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PREFACE.

IN the Introduction to this Dictionary, may be found remarks on ortho-

epy or pronunciation, orthography, etymology or the derivation of words,

grammar, archaisms, provincialisms, Americanisms, and on various other

points of philology and lexicography, and also explanations of the principles

adopted in the preparation of the work. Prefatory observations are also pre-

fixed to the enlarged edition of Walker's "
Key," inserted in this volume, and

likewise to the Pronouncing Vocabulary of Modern Geographical Names. To
these several introductory pages the reader is referred for various explanations

and remarks, which it is unnecessary here to repeat.

In relation to etymology, or the derivation of English words, the general

rule which has been followed is, to give the etymons of such words as are

derived from languages foreign to the English, namely, the Greek, Latin,

French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, German, Danish, Swedish, &c. The Anglo-

Saxon being the mother tongue of the English, and the greater part of the

English words which are of most frequent occurrence being derived from

that language, with more or less change of their orthography, the etymology

of these words of Anglo-Saxon origin is, for the most part, omitted.

Much attention has been bestowed on the subject of orthoepy or pronuncia-

tion
; and, with regard to words of various, doubtful, or disputed pronunciation,

the authorities for the different modes are exhibited
;
so that this Dictionary

will show the reader in what manner these words are pronounced by all the

most eminent English orthoepists. With respect to words variously pro-

nounced, Walker says,
" The only method of knowing the extent of custom

in these cases, seems to be an inspection of those dictionaries which professedly

treat of pronunciation. We have now so many works of this kind, that the

general current of custom, with respect to the sound of words, may be col-

lected from them with almost as much certainty as the general sense of words

from Johnson. An exhibition of the opinions of orthoepists about the sound

of words, always appeared to me a very rational method of determining what

is called custom. This method I have adopted." The method thus counte-

nanced by Walker has been pursued, in this Dictionary, much further

than he had the means of doing it, inasmuch as most of the works

which are made use of, as the principal authorities, have been published

since his time. With respect to many of the words about the pronunciation
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of which orthoepists differ, it is difficult to decide which mode is to be pre-

ferred
;
and it is not to be supposed that the mode for which the Compiler

has indicated a preference, will, in all cases, be esteemed the best
;
but when

it is not, the reader will find the mode which he may prefer, supported by
its proper authority.

About twenty years since, the Compiler edited " Johnson's Dictionary,

as improved by Todd, and abridged by Chalmers, with Walker's Pronouncing

Dictionary combined
;

" and while executing that task, he formed the plan

of his small work, entitled,
" A Comprehensive Pronouncing and Explanatory

Dictionary of the English Language ;

" but before completing this latter

work, he was induced to undertake the labor of making the octavo abridg-

ment of Dr. Webster's " American Dictionary of the English Language."
These tasks of editing and abridging were performed in accordance with

certain principles and rules laid down by the publishers of the former work

and by the author of the latter
;
and as to the selection of words, their or-

thography, etymology, pronunciation, or definition, or as to any want of con-

sistency of the two works with each other, the Editor and Abridger had no re-

sponsibility, further than was implied by the rules prescribed for his guidance.

After beginning the preparation of his "
Comprehensive Dictionary," the

Compiler adopted the practice of recording all the English words which he

met with, used by respectable authors, and not found in Todd's edition of

Johnson's Dictionary. This practice was continued with a view to provide

the means of improving the "Comprehensive Dictionary." But he found the

words which were not registered in any dictionary more numerous than he

anticipated, and, his collection having accumulated beyond his expectation,

he at length formed the design of preparing a new and larger dictionary,

which should contain as complete a vocabulary of the language as he should

be able to make.

The Dictionary of Johnson, as corrected and enlarged by Todd, and

Walker's Critical Pronouncing Dictionary, have been made, in some degree,

the basis of the present work
;
but the words found in those dictionaries have

been revised with much labor and care, in relation to their orthography, pro-

nunciation, etymology, definition, &c.
;
and a great part of them, especially

such as relate to the arts and sciences, have been defined entirely anew.

Such of the words found in Todd's Johnson as are in common use, familiar

to all who read and speak the language, and with regard to the propriety

and use of which there can be no doubt, are, for the most part, left without

any cited authority ;
but for such words as are obsolete, antiquated, rare, pro-

vincial, local, or disputable, the authorities found in Johnson's Dictionary
are retained, and many not found there have been added.

To the words found in Todd's edition of Johnson's Dictionary, nearly

27,000 more have been added, and for all these, authorities are given, except a

few, such as the participial adjectives amusing, entertaining, established, &c.,
for which authorities would be useless. All the verbs of the language that
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are often met with, both regular and irregular, are conjugated; and the

preterits and perfect participles of the irregular verbs are inserted separately

in their alphabetical places ;
but of the regular verbs, the present and perfect

participles ending in ing and ed are not inserted as separate articles. If this

had been done, as it has been in several other dictionaries, it would have

added upwards of ten thousand more articles to the vocabulary ;
which would

have considerably increased the size of the volume, without materially in-

creasing its value.

To the words now added to the vocabulary, and not found in Todd's

Johnson, an asterisk has been annexed
;
and it will be seen that, on many of

the pages, more than half of the words are of this description. The newly
added words have been collected from a great variety of sources. The tech-

nical and scientific terms have generally been taken from scientific works,

or from dictionaries of the various arts and sciences
;
as Brande's " Diction-

ary of Science, Literature, and Art;" Ure's "Dictionary of Arts, Manufac-

tures, and Mines
;

" Crabb's "
Technological Dictionary ;

" Falconer's " Ma-

rine Dictionary;" Dunglison's "Medical Dictionary;" Bouvier's "Law
Dictionary;" London's "Encyclopaedias;" the "Penny Cyclopaedia;" and

many other dictionaries of the different arts and sciences, and various en-

cyclopaedias, the titles of which are to be found in the Catalogue of works

of this kind, in the Introduction of this volume. The greater part of the

miscellaneous words have been collected by the Compiler in the course of his

reading during many years. A considerable number of words have been

taken from several English dictionaries, particularly those of Ash, Richard-

son, and Smart. With respect to Webster's Dictionary, which the Com-

piler several years since abridged, he is not aware of having taken a single

word, or the definition of a word, from that work, in the preparation of this
j

but in relation to words of various or disputed pronunciation, Webster's au-

thority is often cited in connection with that of the English orthoepists. ^-

The Rev. Dr. William Allen, late President of Bowdoin College, having, in

the course of his reading, collected several thousand words not found in any

dictionary, favored the Compiler with the use of his manuscript, who, on

comparing it with his own collection, obtained between fourteen and fifteen

hundred additional words, which have been inserted. The authorities cited

for the miscellaneous words are mostly English ;
and in many instances the

names of English authors have been chosen in preference to the names of

American authors of equal or even higher respectability; inasmuch as it is

satisfactory to many readers to know, in relation to a new, uncommon, or

doubtful word, that it is not peculiar to American writers, but that a respect-

able English authority may be adduced in support of its use.

A dictionary which is designed to be a complete glossary to all English

books that are now read, must contain many words which are obsolete, and

many which are low or unworthy of being countenanced. Many of the

words which have been inserted by the Compiler, and still more of those

(A*)
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which were admitted by Johnson and Todd, no writer of good taste would

now he likely to use. The Compiler has not, indeed, inserted all the words

which he has found used by respectable writers
; yet he apprehends that he

shall be more censured for being too liberal, rather than too exclusive, in his

views respecting the admission of words into a dictionary. He has deemed

it advisable to insert a considerable number of words of very questionable

propriety, found in respectable works, with the name of the author as the

authority ;
for it is believed that it will be satisfactory to many readers, when

they meet with a rare or disputable word, to be able to turn to a dictionary

and see by what other writer it may have been used.

Much care has been taken to note such words as are technical, foreign,

obsolete or antiquated, local or provincial, low or exceptionable. The gram-

matical forms and inflections of words have been given more fully than

ever before in any English dictionary ;
and brief critical notes on the

orthography, the pronunciation, the grammatical form and construction, and

the peculiar, technical, local, provincial, and American uses of words, are

scattered throughout the volume
;
but among such a multiplicity of matters,

it will doubtless be found that many things have been neglected or unsatis-

factorily treated. The limits of the work, indeed, are not such as to admit of

the discussion of every doubtful point, or of as much verbal criticism as would

be necessary to settle the relative merits of every doubtful word. The design

has been to give the greatest quantity of useful matter in the most condensed

form, and to specify, as far as practicable, authorities in doubtful or disputed

cases.

There are many English dictionaries, of various degrees of merit, now in

use; and it may be thought not desirable to increase the number. But the

Compiler, encouraged by the manner in which his small work had been re-

ceived, undertook the preparation of this larger one, with the hope that he

might be able to give it some peculiar characteristics which would render it not

wholly unacceptable or useless to the public. Though not without experience

in labor of this sort, he was not, perhaps, when he formed the design, suffi-

ciently impressed with the arduousness of his undertaking or the insufficiency

of his qualifications ;
of both of which he has had abundant and constant

occasion to be sensible. No amount of. labor or compass of knowledge can

render an English dictionary faultless
;
and this is doubtless susceptible of

many and great improvements. Yet, defective as it is, it has cost the Com-

piler no trifling labor to bring it to its present state, of which some evidence

may be apparent to any one who will examine it. He therefore submits it to

an impartial public, with no high claims or sanguine expectations, yet with

the hope that it will not be adjudged entirely destitute of merit, either in

its plan or in its execution.

CAMBRIDGE, July, 184*5.
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INTRODUCTION,

I. PRINCIPLES OF PRONUNCIATION.

KEY TO THE SOUNDS OF THE MARKED LETTERS.

VOWELS.
Examples.

1. 6 long. NOTE, FOAL, TOW, SORE.

2. short. NOT, CON, ODD, BORROW.

3. 6 long and close . . MOVE, PROVE, FOOD, SOON

4. o broad, like broad A. ... NOR, FORM, SORT, OUGHT.

5. 6 like short SSN, DNE, C6ME, MONEY.

6. obscure ACTQR, CONFESS, FELONY.

1. A long FATE, LACE, AID, PAIN, PLAYER.
2. A short FAT, MXN, LXD, CARRY.

3. A long before R. . . FARE, RARE, pAlR, BEAR.

4. X Italian or grave. FAR, FATHER, PXRT, ARM, cXLM.

5. A" intermediate. . . . FA"ST, BRANCH, GRAsp, GRAss.

6. A broad FALL, HALL, HAUL, WALK, WARM.
7. A Obscure LIAR, PALACE, RIVAL, ABBACY.

1. E long METE, SEAL, FEAR, KEEP.

2. E short MET, MEN, SELL, FERRY.

3. E like A HEIR, THERE, WHERE.
4. E short and obtuse; HER, HERD, FERN, FERVID.

5. E obscure BRIER, FUEL, CELERY.

1. I long PINE, FILE, FIND, MILD, FIRE.

2. If short PIN, FILL, M^SS, MIRROR.

3. I like long E MACHINE, POLICE, MIEN, MARINE.

4. I short and obtuse. FIR, si'R, BIRD, VIRTUE.

5. 1 Obscure ELIXJR, RUJN, LOGIC, ABILJTY.

1. U long TUBE, TUNE, SUIT, PURE.

2. U short TDB, TUN, HUT, HURRY.

3. U middle or obtuse BOLL, FULL, POLL, POSH.

4. H short and obtuse FUR, TURN, MURMUR, HURT.

5. tJ like 5 in MOVE RtiLE, RUDE, TRtfE.

6. V obscure SULPHUR, MURMVR, DEPUTY

1. y long TYPE, STYLE, LYRE.

2. Y short SYLVAN, SYMBOL, CRYSTAL,

3. Y short and obtuse MYRRH, MYRTLE.

4. Y obscure TRULY, ENVY, MARTYR

ol and OY BolL, TOIL, BOY, TOY.

60 and ovf BoOND, TOWN, NOW.
EW like long u FEW, NEW, DEW.

CONSONANTS.

Examples.

C, $, . , soft, likes............. ACID, PLA9ID.

5,5,.. hard, likeK............. FLACCID, SCEPTIC.

J0H, ^h, hard, like*............ 0HARACTER, HASM.

^H,^h, soft, like SH............ (CHAISE, CHEVALIER.
CH. . . (unmarked) like TSH..... CHARM, CHURCH.

r, |, . hard.................. ?ET, j&IVE, jGIFT.

(|S-, g, . soft, like!.............. BENDER, GIANT.

, s, . . soft, like z.............. MUSE, CHOOSE.

$ ---- soft or flat, like GZ........ EXAMPLE, E^lST.

TH, th, soft or flat.............. THIS, THEE, THEN.

TH,th, (unmarked,) sharp....... THIN, THINK, PITH.

$

NATI9N '
N TI<?N -

( PENSION, MISSION.

SION . . like ZHUN............. CONFUSION, vi IQN.

(2)

like SHUN

. like SHAN.

Examples.

( OCEAN.

( OPTICIAN.

^COMMERCIAL.
, like SHAL < CONTROVERSIAL.

v. PARTIAL, MARTIAL

I

r FARINACEOUS.

like SHUS < CAPACIOVS.
> CSENTENTIOVS.

C COURAGEOUS.
'

( RELIGIOVS.

(unmarked) like KW QUEEN, QUESTION.

. ... do. ... like HW WHEN, WHILE.

. . . . do. . . . like F PHANTOM, SERAPH,



PRINCIPLES OF PRONUNCIATION.

REMARKS ON THE KEY.

1. The words which are used in the preced-

ing Key, as examples for illustrating the several

sounds, exhibit accurately, when pronounced by

correct speakers, the different sounds of the

respective letters. Some distinctions are here

made which are not found in most other systems

of notation
; they are, however, not intended to

introduce any new sounds, but merely to dis-

criminate such as are now heard from all who

speak the language with propriety.

2. When the marks of pronunciation are

affixed to words in their proper orthography,

in this Dictionary, without respelling them, the

vowels which are not marked are silent : thus

a in beat, hear ; e in able, give, harden ; i in

pain, heifer ; o in mason, famous ; u in fur-

lough ; and w in follow, are not sounded.

3. The system of notation which is here used,

while it makes a very exact discrimination of

the different sounds of the letters, will be readily

understood and easily applied to practice.; and

it will also be much more easily remembered,

than a system in which the vowels are marked

with figures. By applying the marks to the

letters of the words in their proper orthography,

the necessity of respelling most of them has

been avoided
;
and in this way much space has

been saved, while the pronunciation is fixed with

as much exactness as if the spelling of every

word had been repeated.

4. It is an advantage of this method of nota-

tion, that it distinguishes the syllables which

receive a secondary accent, or are pronounced

with a distinct sound of the vowels, from those

which are but slightly or indistinctly sounded.

A great part of the words of the English lan-

guage that have more than two syllables, have

more than one syllable in some degree accented,

or pronounced more distinctly than the rest
; yet

this difference in distinctness is not made appar-

ent by the usual modes of marking the words.

In this notation, the vowels in the syllables

which have either the primary or secondary ac-

cent, have a mark placed over them denoting

a distinct sound
;
while those which are more

feebly uttered have a dot placed under them.

Take, for example, the following words, which

are thus noted: sun'shine, pd'per, dn'ec-dote,

car-q-van
f

, llt'er-al, mdn-i-fes-td'tion, m-di-vis-i-

bil'i-ty. In these words, it will be readily per-

ceived, that all the vowels which have a mark

placed over them have a distinct sound, or are

more or less accented, while those which have a

dot under them are but slightly or indistinctly

sounded
;
and that the pronunciation is as clearly

represented to the eye in their proper orthogra-

phy, as it is, in other methods of notation, by

respelling the words.

5. There are many cases in which the vowels

are pronounced with so slight a degree of dis-

tinctness, that it may be a matter of indifference

whether they are marked with the distinct or

indistinct sound
; as, for example, the last sylla-

ble of the words consonant, diffident, feebleness,

and obvious, might, with nearly equal propriety,

have the vowels marked with a short or an indis-

tinct sound.

SOUNDS OF THE VOWELS.

6. The Jirst, or long, sound of each of the

vowels marked thus, a, e, i, o, ii,
is styled its al-

phabetic or name sound, being the sound which

is heard in naming the letter. The sound of

the letter y, when used as a vowel, is the same

as that of i; but as a vowel, it begins no

properly English word.

7. The long sound of the vowels is generally

indicated, in monosyllables, by a silent e at the

end of the word, preceded by a single conso-

nant, as in fate, mete, pine, note, tube, type.

The following words, however, are exceptions ;

namely, have, are, and bade, the preterit of to bid.

The vowels have regularly the long sound if

final in an accented syllable, as in ba'sis, It'gal,

tri'al, sono'rous, cu'bic, ty'rant.

8. The second, or short, sound of the vowels is

generally indicated, in monosyllables, by the

absence of mute e at the end of the word, as

in fat, met, pin, not, tub, hyp. It is also the

usual sound of a vowel in an accented syllable

which ends with a consonant, as in aban'don,

attentive, exhib'it, lacon'ic, reluc'tant, lyr'ical.

. 9. The fourth sound of the vowels, a, e, t,

o, and u, and the third sound of y, (called, with

respect to e, i, u, and y, short and obtuse,} marked

thus, &, e', 'i, o, ii, y, is the short sound of these

several vowels, when, in a monosyllable or in an

accented syllable, they are succeeded by r final,

or by r followed by some other consonant
; as,

far, hard ; her, herd ; Jir, Jlrkin ; nor, north ; fur,

burden ; myrrh, myrtle. Some orthoepists make

no distinction between the sound indicated by
this mark and the proper short sound of these

vowels
;
others make a distinction in relation to a

part of them only. The vowels having this mark

are pronounced with as short a sound as they
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readily receive when thus situated. The pecu-

liar character of this sound, which distinguishes

it from the proper short sound of the vowels, is

caused by the letter r ; and this letter, thus sit-

uated, has an analogous influence on the sound

of all the vowels. The difference between the

sound of the vowels when thus situated, and their

proper short sound, will be readily perceived by

the following examples ; as, man, marrow ; mar,

mart; men, merry; ke'r, merchant; fin, mir-

ror; fir, mirth; not, borrow; nor, border;

tun, hurry ; filr, hurdle. There is little or no

difference in the sounds of the vowels e, i, u,

and y, when under this mark
; as, her, fir, filr,

myrrh ; but their proper short sounds are widely

different when followed by r, as well as by other

consonants, as in merry, mirror, hurry. See re-

marks on the sound of the letter R, page xviii.

10. Vowels marked with the dot or period

underneath, thus, a, e, i, g, u, y,
are found only

in syllables which are not accented, and over

which the organs of speech pass slightly and

hastily in pronouncing the words in which they
are found. This mark is employed rather to

indicate a slight stress of voice, than to note

any particular quality of sound. If the sylla-

bles on which the primary and secondary ac-

cents fall, are uttered with a proper stress of

voice, these comparatively indistinct syllables

will naturally be pronounced right. In a ma-

jority of cases, this mark may be regarded
as indicating an indistinct short sound of the

vowels
;
as in tenable, mental, travel, peril, idol,

forum, carry ; but in many cases it indicates a

slight or unaccented long sound, as in carbonate,

sulphate, ebony, follower, educate, regulate, con-

gratulate. The letter u, in the last three words,
is pronounced like yu, slightly articulated. The
vowels with this mark have, in some situations,

particularly in the last syllable of words ending
with r, no perceptible difference of sound

;
as

in friar, speaker, nadir, actor, sulphur, zephyr.

A.

11. The third sound of the letter a, marked

thus, a, is its long sound qualified by being fol-

lowed by the letter r ; as in care, fare, pare. The

diphthong ai, followed by r, has precisely the

same sound, as in fair, pair ; so also, in some

cases, has the diphthong ea, as in bear, pear.
There is obviously a difference in the sound of
a in these words, as they are pronounced by
good speakers, and its sound in pain and fate.
There is the same difference between the sound
of a in the word pair, and its sound in the word

payer, one who pays ;
also in the word prayer, a

petition, and in the word prayer, one who prays.

12. The ffth sound of a, marked thus, a, is

an intermediate sound of this letter, between ita

short sound, as in fat, man, and its Italian

sound, as in far, father. With respect to the

class of words, which, in this Dictionary, have

this mark, there is much diversity among orthoe-

pists. Most of these words, by Nares, Jones,

and Perry, are marked with the Italian sound, as

iny*ar &ud father ; but Walker and Jameson mark

them, or most of them, with the short sound, as

a infat, man ; Fulton and Knight mark them as

being intermediate between the short and the

Italian sound
;
and Smart, though he gives a in

most of these words the short mark, says, in re-

lation to it,
" There is, in many words, a dispo-

sition to broadness in the vowel not quite in

unison with the mode of indication, as may be

perceived in an unaffected pronunciation of

grass, graft, command. This broadness is a de-

cided vulgarism when it identifies the sound

with a. The exact sound lies between the one

indicated and the vulgar corruption."

The following words belong to this class :

advance cast ghastly pass

advantage castle glance passive
after chaff glass past

aghast chandler graff pasture
alexander chance graft pastor
alabaster class grant pilaster

alas clasp grasp plaster

amass contrast grass prance
answer craft haft quaff

ask dance hasp rafter

ant dastard jasper rasp

asp draff lance repast
ass draft lanch romance

bask disaster lass salamander

basket draught last sample
bastard enchant mask shaft

blanch enhance mass slander

blast ensample mast slant

bombast example mastiff staff

branch fast mischance task

brass flask nasty trance

cask gasp pant vast

casket gantlet paragraph waft

E.

13. The letter e has, in several words, the

same sound as a in fare ; as in heir, there,

where ; but were is properly pronounced we'r. In

clerk and sergeant, it has, according to most or-

thoepists, the sound of a in dark and margin.
See CLERK and SERGEANT.
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14. When e precedes I orn in an unaccented

final syllable, in some words it has an indis-

tinct short sound, and in some it is entirely

suppressed. It is sounded in flannel, travel,

vessel, chicken, sudden, woollen, &c.
;
and it is

suppressed in drivel, grovel, hearken, heaven, &c.

15. The letter e is generally suppressed in

the preterits of verbs, and in participles ending

in ed, when the e is not preceded by d or t;

as, feared, praised, admired, tossed, suppressed,

nronounced feard, praisd, admird, tost, supprest.

16. The long sound of the letter i is heard

not only in monosyllables ending with a mute e,

as in file, time, &c., but also in the word pint,

and in the words child, mild, wild; also in bind,

blind, find, hind, kind, mind, rind, &c.

17. There is a class of words, mostly derived

from the French and Italian languages, in which

i retains the sound of long e ; as, ambergris, an-

tique, bombazine, brazil, capivi, capuchin, caprice,

chagrin, chevaux-de-frise, critique, frize, gabar-

dine, haberdine, quarantine, ravine, routine, fas-

cine,fatigue, intrigue, invalid, machine, magazine,

marine, palanquin, pique, police, recitative, man-

darine, tabourine, tambourine, tontine, transma-

rine, ultramarine, verdigris. In the word shire,

i commonly has the same sound
;
and some also

give it the same in oblige and oblique. See

OBLIGE and OBLIQUE.
18. In words which terminate in He and ine,

with the accent on the penultimate syllable, the i

in the final syllable is generally short; as,/erfa7e,

Jiostile, adamantine, intestine, &c. The follow-

ing are exceptions : edile, exile, gentile, pentile,

feline, ferine, confine, and a few others. Also

when the accent is on the antepenult, words

ending in ile generally have the i short; as,

juvenile, puerile, &c.
;
but it is long in chamo-

mile, reconcile, eolipile, infantile.

19. With respect to words ending in ine,

and having -the accent on the antepenultimate,

there is much uncertainty as to the quantity

of i ; and in relation to a number of such words

there is much disagreement among orthoepists ;

yet the general rule inclines to the long sound

of i in the termination of this class of words.

In the following words, i, in the last syllable, is

generally pronounced long : adulterine, almadine,

armentine, asinine, belluine, bizantine, brigantine,

cannabine, colubrine, columbine, celandine, concu-

bine, countermine, coralline, crystalline, eglantine,

legaline, leonine, metalline, muscadine, porcupine,

saccJiarine, sapphirine, saturnine, serpentine, tur-

pentine, uterine, vespertine, viperine, vituline.

In the following words, i, in the last syllable,

is short : discipline, feminine, genuine, heroine,

hyaline, jessamine, libertine, masculine, medicine,

nectarine, palatine. With respect to alkaline,

aquiline, as well as some others, the orthoepists,

as well as usage, are divided. In the termina-

tion ine of a class of chemical words, the i is

short
; as,fluorine, iodine, nepheline, &c. In the

termination ite, the i is sometimes short, as in

respite, granite,favorite, infinite, &c.
;
and some-

times long, as in expedite, appetite, satellite, &c.

In a class of gentile nouns, and appellatives,

formed from proper names, it is long ; as, Hivite,

Wicliffite ; also, generally, in names of minerals
;

as, augite, steatite, tremolite.

20. When i ends an initial syllable without

the accent, and the succeeding syllable begins

with a consonant, the i is generally short or in-

distinct, as if written e, as in civility, divine,

finance; but the exceptions to this rule are

numerous, among which are biquadrate, chirog-

raphy, biography, divaricate, librarian, primeval,

tribunal, vitality, and many others, in which the

t is pronounced long. There is also a con-

siderable number of words with regard to which

there is a diversity, in relation to the pronun-

ciation of the i, among orthoepists and in usage ;

as, dilate, diverge, virago, &c.

O.

21. There is a class of words ending in f,

ft, ss, st, and th, in which o is marked with the

short sound in most pronouncing dictionaries,

though some orthoepists give it the sound of

broad a, as in fall. Mr. Nares gives the sound

of broad a to o in the following words: off,

often, offer, coffee, scoff, aloft, loft, soft, cross,

loss, toss, cost, frost, lost, tost, broth, cloth, froth,

cough, and trough. To these some others might,

with equal propriety, be added
; as, offspring,

dross, gloss, moss, moth, wroth. Mr. Smart

remarks, "that before ss, st, and th, the letter

o is frequently sounded aw; as in moss, gloss,

&c., lost, cost, &c., broth, cloth, &c. This

practice is analogous to the broad utterance

which the letter a [short] is liable to receive

before certain consonants
; [see A, page xi.

;]

and the same remarks will apply in the present

case, as to the one referred to, namely, that,

though the broad sound is vulgar, there is an

affectation in a palpable effort to avoid it in

words where its use seems at one time to have

been general. In such cases, a medium be-

tween the extremes is the practice of the best
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speakers." The sound of o is also somewhat

prolonged in gone and begone, and in some

words ending in ng ; as, long, prong, song,

strong, thong, throng, wrong.

22. There are a few words in which o has

the same sound as u in bull, or as oo in good;

namely, bosom, wolf, ivoman, Wolsey, Wolver-

hampton. It has the sound of short u in done,

son, &c.
;
and the sound of u (as in hurt] in

word, work, worth, &c.

23. In many words ending in on, 'the sound

of o is suppressed, as in bacon, pardon, weapon,

reason, cotton, &c.

U.

24. With respect to the manner of designating

the sound of the vowel u when it comes imme-

diately after the accent, as in the words educate,

nature, natural, &c., there is much diversity

among orthoepists. By Walker, the pronun-

ciation of EDUCATE is thus noted ed'ju-kdt;

by Sheridan, Jones, Enfield, Fulton, and Jame-

son, thus ed'u-Mt ; and by Perry, Knowles,

Smart, and Reid, thus ed'u-Mt. NATURE,

by Walker, thus nd'chur; by Sheridan and

Jones, thus nd'chur; by Perry, Enfield, and

Reid, thus nd'tur ; by Jameson and Knowles

thus ndt'yur ; by Smart, thus nd'tur, or nd'-

chur. NATURAL, by Walker and Jones, thus

nat'chii-rdl ; by Sheridan, thus ndt'chur-dl ;

by Fulton, Enfield, and Jameson, thus ndt'u-

ral ; by Perry and Reid, thus ndVu-ral ; by

Knowles, thus ndt'yur-dl ; by Smart, thus

ndt'cho-rdl There is a pretty large class of

words with respect to which there is a similar

diversity in the manner in which the pronun-
ciation of u and tu is noted by the different

orthoepists ;
but the difference is greater in ap-

pearance than in reality. The u thus situated

may properly be regarded as having the slight

sound of long u; and the sound may be noted

by yu, slightly articulated. Walker remarks,
with respect to the pronunciation of nature,
" There is a vulgar pronunciation of this word

as if written na'ter, which cannot be too care-

fully avoided. Some critics have contended

that it ought to be pronounced as if written

nate-yure ; but this pronunciation comes so near

to that here adopted [nd'chur], as scarcely to be

distinguishable from it"

Y.

25. Y, at the end of a word, preceded by a

consonant, is commonly pronounced short and

indistinct, like indistinct e ; as, policy, palpably,

lately, colony, &c. The exceptions are mono-

syllables ; as, by, cry, dry, fly, fry, sty, wry, with

their compounds, awry, hereby, whereby, &c.
;

also verbs ending infy; as, fortify, magnify,

testify, &c. ; also, ally, occupy, and prophesy.

SOUNDS OF THE DIPHTHONGS AND
TRIPHTHONGS.

26. A diphthong is the union of two vowels,

pronounced by a single impulse of the voice
; as,

oi in voice, ou in sound.

27. A triphthong is the union of three vowels,

pronounced in like manner
; as, ieu in adieu, iew

in view.

28. A proper diphthong is one in which both

vowels are sounded
; as, oi in voice, ou in found.

PROPER DIPHTHONGS.

ea in ocean
;

io in nation
;

ua in assuage ;

eu " feud
;

oi " voice
;

ue " desuetude ;

ew "
jewel ;

ou " sound
;

ui "
languid,

ia "
poniard; ow" now;

ie "
spaniel ; oy

"
boy ;

The diphthongs which begin with e or i, name-

ly, ea, eu, ew, ia, ie, and io, differ from the rest ;

and they may, as Walker says, not improperly

be called semi-consonant
diphthongs^;" being

pronounced as if y consonant was substituted!

in place of e or i ; as, ocyan, ponyard, questyon.

29. An improper diphthong has only one of

the vowels sounded
; as, ea in hear, oa in coal

IMPROPER DIPHTHONGS.

ae or ae in Csesar
;
ea in beat

;
ie in friend

;

ai . . . .
"
pain ;

ee " seed
;

oa " boat
;

ao ..." gaol ;
ei " either

;
oe "

oesophagus ,

au ..." haul
;

eo "
people ;

oo " soon
;

aw ..." law
; ey

"
they ;

ow" crow.

M.
30. This is a Latin diphthong, and is always

long in Latin. In English, it is used only in

words of Latin origin or formation
; as, aqua vita,

minutiae, (Esthetics ; and it is sometimes long, as

in paan, and sometimes short, as in D&d'alus.

AI.

31. The usual sound of this diphthong is the

same as long a ; as in pail, pain, pronounced like

pale, pane. The following are the principal

exceptions. It has the sound of short e in said,

says, and saith, and in again and against ; that

(B)
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of short a in plaid and raillery ; that of long i in

aisle; and in a final unaccented syllable, it has

the obscure sound of the indistinct short i,
as in

fountain, mountain, curtain.

AO.

32. This diphthong occurs only in the word

gaol, pronounced, as well as very often written,

jail.
AU.

33. The common sound of this diphthong is

the same as that of broad a, or aw, caul and haul

being pronounced exactly like call and hall.

But when these letters are followed by n and

another consonant, the sound is changed, in a

number of words, to that of the Italian a in far

and/a$er; as, by most of the orthoepists, in the

following words: aunt, craunch, daunt, fiaunt,

gaunt, gauntlet, haunch, haunt, jaunt, jaundice,

laundress, laundry, maund, paunch, saunter,

staunch. Some orthoepists pronounce a part

of these words with the sound of broad a, as

most of them do the word vaunt. In the words

laugh and draught, this diphthong has likewise

the sound of a in far ; in gauge, the sound of

long a, (as in page ;)
in hautboy, the sound of

long o ; and in cauliflower, laudanum, and

laurel, it is commonly pronounced with the

sound of short o ; as, col'iflower, &c.

AW.
34. This diphthong has the sound of broad a,

baiol and ball being pronounced exactly alike.

AY.

35. This diphthong has the sound of long a, as

in pay, hay, &c.
; except in quay, which is pro-

nounced ke ; and in Sunday, Monday, &c., the

last syllable is pronounced as if written Sundy,

Mondy.
EA.

36. The regular sound of this diphthong is

that of long e ; as in beat, hear, pronounced like

beet, here ; but there are many words in which

it has the sound of short e ; as, head, dead, ready,

&c. In a few words it has the sound of long a ;

as in break, steak, great, bear, bearer, forbear,for-

bwear, pear, swear, tear, wear. In some words it

his the sound of a in far ; as in heart, hearten,

heady, hearth, hearken ; and, when unaccented,
it has only an obscure sound, as in vengeance,

sergeant.
EAU.

37. This triphthong is used only in words

derived from the French. In beauty it has the

sound of long u; but its regular sound is tha

of long o, as in beau, bureau, Jlambeau, &c.

EE.

38. This diphthong is almost always pro-

nounced like long e ; the principal exceptions

are been, (bin,)
and breeches, (britches.) The

poetical contractions e'er and ne'er, for ever and

never, are pronounced as if written air and nair.

EL

39. This diphthong has most commonly the

sound of long a, as in deign, eight, feign, feint,

freight, heinous, inveigh, neigh, neighbor, veil,

weight, heir, tJieir, &c. But there are many ex-

ceptions. It has the sound of long e in ceil,

ceiling, conceit, conceive, deceit, deceive, inveigle,

perceive, receipt, receive, seize, seizin, seignior

seigniory, seine ; commonly also in either, neither,

and leisure. (See EITHER, NEITHER, and LEI-

SURE.) It has the sound of long i in height and

sleight ; of short e in heifer and nonpareil ; and,

in an unaccented syllable, an indistinct sound

of i, as in counterfeit, foreign, foreigner, forfeit,

forfeiture, sovereign, sovereignty, surfeit.

EO.

40. This diphthong is pronounced like long o

in yeoman, arid like long e in people ; like short e

in jeopard, jeopardy, leopard, feoffee, feoffer, feoff-

ment ; like broad o (as in nor) in georgic ; like

long u infeod,feodal,feodary, (which are written

also feud,feudal, anAfeudary ;) and, when unac-

cented, it has the indistinct sound of w, o, or i,

as in bludgeon, curmudgeon, dudgeon, dungeon,

gudgeon, habergeon, luncheon, puncheon, trun-

cheon, surgeon, sturgeon, scutcheon, escutcheon,

pigeon, widgeon.

EU.

41. This diphthong is always sounded like

long u, as mfeud, deuce.

EW.

42. This diphthong is almost always sounded

like long u, or eu, as in few, hew, new ; but if r

precedes it, it takes the sound of oo, or of u in

rule, as in brew, crew, drew. In the words shew

and strew, (written also show and strow,} this

diphthong has the sound of long o, as it also

has in the verb to sew, and commonly also in the

word sewer, a drain. See SEWER.

EY.

43. This diphthong has the sound of Ion
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a, as in bey, day, grey, hey, prey, they, whey,

convey, obey, purvey, survey, eyre, eyry. In key

and ley,
it has the sound of long e ; and, when

unaccented, it has the slight sound of e, as in

galley, valley, &c.

IA.

44. This diphthong, in the terminations ial,

ian, and iard, is often united in one syllable,

the i being sounded like y ; as, Christian, Jttial,

poniard, pronounced as if written Christ'yan,

ju'yal, pon'yard. In some words it has the ob-

scure sound of indistinct short i, as in carriage,

marriage, parliament.

IE.

45. The regular sound of this diphthong is

that of long e, as in chief, fef, fend, grenadier,

gritfi grieve, lief, liege, thief, &c. It has the

sound of long i in die, hie, lie, pie, vie, &c.
;

and the sound of short e in friend.

OA.

46. The regular sound of this diphthong is

that of long o, as in boat, coat, coal, foal, loaf,

moat, &c.
;
but in broad, abroad, and groat, it has

the sound of broad a.

(E.

47. This diphthong is derived from the Greek

and Latin, and it is retained in but very few

words used in English. It is found in assafcst-

ida, where it is pronounced like short e, and in

(edema, esophagus, anted, also often in fcetus,

(often written fetus,} in which it has the sound

of long e.

<EU.

48. This triphthong is found only in the word

manoeuvre, and it has the sound of oo in moon,
or of u in rule.

OI and OY.

49. The sound of these diphthongs is the

same
;
and it is noted in this Dictionary, as it

is in that of Walker and in other Dictionaries,

by the sound of broad o, (as in nor,} and short i.

Although this is the manner in which Walker
marks these letters in his Dictionary, yet in his

"Principles," he says, "The general, and almost

universal, sound of this diphthong is that of a

in water (the same as o in nor) and the first e in

metre" Perhaps a better mode of representing
the sound of this diphthong would be to mark
the i and the y with a dot under them, to de-

note the obscure sound, or by the use of an e

with the same mark
; as, boil or boel, boy or boe.

Some orthoepists mark both letters short. There

is no disagreement with respect to the sound

itself, but merely with regard to the mode of

representing it

OO.

50. The regular sound of this diphthong is

heard in moon, food, stoop ; and it is the same

as that of single o in move, prove.

51. This diphthong has a shorter sound (the

same as the sound of u in bull, or of single o in

wolf} in the following words : book, brook, cook,

crook, foot, good, hood, hook, look, shook, stood,

understood, withstood, wood, and wool ; and also,

according to some orthoepists, in rook and soot.

Walker says, that "foot, good, hood, stood, un-

derstood, ivithstood, wood, and wool, are the only

words where this diphthong has this middle

sound." But the rest of the words above enu-

merated are pronounced with the same sound

of this diphthong by other orthoepists, as well

as by common usage. Smart says, that the pro-

nunciation assigned by Walker to book (boh)

"is a decided provincialism."

52. This diphthong has the sound of long o

in door and floor ; and of short u in blood and

Jlood.
OU.

53. This is the most irregular diphthong in the

language. Its most common or regular sound

is that in which both letters are sounded, as in

bound, sound, cloud, loud, our, shout, south, &c.

54. This diphthong has the sound of short u in

country, cousin, couple, accouple, double, trouble,

southern, courage, encourage, flourish, nourish,

nourishment, enough, cliough, rough, tough, touch,

touchy, young, youngster, &c. It has the sou*;d

of o in move, or oo in moon, in accoutre, 'tg-

group, group, croup, bouge, amour, parairour,

bouse, bousy, capouch, cartouch, rouge, soup, sur-

tout, tour, contour, detour, tourney, tourtament,

through, uncouth, you, your, youth, anr. also in

various other words derived from the French.

It has the sound of long o in court, accourt, cour-

tier, course, concourse, recourse, disco'jrse, source,

resource, four, fourth, pour, though, although,

dough, mould, moult, mourn, shoulder, smoulder,

poult, poultice, poultry, soul, li has the sound

of broad a, as in ball, or of o, as in nor, in

bought, brought, fought, ought nought, sought,

besought, thought, ivrought. It has the sound of

u in bull, or of oo in goc ,
in could, should,

would. It has the sound of short o, or, accord-
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ing to some orthoepists, of broad a, in cough and

trough, rhyming with off and scoff.

OW.

55. The regular sound of this diphthong, the

same as the regular sound of ou, is heard in

how, now, down, town, tower, &c. It has the

sound of long o in below, bestow, blow, crow,

flow, flown, grow, grown, growth, glow, know,

known, owe, own, owner, show, snow, sown,

strow, throw, thrown; also in the following

words, in some of their senses : bow, low, lower,

mow, shower, sow.

56. When this diphthong forms a final or un-

accented syllable, it has the slight sound of long

o, as in borrow, follow, follower.

UA.

57. When both the letters of this diphthong

axe sounded, they have the power of wa, as in

equal, language, persuade. In some words the

is silent, as in guard, guardian, guarantee,

piquant; and in victuals and victualling, both

the letters are silent

UE.

58. When these letters are united in a diph-

thong, and are both sounded, they have the

power" of we, as in consuetude, desuetude, man-

suetude, conquest. In some words the u is

silent, as in guerdon, guess, guest. When this

diphthong is final, the e is in many words silent,

as in due, hue, pursue, value, &c.
;
and in some

words both letters are silent, as in league, fa-

tigue, harangue, tongue, antique, oblique, deca-

logue, demagogue, dialogue, &c.

UI.

59. These letters, when united in a diphthong,
a; d both sounded, have the power of wi, as in

anguish, languid, vanquish. In some words the

u is silent, as in guide, guile, build, guinea ; and

in others the i is silent, as in juice, pursuit,

fruit, fee.

SOUNDS OF THE CONSONANTS.

60. The tansonants are divided into mules

and semi-vowels. The mutes cannot be sounded
.t all without the aid of a vowel. They are 6,

d, k, p, t, and c and g hard.

61. The semi-vowels have an imperfect sound
of themselves. They are /, I, m, n, r, s, v, x, z,

and c and
g- soft.

62. The four semi-vowels, /, m, n, and r, arc

also called liquids, because they readily unite

with other consonants, flowing, as it were, into

their sounds.

63. The following consonants are styled den-

tals, namely, d, j, s, t, z, and g soft, being pro-

nounced chiefly by the aid of the teeth
; d, g, j,

k, I, n, and q, are called palatals, from the use

made of the palate in pronouncing them
; 6, p,

f, v, and m, are called labials, being pronounced

chiefly by the lips ; m, n, and the digraph ng,
are called nasals, being sounded through the

nose
;
and k, q, c and g- hard, are called gut-

turals, being sounded by the throat

64. B, preceded by m in the same syllable,

is generally silent
; as, lamb, limb, comb, dumb,

&c.
;
but succumb is an exception. It is silent

also before t in the same syllable, as in debt,

doubt, redoubt, &c.

C.

65. This letter is hard, and sounds like k, be-

fore a, o, and u ; and it is soft, and sounds like s,

before e, i, and y ; except in sceptic and sdrrhus

and their derivatives, in which it is hard, like k.

66. When c comes after the accent, and is fol-

lowed by ea, ia, io, or eous, it takes, like s and t,

the sound of sh ; as, ocean, social, tenacious, ce-

taceous. In the words discern, sacrifice, suffice,

and sice, and several words derived from discern,

sacrifice, and suffice, c has the sound of z.

CH.

67. The regular English sound of this di-

graph is the same as that of tch, or tsh, as in

chair, child, rich, church. When eft follows I

or n, as in belch, bench, fllch, Walker, Jameson,

and Fulton, designate the sound by sh, as belsh,

bensh, fllsh ; but other orthoepists, Sheridan,

Perry, Jones, Knowles, and Smart, give to ch,

thus situated, the same sound as in rich.

68. In words derived from the ancient lan-

guages, ch is generally hard, like k, as in ache,

alchemy, anarch, anarchy, anchor, anchoret, ca-

chexy, catechism, chalcography, chalybeate, chame-

leon, chamomile, chaos, character, chasm, chely,

chemistry, chimera, chirography, chiromancy,

choler, chorus, chord, chorography, chyle, chyme,

cochleary, conch, distich, echo, echinus, epoch,

eunuch, hemistich, hierarch, hierarchy, machinal,

machination, mechanic, mechanism, monarch, mo-

narchical, orchestra, orchestre, pentateuch, scheme,

schesis, scholar, school, stomach, stomachic, &c.
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The exceptions are charity, chart, and charter.

Ch is hard in all words in which it is followed

by I or r ; as, chlorosis, Christian.

69. When arch, signifying chief, begins a

word from the Greek language, and is followed

by a vowel, it is pronounced ark, as in arch-

angel, architect, archive, archipelago, archetype,

archiepiscopal, archidiaconal, architrave, archaism,

archeology ; but when arch is prefixed to an Eng-
lish word, it is pronounced so as to rhyme with

march; as, archbishop, archduke, arch-fiend. In

drachm, schism, and yacht, ch is silent

I).

70. The termination ed, assumed by the pre-

terit and participle, in some words takes the

sound of d added to the preceding syllable ; as,

healed, sealed, pronounced heald, seald; and in

some it takes the sound of t, added in the same

manner
; as, distressed, mixed, pronounced distrest,

mixt. Some words, which, when used as parti-

ciples, are pronounced in one syllable, are, when
used as adjectives, pronounced in two

; as,

learned, blessed, winged.

F.

71. This letter has a uniform sound, except

in the preposition of, in which it has the sound

of v.

G.

72. G, like c, has two sounds, one hard and

the other soft. It is hard before a, o, and u.

The only exception is gaol, which is commonly

written, as well as pronounced, jail.

73. G, before e, i, and y, is sometimes hard and

sometimes soft. It is generally soft before words

derived from the Greek, Latin, and French, and

hard before words from the Saxon
;
and these last,

being much the smaller number of the words of

this sort, may be regarded as exceptions.

74. It is hard before e in gear, geek, geese,

geld, gelt, gelding, get, gewgaiv, shagged,

snagged, cragged, ragged, scragged, dogged,

rugged, dagger, stagger, swagger, trigger, dog-

ger, pettifogger, tiger, anger, eager, auger, finger,

linger, conger, longer, stronger, younger^ longest,

strongest, youngest ; before i, in gibber, gibber-

ish, gibbous, gibcat, giddy, gift, gig, giggle, gig-

gler, gild, gill, gimlet, gimp, gird, girdle, girl,

girt, girth, gizzard, begin, give, forgive, biggin,

piggin, noggin, druggist, loaggish, hoggish,

sluggish, rigging, digging, &c.
;
before y, in

boggy, buggy, cloggy, craggy, foggy, dreggy,

jaggy, knaggy, muggy, quaggy, scraggy, shag-

gy, snaggy, swaggy, twiggy.

(3)

75. The g in longer, (the comparative of long,)

stronger, younger, longest, strongest, and young-

est, must articulate the e ; and these words are

pronounced as if written with gg. Thus longer,

the comparative of long, is pronounced long'ger;

and longer, one who longs, long'er.

GH.

76. In this digraph, at the beginning of a

word, the h is silent, as in ghost, ghastly, gher-

kin ; at the end of words, both letters are com-

monly silent, as in high, nigh, sigh, thigh, neigh,

weigh, inveigh, sleigh, bough, dough, though?

although, plough, furlough, through, thorough,

borough. In some words this digraph has the

sound of f, as in enough, rough, tough, trough,

cough, chough, laugh, laughter; in some, the

sound of k, as in hough, shough, lough. In

dough and slough, it is sometimes silent, and

sometimes has the sound off.

GHT.

77. In this termination the letters gh are

always silent ; as, fight, right, height, &c.
;
ex-

cept in draught, which is pronounced, and in

some of its senses usually written, draft.

H.

78. This letter is a note of aspiration, and it

is silent at the beginning of a number of words
;

as, heir, heiress, honor, honesty, honorable, herbt

herbage, hostler, hour, &c. In hospital, hum-

ble, humor, humorous, and humorsome, according
to some orthoepists it is silent, and according
to others it is sounded. It is always silent after

r, as in rheum, rhetoric, rhapsody, &c.

K.

79. This letter has the same sound as c

hard, and is always silent before n, as in kr ^
kneel, know, &c.

80. L is silent in many words
;
as in

c-j'lf, half,

chalk, talk, balm, calm, would, could, should, &c.

M.
i

81. M always preserves its soum'J, except in

accompt, accomptant, and comptroller ; more com-

monly written account, accounfc.nt, and con-

trotter.

N.

82. JV has two sounds, on < simple and pure,

as in man, not; the other compound and mixed,
as in hang, thank, banquc* anxious; the three

(B*)
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last being pronounced as if written thangk,

bang'quet, angk'shus.

83. JV is mute when it ends a syllable and

is preceded by I or m, as in kiln, hymn, limn,

column, autumn, solemn, condemn, contemn, &c.

P.

84. P is silent before s and t at the begin-

ning of words, as in psalm, psalter, ptisan.

PH.

85. This digraph generally has the sound of

/, as in physic, philosophy, &c. In nepheiv and

Stephen, it has the sound of v ; and in diphthong,

triphthong, naphtha, &c., the h is silent.

Q.

86. Q is always followed by u, and the di-

graph qu has commonly the sound of kw, as in

queen, quill, quart ; but, in many words derived

from the French, it has the sound of k, as in

coquet, etiquette, masquerade, &c.

R.

87. The letter r has a jarring or trilling

effect on the tongue, and it is never silent. It

has a peculiar influence on both the long arid

the short sound of the vowels. It has the effect,

under certain circumstances, to change the short

sound of a, as in man, into its Italian sound, as in

far, and the short sound of o, as in not, into its

broad sound, like broad a, as in nor ; and it has

a corresponding effect on the short sound of the

other vowels. (See pages x and xi.) When
r is preceded by a long vowel, it has sometimes

the effect of confounding the syllables. Thus

the monosyllables hire, more, roar, sore, and

flour, are pronounced precisely like the dissyl-

, bles higher, mower, rower, soiver, and flower.

38. There is a difference of opinion among
or!. . oepists respecting the letter r. Johnson

say,v t
that "

it has one constant sound in Eng-
lish :/\ and the same view of it is maintained

by Ke, (irick, Sheridan, Perry, Jones, Jameson,

ind Kn.iwles. Walker, on the contrary, says,

"There ,'o a distinction in the sound of this

letter scarcely ever noticed by any of our

writers on V-he subject, which is, in my opinion,

of no small ^importance ;
and that is, the rough

and the smooth r." The following is the view

given by Sma\-t: "R is a decided consonant

when it begin^ a syllable with or without

another consonant, as in ray, pray; and also

when it ends a syllable, if it should be so cir-

cumstanced that, ending one, it also begins the

next, as m and, tarry, peril, berry, spirit, florid,

hurry. Here the r has the same effect on the

previous vowel that any other consonant would

have; that is to say, it stops, or renders the

vowel essentially short. But, under other cir-

cumstances, final r is not a decided consonant
;

and therefore the syllables ar, er, ir, or, ur, are

not coincident, as to the vowel sound in each,

with at, et, it, ot, ut ; neither do the vowel

sounds in fare, mere, ire, ore, ure, poor, our,

quite identify with those in fate, mete, ide, ode,

cube, pool, oivl."

S.

89. The regular or genuine sound of s is its

sharp, sibilant, or hissing sound, like c soft, as in

son, this. It has also a flat or soft sound, (called

by some its vocal sound,) the same as that of the

letter z, as in wise, his.

90. S has always its sharp, hissing sound at

the beginning of words, as son, safe ; also at the

end of words when they terminate in as, except

the words as, has, was, whereas, and the plural

of nouns ending ea, as sects, pleas ; in all words

ending in ss, as Zess, express ; in all words end-

ing in is, except the monosyllables is and his ;

in all words ending in MS and ows, as genius,

famous; in all words when preceded, in the

same syllable, by either of the mutes k, p, t, or

by/, as locks, hats, caps, muff's.

91. S final has the sound of z when it imme-

diately follows any consonant, except the mutes

k, p, t, the semi-vowel f, and th aspirated, as in

ribs, heads, hens ; also when it forms an additional

syllable with e before it, in the plural of nouns

and the third person singular of verbs, as in

churches, boxes, prices ; likewise in some verbs

ending in se, to distinguish them from nouns

and adjectives of the same form, as aowse, use,

close, diffuse, as distinguished from the nouns

and adjectives abuse, use, close, diffuse. But it

is impossible to give rules which will enable

one to see, in all cases, how s is to be pro-

nounced, whether with its sharp, hissing sound,
or its flat or soft sound, like z.

92. aspirated, or sounding like SH or ZH.

S takes the sound of sh in words ending in sion,

preceded by a consonant, as in diversion, expul-

sion, dimension, passion, mission, &c.
;
also in

the following words : censure, tensure, tonsure,

sensual, flssure, scissure, pressure, compressure,

impressure, sure, assure, insure, nauseate, nau-

seous, exosseous, sugar, sumach.

93. 5 has the sound of zh in the termination

sion, preceded by a vowel, as in evasion, coke-
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sion, decision, explosion, contusion, &c.
;
also in

a number of words in which s is preceded by

an accented vowel, and followed by the termi-

nation ure, as in measure, pleasure, displeasure,

treasure, rasure, closure, disclosure, enclosure, ex-

posure, composure, incisure, leisure ; also in sev-

eral words ending in sier; as, crosier, cosier,

osier, Jiosier, rosier, brasier, grasier ; also in am-

brosia, ambrosial, dysium, elysian.

T.

94. T, like s and c, is aspirated when it

comes immediately after the accent, and is

followed by the vowels (a, ie, or to, taking the

sound, in these cases, of sh, as in partial, patient,

nation, partition, &c.

TH.

95. This digraph has two sounds
; one, hard,

sharp, or aspirate, as in thin, think, earth, breath,

&c.
;
the other, flat, soft, or vocal, as in this, the,

then, breathe, &c.

96. At the beginning of words, this digraph

is generally sharp, as in thin, thorn. The ex-

ceptions are the following words, with their

compounds ; the, this, that, thou, thee, thy, thine,

their, theirs, them, these, those, there, therefore,

then, thence, thither, tJiough, thus. At the end

of words it is generally sharp, as in death,

breath, &c.
;
but at the end of some verbs it is

flat, as to smooth, to mouth ; also in the follow-

ing, which are written with a final e : to bathe,

to bequeathe, to breathe, to clothe, to loathe, to

sheathe, to soothe, to swathe, to wreathe.

97. In some nouns, it is sharp in the singular,

as in bath, path ; and flat in the plural, as baths,

paths. In some words the h is silent, as in

Thomas, thyme.
W.

98. W, at the beginning of words, is a con-

sonant It is always silent before r ; as, write,

wren, wrist, &c.
WH.

99. This digraph is sounded as it would natu-

.ly be if the order of the letters were reversed,

thus, hio ; as, when, while, whip, pronounced

hwen, hwile, hwip. In some words the w is

silent; as, tvho, whole, &c.

t,m.<

X.

100. The regular sound of x is its sharp

sound, like ks ; as, excellence, execute, expect, tax.

101. It has a flat or soft sound, like gz, when

the next syllable following begins with an ac-

cented vowel, as in exalt, example, exert, execu-

tor; also in some words derived from primitives

which have the sound of gz in them
; as, exalta-

tion, exemplary.

102. At the beginning of words, it has the

sound of z, as in Xenophon, xylography.

103. X is aspirated, and takes the sound of

ksh, in some words, when the accent immediately

precedes it
; as, Jluxion, complexion, anxious,

luxury.

Z.

104. This letter has the same sound as flat

or soft s. It is aspirated, taking the sound of

zh, in a few words
; as, brazier, glazier, grazier,

vizier, azure, razure, seizure.

ACCENT.

105. All the words in the English language of

more than one syllable, have one accented sylla-

ble
;
and most polysyllabic words have not only

a syllable with the primary accent, but also one

with a secondary accent

106. It is the general tendency of the lan-

guage to place the accent on the first syllable

of dibsyllables, and on the antepenultimate of

polysyllables. The exceptions, however, are so

numerous, that this is not to be regarded as a

rule, but only as a general tendency of the lan-

guage. With respect to verbs of two syllables,

the tendency is to place the accent on the

second syllable.

107. A large part of the words of the English

language, especially of the polysyllables, are de-

rived from the Latin and Greek languages ; and,

with respect to the accent of such words, these-

languages have great influence ; though, in rt -

lation to many of them, the analogy of the Eng-

lish prevails over that of the original langiif

108. Words which are adopted from the Latin

language into the English without any change

of orthography, generally retain the Latin sc-

cent, especially if they are terms of the arts

and sciences, or words somewhat removed from

common usage. The following words have the

accent on the penultimate syllable, both in Latin

and English: abdomen, acumen, asylum, bitu-

men, curator, decorum, delator, dictator, horizon,

spectator, testator.

109. Some words which have the accent on

the penult in Latin, are conformed to the Eng-

lish analogy, and have the accent on the ante-

penult ; as, auditor, character, cicatrix, orator,

minister, pletlwra, senator, sinister.

110. Monosyllables are generally marked, in
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pronouncing dictionaries, with the distinct

sounds of the vowels, as they are pronounced

when uttered distinctly ; but, in reading and

speaking, a great part of them, especially the

particles, as a, an, the, and, at, of, in, on, &c.,

are generally uttered so as to give only an indis-

tinct or obscure sound to the vowels.

] 11. Simple words of two syllables have only

one syllable accented, except the word amen,

which, Walker says, "is the only word in the

language which has necessarily two consecu-

tive accents." There are, however, many com-

pound words of two syllables which have both

syllables more or less accented; as, backslide,

downfall, highway, lighthouse, sometimes, way-

lay, windmill, &c.

112. Many words of three and Four syllables

have only one accented syllable; as, sensible,

penalty, reliance, occurrence, republic, admirable,

agreeable, celebrity, congenial, chalybeate, &c. But

some have a secondary accent almost as strong

as the primary; as, advertise, artisan, partisan,

complaisant, caravan, countermand, reprimand,

contraband, commodore, reprehend, navigator,

regulator, detrimental, judicature, caricature, ani-

madvert, &c.

113. Almost all words of more than four syl-

lables have both a primary and a secondary

accent
;
and some words of seven or eight syl-

Nouns or

Adjectives.
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the indistinct or obscure sound of a, when used

as nouns or adjectives ;
of this class are deliber-

ate, intimate, mediate, moderate, &c. The word

interest, when used as a verb, is pronounced with

a more distinct sound of short e, in the last syl-

lable, than when used as a noun. The verb to

prophesy has the full sound of long y ; and the

noun prophecy, the obscure sound of y or e. So

the whole class of verbs ending in fy are pro-

nounced with the distinct sound of long y.

118. There is a difference in the pronuncia-

tion of the following words, when used as nouns

or adjectives, and when used as verbs. This

difference is somewhat analogous to the change
of accent in the preceding lists of words.

Verbs.Nouns.

Abuse

Advice

Close

Device

Diffuse

Excuse

abue

advice
cloe

devie

diffuse

excuge

Nouns.

Grease

House

Mouse

Prophecy
Rise

Use

Verbs.

greae
houe

prophesy

rige

u
f
e

119. All words ending in sion and tion have

the accent on the penultimate syllable ; as, dis~

scn'sion, declaration, meditation, &c.

120. Words ending in ia, iac, ial, ian, ecus,

and ious, have the accent on the preceding syl-

lable
; as, rega'lia, demo'niae, impe'rial, merid'ian,

spontaneous, melo'dious. If c, g, s, t, or x, pre-

cedes the vowels e or i, in these terminations,

these vowels are generally blended with the

vowel or vowels which follow, being pronounced
in one syllable ; as, beneffcial, magi'cian, fari-

na'ceous, loqua'cious, dissen'sious, coura'geous,

conta'gious, contentions. The only exception
to this rule, in relation to placing the accent, is

the word elegiac, which is commonly pronounced

tlegi'ac, though some pronounce it, in accordance

with the rule, ele'giac. See ELEGIAC.

121. Words ending in acal and ical have the

accent on the antepenultimate syllable ; as, heli'-

acal, alphabetical, fanat'ical, geographical, poet'i-

cal, &c. In words of this termination, the vowels

in the accented syllables, if followed by a con-

sonant, are short, except u, which is long ; as,

cu'bical, mu'sical, scorbu'tical.

122. Words ending in ic have the accent on

the penultimate syllable ; as, algebra
1

ic, metal'lic,

epidem'ic, scientific, harmon'ic, paralyt'ic. If a

consonant immediately precedes the i, the

vowels in the accented syllable are short, ex-

cept the vowel u, which is long if it is followed

by a single consonant; as, cheru'bic, scorbutic,

sulphu'ric, tellu'ric, &c.
;
but if u is followed by

two consonants, it is sometimes short; &s,fus'tic,

rus'tic ; and sometimes long ; as, ru'bric, lu'bric.

The following words, which are exceptions to

this rule, have the accent on the antepenulti-

mate syllable : ar'senic, (as a noun,) arithmetic,

bish'opric, cath'olic, chol'eric, ephem'eric, her'etic,

lu'natw, pol'itic, rhet'oric, and tur'meric. The

following words, according to some orthoepists,

are conformed to the rule, and according to

others, they are exceptions to it : climacteric, em-

piric, phlegmatic, splenetic. See these words

in the Dictionary.

123. Words of three or more syllables, end-

ing in eal, have their accent on the antepenulti-

mate syllable ; as, bo'real, corpo'real, incorpo'real,

cu'neal, empyreal, ethe'real, fane'real, homoge'-

neal, heteroge'neal, lac'teal, lin'eal, or
1

deal, subter-

ra'neal; except hymene'al, which has the penul-

timate accent.

124. Of words ending in ean, the following,

being conformed to the English analogy, have

the accent on the antepenultimate syllable : ce~

ru'lean, hyperbo'rean, Jiercu'lean, mediterranean,

subterra'nean, tarta'rean; but the following are

pronounced by the principal orthoepists, in ac-

cordance with the best usage, with the accent

on the penultimate : adamante'an, At ,;te'an,

colosse'an, empyre'an, epicure'an, Europ- 'an, hy-

mene'an, pygme'an. With regard to E 'ropean,

Walker remarks as follows: "This ^ <!, ac-

cording to the analogy of our own 1< >/uage,

ought certainly to have the accent on th< second

syllable ;
and this is the pronunciatioi t which

unlettered speakers constantly adopt; out the

learned, ashamed of the analogies of tlioir owr.

tongue, always place the accent on the third

syllable, because Europ&us has the penulti-

mate long, and is therefore accented in Latin.

Epicurean has the accent on the same syllable,

by the same rule
;
while herculean and cerule'tn

submit to English analogy, and have UM

cent on the second syllable, because their pe-

nultimate in Latin is short."

125. Words ending in tude, efy, ify, and
ity,

have their accent on the antepenultimate ; as,

for'titude, rar'efy, diver
1

sify, liberality, impu'rity,

variety, insensibil'ity.

126. Words of three or more syllables end-

ing in ulous, inous, erous, and orous, have the

accent on the antepenultimate ; as, sed'ulous,

volu'minous, vociferous, carniv'orous ; except

cano'rous and sono'rous, which have the accent

on the penultimate.

127. Words of three or more syllables ending
in ative have the accent on the antepenultimate,
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or on the preceding syllable ; as, relative, appel'-

lative, commu'nicative, speculative. The only ex-

ception is crea'tive.

128. Words ending in tive, preceded by a con-

sonant, have the accent on the penultimate ; as,

attrac'tive, invec'tive, presumptive ; except ad'jec-

tive and sub'stantive.

ORTHOEPY AND ORTHOEPISTS.

129. The pronunciation of the English lan-

guage, like that of all living languages, is in a

great measure arbitrary. It is exposed to the

caprices of fashion and taste. It is liable to

change from one age to another
;
and it varies,

more or less, not only in the different and dis-

tantly separated countries in which it is spoken,

but also in the different divisions and districts

of the same country. No two speakers or or-

thoepists, though inhabitants of the same place,

would be likely to agree in the pronunciation of

all its words. The standard of pronunciation is

not the authority of any dictionary, or of any or-

thoe'pist ;
but it is the present usage of literary

and well-bred society.

330. The question may be asked, Where is

this standard to be sought, this usage to be

ascertained ? To this it may be answered, that

London is the great metropolis of English litera-

ture
;
and that it has an incomparably greater

influence than any other city in giving law, in

relation to style and pronunciation, to the many
millions who write and speak the language.
The English orthocpists naturally refer to the

usage of the best society in London as their

principal standard
;
but the usage of good so-

ciety in that city is not uniform, and no two

orthoepists would perfectly agree with each

other in attempting to exhibit it

131. It may be further asked, How far is it

proper for the people of the United States to be

guided, in their pronunciation, by the usage of

London ? To this it may be answered, that it is

advisable for American writers and speakers to

conform substantially to the best models, wher-

ever they may be found
;
and so long as London

holds its rank as the great metropolis of the lit-

erature of the English language, so long it must

have a predominating influence with respect to

writing and speaking it. If the influence of the

usage of London were discarded, where should

we seek for a usage that would be generally

acknowledged as entitled to higher authority?

There is no one city in the United States which

holds a corresponding rank, as a centre of in-

telligence and fashion, no one which is the

central and undisputed metropolis of Anglo-
American literature, as London is of English

literature. The pronunciation in the United

States is, indeed, now substantially conformed

to the usage of London. The works of the

English orthoepists, who have regarded the

usage of London as their standard, have been

as generally circulated and used in this country,

as they have been in England ;
and there is, un-

doubtedly, a more general conformity to London

usage in pronunciation throughout the United

States, than there is throughout Great Britain.

132. Although it is not to be questioned, that,

with respect to the many millions who speak the

English language, the usage of London is en-

titled to far more weight than that of any other

city, yet this is not the only thing to be ob-

served. The usage of the best society in the

place or district in which one resides, is not to

be disregarded. If our pronunciation is agreea-

ble to the analogy of the language, and con-

formed to the practice of the best society with

which we have intercourse, we may have no

sufficient reason to change it, though it should

deviate, more or less, from the existing usage
of London. A proper pronunciation is, indeed,

a desirable accomplishment, and is indicative

of a correct taste and a good education
;

still it

ought to be remembered, that, in speech as in

manners, he who is the most precise is often the

least pleasing, and that rusticity is more excu-

sable than affectation.

133. " For pronunciation," says Dr. Johnson,
" the best general rule is to consider those as

the most elegant speakers who deviate least

from the written words." There are many
words of which the pronunciation in England

is, at present, better conformed to the spelling

than it was formerly ;
and the principle of con-

formity between the manner of writing and

speaking the language, has been carried some-

what farther in the United States than in Eng-
land. This is a principle which seems worthy
of being encouraged, rather than checked.

134. Much ingenuity and labor have been

employed by various orthoepists, in their efforts

to settle the pronunciation of the language ;
and

different systems of notation for designating the

sounds of the letters have been adopted. But

it has been found difficult to form such a system
as will correctly represent all the various sounds

of the letters, and not be liable to mislead
; and,
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if such a system were formed, it would be a

difficult and delicate matter to make a correct

application of it to all cases. The language,

as it respects pronunciation, has many irregu-

larities, which cannot be subjected to any gen-

eral rules; and with regard to the pronunciation

of particular words, the instances are numerous

in relation to which there is a disagreement

among the best orthoepists.

135. In the preparation of this work, PRO-

NUNCIATION has been made a special object,

and has received particular attention. A promi-

nent feature in the plan consists in the exhibi-

tion of authorities respecting words of various,

doubtful, or disputed pronunciation ;
and this

work is so constructed as to exhibit, with re-

spect to all this class of words, for which a pro-

nouncing dictionary is chiefly wanted, the modes

in which they are pronounced by all the most

eminent English orthoepists. The number of

primitive words respecting which the authorities

are presented, amounts to upwards of two.thou-

sand
; and, in addition to these, this process also

A-bil'j-ty a-bll'e-te

Av'er-age av'er-aj

De-llb'er-ate, v. de-IIb'er-at

De-llb'er-ate, a. de-IIb'er-at

Ed'u-cate ed'yu-kat

Feat'ure fet'yur

Jm-pet'u-ous jm-pet'yu-us

In'ter-est, v. In'ter-est

In'ter-est, n. In'ter-est

Iti'tj-mate, v. In'te-mat

In'tj-rnate, a. in'te-mat

Mod'er-ate, v. m5d'er-at

Mod'er-ate, a. mod'er-at

Nat'u-ral nat'yu-ral

Nat/ure nat'yur

O-be'dj-ent 9-be'de-ent

VYrt'u-ous virt'yu-us

Sheridan. Walker.

a-bil'y-ty a-bll'e-te

av'e-raje av'ur-Idje

de-llb'e-rate de-llb'er-ate

d5-llb'e-ret de-lib'er-ate

ed'u-kate ed'ju-kate

fe'tshur fe'tshure

Im-pet'tu-5s Im-petsh'u-us

In'ter-est in'ter-est

In'ter-est In'ter-Sst

In'ty-mate In'te-mate

In'ty-mgt in'te-mat

m5d'der-ate mod'der-ate

mod'der-e't mod'der-at

nat'tshur-el nat'tshu-ral

na'tsliur na'tshure

6-be'dzhent 6-be'je-6nt

ver'tshu-us ver'tshu-us

determines the pronunciation of a large number

of derivatives. As the pronunciation of these

words is regulated by usage, and as there is

a great diversity, with regard to them, both

among good speakers and professed orthoepists,

the exhibition of the different authorities seems

to be the most satisfactory method of treating

them.

136. The following Table exhibits the man-
ner in which the pronunciation of a number
of words is represented by Sheridan, Walker,

Jones, Jameson, Knowles, and Smart, together
with the mode adopted in this work. These

several orthoepists have each his own peculiar

system of notation
;
but as their different meth-

ods of marking the letters cannot be here

exhibited without much inconvenience and

without causing great confusion to the reader,

their respective modes, with regard to the re-

spelling of the words, are presented ;
and

instead of their marks on the vowels, those

employed in this work are substituted, indicat-

ing, in all cases, the same sounds of the letters.

Jones. Jameson. Knowles. Smart.

a-bll'y-ty a-bil'e-te a-bil'it-e S-bll'S-te

av'Sr-gdzh av'er-aje av'er-ej &v'5r-aje

de-llb'er-ate de-Iib'Sr-ate de-lib'er-at' de-lib'gr-ate

de-lib'er-et de-lib'er-ate de-Hb'er at' d-lib'er-ate

ed'u-kate ed'u-kate ed'u-kat' Sd'u-kate

fe'tshure fete'yer fet'yur fet'ch'oor

im-petsb/u-us Im-pet'u-us im-pet'u-us im-peVu-us
In'ter-est In't6r-est In'ter-est !'ter-est

In'ter-est In'ter-est In'ter-est In'ter-cat

In'ty-mate In'te-mate In'tlm-at' in';

In'tJMnet in'te-mate In'tlm-et In'M-mat

m5d'der-ate mod'der-ate mod'er-at' m5d'r-it

mod'der-et mod'der-ate mod'er-et mocl'gr-at

nat'tshu-rul nat'u-ral nafyur-al nlt'ch'oo-ial

na'tshur nate'yur nat'yur na'ch'oor

o-be'dy-ent 6-be'de-gnt 6-bed'yent 6-bS'de-nl

ver'tshu-us vir'tu-us ver'tu-us ver'ch'oo-us

137. In relation to all the words here exhib-

ited, these orthoepists agree with respect to two

of the most important points in the pronuncia-

tion of words, namely, the syllable on which

the accent is to be placed, and the quantity of

the vowel in the accented syllable. Though
with regard to the mode of representing the

pronunciation of most of the above words, there

is considerable diversity, yet it is doubtless true

that the pronunciation intended to be expressed

differs, in reality, much less than it would seem

to do
;
and that, in numerous instances, these

orthoepists agreed much better in their practice,

than in their mode of indicating it

138. There is an obvious difference in the

quantity and stress of voice with which the last

syllables of the words deliberate, intimate, and

moderate, are pronounced, when verbs and

adjectives. All the above orthoepists mark the a

long in the last syllable of all these words when
used as verbs

;
Jameson and Smart also mark

it long in all of them when adjectives ; Walker

shortens the a in the adjectives intimate and

moderate ; Sheridan and Jones change the a in

all these words, when adjectives, into short e, as

Knowles also does in the words intimate and

moderate. But there seems to be no advantage
in changing the letter in such cases. It is but

slightly pronounced, and has not the distinct

sound of either short e, or short or long a ; and,

with respect to most of the instances in which

the vowels in this Dictionary have a dot placed

under them, they are so slightly pronounced, that

to mark them with a distinct sound, either long
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or short, would tend rather to mislead, than to

assist in pronouncing them. If the syllables on

which the primary and secondary accents fall,

are correctly pronounced, the comparatively in-

distinct syllables will naturally be pronounced

right.

139. In giving the authorities for pronuncia-

tion in this Dictionary, neither the respelling

nor the notation of the orthoepists cited has

been generally exhibited, as it was necessary to

reduce them all to one system. Their precise

difference is not always presented with exact-

ness
; yet the cases of failure are not important.

The different editions of the authors used as

authorities differ in various instances
;
and it is

sometimes impossible to ascertain whether the

intention of the writer has not been frustrated

by an error of the press.

140. Two modes of pronouncing a word are,

in many instances, given in this work, besides

the forms included within the brackets
;
and

alternatives of this sort would have been pre-

sented in other cases, if different modes had

not been cited from respectable authorities.

The reader will feel perfectly authorized to

adopt such a form as he may choose, whether

it is exhibited within the brackets or out of

them
;
and every one will probably, in some

cases, prefer a mode found only within the

brackets. The compiler has not intended, in

any case, to give his own sanction to a form

which is not supported either by usage, au-

thority, or analogy. He has, however, in some

instances, in deference to the weight of au-

thorities, given the preference to a mode, which,

in the exercise of his own judgment, independ-

ent of the authorities, he would riot have pre-

ferred
;
for it would be unreasonable for him to

make a conformity to his own taste, or to the

result of his own limited observation, a law to

those who may differ from him, and yet agree
with perhaps the more common usage. But,

though it has not been his design to make inno-

vations, or to encourage provincial or American

peculiarities, yet he has not always given the

preference to the mode of pronunciation which

is supported by the greatest weight of the author-

ities cited
; and, where orthoepists are divided,

he has generally been inclined to countenance

that mode which is most conformable to analogy
or to orthography.

141. The English authorities most frequently
cited in this volume are Sheridan, Walker,

Perry, Jones, Enfield, Fulton and Knight,

Jameson, Knowles, Smart, and Reid, all of

whom are authors of Pronouncing Dictionaries.

In addition to these, various other English

lexicographers and orthoepists are frequently

brought forward, as Bailey, Johnson, Kenrick,

Ash, Dyche, Barclay, Entick, Scott, Nares,

Rees, Maunder, Crabb, and several others
; be-

sides the distinguished American lexicographer,

Dr. Webster.

142. The different English orthoepists, who
are made use of as authorities, are entitled to

very different degrees of respect. There is no

one of them who has obtained a higher and more

widely-extended reputation than Walker; and

no one appears to have bestowed longer and

more patient attention in studying the analogies

of the language, and in ascertaining the best

usage. But there has been considerable change
since his time

;
and some, who have succeeded

him, have corrected some of his mistakes, and

made improvements on his system; and they

may, in many cases, be considered better guides
as to the present usage than Walker.

143. Of the successors of Walker, Mr.

Smart appears to have given the most care-

ful and discriminating attention to the subject;
and he may therefore be regarded as the best

single authority for present usage. For fur-

ther notices of English orthoepists, see page
Ixv.

\



II.-ORTHOGRAPHY.

REMARKS ON ORTHOGRAPHY.

1. THE orthography of the English language
has been undergoing continual changes from

the time of its first formation to the present day ;

nor is there any reason to suppose that this habit

of change will cease, while the language con-

tinues to be spoken. If we look into books

printed in the reign of Queen Anne, we meet

with many words having an orthography different

from that in which they are now found. If we

carry our observation back as far as the reign of

Queen Elizabeth, we find the difference in or-

thography greatly increased
;
and when, in our

retrospective examination, we reach the age of

Chaucer and Wicliffe, we find many words,

which, though they are words now actually in

use, are so disguised in their orthographical

form, and are of so odd and uncouth an appear-

ance, that they can hardly be recognized.

2. The early productions of English literature

which are still much read, such as the works of

Bacon, Hooker, Shakspeare, and the common
version of the Bible, appear now in an orthogra-

phy vary different from that in which they were

at first printed. The first four verses of the 32d

chapter of Deuteronomy, in the first edition of

the common version of the Bible, printed in

1611, stand thus :
" Giue eare, O yee heauens,

and I will speake ;
And heare, O earth, the

words of my mouth. My doctrine shall drop

as the raine: my speach shall distill as the

deaw, as the smal raine vpon the tender herbe,

and as the showres vpon the grasse. Because

1 wil publish the Name of the Lord
;
ascribe

yee greatnesse vnto our God. He is the rocke,

his worke is perfect: for all his wayes are

ludgement : A God of trueth, and without ini-

quity, iust and right is he." In these few lines,

which may be taken as a specimen of the whole,

there are twenty-seven instances in which the

words appear in an orthography different from

that in which they are now printed. It is not

uncommon to find the same word spelled in

more ways than one on the same page, as

is generally the case with works even of the

(4)

most distinguished writers, printed in the early

ages of English literature.

3. It is incumbent on a lexicographer, in ad-

justing the orthography of the language, to have

regard to etymology, analogy, and the best

usage of his time
; and if we examine the early

English dictionaries, we shall find that the or-

thography is conformed to the general usage of

the age in which they were published. This

unsettled state of orthography has long been

regarded as a reproach to the language. It is

an 'evil, however, which is unavoidable, and to

which all living languages are more or less sub-

ject It has arisen from the want of some fixed

standard, not varying like usage ;
but such a

standard it is in vain to seek. Some ingenious

men have attempted to introduce a uniformity,

and establish an invariable standard
;
but these

attempts have been attended with little success,

4. Johnson says, in his Preface, "In adjusting

the orthography, which has been to this time

unsettled and fortuitous, 1 found it necessary to

distinguish those irregularities that are inherent

in our tongue, and perhaps coeval with it, from

others which the ignorance or negligence of

later writers has produced. Every language
has its anomalies, which, though inconvenient^

and in themselves once unnecessary, must be

tolerated among the imperfections of human

things, and which require only to be regis-

tered, that they may not be increased, and as-

certained, that they may not be confounded:

but every language has likewise its improprie-

ties and absurdities, which it is the duty of the

lexicographer to correct and proscribe."

5. The Dictionary of Johnson was first pub-

lished in 1755; and with reference to it, Mr.,

Nares, in his Elements of Orthoepy," published

in 1784, remarks,
" The English Dictionary ap-

peared ; and, as the weight of truth and reason

is irresistible, its authority has nearly fixed the

external form of our language; and from its

decisions few appeals have yet been made." It

may be readily admitted that no other work ever

(C)
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had so great an influence on the English lan-

guage as this; yet it is not possible that the

work of any man, or of any body of men, should

so fix the external form of the language, as to

put a stop to further alterations. Johnson justly

says,
" No dictionary of a living language ever

can be perfect, since, while it is hastening to

publication, some words are budding, and some

are falling away." And he also remarks,
" The

orthography which I recommend is still contro-

vertible." It is undoubtedly true that there

never was before, during any century since the

first formation of the English language, so great

an influx of new words into it, as there has been

since the first appearance of Johnson's Diction-

ary. Various other changes have taken place.

Some words, then obsolete, have been revived
;

some, then in use, have fallen away ;
to some

new significations have been attached
;

and

many have changed their orthography.

6. In adjusting the orthography of this Dic-

tionary, much care has been taken
;
in doing it,

attention has been paid to etymology, analogy,

and usage ;
and in cases in which good usage is

divided, etymology and analogy have been con-

sulted in deciding disputable points. But no

innovation has been made with respect to in-

variable and settled usage.

7. Two of the most noted diversities, with

regard to orthography, are found in the two

classes of words ending in ic or ick, and in or

or our ; as, music, public, or musick, publick ;

favor, honor, or favour, honour. Johnson, in

accordance with the general, though not inva-

riable usage of his age, wrote these words with

the k and u.

8. The use of the k, in this class of words,

was laid aside by many writers before the time

of Johnson
;
and it is omitted in Martin's Dic-

tionary, the first edition of which was published
in 1749. Martin says, in his Preface, In this

respect [orthography] our dictionaries most cer-.

tainly want a reformation
;
for they all retain the

old way of writing technical words with the

redundant final k after c ; as, logick, rhetorick,

musick, &c., which later writers have justly dis-

carded, and more neatly write logic, rhetoric,

music, &c.
;
and accordingly they here stand in

that form through this Dictionary."

9. In the class of words referred to, the k is

still retained in the recent editions of Johnson's

Dictionary ;
also in the dictionaries of Sheridan,

Walker, J ameson, and ilichardson
;
but in most

of the other English dictionaries which have

been published since that of Johnson, it is omit-

ted
;
and Walker, although he retains it in his

Dictionary, condemns the use of it, and observes,

that " the omission of it is too general to be

counteracted even by the authority of Johnson."

The general usage is now so strongly in favor

of its omission, that it is high time that it should

be excluded from the dictionaries. It Is, how-

ever, retained in monosyllables ; as, stick, brick,

lock; and in some dissyllables ending in ock; as,

hillock, hemlock, &c. The verbs to frolic, to

mimic, to physic, and to traffic, are written with-

out a final k in the present tense
;
but on assum-

ing another syllable, in forming the past tense

and participles, the k must be used to keep
the c hard; as, trafficked, trafficking.

10. The question respecting the letter u, in

words ending in or or our, as, favor, honor, or

favour, honour, is attended with much more

difficulty. Most of the words of this class are

priginally from the Latin, and are regarded as

coming into the English through the French,

having the termination in that language of eur;

as, faveur, honneur ; and this is the reason as-

signed by Johnson for retaining the u. But he

is far from being consistent in applying the

principle ; for, with respect to the class of words

which have the termination or in Latin, and eur

in French, he gives many of them with the u,

and many of them without it.

11. The following words are found in John-

son's Dictionary with the u in the last sylla-

ble :-
ambassadour

anteriour

arbour

ardour

armour

behaviour

candour

clamour

clangour

cognisour
colour

demeanour

disfavour

dishonour

dolour

emperour
enamour

endeavour

errour

favour

fervour

flavour

fulgour

governour
harbour

honour

horrour

humour

inferiour

intercessour

interiour

labour

marcour

misbehaviour

misdemeanour

neighbour
odour

oratour

ostentatour

parlour

possessour

rancour

rigour

rumour

savour

saviour

splendour

successour

succour

superiour

tabour

tenour

terrour

tremour

tumour

valour

vapour

vigour

warriour

12. The following words are found in John'

son's Dictionary without the u in the last syl
lable immediately before r:
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actor

antecessor

auditor

author

captor

censor

collector

conductor

confessor

creditor

director

doctor

editor

elector

equator

executor

exterior

factor

fautor

inquisitor

inspector

languor
lentor

liquor

manor

mirror

motor

pastor

posterior

preceptor

predecessor

professor

protector

rector

sculptor

sectator

sector

stupor

tailor

tutor

13. The same principle will apply to the or-

thography of the last syllable of most of the

words in the two lists; and the inconsistency

will be obvious by merely comparing the words

anteriour and interiour, which are written by
Johnson with the u, with posterior and exterior,

which are written without it. In some of the

recent forms and abridgments of Johnson's Dic-

tionary, the u is omitted in a part of the words in

which he inserted it Some of the English dic-

tionaries, which have been published since the

first publication of Johnson's, scrupulously fol-

low him generally in retaining the u ; yet they

omit it in the words in which he omitted it

Several of the English dictionaries omit it in

all these words, except most of the dissyllables

in the first of the above lists, and the following

words, which are not derived from the Latin :

behaviour, demeanour, misdemeanour, endeavour,

and enamour, and their derivatives, disfavour,

dishonour, favourable, honourable, &c. If we
turn from the dictionaries to inquire what is the

general usage of those who write the language,
we shall find it in a very unsettled state. In

the United States, it is the prevailing, though by
no means the universal, practice to exclude the

M from all this class of words. " In England,"

says Mr. Smart, (1836,) "such is not the practice

of the day, although some years ago there was a

great tendency towards it. The following, indeed,

are inclined to the Latin termination, and some

of them so decidedly, that to write them with our

would incur the opinion of great singularity, if

not of fault : error, emperor, governor, warrior,

superior, horror, tremor, dolor, tumor, tenor,

dangor,fulgor, savor" To these he might have

added a number of others found in the first of

the above lists, with equal propriety ; yet, in

England, it is the prevailing practice to retain

the u in most of the dissyllables in the first list,

and also in such of the other words as are not

derived from the Latin. The eye is offended at

seeing a word spelled in a manner to which it is

unaccustomed; and the eyes of most readers

would now be offended at seeing emperour, infe-

riour, oratour, possessour, successour, and errour,

written with the u ; and those of many are of-

fended by seeingfavor, honor, and savior, written

without it It is difficult to fix the limit for a

partial omission; and the rule, which entirely

excludes the u from this class of words, and

which is in accordance with the prevailing usage
in the United States, is the most convenient, if

not the most unexceptionable method.

RULES OF ORTHOGRAPHY.

14. Verbs of one syllable, ending with a sin-

gle consonant, preceded by a single vowel, (as

plan,) and verbs of two or more syllables, end-

ing in the same manner, and having the accent

on the last syllable, (as regret,) double the final

consonant of the verb, on assuming an additional

syllable ; as, plan, planned ; regret, regretted ;

but,
1 if a diphthong precedes the last consonant,

(as Join,) or the accent is not on the last sylla-

ble, (as suffer,) the consonant is not doubled
; as,

join, joined ; suffer, suffered.

15. There is an exception to the last clause

of the above rule, with respect to most of the

verbs ending in the letter I, which, on assuming
an additional syllable, are allowed, by general

usage, to double the I, though the accent is not

on the last syllable ; as, travel, travelling, trav-

elled, traveller; libel, libelling, libelled, libeller,

libellous ; duel, duelling, dueller, duellist. But

the derivatives of parallel are written without

doubling the final I ; as, paralleled, unparalleled.

16. The following list comprises the verbs

ending in I, which, without having the accent

on the last syllable, yet commonly double the

final Z:

apparel dishevel handsel model rival

bevel drivel hatchel panel rowel

bowel duel imperil parcel shovel

cancel embowel jewel pencil shrivel

carol enamel kennel peril snivel

cavil empanel label pistol tassel

channel equal level pommel trammel

chisel gambol libel quarrel travel

counsel gravel marshal ravel tunnel

cudgel grovel marvel revel unravel

17. The derivatives of these verbs are

spelled, in the Dictionaries of Perry and Web-

ster, with a single / ; and this mode is also more

or less favored by the lexicographers Ash and

Walker, by Bishop Lowth, and by some other

scholars; and it evidently better accords with

the analogy of the language ; though the pre-

vailing usage is to double the I.
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18. The verb to Mas commonly doubles the s

on assuming an additional syllable ; as, biassing,

biassed, biasser. The verb to kidnap, on assum-

ing another syllable, always doubles the p ; and

the word worship also, according to general

usage, does so
; as, kidnapping, kidnapped, kid-

napper ; worshipping, worshipped, worshipper.

19. There is some diversity in usage, with re-

Bpect to several other verbs ending in p, and

also with respect to several ending in t, which,

although the accent is not on the last syllable,

are sometimes allowed to double the last con-

sonant, when another syllable is added. But

the more correct and regular mode is, to write

them without doubling the final consonant, in

the following manner :

Benefit benefited benefiting

Buffet buffeted buffeting

Closet closeted closeting

Develop developed developing
Discomfit discomfited discomfiting

Envelop enveloped enveloping

Fillip filliped filliping ,

Gallop galloped galloping

Gossip gossiped gossiping

Limit limited limiting

Profit profited profiting

Rivet riveted riveting

Scallop scalloped scalloping

Wallop walloped walloping

20. There is a class of words, ending in tre,

as centre, metre, &c., which are often written

center, meter, &c.
;
but the former mode, which

is followed in this Dictionary, is agreeable to

the prevailing usage, and is supported by most

of the English lexicographers.

21. There is a diversity with respect to the

use of the letters s and z in a number of verbs

ending in ise or ize ; but the following rule is

observed in this Dictionary : When the word

is a derivative of the French prendre, the termi-

nation is ise, as surprise, enterprise; but verbs

derived from Greek verbs ending in tw, and

others formed after the same analogy, are writ-

ten with the termination ize; as, agonize, char-

acterize, patronize.

22. Derivative adjectives ending in able are

written without an e before a; as, blamable,

movable, not blameable, moveable; except those

of which the primative word ends in ce or ge ;

in such the e is retained to soften the preceding

consonant
; as, peaceable, changeable.

23. Compound words formed by prefixing a

word or syllable to a monosyllable ending in all,

retain the double I; as, appall, befall, bethrall,

downfall, forestall, fuzzball, headstall, install, m-

thrall, laystall, miscall, overfall, recall, saveall,

thumbstall, waterfall, windfall Withal, there-

withal, and wherewithal, end with a single I.

24. A class of other compound words retain

the final double I which is found in the simple

words
; as, brideivell, foretell, downhill, uphill,

molehill, watermill, windmill, handmill.

WORDS OF DOUBTFUL OR VARIOUS
ORTHOGRAPHY.

25. Very few of the words which belong to

the several classes referred to in the above re-

marks, are comprised in the following Vocabu-

lary ; but, with the exception of these classes,

this Vocabulary contains nearly all the English

words with regard to which a diversity of or-

thography is, at present, often met with.

26. The orthography found in the left-hand

column of the Vocabulary is deemed to be well

authorized
;
but with respect to the authority of

that which stands on the right hand, there is a

great diversity. In some cases, this is nearly or

quite as well authorized as that on the left hand ;

but in some instances, it has only a feeble sup-

port, and is rarely met with.

27. In some cases, words are so variously

affected by etymology, analogy, lexicographical

authority, and general usage, that it is difficult

to determine what orthography is best supported.

This is the fact with respect to the words abridg-

ment or abridgement, bass or base, (in music,)

chintz or chints, connection or connexion, controller

or comptroller, contemporary or cotemporary, de-

spatch or dispatch, dexterous or dextrous, diocese

or diocess, divest or devest, duchy or dutchy,

guarantee or guaranty, hinderance or hindrance,

holiday or holyday, jail or gaol, judgment or

judgement, marquis or marquess, loadstone or

lodestone, loadstar or lodestar, meagre or meager,

naught or nought, preterit or preterite, pumpkin or

pompion, recognizance or recognisance, sceptic or

skeptic, strew or strow, thresh or thrash, waive or

wave, (to put off,) woe or wo, yelk or yolk, and

various others. See the following words in

the Dictionary : DESPATCH, GUARANTEE, JUDG-

MENT, SCEPTIC, SOLIPED, SOOTHE, and TRAV-

ELLER.

28. There is a class of words which have, in

their derivation, a twofold origin, from the

Latin and the French languages, and are in-

differently written with the first syllable en or
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ITI, the former being derived from the French,

and the latter from the Latin. With respect to

some of these, it is difficult to determine which

form is best supported by usage. This is the

fact in relation to the words enclose or inclose,

inquire or enquire, insure or ensure, and several

others. A few of these words, respecting which

the two forms are about equally authorized, are

placed in the left-hand column hi each mode,
and stand in a corresponding manner in the Dic-

tionary ;
but those which are not repeated under

the two initial letters E and /, stand, with the

orthography which is most approved, in the left-

hand column. There is a class of chemical terms,

(most of which have been recently introduced

into the language,) which have the termina-

tion ine or in; as, chlorine, iodine, olivine ; or

chlorin, iodin, olivin. They are often seen in

scientific works in both forms
;
but in this Dic-

tionary the final e is retained in this class of

words.

29. There are some words, of which the

present established orthography is at variance

with the most approved dictionaries. This is

true with respect to the words chemistry, chemist,

reindeer, scythe, caste, in the sense of a class or

tribe, and forte, denoting a strong side, or that

in which one excels. The orthography of these

words which is here countenanced, though dif-

ferent from that best supported by the diction-

aries, is the one which is now established by

general usage.

30. Although the orthography ofthe word show,

as here exhibited, is uniformly supported by the

best dictionaries, and also best corresponds to its

pronunciation, yet the other form, shew, maintains

its ground by a usage quite as common with the

best authors. See SHOW, in the Dictionary.

31. With respect to the word mosquito or mus-

quito, which appears in such a variety of forms,

the spelling here preferred, though little sup-

ported by the dictionaries, is used in works of

science. The form mosquito is the orthogra-

phy of the Spanish and Portuguese languages,
from which the word is derived, and the one

commonly made use of with respect to various

geographical places to which the term is applied.

32. The two different modes of spelling a

few of the words in the Vocabulary, are in es

tablished usage, and one is to be preferred to

the other according to the sense in which the

word is used
; as, for example, the orthography

ofjlour instead of Jlower, though not recognized

by Johnson, is now well established, when the

word is used to denote the edible part of corn ;

also the orthography of dye instead of die, in the

sense of color, or to tinge with color, is in com-

mon and good use ; yet the forms Jlower and die

are unquestioned, when the words are used in

other senses.

A VOCABULARY
OF
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Amassment
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Cabob Kabob
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Cozenage Cosenage
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Endict; see Indict
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Innuendo
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.__ C Melasses
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Quartet Quartett
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Skull
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Valise



III. ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

IN this Dictionary care has been taken to give

all the irregular grammatical forms of words.

All the verbs of the language which are often

met with, whether regular or irregular, are con-

jugated ;
the plural forms of irregular nouns are

exhibited
;
and occasional observations are made

in relation to the grammatical construction and

use of words.

It is not deemed expedient to give here any

general system or outline of grammar ;
but the

design is merely to furnish, on various topics of

practical grammar, some notices and remarks,

which could not properly be introduced into the

body of the Dictionary, and which may facilitate

the use of the work.

The parts of speech in the English language

are commonly reckoned nine, or, if the parti-

ticiple is considered a distinct part of speech,

ten
; namely, the Article, Noun, Pronoun, Ad-

jective, Verb, Participle, Adverb, Conjunction,

Preposition, and Interjection.

THE ARTICLE.

The article is a word prefixed to nouns to

point them out, or to limit their signification.

The articles are a, or an, and the ; as, a book,

an apple, the man. For the use of the arti-

cles, see A, AN, and THE, in the Dictionary.

THE NOUN.

A noun, or substantive, is the name of any

thing that exists, or of which we have any
idea. Proper nouns are the names of individ-

uals, whether persons or things; as, Alexan-

der, America, London. Common nouns are the

names of genera or classes. English common
nouns are the appellatives or substantives of

the English language, or are such as are con-

tained in dictionaries of the language.

English nouns are mostly formed by affixing

to the radical parts of words the terminations

an, ance, ant, or, ard, art, any, eer, ent, or, ier

ist, ive, or, ster, ate, ee, ite, acy, age, ancy, ence,

ency, head, hood, ion, iiy, ism, ment, many, ness,

on, i-y, ship, t, th, tude, ty, we, y, dom, cule, cle,

el, il, et, in, ine, kin, let, ling, ock, vie.

Nouns have three cases, nominative, possess-

ive, and objective; three genders, masculine, fem-

inine, and neuter; and two numbers, singular

and plural.

The plural number is generally formed by

adding 5 to the singular ; as, book, books ; dove,

doves. But if the singular ends in s, ss, sh, ch

soft, or x, the plural is formed by the addition

of es ; as, rebus, rebuses; mass, masses; lash,

lashes ; church, churches ; fox, foxes. If the sin-

gular ends in ch hard, the plural is formed by

adding s only ; as, monarch, monarchs. If the

singular ends in o, preceded by another vowel,

the plural is formed by the addition of s ; as,

folio, folios ; cameo, cameos; bamboo, bamboos;

embryo, embryos ; but if the final o is preceded

by a consonant, the plural is commonly formed

by adding es ; as, cargo, cargoes; hero, heroes.

The following nouns, however, canto, cento, grot-

to, junto, portico, rotundo, salvo, solo, tyro, duode-

cimo, octavo, quarto, and some others derived from

foreign languages, and hardly Anglicized, as al-

bino, domino, &c., commonly have their plural

formed by the addition of s only to the singular ;

as, canto, cantos. But there are some, respect-

ing which usage is not uniform. We some-

times see the plural of duodecimo, octavo, and

quarto, written with the addition of es, thus, du-

odecimoes, octavoes, quartoes ; and we also some-

times see the plural of volcano written volcanos.

There is a class of nouns, forming the names

of various arts and sciences, which have a plural

termination in ics, but have no singular termi-

nation ; as, ethics, mathematics, mechanics, meta-

physics, mnemonics, politics, &c. All nouns of

this class are generally considered by gramma-
rians as properly plural ; though we sometimes

see them, or some of them, joined to verbs in

the singular number by respectable writers.
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Nouns of the singular number ending in y

preceded by a consonant, form their plurals by

changing y into ies ; as, lady, ladies ; body,

bodies; but those ending in y preceded by a

vowel, form their plurals regularly, by the addi-

tion of s only to the singular ; as, volley, val-

leys ; attorney, attorneys, &c. These plurals are

sometimes erroneously written vallies, attornies,

&c.

There is a class of nouns ending in f, or fe,

viz., beef, calf, elf, half, knife, leaf, life, loaf, self,

sheaf, shelf, wife, wolf, which form their plurals

by changing/, or fe, into ves ; as, beeves, calves,

&c. The word wharf, according to the pre-

vailing American usage, is conformed to this

class, having for its plural wharves ; though, ac-

cording to English usage, the plural is wharfs.

Staff commonly has staves in the plural ;
but

other nouns ending in Jf, and also in /, except

those above enumerated, form their plurals reg-

ularly, by adding s to the singular ; as, muff",

muff's ; proof, proofs, &c.

There is a considerable number of words

derived from the Greek and Latin languages,

which are often used in English, and are more

or less Anglicized, and of which the Greek and

Latin plurals are sometimes used, and sometimes

plurals formed according to the analogy of the

English language. Of this class are encomium,

memorandum, medium, radius, dogma, of which

the Latin plurals are encomia, memoranda, me-

dia, radii, dogmata; the English, encomiums,

memorandums, mediums, radiuses, dogmas. The

two plurals are generally given, in this Dic-

tionary, under such words as admit the use of

both.

There are some words which have the plural

form, but which are used in both the singular

and the plural number, or respecting the number

of which there is a want of agreement among

grammarians. Of this class are alms, belloivs,

gallows, means, news, and pains. See these

words in the Dictionary.

Nouns formed by the addition of ful (from
the adjective full) to another word, as mouthful,

spoonful, are regarded as indivisible compounds,
and form their plurals in a regular manner by
the addition of s; as, mouthfuls, spoonfuls. But

some compound nouns, which have the parts of

which they are compounded connected by hy-

phens, have the plural termination affixed to

the first part ; as, aide-de-camp, aides-de-camp ;

cousin-german, cousins-german ; court-martial,

courts-martial ; father-in-law, fathers-in-law.

(6)

THE PRONOUN.

The different kinds of pronouns are specified

in the notice of the word PRONOUN, in the Dic-

tionary, where they are also severally noticed.

THE ADJECTIVE.

An adjective is a word added to a noun to

express its quality, or limit its meaning; as,

a good man
;
a green field

;
three apples.

A great part of the adjectives of the English

language are formed by affixing to the radical

parts of words the terminations ac, al, an, ar
t

ary, en, ic, ical, id, He, ine, ory, ate, ful, ose, ous,

some, y, ish, like, ly, ive, able, ible, uble, less.

Most adjectives have two variations from the

simple or positive form of the word, called de-

grees of comparison, namely, the comparative
and superlative.

In words of one syllable the comparative is

commonly formed by adding r or er to the posi-

tive
; as, wise, wiser ; soft, softer ; and the super-

lative, by adding st or est ; as, wise, wisest ; soft,

softest.

Adjectives of more than one syllable are com-

monly compared by prefixing more and most to

the positive ; as, useful, more useful, most use-

ful. The termination ish, annexed to the pos-

itive, denotes a diminution 'of the quality ; as,

black, blackish.

Several adjectives form their degrees of com-

parison in an irregular manner. These are

good, bad, little, many, much, near, late, and

old. See these words in the Dictionary.

THE VERB.

A verb is a part of speech which signifies to

be, to do, or to suffer; or it is a word by means

of which something is affirmed respecting some

person or thing ; as, I am ; you hear ; he is in-

structed.

The person or thing respecting which any

thing is affirmed, is called the subject. A verb

in the infinitive mode is not connected with any

subject, and no affirmation can be made by it

Verbs are divided into active or transitive, and

neuter or intransitive. In this Dictionary, as

well as in most other modern English diction-

aries, verbs to which v. a. is annexed are active,

or transitive, verbs
;
and those to which v. n. is

annexed are neuter, or intransitive, verbs.

An active, or transitive, verb expresses an ac-

tion passing from an agent or actor to some

(D*)
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object acted upon ;
and it requires the addition

of an object to complete the sense
; as,

" The

master teaches \hepupil," or "The master teaches

kirn" Here pupil and him denote objects acted

upon, and are in the objective case, governed

by the active or transitive verb teach.

A neuter, or intransitive, verb expresses neither

action nor passion, but being or state of being ;

and it does not require the addition of an object

to complete the sense ; as, He is ;
" " The sun

shines" There is a class of verbs which are

generally ranked among neuter verbs, and which

denote action confined to the subject, without

any object acted upon; as, "I run;" "He

walks" These are, by some grammarians,

styled active-intransitive verbs, in distinction

from active-transitive verbs.

A passive verb is formed by associating the

perfect participle of an active verb with some

tense of the verb to be ; and it implies an object

acted upon, and an agent by which it is acted

upon ; as,
" Caesar was slain by Brutus."

A regular verb is one which forms its imper-

fect tense and perfect participle by adding d or

ed to the present ; as, love, loved ; call, called.

An irregular verb is one which does not form

its imperfect tense and perfect participle by

adding d or ed to the present ; as, present write,

imperfect wrote, perfect participle written.

All the verbs of the English language, which

are often used, whether regular or irregular,

are carefully conjugated, where they severally

occur, in this Dictionary. It is, therefore, not

deemed necessary to insert here a table of

irregular verbs.

Jluxiliary'verbs, called also helping verbs, are

rthose by means of which English verbs are

principally conjugated. They are do, be, have,

must, may, can, shall, will, with their inflections.

Might, could, should, and would, which are re-

garded as the imperfect or past tenses of may,

can, shall, and will, commonly imply past time;

yet they are sometimes used in the conditional

present and future tenses.

Many verbs are formed by affixing, to the

radical parts of words, ate, en, fy, ish, ise, ize.

THE CONJUGATION OP VERBS.

The conjugation of a verb is the regular com-

bination and arrangement of its several num-

bers, persons, moods, and tenses.

The conjugation o^" an active verb is styled

the ACTIVE VOICE, and that of a passive verb,

the PASSIVE VOICE.

The auxiliary and the active verb To Have

is conjugated in the following manner:

TO HAVE.

Indicative Mood.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1st Person, I have. 1. We have.

2d Person, Thou hast. 2. Ye or you have.

3d Person, He, she, or 3. They have,

it, hath or has. v

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1. I had. 1. We had.

2. Thou hadst. 2. Ye or you had.

3.. He, &c. had. 3. They had.

PERFECT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1. I have had. 1. We have had.

2. Thou hast had. 2. Ye or you have had.

3. He has had. 3. They have had.

PLUPERFECT TENSE.

Singular. Plural

1. I had had. 1. We had had.

2. Thou hadst had. 2. Ye or you had had

3. He had had. 3. They had had.

FIRST FUTURE TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1. I shall or will have. 1. We shall or will have.

2. Thou shalt or wilt 2. Ye or you shall or

have. have.

3. He shall or will have. 3. They shall or will have.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1. I shall have had. 1. We shall have had.

2. Thou wilt have had. 2. Ye or you will have had.

3. He will have had. 3. They will have had.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Plural.

1. Let me have. 1. Let us have.

2. Have thou, or do thou 2. Have ye, or do ye or

have. you have.

3. Let him have. 3. Let them have.

Potential Mood.

Mayst and mightst were formerly, and they

are still by some, written mayest and mightest.

The second persons singular couldst, shouldst,

and wouldst, were formerly written couldest,

shouldest, and wouldest.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1. I may or can have. 1. We may or can have.

2. Thou mayst or canst 2. Ye or you may or can

have. have.

3. He may or can have. 3. They may or can have.
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PLUPERFECT

Singular.

1 1 might, could, would, 1.

or should have been

loved,

f. Thou mightst, couldst, 2.

wouldst, or shouldst

have been loved.

3. He might, could, would, 3.

or should have been

loved.

TENSE.

Plural.

We might, could,

would, or should

have been loved.

Ye or you might, could,

would, or should have

been loved.

They might, could,

would, or should

have been loved.

Subjunctive Mood.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1. If I be loved. 1. If we be loved.

2. If thou be loved. 2. If ye or you be loved.

3. If he be loved. 3. If they be loved.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

1. If I were loved. 1. If we were loved.

2. If thou wert loved. 2. Ifye or you were loved.

3. If he were loved. 3. If they were loved.

The remaining tenses of this mood are, in

general, similar to the correspondent tenses of

the indicative mood.

Infinitive Mood.

Present
r
To be loved. Perfect, To have been loved.

Participles.

Present, Being loved. Perfect, Been loved.

Compound Perfect, Having been loved.

THE PARTICIPLE.

The participle is, hy some grammarians, con-

sidered as a distinct part of speech, and by
others it is regarded only as a form of the verb.

It is derived from the verb, and partakes of the

signification and properties of the verb. It is

an adjective form of the verb, and, like an ad-

jective, belongs to a noun
;

and it signifies

doing, being, or suffering, without affirming any

thing. It becomes a noun by prefixing to it

the definite article the. There are three par-

ticiples : the present, ending in ing, as moving ;

the perfect, past, or passive, ending (if the verb

is regular) in ed, as moved ; and the compound

perfect, as having moved.

The participle in ing, though properly and

generally active, is sometimes used in a pas-

sive sense
; as,

"
Forty and six years was this

temple in building" John ii.
" The nation

had cried out loudly against the crime while it

was committing." Bolingbroke.
" My Lives art

reprinting." Johnson. Within a few years, a

strange and awkward neologism has been intro-

duced, by which the present passive participle is

substituted, in such cases as the above, for the

participle in ing ; and in the above examples,

instead of " in building"
" was committing"

and " are reprinting" the modern innovators

would say, "in being built" "was being com-

mitted" " are being reprinted" This new form

has been used by some respectable writers.

The following are instances of it :
" For those

who are being educated in our seminaries." R.

Southey.
" It was being uttered" Coleridge.

"The foundation was being laid." Brit. Critic.

"It [tETVftftevog] signifies properly, though in

uncouth English, one who is being beaten" Jlbp.

Whately.
" The bridge is being built, and

other phrases of the like kind, have pained the

eye." D. Booth. This phrase
" in uncouth Eng-

lish" has been censured by many, and defended

by some. The Eclectic Review remarks,
" That

a need of this phrase, or an equivalent one, is

felt, is sufficiently proved by the extent to which

it is used by educated persons and respectable

writers."

THE ADVERB.

An adverb is a word added to a verb, an ad-

jective, and sometimes to another adverb, to

express some quality or circumstance respecting

it
; as,

" He writes well ;
" " A truly excellent

scholar ;" "He speaks very correctly." A great

many adverbs are formed from adjectives by the

addition of
ly, or by changing e to y ; as, wise,

wisely ; noble, nobly.

THE PREPOSITION.

Prepositions show the relations between

words, and are generally placed before nouns

and pronouns in the objective case.

There are many nouns, adjectives, verbs, and

participles, which are followed by their appro-

priate prepositions; and there are instances in

which it is a matter of some difficulty to de-

termine what preposition is most suitable to be

used. The following list comprises a consider-

able number of words, with the proper preposi-

tion subjoined.
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Partiality to, for.

Participate in, of.

Patient with, of.

Pay for.

Peculiar to.

Penetrate into.

Persevere in.

Pertain to.

Pitch upon, on.

Play on, upon, with.

Pleasant to.

Pleased with.

Plunge into.

Possessed of.

Pray for, with.

Predisposed to.

Prefer to, before, above.

Preferable to.

Preference to, over,

above, bejore.

Prefix to.

Prejudice against.

Prepare for.

Preserve from.
Preside over.

Press on, upon.

Presume on, upon.

Pretend to.

Prevail on, upon, with,

(to persuade) over,

against, (to over-

come.)
Prevent from.

Prey on, upon.
Prior to.

Productive of.

Profit by.

Profitable to.

Prone to.

Pronounce against a

person ; on a thing.

Propose to.

Protect others from,
ourselves against.

(7)

Protest against.

Proud of.

Provide with, for,

against.

Purge of, from, away.

Q.

Quarrel with.

Quarter on, upon.

Questioned on, upon,

by.

R.

Reckon on, upon, with.

Recline on, upon.
Reconcile to, with.

Recover from.
Reduce to, under.

Reflect on, upon.

Refrain from.

Regard for, to.

Rejoice at, in.

Relate to.

Release from.
Relieve from.
Relish for, of.

Rely on, upon.

Remain in, at.

Remark on, upon.
Remit to.

Remove from.

Repent of.

Replete with.

Reproached for.

Resemblance to, be-

tween.

Resolve on, upon.

Rest in, at, on, upon.
Restore to.

Restrain from, of.

Retire from.
Return to.

Rich in.

Rid of.

Rob of.

Rove about, over.

Rub against.

Rule over.

Rush against, on, upon.

s.

Satiate with.

Saturate with.

Save from.
Seek for, after, to.

Seize on, upon.
Send to, for.

Sensible of.

Sick of.

Significant of.

Similar to.

Sink into, in, beneath.

Sit on, upon, in.

Skilful in, at.

Smile at, on, upon.

Snap at.

Snatch at.

Sneer at.

Solicitous about, for.

Sorry for.

Stay in, at, with.

Stick to, by.

Strip of.

Strive with, against.

Subject to.

Submissive to.

Submit to.

Substitute for.

Subtract from.
Suitable to, for.

Surprised at.

Suspected of, by.

Swerve from.

Sympathize with.

(B)

T.

Taste of a thing pos-

sessed
j for a thing

desired or relished.

Tax with, for.

Tend to, towards.

Thankful for.

Think on, upon, of,

about.

Touch at, on, upon.
Transmit to.

Troublesome to.

True to.

Trust in, to.

u.

Unison with.

Unite with, to.

Useful for, to.

V.

Value on, upon.

Vest in a person, with

a thing.

Void of.

w.

Wait on, upon.

Want of.

Weary of.

Weep at, for.

Witness of.

Worthy of.

Y.

Yield to.



IV.-ORIGIN, FORMATION, AND ETYMOLOGY OF

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,

1. THE earliest authentic event recorded in

the history of Britain, was the landing of Julius

Caesar on the eastern shore, fifty-five years he-

fore the Christian era. The country was then

inhabited by the Britons, a Celtic race, who

continued to hold possession of it till the mid-

dle of the fifth century. Of their language,

styled the Celtic, or, with reference to Britain,

the British few traces now exist in England,

except in geographical names, as those of some

towns, mountains, rivers, lakes, &c.
;
but the re-

mains of it are to be found in the Gaelic of

the Scottish Highlands, in the Welsh, the Erse

or Irish, and the Manks language, in the Isle

of Man.

2. About the middle of the fifth century,

the Saxons from Lower Germany invaded

the island
; and, before many years elapsed,

they established their authority over the most

of that part of it which is now called England ;

and the Britons were driven into Wales. From
a leading branch of the Saxons, called Jingles,

the country received its name of England, and

the new language was denominated from them

the Anglo-Saxon; often also called simply the

Saxon. At the time of their invasion, the Sax-

ons were an illiterate people; but they after-

wards cultivated learning to some extent; and

among their principal writers were Gildas, Csed-

mon, JElfric, Bede, and King Alfred.

3. The Anglo-Saxon dynasty, after having
continued about six hundred years, was termi-

nated, in 1066, by the invasion of William, Duke
of Normandy, commonly called the Conqueror.
The Norman French now became the language
of the court and the upper classes, while the Sax-

on continued to be the only speech of the com-

mon people or peasantry. In the course of time,

these two* languages were blended into one, and

became the basis of the present English. "The
Saxon power," Dr. !Posworth remarks,

" ceased

when William the Conqueror ascended the

throne, but not the language ;
for Anglo-Saxon,

after rejecting or changing many of its inflec-

tions, continued to he spoken by the old inhab-

itants till the time of Henry III., A. D. 1258.

What was written after this period has gener-

ally so great a resemblance to our present lan-

guage, that it may evidently be called English."

The following is the statement of Hippisley, a

late English writer :
"
Although neither the ori-

gin nor subsequent progress of English can be

assigned to any specified dates, yet, for the sake

of perspicuity, we may (as in the case of general

history) establish arbitrary and conventional di-

visions. Thus we say, generally speaking, that

about 1150 may be dated the decline of pure

Saxon
;
about 1250 the commencement of Eng-

lish; and that the century between these two

dates was occupied by a kind of semi-Saxon

language."

4. After the Norman conquest, the Saxon

laws were continued in force, and were trans-

lated into Norman French. " The proceedings,"

as stated by Blackstone, (Commentaries, Book

III. chap. 21,)
" were all written, as indeed all

public proceedings were, in Norman or law

French, and even the arguments of the counsel

and the decisions of the court were in the same

barbarous dialect. This continued till the reign

of Edward III., who, having employed his arms

successfully in subduing the crown of France,

thought it unbecoming the dignity of the victors

to use any longer the language of a vanquished

country. By a statute, therefore, passed in the

36th year of his reign [1362,] it was enacted,

that, for the future, all pleas should be pleaded,

shown, defended, answered, debated, and judged,

in the English tongue, but be entered and en-

rolled in Latin." This is the date of the tri-

umph of the English language over the French

in the English courts of law.

5. In the fourteenth century flourished Chau-

cer, the great early English poet ;
also Sir John

Mandeville, the traveller, and John Wiclifte, the

reformer, both distinguished as early English
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prose writers. But the times, long after the age

of Chaucer, continued barbarous, and, till after

the invention of printing and the revival of

learning, few writers appeared to cultivate and

improve the language, or to enrich it with val-

uable works. It was in the sixteenth century,

during the reign of the Tudor family, that the

language assumed, substantially, the external

form in which it is now found, and became en-

riched by many productions which still form a

part of its standard literature.

6. The Saxon or Anglo-Saxon language,

which is a branch of the Teutonic, the lan-

guage of the Teutones, a people who inhabited

a large part of central Europe, while the Celts

overspread the west, is the parent language of

the English. Some of the other north European

languages, of the great Teutonic or Gotho-

Teutonic family, which have contributed to

enrich the English tongue, are the Danish,

Swedish, Norwegian, and Icelandic, of the

Scandinavian branch, and the German and

Dutch, of the Germanic branch. The south

European languages which have furnished the

largest contributions, are the Greek, Latin, and

French
; especially the Latin, through the me-

dium of the French or Norman French
;

also

the Italian, the Spanish, and various other lan-

guages, have afforded more or less.

7. The Anglo-Saxon is the language to which

the English owes its general form and structure,

all the particles on which its syntax depends,

all its pronouns and conjunctions; nearly all its

prepositions, most of its monosyllables, and,

indeed, all the words that are most frequently

repeated on the same page.

8. The predominance of Anglo-Saxon will

readily be seen by analyzing a passage in any
common English writer. Of the sixty-six words

which are comprised in the Lord's prayer, there

are only five that are not Anglo-Saxon. Mr.

Sharon Turner, in his "
History of the Anglo-

Saxons," has adduced from popular English
writers sixteen extracts, in which he has dis-

criminated, by Italics, the words which are An-

glo-Saxon from those of foreign origin. Two
of his extracts are here quoted, and also the

results of the comparisons of all of them are

given. The words which are not Anglo-Saxon
are in Italics in the following extracts :

9. " And they made ready the present against

Joseph came at noon
;
for they heard that they

should eat bread there. And when Joseph came

home, they brought him the present which was

in their hand into the house, and bowed them-

selves to him to the earth. And he asked them

of their welfare, and said, Is your father well,

the old man of whom ye spake ? Is he yet

alive ? And they answered. Thy servant our

father is in good health, he is yet alive. And

they bowed down their heads, and made obei-

sance. And he lift up his eyes, and saw his

brother Benjamin, his mother's son, and said, Is

this your younger hrother, of whom ye spake
unto me ? And he said, God be gracious unto

thee, my son." Gen. xliii. 25 29.

10. " Of genius, that power which constitutes

a poet ; that quality without which judgment is

cold and knowledge is inert ; that energy which

collects, combines, amplifies, and animates; the

superiority must, with some hesitation, be al-

lowed to Dryden. It is not to be inferred, that

of this poetical vigor Pope had only a little, be-

cause Dryden had more
;
for every other writer

since Milton must give place to Pope; and

even of Dryden it must be said, that if he has

brighter paragraphs, he has not better poems"
Johnson.

11. In the following table, the figures in the

left-hand column show the whole number of

words in the above two, and also in the four-

teen other, extracts or passages from popular

English writers; and those in the right-hand

column, the number of words in each, which

are not Saxon.
Words. JVirt Saxon

Genesis, 130 5

John xi. 3236, 74 2

Shakspeare, 81 13

Milton, 90 . . 16

Cowley, 76 10

Thomson, 78 14

Addison, 79 15

Spenser, 72 14

Locke, 94 20

Pope, 84 28

Young, 96 21

Swift, 87 9

Robertson, 114 34

Hume, 101 38

Gibbon, 80 31

Johnson, 87 .. . . 21

Total, 1522 291

12. Of the total number of words in these

sixteen passages, the proportion not Saxon is

somewhat less than one fifth. It is to be ob-

served, that, in this computation, every repetition

of a word is counted. In the verses quoted from

Genesis, the word and,, for example, is repeated,

and therefore counted, twelve times.
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13. In the first chapter of the common version

of St. John's Gospel, there are one thousand

and three words, of which, excepting fifty-three

proper names, there are only fifty-five that are

not Anglo-Saxon. In this chapter the particle the

occurs sixty-eight times
; and, sixty-one times

;

of, thirty-nine times
; that, nineteen times

; unto,

fifteen times
; to, thirteen times. Of the three

personal pronouns, /, thou, and he, including

their oblique forms, those of the first person

occur thirty-three times
;

those of the second,

thirty times
;
those of the third, eighty times.

The verb to be, in its different inflections, occurs

forty-six times. All these words, of so frequent

occurrence, are Anglo-Saxon. There is, per-

haps, no book in the English language in which

Anglo-Saxon words more abound than in the

common version of the Bible. Works which

treat of the common affairs of life, have the

greatest proportion of such words, and scientific

works, the least.

14. " If we look not merely at the number of

the words which the Anglo-Saxon has contrib-

uted to the English, but to the kinds of words, as

well as to the share it has had in its formation

and development, we shall at once see that there

is no comparison between the importance of

this and that of any other element. English

grammar is almost exclusively occupied with

what is of Anglo-Saxon origin. Our chief pe-

culiarities of structure and of idiom are essen-

tially Anglo-Saxon ;
while almost all the classes

of words, which it is the office of grammar to

investigate, are derived from that language.

And though these peculiarities of structure may
occupy little space, and these words be very

few compared with those to be found in John-

son's Dictionary, they enter most vitally into the

constitution of the language, and bear a most

important part in shaping and determining its

character. Thus what few inflections we have

are all Anglo-Saxon. The English genitive, the

general modes of forming the plural of nouns,

and the terminations by which we express the

comparative and superlative of adjectives, er

and est ; the inflections of the pronouns ;
of the

second and third persons, present and imperfect,

of the verbs
;
of the preterits and participles of

the verbs, whether regular or irregular ;
and the

most frequent termination of our adverbs (ly),
are

all Anglo-Saxon. The nouns, too, derived from

Latin and Greek, receive the Anglo-Saxon ter-

minations of the geniiive and the plural, while

the preterits and participles of verbs, derived

from the same sources, take Anglo-Saxon inflec-

tions. As to the parts of speech, those which

occur most frequently, and are individually of

most importance, are almost wholly Anglo-Sax-

on. Such are our articles and definitives gen-

erally ; as, an, the, this, that, these, those, many,

feiv, some, one, none ; the adjectives whose com-

paratives and superlatives are irregularly formed,

and which are, in every language, among the

most ancient, comprehensive in meaning, and

extensively used
;
the separate words more and

most, by which we as often express the forms

of comparison as by distinct terminations
;

all

our pronouns, personal, possessive, and inter-

rogative ; nearly eve'ry one of our so-called ir-

regular verbs, including all the auxiliaries,

have, be, shall, ivill, may, can, must, by which

we express the force of the principal varieties

of mood and tense
;

all the adverbs most fre-

quently employed, and the prepositions and con-

junctions almost without exception."
" The English language consists of about

38,000 words. This includes, of course, not

only radical words, but all derivatives, except

the preterits and participles of verbs
;
to which

must be added some terms, which, though set

down in the dictionaries, are either obsolete, or

have never ceased to be considered foreign.

Of these about 23,000, or nearly five eighths,

are of Anglo-Saxon origin In Bos-

worth's Anglo-Saxon Lexicon, there are from

25,000 to 28,000 words, counting, of course,

compound words as well as roots. Supposing
one fifth of these obsolete, there would remain

nearly the numbers already stated." Edin-

burgh Review, vol. Ixx.

15. "The peculiar structure of the English

language is far from having been investigated, as

yet, with that degree of attention and accuracy

that it deserves. Among other things, we do

not find that any grammarian has been at the

pains to take a full comparative view of its two

great component parts ; by which we mean,

on the one hand, those words that are derived

from the Saxon, Danish, and other northern lan-

guages, and, on the other hand, those from the

Greek, Latin, French, and other idioms of the

south of Europe. These two sets of vocables

are so dissimilar from each other, that they ap-

pear, at first view, incapable of being amalga-

mated together, so as to form an harmonious

whole; yet who is there that can read, feel,

and understand, and does not admire the sub-

lime harmony which Milton, Dryden, Pope,

Shakspeare, Bolingbroke, and the other immor-

tal poets and prose writers of Great Britain,
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have produced out of those discordant ele-

ments ? To analyze, therefore, those elements,

from which have resulted such inconceivable

effects, is well worth the trouble of the gram-
marian and philologer ;

and the interesting dis-

coveries to which such an inquiry will lead,

will amply repay their learned labors. As far

as we have been able to judge from a superfi-

cial investigation of the subject, we are apt to

believe that the English words of northern deri-

vation are to those derived from the ancient, as

well as the modern languages of Southern Eu-

rope, in the proportion of something more than

three, but not quite as much as four, to one. As
the southern words are, in general, polysyllabic,

and make a conspicuous figure wherever they

occur, many are apt to think their number

greater than on examination it really appears

to be." P. S. Duponceau.
16. The number of words belonging to the

English language has never been accurately

ascertained, and it is difficult to ascertain it

with exactness
;

for it is difficult to form and

apply the rules for computing the number.

The number which is stated in the preceding
extract from the Edinburgh Review, is thirty-

eight thousand, which is considerably less than

the number found in Johnson's Dictionary, as it

was left by him. Of the great number of words

which have been introduced into the language,
in the various sciences, since the first publica-

tion of Johnson's Dictionary, very few are of

Anglo-Saxon origin. By adopting so restricted

a mode of computing the number of English

words, as to exclude all compound and obsolete

words, and all words introduced by the arts

and sciences within the past century, and thus

to reduce the number to 38,000, the proportion

of Anglo-Saxon words would probably not be

far from that above stated
;
that is, five eighths.

The computation of Mr. Duponceau of the

proportion between the two classes of English

words, those of northern and those of southern

derivation, must have been formed, not by

analyzing the vocabulary of an English dic-

tionary, but by examining the words as they
occur on the pages of English books

; and, as

Anglo-Saxon words are much more frequently

repeated than those of a different origin, there

may be no material inconsistency between his

computation and that of the Edinburgh Re-

view.

17. The following are the principal Anglo-
Saxon prefixes, namely, a, be, em, en, /ore, im,

mis, out, over, un, and under; as, ahead, fee-

friend, embody, enable, /orebode, imbosom, mis-

deed, outdo, overact, wnbind, wnlike, undergo.
18. Some of the common Anglo-Saxon termi-

nations are the following, namely, er, ful, less,

ly, ness, ship ; as, writer, mindful, helpless, just-

ly, goodness, partners/tip.

19. The contributions of the Latin language
to the English, are next, in importance and

amount, to those of the Anglo-Saxon ;
and these

contributions came chiefly through the medium
of the French, or Norman French, in conse-

quence of the Norman conquest. It has been

stated by some philologists, that the English

language is indebted to the Latin for the greater

part of its vocabulary. This, however, is

greatly exaggerated statement
; yet the contribu-

tions from that language are great and important,

and they enter extensively into the formation

and etymology of English words. The Latin

has furnished a large portion of the abstract and

general terms, especially in the departments of

theology, moral and political philosophy, and all

the moral sciences
;

also a great part of the

terms used in polite literature, and the lan-

guage of polite life. A great part of the mili-

tary terms in English, come directly from the

French.

20. The following are Latin prefixes : a, ab,

abs, from
; as, avert, abjure, abstract ; ad, a,

ac, af, ag, al, an, ap, ar, as, at, to
; as, arfduce,

accede, a/fix, &c.
; ante, before; as, antece-

dent
; circum, about

; as, circumjacent ; con,

co, cog, col, com, cor. together, with
; as, conform,

coeval, collect, &c.
; contra, against ; as, con-

tradict
; a*e, down, from

; as, oeface, degrade ;

dis, asunder; as, disarm; e, ex, out of; as,

eject, exclude
; extra, beyond ; as, eatfrajudi-

cial
; in, ig, il, im, ir, (when prefixed to a

verb,) in
; as, indue

; (when prefixed to an ad-

jective,) not; as, invisible
; inter, between; as,

intermix; intro, within; as, introduce; 06,

oc, of, op, for, in the way of; as, ooject, occur ;

per, through; as, pervade ; post, after; as,

postscript ; pre, before
; as, precede ; prefer,

beyond ; as, preternatural ; pro, for, forward
;

as, proconsul ; re, back, again ; as, return, re-

build
; retro, backward

; as, retrospect ; se,

aside
; as, secede

; sine, without
; as, sinecure ;

sub, sue, suf, sug, sup, sus, under, after ; as,

sw&dean, suffice, suggest, sttpplant, swspect ;

super, above
; as, swperabound, sitpernatural ;

trans, beyond ; as, transcend
; ultra, beyond ;

as, Mftramarine.

21. The following terminations are derived

from the Latin or French : able, ibk, cle, He, to/,

(E*)
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a/, tan, an, ant, ent, fy, lor, ity, or, ous, lion,

fire, tude, ture.

22. To the Greek, the English language is

indebted for most of the terms in physical

science, ,and, indeed, for a great part of the

terms employed in all the arts and sciences.

23. The following are Greek prefixes : a, (a,)

without; as, acephalous ; ana, (d*>d,) through,

again ; as, anagram ; anfi, (dj>T/,) against ; as,

an/ichristian ; opo, (&n6,) from
; as, apostate ;

cata, (xard,) down, from side to side
; as, cata-

logue ; a*ia, (di&,) through ; as, diagonal ;

en, em, (tV,) as, endemic; epi, (JT*,) upon ; as,

epidemic ; Ajfper, (tinty,) above ; as, /w/percritic ;

%o, (6n6,) under
; as, hypocrite ; me/a,

([*6T&,) beyond; as, ?netophysics ; para, (naq&,}

by the side of, near ; as, parallel ; j^eri, (negi,)

about
; as,

perimeter
; syn, sy, syl, sym, (aiv,)

together, with ; as, synonymous, syflogism.

24. The following terminations are from the

Greek: ic and ico/, from the Greek ixog and

Latin icus ; logy, from X6yog ; graphy, from

ire, from *w.



V.-ARCHAISMS, PROVINCIALISMS, AND
AMERICANISMS.

1. THE English language, from the time of

its first formation, has been subject to continual

changes. Old words have been, from time to

time, falling away, and new ones have been

formed and brought into use. A large part of

the words found in the early productions of Eng-
lish literature, such as those of Peter Langtoft,

Robert of Gloucester, Robert Langland, (the

reputed author of " Piers Ploughman,") Gower,

Chaucer, Wicliffe, and Mandeville, are now ob-

solete
;
and in order to understand these works,

further assistance is necessary than is afforded

by modern dictionaries and grammars. Very
few of the English writers who preceded the

reign of Elizabeth, are now much read
;
and the

obsolete words which their works contain may
properly be consigned to glossaries accompany-

ing the works, or to dictionaries of archaic

words.

2. Several of these early productions have

been published with glossaries attached to them,

as the Chronicles of Peter Langtoft and Robert

of Gloucester, by Hearne
;
and the works of

Chaucer, by Tyrrwhit. Glossaries have also

been appended to Spenser and Shakspeare.

Some works of a more general nature, relating

to obsolete or archaic words, have, not long

since, appeared ; as " Nares's Glossary or Col-

lection of Words, Phrases, &c., found in Shak-

speare and his Contemporaries," and Toone's

"Glossary and Etymological Dictionary of

Obsolete and Uncommon Words." Jamieson's
"
Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Lan-

guage
"
also contains numerous archaic, as well

as provincial, words. Boucher's "
Glossary of

Archaic and Provincial Words "
(designed to be

a large work in 4to.) was commenced in 1832
;

but only two numbers of it have been published.

The publication, in a series of numbers, of Hal-

liwell's "
Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial

Words, and Obsolete Phrases, Proverbs, and

Ancient Oustoms, from the 14th Century," was

commenced in 1844, and promises to embrace

as great a number of words as are found in a

dictionary of modern English.

3. The early bilingual dictionaries, such as

the English and Latin, and English and French,
contain many obsolete words; and this is the

fact with respect to many of the English dic-

tionaries, as those of Bailey, Johnson, Ash,

Richardson, and others. Johnson says, he

"fixed Sidney's work [Sir Philip Sidney, who
died in 1586] for the boundary, beyond which

he made few excursions." Johnson's Diction-

ary, however, as he left it, contains many obso-

lete words, a considerable portion of which were

taken from Bailey's Dictionary, though of such

words he did not take near all that are found

in Bailey. Of the words added by Mr. Todd,
a much larger proportion are obsolete than of

those admitted by Johnson; and of Todd's addi-

tional words, particularly in his second edition,

there are many which are of merely local or

provincial use, and some of them are unworthy
of being inserted in a general dictionary of the

language.

4. A dictionary of the English language, in

order to be complete, must contain all the words,

whether obsolete or not, found in books which

are much read, such, for example, as the com-

mon version of the Scriptures, and the works

of Shakspeare and of Milton
; though there are

many words in these works which are now ob-

solete, and many which, though not obsolete, are

used in an obsolete sense, that needs explan-

ation.

5. William Caxton, who first introduced print-

ing into England, in his Preface to a Transla-

tion of Virgil's ^Eneid, printed in 1490, speaking

of the innovations then made in the English lan-

guage, and the differences of the language in

the different parts of the kingdom, says, that he
" toke an olde boke and redde therein, and cer-

taynly the Englisshe was so rude and brood, that

he coulde not wele understande it" " And

certaynly," he says, "our language now used
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vaiyeth ferre from that which was used and

spoken when I was born. For we Englissh men

ben borne under the domynacyon of the mone,

which is never stedfaste, but ever waverynge,

wexyng one season, and waneth and dis-

creaseth another season ;
and that comyne Eng-

lisshe that is spoken one shyre varyeth from

another, insomuche, that in my dayes happened,

that certayn merchauntes were in a shipp in

Tamyse; for to have sailed over the see into

Zelande, and for lacke of wynde they taryed

atte Forland, and went to lande for to refreshe

them; and one of them, named Sheffelde, a

mercer, came into an hows, and axed for mete,

and specyally he axed for egges, and the goode

wyf answerde, that she coude speke no Frenshe.

And the marchaunt was angry, for he also

coude speke no Frenshe, but wolde have hadde

egges, and she understode him not. And then

at laste another sayd, that he wolde have eyren ;

then the goode wyf sayd, that she understode

him well. Loo what sholde a man in thyse days

now wryte, egges or eyren ? Certaynly it is

hard to playse every man, by cause of dyversyte

and chaunge of langage ;
for in these days

every man, that is in ony reputacyon in his

countre, will utter his communicacyon and mat-

ters in such manners and termes, that fewe men

shall understonde them; and som honest and

grete clerkes have been wyth me, and desired

me to wryte the moste curyous termes that I

coude find. And thus between playn, rude,

and curious, 1 stand abashed. But in my judg-

mente, the comyn termes that be dayli used,

ben lighter to be understonde than the olde

auncyent Englisshe."

6. England abounds in provincialisms and

local dialects
;

and in some districts of the

country, the peculiarities of the language are so

great, that the speech of the common people

can be but imperfectly understood by those

who are unacquainted with their peculiar dia-

lect These peculiarities, or archaisms, are of

great antiquity, and, as stated by Forby, "are

all, in substance, remnants and derivatives of

the language of past ages, which were, at some

time or other, in common use, though in long

process of time they have become only locally

used and understood."

7. Of the local dialects, one of the most noted

J8 the Craven Dialect, which is spoken in the

deanery of Craven, a district of upwards of

thirty miles in length and nearly as many in

breadth, situated in the northern part of the

west-riding of the county of York. Mr. Carr,

Jie author of the " Craven Dialect and Glos-

sary," maintains that it was " the language of

crowned heads, of the court, and of the most

eminent English historians, divines, and poets,

of former ages." These provincialisms now

form, to a great extent, the colloquial language

of the lower classes
;
and many of them are

found in the early productions of English litera-

ture
;
but in books of modern origin, they are

seen chiefly in glossaries.

8. The Edinburgh Review [vol. Ixxix. 1844]

ontains the. following statement

"The number of provincial words that have

hitherto been arrested by local glossaries, stand

as follows :

Shropshire, ....

Devonshire and

Cornwall, ....

Devonshire,

(North,)

Exmoor,

Herefordshire, . .

Lancashire,

Suffolk,

Norfolk,

Somersetshire, . .

1,993

878

1,146

370

822

1,932

2,400

2,500

1,204

Sussex, 371

Essex, 589

Wiltshire, 592

Hallamshire, . . . 1,568

Craven, 6,169

North Country, . 3,750

Cheshire, 903

Metropolitan

(Grose & Pegge)3,500

Total, 30,687

9. "
Admitting that several of the foregoing

are synonymous, superfluous, or common to

each county, there are, nevertheless, many of

them which, although alike orthographically, are

vastly dissimilar in signification. Making these

allowances, they amount to a little more than

20,000 ; or, according to the number of English

counties hitherto illustrated, at the average ratio

of 1,478 to a county. Calculating the tAventy-

six unpublished in the same ratio, they will fur-

nish 38,428 additional provincialisms, forming,

in the aggregate, 59,000 words in the colloquial

tongue of the lower classes, which can, for the

chief part, produce proofs of legitimate origin ;

about the same number, in short, of authorized

words that are admitted into Todd's edition of

Johnson's Dictionary. Besides these and the

private compilations made by individuals, in the

course of their miscellaneous reading, there are

some very copious early English Vocabularies

lying in manuscript in the cathedral libraries of

Durham, Winchester, and Canterbury, in the

British Museum, King's College, and other de-

positories, deserving collection; as well as rare

lexicographical volumes, which issued from the

press in the infancy of typography."

10. A list of the English provincial glossaries
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which contain the words above enumerated, may
be seen on page Ixxi. A considerable number

of these provincialisms are to be found in Ash's

English Dictionary, and also among the addi-

tions of Mr. Todd to Johnson's Dictionary. But,

as they are not found in the classical or in the

popular literature of England, and are rarely

seen in print, except in the glossaries in which

they have been collected, they have little claim

to a place in a general dictionary of the lan-

guage. Were education universally diffused

throughout the country, and the children accus-

tomed to use the same or similar elementary

books of instruction, most of these provincial-

isms would soon be disused and forgotten.

11. The English language as it is spoken
and written in the United States, differs some-

what from the language as written and spoken in

any part of England ;
and it differs also, more or

less, in the different States ;
but there is nothing

here at all to be compared with the local dia-

lects of England. The greater uniformity of

language which exists in this country, is to be

attributed to the frequent removals of the in-

habitants from one place to another, their free

intercourse with each other, and to the fact

that elementary education is much more gen-

erally diffused among the middle and lower

classes here, than in England. The Americans

have formed their language more from books,

and less from oral speech, than the English;
and they are more in the habit of having re-

course to a dictionary for instruction respecting

the pronunciation and use of words.

12. The settlement of this country was com-

menced, upwards of two centuries ago, chiefly

by emigrations from different parts of Great

Britain. The emigrants brought with them not

only the common language of the country in the

state in which it then existed, but also more or

less of the local peculiarities ;
and in this way

some of the English provincialisms have been

widely diffused in the United States, and have

oeen regarded as of American origin. The

changes in the language, which have taken

place within the last two centuries, have not

been precisely the same on the two sides of the

Atlantic
; yet the difference is much less than

might reasonably have been expected ;
and it is

doubtless a fact, that, among the great mass of

the people throughout England, the deviations

from what is there deemed the correct standard

of speaking and writing the language, are much

greater than among the mass of the people of

the United States.

13. The Americans have formed some new
words

;
to some old ones they have affixed new

significations ; they have retained some which

have become obsolete in England; some Eng
lish provincialisms they have brought into

common use; and there are many neologisms,

consisting in part of new words, and in part of

old words with new significations, in use both in

England and in the United States, with regard

to which it is difficult to determine in which

country they originated.

14. A great part of the differences with re-

spect to the language of the educated classes in

the United States and in England, grow out of

the different institutions and the different cir-

cumstances and employments of the people of

the two countries. There is a considerable num-

ber of words which owe their origin to Ameri-

can institutions, social relations, and occupations,

and which are properly used by Americans, but

which Englishmen have no occasion to employ,

except in speaking of American affairs. On the

other hand, there is a still greater number of

words which relate to the civil and religious

institutions and social relations of Great Britain,

and which are never used in the United States,

except with reference to that country. Such

differences as these have a legitimate origin,

and may be regarded as proper, and not as cor-

ruptions of the language. But there are many

neologisms, or new words, some of American,

and still more of recent English origin, which

are entitled to little countenance. A considera-

ble number of such have been noticed in this

Dictionary ;
but many have been passed by as

plants suffered to remain and die in their native

soil, being regarded as not worth transplanting.

15. Among the words which owe their origin

or peculiar use to American institutions, are

the following : congress, congressional, president,

presidential, senate, senatorial, gubernatorial,

state, territory, town, general court, general as-

sembly, selectmen, message, &c. The words ex-

ecutive and judiciary are often used in the

United States as nouns, but not often in Eng-
land. The words electioneer and electioneering,

which are much used here, are also used, in

some degree, in England, though the more com-

mon terms used there, in the same sense, are
'

canvass and canvassing, which are rarely used

in this manner in the United States. The

word caucus is of undisputed American origin.
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Among the American ecclesiastical terms may
be noted association, associational, consociation,

consociational, to approbate, to result, &c.

16. Among the terms relating to the political

and civil institutions of England, rarely used in

this country, except with reference to England,

may be enumerated the following: parliament,

parliamentary, prorogue, prorogation, hustings,

exchequer, postman, tubman, sergeant-at-law, as-

size, excise, bailiff, lords, commons, peerage, bar-

onetage, knightage, &c. : among the ecclesiastical

terms, establishment, conformity, non-conformity,

dissenters, dean, deanery, archdeacon, archdeacon-

ry, prebend, prebendary, canon, canonry, vicar,

vicarage, curate, curacy, dignity, dignified, bene-

fice, beneficed, advowson, commendam, donative,

preferment, impropriation, impropriator, &c.

Among the many neologisms which may claim

the undisputed honor of English origin, are con-

stituency, boroughmonger, squirarchy, shopocracy,

conservatism, radicalism, liberalism, chartism, An-

glicanism, high-churchism, dissenterism, volunta-

ryism, &c.

17. There is a difference between the two

countries in relation to the terms employed to

designate their respective literary institutions,

and also with respect to the technical terms

used in their universities and colleges. The

following English university terms, for example,
are not at all used here in the same sense : act,

wrangler, optime, bursar, commoner, sizar, pen-

sioner, servitor, batteller, foundationer ; and the

following American terms do not appear to be

used in the same sense in England, namely,

commencement, senior, junior, sophomore, fresh-

man, salutatory, beneficiary.

18. Some words, more or less in use, are re-

garded as of Indian origin ; as, calumet, choco-

late, hominy, moccason, mush, papoose, potato,

powwow, quahaug, sachem, sagamore, samp, suc-

cotash, squash, squaw, tobacco, tomato, tomahawk,

wampum, wigwam, Yankee.

19. Of the English provincialisms which are

often used in the United States, may be enu-

merated, to wilt, to slump, to rile or to roil, slumpy,

slosh, slush, sloshy, slushy, rily or roily, spunk,

spunky, spry, squirm, squiggle, quackle, shote,

&c.

20. There is a considerable number of words

the propriety of which has been disputed, but

which are now often used both in the United

States and in England. Such are the follow-

ing: to advocate, to base, to demoralize, to de-

range, to expatriate, to locate, to obligate, to test,

to veto, prayerful, prayerless, profanity, unwell,

&c. The following words, which are more or

less used in the United States, are little used

in England : to approbate, to belittle, to clapboard,

to eventuate, to jeopardize, to loan ; sundown,

bootable, freshet, sled, sleigh, clapboard, shingle,

prairie, snag, sawyer, vendue, sparse, bindery or

bookbindery, lot, as a building lot, a house lot, a

wood lot.

21. The following words have senses affixed

to them in the United States different from

the senses in which they are commonly used in

England: baggage, balance, clever, cob, corn,

creek, fall, lumber, merchant, quite, spell, stage,

store; also the verbs to improve, to notify, to

girdle, to guess, to expect, &c.

22. There are some words which both Eng-
lish and American recent writers have used in a

new sense; as, to realize, to solemnize, to tran-

spire ; obnoxious, temper, &c. Many of the

neologisms which have been stigmatized as

American innovations or corruptions, have been

sanctioned by the use of English authors. The

adjective lengthy, and the verb to progress, with

the accent on the last syllable, are reputed to

be of American origin ; but, though they may
probably have originated here, yet they seem

to have been adopted in England; and com-

paratively higher authorities may be adduced in

support of their use from English, than from

American, writers. See the words LENGTHY,

PROGRESS, CLEVER, &c., in the Dictionary.
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1. LEXICOGRAPHY is a branch of literature

which appears to have been but little cultivated

in ancient times. It is doubtful whether the

ancient Greeks and Romans ever wrote what

would be properly called dictionaries of their

respective languages. No such works written

by them are now extant
;
nor is there positive

evidence that any such ever existed. The

terms lexicon and dictionarium were not in use

during the classic period of the Greek and

Roman languages ;
but they are of compara-

tively modern introduction. Varro, who died

27 B. C., wrote a work entitled " De Lingua
Latind" which consisted of twenty-four books,

of which only six, and these much mutilated,

are now extant One of the books contained

a sort of glossary of Latin terms. Apollonius

of Alexandria, commonly supposed to have lived

in the time of Augustus, though some suppose
him to have been much later, wrote a sort of

glossary to Homer.

2. "The oldest extant Greek lexicographer,"

says the Penny Cyclopaedia, "is Apollonius
the Sophist, a contemporary of Augustus. His

work, entitled Ai^eis
r

O/^txaJ, or 'Homeric

Words,' though much interpolated, is very use-

ful. All the other original Greek lexicons and

glossaries we have, such as the ' Onomasticon'

(or Collection of Synonymes) of Julius Pol-

lux, the lexicons of Suidas, Harpocration, and

Hesychius, and the *

Etymologicon Magnum?
sometimes attributed to Marcus Musurus, al-

though of the authors of some of them the

exact age is disputed, were undoubtedly com-

piled subsequent, and most of them probably

long subsequent, to the commencement of the

Christian era. It is supposed, indeed, that they
were founded upon older compilations of the

same kind; but of the form of those lost

works we know nothing. It may be reasonably
doubted if either the Greeks or Romans were
in the habit of making use of dictionaries in

studying a foreign language or dialect, as has

been the general practice in modern times."

3. The following is a brief notice ot a few of

the earliest lexicographical works that are now
extant. Julius Pollux, a native of Naucratis,

in Egypt, and a teacher of rhetoric at Athens, in

the early part of the third century of the Chris-

tian era, was the author of the " Onomasticon"

a Greek Vocabulary, divided into ten books. It

contains a vast variety of synonymous words and

phrases, arranged under general heads, but not

alphabetically, and it partakes more of the nature

of an encyclopaedia, than of a dictionary. The
first edition of it was printed at Venice in 1502.

4. Hesychius of Alexandria, by some stated

to have lived as early as the third, and by others

not before the fifth or sixth century, was the

author of a Greek lexicon or glossary, consist-

ing of short explanations of uncommon Greek

words and technical terms. The first edition of

it was printed at Venice in 1513.

5. Valerius Harpocration, a Greek rhetorician

of Alexandria, wrote a work entitled " Lexicon

Decem Oratorum" (" Lexicon to the Ten Ora-

tors,") which contains an account of many of the

persons and facts mentioned in the orations of

the ten principal orators of Athens. "We
have," says the Penny Cyclopaedia,

" no partic-

ulars of his life, nor of the time in which he

lived." Mr. Watt styles him " an Alexandrian

rhetorician of the fourth century," and entitles

his work " Lexicon in decent JRhetores." It was

first printed at Venice in 1503. *

6. Photius, patriarch of Constantinople, who
died in 891, was the author of the Ae&wv
Zvvaycoyi], a Greek glossary or lexicon, an edi-

tion of which, edited by Hermann, was pub-
lished at Leipsic in 1808

;
and another, edited

by Person, was published in London in 1822.

7. Suidas, whose age and country are not

ascertained, but who is supposed to have lived

between 900 and 1025 A. D., was the author of

a Greek Lexicon, styled by some an " Historical

and Geographical Dictionary," also an "Ency-

clopaedia." It comprises the names of men

and places, as well as the words which properly
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belong to a dictionary. The first edition was

printed at Milan in 1499.

8. John Balbus, or Balbi, or John of Genoa,

(being a Genoese,) who died in 1298, was the

author of the "
Catholicon? a Latin dictionary

containing between seven hundred and eight

hundred pages folio
;

first printed at Mentz, in

1460, by Gutenberg. "Although this work,"

says Watt, "contains many errors, it has the

singularity of being the first Latin dictionary

after the destruction of the language."
9. Johannes Crestonus (Placentinus,) a native

of Piaceriza, was the author of the "Lexicon

Gr&co-Latinum" the first Greek and Latin

dictionary extant. The first edition, supposed

to have been printed at Milan, is without date.

The earliest edition, with a date, was printed at

Vicenza in 1483. w '- :

10. Calepin, or Calepino, a native of Calepio,

near Bergamo, in Italy, who died in 1510, was

the author of the " Dictionarium" a Latin dic-

tionary, one of the earliest works of the kind,

first printed at Reggio in 1502. It went through

many editions, and received such additions as

made it almost a new work. Facciolati, assisted

by his pupil Egidio Forcellini, prepared and

published a new edition in 1731. " It was," as is

stated by the Penny Cyclopaedia,
" in the course

of his joint labors with Facciolati, that Forcellini

conceived the plan of a totally new Latin dic-

tionary, which, after more than thirty years' as-

siduous application, he brought to light under

the title of * Totius Latinitatis Lexicon? four

volumes folio, Padua, 1771. This work has

superseded all other Latin dictionaries." An
enlarged edition of this work, edited by James

Bailey, was published in London in 1828
;
and

it also formed the principal basis of the " Lexi-

con of the Latin Language," edited by F. P.

Leverett, and first published at Boston in 1836.

"
Cornucopia?

"
Breviloquus Vocabularius"

and " Gemma Vocabulorum atque Medulla" are

titles of other early lexicographical works on

the Latin language.

11. The earliest lexicographical labors in

England were performed near the end of the

fifteenth century ;
and their object was to facili-

tate the study of the Latin language. The title

of the earliest work of the kind published in

that country, as given in Dr. Dibdin's "
Typo-

graphical Antiquities," was as follows :
"
Promp-

torius Puerorum. Promptorium Paruulorum, sive

Ckricorum. Medulla Grammatice" It was first

printed by Richard Pynson, in 1499, in folio.

Editions of it were printed by Wynkyn de Worde,

in 1510, 1512, 1516, and 1528. Richard Fraun

ces, a preaching or black friar," as is stated by

William Herbert, the typographical antiquary,
" was the author of this first English and Latin

dictionary, in which are many old English words

nowhere else explained." "This book," says

Dr. Dibdin,
" is printed in double columns

;
the

English before the Latin
;
the nouns first, under

each letter of the alphabet, the verbs, adverbs,

&c., after them
;
both nouns and verbs are de-

clined very particularly. The work was intend-

ed, as the commencement of the account of the

third edition of it specifies, as a companion to

the ' Ortus Vocabulorum^ in Latin and English."

12. In 1500 (the next year after the first pub-

lication of the work above noticed) was printed

by Wynkyn de Worde the first edition of the

work bearing the following title, as stated in Dr.

Dibdin's "
Typographical Antiquities :

" " Or-

tus Vocabulorum : alphabetico ordine fere omnia

qua, in Catholico breviloquo Cornucopia Gemma
Vocabulorum atque Medulla Grammatices ponun-
tur cum perpulcris Addiionbus Jlscens. et vernac-

ul<z Lingua Anglicana expositionem continens.
n

This is the first edition of the first Latin and

English dictionary, "a work," says Dibdin,
" of

considerable importance to grammatical antiqua-

ries, and the parent production of our popular

Latin and English Dictionary by Ainsworth."

Subsequent editions were printed in 1508, 1509,

1514, 1516, and 1518.

13. The next lexicographical work, and the

first entitled a dictionary, (dictionarium,) that was

published in England, was the "Dictionarium"

(Latin and English) of Sir Thomas Elyot, who

was a distinguished scholar in the reign of

Henry VIIL, a friend of Sir Thomas More,
and the author of various works. It was first

published in 1538
;
and the dates of other edi-

tions which appeared before the author's death,

in 1546, are as follows; 1541, 1542, and 1545.

The title of the edition of 1542, as given by

Ames, is " Bibliotheca Eliotce, Eliotis Libra-

ne." It was dedicated to Henry VIIL
;
and the

following is an extract from the dedication:

"To the moste excellent prince, and our

moste redoubted souerayne lorde Kinge Henry
the VIIL, Supreme head in erthe immediately

vnder Christe, of the Churche of Englande.
About a yere passed, J beganne a Dic-

tionarie, declaring latine by englishe. But

whyles J was printyng, and vneth the half

deale performed, your hygnnes being informed

therof, by the reportes of gentyll maister Antony

Denny, for his wysedome and diligence worthily
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callyd by your hyghnesse into your priuie cham-

ber, and of Wyllyam Tildisley, keper of your

gratis lybrarie, and after mooste specially by

the recommendation of the most honourable

lorde Crumwell, lorde priuie seale, &c., con-

ceyued of my labours a good expectation, and

declaryng your moste noble and beneuolent na-

ture, in fauouryng them that wyll be well occu-

pied, your hyghnesse, in the presence of dyuers

of your noble men, commendynge myne enter-

prise, affirmed, that if J wolde ernestely trauayle

tlierin, your highnes, as well with excellent coun-

saile, as with suche bokes as your grace had,

and J lacked, wolde therin ayde me. Wherfore

incontinent J caused the printer to cesse, and

beginninge at the letter M, where J lefte, J

passed forth to the last letter with a more

diligent study. And that done, J eftesones re-

turned to my fyrst letter, and with a semblable

diligence performed the remnant
;

and under

your gracious governance, your highnesse being

inyn onely mayster, hauynge fynished for

this tyme this symple Dictionarie, wherin, J

dare affirme, may be found a thousand mo latine

wordes, than were together in any one Dic-

tionarie publyshed in this royalme at the tyme
when J fyrste began to write this commentarie,

which is almost two yeres passed. Gyuynge
to your maiestie mooste hartye thankes, as to the

chiefe author thereof, by whose gracious rneanes

menne, beinge studious, may vnderstande better

the latine tunge in syxe monethes, than they

mought haue doone afore in thre yeres, withoute

perfyte instructours, whyche are not many, and

suche as be, are not easy to come by: the cause

J nede not reherse, sens J ones declared it in

my booke called the Gouernour,' which about

VIII yeres passed J dydde dedicate vnto your

hyghnesse."

14. " This is a work," says Dr. Dibdin,
" of

considerable ability, and deservedly held in

high estimation, as one of the earliest and best

attempts in the promotion of lexicographical

literature." After the death of Sir Thomas

Elyot, his Dictionary was corrected and en-

larged repeatedly by Thomas Cooper,
" Schole

maister of Maudlens in Oxforde," afterwards

bishop of Lincoln
;
and in the edition of 1563,

the title was changed to " Thesaurus utriusque

LdngiKB Latinos et Britannicce ;
"
Cooper having,

according to Anthony Wood, "
augmented and

enriched it with 33,000 words and phrases."

15. After the appearance of some smaller

Latin and English dictionaries, the "Alvearie,
or Triple Dictionarie, in English, Latin, and

French," by John Baret, a scholar of Cam-

bridge, was published in 1573; and to the

second edition, published in 1580, he added the

Greek, and entitled it the "
Alvearie, or Quad-

ruple Dictionarie." In his address "To the

Reader," he gives a singular account of the

manner in which the " Alvearie
" was formed,

from which the following extract is given:

16. "About eighteene yeeres agone, having

pupils at Cambridge, studious of the Liatin

tongue, I vsed them often to write epistles and

themes togither, and daily to translate some

peece of English into Latin, for the more

speedy and easie atteining of the same. And
after we had a little begunne, perceyuing what

great trouble it was to come running to mee for

euery word they missed, (knowing then of no

other Dictionarie to helpe us, but Sir Thomas

Eliots Librarie, which was come out a little be-

fore,) I appoynted them certaine leaues of the

same booke euery day, to write the English be-

fore the Latin, and likewise to gather a number

of fine phrases out of Cicero, Terence, Ccesar,

Livie, &c. and to set them under seuerall Tj
r -

tles, for the more ready finding them againe at

their neede. Thus within a yeare or two they

had gathered togither a great volume, which (for

the apt similitude betweene the good scholers

and the diligent bees in gathering their wax and

hony into their hiue) I called then their Mue-

arie, both for a memoriall by whom it was made,

and also by this name to incourage other to the

like diligence, for that they should not see their

worthy prayse for the same unworthily drowned

in obliuion. Not long after, divers of our

friendes borrowing this our worke which we had

thus contriued and wrought onely for our own

priuate vse, often and many wayes mooued mee

to put it in print for the common profit of others,

and the publike propagation of the Latin tongue ;

or else to suffer them to get it printed at their

proper costes and charges. But I both unwill-

ing, and halfe ashamed to haue our rude notes

come abrode under the view of so many learned

eyes, &c at length coming to London,

there came unto mee a printer shewing
mee Hulcets Dictionarie (which before I neuer

sawe) and tolde me he intended to print it out

of hand, augmented with our notes also if I

woulde. But this bargaine went not forward

with him for divers causes Now there-

fore (gentle reader) looke not to finde in this

booke, euery thing whatsoeuer thou wouldest

seeke for, as though all thinges were here so

perfect that nothing lacked, or were possible to

(F)
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be added hereunto. But if thou mayst onely

here finde the most Avordes that thou needest, or

at the least so many as no other Dictionarie yet

extant or made hath the like : take then, I say,

in good part this our simple Aluearie in the mean

time, and giue God the praise that first moved

mee to set my pupils on worke thereabout, and

so mercifully also hath strengthened vs (thus as

it is) at length to atchieue and finish the same."

I
1

?. The Latin and English dictionary of Dr.

John Rider (an Oxford scholar, and afterwards

bishop of Killaloe) was published in 1589.

His additions, as he states, "amount to 4,000

words more than any one dictionarie now ex-

tant affords
;

"
and, in his Preface, he says,

" No
one dictionarie, as yet extant, hath the Eng-
lish before the Latine, with a full index of all

such Latine words as are in any common dic-

tionarie." Rider's Dictionary was subsequently

enlarged, first by Francis Holyoke, and af-

terwards by his son Thomas Holyoke. The

Latin and English dictionaries of Gouldman,

Coles, and Littleton, which appeared within a

f-rv years of each other, passed through various

editions, that of Coles, as many as eighteen ;

but they were all superseded by the Latin and

English Dictionary of Robert Ainsworth, which

was first published in 1736, in one volume 4to.

The second edition, edited by Patrick, appeared

in 1746, in two volumes 4to. In 1752, it was

published in two volumes folio
;
in 1773, "a new

edition with great additions and amendments," by
Dr. Thomas Morell, appeared ;

and an improved

edition, edited by Dr. Carey, was published, in

1816, in one volume 4to. " There have been,"

as stated by Lowndes, "abridgments of this

work by Young, Thomas, Morell, and Jamieson."

18. Of the early English lexicographers, the

object of whose labors was to facilitate the study

of foreign modern languages, may be mentioned

Percivale, the author of a "
Spanish and Eng-

lish Dictionary," Cotgrave, author of a " French

and English Dictionary," (with the English part

by Sherwood,) and also Minsheu, author of the

"Guide into the Tongues," first published in

1617, in eleven languages, the English, Brit-

ish or Welsh, Low Dutch, High Dutch, French,

Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Latin, Greek, and

Hebrew. A new edition was published in 1627,

in nine languages, but with a considerable in-

crease in the number of radical words. " In

this," says Sir John Hawkins,
" the author un-

dertakes to give the etymologies or derivations

of the greater part of the words therein con-

tained
; but, as they amount, at the most, to no

more than 14,173, the work must be deemed

not sufficiently copious."

19. The object of the first lexicographical

labors in England was to facilitate the study

of the Latin language, afterwards that of the

Greek, and also of foreign modern languages ;

and it was in these bilingual dictionaries, such

as Latin and English, and French and English,

that the common English words were first col-

lected. The early dictionaries, which were de-

signed for mere English readers, were very lim-

ited and meagre productions, their chief object

being to explain what were styled the " hard

words " of the language. Two of the earliest

of these works were those of Bullokar and

Cockeram. The former, the "
English Expos-

itor," by Dr. John Bullokar, was first published

in 1616. It passed through many editions; and

the title of the edition printed at Cambridge, in

England, in 1688, is as follows :
" An English

Expositour, or Compleat Dictionary ; teaching

the Interpretation of the hardest Words and

most useful Terms of Art used in our Language ;

first set forth by J. B., Dr. of Physick, and now

the eighth time revised, corrected, and very

much augmented." It is a little volume, 18mo.,

and contains only 5,080 words.

20. The English Dictionary of Blount, often

written Blunt, was a larger work than any other

of the kind that preceded it; and it was soon

followed by a still more considerable one, that

of Edward Phillips, the nephew and pupil of

Milton. The title of Phillips's dictionary is

The New World of English Words, or a Gen-

eral Dictionary, containing the Interpretations

of such hard Words as are derived from other

Languages, whether Hebrew, Arabick, Syriack,

Greek, Latin, Italian, French, Spanish, British,

Dutch, Saxon, &c., their Etymologies and per-

fect Definitions." Sir John Hawkins says of

this work,
< The New World of Words,' which,

as it is much more copious than that of Blount,

and contains a great quantity of matter, must

be looked on as the basis of English lexicogra-

phy." Though Phillips is entitled to the credit

of having advanced the progress of English lex-

icography, yet his " World "
is hardly deserving

of being regarded as its "basis." The first

edition is a small folio, of only three hundred

pages, containing only about 13,000 words. Of
these words, a large proportion are such as do

not properly belong to a dictionary of the Eng-
lish language, but rather to an encyclopaedia,

consisting of geographical and other proper

names
;
and it contains but few words of genu-

I
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ine English growth ;
but the subsequent edi-

tions of the work were very much enlarged.

21. Phillips gives a list of the names of thirty-

four "learned gentlemen and artists who con-

tributed their assistance." He quotes from

another author the following remark: "A dic-

tionary for the English tongue would require an

encyclopedie of knowledge, and the concurrence

of many learned heads." " Such an encyclope-

dy," he says,
" I present the reader with

;

a volume which the so many years' industry of

myself and others hath brought to such perfec-

tion." In the publisher's advertisement of the

work, it is thus characterized: "The so long

expected work, The Neio World of English

Words, or a General Dictionary, containing the

terms, etymologies, definitions, and perfect in-

terpretations of the proper significations of hard

English words throughout the arts and sciences,

liberal or mechanic, as also other subjects that

are useful, or appertain to the language of our

nation; to which is added the signification of

proper names, mythology and poetical fictions,

historical relations, geographical descriptions of

the countries and cities of the world, especially

of these three nations, wherein their chiefest an-

tiquities, battles, and other most memorable pas-

sages, are mentioned : a work very necessary for

strangers, as well as our own countrymen, for

all persons that would rightly understand what

they discourse, write, or read." After the death

of the author, the sixth edition, edited by John

Kersey, was published in 1706, "revised, cor-

rected, and improved, with the addition of near

20,000 words from the best authors."

22. Phillips's Dictionary was followed by
those of Coles and Kersey, which, though they

were printed in a much smaller form, contained

many more of the common words of the lan-

guage. Dr. Watts, in his " Art of Reading and

Writing English," published in 1720, thus no-

tices the work of Kersey :
" The best dictionary

that I know-for this purpose [spelling] is entitled

'A New English Dictionary,' &c., by J. K. The

second edition, 1713, in small octavo."

23. After Kersey's, and soon after 1720, ap-

peared the celebrated Dictionary of Nathan Bai-

ley, which was the first English dictionary in

which an attempt was made to give a complete

collection of the words of the language. Mr.

Watt, in his "Bibliotheca Britannica," thus

notices this work :
"
Bailey's English Dictionary,

printed in 1728, (fourth edition,) was long the

only one in use, and still continues a favorite

with many readers. It was afterwards enlarged

into two volumes 8vo., and some years after

printed in folio, with additions in the mathemat-

ical part by G. Gordon, in the botanical by Philip

Miller, and in the etymological by T. Lediard
;

the whole revised [1755] by Dr. Joseph Nicol

Scott, a physician. The octavo [24th edition]

was revised by Dr. Harwood, 1782."

24. A part of the long title of the first volume

of the edition of 1728 is as follows :
" An Uni-

versal Etymological English Dictionary; com-

prehending the Derivations of the Generality of

Words in the English Tongue, either Ancient

or Modern, from the Ancient British, Saxon,

Danish, Norman and Modern French, Teutonic,

Dutch, Spanish, Italian ;
as also from the Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew Languages, each in their

proper Characters
;
and also a clear Explication

of all difficult Words derived from any of the

aforesaid Languages ; containing many
thousand Words more than either Harris, Phil-

lips, Kersey, or any English Dictionary before

extant." The second volume was first published

in 1727, as a supplement to the first
;
and it con-

sists of two parts: "I. An Additional Collec-

tion of some Thousands of Words not in the

former Volume. II. An Orthographical Dic-

tionary, showing both the Orthography and

Orthoepia of the English Tongue."
25. In his Preface to the first volume, Bailey

says, "As for the etymological part, or those

words from foreign languages, whence the Eng-
lish words were derived, I think I am the first

who has attempted it in English, except what

Mr. Blunt has done in his Glossography,' which

is but a very small part, and those of a Latin

derivation chiefly, besides a small extract of Dr.

Skinner's '

Etymologicon.'
" In his Introduction

to the second volume, he remarks, "I have

placed an accent over that syllable on which a

particular stress or force of sound is to be laid

by the voice in pronouncing." This appears to

be the first instance in which any such aid to

pronunciation was furnished in an English dic-

tionary. The parts of speech were not noted in

this nor in any previous English dictionary.

26. This lexicographer, who was a school-

master at Stepney, was the author of several

other works, among which were the " Didiona-

rium Domesticum, or a Household Dictionary,"

and " An Introduction to the English Tongue ;

"

and he was the editor of several classical au-

thors for the use of schools. He died, as it is

stated in the " Gentleman's Magazine," in 1742.

The following remarks are extracted from the

Encyclopaedia Perthensis:" "It is somewhat
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surprising that, though this work [Bailey's Dic-

tionary] is universally known, having gone

through at least twenty-six editions since the

first edition, dedicated in Latin to Frederick

Prince of Wales, and his royal sisters, (his

majesty's [George III.]
father and aunts,) was

published, yet no account whatever has hith-

erto been given of the learned and laborious

author, -who excelled Dr. Johnson himself, in

industry at least, by introducing a far greater

number of words, in his small work of one vol-

ume 8vo., than the Doctor has inserted in both

his volumes folio. We have searched in vain

for an account of this learned lexicographer."

In reference to the above comparison of the

number of words found in the dictionaries of

Bailey and Johnson, it may be remarked, that

Johnson omitted many words that are in Bailey's

Dictionary, because they were not in use
;
but

he inserted many not found in it. He speaks

of " the deficiencies of dictionaries," with re-

spect to the number of words, and says, he

"has much augmented the vocabulary."

27. Dyche's Dictionary, a work in one vol-

ume 8vo.,
"
originally begun by the Rev.

Thomas Dyche, and finished by William Par-

don," has had an extensive circulation in Eng-
land. The seventh edition was published in

3752, and the sixteenth in 1777. This state-

ment seems hardly consistent with the remark

of Watt, above quoted, that Bailey's Dictionary
" was long the only one in use."

28. Benjamin Martin, an ingenious man, and

the author of several publications on scientific

and philosophical subjects, published a diction-

ary of considerable merit. The first edition

was printed in 1749; the second, in 1754.

29. In 1747, Dr. Johnson published a "Plan

for a Dictionary of the English Language," ad-

dressed to the Earl of Chesterfield
;
and soon

afterwards he made a contract with some emi-

nent London booksellers for performing the labor

of preparing the work, for the sum of 1,575.

30. The following account of his method of

proceeding is given by Sir John Hawkins :
" He

had, for the purpose of carrying on this arduous

work, and being near the printers employed in

it, taken a handsome house in Gough Square,

and fitted up a room in it with desks and other

accommodations for amanuenses, whom, to the

number of five or six, he kept constantly under

his eye. An interleaved copy of Bailey's Dic-

tionary in folio, he made the repository of the

several articles, and these he collected by inces-

sant reading the best authors in our language,

in the practice whereof his method was to score

with a black-lead pencil the words by him se-

lected, and give them over to his assistants to

insert in their places. The books he used for

this purpose were what he had in his own col-

lection, a copious but a miserably ragged one,

and all such as he could borrow
;
which latter,

if ever they came back to those that lent them,

were so defaced as to be scarce worth owning ;

and yet some of his friends were glad to receive

and entertain them as curiosities."

31. Johnson completed his task, after seven

years' arduous labor, in 1755
;
and it is justly

regarded as one of the greatest literary achieve-

ments ever performed by any man, within the

same space of time. In a notice of the work

in the " Gentleman's Magazine
"
for April, 1755,

just after its publication, the following language
is used :

" Let not any one attempt to withhold

the honor which is due to him who alone has

effected, in seven years, what the joint labor

of forty academicians could hot produce in a

neighboring nation in less than half a century."

32. The publication of this Dictionary formed

a greater era in the history of the language than

that of any other work. No other dictionary

has had so much influence in fixing the exter-

nal form of the language, and ascertaining and

settling the meaning and proper use of words.

Johnson was the first to introduce into English

lexicography the method of illustrating the dif-

ferent significations of words by examples from

the best writers; and his Dictionary, from the

time of its first publication, has been, far more

than any other, regarded as a standard for the

language. It has formed substantially the basis

of many smaller works, and, as Walker remarks,

it " has been deemed lawful plunder by every

subsequent lexicographer."

33. The next year after the publication of his

Dictionary, Johnson prepared the octavo abridg-

ment
;
and he revised the large work for the

edition of 1773, without, however, making great

additions or alterations. Supplements to it, by

Mason, Seager, and Jodrell, have been published

in a separate form.

34. In 1814, an edition of Johnson's Dic-

tionary, with numerous corrections, and with

the addition of about 14,000 words, by the Rev.

Henry John Todd, was published ; and, in 1827,

there was a second edition, with the addition

of about one thousand more words, by Mr.

Todd. The words added by Mr. Todd, in his

first edition, were mostly derived from the early

English writers
;
and a considerable part of
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them are objplete ;
and of those added in his

second edition, a large proportion are provincial

or local words, some of them hardly worthy of

a place in a dictionary of the English lan-

guage.
35. The merits of Johnson's Dictionary have

been by some exaggerated, and by others un-

derrated. But though many defects have been

pointed out, yet no one of his countrymen has

yet produced a work that has superseded it.

It would be unreasonable to expect, from the

labor of seven years, a work for which " a whole

life would be insufficient." If it had been per-

fectly adapted to the language at the time of its

first publication, it would be very defective now.

Many changes have taken place in the language

within the last century, and there has been

a vast influx of new words from the various

departments of the arts and sciences. In rela-

tion to these matters this Dictionary was not de-

signed to treat largely ;
and the scientific terms

which it contains generally need to be defined

anew, and a great many new ones need to be

added; but in these departments Mr. Todd

made few improvements or additions.

36. The "Penny Cyclopedia
"
speaks of the

work as follows :
" Johnson's Dictionary has

been accounted the standard work of its class

since its appearance in 1755
; but, although it

was a great achievement for an individual, and

its definitions, in particular, afford remarkable

evidence of its author's ingenuity and command

expression, it is, in many respects, as far as

sible from being what a dictionary should be.

[ts etymological part (as Home Tooke has long

shown) is little better than so much rubbish
;

it is characterized throughout by a total

want of method and philosophical views. Some

luable matter has been added by the Rev.

[r. Todd; but the philosophical character of

work has received no improvement in his

ids."

37. Since the first publication of Johnson's

Dictionary, many other English dictionaries, of

various degrees of merit, have appeared in Eng-

land, the titles, dates, and names of the authors

of which may be seen in the following Catalogue ;

but they cannot, all of them, be here particularly

noticed. The most considerable of these works

is Mr. Richardson's "New Dictionary of the

English Language," published in 1838. This

is an elaborate work, which indicates an exten-

sive and laborious research into the early and

almost forgotten productions of English litera-

ture
;
and it is highly valuable and interesting

(9)

to one who is desirous of studying the history

of the English language, though it is little

adapted to popular use for the common pur-

poses of a dictionary.

38. The greatest and most important work on

English lexicography, that has appeared since

the first publication of Johnson's Dictionary, is

the production of the American writer, Noah

Webster, LL. D., entitled " An American Dic-

tionary of the English Language ;

"
the first edi-

tion of which was published in 1828, in two

volumes 4to. It is a work of great learning and

research, comprising a much more full vocabu-

lary of the language than Johnson's Dictionary,

and containing rriany and great improvements
with respect both to the etymology and defini-

tions of words
;
but the taste and judgment of

the author are not generally esteemed equal to

his industry and erudition.

ENGLISH ORTHOEPISTS.

39. But little attention was bestowed upon

orthoepy, by English lexicographers, till after

the first publication of Johnson's Dictionary.

Since that time, many dictionaries have been

published in which the pronunciation of the lan-

guage has been made the principal object. One
of the first works of this sort was the Dictionary

of Dr. Kenrick, in a large quarto volume, pub-

lished in 1772. This was followed, in 1775, by

Perry's
"
Royal Standard English Dictionary," a

small work, which had an extensive circulation,

both in Great Britain and in the United States.

" The Synonymous, Etymological, and Pronoun-

cing English Dictionary," a much larger work,

by the same author, in royal octavo, was pub-

lished in 1805. This latter is the work of Perry

which is referred to by the abbreviation P. in

this Dictionary.

40. In 1780, Thomas Sheridan, a native of

Ireland, who had been an actor of some note

upon the stage, and was a distinguished lecturer

on elocution in London, at Oxford, Cambridge,

and elsewhere, published his "Complete Dic-

tionary of the English Language, both with Re-

gard to Sound and Meaning, one main Object

of which is to establish a plain and permanent

Standard of Pronunciation." This work com-

manded much more attention, as a pronouncing

dictionary, than any other of the kind that pre-

ceded it

41. In 1784, the Rev. Robert Nares, after-

wards archdeacon of Stafford, and one of the

(F*)
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first editors of the British Critic," published the

" Elements of Orthoepy, containing a distinct

View of the whole Analogy of the English Lan-

guage, so far as it relates to Pronunciation, Ac-

cent, and Quantity." This is a judicious and

valuable work, though not in the form of a dic-

tionary.

42. In 1791 appeared the first edition of the

celebrated Dictionary of John Walker, entitled

"A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary and Ex-

positor of the English Language ;
in which not

only the Meaning of every Word is clearly ex-

plained, and the Sound of every Syllable dis-

tinctly shown, but where Words are subject to

different Pronunciations, the Authorities of our

best Pronouncing Dictionaries are fully exhibit-

ed, the Reasons for each are at large displayed,

and the preferable Pronunciation is pointed out
;

to which are prefixed Principles of English
Pronunciation." The author had previously

published a valuable work, entitled " A Rhym-

ing Dictionary ;
in which the whole Language is

arranged according to its Terminations." And
he afterwards, in 1798, published his " Key to

the Classical Pronunciation of Greek, Latin, and

Scripture Proper Names."

43. In the preparation of his Dictionary,

Walker made pronunciation his leading object ;

and for this it is chiefly valued. His design

was, as he expresses it,
"
principally to give a

kind of history of pronunciation, and to register

its present state." His Dictionary has been very

extensively circulated both in Great Britain and

the United States. " It has been," as the Penny

Cyclopaedia states, eminently successful, hav-

ing gone through between twenty and thirty

editions, and having superseded all other pre-

vious works of the same nature." Walker was

long a distinguished teacher of elocution in

London, was a careful observer, and favorably

situated to become acquainted with the best

usage. No other Englishman, probably, ever

gave a longer, more laborious, and thorough

attention to the subject of orthoepy than he, and

no other ever obtained so high and widely ex-

tended a reputation as an orthoepist* In mod-

* Walker's employment, as a teacher of elocution,

was among the higher classes and best educated

people of England. The following testimony to his

merit, from the eminent statesman and orator Ed-

mund Burke, is found in " Prior's Life of Burke."
" One of the persons who particularly solicited Mr.

Burke's exertions on this occasion was Mr., or (as he

was commonly termed) Elocution Walker, author of

the 'Pronouncing Dictionary,' and other works of

ern English literature, Walker hlds a similar

rank, as an orthoepist, to that of Johnson as a

lexicographer. Their labors have been, in sev-

eral dictionaries, blended together; and their

names are, in a manner, proverbially associated

with each other, as being each the first in his

respective department, Johnson for the au-

thority and signification of words, and Walker

for their pronunciation.

44. Since the first appearance of Walker's

Dictionary, various other pronouncing dictiona-

ries have been published in England, the major-

ity of them smaller works, designed especially

for the use of schools. In pronunciation, fashion

is changeable, as well as in other things ;
and

though Walker may be esteemed the best guide
for ascertaining what was the pronunciation ofthe

language at the beginning of the present cen-

tury, yet a considerable change has taken place
since his time, and on this account, some of the

more recent orthoepists may, in some cases at

least, be looked upon as better guides, in rela-

tion to present usage, than Walker.

45. Of the dictionaries which have been pub-
lished ^n London since the first appearance of

Walker's, the one which evinces much the most

investigation of the subject of orthoepy, is that

of Mr. B. H. Smart, entitled " A New Critical

Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage, adapted to the present State of Litera-

ture and Science," published in 1836. The
same work, reduced in size, entitled " Smart's

Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage epitomized," was published in 1840. To
the title of this Dictionary is prefixed

" Walker

Remodelled;" though it is more of an original

work than most English dictionaries
;
and the

author has introduced, as he states, "some

twenty thousand words not found in Walker."
" With changes," he remarks,

" that extended to

every part of the Dictionary, it is plain that the

altered work was mine, not Walker's. The
title Walker Remodelled,' which the proprie-

tors chose to give it, had, in fact, no other foun-

dation than the original purpose for which they
had engaged me."

merit, and who had given lessons in the art to young
Burke Mr. Burke, one day, in the vicinity of

the House of Commons, introduced him to a noble-

man, accidentally passing, with the following charac-

teristic exordium :
'

Here, my Lord Berkeley, is Mr.

Walker, whom not to know, by name at least, would

argue a want of knowledge of the harmonies, ca-

dences, and proprieties of our language.
7 "
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46. The following remarks are extracted from

Mr. Smart's Preface :
" Walker's Dictionary, in

reality a transcript of Johnson's, with the addi-

tion of the current pronunciation affixed to each

word, and the omission of the etymologies and

authorities, supplied for many years all that was

demanded in a dictionary of its kind. But the

fifty or sixty years which have elapsed since its

first publication, have produced changes in sci-

ence, in opinions, in habits of thought, greater,

perhaps, than any similar space of time in any

past age has witnessed
; changes that have ma-

terially affected our language, and rendered all

dictionaries in some degree obsolete, that fairly

reflected its extent and application only forty

years ago. The proprietors of Walker's Dic-

tionary, finding it would slide entirely out of

use unless it were adapted to the present day,

engaged me, as a teacher of elocution, known

in London since Walker's decease, to make the

necessary changes. They believed that they

imposed no greater task upon me than the in-

sertion of new words, and the revision through-

out of Walker's pronunciation; but I soon found,

that, with any chance of success, much greater

innovations must be attempted Dis-

posed, on general points, to think
'

entirely with

my predecessor, I have not had any very exten-

sive occasion for differing from him in particu-

lars
;

but some occasions have occurred, as

might be expected, from the distance between

his day and mine. In short, I pretend to reflect

the oral usage of English, such as it is at pres-

ent, among the sensible and well-educated in

the British metropolis I am a Lon-

doner, have lived nearly all my life hi London,

and have been able to observe the usage of all

classes. As a teacher of the English language
and literature, I have been admitted into some

of the first families of the kingdom ;
as one

partial to books, I have come much into contact

with bookish men
; while, as a public reader and

lecturer, I have been obliged to fashion my own.

pronunciation to the taste of the day. Thus

prepared, I may not unwarrantably believe that

my opinion may have some value with those

who seek the opinion of another to regulate

their pronunciation." See p. xxii.

A CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH DICTIONARIES.

The first part of the following Catalogue com-

prises not only dictionaries of English words, or

of the English language, but also many bilingual

dictionaries; that is, dictionaries containing a

vocabulary not only of the English but also of

some other languages, ancient or modern, as

English and Latin, English and French, &c.,

dictionaries which were written for the purpose

of facilitating the study of ancient languages and

of foreign modern languages. All the earlier

lexicographical labors in England were spent on

works of this sort No attempt has been made

to exhibit here a complete list of these bilingual

dictionaries, except in the earlier part of the

period embraced in the Catalogue.

Within a century past, a great many dic-

tionaries have been published in England, and

a considerable number also in the United States,

for the purpose of facilitating the study of sev-

eral ancient, and of numerous modern lan-

guages. A few of these, that are particularly

connected with English literature, are included

in the following Catalogue; but the most of

them are entirely omitted.

There are many points relating to English

lexicography that are not easily ascertained.

Many of the dictionaries have had their titles

changed from those which were given them in

the first edition
; many of them have been

much altered by the labor of subsequent editors
;

with respect to some, it is not easy to ascertain

the date of the first edition
;
and some have un-

doubtedly been published which have passed

into oblivion, and are now entirely unknown.

It is not easy to form an unexceptionable

classification of dictionaries
;

and there are

some respecting which it is difficult to deter-

mine to what class they most properly belong.

The list of the dictionaries of the various arts

and sciences, contained in the following Cata-

logue, is not complete. The object has been

to insert all the most important ones; though
there are, doubtless, some that are omitted more

important than some that are inserted. Dic-

tionaries of facts, comprising biography, geogra-

phy, history, mythology, &c., also most of the

glossaries to individual authors, are intentionally

omitted.
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1. English Dictionaries of Words.

Author. Title. Date.

RICHARD FRAUNCES Promptorius Puerorum. Promptoriurn Parvulorum, sive Cleri-

coruin. Medulla Grammatice 1499

(Anonymous) Ortus Vocabulorum 1500

SIR THOMAS ELYOT Dictionarium (Latin and English) 1538

Bibliotheca Eliotis Librarie (3<i edition) 1542

WILLIAM SALESBURY Dictionarie Englishe and Welshe 1547

RICHARD HULOET Abecedarium Anglico-Latinum pro Tyrunculis 1552

JOHN VERON Dictionariolum Puerorum 1552

JOHN WITHALS A Little Dictionarie for Children (Latin and English) 1559

A Shorte Dictionarie for Yonge Beginners (A new edition) 1568

HENRY SUTTON The Brefe Dyxcyonary 1562

THOMAS COOPER Thesaurus Linguae Romanic et Britannicee cum Dictionario Histor-

ico et Poetico (Elyot's Dictionarium or Bibliotheca, enlarged) . . . 1563

(Anonymous) Dictionarie, French and English 1570

JOHN HIGGINS Huloet's Dictionarie newelye corrected, amended, set in Order,

and enlarged 1572

LEWIS EVANS A Shorte Dictionarie, most profitable for Yonge Beginners 1572

JOHN BARET An Alvearie, or Triple Dictionarie, in English, Latin, and French. 1573

WILLIAM BULLOKAR Booke at Large for the Amendment of Orthographic for English

Speech . . 1580

RODOLPH WADDINGTON ...Dictionarie in Latine and English, newly corrected and enlarged

(Verons Dictionariolum, enlarged) 1584

THOMAS THOMAS Dictionarium Latino-Anglicanum 1588

JOHN RIDER Dictionarie in Latine and English 1589

RICHARD PERCIVALE Dictionarie in Spanish and English 1592

JOHN FLORIO A Worlde of Wordes
;
a most copious Dictionarie of the Italian

and English Tongues 1598

JOHN MINSHEU Percivale's Dictionarie, in Spanish and English, enlarged and

amplified 1599

FRANCIS HOLYOKE Rider's Latin and English Dictionary, corrected and augmented ..1606

RANDLE COTGRAVE A Dictionarie of the French and English Tongues 1611

JOHN BULLOKAR An English Expositour of Hard Words 1616

JOHN MINSHEU Guide into the Tongues: English, British or Welsh, Low
Dutch, High Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,

Latin, Greek, and Hebrew 1617

HENRY COCKERAM An English Dictionarie, or an Interpreter of Hard Words 1632

ROBERT SHERWOOD A Dictionarie, English and French (annexed to Cotgrave's French

and English Dictionary) 1632

WILLIAM WALKER The Taste of English and Latin Phraseology, or a Dictionary of

English and Latin Idioms 1055

THOMAS BLOUNT Glossographia, or Dictionary interpreting the Hard Words now
used in our refined English Tongue 1656

EDWARD PHILLIPS The New World of English Words, or a General Dictionary, con-

taining the Interpretations of such Hard Words as are derived

from other Languages 1658

JAMES HOWELL Lexicon Tetraglotton, an English-French-Italian-Spanish Dic-

tionary 1660

CHRISTOPHER WASE Dictionarium Minus, a Compendious Dictionary, English-Latin
and Latin-English 1662

FRANCIS GOULDMAN A Latin and English, and English and Latin Dictionary 1664

(4th edition, with many thousand words added by Dr. Scattergood) 1678

JAMES HOWELL Cotgrave's French and English Dictionary revised 1673

THOMAS HOLYOKE An English and Latin, and Latin and English Dictionary (Francis

Holyoke's Rider's Dictionary, enlarged) 1677

KLISHA COLES An English and Latin, and Latin and English Dictionary 1677
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Author. Title. Date.

ELISHA COLES An English Dictionary, explaining the difficult Terms that are

used in Divinity, Husbandry, Physick, Philosophy, Law, Navi-

gation, Mathematics, and other Arts and Sciences 1677

GUY MIEGE A New Dictionary, French and English; with another, English
and French 1677

ADAM LITTLETON A Latin and English, and English and Latin Dictionary 1678

WILLIAM SEWEL A Dutch and English Dictionary 1691

ABEL BOYER Royal Dictionary ;
French and English, and English and French . 1699

J. JONES Practical Phonography, or the New Art of rightly Spelling and

Writing Words by the Sound thereof '. 1701

(Anonymous) Glossographia Anglicana Nova, or a Dictionary interpreting such

Hard Words, of whatever Language, as are at present used in

the English Tongue 1707

JOHN KERSEY A General English Dictionary, comprehending a Brief but Em-

phatical and Clear Explication of all Sorts of Difficult Words,
that derive their Origin from other Ancient and Modern Lan-

guages 1708

NATHAN BAILEY An Universal Etymological English Dictionary, comprehending
the Derivations of the Generality of Words in the English

Tongue, either Ancient or Modern (50071 after} 1720

J. HAWKINS Cocker's [Edward] English Dictionary, Enlarged and Altered.

(Cocker died in 1677) 1724

THOMAS DYCHE and) ....A New General English Dictionary, peculiarly calculated for

WILLIAM PARDON 3 the Use and Improvement of such as are unacquainted with

the Learned Languages (7th edition) 1752

B. N. DEFOE A Compleat English Dictionary, containing the True Meaning of

all the Words in the English Language 1735

ROBERT AINSWORTH An English and Latin Dictionary 1736

(Anonymous) A New English Dictionary, containing a large and almost com-

plete Collection of English Words 1737

BENJAMIN MARTIN A New Universal English Dictionary 1749

DANIEL FARRO The Royal British Grammar and Vocabulary, being an entire Di-

gestion of the English Language into its proper Parts of

Speech 1754

JOSEPH NICOL SCOTT Bailey's Dictionary, Enlarged and Revised (folio edition) 1755

SAMUEL JOHNSON A Dictionary of the English Language, in which the Words are

deduced from their Originals, and illustrated in their different

Significations by Examples from the best Writers 1755

The Dictionary of the English Language, abridged 1756

JAMES BUCHANAN A New English Dictionary 1757

J. PEYTON A New Vocabulary, or Grammar of the True Pronunciation of the

English Language, in the Form of a Dictionary 1759

JOSEPH BARETTI A Dictionary of the English and Italian Languages 1760

DANIEL FENNING The Royal English Dictionary, or Treasury of the English Lan-

guage 1761

WILLIAM JOHNSTON A Pronouncing and Spelling Dictionary 1764

JOHN ENTICK A Spelling Dictionary of the English Language 1764

JAMES ELPHINSTON The Principles of the English Language digested 1765

J. SEALLY The London Spelling Dictionary 1771

FREDERICK BARLOW The Complete English Dictionary 1772

WILLIAM KENRICK A New Dictionary of the English Language 1773

JAMES BARCLAY A Complete and Universal English Dictionary 1774

JOHN ASH The New and Complete Dictionary of the English Language . . . .1775

WILLIAM PERRY The Royal Standard English Dictionary 1775

JOHN WALKER A Rhyming Dictionary 1775

JOSEPH BARETTI A Dictionary of the English and Spanish Languages ,. ..1778

(Anonymous) A Pocket Dictionary, or Complete Expository 1779
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Title. Date.

THOMAS SHERIDAN A Complete Dictionary of the English Language, both with Re-

gard to Sound and Meaning, one Main Object of which is to

establish a Plain and Permanent Standard of Pronunciation . . .1780

EDWARD HARWOOD Bailey's Dictionary, Enlarged and Corrected . .(24zA edition, 8vo.) 1782

GEORGE WM. LEMON A Derivative Dictionary of the English Language 1783

ROBERT NARES Elements of Orthoepy, containing a Distinct View of the Whole

Analogy of the English Language 1784

WILLIAM FRY A New Vocabulary of the most Difficult Words of the English

Language 1784

GEORGE PICARD A Grammatical Dictionary 1790

WILLIAM SCOTT A Spelling, Pronouncing, and Explanatory Dictionary of the

English Language (A new and improved edition) 1797

JOHN WALKER A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary, and Expositor of the English

Language 1791

(Anonymous) A Dictionary of the English Language, both with Regard to Sound

and Meaning 1796

STEPHEN JONES A General Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of the Eng-
lish Language 1798

GEORGE MASON A Supplement to Johnson's English Dictionary 1801

GEORGE FULTON and ) ...A General Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of the Eng-
G. KNIGHT 5 lish Language 1802

WILLIAM PERRY The Synonymous, Etymological, and Pronouncing English Dic-

tionary 1805

THOMAS BROWNE The Union Dictionary, containing all that is truly useful in the

Dictionaries of Johnson, Sheridan, and Walker. . .(2d edition) 1806

BENJAMIN DAWSON A Philological and Synonymical Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage (First Part only published) 1806

WILLIAM ENFIELD A General Pronouncing Dictionary 1807

W. F. MYLIUS A School Dictionary of the English Language (2d edition) 1809

B. H. SMART A Practical Grammar of English Pronunciation 1810

NICHOLAS SALMON Sheridan's Dictionary, corrected and improved 1811

HENRY JOHN TODD Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language, with Numerous

Corrections, and with the Addition of Several Thousand

Words 1818

JOHN SEAGER A Supplement to Johnson's Dictionary 1819

RICHARD P. JODRELL Philology on the English Language (Supplement to Johnson's

Dictionary) 1820

CHRISTOPHER EARNSHAW . .A New Pronouncing English Dictionary (about) 1820

ALEXANDER CHALMERS. .. .Johnson's Dictionary, as corrected and enlarged by Todd,

abridged 1820

GEORGE FULTON Johnson's Dictionary in Miniature 1821

ALFRED HOWARD Walker's Dictionary, arranged for the Use of Schools 1826

THOMAS REES Todd's Johnson's Dictionary in Miniature 1826

R. S. JAMESON A Dictionary of the English Language, by Johnson and Walker,
with the Pronunciation greatly simplified, on an entire new
Plan 1827

JOHN DAVIS Walker's Critical Pronouncing Dictionary, Corrected and En-

larged 1830

SAMUEL MAUNDER A New and Enlarged Dictionary of the English Language 1830

JOHN G. FLUGEL A Complete Dictionary of the English and German, and the Ger-

man and English Languages 1 830

JOHN OSWALD An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language 1834

DAVID BOOTH An Analytical Dictionary of the English Language 1835

JAMES KNOWLES A Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage 1835

B. H. SMART A New Critical Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language

("Walker Remodelled") 1836
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Author. Title. Date.

(Anonymous) A New and Enlarged Dictionary of the English Language 1836

CHARLES RICHARDSON A New Dictionary of the English Language 1837

J. ROWBOTHAM A New Derivative and Etymological Dictionary 1838

CHARLES RICHARDSON ....A New Dictionary of the English Language, abridged from the

Quarto Edition of the Author 1839

B. H. SMART Smart's Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language, epit-

omized 1840

ALEXANDER REID A Dictionary of the English Language 1844

(James Gilbert, publisher) ..A New, Universal, Etymological, and Pronouncing Dictionary of

the English Language (In Parts. Part I. ) 1845

2. American Dictionaries of the Ejiglish Language.

JOHNSON and ELLIOT A School Dictionary (about) 1798

NOAH WEBSTER A Compendious Dictionary of the English Language 1810

BURGISS ALLISON A New Critical Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language 1813

JOHN PICKERING A Vocabulary, or Collection of Words and Phrases which have

been supposed to be peculiar to the United States 1816

NOAH WEBSTER A Dictionary of the English Language, for the Use of Common
Schools 1817

RICHARD WIGGINS The New York Expositor 1825

J. E. WORCESTER Johnson's English Dictionary, as improved by Todd and abridged

by Chalmers, with Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary combined. 1827

LYMAN COBB An Abridgment of Walker's Dictionary 1827

NOAH WEBSTER , An American Dictionary of the English Language 1828

,An American Dictionary of the English Language, abridged from

the Quarto Edition 1829

,A Dictionary of the English Language, for the Use of Primary
Schools and the Counting-House 1829

, A Dictionary for Primary Schools 1834

A Dictionary of the English Language, abridged from the Ameri-

can Dictionary. University Edition 1845

WILLIAM GRIMSHAW The Ladies' Lexicon and Parlour Companion 1829

WILLIAM W. TURNER The School Dictionary 1829

J. E. WORCESTER A Comprehensive, Pronouncing, and Explanatory Dictionary of

the English Language 1830

An Elementary Dictionary, for Common Schools 1835

WILLIAM BOWLES An Explanatory and Phonographic Pronouncing Dictionary of

the English Language 1845

3. English Glossaries.

JOHN RAY A Collection of English Words not generally used 1694

(Anonymous) A Dictionary of the Terms of the Canting Crew 1725

JOSIAH RELPH A Miscellany of Poems in the Cumberland Dialect, with a

Glossary 1747

(Anonymous) Exmoor Scolding, with a Glossary [Devonshire] 1771

FRANCIS GROSE A Glossary of Provincial and Local Words 1787

(Anonymous) A Glossary of Lancashire Words and Phrases 1793

FRANCIS GROSE A Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue, or of Buckish Slang, &c 1796

R. POLWHELE A Cornish-English Vocabulary 1808

ROBERT WILLAN A List of Words at present used in the Mountainous District of

the West-Riding of Yorkshire 1811

SAMUEL PEGGE Anecdotes of the English Language, with a Supplement to

Grose's Provincial Glossary 1814
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Author. Title. Date

WHITE KENNET, (BiSHOp)..A Glossary to explain the Original, the Acceptation, and Obso-

leteness, of Words and Phrases (Reprinted) 1816

ROBERT NARES A Glossary of the Words and Phrases of Shakspeare and his

Contemporaries 1822

EDWARD MOOR Suffolk Words and Phrases 1823

WILLIAM CARR Horse Momenta Cravense, or the Craven Dialect, to which is an-

nexed a Glossary 1824

JOHN T. BROCKETT A Glossary of North Country Words 1825

J. BEE The Sportsman's Slang, a Dictionary of Terms used in the Turf,

Ring, &c 1825

JAMES JENNINGS, The Dialect of the West of England, particularly Somersetshire. .1825

ROGER WILBRAHAM A Glossary of some Words used in Cheshire (2d edition) 1826

THOMAS SANDERSON R. Anderson's Ballads in the Cumberland Dialect, with a Glossary 1828

WILLIAM CARR The Dialect of Craven, with a Copious Glossary (2d edition) 1828

JOHN COLLIER Tim Bobbin's Lancashire Dialect 1828

JOSEPH HUNTER The Hallamshire Glossary 1829

ROBERT FORBY The Vocabulary of East Anglia (Norfolk and Suffolk) 1830

WILLIAM TOONE A Glossary and Etymological Dictionary of Obsolete and Uncom-
mon Words , 1832

JOSEPH HUNTER and Jo-
}
Boucher's [Jonathan] Glossary of Archaic and Provincial Words

SEPH STEVENSON $ (In Parts. Two Parts only published) 1832-3

F. J. PALMER A Glossary of Devonshire Words 1837

WILLIAM HOLLOWAY A General Dictionary of Provincialisms 1839

CHARLES CLARK A Glossary of the Essex Dialect 1839

JOHN PHILLIPS A Glossary of the Devonshire Dialect 1839

(Anonymous) A Glossary of the Provincial Words of Herefordshire. 1839

ABEL BYWATER The Sheffield Dialect 1839

(Anonymous) The Westmoreland and Cumberland Dialects, with a Glossary . . .1839

(Anonymous) A Glossary of the Yorkshire Dialect 1839

JOHN Y. AKERMAN A Glossary of Provincial Words in Use in Wiltshire 1842

JAMES ORCHARD HALLI- (
A Dictlonary of Archaic and Provincial Words, and Obsolete

< Phrases, Proverbs, and Ancient Customs from the Fourteenth"
C Century (In Parts. Part /.) 1845

4. Dictionaries and Glossaries of the Scottish Dialect.

JOHN SINCLAIR Observations on the Scottish Dialect 1782

JAMES BEATTIE Scotticisms arranged in Alphabetical Order 1787

HUGH MITCHELL Scotticisms and Vulgar Anglicisms 1799

JOHN JAMIESON An Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language 1808

An Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language, abridged. .1813

Supplement to the Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Lan-

guage 1825

5. Etymological Dictionaries.

STEPHEN SKINNER Etymologicon Linguae Anglican 1689

GEORGE HICKES Linguarum Veterum Septentrionalium Thesaurus Grammati-

co-criticus et Archseologicus 1735

FRANCIS JUNIUS Etymologicon Anglicanum 1743

JOHN IHRE Glossarium Suio-Gothicum 1769

ROBERT KELHAM A Dictionary of the Norman or Old French Language 1779

WALTER WHITER Etymologicon Universale, or Universal Etymological Dictionary. .1822
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6. Saxon and Anglo-Saxon Dictionaries.

Author. Title. Date.

WILLIAM SOMNER Dictionarium Saxonico-Latino-Anglicum 1659

THOMAS BENSON Vocabularium Anglo-Saxonicum 1701

EDWARD LYE Dictionarium Saxonico et Gothico-Latinum 1772

J. BOSWORTH A Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon Language 1838

7. English Synonymes.

HESTER LYNCH PIOZZI. ...British Synonymy; or An Attempt to regulate the Choice of

Words in Familiar Conversation 1794

WILLIAM TAYLOR English Synonymes Discriminated 1813

GEORGE CRABB English Synonymes Explained 1816

8. Theological and Biblical Dictionaries.

D'OYLY and COLSON Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible, translated from the French 1732

JOHN BROWN A Dictionary of the Bible 1769

CHARLES TAYLOR A New Edition of Calmet, with Fragments 1801

EDWARD ROBINSON Taylor's Edition of Calmet, revised, with Additions 1832

CHARLES BUCK A Theological Dictionary 1802

JOHN ROBINSON A Theological, Biblical, and Ecclesiastical Dictionary 1815

WILLIAM JONES The Biblical Cyclopaedia, or Dictionary of the Holy Scriptures . . .1816

JOHN KITTO An Encyclopaedia of Biblical Literature 1844

9. Law Dictionaries.

JOHN COWELL A Law Dictionary ; or the Interpreter of Words and Terms used

in either Common or Statute Laws 1607

THOMAS BLOUNT A Law Dictionary and Glossary of Obscure Words and Terms in

Ancient Law, Records, &c 1671

GILES JACOB A New Law Dictionary 1729

TIMOTHY CUNNINGHAM A New and Complete Law Dictionary 1764

RICHARD BURN A New Law Dictionary 1792

TH. E. TOMLINS The Law Dictionary 1810

JAMES WHISHAW A New Law Dictionary : 1829

IOHN BOUVIER A Law Dictionary, adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the

United States, and of the several States 1843

10. Military and Marine Dictionaries.

CHARLES JAMES A New and Enlarged Military Dictionary 1802

WILLIAM DUANE A Military Dictionary .'..1810

E. S. N. CAMPBELL A Dictionary of Military Science (A new edition} 1844

K.LIAM

FALCONER A Marine Dictionary (A New Edition, by Dr. William Burney, 1815) 1769

i

11. Medical Dictionaries.

IN QUINCY Lexicon Physico-Medicum, a New Medical Dictionary 1719

ROBERT JAMES A Medicinal Dictionary, including Physic, Surgery, Anatomy,

Chemistry, Botany, &c 1745

JOHN BARROW A New Medicinal Dictionary 1749

ROBERT HOOPER A Compendious Medical Dictionary 1798

(10) (G)
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Author. Title. Date.

JOHN J. WATT An Encyclopedia of Surgery, Medicine, Midwifery, Physiology,

Pathology, Anatomy, Chemistry, &c 1806

BARTHOLOMEW PARR The London Medical Dictionary 1809

SAMUEL COOPER Dictionary of Practical Surgery 1818

ROBLEY DUNGLISON A Dictionary of Medical Science and Literature 1833

FORBES, TWEEDIE, and U Cclop8edia of practical Medicine 1835
CONNOLLY )

RICHARD D. HOBLYN A Dictionary of the Terms used in Medicine and the Collateral

Sciences 1844

SHIRLEY PALMER A Pentaglot Dictionary of Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology,

Practical Medicine, Surgery, &c 1845

WILLIAM B. COSTELLO .... The Cyclopaedia of Practical Surgery (Commenced) 1841

JAMES COPLAND A Dictionary of Practical Medicine (In Parts. Part XVI.} 1846

THOMAS WALLACE The Farrier's and Horseman's Complete Dictionary 1759

JAMES HUNTER A Complete Dictionary of Farriery and Horsemanship 1796

THOMAS BOARDMAN A Dictionary of the Veterinary Art 1803

12. Dictionaries of Chemistry, Mineralogy, fyc.

WM. NICHOLSON A Dictionary of Practical and Theoretical Chemistry 1795

ANDREW URE A Dictionary of Chemistry and Mineralogy 1820

OTTLEY A Dictionary of Chemistry and Mineralogy

JAMES MITCHELL A Dictionary of Chemistry and Geology

GEORGE ROBERTS An Etymological and Explanatory Dictionary of Geology 1839

13. Dictionaries of the various Arts and Sciences.

PHILIP MILLER The Gardener's and Botanist's Dictionary 1731

MAWE & ABERCROMBIE . ..A Dictionary of Gardening and Botany 1778

RICHARD ROLT A New Dictionary of Commerce 1756

MALACHY POSTLETHWAYT .Dictionary of Trade and Commerce 1764

J. R. MACCULLOCH A Dictionary of Commerce 1832

NATHAN BAILEY Dictionarium Domesticum ;
or a Household Dictionary 1736

GIBBONS MERLE The Domestic Dictionary and Housekeeper's Manual 1842

THOMAS WEBSTER An Encyclopaedia of Domestic Economy 1844

CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON. ..The Farmer's Encyclopaedia and Dictionary of Rural Affairs ....1844

JOHN C. LOUDON Encyclopaedia of Gardening 1822

Encyclopaedia of Agriculture 1826

Encyclopaedia of Plants 1836

Encyclopaedia of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture 1838

Encyclopaedia of Trees and Shrubs 1842

(Anonymous) Dictionarium Polygraphicum ;
or the whole Body of Arts 1736

(Anonymous) Builder's Dictionary, or Gentleman's and Architect's Companion . . 1744

PETER NICHOLSON An Architectural Dictionary 1811-12

JOHN BRITTON A Dictionary of the Architecture and Archaeology of the Middle

Ages 1838

JOSEPH GWILT An Encyclopaedia of Architecture 1844

GEORGE CRABB Universal Technological Dictionary . 1823

JAMES ELMES A General Bibliographical Dictionary of the Fine Arts 1825

WALTER HAMILTON A Concise Dictionary of Terms used in the Arts and Sciences . . .1825

WILLIAM GRIER The Mechanic's Pocket Dictionary (3d edition) 1838

EDWARD SCUDAMORI, A Dictionary of Terms in Use in the Arts and Sciences 1841

G. FRANCIS The Dictionary of the Arts, Sciences, and Manufactures 1842

ANDREW URE A Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines 1839

WM. BRANDE A Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art 1842
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14. Encyclopedias and general Dictionaries of Arts and Sciences.

Editor.

JOHN HARRIS

EPHRAIM CHAMBERS

DENNIS DE COETLAGON .

JOHN BARROW

(W. Owen, publisher)

CROCKER, WILLIAMS, and

CLARK ...............

WILLIAM SMELLIE

Title. Datt.

Lexicon Technicum, or an Universal Dictionary of Arts and

Sciences. (2 vols. folio) .................................. 1710

A Cyclopaedia, or General Dictionary of Arts and Sciences. 2

vols. folio. (6tk edition, 1778, 4 vols. folio) ................... 1728

.An Universal History of the Arts and Sciences, and a Compre-
hensive Illustration of all Sciences and all Arts. 2 vols. folio. 1745

A New Universal Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences. 2 vols.

folio ................................................... 1751-4

A New and Complete Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences; by a

Society of Gentlemen. 4 vols. 8vo...................... 1763-4

A Com lete Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences. 3 vols. folio . .1766

JAMES MILLAR

MACVEY NAPIER

MACVEY NAPIER

(Thomas Dobson,

publisher) ......

(John Wilkes, publisher) .

(Kearsley, publisher)

A. F. M. WILLICH

ALEXANDER AITCHISON..

GEORGE GREGORY
WILLIAM M. JOHNSON

and THOMAS EXLEY . .

WILLIAM NICHOLSON....

JOHN M. GOOD, O. GREGO-

RY, and N. BOSWORTH.
JAMES MILLAR

. . Encyclopaedia Britannica, or Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and

Miscellaneous Literature. 3 vols. 4to 1771

. . Encyclopaedia Britannica. 4th edition, 20 vols. 4to 1810

. . Supplement to the 4th, 5th, and 6th editions of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica. 6 vols. 4to 1824

..Encyclopaedia Britannica. 7th edition, 21 vols. 4to 1840

^Encyclopaedia
Britannica. First American Edition; greatly im-

5 proved : With a Supplement. 23 vols. 4to 1798-1803

..Encyclopasdia Londinensis, or Universal Dictionary of Arts,

Sciences, and Literature. 24 vols. 4to 1797

..The English Encyclopaedia, or Dictionary of Arts and Sciences.

10 vols. 4to 1795

. .The Domestic Encyclopaedia, or a Dictionary of Facts and Useful

Knowledge. 4 vols. Svo 1802

..Encyclopaedia Perthensis, or Universal Dictionary of Knowledge.
23 vols., large royal 8vo 1807

. .A Dictionary of Arts and Sciences. 2 vols. 4to 1807-8

> The Imperial Encyclopaedia. 4 vols. 4to 1809

ABRAHAM REES

(Sam. F. Bradford, fy

Murray Fairman

fy Co. publishers) .

SIR DAVID BREWSTER ..

(J. and E. Parker,

publishers .......

FRANCIS LIEBER, ED-

WARD WIGGLESWORTH,
and TH. G. BRADFORD

THOMAS CURTIS

C. F. PARTINGTON

EDWARD SMEDLEY, HUGH
JAMES ROSE and HEN-
RY JOHN RO'SE .......

GEORGE LONG

The British Encyclopaedia. 6 vols. Svo........................ 1809

^ Pantalogia, with a General Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and

) Words. 12 vols. royal 8vo............................... 1813

Encyclopaedia Edinensis, or Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and

Miscellaneous Literature. 6 vols. 4to...................... iSJb

The Cyclopaedia, or Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and

Literature. 45 vols. 4to............................... 1802-19

)

>
es s cycl Paedia : First American Edition. 41 vols. 4to.

3 P^es,6voJs........................................ 1805-1825

..The Edinburgh Encyclopaedia. 18 vols. 4to................. 1810-30

) The Edinburgh Encyclopaedia. First American Edition, cor-

5 rected and improved. 18 vols. 4to......................... 1832

^ Encyclopaedia Americana, or a Popular Dictionary of the Arts and

> Sciences : On the Basis of the Seventh Edition ofthe German
3 " Conversations-Lexicon." 13 vols. 8vo................. 1829-33

f The London Encyclopaedia: Founded on the Encyclopedia Per-

^ thensis.- 22 vols. royal 8vo............................. 1829-34

The British Cyclopaedia of the Arts, Sciences, Geography, Natu-

ral History, and Biography. 10 vols. 8vo................... 1838
%

> Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, or Universal Dictionary of Knowl-

> edge '
on a New plan. 25 vols. 4to...................... 1818-43

The Penny Cyclopaedia of the Society of Useful Knowledge.
27 vols., large royal 8vo....... . ......................... 1833-43



SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

SIGNS.
* ... Annexed to words added by the Com-

piler of this Dictionary; the other words

being found in Todd's Johnson's Dic-

tionary.

t . . . Prefixed to words, or meanings of words,
that are obsolete or antiquated.

f|
. . . Prefixed to two or more words that come

under the same principle of pronun-
ciation.

[R.] . Denotes "
rarely used."

$r Words printed in Italics are words which

belong to foreign langiiages, and are

not properly Anglicized.

GRAMMAR,
fl. stands for . . Adjective.
ad. Adverb.

con, Conjunction.
t. Imperfect Tense.

interj Interjection.

n. Noun.

p Participle.

pp Participles.

p. a. Participial Adjective.

pi. Plural.

prep Preposition.

pron Pronoun.

sing: Singular.

v. a. Verb Active.

v. n. Verb Neuter.

PRONUNCIATION.
S. . stands for . . Sheridan.

W. Walker.

P. Perry.

J. Jones.

E. Enfield.

F. Fulton and Knight.
Jo. Jameson.

K. Knowles.

SOT Smart.

R. Reid.

Wb. . . . Webster.

ETYMOLOGY,

stands for Arabic.
Ar. or:

Arab,
j

D Dutch.

Dan Danish.

Eng. English, or England.
Ft. French.

Ger. German.

Goth Gothic.

Gr Greek.

Heb Hebrew.

Icel Icelandic.

It Italian.

L Latin.

M. Goth Mffiso-Gothic.

Per Persian.

Port Portuguese.

Sax Saxon.

Scot. .... Scotch.

Sp Spanish.

Su. Goth Suio-Gothic or Norse.

Sw Swedish.

Turk Turkish.

ARTS AND SCIENCES.

Agric. stands for

Anat

Ant

Arch

Arith.

Astral

Astron

Sot.

Car.

Chem

Chron.

Com
Conch.

Elec. . .

Fort.. .

Oeog. .

Geol. .

Geam. .

Gram. .

Her. . .

Hort. .

Ich. . .

Law. . .

Logic. .

Math. .

Mech. .

Med. . .

Met. . .

Meteor.

Mil. . .

Min.. .

Mus.. .

Myth. .

JVaut. .

Opt...
Ornith.

Persp. .

Phren. .

Rhet. .
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ABA

A (pronounced a as a letter, but a as a word.) The first

^ letter of the alphabet, and a vowel ; any j
one

;

some. It is an article set before nouns of the singular
number

;
as

?
a man, a tree. It is also prefixed to few and

many; and in these cases it implies one whole number.
Before words beginning with a vowel, or a vowel

sound, it takes the letter n after it, for the sake of eu-

phony; as, an ox, an hour. (See the word AN.) A is

placed before a participle or participial noun, and is con-
sidered as a contraction of at or on ; as, To go a hunting;
To come a begging. A, initial, in many words from
the Greek language, is a prefix of privative meaning; as,

achromatic, without color.

XAM,* (am) or AWME, n. A Dutch liquid measure. Craft*.

AA-RON'IC,* (a-ron'jk) a. Same as Aaronical. Reid.

AA-RON'J-CAL, (a-ron'e-kal) a. Relating to Aaron, or to his

priesthood.

AB, a prefix, of Latin origin, signifies from. At the begin-
ning of the names of English places, it generally shows
that they have some relation to an abbey ; as, Abingdon.
Gibson.

AB,* n. The 5th month of the ancient Hebrew or Syrian
year, coinciding with our August. P. Cyc.

XB'A-CA,* n. A sort of hemp or flax prepared from an In-
dian plant. Crabb.

AB-A-CIS'CUS,* n. [L.] (Arch.) Any flat member; the

square compartment of a Mosaic pavement. Brande.

AB'A-CIST, n. One who casts accounts
;
a calculator. [R.]

A-BACK',arf. [fBackwards. Spenser.] (Naut.) Noting the sit-

uation of the sails when they are pressed against the masts.

JA-BXCK', n. [abacas, L.] A flat, square stone, or a square
surface.

fAB'A-coT, n. The cap of state once used by English
kings. Brande.

A-BAC'TOR,n. [L.] (Law) One who steals cattle in herds.

AB'A-CUS, n. [L.] pi. AB'A-CI. A counting-table; a Ro-
man game. (Arch.) The upper part or crowning member
of the capital of a column.

AB'A-DA * TJ. (Zool.) A two-horned animal of Asia and Af-
rica. Crabb.

n. Satan; destroyer; destruction. Milton.

', ad. (JVawt.) Towards the stern of a ship ;
aft.

fA-BAl'SANCE, n. [abaisser, F.] Obeisance. Skinner.

AB-AL'IEN-ATE, (ab-al'yen-at) v. a. [abalieno, L.] [L AB-
ALIENATED

; pp. AB ALIENATING, ABALIENATED.] To 6S-

ttrange.

(Law) To transfer one's property to another
;
to

alienate. Abp. Sandys.
B-AL-IEN-A'TIQN, (ab-al-yen-a'shun) n^(Law) Act of ab-

alienating ;
alienation. Bailey.

tA-BXND', v. a. To forsake. Spenser.

A.-BXN'DQN, v. a. [abandonner, Fr.l
[i. ABANDONED

; pp.

ABANDONING, ABANDONED.] To give up, resign, or quit ;

to desert
;
to forsake

;
to leave

; to relinquish ;
to expose.

Abandon over. To give up to.

fA-BXN'DON, n. Aforsaker; a relinquishment. Ld. Kames.

A-BXN'DQNED, (a-ban'dund) p. a. Given up; forsaken;
profligate ; corrupted in the highest degree.

A-BXN'DQN-EE',* n. (Law) One to whom something is

abandoned. Price.

A-BXN'DQN-ER, n. One who abandons or forsakes.

A-BXN'DQN-lNG, n. A leaving or forsaking.

ABB

A-BXN'DQN-MENT, n. Act of abandoning ;
dereliction

;
re-

linquishment of possession, claim, or right.

A-BXN'DUN,* n. (Law) Any thing sequestered or proscribed,
Cowell

AB'A-NET,* or AB'NET,* n. A girdle worn by Jewish

priests. Crabb.

A-BXN'GA,* n. (Bat.) A species of palm-tree. Crabb.

tAB-AN-Ni"TiQN, (ab-an-nish'un) n. [abannitio, L.] A ban-
ishment. Bailey.

A-BAP-Tis'TON,* or A-BAP-Tls'TA,* n. (Surgery) The
perforating part of a trephine ;

a kind of trepan. Crabb.

tA-BARE', v. a. To make bare, uncover, or disclose. Bailey.

XB-AR-T!C-U-LA'TIQN, n. (Anat.) That species of articula-

tion that has manifest motion. Bailey. [R.]

A-BAS',* n. A weight used in Persia for pearls, equal to
'

3_grains. Crabb.

A-BASE', v. a. [abaisser, Fr.] [i. ABASED; pp. ABASING,
ABASED.] To cast down ; to depress ;

to bring low
5
to

humble.

A-BASED', (a-basf) a. Lowered. (Her.) Used of the wings'

of eagles, when the top looks downwards towards the

pojnt of the shield
;
or when the wings are shut.

A-BASE'MENT, n. Act of abasing; humiliation; state of

being brought low.

A-BXSH', v. a. [i. ABASHED
; pp. ABASHING, ABASHED.]

To put to confusion
;

to make ashamed. It generally
implies a sudden impression of shame, in a bad sense.

A-BXSH'MENT, n. State of being ashamed; confusion. Ellis.

A-BAS'ING,* n. The act of bringing low. Bacon.

A-BAS'SI,* n. A Persian silver coin, nearly equal in value
'

to a shilling sterling. Crabb.

A-BAT'A-BLE,* a. (Law) That may be abated. Dane.
AB-A-TA-M&N1

Tpitr,* n. (Law) An entry by interposition.
Tomlins.

A-BATE', v. a. [abattre, Fr.J [i.
ABATED

; pp. ABATING,
ABATED.] To lessen; to diminish. (Law) To defeat;

to_put an end to
;
to quash.

A-BATE', v. n. To grow less
;
to decrease.

A-BATE'MENT, n. Act of abating ;
the thing or sum abated

;

the sum or quantity taken away; a discount or allow-
ance. (Law) The act of quashing or destroying a plain-
tiff's writ or plaint ;

removal of a nuisance.

A-BAT'ER, n. The person or thing that abates.

AB'A-TJS, (ab'a-tis, orab-a-te') [ab'a-tis, Ja. K. TTb.-, a-bat-

te'', Sm.] 7i. [Fr.] (Mil.) An intrenchment formed by trees

felled and laid together.
AB'A-TIED,* (ab'a-tlzd) p. a. Provided with an abatis.

QM. Rev.

A-BA'TQR, n. (Law) One who abates
;
one who enters on

land, after the death of the possessor, before the legal heir.

ABATTOIR,* (ab-at-twor') n. [Fr.] A large public slaugh-
ter-house for cattle. P. Cyc.

fAB'A-TUDE, n. Any thing diminished. Bailey.

fAB'A-TURE, n. Grass trodden down by a stag. Bailey.

ABB, (ab) n. The yarn on a weaver's warp. Chambers.

AB'BA, n. A Syriac word, which signifies father.

AB'BA-CY, n.; pi. XB'BA-CIES. The rights, privileges, or

possessions of an abbot. Ayliffe.

AB-BA'TIAL, (ab-ba'shal) a. Relating to an abbey.
AB'BE,*n. [Fr.] An abbot; an ecclesiastical title, denoting
an ecclesiastic who has no assigned duty or dignity. Hume.
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AB'BESS, n. ; pi. XB'BESS-E. The governess of a nunnery
or convent.

AB'BEY, (ab'be) n. [abbatia, L.] pi. XB'BEY?. A monas-
tery under the superintendence of an abbot

;
a convent

;

a house adjoining or near a monastery or convent
;
a

church attached to a convent.

AB'BEY-LXND,* n. (Law) An estate in ancient tenure an-
nexed to an abbey. Blackstone.

AB'BEY-LOB-BER, n. A slothful loiterer in an abbey.
AB'BQT, n. [abbas, low L.] The chief of a convent or

abbey.
AB'BQT-SHIP, n. The state or office of an abbot.

ABBREUVOIR, (ab-ru-vwor') n. [Fr.l See ABHEUVOIR.
AB-BRE'VI-ATE, [ab-bre've-at, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ab-bre'-

vyat, S. E. ; ab-brev'e-at, P.] v. a. [abbreviare, L.] [i.
AB-

BREVIATED
; pp. ABBREVIATING, ABBREVIATED.] To Short-

en by contraction of parts ;
to abridge ;

to cut short.

tAB-BRE'vi-ATE, n. An abridgment. Sir T. Elyot.

AB-BRE-VI-A'TIQN, n. Act of abbreviating ;
contraction ;

the initial letter or letters of a word ; as, JV. for north.

AB-BRE'VI-A-TQR, [ab-bre've-a-t<?r, Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; ab-

bre-ve-a'tgr, W. J. F. ; ab-brgv-ya'tpr, S. ; ab-brev'e-a-tor,

P.] n._
One who abbreviates.

AB-BRE'VI-A-TQ-RY, a. That abbreviates or shortens.

AB-BRE'VI-A-TURE, n. A mark used for shortening; a

compendium or abridgment. Bp. Taylor.
AB'BY, n. See ABBEY.
A, B, c, (a-be-se') n. The alphabet ;

a little elementary book.
Shak.

AB'DAL,* n. pi. A fanatical sect in Persia. Crabb.
AB-DE-LA' vi* n. (Bot.) An Egyptian plant, like a melon.

Crabb.

AB'DE-RITE,* n. An inhabitant of Abdera. Ash.

AB'DEST,* n. A Mahometan rite of ablution. Pitt.

AB'Di-cXNT,* n. One who abdicates. Smart.

AB'DI-CXNT, a. Abdicating; renouncing; used with of.

AB'DJ-CATE, v. a. [abdico, L.] [i. ABDICATED ; pp. ABDI-

CATING, ABDICATED.] To renounce, as an office or dig-

nity ;
to resign ;

to give up or deprive of a right.

AB'DI-CATE, v. n. To resign ;
to give up right. Swift.

AB-DI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of abdicating ;
renunciation of an

office or dignity by its holder
; resignation.

AB'DI-CA-TIVE, [ab'de-ka-tjv, W. J. F.Ja. Sm.; ab-dik'a-

tlv, S. E. P.] a. Causing or implying an abdication. Bailey.

jAB'Dl-TlVE, a. That has the power of hiding. Bailey.

AB-DI-TO'RI-VM,* n. [L.] (Law) An abditory or hiding-
place. Cowcll.

XB'Di-TQ-R, re. (Law) A place to hide goods in. Cowell.

AB-DO'MEN, |>b-d6'men, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ab-d5'-

men, or ab'oVmSn, P. ; ab'd9-men, or ab-do'men, Wb.]
W. [L.] pi. L. AB-JD&lU'l-NA; Eng. AB-DO'MEN. The
lower venter or belly, containing the stomach, intestines,

liver, spleen, pancreas, kidneys, &c.

AB-DOM'I-NAL, a. Relating to the abdomen.
AB-DOM'j-NAL,* n. j pi. AB-DOM'J-NALS. (Zool.) One Of
an order of fishes, which have ventral fins under the ab-

domen, behind the pectorals. Brande. It is often used
in the Latin form, Abdominales.

AB-DOM-JN-OS'CQ-PY,* n. (Med.) An examination of the
abdomen with a view to detect disease

; gastroscopy.
Scudamore.

AB-DOM'IN-OUS, a. Abdominal
; large-bellied.

AB-DUCE', v. a. [abduco, L.] [i. ABDUCED ; pp. ABDUCING,
ABDUCED.] To draw to a different part ;

to separate.

AB-DU'CENT, a. (Anal.) Drawing away; pulling back.

AB-DUC'TIQN, n. Act ofabducing or drawing apart ;
a form

of argument. (Law) Act of taking away a woman or

any person by force or fraud.

AB-DUC'T<?R, 7i. [L.] (Anat.) A muscle that draws back a

part of the body.

fA-BEAR', (a-bar') v. a. To bear; to behave. Spenser.

A-BEAR'ANCE, n. (Law) Behavior. Blackstone. [R.]

A-BE-CE-DA'RI-AN, n. A teacher or learner of the alphabet.

A-BE-CE-DA/Ri-AN,*a. Relating to or containing the alpha-
bet. Seager.

A-BE-CE'DA-RY, [a-be-se'da-re, K. Wb. Ash ; a'be-ce-da-re,

Johnson, Richardson.] a. Belonging to the alphabet.

A-BED', ad. In bed.

A-BELE',*. (Bot.) The white poplar; the Dutch beech.
'

P. Cyc.

A'BEL-MOSX,* n. (Bot.) A species of hibiscus or mallow.
P.' Cyc.

A-BER'DE-VINE,* n. (Ornith.) The European siskin; a
small green or yellow finch. Brande.

fAB-ERR', v. n. To wander
;
to err. Robinson.

AB-ER'RANCE, n. A deviation from right; error. Olanville.

AB-ER'RAN-CY, n. Same as aberrance. Brown. [R.]

fAB-ER'RANT, a. Deviating from the right way. Bailey.

AB-ER-RA'TIQN, n. Deviation from the right way. (Op-
tics) Aberration of light is the apparent alteration in the

place of a star, arising from the combined motion of the

spectator and the light which brings the impression of
the star to his eye.

tAB-ER'RiNG, p. a. Going astray. Sir T. Brown.

,
v. a. To pull up by the roots. Bailey.

A-BET', v. a.
[i.

ABETTED
; pp. ABETTING, ABETTED.] To

push forward another; to support, aid, or help. (Law)
To encourage ;

to set on
; to instigate, as to a crime.

|A-BT', n. The act of abetting or assisting. Chaucer.

jA-BET'MENT, n. The act of abetting. Wotton.

A-BET'TER, n. One who abets ; abettor. Dryden.
A-BT'TQR, n. (Law) One who abets, or gives aid or en-

couragementj an accessory ;
used in a bad sense.

tAB-E-vXc-V-A'Tl<?N,*n. (JV/erf.) A partial evacuation. Crabb.

A-BEY'ANCE, (a-ba'ans) ?i. (Law) Reversion. Lands are
'

in abeyance which are in expectation, remembrance, and
contemplation of law, though not yet vested.

A-BEY'ANT,* (a-ba'ant) a. (Law) Being in abeyance. Qu.
Rev.

fXB'GRE-GATE, v. a. To lead out of the flock. Bailey.

fAB-GRE-GA'Ti<?N,7i. A separation from the flock. Bailey.

AB-HOR', v. a. [abhorreo, L.] [i. ABHORRED
; pp. ABHOR-

RING, ABHORRED.] To hate with acrimony; to cherish

strong dislike to
;
to detest

;
to loathe.

AB-HOR'RENCE, n. Act of abhorring; detestation.

AB-HOR'R^N-cy, n. Same as abhorrence. Locke. [R.]

AB-HSR'RENT/a. Struck with abhorrence; odious; con-

trary to
; foreign ;

inconsistent with.

AB-HOR'RENT-LY, ad. In an abhorrent manner.

AB-HOR'RER, n. One who abhors. Donne.

AB-HOR'RING, n. Object or feeling of abhorrence. Donne.
A'BIB,* n. The first month of the Hebrew year, more gener-

ally known by the Chaldean name of Nisan. Brande.
A-BI'DANCE * n. The act of abiding; abode; stay. Month.
'

Rev. [R.]

A-BlDE', v. n. [i. ABODE ; pp. ABIDING, ABODE.] To stay
in a place ;

to dwell
;
to remain

;
to endure.

A-BIDE', v. a. To wait for
; to bear, support, endure, or suffer

A-B!D'ER, n. One who abides. Sidney. [R.]

A-BID'ING,* p. a. Continuing; permanent. Home.
A-BID'JNG, n. Continuance; stay; residence.

AB>i-Kif,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of trees, including the fir,

spruce, larch, &c. Brande.

tAB'i-GAiL,* n. A lady's waiting-maid. Prior.

fA-BlL'l-MENT, n. Ability. Ford. See HABILIMENT.
A-BlL'l-TY, n. Ihabilite, F.] pi. A-BIL'I-TIE. Power to do

any thing ;
mental power ; capacity ;

talent ; faculty.
AB iN-jf"Ti-o,* [L.] From the beginning. Blackstone.

AB-m-Tfis'TATE, a. [ab, from, and intcstatus, L.] (Law)
Inheriting from one who died without making a will.

AB'JECT, a. [abjectus, L.] Mean; worthless; base; des-

picable.

fAB'jECT, 7i. A man without hope. Psalm xxxv.

JAB-JECT', v. a. [abjicio, L.] To throw or cast away ;
to

cast down. Spenser.

AB-JECT'ED-NESS, n.'The state of an abject. Boyle.
AB-JEC'TIQN, n. Want of spirit; act of humbling. Hooker

AB'JECT-LY, ad. Meanly; basely. Titus Andron.

AB'jECT-Nfiss, n Abjection; meanness
fAB-JU'DI-CATE,* v. a. To give away by judgment. Ash.

tAB-JU'DJ-CAT-ED, p. a. Given by judgment to another.

AB-JU-DI-CA'TIQN, n. Rejection. C. J. Fox.

fAB'JU-GATE, v. a. \abjugo, L.] To unyoke. Bailey.

AB-JV-RA'TION, n. The act of abjuring ;
a solemn recan-

tation of opinion ;
a renunciation of a country by oath.

AB-JURE', v. a. [abjuro, L.] [i. ABJURED; pp. ABJURING,
ABJURED.] To cast off or renounce upon oath ; to re-

tract or recant solemnly ;
to abandon or quit a country.

jAB-JURE', v. n. To abjure the country. Burnet.

fA.B-JURE'MENT, n. Abjuration. J. Hall.

AB-JUR'ER, n. One who abjures or recants.

fAB-LXc'TATE, v a. [ablacto, L.] To wean from the
breast. Bailey.

AB-LAC-TA'TIQN, n. A weaning of an animal
;
a method

of grafting. _
fAB-LA'QUE-ATE,* v. a. To lay bare, as the roots of trees.

Maunder.

AB-LA-QUE-A'TION, n. [ablaqueatio, L.] The act of opei
ing the ground about the roots of trees. Evelyn.

AB-LA'TIQIV, n. [ablatio, L.] Act of taking away.
Taylor. [R.]

AB'LA-TIVE, a. That takes away: a term noting the
sixth case of Latin nouns.

A-BL.AZE'.* ad. In a blaze
;
on fire. Millman.

A'BLE, (a'bl) a. Having strong faculties, great stren

knowledge, riches, or other powers of mind, body,
fortune

; strong ;
skilful

;
sufficient.

fA'BLE, (a'bl) v. a. To enable. B. Jonson.

A-BLE-BOD'IED, (a-bl-bod'djd) a. Strong of body.
fAB'LE-GATE, v. a. [ablego, L.] To send abroad on some
legation. Bailey.

fAB-LE-GA'TiQN, n. Act of sending abroad. Bailey.
AB'LEN * or AB'JLET * n. A small fresh-water fish; the

bleak. Ash. (Local)
A'BLE-NESS, n. State of being able

; ability. Sheldon.

AB'LEP-SY, n. [a/?Ati//i'a, Gr.] Want of sight ;
blindness.

Baitey.

IAB'LI-GATE, v. a. [abligo, L.] To tie up from. Bailey.

1
the

*,

,
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fAB-LI-GA'TIQN,* n. Act of tying up from. Smart.

fAB-Ll-Gy-R.l"TlON, n. [abliguritio, L.] Excess. Bailey.

JAB'LO-CATE, TJ. a. [abloco, L.] To let out to hire. Bailey.

JAB-LQ-CA'TIQN, n. A letting out to hire. Bailey.

fAB-LUDE', v. n. [abludo, L.] To differ. Bp. Hall.

AB'Ly-.ENT,a. [abluent, from al/lno, L.] That washes clean ;

cleansing. Bailey.

AB'LV-NT,* n . (Med.) A cleansing medicine. Crabb.

AB-Lu'TipN, n. Act of cleansing or washing ;
water used

in washing; purification ;
a religious ceremony of wash-

ing or bathing the body.
AB-Lu'vi-pN,*7i. [abluviam, L.] Act of washing or carrying
away by water

;
a flood. Dwight.

A'BLY, (a'ble) ad. In an able manner
;
with abil

tAB'NE-GA-TpR,7i. One who denies or renounces. Sandys.

AB'NET,*_TI. See ABANET. Ash.

tAB'NO-OATE,* v. a. To cut off the knots of trees. Ash.

fAB-NO-DA'TIQN, n. [abnodatio, L.] The act of cutting off

knots of trees. Bailey.

^.B-NOR'MAL,* a. Contrary to rule
; irregular. Brande.

f-^B-NOR/Ml-TY, n. Irregularity ; deformity. Bailey.

fAB-NOR'aibys, a. Irregular ; misshapen. Bailey.

A-BOARD', (a-bord') ad. (JVaut.') In a ship ;
within a ship ;

on board
;
in a state of collision.

A-BOARD', prep. On board
;
in

;
with. Spenser.

IA-BOD'ANCE, (a-bo'dans) An omen. Dr. Jackson.

A-BODE', n. Habitation ; dwelling ; residence ; stay.

A-BODE',* i. &. p. From abide. See ABIDE.

', v. a. To foreshow. Shak-. See BODE.

fA-BODE', v. ?i. To bode
;
to forebode. Shak.

fA-BODE'MENT, n. Act of boding; presage. Shak.

A-BOD'ING, n. Prognostication. Bp. Bull.

fAB-p-LETE', a. \abolitus, L.I Old
;
obsolete. Skelton.

.-uu^ *orf, v. a. [aboleo, L.J [{. ABOLISHED; pp. ABOL-

ISHING, ABOLISHED.] To annul
;
to make void; to put

an end to : to destroy.

A-BOL'ISH-A-BLE, a. That may be abolished. Cotgrave.
A-B5L'isH-ER, 7i. One who abolishes.

A-BOL'ISH-MENT, n. The act of abolishing; abolition.

Hooker.

AB-p-Li"TlpN, (ab-o-lish'un) n. The act of abolishing;
state of being abolished

;
destruction

;
annihilation.

AB-O-LI"TIPN-ISM,* (ab-9-lish'un-izm) n. The principles
and measures of the abolitionists. Martineau. (Modern.)

AB-P-LI"TIPN-IST, n. One who attempts to abolish some-

thing, especially slavery. EC. Rev.

A-BO'MA,* 7i. (Zool.) A species of large serpent ;
a boa.

'

P. Cyc.

AB-O-MA'SUM,* n. (Anat.) The fourth stomach of a rumi-

nating animal. Crabb.

A-BOM'I-NA-BLE, a. [abominabttis, L.] That is to be abom-
inated ;

hateful
;
detestable

;
odious

;
unclean.

A-BOM'I-NA-BLE-NESS, 7i. Hatefulness
;
odiousness.

A-BOM'I-NA-BLY, ad. Most hatefully ; detestably.

^-BOM'i-NATE, v. a. [{.ABOMINATED; pp. ABOMINATING,
ABOMINATED.] To hate utterly; to detest with strong
aversion or disapprobation ;

to abhor.

.A.-BOM-1-NA'TipN, ?i. Hatred; detestation; pollution; de-
filement

;
hateful or shameful vice.

A-BOON', prep. Above. Brockett. (Yorkshire and North of'

England.)
fA-BORD', n. [abord, Fr.] Address

; approach. Chesterjield.

fA-BORD'. v. a. To approach ;
to come near to. Digby.

AB-p-RijG'1-NA.L, a. Relating to the origin, or to the abo-

rigines ; primitive ; pristine.

AB-P-RIJS'I-NAL,* n. One of the aborigines, or first inhab-
itants of a country. J. Rogers.

AB-O-RJ(P'I-NE$, (ab-9-rIj'e-nez) n. pi. [L.] The earliest

or primitive inhabitants of a country.

fA-BORSE'MENT, 7i. Abortion. Bp. Hall.

fA-BORT', v. n. [aborto, L.] To bring forth before the time
;

to miscarry. Ld. Herbert.

fA-BORT', n. An abortion. Burton.

A-BOR'TION, n. The act of bringing forth what is yet im-

perfect ; product of such a birth
; miscarriage.

A-BOR'TJVE, 71. That which is born before the due time
;

something that causes abortion. Shak.

A-BOR'TIVE, a. Brought forth before the due time
;
imma-

ture
; causing failure

; untimely ;
not coming to maturi-

ty ; failing.

A-BOR'TIVE-LY, ad. As an abortion ; immaturely.
A-BOR'TJVE-NESS, 71. The state of abortion.

tA-BORT'MENT, n. An untimely birth. Bacon.

A-BOUND',7). n. [abuiido, L.] [t. ABOUNDED ; pp. ABOUND-
ING, ABOUNDED.] To have in great plenty; to be in

great plenty.

A-BOUND'IN&, n. Increase
; prevalence. South.

A-BOUT', prep. Round
; surrounding ; encircling ; near to ;

not far from
; concerning ;

with regard to ; relating to.

A-BoOi', ad. Circularly ; nearly ;
here and there ; upon or

to the point ;
round

;
the longest way.
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A-B&VE', (a-buv') prep. To or in a higher place ; higher
than

;
more than

;
too proud for; too high for

; beyond.
A-BOVE', (a-buv') ad. Overhead; in the regions of heav-

en. (Law) Upper; uppermost ; as,
" The court aftoce,"

i. e. a superior court.

A-BOVE'-ALL, (a-buv'&ll) ad. In the first place ; chiefly.

A-B6vE'-BpARD, ad. In open sight; without artifice.

A-BOVE'-CIT-ED, (a-buv'slt-ed) a. Cited before. Addison.

A-BOVE'-DECK,* (a-buv'dek) a. Upon deck
;
without arti-

fice. Smart.
A-BOVE '-GROUND, a. Alive

;
not in the ground or grave.

A-B6vE'-MEN-TipNED, (a-buv'-men-shund) a. Above-
'

cited.

A-BOVE'-SAID,* (a-buv'-sed) a. Mentioned before. H. More.
ABP. Abbreviation for Archbishop ; which see.

AB-RA-CA-DAB'RA, n. A charm against agues. [A cabalis-

tical word.]
A-BRADE', v. a. [abrado, L.] [{.ABRADED; pp. ABRADING,
ABRADED.] To wear away from other parts; to rub off;
to crumble down. Hale.

A-BRA-ilXM'ic,*<z. Belonging to Abraham. Ash.

A-BRA-HA-MlT'i-CAL,* a. Relating to Abraham. Qw. Rev.
A'BRA-HAM-MAN,* 7i. An impostor who asks alms under
pretence of lunacy. >' Israeli.

J-A-BRAID', v. a. To rouse
;
to awake.

AB-RA'MIS,* n. (Ich.) A species of fish without spine or

barbel. Brande.

A-BRAN'PHI-A,* n. pi. (Zool.) An order of animals, or
'

anellidce, having no branchiae ;
as the leech. Roberts.

A-BRAN'jeiil-AN,*7i. One of the abranchia. Brande.

AB-RA'SIPN, (ab-ra'zhun) n. The act of abrading or rub-

bing off; attrition
;
friction.

AB-RAx'AS,* n. (Ent.) A genus of lepidopterous insects.

Brande.

A-BREAST', (a-bresf) ad. Side by side. Shak.

fAB-RE-NUN-CI-A'TIPN, n. Act of renouncing. Mede.

JAB-REP'TlpN, 7i. [abripio,~L.] A carrying away. Hallywell.

ABREUroiR,* (ab-ru-vwor') n. [F.] A watering place.

Boyer. (Masonry) A joint between stones to be filled up
with mortar. Britton.

AB'RI-COCK, n. Drayton. See APRICOT.

A-BRlDjGE', (a-brlj') v. a. [abreger, Fr.] [i. ABRIDGED;
pp. ABRIDGING, ABRIDGED.] To make shorter in words,
still keeping the substance

;
to epitomize ;

to reduce
; to

contract
;
to diminish ; to deprive of

;
to cut off from.

A-BRIDJGED',* (a-brijd') p. a. Made shorter; reduced in

quantity.

A-BRIDJG'ER, n. One who abridges ;
a shortener.

A-BRiDjG'MENT, n. Act of abridging; contraction of a
larger work into a smaller one ; a compend ;

a summary j

an epitome; diminution. See JUDGMENT.
fA-BROACH', v. a. To tap ;

to set abroach. Chaucer.

A-BROACH', (a-broch') ad. In a posture to run out, spoken
of vessels

;
in a state to be diffused. Shak.

A-BROACH'MENT,* n. (Law) The act of forestalling the
market. Cowell.

fA-BROAD', (a-bruwd') v. n. To extend
;
to issue. Leaver.

A'-BROAD', (a-brS.wd') ad. Without confinement; widely;
at large ;

out of the house
;
in another country.

fAB'Rp-GA-BLE, a. That may be abrogated. H. More.

AB'RO-GATE, v. a.
[abrogo, L.] [{. ABROGATED ; pp. ABRO-

GATING, ABROGATED.] To repeal, to annul.

tAB'RO-GATE, a. Annulled
;
abolished. K. Ed. VI. Inj.

AB-RP-GA'TIPN, 7i. Act of abrogating ;
a repeal.

AB-RO'MA,* n. [G.] (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

I'A-BROOD', ad. In the action of brooding. Sancroft.

jA-BROOD'iNG, 7i. Act of sitting abrood. Barret.

fA-BROOK', v. a. To brook
;
to bear

;
to endure. Shak.

AB-RdT'o-NUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The southern-wood; a
'

plant. Crabb.

AB-RUPT', a. Broken
; craggy ; rough; steep; blunt; sud-

den, without the customary or proper preparatives.

AB-RLPT', v. a. [f To disturb; to interrupt. Brown.] To
break off. Conybeare.

AB-RUP'TIPN, n. Violent and sudden separation.

AB-RUPT'LY, ad. In an abrupt manner ; hastily.

AB-RUPT'NESS, n. State of being abrupt ;
an abrupt man-

ner; suddenness; roughness.
AB'RVS,* n. (Bot.) A West Indian tree, with papilionaceous

flowers. Necklaces for children are often formed of its

seeds. Brande.

AB'SCESS, n. [abscessus, L.] pi. XB'SCESS-E?. (Med.) An
inflammatory or purulent tumor.

AB-SCIND', (ab-sind') v. a. To cut off. Johnson.

AB'SCISS, n. ; pi. XB'SCI'SS-ES. / (Geom.) A seg-

AB-scis'sA,n. [L.] pi. AB-scfs's^E. j ment cut offfrom
a straight line by an ordinate to a curve

;
a line cut off.

AB-SCIS'SION, (ab-slzh'un) [ab-sizh'un, W. J. F. Ja. K.
Sm.

; ab-sish'un, S. P.] n. [abscissio, L.] Act of cutting
off; state of being cut off.

AB-SCOND', v. n. [i. ABSCONDED ; pp. ABSCONDING, AB-

SCONDED.] To hide, conceal, or absent one's self. Ray.
fAB-scoND', v. a. [abscondo, L.] To conceal. Hcwyt.
tAB-sc5ND'ENCE,* n. Concealment. Phillips.
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AB-SCOND'ER, 7i. One who absconds.

AB'SENCE, 71. [absentia, L.
; absence, Fr.] The state of being

absent, opposed to presence ; carelessness
; inattention.

AB'SENT, a. [absetis, L.] Not present ; careless
; inatten-

tive
;
absent or abstracted in mind.

AB-SENT', v. a. [i.
ABSENTED

; pp. ABSENTING, ABSENTED.]
To withdraw ; to forbear to come into presence.

jAB'sENTjtt. One who is not present. Bp. Morton.
fAB-SEN-TA'NE-oDs, a. Relating to absence

; absent. Bailey.
AB-SEN-TEE', n. One absent from his station or country ;

a
landed proprietor who resides at a distance from his estate.

AB-SEN-TEE'ISM,* n. State of being absent
;
the state or

condition of such as reside at a distance from their real
estate. Qw. Rev.

AB-SENT'ER, 71. One who is absent from his place.
tAB-SENT/MENT, n. The state of being absent. Barrow.
AB-slN'THl-AN, a. Of the nature of wormwood.
.>B-slN'Tiii-AT-ED, p. a. Impregnated with wormwood.

Bailey.

AB-slN'THl-TE?,*n. [L.] (Med.) Wine impregnated with
wormwood. Crabb.

AB-slN' THI-&M, (ab-sin'the-um) n. [L.] Wormwood.
fAB-siST', v. n. [absisto, L.] To stand off; to leave off.

Bailey.

AB'sp-LUTE, a. [absolutus, L.] Clear from other things ;

independent of any thing else
; positive ; complete ; ap-

plied as well to persons as things ; unconditional, as an
absolute promise ;

not relative, as absolute space ;
not lim-

ited, as absolute power or government ;
not grammatically

dependent, as the case absolute.

AB'SP-LUTE-LY, ad. In an absolute manner
; completely.

AB'SP-LUTE-NESS, n. State of being absolute.

AB-sp-LtJ'TipN, n. Act of absolving ; acquittal ;
a remis-

sion
;
a ceremony of declaring a repentant sinner ab-

solved from guilt.

AB'SP-LU-TISM,* n. Absolute government ;
the principles

of despotism ; despotism. Brande. Predestination. Ash.

AB'sp-LU-TiST,* . An advocate for despotism. Fo. Qit. Rev.

AB-SOL'V-TP-RY, [ab-sol'u-tur-e, W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.
;'

ab'so-lu-t9-re, S. P. Wb.} a. That absolves.

^.B-soL'VA-Tp-RY, a. Relating to pardon ; forgiving.

AB-SOLVE', (ab-zolv') v. a. [absolvo, L.] [i. ABSOLVED
;'

pp. ABSOLVING, ABSOLVED.] To clear
;
to acquit ; to free

from guilt, or from an engagement.
AB-SOLV'ER, n. One who absolves.

AB-SOL'VI-TOR,* n. [Law.] A decree of absolution. Sir

W. Scott.

fAB'sp-NANT, a. Contrary to reason
;
absonous. Quarles.

{AB'SP-NATE,* v. a. (Law) To avoid
;
to detest. Ash.

fAB'SP-NOUS, a. [absonus, L.] Absurd
; contrary to reason ;

unmusical. FotJir^y.
AB-SORB', v. a. [absorbeo, L.] [{.ABSORBED; pp. ABSORB-

IN^ ABSORBED.] To imbibe
;
to swallow up; to suck up.

AB-sbRB-A-BiL'i-TY,* n. Quality of being absorbable.
'

Knowles.'
AB-SORB'A-BLE,* a. That may be absorbed. Knowles.

AB-SORB'ENT, n. A medicine that dries up humors
; any

thing that absorbs or dries up.
AB-SORB'ENT, a. That absorbs moisture, &c.

fAB-SOR-Bl"TipN, (ab-sor-bish'un) n. Absorption. Brown.

t AB-SORPT', p. Absorbed ;
swallowed up. Pope.

AB-soRP'TipN, (ab-sbrp'shun) n. Act of absorbing, suck-

ing up, or imbibing ;
state of being absorbed.

AB-SORP'TIVE,* a. Having the power to imbibe. Smart.

ABS' Q UE /JOc,* [L.] (Law) Without this or that
;
words

of exception formerly made use of in a traverse. Crabb.

AB-STAIN', v. n. [abstineo, L.] [i. ABSTAINED; pp. AB-

STAINING, ABSTAINED.] To keep from
;

to forbear; to

refrain one's self.

tAB-STAIN', v. a. To hinder. Milton.

AB-STE'MI-OUS, a. [abstemius, L.] Practising abstinence :

very temperate ; sober; abstinent.

AB-STE'Mi-oDs-LY, ad. With abstinence
; temperately.

AB-STE'MI-OUS-NESS, n. Quality of being abstemious.

fAB-STEN'TipN, n. Act of restraining. Bp. Taylor.

AB-STERjGE', v. a.
[abstergo, L.] [i. ABSTERGED ; pp. AB-

STERGING, ABSTERGED.] To cleanse by wiping. Burton.

AB-STER',GENT, a. Having a cleansing quality
STERGING, ABSTERGED.] To cleanse by wipng.
B-STER',GENT, a. Having a cleansing quality.

tAB-STERSE', v. a. To cleanse
;
to purify. Brown.

'

A'B-STER'SION, n. The act of cleansing. Bacon.

IAB-STER'SIVE, n. A cleanser. Sir W. Petty.

A'B-STER'SIVE, a. Having the quality of cleansing. Pope.

fAB-STER'siVE-NESS,* n. Quality of being abstersive.
'

Boyle.
AB'STI-NENCE, n. [abstinentia, L.] Forbearance of neces-

sary 'food, or of any thing ; fasting.

AB'STI-NEN-CY, n. Same as abstinence. Hammond.

AB'STI-NENT, a. Using abstinence ; abstemious.

AB'STJ-NENT-LY, ad. With abstinence. Donne.

JAB-STORT'ED,' a. [abstortus, L.] Forced away by vio-

lence. Bailey.

AB-STRACT', v. a. [abstractus, L.] [i.
ABSTRACTED

; pp.

ABSTRACTING, ABSTRACTED.] To take one thing from
another

; to separate, as ideas
;
to reduce.

ACA

AB'STRACT, [ab'strakt, S. P. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; ab-strakt', W
- See ABSTRACTLY.] a. Separated from something else

;
ex

isting in the mind only ;
not concrete

; independent of

others, and not to be altered by time or circumstances
j

refined
; pure.

AB'STRACT, [ab'strakt, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm. Wb.] n. A
smaller quantity containing the virtue or power of a

greater ;
an epitome ;

an abridgment.
AB-STRACT'ED, p. a. Separated; refined; abstruse.

AB-STRACT'ED-LY, ad. With abstraction. Dryden.
AB-STRACT'ED-NESS, n. State of being abstracted. Baxter.

AB-STRACT'ER, n. One who abstracts.

AB-STRAC'TIPN, n. Act of abstracting; state of being ab-

stracted
; separation ;

absence of mind
;
inattention.

fAB-STRAC-Ti"Tipus,* a. Abstracted or drawn from ves-
sels without fermentation. Ash.

AB-STRXC'TIVE, a. Having the power of abstracting.

AB-STRAC'TJVE-LY, ad. In an abstractive manner.

AB'STRACT-LY, [ab-strakt'le, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.;
ab'strakt-le, Wb.] ad. In ah abstract manner. $Cr Con-

sistency requires that the adverb abstractly, and the sub-

stantive abstractness, should receive the same accent
as the adjective abstract, from which they are derived

;

though most orthoepists are inconsistent in their mode
of accenting them.

AB'STRACT-NESS, n. Quality of being abstract. See AB-
STRACTLY.

fAB-STRiCT'ED, p. a. [abstrictus, L.] Unbound. Bailey.

tAB-STRiNjGE', (ab-strinj') T. a. To unbind. Bailey.

tA.B-STR{JDE',7j. a. [abstrudo, L.VTo thrust away. Bailey.

^B-STRflsE', a. [abstrusus, L.] Remote from conception,
apprehension, or view

;
obscure

;
not plain ;

difficult.

AB-STRtisE'LY, ad. In an abstruse manner
; obscurely.

AB-STRtJsE'NESS, n. duality of being abstruse.

tAB-STRti'si-TY, n. Abstruseness. Brown.

JAB-SUME', v. a. [absumo, L.] To waste
;
to eat up. Hale.

fAB-suMP'TipN, n. Destruction. Bp. Gaudcn.

AB-SURD', a. [absurdus, L.] Contrary to reason or to man-
ifest truth

; impossible ;
unreasonable

j
irrational

;
incon-

sistent.

AB-SURD'I-TY, n. The quality of being absurd
;
that which

is absurd
;
unreasonableness.

AB-SURD'LY, ad. In an absurd manner.
AB-SURD'NESS, n. The quality of being absurd.

A-BU'NA,* n. The high priest or sole bishop of the Abys-'

sinian church. Ash.

A-BON'DANCE, n. [abandonee, Fr.] State of being abun-
dant : great plenty ; exuberance.

A-BUN'DANT, a. [abundans, L.] Plentiful
;
exuberant

;
ful-

ly stored.

A-BUN'DANT-LY, ad. Ifi plenty ; exuberantly.
A-BUS'A-BLE, a. That may be abused. Dr. H. More. .

t'A-BU's'AjGE, n. Abuse. Wm. Whateley.

A-BU$E', (a-buz') v. a. [abutor, abusus, L.] [L ABUSED
; pp.

ABUSING, ABUSED.] To make an ill use of; to violate
;
to

defile
;
to impose upon ;

to revile
;
to vilify ;

to reproach.
A-BUSE', (a-bus') n. Ill use

;
the opposite of good use

;
a cor-

rupt practice ; unjust censure
;
rude reproach ;

contume-
ly ; seducement.

tA-BUSE'FVL, a. Abusive. Bp. Barlow.

A-BUJS'ER, (a-buz'er) n. One who abuses or uses ill.

fA-B_U'SION, (a-bu'zhun) n. Ill use or usage. Spenser.

A-BU'SIVE, a. Practising abuse; containing abuse; re-

proachful ; reviling.

A-Bu'siVE-LY, ad. In an abusive manner
; reproachfully.

A-Bu'sivE-NESS, 7i. Quality of being abusive. Milton.

A-BtJT', v. n. [aboutir, Fr.] [i. ABUTTED; pp. ABUTTING,
ABUTTED.] (Laic Sf Arch?) To be at the end or border

;

to end at
;
to border upon ;

to meet
;
with vpon. Shak.

P^" Johnson pronounces this word obsolete
;
but it is still

m_use, particularly as a technical word.

A-BU'TI-LON,* n. (Bot.) The yellow mallows
;
a species of

hibiscus. Crabb.

A-BUT'MENT, n. (Arch.) That which receives the end of,
or gives support to, or borders upon, any thing; a mass
of masonry at the end of a bridge.

A-BUT'TAL, n. (Law) The butting or boundary of land.

A-BUT'TER, n. He or that which abuts. R. Morse.

fA-BY',7j. a. To endure
;
to pay dearly ;

to suffer for. Shak.

fA-BY', (a-bi') v. n. To remain
;
to pay dearly. Spenser.

JA-BYSM', (a-bizm') n. [abysme, old Fr.] Abyss. Shak.

A-B?S'MAL., a. Belonging to an abyss. Coles. [R.]

A-BVSS', (a-bis') n. [abyssus, L.] pi. A-BYSS'ES. A depth
without bottom

;
a great depth ;

a deep pit ;
a gulf.

fA-BfS'SAL,* a. Relating to or like an abyss. Wm. Law.

Ac, AK, or AKE, being initials in the names of places, ag

Acton, signify an oak, from the Saxon ac, an oak. Gibson.

A-CA'cA-Lls,* 7!. (Bot.) A shrub and flow_er. Crabb.

A-CA'CI-A, (a-ka'she-a) n. [L.] pi. L. A-CA'CT-JE ; Eng. A-
CA'CI-AS. A drug brought from Egypt. (Bet.) A genus
of plants of the pea tribe

;
a tree called the locust ; a flow-

ering shrub
;
rose rtcacia.

tXc'A-cy,* n. Freedom from malice. Ash.

IAC-A-DEME', n. [acailcmia, L.] An academy. Shak.
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tAc-A-DE'Ml-AL, a. Academical.

AC-A-DE'MI-AN, w. A scholar or member of an academy. [R.]

AC-A-DEM'IC, n. A student of a university or academy ;
an

academical or Platonic philosopher.

AC-A-DEM'IC, a. Relating to an academy or university.
Ac-A-DEM'l-CAL, a. Belonging to an academy.
Ac-A-DEM'i-CAL-LY, ad. In an academical manner.

A-cXD-E-Mi"ciAN, (a-kad-e-mish'an) n. A member of an
academy ;

a man of science or literature.

tA-cXo'E-MtsM, w. The academical philosophy. Baxter.

fA-cXD'E-MlsT, 71. A member of an academy ; an academ-
ical philosopher. Baxter.

4-cXD'E-MY, n. [acadcmia, L.] [a-kad'e-me, P. J. F. E.

Ja.K.'Sm. Wb.; a-kad'e-me, or ak'a-d'em-e, S. W.] A
society of learned men associated for the promotion of
some art or science

;
Plato's school of philosophy ;

a uni-

versity ;
a grammar school

;
a place of education

;
a sem-

inary.
A CA'DI-A-LITE,* n. (Min.) A silicious mineral found in

Nova Scotia
;
red chabazite. Alger.

AC'A-JOIT ,* n. (Bot.) The cashew-nut tree. Crabb.
Ac-A-LE 1PHJE* n. pi. [L.J (Zool.) A class of animals;

acalep_hans. P. Cyc. See Ac ALE PH AN.
AC-A-LE'PHAN,* n. ; pi. XC-A-LE'PHAN?. (Zool.) One of a
class of invertebrate aquatic and marine animals, having
the property of irritating and inflaming the skin when
touched, as the sea-nettle, jelly-fish, <fcc. Brande.

Ac-A-NA'CEOys,* (ak-a-na'shus) a. Prickly, like a thistle.

Maunder.

Ac-AN-THA'CE-&*n.pl. (Bot.) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

Ac-AN-THA'CEOys,* (ak-an-tha'shas) a. Armed with pric-
kles

; prickly. Crabb.

A-CAN'THA-RjfS,* n. [axai'Qa, Gr.] pi. AC-AN-THAR 1 I-

DE$. (Ent.) A species of cimex. Encyc.
A-CAN'THICE,* 71. (But.) A vegetable juice. Crabb.

A-CAN'THINE,* a. Relating to the acanthus. Ash.
A-CAN' THI-ON,* n. [Gr.] (Zool.) A genus of rodent ani-
'

mals. P. 'Cyc.
A-CAN'THIS* n. [Gr.] (Bot.) The groundsel, a plant; a
'

bird. Ash.
A-CAfil

THp-DE$,*n.pl. A genus of fossil fishes. Agaassii.
A-CAN' Tiio-PHls,* n. (Zool.) A genus of venomous ser-
'

pents. P. Cyc.

Ac-AN-THOP-TE-RYj&'i-ous,*a. (Teh.) Having prickly fins.

A*.
Ac-AN-THv'RUS,*n. (fch.) A genus of fishes. P. Cyc.
A-CAN' THUS, n. [L.] pi. L. A-CAN' THI; Eng. A-cXN'-

THys-E. (Bot.) A spiny herbaceous plant, with pinna-
tifid leaves, and large whitish flowers

;
bear's-foot or

bear's-breech. (Arch.) An ornament which resembles
the leaves of the plant, used in the capitals of the Co-
rinthian and composite orders.

A-CAN'ZI-I* n. pi. The Turkish light-horse. Crabb.

AC-A-PA'T'LI,* n. (Bot.) The long pepper-plant. Crabb.

A-CAR'l-DEi},* n. pi. (Ent.) A genus of spider-like animals,'

or insects ; mites
;
acari. P. Cyc.

AC'A-RON,* n. (Bot.) The wild myrtle. Crabb.

AC'A-RUS,* n. [L.] pi. AC'A-RI. (Ent.) A genus of insects
;

a mite. P. Cyc.

A-cXT-A-LEc'TlC, n. [dKara\rjKTiKd; , Gr.] (Rhel.) A verse
'

which has the complete number of syllables, without de-

fect or excess.

A-cXT-A-LEc'Tic,* a. Not halting short ; complete. Ash.
A-CAT-A-LEP' Sf-A, n. [d/caraAqi/'fa, Gr.] Acatalepsy.

Whitlock.

A-cXT-A-LEP'SY,* n. Incomprehensibility. Smart.)

A-CAT-A-LEP'TIC,* a. Incomprehensible. Smart.
|

fA-CA'TER, n. A provider of provisions. Chaucer?

fA-CATES', ;i. pi. Victuals
;
viands. Spenser. See GATES.

A ciu'LOtfs'* i

" (BoL ) Havin 8 no stem or stalk. Ash.

A-CAU'LIS,* n. [a & icav\u j.] (Bot.) A plant having no stem.
Crabb.

AC-CEDE', v. n. [accedo, L.] [i. ACCEDED ; pp. ACCEDING,
ACCEDED.] To be added to; to come to; to come over;
to assent.

AC-CEL'ER-ATE, v. a. [accelero, L.] [i. ACCELERATED;
pp. ACCELERATING, ACCELERATED.] To hasten ; to quick-
en the motion of.

AC-CL'ER-AT-ED,* p. a. Hastened. (Mech.) Accelerated

motion is that in which the velocity of a moving body is

continually_increased. Qrier.

AC-CEL'ER-AT-ING,* p. a. Causing acceleration
;
hasten-

ing.

AC-CEL-ER-A'TION, n. Act of accelerating; increase of
motion

;
a hastening.

Ac-CEL'ER-A-TlVE, a. Increasing motion.

tAc-CEND', v. a. [accendo, L..] To kindle. Decay of Piety.

Ac-CEN-Di-BlL'l-TY,* n. Inflammability. Ed. Rev.

AC-CEN'DI-BLEJ* a. That may be inflamed. Smart.

fAC-CEN'SIQN, n. The act of kindling. Locke.

AC'CENT, 7i. [accentus, L.] The modulation of the voice
in speaking ;

a stress of voice on a certain syllable ;
a

mark on a syllable to direct the modulation of the voice.

AC-CENT', v. a. [i. ACCENTED; pp. ACCENTING, Af.
'

CENTED.] To pronounce or utter with accent; to ex-

press, write, or note the accent.

AC-CENT'ED,*P. a. Pronounced with the accent
; having

the accent.

Ac-CENT'c-R,*n. (Music) One who sings the highest part.
Crabb.

Ac-CENT'y-AL, (ak-sent'yu-al) a. Relating to accent.

Ac-CENT'V-ATE, V. a. [t.' ACCENTUATED ; pp. ACCENTU-

ATING, ACCENTUATED.] To place the accent properly;
to accent. Bailey.

AC-CENT-V-A'TIQN, n. The act of placing the accent.

^.C-CEPT', v. a. [accepto, L.] [t. ACCEPTED ; pp. ACCEPT-

ING, ACCEPTED.] To take
;
to receive kindly ; to admit ;

to agree to
;
sometimes used with of, as,

"
Accept of my

hearty wishes." Addison.

Sure to be accepted or well received
;
welcome

; grateful ;

pleasing. ft5=
" Within these twenty years, this wor^

has shifted its accent from the second to the first syllable.
There are now few polite speakers who do not pronounce
it ac'ceptabte ; and it is much to be regretted that this pro-
nunciation is become so general." Walker. Such was the

fact, as stated by Walker, near the end of the last cen-

tury. But the accent of the words acceptable and com
mendable has, in a great measure, been shifted back again
from the first to the second syllable ;

and they are so ac-

cented by several of the latest English orthoepists. See
COMMENDABLE.

||
AC-CEPT'A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being acceptable.

||Ac-CEPT'A-BLY, ad. In an acceptable manner.

AC-CEPT'ANCE, n. Act of accepting; reception with ap-

probation ; acceptation ; meaning. (Com.) The subscrib

ing of a bill
;
the bill itself when subscribed.

AC-CEP-TA'TIQN, n. Reception ; acceptance ;
the meaning

of a word.

AC-CEPT'ER, n. One who accepts.

fAc-CEP-Tl-LA'TlQN, n. [acceptUatio,'L.] (Civil Law) The
remission of a debt by a creditor without payment. Cot-

grave.
fAc-CEP'TlON, n. Acceptation. Hammond.
IAC-CEP'TIVE, a. Ready to accept. B. Jonson.

A'C-CEPT'Q'R,* n. (Law) One who accepts a bill of ex-

change, &c. Bouvier.

AC-CEP'TRESS,* n. A female who accepts. S. Oliver. [R.]
AC-CESS', or Ac'CESS, [ak-ses', W. P.J. F. Sm. ; ak'sSs, &
E. K. ; ak'ses, or ak-ses', Ja.] n. [accessus or accessio, L.]

Approach ;
increase ;

addition
;
admission ; external pas-

sage or entrance
;
a corridor.

Ac'CES-SA-Ri-LY, ad. In the manner of an accessary.

AC'CES-SA-RJ-NESS, 7i. State of being accessary.

AC'CES-SA-RY, [ak'ses-sa-re, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

ak-ses f

sa-re, Ash.] a. Contributing to a crime
;
additional.

See ACCESSORY.

||Ac'cES-SA-RY, n. An accomplice. See ACCESSORY.

Ac-CES-si-BlL'j-Ty,* n. duality of being accessible. /.

Taylor.

AC-CES'SI-BLE, a. That may be approached ; approachable.
Ac-CES'sic-N, (ak-sesh'un) n. Enlargement; augmenta-

tion ;
act of coining to, or joining to; approach.

Ac-CES'siQN-AL,* (ak-sesh'un-al) a. Additional. Ed. Rev.

AC-CES-SO'RI-AL,* a. Belonging to an accessory. Smart.

HAc'CES-SQ-Rl-LY, ad. In the manner of an accessory.

llAc'cES-sc-Ri-KESS,* n. The quality of being accessory.
Smart.

|| Ac'CES-sp-RY, [ak'ses-s<?-re, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

ak-seVso-re, Ash.] a. Contributing to a crime
; joined to

another thing; additional.

||AC'CES-SO-RY, n. [accessorius, L.] (Law) One who is

guilty of a crime, not principally, but by participation ;

an accomplice. tfn accessory before the fact is one who,
being absent when the crime was committed, yet coun-
selled or commanded another to commit it.

AC-CES'SUS,* n. [L.] A climbing machine; a mode of
'

electing a pope, called, in English, an election by acclama-

tion. Crabb.

AC'CI-DENCE, n. A little book containing the accidents or

first rudiments of grammar.
AC'CI-DENT, n. The happening of an event without the

design of the agent ; casualty ;
chance

;
a property or

quality of any being that is not essential to it. (dram.)
pi. The properties and qualities of the parts of speech.

AC-CI-DEN'TAL, n. A property non-essential. Pearson.

(Mus.) A flat or sharp prefixed to the notes in a move-
ment.

AC-CI-DEN'TAL, a. Having the quality of an accident
;
not

designed or planned ;
non-essential

;
casual ; fortuitous.

AC-CI-DEN-TXL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being accidental.

Coleridje. [R.]
AC-CI-DEN'TAL-LY, ad. In an accidental manner; cas-

ually.

AC-CI-DEN'TAL-NESS, n. Quality of being accidental.
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tAc-cl-DEN'Tl-A-RY, (ak-se-den'she-a-re) a. Belonging to

accidents or accidence. Bp. Morton.

Ac-ci-pEN'sER,*n. (Ich.) A genus of fishes
;
the sturgeon.

P. Cyc.
t Ac-clP'l-ENT, n. [accipiens, L.] A receiver. Bailey.

Ac-cJp'i-TER,* n. [L.] A hawk} a fish, the milviua.
"

Crabb.
'

AC-CIP'I-TRNE * a. Relating to the hawk. Maunder.
Ao-clP-i-TRlN'I-A,* n. (Bot.) The herb hawk-weed. Dr.
'

Scott.

jAc-cIP'lTRA-RY,*n. A catcher of birds of prey. Drake.

tAc-ClTE', v. a. To call
;
to cite

;
to summon. Shak.

{Ac-CLAlM', v. n. [acclamo, L.] To applaud. Bp. Hall.

AC-CLAIM', n. A shout of praise: acclamation. Milton.
'

!>]
fAc'cLA-MATE, v. a. To applaud. Waterhouse.

AC-CLA-MA'TION, n. A shout of applause ; applause ;
unan-

imous and immediate election, viva voce.

Ac-CLXM'jV-TO-RY, a. Pertaining to acclamation.

AC-CLI'MA'TE,* or AC'CLI-MATE,* v. a. [i.
ACCLIMATED ;

pp. ACCLIMATING, ACCLIMATED.] To inure or adapt to

a climate
;
to acclimatize. London Med. Rev.

AC-CLI'MATE-MENT,* n. Acclimation. Coleridge. [R.]

AC-CLI-MA'TION,* n. Act of acclimating; act of making
or of becomingjnured to a climate. Farm. Encyc.

JC-CLI-MAT-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of inuring to a climate.

QM. 'Rev. [R.]

AC-CLI'MA-TIZE,* v. a. [i.
ACCLIMATIZED ; pp. ACCLI-

MATIZING, ACCLIMATIZED.] To inure or adapt to a cli-

mate_different from what is natural ;
to acclimate. Brandc.

C-CLI'MA-TURE * n. State of being inured to a climate.

Caldwdl. [R.]
f A.C-CLIVE', a. Rising. Aubrey.

Ac-CLly'i-TY, n. Steepness reckoned upwards ;
the ascent

of a hill is the acclivity, the descent the declivity.

AC-CLIV'OVS, [ak-kll'vus, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.; ak-

kli'vus, P.] a. Rising with a slope.

tAC-CLOY', v. a. To stuff full
;
to cloy. See CLOT.

fAc-cbtL', v. n. To bustle
;
to coil. Spenser. See COIL.

j-Ac-coL',* v. a. To embrace round the neck. Surrey.
Ac' CO-LA,* n. [L.] A delicate fish found at Malta. (Law')
A husbandman

;
a borderer. Whishaw.

AC-CO-LADE',* or AC-CO-LADE',* [ak-o-lad', K. R. Wb. ;

ak-9-lad', Sm.] n. [Fr.] A blow on the neck or shoulder,
or an embrace

;
a ceremony formerly used in conferring

knighthood. Hallam.

fAc'co-LENT, n. [accolens, L.] A borderer. Bailey.

AC-COM'MQ-DA-BLE, a. That may be fitted. Watts. [R.]

fAc-coM'MO-DA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being accommo-
dable.

AC-COM'MO-DATE, v. a. [accommodo, L.] [i ACCOMMO-
DATED '

'p -<Jc OMMODATI NG, ACCOMMODATED.] To SUp-
ply with conveniences of any kind

;
to adapt ;

to fit
;
to

adjust ;
to suit ; to serve.

AC-COM'MO-DATE, v. n. To be conformable. Brown.

AC-COM'MO-DATE, a. Suitable; fit. Ray. [R.]

Ac-c5M'MQ-DAT-ED,*p. a. Supplied; adapted ;
suitable.

-Ac-COM'MO-DATE-LY, ad. Suitably ; fitly. More. [R.]

AC-COM'MO-DATE-NESS, n . Fitness. Hallywell. [R.]

AC-COM'MO-DAT-ING,* p. a. Affording accommodation;
disposed to oblige.

AC-COM-MO-DA'TIQN, n. State of being accommodated
;

provision of conveniences
; adaptation ;

fitness
;
recoil

"-ciliation ; adjustment : pi. conveniences ; lodgings.
.Ac-COM-MO-DA'TiON-BlLL,*7i. (Com.) A bill of exchange

given as an accommodation instead of money. Crabb.

Ac-c6M'MO-DA-TiVE,* a. Tending to accommodate. Reed-

er.

Ac-COM'MO-DA-TOR, n. One who accommodates.

fAc-cftM'PA-NA-BLE, a- Sociable. Sidney.

AJC-CO^I'PA-NI-ER, 7i. One who accompanies.
^C-COM'PA-NJ-MENT, ?i. That which accompanies. (Mu-

sic) An instrumental part added to the composition by
way of embellishment.

Ac-c&M'pA-NlsT,* n. (Music} One who performs an ac-

companying part. Crabb.

Ac-ci&M'PA-Ny, (ak-kum'pa-ne) v. a. [accompagner, Fr.

[i. ACCOMPANIED; pp. ACCOMPANYING, ACCOMPANIED. _

To be with, another as a companion ;
to join with

;
to go

along with.

AC-COM'PA-NY, v* n. To associate with
;
to cohabit.

AC-CQM'PLICE, n. An associate, usually in an ill sense;
an abettor. (Lew) One of several concerned in a felony
or crime.

AC-COM'PLICE-SHIP,* n. State of being an accomplice.
'

H. Taylor^ [R.]
Ac-cpM-PLfc'i-TY,* n. The character or act of an accom-

plice. Qw. Rev. [R.]

AC-COM'PLISH, v. a. [accomplir, Fr., from compleo, L.I

[t.
ACCOMPLISHED ; pp. ACCOMPLISHING, ACCOMPLISHED.]

To complete ;
to execute mlly ;

to fulfil ;
to obtain

;
to

adorn, or furnish.

AC-COM'PLISH-A-BLE, a. Capable of accomplishment.

AC-COM'PLJSHED, (ak-kSm'plisht) [ak-kom'pljsht, J.

ACC

K. Sin.; ak-kom'plish-ed, S. W. P. Ja. 5^T Sheridan,
Walker, &c., pronounce -plishcd, in unaccomplished, as

one syllable.] p. a. Complete in some qualification; eJ

egant.
\C-COM'PLISH-ER, n. One who accomplishes. More.

Ac-COM'PLJSH-MENT, n. Act of accomplishing; state of

being accomplished; completion; full performance; or-

nament of mind or body ;
attainment.

Ac-COMPT', (ak-kbunt') n. [compter and compte, anciently

accompter, Fr.] An account. See ACCOUNT.
Ac-COMPT'A-BL,E,(ak-koun'ta-bl) a. Accountable. Beaum.
'

SfFL
AC-COMPT'ANT, (ak-koun'tant) n. A reckoner ; computer.

South. Q&Accompt and accomptant are technical, or are

often used when the words are officially applied ; as, Ac~

comptant-Ocneral, an officer in the English Court of Chan-

cery ;
but in other cases they are generally written account

and accountant.

AC-COMPT'ING DAY, (ak-kbunt'jng-da) n. Day of reckon-

ing. Denham.
Ac-CORD', v. a. [accordcr, Fr.] [i. ACCORDED

; pp. AC-

CORDING, ACCORDED.] To make agree; to compose j

to grant.

AC-CORD', v. n. To agree ;
to suit one with another. Shalt.

(Scotland.} Used impersonally ; as,
" as accords," or " as

accords of law," i. e. conformable to law. Jamieson.

AC-CORD', 7i. A compact ; agreement ;
a satisfaction agreed

upon ;
union

; harmony ;
consent. Own accord, volun-

tary motion.

fAc-CORD'A-BLE, a. Agreeable ;
consonant. Gower.

AC-CORD'ANCE, n. Agreement; conformity; consent.

Ac-CORD'AN-CY, n. Same as accordance. Paley.

AC-CORD'ANT, a. Consonant; corresponding; consistent.

AC-CORD'ANT-LY, ad. In an accordant manner.

AC-CORD'ER, n. An assistant; helper ;
favorer. Cotgravc.

AC-CORD'ING,*P. a. Agreeing ; harmonizing ; as,
" accord-

ing voice." Shak.

AC-CORD'ING-LY, ad. Agreeably; conformably.
AC-CORD'ING-TO, prep. In accordance with

; agreeably to.

AC-COR'DI-ON,* n. (Mus.) A modern musical instrument,
the sound of which is produced by the vibration of me-
tallic springs, occasioned by a current of air rushing from
a bellows, where it is accumulated, through valves at-

tached to the notes, and which are opened by the fingers
of the musician. Francis.

JAc-coR'pp-RATE ,
v. a. [ad and corpus, L.] To incorporate.

'Milton.

AC-COST', r. a. [accoster, Fr.] [z. ACCOSTED
; pp. AC-

COSTING, ACCOSTED.] To speak to first; to address.

tAC-COST', v. n. To adjoin. Spenser.

AC-COST'A-BLE, a. Easy of access
; familiar. Hoicett.

AC-COST'ED, p. a. Addressed. (Her.) Side by side.

ACCOUCHEMENT',* (ak-k6sh'mang) n. [Fr.] (Med.) Child-
birth

; delivery ;
a lying-in. Crabb.

ACCOUCHEUR, (ak-ko-shur') [ak-ko-shar', Ja.; ak-k3'-

shar, K. ; ak-kosh-iir', Sm.] n. [Fr.] A physician who
assists women in childbirth

;
a man-midwife.

ACCOUCHEUSE,* (ak-ko-shoz') n. [Fr.] A midwife.
Smart.

AC-COUNT', n. [accompt, old Fr.] A computation ;
estima-

tion
; advantage ; regard ;

sake
;
narrative

;
relation

;
ex-

planation. (Com.) Account current, a running account,
and the statement of the mercantile transactions of one

person with another, drawn out in the form of debtor and
creditor.

Ac-CoONT', v. a. [i. ACCOUNTED; pp. ACCOUNTING, AC-

COUNTED.] To esteem
;
to think

; to hold in opinion ;
to

reckon
;
to compute.

AC-COUNT', v. n. To reckon ; to give an account
;
to ap-

pear as the medium by which any thing may be explained.

Ac-couNT-A-BiL'i-TY,* n. State of being accountable
;
ac-

countableness. R. Hall.

AC-COUNT'A-BLE, a. Liable to account
; responsible.

AC-COUNT'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being accountable.

fAc-couNT'ANT, a. Accountable to. Shak.

AC-COUNT'ANT, n. One skilled or employed in accounts.

AC-COUNT'ANT-GEN'ER-AL,* 71. The principal or respon-
sible accountant in a public office, or in a mercantile or

banking house or company; an officer in the English
Court of Chancery. Brandc. See ACCOMPTANT-GENERAL.

Ac-couNT'ANT-SHiP,* w. The office of an accountant.
'

Crabb.

AC-COUNT'-BOOK, (-buk) n. A book containing accounts.

AC-COUNT'ING, n. The act of reckoning up accounts.

Ac-COUP'LE, (ak-kup'pl) v. a. [accoupler, Fr.] [i. AC-

COUPLED; pp. ACCOUPLING, ACCOUPLED.] To join ; tO

link together; to couple.

AC-COUP'LE-MENT, (ak-kup'pl-ment)Ti. A junction. [R.]
fAc-COUR'Aj&E, (ak-kur'aj) v. a. To encourage. Spenser.

fAC-COURT', v. a. To entertain with courtship ;
to court.

Spenser.

AC-COU'TRE, (rik-ko'tur) v. a. [accoulrer, Fr.] [i. ACCOU-

TRED; pp. ACCOUTRING, ACCOUTRED.] To OrCSS
;

tO

equip.
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Ac CCU'TRE-MENT, (ak-ko'tur-ment) n. Dress; equipage ;

trappings; ornaments. Siiak.

J-AC-COY', v. a. [accoiser, old Fr.] To quiet ;
to soothe; to

'caress. Spenser.

AC-CRED'lT, v. a. [accrcditcr, old Fr.
; accredo, L.] [t. AC-

CREDITED
; pp. ACCREDITING, ACCREDITED.] To COUIlte-

nance ;
to procure honor or credit for. Burke.

AC-CRED-I-TA'TIQN, n. Act of accrediting; that which

gives credit. R. Cumberland.

AC-CRED'IT-ED,*P. a. Intrusted
;
confidential.

AC-CRES'CKNCE,* n. Act of growing to; increase. Cole-
'

ridge. [R.j

AC-CRES'CEXT, a. [accrcsco, L.] Increasing. Shuckford.

jZC-CRES-cr-MEN'TO,* (ak-kres-she-men'to) n. [It.]'

(Mus.) The increase, by one half, of its original dura-

tion, which a note gains by having a dot placed at the

right of it. Brande.

AC-CRE'TIQN, n. Act of growing to another ; increase.

AC-CRE'TIVE, a. Growing; increasing by growth.
fAC-CR'I'M-I-NA'TION, n. Accusation; reproach.

Ac-CROACll', (ak-kroch') v. a. [accrocher, Fr.] [t.
AC-

CROACHED
; pp. ACCROACHING, ACCROACHED.] To gripe J

to draw away by degrees. Blackstone. [R.]

fAc-CROACH'MENT, 71. Act of accroaching. Bailey.

Ac-CRfiE', (ak-kru') v. n. [accru, from accroitrc, Fr.] [i.
AC-

CRUED
; pp. ACCRUING, ACCRUED.] To accede to; to be

added to
;
to append to. (Com.) To arise, as profits ;

to

follow, as loss.

Ac-CRU'MENT, ?i. Addition
;
increase. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

Ac-cy-BA'TlON, n. [accubo, L.] The posture of leaning at

meals. Brown.

fAc-CUMB', v. n. [accumbo, L.] To recline or lie at the table.

'Bailey.

AC-CUM'BEN-CY, n. State of being accumbent.

AC-CUM'BENT, a. Leaning; lying against. Arbuthnot.

fAC-CUM'BENT, n. One placed at a dinner-table. Bp. Hall.

AC-CU'MU-LATE, v. a. [accumulo, L.I
[/. ACCUMULATED ;'

pp. ACCUMULATING, ACCUMULATED.] To heap, 33 OHC

thing upon_another ;
to pile up j to amass

;
to collect.

AC-CU'MU-LATE, 0. . TO increase. Goldsmith.

AC-CU'MU-LATE, a. Heaped ;
accumulated. Bacon.

Ac-cu-MU-LA'TipN, 77. Act of accumulating ; that which
is accumulated

;
increase.

AC-CU'MU-LA-TIVE, a. That accumulates.

Ac-cu'MV-L^-TivE-LY, ad. In an accumulating manner.
AC-CU'MV-LA-TOR, n.'One who accumulates.

AC'CU-RA-CY, n. (accuratio, L.] State of being accurate
;

correctness ;
exactness.

Ac'cy-RATE, a. Free from error
;
correct

; exact.

Ac'cy-RATE-Ly, ad. Exactly; without error.

Ac'cy-RATE-NESS, 7i. Accuracy ;
exactness. Newton.

AC-CURSE', v. a. [i. ACCURSED
; pp. ACCURSINO, AC-

CURSED.] To doom to misery ;
to curse.

AC-CURSED', p. a. (ak-kursf, p. ; ak-kurs'ed, a.) Cursed
;

execrable
;
hateful.

Ac-ciFSA-BLE, a. Blamable
;
that may be accused. Brown.

fAc-cu's'ANT, (ak-ku'zant) n. One who accuses. Bp.IIatt.

AC-CU-SA'TION, n. Act of accusing; that of which one is

accused
;
a charge made in a legal form

;
blame

; censure.

Ac-cu'A-TtVE, a. Accusing (Gram.') Noting a case in
which the force of the active verb terminates

; objective.

Ac-cu'SA-TlvE,* n. The fourth case of Latin nouns. Harris.

t
c-cu'SA-TlyE-LY, ad. As the accusative case.

C-CU-SA-TO'RI-AL,* a. Accusatory. EC. Rev. [R.]
AC-CU-SA-TO'RI-AL-LY,* ad. By way of accusation. EC.'

RevL [R.]

Ac-cu'sA-TO-RY, a. Containing an accusation. Jlyliffe.

fAc-cusE',* 7i. Accusation. S/iak.

AC-CUSE', (ak-kuz') v. a. [accuso, L.] [i. ACCUSED
; pp.

ACCUSING, ACCUSED.] To charge with a crime or an of-

fence
;
to impeach ;

to arraign ;
to blame

; to censure.

AC-CUSED',* (ak-kuzd') p. a. Charged with a crime; cen-
sured.

AC-CUS'ER, n. One who accuses.

fAC-CUS'ER-ESS. n. She who accuses. Sherwood.

AC-CUS'ING,* p. a. Bringing accusation ; censuring.
Ac-CUS'TOM, v. a. [accoutumer, Fr.] [i. ACCUSTOMED ; pp.
ACCUSTOMING, ACCUSTOMED.] To make customary or ha-,
bitual

;
to habituate

;
to inure. Milton.

fAc-cOs'TOM, v. n. To cohabit. Milton.

fAC-cDs'TpM, 7i. Custom. Milton.

t^c-cCs'TOM-A-BLE, a. Customary. Hale.

tAc-cijs'TOM-A-BLY, ad. According to custom. Bacon.

fAc-cOs'TOM-ANCE, n. Custom; habit
;
use. Boyle.

Ac-CfTs'TOM-A-Rl-LYj ad. Customarily. Clcavdand. [R.]
Ac-CUS'TQM-A-RY, a. Usual

; customary. Featlcy. [R.]
AC-CUS'TQMED, (ak-kus'tumd) a. Frequent; usual.

Ac-cus'TQM-ED-Nfiss, n. Familiarity. Pierce.

ACE, n. [a*, L.j A piece of money ;
a unit

;
a single point on

cards or dice
;
a particle ;

an atom.

A-CEL'vA-MA,n. [Heb.1 A field of blood.
Jl-CEPH'A-LA* n. pi. [L.] (Zool.) A class of molluscous'

animals which are without heads, as the oyster. Lyctt.
See ACEPHALAN.

A-CEPH'A-L,AN,* n. (Zool.) A molluscous animal without a
head, as an_oyster. Brande.

A-CEPII'A-LES,* n. pi. (Zoo/.) Same as ccephala. Kirby.
Jl-CEPH'A-Li, n. pi. [u*0aArt<r, Gr.| Levellers, who ac-

knowledge no head
;
a sect of Christian heretics so called

jA-CEPH'A-LtsT, n. One who acknowledges no head or

superior. Bp. Gauden.

A-CEPH'A-LOUS, (a-sef'a-lus) a. Having no head, as an an-
imal or plant ; deprived of its first syllable, as a line of

poetry. Brande.

A'cER,*n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of trees
;
the maple. P. Cyc.

AC'E-RATE,* n. (Ckem.) A salt formed of aceric acid and
a base. Francis.

A-CERB', a. [acerbus, L.] Acid, with an addition of rough-
ness. Quincy.

A-CER'BATE, v. a. To make sour. Bailey.
A-CER'BI-TUDE,*n. Sourness

; acerbity. Smart.

A-CER'BI-TY, n. A rough, sour taste
; severity.

A-CER'IC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to or obtained from the

maplej as " aceric acid." P. Cyc.

AC-E-ROSE',* a. (Bot.) Sharp; pointed, like a needle or

pine leaf. London.

fA-CER'VATE, v. a. lacervo, L.I To heap up. Scott.

tAg-ER-VA'TiON, n. The act of heaping together. Johnson.

fAg'ER-vc-SE, a. Full of heaps. Bailey.

fA-CES'cENCE,* 7i. Acidity ; acescency. Shak.

A-CES'CEN-CY,7i. [acesco, L.J Tendency to sourness; acid-

ity. Jones.

A-cEs'cENT, (a-ses'ent) a. Tending to sourness or acidity.

Ap-E-TAIi'u-LUM,* n. [L.] A vinegar cruet; a cup. Crabb.

Ac'E-TATEJ* [as'e-tat, K. Sm. Crabb, Maunder, Dunglison ;

a-sS'tat, P. Cyc.] n. (CAcm.) A salt formed from a combi-
nation of acetic acid with an alkaline, earthy, metallic, or

vegetable base. P. Cyc.

A-CET'IC,* a. (Chem.) Having the properties of vinegar.
Brande.

A-CET-I-FJ-CA'TIQN,* n. The act of acetifying. Ure.

A-CET'I-FY,* v. a. [i. ACETIFIED ; pp. ACETIFYING, ACET-

IFIED.] To make acid or sour
;
to acidify. Ure.

Ac-E-TtM'E-TER,* n. An instrument or apparatus for

measuring the strength of vinegar and acids. Ure.

Ac-E-TfM'E-TRY,* 7i. (CAem.) The art of measuring the

strength of acids. Ure.

Ag'E-TiTE,* 7(. (CAem.) A salt formed of acetous acid and
a base. P. Cyc.

AC-E-TOM'E-TER,* n. Acetimeter. Scudamore.

AC'E-TONEJ* M, (Chem.} Pyroacetic spirit. Ure.

fAc-E-TOSE', a. [accteux, Fr.] Sour
; sharp. Bailey.

fA(?-E-T6s'l-TY, n. The state of being sour. Bailey.

A-CE'TOVS,'[a-'s5'tus, W.J. Sm. R. ; as'e-tus, K.] a. [acetum,

L.] Having the quality of vinegar; sour. Boyle.

A-HJE'AN,* (a-ke'an) a. Relating to Achaia or Achtea.
"

Mitford.

AJBHE, (ak) n. ; pi. ACHES. A continued pain.

AjEHE, (ak) v. n.
[i.

ACHED
; pp. ACHING, ACHED.] To

be in pain.

AJBH-EE-NESE',* n. sing. &. pi. An inhabitant or the inhab-
itants of Acheen. F.arnshaw.

AH-i?E-Nii$E',* a. Belonging to Acheen. Earnshaw.

A-PHE'MI-UJI,* n. (Bot.) A small, hard, one-seeded fruit.
'

P. Cyc.

'

ACH-IJ-RU'SIAN,* a. Relating to Acherusia. Jlpplcton.

A-CHIEV'A-BLE, (a-chGv'a-bl) a. That may be done. Bar
row.

A-ciilEV'ANCE, (a-che'vans) 7^ Achievement. Sir T. Ely -

ot. [R.]

'

i

A-CHIEVE', (a-chev') v.a. [achever, Fr.] [i. ACHIEVED ; pp.

ACHIEVING, ACHIEVED.] To perform; to finish; to gain.

A-CHIKVE'MENT, n. Act of achieving; performance; a

great exploit ;
a deed

;
a feat

;
an escutcheon, or ensign

armorial.

A-CHIEV'E_R, (a-chu'vur) n. One who achieves. Shak.

AGH-lL-LEi_A,*n. (Bot.) A genus of plants; milfoil. P. Cyc.

AJEH'ING, (a'kjng) n. Pain
;
uneasiness. South.

AII'I-RITE,* n. (Min.) A silinate of copper. Phillips.

Axui-LA-M?o'ij-ous,*a. (Bot.) Having neither calyx nor
corolla. Brande.

AjeH-L,XM'y-DoC;s,* a. (Bot.) Having no calyx or corolla.

Scudamore.
Ajen'MlTE * n. (Min.) A crystallized, silicious mineral.

Phillips.

A'pHOR, (a'k'dr) . [L.] (Med.) A species of the herpes.

Apli'RAS*n. [L.] (Bot?) A genus of tropical plants. P. Cyc.

AH-RQ-MAT'lc, (ak-ro-mat'ik) a. [d & xpo"5A<a, Gr.] (Op-
tics) Without color ; preventive of the effect of colors

;

noting telescopes which prevent optical aberration arising
from the various colors of light.

A-jeiiRO-MA-Tic'i-TY,* 77. State of being achromatic. Phil.
'

Mag.
A-jeiiRo'MA-TlsM,* n. The destruction of the primary col-

ors which accompany the image of an object seen through
a prism or lens

;
want of color. Brande.

4-cic' U-LA* n. [L.] (Bot.) A plant, the chervil. (Teh.)'

A fish. Crabb.bee ACEPHALAN. A fish. Crabb.
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A-CJN'J-FC-RM,* a. Having the form of grapes. Smart.

AC-I-NOSE',* ) a.

AGO

A-CIC'U-LAR,* a. Slender, sharp-pointed, and rather stiff,

as a prickle. Brande.

A-cTc'v-LATE,* a. (Bat.} Needle-shaped. P. Cyc.

AC'ID, (as'ijd) a. [acidus, L.] Sour
; sharp to the taste.

A^'ic, (as'id) n. (Chem.} A substance sour and sharp to

the taste, that changes vegetable blue colors to red, and,
by combining with an alkali, forms a salt.

Ac-lD-iF'ER-oiJS,* a. (Chem.} Containing or producing
acid. Brande.

A-ciD-i-Fi'A-BLE,* a. That may be acidified. Brande.

A-CID-I-FI-CA'TIC-N,* n. The act of acidifying. Brande.

A-ci'D'j-FY,* v. a. [i. ACIDIFIED; pp. ACIDIFTING, ACIDI-

FIED.] (Chem.} 1 o convert into an acid. Brande.

Ac-lD-iM'E-TER,*7i. (Chem.) An instrument for measuring
the strength of acids

;
acetimeter. Henry.

AC-ID-IAI'E-TRY,* n. (Chem.} The measurement of acids
;

acetimetry. Henry.
f Ac'iD-'fST, n. One who maintains the doctrine of acids.

Dr. Slare.

A-CID'I-TY, n. Quality of being acid
;
sourness.

AC'ID-NESS, (as'jd-nes) n. Quality of being acid.

Jl-clD'y-LJK, (a-sid'u-le) n. pi. [L.] Medicinal springs

impregnated with carbonic acid. Quincy.
A-CID'U-LATE, v. a. [i. ACIDULATED; pp. ACIDULATING,
ACIDULATED.] To tinge with acids in a slight degree.
Jlrbuthnot.

AC'I-DULE,* n. (Chein.} A salt that has an excess of acid.

Francis.

A-ciD'u-L,oijS, a. Somewhat acid ; sourish. Burke.

AC-I-NA'CEOUS,* (as-e-na'shus) a. Full ofkernels. Maunder.
a. (Bat.) Scymitar-shaped. P. Cyc.

for

Consisting of minute granular concre-

\
tions. Smart.

Ap'i-NUts,* n. [L.] (But.} A bunch of succulent berries, as

grapes. P. Cyc.

AciURGY,* M, A demonstration of surgical operations ;
a

description of surgical instruments. Monthly Rev.

ACK'ER, n. A ripple on the surface of the water 5 a curl
;

fine mould. Craven Dialect. [Local, Eng.]
j-Ac-KNOw', (ak-no') v. a. [agnosco, L.] To acknowledge ;

to confess. B. Jonson.

Ac-KNOWL'EDjGE, (ak-nol'ej) v. a. [i. ACKNOWLEDGED ;

pp. ACKNOWLEDGING, ACKNOWLEDGED.] To OWO the

knowledge of
;
to own in a particular character

; to rec-

ognize ; to avow ;
to grant ; to confess.

AC-KNOWL/ED/JED,* (ak-nol'ejd) p. a. Avowed; con-
fessed.

AC-KNOWI/EDJG-ER, n. One who acknowledges. 7z.
'

Walton.

Ac-KNOWL'EDjG-iNG, (ak-nol'ej-ing) a. Grateful.

Ac-KNSwL'EDjG-MENT, (ak-n'ol'ej-ment) n. Act of ac-

knowledging ;
confession ; recognition ; gratitude ;

ex-

pression of gratitude. See JUDGMENT.
AO'ME, w. [dKjujj, Gr.] pi. AC'ME$. The height; the sum-
mit

; highest point ; crisis.

AC'MITE,* n. (JJJin.) A mineral containing silicia, iron, and
soda. Dana.

AC'NE,* n. (Med.} A small pimple or tubercle on the face.

Dunglison.
A-ccLi)', a. Cold. " Poor Tom's acold." Shale.

A-COI/C-JGY,* n. (Med.) The doctrine of remedies, or the
materia medica. Brande.

A-coi/p-THlST, n. [dK'i^uvOco), Gr.] (Romish church") One'

whose office is to prepare the elements for the offices, to

light the church, &c. Jiylife.

Ac'o-iifTHE, !

* Same as acolothyst' Brevint'

AC'Q-NITE, n. [dKdvirov, Gr.] The herb wolf's-bane; a

poison.
A-CON'TI-AS,* H. (ZooZ.) A genus of serpents. P. Cyc.

fA-cop', ad. At the top ; high up. B. Jonson.

A'CQRN, (a'k9rn) n. The seed or fruit of the oak.

A'CQRN, v. n. To pick up and feed on acorns. Cheshire

Glossary.
A'CQRN-BAR'NA-CLE,* n. A species of barnacle. Kirby.

A'CORNED, (a'kgrnd) a. Fed with acorns. Shak. (Her.}
Having acorns, as an oak-tree with acorns on it.

A'CC-RN-SHELL,* n. The shell of the acorn. (Zool.} A
multivalve crustacean. Ooldsmith.

AC'O-RUSJ* n. [L.] (Bot.} A plant with sword-shaped
leaves and aromatic stems, found in the meadows of
KM gland. Brande.

A-COT-Y-LE'DQN,* or AC-O-TYL'E-DON,* [a-kot-e-ic'don,

Brande, Wb. ; ak-o-til'e-don, Scudamore.] n. [d and KOTV-

Xr/^wi/.] (Bot.} A plant whose seed has no distinct cot-

yledons. Brande. See COTYLEDON.
A-COT-Y-LED'O-NOUS,* a. (Bot.} Having no cotyledons.

P. Cyc.

A-cou'ME-TER,* n. An instrument to measure hearing.
Itard.

A-coOs'xic, a. [dicovffrtKn's, Gr.] Relating to hearing.

A-coOs'TJ-cAL,*a. Relating to acoustics or hearing. Far-

ACR

A-COUS'TICS, n. pi. The science of hearing or of sound,
theory of sounds ;

medicines or instruments to help the

hearing.
AC-QUAINT', (ak-kwant') v. a. [accointer, Fr.] [i, AC-

QUAINTED ; pp. ACQUAINTING, ACQUAINTED.] To make
familiar with

;
to inform.

fAc-QUAlNT'A-BLE, a. Easy to be acquainted with. Chau-
cer.

AC-QUAINT'ANCE, n. ; pi. AC-QUAINT'ANCE, or AC-
QUAINT'AN-CE. Familiarity ; knowledge of

; intimacy ;

fellowship ;
a person or persons with whom we are ac-

quainted.
AC-QUAINT'ANCE-SHIP,* n. State cf being acquainted.

Ch. Ob.

IAC-QUAINT'ANT, n. A person with whom one is ac-

quainted, /z. Walton.

AC-QUAINT'ED, a. Familiar; well known.
AC-QUAINT'ED-NESS,* 7t. State of being acquainted. Dr
'

J. Pye Smith.

fAc-QUEST', n. Acquisition ;
the thing gained. Bacon.

AC-QUI-ESCE', (ak-kwe-es') v. n. [acquiesco, L.] [t. AC-
QUIESCED ; pp. ACQUIESCING, ACQUIESCED.] To TCSt in,
or remain satisfied with

;
to agree. Boyle.

AC-QUI-ES'CENCE, (ak-kwe-eVens) n. State of acquies-
cing ;

a silent appearance of content ; compliance ; assent.

Ac-QUl-ES'CE]V-CY,*Tt. Same as acquiescence. Smart.

Ac-QUJ-s'cENT, a. Easy ; submitting. Johnson.

jAc-QUi'ET, v. a. [acquieto, low L.] To render quiet. Sir

jl. Shirley.

AC-QUIR-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. Quality of being acquirable. Pa-
ley.

AC-QUIR'A-BLE, a. That may be acquired ;
obtainable.

AC-QUIRE', v. a. \acquiro, L.] [i. ACQUIRED ; pp. AC-

QUIRING, ACQUIRED.] To gain by one's labor or effort j

to come to
;
to obtain.

AC-QUIRED', (ak-kwlrd') [ak-kwlrd', J. K. Sm ; ak-kwlr'-

ed, S. W.] p. a. Gained by one's self; obtained.

AC-QUIRE'MENT, n. That which is acquired ; acquisition.

AC-QUI'RER, n. One who acquires.

AC-QUIR'ING, n. Acquirement. Naunton.

fAc-QUi'RY, n. Acquirement. Barrow.

|Ac'QUl-lTE, (ak'we-zit) a. That is gained. Barrow.

AC-QUI-$I"TIQN, (ak-we-zish'un) n. Act of acquiring;
that which is acquired ; acquirement.

Ac-QUl$'i-TiVE, a. That is acquired. Wotton. [R.]

AC-QUI$'I-TIVE-L,Y, ad. By acquisition. Lilly. [R.]
Ac-QUf'i-TiVE-NESS,* n. (Phren.} The love of acquiring

property or possession. Combe.

AC-QUI'S'I-TC-R,* n. One who makes acquisition. Richard-
'

son. [R'.]

tAc-QUiST',7t. [acquistum, low L.] Same as acquest. Milton.

Ac-QUlT', (ak-kwit') v. a. [acquitter, Fr.] [i. ACQUITTED ;

pp. ACQUITTING, ACQUITTED.] To set free ; to clear from
a charge, imputation, accusation, &c.

;
to discharge.

AC-QUIT'MENT, n. Acquittal. South.

AC-QUIT'TAL,?*. Act of acquitting. (Law) A deliverance
from a charge or accusation of an offence; a judicial dis-

charge ;
a verdict of not guilty.

fAc-QUlT'TANCEjV. a. To acquit. Shak.

A'C-QUIT'TANCE, n. A discharge from a debt; a receipt; a
written discharge from an engagement or debt.

fA-CRA^E', or fA-CRAZE', v. a. To craze. Orafton.

tAc'RA-SY, 7i. [dicpaaia, Gr.] Excess; irregularity. Cornish.

A'CRE, (a'kur) n. A piece of land forty rods long and four
broad

;
160 square perches or rods ;

or 4840 square
yards ;

or 43,560 square feet.

A'CRE-AJGE,* (a'ker-aj) n. The number of acres in a piece
of land

;
measurement by the acre. Ed. Rev.

A'CRED, (a'kurd)p. a. Possessing acres. Pope.
A'CRE-DALE,* (a'kur-dal) n. Land in a common field, dif-

ferent parts of which are held by different proprietors.
Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

AC'RID, a. [ocer, L.] Hot and biting, or rough to the taste ;

bitter.

A-CRID'I-AN,* n. (Ent.} An orthopterous insect. Brande.

A-CRlD'i-TY,* \
n. Quality of being acrid

;
a sharp, bitter,

AC'RID-NESS,*j biting taste. P. Cyc.

AC-RI-MO'NI-OUS, a. Full of acrimony ; corrosive; severe.

Ac-Ri-Mo'Ni-ous-LY, ad. In an acrimonious manner.

Ac-RJ-MC-'Ni-oGs-NESS, n. Quality of being acrimonious.

AC'RI-MP-NY,TI. [acrimonia, L.] Sharpness; corrosiveness

bitterness ; severity ; applied to plants, or to the temper
persons.

A-CRI'T'J-CAL,* a. (J\Icd.} Having no crisis. Dtinglison.

AC'RI-TUDE, n. An acrid taste. Grew.

fAc'Rl-TY, n. Sharpness ; eagerness. Bacon.

Ac-RQ-A-kXT'ic, ) a. [dicpodouat,Gr.] Of or pertaining

AC-RO-A-MXT'I-CAL, \ to deep learning; abstruse; eso-

terical.

Ac-RQ-A-MAT'ics,* n. pi. Same as acroatics. Smart.

Ac-RO-AT'ic,*'a. Relating to acroatics ;
acromatic. Encyc.

Ac-RQ-XT'lCS, n. pi. [dKpoaTiKa,Gr.] Aristotle's lectures

on the more subtile parts of philosophy, to which none
but intimate disciples were admitted.

,
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ACT ADA
* n. (Zool.} A genus of serpents. P. Cijc.

Ac'RQ-jGiBN,* n. (But.} A cryptogamous plant, as a fern,
&c. Brande.

.-CROG'RA-PHY,* w. The art of producing blocks in relief,

for the purpose of printing from, along with type, and
thus to supersede wood-engraving, invented by M. Schbn-

berg. Francis.

A-CRO'MI-AL,* a. Relating to the acromion. Dunglison.
A-CRd'Mi-QN,n. [Gr.l pi. A-CRO'M I-A. (Anat.} The upper
*

process of the shoulder-blade.

A-CRON'Y-CAL, a. [&Kpo$ and vv*, Gr.] Opposite to the

sun, or rising when the sun sets, and setting when the

sun rises, a.s a star
; opposed to cosmical.

A-CRON'Y-CAL-LY, ad. At the acronycal time. Dryden.
A-CR(JP''o-Lls,* n. [Gr.] An upper town, or citadel, as of
'

Athens._P. Cyc.

AC'RQ-SPIRE, ??. [/zvpuj and c-Trapa, Gr.] A shoot or sprout
from the end of seeds when germinating, or of barley
when malted

; plumule.
AC'RO-SPIRED, (ak/r9-splrd) p. a. Having sprouts.

A-CROSS', prep. & ad. Athwart
;
crosswise

;
laid over.

^-CROS'TIC, n. [axpns and OT(\J, Gr.] A poem in which
the first letters of the lines spell some name.

A-CROs'Tic, a. Relating to acrostics. Dryden.
A-CROS'TI-CAL,* a. Relating to an acrostic. Smart.

A-CROS'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of an acrostic.

AC'RO-TER, n. [hpov, Gr.] (Arch.} A little pedestal. See
ACROTERIUM.

AC-RQ-TE'RI-UM* n. [L.l pi. AC-RO-TE 1 RI-A. (Arch.}
A terminating member, pedestal, or ornament, at the apex
or angles of a pediment. (Anat.} An extremity of the

body, as the end of a finger. Crabb.

Ac-RQ-THfM11-&N,* n. (Med.} A species of wart. Crabb.

ACT, v. n. [ago, actum, L.] [i.
ACTED

; pp. ACTING, ACT-

ED.] To be in action
;
not to rest

;
to practise.

ACT, v. a. To perform ;
to imitate

;
to practise ;

to feign.

ACT, n. A deed
; exploit ; performance ; something done ; a

part of a play, or division of a drama
;
an exercise per-

formed by a student at a public seminary or university ;
a

decree of a court of justice, or edict of a legislature ;
a

statute.

AC-TJ&A* n. [L.] (Bot.} A genus of plants. Prout.
Ac-TlN'E-A,* n. (Zool.} A genus of animals belonging to
'

the sea-nettles ;
the animal flower. P. Cyc.

ACT'ING, n. Action ; performance of an assumed part.

ACT'ING,* p. a. Performing service, duty, or labor. Act-

ing governor, &c., one who performs the duties of gov-
ernor, though _not elected to the office.

AC-TIN'Q-CRFNITE,* n. (Geol.} An extinct animal of the
encrinite genus. Brande.

Ac-TfN'p-LiTE,* n. (Min.} A variety of hornblende ;
a min-

eral of a green color. Brande.

Ac-TiN-O-LlT'lc,* a. Relating to actinolite. Ure.

Ac-Ti-N6M'E-TER,* n. (Opt.) An instrument for measur-

ing the intensity of the sun's rays. Herschel.

AC'TI-NOTE,* n. (Min.) A radiated mineral. Hamilton.

Ac'TlpN, (ak'shun) n. State of acting; a deed
; operation ;

a battle ; engagement ;
share ; stock

; gesture ; gesticula-
tion

;
accommodation of the countenance, voice, and ges-

ture, to the matter spoken. (Law) A legal process or

suit. Real action, an action for the recovery of real prop-
erty. Personal action, an action of contract or tort, or

local and transitory. Criminal action, & prosecution for

a crime.

AC'TION-A-BL,E, a. (Laic} That admits an action. Howett.

AC'TIQN-A-BL, y, ad. In a manner subject to a process oflaw.

AC'TION-A-RY, ) n. One who has a share in actions or

Ac'TiQN-isT,' I stocks, as in France.

tAc'TiON-TAK'iNG, a. Litigious. Sliak.

AC'TION-THREAT'EN-ER, (ak'shun-thret'tn-ur) n. One
accustomed to threaten actions at law. Harmnr.

tAc-Tl-TA'TiON,n. [actito, L.] Action quick and frequent.

Bailey. _
tAc'Ti-VATE, v. a. To make active. Bacon.

AC'TIVE, (ak'tjv) a. [actions, L.] That acts, opposed to

passive; busy; engaged in action; practical; nimble;
agile; quick, not passive. (Gram.} A verb active, or

transitive, expresses action passing from an agent or ac-

tor to some object.

Ac'TlVE-L,y, ad. In an active manner; busily; nimbly.
AC'TIVE-NESS, n. Quality of being active ; quickness.
AC-TIV'I-TY, 7!. State or quality of being active

;
the virtue

or faculty of acting ; nimbleness.

tXCT'Lt;ss, a. Without spirit; insipid. Southern.
ACT OF FAITH.* See AUTO DA FE.

AC'TQR, n. One who acts, especially on the stage or in a

play ;
a stage-player.

AC'TRESS, n. A female actor or player.

AcT'y-AL, (akt'yu-al) a. Really in act; real; certain ; ef-

fective
; positive ;

not merely in speculation or pretence.
AcT-u-XL'j-TY, n. The state of being actual. Clieyne.

AcT'u-AL-izE,*a. a. To render actual or real. Coleridge.

ACT'V-AL-LY, (akt'yii-al-e) ad. Positively ;
in act

; really.

ACT'V-AL-NESS, n. The quality of being actual.

ACT'U-A-RY, n. [actuarius, L.] A registrar or clerk of a
court or society ;

the managing officer of an insurance

company or corporation ; register.

fAcT'y-ATE, (akt'yu-at) a. Put into action. South.

ACT'V-ATE, (ukt'yu-at) v. a. [i.
ACTUATED ; pp. ACTUAT-

ING, ACTUATED.] To put into action
;
to move; to in-

fluence.

ACT-V-A[TION, n. Operation. Pearson. [R.]
fAcT-y-osE', a. That has powers of action. Bailey.

ACT-V_-OS'I-TY,* 7i. Power or state of action. H. More.

AC'U-ATE, v. a. [acuo, L.] To sharpen. Harvey. [R.]
fAC'U-ATE, Sharpened ; pointed. Ashmole.

|Ac-V-'i"TlON,* n. The act of sharpening. Crabb.

fA-cu'l-TY, (a-ku'e-te) n. Sharpness. Perkins.

A-CU'LE-ATI, a. Having a point or sting ; prickly.

A-CU'LE-XTE,* v. a. To form to a point; to sharpen
Month. Rev.

A-CU'LE-ATE,* n. (Ent.} A hymenopterous insect. Brande
A-ctJ'LE-XT-ED,* a. Having prickly points; aculeate.
Pennant.

A-CU'LE-OUS,* a. (Bot.} Having points or prickles. Brown.

A-cy'LE-us,* n. [L.] pi. A-cu'LE-l. (Bot. fy Zool.} A
'

prickle ;
a spine. Crabb.

A-CU'MEN, n. [L.] A sharp point ; figuratively, quickness
of perception ;

acuteness
;
discernment.

A-cu 'MI-NATE, v. n. To rise like a cone : v. a. To whet
or sharpen. Milton.

A-CU'MI-NATE, a. (But.} Tapering to the point, but flat
;

pointed ; sharp.

A-CU'MI-NAT-ED, p. a. Sharp-pointed. Brown.

A-CU-MI-NA'TIC-N, n. The act of sharpening ;
a point.

A-CV-PUNCT'VRE,* n. (Mcd.} A method of bleeding by
many small punctures. Crabb.

AC-VT-XN'GV-LAR,* a. Having acute angles. Warburton.

A-CUTE', (a-kut')a. [acutus, L.] Sharp; ending in a point;
ingenious; penetrating; keen; shrewd; vigorous; sharp
in taste; high and shrill in sound. Icute, disease, any
disease which terminates in a short time; opposed to

chronical. Acute accent, that which raises or sharpens
the voice

; opposed to grave. Acute angle, an angle less

than 90 degrees ;
not obtuse.

A-CUTE', v. a. To render the accent acute. Walker. [R.]

A-CUTE'LY, ad. Sharply ; ingeniously; keenly.

J^-CUTE'NESS, n. duality of being acute
; sharpness ; quick-

ness of the intellect
; penetration.

fA-CU-TI-A'TQR,* 7i. A sharpener of an instrument. Crabb.

fAg-Y-ROL'Q-jGY,* n. Careless or improper diction. Crabb.

AD,* a prefix of Latin origin, signifying to. The d is often

changed for the letter that begins the word to which it is

prefixed ; as, ac-cede, af-fix, ag-gress, al-literation.

fAD-XcT', v.a.
[adiffo,L.]

To drive
;
to compel. Fotherby.

Xb'AjGE, (&d'aj) n. \adagium, L.] A maxim
;
a proverb.

fAD-A'j&l-AL, (ad-a'je-al) a. Proverbial. Barrow.

AD-'A'pi-6,n. [It. at leisure.] (Mus.} A slow time: ad.
'

slowly. Dr. Wharton.

fAD'A-JGY, n. Same as adage. Smith.

AD'AM,*n. [Heb.] The first man; the progenitor of the
human race. Calmct.

AD'A-MXNT, n. [adamas, L.] A very hard stone
;
the dia-

mond
;
loadstone.

AU-A-MAN-TE'AN, a. Hard as adamant; adamantine. Mil-
ton.

AD-A-MAN'TINE, a. Made of adamant; resembling ada-
mant

; very hard.

A-T>XM'ic,* a. Relating to Adam. Southey.
AD'AM-ITE, n. An ancient heretic.

AD-AM-IT'IC, a. Like an Adamite. Bp. Taylor.

AD'AM'S-AP'PLE, (ad'amz-ap'p!) n. A prominent part of
the throat._

AD'AM'S-NEE'DLE,* n. A tropical tree
;
the yucca. London.

AD-AN-SO'NI-A,* n. (Bot.} A genus of plants ;
the baobab.

P.' Cyc.

AO'A-PIS,* n. (Zool.} The hyrax, or cony of Scripture.
Gesner. An extinct pachydermatous quadruped. Cuvier.

A-DXPT', v. a. [adapto, L.] [i. ADAPTED; pp. ADAPTING,
ADAPTED.] To fit

;
to adjust ;

to suit.

A-DlPT-A-BiL'i-TY, n. The capability of adaption.
A-DXPfA-BI.E, a. 'That may be adapted.
AD-AP-TA'TIQN, n. Act of fitting or adapting ;

suitable-

ness
; harmony ;

fitness.

A-DXPT'ED,* /;. a. Having adaptation or fitness ;
suitable.

A-DXPT'ED-NESS,*TJ, State of being adapted. Silliman.

A-DXPT'ER,* n. He or that which adapts. ( Chem.} A glass
tube, open at both ends, used to connect a retort with its

receiver, when the neck of the former is too short; called

also adopter. Francis.

A-DAP'TION, TJ. The act of fitting. Swift.. [R.]

A-DXPT'lVE,*a. Tending to adapt ;
suitable. Coleridge. [R,.]

fA-DXpT'LY,* ad. In a convenient manner. Prior.

JA-DXPT'NESS, n. Quality of being adapted. Bp. Newton.

AD-Ap-To'Rt-AL,* a. Tending to adapt or fit; suitable.

_ Mudie,

JI'DAR,* n. The twelfth month of the Jewish sacred year,
and the sixth month of the civil year. Calmet.
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AD AR-BJ'T'Ri-faT,* [L.] At pleasure or discretion.

A-DA'R'ME,* n. [Sp.] A small Spanish weight, the six-
'

teenth part of an ounce troy. JVeuman.

AD'A-TAIS,* n. A clear, fine, Bengal muslin. Crabb.

fA-DAUNT', (a-danf) v. a. To daunt. Skelton. See DAUNT.

fA-DAW', v. 'a. To daunt; to keep under; to subject.

Spenser.

fA-DAW', v. 7i. To be daunted. Spenser.

A-DAW'LET,* n. (Law) An East Indian word, denoting a

court of civil or criminal justice. Hamilton.

A-DAYS', (a-daz') ad. On days. Qower. In use in com-
position Now-a-days.

Alt CAP-TAN'D^TM}
*

[L.] In order to attract or captivate.

fAD-coR'pQ-RATE, v. a. To incorporate. Bailey.

ADD, (ad) v. a. [addo, L.] [i. ADDED; pp. ADDING, ADDED.]
To join ;

to subjoin ;
to increase by addition.

AD'DA,* n. (Zool.) A species of small lizard. P. Cyc.

AD'DA-BLE, a. See ADDIBLE. Cocker.

AD'DAX * n. (ZooZ.) A species of ruminating animal. P.

Cyc.

fAo-DEc^'l-MATE, v. a. To decimate. Bailey.

fAD-DEEM', v. a. To award
;
to sentence. Daniel.

AD-DEN1D UM, n. [L.] pi. AD-DEN'DA. Something added
'

or to be added
;
an addition

;
an appendix.

AD'DER, n. Venomous reptile ;
a serpent ;

a viper.

AD'DER-FLY,* n. A species of fly ;
the dragon-fly. Scott.

AD'DER-^EM,* n. A species of charm. Pennant.

AD'DER'-GRASS, (ad'durz-gras) n. A species of plant.
Skinner.

AD'DER-STONE,* n. A stone or bead used by the Druids as

an amulet. Brockett.

AD'DER'S-T<!>NGUE, (ad'durz-tung) 7i. An herb. Miller.

AD'DER'$-WORT,(ad'durz-wurt)7i. An herb; snakeweed.

AD-Dl-BlL'l-TY, 7i. Possibility of being added.

AD'DI-BLE, a. That may be added. Locke.

AD'DJCE, n. A cutting iron tool, now written adze. See
ADZE. Moxon.

fAD-DlcT', (ad-dikf) a. Addicted. Homilies.

AD-DlcT', v. a. [addico, L.] [i. ADDICTED; pp. ADDICTING,'

ADDICTED.] To devote
;
to dedicate

;
to devote one's self

to
;
to habituate.

AD-DICT'ED,* p. a. Devoted to
;
accustomed

;
habituated.

AD-DYCT'ED-NESS, n. The quality of being addicted.

AD-DIC'TIQN, n. Act of devoting; habit. Shak.

AD-DIT'A-MENT, n. [additamentum,i,.] [ad-dit'a-ment, W.
P. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ad'e-ta-me'nt, S. J. E.] n. Addition, or

thing added. Bacon.
'

[R.]

AD-D!"TIPN, (ad-dish'un) n. The act of adding one thing to

another; the thing added
;
accession

;
increase. (Arith.)

A rule for adding numbers together. (Law} The title

given to a man's name besides his Christian and surname.

AD-Dl"TlQN-AL, (ad-dlsh'un-al) a. That is added.

AD-DI"TI9N-AL, (ad-dish'un-al) n. Something added.
Bacon.

AD-DI"TIQN-AL-LY, (ad-dish'un-al-le) ad. In addition to.

|AD-Dl"TIQN-A-RY, (ad-dish'un-a-re) a. Additional. Her-
'bert.

Ao'Dl-xtVE,* a. That is to be or may be added. Brande.

AD'OI-TQ-RY, a. Having the quality of adding. Arbuth-
not. [R.]

AD'DLE, (ad'dl) a. Barren; empty; unfruitful; originally

applied to such eggs as produce nothing.
AD'DLE, (ad'dl) v. a. To make addle. Brown.

fAD'DLE, (ad'dl) v. n. To grow; to earn or produce.
Tusser.

AD'DLE,* n. The dry lees of wine. Ash.

AD'DLED,* (iid'dld) a. Putrid
;
rotten

;
confused. Cowper.

AD'DLE-HEAD'ED, (ad'dl-hed'ed) \
a. Having addle

AD'DLE-PAT'ED, (ad'dl-pat'ed) j
brains. Dryden.

ADD'LINGS, n. pi. Earnings; wages for labor. Brockett.

[Local; Eng.]
JAD-DOOM', v. a. To adjudge. Spenser. See DOOM.
AD-DORSE', v. a. (Her.) To place back to back.

AD-DRESS', v. a. [i. ADDRESSED; pp. ADDRESSING, AD-

DRESSED.] To prepare for; to get ready; to direct; to

speak or apply to another by words
;
to court.

AD-DRESS', n. [adressc, Fr.] Verbal application ; peti-
tion

;
a discourse written or spoken ;

an oration
;

a

speech ;
manner of addressing, or speaking, or writing to

another ; courtship ; skill
; dexterity ;

direction of a let-

ter; name, title, and residence of a person.

AD-DRESS'ER, n. One who addresses. Burke.

fAD-DRSS'FOL,* a. Skilful; dexterous. 'Mallet.

A'D-DUCE', v. a. [adduco, L.] [i. ADDUCED ; pp. ADDUCING,
ADDUCED.] To bring forward

;
to urge ;

to allege. Reid.

AD-DU'CENT, a. (Anat.) A word applied to such muscles
as bring or draw together the parts of the body to which

they are annexed.

AD-DU'CER,* n. One who adduces. Coleridge.

AD-DU'CI-BLE, a. That nr.iv be brought forward.

AD-DUC'TIQN, n. The act of adducing. Smith.

AD-DBC'TIVE, a. That fetches, or brings down.

AD-DIJC'TQR,* n. (Anat.) The muscle that draws forward
or contracts. Crabb.

fAD-DtJLCE', v. a. [dulcis, L.] To sweeten. Bacon.
A'DEB,* n. An Egyptian weight less than a pound. Crabb.

A-DEC'A-TIST,* 7i. One who is not decimated, or who re-
'

fuses to pay tithes. Crabb. [R.]
AD-E-LAJV-TA'DO, [ad-e-lan-ta'd9, Ja. K. ; ad-e-lan-ta'd?

Sm.] 7i. [Sp.] A high officer in Spain.

fAo'E-LlNG, /i. A word of honor among the Angles, prop-
erly appertaining to the king's children. Coiccl.

AD'E-LITE,* n. A sort of Spanish conjurer. Ed. Encyc.
A-DEMP'TIQN, n. [adimo, ademptum, L.] (Law) Act of tak-

ing away, as of a legacy. Whishaw.

AD-E-NOG'RA-PHY, n. [aSrivov and ypafyw, Gr.] (Aiiat.) A
description of the glands.

AD'E~NdsE'* I
a- RelatinS to or Iike a g'and 5 glandiform.

AD'E-NO{JS'* )
Smart'

AD-E-NQ-LO/J'I-CAL,* a. Relating to the glands. Scott.

AD-E-NOL'Q-JHY,* n. A treatise on the glands. Scott.

AD-EN-OT'Q-MY,*JJ. A dissection of the glands. Dunglison.
AD'EPS,* n. [L.] Animal oil or fat. Farm. Encyc.
A-DEPT', n. One who is completely versed in any art.

A-DEPT', a. [adeptus, L.] Skilful
; thoroughly versed.

fA-DEp'TlQN, 71. Attainment
; acquisition. Bacon.

Ab'E-QUA-cy,* n. Sufficiency ;
state of being adequate.

Smart.

fAD'E-QUATE, v. a. [adaquo, L.] To resemble exactly.
Shelford.

AD'E-QUATE, a. Equal to
; proportionate ;

sufficient.

AD'E-QUATE-LY, "odTTn an adequate manner. "South.

AD'E-QUATE-NESS, 7;. The state of being adequate.
fAD-E-QUA'TlON, 7i. Adequateness. Bp. Barlow.

fAD-ES-POT'IC, a. Not absolute
;
not despotic. Bailey.

AD-FIL'I-AT-ED,^. a. Affiliated. See AFFILIATE.

AD-FlL-I-A'TlpN,* n. See AFFILIATION.

AD-HERE', v. n. [adluzreo, L.] [t. ADHERED ; pp. AD-

HERNG, ADHERED.] To stick to
;
to remain firmly fixed.

AD-HE'RENCE, n. State or quality of adhering; tenacity ;

constancy ;
attachment ;

adhesion
; fidelity.

AD-HE'REN-CY, n. Attachment
;
adherence. Bp. Taylor.

AD-HE'RENT, a. Sticking to; united with. Soutli.

AD-HE'R.ENT, n. One who adheres ;
a follower

;
a partisan.

AD-HE 'RE NT-LY, ad. In an adherent manner.

AD-HER'ER, n. One who adheres
;
an adherent.

AD-HE'$IQN, (ad-he'zhun) n. The act or state of adhering
or sticking to something; adherence.

AD-HE'SIVE, a. Sticking; tenacious. Thomson.
AD-HE 'SIVE-LY, ad. In an adhesive manner.

AD-HE'SIVE-NESS, n. Tenacity; viscosity. (Phren.) A
propensity to form attachments, or to live together in so-

ciety. Combe.

AD-HlB'|T,rc. a. [adhibco, L.] To apply ;
to use. Forbes. [R.]

fAD-HI-B!"TIQN, (ad-he-blsh'un) n. Application. Whitaker.
AD Hbin'f-NEM,* [L.] (Logic) Applied to an argument
drawn from the acknowledged principles of the person to

whom it is addressed. Watts.

fAD-HOR-TA'TIQN, n. [adhortatio, L.] Exhortation.
Peacham.

AD-HOR'TA-TQ-RY,* a. Admonitory ; giving advice. Apb.
Potter.

AD-I-AN'TUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

tAD-j-XPH'p-RA-cy, , Indiflerence. Diet.

fAD-i-XpH'9-R;[sT,* 7i. One who is moderate or neutral.

Crabb.

fAD-l-XPH'p-RoCs, a. [aJjd^opof, Gr.] Neutral
;
indiffer-

ent. Bp. Taylor.

fAD-l-XpH'p-RY, (ad-e-af'o-re) n. Neutrality ;
indifference.

Bailey.

A-DIEU', (a-du') ad. [d Dicu, Fr.] Fare\yell.

A-DIEU',* n. A farewell
;
act of taking leave. Cowper.

AD JN-FI-NI'TUM,* [L.] To infinity ;
without end.

AD JN-Q'UI-REN'DUM,* [L.] (Law) A judicial writ com-
manding inquiry to be made. Crabb.

AD IN'TER-JM,* [L.] In the interim
;
meanwhile.

I AD-l-p6g'E-RATE,*i\ a. To convert into adipocere. Smart.

AD'i-PO-cERE',* n. [L. adeps, fat, and cei-a, wax.] An oily
or waxy substance, formed from the decomposition of the

soft parts of human or animal bodies, in moist situations

or under water. Brande.

AD-I-PO^'E-ROUS,* a. Relating to adipocere. Brit. Al.

AD'I-PO-CIRE',* n. See ADIPOCERE. P. Cyc.

AD-I-POSE',* a. Fat; consisting of fat. P. Cyc.

fAo'i-PODs, a. [adiposus, L.] Fat; of the nature of fat.

AD'rr/fad'jt, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; a'dit, P. K.~] n. [aditus,

L.] A subterraneous passage for water; an approach or

entrance
;
an entrance to a mine. Carew.

tAD-I"TIQN, (ad-Ish'un) TJ. [adco, adilum, L.] Act of going
to. Bailey.

fAo-jA'cENCE,* n. Proximity ;
nearness. Bacon.

A'D-JA'CEN-CY, n. [adjaceo, L.] State of being adjacent
Brown.

AD-JA'CENT, a. Lying near or close ; adjoining.
AD-JA'CENT, n. That which lies next to another. Locke.

AD-JECT',V. a. [adjicio,adjcctum,'L.] To add to. Leland. [R.]

I, E, 1, 6, u, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, E
5 I, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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AD-JEC'TION, n. Act of adjecting ;
addition. B. Jonson.

AD-JEC-Ti"Tlous, (ad-jek-tlsh'us) a. Added. Maundrell.

AD'JEC-TI-VAL,* a. Belonging to or like an adjective

Prof. Latham.

AD'JEC-TIVE, (ad'jek-tlv) n. (Gram.) A word or part of

speech added, or fit to be added, to a noun or substan-

tive, to express its quality, or some circumstance respect-

ing it
; as,

" a good man."
AD'jEc-TiVED,* (ad'jek-tlvd) p. a. Formed into an ad-

jective. Bosworth.

AD'JEC-T!VE-LY, ad. In the manner of an adjective.

AD-JOIN', v. a. [adjoindre, Fr.j [/.ADJOINED; pp. AD-

JOINING, ADJOINED.] To join to
;
to unite to.

AD-JOIN', v. 71. To be contiguous to. Dryden.
fAu-JOiN'ANT, a. Contiguous to. Carew.

AD-JOIN'ING,*P. a. Close to; near to; contiguous.
AD-JOURN', (ad-jiirn') v. a. [ajourner, Fr.] [/.ADJOURNED;
pp. ADJOURNING, ADJOURNED.] To put off tO another

day ; to defer
;
to postpone ;

to prorogue.
AD-joiiRN'MENT, ?i. Act of adjourning ; postponement ;

a

putting off till another day ; delay.

AD-JUUJKE', v. a. [ailju<rcr, FrJ [i. ADJUDGED; pp. AD-

JUDGING, ADJUDGED.] To give by a judicial sentence; to

decree
;
to sentence

;
to judge.

AD-jC'DjG'MENT, n. Adjudication. Temple. [R.]

AD-JU'DI-CATE,. a. [adjudico,'L.] [i. ADJUDICATED; pp.

ADJUDICATING, ADJUDICATED.] 1o sentence ;
to ad-

judge. Bailey.

AD-JU-DJ-CA'TIQN, n. Act of adjudging ; sentence.

AD-JU'DI-CA-TOR,* n. One who adjudicates. EC. Rev.

fAD'JV-GATE, v. a. [adjuffo, L.] To yoke to. Bailey.

fAD'jy-MENT, n. [adjume)itu,m,L,.] Help ; support. Water-
house.

AD'JUNCT, n. [adjunctum, L.] A person or thing joined to

another
;
an addition.

AD'JUNCT, a. United with
; adjoined. Shak.

AD-JUNC'TION, n. Act of adjoining; the thing joined.

AD-JDNC'TIVE, n. He or that which joins ;
a thing joined.

AD-JUNC'TIVE, a. Tending to join.

AD-JUNC'TIVE-LY, ad. In an adjunctive manner.

AD-JUNC_T'LY, ad. Consequently; in connection with.

AD-JV-RA'TIQN, n. Act of adjuring or charging another

solemnly by word or oath
;
the form of oath.

AD-JURE', (ad-jur') v. a. [adjuro, L.] [i. ADJURED ; pp.

ADJURING, ADJURED.] To impose an oath upon another;
to charge solemnly or earnestly.

AD-JUR'ER, . One who adjures or exacts an oath.

AD-JUST', v. a. [ajuster, Fr.] [i. ADJUSTED; pp. ADJUST-

ING, ADJUSTED.] To regulate ; to put in order; to settle
;

to adapt ;
to fit

; to make conformable.

AD-JUST'A-BLE,*a. Capable of being adjusted. Rces. [R.]

AD-JUST'A/JE,* n. Adjustment. Sylvester. [R.]

AD-JUST'ER, n. One who adjusts. Dr. Wharton.

AD-JUS'TIVE,* a. Tending to adjust. Maunder. [R.]

AD-JUST'MENT, n. Act of adjusting; state of being ad-
'

justed ;
settlement

; regulation.

AD'JV-TAN-CY, re. The office of an adjutant; skilful ar-

rangement. Burke.

AD'JU-TXNT, n. [adjnto, L.] A military officer, whose
duty it is to assist the major of a regiment, formerly called

aid-major; an assistant. A gigantic crane. P. Cyc.

AD'jy-TANT-GEN'ER-AL,* n. (Mil.} A staff officer, who
assists a general with his counsel and personal service

;

an assistant of the General of the Jesuits. Brande.

tAD-JUTE', v. a. [adjuvo, adjutnm, L.] To help. JB. Jonson.

fAD-JU'TOR, n. A helper. Bailey.

tAD-jy'Tp-RY, a. That helps. Bailey.

fAD-Ju'TRlx, 7i. She who helps. Bailey.

||AD'JU-vXNT, [ad'ju-vant, S. W. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ad-ju'-

vant, J. E. Wb.] a. [adjuvans, L.] Helpful; useful.

Howell.

||AD'ju-yXNT, n. An assistant. Sir H. Yelvcrton. (Mcd.)
A medicine or substance that assists and promotes the

operation of others.

fAD'JU-VATE, v. a. To help. Bailey.
AD Liu'f-TUAf,* [L.] At discretion; at pleasure.

AD-MAR'/JIN-ATE,* v. a. To note or write on the margin.
Coleridge. [R.]

AD-MEA$'URE,* (ad-mezh'ur) v. a. To measure by a stand-
ard. j}sh. [R.]

AD-MEAS'URE-MENT, (ad-mezh'ur-ment) n. Result of

measuring; adjustment of proportions; measurement.
Cowell.

AD-MEN-SU-RA'TION, n. Mensuration. Bailey.
(AD-ME'TI-ATE, (ad-m5'she-at) v. a. To measure. Diet.

fAD-MIN'I-CLE, 71. [adminiculinn, L.] Help; support. Bai-
'

ley. (Scotch Law) A writing or deed used for evidence.

tAD-Ml-Nfc'u-LAR, a. Helpful. Bailey.

^D-MIN'IS-TER, v. a. [administro, Li"

pp. ADMIMSTERIN
ply ;

to dispense
ter, agent, or administrator ;

to take legal charge of, as

regards the estate of a person dying without having made
a will.

t, a. neipiui. rxiuey.
>. a, [administro, L.l [{.ADMINISTERED;
NG, ADMINISTERED.] To give ;

to SUp-
;
to tender ;

to manage ;
to act as minis-

AD-M!N'IS-TER,* v. n. To contribute
;
to perform the du

ties of an administrator. Spectator.

AD-MI'K'IS-TRA-BLE, a. Capable of administration.

fAD-MiN'is-TRATE, w. a. To administer. Woodward.

AD-MIN-IS-TRA'TION, n. Act of administering ; manage-
ment, especially of public affairs; the executive officers

or executive part of government. (Law) The rights and
duties of an administrator of the estate or property of a

person who died intestate, or of a minor, lunatic, &c.

AD-MlN'iS-TRA-TTVE, a. That administers.

AD-MIN-IS-TRA'TOR, n. One who administers: one who
administers on the property or estate of a person dying
intestate.

AD-MIN-IS-TRA'TQR-SIIIP, n. Office of administrator.

AD-MIN-IS-TRA'TRIX, n. A woman who administers.

AD-MI-RA-BIL'I-TY, n. Admirableness. Bailey.

AD'M}-RA-BLEJ a.' [admirabilis, L.] Worthy of being ad-
inired

;
wonderful

; very superior ; excellent.

AD'MI-RA-BLE,* n. A drink or liquor made of peaches,
plums, sugar, water, and spirit. W. Encyc.

AD'MI-RA-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being admirable.

AD'MI-RA-BLY, ad. In an admirable manner.

AD'MI-RAL, n. [arniral, Fr.] A high naval officer, who has
the same power and authority over the maritime forces

of a state that a general has over its land forces
;
the chief

commander of a fleet
;
a ship that carries the admiral

;
a

great ship. Admiral of the fleet, the highest officer under
the admiralty of Great Britain. ^ice-admiral, an officer

next in rank to the admiral. Rear-admiral, an officer

next in rank to the vice-admiral.

AD'MI-RAL-SHELL,,* n. (Conch.') A beautiful shell ; a vo-
luta. Scott.

Ao'Mi-RAL-SHtp, n. The office or power of an admiral.

AD'MI-RAL-TY, n. [amiraute, Fr.] The power or officers

appointed for the administration of naval affairs
;
a board

of naval commissioners ;
a jurisdiction which takes cog-

nizance of naval or of marine affairs.

tAD-MlR'ANCE,*n. Admiration. Spenser.

AD-MI-RA'TION, n. [admiratio, L.] The act of admiring;
wonder

; surprise ; amazement.
fAD'Mi-RA-TlvE, n. The point of exclamation or admira-

tion, marked thus [ !
] Cotgrave.

AD-MIRE', v. a. [admiror, L.] [i. ADMIRED
; pp. ADM

ADMIRED.] To regard with wonder or with love;
teem or prize highly.

AD-MIRE', v. n. To wonder. Ray.
AD-MIRED',* (ad-mird') p. a. Held in admiration; highly
esteemed.

AD-MIR'ER, n. One who admires
;
a lover.

AD-MIR'ING-LY, ad. With admiration. Shak.

AD-Mis-si-Bli/l-TY,* n. Quality of being admissible. EC.
Rev.

AD-MIS'SI-BLE, a. That may be admitted
; allowable.

AD-MIS'SI-BLY, ad. In a manner which/may be admitted.

AD-Mis'sioN,'(rid-mish'un) n. Act of admitting ;
state of

being admitted; admittance; introduction; the allow-
ance of an argument.

AD-MIS'SIQN-MON'EY, (ad-mish/un-mun'ne) n. Money
paid for admission. Sprat.

AD-MIT', v. a. [admitto, L.] [i.
ADMITTED ; pp. ADMITTING,

ADMITTED.] To suffer to enter
;
to suffer to enter upon

an office
;
to allow, as an argument or position ;

to grant.

AD-MIT'TANCE, n. The act of admitting; permission to

enter; admission ;
the power or right of entering; con-

cession of a position.

AD-MIT'TER, n. One who admits. Bp. Hall.

AD-MIT'TI-BLE, a. Admissible. Harrison. [R.]

AD-MIX', v. a. [adjnisceo, L.J [i. ADMIXED ; pp. ADMIXING,
ADMIXED.] To mingle with; to mix. [R.]

inli

DMIRING,
; to es-

, (ad-mixt'yun) n. The mingling of one body
with another. Bacon.

AD-MIXT'VRE, (ad-mixt'yur) n. That which is formed by
admixtion

;
mixture.

AD-MON'ISH, v. a. [admoneo, L.l
[i. ADMONISHED

; pp.
ADMONISHING, ADMONISHED.] To warn of a fault

; to

reprove gently ;
to advise

;
to counsel

;
to inform.

AD-MON'ISH-ER, n. One who admonishes. Dryden.
fAD-MON'ISH-MENT, n. Admonition. Shak.

AD-MO-NI''TIQN, (ad-mo-nlsh'un) n. Act of admonishing;
reprimand ;

hint of a fault or duty ; reproof.

AD-MO-Ni'"TipN-ER, (ad-mg-nTsh'un-er) n. A dispenser of
admonition. Hooker. [R.1

AD-MON'I-TI'VE, a. That admonishes; monitory. Barrow.

AD-MON'I-TQR, n. An adrnonisher. Hobbes. [K.]

AD-MON'I-TO-RY, n. Admonishing; monitory. Hooker.

fAD-MOVE', v. a. [admoveo, L.] To bring to another.
Brown.

fAD-MUR-MV-RA'TIQN, [admurmuro, L.] A murmuring to

another. Bailey.

AD-NXs'cENT, a. [adnascens, L.] Growing upon. Evelyn.

AD-NATE'J a. [adnatus, L.] (Bot.) Growing to any thing
by the whole length.

AD'NOON,* n. An adjective ;
a word added to a noun. Ash.

A-DO', n. Trouble
; difficulty ;

bustle ;
tumult.
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AD-P-LES'CENCE, ) n. [adolescentia, L.] Youthful age
AD-Q-LES'CEN-CY, \

or growth; the age between pu-
berty and majority, or between childhood and man-
hood

; among the ancients, the period from twelve to

twenty-five.

AD-Q-LES'CKNT,* a. Relating to adolescence; youthful.
Cowper.

tAD-o-NA'Tl<?N,* n. Union. Boyle. See ADUNATION.
A-DON'IC,* a. Relating to Adonis; denoting a kind of

verse. Crabb.

4-Dd^NfS,*n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

tA-BOOR', (a-dorz') ad. At doors; at the door. Beaum. &
'Flet.

A-BOPT', v. a. [adopto, L.] [i. ADOPTED; pp. ADOPTING,
ADOPTED.] To make a son or child of one who was not
so by birth

;
to take or assume as one's own.

A-BpPT'EB,*p. a. Taken as one's own son or child
;
ad-

mitted to fellowship.

A-BOPT'ED-LY, ad. By means of adoption. Shak.

A-BOPT'ER, n. One who adopts ;
a vessel with two necks

placed between a retort and a receiver
; adapter.

A-DOP'TION, n. Act of adopting; state of being adopted ;

affiliation.

A-DOP'TIVE, a. That adopts or is adopted ;
not native.

Ji'DQR,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A name for spelt. Crabb.

A-DOR-A-BIL'J-T,* n. Quality of being adorable. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

A-pOR'A-BLE, a. That is to be adored
; worthy of adora-

tion
; divine.

A-BOR'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being adorable.

A-DOR'A-BLY, ad. In a manner worthy of adoration.

AB-P-RA'TION, n. Divine worship ; homage.
A-BORE', v. a. [adoro, L.] [i. ADORED; pp. ADORING,
ADORED.] To worship with external homage ;

to rever-
ence

;
to honor

;
to love intensely.

tA-BORE'MENT, n. Adoration. Brown.
A-BOR'ER, n. One who adores; a worshipper.
A-BORN', v. a. [adorno, L.] [i. ADORNED ; pp. ADORNING,
ADORNED.] To dress with ornaments ; to decorate

;
to

ornament
;
to embellish.

fA-BORN', n. Ornament. Spenser.

jA-BORN', a. Adorned. Milton.

A-BORN'ING, n. Ornament. More. 1 Peter.

fA-D5RN'ME_NT, 7i. Ornament
;
embellishment. Raleigh.

AB-OS-CTJ-LA'TION,* n. The joining or inserting of one
plant into another. Crabb.

A-DOWN', (a-dbun') ad. Down
; on the ground. Spenser.

A-BOWN', (a-dbun') prep. Down; towards the ground.
Dryden.

AD QUOD DAM'NUM,* [L.] (Law) A writ to inquire
whether a grant will be attended with injury to any one.
Tomlins.

AB'RA-GXNT,* n. Gum tragacanth. Brandc.

fA-BREAD', (a-dred') ad. In a state of fear. Sidney.
AD REF-E-REX'DVM,* [L.] To be further considered.

Scudamore.

A-BRIFT'_, ad. Floating at random. Milton.

AD-RQ-GA'TION,* n. (Civil Law) The adoption of a child.

Bouvier.

A-BROIT', a. [Fr.] Dexterous
;
active

;
skilful.

A-BROIT'LY, ad. In an adroit manner; dexterously.
A-BROIT'NESS, 7i. Dexterity ; activity. Home.
A-BRY', (a-drl') ad. Athirst

; thirsty. Burton.

AD-sci-Ti'"Tioys, (ad-se-tish'us) a. [adscitus, L.] Taken to

complete something; supplemental; additional.

AD-SCI-TI"TIOUS-LY,* ad. In an adscititious manner.
Watso7i.

AB-STRIC'TION, n. [adstrictus, L.] Act of binding.
AB-U-LA'SI-A,* . (Min.) An ornamental stone

;
the moon-

stone
;_
a variety of felspar. P. Cyc.

AB'V-LATE,*Z>. a. To show feigned devotion to; to flatter.

Writer's Assistant. [R.]

AD-V-LA'TION, [ad-du-la'shun, S.J.Ja. ;ad-jn-la'shun, W. ;

ad-yu-la'shun, E.] n. [adulatio, L.] Flattery ; high com-
pliment. Shak.

JAD'TJ-LA-TOR, n. A flatterer. Bailey.

AD'V-LA-TO-RY, a. Flattering; full of compliments.
JAD'V-LA-TRESS, n. She that flatters. Huloet.

A-DULT', a. [adultus, L.] Grown up ;
arrived at manhood.

A-DULT', 7i. A person grown up, or full grown. (Common
Law) A person of full age. (Civil Law) A boy who has
attained the age of fourteen, or a girl of twelve, years.

fA-DULT'ED, p. a. Completely grown. Howcll.

fA-DUL'TER, v. . [adultcro, L.] To commit adultery ;
to

pollute. B. Jonson.

A-DtJL'TER-ANT, n. That which adulterates. Bailey. [R.]

A-DUL'TER-ATE, v. n. [L ADULTERATED
; pp. ADULTERAT-

ING, ADULTERATED.] To commit adultery. Shak.

A-DUL'TER-ATE, v. a. To corrupt by some foreign mix-

ture; to pollute.

A-BUL'TER-ATE, a. Tainted with adultery or foreign mix-

ture; corrupted.
A-DRL'TER-ATE-LY, ad. In an adulterate manner.

A-DIJL'TER-ATE-NESS, ?. Quality of being adulterate.

A-DUL-TER-A'TION, n. Act of adulterating; state of being
adulterated

; contamination.

A-DUL'TER-ER, n. A person guilty of adultery.
A-DUL'TER-ESS, n. A woman who commits adultery.
||A-BUL'TER-lNE, [a-dul'ter-in, S. W. J. Ja. SOT. ; a-dul'-

ter-in, P. K.~\ n. (Law) A child born of an adulteress.

HA-DUL'TER-INE, a. Of an adulterous intercourse. Bp.
Hall*

fA-DuL'TER-iZE, v. n. To commit adultery. Milton.

A-BUL'TER-OUS, a. Guilty of or tainted by adultery ; spu-
rious.

A-BDl,'TER-ous-L,y, ad. In an adulterous manner.
A-BUL'TE-RY, n. Violation of the bed of a married person.

(Law) Criminal intercourse between two persons, of
whom one or both are 'married.

A-BULT'NESS, n. State of being adult. Bailey. [R.]
AB-UM'BRANT, a. Giving a slight resemblance.

AB-UM'BRATE, v. a. [adumbro, L.] [i. ADUMBRATED ; pp.
ADUMBRATING, ADUMBRATED.] To Shadow OUt, Or repre
sent faintly.

AB-VM-BRA'TION, n. A faint sketch
;
a shadow.

JAD-V-NA'TIQN, n. [aduno, L.] State of being united.
Cranmer.

A-BUN'CI-TY, n. Crookedness. Jlrbuthnot.

A-DUN'COUS, (a-dung'kus) a. Crooked
;
hooked. Derham.

fA-DUNQUE', a. [aduncus, L.J Crooked ; bending inwards.
Bacon.

fA-BURE', v. n. [adurOy L.] To burn up. Bacon.

A-BUST', a. [adustus, L.] (Med.) Burnt up; scorched;
parched. Quincy. [R.]

A-BUST'EB, a. Burnt; scorched; dried with fire. Milton.

fA-BOsT'i-BLE, a. That may be burnt up. Bailey.

A-BUS'TIQN, (a-diist'yun) n. Act of burning up or drying
Burton.

AD VA-LoiREM,* [L.] (Com.) To the value. An ad va-

lorem duty is one that is levied according to the value of
the goods. Brande.

AD-VANCE', v. a. [avancer, Fr.] [i. ADVANCED; pp. AD-

VANCING, ADVANCED.] To bring forward
;

to raise to

preferment ;
to improve ;

to heighten ;
to aggrandize ; to

promote ; to allege ; to adduce
;
to assign ;

to pay before-
hand.

AB-viNCE', v. n. To go forward
;
to proceed ;

to make im-
provement.

AB-viNCE', n. Act of advancing or coming forward ; prog-
ress

; progression; improvement. (Com.) Anticipation
time

; money paid before it is due.

AB-vANCE',* a. Being in front
; advanced; as, "advance

guard." Crabb.

AB-viNCED',* (ad-vanst') p. a. Promoted
; come forward;

having made progress ; proceeded far.

AB-VXNCE'MENT, n. Act of advancing; state of being
advanced

;
that which is advanced

; progress ; prefer-
ment

; improvement ; promotion.
AB-vAN'cER, n. One who advances. Bacon.

AB-vAN'ciNG,* p. a. Going forward
; making progress.

AB-vlN'ciVE,* a. Tending to advance. Smart. [R.]

AB-viN'TAjGE, n. [avantage, Fr.] Superiority; conven-
ience ;

favorable circumstances
; gain ; profit ; benefit.

AD-VAN'TA/JE, v. a. [i. ADVANTAGED ; ^.ADVANTAGING,
ADVANTAGED.] To benefit

;
to promote. Shak.

fAB-vAN'TA/JE-A-BLE. a. Profitable. Sir J. Hayward.
AB-vAN'TAjGEB, (ad-van'tajd) a. Possessed of advantages.

Glanville.

AB-vAN'TAjGE-GRoOND, n. Ground that gives superi-

ority.

AB-VAN-TA'jGEOys, (ad-van-ta'jus) a. [avantageux, Fr.]

Affording advantages ;
beneficial ; profitable ;

useful.

AB-VAN-TA'/JEOVS-LY, ad. In an advantageous manner.

AB-VAN-TA'/JEOUS-NESS, n. Profitableness ; usefulness.

tAB-VEC-Ti"Tloi;s, a. Brought ; carried. Coles.

AB-VENE', v. n. [advenio, L.] To accede
;
to come to. Jlyliffe.

fAB-VE'NI-ENT, a. Superadded. Brown.

AB'VENT, n. [adventus, L.] A coming; appropriately, the

coming of Christ ;
a season of devotion during the four

weeks before Christmas.

fAB-VEN'TINE, a. [advenio, adventum, L.] Adventitious.
Bacon.

AB-VEN-TI"TIOT;S, (ad-ven-tish'us) a. Accidental; inci-

dental
; supervenient ;

not essentially inherent
;

addi-

tional.

AD-VEN-TI"TIOUS-LY, (ad-ven-tish'us-le) ad. Accident-

ally.

fAB-VEN'TiVE, n. The thing or person that comes from
without. Bacon.

fAB-VEN'TlVE, a. Adventitious. Bacon.

JAB-VEN'TRY, n. An enterprise ;
an adventure. B. Jonson.

AB-VENT'U-AL, a. Relating to the season of advent.

AD-VENT'VR'E, (ad-vent'yur) n. [Fr.] An accident; a

chance ;
a hazard

;
an enterprise in which something is

at hazard ;
a thing or sum sent to sea.

D-VENT'URE, v , n . [f. ADVENTURED ; pp. ADVENTUR-

ING, ADVENTURED.] To try the chance; to dare; to

venture.
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AD-VENT'URE, v. a. To try the chance of; to dare.

AD-VENT'URE-FUL,* a. Adventurous. BentJiam. [R.]
AD-VENT'VR-ER> n. One who adventures.

AD-VENT'VRE-SOME, a. Venturesome. [R.]

fAD-vENT'VRE-SQME-NESS, 7t. Adventurousness. Bailey.

AD-VENT'V-ROUS, a. Inclined to adventures; bold; dar-

ing ; courageous ;
venturesome

; dangerous.
AD-VENT'V-ROUS-L.Y, ad. Boldly ; daringly. Shak.

AD-VENT'y-Roys-NjiiSS, n. Quality of being adventu-
rous.

AD'VERB, n. [adverbium, L.] A word joined to a verb, ad-

jective, or other adverb, to express some circumstance,
quality, degree, or manner of its signification.

AD-VER'BI-AL, a. Relating to or having the quality or

structure of an adverb.

AD-VER'SI-AL-LY, ad. In the manner of an adverb.

I'AD-VER'SA-BLE, a. Contrary to
; opposite to. Bailey.

AD-VER-SA'RI-A, n. pi. [L.] A common-place book ;
an

account or note book ;
a journal.

AD'VER-SA-RY, n. [advcrsarius, L.] An opponent; enemy;
antagonist.

AD'V?R-SA-RY, a. Opposite to; adverse; hostile. Bp.King.
AD-VER'sA-TfvrE,a. (Gram.) Expressing opposition or con-

trariety ; as, but is an adversative adverb.

AD-VER'SA-TIVE,* n. An adversative word. Harris.

AD'VERSE, a. [advcrsus, L.J Acting with contrary direc-

tions ;
calamitous

;
afflictive

;
turned against. (Sot.)

Turning the under surface to the sun, as leaves.

tAD-VERSE', v. a. To oppose. Oower.

AD'VERSE-LY, ad. Oppositely ; unfortunately. Shak.

AD'VERSE-NESS, n. Opposition. Bp. Morton.

AD-VER'SI-TY, n. Affliction
; calamity ; misfortune.

^D-VERT', v. n. [adverto, L.] [i. ADVERTED ; pp. AD-

VERTING, ADVERTED.] To observe
;

to attend to; to

regard.

fAD-VERT', v. a. To regard ; to advise. More.

AD-VER'TENCE, ) n. Attention to; consideration; heed-

AD-VER'TEN-CY, j fulness; regard.

AD-VER'TENT, a. Attentive ;_heedful. Hale.

AD-VER-TI'SE', or AD'VER-TISE, [ad-ver-tiz', S. W. P. J.

F. Ja. K. R. Wb.; ad'ver-tlz, Sm.] v. a. [avcrtir. Fr.]

[t. ADVERTISED; pp. ADVERTISING,' ADVERTISED.] To
announce ; to publish ;

to proclaim ;
to inform

;
to give

public notice by means of an advertisement in a news-

paper. &3r According to Smart, the primary and sec-

ondary accents of advertise " have now changed places."
AD-VER'TI?E-MENT,

} [ad-ver'tiz-ment, P. Ja. Sm. R. Wb.

AD-VER-TIE'MENT, \
Ash ; ad-ver'tiz-ment, or ad-ver-

tlz'ment, S. W. J. F. K.] n. Act of advertising; an-
nouncement ; intelligence ; information ;

notice of any
thing published in a newspaper ; legal notification.

$3 "This word, if use would permit, should have
its primary accent on the first syllable, and a secondary
accent, lengthening the i, on the third." Smart. "We
frequently hear advertisement taxed with the grossest ir-

regularity for having the accent on a different syllable
from advertise." Walker. In the United States, it is a

very common practice to pronounce it with the accent
on the same syllable as in advertise.

AD-VER-T^'ER, n. One who advertises
;
a newspaper.

AD-VER-TI$'ING,P. a. Giving intelligence.

jAD-vfis'pER-ATE, v. n. To draw towards evening. Bailey.

J^D-VICE', n. [avis, Ft.] Counsel; instruction; consulta-
'

tion. (Com.) Intelligence ; information.

Ao-vIcE'-BoAT, (ad-vls'-b5t) n. A small vessel em-
ployed to convey intelligence.

tAD-Vi/G'lL-ATE, v. a. [advigilo, L.] To watch diligent-

ly. Bailey.

AD-VI$'A-BLE, a. Fit to be advised ; expedient; prudent.
4D-vI$'A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being advisable.

AD-Vl$E', v. a. [aviser, Fr.] [i.
ADVISED

; pp. ADVIS-

ING, ADVISED.] To counsel; to give advice to; to give
information.

^D-vI?E', v. n. To consult
;
to consider

;
to deliberate.

\DVISED, (ad-vl'zed, or ad-vizd') [ad-vl'zed, S. W. J. F.

Ja.; ad-vizd', K. Sm.] p. a. Acting or performed with
deliberation.

AD-VI$'ED-LY, ad. Soberly ; heedfully. Ascham.
D-V! 'ED-NESS, n. Deliberation. Sanderson.

J^D-VI$E'MENT, n. Counsel
;
advice

; prudence. Spenser.

[Antiquated.]
A.D-VI$'ER, n. One who advises.

AD-vi$'ER-SHiP,*7i. The office of an adviser. Ch. Ob. [R.]

AD-VI$'ING, n. Counsel; advice. Shak.

fAD-vi'$o, n. [adviso, low L.] Advice
;

consideration.
Wldtlock.

AD-VI'SO-RY,* a. Giving advice
; counselling. Dr. A. Reed.

AD'vp-CA-cY) n. Act of pleading; vindication; defence.

AD'VO-CATE, v. a. [advoco, L.] [i. ADVOCATED; pp. AD-

VOCATING, ADVOCATED.] To plead the cause of; to sup-
port. Milton. To defend

;
to vindicate. Burke.

AD'VQ-CATE, v. n. To act as an advocate. Dawbeny,
1659.

AD'VO-CATE, n. One who defends or pleads the cause of

another ;
a counsel or counsellor

;
a vindicator

;
an inter-

cessor; a defender. Judge Advocate, a lawyer or officer

who manages a prosecution in a court-martial. Lord Ad-
vocate, the principal crown officer in Scotland, who pros-
ecutes crimes before the court of justiciary; attorney-
general.

AD'VQ-CATE-SHfp,7i. The office of an advocate. B. Joruon.

tAD'VQ-CAT-ESS, n. A female advocate. Bp. Taylor.

AD-vp-CA^TlQN, K. Act of pleading; defence. Shak.

fAo-vp-LA'TipN, n. Act of flying to something. Bailey.
fAD-vp-Lu'TipN, n. Act of rolling to something. Bailey.
JAD-voO'TRER, n. An adulterer. Bale.

JAD-voO'TRESs, n. An adulteress. Bacon.

fAD-voO'TRoys, a. Adulterous. Bale.

JAD-voO'TRY, n. Adultery. Bacon.

A'D-VOW'EE,'TI. One who has the right of advowson.
AD-VOW'PN, n. (Law) The patronage of a church

;
the'

right of presentation to a church or ecclesiastical bene-
fice. (Scotland") A parsonage.

AD- vo FER,* ) n. The chief magistrate of one of the Swiss
A-rofER,* \ cantons. Boiste.

A'DY,*n. (Bot.) A species of palm-tree. Crabb.

A-DY'TVM,* n. [L.] pi. A-Df TA. (Arch.) The interior of
a temple ;

the chancel or altar end of a church. Britton.

ADZE, n. A cutting iron tool ; addice : also written adz.

AE, or JE. A diphthong in the Latin language, which
seems not properly to have any place in the English.
Johnson.

JE-clD'i-i7M,*n. (Bot.) A genus of parasitic plants. P. Cyt
jE'DlLE,* 7i. See EDILE.

JE'DIL-ITE,* (e'djl-It) n. (Jtfin.) A species of mineraL
Kirwan.

jE'jGj-LOPS, (e'je-lops) n. [a<>iXo>i//, Gr.] (Med.) An ab-
scess or fistula in the corner of the eye. (Bot.) A genus
of plants.

JE'pis, (e'jjs) n. [L.] A shield. (Med.) An affection of
the eye.

j^Es'LOGUE, (eg'ISg) n. An eclogue. Spenser.

jE-GOPH'p-NY,* n. A peculiar sound observed in using the

stethoscope. Scudamore.

JE-PYP-Ti'A-cuM,(e-tip-tl'a-kvim) n. [L.] (Med.) A deter
sive ointment of honey, verdigris, and vinegar. Qiuncy.

Ml,, or EAL, or AL, in compound names, signifies all, or

altogether. So JElwin is a complete conqueror. Gibson.
LF implies assistance. So JElfuin is victorious, and JElf-
wold an auxiliary governor. Gibson.

NEID,* (e-n5'id, or e'ne-jd) [S'ne-jd, P. Cyc. Brande, Wb. ;

e-ne'jd, Sm. Ash.] The Latin heroic poem of Virgil, of
which ^Eneas is the hero. Dryden.

A, n. See ENIGMA, and its derivatives*

N,* (6-o'le-an) a. Belonging to ^Eolus, or the wind.
Ash.

'

.<E-6':Li-AN-HARP,*7i. A stringed instrument played on by
a current of wind issuing through a crevice or hole.

Francis.

-dE-SL'lc,* a. Belonging to ^Eolia. Encyc.
jE-6i/l-PiLE, n. See EOLIPILE.

A'ER,*n. [L.] Air: used in various compounds. Ain~
worth.

A'E-RATE,* v. a. To supply or fill with carbonic acid or
with air. Ure.

A-E-RA'TIQN,* n. Act of aerating; exposure to the atmos-

pheric air. Ro<ret.

A-E'RI-AL, a. [a'drius, L.] Belonging to the air -

f
inhabit-

ing the air; placed in air; high ;
elevated.

AE'RIE, (e're,
or a'e-re) [e're, W. Ja. K. Sm. ; a'e-re, J. F.

Wb. ; a're, S.] n. [dire, Fr.] A nest or brood of hawks
or other birds of prey ; eyry. Shak.

A'E-RJ-FORM, [a'e-re-form, J. ; ar'e-form, Ja. K. Sm.] a.

Having the form of air
; resembling air

; gaseous.
A'E-RQ-DY-NXM'ICS,* n. pi. The science which treats of
the motion of the air, and of the mechanical effects of the
air in motion. Brande.

A-E-ROG'RA-PHY, [a-e-rog'ra-fe, J. ; ar-og'ra-fe, Ja. K. Sm.]
7i. [drip and ypa^u, Gr.] A description of the air or atmos-

phere, its nature, properties, &c.

A'E-RQ-LITE,* n. A meteoric stone falling from the at-

mosphere. Brande.

A'E-Rp-LlTH,* n. Same as aerolite. Arago.
A-E-RQ-LdjG'l-CAij,* a. Relating to aerology. Knowles.

A-E-RSL'p-jGtsTJ* n. One versed in aerology. Knowles.

A-E-RSL'Q-jGY, [a-e-rol'o-je, S. W.J.F.; ar-ol'9-je, Ja. K.
Sm. n. [<irjp and \6yof, Gr.] The doctrine of the air.

A'E-Rp-MAN-cy, [a'e-r9-man-se, W. J. F. ; ar'p-man-se, Ja.

K. Sm.] n. [drip and putrcfa, Gr.] Divination by the air.

Cotgrave.
A-E-ROM'E-TER, n. A machine for weighing the air.

A-E-RQ-MET'RIC,* a. Measuring or containing air. Loudo*.

A-E-RdM'E-TRY, [a-e-rom'e-tre, S. W. J. F.; ar-om'e-tre,
Ja. K. Sm.] TO. The art of measuring the air. Francis.

A'E-RQ-NAUT, (a'e-r?-naut) [a'e-ro-naut, W. J. F. ; ar'0-

naut, Ja. K. Sm.] n. [drip and vavrris, Gr.] One who sail*

through the air in a balloon.

A-E-RQ-NAUT'IC,* a. Relating to aeronautics. P. Cyc.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR; ROLE. <?, ,G, C, g, soft; R, &
t C, g, ftard; as Z; as gz; THIS.
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A-E-RQ-NAUT'ics,* 7i. pi. The art of sailing in and navi-

gating the air. Brande.

A-f-RQ-PHd'Bf-A,* n. (Med.) A dread of fresh air. Sr.ud-

amore.

A'E-RQ-PHYTE,* n. (Bot.) A plant which lives exclusively
in the air. Brande.

A-E-ROS'CEP-SY,* n. Same as aeroscopy. Kirby.
A-E-R6s'cQ-pyj [a-e-r5s'k9-pe, S. W. J. F. ; ar-os'ko-pe,

ja. K. Sm.] n. [ar\p and CKCITTU, Gr.J The observation of

the air. Crabb. [R.]
A-ER'Q-SITE,* n. (Jtfin.) A sulphuret of silver. Phillips.

tA'E-RQS-TXT,* n. An air balloon. Crabb.

A-E-RQS-TXT'ic,* ) a. Relating to aerostation or ae'ros-

A-E-RQS-TXT'j-CAL,* \ tatics. Crabb.

A-IJ-RQS-TXT'ICS',* n. pi. The science which teaches the

equilibrium or weight of bodies supported in air, gas, or

vapor. Brande.

A-E-RQS-TA'TIQN, [a-e-r9S-ta'shun, P. J. F. ; ar-os-ta'shun,
Ja. K. Sm.] n. [aerostation, Fr.] The science of weighing
air, also of guiding machines in and through the air

;
ae-

ronautics.

,55R-V-,GlN'E-oOs,* (er-u-jin'e-us) a. Rusty, having the rust

of copper, or verdigris. Chambers.

jE-RU'jGJ-NOljs,* a. Same as tcrugineous. Crabb.
JE-RV1

GO,* (e-ru'go) n. [L.] The rust of copper ; verdigris.
Crabb.

uEs-THET'lc,* (es-thet'ik) > a. Relating to aesthetics.

jEs-THET'l-CAL,*(es-the't'e-kal) }
Gent. Mag.

^Es-THET'|cs,*7?.ph The science of the sensations, or that

which explains the cause of mental pain or pleasure, as

derived from a contemplation of the works of nature and
art

;
the science which treats of the beautiful in nature

and art. Francis.

^ES-TI-VA'TIQN,* (5s-te-va'ti9n) n. (Bot.) The arrangement
of the parts of a flower before they expand. P. Cyc.

A-E-THE-OG'A-MOUS,* a. (Bot.) Same as cryptogamous.
/'THl-QPS-MlN'ER-AL, (e'the-<?ps-min'er-al) n. (Med.) A
powder formed of mercury and sulphur.

^'THRJ-Q-SCOPE,* (5'thre-9-sk5p) n. An instrument, in-

vented by Sir John Leslie, for measuring the relative de-

grees of cold produced by the pulsations from a clear sky.
Brande.

JE-THU'SA,* (e-thu'sa)n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.
n. See ETIOLOGY.-, n.'sing. & pi. [aroj,Gr.] (Mm.) Eagle-stone ;

a kind of ore.

A-FAR', ad. At, to, or from a great distance. From afar,
from a distant place. ftfar-off, distant.

A-FEARD', (a-ferd') a. Frighted ;
afraid. Spenser. Johnson

says it is obsolete ;
but it is still a provincial word in Eng-

land. Forby. And also used by the vulgar. Todd.
A'PER, n. [L.] The south-west wind. Milton.

Af'FA,*n. (Guinea) An ounce weight of gold. Crabb.

AF-FA-BL'I-TY, n. duality of being affable
; civility.

AF'FA-BLEJ a.

'

[affabilis, L.] Easy of manners ; courteous;
civil; complaisant; mild.

AF'FA-BLE-NESS, n. Courtesy ; affability.

AF'FA-BLY, ad. In an affable manner; courteously.

AF'FA-BROOs, [af'fa-brus, S. W. J. Ja. K. ; af-fa'brus, Sm.]
a. (affabre, L.] Skilfully made. Bailey. [R.l

fAF-FAB-V-LA/TlpN, n. [affabulation, Fr.] The moral of a
'fable. Bailey.

AF-FAlR', n. [affaire, Fr.] Business
; something to be trans-

acted; matter; concern; an engagement; a rencoun-
ter. Public affairs, matters relating to government ;

politics.

VF-FXM'lSH, v. a. [affamer, Fr.] To starve. Spenser.

VF-FXM'ISH-MENT, n. Starving. Bp. Hall.

Vr-FEAR', (af-fSr') v. a. To frighten. Spenser.

F-FEAR', v. a. (Law) To confirm. Shak. See AFFEER.
VF-FECT', 7i. Affection; passion ;

sensation. Bacon.

'F-FECT', v. a. [afficio, affectum, L.] [i. AFFECTED; pp.

AFFECTING, AFFECTED.] [f To be fond of; to love. Hook-

er.] To act upon ;
to move the passions ; to aim at

;

to make a_show or pretence of; to imitate unnaturally.
tAF-FEc'TAT-ED, a. Far-fetched

; affected. Barret.

AF-FEC-TA'TIQN, n. The art or quality of assuming a
manner or character not one's own

; insincerity ;
an ar-

tificial show
;
false pretence ;

artifice.

AF-FECT'ED, p. a. Moved
;
touched with affection

;
full of

affectation
;
formal

;
artificial

;
assumed

; feigned.
AF-FECT'ED-LY, ad. In an affected manner; feignedly.
AF-FECT'ED-NESS, n. The quality of being affected.

AF-FECT'ER, n. One who affects. See AFFECTOR.

fAF-FEc'Ti-BLE,* a. That may be affected. Cudworth.

AF-FECT'ING,*P. a. Moving, or tending to move, the pas-'

sions; moving; exciting; pathetic.

AF-FECT'iNG-L,y, ad. In an affecting manner.

^AF-FEC'TIQN, n. [State of being affected ; sympathy
Shak.] Passion ;

love ; kindness; tenderness; good-will
state of the mind.

AF-FEC'TIQN-ATE, a. Full of affection
; warm; zealous

fond
;
tender. _

fAF-FEc'TlQN-AT-ED,* a. Disposed ;
inclined. Locke.

AF-FEC'TION-ATE-LY, ad. In an affectionate manner.

AF-FEC'TIQN-ATE-NSS, n. Fondness; tenderness.

AF-FEC'TIQNED, (af-fek'slmnd) a. [fAffected ; conceited.

Shak.] Mentally disposed.

[F-FEc'TIOVS-LY, ad. In an affecting manner. Bailey.

AF-FEC'TIVE, a. Capable of affecting. Burnct.

AF-FEC'TIVE-LY, ad. In an impressive manner.

AF-FECT'QR, n. One guilty of affectation. Cotgrave.
:

AF-FECT-v-6s'l-TY, 71. Passionateness. Bailey.
:

AF-F_E_CT'v-oDs, a.' Full of passion. Leland.

AF-FEER',TJ. a. [afiier, Fr.] (710-. Law) To confirm. Huloet.

AF-FEER'ER, n. (Eng. Law) One who, upon oath, mod-
erates and settles fines in courts-leet.

F-FET'V-O-SQ, (af-fet-6-6'zo) ad. [It.] (Mus.) A direction

noting something to be sung or played tenderly.

AF-FI'ANCE, n. A marriage-contract; confidence; trust;
trust in the divine promises. Hammond.

AF-Fl'ANCE, v. a. [fiancer, Fr.] [i. AFFIANCED
; pp. AF-

FIA_NCING, AFFIANCED.] To betroth ; to give confidence.

AF-FI'AN-CER, n. One who makes affiance.

fAF-Fl-DA'TipN, n. [affido, low L.] A mutual contract of

fidelity. Bailey.

tAF-Fj-DAT'vRE, n. Mutual contract. Bailey.

AF-FI-DA'VIT, n. [affidavit, low L.] (Law) An oath, in

writing, sworn to before some person who has authority
to administer it.

AF-FlED', (af-fid') p. a. Joined by contract; affianced.

Shak.

F-FlLE^, v. a. [affiler, Fr.] To polish. Chaucer.

AF-FlL'l-ATE,* V. a. [i.
AFFILIATED

; pp. AFFILIATING

AFFILIATED.] To adopt as one's child; to establish the

sonship or paternity of; to associate or unite with. Q
Rev.

AF-FlL-l-A'TipN, n. [ad and films, L.] Adoption ;
act of

taking a son.

AF'FI-NAJ&E, n. [affinage, Fr.] The art of refining metals

Bailey.

AFFINED, (af-fln'ed, or af-flnd') a. [qffinis, L.] Joined by
affinity. Shak.

AF-FlN'f-TA-TiVE-Ly,* ad. By means of affinity. Phil.

Mag.
AF-FlN'i-TY, n. ; pi. AF-FfN'i-TlE. Relationship by mar-

riage : opposed to consanguinity, or relationship by birth :

relation to
; connection with

;
relation or similarity of an-

imals to each other. (Chem.) That kind of attraction by
which the particles of different bodies unite and form a
new compound. Elective affinity is where one body is

formed by the decomposition of another.

AF-FIRM', v. a. [qffirmo, L.] [i. AFFIRMED ;pp. AFFIRMING,
AFFIRMED.] To declare positively ;

to aver
; to asseverate

;

to ratify or approve ;
to confirm.

AF-FIRM', v. n. To declare or assert positively : opposed to

to deny.
AF-FIRM'A-BLE, a. That may be affirmed. Hale.

AF-FIRM'A-BLY, ad. In a way capable of affirmation.

AF-FIRM'ANCE, n. Confirmation
;
declaration. Bacon.

AF-FIRM'ANT, n. One who affirms
;
one who makes affir-

mation instead of an oath.

AF-FIR-MA'TIQN, n. The act of affirming; thing affirmed.

(Law) A solemn declaration, answering to an oath.

AF-FIRM'A-TlVE, a. That affirms or may be affirmed
;
de-

claring a fact to be true ; positive. Affirmative, or posi-

tive, sign, the sign of addition
; thus, [-)-]

AF-FIRM'A-TlvE, n. That which contains an affirmation.

AF-FI'RM'A-TIVE-LY, ad. In an affirmative manner. Brown.

AF-FIRM'ER, n. One who affirms.

AF-Flx', v. a. [affigo, affixum, L.] [i. AFFIXED; pp. AF-

.] To unite to th

to annex.
FIXING, AFFIXED. e end; to subjoin;

AF'FJX, [afjks, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; af-fiks', P.] n.

(Grammar') Something affixed or united to the end of a
word.

AF-Ftx'ipN, (af-fik'shun)n. Act of affixing. Bp. Hall. [R.]

AF-FlxT'VRE,* n. That which is affixed. Knowles.

AF-FLA'TlQN,7i. [affio, afflatum, L.] Act of breathing upon.
Bailey.

JlF-FLA.' TVS, n. [L.] Breath
; diving inspiration. Whitby.

AF-FLlCT', v. a. [afflicto, L.] [i.
AFFLICTED

; pp. AF-

FLICTING, AFFLICTED.] To visit with sorrow or ca-

lamity ; to put in pain ; to grieve ;
to torment.

L. t To throw; to overthrow. Milton.]
AF-FLlcT'ED,* p. a. Visited with affliction, pain, or

row
; grieved.

AF-FL,ICT'ED-NESS, n. State of being afflicted.

AF-FLICT'ER, n. One who afflicts. Huloet.

AF-FLlcT'lNG,* p. a. Causing affliction
; grievous ; pain-

ful.

AF-FLICT'ING-LY, ad. In an afflicting manner.

AF-FL,IC'TIQN, n. State of being afflicted
; calamity ;

cause
of pain or sorrow ; sorrow ; grief.

AF-FLlc'TlVE, a. Causing affliction
; painful ; tormenting.

AF-FLlc'TlVE-LY, ad. Painfully. Brown.

AF'FLV-ENCE, n. Exuberance of riches; plenty; wealth.

, n. Same as affluence.
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o hire a ship for freight.

AF FLy-ENT, a. [rtjfiuens, L.j Flowing to
;
exuberant

; op-

ulent; abundant; wealthy.
AF'FL-V-ENT,* n. A stream or river that flows into another

river. P. Cyc.
AF'FLU-ENT-LY, ad. In an affluent manner.

tAF'FLU-ENT-NESS, . State of being affluent. Bailey.

AF'FLUX, (af'fluks) n. [affiuxus, L.] Act of flowing to
;

affluence.

AF-FLUX'ION, (af-fluk'shun) n. The act of flowing to.

AF'FQR-AJGE,* n. (French Law) A duty paid, in France, to

the lord of a district for the privilege of selling wine, &c.,
within his seigniory. Crabb.

tAF-FOR'c}-A-MENT,* n. (Law) A fort; a stronghold.
Wkuka*.

AF-FORD', v. a. [afforcr, Fr.] [i. AFFORDED
; pp. AF-

FORDING, AFFORDED.] To yield or produce; to grant
or confer

;
to be able to sell, support, manage, pay, or do

without.

JAF-FORD'MENT, n. A grant ; donation. Lord.

AF-FOR'EST, v. a. [afforeatmre, L.] To turn ground into

forest. Sir J. Davies.

AF-FOR-ES-TA'TION, n. Act of turning ground into for-
'

est. Hale.

AF-FRAN'CHI$E, v. a. [affranchir, Fr.] To make free; to

enfranchise.

AF-FRXN'CHI?E-MENT, n. Enfranchisement. [R.]

fAF-FRXp', v. n. To strike
;
to make a blow. Spenser.

\AF-FRXP', v. a. To strike down. Spenser.

AF-FRAY', (af-fra') n. A quarrel ; disturbance
;
tumult.

(Law) A fight between two or more persons in a public
place.

fAF-FRAY', v. a.
[cffrayer, Fr.] To fright ;

to terrify. Spen-
ser. To put one in doubt. Haloct.

fAF-FRAY'MENT, n. Same as affray. Spenser.

AF-FREIGHT',* (af-frat') v. a. T
Smart.

tAF-FREiGHT'MENT,* (af-frat'ment) n. (Law) The freight
of a ship. Crabb.

fAF-FRET', n. Furious onset
;
immediate attack. Spenser.

fAF-FRIC'TION, n. [affrictio, L.] Act of rubbing one thing
on another. Boyle.

tAF-FRlEND'ED, p. a. Reconciled
;
made friends. Spenser.

AF-FRIGHT', (af-frit') v. a.
[i.

AFFRIGHTED
; pp. AFFRIGHT-

ING, _AFFRIGHTED.] To affect with fear; to frighten.
AF-FRIGHT', (af-frif) n. Terror; fear; fright. Dryden.
AF-FRIGHT'ED-LY, ad. With fear.

AF-FRIGHT'EN,* (af-frl'tn) v. a. To terrify; to affright."

Crabb.

AF-FRIGHT'ER, (af-frit'er) n. One who frightens.

(AF-FRIGHT'FUL,, (af-frlt'ful) a. Frightful. Hall.

JAF-FRlGHT'MENT, (af-frit'ment) n. Fear; terror. Bar-
row.

AF-FR6NT', (af-friint') v. a. [affronter, Fr.1
[i.

AFFRONT-
ED

; pp. AFFRONTING, AFFRONTED.] [f To meet face to

face. Shak.] To insult
;
to offend

;
to irritate ; to make

/ angry.
AF-FR6NT', (af-frunf) n. Open insult; contumely; out-

rage.

AF-FRON-TEE',* a. (Her.) Placed front to front. Ash.

AF-FR6NT'ER, (af-frunt'er) n. One who affronts.

AF-FR6NT'iNG, (af-frunt'ing) p. a. Contumelious. Watts.

AF-FRONT'IVE, (af-frunt'jv) <z. Causing affront. Ash.

tAF-FR6NT'iVE-NESS, n. The quality that gives affront.

AsA.

AF-FU$E', v. a. [affundo, afficsiim, L.] To pour one thing
upon another. Boyle.

AF-FU'$ION, (af-fu'zhun) n. [affusio, L.] The act of pour-
ing upon. drew.

AF-FY', (af-fi') v. a. [afficr,Fr.] [i. AFFIED; pp. AFFY-

ING, AFFIED.] To betroth in order to marriage ;
to bind

;

to join.

tAF-FY', (af-fi') v. n. To put confidence in. B. Jonson.

AF'GHAN,* n. A native of Afghanistan. Earnshaw.
AF'GHAN,* a. Belonging to Afghanistan. Earnshaw.
A-FIELD', (a-fCld') ad. To the field

;
in the field. Milton.

A-FIRE', ad. & a. On fire
; burning. Gower.

A-FL.XT', ad. Level with the ground. Bacon.

A-FLOAT', (a-flot') ad. In a floating state. Shak.

A-FOOT', (a-fut') ad. On foot
;
in action

;
in motion. Shak.

.A-FORE, prep. Before
;
nearer in place ; sooner. [R.]

A-FORE', ad. In time past; in front
;
before. Shak. [Anti-

quated, and superseded by before.]
A-FORE 'GO-ING, a. Going'before. Lilly. [R.]
A-FORE'HXND, ad. Beforehand. Bacon.

A-FORE'MEN-TIONED, (-shund) a. Mentioned before. Jld-

dijon.

A-FORE'NAMED, r?-for'namd) a. Named before.

A-FORE'SAID, (a-for'sed) a. Said or named before.
A-FORE'THOUGHT,* (a-for'thavvt) a. (Law) Prepense ;

premeditated; as,
" malice aforethought." Wliishaw.

A-FORE'TIME, ad. In time past. Isaiah.

Ji FOR-TI-O'RI,* (a-fo'r-she-o'rl) With stronger reason.
A-FRAID' a. Struck with fear; terrified; fearful.

A-FRESH', ad. Anew
; again. Knolles.

AF'RIC, a. Belonging to Africa; African. Milton.

AF'RJC, n. The country of Africa. Shak.

AF'RI-CAN, (af'fre-kan) a. Belonging to Africa.

AF'RJ-CAN, n. A native of Africa; a kind of marigold.
AF'Ri-CAN-Iai,* n. A word or phrase peculiar to Africa.

Ash.

A-FR6NT', (a-frunf) ad. In front. Shak.

AFT, ad. (Naut.) Abaft; astern; behind; as, "fore and
aft."

AF'TER, prep. Following in time or place; in pursuit of;
behind ; according to

;
about

;
in imitation of.

AF'TER, ad. In succeeding time
; afterward.

fAF'TER, n. Succeeding time. " An aftcr's tale." Young.
AF'TER,* a. Succeeding ; subsequent ; as,

"
after editions."

Coleridge. $/= This word is sometimes used in a sepa-
rate form as an adjective, and often in composition, of
which several examples follow.

AF'TER-AC-CEP-TA'TION, n. A sense not at first admit-
ted. Dryden.

AF'TER-Ac-coONT', n. Future reckoning.
AF'TER-ACT', . An act subsequent to another.

AF'TER-AC'TION,* n. A subsequent action or conduct.
Milton.

AF'TER-AJ&E, n. ;pl. JVF'TER-A-JGES. Succeeding time or

age. Milton.

AF'TER-ALL', ad. When all has been taken into the view
,

in fine
;
in conclusion

; upon the whole. Attcrbury.

AF'TER-AP-PLI-CA'TION, n. A subsequent application.

AF'TER-AT-TACK', n. An attack made afterwards.

AF'TER-BXND, n. A future band or chain. Milton.

tAF'TER-BEAR'iNG, n. A subsequent bearing or product.

AF'TER-BI'RTH, n. _(Med.) The secundine
;
the placenta.

AF'TER-CXL-CV-LA'TIQN,* n. A subsequent calculation.

Bla'ckstone.

AF'TER-G'L,Xp,n. A subsequent, unexpected event. Spenser
AF'TER-COM'ER, (af'ter-kum'er) n. A successor.

AF'TER-COM'FORT, n. A subsequent comfort. B. Jonson.

AF'TER-CON'DVCT, n. Subsequent behavior. Sherlock.

AF'TER-CON'TRXCT,* n. A subsequent engagement. Mil
ton.

AF'TER-CpN-vIc'TlQN, n. Future conviction. South.

AF'TER-COST, n. A subsequent expense or cost.

AF'TER-COURSE, n. Future course. Brown.

AF'TER-CROP, n. A second crop, or harvest of the same
year.

AF'TER-DAY, (after-da) n. A future day. Congreve.
AF'TER-DIN'NER, n. The hour just after dinner. Sliak.

JAF'TER-KAT'AJGE, n. An after or second crop, as of

grass. Burn.

AF'TER-EN-DEAV'QR, (after-en-dev'9r) n. An endeavor
made after_the first effort. Locke.

fAF'TER-EYE, (af'ter-I) v. a. To keep one in view. Shak.

AF'TER-GAME, n. A subsequent game or expedient.

AF'TER-GRASS,* n. A second crop of grass; aftermath.
London.

AF'TER-GUXRD,* n. (JVaut.) The seamen stationed on the

poop and quarter-deck of vessels. Crabb.

AF'TER-HOPE, n. Future hope. B. Jonson.

AF'TER-HoOR?, (af'ter-burz) n. pi. Succeeding hours.
Shak.

AF'TER-IG'NO-RANCE, n. Subsequent ignorance.
AF'TER-ING?,' n.' pi. The last milk taken from a cowj

strokings. Orosc. [Provincial in England.]
AF'TER-IN-QUI'RY, n. A subsequent inquiry. Shak.

AF'TER-KING, n. A succeeding king. Shuckford.

AF'TER-LAw,* n. A subsequent law or statute. Milton.

AF'TER-LIFE, n. Remainder of life; a life after this.

AF'TER-OV'ER, n. One who lives in succeeding times.

AF'TER-L/IV'ING, n. Future days. Beaum. fy Fl.

AF'TER-LOVE, (af'ter-luv) n. Second or later love. Shak.

AF'TER-MXr/lcE, n. Succeeding malice. Dryden.
AF'TER-MXTH, rt. The second crop of grass mown in au-
tumn

;
called also after-grass, latter-math, eddish

} rowen,
or rowett; and when left long on the ground, it is called

foffg in some places. P. Cyc.

AF'TER-MED-I-TA'TION,* n. Subsequent meditation.
Milton.

AF'TER-MOST, a. superl. Hindmost. Hawkesworth.
AF'TEII-NOON, n. The time from the meridian to the

evening.
AF'TER-NOOX,* a. Relating to the latter part of the day.

Congreve.
AF'TER-NOUR'ISH-MENT, n. Future nourishment. Peri-

cles.

AF'TER-PAIN?, (af'ter-panz) n. pi. The pains after child-

birth.

AF'TER-PART, n. The latter part. Locke.

AF'TER-PAsT'VRE,* n. Pasture after the grass is mowed.
Burn.

AF'TER-PIECE, (af'ter-pSs) n. A farce, or any smaller en-

tertainment, after the play. R. Cumberland.

AF'TER-PRAC'TICE,* n. Subsequent practice. Dryden.
AF'TER-PROOF, n. Posterior evidence or proof. Wotton.

AF'TER-REC'KON-ING, n. An account given afterwards.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N; BOLL., BL?
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AF'TER-RE-P:NT'ANCE, n. Future repentance. South.

AF'TER-RE-PORT',' n. A subsequent report. South.

AF'TER-ROT'TEN-NESS, n. Future rottenness. South.

AF'TER-SONG,* n. A subsequent song or ode. Congreve.
AF'TER-STATE, n. A future state. Olanville.

Ap TER-STING, n. A subsequent sting. Ld. Hervey.
AF'TER-STORM, re. A succeeding storm. Dryden.
AF'TER-SUP'PER, n. The time after supper. Shak.

AF'TER-TASTE, n. Taste remaining after the draught.
AF'TER-THOUGHT, (ifter-thawt) n. Reflection after the

act
;'
a later thought. Dryden.

AF'TER-TIME, n. Succeeding time. Hill.

AF'TER-TOSS'ING, n. Motion of the sea after a storm.

AF'TER-WARD, (af'ler-wurd) ) ad. In succeeding time.

AF'TER-WARD$, (af'ter-wurdz) \

" Sometimes written

afterwards, but less properly." Johnson. " To the termi-
nations in ward, as, inward, forward, toward, an added s

begins to obtain even in classical books." Mitford.

AF'TER-WI$E, a. Wise afterward or too late. Mdison.

AF'TER-WIT, . Contrivance too late. L'Estrange.
AF'TER-WIT'NESS, n. Future witness. Ld. Hervey.
AF'TER-WRATH, (after-rath) n. Anger when the provo-

cation seems past. Shak.

AF'TER-WRIT'ER, (After-rit'er) n. A succeeding writer.

Shuckford.

AFT'WARD, ad. (JVaut.) Aftermost
;
hindmost.

A'GA, (a'ga, or a'ga) [a'ga, S. F. J. Ja. Sm. ; a'ga, P.K.] n.

The title of a Turkish high officer at court or in the army.
A-GAIN', (a-gen') ad. [a-gen', S. W. J. E. F. Sm. K.; a-gan',

Ja.~\ A second time
;
once more

;
in return, noting reac-

tion.

A-GAINST', (a-genst') [a-gensf, S. W. J. E. F. K. Sm. ;

a-ganst', Ja.] prep. In opposition to ; contrary ;
in con-

tradiction to
; opposite to

;
to the hurt of another

;
in pro-

vision for.

fA-GAlN'WARD, (a-gen'ward) ad. Hitherward. Oowcr.

tAG'A-LXx-y, (ag'a-lak-se) n. [Gr.] Want of milk. Bailey.

AG'AL-LOJEH,* or A-GXI/LQ-JEHON,* n. (Bot.) Aloes
wood. Crabb.

A-GXL'MA,* n. (Law) The impression or image of any
thing on a seal. Tomlins.

I-GAL-MXT'Q-LiTE,*n. (Min.) The mineral which the
Chinese carve into images. Brande.

AG'A-MA,* n. (Zool.) A genus of reptiles belonging to the
order of saurians. P. Cyc.

AG'A-MI,* n. (Ornith.) A species of pheasant or crane,
sometimes called the gold-breasted trumpeter. P. Cyc.

AG'A-MisT, n. A person unmarried. CoZfts.

Ao'A-MolD,* a. Denoting the agama or lizard. Brande.

AG'A-MOOS,* a. (Bot.) Having no visible flowers or sexual

organs ; cryptogamic. Brande.

A&'A-PJE,* n. pi. [L. ; dydirrj, Gr.] Love feasts, or feasts

of charity, common among the primitive Christians. Mil-
ner.

A-GAPE', [a-gap', W. J. F.; a-gap', P. Ja. Sm.] Staring
with eagerness. Milton. See GAPE.

AG'A-PHITE,* n. (Min.) The turquoise stone. Phillips.

iG'A-Rlc, n. [ag-aricum, L.] A genus of fungi compre-
hending many hundred species; a mushroom; a drug
used in physic and in dyeing.

lG-A-Rl"ci-A,* n. A mushroom madrepore; a genus of
coral madrepores. P. Cyc.

A-GXR'l-cOs,* n. [agaricum, L.] (Bot.) A generic name of
mushrooms collectively. P. Cyc.

A-GAsT'
?
a. Struck with terror. Milton. See AGHAST.

A-GATE', ad. On the way ; a-going. Brewer. [Local, Eng.j
IG'ATE, n. [agate, Fr.] (Mi.n.) A silicious, ornamental
stone used in jewelry and for some purposes in the arts

;

sometimes called Scotch pebble.

AG'ATE-RiNG,* n. A ring embellished with agate. Shak.

AG'A-THIS,* n. (Bot.) The dammar or kavvrie pine. P.

Cyc.

AG'A-TIZE,* v. a. [t. AGATIZED
; pp. AGATIZING, AGA-

TIZED.] To change into agate. Peck.

AG'^.-Ty, (ag'a-te) a. Of the nature of agate. Woodward.

A-GA'vE,* n. [a-yavos, Gr.] (Bot.) A genus of American
plants resembling aloes

;
the great American aloe. Brande.

tA-GAZE', v. a. To strike with amazement. Spenser.

A'-GAZED', (a-gazd') p. a. Struck with amazement. Shak.

ApE, (aj) n. [Fr.] Any period of time
;
a definite period ;

a
succession or generation of men

;
the time in which one

lived ;
a hundred years ;

a century ; maturity ; decline of

life; old age. (Law) The period at which individuals
are qualified to undertake certain duties and offices. A
male at fourteen years is said to be at years of discretion,
and may consent to marriage, and choose a guardian, &c.
A female at twelve is at years of discretion or maturity,
and may consent to marriage ;

at fourteen, is at years of

legal discretion, and may choose a guardian. At twenty-
one, both male and female are of full age, and at their

own disposal. Bouvier.

A'/JED, (a'jed) a. Old ;
stricken in years. Hooker.

tA'jGED-LY, ad. After the manner of an aged person. Hu-
loeti

AjGE-EN-FEE'BLED,* (-bid) a. Enfeebled by age. Potter.

AjGE-HON'pRED,* (aj-on'urd) a. Honored on account of
age. Potter.

fA-j&EN', ad. Again. Dryden. See AGAIN.
A'JGEN-CY, 7i. Action

; performance ;
office of an agent ; op

eration
; management.

fA'jGEND, 7). [agendum, L.] See AGENDUM. Bp. Andrews.
A-pEZf'DUM, n. [L.] pi. A-frEN'DA. A memorandum
_ book :' pi. Things to be done.

A'jGENT, a. [agens, L.] That acts
; acting. Bacon.

A'JGENT, . An actor; a substitute; a deputy; a factor;
that which has the power of operating.

A'/JENT-SHIP, n. The office of an agent. Bcaum. fy Fl.

AJGE'WORN,* a. Worn or wasted by age. Jodrell.

fAjG-j&E-LA'TiQN, (ad-je-la'shun) . Concretion into ice.

Brown.

fAjG-jGfiN-ER-A'TiQiv, (ad-jen-ner-a'sh-jn) n. The state of

growing to another body.' Brown.
, (ad'jur) n. [L.J A fortress, or trench. Hcarne.

fAjG'jSER-ATE, (ad'jer-at) v. a. To heap up. Bailey.

tAjG-jGER-dSE^, (ad-jer-5s') a. Full of heaps. Bailey.

AG-GLOM'ER-ATE, v. a. [agglomero, L.] [i. AGGLOMER-
ATED

; pp. AGGLOMERATING, AGGLOMERATED. To gather
up in a ball, _as thread

;
to gather together. Young.

AG-GLOM'ER-ATE, v. n. To grow into one mass. Thomson.

AG-GL6M-ER-A'TipN, n. Act of agglomerating.
AG-GLU'TJ-NANT, n. (Med.) A uniting and healing medi-

cine.
_

AG-GLU'TI-NXNT, a. Uniting parts together. Gray.
AG-GLU'TI-NATE, v. a. [i. AGGLUTINATED; pp. AGGLU-
TINATING, AGGLUTINATED.] To unite one part to an-
other. Harvey.

AG-GLU-TI-NA'TION, . Union
;
cohesion. Howell.

AG-GLU^TI-NA-TIVE, a. Tending to agglutinate or unite.

tAG-GRACE', v. a. To favor. Spenser.

JAG-GRACE', 7i. _Kindness; favor. Spenser.

tAG-GRAN-Dl-ZA/TlpN, n. Aggrandizement. Waterhouse.

AG'GRAN-DIZE, v. a. [aggrandir, Fr.] [i. AGGRANDIZED ;

pp. AGGRANDIZING, AGGRANDIZED.] To make great; to
cause to excel in rank or dignity ;

to enlarge ; to exalt.

AG'GRAN-DIZE, v. n. To become greater; to increase.
Hall.

AG'GRAN-DIZE-MENT, or AG-GRAN'DIZE-MENT, [ag'-

ran-diz-ment, S. W. J. F. Sm. R. ; ag-gfan'djz-ment, Ja.
Wb. ; ag'ran-diz-ment, or ag-gran'djz-ment, P.] n. State
of being aggrandized ;

exaltation.

AG'GRAN-DIZ-ER, n. One who aggrandizes.
fAG-GRATE', v. a. To please; to treat with civility. Spen-

ser.

fAG'GRA-VA-BLE, a. Making worse; aggravating. Dr. ff.

More.

AG'GRA-VATE, v. a. [aggravo, L.] [i. AGGRAVATED; pp.
AGGRAVATING, AGGRAVATED.] To make worse

;
to exas-

perate ;
to enhance in guilt or evil ; to provoke.

AG'GRA-VAT-ED,* p. a. Rendered less tolerable; made
worse.

AG'GRA-VAT-ING,* p. a. Causing aggravation ; provoking.
AG-GRA-VA'TipN, 71. Act of aggravating ;

state of being
aggravated ; provocation ; something which increases an
oflence.

AG'GRE-GATE, a. Formed by the collection of parts.

AG'GRE-GATE, n. The sum or result of parts collected.

(Min.) A_rock composed of two or more simple minerals.

AG'GRE-GATE, v. a. [aggrego, L.] [i. AGGREGATED ; pp.

AGGREGATING, AGGREGATED.] To Collect together j
to aC-

cumulate. Milton.

AG'GRE-GATE-LY, ad. Collectively. Chesterfield.

AG-GRE-GA'TIPN, n. Collection ;
accumulation.

AG'GRE-GA-TIVE, a. Taken together. Sptlman.

AG'GRE-GA-TPR, n. [L.] One who collects materials.

Burton.

AG-GRESS', v. n. [aggredior, aggressum, L.] [i. AG-
GRESSED

; pp. AGGRESSING, AGGRESSED.] To Commit the
first act of violence. Prior.

AG-GRESS',* v. a. To attack. Q?*, Rev. [R.]

fAG-GRESS', 7i. [aggressus, low LJ Aggression. Hale.

AG-GRES'sipN, (ag-gresh'un) n. The first act of injury;
an attack

;
an invasion.

AG-GRES'SIVE, a. Making the first attack; beginning a

quarrel ;
offensive. Sir Walter Scott.

AG-GRS'SIVE-NESS,* n. The quality of being aggressive
Blackwood.

AG-GRESS'OR, n. One who commences hostility.
AG-GRIEV'ANCE, n. Injury. Beaum. Sf Fl. See GHI
ANCE.

AG-GRIEVE', v. a. [i. AGGRIEVED
; pp. AGGRIEVING,

AGGRIEVED.] To give sorrow
;

to vex
;

to harass
;

to

injure.

fAG-GRiEVE'. v. n. To grieve. Mir. for Magistrates.
A'G-GRIEVED',* (ag-grevd') p. a. Afflicted; grieved;
jured.

AG-GROUP', (ag-grop') v. a. [i. AGGROUPED
; pp. AG-

GROUPING, AGGROUPED.] To bring together into one

figure ;
to group ;

a term in painting. Dryden.
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A-GHiST', (a-gast')
a. Struck with horror

;
amazed. Milton.

AG'ILE, (aj'jl) a. [agilis, L.] Nimble
; ready ; active. Shale.

A/T'ILE-NESS, (aj'il-nes) n. Nimbleness; agility. [R.]

A-jGJ[L.'l-TY, 7i. Nimbleness
; activity ; quickness

. [R.]
. Watts.

A-plL'LQ-pHUM, (a-jil'lo-kum) n. 'Aloes-wood. Q,uincy.

A'GI-o, (a'je-o, or ad'je-6) [a'je-o, P. J. F. K. ; ad'je-o,
Ja. Sin.] n. [It.] pi. A 1p1-03. (Com.) The difference

between the values of the current or bank notes, and
standard money or specie of any place.

AjG'l-p-TAjGE,* 7i. The management or manoeuvres by
which speculators in the public funds contrive, by dis-

seminating false rumors, or by other means, to lower or

enhance their price. Brande.

A-pisT', v. a. (Law) To take in and feed cattle. Blount.

fA-jGlST'AjGE,* . (Law) S:une as iigi.,-tment. Crabb.

A-JGIST'MENT, n. (Law) The feeding of cattle in a com-
mon pasture, for a stipulated price ;

tithe due for the

profit made by agisting. Blackstone. An embankment ;

earth heaped up.

A-pls'TpR, n. An officer of the king of England's forest.

Ap'iT-A-BLE, a. That may be agitated. Bailey. [R.]

AjG'l-TATE, v. a. [atrito, L.] [i.
AGITATED

; pp. AGITAT-

ING, AGITATED.] To put in motion
;
to disturb; to stir;

to discuss
;
to contrive ;

to revolve.

Ap-i-TA/TipN,7t. Act of agitating ;
state of being agitated ;

motion either of body or mind
;
discussion

;
deliberation.

Aff-i-TA'TO,* [It.] (Music) Denoting a rapid and broken
style of performing. Crabb.

AJ&'I-TA-TOR, 71. Ons who causes agitation. (Eng. Hist.)
A person chosen by the army, in 1G47, to watch over its

interests.

AG'LET, n. [aiguillette, Fr.] A tag of a point carved into

the shape of little images ; a pendant at the ends of the
chives of flowers.

AG'LET-HEAD'ED,* a. Pointed with a tag at the head.
Pilkinton.

fAG'Ml-NAL, a. [agmen, L.I Belonging to a troop. Bailey.

AG'NAIL, n. A disease of the nails
;
a whitlow.

AG'NATE, a. [agnatus, L.] Akin from the father's side;

allie_d
to.

AG'NATE,* n. One connected by the father's side or by
males. Bouvier.

AG-NAT'IC, a. Related or akin by descent from the father.

Blackstone.

AG-NA'TIPN, n. Descent by the father's side, or from the
same father in a direct male line ; alliance.

tAG-Nl"TlpN, n. [agnitio, L.] Acknowledgment. Pearson.

JAG-NIZE', v. a. [agniser, Fr.] To acknowledge. Shak.

AG-NO'MEN,* n. [L.] A name derived, among the Ro-
"

mans, from some illustrious action or remarkable event,
and given to a person, although he might already have a

praenomen, nomen, and cognomen ; as, Jlfricanus was
the agnomen of the two Scipios. Brande.

AG-NOM'I-NATE, v. a. [agnomina, L.] To name. Locrine.

AG-NOM-I-NA'TIPN, n. Allusion of one word to another,
by sound

;
an additional name. Camdcn.

AG'NON,* 71. A spscies of dragon-fly. Brande.

AG-NQ-THE'RI-UM,*II. (Geol.) An extinct fossil animal,
allied to the dog, but as large as a lion. Roberts.

AG'NUS,n. [L.] A lamb. (Romish Church) The image of
a lamb representing our Savior. Brevint.

Ae'NUS CAa'T(/s,n. [L.]
The chaste-tree. Dryden.

A-GO', ad. In time past ;
since

; past ; as,
"
long ago."

A-GOG', ad. In a state of desire. [A low word.]
A-Gd'frE,* n. [Gr.] The drift, current, or force of any
thing in progress ; a little channel. Crabb.

A-GO'iNG,p. a. In the act of going ;
in action. Dryden.

\Ao'oN, n. [Gr.] The contest for the prize. Abp. Sancroft.

tAG'p-NARjEH,* re. [dywdpxris, Gr.] A master of revels.
Blount.

tA-GONE', (a-gon') ad. Ago; past. B. Jonson.

AG'o-Nf!?M, 7t. [dyuvitrna, Gr.] Contention for a prize.
Bailey. [R.]

AG'P-NIST, n. A contender for prizes. Bailey. [R.]
fAG-p-Ni's'TARjBH,* 71. One who took the charge, in an-

cient times, of exercising combatants. Crabb.

tAG-p-Nis'TER,* n. A prize-fighter; agonistes. Maunder.
AG-Q-Nls' TR$, n. [Gr.] A prize-fighter; one that contends

at a public solemnity for a prize. Milton.

AG-O-NIS'TIC, a. Agonistical. Hammond.
AG-p-Nis'Ti-CAL, a. Relating to prize-fighting. Bp. Bull.

AG-P-N(S'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In an agonistical manner.
AG-P-NIS'TICSJ* . pi. The art or theory of prize-fighting.
Q. Rev.

AG'O-NI/E, v. a. [dywiu'/>>, Gr.] [i. AGONIZED ; pp. AGO-

NIZING, AGONIZED.] To afflict with agony. Fcltham.

AG'P-N!ZE, v. n. To feel agony ;
to be in excessive pain.

Pope.

AG-P-NIZ'ING-LY, ad. In the most painfully feeling man-
ner.

fAG'p Np-THETE, n. [dyuvodcrris, Gr.] A judge of mas-
teries in activity. Bailey.

fAG-p-Np-THET'ic, a. Presiding at public games. Bailey.fAG-p-Np-THET'jc, a. Presiding at public games. Bailey. When followed by that,
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AG'P-N Ds,* 71. (fdi.) A genus of fishes. P. Cyc.

AG'P-NY, n. [dyuv, Gr.] The pangs of death; violent

pain ; anguish : distinctively, of Christ in the garden.
tA-GOOD', (a-gud') ad. In earnest

;
not fictitiously. Shak.

A-GOU^TJ, (a-go'te) 71. (Zool.) A genus of rodent animals.

jA-GRACE', v. a. 'See AGGRACE.
fA-GRAM'MA-TisT, 71. [a and ypdpua, Gr.] An illiterate

man. Bailey.

A-GRA'RJ-AN, a. [agrarius, L.] Relating to fields or

grounds ; agrestic. Agrarian law, a law for the distri-

bution of lands among plebeians, soldiers, or all the citi-

zens. Crabb.

A-GRA'RI-AN,* n. An advocate of agrarian principles or
laws. QM. Rev.

A-GRA'Ri-AN-i?M,* n. The distribution of land or other

property among the people. Sir J. Mackintosh.

A-GRA'RI-AN-IZE,* v. a. To distribute among the people.'

Ch.pb:
'

A-GREE', v. n. [agreer, Fr.] [i. AGREED ; pp. AGREEING,
AGREED.] To think or act in unison

;
to be in concord;

to grant; to yield to; to settle amicably; to concur; to

suit with.

fA-GREE', v. a. To reconcile. Spenser.

A-GREE-A-B?L'I-TY, n. Agreeableness. Chaucer.

A-GREE'A-BLE, a. Suitable to; consistent with ;
accord-

ant -

L concordant ;
conformable

; pleasing.
A-GREE'A-BLE-NESS, n. duality of being agreeable.
A-GREE'A-BLY, ad. In accordance with

; pleasingly.

A-GREED', p. a. Settled by consent. Locke.

A-GREE'ING-LY, ad. In conformity to. Sheldon.

A-GREE'ING-NESS, n. Consistence; suitableness. [R.]

A-GREE'MENT, n. Act of agreeing; state of being agreed ;

concord
;
resemblance of one thing to another

; stipula-
tion

; compact ; bargain. (Law) That which is consented
to by two or more parties.

tA-GREs'TJ-AL, (a-grest'ye-al) a. Agrestic.
A-GRES'TIC,

(
a. [agrestis, L.] Rude

;
rustic ; belong-

A-GRES'TI-CAL, \ ing to the country or to fields.

fA-GRlc-p-LA'TlpN, n. [agricola, L.] Culture of the

ground. Bailey.

A-GRlc'p-Lisx,* n. An agriculturist; a husbandman.
Dodsley.

AG-Ri-cOLT'pR, n. An agriculturist ;
a farmer. Farm.Ency.

AG-RI-CULT'V-RAL, a. Relating to agriculture. Smith.

AG-Rl-cDr,T'v-RAL-IsT,*7i. Agriculturist. Thacher. [R.]

AG'Ri-cuLT-VRE,(ag'rj-kult-yur)n. [agricultura, L.] The
art or science of cultivating the earth

; tillage ; husbandry.
AG-RI-COL,T'V-RIM, n. The science of agriculture. [R.]

AG-RI-CULT'V-RIST, n. One versed in agriculture; a
farmer.

AG'RI-MO-NY, n. [ammonia, L.] A spriggy plant ;
a genud

of plants.

fA-GRl$E', v. n. To shiver for fear, or through pity. Chaucer.

|A-GRi$E', v. a. To affright ;
to terrify ; to disfigure. Spenser.

A'GROM,* n. (Med.) A disease of the tongue in India.

Crabb.

A-GRON'p-MY,* n. Cultivation; agriculture. Brande.

AG-Rps-TEM/MA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

A-GROS'TIS,* n. (Bot.) A genus of grasses; bent-grass.
Farm. Encyc.

AG-RPS-TOG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of grasses. Dr.
Black.

AG-Rps-TOL/p-jGY,* M. That part of botany that relates to

grasses. Brande.

A-GROUND', ad. On the ground ; stranded ; obstructed :
'

applied to a ship when it rests on the ground so as to be
immovable.

A'GVE, (a'gu) 7i. An intermittent fever, with cold fits suc-
ceeded by hot: a swelling or inflammation from taking
cold. Forby.

A'GVE, v._a. To strike as with an ague. Haywood.
A'GVE-CAKE,* n. An enlargement of the liver or spleen,
caused by the ague. Brande. A composition adapted to

the ague. Milton.

A'GUED, (a'gud) a. Struck with an ague. Shak. [R.]
A'GUE-FiT, n. A paroxysm of the ague. S/iak.

A'GVE-PROOF, (a'gu-prof) a. Proof against agues. Shak.

fA-GUER'RY, v. a. fao-uerrtr, Fr.] To inure to the hard-

ships of war. Lyttleton.

.A^GVE-SPEL.!,, n. A charm for the ague. Gay.
A'GyE-STRUCK, a. Struck as with an ague. Hewyt.
A'GVE-TREE, n. A name sometimes given to sassafras.

A-GUl&A-NEUF1
,* n. [d gui Van neuf, Fr.] A ceremony

of the ancient Gauls, on the first day of the year, gather-

ing inisletoe, and repeating, J3 gui Van ncuf. Crabb.

tA-GUi$E', (a-5iz') v. a. To dress. Spenser. See GUISE.

JA-GUISE', (a-|lz') n. Dress. More.

A'GV-ISH, a. Partaking of or producing ague. B. Jonson.

A'GV-ISH-NESS, n. Quality of resembling an ague.

A'GVL,,* n. (Bot.) A little prickly shrub. Crabb.

A-JGY'RATE,* n. (Bot.) An osmundaceous plant. Brande.

AH, (a) inter;'. Sometimes noting dislike, contempt, or ex-
ultation

;
but most frequently compassion and complaint.

When followed by tliat, it expresses vehement desire.

hard; 9 as Z
B*

as gzj-
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A-HA', X-HA' ! interj. Noting triumph and contempt. Ps.

-HEA'D', (a-hed') ad. (JVaut.) Farther onward
; onward ;

in advance.

JA-HEIGHT', (a-hlf) ad. Aloft; on high. Shak.

tA-HiGH', (a-hl') ad. On high. Shak.

J^-HOLD', ad. (Naut.) To lay a ship ahold, is to bring her

to lie as near the wind as she can, in order to get her out

to sea. Shak.

Jl-Hdu'Al, (a-ho'a) n. A poisonous plant of the genus
'

cerbera.

A-HOY', interj. (JVaut.) Noting a call
;
holla.

^.-HDN'GRY, a. Hungry. Shak. The expletive an is thus

prefixed to hunger in an-hungered. Matthew.

A-HU'SAL,* n. (Chem.) The sulphur of arsenic. Crabb.

AID, (ad) v. a. [aider, Fr.] [i. AIDED; pp. AIDING, AIDED.]
To help ;

to assist
;
to support.

AID, n. Help ; support ;
a helper. (Law) A subsidy ; pecu-

_niary tribute paid by a feudal vassal. Blackstone.

fAlD'ANCE,n. Help; support; aid. Shak.

fAlD'ANT, a. Helping ; helpful. Shak.

J&IDE-DE-CAMP, (ad'e-fcawng') [ad'e-kawng', W. Ja. ;

ad'e-kong', E. K. Sm'.; ad'e-kamp, m.} n. [Fr.] pi.

AIDES-DE-CAMP. A military officer appointed to attend

a general officer, to receive and carry his orders.

AID'ER, n. One who aids ;
abettor ;

a helper.

AID'ING,*^. a. Affording aid
; assisting; helping.

AID'LESS, (ad'les) a. Helpless ; unsupported. Shak.

JAID'-MA-JOR,* n. The former title of the adjutant of a

regiment. Booth.

AI'GRE, (a'gur) n. The flowing of the sea
; eagre. [Provin-

cial, Eng.J See EAGRE.
AI'GRET, (a'gret) n. [aigrette, Fr.] An Oriental orna-

ment for the head. Tweddell. The egret, or heron. See
EGRET.

J&l-GRETTE',*n. [Fr.] A tuft of feathers. London.

Al-GViL-LETTE'*(*-le\-m') n. [Fr.] (Mil.) A point; a

tagged point ;
an agulet. C. Gratiot.

Il'GV-LET, (a'gu-let) n. [aguillette, Fr.] A point of gold
at the end of fringes; a tagged point; an aglet. See
AGLET.

im'RAw,*n. (Bot.) A species of lichen or moss. Smart.

AIL, v. a. [t. AILED; pp. AILING, AILED.] To give pain ;

to pain ;
to trouble

;
to affect in any manner.

ilL,* v. n. To feel pain ; to be in pain or trouble. Smart.

[R.j
AIL, n. A disease ; pain ;

illness. Pope.

AIL'ING, p. a. Sickly; full of complaints.

AIL'MENT, n. Pain
;
disease. Oranville.

AIM, (am) v. n. [i. AIMED; pp. AIMING, AIMED.] To en-

deavor to strike with a missile weapon ;
to direct toward ;

to point.

AIM, v. a. To direct, as a missile weapon. Dryden.
AIM, 7i. The direction of a missile weapon ;

intention ;
de-

sign ; purpose ; a scheme. [Guess. Spenser.]

AIM'ER, (a'mer) n. One who aims. Wood.

AiM'|NG,*n. The act of taking aim
; purpose. South.

AIM'LESS, (am'les) a. Without aim or object. May.
AIR, (ar) n. [aer, L.

; air, Fr ] The fluid which we breathe,
and which surrounds the globe, esteemed by ancient phi-

losophers a simple element, but found by modern chem-
ists to consist of two simple substances or gases, oxygen
and nitrogen, or azote, in the relative bulks of about 21

,- and 79, or 20 and 80
;
the atmosphere ; any aeriform fluid

;

.gentle wind ;
scent

; vapor ;
blast

; pestilential vapor ;
the

..open weather ;
utterance

; publication ; melody ;
a tune ;

a song ; attitude, manner, look, or appearance of the per-
son ; an affected manner or gesture.

.AlR, (&r) v. a. [i.
AIRED

; pp. AIRING, AIRED.] To expose
to the air ; to gratify, by enjoying the open air

;
to warm

by the fire.

. AlR'-BAL-L66N', n. A machine filled with air. See BAL-
. LOON.

AiR'-BLXo-DER, n. A bladder or vesicle filled with air.

AIR'-BLOWN,* (ar'blon) a. Wafted or blown by the wind.
JodreU.

AlR'-BORN, a. Born of the air. Congreve.

AIR'-BRAV-ING, p. a. Defying the winds. Shak.

AIR'-BRED,* a. Produced from or in the air. Potter.

AlR'-BUi'LT, (ir'bilt) a. Built in the air. Pope.

AlR'-CELL,* n. A cavity in the stem or leaf of a plant ;
a

membranous receptacle communicating with the lungs of

birds. Brande.

AlR'-COR'RENT,*7t. A stream or current of air. Goldsmith.

illR'-DRAwN,
a. Drawn or painted in air. Shak.

IR'-EM-BRACED, (ar'em-brast) a. Encompassed by air,

Sandys. Ps. civ.

AIR'EN,* n. A Tartar liquor made of cow's milk. Booth.

AIR'ER, n. One who airs or exposes to the air.

AIR'-FORMED,* (ar'fb'rmd) a. Formed from the air. JodreU.

AlR'-GON, n. A gun in which air is used, instead of pow
der, to propel a ball.

AIR'-HOLE, (ar'hol) n. A hole to admit air.

AIR'J-LY,* ad. In an airy manner ; gayly. Sterne.

AiR'i-Nfiss, n. Quality of being aiiy; openness; exposure
to air

; lightness ; gayety ; levity.

AJR'ING, n. A short excursion to enjoy the free air.

AIR'LESS, a. Wanting communication with the free air.

AIR'LING, n. A thoughtless, gay person. B. Jonson.

AiR'-PIPE,* n.- A pipe used to draw foul air out of a ship's
hold. Crabb.

AIR'-PLANT,* n. A plant which possesses the power of

living a considerable time suspended in the air. P. Cyc.
R'-Poi'SE, n. An instrument for weighing air.

AiR'-PuMP, n. A philosophical instrument for removing
the air out of a vessel.

n. A passage for the air into mines. Ray.
AIR'-STIR-RING, (ir'stir-ring) a. Putting air in motion.
AIR'-THREAT'EN-ING, (ar'thret'tn-Ing) a. Threatening the

air
; lofty. Mir. for Magistrates.

AIR'-TIGHT,* (ar'tit) a. Impervious to air. Francis.

AIR'-VES-SEL,* n. A receptacle of air; a duct in plants.

Ray.
AIR'Y, (ar'e) a. Relating to or composed of air : surrounded
with air

; high in air
;
thin

;
unsubstantial

; wanting real-

ity ; light; gay; sprightly.

AIR'Y-FLY'ING, a. Flying like air. Thomson.

AIR'Y-LIGHT, (ar'e-lit) a. Light as air. Milton.

[aile, Fr.] A walk in a church
;
a wing ofAISLE, (II) n. [aile, Fr.] A wal

the choir in a church. Add'ison.

AISLED,* (I'led, or lid) a. Furnished with aisles. Byron.
AIT, n. A small island in a river. Skinner. A little island

planted with osiers. Brande.

AI-ZOON',* n. [aizoon, L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants-,
houseleek. Crabb.

Al-zo'VM,* 7i. (Bot.) An aquatic evergreen. Smart.

A-JAR', ad. Half or partly open : applied to a door.

AJ'V-TAJGE, n. [Fr.] A tube or pipe by which water is dis-

charged to or from water-wheels and other hydraulic en-

gines.

A-KXN'TI-CONE,* n. (Mm.) A term sometimes applied to

epidote. Cleavdand.

ARE, v. n. To feel a pain. Shak. See ACHE.
A-KE'NI-OM,* n. (Bot.) A seed-vessel; a spermidium.
Brande.

A-KtM'BQ,* a. Arched; crooked. The arms are a-kimbo.
when the hands are on the hips, and the elbows arched
outwards. Arbuthnot.

A-KIN', a. Related to ; allied to by blood or by nature
;
kin j

kindred.
AL. An Arabic prefix to many words

; as, al-coran, al-covc,

al-chemy, al-embic, al-manac.

AL'A-Bis-TER,7i. [dha/3o.ffTf>oi>, Gr.] A white stone used for

ornamental purposes. It is of two kinds ; one of which
is a carbonate of lime, the other a sulphate of lime or

gypsum ;
and to this the term is now generally applied.

AL'A-BAS-TER, a. Made of alabaster. Jiddison.

AL-A-Bis'TRi-AN,* a. Relating to or like alabaster. Maun-
der. [R.]

AL-A-BZ s' TR uiff,* n. [L.] An alabaster box of ointment.
Jish.

A-LXcK', (a-1ak') interj. Alas
; noting sorrow. Shak.

A-LXcK/A-DAY, interj. Alas the day ; noting sorrow

fA-LAc'Rl-ous,*a. Cheerful
; lively. Hammond.

fA-LXc'Ri-oOs-LY, ad. Cheerfully. Gov. Tongue.
tA-LXc'RJ-o\is-NESS, 7i. Briskness; liveliness. Hammond.
A-LXc'Rl-TY, 71. [alacritas, L.] Cheerfulness

; sprightli-
ness

; liveliness ; gayety ;
readiness. Hooker.

A-LXD'IN-IST,* n. A free-thinker among the Mahometans.
'

Crabb'.

A LA FRANPAISE,* (a-la-fran-saz') [Fr.] After the

French fashion.

AL'A-LITE,* n. (Min.) A species of diopside. Phillips.
A LA-Mi'RE, (a-la-me'ra) [al-a-mer', Ja. Wb. ; al-a-ml'ra,

jr.] n. The lowest note but one in three septenariea of
the gamut or scale of music.

AL-A-MODE', ad. & a. [Fr.J Fashionably or fashionable ;

in or according to the fashion, rfrbuthno't.

AL-A-MODE',* n. A thin, silk stuff. Whitlock.

fAL'A-MOTH,* 7i. A Hebrew musical instrument. Ash.

A-LXND', ad. At or on land
;
on dry ground. Dryden.

Jl L'JlNGLAiSES (a-lang-glaz') [Fr.] After the English
fashion or manner.

A-LXN'TINE,*TI. An amylaceous substance extracted from
the root of the angelica archangelica. Brande.

A-LARM', n. [alarme, Fr.] A cry of danger ;
a sudden ter-

ror ; a tumult or disturbance.

A-LARM', v. a. [alarmer, Fr.] [i.
ALARMED ; pp. ALARMING,

ALARMED.
]
To call to arms

;
to surprise with fear

;
to ter-

rify ;
to disturb.

A-LARM'-BELL, n. A bell that is rung to give alarm. Milten.

A-LARM'-GijN* n. A gun fired as a signal of al

Williams.

A-LARM'ING, p. a. Causing alarm ; terrifying.

A-LARM'JNG-LY, ad. In an alarming manner.

A-LJVRM'IST, n. One who excites an alarm.

^-LARM'-POST, n. A post appointed for a body of men to

appear at in case of an alarm.lR]-L-Y> a. n an air . . .
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A-LARM'-WATCH, (a-1'arm'woch) n. A watch that strikes

the hour by regular movement. Herbert.

A-LA'RIJM, [a-Ia'rum, P. Ja.; a-lar'um, F. Sm.; a-ld'rum,

K.] n. An alarm
;
an alarm clock. Sliak.

A-LAS', interj. [helas, Fr.] Noting lamentation, pity, or con-

A-LJts' THE DAY, interj. Ah, unhappy day ! Shak.

A-LAS' THE WHILE, interj. All, unhappy time ! Spenser.

fA-LATE', ad. Lately ;
not long since. Hawes.

-LATE',* a. [alatus, L.] (Bot. & Anat.) Bordered by a

leafy or membraneous expansion. Brande.
A LAT'E-RE,* [L.] From the side. The cardinal legates
a latere were the pope's assistants and counsellors in or-

dinary. Hamilton.

AT,-A-TER'NVS, . (Bot.) Evergreen privet. Evelyn.

ALB, n. [album, L.] A vestment worn by Catholic priests.

AL'BA,*n. [L.] A surplice, or white sacerdotal vest
;
an

alb. Whi*haw.

AL-BA'NI-AN,* n. A native of Albania. P. Cyc.

AL-BA'NJ-AN,* a. Relating to Albania. Qw. Rev.

AL-BXs'TRys,* n. (Bot.) A flower-bud. P. Cyc.

AL'BA-TROSS, n. (OrnitJi.) A genus of large web-footed
bird's.

fAL-BE', ad. Although ;
albeit. Spmser.

AL-BE'JT, ad. Although; notwithstanding. Spenser. [An-
tiquated.]

AL'BI-CORE, n. A sea-fish. Davors.

fAL-Bi-Fl-CA'TlpN, n. Act of making white. Chaucer.

AL-BI-/JN'SE?, n. pi. A sect of Christians that first ap-

peared in the twelfth century, and so called fromAlbi, in

Upper Languedoc, France.

AL'BJN,* n. (Jtfin.) A variety of apophylite. Phillips.

AL-Bl'Ni$M,* n. The state of an albino
;
a state in which

the skin is white, the hair flaxen, and the iris of the

eye pink. Brande.

AL-Bl'Np,* or AL-Bi'Np,* n. [Port. & Sp.] pi AL-Bl'NO,'

or AL-BI'NO$.' A person of preternatural whiteness ofskin
and hair

;
a white negro. P. Cyc.

AL'BITE,* n. (Min.) A species of felspar. Cleaveland.

AL-BV-PIN'E-ODS, a. [albugo, L.] Resembling the white
of an egg. Brown.

fAL-BO'jGlN-ous,* a. Albugineous. Brown.

AL-Bv'ed,n. [L.] pi. AL-BV'PI-NE$. (Med.) Awhile
*

speck in the eye ;
a disease in the eye, by which the

cornea contracts a whiteness.

AL'BVM, n. [L.] pi. XL'BVM?. A book for the insertion

of autographs, short literary compositions, &c.

AL-BU'ME-AN,* a. Relating to an album. C. Lamb.
A.L-B V'MEN,* n. [L.] A peculiar substance found in the
'

white of an egg, and in the blood, muscles, bones, &c., of
animals ;

a substance found in vegetables, particularly in

some seedsj the white of an egg. P. Cyc.

AL-BO'MI-NOSE,* a. Same as albuminous. Smitli.

AL-BU'MJN-OUS,* a. Relating to or containing albumen.
P. Cyc.

AX'BVRN, a. See AUBURN.
AL-BUR'NOys,* a. Relating to alburnum. London.
AL-BUR'NVM,* 7i. [L.] (Bot.) The softer and whiter part'

of wood, next to the inner bark, called sap-wood. P. Cyc.

AL'CA,* 7i. (Ornith.) A genus of anserine birds. Brande.

AL.-CADE',* n. [alcalde, Sp.] A Spanish justice of the

peace ;
a judge. Encyc.

AL,'CA-HST, n. [Ar.] See ALKAHEST.
AL-cA'ic, 7i. A kind of verse used by the poet Alcaeus,

consisting of two dactyls and two trochees.

AL-CA'IC, a. Noting the measure of the verse of Alcaeus.

Warton.

AL-CAID', n. [alcayde, Sp.] A governor of a castle
;
a keep-

er of a jail; a jailer. Newman. See ALCADE.
AL-CXN'NA, n. An Egyptian plant used in dyeing. Brown.

AJL-CAR-RA'ZA,* n. [Sp.] A large earthen vessel for cool-

ing water. W. Encyc.
AL-CE'DO,* n. (Ornith.) A genus of birds; king-fisher.
Brande.

AL-JEHEM'I-CAL, a. Relating to alchemy.
AL-eHEM'i-CAL-Ly, ad. In the manner of an alchemist.

AL'jBHE-MlsT, 7i. One who is versed in alchemy. Shak.

AL-HE-]vns'Tl-CAL, a. Acting like an alchemist. Burke.

AL'JEHE-MIZEJ v. a. To transmute. Lovelace. [R.]

AL'/EHE-MY, n. [xirjieta. Gr. : alchimie, Fr.] The science of

chemistry, as practised in former times ; or the pretended
art of the transmutation of metals, or of making gold and
silver

;
occult chemistry ;

a mixed metal.

AL'JEHY-MY, n. Now commonly written alchemy.

AL'CQ-HOL, n. [Ar.] Highly rectified or pure spirit; the

chemical name of ardent spirit; spirits of wine: for-

merly, an impalpable powder.
AL'CQ-HO-LATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt in which alcohol ap-
pears to replace the water crystallization. Brande.

AL-CQ-HOL'IC,* a. Relating to or containing alcohol.

Brande.

AL-CQ-HOL-I-ZA'TIQN, n. The act of rectifying spirits.

AL'cp-Hp-LlZE, [al'kg-ho-llz, W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; al-ko'-

ho-llz, S. J.} v. a. To make an alcohol ; to rectify spirits.

AL-CO-HC-M'E-TF.R,* n. An instrument to ascertain the

quantity of spirit or alcohol in vinous liquids. Scudamore,

AL'cp-RXN, [>l'k9-rSn, S. W. P. J. F. E. Ja. Sm. R. ; al-ko'-

ran, K. "Orientalists, in general, pronounce this word
al-ko-ran'." Sm.] n. [al and korun, Ar.] The Mahometan
bible, or the book written and left by Mahomet, and con-

taining the doctrines and precepts of his religion.

AL-cp-RXN'lc,*a. Relating to the Alcoran, or to Mahome-
tan ism. Jameson.

AL-CO-RXN'ISH, a. Relating to the Alcoran.

AL-CP-RXN'IST,* n. One who adheres strictly to the letter

of the Alcoran. Crabb.

AL-COVE', [al-kov', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; al'kov,
Wb.~\ n. [alcoba, Sp.] A recess in a chamber, or place for

a bed ; a recess in a library ; an arbor in a garden.
AL'CY-QN,* n. (Ent.) A species of insect. Kirby.
AL'CY-QN.* n. See HALCYON. Brande.

AL-CY-ON'IC,* a. Relating to submarine plants. Crabb.

AL-CY-ON'I-FORM,* a. Having the form of a submarine

plant. P. Cyc.

AL'CV-Q-NITE,* n. (Min.) A fruit-like, spongiform flint

fossil, found in chalk formations. Brande.

AL-C-O'NI-&M,* n. [L.] A genus of marine polypes.

Brande._
AL-DA-BA'RAN,* n. A star in the constellation of Taurus.

Crabb.

AL'DER, n. A small tree growing in wet ground ;
the alnus

of botanists_.
tXL-DER-LlEV'EST, a. super. Most beloved. Shak.

AL'DER-MXN, n.; pi. AL'DER-MN. [|A senator or gov-

ernor;] a magistrate or member of a town or city cor-

poration.
AL-DER-MXN'ic,*a. Relating to or becoming an alderman.
Ed. 'Rev.

fAL-DER-MXN'l-TY, n. The society of aldermen. Under-
woods.

A'L'DER-MAN-LIKE, a. Like an alderman. Shclton.

AL'DER-MAN-LY, a. Like an alderman. Swift.

AL'DER-MAN-RY,* n. The office or quality of an alderman.
Ed. Rev.

AL'DERN, a. Made of alder. May.
AL'DI'NE,* a. (Bibliography) Noting editions of books
which proceeded from the press of Aldus Manutius of
Venice. Dibdin.

ALE, n. A fermented malt liquor, or a liquor obtained by
the infusion of malt and hops by fermentation.

A-LEAK',* ad. In a leaking state. Hale.

AL'E-A-TQ-RY,* a. (Civil Law) Noting a contract of which

_
the effects depend on an uncertain event. Bouvier.

ALE-BENCH, n. A bench in or at an ale-house. Homilies.

ALE'BER-RY, n. A beverage made by boiling ale with spice
and sugar, and sops of bread. Beaumont.

.ALE'-BREW-ER, (al'bru-er) n. One who brews ale. Mor-

_
timer.

ALE'-CON-NER, (al'kon-ner) n. An officer whose business
it is to inspect the measures of public houses.

ALE'COST, n. A plant; the costmary.
A-LEC-TQ-ROM'AN-CY, n. Same as alectryomancy.

A-LEC-TRY-6M'A-HY,* 7i. Cock-fighting. Bailey. [Rj
A-LEC'TRY-O-MAN-CY, TI. ['/Ai<T/na)i/ and ^ui/?, Gr.}
Divination by a cock. Bailey.

A-LEE',* ad. (Naut.) The position of the helm when pushed
down to the lee-side. Crabb.

ALE'-FED, a. Fed with ale. Stafford.

AL'E-GAR, n. Sour ale
;
a kind of acid made of ale.

fAL'E-GER, a. Gay; cheerful; sprightly. Bacon.

jA-LEGGE', v. a. [allcger, old Fr.] To lessen
; to assuage.

Spenser.

ALE'HOOF, n. A plant, so called from its use to clear ale

or beer
; ground-ivy. Temple.

ALE'-HoCsE, 71. A house where ale is sold. Shak.

ALE'-HoqsE-KEEP'ER, n. A keeper of an ale-house.

IALE'-KNIGHT, (al'nit) n. A pot-companion. Camden.
AL-E-MAN'NIC,* a. Belonging to the Alemanni, an ancient

people of Germany. Bosworth.

AL-E-MXN'NIC,* n. The language of the Alcmanni, or an-
cient Germans. Bosworth.

A-LEM'BIC, n. [al, Ar., and a/j/?<, Gr.] A chemical vessel

used in distillation, of various forms
;
a still.

A-LEM'BROTH,* n. Salt of wisdom ;
a term applied by the

old chemists to a salt composed of ammonia, muriatic

acid, and the oxide of mercury. Brande.

ALE'-MEA$'URE,* (al-mezh'ur) n. A liquid measure for

ale. Ash.

tA-LEN&TH', (a-length') ad. At full length. Chaucer.

A-LERT', a. [alerte, Fr.] Being on guard, or on the look-

out; watchful; lively; brisk; smart. On the alert, on

guard ; on the look-out.

A-LERT'NESS, n. Watchfulness
; sprightliness ; pertness.

ALE'-STAKE, n. A maypole or stake set up before an ale-

house.

ALE'-TAST-ER, n. An officerwho inspects aleor beer. CoweU,

ALE'-VXx, 7i. A tub or vessel in which ale is fermented.

tA-LEW, (al-16') 7i. A shout; loud call ;
halloo. Spenser.
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XLE'-WASHED, (al'wosht) a. Steeped in ale. Shak.

ALE'WIFE, n. i pi. ALE'WIVES. A woman that keeps an
ale-house. Swift. An American fish smaller than a shad.
McCulloch.

AL'KX-XN-DER, (a)'eg-zan-der) n. A plant; a garden vege-
table, now generally superseded by celery.

XL'EX-XN-DER'$-FOOT, n. The name of an herb.

AL-E3J:-XN'DRi-AN,* a. Belonging to Alexander or Alexan-
dria. P. Cyc.'

AL-EX-XN'DRIKE, n. A kind of verse first used in a poem
called Alexander, consisting of twelve syllables.

AL-EX-XN'DRJNE, a. Including twelve syllables, as a verse
or line. Warton.

AL-EX-XN'DRITE,* n. (Min.) A species of chrysoberyl.
Phillips.

A-LEX-I-PHAR'MIC,* n. (Med.) An antidote against poi-
son. Bryant. Written also alexipharmac.

A-LEX-j-PHAR'Mlc,a. [/\^:o and QapnoLKov, Gr.] Same as

alexipharmicaL

A-LEX-I-PHAR'MI-CAL, a. Counteracting poison.
A-LEX-I-TER'IC, ) a. [dXt^w, Gr.] That drives away
A-LEX-I-TER'I-CAL, \ poison or fevers.

A-LEX-i-TER'jcsj* n. pi. (Med.) Preservatives against in-

fection or poison. Brande.

AL'FET,* 7i. A caldron or furnace. Tomlins.

AL'GA, n. [L.] pi. AL'GJK. (Bot.) A tribe of plants, com-

prising seaweeds, lavers, and some fresh-water plants.

AL-GA-RO'BA,* n. [Ar.] (Bot.) A tree bearing pods con-

taining a nutritious powder, supposed by some to have
been the locusts on which St. John fed in the wilderness.

Brande.

AL'GA-ROTH,* n. (Med.) A substance containing antimo-

ny ; formerly used in medicine. Dunglison.
tAL'GATES, ad. On any terms

; every way. Fairfax.

AL'GA-TRANE,* n. (Chem.) A sort of pitch or bitumen.
Crabb.

AL-GA-ZEL',* n. (Zool.) A beautiful species of antelope.
P. Cyc.

AL'JGE-BRA, n. [It. & Sp., from Arabic.] A kind of arith-

metic, or the science of computing abstract quantities by
means of signs or symbols ;

an important branch of the

mathematical sciences.

AL-JGE-BRA'IC, ) a. Relating to algebra; containing op-
AL-JGE-BRA'I-CAL, J

erations of algebra.

AL-jGE-BRA'i-CAL-LY,*orf. By means of algebra. Maunder.

AL-jGE-BRA'isTJ 71. One who is versed in algebra.

AL-JGE-RINE',* n. A native of Algiers. Murray.
AL-JGE-RINE',* a. Belonging to Algiers. Dr. Shaw.

,

a. [algidus, L.] Cold
;
chill. Bailey.

,
a. That produces cold. Bailey.

L'GOL,* n. (Astron.) A star
;
Medusa's Head. Crabb.

tvJ/.'eo.R, n. [L.] Extreme cold. Bailey.

tAL'Gp-RiSM, n. [Ar.] Same as algorithm. Sir T. More.

AL'GQ-Ri'fHM, n. [Ar.] The art of computing by numeral

figures ;
arithmetic

; algebra. Warton. [R.]

tAL-GOSE', a. Extremely cold. Bailey.

XL'coys,* a. Abounding in seaweed, Ash. [R.]

XL'GUA-ZlL, (al'ga-z5l) [al'gsi-zGl, Ja. Sm. ; al'ga-zil, E. ;

al-gwa'zjl, or al-ga-zel', K.} n. [alguacil, Sp.] An inferior

officer of justice ;
a constable.

AL-i-A'cEoys,* (al-e-a'shus) a. Having the properties of

garlic. Francis.

A'LI-AS, (a'le-as) ad. A Latin word, signifying otherwise;

as,
"
Simson, alias Smith, alias Baker."

JI'LI-AS,* 7i. (Law) A second or further writ issued after a

capias. Wliishaw.

AL'i-Bi,n. [L.] Elsewhere. (Law) The plea of a person,
who, to prove himself innocent of an offence or crime, al-

leges that he was elsewhere, or at another place, at the
time when the act was committed.

fAL'i-BLE, a. [alibilis, L.] Nutritive
; nourishing. Bailey.

AL'I-DADE,* n. [Ar.] The index or ruler that moves about
the centre of an astrolabe or quadrant. Brande.

AL'IEN, (al'yen) a. [alienus, L.] Foreign ; estranged from.

AL'IEN, (al'yen) n. A foreigner, as distinguished from a
natural-born citizen. (Law) A foreigner who is a resident

or subject ;
or one born in a foreign country, and never

naturalized.

AL'IEN, (al'yen) v. a. [i. ALIENED
; pp. ALIENING, AL-

IENED.] To make any thing the property of another; to

alienate. HoJ,e. [R.]

AL-lEN-A-BiL'l-TY,* n. (Law) State of being alienable.

Smart.
'

AL'IEN-A-BLE, (al'yen-a-bl) a. Capable of being alienated.

AL'lEN-A,GE,*n. (Law) The condition or state of an alien.

Lawes.

AL'IEN-ATE, (al'yen-at) [al'yen-at, S. fV. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

al'e-en-at, P. Kenrick.} v. i. [i. ALIENATED i pp. ALIENAT-

ING, ALIENATED.] To transfer property to another; to

withdraw the affections from ; to estrange.

AL'IEN-ATE, (iLl'yen-at) a. Withdrawn from; alienated.

Swift.

, (al'yen-at) n. A stranger; an alien. Staple-
ton. [R.1

AL-IEN-A'TIQN, (al-yen-a'shun) n. Act of alienating; state
of being alienated

;
a transfer ; estrangement ; mental de-

rangement. (Law) The act of parting with property, par-
ticularly real property.

AL'IEN-A-TQR, (al'yen-a-tor) n. One who alienates.

AL-IENE',* (al-yen') v. a. (Law) To convey property to

_ another
;
to alienate. Blackstone.

AL-IEN-EE',* (al-yen-S') n. (Law) One to whom a transfer
of property is made. Blackstone.

AL'IEN-!M,* n. The state of being an alien. JV. Y. Stat-

utes. [R.]
AL-IEN-OR',* (al-yen-or') n. (Law) One who transfers

property to another. Blackstone.

fA-LiFE', ad. On my life. Shak.

tA-LiiF'ER-OL
T

S,fl, [ala and/ero, L.] Having wings. Bailey
AL'I-FORM,* a. Having the form of wings. Crabb.

tA-LljG'ER-oOs, a. [aliger, L.] Having wings. Bailey.
fA-LlGGE', v. a. See ALEGGE.
A-L.IGHT', (a-llt') v. n.

[i. ALIGHTED; pp. ALIGHTING,
ALIGHTED.] To come down and stop; to fall upon; to

light. Dryden.
A-LIKE', ad. & a. With resemblance

; without difference.

A-LIKE'-MIND'ED, a. Having the same mind.
&L'I-MENT, n. [alimentum, L.] Nourishment; nutrition;
food

; things necessary for the support of life.

AL-I-MENT'AL., a. That nourishes. Milton.

AL-I-MENT'AL-LV, ad. So as to serve for nourishment.
Brown.

AL-I-MENT'A-RI-NESS, n. Quality of being alimentary.
Bailey.

AL-I-MENT'A-RY, a. Belonging to aliment
; nourishing.

Alimentary canal, a tube or cavity in an animal body, into
which nutriment is taken to be digested.

AL-I-MEN-TA'TIQN, n. Act of nourishing; state of being
nourished. Bacon.

AL-I-MEN'TIVE-NESS,* n. (Phren.) The organ of appetite
for food. Combe.

AL-l-MO'Nl-oCs, a. That nourishes. Harvey. [R.]
AL.'I-MQ-NY, TO. [alimonia, L.] (Law) An allowance to
which a married woman is entitled, upon separation from
her husband.

AL'I-PED,* a. Wing-footed ;
swift of foot. Ash.

AL'l-QuXNT, (al'e-kwant) [al'e-kwant, & P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ;

al'e-kwont, W. K.~] a. [aliquantus, L.] Aliquant parts of
a number are such as will never make up the number ex-

actly ; as, 3 is an aliquant part of 10, thrice 3 being 9,
four times 3 making 12.

AL'I-QUOT, (al'e-kwot) a.
[aliquot, L.] Aliquot parts of

any number are such as will exactly measure it without
any remainder; as, 3 is an aliquot part of 12.

XL,-I-SXN'DER,* n. A plant used as a salad and potherb,
written also Alexander. W. Encyc.

Ali'isil, a. Resembling ale. Mortimer.

AL'J-TRUNK,* n. (Zoo?.) The second and third segments
of the trunk or thorax of an insect, called by Roget mesa-
thorax and mctathorax. Kirby.

jAL'l-TURE, m. [alitura, L.] Nourishment. Bailey.
A-LIVE', a. Having life

; living; not dead
; lively ;

cheerful.

ALIZARINE,* n. A peculiar coloring principle obtained
from madder. Brande.

AL'KA-HEST, n. The pretended universal solvent of the
alchemists.

AL-KA-HES'TIC,* a. Belonging to alkahest. Ash.

AL-KA-LES'CEN-CY,* n. A tendency to become alkaline.
Brande.

AL-KA-LES'CENT, a. Partaking of the properties of alkali.

AL'KA-LI, or AL'KA-LI, [al'ka-le, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ;

il'ka-11, Ja. K. m.] n. [al and kali, Ar.] pi. XL'KA-LIE.
(Chem.) A substance that has a caustic taste, volatilizable

by heat, capable of combining with and destroying the

acidity of acids, soluble in water, and capable of con-

verting vegetable blues into green ; potash, soda, ammo-
nia, &c.

AL-KXL'i-Fl-A-BLE,* a. That may be alkalified. Qw. Jour.

AL-KXL'I-FY,* v. a. (Chcm.) To change to alkali. Smart.

AL-KA-LljG'E-NOOs,* a. Generating alkali. Smart.

AL-KA-LiM'E-TER,*n. (Chem.) An instrument for ascer-

taining the strength of alkalies. Hamilton.

AL'KA-LtNE, or AL'KA-LINE, (al'ka-lin, W. J. E. F. Sm.;
al'ka-Hn, S. P. Ja. K.] a. Having the qualities of alkali.

AL-KA-LIN'I-TY,* n. The quality of an alkali. P. Cyc.
AL-KA'Li-ofrs, a. Having the quality of alkali. Kinnier.

fAL-KXL'i-ZATE, v. a. To make bodies alkaline.

JAL-KXL'i-ZATE, a. Impregnated with alkali. Boyle.

JAL-KA-LI-ZA'TION, n. Impregnation with alkali.

AL'KA-LOID,* n. (Chem.) A substance analogous to an al-

kaline base of vegetable origin, and generally possessed
of great medicinal activity ; any vegetable principle which
has alkaline properties. Brande.

AL'KA-LofD,* a. Relating to or containing alkali. Brande.

AL'KA-NET, n. The bugloss, a plant. Miller.

AL-KE-KEN'JGI, n. A fruit or berry called winter-cherry.

I, E, I, 5, u, Y, long; X, E, 1, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, 9, y, Y, obscure FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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,
n. [Arab.] A confection containing kermes

berries.

AL'KO-RXN,* n. See ALCORAN.
ALL, a. The whole of; every one of; every part of.

ALL, ad. Quite ; completely ; altogether ; wholly.
ALL, TI. The whole; every thing. 911 is much used in

composition ; but, in most instances, it is merely arbitra-

ry, as appears in the following compounds.
ALL-A-BXN'DQNED, (al-a-ban'dund) a. Deserted by all.

ALL-AB-HORRED', (al-ab-hbrd') a. Detested by all.

ALL-AD-MIR'ING, a. Wholly admiring. Shak.

ALL-AD-VISED', a. Advised by all.

ALL-A-LONG',* ad. Throughout ;
in the whole. South.

ALL-AP-PROVED', a. Approved by all. More.

ALL-A-TON'ING, a. Atoning for all. Dryden.
ALL-BEAR'JNG, (al-bar'jng) a. That bears every thing.

ALL-BEAU^TE-OUS, (ai-bu'te-us) a. Completely beautiful.

ALL-BE-HOLD'ING, a. That beholds all things.

ALL-BIND'JNG,* a. That binds all. Shak.

ALL-BLisT'lNG, a. That blasts all things.

ALL-CHAN,G'ING, a. Perpetually changing. Shak.

ALL-CHEER'JNG, a. Cheering all. Shak.

ALL-CQM-MiND'iNG, a. Commanding all. Raleigh.
ALL-CQM-PLY'ING, a. Complying in every respect.

ALL-cpM-POS'JNG, a. That quiets all. Cra*haw.

ALL-COM-PRE-HEND'ING,* a. Comprehending all things.
Dr. Allen.

ALL-COM-PRE-HEN'SIVE, a. Comprehending all things.
Glanmlle.

ALL-CQN-CEAL'ING, a. That conceals all things.

ALL-CON'QUER-ING, (al-kong'ker-Ing) a. That subdues

every thing. Milton.

ALL-CON'SCIOVS,* (-kon'shus) a. Conscious of every
thing. Pope.

ALL-CQN-STRAIN'ING, a. That restrains all.

ALL-CQN-SUM'ING, a. That consumes every thing.
ALL-CRE-AT'ING,* a. Creating all things. Cowper.

ALL-DAR'INGJ a. That dares every thing.

ALL-DE-SIGN'ING,* a. Designing all things. Bowring.
ALL-DE-STROY'ING, a. Destroying all things.

tALL-DE-vAsT'iNG, a. Wasting all things. Sandys.
ALL-DE-VOOR'ING, a. That eats up every thing.
ALL-DIM'MINGJ a. That obscures all things.

ALL-DI-RECT'JNG,* a. Directing all things. Bowring.
ALL-DIS-COV'ER-ING, a. Disclosing every thing. More.

ALL-DJS-GRACED', (al-dis-grast') a. Completely disgraced.
ALL-DIS-PENS'ING, a. That dispenses all things.

ALL-DI-VINE', a. Supremely excellent. Howell.

ALL-DJ-vlN'iNG, a. Foretelling all things.

ALL-DRAD'ED, a. Feared by all. Shak.

ALL-DROW'SY, a. Very drowsy. Brown.

ALL-EL'P-QUENT, a. Most eloquent. Pope.
ALL-EM-BRAC'ING, a. Embracing all things.

ALL-END'JNG, a. That ends all things. Shak.

ALL-EN-LIGHT'EN-JNG, a. Enlightening all things. C.

Cotton.

ALL-EN-RAJGED', a. Greatly enraged. J. Hall.

ALL-FLAM'ING_, a. Flaming in every direction.

ALL-FOOLS-DAY', n. The first of April, so named from
the custom of making fools on that day. Spectator.

ALL-FOR-GIV'ING, a. Forgiving all. Dryden.
ALL-FOURS', ('al-forz') n. A low game at cards, played by
two

;
the all-four are high, low, Jack, and the game; the

arms used together with the legs on the ground.
ALL-J&IV'ER, n. The Giver of all things. Milton.

ALL-GOOD', (al-gud') n. A being of unlimited goodness ;

used also as an adj., supremely good. Dryden.
ALL-GUID'ING, (al-gld'ing) a. Guiding all things.

ALL-HAIL'J interj. All health
;
a term of salutation.

fALL-HAlL', v. a. To snlute. Shak.

ALL-HXL'LOW, (al-hal'l?) t All-saints-day ;
the first

ALL-HXL'Lpws,(al-liarioz) \
of November.

ALL-HXL'LPW-MAS, n. All-hallowtide. Bourne.

ALL-HXL'LOWN, (al-hal'lun) a. Relating to the time about

All-saints-day. Shak.

ALL-HXL'Lpw-TiDE, (al-hal'lo-tld) n. All-saints-day;
November 1st, or the time near it. Bacon.

ALL-HEAL', n. A name of several plants ; woundwort.
ALL-HE AL'ING, a. Healing all things. Selden.

ALL-neLP'JNG, a. Assisting all things. Selden.

ALL-H!D'ING, a. Concealing all things. Shak.

ALL-HO'LY,* a. Perfectly holy. Bowring:
ALL-HON'PRED, (al-on'nurd) a. Honored by all.

ALL-HURT'JNG, a. Hurting all things. Shak.

ALL-i'DOL-iz-iNG, a. Idolizing every thing. Crashaw.

ALL-IM/I-TAT-ING, a. Imitating every thing. More.

ALL-IM-PRES'SIVE,* fl. Highly impressive. Bowring:
ALL-IN-FORM'ING, a. That forms or actuates all.

ALL-JN-TER'PRET-I'NG, a. Interpreting all things.

ALL-JUD/T'ING, a. That judges all. Rowe.

ALL-KNOW'ING, (al-n5'ing) a. Omniscient
;
all-wise.

ALL-LI'CENSED, (al-ll'senst) a. Licensed to every thing.

ALL-L^V'ING, a. Of infinite love. More.

ALL-MAK'ING, a. That created all
;
omnific. Dryden.

ALL-MA-TUR'ING, a. That matures all things. Dryden,
ALL-MER'CI-FOL,* a. Perfect in mercy. Ch. Ob.

ALL-MUR'DER-ING, a. Completely destructive.

ALL-O-BE'DI-ENT, a. Absolutely 'obedient. Crashaw.

ALL-O-BEY'ING, (ai-o-ba'ing) a. Paying entire obedience.

ALL-QB-LIV'I-OUS, a. Causing entire forgetfulness.
ALL-QB-SCUR'ING, a. That hides all things.

ALL-PKN'E-TRAT-ING, a. Pervading all things.
ALL-PER'FECT-NSS, n. Complete perfection. More.
ALL-PlERg'lNGz

a. Discovering all things. Marston.

ALL-PO\V'ER-FUL, a. Almighty ; omnipotent. Swift.

ALL-PRAISED', (al-prazd') a. Praised by all.

ALL-RtJL'iNG, a. Governing all things. Milton.

ALL-SAINTS-DAY', (al-santz-da') n. The 1st of November,
the day on which there is a general celebration of the
saints.

ALL-SANC'TI-FY-JNG, a. That sanctifies the whole. West.

ALL-SAV'ING, a. Saving all things. Selden.

ALL-SEARCH'ING, a. That searches all things.
ALL-SEE'lNG,'a. That beholds every thing. Dryden.
ALL-SE'ER, n. He that sees or beholds every thing.
ALL-SHAK'ING, a. That shakes all things. Shak.

ALL-SHUNNED', (il-shund') a. Shunned by all. Shak.

ALL-SOULS-DAY', (al-solz-da') n. The 2d of November,
the day on which supplications are made for all souls by
the church of Rome. Shak.

ALL-syB-Mis'siVE,* a. Perfectly submissive. Bowring:
ALL-SuF-FF'ciEN-cy, (al-suf-flsh'en-se) n. Infinite ability

ALL-suF-Fi"ciENT,(al-suf-fish'ent) a. Sufficient for all

ALL-SVF-F!"CIENT, (al-suf-flsh'ent) n. The Deity.

ALL-SVR-VEY'ING, (ai-sur-va'jngj a. Surveying all things
ALL-sys-TAlN'mG, a. That upholds all things.
ALL-TELL'ING, a. That divulges all things. Shak.

ALL-TRI'VMPH-!NG, a. Everywhere triumphant.
ALL-WATCHED', (al-wocht') a. Watched throughout.
ALL-WISE', a. Possessed of infinite wisdom. South.

ALL-W!T'TED, a. Possessing every kind of wit. B.Jonson

ALL-WOR'SHIPPED, (al-wur'shipt) a. Adored by all.

AL'LA-JGITE,* n. (Min.) A magnesian mineral
; diallogite

Phillips.

AL'LAH,* n. [Ar.] The Arabic name of the Supreme Be
ing, which, through the Alcoran, has found its way into

all the languages of the Mahometan nations. P. Cyc.

AL'LAN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A silico-ferriferous oxide from
Greenland. Brande.

AL-LXN'TOID,* or XL-LAN-TO^D',* n. (Anat.) Same as
allantois. Dunglison.

AL-LXN'TOIS,* or AL-LAN-TOTS', n. [dXbavToedrjs, Gr.]
(j3na.) A thin membraneous sac situated between the
amnion and chorion of the foetus.

fAL-LA'TRATE, v. n. [allatro, L.] To bark. Stubbes.

AL-LAY', V. a. \i. ALLAYED J pp. ALLAYING, ALLAYED.] To
soothe

;
to assuage ;

to soften ; to quiet ; to pacify j
to re-

pressj to debase a metal. See ALLOY.

fAL-LAY',* v. n. To abate ;
to subside

; to grow calm. Shak.

A'L-LAY', n. [aloi, Fr.] See ALLOY.

AL-LAY'ER, n. He or that which allays. Harvey.
fAL-LAY'MENT, n. That which allays. Shak.

fAL-LECT'/t?. a. [allecto, allicio, L.'] To entice. Huloefs
'Diet.

fXL-LEC-TA'TlQN, n. Allurement ;
enticement. Coles.

AL-LEC'TIVE, n. Allurement. Sir T. Elyoi.

fAL-LEC^TIVE, a. Alluring. Chaucer.

AL-LE-GA'TipN, n. Act of alleging ; thing alleged }
affir-

mation
;
declaration

;
an excuse ;

a plea.

AL-LEJ&E', (al-lej') v. a. [allego, L.] [i. ALLEGED
; pp. AL

LEGING, ALLEGED.] To affirm
;
to declare; to maintain;

to advance ;
to adduce

;
to plead as an excuse, or produce

as an argument.
AL-LE,GE'A-BLE, a. That may be alleged. Browne.

fAL-LE/JE'MENT, n. Allegation. Bp. Sanderson.

A'L-LE,G'ER, (al-lej'er) n. One who alleges. Boyle.

AL-LE',GIANCE, (al-lc'jaiis) n. \allegeance, Fr.] The obe-

dience which a citizen or subject owes to the government
or sovereign ; loyalty.

fAL-LE'j&lANT, (al-l'jant) a. Loyal. Shale.

AL-LE-GOR'|C, a. Partaking of or like an allegory.

AL-LE-GOR'I-CAL, a. Being in the form of or like an alle-

gory; typical; figurative.

AL-LE-GOR'I-CAL-LY, ad. After an allegorical manner.

AL-LE-GOR'J-CAL-NESS, n. duality of being allegorical.

AL'LE-GO-RIST, n. Cue who makes use of allegory.

AL'LE-GO-RIZE, v. a. [i. ALLEGORIZED ; pp. ALLEGORIZING,

ALLEGORIZED.] To treat allegorically ;
to turn into alle

gory. Raleigh.
AL'LE-GQ-RIZE, v. n. To make use of allegory. Fulke.

AL'LE-GQ-RIZ-ER, n. An allegorist. Coventry.

AL'LE-GO-RY, n. [d^riyopia, Gr.] A figurative represen-

tation, in v.'hich the words, signs, or forms signify some-

thing beyond their literal and obvious meaning; a sym-
bolical writing or representation ;

a fable ;
a type.

AL-LE-GRET'TO,* ad. [It.] (Mus.) Denoting a time less

quick than allegro. Crabb.

JlL-L&GRQ, [al-15'gro, S. W. J. E. F. K. Sm.j al-la'gr?,
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Ja.] ad. [It.] (Mus.) Denoting a sprightly motion. It

originally means gay, as in Milton.

AL-LE-LV'JAH, (al-le-lu'yah) inlerj. &. n. [Heb.] Praise ye
Jehovah, or, Praise God ;

a song of thanksgiving. Most
commonly written Hallelujah.

AL-LE-MANDE', [al-e-mand', Ja. Sm. ; al-e-mand', JT.] n.

[Fr. ; aUcmannia, barb. L.] A brisk German dance. (Mas.)A slow air.

AL-LE-MXN'NIC,* a. P. Cyc. See ALEMANNIC.
AL-LE'Ri-ON,*n. (Her.} A small bird, painted with wings,

but without beak or feet. Crabb.

AL-LE-VEURE',* n. (Com.) A brass Swedish coin worth
2.|rf. Engljsh. Crabb.

AL-LE'Vl-ATE,?j. a. [allevo, L.] [i. ALLEVIATED ; pp. ALLE-

VIATING, ALLEVIATED.] To make light; to ease
;
to soft-

en
;
to allay.

AL-LE'VI-AT-ING,* p. a. Affording alleviation
; relieving.

AL-LE-VI-A'TIQN, n. Tke act of alleviating; mitigation.
AL-LE'vi-A-TiVE,7t. Something mitigating. [R.]
AL'LEY, (al'le) n.

; pi. XL'LEY?. [allde, Fr.] A walk in a

garden, <fcc. ; a passage, in a town, narrower than a
street.

AL-LI-A'CEOUS,* (al-e-a'shus) a. Having the smell or na-
ture of garlic or onions. Brande.

AIM

-, . [alliance, Fr.] State of being allied
;
a con-

federacy ; a league ; affinity ;
relation by marriage or by

kindred
;
the persons allied. (Politics) A league between

two or more friendly powers.
tAL-Li'ANCE, v. a. To ally. Cudworth.

fAL-Li'ANT, n. An ally. Wotton.

tAL-Ll"ciEN-cy, (al-lish'en-se) n, [allicio, L.] Magnet-
ism

;
attraction. Glanmlle.

tAL-Li"ciENT, (al-lish'ent) n." An attractor. RoUnson.
AL-LIED',* (al-lid') p. a. United by kindred or alliance;

confederated.

AL'LI-GATE, v. a. [alligo, L.] To tie one thing to another
;

to unite. Hale. [R.]

AL-LJ-GA'TION, n. Act of tying together. (Arith.) A rule
that teaches the solution of questions concerning the

compounding or mixing together of different ingredients,
or ingredients of different qualities or values.

AL'LI-GA-TOR, n. [allagarto, Port.] (Zool.) A large Ameri-
can reptile, resembling the Egyptian crocodile

;
a species

of crocodile having a wide, obtuse muzzle, and unequal
teeth. _

AL'LI-GA-TOR-PEAR,*T?, (Bot.) A West India fruit. Crabb.

JAL'LI-GA-TURE, n. A link or ligature. Bailey.

AL-LIGN'MENT,* (al-lln'ment) n. [alignement, Fr.] The'

act of reducing to a right line or a level. Tanner.

AL'LI-OTH,* n. (Astron.) A star in the tail of the Great
Bear. Crabb.

AL-Ll"?ipN, (al-lTzh'un) n. [allido, allisum, L.] The act
of striking one thing against another; collision. Wood-
ward. [R.]_

AL-LIT-ER-A'TION, n. [ad and litera, L.] The repetition of
the same letter, chiefly at the beginning of different words.

AL-LfT'ER-A-TiVE, a. Relating to alliteration.

AL-LTfT'ER-A-TiVE-NESS,* 71. duality of being alliterative.

Coleridge.

AL-LIT'ER-A-TQR,* n. One who uses alliteration. Con-
noisseur.

AL'Li-UM,*n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ; garlic. Crabb.

AL'LO-CATE,* v. a. To place ;
to set. Burke. [R.]

AL-LQ-CA'TIQN, n. [alloco, L.] The act of putting one
thing to another

;
the admission of an article in reckon-

ing, and addition of it to the account. (Law) The allow-
ance of an account in the English exchequer; a certifi-

cate of an allowance of accounts by a master, on taxation
of costs. Crabb.

AL-LO-CA'TUR,*n. (Law} The allowance of a writ. Bou-
vier.

AL-LOH'RQ-ITE,* n. (Min.) A massive mineral allied to
the garnet. Brande.

AL-LO-CU'TION, n.
[allocutio, L.] Act of speaking to an-

other. IVhecler. [R.J
AL-LO'DI-AL, a. [allodialis, barb. L.] (Law) Not feudal

;

independent.
AL-LO'DI-AL-LY,* ad. In an allodial manner. A. Smith.

AL-LO'DI-UM, n. (Law) Land held by an individual in his

own absolute right, free from all feudal obligation.

AL-LON,GE', (nl-lunj') [al-lunj', S. W. J. Ja. Sm.; al-lonj/,
P. K.] 7i. [allonge, Fr.] A pass or thrust with a rapier, in

fencing ;
a lunge ;

a long rein, when a horse is trotted in
the hand.

JGE',*^. n. [allonger, Fr.] To make a pass or thrust
with a rapier ;

to lunge. Smart.

AL-LOO', n. a. To set on. Philips. To halloo. See HALLOO.

AL-LO-PATH'IC,* a. (Med.) Noting the ordinary method of
medical practice. DunglLson.

AL-LQ-PXTH'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In accordance with allopathy.
Weld.

AL-LOP'A-TIIIST,* n. One who adheres to allopathy. Ells.

AL-LOP'A-TIIY,* n. (Med.) Ordinary medical practice, as

opposed to homoeopathy. Dunglison.

AL'LO-PHANE,* n. (Min.) An argillaceous mineral. Dana.
fAL'LO-QUY, n. [alloquium, L.] Address

; conversation.

Bailey.

AL-LOT', v. a. [i. ALLOTTED ; pp. ALLOTTING, ALLOTTED.] To
distribute by lot; to grant ;

to distribute.

AL-LOT'MENT, . Act of allotting; that which is allotted
;

distribution by lot; part; share Allotment system, (Eng-
land,) The allotting to every poor family in a parisli a
piece of ground to be cultivated with the spade.

fAL-LOT'TE-RY, n. Allotment. Shak.

AL-LOW', v. a. [allouer, Fr.] [i. ALLOWED ; pp. ALLOWING,
ALLOWED.] To admit

; to permit ;
to grant ;

to yield ;
to

pay to ;
to give to

;
to make abatement.

AL-LOW'A-BLE, a. That may be allowed
; admissible.

AL-LOW'A-BLE-NESS, n. Exemption from prohibition.

AL-Lp\V'A-BLY, ad. With claim of allowance. Lowth.

AL-LOW'ANCE, n. That which is allowed; admission;
sanction

;
license

; permission ;
a settled rate

; salary ;

abatement.

AL-LOW'ANCE,* V. a. [i. ALLOWANCED ; pp. ALLOWANCING,
ALLOWANCED.] To put upon allowance

j
to limit in the

supply of food, &c. Smart.

AL-LOW'ER, n. One who allows or approves.
AL-LO Y', n. ; pi. AL-LOYS'. The baser metal which is mixed
with a finer one

;
a debased substance

;
the evil which

is mixed with good. Formerly written allay.

AL-L,6y',* v. a.
[i. ALLOYED ; pp. ALLOYING, ALLOYED.] To

reduce the purity of a metal by mixing it with one of less

value; to corrupt or reduce in purity. Ure. Formerly
written allay.

AL,-L,OY'A/JE,* n. The act of alloying; alloy. Smart.

ALL.?, n. pi. All one's goods. [A vulgarism.]
ALL'SPICE, n. The dried, immature berry of the myrtas pi-
menta ; called also Jamaica pepper.

fAL-LV-BES'cEN-CY, n. [allubescentia, L.] Willingness.
Bailey.

AL-LUDE', v. n. [alludo, L.] [i. ALLUDED
; pp. ALLUDING,

ALLUDED.] To make or have some reference to a thing ;

to hint at
; to insinuate.

AL-LU'MIN-ATE,* v. a. To color; to embellish. Ash. [R.]
AL-LU'MI-NQR, n. [allumer, Fr.] One who colors, deco-

rates, or paints upon paper or parchment ;
a limner.

Cow el.

AL-LURE', v. a. [leurrer, Fr.] [(.ALLURED; pp. ALLURING,
ALLURED.] To entice

;
to decoy ;

to attract
;
to lure.

fAL-LURE', n. Something set up to entice
;
a lure.

AL-LURE'MENT, n. That which allures
;
enticement

; temp-
tation of pleasure.

AL,-L,UR'ER, n. One who allures. Dryden.
AL-LUR'ING, n. The power to allure.* Beaum. $ Fl.

AL,-LUR'JNG,*P. a. Tending to allure : enticing.
AL-LUR'ING-LY, ad. Enticingly.
AL-LUR'ING-NESS, n. duality of being alluring.

AL-LU'^ION, (al-lu'zhun) n. [allusio, L.] Act of alluding;
a reference to something supposed to be already known ;

a hint.

AL-LU'SIVE, a. Making allusion
; hinting.

AL-LU'SIVE-LY, ad. In an allusive manner. Hammond.
AL-LU'SJVE-NESS, 7i. The quality of being allusive. More
AL,-L,u'so-RY, a. Allusive

; insinuating. Heath.

AL-LU'VI-AL, a. Relating to alluvium
;
carried by water

and lodged.
AL-LU'VI-QN, n. [alluvia, L.

; alluvion, Fr.] Alluvial land.
See ALLUVIUM.

|AL-Lu'vi-oi;s, a. Alluvial. Bailey. See ALLUVIAL.
AL-L u' vi- vnt,* n. [L.] pi. AL-LV'VI-A. (Geol.) An accn-
'

mulation of sand, earth, gravel, &c., brought down by
the currents of rivers, which, when spread out to any
extent, forms what is called alluvial land. P. Cyc.

AL-LY', (al-ll') v. a. [allier, Fr.] [i. ALLIED; pp. ALLYING,
ALLIED.] To unite by kindred, friendship, or confed-

eracy ;
to make a relation or connection between two

things.

AL-LY', (al-ll') ".; pi AL-LIE$'. One that is allied: p.
7
.

States that have entered into a league for mutual defence.

Temple.
AL-LY',* v. n. To be closely united. Hume.
AL'M'A,*AL'ME* orAL'MEH,*n. In the East, a dancing

girl, one whose employment is to amuse company by
dancing and singing. P. Cyc.

AL-MA-CAN'TAR, n. [Ar.] A small circle of the sphere
parallel to the horizon. [R.]

AL-MA-CXN'TAR'S-ST/AFF, n. An instrument used to take
observations of the sun, when it rises and sets.

AL'MA-DY,* 7t. A vessel, in the East Indies, in the form of
a weaver's shuttle

;
an African bark canoe. Crabb.

AL-MA'GRA,* n. (Min.) A fine, deep-red ochre. Smart.
AL'MA MA'TER,* [L.] Benign or fostering mother; a term

applied to the university or college where one was edu-
cated. Ency.

XL'MA-NAC, n. [almanack, Fr. & Sp., from Ar.] An annual

publication, giving the civil divisions of the year, t

times of the various astronomical phenomena, &c.
;

annual register with a calendar; a calendar. JV<
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Almanac, an almanac for seamen, containing a copious ac-

count of astronomical phenomena at sea.

AL'MA-NAC-MA'KER, ?j. A maker of almanacs. Gayton.

AL'MAN-DINE, n. [almandina, It.] (Min.) An inferior kind of

ruby ;
a precious garnet. Phillips.

AL-ME'WA,* n. [Sp.] An East Indian weight of about two

pounds. Newman.
AL'ME-RY,* n. (Arch.} A niche or cupboard let into the

substance of a wall
;
the same as locker. Francis.

L-]VIIGH'TI-NESS, (al-mi'te-nes) n. Omnipotence; an at-

tribute of God.

AL-MIGH'TY, (al-ml'te) a. Of unlimited power ; omnipo-
tent. Genesis.

AL-MIGH'TY, (al-ml'te) n. The Omnipotent; God.

f^LM'NER,* n. Same as almoner. Bailey. See ALMONER.

HAL'MOND, (ii'mund) [a'mund, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. Ja. ; al'-

mund, P.] n. [amande, Fr.] The nut, seed, or fruit of the

almond-tree : pi. (Anat.) Two round glands on the sides

of the basis of the tongue ;
the tonsils.

AL'MOND-FuR-NACE,(a'mund-fur-nis) ) n. A kind of fur-

AL'MAN-FUR-NACE, (a'lnan-fiir-njs) \
nace used in re-

fining ;
called also the sweep.

||AL'M<?NI>-SHAPED',* (a'mund-shapt') a. Shaped like an
almond. P. Cyc.

||AL'MQND-TREE, (a'mund-tre) n. The tree amygdalus corn-

munis, which bears almonds, and resembles the peach-tree.

||AL'MQND-WJL'LOW, (a'mund-wil'lo) n. A willow whose
leaves are of a light green on both sides. Shenstone.

AL'MQ-NER, n. An officer of a prince or of a religious

house, to whom the distribution of alms or charity is

committed.

AL'MON-RY, n. The place where the almoner resides, or

where the alms are distributed.

AL'MOST, [al'most, W. Ja. Sm. ; al-most', S. P. J. ; al-most',
or al'most, F.] ad. Nearly ;

well nigh. Locke.

fALM'RY, (am're) n. Same as almonry. See ALMONRY.

ALM$, (amz) n.
sing.

&. pi. A gift or benefaction to the

poor ;
a charitable donation. $/* Johnson says, alms " has

no singular
"

; Todd, that it is
" without a plural." Gram-

say,
* This alms is useful.' The Anglo-Saxon form was

celmesse. Hence the word alms is, in respect to its origi-
nal form, singular ;

in respect to its meaning, either sin-

gular or plural." Prof. Latham.

ALM'-BAS-KET, (amz'bas-ket) n. The basket in which
provisions are put to be given away. B. Jonson.

ALM$'DEED, (amz'ded) n. An act of chanty. Acts ix.

ALMS'DRlNK,* (amz'drink) n. " A phrase among good fel-

lows," says Warburton, "to signify that liquor of an-
other's share which his companion drinks to ease him."
Shak.

tALM$'-F6LK, (amz'fok) n. pi. Persons supporting others

by alms. Strype.

ALM$'-J&IV-ER, (amz'gTv-er) n. One who gives alms. Baron.

ALMS'- ,&IV-J'NG,* (amz'giv-jng) n. The act of giving alms.

Conybeare.
ALM'HOUSE, (amz'hous) n. A house devoted to the re-

ception and support of the poor ;
a poor-house. Hooker.

ALM$'MXN, (amz'man) n. A man who lives upon alms.
Shak. He who gives alms. Homilies, b. 2.

ALM'-PEO'PLE, (amz'pe'pl) n. pi. Members of an alms-
house.

AL'MUG-TREE, n. A tree of an unknown kind, mentioned
in Scripture. 1 Kings x.

AL'NAJGE, n. [aulnagc, or aunage, Fr.] Ell-measure
;
meas-

ure by the ell. Blount.

AL'NA-JGER, n. A measurer by the ell
;
an English officer,

who used to inspect the assize of woollen cloth: writ-

ten also alnagar and aulnager. Blount.

fAL'NlGHT, (al'nlt) n. A great cake of wax, with the wick
in the midst, to burn a long time. Bacon.

A-L6'A,*n. TGr.] A Greek festival after the harvest. Crabb.

AL'OE', 71. [Fr., and d\6th Gr.] pi. AL'OE?. A tree or spe-
cies of wood used in the East for perfumes ;

a genus of
succulent plants. (Med.) A resinous substance or drug
formed from the juice of a species_of the plant. The
plural of this word, in Latin, AL'O-E$, is of three sylla-
bles.

AL-O-ET'IC, ) a. Relating to, obtained from, or consist-

AL-Q-ET'i-CAL, \ ing of aloes.

AL-O-ET'IC s, n. pi. (Med.) Medicines consisting chiefly of
aloes. Crabb.

A-LOFT', ad. On high ; above. (JVawt.) At the mast-head,
or in the top of the rigging.

" All hands aloft."

A-LOFT', prep. Above. Milton. [R.]

AL-O-GOT'RA-PHY,* n. (Mcd.) A disproportionate nutri-

tion in different parts of the body. Crabb.

tAL'o-j&y, 7J. [alogie, old Fr.] Unreasonableness; absurd-

ity. Bailey.

A-LONE', a. Without another, or without company ; single ;'

only ; solitary.

PINE,* T?. A peculiar kind ot strawberry. Mawe.

'PJNE, or AL'PINE, [al'pin,
W. P. Sm. ; al'pin, E. Ja. K.]

. [Alpinus, L. ] Relating to or resembling the Alps ; high.

'qui-Fdu,* (al'ke-fo) n. (Jtfin.) A sort of mineral lead

fA-LONE'LY, a. Only. Jlidoet.

IA-LONE'LY, ad. Merely; singly. Gowrr.

tA-LONE'Nijss, 71. The state of being alone. Mountain.
A-LONG', ad. At length; through any space lengthwise;
onward. All along, throughout. Along tcith, in com-
pany with.

A-LONG',* prep. By the side of; near to. Hiley.

A-LONG'-SHORE,*a</. (JVatit.) Being along or near the coast
Falconer.

A-LONG'-STDE, ad. (Jfaut.) By the side of the ship.

jA-LONGST', ad. Along; through the length. Knolles.

A-LOOF', ad. At a distance
;
far apart.

A-LGOF'NESS,* n. State of being aloof. Coleridge. [R.]
AL-O-PE-CV'RUS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of grasses of

the foxtail kind. Farm. Ency.
AL'Q-PE-CY,* n. (Med.) The fox-evil, or scurf, a disease
which causes the hair to fall off. Bailey.

A-LOUD', ad. Loudly ;
with great noise. Waller.

fA-LOW', (a-15') ad. In a low place. Dryden.
ALP, n. A mountain

;
that which is mountainous or dura-

ble, like the Alps. Milton.

AL-pXc'A,* 71. A species of Peruvian sheep; llama. Farm.
'

Ency.
AL'PHA, n. [Gr.] The first letter in the Greek alphabet, an-

swering to our A ; therefore used to signify the first.

Rev. i.

AL'PHA-BET, n. [a\tj>a and /?/}ra,Gr.] The letters of a lan-

guage.
AL'PIIA-BET, v. a. To range in the order of the alphabet.

AL-PHA-BE-TA'RI-AN, n. An ABC scholar. Bancroft.

AL-PHA-BT'IC, \
a. Relating to or in the order of the

AL-PHA-BET'i-CAL, \ alphabet.

AL-PHA-BET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an alphabetical manner.
Holder.

AL-PHK'NIC,* n. (Mcd.) White barley sugar ; sugar candy.

Dunglison.
AL-PHON'SIN,* n. (Surg.) A surgical instrument used for

extracting balls from wounds. Brandc.

AL-PHON'SJNE,* a. Relating to Alphonso, king of Leon, or

his astronomical tables. Ed. Ency.
AL'PINE,* n. A peculiar kind of strawberry. Maine.

AL'
a.

JlL 1

ore. Crabb.

AL-READ'Y, (al-red'de) ad. Now, at this time, or at some
time past ;

before the time expected.

|ALS, ad. Also
;
likewise. Spenser.

AL-SA'CIAN,* (al-sa'shan) a. Relating to Alsace. Ency.
AL SEGNO,* (al-san'yo) n. [It.] (Mus.) A notice to the

performer that he must recommence. Brande.

AL'SINE,* n. (Bot.) A plant, called also chickweed. Crabb.

AL'SO, ad. In the same manner
;
likewise.

AL'SO,* conj. Noting addition or conjunction. Crombie.

ALT, a. <St n. (Mas.) High ;
a term applied to the high

notes of the scale. _
See ALTO.

AL-TA'IC,* or AL-TA'IAN,* a. Relating to the mountains
of Altai in Asia. Ency.

AL'TAR, n. [altare, L.] A place or sort of pedestal on which
sacrifices were offered

;
the table in churches where the

communion is administered.

AL'TAR-AjGE, n. [altaragium, L.] (Law) An emolument

arising from oblations to the altar. Ayliffe.

AL'TAR-CLpTH, 71. A cloth thrown over the altar.

AL-TAR-PiECE, n. A painting placed over the altar.

AL'TAR-W!E, ad. In the manner of an altar. Howcll.

AL'TER, v. a. [alterer, Fr., from alter, L.] [i.
ALTERED

; pp.

ALTERING, ALTERED.] To change ;
to make otherwise

;
to

vary.
AL'TER, v. n. To suffer change ;

to become otherwise.

AL-TER-A-BIL'I-TY,* 71. duality of being alterable. Smart.

AL'TER-A-BLE, a. That may be altered.

AL'TER-A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being alterable.

AL'TER-A-BLY, ad. In an alterable manner.

fAL'TER-AjGE, 72. The fostering of a child. Sir J. Davies.

AL'TER-ANT, a. Producing change. Bacon.

AL-TER-A'TIQN, n. Act of altering ;
state of being altered ;

variation
; change.

AL'TER-A-TIVE, a. (Mcd.) Producing change.
AL'TER-A-TIVE, n. (Met!.) A medicine which cures dis-

ease by slow and imperceptible degrees.

AL'TER-CATE, v. n. [altcrcor, L.] [i. ALTERCATED; pp.

ALTERCATING, ALTERCATED.] To wrangle; to contend
with.

AL-TER-CA'TIQN, [al-ter-ka'shun, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K.

Sm.'; al-ter-ka'shun, P.] n. Debate; controversy; wran-

gle ; contest.

AL-TER'I-TY,* n. State of being another or different. Cole-
'

ridge. [R.j

tAL-TERN', a. [alternus, L.] Acting by turns; reciprocal.
Milton.

fAL-TER'NA-cY, n. Action performed by turns.

{AL-TER'NAL, a. Alternative. Sherwood.

JAL-TER'NAL-LY, ad. By turns. May.
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AL-TER'NATE, a. Following in order or by turns
; being

by turns
;
one after another

; reciprocal.

AL-TER'NATE, n. What happens alternately; vicissitude.

Prior.

HAL-TER'NATE, or AL'TKR-NATE, [al-teVnat, W. P. F. K.
Sm. ; al'ter-nat, E. Wb. ; al-ter-nut', Ja.] v. a. [alternare,

It.] [i. ALTERNATED; pp. ALTERNATING, ALTERNATED.]
To perform alternately ;

to change reciprocally.

||AL-TER'NATE, v. n. To succeed by turns, iiallam.

AL-TER'NATE-LY, ad. In alternate succession.

AL-TER'NATE-NESS, n. Quality of Being alternate. Bailey.

|JAL'TER-NAT-ING,* p. a. Succeeding or changing by turns.

AL-TER-NA'TIQN, n. Act of alternating ; reciprocal succes-
sion ; reciprocation ;

alternate performance.
AL-TER'NA-TI'VE, 71. The choice given of two things; ex-

pedient; resource.

AL-TER'NA-TJVE, a. Implying alternation. Hakewdl.

AL-TER'NA-T'I'VE-LY, ad. By turns
; reciprocally. Ayliffe.

AL-TER'NA-TIVE-NESS, n. Reciprocation. Bailey.

fAL-TER'Nl-TY, 71. Reciprocal succession. Brown.

JlL-TllJE'A, or AL-THi^A, . [,iAi9.'iiu, "Gr.] pi. L. AL-
THJE'JH; Eng. AL-THE'A$. (Sot.) A beautiful flowering
plant or shrub ;

the marsh-mallow.
AL-THOUGH', (al-lho') co;y. Grant that; however; though.

See THOUGH.
tAL'Tl-GRADE, a. Rising on high. Bailey.

JAL-TIL'Q-QUENCE, n. Pompous language. Bailey.

fAL-TJL'o-QUENT,* a. Pompous in language. Bailey.

AL-TKM'E-TER,* 71. An instrument for taking altitudes.

Smart.

AL-TlM'E-TRY, n. [altiwetria, L.] Art of measuring alti-

tudes.

AL'T}N,*n. A small Russian coin, value about three cents.

Crabb.

fAL-Tls'Q-NXNT,a. [altisonus, L.] High-sounding. Evelyn.
fAL-Tts'p-NODs, a. [altisomti, L.] High-sounding. Bailey.
jLL-Tls'si-Md* [It.] (Mus.) Highest; the superlative of
'

alto, high. P. Cyc.

AL'TI-TUDE, n. [altitudo, L.] Height of place ; elevation
;

highest point. (Astron.) The angle of elevation of a ce-

lestial object, or the angle of the visual ray with the ho-
rizon. _

AL-TI-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN,* a. Having altitude
; aspiring. Cole-

ridge.

fAL-Tlv'O-LANT, a. [altivolans, L.] Flying high. Baile.y.
AL' TO,* [It.] (Mus.) The highest part for male voices. Shaw.
AL'TO KT BAS'SO,* [L.] (Law) High and low

; including
all matters. Bouvier.

AL-TO-GETH'ER, ad. Completely; without restriction;

conjunctly.
AL'TO RI-LIE'VO, n. [It.] High relief; a mode of sculp-

ture representing figures standing either entirely or nearly
detached from the background.

AL' TO R'i-Pi-E'Nd,* (r5-po-a'n5) [It.] (Mus.) The tenor
of the great chorus in the full parts. Crabb.

AL'TO Vi'o-L'A *
[It.] (Mus.) The small tenor of the vio-

lin. Crabb.

AL'U-DEL, (al'yu-del) 7;. (Chem.) An earthen tube or vessel
without a bottom, used in sublimations.

AL'V-LA,* (iil'yu-la) 77. (Ornith.) The group of feathers at-

tached to the joint of the carpus, as in the snipe. Brande.

AL'VM, n.
[alumcn, L.] A mineral or earthy salt, of an acid

taste. It is a sulphate of alumina, combined usually with
a sulphate of potash.

AL'yMED, (al'iund) a. Mixed with alum. Barret.

A-Lfj'MEN,* n.' (Chem.) Alum, a genus of salts. Lyell.

A-LU'MI-NA,* 71. (Chem.) A kind of earth
;
the earthy ox-

ide of aluminum: called, also, argil, or argillaceous
earth. P. Cyc.

A-Lp'Ml-NATE,* n. (Min.) An earthy combination of alu-
mina. Brande.

AL'u-MlNE, n. Same as alumina. Craltb.

A-LU'MIN-!TE,* n. (Min.) Native subsulphate of alumina.
Brande.

A-Lil'MI-NOOs, a. Relating to alum. Brown.

A-LU'M!-NUM,* n. (Chem.) The metallic base of alumina.
Brande.

AL'VM-ISH, a. Having the nature of alum.
Jl-LUM1

Kys,* n. [L.] pi. A-LUM'NI. A pupil; a foster-

child : a graduate of a college or university. Ainsworth.

AL-V-MQ-cXL'clTE,*?!. (Min.) Asilicious mineral. Phillips.

AL'VM-SLATE,* 71. (Min.) A kind of clay-slate. Crabb.

AL'UM-STONE, n. A stone or calx used in surgery.
AL'UM-WA-TER,* 71. Water impregnated with alum. Ash.

AL'V-NITE,* ?i. (Min.) The alum-stone. Phillips.

AL-u-TA/CEOys,* (-shus) a. Being of a pale-brown color.

Brande.

fAL-y-TA'TfON,n. [aZwto,L.] The tanning ofleather. Bailey.

AL'VE-A-RY, n. [alvcarium, L.] A beehive. Barret.

AL'VE-AT-ED,* a. Formed or vaulted like a beehive.
Bloiint.

AL-VE'Q-LAR,* or AL'VE-O-LAR,* [al-v5'o-lar, K. Dungli-
son, Brande ; al've-6-lar, Sm. Wb.] Full of sockets or pits.
Brande.
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AL-VE'Q-LA-RY,* or AL'VE-O~LA-RY,* a. Same as alvco

lar. London.

AL-VE'Q-LATE,* or AL'VE-Q-LATE,* [al-veVlut, K
'

Brande; al've-o-lat, Wb. Crabb.] a. (Bot.) Formed like a

honeycomb. Crabb.

AL-VE'P-LITE,* 71. (Min.) A fossil zoophyte, allied to cor-

allines. Brande.
AL-VE' Q-LVS,* n. [L.] pi. AL-VE'O-LI. A small cavity,'

channel, hole, or socket. Buckland.

AL'VINE,* [al'vTn, Sm.; al'vln, 1C.] a. Relating to the ab-

domen, lower belly, or intestines. Dunglison.
AIRWAY,* ad. At all times : always. Job.

AL'WAY, (al'waz) ad. At 'all times; during life; perpet-
ually ; constantly.

A. M. Artium magister, or master of arts
;
ante meridiem,

i. e. before twelve o'clock at noon.

AM, v. The first person singular of the verb to be. See BE.

AM-A-BlL'l-Ty, n. [ajnabilitas, L.] Loveliness. Bp. Taylor.
See AMIABILITY.

AM-A-DET'TO, n. A sort of pear. Skinner.

AM'A-DINE,* n. A substance produced from wheat and po-
tato starch. P. Cyc.

AM'A-DOT, n. A sort of pear. Johnson.

Anf-A-Ddrf,* n. German tinder; an inflammable substance
used for tinder or touchwood. P. Cyc.

A-MAIN', ad. With vehemence
; violently. Shak. (J\Taut.)

By yielding or letting go.

A-MXL'GAM, n. [amalgame, Fr.] (Chem.) A combination of

mercury with other metals
; any mixture.

Jl-MAL 1 GA-MA, n. Same as amalgam. B. Jonson.

A-MXL'GA-MATE, v. a.
[i. AMALGAMATED ; pp. AMALGAMAT-

ING, AMALGAMATED.] To combine mercury with other
metals

;
to mix different things.

A-MXL'GA-MATE,* v. n. To unite by amalgamation. Smart.

A-MXL-GA-MA'TIQN, n. Act of amalgamating; state of be-

ing amalgamated ;
mixture.

fA-MXL'GAME, v. n. To mix by amalgamation. Chaucer.

jA-MXND', v. a. [amando, L.] To send one away. Coch-
eram.

tAM'AN-DA'TipN, n. Sending on a message.
A-MXN'i-TlNE,* n. The poisonous principle of some fungi.

Francis.

A-MXN-U-N'SIS, n. [L.] pi. A-MAN-V-EN'SE$. A person
who writes what another dictates. Warton.

AM'A-RANTH, n. [amaranthus, L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants;
a plant, of which the flower long retains its color. (Poo-
try) An imaginary flower, which never fades : a color

inclining to purple.

AM-A-RXN'THINE, a. Consisting of amaranths
; unfading.

Pope.

fA-MXR'l-TUDE, n. [amaritudo, L.l Bitterness. Harvey.
fA-MXR'U-LENCE, n. Bitterness. Bailey.

fA-MXR'V-LENT, a. Bitter. Bailey.

AM-A-R$L'LIS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of bulbous plants.
London.

A-MAss', v. a. [amasser, Fr.] [i.
AMASSED

; pp. AMASSING,
AMASSED.] To collect together; to heap up; to add one

thing to another.

fA-MAss', 7i. [amas, Fr.] An assemblage ;
a mass. Wotton*

A-MAss'MENT, 7i. A heap ;
an accumulation.

fA-MATE', v. n. To accompany ;
to terrify ; to perplex.

Spenser.

AM-A-TEUR', (am-a-tur') [am-a-tur', P. Ja. K. ; Sm-a-tar'

W.; am-a-t6r', F.; am'a-tur, E. ; am-a-tur', Sm.] 71. [Fr.j
One versed in or a lover of any particular pursuit, art, or

science, but not a professor.

AM-A-TEUR'SHIP,* 71. The character or quality of an ama-
teur. Ed. Rev.

AM'A-TIVE-NESS,* n. (Phren.) The amatory principle, or

the propensity to love. Combe.

fAM-A-TOR'cv-LfsT, 7i. [amat&rculus, L.] An insignificant
lover. Bailey.

AM-A-Td'Ri-AL, a. Relating to love ; amatory. Warton.

AM-^-TO'RI-AN,* a. Relating to love; amatory. John-
son. [R.1

tAM-A-To'Ri-ofjs, a. Relating to love. Milton.

AM'A-TP-RY, a. [amatorius, L.] Relating to love ; causing
love.

AM-AU-RO'STS, n. [a^wpoxnj, Gr.] (Med.) Guttaserena;

dimnes_s of sight.

A-MAu'siTE,* n. (Min.) A species of felspar. Phillips.

A MAX'I-MIS AD MIif'i-MA,* [L.] (Logic) From the

greatest things to the least. Hamilton.

A-MAZE', v. a. [i. AMAZED ; pp. AMAZING, AMAZED.] To con-
fuse with terror or wonder

;
to astonish ; to perplex.

fA-MAZE', 7i. Astonishment
;
confusion. Milton.

A-MAZ'ED-LY, ad. Confusedly ;
with amazement. Shak.

A-MAZ'ED-NESS, n. Amazement. Shak. [R.J

A-MAZE'MENT, n. State of being amazed; wonder; ex-

treme fear
;
extreme dejection ;

astonishment.

A-MAZ'lNG, p. a. Wonderful ; astonishing. Addison.

A-MAZ'}NG-LY, ad. Wonderfully. Watts.

AM'A-z6N,7i. [a and p -i<5f, Gr.] One of the Amazons, a race

of women famous for valor, who inhabited Caucasus, so
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called from their cutting off their right breast to use their

weapojis better. A warlike woman ;
a virago.

AM-A-ZO'NJ-AN, a. Warlike ; relating to the Amazons.
AM'A-ZQN-LIKE, a. Resembling an Amazon. Up. Hall.

AUT-HA'PE?, n. pi. [L.] Turnings and circumlocutions in
'

speech : a circuit of words. Swift.

AM-BX/J'iN-ous,*a. Circumlocutory ;
tedious. Ch. Ob. [n.J

fAM-BA'jGl-ous, " Circumlocutory; tedious. Cotgrave.
A'M-BI,G'I-TO-RY,* a. Same as ambaginous. Scott. [R.]

JLM'BA-LAM,* n.' (Bot.) An Indian tree and fruit. Crabb.

AM'BA-RIE,* n. (India) An oblong seat furnished with a

canopy and curtains, to be placed on an elephant's back
for the accommodation of riders. Sir J. Mackintosh.

AM'BA-RY,* n. (Bot.} An East Indian plant ;
the hibiscus.

Hamilton.

fAM-BAS-SADE', n. [ambassadc, Fr.] Embassy. Shak.

AM-Bls'sA-pOR, n. [ambasnadeur, Fr.] A person sent on

public business from one sovereign power to another
;
one

of the highest order of foreign ministers.

AM-BXs-SA-D6'RI-AL,*a. Belonging to an ambassador. EC.

Rev. [R.]

AM-BXs'sA-DRESS, n. The wife of an ambassador.

fAM'BAS-SAJGE, n. An embassy. See EMBASSAGE. Bacon.

JAM'BAS-SY., 7i. An embassy. Howell.

AM^BER, n. [ambar, Ar.] A carbonaceous mineral, highly

electrical, generally transparent, and of light yellow col-

or, found in beds of lignite, and obtained mostly from the

shores of the Baltic, near the coast of Prussia
; supposed

to be an antediluvial resin
; chiefly used as an article of

ornament, and in the manufacture of varnish.

AM'BER, a. Consisting of amber. Shak.

AM'BER, v. a. To scent with amber. Bcaum. fy Fl.

AM'BER-DRINK, n. Drink of the color of amber. Bacon.

AM'BER-DROP'PING, a. Dropping amber. Milton.

AM'BER-GRIS, (am'ber-gres) 7i. [amber, and arris, Fr.] A sub-

stance of animal origin, found, principally, in warm cli-

mates, floating on the sea, or thrown upon the coasts. It

is fragrant, of a grayish color, used both as a perfume and
a cordial.

AM'BER-SEED, n. Musk-seed. It resembles millet.

AM'BER-TREE, n. A shrub having small evergreen leaves,
which emit, when bruised, a very fragrant odor.

AM'BER-WEEP'ING, a. Distilling amber. Crashaw.

AM-BI-DEX'TER, n. [L.] One who uses both hands alike,
the left as well as the right ;

one that plays or acts on
both sides. (Law) One who takes money of the parties
for giving his verdict as a juror. Tomlins.

AM-BI-DEX-TER'I-TY, n. State of being ambidextrous;
double dealing.

AM-Bi-DEX'TRoys, a. Having equal use of both hands
;

acting on both sides; double dealing.
AM-Bl-DEX'TROys-NESS, n. Ambidexterity. Bailey.

AM/BJ-ENT, a. [ambiens, L.] Surrounding. Milton.

Azi?Bi-GU,n. [Fr.] A medley of dishes. King.
AM-BI'-GU'I-TY, n. State of being ambiguous; equivocal-
ness

;
doubtfulness of meaning.

AM-BiG'y-oijs, (am big'yu-us) a. [ambigmu,'L.] Doubtful;
having two meanings ; equivocal ;

uncertain.

AM-BIG'V-OLS-LY, ad. Doubtfully ; uncertainly.
AM-BtG'y-oiJs-NESS, n. Uncertainty of meaning.
AM-Bl-LE'voys,* a. Left-handed on both sides. Swarf.

fAM-BiL'o-jGY, [a?n&o,L., and Xoyo;, Gr.] Ambiguous talk.

'Bailey.

fAM-BiL'p-Quous, (am-bil'9-kwus) a. Using ambiguous
'expressions. Bailey.

fAM-BlL'o-QUY, n. Use of doubtful expressions. Bailey.

AM'BlT,7i. [ambitus, L.] Compass or circuit
;
circumference.

AM-Bl"TiON, (am-bish'un) n. [ambitio, L.] Eager desire of

superiority, preferment, honor, or power ;
emulation :

commonly used in an ill sense.

AM-BI"TION-LESS,* a. Free from ambition. Pollok. [R.]
/VM-Bi"Tioys, (am-bish'us) a. Possessed of or actuated by
ambition

;
desirous of superiority ; emulous

; aspiring ;

eager.
AM-Bi"Tioys-LY, (am-bish'us-le) ad. In an ambitious
'

manner.

AM-Bl"Tlpys-NESS, n. The quality of being ambitious.

fAM'Bl-TUDE, n. Compass ;
circuit. Bailey.

AM'BI-TUS,* n. [L.] A going round ; a circuit
; circumfer-

ence
;
a space round a building. (Bot.) The encompass-

ing border of a leaf. Brande.

AM'BLE, (am'bl) v. n. [ambler, Fr.] [i. AMBLED
; pp. AM-

BLING, AMBLED.] To move upon an amble
;
to move be-

tween a walk and a trot.

AM'BLE, (am'bl) n. A movement in which a horse moves
both his legs on one side at the same time

;
a pace.

AM'BLER, n. He or that which ambles.

AM'BLING,*TI. The motion of ahorse that ambles. Brando.

AM'BLING,*^. a. Moving with an amble. Smart.

AM'BLING-LY, ad. With an ambling movement.
AM'BLY-GON,* n. An obtuse-angled triangle. Bailey.

AM-BLYG'Q-NAL,* a. Relating to an amblygon. Ash.

AM'BLY-GQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Phil-

lips.

AME
AM'BO, 71. [auffuv, Gr.] A reading desk, or pulpit. Sir G.

Wheeler.

AM-BOY-NESE', n. sing. &c,pl. A native or natives of Am-
boyna. Ency.

AM'BRE-IN,* n. (Chem.) The fatty matter of ambergris, con-
vertible by nitric acid into ambreic acid. Brande.

AM-BRd'$i-A, (am-br5'zhe-a) [am-bro'zhe-a, W. P. J. F.
'

Ja. Sm. ; am-br5'sha, S. ; am-brozh'ya, K. ; am-bro'zha,
Wb.} n. [L. ; d/</?/3o<7i'a,Gr.] (Myth.) The food of the gods,
as nectar was the drink, the use of which conferred im-

mortality. (Bot.) A fragrant plant or shrub.

fAM-BRp'sj-AC, (am-br5'zhe-ak) a. Ambrosial. B. Jonson.

AM-BRO'SJ-AL, (am-br5'zhe-al) a. Relating to or partaking
of ambrosia ; fragrant ; delicious.

AM-BRO'SI-AN, (am-bro'zhe-an) a. Relating to or partak-
ing of ambrosia; ambrosial. Dryden. (Mas.) Noting a
chant composed by St. Ambrose.

AM'BRY, (am'bre) n. A place where the almoner lives,. or
alms are distributed. See ALMONRY. A place where
utensils for house-keeping are kept ;

a pantry.
AMBS-ACE', (amz-as') [amz-as', W. J. F. Ja. R. ; amz'as',

S. ; amz'as, P. Sm. ; amz'as, K.] n. A double ace
; two

aces thrown up by dice at once. Shak.

AM'BV-LANT,* a. Moving from place to place. Booth. [R.]
fAM'sy-LATE, v. n. [ambulo, L.] To move about. Gowcr

, 7i. The act of walking. Brown. [R.]

fAM'sy-LA-TlVE, a. Walking. Sherwood.

AM'BV-LA-TP'R,* n. One who walks about. (Ent.) An
insect. (Ornith.) A walking bird. Smart.

AM'By-LA-TQ-RY, a. Having the power of walking ; walk-

ing or moving about ; formed for walking ;
movable.

AM'BV-LA-TO-RY, n. A cloister, gallery, or alley for walk-

ing in. Warton.

AM'BV-Ry, n. A bloody wart on a horse's body.
AM-Bys-CADE', n. [embuscade, Fr.] A private station in
which men lie to surprise others

;
a snare laid for an en-

emy ;
ambush.

AM-BUS-CADE',* v. a. To lie in wait for. Smart. [R.]
fAM-Bys-CA'DQ, n. An ambuscade. Shak.

fAM-Bys-cA'DOED, (am-bus-ca'dod) a. Privately posted.

AM'BOSH, n. [embfoche, Fr.] A post where soldiers or as-

sassins are concealed, in order to fall unexpectedly upon
an enemy ;

an ambuscade
;
the act of surprising another

by lying in wait
;
the state of being posted privately, in

order to surprise.

AM'BOSH, v. a. To place in ambush. Sir T. Herbert.

AM'sOsH,* v. n. To lie insidiously concealed. Pope. [R.]

AM'BOSHED, (am'busht) a. Placed in ambush. Dryden
fAM'BOsH-MENT, n. Ambush

; surprise. Spenser.

JAM-BiJST', a. [ambustus, L.l Burnt. Bailey.

A'M-BUS'TIQN, (am-bust'yuri) n. (Med.) A burn or scald

Cockeram.

AM-E-BE'AN,* a. Answering alternately. J. Warton

A-MEER'^* J%-MIR',* n. [Ar.] A nobleman. Hamilton.

AM'EL, n. [e'maillcr, email, Fr.l Enamel. See ENAMEL.
AM'EL-CORN,* n. A species of corn used for starch. Smart.

HA-MEL'IO-RA-BLE,* a. That may be ameliorated. JVeio

'Ann. Reg.
HA-MEL'IQ-RATE, (a-mel'yo-rat) [a-m5'le-9-rat, P. J. Ja. ;

a-m51'yo-rat, S;/z.] v. a. [ameliorer, Fr.] [i. AMELIORATED ;

pp. AMELIORATING, AMELIORATED.] To improve ;
to make

better; to meliorate. See MELIORATE.

HA-MEL-IQ-RA'TIQN, (a-m51-y9-ra'shun) n. Improvement.
Burke.

HA-MEL'IO-RA-TOR,* (a-mel'yo-ra-tyr) n. One who amelio-
'rates. Ed. Rev.

'

fAM'ELLED, (am'eld) a. Enamelled. Chapman.
A'MEN', [a-men', S. P. J. E. Ja. K. R. ; a'men', W. F. Sm.
In singing, it is commonly pronounced 'a'men'.] ad. [Heb.]
So be it

; verily ;
a term used in devotions, meaning, at

the end of a prayer, so be it ; at the end of a creed, so it is.

$5= "This is the only word in the language that has ne-

cessarily two consecutive accents." Walker. A number
of compound words are to be excepted ; as, back-slide,

strong-hold, way-lay, &c.

A'MEN', n. The term itself.
" These things saith the Amen "

Rev.

A-ME-NA-BIL'I-TY,* n. The state of being amenable; ame
nableness. Coleridge.

A-ME'NA-BLE, a. Liable to be called to account; liable to

punishment ;. responsible.

A-ME'NA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being amenable. J. Pye
Smith.

tAM'E-NA,GE, v. a. [amener, Fr.] To direct or manage by
force. Spenser.

fAM'E-NANCE, n. [amener, Fr.] Conduct
;
behavior ;

mien.

Spenser.

A-MEND', v. a. [cmendo, L. ; amender, Fr.] [i.
AMENDED

;'

pp. AMENDING, AMENDED.] To correct ;
to make better;

to correct that which was wrong ;
to reform the life.

A-MEND', v. n. To grow better; to improve. Sidney.

A-MEND'A-BLE, a. Capable of amendment. Sherwood.

A-MEN'DA-TQ-RY,* a. That amends or corrects. Hale.

, (ii-mand') [a-mond', P.; a-mongd', Sm. ; a
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n. [Fr.] A fine, by which recompense is

fault committed; amends. Amende honor-

AMP

able, (Law) A penalty imposed by way of disgrace ;
a spe-

cies of infamous punishment, formerly inflicted on crimi-
nals guilty of an offence against public decency or morality.

A-MEND'ER, n. One who amends. Barret.

tA-3VlEND'FuL, a. Full of improvement. Beaum, <$' Fl.

A-MEND'JNG, n. The act of correcting. Bp. Taylor.
A-MEND'MENT, n. Act ofamending ; improvement ; change

for the better
; reformation of life

; recovery of health.

(Law') A correction of an error in the process ;
an altera-

tion in a bill.

A-MEND?', (a-mendz') n. sing. & pi., and used with a sin-

gular or plural verb. [Corrupted from amende, Fr.] Recom-
pense ; compensation. Shak.

A-MEN'I-TY, [a-men'e-te, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. R.] n. [aman-
itas, L.] Pleasantness

; agreeableness of situation, place,
or manners.

A MEN'SA ET THO'RO,* [L.] (Law) From bed and
board

; a separation or divorce which does not absolutely

dissolve_the marriage. Hamilton.

ABI-EN-TA'CEOVS, (am-en-ta'shus)a. [amentatus, L.] (Bot.)

Hanging as by a thread
; bearing catkins or chaffy scales.

J2-MEN' TUM,* n. [L.] pi. A-MEN' TA. (Bot.) The catkin ;'

the male inflorescence of the hazel, &c. P. Cyc.
fA-MEN'TY, n. [amende, Fr.] Madness. Diet.

A-MERCE', v. a. [merci, Fr.J [i. AMERCED; pp. AMERCING,
'

h with aLMERCED.] TO punish pecuniary penalty or fine,
at discretion

;
to fine

;
to mulct.

A-MERCE'A-BLE, a. Liable to amercement. Hale.

A-MERCE'MENT, n. (Law) A pecuniary punishment, pen-
alty, or fine, imposed on an offender, at the discretion of
the judge or court. Punishment or loss.

A-MER'CER, n. One who amerces.

A-MER'CJ-A-MENT, (a-mer'she-a-ment) n. (Law) A penalty
or fine. Selden. See AMERCEMENT.

A-MER'I-CAN, n. A native of America. Milton.

A-MER'I-CAN, a. Relating to America. Sir T. Herbert.

A-MER'i-CAN-i$M,*7i. A word, phrase, or idiom peculiar to

America. Witherspoon.

A-MER'I-CAN-IZE,* v. a. To render American
;
to natural-

ize in America. Jackson.

AME$-ACE, (amz-as')Ti. Two aces on two dice. See AMBS-
ACE.

AM'ESS, n. A priest's vestment. Bailey. See AMICE.
A-MET-A-BO'LI-AN,* n. (Ent.) An insect that does not un-

dergo any metamorphosis. Kirby.
JAM-E-THOD'I-CAL, a. Out of method

; irregular. Bailey.

(A-METH'Q-DIST, n. An irregular physician ;
a quack. Whit-

lock.

AM'E-TH ST, n. [<i/*0wrO, Gr.] (Min.) A precious stone,
of two varieties

; one, the oriental amethyst, which is a

variety of the adamantine spar or corundum
;
the other is

the common amethyst, which is a variety of quartz, of a
violet or purplish-violet color. (Her.) Purple in a noble-
man's coat of arms.

AM-E-THYS'TINE, a. Resembling an amethyst.
AM-HAR'IC,* n. The vernacular language of Abyssinia. P.
'

Cyc.

A-MI-A-BIL'I-TY, 7i. Quality of being amiable; amiable-
ness. QM. Rev. It is much more in use than amability.

A'MI-A-BLE, a. [aimable, Fr.] Worthy to be loved
; lovely ;

charming ; delightful ; pleasing.

A'MI-A-BLE-NESS, n. Loveliness. Burton.

A'MI-A-BLY, ad. In an amiable manner
; pleasingly.

AM'i-XNTH,* n. Earth-flax. Phillips. See AMIANTHUS.
AM-I-XN'THJ-FORM,* a. Resembling amianth. Phillips.

AM-I-AN'THIN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A sort of mineral. Phillips.

AM-i-AN'THOiD,* 7i. (JHm.) A mineral. Phillips.

AM-I-XN'THOID,* a. Resembling amianth. Phillips.

AM-I-XN'THVS,* n. [amianthus, L.] (Min.) Earth-flax, or

mountain flax
; a mineral substance resembling flax

;
as-

bestos, or the flaxen variety of asbestos. Brande.

AM-I-CA-BIL'I-TY,* n. duality of being amicable. Ash.

AM'i-CA-BLE, a. Friendly; kind; obliging.

AM'i-CA-BLE-NESS, n. Friendliness
; good-will.

AM'J-CA-BLY, ad. In an amicable manner. Phillips.

A-MI'CAL,* a. [amicus, L.] Friendly ;
amiable. English Syn-

onymes. [R.I

AM'ICE, [am'is, S. W. P. J. K. Sm. R.; am-mis', Ja.] n.

[amictus, L.] The undermost part of a Catholic priest's
shoulder cloth or alb.

A-Ml'cus CU'RI-JE,* n. [L.'J (Law) A friend of the court;'

a stander-by who informs the judge, when doubtful or

mistaken in matter of law. Tomlins.

A-MID
A-MIDST',

prep. In the midst of; mingled with
; among.

AM/I-DINE,* n. The soluble part of starch. Brande.

A-M'JLD'SHIPS,* ad. (Naut.) In the middle of a ship ;
be-

tween the stem and the stern. Falconer.

A-M'fss', ad. Wrong ; faultily ; improperly ; criminally.

1A-MJ88', n. Culpability ;
fault. Shak.

A-Miss',* a. Wrong ; faulty ; improper. Drydcn.
fA-Mls'siQN, (a-mlsh'un) n. [amissio, L.] Loss. More.

od-wi
fA-MiT', v. a. To lose

;
to dismiss. Brown.

AM'l-TY, n. [amitid, Fr.] Friendship ; concord ; good-i

jAM'Ml-RAL,_7t. Fuller. Admiral. See ADMIRAL.
AM'MO-JCHRYSE,* n. (Min.) A soft stone, used to strew
over writing paper. Crabb.

AM'MQ-DYTE,* n. (Zool.) A venomous serpent. Crabb.

AM-MO'NI-A, n. (Cticm.) A gaseous substance, of pungent
smell and acrid taste, consisting of azote and hydrogen ;

volatile alkali.

AMXMO'Ni-Xc, 71. A gum resin
;
the name of two drugs, gum

ammoniac, a concrete juice brought, from the East
;
and sal

ammoniac, a compound of muriatic acid and ammonia,
popularly called hartshorn.

AM-MQ-NI'A-CAL, a. Having the properties of ammonia or
ammoniac.

AM'MO-NlTE,* n. (Ocol.) An extinct and numerous order
of molluscous animals, curved like a coiled snake, vul-

garly called the snake-stone. Lyell.

AM-MO'NJ-UM,* 71. (Cliem.) The metallic base of ammonia.
Davy.

AM-MQ-NI'V-RET,* 7i. (Chem.) A substance containing am-
monia and mercury. Phil. Mag.

AM-MV-NI"TIQN, (am-mu-nlsh'un) n. [munitio, L.] Milita-

ry stores, powder, balls, shells, &c.

AM-MV-NI''TIQN-BREAD, (am-mu-nish'un-bred) n. Bread
for armies or garrisons.

AM-N& t}i-A* n. [Gr.] (Med.) Loss of memory. Dr.Dun-
'

glison.

AM'NES-TY, n. [a/zv^o-rfa, Gr.] An act of general pardon
~or freedom from penalty granted to those guilty of some
crime.

AM-Nic'Q-irlST, n. [amnicola, L.] One inhabiting near a
river. Bailey.

tAM-NijG'E-NOtjs, a. Born of a river. Bailey.

A^Ni-^N, n. [Gr.] (dnat.) The membrane that surrounds
the foetus in the womb.

AM'NI-OS, n. (Bot.) A thin, gelatinous covering of the em-
'

bryo of a seed. Brande.

AM-NI-OT'IC,* a. ( Chem.) Obtained from the amnios. Brande.

AM-O-BE'AN,* a. See AMEBEAN.
tAM^Q-Lf'TiQN, (am-o-Iish'un) n. A removal. Bp. Ward.

A-Mo'MyM, n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants bearing aro-

matic seeds, and affording cardamom.
A-MONG', (a-mung') J prep. Mingled with

j conjoined
A-MONGST', (a-mungsf) \ with.

AM'Q-RET, n. [amoretto, It.] A lover; a person enamored.

Oayton. [&.]

tAM-O-RETTE, (am-9-ret') ) n. An amorous woman
;
love-

}AM-6u-RETTE', (am-o-ret') j
knots. Chaucer. A petty

amour. Walsh.

fAltf'Q-RlsT, n. A lover
;
a gallant. Stafford.

fA-MORN'lNGS, ad. In the mornings. Beaum. 4- Fl.

AM-O-RO' SA, n. [It.] A wanton ;
a courtesan. Sir T. Her-

bert. [R.]
AM-O-RO'SO* a. [It.] (Mus.) Tender; affectionate

;
win-

ning. Warren.

AM-O-RO'SO, n. [It.] A man enamored. Oayton. [R.]

AM'Q-ROUS, a. [amor, L.] Full of love
; belonging to love j

inclined to love; enamored; loving; fond.

AM'Q-ROUS-LY, ad. In an amorous manner; fondly.

AM/p-RoOs-NESS, 7i. The quality of being amorous.

A-M6R/PHOVS,a. [aand//o/30^,Gr.] Having no regular form.

fA-MOR'PHY, 7i. [d and nopcpij, Gr.] Departure from estab-

lished form. Swift.

A-MOR'PLA,* n. [Gr.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
bastard

'

indigo. Crabb.

A-MORT', ad. [d la mart, Fr.] Lifeless. Shak.

A-MOR'TI$E, or A-MOR'TIZE, [a-mbr'tjz, W. P. F. Ja. Sm. ;

a-mor'tlz, S. E. K. Wb.] v. a. (Law) To transfer to mort-
main

;
to alien lands or tenements to a corporation, ofwhich

the law contemplates no decease or termination. Bacon.

A-MOR-TI-ZA'TIQN, n. (Law) The right or act of transfer-

ring lands in mortmain, rfyliffe.

A-M6R'Tiz.E-MENT, 7i. [amortissement, Fr.] Amortization.
'

Bailey.

'

A-MO'TI<?N, (a-mo'shun) n. [amotio, L.J (Law) Removal.
Blackstone.

A-MOUNT', v. n. [monter, Fr.] [i.
AMOUNTED ; pp. AMOUNT-

ING, AMOUNTED.] To rise to in the accumulative quan-
tity ;

to compose in the whole.

A-MoONT', n. The sum total ;
the aggregate.

A-MoONT'iNG,* p. Rising to
; equalling as a whole.

A-MOUR', (a-mor') n. [amour, Fr.J
An affair of gallantry ; a

love intrigue ; generally in an ill sense.

fA-MO'VAL, 7i. Total removal. Evelyn.

A'-MOVE'', v. a. [amoveo, L.] (Law) To remove from a post
or station. Hale. To remove ;

to move. Spenser.

AM'PE-L,IS,*TI. (Ornith.) A genus of passerine birds. Brande.

AM'PE-LITE,* n. (Min.) Canal-coal ;
a species of black

earth regarded as medicinal. Crabb.

AM'PER, n. A tumor, with inflammation. Grose. [Loca

AM'PER-SAND,* n. [and per se and.] The character [&
representing the conjunction and. Nares. I

A, , i, 6, C, y, long; X, E, t, 6, IJ, Y, short; A, E, I, 9, y, V, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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AM-PHtB'i-AN,* n. (Zool.) An amphibious animal
;
an ani-

'

inal having the faculty of living both in water and on
land. Kirby.

AM-PHiB-i-Q-LOjG'i-CAL,* a. Relating to amphibiology.
Knowles.'

Aiw-PHiB-i-oi/o-.GY,*tt. A treatise on amphibious animals.

Knowle*.

AM-FiriB'l-ous, (am-flb'e-us) a. [duibi and fJiot, Gr.] Hav-

ing the faculty of living in two elements, as in air and
water; of a mixed nature.

A M-PHI'B'I-O US-NESS, n. Quality of being amphibious.
JlM-pHJtB'i-uji, n. [L.] pi. AM-PIIIB'I-A. (Zool.) The
'

class of animals which live 'both on land and in water
;

amphibian. See AMPHIBIAN.
AM'PHI-BOLE,* n. (Min.) Hornblende. Brande.

AMXPHI-BOL'IC,* a. Relating to amphibole or amphiboly;
doubtful. Hamilton.

AM-PHIB'P-LITE,* n. (Min.) A species of mineral
;
a pet-

rifaction of an amphibious animal. Hamilton.

AM-PHlB-9-L6,G'l-CAL, a. Doubtful
; ambiguous. Burton.

AM-PHIB-Q-LOJG'I-CAL-LY, ad. Doubtfully; ambiguously.
AM-PHI-BOL'Q-JGY, n. [dfi^i^uXoyia, Gr.] Discourse of un-

certain meaning ; ambiguity ; equivocation.

AM-PHIB'Q-LOUS, a. [d^i and /JaAAw, Gr.] Tossed from
one to another.

fAM-PHiB'p-LY, n. Ambiguous discourse. B. Jonson.

AM'PHl-BRXjeii,* n. (Rhct.) A foot of three syllables, the

middle one long, the other two short. Smart.

A5I-PHiB'RA-jeHYS,* n. Same as amphibrach. Crabb.

AM-PHTic-T.Y-5N'lc,*a. Relating to the amphictyons. P. Cyc.

AM-PHIC'T-ON$,* n. pi. Members of the celebrated coun-
cil of ancient Greece. Mitford.

AM-PHI-DES'MA,* n. (Conch.} A genus of marine bivalve
shells. P. Cyc.

AM-PHIG'A-MOVS,* a. (Bot~) Having no traces of sexual

organs. Brande.

fAM-PHil/Q-j&Y, n. [du<pi and \6yos, Gr.] Equivocation ;

ambiguity. Diet.

AM-PHIM'A-CER,* . (Rhet.) A poetic foot of three sylla-

bles, a short one in the middle, and the others long. Crabb.

AM'PHI-POD,* n. (Zool.) One of the third order of crusta-
ceans in Latreille's arrangement. Brande.

JiM-PHlp' 9-DA,* n. pi. (Zool.) A genus of crustaceans.
See AMPHIPOD. P. Cyc.

AM-PHip'o-DoOs,*a. Belonging to the amphipoda. P. Cyc.

AM-PHlP'RQ-STYLE,*n. (Arch.) A temple having a portico
or porch in the rear as well as in the front, but without
columns at the sides. Brande.

AM-PHIS-B^NA, n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of serpents,
whose bodies, from one end to the other, are of nearly a
uniform size.

JlM-PH?s'ci-I, (am-fish'e-I) n. pi. [dufyiaicioi, Gr.] Inhab-
"

itants of the torrid zone, who have their shadows turned
to the north one part of the year, and to the south the
other part.

AM-PHI-THE'A-TRE, (am-fe-the'a-tur) w. [d^^iQcaTpnv, Gr.]A double theatre, or one of an elliptical figure ;
a building

in a circular or oval form, having its area encompassed
with rows of seats, rising one above another, round about
its area

;
used for public shows, such as combats.

AM-PHI-THE-XT'RIC,* a. Amphitheatrical. Ency.
AM-PHI-THE-XT'RI-CAL, a. Relating to an amphitheatre.
AM-PHJ-THE-XT'Ri-CAL-LY,* ad. In an amphitheatrical
form. Observer.

AM-PHI-TRI'TE,* n. (Zool.) A genus of marine animals.
Crabb.

AM-PHIT'RQ-PAL,* a. (Bot.) Turned round albumen, or
curved upon itself, as an embryo. Brande.

AM-PHOD'E-LITE,* n. (Min.) A light-red mineral. Dana.
Am1PHO-RA* n. [L.] A jug or vessel with a double ear or

spout ; a vase with two handles. Francis.

AM'PLE, a. [ampins, L.
; ample, Fr.l Large ; wide ; extend-

ed
; great in bulk

;
liberal

;
diffusive

;
not contracted.

AM'PLE-NESS, n. StrUe of being ample. South. [R.]
fAM-PLEX-A'TlQN,* v. An embrace. Bp. Hall.

AM-PLEX'l-cAUL,,* a. (Bot.) Clasping the stern. P. Cyc.
AM'PLI-AT'E, v. a. [amplio, L.] To amplify. Brown. [R.]
AM-PLI-A'TION, n. Enlargement (Low) A deferring of
judgment till the cause is further examined. Whishaw.

tAM-PLlF'l-CATE, v. a. [amplifico, L.] To amplify. Bailey.
AM-PLI-FI-CA'TION, n. Act of amplifying; enlargement;
exaggeration ;

the lengthening of a discourse by an enu-
meration of minute circumstances.

AM'PLI-FI-ER, n. One who amplifies or enlarges.
AM'PLI-FY, v. a. [i. AMPLIFIED; pp. AMPLIFYING, AMPLI-

FIED.] To enlarge ;
to extend

;
to exaggerate ; to speak or

write diffusely.

AM'PLI-FY, v. n. To speak largely in many words.

AM'PLI-TODE, n. State of being ample ;
extent

; largeness ;

copiousness; abundance. (Astron.) The angular dis-
tance of a ct-lcstial body from the east point when it rises,
or from the west point when it sets.

( Gun.) The range
of a gun.

AM'PLY, ad. Largely ; liberally ; copiously. Dryden

,* n. [L.] A flagon; a jug; a vessel; a blad-

der. Crabb.

AM-PUL-LA'CEOVS,* (-shus) a. Shaped like a bottle or blad-

der. Kirby.
AM-PVL-LA'RI-A* n. (Conch.') A genus of fresh water,

spiral, univalve shells. P. Cyc.

AM'PV-TATE, v. a. [amputo, L.] [i. AMPUTATED; pp. AMPU
TATING, AMPUTATED.] To cut off, as a limb or branch.

AM-py-TA'TipN, w. Act of amputating. (Surg.) The op-
eration of cutting off a limb, or other part of the body.

A-MRcK7
,* or A-MOCK',*n. An East India term for slaugh-'

ter. To run amuck, to run frantic about the streets.

Ency.
AM'V-L,ET, n. [amulette, Fr.] Something worn about the

person, and supposed to have the effect of protecting the

wearer against disease or other evil
;
a charm.

t&M-v-LfiT'ic,* a. Belonging to an amulet. Ash.

IA-MUR-COS'J-TY, n. [amurca, L.] The quality of lees or
mother. Bailey.

A-MUR'COUS,* a. Full of dregs or lees; foul. Ash. [R.]

A-MU$'A-BL,E,* a. Capable of being amused. Sir J. Mack-
'

intosh'.

', (a-muz') v. a. [amuser, Fr.] [i. AMUSED ; pp.

AMUSING, AMUSED.] To entertain with tranquillity ;
to di-

vert
;
to beguile ;

to draw on from time to time
;
to keep

in expectation.

E', v. n. To muse, or meditate. Lee.

A-MUE'MENT, 7i. That which amuses; entertainment;
diversion ; sport.

A-MUS'ER, (a-mu'zer) n. One who amuses.

A-MUS'ING,*J>. a. Affording amusement ; entertaining; di-

verting.

A-MU$'iNG-l.y, ad. In an amusing manner.

A-MU'sivE, a. Affording amusement; diverting.

A-MU'SIVE-LY, ad. In an amusive manner. Chandler.

A-MYG'DA-LATE, a. [amygdala, L.] Relating to or made of
almonds.

A.-MYG'DA-TjATE,* n. (Med.) An emulsion of almonds
Crabb.

A-MYG'DA-LlfNE, [a-mig'da-lin, w. P. K. Sm.; a-mig'da-
lin, S. Ja.] a. Resembling almonds.

A-MYG'DA-LITE,* n. (Bat) A plant of the sponge kind.
'

Crabb.

A-MYG'DA-LOID,* n. (Min.) A variety of the trap rock,'

containing nodules, agates, &c., embedded like almonds
in a cake. Lyell.

A-MYG-pA-L,oiD'Ai,,* a. Relating to amygdaloid. Knowles.

AM-Y-LA'CEOUS,* (&m-e-la'shus) a. Being of the nature of,
or containing, starch. London..

AM'Y-LINE,*. n. A farinaceous substance. Smart.

AM'Y-LUM,* [L.] A-MYL/E-ON, or AM'Y-LINE, n. Starch
of wheat. Dunglison.

AN. The same with the article a, and used instead of it when
the next word begins with a vowel sound. The article

a must be used before all words beginning with a conso-
nant and a consonant sound, as, a man, a unit, a oneness;
and the article an must be used before all words begin-
ning with a vowel, except such as begin with the sound
of u long, or a consonant sound ;

before words beginning
with h mute, as, an hour, an heir, &c.

;
and before words

where the h is not mute, if the accent is on the second

syllable, as,
" an heroic action,"

" an historical account,"
&r.. See A.

t&N, conj. If. This word is used by Shakspeare, and
other old authors, in the sense of if; but it is now no

. longer thus used. Coote.

A'lfA, [dvd, Gr.] A prefix, in words of Greek origin, im-

plying repetition, upward motion, inversion, distribution,

parallelism, or proportion. In the first of these senses,

_ it often stands by itself in the prescriptions of physicians.
A 1 NA, n. A termination of the neuter plural form in Latin,
annexed to the names of authors, or eminent persons, to

denote a collection of their memorable sayings ; as, John-
soniana.

AN-A-BAP'TI$M, n. The doctrine of Anabaptists. Featley.
AN-A-BXP'TIST, n. [nva and ffatrrl^v, Gr.] One who holds

that those who have been baptized in infancy, should be

rebaptized.
AN-A-BAP-TIS'TIC, a. Anabaptistical. Bull.

AN-A-EAp-Tl's'TJ-cAi.,, a. Relating to the Anabaptists. Mil-

ton.

tAN-A-BAP'Trs-TRY,w. The sect of the Anabaptists. Pagitt.

JAN-A-BAP'TlZE, v. a. To rebaptize. Whitlock.

AN'A-BAS,* n. (fch.) A genus of fishes. Brande.

Jtzf-A-BRo'sis,* n. [Gr.] (Med.) A corrosion; a wasting
away. Crabb.

AN-A-CXMP'TIC, a. [dvaKauxTM, Gr.] Reflecting, or re-

flected. [R.]'

AN-A-CXMP'TICS, n. pi. The science of the reflection of

sound, particularly echoes: catoptrics.

AN-A-CAR'DI-UM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The cassa, cajou, or
cashew-tree ; a genus of plants. Crabb.

AN-A-cA- THAR' sis,* n. fGr.] (Med.) A purgation of the

lungs by expectoration. Crabb.
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AN-A-CA-TH^R'TIC, n. (Med.) Medicine that works up-
wards. Quincy.

AN-A-CA-THAR'TIC,* a. Purging upwards. Smart.

, [an-a-sef-a-15'o-sis, Ja. Sm.Ash;
Sn-a-sef-a-le-o'sis,^. Johnson, Crabb.] n. [iivaKC<f>a\aiwais,

Gr.] (Rhctj A summing up ; recapitulation.

AN-XH'p-RET, ) n. [dvaxwpriTfis, Gr.] An anchoret; a

AN-Xjen'o-RlTE, }
retired or solitary monk ;

an ancho-
rite. Donne. [R.]

tAN-A-jEHC-RET'i-CAL, a. Relating to a hermit. Bp. Tay-
lor.

A?r-A-HR5N'ic,* a. Containing anachronism. Coleridge.
[R.]

AN-AjeH'RC-Ni$M, n. [dvd and \p6vo$, Gr.] An error in

computing time, or in chronology, made by placing an
event earlier or later than it really happened.

AN-Xjeil-RC-Nis'Tlc, a. Containing an anachronism. War-
ton.

AN-A-CLXS'TICS, n. pi. [dvd and /tXdw, Gr.] The science
or doctrine of refracted light ; dioptrics.

^Jf-A-f!CE-Nd'sis,n. [dvaicotvwo-is, Gr.] (Rhet.") A figure
by which the speaker applies to his opponent for his opin-
ion upon the point in debate.

AN-A-CQ-LU'THON,* n. [dvarf^ovOov, Gr.] (Rhet.} The
want of sequence in a sentence. Brande.

AN-A-CON'DA,* n. (ZooZ.) A large Asiatic serpent; a spe-
cies of the boa. Crabb.

A-NXc-RE-ON'Tic, n. A little poem or ode in praise of love
and wine ; so called from Anacreon.

A-xXc-RE-ON'Tic,* a. Relating to Anacreon
; noting a

kind of verse or measure
; amatory. Gent. Mag.

AN'A-BEME, n. [dvd 6ripa, Gr.] A crown of flowers. Dray-
ton.

AN-A-DI-PLO'SIS, n. [dyadftrXaunf, Gr.] (Rhet.') Redupli-
cation

;
a repetition, at the beginning of a verse, of the

last word in the preceding.
A-NXD'RQ-MOUS,* a. Relating to the classes of fish that

pass, at certain seasons, from the sea into rivers. Jlsh.

AN'A-GLYPH, (an'a-glif)". [dvd and yXv^w, Gr.] An orna-
ment effected by sculpture ; chasing, or embossing.

AN-A-GLYPH'IC,* ) a. Relating to or illustrating by an-

AN-A-GLYPH'I-CAL,,* ] aglyphs. Britton.

AN-A-GLYP'TIC, a. Relating to the art of carving, chasing,
engraving, or embossing plate. Evelyn.

AN-A-GLYP-TOG'RA-PHV * n. The art of copying works in

relief. Ed. Rev.

AN'A-Gd-pE,*n. [dvaywyfi, Gr.] The mystical interpreta-
tion of the Scriptures ; one of the four ordinary modes of

interpretation, in distinction from the literal, allegorical,
and tropological ; an extraordinary elevation of mind.
Crabb.

fAN-A-GO-jGET'i-CAL, a. [dvaywyfi, Gr.] Mysterious; su-

perhuman. Bailey.

AN-A-G6jG'i-CAL, a. Mysterious ; mystical ; religiously ex-
alted. Bacon.

AN-A-GOJG'I-CAL-LY, ad. Mysteriously.
AN-A-GOjG'ics, 7i. pi. Mystical or allegorical interpretations.

L. Addison.

AN'A-GO-,GY,* n. Same as anagoge. Hammond.
AN'A-GRXM, n. [dvd and ypiip//, Gr.] An inversion or re-

distribution of the letters of a word or sentence; as, Roma
into amor; Pilate's question,

"
Quid est veritasl" into

Est vir qui adest.

AN'A-GRXM,* v. a. To transpose, as the letters of a name.
Warburton. [R.]

AN-A-GRAM-MAT'IC,* a. Relating to anagrams ; anagram-
matical. Swiff,.

AN-A-GRAM-MXT'I-CAL, a. Forming an anagram. Camden.

AN-A-GRAM-MXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of an ana-

gram.
Ax-A-GRXM'iMA-T'fgM, 7t. The act of making anagrams.
AN-A-GRAM'MA-TIST, n. A maker of anagrams. Gamage.
AN-A-GRXM'MA-TIZE, v. n. To make anagrams. Herbert.

AN'A-GRXPH,* n. An inventory ;
a commentary. Crabb. [R.]

A'NAL,,* a. Relating to or placed below the tail. Kirby.
A-NXL'CIME,* n. (Min.} A variety of zeolyte. Lyell.

AN-A-LEC'TA,* n. [L.] pi. AN-A-LKG' TJK. A servant in a
Roman house, whose duty it was to collect scraps after

a meal. Brande.

JlX-A-LEC'TA,* n. pi. [L.] Fragments; refuse : collec-

tions of extracts or small pieces from different authors
;

analects. Crabb.

AN-A-LEC'TIC,* a. Collected together; relating to collec-

tions. Hall.

AN'A-I-ECTS, n. pi. Things gathered together; collections
or fragments of authors

;
select pieces.

A^f-A-LEM'MA, n. [L.] (Jlstron.)
The projection of the

sphere on the plane of the meridian : a tabular mark,
usually in the shape of the figure 8, on an artificial ter-

restrial globe, to notify the sun's declination on any day
in the year. Francis.

AN-A-Lf:r' Hi-A,* n. (Med.} See AN-ALEPSIS and ANALEPSY.

AN-A-LEP'SIS,* n. [Gr.] (Mcd.) Recovery of strength ;
a

species of epilepsy ; analepsy. Dimglison.

ANA
AN'A-LEP-SY,* n. (Med.) A species of epileptic attack.
Brands.

AN-A-LEP'TIC, a. [dv aXrixTitfs, Gr.] (Med.) Comforting;
restorative.

AN-A-LEP'TIC,* n. (Mcd.) A restorative medicine or diet.

P. Cyc.

fA-NXL'c-GAL, a. Analogous; having relations.

AN-A-LOjG'l-CAL, a. Implying or containing analogy ; anal-

ogous.
AN-A-LOJ&'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an analogous manner. Potter.

AN-A-LOjG'j-CAL-NESs, n. Quality of being analogical.
A-NXL'Q-pi?M, 7i. An argument from the cause to the ef-

fect.

A-NXi/<p-jGlzE,r. a. To explain by way of analogy. Chcyne.
A-NXL'O-GON,* n. Something analogous. Cole-ridge. [R.]
A-NXL/Q-GOijs, a. Having analogy ; analogical ; similar.

A-NXL'Q-GOUS-I,Y, ad. In an analogous manner. Skdton.

AN'A-LOGUE,* (an'a-log) n. A thing analogous or corre-

sponding to another thing. Kirby.
A-NXL/Q-/3Y, n. [dva^oyiu, Gr.] Proportion or parallelism
between things which are in some respects different

;
re-

lation or similarity between different things in certain re-

spects ; similitude of ratios. (Gram.} Similarity of in-

flection, or principle of pronunciation, &c., opposed to

anomaly.
A-NXL'y-sfs, n. [di/dXvo-tc, Gr.] pi. A-NXi/y-SES. (Logic,

Chem. and Geom.) A resolution of any thing, whether an
object of the senses or of the intellect, into its first ele-
ments or component parts : opposed to synthesis.

AN'A-LYST, n. One who analyzes. Bp. Berkeley.
AN-A-LYT'IC, a. Relating to analysis ; analytical. B. Jonson.

AN-A-LYT'I-CAI,, a. Relating to or containing analysis;
performed by analysis.

AN-A-LYT'I-CAL-LY, ad. By means of analysis.
AN-A-LYT'ICS, n. pi. The science of analysis. Milton.

AN-A-LYZ'A-BLE,* a. That may be analyzed. Phil.,Mag.
AN-A-LY-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of analyzing. Gent. Mag.
AN'A-LYZE, v. a. [dvaXHw, Gr.] [i. ANALYZED ; pp. ANALYZ-

ING, ANALYZED.] To resolve a compound into its first

principles or elementary parts ;
to solve or resolve by

analysis.

AN'A-LYZ-ER, n. He or that which analyzes ; analyst.
AN-AM-NE' sis,* n. [Gr.] (Rhet.) A remembrance or enu-
meration of things. Crabb.

tAN-AM-NES'Tic,* a. Helpful to the memory. Ash.
AN-A-MOR-PHd 1

sis, or AN-A-MOR'PHO-sls, [an-a-mor-
fo'sis, S. W. J. E.'F.K.; an-a-mor'fo-sis', p. ja, Sm. Wb.}
n. [dvd and /<0p0(5w, Gr.] (Perspcct.") A distorted represen-
tation of an object, so contrived as to appear symmetrical,
or an exact representation, from a certain point of view.

A-NA'XTAS, [a-na'nas, S. W. P. E. K. Sm. R. ; a-na'nas, Wb.}
n. The plant that produces the pine-apple ;

the pine-apple.
A-NA'NAS, [WILD.] n. The same as penguin.
AN-A-NAS'SA,*n.(Bot.) Th pine-apple ;

ananas. P. Cyc.
AN-AN'DROVS,* a. (Bat.) Destitute of stamens; female.

AN-XN'GV-LAR,* a. Having no angle. Good.

AN'A-PST, n. [avanaiams, Gr.] (Rhet.} A metrical foot,

containing two short syllables and one long one
;
a dactyl

reversed.

AN-A-PES'TIC, n. The anapestic measure. Bentlcy.

AN-A-pls'Ti-cAL,* j

a - Re 'atin g to the anapest. Bentley.

AN-A-PES'TJ-CAL-LY,*ad. In an anapestic manner. Ch. Ob.

A-N'APH'V-RA', n. [dvafopa, Gr.] (Rhet.) A repetition of
'

words or phrases at the commencement of sentences or
verses.

fAN-A-PLE-ROT'lc, a. [rmijrXflorfw, Gr.] Filling up. Bailey.

IAN'AR^H, n. An author of confusion ;
anarchist. Milton.

A-NAR'JBHIC, a. Without rule; anarchical. Burke.

AXNXR'JEHI-CAL, a. Confused
;
without rule or government.'

Howell.

AN'AR-jeH??M, n. Anarchy. Sir E. Dering.
Aif'AR-jentsT, 7i. An author or promoter of anarchy.
AN'AR-HY, n. [dvapxta, Gr.] Want of government; a

state without magistracy or government ;
confusion.

A-NXR/HJ-cXs,*7J. (Zool.) The wolf-fish or sea-wolf. Crabb.

A-NAR'TIIROUS,* a. (Ent.} Naked
; having neither wings

_ nor legs, as some insects. EC. Rev.

A>NAS,* n. [L.] (Ornith.} The duck; a genus of birds. P.

Cyc.

AN-A-SAR'CA, n. [dvd and <rap, Gr.] (^Mcd.) A dropsy of the
whole body.

AN-A-SAR'coys, a. Relating to an anasarca. Wiseman.

A-NAS-TQ-MAT'IC, a. [dt>d and ardpa, Gr.] (Med.} Remov-
ing obstructions.

A-NXs-TO-MXT'jc,*T?. (Mcd.) A medicine that opens the

pores or removes obstructions. Chambers.

A-NXs'TC-MiZE,* v. n. (Bot.} To grow together, as two
parts which meet from different directions. P. Cyc.

A-NAS-TQ-MO' $IS,n. [Gr.] pi. A-NAS-TO-MO'SES. (Med.)'

A communication of vessels of the body with each other.

A-NXs-TQ-MOT'ic,*?. (Mcd.) An aperient medicine; anas-
tomatic. DungUson.

1, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X, E, Y, 6, ft, Y, short; A, E, I, O, U, Y, obscure. FARE, FXR, FlST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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Jl BfAS'TRO-PHE, n. [iivntrTpo^fj, Gr.] (Rhet,} A species
'

of inversion, or departure from the usual order of suc-

cession in words.

A-NXTH'E-MA, n. [dvaQepa, Gr.] pi A-NXTH'E-MA. A
curse pronounced by ecclesiastical authority ;

excommu-
nication ;

curse
;
a person who is anathematized.

A-NXTH-E-MXT'I-CAL, a. Relating to an anathema.

A-NXTH-E-MXT'j-CAL-L.Y, ad. In an anathematical manner.

.,\-NXTH'E-MA-TiM, n. Act of anathematizing. Bp. Taylor.

^-NXTH-E-MXT-I-ZA'TION, n. An extreme cursing. Cot-

grave.
A-NXTH'E-MA-TIZE, [a-n&th'e-ma-tlz, S. W.J.F.Ja.K. Sm.
R. Wb.j an-a-themVtlz, P. Johnson.] v. a. [i.

ANATHEMA-
. TIZED; pp. ANATHEMATIZING, ANATHEMATIZED.] To visit

with an anathema
;
to pronounce accursed.

A-NATH'E-MA-Tlz-ER, ?*. One who anathematizes.

AN'A-THEME,* n. Anathema anglicized. Sheldon. [R.]

AN-A-TlF'ER-otJs, a. [anas and /ere, L.] Producing ducks.
Brown.

A-NAT'Q-cY$jVt,7i. [anatocismus, L.] Interest upon interest
;

usury. [R.]

AN-A-TOM'I-CAL, a. Relating to anatomy or dissection.

AN-A-TOM'f-CAL-LY, o-d. In an anatomical manner. Brown.

-NAT'O-MIST, n. One versed or skilled in anatomy.
A-NXT'Q-MIZE, v. a. To dissect a body; to lay open.
A-NXT'Q-MY, . [dyarojaa, Gr.] A knowledge of the in-

ternal structure of the human body ;
the art of dissecting

animal bodies ;
a skeleton. Comparative anatomy is the

science which teaches a knowledge of the differences in

the structure and organization of the classes, orders, and

species of the whole animal kingdom. P. Cyc.

AN-A-TRJP-SOI,'O-JGY,* n. (Med.} A treatise on friction.

Dunglison.
AN'A-TRON, n. The scum of melted glass; natron.

AN'By-RY, n. A sort of fly ; club-root, as found on turnips
or cabbages, occasioned by an insect

;
a kind of wen or

tumor in an animal.

AN'CES-TQR, n. [antecessor, L.] One from whom a person
descends genealogically ;

a forefather
;
a progenitor.

AN-CES-TO'RJ-AL,* a. Relating to ancestors. Wm. Roberts.

AN'CES-TRAL, [an'ses-tral, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm. K. ; an-

ses'tral, Ja. Wb. Ash.] a. Relating to or resembling an-
cestors.

AN'CES-TREL, a. Same as ancestral. Hale.

AN'CES-TRESS,* n. A female ancestor. H. Martineau.

AN'CES-TRY, n. Lineage ;
a series of ancestors

;
the honor

of descent; birth.

tAN'<?HEN-TRY, (an'shen-tre) a. Properly ancientry. Shak.

ANH'l-L6ps,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

ANjBH'pR, (angk'ur) n. [anchora, L.] A heavy iron, with
two barbed irons, to fasten in the ground, and hold a

ship ;
that which confers stability or security ;

ten gal-
lons of brandy. (Arch.) Part of an echinus

;
an orna-

ment in the form of the fluke of an anchor, or arrow-
head.

ANJBH'OR, (angk'ur) v. n.
[i. ANCHORED; pp. ANCHORING,

ANCHORED.] To cast anchor
;
to stop at.

ANJBH'QR, (angk'ur) v. a. To place at anchor; to fix on.

fANjEH/pR, (angk'ur) n. For anchoret; a recluse. Shak.

ANH'QR-A-BLE, (angk'ur-a-bl) a. Fit for anchorage. Her-
bert.

ANjeH'QR-AjGE, (angk'ur-aj) n. Ground to anchor on; the

anchors of a ship ;
the duty paid for anchoring in a port.

ANJEH'QRED, (angk'kurd) p. a. Held by the anchor; shaped
like an anchor ;

forked.

ANH'Q-RESS, (angk'o-res) n. A female recluse. Fairfax.

ANH'o-RET, (angk'o-re"t). [dvaxwp/jrrj?, Gr.] A recluse
;

a hermit ;
one who retires from the world from religious

motives.

ANj0H-o-RET'j-CAL,* a. Relating to an anchoret or hermit.

Taylor.
ANJEH'OR-HOLD, 7i. The hold of the anchor

; security.

ANJGH'Q-RITE, (angk'9-rlt) n. An anchoret. Pope.
ANjen'OR-SMlTH, (angk'ur-smith) n. One who makes an-

chors.

AN-CHO'VY, n. [anchova, Sp.] A little sea-fish, used for

AN-CHO'VY-PEAR,* n. (Bot.) A West India fruit. Crabb.

AwpH-Y-Ld'sis,* n. [Gr.] (Med.) A stiff, immovable, or

bent joint. Brande.

tAN'ciEN-CY, (an'shen-se) n. Antiquity. Jura Cleri.

AN'CIENT, (an'shent) [an'shent, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ;

an'shent, P. See ANGEL.] a. [antiquus, L.
; ancien, Fr.]

Old
;
not modern ;

that has been of long duration
; past ;

former.

AN'CIENT, (an'shent) n. An old man
;
a man of former

times. The ancients are those of times long since past,
as opposed to the moderns.

tAN'ciENT, (an'shent)
n. A flag or streamer of a ship.

Shak. The bearer of a flag, now called an ensign. Shak.

AN'CIENT-LY, (an'shent-le) ad. In old times. Sidney.

AN'CIENT-NESS, (an-shent-nes) n. Antiquity. Bale.

AN-ciENT-Ry, (an'shent-re) n. The honor of ancient lin-

eage.

, (an'shen-te) . Age; antiquity. Martin.

JlN-cI'LE, n. [L.] The shield of Mars; the sacred shield
'

of the Romans. Potter.

AN'CJL-LA-RY, a. [ancillaris, L.] Subservient, as a hand-
maid. Blackstone.

AN-dP'i-TAL,,* a. (Bot.) Having two opposite edges or an-

gles. Brande.

AN-clP'i-TOts,* a. (Bot.) Having two opposite thin edges.
Brande.

AN'CLE, n. See ANKLE.
AN'COME, (ang'kum)n. A small ulcerous swelling, formed

unexpectedly. Boucher. [North of England.]
Ax-cd'NE$,* n. pi. [L.] (Arch.} The consoles or orna-
'

ments cut on the keystones of, arches, or on the sides of
door-cases. Brande.

AN'CQ-NY, n. (Iron works') A bloom wrought into the figure
of a flat iron bar. Chambers.

AxtcY-LVS,*n. (Conch.} A shell; the fresh-water limpet.
P. Cyc.

AND, conj. [and, Sax.] A particle implying addition, by
which sentences or terms are joined.

tAN'DA-B_A-TiM, TO. [andabata, L.] Uncertainty. SheJford.

AN-DA-LU'SITE,* n. (Min.) A hard, infusible mineral, re-

sembling felspar. Brande.

JIX-DAN'TE, a. [It.] (Mas.
1

) Noting an exact or distinct
'

movement in playing.
AN-DA.N-TI>NO,* a. [It.] (Mus.} Gentle; tender; slower
than andante. Crabb.

AN-D!'RA,* w. (Bot.) A tree of Brazil : a bat. Crabb.

AND'I-RON, (and'I-urn) n. An iron at each end of a fire-

grate, in which the spit turns
;
an iron to lay wood upon

in a fireplace.

AN'DRE-P-LITE,* n. (Min.~) Another name for harmotome.

Phillips.

AN-ROj&'7-NAL, a. Having two sexes
; hermaphroditical.

AN-DRS.G'y-NAL-Ly, ad. In the form of hermaphrodites.
AN-DR6/j'y-NE,n. [dvfjpand yvvfi, Gr.] An hermaphrodite.
Harmar.

AN-DROj&'y-Notjs,* a. (Bot. and Jinat.") Having the organs
of both sexes. Brande.

AN-DR$P'Y-NUS, n. [L.] pi. AN-DRdp'y-xT. An her-
'

maphrodite.
AN'DRO!D,* n. An automaton like man; an androides.

Smart.

AN-DROI'DE,* n. An automaton in the form of man,
which, by means of springs, walks, handles, talks, &c.,
like a man

;
an automaton. Crabb.

JlN-DROM'E-DA^n. [Gr.] (Jistron.) A constellation in the
'

northern hemisphere. (Bot.} A genus of plants. Crabb.

AN'DRON,* n. A passage between two houses. Francis.

AN-DRQ-PET'A-L,oi5s,* a. (Bot.} Noting double flowers

which are produced by the conversion of the stamens
into petals, as the garden ranunculus. Brande.

AN-DROT'Q-MY, n. \_dvf\p and TE//I/W, Gr.] Dissection of hu-
man bodies.

AN'DROVS,* a. (Bot.} Denoting the male sex. P. Cyc.

ANE, n. See AWN.
fA-NEAL', v. a. See ANELE.

fA-NEAR^yrep. Near. Bp. Jitterbug'.

AN'EC-OO-TAL,* a. Relating to or containing anecdotes.
Gent. Mag.'

AN'EC-DOTE,TI. [dvcKdorov, Gr.] [f An unpublished history.

Prior.] A biographical fragment, incident, or fact ; a mi-
nute passage of private life.

AN-EC-DOT'JC,* a. Relating to anecdotes; anecdotical.
Chambers.

AN-EC-DOT'I-CAI/, a. Relating to anecdotes. Bolingbroke.
AN'EC-DO-TIST,* n. One who deals in anecdotes. Ch. Ob.

tA-NEL,E', (a'-nel') v. a. To give extreme unction. Shak.

AN-E-LEC'TRODE,* n. (Elec.} The positive pole of a gal-
vanic battery. Francis.

A-NEL'LJ-DXN,* 7i. (Ent.} An earthworm. Brande. See
ANELLIDES and ANNELLIDAN.

A-NEL,'LI-DE,* n. pi. [anettus, L.] (Ent.} A class of artic-

ulate animals
; earthworms. Brande.

AN-E-MOG'RA-PHY, n. [avefiog and y/jd^co, Gr.] A descrip-
tion of the winds.

AN-E-MOM'E-TER, n. [avsuog and nirpov, Gr.] An instru-

ment to measure the force and velocity of the wind.

A-NEM'P-NE, [a-nem'o-ne, S. W. P. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; an-

e-mo'ne, Dunglison.'] n. [di/euwvr], Gr.] A genus of plants ;

the wind-flower.

AN-E-MO'NI-A,* . (Chem.} An acrid, crystallizable sub-

stance, obtained from some species of anemone. Brande.

A-NEM'Q-NY^ n. Same as anemone. Richardson.

A-NEM'O-SCOPE, [a-nem'9-skop, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; an'-

e-mgs-kop, S. ; an-e-mo'skop, E. ; an-e-m5s'ko-pe, K.]
TI. [ai/cpos and oxd?, Gr.] A machine that shows the

course or direction of the wind
;
a weather-vane.

A-NENT', prep. Concerning; about; over against. [A Scot-

ticism.]

AN'EV-RI?M, n. [dvevovvw, Gr.] (Med.} A tumor, formed

by the morbid dilatation of an artery.

AN-EV-RI'MAL,* a. Relating to aneurism. Dunglison.
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A-NEW', (a-nu') ad. Over again ;
in anew manner

; newly.
A-NEWST', or A-NEUST', (a-nusf) ad. Nearly: almost.

[Local, Eng.J
'

AN-FRXCT'U-OSE, a. [anfmctus, I*] Full of windings,
breaks, or turns; mazy. London.

tAN-FRXcT-v-5s'i-TY, \
n. Fulness of windings and

tAN-FRXcT'V-Otjs-NESS, \ turnings. Rabelais.

AN-FRXcT'V-oOs, a. Winding ; anfractuose. Ray.
jAN-FRXcT^VRE, n. A mazy winding. Diet.

fAN-GXR-I-A'TIQN, n. [angario, L.] Exertion. Bp. Hall.

AN-JGEI-OG'RA-PHY,* ri. Dunglison. See ANGIOGRAPHY.
AN-jGEl-oL'p-jGrY,* n. Dunglison. See ANGIOLOGY.
AN-jGEl-OT'p-MY,* n. Dunglison. See ANGIOTOMY.
AN'jGEL, (an'jel) [an'jel, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.]

n. [ayycXof, Gr.J Originally, a messenger; a spiritual be-

ing ;
an inhabitant of heaven

;
a spirit employed by God

in human affairs ;
a beautiful person ;

an ancient English
gold coin, equal to 6s. 8d. $5= This word is pronounced
an'gel by all the English orthoepists. In this country, it

is by some pronounced an'gel ; and Dr. Webster, in the

early editions of his Spelling-Boofc, and in his " Compen-
dious Dictionary," pronounced the words ancient and an-

gel, an'dent and an'gel. In the first edition of his large

Dictionary, (1828,) he pronounces them an'dent and &n'-

gel ; yet he says,
"
usually pronounced an'dent and an'~

gel, but most anomalously." In his second edition, how-
ever, (1841,) he pronounces them an'dent and an'gel,
without remark.

AN'JGEL, (an'jel) a. Resembling angels; angelical. Shak.

AN'JGEL-AJSE, n. The existence or state of angels. Beaum.
$Fl.

AN'J&EL-BED,* n. An open bed without posts. Crabb.

AN'JSEL-ET,* n. An English gold coin equal to half an

_ angel. P. Cyc.

J\N'jGEL,-FISH,* n. The monk-fish
;
a voracious fish. Hill.

AN-JGEL'IC, a. Relating to or partaking of the nature of

angels ; angelical ;
like an angel.

AN-JGEL'I-CA, n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
a biennial

plant.

AN-JGEL'J-CAL, a. Belonging to or partaking of the nature
of angels ; angelic.

AN-jGrEL'i-CAL-LY, ad. In an angelical manner.

J^N-JGEI/I-CAL-NESS, n. Resemblance of angels.
AN'J&EL-LIKE, a. Resembling an angel. Shak.

AN'JGE-LOT, n. A musical instrument, somewhat resem-

bling a lute
;
a gold coin, the value of half an angel ;

a
kind of cheese. See ANGELET.

AN'JGEL-SHOT, n. Chain-shot
;
a cannon bullet cut in two,

and the halves joined together by a chain.

AN'/JEL-WA'TER,* n. A mixture of rose, orange-flower,
and myrtle-water, perfumed with musk and ambergris.
Brande.

AN'/JEL-wfNGED, (an'jel-wingd) a. Winged like an angel.

AN'J&EL-WOR-SHJP, (an'jel-wur-ship) n. The worshipping
of angels. Trapp.

AN'J&ER, (ang'gur) n. Discomposure of the mind upon re-

ceipt of an injury; sudden or violent passion; wrath;
ire

; resentment
; smart of a sore.

AN'J&ER, v. a. To make angry or painful. Bacon. [R.]

fAN'J&ER-LV, ad. Now written angrily. Shak.

IAN'J&ER-NESS, n. The state of being angry.
JlN-pI'NA,* n. [L.] (JJfed.) A disease in the throat; a
'

quinsy. Crabb.

JlN-pI'NA PEG'TQ-Rifs,* n. [L.] (Med.) A dangerous
disease, usually connected with the ossification or other
morbid affection of the heart

;
characterized by a sudden

attack of severe pain in the lower part of the chest. P.

Cyc.

AN-pi-9-cXR'POys,* a. (Bot.) Having seeds enclosed in a

pericarp. P. Cyc.

AN-/JI-OG'RA-PHY, n. [dyysTov and ypa<i>u, Gr.] A descrip-
tion of the vessels in the human body.

AN-JGI-OL'P-J&Y, n. [dyyetov and \6yos, Gr.J The doctrine

of, or a treatise of, the vessels of the human body.
AN-j&I-p-MON-p-SPER'Moys, a. [dyyeTov, jwdcoj, and o-rrfp-

pa, Gr.] (Bot.~) Having but one single seed in the seed-

pod.
AN-jGl-p-spER'MOVS,*a. (Bot.~) Having the seed enclosed.

Lee'.

AN-JGI-OS'PP-RPUS,* a. (Bot.) Having spores enclosed in a
hollow shell or bag, as certain fungi. Brande.

AN-JGI-OT'P-MY, n. [dyyeTov and riuixo, Gr.J The dissec-

tion of the vessels of the human body.
AN'GLA-RITE.* n. (Min.) A phosphate of iron. Dana.

AN'GLE, (ang'gl) n. [angulus, L.J The inclination of two
lines or planes to each other, which meet together at a point
called the vertex or angular point ;

the point where two
lines meet

;
a corner ;

an instrument to take fish, consist-

ing of a rod, a line, and a hook. Jingle of repose, the

utmost inclination at which a carriage will stand at rest

on a railroad.

AN'GLE, (ang'gl) v. n. [i.
ANGLED ; pp. ANGLING, ANGLED. J

To fish with a rod and hook. Shak.

, (ang'gl) v. a. To entice ;
to try to gain. Sidney.

ANI

AN'GLEE, (ang'gld) p. a. Having angles. B. Jonson.

AN'GLER, n. One who fishes with an angle.

AN'GLE-ROD, n. A stick to which the line and hook arc

hung.
AN'GLE?, (ang'glz) n. pi. [Angli, L.J A people of Germany ;

an ancient name for the English.
AN'GLE-SITE,* n. (Mm.) A sulphate of lead. Dana.

AN'GLI-CXN, a. English. Fell.

AN'GLJ-CXN, n. A member of the church of England.
Burke.

AN'GLI-CAN-YSM,* n. The principles of, or adherence to,
the established church of England; partiality to England.
EC. Rev.

AN-GLfg'i-FY,*. o. To make English ;
to anglicize. Month.

'

Mag. [R.]
A!S

T

'GLI-C!M, n. An English idiom or phrase. Milton.

AN'GLJ-CIZE, v. a. [L ANGLICIZED
; pp. ANGLICIZING, AN-

GLICIZED.] To make or change to English.
AN'GLING, n. The art of fishing with a rod.

AN'GLQ-DA-NISH, a. Relating to the English Danes. Wotton.

AN'GLO-NOR-MAN, n. An English Norman. Wotton

AN'GLp-SXx-pw, n. An English Saxon.

AN'GLO-SXx-ON, a. Relating to the Anglo-Saxons.
AN'GLQ-SXX'QN-I?M,* n. A word or idiom of the Anglo-
Saxon language. Latham.

AN'GP-BER, n. A kind of pear.

AN'GOR, n. [angor, L.] Intense pain. Harvey.
AN'GRI-LY, (ang'gre-le) ad. In an angry manner. Shak.

AN'GRY, (ang'gre) a. Excited by anger; provoked; wrath-

ful; choleric; painful; inflamed; smarting.
ANG-sX'NA,* or ANG-SA'VA,* n. (Bot.~) An East Indian tree

from which issues a gum resembling dragon's blood. Crabb.

Jlx-G ulL'LA,* n. [L.] (Ich.) The eel
;
the sand-eel. Crabb.

AN-GTJIL'JLI-FORM, (an-gwil'e-fbrm) a. [anguilla and for-

ma, L.J Formed like the eel, arid without scales.

AN'GU!SH, (ang'gwish) n. [angoisse, Fr.J Acute suffering of
mind

;
severe mental pain or suffering.

fAN'GUlfSH,* (ang'gwish) -c. a. To afflict with anguish.
T^rcpZe.

AN'GirfsHED, (ang'gwisht) p. a. Seized with anguish.
AN'GU-LAR, a. Having angles or corners.

AN-GU-LAR'I-TY, n. The quality of being angular. More

AN'GV-LAR-LY, ad. With angles or corners.

AN'GU-LAR-NESS, n. Quality of being angular.

JAN'GV-LAT-ED, a. Formed with angles. Woodward.

AN-GU-LOM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring ex-

ternal angles. Francis.

fAN-GU-LOs'l-TY, a. Angularity ;
cornered form. Bailey.

fAN'GV-L,otls, a. Hooked
; angular. Olanville.

fAN-GtJST', a. [angustus, L.J Narrow ;
strait. Burton.

AN-GOS'TATE,* a. Diminishing in breadth. Brande.

fAN-GUS-TA'TiON, n. Act of making narrow. Wisen

AN-GUS'TI-CLAVE,* n. [angusticlavitis, L.J A robe

by ancient Roman knights. Knowles.

AN-GOs'Tl-DEN,* n. A species of mastodon. Roberts.

AN-HE-LA'TION, n. [anhelo, L.J Act of panting. Cockeram.

fAN-HE-LOSE', a. Out of breath. Bailey.

AN-Hi'MA,* n. (Ornith.) An aquatic bird of Brazil. Crabb.

AN'HY-DR!TE,* n. (Min.) An anhydrous sulphate of lime.

Brande.

AN'HY-DROOs,* a. Destitute of water. Brande.

fAN'1-ENT-ED, a. [ancantir, Fr.J Frustrated
; brought to

nothing. Chaucer. (Law) Made null. Bouvier.

fA-NiGHT', (a-nlf) ad. In the night. Chaucer.

A-NIGHTS', (a-nlts') ad. In the night time. Shak.

AN'JL, n. One of the plants that yield indigo ;
a species of

indigo.

AN'ILE,* [an'Il, Sm. Maunder; a'nil', K.] a. Weak or dot-

ing from age ;
like an old woman. W. Scott.

AN'ILE-NESS, n. [anilitas, L.J Anility. Bailey.

A-irtL'i-TY, n. State of being an old woman
; dotage.

Sterne.

fAN'I-MA-BLE, a. That may receive animation. Bailey.

IAN-I-MAD-VER'SAL,, n. Power of perceiving. More.

AN-I-MAD-VER'SIQN, n. Act of animadverting; power of

perceiving or noticing; perception; censure; re-
punishment. Olanville.

tAN-I-MAD-VER'siVE, a. Able to perceive. GlanviUe.

fAN-i-MAD-VER'siVE-NESS, n. Power of animadvert!

Bailey^
AN-I-MAD-VERT', v. n. [animadverto, L.J [i.

ATVIMAD

ED
; pp. ANIMADVERTING, ANIMADVERTED.] To CCH

to turn the mind to with an intent to notice.

AN-T-MAD-VERT'ER, n. One who animadverts.

AN'i-MAL, n. [animal, L.J A living, organized, material

body ;
a creature having animal life ;

or a living, sensi-

tive, locomotive creature ; commonly restricted to ir-

rational creatures. Animals are divided into four class-

es: vertebrated, molluscous, articulated, and radiated.

AN'I-MAL, a. That belongs to animals ; sentient. Watts.

AN-i-MAl/cy-LAR, ) a. Relating to or resembling animal-

AN-i-MXi/cu-L?NE, ]
cules. Qw. Rev.

AN-'I-MXL'CULE, n. A very small or minute animal, visible

or invisible to the naked eye. Ray.

iseman.

worn
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erting.
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n. One versed in the science of ani-

malcules. Keith.

AN-i-MAL'cu-LUM^n. [L.] pi. AN-I-MAL'CU-LA. An an-
imalcule. $3= The word animalcule, which is sometimes

used, is a barbarism. Smart.

AN'I-MAL-FLO'&'ER,* n. The sea-anemone or sea-nettle
;

the urtica marina. Gent. Mag.
AN'I-MAL-TSH,* a. Resembling or like an animal. Cud-

worth. [R.]

AN'i-MAL-i$M,*n. Animal nature
; sensuality. Dwight. [R.]

AN-i-MAL'i-Ty, n. Animal existence or nature. Locke.

AN-i-MXL-i-ZA'TlQN,* n. A transformation into an animal
or into aifcanimal body. Scudamore.

AN'I-MAL-IZE,* v. a. To give animal nature or life to.

Warbusrton.

AN'i-MAL-MXG'NET-I!?M,*7i. See MAGNETISM.
fAN'j-MAL-NESS,* n. The quality of an animal. Bailey.

AN'l-MATE, v. a. \animo t
L.1 [i.

ANIMATED
; pp. ANIMAT-

ING, ANIMATED.] To quicken ;
to make alive

;
to give

life or power to
;
to encourage.

AN'I-MATE, a. Alive; possessing animal life. Bacon.

AN'J-MAT-ED, p. a. Lively ; vigorous; having animal life.

fAN'1-MATE-NESS, n. The state of being animated. Bai-

ley.

AN'I-MAT-ING,* p. a. Giving life; enlivening; cheering.
AN-i-MA'TipN, n. Act of animating; state of being ani-

mated
; vivacity ;

life
; spirit.

AN'J-MA-TIVE, a. Having the power of giving life.

AN'J-MA-TQR, n. He or that which gives life.

AN'I-ME,* or GUM AN'I-ME,* n. [a/time, Fr.] A resin, of a

pale brown, or yellow color, which exudes from the cour-
baril of Cayenne. Ure.

AN-fME',* a. (Her.) Denoting a color of the eyes of an an-
'

imal different from that of the animal. Crabb.

AN'l-MlNE,* n. An oily fluid extracted from animal oils by
distillation, and odorous like hartshorn. Francis.

fAN-l-MOSE', a. [animeux, Fr.] Full of spirit ;
hot. Bailey.

|AN-i-MOSE'NEss, n. Spirit ;
heat. Diet.

AN-I-MOS'J-TYJ n. [animositas, L.] Active enmity ; passion-
ate hatred

; malignity.

Arfi-Mfts,* n. [L.] pi. AN'I-MI. Mind; intention; pur-
pose. Q. Rev.

AN'I-ON,* n. (Chem.) A substance which, in electro-chemi-
cal decomposition, is evolved from its combination at the

surface, by which the electricity enters, the electrolyte.
Brande.

AN'ISE, n. [anisum, L.] A species of apium, or parsley, with

large, sweet-scented seeds. Miller.

AN'ISE-SEED,* n. The seed of the anise
;
an extract from

it used as a cordial or medicine. Smart.

d?f-l-$ETTE',* n. [Fr.l A French liquor made by distil-

ling anise, fennel, and coriander seed with brandy, and
sweetening the product. Brande.

ANK'ER, n. [ancker, D.] A Dutch liquid measure, equal to 10^
gallons English wine measure. McCulloch. See ANCHOR.

ANK'ER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A carbonate of lime. Dana.

AN'KLE, n. The joint which joins the foot to the leg.

AN'KLE-BONE, n. The bone of the ankle.

AN'KLED, [ank'kld) a. Relating to or having ankles.

AN'KLE -DEEP,* a. So deep as to reach to the ankle. Cowper.

ANK'LET,* n. A ring or ornament for the ankle. P. Mus-
kau.

AN'LACE,* n. A short sword; a dagger; a wood-knife.
Prior. Byron.

AN'NAL-IST, n. A writer of annals. Milton.

AN'NAL-IZE, v. a. To record according to years. Sheldon.

AN'NAL$, n. pi. [annales, L.] The events of history di-

gested in series according to years ;
a book of history

digested by successive years.

AN'NATS, n. pi. [annates, L.] A year's income of a living,
or the first fruits accruing to the new incumbent.

AN-NEAL', v. a. [L ANNEALED ; pp. ANNEALING, ANNEALED.]
To temper glass or metals by heat, or to change them from
a state of brittleness to toughness.

AN-NEAL'ING, n. The art of tempering glass, tile, iron,

steel, &c.

AN-NEC'TANT,* a. Connecting; annexing. Jinn. Phil.

AN-NEL'LJ-DA,* n. pi. [L.] Same as annellidans. P. Cyc.

^N-NEL'LJXDAN,* n. (Ent.) One of a class of soft, vermi-
form animals, which appear to be divided into little rings,
or have annular folds. Kirby.

j^N-NEX', v. a. [annecto, annexum, L.] [i. ANNEXED ; pp. AN-

NEXING, ANNEXED.] To unite to at the end
;
to unite a

smaller thing to a greater ;
to subjoin ;

to affix
; to attach.

fAN-NEx', (an-neks') n. The thing annexed. Brown.

fAN-NEX'A-RY, n. Addition. Sir E. Sandys.

A'N-NEX-A'TIQN, n. Act of annexing; conjunction; addi-

tion'.

AN-NEX'ION, (an-nek'shun) n. Annexation. Rogers. [R.]

AN-NEX'MENT, n. Act of annexing; thing annexed. Shak
AN-NI'HI-L A-BLE, a. That may be annihilated. Clarke.

AN-Nl'm-LATE, v. a. [ad and nihilum, L.] [i. ANNIHILATED'

pp. ANNIHILATING, ANNIHILATED.] To TCdUCC tO nothing
to destroy ;

to annul.

AN Ni'HI-LATE, a. Annihilated. Swift. [R.]

^N-NI-HI-LA'TION, n. Act of annihilating, or of reducing'

to nothing ; state of being annihilated ;
destruction.

AN-NI'HI-LA-TQR,* n. One who annihilates. Congreve.
tAN-Ni-VER'sA-Ri-LY, ad. Annually. Bp. Hall.

AN-NI-VER'SA-RY, n. [anniversarius, L.] A day celebrated

as it returns in the course of the year ;
an annual celebra-

tion.

AN-NI-VER'SA-RY, <z. Annual; yearly. Ray.
[AN'NI-VERSE, n. _Anniversary. Dryden.
N'NO DdM'i-NT, (an'no-dom'e-ni) [L.] In the year of
our Lord

; commonly abbreviated to A. D.
AN'NQ-DON,* n. (Conch.') A genus of bivalves, including
the fresh-water muscle. Brande.

fAN-NOi'sANCE, 7i. (Law) A nuisance. Blount.

AN'NO-LS, n. An American animal, like a lizard.

AN-NOM-I-NA'TIQN, n. [annominatio, L.] Alliteration; a

pun. Tyrwhitt.
AN1NO MUN'DI,* [L.] In the year of the world.

AN'Np-TATE, v. a. \annoto, L.] [i. ANNOTATED ; pp. ANNO-

TATING, ANNOTATED.] To make annotations, notes, or

comments.
AN-NO-TA'TIQN, n. A note; comment; explanation.

AN-NP-TA'TIQN-IST, n. An annotator. Worthington.
AN'NP-TA-TQR, n. A writer of notes or comments.

AN-NO'TA-TQ-RV,* a. Relating to or containing annota-
tions. QM. Rev.

AN-NOT'I-NOL'S,* a. (Bot.~) Being a year old. P. Cyc.

AN-NOT'TA,* n. See ANN OTTO. Brande.

AN-NOT'TQ,*??.. A dry, hard paste, obtained from the seeds

of the tree bixa orellana ; used in dyeing, and for coloring
cheese. Ure. Written also arnotto.

AN-NoONCE', v. a. [annuncio, L.] [t. ANNOUNCED ; pp. AN-

NOUNCING, ANNOUNCED.] To give public notice of; to pro-
claim

;
to declare

;
to publish ;

to pronounce.
AN-NoONCE'MENT, 7t. Act of announcing ;

a declaration.

AN-NOUN'CER, n. One who announces ;
a declarer.

AN-Nof, v. a. [annoyer, Norm. Fr.] [i. ANNOYED ; pp. AN-

NOYING, ANNOYED.] To molest ;
to tease

;
to incommode

;

to vex.

JAN-NOY', 7i. Injury ;
molestation. Shak.

AN-NOY'ANCE, n. Act of annoying; that which annoys;
state of being annoyed ;

trouble.

AN-NOY'ER, n. One who annoys.
JAN-NOY'FVL, a. Full of trouble. Chaucer.

AN-NOY'ING,*;?. a. Molesting; vexing; troublesome.

fAN-NOY'oys, a. Troublesome. Chaucer.

AN'NU-AL, a. [annus, L.
; annuel, Fr.] Yearly ;

that comes

yearly ;
that is reckoned by the year ;

that lasts only a year.

AN'NV-AL,* n. A literary publication issued once a year.
EC. Rev. (Bot.~) An annual plant. Bailey.

AN'NV-AL-IST,* n. An editor of, or a writer for, an annual

publication. C. Lamb. [R.]

AN'NU-AL-LY, ad. Yearly ; every year. Brown.

fAN'NU-A-RY, a. Annual. John Hall.

AN-NU'I-TANT, n. One who possesses an annuity. Idler.

AN-Nu'i-TY, n. [annuite, Fr.] A rent or sum receivable
'

yearly for a term of years ;
a yearly rent or allowance.

AN-NUL.', v. a. [annuller, Fr.] [i.
ANNULLED

; pp. ANNUL-

LING, ANNULLED.] To make void ;
to abolish

;
to nullify ;

to abrogate ;
to repeal ;

to revoke ; to destroy ;
to reduce

to nothing.
AN'NV-LAR, a. [annulaire, Fr.] Having the form of a ring.

AN'NV-LAR-LY,* ad. In the manner of a ring. Ash.

AN'NV-LA-RY, a. Having the form of a ring. Ray.
AN'NU-L,ATE,* a. Having the form of a ring. Brande.

AN'N\J-LAT-ED,* a. Having rings; annulate. Smart.

AN-NU-LA'TIQN,* n. State of being annular or annulate.
Brande.

AN'NU-LET, n. [annulus, L.] A little ring. (Her.) A charge
distinguishing the fifth son. (Arch.) A small, square

moulding which crowns or accompanies a larger; a fil-

let ;
a list.

AN-NUL'MENT, n. The act of annulling.

AN-NU-LO'SAN,* n. (Zool.) A species of invertebrate ani-

mal. Kirby.
AN-NV-LOSE',* a. Having rings or the form of a ring. Ro-

get.
AN'NU-LiJs*n. [L.] pi. AN'NU-LJ. Aring. (5o.) A col-

lar or a rim, or something encircling. Brande.

AN-NU'ME-RATE, v. a. [annumero, L.] To add to a former
number. Wollaston. [R.]

AN-NU-ME-RA'TI<?N, n. Addition to a former number.
Brown.

AN-NIJN'CI-ATE, (an-nun'she-at) v. a. [annuncio, L.] [i.

ANNUNCIATED
; pp. ANNUNCIATING, ANNUNCIATED.] TO

bring tidings of; to announce. Bp. Hall.

AN-NDN-CI-A'TIQN, (an-nun-she-a'shun) n. Act of an-

nouncing ; proclamation ;
a name given to the day (March

25) celebrated in memory of the angel's salutation of the

Virgin Mary.
AN-NUN'CI-A-T<?R,* n. One who announces. Crabb.

^N-NUN'ci-A-Tp-RY,* (an-nun'she-^-tg-re) a. Making
known

; giving public notice. Alexander Knox.
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A-NO'A,* n. (ZooZ.) A ruminating animal. P. Cyc.

AN'ODE,* n. (Elec.) Tlie way in which electricity enters
substances through which it passes, or the positive pole
of a galvanic battery ; opposed to cathode. Brande.

AN'Q-DYNE, n. [d and dfcvri, Gr.] A medicine which as-

suages pain.

AN'O-DYNE, a. Assuaging or relieving pain. Burke.

A-NO1NT', v. a. [oindre, obit, Fr.] [i. ANOINTED ; pp. ANOINT-

ING, ANOINTED.] To rub over with unctuous matter
;
to

smear
;
to consecrate by unction.

A-NOINT'ED,*P. a. Rubbed over with unctuous matter;
consecrated by unction.

A-NolNT'ER, 7i. One who anoints. Grey.
A-NofNT'lNG, 7i. Anointment. Hakewill.

A-NOINT'MENT, 71. The act of anointing. Milton.

AN'p-Lfs,* n.
(Zool.)

A genus of saurian reptiles. P. Cyc.

tA-NOM-jE-Ojtt'E-Ry,* n. A dissimilar atomology. Cud-
worth.

AN'p-MXL,* n. An anomalous verb or word. Greek Gram.

A-NOM'A-LI-PED,* n. An anomalous footed fowl or ani-
mal. Smart.

A-NOM'A-LiSM, n. Anomaly; irregularity. Paley.

A-NOM-A-Li's'Tic,* a. Irregular; anomalistical. Brande.

A-NOM-A-Lls'Ti-CAL, a. (Astron.) Noting the interval of
time in which the earth completes a revolution with re-

spect to any point in its ecliptic: irregular.

A-NOM-A-Lis'Ti-CAL-LY,* ad. Irregularly. Ash.

A-NOM'A-LITE,* 7i. (Min.) An irregular mineral: Smart.

A-NOM'A-LotJS, a. Deviating from rule
; irregular.

A-NOM'A-LoOs-LY, ad. Irregularly. Brown.
A-NOM'A-LY. n. [dfwudAo?, Gr.] Irregularity; deviation
from rule. (Astron.) The angular distance of a planet
from its perihelion, as seen from the sun.

A-NO'MI-A,* n. (Zool.) A genus of testacean vermes
;
the

bowl-shell. Brande.

AN'Q-MITE,* n. A fossil shell of the genus anomia. Knowles.

.>-N6M-<?-Rii6M'BdiD,*7i. (Min.) An irregular spar or crys-
tal. Smart.

JAN'Q-MY, n. [d priv. and i><5/*oj, Gr.] A breach of law.
Bramhall.

A-NON', ad. Quickly; soon. Sfiak. Ever and anon; now
and then. Milton.

A-NO'NIS,* n. (Bot.) A plant ;
the restharrow. Crabb.

A-NON-Y-MOS'i-Ty,* 7t. State of being anonymous. Met.
'

Mag. [R.]
A-NON'y-MOtJs,a. [dpriv. andtfj/o/*,Gr.] Wanting a name;
nameless

;
not having the name of the author.

A-NON'y-MOOs-Ly, ad. Without a name. Swift.

A-NON'y-MoCs-NSS,*n. State of being anonymous. Cole-

ridge.

JiN-o-PLQ-THE>Rl-iJar,*n. [avrjirXos,unarmed,ana dripiov,

beast.] (Geol.) An extinct herbivorous animal, belonging
to the order of pachydermata, shaped like a pig. Lyell.

AN'Q-REX-y, n. [dvopritia, Gr.] Want of appetite.

A-NOR'MA,* a. Irregular; contrary to rule. P. Cyc.

A-NOR'THITE,* n. (Mm.) A siliceous mineral. Dana.

A-NOS'MI-A,* n. [d -and do-^, Gr.] (Med.) A loss of the
sense of smelling. Dr. Black.

AN-OTH'ER, a. Not the same; one more; any; not one's

self; different.

tAN-&TH'ER-GAlNE, a. Of another kind. Sydney.
fAN-6TH'ER-GATES, a. Of another sort. Bp. Sanderson.

AN-ftTH'ER-GUESS, (an-uth'er-ges) a. Of a different kind.
Arbuthnot. [Colloquial or vulgar.]

tA-NOUGH', (9-nuf ') A-NOW'. See ENOUGH, ENOW.
fAN'SAT-ED, [ansatus', L,.] a. Having handles.

^N'SER,*n. [L.] (Ornith.) A genus of birds; the goose;
a star. Crabb.

AN'SER-INE,* a. Relating to or like a goose. P. Cyc.
fAN'SLAIGHT, (an'slat) n. An onslaught. Beaum. <$ Fl.

AN'SWER, (an'ser) v. n.
[i. ANSWERED

; pp. ANSWERING,
ANSWERED.] To speak in return

;
to reply ;

to be account-
able for; to correspond to

;
to suit ; to bear the expected

proportion ; to be correlative or sufficient
;
to appear as to

a call. To answer for, to guarantee, to secure.

AN'SWER, (an'ser) v. a. To speak in return to a question ;

to reply to
;
to give an answer to

;
to be equivalent to

;

to satisfy.

AN'SWER, (an'ser) n. That which is said in return to a
question, demand, or position; a response; a reply; a
confutation. (Law} A confutation of a charge; a de-
fence in writing made by a defendant to a charge. 95= An
answer is given to a demand or question ;

a reply to an
answer or remonstrance

;
and a rejoinder to a reply.

AN'SWER-A-BLE, (an'ser-a-bl) a. Admitting an answer;
accountable; responsible; suitable; correspondent; pro-
portionate; equal.

AN'SWER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being answerable.
AN'SWER-A-BLY, (an'ser-a-bie) ad. In proportion ; suitably.

AN'SWER-ER, (an'ser-er) n. One who answers.

AN'SWER-ING,* p. a. Furnishing an answer; correspond-
ing to.

AN'SWER-JOB'BER, (an'ser-job'ber) n. One who makes a
trade of writing answers. Swift.

AN'SWER-LESS,* a. Being without an answer; unanswer-
able. Byron.

ANT, n. A genus of insects
;
an emmet

;
a pismire.

A'N'T,* (ant) A vulgar contraction for am not, are not, and
is not. Smart

fAN'T, (ant) A contraction for an it, i. e. if it.

AN'TA,*n. [L.] pi. AN'TJK. (Arch.) A pilaster or square
projection attached to a wall

;
a post or cheek of a door,

door-post, jamb, &c. Brande.

ANT-A9'iD,*7t. (Med.) A medicine to remove acidity; anti-
acid. Brande.

AN-TXG'o-NlsM, n. Contest
; opposition. Taylor.

AN-TXe'p-NiST, ji. One who contends against ;
an oppo-

nent. (Anat.) A muscle which counteracts another. Ar-
buthnot.

AN-TXG'P-NIST,*<Z. Contending against; opposite. EC. Rev.

AN-TXG-P-NIS'TIC, a. Contending against; acting in op-
position ; opposing ; opposite. B. Jonson.

AN-TXG-P-NIS'TI-CAL,* a. Contending; antagonistic. Bu-
chanan.

AN-TAG'P-NIZE, v. a. &. n. To contend against. [R.]

fAN-TAG'p-NY, 7i. [dvri and dyuvia, Gr.] Contest
; oppo-

sition. Milton.

AN-TiL'jGic, a. [dim and a\yo$, Gr.] (Med.~) That softens

pain.

AN-TXl/j&ic,*7i. (Med.) A medicine to relieve pain. Brande.

ANT-XL'KA-LI,* or ANT-XI/KA-LI,*TI. (Chem.) A substance
that counteracts an alkali. P. Cyc.

ANT-A-N^-CLA'SIS, 7i. [Gr.] (Rhet.) A figure by which
that which is spoken in one sense is turned to another or

contrary sense.

ANT-A-NA-GO'PE,* n. [Gr.] (Rhet.) Recrimination; an
answer to a charge by a counter charge. Crabb.

ANT-A-PHR<?-Dl'i-Xc,* (-dizh'e-ak) n. (Med.) A medicine
to quell amorous desires. Brande.

ANT-A-PHRQ-DIT'IC, a. [dvri and 'A$po<5i'r/7, Gr.] Good
against the venereal disease.

ANT-XP-Q-PLEC'TIC, a. Good against apoplexy.
ANT-ARC'TIC, a. [avri and &IJKTOS, Gr.] Relating to the
south pole ; opposite to arctic.

ANT-AR-TIIRIT'}C, a. [dvri and dp0/3iY4?,Gr.] Good against
the gout.

ANT-ASTH-MXT'IC, (ant-ast-mat'jk) a. Good against the
asthma.

ANT-A-TRSPII'JC,* n. (Med.) A medicine to cure atrophy
Dunglison.

AR, (ant'bir) n. An animal that feeds on ants. Ray.
[L.] A Latin preposition signifying before; some-

times employed to refer to something that precedes, and
frequently used in composition ; as, antediluvian, before
the flood.

AN'TE-XCT, 71. A preceding act. Bailey. [R.]
ANT'EAT-ER,* n. An insect that feeds upon ants. Maunder.

fAN-TE-CE-DA'NE-ous, a. Going before. Barrow.

JAN-TE-CEDE', v. n. '[ante and cedo, L.] To precede. Hale.

AN-TE^CE'DENCE, n. A going before; precedence. Hale.

AN-TE-CE'DEN-CY, n. Act of going before. Fotherby. [R.]
AN-TE-CE'DENT, a. Going before

; preceding ; prior in point
of space ; opposed to subsequent.

AN-TE-CE'DENT, n. That which goes before
; the first of

two terms composing a ratio. (Gram.) The noun to

which the relative refers. (Logic) The first member of
a hypothetical proposition.

AN-TE-CE'DENT-LY, ad. In an antecedent manner.

JV-TE-CES'SQR, 7i. [L.] One who goes before
;
the prin-

cipal. (Law) One who possessed the land before the

present possessor.
-

AN'TE-CHAM-BER,n. The chamber or room before or lead-

ing into the principal apartment.
AN'TE-CHXP-EL,, n. That part of the chapel through which
the passage is to the choir or body of it.

AN-TE-cifR'soR, n. [L.] One who runs before
;
a precur-

sor. Bailey.

AN'TE-DATE, v. a. [ante and do, dat.um, L.] [i. ANTEDATED ;" To date earlier than the
ehand.

pp.
real time

; to date beforeham
AN'TE-DATE, n. A previous date. Donne.

AN-TE-DI-LU'VI-AN, a. [ante and diluvium, L.] Existing be-
fore the dejuge or flood.

AN-TE-DI-LU'VI-AN, n. One who lived before the flood.

fAN'TE-FXcT, n. That which represents the fact before it

occurs.

AN'TE-LOPE, n. A genus of ruminating animals or mam-
mals, belonging to the hollow-horned family, resembling
the deer and the goat ;

a gazelle.

AN-TE-LU'CAN, a. [antelucanus, L.] Before daylight. Bp.
Hall.

AN-TE-ME-RTto'i-AN, a. Before noon.

ANT-E-MET'IC, a. [dvri and ^cw, Gr.] See ANTIEMETIC.
AN-TE-MUN'DANE, a. [ante and mundus, L.] Before the

creation_of the world.

AN'TE-NI-CENE',* a. Anterior to the council of Nice
Jortin.

AN-TEN'NA,* n. [L.] pi. AN-TEN'NJE. (Ent.) A sort of
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horn, or horn-like process, or movable, tubular organ, on
the head of certain insects

;
a tentacle

;
a feeler. Brande.

AN-TEN-NIF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing antenn.-c. Kirby.
AN-TE-NUM'BER, n. A number preceding another. Bacon.

AN-TE-NUP'TIAL,* a. Before marriage. Reid.

AN-TE-PAG'MENT,* n. (Arch.) An ornamented jamb of a
door. Francis.

AN-TE-PAs'jeHAL, a. [ante and pascha, L.] Before Easter.

AN'TE-plsT, n. [ante and pastum, L.] A foretaste ;
antici-

pation.

AN-TE-PE-NULT', n. [antepenultima, L.] The last syllable
but two.

N-TE-PE-NUL'Ti-MA,*n. [L.] (Rhct.) Same as antepe-
nult. Brande.

AN-TE-pE-Ni-L'Tj-MATE,*7i. Same as antepenult. Crabb.

AN-TE-PE-NDL'TI-MATE,* a. (Rhct.) Relating to the last

syllable but two. Walker.

ANT-EP-I-LEP'TIC, a. [dvri and iiriXrupts, Gr.] Good against

epilepsy.^ Browne.

fAN'TE-p_ONE, v. a. [antepono, L.] To set before. Bailey.

AN'TE-PORT, n. An outer port, gate, or door. Todd.

AN-TE-po-i"TiQN,* n. An anterior position. Ash.

AN-TE-PRE-DIC'A-MENT, n. [antepredicamentnm, L.] (Logic)
An introduction to the categories ;

a question requiring
discussion before entering on the main subject.

AN-TE'RI-QR, a. [anterior, L.] Coin g before
;
former

; prior
in point of time

; opposed to posterior.

AN-TE-RJ-OR'I-TY, -n. Priority; precedence. Pope.
AN-TE'RI-QR-LY,* ad. Tn an anterior manner. Goldsmith.

AN'TE-ROOM, n. A room leading to a principal apartment.
ShaJc.

$, (an'tez) n. pi. [L.] (Arch.) Square pillars on each
side of the doors of temples, &c. See ANTA.

AN-Ts'TA-TURE,*n. (Fort.) A small intrenchment. Crabb.

AN-TE-ST6M'AH, (an-te-stum'ak) n. A cavity which leads
into the stomach. Ray.'

fAN-TE-TEM'pLE, n. Now called the nave in a church.

tAN'TE-VERT, v. a. [anteverto, L.] To prevent. Bp. Hall.

JlN-THE'LI-A,* n. (Astron) A species of halo round the
sun. Scudamore.

AN-THEL-MlN'Tic, a. [dvTi and e^iJLivdos, Gr.] That kills

worms.

AN-THEL-MIN'TICS,* n. pi. (Med.) Medicines to destroy
worms. P. Cyc.

AN'THEM, n. [avQvpvos, Gr.] (Mus.) A composition set to

verses from the Psalms, or other portions of Scripture or
the Liturgy, and employed in public worship j

a divine

song or hymn.
AN'THE-MJS, n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;

camomile.
AN'THEM-WI?E. ad. In the manner of an anthem.
AN'THER,* n. [avOripd, Gr.] (Bot.) The case or part of the
flower containing pollen, or male part of a flower. P.

Cyc.

AN'THER-AL,* a. (Bot.) Relating to anthers. Smart.

AN'THER-DtJST,*7i. The dust of anthers
; pollen. LyeU.

AN-THE-RIF'ER-OUS,* a. (Bot.) Producing or relating to
anthers. P. Cyc.

AN'THE-ROID,* a. (Bot.) Resembling an anther. Brande.
JIN-THE' sis,* n. [Gr.] (Bot.) The period when flowers
'

expand. Brande.

ANT-HiLL, n. A little hillock formed by ants.

ANT-Hfi/LQCK, n. Same as ant-hill. Addison.

AN-THd'Bl-AN,*7i. (Ent.) A beetle that feeds on blossoms.

Kirby.

AN-THQ-LOJG'I-CAL, a. Relating to an anthology.
AN-THOL'O-JGY, n. {.ivQrioyia, Gr.] A collection of flow-

ers, of poems, or of elegant extracts from authors.

AN-THt>i.tY-s:fs,* n. (Bot.) A change of flowers from their
usual state_to some other, as leaves, branches, &c. Brande.

AN-THO-MA'NI-A,* n. An extravagant fondness for flow-
ers. Dr. Black.

'

AN'THO-NY'S FIRE', (an'to-niz-flr') n. The erysipelas.
AN'THQ-RI$M,* n. (Rhet.) A definition opposite to that of
an opponent. Smart.

AN'THOS,* n. [Gr.] (Bot.) A flower; rosemary. Crabb.

AN-THO-sTD'E-RiTE,*7i. (Min.) A mineral composed chief-

ly of silica and iron. Dana.

AN-THOX-AN'THVM,* n. (Bot.) A genus of grasses. P. Cyc.
AN'THRA-CITE,* n. [avdpa{, Gr.] A species of hard, min-

eral coal, which burns without flame or smoke ; mineral
carbon. It is difficult to ignite, but burns with intense
heat. Francis.

AN'THRA-CITE,* a. Applied to a hard kind of coal. Phillips.

AN-THUA-CIT'IC,* a. Relating to or containing anthracite.
DC la Beche.

AX-THRA-CO-THF.'RI-UM,* TO. [avRpa% and Sripiov, Gr.]
(Geol.) An extinct quadruped. Lyell.

AtfTHRAX, n. [i/0p<if, GrJ (Med.) A scab or blotch; a
carbuncle; coal :_carbon. Qwmcy.

AN-THROPH'YL,-LITE,*. (Min.) A siliceous mineral. Dana.

AN-THROP'O-GL,OT,* n. An animal having a tongue like
that of man. Knowlcs.

AN-THRQ-poG'RA-PHY,*n. A description of different races
or families of men. Brande.

AN-TiiROP-o-L6jG'i-CAL,* a. Relating to anthropology.
Month. Rev.

AN-THRQ-POL'Q-JGIST,* n. One versed in anthropology.
Knowlcs.

AN-THRO-POL'O-JGY, n. [avQpwiros and Xo'yo?, Gr.] A dis-

course on man, the human race, or human nature
; hu-

man physiology.
AN-THRQ-POM'AN-CY,* n. Divination by the inspection of
a human body. Dunglison.

AN-THRQ-POM'E -TRY,* n. The measurement of the human
I body. Dunglispn,
/AN-THRd-PO-MdR'PHfSM,* 77. A representation of the hu-
man form

;
the doctrine that the Deity exists in human

form. P. Cyc.
AN-THRO-PQ-MO R'piitST,* n. An anthropomorphite. P. Cyc
AN-THRO-PQ-MOR'PHlTE,* a. Relating to anthropomor-
phism. Glanville.

AN-THRO-PQ-MOR'PHITE, n. [dvOpuir6nop<j>os, Gr.] One
who believes that God has a human form. More.

AN-THRO-PQ-MQR-PHIT'J-CAL,* a. Belonging to anthro-

pomorphism. Ash. [R.]

AN-THRO-PQ-MOR'PHIT-I$M,* n. The belief that God ex-
ists in human form. Wordsworth.

AN-THRO-PO-MOR'PHOUS,* a. Formed like man. Lyell.

AN-THRO-P5P'A-TH1MJ* 71. Same as anthropopathy. EC. Rev.

AN-THRP-POP'A-THY, n. [aj/fywrroj and rrdflof, Gr.] Hu-
man passion or affection.

AN-THRO-rdPH'A-pi) n. pi. [L.] [avOpuiros and 0dyw,
Gr.] Man-eaters ; cannibals. Shak.

AN-THRO-PQ-PHX/J'I-CAL,* a. Relating to cannibalism.
Williams. [R.]

AN-THRQ-POPH-A-,GIN'I-AN,* n. A cannibal. Shak. [R.]
AN-THRO-POPH'A-GODS,* a. Feeding on human flesh.

Knowles.

AN-THRO-p5PH'A-,Gy, n. Cannibalism. Brown.
AN-THRO-POS'Q-PHY,TI. [ai/0/>&j?roj and o-o<pia,Gr.] Knowl-
edge of the nature of man.

AN-THROP'VL-LITE,* n. (JJfm.) A petrifaction of the hu-
man body, or a part of it. Crabb.

AN'THUS,* 7i. [L.] (Ornith.) A genus of birds. P. Cyc.
ANT-HYP-NOT'IC, a. Counteracting sleep.

ANT-HYP-p-jeHON'DRi-AC, a. Good against hypochondria.
AFf-THY-PdPH'o-RA, n. [dvdviro<f>opd, Gr.] (Rhet.) A fig-

ure whereby the objections of an adversary are brought
forward, in order to be ansyvered.

ANT-HYS-TER'IC, a. Good against hysterics.

wJjv'rr, [di/rt, Gr.J A Greek preposition, much used in com-
position, and signifying opposed to, contrary to, or in place
of; as, antimonarchical, opposed to monarchy.

AN-TI-AC'ID, n. An alkaline absorbent] a medicine to re-

move acidity. Arbuthnot.

AN-TI-A-PHRO-DI-SI'A-CAL,* a. Checking sexual desire.

London.

AN-TI-AP-Q-PLEC'TIC,* a. (Med.) A remedy for apoplexy.
Dunglison.

AN-TI-A-POS'TLE, n. One contrary to the apostles. Potter.

AN'TI-AR,* n. A Javanese poison. Brande.
AN-TI-A'RIS* n. (Bot.) The upas-tree. P. Cyc.

AN-Tl-AR-MiN'lAN, (an-te-ar-min'yan) n. One who op-
poses the Arminians or Arminianism. Bp. Barlow.

AN-TI-AR-THRIT'ICS, n. pi. Medicines to assuage the gout.
AN-TI-ASTH-MAT'IC,* (an-tj-ast-mat'jk) a. Good against
asthma. Ash.

AN-TJ-ASTH-MAT'IC,* (an-tj-ast-mat'jk) n. (Med.) A rem-
edy for asthma. Dunglison.

AN-TI-AT-TRI"TIQN,* n. A compound applied to machi-
nery to prevent the effects of friction. Brande.

AN-Ti-BA.c-pHl't's,* n. [L.] (Rhct.) A poetical foot con-

sisting of two long syllables and one short one. Crabb.

AN-TI-BA-SIL'I-CAN,* a. Opposed to royal state. Smart.

AN'TIC, a. [antiquus, L., old.] Odd
; ridiculously wild

5
fan-

tastic. Shak.

AN'TIC, n. One who plays antics
;
a buffoon

;
a trick

;
buf-

foonery. Shak. Odd appearance. Spenser. A fanciful

representation in the arts. Francis.

fAN'Tlc, v. a. To make antic. Shak.

AN-TI-CA-JEHEC'TIC, a. (Med.) Good for a bad constitution.

AN-Ti-CA-HEc'Tics,*7i. j>Z. (Med.) Remedies for cachexy.
Crabb.

AN-Ti-CAN'CER-oDs,*a. (Med.) Opposed to can cer. Dun-
glison.

AN-TI-CAR-NIV'O-ROUS,* a. Opposed to eating flesh. Qw.
Rev.

AN-TI-CA-TAR'RHAL,* a. (Med.) A remedy for catarrh.

Dunglison.
AN-TI-CAUS'TIC,* n. (Med.) A remedy against a burning

fever. Crabb.

AN'TI-CHAM-BER,* n. [antichambrc, Fr.] See ANTECHAM-
BER.

AN'TI-JEHRIST, n. The great enemy to Christianity. Uohn.
AN-TJ-jEHRtsT'lAN, (an-te-knst'yan) a. Opposite to Chris-

tianity.

AN-Ti-jEHRtST'lAN, 7i. An enemy to Christianity. Rogers.
AN-TJ-jeHRlfsT'iAN-l!5M, n. Opposition to Christianity.
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AN-TI-jeHRisT-l-XN'l-TY, (an-te-krist-ye-an'e-te) n. Con-
trariety to Christianity. Trapp.

AN-Tl-jeHRlsT'lAN-lZE,* v. a. To make antichristian. More.

AN-TLeH'R<?-Ni$M, (an-tik'rp-nizm) n. [lii/rt and xpoi/oj,

Gr.] Deviation from the right order of time
5
anachro-

nism. Selden.

AN-Tlpn'TH&N*n. [Gr.] An opposite or counter earth.
'

Smart.

'j-pXNT,* a. That anticipates ; anticipating. QM. Rev.

'I-PATE, v. a. [antidpo, L.] [i. ANTICIPATED; pp.
ANTICIPATING, ANTICIPATED.] To take up beforehand

;
to

go before so as to preclude another
;
to enjoy, possess, or

suffer, in expectation ;
to preoccupy ;

to foretaste.

tAN-Tig'i-p_ATE-Ly, ad. By anticipation. Barrow.

AN-Tjg-l-PA'Ti<?N, n. Act of anticipating j that which is

anticipated ; prolepsis ;
foretaste.

AN-Tig'i-pA-Ti'VE * a. That anticipates; giving anticipa-
tion. Coleridge. [R.]

AN-TI(?'I-PA-TQR, n. One who anticipates.

AN-Tl(j;'i-PA-TQ-RY, a. That anticipates. More.

AN-TI-CLI'MAL,* a. (Geol.) Noting an axis or imaginary
line where strata dip in opposite directions. Brande.

AN-TI-CLl'MXx, n. [<ii/rfand<cAi>af, Gr.] (Rhet.) A sinking
in thought, as opposed to climax ; or a sentence in which
the last part expresses something lower than the first.

AN'TIC-LY, ad. In an antic manner. Shak.

AN'TIC-NESS,* n. The quality of being antic. Ford.

AN-TI-CON-STI-TU'TIQN-AL, a. Unconstitutional. Boling-
broke.

AN-Ti-coN-STi-Tu'TiON-AL-tsT,* n. One who is hostile

to the constitution. Knowles.

AN-TI-CQN-TA'PIQN-IST,* n. An opposer of the doctrine
of contagion. Knowles.

AN-TI-CQN-TA'JGIOVS,* a. Destroying contagion. Knowles.

AN-TI-CON-VDL'SIVE, a. Good against convulsions. Flayer.

AN'TI-COR, n. [<ij/rt, Gr., and cor, L.] A swelling, opposite
to the heart, to which horses are liable

;
a sort of quinsy.

Farm. Ency.
AN-TI-CO$-MET'IC, a. Destructive of beauty. Lyttelton.

AN'TI-COURT, (an'te-kort) a. Opposite to the court. Reresbf.

AN-Tf-couRT'iER, (an-te-cort'yer) TO. One who opposes the
court.

AN-TI-CRE-A'TOR, n. One who opposes the creator. Milton.

AN'TI-DO-TAL, a. Having the quality of an antidote.

AN'TI-DO-TAL-LY,* ad. By way of antidote. Browne.

AN'TI-DO-TA-RY, a. Same as antidotal. Cotgrave.
tAN'Tl-D5TE, v. a. To furnish with preservatives. More.

AN'Tl-DdTE, TO. [avriSoTos, Gr.] A medicine that coun-
teracts poison ;

a remedy or preservative against sickness.

AN-TI-DOT'I-CAL,* a. Useful as an antidote. Knowles.

AN-TI-DYS-EN-TER'IC, a. [dvri, Gr., and dysenteria, L.]
Good against dysentery.

AN-TJ-DY'V-RIC,* a. Good against dysury. Dr. Barton.

AN-TI-E-MET'IC,*M. (Med.) A remedy for vomiting. Dun-
glison.

AN-TI-E-MET'IC,* a. Checking vomiting. Ash.

AN'TlENT, a. [antiquus, L.] See ANCIENT.
AN-TI-EN-THU-$I-XS'TIC, a. Opposing enthusiasm.

AN-TI-EPH-I-XL'TJC,* n. (Med.) A remedy for epilepsy.
Dunglison.

AN-Tl-E-pIs'cp-pAL, a. Adverse to Episcopacy. Charles L
AN-TI-E-VAN-J&EL'I-CAL.,* a. Not evangelical. Knowles.

AN'TJ-FACE, (an'te-fas) n. An opposite face. B. Jonson.

AN-TI-FA-NXT'IC, TO. An enemy to fanatics. Milton.

AN-TI-FEB'RILE, [an-te-feb'ril, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; an-te-

fe'brll, S. ; an-te-fe'brii, P. K.] a. Good against fevers.

AN-TI-FEB'RILE,* n. A remedy for fever. Crabb.

AN-TI-FED'ER-AL,* a. Hostile to federalism. Adams.
AN-T[-FEB'ER-AL.-IM,* n. The principles of antifederal-

ists. Jefferson.

AX-TI-FED'ER-AL-IST,* re. One of a political party, in the
United States, that opposed the adoption of the constitu-
tion. Marshall.

AN-TI-FLXT'TER-ING, a. Opposite to flattering. Delany.
AN-Tl-FLXT'u-LENT,*a. Counteracting flatulence. Barton.

AN-TI-GXL'LI-CAN,* a. Hostile to France or the French.
Smollett.

AX-TIG'Q-RITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling schiller

ppar. Dana.

AX-TI-GI'JG'GLER,* n. A small, metallic siphon. Ure.

AN-TJ-HEC'TIC,* a. Good against hectic fever. Ash.

AN-TJ-HY-DRQ-PHOB'IC,* n. (Med.) A remedy for hydro-
phobia. Dunglison.

AN-Ti-Hy-DROP'lc,*7i. (Med.) A remedy for dropsy. Dun-
glison.

AN-TT-HV-P&PH'Q-RA,*n. (Rhet.) The refutation of an ob-

jection by the opposition of a contrary sentence. Knowles.
See ANTHYPOPHORA.

AN-TI-HYS-TER'IC, n. A medicine good against hysterics.

AN-TI-LITH'IC,* TO. (Mod.} A remedy for the stone. Dun-

AN-Ti-LiTH-O-TRlp'TjisT,* n. One opposed to lithotripty.
Med. Jour.

'

AN-TI-LOG'A-RITHM, TO. The number standing against the

logarithm to make it up to ninety degrees ;
or the comple-

ment of a logarithm of any sine, tangent, or secant.

fAN-TiL'p-jGy, n. [dvri\oyia, Gr.] A contradiction between
any words. Bailey.

AN-TI-LOI'MIC,* TO. (Med.} A remedy used for the plague.
Brande.

tAN-TiL'Q-QUiST, n. [dv ri, Gr., and loquor, L.] A contra-
dictor. Bailey.

fAN-TIL/Q-QUY, TO. A preface, proem, or peroration : con-
tradiction. Cockeram.

fAN-Ti-MA-/iis'TRj:-CAL, a. Against a magistrate. South.

JAN-TI-MA-NI'A-CAL, a. Good against madness. Battie.

AN'Ti-MisK, TO. An inferior kind of mask
;
a festive en-

tertainment or revel. Warbtirton.

AN-TI-MA'SON,*?*. One hostile to masonry or freemasonry.
Adams.

AN-TI-MA-SON'IC,* a. Hostile to masonry. Stevens.

AN-TI-MA'SON-RV,* n. Opposition to masonry. Ward.

AN-TI-MXT-RI-MO'NI-AL,* a. Hostile to matrimony. Gar-
rick.

AN-TI-MEL-AN-JBHOL/IC,* n. (Med.) A remedy for melan-
choly. Dunglison.

Alf-Tf-ME-TAlt'o-LE,*n. [dvTiand iiT<ifio\ii,Gr.] (Rhet.)A figure of speech in which things are changed contrari-
wise

; as,
" A poem is a speaking picture ;

a picture a
mute poem." Crabb.

AN-Ti-ME-TATn'E-sIs* TO. [Gr.] (Rhct.) A figure of

speech by which the hearer is, as it were, transported to

the scene of action. Crabb.

AN-TI'M'E-TER,* n. An optical instrument for measuring
angles. Smart._

AN-TI-MIN-IS-TE'RI-AL, a. Opposing the ministry. Gray.
AN-TI-MIN-IS-TE'RI-AL-IST,* TO. One who is opposed to

the ministry. Ash.

AN-TI-MQ-NXRH'IC,* a. Hostile to monarchy. Arbuthnot.

AN-Tl-MQ-NARjen'i-CAL, a. Contrary or hostile to mon-
archy.

AN-TI-MON'ARJEH-IST, TO. An enemy to monarchy.
AN-TI-MO'NI-AL, a. Relating to or made of antimony.
AN-TI-MO'NI-AL,* n. (Med.) A medicine containing anti-

mony. Smart.

AN-TI-MO'NI-ATE,* TO. (Chem.) A salt composed of anti-

monic acid and a base. Smart.

AN-TI-MON'IC,* / a. Pertaining to or containing anti-

AN-TI-MO'NJ-OUS,* \ mony. Francis.

AN'TI-MO-NITE,* TO. (Chem.) A salt composed of antimo-
nious acid and a base. Crabb.

AN-TI-MQ-NOPH'YL-LITE,* n. (Min.) A grayish-white min-
eral. Dana.

AN'TI-M<?-NY, TO. [dvrt and ufivos, Gr.] (Min.) A brittle,
whitish metal

;
or a metallic, solid, heavy, brittle sub-

stance, seldom found pure, but commonly mixed with
other metals

;
used in manufactures and medicine.

AN-TI-MOR'AL-IST, TO. An enemy to morality. Warburton.

AN-TI-MQ-SA'I-CAL,* a. Opposing the authority of Moses.
Boswell.

AN-TI-NE-PHRIT'IC, a. Good against diseases of the kid-

neys.
AN-TI-NO'MI-AN, TO., [dvri and v6uo$, Gr.] One of the sect

who denied the obligation of the observance of the moral
law.

AN-TI-NO'MI-AN, a. Relating to the Antinomians. Bp. Hatt.

AN-TI-NO'MI-AN-I^M, n. The tenets of the Antinomians.

tAN-TiN'Q-MisT, 71. One who disregards the law. Bp. San-

derson.

AN-TIN'Q-MY, or AN'TI-NQ-MY, [an-tin'o-me, W. J. F.Ja. ;

an'te-np-me, S. P. Sm. ; an-tS'no-me, K.] n. A contradic-

tion 'between two laws or two articles of the same law.
Bolter.

AN-Ti-Q-DON-TXl/jGlc,* TO. (Med.) A remedy for the tooth-

ache. Dunglison.
AN-TI-PJE-DO-BAP'TIST,* TO. One who rejects infant bap-
tism

;
a Baptist. Buck.

AN-TI-PA'PAL,, a. Opposing the pope or papacy. Milton.

AN-TJ-PA-Pi's'Tl-CAL,, a. Opposing the papacy. Jortin.

AN-TI-PAR'AL-LEL,, a. Running in a contrary direction.

AN-TI-PXR-A-LYT'IC, a. Efficacious against the palsy.

AN-TJ-pXR-A-LYT'i-CAL,* a. Good against paralysis. Ash.

AN-TI-PA-THKT'IC, a. Same as antipathetical.

AN-TI-PA-THET'I-CAL, a. Having an antipathy or contra-

riety.

AN-Ti-PATH'ic,*a. Relating to antipathy; opposite. Dun-

glison.

fAN-TlP'A-THOtis, a. Adverse. Beaum. 4' fl.

AN-TIP'A'-THY, n. [dv-i and TrdOos, Gr.] A natural contra-

riety or opposition to any thing ; repugnance ;
aversion

;

opposed to sympathy.
JlN-Tr-PE-Rls'TA-sJs, TO. [avTiTTEfiiffraffif, Gr.] The op-

position of a contrary quality, by which the quality it op-

poses becomes heightened. (Rhet.) A figure by which one

grants what an adversary says, but denies his inference.

AN-TI-PER-IS-TXT'JC,* a. Relating to antiperistasis. Ash.

AN-TI-PES-TI-LEN'TIAI,, a. Efficacious against pestilence.

,
a. Counteracting inflammation.
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AN-Tl-PKLO-fiis'TTC, n. [dvri and <p\oyiiTT6s t Gr.] Medi-
cine for inflammation. Bp. Berkeley.

AVTI-PHON, (iin'te-fon) n. [dvri and 0Mi>i5, Gr.] (Mus.) A
chant

;
an anthem. Wotton, A sacred dialogue. See AN-

TIPHONY.

AN-TiPH'p-:NAL,(an-tifVnal) a. Relating to antiphony.
AN-TIPH'O-NAL, (an-tlf'9-nal) n. A book of anthems

;
an-

tiphonary. JBurnct.

AN-TIPH'O-NA-RY,* n. A service-book of the Catholic

church, in which the antiphonies were written
;
a book

of anthems and responses. P. Cyc.
tAN-TiPH'pN-ER, n. Antiphonary. Chaucer.

AN-TI-PHON'I-CAL, a. Relating to antiphony
N-TIPH'Q-NY, (an-tlf'o-ne) n. (Mus.) A kind of ancient

anthem, the verses of which were chanted by each side
of the choir alternately ;

a response.
AN-TiPH'RA-sfe, n. [dvri and <ppu<rt$, Gr.] (Rhet.) The
use of words in a sense opposite to their proper meaning.
South.

AN-TI-PHRXS'TIC,* |
a. Relating to or containing an-

AN-Ti-PHRXs'T]-CAL,* } tiphrasis. Ash.

Ax-Ti-piiRXs'Ti-CAL-LYjatf. In the manner of antiphrasis.

AN-TJ-PLEV-R]fT'ic,*a.'(^fe(/.) Opposed to pleurisy. Dun-
glison.

AN-TIP'P-DAL, a. Relating to the antipodes. Brown.
AN'TI-PODE,* n. One of the antipodes ; one who is in op-

position. Stafford. 55= This word, as here given, is An-
glicized ;

and it is found in the dictionaries of Todd, Smart,
and Webster

;
but it is not countenanced by the other Eng-

lish lexicographers ; yet, as the Latin word antipodes has
no singular, antipode may be sometimes convenient.

AN-Tlp> o-nEf, [an-tlp'o-dez, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ;'

an-tip'odz, E. ; an'te-podz, Wb.] n.pl. [L., dvri and iroM$,
Gr.] (As a Latin word, it has no singular.) Literally,
those who stand feet to feet

;
the inhabitants of the oppo-

site parts of the earth, in the same parallels of latitude, on
opposite sides of the equator ;

those opposite to each other.

AN'TI-POI-SON, n. An antidote. Brown.

AN'TI-POPE, n. One who usurps the popedom. Bp. Hall.

AN'TJ-PORT, n. Smith. See ANTEPORT.
AN-TI-PRE-LAT'I-CAL, a. Adverse to prelacy. Bp. Morton.

AN'TI-PRIEST, n. An enemy to priests. Watcrland.

AN-TJ-PRIEST'CRAFT, n. Opposition to priestcraft. Burke.

AN-TI-PRIN'CI-PLE, n. An opposite principle. Spenser.

AN-TI-PROPH'ET, 71. An enemy to prophets. Mede.

AN-TlP-TO'sis, [an-tjp-to'sis, S. W. Ja. K. Sm. ; an-tip'to-

sis, P. Wb.] 7i. [drritrremf, Gr.] (Gram.) A figure by
which _one case is put for another.

AN-T|-Pu'Rl-TAN,7i. An opposer of Puritans. Warton.

AN-Ti-PY-RET'ic,*7i. (Med.) A remedy for fever. Dunglison.
AN-TI-QUA'RI-AN, a. Relating to antiquity. Warburton.

AN-TI-QUA'RI-AN, n. An antiquary. Milton. {t5= Anti-

quary and antiquarian are now both in good use as substan-
tives. The former, which is used as a substantive by
Milton, Warburton, and many more recent authors of

reputation, is designated by Todd as "improper."
XN-TI-QUA'RI-AN-ISM, n. Love or knowledge of antiqui-

ties. Warburton.

AN'TI-QUA-RY, n. [antiquarius, L.] One versed in a knowl-
edge of antiquity, or in the minute facts relating to an-

tiquity.

tAN'Ti-QUA-RY, a. Old; antique. Shak.

AN'TI-QUATE, v. a. [antiquo, L.] [i. ANTIQUATED ; pp. AN-

TIQUATING, ANTIQUATED.] To make old or obsolete. Hale.

AN'TI-QUAT-ED,* p. a. Grown old
; grown out of fashion.

AN'TI-QUAT-ED-NESS, n. The state of being antiquated.

tAN'Ti-QUATE-NESS,w. The state of being antiquated.

of old fashion.

AN-TIQUE', (an-tek') n. An ancient rarity ;
a piece of an-

cient art. Swift.

AN-TIQUE'LY,* ad. In an antique manner. Dr. Mien.
AN-TIQUE'NESS, (an-tek'nes) n. Quality of being antique.
AN-TfQ'ul-TY, (an-tik'we-te) n. [antiquitas, L.] Old times;

the people of old times
; any thing relating to man, in a

social state, in_past times; a relic of old times; old age.
AN-TI-REV-O-LU'TIQN-A-RY, a. Adverse to revolutions.

AN-TI-REV-Q-LU^TION-IST, n. One who opposes change.
AN-TI-SAB-BA-TA'RI-AN, n. One who opposes the sabbath.

Pagit.
AN-Ti-sXg-ER-Do'TAL, a. Hostile to priests. Waterland.

AN-Tls'cr-i, (an-tlsh'e-I)
n. [L. ;

dvri and aKid, Gr.] The
'

people who inhabit on different sides of the equator, and
who, consequently, at noon, have their shadows project-
ed opposite ways.

AN-TI-SCOR-BU'TIC,* a. Good against the scurvy. Ash.

AN-TI-SCQR-BU'TI-CAL, a. Good against the scurvy.
AN-TJ-SCQR-BU'TJCS, n. pi. Medicines against the scurvy.
|AN'TI- SCRIPT, n. A writing in opposition to another writ-

ing. Hacket.

AN-TI-SCRIP'TV-RYSM, n. Opposition to the Scriptures.
Boyle. [R.]

AN-Ti-scRip'T T

J-KlsT,7t. One who denies revelation. Boyle
AN-TJ-SEP'TIC, a. [dvri and cnjn-ro, Gr.] Antiputrefactive ;

counteracting putrefaction.
AN-TI-SEP'TIC, n. A substance which prevents or checks

putrefaction.
AN-TI-SEP'TI-CAL,* a. Same as antiseptic. Phil. Trans.

AN-TJ-SLAV'K-RY,* n . Hostility to slavery. EC. Rev.

AN-TI-SLAV'E-RY,* a. Hostile to slavery. Ch. Ob.

AN-TI-SO'CIAL,* a. Hostile or averse to society. Ch. Ob.

A^f-Tjfs'PA-sJs,n. [avri and o-n-aw, Gr.] (Med.) The re-
'

vulsion of a humor into another part.

AN-TI-SPAS-MSD'JC, a. Good against spasms. Ash.

AN-TJ-SPAS-MOD'ICS, n. pi. Medicines that relieve spasms.
AN-TI-SPAS'TIC, a. [dvri and r:raCTTt*dj,Gr.] Causing a re-

vulsion of the humors.

AN-TI-SPLN'E-TIC, [an-te-splen'e-tik, S. W. J. Ja. K. ;

an-te-sple-net'jk, P. Wb.] a. Efficacious in diseases of
the spleen.

Air-Tits' TA-sXs,* n. [Gr.] (Rhet.) A defence by showing*

the expediency of doing what is laid to one's charge.
Crabb.

K$, n. [L.] The chief priest or prelate. Milton.
J$JV-Tjfs' TRO-PHE, 7i. [dvrurrpoipfi, Gr.] The stanza op-'

posed to the strophe. (Rhet.) The changing of things
mutually dependent.

AN-Tl-STR5PH'ic,*a. Relating to antistrophe. Dr. C.Bcck.
JlN-Tls' TRO-PH&N, n. (Rhet.) A figure which repeats a
'

word often. Milton.

AN-TI-STRV-MAT'IC, a. [dvri, Gr., and struma, L.] Good
against the scrofula.

AN-TI-SYN-Q-DA/LI-AN,* n. One opposed to synodals. JV.

E. Elders.'

AN-Ti-sfpH-l-LiT'lC,* n. (Med.) A remedy for syphilis.

Dunglison.
AN-TI-THE'ISM,* n. Opposition to theism

;
atheism. Chal-

mers.

AN-TiTH'E-sYs, n. [avrideiris, Gr.] pi. AN-TTTH'E-SES.

(Rhet.) A figure by which contraries are opposed to con-
traries

; opposition in words or sentiments
;
contrast.

AN-TI-THET'IC,* a. Relating to antithesis; antithetical.

S?nart.

AN-TI-THET'I-CAL,, a. Placed in contrast. Mason.

AN-Ti-THET'i-CAL-LY,*arf. By means of antithesis. Byron.
JlN-TlTH'E-TdN, n. '[avriQerov, Gr.] pi. AN-TlTH1 E-TA.

(Rhet.) Something contrary ;
an opposite.

JlN-T?T'RA-aus,* n. [dvrl and rpayos, Gr.] (Anat.) The
'

process of the jjxternal
ear opposite to the tragus. Brandc.

AN-TI-TRIN-I-TA'RI-AN, n. An opposer of the doctrine of
the Trinity. Pagit.

AN-Ti-TRfN-i-TA'Ri-AN,* a. Opposing the doctrine of the

Trinity. Ch. Ob.
'

AN-TI-TRIN-I-TA'RI-AN-!SM,* n. The doctrine which de-
nies a trinity of persons in the Godhead. Conder.

AN-TIT'RO-PAL,* a. (Dot.} Turned away from the hilum.
Brande.

AN'TI-TYPE, n. [dfTirviros, Gr.] That which is prefigured
or represented by the type, and therefore stands opposed
to, or correlative with, it.

AN-TI-TYP'I-CAL, a. Relating to an antitype.

tAN-Ti-TY'POUS,* a. Antitypical. Cudworth.

AN-Ti-vAc'gi-NiST,*n. One who opposes vaccination. Ed.
Rev.

AN-TI-VE-NE'RE-AL, a. Good against the venereal disease.

(AN'TI-WIT,*??. An enemy to wit. Wycherly.
ANT'LER, n. [andoitiller, Fr.] A branch of a stag's horn.

ANT'LERED, (ant'lerd) a. Furnished with antlers. Vcrnon.

AN-TCE'CT, (an-tc'si) TO. pi. [L. ;
dvri and oiVlw, Gr.] Peo-

'

pie who, with respect to north and south, (not east and

west,) live in opposite parts of the globe.
AN-TO-NO-MA' $I-A, (an-to-n9-ma'zhe-a) n. [avri and 6vo-

ua, Gr.] (filiet.) A form of speech in which some general
term is put in place of a proper name ; as,

" the Stagy-
rite," for Aristotle.

fAN'TRE, (an^ter) n. [antrum, L.] A cavern. Shak.

AN-TRiM'o-LiTE,*7i. (Mm.) A siliceous mineral. Dana.

A'wus,* n. [L.] (Anat.) The orifice of the alimentary ca-

nal. Brande.

AN'VIL, 7t. The iron block on which smiths hammer met-
al

; any thing on which blows are laid.

AN'VJLED, (an'vjld)p. a. Fashioned on the anvil.

AN^:-i'E-TY, (ang-zl'e-te) n. [anxictas, L.] Trouble of mind
about some future event

;
continual uneasiness

;
concern ;

solicitude.

ANX'ioys, (ank'shus) a. [anxius, L.] Full of anxiety; con-
cerned

; solicitous ;
careful

; unquiet.
ANX'IOVS-LY, (ank'sht.is-le) ad. In an anxious manner.

ANX'IOVS-NESS, n. The state of being anxious. Spectator.

AN'Y, (en'e) a. Everj ;
whoever

;
whatever. It is used in

composition ; as, "ow/wAere," &c.

ANY,* (en'e) ad. At all
;
in any degree; as,

"
any better."

Attcrbury.
ANY-HOW,* (Cn'e-hbu) ad. Tn any manner. Booth.

ANY-WHERE,* (eVe-hwar) ad. In any place. Booth.

fANY-WHiTHER, (en'e-hwith-er) ad. Anywhere. Barrow.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6"N
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ANY-WIE, (en'e-wlz) ad. In any manner. Barrow.

A-O'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Aonia or Parnassus, the resi-
'

dence'of the Muses. Pope.

A'p-RlsT, TO. [doptaros, Gr.] An indefinite tense in the
Greek grammar.

A'p-RlsT,* a. Indefinite with respect to time. Talpy.
A-p-uJs'Ti-CAL,* a. Relating to the aorist; indefinite in

lime. Harris.

A-OR'TA, 7i. [doprfj, Gr.] (rfnat.) The great vessel which
arises from the upper and back part of the left ventricle of
the heart, and from which all the arteries of the body,
which carry red blood, derive their origin.

a- RelatinS to the aorta- BM-

A-PACE', ad. Cluickly ; speedily ; hastity. Milton.

AP'A-GO-PE,* n. [Gr.] (Logic} The same as reductio ad

absurdum; a demonstration which does not prove the

thing directly, but shows the absurdity of denying it.

(Math.) The progress from a proved proposition to anoth-
er. Crabb.

AP-A-GOft'l-CAL, a. [a7raya>> rj, Gr.] Proving a thing indi-

rectly, by showing the absurdity of denying it.

AP-A-LA'CHI-AN,* a. See APPALACHIAN. Ency.
AP'A-NA^E,* w. See APPENAGE.
tA-p'XN'THRp-PY,* n. Aversion to human society. Crabb.

fiP-A-R?TH'M'JE-sls, n. [ap-a-rith'me-sis, Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

ap-a-rith-me'sis, K. Todd, Crabb.] n. [7ra/n(fyir;cnj, Gr.]
(filiet.) Enumeration.

A-PART', ad. [d part, Fr.] Separately ; distinctly ;
at a dis-

tance.

A-PXRT'MENT, n. A room
;
a part of a house.

-PAT'E-LITE,* n. (Mm.) A sulphate of iron. Dana.

AP-A-THET'JC, a. Having no feeling. Harris.

AP-A-THET'I-CAL,* a. Free from passion ; apathetic. Ash.

AP'A-THlsT,'?i. 'A person without feeling. [R.]

AP-A-THls'Tl-CAL, a. Indifferent
; unfeeling. Seward.

AP'A-THY, n. [a and wdflyj, Gr.] Want of feeling; insen-

sibility.

AP'A-TITE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. P. Cyc.

APE, ?i. A genus of quadrumanous animals; a kind of mon-
key ;

an imitator.

APE, v. a. [i.
APED

; pp. APING, APED.] To imitate, like an

ape ;
to mimic.

A-PEAK/, ad. In a posture to pierce ;
formed with a

point.
-PE'CE-A,* n. (Zool.) A species of wild Guinea pig. P.

Cyc.

A-PEI/LO^S,* a. Destitute of skin. Brande.

Ap'EN-NlNE, 7i. A ridge of mountains running through
Italy.

AP'EP-SY, [ap'ep-se, W. K. ; a-pep'se, Sm. Wb.] n. [dnt-
i//t'u, Gr.] Want of digestion.

AP'ER, TO. One that apes ;
an imitator.

A-PE'RI-ENT,*. A gently purgative medicine. P. Cyc.

A-PE'RI-ENT, a. [aperio, L.] Gently purgative. Bacon.

A-PKR'i-TlVE, a. Aperient; tending to open. Harvey.
fA-PERT', a. [apcrtas, L.] Open ;

evident. Fotherby.

fA-PER'TipN, TO. An opening; act of opening. Wiseman.

fA-PERT'LY, ad. Openly. Bale.

fA-PERT'NESs, n. Openness. Holder.

A-PERT'QR,* n. A muscle that raises the upper eyelid.
Smart.

AP'ER-TURE, [ap'nr-tur, S. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; ap'er-

chfir, W.~\ n. An opening ;
a hole ;

a passage ;
a cavity.

A'PE-RY,* n. The act of aping ;
affected imitation. Feltham.

A-pT'A-LOUS,a. [d and irtraXuv, Gr.J (Bot.) Without pet-
als or flower leaves.

JL'PEX, (a'peks)7(, [L.] pi. XP'I-CE$. The summit or high-
est point of any thing; the top. See APICES.

J1-PHJER'E-S?S, [a-fer'e-sis, W. P. J. Ja. ; a-f5're-sis, S. K.
'

Sm.] n. [L., and dtiaipsois, Gr.] (Rhet.) The taking
away of a letter or syllable from the beginning of a word.

A-PIIAN'_E-SITE,*TO. (Min.) An arseniate of copper. Dana.
APH'A-NlTE,* TO. (Min.') Compact hornblende rock._ Dana.

Jl-PHE'Li-i)N, n. [a-n and r/Ajos, Gr.] pi. A-PHE'LI-A.
'

(Astron.) The point of a planet's orbit that is farthest

from the sun, and opposite to the perihelion.

fA-PHE'TA, n. (rfstrol.) The name of the planet imagined
to be the giver of life in a nativity. Bailey.

fA-PHET'j-CAL, a. Relating to the apheta. Bailey.

A-PH?D'I-AN,* n. One of a genus of minute insects. Dr.
Harris.

APH-I-LAN'THRQ-PY, n. [d and <j>i\avQpwxia, Gr.] Want
of love to mankind.

Ji'PHis,* n. [Gr.] pi. APH'l-DE?. An insect; the plant-
louse. Brande.

APH-Lp-<jH's'Tic,* a. Without flame or fire. Brande.

APH'p-NY, (af'p-ne) n. [d and <a>i>/7, Gr.] (Med.) A loss of
voice or speech. Qwmc?/.

APH'P-RI$M, n. [d<popian6s, Gr.] A principle or precept ex-

pressed in few words ;
a 'r>axim.

APH-O-RI$-MJ\T'IC,* a. Relating to or containing apho-
risms. Dr. 0. Gregory.

tAPH'p-Ris-MER, TO. A dealer in aphorisms. Milton.

APH-Q-RI'S'MIC,* a. Relating to aphorisms. Coleridge.

APH'Q-RlsT, n. A writer of aphorisms. Nelson. [R.]
APII-O-RI'S'TIC,* a. Relating to or resembling an aphorism
Month. Rev.

APH-Q-RIS'TI-CAL, a. Having the form of an aphorism.
APH-p-Rls'Ti-CAL-LY, ad. In the form of an aphorism
Harvey.

APH'RITE,* TO. (Min.) A carbonate of lime. Dana.
APH'RI-ZITE,* TO. (Min.) A species of tourmaline. Dana.
APH-R9-Dl$'i-Xc,* TO. (Med.) Medicine or food supposed to

excite sexual desire. Brande.

APH-RQ-Dl'i-AC, (af-fro-dlzh'e-ak) ) a. Relating to

APH-RO-DI-$I'A-CAL, (af-fr9-de-zl'ft-kal) \
Venus : vene-

real ; exciting sexual desire.

APH'RQ-DI-TE, [afrg-dit, K.; afrg-di-te, Sm. ; af'rg-dlt,

Wb.] TO.
['AQpodirri, fenus, Gr.] A follower of Venus.

(Zool.) A beautiful genus of annellidans.

APH'RQ-DITE,* TO. (Min.) A silicate of magnesia. Dana.

Apa'THJB,* TO. pi. [L.] (Med.) The thrush, a disease con-

sisting of ulcers in the mouth. Crabb.

APH-THIT'A-LITE,* TO. (Min.) A white mineral. Dana.

APH'THONG,* (ap'thong) n. A letter, or combination of

letters, having no sound. Smart.

APH'THOys,* a. Relating to the aphthae or thrush. Dun-
glison.

A-PHYL'LOys,* [a-fil'us, SOT. Brande, Crabb : af'e-lus, Wb.
K.] a. (Bot.) Destitute of leaves

;
leafless. Hamilton.

A-PJ-A/RI-AN,* a. Relating to bees. Jardine.

A'PI-A-RJST,* n. A keeper of bees. Kirby.
A'PI-A-RY, TO. [apis, L.] A place where bees are kept.

AP'I-CAL,* a. Relating to the apex or top. P. Cyc.

Ap'l-CElf, [ap'e-sez, Sm. Jlinsworth, Leverett, Jlsh; a-pl'-

sez, Ja. ; a'pe-sez, F. R. Wb. ; a-pe'sez, K.] TO. pi. [L.]
From apex. Tips; points; tufts. See APEX.

A-Plc'v-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Abruptly pointed; sharp. P.
'

Cyc.
A-Pic'V-LAT-ED * a. (Bot.) Same as apiculate. Smith.

A-PIECE', (a-pes') ad. To the part or share of each. Hooker.

t_^-PlE'cE, (a-pes'ez) ad. In pieces. Beaum. fy Fl.

A'Pis,* n. [L.] A genus of insects
;
the bee. Brande.

A'PISH, a. Having the qualities of an ape ; foppish.

A'PISH-L,Y, ad. In an apish manner. Milton.

A'PJSH-NESS, TO. Mimicry ; foppery. Congreve.

A^-piT'pXT, ad. With quick palpitation ; pitapat. Congreve.
A'PI-UM,* TO. [LJ (Bot.) Parsley; a genus of umbellifer-

ous plants. P. Cyc.

AP-LA-NXT'IC,* a.- Free from error, or correcting error, as

an optical instrument. Francis.

AP-LOME',* TO. (Min.) A variety of crystallized garnet.'

Brande.

AP-LOT'Q-MY,* n. (Med.) A simple incision. Dunglison.
jl-pz us' TJRE, (a-plus'tre) TO. [L.] The ancient naval stream-

er or ensign carried in sea vessels. Jlddison.

A-POC'A-LYPSE, TO. [diroKaXvTtTu, Gr.] Disclosure ; revela-

tion ;
the last book in the sacred canon.

A-POC'A-LYPT,* TO. The author of the Apocalypse. CWe-

ridge.'[n.^
A-POC-A-LYP'TIC, a. Same as apocalyptical. Spenser.

fA-POC-A-LYP'TIC, TO. An apocalyptical writer. LightfooL
A-POC-A-LYP'TI-CAL, a. Relating to the Apocalypse or Rev-

elation.

A-POC-A-LYP'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In such a manner as to re-

veal something secret.

Ap-p-cAR'poys,* a. (Bot.) Having carpels distinct from
each other. P. Cyc.

A-POC'Q-PATE,* v. a. To cut off the last letter or syllable
of a word. Smart.

A-POC'p-PE, TO. [diroKOTrfi, Gr.] (Gram.) The abscission or

cutting off of the last syllable of a word.

AP-Q-CRCs'Tic, a. [drroKpovffTiKd, Gr.] (Med.) Repelling;
astringent. Chambers.

A-POC'RY-PHA, n. pi. [diroKpvirrui, Gr.
; apocrypha, L.]

Literally, things hidden or concealed
;
books or writings,

of which the authors are unknown, appended to the Old
Testament. 55= This word is properly plural, though
sometimes used as singular.

" The Apocrypha are a se-

ries of books not admitted into the canon of Scripture."

Seholey's Bible. " The Apocrypha is not a canonical
book." Richardson's Dictionary.

A-P6c'RY-PHAL,a. Relating to or contained in the Apocry-
pha; not canonical; of doubtful authority.

A-POC'RY-PHAL, TO. A writing not canonical. Hanmer.

A-pdc'Ry-PHAL-IST,* TO. An advocate for the Apocrypha.'

P. Cyc.'

A-POC'RY-PHAL-LY, ad. In an apocryphal manner.

A-POC'RY-PHAL-NESS, TO. duality of being apocryphal.
Perry.

tXP-Q-CRYPH'l-CAl., a. Doubtful ;
not authentic. Bp. Bull.

AP'p-BXt,,* a.

'

W'ithout feet
;
without central fins. Crabb.

AP'ODE,* TO. (Zool.) A genus of fishes ;
an animal without

feet. P. Cyc.

Ap-p-Dlc'Tic, a. Demonstrative. Robinson. [R.]

AP-p-Dlc'TJ-CAL,, a. [ciTrdfoifij, Gr.] Demonstrative.
Browne. [R.]

Ap-p-Dlc'Tl-CAL-LY, ad. With demonstration.

A, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X, E, I, O, U, Y, short,- A, E, I, p, U, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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p-Q-T>Yx'is,n. [L.] Demonstration. Sir G. Buck.

AP'P-DON,* n. (ZooL) An animal without feet. Kirby.

Jl-pdD'o-tsIs, n. [<i;r<5<5o(7<j, Gr.j (Rhct.) The latter part of
'

a period ; the application of a similitude.

Jl-P&D-Y-TE>Ri-UM,n. [L. ; dnoivrf>piov t Gr.] A dressing-
room

;
a room for undressing at baths.

|AP-p-jGjE'pN, n. Apogee. Fairfax.

Jf, n. [L. ;
didiroyaiuv, Gr.] (Jlstron.) Same as

apogee. Bailey.

AP'P-JGEE, /;. [dw6 and yff, Gr.] (Astron.) A point in the

apparent orbits of the stm and moon, in which they are

at the greatest distance from the earth. It is opposed
to perigee.

rf-p6ff-i-A-Tfj'RA,n. [It.] (Mas.) See APPOGGIATURA.

AP'p-GfiN,* n. A Mediterranean fish. Knowles.

AP'P-GRXPH, n. [dn6ypa<j>ov, Gr.] A copy, not an auto-

graph.
Ar'p-LEP-sy,* n. (Med.) An obstruction of the blood. Scoff.

A-POL-LI-NA'RI-AN, ) n. One of the sect of Apollinaris of

^.-POL-LJ-NA'RIST, j Laodicea, who held peculiar no-
tions about the nature of Christ.

A-POL'LY-ON,* n. The destroyer; a name of the devil.

Revelation.

A-p6L,-p-/TET'lc, I
a. Relating to or containing apolo-

A-PdL-p-jGET'i-cAL, } gy ;
said in defence or excuse.

A-poL-o-jSET'i-CALi-liY, ad. In the way of defence or

apology.
A-p6L-p-pT'lcs,*n.7;Z. (Thcol.) A systematic defence

;
a

philosophical or systematic arrangement or exhibition of
the evidences of Christianity. P. Cyc.

A-P6L'p-,GlST, n. One who makes an apology. Bp. Bull.

A-POL'p-jGlZE, v. 71. [i. APOLOGIZED; pp. APOLOGIZING,
APOLOGIZED.] To make excuse or apology; to plead in

favor of.

A-POL'p-jGlZ-ER, n. One who apologizes. Hanmer.

AP'P-LOGIJE, (ap'p-log) [(i^oAo^oj, Gr.] A fabulous sto-

ry or fiction conveying a moral truth ; a fable.

fAP'p-LOG-UER, (ap'9-log-er) n. A fabler. Burton.

A-POL/Q-JGY, n. [dir<>\oyia, Gr.] Primarily, a defence:

commonly, an excuse, a plea.

AP-P-ME-COM'E-TRY, n. [and and prjicos, Gr.] The art of

measuring things at a distance. Kersey.
AP-O-NEV-ROG'RA-PHY,* n. (Aiiat.) A description of the

aponeuroses. Dunglison.
AP-P-NEV-ROL'P-J&V,* n. (rfnat.) The anatomy of the

aponeuroses. Dunglison.
AP-O-NEV-RO' sis, n. [<in6 and vtvpov, Gr.] pi. AP-Q-
nEU-Rd'sE$. (JIM.) The extension of a nerve, tendon,
or chord.

AP-P-NEV-ROT'IC,* a. (dnat.) Relating to the aponeuro-
ses. Dunglison.

AP-P-NEU-ROT'P-MY,* n. (dnat.) Dissection of the apo-
neuroses. Dunglison.

AP-Q-PEMP'Tic,*a. Denoting a song, among the ancients,
addressed to a stranger on his leaving a place. Knowles.

Jl-POPll'A-sls, n. [u7ro0affts, Gr.] pi. A-POPJI'A-SE$.'

(Rhet.) A figure by which the orator seems to waive what
he would plainly insinuate.

||AP-P-PIILG'MA-TIC, or AP-P-PHL,EG-MXT'IC, [ap-o-

neg'ma-tik, S. 'W. P. Ja. K. ; ap-o-fleg-mat'jk', Sm.] n.

[<i7ro and (jiXe^na, Gr.] (Jlled.) A medicine for drawing
away phlegm.

IJAp-p-pHLEG'MA-Tlc,* a. Drawing away phlegm. Smart.

AP-Q-PIILEG'MA-TI^M,W. A medicine to draw away phlegm.
AP-P-PHLEG-MXT'I-ZANT, n. (Med.) Any remedy which
causes an evacuation of humor. Quincy.

AP'OPH-THKGM, (ap'p-them) n. [dn6<t>0eyua, Gr.] A short,
sententious speech or saying ;

a valuable maxim. Browne.
See APOTHEGM.

AP-PPH'THEG-MXT'I-CAL, a. See APOTHEGMATICAL.

4-PdPHt -p$,n. [dV^uyij, Gr.] (Arch.) That part of a
'

column where it begins to spring out of its base; the

scape or spring of a column.

A-POPH'YL-L,lTE,*n. (Jlfin.) A crystallized mineral. P. Cyc.

J-POPH'Y-s1s,n. [d7r6*0v<7ij, Gr.] (Anat.) A protuberance'

or process of a bone. (Bot.) The enlarged base of the
theca of some mosses.

AP-P-PLEC'TIC, n. One seized with an apoplexy.
AP-P-PLEC'TIC, ) a. Relating to or affected by an apo-
AP-P-PLEC'TJ-CAL, \ plexy.

IAP'O-PLEX, n. Apoplexy. Dryden.
AP'O-PLEXED, (ap'o-plSkst) a. Seized with an apoplexy.

Shak.

AP'P-PLEX-Y, n. [aTTOflrAr/ffa, Gr.] (Med.) A disorder which
suddenly surprises the brain, and takes away all sense
and motion.

Ji-po' RI-A, n. [di-opur, Gr.] (Rhet.) A figure when the

speaker is in doubt what to do or where to begin. Smith.

Ap-OR-Rii(E'A,(zp-<}T-re'*)n. [dxoppoia,Gr.] (Med.) A de-
fluxion of humors, vapors, and effluvia.

AP-P-SEP'E-DIN,* n. (Chem.) A peculiar crystallized sub-
stance obtained from putrid cheese. Brande.

rf-pQ$-l-o-PE'sis, (a-poz-e-9-pe'sjs) n. [dTrofficjKriais,

Gr.] (Rhet.) A form of speech by wrhich the speaker,

from strong feeling, suppresses or omits a word or part
of his speech.

A-POS'TA-SY, n. Departure from the principles which one
has professed ;

desertion.

A-POS'TATE, n. [dToordrrjf, Gr.] One who has renounced
his principles: used in an ill sense.

A-POS'TATE, a. False
; traitorous. Spenser.

fA-POS'TATE, v. n. To apostatize. Montagu.
AP-PS-TAT'I-CAL, a. After the manner of an apostate.

Sandys. [R.]
A-POS'TA-TlZE,tf. n. [L APOSTATIZED

; pp. APOSTATIZING,
APOSTATIZED.] To forsake one's principles or profession.

A-POS'TE-MATE, v. n. To become an aposteme. Milton.

A-P&S-TE-MA'TION, n. The formation of an aposteme.
AP-ps-TEM'A-ToOs,* a. Relating to an abscess. Smart.

Ap'p-STJiME, [ap'g-stem, S. W. J. Ja. Sm. ; a-pos'tem, P.]
_n. [<i7ro<7r>?/,a, Gr.J An abscess

;
an impostume.

A pds-TE-Kf-d'jti,* [L.] (Logic) From the latter: a
term used in a method of reasoning when the cause is

proved by the effect. Crabb.

A-POS'TILL,* n. A marginal note to a book. Brande.

A-POS'TLE, (a-pos'sl) n. [d^ooroAoj, Gr.] Literally, a per-
son sent by another : appropriately, one of the Twelve
deputed by Christ.

A-p5s'TLE-SHlP, (a-pos'sl-ship) n. The office of an apos-
tle.

A-pds'Tp-LATE, n. Apostleship; office of an apostle. Kil-

lingbeck.

AP-OS-TOL'IC, ) a. Relating to or taught by the apos-

Ap-ps-Toi/f-cAL, \ ties; existing in the time of the

apostles. Apostolic fathers, the writers of the Christian

church, who lived in the apostolic age, or were, in any
part of their lives, contemporary with the apostles.

AP-PS-TOL'I-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of the apostles.

Ap-ps-TOL'l-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being apostolical.

AP-ps-TOL,'i-cI$Mj* n. The quality of being apostolical.
J. Morison. [R.]

A-p6s-Tp-Ll(?'j-TY,* n. (Theol.} The quality of being ap-
ostolical. Faber.

AP-PS-TOL'JCS, n. pi. A sect of itinerant Anabaptists.
Fulke.

A-p5s'TRp-PHE, n. [drro<rrpo0r), Gr.] (Rhet.} A figure of

speech by which the orator or writer suddenly changes
his discourse, and addresses, in the second person, some
person or thing present or absent. (Gram.') The mark
(

'
) showing that a word is contracted, or the sign of the

possessive case.

AP-PS-TROPH'JC, a. Relating to an apostrophe.
A-POS'TRp-PHlZE, v. a. [i.

APOSTROPHIZED
; pp. APOSTRO-

PHIZING, APOSTROPHIZED.] To address by an apostrophe.
Pope.

AP'PS-TUME, n. See APOSTEME.
fA-POT'E-LE^M,* n. The event of a disease; the casting
of a nativity. Ash.

AP-Q-THE'CA, n. [apotheca, L.] An apothecary's shop. Sir

W. Petty. (Ancient Arch.) A storehouse for oil, wine,
&c. Brande.

A-POTH'E-CA-IIY, n. A keeper of a medicine shop ;
a dis-

penser of medicines
;
a compounder of medicines.

AP-Q-THE'CI-UM,* n.; pi. AP-Q-THE'CI-A. (Bot.) The
shield or mass of reproductive matter in a lichen. P. Cyc.

AP'P-THGM, (ap'p-them) n. A sententious or remarkable

saying of some distinguished person ;
a valuable maxim.

Walton. Originally and properly written apophthegm;
now commonly apothegm.

AP-P-THEG-MXT'I-CAL, a. Relating to an apothegm.
AP-p-THEG'MA-T'isT, Ti. One who deals in apothegms.
Pope.

AP-p-THEG'MA-TlZE, v. TI. To utter apothegms. Paley.

AP-p-THE'p-sIs, [ap-o-thS'9-sis, S. W. P.J. F. Ja. Sm. R.;

ap-o-the-6'sjs, Crabb, Todd; apnj-the-o'sis, or ap-g-theV
sis, K.] n. [dTroOluff.ts, Gr.] The enrolment of a-mortal

among the gods ; deification.

AP-P-'THE'P-SIZE,* v. a. To deify. Month. Rev. [R.]

A-POTH'E-sIs, n. [diroOrjo-tc, Gr.] A repository or place for

books, &c., on the south side of the chancel, in the prim-
itive churches. (Mcd.) The placing of a fractured limb
in its proper position ;

the reduction of a dislocation.

A-POT'p-ME,7!. [dn-orifjivw, Gr.] (Math.) The remainder of
or difference between two incommensurable quantities.

(Mus.) The part remaining of an entire tone after a great
tone has been taken from it.

AP'O-ZEM, n. [d/ro and w, Gr.] (Med.) A decoction from
herbs. Wi-seman.

Ap-p-ZEM'l-CAr,, a. Like a decoction. Whitaker.

fAP-PAlR', v. a. To impair. Sir T. Elyot.
tAP-pAlR', v. n. To degenerate. Morality of Every Man.

AP-PA-LA'CHI-AN,* a. Denoting a chain of mountains in

the United States, called also the Alleghany mountains.
P. Cyc.

AP-pALL', v. a. [appalir, Fr.] [i. APPALLED ; pp. APPALL-
'

ING, APPALLED.] To frighten ;
to terrify; to depress.

fAP-PALL/, v. n. [palleo, L.] To be dismayed. Lydgate.
JAP-PAL'MENT, n. Impression of fear. Bacon.
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AP'PA-NA/JE, n. [appanagium, low L.] (Law) Lands set

apart by princes for the maintenance of their younger
children. Bacon.

AP-PA-RA'TVS, n. ; pi. XP-PA-RA'TV
T

S, or XP-PA-RA'TUS-
E$. [L.] Furniture, instruments, or means for the ac-

complishment of some purpose or business ; equipage.
{/= Murray, Smart, and some other grammarians, regard
apparatus as both singular and plural ;

but the regular
plural form is sometimes used; as, "critical apparatus-
es." P. Cyc.

AP-PAR'EL,, n. [appareil, Fr.] Dress
;
vesture

;
external ha-

biliments.

AP-PXR'EL,, V. a. [i. APPARELLED J pp. APPARELLING, AP-

PARELLED.] To dress
;
to clothe

;
to deck.

tAP-pAR'ENCE, n. [Fr.] Appearance. Chaucer.

fAP-pAR'EN-CY, n. Appearance. Oower.

Ap-pAR'ENT, a. Such as appears to the eye ; plain ;
indu-

bitable
; seeming ;

visible
; open ; evident

;
certain

;
not

presumptive. The heir apparent is the immediate heir to

the crown, in distinction from the heir presumptive. ftp-

parent time, true time, or the time or hour as indicated by
the sun's passage over the meridian: opposed to mean
time.

tAP-PAR'ENT, n. For heir apparent. Shak.

Ap-pAR'ENT-LY, ad. Evidently ; seemingly. Shak.

AP-PAR'ENT-NESS, n. The quality of being apparent.
AP-PA-Rlf'TlpN, (ap-pa-rish'un) n. Appearance ; visibility ;

the thing appearing; a preternatural appearance ;
a ghost ;

a spectre. (Astron.) The visibility of some luminary,
opposed to occupation.

Ap-pXR'l-TQR, n. [apparo, L.] (Law) Formerly, an officer

of any court of judicature ; now, the messenger of an
ecclesiastical court.

jAp-PAY', v. a. [appayer, old Fr.] To satisfy ;
to content.

Sidney.

fAP-PEACH', v. a. [apescher, old Fr.] To accuse
j

to im-

peach. Spenser.

fAp-PEACH'ER, n. An accuser. Sherwood.

fAP-PEACH'MENT, n. Impeachment. Hay-ward.

AP-PEAL,', v. n. [appello, L.] [t.
APPEALED

; pp. APPEALING,
APPEALED.] To transfer a cause from one to another

;
to

refer to another or superior judge or tribunal
;
to call an-

other as witness.

AP-PEAL,', v. a. [| To charge with a crime. Shak.] To trans-

fer to another.

AP-PEAL,', n. A removal of a cause from an inferior court

to a superior court, or to a superior tribunal
;
a call upon

a witness
;
an accusation : a criminal prosecution.

AP-PEAL/A-BLE, a. Subject to an appeal. Howell.

tAP-PEAL'ANT, (ap-pel'ant) n. Appealer ; appellant. Shak.

AP-PEAL.'ER, n. One who appeals, [f An accuser. Fox.]
AP-PEAR', v. n. [appareo, L.] [t. APPEARED; pp. APPEARING,
APPEARED.] To be in sight; to become visible

;
to be evi-

dent
;
to seem ; to look.

JAP-PEAR', n. Appearance. Fletcher.

AP-PEAR'ANCE, n. The act of appearing; that which ap-

pears or is visible
;
mien

;
air

;
semblance ;

not reality ;

pretence ; show ; apparition ; probability.

AP-PEAR'ER,W. One who appears. Brown.

AP-PEAR'ING, n. The act of appearing. Spenser.

AP-PEA$'A-BLE, a. That may be appeased; reconcilable.

AP-PEA$'A-BL,E-NESS, n. Reconcilableness.

^P-PEA^E'', v. a. [appaiscr, Fr.] [i.
APPEASED

; pp. APFEAS-

INGJ APPEASED.] To calm; to quiet; to pacify; to rec-

oncile
;
to still.

AP-PEA?E'MENT, n. Act of appeasing. Hayward.
AP-PEA$'ER, n. One who appeases or pacifies.

AP-PEA'IVE, a. That mitigates or appeases. Sherwood.

AP-PEL'LAN-CY, n. Appeal; capability of appeal. [R.]

p-PEL/LANT,n. (Law) One who appeals ;
a person or party

by whom an appeal is made : opposed to respondent.

AP-PEL'LANT, a. Appealing. Const, and Canons Eccl.

jA.P-PEl/L.^TE, a. (Law) Relating to appeals ; as,
"
appellate'

jurisdiction." Blackstone. Created on appeal. Burke.

XP-PEL-LA'TIQN, n. The name by which any thing is

called ;
title.

Ap-PEL,'L,A-TlvE, n. A common name, as opposed to a

proper one ;
an appellation ;

a title.

AP-PEL/LA-TfVE, a- (Gram.) Common; usual; applied to

name : opposed to proper. Bp. Bull.

AP-PEL/LA-TIVE-LY, ad. In the manner of nouns appella-'

live.

AP-PEL/LA-TlvE-NESs,* n. Quality of being appellative.'

Fuller.

AP-PEL'LA-TQ-RY, a. That contains an appeal. Jly-'

life. [R.]

AP-PEL-LEE', [ap-el-G', S. W. P. Ja. Sm.; ap-pSl'e, K.] n.

(Law) The party in a cause on which an appeal has been

made, who is not the appellant.

AP-PEL/LQR, or AP-PEL L.OR',* [ap-pel'l<?r, Ja. K. Sm. ;

ap-pel-lbr', W~b.'\ n. (Law) One who makes an appeal ;
an

appellant. Whishaw. ^T When appellor and appellee are

used in opposition to each other, they are commonly ac-

cented on the last syllable.

Ap'pEN-A,GE,*n. (Law) A child's part or portion. Tomlinj
See APPANAGE.

AP-PEND', v. a. [appendo, L.] [i. APPENDED; pp. APPEND-

INO, APPENDED.] To hang to
;
to add to something.

AP-PEND'AJGE, n. Something added, attached to, or an-
nexed.

IAP-PEND'ANCE, n. Something annexed. Bp. Hall.

AP-PEND'ANT, a. Hanging to; belonging to
; annexed.

AP-PEND'ANT, n. An accidental or adventitious part. Hale.

(Law) An inheritance belonging to another inheritance.

JAP-PEND'EN-CY, n. That which is annexed. Spelman.
fAP-PEN'DI-CATE, v. a. To add to. Hale.

JAP-PEN-DI-CA'TIPN, n. Appendage. Hale.

AP-PEN'DI-CLE,* n. A small appendage. Smart.

AP-PEN-DIC'V-L-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Having some kind of ap-
pendages. P. Cyc.

AP-PEN'DIX, n. ; pi. AP-PEN'DI-CE?, or AP-PEN'DJX-E$.
Something appended ;

an adjunct or concomitant; a sup-
plement to a literary work.

AP-PENSE',* a. Being hung up, as a hat on a pin. London.

fAP-PER-CElVE', v. n. [appercevoir, Fr.] To perceive.
Chaucer.

tAP-PER-clilv'lNG, 7i. Perception. Chaucer.

AP-PE'R-CEP'TIQN, n. That degree of perception which re-

flects upon itself; consciousness. Reid.

fAp-PER'jL,, n. Danger. Shak.

AP-PER-TAIN', v. n. [appartenir, Fr.] [i. APPERTAINED :

pp. APPERTAINING, APPERTAINED.] To belong to as QI

right or by nature
;
to relate to.

tAP-PER-TAlN'MENT, n. That which appertains. Shak.

AP-PER'TE-NANCE, n. An adjunct. Brown. See APPUR-
TENANCE.

fAp-PER'TE-NANCE, v. a. To have as an adjunct. Carew.

tAP-PER'Ti-NfiNT, a. Belonging to. Shak.

JAP-PER'TJ-NENT, n. Any thing pertaining. Shak.

AP'PE-TENCE, ) n. [appetence, old Fr.] Carnal desire
;
sen-

AP'PE-TEN-cy, )
sual desire ; appetite ;

desire. Milton.

AP'PE-TENT, a. [appetens, L.] Very desirous. Sir Q. Buck.

fAp-PE-Tl-BlL'j-Ty, n. Quality of being desirable. Bram-
hatt.

fAp'PE-Tl-BLE, a. [appetibilis, L.J
Desirable. Brown.

AP'PE-TITE, n. [appetitus, L.] Natural desire
; desire of

sensual pleasure; relish for food; keenness of stomach
;

hunger.
tAp'PE-TiTE, v. a. To desire. Sir T. Elyot.

|AP-PE-Tl"TlpN, (ap-pe-tish'un) n. [appetitio, L.] Desire.
Hammond.

tAP-PE-Tl"Tiovs, a. Palatable ; desirable. Todd.

fAP'PE-Tl-TlVE, a. That desires. Hale.

Ap'PE-TiZE,*t>. a. To create an appetite. Sir W. Scott. [R.]
AP'PE-TIZ-ER,* n. He or that which appetizes. Byron.
AP'PI-AN,* a. Relating to Appius ; denoting a way from
ancient Rome to Brundusium. Ency.

AP-PLAUD', v. a. [applaudo, L.] [t. APPLAUDED ; pp. AP-

PLAUDING, APPLAUDED.] To praise by clapping the hand
;

to praise highly ; to extol.

AP-PLAUD'ER, n. One who applauds. Burton.

AP-PLAIT^E', n. Act of applauding; a shout of approbation ;

loud praise ;
encomium.

AP-PLAU'siVE, a. Applauding. Sir R. Fanshaw.

AP'PI-E, (Sp'pl) n. The fruit of the apple-tree; the pupil of
the eye.

AP'PLE, (ap'pl)^. n. To form like an apple. Marshall.

AP'PLE-DUMP-LING,* n. A dumpling made of apples.
Child.

Ap'PLE-GRiFT, n. A scion or graft of an apple-tree.

AP'PLE-HAR-VEST, n. The time of gathering apples.

AP'PLE-JOHN, n. See JOHN-APPLE.

Ap'PLE-PiE,* 71. A pie made of apples, dsh.

Ap'PLE-SAucE, n. Sauce made of apples. Parks.

AP'PLE-TART, n. A tart made of apples. Shak.

AP'PLE-TREE, n. A tree which produces apples.

AP'PL,E-WO-MAN, (-wum-un) n. A woman who sells ap-
ples.

AP'PLE-YXRD, n. An orchard.

AP-PLI'A-BLE, a. That may be applied. Hooker.

AP-PLI'ANCE, n. Act of applying; application. Shak.

Ap-PLl-CA-BlL/i-TY, n. Applicableness. More.

AP'PLI-CA-BLE, a. That may be applied; suitable.

AP'PL.I-CA-BLE-NESS, n. Fitness to be applied. Boyle.
AP'PL,i-CA-BL,Y, ad. So as to be properly applied.

AP'PLJ-CANT, n. One who applies ;
a petitioner.

Ap'PLl-CATE,n. An ordinate in conic sections
;
that wl

is applied.

fAp'PLl-CATE, . a. To apply to. Pearson.

AP-PLJ-CA'TIPN, n. Act of applying ;
state ofbeing applied ;

solicitation; entreaty; assiduity; industry; intense study
AP'PLI-CA-TIVE, a. That applies. Bramhall.

tAp'FLi-CA-TQ-Ri-LY, ad. With application. Montagu.
AP'PLI-CA-TQ-RY, a. Including application. Bp. Wilkins.

AP'PLI-CA-TQ-RY, n. That applies ;
fit. Taylor.

fAp-PLi'ED-LY, ad. In a manner which may be applied.

AP-PLI'ER, n. One who applies. Montagu.
tAP-PLi'MENT, n. Application. Marston.
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AP-PLY', r. a. [applico, L.] [i. APPLIED
; pp. APPLYING, AP-

PLIED.] To put to
;
to lay upon ;

to use
;
to have recourse

to; to address to; to suit to; to devote; to busy.
A.P-PLY', v. n. To suit

;
to agree ;

to fit.

flPPOGGIATURA,* (ap-poj-e-a-tu'ra) n. [It.] (Mus.) A note
of embellishment or expression. P. Cyc.

AP-POlNT', v. a. [appointer, Fr.] [i. APPOINTED; pp. AP-

POINTING, APPOINTED.] To fix
;
to settle

;
to establish by

authority or decree
;
to furnish

;
to equip; to direct.

AP-POINT', v. 71. To decree. 2 Sam. xvii.

AP-POINT'A-BLE,* a. That may be appointed. Knowles.

AP-POINT'ED,*^. a. Settled; established; equipped; fur-

nished.

AP-POINT-EE',* n. One who receives an appointment; a
foot-soldier. Scott.

AP-POINT'ER, n. One who appoints. Gregory.
Ap-PolNT'aiENT, 71. Act of appointing ;

state of being ap-
pointed ; stipulation ; decree.; direction

;
order

; equip-
ment

;
an allowance paid.

fAp-PORT'ER, w. [apportcr, Fr.] A bringer in. Hale.

AP-POR'TIQN, v. a. [apportionncr, Fr.] [i. APPORTIONED
;'

pp. APPORTIONING, ARPORTIONED.] To set out or divide in

just proportions ; to distribute.

fAp-POR'TiQN-ATE-NESS, n. Just proportion. Hammond.
AP-ROR'TIQN-ER, n. One who apportions. Cotgrave.
AP-POR'TION-MENT, n. Act of apportioning ;

that which
is apportioned ;

act of dividing a rent, &c., into parts.

fAP-PO^E', v. a. [apposer, Fr.
; appono, L.] To put ques-

tions to
;
to apply ;

to pose. Bacon.

AP-PO$'ER, n. (Lain) An examiner; a questioner.

AP'PQ-$ITE, (ap'9-zit) a. Proper ;
fit

;
suitable

;
well applied.

AP'PQ-?ITE-LY, (ap'o-zit-!e) ad. Properly ; suitably.

AP'PQ-$ITE-NESS, n. Fitness
;
suitableness. Hale.

AP-Pp-$i'"TlQN, (ap-o-zish'un) n. Addition. (Gram.) The
placing of one noun or pronoun by the side of another of
the same meaning, in the same case.

AP-PO|'l-TJ(VE, a. Applicable. Knatchbull. [R.]

Ap-PRAIE', (ap-praz') v. a. [pretiwm, L.
; apprecier, Fr.] [i.

APPRAISED
; pp. APPRAISING, APPRAISED.] To set a price

upon ;
to estimate the value of; to value. Blackstone.

3= This word is commonly pronounced, and often writ-

ten, apprize; and it was formerly so written by good
English authors, as Lord Bacon, Bp. Hall, &c. Dr. Web-
ster spells it apprize; but the English dictionaries uni-

formly have appraise ; though Todd, after giving the word
appraisement, adds,

"
Formerly and rightly, apprizement."

AP-PRAI$E'MENT, n. Act of appraising ;
valuation. Black-

stone^
AP-PRAI'ER, n. One who sets a price, or appraises.

fAP-PRE-CA'TION, n. [apprecor, L.] Earnest prayer. Bp.
Hall.

'

tAp'PRE-CA-TO-RY, a. Praying or wishing any good. Bp.
Hall.

AP-PRE'CI-A-BLE,* (ap-pr'she-a-bl) a. Capable of being

appreciated or valued. Walker.

AP-PRE'CI-ATE, (ap-pre'she-at) v. a. [apprecier, Fr.] [i.

APPRECIATED
; pp. APPRECIATING, APPRECIATED.] To CS-

timate justly ;
to value.

AP-PRE-CI-A'TIQN, (ap-pre-she-a'shun) n. Valuation.

AP-PRE-HEND', v. a. [apprehendo, L.] [i. APPREHENDED ;

pp. APPREHENDING, APPREHENDED.] To lay hold on by
authority ;

to seize in order for trial
;
to conceive by the

mind
;
to think on with fear.

AP-PRE-HEND',* v. n. To think; to suppose; to imagine.
Jltterbury.

AP-PRE-HEND'ER, n. One who apprehends.
AP-PRE-HEN'SI-BLE, a. That may be apprehended.
AP-PRE-HEN'SION, n. Act of apprehending; seizure for

trial ; conception ;
fear

; suspicion.

AP-PRE-HEN'SIVE, a. Quick to understand
;
fearful.

AP-PRE-HEN'SIVE-LY, ad. In an apprehensive manner.
AP-PRE-HEN'SIVE-NESS, n. The being apprehensive.
AP-PREN'TJCE, (ap-pren'tis) n. [apprenti, Fr.] A person
bound by indenture, for a certain time, to perform services

for a master, receiving in return instruction in his trade or

occupation.
..^P-PREN'TICE, v. a. [i. APPRENTICED ; pp. APPRENTICING,
APPRENTICED.] To bind or put out a? an apprentice.

AP-PREN'TICE-FEE,* n. A pecuniary sum paid to the
master of an apprentice. Blackstone.

tAp-pREN'TlCE-HOOD, (-hud) n. Apprenticeship. Shak.

J\P-PRN'TJCE-SHIP, n. The state or term of being an ap-

prentice. Dio-by.

fAP-PREN'TI-SA/JE, n. Apprenticeship. Bacon.

AP-PRIZE', v. a. [appris, Fr.] [i. APPRIZED ; pp. APPRIZING,
APPRIZED.] To inform ;

to give notice of. Watts. To set

a price upon ;
to appraise. Bp. Hall. See APPRAISE.

tAP-PRIZE', 71. Information. Qower.

J^P-PRIZE'MENT,* n. Act of apprizing; valuation; ap-

praisement. Bacon. See APPRAISE and APPRAISEMENT.
AP-PRIZ'ER,* n. One who apprizes. Bp. Hall.

AP-PROACH', (ap-proch') v. n. [approchcr, Fr.] [i. AP-

PROACHED
; pp. APPROACHING, APPROACHED.] To draw or

come near
;
to approximate.

AP-PRCACH', v. a. To bring or come near to. Temple.
AP-PROACH', n. Act of drawing near; access. (Fort.) A
trench or covered way by which a fortress may be ap-
proached.

AP-PROACH'A-BLE, a. Accessible. Johnson.

AP-PROACH'ER, n. One who approaches. Shale.

AP-PROACH'ING,*P. a. Coming near to
; approximating.

Ap-pRdACH'LESs,* a. That cannot be approached. Ste-

vens.

IAP-PROACH'MENT, n. Act of coming near. Brown.

AP'PRQ-BATE, a. [approbo, L.] [f Approved. Sir T. Elyot.]

(Scotch Law) Approved; accepted. Tomlins.

AP'PRQ-BATE,* v. a. To try ;
to allow

;
to commend ; to

approve.
" The cause of this battle every man did allow

and approbate." Hall, Henry VII. {jc^r This word, once
in use in England, has long been disused. It is, how-
ever, used by the American clergy as a sort of technical

term, in the sense of to license, or to give approbation to

preach. Pickering.
AP-PRQ-BA'TIQN, n. The act of approving ;

state of being
approved ;

commendation ; support.

AP'PRO-BA-TIVE, [ap'prp-ba-tjv, K. Sm. R. Wb. Todd; ap-

pro'ba-tiy, Ja.] a. Approving. Cotgrave.
AP'PRQ-BA-TQR, n. [L.] One who approves. Evelyn. [R.]

AP'PRQ-BA-TQ-RY, [ap'rp-ba-tQ-re, K. Sm. R. Wb. Todd;
ap-ro-ba'to-re, Scott, Ash; a-pro'ba-to-re, Maunder.] a. Ap-
proving. Sheldon.

fAp-pROMPT', TJ. a. To excite; to quicken. Bacon.

JAP-PROOF', 7^ Approbation. Shak.

jAp-PROP'ER-ATE, v. a. [appropero, L.] To hasten. Bailey.

fAP-PRQ-PtpJ'QUATE, TJ. 71. [appropinquo, L.] To draw nigh
unto. Bailey.

fAP-PRQ-PiN-QUA'TiQN, n. Act of approaching. Bp.Hall.
AP-PRO-PINQUE', (ap-pr9-pink') v. a. To approach. Hudi-

bras. [A ludicrous word.]
AP-PRO'PRI-A-BLE, a. That may be appropriated.

AP-PRO'PRI-ATE, v. a. [approprio, low L.l [i. APPROPRIAT-
ED

; pp. APPROPRIATING, APPROPRIATED.] To Consign to

some use
;
to set apart ;

to take as one's own. (Law) To
alienate a benefice.

AP-PRO'PRI-ATE, a. Peculiar; fit; adapted to; suitable.

fAp-FRd'pRJ-ATE, n. Peculiarity. Boyle.

AP-PRO'PRI-ATE-LY, ad. In an appropriate manner.

AP-PR5'PRJ-ATE-NESS, n. duality of being appropriate.

AP-PRO-PRi-i'TlpN
?

n. Act of appropriating; any thing
appropriated ; consignment. (Law) A severing of a ben-
efice ecclesiastical to the use of some religious house, or

dean_and chapter, bishopric, or college. Cowel.

AP-PRo'pRi-A-TlvE,* a. Making appropriation. EC. Rev.

AP-PRO'pRJ-i-TQR, 71. One who appropriates. (Law) One
possessed of an appropriated benefice. Ayliffe.

AP-PRO-PRI'E-TA-RV, . A lay possessor of the profits of a
benefice. Spelman.

AP-PROV'A-BLE, a. Meriting approbation ;
laudable.

AP-PROV'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being approvable.
Browne.

AP-PROV'AL, n. Approbation ;
commendation. Temple.

fAP-PROV'ANCE, n. Approbation. Spenser.

A'P-PROVE'', v. a. [approbo, L.
; approuver, Fr.] [i. AP-

PROVED
; pp. APPROVING, APPROVED.] To like

;
to express

liking to
;
to commend

;
to make worthy. (Law) To in-

crease the profits of; to improve.
AP-PROVED',* (ap-provd') p. a. Examined ;

tried
; accepted.

AP-PROVE'MENT, 71. [Approbation. Hayward.] (Law) Im-

provement; profits of lands. Blackstone.

AP-PROV'ER,W. One who approves. (Law) One who, being
indicted, confesses the fact, and accuses his accomplices.

AP-PROV'ING,* p. a. Affording approbation ; justifying.

fAP-PROX'I-MANT, a. Approaching. Sir E. Dering.
J^P-PROX'I-MATE, a. [ad and proximus, L.] Near to; ap-

proaching. Browne.

AP-PROX'I-MATE, v. a. [i. APPROXIMATED; pp. APPROXI-

MATING, APPROXIMATED.] To cause to come near; to

bring near. Barrow.

AP-PROX'I-MATE, v. n. To come near. Burke.

AP-PROX'I-MATE-LY,* ad. By approximation. Sharpe.

AP-PROX-J-MA'TION, n. Act of approximating; a drawing'

near; approach. (Math.) A continual approach, nearer

still, and nearer, to the quantity sought, but not expected
to be found

;
an approach to equality.

AP-PROX'i-MA-TlVE,*a. Near to; approaching. Ed. Rev.

AP-PROx'i-MA-T'fvE-LY,*a(/. By approximation. Wm. Jacob.

AP'PDLSE, [ap'puls, S.'W. J. E. F. Ja. ; ap-puls', P. K. Sm.

R. Wb.] n. [appulsus, L.] The act of striking against.

(Jlstron?) The approach oftwo luminaries to a conjunction.

AP-PDL'SION,* 7i. The act of striking against. Smart.

AP-POL'SIVE,* a. Striking against. Smart.

AP-ppL'sivE-LY,* ad. In an appulsive manner. Dr. Allen.

AP-PUR'TE-NANCE, n. [appartenance, Fr.] (Law) That
which appertains ; something belonging ;

an adjunct.
Barrow.

AP-PUR'TE-NANT, a. (Law) Joined to. Blackstone.

fAp'Ri-OATE,'a. 7i. [apricor, L.] To bask in the sun. Ray.
fA-PRfg'i-TY, 71. Sunshine. Bailey.
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A'PRI-c5T, n. A stone fruit resembling a peach.
A'PRIL, n. [Aprilis, L.] The fourth month of the year.

A'PRIL-FOOL, n. One imposed upon on the first of April.
Hay.

A'PRIL-FOOL-DAY, n. The first day of April.
A PRI-O'RI,* [L.] (Logic) From the former: a term used

in a method of reasoning when the effect is proved by the
cause. Campbell.

'|A'PRON, (a'_purn) [a'purn, W. P. J. F. K. ; a'prun, S. E. Ja. ;

a'prun: a'purn, colloquially, Sm.] n. A cloth hung be-

fore, to keep the other dress clean
;
a cover worn over

the lap in a chaise ; the fat skin covering the belly of a

goose; a piece of lead covering the touchhole of a great
gun.

JIA'PRONED, (a'pyrnd) a. Wearing an apron. Pope.
||A'PRON-MAN, (a'purn-man) n. A workman; an artificer.

Shak.

P'PRON-STRTUG,* (a'purn-string) n. The string of an
apron. Savage.

AP-RO-POS', (ap-ro-po') ad. [a propos, Fr.] Opportunely.
sir' SIS, n. [at//tV, Gr.] pi. AP'SI-I>E$, or AP'SKK. (Astron.)
Two points of the orbit of a planet, at the greatest and
least distance from the sun and the earth

;
a concave wall

or niche.

APT, a. [aptus, L.] Fit
; having a tendency to

;
inclined to

;

ready ; quick ; qualified for.

|APT, v. a. [apto, L.] To suit ; to adapt ;
to fit. B. Jonson.

|APT'A-BLE, a. Accommodable. Sherwood.

fAp'TATE, v. a. To make fit. Bailey.

AP'TER,* n. An insect. Smart. See APTERAN.
Ap'TE-RA,*n.pl. (Ent.) A class of wingless insects. Ch-abb.

See APTERAN.
AP'TE-RXL,* a. (Arch.) Not having wings or columns. P.

Cyc.

AP'TE-RXN,* n. (Ent.) One of a class of insects without

wings. Brande.

AP'TE-Rtx,* n. (Ornith.) A large bird of New Zealand, al-

most destitute of wings, and valued for its feathers. Shaw.

AP'TE-ROtJs,* a. Fitted to; apteral; not having wings or

membranous expansions. Kirby.

AP'TI-TUDE, n. [Fr.] Fitness
; tendency ; disposition.

IAP-TI-TU'DI-NAL,* a. Fit
;
suitable. Baxter.

tAP-Ti-TU'DJ-NAL-LY,* ad. Suitably ; fitly. Baxter.

APT'LY, ad. Properly ; pertinently ; readily ; acutely.

APT'NESS, n. Fitness ; suitableness
; disposition to any

thing ; quickness of apprehension ; tendency ; aptitude.

AP'TOTE, n. [d and Trrcocnj, Gr.] (Gram.) A noun not de-

clined with cases.

A'PVS*n. [L.] The martinet
;
a constellation. Crabb.

AP-Y-RET'IC,* a. (Med.) Free from fever. Dunglison.
AP'Y-REX-Y,* n. (Med.) Intermission of a fever. Crabb.

Ap'y-ROCsj* a. Not changed by the effect of heat. Brande.

Ji'QUA, (a'kwa) n. [L.] Water : almost Anglicized, in

some compounds, as aqua-vita.
iR 1

Tfs, [a'kwa-for'tis, S. P. Ja. K. Sm. / ak-wa-

jor'tjs, W. J. F. R.} n. [L.] Nitric acid.

JI'QUA-MA-RI'WA, n. [L.] A stone of bluish green ; beryl.

Ji'QUA-Mi-RAB'i-Lfs, n. [L.] A medical water.

Ji'QUA-R]3-GA'ls,n. [L.J Same as aqua-regia.

Ji'QUA-RE'pi-A,n. [L.J Nitro-muriatic acid.
'

RI-UM,* n. A pond, cistern, or place in a garden,
s. Brande.
'he Water-bearer, the

formed for cultivating aquatic plants. Brande.

A-QUA'RI-US, (a-kwa're-us) n. [L.]T
-

'

eleventh sign in the zodiac.

A-QuXT'ic, a. [aquaticus, L.] Relating to or inhabiting water.

A-QuXT'jc,* 71. (Bot.) A plant which grows in the water.

Bryant.
A-QuXT'l-CAL, a. Same as aquatic. Evelyn.
fAQ'UA-TlLE, a. Inhabiting the water. Browne.

\\si'ilUA-TJNT,*n. Same as aqua-tinta. Brande.

\\^i quA-TiN' TA, n. [L. ^ It.] A species of engraving re-

sembling in effect a drawing in India ink. P. Cyc.

\L
r 'QUA-foF-FA'??A,* n. A poisonous fluid. P. Cyc.

HJi'QUA-rF TJB. n. '[L.] Brandy, or spirit of wine. Shak.

AQ'U-DOCT, [ak'we-duktjW. J.F. Ja. Sm./J.fa'kwe-dukt,
S. P. K.} n. [aquaductus, L.] An artificial channel for

water.

fA-QUE'i-TY,_rc. Wateriness. B. Jonson.

A'QXJE-oCs, (a'kwe-us) a. Containing water; watery.
A'QUE-oCs-NESS, n. duality of being aqueous.
A'Quy-FORM,* a. Having the form of water. Kirby.
AQUILA,* (ak'we-la) n. [L.] pi. AQUILJ>. An eagle; a

constellation. Crabb.

JJ-QUi-LE'pf-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants; the colum
bine. P. Cyc.

AQ'm-LfNE, (;ik'we-lln, or ak'we-lln) [ak'we-lln, S. .7. F.

Ja.'; ak'we-lln, W. P. Sm.; ak'we-lin, or ak'we-lln, K.}
a. [aquUinus, L.] Resembling an eagle ; hooked, as an

eagle's beak.

AQ'UI-LON, (ak'we-lon) 71. [aquilo, L.] The north wind.
Sha~k.

fA-QuosE', (a-kwos')fl. [aqua, L.] Watery. Bailey.

A-QU6s'j-TY, (a-kwos'e-te) n. Wateriness. Bailey.
A. R. stands for anno regni ; that is, the year of the reign.

ARE

A'RAB, or AR'AB, [a'rab, K. Ash; ar'ab, Earnshaw.'] n. A
native of Arabia.

AR'A-BESQUE, (ar'a-bcsk) a.
[arabesque, Fr.] Relating to

the Arabs, and applied to fancy ornaments of foliage,

plants, &c.

AR'A-BESQUE, (ar'a-bSsk) TJ. [t The Arabic language.
Guthric.] A capricious or heterogeneous species of orna-
ment or flower-work. P. Cyc.

A-RA'BI-AN, . Relating to Arabia. Sir T. Herbert.

A-RA'B}-AN, n. A native of Arabia; an Arab. Isaiah xiii.

AR'A-BJC, a. Relating to Arabia
;
Arabian.

AR'A-BIC, n. The language of Arabia. Wurthington.
A-RAB'I-CAL, a. Arabian

; Arabic. Sheltort.

A-RXB'i-CAL-LY, ad. In the Arabian manner. Sir T. Her-
bert.

AR'A-BfN,* 71. (Chem.) The principle which forms the base
of all gums. Francis.

AR'A-BJ'M,* n. An Arabic word, phrase, or idiom. A*h.

AR'A-BYST,* n. One versed in Arabic literature. Knowles.

AR'A-BLE, a. [arabilis, L.] Fit for the plough or tillage.

AR'^-BY, n. The country of Arabia. Milton. [Poetical.]
A-RA'CEOUS,* (a-ra'shus) a. (Bot.) Noting a genus of acrid

endogens. Brande.
n. See ARRACH.
',* 7i, The earth-nut

;
a kind of pulse. P. Cyc.

7i, pi. (Ent.) A class of small animals,
including spiders, mites, and scorpions. P. Cyc.

-RXjeti'Ni-DXN,* 7i. (Ent.) One of the arachnida
;
a spi-

der. (Geol.) A fossil spider or scorpion. Buckland.

A-RlH'KOll>,* n. (Anat.) A tunic of the vitreous humor
of the eye ;

a thin, transparent membrane between the

pia mater and dura mater. Brande.

A-RXH'jv6iD,* a. (Anat. &, Hot.) Relating to an arach-
noid

; resembling a spider's web. P. Cyc.

R-Apii-nol'DEf}, n. pi [dpaxw and itJoj, Gr.] (Anat.)
See ARACHNOID.

AR-AH-:N6L'Q-jG'fST,*7i. One versed in arachnology. Kirby.

AR-AJEH-NOL'Q-JGY,* n. The science of the arachnida.

Kirby.
ARAIGNEE, (ar-an'ya) n. [Fr.] A spider. (Fort.) A

branch, return, or gallery of a mine. Bailey.

tA-RAl?E', (a-raz') v. a. To raise. Shak.

AR-A-M.E'AN,* ) a. Relating to Aram, or the Chaldees. P.

AR-A-MA'IC,* \ Cyc.

AR-A-NEI'DA'N,* n. (Ent.) A species of spider. Kirby.
A-RA'NE-OUS, a. [aranea, L.] Resembling a cobweb.
A-RXN'Gd,*ji. A species of bead made of rough cornelian.
'

McCulloch.

A-RA'TIQN, n. [aratio, L.] Act of ploughing. Cowley. [R.]

fAR'A-Tp-Ry, a. That contributes to tillage. Bailey.

A-RAU-CA'RI-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of gigantic firs. P.

Cyc.
AR'BA-LTsT, n. A crossbow. Camden. See ARCUBALIST.

AR'BA-LIST-ER, n. A crossbow-man. Speed. [R.]

AR'BI-TER, n. [L.] One appointed to decide a point in dis-

pute; an arbitrator; a judge.
IAR'BI-TER, v. a. To judge. Huloet.

AR'BI-TRA-BLE, (ar'be-tra-bl) a. Arbitrary} depending up-
on the will

;
determinable. Bp. Hall.

fAR'Bl-TRAjGE,*7i. Arbitration. Sir Wm. Temple.
AR-BlT'RA-MENT, n. Will

;
determination

;
choice. Milton.

AR'BI-TRA-RI-LY, ad. In an arbitrary manner.

AR'BI-TRA-RI-NESS, n. Quality of being arbitrary.

fAR-Bl-TRA'RI-OUS, a. Arbitrary ; despotic. More.

tAR-BJ-TRA'Ri-oOs-LY, ad. Arbitrarily. Glanville.

AR'BI-TRA-RY, a. Bound by no rule or law
; depending on

the will j despotic ;
absolute

; voluntary.
AR'BI-TRATE, v. a.

[i.
ARBITRATED

; pp. ARBITRATING, AR-

BITRATED. ] To decide
;
to judge of.

AR'BI-TRATE, r. n. To give judgment. South.

AR-BI-TRA'TIQN, n. Act of arbitrating. (Law) The in

vestigation and determination of a cause by an unofficial

person, or by persons mutually chosen by the contending
parties ;

arbitrament.

AR-BI-TRA'TIQN-BOND,* n. (Law} A solemn obligation to

submit to an award. Blackstone.

AR'BI-TRA-TQR, n. An umpire; a judge. (Law) A per-
son chosen by parties at variance to determine a matter
in dispute.

AR-BI-TRA'TRIX, n. A female judge. Sherwood.

AR-BiT'RE-MENT,7i. Decision
; determination; award. See

ARBITRAMENT.
AR'BI-TRESS, n. A female arbiter. Milton.

AR'BQR, n. [arbor, L., a tree.] A place covered with
branches of trees; a bower: the axis or spindle on
which a wheel turns.

fAR'BQ-RA-RY, a. Belonging to a tree. Bailey.

JAR'BO-RA-TQR, n. A planter of trees. Evelyn.

AR'BORED,* ('ar'burd) a. Furnished with an arbor. Pollok.

AR-Bd'RE-oGs, a. Belonging to or growing on trees.

AR-BQ-RES'9ENT, a. Growing like a tree
;
dendritic. Ev-

elyn.

AR'BO-RET, n. [arbor, L.l A small tree or shrub. Milton.

JJR-BO-RE'TUM,*n. [L.JpZ. L. AR-BQ-RE 1 TA ; Eng. AR-

E, I, 0, U, Y, long} X, E, *, 6, 0, Y, short} A, E, I, 0, V, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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?. A place whore trees grow ;
a plantation of

trees or shrubs. London.

fAR-BOR'f-CAL, a. Relating to trees. Howell.

R-BO-Ri-cDLT'y-RAL,* a. Relating to arboriculture. Lou-
don.

AR-BO-RI-CULT'URE,* n. The art of cultivating trees and
shrubs. Brande.

AR-BO-Ri-cQl.T'y-RlST,* n. One who practises arboricul-
ture. London.

AR'BOR-IST, n. One who makes trees his study. Howell.

AR'BC-ROUS, a. Belonging to a tree. Milton.

AR'BOR-VINE, n. A species of bind-weed.
'AR'BQR-Vl'TJE* n. [L.] (Bot.) An evergreen tree. Crabb.

AR'BUS-CLE, (ar'bus-sl) n. [arbuscu'a, L.] A little tree or
shrub.

AR-BDs'TiVE,*a. Covered with shrubs. Smart.

AR-BU&ITUM,* n. [L.] An orchard, hopyard, or vineyard.
Crabb.

AR'BUTE, n. [arbutus, L.] A genus of evergreen trees
;
the

strawberry-tree.
AR-BU'TE-AN, a. Relating to the arbute. Evelyn.
ARC, 7t. [arcitf, L.

; arc, Fr.] A segment of a circle; any
part of a curve line

;
an arch.

AR'CA,* 7i. (Zool.) A Linmean genus of vermes. Brande.

AR-CADE', n. [Fr.] (Arch.) A series of arches crowned
with a roaf or ceiling, with a walk or passage underneath ;

a small arch within a building.
AR-CAD'ED,* a. Furnished with an arcade. P. Mag.
AR-CA'DI-AN, a. Relating to Arcadia. Milton.

AR'CA-DY, n. The country of Arcadia. Milton.

fAR-CANE', a. [arcanus, L.] Secret; mysterious. Bp.
'Berkeley.

AR-CA'NUM,n. [L.] pl.AR-CA'NA. A secret
; particularly,'

a secret recipe or remedy. Swift.

AR-CES'THI-DA,* n. (Bot.) A small cone whose scales be-
come succulent, and form a fleshy ball. Brande.

ARCH, n. [arcus, L.
; arc, Fr.] pi. XRCH'E. Part of a cir-

cle or ellipse ;
an arc

; a concave or hollow structure sup-
ported

|
by its own curve

;
the sky, or vault of heaven.

ARCH, v. a. [i. ARCHED ; pp. ARCHING, ARCHED.] To form
or shape as an arch

;
to build arches

; to form into arches.

ARCH, a.
JVipxoj, Gr.] Chief; of the first class. Shak. Wag-

gish ;
mirthful

;
shrewd. Swift.

ARCH, in composition, signifies chief, or of the first class
;

as, archangel, archbishop.

ARCH-A-BOM-J-NA'TIQN,* n. A chief abomination. E. Ev-
erett.

AR-jeHJE-oG'RA-PHY,* n. A writing or treatise on antiqui-
ty. Elmes.

AR-j0H,E-9-L6'9l-AN,* n. An archaeologist. J. Murray,
a. Relating to archaeology.
AL,* a. Relating to archaeology. Ash.

,* n. One versed in archaeology. Sea-

ger.

AR-H.K-OL.'O-O-Y, 7i. [dpxaTog and \6yos, Gr.] Learning
in, or knowledge of, ancient things; a discourse on an-

tiquity; antiquities.

AR-j0HA'ic, a. Old
;
ancient

; gone or growing out of use.
Dawson.

AR-HA'l-CAIi,* a. Same as archaic. Hunter.

AR'jEHA-I$M, n. [dp%ai'o75?, Gr.] An ancient phrase or id-

iom. Watts.

AR!H-AN'9Ei,,ra. One of the highest order of angels: a
plant called dead nettle.

ARH-AN-(}iJt,'ic, a. Belonging to archangels. Milton.

ARCH-A-POS'TL,E, (arch-a-pos'sl) n. Chief apostle. Trapp.
ARCH-AR'JBHI-TECT, n. The highest architect. Sylvester.

ARCH-BEA'CON, (arch-be'kn) n. Chief place of prospect.

ARCH-BfSH'pp, n. The primate of a province containing
several dioceses

;
a bishop of the first class, who superin-

tends the conduct of other bishops, his suffragans ;
a met-

ropolitan.

ARCH-BfsH'op-Ric, n. The state, jurisdiction, or province
of an archbishop.

ARCH-BSTCH'ER, TO. Chief mender. [Ironical.] Bp. Corbet.

'ARCH-BUF-FodN',* n. The chief buffoon. Scott.

ARCH-BulLD'ER, (arch-bild'er) n. Chief builder. Harmar.
ARCH-BDT'LER,* n. The chief butler: formerly an of-

ficer of the German empire. Ash.

ARCH-CHAM'BER-LAIN,* n. Formerly a high officer of the
German empire. Ash.

ARCH-CHAN'CEL-LQR,* n. A great officer, who formerly
presided over the secretaries of a court. Ash.

ARCH-CHANT'ER, n. The chief chanter.

ARCH-^HEM'IC, a. Of the highest chemic power. Milton.

ARCH-CON-SPIR'A-TOR, n. A principal conspirator. Maun-
drell.

ARCH-CRtT'lC, n. The chief critic. Tr. of Boccalini.

ARCH-DEA'CON, (arch-de'kn) n. [archidiaconus, L.] A sub-
stitute for a bishop, or one who supplies the bishop's place
and office.

ARCH-DEA'CON-RY, ('arch-de'kn-re) n. The office, jurisdic-

tion, or residence of an archdeacon.

ARCH-DEA'CON-SHIP, n. The office of an archdeacon.

ARCII-DI'O-CESE * n. The diocese of an archbishop. Gent.

,Mag.
ARCH-Di-vlNE', n. A principal theologian. Burton.

ARCH-DRtVlD,* 71. The chief of the Druids. Ash.

ARCH-DU'CAL, a. Belonging to an archduke. Outhrie.

ARCH-oCcH'Ess, 7i. The wife of an archduke; the daugh-
ter of the emperor of Austria.

ARCH-DOCH'Y,* 71. The territory of an archduke or arch-
duchess. Butler.

ARCH-DUKE', n. A title given to some sovereign princes,
as of Austria. Carew.

ARCH-DUKE 'DQM, n. The territory of an archduke.

ARCH'ED, (arch'ed, or archt) [arch'ed, S. W.Ja. .; archt,
Sm. K.] a. Having the form of an arch. Shak. JJ^This
word is colloquially pronounced archt.

ARCH-EN'E-MY, n. A chief enemy. Milton.

ARCH'ER, n. [archer, Fr.] One who shoots with a bow.
Shak.'

ARCH'ER-ESS, n. She that shoots with a bow. Fanshawe.

ARCH'E-RY, n. The skill or practice of an archer
;
the use

of the bow.
ARCH'ES-COURT, (arch'ez-kort) n. An ecclesiastical court

belonging to the archbishop of Canterbury, so called from
Bow Church, or St. Mary-Ze-Aow, or de arcubus, in London,
where it was anciently held.

AR-HE-TY'PAL,, a. Original. JVorris.

AR'jeHE-TYPE, n. [archetypum, L.] The original of which
any copy or resemblance is made.

AR-JEHE-TYP'I-CAL,* a. Relating to an archetype. War-
burton.

ARCH-EJJ'NUJBH,* n. The chief of the eunuchs. Ash.

JlR-pHE'ijs, n. (Alchemy) According to Paracelsus, the
'

primum mobile, or original principle in nature pervading
all things. Crabb.

ARCH-FEL'ON, n. The chief of felons. Milton.

ARCH-FIEND', ('arch-fend') n. The chief of fiends. Milton.

fARCH-FLA'MEN, 7i. Chief priest. Sir T. Herbert.

ARCH-FL,XT'TER-ER, n. The principal flatterer. Bacon.

ARCH-FOUND'ER, n. The chief founder. Milton.

ARCH-FRIEND',* n. A principal or chief friend. Arbuihnot

ARCH-G6v'ERN-OR, n. The chief governor.
ARCH-HER'E-SY, n. The greatest heresy. Butler.

ARCH-HER'E-Tlc, n. Chief heretic. Pearson.

ARCH-HYP'Q-CRtTE, n. A great hypocrite. Fuller.

AR-jBHl'A-TER, [ar-kl'a-ter, K. Todd, Maunder ; ilr-ke-a'ter,

Ash, Crabb.] n. [archiatre, Fr.] A chief physician, or a

physician to a sovereign.
AR'HJ-CAL, a. [dpxiKos, Gr.] Chief; primary. Hallywell.

AR-JBHI-DI-XC'Q-NAL, a. Belonging to an archdeacon. Wot-
ton.

AR-Hi-E-pls'cp-PA-CY, n. The state of an archbishop.
AR-iBHl-E-pIs'co-PAL,, (ar-ke-e-pis'k<?-pril) a. [archiepisco-

pus, L.] Belonging to an archbishop. Bp.Hall.
AR-jBHi-E-pIs'cc-PATE,* n. The office or jurisdiction of
an archbishop ;

an archbishopric. Ch. Ob.

AR-j0HtG'RA-PHER,* n. The head secretary. Dr. Black.

AR'CHIL*, or AR'^HJL,* far'chil,
Sm. ; ar'kjl, Wb. ; ar'chjl,

or 'ar'kjl, K.] n. A species of lichen
;
a violet-red paste

used in dyeing ;
orchil Ure.

AR-jBHi-LO'jeHi-AN,* n. Relating to Archilochus, or a kind
of verse named from him. Crabb.

AR-JBHI-MXN'DRITE, n. A Syriac word for monk or ab-
bot. 'Crabb.

ARCH'ING,* p. a. Having the form of an arch; vaulted.

Pope.

AR-jeHi-PE-LXg'jC,* a. Relating to an archipelago. Ed.
Rev.

AR-JBHI-PEL'A-GO,* [ar-ke-pel'a-go, W. J. E. F. K. Sm.;
'arch-e-peVa-go, Eamshaw.] n. A sea which abounds in
small islands

;
the modern name of the JEgean Sea. P. Cyc.

AR'jEHl-TficT, n. [architectus, L.] A professor of the art

of building ;
a chief or master builder ;

a contriver or
former.

AR-jeHl-TEC'TlVE, a. Used in architecture. Derham.
AR-JEHI-TEC-TON'IC, a. Skilled in architecture. Boyle.

fAR-jBHi-TEC-TON'i-CAL, n. That which forms or builda

any thing. Fotherby.

AR-JEHI-TEC-TON'I-CAL, a. Relating to architecture.

fAR'jBHl-TEC-TQR, n. A builder. Austin.

fAR'jEHl-TEC -TRESS, TO. She who builds. Wotton.

AR-jEHl-TECT'v-RAL, a. Relating to architecture. Warton.

AR'HJ-TECT-VRE, (ar'ke-tekt-yur) n. The art or science
of building ;

the effect of the science.

AR'JBHI-TRAVE, n. [dp^fi, Gr., and trabs, L.] (Arch.) The
chief beam, or that part of a column which lies imme-
diately upon the capital, and is the lowest member of the
entablature.

AR-HI'VAL,* a. Relating to archives. Gent. Mag.
ARCHIVE, TO. [archivum, L.; archive, Fr.] pi. XR'JBHIVE?,

[ar'klvz, S. W. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; ar'kevz, J. ; ar'chevz,
orar'kevz, P.] A repository of ancient or public records
of a state or community ;

the records themselves : rare-

ly used in the singular.
n. A keeper of archives. Rees's Cyc.
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IR'JEHI-VOLT,* n. (Arch.) The ornamented band of mould-
ings round the voussoirs or arch stones of an arch, which
terminates horizontally upon the impost. Brande.

ARCH'LIKE, a. Built like an arch. Young.
ARCH'LUTE,* n. (Mus.) A large lute, or double-stringed
theorbo, formerly used by the Italians for bass. P. Cyc.

ARCH'LY, ad. Shrewdly ; jocosely. Thyer.

ARCH-MA-^F'ciAN, (arch-ma-jish'an) n. Chief magician.
ARCH-M6CK', n. Principal mockery or jest. Shak.

ARCH'NESS,7i. Shrewdness; sly humor. Dr. Warton.

AR'pHftN,n. [apxwv, Gr.] The chief magistrate of ancient
Athens.

AR'jeHQN-SHlP,* n. The office of archon. Mitford.

ARCH-PAS'TQR, n. "The Shepherd and Bishop of our
souls." Barrow.

ARCH-PHI-LOS'Q-PHER, n. Chief philosopher. Hooker.

ARCH-PlL'LAR, n. The main pillar. Harmar.

ARCH-PO'ET, n. The principal poet by repute. Pope.

ARCH-POL-i-Ti"ciAN, (arch-pol-e-tish'an) n. Chief poli-
tician.

ARCH-PREL'ATE, n. Chief prelate. Hooker.

ARCH-PRES'BY-TER, n. Chief presbyter. Ayliffe.

ARCH-PRE$'BY-TER-Y, n. The absolute dominion of pres-

bytery. Milton.

ARCH-PRIEST', (arch-prest') n. Chief priest. Ayliffe.

ARCH-PRIEST'ESS,* n. A chief priestess. Holdsworth.

ARCH-PRI'MATE, n. The primate over other primates ;
as

the archbishop of Canterbury over the archbishop of York.

ARCH-PROPH'ET, n. Chief prophet. Warton.

ARCH-PROT'ES-TANT, n. A principal Protestant.

ARCH-PCB'LI-CAN, n. Chief publican. Bp. Hall.

ARdi-RfiB'EL, n. A principal rebel. Milton.

ARCH-SAINT',* ?i. A principal or chief saint. Drayton.
JARCH-SEE',* 7i. The see of an archbishop. Drayton.
ARCH'STONE,* n. A stone forming an arch. Lydl.
ARCH-TRAI'TQR, n. A distinguished traitor. HaJcewUl.

ARCH-TREA'yR-ER, (arch-trezh'ur-er) n. High treasurer.

Outhrie.

ARCH-TY'RANT, n. The principal tyrant. Bp. Hall.

ARCH-vlfL'LAiN, n. An extraordinary villain. Shak.

ARCH-vlL'LAN-Y, n. Great villany. Beaum. Sf FU
ARCH'WAY,* n. An entrance or passage under an arch.

Tweddell.

ARCH-WIFE', n. A wife of a person of high rank. Chaucer.

ARCH'WI$E, ad. In the form of an arch. Ayliffe.

ARCH'WORK,* (-wiirk) n. Formation of arches. Jodrell.

ARCH'YJ a. Resembling or having arches ; arching. Todd.

[R.]

fAR-clT'E-NENT, a. [arcitenens, L.] Bow-bearing. Bailey.

AR'CQ-GRXPH,* n. An instrument for drawing a circular

arc without the use of a central point. Francis.

ARC-TA'TIQN, n. [arcto, L.] Confinement; constipation.

Bailey.

ARC'TIC, a. [arcticus, L.] Northern
; lying under the Arc-

tos, or Bear. Arctic circle, one of the less circles, 23.^ de-

grees from the north pole, and forming the southern limit

of the frigid zone.

ARC-Tc-sTAPii'Y-Los,*7i. (Bat.) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

ARC-TU'RTJS,* n. [L.] (Astron.) A star of the first mag-
nitude. Crabb.

AR'cy-ATE, a. [arcuatus, L.] Bent in the form of a bow.

fAR'cy-A-TlLE, a. Bent; inflected. Bailey.

AR-CV-A'TIC-N, n. The act of bending; curvity (Hort.)
The raising of plants or trees by layers.

fAR'cy-A-TURE, 7i. The curvature of an arch. Bailey.

AR'cy-BA-LtST, 7i. [arcubalista, L.] A crossbow; an en-

gine to throw stones.

AR-cu-BA-Lls'TER, [ar-ku-bal'js-ter, S. W. P. ; ar'ku-bal-

is-ter, Ja. ; ar-ku-ba-lis'ter, K. Sm. Wb.} n. A crossbow-
man.

ARD [Sax.] signifies natural disposition ; as,
"
Goddard,"

a divine temper ;

"
Reinard," a sincere temper; "Bern-

ard," filial affection. Oibson.

%R'DE-A*n. [L.] (Ornith.) The heron; a genus of birds.

P. Cyc.
AR'DEN-CY, n. Ardor; eagerness ;

heat. Sir T. Herbert.

AR'DENT, a. [ardens, L.] Having ardor; hot; burning;
fiery ;

vehement ; eager.

AR'DENT-LY, ad. In an ardent manner; eagerly.

AR'DENT-NESS, n. The quality of being ardent. Sherwood.

AR'DQR, 7i. [ardor, L.] Heat; zeal ; heat of affection.

fAR-DO'l-TY, . Height; difficulty. Bailey.

AR'DV-oDs, [ar'du-iis, S. P. J. F. Ja. R. ; ar'ju-us, W.] [ar-

duus, L.] a. Lofty ;
hard to climb or execute ; difficult.

AR'Dy-oDs-LY,* <*d. In an arduous manner. Smart.

AR'DU-oOs-NESS, n. Height ; difficulty.

ARE, far, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.} The indicative

mode, present tense, plural number, of the verb to be.

See BE.

A-RE, (a-ra') [It.] (Mus.) Ji la mi re, one of the eight notes

of the scale. Shak.

i'RE-A, n. [L.] pi. A'RE-AS. The surface or superficial
content

; any open or flat surface contained between any
lines.
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fA-READ', or A-REED', v. a. To advise
;
to direct. Spenser

A-RE'CA,* n. (But.) The betel-nut tree
;
a species of palm'

P.JCyc.
A-REI.K', ad. In a reeking condition. Swift.

AR-E-FAC'TIQN, n. [arefacio, L.] Act of growing dry
Bacon.

AR'E_-FY, v. a. To dry. Bacon. [R.]_
A-RE'jyA,n. [L.,sa7irf.] pi. L. A-RE'lf^:. Eng A-RE'NA?.
A space covered with sand for the exhibition of combats,
as in an amphitheatre ;

level ground, or space, as for

combatants.

AR-E-NA'cEoys, (ar-e-na'shus) a. Sandy. Browne.

AR-E-NA'RJ-OUS,* a. Relating to or partaking of sand.
London.

AR-E-NA'TIQN, n. A sort of dry sand bath. Bailey.

A-REN'DA-LlTE,* n. (Mm.) Another name for epidote.
Dana.

AR'ENG,* n. (Bot.) One of the palms that produce sago.
P.' Cyc.

A-REN-j-LtT'lc,* a. Relating to sandstone. Smart.

AR-E-NOSE', a. Sandy. Bailey. [R.]

fA-RjiN'y-LOus, a. Full of sand ; gravelly. Bailey.

A-RE'Q-LA,* [a-r5'9-la, K. Ash, Brande, Maunder ; ar'e-o-la,
Crabb ; ar-e-o'la, Wb.} n. [L.] (Anat.) The colored circle

which surrounds the nipple of the breast. Crabb.

A-RE'Q-LAR,* a. Relating to or like an areola. Lawrence.

A-RE'Q-LATE,* a. Having small spaces or areolations.
Brande.

AR-E-Q-LA'TIQN,* n. A small space bounded by something
_
different in color, texture, &c. Brande.

A-RE-OM'E-TER, n. [areometre, Fr.] An instrument to

measure the density or specific gravity of liquids or
fluids.

A-RE-OM'E-TRY,* n. The art of measuring the specific

gravity of fluids. Francis.

A-RE-op'A-GtsT,* 7i. A member of the Areopagus. P.Mag:
A-RE-OP'A-^JTE, n. A judge in the court of Areopagus.
A-RE-op-A-^iT'jc,* a. Relating to the Areopagus. Knowles.

A-RE-6p'A-GDs, n. ['Apsionayoi, Gr.] The highest court

_of judicature at ancient Athens, held on Mars' Hill.

fA-RE-oT'jc, a. Efficacious in opening the pores. Bailey.
AR-E-THU' SA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants; a flower.

Ed. Encyc.
'

tAR-E-TOL'Q-Gy, n. [/>rrj and Xe^o), Gr.] The doctrine
of virtue

;
a discourse concerning virtue. Diet.

ARF-WED'SQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A species of hornblende.
Dana.

AR'GAL, n. Hard lees or tartar in wine vessels. Bailey.

fAR'GAL,* ad. A corruption of the Latin ergo ; therefore.

Shak.

AR'GAND,* a. Applied to a large kind of lamp, (so named
from its inventor,) having a circular wick so constructed
as to admit a greater quantity of air to the flame than can
be done in the common way. P. Cyc.

AR-PE-MO'NE,* n. [Gr.] (Bot.) A small genus of poppies.
P. Cyc.

AR'GENT, 7i. [argentum, L.] (Her.) One of the metals em-
ployed in blazonry ;

white or silver color in coats of arms.

AR'GENT, a. Made of silver
; bright like silver. Milton.

AR-GEN'TAL,* a. Consisting of silver. Cleaveland.

AR'^EN-TATE,* n. (Chem.) Acombination of argentic acid
with some other substance. Brande.

AR-GEN-TA'TIQN, n. An overlaying with silver. Bai-

ley.

'

[R.]

AR'GENT-HORNED,(ar'jent-hornd) a. Silver-horned.

AR-9EN'Tic ?

* a. Relating to or obtained from silver. Ure.

AR-GEN-TiF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing silver. Maunder.

HAR'GEN-TINE, [ar'jen-tln, Ja. K. Wb.\ ar'jen-tin, Sm. ; ar-

jen'tin, Ash.] a. Relating to or like silver ; sounding like

silver.

||AR'GEN-TiNE,*7t. (Min.) Nacreous carbonate of lime, so
called from its silvery lustre. Brande.

fAR'GEN-TRY, 7i. Materials of silver. Howell.

AR'GIL, n. [arg-illa, L.] (Min.) Potter's clay ; argillaceous
earth ; alumina. [clayey. ,

AR-GlL-LA'cEoys, (ar-jil-la'shus) a. Containing clay;

AR-^IL-LIF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing clay. Smart.

AR'^iL-LlTE,* n. (Min.) A species of clay-slate. Crabb.

AR-9JL-LlT'lc,* a. Relating to argillite. Smart.

AR-qaL'Lp-AR-E-NA'cEoys,* (-shus) a. Containing clay
and sand. De la Beche

AR-GIL'LP-CAL-CA'RE-ODS,* a. Containing clay and lime.

Thomson.

AR'GIL-LQ-CAL'CITE,* n. (Min.) A species of calcareous
earth. Smart.

AR-Gi[L'LQ-FER-Ru'GiN-oi;s,*a. Containing clay and iron.

De la Beche.

AR'GJL-LQ-MU'RITE,* n. Magnesia obtained from salt.

Knowles.

AR-GiL'Loys, [ar-jll'us, S. W. P. Ja. K. ; ar'jjl-us, Sm.] a.

Consisting of clay. Brown.

AR'Gd,*n. [Gr.] The ship in which Jason sailed to Col-
chis in search of the golden fleece

;
a ship ;

a constella-

tion. Mitford.
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X.R/G5L,* n. Tartar of wine; an acidulous, concrete salt,
which is deposited by wine, and used by dyers as a mor-
dant. P. Cyc.

AR'GO-NAUT,* n. One of the companions of Jason, in the

ship Argo, in the voyage to Colchis. Mitford. A shell-fish.

Brandc.

JR-GO-NAU'TA,* n. [L.] (Conch.) A genus of shell-fish.

Crabb.

AR-GO-NAU'TIC,* a. Relating to the Argonauts. Ency.
AR'GO-SY, n. [Argo, the name of Jason's ship.] A large
merchant vessel

;
a carack. Shak.

AR'GU-A-BLE,* a. That may be argued; admitting argu-
ment/^/. Rev.

AR'GVE, (ar'gu) v. n. [arguo, L.] [i. ARGUED ',pp. ARGUING,
ARGUED.] To use or apply arguments ; to reason ;

to dispute.

AR'GUE, v. a. To prove by argument ;
to debate

;
to reason

upon.
AR'GU-ER, 71. One who argues.

AR'GU-FY,*TJ. n. To import; to have weight as an argu-
ment. Forby. [Provincial.] v. a. To argue. [Vulgar.]

AR'GU-ING, n. A reasoning; argument.
AR'GV-MENT, n. A reason alleged ;

a syllogism ; a reason
;

proof; a process of reasoning; a plea; the subject of any
discourse

;
the contents of any work

;
a controversy ;

a

disputation. (Astron.) The angle or quantity on which
a series of numbers in a table depends.

fXR'GU-MENT, v. n. To reason
; to discourse. Gower.

AR-GU-MENT'A-BLE,*a. Admitting of argument. Dr. Th.
Chalmers. [R.]

AR-GU-MENT'AL, a. Relating to arguments. Pope.
XR-GU-MENT-A'TIQN, n. A process of reasoning.
AR-Glj-MENT'A-TtVE, a. Consisting ofargument ; reasoning.
AR-GV-MENT'A-TlvE-LY,ad. In an argumentative manner.

AR-GV-MENT'A-TlVE-NESS,* n. State of being argumenta-
tive. Dr. Mien.

tAR'GV-MENT-iZE,r. n. To debate. Mannyngham.
AR'GUS,* n. [L.] A watchful person, so named from the

fabled Argus, who had a hundred eyes. Smart.

AR'GVS-SHELL * n. (Conch.') A beautiful porcelain shell.

Hill.

tAR-GUTE', a. [argutus, L.] Subtle
; witty; shrill. Barrow.

JAR-GUTE'NESS, n. Wittiness ; acuteness. Dryden.
A'Ri-A, n. [It.] (Mus.) An air, song, or tune.

A'RI-AN, n. One of the followers of Arius, who denied the

equality of the Father and Son, but taught that Christ
was the greatest of created beings.

A'RI-AN, a. Belonging to Arius or Arianism. Trapp.
A'RI-AN-1$M, n. The doctrines of Arius. Leslie.

A'RJ-AN-iZE,t;. n. To admit the tenets of Arianism. Worth-

ington._
A'RI-AN-IZE,* v. a. To render conformable to Arianism.

Ch. 'Ob.

AR'JD, a. [aridus, L.] Dry ; parched with heat.

AR'i-DXs,* n. A kind of East India taffeta. Ash.

A-RfD'i-TY, n. Dryness ;
want of moisture.

.l'Ri-E$,n. [L.] The Ram; the first vernal sign; one of
the twelve signs of the zodiac.

tAR'j-E-TATE, [ar'e-e-tat, S. P. K. Sm. Jlsh; a-ri'e-tat, W.
Johnson.] v. n. [arieto, L.] To butt like a ram. Bailey.

AR-I-E-TA'TIQN, ?i. Act of butting ;
act of using the bat-

tering-ram ; percussion. Bacon. [R.]
AR-I^ETJ TA, n.

[It.] (Mus.~) A short air, song, or tune.

A-RIGHT', (a-rlt') ad. Rightly ;
without fault.

AR'IL,* n. (Bot.) A peculiar wrapper of some seeds. P. Cyc.
AR'IL-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Relating to or formed like an aril.

Loudon.

R-i-<:>D'_E-j;,*n.pl. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

AR-I-O-LA'TIQN, n. [hariolus, L.] Soothsaying. Browne. See
HARIOLATION.

AR-I-O'SO, (ar-e-5's5) [It.] (Mas.) In the style of an air ;

gayly.
A-RlE', ?. n. [i. AROSE; pp. ARISING, ARISEN.] To mount
upward ;

to get up ;
to come into view

;
to ascend

;
to

rise ;
to revive from death

; to proceed from.

jt-Rjs'TA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The beard or awn of grasses or
'

of corn. P. Cyc.

AR'IS-TJVRJEH,* n. A good man in power. Sir W. Scott. A
severe critic. Knowles.

fAR'JS-TAR-;HY, n. [apivros and dptf, Gr.] A body of

good men in power. Harrington.
A-Rts'TATE,* a. (Bot.) Bearded, as the glumes of barley.

London^
AR-IS-TK'A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

AR-IS-TOC'RA-CY, n. [apioros and KPUTEM, Gr.] A form of

government which places the supreme power in the no-
bles or principal persons of a state

;
the principal persons

of a state or town ;
the nobility ; gentry.

A-Rts'TO-CRlT, or AR'IS-T<?-CRXT, [ar-is-to-krat', W. P. ;

ar'is-t9-krat, Ja. Sm. R. ; aVjs-to-kr&t, or a-rls'to-krat, K. ;

a-ris'to-krat, Wb.] n. One who supports or favors aris-

tocracy ;
a haughty or overbearing person. Burke.

AR-IS-TO-CRXT'|C, ) a. Relating to or partaking of ar-

AR-IS-TO-CRXT'J-CAL, \ istocracy; haughty: common-
i ly used in an ill sense.

AR-IS-TO-CRXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an aristocratical man-
ner.

AR-IS-TQ-CRXT'I-CAL,-NESS, n. An aristocratical slate.

AR-JS-TOC'RA-TIZE',* v. a. To render aristocratic. Qu.
Rev. [R.l

fAR-ls-TOC'RA-TY, n. Same as aristocracy. Burton.

A-RJs-TO-z.d'pHi-A,* n. (Bot.) A plant; the Virginia'

snakeroot. P. Cyc.

AR-IS-TO-PHXN'IC,* a. Relating to Aristophanes. Beck.

AR-IS-TQ-TE'LI-AN, a. Relating to Aristotle.

AR-IS-TO-TE'M-AN, r>. A follower of Aristotle. Sandys.
AR-IS-T<?-TE'L,I-AN-I$M,* n. The doctrine or philosophy of

Aristotle. Coleridge.

XR-IS-TO-TEL'IC, a. Relating to Aristotle. Warton.

R^TH'MAN-CY, [a-rith'inan-se, S. W. Ja. ; ar'jtn-man-se,

Wb.] n. [dptdfUtf and pai/rcia, Gr.] n. Divination by
numbers. Bailey.

A-RiTH'ME-Ti'c, re. [dpiO^s and //crpec.), Gr.] The science
of numbers, or that part of mathematics which treats of
the properties of numbers.

AR-ITH-MET'I-CAL, a. Relating or according to arithmetic.

AR-JTH-MET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an arithmetical manner.

A-RiTH-ME-Ti"ciAN, (a-rith-me-tish'an) n. One versed in

arithmetic.

ARK, n. [area, L.] A chest or close vessel
; the repository

of the Israelitish covenant
;
a close, large vessel or ship ;

usually applied to that in which Noah and his family
were preserved : a large raft, or rudely-formed boat.

ARK'ITE,* a. Relating to the ark. Bryant.

ARLE,* 71. pi. Earnest money given to servants. Jameson.

ARM, 71. [armusj L.] The limb which reaches from the hand
to the shoulder

; any thing formed like an arm
;
the bough

of a tree
;
an inlet of water from the sea

; power ; might ;

a bow or weapon. (Mil.) A branch of military service,
as cavalry or artillery. See ARMS.

ARM, v. a. [armo, L.] [<. ARMED ; pp. ARMING, ARMED.] To
furnish with arms or means of defence

;
to fortify ; to

provide against.

ARM, v. n. To take arms. Shak.

AR-MA'DA, n. [Sp.] A fleet; a naval or military arma-
ment

; specially applied to a fleet sent by Spain against
England in 1558.

AR-MA-DtL 1

LA,* n. [Sp.] A small fleet
;
a squadron. Jlsh.

AR-MA'-II/LQ', n.; pi. AR-MA-D!L'LO. [Sp.] (Zool.^ A
quadruped with a bony shell ; a genus of mammals ,

longing to the order of edentata. P. Cyc.

AR'MA-MENT, n. [armamentum, L.] A force equipped for

war, naval or military.

fAR-MA-MENT'A-RY, n. An armory. Bailey.

JAR'MAN, n. A confection to restore appetite in horses.

Bailey.

AR'MA-TURE, n. Armor; offensive weapons. Ray. Apiece
or pieces of soft iron used to connect the poles of a mag-
net. Francis.

ARM'-CHAlR,*7i. An elbow-chair. See ARMED-CHAIR. Todd.

ARMED, (armd) p. a. Furnished with arms. (Her.) Ap-
plied to beasts and birds when their teeth, horns, &c., are
of a different color from the rest.

ARMED'-CH!IR, (armd'char) n. A chair with arms
;
an el-

bow-chair.

AR-ME'NI-AN, a. Relating to Armenia. Armenian bole, a
kind of earth, used as an absorbent, from Armenia, and
called also Bole Jlrmeniac. Armenian stone, a mineral, of
a greenish-blue color, like the lapis lazuli, used as a pur-
gative.

AR-ME'Ni-Aisv*n. A native of Armenia. P. Cyc.

jAR-MEN'TAL. a. [armentalis, L.] Belonging to a herd of
cattle. Bailey.

fAR'MEX-TpE, [ar'men-tln, S. W. ; ar-men'tjn, Sm. .AsA.]
a. Belonging to a herd of cattle. Bailey.

fAR-MEN-TOSE', a. Abounding with cattle. Bailey.

ARM'FI)L, n. ; pi. ARM'F>L. As much as the arm can hold.

fARM'GAUNT, (arm'gant) a. Slender as the arm. Sliak.

ARM'HOLE, n. The cavity under the shoulder; arm-pit:
a hole in a garment for the arm.

AR-MlF'ER-ous,*a. Bearing arms. Blount. [R.]
AR'MI-PKR* n. [L.] An armor-bearer; a knight or an es-

quire. Crabb.

AR-MtG'ER-ous, a. [armirer, L.] Bearing arms. Bailey.

AR-MIL'LA,* n. [L.J A bracelet for the wrist or arm. P.
'

Cyc.

AR'MiL-t,A-RY, [ar'me-la-re, S. W. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ;

ar-mil'a-re, P.] a. [armilla, L.] Belonging to or resem-

bling a bracelet. See CAPILLARY.

AR'MIL-I-AT-ED, a. Having bracelets. Bailey.

ARM'JNG, n. pi. (Naut.) Cloths hung about the outside

of the ship's upper works, fore and aft, and before the

cubbridge heads.

AR-MtN'lAN, (ar-mln'yan) n. A follower of James Armin-
ius, who differed, on several points, from Calvinism.

AR-MlN'iAN, (ar-min'yan) a. Relating to Arminius.

AR-MtN'iAN-I$M, (ar-min'yan-izm) n. The system or
doctrines of Arminius.

M!EN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N; BOLL, BUR, RULE.
, o, $, g, soft; , , c, g, hard; as Z as gzj 9?HIS.
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AR-MlP'p-TENCE, T?. Power in war. Bailey. [R.]
AR-MIP'P-TENT, a. Powerful in arms. Shak. [R.]
AR-Mls'p-NXNT,* a. Rustling with armor. Ash.

AR-Mis'p-NoOs, a. [armisonus, L.] Rustling with armor.

Bailey.

AR'MlS-TfCE, n. \armistitium, L., armistice, Fr.] A ces-
sation from arms ;

a suspension of hostilities
;
a truce.

ARM'LESS, a. Without an arm
;
without weapons.

ARM'LET, n. A little arm ; armor for the arm; a bracelet.

AR-MO'NI-AC, n. See AMMONIAC.
AR'MpR, n. Defensive arms. Shaft.

AR'MPR-BEAR'ER, n. One who carries the armor of an-
other.

AR'MPR-ER, n. One who makes or fits with armor.

AR-MO'RI-AL,, a. Belonging to the arms or warlike ensigns
of a family ; heraldic.

AR-MOR'}C, a. Relating to Armorica
; Armorican. Milton.

AR-MOR'I-CAN, a. Relating to Armorica, or Basse Bretagne,
now Brittany, in France. Warton.

tAR'MOR-iST, TI. A person skilled in heraldry. Bailey.

AR'MO-RY, n. [armarium, L.] A place in which arms and
armor are kept ; armor or arms

; ensigns armorial. Spen-
ser A manufactory of arms. U. S.

AR-MP-ZEEN' * n. A thick, plain, black silk. W. Ency.
ARM'pfT, TI. The hollow place or cavity under the arm or
shoulder

;
axilla.

ARM?, 71. pi. [arma. L.] (the singular, arm, rarely used.)

Weapons of offence,and defence; a state of war. (Her.)
The ensigns armorial of a family.

ARM'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like an arm. Decan-
dolle.

ARM'?'-REACH, (armz'rech) n. The extent of the stretch

of the arm.

AR'MY, 71. [armce, Fr.] A collection of armed men under
a general or military commander ;

a host
;
a great number.

AR-NAT'TP, n. See ARNOTTO.

AR'NAUT,* n. A native of Albania
;
an Albanian. Murray.

AR-NOT'TO, n. An inspissated extract from the fruit of the
bixa orcllana, used in dyeing silks, called also annotto.

A-ROINT', intcrj. See AROYNT.
A-RO'MA, n. [apco/*a, Gr.] (Bot.) The principle of odor in

plants ; a_pleasant odor
;
the spicy quality of a thing.

A-RO'MA-LITE,* n. [Gr.] (Min.) A precious stone, in color

and smell resembling myrrh. Crabb.
A: .p-MXT'ic, a. Containing aroma

; spicy ; fragrant.

ARR

A v-p-AlXT'i-CAL., a. Spicy ; fragrant ; aromatic.

\R-Q-MAT'ICS, n. pi. Fragrant spices and herbs; con-
fects.

AR-P-MXT-I-ZA'TIPN, n. The mingling of aromatic spices
with any medicine. Holland. [R.]

J|AR'P-MA-TIZE, or A-RO'MA-TIZE, [ar'9-m?-tiz, S. W. E.
K. R. ; a-rom'a-tiz, P. ; a-ro'ma-tiz, Ja. Sm.lw. a. [i.

ARO-
MATIZED

; pp. AROMATIZING, AROMATIZED.] TO SCCnt With

spices ;
to scent. Brown.

HAR^O-MA-TI-ZER, n. He or that which aromatizes.

A-Ro'MA-ToiJS,* a. Containing aroma; aromatic. Smart.

A-RO$E', i. From arise. See ARISE.

A-RoGND', ad. In a circle
;
on every side.

A-ROUND', prep. About
; encircling; near to. Dryden.

A-ROOE', V. a. [L AROUSED
; pp. AROUSING, AROUSED.] To

wake from sleep ;
to excite

;
to raise up ;

to rouse.

A-ROW', fa-ro') ad. In a row ;
in order. Shak.

A-ROYNT', (a-roinf) intcrj. Begone ; away. Shak.

i-d, (ar-ped'je-o) 71. [It.] (Mus.) The distinct
'

sound of the notes of an instrumental chord, accompany-
ing the voice. Walker. ad. Like a harp. Warner.

AR'PEN,* or AR'PENT,* n. [Fr.] An acre or furlong of

ground , according to Doomsday Book, equal to 100 perches.
Tomlins.

ARPEJVT,* (ar'p'Ing) n. [Fr.] A French acre. Ency.
AR'PEN-TA-TPR,* n. (Law') A measurer or surveyor of

land. Bouvier.

AR'QUAT-ED,* a. Shaped like a bow
;
arcuate. E. James.

AR-QUE-BUK-ADE', (ar-kwe-bus-ad') w.
[Fr.] (Med.) An

aromatic spirituous lotion applied to strains and bruises.

AR'QUE-BUSE, [ar'kwe-bus, S. W. P.J. F. Ja. K. R.
,-
ar'-

kwe-btiz, Sm.J n. A sort of hand gun used by infantry
before the invention of the musket

;
a fusee.

AR-QUE-Eys-iER', (ar-kwe-bus-Cr') n. A soldier armed
\vith an arquebuse. Knolles.

AR'QUE-ITE,* n. (Mm.) A silver amalgam. BertMcr.

ARR, (ar) n. A mark made by a flesh-wound
;
a cicatrice.

Relph. [Used in the north of England.]
fAR'RA, n. [arrha, or arra, L.] A pledge. Anderson.

AR-RA-CA'CI-A,* (ar-a-ka'she-a) n. (Bot.) A genus of um-
belliferous plants. P. Cyc.

AR-RA-CXN'NER,* n. A native of Arracan. Earnshaw.

AR-RXcii', TI. A plant. See ORACH.

AR-RXcK', [ar-rak', W. P. J. F. Ja.
; ar'ak, S. R. Sm.] n.

A spirituous liquor distiLed in India from the cocoa-tree,
or rice

;
and in Tartary, from mare's milk.

AR-RACtt'-PuNCH, n. A liquor containing arrack.

AR-RA-GON-ESE',* n. sing. & pi. A native or natives of

Arragon. Ed. Rev.

AR'RA-GPN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A species of carbonate of lime.

Lyell.

AR-RAIGN', (ar-ran') v. a. [arraig-ne-r, Fr.] [i. ARRAIGNED
'pp. ARRAIGNING, ARRAIGNED.] To Set forth

; to Call t

answer in a court of justice ;
to accuse.

AR-RAIGN'MENT, (ar-ran'ment) n. Act of arraigning.
fAR-RAl'MENT, n. Clothing; raiment. Sheldon.

JAR'RAND, n. The old word for errand. Howell.

A.R-RANGE', v. a. [arranger, Fr.] [i. ARRANGED ; pp. AB

BANGING, ARRANGED.] To put in the proper order ; tt

adjust ;
to dispose ;

to range.
AR-RANGE'MENT, n. Act of arranging; order.

AR-RAN'GER, n. One who arranges. Bnrke.

AR'RANT, a. Notorious, in a bad sense
; very bad

;
vile.

AR'RANT-LY, ad. Corruptly ; shamefully. L>Estrange.
AR'RAS, n. Tapestry made at Arras. Spenser.

fAR-RAUGHT', (ar-rawt') a. Seized by violence. Spenser.
AR-RAY',71. [arroi, Fr.] Order, chiefly ofwar ;

dress. (Law)
The ranking or setting forth of a jury or inquest ;

the

body of jurors.
AR-RAY', (ar-ra') v. a. [i. ARRAYED ',pp. ARRAYING, ARRAYED.]
To put in order

;
to dress

;
to adorn

; to deck
;
to set in

order, as a
jury._

AR-RAY'ER, (ar-ra'er) n. One who arrays; an officer who
saw the soldiers duly appointed in their armor. Cowel.

JAR-REAR', (ar-rer') ad. [arricre, Fr.] Behind. Spenser.

AR-REAR', 71. That which remains unpaid ;
the rear.

AR-REAR'AGE, n. A sum or part remaining to be paid after

it has become due
;
arrear.

fAR-REAR'ANCE, TI. The same with arrear. Diet.

fAR-RECT', v. a. To raise up; to erect. Skelton.

AR-RECT', a. [arrectus, L.] Erected; erect. Swift.

fAR-REC'TA-RY, n. An upright post. Bp.Hall.
AR-REN-TA'TIPN, n. [arrendare, low L.] (Law) The li-

censing of an owner of lands, in a forest, to enclose
them. Bailey.

fAR-REP'TIPN,* n. The act of taking away. Bp. Hall.

fAR-REp-Tl"Tiovs, (ar-rep-tish'us) a. [arreptus, L.] Snatch-
ed away ; crept in privily ; mad. Howell.

AR-REST', n. [arrester, Fr.] (Law) A seizure or apprehen-
sion, commonly for debt, under a legal process. A
mangy humor in a horse.

AR-REST', v. a. [i. ARRESTED ; pp. ARRESTING, ARRESTED.]
To stop; to stay; to obstruct. (Law) To seize for debt
under a legal process.

AR-REST'ER,*o7- AR-REST ;
pR,*7i. Onewho arrests. Bouvier.

AR-REST'MENT,* n. (Scotch Law) An arrest. Crabb.

fAR-RET', v. a. To assign ;
to allot. Spenser.

AR-RET', (ar-ret', or ar-ra',) [ar-reV, Ja. Sm.; ar-ra', P. ;

ar-ret', or ar-ra', K.~\ [Fr.] n. A decree
;
a decision of a

sovereign court.

fAR-RET'TED. a. Arraigned ;
arrested. Cowel.

AR-RHA-pubs'Tlc,* a. Made of one piece of leather with-
out a seam : applied to a kind of shoe. Dr. Black.

ARRHEUMATIC,* (ar-ru-mat'jc) a. (Mcd.) Free from rheu-
matism. Dunglison.

fAR-RiDE', v. a. [arrideo, L.] To laugh at; to please well.
B. Jonson.

AR-JKIERE', (ar-rer') n. [Fr.] The last body of an army.
AR-RIERE'-BXN, 7?. A general proclamation of the king of
'

France. Sir H. Sheere.

AR-RIERE'-FEE, n. A fee dependent on a superior one.

fAR-RIERE'-FIEF, n. A fief dependent on another. Ash.

AR-RIERE'-VAS'SAI,, n. The vassal of a vassal. Trevoux.

AR'RIS,* n. (Arch.) The edge of two surfaces meeting each

other, or line of concourse of two planes. Brande.

tAR-Rl''?lpN, (ar-rizh'un) n. [arrisio, L.] A smiling upon.
Bailey.

AR-Ri'vAij, n. Act of arriving ;
a coming to a place.

fAR-Ri'VANCE, n. Company coming; arrival. Shak.

AR-RIVE', v. n. [arriver, Fr.] [i.
ARRIVED

; pp. ARRIVING,
ARRIVED.] To come to any place ;

to reach any point ;
to

gain any thing ;
to happen.

fAR-RiVE', v. a. To reach. Shak.

fAR-RIVE',* n. Arrival. Drayton.
JlR-Rd'BA* n. [Sp.] A Spanish weight of 25.36 Ibs.

;
a

'

Portuguese weight of 32.38 Ibs. : A Spanish measure of
3.52 gallons, or 32 pints. P. Cyc.

fAR-RODE', v. a. [arrodo, L.] To gnaw or nibble. Bailey.

AR'RP-GANCE, n. Assumption of too much importance;
haughtiness ; insolence of bearing ; presumption.

AR'Rp-GAN-CY, n. Same as arrogance. Browne.

AR'RO-GANT, a. Possessed of arrogance; assuming too

much
; supercilious ; haughty ; proud.

XR'RP-GANT-LY, ad. In an arrogant manner. Dryden.
AR'RP-GANT-NESS, n. Arrogance. Bailey. [R.]

AR'Rp-GATE, v. a. [arrogo, L.] [i.
ARROGATED ;pp. ARROGAT-

ING, ARROGATED.] To claim proudly or vainly ;
to assume.

AR-RO-GA'TION, n. Act of arrogating; proud assumption.
More. (Civil Law) Adoption. Bouvier.

XR'Rp-GA-TlVE, a. Claiming in an unjust manner. More.

ARRONDISSEMENT,* (ar-ron'des-mang') n. [Fr.] A ter-

ritorial district
;
a subdivision of a department. Ed. Rev.

fAR-Ro'?lpN, (ar-r5'zhun) n. A gnawing. Bailey.
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AR'ROW, (ar'ro) w. A p inted weapon shot from a bow.

AR'RQW-GRiss,* 11. (Bot.) A plant having leaves resem-

bling the head of an arrow. Crabb.

AR'RQW-HEAD, n. The head of an arrow : a water

plant : its leaves resemble the head of an arrow.

AR'RQW-HEAD'ED,* a. Wedge-shaped, or cuneiform ;
as

arrow-headed characters or letters. P. Cyc.

AR'RQW-ROOT,* n. A root from which starch is made ;
a

farinaceous substance prepared from the roots of certain

plants. P. Cyc.

AR'RQW-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like an arrow.
J. E. Smith.

AR'RQw-y, (ar'r?-e) a. Consisting of or like arrows.
AR-R&RA* n. (Law) One day's work at the plough which
'

the tenant was obliged to give his lord. Crabb.

AR'RHYTH-MY,* n. Want of rhythm. Beck.

ARSE, (ars) n. The buttocks
;
the posteriors.

ARSE '-FOOT, fars'fut) n. A kind of water-fowl. Bailey.

AR'SE-NAL, n. \arsenale, It.] A magazine of military stores
;

a manufactory of military or naval engines.

AR-SE'NI-ATE,* n. (Chem.) A neutral salt formed by the
'

union of' arsenic acid with a base. Crabb.

ARSENIC, (ar'se-nik, orars'nik) [iirs'njk, S. W. J. F. K. ;

ar'se-nlk, Ja. 'Sm.] n. [doacviMv.} A soft, brittle, peculiar

metal, of a steel-gray color, which is a violent corrosive

poison.

AR-SEN'IC,* a. Relating to or containing arsenic. trtati-

ous acid contains less oxygen than arsenic acid. P. Cyc.

AR-SEN'I-CAL, a. Containing or relating to arsenic.

AR-SEN'I-CATE,* v. a. To combine with arsenic acid. Smart.

AR-SE'NI-OUS,* a. Containing arsenic. Brande.

AR'sE-NlTE,* n. (CAem.) A neutral salt formed by the

union of arsenious acid with a base. P. Cyc.

AR-SE-NI'V-RET,* n. A combination of arsenic with a me-
tallic or other base. Francis.

ARSE'SMART, n. A plant ; polygonum, in botany.

AR'srs,*n. [Gr.] (Mas.) The raising of the hand, as ap-

plied to the beating of time
;
as thesis is the falling. Crabb.

(Rhet.) The portion of time employed in a stronger op-
eration of force to produce a rhythm. Beck.

AR'SQN, [iir'sun, Ja. K. Sm. ; ar'sn, Wb.} n.
(arson,

old Fr.]

(Law) The act of voluntarily and maliciously burning
the house of another.

ART, 7i. [ars, L., art, Fr.] The application of knowledge
or power to effect a desired purpose ; practical skill

;
a

science
;
a trade

;
artfulness

; cunning. The ancients

divided the arts into the liberal arts, which were seven
in number, viz., grammar, logic or dialectics, rhetoric,

music, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy ;
and the

servile arts, which comprised the mechanical arts, which
were practised by slaves. The moderns divide the arts

into the ./me arts, as poetry, music, architecture, painting,

sculpture, &c.
;
and the useful or mechanical arts.

ART AND PART,* (Scotch Law) The act of contriving and

participating in crime. P. Cyc.
JlR- TEJ&NA,* n.

( Ornith.) An aquatic web-footed bird. Crabb.
- -"'"

medicine for diseases of theAU-TE'RI-XC,* n. (Med.) A
windpipe. Dunglison.

AR-TE'RI-AL, a. Relating toiting to an artery. Blackmorc.

AR-TE-RJ-AL-I-ZA'TIPN,* n. The transformation of the

venous blood and chyle into arterial blood by respiration ;

formation of blood. Dunglison.
AR-TE-RI-OG'RA-PHY,* n. (Anal.) A description of the ar-

teries. Dunglison.
AR-TE-Rl-6VQ-qty,*n. A treatise on the arteries. Dunglison.
AR-TE-RI-OT'O-MY, n. The opening of an artery.

AR'TE-RY, n. [arteria, L.] One of the cylindrical tubes or

ramifications of the aorta, which convey the blood from
the heart to all parts of the body.

AR-TE'SIAN,* (ar-te'zhan) a. Relating to Artois in France.
An artesian well is a perpendicular perforation or boring

into the ground, deep enough to reach a subterranean

body of water, of which the sources are higher than the

place where the perforation is made, producing a con-
stant flow or stream of water, rising above the surface.

P. Cyc.

ART'FUL, a. Full of art
; performed with art

; cunning.
ART'FUL-LY, ad. With art

; cunningly ; skilfully.

ART'F&L-NESS, n. duality of being artful
; cunning.

AR-THRIT'IC, ) a. Relating to the arthritis or gout ;

AR-THRIT'I-CAL, \ gouty.
AR-THRi' TIS, (ar-thrl'tjs) [ar-thrl'tjs, Ja. ; ar-thrlt'js, P. ;
'

Iltfc'tHIs, J&A.J n. [-.ipOpiris, Gr.] (Med.) The gout.
AR-THRO' DI-A,* a. (Anat.) A species of articulation. Crabb.

AR-THRO-DYN'IC,* n. (Med.) A rheumatic or other pain-
ful affection of the joints. Brande.

AR'TI'C, a. [ ipKTixo*;, Gr.] Northern. Browne. See ARCTIC.

AR'Tl-cuSlvE, n. [artichaut, Fr.] A plant like the thistle,

but having large scaly heads, like the cone of the pine-
tree. Jerusalem artichoke, a plant which has a root re-

sembling a potato.

XR'TI-CLE, (ar'te-kl) n. [articulus, L.] A part of speech, as

a, an, the .- A single clause of an account ; a particular
item

; point of time : pi. Terms ; stipulations.

AR'TI-CLE, v. a.
[i. ARTICLED; pp. ARTICLING, ARTICLED.]

To draw up in or bind by articles.

AR'TI-CLE, v. n. To stipulate. Donne.

AR-TIC'V-LAR, a. Belonging to an article, or to the joints.

AR-TIC'U-LAR-LY, ad. By articles or by joints. Hidoet.

AR-TIC'U-LATE, a. Having articulations, joints, or arti-

cles
;
articulated

; jointed , distinct ; divided into articles.

AR-TIC'U-LATE, v. a.
[i. ARTICULATED; pp. ARTICULATING,

ARTICULATED.] To utter articulately, or with distinct

sounds ;
to form words

; to speak as a man
; to make

terms
;
to treat

;
to joint ;

to form in articles.

AR-TIC'V-LATE, v. n. To speak distinctly.

AR-Tlc'y-LAT-ED,*p. a. Uttered distinctly. (ZooZ.) Hav-
ing articulations

; composed of movable pieces fitted into
each other, as the joints of the skeletons of the third

great division of animals, according to Cuvier. P. Cyc.
AR-Tlc'V-LATE-LY, ad. In an articulate manner; with

distinctness of sound
;
with articulations.

AR-Tfc'y-LATE-NESS,tt. duality of being articulate. Ash.

AR-Tlc-y-LA'TiON, n. Act of articulating; distinct utter-

ance
;
a consonant. (Anat.) A juncture or joint of

bones. (Bof.) A knot or joint.

AR-Tlc'y-LA-TOR,* n. One who articulates. Boswell.

AR'TI-FICE, n. [artificium, L.] Trick
;
fraud

; cunning ;
de-

ceit
; duplicity ;

finesse ; imposture ; stratagem ;
art.

AR-TIF'I-CER, n. A mechanic
; manufacturer; contriver.

AR-Ti-Fi"ciAL, (ar-te-flsh'al) a. Made by art
;
not nat-

ural
;
fictitious ;

not genuine ;
artful.

AR-TI-FI"CIAL, (ar-te-flsh'al) re. The production of art.

Sir W. Petty. [R.]

AR-Ti-Fi-ci-XL'i-TY,(ar-te-fish-e-al'e-te) n. Appearance of
art. Shenstone.

AR-Ti-Fi"ciAL-TzE * v. a. To render artificial. Month.
Rev. [R.]

AR-TI-F!"CIAL-LY, (ar-te-flsh'al-le) ad. Artfully ; by art.

AR-Tl-Fl"ciAL-NESS, (ar-tj-flsh'al-nes) n. Artfulness.

Bailey.

tAR-Ti-Fifcioys, (ar-tj-flsh'us) a. Artificial.

IAR'TI-LIZE, v. a. To form with art. Bolingbroke.
AR-TIL'LER-IST,* n. One who manages artillery; one

skilled in gunnery. Byron.
AR-TIL'LER-Y, n. [artiilcrie, Fr.] Weapons of war

;
ord-

nance
; gunnery; large ordnance, as cannon, howitzers,

mortars, rockets, &c., with their carriages, ammunition,
and apparatus ;

also the troops appointed for their man-
agement.

AR'Ti-sXN. or AR-TI-XN', [ar'te-zan, P. J. K. Sm. JR. Wb. ^

ar-te-zan', S. W. F.
Ja.]

n. [Fr.] One who practises a
mechanic art

;
a mechanic

;
a handicraftsman.

AR'TIST, n. [artiste, Fr.] One who practises one of the fine

arts.

AR'TIST-GOD,* n. A pagan deity employed in mechanism.
Pope.

AR-Tls'Tic,* ) a. Relating to the arts, or to the fine arts ;

AR-Tls'Tl-CAL,* \ relating to an artist. Qu. Rev.

AR-Tls'TJ-cAL-LY,* ad. In an artistical manner. Qw. Rev.

fART'iZE, v. a. To form with art. Florio.

ART'LESS, a. Free from art
; simple ;

unaffected
;
sincere ;

unskilful
; void of fraud.

ART'LESS-LY, ad. In an artless manner
; naturally.

ART'LESS-NESS, n. Want of art
; simplicity.

AR-TO-CAR'PE-OUS,* a. Relating to bread-fruit. P. Cyc.

JJR-TO-CAR'PUS,* n. [/>r,i$ and d//7ro,-.] Bread-fruit, or
the bread-fruit tree. P. Cyc.

fARTs'MXN, n. A man skilled in arts. Bacon.

ART'SP^N,* a. Spun or made by art. Savage.
A'Rv >i,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;

the cuckoo-pink. Crabb.

XR-VN-B'I-'!-AN,* a. Belonging to Arundel, or to a collec-

tion of Grecian marbles, illustrative of the history of

Athens, &c., and presented to the University of Oxford,
by the Earl of Arundel. Ency.

AR-yN-DlF'?R-Ous,* a. Producing reeds or canes. Blount.

A-RfJN-m-NA'cEoys, (a-run-de-na'shus) a. [arundo, L.]
Of or like reeds. Bailey.

XR-UN-DIN'E-O&S, a. Abounding with reeds. Bailey.

Jl-RUN>Dd,* n. [L.l (Bot.) A genus ofplants ; a reed. Crabb.
%-R&srPEX, n. [L.J pi. A-RUS' Pi-CEf?. A diviner by the
entrails of victims ;

a soothsayer. Dnjden.
A-RDs'picE, (a-rtis'pis) n. A soothsayer. Bp. Story. [R.]

A-RUS'PI-CY, (?-rus'pe-se) n. Divination by inspecting the
entrails of victims. Butler.

AR'VEL, n. A funeral. Jlrvel-bread, or arvcl-supper, bread
or supper given at a funeral. Brockett. [North ofEngland.]

JlR-vIc' o-LA,* n. [L.] (Zoo/.) A genus of rodent animals
of the family of the rat and mouse. Brande.

AR'VIT,,*?;. A funeral. See ARVEL.
A-RYT'E-NOID,* a. (Anat.) Shaped like a ladle. Dima-lison.

sis, n. [L.] The Roman pound, consisting of twelve ounces.

Blackstone.

A?, (az) conj. In the same or like manner ;
in the manner

that; that, in a consequential sense. ad. Similarly

equally; like to; in respect that ; while; for example.
As has sometimes the form of a relative pronoun, equiva-

lent to who or which ; as,
"
Help such as need help."

" Pro-
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vide such things as are needed." Ss if, in the manner
that it would be if. As to, with respect to. As well as,

equally with. &s though, as if. Is it were, a qualify-
ing phrase, used to soften expressions which might other-
wise seem harsh.

As-A-DUL'cis,n. See BENZOIN.
AS-A-FCET'J-DA, (as-a-fSt'e-da) n. See ASSAFCETIDA.

As-A-RA-BAC'CA, n. [asarum, L.] (Bot.} A plant.

As'A-RlN,*7i. (CAem.) A crystallizable substance, somewhat
resembling camphor. Brande.

A-SA'RI-UM* n. (Bot.} A genus of plants. P. Cyc.
AS-BES'TIC,* a. Relating to or containing asbestos. P. Cyc.
AS-BES'TINE, a. Relating to asbestos

;
incombustible.

AS-BES'TQS, or AS-BES'TVS, n. [uo-.tfeoroj.] (Min.) A
mineral substance, incombustible, of fibrous structure,
having the appearance of a vegetable, often of flax.

The flaxen kind is often called amianthus, and is some-
times manufactured into cloth ;

and it was anciently used
to preserve the ashes of bodies burnt on funeral piles.

As-BES'TOys,* a. Same as asbestic. Ed. Encyc.
As'cA-RJs, n. [Gr.] pi. AS-CAR'I-DE$. A small intestinal
worm. Quincy.

AS-CEND',TJ. n. [ascendo, L.] [i. ASCENDED ; pp. ASCENDING,
ASCENDED.] To move upwards ; to rise

;
to mount ; to

stand higher.
AS-CEND', (as-send') v. a. To climb up. Barrow.

AS-CEND'A-BLE, a. That may be ascended.

AS-CEND'ANT, n. Superiority ; height ;
elevation

;
the per-

son having influence. (Astral.) The degree of the eclip-

tic, which, rising at a person's nativity, was supposed to

influence his fate. (Laic") One of such relations as have
gone before, reckoned upwards ;

an ancestor.

AS-CEND'ANT, a. Superior; predominant; above the hori-

zon ; making ascent
; rising.

AS-CEN'DEN-CY, n. Influence
; power ; authority ; superi-

ority.

AS-CEN'SION, (as-sen'shun) n. Act of ascending ;
the visi-

ble rising of Christ to heaven, celebrated on Ascension-

Day, i. e. the last Thursday but one before Whit-Sunday.
(Astron.) Right ascension of a star, the arc ofthe equator

intercepted between the first of Aries, and the point of
the equator which comes to the meridian at the same
instant with the star. Oblique ascension of a star, the arc
of the equator intercepted between the vernal equinox
and that point of the equator which comes to the horizon
a* the same time with the star.

As-cEN'sic-N-AL,a. Relating to ascension or ascent; rising
up. Oent. Mag._

AS-CEN'SIQN-DAY, n. Holy Thursday. See ASCENSION.

fAs-CEN'siVE, a. In a state of ascent. Brown.

AS-CENT', n. The act of rising; way of rising; elevation ;

rise ; an_eminence.
As-CER-TAIN', v. a. [ascertainer, Fr.] [i.

ASCERTAINED ; pp.

ASCERTAINING, ASCERTAINED.] To make certain ; to es-

tablish
; to make confident.

AS-CER-TAIN'A-BLE, a. That may be ascertained.

AS-CER-TAIN'ER, n. One who ascertains. Ash.

AS-CER-TAIN'MENT, n. Act of ascertaining ;
a rule. Swift.

As-CES'CEN-cy,* and As-CES'cENT.* See ACESCENCY,
and ACESCENT.

As-cfiT'ic,a. [a<7Kr/r<K-<5f.] Relating to ascetics
;
austere and

contemplative ; employed in devotion and mortification.

AS-CET'IC, n. One devoted to a solitary, austere, and con-

templative life
;
a hermit.

AS-CET'I-CISM, 71. The state and practice of ascetics. War-
burton.

AsciAN,* (ash'yan) n. ; pi. ASCIANS. Such inhabitants of
the globe, as, at certain seasons of the year, have no shad-
ows at noon

;
ascii. Brande.

An-c7i>'i-A,* n.pl. (Zool.) A genus of molluscous animals.
'

P. Cyc.

As-cIo'i-AN,* 72. (Eat.} A species of insect or invertebrate
animals. Kirbij.

As-clD'i-UM,* n. (Bot.} A hollow leaf like a water vessel.
'

P. ,Cyc.

AS'CI-I, (ash'e-I) n. pi. [L.] [ and trvui.] Anglicized to
ascians.

As-cI'TE!},n. [L.] [,Wic.] (Mcd.) A collection of serous
'

fluid in the abdomen
;
a kind of dropsy.

a. Dropsical. Wiseman.

As-cl-Ti'"Tioys, a. [accititias, L.] Supplemental. See AD-
SCITITIOUS.

AS-CLE'PI-AD,* n. A verse composed of four feet. Ash.
J.S-CLE'PI-AS* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants, of sev-
'

eral species, mostly perennials and shrubs
;
swallow-

wort. Crabb.

AS-CRI'BA-BLE, a. That may be ascribed.

AS-CRIBE', v. a. [ascribo, L.] [i.
ASCRIBED ~,pp. ASCRIBING,

ASCRIBED.] To attribute to us a cause, or as a quality; to

impute.
AS-CRIP'TION, n. Act of ascribing ; thing ascribed.

fAs-CRiP-Ti"Tioys, (as-krip-tlsh'i.is) a. That is ascribed,
i

Farindon.

Ji'SE-r,* 71. pi. (Bot.) The cases in which the spores ol
lichens are inclosed. P. Cyc.

ASH, n. A tree useful for timber, of several varieties
; the

wood of the ash.

AsH,*_a. Relating to or resembling the ash. Ency.
fA-SHAME', K. a. To make ashamed

; to shame. Barrow.
ASHAMED, (a-shamd', or a-sha'med) [a-sha'med, S. W. J.

F. Jo. ; a-shiiind', E. K. Sm. R.] a. Touched with shame.
A-SHAM'ED-LY, ad. Bashfully. Hidoet.

AsH'c6L-QR,* n. The color of ashes
;
the color of the bark

or leaves of the ash-tree. Pennant.

ASH'COL-ORED, (ash'kul-rd) a. Colored between brown
and gray, like the bark of an ashen brand;.

A-SHELF', ad. (Want.) On a shelf, or rock. Massinger.
ASH'EN, a. Made of ash-wood

; ash-colored. Dryden.
ASH'E-RY,* n. A manufactory of pot or pearl ashes. Williams.

ASH'ES, (ash'ez) n. pi. The dusty or earthy substance re-

maining after the combustion of any thing ; the remains
of the human body.

Asu'-FiRE, n. The low fire used in chemical operations.
AsH'-FLY, n. The oak-fly. Complete Angler.
Asu'-HoLE,* n. A place for ashes; a hole in a furnace
which receives the ashes to be taken away. Crabb.

ASH'LAR, n. Freestone, as it comes out of the quarry.
ASH'LER,* n. A facing made of squared stones. P. Cyc.
ASH'LER-ING, n. The act of bedding ashler in mortar:
an upright timber in a garret.

A-SHORE', ad. On shore ; to the shore
;
stranded.

AsH'-TfJB, n. A tub to receive ashes. Quarles.
ASH'-WEDNES'DAY, (ash-wenz'da) n. The first day of

Lent, so called from the ancient custom of sprinkling

ashes_on the head.
ASH'WEED, n. An herb.

AsH'y, (ash'e) a. Ash-colored
;
turned into ashes. Milton.

ASH'Y-PALE
, (ash'e-pal) a. Pale as ashes. S/iak.

A'SIAN, (ash'yan) a. Relating to Asia; Asiatic.

A-SI-'XT'IC, (a-she-at'ik) a. Relating to Asia.

A-si-XT'ic, (a-she-at'ik) n. A native of Asia.

A-sl-XT'l-ci$M, (a-she-at'e-sizm) n. Asiatic fashion, style,

idiom, or manner. Warton.

A-SIDE', ad. To one side
; away from those present.

fAs'i-NA-RY, a. Belonging to an ass. Bailey.

AS'I-NINE, a. [asinus, L.] Belongingtoor resembling an ass.

A'si-6,* (a'she-6) TO. ( Ornith.) The horned owl. Crabb.

Ask, (ask) v. a. [i.
ASKED

; pp. ASKING, ASKED.] To request;
to solicit

;
to entreat ;

to beg ;
to petition ;

to demand
;

to question ;
to inquire ;

to require ;
to claim, as a price.

ASK, v. n. To petition ;
to make inquiry.

ASK, n. A water newt. See ASKER.

A-SKANCE', ad. Sideways; obliquely; askant.

A-SKANT', (a-skant') ad. Obliquely ; sideways. Dryden.
ASK'ER, n. One who asks. A water newt, written al^o ask.

A-SKEW', (a-sku') ad. Awry ;
aside

;
with contempt.

ASK'ING,*^. a. Making a request ; demanding ;
demanded.

ASK'ING,* n. The making of a request; a petition. Bp.
Taylor.

fA-SLAKE', v. a. To remit ; to mitigate. Spencer.

AS-L'A'LJ,* n. The Turkish name for a Dutch dollar. Crabb.

A-SLANT', ad. In a slanting manner ; obliquely. Shak.

A-SLEEP', ad. In a state of sleep. Bacon.

A-SLEEP',* a. Sleeping; being at rest
;
dead. Milton.

A-SLOPE', ad. With declivity ; obliquely. Bacon.

fA-SLiJG', ad. In a sluggish manner. Fotherby.

As-MA-TOG'RA-PHy,* n. The art of composing songs. Dr.
Black.

AS-MO-NJE'AN,* a. Relating to Asmonams, the father or

ancestor of a race of Jewish sovereigns. P. Cyc.

A-SOAK',* a. Soaking in water; in a state of soaking.
Holdsworth.

A-SO'MA-TOiJS, [a-so'ma-tus, Ja. Sm. Wb.; a-som'a-tus,'

P. K.} a. [u and <r//a.] Incorporeal; without a body.

Bailey. [R.]

ASP, n. [aspix, L.] A poisonous serpent of Egypt and Libya.

Asp, TO. See ASPEN.

AS-PAL'A-THUS, n.
[L.]

A plant called the rose of Jeru-
'

salem
;
'the wood of a prickly tree.

As-pXR-A-Gl'N,* n. (Ckein.) A vegetable principle found in

the juice of asparagus, the mallow, &c. Francis.

AS-PXR''A-Gf;s,n. [<i<T7raoayo?,] An esculont garden plant.

JKT Formerly this word was, both in England and the

United States, very commonly pronounced sparrowgrass ;

and it is still so pronounced by some persons, but chiefly

by those who are not well educated. See CUCUMBER.

AS'PECT, 7?. [aspectns, L.] Look ;
countenance ; appearance ;

view ; position ; relation ; disposition of a planet to other

planets. JJ5= This word, which is now uniformly pro-
nounced with the accent on the frst syllable, had its

accent, two centuries ago, on the second.

fAs-pECT', v. a. To behold. Temple.

fAs-pECT'A-BLE, a. That may be seen. Raleigh.

JAR'PECT-ED, a. Having an aspect. B. Jonson.

tAs-PEc'TlQN, n. Beholding; view. Brown.

AS'PEN, JK A species of poplar, the leaves of which always
tremble

;
sometimes called an asp. Mortimer.

mt
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AS'PEN, e. Belonging to, made of, or resembling an aspen
tue.

AS'PER, 7i. A small Turkish copper coin.

^Ati'PEK, a. [L.] Rough ; rugged. Bacon.

fAs'PER-ATE, v. a. [agpcro, L.] [i. ASPERATED; pp. ASPER-

ATING, ASPERATED.] To roughen ;
to make rough. Boyle.

fAs-PER-A'TlQN, n. Act of making rough. Bailey.

\AfiPERi3EOlRE, (as-per-jwor') n. [aspersoir, Fr.] A holy
water-sprinkle. Warton.

As-PER-p1_L'LUM,*n. (Zool.) A genus ofshell-fish. P. Cyc.

AS-PER-I-FO'LI-ATE,*. (Bot.) Having rough leaves. Crabb.

As-PER-i-Fo'Ll-oOs, a. Having rough leaves.

AS-PER'I-TY, n. Unevenness; roughness of sound, manner,
or temper ;

harshness
;
moroseness

; sharpness.

fAs'PER-LY, ad. Roughly ; sharply. Sir T. Elyot.

A-spER'Moys,* a. (Bot.) Destitute of seed. Brandc.

fAs-PER-NA'TiQN, 7i. [ospernatio, L.j Neglect; disregard.

Bailey.

fAs'pER-OiJs, (as'per-us) a. Rough. Boyle.

AS-PERSE', v. a. [asperiro, L.] [i.
ASPERSED

; pp. ASPERSING,
ASPERSED.] To sprinkle ;

to bespatter with censure
;
to

vilify ; to slander
; to calumniate.

AS-PERS'ER, 71. One who asperses.

AS-PER'SION, n. Act of aspersing ; calumny.
AS-PER'SIVE-LY,* ad. By way of aspersion. Richardson.

As-PHXLT',* n.'The same as asphaltum. Dr. V. Mott.

AS-PIIALTE',* n. (Min.) A bituminous stone found in

several countries of Europe, particularly in Germany and
Prussia

;
used as a cement. Francis.

AS-PHXL'TJC, (as-fal'tik) a. Bituminous.

As-PHXL'TlTE,*7i. (.Bat.) A kind of trefoil. Crabb.

Jis-PHAL'TOS, n. ['<7</iuAroj.] Same as asphaltum. See AS-
PHALTUM.

AS-PHAL' TUM, n. [L.] A bituminous substance, solid,*

dry, combustible, and commonly brittle
;
found especially

on the Lacus Asphaltites, or Dead Sea.

AS'PHO-DEL, n. [lilio-asphodelus,~Li.] A genus of plants;
the day-lily.

AS-PHU'RE-LATE,* n. (Mln.} A semi-metallic fossil. Crabb.

As-PHYX' Y,* n. (Med.) An apparent privation of pulse. Crabb.

AS'PIC, n. A piece of ordnance. A serpent. See ASP.

||AS-P!R'ANT, or Xs'PI-RXNT, [as-pir'ant, K. Sm. R. Todd.
Wb. ; as'pe-rant, or as-pir'ant, Ja.] n. [Fr.] An aspirer ;

an ambitious candidate.

HAS-PIR/ANT,* a. That aspires ; aspiring. Southey.

AS'PI-RATE, v. a. [aspiratns, L.] [i. ASPIRATED; pp. ASPI-

RATING, ASPIRATED.] To breathe upon; to pronounce or

mark with the aspirate, or a full breath.

AS'PI-RATE, v. n. To be pronounced with full breath.

Dryden.
AS'PI-RATE, a. Pronounced with the aspirate or full breath.

AS'PI-RATE, n. A mark to denote an aspirated pronunci-
ation ;

one of a class of consonants ;
a rough breathing.

AS'PI-RAT-ED,*^. a. Pronounced With the aspirate; rough-
ened.

AS-PI-RA'TION, n. [aspiratio, L.] Act of aspiring ;
a breath-

ing after
;
an urdent wish

;
the pronunciation of a vowel

with full breath.

AS-P!RE', v. n. [aspiro, L.] [i. ASPIRED; pp. ASPIRING, AS-

PIRED.] To desire with eagerness; to pant after; to

risej to tower.

fAs-PiRE', v. a. To aspire to. Donne.

jAs-plRE'MENT, 71. The act of aspiring. Brewer.

AS-PIR'ER, n. One who aspires. Milton.

As-pm'jNG, n. Eager desire of something great.

AS-PIR'ING,* a. Attempting to rise
;
ambitious.

AS-PIR'ING-LY,* ad. In an aspiring manner.

AS-POR-TA'TIQN, n. [asportatio, L.] (Law) A carrying
away of goods. Blackstone.

AS-PRE'DO,* n. (Zool.) A genus of fishes. P. Cyc.

.A-SQUiNT', (a-skwlnt') ad. Obliquely ;
not in a right line.

Ass, n. [asmus, L.] pi. ASS'ES. A domestic animal of bur-

dea; a stupid fellow. Shak.

AS-SA-F(ET'I,-BA-', (as-a-fet'e-da) n. A gum resin obtained
from the roots of a plant found in Persia, of very offen-

sive smell
;
used in medicine as a stimulant and anti-

spasmodic.
AS-SA' f,* (as-s'a'e) [It.] (Mus.) Denoting increase, as alle-
'

gro, quick; allegro assai, very quick: adagio, slow;
adagio assai, very slow. Crabb.

As-SAIL', v. a. [assaillir, Fr.] [i. ASSAILED : pp. ASSAILING,
ASSAILED.] To fall upon ; to attack in a hostile manner

;

to attack with argument.
AS-SAIL'A-BLE, a. That may be assailed or attacked.

AS-SAIT/ANT, n. One who assails
;
an invader.

AS-SAIL'ANT, a. Attacking ; invading. Milton.

AS-SAIL'ER, n. One who assails or attacks.

jA.s-SA.lL/MENT, 7i. Attack. Johnson. [R.]

AS-SAM-KSE',* n. ; sing. & pi. Natives of Assam. Earnshaic.

AS-SA-VAN'IC, n. The flying squirrel. Trevouz.
Jlx f

SA-itoN,* n. A Hebrew measure
;
an omer. Crabb.

fAs-SART', n. (Law) An offence committed in the forest,

by plucking up trees by the roots. Cowcl.

fAs-SART', v. a. To commit an assart
;
to grub up. Ashmole.

As-sXs'si!f, 77. [assassin, Fr.] One who kills, or attempt?
to kill, by violence and treachery or secret assault

;
as-

sassinator.

fAs-sXs'siN, v. a. To murder. Stillingfleet.

}AS-SAS'SI-NA-CY, n. The act of assassinating. Hammond.
fAS-SAS'SI-NATE, n. An assassin. Dryden. Murder. Pope.
As-SAS'si-NATE, . a. [ojjsassiner, Fr.] [i. ASSASSINATED;
pp. ASSASSINATING, AssAssi NATED.] To murder by sur

prise, by secret assault, or by lying in wait.
As-SASr

si-NATE, v. n. To murder by secret assault. Sandys.
As-sXs-si-NA'TiQN, 7i. Act of assassinating ;

secret murder.

AS-SAS'SI-NA-TOR, n. One who assassinates
;
assassin.

jAs-SAs'si-NOL'S, a. Murderous. Cuckeram.

fAs-sA'TIQN, n. [assation, Fr.] Roasting. Browne.

AS-SJVUL-T', n. [assault, Fr.] An open attempt to carry a
fortified post or fortress ; attack ; storm, opposed to sap
or siege; hostile violence; invasion. (Law} A violent
kind of injury done to a man's person.

As-SAULT', v. a.
[i. ASSAULTED

; pp. ASSAULTING, ASSAULT-

ED.] To attack
;
to fall upon with violence.

AS-SAULT'A-BLE, a. Capable of assault. Williams.

As-sAULT'ER, n. One who assaults. Sidney.

AS-SAULT'ING,* n. The act of making an assault. Richard-
son.

AS-SAY', (?s-sa') n. [essai, Fr.] Examination
;

trial
; at-

tempt; trial of a metal. (Law) Examination of weights
and measures by the proper officers.

AS-SAY', (as-sa') v. a. [i. ASSAYED ; pp. ASSAYING,, ASSAYED.]
To make trial of; to try ;

to ascertain the purity or alloy
of metals.

AS-SAY', (as-sa') v. n. To try ;
to endeavor.

As-SAY'-BXl/ANCE,* 77. A balance used by assayers. Crabb.

AS-SAY'ER, n. One who assays metals, &c.

AS-SAY'ING,* n. (Metallurgy) The act of ascertaining the

purity of the precious metals. (Mus.) A flourishing
previous to the performance. Crabb.

ASS'DRIV-ER,* n. One who drives asses. Siemens.

IAS'SE-CLE, n. [assecla, L.] A dependant. Sheldon.

IAS-SEC-TA'TIQN, n. [assectatio, L.] Attendance. Bailey.

fAs-SE-cUR'ANCE, 71. Assurance. Sheldon.

tAs-SE-cy-RA'TipN, n. Assurance; freedom from doubt.

Bp. HalL

fAs-SE-cuRE', v. a. [assecuro, low L.] To make one sure.

Bullokar.

fAs-SE-cu'TIQN, n. [assequor, assecutum, L.] Acquirement.
Ayliffe.

AS-SEM'BLAGE, n. [Fr.] A collection of individuals
;
a

company : a mass
;
an assembly.

tAs-SEM'BLANCE, n. [Fr.] Representation. Shak.

A'S-SEM'BLE, (as-sem'bl) v. a. [assembler, Fr.] [/. ASSEM-
BLED ;pp. ASSEMBLING, ASSEMBLED.] To bring together;
to collect

;
to call together ;

to convene.

AS-SEM'BLE, (as-sem'bl) v. n. To meet together.

AS-SEM'BLED,* (as-sem'bld)p. a. Collected together.
AS-SEM'BLER, n. One who assembles. Hammond.
AS-SEM'BLING, TJ. Meeting together. Fleetwood.

AS-SEM'BLY, n. [assembl-e, Fr.] A company met together;
a meeting; a political body, a legislative body, or an
ecclesiastical body collected together.

AS-SEM'BLy-RooM, n. A room for company.
AS-SENT', n. [asseiis'us, L.] Act of agreeing to any thing ;

consent.

As-SENT', r. n. [i. ASSENTED; pp. ASSENTING, ASSENTED.]
To concede, or agree to

;
to acquiesce ;

to consent.

AS-SEN-TA'TIQN, n. Compliance out of flattery. Bp. Hall.

[R.]

fAs-SEN-TA'TOR, 7?, A flatterer
;
a follower. Sir T. Elyot.

fAs-SEN'TA-TO-Ri-LY,* ad. In a flattering manner. Bacon.

AS-SENT'ER, n. One who assents. Sir T. Herbert.

AS-SEN'TIENT,* (as-sen'shent) a. Yielding assent. Qu. Rev.

AS-SENT'ING-L,Y, ad. By way of assent. Huloet.

AS-SEN'TIVE,* a. Giving assent
; complying. Savage.

fAs-SENT'MENT, 7i. Consent. Brown.

AS'SER,* 7i. (Jlrch.) A thin rafter, board, or lath. Francis.

As-SERT', v. a. [assero, L.] [i. ASSERTED; pp. ASSERTING,
ASSERTED.] To maintain

;
to affirm

;
to aver

;
to claim.

AS-SER'TIQN, 71. Act of asserting ;
that which is asserted ;

affirmation ; position advanced.

fAR-SER'TiVE, a. Positive
; dogmatical. Glanville.

fAs-SER'TiVE-LY, ad. Affirmatively. Bp. Bedell.

AS-SER'TQR, n. One who asserts
;
maintainer.

As'SER-TO-RY, [as'ser-tur-e, Ja. K. Sm. R. Todd; as-ser'to-

re, Wb.~\ a. Affirming ; supporting. Bp. Hall.

fAs-SERVE', v. a. [asservio, L.I To serve. Bailey.

As-SESS', v. a. [assesscr, old Fr.] [i. ASSESSED ; pp. ASSESS

ING, ASSESSED.] To charge with any certain sum
;
to rate

;

to fix a proportion to be paid.

fAs-SESs', n. Assessment. Princely Pelican.

As-SEs'sA-BLE, a. That may be assessed.

AS-SESSED',* (as-sesf) p. a. Rated or fixed by authority.
Smart.

fAs-SES'siQN, (as-sesh'un) n. A sitting down by. Bailey.

As-SEs'sipN-A-RY, (as-sesh'un-a-re) a. Pertaining to as-

sessors. Carew.
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AS-SESS'MENT, n. Act of assessing ;
the sum. assessed or

levied on property.
As-sfiss'pR, n. [assessor, L.] One who sits by another as

an assistant in council. (Law) One appointed to assess

persons or property for taxation : a person appointed to

advise and direct the decision of a judge.

AS'SETS, [as'sets, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. SOT, R. ; as-sets'.

Wb."\ n. pi. [asscz, Fr.] (Law) Funds, or goods and chat-

tels appropriated jor the discharge ofjlebta, legacies, &c.
rate.

L.]
DERATED. I To assert or affirm with

ippi

fAs-SEV'ER, v. a. Same as asseverate. Bailey.

AS-SEV'ER-ATE, v. a. [assevero, L.] [i. ASSEVEBATED ; pp.

great solemnity ;
to aver

; to affirm.

AS-SEV-ER-A'TION, n. Solemn affirmation or assertion.

ASS'HEAD, (fts'hSd) n. A blockhead. Bale.

As'si-DENT,* a. [assidens, L.] (Med.) That accompanies
or attends

;
concomitant

; applied to symptoms of a dis-

ease. Smart.

tAs SID^I-ATE, a. Daily: assiduous. King Charles 7.

AS-SI-DU'I-T, n. Diligence; closeness of application.

As-sllD'v-ous, (as-sid'yu-us) a. [agsiduus, L.] Applying
constantly; very diligent ;

constant.

As-slD'y-oOs-LV, (as-sld'yu-us-ie) ad. Diligently j
con-

'

stantly.
As-sl'D'u-O US-NESS, n. Assiduity: diligence.

fAs-SIE^E', (as-sej') v.a. [asgieger, Fr.] To besiege. Spenser.

'o, 77. [Sp.] A contract between the king of

Spain arid other European powers for furnishing the

Spanish dominions in America with negro slaves. Burke.

AS-SIGN', (as-sin') 77. a. [assig-no, L.J [i. ASSIGNED; pp.

ASSIGNING, ASSIGNED.] To mark out
;
to appropriate ;

to

fix the quantity or value. (Law) To make over aright
to another, as to assign an estate or other property ;

to

appoint, as a deputy.
AS-SIGN', (as-sin') n. One to whom property is assigned ;

an assignee.
AS-SIGN'A-BLE, (as-sln'a-bl) a. That may be assigned.
ds-sie-NAT1

, Qis-in-y'a'
or as-jg-nat') n. [Fr.] A sort of pa-

per money in France, issued during the revolution. Burke.

AS-SIG-NA'TION, n. Act of assigning ; assignment: an

appointment to meet ;
used generally of love appointments.

AS-SIGN-EE', (as-se-n5')n. One to whom any right or prop-

erty is assigned ;'
one who is appointed by another to do

any act.

As-slGN'ER, (as-sln'er) n. One who assigns.

As-slGN'MENT, (as-sin'ment) 71. Act of assigning; thing

assigned ;
act of alienating, or transferring to another of

some right, title, or property.

As-siGN-OR',*(as-se-nor') n. (Law) One who makes an as-

signment; correlative of assignee. Wh'ishaw.

As-si'M-l-LA-BiL'l-T Y,* n. The quality of being assimilable.

Coleridge. [R.]

As-s?M'l-LA-Bi,E,a. That may be assimilated. Browne. [R.]

AS-slM'i-LATE, v. 7i. [assimilo, L.] [i.
ASSIMILATED ; pp.

ASSIMILATING, ASSIMILATED.] To grow or become similar.

As-SlM'l-LATE, v. a. To bring to a likeness; to make simi-

lar
;
to turn to its own substance by digestion.

tAs-sM'j-LATE-NESS, n. Likeness. Bailey.

AS-S'I'M-I-LA'TION, 7i. Act of assimilating; state of being
assimilated ;

a function of nutrition.

jAs-sfirt'i-LA-TiVE, a. Having the power of assimilating.
HakewilL

As-sfM'l-LA-TO-RY,* a. Tending to assimilate. Roget.

fAs-SlM'y-LATE, 77. a. [assimuto, L.] To feign. Bailey.

\As-sfM-U-LA'TlpN, 7i. Dissimulation. Bailey.

As-SJ-NE'GO, n. [Port.] An ass. Sir T. Herbert.

As-sI'?OR,* 7i. (Scotch law) A juror. Whishaw.

AS-SIST', 77. a, [assisto, L.l [i. ASSISTED; pp. ASSISTING,
'

ASSISTED.] To help ;
to aid

;
to relieve

;
to succor.

As-sisT', 77. n. To help. Nelson. [R.]

As-StST'ANCE, n. Help ;
aid

; support ;
relief.

As-S'iST'ANT, a. Helping ; aiding ; auxiliary.

As-slsT'ANT, 71, One who assists ;
an auxiliary.

AS-SIST'ER, w. An assistant ;
a helper.

As-sIsT'|NG,*p. a. Affording assistance
; helping.

AS-SIST'LESS, a. Wanting help. Pope.

AS-SIZE', n. [assise, Fr.] (English Lain) A court of judica-'

ture held twice a year in every county, in which causes

are tried by a judge and jury: an ordinance or statute

to determine the weight, or fix the price of bread, ale, &c.

AS-SIZE', 75. a. To fix a rate of weight or price. Gower.

AS-SIZ'ER, n. An officer who has the care of weights and
measures. (Scotland) A juryman : often spelt assisor.

Ass'LlKE, a. Resembling an ass. Sidney.

tAs-f-6'BER, f. a. To keep sober. Gowcr.

As-sd'ci-A-BLE, (as-so'she-a-bl) a. That may be associat-

ed : sociable ; companionable. Cotgrave.

As-so'ci-ATE, (as-so'she-ut) 7'. a. [associo, L.] [i. ASSO-

CIATED ; pp. ASSOCIATING, ASSOCIATED.] To Unite With
J

to adopt as a friend ;
to a<-compan 3'.

As-so'ci-ATE, (as-so'she-at) a. Confederate; united with;
'

conjoined ; acting with, as, "an associate judge."

AS-SO'CI-ATE, (as-so'she-at) T>. A partner; a confederate;
a companion ;

an associate, not presiding, judge.

AS-SO'CI-ATE, 77. n. To unite with another. TJiomson.

As-sp'ci-AT-ED,* (as-so'she-at-ed) p. a. Confederated,
united together.

AS-SO-CI-A'TION, (as-so-she-a'shun) n. Union; confedera-

cy ; partnership ;
connection

; apposition ;
an assembly of

persons ;
a political society ;

a number or body of clergy-
men associated. Association of ideas is that connection
between certain ideas which Causes them to succeed each

other, involuntarily, in the mind. Crabb.

As-so-ci-A'TlON-AL,*a. Relating to an association of cler-

gymen. Dwight. [A word sometimes used in the United

States.]

As-so'c!-A-TlvE,*(as-s6'she-a-tiv)a. Tending to associate

or unite. Coleridge. [R.]

As-sq'ci-A-TOR, (as-so'she-a-tor) n. A confederate. Dryden.
fAs-sblL,', 77. a. [assoiler, old Fr.] To solve

;
to release or

set free
;
to absolve

;
to soil. Bp. Taylor.

fAs-solL'MENT,* n. The act of assoiling. Speed.
As-solL-'ziE,* 77. a. (Scotch Law) To acquit or free from an

accusation. Dr. Jamieson.

AS'SQ-NANCE, n. [Fr.] A jingle or imperfect rhyme; re-

semblance of sound. Brande.

As'so-NXNT, a. Having a resemblance in sound.

As'so-NAjVT,* n. [asonante, Sp.] (In Spanish verse) A re-

semblance of sound, differing from rhyme. P. Cijc. The
last word in a verse whose accented vowel is the same as
that of the last word in the verse preceding ; as,

"
miliines,

azotes."_ Ncuman.
fAs'so-NATE, 77. n. [assono, L.]

To sound. Cockeram.

As-SORT', 77. a. [assortir, Fr.] [j. ASSORTED ; pp. ASSORTING,
ASSORTED.] To furnish with all sorts ; to arrange in classes.

AS-SORT',* 77. 71. To agree or associate with ;
to consort.

Smart.
As SORT'MENT, n. Act of assorting ; class; a quantity as-

sorted or properly selected.

fAs-SOT', 77. a. [assoter, Fr.] To infatuate. Spenser.

As-SUA<^E', (as-swaj') 77. a. [assoager, old Fr.] [t.
AS-

SUAGED
; pp. ASSUAGING, ASSUAGED.] To mitigate; to ap-

pease ;
to soften

; _to allay ;
to soothe

;
to ease.

AS-SUAGE', (as-swaj') 77. n. To abate. Gen. viii.

AS-SUAGE'MENT, n. Mitigation ; abatement. Spenser. [R.]

AS-SUA^'ER, n. One who assuages.

As-suAqt'iNG,*p. a. Tending to assuage; mitigating.

AS-SUA'SIVE, (as-swa'siv) a. Softening; mitigating. Pope.

fAs-suB'jECT, v. a. [assoubjectir,o\d Fr.] To make subject.

Cotgrave.
fAs-sDB'jU-GATE, 77. a. To subjugate. SJiak.

fAS-SUE-FAc'TION, (as-swe-fak'shun) n. [assuefacio, L.J
The act of accustoming to any thing. Browne.

AS'SVE-TUDE, (as'swe-tud) n. Use; custom. Bacon. [R.J

As-SUME', 77. a. [assumo, L.] [i. ASSUMED; pp. ASSUMING,
ASSUMED.] To take

;
to take upon one's self; to arrogate ;

to take for granted without proof; to appropriate.

AS-SUME', 77. n. To be arrogant. Burnet.

fAS-SU'MENT, n. [assumentum, L.] A patch. Lewis.

As-sCiu'ER, n. One who assumes. South.

AS-SUM'ING, p. a. Arrogant; haughty; overbearing.
AS-SUM'ING, n. Presumption. B. Jonson.
Jls-sUMP 1

SIT, (as-sum'sjt) n. [L.] (Law) A voluntary
promise, made by word, whereby a man takes upon him
to perform or pay any thing to another. Jin action of as-

sumpsit is one of anomalous character, having the form of

tort and the substance of contract. Brande.

t^s-suMPT', (as-sumf) T?. a. To raise up. Sheldon.

fAS-SUMPT', 71. That which is assumed. Cldllingworth.

As-sDMP'TipN, (as-sum'shun) n. Act of assuming ; thing
assumed

; supposition. A festival of the Catholic church,
celebrated on the 15th of August, for the alleged miracu-
lous ascent of the Virgin Mary into heaven. (Logic)
The minor proposition of a syllogism.

AS-SUMP'TIVE, (as-sum'tjv) a. That is assumed.

AS-SUMP'TJVE-:L,* (as-sum'tjv-le) ad. By assumption. Dr.
'

Allen.

As-srJR'ANCE, (a-shur'ans) n. Act of assuring ;
state of be-

ing assured; certain expectation; freedom from doubt;
firmness

;
confidence

; persuasion ; impudence ;
want of

modesty; ground of confidence; spirit; intrepidity.

(Theol.) Security with respect to a future state, or accept-
ance with God. Security to make good a loss

;
insur-

ance. See INSURANCE.
As-sfJRE', (a-shur') v. a. [assurer, Fr.] [i. ASSURED ; pp.

ASSURING, ASSURED.] To make sure or safe
;
to give confi-

dence by promise ;
to secure to

;
to make secure

;
to insure.

ASSURED, (a-shur'ed, or a-shurd')p. a. Certain
;
indubita-

ble
;
not doubting ; confident ;

insured.

.As-sCR'Ei>-L,Y, (a-shur'ed-le) ad. Certainly. Shak.

As-sflR'ED-NKSS, (a-shur'ed-nes) n. Certainty.

As-stjR'ER, (a-shflr'er) n. One who assures.

AS-SUR'^ENT,* a. Rising upward or archwise. London.

AS-SWAGE', 77. a. See ASSUAGE.

AS-TA'CIAN,* 7i. (Zool.) A crustacean; astacus. P. Cyc.

As'TA-clTE,* n. A fossil crustaceous astacolite. Smart.

AS-TAC'Q-L.ITE,*TI. (Geol.) The fossil remains of a long-
tailed or lobster-like crustacean. P. Cyc.
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AS'TA-CUS,* n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of crustaceous ani-

mals. P. Cyc.

AS-TAT'JC,* a. Being without polarity, applied to a pecu-
liarly-constructed magnetic needle. Francis.

AS'TE-I$M,* ii. (Rhct.) A pleasant trope ;
a kind of deli-

cate irony. Crabb.

AS'TER,* n. [L., a star.] (Bat.) A genus of plants having
a radiated flower

;
the starwort. P. Cyc.

AS-TE'RI-A * n. (Min.) The bastard opal : a sort of gem.'

Crabb.'
'

As-TE'RJ-Xs,* n. (Zool.) A genus of radiated animals. P.

Cyc.
As-TE'Rl-AT-ED,*a. Radiated, as a star. Smart.

As'TER-isK, n. [do-rcp f<r/cos, Gr.] A little star, [thus, *]
used in printing, and directing to a note in the margin or

at the bottom of the page. In MSS., it denotes an omis-

sion, sometimes addition, or something remarkable.

As'TER-lM, 7i. [do-7-p(07/<ij, Gr.] (Astron.) A constellation

of stars: an asterisk. Dryden. See ASTERISK.

AS'TER-ITE,* n. [asterites, L.] The star-stone; a kind of

glittering opal: called also astroits and astrite. Smart.

As-TE-Ri1

TEi/,n. [L.] See ASTERITE.

A-STERN', ad. (Nau.t.) In the hinder part of the ship ;
be-

hind the ship.

AS'TE-RO/D^n. (Astron.) A small planet ;
a term applied

to the four newly-discovered planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno,
and Vesta. P. Cyc.

As-TE-RolD'AL,* a. Relating to an asteroid. Smart.

AS-TE-ROPH'YL-LITE,* n. (Geol.) An extinct fossil plant.
Robert*.

AS'TER-Q-PODE,* n. (Min.) A gem ; asteropodium. Smart.

AS-TER-Q-JPO'DI-UM,* n. (Min.) A sort of gem; a fossil.

Crabb.

fA-STERT', v. a. To terrify ;
to startle. Spenser.

AS-THEN'IC, a. [a and aOivog.} Feeble; marked by great

debility.

AS-THE-NOL'O-GY, n. A description of weakness or de-

bility.

ASTH'MA, (st'ma) n. [arrfya.] (Med.) A disease, the

leading symptom of which is a difficulty of breathing, ac-

companied with cough and expectoration.

ASTH-MAT'IC, (ast-mat'jk) n. One troubled with an asth-

ma. Arbuthnot.

ASTH-MAT'IC, (ast-mat'jk) ) a. Relating to or afflict-

ASTH-MXT'I-CAL, (ast-mat'e-kal) \
ed with an asthma.

ASTH-MAT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In an asthmatical manner. Rich-

ardson.

fAs-TiP'u-LATE, v. n. [astipulor, L.] To stipulate. Bp. Hall.

jAs-TiP-y-LA'TipN, n. Stipulation. Bp. Hall.

A-STIR',* a. Stirring ;
active. Dickens.

J-AS-TONE', v. a. To terrify ;
to astonish. Chaucer.

|AS-TON'I-ED-NESS, n. State of being astonished. Barret.

As-TON'lSH, v. a. [estonner, Fr.] [i. ASTONISHED; pp. AS-

TONISHING, ASTONISHED.] To amaze
;

to impress with
wonder or terror; to surprise.

As-TON'|SH-lNG,* a. Tending to astonish
; amazing.

AS-TON'ISH-ING-LY, ad. In a surprising manner. Fleet-

wood.

As-TON-lSH-lNG-NESS, 71. Quality to excite astonishment.

AS-TON'ISH-MENT, n. Amazement; confusion of mind
through fear or wonder; terror.

fAs-TON'y, v. a. To terrify ;
to astonish. Spenser.

AS-ToOND', 13. a. [estonner, Fr.] [i. ASTOUNDED
; pp.

ASTOUNDING, ASTOUNDED.] To strike with wonder or
terror ; to astonish. Milton.

fAs-TOUND', v. n. To shake
;
to strike terror. Thomson.

A'S-TOGND'ING,* p. a. Causing astonishment.

As-T60ND'MENT,*n. The act of astounding. C. Lamb. [R.]
A-STRXD'DLE, ad. With one leg on each side

;
astride.

As-TRx:'A,*n. [L.] The goddess of justice; the sign Vir-

go. Ainsworth. (Zool.) A genus of polypifers. P. Cyc.
As'TRA-GXL, n. [do-rpdxuAaj.] (Arch.) A small moulding
whose profile is semicircular, serving as an ornament at

the tops and bottoms of columns.

As-TRAG'A-LtJ's,* n. [L.] The ankle-bone. (Bot.) A ge-'

nus of leguminous plants. P. Cyc.

AS'TRAL, a. Relating to the stars; starry. Astral lamp,
a large, standing, parlor lamp, having a ground concave
glass.

A-STRAY'. (a-stra') ad. Out of the right way. Spenser.
As-TRfcT', . a. [astringo, L.] To contract by applications ;

to restrict. Arbuthnot. [n.l

tAs-TRiCT', a. [astrictus, L.J Bound ; compendious. Werner.

AS-TRIC'TIQN, n. A contraction
;
a binding. Bacon.

fAs-TRic'TIVE, a. Binding; astringent. Holland.

fAs-TRic'TQ-RY, a. Astringent ; apt to bind. Bailey.

A-STRIDE', ad. With the legs wide apart. Boyle.

tAs-TRlF'E-ROUS, a. [astrifer, L.] Bearing stars. Bailey.

JAs-TRiG'E-ROUS, a. [astriger, L.] Carrying stars. Bailey.

AS-TRINGE', v. a. [astringo, L.] [i. ASTRINGED; pp. AS-

TRINGING, ASTRINGED.] To press by contraction
;
to draw

together. Bacon.

As-TRiN'GEN-cy, 7i. The power of binding or contracting;
power of giving firmness.
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As-TRlN'GENT, a. Binding; contracting; opposed to lax-

ative.

As-TRlN'GENT, n. An astringent medicine. Bacon.

As-TRlN'^ENT-LY,* ad. In an astringent manner. Rich-
ardson.

As-TRO-CA'RY-uai,*n. (Bot.) A genus of palms. P. Cyc
AS-TROG'NQ-SY,* n. The science of the stars. Francis.

As-TR5G'RA-PHy, 7i. [aarpuv and ypd</w.] A description
of the stars. [R.]

As'TRQ-lTE, M. [astroite, Fr.] A stone sparkling like a
star

;
staf-stone or star-shell. Warton.

AS'TRO-LABE, n. [Fr.] An instrument formerly used for

taking altitudes or observations of the stars at sea, now
superseded by the quadrant: a particular projection of
the sphere.

tAS-TROL'A-TRY,* n. The worship of the stars. Cudworth.

^s-TROL/o-GER, n. [astrologus, L.] One who is versed in,
or who practises, astrology.

fAs-TRQ-Lo'/Ji-AN, n. Same as astrologer. Camden.

AS-TRQ-LOG'IC, {
a. Relating to or partaking of astrol-

AS-TRO-LOC^'l-CAL, ) Ogy.
As-TRQ-Loa'j-CAL-Ly, ad. In an astrological manner.
AS-TROL'Q-GIZE, v. n. To practise astrology. [R.]

, n. [astrologia, L.] The science of the stars :

appropriately, the pretended science or art of foretell-

ing future events by means of the appearance or aspect
of the heavens, and the position of the heavenly bodies.

It is founded on the supposed influence of the heavenly
bodies on sublunary and human affairs.

AS-TRON'Q-MER, n. One versed in astronomy. Bacon.

a' Bel nging l astronomv-

As-TRQ-NOM'i-CAL-Ly, ad. In an astronomical manner.

tAs-TRQ-NOM'j-coN,* n. A treatise on the stars. Holds-
worth.

As-TR6N'<?-MlZE, v. n. To study astronomy. Browne.

As-TRON'Q-My, n. [dorpoj/ofuu.] The science of the heav-

enly bodies, including their magnitudes, distances, mo-
tions, changes, and the laws by which they are directed.

AS'TRQ-SCOPE,* n. (Astron.) An ancient astronomical in-

strument, consisting of two cones, on which the constel-

lations were depicted. Francis.

tAs-TR6s'cO-Py 5
n. [darfip and O-KO:T&>.] Observation of

'the stars. -Scott.

AS'TRQ-THE-OL'Q-GY, n. Theology founded on the ob-
servation of the celestial bodies. Derham.

A-STROT', ad. In a strutting or swelling manner. Cowper.
fA-STUN', 13. a. To stun. Mirror for Magistrates.
As'TVR,* 7i. (Ornith.) A genus of hawks. P. Cyc.

AS-TUTE', a. [astutus, L.] Cunning; penetrating; acute;
shrewd. Sir M. Sandys.

AS-TUTE'NESS,* n. Craft; cunning; subtlety. Maunder.

A-SUN'DER, ad. Apart; separately. Spenser.

fA-swooN', ad. In a swoon. Gower.

A'-SY'LVM, (a-sl'lum) n. [L.] pi. L. A-SY'LA; Eng. A-SY'-

LVM. A sanctuary ;
a refuge ;

a place of refuge for crim-
inals ;

a place of retreat and security ;
a charitable insti-

tution, as for the blind, deaf and dumb, lunatics, &c.

A-SYM'ME-TRAL, a. Wanting symmetry. More.
[R.]

As-yM-MKT'Ri-CAL, a. Wanting symmetry ; irregular

Boyle. [R.]

'

fA-SYM/ME-TRotis,* a. Asymmetrical. Barrow.

A-SYM'ME-TRY, n. [a and o-vn^srpia.] Want ofsymmetry.
Grew.

As'yMP-TOTE, (as'jm-t5t) [as'im-tot, W. Ja. Sm. R. ; a-sim'-

tot, S. K. Ash.} n. ; pi. Xs'YMP-TOTES. [a, <rvv, and 7rr<5o>.]

( Geom.) A right line which continually approaches nearer
and nearer to a curve, without ever meeting it.

AS-YMP-TOT'IC,* a. Same as asymptotical. Bailey.

As-YMP-T5T'i-CAL, (as-im-tot'e-kal) a. Relating to asymp-
totes

; approaching, but never meeting. Barrow.

A-SYN'&E-Tdlf, n. ; pi. A-SYff1 DE-TA. [davvfeTov.]
(Rhet.) The omission of conjunctions in a speech ; as,"

Feni, vidi, vici."

AT, prep. Denoting presence, or nearness
; near to

;
in

;

by ;
on

;
with

;
coincident with

;
in the state of; towards.

It all, in any manner; in any degree. At first, in

the first place. At last, in the last place. 4t once, all

together ;
in the same instant.

AT'A-BAL,, n. A kind of tabor used by the Moors. Dryden.
A-TAC'A-MITE,* n. (Min.) An oxymuriate of copper. Dana.

AT-A-GHAN',* n. A small Turkish sabre; a dagger. M. J.

Qwin.
AT-A-MXs'cd,* n. (Bot.) A species of amaryllis. Crabb.

^AT-A-RAX'I-A, n. [drapat'a.] Same as ataraxy. GlanviUe.

tAT'A-RXx-y, n. Calmness of mind
; tranquillity.

fAT'AX-Y, n. [ara|ia.] Disturbance
;
confusion. Hallywell.

AT'CHE,* n. The smallest Turkish coin, of the value of
two thirds of a farthing. Crabb.

ATE, (at, or et) [at, S. F. Ja. K. R.; et, Sm.] i. from eaL
See EAT. #5=

"
A, in ate, many, and any, has been short-

ened into ?." Smart.
A'TE* 7i. [Gr.] (Myth.) The personification of revenge,
punishment, or fatality. Brande.
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AT'E-LE^,*n. pi. (Zool.) A genus of American monkeys.
P.' Cyc.

A-TEL'LAN, n. A satirical or licentious drama. Burton.

A-TEL'LAN, a. Relating to the dramas at Atella.

A TEM'PO,* [It.] (Mus.) Signifying that after any change
of motion, the original movement is to be restored. P. Cyc.

ATH'A-NAS,* n. (Zool.) A genus of long-tailed crustaceans.
P. Cyc.

ATH-A-NA'SIAN, (ath-a-na'shan) [ath-a-na'she-an, Jo. ; ath-

a-nazh'e-an, Sm. ; ath-a-na'zhan, R.] n. A follower of

Athanasius, or a believer in his creed. Waterland.

ATH-A-NA'SIAN, a. Relating to Athanasius, a bishop of
Alexandria in the fourth century, the reputed author of
the creed which bears his name, and which is an explicit
avowal of the doctrine of the Trinity, against Arianism.

ATH'A-NOR, n. A furnace formerly used by chemists.

A'THE-IM, n. The denial or disbelief of a God.

A'THE-IST, n. [ufcoj.] One who denies the existence of
God.

A'THE-IST, a. Atheistical
; denying God. Milton.

A-THE-Is'Tic, a. Relating or adhering to atheism
; impious.

A-THE-Is'Ti-CAL, a. Relating or adhering to atheism.

A-THE-fs'TJ-CAL-Ly, ad. In an atheistical manner.

A-THE-Is'Tf-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being atheistical.

fA'THE-iZE, v. n. To talk like an unbeliever. Cudworth.

fA'THE-IZ-ER,* n. One who atheizes. Cudworth.

ATH'EL, ATH'EL-ING, A'DEL, and ^E'THEL, from adel,

Germ., noble. Gibson.

vi,* n. [L.] pi. L. ATHEifJSA; Eng. ATH-
i : as an Anglicized word, it is often spelt athene-

um, atheneums. A public edifice at Athens, dedicated to

Minerva, and frequented by philosophers, poets, rheto-

ricians, &c. : in modern times, a public seminary or

gymnasium; also, a public library with a reading-room.

fATH-E-o-L6'9i-AN,7t. The opposite to a theologian. Hay-
ward.

tA-THE-OL'Q-9Y,*n. The doctrine of atheism. Cudworth.

tA'THE-oOs, a. Atheistic
; godless. Milton.

ATH'ER-INE,* n. (Zool.) A fish very full of bones. Crabb.

ATH-E-Rd'MA,n. [dOepuna.] (Med.) A species of tumor
or wen. Sharp.

ATH-E-ROM'A-ToOs, a. Relating to an atheroma. Wiseman.
A-THI

!

RST', a'. Wanting drink; thirsty.

ATH-LE'T^,* n. pi. [L.] Athletes
;
contenders at games'

for victory ; wrestlers ;
combatants

; champions. Crabb.

ATH'LETE, fath'let, Ja.R. 7W<i;ath-let', 8m.] n. ;pl.ATH r-

LETES. [u9X?rijj.] A contender for victory ;
a wrestler.

Delany.
ATH-LET'IC, a. Belonging to wrestling or muscular exer-

cise
; strong of body ;

robust
; vigorous.

ATH-LET'J-CI$M,* n. Muscular strength. Maunder. [R.]
A-THWART', prep. Across

;
transverse to

; through.
A-THWA.RT', ad. In a vexatious manner; wrong.
A-TlLT', ad. In the manner of a tilter. Shak. In a tilted

posture, as of a barrel raised behind. Spectator.

AT-LAN'TA,* n. (Zool.) A genus of molluscous animals. P.
'

Cyc.
AT-LAN-TE'AN, a. [atlanteus, L.] Resembling Atlas; gi-

gantic. Milton.

AT-LAN'TE$S'n.pl. [L.] Images of men bearing up pillars
or supporting a building. Crabb.

AT-LiN'Tjc,a. Relating to the ocean called Atlantic, lying
between the eastern and western continents

; relating to

Atlas.

AT-LAN'Ti-DE3,*n.pl. [L.] Another name for the Pleia-

AT'LAS, n. [L.] pi. XT'LAS-E. A collection or volume of

geographical maps or charts ;
a large, square folio

;
a sup-

porter of a building; a kind of silk; a large kind of

drawing paper. (Jlnat.) The uppermost of the cervical
vertebras.

AT-MOM'E-TER,* n. [a-/*o? and /zsrpoi/.] An instrument
for ascertaining the rate of evaporation from a humid
surface. Brande.

AT'MQS-PHERE, (at'mps-fer) n. [UT-/JOJ and <r<{>aipa; at-

mosphere, Fr.] The body of air, or assemblage of aeriform

vapors, which surrounds the earth; air. (Elect.) A me-
dium conceived to be diffused over the surface of electric

bodies, and to extend to some distance from them.

AT-MOS-PHER'IC,* a. Relating to the atmosphere. P. Cyc.
AT-MQS-PHER'I-CAL, a. Relating to the atmosphere ;

con-

sisting of the atmosphere.
AT'QM, n. [UTO/JOJ-] An indivisible particle of matter

;
a

minute particle ; any thing extremely small.

A-TOM'IC,* a. Relating to atoms
;
atomical. P. Cyc. The

atomic philosophy, held by the ancient Epicureans, taught
that atoms are endued with gravity and motion, by which
all things are formed without the aid of a Supreme Be-

ing. The atomic theory, in modern chemistry, is the doc-
trine of definite proportions. t

A-TOM'|-CAL, a. Consisting of atoms
; relating to atoms.

tA-TOM'l-cIM,* n. Atomism. Cudworth.

A'T'QM-KSM, n. The doctrine of atoms.

50 ATT
j n. One who holds the atomic philosophy. Locke.

AT'QM-IZE,* v. n. To speculate respecting atoms. Cud-
worth.

AT'QM-LIKE, a. Resembling atoms. Browne.

AT-QM-OL'O-^Y,* n. The doctrine of atoms. Cudworth.
AT'QM-WORLD,* n. A world composed of atoms. Young
fAT'Q-MY, 7i. An atom; an abbreviation of anatomy, mean-
ing a meagre person. Shak.

A-TONE', v. n* [from at one.] [i. ATONED; pp. ATONING,
ATONED.] [| To agree ;

to be at one. Shak.] To stand as
an equivalent for something; to answer for. Dryden.

A-TONE', v. a. To reduce to concord ; to expiate. Pope.
tA-TONE' / , At
+AT TniM-p' i

aa- At one; together. Spenser.
y/\j.-j.ciwji , )

A-TONE'MENT, TZ. [f Agreement; concord. Shak.] Recon-
ciliation; expiation. Milton.

A-TON'ER, n. One who atones.

A-TON'IC, a. Wanting tone or tension
;
relaxed.

A-TON'IC,* 71. (Gram.) A word that has no accent. Ash.
A-TON'ING,*P. a. Making atonement

; expiating.
AT'Q-NY, n. [atojiie, Fr.] (Med.) Want of tone or tension.

Dima-lison.

A-T6P', ad. On the top. Milton.

\AT-RA-BI-LAIRE' * a. [Fr.] Melancholy jatrabiliary. War-
burton.

AT-RA-BI-LA'RI-AN, a. [atrabilis, L.] Melancholy; full of
bile. Jrbuthnot.

XT-RA-BJ-LA'RI-OUS, a. Melancholic ; full of bile. Quincy.
AT-RA-BJ-LA'RI-OUS-NESS, n. Melancholy. [R.]
AT-RA-BlL'iA-RY,* a. Melancholy ;

atrabilious. Dunrtison.

AT-RA-MEN-TA'CEOVS,* (-shus) a. Black as ink. Derham.
AT-RA-MN'TAL, a. [atramentum, L.] Inky. Brown.
AT-RA-MEN-TA'RI-OUS,* a. Suitable for making ink. Smart.

AT-RA-MEN'Toys, a. Inky ;
black. Swift.

fA'TRED, (a'terd) a. [ater, L.] Tinged with a black color.

_ Whitaker.

A'TRi-UM,*n. [L.] pi. A'TRI-A. A court before a house,
and sometimes a churchyard. Crabb.

A-TRo'cioys, (a-tro'shus) a. [atrox, L.] Wicked in a high
degree ; enormous ; flagitious ;

heinous.

A-TRo'cioys-Ly, (a-tro'shus-le) ad. In an atrocious man-
ner.

A-TRo'cioys-NESS, (a-tro'shus-nes) n. Atrocity.
A-TRog'j-Ty, n. Horrible wickedness

; enormity.
AT'RQ-PA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

AT'RQ-PHY, n. [drpoQia.] (Med.) A consumption or wast-

ing away for want of nourishment. Milton.

A-TRO'PI-A,* n. (Chem.) A vegetable alkali. P. Cyc.
AT-TAC'CA,* n. [It.] (Mus.) A direction which denotes
'

that the next movement is to follow immediately without
any pause. P. Cyc.

AT-TACH', v. a. [attacker, Fr.] [i. ATTACHED ;pp. ATTACH-
ING, ATTACHED.] To arrest

;
to seize or take in a judicial

manner
;
to lay hold on as by authority ;

to gain over
;
to

fix to one's interest.

fAT-TACH',* 7i, Attachment. Pope.
AT-TACH'A-BLE,* a. That may be attached. Seager.
ATTACHE,* (at-a-sha') n. [Fr.] A person attached to, or

dependent on, another person, or a legation, or company ;

an adherent. Mackintosh.

AT-TACHED',* (at-tacht') p. a. United by affection
; seized ;'

laid hold of.

AT-TXCH'MENT, TO. Act of attaching ;
state of being at-

tached
;
union of affection ;

adherence
; fidelity ; regard.

(Law) An apprehension by virtue of a precept, differ-

ing from an arrest, inasmuch as it lays hold of the goods
as well as the person.

AT-TXcK', v. a. [attaquer, Fr.] ['. ATTACKED ; pp. ATTACK-
ING, ATTACKED.] To assault

;
to assail

;
to impugn.

AT-TXCK', TO. An assault; an onset; invasion.

AT-TXcK'ER, 7i. One who attacks.

AT'TA^EN,* n. (Ornith.) The Asiatic partridge. Crabb.

AT-TAIN', v. a. [attingo, L.
; atteindre, Fr.] [i. ATTAINED ;

pp. ATTAINING, ATTAINED.] To gain; to obtain
;
to over-

take^; to reach.

AT-TAIN', v. n. To come to a certain state
;
to arrive at.

JAT-TAIN', 7i. Attainment. Glanmlle.

AT-TAlN-A-BlL'l-Ty,* n. State of being attainable. Cole-

ridge.

AT-TAIN'A-BLE, a. That may be attained.

AT-TAIN'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being attainable.

AT-TAIN'DER, 71. [attainder, old Fr.] (Law) The stain or
'

corruption' of blood from being condemned for a capital
crime

;
conviction of a crime.

AT-TAIN'MENT, n. That which is attained; act of attain-

in
%;_ acquisition.

AT-TAINT', v. a. [i. ATTAINTED ; pp. ATTAINTING, ATTAINT-
'

ED.] To taint; to corrupt; to disgrace. (Law) To find

guilty of a crime, especially of felony or treason.

AT-TAINT', a. Convicted ;
attainted. Sadler. [R.]

AT-TAINT', n. [[Any thing injurious, as illness. Shak.]'

A taint. (Law) A writ against a jury for false judgment.
AT-TAINT'ED,*^. a. Convicted of a crime

; disgraced.

AT-TAINT'MENT, n. State of being attainted.
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AT-TAINT'URE, (at-tant'yur) n. A stain ;
an impediment;

legal censure. Shak.

fAT-TXM'l-NATE, v. a. [attamino , ~L.] To corrupt. Coles.

AT'TAR,* (of Roses,) n. An essential oil, obtained in India
from the petals of the rosa ccntifolia and sempervivens}
called also otto of roses. P. Cyc.

fAT-TAsK.', v. a. To task
;
to tax. Shak.

fAT-TASTE', v. a. To taste. Mirror for Magistrates.

AT-TEM'PER, v. a. [attempcro, L.] [i. ATTEMPERED; pp.

ATTEMPERING, ATTEMPERED.] To mingle; to dilute ; to

soften
;
to mix in just proportions ;

to fit to
;
to temper.

[AT-TEM'PER-ANCE, n. Temperance. Chaucer.

fAT-TEM'PER-ATE, v. a. To attemper. Hammond.

fAT-TEM'PER-LY, ad. In a temperate manner. Chaucer.

A'T-TEM'PER-ME'NT,*TI. Act of attempering. Dr. Chalmers.

AT-TEMPT', (at-temt') v. a. [attcnter, Fr.] [i. ATTEMPTED ;'

pp. ATTEMPTING, ATTEMPTED.] To try; to essay ;
to en-

deavor ; to make experiment or trial of.

AT-TEMPT', (at-temt') v. n. To make an attack or a trial.

T-TMPT', (at-temt') n. An effort; endeavor; essay; ex-

periment ; trial
; enterprise.

AT-TEMPT'A-BLE, (at-temt'a-bl) a. That may be attempt-
ed. Shak.

AT-TEMPT'ER, (at-temt 'er) n. One who attempts.

^.T-TEND', v. a. [attendo, L.] [i. ATTENDED ; pp. ATTEND-

ING, ATTENDED.] To wait on
;
to accompany ;

to be pres-
ent with, upon a summons

; to expect ;
to remain to

;
tck

await.

AT-TEND', v. r. To yield attention
;
to stay ;

to be within
reach or call ; to wait, as compelled by authority.

AT-TND'ANCE, n. Act of attending or waiting on
;
ser-

vice
;
the persons waiting ;

a train
;
attention ; expectation.

AT-TEND'ANT, a. Accompanying as subordinate.

AT-TEND'ANT, 7i. One who attends; a concomitant; one
of a train

;
suitor or agent; one that is present. (Law)

One who owes a duty to another.

AT-TEND'ER, n. One who attends ; an attendant.

AT-TND'JN<J,* p. a. Giving attendance
; waiting on.

fAT-TNT', a. Intent
;
attentive. 2 Chron. vii.

AT-TEN'TATES, n. pi. (Law) Proceedings pending a suit,
after an inhibition is decreed. Ayliffe.

AT-TN'TION, n. Act of attending: heed; regard; a

steady exertion or application of the mind.

AT-TN'TIVE, a. Paying attention ; heedful.

AT-TEN'TIVE-LY, ad. In an attentive manner.
AT-TEN'TIVE-NSS, n. Quality of being attentive.

AT-TN'U-XNT, a. Diluting ; making thin.

AT-TN'V-XNT,* n. (Med.) Medicine to dilute the blood.
Brandt.

AT-TN'V-ATE, (at-ten'yu-at) v. a. [attenuo, L.] [i. AT-

TENUATED; pp. ATTENUATING, ATTENUATED.] TO make
thin or slender; to lessen.

AT-TN'U-ATE, a. Made thin; made slender; diluted.

AT-TN'v-AT-Ep,*a. (Bat.) Gradually tapering to a point,
without becoming flat. P. Cyc.

AT-TEN-U-A'TION, n. Act of attenuating ;
a thinning.

AT'TER, n. Corrupt matter. Skinner. [Local, Eng.]
tAT'TER-ATE,* v. a. To wear away, as by the sea. Smart.

AT-TER-A'TIQN,* n. The act of wearing away, or the for-

mation, of land by the wearing of the sea. Smart.

AT-TEST',7j. a. [attestor, L.] [i. ATTESTED ;;>;?. ATTESTING,
ATTESTED.] To give proof of

;
to certify ;

to bear witness
;

to call to witness.
AT-TEST'

?
7i. Witness. Shak. [R.]

AT-TES-TA'TION, n. Act of attesting ; testimony.
AT-TS'TJVE,*<Z. Giving attestation ; attesting. Month. Rev.

AT-TS'TOR, n. One who attests. Spenser.
AT'TIC, a. Belonging to Attica or Athens

; pure ; classical
;

elegant. Milton. Belonging to the upper story of a build-

ing.

AT'TIC, n. A native of Attica. Bentley. (Arch.) The up-
per story of a building ;

a garret. Attic Base, a peculiar
kind of base, resembling the composite base.

AT'TJ-CAL, a. [Atticus, L.] Relating to Attica
; Attic.

AT'TI-C!$M, n. An Attic idiom or phrase.
AT'TI-clZE,c.n. [drrurfl;<,>.J

To use an Atticism. Bentlcy.
tAT-TlKGHE', v. a. [attingo, L.] To touch lightly. Coles.

AT-TIRE', v. a.
[i. ATTIRED; pp. ATTIRING, ATTIRED.] To

dress
;
to array.

AT-TIRE', n. Clothes; the head-dress; decoration; the
horns of a buck or stag.

AT-TIRED',* (at-tlrd') p. a. Furnished with attire
; dressed.

(Her.) Attired is used in speaking of the horns of a
buck or stag.

AT-TIR'ER, n. One who attires
;
a dresser.

AT-TIR'JNG, n. A dressing; the head-dress. Sidney.
tAT-Tl'TLE, (at-tl'tl) v. a. To entitle. Gower.

AT'TJ-TUDE, n. [attitude, Fr.] Posture; the gesture and
position of a figure, in which the action or sentiment of
the person is represented.

AT-Tj-Tii'Dl-NAL,*a. Relating to attitude or posture. Smart.

AT-TJ-Tu-DJ-Ni'RJ-AN,*7i. One studious of attitudes. Gait.

AT-TI-TU'DI-NIZE,* v. n. To assume affected attitudes,
airs, or postures. Ch. Ob.
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AT-TOL'LENT, a. [attollens, L.] That lifts up. Derham.
AT-TONE', v. n. See ATONE.
AT-TORN', (at-turn') v. a. [attorner, old Fr.] To transfer
the service of a vassal. Sadler. [R.]

AT-TORN', (at-turn') v. n. (Law) To acknowledge a new
possessor of property, and accept tenancy under him.
Blackstone.

AT-TOR'NEY, (at-tur'ne) n. ; pi. AT-TOR'NEY?. One who
acts for another

;
a proxy. Attorney, or Attorney at law,

one legally qualified to prosecute and defend actions in

courts of law
;
a solicitor

;
a lawyer.

fAT-TOR'NEY, (at-tur'ne) v. a. To perform by proxy; to

employ as a proxy. Shak.

AT-TOR/NEY-GEN'ER-AL,* n. A prosecuting officer of

government ;
a ministerial officer, who acts for the gov-

ernment by which he is appointed, as an attorney does for

his employer. Romilly.
AT-TOR'NEY-GEN'ER-AL-SHIP,* n. The office of attorney-

general. Month. Rev.

AT-TOR'NEY-SHIP, (at-tiir'ne-ship) n. The office of an at-

torney. Shall.

AT-TORN'MENT, (at-tUrn'ment) n. (Law') Ayielding of the
tenant to a new lord. Cowel.

AT-TRXcT', v. a. [attraho, attractum, L.] [i.
ATTRACTED

;'

pp. ATTRACTING, ATTRACTED.] To dl'aW to
J
tO bring tO-

gether ;
to unite ; to entice

;
to allure.

fAT-TRXcT', n. Attraction. Hudibras.

AT-TRAcT-A-B'fL'i-TY, n. Capability of being attracted.
'

Sir W. Jones.

AT-TRXc'Tl-CAL,a. Having power to attract. Ray.
AT-TRXcT'JNG-LY, ad. In an attracting manner.

AT-TRXc'TiQN, n. Act of attracting; that which attracts;
allurement ;

fascination
; tendency of bodies to approach

one another and adhere together ;
the power, principle, or

tendency in bodies to unite, distinguished into the attrac-

tion of gravity, or gravitation, and the attraction of cohe-

sion.

AT-TRXc'TlVE, a. Having power to draw
; inviting.

AT-TRAC'TIVE, n. That which draws or incites. Herbert.

AT-TRXC'TIVE-LY, ad. With the power of attracting.

AT-TRXc'TJVE-NESS, n. duality of being attractive.

AT-TRXC'TQR, n. He or that which attracts.

AT'TRA-HENT, ^t'ra-hent, S. W. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; at-tra'-

hent, Wb.} n. That which attracts. Glanville.

fAT-TRXp', v_.
a. To clothe

;
to dress. Spenser.

JAT-TREC-TA'TIOIV, n. [attrectatio, L.] Frequent handling.
Bailey.

AT-TRIB'V-TA-BLE, a. That may be attributed ; imputable.j-, v. a. [attribuo,lL.] [i. ATTRIBUTED ; pp. AT-
'

TRIBUTING, ATTRIBUTED.] To set down to ;
to ascribe

; to

impute.
AT'TRI-BUTE, n. A thing attributed or belonging to any
one

; property ; quality ;
a perfection or excellence belong-

ing to the Deity.

AT-TRI-BU'TION, n. Act of attributing; attribute.

AT-TRIIB'V-TIVE, a. That attributes. Shak.

AT-TRIB'U-TIVE, n. A thing attributed. Harris.

AT-TR!TE', a. [attritus, L.] [Sorry. Abp. Usher.] Ground
or worn by rubbing. Milton.

AT-TRITE'NESS, n. State of being attrite or much worn.

AT-TRi"TiO]V, (at-trish'un) n. [attritio, L.] Act of wear-
*

ing ;
state' of being worn. (Theol.) Such a grief for sin

as arises only from fear, distinguished from contrition.

Bp. Hall.

AT-TUNE', v. a. [i. ATTUNED;^. ATTUNING, ATTUNED.]
To make musical

;
to adjust to another sound

;
to tune.

fA-TWAiN', (a-tvvan') ad. In twain
;
asunder. Shak.

jA-TWEEN', ad. or prep. Between. Spenser.

A-TwIsT',* a. Awry ;
distorted. Seager. [R.]

fA-TwlxT', (a-twikst')prep. Betwixt. Spenser.

}A-TW6', (a-tV) ad. Into two. Chaucer.
ATl

Y-A,*n. (Zoo/.) A genus of crustaceous animals. P.

^fr'FZfi-,* 7i. (ZooZ.) A genus of crustaceous animals.
P.' Cyc.

A-TYP'IC,* a. (Mcd.) Having no type ; irregular. Dungli-
son.

AUBAINF.,* (o-ban') n. [Fr.] (French Law) A prerogative"

Fram
die<

been naturalized. P. Cyc.

by which the kings of France formerly claimed the prop-

erty of a stranger who died in their kingdom, not having

AV'BER-PINE,*II. [Fr.] An annual plant, used for food.

Gent. Maff.
AU>BER-pIsT>* n. [auberg-iste, Fr.] An innkeeper. Smol-

lett.' [R.]

A"U'BURN, a. Of a tan color; reddish brown.

AU-0H'Ni-A,*7z. (Zool.) A genus of ruminating animals.

P. Cyc.

AUC'TIQN, (awk'shun) n. [auctio, L.] A public sale of

property to the highest bidder ;
the place of such sale j

things sold at auction.

AUC'TIQN, v. a. To sell by auction. [R.]

AUC'TION-A-RY, a. Belonging to an auction. Dryden
AUC-TION-ER', 71. One who sells by auction., e. . . uc-TiON-EER, 71. ne wo ses y .
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AUC-TION-EER',* v. a. To sell by auction. Cowper. [R.]
XUC'TIQN-ROOM,* n. A room where an auction is held.

Boswell.

fAuc'TlVE, a. Of an increasing quality. Bailey.
A tf-cu-BA* n. (Bot..~) A Japanese evergreen plant or shrub.

P. Cyc.
'

fAU-cu-PA'TlON, n. [aucupatio, L.] Fowling ;
bird-catch-

ing._ Bailey.

AU-DA'CIOVS, (aw-da'shus) a. [audax, L.] Daring; confi-

dent; impudent; bold, commonly in a bad sense.

AU-DA'CIOUS-LY, (aw-da'shus-le) ad. Boldly ; impudently.
Su-DA'cioys-NESS, (aw-da/shus-nes) n. Impudence.
AU-DX<?'l-TY, (aw-das'e-te) n. Quality of being audacious;
impudence ; intrepidity ; boldness.

Au-Dl-BtL'l-TY * n. Audibleness. Journal of Science. [R.]
AU'DI-BLE, a. [audibilis, L.] That may be heard

; percep-
tible by the ear.

AU'DI-BLE,??. The object of hearing. More. [R.]
AU'DI-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being audible.

AU'DI-BLY, ad. In an audible manner.
||AU'DI-ENCE, [aw'de-ens, P.J.Ja. Sm. R.: aw'dyens, S. F. ;

awd'yens,.jr. ;aw'je-ens, W.} n. [Fr.] Act of hearing ;

a hearing ;
an assembly addressed by a speaker ;

an au-

ditory ;
the ceremonial hearing of ambassadors or minis-

ters by a sovereign or authority.

UU'DI-ENCE-CHAM'BER, n. The place of reception for a
solemn meeting.

[]Au'Di-ENCE-C6uRT, n. A court belonging to the arch-

bishop of Canterbury. Burn.
ZU-DI-EN'06 T TER-MI-NAN'DO* [L.] (Law} A writ
or commission to certain persons for appeasing and pun-
ishing any insurrection or great riot. JVhishaw.

&U'DI-ENT, 71. A hearer. Shelton.

AU'DIT, n. The settling of accounts by examining docu-

^
ments and hearing parties concerned

;
a final account.

ATJ'DIT, v. a. [i. AUDITED; pp. AUDITING, AUDITED.] To
settle by an audit; to examine and settle or adjust, as
accounts.

AU'DIT, v. n. To sum up. Arbuthnot.

Au'DlT-HousE, n. An appendance to most cathedrals, for
the transaction of affairs belonging to them. Sir G.
Wheler.

f0-l>I"TI<?Tf, (aw-dlsb/un) n. A hearing. Bailey.

|Au'Dl-TlvE, c. Having the power of hearing. Cotgrave.
AU'DI-TQR, n. A hearer; one who audits; a person ap-
pointed to settle or audit an account.

Au'Di-TOR-SHfp, 7i. The office of an auditor. Johnson.

AU'DI-TO-RY, a. Relating to the sense of hearing; having
the power of hearing.

SU'DI-TO-RY, n. An audience
; an assembly of hearers

;
a

place in which auditors are used to assemble.

AU'DI-TRESS, n. A woman or female who hears. MiUon.
Au-DlT'y-AL,* a. Relating to hearing. Coleridge. [R.]
|AUF, (awf ) 7i. A fool, or silly fellow. Burton.
Au FAIT,* (oifo'-) [Fr.] Well-instructed

; skilful
; expert.

Qu._Rev.
AU-JGE'AN,* [au-je'an, Sm.; au'je-an, Ash.] a. Belonging
^

to Augeas ;
full of dirt or filth. Tookc.

AU'J&ER, 7i._An iron instrument for boring holes.

Au'jGER-HoLE, n. A hole made by an auger. Shak.

AUGHT, (awt) n. Any thing. Shak.

AU'GITE,* 7t. (Min.) A mineral of a dark green or black

color, found in volcanic rocks. Lyett.

AUG-MENT', v. a. [augmenter, Fr.] [i. AUGMENTED; pp.
AUGMENTING, AUGMENTED.] To make larger ;

to enlarge ;

to increase
; to multiply.

AUG-MENT', v. n. To grow larger. Sidney.
AUG'MENT, n. Increase

;
state of increase.

AuG-MENT'A-BLE,a. Capable of being augmented.
AUG-MEN-TA'TIQN, 71. Act of augmenting; increase.

(Her.} An especial mark of honor, borne either as an es-
cutcheon oj a canton.

AUG-MEN-TA'TlON-CduRT, n. A court erected by Henry
VIII. for the increase of the revenues of his crown, by
the suppression of monasteries. Warton.

AuG-MEN'TA-TlvE, a. Tending to increase.

AUG-MEN'TA-TIVE,* n. A word formed to express great-
ness. Latham.

AUG-MENT'ER, n. One who augments. Johnson.

AU'GRE, (aw'gur) n. See AUGER.
Au'GVR, n. [augur, L.l One who pretends to predict by
omens, as the flight of birds; a 'soothsayer.

Au'GUR, v. n.
[i. AUGURED ; pp. AUGURING, AUGURED.] To

guess ;
to predict or conjecture from signs. Shak.

Au'GVR, v. a. To foretell. B. Jonson.

Au'GU-RAL,* a. Relating to augury ; foretelling. Bryant.
Au'GU-RATE,7j. 71. To judge by augury. Warburion. [R.]
tAu-GV-RA'TlQN, n. The practice of augury. Browne.
AU'GVR-ER, n. An augur; a soothsayer. Shak.

AU-GU'RI-AL, a. Relating iu augury. Browne.

AU'GU-RlsT,* 77. An augur; an augurer. Booth. [R.]
tAu'GU-RiZE,r. n. To practise augury. Bailey.

tAu'GU-ROOs, a. Predicting; prescient. Chapman.
AU'GVR-SHfP,* n. The office of an augur. Bacon.

AU'GU-RY, n. Prognostication by omens
; an omen

;
a sign ;

a prediction.

AU'GVST, 71. [Augustus, L.] The eighth month of.the year,
so named in honor of Augustus Caesar.

AU-GUST', a. Great
; grand ; majestic ; awful.

AU-GIJS'TAN,* a. Relating to Augustus ; literary. Campbell
AU-GUS'TINE!=>,*?I. pi. An order of monks, so named from

St. Augustine ;
called also Austin Friars. Milner.

AU-GUST'LY,* ad. In an august manner. Young.
AU-GUST'NESS, ?. Elevation of look

; dignity.

AUK, n. A sea-bird. Pennant.

AUK/WARD, a. See AWKWARD.
AU-LA'RI-AN, n. [aula, L.] A member of a hall, as distin-

guished from a member of a college, at Oxford, in Eng-
land.

AU-LA'RI-A?>T,* a. Relating to a hall. Smart.

AULD, a. Old. Shak. [Scotch.]
S.ULD LANG SYNE,* [Scotch.] A phrase used to express
days long since past. Burns.

Au-LET'ic,a. [rtvA'ij.l Belonging to pipes. Bailey. [R.]
AU'LIC, a. [aulicus, L.] Belonging to the court. Aulic

Council, the personal council of the emperor of the latu

German empire.
AULN, (awn) n. [aulne, Fr.] A French measure of length ;

an ell.

AUL'NAGE,* (aw'naj) n. Measurement by the ell. Smart.

AUL'NA-GER,* (aw'na-jer) n. A measurer of cloth
;
alna-

ger. Blackstone.

fAu-MAiL', v. a. [maille, Fr.] To variegate ;
to figure. Spenser.

AUM'BRY, n. See AMBRY.
AUNT, (ant) n. [ante, old Fr.] A father or mother's sister.

fAUNT'ER,n. An old word for adventure.

AU'RA,* n. [L.] pi. AVRJE. A gentle gale or breath of air.

(Mcd.) A vapor; an exhalation of fine particles from a
body. (Ornith.) A species of raven. Crabb.

fAu'RAL,* a. Pertaining to the air. Maunder.

AU'RATE, n. A sort of pear.

AU'RATE,* n. (Chem.} A combination of auric acid and an
alkali. Francis.

AU'RAT-ED,* a. Resembling or containing gold. Smart.

fAu'RE-AT, a. [auratus, L.] Golden. Skelton.

AU'RE-ATE,* a. Containing gold ;
aurated. Southey.

AU-R'LI-A, n. [L.] The state of an insect, commonly
called the chrysalis or pupa. P. Cyc.

AU-RE_'LI-AN,* a. Relating to ot like an aurelia. Ash.
AU-RE' 6-i.A,* n. [L.] A circle of rays; a crown of glory.

Crabb.

Au'Ric,* a. (Chem.) Relating to or partaking of gold. P. Cyc.

Au-Ri-HXL'ciTE,* n. (Min.~) A mineral containing copper
and zinc. Dana.

AU'RI-CLE, (aw're-kl) n. [auricula, L.] The external ear
;

also one of the two venous chambers or appendages of

the heart, resembling the external ear.

Au-Rlc'y-LA, n. , pi. AU-Rlc'u-LA?. (Bat.) A flower
;
a

species of primrose.
Au-Rlc'u-LAR, a. Relating to the ear; conveyed by hear-

ing; traditional; within the sense of hearing; secret,

being conveyed only to the ear, as, "auricular confes-

sion."

Au-Rlc'u-LAR-LY, ad. In an auricular manner.

Au-Rlc'y-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Like the ear
; having two lobes,

like ears, at the base. P. Cyc.

Au-RlF'ER-Otis, a. [aurifer, L.] Producing gold.
Atr-Rp 0A,* n. [L.] pi. A URIGM. A charioteer. (Astron.)
The Wagoner, or Charioteer, a constellation. Crabb.

AU-RI'GAL,* a. Belonging to a chariot or carriage. Bul-

wer. [R.]
Au-Rl-GA'TlON, n. [auriga, L.] Act of driving carriages.

Bailey. [R.]

AU-R!G'RA-PHY,* n. A writing, or the art of writing, with

gold. Maunder.

Au-Rl-PHRYG'i-ATE,*a. Embroidered with gold. Southey.

Au-Ri-PIG-MEN'TVM, 7i. See ORPIMENT.

Au'RJ-scXLP,*n. An instrument to clean the ears. Smart.

Au'RJST, TO. [auris, L.] A surgeon for disorders in the ear.

AU'RIT-ED,* a. Having ears; formed like an car. Hill.

AU-RO'RA, n. [L.] pi. L. AURORA: Eng. AURORAS. The

goddess that opens the gates of day ; daybreak ;
the morn-

ing ;
the dawning light before sunrise

;
a species of crow's

, foot
;
a luminous meteor. See AURORA BOREAHS.

AU-RO'RA BO-R^-A'LIS, n. [L.] Northern daybrcaJc, so

called because it usually appears at or near the north, and

presents a light somewhat resembling that which precedes
sunrise

;
called also northern lights, polar lights, or stream-

ers. Aurora Australis, the same phenomenon seen to-

wards the south pole.

AU-RO'RAL,* a. Relating to the aurora or aurora borealis.

Phil. Mag.
AU-RQ-TEL'LU-RITE,* n. (Min.) An ore of tellurium, con-

taining gold and silver. Dana.

AU'RVJI FUL'MI-NANS, n. [L.] A preparation made by

dissolving gold 'in aqua-regia, and precipitating it with

salt of tartar. Quincy.
AUS-CVL-TA'TION, n. [ausculto,Ij.] A listening to. iAU'GVR-SHTP,* 7U The office of an augur. Bacon. AUS-CUL-TA'TION, n. [ausculto,Ij.] A listening to. (JUcd.)
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A method of distinguishing diseases by listening to sounds

through a tube, or stethoscope.
A"US'CUL-TA-TPR,* n. (Med.) One who practises ausculta-

tion. Month. Rev.
Aus-cuL'TA TQ-RY,* a. Relating to auscultation. Q. Rev.

AU'SPJ-CATE, v. a. To foreshow. B. Jonson. To begin. Burke.

Au'SPlCE, n. [aiispicium, L.] pi. Au'spi-CE. Omen or

omens, such as used to be drawn from birds
5
favorable

appearances ; protection ; influence.

AU-SPI"CIAL,, (aw-splsh'al) a. Relating to prognostics.
u-SPl"cioys, (aw-spish'us) a. Having omens of success

;

prosperous ; favorable
5 propitious ; lucky ; happy.

A"U-SPI"CIOVS-LY, (l\v-spish'us-le) ad. Prosperously.
Au-SPF'cious-NESS, (aw-spish'us-nes) n. Prosperity.

AU-STERE', a. [austertts, L.] Severe; harsh; rigid.

IU-STERE'LY, ad. Rigidly; severely. Shale.

AU-STERE'NESS, n. Severity; austerity. S/iak.

A'U-STER'I-TV, n. Severity ;
mortified life

;
harsh discipline.

AU'STRAL, a. Relating to the south
;
southern.

AU'STRAL-IZE, v. n. \auster, L.] To tend towards the

south* Browne.

AUS'TRI-AN,* n. A native of Austria. Coze.

AUS'TRI-AN,* a. Relating to Austria. Butler.

jAus'TRiNE, a. Southern ; austral. Bailey.

Aus'TRQ-MAN-cy,* Divination by the winds. Dunglison.
A'u'TAR-.eHY, n. A government by one; self-sufficiency.

Milton.

AU-THEN'TIC, a. [xttthcntiau, L.] Resting on proper au-

thority ; properly attested
; true

;
real ; genuine.

AU-THEN'TI-CAL, a. Having authenticity ;
authentic.

AU-THEN'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In an authentic manner. Browne.

A'U-THEN'TI-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being authentic.

AU-THEN'TI-CATE, V. a.
[!.. AUTHENTICATED;^. AUTHEN-

TICATING, AUTHENTICATED.] To prove authentic
;
to prove

by authority. Warton.
.u-j.xuur.-.Li-v^ xiyi'j n. Act of authenticating ;

a proper
or legal attestation. Gladstone.

AlT-THEN-Ti^'l-TY, n. The quality of being authentic, or
of resting on proper authority ; genuineness.

IU-THEN'TIC-LY, ad. Authentically. Bp. Barlow.

SU-THEN'TIC-NESS, n. Authenticity. Stillino-fleet.

A'U-THEN'TJCS,* n. pi. A collection of the Novels of Jus-

tinian, made by an anonymous author. Bouvier.

Au'TllOR, n. [auctor, L.
; auteur, Fr.] The first beginner

or mover
;
the efficient

;
the first writer of any thing ;

a writer of a literary or scientific work ; a writer.

tXu'TH9R, v. a. To occasion
;
to effect. Beaum. fy Fl.

AU'TH9R-ESS, 7i. A female author. Pope. British Critic.

33" This word is now well established. Heretofore au-
thor was commonly applied to writers of both sexes

;
and

some_still so use it.

A'U-THd'Rl-AL,* a. Relating to an author. Ed. Rev. [R.]

AU'TH9R-l$M,* n. Authorship ; quality of an author.
Anna Seward. [R.]

SU-THOR/I-TA-TIVE, a. Having due authority ; exercising
authority ; commanding ; magisterial ;

dictatorial.

A'U-THOR'i-TA-TiVE-LY, ad. In an authoritative manner.

A'u-THOR'i-TA-TlVE-NESS, n. Quality of being authorita-
tive. Bailey.

A'U-THOR'J-TY, n. [auctoritas, L.] Legal or genuine power ;

influence
; power ;

rule
; support ; testimony ; credibility ;

a citation of some act or decision
;
a precedent.

Au'TH9R-T-ZA-BLE,*a. That may be authorized. Hammond.
Au-TH9R-l-ZA'Tl9N, 7i. Act of authorizing ;

establishment

by authority. Hale.

Au'TH9R-lZE, v. a. [i. AUTHORIZED; pp. AUTHORIZING,
AUTHORIZED.] To give authority ;

to make legal ; to es-

tablish by authority : to justify ;
to give credit.

A"u'TH9R-lZED,* (au'th9r-Izd) p. a. Having authority ; sup-
ported.

Au'TH9R-LESS, a. Without an author. Sir E. Sackville.

Au'THpR-LY,* a. Belonging to an author. Cowper. [R.]
Au'TH9R-SHlP, 7i. State or quality of an author.

A*u-T9-Bi-OG'RA-PHER,* n. One who writes his own life.

Sir E. Brydges.
A"U-T9-Bl-9-GRAPH'lC,* a. Same as autobiographical. Dr.

Dibdin.

XU-T9-BI-9 GRXPH'J-CAL,* a. Relating to autobiography.
Ed. Rev.

A"u-T9-Bl-OG'RA-PHYsT,* n. Same as autobiographcr. Month.
Rev.

A1

u-T9-Bl-OG'RA-PHY,* n. [ai>r6s and biography.] The
life of a person written iiy himself; the act of writing
one's own history. Brande.

XU-TP-CAR'PI-OUS,* a. Noting fruit consisting only of

pericarp, without any additional organ. Brande.

Au-T6jBH'TH9N,* n. [avr6xdMi>.] One who is supposed to

have sprung from the soil itself on which he lives. Smart.

AU-TOJEH'THP-NAL,* a. Aboriginal ; original. Ed. Rev.

AU-TdpHf THO-NE$,* n. pi. [L.] The aborigines or first

inhabitants of a country. Ash.

AU-TOC'RA-SY, n. [uvTUKpuTtia.] Government residing
in or exercised by a single person ;

self-derived power.
: n. An absolute sovereign or ruler. Qu. Rev.

,* a. Relating to an autocracy; absolute
EC. Rev.

A'u-T9-cRXT'j-CAL, a. Relating to an autocracy.
AU-TQ-CRAT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of an autocrat.

Ch. Eng. Rev.

tAU-Toc rRA-TQR * n. The same as autocrat. Smart.

IA'U-TQ-CRA-TOR'I-CAL, a. Same as autocratical. Pearson.

Xu-Toc'RA-TRlcE,* 7i. A female absolute sovereign. Davis.

Xu-T5c'RA-TRlx,* n. Same as autocratrice. Smart.

XU'TQ-CRAT-SHIP,* n. The office of an autocrat. Ch. Ob.
AVTO DA FE* (au't9-da-fa') [Sp. ; properly A UTO DE FE,

act of faith.] n.
; pi. AUTOS DA FE. A sentence given by

the inquisition for burning a heretic. Brande.

JAU-TQ-^E'NE-AL, a. Self-begotten. Waterhouse.

AU'TQ-GRXPH,7i. [autographe, Fr.] A person's own hand-
writing.

tA'u-TOG'RA-PHAl,, a. Autographical. Bennet.

Su-TQ-GRXpH'ic,* a. Relating to an autograph ; autograph-
ical. Gent. Mag.

AU-TO-GRAPH'I-CAL, a. Belonging to an autograph.
AU-TOG'RA-PHY, n. A person's own hand-writing, in op-

position to a copy ; autograph. Knox.

AU-TOM'A-LITE,* n. (.Mm.) A dark greenish mineral,
called also gahnite. P. Cyc.

SU-TOM'A-TAJL, a. Same as automatic. Todd. [R.]

^U'TO-MXTH,* n. One who is self-taught. Smart.

SU-TQ-MXT'IC,* a. Relating to an automaton ; produced by
machinery. Ure. (Med.) Acting of itself

; spontaneous.
AU-TO-MXT'I-CAL, a. Belonging to an automaton.

A'U-TdM'A-TbNJ n. [aiirdfjtaTov.] pi. Gr. Au-TOM'A-TA
;

Eng. A"U-TOM'A-TON? ;
both in good use. A machine so

constructed as to imitate the actions of men or animals.

tA
>

u-T5M'A-TOus, a. Automatical. Browne.

Au-TQ-NO_'ME-A,*n. (Zool.) Agenus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.

jAu-TQ-NO'Mi-AN,* n. One who practises autonomy. Bax-
ter.

JA'U-TSN'Q-MY, n. [avrovouia.] The living according to

one's own law or mind. Bailey.
AU-TOP'SIC ,* ) a. Seen with one 's own eyes ; autoptical.

Au-TOP'si-CAL,* )
Dr. Francis.

Au'TOP-sy, n. \dvroijjia.] The seeing with one's own
eyes ;

ocular evidence. Quincy. Examination by one's
self. Ray. (Med.) A post mortem examination. Mott.

|Au-T5p'T|-CAL, a. Perceived by one's own eyes. Evelyn.

fA'TJ-TOP'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. By means of one's own eyes
Browne.

jSu-TQ-sjCHED-l-Xs'Ti-CAi,, (au-t9-skSd-e-5s'te-ka!) a. [av
T<5? and (r%fJjatrr^dfJ Hasty; slight. Dean Martin.

AU-TQ-THE'ISM,* n. The doctrine of the self-existence of

God. Maunder. [R.]

SU'TUMN, (&w'tum) n. [autumnus, L.] The season of the

year between summer and winter, comprising, astronomi-

cally, from the autumnal equinox, about the 23d of Sep-
tember, to the winter solstice, about the 23d of Decem-
ber. Autumn popularly comprises, in England, August,
September, and October

;
in the United States, September,

October, and November.

Su-TOM'NAL, a. Belonging to autumn. Donne.

A'U-TUM'NAL,* n. A plant that flowers in autumn. Smart.

flu-TuM'Nl-Ty, n. The season of autumn. Bp. Hall.

lrf$-E'sis,n. [L.] (Rhet.} Amplification. Smith.

A"UX:-ET'IC, a. Increasing ; amplifying. Hutchins*

LUX-IL'IA'R, (&wg-zil'yar) a. [auxilium, L.] Assisti
tA"u-
A'

See AUXILIARY.
ux-fl/lAR. (awg-zil'ystr) n. Helper. Glover. See AUXIJO-

IART.

Hutchinson.

Assisting. Pope.

,* ad. By means of aid or help. Coleridge.

(&wg-zil'ya-re) a. Assisting; helping.

(Gram.) AuxVLiary Verb, a word that assists in the conju-
gation of other verbs.

Au^-lL'lA-RY, (&wg-zil'ya-re) n. A helper; an assistant ; a
confederate. pi. Foreign troops employed in war.

IA'UX-IL-I-A'TIQN, (awg-zJl-e-a'shun) n. Help. Bailey.

tAU^-lL/f-A-TQ-Ry, a. Assisting. Sir E. Sandys.

^-VAlL','(a-val') v. a. [valoir, Fr.] [i. AVAILED; pp. AVAIL-

ING, AVAILED.] To profit ;
to promote ;

to benefit.

A-VAIL', (a-val') v. n. To be of use. Dryden.
A-VAIL', n. Profit ; advantage ;

benefit. Locke.

A-VAlL,-A-Bfl,'j-TY,* n. Quality of being available. Haugh-
ton. [R.]

A-VAIL,'A-BI.E, a. That may be used with success or ad-

vantage ;
valid

; profitable ; powerful ;
useful.

A-VAIL'A-BLE-NESS, n> power to promote an end ; legal

force.

A-VAIL'A-BLY, ad. Powerfully; legally; yalidly.
fA-VAlL'MENT. 7i. Usefulness

;
avail. Bailey.

A^A-LANPHE'* [av-a-12Lnsh', K.; av'a-longsh, Sm.] n.

[Fr.] A vast body of snow, ice, &.C., sliding down a
mountain. Lyell.

fA-VALE', v. a. [avaler, Fr.] To let fall ;
to depress. Spenser-

f^-VALE', v. n. To sink. Spenser.

fA-VANT', n. The front of an army. Gower.

A'VANT-COURIER, (a-vang'-k6'r6r) [a-vong'k8-rer, Ja. ; a-

vong'kor'ya', K. ; av'Sng-k&r'er, Sm.] n. [Fr.] A messen-
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ger who is despatched before to notify the approach of
others.

-vXNT'-GuXRD, (a-vant'gard, or a-Vang'gard) [a-vant'-

gard, W. P. J. F.; a-vaunt'gard, S.; a-vaung'gard, Jo. ;

U-vong'gard, K. Sm.] 11. [Fr.] The van
;
the first body

of an army.
A-vXif'Ty-RiNE,* TO. A beautiful quartz stone, having

grains of gold dust or mica interspersed. W. Ency.
Xv'A-RTcE, n.

[avaritia,
L.I Insatiable desire of gain or

property ; cupidity ; penuriousness ; covetousness.

Av-A-Rl'"cioys, (av-a-rish'us) a. Having an insatiable love
of gain ; penurious ; miserly ;

sordid
;
covetous.

Av-A-Rl"cioys-LY, (av-a-rish'usJe) ad. Covetously.
Av-A-Rl"cioys-:NESS, (av-a-rish'us-nes) n. Covetousness.

tAv'A-ROus, a. Covetous ; avaricious. Oower.

A-vAsT', interj. (JVaut.) Hold ! stop ! enough !

Ar-A-TAR',*n. [av-a-tar', Sm. Wl>.; a-va'tar, K. Maunder,
Campbell.] In Hindoo mythology, an incarnation of a

deity. P. Cyc.

AV-A-TA'RA,* n. An incarnation of the deity ;
avatar.

Malcom.

tA-vAuNCE'MENT, TO. Advancement. Bale.

A-VAUNT', interj. Hence ! begone 1 Shak.

tA-vAuNT', (a-vant') v. a. To boast; to vaunt. Mp.
Cranmer.

tA-VAUNT', v. n. To come before
;
to advance. Spenser.

fA-VAUNT', )
fA-vAuNT'AivcE, >ra. Boasting. Chaucer.

fA-VAUNT'RY, )

A'VE, (a've) n. [ave, L.l The first part of the salutation,
used by the Roman _Catholics, to the Virgin Mary ;

an
abbreviation of the A've Ma-rl'a, or A've M&'ry.

tA-VEL', v. a. [avello, L.]' To' pull' away. Browne.

AV-E-NA'cEoys,* (av-c-na'shus) a. Belonging to or like

oats. jish.

AV'EN-AGE, TO. (Law} A quantity of oats paid as a rent.

Cowel.

A-VE<VE', (a-venj') v. a. [veng-er, Fr.] [i.
AVENGED ; pp.

AVENGING, AVENGED.] To take vengeance for without
malice

;
to revenge ;

to punish.
fA-VENGE', (a-venj') n. Revenge. Spenser.

JA-VEN'GEANCE, n. Punishment; vengeance. Philips.''
Revengeful. EC. Rev. [R.]

A-VEN<?E'MENT, n. Act of avenging. Spenser.

A-VEN'GER, TO. One who avenges. Dryden.
A-VEN'GER-ESS, TO. A female avenger. Spenser. [R.1

tXv'E-NOR, TO. [avenor, old Fr.] An officer of the king of

England's stable, who provided oats for his horses.

Birch.

AV'ENS, n. The herb bennet, a perennial plant.

fA-VENT'yRE, TO. [aventure, Fr.] (Law) A mischance,
'causing a man's death, without felony; properly, ad-

venture. Cowel.

AV'E-NUE, (av'e-nu) re. [avenue, Fr.] A way by which a

place may be entered
;
an alley of trees before a house

;

an entrance
;
a broad walk.

A-VER', v. a. [averer, Fr.] [i.
AVERRED

; pp. AVERRING,
AVERRED.] To declare positively ;

to affirm ;
to assert.

AV'ER-AGE, n. [averagium, L.] A mean proportion ; a me-
dium of any given quantities ;

a contribution to a gen-
eral loss. General average. (Law) Whatever damage or
loss is incurred by any part of a ship or cargo for the

preservation of the rest : a small duty paid to the master
of a ship, for his care of goods over and above the freight.

AV'ER-AGE, V. a. [i. AVERAGES ; pp. AVERAGING, AVER-

AGED.] To fix a mean of uneven or different quantities ;

to make equal ;
to proportion.

AV'ER-AGE,* v. n. To exist in or form a medial quantity.
Grant.

Xv'ER-AGE,* a. Being of a mean proportion or quality.

Coleridge.
AV'ER-CORN,* TO. (Law) A rent paid in corn. Wliishaw.

A-VER'MENT, TO. Affirmation; declaration. (Law) An
'

offer of the defendant to justify or make good an excep-
tion, or of either party, in pleading, to prove what he
asserts.

A-VER'NAT, ra. A sort of grape.

A-VER'NJ-AN,* a. Relating to the lake Avernus. Booth.

Av'ER-PEN-NY, . (Eng. Law) Money paid towards the

king of England's carriages, by rent from land, instead
of service by beasts in kind.

A-VER'RHQ-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants belonging to

the wood-sorrel tribe. P. Cyc.

Av-ER-RtJN'cATE, v. a. [avemmco, L.] To root up. Hudi-
bras. [R.]

tAV-ER-RUN-CA'TIQN, TO. Act of rooting up. Robinson.

AV-ER-RyN-CA/TQR,* TO. A pruning instrument, having
two blades fixed at the end of a rod, acting like scissors.

London.

AV-ER-SA'TION, TO. Hatred ,
abhorrence. South. [R.]

A-VERSE', a. [aversus, L.] Disinclined to; unwilling ;
re-

luctant ; malign ;
not favorable.

A-VERSE'LY, ad. Unwillingly ;
with aversion.

A-vERSE'NESS, TO. Unwillingness ; disinclination.

A-VER'SION, (a-ver'shun) n. Repugnance; antipathy; ha
tred

;
dislike ; cause of aversion.

tA-VER'siVE,* a. Averse; turning away. Daniel.

A-VERT', v. a. [averto, L.] [i. AVERTED
; pp. AVERTING,

AVERTED.] To turn aside or away ;
to cause to dislike

;

to put by.

A-VERT', v. n. To turn away. Thomson.

A-VERT'ER, n. He or that which averts. Burton.

J-A-VER'TI-MENT,* n. Advertisement. Milton.

A'vi-A-RYJ TO. [avis, L.] A place enclosed to keep birds in.L.]

ool.)-vIc'y-LA,* n. (Zool.) A genus of bivalves. P. Cyc.

V'JD,* a. 'Eager ; greedy. Sir E. Brydges. [R.]
fA-vTo'i-oGs,* a. Eager; greedy. Smart.

fA-ylD'i-Ous-LY, ad. Eagerly ; greedily. Bale.

A-vic'i-TY, TO. Greediness ; eagerness strong desire,

fA-VILE ','. a. [avilir, Fr.] To depreciate. B. Jonson.
AVlN'cu-Ld MAT-RI-MO'NI-I,* [L.] (Law)

" From the
bonds of matrimony ;

" a form of divorce. Hamilton.

tA-viE', v. TO. [aviser, Fr.] To consider. See AVIZE. Spenser.

A vFs5' i

n' [at'^' Fr> 3 Advise
; intelligence. B. Jonson.

A-VJ$E'MENT, n. [Fr.] Advisement. B. Jonson.

Av'l-TOCs, a. [avitus, L.] Left by ancestors; ancient.

Bailey.

fA-vlZE', 75. a. To counsel
;
to consider

;
to advise. Spenser.

A'V-O-CA'DO. n. [Sp.] A tree found in the West Indies.

Miller.

jAv'o-CATE, r. a. [avoco, L.] To call off; to remove,
Lord Herbert.

XV-Q-CA'TIQN, n. Act of calling aside
;
business that calls

aside
;
occasional business

; occupation ; employment.
fA-ySc'A-TlVE, TO. Dehortation

;
dissuasion. Barrow.

A-Voto', v. a. [vuider, Fr.] [i. AVOIDED; pp. AVOIDING,
AVOIDED.] To shun; to escape; to elude; to endeavor
to shun

;
to evacuate

;
to vacate

;
to annul.

A-VOI'D', v. TO. To retire
;
to become void. Ayllffe.

A-VolD'A-BLE, a. That may be avoided or shunned. Boyle.

A-v6lD'ANCE, TO. Act of avoiding ;
state of being vacant ;

the course by which any thing is carried off. (Law)
The act of becoming vacant by death, cession, depriva-

tion, &c.
;
the condition of a benefice when void of an

incumbent.

A-vofD'ER, TO. One who avoids.

A-VoIc'LESS, a. Inevitable. Dryden.
Av-OIR-Dy-POl', (av-er-du-pbiz') n. &. a.

[avoir
du poids,

Fr.] A weight, of which a pound contains 16 ounces,

and_is in proportion to a pound Troy, as 17 to 14.

tA-VOKE', v. a. [avoco, L.] To call back. Cockeram.

AV-Q-LA'TION, TO. [avolo, L.] Flight; escape. Glanville. [R.]

AV'Q-SET *
it. (Ornith.) A species of palmiped bird. P. Cyc.

A-VoOcir, v. a. [avouer, Fr.] [i. AVOUCHED ; pp. AVOUCH-

ING, AVOUCHED.] To affirm; to maintain
;
to vouch; to

vindicate.

JA-voOcH', TO. Declaration ; testimony. Shak.

A-VoOcH/A-BLE, a. That may be avouched. Sherwood. [R.]

A-VoOcH'ER, TO. One who avouches.

fA-yoOcH'MENT, TO. Declaration. Shak.

A-VOW', v. a. [avouer, Fr.] [/. AVOWED; pp. AVOWING,
AVOWED.] To declare openly; to affirm.

fA-vow' TO. Determination ;
vow. Oower.

A-VOW'A-BLE, a. That may be avowed. Donne.

fA-VOV/'A-BLY,* ad. In an avowable manner. Daniel.

A-VOW'AL, TO. Open declaration ; justification.

A-VOW'ANT,* n. (Law) One who makes an avowry, or

avows or justifies a plea. Blackstone.

A-VOWED',* (a-vbud') p. a. Declared openly; professed.

A-vow'ED-TjY, ad. In an open manner. Clarendon.

Av-ow-', '[av-ou-e', W. Ja. Ash; a-vbu'e, S. WT>.]
One to whom the right of advowson of any churoh be-

longs. See ADVOWEE.

t-v5w'ER,
TO. One who avows or justifies. Dryden.

-VOW'RY, TO. (Law) A justification advanced in pleading

by one who has taken a distress in his own right when
sued in replevin.

jA-vow'^AL,, TO. A confession. Diet.

t-^-VOvV'TRY, n. Bailey. See ADVOWTRT.
A-vDLSED', (a-vulst') p. a. [avulsus, L.] Plucked away.

Shenstone.

A-vOL'siON, (a-vul'shun) n. Act of taking suddenly away.
A-WAIT', v. a. [i. AWAITED; pp. AWAITING, AWAITED.] To
'

be in reserve for
;
to expect ; to attend. Milton.

fA-WAIT', TO. Ambush ;
a waylaying. Spenser.

A-WAKE', v. a. [i.
AWOKE or AWAKED ; pp. AWAKING,

AWOKE or AWAKED.] To rouse out of sleep ;
to raise from

torpor ;
to put into new action

;
to wake.

A-WAKE', v. TO. To break from sleep ;
to wake. Shak.

A-WAKE', a. Not asleep ;
in a vigilant state.

A-WA'KEN, (a-wa'kn) v. a. & n. [i.
AWAKENED

; pp. AWA-
'

KENING, AWAKENED.] To awake ;
to wake. Pope.

A-WAK'EN-ER, (a-waHtn-er) TO. He or that which awakens.

A-WAK'EN-ING, (a-wa'kn-ing) TO. Act ofawaking ;
revival.

A-WAK'EN-ING,* p. a. Rousing from sleep ; alarming.

A-WARD', v. a. [i. AWARDED; pp. AWARDING, AWARDED.]'

To adjudge ;
to determine ;

to sentence.
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A-WARD', v. n. To judge ;
to decree. Pope.

J^-WARD', n. The judgment of an arbitrator or arbitrators
;

determination ;
sentence.

A-WARD'ER, n. One who awards.

A-wARE', a. Vigilant; apprized; informed of.

fA-WARE', v. n. To beware. Par. Lost.

fA-WARN', v. a. fo caution
;
to warn. Spenser.

A-WAY', (a-wa') ad. In a state of absence
;
at a distance ;

aside; off; with absence. Q.way with, sometimes used
as having the nature of a verb

; as,
" J cannot away with,"

I cannot endure
;

"
Away with such a fellow," (Acts,} take

away, cast away.
tA-WAY'WARD, ad. away ;

aside. Oower.

AWE, (aw) n. Reverential fear; reverence; dread.

AWE, (aw) v. a. [i. AWED; pp. AWING, AWED.] To strike

with reverence or fear. Bacon.

fA-WEA'RY, (a-we're) a. Weary; tired. Shak.

fAWE'-BXND, (aw'band) n. A check ; a restraint. Bailey.

AWE'-CQM-MAND'ING, a. Striking with awe. Gray.
AWE'-CQM-PEL'LING,* a. Enforcing awe. Crabb.

AWE'-STROCK, a. 'impressed with awe. Milton.

AW'rOL, a. That strikes with awe
;
venerable ; dreadful

;

fearful.

AW'FOL-EYED, (aw'ful-Id) a. Having eyes exciting awe.
More.

AW'pOL-LY, ad. In an awful manner.

AW'FOL-NESS, n. The quality of being awful.

fA-WHAPE', (a-hwap') v. a. To strike; to confound. Spen-
ser.

|A-WHEEL$', (a-hwelz') ad. On wheels. B. Jonson.
A.-WHILE', (a-hwll') ad. Some time

;
for a time. Shak.

fA-WHlT', (a-hwit') ad. A jot ; a tittle. Bp. Hall.

JAWK, a. Odd; out of order. L>Estrange.
AWK'WARD, a. Inelegant ; impolite ; wanting skill, po-

liteness, or ease
; unhandy ; clumsy.

AWK'WARD-LY, ad. In an awkward manner.
AWK'WARD-NESS, n. Quality of being awkward.
AWL, n.' A pointed instrument to bore holes with.
A"w'LESs,_a. Wanting awe or reverence. Shak.

AWL'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like an awl. Smith.

SWL'WORT,* (al'wUrt) n. (Bot.} A plant with awl-shaped
leaves. Smart.

AWME, or AWM, n. A Dutch measure
;
aam. See AAM.

AWN. n. The beard or bristles of grasses and grain ;
arista.

AWN'ING, n. A cover spread over a boat, or any place with-
out a roof, for shade

;
a temporary covering of cloth for

plants, &c.

AWN'LESS,* a. Having no awn or beard. Smart.

A-WOKE', i. &. p. from Awake. See AWAKE.
fA-WORK', (a-wiirk') ad. At work. Shak.

A-WORK'ING, (a-wiirk'jng)a. Working. Spenser.

-WRY', (a-ri') ad. & a. Not in a straight direction
; asquint ;

unevenly ; perversely ;
distorted

;
askance

;
crooked.

AX-A-YA'CAT,* n. A species of Mexican fly. Crabb.

AXE, (aks) n. An iron instrument, with a sharp edge, for

hewing and chopping.
AXE,* v. a. The old English verb for ask. " Or if he axe
a fish." Widdiffe. It is still in use, in various parts of

England, among the common people. Forby, Brockctt, #c.
It is also heard in some parts of the United States.

AXE'HEAD, n. The head of an axe. 2 Kings vi. 5.

AXE'STONE,* n. (Min.) A subspecies of nephrite. Crabb.

AX'I-AL,* a. Relating to or resembling an axis. Prout.

AX'I-AL-LY,* ad. According to or in a line with the axis.

Prout.

Ax-iF'ER-oOs,* a. (Bot.) Noting plants which consist ex-

clusively of an axis, as lichens, fungi, &c. Brande.

Ax'l-FORM,* a. Having the form of an axe. Smart.

Jlx-lL'LA, n. [L,.] pi. AX-HL'LJE. The arm-pit. (Bot.)'

The angle formed by the separation of a leaf from its

stem. P. Cyc.

Ax'lL-LAR, a. Axillary. Bailey. See AXILLARY.

AX'|L-LA-RY, [ak'zjl-la-re, W. Sm. Wl. ; ak-zil'la-re, S. P.
See CAPILLARY.] a. Belonging to the .axilla.

Ax'm-iTE,*n. (Min.) A mineral commonly crystallized,
and of vitreous lustre. P. Cyc.

AX-IN'O-MXN-CY,* n. Divination by an axe. Crabb.

AX'IQM, (aks'yum) [ak'shum, S. W. ; ak'she-um, F. Ja. ;

ak'se-uin, J. Sm. ; aks'yum, K.] n. Mffopa.] A self-

evident truth or proposition ;
an established principle ;

a maxim.

Ax-i-o-MXT'lc,*(ak-she-o-mat'ik) a. Axiomatical. EC. Rev.

AX-I-Q-MAT'I-CAL, a. Relating to or consisting of axioms.

AX-I-Q-MAT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. By the use of axioms. Dr.
Allen.

Ax'js, n. [axis, L.] pi. XX'E?. The line, real or imagi-
nary, that passes through any body on which it may be

supposed to revolve. (Bot.) The root or stem, or both

together. P. Cyc.
AX'LE, (ak'sl)

XX'LE-TREE, (ak'sl-tre)

A piece of timber, or bar of

iron, fitted into the holes or
naves of wheels, round which they turn.

AX'LED,* (ax'ld) a. Furnished with an axle. Warton.

AX'O-LOTL,* n. (Zool.} A genus of reptiles. P. Cyc.

Ay, or AYE, (ae) ad. Yes; certainly. This word is com-
monly written aye.

AYE,* (ae) n. ; pi. AYES, (aez) An affirmative
;
one who

votes in the affirmative
; as,

" The ayes have it." HatseU.

AYE, (a) ad. Always; for ever. Spenser.

AYE-AYE,* (ae'ae') n. (Zool.) A singular nocturnal quad-
ruped of Madagascar, so named from its peculiar cry.
Brande.

fAY'GREEN, (a'gren) 7i, Houseleek. Diet.

AYLE,* n. (Law} A kind of writ. Blackstone.

Ay ME, inter}. Implying dejection ;
same as ah me. Milton.

AY'Ry, (a're) n. The nest of the hawk. See EYRY.
A-ZA'LE-A,'* n. ; pi. AZALEAS. (Bot.} A genus of plants

or shrubs having beautiful flowers
;
an American honey-

suckle_. P. Cyc.

AZ'E-ROLE, n. [azerole, Fr.] The three-grained, or Nea-

politan, medlar-tree.

Az'i-MDTH, n. [Ar.] (Astron.} The arc of the horizon in-

tercepted between the meridian and the vertical circle,

passing through a star or other celestial body ;
or the an-

gle made at the zenith by the meridian and the vertical

circle in which the body is situated. faimuth circle, or

vertical circle, a great circle of the sphere passing through
the zenith, and intersecting the horizon at right angles.
Azimuth compass, a compass used at sea for finding the
horizontal distance of the sun or a star from the magnetic
meridian. Azimuth dial, a dial of which the style is per-
pendicular to the plane of the horizon.

AZ'OTE,* [az'ot, Sm. R. Wb. Maunder, P. Cyc.; a-zot', K.]
n. [a and^w)';.] (Chem.} A kind of gas which is fatal to

animal life
;
called also nitrogen. It is one of the con-

stituents of common air. P. Cyc.

A-ZOTH',* n. (Alch.} A universal remedy. Crabb.

A-ZOT'IC,* a. Relating to or containing azote. Mackintosh.

AZ'Q-TITE,* n. (Chem.} A salt containing azote. Crabb.

AZ'<?-TIZE,* v. a. To impregnate with azote. Ure.

p'zvRE, (a'zhur or azh'ur) fa'zhur,S. E. F. K. R.
; a'zhur,

W. Ja. ; azh'ur, J. Wb.
;' a'zhSr, S;n. ; az'ur, P.] a. [a:wr,

Fr.] Sky-blue; faint blue. (Her.) Blue. Sidney.

P'zyRE,* n. [azur, Fr.] Sky-blue. (Her.) One of the
colors or tinctures employed in blazonry. Brande.

||t A'zyRN, (a'zhurn or azh'urn,) a. Of a bright blue color.

Milton.

tAz'YME, (az'jm) 7i. [azyme, Fr.J
Unleavened bread. Bible.

AZ'-MoDs,*a. [azymus, L.] Unleavened Smart.

B.

Bthe
second letter, and first consonant, of the English

* alphabet, is a mute and a labial, being pronounced
by the aid of the lips. As an abbreviation, it gener-
ally stands for baccalaureus, or bachelor; as, B. A., B.

D., B. L.

BAA, (ba) n. The cry of a sheep. Shak.

BAA, (ba) v. n. \balo, L.] To cry like a sheep. Sidney.

BA'AL,* n. (Ant.) The principal deity of the ancient Ca-

naanites, Phoenicians, &c.
;
an ancient idol representing

the sun. Calmct.

BA'ARD,* n. (Naut.) A sort of sea-vessel or transport-ship.
Crabb.

BAB'BLE, (bab'bl) v. n. [i. BABBLED; pp. BABBLING, BAB-

BLED.] To prattle like a child
;
to talk idly, thoughtlessly,

or much
;
to prate ;

to tell secrets.

BXu'BLE, v. a. To prate; to tell. Harmar. fR.J

BXB'BLE, n. Idle talk ; senseless prattle. Shak.

fBXB'BLE-MENT, 7i. Senseless prate. Milton.

BAB'BLER, n. One who babbles
;
an idle talker.

BXB'BLING, 71. Foolish talk
; prattle. 1 Tim. vi.

BABE, n. An infant ; a young child
;
a baby.

BA'BEL, n. [Heb.] Disorder; tumult. Beaum. 8f Fl.

BA'BE-RY, n. Finery to please a babe. Sidney.

BAB-I-A'NA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of Cape plants, having
beautiful flowers, yellow, purple, or red. P. Cyc.

BXB'IL-LARD,*TI. (Ornith.) A small frugivorous passerine
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bird : called also the white-breasted fauvette and nettle-

creeper. Brande.

BAB'ING-T<?N-ITE,*. (Mm.') A crystallized silicious min-
eral. Dana.

fBA'BlSH, a. Childish ; babyish, Ascham.

IBA'BJSH-LY, ad. Childishly. Abp. Uahcr.

BA-BOON', TO. [babouin, Fr.] A genus of quadrumana; a

large kind of monkey ;
an ape.

BA'BY, [ba'be, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; vulgarly, bab'e,
W. Sm.] n. An infant

;
a young child; a babe

j
a doll.

BA'BY, a. Like a baby ;
small. Shak.

BA'BY, v. a. To treat one like a baby. Young: [R.]

BA'BY-FEAT'VRED,* (ba'be-fst'yurd) a. Having infantine

features. Cowper.
BA'BY-HOOD, (ba'be-hud) TO. Infancy; childhood.

BA'BY-IIoOsE,* n. A place for children's dolls and play-

things.

BA/BY-ISH, a. Childish. Bale.

BA'BY-I$M,* TO. The state or quality of a baby. Booth. [R.]

BXB'y-L5'Ni-AN,* a. Relating to Babylon or Babylonia ;

disorderly. P. Cyc.

BXB-Y-LON'IC,* a. Relating to Babylon ; Babylonical. Fo.

Qu. Rev.

BXB-Y-LON'I-CAL, a. Babylonian ; disorderly. Harrington.

BXB^Y-LO'NfSH,* a. Relating to Babylon ; Babylonian. Dr.

Blaney.
BXB'Y-LQN-ITE,* n. The arrow-shaped, Babylonish char-

acter. Scudamore.

tBA'BY-SHlP, n. Infancy. Minsheu.

BXc,* n. A tub or vat for cooling wort or liquids ;
a sort of

ferry-boat. Crabb.

BXc'A-NON,* n. (Med.) An antidote ;
an hepatic medicine.

Crabb.
BAC'GA*n.

[L.] (Bot.) A berry; a fruit having seeds. P. Cyc.

BXc-CA-L,Au'RE-ATE,* n. [baccalaurcus, L.] The degree
of a bachelor

;
the first or lowest academical degree in a

university or college. Brande.

BXc'cATE,* a. (Bot.) Covered with soft flesh; baccated.

P. Cyc.

EXc'cA-TED, a. [baccatus, L.] Having berries; beset with

pearls ;
baccate. Bailey.

BXc'HA-NXL, (bak'a-nal) a. [bacchanalia, L.] Drunken;
revelling. Crowley.

BXc'jEHA-NXL, TO. A devotee to Bacchus ; a drunkard.
BX C-PHA-NA'LI-A,* n. pi. [L.] Feasts or revels in honor of

Bacchus. P. Cyc.
BXc-jEHA-NA'Ll-AN, [bak-a-na'le-an, S. W. P. J. Ja. ; bak-

a-nal'yan,_F, K.~\ n. A drunkard.

BXc-jeHA-NA'Ll-Aif, a. Relating to revelry. A. Smith.

BAC'^HA-NAL?, n. pi. The drunken feasts of Bacchus.

BAC-pHANT',n. [FrJ A bacchanal ;
a reveller.

BAC-PH'ANTE^, n. [Fr.] A female bacchanal.

BAC-piiAN'TES,* n. pi. [L.] The priests or devotees of

Bacchus. Jameson.

BXc'Hjc, / a. Relating to the feasts of Bacchus; jo-

BXc'iii-CAL, \ vial; drunken. Spenser.

BAC-plfT'us,* n. [SaxxtTos.] pi. BAC-pHl'I. (Rhet.) A
poetic foot, having one short and two long syllables; as,
"a-ma-vl." Crabb.

BXc'jEliys-BOLE, (bak'us-bol) n. A flower. Mortimer.

l?AC-ciF'E-RoDs, (bak-slf'e-rus) a. [bacca and fero, L.]

Bearing berries.

KAc-9iv'9-aous, (bak-siv'9-rus) a. Feeding on berries.

'Bailey.

I>XCH'E-LOR, n. An unmarried man
;
a man who takes

his first degree in the liberal arts, in law or divinity ;
a

knight of the lowest order.

EXcH'E-LOR-iSM,* TO. The state of a bachelor. Const.Mag.
liXcu'E-LQR's-BDT'TON,* TO. A plant and flower; the

campion. Ash.

EXcii'E-LQR-siifp, 7i. The state of a bachelor.

BA-clL'LVS*n. [L.] A staff
;
a stick. (Sot.) The coty-

ledon of the hyficinth. Link.

BXCK, n. The hinder part of the body in man, and the up-

per part in animals
;
the spine ;

the outer part of the

hand ;
the rear; the hinder part of a thing, opposed to

the front ; the part out of sight; the thick part of any
tool, opposed to the edge; a large rafter of a roof; a vat.

DXcK, ad. To the place from which one came
;
backward

;

behind ;
towards things past ; again ;

in return ;
a second

time.

BXcK,w. a. [i. BACKED; pp. BACKING, BACKED.] To mount
on the back of a horse

;
to place upon the back

;
to main-

tain ;
to justify ;

to second
;
to move back

;
to prepare by

gluing, as the'back of a book.

BXCK,* a. Being behind, out of sight, or passed by. Smart.

BXcK'BXND,* n. A part of the harness which, going over

the back of a horse, keeps up the shafts of the carriage ;

back-chain. (Law) A counter-bond. Boucher's Oloss.

[Scotland.] [**.
BACK'BAR,* n. A bar in the chimney to hang a vessel on.

BXcK'BlTE, v. a. [i. BACKBIT; pp. BACKBITING, BACKBIT-

TEN.] To speak ill of a person behind his back
;
to cen-

sure the absent.

BXcK/BiT-ER, n. One who backbites
;
a secret detractor.

BXcK'BiT-iNG, 7i. Secret detraction.

BXCK'B!T-ING,*P. a. Calumniating secretly. Ash.

BAcK/BlT-ING-LY, ad. Slanderously. Barret.

BXcK/BlT-TEN, (bak'bit-tn)p. from Backbite. See BACKBITE.

BXCK'BONE, n. The bone of the back
;
the spine.

fBXcK'cX_R-RY, 7i. (Law) A having on the back. Cowel.

BXcK/CHAlN,* n. A chain that passes over the cart-saddle

of a horse to support the shafts. Booth.

BXcK'DOOR. (bak'dor) n. A door behind a building.

BXcKED, (bakt) a. Having a back. Shak.

BAcK'EN,*(bak'kn>.a. To put back; to retard. Bathurst.[n.]
BXcK/ER,* n. He or that which backs. (Arch.) A narrow

slate laid on the back of a broad, square-headed slate,
where the slates begin to diminish in width. Brande.

BXcK/FlL-LlNG,* n. The act of restoring to its place earth
which has been removed

;
the earth so restored. Tanner.

BXCK'FRIEND, (bak'frend) TO. An enemy in secret. South.

BXcK-GXM'MpN, TO. A game played with dice by two per-

sons, on a table divided into two parts, having twelve
black and twelve white spaces.

BXcK'GRoflND,* n. The part behind, opposed to the front ,

the part of a picture that is not most prominent to the eye.

Pope.
BXcK'HofiSE, TO. A building behind a house.

BXCK'-LEAN-JJ(G,* a. Inclining
1 towards the hinder part.

Savage.
BXcK'-LiGHT,* (bak'llt) n. A light reflected on the hinder

part. Fenton.

BXCK'PAINT-ING,* TO. (Paint.) The method of painting
mezzotinto prints pasted on glass, with oil colors. Crabb.

BXcK'-PAR-i,QR,* TO. A parlor in the rear. Johnson.

BXcK'PifcE, TO. The armor which covers the back.

BXcK'-FLATE,* n. A plate on the hinder part of armor.

Pope.
BXcK'RXG,* TO. A kind of German wine. Mason.

BXCK'RENT,* TO. A rent paid subsequently to reaping.
London.

tBXcK'RE-TURN, n. Repeated return. Shak.

BXcK/ROOM, TO. A room behind or in the rear.

tBXcK'sET, p. a. Set upon in the rear. Anderson.

BXcK'siDEjTO. The hinder part of any thing ; rear.

BXCK-SLIDE', [bak-slld', W. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; bak'sMd,
& P. R.] v. n. [i. BACKSLID

; pp. BACKSLIDING, BACK-
SLIDDEN or BACKSLID.] To fall off; to apostatize; to de-

generate ;
to revolt.

BACK-SLID'ER, n. One who backslides
;
an apostate.

BXCK-SLID'ING, TO. Apostasy ; transgression.

BXcK-SLiD'JNG,*jp. a. Apostatizing ; revolting. Fuller.

BXcK'sTiFF, TO. An instrument used, before the invention

of the quadrant and sextant, for taking the sun's altitude

at sea.

BXcic'sTAiR, (bak'stirz) TO. pi. The private stairs in the

house. Bacon.

BXcic'STAY,* TO. (Printing) A leather strap used to check
the carriage of a printing-press. Brande.

BXCK'STAY, TO. pi. (Naut.) Ropes for strengthening and

sustaining the top-masts of a ship.

BXCK'SWORD, (bak's5rd) TO. A sword with one sharp

edge ;
a rustic sword, or a stick with a basket handle.

BXcK'-TRfcK,* TO. A mode of attacking behind. Shak.

BXcK/WARD, ad. With the back forward
;
towards the back

or the past ; regressively ;
from a better to a worse state

;

past ;
in time past.

BXCK'WARD, a. Unwilling ; sluggish ;
dull

;
behind in prog-

ress
;
not forward ;

late.

fBXcK'WARD, TO. The state past. Shak.

JBXcK/WARD, v. a. To keep back
;
to hinder. Hammond.

BXcK'WARD-LY, ad. Unwillingly; perversely. Shak.

BXcK'WARD-NESS, ra. State of being backward.

BXCK'WARD?, ad. Same as backward. Newton.

BXcK'wASHED,* (bak'wosht) a. Cleansed from the oil af-

ter combing, as wool. Ash.

BXcK/wA-TER,* TO. A current of water from the inland

which clears off the deposit of sand and salt left by the

action of the sea
;
water in a stream which, in conse-

quence of some obstruction below, flows back up the

stream. Hunter.

BXCK'WOOD-MAN,* (bak'wudz-man) n. ; pi. BXcK'-

\VOOD$-MEN. An inhabitant of a newly-settled country,

particularly the western part of the United States. Month.

Rev.

BXCK'WOUND, -o. a. To wound behind the bAck. Shak.

BXCK/YARD,* TO. A yard behind a house, &c. Blomefield.

BA'CON, (ba'kn) n.' [bacon, old Fr.] The flesh of a hog
salted, smoked, and dried. To save one's bacon, to es-

cape unhurt ;
to avoid loss. Prior.

BA'CON-FED,* (ba'kn-fed) a. Fed on bacon. Shak.

BA-CO'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Lord Bacon or his philos-

ophy. Ency.
BXC'U-LITE,*TI. (Geol.) A genus of fossil tetrabranchiate

cephalopods, resembling ammonites. Brande.

BXc-y-LdM'E-TRY, TO. [baculus, L., and pirpov, Gr.] The art

of measuring distances by baculi or staves. Bailey. [R.]
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Howcl.

army ;

BXo, a. \_comp. WORSE ; su'p. WORST.] Ill
;
not good ;

vicious
;

unfortunate
; hurtful.

BADE, (bad) [bad, & W. J. F. K. Sm. R. ; bad, E.] i. from
bid. See BID.

BXDGE, (baj) n. A mark or cognizance worn; a token by
which one is known

;
a mark of distinction.

BXDGE, v. a. To mark as with a badge. Shak.
BXDGE 'LESS, a. Having no badge. Bp. IMl.

BXD^'ER, n. (Zool.) A carnivorous quadruped that bur-

rows in the ground. (Law) One licensed to buy victuals

in one place to be sold in another
;
a carrier

;
a porter.

BXDG'ER, v. a. To confound
;
to persecute; to tease. Lock-

hart.

BXDG'ER-LEGGED, (baj'er-legd) a. Having legs of an un-
equal length. L'Estrange.

BXo'1-GEM,* n. Same as badigeon. Scudamore.
BA-DIG'EON.* (ba-dij'un) [ba-dij'un, K. Sm. ; bad-e-je'gn,

Wb.\ n. [Fr.] (Arch..) A mixture, as of plaster and free-

stone, to fill little holes in the material on which a sculp-
tor or other artist has to work : a preparation for

coloring houses, consisting of powdered stone, sawdust,
slaked lime, alum, &c. Francis.

BAD-I-NAPE', (bad-e-nazh') n. [Fr.] Light or playful dis-

course
; raillery ;

foolish talk. Chesterfield.

BA-DIN'E-RIE, (ba-dln'e-re) n. [Fr.] Nonsense. Shenstone.

BXo'is-TER,* n. (Ent.) A genus of the order of coleoptera.
Brande.

BXD'LY, ad. In a bad manner. Shak.

BXD'NESS, n. State of being bad. Shak.

BXF'FLE, (baffl) v. a. [beffler, Fr.] [i. BAFFLED ; pp. BAF-

FLING, BAFFLED.] To elude
;
to confound

;
to frustrate;

to balk
;
to disgrace.

BXF'FLE, v. n. To practise deceit. Barrow. [R.]
BXF'FLE, n. A defeat. South. [R.]
BXF'FLER, n. One who baffles. .

BXG, n. A sack or pouch ; part of an animal containing
particular juices ; an udder; an ornamental purse of silk

tied to men's hair. (Com.) A determinate quantity of

goods ; as, a bag of cotton.

BAG, v. a. [i. BAGGED ; pp. BAGGING, BAGGED.] To put into
a bag; to load with a bag; to swell: to hook up and
gather grain. London.

BXG, v. n. To swell like a full bag. Chaucer.

BAG-A-TELLE',(\&g-3.-iS\') n. [Fr.] A trifle; a toy.

BXG'GAGE, n. [bagage, Fr.] The furniture of an

goods to be carried away ;
articles or matters carried by

a traveller
; luggage : a worthless woman

;
a flirt.

tBX&'GA-jGER,* 7i. One who carries the baggage. Raleigh.
BXG'jeiNG,*' n. Materials for bags ;

the act of putting into

bags: a mode of reaping corn or pulse with a hook.
Brande.

BXG'NET,* n. An interwoven net for catching fish. Travis.

BXGN'ld, (ban'yo) n. \bagno, It.] pi. BAGNIOS (ban'yoz) A
bathing-house ;

a brothel.

BXG'PIPE, n. A musical wind instrument, consisting of a
leathern bag and pipes. Chambers.

BXG'PIP-ER, n. One who plays on a bagpipe. Shak.

BA-GUETTE', (ba-|St') n. [Fr.] A little round moulding.
BA-HAR',* n. An Oriental measure equal to three piculs.
Molcom.

BA'HIR,* n. (Ant.) The most ancient of the rabbinical
books. Ash.

fBAiGNE, (ban) v. a. [baigner, Fr.] To drench
;
to soak.

Carew.

BAI'KAL-ITE,*TI. (Min.) A magnesian epidote from Lake
Baikal. Brande.

BAIL, (bal) 7i. [battler, Fr.] (Law) A release of a prisoner on

security for his appearance in court ;
the person or persons

who give security ;
the sum given for security ; surety.

Whishaw. The handle of a pail, bucket, <fec. Forby.
A division between stalls. London.

BAIL, v. a.
[i.

BAILED
; pp. BAILING, BAILED.] To release

or give security for the release of a prisoner ;
to give bail

;

to admit to bail.

BAIL'A-BLE, a. That may be bailed. B. Jonson.

BAIL'-BOND,* n. (Law) A bond given for appearance in

^ourt. Tomlins.

BAIL-EE',* n. (Law) The person to whom goods are bailed,
or delivered under a bailment. Blackstone.

BAI'LIE,* (ba'le) 71. (Scotland} An alderman
;
a magis-

trate who is second in rank in a royal burgh. Jamieson.

BAlL'lFF, (ba'lif) n. [bailli, Fr.] A subordinate officer or

deputy, in England, appointed by a sheriff, whose business

jt
is to execute arrests

;
an under-steward of a manor.

BAIL'I-WICK, n. The jurisdiction of a bailiff or sheriff.

BAIL'MENT, n. (Law) The delivery of goods in trust; a

Contract resulting from the delivery of goods in trust.

BAIL'QR,* or BAIL-OR',* n. (Law) One who bails or de-
livers goods in trust. Blackstone. J^pWhen used in op-
position to bailee, it has the accent on the second syllable.

BAIL'-PIECE,* n. (Law) A slip of parchment or paper con-

taining a recogn izance of bail above, or to the action. Smart.

fBAlL'Y, re. Contraction for bailiff or bailiwick. Wicldiffe.

JBAlN, '(ban) n. [bain, Fr.] A bath. IlaJiewill.

fBAlN, (ban) v. a. To bathe. Tubervile.
BAI'RAM,* n. A Mahometan feast instituted in imitation
of the Easter of the Christian church, and following the
fast of Ramadan. Brande.

fBAiR'MXN,* ?i. (Law) A poor insolvent debtor left bare
and naked. Whishaw.

BAiRN, or BARN, n. A child. [Scotland and North of

England: in Shakspeare, beam.]
BAIT, (bat) v. a. [i. BAITED; pp. BAITING, BAITED.] To put
meat upon a hook to tempt fish

;
to give food for refresh-

jnent on a journey ; to feed, as a horse.

BAIT, v. a. [battre, Fr.] To attack with violence ; to har-

JLSS. Spenser.

BAIT, v. n. To stop for refreshment
; to flap the wings ; to

flutter. Shak.

BAIT, 7i. Any substance for food
; meat or food to allure

fish; a lure; a temptation ; refreshment on a journey;
oats or provender for a horse, &c.

BAIT'ING,* n. The "act of furnishing a bait; refreshment.
Donne.

BAIZE, (baz) n. A kind of coarse, open, woollen stuff.

BAKE, v. a. [i. BAKED; pp. BAKING, BAKED or BAKEN.
Baken is seldom used.] To heat, dry, or harden by heat
or fire

;
to cook in an oven.

BAKE, v. n. To do the work of baking; to be heated or

Jiaked ; to become hard or crusty.

BAKED,* (bakt) a. Hardened with heat
;
cooked in an oven.

BAKE D'-MEATS, (bakt'mets) n. Meats dressed in the oven.

BAKE'HOOSE, n. A place for baking bread. WoUon.
BAKE'-MEATS, n. Baked meats. Genesis.

fBA'KEN, (ba'kn)p. from Bake. 1 Kings. See BAKE.
BA'KER, n. One who bakes bread, &,c.

BA'KER-FOOT, (ba'ker-fQt) n. A distorted foot. Bp. Taylor.
BA'KER-LEGGED, (ba'ker-legd) a. Having crooked legs.

BAK'E-RY,* n. A bakehouse
;
a house for baking. Smart.

BAK'ING,* n. The act of hardening with heat
;
the em-

ployment of a baker
;
the quantity of bread, &c., baked

at once. Ash.

BXL'A-CHONG,* n. A substance consisting of pounded or
bruised fish, and used in the East as a condiment to rice.

McCulloch.

BA-L^NA,* n. [L.] (Zool.) The Greenland whale. Brande.

BAL'ANCE, n. [balance, Fr.] One of the powers in me-
chanics

;
a machine for weighing substances

;
a pair of

scales
; the act of comparing two things ;

the overplus of

weight; that which is wanting to make two parts of an
account even

; equipoise ; as,
" balance of power."

[The remainder or rest of any thing, as of an edition, of
an evening, &.c. Pickering. U. S. Corrupt or colloquial.]
(Astron.) The sign Libra. Balance of trade, (Com.) the
difference between the commercial exports and imports
of two countries. Balance, or balance-wheel of a watch,
that which regulates its motion, and which answers the

purpose of the pendulum to a clock.

BXl/ANCE, V. a. [l.
BALANCED

; pp. BALANCING, BAL-

ANCED.] To weigh in a balance
;
to counterpoise ;

to reg-
ulate, as weight or an account

;
to make equal.

BXL/ANCE, v. n. To hesitate; to fluctuate. Locke.

BXL'ANCE-FisH,*n. The hammer-headed shark. Hill.

BXL'AN-CER, n. One who balances.

BXl/AN-clNG, 71. Act of poising ; equilibrium.
BXL'A-NITE,* n. (Zool.) A species of barnacle. Kirby.
BXL'AS Rtf'EY, n. [balais, Fr.] A rose-red variety of spi-

nel. P. Cyc.

BA-LAUS'TA,* 7?. [L.] (Bot.) A kind of fruit having a

leathery rind. Brande.

BA-LAUS'TINE,* n. The flower of the wild pomegranate.
'Crabb.

tBAL-Bu'ci-NATE,^. n. To stammer in speaking. Bailey.

tBAL-Bil'Ti-ATE, (bal-bu'she-at) v. n. [balbutio,L,.] Same
as balbucinate. Bailey.

BAL-CO'NIED, (bal-ko"'njd) a. Having balconies. R. North.

BXl/CQ-NY,orBAL_co'NY, [bal-ko'ne, S. W. P. J. E. F. ; bal-

ko'no, or b:il'k<?-ne, Ja. R. ; bal'k9-iie, A*. Sm. Wb. P. Cyc.
/"

" The accent has shifted from the second to the first

syllable within these twenty years." Sm. (1836).] n. [bal-

con, Fr.] A frame or projecting gallery in front of a win-
dow or opening of a house.

BALD, a. Wanting hair
;
without the natural or usual cov-

ering; unadorned; inelegant; mean; naked.

BAL'DA-CHlN, [bal'da-kln, Sm.; bll'da-chin, K.] [balda-
chino, It.] n. A silk canopy ;

an architectural canopy.
BALD'BUZ-ZARD,* n. A bird that feeds on fish

;
the fish-

ing-hawk. Booth.

BAL'DER-DXsH,n. Arudemixture;jargon ;coarse language.
BAL'DER-DASH, v. a. To mix or adulterate liquors. [R.]

BALD'-HEAD,*TI. Ahead that is bald
;
a person having his

head bald. 2 Kings ii.

BALD'LY, ad. In a bald manner; nakedly; meanly.
BALD'MON-Y, (bald'mun-e) 7i. A plant; gentian.

BALD'NESS, n. State of being bald; want of hair or orna-
ment

; inelegance.
BALD'PATE,/I. A head without hair. Shak.

BALD'PATE, a. Destitute of hair; bald. Drydcn.
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BALD'PAT-ED, a. Having a bald head. Shak.

BAL'DRIC, n. [baudrier, Fr.] A girdle used by warriors in

feudal times
;

tlie zodiac. Spenser.

BALE, n. [bale, Fr.] A bundle, as of goods ;
ten reams of pa-

per. (Scotland) A signal fire; a bonfire. Bale goods,
jjoods or merchandise done up in bales.

BALE, v. a. [i. BALED; pp. BALING, BALED.] To make up
into a bale or bundle : to lave out

;
to empty.

fBALE, n. Misery; calamity. Spenser.

fBALE,* a. Baleful; pernicious. King.
BXL-E-XR'IC,* a. [Baleares, L.] Relating to the islands of

Majorca, Minorca, and Ivica. Gent. Mag.
BA-LEEN',* n. The substance called whalebone. Hamilton.

BALE'FOL, a. Full of misery, sorrow, or mischief. Spenser.
BALE'FOL-LY, ad. Sorrowfully; injuriously.
BALE'FUL-NESS,* n. The state of being baleful. Spenser.
BXL'is-TER, n. [balista, L.] A crossbow. Blount. See
BALLISTEK. [P. Cyc.

BA-LIS'TE$,* n. pi. (Teh.) An extensive genus of fishes.

BALK, (b3.k) n. A long piece of timber
;
a great beam ;

a

piece of whole fir
;
drawn timber

;
a ridge of land left

unploughed between furrows
;
a disappointment.

BALK, (bak) v. a. [L BALKED
; pp. BALKING, BALKED.] To

disappoint ; to frustrate : to defeat : to heap, as on a

ridge. Shak.

fBiLK, (bak) v. n. To turn aside
;
to deal in cross-purposes.

Spenser.
BALK'ER, (bak'er) n. One. who balks: one who watches
the shoals of herring and gives notice of their course to

fishermen.
BALL, TO. Any thing made in a round form

;
a round sub-

stance or mass
;
a round thing to play with

;
a globe ;

a
bullet

;
a cushion used for inking by printers. An enter-

tainment of dancing.
BXL'LAD, n. [ballade, Fr.] A song j

a small, light poem ;
a

short, lyric tale in verse.

BXL'LAD, v. a. To make or sing ballads. Shak. [R.]

BXL'LAD, v. n. To write ballads. B. Jonson.

tBXL'LAD-ER, n. A maker or singer of ballads. Overbury.
BXL'LAD-FARCE,* n. A musical drama. Sir J. Hawkins.

BXL'LAD-IST,* TO. A writer or singer of ballads. QM. Rev.

BXL'LAD-MAK/ER, TO. One who writes ballads. Sliak.

BXL'LAD-M6NG'ERj (bal'ad-mung-ger) n. A trader in bal-

lads.
'

Shak.

BXL'LAD-OP'E-RA,* n. A burlesque opera. Johnson.

tBXL'LAD-RY/TO. the subject or style of ballads. B. Jonson.

BXL'LAD-SlNG'ER, TO. One who sings ballads. Gay.
BXL'LAD-SiNG'iN&,*TO. The act of singing ballads. Garrick.

BXL'LAD-STYLE, n. Air or manner of a ballad. Warton.

BXL'LAD-TUNE, TO. The tune of a ballad. Warton.

BAL'LAD-WRIT'ER, (-rl'ter) TO. A composer of ballads.

BXL'LA-RXe, v. o. To threaten
; to bullyrag. Warton. [Vul-

gar-]

BXL'LAST, TO.
[ballaste, D.] Weight or heavy matter put at

the bottom of a ship to keep it steady j
that which keeps

steady.

BAL'LAST, v. a. To make or keep steady, as by ballast.

BXL'LAST-A^E,* TO. (Law) A duty paid for taking up ballast

from the bottom of a port. Bouvier.

BXL'LAST-lNG,* TO. The covering of roads
;
the filling in

of earth or stone above, below, and between the stone
blocks and sleepers upon railroads. Tanner.

BXL'LA-Tp, p. a. Sung in a ballad. J. Webster. [R.]

BXL-LA-TdON',* TO. A luggage-boat used in Russia, &c.
Crabb.

fBXL'LA-TRY, n. A jig ;
a song. Milton.

BALL'-C6cic,* TO. A hollow sphere, or ball of metal, at-

tached to the end of a lever, which turns the stop-cock
of a cistern pipe, and regulates the supply of water.

BXL'LET, (bal-la',orbal'let) [Mi-la', J. Sm. ; bal'la, orbal'-

let, K. ; bal'let, E. W.] TO. [ballet, Fr.] A mimic dance,
or a dramatic story told in metrical action, accompanied
by music.

BXL'LETTE,* n. A ballet. Walker. See BALLET.

BAL'LI-AGE,* n. A duty payable to the city of London for

the goods and merchandise of aliens. Crabb.

BAL'LIARD$, (bal'yardz) n. See BILLIARDS.
BAL-LJks' TA,* n. [L.] An ancient warlike machine for

throwing heavy stones and other missile weapons. Crabb.

BXL'Lis-TER, [bal'is-ter, Ja. K. Todd; ba-lis'ter, SOT. W b.]

TO. \ballista, L.] A warlike engine ;
a crossbow. See

BALUSTER.
BAL-LIS'TIC,* a. Relating to missile engines: noting a

sort of pendulum or instrument for measuring the force

or velocity of cannon and musket balls. Brande.

BAL-LI'S'TICS,* TO. pi. The art or science of throwing mis-
sile weapons by means of engines. Crabb.

BAL'Li-UM,*n. (Ant.) Anciently, an outer bulwark; af-

terwards an area or court-yard contained in an outer bul-

wark or fortified castle ; English, bailey. P. Cyc.

BAL-LOON', n. [ballon, Fr.] A glass receiver, of a spheri-
cal form; an architectural ornament, being a ball placed \

on a pillar: a large, hollow ball, or immense bag, gen- >

erally of silk, filled with a gas which causes it to ascend,
and sail or pass in the air.

BAL-LOON'E-RY,* TO. The management of balloons. Qu. Rev.

BAL-LOON'ING,* n. The art of making and managing bal-

loons
;
aeronautics. Qit. Rev.

BAL-LOON'IST,* n. One who constructs or manages bal-

loons. Knox.

BXL'LQT, n. [ballotte, Fr.] A little ball, or any thing else,
which is used in giving a secret vote

;
a secret method of

voting at elections
;
a vote

;
act of voting.

BXL'LQT, v. n.
[i.

BALLOTED
; pp. BALLOTING, BALLOTED.]

To vote or to choose by ballot. Wotton.

fBAL-LOT-A'TipN, n. Act of voting by ballot. Wotton.

BXL'LOT-Box,* TO. A box used in balloting. Q. Rev.

BXL'LOT-ER,* n. One who ballots or votes by ballot. Qu.
Rev.

BXL'LQT-iNG,* TO. The act of voting by ballot. Gent. Mag.
BXL'LOT-IST,* n. An advocate for the use of the ballot.

QM. Rev.

BALL'ROOM,* n. A room for assemblies or balls. More.

BALM, (bam) TO. [baume, Fr.] A plant ;
a shrub

;
an herb

the sap or juice of a shrub
; balsam

;
an ointment

; any
thing that mitigates pain.

BALM, (bam) v. a. To anoint with balm
;
to soothe. Shak,

tBALM'l-FY, (bam'e-fl) v. a. To render balmy. Cheyne.
BALM'I-LY,* (b'am'e-le) ad. In a balmy or soothing manner

Coleridge.
BALM QF J&IL'EAD, (bam 9vgTl'yad) n. The juice drawn
from the balsam-tree. Calmet. A plant or tree. Miller.

BALM'Y, (bam'e) a. Having the qualities of balm
;
sooth-

ing ; fragrant ;
odoriferous

; mitigating.
BALM'Y-BRi:ATH'lNG,*a. Fragrant ; odoriferous. Thomsm-..

BXL'NE-AL, a. [balneum, L.] Belonging to a bath. How-
ell. [R.j

fBXL'NE-A-RY, TO. A bathing-room. Brown.
jBXL-NE-A'TlQN, TO. The act of bathing. Brown.
tBXL'NE-A-TQ-RY, a. Belonging to a bath. Coles.

BAL'NE-UM,n. [L.] A bath. (Chejn.) A vessel. Bcntley.

BXL'0-TADE, or BXL'p-TADE, [bal'o-tad, Sm.; bal'9-tad,
Ja. Wb.] n. [Fr.] The leap of a horse performed between
two pillars. Farrier's Diet.

BAL'SAM, n. An unctuous, aromatic, healing substance ; a

vegetable juice or resinous substance
;
a plant ; a shrub

or tree.

fBAL'sAM,_v. a. To render balsamic
;
to soften. Hacket.

JBXL-SAM-A'TION, TO. Act of impregnating with balsam.

BAL-SAM'IC, TO. That which has the qualities of balsam.

Berkeley.

BAL-SXM'IC, ) a. Having the qualities of balsam, dr-
BAL-SAM'I-CAL, )

buthnot:

BAL-sXM'l-CAL-LY,* ad. In a balsamic manner. Dr. Mien.

BXL-SAM-lF'ER-oCs,* a. Producing balsam. Smith.

BXL-SAM-Q-DEN'DRQN,* n. (Bot.) A genus of Oriental

trees, having a powerful balsamic juice. P. Cyc.

fBAL'sAM-oDs,* a. Containing balsam
; balsamic. Sterne.

BAL'SAM-SWEAT'ING, a. That yields balsam. Crashaw.

BXL'ys-TER, TO. [b'alustre, Fr.] A small column or pilaster ;

one of the supporters of a rail to a flight of stairs, or the
front of a gallery. Corruptly written banister.

BXL'ys-TERED, (bal'us-terd) p. a. Having balusters.

BXL'VS-TRADE, TO. [Fr.] A range of balusters for a guard,
protection, or support in porches, staircases, balconies, <fcc.

BAM, BEAM, being initials in the name of any place, usual-

ly imply it to have been woody ;
from the Saxon beam.

Gibson.

BXM,* w. A cheat
;
an imposition. Smart. [A cant word.]

BXM-BOO', n. An Asiatic genus of plants or arborescent

grasses, with hollow, jointed stems, and a hard, woody
texture, growing sometimes to the height of 150 feet : a
cane-colored porcelain biscuit.

BXM-BOO',* v. a. To punish or strike with a bamboo
;
to

bastinado. Wright.
BXM-Bo6'ZLE, v. a. To deceive

;
to impose on

;
to con-

found. Arbnthnot. [Vulgar.]
BXM-BOO'ZLER, w. A tricking fellow. Jirbuthnot.

BAM'LITE,* a. (Min.) A translucent mineral. Dana.

BXN, n. A curse
;
excommunication ;

interdiction
;
a

pension of privileges ;
a public notice. See BANNS.

BAN, v. a. To curse. Hooker. To forbid. Bulwer.

fBXN, v. n. To curse. Spenser.

BA-NA'NA, or BA-NA'NA, [ba-na'na, S. W. J. E. Sm. :

na'na, P. Ja. K. Wb.] n.
[Sp.J

A tall, herbaceous, W
Indian plant, of the nature of the plantain ;

the fruit

the plant, valued for food.

BXN'CAL,* n. An East Indian weight of 16 ounces
above. Crabb.

BXN'CHER-RY,*TO. The herb Christopher. JJ*-h.

BAN'co,*n. [It.] A bank
; applied particularly to the bar

of Venice. It is used adjectiveiy to denote money of (

'

bank, as distinguished from current money. Crabb. -

(Law) A meeting or sitting of all the judges. See BANK.

BAND, n. Something that binds; a bandage; a tie; any
means of union or connection ; something worn about
the neck

; any thing bound round another
;
a company of
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soldiers ;
a company of persons joined together, as mu-

sicians. (Arch.) Aflat, low, Square member or mould-

ing ; a face or fascia.

BAND, v. a.
[i. BANDED; pp. BANDING, BANDED.] To unite

together: to bind with a band. (Her.) To bind with a
band of different color from the charge.

BXND, v. n. To associate
;
to unite. Milton.

BXND'AGE,n. Something that binds; a fillet; a piece of
linen or cloth for binding up a wounded limb, &c.

BAND'AGE,* v. a. To bind with a fillet or bandage. Oold-
smith.

BAND'A-GYST,* n. One who makes bandages. Dimglison.
BXN-DAN'NA,* a. Noting a kind of silk handkerchief, or a

style of calico printing, in which white or brightly-col-
ored spots are produced upon a red or darkly-colored
ground. Ure.

BAND'BOX, n. A slight box used for bands, bonnets, &c.

BANDEAU,* (\&n'Ao) n. [Fr.] pi. BANDEAUX, (ban'doz) A
fillet or head-band. Surenne.

BXN'DE-LET, v. [bandelettc, Fr.] Any little band, flat

moulding, or fillet ; an amulet. Orrery.
BXND'ER, n. One who bands or associates.

BAN'DE-RET,* v. A kind of magistrate in Switzerland.

Chesterfeld.

BAN'DI-COOT,* n. (Zool.) A genus of marsupial mamma-
liansj of Australia. P. Cyc.

BXN'DIT, n. [bandito, It.] pi. BAN'DITS. An outlaw; a
robber. Milton.

BAN-DIT'TI,* (ban-dtt/e), n. pi. A band of outlaws, rob-

bers, or ruffians. Q^rThe word banditti, the plural of

banditto, is sometimes used as a numerical plural ; as," among pirates and other banditti." Yet it is more com-
monly used as a collective noun

; as,
" a fierce banditti,"

Cowper: "a military banditti." Sir J. Mackintosh. It is

derived from the Italian participle bandito, banished or

outlawed.

fBXN-DlT'Td, n. [bandito, It.] pi. BX.N-DfT'TI. A man
outlawed

;
a robber. Shak. Banditto is not now in use.

See BANDITTI.

BXN'DLE, n. An Irish measure of two feet. Crabb.

BXND'LET,* n. Same as bandelet; an amulet. Francis.

BXN'DOG, n. [a corruption of band-dog.] A dog chained or
bound ; a fierce dog. Shak.

BXN-DO-LEER', n. ; pi. BXN-Dp-LEER$'. A little case or

cases containing musket-charges, appended to the band
formerly hung over the shoulders of musketeers.

^BAN'DON, n. [Fr.] Disposal ;
license. Chaucer.

BXN-DORE', 7t. [ravouvoa.] A musical instrument resem-

bling a lute. JKtMfotb See PANDORE.
BXND'ROL, n. [banderolle, Fr.] A little flag or streamer

;

bannerol.

BXND'STRING, n. The string appendant to the band.

BXN'DY, n. A club turned round or bent at the end for

striking a ball at play; the play itself.

BXN'DY, v. a. [i. BANDIED; pp. BANDYING, BANDIED.] To
beat to and fro

;
to toss ; to exchange ; to agitate.

BXN'DY, v. n. To contend, as at some game, in beating to

and fro.

BXN'DY-LEG, n. A crooked leg. Swift.

BXN'DY-LEGGED, (ban'de-legd) a. Having crooked legs.

BANE, n. Poison
;
that which destroys; ruin

;
a disease of

sheep ;
the rot.

tBANE, v. a. To poison. Shak.

BANE'BER-RY,* 72. A berry and shrub of several species;
the actsea. Farm. Ency.

BANE'rOL, a. Poisonous ; injurious ; destructive. B. Jonson.
BANE'I OL-NESS, n. Destructiveness.

BANE'V/ORT, (ban'wurt) n. Deadly nightshade.
BXNG, r. a.

[i. BANGED ; pp. BANGING, BANGED.] To beat;
to thump; to handle roughly. Shale.

BXNG, n. A blow ; a thump. Shak. [Vulgar.] An intoxi-

cating or narcotic plant and drug in India. Hamilton.
See BANGUE.

BXNG'iNG, a. Huge ; large of its kind. Forty. [Low.]
jBXN'GLE, v. a. To waste by little and little! Burton.

BXN'GLE,*?!. An Oriental ornamental ring for the wrist or
ankle. Malcom.

BXN'GLE-KAR,* n. An imperfectly formed ear of a horse.

Farm. Ency.
BXN'GLE-EARED,*(ban r

gl-Grd) a. Flap-eared, like a span-
iel. Crabb.

BXNGUE,* (bang) or BXNG,* n. An East Indian plant, of a

hot, narcotic, and intoxicating quality. Crabb.

||BXN-IXN', (ban-yan') [ban-van', & W. J.F.Ja. Sm. ; ban'-

e-an, P.; ban'yan', K.] n. A Hindoo belonging to one of
the tribes that abstain from animal food

;
a morning-

gown ;
an East Indian fig-tree ;

the burr-tree.

||BXN-lXN',* (ban-yan') a. (JVa.) Noting days when sea-

men have no meat served out to them. Crabb.

BXN'lSH, v. a. [bannir, FT.] [i. BANISHED; pp. BANISHING,
BANISHED.] To condemn to leave one's own country ;

to

exile
;
to drive away.

BXN'isii-ER, n. One who banishes. Shak.

BXN'ISII-MENT, n. The act of banishing ; exile. Shak.

BXN'IS-TER, n. A wooden railing enclosing stairs, &c. A
corruption of baluster, which see.

BXNK, n. The earth arising on each side of a water; any
heap piled up ;

a place where money is deposited ;
an es-

tablishment for the custody and issue of money ; the

company of persons managing a bank. A kind of table

used by printers. (Law) A seat of judgment; a meet-

ing of all the judges, or such as may form a quorum ;

as,
" the court sit in bank," or in bane, or banco. Bouvier.

BXNK, v. a. [i. BANKED
; pp. BANKING, BANKED.] To en-

close with banks : to lay up money in a bank.

TLL, n. A note for money issued by a banking
company ;

a bank-note. Swift.

BXNK'ER, n. One who keeps a bank : a stone bench on
which masons cut and square their work. (Naut.) A
vessel employed in the cod fishery on the banks of New-
foundland.

BXNK'ER-LESS,* a. Destitute of bankers. Q. Rev.

BXNK'FENCE,* n. A fence made of a bank of earth. Ash.

BXNK'ING,* .1. The management of banks or money. Ency.
BANK/ING,* p. a. Belonging to banks

; embanking. Ency.
BXNK/-N5TE,* n. A promissory note issued by a banking
company ; a bank-bill. Roberts.

IBXNK'ROUT,* v. a. To make bankrupt ;
to break. Shak.

JBXNK'ROUT,* 7i. A bankrupt. Shak.

BANK'RIJPT, a. [banqueroute, Fr. ; bancorotto, It.] Unable
to pay debts

;
insolvent.

BXNK'RUPT, n. A trader or man unable to pay his debts
;

one who is subjertrd to the law of bankruptcy.
BXNK'RUPT, v. a. To break. Beaum. Sf Fl.

BXNK'RUPT-CY, (bank'rup-se) n. The state of a bankrupt ;

insolvency. (Law) An act of bankruptcy is an act that

makes a man legally a bankrupt; a commission of bank-

ruptcy is a warrant granted in consequence of an act of

bankruptcy.
BXNK'RtJPT-LAw,* 7i. (Law) A law by which a bankrupt,

upon surrendering all his property to commissioners, for

the benefit of his creditors, is discharged from the further

payment of his debts, and all liability to arrest for them

BXNK'SI-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of Australian plants. P. Cyc.

BXNK'-STOCK, n. Stock or money in a bank.

BAN'NER, n. A piece of drapery attached to the upper part
of a pole or staff; a flag ;

a standard ;
a streamer.

BAN'NERED, (ban'nerd) p. a. Displaying banners.

BAN'NER-ET, n. A knight made in the field of battle : a

dignity now nearly or quite extinct.

BAN'NER-OL, n. [banderolle, Fr.] A little flag ;
a bandrol.

See BANDROL.
BXN-NlXN', (ban-yan') n. See BANIAN.

fBAN-NI"TIQN, (ban-nlsh'un) n. [bannitus, L.] Expulsion ;

banishment. Abp. Laud.

BXN'NOCK, n. A kind of cake ;
an oaten or barley cake.

BANNS,* TJ. pi. The proclamation in a church of an intend-

ed marriage. Tomlins.

BXN'QUET, (bang'kwet) n. [Fr.] A feast; a grand enter-

tainment.

BXN'QUET, v. a. To treat with feasts. Shak.

BXN'QUET, TJ. n. To feast
;
to give a feast. Shak.

t

BXN'QUET-ER, n. A feaster; he that makes feasts.

BXN'QUET-HousE, |
7i. A house where banquets are

BXN'QUET-fNG-HousE, \ kept. Sidney.

BXN'QUET-ING, n. Feasting. 1 Pet.

BANQUETTE, (bang-ket') n. [Fr.] A foot br.nk, behind a

parapet, for the soldiers to mount upon when they fire.

BXN'SHEE, n. A kind of Irish fairy. See BENSHI.

BXN'STI-CLE, (ban'stjk-kl)n. The fish stickleback.

BXN'TAM,*a. Noting a small species of dunghill fowls with
feathered shanks. Crabb.

BXN'TER, v. a. [badiner, Fr.] [i.
BANTERED

; pp. BANTER-

ING, BANTERED.] To rally ;
to jeer; to play upon.

BXN'TER, n. Light ridicule
;
a rally ; raillery. Watts.

BXN'TER-ER, n. One who banters. L'Estrange.
BXN'TER-ING,* n. The act of making a banter; raillery.

Swift.

BXNT'LING, 7t. A little child. Prior.

BXN-YXk',* n. A kind of Indian fig ;
a very large tree :

also written banian and bannian. Brande. See BANIAN.

BA'Q-BXB,* n. (Bot.) The adansonia, a very large African
tree. P. Cyc.

BXPH'o-MET,* 71. An imaginary idol or symbol which the

Templars were accused of employing in their rites.

Brande.

BAP-Ti"9l-A,* 77. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
wild indigo.

Hamilton.

BXp'TiM, 7i. A Christian rite or sacrament performed by
ablution or sprinkling, and a form of words.

BAP-TI$'JMAL, a. Pertaining to baptism.
BAP-TI^'MAL-LY,* ad. In a baptismal manner. Quin.

BXP'TIST, 7i. One who baptizes. Matt. iii. One of a de-

nomination of Christians who deny the validity of infant

baptism, and maintain the necessity of immersion.

BAP'TIS-TER-Y, n. A place where baptism is administered,
or the part of a church containing the baptismal font.
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BAP-Tls'TI-CAL, a. Relating to baptism. Bp. Bramhall.

BA.p-Tis'Tf-CAL-LY,*a^. In a baptistical manner. Dr. Allen.

BAP-TIZ'A-BLE,* a. That may be baptized. JV. E. Elders.

fBXP-Ti-ZA'TlON,* 7i. The act of baptizing. Bp. Hall.

BAP-TIZE', v. a. [fiairrtgw.] [i. BAPTIZED; pp. BAPTIZING,
BAPTIZED.] To immerse in water; to administer baptism
to

;
to sprinkle with water

;
to christen. Milton.

BAP-TIZED',* (bap-tlzd') p. a. Having received baptism;
christened.

BAp-Tlz'ER, n. One who baptizes or christens.

BAR, 71. [barre, Fr.] A long piece of wood or metal ; some-
thing laid across a passage to hinder entrance

;
a bolt

;

obstruction; agate; a rock or bank of sand at the en-
trance of a harbor

;
an enclosed place in a tavern where

liquors are dispensed : a portion of the crust or hoof of
a horse; also a portion of the upper part of the mouth of
ahorse. (Law) A peremptory exception against a de-
mand or plea ;

a place in courts of law where lawyers
plead, also where criminals stand

;
the body of lawyers.

(Mus.) The line, or space marked off by the line, which
includes one beat of time.

BAR, v. a.
[i. BARRED ; pp. BARRING, BARRED.] To fasten

with a bar; to hinder; to prevent; to shut out; to ex-
clude from use or claim

;
to prohibit ; to except. (Law)

To hinder
;
to obstruct

;
to cut off or destroy, as an ac-

tion or claim.

BXR-A-LIP'TON,* 77. (Logic) An imperfect syllogism. Crabb.
BA-RA TZ' ,* n. A Turkish name for a letter patent given
by the sultan to the grand patriarch, the bishops, &c. Crabb.

BARB, n. [barba, L.] Any thing that grows in the place of,
or resembling, a beard

;
a tuft of hair

;
a spine ;

the

points that stand backward in an arrow
;
horse-armor

;
a

Barbary horse
;
a pigeon.

BARB, v. a.
[i. BARBED ; pp. BARBING, BARBED.] [f To shave.

Shaft.] To furnish horses with armor
;
to jag arrows with

hooks.

BAR'BA-CXN, n. A fortification before the walls of a town
;

a watchtpwer ;
an outer work of a castle, &c. ;

written
also barbican. See BARBICAN.

BAR-BA'DI-AN,* n. A native or inhabitant of Barbadoes.
Ed. Rev.

BAR-BA'RI-AN, n. [barbarus, L.] A man uncivilized
;
a brutal

or cruel person, [f A foreigner. Shak.]
BAR-BA'RI-AN, a. Savage ;

uncivilized
;
brutal.

BAR-BXR'JC, a. Foreign ; far-fetched
;
uncivilized.

BAR'BA-RI^M, n. Ignorance of arts ; brutality ; cruelty; in-

civility. (Rhet.) An offence against purity of style or lan-

guage, by the use of uncouth, antiquated, or improper
words.

BAR-BXR'J-TY, n. Savageness ; cruelty ; barbarism.

BAR'BAR-IZE, v. a. To reduce to barbarism.

BAR'BAR-IZE, v. n. To commit a barbarism. Milton.

BAR'BAR-OUS, a. Unacquainted with the arts
;
uncivilized

;

savage ; cruel ; contrary to the rules of speech.
BXR'BAR-OUS-LY, ad. In a barbarous manner.
BAR'BAR-O US-NESS, n. State of being barbarous.

BAR'BA-RY, n. A Barbary horse
; a barb. Beaum. $ Fl.

BAR'BAS-TELLE,* 71. A small kind of bat. Brande.

BAR'BATE,* a. (Bot.) Covered with long hairs, like beard.
P. Cyc.

BAR'BAT-ED, [b'dr-bat'ed, Ja. K. Maunder ; bar'bat-ed, Sm.
R. Wb.~\ a. Jagged with points ; bearded. Warton.

'

BAR'BE-CUE, v. a. [i. BARBECUED;^. BARBECUING, BARBE-
CUED.] To dress whole, as a hog, an ox, &c.

BAR'BE-CUE, n. A hog dressed whole.

BARBED, (burb'ed or barbd) p. a. Bearded
;
armed.

BAR'BEL,(bar'bi) n. [barbel, Fr.] A coarse river fish : su-

perfluous flesh in the mouth of a horse.

BAR'BER, n. One whose occupation it is to shave.

BAR'BER, v. a. To shave
;
to dress out. Shak.

BAR'BER-ESS, n. A woman barber. Minsheu.

BAR'BER-MON'GER, ^bar'ber-mung-ger) n. A fop. Shak.

BXR'BER-RY, n. [berberis, L!] A shrub and its acid fruit.

BAR'BER-SUR'GEQN, n. One who, in former times, prac-
tised both shaving and surgery.

BARBE,* or BAR'BLES,* n. pi. A disease incident to

horses and cattle when they have excrescences under the

tongue. Crabb.

BXR'BET,* n. A species of dog, having long, curly hair ; a

poodle dog ; a species of bird having a hairy or tufted
beak

;
a small worm. Crabb.

BAR'BI-CXN,* 71. [barbicanum, L.] A watchtower for the

purpose of descrying the enemy: an opening to shoot
out at: the outer work or defence of a castle, or the
fort at the entrance of a bridge. Brande.

fBXR'Bi-cXN-AGE,* 7i. Money paid to support a barbican.
Bouvicr.

BAR'BI-TON,* n. (Mus.) An ancient instrument somewhat
resembling a lyre. Brande.

BAR'BU-LA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A finely divided, beard-like

apex to the peristome of scr.ie mosses. Brande.

BAR'BULE,* 7i. A little barb. Booth.

B'AR'CA-ROLLE,* n. [Fr.] The boat-song of the Venetian

gondoliers. Brande.

60 BAR

BARD, n. A poet ;
a Celtic minstrel : trapping of a horse

Spenser.

BARD'ED, p. a. Caparisoned. Holinshed.

BARD'IC, a. Relating to bards or poets. Warton.

BARD'JSH, a. Written by bards
; bardic. Sdden.

BARD'I^M,* n. The character or quality ofa bard. Elton. [R.]
BARD'LING,* n. An inferior bard. Cunningham.
BARE, a. Wanting clothes or covering; naked; uncov-
ered

; unadorned
; poor ; indigent ; mere.

BARE, v. a. [i. BARED
; pp. BARING, BARED.] To strip; to

uncover. Spenser.

fBARE, i. from Bear; now bore. See BEAR.
BARE,* n. The part of an image or statue which represents
bare flesh. Francis.

BARE'BONE, n. A very lean person. Shak.

BARE'BONED, (bar'bond) p. a. Having the bones bare. Shak.
BARE'FACED, (bar'fast) a. Having the face bare. Shak.

Shamejess ; bold.

BA.RE'FACED-LY, (bar'fast-le) ad. Shamelessly.
BARE'FACED-NESS, (bar'fast-nes) n. Effrontery.
BARE'FOOT, (bir'fut) a. Having the feet uncovered.
BARE'FOOT, (bar'fut) ad. With the feet bare.

BARE'FOOT-ED, (bar'fut-ed) a. Without shoes. Sidney.
BARE'GNAWN, (bar'nawn) a. Eaten bare. Shak.

BARE'HXND-ED,* a. Having the hands bare. Butler.

BARE'HEAD-ED, (bar'hed-ed) a. Having the head bare;
uncovered out of respect.

BARE'HEAD-ED-NESS, n. State of being bareheaded. Bp.

BARE'LEGGED, (bar'legd) p. a. Having the legs bare.

BARE'LY, ad. Nakedly ; poorly ; merely. Hooker.

BARE'NECKED, (bar'nekt) p. a. Having the neck bare.

BARE'NESS, 71. Nakedness; leanness; poverty.
BARE'PICKED, (bar'pikt)p. a. Picked to the bone. Shak.

BARE'RfBBED, (bar'ribd) p. a. Lean. Shak.
BARE'WORN,* a. Worn bare

;
naked of turf. Goldsmith.

BAR'-FEE,* n. (Law) A fee of twenty pence which English
prisoners, acquitted of felony, pay to the jailer. Crabb.

BXR'FuL,a. See BARRFUL.
BAR'GAIN, (b'ar'gjn) n. A verbal agreement ;

a contract ;

covenant
;
the thing bought or sold

; stipulation.

BXR'GAIN, (bar'Jjn)
*> n. [i- BARGAINED ; pp. BARGAINING,

BARGAiNEoJ To make a contract; to agree.
BAR-GAIN-EE', n. One who accepts a bargain.
BAR'GAIN-ER, n. The person who makes a bargain.
BAR'GAIN-ING,* n. The act of making bargains. A. Smith.

BAR-GAIN-OR',* n. (Law) One who sells to or contracts with
another, called the bargainee. Whishaw.

BARGE, n. [barge, Fr.] A boat or vessel of state or

pleasure ;
a flat-bottomed boat for burden.

BXRGE'c6uRSE,*n. (Arch.) That part of the tiling of a roof
which projects over the gable end of a building. P. Cyc.

BARGE'MXN, n. ;pl. BARJGE'MEN. The manager of a barge.
BARGE'MAS-TER, n. The owner of a barge. Blackstone.

BAR'GER, n. A manager of a barge ; bargeman. Carew.

BAR'GOWN,* n. The gown or dress of a lawyer. Butler.

BA-RlL'LA,* 71. A plant cultivated in Spain for its ashes,
and the alkali procured from it. (Chem.) The name
given in commerce to the impure carbonate of soda im-

ported from Spain and the Levant. Brande.

BXR'RIL-LET,* 7i. [Fr.] The barrel of a watch; the fun-

nel_of a sucking-pump. Crabb.

BAR'I-RON,* (b'ar'I-urn) n. Iron in bars. Ash.
BA-RlT1

p-TVd,* n. \It.](Mus.) A low pitch of voice. Crabb.

BA'Ri-uaf,* 7i.. (Chem.) The metallic base of baryta. Brande.

BARK, n. [barck, Dan.] The rind or covering of a tree
; the

medicine called Peruvian bark .- a ship having a gaff top-
sail instead of the square mizzen topsail.

BARK, v. a.
[i. BARKED ;pp. BARKING, BARKED.] To strip oft

the bark
;
to peel. [To enclose. Donne.]

BARK, v. n. To make the noise of a dog ;
to clamor.

BARK'-BARED, (bark'bard) a. Stripped of the bark.

BARK'-BED,* n. A hot-bed formed of tanner's bark. Booth.

BARK'BOUND,*P. a. Straitened by the bark. Farm. Ency.
BAR'KEEP-ER,* n. One who tends the bar of an inn. Som-

erville.

BARK'ER, n. He or that which barks.

BARK-E-RY,* n. A tanhouse or place where bark is kept
Booth.

BARK'INO,*. a. Making the noise of a dog; divesting of
bark.'

BARK'ING,* n. The noise of a dog; act of taking off the
bark.' Ash.

BARK'LESS,* a. Being destitute of bark. Drayton.
BARK'LOUSE,*TI.; pi. BARK'LICE. A minute insect that

infests trees. Farm. Ency.
BARK'MAN,* n. One who belongs to a bark. Hackluyt.

BARK'PI'T,* . A tanpit, or pit for steeping or tannin

leather. Booth.

BARK'Y_, a. Consisting of or like bark. Shak.

BAR-LE'RI-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of East Indian plants.
P. Cyc.

BAR'LEY, (b'ar'le) ?t. A kind of grain or bread-corn, of
which malt is commonly made.

it
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BXR'LEY-BiRD,* n. A name of the siskin. Pennant.

BXR'LEY-BRAKE, n. A rural play or game.
BAR'LEY-BROTII. n. Broth made of barley : a low word

for strong beer. Shak.

BAR'LEY-CAKE,* n. Cake made of barley. Pope.

BXR'LEY-CORN, n. A kernel of barlsy 5
a third part of an

inch. Tickell.

BAR'LEY-FE'VER,* n. Illness caused by intemperance.
Brock'ett. [North of Eng.]

BAR'LEY-M6"W, n. A place where barley is stowed up.

BAR'LEY-SICK,* a. Intoxicated. [A cant word used in

Scotland.]
BAR'LEY-SX)G'AR, (b'ar'le-shGg'ar) n. Sugar boiled till it is

brittle, formerly with a decoction of barley.

BAR'LEY-WA'TER,* n. A decoction of pearl barley, a

drink used in slow fevers. Crabb.

BARM, 71. A fermenting substance
;
foam or froth of beer or

other fermenting liquor, used as a leaven ; yeast.

BAR'MAID,* n. A maid or woman who tends a bar. Gold-

smith.

BAR'MY, a. Containing barm. Dryden.
BARN, n. A building for containing hay, grain, and other

produce of a farm, and also for stabling cattle.

BARN, v. a. To lay up in a barn. Shak.

BARN,* n. A child. [Provincial in England.] See BAIRN.

BAR'NA-BEE,* n. An insect; the lady-bird. Booth.

BAR'NA-CLE, (bar'na-kl) n. A shell-fish, or shell adhering
to substances under sea-water; a bird like a goose, fabled

to grow on trees. pi. an instrument for holding a horse

by the nose.

BARN'-DOOR, (barn'dor) n. The door of a barn. Milton.

BARN'-DOOR,* a. Living near the door of a barn ; as, barn-

door fowls. Coleridge.

BARN'FOL,* n. As much as a barn will hold. Hall.

BARN'YARD,* n. A yard adjacent to a barn. Booth.

BARN'YARD-FO^L,* n. The common hen. Booth.

BXR'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) A carbonate of baryta. Scudamore.

BAR-Q-MA-CROM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring
the length and weight of a new-born infant. Du.ngli.son.

BA-ROM'E-TER, 7i. [j3<ipos and //Ir/^oi/.] An instrument for

measuring the weight or pressure of the atmosphere. Its

chief use is to determine the actual or probable changes
of the weather.

BXR-Q-MET'RIC,* a. Same as barometrical. Francis.

BXR-Q-MET'RI-CAL, a. Relating to the barometer.

BAR-Q-MET'RI-CAL,-LY,* ad. By means of a barometer.

P. Cyc.
BXR'Q-METZ,* n. (Bot.) A prostrate, hairy stem of a fern.

It is a singular vegetable production, of which, under the

name of the Scythian lamb, many fabulous stories are toJd.

P. Cyc.

BXR'ON, n. [Fr. 8f Sp.] A degree of nobility next to a vis-

count, being the lowest in the English house of peers :

the title of the judges of the English exchequer. (Law}
A husband, opposed tofeme. Baron of beef. See SIRLOIN.

BXR'ON-AOE, n. The peerage ; the dignity of a baron ; the

estate which gives title to a baron.

BXR'QN-ESS, n. A baron's wife or lady.

BXR'Q-NET, n. The next title below a baron, and the low-
est which is hereditary in Englnnd.

EXR'p-NET-A(^E,* n. The state or body of baronets. Gent.

May.
BXR'Q-NET-CY,* n. The dignity of a baronet. Booth.

BA-RO'NJ-AL, a. Relating to a baron or barony, Warton.

BXR'Q-NY^n. The lordship, honor, or fee of a baron.

BXR'Q-SCOPE, n. [,3ap:>s and ff/cowecj.] A barometer; a

weather-glass.
BXR-Q-SCOP'I-OAX,,* o- Belonging to a baroscope. Boyle.

BXR-Q-SEL'E-NITE,* n. (Min.) A sulphate of baryta.
Cleaveland.

BA-ROUCHE,* (ba-rosh') n. A four-wheeled open carriage ;

a coach without a roof. Ed. Ency.
BXR-OU-CHET',* n. A small kind of barouche, or a four-

wheeled open carriage, with a head. W. Ency.
BARQUE,* (bark) n. [Fr.] See BARK.

BARR,* n. A Portuguese measure of length, less than a yard.
Hamilton.

BXR'RA-cXN, n. [Fr.] A strong, thick kind of camlet.

BXR'RACK, n. A building to lodge soldiers in
;
a cabin

;
a hut.

BXR'RACK-Mls-TER, n. The superintendent of soldiers'

lodgings. Swift.

BAR'RA^E,* n. A linen stuff with worsted flowers. Crabb.

)BAJi-RA-edu'iff,* u. [Fr.] Barbarous law language.

Overbury.
BXR'RAS,* n. The resin which exudes from wounds made

in the bark of fir-trees. Brande.

BXR'RA-TQR, n. (Law) One guilty of barratry.

BXR'RA-TRY, n. (Law) Foul practice, as the moving and

maintaining of suits in disturbance of the peace, &c.

(Scotland) Bribery in a judge. (Rome) The obtaining of
benefices. (Com.) An act or offence of a master of a

ship, or of the mariners, by which the owners or insurers

are defrauded.

BXR'REL, n. A round wooden cask or vessel
;
a particular

measure, as 32 gallons of ale, and 36 of beer ; any thing
round and hollow, as the barrel of a gun ;

a cylinder.

BXR'REL, v. a. To put into a barrel. Spenser.

BXR'REL-BEL'LIED, (-bei'ljd) a. Having a large belly.

BXR'RELLED,* (bar'reld) a. Furnished with or put in a
barrel. Jlsh.

BXR'REN, a. Not prolific ;
not productive ; sterile; unfruit-

ful
;
not copious ; unmeaning ;

uninventive.

BXR'REN,* n. ; pi. BXR'REN. A tract of unproductive
land : a term applied, in the western parts of the Uni-
ted States, to tracts of land of a mixed character, partly
prairies and partly covered with stunted or dwarfish trees.

The Pine Barrens of the Southern States are lands cov-
ered with pine timber. Flint.

BXR'REN-FLOXV'ERED,* a. Having flowers without fruit.

Smith.

BXR'REN-I-VY,* n. Creeping ivy, that does not flower.
Booth.

BXR'REN-LY, ad. With barrenness ; unfruitfully.

BXR'REN-NESS, n. Quality of being barren
; sterility ;

want
of offspring ;

unfruitfulness
;
want of invention

;
arid-

ity.

BXR-REN-SPIR'IT-ED, a. Of a poor spirit. Shak.

BXR'REN-WORT, (bar'ren-wurt) n. A plant.

tBXRR'FftL, a. Full of obstructions. Shak.

BXR-Rj-CADE',n. [Fr.] A fortification hastily made of trees,

earth, &c.
;
a bar ;

an obstruction.

BXR-Rl-CADE', v. a. [i. BARRICADED; pp. BARRICADING,
BARRICA_DED.J To stop up ;

to fortify.

BXR-RI-CA'DO, n. [barricada, Sp.] A fortification. Bacon.
See BARRICADE.

BXR-RI-CA'DO, v. a. To fortify ;
to barricade. Milton.

BXR'RI-ER, (bar're-er) [bar're-er, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.;
bar'yer, S. E. : Pope, in one instance, by poetic license,

pronounces it ba-rer'.] n. [barriere, Fr.] A barricade ;
a

fortification
;
a piece of wood-work intended to defend

the entrance of a passage or intrenchment ;
an obstruction ;

a stop ;
a boundary.

BAR'RING-OUT, n. Act of excluding or shutting out a per-
son from a place, a boyish sport. Swift.

BXR'RIS,* n. (Zool.) A large baboon of the Guinea coast.

Brande.

BXR'RIS-TER, n. An advocate admitted to plead at the bar
in the English courts of law and equity ;

an advocate ;
a

counsellor at law.

BXR'ROW, to, [barrot, or berroette, old Fr.] A carriage
moved by the hand : a hillock or mound of earth : a

hog, properly, a gelded hog.
BXR'RV-LET,* n. (Her.) The fourth part of a bar. Crabb.

BXR'RY,* n. (Her.) A field divided by horizontal lines into
four or more parts. Crabb.

BAR'siiOE,*n. A particular kind of horseshoe. Farm. Ency.
BAR'SHOT, n. Two half bullets joined together by a bar.

BAR'SO\V-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling scapolite.
Dana.

BAR'TER, v. v. [barater, Fr.] [i. BARTERED ; pp. BARTER-

ING, BARTERED.] To traffic by exchanging commod-
ities.

BAR'TER, r. 0. To give in exchange. Shak.

BAR'TER, n. Trafficking by exchange of commodities.

(Arith.) A rule by which the values of commodities of dif-

ferent kinds are compared.
BAR'TER-ER, n. One who barters.

JBAR'TE-RY, n. Exchange of commodities ;
barter. Camden.

BARTH,* ?i. A warm, enclosed place or pasture for calves,

lambs, &c. Farm. Ency. [Prov. Eng.]
BAR-THSL'Q-MEW-TIDE, (bar-tholVmu-tld) n. The term
near St. Bartholomew's day. Sliak.

BAR-TI-ZXN',* n. A small projecting turret. Francis.

BAR'TON, (bar'tn)w. (Late) The demesne lands of a manor;
the manor-house and outhouses. Hidoet.

BAR'TRAM, n. A plant; pellitory.

BA'RI)TII,* n. An East Indian measure equal to 54 or 58

pounds of pepper. Crabb.

BA-RY'TA,* n. [ba-rl'ta, K. Sm. R. Brande ; bar'e-t?, Wb.\
n. [/3apv$.~\ (Min.) An oxide of barium; a ponderous,
simple, alkaline earth, of a gray color, not easily fused,
Brande.

BA-RYTE',*T. (Min.) Same as baryta. Scudamore.

BA-RY'TE, 71. (Min.) A simple earth
; baryta. P. Cyc. Bee

BARYTA.

BA-RYT'IC,* a. Containing or relating to baryta. Brande^.

BA-RY'TQ-cXL'clTE,* n. (Min.) A carbonate of baryta.
Brooke.

BA-RY'TO-CE-LES'TJNE,* n. (Min.) A sulphate of strontian
and baryta. Dana.

BXR'Y-TON,* n. (Mus.) An instrument of music ROW dis-

used. P. Cyc.

BXR'y-TONE,* 7i. [8apv$ and roi/oj.] A male voice, run-

ning neither so low as a bass voice nor so high a a tenor.

( Greek Prosody) A word not accented on the last sylla-

ble, and therefore not finishing with the shai-p .tone of
such a word.

BXR'y-TONE,* a. Noting a low pitch of voice, or a grave,
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BA-SAL'TE3,n. [L.] sing. &, pi Basalt. Pennant.

BA-sALT'lc, [ba-sal'tjk, Ja. Sm. R. ; ba-sal'tik.

ba-zol'tik, Wb.} a. Relating to or like basalt.'

BAS

deep sound
; applied to a verb having a grave accent.

Walker.

BA'SAI,,* a. Relating to the base or bottom. P. Cyc.
BA-SALT', [ba-salf, Ja. Sm. R. ; ba sSIt', K. ; ba-zolt', Wb.}

n. A grayish-black mineral or stone
; trap-rock ;

a porce-
lain imitating the mineral

Sm. R.; ba-sal'tik, 1C. Davis;
ig to or like basalt.

BA-SXL'TI-FORM,* a. Having the form of basalt. Maunder.
BA-SAL'TINE,* n. (Min.) Basaltic hornblende; a column
of basalt. Smart.

BXs'A-NlTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of silicious slate or black

jasper, sometimes used as a touchstone to try the purity
of gold ; called also the Lydian stone. Brande.

BXs'ci-NET,* n. [bassinet, Fr.] A light, basin-shaped hel-

jnet, worn in England in the 14th century. Brande.

BASE, a. [bas, Fr.] Mean
; of mean spirit; low in station,

place, position, origin, quality, or character
; illegitimate.

Applied to metals, of little value. Jlpytlied to sounds,
deep ; grave. See BASS.

BASE, n. [basis, L.] The bottom or foundation of any
thing ;

the pedestal of a statue, pillar, or column ;
basis

;

the broad part of any body, as the bottom of a cone, or
the foot of a pillar. (CAem.) An ingredient of a com-
pound, usually applied to alkalies, earths, and metals, in
their relations to acids and salts

;
a metallic oxide.

BASE,* v. a. [baser, Fr.] [T. BASED ;pp. BASING, BASED.] To
place on a basis

; to lay the base of; to found. Bp. Blom-
Jield; Brit. Critic.

fB_ASE, v. a. To degrade ;
to abase. Bacon.

BASE'-BORN, a. Of illegitimate or low birth. Fuller.

tB_ASE'-CoURT, (bas'kort) n. A lower court. Sliak.

BASE'LESS, a. Without foundation. Shak.

BA-SEL'LA,* n. An East Indian plant cultivated instead
of spinach. Brande.

BASE'LY, ad. In a base or unworthy manner.
BASE'MENT, n. The lowest story of a building; a story
of a house below, or partly below, the level of the street

;

the ground floor.

BASE'-MIND'ED, a. Mean-spirited. Camden.

BASE'-MIND'ED-NESS, n. Meanness of spirit.

BASE'NESS, n. State of being base
;
meanness

;
vileness.

BASE'-SPIR'JT-ED,* a. Having a base spirit; low; vile.

Baxter.

BASE'STR!NG, n. The lowest note. Shak.

BASE'-VI'pL, n. See BASS-VIOL.

tBXsH, v. n. To be ashamed. Bale.
BA-SHAW', n. A title of honor among the Turks

;
a viceroy ;

a pacha. See PACHA.
BXSH'FUL, a. Modest; wanting confidence; shy; having

rustic shyness ; coy.

BXsH'FUL-LY, ad. Modestly ;
in a coy or shy manner.

BXSH'FUL-NESS, 71. Outward modesty ;
rustic shyness.

BXSH'LESS,* a. Shameless. Mason. [R.]

BXs'lL, (baz'jl) 7i. The angle to which the edge of a tool
is ground ;

a fragrant plant, or kitchen herb, of different
varieties. [The skin of a sheep tanned

;
bawsin. Farm.

Ency.]
BX'iL, v. a. To grind to a proper slope or angle.
BXs'i-LXR,* ) a. (Anat.) Chief; principal; belonging to
BXs'i-LA-RY *

)
the base

; noting an artery of the brain.
Crabb'.

BA-!L'IC, or BXij'lL-lc, n. A large hall. See BASILICA,
and BASILICON.

BA-5tL'i-CAi-, !

a' BelonginS to a basilica or basilicon.

BA-^IL'I-CA, n. [0affi\iKfi.] pi. BA-S!L'I-CA. A regal or

large hall
;
a magnificent church ;

the chief or middle
vein of the arm.

BA-s'fL'l-coN, 7i. An ointment of great virtue. Quincy.
BXs'l-LlsK, n. [/Jao-tXi'TKoj.] (Antiq.) A fabulous serpent;
a species of cannon. (Zool.) A saurian reptile.

BA'SIN, (ba'sn) 72. [bassin, Fr.] A small vessel to hold

water; a small pond ; any hollow place ;
a dock for re-

pairing ships ;
the space of country drained by a river.

BA'SINED, (ba'snd) a. Enclosed in a basin. Young-.
fBXs'l-NET, n. Spenser. See BASCINET.

BA'SIN-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Having the form of a basin.

Cyc.

BA'sis, n. [basis, L.] pi. BA'SE?. The base; foundation;
that on which any thing is raised

; groundwork. (Rhet.)
The smallest trochaic rhythm.

BA-SIS'Q-LUTE,* a. (Bot.) Prolonged at the base, below
the point of origin, as some leaves. Brande.

BAsK, v. a. [i. BASKED ; pp. BASKING, BASKED.] To warm by
laying out in the sun or heat. Milton.

BAsK, v. n. To lie in the sun or warmth. Dryden.
BAs'KET, 7i. A vessel made of twigs, rushes, or other

flexible materials interwoven. (^rcA.) Part of the
Corinthian capital.

BAs'KET,* v. a. To put or place in a basket. Cowpcr.

BAs'KET-HlLT, n. A hilt of a weapon which covers the
whole hand.

62 BAT

BAs'KET-HtLT'ED, a. Having a basket-hilt.

BAs'KET-Wo'MAN, (-wum'un) 7i. A woman who plies at
markets with a basket.

BAsK'iNG ,* n. The act of lying or standing in the sun.
BXsQUE,* (bask) a. Relating to Biscay, or the language of
the natives of Biscay. Bosworth.

BXs'QUlSH, (bas'kisb) a. See BASQUE. Sir T. Browne.
BXss, (bas) n. A mat used in churches, &c. Mortimer.

BAss, (b*s) 71. A sea fish : an American tree of the ge-
nus tilia, resembling the English lime or linden : the
bark of the bass or lime, used for mats, &c., called also last.

fB_Ass,
v. n. To sound in a deep tone. Shdk.

BASS, a. (Music) Low
; deep ; grave.

BASS,* 7i. (Jtftw.) The lowest part of harmony ;
or the

lowest or deepest part of the composition, which is re

garded as the foundation of the harmony. Brande.

BXs'SA, n. See BASHAW. Sir T. Herbert.

BXs'sET,* n. (Mm.) The emergence at the surface of the
different mineral strata from beneath each other

;
an out-

cropping. Hamilton.

BXs'sET, n. [bassette, Fr.] A game at cards. Dennis.

BAS-SETTE',* n. [Fr.] A game at cards. (Mus.) The
smallest species of the bass violin. Brande.

BAS-SET'TO*or BAS'SO* n. [It.] (Mus.) A small bass
viol. Crabb.

BXs'si-A,* ?i. (Bat.) A genus of tropical plants. P. Cyc.
BXs'si-NfiT,* n. [Fr.] A kind of wicker basket for a

young infant. W. Ency.
BAs'spCK, 7i. A mat

;
the same with bass.

BAS-SOON', n. [basson, Fr.] A musical wind instrument
made of wood, and serving as the proper bass to the
oboe and clarionet.

BAS'SO-RI-LIE'VO, n. [It.] pi. BASSI-RILIEVI. See
BASS-RELIEF.

BAS-SO'RINE,* n. A modification of a gum from Bassora.
Brande.

BXss-RE-LlEF', (bas-re-lef) [bas-re-lef, S. W. P. J. F. Jo.
K. Sm. R. , bas-re-lef, Wb.} n. [basso rilievo, It.] Sculp-
ture, the figures of which do not stand out far from the

ground.
BASS'-Vl'QL, n. A musical stringed instrument with four

strings; a violoncello.

BXsT,* n. A rope or cord made of the bark of the bass,
lime, or linden tree

;
bark for ropes or mats. McCulloch.

BAS'TA,* [It.] (Mus.) Enough; stop. An expression
used by the leader of a band. Crabb.

BAs'TARD, n. [bastardd, Welsh.] An illegitimate child;
any thing spurious ;

a piece of ordnance
; [a sweet wine.

Shak.]
BAs'TARD, a. Illegitimate ; spurious ;

base. Bastard

stucco, a coarse kind of plastering. Bastard wing-, three

or five quill-like feathers at a small joint at the middle
of the wing.

fBAs'TARD, v. a. To convict of being a bastard. Bacon.

BAs'TARD-AL'KA-NET,* n. An annual plant or weed.
Farm. Ency.

BAs'TARD-DiT'TA-NY, n. Plant; white hoarhound. Booth.

tBAs'TARD-lM, 7i. The state of a bastard. Cotgrave.

BAs'TARD-IZE, v. a. [i. BASTARDIZED; pp. BASTARDIZING,
BASTARDIZED.] To make bastard or illegitimate ;

to con-
vict of being a bastard.

fBAs'TARD-LY, a. Spurious. Bp. Taylor.

JBAs'TARD-LY, ad. Spuriously. Donne.

BAs'TARD-ToAD'FLXx,* n. A perennial wild plant. Farm.

Ency.
BAs'TAR-DY, n. State of being a bastard

; illegitimacy.

BASTE, v. a. [i.
BASTED

; pp. BASTING, BASTED.] To beat

with a stick
;
to drip butter or gravy upon meat while

roasting; to sew slightly.

BXs-TiLE', (bas'tel) [bas-tel', K. Sm.; bas'tel, W.R. TWA]
n. [bastille, Fr.] The fortification of a castle

;
the castle

itself; the state prison formerly at Paris.

fBXs'Tl-MENT, or fBAs-TI-MEN'TO, 7i. [bastiment, Fr.] A
rampart. Glover.

BXs-Ti-NADE_', 7i. &TJ. a. Same as bastinado. See BASTINADO.

BXs-TI-NA'DO, n. [bastonata, It.
; bastonnade, Fr.

;
basti-

nado, Sp.] A cudgelling; flagellation ;
a mode of punish-

ing practised in Turkey, Persia, China, &c.
; commonly

inflicted upon the soles of the feet.

BXS-TI-NA'DO, V. a. [i.
BASTINADOED ; pp. BASTINADOING,

BASTINADOED.] To beat with a cudgel or a bastinado.

BAST'ING, n. A dripping : act of beating with a stick.

Swtfi.

BXsT'ipN, (bast'yun) n. [Fr.] (Mil.) A large projecting
mass of earth or masonry at the angles of a fortified

work ;
a bulwark.

BXs'TipNED,* (bast'yund) a. Provided with bastions.

Maurice.
BAS' TO,* n. [It.] The ace of clubs at the games of ombre
and quadrille. Pope.

fBXs'TpN,* T!. A batoon. Bacon. See BATOON.

BXT, 7i. An animal having the body of a mouse and

wings like a bird, but without feathers
;

a stick ;
a

flat club; a piece of brick.
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BXT,* v. n. To manage a bat at cricket. Duncombe.

BAT'A-BLE, a. [batable, Fr.] That may be contended for;
debatable ". causing fatness

; fattening ; as,
" batable her-

bage." [Local, Eng.] Farm. Ency. See BATTABLE.
BA-TA'TAS,* n. A species of convolvulaceous East Indian

plant, having fleshy sweet tubers, cultivated for food
;

the sweet potato ; Carolina potato. Brande.

BA-TA'VI-AN,* a. Relating to Batavia or Holland. Ency.
BATCH, n. The quantity of bread baked at one time.

BXTCH'E-LQR, n. See BACHELOR.
BATE, n. Strife

;
contention

;
debate. Shak. [R.]

BATE, v. a. [i. BATED ; pp. BATING, BATED.] To abate.

Shak. To cut off; to remit. Drydeii. To bar; to except.
Farm. Ency.

BATE, v. n. As a hawk. See BAIT.
BATEAU* (bat-o') n. [Fr.] pi. BATEAUX, (bat-oz') A long,

light boat. Hutchinson.

fBATE'-BREED-lNG, a. Breeding strife. SJiak.

J-BATE'FGL, a. Contentious; debateful. Sidney.

fBATE'LESS, a. Not to be abated. Shak.

JBATE'MENT, n. Diminution
;
abatement. Mozon.

BAT'-F6wL-ER, n. One who practises bat-fowling.

BXT'-FowL-lNG, n. Bird-catching in the night-time.

jBXT'FUL, a. Fruitful. Drayton.
BATH, [bath, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sin. ; bath, R.] n. ; pi.

BXTHS. A place for bathing ;
a receptacle of water for

bathing ; a heating by means of water, steam, vapor, or

sand
;
a house containing a bath : a Hebrew measure of

71 gallons. Order ofthe Bath\a. British order of knighthood.
BATHE, (bath) v. a. [i. BATHED

; pp. BATHING, BATHED.]
To immerse and wash in water or a bath ; to soften by
washing ;

to wash.

BATHE, v. n. To lave one's body in water.

BATHE,* n. Act of bathing. Stanley.

BATH'ER,* n. One who bathes. Chapman.
BA-THET'IC,* a. Relating to bathos

; sinking. Coleridge. [R.]

BATH'JNG, n. The act of immersing in a bath.

BATH'ING-ROOM.* n. A room used by bathers. Congreve.
BAT-HORSE,* or BAW-HORSE,* (baw'hbrs) n. A bag-

gage horse. Crabb.

BA'THOS, n. [,3aO>s, Gr., depth.] (Rhet.) A ludicrous de-

scent from elevated to mean thoughts ;
anticlimax.

BAT'ING, prep. Except; abating. Rowe.

BAT-JSTE',* n. [Fr.] Fine linen cloth or lawn, made in

Picardy, Flanders, &c. Rawson.

BXT'LET, n. A square piece of wood for beating linen.

BAT-MAN,* or BAW-MAN,* (baw'man) n. A man in the

army who takes care of the bat-horse, and cooking uten-

sils, &c. P. Cyc.

BAT-MONEY,* or BAW'-MOX-EY,* n. Money paid to the

bat-man. Washington.
BAT'-NET,* n. A net to put over the nests of bats. Booth.

BXT'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) A genus of fossil shells. P. Cyc.
BA TON,* (b'a-tong', or bat'gn) n. [Fr.] (Mus.) A rest of

four semibreves : a marshal's staff
;
batoon. Brande.

BAT' ON-NIER,* n. [Fr.] An elected president of an order
or fraternity. Braiu

iton

(He
BA-TOON', n. [baton, Fr.] A staff or club ;

a staff of a
field-marshal. (Her.) In

gitimate descent.
coats of arms, it denotes ille-

BA-TRA'JEHI-A,* n. Tfl&rpaws'-] (Zool.) pi. An order of

reptiles, including frogs and toads. Brande.

BA-TRA'HI-AN,* n. (Zool.) One of an order of reptiles ;

a frog or toad. Brande.

BA-TRA'JCHI-AN,* a. (Zool.) Relating to or resembling
frogs or toads. P. Cyc.

BAT'RA-JCHITE,* 7i. (Min.) Frogstone ;
a fossil resembling

a frog in color. Smart. [Rev.
BAT'RA-JBHOID,* a. Relating to or like batrachians. Qw.
BXT-RA-jeHOM-Y-ojyi'A-jeiiy,* n. A battle between the

frogs and mice. Warton.

BAT-RA-jEHOPH'A-aous,*<7. Feeding on frogs. Qa. Rec.

BXT'SHELL,* n. (Conch.) The dusky brown voluta. Hill.

BXT'TA,* n. An allowance made to military officers in

the service of the East India Company in addition to

their pay. P. Cyc.

BAT'TA-BLE, a. Capable of cultivation
; capable of being

made fat. Burtbn. [R.]

fBAT'TAl-LANT, n. A combatant. Shelton.

BAT-TAL'IA, (bat-tal'ya) n. \battaglia, It.] pi. BATTALIAS.
The order of battle. Sandys. The main body of an army.
Shak.

BAT-TXL'IQN, (bat-tal'yun) n. [bataillon, Fr.] A division

"of the infantry 'in an army, variable, in number, from
500 to 800 men ;

an army.
tBXT'TA-LOUS, a. Warlike. Milton.

fBAT'TEL, or BAT'TIL, (bat'tl) v. a. To batten.

BAT'TEL, (bat'tl) v. n. To grow fat
;
to batten. Spenser.

To stand indebted in the college books, at Oxford, Eng.,
for what is expended at the buttery in the necessaries of

eating and drinking. At Cambridge, size is used in a

similar sense. In the former university there is a student
named a batteller, or battler ; in the latter, a sizar.

fBXT'TEL, or BXT'TLE, (bat'tl) a. Fruitful; fertile. Hooker.

BXT'TEL, (bat'tl) n. A student's account at Oxford; a
small allowance of food at Eton College. Tooke.

BAT'TEL-LER, (bat'tl-Ier) n. A student at Oxford, in Eng-
land. See BATTEL.

fBXT'TEN, (bat'tn) v. a. To fatten; to fertilize. Milton.

fBXT'TEN, (bat'tn) v. n. To grow fat. Shak.

BAT'TEN, (bat'tn) n. A piece of timber usually from 2 to

4, and sometimes 7 inches broad, and 1 thick.

BXT'TEN-ING,* n. (Arch.) Narrow battens fixed to a wall,
to which the laths for plastering are nailed. Brande.

BAT'TER, v. a. [battre, Fr.] [i. BATTERED ; pp. BATTERING,
BATTERED.] To beat down

;
to wear with beating ;

to

wear out with service
;
to put out of order

;
to make dull.

BXT'TER, v. n. To lean backward
; to jut out; to make

continued attacks : to lean inward.

BAT'TER, n. A mixture of ingredients beaten together:
a term applied to a wall leaning inward.

BXT'TER-ER, n. One who batters. Bp. Taylor.

BXT'TER-ING-RXM', n. An ancient military engine, used
for battering down walls of cities, &c.

BAT'TER-Y, n. The act of battering; a line of cannon
;

the frame, or raised work, on which cannon or mortars
are mounted ;

an apparatus for giving shocks in electri-

city or galvanism. (Law) An assault upon a man's

person, or any injury done in a violent manner.

BXT'TISH, a. Resembling a bat. Vemon.

BXT'TLE, (bat'tl) n. [bataille, Fr.] An encounter or en-

gagement between two armies or fleets
;
a fight ;

a hostile

contest.

BXT'TLE,* v. a. To encounter
;
to engage in battle. Surift.

BAT'TLE, v. n. [i.
BATTLED

; pp. BATTLING, BATTLED.] To
contend in battle : to fight.

BAT'TLE-AR-RAY', n. Order of battle.

BAT'TLE-AXE, (bat'tl-aks) n. An ancient military weapon,
purely offensive.

BAT'TLE-DOOR, (bat'tl-dor) n. A bat or instrument used
in playing with a shuttlecock.

BAT'TLE-MENT, (bat'tl-ment) n. A wall or parapet on the

top of a building, with embrasures or open places to look

through, or to discharge missile weapons ; a breastwork.

BAT'TLE-MENT-ED, a. Secured by battlement.

BAT'TLE-PiECE,*n. A painting representing a battle. Pope.

BAT'TLER,* n. Same as batteller. Crabb.

BXT'TLING, ?i. Conflict. Thomson.

BAT-Toi/o-GrfsT, n. One who repeats the same thing.
'Wldttock.

BAT-TOL'O-GIZE, v. a. To repeat needlessly the same

thing. Sir T. Herbert.

BAT-TOL'O-? Y, n. A needless or tiresome repetition. Milton.

BXT'TQN,* n. That part of a loom which closes the work.
Ash.

BAT-TURE',* n. [Fr.] An elevation of the bed of a river

Bouvier.
BAT-Tff TA,* n. [It.] (Mus.) The motion of beating with

the hand or foot in directing the time. Brande.

fBXT'TY, a. Belonging to a bat. Shak.

BA TZ,* n. A German coin of less value than a farthing. Crabb.

BAU-BEE', n. (Scotland) A half-penny. Bramston.

BAU'BLE, n. See BAWBLE.
BAU-DIS'SE-RITE,* n. (Min.) A carbonate of magnesia;
magnesite. Dana.

BAUK,* or BAULK,* n. A long piece of timber. Grier. A
strip_of unploughed land. London. See BALK.

BAU'LITE,*M. (Min.) An Icelandic silicious mineral. Dana.

BAULK, (hawk) v. a. See BALK.

BA-VA'RI-AN,* n. A native of Bavaria. Russell.

BA-VA'R{-AN,* a. Relating to Bavaria. Murray.
BAV-A-ROV', n. [bavarois, Fr.] A kind of cloak. Gay.

Biv'jN, n. A fagot; a stick
;
a piece of waste wood. Shak.

BAW'BLE, n. A gewgaw ;
a trifling piece of finery ;

a
court-fool's truncheon. Gower.

IBAW'BLING, a. Trifling ; contemptible. Shak.

JBAW'COCK, a. A fine fellow
;
a fop. Shak.

BAWD, n. A procurer, or procuress ;
a pimp. Skelton.

fBAWD, v. a. To foul
;
to dirty. Skelton.

BAWD, v. n. To procure for vice. Spectator.

BAWD'BORN, p. a. Descended of a bawd. Shak.

BAW'DI-LY, ad. Obscenely ; filthily.

BAW'DJ-NESS, n. Obsceneness orlewdness.

BAW'DRICK, n. A belt. Chapman. See BALDHICK.

BAW'DRY, n. Procuration for purposes of lust ;
obscene

language or conduct.

BiwD'sHiP,* n. The employment or office of a bawd. Ford.

BAW'DY, a. Filthy ;
obscene

;
lewd ;

unchaste. Shak.

BAW'DY-HOUSE, n. A house used for lewdness. Dennis.

BAWL, v. n. [i. BAWLED ; pp. BAWLING, BAWLED.] To hoof
to cry aloud

;
to cry as a froward child.

BAWL, v. a. To proclaim as a crier. Swift.

BAWL,* n. A vehement clamor
;
an outcry. Pope.

BAWL'ER, n. One who bawls. Echard.

BAWL'JNG,* n. The act of crying aloud ;
loud crying.

tBAWN, n. (Ireland) An enclosure with mud or stone walls

to keep cattle : a fortification. Spenser.

BAW'REL, n. A kind of hawk like a linnet.
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BAw'siN, TI. A badger; sheep's leather. Drayton.
BAY, (ba) a. [baye, bai, Fr.] Brown, approaching to chest-
nut color, spoken of a horse.

BAY, (ba) TI. , pi. BAY?. A portion of the sea enclosed be-
tween two capes; a large gulf; an opening or space
caused by the bend of a boundary line: in a barn, a

place for the mow between the floor and the end of the

building: a stand made by one pursued or attacked,
during which the enemy holds off: a tree

;
the female

laurel : pi. A garland, such as rewarded victory in an-

^ient games ; learning.

BAY, (ba) v. n. To bark as a dog at a thief. Spenser.
BAY, (ba) v. a. To bark at. Shak.

BAY'ARD, n. [bayart, old Fr.] A bay-horse ;
a blind horse,

often mentioned in old romances.

BAY'ARD-LY, a. Blind
; stupid. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

BAY'BER-RY,* n. The wax myrtle; a plant that bears an
oily berry. Bigelow.

BAYED, (bad) a. Having bays, as a barn.

BAY'ING,* n. The barking of a dog. Hall.

BAY'LEAF* n. The leaf of the bay or laurel. Johnson.

BAY'Q-NET, [ba'o-net, J. F. K. R. ; . ba'yun-et, W. P. Ja.

Sm.; bag'o-net, S.J
n. [bayonnette, Fr.] A short, triangular

sword or dagger fixed upon the end of a musket. [" Fre-

quently pronounced bag'o-net, chiefly by the vulgar."
Walker.}

BAY'O-NET, v. a. To kill or stab with the bayonet. Burke.

BAYOU,* (bl'6) 71. [boyau, Fr., a (rut, or bowel.} A narrow
creek or inlet

;
a small gulf or channel. Maunder. [Used

in Louisiana.]
BAY'-SALT, (ba'salt) n. Salt made of sea-water in bays,

pits, &.c.

BAY'-TREE,* n. A small evergreen tree
;
the laurel of an-

tiquity. Farm. Ency.
BAY'-WtN'oow, (ba'win'do) n. A window projecting out-

ward, and forming a kind of bay in the room. It is now
called bow-window. See BOW-WINDOW.

BAY'-YARN, (ba'yarn) TI. Woollen yarn. Chambers.

BAYZE, n. See BAIZE.

BA-ZAAR', (ba-z'ar') 71. [Per.] An Eastern market
;
a place

fitted up for various retail shops, all under one regulation.
Written also bazar.

BDELL'IUM, (del'yum) n. [L. ; @5D.\iiv, Gr.] A resinous

juice or gum resin of an Oriental tree, slightly bitter.

BDEL-TOM'E-TER,* (del-tom'e-ter) n. (Med.) An instrument
usod in blood-letting. Dungiison.

BE, v. TI. [i.
WAS

; pp. BEING, BEEN. Present, I am, thou

art, he is ; we are : i. I was, thou wast, he was ; we
were.] To exist

;
to have existence or some certain state.

55= It is much used as an auxiliary in conjugating other

verbs, by means of which the passive voice is formed.
When it is not separately expressed, its meaning or force

is nevertheless included in every other verb. Hence it is

called the substantive verb, or verb of existence.

BEACH, (bech) n. The sea-shore
;
the strand. Shak.

BEACH'ED, (bech'ed) a. Exposed to the waves. Shak.

BEACH'Y, (bech'e) a. Having a beach or beaches. Shak.

BEA'CON, (be'kn) n. A fire lighted on a height by way of

signal to navigators, &c.
;
the place where such signals

are made ;
a conspicuous mark.

BEA'CON, (be'kn) v. a.
[i. BEACONED ; pp. BEACONING, BEA-

CONED.] To afford assistance as a beacon
;

to light up.
.Milton.

BEA'CON-AGE, (be'kn-aj) n. Money paid for the maintain-

ing of beacons. Minsheu.

BEA'CONED, (bs'knd) a. Having a beacon. T. Warton.

BEA'CON-LESS,* a. Having no beacon. Dr. Mien.

BEAD, n. A little ball strung with others, and frequently
worn about the neck. They are used by Roman Catholics
in counting their prayers. (Arch.} An imitation of beads

;

an architectural ornament
;
a kind of moulding.

BKA'DLE, (bS'dl) n. A messenger belonging to a court or

public body ;
a petty officer in a church, parish, univer-

sity, &c.

BEA'DLE-RY,* 71. The office or jurisdiction of a beadle.
Blount.

BEA'DLE-SHIP, n. The office of a beadle. Ji. Wood.

BEAD'ROLL, . A list_of persons to be prayed for.

EEADS'MlN, T?. ;pl. BEADS'MEN. A man employed to pray
for another ;

a monk.
]{EAD'SNAKE,*TI. The brown coluber, a spotted snake. Hill

BEAD^'WOM-AN, (bsdz'wum-an) n. ; pi. BEADSWOMEN.
A woman who prays for another. B. Jonson.

BEAD'-TREE,?!. An Indian tree that bears nuts which are

used for beads in necklaces.

BEA'GLE, (bG'gl) 7i. [bigle, Fr.] A small hound for hunt-

jng hares.

BiiA'GLE-HoGND,* TI. A species of hound. Johnson.

BEAK, n. [bee, Fr.] The bill of a bird
;
a point ;

the crook-

ed end of a piece of iron to hold any thing fast
;
a hard

termination of any part of fructification.

BEAKED, (bek'ed. or bekd) a. Having a beak. Milton.

BEA'KER, (be'ker) n. A drinking-cup or vessel. Butler.

BEAL, (bcl) n. A whelk or pimple ;
a boil. Bailey.

L

BKAL,, v. n. To ripen ;
to gather matter, as a sore. Sherwood,

-ALL, n. All that, is to be. Shak.

3EAM, (bSm) n. A main, horizontal piece of timber in a

building ; any large piece of timber
;
a part of a balance

at the ends of which the scales are suspended ;
the horn

of a stag ;
the pole between harnessed horses ;

a cylin-
drical piece of wood belonging to a loom, on which the
web is gradually rolled as it is woven : a ray or portion
of light emanating from the sun or some luminous body.

BEAM, v. n. [i. BEAMED ; pp. BEAMING, BEAMED.] To emit

rays or beams ;
to shine. Pope.

BEAM, v. a. To shoot forth
;
to emit in rays.

3EAM'-BiRD,*7i. The spotted fly-catcher of England. Booth.

BEAM'FEATH-ER,* n. A long feather of a bird's wing.
Booth.

3EAM'LESS,_a. Yielding no ray of light. Dryden.
BEABI'-TREE, n. A species of wild-service or wild psar-tree.

BEAM'Y, a. Radiant; emitting beams or rays; weighty or

large, as a beam.
BEAN, n. A garden vegetable; the name of several kinds
of

pulse_.

BEAN'-CA-PER, n. A fleshy, succulent shrub.

BEAN'FED, p. a. Fed with beans. Shak.

BEAN'FLY,* n. A beautiful bluish-black fly. Farm. Ency.
BEAN'GOOSE,* n. A spscies of wild goose. P. Cyc.

BEAN'-TRE-FOIL,* n. A fetid plant or shrub. Booth.

BEAN'-TRES-SEL,T?.. An herb or plant.
BEAR, (bar) v. a.

[i. BORE (|BARE) ; pp. BEARING, BORNE.]
To carry as a burden ; to convey ;

to carry ;
to support ;

to endure; to suffer; to undergo; to permit; to sustain;
to bring; to produce ;

to yield. To bear a price, to have
a certain value. To bear in hand, to keep in expectation
or dependence. To bear off, to carry away. To bear

out, to justify ;
to support.

BEAR, (bar) v. n.
[i. BORE ; ;>p. BEARING, BORNE.] To suffer

pain; to be patient; to endure; to press; to be fruitful

or prolific ; to take effect
; to succeed

; to be directed to

any point ;
to be situated with respect to other places.

To bear up, to stand firm. To bear with, to endure.

BEAR, (bar) v. a. [i. BORE (f BARE) ; pp. BEARING, BORN or

BORNE.] To bring forth, as a child
; to give birth to.

95= The participle born is used in the passive form, and
borne in the active form ; as,

" He was born blind," John
ix.

;

" The barren hath borne seven," 1 Sam. ii. This dis-

tinction between born and borne, though not recognized
by grammarians, is in accordance with common usage,
at least in this country. In many editions of the Bible it

is recognized ;
and in many it is not. It seems to have

been more commonly recognized in American, than in

English, editions.

BEAR, (bar) n. A plantigrade, fierce animal, of several spe-
cies : an iron instrument or roller. (jistron.~)The name of
two constellations called the Great or Greater Bear, [ Ursa

Major,] near the north pole, and the Less or Lesser Bear,
[Ursa Minor,] which includes the pole star.

BEAR,* or BIG BEAR,* n. A species of barley having four
rows in the ear. Jamieson. See BERE.

BEAR'A-BLE,* a. That may be borne; tolerable. Perry.

BEAR'A-BLY,* ad. So as to be borne ; tolerably. West. Rev.

BEAR'-BAIT-ING, n. The sport of baiting bears with dogs.

BEAR'-BER-RY,* n. A plant bearing a red berry ;
arcto-

staphylos. P.' Cyc.

BEAn'-BlND, (bar'bind) n. A species of bind-weed.

BEARD, (bErd) fberd, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; herd, S.

Wb. ; bard, Wm. Johnston.] n. The hair that grows on the

lips and chin ; prickles or awn on the ears or heads of

grain, or on other plants ; gills of oysters and other bivalve
fish

;
a barb on an arrow ; the chuck of a horse where the

curb goes. ft^It is pronounced bird, in Suffolk and

Norfolk, in England, according to Forby ;
and it is thus

pronounced in some parts of New England.
BEARD, (berd) v. a. [i. BEARDED; pp. BEARDING, BEARDED.]
To furnish with beard

;
to take or pluck by the beard

;
to

oppose to the face ; to defy openly.
BEARD'ED, (berd'ed) a. Having a beard

;
barbed ; prickly.

BEARD'-GRAss,*7i. A species of grass, of two varieties.

Farm. Ency.
BEARD'LESS, a. Having no beard

; youthful.

BEARD'LESS-NESS,*. The state of being beardless. Smart.

BEAR'ER,'(bar'er) n. One who bears
;
a carrier; a support-

er; one who carries a body to the grave. (Arch.) Any
upright timber used to support another.

BEAR'-FLY, (bar'fli) n. An insect. Bacon.

BEAR'-GAR-DEN, (bar'g'ar-dn) n. A place in which bears

are kept for sport ; any place of tumult. Spectator.

BEAR'-GAR-DEN, (bir'gar-dn) a. Rude or turbulent. [R.]

BEAR'HERD, (bar'herd) n. A keeper of bears.

BEAR'ING, n. The position of one place from another by the

points of compass ;
the place or relation of one thing as to

another; gesture; behavior. (Her.) The charges that

fill an escutcheon.
BE AR'ING,* p. a. That bears

; sustaining ; yielding.

BEAR-JNG-CLOTH, n. The cloth with which a child is cov-

ered when carried to church to be baptized. Shak.
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BEAR'lSH, a. Having the quality of a bear. Harris.

BEAR'ijKE, a. Resembling a bear. Shak.

BEARN, (birn) n. [barn, Goth.] A child. Shak. See BAIRN.

BEAR''-BREECH, (barz'brech) n. A plant. Miller.

BEAR'-EAR, n. A plant ; auricula or sanicle.

BEAR's'-FooT, (barz'fut) n. A species of hellebore.

BEARV-GREASE,* n. The grease or oil of the bear. Booth.

BEAR'-SKIN,* n. The skin of a bear
;
a thick cloth with a

long pile, used for warm clothing. W. Ency.
BEAR'S'-WORT, (barz'wiirt) n. An herb.

BEAR'WARD, n. A keeper of bears. Shak.

BEAR'WHELP,* n. The cub of a bear. Drayton.
BEAST, n. [beste, Fr.] An animal, distinguished from birds,

insects, fishes, and man
; a quadruped ;

a brute
;
a brutal

man.
BEAST, n. A game at cards, like loo. Scott.

BEAST'INGS, n. pi. See BIESTINGS.

BEAST'LIKE, a. Resembling a beast. Mountagu.
BEAST'LI-NESS, n. Brutishness ; brutality. Spenser.

BEAST'LY, a. Brutal
; having the nature of beasts.

BEAST'LY, ad. In the manner of a beast. [R.]
BEAT, v. a. [i. BEAT; pp. BEATING, BEATEN or BEAT.] To

strike
;
to bruise

;
to pound ;

to thresh
; to hit

;
to tread

a path ;
to conquer ;

to overcome ;
to surpass ;

to over-
throw. To beat down, to lessen the price or value. To
beat up, to attack suddenly. (Naut.) To make progress
against the wind by a zigzag course.

BEAT, v. n. To move in a pulsatory manner
;
to dash, as a

flood or storm ; to throb
;
to palpitate.

BEAT, [b5t, W. K. Sm. R. Wl>. ; bet, P.] i. & p. from Beat.

5=
" The past time of this verb is, by the English, uni-

formly pronounced like the present." Walker.

BEAT, n. A stroke
; pulsation ; manner of striking ; a

round or course ridden or perambulated. (Mus.~) A re-

versed shake without a turn
;
a short note.

BEAT'EN, (b5'tn);>. from Beat.

BEAT'ER, n. One who beats ; the instrument used in beating.
tBEAl'H, v. a. To bathe or warm in fire. Spenser.
BE-A-Ti'F'lc.

\
a. [beatiis, L.] Blissful; affording heav-

BE-A-TlF'l-CAL, i enly bliss ; completely happy.
BE-A-TfF'i-cAL-LY, ad. So as to complete happiness.
BE-AT-I-FI-CA'TION, n. Act of beatifying; an acknowledg-
ment made by the pope that the person beatified is in

heaven.

BE-XT'l-FY, v. a. [beatifico, L.] [i. BEATIFIED ; pp. BEATIFY-

ING, BEATIFIED.] To make happy ;
to bless with celestial

enjoyment; to pronounce or declare to be admitted to

heaven.

BEAT'ING, n. Act of striking; correction. (JVau.) The
making of progress at sea against the wind.

BE-AT'I-TUDE, n. Blessedness; heavenly joy; felicity; a
declaration of blessedness made by our Savior to particu-
lar virtues.

BEAU, (bo) n. [beau, Fr.J pi. Fr. BEAUX; Eng. BEAUX, or

BEAU$, (boz) A man of dress
;
a fop ;

a gallant ;
a lover.

BEAU IDEAL,* (bo-5-da-al,orbo-I-de'ftl) n. [Fr.] A species
of beauty or excellence created by the fancy, and existing
only in the imagination ;

ideal excellence. Qw. Rev.

BEAU'ISH, (bo'jsh) a. Foppish ; like a beau.

BEAU-MONDE, (bo-mond', or bo-mond') [bo-mond', W. Sm.
Mavor ; bo'mond, P.; bo-mond', Ja. ; bo-mond', or bo-mong',
K.] n. [Fr.] The gay or fashionable world.

BEAU-MONTaTE,* (bo-mont'lt) n. (Min.) A hydrosilicate
of copper. Jacltson. [beau. Dryden.

BEAU'SHI'P,* (bo'ship) n. The character and quality of a

PEAU'TE-OUS, [bu'te-us, P. J. Ja. R.; bu'tyus, E. F. K. ;

bQ'chus, S. ; bu'che-us, W. ; bu'te-us, or but'yus, Sm.] a.

Fair_; 'beautiful. Shak.

HBEAU'TE-OUS-LY, (bu'te-us-le) ad. In a beauteous manner.

ilBEAu'TE-pus-NESS, (bfi'te-us-ne's) n. Beauty. Donne.

BEAU'TI-FI-ER, (bu'te-f l-er')n.He or that which beautifies.

BEAU'TI-FOL, (bu'te-ful) a. Having the qualities that con-
stitute beauty ; fair ; elegant ;

handsome
;
fine ; pretty.

BEAO'TI-FUL-LY, (bu'te-ful-le) ad. In a beautiful manner.
BEAO'TI-FCL-NESS, (bu'te-ful-nes) n. Beauty. Hallywell.

BEAU'TI-FY, (bu'te-fl) v. a. [i. BEAUTIFIED; pp. BEAUTI-
FYING, BEAUTIFIED.] To make beautiful; to adorn

j to
add beauty to.

BEAU'TI-FY, v. n. To grow beautiful. Jlddison.

BEAU'TI-FY-ING, n. The act of rendering beautiful.

BEAU'TJ-LES'S, a. Without beauty. Hammond. [R.]
BEAU'TY, (bu'te)?i. [beauts, Fr.] That assemblage of graces
or proportion of parts which pleases the senses, especially
the eye or the ear

;
that quality in visible objects which

pleases the eye or the mind; whatever is adapted to

please a rightly-constituted mind
;
a particular grace or

feature
;
a beautiful person.

JBEA_U'TY, (bu'te) v. a. To beautify. Shak.

BEAU'TV-BEAM-ING * a. Diffusing beauty. Thomson.
BEAU'TY-SPOT, (bu'te-spot) n. A spot placed to heighten
some beauty ;

a black spot of silk
;
a foil. Grew.

BEAU'TY-WAN'ING, a. Declining in beauty. Shak.
BEAUX EspRiTSi* (boz'es-pr5') n. pi. [Fr.] Men of wit

or genius. Qu. Rev.

BEA'VER, (bS'ver) n. An amphibious, rodent quadruped,
valued for its fur

; a hat made of the fur
;
the part of a

helmet that covers the lower part of the face.

BEA'VER,* a. Made of beaver, or of the fur of beaver. Hall.

BEA'VERED, (be'verd) a. Wearing a beaver. Pope.
BEA'VER-RAT,* n. An animal resembling the musk-rat.

Booth.

IBE-BLEED', v. a. To make bloody. Chaucer.

fBE-BLOOD', (be-blud') ) v. a. To make bloody. Skel-

fBE-BLOOD'Y, (be-blud'e) \ dm.
fBE-BLOT', v. a. To stain. Chaucer.

BE-BLDB'BERED,P. a. Swoln with weeping. Shelton.

BEc-A-Fi'c5, (bek-a-fe'ko) [bek-fi-fs'ko, S. W. .7. F. Ja. K.
Sm. ; bek-a-fI'ko, P.] n. [Bp.] A bird like a nightingale,
that feeds on figs.

BE-CALM', (be-kam') v. a. [i. BECALMED ; pp. BECALMING,
BECALMED.] To keep still, quiet, or calm

; to allay ;
to

calm. To calm is to stop motion; and to becalm is to
withhold from motion.

BE-CALM'ING, (be-kam'jng) n. Act of quieting.
BE-CAME', i. from Become. See BECOME.
BE-CAUE', (be-kaz') conj. [by and cause.] For this reason

that
;
on this account that

;
for this cause that

;
for.

BEC'co,*n. [It.] A beak
;
a goat; a cuckold. Massinger.

BE-CHiNCE', o. a. To befall ;
to happen. ShaJc.

BE-CHiNCE',* ad. Accidentally; by chance. Grafton.

BE-CHARM', v. a. To captivate ;
to charm. Beaum. fy Fl.

fBE'jBHlc, n. [fir,xiKa.] Medicine for coughs. Cotgrave.
BECK, v. n. To beckon. Homily of Prayer.

BECK,. a. To call by a motion of the head ;
to beckon. Shak.

BECK, n. A sign with the head
;
a nod ; a nod of com-

mand ; a beckon. [A small stream. Drayton.]
BEC'KON, (bek'kn) v. n.

[i. BECKONED; pp. BECKONING,
BECKONED.] To make a sign or call attention by motion
of the headl or hand.

BEC'KON, (bek'kn) v. a. To call by a sign. Spenser.

BEC'KON, (bek'kn) n. A sign without words; a beck. Bo-

lingbroke.

fBE-CLfp', v. a. To embrace. Wickllffe.

BE-CLOOD', V. a.
[i.

BECLOUDED
J pp. BECLOUDING, BE-

CLOUDED.] To dim
;
to obscure. Sidney.

BE-c6ME', (be-kum') v. n. [i. BECAME ; pp. BECOMING, BE-

COME.] To enter into some state or condition
;
to be

;
to be

changed to. With of, it signifies to be the fate or end of.

BE-c6ME', (be-kum') v. a. [i. BECAME ; pp. BECOMING, BE-
COME. To add grace to

;
tobe suitable to

;
to befit

;
to suit.

BE-COM'ING, a. Graceful
; suitable; proper; fit.

tBE-c6M'lNG, n. Ornament. Shak.

BE-coM'lNG-LYj od> In a becoming manner. More.

BE-COM'ING-NESS, n. Suitableness; fitness; propriety.

tBE-CRA-VAT'TED,*a. Furnished with a cravat. Congreve.
BE-CR'fp'PLE, v. a. To make lame. More.

BE-CURL', v. a. To curl. Search.

BED, n. Something made to sleep on; a couch
;
a bank of

earth raised in a garden ;
the channel of a river

; any hol-

low on which something rests ;
the place where any thing

is generated or reposited ;
the horizontal surface on which

the stones or bricks of a wall lie
;
the lower surface ; a

seam of strata
;
a layer ;

a stratum. To bring' to bed, to de-

liver of a child. To make the bed, to put the bed in order.

BED, v. a. [i.
BEDDED

; pp. BEDDING, BEDDED.] To place in

bed
;
to make partaker of the bed

;
to sow or plant ;

to lay
in order

;
to stratify.

BED, v. n. To occupy a bed
;
to cohabit. Wiseman.

BE-DXB'BLE, v. a. To wet ; to besprinkle. Shak.

fBE-oXFF', v. a. To make a fool of. Chaucer.

BE-DXG'GLE, v. a. To bemire ; to bedraggle. Richardson.

BED'ALE,* n. An entertainment at a country wedding
among the poor people in England, rfsh.

fBE-DARE', v. a. To defy ; to dare. Peele.

fBE-DARK', v. a. To darken. Gower. [Hacket.

BE-DARK'EN, (be-darTcn) v. a. To obscure; to darken.

BE-DXSH', v. a. To bemire; to bespatter; to dash. Shak.

BE-DAUB', v. a. To daub over. Shak.

BE-DXz^ZLE, t?. a. Tg dim by lustre; to dazzle. Shak.

BED'CHAM-BER, n. A chamber for a bed.

BED'CLOTHE?, (bed'klothz, or bed'kloz) [bed'kloz, S. W.
J.Ja.K.; bed'klothz, P. F. R.; bed'klothz, colloquially,

bed'k!5z, Sm.] n. pi. Clothes or coverlets for a bed.

n. The nether stone of an oil-mill.

BED'DiNG,VThe materials of a bed. Spenser.

BED'DING-MOULD'ING, n. Same as bedmoulding.

fBE-DEAD', (be-ded') v. a. To deaden. Hallywell.
BE-DECK' v. a. To adorn ; to deck. Shak.

BEDE'HOUSE, n. A hospital or almshouse.

BK'DEL,* (be'dl) n. A petty officer. See BEADLE.

BE'DEL-A-RY,* (b'dl-a-re) n. Same as bedclry. JVhishaw.

BE'DEL-RY, (be'dl-re) n. Extent of a beadle's office.

Blount. See BEADLERY.
BEDES'MXN,* n. One who resides in a bede-housej one
who prays for another ; a beadsman. P. Cyc.

BE-DEV'IL,* (be-dev'vl) v. a. To throw into utter confu-

sion
;
to abuse. Sterne.
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BE-DEW', fbe-du') v. a.
[i. BEDEWED; pp. BEDEWING, BE-

DEWED.J To moisten with dew
;
to moisten gently. Shak.

BE-DEW'ER, (be-du'er) n. He or that which bedews.

tBE-DEw'Y,_(be-du'e) a. Moist with dew. Brewer's Lingua.
BED'FEL-LOW', n. One who lies in the same bed.

BED'HXNG-ING?, n. pi. Curtains for a bed. Shak.

tBE-DiGHT', (be-dlf) v. a. To adorn
;
to dress. More.

BE-DTM', v. a. To make dim
;
to darken. Sidney.

BED'HXNG-ING?, n. pi. Curtains for a bed. Shak.
'

t')l>.

lake

,, v. a. To make dismal.

BE-Dl'ZEN, (be-dl'zn) [be-dl/zn, S. W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ;

be-diz'zn, Wb.] v. a. To dress out. Headley.
BED'LAM, n. [corrupted from Bethlehem, the name of a re-

ligious house in London, converted afterwards into a

hospital for the insane.] A hospital for lunatics
;
a mad-

house. [| A madman. Shak.]

BD'LAM,_a. Belonging to a madhouse. Shak.

BED'LAM-ITE, n. A madman
;
a lunatic. B. Jonson.

BED'LAM-LIKE,* a. Resembling a maniac; like bedlam.
Drayton.

BED'LIN-EN,* n. Linen for beds. Smollett.

BED'MAK-ER, n. One who makes beds.

BED'MATE, n. A bedfellow. Shak.

BED'MOULD-ING, n. (Arch.) A moulding between the co-
rona and frieze.

tBE-DOTE', v. a. To make to dote. Chaucer.

BED'PXN,*TI. A utensil for a person bedridden. Garth.

tBfiD'pHEER,* n. A bedfellow. B. Jonson.

BED'POST, n. A post at the corner of a bed.

BED'PRESS-ER, n. A heavy, lazy fellow. Shak.

BE-DRXG'GLE, v. a. To soil in the dirt. Swift.

BE-DRENCH', v. a. To drench
;
to soak. Shak.

BED'RD, a. Confined to the bed by age or sickness. Shak.

BED'RID-DEN,* (bed'rld-dn) a. Confined to the bed. Paley.
BED'RITE, n. The privilege of the marriage bed. Shak.

BED'ROOM, n. A room to sleep in.

BE-DROP', v. a. To besprinkle. Chaucer.

BED'SIDE, n. The side of the bed. Middleton.

BED'STEAD, (bed'sted) n. A frame on which a bed is

placed.
BED'STEP,* 7^ A step for ascending a bed. W. Ency.
BED'STRAW, n. The straw laid under a bed

;
an annual

plant.
BED'SWERV-ER, re. One who is false to the bed. Shak.

BED'TICK,* n. A case to hold the feathers of a bed. Pen-
nant.

BED'T!ME, n. Time of rest or of going to bed.

BE-DDcK', v. a. To put under water. Spenser.
BE-DONG'. v. a. To manure with dung. Bp. Hall.

JBE-DUSK', v. a. To smutch. Cotgrave.
BE-DUST', v. a. To sprinkle with dust. Sherwood.
BED'WARD. ad. Toward bed. Shak.

BE-DwARF', v. a. To make dwarfish or little. Donne.

BED'WORK, (bed'wurk) n. Work done in bed. Shak.

BE-DYE', (be-di') v. a. To stain. Spenser.

BEE, n. An insect that makes honey and wax.

.BEECH, re. A well-known forest-tree, which bears a trian-

gular fruit or nut.

BEECH'EN, (be'chn) a. Belonging to the beech.

.'BEECH'oALL,* n. A hard nut on the leaf of a beech, con-

taining the maggot of a fly. Ash.

BEECH'MAST,* n. The fruit of the beech
;

called also
beechnuts. Booth.

BfiECH'otL,* 7i. An oil made of the beechmast. Ash.

BEECH'Y,* a. Made of beech
; consisting of beeches.

Fletcher.

BEE-EAT'ER, n. A bird that feeds upon bees.

BEEF, n. [bceuf, Fr.l The flesh of neat cattle, or of oxen,
bulls, and cows. [fAn ox, bull, or cow. Deut. xiv.] pi.
BEEVE. Oxen, bulls, and cows, fit for food.

BEEF, a^ Consisting of the flesh of black cattle. Swift.

BEEF'-EAT-ER, (bef '5-ter) n. An eater of beef; a stout,
hearty, fat fellow [bcauffetier, Fr.] A yeoman of the

king of England's guard.
BEE'-FLO\V-ER, n. A species of foolstones. Miller.

BEEF/STEAK,* n. A slice or steak of beef broiled, or for

broiling. Garrick.

tBEEF'wlT-TED, a. Dull
; stupid. Shak.

BEE'-GAR-DEN, (be'gar-dn)n. A place for bee-hives.

BEE'HIVE, n. A box or case for keeping bees.

BEE'-HoflSE,* n. A house or repository for bees. Gold-
smith.

BEELD, or BIELD, n. [Protection ; refuge. Fairfax.] A
shelter or place of shelter for cattle. Fairfax. [North of

England.]
BEE'-MAs-TER, n. One who keeps bees. Mortimer.

BEE'MOL, n. (Mus.) See BEMOL. Bacon.

BEE'MSTH,* n. An insect pernicious to bees; called also
the wax-moth. Dr. T. W. Harris.

BEEN, (bin) [bin, S. W. J. Sm. Wb. ; bSn, P. F. Ja. K. R.]
p. from the verb Be. Been and ben were anciently usea
as a verb in the present tense, instead of be. Spenser.

BEE'NEL* n. A medicinal evergreen tree of Malabar.
Crabb.

BEER, n. A fermented liquor, chiefly made of malt and hops.

BEG

BEER'cXll-REL, n. A barrel which holds baer. Shak.

BEER'GLASS,* n. A glass or vessel for beer. Hudibras.

BEER'noOsE, n. A house where beer is sold. Oascoigne.
BEER'MEAS-VRE,* (b5r'mezh:

ur) n. The measure by which
beer is computed. Ash.

BKER'SHOP,* n. A shop where beer is sold. EC. Rev.

BKEST'ING?, n. pi. See BIESTINGS.

BEE^'wXx,* n. Wax made of the comb of bees. Ency.
BEET, n. [beta, L.] A plant and its sweet esculent root
BEE'TLE, n. An insect having a horny covering ; a coleop-
terous insect, of which there are many species : a heavy
mallet or wooden hammer.

BEE'TLE, v. n. To jut out
;
to hang over. Shak.

BEE'TLE-BROW, n. A prominent brow.
BEE'TLE-BROWED, (bs'tl-broud) a. Having prominent

brows.

BEE'TLE-HEAD-ED, (bs'tl-hed-ed) a. Having a large or

thjck head
; loggerheaded.

BEE'TLE-STOCK, n. The handle of a beetle. Spenser.

gllSJi^*
1

i

A p'ant ;
a sort of red be'<-

BEEVES, (b5vz) n. ; pi. of Beef. Oxen, bulls, or cows.
BE-FALL', v. a. [i. BEFELL; pp. BEFALLING, BEFALLEN.] To

betide
;
to happen to.

BE-FALL', v. n. To happen ; to take place.

BE-FIT', v. a. [i. BEFITTED;^. BEFITTING, BEFITTED.] To
suit

;
to become

;
to fit. Shak.

BE-FIT'TING,*P. a. Becoming; suitable; fit.

BE-FI,XT'TER,* v. a. To flatter; to cajole. Q. Rev.

BE-FLOW'ER,* v. a. To besprinkle with eruptions or spots.
Hobbes.

BE-FOAM', v. a. To cover with foam. Eusden.

BE-FOG',* v. a. To involve in fog. Irving-.

BE-FOOL', v. a. To infatuate ; to make a fool of.

BE-FORE', prep. Further onward ; in the front of; in the

presence of; prior to
; superior to

;
in sight of.

BE-FORE', ad. Sooner than
;
in time past ; previously to j

hitherto
; abready ;

farther onward in place.

BE-FORE'-CIT-ED,* a. Cited or mentioned before. Dr. Allen.

IBE-FORE'-GO'ING,* a. Preceding. Milton.

BE-FORE'HXND, ad. In a state of anticipation ; previously ;

by way of preparation : antecedently ;
at first.

BE-FORE'-MEN-TIONED,* a. Mentioned before. Foster.

BE-F5RE'TIME, ad. Formerly. 1 Sam.

tBE-FORN',*pre/>. & ad. Before. Fairfax.

fBE-FORT'VNE, (be-fort'yun) v. n. To happen to. Shak.

BE-FOUL', v. a. To soil ; to pollute ;
to foul.

BE-FRIEND', (be-frend') v. a. [i. BEFRIENDED; pp. B-
FRIENDING, BEFRIENDED.] To HlVOr

;
to be killd tO.

BE-FRIEND'MENT,* n. Act of befriending. Foster.

BE-FR'fNGE', v. a. To decorate with fringes. Fuller.

BE-FUR',* v. a. To cover or supply with fur. F. Butler.

BEG, v. n. [i. BEGGED ; pp. BEGGING, BEGGED.] To live upon
alms

;
to ask alms.

Bi^G, v. a. To ask
;
to entreat

;
to take for granted.

BE'GA,* n. A Bengal land measure, about one third of an
acre. Hamilton.

BE-GXN',* i. from Begin. See BEGIN.
BE-JGET', v. a.

[i.
BEGOT or BEGAT; pp. BEGETTING, BEGOT-

TEN or BEGOT.] To generate; to procreate ; to produce.
BE-^ET'TER, n. One who begets ; a father. Dryden.
BEG'GA-BLE, a. That may be begged. Butler.

BEG'GAR, n. One who lives by begging ;
a mendicant

;
a

petitioner.

BEG'GAR, v. a.
[i. BEGGARED ; pp. BEGGARING, BEGGARED.]

To reduce to beggary ;
to impoverish ;

to exhaust.

BEG'GAR-BRXT,*TI. An infant or child that bsgs. Drayton.
BEG'GAR-L[-NESS, 7i, Meanness; poverty. Barret.

BEG'GAR-LY, a. Like a beggar; mean
; poor. Shak.

BEG'GAR-LV, ad. Meanly; poorly. Hooker.

BEG'GAR-MATD, n. A maid who is a beggar. Shak.

BEG'GAR-MXN, n. A man who is a beggar. Shalt.

BG'GAR-WOM-AN, (beg'gur-wum-an) n. A woman who
is a beggar. Shak.

BEG'GAR-Y, n. Indigence ; extreme poverty.
BEG'XJING,* n. The act of asking alms. Spenser.
BE-GHARD',* n. [Ger.] An importunate beggar; a mendi-

cant. Brande.

BE-J&'(LT', p. a. Gilded over. B. Jonson.

BE-.&TN', v. n. \i. BEGAN; pp. BEGINNING, BEGUN.] To en-
ter upon something new

;
to commence.

BE-JGIN', v. a. To enter upon ; to commence ; to originate.

jBE-eTN', 7i. For beginning. Spenser.

BE-jeTN'NER, n. One who begins; one in his rudiments.

BE-JGTN'NING, ?;. The first original or cause ; first act
; first

part; commencement; the rudiments or first grounds.
tBE-j&TfN'NiNG-LESS, a. Having no beginning. Barrow.

BE-J&'IRD', v. a. [i. BEGIRT or BEGIRDED; pp. BEGIRDING,
BEGIRT or BEGIRDED.] To bind with a girdle; to sur-

round; to shut in.

fBE-c'lRT', v. a. To begird. B. Jonson.

BEG'LER-BE(f,n. [Turk.] The chief governor of a prov-
ince among the Turks. [Isrbeg. P.

~

BEG'LER-BEG-LYC,* n. A province governed by a
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BF.-GLOOM', v. a. To cast a gloom over; to darken. Bad-
cock.

BE-GNAW', (be-naw') v. a. To bite
;
to eat away. Shak.

BE-GOD', v. a. To deify ;
to treat as a god. More.

BE-GONE', (be-gon') intcrj. [be, gone.] An exclamation of
command having the force of a verb in the imperative
mode : go away ;

haste away.
BE-GO'NI-A,* n. (Bot.} A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

BE-GORED', (be-gord')p. a. Smeared with gore. Spenser.

BE-GOT', i. &. p. from Beget. See BEGET.

BE-GOT_;TEN, (be-got'tn) p. from Beget. See BEGET.

fBE-GRAVE', v. a. To bury; to engrave. Gower.

BE-GREASE', v. a. To daub with grease. Minsheu.

BE-GR!ME', v. a. To soil with dirt deep impressed. Crowley.

BE-GRUD/JE', v. a. [i. BEGRUDGED ; pp. BEGRUDGING, BE-

GRUDGED.] To envy the possession of; to grudge. Shaftes-

bury.

BE-GUILE', (be-gll') v. a.
[i.

BEGUILED
; pp. BEGUILING, BE-

GUILED.] To impose upon ;
to deceive.

BE-GUILE'MENT,* (be-|il'ment) n. The act of beguiling.
Jn. Foster.

BE-GUIL'ER, (be-gll'er) n. One who beguiles.

fBE-GUlL'Ty, (b e-lil'te) v. a. To render guilty. Bp. Sander-

son.

BEGUIN, (ha-gang') n. [Fr.] A certain tertiary, or half

monk, professing to follow the third rule of St. Francis.

P. Cyc. A cap for a child. Surenne.

BE-GUINE',* (ba-|5n') n. [Fr.] A sort of nun or female
devotee. P. Cyc.

BE-GUM',* v. a. To daub or cover with gum. Swift.

BE-GUN', p. from Begin. See BEGIN.

BE-HALF', (be-haf ') n. Favor ;
cause favored

;
interest ;

ac-

count; sake; vindication; support.

JBE-HXp'pEN, (be-hap'pn) v. n. To happen to. Spenser.

BE-HAVE', v. a. [i. BEHAVED; pp. BEHAVING, BEHAVED.]
To carry; to conduct: used with the reciprocal pro-
noun as the object ; as,

" He behaves himself well."

BE-HAVE', v. n. To act ; to conduct one's self. Porteus.

BE-HAVED',* (be-havd') p. a. Conducted; ordered.

BE-HAV'IQR, (be-hav'yur) TJ. Act or manner of behaving ;

conduct
; demeanor ; manner ;

external appearance ; ges-
ture. (Law) Good behavior, conduct authorized by law.

BE-HEAD', (be-hed') v. a.
[i.

BEHEADED
; pp. BEHEADING,

BEHEADED.] To decapitate; to deprive of the head. Clar-

endon,

BE-HELD', i. & p. from Behold. See BEHOLD. Pope.

tBE-iiELL', v. a. To torture as with the pains of hell. Hewyt.
BE'HE-MOTH, [be'he-moth, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; be-hem'-

oth/S. ; be-hem'oth', or b5'he-moth, K. ; be-hG'moth, Ash,
Narcs, Maunder.] n. [Heb.] An animal described in Job,
by many supposed to be the elephant, but some suppose
it to be (he hippopotamus, and others the extinct animal

iguanodon, the fossil remains of which are found.

BE'HEN, n. A plant and medicinal root.

BE-HST', n. Command
; precept. Sidney. [Used in poetry.]

fBE-HIGHT', (be-lilt') v. a.
[i. BEHOT; pp. BEHIGHTING,

BEHIGHT.] To promise ; to call
;

to command
;

to ad-

judge ;
to address

; to reckon. Spenser.

BE-HiND'jpre/j. At the back of; in the rear of
; following

another; remaining after ; inferior to.

BE-HIND', ad. In the rear ;
backwards

; remaining.
BE-HIND'HXND, ad. In arrears ;

backward
; tardy.

BE-HIND'HXND,* a. Backward ; being in arrears. Spectator.

BE-HOLD', v. a.
[i. BEHELD

; pp. BEHOLDING, BEHELD.
Beholden, once used as the past participle, is not now used

except as a participial adjective.] To view ;
to look at

;

to see, in an emphatical sense. [Smart.
BE-HOLD',* v. n. To direct the eye towards any object.

BE-HOLDf, inter}. See
; lo

;
observe. Milton.

BE-HOL'DEN, (be-hSl/dn) p. a. Obliged ;
bound in grati-

tude. Addison.

BE-HOLD'ER, TO. One who beholds or sees.

tBE-HOLD'iNG, a. Obliged ;
beholden. Ford.

BE-HOLD'ING, n. [f Obligation. Carew.] Act of seeing.
tBE-liOLD'lNG-NESS, 7i. State of bsing obliged. Donne.

BE-H6N'EY, (be-hun'ne) v. a. To sweeten with honey.
Sherwood.

BE-HOOF', n. Profit
; advantage ;

benefit. Spenser.

fBE-Hdov'A-BLE, a. Fit; expedient. Minsheu.

BE-IIOOVE', v. a. [i. BEHOOVED
; pp. BEHOOVING, BE-

HOOVED.] To be fit for
;
to bs meet for

;
to become.

tBE-HOOVE', v. n. To be fit
;
to be meet. Wickliffe.

fBE-HOOVE', n. Advantage ;
behoof. Gascoitrne.

BEliiOOVE'FOL, a. Useful ; profitable. Spenser. [R.]

IB'E-HOOVE'FUL-LY, ad. Usefully. Spenser.

{BE-HOT', i. from Behight. Spenser.

BE-HOV'A-BLE, a. Fit. Homilies. See BEHOOVABLE.
BE-HOVE', v. a. See BEHOOVE.
fBE-HOVE'rOL, a. Fit. See BEHOOVEFUL. Bp. Sanderson.

IBE-HOVE'LY, a. Profitable. Gower.

BEliiowL', v. n. To howl at. Shak.

BE'ING,P. from Be. See BE.

BE'JNG, n. Existence ; a particular state
;
the person exist-

ing ;
a person ; any living creature.

fBE'lNG, conj. Since. Pearson.

fB_E'lNG-Pi,ACE, ?i. An existence. Spenser.
BE IT so. A phrase of anticipation, suppose it to be so ; or

of permission, let it be so. Sliak.

BE-JADE', v. a. To tire thoroughly. Milton.

fBE-jAPE', v. a. To laugh at; to deceive. Chaucer.

BE-JAUN'DICE,* v. a. To infect with the jaundice. QM. Rev
tBE-jE$'i;-iT,* v. a. To convert into a Jesuit. Milton.

BE-jpM'BLE,* v . a. To jumble ;
to put into a state of con-

fusion. Ash.

BE'KAH,* n. A half shekel. Exodus.

BE-Klss', v. a. To salute
;
to kiss. B.Jonson.

BE-KNAVE', (be-nav') v. a. To call or style knave. Pope.
BE-KNAW',* (be-naw') v. a. See BEGNAW. Shak.

fBE-KNOW', (be-no') v. a. To acknowledge. Chaucer.

BE-LA'BOR, v. a.
[i. BELABORED; pp. BELABORING, BELA-

BORED.] To beat soundly; to thump; to ply diligently.

Dryden.
fBE-LACE', v. a. To fasten

;
to belay. Bailey.

BE-LACED', (be-last') p. a. Adorned with lace. Beaumont.

BE-LXM', v. a. To beat; to bang. [North of England.]
tBEL'A-M6UR,n. [bcl amour, Fr.]

Gallant
; consort. Spenser.

fBEL/A-MY, TO. A friend ; an intimate. Spenser.

BE-LATE', TJ. a. To retard
;
to make too late. Davenant.

BE-LAT'ED, a. Benighted ;
made late. Milton.

BE-LAT'ED-NESS, n. Backwardness
;
slowness. Milton.

fBE-LAVE', v. a. To wash. Cockeram.

JBE-LAW'XJIVE, TJ. a. To give a law to. Milton.

BE-LAY', TJ. a. [i.
BELAID or BELAYED; pp. BELAYING, BE-

LAID or BELAYED.] To block up; to attack; to besiege.

(JVaut.) To splice, mend, or fasten a rope.

||BELCH, [belch, S. P. J. K. Sm. R.
; belsh, W. F. E. Ja.}

v. n. [i. BELCHED; pp. BELCHING, BELCHED.] To eject
the wind from the stomach ;

to issue out as by eructation.

||BELCH, v. a. To throw out from the stomach. Shak.

BELCH, n. Act of belching ; eructation.

NBELCH'ING, n. Eructation. Barret.

BEL'DXM, n. [belle dame, Fr.] An old woman ; a hag.
BE-LEA'GUER, (be-le'ger) v. a. To besiege. Dryden.
BE-LEA'GUER-ERJ n. One who beleaguers. Sherwood.

fBE-LEAVE', v. a. To leave. May.
BE!LECT'VRE,* v. a. To vex with lectures; to lecture.

Coleridge.

BE-LEE', v. a. (JVanf.) To place on the lee side of. Shak.

BE-LEM'NiTE,*n. ( Geol.~) The thunderstone or arrow-head,
an extinct marine animal classed among the cephalopoda.
P. Cyc.

BE-LEM-NI'TE, n. [0i\of.] See BELEMNITE.
tBE-LEP'ER, T). a. To infect with the leprosy. Milton.

BELEHPRiT,*(be\'es-prS')n. [Fr.] pi. BEAUXESPRITS
(boz'es-pre') A wit'; a man of wit. Swift.

BEL'FRY, n. A tower or place in which bells are hung.
fBEL-GARD', 7i. A soft glance. Spenser.

BEL'GI-AN,* n. A native of Belgium. Murray.
BEL'GI-AN,* 0r BEL'9JC,* a. Belonging to Belgium. Ash.

BEL'aic,* a. Relating to the Belytr^ ancient tribes that in-

habited the north of Gaul. Clarke.

BE'LI-AL,* n. A personification of evil
;
a wicked man.

Calm'et.

BE-LI'BEL, v . a. To traduce
;
to libel. Fuller.

BE-LlE',' (be-li') TJ. a.
[i. RELIED; pp. BELYINO, BELIED.]

To counterfeit
;
to give the lie to

;
to calumniate

;
to rep-

resent falsely. Dryden.
BE-LIEF', (be-lSf ') r>. Act of believing ;

the thing believed
;

credit given to testimony ;
conviction of the mind arising

from evidence
;
faith

; religion ; persuasion ; opinion ; a
creed.

BE-LlEv'A-BLE, (b-j-15v
f

?-b!) a. Credible. Sherwood.

BE-LIEVE', v. a. [i. BELIEVED;^. BELIEVING, BELIEVED.]
i'o exercise belief in

; to think to be true; to credit; to

put confidence in.

BE-LIEVE', v. n. To have a firm persuasion; to exercise
faith ; to suppose ;

to deem
;
to think.

BE-LIEV'ER, n. One who believes ;
a Christian.

BE-LIEV'ING,* n. The act of exercising belief. Cudworth.

BE-LIEV'ING-LY, ad. After a believing manner.

BE-LlGHT',* (be-llf) o. a. To display with light ;
to illu-

minate. Cowley.
BE-LIKE', ad. Probably; likely. ShaJt. Still in use as a

colloquial or vulgnr word. Forbij.

fBE-LIKE'LY, ad. Probably. Bp. Hall.

BE-LIME',*!'. a. To besmear with lime; to soil. Bp. Hall.

BE-L!T'TLE,* v. a. To make little or less; to diminish.

Jefferson. Ch. Examiner. [A word not authorized by Eng-
lish usage.]

fBE-LiVE', ad. Speedily ; quickly. Spenser.

BELL, n. A hollow, metallic vessel for giving a sound by
being struck

; any thing in the form of a bell. (Arch.)
The body of a Corinthian composite capital, called also a
tambour or drum.

BELL, TJ. n. To grow in buds in the form of a bell. [R.]

BEL-LA-DON'NA, n. [bdla donna, It., fair lady.] A species
of amaryllis ; iily ;

a poisonous perennial plant; the dead-

ly nightshade.
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BELLE, (be!) n. [beau, belle, Fr.J A young woman or lady
admired fur beauty and fashionable accomplishments ;

a

gay young lady.

BELLED, (beld) a. (Her.'} Having bells affixed to it.

BELLE-LET'TRIST,*TI. One versed in belles-lettres. Cole-

ridge. [R.]
BELLE-LET-TRIS'TI-CAL,* a. Relating to belles-lettres ; as,

'

'a bellettristical journal." Fo. Qj/.. Rev. [R.]
lus of fossil

animal of which is unknown. P. Cyc.
BEL-LER'Q-PHON,* n. (Oeol.) A genus of fossil shells, the

BELLES-LETTRES, (bel-let'tr) [bel-la'tur, W. J.F.K.;
bel-let'tr, P. Ja. Sm. R. : bel'let-tr, E. Wb.} n. pi. [Fr.J
Polite literature ; the fine or elegant departments of learn-

ing, as rhetoric, poetry, criticism, and philology; classi-

cal authors. [bell.

BELL'-FASH-IONED, (-fash-und) a. Having the form of a

BELL'FLOW-ER, 7i. A plant; a bell-shaped flower; cam-
panula.

BELL'FoOND-ER, n. One who founds or casts bells.

BELL'HXNG-ER,*/!. One who hangs and fixes bells. Maun-
der.

BELL'HXNG-ING,* n. The hanging of bells. W. Encyc.
JBL'LI-BONE, 7t. [belle and bonne, Fr.] A woman excel-

ling in beauty and goodness. Spenser.

B!L'LI-CODS'**
j

a' Inclined to war
5
warlike. Ash. [R.]

BEL-LJG'ER-ATE, v. n. [bellig-ero, L.] To make war. Cock-
eram.

BEL-LIG'ER-ENT, a. Carrying on war; engaged in war;
contending.

BEL-LG'ER-ENT,* n. A state or nation carrying on war.

Seager.
tBEL-LlG'ER-oOs, a. Belligerent. Bailey.

BHLL'ING, w. The noise of a roe in rutting time. Bailey.

BEL-L'ip'o-TENT, a. [bcllipotens,!,.] Mighty in war. Bailey.

\BEL-LlqUE' ,(bel-!5k') a. [Fr.] Warlike
;
martial. Feltham.

fBEL'Ll-TUDE, n. [bellitudo, L.J Beauty. Cockeram.

BELL'LESS,*^. Being without a bell. Scott. [R.]

BELL'MAN, n. One who .sounds a hand-bell as a notice in

the streets
;
a public crier

;
a bell-ringer. Shak.

BELL'MET-AL, (-met'tl) n. The metal of which bells are

made, being an alloy of copper and tin.

BEL'LOW, v.n.
[i. BELLOWED; pp. BELLOWING, BELLOWED.]

To make a noise as a bull
;
to cry aloud

;
to vociferate

; to

roar.

BEL'LOW, n. A roar
;
a loud noise.

BEL'LOW-ER, n. One who bellows. Chapman.
BEL'LOW-T'NG, n. Loud noise

; roaring.

BEL'LOWS, (bel'lus) [bel'lus, S. W. P. E. J.F. K. Sm. R.;
bel'loz, Ja. Wb.] n. sing: &. pi. A machine used to blow
the fire, {^p Most lexicographers and grammarians, who
treat particularly of this word, regard it as properly used

only in the plural; as is the fact with respect to the lexi-

cographers Johnson and Walker, and the grammarians
Lowth, Murray, Allen, 'Crombie, and Hiley. Dr. Web-
ster and some other grammarians, however, regard it as

properly used in both numbers. There are respectable
authorities for using it in the singular; as,

" like a bel-

lows," Drydeii : "the common bellows is formed," &c.
Francis's Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences ;

" each bel-

lows," P. Cyc. Smart says,
"
Though generally consid-

ered as plural, some authors join it to a verb singular;
and this will justify the pronunciation bel'lus." Walk-
er remarks that "the last syllable of this word, like that
of gallows, is corrupted beyond recovery into lus." As a

plural noun, it would be analogically pronounced bel'loz.

See GALLOWS.
BEL'LOWS-MAK-KR * n. One who makes bellows. Maun-

der.

BELL'RYNG-ER, 71. One who rings bells. Bale.

BELL'ROPE, 7*. A rope for ringing a bell
;
an appendage

to the vesture of a Catholic priest. Cowpcr.
BEL'Ly-lNE, [bel'lu-In, S. W. F. J. Sm. R.; bel'lu-in, P.]

a. [bellidims, L.] Brutal
; beastly. Attcrbury.

BELL'WEED,* n. A sort of weed or plant. Ash.

BELL'WETH-ER, n. A sheep which leads the flock with a
bell.

BEL'LY, n. That part of the human body which contains the
bowels or intestines, and reaches from the breast to the

thighs ;
the corresponding part in beasts; the abdomen;

that which requires food ;
that which encloses

;
the womb ;

the part of any thing that swells out.

BEL'LY, v. n. To swell into a larger capacity. Drydcn.
BEL'LY, _p.

a. To fill
;
to swell out. Shak. [R.]

BEL'LY-AJEHE, (bCl'le-ak) n. Pain in the bowels
; colic.

BEL'LY-BAND, n. The girth of a horse in harness.

BEL'LY-BOUND, a. Diseased so as to be costive.

fBEL'LY-ciii.ER, 7i. Good cheer. Milton.

fBEL'LY-ciiEEU,* v. n. To feast
;
to revel. Milton.

tBEL'LY-CHiJRL,* n. A rustic glutton. Drayton.
BEL'LY-BO DE-LET,* 7i. Adorblet covering the belly. Shale.

BEL'LY-FRET-TING, n. The chafing of a horse's belly. Diet.

BEL'i.y-FL>L, ?;. As much food as fills the belly.

tBEL'LY-GOi>, n. A glutton. Hakewill.

BEN

BEL'L"Y-ING,* a. Swelling out in the middle. Crabb.

fBEL'LY-PJNCHED, (-pincht) a. Starved. Shak.

BEL'LY-ROLL, 7t. A sort of levelling roll. Murtimer.

tBEL'LY-SLAVE, n. A slave to the appetites. Homily.
BEL'LY-TTM-BER, n. Food. Hudibras. [Low.]
BEL'LY-WORM, (-vviirm) 7;. A worm that breeds in the bel-

ly. Ray.
fBE-LOCK', v. a. To fasten with a lock. Shak.

BEL'Q-MXN-CY, n. [fi&tf and /zaireta.] Divination by ar-

rows. Brown.

BEL'O-NE,* n. A fish having a long, slender body. Crabb.

BE-LONG', v. n. [i,
BELONGED

; pp. BELONGING, BELONGED.]
To be the property of; to appertain to

;
to relate to

;
to be

the province or business of; to adhere to
;
to have rela-

tion to.

fBE-LONG'fNG, n. duality ;
endowment. Shak.

BE-LONG'ING,*;>. a. Appertaining to
;
attached to. Ash.

BE-Ldp'TE-RA,* n. pi. (Oeol.) A genus of fossil shells

P. Cyc.

BE-LORD',* v. a. To domineer over. Calmet. [R.]
tBE-L6vE' v. a. To love. Wodrocphe.
BE-LOVED', (be-luvd')p. Loved; as, "he was much be-

loved." a. (be-luv'ed) Much loved
; dear; as, "a beloved

son."

BE-LOW', prep. Under in place, time, or dignity ;
inferior

in excellence
; unworthy of; beneath.

BE-LOW', ad. In a lower place ;
beneath

;
on earth

;
in hell.

(Law) Court below, an inferior court.

JBE-LOWT', v. a. To treat with opprobrious language.
Camden.

fBEL'siRE,* n. An illustrious ancestor. Drayton.
BfiL-swXG'jGER, n. A whoremaster. Dryden. [Vulgar.]
BELT, n. A girdle ;

that which encompasses.
BELT, v. a. To encircle as with a belt. Warton. To shear
the buttocks and tails of sheep. Farm. Ency.

BEL'TANE,* n. May-day, and the traditional Celtic cus-

toms attached to it. Brande.

BEL'TIN,* n. Same as beltane. See BELTANE. Brande.

BE-LU'GA,* n. (Ich.) A crustaceous fish. Foster.

BEL'VE-DERE,* n. [bello and vedere, It.] (Arch.) A pavil-
ion oil the top of a building or palace, or on an eminence
in a garden. P. Cyc.

BE-LY', v. a. See BELIE.
BE'MA, n. [(Srjpa.] (Arch.) A rostrum in Athens, whence

the orators addressed the assembly ;
a chancel. Whclcr.

BE-MXD', v. a. To make mad. Shak.

BE-MXN'GLE, (be-mang'gl) v. a. To tear asunder. Beau-
mont.

BEMlsK' v. a. To hide
;
to mask. Shelton.

fBE-MXT'TER,* v. a. To cover with matter. Swift.

BE'-MAZE', v. a. To bewilder; to perplex. Cowper.
BEHI'BEX,* n. (Ent.) A genus of hymenopterous aculeate

insects, of the tribe offossores. Brande.

IBE-METE', v. a. To measure. Shak.

BE-MfN'GLE, (be-ming'gl) v. a. To mingle. Mir. for Mag.
BE-MlRE',t>. a. To drag or immerse in the mire. Bp. Tayurr.

BE-MIRE'MENT,* n. The state of being bemired. Qu.
Rev. [R.]

'

fBE-MisT', v. a. To cover as with a mist. Feltham.

BE-MOAN', (be-mon') v. a. To lament. Job xlii.

fBE-MOAN/A-BLE, a. That may be lamented. Sherwood.

BE-MOAN'ER, n. One who bemoans. JV. Scott.

BE-MOAN' ING, . Lamentation. Bp. Hall.

jBE-MOCK.', v. a. To treat with mocks. Bemock at, to

laugh at. Shak.

fBE-MolL', v. a. Tobemire. Shak.

BE-MOIST'EN,* (be-mbi'sn) v. a. To moisten. Dr. Allen.

BE'MQL,* n. (Mils'.) Another name for B flat. Crabb.

fBE-MON'sTER, v. a. To make monstrous. Shak.

BE-MOURN', (be-morn') v. a. To weep over. Wicliffe.

BE-MUD'DLE,*'V. a. To confuse; to stupefy. Ft>. QM. Rev.

BE-MDF'FLE,* v. a. To wrap up as with a muffler. Sterne.

BE-MU^E',* v. a. To enchant or overcome by the Muses.

Pope.
BE-MU9ED', (be-muzd') a. Overcome with musing. Pope.

|BEN, [Sax.] Formerly used for arc, been, and be. Spcjiser.

BEN, W. An expressed oil of the nut of the moringa apte-
ra. Brande.

PENCH, [bench, S. P. J. K. Sm. Wb. ; bensh, W. F. E. Ja.

R.] n. A seat to hold several persons ;
a long seat

;
a

seat of justice ;
the persons sitting on a bench; the body

of judges.
BENCH, v. a. To furnish with or seat on a bench.

BENCH,* v. n. To sit upon a bench. Shak.

BENCH'ER, n. (Law) A senior member of a society gov-

erning one of the English inns of court; a judge.

BEND, v. a. [i.
BENT or BENDED; pp. BENDING, BENT or

BENDED: -Bended is little used.] To make crooked; to

direct to a certain point; to incline; to bow; to subdue.

(JVaut.) To fasten, as one rope to another.

BEND, v. n. To be incurvated ; to yield ;
to lean.

BEND, n. Flexure ;
a curve

;
a bent

;
a crooked timber form-

ing the rib of a ship. (Her.) A kind of belt occupying
the shield diagonally.
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,
n. A band or company. Spenser.

BEND'A-BLE, a. That may be bent. Sherwood.

BENO'ER, n. He or that which bends
;
the instrument used

for bending. [band. Crabb.

BEND'LET, 71. A little bend. (Her.") The diminutive of

BEND'W'ITH, n. An herb. Bailey.

BNE,* ?). The oil-plant, or Oriental sesamum, introduced
into the West India islands. Farm. Ency.

BE'NE,* a. A Latin adverb, signifying well: used in the

phrase nota bene, mark well.

BE-NEAPED', (be-n5pf) a. (JVaut.) A ship is said to be be-

ncapedvfhen the water does not flow high enough to bring
her over the bar or off the ground. Crabb.

BE-NEATH', prep. Under
;
lower in place, rank, excellence,

or dignity ; unworthy of.

BE-NEATH', ad. In a lower place ;
below

;
on earth.

BEN-E-Dlp'i-TE,* [L., bless ye.] The song of the three

children in the fiery furnace. Ash.

fBEN'E-DlCT, a. [benedictus, L.] Mild and salubrious. Ba-
con. ^

BEN'E-DICT,*TI. A cant term for a married man. Gener-
alized from Shakspeare's

" Much Ado about Nothi?ig."
BEN-E-Dfc'TiNE, n. A monk of the order of St. Benedict.

BEN-E-DIC'TINE, a. Belonging to the order of St. Bene-
dict!

BEN-E-Dlc'TlON, n. An invocation of happiness ; ^in ex-

pression of good wishes
; good wish

;
a blessing ;

the form
of instituting an abbot.

BEN-E-DIC'TIVE, a. Conferring a blessing. Gauden.

BEN-E-Dlc'TO-RY,* a. Conferring benediction. Sat^Mag.
BEN-E-FAC'TION, 7i. [benefacio, L.] Act of conferring a

benefit ; the benefit conferred
;
donation ; gratuity ; gift.

BfiN-E-FXc'TpR, n. One who confers a benefit.

BEN-E-FXC'TRESS, 7i. She who confers a benefit. Delany.
BEN'E-FICE, (be"n'e-fis)7i. Advantage conferred ; a certain

class of preferments in the church of England, as recto-

ries, vicarages, perpetual curacies, and chaplaincies :

distinguished from dignities, as bishoprics, deaneries, and

prebends.
BEN'E-FICED, (ben'e-fTst) a. Having a benefice.

tBEN'E-FlCE-LESS, a. Having no benefice. Sheldon.

BE-NEF'J-CENCE, n. Active goodness ; kindness; liber-

ality.

BE-NEF'I-CENT, a. Conferring benefits
;
kind

;
charitable.

BE-NEF'J-CENT-LY, ad. In a beneficent manner.

BEN-E-Fl"ciAL, (ben-e-fIsh'al) a. Advantageous ; helpful.

tBEN-E-Fl"ciAL, (ben-e-f ish'al) n. A benefice. Spenser.

BEN-E-FI"CIAL-LY, (ben-e-fIsh'al-le) ad. Advantageously.
BEN-E-FI"CIAL-NESS, (beh-e-fIsh'ai-nes) n. Usefulness.

BEN-E-F!"CIA-RY, (ben-e-fIsh'ya-re) a. Holding something
in subordination to another; relating to fiefs; receiving
aid.

BN-E-Fl"ciA-RY, (ben-e-f ish'ya-re) n. One who holds a
benefice

;
a person benefited or assisted : a student as-

sisted by charity. Pearson. [Browne.
tBEN-E-Ft"ciEN-cv, (ben-e-fish'en-se) n. Kindness.

fBEN-E-Fl"ciENT, a. Beneficent. A. Smith.

BEN'E-FIT, 71. [beneficium, L.] A kindness; advantage;
gain ; profit. (Law) Benefit of clergy was, in the middle
ages, in various states of Europe, an exemption of cler-

gymen from criminal process before a secular judge. It

was variously modified in England, and in the reign of

George IV. entirely abolished.

BEN'E-FIT, v. a.
[i. BENEFITED

; pp. BENEFITING, BENE-
FITED.] To do good to; to assist; to befriend

;
to be use-

ful to.

BEN'E-FIT, v. n. To gain advantage. Milton.

BEN'E-F!T-PLAY,*TI. A play acted for the advantage of
some one._ Hawkins.

tBE-NE'GRO, v. a. To make extremely dark. Hewyt.
IBE-NEME', or BE-NEMPNE', (be-n5m') v. a. To name

;
to

pronounce ;
to promise ;

to give. Spenser.
Biz'NE PLAf'i-Td,* [It.] (Mas.) A phrase denoting that

the performer is at liberty to exercise his taste. Crabb.

tBEN-E-PLX(?'{-TURE, n. [beneplacitu.m, L.] Will; choice.
Glanville.

BE-NE T', v. a. To insnare. Shak.

BE-NEV'Q-LENCE, n. [benevolentia, L.] Disposition to do
good; the good done; good-will; kindness. (English
History) A species of tax or gratuity levied by the sove-

reign ; devised by Edward IV., and abolished by Richard
III. Bacon.

BE-NEV'O-LENT, a. Kind ; having good-will ; disposed to
do good ; humane ; compassionate ; benignant.

BE-NEV'Q-LENT-LY, ad. In a benevolent manner.
BE-NEV'P-LENT-NESS, 7*. Benevolence. [R.]
tBE-NEv'p-LOUS, a. Kind; benevolent. Puller.

BEN-GAL', n. A sort of thin stuff, made of silk and hair,
originally from Bengal.

BEN-GA-LEE',* or BEN-GAL'LY,* a. Relating to Bengal.
CA. Ob.

BEN-GA-LESE',* 7i. sin<r. & pi. A native or natives of Ben-
gal. P. Cyc.

BE-NIGHT', (be-nit') v. a. [i. BENIGHTED ; pp. BENIGHTING,

BENIGHTED.] To involve in darkness; to overtake with
night ;

to darken.

BE-NIGHT'ED,* (be-nlt'ed) p. a. Involved in darkness.

BE-N!GN', (be-nln') a. [benignus, L.] Kind; generous;
wholesome

; benignant ; benevolent.

BE-NIG'NANT, a. Kind; gracious; good; benevolent.

BE-NIG'NANT-LY,* ad. In a benignant manner. Boswell.

BE-NIG'NI-TY, n. [benignitas, L.] Graciousness
;

actual
kindness

; bounty ; generosity.
BE-NIGN'LY, (be-nin'Je) ad. Favorably; kindly. Waller.

fBEN'i-SON, (ben'ne-zn) n. [benifon, old Fr.] Blessing
benediction. Shak.

BEN'jA-MlfN, n. A plant ;
a gum. See BENZOIN.

BEN'NET, n. An herb. Same as acens.

BEN'SHIE,* (ben 'she) n. An Irish fairy or a fairy's wife.
Pennant.

BENT, n. State of being bent; flexure; declivity; inclina-

tion; turn; tendency; a species of grass; the common
reed, called also starr ; a dead stem of grass.

BENT.* i. &.p. from Bend. See BEND.
BENT'GRASS,* n. A species of agrostis, common in pas

tures. Farm. Ency. [Dryden.
BENT'iNG-TiaiE, 7i. Time when pigeons feed on bents.

BE-NTIMB', (he-num') v. a. To make torpid ;
to stupefy.

BE-NUMB'ED-NESS, (be-num'ed-nes) n. Torpidness.
BE-NUMB'MENT,* (be-num'ment) n. Act of benumbing.
Kirby.

BEN'ZA-MiDE,*n. (Chem.) A compound obtained by ex-

posing chloride of benzule to ammoniacal gas. Brande.
BEN'ZINE,* n. A fluid containing benzoic acid. P. Cyc.
BEN'ZO-ATE,* n. (Cliem.) A salt composed of benzoic acid
and a base. Brande.

BEN-ZO'JC,* a. (Chem.) Derived from benzoin; as, "ben-
zoic acid." Brande.

BEN-ZOIN', n. A resinous juice, commonly called gum-ben-
jamin^ flowing from a tree in Sumatra, <fcc.

BEN-ZO'JNE,* n. A crystalline substance without taste or

colorj^ deposited from the oil of bitter almonds. Francis.

BEN'ZONE,* n. A compound of hydrogen, oxygen, and
carbon. P. Cyc.

BEN'ZULE,* . (Chem.) A compound of carbon, hydro-
gen, and oxygen, regarded as the base of benzoic acid.
Brande.

BE-PAINT', v. a. To cover with paint. Shak.

fBE-pALE', v. a. To make pale. Carew.

BE-PER'J-WIGGED,* (-wigd) a. Adorned with false hair.

Congrece.
BE-PINCH', v. a. To mark with pinches. Chapman.
BE-PL,AS'TER ,* v. a. To cover with plaster; to embellish

Goldsmith.

BE-POW'DER, v. a. To dress out
; to powder. Search.

BE-PRAI$E', v. a. To praise greatly. Goldsmith.
'

BE-PUR'PLE, v. a. To render of a purple color. Diggcs.
BE-QUEATHE',(be-kwetn/)rc. a. [i. BEQUEATHED ; pp. BE
QUEATHING, BEQUEATHED.] To leave by will to another

j

to devise. See SOOTHE.
BE-QUEATH'ER, (be-kweth'er) n. A testator. Hidoet.

IBE-QUEATH'MENT, n. A bequest. Diet.

BE-QUEST', (be-kwesf) n. Something left by will
;
a leg-

acy.
BE-QUOTE ',*?). a. To quote frequently or much. EC. Rev.

fBE-RAlN', v. a. To rain upon. Chaucer.

BE-RATE',* v. a. [i. BERATED; pp. BERATING, BERATED.]
To revile

;
to abuse in vile language. Holland.

BE-RAT'TL,E, v. a. To fill with noise. Shak.

BE-RAU'N!TE,* n. (Min.) A phosphate of the peroxide of
iron. Dana.

JBE-RAY', v. a. To foul ; to befoul. Milton.

BER'BE-RIN,* n. A yellow, bitter principle contained in
the alcoholic extract of the root of the berberry-tree.
Brande.

BER'BE-RIS,* n. [L.] (Bat.) A genus of plants; the bar-

berry. P. Cyc.

BER'BER-RY, 71. [berberis, L.] A shrub which bears yellow
flowers and red acid berries

;
called also barberry. Brande.

See BARBERRY.
BERCEAU,* (ber-so') n. [Fr.] A full-arched vault. Crabb.

BERE_, n. A species of barley. Gray.
BE-REAVE', v. a.

[i. BEREFT or BEREAVED; pp. BEREAVING,
BEREFT or BEREAVED ] To strip of; to deprive of ;

to take

away from.

BE-REAVE'MENT, n. Act of bereaving ;
state of being be-

reftj deprivation. EC. Rev.

BE-REAV'ER,* n. One who bereaves. Speed.
Bn-REFT', i. &p. from Bereave. See BEREAVE. Dryden.
fBERG, n. ^A town. Gibson. See BOROUGH.
BER'GA-MO,*T?, A coarse kind of tapestry. Crabb.

BER'GA-MOT, n. [bergamotte, Fr.] A sort of pear ; the es-

sential oil of the rind of a small pear-shaped fruit, used as

a perfume ;
a sort of snuff.

tBER'GE-RET,n. [bergcrctt.e, Fr.] A song. Chaucer.

BERG'MAN-ITE,* n. (Mirt.) A variety of scapolite. Phillips.

BERG'MAS-TER,7?. The chief officer among the Derbyshire
miners, in England.
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BERG'MOTE, n. A court among the Derbyshire miners.

BER'GQ-MJtsK,* a. [Bergomasco, It.] Relating to a rustic

dance. Shak.

BE-RHYME', (be-rlm') v. a. To mention in rhyme. Shdk.

BE-RlL,'Ll-OM,* 7i. Same as glucinum. Francis.

BER-LtN'j fber-lin' S. W. J. F. Ja. ; ber'ljn, P. K. Sm. R.

Wb.] n. A kind of coach or chariot, first made at Berlin.

BERME,TO. (Fort.) A space between the foot of the ram-

parts and the side of the moat. Crabb. The bank or side
of a canal which is opposite to the tow-path. Tanner.

BER'NA-cLE-G6dsE,*or BER'Ni-CLE-GoosE,* n. A spe-
cies of wild goose. P. Cyc. See BARNACLE.

BER'NAR-DINE,* n. One of an order of monks ; one of a
branch of the Benedictine or Cistercian order. P. Cyc.

fBER'NET,*n. (Law) The crime of arson. Crabb.
BRR-NdusE 1

,* n. The outer mantle of an Arab. Th.

Campbell.

fBE-ROB', v. a. To rob
;
to plunder. Spenser.

BER'O-E,* n. (Zool.) A genus of marine animals. P. Cyc.

BER'RIED,* (bor'rid) a. Impregnated with eggs or spawn.
Travis. Having or covered with berries. Dyer.

BER'RY, n. Any small fruit containing seeds
;
the impreg-

nation of a fish.

BER'RY, v. n. To bear berries.

BER'RY-BEAR-ING, a. Bearing or producing berries. Lee.

tBfiRT. Bright.

'

Gibson.

BERTH, n. (Naut.) A ship's station
;
a room in a ship ; a

place in a ship or steam-vessel to sleep in
;
a station

;
em-

ployment. B. Edwards. See BIRTH.
BER-TH&L'LA,*n. (Zool.) A species of marine molluscous

animals. P. Cyc.

BER'THI-ER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A sulphate of antimony. Dana.

BER-Tiip-L,E'Ti-A,*7i. (Bot.) A large plant of South Amer-
ica. P. Cyc.

BER'TRAM, n. An herb
; bastard pellitory.

BER'YL,'. [beryllus, L.] (Mm.) Asilicious mineral, classed

among precious stones. It is allied to the emerald, usual-

ly transparent, of a pale green, and crystallized.

BER'ZE-LINE,* n. (Min.) A mineral in minute crystals.
Dana.

BER'ZE-LITE,* n. (Min.) Magnesian pharmacolyte. Dana.

fEE-SAiNT', v. a. To make a saint of. Hammond.
BE-SAYLE',* n. (Law) A kind of writ. Blackstone.

BE-SCXT'TER. v. a. To throw loosely over. Spenser.

JBE-SCORN', v. a. To mock at. Chaucer.

jBE-SCRXTCH', v. a. To tear with the nails. Chaucer.

JBE-SCRAWL', v. a. To scribble over.- Milton.

fBE-SCREEN', v. a. To cover with a screen
;
to screen. Shak.

JBE-scRl'B'BLE, v. a. To write on. Milton.

fBE-scDM'BER, v. a. To load with something useless. B.
Jonson.

BE-scOTCIl'EpN,*i;.a. To deck with a scutcheon. Churchill.

JBE-SEE',
v. n. To look

;
to mind. Widiffe.

BE-SEECH', v. a. [i. BESOUGHT, ^BESEECHED); pp. BESEECH-
ING, BESOUGHT, (JBESEECHED)]. To entreat

;
to supplicate;

to implore ; to beg.
fBE-SEECH', TO. Request. Beaum. fy.FL

BE-SEECH'ER, n. One who beseeches. Shale.

BE-SEECH'ING-LV,* ad. In a beseeching manner. Weale.

fBE-SEEK', v. a. To request j
to beseech. Chaucer.

BE-SEEM', v. a. To become
;
to befit. Hooker.

BK-SEEM'ING, n. Comeliness. Barret.

BE-SEEM'LY, a. Fit
; becoming. Shenstone.

tBE-sEEN',p. a. Adapted; adjusted. Spenser.

BE-SET', v. a. [i. BESET; pp. BESETTING, BESET.] To be-

siege j
to waylay ; to embarrass ;

to entangle.
fBE-SHINE', v. n. To shine upon. Chaucer.

BE-SIIREW', (be-shru') v. a. To wish a curse to.

tBE-SHUT', v. a. To shut up. Chaucer.

BtxsiDE',
|
prep. At the side of; over and above

;
not ac-

BE-S!DES', \ cording to
;
out of.

BE-SIDE', J ad. More than that; not in this number;
BE-SIDE3', \ moreover; except.
BE-SIDE'RY, TO. A species of baking pear.

BE-sif:E',j'be-s5j')
v. a. [i. BESIEGED ; pp. BESIEGING, BE-

SIEGED.] To lay siege to; to block up; to invest; to in-

vade ;
to attack ;

to beleaguer.
BE-SIEGE'MENT,*/?. The act of besieging. Month. Rev. [R.]
BE-SIEO'ER, TO. One who besieges.

BE-SI'REN,* v. a. To allure or entice as a siren. QM. Rev.

fBE-sTx', v. a. To suit
;
to become. Spenser.

JBr.-SLAVE'. v. a. To subjugate ;
to enslave. Hall.

BE-SLXY'?R,* v. a. To defile or cover with slaver. Richard-
son. See BESLUBBER

BE-SLIME', v. a. To soil
;
to daub. B. Jonson.

BE-SLOB'BER,* v. a. To daub
;
to soil. Q. Rev.

BE-sLfiB'BER, v. a. To daub. Shak.

BE-SMEAR', v. a. [i.
BESMEARED

; pp. BESMEARING, BE-

SMEARED.] To cover with something greasy, adhesive, or

dirtyj to bedaub
;
to soil.

BE-SMEAR'ER, n. One who besmears. Sherwood.

tBE-SM'iRCli', 7>. a. To soil
;
to discolor. Shak.

BslsMOKE', v. a. To foul with or dry in smoke.

BE-SAttJT', v. a. To soil with dirt, smoke, or soot.

fBE-SNOW', v. a. To scatter like snow. Oowcr.
BE-SNUFFED', (be-snuft') a. Smeared with snuff. Young.
BE'$PM, (be'zum) n. A broom made of twigs.
fBE-soRT', v. a. To suit; to fit. Shak.

IBE-SORT', n. Company; train. Shak.

BE-SOT', v. a. [i. BESOTTED ; pp. BESOTTING, BESOTTED.]To infatuate
;
to make to dote. Shak. [R.]

BE-SOT'TED,* p. a. Infatuated
; stupefied. Jlsh.

BE-SOT'TED-LY, ad. In a foolish, besotted manner.
Milton.

BE-SOT'TED-NESS, 71. Stupidity ; infatuation. Milton.

BE-SOUGHT', (be-siwt') i. & p. from Beseech. See BESEECH.
BE-SPXN'GLE,C. a. To adorn with spangles. Pope.
BE-SPAT'TER, v. a. [i. BESPATTERED

; pp. BESPATTERING,
BESPATTERED.] To spatter; to soil by throwing filth.

JBE-SPAWL,', v. a. To daub with spittle. Milton.

BE-SPEAK', v. a.
[i. BESPOKE, (|BESPAKE) ; pp. BESPEAKING,

BESPOKEN.] To speak for beforehand; to forebode; to

speak to
; to address

; to betoken
; to show.

BE-SPEAK'ER, n. One who bespeaks. .Wotton.

BE-SPEC'KLE, v. a. To mark with speckles. Milton.

fBErSPET', v. a. To daub with spittle. Chaucer.

BE-SPEW', (be-spu') v. a. To daub with spew or vomit.

BE-SPICE', v. 'a. To season with spices. S/ioJc.

BE-SPIT', v. a. To daub with spittle. Widiffe.

BE-SP,OKE', i. from Bespeak. See BESPEAK.

BE-SPOT', v. a. To mark with spots. Bp. Rainbow.

BE-SPREAD', (be-spred') v. a. To spread over. Dryden.
fBE-spRENT', p. Besprinkled. Milton.

BE-spRfN'KLE, v. a. To sprinkle over. Drydcn.
BE-SPRIN'KLER, 71. One who besprinkles. Sherwood.
BE-SPRYNK/LING.* n. A sprinkling. Dr. Mien.
BE-spiJRT',7j. a. To throw out scatteringly. Milton.

BE-SPUT'TER, v. a. To sputter over.

BEST, a. superl. of good. Most good ;
most excellent; hav-

ing good qualities in the highest degree. The best, the
utmost power. To make the best of, to improve to the
utmost.

BEST, ad. superl. of well. In the highest degree of good-
ness. It is sometimes used in composition; as,

" best-

beloved."

BEST,* n. Highest perfection; greatest effort; as, "The
duke_did his best." Bacon.

BE-STAIN', v. a. To mark with stains. Shak.

JBE-STEAD', v. a. To profit ;
to accommodate. Milton.

BEST'IAL,, (best'yal) [bes'che-al, W. J.; bes'ty^l, E. F. K.
Sm. R. ; bes'te-al, P. Ja. ; b'es'chal, S.] a. Belonging to a
beast; brutal.

BEST-I-XL'I-TY, (best-ye-Sl'e-te) n. The nature or quality
of beasts

;
beastliness

;
unnatural connection with a beast.

BEST'IAL-IZE, (best'yal-Iz) v. a. To make like a beast.

BEST'IAL-LY, (best/yal-le) ad. Brutally.

jBEST'i-ATE, (best'ye-at) v. a. To make like a beast.
Junius.

BE-STICK', v. a. [L &cp. BESTUCK.] To stick over with.

BE-STI'R', v. a. To put into vigorous action. Milton.

tBEST'NESs, n. The most excellent state. Bp. Morton.

BE-STORM', v. n. To rage. Young.
BE-STOW', (be-sto') v. a. [i. BESTOWED

; pp. BESTOWING,
BESTOWED.] To give j to confer

;
to grant ;

to supply; to

apply.
BE-STOW'AI,, (be-sto'?l) n. Act of bestowing; a gift. Oent.

Mag.
BE-STOW'ER, (be-std'er) n. One who bestows.

BE-STOW'MENT,* n. Act of bestowing; bestowal. Per-

ry. [R.J
BE-STRXD'DLE, v. a. To bestride. See BESTRIDE.

tB-STR_AUGHT', (be-strawf) p. Distracted
;
mad. Shak.

BE-STREAK',* v. a. Td mark or cover with streaks. Swift.
BE-STRE w', (bc-stru', or be-stro') [be-strfi', S. J. Ja. K. Sm. ;

be-stro', W. E. F.] v. a. [i.
BESTREWED

; pp. BESTREWING,
BESTREWED or BESTREWN.] To sprinkle over. Milton.

BE-STRlDE', v. a. [i. BESTRODE or BESTRID; pp. BESTRID-

ING, BESTRIDDEN or BESTRiD.] To place one leg over, so
that one leg shall be on each side ; to stride

;
to ride on.

BE-STUD', v. a. To adorn with studs. Drayton.
BE stJRE,* (be-shur') ad. Certainly. Lat'irop's Sermons.

Be-sure, for to be sure, or surely, is a colloquial phrase, not

often seen in print.

fBE-swlKE', v. a. To allure. Oowcr.

BET, n. A wager ;
a stake, as a wager. Prior.

BET, v. a. [i. BETTED; pp. BETTING, BETTED.] To wager;
to lay a wager or bet. Shak.

fBET. "The old preterit of Beat. Bacon.

BE-TAKE', v. a. [i. BETOOK ;pp. BETAKING, BETAKEN.] [fTo
intrust. Spenser.] To have recourse to

;
to apply ;

to move ;

to remove.

J-BE-TACGHT', (be-tawt') p. from Betake. Intrusted.

Chaucer.

BE-TEEM',*. a. To produce; to bring forth. Spenser.

BE'TEI,, rbu'tl) n, A small plant, tree, or shrub of the pep-

per kind ; the leaf of the shrub, which is of an intoxi-

cating quality, and is chewed in the East Indies along
with the nut of the areca palm or lime.
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BE-THlNK', v. a. [L BETHOUGHT; pp. BETHINKING, BE-

THOUGHT.] To recall to the memory ; to recollect
;
to recall

to reflection.

BE-THINK', v. n. To consider. Spenser.
BETH'LE-HEIVT., (beth'le-em) n. A hospital for lunatics:
contracted to bedlam. See BEDLAM.

BTH'LE-HEM-lTE, (beth'le-em-It) n. See BEDLAMITE.
BE-THOUGHT', (be-thawt') i. & p. from Bethink. See BE-
THINK.

fBE-THRALL', v. a. To enthrall. Spenser.

BE-THDMP', v. a. To beat; to thump. Shak. [R.]
BE-TIDE', v. a. [i. &. p. BETIDED or BETID.] To happen to

;

to befall. Milton.

BE-TIDE', v. n. To happen ; to become. Shak.

BE-TIME', ad. Seasonably. Shak. See BETIMES.

BE-TIMES', fbe-tlmz') ad. Seasonably; early; soon.

BE'TLE, n. An Indian plant. See BETEL.
BE-TO'KEN, (be-to'kn) v. a. To signify; to foreshow.

BETON,* n. [Fr.] A concretion used in foundations of hy-
draulic works. Tanner.

BET'Q-NY, n. [betonica, L.] A medicinal plant.

BE-TOOK', (be-tuk') i. from Betake. See BETAKE.
fBE-TORN', p.' a. Violently separated. Sackville.

BE-TOSS', v. a. To disturb; to toss into the air. Shak.

fBE-TRXr', v. a. To insnare. Occlcve.

BE-TRAY', (be-tra') v. a.
[i.

BETRAYED
; pp. BETRAYING, BE-

TRAYED.] To deliver up by breach of trust
;
to give into

the hands of enemies by treachery ; to discover or dis-

close that which has been intrusted to secrecy ;
to en-

trap ;
to show

;
to discover.

BE-TRAY'AL,* . Act of betraying ; treachery. Abp. Whately.
BE-TRAY'ER, n. One who betrays ;

a traitor.

BE-TRAY'MENT,* n. Betrayal. Jefferson. [R.]
BE-TRIM', v. a. To deck; to dress. Shak.

BE-TR6TH', V. a.
[t. BETROTHED J pp. BETROTHING, BE-

TROTHED.] To contract to any one in order to marriage ;

. to pledge to marriage ;
to nominate to a bishopric.

BE-TRSTH'AL,* n. Betrothment. Polack. [R.]

Bi>TRpTHED',*(be-trotht')p. a. Contracted or affianced in

marriage.
BE-TRdTH'MENT,TO. The act of betrothing ;

a" mutual com-

pact between two parties, by which they bind themselves
to marry.

fBE-TRDsT', v. a. To intrust. Bp. Hall. [ed. [R.]

BE-TROST'MENT,* n. Act of intrusting ; things intrust-

BET'SO,* n. The smallest Venetian coin. Mason.

fBETT, ad. The old English word for better. Chaucer.

BET'TER, a. comp. of good. Superior; having more or a

higher degree of good qualities.

BET'TER, n. The superiority; improvement. Dryden. A
superior. Hooker. One who bets. See BETTOR.

BET'TER, ad. comp. of well. More excellently; well in a

greater degree ;
moret

BET'TER, v. a.
[i. BETTERED ; pp. BETTERING, BETTERED.]

To improve ;
to meliorate

;
to amend. [nell.

fBET'TER,* v. n. To grow better; to become better. Par-

BET'TER-IN&J'TI. The act of improving.
BET'TER-IHENT, n. Improvement ;

act of making better.

Montagu. (Law) Improvements made to an estate,

by cultivation, fences, building, &c. Bouvier.

BET'TER-MOST,*a. Best. Palgrave. [R.]

fBET'TER-NESS, n. State of being better
; improvement.

Sidney.

BET'TING, n. Act of proposing a wager.
BET'TOR, n. One who bets or lays wagers.
BET'TY, n. An instrument to break open doors.

BE-TOM'BLED, (be-tiim'bld) p. a. Disordered. Shak.

BE-TtJ'TOR,* v. a. To instruct
;
to tutor. Coleridge.

BE-TWAT'TLE, (be-twot'tl) v. a. To confound
;
to stupefy.

Gabriel John. [North of Eng.]
BE-TWEEN', prep. In the intermediate space ;

in the mid-
dle of; from one to another; bearing relation to two;
betwixt.

BE-T\VEEN'I-TY>* n. State of being between. Jefferson.

[Low and rare.]

BE-TWIXT', (be-twiksf) prep. In the midst of; between.
BEU'DANT-ITE * n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Dana.

HBEV'EL, [bev'el, S. W. P. J. F. E. Ja. K. ; beVvl, Sm.J n.

(Mcc'h.) Any angle that is not a right angle or half a right

angle ;
an instrument for drawing or taking angles.

1

BEV'EL,, v. a. To cut to a bevel angle. Moxon.

BEV'EL,* a. Having the form of a bevel. Richardson.

BEV'EL-MENT,* n. (Min.) A bevel form, side, or angle.
Cleaveland.

BE'VER, n. See BEAVER.

fBil'vER, n. A refreshment between meals. B. Jonson.

JBE'VER, v. n. To partake of a bever. Brewer.

BEV'ER-AGE, n. Drink ; liquor to be drunk. Shak.

BEV'Y, n. A flock of birds, particularly of quails ;
a compa-

ny, commonly applied to ladies or women.
BE-WAIL', (be-wul') v. a. [L BEWAILED; pp. BEWAILING,
BEWAILED.] To lament; to mourn for; to deplore; to

bemoan.

BE-WAIL', v. n. To express grief. Shak.

71 BIA

BE-WAIL'A-BLE, a. That may be lamented. Sherwood.

BE-WAIL'ER, n. One who bewails. Ward.

BE-WAIL'ING, n. Lamentation. Raleigh.
BE-WAIL'MENT,* n. Act of bewailing ; grfef. Blackwood.

fBE-WAKE', v. a. To keep awake. Qower.

BE-WARE', v. n. To regard with caution ;
to be cautious 01

aware of. &3= This verb is not conjugated ;
and it is now

used only in phrases which admit the verb be or its tenses,
as if be and ware were separate words, and not formed
into one; as, "he may beware"; "he should beware";
"he will beware"; though it was anciently sometimes
used otherwise.

BE-WEEP', v. a. To weep over. Shak.

BE-WEEP', v. n. To weep. Shak.

BE-WET', v. a. To wet
;
to moisten. Shak.

BE-WHORE', v. a. To corrupt with regard to chastity. Beaum.
Sf Fl. To pronounce a whore. Shak.

BE-WIL'DER, v. a. [i. BEWILDERED ; pp. BEWILDERING, BE-

WILDERED.] To Jose in pathless places ;
to confound

;
to

disorder
;
to perplex ;

to entangle.
BE-WIL'DERED-NESS,* n. State of being bewildered.

Bentham.' [Coleridge.
BE-WIL'DER-MNT,* .n. Act of bewildering; perplexity.
fBE-wlN'TER, v. a. To make like winter. Cowlcy.

BE-WITCH', v. a. [i. BEWITCHED; pp. BEWITCHING, BE-

WITCHED.] To affect by or fill with witchcraft or sorcery ;

to injure by witchcraft
;
to charm.

BE-WITCHED',* (be-wlchf) p. a. Under the influence of
witchcraft.

BE-WITCII'ED-NESS, n. State of being bewitched. Gauden.

BE-WITCH'ER, n. One who bewitches. Stafford.

BE-WITCH'E-RY, n. Fascination : enchantment.

fBE-wlTdl'FOL, a. Alluring; bewitching. Milton.

BE-WITCH'ING, n. The act of bewitching. Sherwood.

BE-WITCH'ING,*;>. a. Tending to bewitch or charm.

BE-WITCH'JNG-LY, ad. In an alluring manner. HallywelL
BE-WITCH'JNG-NESS,* n. Quality of being bewitching.
Browne.

BE-WITCH'MENT, n. Fascination; enchantment. Shak.

tBE-woN'DERED, (bc-wun'derd) p. a. Amazed. Fairfax.

BE-WRXp', (be-rap') v. a. To cover over. Fairfax.

BE-WRAY', (be-ra') v. a. To betray ;
to show. Hooker. To

soil
;
to befoul

;
to beray. Pope. [Antiquated.]

JBE-WRAY'ER, n. Betrayer ;
discoverer. Jlddison.

JBE-WRAY'MENT*, rbe-ra'ment) n. Betrayal. Dr. Allen.

BE-WRECK', (be-rek')a. a. To ruin
;
to destroy. Mirrorfor

Magistrates.
fBE-WROUGHT', (be-rawf) p. Worked. B. Jonson.

BEY, (ba) n. [bcr t Turk.] A Turkish or Tartar title of dig-
nity ;

a chief; a prince ;
a governor of a province. Rycatit.

BEY'LICK,* (ba'ljk) n. A province governed by a bey. Sir

G". Temple.
BE-YOND', prep. On the farther side of; farther onward
than; past; out of the reach of; before; above; remote
from. To go beyond, to deceive.

BE-YOND', ad. At a distance
; yonder. Spenser.

BE-zXNT', [be-ziint', Ja. K. Brande; bSz'ant, Sin.] n. A
gold coin of old Byzantium: also written byzant,

byzantine, and bizantine. (Her.)"A circle ; or, [i. e. gold.}
BE-ZXNT'LEII,* n. The second branch of a stag's horn.

Crabb.

BEZ'EL, [bez'el, P. K. Wb.; bez'zl, Sm.; be'zel, Ja.] n.

That part of a ring in which the stone is fixed.

BE'ZOAR, (be'zor) [be'zor, W. Ja. Sm.; be-zo'ar, or baz'-?-

ar, K.~\ n. [Per.] A calculous concretion, found in the

stomach, intestines, and bladder of animals, formerly es-

teemed of great virtue as an antidote.

BEZ-O-AR'DIC, a. Composed of bezoar. Student.

BEZ-O-AR'DIC, n. Medicine containing bezoar.

BE'zoAR-GdAT,* n. The Indian antelope. Hill.

fBEZ-o-AR'Ti-CAL, a. Acting as an antidote. ChiUingworth.
BE-ZON'IAN,* n. [bisogno, It.] An indigent wretch. Shak.

tBEZ'ZLE, v. a. To waste in riot. Milton. See EMBEZZLE.
BI,* [L., bis, twice.] A syllable, when prefixed to a word,

signifies two, twice, or double
; as, bicarbonate of potash,

a compound of potash with two atoms of carbonic acid
;

bivalve, haying two valves. Brande.

BI-XN'GV-LAT-ED, a. Having two angles. Bailey.

fBI-AN'GU-LoDs, a. [binus and angulus, L.] Same as bian-

jrulated. Bailey.

Bi-AR-Ti'c'v-kATE,* a. Haying two joints. Brande.

BI'AS, n. [biais, Fr.] pi. EI'AS-E?. The weight lodged on
one side of a bowl, which turns it from the straight line;

any thing which influences one
; propension ;

inclination.

BI'AS, v. a.
[i.

BIASED or BIASSED ; pp. BIASING or BIASSINO,
BIASED or BIASSED. Biassed is the more common spell-

ing ; but biased is the more analogical.] To turn away
from a right, fair, or impartial judgment ;

to influence
;

to incline to some side.

BI'AS, ad. Across
; diagonally. Shak.

fBI'AS-DRAW-iNG, 7i. Partiality. Shak.

JBI'AS-NESS, 7i. Inclination to some side. Shenoood.

BI-AU-RIC'U-LATE,* a. (jlnat.) Having two auricles.

Brande.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BfJR, Rt?LE.
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Bi-Xx'AL,* a. (Mn.) Having two axes. Smart.

BiB, 7i. A piece of linen put on a child's breast.

BlB, v. n. [bibo, L.] To tipple ;
to sip ; to drink. Camden.

BI-BA'cioys, (bl-ba'shus) a. [bibax, L.] Addicted to drink-

ing ; imbibing. Bailey. [R.]
fBi-EXy'i-TY, 7i. Act or quality of drinking. Bailey.

BfB'BER, n. [biberon, Fr.] A tippler : used in composi-
tion ; as, -wine-bibber.

BfB'BLE-BAB'BLE, n. Prating; idle talk. Shak.

BI'BLE, (bi'bl) ?i. [ffiftMw. a book, by way of eminence,
The Book.] The sacred volume which contains the
revelations of God

;
the Scriptures of the Old and New

_Testaments.
BI'BLE-OATH,* n. An oath on the Bible

;
a sacred obliga-

tion. Congrccc.
BlB'Lj-CAL, a. Relating to the Bible

; scriptural.

BIB'LI-CIST,* n. One versed in biblical learning. Ed. Rev.

Bi'B-Li-OG'RA-PHER, n. One versed in bibliography.
BI'B-LJ-Q-GRAPH'IC, ) a. Relating to bibliography or the

BIB-LJ-Q-GRAPH'I-CAL, j knowledge of books.

BlB-Ll-0-GRAPH'l-CAL-LY,* ad. In a bibliographical man-
ner. Dibdin.

BIB-LI-OG'RA-PHY, n. [i3i@iov and j/p;i0.] The science
or knowledge of books, in regard to their authors, sub-

jects, editions, and history.

BiB-Li-OL'A-TRY,* n. The worship of a book. Byrom.
BTB'L|-<?-LlTE,* n. (J!/m.) Bookstone

;
a fossil luaf. Hamil-

ton.

BlB-Li-p-LOG'l-CAL,*a. Relating to bibliology. P. Cyc.

BlB-Lj-oL'Q-GY,* 71. Biblical literature, doctrine, or theolo-

gy ;
a treatise on books

; bibliography. P. Cyc.

BiB'Li-Q-MAN-cy,* n. Divination by the Bible, or a book.
Crabb.

BJB-Lf-o-MM'JVl-A, n. [ffi,8\tov and fiavia.] The rage of

possessing scarce or curious books
;
book-madness.

BtB-LI-p-MA'Nj-AC, 71. One who has a rage for books.

BIB-LI-Q-MA-NI'A-CAL,**!. Relating to bibliomania. Dibdin.

BlB-Li-Q-MA'Ni-AN-isivi,* 7t. Book-madness ;
bibliomania.

Dr. JV. Drake.
'

[Lamb.
BlB-Ll-OM'A-NlsT,* 7i. One affected by bibliomania. C.

BIB-LJ-OPH'Q-LISM,* n. Love of bibliography or of books.
Dibdin.

BIB-LI-OPH'Q-LIST,* n. A lover of bibliography or of
books. Qcnt. Mag.

BiB-L}-p-PHd'Bi-A,* n. A dread of books. Dibdin.

BIB'LI-O-POLE,* n. A bookseller. EC. Rev.

BIB-LI-Q-POL'I-CAL,* a Relating to bookselling or book-
sellers. C. Lamb.

BIB-LI-OP'Q-LI'SM,* 71. The employment of a bibliopolist ;

bibliomania. Dibdin.

BiB-Li-oP'p-LlsT, 71. [ptfiMov and irwXeTv.] A bookseller.

BiB-LJ-op-Q-Lls'Tjc,* a. Relating to a bookseller or book-

selling. Dibdin.

BIB-LI-OT'A-PHIST,* n. One who hides or buries books.
Crabb.

BJii-Li-O-TJlE'CA,* n. [L.] A library; a bibliotheke.

Smart.

tBiB-Li-<?-THii'cAL, a. [bib-le-D-thc-'kal, S. Jo. K. R. Wb.;
blb-le-oth'e-kril, JV. J. F. Sm.] Belonging to a library.

Byrom. [Bp.
Hall.

fBiB-Li-OTH'E-cA-RY, n. [/3ifi\tov and OfiKr].] A librarian.

BiB'Lj-Q-THEKE,'?!. [bibliotheca, L.] A library. Bale.

BlE'j^vs,* n. [L.] The papyrus, an Egyptian aquatic
plant. Hamilton.

BiB'y-LODs, a. [bibulus, L.] Absorbing; spongy. Thomson.

Bi-cXL'cA-RATE,* a. Having two spurs. Brande.

Bi-cXp'sy-LAR, a. [bicapsularis, L.] (Bot.) Having two
capsules with seeds to each flower.

BTcE, 7i. A light blue color prepared from smalt.

BPcPS,*a. [L.] (Anal.) Having two heads. Brande.

Bl-clP'l-TAL, ; a. [biceps, bicipitis, L.] Having two heads

BI-clP'l-ToDs, \ or two origins. Browne.

BICK'ER,* n. A small wooden dish or tub
;
a bowl. Brockett.

[North of England and Scotland.]
BiCK/ER, v. n. [L BICKERED ; pp. BICKERING, BICKERED.]
To skirmish

;
to quarrel ;

to quiver. JWtlton.

BICK'ER-ER, n. Aquarreller; skirmisher. Sherwood.

BICK'ER-ING, 71. Quarrel ;
skirmish. Sidney.

fBicK/ER-MENT, n. Quarrel. Spenser.

BICK'ERN, n. An iron with a beak or point.

Bi-COL'Ll-GATE,* a. (Ornith.) Connected by a basal web,
as toes. Brande.

BI'c&L-OR,* a. [L.] Having two colors. Brande.

BI-c6N'JV-GATE,* a. (Bot.) Existing in two pairs, placed
side by side. P. Cyc.

fBi'coRN, a. Same as bicornous.

Bl-coR'NOys, a. Having two horns or antlers.

BI-COR'PQ-RAL, a. [bicorpus, L.] Having two bodies.

Bl-CRO'RAL,* a. Having two legs. Hooker.

BI-cus'pib,* a. (Med.) Having two points or tubercles.

Dunglison.
Bl-cOs'pi-DATE,* a. (Bot.} Twice-pointed. London^

BI-cps'pjs,* n. [bis and cuspis, L.] A tooth with two
points. Brande.

BID,* n. An offer to give a certain price, as at an auction.
Bouvicr.

Bio, v. a.
[i. HADE, BID; pp. BIDDING, BIDDEN or BID.]

[fTo invite. Matth.] To order
;

to propose to give ;
to

wish
;
to desire ; to command ; to offer ; to declare : to

make known, as bans To bid beads, to distinguish each
bead by a prayer. Dryden. To bid fair, to have a fair

appearance ; to promise well. QM. Rev.

Bi'D'ALE, or BID'ALL, n. An invitation of friends to drink
at a poor man's house, and there to contribute charity.
Bailey.

BID'DEN, (bid'dn) p. from Bid. See BID.

BID'DER, n. One who bids or offers.

BID'DE-RY,* a. Noting a kind of metallic ware made at

Biddery, in India. W. Ency.
BID'DING, 7i. Act of one who bids ; command; order; the

offer of a price. Shak.

BlD'DY,* n. A hen
;
a fowl

;
a chicken. Potter.

BIDE, v. a. To endure; to suffer; to wait for; to abide.
Shak. " In biding their time." C/t. 06.

BIDE, v. n. To dwell
;
to abide. Shak. [R.]

BI-DEN'TAL, a. [bidens, L.] Having two teeth. Swift.

BI-DEN'TATE,* a. [bis <Sc de?is, L.] (Anat. &. Bot.) Having
_two teeth. Brande.

BI-DEN'TAT-ED,* a. Divided into two parts ;
bidentate. HOL

BI-DET', (be-det', or be-da') [bi-det', Jo.; be-da', Sm. ;

be-det', or bid'a', K.] 'n. [Fr.] A little horse
; an article

of bedroom furniture.

tBIo'jNG, n. Residence
; habitation. Rowe.

BI-IiN'Nl-AL, a. [biemiis, L.] Continuing two years ; hap-
pening once in two years.

BI-EN'NI-AL,* n. (Bot.) A plant which endures two years,
and which produces flowers and fruit the second season.
P. Cyc.

BI-EN'NI-AL-LY, ad. At the return of two years.
BIER, (ber) n. [biere, Fr., a coffin.] A carriage for con-

veying the dead.

fBlER'-BALK, (bSr'blwk) n. The church-road for buri-

als, along which the corpse is carried. Homilies.

BIEST'JNG, (bSst'jngz) n. pi. The first milk given by a
cow after calving. B. Jonson.

BI-FA'Rl-pDs, a. [bifarius, L.] Twofold. (Bot.) Ar-
ranged in two rows. P. Cyc.

B'fF'E-RoDs, a. [biferens. L.] Bearing fruit twice a year.

BI'FID, [bl'fjd, & W. P. Ja. Sm. ; bifid, K.] a. [bifidas, L.]
Cleft in two

; having two parts.

BlF'l-DAT-ED, a. Divided into two
;
bifid.

BI-FLO'ROVS,* a. (Bot.) Two-flowered. Crabb.

BI'FOLD, a. [binus, L., and fold.] Twofold. Shak.

BI-FO'LI-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Having two leaflets. P. Cyc.
Bl-FO'RATE,* a. (Bot.) Having two perforations. Brande.

BlF'Q-RiNE,* n. A singular body found in the interior of
the green pulpy part of the leaves of some araceous

plants. Brande.

Bl'FORM, a. [biformis, L.] Having a double form. CroxaU.
BI'FORMED. (bl'formd) a. Compounded of two forms.

BI-FORM'l-Ty, re. A double form. More. [R.]

BI-FRONT'ED, (bl-frunt'ed) a. [bifrons, L.J Having two
fronts.

BI-FiJR'clTE,* TJ. a. To divide into two branches. Crabb.

BI-FUR'CATE,* a. (Bot.) Having two prongs, like a fork.
Brande.

BI-FUR'CAT-ED, a. [binus and /urea, L.] Forked
; having

_two forks.

BI-FUR-CA'TIQN, n. Division into two heads or brand
Bi-FUR'coys, a. Two-forked. Coles.

BIG, a. Large; great in bulk
; teeming; pregnant; full

something ; great in air and mien
; great in spirit.

BIG, n. Winter barley. See BIGG.

BIG, v. a. To build. Brockett. [North of England.]
Bi'GA,*n. [L.] A chariot or car drawn by two horses.

P. Cyc.

tBiG'AM, 7i. One twice married
;
a bigamist. Bp. Peacock.

BiG'A-MiST, n. One who has committed bigamy. J3ylijf..

BIG'A-MY, n. [bigamia, low L.] The offence of contract-

ing a second marriage during the life of the husband
or wife

;
the having of a plurality of wives or husbands.

BIG-A-ROON',* n. The large white-heart cherry. S:nart.

BiG'BEL-LlED, (blg'bel-ljd) a. Having a large bL-Uy, or

protuberance; protuberant; pregnant.
BlG'BONED, (big'bond) a. Having large bones. Herbert.

BI'G'CORNED, (blg'kbrnd) a. Having large grains. Dryden.
BI-GEM'I-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Two-forked. Crabb.

BI-EN'TIAL,* a. Comprising two tribes of people. *V. A.
Rev. [R.]

BIGG,* n. A variety of winter barley. London.

BtG'xiiN, n. [bc<ruin, Fr.] A cap; a child's cap. A small

wooden vessel
;
a can. In the North of England, a build-

ing. Brockett.

BIGHT, (bit) TJ. The bend, double part, or coil of a rope
when folded

;
a shallow or small bay or inlet of the sea.

BJG'L-Y, ad. Tumidly ; haughtily. Dryden.
BJG'NAMED, (blg'niund) a. Having a great name.

BIG'NESS, n. Greatness of quantity ;
bulk

;
size.

nng

points. Brande. BIG'NESS, n. Greatness of quantity ;
bulk

;
size.
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BiG-3v5'Nl-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ; trumpet-flower.
Crabb.

BIG'OT, n. A person unreasonably devoted to some party,

denomination, or creed ; a blind zealot.

tBlG'OT. a. Bigoted. Dryden.
Bi'G'QT-ED, a. Full of bigotry; irrationally zealous.

BIG'OT-ED-LY, a. In the manner of a bigot ; pertinaciously.
tBl-GOT'l-CAL,* a. Bigoted. Cudworth.

BIG'QT-RY, . Irrational partiality or zeal for, or prejudice
against, some party or creed

;
blind zeal ; prejudice.

BIG'-ROUND,* a. Large; of large circumference. Pope.

BI&'sou_ND-iNG, a. Having a pompous sound. Bp. Hall.

BlG'swoLN, a. Much swelled
; turgid. Sliak.

BiG'-DD-DERED,(big'ud-derd)a. Having large udders.Pope.

BIJOU,* (be'zho) n. [Fr.] A jewel; an elegant ornament.

_Smart.
BI-JU'G.TE,* a. (Bot.) Existing in two pairs, placed end

to end. P. Cyc.

BIKH,* n. A poisonous plant of Nepaul. Brande.

BI-LA'BI-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Having two lips or parcels. Brande.

BI-LAM'EL-LATE,* a. Divided into two plates or lamella;.

BI-LAM'EL-LAT-ED,* a. Same as bilamellate. Pennant.

BlL'AN-DER, n. [belandre, Fr.] A small vessel, used chiefly
in butch canals for the carriage of goods. Dryde/i.

BI-LAT'ER-AL,* a. Having two sides. Ash.

BIL'BER-RY, n. A small shrub and its fruit. Shak.

BI'L'BO, TO. ; pi. BIL'BOE?. A short sword or rapier, so

named from Bilboa, in Spain, where first made. pi.

Stocks or shackles for confining the feet of offenders.

BlL'BO-QVET1

, (bll'b9-ka') n. [Fr.] The toy called a cup
and ball.

BILD'STEIN,* n. (Min.) A mineral composed chiefly of
silica and alumina, and often carved into Chinese figures.

JBrande.
BILE, n. [bills, L.] An animal fluid secreted in the liver,

of yellow or greenish color and nauseous taste. It has
been fancied to be the seat of ill-humor and contention.

BILE, n. A tumor. Shak. See BOIL.

BILGE, (bilj) n. The broadest part of a ship's bottom; the

protuberant part of a cask, called also bulge.

BILGE, V. n.
[i.

BILGED
J pp. BILGING, BILGED.] To Spring

a leak
;
to let in water.

BIL'GED,* or BILGED,* a. Having the bottom stove in.

BILGE '-PUMP,* 7i. Apump to draw water from the bilge. Ash.

B'iLGE'-WA-TER,* n. Water lying in the bilge ; foul water.

dfc*.

BIL'IA-RY, (bil'ya-re) a. Belonging to the bile. Arbuthnot.

Bi-Llai'si,* or BLIM'BING,* n. An acid fruit, of the genus

jaf averrhoa, used in pickles. P. Cyc.
BI-LlN'GUAL,* (bl-llng'gwal) a. Having two tongues

or languages. Oent. Mag.
BI-LIN'GUIST,* n. One who speaks two languages. Hamil-

ton.

BI-LIN'GUOVS, (bl-ling'gwus) a. [bilinguis, L.] Having or

speaking two tongues.

BIL'IOVS, (bil'yus) a. Consisting of or affected by bile.

BI-LlT'ER-AL,* a. Consisting of two letters. Sir Wm. Jones.

fBl-LlVE', ad. The same as belive. Spenser.

BiLK, v. a. [i.
BILKED

; pp. BILKING, BILKED.] To cheat
;

to defraud ; to deceive. Drijden.

BILK,* n. A cheat ;
a trick. Congreric. [R.]

BILL, n.
[bile, Sax.] The beak of a fowl.

BILL, n. [bille, Sax.] A hatchet with a hooked point ;
a

sword
;
a battle-axe.

BILL, n. [bille, Fr.] A written paper of any kind
;
an ac-

count of money due
;
a statement of goods purchased,

with the prices. (Law) A declaration in writing of a

grievance or wrong suffered by a plaintiff; a present-
ment or indictment of a grand jury ;

a legislative instru-

ment, or a proposed law not yet passed by a legislature.
Bill of exchange, an order addressed to some person

residing at a distance, directing him to pay a sum of

money in consideration of value received. Bill ofhealth,
a writing signed by the prop:;r authorities certifying the
state of health in a vessel. Bill of lading, a written
statement of goods shipped, signed by the master of a
vessel. Bill of mortality, a writing or paper showing the
number of deaths in a place within a time specified. Bill

of rights, a declaration asserting the rights of a people.
Bill of sale, a contract or instrument by which a person

transfers his interest in goods and chattels to another.

BILL, v. n. To caress, as doves by joining bills. B. Jonson.

BILL, v. a. To publish by an advertisement. ISEstrange.
BI'L'LAGE,* n. (JVaut.) The breadth of the floor of a ship
when lying aground. Jameson.

BILLED,* (blld) a. Furnished with a bill. Pennant.

BIL'LET, n. [billet, Fr.] A small paper ;
a note ; a ticket

directing soldiers at what house to lodge ;
a small log of

wood
; a piece of wood. (Arch.) An ornament in Nor-

maa buildings.

BIL'LET, v. a. [i. BILLETED ; pp. BILLETING, BILLETED.]
To send to quarters ;

to quarter soldiers
;
to lodge.

BIL'LET, v. n To be quartered as soldiers ;
to lodge. Pri-

deaux.

BlL'LET-CA'BLE,* n. (Arch.) A Norman moulding. Ed.

Ency.
BILLET DOVX* (Ml 'l?-d3') [bil'le-d6, P. E. F. ; bil-ya-dft',

S/n.] n. [Fr.] pi. BILLETS DOUX, (bil'la-doz') A softer
affectionate billet ;

a love-letter. Pope.
BlLL-FtSH,* TO. A fish of considerable size, found in the

great lakes of North America. Blois.

BlLL'iARD,* (bil'yard) o. Belonging to the play at billiards.

Ash.

BlLL'lARDS, (bil'yurdz) n. pi. [billard, Fr.] A game
played with balls and maces, or sticks, on a large table
furnished with pockets.

BILL'ING,* 71. The act of joining bills, or of caressing.
BlL'LiNG?-GATE, TO. A market in London noted for fish

and foul language : profane or foul language ; ribaldry.

BILL'IQN, (bil'yun) n. [Fr.] A million of millions, ac-

cording to the English mathematicians
;
but according

to the French, only a thousand millions. Cotgrave.

BILL'MAN, TO. , pi. BILL/MEN. One who uses a bill.

BIL'LOT,* TO. Gold or silver bullion in the mass. Crabb.

BIL'LOW, (bil'lo) n. A wave swollen and hollow. Spenser.

BIL'LOW, . re. To swell, or roll, as a wave. Prior.

BIL'LOW,* (bll'lo) v. a. To raise in waves or billows.

Young.
BiL'LQW-BEAT-EX, (bil'ty-be-tn) a. Tossed by billows.

BIL'LOW-Y, (bil'lp-e) a. Swelling ; turgid. Thomson.

BILL'STICK-ER,* n. One who pastes up a bill or adver-
tisement. Booth.

BI-LO'BATE,* a. (Bot.) Having two cells or lobes. Crabb.

BI-LO'BAT-ED,* a. Having two lobes
;
bilobate. Pennant.

BI'LOBED,*'(bI'lobd) a. (Bot.) Having two lobes. P. Cyc.

BI-LOC'V-LAR,* a. Having two cells. Crabb.

Bl-MXc'u-LATE,* a. Having two spots. Brande.

BI-MXc'v-LAT-ED,* a. Having two spots ; bimaculate.

BI'MANE,*a. Having two hands. Kirly.

BIM'A-NOUS,* a. Having two hands ; bimane. P. Cyc.

fBi-MA'Ri-AN,* BI-MXR'I-CAL,* a. Belonging to two seas.

Ash.

BI-ME'DI-AL,* a. Belonging to a quantity arising from a

particular combination of two other quantities. Smart.

BI-MN'SAL,* a. Occurring every two months. Smart.

BI-MES'TRI-AL,* a. Happening every two months; con-

tinuing two months. QM. Rev.

BIN, ?i. A cell or chest for grain, bread, or wine.

tBlN. The old word for be and been.

BI'NA-RY, a. [binus, L.] Two; dual; double. A binary
number is a number consisting of two digits ; as, 15,74, &c.

BI'NA-RY, 71. The constitution of two. Futhcrby.

BI'NAT,* a. See BINATE. Brande.

BI'NlTE,* a. (Bot.) Growing in pairs or couples ; spring-

ing from one point, as two segments of leaves. P. Cyc.

BIND, v. a.
[i.

BOUND ; pp. BINDING, BOUND. Bounden is

not now used except in an adjective form.] To confine with
cords or bonds ; to gird ;

to fasten to
;
to connect closely ;

to cover, as a wound
;
to oblige by stipulation, oath, or

by kindness ;
to make costive. To bind to, to oblige to

serve some one. To bind over, to oblige to make appear-
ance.

BIND, v. TO. To contract its own parts together.

BIND, 71. A hop stem bound to the pole. Mortimer. Ligature :

an indurated clay of coal mines.

BlND'ER, TO. One who binds ; a man whose trade it is to

bind books ; any thing used to bind.

BIND'E-RY,* TO. A place where books are bound. [A new
word, reputed to be of American origin. P. Cyc.]

BIND'ING, TO. A bandage ;
the cover of a book.

BIND'JNG,*P. a. Makingfast ; obliging ; obligatory : notfng
a screw used by opticians.

BIND'ING-NESS,* TO. Quality of being binding. Coleridge.
BIND'WEED, n. A troublesome genus of weeds.

BIND'WOOD,* (blnd'wud) n. The vulgar name of ivy in

_Scotland ; pronounced bin'wud. Jamieson.

BI-NER'VATE,* a. Supported by two nerves. Brande.
BIN'NA-CLE,* n. (JYaut.) The compass-box of a ship, for-

merly called bittacle. Mar. Diet.

BIN'NY,* n. A fish ; the barbel of the Nile. P. Cyc.
BiN'o-CLE, n. [binus and ocnlus, L.] A kind of telescope,

fitted for both eyes.

BI-NOC'V-LAR, a. [binus and oculus, L.] Having or using
two eyes ; employing both eyes at once.

BI-NO'MI-AL, a. Known by two names. (Algebra') Noting
a root composed of only two parts connected by the

signs plus or minus.

BI-NOM'IN-OUS, a. Having two names. Dr. T. Fuller.

BINOT,* n. A variety of double mould-boarded plough.
London.

BI-NOX'IDE,* n. A combination of oxygen and a metal,
in which the oxygen is in a double proportion to what it

is in the oxide. Francis.

BI-S^'EL-LATE,* a. (Ent.) Marked with two eye-like

spots. Brande.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BiiR, RfJLE. 9, G, c, g, soft; R, G, c, g, hard ; s as Z
;
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BI-Q-DY-NXM'ICS,* n. pi. The doctrine of vital forces or

_activity. Dimglison.
BI-OG'RA-PHER, (bl-og'gra-fur) n. [biographe, FT.] A

writer of biography, or of lives.

Bl-p-GRXPH'lC,* a. Same as biographical. Seward.

Bl-Q-GRXPH'l-CAL, a. Relating to biography. Warton.

BI-O-GRXPH'J-CAL-LY,* ad. In" a biographical manner.
EC. Rev.

BI-OG'RA-PHY, (bl-og'ra-fe) n. [ftlof and vpfaw.] The art

of writing an account of the lives of individuals
;
the his-

tory of the life of an individual.

Bl-Sl/Q-GY,* n. The science of life
; physiology. Dr. Black.

BI'Q-TINE,* n. (Min.) Awhile or yellowish mineral. Dana.

Bl'p-vXc, n. See BIVOUAC.

BiP'A-RO&s, [bip'a-rus, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; bi'pa-rus,

S.] a. [binus and pario, L.] Bringing forth two at a birth.

BI-PAR'TIENT,* (bl-par'shent) a. Dividing into two equal

parts. Crabb.

BiP'AR-TlTE, [bjp'ar-tlt, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; bl'par-tit,

_S.] [binusandpartior,L.] Having two correspondent parts.

Bi-PAR-Ti"TipN, (bl-par-tish'un) n. A division into two
parts.

BI-PEc'Tl-NATE,* a. Having two margins toothed like a

_comb. Brande.

BI'PED, n. [bipes, L.l An animal with two feet.

BlP'E-DAL, a. Two feet in length ; having two feet.

BI-PEL'LATE,* a. Defended by a double shield. Brande.

BI-PEN'NAT-ED, a. [binus and penna, L.] Having two
wings. Derham.

Bi'PEif,* n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of reptiles resembling
seps ;

a biped or two-footed animal. P. Cyc.

Bf-PET'A-LOUS, u. [bis, L., and niraXov, Gr.j (Bot.)

Having two petals or flower leaves.

BI-PIN'NATE,* a. (Bot.) Twice pinnate. P. Cyc.

BT-PJN-NXT'l-FlD,* a. (Bot.) Doubly pinnatifid. Crabb.

BI-PO'LAR,* a. Doubly polar ; having two poles. Coleridge.

BI'PONT,* ) a. (Bibliography) Relating to editions of

BJ-PON'TINE,* J
classic authors printed at Deux-Ponts

(Bipontiiim, L.), Germany. Dibdin.

BI-puNCT'v-AL,*a. Having two points. Maunder.

BI-PU'PIL-LATE,* a. Having two dots or pupils. Brande.

BI-QUAD'RATE, (bi-kwod'rat) [bl-kw5d'rat, J. F. Sm.;

bl-kwt'drit, S. W. Ja. K. ; blk'wa-drat, P.] n. (Algebra)
The square of the square, or the fourth power, arising
from the multiplication of a square by itself.

Bl-QUA-DRXT'lc, n. Same as biquadrate. Brande.

BI-QUA-DRXT'JC, a. Relating to the fourth power in algebra.

BI-RA'Df-ATE,* a. Having two rays. Brande.

BIRCH, n. A well-known tree of several species.
BIRCH, a. Made of, or derived from birch.

BIRCH'BROOM,* 7i. A broom made of birch. Booth.

BIR'CHEN, (bir'chn) a. Made of birch.

BIRD, n. The generic name for the feathered race
;
a two-

legged, winged, feathered animal ;
a fowl.

BIRD. vL n. To catch birds. Shak.

BIRD'BOLT, n. An arrow used for shooting birds. Shak.

BIRD'CAGE, n. An enclosure in which birds are kept.

BIRD'CALL, n. A pipe for imitating the notes of birds.

BlRD'cXTCH-ER, ?i. One who catches birds.

BlRD'cXTCH-iNG,* n. The act of catching birds. Booth.

BIRD'CHER-RY,* n. A fruit much eaten by birds. Booth.

BIRD'ER, n. A birdcatcher. Minsheu.

BIRD'-EYE, (b'ird'i) a. See BIRDSEYE. Burke.

BIRD'-EYED, (bird'Id)a. Having eyes like those of a bird.

BlRD'-FAN-ci-ER, 7i. One who delights in birds.

Bi'RD'lNG-PlECE, n. A fowling-piece. Shak.

BI'RD'LIKE, a. Resembling a bird. Niccols.

BIRD'LIME, n. A glutinous substance, by which the feet

of small birds are entangled.
BIHD'LIMED, (bird'Hmd) a. Spread to insnare. Howell.

BIRD'MAN, n. A birdcatcher. Z/''Estrange.
BIRD pF PAR'A-DISE,* n. A bird of several species, some

of which are very beautiful. Ed. Ency.
BIRD'-PEP-PER,* n. A species of capsicum, which affords

the best Cayenne pepper. Farm. Ency.
BiRD?'-CHER-RY, n. See BIRDCHERRY.

BIRDS'EYE, (birdz'I) n. The eye of a bird; a plant; a

species of primrose, or wild germander.
BiRDS'EYE, a. Noting a view of an object or place as seen
from above, as by a bird.

B'lRDS'FPOT, (b'irdz'fut) n. A plant, or birds-foot tre-

foil ; a species of clover.

BIRDS'NEST, n. The place built by birds, where they de-

posit their eggs. A plant or weed. The edible birds-

nest, used as food by the Chinese, is a mucilaginous sub-

stance, and is the nest of a species of swallow found in

Java, Sumatra, &c.

BI'RD'-SPI-DER,* n. A species of spider. Kirby.

BiRD?'TARE$, (b'irdz'tarz) n. A plant.

BiRD'T6NGUE, (birdz'tHng) . A perennial plant ;
marsh

groundsel.
Bl'REjVTE,* 7i. A vessel with two ranks of oars. Smollett.

BI-RK'iaJs,* h. [L.] An ancient galley with two benches
of oars

;
a bireme. Crabb.

BIR'GAX-DER, n. A sort of wild goose.
BIR'KEN,* (bir'kn) a. Birchen. Collins. [R.]
BIR'LAW,* or BY'LAW,* n. (Scotland) A law established
between neighbors by common consent. Crabb.

B'IR'MAN,* n. A native of Ava or the Binnan empire. Ency.
BiR-ps-TRl'T,* 7i. (Zool.) A singular fossil shell. P. Cyc.

BI-ROU'SA,* n. (Min.) The Persian name of the turquoise
stone. Cleaveland.

BiRT, 71. A fish of the turbot kind.

BIRTH, n. The act of coming into life, or of being brought
into the world

;
act of bringing forth

;
extraction

; rank
by descent

; family ;
the condition in which any man is

born
; production. See BERTH.

BIRTH'DAY, n. The day on which one is born
;
the anni-

versary of one's birth. Shak.

BIRTH'DAY,* a. Relating to the day of one's birth. Pope
BI'RTH'DC-M, 71. Privilege of birth. Shak.

BIRTH'LESS,* a. Wanting birth. W. Scott. [R.]

BIRTH'NIGHT, (-nit) n. The night on which one is

born.

BI'RTH'PLACE, n. Place where anyone is born. Shak.

BlRTH'RlGHT, (-rit) n. The right to which one is bora.

BIRTH'SIN,* 71. Sin from birth
; original sin. Prayer-book.

Bi'RTH'sSNG, 7i. A song sung at the nativity of a person.
BIRTH-STRXN'GLED, (-strang'gld) a. Strangled at birth.

BIRTH'WORT, (b'irth'wiirt) n. A perennial medicinal plant.

Bis,* (Latin adverb.) Twice: used in composition, con-
tracted to bi; also in accounts to denote duplicates of
folios or accounts. Crabb. See Bi.

BI'S-XN'NV-AL,* n. (Bot.) A biennial plant. Perry. See
BIENNIAL.

BIS-CAY'AN,* n. A native of Biscay. Murray.
BJs'cp-TiN, w. [Fr.] A sort of confection.

BIS'CUIT, (bls'kjt) n. [ftw, L., and cuit, Fr., baked.] A kind

_of hard, dry, flat bread ;
a cake : unglazed porcelain.

Bl-SECT', v. a. [bis and seco, L.] [i.
BISECTED

; pp. BISECT-

ING, BISECTED.] To divide into two parts, or two equal

parts. [parts.

BI-SEC'TIQN, n. Act of bisecting; division into two equal
BI-SEG'MENT, n. One of the parts of a bisected line.

BI-SER'RATE,* a. (Bot.) Twice serrate. P. Cyc.

BI-SE'TOVS,* a. Having two bristles. Brande.

BI-SEX'V-AL,* a. Having two sexes
j hermaphroditic.

Brande.

BIsn'QP, n. [sTto-KOTroj, Gr.
; episcopus, L.

; bischof, Ger.]
An overseer ;

a spiritual overseer or superintendent.

(Episcopacy) One of the highest of the three orders of

clergy, (distinct from presbyter and priest,) who has the

charge of a diocese
;
a prelate. A cant term for a drink

made of wine, oranges, &c. ; a part of a lady's dress
;
a

tournure.

BlsH'QP, 77. a. To confirm; to admit into the church.
Donne. To cheat or jockey in trading in horses. A cant
term. Farm. Ency.

fBISH'QP-DOM,* 7i. The dominion of a bishop. Milton.

BISH'C-P-LIKE, a. Belonging to a bishop. Fulke.

fBIsH'QP-LY, a. Bishoplike. Hooker.

BISH'QP-RIC, n. The jurisdiction or diocese of a bishop.
BISH'QPS-WEED, n. An annual plant.

BlsH/QPS-WORT, (bish'ups-wurt) n. A plant.

BI-siL'l-QUOOs,* a. (Bot.) Having seed in two pods. Crabb.

BtsK, 7i. [bisque, Fr.] Soup made by boiling various meats.

Bts'KET, n. See BISCUIT.

BI'MVTH, n. (Min.) A brittle, brilliant metal of a reddish
white color, of lamellated structure, and not malleable.

B1$'MVTH-AL,* a. Relating to or containing bismuth. Smart.

BIS'MVTH-GLANCE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral.

P. Cyc.
BIS-MOTH'IC, or Bi$'MVTH-fc,* a. Relating to or derived
from bismuth. Brande.

Bi'MyTH-lNE,* n. (Min.) A sulphuret of bismuth. Dana.

Bis'My-TlTE,* 7i. (Min.) A carbonate of bismuth. Dana.

Bl-s&G'Nd,* (be-zon'yo) n. [It.] A person of low rank;
a beggar. Beaum. If Fl.

BI'SON, (bl'sn, or biz'un) [bl'sn, Wb. ; biz'on, Ja. Sm.;

bi'sun, K. R.] n. [bison, Fr.] A kind of wild ox, the

animal which in the U. S. is commonly, but erroneously,
called the buffalo.

BIS-SEX'TILE, (bis-seks'tjl) [bis-seks'til, S. W. P. J. F.
E. Ja. K. Sm. ; bis'seks-til', Kcnrick.] n. [bis and sextilis,

L.] Leap year ;
a year which contains 3(36 days, and in

which February has 29 days.
Btss'LlNGS * 71. pi. Same as biestings. Farm. Ency. [Local,

Eng.j
fBIs'SQN, a. Blind. Shak.

BI-STIP'ULED,* (-uld) a. Having two stipules. Hooker.

BTs'TQN,* n. (Ent.) A genus of moths. Dr. Leach.

BTs'TORT, n. [bistorta, L.] A plant; a species of

num, used in medicine as a powerful astringent.

BIs'ToyR-y, (bis'tur-e) n.
[bistouri, Fr.] A surgeon's in-

strument for making incisions. Chambers.

BJS'TRE, (bls'tur) n. [Fr.] A brown pigment, or dark
brown color made from the soot of dry wood.

BI-SUL'CATE,* a. Resting upon two hoofed digits. Brande.

polygo-

of oars
;
a bireme. Crabb. BI-SUL'CATE,* a. Resting upon two hoofed digits. Brande.

A, E, T, O, tJ, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, u, Y, short; A, E, J, <?, y, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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BI-SUL'coys, a. [bisulcus, L.] Clovenfooted. Browne.

BiT, v. a. [i. BITTED; pp. BITTING, BITTED.] To put a bit

on ;
to bridle.

Bi'T, ?i. The iron appurtenances or month-piece of a bridle ;

a small piece ;
a mouthful

;
a small silver coin

; money :

a small tool for boring wood or metal.

BITCH, n. The female of the canine kind. Spenser.
BiTE, v. a. [i. BITJ pp. BITING, BITTEN or BIT.] To crush or

sever with the teeth ; to give pain by cold
;
to hurt or

pain by reproach ;
to cut

;
to wound

;
to make the mouth

smart: to cheat ;
to trick. Pope. To bite in, to corrode

copper or steel plates, as by nitric acid, &c.

BITE, 7i.. Seizure by the teeth ; the act of a fish taking the
bait

;
a cheat

;
a trick

;
a sharper.

BIT'ER. n. The person or thing that bites ;
a tricker.

BI-TER'NATE,* a. (Bot.) Twice divided into three. London.

BIT'ING, n. The act of biting or wounding.
BlT'lNG,*^. a. Sharp ;

sarcastic ; severe
;
caustic.

Brr'iNG-LY, ad. With sarcasm
; severely. Harrington.

BiT'LESS, a. Not having a bit or bridle. Fanshawe.

BlT'MAK-ER,* n. One who makes bits. Booth.

BITS, n. pi. (JVawt.) Two main pieces of timber, to which
the cable is fastened when the ship rides at anchor.

BiT'TA-CLE, 71. See BINNACLE.

BiT'TEN} (blt'tn) p. from Bite. See BITE.

BIT'TER, a. Having a hot, acrid taste; sharp ; cruel; ca-

lamitous ; painful ; reproachful ;
mournful.

BIT'TER, n. Any thing bitter
;
a bitter plant, bark, or root.

BI'T'TER,* v. a. To make bitter
;
to imbitter. Pilkington.

BIT'TER-AP'PLE,* n. A plant and fruit. Boot/i.

BlT'TER-AsH,* 7i. A tree
;
called also bitter-wood. Booth.

BiT'TER-BiJAN,* 7i. A deleterious or poisonous nut. Booth.

BiT'TER-CO'cOM-BER,* n. A plant and fruit. Booth.

BIT'TER-DAM'SON,* n. A tree; a species of quassia.
Booth.

tBiT'TER-FpL, a. Full of bitterness. Chaucer.

BIT'TER-GOURD, n. A plant.

BIT'TER-ING,* called also BIT'TERN, n. A preparation
used by brewers to adulterate beer. Francis.

BiT'TER-fSH,* a> Somewhat bitter. Goldsmith.

BiT'TER-LY, ad. In a bitter manner ; sharply.

BIT'TERN, n. A bird of the heron kind, with long legs,
and a long bill, which feeds upon fish : a bitter liquor,
which drains off in making salt. See BITTERING.

BIT'TER-NESS, . duality of being bitter; malice; sharp-
ness.

Bl'T'TERS,* n. pi. A liquid, or spirituous liquor, containing
an infusion of bitter herbs or roots. Buchan.

BlT'TER-SPARj* n. (Min.) A crystallized dolomite. P. Cyc.

BIT'TER-SWEET, n. An apple sweet and bitter: the

woody nightshade, a medicinal plant.

BIT'TER-VETCH, 71. A genus of plants; the heath pea.

BIT'TER-WORT, (bit'ter-wiirt) n. The yellow gentian.
BlT'ioyR, (bit'tur) n. The bittern. Dryden. See BITTERN.

tBi-TUME', 7i. Bitumen. May.
BI-TUMED', (be-tumd') a. Smeared with bitumen. Shak.

Bi-Tu'MEN, [be-tu'men, W. Ja. K. Sin. R. ; bl-tu'men, &
J. F.] n. [L.] A compact mineral pitch; a tar-like com-
bustible substance, called also asphaltum. Elastic bitumen
is a softer species, and is sometimes called fossil caout-

chouc.

Bj-TO'MI-NATE,*?7.a. [i.
BITUMINATED

j pp. BITUMINATING,
BITUMINATED.] To impregnate with bitumen. Smart.

BI-TU-MJ-NIF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing bitumen. P. Cyc.

BJ-TU-MIN-J-ZA'TION,* n. Act of bituminizing. Journ. Sri.

Bl-TO'MiN-IZE,* v. a. To convert into or combine with
bitumen

;
to bituminate. Phil. Mag:

Bi-TO'Ml-NOfjs, a. Containing or resembling bitumen.

BI'VALVE, (bl'valv) a. [binus and valva, L.] Having two

_valves or shutters, as an oyster. Woodward.

BI'vXLVE,* 7i. (ZooZ.) A crustaceous animal having two
valves. Kirby.

BI'vlLVED, or Bl'VALV-ED,* a. Having two valves.
Goldsmith.

BI-VAL'vu-LAR, a. Having two valves. Miller.

Bl-vXs'cU-LAR,* a. (But.) Having two vessels. Crabb.

BIv'i-ous, [bi've-us, Ja. Sm. R. ; biv'yus, K. j blv'e-us, Wb.}
a. Having or leading two ways.

^BIVOUAC,* (biv'wak) [biv'wak, Ja. ; biv'o-ik, J. ; blv'o-

ak, Sm. ; n. [bivouac, or bivac, Fr.] (Mil.) The act of an
army or body of soldiers watching or remaining all night
in the open air, in expectation of an engagement.

((BIVOUAC, (biv'wak or biv'6-iik) v. n. [L BIVOUACKED;
pp. BIVOUACKING, BIVOUACKED.] To pass the night in a
state of watchfulness, ready for military action.

Bfx'A,* 7i. (Bot.) A West Indian genus of plants. P. Cyc.

Bix'woRT, (biks'wiirt) 71. An herb. Diet.

BIz'AN-TiNE, rbiz'an-tln, W. Ja. Sm. ; biz-an-tln', K. ; be-

zan'tin, Ash.] n. [from Byzantium.'] A royal gift on festi-

val occasions, which consisted of a piece of gold of the
value of 15. Cainden. Sea BEZANT.

BI-ZARRE',* a. [Fr.] Odd
;
fantastic

;
whimsical. Kames.

BLAB, v. a. [i. BLABBED; pp. BLABBING, BLABBED.] To tell

what ought to be kept secret ;
to tell.

BLXB, v. n. To tattle
;
to tell tales. Shak.

BLXB, n. A telltala
; a prater; tattle. Bacon.

BLAB'BER, 71. A telltale
;
a tattler. Sherwood.

fBLAB'BER, /;. B. To whistle
;
to falter

;
to fib. Skinner.

BLAB'BER-LIPPED, a. See BLOBBERLIPPED.

BLACK, a. Of the darkest color; of the color of night j

dark
; cloudy of countenance

;
horrible ;

wicked
;

ob-

scure; dismal.

BLACK, n. The darkest of colors
; the color or effect arising

from privation of light ;
a stain

; a negro.
BLACK, V. a. [L BLACKED

; pp. BLACKING, BLACKED.] To
blacken ; to make black. Boyle.

BLACK'A-MOOR, [blak'a-mor, P. F. K. Sm.; black'a-mor,
W.} n. A negro.

BLAcK'-ART,*7i. Magical art; magic. Crabb.

BLXCK'BACKED,* (-bakt)a. Having a black' back. Pennant.

BLXCK'BALL,* n. A ball of black color, used in balloting.
Smart.

BLXCK'BALL,* v. a. [i. BLACKBALLED ; pp. BLACKBALLING,
BLACKBALLED.] To reject by blackballs or negative votes.

Johnson.

BLACK'BER-RIED-HEATII, (black'ber-rjd-heth) 71. A
plant.

BLACK'BER-RY, n. A plant of several varieties and its

fruit
;
tke fruit of the bramble. Shak.

BLXCK'BER-RY-ING,* n. The act of picking blackberries.

Ash.

BLXcK'BiLLED,* (-bfld) a. Having a black bill. Pennant.

BL.XCK'B'IRD, n. A black singing bird.

BLXCK'BOARD,* n. A board colored black, used in schools

for forming figures, diagrams, &c., for explanation or

illustration. Mann.
BLXCK'BOD-ING,* a. Betokening evil. Young.
BLXcK'-BdN-NET,* n. A bird

;
the reed-bunting. P. Cyc.

BLXcK'-BooK,* (blak'buk) n. A book containing a regis-
ter of names of public officers for defamatory purposes ;

a book kept in the English exchequer. Crabb.

BLXCK'-BROVVED, (-brbud) a. Having black eyebrows.
BLXCK'-BRY'Q-NY, n. The name of a plant.

BLXcK'cXp,* n. A fine singing bird, the blackcap warbler.

Sweet. An apple roasted till its skin is black. Mason.

BLXCK'-CXT-TLE, 7i. Oxen, bulls, and cows. See CATTLE.

BLACK'COCK, n. The heathcock, or the male of the

black grouse or black game. P. Cyc.

BLXcK'-CuR-RANT,*n. A shrub and its fruit. Booth.

BLXCK'-EA'GLE,* n. The common eagle, called by some
the ring-tail eagle. Booth.

BLXcK'EARTH, rblak'erth) n. Mould. Woodward.
BLXCK'EN, (blak'kn)Tj. a. [L BLACKENED ;#p. BLACKENING,
BLACKENED.] To make black; to darken

j
to defame.

BLXCK'EN, (blak'kn) v. n. To grow black. Dryden.
BLACK'EN-ER, (blak'kn-er) n. One who blackens.

BLXCK'EY,* n. A black person ;
a negro. Dr. Abbot.

BLXCK'-EYED, (blak'id) a. Having black eyes. Dryden.
BLACK'-FACED, (blak'fSst) a. Having a black face.

BLXCK'FI'SH,* n. A fish of the perch kind, in Cornwall.
Crabb.

BLACK'-FLIJX,* n. A mixture of carbonate of potash and
charcoal. Brande.

BLXcK'-FLY,* n. An insect of the beetle tribe, injurious
to turnips. Farm. Ency.

BLXCK'FRI-AR,* n. A friar of the Dominican order. Crabb.

BLACK'-GAME,* n. A bird
;
a species of grouse. Booth.

BLACK'GUARD,* (blag'g'ard) v. a. To abuse with vile lan-

guage. Jones. [Vulgar, colloquial.]

BL,XCK'GUARD, (blag'gard) n. A man of coarse manners
and abusive or vile language ;

a vulgar, base fellow.

BLACK'GUARD, (blag'gard) a. Scurrilous; low; vile.

Prior.

BLXcK'GUARD-TM,* 71. The language or behavior gf a

blackguard. Southey.

BLXcK'-Guat,* 7i. An American tree, which bears a deep
blue berry, and is valued for timber: called also yellow

gum and sour gum. Farm. Ency.
BLACK'HAIREU,* (blak'hard) a. Having black hair. West.

BLXCK'HEART-ED,* a. Full of rancor or bad intentions.
Booth.

BLXcK'iNG,* 74. Paste or liquid for blacking shoes. Day.
BLXcK'isn, a. Somewhat black. Boyle.

BLAcK'-JXcK, 7i. The leathern cup of elder times. Milton.
A mineral called blende.

BLXCK-LEAD', (blak-led') n. (Jlfin.) A carburet of iron,
used for pencils ; graphite ; plumbago.

BLXCK'LEG,* n. A gambler; a sharper at race-courses.
Potter. A sheep with diseased legs; a disease in sheep
and calves. Farm. Ency.

BI.ACK'-LET-TER,* n . A name now applied to the old

English or modern Gothic letter, or alphabet. Brande.

BLXCK'LY, ad. Darkly, in color
; atrociously.

BLXcK'-MXiL, 71. A certain rate formerly paid in the
north of England for protection to men allied with rob-

bers.

BLACK'-MAR-TIN,* n. A bird
;
the swift, a species of swal-

low. Booth.
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BLXcK'-MXTCH,* n. A pyrotechnical match or sponge. Sm.

BLXcK-MoN'DAY, (blak-mun'de) n. Easter-Monday,
which, in the 34th of Edw. III., (then first so named,)
was very dark and very inclement.

BLXcK'MOOR, n. A negro. Browne. See BLACKAMOOR.
BLAcK'-MoOTHED, (blak'mouthd) a. Having a black
mouth

;
scurrilous.

BLXCK'NESS, n. The state of being black; darkness;
atrociousjiess.

BLXCK'-PEO'PLED, (-pe'pld) a. Having black people.
BLXcK'-PCo'DiNG, n. Food made of blood and grain.

BLXcK-Roo', n. The usher belonging to the English order
of the garter, so called from the black rod he carries. He
is of the king's chamber, and likewise usher of the par-
liament.

BLXCK'SMITH, n. A smith who works in iron.

BLXCK'TAIL, n. A fish, called also ruff or pope.

BLXcK'THORN, n. The sloe
; prunus sylvestris or spinosa.

BLXcK'-THROAT-ED,* a. Having a black throat. Pennant.

BLXcK'-TOED,* (blak'tod) a. Having black toes. Pennant.

BLXCK'-TRESSED,* (-trest) a. Having black tresses. Scott.

BLXCK'-TWITCH,* ra. A noxious weed in wet grounds.
Farm. Ency.

BLACK-VI'AGED, (blak-viz'ajd) a. Having a black ap-
pearance. Marston. ^,

BLXCK'-WASH,* (-wosh) n. A lotion composed of calo-

mel and lime-water. Brande.

BLXD'DER,* v. a. To puff up ;
to fill with wind. Feltham.

BLXD'DER, n. The urinary vessel; a t-hin, membranous
bag containing some fluid

;
a blister ;

a pustule.

BLXD'DERED,(blad'derd) a. Swelled like a b]adder.Z>r7/<Zen.

BLXD'DER-KELP,* n. A marine plat. Kirby.

BLXD'DER-NUT, n. A tree and its fruit.

BLXD'DER-SEN-NA, n. A shrub and its fruit, which is

contained in pods inflated like a bladder.

BLADE, n. The spire of grass before it grows to seed
; the

sharp or cutting part of a sword, knife, &c.
;
the broad

upper bone of the shoulder : a gay, dashing fellow.

Prior.

BLADE, v._a.
To furnish with a blade. [R.]

BLADE'BONE, n. The scapula, or bone of the shoulder.

BLAD'ED, a. Having blades or spires. Shak.

BLADE'-MET-AL,* n. Metal used for blades. Mj,lton.

BLADE'SMIITH, ra. A sword cutler. Huloet. {, .

BLAE* (bla) n. (Scotland) A thin plate ;
a scale

; lamina ;

a rough part of wood, as made by sawing. Jamieson.

BLAIN, n. A pustule ;
a botch ;

a sore
;
an inflammation of

the tongue ;
a disease in cattle. Exodus ix.

BLAM'A-BLE, a. Deserving censure
; culpable ; censurable.

BLAM'A-BLE-NESS, n. Culpableness. Whitlock.

BLAM'A-BLY, ad. Culpably ; censurably. Ayliffe.

BLAME, v. 'a. [blctmer, Fr.] [i. BLAMED
; pp. BLAMING,

BLAMED.] To censure; to charge with fault. TV? be to

blame, to be blamable. See BLAME, n.

BLAME, n. Imputation of a fault
;
fault

;
crime

; censure.

#3~" There is a peculiar structure of this word," says
Dr. Johnson, "in which it is not very evident whether
it be a noun or a verb ; but I conceive it to be the noun

;

"

as in the phrase
" He is to blame," which is equivalent

to " He is blamable, worthy of blame, or to be blamed."

BLAME'FOL, a. Culpable ;
criminal. ShaJc.

BLAME'LESS, a. Free from blame
;
innocent.

BLAME'LESS-LY, ad. Innocently. Hammond.

BLAME'LESS-NESS, n. Innocence. Hammond.

BLAM'ER,'ra. One who blames ;
a censurer.

BLAME 'WOR-THI-NESS, (blam'wiir-tne-nes) n. The qual-

ity of deserving blame. A. Smith.

BLAME'WOR-THY, (blam'wur-tne) a. Culpable. Martin.

BLS.NCH, v. a. [blanchir, Fr.] [i.
BLANCHED

; pp. BLANCHING,
BLANCHED.] To whiten ;

to make white by peeling; to

change to white.

fBLANCH, v. n. To grow white
;
to evade

;
to shift.

BLiNCii'ER, 7t. One who blanches or whitens.

BLANCH-!M'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring the

bleaching power of certain chemical agents. Smart.

BLJtNCH'-FARM,* n. (Law) A kind of quitrent; rent paid
in silver ; white-rent. Blackstone.

BLNCH'ING,* n. The art or act of making any thing
white. Crabb.

BLANC-MANGE, *(bla-monj') [blo-monj', Wb.Ash; blSng-
monzh', Sm.] n. [blanc, white, and manger, food, Fr.]
A confected white jelly ;

food made of milk or cream,
sugar, almonds, isinglass, sago, &c. W. Ency. Now
written blanc-mange by good authorities

; though here-

tofore commonly written blanc-manger.

BLANC-MANGER,* (bl'a monj') n. [Fr.] A confected white

jelly. Merle. See BLANC-MANGE.

BLXND, a. [blandus, L.] Soft
;
mild

; gentle. Milton.

tBLXN-DA'TiON, n. A piece of flattery. Camden.

BLXN-DIL'O-QUENCE, n. vair and flattering speech, [net.

fBLXN'Dl-MENT, 7i. [blanaimentum, L.] Blandishment. Bur-

BLXN'DJSH, v. a. [blandir, Fr.] [i. BLANDISHED ; pp. BLAN-

DISHING, BLANDISHED.] To soothe ;
to flatter

;
to smooth

;

to soften. Milton.

BLXN'DISH-ER, n. One who blandishes. Cotgrave.
BLXN'DISH-ING, n. Blandishment. Beaumont.

BLXN'DISH-MENT, n. Act of blandishing; soft words
kind treatment. Dryden. [mers

BLXND'NESS,* n. State of being bland
; mildness. Ctial-

BLAN-GUlLLE',*n. A small coin of Barbary, value about
3 cents. Crabb.

BLXNK, a. [blanc, Fr.] White
;
void of written or printed

letters; without writing; pale; confused; not having
rhyme.

BLXNK, n. A void space on paper ;
a paper unwritten ; a

lot by which nothing is gained ;
the spot which the shot

is to hit.

BLXNK, v. a. [i. BLANKED; pp. BLANKING, BLANKED.] To
damp ;

to confuse
;
to efface ; to annul.

BLXNK'-CAR'TRIDGE,* n. A cartridge containing powder
only. Booth.

BLANK'ET, n. [blanchet, Fr.] A soft, coarsely-woven,
woollen cloth used for beds, for coverings of horses, &c.

BLXNK'ET, v. a. [i. BLANKETED; pp. BLANKETING, BLANK-

ETED.] To cover with a blanket
; to toss in a blanket.

BLXNK'ET-ING, n. Act of tossing in a blanket; cloth or
materials for blankets.

BLXNK'LY, ad. In a blank manner
;
with confusion.

BLXNK'NESS,* 71. State of being blank. jE. Eroing.
BLXNK'-VERSE',* n. Verse; metrical language; the he-

roic verse of five feet, without rhyme. Cowper.
BLARE, v. n. To bellow

;
to roar. Skinner. [R.]

BLARE,* n. A coin of Switzerland, value about 2 cents.

Crabb.

BLAR'NEY,* n. A marvellous narration
; gross flattery ;

unmeaning or vexatious discourse. Jamieson. [Low.]
BLAS-PHEME', (blas-fem') v. a. [blasphemo, low L. J [i.

BLASPHEMED; pp. BLASPHEMING, BLASPHEMED.] To speak
in terms of impious irreverence of God or of things sa-

cred
;
to speak impiously of; to speak evil of.

BLAS-PHEME', v. n. To speak blasphemy. Shak.

BLAS-PHEM'ER, (blas-fem'er) n. One who blasphemes.
BLAS-PHEM'ING, n. The act of blasphemy. Sandys.
BLXs'pHE-MOUS, a. Partaking of blasphemy; impiously

irreverent with regard to God or sacred things ; impious.
BLXS'PHE-MOUS-LY, ad. In a blasphemous manner.

BLXs'pHE-MY, (blas'fe-me) n. Some indignity offered to

God, or to divine things, in words or writing ; impious
malediction.

LXsT, n. A gust of wind
;
the sound made by blowing

any wind instrument; a blight; the infection of any
thing pestilential ;

a disease in the stomach of cattle.

BLAST, v. a. [i. BLASTED
; pp. BLASTING, BLASTED.] To

strike with a plague ;
to- make to wither

;
to blight ;

to

make unproductive; to injure; to make infamous; to

blow up mines, &c.
;
to rend asunder, as rocks by pow-

der.

v. 7i. To wither; to be blighted. Shak.

D,*^. a. Injured or destroyed by some calamity ;

blighted.
BLAS-TE'MA,* ra. (Bot.) The axis of growth of an embryo.

(Anal.) Homogeneous, gelatinous, and granular basis of
the ovum. Brande.

BLlsT'ER, n. One who blasts.

BLisT'iNG,* 71. A stroke of wind
;
a blight ;

an explosion.
Bible.

BLisT'iNG,*p. a. That blasts; blighting; destructive.

jBLiST'MENT, n. Blast. Shak.

BLXS-TQ-CAR'POUS,* a. (Bot.) Germinating inside of the

pericarp. Brande.

BLAST'PIPE,* n. A pipe in a locomotive engine to convey
the waste steam up the chimney, and quicken the fire.

Francis.

BLA'TANT, a. [blatant, Fr.] Bellowing as a calf. Dryden.
BLXTCH, v. a. To blacken ;

to blotch. Harmer. See
BLOTCH.

BLATE, a. Bashful
;
timid. Johnson. [North of England

and Scotland.]
(BLXT-ER-A'TION, n. [blateratio, L.] Noise. Coles.

BLXT'TER, v. n. To make a senseless noise. Spenser. [R.]

BLXT'TER-ER,*7i. One who blatters
;
a blusterer. Smart.[R.]

BLXT'TER-ING,* n. A senseless prating. Lee. [R.]

fBLXT-TER-ooN', (blat-ter-roon') n. A babbler. Howell.

BLAUN'BSK,* n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

BLAY, n. A small river fish
;
the bleak, or white-bait.

BLAZE, n. A flame
;
a stream of light ;

a burning ;
a white

mark upon a horse's forehead
;
a white mark on a tree.

BLAZE, v. n. [i.
BLAZED

; pp. BLAZING, BLAZED.] To burn
with a flame

;
to flame

;
to be conspicuous.

BLAZE, v. a. To publish; to blazon ;
to mark, ag trees,

taking off the bark.

BLAZ'ER, n. One who blazes. Spenser.

BLAZ'ING,* p. a. Giving a bright flame ; flaming.

BLAZ'ING-STAR,* ra. A comet. Ferguson.
BLA'ZON, (bla/zn) v. a. \blasonncr, Fr.] [i. BLAZONED ; , A

BLAZONING, BLAZONED.] To explain the figures on en-

signs armorial
;

to emblazon ;
to deck

;
to display ;

to

celebrate
; to blaze about.
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BLA'ZON,* (bla'zn) v. n. To make a brilliant figure; to
shine. Dr. Chalmers. JR.]

BLA'ZON, (bla'zn) n. The art of drawing coats of arms;
show ; divulgation ; celebration. Shak.

BLA'ZON-ER, (bla'zn-er) n. One who blazons.

BLA'ZON-RY, (bla'zn-re) n. The art of drawing coats of

arms; art of deciphering coats of arms; emblazonry;
heraldry.

BLEA, (ble) n. The wood just under the bark of a tree.

BLEACH, (blech) v. a. [i. BLEACHED
; pp. BLEACHING,

BLEACHED.] To whiten by exposure to the air
;

to
whiten. Shak.

BLEACH, (blech) v. n. To grow white. Shak.

BLEACH'ER, n. One who bleaches.

BLEACH'ER-Y, n. A place for bleaching cloths
;
a bleach-

er's office or grounds.
BLEACH'ING,* n. The act of making or growing white.

BLEAK, a. Exposed to the wind or cold
;
cold

;
chill.

BLEAK, n. A small river fish of the carp kind. Walton.
See BLAY.

BLEAK'LY, ad. In a bleak manner
; coldly. May.

BLEAK'NESS, n. State of being bleak; coldness.

tBLEAK'y, a. Bleak
;
cold. Dryden.

BLEAR, a. Dim with rheum or water
;
dim. Milton.

BLEAR, v. a.
[i. BLEARED ; pp. BLEARING, BLEARED.] To

make the eyes watery, sore, or dim.

BLEAR'ED,*"(bl3r'ed or blerd) p. a. Made dim
;
dim with

rheum.
BLEAR'ED-NESS, n. The state of being bleared. Wiseman.

BLEAR'-EYED, (blSr'Id) a. Having sore eyes. Sackville.

BLEAT, (blet) v. n.
[i. BLEATED ; pp. BLEATING, BLEATED.]

To cry as a sheep. Skak.

BLEAT, n. The cry of a sheep or lamb. Chapman.
BLEAT'ING, n. The cry of lambs or sheep. Bale.

BLEB, re. A blister
;
a vesicle

;
a tumor. Sprat.

BLED, i. &. p. from Bleed. See BLEED.

JBLEE, w. Color; complexion. Chaucer.

BLEED, v.n. [i. BLED ; pp. BLEEDING, BLED.] To lose blood ;

to die a violent death
;
to drop, as blood.

BLEED, v. a. To let or take blood from. Pope.
BLEED'iNG,*n. A discharge of blood ; blood-letting. Crabb.

BLEIT, (blet) a. Bashful
; blate. [Provincial.] See BLATE.

BLEM'ISH, v. a. [blSmir, Fr.] [L BLEMISHED
; pp. BLEM-

ISHING, BLEMISHED.] To mark with any deformity; to

defame. [taint.

BLEM'ISH, n. A mark of deformity ; reproach ;
a soil

;

BLEM'ISH-LESS, a. Without blemish or spot. Feltham.

fBLEM'lSH-MENT, n. Disgrace. Bp. Morton.

{BLENCH, v. n. To shrink
j
to start back. Shak.

{BLENCH, v. a. To hinder. Carew.

{BLENCH, n. [blencke, Teut.] A start. Shak.

{BLENCH'ER, 7i. He or that which frightens.

BLENCH'-HoLD-lNG,*n. (Law) A quitrent paid in silver.

Blackstone.

BLEND, v. a. [i. BLENDED ^BLENT); pp. BLENDING, BLENDED
(JBLENT).] To mingle ;

to mix; to confound. [|To pol-
lute ;

to blind. Spenser.]
BLENDE,* n. (Min.) A metallic ore

;
a compound of zinc

and sulphur, called by miners black-jack. Lyell.

BLENB'ER, n. One who blends. Sherwood.

BLEND'ING,* n. Act of mingling or blending ; something
mixed.

BLEND'WA-TER* n. A distemper incident to black cattle.

Crabb.

BLEN'NY,* n. [Ich.] A fish of several varieties. P. Cyc.

fBLENT, i. & p. Blended. [Obsolete or antiquated.] See
BLEND.

BLESS, V. a. [L BLESSED Or BLEST ; pp. BLESSING, BLESSED
or BLEST. Blessed is used as a verb, participle, and ad-

jective ; blest, rarely as an adjective.] To bestow blessing

upon ;
to make happy; to wish happiness to. &5~ It is

sometimes used in the form of an interjection ; as,
" Bless

us!" " Bless me!" Milton,

BLESS'BOK,* n. (ZooZ.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

BLESSED,* (blest) i. Sep. from Bless. Made happy. SeeBLEss.

BLESS'ED, a. Happy; holy and happy; happy in heaven.

BLESS'ED-LY, ad. With blessing ; happily. Sidney.

BLfiss'ED-NESS, 7i. Happiness ; felicity ; heavenly felicity ;

divine favor.

BLESS'ED-Tirfs'TLE, (-this'sl) n. The name of a plant.

BLESS'ER, n. One who blesses. Bp. Taylor.

BLESS'ING, n. A good thing invoked, bestowed, or pos-
sessed

;
a benediction ;

divine favor
;
benefit.

BLEST, i. &.p. from Bless. See BLESS.

BLE'TQN-IST,* n. One who has the faculty of perceiving
subterraneous springs by sensation. Smart.

BLEW, (blu) i. from Blow. See BLOW.

BLEYME, (blCm) n. An inflammation in a horse's foot.

BLIGHT, (bllt) n. A pestilence among plants ;
an injury or

disease incident to plants ; mildew ; any thing nipping
or blasting.

BLIGHT, (blit) v. a. [i.
BLIGHTED ; pp. BLIGHTING, BLIGHT-

ED.] To injure by blight, blast, or mildew; to corrupt;
to blast.

BLIGHT'ING,*P. a. Making unfruitful; blasting.

fBLi'N, v. a. To cease or stop. Spenser.

BLIND, a. Destitute of sight ;
unable to see

; intellectually
dark

;
unseen

; not discernible.

BL!ND, v. a. [L BLINDED
; pp. BLINDING, BLINDED.} To

make blind
;
to deprive of sight; to darken ; to eclipse j

to fill interstices between stones with gravel. London.

BLIND, n. Something to hinder the sight ; something to

mislead the eye or the understanding. See BLINDAGE.

BLIND'AJGE,* n. A military building formed of stout tim-

ber, to secure troops, stores, and artillery : called also a
blind. P. Cyc.

BLIND'-BEE-TLE,* n. An insect, called also the cockchaf-
er. Booth.

BLIND'ED,*^. a. Made blind
; deprived of sight.

BLIND'ER,* n. He or that which blinds. Blinders, called

also winkers, and blinkers, are an appendage to a bridle.

Booth. _
BLIND'FOLD, . a. [i.

BLINDFOLDED
; pp. BLINDFOLDING,

BLINDFOLDED.] To cover the eyes ; to hinder from seeing.

BLIND'FOLD, a. Having the eyes covered. Spenser.

BLIND'FOLD-ED,* j>. a. Having the eyes covered with a
blind.

BLIND'ING,*^. a. Making blind ; depriving of sight.

BLIND'LY, ad. In a blind manner
;
without sight.

BLIND'-MXN,* n. A man deprived of sight. Shak.

BLlND'-MXN'-BtJFF', n. A play in which one that is blind-

ed tries to catch others.

BLIND'NESS, n. Want of sight ; ignorance. Spenser.

BLIND'NET-TLE, n. The wild hemp.
BLIND'SIDE, n. A weak side ;

a weak part. Swift.

BLIND'WORM, (-wiirm) n. A small viper ;
a slow-worm.

BLlNK, v. n. [blincken, Danish.] [i. BLINKED ;pp. BLINKING,
BLINKED.] To wink ; to see obscurely, or with frequent

winking.
BLINK,* v. a. To start from with aversion. Smart.
BL!NK. n. A glimpse ;

a glance. Bp. Hall.

BLTNK'ARD, n. One who has bad eyes ; something twink-

ling.

'

[Crabb.

BLtNK'-BEER,*7t. Beer kept unbroached till it is sharp.

BLINK'ER,* n. One that blinks
;
an expansion on the side

of the' bridle of a horse to prevent him from seeing on
either side. Brande.

BLTNK'ING,* n. The act of winking with the eyes. Ash.

BLINKS',* 7i. pi. Boughs put in the way where deer pass.
Crabb.

BLTss, n. The happiness of heaven
; complete happiness }

felicity.

BLtss'pftL, a. Happy in the highest degree ;
blessed.

BLtss'FGL-LY, ad. In a blissful manner; happily.

BLlss'rOL-NESS, n. Happiness. Barrow.

tBLtss'LESS, a. Without bliss. Hawkins.

JBLls'spM, v. n. To be in a state to receive the ram. Scott.

fBLts'spM, v. a. To tup as a rarn. Coles.

{BL!ST. Formerly used for blessed or blest.

tBLtST,p. Wounded. Spenser.

BLts'TER, 7i. A pustule; a vesicle; a thin bladder on the
skin

;
a plaster to raise blisters.

BLts'TER, V. n.
[i.

BLISTERED
J pp. BLISTERING, BLISTERED.]

To rise in vesicles or blisters.

BLts'TER, v. a. To raise blisters
;

to apply a blistering

plaster.

BLIS'TER-Y,* a. Having or resembling blisters. Hooker.

ELITE, n. A genus of plants ;
a kind of beet

; strawberry
spinach.

IJBLlTHE, [blltft, S. W. P. J. E.F.Ja. Sm.K.] a. Gay; airyj

joyous. Hooker.

NBLITHE'FOL, a. Full of gayety; blithe. Minsheu.
I BLITHE'LY, ad. In a blithe manner.
BLITHE'NESS, n. The quality of being blithe.

BLITHE'SQ'ME, (bllth'sum) a. Gay; cheerful. Philips.

y
BLITHE 'SQME-NESS, n. The quality of being blithesome.

BLOAT, (blot) v. a. [i. BLOATED; pp. BLOATING, BLOATED.]
To puff up ;

to swell, or make turgid. Dryden.
BLOAT, v. n. To grow turgid ;

to swell. Jlrbuthnot.

fBLOAT, a. Swelled with intemperance. Sliak.

BLOAT'ED,* j. a. Swelled
; puffed up; made turgid.

BLOAT'ED-NESS, n. Turgidness. Arbuthnot.

BLSAT'ER,* n. One who bloats
;
a kind of cured herring.

W. Ency.
BL5B, 7i. A small lump; something blunt and round; a

bubble. Forby. [Provincial.]
BLSB'BER, n. A bubble

;
blubber. Carew.

BLOB'BER-LIP, n. A thick lip. Dryden.
BLOB'BER-LIPPED, (blob'ber-lipt) a. Having thick lips.

BLOB'LIPPED, (blob'llpt) a. Same as blobberlipped. Qrew.

fBLSB'TALE, n. A telltale. Bp. Hacket.

BLOCK, n. [block, D.] A heavy piece of wood, marble, or
other stone

;
the piece of wood on which hats are formed }

the wood on which criminals are beheaded
;
an obstruc-

tion. (JVaMt.) The case that contains the wheel of a

pulley ;
a ship's block ;

a pulley. [A blockhead. Shale.]

BL6CK, v. a. [bloquer, Fr.] [i.
BLOCKED ; pp. BLOCKING,

BLOCKED.] To shut up ;
to obstruct.
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BLScK-ADE', v. a. [i.
BLOCKADED ; pp. BLOCKADING, BLOCK-

ADED.] To shut up, as a port, so as to prevent vessels

from going in or out ;
to close by obstruction.

BLOCK-ADE', n. The act of blockading or shutting up a

port, so as to prevent vessels from going in or out
;
a siege

carried on by shutting up the place to prevent relief.

BLOCK'HEAD, (blok'hed) n. A stupid fellow
;
a dolt.

BLOCK'-HEAD-ED, (blok'-hed-ed) a. Stupid ;
dull. L'R-

strange. [Low.]
BLOCK'HEAD-IM,* n. The quality of a blockhead. Smart.

BL6cK'HEAD-LY, a. Like a blockhead. Dryden.
BLocK'-HoCSE,' n. A fortress to defend a harbor, or a pass.

BLOCK'ING,* n. A rough, square piece of wood glued on
the joints, on the under side of stairs. Francis.

BLScK'lSH, a. Like a block
; stupid ;

dull. Shak.

BLOCK'ISH-LY, ad. In a stupid manner. Harmar.

BL6cK'is_H-NESS, n. Stupidity ;
dulriess. Hakewill.

BLOCK'LIKE, a. Stupid. Beaum. fy Fl.

BLOCK'MAK-ER,* n. One who makes blocks. King.
BLOCK-TIN', n. Tin cast into blocks or ingots.

BLOM'A-RY, (blom'^-re) [bloin'a-re, K. Wb. Cobb; blS'ma-

re, Ja.] The first forge in the iron mills, or a mass of iron

after having undergone the first hammering. Bailey. See
BLOOMARV.

fBLdN'KET, a. Gray. Spenser.

BL$OD, (blud) n. The red fluid which circulates in the

heart and bloodvessels of men and animals
;
one who

has received his blood from another ;
child

; progeny ;

family ;
kindred

;
descent

;
blood royal ;

birth
;
murder

;

a rake
;
a man of fire

; juice of any thing.

BL6OD, V. O. [l.
BLOODED

; pp. BLOODING, BLOODED.] To
stain with blood

;
to inure to blood ; to let blood ;

to

bleed
;
to heat.

BL6oD,* a. Of the color of blood
;
of a superior or particu-

lar breed
; as, a blood horse. Crabb.

BLOOD'-B^-SPOT'TED, a. Spotted with blood. Shak.

tBL&OD'-BOL'TERED, (-terd) a. Clotted with blood. Shak.

BLdoD'-BOUGHT,* (blud'bawt) a. Bought with blood.

Cowper.
BL6oD'-cON-SUM'}NG, a. Consuming the blood. Shak.

BL^OD'-DYED *
(blud'did) a. Dyed in blood. Everett.

BL6oD'-EX-TbRT'iNG,*a. Forcing out blood. Cowper.

BL6oD'-FLO\*r-ER, 7i. A bulbous plant; the haemanthus.
Crabb.

BL$OD'-FRO-ZEN, (blud'fro-zn) a. Having the blood fro-

zen. Speiiser.

BL6oD'GUfLT-l-NESS, (blud'gilt-e-nes) n. Murder.

BL6oD'HEAT,*'n. Heat of the same degree as the blood.

Henry.
BL<!>OD'-HORSE,* n. A horse of distinguished qualities or

breed. Booth.

BLOOD'-HOT, a. Hot in the same degree with blood. Locke.

BLftoo'HopND, (bliid'hbund) n. A hound that follows by
the scent,' and seizes with great fierceness. Dryden.

BLOOD'I-LY, (blud'e-le) ad. In a bloody manner.

BL6oD'j-NESS, (blud'e-nes) n. State of being bloody.

BLOOD'LESS, (blud'les) a. Without blood
;
dead. Shak.

BL6oD'LESS-Ly,* (blud'les-le) ad. Without blood. Byron.

BLOOD'LET, (b'liid'let) v. n. To bleed. Jlrbuthnot.

BLOOD'LET-TER, n. A phlebotomist. Wiseman.

BLOOD'LET-TING,* n. Act of letting blood
; phlebotomy.

Mead.

BLOOD'LIKE,* a. Resembling blood. Jodrell.

BLOOD'-PQL-LUT'ED,* a. Stained with blood. Pope.

BLOOD'-RED,^blud'red) a. Red as blood. Mirror for Mag.
BLOOD'-RE-LA'TIQN,* n. One related by blood or descent.

Booth.

BLOOD'ROOT,* n. A plant ; the root of the sanguinaria
canadensis, the root of which is of a red color

;
bloodvvort.

Brande.
BLOOD'-SXc-Ri-Ficz *

(-fiz) n. A sacrifice made with
blood. Shak.

BL.$OD'-SHA-KEN, (blud'sha-kn) a. Having the blood put
in commotion. B. Jonson.

BLOOD'SHED, n. The crime of murder ; slaughter.

BLOOD'SHED-DER, n. One who sheds blood.

BLOOD'SHED-DING, n. The shedding of blood.

BLOOD'SHOT, (blud'shot) a. Inflamed by turgidnessof the
bloodvessels ;

filled with blood.

BLOOD'SHOT-TEN, (blud'shot-tn) a. Bloodshot.

BLOOD-SHOT'TEN-NESS, n. State of being bloodshotten.

BL^OD'-SIZED, (blud'sizd) a. Sized with blood. Beaum,

SfFI.
BLOOD'-SpXv-lN,* n. A disease incident to horses. Ash.

BLOOD'-Sp'fLL-ER,* 7i. One who sheds blood. QM. Rev.

BLftoo'-SPlLL-jNG,* w. The act of shedding blood. Dr
Allen.

BLdoo'-STAlNED, (blud'stand) a. Stained with blood. Shak

BLOOD'-STONE, ?t. A dark-green, silicious mineral, vari

egated by red spots ;
hematite

;
an amulet to prevenl

bleeding at the nose.

BL6oD'sOcK-ER, (blud'suk-er)n. He or that which sucks

blood : a leech
;
a cruel man.

BLOOD^DCK-ING, a. Sucking blood. Shak.
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BL6ou'-s\yoLN, a. Suffused with blood. May.
BLOOD'THIRS-TI-NSS,* n. Quality of being bloodthirsty.

EC. Rev.

?LOOD'THIRS-TY, a. Desirous to shed blood
; murderous.

}L<5oD'vs-SEL,w. A vessel in which the blood circulates.

?LOOD'WARM, a. Warm as blood. Coles.

BLOOD'WITE, n. A fine anciently paid for blood.

BLOOD'-wc5N,* (blud'wun) a. Won by shedding blood.
Scott.

doD'wORT, (blud'wurt) n. An American perennial
plant, the red juice of which is used by the Indians to

paint themselves with : a species of English wild dock.

JLOOD'Y, (blud'e) a. Stained or covered with blood
;
cruel.

JLOOD'Y, v._a.
To make bloody. Beaum. Sf Fl.

BL&OD'Y-EYED, (blud'e-ld) a. Having bloody eyes.

BDOOD'Y-FACED, (blud'e-fast) a. Having a bloody face or

appearance. Shak.

BLSOD'Y-FLUX, (blud'e-fluks) n. The dysentery.
BLOOD'Y-FLUXED, (blud'e-flukst) a. Afflicted with the

bloody-flux. Bp. Hall.

BLOOD'Y-HUNT-ING, a. Hunting for blood. Shak.

BLOOD'Y-MIND-ED, a. Disposed to murder
; cruel.

BLOOD'Y-RED, a. Having the color of blood. Phil. Trans.

BLOOD'Y-SCEP-TERED, (blud'e-sep-terd) a. Having a scep-
tre obtained by blood. Shak.

LoOD'y-SwEAT,* n. The sweating sickness. Smart.

BLOOM, 'TI. [bloma, Goth.] A blossom
;
a flower

;
the open-

ing of flowers; the prime of life; native flush on the
cheek

;
the blue color upon plums, &c.: a square piece

of iron two feet long; a mass of iron after having under-

gone the first hammering.
BLOOM, V. n. [i. BLOOMED ; ppt BLOOMING, BLOOMED.] To
produce blossoms

;
to flower

;
to blossom

;
to be in a state

of youth. Pope.
fBLOOM, v. a. To put forth

;
to produce. Spenser.

BLOOM'A-RY,* n. A mass of iron after having undergone
the first hammering ; same as bloom or blomary. Francis.

BLOOM'ING,* p. a. Flourishing with blossoms or bloom;
youthful.

BLOOM'ING-LY, ad. In a blooming manner.

BLOOM'LESS,* a. Having no bloom. E. Eroing.
BLOOM'Y, a. Full of blooms or blossoms. Milton.

fBLORE, n. Act of blowing ;
a blast. Chapman.

BLOS'SOM, n. The flower of a plant ;
bloom.

BLOS'SQM, v. n. [i. BLOSSOMED; pp. BLOSSOMING, BLOS-

SOMED.] To put forth blossoms
;
to bloom

;
to flower.

BLOS'SOMED,* (blos'sumd) p. a. Having or covered with
blossoms. Thomson.

BLOS'SOM-Y, a. Full of blossoms. Chaucer.

BLOT, v. a. [blotter, Fr.] [I..BLOTTED ; pp. BLOTTING, BLOT-

TED.] To obliterate
;
to efface

;
to erase

;
to spot ;

to stain ;

to blur; to disgrace.

BLOT, TI. An obliteration
;
a blur

;
a spot ;

a stain.

BLOTCH, n. A spot upon the skin
;
a pustule.

BL5TCH, v. a. To blacken
;
to mark with blotches. Drayton,

BLOTCH'V,* a. Having blotches
; spotted. Smart.

fBLOTE, v. a. To dry by smoke. Sherwood.

BLOT'TER, n. He or that which blots or effaces
;
a waste

book used in counting-houses.
BLOT'TING, n. The making of spots, marks, or stains.

BLOT'TING,* p. a. Making blots; blurring; effacing.

BL6T'T}NG-PA-PER,* 7t. Soft paper to absorb or dry ink.

Henry.
BLOW, (bio) n. A stroke

;
a calamity ;

a sudden or fatal

event
;
an egg of a fly, or the act of depositing it

;
bloom

or blossom.

BLOW, (bio) v. n. [i. BLEW; pp. BLOWING, BLOWN.] To
make a current of air ; to pant ;

to breathe
;
to sound ; to

flower
;
to bloom. To blow over, to pass away without

effect. To blow up, to fly into the air by the force of gun-
powder ; to explode.

BLOW, (bio) v. a. To drive by the wind ; to inflame with
wind

;
to swell

;
to form into shape by the breath ; to

sounft wind-music
;
to warm with the breath

;
to spread

by report ; to infect with the eggs of flies ; to flyblow. To
blow out, to extinguish by wind. To blow up, to inflate

with breath
;
to burst with gunpowder ;

to cause to ex-

plode ;
to destroy ;

to kindle.

BLOW'BALL, n. The dandelion in seed. B. Jonson.

BL6w'EN,*orBLdw'ESS,*n. A common prostitute. Smart.

[Low.]
BLOW'ER, (blo'er) n. One who blows; an apparatus for

drawing up the fire in a stove or chimney.
BLOW'-FLY,* n. The large flesh fly. Farm. Ency.

BLOW'ING, (blo'jng)n. The act of blowing; a blasting.

BLOW'-MILK,* TI. Milk from which cream is blown
Farm. Ency.

BLOWN, (blon) p. from Blow. See BLOW.

BLOW'PIPE, (blo'pip) n. (C/icm.) An instrument by w
a small jet of air is directed into a flame. It is used to

ascertain the effect of intense heat upon a variety of sub-

stances ;
and it is also much used in soldering.

BLOW'POINT, (blo'pbint) n. A child's play. Donne.

JBLOWTH, (b!5th) 7i. Bloom or blossom. Raleigh.

3 for
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sDcK-lNG, a. Sucking blood. Shak. JBLOWTH, (b!5th) n. Bloom or blossom. Raleigh.
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BLOW'Y,* (blo'e) a. Windy ; blowing. Month. Rev. [R.]

BLOWZE, n. A ruddy, fat-faced wench. Bp. Hall. A light
sort of garment.

BLOWZED,* (blduzd) a. Sunburnt; ruddy and coarse.

Goldsmith.

BLOW'ZY, a. Sunburnt; high-colored ; tawdry.
fBLlJB, v. a. To swell. Mirror for Magistrates.
BLUB'BER, n. The fat of whales, or the cellular membrane
which includes it: a bubble

;
a sea-nettle.

BLUB'BER, v. n. [i. BLUBBERED ; pp. BLUBBERING, BLUB-

BERED.] To weep in such a manner as to swell the cheeks.
Shak.

BLUB'BER, T>. a. To swell the cheeks with weeping. Sidney.

BLOB'BERED, (blub'berd) ;>. a. Swelled. Dryden.
BLODG'EQN, (bluj'un) n. A short stick, with one end load-

ed, used as an offensive weapon.
BLUE,* [blu, S. W. P. J. F. E. Ja. K. ; blu, Sm.] n. One of

the seven original colors.

BLUE, a. Of a blue color; sky-colored. Ure. To look blue,
to be disconcerted. Brockeit.

BLUE'BELL,* n. A bulbous flowering plant. Farm. Eney.
BLUE'BER-RV,* n. A shrub and its fruit

;
a small berry, of

several varieties.

BLUE'BIRD,* . A small bird, with a cheerful song, being
in America a harbinger of spring. P. Cyc.

BLUE'BSN-NET,* n. An annual plant and flower
;
bluebot-

tle. Booth.

BLUE'BOT-TLE, (blu'bot-tl) n. A genus of plants ;
a flower

of the bell shape; a fly with a large, blue belly.
BLUE'BREAST * n. A bird resembling the redstart and wag-

tail. P. Cyc.

BLUE'BREAST-ED,* a. Having a blue breast. Hill.

BLUE'-CAT,* n. A Siberian cat, valued for its fur. Booth.

BLUE'-COL-ORED,* (-urd) a. Of the color of blue. Swift.

BLUE'-DEv'iL,* 71. pi. A cant phrase for dejection, hypo-
chondria, or low spirits. Fo. QM. Rev.

BLUE'-EYED, (blu'Id) a. Having blue eyes. Crashaw.

BLUE'-GRAss,* n. A perennial grass ; wire-grass. Farm.

Ency.
BLUE'-HAlRED, a. Having blue hair. Milton.

BLUE'LY, ad. With a blue color. More.

BLUE'NESS, n. The quality of being blue. Boyle.

BLUE'PE-TER,* n. The signal flag for sailing. Maunder.

BLUE'-RU-IN,* n. A cant name for whisky, gin, &c. T.

Carlyle.

BLUE'STOCK-ING,* n. A cant term for a literary woman.
Sir E. Brydyes. [Ch. Ob.

BLUE'STOCK'-ING-ISM,* n. Female learning or pedantry.
BLUE'VEINEDJ (blu'vand) a. Having blue veins. Sfiak.

BLUE'y,*a. Partaking of blue; bluish. Southey.
BLOFF, a. Big; surly; blustering; obtuse. Dryden.
BLDFF,*. A high, steep bank or shore

; high land project-
ing almost perpendicularly into the sea. Mar. Diet.

BLUFF'NESS, n. Surliness; bloatedness. The World.

BLU'ISH, a. Blue in some degree. Shak.

BLU'ISH-NESS, n. A small degree of blue color. Boyle.

BLUN'DER, v. n. [blunderen, Dutch.] [i. BLUNDERED; pp.
BLUNDERING, BLUNDERED.] To mistake grossly ;

to- floun-
der

; to stumble.

BLDN'DER, v. a. To mix or confound foolishly.

BLUN'DER, n. A gross mistake
;
a palpable error.

BLUN'DER-BUSS, n. A gun of large bore, discharging many
bullets. Dryden. A blunderhead. Potter.

BLDN'DER-ER, n. One who commits blunders. Watts.

BLUN'DER-HEAD, n. A stupid, careless fellow. L'Estrange.
BLUN'DER-ING,*P. a. Committing blunders; grossly erring.

BLON'DER-ING-LY, ad. In a blundering manner. Lewis.

BLUNT, a. Dull on the edge or point ;
dull in understand-

ing; rough ;
rude

;
not civil

; abrupt.
BLUNT, v. a.

[i. BLUNTED; pp. BLUNTING, BLUNTED.] To
dull the edge or point ;

to repress.

BLfiNT'iNG, n. Act of dulling; restraint.

BLUNT'ISH,* a. Somewhat blunt. Jlsh.

BLONT'LY, ad. In a blunt manner
; coarsely. Shak.

BLUNT'NESS, n. State of being blunt
; coarseness.

BLUNT'WIT-TED, a. Dull
; stupid. Shak.

BLUR, n. A blot
;
a stain

;
a spot. South.

BLUR,. a.
[i. BLURRED ; pp. BLURRING, BLURRED.] To blot J

to soil
;
to obscure

;
to stain.

BLURT, c. a.
[i.

BLURTED ; pp. BLURTING, BLURTED.] To
utter suddenly or inadvertently ;

to bolt. Shak.

BLUSH, V. 11. [L BLUSHED
J pp. BLUSHING, BLUSHED.] To

redden in the cheeks from shame, confusion, or modesty;
to become reddish ;

to carry a red color.

BLUSH, v. a. To make red. Shak.
[R.J

BLUSH, n. Redness in the cheeks raised by shame or con-
fusion ;

a reddish color : sudden appearance or glance ;

as,
" at the first blush." Locke.

JBLUSH'ET, n. A young, modest girl. B. Jonson.

BLUSH'FUL, a. Full of blushes. Thomson.

BLUSH'ING, n. The raising of blushes. Bp. Taylor.

BLUSH'ING,*;*. a. Manifesting blushes or confusion.
BLUSH-'LESS. a. Without a blush

; impudent. Sandys.

BLOsH'y,'a. Having the color of a blush. Bacon. [R.]

BLUS'TER, v. n.
[?'.

BLI:STERED : pp. BLUSTERING, BLUS-

TERED.] To make a loud noise
;
to roar as a storm

; to

bully ;
to boast

;
to swagger.

fBLus'TER, v. a. To blow down. Seasonable Sermon.

BLUS'TER, n. Roar of sturms; tumult; aloud noise; tur-
bulence

;
boast

; boisterousness.

BLUS'TER-ER, n. One who blusters
;
a swaggerer.

BLUS'TER-ING, n. Tumult ; noise. South.

fBLus'TER-ous, a. Tumultuous; noisy. Shale.

B-Mi, (b5-me) n. A note in music. Shak.

Bo, interj. A word used to terrify children. Temple.
Bo'A,* n. [I;.] A race of large serpents: an article of

dress for the neck, made of fur, and somewhat in the form .

of the serpent boa. Scudamore.

Bo'A-CoN-STRic'TOR,*7t. The largest species of variegated
serpents ;

a python. Brande.

BOAR, (bor) n. The male swine
;
the wild boar.

BOARD, (bord) n. Apiece of sawed timber, broad and thin,
and of undefined length ;

a table ; food ;
diet

;
the persons

assembled round a table
;
a number of persons who have

the management of some public office or trust
; a council

;

a court
; the deck of a ship.

BOARD, v. a. [i. BOARDED; pp. BOARDING, BOARDED.] To
enter a ship by force

;
to attack

;
to lay with boards

; to

supply with food
;
to place as a boarder.

BOARD, v. n. To live in a house at a certain rate for eating ;

to be furnished with food or meals.

BOARD'A-BLE, a. That may be boarded. Sherwood.

BOARD'ER, n. One who boards
;
a tabler.

B6ARD'iNG-H6usE,*7i. Ahouse where board is furnished.
Crabb.'

BOARD'JNG-PIKE,* 7i. A weapon used by sailors in board-

jng a ship. Crabb.

BOARD'JNG-SJEHOOL, (bord'ing-skol) n. A school where
the scholars live and board with the teacher.

BOARD'-WA-GES, (bord'wa-jez) n. pi. Wages allowed to

servants to keep themselves in victuals. Dryden.
BOAR'ISH, (b5r'ish) a. Swinish

;
brutal. Shak.

BOAR'-SPEAR, n. A spear used in hunting the boar. Spen-
ser.

BoAR'-TnYs-TLE,* (bor'this-sl) n. A plant : called also

spear-thistle. Booth.

BOAST, (host) v. n.
[i.

BOASTED
; pp. BOASTING, BOASTED.]

, To glory ;
to vaunt

;
to brag ;

to talk ostentatiously ;
to ex-

alt one's self.

B5AST, v. a. To brag of; to magnify ; to exalt. Psalms.

BOAST, n. A vaunting speech ;
an expression of ostenta-

_tion ;
a cause of boasting.

BOAST'ER, n. One who boasts ; a braggart. Boyle.

BOAST'FUL, a. Addicted to boasting ;
ostentatious.

BOAST'FUL-LY,* ad. In a boastful manner. Dr. Allen.

BOAST'ING, n. Act of making boasts.

BOAST'ING,* p. a. Making boasts; vaunting.
BOAST'ING-LY, ad. Ostentatiously. Decay of Piety.

tBoAST'iVE, (bost'iv) a. Presumptuous ;
boastful. Shenstone.

B5AST'LESS, a. Without ostentation. Thomson.

BOAT, (b5t) n. A small vessel to pass the water, propelled
by oars, by steam, or by sails

;
a small ship or vessel.

BOAT,* v. a. [i. BOATED ; pp. BOATING, BOATED.] To carry

^>r transport in a boat. Wdberforce.

BOAT'A-BLE,* a. Navigable with boats. Morse. [U. S.]

BOAT'-BLLL,* n. A bird of about the size of the domestic
hen. P. Cyc.

BOAT'BITILD-ER,* n. One who makes boats. Jodrell.

BOAT'-FLY,* *. An insect which lives in stagnant waters.
Crabb.

BOAT'-HOOK,* (bot'huk) n. Along pole with a hook at the

end, which is used in boats. Crabb.

BOAT'ING,* n. The act of conveying in a boat. Wilberforce.
A cruel punishment, inflicted by the ancient Persians, by
confining the offender between two boats. Mar. Diet.

tBo-A'TioN, n. [boare, L.] Roar; noise. Derham.

BOAT'LIKE,* a. Formed like a boat. Drayton.
BOAT'MAN, n. ; pi. BOAT'MEN. One who manages a boat.

Prior.

BOAT'-ROPE,* n. A rope fastening a boat to a ship. Crabb.

BOAT'SHELL,* n. A crustaceous animal. JIM.

BOATS'MAN, n. Same as boatman. Dryden.
BOAT'SW'AIN, (bot'swan or bo'sn) [bot'swan, colloquially

bo'sn, W. Sm. ; bo'sn, S. P. K. R. ; bot'swan or bo'sn, J. F.
Ja. ; bot'sn, E.] n. An officer on board a ship who has

charge of the boats, rigging, anchors, and cables, and
whose duty it is to summon the crew.

BOB, v. a. [i. BOBBED
; pp. BOBBING, BOBBED.] To strike,

as by regular mechanical motion
;
to beat

;
to clip ;

to get

by cheating; to cheat.

B5B, v. n. To play backward and forward ;
to bait or angle.

BOB, n. Something of small size, or curtailed, or that hangs
so as to play loosely; a round ball at the end of a string;
a blow

;
the burden of a song ;

a term in ringing ;
a worm

used for a bait in angling ;
a bobwig; a jest or joke.

tBp-BXNCE', n. [Fr.l Boasting. Chaucer.

BSB'BER-Y,* n. A disturbance; nonsense. Forby. [Collo-

quial and vulgar.]
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B6B'wiG,_7i. A short wig, or a wig of

BO-CAR'DO,* n. (Logic) A species of

BOC'A-SINE, n. [boccasin, Fr.J A fine

BOI

BOE'BW, n. [bobine, Fr.j A small, wooden pin to wind
thread on, used in making lace, <fcc. ; a round tape.

BOB'BIN WORK, (-wiirk) TI. Work woven with bobbins.

BOB'CHER-RY, 71. A play among children, in which a

cherry is hung so as to bob against the mouth, Arbuthnot.

BOB'O-LJNK,* 7!. A beautiful singing-bird of America,
called also bobolink-horn, bob-link, rice-bird, and reed-bird.

P. Cyc.

BOB'STAY,* n. (Naut.) A short rope used to confine the

bowsprit downward to the stem. Mar. Diet.

BOB'TAIL, n. A tail cut short
;
the rabble.

BOB'TAILED, (bob'tald) a. Having a taiLcut, or short.

BOB'TAIL-WIG,* TI. Same as bobmig. Booth.

;
of short hair,

species" of syllogism. Crabb.

?r.] A fine buckram, resembling
taffeta; calamanco. Cotgrave.

BOCK'E-LET, n. A kind of long-winged hawk. Crabb.

BOCK'E-RET, 71. Same as bockelet. Bailey.

BocK'iNG,*n. Red herring : a coarse woollen stuff. Crabb.

BocK'LXND,* n. (Law) A possession or inheritance held

_by evidence in writing ;
bookland. Hume.

BODE, v. a.
[i. BODED ; pp. BODING, BODED.] To portend ;

to foreshow
;
to forebode. Shak.

BOJDE, v. n. To be an omen. Dryden.
|B_ODE, n. An omen

; delay or stop. Chaucer.

BODE'MENT, n. A portent ;
omen. Shak. [R.]

tfiODGE, v. TI. To boggle; to stop; to botch. Shak.

tBoD^E, n. A botch. Whitlock.

BOD'ICE, (bod'js) n. Short stays for women ; a corset.

BOD'JED, a. Having a body. Shak.

BOD'I-LESS, a. Having no body ; incorporeal.
BOD'I-LI-NESS, TI. Corporality. Minsheu.

Boo'i-Ly, a. Relating to the body ; corporeal ; real.

BOD'I-LY, ad. In the form of a body ; corporeally.
BSo'jNG, n. A foreshowing; omen. Bp. Ward.

BOD'KIN, n. An instrument used to bore holes in cloth, &c.;
an instrument to draw a thread through a loop ; an in-
strument to dress the hair. [fA dagger. Chaucer.]

BOD'KIN-WORK,* (-wiirk) n. A sort of trimming. Crabb.

BO'DLE,* n. A Scotch penny, equal to half an English
penny. W. Scott.

BOD'LEI-AN,* (bod'le-an) a. Relating to or founded by Sir
Thomas Bodley ;

as
?

" the Bodleian Library." Warton.

BSo'y, n. The material substance of an animal
; matter,

or the material part, opposed to spirit ; any portion of
matter of which the existence can be perceived by any
of the senses; a person; reality; a collective mass;
the main army ;

a corporation ;
the main part ;

the bulk
;

a system ; strength; substance. (Ocom.) Any solid

figure.

Boo'y, v. a. [L BODIED
; pp. BODYING, BODIED.] To change

to or produce in some form. Shak.

BOD'Y-CLOTHE, n. pi. Clothing for horses. See CLOTHES.
BOD'Y-GUARD, (-g'ard) n. The guard that protects the per-
son

;
a life-guard.

BOD'Y-POL'I-TI'C,* TI. A nation or community constituted
under a government or police. Butler.

BCE-O'TIAN,* (be-6'shan) n. A native of Bceotia in Greece.
Clarke.

'

BCE-O'TIAN,* a. Belonging to Bceotia; dull; rude. Mitford.
B5&, TI. [bog, Ir., soft.] A marsh

; a morass
;
a quagmire.

Bogiron-ore, a hydrate of iron deposited by water, a
sort of ore found abundantly in low, swampy grounds,
in amorphous or tuberous masses.

BOG, v. a. To whelm as in mud or mire. B. Jonson, [R.]
BSG'BBAN,* n. A plant called the buckbean and water-

trefoil. Booth.

B5G'-iCARTH,* TI. (Min.) An earth or soil composed of
sand and a portion of vegetable fibre partially decom-
posed. P. Cyc.

BOG'GLE, v. n. [i. BOGGLED ; pp. BOGGLING, BOGGLED.] To
start

;
to stammer

;
to hesitate

;
to dissemble.

BOG'GLER, n. One who boggles ;
a doubter.

BOG'GLING,*P. a. Hesitating; starting back.

IBoG'GLlSH, a. Doubtful. Bp. Taylor.
BoG'ey, a. Like a bog; marshy; swampy. Milton.

Boo'noOsE, n. A house of office
;
a privy ;

a jakes.
BOG'LXND, a. Living in a boggy country. Dryden.
BO'GLE, or BOG'GLE, n. A bugbear ;

a spectre. Brockctt.

JLocal, Eng.]
BOG'RUSH,* n. A perennial plant, called also rush-grass.

Booth.

B6G'-TROT-TER, TI. One who lives in a boggy country.
BO-HE A', (bo-he') n. An inferior species of black tea.

Bo-HE'Ml-AN,* n. A native of Bohemia. Ed. Ency.
Bo-HE'Ml-AN,* a. Belonging to Bohemia. Ed. Ency.
BolL, v. TI. [bullio, L.] [i. BOILED ; pp. BOILING, BOILED.]
To have a bubbling motion, or to be agitated by heat

; to
be hot; to move like boiling water

;
to cook by boiling.

BOIL, v. a. To heat to a boiling state
;
to cook by boiling.

BolL, n. A sore, angry tumor terminating in a pustule.

BolLED,* (bb'ild) p. a. Heated or dressed in boiling water.

BOIL'ER, n. One who boils
;
a vessel in which a liquid is

) BOM
boiled

; that part of a steam engine in which steam is

generated.

BpfL'ER-y, n. A place where salt is boiled.

BOIL'ING,* p. a. Agitated by heat. The boiling point is
the temperature at which liquids are in a state of ebulli-
tion by heat. The boiling point of water is 212 of Fahr-
enheit. Brande.

BplL'iNG, 7t. Act of boiling; ebullition.

Bois'TER-oOs, a. Loud; turbulent; stormy, noisy; vio-

lent; disorderly.

Bpis'TER-oDs-LY, ad. In a boisterous manner.

Bpis'TER-oOs-NESS, TI. Turbulence. More.

BO'LA-RY, a. Partaking of the nature of bole or clay.
BOLD, a. Daring ;

brave
;
fearless

; executed with spirit ;

confident
; impudent ; striking to the sight ; open : steep

and abrupt, as, "a bold shore." To make bold, to use
freedom. Shak.

fBoLD. v. a. To bolden
;
to make bold. A. Hall.

fBoLD'EN, (bold'dn) v. a. To embolden. SJiak.

BOLD'FACE, n. Impudence; sauciness: a term of re-

proach.
BOLD'FACED, (bold'fast) a. Impudent. Bp. Bramhall.

BoLD'Ly, ad. In a bold manner; daringly.
BOLD'NESS, TI. Quality of being bold

; bravery; confidence
j

Courage ;_fearlessness ; assurance.

BOLD'-SHORE,* n. An abrupt and steep sea-coast or shore.
Crabb.

BoLD'splR-lT-ED,* a. Courageous ; adventurous. Scott.

BOLE, TI. The trunk of a tree
;
a stalk or stem

;
a six-bushel

measure of corn, or two of salt. See BOLL. A friable,

clayey earth, of which one kind, Armenian bole, is much
used as a drug.

Bo-LE'RO,*n. [Sp.] A popular Spanish dance. Brande.

BQ-LET'IC,* a. (Chem.) Obtained from boletus ; as, boletie

acid._ Brande.
BO-LE' T^S,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A sort of fungus ;

a genus of
ande.mushrooms. Bra

Bo'Lls, n. ;

BOLL
o'Lls, n. ; pi. BOL'I-DE$, [L.] A m
LL, V. 71. [l. BOLLED

; pp. BOLLING,
nto a seed-vessel. Exodus ix.

A meteor ;
a plummet.

BOLLED.I To form

BOLL, n. The pod or capsule of a plant: a measure of
two bushels of salt. (Scotland) A measure of grain, in
wheat and beans, equivalent to 4 Winchester bushels

;

of oats, barley, and potatoes, equal to 6 bushels. Loudon.

BOLL'ING,_TI. A lopped tree
;
a pollard. Ray.

Bo-LQGN-EE',*(b6-l9n-yez') a. Relating to Bologna, or to a
school in painting. Brande.

BO-LOGN'J-AN,* (bo-15'nyan) a. Belonging to Bologna;
noting a stone which is a sulphate of barytes. Hamilton.

BOL'STER, n. [bolster, Goth.] A round, long pillow ;
a pad

or quilt, as of a saddle : a compress on a wound ; that

part of a knife blade which joins the end of the handle.

BOL'STER, v. a. [i. BOLSTERED ; pp. BOLSTERING, BOLSTER-

ED*.] To support the head with a bolster ;
to support ;

to

jwell out.

BOL'STER-CASE,* n. A case to hold a bolster. Booth.

BOL'STERED, (bol'sterd) a. Supported; swelled out.

BOL'STER-ER, TI. One who bolsters.

BOL'STER-ING, n. A prop ;
a propping ;

a support.

BOLT, n. [bollt, Goth.] Something thrown; an arrow; a
thunderbolt

;
an iron or wooden pin or bar

;
the bar of a

door
;
an iron to fasten the legs of a prisoner ;

a sieve.

BOLT, v. a.
[i. BOLTED ; pp. BOLTING, BOLTED.] To fasten

with a bolt
;
to blurt out precipitantly ;

to swallow hasti-

Jy ; to fetter
;
to sift

;
to separate from bran

;
to examine.

BOLT, v. n. To spring out with speed and suddenness.i spring
i.. FastiBOLT'ED,* p. a. Fastened with a bolt

;
sifted with a sieve.

BOL'TEL,* TJ. (Arch.) A Gothic or complex column. Ed.Rncy.
BOLT'ER, n. One who bolts ; a sieve

;
a net.

fBoLT'ER, v. a. To besmear. Shak.

BOLT'HEAD, (bolt'hed) n. A globular flask with a tubular

neck, used by chemists.

BOLT'ING,* n. The act of sifting or of fastening.

BOLT'ING-CLOTH,* n. Cloth of which bolters are made.
Smart.

BoLT'iNG-HoOsE, n. A place where meal is bolted.

BoLT'iNG-HuTCH, TI. A tub for bolted meal. Shak.

BOLT'JNG-TUB, n. A tub to sift meal in. B. Jonson,

BOL'TQN-ITE * n. (Min.) A mineral found in limestone,

jit Boltoji, Mass. Dana.

BOLT'-ROPE, TI. (Naut.) A rope on which the sail of

jship is fastened.

BoLT'spRiTj 7^ (JVaut.) See BOWSPRIT.

Bo'Lys, n. [L. ; #wAos, GrJ (Med.) A very large pill.

BOMB, (bum) n. [bomme, Teut.] [A loud noise. Bacon J

A hollow ball or shell of cast iron, having an orifice

through it, and filled with gunpowder, to be thrown out
from a mortar.

fB6MB, (bum) v. n. To sound. B. Jonson.

BOMB, (bum) v. a. To bombard. Prior. [R.]

J-BOM'BARD, v. [bombarda,!,.] A great gun ;
a barrel. Shak,

BOM-BARD', (bum-bard') v. a. [i.
BOMBARDED

; pp. BOMBARD-

ING, BOMBARDED.] To attack with bombs.

BOM-BARD-IER', n. An engineer who shoots bombs.
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HNT, n. Act of bombarding ;
an attack by

throwing bombs.

fBSM'BARD-PHRASE,* n. Bombastic language. B, Jonson.

B6M-BAST', or BoM'BisT, [bum-bast', P. J. F. ; bum-bast',
S. E. Sm. Ja. R. ; burn'bast, W. Wb. Ash.] n. [A stuff of

soft, loose texture, used to swell a garment. Shale.] Big,

high-sounding, senseless language ;
fustian.

B6M-BAST', [bum-bast', S. W. P. ; bum-bast', Sm. R. ;

bum'bast, Wb. Ash.] a. High-sounding ;
bombastic. Sliak.

tBftM-BisT', v. a. To inflate. Bp. Hall.

B^M-Bis'Tic, a. Partaking of bombast; of great sound
with little meaning.

BSltt'BAS-TRY, n. Swelling words without much meaning;
fustian

;
bombast. Swift. [R.]

B5M'BXx,* n. (Bot.) A genus of trees yielding cotton.

Brande.

B6M-BA-ZETTE',*ri. A thin woollen stuff. Booth.

B6M-BA-Z1NE', n. [bombycinus, L.] A slight stuff, of which
the warp is silk and weft worsted, chiefly black.

BOMB'-CHEST, n. A chest for holding bombs.

BOM-BER-NICK/EL,* n. German rye bread made of un-
sifted meal: a term given in derision. Scudamore.

BOM'BJ-ATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed by the combina-
tion of bombic acid with a base. P. Cyc.

BSM'BIC,* a. Relating to the silk-worm. P. Cyc.

fBdM-BI-LA'TIQN, n.lbombilo, L.] Sound; noise. Browne.

BoMXBlL'l-o&s,* a. Having or making a humming noise.

Derham.

BOMB'-KETCH, ) n. A strongly-built ship for firing or

BOMB'-VES-SEL, \ throwing bombs.

BOMB'-PROOF,* a. Effectually protected against shells.

Booth.

B6MB'-SHELL,* (bum'shel) n. A bomb or shell to be filled

with gunpowder, and thrown by a mortar. Smollett.

BOM-BY^l-NOtis, a. {bombycinus, L.] Made of silk; of the

color of the silk-worm.

BOM'BYX, (bom'biks) n. [L. ; 06u6v%, Gr.] (Ent.) The
silk-worm or caterpillar.

BO'NA FI'&E, [L., in good faith.] ad. Really; truly; sin-

cerely : a. Sincere
; really meant. It is a Latin phrase,

used both as an adjective and an adverb.

gBo-NAlR',
a. [bonnaire, Fr.] Complaisant ; yielding.

6-NA-PART'IsM,* n. Policy of, or adherence to Bonaparte.
Ed.'Rev.

BO'NA PER-I-TU'RA* n.pl. [L.] (Law) Perishable goods.
Hamilton.

Bd'NA-Rd'BA, n. [buona roba, Ital.] A showy wanton.
Shak.

Bo-NAs'sps, n. [L.] A kind of wild ox
;
a bison.

2$ON'CHIEF,
TO. [ban chef, Fr.] Good consequence. Thorpe.

ON-PHRET>IEN, (bon-kret'yen) n. [Fr.] A kind of pear.

BOND, TO. Any thing that binds
;
a connection

;
cord or

chain ; ligament ;
union

; cement of union
;
a writing

of obligation to pay a sum, or perform a contract: pi.

imprisonment. (Arch.) A method of laying stone so as

to break joints, or so that the joints may be as far apart
as possible.

BOND, a. Bound
;
in a servile state. 1 Cor.

BOND'AGE, n. Slavery; imprisonment; captivity.

BOND'-CRED'I-TPR,* n. (Law) One who has a security for

a debt under the obligation of a bond. Blackstonc.

BOND'-DEBT,* (-del) n. (Law) A debt contracted under the

obligation of a bond. Burrows.

BSND'MAID, n. A young female slave. Shak.

BdND'MAN, TO.; pi. BdtfD'MEN. A man slave.

BOND'SER-VANT, TO. A slave. Leviticus xxv.

BOND'SER-VICE, (bond'ser-vjs) TO. Slavery. 2 Kings ix.

BSND'SLAVE, 71. A man in slavery. Sidney.

BONDSMAN, n. ; pi. BOND'MEN. One who is bound, or

who gives security, for another.

BOND'WOM-AN, (bond'wum-an) n. A woman slave.

BONE, TO. The firm, hard substance in an animal body
which supports its fabric

;
a piece of bone, with or with-

out flesh
; something made of bone. To make no bones,

to make no scruple. Bp. Hall.

BONE, c. a. [L BONED
; pp. BONING, BONED.] To furnish

with or put bones in
;
to take bones out, as from meat.

BONE'-A^HE, (bSn'ak) TO. Pain in the bones. Shak.

BONE'BREAK-ER,*TO. The sea-eagle or osprey. Booth.

BdNED,_a. Having bones; bony; freed from bones.

BONE'LACE, TO. Lace woven with bobbins.

BONE'LESS, a. Destitute of bones. Shak.

BSNE'SET, v. n. [L BONESET
; pp. BONESETTING, BONESET.]

To set or restore a dislocated or broken bone. Wiseman.

BONE'SET-TER, ra. One who sets bones. Denham.
BONE'SET-TING,* n. The art of setting bones. Gent. Mag:
BoNE'SPXv-|N,* TO. A disease of the hock-joint of a horse.
Farm. Ency.

BO-NET'TA, TO. A sea fish. Sir T. Herbert. See BONITO.

BoN'FlRE,' [bon'fir, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; bon'flr, S.]
TO. [bon, Fr., and^re,] A large fire made on festive occa-

sions, for triumph or amusement.

tB6N'GRACE, (bun'gras) n. [bonne gr&ce, Fr.] A forehead

cloth, or covering for the forehead. Bcaum. 8f Fl.

tBoN'l-FY, v. a. [bonifier, old Fr.] To convert into good
Cadworth.

BO-NI'TO,* TO. A large sea fish
;
the scomber. Brande.

fBoN'l-TY, TO. Goodness. Bailey.

BON-MOT, (bon-mo') [bong-mo', Sm. K. ; bon-mo', Ma-
vor.] [Fr.] A jest; a witty reply, or repartee.

BoNNE-BoupJZE, n. [Fr.] A delicate morsel. C. C. Felton.

BON'NET, n. A woman's covering for the head
;
a cap or

hat. (Fort.) A kind of little ravelin. (Naut.) A sail

attached to another.

fBoN'NET, v. n. To pull off the bonnet. Shak.

BON'NET-ED,* a. Furnished with a bonnet. Mrs. Butler.

fBSN'Ni-BfiL, 71. [bonne and belle, Fr.] A handsome girl.

Spenser.

BoN'Ni-Liss, TO. A beautiful maid. Spenser.

fB6N'Ni-L,Y, ad. Gayly ; handsomely ; plumply.
{BON'NJ-NESS, TO. Gayety ;

handsomeness ; plumpness.
Bailey.

BoN'Ni-vl'ss,* TO. A kind of kidney bean. Boucher.

BON'NY, a. [bonne, Fr.] Handsome
; pretty ; gay ; plump.

BON'NY-CLAB'BER, TO. Sour buttermilk
;
sour milk.

BON-TON,* (bon'ton') [Fr.] Fashion
;
the high mode.

Bo'NTJM-MA&' NVM,* n. A large plum ; magnum bonum.
Ash.

BO'NVS,* 7i. [L.] A boon
;
a premium given, in addition

to interest, for a loan or for a privilege, as the charter of
a bank. Bouvier. [luxurious liver.

BoN-ViVANT,* (bSn'vS-v'ang') [Fr.] A boon companion ;
a

Bo'NY, a. Consisting of bones ;
full of bones

; strong.

BON'ZE, [bon'ze, Ja. K. R. Wb.j bonz, Sm.] n.; pi. BON'-
ZES.

'

A priest of Buddha, or of the religion of Fo, in

China, Japan, Birmah, Tonquin, &c.

BOO'BY, TO. [bube,, Ger.] A dull, stupid fellow. Prior. A
large aquatic bird, called also gannet, noddy, and soland

goose.

Boo'BY-HtJT,* TO. A sleigh with a seat and covering of a
chaise or coach. [U. S.] Booby-hutch is a term used in

the east part of England, for a clumsy, ill-contrived, cov-
ered carriage or seat. Forby.

BOOK, (buk) [buk, P. J. E. F. Sm. Wb. ; bok, S. W. Ja. K.

R.] TO. An aggregate of paper leaves in which we read or

write
;
a volume

;
a division of a volume or book. With-

out book, without documentary evidence ; by memory.
9^= "The pronunciation of book, which Walker's mark
assigns, is a decided provincialism." Smart.

BOOK, (buk) v. a. [i. BOOKED; pp. BOOKING, BOOKED.] To
register in a book, Shak.

BOOK'BIND-ER, TO. One who binds books.

BOOK-BIND'ER-Y,* (buk-blnd'er-e) ra. Aplace where books
are bound. Me Gee.

BOOK'BIND-ING,* (buk'blnd-jng) TO. The art or act of bind-

ing books. Ure.

BOOK'JBASE, (buk'kas) ra. A case for holding books.

BOOK'FOL, a. Full of notions gleaned from books. Pope.
BOOK'FOL,* (buk'ful) ra. As much as a book contains.

Cowper.
BOOK'ISH, (buk'jsh) a. Given to reading or to books.

BOOK'ISH-LY, ad. In a way devoted to books. Thurlow.

BOOK'ISH-NESS, TO. Much application to books.

BOOK'KEEP-ER, (buk'kep-er) TO. The keeper of a book
of accounts.

BOOK'KEEP-ING, TO. The art of recording, in a systematic
manner, the transactions of merchants, traders, and oth-
er persons engaged in pursuits connected with money ;

the art of keeping accounts.

BooK'tfNOWL-EDGE,* (buk'nol-ej) TO. Knowledge derived
from books. More.

BOOK/LAND, (buk'land) TO. (Law) A possession or inherit-

ance held by evidence in writing; free socage land.
Blackstone.

BOOK'LEARN-ED, (buk'lern-ed) a. Versed in books.

BOOK'LEARN-ING, (buk'Jern-jng) TO. Learning acquired
from books, as opposed to that which is gained by expe-
rience and observation. Sidney.

BooK'LEss,-(buk'less) a. Not given to books. Shenstone.

BOOK'LI-CENS-ING,* TO. The act of licensing the publica-
tion of books. Milton.

BOOK'MAD-NESS,* (buk'mad-nes) TO. Bibliomania. Todd.

BOOK'MAK-ER,* (buk'mak-er) n. A maker of books. Ec.Rev.

BOOK'MAK-ING, n. The art' of making books.

BOOK'MAN, n. A scholar by profession. Shak.

BOOK'MATE, (buk'mat) TO. School-fellow. Shak.

BOOK'MIND-ED-NSS,* TO. Devotion to books. Coleridge.

BooK'MftN-fiER,* (buk'mung-ger) TO. A dealer in books.
Phil. Museum.

BOOK/OATH, n. An oath made on a book or Bible. Shak.

BOOK'SALE,* (buk'sal) TO. A sale of books. Dibdin.

BOOK'SELL-ER, n. One whose business it is to sell books.

BOOK'SELL-ING,* (buk'sel-jng) ra. The business of selling
.books. Ed.'Rco.

BOOK'STALL,* n. A place for selling books. Th. Vaill.

BQOK'STXND,* (buk'stand) TO. A stand or small case for

books. W. Ency.
BOOK'STORE,* (buk'stor) n. A place where books are kept
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and sold. It is the common term, in the United States,
for what is called in England a bookseller's shop. Pickering.

BOOK'WORM, (buk'wiirm) n. A worm that eats holes in
books

;
an intense but mere student.

BOOK'WRIT-ING,* (buk'rlt-jng) n. Act of writing books.
Milton.

BOOM, 7i. [boom, D., a tree.] (JVaut.) A long pole run out
from any part of a ship to stretch the bottoms of particu-
lar sails

;
a pole set up as a mark to show the sailors how

to steer; a strong iron chain, or a bar made of wood or

timber, thrown across the entrance of a harbor, or across
a river, to obstruct an enemy, or prevent passage.

BOOM, v. n. To rush with violence, as a ship under press
of sail

; to make a noise like a bittern
; to swell and fall

together. Young'.
BOOM'KIN, n. See BUMKIN.
BOON, n. A gift ; a present ;

a favor granted.
BOON, a. [ban, Fr.] Gay ; merry ;

kind
;
bountiful. Milton.

BOOP,* n. A fish, or genus of fishes, in the Mediterranean.
Brande.

BOOR, n. A rude peasant; a rustic
;
a clown.

EOQR'ISH, a. Clownish
;
rustic

;
rude

;
uncivilized. Shak.

BOOR'ISH-LY, ad. In a boorish manner.

BOOR'ISH-NESS, n. Clownishness
, rusticity.

B66E, [b&z, S. P. Wb. ; bos, Ja. ; b&z or bos, K.] n. A stall

for a cow or an ox. [North of England.]
BOOSE,* or B66ZE,* v. n. To drink to excess. Maunder.
See BOUSE. [Qu. Rev.

B66'ER,* or Booz'ER,* n. A hard drinker
;
a drunkard.

BOOST,* v. a. To lift or raise up by pushing ;
to push ;

to

sustain. J. B. Hill. [A colloquial word. U. S.]

B66'Y,* a. Partially intoxicated or drunk. Holloway. See
Bousv.

BOOT, v. a. [i. BOOTED ; pp. BOOTING, BOOTED.] To put on
or furnish with boots : to profit ; to enrich. Shak.

BOOT, n. A covering for the leg and foot: profit; gain :

a receptacle or box in a coach ;
also a covering, usually of

leather, to protect the rider in a chaise, gig, &c. To
boot, ad. Over and above

;
besides. Shak.

BOOT'-CXTCH-ER, n. A servant at an inn who pulls off

the boots of passengers and cleans them, called also boots.

Swift.
BOOT'ED. a. Furnished with boots. B. Jonson.

BOOT-EE',* n. A kind of short or half boot.' Oratiot. [U. S.]
BQ-d'TEi?*n. [L.] (Astron.) A constellation in the north-

ern hemisphere. Hamilton.

BOOTH, 7i. [boed, Dutch.] A house or shelter built of slight
materials for temporary purposes.

BOOTH'-KEEP-ER,* n. One who keeps a booth. Dryden.
BOOT'-HOSE, n. Stockings, or a covering for the legs in-

stead of boots ; spatterdashes. Shak.

BOOT'I-KIN,* n. The diminutive of boot; a little boot.
Phil.'Museum.

BooT'jXcK,* n. An instrument for pulling off boots.
Maunder.

BOOT'LEG,* n. The leg of a boot. Ash.

BOOT'LESS, a. Useless
;
without success or profit.

BOOT'LESS-LY, ad. Without use or profit. Fanshawe.

BOOTS,* n. A cant term for one who cleans boots. Q. Rev.

BOOT'-TREE, n. A last for stretching boots.

BOO'TY, n. Spoil taken in war; plunder. To play booty,
to play dishonestly. ISEstrange.

BO-PEEP', n. A play to amuse children by peeping from

_behind something, and crying bo! Shak.

BOR'A-BLE, a. That may be bored.

BO-RACH'IO, (bo-rat'ch5) n. [bouracho, Sp.] A bottle, or
cask. Dryden. A drunkard. Congrcve.

Bo-RXc'ic,* a. (Chern.) Relating to or containing borax.
Brande. [Brande.

BO'RA-CITE,* n. (Chem.) Native borate of magnesia.
Bo'RA-coOs,* a. Partaking of borax. Smart.

BOR'AGE, (bur'aj) n. [borago, L.] An annual garden plant.

BOR'A-MZ, n. The Scythian or vegetable lamb. See BARO-
METZ.

B6'RATE,*7i. (Chem.) A salt formed by a combination of

_boracic acid with a base. Brande.

Bo'RXx, 71. [borax, L.] (Chem. &, Med.) A compound of
boracic acid and soda. This salt is found in an impure
state in Asia and South America.

BOR'BO-RVGM, (bor'bo-rim) n. [fiopfiopvynds.] (Med.)
Noise made by wind in the intestines. Olos. Anglic. Nov.

tBoRD,*n. A jest; a feigned story. Spenser.

BORD'AGE,* n. The plank of a ship's side. Crabb.

BORD'AGE, (bord'aj) n. See BORD-LANDS
BOR-DAT',* or BOR-DET'TI,* n. A narrow stuff manufac-
tured in India. Crabb.

tB6R'DEL,7t. [bordcl, Fr.] A brothel. South.

JBoR'DEL-LER, n. The keeper of a brothel. Oowrr.

JBOR-DEL'LO, n. [It.] Same as bordel. B. Jonson.

BOR'DER, n. The outer part or edge of any thing, as of a

garment, a garden, a COT. '.try, &c.
;
a boundary ; fringe.

BOR'DER, v. n. [i.
BORDERED ; pp. BORDERING, BORDERED.]

To be near
;
to confine upon ;

to approach nearly.

BOR'DER, v. a. To adorn with a border ; to reach to.

EOT

BOR'DER-ER, n. One who borders or dwells near.

BOR'DER-ING,*/?. a. Being adjacent or near.

BORD'-HALF'PEN-NY, (bord'ha'pen-e) n. Money paid for

getting up boards or a stall in a fair or market. Burn.
BORD'-LXND, (bord'landz) n. pi. (Law) Demesnes for-

merly appropriated by the owners of lands in England,
for the maintenance of their bord, or table. Cuwel.

J-BORD^RAG-ING, 7i. An incursion on the borders. Spenser
BOR'DURE,* n. (Her.) A strip or border surrounding the

field. Ash.

BORE, v. a.
[i. BORED ; pp. BORING, BORED.] To pierce; to

hollow ; to make a hole in
;
to perforate ;

to vex or

weary by petty acts, or by any thing disagreeable. Wil-

berforce.

BORE, v. n. To make a hole
;
to be pierced. Shak.

BORE, n. A hole made by boring ;
the size or diameter of a

hole, as of a gun ;
the instrument used for boring. A

person or thing that annoys or wearies. A tide swelling
above another

;
sudden rise of a tide. .

BORE, i. from Bear. See BEAR.
BO'RE-AL, a. Relating to boreas

; northern. Pope.
BO'JRE-AS, n. [L.] The north wind. Milton.

BORE'COLE, n. A species of winter cabbage, with curly
leaves, forming no head : of several varieties.

BQ-REE', [b9-rC', W. P. J. K. ; bo're, Sm.] n. A kind of
dance

;
a figure in dancing. Swift.

BOR'ER, n. A person or thing that bores; a wood-eating
_worm.

BOR'ING,* n. The act of making a hole in timber, earth,
or other substance

;
the hole made by boring. Ash.

BORN, p. from Bear. Brought forth. Sue BEAR.
BORNE, p. from Bear. Carried. See BEAR.
B6R'NlTE,*n. (Min.) A telluret of bismuth. Dana.
BOR-NOUSE',* (D9r-nos') n. A cloak. Maunder. See BER-

_NOU3E.
BO'RON,* n. (Chem.) The base of boracic acid. Davy.
BOR'OUGH,* (bur'o) a. Having the rank or privileges of a
borough. Ash.

BdR'oUGH, (bar'o) n. A corporate town which is not a city.
In England, a town that sends members to parliament.

BdR'QUGH-ENG'LlsH, (biir'9-ing'gljsh) (English Law) A
custom in some ancient English boroughs that estates
shall descendjto the youngest son, or younger brother.

tBoR'QUGH-HoLD-ER, n. A head-borough.
B6R'ouGH-MoN-GER,*(bur'9-mung-ger) n. One who buys

or sells the patronage of boroughs. Booth.

BoR'QUGH-ToVvN,* (bur'9-tbun) n. A corporate town.
Butler.

JBOR'REL, a. Rustic
;
rude. Spenser.

BOR'ROW, (bor'ro) v. a. [i BORROWED
; pp. BORROWING,

BORROWED.] To take or receive on credit, for a time,
from another who lends

; to take or extract as from an
author.

fBoR'Rdw, (bor'r5) n. A thing borrowed
;
a pledge. Shak.

BOR'RQW-ER, (bor'ro-er) n. One who borrows. Pope.
BOR'RQW-ING, n. The act of borrowing. Shak.

BOR-SEL'LA,* n. An instrument with which glass-makers
extend or contract their glass. Crabb.

BORS'HOLD-ER, n. Head-borough ;
a tithingman. Spenser.

BOS'CAGE, n. [boscage, Fr.] A woody grove or woodland ;

representation of woods. Wotton.

BOSH, n. Outline ; figure.
" To cut a bosh," to cut a dash.

Forby. [Provincial, Eng.]
BOSH'BOK,* n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

B6s'KET, 71. A little wood ;
an artificial grove. See BUSKET.

B6s'KY, a. [bosquet, Fr.] Woody. Shak.

IIBos'OM, (buz'um or b&'zum) [buz'um, S. Sm. Wares;
bo'zum, W. P.'j. F. Ja. R.'Wb.; buz'um or buz'um, K.]
n. The breast, as the enclosure of the heart, and
the seat of tenderness, or of the passions ;

the female
breasts

;
the folds of the dress that cover the breast

;
the

heart; a receptacle ;
an enclosure. In compcsition.or as

an adjective, it signifies intimate, confidential, fond
; as, a

bosom-friend. [conceal.

|[Bo'oM, (buz'um) ?\ a. To enclose in the bosom
;
to

Bo'sON, (bo'sn) 71. Corrupted from boatswain. Dryden. See
BOATSWAIN.

Boss, n. [bosse, Fr.] A protuberance raised as an ornament
on any work ;

a stud
;
a knob.

B6s'sA<^E, . [Fr.] (Arch.) A stone in a building which has
a projection, and is laid rough in order to be carved

;
also

rustic work consisting of stones that advance beyond the

level of the building.

BOSSED, (bost) a. Studded. Shak.

BOS'SIVE, a. Crooked
;
deformed by humps. Osbcrne.

BOS'SY, a. Having protuberances ;
studded. M'dtun.

B6'VEL, (boz'vel) n. A species of crowsfoot.

B6s'wELL-IM,* n. Style or manners of Boswell. Ed. Rev

BoT,* n. A small worm. Flugel. See BOTS.

fBo-TAN'lc, n. A botanist. M. Casaubon.

Bo-TXN'ic, ) a. Relating to botany ; containing plants

BQ-TAN'J-CAL, }
or herbs.

BQ-TAN'I-CAL-LY, ad. After the manner of botanists. Ash.

B6T'A-NiST, n. One skilled in botany or plants.
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B5T'A-NIZE,* v, n. To study plants or botany. Smart.

fBoT-A-NOL'O-GY, w. [l3<navu\oyin.] A discourse on

plants ; botany. Bailey.

B6T'A-NO-aiAN-cy,* n. Divination by means of plants.
Cra'bb.

B5T'A-NY, n. [/3<>Tai>n.] The science of plants ;
that

branch of science, or of natural history, which compre-
hends all that relates to the vegetable kingdom.

Bp-TAR'Gd, n. [botarga, Sp.] A kind of sausage or food,
made of the roes of the mullet fish. Chambers.

BOTCH, n. [bozza, It.] A swelling or eruptive discoloration

of the skin
;
a pustule ;

a blotch : a part in any work ill

finished
;
an adscititicus part clumsily added.

BOTCH, t>. a. [i. BOTCHED; pp. BOTCHING, BOTCHED.] To
mend or patch awkwardly ; to put together unsuitably :

to mark with botches.

BOTCH'ER, ?i. One who botches.

BOTCH'ER-LY, a. Clumsy ; patched. Hartlib. [R.]

BOTCH'ER-Y, w. A clumsy addition or mending ; patchwork.
BOTCH'Y, a. Having or marked with botches. Shak.

fBoTE, n. (Law) A compensation for a man slain; pay-

jnent : a recompense ; profit. Cowcl.

BOTE'UOLL * n. (Her.) The tag of a broadsword scabbard.

Crabb.

BOT'-FLY,* n. An insect of several varieties, sometimes
called bot-bee. Farm. Ency.

BOTH, a. & pron. The one and the other
;
the two.

BOTH, conj. As well
;
on the one side

;
and or also respond-

ing, in a subsequent member, and signifying, On the

other side
; as,

"
power to judge both quick and dead."

B6TIl'ER, v. a. [t.
BOTHERED ;pp. BOTHERING, BOTHERED.]

To perplex ;
to confound

;
to pother. Swift. [Inelegant.]

It is a corruption of pother.

B6TH-ER-A/TION,* ?!. Trouble ;
vexation

; perplexity. Sir

Walter Scott. Brockett. [A low word.]
BOT'HOLE,* n. A hole in a skin made by a bot. Booth.

BOTH-RO-DEN'DRQN,*?!. (Oeol.) A genus of extinct fossil

plants. Buckland.

BOTH'Y,* n. A cottage, rude barrack, or place of lodging
for farm-servants or laborers. Chambers.

BoT'RY-olD, a. [#orpuot'J>jj] Having the form of a bunch
of grapes.

BoT-Ry-bj'DAL,* a. Resembling a bunch of grapes. Lyell.

BOT'RY-O-LJTE,* n. (Min.) A silicious borate of lime.

Jameson.

BOTS, n. pi. Small worms in the entrails of horses. Shak.

BOT'TLE, n. [bouteille, Fr.] A vessel, anciently of leather,
now commonly of glass, with a narrow neck, to preserve
wine or other liquors ;

the quantity of liquor contained
in a bottle; a quart: a quantity of hay or grass bun-
dled up.

BST'TLE, v. a. [i.
BOTTLED

; pp. BOTTLING, BOTTLED.] To
enclose in bottles. Mortimer.

BOT'TLE-ALE, (bot'tl-al) n. Bottled ale. Shak.

BOT'TLE-BUMP,* n. A name by some given to the bittern.

Booth.

BOT'TLED, (bot'tld) a. Shaped or protuberant like a bottle.

Shak.

BOT'TLE-FLOW'ER, (bot'tl-flou'er) n. A plant ; bluebottle.

B6T'TLE-G6uRD,* n. A species of gourd ;
the calabash.

Booth.

BOT'TLE-NO^ED, (bot'tl-nozd) a. Having a large nose.

BOT'TLE-SCREW, (bot'tl-skru) TJ. A corkscrew.

BOT'TLING, n. The act of putting into bottles.

BOT'TQM, n. The lowest part of any thing ;
the ground

under the water
;
the foundation

;
a dale

;
a valley ;

low

land, as on a river; deepest part ;
the extremity of the

trunk of animals
;
stamina

;
native strength ;

the part
of a ship under water; a ship; a merchant vessel: a
ball of thread.

BOT'TOM, v. a. [i.
BOTTOMED

; pp. BOTTOMING, BOTTOMED.]
To build upon ;

to furnish with a bottom
;
to wind upon.

BST'TOM, v. n. To rest upon for support. Locke.

BOT'TQM,* a. Low, or lowest; having a low situation.

Holland.

BOT'TPMED, (bot'tumd) a. Having a bottom. Bacon.

BOT'TOM-LAND,* n. A term applied, in the Western

States, to alluvial land, called also bottom, on the margins
of rivers

;
such as, in New England, is usually called

intervale, or interval land. J. M. Peck.

BOT'TOM-LESS, a. Without a bottom
;
fathomless. Sidney.

BST'TOM-RY, n. (Law) The act of borrowing money on a

ship's bottom, or by pledging the ship as security.

Bou^HE, (bosh) n. [Fr.] See BOUGE.

BoucilET, (bo-sha' or bo-shet') n. [Fr.] A sort of pear.

BOUD, 7i. An insect that breeds in malt ; a weevil.

Bdu-voiR',* (ho-dwbr') n. [Fr.] (Arch.) A small room or

cabinet, usually near the bedchamber and dressing
room, for private retirement; a private room. Brandt.

E, (bqj) v. n. [bouge, Fr.] To swell out. [RJ
tBouGE, (boj) n. [bouchc, Fr.] Provision; food. B. Jonson.

BOUGH, (bou) 7i. An arm, branch, or shoot of a tree.

BOUGHT, (b*wt) i. &. p. from Buy. See BUY.

BOUGHT, (bout or blwt) [bout, J. Sm. ; hAwt, P. K. Wb.]

n. A twist
;
a flexure

;
that part of a sling which con

tains the stone. 1 Sam.

fBouGHTY, (bbu'te) a. Crooked. Sherwood.

BOUGIE,* (bo'zhe) n. [Fr.] A wax candle ;
a waxed slip of

linen or other material used in surgery; a catheter. Crabb.

BOUIJLLI,* (bol'yG) n. [Fr.] Boiled meat, or meat stewed
with vegetables. Merle.

BOUILLON, (bol'yong') ??. [Fr.] Broth; soup.
,* 7i. (Min.) A sulphuret of lead and

antimony. Dana.

BOULD'ER, (bold'er) a. Noting large stones or pebbles, or
walls built of them. See BOWLDER.

BOULEA,* n. A small Bengal pleasure boat. Malcom.
Bdu'LE-rARD',*v. [Fr.] A rampart ;

a promenade planted
with trees ;iround a city. Qent. Mag.

Bou'Li-My, n. See BULIMY.
BOULT, v. a. See BOLT.

BOUNCE, v. n. [i. BOUNCED ; pp. BOUNCING, BOUNCED.] To
leap or spring suddenly ;

to hit against so as to rebound
;

to spring ;
to boast

;
to lie.

BOUNCE,* v. a. To drive against ;
to thrust. Swift.

BOUNCE, n. A strong, sudden blow or noise
;
a boast.

BOUNC'ER, n. One who bounces; a large person; a liar;
a great lie. Potter.

BOUNC'ING,* n. Act of falling or striking ; aboast. Johnson.

BOUNDING,* a. Huge; great; large of its kind; bold

strong. jfsA. [Colloquial.]
BOUNC'ING-I,Y, ad. With a bounce

; boastingly.
BOUND, n. That which binds in or limits; a boundary; a

limit: a leap ;
a jump.

BOUND, V. a. [i. BOUNDED J pp. BOUNDING, BOUNDED.] To
fix limits to

;
to limit; to enclose

;
to restrain : to make

to bound.

BOUND, v. n. To jump ;
to rebound

;
to leap. Shak.

BOUND, i. &.p. from Bind. See BIND.

BOUND, a. Destined; tending; going; intending to go.
BOUND,* p. a. Confined; straitened: as, hide-Aound,

wind-fownrf, ic.e-bound.

BOUN'DA-RY, w. A limit
;
a bound; the mark of a limit

;

that which bounds or limits.

BOUN'DEN, p. from Bind. Bound. a. appointed; indis-

pensable ; obligatory. 5= It was formerly used as the past
participle from bind; but it is now used only as an adjec-
tive

; as,
" bounden duty." Porteus.

fBduN'DEN-LY. ad. In a dutiful manner.

BoOND'ER, 71. He or that which bounds
;
a limiter.

B5UNS?6N
T
J!

NE
'

j

- A stone to play with. Dryden.

BOUND'L.ESS, a. Having no bound
;
unlimited.

BOUND'LESS-LY,* ad. In a boundless manner. Hawkins.

BOUND'LESS-NESS, n. Exemption from limits. South.

||H6uN'TE-ous, [bbun'te-us, P. J. Ja. R.; boun'tyu^, S. E.
F.K.; bbun'che-us, JF.; boun'te-us, bbunt'yus, or bouu'che-

us, Sm.] a. Liberal ; kind
;
bountiful.

NBouN'TE-OUS-LY, ad. Liberally. Dnjden.

(jBoON'TE-ous-NESs. n. Munificence.

BOUN'TI-FUL, a. Liberal
; generous ;

munificent.

BOUN'TI-FUL-LY, ad. In a bountiful manner. Donne.

BopN'Tl-FOL-Niiss, n. The quality of being bountiful.

jBoON'Ti-HOOD, (bbun'te-hud)
BOUN'TY, TJ. [bont:, Fr.] Generosity ; munificence ;

a pres-
ent or gift ;

a premium given to encourage or promote
any object.

BOUQUET, (bo'ka) TJ. [FrJ A bunch of flowers
;
a nosegay.

fBouRD, v. n. [bourder, Fr.] To jest ;
to joke. Chaucer.

fBouRD, n. A jest. Spenser.

JBouRD'ER, 71. A jester. Hutoet.

IBouRD'lNG-LY, ad. In sport. Huloet.

BOURGEOIS,* (borzh-wa') n. [Fr.] A citizen. Surenne.

BoyR-GEOl's', (bur-jbis') [bur-jbls', W. Sin. ; bur'jbls, E.] n,

[bourgeois, Fr.] A kind of printing type, larger than bre-

vier, and smaller than long primer.
BotiR'GEpN, (bur'jun) r. n. [bourgeonner, Fr.] To sprout;

to shoot into branches. Dryden.
[[BOURN, (born or born) [born, W. J. Ja. Sm. R.; born, S.

P. E. K. ; born or b5rn, F.] n. [borne, Fr.] A bound
;
a

limit. Shak. [A brook. Spenser.]
-

IIBOURN'LESS,* a. Having no bourn or limit. Grainger. [R.I
BOUR'NPN-ITE,* n. (Min.) An antimonial sulphuret of

lead. Jameson.

BOURSE, (bors) ?j. [Fr.] An exchange. See BURSE.
B6uE, (bbz)v. 7i. [baysen, Dutch.] [i. BOUSED ; pp. BOUSINO^

B^OUSED.] To drink intemperately or lavishly. Spenser

|B6usE,* or BouZE,* 71. Liquor; drink. Mass'inger.
fBousE, (boz) v. a. To swallow. Sir T. Browne.

'

BOL>ST-RO-PHE'DPN,* [bbust-ro-f5'd9n, P. Cyc. Brande;
bbust-rof'e-don, 8m.] n. [#utj, an ox; arpi^ai, I turn.] A
mode of writing found in early Greek inscriptions, from
right to left, and then turning from left to right, as an ox

ploughs. Bosworth.

B6u'y, (bo'ze) a. Drunken
;
intoxicated ; boosy. Dryden.

BOUT, n. [botia, It.] A turn
;
a trial

;
an attempt ;

a going
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and returning, as of a plough ;
as much of an action as

is performed at one time. Sidney.

BOU-TADJB', (bo-tad') ?i. [Fr.lA whim; a fancy. Swift..

BOUT'ANT,* a. [Fr.] (Arch.) Denoting a flat kind of arch

abutting against a building in order to strengthen it. Ash.

^BouTEfEU, (bot'fu) TO. [Fr.] An incendiary. Bacon.

JBou'Ti-SALE, (bo'te-sal) TO. A sale at a cheap rate, as

booty is commonly sold. Sir J. Hayward.
BOUTS-RIMES, (Wre-ma.') n. pi. [Fr.] Rhymes to be filled

_up and made into verses.

BO'VATE, n. [bovata, L.] As much land as one yoke of
oxen can_cultivate in a year. Burn.

B5'vEY-CoAL,* TO. (Min.) A species of bituminous wood,
_found at Bovey Ilayfield, near Exeter, England. Brande.

BO'VJXFORM,* a. Having the form of an ox. Cudworth.

BO'VINE,* [bo'vln, Sm. R. ; bo'vin, K.] Relating to bulls,

oxen, and cows. P. Cyc.

Bow, v. a. [i. BOWED ; pp. BOWING, BOWED.] To bend; to

bend the body in token of respect ;
to bend sideways ;

to

incline
;
to depress.

Bow, v. n. To bend
;
to make a reverence

;
to stoop ; to incline.

Bow, (bb'u) n. An act of respect, reverence, or submission.

(Naut.) The rounding part of a ship's side forward,
beginning where the planks arch inwards, and termi-

nating where they close at the stem or prow. "Bow of
a ship, rhyming with cow." Walker ; so Sm. &. Wb., and
so pronounced by seamen ; yet it is placed under the other

pronunciation of the word (bo) by S. P. J. F. Ja. & K.

Bow, n. An instrument which shoots arrows; a rainbow;
the instrument with which the viol, &c., are struck

; any
bend in the form of a bow

;
a curve, as the bow of a sad-

dle, &c.

tBow'A-BLE,(b5'a-bl) a. Flexible. Wodroephe.
Bow'-BEAR-ER, n. An under officer of the forest. Cowel.

B5\v'-BENT, (bo'bent) a. Crooked, like a bow. Milton.

B6w'-B6\r

,* n. A young archer; an appellation for Cupid.
Shak.

BOW'EL, v. a. To disembowel. Huloet. [Thomson.
BOW'ELLED,* (bbu'eld) p. a. Having bowels or a belly.

BOW'EL-LESS, a. Without tenderness or pity. Browne.

B6^'EL, w. pi. [boyaux, Fr.] The intestines
;
the inner

parts', including the heart
;
the seat of pity ;

tenderness.

BOW'ER, TO. One who bows : a shelter in a garden ;
a re-

treat; a retired chamber; a shady recess: a muscle.

(JVaut.) An anchor at the bow of a ship.

Bbw'ER, v. a. To embower. Shak.

fBow'ER, v. n. To lodge. Spenser.

BOW'ER-Y, a. Full of bowers
; shady. Tickell.

BOWG'E, v. n. See BOUGE.

Bow-HXND, n. The hand that draws the bow. Spenser.
Bo W'ING,* p. a. Bending down ; making a bow.

BOW'JNG-LY, ad. In a bending manner. Huloet.

BOWL, (bol) n. [buelin, Welsh.] A vessel to hold liquids, rath-

er wide than deep ;
the hollow part of any thing ;

a basin.

||BOWL, (bol or boul) [bol, S. W. J.K. Sm. Wb. ; boul, P. E.
Ja. R. : boul or bol, F.] n. [boule, Fr.] A round mass or

ball, generally used for play.

||BOWL, (bol or boul) v. a. [i.
BOWLED

; pp. BOWLING,
BOWLED.] To roll as a bowl ; to pelt with anything rolled.

[|BowL, (bol or boul) v. n. To play at bowls. Shak.

BOWL'DER, (bol'der) n. A large, round stone; a fragment
or lump broken oh" a rock or cliff; a large pebble.

BOWL'DER,* a. Applied to large, round stones, pebbles, or

fragments of rocks, or to walls built with pebbles. Francis.

B5w'-LEG, n. A leg crooked like a bow. Bp. Taylor.

BOW'-LEGGED, (b5'legd) a. Having crooked legs.

IJBOWL'ER, or BOWL'ER, n. One who bowls.

BOW'LESS,* a. Having no bow. Pollok.

BOW'LINE, or BOW'LINE, [bbu'lin, S. W. J. E. F. ; bo'lin,
K. Sm. R. ; bo'lin, Ja.] n. [bouline, Fr.] (JVaitt.) A line or

rope used to make a sail stand sharp or close to the wind.

BOWL'ING, or BOWL'ING, n. Bowline. See BOWLINE.

1

BOWL'ING, 71. The art or act of throwing bowls.

BowL'iNG-AL'Lj,Y,*7i. A place for bowling. Wyeth.[U.S.]
BOWL'ING-GREEN, 7i. A level piece of ground, kept
smooth for playing with bowls. Bentley.

||BoWL'iNG-GRdOND, 7i. Bowling-green. B. Jonson.

BSw'MAN, w.,- pi. BOW'MEN. An archer. Jcrem. iv.

BO\V'MAN,* 7i. One who rows at the bow of a boat. Smart.

BOW'NET, n. A net made of twigs bowed to catch fish.

BOW'PIECE,* 71. A piece of ordnance carried in the bow of
a ship. Smart.

BOWSE, v. n. (Naut.) To haul or pull together. Chambers.

Bow'-SHoT, (bS'shot) n. The space which an arrow shot

from a bow may pass. Gen. xxi.

Bow'SPR'iT, (bo'sprit) n. (Naut.) A boom or mast which
projects over the stem of a vessel to carry the sail forward.

fBows'SEN, (bbus'sn) v. a. To drench
;
to soak. Carcw.

Bow'STRlNG, 7?. The string of a bow : an instrument or

mode of execution by stra; gling, in Turkey.
B6w'STRiNGED,*a. Furnished with a bowstring. Ed. Rev.

Bow'-WlN'DOW, (bo'win'do) n. (rfrch.) A window pro-

jecting from the general face of a building, of a curved
or polygonal form: called also bay-window.

TO. The loud bark of a dog. Booth.

BOW'YER, (bo'yer) n. An archer; a maker of bows.

Box, n. A tree; a hard, valuable wood : a case made <x

wood, or other matter ; the case of the mariner's com-
pass; a chest for money: a Christinas present: an
enclosed space with seats in a theatre : a blow on the
head given by the hand.

B5x, v. a. [i. BOXED; pp. BOXING, BOXED.] To strike with
the hand

;
to make an incision in, as a tree

;
to enclose

in a box. To box the compass, to rehearse the several

points of it in their proper order.

Box, v. n. To fight with the fist. L'Estranvc.

BOX'EN, (bok'sn) a. Made of box ; resembling box.

BOX'ER, n. One who boxes
;
a pugilist.

BOX'HAUL, v. a. (JViwt.) To bring a ship, when close-

hauled, round upon the other tack. Chambers.

Box'lNG,* n. The act of fighting with the fist. Blackstone.

Box'lNG,* p. a. Putting into a box
; fighting with the fist.

BOY, TO. A male child
;
a male person or child less than 12

or less than 18 years of age ;
one in the state of adoles-

cence ;
a term used in contempt for a young man.

Bo\\ v. a. To treat or act a part as a boy. Shak.

BOY<AR,* n. A Greek or Muscovite nobleman or grandee.
Crabb.

BOYAU* (bo-yo') TO. [Fr.] Fort. A ditch covered with a

parape_t. Crabb.

BOY'BLIND, a. Undiscerning, like a boy. Beaum. $ Fl.

BOY'HOOD, (bbi'hud) n. The state of being a boy.

BOY'JSH, a. Belonging to a boy ;
childish

; trifling.

BOY'ISH-LV, ad. In a boyish manner
; childishly.

BOY'JSH-NESS, TO. The manners of a boy ; childishness.

BoY'iM, TO. Puerility ;
state of a boy. Warton.

BOYN,*TO. A vat or tub used in making cheese, &c. London.

BbY''-PLAY, (bbiz'pla) TO. The play of a boy. Beaum. fy FL
BP. An abbreviation of bishop.

BRA-BXN'TINE,* a. Belonging to Brabant. Ency.
BRAB'BLE, TO. A brawl

;
a clamorous contest. Sliak.

BRXB'BLE, v. n. To clamor
;
to wrangle. Sidney.

JBRXB'BLE-MENT, w. Contentious language; brabble.

Holland.

BRXB'BLER, TO. A clamorous fellow. Shak.

BRXc'CATE,* a. (Ornith.) Having the feet covered with
feathers. Brande.

BRACE, v. a. [brasser, Fr.] [i. BRACED; pp. BRACING,
BRACED.] To bind

;
to tie close

;
to strain up ; to make tense.

BRACE, TO. A cincture
; bandage ;

that which holds any
thing tight, or supports ;

a bracket
;
a strap ; things

braced together ;
a pair ;

armor for the arm
;
a piece of

timber framed in with bevel joints, used to keep the

building from swerving. '(Printing) A crooked line en-

closing a passage or lines which ought to be taken to-

gether, and not separately, as in a triplet.

BRACE'LET, [bras'let, W. P. J, E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. ;

bras'let/S.] [bracelet, Fr.] An ornament for the arm; a

piece of defensive armor for the arm.

BRA'CER, TO. He or that which braces or binds
;
a cincture j

an astringent medicine ;
armor for the arm.

BRA'CE,* n. pi. Bands or fillets for supporting pantaloons,
&c. Ure. (JVawt.) Ropes belonging to the yards.

jBRXcH, TO. [bracket, old Fr.] A bitch-hound. Burton.

BRACHE,*TO. A pointer or setting dog. Shak. Booth.

BRAHIAL, (brak'yal or bra'ke-al) [brak'yal, S. W. J. F.

E.Ja.K.; brak'e-al, P.; bra'ke-al, Sm.] a. [brachium,^.]
Belonging to the arm.

BRXH'l,!ATE,*a. (Bot.) Extending out like the arms. Crabb.

BRXjen'i-p-poD,* n. (Zool.) One of an order of acephalous
or headless bivalve mollusks. Brande.

BRACH'MAN, (br'a'man) TO. A Hindoo priest. See BRAMIN.

BRX^H'Y-CAT-A-LEC'TIC,* TO. (Rhet.) A verse wanting
two syllables in Greek and Latin poetry. Brande.

BRA-JEHYG'RA-PHER, TO. A short-hand writer. Gayton.

BRA-JEHYG'RA-PHY, (bra-klg'ra-fe) n. [/V'W and ypd<j>w.]
The art of writing in short-hand or by abbreviations.

BRA-HYI/Q-GY,* TO. Concise or laconic speech. Crabb.

BRACK. TO. A breach
;
a break. Hayward.

BRXcK'EN, (brak'kn) n. A fern ; a brake. [Local, Eng.]
BRACK/ET, n. A cramping-iron to stay timber work; a stay

to support a shelf; the cheek of the carriage of a mortar.

pi. Hooks [thus] to enclose something in writing or

printing.

BRACK'ET,* v. a.
[i.

BRACKETED ;pp. BRACKETING, BRACK-

ETED.] To enclose in or connect by brackets. Barker.

BRXcii'lSH, a. Saltish
;
somewhat salt. Bacon.

BRACK'ISH-NESS, n. Saltness in a small degree. Cheyne.

fBRXcK'Y, a. Brackish. Drayton.
BRXCT,*TO. [bractea, L.] (Bot.) The last leaf, leaflet, or set

of leaves, that intervenes between the true leaves and
the calyx of a plant. P. Cyc.

BRXc'TE-AL,*a. Furnished with bracts. Brande.

BRXC'TE-Q-LATE,* a. Having little bracts. Brande.

BRAD, [Saxon.] being an initial, signifies broad. Gibson.

BRAD, TO. A sort of nail having no broad head.

BRXD'Y-POD,* n. (Zool.) A family of edentate mammals.
Brande.

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , i, 6, C, Y, short; A, E, f, o, y> ?
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BRXG, r. n. [i. BRAGGED; pp. BRAGGING, BRAGGED.] To
boast

;
to vaunt. Shak. [Low.]

BRXG, n. A boast; the thing boasted. Milton. A game at

cards. Chambers.

tBiiAG, a. Proud ^boasting. Bale.

BRAG-GA-DO'CI-O, (brag-ga-do'she-5) n. A boaster. Dryden.
JBRXG'GAR-DISE, n. Gloriation

;
a bragging. Minsheu.

JBRXG'GAR-DiM, n. Boastfulness. Shak.

BRXG'GART, n. A vain boaster. Shak.

BRXG'GART, a. Boastful : vainly ostentatious. Donne.

,
n. One who brags ;

a boaster. Bale.

,
n. A sweet drink; a kind of mead. Chaucer.

G,* p. a. Boasting; praising one's self.

BRXG'SING-LY, ad. Boastingly. Huloet.

tBRAG'LESs, a. Without a boast. Shak.

tBiiAG'Ly, ad. In a manner to boast of. Spenser.

BRAH'MA,* ) n. In Hindoo mythology, the first person of

BRA'MA,* j
the trinity ;

the creator. Ency.
BRAH-MA'IC,* a. Braminical. P. Cyc. See BRAMINICAL.

BRAH-MAN'IC,* a. Braminical. Coleridge.

BRAH'AIIN,* n. A Gentoo or Hindoo priest; one of the first

of the four castes of the Hindoos. Ency. See BRAMIN.

BRAID, (brad) v. a. [i. BRAIDED ; pp. BRAIDING, BRAIDED.]
To weave together ; to plat ; to intertwine.

BRAID, ?i. A texture
; something braided

;
a knot.

fBRAID, a. Crafty ;
deceitful. Shak.

fBRAID, n. A start, as from sleep. Sackville.

IBRAID, v. a. To upbraid ;
to reproach. Huloet.

BRAILS, (bralz) n. pi. (Naut.) Small ropes to the sails.

BRAIL UP,* v. a. (JVawf.) To haul up by the brails. Mar.
Diet.

BRAIN, n. The soft, whitish mass inclosed in the cavity of

the skull, in which the nerves and spinal marrow termi-

nate, and which is regarded as the seat of sensation and
reflection ;

the understanding ;
the affections ; fancy ;

imagination.
BRAIN, v. a. To dash out the brains. Dryden.
BRAINED,* (brand or bra'ned) a. Furnished with brains.

Shale.

BRAlN'-FE-VER,*n. An inflammation of the brain. Booth.

BRAIN'ISH, a. Hot-headed ;
furious. Shak. [R.]

BRAlN'LESs,a. Destitute of brains ; silly. Hooker.

BRAIN'PXN, n. The skull, containing the brain.

BRAIN'-RACK-ING,* a. Perplexing ; harassing the mind.

Phillips.

BRAIN'SICK, a. Diseased in the understanding. Shak.

BRAIN'SICK-LY, ad. Weakly ; headily. Shak.

BRAIN'SICK-NESS, n. Indiscretion ; giddiness. Holland.

BRAIRD,* 7i. (Scotland) The springing up of seeds. Brande.

BRAlRD,* . n. To spring up, as seeds. London.

BRAJT, (brat) n. A rough diamond. Crabb.

|BRAKE, i. from Break; now broke. See BREAK.

BRAKE, n. An instrument for dressing hemp or flax; a

heavy harrow; a machine for confining horses while

shoeing them ; a sharp bit or snaffle ;
a carriage used for

breaking in horses
;
a baker's kneading-trough ; a handle

or lever by which a ship-pump is worked: a fern; a
thicket : that part of a movable battery or engine that

enables it to turn. See BREAK.

BRAKE'MAN,* n. : pi. BRAKE'MEN. One who tends a break
on a railroad car. Hale. See BREAKMA.N.

BRA'KY, a. Full of brakes; thorny. Bp. Hall.

BKAM'BLE, (bram'bl) n. The blackberry bush; any rough,
prickly shrub. Spenser. A bird. See BRAMBLING.

BRAM'BLE-BiiR-R y,* M. A prickly plant and its fruit.Z>raj/to.

BRXM'BLED, (bram'bld) a. Overgrown with brambles.

BRAM'BLE-FI'NCH,* n. Brambling, a species of finch.

Booth. Ia 'so oramble.

BRAM'BLING, n. A bird
;
the mountain chaffinch ; called

BRXM'BLY, a. Full of brambles. Sherwood.

BRA'MIN, [br'Ji'min,i/a.Sm. R. ; bram'jn or br'A'min, K.; bram'-

in, Wb.} n. A Hindoo priest ;
one of the sacerdotal caste

of Hindostan. Also written brachman and brahmin.

BRA-MIN'I-CAL, a. Relating to the Bramins. Halhed.

BRXN, n. The husk or covering of wheat and other grain,
which immediately covers the kernel

;
the refuse of sift-

ed meal.

{BRXN'CARD, (brang'kard) n. [brancard, Fr.] A horse-lit-

ter
;
a hand-barrow.

BRANCH, n. [branche, Fr.] The shoot of a tree
;
the off-

shoot of any thing, as of a river, a family, a stag's horn,
&c.

;
a smaller part of any thing ;

a limb ; a part or a di-

vision
; any distinct article or portion ; offspring.

BRANCH, v. n. [i.
BRANCHED

; pp. BRANCHING, BRANCHED.]
To spread in brandies, or into separate parts ; to shoot
out. To branch out, to speak diffusively. Addison.

BRANCH, v. a. To divide or form as into branches.

BRANCH'ER, n. One who forms branches. (Falconry) A
young hawk.

BRANCH'E-RY, n. The vascular parts of fruits
;
a system of

branches. Chambers.

BRA.N<PHI-JK,* n. pi. [L.] The gills of fish. Brande.

BRANCH'I-NESS, n. Fulness of branches. Sherwood.

BRA"NCH'|NG,*P. a. Extending in or forming branches.

BRXN'HI-Q-P6D,* n. (Zool.) A crustaceous animal. Brands

BRXN-JEHJ-OS'TE-GXN,* n. (Ich.) A genus of cartilaginous
fishes. Brande.

BRXN-Hi-6s'TE-GoOs,* a. Having covered gills, as fish-

es. Pennant.

BRANCH'LESS, a. Having no branches or shoots.

BRiNCH'LET,* n. A little branch. Crabb.

BRjtNCH'Y, a. Full of branches
; spreading. Pope.

BRXND, n. [Sax.] A piece of wood partly burnt ; a burning
stick ;

a mark made by a hot iron ; a stigma ;
a mark of

infamy, [brando, It.] A sword. Milton.

BRXND, v. a. ^'.BRANDED; pp. BRANDING, BRANDED.] To
mark with a brand or note of infamy ;

to burn with a
hot iron.

BRXND'GOOSEjK. See BRANT, and BRENT.
BRXND'ING,*P. a. Marking with a brand.

BRXND'ING-!R-ON,* (rl'urn) n. An iron to brand with.
London.

BRXND'IR-ON, (-I'urn) n. A trivet to set a pot upon ; a

branding-iron.
BfiXN'DlSH, v. a. [i. BRANDISHED ; pp. BRANDISHING, BRAN-

DISHED.] To flourish, as a weapon ;
to wave or shake

;
to

play with.

BRAN'DISH, M. A flourish. Tatler.

BRXN'DISH-ER,* n. One who brandishes. Chapman.
BRXN'DISH-ING,* p. a. Flourishing or waving as with a

weapon.
tBRXN'DLE, (bran'dl) v. n. [brandiller,Yr.] To shake. Cot-

grave.
BRAND'LING, n. A kind of worm. Walton.

BRXND'-NEW, a. New, as from the fire or forge. Forby.

BRXN'DRITH,* n. A fence round the mouth of a welt
Francis.

BRXN'DY, n. [brandcwine, or burnt wine ; brand wein, Ger.]
A spirituous liquor obtained by the distillation of wine ;

the alcoholic portion of wine.

BRXN'DY-WINE, n. Brandy. Wiseman.

BRXN'GLE, (brang'gl) n. Squabble ; wrangle. Swift.

BRXN'GLE, v. n. To wrangle ; to squabble. Bp. Hall. [R.]

tBRAN'GLE-MENT, (brang'gl-ment) n. A brangle.

BRXN'GLER, n. One who brangles or quarrels. Kersey.
BRXN'GLING, n. Quarrel. Whitlock. [R.]

BRXNK, n. Buckwheat. Mortimer. A scolding-bridle. Smart,

BRANK'UR-SINE,* n. A plant ; the bear's-breech. Booth.

BRXN'LIN, n. A fish of the salmon kind. Chambers.

BRXN'-NEW, a. Quite new: corrupted from brand-new.

BRXN'NY, a. Consisting of or resembling bran.

tBRXN'sLE, n. [Fr.] A brawl
;
a dance. Spenser.

BRXNT,a. Steep. [Local, Eng.] See BRENT.
BfiXNT,* n. (Ornith.) A species of goose. See BRENT.

BRXNT'-Fox,* n. A small species of fox. Booth.

BRA/$EN, (bra'zn) a. See BRAZEN.

BRASH, a. Hasty ;
rash. Grose. In some parts of the

United States it is used as a colloquial word in the sense
of brittle, easy to break. Pickering;

BRA'IER, (bra'zher) n. An artificer who works in brass :

a pan to hold coals.

BRA-IL', (bra-zel') . See BRAZIL.

BRiss, n. An alloy of copper and zinc, of a yellow color:

figuratively, impudence. [Used for copper, Dent, viii.]

BRAS'SAGE,* n. A sum formerly levied to defray the ex-

pense of coinage. Brande.

BRXS'SART,* n. The piece (in plate armor) which protect-
ed the upper arm, between the shoulder-piece and the

elbow. Brande.

BRAss'-HOOFED,*(braVhuft) a. Shod with brass. Pope.

BRXS'SI-CA, . [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants, comprising
cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, borecole, &c.

BRASS'I-NESS, n. A resemblance of brass.

BRAss'-PAVED, a. Firm as brass. Spenser.

BRASS'-VI'AGED, (bras'vlz'ajd) a. Impudent. B.Jonson,

BRASS'-WORK,* (bras'wiirk) n. Something made of brass.

Addison.

BRAss'Y, a. Partaking of or like brass ; impudent.
fBRXsT, p. a. from Burst. Burst

;
broken. Spenser.

BRXT, n. A child, so called in contempt. Shak.

BRAU'NITE,*W. (Min.) An oxide or ore ofmanganese. Dana.

BRA-VA'DO, [brsi-va'do, W. P. Ja. Sm. R. ; bra-va'do or br?-

va'do, Jf.] n. [bravata, Sp.J A boast ;
a brag ;

a bluster.

BRAVE, a. Courageous; valiant; fearless; bold; gallant;
magnificent ;

excellent ; noble ;
fine

; showy.
BRAVE, n. A hector. Milton. A boast. Shak. A brave man.

Bacon. An Indian warrior. Stone.

BRAVE, v. a. [i.
BRAVED

; pp. BRAVING, BRAVED.] To defy;
to set at defiance ; to encounter with courage ;

to make
showy.

BRA VE'LY, ad. In a brave manner
; finely.

BRA'VE-R'Y, [bra've-re, S. W. P.J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.; braV-

re, Wb.] n. Courage ;'intrepidity ;
heroism ; magnanimity ;

splendor ;
show

;
bravado.

BRAV'ING-LY, ad. In a defying manner. Sheldon.

||BRA'v6, or BRA'VO, [bra'vo, W. P. J. F. Ja. R.; bra'vS,
E. Sm. Wb. ; bra'vo or bra'vo, K.] n. [bravo, It.] A ban-

dit; an assassin who murders for hire.
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||BaX'vo,* or BRA'VO,* interj. [It.] Well done. An Ital-

ian interjection of applause, recently naturalized in Eng-
lish. Booth.

BRA-rffRA, 7i. Fit.] (Mus.) A song of difficult execution.
a. Spirited, difficult, and brilliant.

BRAWL, v. n. \brouiller, Fr.] [/. BRAWLED ; pp. BRAWLING,
BRAWLED.] To quarrel noisily ; to speak loud and inde-

cently ; to make a noise.

BRAWL, v. a. To drive or beat away. Shak.
BRAWL, n. Quarrel : formerly, a kind of dance.

BRAWL'ER, n. One who brawls
;
a wrangler.

BRAwL'iNG, n. The act of quarrelling. Sidney.
BRAWLING,* p a. Making a brawl

; quarrelling noisily.

BRAWL'ING-LV, ad. In a quarrelsome manner. Huloet.

BRAWN, n. The fleshy, muscular part of the body ;
muscu-

lar strength ;
the arm

;
bulk

;
the flesh of a boar

5
a boar

;

food prepared from swine's flesh.

fBRAwN, v. a. To make strong. Fuller.

tBRAWN'ED, a. Strong ; brawny. Spenser.
BRAWN'ER. n. A boar k-illed for the table. Kin*.

BRAWN'J-NESS, n. State of being brawny.
BRAwN'y, a. Muscular

; fleshy ; bulky ;
hard. [Pope.

BRAWN'Y-CHINED,* (-chlnd) a. Having a muscular chine.

BRXx'y,*7i. A disease or scouring in sheep. London.

BRAY, (bra) v. a. [i. BRAYED ; pp. BRAYING, BRAYED.] To
pound or grind small. Bacon. To emit with harsh sound.

Elyot. To beat. Wilcox. [Local, Eng.]
BRAY, (bra) v. n. [braire, Fr.] To make a noise as an ass.

BRAY, n. The noise of an ass
;
harsh sound ; [fa bank.]

BRAY'ER, (bra'er) n. One that brays ;
a pestle ;

an instru-
ment to temper printers' ink.

BRAY'ING, (bra'jng) n. Clamor; noise. Sir T. Smith.

BRAY'ING,* p. a. Making a harsh noise, like an ass.

BRAYLE,* n. (Falconry) A piece of leather used to bind up
ajiawk's wing. Maunder.

BRAZE, v. a. [i. BRAZED; pp. BRAZING, BRAZED.] To solder
with brass

; to make impudent.
BRA'ZEN, (bra'zn) a. Made of brass; impudent.
BRA'ZEN, (bra'zn) v. n. To be impudent, Arbuthnot.

BRA'ZEN-BROWED, (bra'zn-brofld) a. Impudent.
BRA'ZEN-FACE, (bra'zn-fas) n. An impudent person. Shak.

BRA'ZEN-FACED, (bra'zn-fast) a. Shameless. Shak.

BRA/ZEN-FlST-ED,* a. Having brazen fists. Somerville.

BRA'ZEN-LY, (bra'zn-le) ad. In a bold, impudent manner.

BRA'ZEN-NESS, (bra'zn-nes) n. Brassiness; impudence.
BRA'ZIER, (bra'zhur) n. An artificer who works in brass :

a pan for coals : also written brasier.

BRA-ZIL', Fbra-zel', 8. W. J. F. Ja. 1C. Sm. ; bra-zil', P.] n.

A kind or wood used for dyeing, brought from Brazil, in
South America.

BRXZ-I-LET'TO,* n. An inferior species of Brazil wood,
used for dyeing red. McCulloch. [zil. Southey.

BRA-zlL'lAN,*n. A native of Brazil. a. Relating to Bra-

BRAZ'ING,* n. The soldering together of the edges of iron,

copper, brass, &c., by means of an alloy consisting of
brass and zinc. Ure.

BREACH, (brech) n. Act of breaking; state of being bro-
ken

;
a gap, particularly in a fortification made by a bat-

tery ;
a break

;
an opening ; violation of a law or con-

tract
; difference ; quarrel ;

infraction
; injury.

BREACH'y,*a. Unruly, or apt to break out of enclosures.

Holloway. [Used in Sussex in England, and in New
England.]

BREAD, (bred) n. Food made of flour or ground corn
;
food

in general ; support of life at large.

BREAD, or BREADE, v. a. To spread ;
to make broad. Ray.

[Local, Eng.]
BREAP'-CHIP-PER, n. One who chips bread. Shak.

BREAD'-CORN, n. Corn of which bread is made.
BREAD'EN, (bred'dn) a. Made of bread. Rogers. [R.]
BREAD'FR(JIT * n. A tree and its fruit ; the artocarpus P.

Cyc.

BREAD'LESS,* a. Destitute of bread or food. Whiteear.

BREAD'-PUD-DING,* n. A pudding made of bread. Arbuth-
not.

BREAD'-ROOM, (bred'rom) n. (Naut.) A part of the hold
of a ship where the bread and biscuit are kept.

BREAD'STUFF,* n. Bread-corn; meal; flour. Marshall.

[U. 8.]

BREADTH, (bredth) n. The measure of any plain superfi-
cies from side to side

;
width

; extent.

BREADTH'LESS, (bredth'les) a. Without breadth. More.
BREAK, (brak) [brak, W. P. J. F.Ja.K. Sm. R. Wb.; brok

S.
.]

v. a.
[i. BROKE (f BRAKE); pp. BREAKING, BROKEN.]

To part or rend by violence
;
to burst or open by force ;

to divide ; to dislocate
;
to destroy by violence

; to crush
;

to shatter; to tame; to make bankrupt; to discard; to
dismiss

; to violate, as a contract
;
to infringe, as a law;

to intercept ;
to interrupt ;

to separate company ;
to dis-

solve any union. To break in, to trairi and accustom to
some employment or so/vice. To break off, to stop sud-

denly, to tear asunder. To break up, to dissolve
;
to lay

open ;
to turn up with a plough ;

to separate cr disband.
To break upon the wheel, to stretch upn the wheel and

BRE
break the bones. To break wind, to give vent to wind In

the body.
BREAK, (brak) v. n. To part in two

;
to burst

;
to spread by

dashing, as waves on a rock
;
to open, as the morning;

to burst forth
;
to become bankrupt ;

to decline in health
;

to issue out with vehemence
;
to fall out. To break in,

to enter unexpectedly. To break loose, to escape from
captivity, to shake off restraint. To break off, to desist

suddenly. To break out, to discover itself in sudden ef-

fects
;
to have eruptions upon the body ;

to become disso-
lute. To break up, to dissolve itself; to disperse. To
break with, to part friendship with any. 35= It is to be
observed of this extensive verb, that in all its significa-

tions, whether active or neuter, it has some reference to
its primitive meaning, by implying either detriment, sud-

denness, violence, or separation. It is used often with
additional particles, up, out, in, off, forth, <fcc., to modify its

signification.

BREAK, (brak) n. State of being broken ; opening ;
a pause ;

a line drawn
;
the dawn. (Arch.) A projection from, or

recess in, the wall of a building. (Mech.~) A drag ap-

Clied

to the wheels of a railroad car, to check its ve-

jcity ;
the fly-wheel of cranes, and other machinery, to

check their velocity or stop their motion. See BRAKE.
BREAK'A-BLE, a. Capable of being broken.
BRE AK'AGE ,*n. TJie act of breaking; allowance for what

is accidentally broken. Trader's Guide.

BREAK'ER, (brak'er) n. He or that which breaks; a wave
broken by the rocks.

BREAK'FAST, v. n.
[i. BREAKFASTED

; pp. BREAKFASTING,
BREAKFASTED.] To eat the first meal in the day.

BREAK'FAST,* v. a. To furnish with breakfast. Milton.

BREAK'FAST, (brek'fast) n. The first meal in the day; the
food eaten at the first meal.

BREAK'FAST-ING, n. Act of taking breakfast.

BREAK'ING, (brak'jng) n. Bankruptcy : with in, an irrup-
tion : with out, an eruption : with up, a dissolution,
or turning up with a plough.

BREAK'ING-IN,* . The act of training a horse, &c.
; an

invasion. Maunder.

BREAK'MAN,* n. One who manages a break on a rail-

roa_d. Hale. See BRAKEMAN.
BREAK'NECK, n. A steep endangering the neck. Shak.

BREAK'NECK,* a. Endangering the neck. Smart.

BREAK'PR6M-ISE, 7i. One who breaks his promise. Shak.

BREAK'SHARE,* n. A disease or diarrhoea in sheep. London.

BREAK'VO\V, n. One who breaks his vows. Shak.

BREAK'wA-TER, n. An artificial bank of stones, or the
hulk of a vessel sunk, to break the sea before its entrance
into a roadstead or harbor.

BREAM, (brSm) n. [brcme, Fr.] A fresh-water fish.

BREAM, v. a. [i. BREAMED;;;P.BREAMINC, BREAMED.] (Naut.)
To clean a ship, by burning off sea-weed, shells, &c.,
collected on the bottom in a long voyage.

BREAST, (brest) n. The fore part of the human body, be-

tween the neck and the belly ;
the soft protuberance on

the thorax, which terminates in a nipple ;
a mother's

nipple ;
the bosom ; the part of a beast that is under the

neck, between the fore legs; the disposition; the heart;
the conscience

;
mind.

BREAST, (brest) v. a.
[i. BREASTED ; pp. BREASTING, BREAST-

ED.] To bare the breast against ;
to meet in front

;
to

face. To breast up, to cut the face or side of a hedge.
BREAST'BONE, n. A flat bone in the fore part of the tho-

rax
;
the sternum.

BRfiAST'cAs-KET, TI. (JVauf.) The largest casket of a ship.

BREAST'DEEP, a. Breast-high ; up to the breast.

BREAST'ED, (brest'ed) a. Having a breast.

BREAST'FAST, (brest'fist) n. (JVai/t.) A large rope used to

confine a ship sideways to a wharf or to another ship.

BREAST'HIGH, (brest'lu) a. Up to the breast. Sidney.

BREAST'HOOKS, (brest'huks) n. pi. (JVauf.) The timbers
that strengthen the fore part of a ship. Harris.

BREAST'KNOT, (brest'not) n. An ornament or knot of rib-

bons worn by women on the breast. Addison.

BREAST'M!LK,* n. Milk from the breast. Ooldsmith.

BREAST'PIN, n. An ornamental pin for the breast
;
a

brooch.

BREAST'PLATE, n. A piece of armor for the breast.

BREAST'PLOOGH, (brcst'plbu) ?i. A plough, or a kind of

spade or shovel, for paring turf, driven by the breast.

BREAST'RAIL,* n. The upper rail of a breastwork. Crabb.

BREAST'ROPES, (brest'rSps) n. pi. (J\faut.) Ropes which
fasten the yards to the parrels of a ship. Harris.

BREAST'-SDM-MER,* 7i. (Arch.) A beam which supports
an exterior wall. Brandc.

BREAST'WORK, (brest'wiirk) n. (Fort.) An elevation of

earth thrown up round a fortified place to protect a garri-
son from the enemy's fire ;

a parapet.

BREATH, (breth) n. The air drawn in and expelled by the

lungs in respiration; life; the time occupied by once

breathing; respite; pause; breeze.

BRATH'A-BLE, (br6th'a-bl) a. That may be breathed.

BREATHE, (broth) v. n. [i.
BREATHED

; pp. BREATHING,
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BREATHED.] To draw air into the lungs and expel it
;
to

respire ;
to live ; to pause ;

to rest
;
to pass as air.

BREATHE, (broth) v. a. To inspire or expire ;
to move by

breath ;
to exhale ; to utter privately ; to give air or vent to.

BREATII'ER, n. One who breathes; inspirer.

fBREATH'FUL, (breth'ful) a. Full of breath. Spenser.

BREATH'JNG, (breth'jng) n. Respiration ; aspiration ;
se-

cret prayer; breathing-place ;
vent

; an accent.

BREATH'lNG,*p._a. Drawing in or giving out breath.

BREATH'ING-PLACE, n. A place to pause at. Sidney.

BREATH'ING-PORE,* n. A microscopic aperture in the cu-
ticle of plants. P. Cyc.

BREATH'ING-TIME, n. Time to breathe or rest.

BREATH'LESS, (breth'les) a. Out of or without breath ;

dead. [Hall.
BREATH'LESS-NESS, n. State of being out of breath. Bp.
BREC'CIA,* (bret'cha) n. [It.] (Min.) A kind of pudding-

stone ;
a stone composed of fragments or small pieces of

stone cemented or run together. Lyell.

BRED, i. & p. from Breed. See BREED.

BREDE,_(br5d) n. See_BRAiD.
BRED'SORE,* or BREED'ER,* n. A whitlow, or a sore com-
ing without a wound or visible cause. Forby. Breeding-
sore is used in a similar manner in the United States.

BREECH, rbrech, S. W. P. J. F. Jo. Sm. R. ; brich, E. K.

Wb.] n. The lower part of the body ;
the hinder part of a

piece of ordnance or of any thing : [f breeches. Skak.]
BREECH, v. a. [i. BREECHED ; pp. BREECHING, BREECHED.]
To put into breeches

;
to fit any thing with a breech

;
to

whip on the breech
;
to fasten by a rope attached to the

breech of a cannon.

||BREECH'-BXND,* (brich'band) w.Part of the harness of a

carriage horse. Brande. See BREECHING.

||BREECH'E, (brich'ez) [brich'ez, W. E. Ja. K. Sm. R.;

brech'ez, P.] n. pi. The garment worn by men over the
lower part of the body. To wear tJie breeches, to usurp
the authority of the husband. Burton.

||BREECH'E-P6cK'ET,*n.A pocket in the breeches. Swift.

[JBREECH'ING, (bnch'jng) n.A whipping ;
a part of ahorse's

harness attached to the saddle, and hooked on the shafts,

enabling him to push back the vehicle
;
a breech-band.

London. (Naut.) A strong rope used to secure cannon.
Mar. Diet.

BREED, v. a. [i. BRED; pp. BREEDING, BRED.] To procre-
ate

;
to produce from one's self; to bring forth

;
to bear;

to give birth to
;
to generate ; to cause

;
to foster ; to edu-

cate
;
to bring up from infancy.

BREED, v. n. To be with young; to produce offspring.
BREED, n. A cast

;
kind

; race ; offspring ; progeny ;
a num-

ber^produced at once
;
a hatch.

BREED'BATE, n. One who breeds quarrels. Shak.

BREED'ER, n. One who breeds
;
one that is prolific ;

a pro-
ducer.

BREED'ING, 7z. Education; manners
;
nurture.

BREED'ING,* p. a. Bringing forth young; producing;
educating.

BREED'iNG-SoRE,*n. A whitlow. See BREDSORE.
BREEE, (brez) n. The gadfly. See BREEZE. Shak.

BREEZE, n. [brize, Fr.] A gentle gale ;
a soft wind. Raleigh.

A_ disturbance. Potter. The gadfly, a stinging fly.

BREEZE,* v. n. To blow gently : a sea term. Smart.

BREEZE'LESS, a. Having no breezes
; very calm.

BREEZE'-stiA-KEN,*(-kn)a. Moved or shaken byabreeze.
Young.

BREEZ'y, a. Fanned with gales ;
full of gales. Gray.

BRE'HON, n. Anciently the name of a judge in Ireland :

Brehon laws, the ancient laws of that country, which were
unwritten, like the common law of England.

BREIS'LA-KITE,* n. (Min.) A fibrous mineral. Dana.
fBREME, a. Cruel

; sharp. Cliaucer.

fBREN, v. a. To burn. Spenser.
fBRENT, p. a. Burnt. Spenser.
BRENT, a. Steep ; high. Ray. [Provincial, Eng.]
BRENT,* n. (OmiUi.) A species of goose, called also the

broad goose, and brent goose. Ency.
BREST, n. (Arch.) The moulding of a column

;
the torus.

BREST-SOM-MER, n. (Arch.} See BREAST-SUMMER. Maun-
der.

BRET, n. A fish of the turbot kind : called also burt.

JBRET'FftL, a. Brimful. Cliauccr.

BRETH'REN, n. The plural of Brother. Brethren denotes
persons of the same society ; brothers, persons of the same
family or of the same society. Brethren is now little

used except in theology or the solemn style.

BRET'TI-CE,* n. pi. (In coal mines') Wooden plankings to

prevent the falling in of the strata. Brande.

BREVE, (brev) n. [It. $ Fr.] (Mus.) A note of time equal
to two semibreves or four minims. (Laic} A short pre-
cept ;

a writ or brief.

BRE-VET', or BREV'ET, [bre-vet', K. Sm. Wb. Murdock;
brev'et, Ja. R. Crabb.] n. [Fr.] A patent; a warrant with-
out a seal. (Mil.) A commission giving a title and rank
above that for which pay is received.

BRE-VET',* or BREV'ET,* a. Taking rank by brevet; as,

a brevet colonel is a colonel in rank, with the pay of a
lieutenant-colonel. Smart.

BRKV'ET-CY,* n. The rank or condition of a brevet. Gen.
Gaines. [R.]

BREV'IA-RY, (br5v'ya-re) [brev'ya-re, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm.;
brev'ysi-re, P. K.} n. [breviarium, L.j An abridgment ;

the
book containing the daily service of the church of Rome.

BREv'lATE,(brSv'yat or brS've-rit) re. Ashort compendium.
Milton. A lawyer's brief. Hudibras.

BREV'IATE_, (brev'yat) v. a. To abbreviate. Sherwood.

BREV'IA-TURE, (lirev'ya-tar) [brev'ya-tiir, S. Ja. K. ; brSv'-

ya-chur, W.; brev'ya-tur, P.; br5've-a-tur, Sin.] n. An
abbreviation. [R.]

BREV'I-CITE,* n. (Min.) A white mineral; mesole. Dana.
BRE-VIER', (bre-ver') . A small printing type, in size be-
tween bourgeois and minion.

t/BRE-viL/c-QUENCE,* n. A concise mode of speaking.
Maunder.

BREV'I-PED,* n. An animal having short legs Smart.

BREV'I-PEU,* a. Having short legn. Smart.

BREV'I-PEN'NATZ,* a. Short-quilled or short-feathered.
Brande.

BREV'I-TY, n. Conciseness
;
shortness

;
briefness.

BREW, (bru) v. a.
[i. BREWED ;pp. BREWING, BREWED.] To

make malt liquor ;
to make liquor by mixing and boiling ;

to put into preparation ;
to mingle ;

to contrive
;
to plot.

BREW, (bru) v. n. To perform the act of brewing. Shak.

BREW, (bru) n. That which is formed by brewing. Bacon.
BRE W'AGE, (bru'aj) H. A mixture

; something brewed. Shak.

BREW'ER, (bru'er) n. A man whose trade it is to brew.
BREW'ER-Y, (bru'er-e) n. A place for brewing.
BREW'HOUSE, (bru'hoGs) .. A house for brewing.
BREW'ING, (bru'ing) n. Act of brewing; quantity brewed

at once. (JVaut.) The mingling of tempestuous clouds.

BREW'IS, (bru'is) n. A piece of bread soaked in boiling fat

pottage, made of salted meat. Warner.

BREWS'TER-ITE,* w. (JWm.) A silicious mineral. Dana.
BRI'AR, n. See BRIER.

BRIBE, n. [bribe, Fr.] A reward given to any one, espe-
cially to a judge, an officer, or a voter, in order to corrupt
or influence his conduct.

BRIBE, v. a.
[i. BRIBED;^. BRIBING, BRIBED.] To give a

bribe to
;
to gain by bribes.

BRIBE'LESS,* a. Free from bribery. Dr. Allen.

BRIB'ER, ?t. One who gives bribes. South.

BRI'BER-Y, n. The crime of taking or giving bribes.

BRICK, n. [brick, D.J Earth or clay formed into squares or

regular forms, and burnt in a kiln or baked in the sun.

BRICK, v. a. [i. BRICKED; pp. BRICKING, BRICKED.] To lay
with bricks

; to imitate or form like bricks.

BRICK'BAT, n. A piece of brick. Bacon.

BRICK'BUILT, (brlk'bilt) a. Built with bricks. Dryden.
BRICK'CLAY, (brik'kla) n. Clay, or a mixture of sand and
alumina, used for making bricks.

BRl'cK'oOsT, n. Dust made by pounding bricks.

BRICK'EARTH, n. Earth used in making bricks.

BRICKKILN, (brik'kil) n. A kiln for burning bricks.

BRlcK'LAY-ER, 11. A mason who builds with bricks.

BRICK/LAY-ING,* n. Art of building with bricks. Brande.

jBRlc'KLE, (brlk'kl) a. Brittle; apt to break. Spenser.
IBRIC'KLE-NESS, (brik'kl-nes) n. Fragility. Barret.

BRlcK'MAK-ER, n. One who makes bricks.

BRICK'MA-SON,* (-sn) n. One who builds with brick.Jbftns<m.

BRicii'NOG-.GiNG,* . Brickwork between timber framing
Brande.

BRICK'-WALL,* n. A wall made of brick. Guardian.

BRfcK'woRK, (brik'wurk) n. A laying of bricks
;
the part

of a building formed of bricks. Sherwood.

jBRfcK'y, a. Full of bricks; fit for bricks. Cotgrave.
BRI'DAL, n. A wedding; a nuptial festival. Dryden.
BRI^DAL, a. Belonging to a wedding ; nuptial. Shak.

fBRi'DAL-TY, n. Celebration of a nuptial feast. B. Jonson.

BRIDE, n. A woman newly married or about to be married.

BR!DE, u. a. To make a bride of; to marry. [R.]
BKIDE'BED, n. The marriage-bed. Shale.

BRIDE'CAKE, n. Cake distributed at a wedding.
BRIDE'CHAM-BER, n. The nuptial chamber.
BR!DE'GROOM, . A man newly married or about to be

married. [Drayton.
BRiDE'HoOsE,* n. The house of a newly-married pair.

BRIDE'MAID, n. A woman who attends upon the bride.

BRIDE'MAN, n.; pi. BRIDE'MEN. A man who attends ths
bride and bridegroom at the nuptial ceremony.

BRIDE''MAID,* n. Same as bridcmaid. Smart.
BRIDE''MAN,* 71. Same as bridcman. Booth.

BRIDE'STAKE, n. A post to dance round. B. Jonson.

BRIDE'WELL, n. A house of correction. The original
bridewell was a palace built near St. Bride's, i. e. St.

Bridget's Well, in London, which was turned into a hos-

pital and penitentiary.
BRIDGE, (brij) n. A pathway erected over a river, canal,

road, &c., in order that a passage may be made from one
side to the other

;
the upper part of the nose

; the sup-
porter of the strings of viols, &c.
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BRE-VET',* or BREV'ET,* a. Taking rank by brevet
; as, porter of the strings of viols, &c.
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BRIDGE, r. a.

[i.
BRIDGED

; pp. BRIDGINO, BRIDGED.] To
build or erect a bridge over. Milton.

BRIDGE'LESS,* a. Destitute of a bridge. Southey.
BRlD^'Y, (brlj'e) a. Full of bridges. Sherwood.

BRI'DLE, (brl'dl) n. An instrument of iron, leather, &c.,
by which a horse is restrained and governed ;

a restraint
;

a curb.

BRI'DLE, (brl'dl) v. a.
[i. BRIDLED ; pp. BRIDLING, BRIDLED.]

To guide by a bridle
;
to put a bridle on

;
to restrain.

BRI'DLE, (brl'dl) v. n. To hold up the head. Beaum. <$ Ft.

BRi'DLE-cC'T-TER,*re. One who makes bridles, spurs, &c.
Johnson.

BRI'DLE-HXND, n. The hand which holds the bridle.

BRI'DLE-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes bridles. Booth.
BRI'DLER. n. One who bridles or restrains.

BRI-DOON' * n. The snaffle and rein of a military bridle.

Crabb.

BRIEF, a. [brief, Fr.] Short; concise; contracted. &$= It

is used, as a provincialism or vulgarism, in the sense of

rife, common, or prevalent, in England and the United
States. Nares says, "Brief seems to be used in the fol-

lowing passage [Shak.] for rife: a corruption which is

still to be heard among the vulgar: 'A thousand busi-

nesses are brief in hand.' "
King John.

BRIEF, n. A short writing or epitome. (Law) A writ or

precept ;
an abridgment of a client's case made out for

instruction of counsel : letters patent giving license for

collecting contributions: a papal rescript. (Mas.) A
measure of quantity. See BREVE.

BRIEF'LESS,* a. Having no brief. Bentham.

BRIEF'LY, ad. Concisely ;_quickly. Shak.

BRIEF'MAN,* n. ; pi. BRIEF'MEN. One who makes a brief
3

a copier of a manuscript. Qu. Rev'.

BRIEF'NESS, n. Conciseness
;
shortness. Camden.

BRI'ER, n. A prickly shrub ; the bramble.

BRI'ERED,* a. Covered with briers
; briery. Chatterton.

BRI'JER-Y, a. Rough; full of briers. Sherwood.

BRI'ER-Y, n. A place where briers grow. Huloet.

Bum, n. A bridge. Gibson. [Provincial, Eng.]
BRIG, n. A small, square-rigged merchant vessel, with two
masts.

BRI-GADE', n. [brigade, Fr.] A division of troops. A bri-

gade of horse generally consists of eight or ten squad-
rons

;
a brigade of foot, of four, five, or six battalions.

BRI-GADE', v. a. To form into a brigade. [R.]

BR|-GADE'-MA'JOR, n. An officer or major of a brigade.
Booth.

BRIG-A-DIER', 7i. A general officer who commands a bri-

gade ;
often styled a brigadier-general.

BulG'AND, n. [Fr.] One of a gang of robbers ;
a robber.

BRlG'AND-AGE, n. [Fr.] Theft; plunder. Warburton.

BIUG'AN-DINE, [brlg'an-dln, S. W. P. Jo. K. R. ; brlg'an-

din, Sm.] n.[brigandine t Fr.J A coat of mail
;
a light vessel.

See BRIGANTINE.

BRlG'AN-TlNE, [brlg'an-tin, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. R. ; brig'-

an-tln, Sm.] n. [brigantin, Fr.] A light, swift-sailing ves-

sel
;
a sort of European brig with two masts.

BRIGHT, (brlt) a. Shining; full of light; reflecting light;
clear

; witty ; resplendent ;
lucid

; splendid ;
illustrious.

BRIGHT'BURN-ING, (brlt'burn-ing) a. Burning brightly.

I'RIGHT'EN, (brl'tn) v. a. [i. BRIGHTENED; pp. BRIGHTEN-

ING, BRIGHTENED.] To make bright; to make luminous,
gay, illustrious, or witty.

RidGHT'EN, (brl'tn) v. n. To grow bright. Pope.

HRIGIIT'EYED, (brit'Id) a. Having bright eyes. Gray.
BRIGHT'HAIRED, (brit'hird) a. Having bright hair.

BKIGHT'HAR-NESSED, (brlt'h'ir-nest) a. Having bright har-

ness or armor. Milton.

DRIGHT'LY, (brlt'le) ad. With lustre
; splendidly.

BRIGHT'NESS, (brit'nes) n. duality of being bright; lus-

tre ; acuteness.

BRIGHT'SHIN-ING, a. Shining brightly. Spenser.

J-BRI-GOSE', a. Quarrelsome ; contentious. Puller.

iBRlGUE, (breg)Ti. [briga, Ger.1iStrife
; quarrel. Chesterfield.

iiRiGUE, (breg) v. a. [brigucr,Fi.] To canvass; to solicit.

Hard. [R.]

BR!LL,* 7?. A fish intermediate between the sole and tur-

bot. JY.Ency.
BKIL-LAN'TE,* [It.] (Mus.) Noting a gay and lively man-

ner. Brando.

BRlLL'lANCE,* (brll'yans) n. Same as brilliancy. P. Mag.
BR!LL'IAN-CY, (brll'yan-se) n. duality of being brilliant;

lustre ; splendor.
BRILL'IANT, (bril'yant) a. [brillant, Fr.] Shining ; spark-

ling; splendid.
BRILL'IANT, (bril'yant) 71. A diamond cut into angles, so

as to refract the light, and shine brighter.

BRi'LL'lANT-LY, (brll'yant-le) ad. Splendidly. Warton.

BRILL'IANT-NESS, (brll'yant-nes) n. Splendor ; lustre.

BR!LL,'n. pi. The hair on 'he eyelids of a horse. Bailey.

BR(M, n. The edge of any thing ;
the upper edge of a ves-

sel
;
the top ;

the bank of a fountain, river, or the sea.

tBRlM, a. Public
;
well known. Warner.

BRIM, v. n. To be full to the brim. Philips.

BRfM, v. a. [i. BRIMMED; pp. BRIMMING, BRIMMED.] To fill

to the top. Milton.

fBRlM'Fi'LL, v. a. To fill to the top. Crasliaw.

BRlitt'F0L, a. Full to the brim or top. Sidney.

BRIM'FOL-NESS, n. Fulness to the top. Skak.

BRIM'LESS, a. Without an edge or brim. L. Jlddis<m.

BR/M'MER, n. A bowl full to the top. Drydcn.
BRlM'MiNG, a. Full to the brim. Dryden.
BRIM'STONE, n. A yellowish mineral

; sulphur.
BR!M'STON-Y, a. Full of brimstone. B. Jonson.

BR!N'DED, a. Of a varied color
;
streaked

; tabby.
BRIN'DLE, (brln'dl)n. The state of being brinded. Clarissa.

BR!N'DLED, (brln'dld) a. Brinded
; streaked ; tabby.

BRINE, n. Water impregnated with salt ; the sea.

BRINE, v. a. To imbue with brine. Chambers.

BRINE'PAN,* n. A reservoir of brine or salt water. Smart.
BRINE 'P!T, n. A pit or reservoir of salt water. Shak.

BRINE'SPRING,* n. A salt spring. Smart.

BRING, v. a. [i. BROUGHT; pp. BRINGING, BROUGHT.] To
fetch from

;
to convey or carry to

;
to convey of one's self,

not by another ; to procure as a cause
;
to attract

;
to draw

along; to lead by degrees; to induce; to prevail upon.
To bring about, to bring to pass. To bring forth, to give
birth to; to exhibit to the view. To bring off, to clear

from; to acquit. To bring on, to engage in action.
To bring over, to convert. To bring out, to exhibit.
To bring to pass, to effect. To bring under, to subdue.
To bring up, to educate. To bring to, (JVa.) to check
the course of a ship. Bring retains, in all its senses,
the idea of an agent, or cause, producing a real or meta-
phorical motion of something towards something.

BR!NG'ER, n. One who brings.

BRING'ER-IN, n. One who introduces any thing.
BRlNG'ER-fjP, n. An instructor. (Mil.) Bringers-up are

the whole last rank of men in a battalion, or the hind-
most men in every file. Chambers.

BRIN'ISH, a. Like brine
;
saltish. Shak.

BRIN'ISH-NESS, n. Tendency to saltness.

BR!NK, n. [brink, Danish.] The edge, as of a precipice, cliff,
or river

;
a precipice.

BR'I'NY, a. Resembling brine
;

salt.

BRI'O-NINE,* n. Francis. See BRYOICINE.

BRl'QN-y, ?i. See BRYONY.
BRlsK^ a. [brusque, Fr.] Lively ; active; full of spirit ; spir-

ited
; gay ;

vivid
; bright.

BRISK, v. a. To make brisk. To brisk up, to enliven.

BRls'KET, 7t. A part of the breast of meat under the scrag j

the breast of an animal.

BR!SK'LY, ad. In a brisk manner
; actively.

BR!SK'NJ?SS, n. Liveliness; -vigor; gayety.
BR!SK DP, v. n. To come up briskly.

BRls'TLE, (bris'sl) 71. The stiff hair of swine.

BRls'TLE, (bris'sl) v. a. [i. BRISTLED
; pp. BRISTLING, BRIS-

TLED.] To erect as bristles
;
to fix a bristle to.

BRls'TLE, (bris'sl) v. n. To stand erect as bristles.

BRls'TLE-ARMED,* (bris'sl-armd) a. Armed with bristles.

Kirby. [bristles erect.

BRls'TLED,* (brls'sld) p. a. Having bristles
; having the

BRIS'TLE-FERN,* n. A plant; a species of woodsia. Booth.

BRIS'TLE-LIKE, (brls'sl-llk) a. Stiff as a bristle.

BRis'TLE-Moss,* n. A species of moss. Booth.

BRls'TLE-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like bristles. Bootfi.

BRls'TLE-TAiL,* n. A fly having the tail terminated by
hairs. Booth.

BRIST'LI-NESS,* n. The quality of being bristly. Booth.

BRls'TLY, (brls'sle) a. Thick set with bristles. Bacon.

BR!S'TOL-STONE, 7i. Rock crystal.

BRIT, 7i. The name of a fish. Carno. See BURT.

BRI-TXN'NI-A,* n. A sort of mixed metal, or alloy; the

kind of pewter of which English teapots are often made:
called also tutaniaand prince's metal. Ure.

BRITE, or BRIGHT, (brlt) v. n. To be over-ripe, as hops,

wheat, &c. [Provincial, Eng.]
BRiT'lSH, a. Relating to Britain, or /Great Britain, or its

inhabitants.

BRlT'QN, n. A native of Britain. Shak.

|BRlT'<?N, a. British. Spenser.

BRIT'TLE, (brlt'tl) a. Apt to break
; fragile.

fBRlT'TLE-LY, (brit'tl-le) ad. In a fragile manner. Sherwood.

BRIT'TLE-NESS, n. Aptness to break ; fragility. Ascham.

BRITZSKA,* (bris'krt) n. [britzschka, Ger.] An open, four-

wheeled carriage, with shutters to close at pleasure, and

space for reclining when used for a journey. W. Ency.

BRI'ZA,* n. (Bot.) Spelt wheat, or quaking grass. Crabb.

BRIZE, n. The gadfly. Spenser. See BREEZE. Ground

long untilled. Crabb.

BROACH, (broch) n. [brochc, Fr.] A spit ;
a wind instru-

ment. See BROOCH.

BROACH, (broch) v. a. [i. BROACHED; pp. BROACHING,
BROACHED.] To pierce, as with a spit ;

to spit ;
to pierce ;

to tap ;
to open any store ; to let out ; to utter. (JVaut.)

To broach to, to turn suddenly to windward.

BROACH'ER, n. One who broaches ;
a spit.

BROAD, (briwd) a. Extended in breadth; wide; large;
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comprehensive ;
clear ; open ; gross ;

coarse
;

obscene ;

fulsome ;
bold ;

not delicate. Broad as long, equal upon
the whole. L'Estrange.

BROAD,* (brawd) n. A lake formed by the expansion of a

river in a flat country. Forby. [Local, Eng.]
BROAo'-A-WAKE',* a. Fully awake. Coleridge.

BROAo'XxE, (br&wd'aks) n. Formerly a military weapon.
Spenser. An axe with a broad edge for hewing timber.

BROAD'-BLOWN, (brawd'blon) a. Full blown. Shak.

BRoAD'-B6T-TOMED,* a. Having a broad bottom. Irving.

BROAD'-BREAST-ED, a. Having a broad breast.

BRoAD'-BKlMfaED, (brawd'brimd) a. Having a broad brim.

BROXD'CAST, (brawd'kast) ji. The method of sowing seeds

by casting or scattering them abroad by the hand at large,
as wheat, oats, &c. Chambers.

BRoAD'cAsT,* v. a. To sow with the hand extended, as

wheat, rye, <fcc. J. Montgomery.
BROAD'cAsT,* a. Sown by the hand at large. London.

BROAD'CLOTH, (brawd'kloth) 71. A fine kind of woollen
fulled cloth of broad make.

BROAo'EN, (brawd'dn) t>. n. To grow broad. Thomson. [R.]

BROAD'EN,* (brawd'dn) v. a. To make broad
;
to increase

in breadth. Sir J. Mackintosh.

BROAD'-EYED, (brawd'id) a. Having a wide survey.

BRoAo'-FACED,* (-fast)
a. Having a broad face. Johnson.

BROAD'-FOOT,*(-fut) a. Having a broad foot or \eg.Pennant.
BROAo'-FRSNT-ED, a. Having a broad front.

BROAD'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a broad head. Scott.

BRoAD'-HORNED, (brawd'hornd) a. Having wide horns.

BRoAo'lSH, (brawd'ish) a. Rather broad. Russell.

BROAD'-LEAVED, (brawd'levd) a. Having broad leaves.

BROAo'LY, (brawd'le) ad. In a broad manner. Sandys.

BROAD'-MOUTHED,* (-moutlid) a. Having a wide mouth.
HUL

BROAD'NESS, (brawd'nes) n. Quality of being broad.

BRoAD'PlECE,(brawd'pes)re.An English gold co\n.Snettin.g.

BRoAo'-RlBBED,* (-ribd) a. Having broad ribs or bands.

HUl. [ment ; the great seal of England.
BRoAD'-SEAL,(brawd's51)7. The official seal of a govern-
BROAD'-SEAL,(brawd'sel) v. a. To stamp or sanction with
the broad-seal. B. Jonson. [R.]

BROAD'SHOUL-DERED, (brawd'shol-derd)a.Havingalarge
space between the shoulders. Dryden.

BROAD'SIDE, (brawd'sld) n. The side of a ship; the dis-

charge of all the guns on one side of a ship of war.

(Printing) One side of a whole sheet.

BROAD'SIGHT-ED,* (brawd'sit-ed) a. Having a wide view
;

seeing far. Qu. Rev.

BROAD'-SK'IRT-ED,* a. Having abroad skirt. Irving.

BROAD'SPREAD,* a. Widely diffused. Dyer.
BROAD'SPREAD-ING, a. Spreading widely. Shak.

BROAD'SWORD, (brawd'sord) n. A cutting sword, with a

broad blade. Wiseman.

BAOAo'TAlLED, (brawd'tald) a. Having a broad tail.

BROAo'-WAK-lNG,* a. Possessing full vigilance. Fairfax.

BROAD'WINGED,* (-wingd) a. Having broad wings. Thom-
son.

BROAD'wTE, ad. In the direction of the breadth. Boyle.

BRO-CADE', n. [brocado, Sp.] A kind of stuff or cloth of

gold, silver, or silk, raised and ornamented with flow-

ers, &c.

BRO-CAD'ED, a. Dressed in or woven as brocade. Oay.
BRO'CAGE', or BRO'KAGE, n. Profit gained by promoting
bargains ;

a dealing in old things ;
hire

; brokerage. Locke.

See BROKERAGE.
BROC'cp-Ll, (brokVle) n. [broccolo, It.; brocoli, Fr.] A

sort of cabbage.
BROJEH'ANT-ITE,*?!. (Min.) A sulphate of copper. Dana.

BROCHE', v. a. See BROACH.

BRQ-PHETTE',* n. [Fr.] A skewer to stick meat on; a
mode of frying chickens. Crabb.

f 1 *
*>mj-^n.vi*jc. , n. [Fr.] A pamphlet. Month. Rev.

BR5CK. n. A badger ; a brocket. Browne.

BROCK'ET, n. A red deer, two years old. Khatchbull.

BRODE'KIN, n [brodequin, Fr.] A buskin, or half-boot.

BRO'GAN,* n. A thick shoe ; brogue. Folsom.

BROG'GLE, v. n. To fish for eels. [Local, Eng.]
BROGUE, (brog) n. [brog, Ir.l A kind of a shoe. Shak. A
cant word for a corrupt dialect, accent, or pronuncia-
tion. pi. Breeches.

BJIOGUE'-MAK-ER, 7i. A maker of brogues. Johnson.

ID, v. a. To braid or weave together. Chaucer.

l, v. a. [broder, Fr.J To embroider. Exodus.

i-ER, TU An embroiderer. Huloet.

JBROID'ER-Y, n. Embroidery. Tickell.

BROIL, n. [brouillcr, Fr.] A tumult
;
a quarrel. Shak.

BRO!L, v. a. [bruler, Fr.] [t. BROILED; pp. BROILING,
BROILED.] To eook by laying on the coals or before the
fire ; to heat on or before coals.

BRolL, v. n. To be subjected to heat. Shak.

BROILED,* (brolld or broll'ed) p. a. Cooked or heated
over the coals.

BROIL'ER, n. One who broils
;
a gridiron.

BROKE, v. n. To do business for others. Shak. [R.]

BROKE,* i. from Break. See BREAK.
BRO'KEN, (bro'kn) p. from Break. See BREAK.
BROKE.N,* (bro'kn) p. a. Separated into fragments ;

crushed
;

subdued. Broken number, a fraction.

BRO'KEN-BXCKED,* (-bakt) a. Having the back broken.

(JVauf.) Noting the state of a ship, when, in conse-

quence of being loosened from age or injury, the frame
droops at either end. Brande.

BRS'KEN-BEL-LIED, (bro'kn-bel-Ijd) a. Having a ruptured
belly. Sir M. Sandys.

BRO'KEN-HEART'ED, (bro'kn-hart'ed) a. Having the

spirits crushed by grief or fear
; contrite

; penitent.
Isaiah. . [will.

BRo'KEA'-Ly, (bro'kn-le) ad. Not in regular series. Hake-

BRO'KEN-MEAT, (bro'kn-met) n. Fragments of meat.

BRO'KEN-NESS, (bro'kn-nes) n. Unevenness. Smith.

BRO'KEN-WIND,* n. A diseased respiration in horses.
P. Cyc.

BRO'KEN-WIND'ED, fl. Having short breath, or a diseased

respiration. May.
BRO'KER, n. A factor; one who transacts business or
makes bargains for others

;
a dealer in money ;

a dealer
in old goods ;

a go-between.
BRO'KER-AGE, n. The pay or business of a broker.

BRO^KER-LACK'EY,* n. A vile pimp. Shak.

tBRo'KER-LY, a. 'Mean
;
servile. B. Jonson.

JBRO'KER-Y, n. The business of a broker. Bp. Hatt.

JBRO'KING, p. a. Practised by brokers. Shak.

BRO'KING-TRADE,* n. The business of a broker. Butler.

BROM-A-TSL'Q-GY,* n. (Med.) A treatise on food. Dun-
glison.

BROME,* n. See BROMINE.
BROME'-GRlss,* n. A sort of grass resembling oats, called

also oat-grass. Crabb.-

BRO-ME'LJ-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants; the pine-
apple. Crabb.

BROM'IC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to bromine; as, bromic
acid. Brande.

BRO'MINE,* n. (C&em.) A substance discovered in 1826,
and usually obtained from the crystallizable residue of

sea-water, commonly called bittern. Brande.

BRSM'LITE,* n. (Min.) A carbonate of lime and baryta.
Dana.

BRdN'pifi-A,* n. pi. \0f>6yx,at.} (Jinat.) The smaller rami-
fications of the windpipe. Brande. See BRONCHUS.

BR&N'pHf-J2,*n.pl. [L.] See BRONCHUS. Dunglison.
BRON'HI-AL, a. Belonging to the bronchia, bronchi, or

windpipe.
BRtfN'jeHlc, a. Same as bronchial. Jrbuthnot.

BR6N-5Hl'Tis,* n. (Med.~) Inflammation of the bronchia.

BRON'JEHP-CELE, n. [/?poy%o/c#7X??.] (Med.) A tumor in
the throat, being a morbid enlargement of the thyroid
gland.

BRON-jeH5PH'p-NY,* n. (Med.) A thrilling sound in the

body, detected by auscultation
; resonance. Dunglison.

BRON-JEHOT'O-MY, n. Act of cutting the windpipe.
BR$N'PHUS,* n.'[L.] pi. BRONCHI. (Anat.) The upper

part of the windpipe. Crabb. The bronchia, bronchue, or

bronchi, now mean the two tubes, which arise from the
bifurcation of the trachea, and carry air into the lungs.
Dunglison.

BROND, TO. A sword. Spenser. See BRAND.

BRON-TOL'Q-GY, n. [Ppovrrj and \6yos.] A dissertation

upon thunder. Bailey.

[(BRONZE, or BRONZE, (bronz, S. W. J. F.Ja. ; bronz, E.
Sm. Wb. ; bronz or bronz, K. R.] n. [bronze, Fr.] A com-
pound metal, formed of from 6 to 12 parts of tin, and
100 parts of copper ;

a copper metal.

|(BRONZE,V. a. [i. BRONZED; pp. BRONZING, BRONZED.] To
color, harden, or make appear on the surface like bronze.

BRONZ'ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of diallage of a bronze
color. Brande.

BROOCH, (broch) [broch, W. J. E. Ja. Sm. R. ; brSch, S.

P. F. K.} 71. [broche, Fr.] A jewel ;
an ornamental pin or

small buckle, used as an ornament or to fasten dress :

a painting all of one color.

BROOCH, (broch) v. a. To adorn with jewels. Shak.

BROOD, V. n. [L BROODED
; pp. BROODING, BROODED.] To

sit, as on eggs ;
to cover chickens under the wing ;

to

continue anxious or careful.

BROOD, v. a. To cherish by care. Dryden.
BROOD, n. Offspring; progeny; thing bred; the number
hatched at once

;
a production ;

act of brooding.
BROOD'ING,* n. The act of cherishing or brooding. Jlsh.

BROOD'MARE,* n. A mare kept for breeding. Booth.

BROO'DY, a. Brooding; inclined to brood. Ray.
((BROOK,' (bruk) [bruk, P.J. F. Sm. Wb.

,;
brok, S. W. E.Ja.

K.~\ n. A stream of water less than a river.

||BROOK, (bruk) v. a. [i. BROOKED ; pp. BROOKING, BROOKED.]
To bear ; to endure. Hooker.

HfBROOK, (bruk) v. n. To endure. Sidney.

HBROOK'ITE,* (bruk'lt) n. (Min.) A brownish mineral.

Levy.
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jBROOK'LET,* (bruk'let) n. A little brook. Bulwer.

nBROOK'LiME, (bruk'lime) n. A sort of water speedwell.

[JBROOK'MINT, (bruk'mint) n. The water-mint.

PROOK'Y, (bruk'e) a. Abounding with brooks. Dyer.

BROOM, [brom, S.' W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.] n. A
'small tree or shrub

;
an instrument to sweep with ; a be-

som made of twigs, &c. Often pronounced brtim.

BROOM, v. a. (JVawt.) See BREAM.

BROOM'CORN,* n. A plant of the genus sorghum ; broom-

grass. It is of several varieties, resembles maize, and is

cultivated for the seed, and for its large panicles, of
which brooms are made. Farm. Ency.

BROOM'LAND, n. Land that bears broom. Mortimer.

BROOM'RAPE,* n. A plant having a root like a turnip.
Gardiner.

BROOM'ST^FF, n. The handle of a broom. Shak.

BROOM'STICK, n. The handle of a broom. Swtft.

BROOM'Y, a. Full of broom
; consisting of broom.

BROSE,* n. A Scotch dish made by pouring boiling water
on oatmeal. Sir W. Scott.

BROTH, (brlwth or broth) [broth, W. P. F.Ja. Sm.; br^wth,
S. J. K. Wb.] n. Liquor in which flesh has been boiled.

BROTH'EL, n. [bordel, Fr.] A house for lewdness. Shalt.

BROTH'EL-HoCSE, ?i. A brothel. Dryden.
BROTH'EL-LER, n. One who frequents a brothel.

fBROTii'EL-RY, n. Whoredom ; obscenity. B. Jonson.

BROTH'ER, (bruth'er) n.;pZ. BROTHERS and BRETHREN.
One born of the same parents ; any one closely united

;

associate ; one of the same society or denomination ;
a

fellow-Christian
;
a fellow-creature. Brothers denotes

persons of the same family; brethren, persons of the

same society ;
but the latter is now but little used, except

in theology or the solemn style.

BROTH'ER-HOOD, (bruth'er-hud) n. The state of being a

brother
;
an association ;

a fraternity.

BRdTH'ER-iN-LAW,* n. The husband of a sister, or a

wife's brother. Booth.

BR6TH'ER-LESS, a. Destitute of a brother. Marvel.
BROTH'ER-LIKE, a. Becoming a brother. Shak.

BROTH'ER-LI-NESS,* n. State of being brotherly. Dr. Allen.

tBROTH'ER-LoVE, n. Brotherly affection. Shak.

BROTH'ER-LY, a. Becoming a brother
;
affectionate.

BR6TH'ER-LY, ad. After the manner of a brother. Shak.

BROTH'ER-TWIN,* n. A twin brother. Dyer.
BR&U-ETTE',* n. [Fr.] A small two-wheeled carriage.
Adams.

BROUGHAM,* (brom) n. A modern species of wheel-car-

riage. EC. Rev.

BROUGHT, (brawl) i. &p. from Bring. See BRING.

BROW, (brbu) n. The prominent ridge over the eye ;
the

arch of hair on it
;
the forehead

;
the general air of the

countenance ;
the edge of a precipice, hill, or any high

place.

fBROW, (brou) v. a. To bound
;
to limit. Milton.

BROW'-ANT-LER,* n. The first shoot on a deer's head.
Smart.

BROW'BEAT, v. a.
[i. BROWBEAT; pp. BROWBEATING, BROW-

,BEATEN.] To depress with severe, stern, or haughty
looks.

'BROw'BEAT-jNG, n. Act of depressing by stern or lofty
looks.

BROW'BOUND, a. Crowned. Shak.

iBROw'LESS, a. Without a brow or shame. L. Addison.

rBBOWN, a. Dusky ;
dark

; inclining to red or black.

rBROWN,* n. Color resulting from red, black, and yellow.
F. Cyc.

:BJBOWN'BILL, n. The ancient weapon of the English
foot soldier. Hudibras.

BRO^N'-GDLL,* n. A voracious bird, called also Cornish

gaimei. Booth.
BRO^N'IE,* n. [Scotch.] A spirit formerly supposed to

haunt oJd houses in Scotland. Jamieson.

BROWN'JSH, a. Somewhat brown. Woodward.

BRb\VN'IM, n. The tenets of the Brownists. Milton.

BROWNEST, n. A follower of Robert Brown, who
maintained that any body of Christians united under a
pastor constitute a church. Pagitt.

BROWN'NESS, M. Quality of being brown. Sidney.

BROWN-STUD'Y? Pensiveness ; gloomy meditations.

BROWN'WORT, ,(-wurt) n. The fig-wort.

tBROWN'Y, a. Brown. Shak.

BROW'-POST,* 7i. An athwart or cross beam. Crabb.

BROWE, (brbuz) [brbuz, P. Ja. K. Sm.] v.a.
[i. BROWSED ;

pp. BROWSING, BROWSED.] To eat or feed as cattle on
branches or shrubs.

BROWNE, t>. n. To feed on shrubs. Shak.

BROWE, (brbuz) n. Tender branches or shrubs. Dryden.
BROWSER,* n. One that browses. Phil. Mag.
BROWSE'WOOD,* (-wud) n. Brushwood or twigs on
which animals feed. Booth

jBROw'siCK, a. Dejected. Suckling.

BROWS'ING, n. The act of feeding on shrubs.

BRU'PHUS,* n. [L.] pi. BRUCHI. (Ent.) A genus of small
insects. P. Cyc.

BRti'ci-A,* (bru'she-a) n. (Chem.) A vegetable alkali or

vegeto-alkaloid, very bitter and poisonous. Brande.
BRU'CINE.* n. Same as brucia. P. Cyc.

BRU'C!TE^* n. (JJ/tn.) A hydrate of magnesia. Dana.

BRU'IN,* n. A cant term for a bear. Pope.

BRUISE, (bruz) v.a. [i. BRUISED
; pp. BRUISING, BRUISED.]

To crush or mangle by a heavy blow or fall.

BROiE, n. A hurt with something blunt and heavy.
BRUISED,* (bruzd) p. a. Mangled or crushed by a blow.

BRUI'ER, n. He or that which bruises; a boxer; a tool

for grinding glasses for telescopes.

BRUIE'WORT, (bruz'wiirt) n. A perennial plant; soap-
wort, [dfr.

BRUIS'ING,* n. The act of boxing or crushing. Maun-
BRUIT, (brikt) [briit, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. R. ; brtS'jt, Sm.] n.

[brut, Goth.
; bruit, Fr.] Rumor

; report. Shak.

BRUIT, (brut) v. a. [i. BRUITED ; pp. BRUITING, BRUITED.]
To report ;

to noise abroad. Shak. [Antiquated.]
BRU'MAL, a. [brumalis, L.J Belonging to the winter.
BRti-MA.'LI-A* n. pi. [L.] Ancient feasts of Bacchus,

held in March and December. Crabb.

BRUME,*?I. Mist; fog; vapor. Smart.

BRUN, BRAN, BROWN, BOURN, BURN, all from the Saxon,
signifying a river or brook. Oibson.

BRU-NETTE', (bru-nef) n. [brunette, Fr.] A girl or woman
with a brown or dark complexion. Addison.

BRUN'ION, (brun'yun) n. [bnignon, Fr.] A fruit between a
plum and a peach. Trevoux.

BRU-NO'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Brunonianism, a system of

medicine, so named from its founder, John Brown. Sir
J. Mackintosh.

BRUNT, n. The heat or violence of an onset or a contest;
shock

;
violence

; blow ; stroke ; a sudden effort.

BRUSH, n. [brosse, Fr.] An instrument to clean or rub

clothes, &c., generally made of bristles
;
a pencil used

by painters : a rude assault : a collection of twigs or
bushes

;
a thicket.

BRUSH, v. a. [i. BRUSHED ; pp. BRUSHING, BRUSHED.] To
clean, sweep, or rub with a brush ; to paint with a
brush

;
to carry away or move as with a brush.

BRUSH, v. n. To move with haste; to fly over.

BRUSH'ER, n. One who brushes. Bacon.

BRUSH'ET, n. See BUSKET.

BRIJSH'I-NESS,* n. The quality of being brushy. H. More.

BRUSH'ING,* n. The act of rubbing or sweeping. Smart,

BRUSH'LIKE,* a. Resembling a brush. Jodrell.

BROSH'MAK-ER,* n. One who makes brushes. Jodrell.

BRDSH'WOOD, (-wud) n. Rough, low, close thickets,
shrubs; small limbs or twigs, or shrubs, for fuel.

BRUSH'y, a. Rough, or shaggy, like a brush. Boyle.

BRUSK, a. [brusque, Fr.] Rude; rough. Sir II. Wotton.

fBRDs'TLE, (brus'sl) v. n. To crackle ; to rustle. Gdiccr.

JBRUT, or BROTTE, v. n. [brouter, Fr.] To browse. Evelyn.

BRU'TAL, a. Belonging to a brute ; brutish
; savage ; cruel.

BRU'TAL-I^M,* n. Quality of a brute
; brutality. EC. Rev.

BRU-TAL'I-TV, n. Savageness; inhumanity; cruelty.

BRU-TAL-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of brutalizing. Ctmatitu. Mag-.
BRU'TAL-IZE, -v. n. [i.

BRUTALIZED
; pp. BRUTALIZING,

BRUTALIZED.] To grow brutal. Addison.

BBtJ'TAL-TzE, v. a. To make brutal or cruel. Cowper.
BRU'TAL-LV, ad. In a brutal manner ; churlishly.

BRUTE, a. [brutus, L.] Senseless
; savage ;

bestial
; rough ;

crude
;

fierce.

BRUTE, n. An irrational animal
; any animal except man,

but commonly used for one of the larger animals
;
a

beast
;
a savage ;

a brutal man.

jBRUTE, v. a. To report. Knolles. See BRUIT.

fBRUTE'LY, ad. In a rough manner. Milton.

JBRUTE'NESS, (brut'nes) n. Brutality. Spenser.

BRU'TI-FY, r. a. [i.
BRUTIFIED ; pp. BRUTIFYING, BRUTI-

FIED.] To make brutish or brutal. Barrow.

BRUT'ISH, a. Like a brute ; beastly ;
bestial

; ferocious ;

gross; uncivilized ; barbarous; savage.

BRUT'ISH-L,Y, ad. In a brutish manner
; savagely.

BRU"T'}SH-NI:SS, n. The quality of being brutish.

BRtJT'i'sM,* M. The nature or quality of a brute. Booth.

[R.]

fBROT'iST,* 7t. A brutish or brutal person. Baxter.

JBRUTT'ING, n. Browsing. Evelyn.
BRU'TUM FUL'MEN,* n. [L.] A harmless thunderbolt;
a loud but ineffectual menace. Macdonnel.

BRY-O'NI-A,* n. (Bot.) Bryony ;
also the principle ex-

tracted from it; bryonine. Brande.

BRV'O-.NINE,* n. The bitter poisonous principle extracted

from bryony. P. Cyc.

BRY'Q-NY, n. [bryonia, L.] A wild, climbing plant, belong-

ing to the cucurbitaceous order, and of various species.

BUB, 7i. An old cant word for strong malt liquor. Prior.

tBuB, v. a. To throw out in bubbles. Sackvillc.

Bus'BLE, (bub'bl) n. [bobbel, D.] A water bladder; a
vesicle filled with air; anything empty as a bubble; a
delusive or fraudulent scheme ; a cully ;

a cheat.

BuB'BLE, (bub'bl) v. n. [i.
BUBBLED ; pp. BUBBLING, BUB-

BLED.] To rise in bubbles ; to run with a gentle noiseinsects. P. Cyc. BLED.] To rise in bubbles ; to run with a gentle noise
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,
v. a. To cheat

;
to defraud. Addison,

MUB'BLER, n. He or that which bubbles.

BUB'BLING,* n. The act of rising in bubbles.

BUB'BLING,*P. a. Rising in bubbles.

BUB'BLY, a. Consisting of or full of bubbles. Nashe.

BUB'BY, n. A woman's breast. Arbuthnot. [Low.]
BU'BO, n. [L.] pi. BU'BOE?. (Mod.) The groin; a tumor

in the groin or axilla. (OrnMi.) Tha horned owl.

By-BON'o-cf.LE, [bu-bon'o-stil, W. Ja. K. ; bu'bo-no-sel,
Sm. R.] 7i. (Med.} A rupture or hernia in the groin.

fBO'BUK-LE, (bu'bjk-kl) n. A red pimple. Shak'.

BDc'CAL,* it. (Msd.) Belonging to the mouth. Danyl'tson

BUC'CAN,* n. A grating or hurdle made of sticks. W. Ency.
BUC'CAN,* v. a. [L BUCCANED ; pp. BUCCANING, BUCCANED.]
To cut into long pieces, salt, and smoke on a buccan, as

beef; a mode said to have been practised by the bucca-
neers. W._Ency.

BDc-CA-NEER', n. [boucanier, Fr.] A pirate ; particularly
one of the class of pirates or privateers that formerly
infested the West Indies.

BDC-CA-NEER',* v. n. To act the part of a pirate or sea-
robber. Q. Rev.

BDc-CA-NEER'iNG,* n. The employment of buccaneers.

BOje-CEL-i,A'TiON, n. [buccdla, L.J A division into large
pieces. Harris.

Bup'pi-lVA,* n.
[L.]

An ancient military musical instru-

ment, crooked like a horn ; a herdsman's horn. Hamilton.

BD'ci-NXL,* a. Sounding like a horn or trumpet. CA. Ob.

BD-l-NXL'i-TY,*7i. The quality of a trumpet. CA. Ob.

Bup-pi-NA'TOR,* n. [L.] A trumpeter. (Anat.) A mus-
cle of the cheek. Brande.

Birp'pi-NUM* n. [L.] A trumpet. (Zaol.) A genus of
univalve shells

;
the whelk. Hamilton.

Buc'co,* n. (Orriith.) A genus of birds called barbets.
Brande.

BV-CEN'TAUR,* n. A mythological monsler, half man and
half ox : a state galley of the Venetian doges. Brande.

BU'CE-ROS,* n. (Ornith.) A genus of birds having large
mandibles ; the horn-bill. Brande.

BOjBH'OLZ-lTE,* TO. (Min.) A spotted mineral. Dana.
BDcK, n. [bauche, Ger.] Lye in which cloths are soaked in

bleaching; liquor in which clothes are washed; clothes
soaked in lye. The male of the fallow deer, of the rab-

bit, &c. A gay or dashing fellow
;
a beau.

BDcK, v. a. To wash or soak in lye. Shak. [R.]
BUCK, v. n. To copulate, as bucks and does. Mortimer.

BOCK'A,* n. A strong-smelling leaf imported from the

Cape of Good Hope, used as an antispasmodic. Brande.

BUCK'BAS-KET, n. A basket for carrying clothes to the
wash.

BDcit'BEAN, n. A sort of trefoil
; bog-bean.

BOCK'ET, n. A vessel in which water is drawn or carried.

BDcK'ET-FUL,* 7i. As much as a bucket holds. Senior.

BOcK/EYE,* (buk'l) n. An American forest tree-: a cant
term for a citizen of the state of Ohio. Flint.

BOcK'jNG-STOOL, n. A washing-block. Oayton. [R.]
BDcK'iSH,* a. Rudely gay ; foppish; vaporing; boast-

ful
;
vile. Grose.

BDcK'i'jjfM,* n. The quality of a buck
; foppery. Smart.

BDcK'LXND-iTE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Dana.
BDc'KLE, (buk'kl) TO. An instrument, made of metal, for

fastening dress, harness, &c ; a curl of hair, or the state
of the hair crisped and curled.

BOc'KLE, v. a.
[i. BUCKLED ; pp. BUCKLING, BUCKLED.] To

fasten with a buckle
;
to prepare to do

; to join in battle.

BDc'KLE, v. n. To bsnd
; to bow. To buckle to, to apply

to. To buckle with, to engage with.

BUCK'LER, n. He or that which buckles: a shield for the
arm. Drylen.

fBucK'LER, v. a. To defend. SAoA.

BDCK'LER-HEAD'ED,* a. Having a head like a buckler.

Lyell.

BOcK'LER-THbRN, n. A plant ; Christ's-thorn.

BOcK'MAsT, n. The fruit or mast of the beech-tree.

BUCK'RAM, n. [bougran, Fr.] Strong, stiffened, linen cloth.

BUCK'R,AM,* v. a. To make stiff
j to form like buckram.

rorftfc.

BOcK'RAM, a. Stiff like buckram
; precise. Fulke.

BOCK'RAM?, TO. Wild garlic.

BUCKS'HORN,* n. A species of plantain ; hartshorn. Booth.
BUCKS'HORN-PLXN'TAIN, n. An annual plant.

BUCK'SKIN,* 71. The skin of a buck: a cant term fora
native of Virginia or Maryland. Boucher.

BucK'sKiN, a. Made of the skin of a buck. Tatter.

BUCK'STALL, n. A net to catch deer. Huloet.

BDcK'THORN, n. A shrub which bears a purging or cathar-
tic berry : rhamnus cathart.icus.

BDcK'-WASH-iNG,* (-wosh-ing) n. The act of washing
linen, &c. Shak.

BUCK'WHEAT, (buk'hwGt) n. A plant and its grain ; brank.

By-c6L'lc, a. [bucolicus, L.
; bucoliquc, Fr.] Pastoral.

,By-coL'ic, n. A pastoral poem; a pastoral poet.

By-coL'j-CAL, a. Pastoral ;
bucolic. Skelton. [R.]

B0o,n. [bouton, Fr.] The first shoot of a plant ; germ ; a gem.

BuD, V. 71. [i. BUDDED ; pp. BUDDING, BUDDED.] To pllt forth

young shoots or buds
; to germinate.

BUD, v. a. To graft by inserting a bud.

BODDH'A,* (bd'da) n. A pagan deity whose image is repre-
sented by a human figure, and who is worshipped by the

greater part of the inhabitants of Asia to the east of Hin-
dostan. P. Cyc.

BfJDDH'i^M,* (bo'dlzm) n. The worship of the pagan deity
Buddha, a religion which prevails over a great part of

Asia, including China, Japan, the Farther India, &c.
Brande.

BUDDH'IST,* (bo'djst) n. A worshipper of Buddha. Qii.
Rev. [P. Cyc.

BGDDH'JST,* (bo'dist) a. Relating to Buddha, or Buddhism.
BfJDDH-!s'T|c,* (bo-dis'tik) a. Relating to Buddhism.
Malcom.

BUD'DING,* TO. The act of putting forth buds; the act of
inserting buds, a method of grafting.

BUD'DLE, (bud'dl) n. A square frame of boards used in

washing tin ore.

BUD'DLE,* v. a. To wash and cleanse, as ores. Crabb.

BUDE'-LIGHT,* 7i. A lamp in which the flame is made very
brilliant by a stream of oxygen gas. Francis.

BtJDGE, (buj) v. n.
[i. BUDGED; pp. BUDGING, BUDGED.|

[bonder, Fr.] To stir
;

to move off. SAoA.

BUDGE, (buj) a. Stiff or surly; rigid; swelling. Milton.

BUDGE, (buj) n. The dressed fur of lambs. Marston.

BUDGE'-BACH'E-LQR,* n. A man in a long gown lined
with lamb's fur, at a civic entertainment. Crabb.

fBuDGE'NESS, n. Sternness; severity. Stanyhurst.

BuDG'ER,_re. One who budges. SAaA.

BUD'GE-RO,* 7i. A large Bengal pleasure-boat. Malcom.

BUD'GET, n. [bougette, Fr.] A bag ; a store, or stocfc; the bag
containing documents to lay before an assembly, particu-
larly relating to finances

;
a statement respecting the fi-

nances, or the income and expenditure of a nation
;
the

speech of the English chancellor of the exchequer, giv-
ing a view of the public revenue and expenditure.

BUD'GET-BEAR'ER,* n. One who carries a bag or budget.
Toilet.

fBDD'GY, (bud'je) a. Consisting of fur. Thule.

BUFF, TO. Buff-skin
;
a sort of leather prepared from the skin

of the buffalo
;
a military coat made of thick leather; the

color of buff, a very light yellow : a yellow, viscid sub-

stance, which, in inflammation, forms on the blood : a
small wheel covered with buff leather, used to polish cut-

lery.

BUFF,* o. Of the color of buff leather; light yellow. S/iak.

fBDFF, v.a. [buffe,Fr.] To strike. B. Jonson.

BDF'FA-LO, n. [It.] pi. BDF'FA-LOE. A kind of wild
ox : the dressed skin of the bison. The bison of North
America is commonly called in this country the buffalo.

BUFF'COAT,* n. A leather military coat. Booth.

BUF'FER-HEAD,* n. A box fixed at the end of the rods
connected with the buffing-apparatus. Tanner.

BDF'FET, TU [buffctto, It.] A blow with the fist; a slap.
Shak. A footstool. Hunter.

BUF-FET', n. [buffet, Fr.] A kind of cupboard. Pope.
BUF'FET, v. a. [i. BUFFETED ; pp. BUFFETING, BUFFETED.]
To strike with the hand

; to beat
;
to box.

BDF'FET, v. n. To play a boxing-match. SAaA.

BDF'FET-ER, n. One who buffets : a boxer.

BUF'FET-ING, n. A stroke; a striking. Warburton.

fBuF'FfN,* n. A sort of coarse stuff or cloth. Massinger.
BUF'FING-AP-PA-RA'TUS,* n. Machinery consisting of

powerful springs and framing, for receiving the shock
of a collision between railroad cars. Francis.

jBDF'FLE, n. The same with buffalo. Sir T. Herbert.

JBuF'FLE, v. TO. To puzzle ; to be at a loss. Swift.

BUF'FLE-HEAD'ED, a. Haying a large head
; stupid.

BUF'FO,* 71. [It.] The comic actor in an opera. Crabb

BUF-FOON', n. [bouffon, Fr.] A jester : one who makes spun
by low jests.and antic postures ;

one who rails or acts in-

decently.
BUF-FOON', v. a. To make ridiculous. OlanviUe.

BVF-FOON',* v. w. To act the part of a buffoon. Soame. j R.]

BUF-FOON'E-RY, n. The practice of a buffoon; low je'sts.

BVF-FOON'ING, n. Buffoonery. Dryden.
BUF-FOON'JSH,* a. Partaking of buffoonery. Blair.

tByF-FOON'l'M, n. Jesting. Minsheu.

fBuF-FOON'IZE, v. n. To play the fool, jester, or buffoon.
Minsheu.

ByF-FOON'LlKE, a. Resembling a buffoon. Sherwood.

fBvF-FOON'LY, a. Scurrilous ; ridiculous. Goodman.
BUF'F Y,* a. Of the color of buff, applied to blood. Dung-lison.

BO'FON-lTE,* n. (Min.) The toad-stone
;
a petrified tooth

of the sea-wolf. Booth.

BDG, n. A generic term for many insects ; appropriately
the fetid house-bug or bed-bug : [fa bugbear. Milton.]

BDa'BEAR, (bug'bar) n. Something that frightens; com-

monly something that causes an absurd or needless fright.

BDG'JGER-ER,* TO. A sodomite. Perry.
BUG'JSE-RY,* n. An unnatural crime

; sodomy. Crabb.

BUG'XJI-NESS, 7t. The state of being infected with bugs.
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BUG'J&Y, a. Abounding with bugs ; full of bugs.

BOG'jGy,* n. A two-wheeled carriage ; a one-horse chaise.

Ed. Ency. (U. S.) A light, four-wheeled carriage or

chaise, for one horse.

BU'J&LE, (bu'gl) n. A hunting or military horn
;
a sort of

wild ox : a shining boad of black glass.

BU'J&LE, 7i. [bugula, L.] (Bot.~) A plant ;
the ox-tongue.

BU'JGLE-HORN, TO. A hunting or military horn"; or a musi-

cal, brass wind-instrument.

Bu'jGLOSS, n. [buglogsum, L.] (BoL} A genus of plants;
ajuga.

BUHL,* (bul) 7i. Ornamental furniture in which tortoise-

shell and various woods are inlaid with brass
;
unbur-

nished gold, brass, or mother of pearl, used for inlaying.
Brande.

BUHR'STONE,* (bur'st5n) n. (JIfin.) A species of silicious

stone much used for mill-stones for flour-mills. Cleave-

land.

ButLD, (bild) v. a. [i. BUILT or BUILDED ; pp. BUILDING,
BUILT or BUILDED. Builded is little used.] To raise, as

a house, a fabric, or edifice
;
to raise in any labored form

;

to erect
;
to construct.

BulLD, v. n. To act as an architect ; to depend ;
to rest.

BulLD,* (blld) n. Construction
;
make

;
form. Roberts.

BulLD'ER, (bild'er) n. One who builds.

BUILD'ING, re. Act of building ;
an edifice.

BulLT, (bTH) n. Form of a building; build. Dryden.

BylLT,* (bill) i. & p. from Build. See BUILD.

BCfK'sHEE,* n. (India") A paymaster or commander. Ham-
ilton.

BDL, n. The common flounder. Chambers.

BULB, TO. [bulbus, L.] A round body or spherical protuber-
ance. (Bot.) A collection of fleshy scales formed under

ground, like a bud, by certain herbaceous plants, as the

tulip, lily, and onion.

BULB, v. n. To project ; to be protuberant.
-

tBDL-BA'cEOys, (bul-ba'shus) a. Bulbous. Bailey.

BtJLB'Ei), or BULBED, a. Having a bulb. Cotgrave.

BCL-BIF'ER-OUS,* a. (Bot.~) Bearing bulbs. London.

Buz-BPffA,* or BVL-pFifE,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A bulbous

plant having leek-blades and a red bulb. Crabb.

BIJL'BO-TU-BER,* n. (Bot.) A short, roundish, under-

ground stem, resembling a bulb. P. Cyc.

BUL'BOUS, a. Having bulbs; protuberant.

BfiL'BVL,* n. The nightingale of the Persians. Booth.

fBOL'cHiN,* n. A young male calf. Marston.

BULGE, n. The broadest part 'of a cask
;
a protuberance ;

a leak or breach. See BILGE.

BftLGE, v. n. To take in water
;
to jut out. Drydcn. See

BILGE.

BV-LIM'I-A,* n. [bulimus, L.] (Med.) A morbid appetite for

food ; bulimy. Brande.

BU'LI-?,IY, [bu'le-me, K. Sm. Wb. Ash, Rees; bul'e-me, Ja.]
n. [(JuvXin'ta, Gr.j A disetised, voracious appetite.

BULK, n. [bulcke, D.] Magnitude ;
size

; quantity ;
the

gross ;
the majority ;

a jutting out
;
the main part.

BtiLK'HEAD, 7i. (JVaztt.) A partition built up in a ship be-
tween two decks.

BDLK'i-Nfiss, ?i. Greatness in bulk or size. Locke.

BULK'Y, a. Of great size
; large. Drydcn.

150LL
' ' - - - -

my
[bulla, ~L.jbulle, Fr.] A seafor stamp ;

an edict or mandate
sued by the pope, originally so named from the seal af-

fixed to it. A gross contradiction or blunder. A cant
term in the London stock exchange for one who has a
bad bargain ;

a loser, as opposed to a bear. BULL, in

composition, generally notes the large size of any thing,
as bull-head, bull-trout; and is therefore only an augment-
ative syllable, without much reference to its original sig-
nification, [plum.

BUL'LACE, n. A wild, sour plum; the tree bearing the

BOL'LA-RY, n. [bullarium, L.] A collection of papal bulls.

BUL'LATE,* a. (Bo.) Having protuberances like blisters.

Crabb. _
BOLL'-BAIT-ING, TO. The sport of exciting bulls with dogs.
BOLL'-BEAR-ING,* a. Carrying a bull. Skak.

BOLL'-BEEF, n. The flesh of bulls; coarse beef.

BOLL'-BEG-GAR, n. Something terrible
;
a bugbear.

BuLL'-CiLF, (bul'kaf) n. A he-calf; a stupid fellow.

BOLL'-CoMB-ER,*n. An insect; a species of beetle. Booth.

BuLL'-D5G, n. A species of courageous English dog.
BUL'LET, n. A round ball of metal

;
a shot.

BOL'LET,* v. a. To alter the wards df a lock so that they
may be passable by more than one key. Francis.

B&L'LE-VlX, [bul'le-ten, J. Ja. Sm.R.; bul'et-jn, F. Wb.;
bul'te'n, P. ; bul'et-en or bul'tang, K. ] n. [Fr.] An
official account of public news, or any official report, as

of military events, or of health.

BCL'LET-PROOF,* a. Capable of resisting the force of a
bullet. Ash.

BOLL'-FACED, (bul'fast) a. Having a large face. Dryden.
BOLL'-FEAST,* n. The barbarous amusement or entertain-

ment of a combat with bulls ;
a bull-fight. Smollett.

4, n. [bulle, D.] The male of bovine animals ; an ene-
fierce as a bull: a sign (L. taunts} of the Zodiac.

BOLL'-FiGHT,* (bul'fit) n. A combat with a bull
;
bull-

baiting. Dr. Kidd.

BULL'FINCH, n. A small bird of several varieties.

BOLL'-FiSH,* n. A fish found in the great lakes of North
America. Blois.

BOLL'-FisT,* n. A sort of fungus. Gent. Mag.
' n " An insect

;

BOLL'-FROG,* n. A large species of frog. Crabb.

BULL'-HEAD, . A stupid fellow
;
a fish.

BOLL'HlDE,* n. The skin of a bull. Pope.
BOLL'IQN, (bul'yun) [bul'yun, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.

R. ; bul'yun, S.I n. [billon, Fr.] Gold or silver in the

lump, or considered simply as material according to

weight. Bacon.

BOL'Li-RXG, v. a. To insult in a bullying manner. [Local
and vulgar.]

BGLL'iSH, a. Partaking of the nature of a buH. Milton.

BULL'IST, n. [bulliste, Fr.] A writer of papal bulls. Harmar.
BtJL'LlTE,* n. A fossil shell. Smart.

tBuL-Ll"T!QN, n. [bullio, L.] Ebullition. Bacon.

BOL'LQCK, n. An ox or castrated bull.

BOLL'-SEGG,* n. Brockett. See BULL-STAG.

BOLL's'-EYE,* (bulz'I) n. (Mech.) A small, oval block of

wood, having a groove around it, and a hole in the mid-
dle ; a circular opening in a window

;
a thick glass lens

let into a port or deck of a ship, drier.

BOLL'-STXG,* 7i. A gelded bull. Used in the south of

England, as bull-segg is used in the same sense in the
north of England and in Scotland. Boar-stag and ram-

stag are also used in the south of England. Holloway. See
STAG.

BOLL'-TROUT, n. A large kind of trout. Walton.

BULL'-WEED, n. Knapweed.
BOLL'-WORT, (hul'wurt) n. A plant ; bishop's weed.
BOL'LY, n. A noisy, blustering, quarrelling fellow.

BOL'LY, v. a. [i. BULLIED; pp. BULLYING, BULLIED.] To
overbear with menaces

;
to treat with insolence.

BOL'LY, v. n. To be noisy ;
to bluster.

BOL'LY-ING,* a. The conduct of a bully. Beattie.

BUL'RUSH, n. A large rush, such as grows in wet grounds,
and without knots.

BOL'RUSH-Y, a. Made of bulrushes. Huloet.

BDLSE,* TO. An East Indian word, denoting a certain quan-
tity of diamonds. Jodrell.

BDL'TEL, [bul'tel, K. Sm. ; bfil'tel, Ja.] n. [bultellus, low
L.] A bolter

;
the bran after sifting.

BOL'WARK, 7i. [bolwercke, D.] A bastion ; a fortification
;

a security.

BOL'WARK, v. a. To fortify with bulwarks. Addison.

BUM, TO. [bomme, D.] The buttocks. Shak. [Low.]
BtJM, v. 7i. To make a noise or report. Marston.

BUM-BAI'LIFF, TO. An under bailiff. Shak. [Vulgar.]
BUM'BARD, n. See BOMBARD.
BuM'BAST, n. See BOMBAST.

BUM'BLE-BEE, n. The wild bee; the humble-bee.

BUM'BOAT, (bum'bot) n. (JVawt.) A large, clumsy boat,
used in carrying provisions to a ship from the shore.

BUM'KIN,* TO. A short bow, or beam of timber, projecting
from each bow of a ship. Crabb.

BUMP, n. [bomps, Goth.] A swelling ;
a protuberance. Stiak.

A stroke or blow. Brockett. The noise of the bittern.

BuMP, v. TO. [bommem, D.] [L BUMPED ; pp. BUMPING, BUMP-

ED.] To make a loud noise
;
to beat. Dryden.

BUMP,* v. a. To strike against something solid and blunt;
to thump or bring forcibly together. Holloway.

BUM'PER, n. A cup or glass filled till the liquor swells over
the brim. Dryden.

BUMP'KIN, 7i. An awkward, heavy rustic
;
a clown. Dryden.

BUMP'KIN-LY, a. Clownish
;
like a bumpkin. Clarissa.

BUN,* TO. See BUNN.
BDNCH, TO. [buncker, Danish.] A hard lump; a cluster; a
number of things tied together ;

a knot.

BDNCH, v. TO. To swell out in a bunch. Woodward.

BUNCH'BXCKED, (bunch'bakt) a. Crookbacked. Shak.

BUNCH'I-NESS, n. State of growing in bunches. Sherwood.

BUNCH'Y, a. Growing in bunches
; having tufts.

BDN'DLE, n. A number of things bound together; a pack-

age made up loosely ;
a roll.

BUN'DLE, v. a. [i.
BUNDLED

; pp. BUNDLING, BUNDLED.] To
form or tie into bundles.

BDN'DLE,* v. n. To prepare for departure ;
to depart. Smart.

BUNG, TO. A stopple or stopper for a barrel. Mortimer.

BUNG, v. a. To stop or close with a bung.
BUN'GA-LOW * n. A house with a thatched roof in India,

Crabb.

BUNG'HOLE, n. The hole at which a barrel is filled.

BuN'GLE, v. n. [i.
BUNGLED

; pp. BUNGLING, BUNGLED.] To
perform clumsily. Dryden.

BUN'GLE, v. a. To botch ; to do clumsily. Shak.

BDN'GLE,TI. A botch; a clumsy performance. Ray.
BUN'GLER, n. A bad or clumsy workman.

BiJN'GLjNG,* a. Clumsy; awkward; ill-done.

BDN'GLING-LY, ad. Clumsily. Bentley. I
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BONK,* n. A piecs of timber crossing a sled
;

a case of

boards for a bed. JV. A. Rev. [U. S.]

BONN, n. A kind of sweet, light cake.

BUNN'IAN,* (bun'yan) n. An excrescence on the toe. Rowe.

BfjNT, n. (JVaut.) 'The middle part or cavity of a sail.

BC'NT, v. n. To swell out, as a sail.

BDNT'ER, ?;. A woman who picks up rags in the street; a

low, vulgar woman. Goldsmith.

BUNT'ING, n. A small bird
;
the stuff of which a ship's

colors are made.

BDNT'LINE,* n. (JVaut.) A rope to draw sails to the yards.
Crabb.

BV-O'NO LAR'DO^ [It.] (Mas.) An instrument resem-

bling a spinnet. Crabb.

||Buof, (boy, or bwov) [bvvby, S. W. .7. F. K. Sm. ; boy", P. E.

Ja. 9Cr" On board of a ship, where the word buoy is al-

ways occurring, it is called aboy; though the slow,correct
pronunciation is bwoy." Smart.] n. [bouce,Fr.] (JVai/t.) A
floating object, commonly a close, empty cask, or a block
of wood, to indicate shoals, anchoring places, or the place
of the anchor of a ship at anchor.

||BUOY, v. a.
[i. BUOYED; pp. BUOYING, BUOYED.] To keep

afloat
;
to bear up. K. Charles.

BUOY, v. 7i. To float. Pope.

BUOY'ANCE,* n. Same as buoyancy. Q//. Rev.

BUOV'AN-CY, n. The state or quality of floating.

BUOV'ANT, (boy'ant) . Floating; light; elastic.

BUOY'ANT-LY,* ad. In a buoyant manner. Coleridge.

|BUOY'-R6PE,* (bby'rop) n. (Want.) A rope to fasten the

buoy to the anchor. Ash.

BV'PHA-GA,* n. (Ornith.) A genus of birds; the beef-eat-

er. Crabb.

BU-PRES'TI-DXN,*TI. (Ent.)
A coleopterous insect, of many

species, some of which are of brilliant colors. Kirby.

BUR, BOUR, BoR, [bur, Sax.] An inner chamber. Gibson.
A bower. See BOWER.

BUR, n. The prickly head of the burdock, chestnut, &c.
See BURR.

Bu'RAC,*7i. (Chem.') A general name for all kinds of salts.

Crabb.

BUR'BOLT,* n. A blunt, pointless arrow
;
birdbolt. Shak.

BUR'BOT, n. A fish full of prickles ;
the eelpout.

BUR-DE-LAIS', (bur-de-la') n. [Bourdelais, Fr.] A sort of

grape.
BUR'DEN, (blir'dn) n. Something to be borne

;
a load

;
some-

thing grievous : the verse repeated in a song ;
the bob

;

the chorus
;
the drone, bass, or pipe in some musical in-

struments : the quantity that a ship will carry ; cargo ;

freight; [a club. Spenser.]

BiJR'DEN, (biir'dn) v. a. [i. BURDENED
; pp. BURDENING,

BURDENED.] To put a burden upon ;
to load.

BIJR'DEN-ER, (biir'dn-er) n. One who burdens.

fBuR'DEN-ous, (bur'dn-us) a. Burdensome. Milton.

BuR'DEN-s5ME,(bur'dn-sum)a. Troublesome to be borne;
grievous ; oppressive ; heavy.

BuR'DEN-s6ME-LY,* ad. In a burdensome manner. Dr.
Allen.

Bt/R'DEN-soME-NESS, n. Weight; heaviness.

BUR'DOCK, n. A plant; a troublesome weed.
BU-RE AU', (bu-ro' or bu'ro) [bu-ro', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm.R.; bu'ro, Wb.] n. [Fr.] pi. Fr. BUREAUX; Eng.
BUREAUS, (bu-roz') A chest of drawers, with conven-
iences for writing ;

a chest of drawers
;
an office or court

;

a place where the duties of an office are transacted.

By-REAU'CRA-cy,* (bu-ro'kra-se) [bureaucratic, Fr.] n. A
system by which the business of administration is carried
on in departments, each under the control of a chief, in

contradistinction to those systems in which the officers of

government have a coordinate authority. Brands. [Modern.]
BU-RE AU-CRAT'IC,* a. Relating to bureaucracy. West. Rev.

Bu-REAu'cRA-TlsT,*(bu-r6'kra-tist)7i. An advocate for, or

supporter of, bureaucracy. West. Rev.

BV-RP.TTE',* n. [Fr.] A cruet. (Chvn.) An instrument
used for dividing a given portion of any liquid into 100
or 1000 equal parts. Brande.

BURG, n. See BOROUGH, BURGH, and BURROW.
BUR'GAGE, n. [bourgage,Yr.} (Law, En<r.) A tenure proper

to cities and towns, whereby men hold their lands or tene-
ments of the king or other lord, for a certain yearly rent.

BUR-GA-MOT', n. [bergamottc, Fr.] A pear ;
a perfume. See

BERGAMOT. [Spenser.
BiiR'GA-NET, or BUR'GO-NET, n. A kind of helmet.

BURGEOIS, (borzh'wa') n. [bourgeois, Fr.] A citizen
;
a

burgess. Addison. See BOURGEOIS.

BUR-GEOIS', (bur-jbis') n. See BOURGEOIS.

BURGEON, v. n. See BOURGEON.
BUR'GEON, (bur'jun) n. (Hort.) A knot or button put forth

by the branch of a tree in the spring. Chambers.

BUR'GESS, n. [bourgeois,Fr.] A magistrate of aborough ; a

burgher; a freeman of a borough ;
a representative of a

town corporate.

BUR'GJESS-PIUP, n. Quality of a burgess. South.

BURGH, (biirg) n. A corporate town ; a borough.
BURGH'AL,* (biir'gal) a. Belonging to a burgh. Ed. Rev.

BUR
BURGH'BOTE,* n. A contribution for the defence of a
town. Smart.

BURGH'ER, (blirf'er) n. A member of a borough.
BuR'GHER-snIp, n. The privilege of a burgher.
BURGH'JST,* (b'ur'gjst) a. Belonging to a burgh. P. Cyc.

BURG'HOLD-ER,* or BORS'HOLD-ER,* n. A tithingman.
Harrison.

BURG'LAR, n. One guilty of burglary.
tBURG'LAR-ER,* n. A burglar. Hudibras. See BURGLAR.
BiiRG-LA/Ri-Ous, a. Relating to burglary. Blackstone.

BiiRG-LA'Ri-oDs-LY,* ad. With an intent to commit burg-
lary. Booth.

BURG'LA-RY, n. (Law") The crime of breaking open and
entering the dwelling-house of another, in the night, with
intent to commit felony.

BuRG'Mls-TER, n. See BURGOMASTER.

BURG'MOTE, n. A borough court. Burke. [city.

BliR'Gp-MAs-TER, n. A magistrate of a Dutch or German
BUR-GOO',* K. Athick, oatmeal gruel, made at sea. .Mar. Diet.

BU'R'GRAVE, 7i. [bourg- and grave.} An hereditary governor
of a castle or town.

BUR'GUN-DY, n. A French wine made in Burgundy.
fBuRH, (bur) n. A tower; a defence or protection. Gibson.

HB.UR'I-AL, (ber're-al) [ber're.al, W. P. J. F. Sm. ; ber'yal,
S. E. K. ; bur'e-al, Ja.] n. Act of burying ;

a funeral
; sep-

ulture.

||BUR'I-AL-PLACE, (ber'e-al-plas) 71. A place for burial.

||BuR-i-AL-SER'viCE,* (ber-e-al-ser'vis) n. Religious ser-

vice at a funeral. Boswell.

IIBuR'i-ER, (ber'e-er) n. One who buries. Ezek. xxxix.

Bu'RiN/Ti. [FrJ 'The tool of an engraver.
BURKE,* v. a. To murder with a design to obtain a body for

dissection. Qu. Rev. [A modern term, derived from the

name of the murderer, an Irishman, who was hanged for

this crime in 1829.]

BURK'ER,* 7i. One who burkes
;
a murderer. Ed. Ren.

B(JRK//M,*7i. The practice of burking; murder. West. Rev.

BURL, v. a. [i.
BURLED

; pp. BURLING, BURLED.] To dress

cloth as fullers do.

BURL,* n. A small knot, or lump in thread. Booth.

BuR'LACE, n. A sort of grape. See BURDELAIS.

BURL'ER, TO. A dresser of cloth. Dyer.
BUR-LESQUE', (bur-lesk') a. [burlesque,Fr.] Tending to ex-

cite laughter by contrast between the subject and the
manner of treating it

; comic ; sportive ; jocular.

BUR-LESQUE', (bur-lgsk') n. A ludicrous representation or

contrast
;
a composition tending to excite ridicule

;
comic

poetry.

BVR-LESQUE', (bur-lesk') v. a. [i. BURLESQUED ; pp. BUR-

LESQUING, BURLESQUED.] To turn to ridicule.

BVR-LESQUE', (bur-lesk') v. n. To use burlesque. [R.]

BUR-LES'QUER, (bur-les'ker) n. One who bulesques.

BvR-LET'TA,n. [It.] A comical or farcical opera.
BUR'LI-NESS, n. State of being burly; bulk.

BUR'LY, a. Great of stature
; bulky; tumid; replete; full;

boisterous
;
loud.

BURN, v. a.\i. BURNT or BURNED
; pp. BURNING, BURNT or

BURNED.] To consume with fire
;
to wound with fire

; to

scorch.

BURN, TJ. n. To be on fire
;
to be consumed by fire ; to shine ;

to be inflamed ;
to rage ;

to be in a state ofcommotion
; [to

be near finding what is concealed or unknown. Hunter.]
BURN, n. A hurt caused by fire. (Scotland) A brook. Boyle.

BURN'A-BLE, a. That may be burnt. Cotyrave.

BilRN'ER, n. He or that which burns
;
the part of a lamp

that holds the wick.

BiiR'NET, 7i._
A perennial plant, of different species.

BUR'NET-ROSE,* n. A Scotch rose. Booth.

BURN'JNG, n. Fire
;
flame ;

state of inflammation.

BiJRN'iNG, a. Flaming; vehement; powerful. Shak.

BuRN'JNG-GLAss, n. A glass or mirror so formed as to col-

lect or condense the sun's rays, and produce intense heat.

BUR'NISH, v. a. [brunir, Fr.] [i. BURNISHED
; pp. BURNISH-

ING, BURNISHED.] To polish .; to give a gloss to.

BUR'NISH, v. n. To grow bright. Swift. To spread. Dryden.
BUR'NISH, 7?. A gloss ; brightness. Crashaw.

BiiR'Nisii-ER, n. One who burnishes
;
a burnishing tool.

BUR'NISH-ING,* n. The act of polishing or giving a gloss.

BiiRNT,* i. & p. from Burn. See BURN.

BURNT, p. a. Consumed or scorched by fire.

BtiRR, 7. The lobe or lap of the ear; a round knob of the
horn next to a deer's head

;
the sweetbread ; a triangular

chisel
;
a round iron ring used with cannon. See BUR.

BDR'REL, n. A sort of pear. Barrel-fly, the ox-fly. Bar-

rel-shot, a sort of case-shot.

BCJR'RQCK, n. A small dam for catching fish. Phillips.

BUR'ROW, (bur'ro) n. A hole in the ground for rabbits and
some other animals. ft is sometimes used for borough,
and barrow.

BfjR'ROW, V. n.
[i.
BURROWED

J pp. BURROWING, BURROWED.]
To lodge in a hole in the ground.

BuR'ROW-DUCK,*7i. An aquatic bird
;
the shelldrake. Scott.

BOR'ROW-ING,* p. a. Living under ground.
BUR'RY,* a. Having or resembling burs. London.
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BtfR'SAR, 7i. [bursarius, L.] A clerk or treasurer of a con-
vent or college : a student in an English university who
is maintained by funds derived from endowments.

BiJR'sAR-SHfP, n. The office or state of bursar. Hales.

BiJR'sA-Ry, n. The treasury of a college. (Scotland) An
exhibition or charitable foundation in a university.

BifR-SA-TEL'LA* n. (Zool.) A genus of marine molluscous
animals. P. Cyc.

BfiRSCH,* (bursh) re. ; pi. JfftRSCH'EN. (Ger.) A youth 5

a student at a university. Brande.

BtJRSE, ?i. [bourse, Fr.] An exchange where merchants
meet and shops are kept. See BOURSE.

BURST, v. n.
[i. BURST ; pp. BURSTING, BURST (f BURSTEN).]

To break or fly open ;
to fly asunder

;
to break away ;

to
come or begin sudderlly or with violence

;
to rupture.

BURST, v. a. To break open suddenly. Shak.

BURST, 7i. A sudden disruption ;
an explosion ; rupture.

fBiJR'STEN, (biir'stn) p. from Burst. Beaum. $ Fl.

IBUR'STEN-NESS, (bur'stn-nes) n. A rupture. Sherwood.

BURST'ER, n. He or that which bursts. Cot^rave.
BURST'WORT, (blirst'wiirt) n. Rupture-wort 5

a plant.

BiJRT, n. A small flat fish of the turbot kind. [DEN.
BUR'THEN, (biir'tfm) n. Something to be borne. See BUR-
BUR'THEN, (bUr'tnn) v. a. To load. See BURDEN.
fBiJR'THEN-OUS,* (bur'tftn-us) a. Burdensome. Shak.

BUR'THEN-SOME,* a. See BURDENSOME.
BUR'TON, (biir'tn)?!. (JVaitf.) A small tackle formed of two

blocks.

fBuR'Y, (ber're) n. A dwelling-place: the same word,
originally, as borough, burgh, or burrow, and to be met
with in old authors with the same meaning.

Bu'Ry, (bu're) n. [beurrc, Fr.] A delicate pear, of several
varieties.

||BuR'Y, (ber're) [ber're, S. W. J. P. E. F. K. Sm. R. ; bur're,

Jo,.] v. a.
[i. BURIED ; pp. BURYING, BURIED.] To put into

a grave ;
to inter with funeral rites

;
to cover with earth

;

to inhume
;
to entomb

;
to hide

;
to conceal

;
to place one

thing within another.

IIBUR'y-iNG, (ber're-ing) n. Burial. St. John xii.

|BuR'y-iNG-GRdUND,* w. A place for interring the dead.
'

Booth.

'[BUR'y-KNG-PLACE, (ber-) n. A place for sepulture.

BUSH, n. [busch, Teut.J A thick shrub
;
a bough of a tree :

the sign of a tavern. Shak. The tail of a fox. (Meek.)
A piece of metal fitted into the plummet of a shaft in

which the journal turns
;

the guide of a sliding rod.
Orier.

BUSH, v. n. To grow thick. Milton.

BUSH'EL, 7i. [busckel, old Fr.] A dry measure containing
8 gallons or 32 quarts ; a large quantity j

a bushel
measure. Matt.

BUSH'EL-AGE, n. Duty payable on every bushel.

BGSH'ET, w. A wood. Ray. See BUSKET.

BUSH'I-NESS, n. The quality of being bushy.
tBOsH'MENT, n. A thicket. Raleigh.
BGSH'SHRIKE,* n. (Ornith.) A species of bird. P. Cyc.
BOsH'y, a. Thick, like a bush

;
full of bushes.

Buijf'j-LESS, (biz'e-les) a. Not busy ;
at leisure. Shak.

BU'I-LY, (biz'e-le) ad. In a busy manner; actively.

BUSINESS, (biz'nes) n. Employment ; an affair
; serious en-

gagement ;
a point ; something to be transacted

; labor.

BUSINESS-LIKE,* (biz'nes-lik) a. Done well; practical.
Ed. Rev.

BUSK, n. [busc, Fr.] A piece of steel or whalebone, worn
by women to strengthen the stays. [busk, Dan.] [A bush.

Davison.]
tBOsK, v. a. To make ready ;

to dress. Fairfax.

BUSK'ED,* p. a. Furnished with a busk. Pollok.

BUSK'ET, 7i. A sprig or small bush. Spenser. A small com-
partment in a garden formed of trees, shrubs, &c. Mil-
ler. [R.]

BDs'KiN, 77. [broscken, D.] A kind of half boot
; a high shoe

worn by the ancient actors of tragedy; figuratively, tra-

gedy.
BDs'KiNED, (bus'kind) a. Dressed in buskins ; tragic.

BOs'KY, a. Woody ;
shaded with woods

; bosky. Shak.

BOss, 'v. a. [baiser, Fr. ; bcsar, Sp.] To kiss. Shak. [An
old word, grown vulgar.]

Buss, n. A kiss. Pope. [busse, Ger.] Herring fishing-boat.

BUST, n. [basto, It.] A statue of the human figure as far

down as the breast; the corresponding- part of the real

figure.

BUS'TAM-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in Mexico. Dana.
BUS'TARD, n. [bistarde, Fr.] A sort of wild turkey.
BOs'TLE, jfbus'sl)

v. n. [i. BUSTLED
; pp. BUSTLING, BUS-

TLED.] To be busy with quickness of motion, or in a
confused hurry ;

to stir .about.

Bus'TL,E,*i'. a. To confuse ; to make busy. Wilberforce. [R.J

BDs'TLE, (bus's!) 71. A tumult; hurry; a part of a lady's
dress.

BDs'TLER, (bus'ler) n. An active, stirring person. Cowper.

B&fi'Td,n. [It.] A statue; a bust. Jlshmolc. See BUST.

Buf'Y, (biz'ze)a. Employed with diligence or earnestness
;

diligent ;
active ;

officious ; bustling ;
troublesome

Bu'y, (biz'ze) v. a. [i. BUSIED
; pp. BUSYING, BUSIED.] To

make busy ;
to employ.

Bu'y-Boi>-y, (biz'ze-bod-e) n. A meddling person.
BUT, conj. [butan, or botan, Sax.] Except; except that;

yet ;
nevertheless

;
now

;
than

;
otherwise than that

; how-
ever; unless.

BUT, prep, [originally bot, contracted from be owt.] With-
out

; except ; as,
" All but one were lost." Smith.

BUT, ad. Only; as, "Did men but consider." Tillotson.

BUT, n. [but, Celt.] The end of any thing ;
a boundary ; the

end of any plank which joins to another on the outside
of a ship. See BUTT.

BUT, v. a. [buter, old Fr.] [i. BUTTED ; pp. BUTTING, BUT-

TED.] To touch at one end ; to abut. Cotgraoe.
BOTCH'ER, n. [boucher, Fr.] One who kills animals in or-

der to preserve or sell their flesh
;
one who delights in

slaughter.
BOTCH'ER, v. a. [i. BUTCHERED; pp. BUTCHERING, BUTCH-

ERED.] To kill and dress for food, as animals
;
to slaugh-

ter ; to kill. Shak.

BCTCH'ER-BIRD, n. A species of the shrike.

BuTcii'ER-lNG,* n. The employment of a butcher.

BUTCH'ER-LJ-NESS, n. A brutal manner.

BOTCH'ER-LY, a. Cruel
; bloody. Aacham.

BUTCH'ER-ROW, n. A row of shambles. WhMock.
BUTCH'ER^-BROOM, n. Kneeholly ;

a small shrub. Miller.

BOTCH'ER-Y, n. Tlie trade of a butcher; slaughter; mur-
der

;
the place where animals are killed.

BuT'-END, n. The blunt end of any thing. Clarendon.

BUT'LER, n. [bouteillier, Fr.] A servant; one who has the
care of wine and other liquors.

BUT'LER-AGE, n. The duty upon wine imported, formerly
paid to the king of England's butler.-

BDT'LER-ESS,* n. A female butler. Chapman.
BOT'LER-SHfp, n. The office of a butler. Genesis xl.

BUT'MENT, 71. [aboutissement, Fr.] A support on which the
foot of an arch stands ; an abutment.

tBDT'silAFT, w. An arrow. Shak.

BUTT, re. [but, Fr.] A mark to be shot at; the point at which
the endeavor is directed ; the object of aim

;
a person who

is the object of jests ;
a blow ; a blow given by a horned

animal. [butt, Sax.] A large barrel or cask
;
a beer-meas-

ure of 108 gallons; a wine-measure of 120 gallons: a

short, angular ridge. London. See BUT.

BUTT, v. a.
[i. BUTTED; pp. BUTTING, BUTTED.] To strike

with the head or horns. Shak.

BUT'TER, n. The oily part of milk, or an unctuous sub-
stance obtained by churning cream; any substance re-

sembling butter.

BUT'TER, v. a. [i. BUTTERED ;pp. BUTTERING, BUTTERED.]
To spread with butter; to add something in the way
of advantage or relish.

BuT'TER-BtJMP, n. A name of the bittern
; bottlebump.

BUT'TER-BUR, n. A perennial medicinal plant.

BOT'TER-cOP,* n. A yellow flower; the ranunculus.
Crabb.

BUT'TER-FLOW-ER, n. Buttercup; a yellow flower. Gay.
BUT'TER-FLY, n. A beautiful winged insect, of many spe-

cies, so named from the yellow species, or from the but-

ter season.

BuT'TER-Is, w. An instrument for paring a horse's foot.

BUT'TER-MILK, n. The milk which remains after the but-

ter is extracted.

BUT'TER-NUT,* 7i. A tree and its fruit: called also the
oilnui. Spafford.

BUT'TER-PRINT, n. A piece of carved wood or a stamp to

mark butter with.

BUTTER-TOOTH, n. One of the front broad teeth.

BUT'TER-W!FE, n. A woman who sells butter. Ld. Herbert.

BDT'TER-wo-MAN, (-vvum-an) n. A woman who sells but-

ter.

BUT'TER-WORT, (-wiirt) n. A perennial plant, of several

species.

BOT'TER-Y, a. Having the quality or appearance of butter.

BDT'TER-Y, n. A room where provisions are kept ;
a pan-

try. Shak.

BUT'TING,* n. A boundary of land. Booth.

BDT'TQCK. n. The rump. Shak. (Want.) The convexity
of a ship, behind, under the stern. Mar. Diet.

BUT'TON, (but'tn) n. A catch, of metal or other substance,

by which dress is fastened ;
a knob

;
a little ball

;
around

mass of metal ; the bud of a plant ;
the sea-urchin.

BUT'TON, v. a. [i. BUTTONED ; pp. BUTTONING, BUTTONED.]
To dress

;_to
fasten with buttons.

BUT'TON-HOLE, (but'tn-hol) n. A loop or hole to admit a

button.

BfiT'TON-MAK-ER, n. One who makes buttons.

BUT'TON-TREEJ* n. A tree; the conocarpus of Linnaeus.

Lee. [us. Lee.

BIJT'TON-WEED,* n. A plant ; the spermacoce of Linnae-

BIJT'TON-WOOD,* (but'tn-wud) n. A shrub. Buttonwood
is often used in America for the sycamore, or plane-tree.

Gray.
BUT'TRESS, n. [aboutir, Fr.] A mass of stone

;
a pier or
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wall built outside of another wall or structure, to support
it ;

a prop ;
a support.

BUT'TRESS, v. a. To prop ;
to support. Burke,

BUT'WINK, re. The name of a bird. Bailey.

Bu-TY-RA'cEOVS,(bu-te-ra'shus) [bu-te-ra'shus, F. Sm. R.;

but-e-ra'shus, P.K. Wb.] Having the qualities of butter.

BU-TYR'ATE,*TI. (Chem.) A salt formed from butyric acid
and a base. P. Cyc.

BU-TYR'IC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to or derived from butter;
as, butyric acid. Brandt. [Cyc.

BU-TYR'INE,* re. An oleaginous matter found in butter. P.

Bu'TY-ROfrs, [bu'te-rus, Sm. R. ; but'e-rus, P. K. Wb.] a.

Having the properties of butter. Flayer. [R.]
BUX'E-OUS,* a. Relating to the box-tree. Smart.

Btrx'i-NA,* 71. (Chem.) A vegetable alkali obtained from the
box-tree. P. Q/c.

BUX'OM, (buk'surn) a. [Obedient ; compliant. Spenser.]
Gay ; lively ;

wanton
; jolly ; Jimorous.

BUX'OM-LY, ad. Gayly ; wantonly ; amorously.
BCjx'OM-NESS, n. The quality of being buxom.

BUY, (bl) v. a. [i. BOUGHT; pp. BUYING, BOUGHT.] To pur-
chase ;

to acquire by paying a price.

BUY, (bl) v. n. To treat about a purchase. ShaJc.

BUY'ER, (bl'er) . One who buys ;
a purchaser.

fBOzj interj. Noting contempt. Shak.

BUZE,* n. [buse, Fr.] A wooden or leaden pipe to con-

vey air into mines. Crabb.

BtJZZ, v. n. [bizzen, Teut.l [i. BUZZED
; pp. BUZZING,

BUZZED.] To make a sound like a bee or fly ; to hum
;
to

whisper.
Buzz, v. a. To whisper; to spread secretly. Shak.

Buzz, n. The noise of a bee or fly ;
a hum

;
a whisper.

BUZ'ZARD, re. [busard, Fr.] A sluggish species of hawk
;

a blockhead.

BSJZ'ZARD, a. Senseless ; stupid. Milton. [R.]
BSz'ZAR-DET,*7i. A species of bird. Crabb.

Bfizz'ER, n. A secret whisperer. Shak. [Maunder.
BGzz'iNG,* re. A humming noise; incessant low talk.

BY, (hi or be) [bl or b3, IV. Sm. , bl or by, S. J. ; bl, P.
F. Ja. K.] prep, [bi, Sax.] At; in

; near; for. It denotes
the agent, instrument, cause, way, or means; as, "per-
formed by you." $3= When pronounced distinctly, or
with the accent, as when it is used in composition, it is

pronounced bl.

BY, (hi) ad. Near; beside; passing; in presence. Drydcn.
|BY, v. a. Same as aby. Sackvillc. See ABY.
Bir

, (in composition,) implies something out of the direct

way ; irregular ; collateral ; private, or retired
; as, a by-

lane, by-path, by-corner. It is sometimes used as an ad-

jective, without the hyphen ; as,
" a by place," a "

by
road."

BY, or BYE, n. Something not the direct and immediate

object of regard ; as,
"
by the J?/," or "

bye." Dryden.
BY AND BY, (bi'and-bi') ad. In a short time. Sidney.

BY'ARD,*7t. A piece of leather crossing the breast, used by
the men who drag the sledges in coal mines. Brande.

BY'AS. See BIAS.

BY'-BLOW,* n. An accidental encounter; an illegitimate
child. Pope.

BY-CoF'FEE-HoOsE, re. A coffee-house in an obscure

place, jiddison.

BY-CON-CERN'MENT, n. An affair which is not the main
business. Dryden.

BY'-COR-NER, n. A private corner. Massing-er.
BY-DE-PEND'ENCE, n. An appendage. Shak.

BY-DE-SIGN', (bl-de-sln') n. An incidental purpose. Ha.-

dibras.

BY'-DRKNK-ING, n. Private drinking. Shak.

BYE, (bi) n. [bi,,bying, Sax.] A dwelling. Gibson.

BY'-END, n. Private interest; self-interested purpose.
BY'GONE,(bI'gon)a. Past. Skak.

BY-IN'TER-EST, ??. Private interest. Attcrbury.
BVTL'AN-DER,* n. See BILANDER.

BY'-LANE, n. A lane out of the usual road. Burton.

BY'-LAw, re. A private law or order of a society.

BY'-MXT-TER, re. Something incidental. Bacon.

BY'-NAME, n. A nickname. Lmoth.

By'-NAME, v. a. To give a nickname. Camden.

BY^-PAS-SAGE,* re. A private or retired passage. Baxter.

tB_Y'-PA"ST, a. Past
; gone by. Shak.

BY'-PATH, n. A private or obscure path. Shak.

Bv'-PLACE,*re. A retired place, spot, or situation. Johnson.

BY'-PUR-POSE,* re. A clandestine object or design. Haw-
kins.

BYRE, n. A cow-house. London. [North of England.]
BY'-RE-SPECT', re. Private end or view. Carew.

BY'-ROAD, (bl'rod) re. A private or obscure path. Swift,

BY'-ROOM, re. A private room within.

BY'-SpEficil, 7i. An incidental or casual speech. Hooker.

,
n. A proverb. Coles.

A silk or linen hood -

VS'SINE, a. Made of fine linen or silk. Coles.

Bfs'SQ-LiTE,* n. (Min.) A soft, fibrous mineral from the

Alps. Brande.

BYS'sus,n. [L.] Fine linen or cotton stuff among the an-
cients. Bp. Patrick. (Conch.) A long, delicate, lustrous

and silky fasciculus of filaments. P. Cyc.

~BY'-STAND-ER, re. A looker-on
;
a spectator.

BY'-STREET, re. An obscure street. Gay.
BY'-STROKE,* re. A private stroke; a side-blow. Dr.
Mien.

BY'TO^N-ITE,* re. (Min.) A variety of scapolite from By-
town. Dana.

BY'-TURN-ING, n. An obscure road. Sidney.

BY'-VlEW,(bi'vu) re. Self-interested purpose. Jlttcrbury.

BY'-WALK, (bl'wawk) n. A private walk. Dryden.
BY'-WAY, (bl'wa) re. A private and obscure way. Spenser
fBY-WEST, a. To the west of. Dames.

By'-WiPE, re. A secret stroke or sarcasm. Milton.

BY'WORD, (bl'wiird) re. A saying ;
a proverb. Shak.

BYZ'AN-TINE, n. See BIZANTINE, and BEZANT.

BYZ'AN-TINE,* a. Belonging to Byzantium. P. Cyc.

c.

Cthe
third letter of the alphabet, is a consonant, and

^
has two sounds, one hard, like k, before a, o, u, I, and

r; the other soft, like s, before e, i, and y: combined
with the letter h, it has three different sounds : the first,

its proper English sound, equivalent to tsh, as in church ;

the second, in words from the French, equivalent to sh,
as in chaise ; the third, in words from the Greek, equiva-
lent to k, as in chord. C, as a numeral letter, denotes a
hundred.

CXB, n. A Hebrew measure, of about three pints. A kind
of chaise, so used as an abbreviation from cabriolet ; a

light four-wheeled carriage ;
a low two-wheeled carriage.

CA-BAL.', n. [cabalc, Fr.] Originally the same as cabala. See
CABALA. A junto, or small body of men, united to effect

some party or sinister purpose ;
an intrigue. 95= The po-

litical signification of this word owes its origin to the five

cabinet ministers in Charles II. 's reign : Clifford, Ashley,
Buctdnvham, Arlington, and Laudcrdale. This junto were
known by the name of the Cabal; a word formed of the
initial letters of their names. Burnct.

CA-BXl,', r. n. [i. CABALLED; pp. CABALLING, CABALLED.]
To form plots or intrigues ;

to plot. Dryden.
CXB'A-LA, re. [It. 4' Sp., from Heh.] Secret science

;
oral

tradition ;
or the traditional or secret science of the Jew-

ish rabbins, by which every letter, word, number, and
accent of the law is supposed to be significant in a mys-
terious manner: any secret science. Harmar.

,
re. The science of the cabalists. Spenser.

,
n. One skilled in the cabala or Jewish tradi-

tions.

CXB-A-L,ts'Tjc, ) a. Relating to the cabala
; having an

CXB-A-Lis'Ti-CAL, \
occult meaning.

CXB-A-I/IS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In a cabalistic manner. Herbert.

CXB'AL.-IZE, v. n. To speak or reason as cabalists. More.

CA.-BX.I/I.ER, 71. One who cabals; an intriguer.

CXB'AL-LINE, a. [caballinus, L.] Belonging to a horse
; as,

" caballine aloes," i. e. horse medicine. Cotg-ravc.

CAB'AL-LINE,* n. [Fr.] A coarse kind of aloes. Crabb.

CABARET, (kab'a-ra or kab'a-ret) [kab'a-ra, S. Ja. Sm. ;

kab'a-ret, J. F. K.] n. [Fr.] A tavern. Bramhall.

CA-BXs',* re. [Fr.] (Mil.) A basket made of rushes. Crabb.

CXB'BA^E, n. [cabus, Fr.] An edible plant, of several spe-
cies. A cant word for shreds of cloth made by tailors.

CXB'BAGE,7j. re.
[e.

CABBAGED ;pp. CABBAGING, CABBAGED.]
To form a head, as a cabbage.

CAB'BAGE, v. a. To steal in cutting clothes
;
to purloin.

CXB'BAGE-DAI'SY * ?t. A plant and flower; globe-flower.
Booth.

CXc'BAGE-NET,* re. A net for boiling cabbages in. Srnart.

CXB'BA<^E-PL,XNT,*re. A young plant of the cabbage. Jlsh.

CXB'BAE-ROE,* re. A rose having many close petals.

Booth.

CXB'BAGE-TRKE, re. A species of palm-tree. Miller.

CXB'BA^E-WORM, (kab'bjj-wunn) re. A caterpillar.

CA-BE'CA,* or CA-BESSE',* re. A fine India silk. Crabb.

CXB'IN, 7i. [cabane, Fr.] A small room
;
a cottage, or a
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small house ;
a booth. (JVairt.) An apartment in a ves-

sel for the officers and superior passengers.
CXB'm, v. 71. To live in a cabin. Shak.

CXB'JN, . a. To confine in a cabin. Slidk.

CXB'JN-BOY, 7i. A servant boy on board a ship.

CXB'iNED, (kab'jnd) a. Having or enclosed in a cabin.
Milton.

CXB'I-NT, n. [cabinet, Fr.] A closet
;
a small room

;
a set

of boxes or drawers for curiosities; anyplace for things
of value; a room in which consultations are held; the
collective body of ministers who direct the government
of a nation or country ; a government council.

CXB'l-NET, v. a. To enclose. Hcwyt. [R.]
CXB'l-NET-CoON'ciL,, 7i. A council of state, or of cabinet

ministers, hejd with privacy ; the members of a council.

CXB'I-NET-MAK-ER, n. One who makes articles of wood-
en furniture which require nice workmanship.

CXs'iN-MATE, n. One who occupies the same cabin.
CA-BI'RI* n. pi. [L.] (Myth.) Ancient Grecian or Pelas-

gian divinities, eight in number, whose worship was cel-

ebrated with mysterious rites. Fabcr.
CA-BIR'I-AN* a. Relating to the Cabiri. Fabcr.

CA'BLE^ n. [cabl, Welsh.] The rope or chain by which the
anchor of a ship is held

;
a large rope.

CA'BLE,* v. a.
[?'.

CABLED
; pp. CABLING, CABLED.] To fas-

ten with a cable. Dyer. (Arch.) To fill with cylindrical

pieces, as columns. Franc'is.

CA'BLED, fka'bld) a. Fastened with a cable. Dyer.
(Arch.) Filled with cylindrical pieces, like a cable. Brande.

CA'BLET, n. [cablot, Fr.] A little cable; a tow-rope.
CA'BLE-TiER,* n. (JVaut.) A place on the orlop deck,
where cables are coiled away ;

the coil or several rolls

of a cable. Mar. Diet.

CA-BOB',f. a. To roast meat in an Asiatic mode.
CA-BOOSE',* TI. (JVaut.) The cook-room of a ship. Smart.

CA-BOSHED', or CA-BOCHED', (ka-boshf) a. [caboche, old

Fr.] (Her.) Represented as the head only, without add-

ing the neck.

CXB'QT-AGE,* n. (JVaut.) The art of navigating so as to

avoid ail sand-banks, &c.
;
the art of sailing from port to

port, without stretching out to sea. Crabb.

CAB-RI-OLE', n. See CAPRIOLE.

CAB-RI-O-LET, (kab're-o-la') n. [Fr.] A one-horee chaise,
with a iarge hood, and a covering for the legs and lap :

often shortened to cab.

CXB'VRN, n. pi. (Want.) Small ropes or lines for binding
the cable.

CAC'A-J&OGUE,* (kak'a-gog) n. (Med.) An ointment made
of alum and honey. Danglison.

CA'CAO, (ka'ko)n..The chocolate-tree and nut. See COCOA.

CXcH'A-L,5T,* n. (Ich.) The spermaceti or sperm whale.
Brande.

CApHE* (kash) 71. [Fr.] A lurking-hole ;
a hole dug in the

ground for the purpose of concealing and preserving goods
and luggage. Lewis.

CA-JEHEC'TIC, (ka-kek'tjk) \
a. Having an ill habit

CA-.euKC'Tl-CAL, (ka-kek'te-kal) \
of body.

CACHE'MERE,* n. See CASHMERE.
CACHET,* (kash'a) n. [Fr.] A seal

;
a signet ;

a sealed let-

ter
;
a state letter employed to deprive a man of his per-

sonal liberty. P. Cyc.

CA-HEX'Y, [ka-kek'se, P. Ja. K. Sm. JVb. ; kak'ek-se, W.
J. F. ; ka'kek-se, S.] 'n. Oi\ei'.i.] (Med.) A bad state or
habit of the body.

tCXjCH-JN-NA'Tlc-N, TI. [cachinnatio, L.] Loud laughter.

CXjen'o-LONG,* n. (Min.) A milk-white chalcedony.
Brande.

CA-CHilN'DE,* n. (Med.) A celebrated Chinese medicine,
composed chiefly of aromatic stimulants. Brande.

CA-ciQVE',*(k*-sGk')n. [Fr.] The title of an Indian chief
in Mexico at the time of the conquest by the Spaniards.
Robertson.

CXCK,* v. n. To go to stool. Smart.

CXcK'ER-EL, w. [cagu.erel, Fr.] A species offish.

CXc'KLE, (kiik'kl) v. n. [kaeckclen, D.] [i. CACKLED
; pp.

CACKLING, CACKLED.] To make a noise as a hen or goose ;

to giggle.

CXc'KLE, TI. The voice of a hen or goose ; idle talk.

CXc'KLER, TI. A fowl that cackles : a tattler.

CXcK/LiNG,* TI. The noise of a goose, &.c. ; cackle. Swift,.

CXc-Q-jeiiYM'ic, ) a. Having the blood or fluids of the

CXc-p-^HYM'l-CAL, j body corrupted. Harvey.
CXc'Q-jEHYM-Y, [kak'o-kim-e, W. J. F. Ja. Wb. ; ka'ko-

kim-e, S. ; ka-kok'c-me, E.] n. [Kaxu^mla.] (Med.) An
ill state of the fluids of the body.

CXc-p-Dfi'MC-N, 7i. [/cax-os and <iaiV'"'-] An evil spirit. Sir

T. Herbert,. [R.] [a bad custom or habit.

CXd-O-fi'THfif, TI. [Gr. Sf L.l (Med.) An incurable ulcer
;

CA-c6G'RA-PiiY, (ka-kog'ra-fe) n. Bad spelling. Walpolc.

CXc-C-PHO'Nl-bOs,* a. Sounding harshly; cacophonous.
Lower.

CA-c5pii'e--NOiJS,* a. Relating to cacophony ; sounding
bad. Mitford.

CA-c6pH'o-NY, TI. [Kcuc'xbuvia.] An uncouth or harsh

sound
;
a discord ; a depraved or altered state of the

voice.

CXc'p-TEjEH-Ny,* n. A corruption of art. Crabb.

CA-COT'RP-PHY,* n. A vicious nutrition. Crabb.

CA-COX'ENE,* n. Same as cacoxenite. Phillips.

CA-COX'E-NITE,* TI. (Min.) A fibrous mineral. Phillips.

CXc-TA'cEOVS,*(kak-ta'shus) a. Relating to or resembling
the cactus. P. Cyc.

CXc'TUS,* 71. [Afiijcroj.] pi. CACTI, or CACTUSES. (Bot.) A
group of plants from the tropical parts of America, now
called cactacea;, or cactccce. P. Cyc.

CA-CU'MI-NATE^ v. a. [cacummo, L.] To make sharp or

pyramidal. Bailey.

CAD,* n. A boy or person who tends the door of an omni-
bus

;
an assistant to a coachman. QM. Rev.

CA-DAS'TRE,* (ka-das'tur) n. [Fr.] (Louisiana law) An of-

ficial statement of the quantity and value of real property.
Bouvier.

CA-DA'vER,n. [L.] A corpse. Davies.

CA-DXv'ER-ous, a. Having the appearance of a corpse.
CA-DXv'ER-ous-L,y,*arf. In acadaverous manner. Dr. Allen.

CXD'BATE,*TI. A kind of fly or insect. Ash.

CXo'DlCE,* n. The larva or grub of a trichopterous insect}
same as case-worm. Brande.

CXo'Dls, n. A kind of tape or ribbon
;
a grub or worm ; a

case-worm : also written caddice.

CXo'odw, (kad'do) n. A chough, or jackdaw. Ray.
CXo'DY,* n. A small vessel or box for tea. Hayward.
CADE, a. [cadelcr, Fr.] Bred by the hand.; domesticated;
tame. Sheldon.

CADE, v. a. To bring up by the hand ; to tame.

CADE, n. [cadus, L.T A barrel
;
a cask for herrings. Shaft.

CADE'-LXMB,* n. A pet lamb, or one weaned and brought
up in the house. Crabb.

CA'DENCE, n. [cadence, Fr.] The fall of the voice, as the
sentence draws to its end and closes ; a rhythmical fall or
modulation of the voice or of the hand

;
the modulation

of the bars or clauses in music. (Horsemanship) The
equal measure which a horse observes in all his mo-
tions, when thoroughly managed. (Her.) The descent
and distinction of families.

CA'DENCE, v. a. To regulate by musical measure. A. Smith.

CA'DEN-CY, n. Same as cadence. Dryden.
CA-DENE',* n. An inferior sort of Turkey carpet. Crabb.

CA'DENT, a. Falling down. Shak. [R.]
CA-D'EN'ZA, (ka-den'za) n. [It.] A musical cadence.

CA-DET', n. [cadet, Fr.] The younger or youngest brother
;

a volunteer in the army, who serves in expectation of a
commission ; a young man in a military school.

CA'DEW, (ka'du) 71. A straw-worm
;
the caddis. Bailey.

CADE'-WORM, (kad'wiirm) n. A grub; the caddis.

CXDGE, v. a. To carry a burden ; to carry on the back. Ray.
[Provincial, Eng.]

CADGE,* n. A frame of wood on which hawks are carried.
Crabb.

CADG'ER, [kad'jer, S. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; ked'jer, W.] n. A
huckster ;

one who brings butter, eggs, &c., to market.

[Provincial and vulgar.]
" Used in London only by the

vulgar, and pronounced codger." Walker.

CA'DI, (ka'de) n. [Ar.J A Turkish judge or magistrate.
CA-D/L'LAC/W. A sort of pear.

CXo'iSj* 71, [Fr.] A woollen stuff made in France. Crabb.

CAD-ME'AN,* a. Relating to Cadmus, who is reputed to
have invented the Greek alphabet. Ency.

CXo'Ml-A,* n. (Min.) A miner.il j
a recrement of copper;

tutty. Crabb. [Crabb.
CXo'MlTE,* TJ. (Min.) A precious stone having blue specks.
CXD'Mj-UM,*n. (Min.) Awhile metal, much like tin, found

among the ores of zinc. Brande.

fCA-Du'cA-RY,* a. Falling or happening by chance. Black-
s'tone. Jodrell.

CXD-v-c'AN,*a. Relating to the rod of Mercury. Ash.
CA-DU'CEUS* (ka-du'shus) n. [L.] The rod of Mercury ; a
herald's staff. Walker.

CA-DU'CI-TY, n. [caducus, L.] Frailty; tendency to falL

'Lord Chesterfield. [R.J
CA-DU'COUS,* a. Falling early, as a leaf. London.

tCA-DUKE, a. [caduc, old Fr.] Fleeting or frail. Ilickes.

CJZ'CI-AS, (s5'she-as) n. [L.] A wind from the north-east.

Milton.
CJE'RULE. See CERULE, and CERULEAN.
CJE-A'RE-AN, a. See CESAREAN.
C^'siys,* (sG'shus) a. (Bot.) Of a bluish-gray color.

P. Cyc.

CJES-PI-TOSE',* (ses-pe-tos') a. (Bot.) Growing in tufts. P.

Cyc.

CJ>:-9U'RA, (se-zu'ra) n. [L.] (Prosody) A metrical break,

pause, or division in a verse, occasioned by the separa-
tion of the first syllable of a foot, forming the last of a

word, from the next syllable, forming the first of another

word, as in the following line :

" Of man's first disobedi
| ence, and

|
the fruit.-, (se-zu'ral) a. Relating to the caesura, or to the

pause of the voice.
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PAR'I-BUS.* [L.] Other things being equal j

in like circumstances. Watts.

CAFE,* (kafa) n. [Fr.] Coffee
;
a coffee-house ;

a house
where refreshments of various kinds are obtained. Boiste.

CA-F'IC,* a. (diem.) Derived from coffee, as the cafeic

acid^ P. Cyc.

CA-FE'JNE,* n. (Chem.) A bitter, crystallizable substance,
contained in coffee. Brande.

CXF'FRE,* (kaffur) n. A native of Caffraria, in South
Africa ;

an unbeliever. Malcom.

CXF-TAN',n. [Per.] A Persian or Turkish vest.

CXG, n. A vessel of wood, in the form of a barrel, usually

containing four or five gallons : also written keg.

CAGE, n. [cage, Fr.] An enclosure of wire, twigs, or tim-

.ber, for birds or animals
;
a place of confinement ;

a pris-
on. (Carp.) An outer work of timber for the enclosure
of other works.

CAGE, v. a. [L CAGED; pp. CAGING, CAGED.] To enclose
in a cage ;

to shut up. Donne.

CXG'MAG,* n. A tough, old goose ; tough, dry meat. Smart.

CAIC, or CAIQUE, (ka-ek' or ka'jk) n. [Fr.] A skiff or

sloop belonging to a galley ;
a galley-boat.

CAIL. See KALE.
CAi-MA-cXN',* n. A Turkish word for a lieutenant, or a

lieutenant-governor. P. Cyc.

CABMAN, n. [Sp.] An American crocodile or alligator;

cayman.
CA-iN'cic,* a. (Chem.) Obtained from the bark of the root

of the caincu, a Brazilian shrub. Brande,

PA IRA,* (sa'e-ra') [Fr.
" It shall go on."] The name of

a French revolutionary song. P. Cyc.

CAlRN, (kirn) n. [earn, Welsh.] Aheap of stones. Johnson.

CAlRN-GORM,* n. (Min.) A yellow or brown variety of
rock crystal, from the mountain of Cairngorm, in Scot-
land. Brande.

CAISSON, (ka-s&n') [ka-son', P. E. F. Sm. ; k'a'es-sSn, Ja. ;

ka's&n, JT.] n. [Fr.] (.MB.) A chest filled with bombs
and gunpowder ;

a wooden case. (Arch.) A sunken
panel in a flat or vaulted ceiling, or in the soffit of a cor-

nice
;
a wooden case, in which the piers of bridges are

built within the water.

CAI'TIFF, (ka'tjf ) n. [chetif, Fr.] A mean villain
;
a knave.

CAl'TJFF, (ka'tjf) a. Base; servile. Thomson.

CAi'TlFF-LY,*od. Knavishly ; vilely; basely. Scott.

CAl'TlVE, (ka'tjv) a. Same as caitiff. Spenser.

CJU'E-puT,* n. A volatile oil from the leaves of the caje-

put-lree, in the East Indies. Crabb.

CA-JOLE', . a, [cajoler, Fr.] [i. CAJOLED; pp. CAJOLING,
CAJOLED.] To delude by flattery ;

to deceive; to whee-
dle

;
to flatter ; to soothe ; to coax. Hudibras.

Burke.

CAKE, n. A small mass of dough baked, and commonly
sweetened

;
a kind of delicate bread

; any thing in the

form of a cake, rather flat than high ; any mass of matter
concreted.

CAKE, v. a,
[i. CAKED ; pp. CAKING, CAKED.] To form into

c;ikes or concretions.

CAKE, v. , To harden. Jlddison.

CAKE, v. n. To cackle as geese. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
CAKE'-BRAD,* n. A species of bread. Prior.

CXL'A-BXsH,* n. A species of large gourd ; a vessel made
of the shell of the fruit of the calabash.

CAL'A-BXSH-TREE, n. A West India tree, the shells of

the fruit of which are used by the negroes for cups, and
instruments of music.

CA-LA'BRI-AN,* a. Belonging to Calabria. Ash.

CXL'A-ITE,* n. (Min.) The turquoise mineral. Phillips.

CXL-A-MAN'c6, (kal-a-mang'ko) n. [calamancus,lj.]
A kind

of glossy woollen stuff: also written callimanco.

CXL'A-MA-RY,* n. (Zool.) A cephalopod ;
a molluscous an-

imal. Brande.

CXi/AM-BXc,* n. A medicinal, fragrant wood ; aloes-wood.
Booth.

CXL'AM-BOUR,* n. A motley-colored wood, used by cabi-

net-makers and inlayers : called also eagle-wood.
Booth.

CXL-A-MfF'ER-oDs, a. [calamiLs and fero, L.] Producing
reeds, or plants having a smooth stalk, knotted and hol-

low. ,

CAL-A-MI-NA'MIS,* n. (Min.) A mineralf''a fossil ;
cala-

mine. Crabb.

CXL'A-MINE, n. (Min.) A native carbonate of zinc, a si-

licious, simple, uncrystallized mineral ; lapis calaminaris.

Loclte.

CXL'A-MINT, n. [<faAa/in>0ijuj
An aromatic plant.

tCXL'A-Misx,* n. A piper ;
one who plays on a reed or pipe.

Blount,

(CXL-A-Mts'TRATE, v. a. [calamistrer, old Fr.] To curl or

frizzle the hair. Cotgrave.

tCXL-A-Mis-TRA'TiQN, n. Act of curling the hair. Burton.

CXl/A-MiTE,* n. (Min.) A species of mineral
; hornblende.

Phillips. The plant horse-tail, in a fossil stats. Buckland.

,
a. Full of calamity, misery, or distress

very unfortunate
; miserable.

CA-LXM'l-TOOs-NESS, n. Misery ;
distress.

CA-LXM'i-TY,n. [calamitas, L.] A great misfortune ; misery
CXL'A-MOs,n. [L.] pi. L. CALAMI ; Eng. CALAMUSES. A
reed ;

a sweet-scented wood
; a pen, which is made of

a reed. (Bot.) A genus of palms, from which ratans are

made, and from which dragon's-blood is procured ; a
fistular stem, as of a rush or cane : dragon's-blood.

CALANDRE,* (kal-landr') rtt [Fr.] An insect of the beetle

tribe, injurious to grain: called the corn or grain wee-

vil. Farm. Ency.
CA-L,XP'PA,* n. (Zool.) A genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.

CA-LXsn',' re. [caleche, Fr.] A light, low-wheeled carriage,
with a covering to be let down at pleasure : a sort of
hood or lady's head-dress.

CA-LA'THJ-AN-VI'Q-LET,* n. A perennial species of gen-
tian. Booth.

CAL-A-THJD'I-UM,* n. (Bot.) The modern name for the
flower-head of the plants called composite ; the common
calyx of Linnaeus. P. Cyc.

CAL'A-THVS,* n. [L.] (Ent.) A genus of coleopterous in-

sects. P. Cyc.

CXL'cAR,*7i. [L. calcar, a spur.] A calcinating furnace.

(Bot.) A spur in flowers, or a hollow prolongation of the

leaves downwards. P. Cyc.

CXL'CA-RATE,* a. (Bot.) Having a spur or horn. P. Cyc,

CAL-cA'RE-o-AR-GiL-LA'cEoys,* (-shus) a. Consisting
of lime and clay. Dr. Thomson.

CAL-cA'RE-o-sf-Ll"CEOVs,* (-lish'us) o. Consisting of
lime and silex. Dr. Thomson.

CAL-CA'RE-ODS, a. [calx, L.] Partaking of chalk or lime.

CAL-cA'RE-ods-NESs,*. Quality of being calcareous. Dr.
JiUen.

CAL-CA-VAL'LA, n. A superior kind of Lisbon wine.

CXl/CE-AT-ED,' a. [calceatus, L.] Shod ; wearing shoes.

CAL-CE-s6'Ni-us,n. [L.] A precious stone ; chalcedony.

CXL'cE-DO-NY, . (Min.) See CHALCEDONY.
CXL'c,* n. pL. [calx, L., lime, or chalk.] (Chem.) The re-

mains of a metal or mineral after being subjected to vi-

olent heat, burning, calcination, or detonation by nitre
;

metallic powders or oxides. See CALX. Brande.

CAL-ci'F'ER-ous,* a. Producing chalk. Smart.

CXL'cj-FORM,* a. Being in the form of chalk. Smart.

CXL'CI-NA-BLE, or CAL-CI'NA-BLE, [kal'se-na-bl, Ja. K.
Todd; kal-sl'na-bl, Sm. ; kal-sin'a-bl, fTb.} a. That may
be calcined.

CXi/ci-NATE, v. a. See CALCINE. Bacon. [R.]

CXL-ci-NA'TipN, n. The act of pulverizing by fire; reduc-
tion of substances to ashes or cinders.

CAL,-clN'A-TQ-RY, [kal-sin'a-tur-e, W. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; kal'-

sjn-a-tur-e, S.] n. A vessel used in calcination.

CAL-clNE',' [kal-sln', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; kal'sin,

Wb.~\ v. a. [calciner, Fr.] [i. CALCINED ; pp. CALCINING,
CALCINED.] To reduce a substance to powder, or to a fri-

able state by heat ; to oxidize.

CAL-CINE',_T>. n. To become a powder or calx by heat.

CXL'ci-TRATE,r. n. [calcitrer, Fr.] To kick. Cotgrave.
CXL-CI-TRA'TIQN, n. The act of kicking. Ed. Rev.

CXi/ci-OM,* (kal'she-um) n. (Chem.) The metallic base of
lime. Brande.

CAL,-COG'RA-PHY, n. The art of engraving in chalk or the
likeness of chalk. See CHALCOGRAPHY.

CXLc-SlN'TER^n. A calcareous deposit of certain springs.
Brande.

CXLC'-SPAR,* n. (Min.) Calcareous spar, or crystallized
carbonate of lime. Brande.

CXLc'-TOFF,*n. (Chem.) An irregular deposit of the car-

bonate of lime. Ure.

CXL'CV-LA-BLE, a. That may be computed.
CXL'cv-LA-RY, a. Relating to the disease of the stone.

CXl/cy-LATE, i). a. [calculer, Fr.] [i. CALCULATED; pp.

CALCULATING, CALCULATED.] To Compute J
to TOCkoil

;
tO

rate
;
to estimate

;
to adjust.

CXL'CV-LATE, v. n. To make a computation. Shak.

CXL-CV-LA'TIQN, n. The art or act of reckoning or calcu-

lating; computation.
CXL'CV-LA-TIVE, a. Belonging to calculation. Burke.

CXL'CV-LA-TQR, 7i. One who calculates
;
a reckoner.

CXL'cv-LA-TQ-Ry, a. Belonging to calculation. Sherwood.

tCXL'cuLE,7i. Reckoning. Howell.

jCXl/cULE, v. d. To calculate. Chaucer.

CXL-cv-LOSE', a. Stony; gritty. Brovme.

CXL'cy-LOus, a. Stony; gritty. Sharp.
CAL'cu-L&s, n. [L.] pi. cAL'cv-Li. (Med.) Stone or

gravel ;
a calcareous concretion in the bladder or kidneys.

(Math.) A method of computation. See DIFFERENTIAL
CALCULUS.

CAr/DRQN, n. [chauldron, Fr.] A boiler
;
a large kettle.

CA-LEPHE', (ka-lash') n. [Fr.] A light, low-wheeled car-

riage. Butler. See CALASH.
CXL-E-DO'NJ-AN,* a. Scotch. n. A Scotchman.

CXL'E-DQN-IT'E,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing lead and
copper. Dana.
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CXL'E-FY, v. n. [calefio, L.] *To grow hot. Brow
CXL'E-FY, v. a. To make warm. Bullokar. [R.]
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CXL-E-FA'CIENT,* (kal-e-fa'shent) a. Making hot. Maun-
der. [Rj [glison.

CXL-E-FA'CIENT,*TO. (Med.) A warming stimulant. Dun-
CXL-E-FXc'Tic-N, n. Act of heating ; state of being heated.

CXL-E-FXc'TiVE,a. That makes hot. [R.]
CXL-E-FXc'TQR,* TO. A small cooking-stove. Tozer.

CXL-E-FXc'TQ-RY, a. That heats or makes hot.

CXL-E-FXc'Tp-Ry,* n. A warming-room in a monastery.
Ash.

ne. [R.]

TO. [Fr.] A witticism; a pun. Brande.

,
n. [calendarium, L.] A division of time into

periods adapted to the purposes of civil life
;
a register of

the year ;
an almanac.

CXL'EN-DAR, v. a. To enter in a calendar. Whitlock.

CXL-EN-DA'Rj-AL,* a. Belonging to the calendar. London.

CXL'EN-DER, v. a. [calandrer, Fr.] [i. CALENDERED
; pp.

CALENDERING, CALENDERED.] To drCSS Cloth by hot-prCSS-
ing ;

to hot-press.

CXL'EN-DER, n. A hot-press, or machine for pressing and
smoothing cloth; the workman who manages the ma-
chine

;
calendrer. Cowper. An Eastern dervise. Herbert.

tCAL-EN-DOG'RA-PHER,* n. A maker of calendars. Boyle.
CXL'EN-DRER, TO. The person who calenders

;
a calender.

CXL'END, n. pi. [calendcn, L.] The first days of each
month in the ancient Roman calendar.

CA-LEN'DV-LA,* n. (Bot.) The marigold ; a plant and
flower. Crabb.

CA-LEN'PV-LIN,* n. (Chem.) A mucilaginous substance
or species of gum obtained from the marigold. Brande.

CXL'EN-TURE,TO. [caleo, L.] (Med.) A fever or furious de-
lirium to which seamen are subject in hot climates, and
which causes them to imagine the sea to be green fields.

CA-LES'CENCE,* n. [calesco, L.] Act of growing hot or
warm. Boase.

CXL-E-vXNCE',* 7i. (Bot.) A vegetable of the island of
Savu. Hawkesworth.

CALF, (kaf) .; pi. CALVES, (k'avz) The young of a cow;
a stupid fellow : the thick part of the leg.

CALF'LIKE, (kaf'llk) a. Resembling a calf. Shak.

CXLF'sKlN,* (k'af'skln) n. The skin of a calf. Booth.

CXL'j-BER, or CXL'j-BRE, (kal'e-ber) n. [calibre, Fr.] The
diameter of a body or of a gun-barrel ; a gun's bore

;
ca-

pacity.

CALIBRE, (kal'e-bur or ka-15'br) [kal'e-bur, K.Richardson;
ka-15'br, Ja. Sm.] n. [Fr.] Sort or kind ; capacity of mind.
It is the figurative sense of the preceding word ; and, in
this sense, the word is not so completely anglicized.
Burke.

CXL'fCEj (kal'js) n. A cup. See CHALICE. Taylor.

CXL'i-co,TO. [from Calicut in India.] pi. CALICOES. A fig-
ured or printed cotton cloth.

CXL'f-cc PR!NT'ER, n. One who prints calicoes.

CXL'I-CQ-PRJNT'ING,* n. The art of printing cotton cloth,
or of impressing it with topical dyes. Ure.

CA-Llc'v-kAR,* a. Formed like a cup. Browne.

fCXL'fD, a. [calidtis, L.] Hot; burning; fervent. Bailey.

fCA-Lio'i-TY, n. Heat; state of being hot. Browne.

CXL'f-oOcT, 7i. A pipe or flue to convey heat.

CXL-J-GA'TIQN, n [caligo, L.] Darkness; cloudiness.
Brown. [R.1

CA-Lto'l-NOUS, a. Obscure
;
dim. Hallywett. [R.]

CA-LiG'i-NoDs-NESS, n. Darkness; obscurity. Bailey.

.CXL-I-GRXPH'}C,* a. See CALLIGRAPHIC. Warton.

CA-TJIG'RA-PHY, n. See CALLIGRAPHY.

CA'Li,* or CXL'cI,* n. The tenth incarnation of Vishnu,
in the shape of a horse with a human head : still ex-

pected by the Hindoos. Malcom.

CXL-i-pXsH', ) n. Terms of cookery in dressing a turtle.

CXL-I-PEE', \ See CALLIPASH, and CALLIPEE.

CXL'i-PER,* n. Same as caliber, or calibre. Brande.

CXL'J-PER, or CXL-I-PER C6M'PASs-Es, n. pi. A kind of

compasses for measuring the thickness of articles.

CA'LIPH, n. [khalifah, Ar.] A successor or vicar
;
a title as-

sumed by the successors of Mahomet among the Saracens.

CXL'JPH-ATE, n. The office, dignity, or government of a

caliph.

CA'LIPH-SH!P, n. The office of the caliph ; caliphate.

CA-Lip'pjc,*a. Lasting 76 years ; as,
" the calippic period ;

"

so named from Calippus. Crabb.

CXL-IS-THEN'IC,* a. Relating to exercises for bodily
strength or elegance. Combe.

CXL-IS-THEN'ICS,* n. pi. Exercise for health, strength, or

elegance. Combe.

CXL'I-VER, n. [caliber.] A hand-gun ;
a harquebuse. Shak.

CA'lx,'or CA'LYX, [ka'ljx, P. K. Wb. Rees; kal'jks, E.

Sm.] n. [L.I A cup. See CALYX.

CALK, (kawk) v. a.
[i.

CALKED
; pp. CALKING, CALKED.] To

stop or stuff" the seams or openings between the planks of
a ship with oakum: l-j roughen or sharpen a horse's-

shoe to prevent his slipping. Palmer.

CXLK,* v. a. To cover with chalk the back of a picture.
Smart.
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CALK'ER, (kaw'ker) n. One who calks a ship: a prom,
in ent part of a horse-shoe: written also calkin, canker,
cawkin, cawker, and cork. Farm. Ency.

CALK'IN, (or kaw'kin) n. A part prominent from a horse-

shoe, to secure the horse from falling. Crabb. See
CALKER.

CALK'ING-IR'ON, (kawk'jng-I'urn) n. A chisel used in

calking a ship. Dryden.
CALL, v. a. [calo, L.] [i. CALLED; pp. CALLING, CALLED.]
To name

; to summon
;
to convoke

;
to summon judicially

or by authority ; to invoke. To call back, to revoke.
To call for, to demand. To call in, to resume

;
to sum-

mon together. To call over, to recite or read aloud. To
call out, to challenge.

CALL, v. n. To stop without intention of staying ;
to make a

short visit. To call on, to solicit. TV call upon, to implore.
CALL, 7t. A vocal address of summons ; requisition ;

divine
vocation

;
a demand

;
a short visit

;
an instrument to call

birds or sailors; in parliamentary language, an inquiry
to ascertain what members are absent without leave.

CALL'BJ'RD,* n. A bird taught to allure others into a snare
;

the linnet, goldfinch, &c. Goldsmith.

CALL'ER, n. One who calls. Sherwood.

fCXL'LET, w. A trull or a scold. Skelton.

fCXL'LET, v. n. To rail
;
to scold. Brathwait.

CXL'LI-CO, n. See CALICO.
CXL'LID* a. \calhdus. L.] Hardened in craft; shrewd.

Smart. [R.]

CAL-LlD'l-TY, n. \calliditas, L.] Shrewdness; craftiness.

Cockeram.

ICAL'LID-NESS,* n. Shrewdness
; callidity. Jlsh.

CAL-LIG'RA-PHER,* n. One skilled in calligraphy. Jinn. Rev.

CXL-Li-GRXPH'lc, a. Relating to calligraphy.

CXL-Li-GRXPH'l-CAL,*a. Relating to calligraphy. Coleridge.

CAL-LlG'RA-PHlsT,*n. One skilled in calligraphy. P.May.
CAL-LIG'RA-PHY, n. [*<iAAty/>0'a.] The art of beautiful

writing : polite literature. Park.

CXL-Li-wXN'co,* n. A woollen stuff, plain, highly glazed,
twilled, or raised in stripes, used for petticoats : also

written calamanco. W. Ency.
CALL'ING, n. Act of one who calls

;
vocation ; profes-

sion
; employment ;

class of persons united by the same
employment.

CXL-Lj-oN'y-MOs,* n. (7cA.) A genus of beautiful spiny-
finned fishes. Brande.

CAL-LI-P^E'DI-A,* n. Beautiful progeny. Smart.

CXL-Lj-pXsH',* n. (Cookery) The part of a turtle which
forms the upper shield of the animal. W. Ency.

CXL-LI-PEE',* n. (Cookery) A part of a turtle which be-

longs to the lower shield.. W. Ency.
CXL'LI-PER, n. See CALIPERS.

CXL'LJ-TRlx,* TO. (Zool.) A species of green monkey. Gold-
smith.

CAL-LOG'RA-PHY,* n. Same as calligraphy. Ed. Rev.

CAL-LOS'J-TV, n. [callosity Fr.] A hard swelling, without

pain.

CXL'LQT, n. [calotte, Fr.] A cap ;
a covering for the head

in Barbary. Th. Campbell. See CALOTTE.

CXL'Loys, a. [callus, L.] Indurated
;
hardened

;
insensi-

ble
; unfeeling.

CXL'Loys-LY, ad. In a callous or hardened manner.

CXL'Loys-NEss, TO. Hardness; insensibility. Bentley.

CXL'Ldw, (kal'15) a. Unfledged ; naked. Milton.

L'Ltys, n. [L.] (Med.) The matter which unites the di-

vided ends of broken bones. It is a secretion of new
bony matter.

CALM, (k'am) a. [calme, Fr.] Quiet ;
serene

;
undisturbed.

CXLM, (k'im) TO. Serenity ; quiet ; repose ;
stillness.

CALM, (k'am) v. a.
[i.

CALMED
; pp. CALMING, CALMED.] To

make quiet ;
to still

;
to pacify.

CALM'ER, (k'am'er) TO. He or that which calms.

CALM'LY, (kam'le) ad. Serenely ;
without, passion.

CALM'NESS, (k'am'nes) ra. Tranquillity; composure.
CALM'Y, (kam'e) a. Calm. Cowley. Pope.

CXL'p-MEL, TO. [calomclas, L.] A chloride of mercury. It is

much used in medicine, especially as a purgative.

CA-L6R'lc,*[ka-15r'ik,^./i. Wb. Maunder ; ka-15'rjk, SOT.]
n. [color, L.] (Chem.) Heat, or the matter, cause, or

principle of heat. Brande.

CXL-p-RfF'lc, a. [calorificus, L.] Making hot ; heating.

CA-LOR-I-F'I-CA'TIQN,* n. Act of producing animal heat.

Dunglison.
CXL-p-RtM'E-TER,* n. An instrument to measure heat.

Brande.

CXL-Q-Ri-MO'TC-R,* TO. A form of the voltaic apparatus,

composed of one pair of plates, of great extent of sur-

face. Brande. [P.Cyc,
CXL-Q-so'MA,* TO. (Ent.) A genus of coleopterous insects.

CA-L&TTE'', (ka-lof) TO. [Fr.] A cap or coif formerly
worn by French ecclesiastics; a military skull-cap: a
round cavity in architecture.

CXL'Q-TYPE,* TO. The art of fixing images of the camera

obscura, by the action of light on nitrate of silver : in-

vented by H. F. Talbot. Ed. Rev.
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CA-LOY'ER, fka-lol'er, K. Sm. Wb. Crabb, Ash; kal'p-er,

Todd.] n. One of a sect of monks, of the Greek church.

CXLP,* ?i. (Min.) A mineral substance, intermediate be-

tween compact limestone and marl. Cleaveland.

CAL'THA,* n. [L.] (But.) A genus of ranunculaceous

plants ;
marsh marigold. P. Cyc.

CXL'THROP, n. Same as caltrop. Blount.

CXL'TROP, n. A kind of thistle : a military instrument
with prickles, used to wound horses' feet.

CA-LUM'BA,* n. A root used as a tonic medicine. Bran.de.

CAL'V-MET,* n. A large Indian pipe for smoking tobacco ;

used also as an emblem of peace. Brande.

CA-LUM'NI-ATE, v. a. [calumnior, L.] [i CALUMNIATED ; pp.

CALUMNIATING, CALUMNIATED.] To slander
;

to accuse

falsely ; to_vilify ; to defame.

CA-LOM'NI-ATE, v. n. To accuse falsely. Shak.

CA-LOM-NI-A'TION, n. Act of calumniating.
CA-LUM'NI-A-TQR, n. One who calumniates.

CA-LUM'NI-A-TO-RY, a. Calumnious. Mountagu.
CA-LOM'Ni-6tJS, a.' Partaking of calumny; slanderous;
abusive

; detracting.
CA-LUM'NI-OUS-LY, ad. In a slanderous manner.
CA-LCM'NJ-O US-NESS, re. Slanderous accusation. Bp. Mor-

ton.

CXL'uM-NY, n. [calumnia, L.] False invective or censure ;

slander; defamation; detraction.

CALVE, (k'av) v. n.
[z. CALVED ; pp. CALVING, CALVED.] To

bring forth a calf. Dryden.
CALV'ER, (kav'er) v. a. To cut in slices, as fish. B.Jonson.

tCALV'ER, (kav'er) v. n. To shrink by cutting, and not fall

to pieces. Cotton.

CALVES-SNOOT, (kavz-snofit) n. A plant ; snapdragon.
CAX.-rlx.LE', (kal-vll') 7t. [Fr.]

A sort of apple.

CXL'VIN-IM, n. The doctrine or system of Calvin.

CXL'vJN-iST, n. One who adheres to Calvinism.

CXL-VIN-IS'TIC, ) a. Relating or adhering to, or agree-
CXL-VJN-IS'TI-CAL, ) ing with, Calvin or Calvinism.

CXL'VJN-!ZE,'* v. n. To conform to Calvin or Calvinism.

Southey.

CALV'JSH, (kav'jsh) a. Like a calf. Sheldon.

fCXL'vi-TY, 7i. Baldness. Cockeram.

CALX,(\&\kst)n. [L.]pl.L. CALCES ;Eng. CALXES.(CAem.)
Lime or chalk

;
the substance of a metal or mineral which

remains after being subjected to violent heat, burning, or

calcination, solution by acids, or detonation by nitre, and
which may be reduced to powder.

CXL-y-cXN'THys,* 7i. (Bot.) A shrub having a sweet-
scented flower. Farm. Ency.

CXL'y-cliNE,*a. (Bot.) Relating to or like a calyx. London.

CXL'V-CLE, (kal'e-kl) n. [calyculus, L.] (Bot.) A row of
leaflets at the base of the calyx.

CA-LYC'U-LATE,* ) a. (Bat.) Having a calycle, or a whorl
CA-LYC'V-LAT-ED,* j

of bracts, on the outside of a calyx,
as an involucre. P. Cyc.

CA-L\'C' v-Lfts* n. [L.] (Bot.) A little calyx. Brande.

CA-LYM'E-NE,* n. A genus of tribolites, or fossil crusta-
ceans. Brande.

CA-LYP'TER,* ) n. (Bot.) A hoodlike body or covering,
CA-LYP'TRA,* \ connected, in some plants, with the or-

gans of fructification. P. Cyc.

CA-LYP'TRI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a veil. Smith.
CA'LYX* [ka'ljks, P. K.Wb. Rees ; kal'jks, E. Sm.] n. [L.]

pi. L. CAL'V-CE$; Eng. cXL'yx-E. (Bot.) A flower-cup;
the outer covering of a flower within the bracts. P. Cyc.

tCAL-z66NS',7i. pi. [cahones? Sp.J Drawers. Sir T. Herbert.
CXM.*n. (Mech.) The projecting part of an eccentric wheel,

ellipsis, or part of a circle. G-rier. A mound of earth. Farm.
Ency.

CA-MA'lEfj, (ka-ma'yo) n. [camaieu, Fr.] A sort of onyx.
Darwin. Now written cameo. See CAMEO.

CA-MAIL',* n. [Fr.j A purple ornament worn by a bishop
over his rochet. Crabb.

CXM'BER, n. (Arch.} The convexity of the upper, and con-
cavity of the under, side of a beam

;
an arch on a beam.

CXM'BER-ING, a. Arched
; bending.

CXM'BING-60-TANG,* n. A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
CXM'BIST, n. [cambio, L.] A person skilled in exchanges
of money. KeUey.

CXM'BI-UM,* n. (Bot.) A viscid secretion formed between
the liber and alburnum of exogenous trees. Brande.

CXMB'LET, 7i. See CAMLET.
CXM'BOE,*7t. A gum-resin used as a medicine and a pig-
ment. P. Cyc. See GAMBOGE.

CXM'BREL,* n. A crooked stick to hang meat on
;
a gam-

brel. Ash.

CXM'BRi-AN,* a. Relating to Cambria or Wales. Earnshaw.

CXM'BRI-AN,* or CXM'BRQ-BRIT'QN,* n. A Welshman.
Earnshaw.

CAM'BRIC, n. A fine, white, thin linen or cotton fabric,
originally manufactured at Cambray.

CAME, i. from Come. See COME.
CAME,* n. A small, slender rod of cast lead, used in glaz-

ing. Francis.

CXM'EL, n. [camelus, L.] A large ruminant quadruped,

without horns, much used in Asia and Africa as a beast
of burden : a machine for lifting vessels.

CXM'EL-BXCKED, (kam'el-bakt) a. Having a back like a
camel.

CXM'EL-B'iRD,* n. A name applied to the ostrich. Booth.

CXM'EL-DRI-VER,* 71. One who drives camels. Collins.

CA-ME'LE-ON,*n. (JV/in.) A manganesate of potash. Brande.
See CHAMELEON.

CA-ML'LI-A,* n. (Bot.) A beautiful genus of evergreen
flowering shrubs, found in China and Japan. Brande.

CA-MEL'Q-PARD, or CXM'EL-O-PXRD, n. [ka-mel'9-pard,
W. P. Ja.

; kiim'elHj-pard, K. Sm. S. Wb.] n. An African
ruminant animal, the tallest of known quadrupeds:
now called the giraffe.

CXME'LOT, (kam'lot) n. [Fr.] [K-a/^AwrJj.] See CAMLET.
CXM'EL-SWAL'LOW-ER,* (kam'el-swol'ty-er) n. One who
swallows camels

;
a person weakly credulous. More.

CXM'E-O,* [kam'e-6, Sm. Wb. Cawthorne, P. Cyc. ; ka'me-o,
Maunder; ka-meV9, ^sA, Todd, Darwin; ka-me'? or karn'-

e-o, K.] 71. [cammeo, It.] pi. cXM'E-6, sometimes cXM'-
E-i. A kind of onyx; a precious stone in bas-relief; a
gem ;

a precious stone or shell having imitative designs
engraved upon it in bas-relief, or figures raised above the
surface. It was formerly called camaieu. P. Cyc.

fCXME'RADE, 7i. [Fr.] Now comrade. See COMRADE.
CXM-E-RA-Lls'Tic,* a. Relating to finance. Smart.

CXM-E-RA-Lls'xics,* n. pi. The science of public finance.
Brande.

CAM'E-RA-LU'CI-DA,* n. [L.] (Optics) An instrument,
invented by Dr. Hooke, for making the image of an ob-

ject appear on the wall of a light room. Brande.
CAMIE-RA-OB-SCU!

RA, n. [L.] An optical machine, used
in a darkened chamber or room for throwing images of
external objects upon a plane or curved surface, for the

purpose_of drawing or amusement.
CXM'E-RATE, v. a. [camera, L.] To ceil or vault. Cockeram.

CXM'E-RAT-ED, a. Arched; vaulted : divided by trans-

verse partitions into a series of chambers, as certain shells.

Coles.

CXM-E-RA'TIQN, n. A vaulting or arching. Evelyn.
CXM-E-RO'NI-AN,* n. A follower of the Scotch divine,
Cameron. Campbell.

CXM'E-RY,* n. A disease in horses
;
the frounce. Crabb.

fCA'Mis, n. [camice, It.] A thin, transparent dress. Spenser.

CXM-I-SA'DQ, [kam-e-sa'do, S. W. P. Sm. ; kam-e-sa'do, Ja.

K.~\ n. [camisade, Fr.] An attack by soldiers at night.
Hayward.

CXM'}-SAT-ED, a. Dressed with the shirt outward.

CXM'LET, n. A thin cloth or stuff, originally made of silk

and camel's hair, now chiefly of wool, or goat's hair,
sometimes mixed with silk, cotton, or linen.

CXM'LET-ED, a. Colored or veined. Sir T. Herbert.

CXM-LET-TEEN' *
) n. A sort of fine, worsted camlet.

CAM-LET'TO,* \ Crabb.

CXM'MAS,* n. A sort of bulbous plant or root, found in the

valley of the Oregon, used by the Indians for food. Farm.

Ency.
CXM'MQCK, n. Rest-harrow, a weed.

CXM'Q-MILE, n. [xa/*at//^Aoj'.] An odoriferous, medicinal

plant.

Cl^Moys, ) a. [camus, Fr.] Flat; level^ depressed : only
tCA'MOYS, \

used of the nose. Browne.

fCA/MOUSED, (ka'must) a. Crooked. B. Jonson.

fCA'MOUS-Ly, ad. Awry. Skelton.

CXMP, n. [campus,!;.] The ground on which an army pitch-
es its tents

;
the army encamped ;

the order of the tents :

a shallow pit, or a heap of potatoes, turnips, or other

roots, laid up in it, for preserving through the winter.
Brande.

CXMP, v. a. To encamp ; to fix tents. Shak. To bury in pits,
as potatoes. London.

CXMP,j. 7i. To pitch a camp ; to encamp. Exod. xix.

CAM-PAIGN', (kam-pan') n. [campaigne,Yr. ; campagna, It.]
A large, open, level ground : the time during which an
army is in the field.

CAM-PAIGN', (kam-pan') v. n. [i. CAMPAIGNED ; pp. CAM-

PAIGNING, CAMPAIGNED.] To serve in a campaign. Sir R.

Musgrave.
CAM-PAIGN'ER, (kam-pan'er) n. An old soldier.

CAM-PA^NA, n. [L., a bell.] (Bot.) The pasque-flower.
fCAM-PA'Nj-A,* n. Same as campaign. Temple. See CAM-

PAIGN. [Harris.
CAM-PXN'I-FORM, a. (Bot.) Having the shape of a bell.

CXM-PA-NI'LE,* n. [It. ; campanille, Fr.] (Arch.) A tower
for containing a bell or bells, or a clock

;
a belfry. Brande.

CXM-PA-NOL'Q-GIST,* n. A bell-ringer. Mechanics' Almanac.

CXM-PA-NOL'Q-^Y, n. The art of ringing bells.

CAM-PAN'V-LA, n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the bell-

flower.

CAM-pXN'tJ-LATE, a. (Bot.) Shaped like a bell. London.

CAMP'-BOV,* n. A boy performing service in a camp.
Dwight.

CAM-PES'TRAL, a. [campestris, L.] Growing in fields.

CAM-PES'TRI-AN, a. Relating to the field ; campestrial.
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tGXMP'-FTGHT, (kamp'f it) n. A combat. HakewilL

CXM'PHENE,* or CXM'PHO-EN,* n. (Chem.) Pure oil of

turpentine; hydrocarbon. Brande.

CXM'PHIRE, (kam'fir) n. See CAMPHOR.
CXM'PHQR,* n. [camphora, L.

; camphre, Fr.] A resin, con-
crete juice, or exudation from two kinds of Asiatic trees,

having an aromatic taste and a very fragrant smell:

formerly written camphire.

CXM'PHQR, v. a. To impregnate or wash with camphor.
Tatter.

CXM-PHO-RA'CEOVS,* (kam-fo-ra'shus) a. Impregnated
with camphor. Dr. Barton.

CXM'pHp-RATE,*r. a. To impregnate with camphor. Black.

CXM'PHQ-RATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed by the combi-
nation of camphoric acid with a base. Brande.

, i
Impregnated with camphor. Boyle.

CAM-PHSR'IC,* a. Relating to or containing camphor. P.

Cyc.

CXM'PHpR-ftlL,* n. A substance supposed to be camphor
in an imperfect state of formation. P. Cyc.

CXltt'PHOR-TREE, n. [camphora, L.] A tree found in Bor-

neo, Japan, &c.

CXMP'iNG, n. The act of playing at foot-ball. Bryant.
CXM'pi-ON, n. (Bot.) An annual plant. Rose campion, a.

pretty garden-flower. Corn campion, a weed, cockle.

CAM-PU-L!T'RO-POUS,* a. (Bot.) Noting such ovules as

bend down upon themselves till their apex touches the
base. Brande.

tCA'Mys, n. [camice, It.] A thin dress
;
camis. Spenser.

CXM'-WHEEL,* n. A wheel, formed so as to move eccen-

trically, and produce a reciprocating and interrupted mo-
tion in some other part of machinery connected with it.

Francis.

CXM'WOOD,* (kam'wud) n. A dye-wood, imported from
Sierra Leone or Brazil. Ure.

fCXN. Used for gan, or began, in old poetry.

CXN, n. A metal vessel for liquor ;
a cup. Shak.

CXN, v. n. [i. COULD.] An auxiliary verb, used in forming
the potential mode 5 implying ability, or to be able ; as," I can do it."

tCXN, v. aL To know. Spenser.

CA'NAAN-ITE,*TI. (Min.) A grayish scapulite rock. Dana.

CA'NAAN-I-TISH,* (ka'nan-I-tjsh) a. Belonging to Canaan.
Ash

L
CA-NA'DI-AN,* n. A native of Canada. Lord Durham.
CA-NA'DJ-AN,* a. Relating to Canada. Murray.
CA-NAILLE', (ka-nal') [ka-nal', S. W. J. F.Ja. , ka-na'jl, P.
K. Sm.] n. [Fr.] The lowest people ;

the rabble. Burke.

CXN'A-KIN, n. A little can or cup. Shak.

CA-NAL', n. [canalis, L.] A watercourse made by art ;
a

passage ; a duct in the body through which any of its

juices flow. $3=
" The Scotch broaden the a in the last

syllable, as if the word were spelt can&wl." Walker. This

corrupt pronunciation is heard in some parts of the United
States.

CXN'AL-COAL, [kan'al-kol, P. E. Ja. Sm. ; ken'jl-kol, J.

W.} n. A hard coal, that burns with a bright flame:
called also cannel,candle,and kennel coal. See CANNEL-COAL.

CXN-A-Llc'y-LATE,* a. (Zool.) Noting a surface which
has a longitudinal impressed line or channel. Brande.

CXN-A-Llc'v-LAT-ED, a. Made like a pipe; caniculate.

CXN-A-LlF'E-RA,* n. (Zool.) A tribe of zoophagous uni-
valves. Brande.

CA-NXL-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. The construction of canals. Mc-

CuUpch.
CA-NA'RV,* a. Noting several islands near Africa; also a

singing-bird.

CA-NA'RY, n. [from the Canary islands.] Wine brought
from the Canaries

;
sack ; an old dance. Shak. A singing-

bird^.

CA-NA'RY, . n. To dance
;
to frolic. Shak.

CA-NA'RY-GRASS,* n. An annual plant which produces ca-

nary-seed. Booth.

CA-NXS'TER,* n. A rush basket in which tobacco is packed,
in Spanish America. Brande.

OXN'BUOY,* (kan'boy) n. A large kind of buoy. Ash.
C2.N1 CA-MUM,* n. [L.] An Arabian gum, resembling
myrrh. Crabb.

CXN'CEL, v. a. [canceller, Fr.] [i. CANCELLED ; pp. CANCEL-
LING, CANCELLED.] To cross and deface a writing; to ef-

face
;
to obliterate.

fCXN'cEL, r. n. To become obliterated. Cowley.

CXN-CEL-LA/RE-ATE,*a. Belongingtoachancellor. Ch. Ob.

CXN-CEL-LA'RI-A,* n. A genus of trachelipod testacea.
Brande.

CAN'CEL-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Noting leaves consisting en-

tirely of veins, resembling open net-work. Brande.

CXN'CEL-LAT-ED, a. (Bot.) Cross-barred
; cancellate.

CXN-CEL-LA'TI'QN, n. (Law) Act of expunging the con-
tents of an instrument, by striking two cross-lines through
it. Ayliffe.

CXN'CEL-L!NG,* n. The act of effacing or obliterating.

CXN'CER, n. [cancer, L.] A crab-fish ;
a crustacean.

(Astron.) The fourth sign of the zodiac, that of the sum
mer solstice. (Med.) A scirrhous, livid tumor, terminat-

ing in an_ ulcer, generally fatal.

CXN'CER-ATE, v. n. To become a cancer. Boyle.
CXN'CER-AT-ED,*P. a. Grown cancerous. Ash.

CXN-CER-A'TIQN, n. Act of growing cancerous.

CXN'cER-oDs, a. Having the nature of a cancer.

CXN'cER-otis-LY>* ad. In the manner of a cancer. Dr.
Allen.

CXN'CER-oOs-NESS, n. The state of-being cancerous.

CXN'CRI-FORM, a. Like a cancer or crab
; cancerous.

CXN'CRINE, a. Having the qualities of a crab.

CXN'CRI-N!TE,* n. (Min.) Another name for nepheline.
Dana.

'_

CAN-CRO'MA,* n. (Ornith.} A genus of wading birds.

Brande.

CAN-DE-LA'BRUM,* n. [L.] pi. CAN-DE-LA'BRA.* A
stand or support on which the ancients placed a lamp.
A branched candlestick. Brande. Candelabrums is some-
times used for the English plural. Gent. Mag.

CXN'DENT,a. [candens, L.] Glowing hot; brilliantly white;
hot. Browne.

fCXN'Di-cXNT, a. [candicans, L.] Growing white. Bailey.

CAN'DID, a. [candidus, L.] [White. Dryden.] Fair; open;
ingenuous ; frank ;

sincere
;
free from prejudice or malice.

CXN'DI-DATE, re. [candidatus, L.] One who proposes him-

self, or who is proposed, for some office or station.

fCXN'Dl-DATE, v. a. To render fit as a candidate. Feltham.

CXN'Dl-DATE-SHlP,* n. The state of a candidate. Perry.
CXN'DID-LY, ad. In a candid manner ; fairly.

CXN'DID-NESS, n. Ingenuousness ;
candor.

CXN'DIED,* (kan'djd) a. Preserved or incrusted with

sugar. Ash.

fCXN'Dl-FY, v. a. To make white or candid. Bailey.

CXN'DI-OT,* a. Belonging to the island of Candia. Scott.

CXN'DITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of the spinel found at

Candy in Ceylon. Dana.

CXN-DI-TEER',* n. pi. (Fort.} Frames to lay fagots or
brushwood on, for covering workmen. Crabb.

CXN'DLE, n. [candela, L.] Tallow or wax surrounding a
wick, and used for giving light ;

a light.
CAN'DLE-BR-RY, n. A shrub

;
a species ofthe sweet willow.

CXN'DLE-HOLD-ER, n. One who holds a candle. Shak.

CXN'DLE-LIGHT,' (kan'dl-Jit) n. The light of a candle.

CXN'DLE-MAS, n. The feast of the purification of the Vir-

gin Mary, formerly celebrated (Feb. 2d) with many lights
in churches. Gay.

fCXN'DLE-MlNE,* n. A mass of tallow. Shak.

CXN'DLE-END, n. pi. Scraps or fragments.
CXN'DLE-SNUF-FER,* n. One who snuffs candles. Smol-

lett.

CXN'DLE-STtcK, n. An instrument to hold candles.

CXN'DLE-STDFF, n. Anything of which candles are made.

CXN'DLE-WAST-ER, n. One who consumes candles or sits

up at nights ;
a spendthrift. Shak.

CXN'DQCK, n. A weed that grows in rivers. Walton.

CXN'DQR, n. [candor, L.I Openness ;
fairness

; ingenuous-
ness ;

frankness
;
freedom from prejudice or malice.

CAN'DRO?,* n. A machine used in preparing cotton cloths

for printing. P. Cyc.

CXN'DY, v. a. [i. CANDIED ; pp. CANDYING, CANDIED.] To
conserve with sugar; to form into or in crust with con-

gelations.

CXN'DY, v. n. To grow congealed ;
to concrete.

CXN'DY,* n. A particular kind of sugar. Ash. Sugar or mo-
lasses congealed or crystallized ;

a sweetmeat. WhitwelL

CXN'DY LI'QN'S FOOT, (-fut) n. A plant. Miller.

CXN'DY-TOFT, n. (Bot.) A plant ;
the iberis. Crabb.

CANE, n. [xdvva, and tawr).] A walking-stick: the sugar-

plant: a strong East Indian reed. A hollo^v place.

[Local.] Farm. Ency.
CANE, v. a. [i. CANED ; pp. CANING, CANED.J To beat with a

cane.
CANE'BRAKE,* n. A thicket of canes. Ency.

CA-NEL'LA,* n. A bark, of a buff color, and biting, aro-

matic flavor, imported from the West Indies, and used as

a medicine. Brande.

CA-NES'CENT,* a. Tending to whiteness ; hoary. London.

C'AN'I-GA',* n. A spice from Cuba; a kind of cinnamon.
Crabb.

'

CA-Njfc'v-LA,*n. [L.] Sirius, or the dog-star. Booth.

CA-Ntc'y-LAR, a. Belonging to the dog-star or dog-days.

CXN'i-cfJLE, n. [canicula, L.] The dog-star; and, figura-

tively, the dog-days. Addison.

CA-NINE', [ka-nln', S. W. P.J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; kan'-

In, Scott, Rees.] a. [caninus, L.] Relating to or having the

properties of a dog. The canine teeth are the pointed,
often long, teeth, which are next to the incisors.

CAN'ING,* . The act of beating with a cane or stick. Ash.

CA'NfS,*n. [L.] pi. CA'NElf. (Zool.} A genus of quadru-

peds ;
the dog. Crabb.

CXN'js-TER, .
fL.] A small basket. Dryden. A small ves-

sel for holding tea or coffee.

CXN'KER, (kang'kur) n. [cancer, L.] An eating or corrod-
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ing humor; small corroding ulcers in the mouth ; a dis-

ease in trees or in a horse's feet
; any thing that corrupts

or consumes. A caterpillar. [Local, Eng.J
CXN'KER, (kang'ker) v. n.

[i. CANKERED ; pp. CANKERING,
CANKERED.] To 'grow corrupt ; to decay by corrosion.

CXN'KER, v. a. To corrupt ;
to corrode ; to infect ; to pollute.

CXN'KER-BlT, a. Bitten by a cankered tooth. Shak.

CXN'KER-BLos'SQM,* w. Any thing that corrodes or de-

vours like a canker. Shak.

CXN'KERED,(kang'kerd)p. a. Corroded
5
crabbed. Spenser.

CXN'KERED-LY, ad. Crossly ; adversely. Mirror for Mag.
CXN'KER-LiKE, a. Destructive as a canker. MirrorforMag.
CXN'KER-OUS, (kang'ker-us) a. Corroding like a canker.

CAN'KER-WORM,* (kang'ker-wurm) n. A sort of destruc-

tive worm, or worm-insect, mentioned, in Joel and JVa-

hum. An insect, or sort of caterpillar, with ten legs, very
destructive to certain kinds of trees. Farm. Ency.

CAN'KER-Y, (kang'ker-e) a. Rusty; cankered. Wogan.
CXN'NA,*_?I. (Zoo/.) A species of antelope. P.Cyc.
CXN'NA-BINE, n. [cannabinus, L.] Relating to hemp ; hemp-

en. Bailey. [R.]

CXN'NEL-CoAL,* n. A hard, bituminous coal which burns
with a bright flame : called akso canal and candle-coal.

Brande. See CANAL-COAL.

CXN'Nf-BAL, n. A man or savage who eats human flesh.

CXN'NI-BAL,* a. Relating to cannibalism. Burke.

CXN'NJ-BAL-fM, n. The practice of men feeding on human
flesh ; anthropophagy.

CXN'NI-BAL,-LY, ad. In the manner of a cannibal. Shak.

CXN'NJ-PER, n. pi. See CALLIPERS.

CXN'NpN, n. sing. &. pi. [canon, Fr.] A military engine
for projecting balls, &c., by gunpowder ; a great gun for

battery, &c.

CAN-NQN-ADE', v. a. [i. CANNONADED; pp. CANNONADING,
CANNONADED.] To batter or attack with cannon or great

guns.
CXN-NQN-ADE', v. n. To discharge cannon or large guns.

Toiler.

CXN'NQN-BALL, n. A ball to be shot from a cannon.

CXN'NpN-BuL'LET, 7i. Same as cannon-ball.

CXN-NQN-EER', [canonnier, Fr.] n. An engineer who man-
ages cannon.

CXN-NQN-EER', v. a. To cannonade. Burke. [R.]

fCXN'NQN-iNG, n. The noise of a cannon. Brewer.

CXN'NQN-PROOF, a. Proof against or safe from cannon.

CAN'NQN-SHOT, n. A cannon-ball; the distance which a
cannon will throw a ball.

"

CXN'NOT, v. n. To be unable. {pThis is compounded
of can and not, which are commonly united

; though it

would be more analogical to write them separately, as

canst not and could not are never united. See CAN.

CXN'NV-LAR,* a. Hollow, like a bamboo or tube. Smart.

CAN'NY, a. A Scotch word, used in various senses, as

cautious, prudent, artful, wary, frugal, gentle, safe, easy,
fortunate, worthy. Jamieson's Diet. Qu. Ren.

CA-NOE', (ka-n6') n. An Indian boat; a small boat, com-
monly made of a single trunk of a tree hollowed out,
or of bark.

CXN'QN, n. [navuv.] A law
;
a formula ; a rule, especially

in matters ecclesiastical ;
the received hooks of Holy

Scripture ;
a dignitary in a cathedral or collegiate church ;

the catalogue of saints acknowledged by the Catholic

church. (Mus.) A rule or method for determining the
intervals of notes; a kind of incessant fugue. (Surge-
ry) An instrument for sewing up wounds. (Printing}
A large sort of type. (Farriery) The shank of a horse.

CXN'QN-BiT, n. That part of the bit which is let into

the horse's mouth.

CXN'QN-fcss, n. A woman possessed of a prebend.
CA-NON'IC, a. Canonical. Donne.

CA-N6N'i-CAL, a. According to the canon
; belonging to or

included in the canon
; regular; stated

; spiritual ;
eccle-

siastical.

CA-NON'J-CAL-LY, ad. In a canonical manner.

CA-NSN'I-CAL-NESS, n. The quality of being canonical.

CA-NON'J-C/LL, n. pi. The full dress of a clergyman.
CA-NON'j-cATE, n. The office of a canon. Berington.

CXN-QN-i$'l-TY,*n. The quality ofbeing canonical. EC. Rev.

CXN'QN-IST, -n. A man versed in the canon law. Camden.

CXN-QN-Is'T|c, a. Belonging to a canonist. Milton.

CXN-QN-I-ZA''TIQN, n. Act of canonizing; state of being
canonized.

CXN'Q-NJZE, v. a. [canonizer, Fr.] [i. CANONIZED ; pp. CAN-

ONIZING, CANONIZED.] To enrol in the canon as a saint;
to declare a saint.

CXN'QN-lz-ER,*n. One who canonizes. Richardson.

CXN'QN-LAW,* n. Law made by ecclesiastical councils; a

system of laws for church government. Hamilton.

CXN'QN-LAW'YER,* 71. One versed in the canon law. B.
Jonsop.

CXN'QN-RY, ) n. Office of a canon; a benefice in some
CXN'QN-SHIP, \ cathedral or collegiate church.

CXN'QN-WIE,* a. Versed in the canon-law. Milton.

CXN'Q-PiED, (kan'9-pld) a. Covered with a canopy. Shak.

CXn'Q-py, n. [Kuvuire'iov.] A covering of state over a
throne or bed, or over head. (Arch.) A projecting
moulding that surrounds the head of a Gothic arch.

CXN'Q-PY, v. a. To cover with a canopy. Shak.

CA-No'Roys, a. [canorus, L.] Musical
; tuneful; sonorous.

CA-NO'ROVS-NESS, n. Musicalness. Scott.

CXNT, n. [cantus, L.] A sing-song manner of speaking ;
a

whining, affected, or hypocritical speech ;
the dialect of

a sect ; barbarous jargon ; slang ;
act of crying out things

for sale
;
an auction : a toss

;
a jerk ; a throw.

CXNT, v. n.
[i.

CANTED
; pp. CANTING, CANTED.] To talk in

a jargon, or with affectation.

CXNT, v. a. To sell by auction. Swift. To toss ; to jerk.
(JVVmt.) To turn over or round. Brande.

fCXNT, n. [tot, D.] An angle ;
a corner. B. Jonson.

CXNT,* a. Vulgar; inelegant; affected: applied to lan-

guage. Hawkins.
CXN-TXB'.* n. Colloquial for Cantabrigian. Smart.
CAN-TAB' I-LE,* ad. [It.] In a singing manner, as a song.

Smart.

CXN-TA-BRTG'J-AN,* 7i. A man or scholar of Cambridge ;

often colloquially abbreviated to Cantab. Wakefield.

CXN-TA-BRi^'i-AN,* a. Relating to Cambridge or its

university. QM. Rev.

CXN'TA-LITE,* n. (Min.) A species of quartz. Dana.

CXN'TA-Llv-ER,* or CXN'TE-Llv-ER,* n. See CANTILE-
VEH.

CXN'TA-LSuPE,*n. A small, fine species of musk-melon,
globular, ribbed, and of pale green or yellow color.

Lindley.

CAN-TXN'KER-oOs,* a. Vile in the highest degree ;
writ-

ten also cantankerous. Goldsmith.

CAN-TA'TA, or CAN-TA'TA, [kan-ta'ta, S. W. P. J. E. F.
Sm. ; kan-ti'ta, 'ja. K.] n. [It.] A poem set to music, or
a song intermixed with recitative.

fCAN-TA'TlQN, n. [canto, L.J Act of singing. Cockeram.

CXN'TA-TQ-RY,* a. Containing cant or affectation ;
whin-

ing ; singing. Dr. S. Miller. [R.]

CAN-TEEN', n. A tin vessel for liquor carried by soldiers
;

a sutling house
;

a leathern or wooden machine for

holding utensils.

CXN'TEL,* n. The hind-bow of a saddle-tree. Booth.

CXN'TE-LEUP,* n. Same as cantaloupe. London.

CXNT'ER, n. One who cants
;
a hypocrite ;

an easy gallop
of a horse.

CXN'TER, v. n. [i. CANTERED ; pp. CANTERING, CANTERED.]
To gallop easily or gently.

CXN'TER-BUR-Y-BELL, n. A flower
;
a campanula.

CXN'TER-BUR-Y-GXL'LQP, (kan'ter-bSr-re-gal'lup) n. The
gallop of a horse, commonly called a canter ; said to be
derived from the pilgrims riding to Canterbury on easy
ambling horses.

CXN'TER-BUR-Y-TALE, n. Any fabulous narrative;
adopted from the Canterbury Tales of Chaucer.

CAN-THXR'A-DINE,* n. The active principle of cantharis.
Francis.

CXN>TaA-Rlf.s,n. [L.; Kiv0<ipic,Gr.]pl. CAN-THAR'I-DE^.
Spanish flies used for blistering. Cantharis vesicatoria,or

blistering fly, an insect brought from Astrachan and
Sicily.

CAN1

THUS, n. [L.] (^fnat.) The corner of the eye where
the upper and under eyelids meet. Quincy.

CXN'TI-CLE, (kan'te-kl) n. [canto, L.] A song; a division
of a poem ;

a canto. Spenser. pi. The Song of Solomon.

CXN'TI-LATE,* v. a. To recite musically. Smart. [R.]

CXN-TI-LE'VER, n.
(.tfrcA.)

A bracket, or projecting piece
of wood, stone, or iron, which supports a cornice, mould-
ing, balcony, &c. Also written cantaliver, canteliver, and
cantiliver.

CXNT'ING,* p. a. Using affectation j whining ; hypocriti-
cal.

CXNT'ING-LY, ad. In a canting manner.

CXNT'ING-NESS,* n. Habit or act of canting. Sheridan.

fCXN'TipN, (kan'shun) n. Song; verses. Spenser.
CXN'TLE, (kan'tl) n. [kant, Dutch.] [A fragment ;

a por-
tion. Shak.] The protuberant part of a saddle behind.
London.

CXN'TLE, (kan'tl) v. a. To cut in pieces. Drydcn.
CXNT'LET, n. A piece ;

a little corner. Dryden.
CXN'TO, n. [It.] pi. cXN'TO. A part or section of a poem j

the treble part of a musical composition.
CAN' TO-FER-MO,* n. [It.] (Mas.) The subject song.
Brande.

CXN'TON, n. A small parcel of land
;
a small community

or clan
;
a geographical or political division of Switzer-

land. (Her.) A corner of the shield.

CXN'TON, v. a. To divide into little parts. Locke.

CXN'TQN-AL,* a. Relating to a canton. Fo. QM. Rev.

CXN'TQN-IZE, v. a. To parcel out into small divisions.

Davies.

CXN'TQN-MENT, [kn't9n-ment, Ja. Sm. Wb.; kan-ton'-

ment, K.] n. [cantonnement, Fr.] A portion of a town or

village assigned to a body of troops ; quarters for a body
of troops.
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ED; pp. CANVASSING, CA
i

; to debate
;
to solicit,

CAN-T66N',* n. A kind of fustian with a fine cord visible
on one side. W. Ency.

CXN'TRED, (kan'terd) n. (In Wales) A hundred. Davies.

CXN'TY, a. Cheerful ;
talkative. Brockctt. [North of Eng-

land.]
CXN'VAS, n. [cannabis, L.] A coarse, unbleached cloth, of

hemp or flax, for sails, for tents, for painting on, and for
a fine sort of sieve

; the sails of a ship.

CXN'VAS,* a. Made of canvas
; noting a coarse linen cloth

of hemp or flax for sails. Jodrell.

CXN'VAS-BXcK,*7i. A duck, so named from the color of
its plumage, that frequents the Delaware and Chesa-
peake bays, and the neighboring waters

;
much esteemed

for its flesh. Audubon.

CXN'VAS-CLIMB'ER, (kan'vas-kllm'er) n. One who
climbs the mast to furl or unfurl the sail or canvas.
Shak.

CXN'VASS, n. An examination
;
a sifting ;

solicitation.

Johnson.

CXN'VASS, v. a. [i. CANVASSED;
TASSED.] To sift; to examine
votes of electors.

CXN'VASS, v. n. To solicit votes. Bacon.

CXN'VASS-ER, n. One who canvasses; one who solicits

votes. Burke.

CXN'VASS-ING,*T>. a. Sifting; debating; soliciting.

CA'NY, a. Full of canes
; consisting of canes. Milton.

CAN-ZO'NE* n. [It.] (Mus.) A kind of lyric poem; a

song. Brande.

CXN-zp-NET', n. [canzonetta, It.] (Mus.) A little song.
Peacham. Sometimes written in the Italian form, canzo-
netta. Brande.

CAOUTCHOUC,* (k&'chak) [ko'chuk, K. Sm.] Gum-elastic
or India rubber ; a very elastic substance which exudes
from a tree in South America. (Min.) A mineral sub-
stance found in Derbyshire, England, in soft, flexible

masses. Hamilton.

CAOUTCHOUCINE,* (k&'chu-sin) n. An inflammable, light,

volatile, oily liquid, obtained from caoutchouc, by distil-

lation. Brande.

CXp, n. [cap, Welsh.] A covering for the head
;
a cover

;

an ensign of some dignity; the top ;
a kind of vessel:

[act of reverence. Shak.]
CAP, v. a. [i. CAPPED; pp. CAPPING, CAPPED.] To cover;

to furnish with a cap ;
to take off another's cap ; to

complete ; to excel ; to surpass. To cap verses, to name
alternately verses beginning with a particular letter

;

to name alternately in contest. Dryden.
CXp, v. n. To uncover the head in respect. Shak.

CA-PA-BYL'I-TV, n. Capacity ; capableness. Shak.

CA'PA-BLE, (ka'pa-bl) a. Able to hold or contain ; suscep-
tible; intellectually capacious; intelligent; equal to;
qualified for.

CA'PA-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being capable.

CA-PXc'j-FY, v. a. To qualify. Barrow. [R.]

CA-PA'CIOVS, (ka-pa'shus) a. [capaz, L.] Holding or em-
bracing much ; comprehensive ;

wide ; large ; extensive.

CA-PA'CIOVS-LY, (ka-pa'shus-le) ad. In a capacious man-
ner

CA-PA'CIOUS-NSS, n. State of being capacious.
CA-PXC'j-TATE, V. 0. [i. CAPACITATED ; pp. CAPACITATING,
CAPACITATED.] To make capable ; to enable.

CA-pXc-j-TA'TipN, n. Act of making capable. [R.]

CA-pX^'l-TY, (ka-pas'e-te) n. [capacitas, L.] State of

being capable or capacious ; power of holding ; content
;

solidity ;
room ; space ; mental power ; ability ; state.

CAP-A-PIE', (kap-a-pe')ad. [FrJ From head to foot. Shak.

CA-pXR'l-sc-N, n. [caparagon, Fr.] A superb dress for a
horse. Milton.

CA-pXR'j-SpN, v. a. [i. CAPARISONED
; pp. CAPARISONING,

CAPARISONED.] To dress pompously. Shak.

CA-pXR'j-spNED,* (ka-par'e-S9iid) p. a. Dressed in capari-
sons, [crime. Bouvier.

CA'PAX Do'x.1,* [L.] (Law) Capable of committing
CXp'CASE, n. A covered case. Burton.

CAPE, n.
[Fr.]

A point of land projecting into the sea ; a
headland ;

the neck-piece of a cloak or coat. (Eng.
Law.) A judicial writ relating to a plea of real prop-
erty. From capio, L. ; pronounced ca'ps.

CA-PEL'LA,* n. [L.] (Astron.) A star of the first magni-
tude in Auriga. Brande.

CXP'EL-LANE,* n. [capelan, Fr.] A chaplain ;
the curate

of a chapel. Burn.

CA-PEL'LET,* n. [capelet, Fr.] A swelling on a horse's
hock. Crabb.

CA'PER, n. [caper, L.] [A goat.] A leap ;
a jump ; a frolic :

a Dutch privateer : the bud or flower of the caper-
bush, used as a pickle.

CA'PER, v. n. [i.
CAPERED ; pp. CAPERING, CAPERED.] To

dance frolicsomely ;
to skip ;

to play, as boys. Shak.

CA'PER-BDsH, n. A small prickly shrub on which the

caper grows.
CA'PER-CUT'TING, a. Frolicking. Beaum. $ Fl.

CA'PR-ER, n. One who capers ;
a dancer. Dnjden.

CA'PER-YNG,* re. The ict of jumping or skipping about.

CXp-l-X'i,* n. (Zool.) The capibara or water-hog. Brande.
CA'PI-AS, n. [L.] (Law) A writ, either before judgment, to
take the body of the defendant, or after judgment, a
writ of execution.

CA'PI-AS AD RE-SPQN-DEN'DUM* [L.] (Law) A writ
for the commencement of personal actions to arrest a
party who is at large or already in custody of a sheriff.
Brande.

CA-piB'A-RA,* n. (Zool.) The largest known rodent quad-
ruped, sometimes called the water-hog. Brande.

'Xp-iL-LA'CEoys, (kap-il-la'shus) a. Capillary.
Xp-JL-LAiRE', (kap-jl-lar') n. [Fr.] A sirup extracted from
the plant called maidenhair.

CA-PI'L'LA-MENT, n. [eapiUamentum. L.] (Bot.) One of the
small threads or hairs in the middle of a flower

;
a fila-

ment.

||CAp'iL-LA-Ri-NESS,* Ti. The state of being capillary.
Scott.

CAP-IL-LXR'I-TY,* n. The state of being capillary. P. Cyc.
||CXP'IL-LA-RY, or CA-plL'LA-RY, [kap'il-la-re, W. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R.; ka-pil'la-re, S. P. J. E. Brande.] a. [capillus, L.]
Resembling hairs

;
fine

; long and slender like a hair
;

applied to the minutest ramifications of the arteries and
other vessels of the body, and also of plants. Capillary
attraction is the power which fluids have of rising above
their level in fine tubes or pipes. It is by this attraction
that water is sucked up in sugar, sponge, &c.

35= With respect to the pronunciation of this word, and
also of a class of words of similar formation, the best or-

thoepists and good usage are so divided, that every indi-
vidual may feel at perfect liberty to follow his own taste.

The following table exhibits the manner in which this class
of words is accented by the principal English orthoepists.

Ar'mil-la-ry,
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CA-plT'y-LAR, n. [capitulum, L.I A statute or act of an
ecclesiastical chapter ;

the body of the statutes of a

chapter ;
a member of a chapter.

CA-PIT'V-L.A-RIE,* n. [capitularia, L.] (Law) A code of
laws promulgated by the French kings, Childebert, Pepin,
Charlemagne, &c. Bouvier.

CA-PIT'U-LAR-LY, ad. In the form of an ecclesiastical

chapter.

CA-PiT'y-LA-RY, a. Relating to the chapter of a cathedral.

CA-Pi'T'y-LA-RY,* n. Same as capitular. Smart. See
CAPITULAR.

CA-Prr'y-LATE, v. n. [i. CAPITULATED ; pp. CAPITULATING,
CAPITULATED.] To draw up in heads or articles

;
to

yield on certain stipulations ;
to surrender by treaty.

CA-PiT'y-i.ATE,* v. a. To yield or surrender on con-
ditions. Crabb.

CA-piT-y-LA'TiQN, n. Act of capitulating ;
surrender by

treaty, or on certain conditions ;
reduction into heads.

CA-PiT'y-LA-TOR, n. One who capitulates. Sherwood.

tCXp'i-TULE,7i. A summary. Wicliffe.
M* n. [L.] A little head. (Bat.) A head of
form of inflowers

;
a

Cyc.

inflorescence, as the dandelion. P.

CA.p-i-vX.RD',* n. (Zool.) An amphibious animal of Brazil,
called a water-hog ; capibara. Crabb. See CAPIBARA.

CA-PI'VI, (ka-pe've) n. [copaiba, L.] Balsam of copaiba.

,* n. A small fish used as a bait. Crabb. See CAPHN.
CAP'MN,* n. A species of fish found in Greenland. P. Cyc.
A thong of leather or skin by which the swingel of a
flail is fastened to the stalF. Farm. Ency.

CAp'Nf-Xs,*n. [L.] (Min.) A kind of jasper. (Bot.) A
vine. Crabb.

CAP'NO-IUXN-CY, n. [Kairv6f and navrua.] Divination by
the flying of smoke. Spenser.

CXP'NQ-MOR,* n. An oily substance, of a pungent and
rather agreeable odor, obtained from the tar of wood.
Brands.

J-CA-POCH', v. a. Of uncertain meaning, [" perhaps to

strip off the hood." Johnson.] [
" To hood ; to blind-

fold." Seager.} Hudibras. See CAPOUCH.
CA-POI/LJN,* n. (Bot.) A Mexican plant. Crabb.

]|CA'PON, (ka'pn) [ka'pn, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; ka'pon, K.}
n. A castrated cock. Oaij.

ICA'PON, (ka'pn) v. a. To castrate, as a cock. Birch.

|CA'PON-ET,* n. A young capon. Perry.

|CA'PON-IZE,* (ka'pn-Iz) v. a. To make a capon of. Bar-

rington.
CAPONNIERE, (kap-<?-ner') [kap-o-n5r', W. Sm. : kap-9-

nyer', S.; kap-pn-yar', Ja. ] n.[Fr.] (Fort.) A passage lead-

ing from one work to another, protected on each side by
a wall or parapet. [Dana.

CA-POR'CIAN-ITE,* n. {Min.) A grayish-red zeolite.

CA-POT'. v. a. To win all the tricks in a game at piquet.

CA-P&T', n. [Fr.] A winning of all the tricks of cards at

the game of piquet.

CA-POUCH', or CA-POCH', n. [capuce, Fr.] A monk's hood.
'Shelton*

JCA-POUCH',* (ka-p3ch') p. a. To strip off the hood. Smart.
See CAPOCH.

CXP'PA-DINE,* n. A sort of silk for shag to rugs. Crabb.

CXP'-PA-PER, n. A coarse brown paper for covers. Boyle.
CXp'PER, n. One who caps or makes caps.

CXp'RATE,*n. A substance formed from capric acid and
a base. P. Cyc.

CA-PRE'Q-LATE, [ka-pre'o-lat, Ja. Ash, Johnson, Maunder;
kap're-o-tat, K. Wb. ; ka'pre-o-lat, Sm.] a. [capreolus, L.]
Winding and clasping with tendrils

;
cirrhous.

CA-PRE'Q-LUS,* n. (Bot.) The tendril of a plant ; cirrhus.

Brande.

CAF'RIC,* a. (Chem.) Obtained from the milk of a goat
or cow ; as, capric acid. P. Cyc.

CAPRICCIO,* (ka-prSt'cho) n. [It.] A loose, irregular

species of musical composition. Hamilton.

CAPRICCIOSO,* (ka-pret-che-o'so) [It.] (Mus.) Noting a

free, capricious, humorous, or fantastic style.

CA-PRICE', [ka-pres', S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; ka-pres'
or kap'rSs, W.} n. [caprice, Fr.

; capriccio, It.
; capricho,

Sp.] A sudden start of the mind
;
a whim

; freak
;
a

fancy.

-fCAPRicmo, (ka-prSt'cho) n. Caprice. Shak. See CAPRICE.

CA-PRl"cioys, (ka-prish'us) a. Full of caprice ;
freakish

;

fantastical ;
whimsical ; fanciful.

CA-pRfcioys-LY, (ba-prlsh'us-le) ad. Whimsically.
CA-PRt"cioys-NESS, (ka-prish'us-nes) n. Caprice. Swift.

CXP'RI-CORN, n. [L.] The tenth sign of the zodiac
;
the

winter solstice.

CXP-RI-FI-CA'TION, 7?, A method of ripening figs by the

gnats which are bred in the wild fig-tree. Bruce.

CXP'RI-FOLE, n. [caprifolium, L.l (Bot.) A genus of

plants ;
wild honeysuckle ;

woodbine.

CXP'RINE, or CA'PRlNE, a. Like a goat. Bp. Oauden.

CXP-RJ-OLE', n. [Fr.] A leap, such as ahorse makes with-
out advancing ;

a caper in dancing. Sir J. Davies.

CXp'Ri-zXNT,*a. (Med.) Uneven; leaping. ^-A.

CXP'RO-ATE,* n. A substance formed from caproic acid
and a base. P. Cyc.

CXp'RO-Tc,* a. (Cfum.) Noting an acid formed during the

Bonification of butter. Brande.

CAp'sA,*n. [L.] A receptacle for books, clothes, &c. Crabb.

CXp'sr-ciNE,* n. An alkaline principle found in cayenne
pepper,

a species of capsicum. Francis.

CAP'SI-CUM, rt. (Bot.) Guinea pepper, or its berry or seed-
vessel

;
bird pepper ;

a pungent pepper.
CAP-SIZE', v. a. & n. [i. CAPSIZED ; pp. CAPSIZING, CAPSIZED.]

(JVaiti.) To upset ;
to overturn.

CAP'STXN, n. [cabestan, Fr.] (JVawt.) A machine employed
in ships to draw up a great weight or to weigh anchors,
sometimes improperly called capstern.

, j

a- Hollovv like a chest or capsule. Browne.

-D
j

" Enclosed in a box or cllest- Brwnu,

CXp'suLE, n. [capsula, L.] (Bot.) The seed-vessel of a
plant; a many-seeded fruit. (Chem.) A small, shallow

evaporating vessel or dish. (Jlnat.) A membrane; a bag.
CXp'TAiN, (kap'tin) n. [capitaine, Fr.] The commander of a

ship, of a troop of horse, or of a company of infantry j

a chief
;
a warrior. Captain-general, a commander-in-

chief.

CAP'TAIN, (kap'tjn) a. Chief; valiant. Shak. [R.]

CXP'TAIN-CY,* n'. The office of captain. Maunder.

CXp'TAiN-CY-ffEN'ER-AL,* n. The office or jurisdiction
of a captain-general. Murray.

CXP'TAIN-GEN'ER-AL,* n. A commander-in-chief. .Bbo^

CXP'TAIN-^EN'ER-AL-CY,* n. The office or jurisdiction
of a captain-general. Sat. Mag.

CXp'TAlN-PA-^nA',* n. The Turkish high-admiral. Ed.
Rev. See CAPITAN PACHA. [tainship. Spenser. [R.]

CXp'TAJN-RY, n. The power over a certain district ; cap-

CXp'TAiN-siiiP, n. The post or office of a captain.

tCAP-TA'TlON, n. [captation, old Fr.] Capture; courtship;

flattery. Kino- Charles.

CXp'TiON, 7t. [capio,li.~\ (Law) The act of taking any person,

particularly by a judicial process ;
a seizure ;

arrest.

Caption of an indictment, the designation of the style of the

court before which the jurors make their presentment.
Caption is often used in the U. S. in the sense of pre-

amble, or head of a chapter or discourse.

CXp'Tioys, (kap'shus) a. [captiosus, L.] Catching at

faults
; disposed to' cavil or find fault

;
insidious ;

in-

snaring.
CXp'Tioys-LY, (kap'shus-le) ad. In a captious manner.

CXp'Tioys-NESS, n. Quality of being captious.

fCAp-Tl'VANCE,* 7i. Captivity. Spenser.

CXP'TI-VATE, v. a. \captivo, L.] [i.
CAPTIVATED

; pp. CAP-

TIVATING, CAPTIVATED.] To make captive; to take

prisoner ; to subdue
;
to charm

;
to fascinate.

fCXp'Ti-VATE, a. Made prisoner. Shak.

CXp'Ti-VAT-iNG,*a. Able to captivate or charm; fascinating.

CXP-TI-VA'TION, n. The act of captivating. Bp. Hall.

CXP'TIVE, 7i. One taken in war
;
a prisoner ;

one chamed
by beauty.

CXP'TIVE, a. Made prisoner; taken by force.

tCXp'TlVE, v. a. To take prisoner. Spenser.

CAP-Tlv'i-TY, n. State of a captive ; subjection by the fate-

of war
; bondage.

CXp'TQR, n. One who takes a prisoner or a prize.

HCAPT'URE, (kapt'yur) n.The act of taking any thing; the

thing taken
;
a prize.

||CXPT'URE, v. a. [i. CAPTURED ; pp. CAPTURING, CAPTURED.]
To take by force, as in war

;
to take, as a prize.

^CAPUCCIO, (ka-pot'che-5) n. [It.] A capoucb. Spenser.

jCAPUCHED, (ka-pocht') a. [capuce, Fr.] Covered with a
hood. Browne.

CXP-V-?H1N
;

, (kap-u-shen')re. [capucin, capuchon, Fr.J A fe-

male garment, consistin g of a cloak and hood : a pigeon,
whose head is covered with feathers: a Franciscan
friar or monk, so called from his cowl.

CXP'U-LET,* n. A tumor or enlargement on the point of a
horse's hock. London.

CA'PVT,*n. [L.] pi. CAP'I-TA. The head. In England,
the council of a university, consisting of the vice-chan-

cellor, a doctor in each of the faculties of divinity, civil

[aw, and physic, and two masters of arts. Month. Rev.

CA'PUT-MdR'TV-irM,n. [L.] A phrase used to express
the residuum, when all that can be extracted is gone.

CAR, n. A small carriage ;
a carriage or vehicle for a rail-

road
;
a chariot of war, or triumph : Charles's Wain, or

the Bear, a constellation.

CAR, CHAR, in the names of places, seem to have relation

to the British caer, a city. Oibsori*s Camden.

CXR'A-BfNE, [kar'a-bin, Ja. ; kar'a-bln, K. ; kar-bln', S.

W. P.] 7i. [carabin'o, It.
; carabine, Fr.] A fire-arm used by

cavalry ; a petronel ;
a small sort of fire-arm between a

pistol and a musket. Written also carbine.

CXR-A-BI-NEER', n. [carabinier, Fr.] A sort of light horse-

man
;
one armed with a carabine. Written also carbin-

eer. Chambers.
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^AR'A-BOs,*n. [L.] (Ent.) A genus of coleopterous insects.

P. Cyc.

CXR'AC, n. [carraca, Sp.] A large Spanish ship ;
a galleon.

Raleigh.
CXR'A-'cXL,* n. An Asiatic animal resembling the lynx.

Goldsmith.

CXR'A-COL,* n. A staircase having a spiral curve. Crabb.

CXR'A-COLE, n. [Fr.] An oblique tread of a horse.

CXR'A-COLE, v. n. To move in caracoles.

CXR'ACT, n. Same as carat. Herbert. See CARAT.

C^R'^FE* n. [Fr.] A water-bottle or decanter. Smart.

CA-RAGE',* n. A measure of lime, 64 bushels. Crabb.

CAR'A-MEL,* ?i. [Fr.] The sixth and last boiling of sugar.
Crabb. See CAROMEL.

CA'RANX,* n. (/cA.) A genus of fishes of the mackerel fam-
ily. Brande.

CXR-A-PACE',* n. A thick, solid, and firm shell which cov-
ers the tortoise or turtle. Crabb. See CALIPASH.

CXR'AT, n. [carat, Fr.] A weight of four grains, with
which diamonds are weighed : a word signifying the

proportion of pure gold in a mass of metal
; thus, an

ounce of gold is divided into 24 carats, and gold of 22
carats fine is gold of which 22 parts are pure, out of 24

parts ;
the other 2 parts being silver, copper, or other

metal.

CXR-A-VAN', [kar-a-van', W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; kar'a-van,
S. E. K. Wb7\ n. [Ar.] A company or troop of merchants
or pilgrims,^ as they travel in the East

;
a large carriage.

CXR-A-VAN-EER',*!). One who leads the camels, &.c., of a
caravan. Jlsh.

CAR-A-VXN'SA-RY, n. A kind of inn, or large public house,
in the East, for lodging caravans or travellers in the des-

ert, &c Written also caravanscra.

CXR'A-VEL,
J

n.
[caravela, Sp.] A light, old-fashioned

CAR'VEL, \ ship; a French herring-vessel. Robertson.

CAR-A-VEL'LA,* n. [It.] A Turkish frigate carrying 40

guns. EC. Rev. [seed.

CXR'A-WAY, n. A biennial plant ;
also its aromatic or spicy

CXR'A-WAY-C6M'FIT,* n. A sweetmeat containing cara-

way. Goldsmith.

CAR-eXz'o-TATE,* n. (CAem.) A salt formed of carbazotic

acid and a base. Brandt.

CAR-BA-ZOT'IC,* a. (CAem.) Noting a crystallizable acid

and bitter substance composed of carbon, azote, and oxy-
gen. Brande.

CAR'BINE, or CAR-BINE', [k'ar'bln, S. E. F. Sm. ; kar-bln',
W. P.] n. A small fire-arm. See CARABINE.

CAR-BIN-EER',* n. See CARABINEER.
CAR'BON, n. [carbo, L.] (CAem.) Pure charcoal, an un-

compoiinded or simple body, bright, brittle, and inodorous.
When crystallized, it forms the diamond.

CAR-BO-NA'CEOVS, (k'ir-bo-na'shus) a. Containing carbon.

jCAR'BO-NADE,* n. Same as carbonado. Smart.

JCAR-BQ-NA'DQ, n. [carbonnade, Fr.] Meat cut across to be
broiled upon the coals. Shak.

tCAR-BQ-NA'DO, v. a. To cut or hack. Shak.

CAR'BON-ATE,* ?i. (CAem.) A compound substance formed

by the union of carbonic acid with a base. Brande.

AR'BON-AT-ED,* a. Combined with carbon or carbonic
acid. Lyell.

CAR-EON'IC, a. Relating to or containing carbon.

C'AR-BO-NiF'ER-oOs,* a. Containing carbon or coal.

Bra tide.

CAR-BQN-J-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of changing into carbon. Ure.

CAR'BQN-IZE,* v. a. [i. CARBONIZED ; pp. CARBONIZING,
CARBONIZED.] To convert into carbon; to burn to coal.

London.

CAR'BO-NO-HY''DROVS,* a. (CAem.) Composed of carbon
and hydrogen. Ure.

OlR'Bo-NoDs,* a. Containing carbon
;

carbonaceous.
Crabb.

CAR'BOY,* n. A large, globular bottle of green glass pro-
tected by basket-work. Brande.

CAR'BDN-CLE, (kar'bungk-kl) n. [carbunculus, L.] An an-
cient name of a gem or precious stone of a deep red col-

or, supposed to be a precious garnet. (Med.) A hard,
round, inflammatory tumor which discharges a fetid

matter.

CAR'BDN-CLED, (kar'bungk-kld) a. Set with carbuncles;
spotted ;

deformed or afflicted with carbuncles.

CAR-BUN'CU-LA^R, a. Like a carbuncle
; inflamed.

CAR-BON-cy-LA'TiQN, . State of being reduced to char-

coal ; the blasting of young buds of trees. Harris.

CAR'BV-RET,* n. (CAem.) Carbon combined with some
other substance. Brande.

CAR'BV-RET-TED,* a. Combined with or containing car-

bon. Brande.

CAR'CA-JOU,* n. (Zool.) An American quadruped. Gold-
smith.

CAR'CA-NET, n. [carcan, Fr.] A chain or collar of jewels.

CAR'CASE, n. A dead body. Bible. See CARCASS.

CAR'CASS, n. [carcasse, Fr.] A dead body of any animal
;

the body, ludicrously or in contempt ;
the decayed re-

mains of any thing. (Carpentry) The work of a house

before it is lathed or plastered or the floors laid. (MiL
A hollow case formed of ribs of iron covered with cloth
When filled with combustibles, it is thrown into a be-

sieged place, in order to set the buildings on fire.

CAR'cXx,* n. A species of large poppy. Crabb.

tCAR'CE-LA9E, n. [career, L.] (Law) Prison fees. Bailey.
CAR'CE-RAL, a. Belonging to a prison. Fox. [R.]

CAR'jeHE-bd-NY,* n. A sort of precious stone. Crabb.

CAR-CI-NO'MA, n. [L. ; /capiai/w/ia, Gr.] (Med.) A cancer ,

a tumor ;
an ulcer.

AR-ci^NSM'A-TODs, [kar-se-nom'a-tus, p. K. Sm. Jlsk;

k'ar-se-n5'ma-tus, Ja. Wb.] a. Cancerous.

CARD, n. [carte, Fr.] A small square of pasteboard or thick

paper, used for purposes of business., civility, or playing
at games ; a paper marked with the points of the com-
pass ;

a billet, notice, or message : an instrument for

combing wool, &c.

CARD, v. a. [i. CARDED ; pp. CARDING, CARDED.] To comb
;

to mingle together; to disentangle.

CARD, v. n. To game ;
to use cards. Dryden.

CAR'DA-MINE, w. [Kap<Ja/u/r/.] (Bot.) The meadow cress
or lady's smock.

CAR'DA-MOM,* n. (Bot.~) The aromatic capsule of different

species of amomuin. P. Cyc.

CAR-DA-MO'IUVM, n. [L. ; KapSdfiwiiov, Gr.] Cardamom.
Chambers. See CARDAMOM.

CA'RD'ER, n. One who cards or uses cards.

CAR'Dl-Xc, a. [cardiacus, L.] Belonging to or connected
with the heart

;
cordial ; strengthening.

CAR'DI-AC,* n. (Med.~) A cordial
;
a cardiac medicine.

Crabb.

CAR-DI'A-CAL,, [kar-di'a-kal, S. W. P. Ja. K. ; k'ar'de-a-kal,
Sm. Wb.}'a. [xapSia.] Strengthening; cordial; cardiac.
More.

CAR-DI'A-CE,* 71. [Gr.] (JF/tn.) A heart-shaped precious
stone. Crabb.

CAR-Di-XG'RA-PHy,*n. (Med.) An anatomical description
of the heart. Dungl'ison.

AR'DI-XL-^Y, n. (Med.\ The heart-burn. Quincy.
CAR'D}-NAL,, a. [cardinalis, L.] Principal ;

chief. Cardinal

virtues, (with the ancients,) prudence, temperance, jus-

tice, and fortitude. Cardinal points, east, west, north,
and south. Cardinal signs, the signs at the four quarters
of the year ;

viz.: Aries, Libra, Cancer, and Capricorn ;
or

the two equinoxes, and two solstices. Cardinal numbers,
one, two, three, &c., in distinction from the ordinal num-
bers, first, second, third, &c.

CAR'DI-NAL, n. A dignitary of the Romish church, next in

rank to the pope. The cardinals are distinguished by a
scarlet hat, and they form the pope's council, 70 in

number. A woman's red cloak, like a cardinal's.

CAR'DI-NAL-ATE, n. The office of cardinal. L'Estrange.
CA'R'DI-NAL-FLOW'ER, n. (Sot.) A bright scarlet flower ;

a species of_ lobelia.

CAR'DI-NAL-IZE, v. a. To make a cardinal. Sheldon. [R.]

CXfi'DJ-NAL-SHlP, n. The office of a cardinal. Bp. Hall.

CARD'JNG, n. The act of using cards.

CA'RD'ING,* p. a. That cards
; combing.

CAR-DI-OID', n. (Geom.) A curve, so named from its re-

sembling a heart.

CAR-Dl'Tis,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the heart. Brande.

CA'R'DI-DM,* n. (Zoo/,) A genus of bivalve sea-shells.

Hamilton.

CARD'MA-KER, n. A maker of cards. Shak.

CARD'MXTCH, n. A match made by dipping pieces of card

in melted sulphur. Jlddison.

CAR-DOON', n. [cardo, Sp.] A species of wild artichoke.

CARD'-PA'R-TY,* n. An assembly where cards are played.

Hawkins._
CARD'-PLAY-ER,* n. One who plays cards. Johnson.

CARD'-TA-BLE, n. A table for playing cards.

C'AR'DU-vs-BEN-E-Dlc'TVS, n. [L.] The blessed thistle.

Shak.
'

CARE, n. Solicitude
;

caution
; anxiety ; charge ; regard ;

the object of solicitude or care.

CARE, v. n. [i. CARED ; pp. CARING, CARED.] To be anxious ;

to be inclined
;
to be in concern.

CARE'-CRAZED, (-krazd) a. Broken with care. Shak.

fCXR'ECT, it. A mark
;
a charm. Duo-dale. See CHARACT.

CARE'-DE-FY'ING, a. Bidding defiance to care.

CA.RE'-E-LUD'ING,* a. Avoiding care or trouble. Thomson.

CA-REEN', v.a. [carener, Fr.] [i. CAISEENED ; pp. CAREENING,
CAREENED.] (Naut.) To lay a vessel on one side, in order

to calk and repair the other side. Chambers.

CA-REEN', v. n. To incline to one side under a press of

sail.

CA-REEN'AGE,* n. A place to careen a ship; expense of

careening. Col. Reid.

CA-REEN'JNG,* n. The act of laying a vessel on one side

and refitting or repairing it. Crabb.

CA-REER', n. [carriere, Fr.] The ground on which a race

is run ; a race ;
a course

; speed ; procedure ;
course of

CA-REER', v. n. To run or move rapidly. Milton.

i, , I, o, u, y, long; X, , t, o, 0, Y, short; A, E, i, 9, v, >
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CARE'FOf,, a. Full of care
; using care ; provident ;

watch-
ful ; heedful ;

anxious.

CARE'FUL-LY, ad. In a careful manner; needfully.
CARE'FUL-NESS, n. The state of being careful.

CARE'-KlLL-iNG,* a. Putting an end to care. Moore.

CARE'LESS, a. Having no care
;
heedless

; negligent.

CARE'LESS-LY, ad. Heedlessly; negligently.
CARE'LESS-NESS, n. The state of being careless.

fCA'REN-CYj 7i. [carens, L.] Want
;
lack. Bp. Richardson.

CAR'EN-TANE, n. [quarantaine, Fr.] A papal indulgence.
Bp. Taylor. See QUARANTINE.

CA-RESS', v. a. [caresser, Fr.] [i. CARESSED ; pp. CARESS-

ING, CARESSED.] To treat with fondness ;
to endear

;
to

fondle.

CA-RESS', n. An act of endearment. Milton.

CA-RESS'ING,* n. The act of treating with endearment.

CA-RESS'JNG,* p. a. Treating with kind and friendly at-

tentions.

CA'RET,TI. [L.] A mark thus [A] which denotes that some-

thing which is interlined has been omitted.

CARE'-TUNED, (kar'tund) a. Tuned by care. Shak.

CARE'WORN,* a. Worn or vexed with care. Smart.

CARE'-WOUND-ED, a. Wounded with care. May.
fCAR'GA-SQN, 7t.'[car^aco7i, Sp.] A_cargo. Hoioett.

CAR'GO, n. [cargue, Fr.] pi. CAR'GOES. The lading of a

ship or merchant vessel ; goods, merchandise, or wares

conveyed in a ship ; freight ;
load.

CA'RI-AT-ED,* a. Affected or injured by caries. Berdmore.

CXR-i-XT'f-DE, n.pl. See CARYATIDES.

CAR-IB-BE'AN,* a. Relating to a cluster of the West India

islands, or the adjacent sea. Earnshaw.

CXR'I-BOU,* n. [Fr.] (Zool.) An American quadruped.
Goldsmith.

CXR'J-CA-TURE, [kSr-e-ka-tur', J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; kar-e-ka-

chur', 'W. ; kar'e-ka-tur, Wb.} n. [caricatura, It.] A paint-

ing, representation, or description, so overcharged as to

be ridiculous, yet retaining a resemblance.

CAR-I-CA-TURE', v. a. [i. CARICATURED ; pp. CARICATURING,
CARICATURED.] To represent by caricature; to ridicule.

CXR-I-CA-TU'RIST, n. One who caricatures.

CXR-I-COG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of sedges or grasses.
Journ. Science.

CXR'1-coOs, a. [car-tea, L.] Having the form of a fig.

CA'RI-E, n.
[L.] (Med.) Ulceration or rottenness of a

bone
;
a decayed bone or tooth.

CA-RIL'LON,* n. [Fr.] A chime. (Mus.) A sort of hand-
bell

;
a tune performed upon bells. Brande.

CXR'I-NATE,* a. (Bot. & Zool.) Formed like the keel of a
vessel. Brande.

CXR'I-NAT-ED, a. [carina, L.] (Bot.) Shaped like the keel

of a ship.

CXR'I-OLE,* n. A light carriage for one person, drawn by
one horse. Ed. Ency.

CA-R?-6p'sis,* n. (Bot.) A small, one-celled, indehiscent

pericarp. London. See CARYOPSIS.

CA-Ri-6s'l-TY, 7i. Ulceration of a bone; rottenness.

CA'RJ-OUS, a. Rotten or ulcerated, as a bone.

fCARK, n. Care
; anxiety. Sidney.

CARK, v. n. To be careful or anxious. Sidney. [R.]

tCARK'lNG, n. Care
; anxiety. Decay of Piety.

CARK'ING,* p. a. Anxious; as,
"
carking cares." Bp. Bev-

eridge.

fCARLE, n. A brutal man
;
a churl. Spenser.

CARLE, n. A kind of hemp. Tusser.

-fCARLE, v. n. To act like a carle. Burton.

CAR'LIC,* n. Same as charlock. Farm. Ency. [Local, Eng-
land.'] f

CAR'LjNE-THls'TLE, n. [carlina, L.] A plant.

CAR'LINGS, n. pi. (JVaut.) Timbers lying fore and aft to

fortify the smaller beams of a ship.

fCARl/JSH, a. Churlish ;
rude. Marriage of Sir Oawaine.

JCARL'ISH-NESS, n. Churlishness. Huloet.

CAR'LOCK,* n. A plant ;
a sort of isinglass ; charlock. Ash.

fCAR'LOT, n. A countryman. Shak.

CAR-LQ-VIN'GKAN,* a. Relating to Charlemagne or his
race. Hallam.

CAR'MAN, n. ; pi. CARMEN. A man who drives a car. Gay.
CAR'MEL-IN,* a. Carmelite. See CARMELITE.
CAR'MEL-ITE, n. A friar of the order of Mount Carmel.
A sort of pear.

CAR'MEL-ITE,* a. Relating to the order of Mount Carmel.

CAR-MIN'A-TIVE, n. (Med.) A medicine which relaxes,

expels wind, or promotes perspiration. Arbuthnot.

CAR-MTN'A-TIVE, a. Warming; antispasmodic. Swift.

CAR'MINE, or CAR-MINE', [toir'min, s. E. F. Ja. Wb.;
kar-mln', W. P. J. Sm.] n. [carmin, Fr.] A bright red or
crimson pigment, paint, or color.

CAR' NAGE, 7i. [Fr.] Slaughter ; massacre; butchery ;
de-

struction of flesh ; bloody flesh.

CAR'NAL, a. [carnalis, low L.] Relating to flesh ; fleshly,
as? opposed to spiritual; lustful. (Law) Carnal knowledge,
sexual connection.

CXR'NAL-'iM,* n. Same as carnality. Dr. Allen. [R.]

CAR'NAL-!ST, n. One given to carnality. Burton.

C:\R'NAL-ITE, n. A worldly-minded man. Anderson. [R.]

CAR-NAL']-TY, n. State of being carnal ; fleshly lust.

CAR'NAL-IZE, v. a. To debase to carnality. Scott.

CAR'NAL-LY, ad. In a carnal manner; libidinously.
CAR'NAL-MIND'ED, a. Worldly-minded. More.

CAR'NAL-MIND'ED-NESS, n. Crossness of mind. Ellis.

CAR-NA'TION, 71. The natural flesh-color. (Bot.) A fine

sort of clove pink, a variety of the dianthus. Pope.
CAR-NA'TIQNED, a. Colored like the carnation. Lovelace.
CAR'NEL.* a. Rugged ; shapeless. Drijden. [R.]
CAR-NEL'IAN, (kar-nel'yan) n. (Mm.) A silicious stone of
a red or reddish-white color

;
and sometimes almost white.

It is a species of agate or chalcedony.
CAR'NE-ON,* n. A soft, fleshy substance. Brande.

CAR'NE-OUS, a. Fleshy; partaking of flesh. Ray.
CAR'NEY, 71. A disease in horses, whereby their mouths
become so furred that they cannot eat. Chambers.

CAR'NI-FEX,* n. [L.] A public executioner
;
a hangman.

Sir W. Scott.

CAR-NI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. The making of, or turning to, flesh.

CAR'NI-FY, v. n. To breed or form flesh. Hale.

CAR'NI-VAL, n. [carnovale, It.] The Catholic feast or sea-
son of festivity before Lent, continuing twelve days.

CAR-NIV'O-RA,* n. pi. [L.] (Zool.) The tribe of carnivo-
rous animals. Brande.

CXR-Niv-Q-RX9'j-TY,* n. Voraciousness of appetite for

flesh. Pope.
CAR-NIV'Q-ROUS, a. [camis and voro, L.] Feeding on flesh.

CAR-NOSE',* a. Fleshy; partaking of flesh. P. Cyc.

CAR-NOS'I-TY, n. A fleshy excrescence
;
a caruncle.

fCAR'Noys, a. Fleshy ;
carneous

;
carnal. Browne.

CAR'NY,* v. n. To interlard discourse with hypocritical
terms or tones of endearment. Smart. [Colloquial.]

CXR'QB, n. A tree, very common in Spain, the pods of
which are used as food for man and horse, called St.

John's bread. Miller.

fCA-RogHE', (ka-r5sh') n. [carrozza, It.] A carriage of

pleasure. Barton.

fCA-RO^HED', (ka-rosht') p. a. Placed in a coach.

CAR-O-COL'LA,* n. A genus of land-snails which adhere

tenaciously to limestone rocks. Brande.

CAR'QL, n. [carola, It.]
A song of exultation

;
a joyful

song ;
a song of devotion or praise ;

a hymn ;
a warble.

CXR'pL, v. n. [i. CAROLLED ; pp. CAROLLING, CAROLLED.]
To sing ;

to warble. Spenser.

CXR'QL, v. a. To celebrate in song. Milton.

CXR-Q-LIN',* n. A gold coin of Bavaria, &c.
;
value about a

pound sterling. Crabb.

CXR-Q-Li'NA-PiNK,* n. A plant ;
the worm-grass, the root

of which is used in medicine. Booth.

CXR'OL-LfNG, n. A hymn or song of devotion. Spenser.

CXR-p-LYT'jc,* a. Bound with leaves and branches, as
columns

;
festooned. Francis.

CXR'Q-MEL,* n. Sugar melted till it acquires a brown
color, and exhales a peculiar odor. Brande.

CA-ROON'* n. A species of cherry. Smart.

CAR-O-TEEL',* 71. An Oriental weight varying from five to

nine pounds. Crabb.

CA-ROT'ID,* n. (Anat.) An artery of the neck. There are

two of these arteries, and they convey the blood to the
head. Brande.

CA-ROT'ID, a. (Anat.) A term applied to two principal ar-

teries, which convey the blood to the head.

CA-ROT'I-DAL, a. Carotid. Smith.

CA-RoO'5AL, (ka-rouz'al) 71. A revelling; a noisy drink-

ing bout
; festivity. Dryden.

CA-RoOsE', (ka-rouz') v. n. [carousser, Fr.] [i.
CAROUSED ;

pp. CAROUSING, CAROUSED.] To drink freely and with

jollity ;
to quaff; to revel.

CA-ROOE', (ka-rouz') v. a. To drink lavishly. Shak.

CA-ROUE', (ka-rb'uz') n. A drinking match
; carousal.

Pope.
CA-RoO'ER, n. One who carouses ; a toper.

CX.RP, 7i. [carpe, Fr.] A pond fish. Hale.

CARP, v. n. [carpo, L.] [i. CARPED; pp. CARPING, CARPED.]
To censure ;

to cavil.

fCARP, v. a. To blame. Jlbp. Cranmcr.

CAR'PEL,* n. (Bot.) One of the parts of a compound pistil ;

a single leaf rolled up into one of the integers of a pistil.

P. Cyc.
CAR'PEL-LA-RY,* a. Relating to or like a carpel. P. Cyc.

CAR'PEN-TER, 71. [charpcntier, Fr.] An artificer in wood;
a builder of houses, ships, &c. : an officer on board a
man-of-war who has the charge of the boats.

C'AR'PEN-TER-lNG,* 7i. The employment of a carpenter.

Coleridge.

'

CAR'PEN-TRY, n. The trade or art of a carpenter ;
an as-

semblage of pieces of timber connected by framing.

CARP'ER, n. One who carps; a caviller.

CAR'PET, n. [karpet, D.] An ornamental covering for a
floor

;
a covering for a table, ground, &c. To be on the

carpet, is to be the subject of consideration.

CAR'PET, v. a.
[i.

CARPETED ; pp. CARPETING, CARPETED.]
To spread with carpets. Bacon.VAU. i^jf\j_j-iox

,
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CXR'PET-YNfi,* n. Materials for carpets. QM. Rev.

CXR'PET-MON-JGER,* w. A dealer in carpets ;
a lover of

ease and pleasure. Shak.

CXR'PET-WALK, (k'ar'pet-wawk) re. A green way or walk.

CXR'PET-WAY, n. A green way; a strip or border of

greensward left round the margin of a ploughed field.

CXR'PHO-LiTE,*re. (Mm.') A straw-colored, brittle mineral.
Dana.

CXR-PHp-slD'E-RiTE,*re. (Min.) A straw-colored, reniform
mineral. Dana.

CXRP'JNG, p. a. Captious ; censorious
; complaining.

CARP'JNG, n. Cavil
;
censure

;
abuse. Leslie.

CXRP'JNG-LY, ad. Captiously. Camden.

CARP'MEALS, n. pi. A coarse cloth made in the north of

England.
CAR'PQ-L!TE,* n. (Min.) A fossil or petrified fruit or seed.
Brande.

CAR-poL'o-GlsT,* n. One versed in carpology. Smart.

CAR-POL'Q-^Y,* n. (Bot.) A part of botany which treats

of seeds, seed-vessels, and fruit. P. Cyc.
CAR'PUS, n. [L.] (Anat.) The wrist: the knee of a horse.

CXR'RAC, n. See CARAC.

CXR'RA-jGEEN,*or CXR'RA-jGEEN-Moss,* n. A lichen or

marine plant found on the sea-coast of various countries
;

used for making jellies, &c. Dunglison.
CXR'RAT, n. A weight of four grains. See CARAT.

CXR'RA-WAY, re. See CARAWAY.
CAR'REL,* n. The arrow used in crossbows, the head of
which was four-sided

;
a crossbow bolt. Called also

quarrel. Brande.

CAR'RI-A-BLE, a. That may be carried. Sherwood.

CAR'RIAGE, (kar'rjj) n. [cariage, Fr.] The act of curry-
ing ;

a vehicle with wheels, for conveying goods or pas-
sengers ; any vehicle ; conveyance : behavior

;
conduct

;

manners; management: the part of a printing-press
on which the types are placed to be printed. [jThat
which is carried ; baggage. Spenser.]

CXR'RiAGE-A-BLE,*a. That maybe conveyed in carriages.
Barnes.

CXR'RIAGE-HORSE,* n. A horse used in a carriage. Booth.

CAR'RICK-BEND,* n. (JYaut.) A particular knot used on
shipboard. Crabb.

CAR'RI-ER, re. One who carries; a messenger; a pigeon
used in conveying intelligence.

CXR'RI-ER-PIG'EQN,* n. A species of pigeon employed for

carrying letters. Booth.

CXR'RI-LON,* n. See CARILLON.

CXR'RJ-QN, n. [carogne, old Fr.] Dead, putrefying flesh,
unfit for food.

CXR'RI-QN, a. Relating to, or feeding upon, carcasses.

CAR'RQL,,* n. (Arch.') A pew, closet, or desk with a seat,

placed under a window. Britton,

CXR'RQN-ADE, n. A very short piece of iron cannon or

ordnance, originally made at Carron, in Scotland.

CAR-ROON',* n. A rent paid for driving a car or cart in

London. Crabb.

CXR'RQT, n. A fleshy, esculent root.

CXR'RQT-I-NESS,* n. The state of being carroty. Ash.

CXR'RQT-Y, a. Colored like carrots
; reddish ; yellowish.

CXR'Rdws, re. pi. (Ireland) Strolling gamesters.
CXR'RU-CAGE,* or CXR'U-CAGE,* n. (Law} A duty or

tax on the plough ; ploughing. Crabb.

CXR'RY, v. a. [charier, Fr.] [i. CARRIED
; pp. CARRYING,

CARRIED.] To convey, bear, or transport, by sustaining
the tiling carried, or causing it to be sustained. It gen-
erally implies motion from the speaker, and so is opposed
to bring or fetch. To effect; to manage; to gain; to

Dehave ; to conduct. To carry off, to destroy. To carry
on, to prosecute ;

to continue. To carry through, to ac-

complish. (Naut.) To carry away, to lose.

CXR'RY, v. n. To transport ; to convey, as a gun, &c.
CXR'Ry, ?i. The motion of the clouds.

CXR'RY-ALL,* A light four-wheeled carriage for several

persons, drawn by one horse. Brown. See CARIOLE.

CAR'RY-ING,*;;. a. Conveying from place to place ; bearing.
CAR'RY-ING-TRADE,* n. The transportation of the com-
modities of others in vessels, &c. ; or the transportation
of merchandise from one foreign country to another.
Roberts.

CXR'RY-TALE, n. A tale-bearer. Shak.

CARSE,*W. (Scotland) Alluvial fertile land lying along the
banks of a river. McCidloch.

CARSE-LAND,*?*. Alluvial soil in a ploughed state. Brande.

CXRT,re.A carriage, for luggage or burden, with two wheels,
so distinguished from a wagon, which has four.

CART, v. a. [i. CARTED ; pp. CARTING, CARTED.] To carry
or place in a cart.

CART, v. n. To use carts for carriage. Mortimer.

CART'AGE, n. The act or labor of carting ; charge for cart-

ing.

CXRT'-B5TE,* n. (Law) An allowance of wood to a tenant
for carts. Blackstone.

CARTE,* (kiirt) n. [Fr.] A card
;
a bill of fare at a tavern,

eating-house, &c. Smart.

C'ARTE-BLANpHE', [kiirt-blansh', S. W. J. F. Ja.; k'art-

blongsh', Sm. ; kart-blansh', R.] [Fr.] A blank paper in-
trusted to a person to be filled up as he pleases ; uncon-
ditional terms.

CAR-TEL', [cartel, Fr.] [kUr-tel', S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm.;
k'ar'tel, P. E. Wl. ; kar-tel' or kar-tel', K.~\ n. An agree-
ment between hostile states relating to exchange of
prisoners ;

a ship commissioned to exchange the pris-
oners ; a challenge.

tCXR'TEL, v. a. To defy. B. Jonson.

CART'ER, n. One who drives a cart or team
;
a teamster.

fCART^ER-LY, o. Rude, like a carter. Cotgrave.
CAR-TE'TAN, (kar-tS'zhan) a. Relating to Des Cartes,
a Frejichman, who died in 1650, or to his philosophy.

CAR-TE'SIAN, (kar-t5'zhan) n. A follower of the philos-
ophy_of Des Cartes. Reid.

CAR-TE'IAN-I^M,* n. The doctrine or philosophy of Des
Cartes. Francis.

CXRT'FOL,* n. As much as a cart will hold. Richardson.

CAR-THA-^IN'I-AN,* a. Belonging to Carthage. Ash.

CAR'THA-MI'NE,* n. (Chem.) An astringent bitter substance
obtained from the carthamus tinctoria, or safflower. Ham-
ilton.

CAR'THA-M&S,* n. [L.] A plant, the flower of which is
used in dyeing ;

the safflower. Ure.

CART'-HORSE, n. A horse used for the cart. Knottes.

CAR-THU'IAN,* (kar-thu'zhan) re. A monk of the Char-
treux.

CAR-THU'IAN,* (kar-thii'zhan) a. Relating to the order
of monks so called : the name of the kermes mineral.

CAR'TI-LAGE, n. [cartilago, L.] A smooth and solid body,
softer than a bone, but harder than a ligament ; gristle.

CXR-TI-LA-GIN'E-AN,* n. A gristly kind of fish. Brande.

tCXR-Tl-LA-GiN'Eoys, (kar-te-la-jin'yus) a. Cartilaginous.
Ray.

CXR-Tl-LXo'lN-ous, a. Consisting of cartilages.

CART'ING,* re. The act of conveying in a cart.

CART'-JADE, 71. A mean or vile horse. Sidney.

CXRT'-LoAD, n. A quantity sufficient to load a cart.

CAR-TQ-GRAPII'IC,* ) a. Relating to cartography, or to

CXR-TO-GRXPH'I-CAL,* \ maps or charts. Hamilton.

CAR-TOG'RA-PHY,* ?i. A description, or an account of
maps and charts

;
illustration by maps or charts. W. R.

Hamilton.

CAR-TOON', re. [cartone, It.] A sketch made as a pattern
for tapestry ;

a design on strong paper, to be afterwards
chalked through, and transferred on the fresh plaster of a
wall, and painted in fresco.

CAR-TOUCH', (kar-toch') n. [cartouche, Fr.] A case for

holding musket balls and -powder ;
a portable box for

cartridges ;
a cartridge-box. (Mil.) A wooden bomb filled

with shot
;
a discharge or pass given to a soldier. (Arch.)

A modillion or block in a cornice; a shield or carved
ornament to receive an inscription.

CAR'T RIDGE, re. A case containing a charge for a gun ; a
charge of powder enclosed in paper, &c.

CAR'TRIDGE-BOX,* n. A soldier's box for cartridges.
Crabb.'

CXR'TRIDGE-PX'PER,* re. Paper in which musket charges
are mad_e up. Smart.

CART'-ROPE, re. A strong rope to fasten a load on a car-

riage.

CART'RUT, re. The track made by a cart-wheel.

CXRT'V-LA-RY, re. [cartulaire, Fr.] A place where records
are kept; a register; an ecclesiastical officer who had
the care of the records. See CHARTULARY.

CXRT'-WAY,.A way through which a carriage may travel.

CART'-WHEEL,* n. The wheel of a cart. Ash.

CART'WRIGHT, (k'art'rlt) re. A maker of carts. Camden.

CXR'v-LAGE,* n. Act of ploughing ; carrucage. Farm. Ency.
CXR'v-CATE, re. [caruca, L.] A plough-land ;

as much land
as one team can plough in the year. Kelham.

ClR'VN-CLE, re. [caruncula, L.] A naked, soft, fleshy ex-
crescence

;
a protuberance.

CA-RON'CV-LA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A small protuberance found
near the hilum upon the seed of some plants. Brande.

CA-RON'CU-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Having fungous excrescences.

P. Cyc.
CA-RQN'CV-LAT-ED, a. Having a fleshy excrescence.

CA-RijN'cv-LoDs,* a. Relating to caruncles. Danglison.
CARVE, v. a.

[i. CARVED; pp. CARVING, CARVED.] To cut

into elegant forms
;
to sculpture ;

to form, as from wood
or stone

;
to divide

;
to cut meat at the table; to cut; to

hew.
CXRVE, v. re. To cut any material ; to cut meat.

fCXRVE, n. A carucate
; plough-land. Sir J. Ware.

CXRVE D,* (kiirv'ed or karvd) p. a. Formed by a sculptor ;

cut.

CAR'VEL, re. Urtica marina, or sea-blubber. Herbert. A
small ship. Raleigh. See CARAVEL.

CXRV'ER, n. One who carves ; a sculptor.

CARV'ING, n. The art or act of one that carves.

CAR'VIST,* re. (Falanry) A hawk carried on the hand
Booth.
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r,* 7i. A jest ;
a pun ;

a crotchet. B. Jonson.

CA'RY-A,* n. fjcuptm-.] (Bot.) A genus of American trees,
which includes the hickory. P. Cyc.

CXR-y-AT'ic,* or CAR-Y-XT"'IL>,* a. Relating to caryatides,
or like figures. P. Cyc.

CXR-Y-Xx'iD,* n. A female figure to support an entabla-
ture. Brande. See CARYATIDES.

of women, instead of columns, to support entablatures :

so named from Carya, a town in Arcadia, or from Car-

yatis,-\vh(j was worshipped there.

CAR'YL,* n. A confect made of the flowers of the coralo-
dendron. Crabb.

CAR-Y-O'CAR,* re. (Bat.") A genus of tall, tropical trees.

Brande.

CXR-Y-opH-YL-LA/CEOys,* (-shus) a. [caryophyllus, L.]
(Bot.) Noting corollas consisting of petals, having long
claws, dilating into a broad limb, as the pink. Brande.

CXR-y-p-PHYL'LE-oOs,* a. (Bot.) Nut-leaved. Same as

caryophyllaceous. Smart.

CA-RY-OP'SIS,* n. (Bat.) A dry, one-seeded fruit, like a
seed. P. Cyc. See CARIOPSIS.

CXs'cA-BEL,* n. The pummel or knob of a great gun.
Crabb.

CAS-CADE', n. [Fr.1 A small cataract
;
a waterfall.

CAS-CADE',* v. n. To vomit. Holloway. [Provincial in Eng-
land, and colloquial in the United States.]

CAS-CA-RIL'LA,* n. [Sp., from cascara, bark.] A bitter,

aromatic, medicinal bark. Brande.

CASE, ?i. [caisse, Fr.J
A box ; a shaath

; a cover
;
the cover,

or skin, of an animal
;
the outer part of a building ;

a
frame for holding a printer's types [casus, L.] State;
condition ; circumstance

;
the variation or inflection of

nouns: a suit, action, or cause in court. In case, if it

should happen : provided that.

CASE, v. a.
[t. CASED; pp. CASING, CASED.] To put in a

case
;
to cover, as with a case.

CASE, v. T?. ^To put cases. ISEstrange.
CASED,* (kast)p. a. Enclosed in a case ; covered.

CASE'HAR-DEN, (kas'har-dn) v. a.
[i. CASEHARDENED

;

pp. CASEHARDENINO, CASEHARDENED.] To harden on the

outside, as iron.

CASE'HAR-DEN-ING,* n A process by which iron tools,

keys, &c., have their surfaces converted into steel. Ure.

CA'SE-IC,* a. (Chem.) Derived from cheese : as,
" cascic

acid." Brande.

CA'sE-fNE,* n. The principle of cheese. W. Ency.
CASE'-KNIFE, (kas'nlf ) n. A large table-knife.

CASE'MATE, n. [easamatta, It.] (Fort.) A vault in the flank
of a bastion. (Arch.) A hollow, cylindrical moulding.

CASE'MAT-ED,* a. Furnished or formed like a casemate.

Kirby.

CA^E'MENT, [kaz'ment, S. W. J. F. Jo. K. Sm. ; kas'ment,
P. Wb.] n. [casamento, It.] (Arch.) A portion of a win-
dow-sash hung on hinges ; a compartment between the
mullions of a window

;
a kind of moulding.

CA'SE-otJS, (ku'she-as) [ka'she-us, Ja. ; ka'shus, K. Sm.]
a. [cozens, L.] Of the nature of, or resembling cheese.

CASE'-RACK,* n. A frame of wood to receive printers'
cases when not in use. Brande.

CA'SERN, [ka'zern, Ja. Sm.; ka'sern, K. ; kas'ern, Wb.] n.

[caserne, Fr.] A lodgment or small barracks for soldiers,
between the houses of a fortified town and the ramparts.

CASE'-SHOT, n. Bullets or iron in a canister or a case to

be discharged from cannon. P. Cyc.

CA'SE-DM,* (ka'she-um) n. [L.] The basis of cheese
; puri-

fied curd of milk. Brande.

CASE'WORM, (-wiirm) n. A grub that makes itself a case.

CXsH, n. [caisse, Fr.] Money ; ready money ;
coin

; bank-
notes.

CXsH, v. a. [i. CASHED ; pp. CASHING, CASHED.] To pay
money for

;
to turn into money.

fCXSH, v. a. [casser, Fr.] To cashier. Sir A. Gorges.
CXsH'-BoOK,* (kash'buk) n. A book in which accounts are

kept of the receipts and disbursements of money. Crabb.

CA-SHEW'-NuT, (ka-shu'nut) n. The nut of the cashew-tree,
a wholesome article of food.

CA-SHIER', (ka-sher') n. One who has charge of money ;

or who superintends the books, payments, and receipts of
a bank or moneyed institution.

CA-SHIER', (ka-sher') v. a. [i. CASHIERED ;pp. CASHIERING,
CASHIERED.] [casser, Fr.] To dismiss from a post or of-

fice
;
to break ;

to discard.

CA-SIIIER'ER,* (ka-sher'er) n. One who cashiers. Smart.

CA-SHIER'ING,* n. The act of dismissing an officer or sol-

dier forjnisconduct. Crabb.

CXsii'-KEEP-ER, 7i. A man intrusted with money.
HCASH'MERE,* a. Relating to the fabric of shawls, so called.

Ure.

jjCXsn'MERE,* or CXsH-MiiRE',7i. A peculiar textile fabric

formed of the downy wool of a goat found in Thibet,
first imported from the kingdom of Cashmere. Ure.

CASH-M'RI-AN,* a. Relating to the country of Cashmere.

Jffarray.
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CXsn'-NoTE,* n. A note for the payment of money. J3ur-

row*.

CXSH'66,71. The gum or juice of a tree in the East Indies.

CAS'JNG, n. Act of covering or casing ;
a covering ;

a cov-

ering of boards or other timber. [In Northumberland,
Eng., dried cow-dung. Waterland.]

CAsK, w. [casque, or car/we, Fr.] A hollow wooden vessel,
as a barrel, hogshead, &c.

;
the quantity held in a cask.

CAsK, v. a. To put into a cask.

CAsK, or CASQUE, (kftsk) 71. [casque, Fr.] A helmet.

CAs'KET, n. A small box for jewels, &c. Shak.

CAs'KET, v.-a. To put into a casket. Shak.

CXs'LEp,* 7i. The tenth month of the Jewish year, corre-

sponding to a part of November and December. Crabb.

CASQUE,* (kSsk) n. [Fr.] (Her.) A helmet. Crabb. See CASK.

jCXss, v. a. To annul ; to break
;
to cashier. Raleigh.

CAS-SA'DA, or CXs'sA-DA, [kas'a-da, S. W. Ja. Sm. Wb.;
kas-sa'da, K. P. Cyc. Crabb.] n. Same as cassava. See
CASSAVA.

CXs-SA-My-NAlR', n. A medicinal root. QUI'TI-CT/. See CAS-
SAMUNAR.

CXs-SA-MU'NAR,* n. An East India, bitter, medicinal root.

Brande. [Ray.
fCXs'sATE, v. a. [cossare, low L.] To vacate

;
to invalidate.

CAS-SA'TIPN, n. [A making null. Coles.] A high court

of appeal in France.

CAS-SA'VA,* orCXs'sA-VA,*re. A plant ;
a species of starch

or fecula, called also manioc, obtained from the roots of

jatropha, orjanipha manihot. Tapioca is a preparation of
cassava. P. Cyc. Written also cassavi.

CXs'sA-WARE, 71. See CASSIOWARY.

CXs'sj-A, (kash'she-a) n. A sweet spice extracted from the

bark of a tree much like the cinnamon. (Bot.) A genus
of plants, shrubs, and trees.

CAS-slD'E-ous,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a broad helmet.

'Brande.

CXs'si-DO-NY, [kas'se-don-e, Sm. Wb. Ash, Johnson ; kas-

sld'o-ne,Ja.]n.The plant stickadore: a mineral ofwhich
vases are often made. See CHALCEDONY.

CAS'SI-MERE,* n. A thin woollen cloth. Also written ker-

seymere. W. Ency.
CAS-ST-NETTE',* n. A mixed cloth made of cotton warp,
and 'the woof of fine wool, or wool and silk

;
used for

waistcoats. W. Ency.
CAS-SI'NO, (kas-s5'n5) n. A game at cards.

CXs-si-p-PE'iA,*(kas-e-9-p3'ya) n.[Gr.] (Astron.)A constel-

lation near the north pole. Crabb.

CXs'si-p-WA-RY, n. A large, stilt-legged bird, inferior in

size and strength to the ostrich only.
CAS' sis,* n. [L.] A black currant used in medicine. Ure.

(ZooL) A genus of gastropodous mollusks. Brande.

CAS-sr-TK'Rf-A,* n. pi. [cassiteron, L.] Substances of tin ;

crystals having an admixture of tin. Smart.

CXs'spcK, 7!. [casaque, Fr.] [|A loose dress or cloak of a
soldier. Shak.] A vestment worn by clergymen under
their gowns.

CXs'spcKED,* (kas'sokt) a. Dressed in a cassock. Cowper.
CXs'spx-ADE,* n. Cask-sugar, not refined. Crabb.

CXss'WEED, n. A weed called shepherd*s-pouch.

CAST, v. a. [i. CAST; pp. CASTING, CAST.] [kaster, Danish.]
To throw; to fling; to send

;
to scatter ;

to defeat
;

to

condemn ;
to compute ; to contrive ;

to form
;
to model ;

to found; to throw off; to throw down; to shed; to

moult
;

to change ;
to bring forth abortively. To cast

aside, to dismiss as useless. To cast away, to shipwreck ;

to ruin. To cast back, to put behind. To cast by, to re-

ject. To cast down, to deject. To cast forth, to emit
;

to eject. To cast off, to discard ;
to reject ;

to disburden
one's self of; to leave. To cast out, to reject ;

to vent ;

to speak. To cast up, to compute ;
to vomit. To cast

upon, to refer to. Jp The original sense of the word is

to throw, or fling : of this sense all the other senses are

either figurative derivations, or modifications by adverbi-

al particles, such as about, aside, away, down, forth, off, out,

on, upon. Smart.

CAST, v. n. To contrive
;
to grow into or assume a form

;
to

warp. To cast about, to contrive. To cast up, to vomit.

CAST, n. Act of casting ;
the thing thrown

;
a throw ;

dis-

tance thrown
;
manner of throwing ;

a stroke
;
a touch:

any thing cast or formed from a mould
;
a casting ; a

mould
;
a form ;

a small brazen funnel used by plumb-
ers: ashade; manner; air; mien. See CASTE.

CAS-TA'LI-AN,* a. Relating to Castalia, the spring or foun-

tain of the Muses on Mount Parnassus. Pope.
CAS-TA'NE-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of trees, including the

chestnut-tree. Brande.

CXs'TA-NET, n. [castaneta, Sp. ; castagnette, Fr.] A sort of

instrument or snapper which dancers of sarabands rattle,

in order to keep time while dancing.
CAS-TA-NP-SPER'MUM,* n. (Bot.) A genus of large legu-
minous plants found in New Holland. P. Cyc.

CAsT'A-WAY, 77,. A person lost or abandoned. Hooker.

CAsT'A-WAY, a. Rejected ;
useless. Raleigh.

CASTE,* 7i. A distinct, hereditary ordtr or class of people
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among the Hindoos, the members of which are of the
same rank, profession, or occupation; an order or class.

Sir Wm. Jones.

|CAsT'ED,p. Improperly used for cast. Shak.

CAs'TEL-LXN, [kas'tel-lan, W. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; kas-tel'lan,
S.l TI. [castellan, Sp.] The governor of a castle.

CXsr
TEL-LA-NY, n. The lordship of a castle. Kelham.

CXs'TEL-LAT-ED, a. Turretted or formed like a castle.

fCXs-TEL-LA'TiQiT, n. The act of fortifying a house.

CAS'TEL-LET,* n. A small fortress or castle. Whitaker.

CAsT'ER, 71. One who casts
;
a calculator

;
a small box or

cruet out of which something is shaken, as a pepper-
caster

;
a small wheel or swivel on which furniture is

cast or rolled on the floor.

CAsT'ER,* n. pi. A frame holding or containing small bot-
tles. Maunder.

fCXs-Ti-FJ-CA'TiON, n. Chastity. Bp. Taylor.
CXs'Tl-GATE, v. a. [castigo, L.] [i.

CASTIGATED
; pp. CAS-

TIGATING, CASTIGATED.] To chastise; to correct. Shak.

CXs-Ti-GA'TipN, TI. Punishment
;
chastisement.

CAs'Tl-GA-TOR, n. One who castigates.

CXs'TI-GA-T9-RY, a. Punitive
;
corrective. Bramhall.

CAS'TI-GA-TO-RY,* TI. (Law} A ducking-stool ;
an instru-

ment of correction for a scold. Blackstone.

GAS-TILE '-SOAP,* n, A sort of refined soap. Johnson.

CXs-TIL-LANE',* or CXs-TEL-LA/NO,* n. [castellano, Sp.]
A Spanish gold coin. Crabb.

CAsT'iNG, 7i. The act iThe act of throwing, discarding, founding,
or warping ;

the running of liquid metal into a mould
;

a vessel or something formed of cast metal.

CAST'ING-NET, n. A net to be thrown into the water.

CAsT'lNG-VoicE,* n. The same as casting-vote. Tomlins.

CAsT'JNG-VoTE,* n. The vote given by the presiding offi-

cer of any body of men, which casts or turns the balance
when the votes are equally divided. Tomlins.

CAST'ING-WEIGHT,* (kftst'jng-wat) n. A weight that

turns the balance in the scale. Pope.

CAsT'-lR-ON,* (k&st'I-urn) n.' Iron when first extracted

from its ores, which is hard and brittle
; pig-iron. Ure.

||CAs'TLE, (kaVsl) n. [castelltim, L.] A fortress, or fortified

house. Castle in the air. a groundless or visionary pro-

ject.

jJCAs'TLE-BufLD'ER, (kaVsl-bild'er) n. A builder of cas-

tles
;
a fanciful projector. Student.

UCAs'TLE-BuiLD'iNG, n. The act of building castles, or

forming visionary projects. Student.

jijCAs'TLE-CROWNED, (-kround) a. Crowned or topped
with a castle. Mirror for Magistrates.

jjCAs'TLED, (k&s'sld) a. Furnished with castles. Dryden.

jjCAs'TLE-GUARD, (-g'ard) H. A feudal tenure. Ld. Lyttelton.

j CAs'TLE-Ry, (kas'sl-re) n. Government of a castle. Blou.nl.

jjCAs'TLE-SoAP, n. Castile soap. Addison.

CXsT'LET, n. A small castle. Leland.

{|CAs'TLE-\VARD, M. A tax or imposition for maintenance
of such as watch and ward a castle. Cowcll.

CXsT'LlNG, TI. An abortion. Browne.

CAST'LJNG,* a. Abortive. Htidibra*.

CAsx'-oFF,* p. a. Laid aside
; rejected. Ed. Rev.

CAs'TER, or CJIES'TER, n. [Sax.] A city, town, or castle.

Gibson. [small wheel. See CASTEB.

CAs'TQR, n. [L.J A beaver
;
a beaver hat. Dryden. A

CAS'TQR and POL'LT?X, (Astron.) Two stars called Gem-
ini, (Meteorology) A fiery meteor, which appears some-
times sticking to some part of a ship, in the form of balls.

CAS-TO'RE-UM, n. [L.] (Med.) A liquor, or medicine made
of a liquor, contained in little bags near the beaver's groin.

CXs'TQ-RiNE * n. (Chem.) A principle found in castoreum.

Ure.

CAs'TQR-OlL, n. (Med.) An oil extracted from the seed of

the plant palma Christi in America, used as a cathartic.

CAS'TKA,* n. pi. [L.] Camps; soldiers' quarters. Smart.

CAS-TRA-ME-TA'TIQN, -n. [castra and metor, L.] The act

of measuring out or forming a camp.
CIs'TRATE, v. a. [castro, L.] [i. CASTRATED ; pp. CASTRAT-

ING, CASTRATED.] To emasculate ;
to geld ;

to mutilate,
or render imperfect.

CAS-TRA'TIQN, n. The act of castrating.

CAS-TRA'TO,* n. [It.] A singer who is a eunuch
;
a eu-

nuch. Pope.

CXs'TREL, n. A kind of hawk. Beaum. & Fl.

CAS-TREN'SIAL,* (kas-tren'shal) a. Same as castrensian.

Browne.

CAS-TREN'SIAN, a. Belonging to a camp. Bailey. [R.]

CAST-SERV'lNG-MAN,* 7i. A discarded servant. Congreve.

CX$'V-AL, (kazh'yu-al) a, [casuel, Fr.] Happening by
chance ;

accidental ; fortuitous ;
not constant or regular.

CA'V-AL-LY, (kazh'yu-al-le) ad. Accidentally ; incon-

CAs'u-AL-NESS, (kazh'yu-al-nes) n. Accidentalness.

CA'V-AL-TY, (kazh'yu-al-tfi) n. Accident; chance; occur-

rence'; contingency; evei.i.; incident.

CXs'v-fsT, (kazh'yu-ist) n. [casuiste, Fr.] One who is

versed in casuistry, or studies and resolves cases of

conscience.

fCX'v-fsT, (kazh'yu-tet) v. n. To play the casuist. Milton
CX-v-Is'Tic,* (kazh-yu-is'tjk) a. Casuistical. Ash.

CA-v-is'Ti-CAL, (kazh-yu-Is'te-kal) a. Relating to casuis

try, or cases of conscience. South.

CA-V-IS'TI-CAL-LY,* (kazh-yu-is'te-kal-le) ad. By casuis

try. Garrick.

CX'v-is-TRY, (kazh'yu-is-tre) n. That part of ethics which
determines cases of conscience.

CXT, M. A domestic animal, (of the order felis,) that
catches mice : a sort of ship or vessel : a double tripod
having six feet.

fCAT-A-BAp'TisT, n. [KUTU and /?a?rriw.] An opponent of
baptism. Featley.

CXT-A-BA'ION,* n. A chamber for relics. Britton.

CAT-A-CAUS'T{C,* a. Noting a kind of curve. Francis.

CAT-A-CAUS'TICS,* n. pi. (Optics) The caustic curves
formed by the reflection of the rays of light. Brande.

CXT-A-HRE'S}S, n. [ *ardx/W"f. ] (Rhet.) A figure by
which a word is used in a sense different from, yet anal-

ogous to, its own
;
a metaphor.

CAT-A-.6HRES'Tj-CAL, a. Forced in expression. Browne
CXT-A-jeHREs'Tj-CAL-LY, ad. In a forced manner.
CAT-A-JEHRIS'TON,* n. A medical ointment. Crabb.

CXT'A-CLYM, (kat'a-klizm) n. [*araAv^<5?.] A deluge ;

an inundation. Hale. (Med.) A shower-bath
;
a clyster.

CAT'A-COMB, (kat'a-kom) n. [xara and **(?(.] pi. CAT'-
A-COMBS. A subterraneous place for burying the dead.

CXT-A-c60s /

Tic,*a.(<?eowi.) Noting a sort of curve. Fran-
cis.

CXT-A-coOs'Tlcs, n.pl. [/card and d/cww.] The science
of reflected sounds, or echoes. Chambers.

CXT-A-DI-OP'TRIC, ) a. [KHTO. and Jtdnro/xai.] Reflect-

CXT-A-DI-OP'TRf-CAL, \ ing light.

CAT'A-DROME,* n. An instrument, used in building, for

raising and letting down great we'ghts : a race-course.
Francis.

tCXT'A-DUPE, n. [xara and fovircw
\
A waterfall. Brewer.

fCXT-AG-MXT'jc, a. [Kdratna.] Consolidating the parts.
Wiseman.

CAT'A-GRXPH, (kal'a-graf ) n. [KardypaQov.] The first out-

line, or draft of a picture ; profile.

CXx'A-LXN,* n. A native or inhabitant of Catalonia. Ash.

CAT-A-LEC'TJC, a. [KHTOL and A>O>.] (Rhct.) Stopping or

halting short
j wanting one syllable, as a Greek or Latin

verse.

CXT-A-LEC'TIC,* n. (Rhet.) A verse wanting one syllable
of its proper length. Brande.

CXT'A-LEp-sy, TI. [KoraAr/i//ij.] (Med.) A disease in which
there is a sudden suspension of the action of the senses,
and of volition. Written- also catalepsis.

tCXT'A-LQ-olZE, v. a. To put into a catalogue. Coles.

CXT'A-LOGUE, (kat'a-log) n. [KaraXoyos-] A list of names,
books, works, &c. Catalogue raisonne, a catalogue of
books classed under the heads of their several sub-

jects.

CAT'A-LOGUE, (kat'a-log) v. a. [i. CATALOGUED ; pp. CATA-

UED.] T
make a list of. Burke.
LOGUING, CATALOGl To form into a catalogue; to

CXT-A-LO'NJ-AN,* a. Relating to Catalonia. Earnshaw.

CA-TAL'PA,* n. (Bot.) A large flowering tree of America,
of rapid growth, which has large leaves, and bears large
clusters of flowers. P. Cyc.

CA-TXL'Y-sIs, n. [/cardAudtf.] Dissolution. Bp. Taylor.
CAT-A-MA-RAN', n. (JVawt.) A sort of floating raft.

CAT-A-ME'NI-A, n. [Gr.] (Med.) The menses; the month-
ly courses.

CXT-A-ME'NJ-AL,* a. Relating to catamenia; menstrual.
Good.

CXT'A-MITE,* n. A boy kept for unnatural purposes. Ash.
CXT'A-MoONT* n. Same as mountain cat. or catamountain.

BooUi.

CXT-A-MoON'TAIN, n. [gatomontes, Sp.] The wild cat.

CXT-AN-XD'Rp-Moys,* a. Moving once a year from salt

water into fresh, as certain kinds of fish. Smart.

CAT'A-PXSM, n. (Med.) A mixture of powders to be

sprinkled on the body.
CXT-A-PEL'TIC,* a. Relating to a catapult. Smart.

CXT-A-PET'A-LOUS,* a. (Bot.) Noting a flower whose petals
are held together by stamens which grow to their bases.
Brande.

CXT-A-PHON'ic,* a. Relating to cataphonics. Ash.

CXT-A-PHON'ICS, (kat-a-fon'jks) n.pl. [xard and 0&w>j.J
The doctrine of reflected sounds

;
catacoustics.

CXT'A-PHRXcT, n. [/taru</>joaAcroj.] A horseman in com-
plete armor. Milton.

CAT'A-PHRXCT-ED,* a. Covered with armor, or with a
hard skin, plates, or scales. Brande.

CXT-A-pHRXc'Tic,* a. Relating to or like a cataphract.
Ash.

CAT'A-PLA^M, (kat'a-plazm) n. [ard7rAa<r//a.] A plaster or

poultice. Shak.

fCXT'A-PU^E, n. [Fr.] The herb spurge. Chaucer.

CXT'A'-PULT, n. [catapulta, L.] A military engine used by
the ancients for throwing stones, &c.
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CXT'A-uXcT, n. [jcarnpa*rJ7j.] A fall or rushing down of

water, as of a river down a precipice ;
a great waterfall

or cascade. (Med.) A loss of sight; a disease of the

eye consisting in the opacity of the crystalline lens or its

capsule.
CA-TARRH', (ka-tar') n. [Karappiu.] (Med.) A discharge
of fluid from the nose or mucous membrane, the effect

of what is commonly called a cold
;
a cold.

CA-TARRH'AL,, (ka-t.ir'ral) a. Relating to a catarrh or

cold.

CXT'AR-RHINE,* n. (Zool.) A tribe of quadrumans or

apes. Brande.

CA-TARRH'OVS, (ka-tar'rus) a. Catarrhal. Arbuthnot.

CA-TXs'TER-i^M, n. A cataloguing of the stars. Smart.

CA-TXs'TRO-PHE, n. [x araorpo^i?.] The falling out of
events by which a dramatic or other piece is concluded ;

a final event
;
a calamity.

CAT'cALL, n. A squeaking instrument, formerly used
in playhouses to condemn plays ; a harsh sort of pipe.

ClTCH, v. a.
[i.

CAUGHT or CATCHED
; pp. CATCHING,

CAUGHT or CATCHED. Catclied is little used.] To seize;
to lay hold on ; to seize by pursuit ; to stop falling; to

grasp ;
to grips ;

to snatch
; to capture ;

to insnare
;
to

entangle ;
to receive infection. To catcli at, to endeavor

to lay hold on. 3= This word is often vulgarly pro-
nounced ketch.

CATCH, v. n. To be contagious ;
to lay hold suddenly.

CATCH, 7i. Seizure ;
an advantage taken ; a snatch

;
a

capture ; a hold
; any thing that catches

;
a song, the

parts of which are caught up by different singers.

(JV*aul.)A small,swift sailing ship,comrnonly written ketch.

CXTCH'A-BLE, a. Liable to be caught. Lord Halifax.

CATCH'-DRAIN,* n. An open drain across a declivity to

intercept surface water. Brande.

CATCH'ER, n. The person or thing that catches.

CXTcn'FLiY, n. A plant, a species of campion.

CATCH'ING,* p. a. Laying hold of; contagious; infec-

tious.

CATCH'L,XND,* n. (Law) Land of which it is not known
to what parish it belongs. Crabb.

CATCH'PN-NY, ?i. A worthless pamphlet or publication;
any thing of little value to be sold in order to get money.

CXTCH'PEN-NY,* a. Made to get money; worthless. Qw.
Reo.

fCATCH'pSLL,, 7i. A sergeant ;
a bumbailiff. Wicliffe.

CATCH' VP, [kach'up, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. ; kech'up, Ja.] n.

A sauce made from mushrooms ; written also catsup.

ClTCH'wZED,* n. A weed, called also cleavers, goose-

grass, and liariff. Farm. Ency.
C'iTCH'woRD, (kach'wiird) n. A word under the last line

of a pags, which is repeated at the top of the next

page.
CATCH'WORK,* (kach'wurk) n. A work or artificial

watercourse for throwing water on such lands as lie on
the declivity of hills; a catch-drain. Farm. Ency.

fCATE, n. Food. Tatler. See CATES.

CXT-E-HET'lc, (kat-e-ket'jk) a. Catechetical. Fell.

CXT-E-HET'I-CAL,, a. Consisting of questions and an-
swers.

CXT-E-eiiET'i-CAL-LY, ad. In the way of question and
answer.

CAT-E-JSHET'ICS,* n. pi. The art or practice of teaching
by question and answer. EC. Rev.

CXx'E-HiM, 7i. A form of instruction by questions and
answers

;
an elementary book.

CXT-E-jeHi^'MAL,* a. Catechetical. Gent. Mag-,
CXT'E-HisT, n. One who teaches by catechizing.
CXT-E-jeiiis'Ti-CAL,, a. Instructing by question and an-
swer.

CXT-E-Hls'Ti-CAL,-LY, ad. In a catechistical manner.
South.

CXT-E-JBIII-ZA'TION,* n. Act of catechizing. Turnbull. [R.I

CXT'E-jBHl/.E, (kat'e-klz) v. a. [<car//xw and mtrinl^u.]
[i.

CATECHIZED ; pp. CATECHIZING, CATECHIZED.] To Ul-

struct by asking questions and receiving answers ; to

question ;
to interrogate.

CXT'E-Hiz-ER, n. One who catechizes. Herbert.

CXT'E-jEHlz-JNG, 7i. Interrogation. B. Jonson.

CXT'E-j0HO,* (kat'e-ku) n. A concreted, astringent, vege-
table substance, an extract of the acacia catechu, used in

medicine ;
called also Japan earth. Brande.

CXT-E-JEHU'MEN, n. One who is yet in the rudiments of

Christianity ;
a pupil little advanced.
'- a. Relating to catechumens.

Smart.

fCAT-E-jBHO'MEN-IST, n. A catechumen. Bp. Morton.

CXT-E-GO-RE-MXT'IC,* n. (Logic) The state of a word
capable of being employed by itself as a term or predi-
cate of a proposition. Brande.

CAT-E-GOR'J-CAL, a. Absolute ; positive, as opposed to

hypothetical: Affirmative; adequate; direct.

CXT-E-Gorf'l-CAL-L.Y, ad. Directly ; positively. Child.

CXT-E-GOR'I-CAL-NESS,* n. Quality of being categorical.
Marvell.

CXT'E-GQ-RIZE,* v. a. To place in a category or list ; to

class. Month. Rev. [R.]
CXT'E-GO-RY, n. [xarriyopia.] An order of ideas ; a pre-
dicament

;
a class or order signified by a term of such

general import as to contain under it a great number of

genera and species. The categories laid down by Aris-

totle are, substance, quantity, quality, relation, place,

time, situation, possession, action, and suffering.

CXT-E-NA'RI-AN, a. Relating to or like a chain. Harris.

CXT'E-NA-RY,* n. A curve line formed by a rope or chain

suspended by both ends. Crabb.

CXT'E-NATE, v. a. [catena, L.] To connect by links; to

chain. Bailey. [R.J

CXT-E-NA'TION, n. Regular connection. Browne.

C-TEN'V-LATE,* a . Formed like a chain. Brande.

CA'TER, TJ. n. [i. CATERED; pp. CATERING, CATERED.] To
provide food. Shak.

) CA'TER, n. A provider ;
a caterer. Harmar.

CA'TER, n. [quatre, Fr.] The four of cards and dice.

CA'TER-CoOijf'lN, (ka'tur-kuz'zn) n. See Q,UATER-COUIN.
CA'TER-ER, n. One who buys or provides provisions; a

provider.
CA'TER-ESS, n. A woman who provides food.

CXT'ER-Pi'L-LAR, 7i. An insect which devours leaves
;
the

larva of an insect
;
a grub ;

a plant resembling the in-

sect.

CXT'ER-WAUL, v. n. [i. CATERWAULED ; pp. CATERWAULI wo,
CATERWAULED.] To make a noise as cats in rutting
time.

CXT'ER-WAUL-JNG,* n. The noise of a cat
;
a wooing ;

rambling or intriguing in the night. Shak.

fCA'TE-RY, n. A depository of victuals purchased. Kelham.

CATES, n. pi. Viands
; provisions ;

dainties. B. Jonson.

CXT'-EYED, (kat'Id) a. Having eyes like a cat ; seeing in

the dark. Dryden.
CXT'FISH, n. A fish in American waters. Phillips.

CXT'GOLD,* . A variety of mica, of a yellowish color.

Booth.

CAT'GtiT, 7i. A string for musical instruments, &c., made
of the intestines of animals, commonly of sheep: a

species of linen or canvas with wide interstices.

CATH'A-RIST, n. [/ca0ap<5y.] One who professes great

purity.

CAT'HAR-pfNGS, [kat'har-pingz, K. Sm. ; kath'ar-pingz,

Ja.] 71. (JVaut.) Small ropes used to force the shrouds

tight. Harris.

CA-THAR'TIC, 71. (Med.) A purgative medicine
;
a purge.

CA-THAR'TIC, ) a. [<ca0apri*-<S?.] Purgative; cleansing
CA-THAR'TI-CAL, \ by evacuation. Boyle.
CA-THAR'TI-CAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of a cathartic.

'Dr. Allen'.

CA-THAR'TI-CAL-NESS, n. Purging quality.

CA-THAR'TINE,* n. The active or purgative principle of
senna. Brande.

CXT'HEAD, (kat'hed) re. A kind of fossil : a large kind
of apple. (JVaat.) A piece of timber projecting over a

ship's bow.
CATH'E-DRA,* or CA-THE'DRA,* n. [L. ; KaOlSpa, Gr.]
A professor's chair ; a place of authority. Qu. Rev.

CA-THE'DRAL, n. The principal or head church of a

diocese, in which is the seat or throne of a bishop.

CA-THE'DRAL, a. [icadedou.] Relating to a cathedral or to

a bishop's seat or see.

CXTH'E-DRAT-ED, a. Relating to the chair, or office, of a
teacher. Whitlock. [R.]

CXTH-E-LEC'TRODE,* or CXTH'dDE,* n. The negative
pole of a galvanic battery. Francis.

CATH-E-RET'IC,* n. (Med.) A caustic substance used to

eat down warts, &c. Dunglison.
CATH'ER-INE-PEAR', n. An inferior kind of pear.

Walker.
'

CXTH'E-TER, n. [xa9cTfip.] (Med.) A hollow tube to be
introduced into the urinary bladder, to draw off the
urine.

CATH'E-Tffs,* n. [L.] A perpendicular line ; a right line.

Francis.

CXT'HOLE, n. pi. (JVaut.) Two holes directly over the

capstan of a ship, which are employed in heaving the

ship astern.

CATn'o-Lfc, a. [K0A<K<f?.] Universal, or general ;
em*

bracing all
; liberal. The Catholic church, literally, th

whole Christian church
; specially, the Roman church-

CATH'O-LIC, n. A member of the Catholic church ; a
Papist ; a Roman Catholic.

fCA-THOL'i-cAL, a. General
;
catholic. Gregory.

CA-THOL'I-C/SM, [ka-thol'e-sizm, S. W. P. J. F. Ja* K.
Sm, ; kath'o-le-sizm, Wb.\ n. Adherence to the Catholic

church ; the Roman Catholic religion ; liberality ; large-
ness of mind.

CATH-Q-Lic'l-TY,* n. The doctrine of, or adherence to, the

Catholic church ;
Catholicism

; liberality. Lingard. [Mod-
ern.]

CA-THOL'l-cIZE, v. n. To become a Catholic. Cotgravt.
CATH'p-Llc-LY, ad. Generally. Sir L. Cary.
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CXTH'Q-Ltc-NESS, n. Universality. Brevint.

CA-THOL'I-CON, n. A universal medicine ;
a panacea.

CA-TH&L''I-C$S,* n. The head or patriarch of the Arme-
nian church. E. Smith.

CXT-I-LI-NA'RI-AN,* a. Relating to or resembling Catiline.
Jlsh.

CAT'l-LlN-tM, n. Treachery like that ofCatiline. Cotgrave.
CXT'KlN, ?i. [kattekens, D.] (Bot.) A kind of inflorescence,

as of the willow, poplar, birch, &c., resembling a spike ;

ament.

CAT'LIKE, a. Like a cat. Shak.

CXT'LING, n. A surgeon's dismembering knife
;
a down

or moss on certain trees. [A lute-string. Shale.]

CXT'LIN-ITE,* n. (Min.) The pipe-stone of the American
Indians, commonly a variety of augilite or steatite.
Dana.

CXT'MlNT, n. A strong-scented, perennial plant, called also

nep and catnip.

CXT'NIP,* n. A strong-scented plant. Bigclow. See CAT-
MINT.

CA-TO-CA-THAR'TIC,* n. (Med.) A medicine which pro-
duces alvine evacuations. Dangllson.

CAT'Q-DON,* n. The spermaceti whale. Crabb.

CA-TO'NI-AN, a. Resembling Cato
; grave ;

severe.

CAT-Q'-NiNE-TAiL, n. A whip or scourge having nine
lashes or cords. Vanbrugh.

CA-TdP'sis,* n. (Med.) A morbid quickness of vision.
Smart.

CA-TOP'TER, ) n. [KCLTOTTTPOV.] A kind of optic glass ;
an

CA-T6p'TRQN, \ optical instrument.

CA-TOP'TRIC,* a. Relating to catoptrics ; catoptrical.
Francis.

CA-TOP'TRI-CAL, a. Relating to catoptrics. Arbuthnot.

CA-TOP'TRICS, n. pi. The science of reflected vision, or
that part of optics which treats of reflected light.

CA-TOP'TRQ-MXN-CY,* n. A sort of divination among the
ancient Greeks, performed by looking into a mirror.
Gent. Mag.

CXT'piPE, n. A squeaking pipe ;
a catcall.

CXT'ROPE,*TI. (JYaut.) A rope that hauls up the anchor
from the water's edge to the bow. dsh.

CXx's'-EAR,* n. A plant ; the hawkweed. Booth.

CXT's'-EYE, (kats'I) n. (Min.) A beautiful silicious mineral
from Ceylon, which reflects an effulgent, pearly light.

CXT's'-FoOT, (kats'fut) n. An herb
; ground-ivy.

CXT'S'-HAD, (kats'hed) n. See CATHEAD.
CXT'sfL-VER, n. A kind of fossil. Woodward.
CXT's'-Mi'LK,* re. A plant ; wartwort. Farm. Ency.
^CAif sd,*n. [It. cazzo.] pi. CAT>soif. A rogue ;

a cheat;
a base fellow. B. Jonson.

CXT's-PAw, n. A dupe used by another to serve his own
purposes: a tool or instrument. Orose. (Naut.) A
turn made in the bight of a rope in order to hook a
tackle on it

;
a light air of wind. Crabb.

CXT's'-TAlL, n. A long, round substance that grows upon
nut-trees, &c.

;
a kind of reed

; catkin : a valuable

species of grass, called also timothy and herd's grass.
CXT'suP, n. A sauce made of mushrooms. See CATCHUP.
CXT'TLE, (kat'tl) . pi. Beasts of pasture; especially

oxen, bulls, and cows
;
also including horses, sheep, and

goats.

CXT'TLE-SHOW,* n. An exhibition of cattle or domestic

animals, with a distribution of premiums, for the purpose
of promoting agricultural improvement. Buel.

CAU-CA'SIAN,* a. Relating to Mount Caucasus. Qu. Rev.

CAu'cys,*'n. A meeting of citizens or electors, held for

the purpose of nominating candidates for public offices,
or for making arrangements to secure their election. A
word used in the U. S., and of American origin. Pickering.

CAU'DAL, a. [cauda, L.] Relating to an animal's tail.

CAU'SAT^T), j

a' Havin8 a tail
J formed like a tail.

fCAu'DE-BEC, n. A light kind of hat. Phittips.
CAu>DEX*n. [L.] pi. cAtfDf-cSy, (Bot.) The trunk or
stem of a tree. Crabb.

CAy'DLE, fkaw'dl) n. [chaudeau, Fr.] A warm drink con-
sisting of wine and other ingredients, given to sick

persons. Shak. See CODLE.

CAU'DLE, (kaw'dl) v. a. [i. CAUDLED
; pp. CAUDUNG, CAU-

DLED.] To make into or treat with caudle. Shak.

CAU'DLE-CtiP,* ?i. A vessel to contain caudle. Congreve.
CAuF, n. A chest with holes to keep fish alive in the
water.

CAu'FLE,* n. A band or drove of captured negroes.
Clarke.

CAUGHT, (kawt) i. & p. from Catch. See CATCH.
CAuK, n. (Mln.') A coarse kind of spar. Woodward.

CAuK'ER,* or CAW'KIN,* n. A prominence or turning up
of the heel of a horse-shoe, to prevent slipping ; written
also calker, calkin, and cork. Farm. Ency. See CALKER.

CAUK'iNG,* n. The art of <?< vetailing across. Crabb.

CAU'KY, a. Partaking of or like cauk. Woodward.

CAUL, . A net for the hair
;
a membrane covering the in-

testines
;
the omentum

;
amnion

CAu-LES'CENT,* a. Having a perfect stem. London.
CAu'LET. 71. [caulus, L.l A kind of cabbage ; colevvort.

CAU-Llc'u-LUS,* 7i. [L.] A little stalk or stein. Crabb.

CAu-iJF'ER-oijs, a. (But.) Having a stalk.

CAU'L!-FL<5w-ER, (kol'le-flou-ur) n. A fine species of

cabbage differing little from broccoli.

CAu'LJ-FORM,* a. Having the form of a stalk. Smart.

CAU'LINE,* a. (Bot.) Of or belonging to the stem. P. Cyc.
CAU' List

* n. [L.] (Bot.') A stock or herbaceous stem.
Crabb.

CAULK, (kawk) v. a. To roughen or sharpen a horse's shoe
so that he may not slip. Palmer. [Provincial, Eng.]
See CALK, and CORK.

CAu-LQ-CAR'POVS,* a. (Bot.) Producing flowers and
fruits on their branches, as trees. Brande.

tCAu'PQ-NATE, v. 7t. [cauponor, L.] To keep a victualling
house

;
to cauponize. Bailey.

fCAu'PQ-NiZE, v. n. To sell wine or victuals. Warburton.

CAu'A-BL,E, a. That may be caused. Browne.

CAu'AL, a. Relating to or implying a cause.
CAu-XL'i-T Y, 71. The agency of a cause. Browne. (Phren.)
The faculty of tracing the relation of cause and effect.

Combe.

CAu'AL-LY, ad. According to the order of causes. Browne,
CAu'SAL-TY,* n. (Mm.) The lighter parts of the ore car-

ried off by washing. Smart.

CAu-A'TlON, (kaw-za'shun) n. The act of causing.
CAu'A-TiVE, a. That expresses a cause or reason; that

effects as an agent. /

CAu'A-TlVE-L,y, ad. In a causative manner. Student.

CAu-A'TQR, (kaw-za'tur) n. A causer. Browne.

CAuE, (kawz) 7i. [causa, L.] That which produces an
effect ;

that which produces any thing ; the reason or
motive that urges ;

sake
; party ; pursuit : a suit, action,

or legal process. The first cause is that which gave
being to all things, i. e. God. The second cause is one
which acts in subordination to the first cause. The
efficient cause, that which produces the effect. The
final cause is the object sought, or the end for which a
thing is.

CAuE, v. a. [i. CAUSED; pp. CAUSING, CAUSED.] To effect

as an agent ; to produce.
fCAuE, v. n. To talk idly. Spenser.

CAuE'LESS, a. Having no cause
; wanting just ground.

CAuE'LESS-LY, ad. Without cause. Bp. Taylor.
CAUE'LESS-NESS, n. Unjust ground. Hammond.
CAu'ER, (kawz'er) n. One who causes

;
the agent.

CAu^E'wAY, (kawz'wa) n. A way or road formed of
stones and other consolidated substances, and raised

above the adjacent ground. Dryden. See CAUSE T.

CAu'^EY, (kaw'ze) n. [chausste, Fr.] Same as causeway.
Milton. 5c5= "Causey is spoken causeway, from a mis-
taken notion of its etymology." Nares. "

Dryden and
Pope write it causeway; and these authorities seem to

have fixed the pronunciation." Walker.

CAUSEYED,* (kaw'zjd) a. Furnished with a causey.

Dwight.
CAu-iD'l-CAL, a. [causidicus, L.] Relating to an advocate

or pleader.

CAus'Tic, n. A substance which burns, corrodes, or- dis-

organizes animal bodies.

CAus'Tic, a. [/cavan/co'j.] Corroding; burning; searing;
pungent.

CAus'Tl-CAL, a. Same as caustic. Wiseman.

CAus'TJ-CAL-Ly,* ad. In a caustic manner. Sir W. Scott.

CAus-Tl9'f-TY, n. duality of being caustic
; causticness.

CAus'Tlc-Nfiss, n. The quality of being caustic. Scott.

fCAu'TEL, n. [cautelle, old Fr.] Cunning; subtlety; cau-
tion. Shak.

fCAu'TE-LOUS, a. Cautious
; wily ; cunning. Spenser.

fCAu'TE-LOUs-LY, ad. Cunningly ; cautiously. Browne.

fCAu'TE-LOUS-NESS, 7i. Cautiousness. Hales.

CAu'TER, n. [Ktivrfiptov.] A searing hot iron. Minsheu.

CAu'TER-XNT,* . A cauterizing substance. London.

CAu'TER-lM, 7i. The application of cautery. Ferrand.

CAu-TER-j-zA'TlQN, 71. The act of cauterizing.

CAu'TER-lZE, v. a. [i. CAUTERIZED; pp. CAUTERIZING,
CAUTERIZED.] To burn with cautery ;

to sear.

CAu'TER-iz-iNG, n. The act of burning with cautery.

CAu'TER-Iz-JNG,* p. a. Burning with cautery.

CAU'TER-, n. A burning or searing with a hot iron or

With a corroding substance
;

also the instrument or

drug made use of.

CAu'TiQN, (kaw'shun) TJ. [cautio, L.] Provident care
;

advice ; prudence ; foresight ; precept ; warning. ( Civil

Law) Bail.

CAu'TiQN, v. a. [i. CAUTIONED; pp. CAUTIONING, CAU-

TIONED.] To give notice of danger; to warn. Prior.

CAu'TlQN-A-RY, a. Given as a pledge ; warning.
CAU'TION-ER,* n. One who cautions. (Scotland) One
who bails another. Crabb.

CAu'Tiovs, (kaw'shus) a. Wary ;
watchful

; careful.

CAu'Tlovs-LY, ad. Warily ; watchfully.

CAu'Tiovs-Niiss, 7i. Watchfulness ; vigilance.testines
;
the omentum

;
amnion. CAu'Tioys-NfiSS, n. Watchfulness ; vigilance.
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CXv-AL-CADE 11

,
n. [Fr.] A procession on horseback.

CXV-AL-CADE',* v. n. To skirmish as horsemen for diver-

sion. Crabb.

|CXv-A-LE'R5,* n. A cay fellow
;
a cavalier. Shak.

CXV-A-LIER', (kav-a-15r') n. [Fr.] A horseman ;
a knight ;

a gay, military man ;
a partisan of Charles I., as opposed

to Roundhead. (Fort.) A raised work or mound for

placing cannon
;
a sort of interior bastion.

CAV-A-LIER', a. Gay; warlike; brave; disdainful;

haughty.
CAV-A-LIER'I^M,* n. The principles, practice, or quality
of the cavaliers. Sir W. Scutt.

CXV-A-LIER'LY, ad. Haughtily; disdainfully.

CXV-A-LIER'NESS, n. Haughty or disdainful conduct.

CXv'JiL-RY, n.' [cavalcrie, Fr.] (Mil.) A body of troops or

soldiers furnished with horses for war.

J-CA'VATE, v. a. [cavo, L.] To excavate. Bailey.

CAV-A-TI'NA,* n. [It.] (Mus.) A species of short air.

Brande.

fCA-VA'TlON,* M. An excavation
;
cavazion. Bailey.

CA-VA'ZION, (ka-Vd'zhun)w, Excavation. Bailey. [R.] The
hollowing of the earth for cellarage.

CAVE, 7i. [caoe, Fr.] A cavern
;
a den

;
a cell

;
a grotto.

CAVE, v. n.
[i.

CAVED
; pp. CAVING, CAVED.] To dwell in

a cave. Shak. To cave in, to fall into a hollow below, as

gravel. Forty.
CAVE, v. a. To make hollow. Spenser.

CA'VE-AT, n. [L.] (Law) A kind of process to stop the in-

stitution of a clerk to a benefice, or the probate of a will
;

a formal notice or caution.

CAVE'-KEEP-ER,* n. One who dwells in a cave. Shak.

CAv'ERN, 71. [cavcrna, L.] A hollow place in the ground ;

a cave.

CXv'ERNED, (kiv'ernd) a. Full of caverns; inhabiting a
cavern. Pope.

CAv'ER-NODs, a. Full of caverns
;
hollow. Woodward.

CA-VERN'U-LOIJS,* a. Full of little caverns. Smart.

CAv'ES-SQN, [kav'e-sun, S. W. Ja. Sm. ; ka-ves'un, K.}
n. [Fr.] A noseband, generally hollow, which is used in

breaking in horses.

CA-VET1

TO,* n. [It.] (Arch.) A hollowed moulding whose
profile is a quadrant of a circle. Brande.

CA-V!ARE',(ka-ver') [ka-ver', S. W. J. F. R.; kav-e~ar', P. ;

kav'e-ar, Ja. ; kav-yar', Sm. ; kav-yar' or kav-yer', K.~\
7i. [caviar, Fr.] An article of food prepared, in Russia,
from the salted roes of some large fish, generally the stur-

geon.
CAv'l-coRN,* n. (Zool.) A tribe of ruminants which have

their horns hollowed out like a sheath. Brande.

CAv'lL, v. n. [caviller, Fr.J [i. CAVILLED; pp. CAVILLING,
CAVILLED.] To raise captious objections; to wrangle; to

carp ;
to censure.

fCAv'lL, v. a. To treat with objections.

CAv'lL, n. A false, captious, or frivolous objection ; soph-
ism

; subtlety.

fCAv-lL-LA'TlQN, n. The practice of objecting. Cranmer.

CXv'iL-LER, n. One who cavils ; a wrangler.
CXv'iL-LlNG, 71. A captious disputation.

CAv'JL-LiNG,* p. a. Raising frivolous objections; finding
fault.

CXv'iL-LlNG-LY, ad. In a cavilling manner. Sherwood.

CAv'iL-LlNG-NESS, 7?. The disposition to cavil.

CAv'JL-LOQs, a. Full of objections. Ayliffe. [R.]

CAv'lL-LOtJs-LY, ad. In a cavillous manner. Milton. [R.]
CAv'iN, n. [Fr.] (Mil.) A natural hollow, fit to cover a

body of troops.

CXv'l-TY, n. [cavitas, L.] Hollowness
;
a hollow place ; an

aperture ;
an opening.

CA'VY,* 7i. A small quadruped ;
the guinea pig. Booth.

Clw, v. n. [i. CAWED
; pp. CAWING, CAWED.] To cry, as

the rook or crow. Shak.

CAw,* n. The cry of the rook or crow. Richardson.

CAW'ING,* n. The crying of the rook or crow. Booth.

CAWK,* n. A compact sulphate of barytes : cauk. Francis.

CAWK'ER,* or CALK'ER,* n. A point in a horse-shoe to

prevent slipping. Brockett. See CALKER and CORK.

CAx'ON, (kak'sn) n. A wig. [A cant word.]
CAx'ou, (kak'so) n. (Metallurgy) A chest of ores of any

metal, that has been burnt, ground, and washed, and is

ready to be refined.

CAY-ENNE', (ka-en') [ka-yen', K. Sm. ; ki-an', Earnshaw.]
n. A pungent red pepper, originally brought from Cay-
enne. Crabb.

CAY'MAN,* n. The American alligator or crocodile; a term

applied to the crocodile by the negroes of Congo.
C'A'zi-o* ;i. [Ar.] A Mahometan judge. Hamilton.

CA-ZIQUE', (ka-zek') n. A title of a chief of some-of the
tribes of American Indians. See CACIQUE.

CAz'zON,* n. Dried cowdung used for fuel. Farm. Ency.

{Local, Eng.] See CASING.

CEASE, (ses) v. n. [ce,wo, L.] [i. CEASED; pp. CEASING,
CEASED.] To leave off; to stop; to fail; to be at an
end.

CEASE, (ses) v. a. To put a stop to. Shak. [R.]

\CEASE, (ses) n. Extinction. Shak.

CEASE'LESS, a. Incessant
; perpetual ;

without stop.

CEASE'LESS-LY, ad. Perpetually ; incessantly. Donne.

EC-0H1N', (che-ken') n. [sequin, Fr.] A coin. See SB
QUIN and ZECHIN.

OEC'i-TY, or CE'CI-TY, [sSs'e-te, W. P. J. F.; se'se-te,
S. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.] n. [c<Bcitas,'L.'] Blindness. Browne. [R.]

CE-CU'TI-EN-CY, (se-ku'she-en-se) n. Partial blindness.

Browne. [R.]
E'DAR, n. A large evergreen tree of several species,
valued for timber.

CE'DAR,* a. Made of cedar; belonging to cedar. Ash.

DE'DARED,* (se'dard) a. Furnished with or having
cedars. Milton.

DE'DAII-LIKE, a. Resembling cedar. B. Jonson.

DE'DARN, a. Belonging to the cedar-tree. Milton.

CEDE, v. a. [i. CEDED; pp. CEDING, CEDED.] To yield; to

give up to
;
to resign.

CEDE, TJ. TJ. [coder, Fr.] To submit. Shenstone.

DE-DIL'LA,* n. [ccdille, Fr.] A mark placed under the
letter c [thus, c

] to give it the sound of s. Crabb.

CE'DRINE, [se'drin, P. K. Sm.; sS'drln, S. W. Ja.] a.

Belonging to the cedar-tree.

E'DRY, a. Of the color of cedar; cedrine. Evelyn.
^ED'ULE, n. [ccdule, Fr.] A schedule. Cotgrave. See
SCHEDULE.
"ED'V-OUS, a. [cceduus, L.] Fit to be felled. Evelyn.

CEIL, (sSl) v. a. [ccelo, L.] [i. CEILED
; pp. CEILING,

CEILED.] To cover the inner roof of a building or the

upper surface of an apartment.
CEIL'ING, (sSl'ing) n. (Arch.) The upper, horizontal, or
curved surface of a room or apartment, opposite to the
floor.

CEL'AN-DINE, n. A perennial plant ;
chelidonium.

CEL'A-TURE, [sel'a-tur, Ja. K. Rees; se'la-tur, S. P. Sm.
Wb.; sel'a-chur, W.] n. [calatura, L.] The art of engrav-
ing ;

the thing engraved. [R.]

CEL'E-BRXNT,* n. One who celebrates; celebrator. QM.
Rev. V

CEL'E-BRATE, v. a. [celebro, L.1 [i. CELEBRATED ; pp. CEL-

EBRATING, CELEBRATED.] To distinguish by solemn or ap-
propriate rites or ceremonies

;
to commemorate

;
to praise ;

to extol ;_to honor.

CEL'E-BRAT-ED,*JJ. a. Having celebrity; distinguished;
famous.

CEL'E-BRAT-ED-NESS,* n. The state of being celebrated.
Scott.

CEL-E-BRA'TIQN, n. Act of celebrating; commemoration.
CEL'E-BRA-TOR, n. One who celebrates. Boyle.

fCE-LE'BRi-otTS, [se-lS'bre-us, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. Wb. ;

se-leb're-us, P. Ja.] a. Famous. Grew.

fCE-LE'BRi-ous-LY, ad. In a famous manner.
|CE-LE'BRI-ODS-NESS, n. Renown.
CE-LEB'RI-TY, n. Fame

;
renown

; distinction
; eminence.

CE-LE'RI-AC, n. Turnip-rooted celery.

CE-LER'I-TY, n. [celeritas, L.] Rapidity ; speed ; swiftness.

CEL'E-RY, n. A plant much used for salad.

CE-LES'TIAL, (se-lest'yal)o, [ccelestis, L.] Heavenly ; ethe-

real; angelic; blessed.

CE-LES'TIAL, 7i. An inhabitant of heaven. Pope.
CE-LES'TIAL-IZE,* v. a. To make celestial. Qu. Rev. [R.]
CE-LES'TIAL-LY, (se-lest'yal-le) ad. In a heavenly manner.
CE-LES'TIAL-NESS,* n. The quality of being celestial.

Bourne.

fCE-Lfis'Ti-FY, v. a. To give some heavenly quality.

CEL'ES-TINE,* n. A monk of the order of St. Celestine and
St. Bernard.

CEL'ES-TINE,* n. (Min.) The sulphate of strontia. Brande
CE'LI-AC, a. [xoiMa.] Relating to the belly. See CCELIAC.

CEL'I-BA-CY, [sel'e-ba-se, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; se-

lib'a-se, Wb.
] [ccelebs. L.] n. The life of a person unmar-

ried
; single life.

CEL'I-BATE, n. Single life ; celibacy. Bp. Hall. One who
adheres to or practises celibacy. Taylor.

CEL'J-BATE,* a. Unmarried ; single. Locke.

CE-LIB'A-TIST,* n. One who lives or adheres to a single
life

; a_ celibate. Fo. Q?t. Rev. [R.]
CEL'I-BITE,* n. A monk living under a common and reg-

ular discipline ;
an adherent to single life. Gibbon.

CEL-I-DOG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of the spots on the
sun. Crabb.

CELL, (sel) n. [cetta, L.] A small cavity; a small room; a
cave

;
a hollow space between the ribs of a groined roof.

CEL'LAR, n. [cellarium, L.] A room in the ground, under
a house, for provisions, &c.

CEL'LAR-AGE, n. Space for cellars
; charge for cellar room.

CEL'LAR-ER, n. A butler
;
a cellarist. Chaucer.

CEL-LA-RET',* n. A case of cabinet work for holding bot-
tles. Smart,

CEL'LAR-TST, 71. The butler in a religious house.

CELL'-BRED,* a. Bred in a cell; brought up in a cellar

Pope.

CEL'LV-LAR, a. [cellula, L.] Having little cells or cavities

CEL'LU-LAT-ED,* a. Formed like a cell. Caldwell.
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CEL'LULE, n. [Fr.] A little cell.

CEL-LV-LTF'ER-oDs,* a. Producing little cells. P. Cyc.

CEL'si-TtJDE,n. [celsitudo, L.l Height; elevation. Chaucer.

||CELT> (selt) n.; pi. CELT?. \CeUa, L.] The primitive in-

habitants of Italy, Gaul, Spain, and Britain.

CEL-Ti-BE'Ri-AN,*a. Relating to Celtiberia, or to the Celts

of the Iberiis in Spain. P. Cyc.

(JCEL'TIC,* [sel'tjk, Sm. Wb. ; sel'tik orkel'tjk, Ja.; kel'tik,

K.} a. Relating to the Celts. Milton.

[CEL'T?c,*n.

The language of the Celts. Bosioorth.

CEL'TJ-cTM,*7i. An idiom or custom of the Celts. Warton.

CEL'TJSII,* a. Relating to the Celts
; Celtic. Dr. Dungli-

son.

gCELT'isii,* n. The language of the Celts; Celtic. Dr.

Dunglison.
CEM'ENT. [sem'ent, S. W. P. J. F. K.; sG'ment, E. Ja.;

se-mSnt', SOT.] n. [camentum, L.] The matter or sub-

stance, usually composed of lime, sand, and water, and
used for causing stones, bricks, &c., to adhere to each

other; mortar; that which unites; bond of union.

CE-MENT', v. a. [i. CEMENTED; pp. CEMENTING, CEMENT-

ED.] To unite by the use of cement or by something in-

terposed.
CE-MENT', v. n. To cohere ;

to unite.

CEM-EN-TA'TIQN, n. Act of cementing ; cohesion.

CE-MENT'ED,*P. a. United by cement or friendship.

CE-MENT'ER, n. He or that which cements.

CEM-EN-Tl"Tloys,* (sem-en-tish'us) a. Tending to ce-

ment. Smart.

CEM'E-TER-Y, n. [xoiuriTfipiov.] An edifice, area, or place
where the dead are buried.

CEN and ClN, beginning words, denote kinsfolk. Gibson.

CEN'A-Tp-RY, [seVa-tiir-e, W. P. Ja. K.; se'na-tiir-e, S.

Sm.} a. [ceno, L.] Relating to supper. Browne.

CE-NO'BI-O,* n. (Bot.) A regular fruit divided from the base
into several acephalous pericarps.

Brande.

CfiN'p-BlTE,* n. One of a religious order who lives in a

community, in contradistinction to an anchoret, who lives

in solitude. Hamilton.

tCEN-Q-BiT'i-CAL, a. [xaiv6g and tffoj.] Living in commu-
nity.

fCE'NQ-BY, or CEN'Q-BY, [se'np-be, Ja. Sm. ; sen'o-be, K.]
n. A place where persons live in community. Sir O. Buck.

CEN'<?-TXPH, n. [xsv6^ and Td0o?.J
A monument erected

to the memory of a person who lies buried elsewhere.

CEN'Q-TAPH-Y,* n. Same as cenotaph. Q. Rev.

fCENSE, n. [census, L.] A public rate
;
rank. B. Jonson.

CENSE, (sens) v. a. [encenser, Fr.] To perfume with odors.

Dryden.
CEN'SER, n. A vessel in which incense is burnt

;
a pan for

burning perfumes, &c.

tCEN'sipN, (sen'shun) n. A rate ;
an assessment. J. Hall.

CEN'SQR, n. [censor, L.] A magistrate of ancient Rome,
(originally created for taking the census,) who was an in-

spector of manners and morals
;
a censurer.

CEN-SO'RI-AL, a. Relating to a censor; severe. Warton.

CEN-SO'RI-AN, a. Relating to a censor; censorial. Bacon.

CEN-SO'RJ-OUS, a. Prone to find fault; severe.

CEN-so'Ri-oOs-LY, ad. In a censorious or severe manner.
CEN-sd'RJ-oOs-NESS, n. Quality of being censorious.

CEN'SQR-LIKE, a. Censorious; austere. Cotgrave.

CEN'SQR-SH?P, 7i. The office of a censor. Browne.

CfiN'sy-AL, (sen'shu-al) a. Relating to a census. Temple.
CEN'sy-RA-BLE, (sen'shu-ra-bl) a. Worthy of censure;

faulty.
CEN'SU-RA-BLE-NSS, (sen'shu-ra-bl-ns) n. Blamableness.

CEN'sy-RA-BLY. ad. Blamably.
CEN'syRE, (sen'shur) n. [censura, L.] Blame ; imputation
of wrong or fault; reproach; judgment; judicial sen-
tence

;
a spiritual punishment.

CEN'SURE, (sen'shur) v. a. [i. CENSURED ; pp. CENSURING,
CENSURED.] To reproach ;

to blame
; to condemn ;

to judge.
CEN'SVRE, (sen'shur) v. n. To judge. Shak.

CEN'SVR-ER, (sen'shur-er) n. One who censures.

CEN'syR-lNG, (sen'shur-ing) n. Reproach. Sanderson.

CENl sys,n. [L.] (In ancient Rome) The numbering of the

people, and the valuation of their property, commonly
made every five years.

CEN'sys,* n. [census, L.] pi. CEN'SUS-E. An official enu-
meration of the inhabitants of a country. Brande. [A
word originally Latin, now Anglicized.]

CENT, w. [centum, L.] A hundred
; as,

" five per cent." : a

copper coin of the United States, of the value of 10 mills,
100 to a dollar.

CENT'A^E, n. A rate by the cent or hundred.

CEN'TAUR, (sen'tawr) n. [centaurus, L.] A fabulous mon-
ster, partly man and partly horse

;
the Archer in the zo-

diac.

CEN'TAUR-LIKE, a. Resembling a centaur. Sid?iey.

CEN'TAU-RY, n. A plant, of different
species.

CEN-TE-NA'RI-AN,* n. A peidon who is a hundred years
old. Mcm_. Jim. Acad.

CEN-TE-NA'Rl-ofJS,* a. Belonging to a hundred years.
Ash.

CEN'TE-NA-RY, n. The number of a hundred : the period
of a hundred years ; a century. Wraxall.

CEN'TE-NA-RY,* a. Relating to, or comprising, a hundred
years. Sir JV. Wraxall.

CEN-TEN'N]-AL, a. Consisting of a hundred years ; occur-
ring once in a hundred years.

CEN-TES'I-MAL, n. The hundredth part of any thing.
CEN-TES'I-MAL, a. Hundredth. Sir T. Browne.
CEN-TES-I-MA'TION,* n. A military punishment of one in
a hundred. Smart.

JCEN'TESM,* n. The hundredth part of a thing. Bailey.
:?E_\-Ti-c!p'!-Tous,*a. Having a hundred heads. Smart.
CEN-TlF'j-DODs,* a. Divided into a hundred parts. Smart.
CEN-Tl-FO'Ll-otJS, a. [centum and folium, L.] Having a
hundred leaves.

CEN'TI-GRADE,* a. Divided into a hundred degrees.The centigrade thermometer has 100 degrees between the
freezing and boiling points of water. Brande.

CEN-TIL'P-QUY, n. A hundred-fold discourse. Burton. [R.]
CENTIME,* (s'in'tem') n. [Fr.] In French money, a hun-
dredth part of a franc

;
a hundredth part of any thing.

Crabb.

CEN-TIM'E-TER,* (sen-tim'e-ter) n. A French measure.
Smart. See CENTIMETRE.

CENTIMETRE* (s'in'te-ma'tr) n. [Fr.] A French meas-
ure ; a hundredth part of a metre. Hamilton.

CfiN'Tl-NEL,* n. Russell. See SENTINEL.
fCEN-TlN'Q-DY, n. Knotgrass. Cotgrave.
CEN'TI-PED, . [centum and pes, L.] A many-legged in-

sect ;_scolopendra.
CEN'TO, n. [cento, L.] pi. CEN'TOS. A composition or
patchwork formed by joining verses or passages from va-
rious authors. Camden.

CEN'TRAL, a. Relating to or placed in the centre.

CEN'TRAL-IM,* n. The quality of being central
;
the com-

bination of several parts into one whole. Q. Rev.
CEN-TRXl/j-Ty, n. State of being central. More.

CEN-TRAL-i-ZA'TlQN,*n. The act of bringing or reducing
to a centre. Brit. Crit.

CEN'TRAL-IZE,*t>.a. [L CENTRALIZED
; pp. CENTRALIZING,

CENTRALIZED.] To render central
;
to bring to a centre.

Qu. Rev.

CEN'TRAL-LY, ad. In a central manner. Dryden.
CEN'TRE, (sgn'ler) re. [centrum., L.] A point equally remote
from the extremes of a line, or from every part of the
circumference of a circle, a sphere, &c.

;
the middle

point of any thing ;
the middle.

CEN'TRE, (sgn'ter) v. a. [L CENTRED
; pp. CENTRING, CEN-

TRED.] To place on a centre ; to collect to a point ; to
concentrate.

CEN'TRE, (sen'ter) v. n. To rest on
;
to be central.

CEN'TRE-BIT,* (sen'ter-bit) n. A tool for drilling holes.
Maunder.

CfiN'TRi-CAL, |

- Placed in tne centre 5 central middle.

CEN'TRI-CAL-LY, ad. In a centrical situation.

CEN'TRI-CAL-NESS, n. A situation in the centre.

CEN-TRt^'l-TY,* n. The state of being centric. Jameson.

CEN-TRIF'V-GAL, [sen-trifu-gal, S. W. P. J. F. Ja.K. Sm.;
sen-tre-fu'gal, Kenrick, Dyche.] a. [centrum and fag-io, I,.]

Flying or receding from the centre. Centrifugal force,
the force by which a body in rotation tends to recede from
the centre of motion. [Hill

CEN'TRINE,* n. A fish common in the Mediterranean.

CEN-TRfp'E-TAL, [sen-trip'e-tal, S. W. P.J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

sen-tre-pS'tal, Kcnrlck.} a. '[centrum and peto, L.] Tend-
ing to the centre. Centripetal force, the force by which a
body in motion is urged towards a centre.

CEN-TRIP'E-TEN-CY,* n. Tendency to the centre. Month.
Rev.

CEN-TRQ-I^N'E-AL,* a. Applied to lines converging to a
centre. Nicholson.

CEN-TRQ-LIN'E-AL,* n. An instrument for drawing lines

converging to a centre. Nicholson.

CEN'TRY, n. A sentinel. See SENTRY.

CEN'TRY-BOX,* n. A box or shelter in which a soldier

keeps sentry. Ash. See SENTRY-BOX.
CEN-TDM'VI-RAL,* a. Relating to the centumviri. Ash. [R.]

CEN-TDM'VI-RATE,* n. The office or government of the

centumviri, or of a hundred men. QM. Rev.
CEN-TUM'VI-RI* n. pi. [L.] The hundred judges in the
Roman republic. B. Jonson.

CEN'TU-PLE, (sen'tu-pl) a. [centuplex, L.] A hundred-fold.
B. Jonson. [4' Fl.

tCEN'T_v-PLE,_7j. a. To multiply a hundred-fold. Beaum,

CEN-TU'PLI-CATE, v. a. To make a hundred-fold greater.
Ifowell. [R.]

CEN-TU'RI-AL,* a. Belonging to a century. Ed. Ency.

tCEN-TO'Rl-ATE,r. a. To divide into hundreds. Coles.

CEN-TU'RI-A-TQR, n. An historian or a chronologist who
distinguishes time by centuries. Ayliffe.

CEN-TU'RI-QN, n. [ccnturio, L.] A Roman military officer

who commanded a hundred men
;
a maniple, or one six-

tieth part of a legion. Shak.
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, TO. A centuriator. Sheldon. [R.]
CEN'TV-RY, n. [centuria, L.] A hundred; a period of a

hundred years ;
a hundred of men, of soldiers, &c.

CEOL. An initial part in the names of men, which signifies

a_ship or vessel. Gibson.

fCE'QRL,* n. A freeman of the lower rank among the An-

glo-Saxons. Seager.

CEPH-A-L-XL'^IC,* n. Medicine for the headache. Smart.

CEPH-A-L,XL'JC,* a. Relatirig to the headache. Ash.

,
n. [(/>aAaA^id.] (Med.) The headache.

CEPH-A-LXN'THI-UM,* n. (Hot.) The head or capitate in-

florescence of a composite plant. Brande.

CE-PHAL'|C,* n. (Med.) A medicine for the head. Crabb.

CE-pHAL'ic, (se-fal'jk) a. [^uAirj.] Relating or medicinal
to the head.

CEPH-A-JLI'TIS,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the brain.

Brande.

CE-PHAL'O-POD,* n. (Zool.) A molluscous animal, hav-

ing the head situated between the body and the feet.

Brande. See CEPHALOPODA.
CEPH-A-LOP'Q-DA,* n. pi. [K$<i\fi and iroi>$.] (Zool) A

class of molluscous animals, which have their feet, or

organs of motion, arranged around the head. Lyell.

CEPH-A-LOP'Q-DOUS,* a. Belonging to the cephalopoda.
Buckland.

CJSPH'A-LoDs,* a. Having a head. Hamilton.

CE'PJIE-US,* n. [L.] (Jlstron.) A constellation in the north-
ern hemisphere. Crabb.

CE-PO'LA,* n. (Ich.) A genus of fishes. P. Cyc.

CE-RA'cEoys,* (se-ra'shus) a. (Bot.) Waxy, or like wax.
Brande.

CE-RA'GQ,* n. Aliment of bees ;
bee-bread. Crabb.

CE-RAM'BIC,* n. (Ent.) The goat-chafer, a coleopterous
insect. Hamilton.

CER'A-SINE,* n. [cerasus, L., a cherry-tree.'] (Chem.) A gum
which exudes from the cherry and plum-tree; a gum
which swells, but does not dissolve, in water. Brande.

CER'A-SITE,* . (Min.) A cherry-like petrifaction ;
a mu-

riate of
lejid.

Dana,

CE-RAS'TE$, n. [L. ; KCpdffTris.] (Zool.) A horned serpent;
a viper. [or lard, &c.

CE'RATE, TO. [ccrat, Fr.] (Med.) A composition of wax, oil,

CE'RA-TED, a. Covered with wax. Bailey.

CER'A-TRINE,* n. The bitter principle of Iceland moss.
Brande.

CE-RAU'NITE,* n. (Mm.) The thunder-stone. Cleaveland.

CER-BE'RE-AN,* a. Relating to Cerberus. Milton.

C|RE, v. a. [cera, L.] To wax or cover with wax.

CERE, n. The naked skin that covers the base of the

bill of some birds, as that of the hawk.
CE'RE-AL,* a. Belonging to Ceres, the ancient fabled god-

dess of corn : relating to corn or grain ; applied to plants
that produce bread-corn ; as, wheat, rye, barley, oats,

maize, rice, and millet. Brande.

CE-RE-A'LJ-A,* n. pi. [L.] (Bot.) The cereal grasses. Ham-
ilton.

tCE-RE-A'Ll-oDs, a. [cerealis, L.] Cereal. Browne.

CER'E-BEL-,' n. [cerebellum, L.] Part of the brain. Derkam.
See CEREBELLUM.

CER-E-BEL'LVM,*n.; pi. CER-E-BEL 1LA. (Anat.) The
little brain

;
the posterior of the medullary masses which

compose the brain of vertebrate animals. Brande.

CER'E-BRXL, a. Relating to the brain.

CER-E-BROSE',* a. Brainsick; mad; wilful. Scott. [R.]

CER'E-BRUM,n. [L.] (Anat.) The third medullary mass
of the brain

;
the brain. Prior.

CERE'CLOTH, n. Cloth smeared with wax or bitumen.

CERE'ME_NT, n. Cerecloth anciently used in embalming.
CER-E-MO'NI-AL, a. Relating to ceremony, particularly to

religious ceremonies or rites ;
formal ;

ritual.

CER-E-M5'NI-AL,, n. Outward form; external rite; the ti-

tle, service, or form due to any one
;
the order for rites in

the Romish church.

CER-E-MO'NJ-AL-NESS, n. duality of being ceremonial.

CER-E-MO'NI-OUS, a. Full of ceremony; formal; precise;
exact ; methodical ; civil

;
too observant of ceremony ;

very formal.

CER-E-MO'NI-OUS-LY, ad. In a ceremonious manner.
CER-E-MO'Nl-oDs-NESS, n. Great formality.

CER'E-MQ-NY, n. [ceremonia, L.J
Outward rite

;
external

form in religion, in state, or in civility ; form ; observance.

CE'RE-O-LITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling wax.
Cleaveland.

CE-RE-OP'SIS,* n. (Ornith.) An Australian goose. Brande.

CE'RE_-O&S, a. Waxen ; like wax. Oayton.
CE'RE$,* n. (Myth.) The goddess of corn. (Astron.) An
asteroid, or small planet, discovered by Piazzi in 1801.

Sir J. Herschel.

CER-E-V!" SI-A,* (ser-e-vish'e-a) n. [L.] A species of ale

or barleywine ;
ale. Hamilton.

CERF,* TO. A boor. See SERF.

OE-RU,'L,A,* n. See CEDILLA.

CE'RINE,* n. (Chem.) The portion of wax that dissolves in

boiling alcohol. Brande. An ore of cerium. P. Cyc.

CE-R*N'THI-AN,* TO. pi. The followers of Cerinthus, a her-
etic of the first or second century.

CE'R!TE,* ra. (Min.) A silicious oxide of cerium. Brande.

CE'RI-OM,* re. (Min.) A grayish-white metal found in ce-
ritft. Brande.

CER'NV-ODS,* a. (Bot.) Drooping; nodding; pendulous. P
Cyc.

CE-ROG'RA-PHV,* n. The art of writing in wax: a spe-
cies of engraving. Scott.

CfiR'Q-MXN-cy,* n. Divination by melted wax. Crabb.

CE-RQ-PL,XS'TIC,* a. Modelled like figures in wax. P. Cyc.
CE-RQ-PLXS'TIC,*TI. The art of modelling in wax. Brande.

fCE'ROTE, re. The same with cerate. Wiseman.

CE-R6x'y-L6N,* 7i. (Bot.) The wax-palm of South Amer-
ica. P. Cyc.

CER'RI-AL, a. Relating to the bitter-oak. Chaucer.
CER'R t/s, or CER'RIS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The bitter-oak. F.

Thynne.
CER'TAIN, (ser'tjn) a. [certus, L.] Sure; indubitable; un-
questionable ;

not doubtful
; resolved ; undoubting ; in-

fallible
; unfailing; constant; regular: some, or one;

as, "A certain man told me this."

fCER'TAJN, (ser'tin) n. duantity; part. Chaucer.

CER'TAIN-LY, (ser'tjn-le) ad. Indubitably ; without fail.

CER'TAJN-NESS, (ser'tjn'-nes) re. State or quality of being
certain.

I CER'TAIN-TY, (se'r'tjn-te) TO. duality of being certain
; ex-

[

emption from doubt or from failure
;
real state

; truth
;

fact
; regularity.

fCER'TE, ad. Certainly ;
in truth. Spenser.

CER-T!F'I-CATE, n. A testimony stated in writing, and
properly authenticated

; a credential.

CER-TIF'I-CATE, v. a. To give a certificate. Richardson.

CER-T}-FJ-CA'TION, re. Act of certifying. Cotg-raoe.

CER'TI-FIED,* (ser'te-f Id) p. a. Made certain
;
informed.

CER'TI-FI-ER, TO. One who certifies ; an assurer.

CER'TI-FY, v. a. [certifier, Fr.] [i. CERTIFIED
; pp. CERTI-

FYING, CERTIFIED.] To give certain information of; to

give assurance of; to attest.

CER'TI-FY-JNG,* p. a. Making certain
; giving information.

CER-TI-Q-RA'RI, (se'r-she-o-ra'rl) TO. [L.1 (Law) A writ

issuing out of a superior court to the officers of an infe-
rior one, commanding them to certify or return the rec-
ords of a cause depending before them, to the end that
the party may have more sure and speedy justice.

CER'TI-TUDE, n. Freedom from doubt ; certainty. Dryden.
fCER'tJLE, a. [ctsruleus, L.] Blue ; cerulean. Dyer.
CE-RO'LE-AN, a. Of the color of the sky ; blue.

fCE-Rtf'i.E-oGs, a. Blue ; cerulean. Boyle.
CER-V-LJF'IC, a. Producing a blue color.

CER'V-LINE,* n. indigo which has been dissolved in sul-

phuric acid. Brande.

CE-RO'MEN, n. [L.] The wax in the ear.

CE-RtJ'MjN-oDs,* a. Relating to or containing cerumen.

Dnnglison.
CE'RtisE, fse'rus, W. P. J. F. Jo. ; se'rus, Sm. ; ser'us, S.

Wb.] n. [cerusa, L.J White lead
;
a carbonate of lead,

the basis of white oil-paint.

CE'R(ISED, (se'rust) a. Washed with white lead.

CER'VE-LXT,* re. (Mus.) A short kind of bassoon. Crabb.

CR'VI-CAL, [ser've-kfit, S. W. P.J. F.Ja. Sm. Wb. ; ser-vl'-

katl, Entick.] a. [cervicalis, L.J Belonging to the neck.
CER'VINE,* a. [cervus, L.J Belonging to a stag or deer.
Ash.

CER'rfx,*n. [L.] The hinder part of the nsck. Crabb.

CER'rys,*n. [L.J (Zool.) A genus of animals
;
the stag ;

the_deer. P. Cyc.

CE-A'RE-AN, a. The Cesarean operation (said to be that
which brought Ccesar into the world) is the act of cutting
a child out of the womb. [turfs.

CES-PI-TI"TIOVS, (ses-pe-tish'us) a. [cespes, L.J Made of

CES'P}-TODS,* a. Turfy; consisting of turf. Swart.

CESS, n. A rate or tax: a corruption of assess or of cense.

Shak.

CESS, v. a. To rate
; to assess. Spenser.

fCfiss, 7). re. To omit a legal duty.
CES-SA'TIQN, (ses-sa'shun) TO. [cessatio, L.J Act of ceasing;

intermission
; a stop ;

a rest ; vacation
;
end of action

;
a

pause^ of hostility, without peace.
CES-SA'riT, TO. [L.J (Eng. law) An obsolete writ, lying
against a man who held lands by rent or other services,
and neglected or ceased for two years together to perform
such services.

CES'SER,* TO. (Law) A discontinuance ;
a neglect. Black-

stone. See CESSOR.

up; resignation; release; manner of vacating a bene-
fice.

CES'SIQN-A-RY, (sesh'un-a-re) a. Giving up; yielding.

(Law) A cessionary bankrupt is one who has delivered

up all his effects.

tCfiss'MENT, TO. An assessment or tax. Diet.boiling alcohol. Brande. An ore ot cerium, f. <jyc. JUSS 'MENT
>

TO. An assessment or tax. JVict.
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CESS'QR, n. (Law") One who ceases or neglects so long to

perform a duty as to incur the danger of law. [f A taxer.

Spenser.]

OESS'POOL,* n. A reservoir for water. See SESSPOOL.

CEST, n. [cestus, L.] The girdle of a lady. Collins.

CES-TRA'CIQN,* n. (/c/t.) A genus of sharks. Brande.

CES'TRI-AN,* a. Relating to Cheshire in England. Earn-
shaw.

CBS' TVS, n. [L.] The girdle of Venus
;
a marriage girdle;

cest. Bp. Taylor.

CE'VRE, (se'zhur) n. A division or pause in a verse. B.

Jonson. See C.KSURA.

CE-TA'cE-A,*(se-ta'she-a) n. pi. [cete, L.] (Zool.) A genus
of vertehfated mammiferous animals inhabiting the sea

;

as, whales, dolphins, and narwhals. Lyell. See CETACEAN.
CE-TA'CEAN,* (se-ta'shan) n. (Zool.) A cetaceous animal

;

one of the order of cetacea, or mammals living in the sea,
and shaped like fishes, but breathing air, and having warm
blood

;
the whale. Brande.

CE-TA'CEAN,* a. Belonging to the cetacea or whales. P.

Cyc.
CE-TA'CEOUS, (se-ta'shus) a. [cete, L.] Relating to the

cetacea, or the whale kind. Browne.

CET'E-RXjBH, (set'e-rak) n. [ceterach, Fr.] A plant; the

scale-fern ; spleenwort. Cotgrave.

CE'TIC,* a. Obtained from spermaceti ; as, the cetic acid.

P. Cyc.

CE'TINE,* n. (Chem.) The crystallizable part of sperma-
ceti. Brande.

CE-TOL'Q-GY,* n. The natural history of the whale kind.

Crabb.

CEV-A-DIL'LA,* or CEB-A-DTL'LA,* n. (Bot.) A species of

veratrum or Indian caustic barley, producing caustic seeds,
from which cevadic acid is obtained ;

sabadilla. P. Cyc.

CEY'LAN-ITE,* n. (.MM.) A mineral found in grains, or

small crystals, of a dark blue or black color. Brande.

CEY-LQN-EE',* n. sing. & pi. A native or natives of Cey-
lon. P. Cyc.

C FA UT. (Mas.) A note in the scale of music. Shak.

JGHXB'A-SIE,* n. (Min.) A variety of zeolite. Brande.

J0HXB'A-S1TE,* n. (Min.) Same as chabasie. Cleaveland.

QHABLEAU* (shab-15') n. [Fr.] (JVaut.) A rope to draw
craft up a river. Crabb.

QHABLIS,* (shab-15') n. [Fr.] A white French wine. W.

Ency.
CnAcK,* v. n. To beat upon the hand, as a horse that does

not hold his head steady, but tosses up his nose. Farm.

Ency.
CHA-CONE',* n. [chacona, Sp.] (Mas.) A tune and a kind

of dance resembling a saraband. Brande.

CHA-COON', n. [chacona, Sp.] A dance. See CHACONE.

CHXD, (shad) n. A sort offish ;
shad. Carew. See SHAD.

CHAFE, v. a. [chauffer, Fr.] [i. CHAFED; pp. CHAFING,
CHAFED.] To warm or fret by rubbing; to heat by rage
or hurry ;

to make angry ; to rub ; to gall ;
to fret

;
to vex.

tCHAFE, v. n. To rage ;
to fret ; to be fretted.

CHAFE, n. A heat
;
a rage ;

fret
; passion. Camden.

*CHAF'ER, n. One who chafes: an insect ;
a beetle.

iCHAF'E-RY, n. A sort of forge in iron manufacture, in

-which iron is exposed to a welding heat.

\CHAFE'-WXx, n. An officer of the English lord-chancel-

lor, who fits the wax for sealing writs.

CHAFF, n. The husks of grain, bread, corn, or grasses ;
cut

hay and straw
;
refuse.

CHiFF'-CuT-TER,* n. A machine for cutting chaff. Crabb.

CHA"FF'-N-&INE,* n. A machine for preparing chaff from

hay and straw. Farm. Ency.
CHAF'FER, v. n. [i. CHAFFERED ; pp. CHAFFERING, CHAF-

FERED.] To treat about a bargain ;
to haggle.

CHAF'FER, v. a. To buy ; to exchange. Spenser.

tCHAF'FER, n. Wares; merchandise. Skelton.

CHXF'FER-ER, n. One who chaffers
;
a buyer.

CHAF'FER-ING,* p. a. Treating about a bargain ; bargain-

ing.
CHXF'FER-ING,* n. The act of trading or bargaining. Bp.

HalL

fCHAF'FERN, n. A chafing-dish ; a kettle.

fCHXF'FE-RY, n. Traffic. Spenser.

CHXF'FINCH, n. A bird said to like chaff.

CHAFF'LESS, a. Without chaff. Skak.

CHAFF'WEED, n. An annual plant; cudweed.

CiiiF'FY, a. Like chaff; full of chaff; worthless.

CHAF'JNG,* n. Act of rubbing; irritation. South.

CHAF'ING-DISH, n. A grate or utensil for warming meat.

HA-GREEN',* n. A rough-grained leather. Crabb.

ipHA-GRiN', [sha-grcn', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja.; sha-grin',

Wb.] n. [chagrin, Fr.] Ill-humor ;
vexation

;
mortifica-

tion.

ilCHA-GRiN', (sha-gr5n
;

) v.a. [i. CHAGRINED ; PP.CHAGRIN-

INO, CHAGRINED.] To mortify ;
to vex

;
to put out of tem-

?HA-GRJN',* a. Fretful ;
morose

; splenetic. Congreve.

(IAIN, n. [chalne, Fr.] A series of connected links or

rings ;
a manacle ;

a fetter ;
a bond

;
a connected series.

CHAIN, v. a.
[i. CHAINED

; pp. CHAINING, CHAINED.] To
fasten with a chain ; to confine

;
to enslave

;
to unite.

CHAIN'LESS,*a. Having no chain
; unrestrained. Byron.

CHAIN'PU'MP, n. (Naut.) A pump used in large vessels.

CHAIN'SHOT, n. Bullets or half bullets fastened together
by a chain or bar.

CIIAIN'STITCH,* n. A stitch or work resembling a chain.
Ash.

CHAIN'WORK, (chan'wiirk) n. Work with open spaces,
like the links of a chain.

CHAIR, (char) n. [chair, Fr.] A movable seat; a seat of

justice or authority ;
a sedan

;
a sort of open chaise : a

socket of cast iron, used on railroads for receiving and
securing the rails. A joint chair is one which secures the
connection of two rails. Tanner.

CHAIR,* v. a. To place or carry in a chair. Richardson.

CHAIRED,* (chard) a. Provided with or seated in a chair.

Pope.
CHAIR'MAN, n. A presiding officer of a committee or of an
assembly ; one who carries a sedan chair.

HAIE, (shaz) n. [chaise, Fr.] pi. 9HAI'E. A light,
two-wheeled pleasure-carriage, commonly drawn by one
horse.

jeHA-LXs'Tics,*7t. pi. (Med.) Relaxing or softening medi-

cines._ Crabb.

HA-LA'ZA,* n. [xaXa^a.] (Bot.) A spot on a seed indi-

cating where the nucleus is united to the seminal in-

teguments. P. Cyc.
.CHAL'CE-DON,* n. (Min.) A species of agate. Cleaveland.

J0HXL-CE-DON'IC,* a. Relating to or containing chalce-

dony. Brande.

jeHXL'cE-D5-NY,orJeHAL-CED'Q-NY, [kal'se-do-ne, JT.Jo.
K. R. ; kal-sed'9-ne, Sin. Wb. Brando.] n. '(Min.) A sili-

cious stone consisting of several varieties, and of various

colors, much used in jewelry ;
said to have been originally

found at Chalcedon in Asia.

^HAL-COG'RA-PHER, n. [xa\Koypa<po<;.] An engraver in
brass and copper.

JBHAL-COG'RA-PHIST,* n. One skilled in chalcography.
Ash.

jeHAL-COG'RA-PHY, (kal-kog'ra-fe) n. [xaXKoypa<j>ia.] Art
of engraving on copper or brass.

)HAL-D'AN,* or jeHAL-DA'ic,* a. Relating to Chaldea.
Calmet.

J0HAL-DEE',* or JBHAL-DA'IC,* n. The language of Chal-
dea. Ash.

!HAL-D'AN,* n. A native of Chaldea. Calmet.

jeHAL-DEE',a. Relating to Chaldea
; Chaldaic. Bp. Walton.

t0HAL-DESE',* v. a. To trick ; to injure. Butler.

CHAL'DRQN, or CHAL'DRON,- [chawl'drun, E. Ja. K. Sm. ;

ch'Jil'drun, P. J. ; cha'drun, W. F.; cha'drun, S.] n. A dry
measure of 35 bushels heaped measure, as of coals. Brande.

HCHXL'igE, (chal'is) [chal'is, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ;

kal'js. P.] n. [calix, L.] A cup ;
a bowl

;
a communion cup.

||CHXL'icED, (chal'jst) a. Having a cup, as a flower.

CHALK, (chawk) n. A white fossil, or earthy limestone,
being a carbonate of lime, much used in the arts. Chalk

for cheese, "a very old expression, and not yet disused,"
says Dr. Johnson, denoting

" an inferior thing for what
is good." Oower.

CHALK, (chawk) v. a. [i. CHALKED ; pp. CHALKING, CHALKED.]
To rub, to mark, or to manure with chalk.

CuALK'-CuT-TER, n. One who digs chalk.

CHALK'l-NESS,*'(chawk'e-nes) n. duality of being chalky.
Goldsmith.

CilALK'-PiT, (chawk'pit) TO. A pit in which chalk is dug.
CHALK'-STONE,(chawk'ston) n. A small piece of chalk ; a

calcareous concretion in the feet and hands of persona
affected with the gout.

CHALK'Y, (chawk'e) a. Consisting of chalk
; white.

CnXL'LENGE, (chal'lenj) v. a. [challenger, Fr.] [i. CHAL-
LENGED ; pp. CHALLENGING, CHALLENGED.] To Call tO ail-

swer for an offence by combat
;
to defy ; to dare

;
to ac-

cuse
;
to claim. (Law) To except to a juror.

CHXL'LENGE, 71. A summons to fight a duel or to combat ;

a call
;
a demand ;

a demand of something as due. (Law)
An exception to a jury or juryman who is returned to

serve on a trial.

CHXL'LENGE-A-BLE, a. That, may be challenged.

CHXL'LEN^-ER, . One who challenges ; a claimant.

CHAL'LIS,* (shal'le) n. An elegant, twilled, fine woollen

fabric, ornamented with colored flowers
;
used for ladies'

dresses. W. Ency.
f0HA-LYB'E-AN, (ka-lib'e-an) a. Chalybeate. Milton.

jeHA-LYB'E-ATE, a. [chalybs, L.] Impregnated with iron
j

relating to iron or steel.

!HA-LYB'E-ATE,* n. A medicine, substance, or fluid con-

taining iron. Brande.

CHAM, (kam) n. [Pers.] The sovereign of Tartary. See
KHAN.

jCnA'aiA,* Ti. (Conch.) A gigantic genus of bivalve shells.

Hamilton.

JBHA-MA'CEAN,* TI. (Conch.) A family of acephalous la-

mellibranchiatemollusks,includingtheclam-sheH.Brand.

A, , I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , I, o, 0, Y, short; A, E, J, <?, y, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL} HEIB

\
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', (sh?-mad') w, [Fr.] The heat of the drum, as
a signal for a parley or surrender.

flCfiAM'BER, [cham'her, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; chiim'ber, S.

E. ; cham'ber or ch'iin'her, P.] n. [chambre, Fr.] An apart-
ment in an upper story of a house

;
a room

;
a bedroom ;

a

hollow space ; a cavity ;
a hollow

;
the space between the

pates of a lock on a canal : a hall of justice or legisla-
tion ; a legislntive body; as. "a chamber of peers or of

deputies." Chamber of commerce, a society of merchants
and traders.

||CHAM'BER, t>. n. [i. CHAMBERED ; pp. CHAMBERING, CHAM-

BERED.] To reside as in a chamber
;
to be wanton. .Vtc-

cols.

1

CHAM'BER, v. a. To shut up, as in a chamber. SJiafc.

CHAM'BER-CoON'ciL, n. Private or secret council. Shak.

CHAM'BER-CoGN'sEL,7t.A counsellor who gives his opin-
ion or advice, but does not plead in court.

|jCHAM'BERED,*(cham'berd) a. Having chambers or cells.

Buck/and.

HCHAM'BER-ER, n. A man of intrigue. Shak. [R.] [ber.

ICHAM'BER-FEL'LOW, n. One occupying the samecham-
|jCHAM'BER-HXNG'iNG,7i. Tapestry of a chamber. Shale.

tCHAM'BER-iNG, n. 'intrigue ; wantonness. Romans.

CHAM'BER-LAIN, (cham'ber-lin) n. An overseer of the

chamber, as of an inn : a receiver of revenues
;
a high

officer in European courts. In England, the lord great
chamberlain, or king's chamberlain, is one of the three great
officers of the king's household ;

the lord great chamber-
lain of England (not of the household) is the sixth great
officer of state.

CHAM'BER-LAiN-SHtp, 7i. The office of a chamberlain.

CHAM'BER-LYE, n. Urine. Shak.

CHAM'BER-MAID, n. A servant who has the care of bed-

rooms, and waits on a lady.

CHAM'BER-POT,* n. A vessel for a bedchamber. Shak.

CHAM'BER-PRXC'TICE, n. The business of a chamber-
counsel.

CHAM'BER-WiN'now,*n. The window ofa chamber. Shak.

jenXME'LET, or JBHXME'LQT, (kam'let) n. See CAMLET.
f.eHXMB'LET, (kam'let) v. a. To vary ; to variegate. Bacon.

JEJHXM'BREL, (kam'brel) n. The bend of the hind leg of a
horse ; gambrel. See GAMBREL.

JEHA-ME'LE-QN, (ka-m5'le-on) n. \\aua<\K'oi>.] rt. (Zool.)
A lizard-like reptile of the family of saurians, noted for

changing its cojor. (Bot.) A kind of thistle.

JGHA-ME'LE-QN-IZE, v. a. To change to many colors. [R.]

CHAM'FER, r. a. [i. CHAMFERED ; pp. CHAMFERING, CHAM-
FERED.] To channel

;
to make furrows or gutters upon a

column
;
to flute, as a column

;
to grind to an edge on

one side only.
CnXM'FER, n. (Carpentry) A groove to receive the tenon

;

a sort of bevelled acute-angled edge.
CHXM'FER-ING,* n. The act of grinding down on one

side, as edge-tools. Hamilton.

CHXM'FRET, n. Same as chamfer. See CHAMFER.
JBHXM'LET, (kam'let) n. See CAMLET.
CHAMOIS^ (sham'me or sha-moi') [sham'me, P. E. Wb. ;

sha-m8I', S. W. J. F. Ja.; sham'vva, Sm.] n. [Fr.] A spe-
cies of antelope or wild goat which inhabits the Alpine
regions, and from the skin of which the leather called

shammy is made.
CHAMOISITE,* n. (Min.) An ore or oxide of iron. Dana.

JBHXM'p-MlLE, (kam'o-mll) n. A plant. See CAMOMILE.
CllXMP, v. a. [champayer, Fr.] [i. CHAMPED ; pp. CHAMPING,
CHAMPED.] To bite or crush with a frequent action of the
teeth

;
to devour.

CnXMp, 77. n. To bite frequently.

CnXMP,* n. (Arch.) A small sloping surface. Francis.

HXM-PAGNE', (sham-pan') [sham-pan', -S. W. J. E. F. Ja. ;

sham'pan, K.} n. [Fr.] [from Champagne in France.] A
light, sparkling wine.

llXM-PATGN', (sham-pan') [cham'pan, W. F. ; sham-pan',
P. E. Wb. ; cham-pan', S. ,- sham'pan, J. Ja.] n. [cam-
pagne, Fr.J A flat, open country.

(^HXM-PAIGN', fsham-pan') a. Open, or flat. Milton.

CnXMP'ER, n. A biter, or nibbler. Spectator.

(pHXM'PER-TpR, n. [champarteur, Fr.] (Law) One who
moves suits, and pursues them at his own cost, in order
to have part of the gains. Cowel.

CHXM'PER-TY, (sham'per-te) [sham'per-te, K. ; cham'per-
te, Ja. ; sham-per'te, Sm.] n. A maintenance of any man
in his suit, upon condition of having part of the thing
when it is recovered.

CHXMP'FREIN,* . Same as charfron. See CHARFRON.

yHAM-PiGN'QN, 'sham-pln'yun ) n. [Fr.] A species of

mushroom, highly flavored and tough, used for making
catchup.

,
n. [champion, Fr.] A single combatant; a

hero. (Law) A judicial combatant either in his own case
or another's.

, v. a. To challenge to combat. Shak.

CHXM'PI-QN-ESS, n. A female warrior. Fairfax. [R.]

CHXM'PJ-ON-SHIP,* n. The rank or quality of a champion.
Fo. Qii. Rev.

MIEN, SIR; M6VE, NOR, s6N ; BOLL, BUR, ROLE. <

CHANCE, 77, [Fr.] A fortuitous event
; fortune; accident;

success ; misfortune ; unlucky accident ; possibility of any
occurrence; risk; hazard; casualty; luck The theory
or doctrine of chances is a branch of analysis, which treats

of the probability of future events.

CHANCE, a. Happening by chance ; fortuitous. Dryden.

CHANCE, ad. By chance
; perchance. Gray.

CHANCE, v. n. [i. CHANCED ; pp. CHANCING, CHANCED.] To
occur accidentally ;

to happen.
fCHANCE'A-BLE, . Accidental. Sidney.
fCnANCE'FCL,, a. Hazardous. Spenser.
CHAN'CEL,T*. [cancelli, L.J The eastern part of a church,

in which the altar is placed ; generally divided from the
rest by a screen or railing.

CuiN'cEL-LQR, w. [canccllarius, L.] (!MW) A hih judicial

officer, presiding over a court of chancery or other court.

The lord high-chancellor of England presides in the courts
of equity or chancery, and is the keeper of the great
seal. The chancellor of the exchequer presides in the court
of exchequer, and takes care of the interest of the crown

;

and he is the highest finance officer in the British govern-
ment. The chancellor of New York presides in the court
of chancery. A chancellor of a bishopric or a diocese is one

appointed to hold the bishop's courts. A chancellor of a

university is an officer who seals the diplomas, &c.

CHAN'cEL-LOR-SHfp, n. The office of chancellor. Camden.

CHXN'CEL-TA-BLE,* n. The communion-table in a church.
Milton.'

CHiNCE-MED'LEY, n. [chaude and melee, Fr.] The kill-

ing of a person by chance, when the killer was doing a
lawful act.

CllAN'cER-Y, 71. (Law) A high court of equity; a court

exercising jurisdiction at law, mainly in equity.

(pHXN'cRE, (shangk'er) n. [chancre, Fr.] An ulcer, usually
arising from venereal virus.

CHAN'CROVS, (shangk'rus) a. Having chancres.

ynXN-DE-LiiiR', (shan-de-lSr') n. [Tr.] A branch for can-
dles or lamps. (Fort.) A kind ot movable parapet.

CHAND'LER, n. A dealer; as, a tallow-c/tanrf/cr, a ship-

chandler, a corn-chandler. The word is not now used
without a prefix, which determines its particular meaning.

fCHAND'LER-LY, a. Like a chandler. Milton.

CHAND'LER-Y, n. The articles sold by a chandler.

tCHAN'DRY, 7i. A place where the candles are kept. B
Jonson. [a horse's head. See CHARKRON.
iiXN'FR]N, (sMn'frin) n. [chanfrein, Fr.] The fore part of

CHANGE, v. a. [changer, Fr.] [i. CHANGED; pp. CHANGING,
CHANGED.] To put one thing in the place of another

;
to

quit some thing for the sake of another; to give and
take reciprocally ;

to alter; to commute
;
to exchange ;

to

barter; to give smaller money for larger, the value being
equal.

{)^p "This word, with others of the same form, such
as range, strange, mange, &c., are, in the West of

England, pronounced with the short sound of a in ran,
man, &.c. The same may be observed of the a in the first

syllable of angel, ancifit, &c., which, in that part of the

kingdom, sounds iike the article an." Walker. The same
pronunciation of these words is not uncommon in some
parts of the U. S., but it does not appear to be supported
by any of the English orthoepists.

CHANGE, v. n. To undergo change ; to alter.

CHANGE, n. Alteration
;
mutation

; variety ;
variation ;

revolution
;
vicissitude

; novelty ;
the exchange of money

for money; small money. A mode of sounding bells:

a contraction for exchange.
CHANGE-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. duality of being changeable. Ed
Ency.

CHANGE'A-BLE, a. Subject to change ;
inconstant

; fickle ,

mutable; variable; unstable; uncertain; wavering.
CHANGE'A-BLE-NSS, 71. duality of being changeable
CHAN<^E'A-BLY, ad. Inconstantly; variably.
CHANGED,* (ciianjd) p. a. Altered

;
made different.

CHANGE'FOL, a. Full of change. Spenser.

CIIAN^E'F&L,-L.Y,* ad. In a changeful manner. Dr. Men.
CHAN^E'FOL-NESS,* n. duality of being changeful. Bos-

well.

CHANGE'L-ESS, a. Free from change. Sidney.
CHANGE'LING, n. A child left or taken in the place of
another ; an idiot

;
a natural

;
one apt to change.

CHANG'ER, 71. One who changes ; a money-changer.
CHANGING,* p. a. Altering; making or becoming different.

CHANG'JNG-PIKCE,* n. One fickle-minded. Shak.

CHAN'NEL, n. [chettal, Fr.] The hollow bed of running
water

; a long cavity ; a strait or narrow sea ;
a furrow

on a pillar. Channel of a ship, a strong, narrow platform
of thick plank, projecting from the outside of a ship.

CHAN'NEL, v. a.
[i. CHANNELLED

; pp. CHANNELLING,
CHANNELLED.] To cut in channels. Shak.

CHAN'NELLED,* (chan'neld) p. a. Having channels or

grooves.
CHAN' SON, (shan'son) n. [Fr.] A song. Shak.

CHAN-SQN-NETTE',*n. [Fr.l A littla song. Crabb.

HANT, v. a. [chanter, Fr.] [i. CHANTED; pp. CHANTING,

<?, S, & sof-i *>, G , , Aard; ? as Z; $ as gz;
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CHANTED.] To sing ;
to celebrate by song; to sing in the

church or cathedral service.

CHA"NT, v. n. To sing, as in the church service.

CuANT, n. An ecclesiastical song adapted to the psalms
and litanies

;
a part of the church service

;
a song ;

mel-

ody.
CIIANT'ER, n. One who chants

;
a singer ; songster.

CHXN'TI-CLEER, n. [chanter and clair, Fr.] A crowing
cock

;
a loud crower.

CHANT'RESS, n. A woman who chants. Milton.

Y, n. An endowed chapel for priests to sing mass
in for the souls of fie donors. SJiak.

HA OL,'O-Y,* n. The history or description of chaos.
Crabb. [R.]'

.CHA'6s (ka'os) n. [\aoj.J A confused mass; confusion;
the mass of matter supposed to be in confusion before it

was divided and arranged by the Creator. This word is

very rarely used in the plural.

jeiiA'QS-LlicE,* a. Resembling chaos. Pope.
JHA-6T'|c, a. Confused ; indigested. Dcrham.

|[CHAP, (chap or chop) [chop, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. ; chap, Sm.
Wb. Kenrick ; chap or chop, K.~\ v. a. [i. CHAPPED ; pp.

CHAPPING, CHAPPED.] To break into clefts or gapings ;
to

become sore by small openings, as the hands.

jjCliAP, (chap or chop) n. A cleft ;
an aperture. Burnet.

CHAP, (chop) re. The upper or under part of a beast's
mouth.

fCilXp, v. n. To cheapen ;
to bargain.

CnXp, (chap) n. An abbreviation of chapman. A dealer;
A cheapener ; an inferior person ; a boy : used familiar-

Iy_and laxly, like the woTdfdlozo.
CHAPE, n. [chape, Fr.] A thin plate of metal at the point

of a scabbard
;
the catch of a buckle. Shak.

CirAPEAU, (shap'6) n. [Fr.] pi. Fr. CHAPEAUX; Eng.
CHAPEAUH, (shap'oz) A hat. (Her.) A cap or coronet.

CHAP'EL, n. [capclla, L.] A place of worship attached to

a church or subordinate to it
;
a place of worship, as of

the English Dissenters, not being styled a church
;

a

meeting-house: a junction of workmen in a printing-
office, for the purpose of enforcing order.

tCuXp'EL, v. a. To deposit in a chapel. Beaum. Sf Fl.

CHAPE'LESS, a. Wanting a chaps. S/iak.

CHAP'EL-LA-NY, n. A chapel and jurisdiction within the

precincts of a church, and subordinate to it. Ayliffe.

CilXp'EL-RY, n. The jurisdiction of a chapel.

^a^P'fit-Off, [shap'er-on, Ja.; shiip-er-6n', W. ; shap'e-
ron, P. ; shap'er-ong, K. Sm.] n. [Fr.] A kind of hood or

cap. Camden.

|tCfiXp'ER-6N, v. a. To attend on a lady in public.

CHAP'FALLEN, (chop'filn) a. Having the lower chap de-

pressed ; hence, dispirited ;
silenced. B. Jonson.

CnXp'i-TER, n. [chapitcau, Fr.] (Arch.) An old word for
the capital of a column. Exod. (Law) An article deliv-

ered by a justice in his charge to the inquest.

CHXP'LAIN, (chap'lin) n. [capellanus, L.] One who per-
forms divine service in the army, navy, a public body, or
a family.

CiilP'LAiN-cy, (ch-ip'Ijn-se) n. The office of a chaplain.
CHXP'LAJN-RY,* n. Same as chaplaincy. P. Cyc.

CHXP'LAIN-SHIP, TO. Chaplaincy ;
the office or revenue of

a chapel. [Shak.
CHAP'LESS, (chop'les) a. Without flesh about the mouth.

CllXP'LET, w.
[chap'elet, Fr.] A garland or wreath for the

head : a string of beads used in the Romish church
;
a

rosary ; [a small chapel. Hammond.] (Arch.) A small
ornament cut in beads.

CHXP'MAN, n. One who buys and sells; a cheapener; a
seller ;

a market-man. Shak.

[JCHAP'PY, (chap'pe or chop'pe) a. Cleft
;
cut asunder.

CHAPS, (chops) n.p'l. of Chap.' The mouth of a beast.

(JCHAPT, (chapt or chSpt) p. from Chap. Chapped. Dryden.
CHAP'TER, n. [chapitre, Fr.] A division of a book; a de-

cretal epistle; a body consisting of the dean, prebends,
and other clergymen attached to a cathedral or collegiate
church. Chapter-house, a room in a cathedral where the
dean and chapter assemble.

fCHXp'TER, v. a. To tax ; to rebuke; to correct. Dryden.
CHXP'TREL, n. (Arch.) An impost or support of an arch.

CHAP'WOM-AN,* (chap'wum-an) n. A woman who buys
and sells. Massinger.

CHAR, n. A small, delicate fish of the salmon or trout kind.

CHAR, v. a. [i. CHARRED; pp. CHARRING, CHARRED.] To
burn wood to a black cinder

;
to burn partially ; to hew,

or work.

CHAR, CHARE, or CHORE, n. Work done by the day ;
a

small job; a task. This colloquial word is spelled char

in most of the English dictionaries, and pronounced
chare; but in Richardson's it is printed chare, (also chare-

woman.') Holloway, in his " Provincial Dictionary,"
writes choor, and choor-woman : and Palmer, in his "'Di-

alect of Devonshire," chure. In the U. S., it is common-
ly pronounced chore. See CHORE.

CIJAR, or CuARE, v. n. To work by the day; to do little

jobs.

CnAR, or CnARE, v. a. To perform a business. Ray.
t,0HXR'ACT, or JCHXR'ECT, . An inscription. Skelton.

HXR'AC-TER, (kar'ak-ter) n. [character, ~L.} A distinctive

property or mark by which any thing is separated from
another

;
a cast

;
a turn

;
a description ;

a mark ; a stamp ;

a letter used in writing or printing ;
the manner of writ-

ing; a representation of personal qualities; the person
with his assemblage of qualities ;

the assemblage of qual-
ities simply ; reputation ; repute.

.CHXR'AOTER, v. a. To inscribe
;
to engrave. Shak. [R.]

fjeHXR'AC-TER-lsM, n. Distinction of character. Bp. Hall.

jeHXR-AC-TER-is'Tic, n. That which constitutes or marks
the character. (Logarithms) An exponent.

jeHAR-AC-TER-Is'Tjc, ) a., That constitutes the char-

jeHXR-AC-TER-Ts'Tl-cAL, ) acter; indicating character.

jenXR-AC-TER-is'Ti-CAL-LY, ad. In a characteristic man-
ner.

jCHXR-Ac-TER-ts'Tl-CAL-NESS, n. duality of being char-
acteristic.

^HXR-AC-TER-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of characterizing. Dr.
JV. Drake. [R.]

!HXR'AC-TER-IZE, v. a. [i. CHARACTERIZED
; pp. CHAR-

ACTERIZING, CHARACTERIZED.] To give the peculiar qual-
ities of; to describe or exhibit by qualities ;

to designate.
HXR'Ac-TER-LESS, a. Without a character. Shak.

-enXR'Ac-TER-MA'KER,* n. One who draws characters.
Warburton.

tHXR'AC-TER-Y, n. Impression ;
mark. Shak.

PHA-RADE', (sha-rad') n. [Fr.] A species of riddle, usual-

ly in verse. Graves.

CH'AR'BON,* n. [Fr.] A little, black spot or mark remaining
after the large spot in the cavity of the corner tooth of a
horse is gone. Farm. Ency.

CHAR'COAL, n. Coal made by charring or burning wood
under turf, or with little access of air

;
coal from wood.

CHARD, n. [chardon, Fr.] A term used for the footstalks and
midrib of artichokes, cardoons, and white beet, in a pecu-
liar mode of cultivation.

CiiARE,* n. A narrow street or court. Chare-foot, the
end of a narrow street or court. Lord Eldon. [North of

Eng.] See CHAR and CHORE.
C.HAR'FRQN,* n. [chanfrein, Fr.] A plate of steel, or piece of

leather, to protect the face of a horse in plate-armor.f?rarede.

CHARGE, v. a. [charger, Fr.] [i. CHARGED ; pp. CHARGING,
CHARGED.] To intrust

;
to impute as a debt

;
to impute as

a crime or fault
;

to accuse
;

to impeach ;
to arraign ;

to

inculpate ; to command ;
to enjoin ;

to commit ; to con-
fide

;
to load.

CHARGE, v. n. To make an onset. Oranmlle.

CHARGE, n. Care; precept ;
.mandate

; injunction; trust;

accusation; imputation ;
an opinion expressed by a court

to a jury ;
an exhortation of a judge to a jury, of a bish-

op to his clergy, or one clergyman to another: sum
charged ; price ; expense ;

cost : onset
;
assault

;
attack

;

encounter : a load
;
a burden

;
the quantity of powder

and ball put into a gun. (Her.) The bearing or figure

depicted on an escutcheon.

CHARGE 'A-BLE, a. That may be charged ; expensive ;

costly ; imputable, as a debt or crime.

CHARGE 'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being chargeable.
CHAR^E'A-BLY, ad. Expensively. Aacham.

CHARGED,* (charjd) p. a. Commanded; exhorted; ac-
cused

;
loaded.

CHARGE D'AFFAIRES,* (sbar-zha'daf-fir') n. [Fr.] pi.

pHAROES D'AFFAIRES. The third or lowest class of

foreign ministers, according to the regulations adopted at
the Congress of Vienna. Brande.

fCiiAR^E'FOL,, a. Expensive; costly. Shak.
CHARGE'-HOUSE * n. A free school, or a common school.

Shak.

CHARC^E'LESS, a. Free from charge ; cheap.
CHARTER, n. One who charges ;

a large dish
;
a war-horse

of an officer.

CHAR'IST,* n. A maker or writer of charges. Dr. Dibdin.

CHAR'I-LY, or CHA'RI-LY, ad. Warily ; cautiously; frugal-

ly. Shak.

CHAR'I-NESS, or CHA'RI-NESS, n. Caution ; nicety. SAa*.

CHXR'i-6c,* n. A kind of herb. Crabb.

CHXR'I-OT, n. [car-rhod, Welsh.] A wheel-carriage of

pleasure or state
;
a car formerly used in war

;
a half-

coach.

CliXR'i-pT, v._a.
To convey in a chariot. Milton.

CHXR-I-QT-EKR', n. One who drives a chariot.

CHXR-I-OT-EER'ING,* re. The act of driving or managing
chariots. P. Cyc.

G'HXR'i-OT-MXN, n. The driver of a chariot. 2 Chron.

CnXR'l-QT-RACE, n. A race with chariots. Addlson.

CHXR'J-QT-RA'CER,* n. One employed in a chariot-race.

Creech.

CHXR'I-QT-WHEEL,* n. The wheel of a chariot. Shak.

CHXR'I-TA-BLE, a. Full of charity ; partaking of charity;
kind; bountiful; candid; benevolent; kind in giving
alms, or in judging of others.

CHXR'I-TA-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being charitable.CHXR'I-TA-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being charitable.

I, E, i, o, u, Y, long; X, fi, T, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, T, 9, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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CHXR'I-TA-BLY, ad. In a charitable manner.

tCHAR'i-TA-TiVE, a. Disposed to tenderness. Fell.

CnXR'l-TY, n. [charitas, L.] Good affection
;
tenderness ;

kindness ; good-will ; benevolence ;
active goodness ;

lib-

erality to the poor ;
alms : universal love to human kind.

CHXR'}-TY-SjeH6oL,* TO. A school supported by charity.

BudgelL
fCHARK, v. n. To burn to a black cinder; to char.

CHAR'LA-TXN, n. [charlatan, Fr.] A quack ;
a mountebank.

'HAR-LA-TXN'lc,* a. Resembling a charlatan. Sir E.

Brydges.
QHAR-LA-TAN'I-CAT,, a. Quackish ; empirical. Cowley.

CHAR-LA-TAN'I-CAL-LY,* ad. Like a charlatan. Johnson.

CHAR'LA-TAN-I'^M',* n. Quackery ; charlatanry. Brit. Critic.

CHAR'LA-TAN-Ry, Ti. Gluackery ; empiricism; deceit.

CHARLES-WAIN', (charlz'ez-wan') n. (rfstron.) A name
sometimes given to the constellation Ursa Major or Great
Bear.

CHAR'LQCK, n. A weed, or wild species of the mustard

family, with a yellow flower.

CHARM, n. [charme, Fr.] Words, sounds, philters, or char-

acters of occult power ;
enchantment

; spell ;
fascination ;

incantation
; something of power to gain the affections.

CHARM, v. a. [i. CHARMED ; pp. CHARMING, CHARMED.] To
sustain or subdue by some secret power; to bewitch

;
to

enchant
;
to delight ;

to fascinate ;
to enrapture.

CHARM, v. n. To act as a charm ; to sound harmonically.

CHARMED, (cha.rmd)p. a. Enchanted; fascinated.

CHARM'ER, n. One who charms; an enchanter
;
one much

loved : a word of endearment.

CHARM'ER-ESS, n. An enchantress. Chaucer. [R.]

CHARM'FOL, a. Abounding with charms. Cowley. [R.1

CHARM'ING, p. a. Pleasing in a high degree; delightful.

CHARM'|NG-LY, ad. In a charming manner. Shak.

CHARMING-NESS, n. The quality of being delightful.

CHARM'LESS,* a. Destitute of charms or beauty. Swift.

CHAR'NE-CO,* n. A sort of sweet Spanish wine. Shak.

CHAR'NEL, a. [Fr.] Containing flesh, or dead bodies.

CHAR'NEL,* n. A repository for the bones of the dead
;

a charnel-house. Young.
CHAR'NEL-HoGsE, n. [charnier, Fr.] A place under a

church, or appended to one, where the bones of the dead
are reposited. Shak.

CHAR'RY,* a. Burned, as charcoal
; having charcoal. Smart.

CHART, '[chart, P. E. Sm. Wb. ; kart or chart, S. W. J. F.

Jo. K.] n. [charta, L.] A map ;
a hydrographic or marine

map, or a delineation of coasts, shoals, isles, rocks, &c.,
for the use of seamen.

f!HAR''TA,* (kar'ta) n. [L.] A charter; a public deed con-

veying a grant. Crabb. [paper. Brande.

JKHAR-TA'CEOVS,* (-shus) a. (Bot.) Papery; resembling
QHARTE,* (sh'art) n. [Fr.] The fundamental law or con-

stitution of the French monarchy, as established on the

restoration of Louis XVIII., in 1814.

H'AR'TEL, n. See CARTEL.

CHAR'TER, n. [charta, L.] A writing or written paper be-

stowing privileges or rights ; privilege ; immunity.
CHAR'TER,* v. a.

[i. CHARTERED; pp. CHARTERING, CHAR-

TERED.] To establish by charter; to in corporate: to let

and hire a ship on contract. Burke.

CHAR'TERED, (ch'ir'terd) p. a. Endowed with or protected

by a charter: privileged. Shak. Hired.

CHAR'TER-ER,*?I. One who charters. In Cheshire, Eng.,
a freeholder. Crabb.

CHAR'TER-IST,* n. An adherent to the charter. Gent. Mag.
CHAR'TER-LAND, n. (Law) Land held by charter. Coke.

CHAR'TER-PAR'TY, n. [charlre partie, Fr.] (Com.) An in-

denture or agreement made between merchants and sea-

faring men, concerning their merchandise, &c.

CHAR'Tifpi,* n. Adherence to the charter ;
radical reform

;

a name adopted by a party of radical reformers in Eng-
land. Carlyle.

CHAR-TOM'JE-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring maps
and charts. Hamilton.

CHAR'TREUSE,* (shar'troz) n. [Fr.] A monastery of Car-
thusians. Shak.

QHARTREVX* (shar'tru) n. [Fr.] A Carthusian friar or

monk. P. Cyc.
HAR'TV-LA-RY, n. See CARTULARY.

CHAR'-WO-MAN, (char'vvum-an) n. A woman who works

by the day, or does small jobs. Sioift. See CHAR.

CHAR'Y, (char'e or cha're) a.Careful
;
cautious

; shy ; wary.
CHASE, v.a. [chasser, Fr.] [i.

CHASED ;pp. CHASING,CHASED.]
To pursue, as an enemy, or as game ;

to hunt ; to pursue";
to drive away ;

to emboss, as metals
;
to enchase. See

ENCHASE.
CHASE, n. Hunting; pursuit of any thing followed or hunt-
ed

;
fitness to be hunted ;

a race
;
hunt

; game hunted
;

open ground stored with game ;
a park ; a row or rank of

plants or trees: the length of a gun's bore. (Printing)
An iron frame to confine types set in pages. In ten-

nis, a term signifying the spot where a ball falls, beyond
which the adversary must strike his ball, to gain a chase.

CHAS'A-BLE, a. Fit to be chased. Qower.

CHASE'-GL-N, n. (JVaut.) A gun lying at the head to fire on

ajyessel that is pursued. Dryden.
CHAS'ER, n. One who chases

;
a hunter; an enchaser.

nXsM, (kazm) n. [xda/jta.] A breach unclosed
; a place

unfilled
;
a vacuity ;

an opening ; a cleft.

.CHARMED, (kazmd) a. Having gaps or openings.
JGHAM'y,* a. Having chasms. Wordsworth. [R.]

CHXs'SE-LAH, (shas'se-las) n. [Fr.] A sort of grape.
CIIAS-HEUR',* (shas-sur') n. [Fr.] A hunter ; a horseman

;

one of a select body of light infantry. Crabb.

CHASTE, a. [castus,L.] Pure from fornication or adultery;
free from obscenity ;

without stain
;
modest

;
virtuous ;

uncorrupt ; pure in taste and style.

CHASTE'-EYED, (ch'4st'ld) a. Having modest eyes. Collins.

CllASTE'LY, ad. In a chaste manner; purely.

IICHAST'EN, (chas'sn) [chas'tn, S. W. J. E.Ja. K. ; chas'sn,
P. F. Sm. R.] v. a. [i. CHASTENED; pp. CHASTENING, CHAST-

ENED.] To correct; to punish ;
to chastise. 95=" This

word is sometimes fateely pronounced with the a short,
so as to rhyme with fasten." Walker.

||CHAST-ENED,* (cha'snd) p. a. Corrected
; having suffered

chastisement.

HCIIAST'EN-ER, (cha'sn-er) n. One who chastens.

CHASTE'NESS, n. Quality of being chaste
; chastity.

||CHAS'TEN-!NG,* n. Correction
; chastisement. Hebrews.

CHAS-TI'A-BLE, a. That may be chastised.

CHAS-TlsE', v. a. [chastier, Fr.] [i. CHASTISED
; pp. CHAS

TISING, CHASTISED.] To chasten
;
to correct; to punish ;

to reduce to order; to repress.

CHAS-Ti!j>ED',*(chfi3-tIzd')p.a. Punished
; reduced to order.

CnXs'TISE-MENT, [chas'tiz-ment, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.
Wb. ; chas-tlz'ment or chas'tiz-ment, P.] n. Act of chas-

tening ;
correction

; punishment.
CHAS-T!'ER, n. One who chastises. Sandys.
CHAS'TI-TY, [chas'te-te, W. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; chas'te-

te, S. P.] n. [castitas* L.] State of being chaste ; purity
of the body ; purity of manners ; continence

; freedom
from impurity.

to prate.

fCuXT, v. a. To talk of, Shak.

CHAT, n. Idle talk
; prate : a twig or little stick.

CHATEAU, (shat-o') n. [FrJ pi. Fr. CHA TEA ux ; Eng.
CHATEAUS, (shat-6z') A French castle : a country seat.

Burke.

CHXT'E-LET, (shat'e-let) n. [Fr. diminut. of chateau.] A
little castle. Chambers.

CHXT'EL-LA-NY, [shat'el-len-e, S. E. F. Ja. ; chat'e-len-e,
W. P.] n. The lordship of a castle. Swift. See CAS'TEL-
LANV.

CHA-TOY'ANT,* or HXT'O-YXNT,* a. [Fr.] (Min.) Emit-

ting rays ; having a changeable, undulating lustre, like

that of a cat's eye in the dark. Cleaveland.

CHA-TOY'MENT,* n. [chatoyement, Fr.] (JJfm.) A change or

play of colors. Cleaveland.

CHXT-P<?-TA'TOE,* n. pi. Small potatoes, such as are

given to pigs. Brande.

CuAT'TEL, (chat'tl or chat'el) [chat'tl, S. W. J. F. E. Sm.
Wb. , chat'el, P. Ja. K.} n. (Law) Any movable property ;

goods ;
furniture.

CHAT'TER, v. n. [caquetrr, Fr.] [i. CHATTERED ; pp. CHAT-

TERING, CHATTERED.] To make a noise, as a pie or mon-
key ; to clatter the teeth

;
to talk idly, freely, or careless-

ly ;
to chat.

CiiAT'TER,_n. Noise like that of a pie or monkey ; prate.

CiiXT-TER-A'TiON,* n. Act of chattering; disposition or
habit of talking much. Wilbcrforcc. [Colloquial.]

CiiXT'TER-Box, n. An incessant talker.

CnXT'TER-ER, n. One that chatters; an idle talker j a
bird

; the wax-wing.
CliXx'TER-lNG, n. Idle or unprofitable talk. Watts.

CHXT'TY, a. Chattering ; conversing freely. Mountagu.
CllXT'woOD, (chat'wud) n. Little sticks

;
fuel.

jCnAu'DRON, ?i. See CHAWDRON.
CllAu'FER,* n. A small table furnace. Francis.

CffAUMONTELLE, (sho-mon-tel') 71. [Fr.] A sort of pear.

fClIAUN, n. A gap ; a chnsm. Cotgrave.
fCllAUN, v. n. To open. Sherwood".

CuAuNT, (chant) v. See CHANT.
CiiXv'EN-DER, 7i. [chcvesne, Fr.] The chub

;
the cheven.

Walton.

CHAW, :>. a. [I.CHAWED ;pp. CHAWING, CHAWED, fcHAWEN.]
To grind with the teeth

; to masticate ; to chew. Dry-
den. It is now nearly obsolete or vulgar.

CHAW, 7i. [The chap ;
ths jaw. Ezekicl] A cud ;

a chew.
fCHAW'DRON, 7i. Entrails. Shak.

CIIAWN, n. See CHAUN.
CHAY'ROOT,* n. The root of a plant, cultivated in India,
and used for dyeing red. Mr.Culloch.

CHEAP, (chop) a. Bearing a low price : easy to be had ,

common
;
not respected. Shak.

fCHEAP, (chGp) 71. A market; a bargain. Sidney.
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, (che'pn)?). a. [i. CHEAPENED ; pp. CHEAPENING,
CHEAPENED.] To attempt to buy; to make cheap; to ask
the price of; to bargain ; to lessen value.

CHEAP'EN-ER, (c.h5'pn-er) n. One who cheapens.
CHEAP'LY, (chSp'le) ad. At a small price. Shak.

CHEAP'NESS, (chep'nes) n. Lowness of price. Bacon.

CHEAR, n. &. v. See CHEER.
CHEAT, (chet) v. a. [i CHEATED; pp. CHEATING, CHEAT-

ED.] To defraud
;
to impose upon ; to trick

;
to beguile.

CHEAT, n. A deceitful, dishonest act, defrauding one of
his right ; a fraud

;
a trick

;
a person guilty of fraud.

CHEAT'A-BL,E,* a. Capable of being cheated.

CHEAT'A-BLE-NESS, n. Liability to be cheated. Hammond.
CHEAT'-BREAD, n. Fine bread

; bought bread. [R.]
CHEAT'ER, n. One who cheats

;
a cheat. Shak.

CHEAT'E-RY,* n. Fraud; deception; imposition. Jolm
Bull. [R.]

CHEAT'ING,* p. a. Practising fraud
; defrauding.

CHEAT'ING^ n. The act of defrauding ;
fraud. Smart.

CHE-BXc'co,* a. Noting a small vessel, or large boat, so

called from the former name of the place where they are

made, now Essex, in Massachusetts. C. Brown.

CHECK, v. a. [echec, Fr.] [i. CHECKED; pp. CHECKING,
CHECKED.] To repress ;

to curb
;
to restrain

;
to control ;

to reprove ;
to chide

;
to compare or examine with corre-

sponding evidence
;
to control by a counter reckoning.

CHCK, v. n. To stop ;
to clash

;
to interfere

;
to keep re-

pressed.
CHECK, n. [cchec, Fr.] Repression; stop; restraint; curb;
a reproof; the person checking ; a forsaking of game by a

hawk
;
the corresponding cipher of a draft or order for

money ; the order itself; a term used in the game of chess
;

linen or cotton cloth fabricated in squares.
CHECK'-BOOK,* (-buk) n. A book kept by persons who
have accounts in a bank, containing blank forms of
checks. Bouvier.

CHECK'ER, V. 0. [l.
CHECKERED

; pp. CHECKERING, CHECK-

ERED.] To form into little squares of different colors; to

variegate or diversify.

CHECK'ER, n. One who checks; checker-work. pi. A
game on the_checker-board

CHECK'ER-BOARD, n. A board for playing checkers or

draughts. Fox.

CHECK'ERED,* (check'erd)p. a. Variegated; diversified.

CHCK'ER, n. pi. A game played on a checkered board,
in England usually called draughts.

CHficK'ER-WoRK, (-wiirk) n. Work having cross stripes of
different colors.

CHECK'LESS, a. Uncontrollable ; violent. Marston.

CHficK'MATE, n. [dchcc et mat, Fr.] A movement on the
chess-board that gains and finishes the game. Spenser.

CHECK'MATE, v. a. [i. CHECKMATED
; pp. CHECKMATING,

CHECKMATED.] To put in check j to control; to defeat;
to finish^ figuratively. Skelton.

CHECK'ROLL, n. A roll or book containing the names of
such as are attendants on great personages : a list. Bacon.

CHED'DER,*a. Noting a rich, fine-flavored cheese, made
at Chedder, in England. Farm. Ency.

CHED'DER-PINK,* n. (Bot.) A flower; a species of dian-

trm_s. Booth.

CHEEK, n. The side of the face below the eye : among me-
chanics, those parts of wrought objects that are double
and correspondent. Cheek by jowl, an old expression,
and not yet disused, signifying closeness, or face to face,
or right over against. Beaum. fy FL

CllfifK'BXND,* n. A strap of a headstall; a throatband.
Booth.

CHEEK'BONE, n. The bone of the cheek. Psalm iii.

CHEEKED, (chekt) a. Brought near the cheek. Cotton.

CHEEK'TOOTH, n. The hinder tooth or tusk. Joel.

fCiiEEP, v. n. To pule or chirp as a young bird. Cotgrave.
CHEER, n. [cAdre, Fr.] Entertainment

; gayety ;
air of the

countenance
; acclamation

;
shout of triumph or ap-

plause.

CHEER, v. a. [i. CHEERED ; pp. CHEERING, CHEERED.] To
animate

;
to enliven

;
to applaud ; to incite ; to encour-

age ; to comfort
;
to gladden.

CHEER, v. n. To grow gay or cheerful. A. Philips.
CHEER'ER, n. One who cheers. Wotton.

IjCHEER'FOl,, [cher'ful, P. J. R. Ja. Sm. Wb. : cher'ful, S. ;

cher'ful or cher'ful, W. F. K.} a. Animated
; moderately

joyful; lively; causing joy; sprightly; willing.

|[CHEER'FOL-T.,Y, ad. In a cheerful manner
; willingly.

JJCHEER'FOL-NESS, n. Quality of being cheerful.

CHEER'I-LY, ad. Cheerfully. Beaian. $ Fl.

CHEER'I-NESS,* n. The state of being cheery. Bulwer.

CHEER'JNG,*;>. a. Promoting cheerfulness
; making glad.

fCHEER'lsn-NESS, n. State of cheerfulness. Mdton.

CHEERLESS, a. Dejected; joyless; sad. Spenser.

CHEER'LY, a. Cheerful. Ra\:. ad. Cheerfully. Shak.

CHEER'DP, or CntR'RUP, v. a. To make cheerful ; to en-
liven

;
to quicken; to chirp. Dr. Ckr.yne. [Colloquial.]

CHEER'Y, a Gay; sprightly; cheerful. Gay.
CHEESE, n. The curd of milk compressed into a solid

a. Relating to chemistry; chemical.

mass, and dried for food
; any thing in the form of

cheese.

CHEESE 'CAKE, 7i. A cake made of curds, sugar, and butter.

CHEEE''LEP,* n. A bag in which rennet for cheese is

kept. Farm. Ency.
CHEEE'-MITE,*TI. An insect found in cheese. Booth.

CHEESE'-MON-GER, (chez'mung-ger) /i. A dealer in cheese.

CHEEE'-PAR-ING, n. Rind or paring of cheese. Beaum.

8r_m.
CHEE'-PRESS, n. A press in which cheese or curds are

pressed. Gay.
CHEEE-REN'NET,* n. A wild, yellow flower. P. Cyc.

CHEEE'-VXT,w. A wooden case for pressing curds.

CHEES'Y, . Having the nature of cheese, rfrbathnot.

CHEE'TA,* or CHEE'TAH,* n. (Zool.) A species of leopard.
Brande.

CnEF-D'(EUVRE,*(sh*-dovr'') n. [Fr.] pi. CIIEFS-D'CEU-
VKE. A capital performance ; a masterpiece.

JGHEI'RO-PED,* 7i. See CHIROPED.
CHE-KO'A,* n. A Chinese porcelain clay. Maunder.

JBHE'LA,* n. [xn\n-] The first pair of forcipated extremities
of the crab, lobster, and other crustaceans. Brande.

JBHEL/I-DON,* n. (Jlnat.) The hollow at the flexure of the
arm. Crabb.

.eHE-LiF'ER-ofJs,* a. Furnished with claws. Smart.

J0HEL'j;FORM,*a. Having the form of a claw. Smart.

jenE-Lo'NE,* 71. (Bot.) A plant and flower; called also

shell-flower and snake-head. Farm. Ency.
J0HE-LO'NI-A,* 71. pi. [xeAwiT/.] (Zoo/.) A genus of animals

including tortoises and turtles
;
chelonians. Sir C. Bell.

J0HE-L6'Ni-AN,* ?i. (ZooZ.) An order of reptiles, including
the tortoise, turtle, &c. Brande.

t^HE'LY, (ke'le) n. [chela, L.] The claw of a shell-fish.

Browne.

lieHEM'lc, (kim'jkorkem'ik) ) a. Pertaining to

!|.HEM'J-CAL, (kim'e-kal or kem'e-kal) } chemistry ;
re-

sulting from the operation of natural agents.

ILeHEM'l-CAL-LY, (kim'e-k^l-le) ad.ln a chemical manner.

pHE-2nf$E', (she-mez') n. [Fr.] A shift. (Fort.) A wall

lining a bastion or ditch
;
a lining or casing with stone.

CHEM-I-$ETTE',* n. [Fr.] An under waistcoat. Quid.

||jeHEM'iST, (kim'jst or kem'jst) n. One who is versed in

chemistry.
'

Burton.

UJBHEM'IS-TRY, (kim'js-tre or kem'is-tre) n. [xtu or XTJ//OS.]"
Chemistry," as defined by Dr. Black,

"
is the study of

the effects of heat and mixture, with a view of discover-

ing their general and subordinate laws, and of improving
the useful arts;" or, as defined by Brande, "it is that

branch of natural knowledge which teaches us the prop-
erties of elementary substances, and of their mutual com-
binations ; it inquires into the laws which effect, and into

the powers which preside over, their union
;

it examines
the proportions in which they combine, and the modes
of separating them when combined ;

and endeavors to

apply such knowledge to the explication of natural phe-
nomena, and to useful purposes in the arts of life."

ftCpThis word was formerly written cliymistry : but
the present established orthography is chemistry. But al-

though, in this word and its derivatives, y is changed to

e, yet the pronunciation, for the most part, remains un-

changed. We, however, now often hear the words pro-

nounced, according to their present orthography, ghern'-
js-try, chem'ist, &c.

JEHE-NO-COP'RC-LITE,* n. (Min.~) A species of mineral.
Dana.

CHEQUE,* (chek) n. An order or draft for money. Sullivan.

See CHECK.
CHEQ'UER, (chuk'er) v. & n. See CHECKER.
CHEQ'UER, (chek'er) n. [abbreviation of exchequer.] A

treasury.

CHEQ/UER, (chek'er) n. A sort of stonework. See CHECK-
ER.

CHEQ'UER-ROLL, (chek'er-rol) n. See CHECKROLL.

CIIEQ'UER, n. pi. See CHECKERS, and DRAUGHTS.
CHEQ'UER-WORK, n. See CHECKER-WCBK
CHE-QUIN', (che-k5n') n. See ZECHIN.

CHER'ISH, v. a. [chcrir, Fr.] [i.
CHERISHED

; pp. CHERISH-

ING, CHERISHED.] To treat tenderly; to nurse; to nur-

ture
; to encourage ;

to support ;
to foster.

CHER'ISHED,* (ch'er'jsht) p. a. Nursed; comforted; sup-

ported.
CHER'ISH-ER, n. One who cherishes.

CHER'ISH-ING, n. Support ; encouragement.
CHER'ISH-I'NG,*;?. a. Nursing ; comforting; helping.

CiiER'isii-'iNG-Ly, ad. In a cherishing manner. '

tCiiER'isH-MENT, 7i. Encouragement. Spenser.

CHERN, n. See CHURN.
CHE-ROOT',* n. A sort of cigar for smoking. Mal.com.

CHER'RY, n. [ccrasus, L.] A'small stone fruit, of many va-

rieties.

CHER'RY, a. Relating to or colored like a cherry.

CHER'RY-BAY, 71. The laurel. See LAUREL.
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CHER'RY-BRXN'DY,* n. Brandy in which cherries have
been steeped. Ash.

CIIER'RY-CHEEKED, (-chekt) a. Having ruddy cheeks.

CHEit'RY-LAU'REL,*7i. An evergreen shrub. 'Farm. Ency.
CHER'RY-P{T, n. A child's play, in which cherry-stones are

thrown into a small hole. Shak.

CHER'RY-RfJM,* n. Rum in which cherries have been

steeped. Brown.

CHER'RY-STONE,* n. The stone or seed of a cherry. Ash.

CHER'RY-TREE, n. A tree bearing cherries.

CHER'RY-WINE, n. Wine made of cherries. Ash.

jeiiER'sc-NESE, (ker'so-ncs) n. [xspedj/r/o-o?.] A penin-
sula.

CHERT, n. (Mm.} A kind of flint; hornstone.

CHER'TY, a. Like chert; flinty. Pennant.
CHER'UB.W. ; pi. CHER'VBS and CHER'V-BIM:. A celestial

spirit or angel, which, in the celestial hierarchy, is placed
next in order to the seraphim. Exodus. Cherubs, the

English plural, is the form in common use; cherubim is

the Hebrew plural ;
and cherubims is the plural form used

in the common version of the Bible.

c-RO'B CAL,
-

CiiER'v-Biivi,* The Hebrew plural of cherub. See CHERUB.
CHER'U-BIN, a. Angelical ;

cherubic. Shak. [R.]

CH-ER'V-BIN, n. A cherub. Dryden. [R.]
CHER'UP, v. n. To chirp ; to use a cheerful voice. Spenser.

CHER'up,*n. An act of quickening; encouragement. Cow-

per.

CHER'UP,* v. a. To quicken ;
to enliven or encourage ;

to cheer up; to chirrup. Cowper.
CHER'VIL, n. A culinary vegetable; cow-weed: some-
times used medicinally.

CHE'I-BLE, (chez'e-bl) n. [chasuble, old Fr.] A Roman
Catholic priest's vestment without sleeves

;
chasuble.

CUES 'LIP, 71. A small vermin. Skinner.

CHESS, n. A scientific game, played on a board consisting
of 64 squares, with 32 pieces of various forms, denomi-

nations, and powers.
CHESS'-AP-PLE, n. A species of wild-service.

CHESS'-BOARD, 71. A board on which chess is played.
CHES'SEL,* n. A mould or vat in which cheese is formed.
Farm. Ency.

CHESS'-MAN, n. A piece or puppet for chess.

CHES'SOM, n. Mellow earth. Bacon.

CHESS'-PLAY-ER, n. One who plays chess.

CHEST, 71. [kett, Celt.] A large, wooden box: the trunk
of the human body from the shoulders to the belly ;

the
breast

;
the thorax. A chest of drawers, a case with mov-

able boxes or drawers.

CHEST, v. a. To reposit in a chest. Terry. [R.]
CHEST'ED, a. Having a chest

; as, broad-cheated.

CHEST'FOUND-ER,* n. Same as chestfoundering. Farm.

Ency.
CHEST'FOUND-ER-ING, n. A disease in a horse like a pleu-

risy.

CHEST'NVT, (ches'nut) n. [chastaigne,Fr.] The fruit of the
chestnut-tree.

CHEST'NVT,* (ches'nut) a. Having the color of the chest-

nut; light bro\vn_. Dampier.
CHEST'NUT-TREE, (ches'nut-tr5) n. A well-known tree.

CHES'TON, n. A species of plum.
CHET'WERT,* n. A corn-measure in Russia, equal to near-

ly six Winchester bushels. McCiMoch.

}QllEV<A-pHiK', shev'a-sh5') n. [Fr.] An expedition with

cavalry. Chaucer.

CHE'VAGE, n. fFr.l See CHIEFAGE.
CHE V-AL',* n, [Fr.] pi. CHE VA ux, (shev-o') A horse ; cav-

alry. Boyer.
CHEV-AL'-DE-FRI^E', n. [Fr.] pi. (commonly used in

the plural) CHEVAUX-DE-FRISE. (shev'6-de-frGz')

(Fort.') Literally, frizzled horses: appropriately, a piece
of timber traversed with spikes, used in defending a

passage orjnaking a retrenchment to stop cavalry.

, (shev-a-15r') n. [Fr.] A knight; a cava-') n. [

. Shak.lier
;
a gallant, strong man

CHEV'EN, -n. [chevesne, Fr.] A river fish
;
the chub.

CHEV'ER-IL, n. [chevreuil, Fr.] A kid
; kid-leather. Shak.

fCHEv'ER-iL-IZE, v. a. To make as pliable as kid-leather.

JHountafu.
CHE-VILLE',* n. [Fr.] (Mus.) The bridge of an instru-

ment. Crabb.

fCHiiV'i-sANCE, (shev'e-z&ns) n. [r.hcvissance, Fr.] Enter-

prise ; achievement; bargain ; contract. Spenser. (Law)
A final composition between a debtor and creditor. Roberts.

CH&V-RETTE',* n. [Fr.] (Mil.) An engine for raising guns
or mortars into their carriages. Brande.

CHEY'RON, (shev'r9n) n. [Fr.] (Her.) A representation of
two rafters of a house meeting at the top. (Arch.) A
sort of zigzag work or ornament.

CHEV'RONED, (shev'rond) a. Formed as a chevron.

CHEV'RON-EL, n. (Her.) A diminutive of or half a chev-
ron.

CHEW, (chfl) [chu, P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; chu or chaw, S.

W.} v. a. [t. CHEWED ; pp. CHEWING, CHEWED.] To crush
with the teeth; to masticate; to ruminate. $5" "The
pronunciation chaw is grown vulgar." W.

CHEW, (chu) v. n. To ruminate. Shak.

CHEW, (chu) n. A cud
; as, "a chew of tobacco." [Vulgar.]

tCHEw'ET, n. Minced meat, or mince-pie. Florio.

CHEW'ING, (chu'jng) n. Mastication.

CHEW'ING,*/>. a. Grinding with the teeth
; ruminating.

CHEW'ING-BALJ.,* n. A medicinal ball for a horse. Farm.

Ency.
Hl'AH,* a. Relating to the island of Chios. Brande.

pHI-A'RO-OS-CU'Rd* or jZHi-A'Rd-SCU'RO,* 11. [It.]
The art of combining light and shade in painting. P. Cyc.

j0Hl-Xs'TO-L.iTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of made; andalu-
site. Dana.

CHIB'BAL, n. [dboule, Fr.} A small kind of onion
;
cibol.

Beaum. 8f Fl.

CHI'CA,* 7i. [Sp.] A fermented liquor, made of Indian

corn, in Peru. Q. Rev. A red coloring substance, used
by sojne Indians to stain their skins. Ure.

CHI-CANE', (she-kan') n. [chicane, Fr.] A shift, turn, or
trick in law proceedings; sophistry ; wrangling.

CHI-CANE', v. n. To prolong a contest by tricks. Chesterfield.

QHI-CAN'ER, n. A petty sophister ;
a caviller.

CHI-CAN'ER.-Y, n. Mean arts of wrangling ; trickery.

CHic'co-RY,*7i. A perennial plant cultivated for food for

cnttla
;
and particularly in Belgium and Germany, for the

purpose of preparing from the root a powder which is

used as a substitute for coffee
; succory. P. Cyc.

CnfcH, n. ; pi. CHICH'ES. A dwarf pea; chickpea. B.
Goofre.

CH'/CK, n. The young of a bird
;
a chicken.

CHfcic, v. n. To sprout as seed
;
to vegetate. [Local.]

CHJfcK'A-BER-RY,* n. A small red berry. Brown.

CHICK'A-RA,* n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
CHICK/EN, n. The young of a bird, particularly of a hen

;
a

term for a young person.
CHICK'EN-HEART-ED, a. Cowardly; timorous.

CHICK'EN-POX, n. (Med.) A mild eruptive disease.

CHICK/LING, 71. A small chicken.

CHICK'PA, n. A plant cultivated in the south of France
for the same purposes as vetches in England ;

a kind of

degenerate pea. Miller.

CHICK'WEED, n. An annual plant; stellaria.

CHIDE, v. a.
[i.

CHID (fcHODE); pp. CHIDING, CHIDDEN,
CHID.] To reprove ;

to check
;
to scold

;
to censure

;
to

rebuke
;
to reprimand ;

to blame.

CHIDE, v. n. To clamor
;
to scold

;
to make a noise.

CHIDE, ?i. Murmur; gentle noise. Thomson. [R.]
CHID'ER, n. One who chides. Abp. Cranmer.

fCHiD'ER-ESS, T?. She who chides. Chaucer.

CHI'D'ING, n. Rebuke
; scolding ;

noise.

CHID'ING,*P. a. Reproving; rebuking; scolding.
CHIO'ING-LY, ad. After the manner of chiding. Huloct.

CHIEF, (chGf) a. [chef, Fr.] Principal ;
most eminent ;

highest.
CHIEF, (chuf) n. A military commander; a leader; the

principal person, part, or thing; the top of any thing.

(Her.) The upper part of an escutciieon.

CHIEF, (chef) ad. Chjefly. Thomson. [R.]

fCmEF'AGE, or Cuiiv'AGE, n. [cheoagc, Fr.] A tribute

by the head. Chambers.

fClllEF'DQM, (chEf'dom) n. Sovereignty. Spenser.

CHIEF'ESS,* n. A female chief among the Indians. Carrrr.

CHIEF'-JUS'TICE,* n. The principal judge of a court.

Southey.
CHiEF'-Jus'TicE-SHlp,* ?!. The office of chief-justice.

Q. Ren.

CHIEF'LESS, a. Wanting a leader
;
weak. Pope.

CHIEF'LY, ad. Principally ; mostly ; eminently.
fCHiEF'RlE, (chef're) 71. A small feudal rent. Spenser.

CHIEF'TA;N, (chcf'tin) n. [chrfetain, old Fr.] A leader; a
military commander

;
a chief; the head of a clan.

Cmi-.F'TAiN-cy,* 7i. The office or station of chieftain.

Gent. Mag.
CHIEF'TAIN-ESS,* n. A female chioftain. Miss Sedywick,
CHIEF'TAIN-RY, n. State of a chieftain. Johnson. [R.]
CHIEF'TAIN-SHIP, n. State of a chieftain. Smollett.

fCHlEV'ANCE, 7i. Traffic, in which money is extorted as
discount. Bacon.

CHIEVE, or CuEVE, v. n. [chevir, Fr.] To turn out; to

come to a conclusion
;
to succeed. Chaucer. Ray. [Obso-

lete, or provincial.]
CHIF-FQN-NIRR',* (shif-fon-Sr') n. [Fr.] A rag-picker. CA.

Ob.

CHfF-FON-xj-ERE',* (sh!f-f<?n-ne-4r') TI. [Fr.] A movable
piece of furniture serving as a closet

;
a work-table. W

Kucy.
CHIL'BLAIN, n. A sore or inflammation in the feet, hands,
&c., caused by cold or frost.

CHIL'BLAIN,* v. a. To render sore by frost. Cook.

CHILD, n. ; pi. CHtl/DREN. A son or daughter ;
an infant

;

a very young person ; the descendant of parents ; a de-
scendant

; offspring; progeny ;
issue. pi. descendants

j

MlEN, SIE; MOVE, NOR, S$N
; BOl.L, BUR, ROLE. C, G, 9, g, soft; K, &, c, g, hard ; as Z

; $ as g^; THIS.
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rn the language of ths Bible often used for persons in

generator the whole human race; as, "the children of
men."

(CHILD, v. n. To bring children. Shak.

fCHlLD, n. a. To bring forth children. Spenser.

CHlLD'BEAR-lNG, n. The act of bearing children. Milton.

CHILD'BED, n. The state of a woman in labor; trav-

aU. [travail.

CHILD'BIRTH, n. Act of bringing forth
; parturition ;

CHLLDE,* or CnTLDE,* [child, Sm.] n. A noble youth;
the son of a nobleman ; formerly prefixed as a cognomen
to the family name by the eldest son. Byron.

"
Childe, pro-

nounced child, is contrary to all analogy ;
and the modern

way of pronouncing it seems to have been determined

solely by the indistinct notion that some difference ought
to be made between it and child." Philological Museum,
Cambridge, Rng.

fCHiLD'ED, (child'ed) a. Furnished with a child. Shak.

CHfL'nER-MAS-DAY, 7i. The 28th of December, called

also Innocents' day, from the slaying of the children by
Herod.

CHlLD'HOOD, (-hud) n. The state of a child
; infancy ;

minority ;
the time from birth, or from infancy, to pu-

berty ;
the properties of a child.

CHILD'ING,* a. Bearing children; being with child.

Southey.

CHILD'ISH, a. Like a child ; trifling ; puerile.

CHILD'JSH-LY, ad. In a childish manner.

fCHiLDliSH-MlND'ED-NESS, 7i. Trittingness. Bacon.

CHILD'ISH-NESS, n. Quality of being childish.

CHILDLESS, a. Having no child or offspring.

CHILD'LESS-NESS,* n. State of being childless. E. Everett.

CHILD'LIKE, a. Becoming or beseeming a child
;
docile.

fCHlLD'LY, a. Like a child. Lydgate.

[CHILD'NESS,* n. Childish playfulness; childishness.

Sfco*.

CH!L'DREN,* n. ; pi. of child. See CHILD.

CHIL'DREN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Levy.
CHI-LESE' ,* n. sing. & pi. A native or natives of Chili.

P. Cc.

a- Relating to Chili
>
or Chile- p- cy-

HIL'I-AD, (kll'e-ad) TO. [x'X"f.] A thousand consecu-
tive numbers

;
thus from 1 to 1000 forms the first

chiliad
;
from 1001 to 2000, the second, &c.

jeniL'i-A-GON,* n. A plane figure of a thousand sides and
angles. Francis.

jemL-i-A-H'DRQN, n. ; pi. H?L-I-A-HE'DRA. A figure
of a thousand sides.

!HfL'i-ARjeH, (kil'e-'ark) n. A commander of a thousand.

.eHii/i-AKjCH-y, n. A body consisting of a thousand

T, n. A believer in the second coming of Christ
to reign a thousand years ;

a millenarian. Pagitt.

H!L-I-XST'IC,* a. Relating to the millennium ; millena-
rian. EC. Ren.

jElHlL-l-FAc'TIVE, a. See CHYLIFACTIVE.

CHILL,, a. Cold
;
dull

; depressed ; cold of temper.
CHILL, n. Chilliness

;
cold. Derham.

CHILL, v. a. [i. CHILLED; jrp. CHILLING, CHILLED.] To
make cold

;
to depress ;

to blast with cold.

CHILL, v. n. To shiver. Book of Homilies.
[R.]

CHIL'LI-NSS, n. A sensation of shivering cold
;
cold.

CHILL'ING,*P. a. Making cold ; blasting with cold.

CHILL'NESS, n. Coldness; chilliness. Bacon.

CHIL'LY,* n. The pod or fruit of the Guinea pepper.
MtCuUock.

CHIL'LY, a. Somewhat cold ;
cool

;
cold.

CHIL'LY, ad. Coldly ;
with coldness. Sherwood.

JBHI-LO'MA,* n. (Zool.) The upper lip or muzzle of a

quadruped, when tumid and continued uninterruptedly
from the nostril, as in the camel. Brande.

JBHI-LO'NI-AN,* or jEm-LON'ic,* a. Relating to Chilo;
brief; concise. Crabb.

JlilL'Q-POD,* n. [v'A-)j and n
>t>>.] (Zool.) An order of

centipeds, in which the lower lip is formed by a pair of
feet. Brande.

CHIL'TERN,* a. Applied to a hilly district in England ;

as,
" Chiltern Hundreds." Russell.

CHIL'TQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of prehnite. Dana.
CHIMB, (chim) n. The end of a barrel or tub. It is also

written chime and chine.

CHIME, n. A consonance of sounds of many instruments,
as of bells

; correspondence of sound
; the sound of

bells in harmony ;
a set of bells

;
the correspondence of

proportion.
CHlME, V. n. [L CHIMED

; pp. CHIMING, CHIMED.] To SOUIld
in harmony or consonance, as bells

;
to harmonize

; to

agree; to jingle. [sound in harmony.
CulME, v. a. To cause to sound in hannony ; to strike or

CulM'ER, 7i. One who chim. '-3.

JEHI-ME'RA, (ke-mS'rtO n. [chimera, L.] pi. ^HI-MK'RA^.
A fabled monster; a vain, idle fancy; something ab-

surd. (7cA.) A cartilaginous fish.

CHI-MERE'. (she-mGr') n. [ciamare, It.] A robe. See
SlMAR.

CHI-MER'I-CAL,, (ke-mer'e-M) a. Imaginary; fanciful.

HI-MER'I-CAL-LY, (ke-mer'e-kal-e) ad. Vainly; wildly.
fjeHfM'ER-IZE, v. n. To entertain wild fancies.

CHIM'IN-AGE, -n. [chemin, Fr.] (Law) A toll for passage
through a forest. Cowel.

CHIM'ING,* p. a. Agreeing in sound
; harmonizing.

CHIM'ING,* n. Act of sounding or ringing in harmony
Strype.

CHTM'NEY, (chim'ne) n. [cheminee, Fr.] pi. CHIM'NEYS.
That part of a building in which the fire is contained,
and through which the smoke passes away ;

a passage for

smoke ; a flue
; a fireplace.

CHIM'NEY-COR'NER, n. The corner of a chimney or

fireplace ;
the fireside.

CHIM'NEY-MSN'EY, (chim'ne-mun'e) n. Hearth money,
a tax once paid in England for each chimney.

CHIM'NEY-PIKCE, n. A shelf over the fireplace.

CHlM'NEY-SwEEP-ER, n. One who cle.ans chimneys.
CHIM'NEY-TOP, n. The summit of a chimney. Shak.

CHIM-PAN'ZEE,* n. (Zool.) The African or black orang-
outang ; a species of ape which resembles the human
form. P. Cyc.

CHIN, n. The part of the face beneath the under lip.

||CHl'NA, [chl'nst, P. E.Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; cha'ria, S. ; chl'n?
or cha'n?i, W. F.] n. A species of fine porcelain, of
which the first specimens came from China.

IICHl'NA,* a. Relating to China
; denoting a species of

porcelain. Oent. Mag. [China.
CHI'NA-OR'ANGE,W. The sweet orange first brought from

CHl'NA-PiNK,* n. A flower; a species of dianthus. Booth.

CHI'NA-ROOT, n. A species of smilax from China.

CHI'NA-ROE,* n. A species of rose from China.

jjCHl'NA-STONE,*7i, (Min.) Decomposed granite. Hamilton.

jjCHl'NA-WARE,* n. Fine porcelain originally from China,
Smart.

CHiN'cA-plN,* n. A small American nut-bearing tree of the
Southern States. Farm. Ency.

CHlNCH'-BDG,* n. A fetid insect, destructive to wheat,
maize, &c., in the Southern and Western States. Farm.

Ency. [America. Brande.

CnlN-CHiL'LA,* n. (Zool.) A genus of rodents of South

CirfN'coUGH, (-kof) n. The hooping-cough.
CHINE, n. [echine, Fr.] The back-bone or spine of a beast

;

a piece of the back of an animal. Shak. The ends of a
cask or part into which the head is fixed; the chimb.

Forby.
CH!NE, v. a. To cut into a chine or chines. Dryden.
CHINED, (chlnd) a. Relating to or having a back. Beaum.

CHINE'-HOOP,* 7i. The hoop on the end of the staves, or
on the chine. Crabb.

CHI-NEE', [chl-nez', P. K. Sm. ; chi-nes', Ja. Wb.] n.

sing. & pi. A native or the people of China
;
the lan-

guage of China.

CHI-NEE',* a. Of or relating to China. Staunton. Chi-
nese fire, a composition used in fire-works.

CH!N'GLE, (shing'gl) n. Gravel free from dirt. Donne. See
SHINGLE.

CHIN'GLY,* (shing'gle) a. Gravelly ; abounding in gravel.
Sir W. Scott.

CHINK, n. A narrow aperture ;
an opening.

CHlNK, v. n. [i. CHINKED; pp. CHINKING, CHINKED.] To
sound by striking each other. JLrbuthnot. To jingle; to

open ;
to crack.

CHINK, v. a. To break into apertures ;
to fill up spaces.

Sliaw. To jingle. Pope. [CAPIN.
CHtN'KA-plN,* n. A tree and nut. Jludubon. See CHIN-

CHINK'Y, a. Full of narrow clefts. Dryden.
CHIN'NA,* n. (Bot.) An Oriental plant of the pea or vetch

kind. Malr.om.

CHINNED, (chind) a. Having a chin, long or short.

CHlNy-ScXB,* n. A disease in sheep; called by shep-
herds darters. Crabb.

CHINSE,* v. a. (Naut.) To fill a seam or chink of a vessel
with oakum, by using a chisel or the point of a knife.

Crabb.

CHINTZ, n. Cotton cloth printed with colors; a peculiar
kind of fast-printed calico, in which figures of at least

five different colors are impressed.
fCHIOPPINE, (chop-pen

7

) n. [chapin, Sp.] A high shoe,

formerly worn by ladies. Shak.

CHIP, v. a.
[i. CHIPPED; pp. CHIPPING, CHIPPED.] To cut

into small pieces ;
to diminish by cutting ;

to hew
;
to

cut off by an axe or chisel.

CHIP, v. n. To break or crack ;
to chap. Brockett.

CHIP, n. A small piece cut off by an axe or tool.

CuTp'-XxE, (chip'aks) /i. A one-handed plane-axe
Huloet.

CHIP'PER,* v. a. To chirp ; to cheerup. Forby. [Local, Eng.]
CHIP'PER,* a. Lively ; active ;

cheerful
; comfortable.

[Colloquial in New England ;
and in some parts chirk is

used in the same sense
;
as is kipper in the Craven dia-

lect, Eng.]

A, E, I, 6, 0, Y, long; X, E, I, O, 0, Y, short; A, E, J, p, y, V> obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER-
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CHfp'PJNG, 7i, Act of cutting off; a chip.

CHiP'py,* a. Abounding in chips. Savage.
GRA, n. [L.] (Med.) The gout in the hand.

em-RXG'Ri-cXL, a. Having the gout in the hand.

fCHi'RK, v. n. \circken, Teut.] To chirp. Chaucer.

fCHIRM, v. n. To sing, as a bird. Huloet.

JBHI'RQ-GRXPH, (kl'ro-graf) n. [x 'p and ypaQw.] (Law)A deed or public instrument, or gift of conveyance in

writing, attested by the subscription and crosses of wit-
nesses

;
a fine.

JBHI-ROG'RA-PHER, n. One who practises hand-writing.
(Eng. Law) An engrosser of fines in the Common Pleas.

j6Hl-Rp-GRXPH'lc,*
\
a. Relating to chirography ;

writ-

jeHl-Rp-GRXpH'l-CAL,* )
ten with a pen. Smart.

jeHi-Roo'RA-PHisT', (kl-rog'ra-flst) 7i. A chirographer :

one who tells fortunes by the hand.

jeHl-ROG'RA-PHY, (kl-rog'ra-fe) n. Hand-writing. (Law)
A writ under one's own hand. [Smart.

JBHI-ROL'P-GIST,* n. One who is versed in chirology.

J0Hi-ROL'p-<^y, n. [xeip and Aoyoj.] The art of conversing
with the hands and fingers, as practised by the deaf and
dumb

; dactylology.
HJEHI'RP-MXN-CER, or JBHIR'P-MAN-CER, n. One who

divines or foretells future events by inspecting the hand.

Dryden.
||!HI'RO-MXN-CY, or HlR'p-MXN-cy, [kir'o-man-se, W.

J. F. Wl. ; ki'r9-man-se, S. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; ki-roin'an-se,

P.] n. [xeip and pavTis.] Divination by inspecting the
lines of the hand.

||Hi-RQ-MXN'Tl-CAL,*a.Belongingtochiromancy..Br0M>?ie.
jlCHi'Rp-MXN-TiST,* 71. A chiromancer. Sir W. Scott. [&.]

jBHl-Rp-NOM'TC,* a. Relating to the moving of the hands
in speaking, &c. Mclmoth.

JBHi-RON'o-ivty,* n. The science that treats of the rules of

gesticulation or pantomime, and oratorical action. Brandc.

.GHI'RP-POD, n. A mammiferous animal possessed of
hands. P. Cyc.

0Hi'Rp-pLXsT,* n. A hand-former; used by some teach-
ers of the piano-forte. Smart.

JEnI-RSp'p-DJfsT,* n. One who treats of or cures diseases
of the hands and feet

;
a surgeon for the hands and

feet. Dunglison.
CHIRP, v. n. [i. CHIRPED

; pp. CHIRPING, CHIRPED.] To
make a lively or cheerful noise, as birds, without singing.

CHIRP, v. a. To cheer up ; to enliven
;
to chirrup. Johnson.

CHIRP, n. The voice of birds or insects. Spectator.
CHIRP'ER, 7i. One who chirps ;

a chirping bird.

CHIRP'ING, n. The gentle noise of birds.

CHIRP'ING,* v. a. Making a cheerful noise, as a bird.

fCHlRRE, (chi'r) v. n. To coo as a pigeon. Junius.

CHlR'RyP,* v. a. [i. CHIRRUPED
; pp. CHIRRUPING, CHIR-

RUPED.] To animate
;

to encourage ;
to make brisk.

Cowper. See CHEERUP. [Hughes.
CHIR'RVP,* v. n. To chirp.

" The cricket chirrup'd."

iSm'juj,* n. A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

fjeHi-RiiR'GE-QN, n. [xcipovpy6s.] An operator by the
hand ;

now surgeon. South.

tCHj-RUR'GE-pN-LY,* ad. After the manner of a surgeon.
Shak.

t0Hi-RUR'GE-Ry, n. Surgery. Sidney.

, (chiz'el) n. [ciseau, Fr.] A cutting instrument,
used in carpentry, joinery, sculpture, &c.

CHI'EL, (chiz'el) v. a. [i. CHISELLED
; pp. CHISELLING,

CHISELLED.] To cut or carve with a chisel.

CHI'EL-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a, Formed like a chisel.

Roget.
CHI'LEY,* a. Noting a soil betwixt sandy and clayey,
containing a large admixture of gravel and small pebbles.
Farm. Ency.

CHIT, n. The first germination from a seed or plant; a
sprout : an instrument for cleaving laths : a child

;

a baby. Tatier. [A freckle. Huloet.]
fCHIT, v. n. To sprout ;

to shoot as a seed. Mortimer.

CHIT'CHXT, n. Prattle
;
idle talk. Spectator.

CHI'TINE,* n. (Chem.) A principle in insects obtained by
plunging them into a hot solution of potass. Francis.

.CHI'TQN,* n. The coat-of-mail shell, a molluscous uni-
valve animal, having a protecting shell formed of many
portions. Kirby.

tCtiiT'TER, v. n. [citteren, D.] To shiver; to chatter.
Huloet.

'

jCHi'T'TER-LlNG, n. The frill of a shirt. Gascoigne.
CHIT'TER-LING$, 71. pi. The bowels of an eatable animal.

ICHiT'TY, a. Childish
;
like a baby ; full of chits. Huloet.

||CHI-VAL'RIC,* a. Partaking of chivalry ; chivalrous.
Booth.

||CHlv'AL-ROOs, or Cmv'AL-RoCs, a. [chevalereux, Fr.]
Relating to chivalry ; gallant ; warlike

; adventurous.

||CHiv'AL-RoOs-Ly,* ad. In a chivalrous manner. Richard-
son.

||CHiv'AL-Ry, or CHfv'AL-Ry, [shiv'al-re, S. P. E. Ja. K.
Sm. Wl. ; chiv'al-re, W. J. F. R.] n. [chevalerie, from cheva-

lier, a knight ;
or cheval, a horse, Fr.] The usages and

customs pertaining to the order of knighthood ;
the sys,

tern of knighthood, which, in the middle ages, flourished
and fell with feudalism ; knighthood ;

the qualifications
of knighthood ;

a military dignity. (Law) A tenure of
land by knight's service". Cowel. $5= With regard to the

pronunciation of this word, the preponderance of au-

thorities is in favor of sMv'al-re ; and analogy seems to re-

quire that ch in chevalier and chivalry should be pronounced
alike.

CHIVE, [chlvz, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb.j shivz, S. E. ;

shlvz or chlvz, K.} n. [cive, Fr.] The threads or fila-

ments in flowers
;
a species of small onion or allium.

See CIVES.

jeiiLXM'y-pHORE,* n. [xXa/zvj and 0pw.l (Zool.) A
small species of armadillo which is covered by its coat
of mail, as by a cloak. Brande.

PHLA'MYS,* n. [L.] A Roman military cloak. Hamilton.

.CHLO'RAL,* n. (Chem.) A liquid composed of chlorine,
carbon, and oxygen, obtained by the action of chlorine

upon alcohol. Brande.

JBHLO'RATE,* 7i. (Chern.") A salt composed of chloric acid

and_a base. Ure.

0HL5'Ric,* a. Partaking of or relating to chlorine, as
chloric acid. P. Cyc.

!HL,6'RIDE,* 7i. (Chem.) A substance compounded of
chlorine and a combustible body. Brande.

,
.

, green.] (Chem.) A gas, called by
the French chemists oxymuriatic acid, obtained from
common salt. It is possessed of the property of destroying
almost all vegetable and animal colors, and is used in

bleaching. It supports combustion, and prevents infec-

tion. Brande.

HLO-Ri-pD'jc,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid compounded
of chlorine and iodine. Brande.

-Ri'Q-DlNE,* n. (Chem.) A compound of chlorine
iodine. Brande.

n. (Qmith.) A greenfinch or canary-bird.
Hamilton.

jeHL,o'RiTE,*7i. (Min.) An earthy green mineral. Brande.

jCHLp-RlT'ic,* a. Relating to or containing chlorite or
chloride. Lyell.

.CHLo'Ri-Toito,* n. (Min.) A greenish black mineral.
Dana.

jeHLO-RQ-CAR-BON'lc,* a. (Chem.) Partaking of chlorine
and carbonic acid, as chlorocarbonic acid. P. Cyc.

jBHLO-Rp-cy-XN'lc,* a. (Chem.) Partaking of chlorine and
cyanogen, as chlorocyanic acid. Crabb.

.CHLO'RQ-FORM,* n. A dense limpid fluid. Francis.

jeHLO-ROM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for testing the de-

coloring and bleaching powers of chloride of lime.
Brande.

jeHLQ-ROM'E-TRy,* . The art or process of testing the

decoloring power of any combination of chlorine.
Francis.

jeHLQR-6'PAL,,* n. (Min.) A species of mineral. Dana.
JHLO-RQ-PHJE'ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral which, when
recently broken, is green, but afterwards becomes black.
Brande.

JBHLO'RQ-PHANE,* n. (Min.) A species of fluor spar.
Brande.

jeHLo'RQ-PHiX,* 7t. (Bot.) The green coloring matter in
leaves. Brande.

jeHLQ-RpPH'YL-LiTE,* 7i. (Min.) A silicious mineral,
found in large prismatic and tabular crystals. Dana.

jeHLp-Ro'sis, n. [xXwpo's, green.] (Med.) The green
sickness, a disease incident to young females. (Bot.)A species of debility ; want of healthiness

; etiolation.

^HLQ-ROT'IC, a. Affected by or relating to chlorosis
; con-

taining chlorite.

JBHLO'Roys,* a. Partaking of chlorine. Brande.

!HLO-Rpx-XL'ic,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained by
exposing acetic acid and chlorine to bright sunshine.
Brande.

IILO'RV-RET,* n. A compound of chlorine. Brande.

CHOAK, (chOk) v. a. See CHOKE.
JBHO'AN-ITE,* n. (Oeol.) A genus of extinct zoophites
Brande.

CHOCK, TO. [fAn encounter; an attack. Bp. Patrick.]
(JVaut.) A sort of wedge to confine a cask, &c.

CHOCK'-FftLL,* a. Filled so as to leave no more room ,

entirely full. Qw. Rev. A colloquial word, written also

choke-full. See CHOKE-FULL.
CHOC'Q-LATE, n. [chocolate, Sp.] The seeds or nuts of
the cocoa-tree; a preparation made of the seeds or
nuts of the cocoa-tree

; also the liquor or beverage ob-
tained by a solution of them in hot water.

CHOC'P-LATE,* a. Like or of the color of chocolate.

Cook.

CHOC'P-LATE-HOUSE, n. A house for drinking choco-
late.

CHOC'Q-LATE-NUT,* n. The production of the cocoa.
Lee.

fCHODE. The old preterit from Chide. See CHIDE.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SN ; BOLL, BUR, RtTLE.
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CHOICE, n. The act or power of choosing; election; op-

tion
;
selection ; preference ;

the thing chosen
;
the pre-

ferred or best part.

CHOICE, a. Select; precious; careful; chary. Bp. Taylor.
CHOICE'-DRAWN, a. Selected with care. Shak. [R.]
CHOICE'LESS, a. Without the power of choosing. Ham-
mond.

CHOICE 'LY, ad. Curiously ; valuably ; excellently. Shak.

CHOICE'NESS, n. Nicety ; excellence. B. Jonson.

HOIR, (kwlr) [kwlr, S. W. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; kwlr or koir, P.
J. F. ; kbir, E.] n. [xopo?.] An assembly or band of sing-
ers

;
a quire ;

the part of the church where the choristers
or singers are placed ; the chancel of a collegiate or cathe-
dral church.

HOIR'-SER-VICE, (kwlr'ser-vis) n. Service of the choir.

CHOKE, v. a.
[i. CHOKED; pp. CHOKING, CHOKED.] To sti-

fle
;
to suffocate

;
to stop up ;

to obstruct
;
to suppress.

CHOKE,* v. n. To be choked or obstructed
;
to be offended.

Smart.

CHOKE, n. The internal or capillary part of an artichoke.

CiipKE'-DlMp,* n. A term applied by miners and well-

diggers to carbonic acid gas: often found in mines and
wells. Brande.

[more commonly chock-full.'} a. duite full
;

full even to choking. Bruce. See CHOCK-FULL.
CHOKE'-PEAR, n. An unpalatable pear: a sarcasm by

\v_hich another is put to silence. S. Richardson.

CHOK'ER, n. One who chokes or silences; any thing that
cannot be answered.

CHOKE'-WEED, n. A species of weed or plant.

CHOK'ING,*^. a. Suffocating; stopping up; obstructing.
CHOK'Y, a. Tending to choke or suffocate.

JBHOL'A-GOGUE, (kol'a-gog) n. [x6Xos, bile.] (Med.) A
medicine for producing bilious evacuations. [R.J

0110'LAS,* 7i. (Min.) A species of emerald. Crabb.

j6'Ho'i,ATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of cholic acid, (an
acid derived from the human gall,) and a base. Francis.

jBHOL-E-Doa'RA-PHY,* n. (Med.) A description of the bile.

Dunglison.

jEHpL-E-DoL'c-GY,* n. (Med.) A treatise on the bile. Dun-
glison.

JBHOL'ER, (kol'er) n. ^{cholera, L.] The bile
;
the humor

supposed to produce irascibility ; anger ; rage. [R.]

jBHpL'E-RA,* n. [L.] (Med.) A disease accompanied by vom-
iting and purging, with great pain and debility, apparently
arising from excess or acrimony of bile. The Asiatic or

spasmodic cholera is a new and most appalling form of pes-
tilential disease, said to be but indistinctly known prior
to 1817, in which year it made its appearance in India.
Brande.

PH&L'E-RA-MO&BUS, n. [L.] (Med.) A sudden over-

flowing of the bile
;
a painful disease. See CHOLERA.

Hdli'ER-IC,a. Full of choler ; angry; irascible.

HOL'ER-Ic-LY,* ad. In a choleric manner. Richardson.

J0HSL'ER-Ic-NESS, n. Irascibility. Bp. Oauden.

JBHOL'E-RINE,* 71. The first stage of the cholera. Dungli-
son.

CHO-LS'TE-RATE,* n. (CAcm.) A salt formed from choles-

teric acid and a base. Francis.

jeHO-LEs'TE-RlNE,* n. The matter which forms the basis

of^ most gall stones, or animal bile. Brande.

!HO'LI-AMB,* n. Same as choliambic. Beck.

HO-LI-AM'BJC, [ko-le-am'bik, K. Sm. ; kol-e-m'bjk, Ja.]
n. [choliambus, L.] (Rhet.) A sort of Iambic verse having
a spondee in the sixth or last place.

CHOMP,* v. n. To chew loudly and greedily ; to champ.
Forby. [Provincial in England, and colloquial in the U. S.]

H6N'DRQ-DlTE,*w. (JUm.) A mineral, called also bru-
cite. Cleaveland.

jenpN-DROG'RA-pHy,* n. A description of cartilages. Dun-
glison.

JSHC-N-DROL'Q-GY,* n. (Med.) The history of cartilages.
Brande.

.SHON-DROM'E-TER,* n. A balance for weighing corn.
Francis.

j0HQN-DROT'Q-My,* n. (Med.) A dissection of cartilages.
Dunglison.

J0HON7I-KRITE,*71. (Min.) A massive white mineral. Dana.
CHOOE, (choz) v. a. [choisir, Fr.] [i. CHOSE

; pp. CHOOS-
ING, CHOSEN.] To pick out of a number

;
to take by way

of preference ; to prefer ;
to select ; to elect.

CHOOE, v. 7i. To have the power of choice. Hooker.

CHOOSER, n. One who chooses
; an elector.

CHOOSING, n. Act of making a choice
; choice.

CHOP, v. a. [kappen, D.] [i. CHOPPED
; pp. CHOPPING,

CHOPPED.] To cut with a quick blow
;
to devour eagerly;

to mince ;
to bargain ;

to break into chinks
; to chap. See

CHAP.

CHOP, v. n. To do any thing with a quick motion, like that
of a blow

;
to catch with the mouth

;
to light upon. To

chop about, (JVaut.) to vaiy frequently and suddenly, as
the wind. Crabb. To chop in, to become modish. Wilson.

To chop out, to give vent to. Beaum. fy Fl.

CHOP, n. A small piece of meat
;
a slice.

CHOP'-FALL-EN, (-fdl'ln) a. See CHAP-FALLEN.
CHOP'-HoOsE, n. A dining-house. Spectator.
CHOPIN, (chop'in or ch9-pen') [cho-pen', W. J. Ja.; chop

in, P. F. ; shg-pen', S. ; ch5'pjn, Wb.] n. [chopine, Fr.] A
French half-pint liquid measure, nearly equal to an Eng-
lish pint. In Scotland, a quart in wine measure.

CHOP'NESS,* n. A kind of spade. Maunder.
CHOP'PER, n. One who chops ; a butcher's cleaver.

CHSP'PING, n. The act of cutting or chopping ; a piece cut
off; altercation.

CHOP'PING, a. Large or stout
; as,

" a chopping boy." Fen-
ton.

CHOP'PJNG-BLOCK, n. A log of wood on which any-
thing is cut in pieces. Mortimer.

CHOP'PING-KNIFE, n. A knife to cut meat. Sidney.
CHOP'PY, a. Full of cracks. Shak. See CHAPPY.
CHOPS, n. pi. The mouth of a beast. See CHAPS.
CHOP'STICK,* n. An instrument used by the Chinese, &c.,

to eat_vvith. Morrison.

HQ-RA'GIC,* a. Belonging to a choragus, or to the mon-
ument^ of one who had gained a prize. Hamilton.

PHQ-RA'GUS, n. [L.] The leader of the ancient chorus.

.eHd'RAL, (ko'ral) a. Belonging to a chorus, choir, or con-
cert

; singing in a choir.

HO'RAL-JST,* n. A member of a choir
; a musician. Oent.

Mag.
eiip'RAL-LY, ad. In the manner of a choir or chorus.

J0HORD, (kord) n. [chorda, L.] Tendon; the string .of
a musical instrument

;
an accord or harmony of sounds.

(Geom.~) A right line which joins the two ends of an arc
of a circle or curve.

X3HORD, v. a. To furnish with musical strings.

.CHOR-DEE', n. (Med.) A contraction of the fraenum.

CHORE,* n. A small piece of domestic work ; a little job.

[A familiar, colloquial word in the United States. In the

English dictionaries it is commonly written char, and
pronounced chare ; but Crabb and Richardson write it

chare. Holloway, in his Provincial Dictionary, and Jen-

nings and Akerman, in their Glossaries, write it choor.]
See CHAR, or CHARE.

J6HQ-REE',* 7i. Same as choreus. Smart.

jeHp-RE-pis'cp-PAL, a. Relating to a suffragan or local

bishop.

jpHd-RE-Pls'CQ-pfrs, n. [L.; %wpoff and i-rriffKovos, Gr.]A suffragan or local bishop.
pHQ-RE' us,* n. [L.] (Rhet.) A poetic foot, consisting of
one long and one short syllable; as, "fl'cus"; or, ac-

cording to some, of three short syllables; a trochee.
Crabb.

JCHO^RI-XMB,* n. Same as choriambic. Beck.

||jeHO-Ri-XM'Bic, [ko-re-S.m'bjk, K. Sm. ; kor-e-am'bik, Ja.

Wb.] n. [xopianfios, 'Gr.
; choriambus, L.] n. (Rhet.) A

foot of four syllables, one long at each end, and two short
in the middle

; choriambic verse.

||J0H6-RI-XM'B}C,* a. Relating to a choriambus. Smart.

WHd-Rj-AMiBVS,* n. [L.] (Rhet.) A poetic foot of four

syllables, one long at each end, and two short in the mid-
dle : also written choriamb and choriambic. Crabb.

a. Relating to a chorus. Qw. Rev. [R.]

-ON, n. [\Mpeiv.] (Anat.~) The exterior membrane
that inwraps the fetus.

JBHC'RIST, [ko'rjst, K. Sm. Wb.; kSr'jst, Ja.] n. [choriste,

Fr.] A singer in a choir.

J0H5R'js-TER, [kSr'js-ter, J. E. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; kwir'is-ter,
W. F. ; kwer'is-ter, S. ; kor'js-ter or kwir'js-ter, P. K.}' n.

A singer in cathedrals or in a concert ; a leader of a choir.

JEHQ-RIS'TIC,* a. Belonging to a choir; choral. Crabb. [R.]

pHd-Rd-FA-vo-Rf'Td,*n. [It.] (Mus.) A chorus in which
the best voices and instruments are employed. Crabb.

0HC-ROG'RA-PHER, n. fcwpoy and ypdfpw.] n. A writer
of chorography. Milton.

jeHOR-p-GRiPH'i-CAL, a. Relating to chorography.
*HOR-Q-GRXPH'l-CAL-i,Y, ad. By means of chorography.

,Hg-R6G'RA-pHY,7i'. The description of a place or district,
or the art of constructing maps of such district. It is

less in its object than geography, and greater than topog-

raphy.
jEHo'RolD,* n. (j2nat.~) Any membrane resembling a cho-

rion. Roget.
J6HQ-ROM/E-TRY,* 7i. The art of surveying a country.

Crabb.

HO'RUS,7i. [L.]pl. L., pno'RT; Eng. H6'RUS-E. Origi-

nally, a band of singers or dancers ;
a concert ;

the per-
son or persons who are supposed to behold what passes
in the acts of a tragedy, and sing their sentiments be-

tween the acts : the song between the acts of a tragedy :

the joint performance of music by the whole of the

members of an orchestra: verses of a song in which the

company join the singer.

CHOE,* i. from Choose. See CHOOSE.

CHO$E,* (shoz) n. [Fr.] (Law) A thing; a kind of chat-

tel. Chose in action, a thing which a man has not the

actual possession of, but which he has a right to demand
by action : a debt or demand duo from another. Whishaw.

A, E, I, 6, U, y, long; X, E, I, 6, tj, Y, short; A, E, I, p, y, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HEKj
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CHOSEN, (cho'zn) p. from Choose. See CHOOSE.

CHOUGH, (chuf ) n. A sea-bird resembling the jackdaw.
CHOULE, n. The crop of a bird. Browne. It is commonly

spelled and pronounced jowl.

CHOUL'TRY,* n. An East Indian inn. Mnundcr.

CHOUSE, v. a. To cheat.
;
to trick. Drtjde*. [R.]

CHOOSE, n. A bubble
; a tool

;
a trick or sham.

CHOUT,* n. (India) A fourth part of the clear revenue.
Hamilton.

CHOW'DER,* n. Food made of fresh fish, as cod or had-

dock, boiled with biscuit, pork, &.c.
; fish-soup. Grose.

An antiscorbutic. Chowder beer, an infusion of spruce
and water. Crabb.

CHOw'Ry,* n. (India) A whisk to keep off the flies. Hamilton.

tCHow'TER, v. n. To grumblo like a froward child. Phillips.

CHOY'-ROOT,* n. See CHAY-ROOT.
jeHRE-MA-Tis'Tics,* n. pi. The science of wealth; politi-

cal economy. Brande.

J0HRES-TOM'A-THY,* n. That which it is useful to learn
;

a book composed of useful extracts
;
a book of instruction.

Brande.

JEHRiM, (krizm) n. [xpiffpa.] Consecrated oil
;
an un-

guent formerly used in baptism. Hammond.
J0HRi'MAL, (kriz'mal) a. Relating to chrism. Brevint.

!HRl'MA-Tp-Ry, n. A little vessel for chrism. Bale.

f3HRl'pM, (kriz'um) n. A child that dies within a month
after its birth, so called from the chrism cloth formerly
put over it ;

the cloth itself.

HRIST,* n. [X/HOTO",-.]
The anointed

;
the Messiah. Matt.

jBHRtST'-CROSS-Row', (kris'kros-ro') n. An old term for

the alphabet, probably from the cross usually set before it,

or writing it in the form of a cross. Whitlock.

JEHRIST'EN, (kris'sn) v. a. [i. CHRISTENED j pp. CHRISTEN-

ING, CHRISTENED.] To baptize ;
to initiate into the Chris-

tian church ; to name.
J0HRls'TEN-D6M, (kris'sn-dum) n. The regions inhabited

by Christians
;
the whole body of Christians.

!HRls'TEN-iNG, (kris'sn-ing) n. The ceremony of baptism.
J0HRls'TEN-lNG, (kris'sn-ing) a. Baptizing.

jBHRls'TiAN, (krist'yan) n. [Christianus, L.] A disciple of
Christ. Acts. In the most general sense, an inhabitant
of Christendom.

JBHRIS'TIAN, (krist'yan) a. Relating to Christ or Christian-

ity ; partaking of Christianity.

fjBHRls'TlAN, (krist'yan) v. a. To christen. Fulke.

jeHRls-Ti-ji'NA,* (kris-che-'a'na) n. A Swedish silver coin,
value 7s. sterling. Crabb.

jBliRls'TiAN-D'OR,* n. A Danish gold coin, value 16s. Sd.

sterling. Crabb.

HR:fs'TiAN-IM, n. The Christian doctrine. More.

jEHRls'TiAN-iTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of anorthite. Dana.

JBHRls-Tl-XN'j-Ty, (krist-ye-an'e-te) [kris-che-an'e-te, W.
J.; krls-tyan'e-te, S. E. K. Sm. ; 'kris-te-an'e-te, P.' Jo. ;

kris-tye-an'e-te, F.] n. The religion taught by Christ ;

the religion of'_Christians.

jeJHRjs-TlAiH-ZA'TlpN,* n. Act of Christianizing. Ch. Ob.

JBHRIS'TIAN-IZE, v. a. [i.
CHRISTIANIZED

; pp. CHRISTIAN-

IZING, CHRISTIANIZED.] To render Christian
;
to convert

to Christianity.

JBHRIS'TIAN-LIKE, a. Befitting a Christian. Shak.

J0HRIS'TIAN-LY, a. Becoming a Christian. Milton.

)HRls'TlAN-Ly, ad. Like a Christian. Milton.

jBHRls'TlAN-NAME, (krist'yan-nam) n. The name given at

baptism, in distinction from the surname. \inond.

f!HRis'TlAN-NESS,7i.The profession of Christianity. Ham-
fj0HRls-TiAN-6G'RA-PHY, n. A description of Christian na-

tions. Bp. Hall.

JBHRIST'LESS,* a. Being without Christ. Edwards.

||.HRlST'MAS, (kris'mas) n. [Christ and mass.] The day
(Dec. 25th) on which the nativity of Christ is celebrated

;

the season of Christmas.

IJjeHRjST'MAS,* (kris'mas) a. Belonging to the time of
Christ's nativity. Spectator.

||j0HRlST'MAS-B6x, (kris'inas-boks) n. A box for collecting
Christmas presents ;

a Christmas present.

|jje5HR!sT'MAS-FLO\v-ER, n. Hellebore; Christmas-rose.

keHRlsT'MAS-lNG,* n. The act of celebrating Christmas.
Herbert.

UjeiiRiST'MAS-PlE,*

n. A pie made at Christmas. Spectator.

,0HRlST'MAS-RoE,* n. A flower; the black hellebore.

Crabb.

JeHRiST'MAS-TALE,* n. A fabulous story. Young.
JBHBlST'MAS-TlDE,* n. Christmas-time. Pope.
HRiST'MAS-TlME,*?!. The season of Christmas. Seward.

HRIS-TOL'P-GY,* n. A treatise or discourse concerning
Christ. Keith.

jEHRisT's'-THORN, n. A species of thorn.

JBHRo'MA,* n. [Gr.] (Mus.) A soft kind of music
; a qua-

ver. (Rhct.) A figure of speech consisting in speaking in

such a way as not to offend the hearer. Crabb.

JEHRO'MATE,* n. A salt composed of chromic acid and a
base. Brande.

,HRP-MXT'IC, a. fxpw/xa, Gr., color.] Relating to colors.

Relating to musical sounds or semitones.

jBHRp-MXT'jcs,* n. pi. [xpuna, Gr., color.] (Optics.) That
part of optics which treats of the colors of light and of
natural bodies. Brande.

j0HRpM-A-TOL'p-GY,* n. A treatise on colors. Field.

.CHROME,* n. (Cheat.) A whitish metal. Crabb. See CHRO-
MIUM.

.CHROMIC,* a. (Chem.) Partaking of chromium
; as, chrom-

ic acid. P. Cyc.

jeiiRo'MiTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing chromium.
Brande.

!HRO'MI-UM,* n. (Mm.) A whitish, brittle, and very in-

fusible metal. Brande.

J0HRONE,* ?i. See CRONE.

JBHRON'IC, a. [xpovos-] Relating to time
; periodical ;

of

long duration, as a disease, in opposition to acute.

JBHRON'I-CAL, a. Same as chronic.

.CHRON'i-CLE, (kron'e-kl) n. An historical register of events,
in the order of time

;
a history ;

a record ; annals.

J0HRON'l-CLE, v. a. To record in a chronicle. Shak.

HR6N'i-CLER, n. A writer of chronicles. Donne.

JEHRON'I-CLE,* (kron'e-klz) n. pi. The name of two books
of Scripture. Bible.

ipHRdN'iQUE, (kron'ik) n. [Fr.l A chronicle. L.Addispn.
JSHRON'p-GRXai, n. [\p6vos and ypd<J>M.] An inscription

in which the epoch is expressed by letters contained in
it

;
as the year of Q,ueen Elizabeth's death, MDCIIL, in

" My Day is Closed In Immortal Ity."

.CHROli-o-GRAM-MXT'i-cAL, a. Relating to a chronogram.
jeHRON-p-GRAM'MA-TisT, ?i. A writer of chronograms.
.eHRp-NOG'RA-pHER, n. A chronologist. Selden.

j6HRQ-NOG'RA-PHy, 7i. A description of past time.

jeHRp-NOL'p-GER, n. One versed in chronology.
.CHRON-Q-LOG'JC, a. Same as chronological. T. Warton.

jeHRON-p-LOG'i-CAL, a. Relating to chronology ; being in
the order of time.

,
ad. In a chronological manner.

,
n. One versed in chronology.

, (kr9-nol'9-je) n. [xp^ps and
Adj/pj.]

The
science which treats of the various divisions of time, and
the order and succession of events

;
the science of com-

puting dates
;
a register or tabular view of events or dates.

jBHRp-NOM'E-TER, 7i. [xpdvos and uiTpov.] A time-keep-
er

; a watch or an instrument for measuring time with

great exactness, used for determining the longitude at

sea, &c.

J0HRON-p-MET'Rlc,* ) a. Relating to chronometers, or

jeHRSN-p-MET'Ri-c AL,* \ the measure of time. Schubert.

^HRP-NOM'E-TR,* n. The art of measuring time by
hours, minutes, &c. Maunder.

j6HR6N'p-scopE,*7i. A pendulum to measure time. Scott.

JEHRYS'A-LIB,* a. Relating to a chrysalis. Oood.

.CHRYS'A-LlS, 71. [XfJVff6s.] pi. jeHRY-SAL/I-DES. (Ent.)
The pupa of an insect, or the second apparent change of
the maggot of an insect, before its appearance as a but-

terfly ;
aurelia.

^HRYS-XN'THE-MOM,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants and
flowers. Crabb.

JEHRYS-P-BER'YL, n. (Min.) A species of beryl ;
a hard,

precious stone, of a green or yellowish color, employed in

jewelry. Kirwan.

J0HRYs'p-jeHLORE,*7i. (Zoo*) A species of mole. Brande.

JEHRYS-P-COL'LA,* 7t. (Min.) The Greek name for borax.

Brande.

^HRY-SOG'RA-PHY,* n. [\pva6s and ypa</>w.] The art of

writing in letters of gold. Dr. Black.

JHRYS'P-LITE, n. [xpvaos and Aifoj.] (Min.) A precious
stone or crystallized mineral, often of a golden yellow
color ;

a variety of apatite. Dana.

jBHRY-soi/p-GY,* n. [x.pv(r6$ and Aoyoj.] That branch of

political economy which relates to the production of
wealth. Brande.

jEHRYS'p-lviXG'NET,* n. A loadstone, rfddison.

jeHRY-sSM'E-LA,* n. (Ent.) A genus of coleopterous in-

sects. Brande.

.GHRYS'P-PRASE, n. [xpvo-6npaa-os.] (Min.) A precious
stone

,
or pale green silicious mineral, generally semi-

transparent. Brande.

jEHRY-sop'RA-sDs, 7i. [L.] (Min.) A precious stone ; same
as chrysoprase.

CHtJB, n. A river fish
;
the cheven. Walton.

CHOB'BED, a. Big-headed, like a chub; chubby.
CHUB'BED-NESS,*TI. The quality of being chubbed. Ash.

CH(JB'BY, a. Plump ;
short and thick, like a chub.

CHtJB'-cHEEKEB,*(chub'chekt) a. Havingfull cheeks. Ash.

CHIJB'-FACED, (chub'fast) a. Having a plump face.

CHtJCK, v. n. [i. CHUCKED ; pp. CHUCKING, CHUCKED.] To
make a noise like a hen or partridge : to jeer; to laugh
with short convulsive iterations ; to play a puerile game.

CHUCK, v. a. To call, as a hen calls her young ;
to touch or

hit gently ;
to pitch to a short distance ;

to throw by a

quick motion.

CHUCK, 7i. The voice of a hen
;
a word of endearment.

Shak. A small noise
;
a pat under the chin ; a throw :
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CHUCK'-FAR-THING, n. A play at which the money falls

with a chuck into the hole beneath.

CHuc'KLE, (chuk'kl) v. n. [scuccherare, It.] [i. CHUCKLED ;

pp. CHUCKLING, CHUCKLED.] To laugh inwardly with tri-

umph, or with short, convulsive iterations. Lh-yden.
CHUC'KLE, v. a. To call, as a hen

;
to chuck; to fondle.

CHOC'KLE-HEAD'ED,* a. Having a large or thick head.
Smart.

CHUCK/LING * n. The call of a hen
;
a kind of laugh. Ash.

fCHtJD, v. a. To champ or bite. Stafford.

fCHu'ET, n. Forced meat; minced meat. Bacon. See
CHEWET.

CHtrFF, 7i. A coarse, ill-tempered fellow
;
a clown. Shale.

CHUF'FI-LY, ad. In a blunt or surly manner. Richardson.

CHUF'FI-NESS, n. Clownishness
;
surliness.

CHUF'FY, a. Blunt
; angry ; surly ;

fat. Main-waring.
CHUM, n. A chamber-fellow in a college, &c.

;
a mess-

mate.

CHUM,* v. n. To occupy the same chamber or room with
another. Selden. A word used in the colleges in the U. S.

CuDMP, n. A short, thick, heavy piece of wood. Moxon.

CHU'NAM,* n. Stucco made of calcined shells. Hamilton.

CHUNK,* n. A short, thick piece of wood
;
a chump. Ray.

[Provincial in Eng., and colloquial in the U. S.]

CHtJNK'Y,* a. Short and thick. [Colloquial, U. S. Pickering.]
CHURCH, n. [Kvptaicov, Gr.

; kirche, Ger.] The general or
collective body of Christians

;
a particular body, or de-

nomination, of Christians; the body of clergy and eccle-

siastics, in distinction from the laity ; ecclesiastical au-

thority ; a place or building consecrated to Christian wor-
ship and ordinances. It is used often in composition ;

as
; churchyard.

CHllRCH, V. a. [l. CHURCHED J pp. CHURCHING, CHURCHED.]
To assist in returning thanks in church.

CHURCH'-ALE, n. A wake, or feast, commemoratory of
the dedication of a church.

CHURCH'-AT-TIRE'J n. Habit worn in divine service.

CHURCH'-iu-THOR'l-TY, n. Ecclesiastical power.
CHURCH'-BENCH, n. A seat in the porch of a church.

Shak.

CHURCH'-BRED,* a. Educated in, or for the service of, the
church. Cowper.

CHtJRCH'-BuR'i-AL, (-beVe-al) n. Burial according to the
rites of the church. Ayliffe.

CHURCH'-Dls'ci-PLfNE,* n. Ecclesiastical discipline. Mil-
ton.

CHURCH'DQM, n. The power, government, or authority of
the church. Pearson. [R.JCHU RCH'-Fo UND'ER, n. One who founds a church. Hooker.

CHURCH'-GO'ER,* n. One who frequents a church. Ch.
Ob.

CHURCH'-GO'ING,* a. Going or calling to church. Cowper.
CHURCH'-GOV'ERN-MENT,* n. Ecclesiastical rule. Milton.

CHiiRCH'-His'Tp-RY,* n. The history of the church. Mil-
ton.

CHURCH'JNG, TO. Act of returning thanks in the church.

CHURCH'ISM,* n. Adherence to the church. CA. Ob.

CntJRCH'-LXND, n. Land belonging to a church. Yelverton.

CHURCH'-LIKE, a. Befitting a church or churchman. Shak.

CHURCH'-LIv'lNG,* n. An ecclesiastical benefice. Milton.

CHURCH'MAN, n. ; pi. CHURCHMEN. A clergyman; an ad-
herent to the church of England ;

an Episcopalian.
CHURCH'MAN-SHIP,* n. State of a churchman. EC. Rev.

CHURCH'-MEM'BER,* n. A member of a church. Ash.

CHURCH'-MEM'BER-SHI'PJ* n. State of a church-member.
JV. E. Elders.

CHURCH'-MIL'I-TXNT,* n. The church, as warring against
spiritual evil of all kinds. Milner.

CHURCH'-MU'IC, n. Music used in churches
;
the service

of chant and anthem in churches and cathedrals.

jCHURCH'60T-ED,* a. Excommunicated from the church.
Milton.

CHURCH'-&WL,* n. A bird, called also the goatsucker. Hill.

CHuRCH'-l'AR'Ty,* n. A party devoted to the church.
Goldsmith.

CHURCH'-PLV-RXL'I-TY,* n. The possession of more than
one benefice by one clergyman. Milton.

CHURCH'-POW-ER,* 7i. The power of the church. Ash.
CHURCH'-PRE-FMR'MENT, n. Benefice in the church. B.
Jonson.

CHiJRCH'-QuXcK,* 7i. An ecclesiastical impostor. Cowper.
CHURCH'-RATE,* n. A tax levied on parishes in England,

for the repair of churches, and the furnishing of them with
whatever is necessary for the celebration of public wor-
ship. Ed. Rev.

CHURCH'-REV'E-NUE,* n. The revenue of the church.

Savage.
CHURCii'-RtFLE,* n. Ecclesiastical government. Butler.

CHURCH'SHIP, n. Institution of the church. South. [R.]
CHURCH'-WAR'DEN, (-wtu'dn) n. An officer chosen to

take care of a church, its property, and concerns.

CHURCH'-WAY, n. A road that leads to the church. Shak.

CHURCH'-WORK, (-wiirk) n. Work for or on a church.

CHURCH'-WRIT,* (-rit) n.An ecclesiastical order. Wychcrly.

CHURCH'YXRD, n. The burial-ground of a church or ad
joining a church.

CHURL, n. A rustic
;
a surly, ill-bred man

;
a miser.

CHURL'ISH, a. Rude
;
sour

;
harsh

;
selfish

; avaricious
,

unpliant.

CHURL'ISH-LY, ad. In a churlish manner; rudely.
CHURL'JSH-NESS, n. The quality of being churlish. Bacon.

tCHUR'LY, a. Rude
;
boisterous

; churlish. Quarles.

tCHURME, (chiirm) n. A confused sound. Bacon.

Cut/RN, n. A tub or vessel used in making butter.

CHURN, v. a. [i. CHURNED ; pp. CHURNING, CHURNED.] To
agitate, as cream in a churn

;
to make butter

;
to agitate

by a violent motion.

CHURN'INS, n. The act of making butter. Proverbs.

CHURN'STAFF, n. A staff used in churning.
CHURR'WORM, (chur'wurm) n. The fancricket. Skinner.

CntsE, v. a. See CHOOSE.

jBHu'siTE,* n. (Min.) A very fusible mineral. Brande.

j6HY-Xz'ic,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid compounded of
hydrocyanic acid. Brande.

CHY-LA'CEOUS, (kl-la'shus) a. Belonging to chyle. Flayer.
.CHYLE, (kil) n. [xvAoj.] A milky fluid formed in the
stomach by digestion. It is the product of digestion,
formed by the action of the pancreatic juice and the bile

on the chyme, in the duodenum.
IICHYL-l-FXc'TiON, n. The process of making chyle.
IJCHYL-I-FAC'TIVE, or CHY-LI-FXc'TTVE, [kl-le-fak'tiv,
& P. Ja. K. Sm. ; kil-e-fak'tjv, W. R. Wb.] a. Having the

power of making chyle.

||CHY-LiF'ER-otJs,* a. Transmitting or producing chyle.
Smart.

IICHYL-I-FI-CA'TC-RY,* a. Making chyle. Walker.

JBHY-LQ-Pp-ET'lc, a. Forming chyle. Arbuthnot.

JBHY'LOVS, (ki'lus) a. Consisting of chyle. Arbuthnot.

.CHYME,* n. A soft pap, being the product of digestion,
formed by the action of the stomach on food. It is after-
wards separated into two portions, viz., chyle and excre-
mentitious matter. See CHYLE. Brande.

t-CHYM'ic, (kim'jk)-?*. A chemist. Hakevnll.

ISM'JC'AL, |

a. See CHEMIC, and CHEMICAL.

CHYM'J-CAL-LY, ad. See CHEMICALLY.
fjEHYM'lcs,* n. pi. Chemistry. Dr. WaUis.

CHYM-I-FI-CA'TIQN,* n. Act of forming chyme. QM. Rev.

JBHYM'I-FY,* v. a. To form into chyme. QM. Rev.

.CHYM'IST, n. See CHEMIST.

fCHY-Mis'Tl-CAL, a. Chemical. Burton.

CHYM'IS-TR'Y, '(kim'js-tre) n. The science which shows
the nature and properties ofJbodies. g^= The old orthog-
raphy, chymistry, chymist, and chymical, is now changed,
by common usage, to chemistry, chemist, and chemical. See
CHEMISTRY.

CHY'MOVS,* a. Relating to or containing chyme. CaldwelL

CIB'A^E,* n. (Bot.) An Oriental tree resembling the pine.
Crabb.

Cl-BA'Rl-oOs, a. [cibarius, L.] Relating to food
; edible.

CIB'QL, n. A small sort of onion
;
chibbol. Mortimer.

CI-CA'DA,* n. [L.] (Ent.) An insect; the locust or harvest-

fly. Brande.

CIc-A-DEL'LA,* n. (Ent.) A family of insects
;
cicada ra-

naira. P. Cyc.

CIc'A-TRlcE, 7i. [cicatriz, L.] A scar remaining after a
wound.

CIc-A-TRi'ANT, n. A cicatrisive application.

Cic-A-TRl'siVE, a. Causing or inducing a cicatrice.

CI-CA'TRJx, n. [L.] pi. clc-A-TRl'cES. (Med.} A seam or
scar remaining after the healing of a wound

;
cicatrice

Brande.

CIC-A-TRI-ZA'TIC-N, n. The act of healing a wound.
CIc'A-TRIZE, v. a. & 71.

[i. CICATRIZED ; pp. CICATRIZING,
CICATRIZED.] To heal and induce the skin over a wound
or sore. JViseman.

CIc'A-TRlz-lNG.*;?. a. Healing; skinning over.

CIC-A-TROSE',* a. Scarry ;
full of scars. Ash. [R.]

CIC'E-LY, [sis'e-le, K. Sm.; sis'le, S. W.] n. A perennial
plant.

CI'CER,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A small pulse, less than peas.
Crabb.

CICERONE, (che-che-ro'ne or sis-e-ro'ne) [che'che-ro-
ne, Ja. ; che-cha-r5'na, Sm. ; chech'e-ro'ne, K. ; sis-e-ro'-

ne, Wb.] n. [It.] pi. It. CICERONI; Eng. CICERONES
A guide who shows and explains curiosities. Shenstone.

CIC-E-RO'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Cicero ; eloquent. Clarke.

Cic-E-RO'Nl-AN-fM,* n. The manner or style of Cicero.

Milton.

CIEH-Q-RA'CEOUS, (sik-o-ra'shus) a. [cichorium, L.] Hav-
ing the qualities of succory. Flayer.

CteH'Q-RY,* n. (Bot.) Wild endive
; succory ; chiccory. Scott.

CICH'-PE_AE, (chik'pez) n. A plant; chiches ; chick-pea.
CIc-m-DE'LA,* n. [L.] (Ent.) A genus of beetles; the

glowworm. Brande.

Ci-cIs'BE-^M,* n. The character, station, or conduct of a
cicisbeo. Month. Rev.

CICISBEO,* (che-chis-ba'p or se-sis'be-o) [che-chjs-ba'p,

I
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Swi. ; chjch-is'be-o, K. ; chl-chiz-be'9, E. ; se-sis'be-5,

Wb.] n. [It.] A gallant; a dangler about females; a
man attending upon a married lady. Crabb.

CI-CO'NI-A,* n. (Ornith.) A genus of wading birds. Brande.

fCIc'u-RATE, v. a. [cicuro, L.] To tame. Browne.

jdC-u-RA'TipN, n. Act of reclaiming from wildness. Ray.
Cl-cu'TA,*n. [L.1 (Bot.) A genus of plants ;

water-hemlock.
'

Crabb.'

ClD, (sid) n. [seid, Arab., lord, chief.] The name of a Span-
ish heroic poem. P. Cyc.

ClD'A-RlTE,* n. (Oeol.) A genus of animals in a fossil

state. Hamilton.

CI'DER, 7i. [cidre, FrJ A fermented liquor made from the

juice of apples. Formerly used for all kinds of strong
liquors except wine. Widiffe.

Cl'DER-IsT, n. A maker of cider. Mortimer.

CI'DER-KIN, n. An inferior kind of cider. Mortimer.

Cl'DER-MlLL,* n. A mill for making cider. Colman.

CI'DER-PRESS,* n. A piece of mechanism for pressing out
cider. Pope.

CI-DEVANT,* (se-de-vang') ad. [Fr.] Formerly ;
hereto-

fore. It is often used as an English adjective ; as,
" the

ci-devant commander "
Qw. Rev.

ClEL'lNG, n. See CEILING.

CiERfrE, (sgrj) n. [Fr.] A candle or wax taper.

CI-GAR',* n. [cigarro, Sp.] A small roll of tobacco for smo-

king. Clarke.

CIL'E-RY,* n. (Arch.) Drapery or foliage on the heads of
columns. Francis.

ClL'l-A,* n.pl. [L. pi., from cilium.] (Anat.) The hairs

which grow from the margin of the eyelids ; eyelashes.

(Bot.) Long hairs on plants or leaves. Brande.

ClL'iA-Ry, (sil'ya-re) a. [cilium, L.] Belonging to the eye-
lids.

ClL'i-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Fringed with hairs like an eyelash.
P. 'Cyc.

ClL'i-AT-ED,* a. (Bot.) Having or resembling fine hairs
;

ciliate. Brande.

Cl-Ll"ciou_s, (se-lish'us) a. [cilicium, L.] Made of hair.

CiL'i-Q-GRADE,* n. A tribe of acalephans or sea-nettles.

Brande.

CI'MA,* n. (Arch.) A moulding waved on its contour, one
part being concave and the other convex

;
an ogee. Fran-

cis.

CI-MAR', n. See SIMAR.

CJM'BRIC,* n. [Cimbricus, L.] The language of the Cimbri,
who formerly inhabited Jutland and Holstein. Wotton.

CM'BRIC,* a. Relating to the Cimbri. Hallam.

tCl-ME'Ll-ARH, (s?-me'le-ark) n. [(cn/^AtdpXj;?.] A
church-warden. Bailey.

CIM'E-TER, n. [chimeteir, Turk.] A short Turkish sword
;

a scymitar. See SCYMITAR.

ClM'E-TER-sHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like a cimeter.
Smith.

CI'MEX,* n. [L., a bug.] '(Ent.) A Linnaean genus of he-

mipterous insects, including the bed-bug. Brande.

ClM'l-A,* n. (Arch.) A fillet, string, list, or cincture around
any part of a building. Francis.

CI'Miss, n. [cimex, L.] The bug that infests beds. See Ci-
MEX.

ClM-ME'Rl-AN, a. [Cimmerii, L.] Extremely dark. The
Cimmerii inhabited a valley in Italy said to be never vis-

ited by_the sun.

CIM'O-LITE,* n. (Min.) A kind of grayish-white clay.
Cleavehmd.

CIN-JBHO'NA,* n. (Bot.) A tree found in Peru, which pro-
duces a bark called cinchona, Peruvian-bark, and Jesuits-

bark, much used in medicine. Brande.

CiN-jeHQ-NA'cEOUS,* (sin-ko-na'shus) a. Relating to cin-

chona. P. Cyc.
CIN'JBHO-NATE,* n. A salt formed of cinchonic acid and
a base ; quinate. Francis.

CIN-JBHO'NJ-A,* n. A vegetable alkali found in cinchona.
P. Cyc.

ClN-HON'lC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to cinchona. Hamilton.

CJN'jBHO-NiNE,* n. Same as cinchonia. Francis.

ClNCT'yRE, (sinkt'yur) n. [cinctura, L.] A band worn
round the head or body ;

an enclosure
;
a ring or fillet at

the top and bottom of the shaft of a column.

ClNCT'URED,* (sinkt'yurd) a. Girded with a cincture. Sir
W. Scott.

ClN'DER, n. [cineres, L.] A mass ignited and quenched,
without being reduced to ashes

;
a hot coal that has

ceased to flame
;

the relics or refuse of burnt coal or
wood.

ClN'DER-SiFT'ER,* n. A vessel or machine for sifting cin-

ders. W. Ency.
CIN'DER-WENCH, > n. A woman who rakes ashes for

CIN'DER-WOM'AN, \
cinders, Arbuthnot.

CIN'DE-RY* a. Relating to or containing cinders or ashes.
Howitt.

'

ClN'DROUS, a. Relating to or like cinders. Smart.

ClN-E-FXc'TiON,* n. Act of reducing a substance to ashes.
Crabb.

CIN'E-RA-R,* a. Relating to or like ashes ; cindery. Maun-
der.

CIN-E-RA'TIQN, n. The reduction of any thing to ashes.

CI-NE'RE-OUS, a. Like ashes
; ash-colored; gray. Pennant.

CiN-E-Ri"Tiovs, (sin-e-rish'us) a. Like ashes. Cheyne.

fCi-NER'v-LfiNT, a. Full of ashes. Bailfy.

CIN'GA-LEE,* n. sing. & pi. A native or the natives of

Ceylon. Ency.
CIN'GA-LEE,* a. Relating to Ceylon or its inhabitants.

London.

CIN'JGLE, n. A girth for a horse. [R.] See SURCINGLE.
CiN'NA-BAR, n. (Che?n.) A sulphuret of mercury ;

a com-
position of mercury and sulphur ;

a beautiful red pigment ;

a gum of an Indian tree, called also dragon's-blood.

ClN-NA-MOM'lc,* a. Partaking of cinnamon, as the cinna-

momic acid. P. Cyc.

CJCN'NA-MON, n. The spicy bark of a tree of Ceylon.
CiN'NA-M6N-STONE,* n. A mineral found in Ceylon.

Cleaveland.

CINQUE, (singk) n. [Fr.l The number five in dice.

CINQUE '-FOIL, (singk'foll) n. [cinque-feuille, Fr.] A
five-leaved clover. (Arch.) An ornament of five leaves

united.

CINQUE'-PACE, (singk'pas) n. [cinque-pas, Fr.] A grave
dance. Shak.

CiNQUE '-PORTS, n. pi. (England) Originally, the five ports,

Dover, Sandwich, Hastings, Romney, and Hythe ;
to these

have been added Winchelsea, Rye, and Seaford.

CTNQUE'-SPOT'TED, (singk-) a. Having five spots. Shak.

Ci'QN, n. [scion, Fr.J A sprout ;
a shoot ingrafted, or for

_grafting. See SCION.

CI'PHER, (sl'fer) n. [chiffre, Fr.] The arithmetical charac-

ter (0) ;
a figure signifying nothing by itself, but being

placed at the right hand of other figures, increasing them
ten-fold

;
an intertexture of letters

;
a character

;
a secret

jnanner of writing, or the key to it.

CI'PHER, v. n. [i. CIPHERED; pp. CIPHERING, CIPHERED.]
To compute by figures ;

to practise arithmetic. Jlrbuthnot.

CI'PHER, v. a. To .write in occult characters
;
to designate.

Cl'PHER-lNG,* n. Arithmetic
;
art of casting accounts. Ash.

CIP'O-LIN,* n. (Min.) A green marble with white zones,
somewhat resembling the section of an onion. Brande.

CIf'PVS,*n. [L.] A small monumental column with an

inscription or epitaph. Crabb.

Cl'R, n. [circus, L.] A circle for sports ;
a circus. Warton.

CIR-CJE'AN,* (sjr-sS'an) a. Relating to Circe. Pope. See
ClRCEAN.

CIR'CAR,* n. (Hindostan) A province or district. Hamilton

CiR-cXs'sj-AN,* (sjr-kash'e-an) n. A native of Circassia.

Murray.
CiR-cXs'si-AN,* (sjr-kash'e-an) a. Belonging to Circassia.

Murray.
CIR-CE'AN,* a. Relating to Circe; magical; venomous.

'Pope.

CIR-CEN'SIAL, (sir-sen'shal) ) a. Relating to the amphi-
CIR-CEN'SIAN, (sir-sen'shan) )

theatre of Rome. Kennet.

CIR'CI-NAL,,* a. Formed as if by going round
;
rolled in

spirally downwards. Smart.

CIR'CI-NATE, v. a. [circino, L.] To make a circle. Bailey.

[R.]'

CIR'CI-NATE,* a. fBot.) Rolled inwards from the point
to the base. P. tiyc.

CIR-CI-NA'TION, n. An orbicular motion. Bailey. [R.]

CIR'CI-NUS,* n. [L.] (Astron.) A constellation
;
the Com-

passes, near the south pole. P. Cyc.

CIR'CLE, (sir'kl) n. [circulus, L.] A plane figure bounded
by a curved line which is every where equally distant

from a certain point within it called the centre
;
the space

included in a circular line
;
a round body ;

an orb
;
com-

pass ; enclosure; an assembly surrounding the principal

person ;
a class of people ;

a community ;
a company ;

a series ending as it begins ;
circumlocution

;
a sophism

in which two or more unproved propositions are used to

prove each other
;
a geographical division

;
a province.

ClR'CLE, v. a. [i. CIRCLED; pp. CIRCLING, CIRCLED.] To
move round

;
to enclose ; to surround. To circle in, to

confine.

CIR'CLE, (si'r'kl) v. n. To move circularly. Phillips.

CIR'CLEB, (s'ir'kld) a. Round; encircled. Shak.

CIR'CLER, n. A mean poet ;
a circular poet. B. Jonson.

CIR'CLET, (sir'klet) n. A little circle. Shale.

Ci'R'CLiNG, a. Circular
;
round. Milton.

fC'iR'cLY, a. Having the form of a circle. Hidoet.

CIR'CUIT, (si'r'kit) n. [circuitus, L.] The act of moving
round

;
the space enclosed in a circle

; space or extent
measured by travelling round

;
a geographical or territo-

rial division
;
the visitation of a judge for holding courts

;

the district of country visited by the judges. (Law) Cir-

cuity of action, a longer course of proceeding, to recover

the thing sued for, than is needful. Cowel.

CIR'CUIT, v. n. To move circularly. Phillips.

CIR'CUIT, v. a. To move round. Warton.

CIR-CUIT-EER', (s'ir-kjt-er') n. One who travels a circuit-

Pope.
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CIR'CUIT-ER,* (si'r'kjt-er) n. A circuiteer. Whitlock.

fCiR-cv-t"Tl(?N, (sir-ku-ish'un) n. Act of going round.
Hooker.

Cm-ctJ'i-TOus, [sir-ku'e-tus, W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm.; sir'kit-

us, Wb.~\ a. Going or passing round
;
round about

;
not

direct. Burke.

ClR-cu'l-Totis-LY, (sjr-ku'e-tus-le) ad. In a circuitous

manner.
CIR-CU'I-TY,* n. A motion in or round a circle. Blackstone.

Ci'R'cy-LA-BLE, a. That may be circulated.

ClR'cy-LjJLR, a. Having the form of a circle ; round ;
suc-

cessive in order
; ending in itself: strolling. Circular

letter, a letter directed to several persons on some com-
mon affair. Circular lines, lines of sines, tangents, and

secants, on the plain scale and sector. Circular sailing
is that performed on the arc of a great circle.

CiR-cy-LXR'i-Ty, n. State of being circular. Browne.

ClR'cy-LAR-LY, ad. In the form of a circle.

tClR'cy-LA-RY, a. Circular. Hooker.

ClR'Cy-LATE, V. n. [l. CIRCULATED ; pp. CIRCULATING, CIR-

CULATED.] To move in a circle
;
to be dispersed ;

to have

currency.
CiR'cy-LATE, v. a. To spread ;

to diffuse about ;
to dissem-

inate
;
to propagate.

CIR'CU-LAT-ING,*;?. a. Moving or carried about
; passing

currently.
C'iR'cy-LAT-iNG-ME'Di-uM,*n. Cash, bank notes, or other

paper, in circulation, payable on demand. Roberts.

CIR-CU-LA'TIQN, n. Act of circulating ;
state of being cir-

culated
;
circular motion ; act of going and returning ;

dissemination
;
extent of diffusion

;
a reciprocal inter-

change ; currency of money or of a substitute for money.
CiR'cy-LA-TlvE,* a. Circulating; causing circulation.

Coleridge.

tCiR-cy-LA-Td'Rl-oOs, a. Travelling-in a circuit. Barrow.

Ci'R'cy-LA-TQ-RY, n. A chemical vessel.

CIR'CU-I,A-TO-RY, a. Circular; moving round. Warton.

CIR'CU-LUS,* n. [L.] A little circle
;
an instrument for

cutting off the neck of glass ;
also a surgical instrument.

Crabb.

CiR-cyM-Xo'l-TATE,* v. a. To agitate about
;
to circulate.

Taylor.
CTiR-cyM-XM'Bi-EN-CY, n. Act of encompassing. Browne.

CiR-CVM-XM'BJ-fiNT/a. [circum and ambio, L.] Encom-
passing; surrounding. Howell.

CiR-cyM-XM'BU-LATE, v. n. [circum and ambulo, L.] To
walk round about.

ClR-cyM-BEN'Dl-BtJs * n. Circumlocution. Jlrbuthnot.

[Low.]
CIR-CVM-CL'LJ-ON, n. One who adhered to the sect of
the Donatists, in the fourteenth century. Fuller.

CIR'CUM-CIE, v. a. [circumcido, L.] [i. CIRCUMCISED ;pp.

CIRCUMCISING, CIRCUMCISED.] To cut off the foreskin, ac-

cording to the Jewish law.

CI'R'CVM-CIS-ER, n. One who circumcises. Milton.

Ci'R-cyM-cr'^lpN, (s'ir-kum-sizh'un) n. Act of circumcis-

ing ;
the initiatory rite of the Jewish covenant.

'Ci'R-cyM-cIs'siLE,*a. (Bat.) Dividing into two parts by a

spontaneous transverse separation. P. Cyc.

Ci'R-cyM-cLu'siQN,* n. The act of enclosing all round.
Maunder. [R.]

Ci'R-cyM-cyR-SA'TlQN, n. [circum and cursor, L.] Act of

running about. Barrow.

CI'R-CUMXDUCT', v . a. [circumduco, L.] (Law) To contra-

vene
;
to nullify. Ayliffe.

CI'R-CUM-DUC'TIQN, n. Nullification. Ayliffe. A leading
about. Hooker. [R.]

(fGlR'cyM-FER,* v. a. To carry round. Bacon.

:GjK-ctJM'FER-ENCE, n. [circumferentia, L.] The line that

.'bounds the space of a circle
;
the periphery ;

the space
ea-closed in a circle

;
a circle.

'tClR-cDM'FER-ENCE,'p. a. To include in a circle. Browne.

CI'R-CUMXFE-REN'TIAL,, a. Circular. Barrow.

CiR-cyM-FE-REN'TC-R, n . An instrument used in surveying,
for taking or measuring angles, by the magnetic needle.

CIR'CVM-FLECT, r . a. [circumflecto, L.] To utter with a
turn of voice which includes two accents

,
to mark with

a circumflex.

CI'R'CUM-FLEX, n. An accent denoting a long syllable:
marked in Greek thus [

"
] ;

in Latin
[
A

].

C'iR'cyM-FLEX,* a. Moving or turning round. Swift.

Ci'R-cyM-FLEx'lON,* (sir-kum-flek'shun) n. The act of

giving asy thing a circular direction or figure. Blair.

GiR-cyM-FLEX.'1/s,* n. [L.] (Anat.) A muscle of the pal-
ate. Brande.

CiR-cGai'FLy-ENCE, 71. An enclosure of waters.

CJR-CUM'FIj;U-ENT, a. [circumfluens, I,.] Flowing round.

CJR-cuM'FLy-OUS, a. Circumfluent. Milton. [R.]

C'i'R-CVM-FQ-RA'NE-AN, a. Circumforaneous. Burton. [R.]

CiR-cyM-Fp-RA'NE-OtJS, a. [circumforaneus, L.] Going
from door to door. Addisor

ClR-CUM-FUE', v. a. [circumfusus, L.] [i. CIRCUMFUSED
,

pp. CIRCUMFUSING, CIRCUMFUSED.] To pOUr TOUnd.

Bacon.

CI'R-CUM-FU'SILE, a. That may be poured round. Pope.

CIR-CVM-FU'S.IQN, (sir-kuni-fu'zhun) n. A pouring round.

Ci'R-cyM-GES-TA'TlQN, n. A carrying about. Bp. Taylor.

DIR-CUM/GY-RATE, v. a. [circum and ffyru*', L.J To roll

round. More. [R.]

IR-CUM-^Y-RA'TIQX, w. A turning or rolling round.

-ClR-CVM-GYRE', v. n. To roll about. Sir T.Herbert.

Ci'R-CUM-i"TiON, (si'r-kum-ish'un) n. [circumeo, L.] The
act of gomg round. Bailey.

Cl'R-CVM-JA/CENT, a. [circumjacens, L.] Lying around;
surrounding.
I'R-CUM-LI-GA'TIQN, n. [circumligo, L.] Act of binding
round; a band. Bailey. [R.]

Ci'R-cyM-LQ-CU'TlON, n. [circumlocutio , L.] A circuit or

compass of words ; periphrasis ;
the use of periphrastic

or indirect expressions.

i'R-CVM-LQ-cu'TiQN-IsT,* n. One who uses circumlocu-
tion. Gent. Mag-.

Ci'R-cVM-L,6c'u-T9-RY, a. Periphrastical. Jlrbuthnot.

iR-cvM-ME-RlD'i-AN,* a. Situated near or around the

meridian. 'C. Wiikes.

CiR-CUM-MURED', (-miird) a. [circum and murus, L.]
Walied round. Shak.

iR-cVM-NXv'i-GA-BLE, a. That may be sailed round.

Ci'R-culVMvXv'l-GATE, v. a. [circum and navigo, L.] [i.

CIRCUMNAVIGATED; pp. CIRCUMNAVIGATING, CIRCUMNAV-

IGATED.] To navigate or pass round by water; to sail

round.

iR-cvM-jvXv-i-GA'TlON, 7i. Act of sailing round.

CiR-CVM-NXv'l-GA-TQR, x. One who circumnavigates.

lR-CVM-PLfix'lQN,* n. The act of folding around. Der-
ham.

Cl'R-cuai-PLl-CA/TlQN, n. [circumplico, L.] A wrapping
around. [R.]

CIR-CVM-PO'LAR, a. Being round or near the pole.

Ci'R-cVM-PO-if"TlQN, (sir-kum-p9-zish'un) n. The act of

placing circularly ;
a circular position. Evelyn. [R.]

tCi'R-CUM-RA'lQN, (sir-kum-ra'zhun) n. [circumrasio, L.]
A paring round. Bailey.

CIR-CVM-RQ-TA'TIQN, n. [circum and roto, L.j A rolling
or whirling round ;

circumvolution
;
state of being whirled

round.

CI'R-CVM-RO'TA-TQ-RY, a. Whirling round. Shenstone.

CiR-cVM-scRiB'A-BL,E,*rt. Capable of being circumscribed.

Jameson.

ClR-CVM-SCRIBE', . a. [circum and scribo, L.] [i.
CIRCUM-

SCRIBED ; pp. CIRCUMSCRIBING, CIRCUMSCRIBED.] To write

around ;
to restrict

;
to confine

;
to enclose

;
to bound

;
to

limit.

CIR-CVM-SCRIB'ER,* n. One.who circumscribes. Boswcll.

Ci'R-cuM-scRlP'Ti-BLE, a. That may be circumscribed.

CiR-cyM-soRtP'TipN, n. Act of circumscribing; a boun-

dary ;
limitation

;
a circular inscription.

Ci'R-cvM-scRlP'TiVE, a. Enclosing the superficies.
Grew.

CiR-cyM-SCRYp'TlVE-IiY, ad. In a limited manner. Moun-

taffu.

CiR'cyM-spfiCT, a. [circumspectus, L.] Cautious
;

atten-

tive
;
watchful ; discreet.

fCiR-cyM-SPECT', v. a. To examine carefully. Newcourt.

CIR-CVM-SPEC'TION. 7i. Watchfulness; caution; deliber-

ation
; thoughtfulness ;

wariness.

CIR-CUM-SPEC'TIVE, a. Attentive; cautious. Pope.

ClR-cyM-SPEC'TivE-LY, ad. Cautiously ; vigilantly.

CIR'CVM-SPECT-LY, ad. Cautiously ; vigilantly. Ray.
Ci'R'cuM-spcT-NEss, n. Vigilance; caution.

ClR'cyM-STXNCE, 7i. [circumstantia, L.] An adjunct of a

fact
;
accident ; something adventitious ;

incident
;
event

pi. One's state in life
;
station ;

situation
;
condition

;

state of affairs.

Ci'R'cuM-STXN-CE, v. a. [i.
CIRCUMSTANCED ; pp. CIRCUM-

STANCING, CIRCUMSTANCED.] To place relatively, or in a

particular situation.

ClR'ctjM-STXNCED,* (sir'kum-stanst) p. a. Placed
;
situ-

ated.'

CIR'CUM-STANT, a. Surrounding. Digly. [R.]

tCi'R-c'uM-STXN'Tl-A-BLE,* (sir-kum-st&n'she-a-bl) a. Ca-

pable of being circumstantiated. Bp. Taylor.

CIR-CUM-STXN'TIAL, (sir-kum-stan'shal) a. Accidental
;

not essential ;
incidental ; particular ; minute.

CIR-CVM-STXN'TIAL,* n. ;pl. CIRCUMSTANTIALS. A point

not essential, or of inferior importance; something ad-

ventitious : rarely used in the singular. Pope.

CIR-CVM-STXN-TI-XL'I-TY, (sYr-kum-stan-she-al'e-te) n.

The state of a thing as modified by circumstances.

CI'R-CUM-STXN'TIAL-LY, ad. Incidentally ; minutely.

ClR-CVM-STXN'Tl-ATE,'Csir-kum-stan'she-at) v. a. [i. CIR-

CUMSTANTIATED ; pp. CIRCUMSTANTIATING, CIRCUMSTAN-

TIATED.] To place in particular circumstances ;
to describe

minutely.
CIR-CVM-TER-RA'NE-OUS, a. [circumand terra, L.] Round
the earth. Hallywell. [R.]

CIR-CVM-UN'DU-LATE,* v. a. To flow round like waves.

Maunder. [R.]>ucun. -<i* L.IV.J
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ClR-cUM-vXL'LATE, v. a. [circumvallo, L.] To fortify
around.

CIR-CVM-VAL-LA'TION, n. (Fort.) A trench bordered with
a parapet formed around a place.

C'lR-CUM-vc'TlQN, n. [circumvectio, L.] Act of carrying
round.

C'lR-CUM-vfiNT', v. a. [circumvenio, L.] [i. CIRCUMVENTED
pp. CIRCUMVENTING, CIRCUMVENTED.] To deceive ; to

cheat
;
to impose upon.

CIR-CUM-VN'TIQN, n. Act of circumventing ;
fraud.

CIR-CUM-VENT'JVE, a. Deluding ; cheating.
CIR-CUM-VST', v. a. [circumvestio, L.] To cover round
with a garment. Wotton.

CIR-CUM-VQ-LA'TIQN, n. [circumvolo, L.] Act of flying
round.

CIR-,CUM-VQ-LU'TIQN, n. A turning or rolling round.

Ci'R-CUM-VOLVE', v. a.
[ circumvolvo, L.] [ i. CIRCUM-

VOLVED; pp. CIRCUMVOLVING, CIRCUM VOLVED.J To Toll

or move round.

CIR-CUM-VOLVE',* v. n. To move circularly; to whirl.
Derham.

ClR'cus, n. [circus, pi. circi, L.] pi. CIR'CUS-ES. A large,
circular building, or an open space or area for sports, with
seats round for the spectators.

ClRL'-BDNT-lNG,*n. A bird, a species of bunting. Booth.

f CIRQUE, (s'frk) n. [Fr.] Same as circus. Pope.
ClR'RHOUS,* a. Same as cirrous. Brande. See CIRROUS.

CIR-RIF'ER-OUS,* a. (Bot.) Producing tendrils
;

cir-

rigerous. Hamilton.

CTR'RI-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Formed like a tendril. P. Cyc.
CiR-Rla'ER-ous,* a. (Bot.) Producing tendrils. P. Cyc.

CIR'RI-PED,* n. (Zool.) A genus of animals
;
the barna-

cle
;
the acorn-shell. King.

ClR-RO-cu'MU-LUS,* n.
[cirrus

and cumulus, L.] (Meteor.)
A sonder cloud

;
an orbicular mass of clouds arranged in

extensive beds. Hamilton.

CiR'ROSE,*^sir'r5s) a. (Bot.) Same as cirrous. Smith.

ClR-RQ-STRA'TVS,* n. [cirrus and stratus, L.] (Meteor.) A
wane cloud

;
a flat cloud of great horizontal extension.

Francis.

CIR'ROUS,* (sir'rus) a. (Bot.) Terminating in a curl or
tendril. P. Cyc.

ClR'RUS,*n.; pi. CIRRI. A curl of hair : (Meteor.) a
curl cloud, named from its resemblance to a distended
lock of hair, called by mariners the mare's tail. Prout.

CIR'SQ-SELE,* 7i. (Med.) A morbid enlargement of the

spermatic veins in the groin. Brande.

Cis-XL'plNE, [sis-al'pjn, P. Ja. ; siz-al'pin, Sm. ; sls-al'pln,

K.} a. [cis and Jllpes,' L.] On this [or the Roman] side
of the Alps. [Dr. Mien.

CIS-AT-LXN'TIC,* a. Being on this side of the Atlantic.

CIs'LEU,* 7i. The ninth month of the Jewish ecclesiastical

year, and the third of the civil year, answering nearly to

November. Crabb.

Cis'soi'D, n. (Geom.) A particular kind of curve, or a
curve of the second order.

Cis'SORS, 7i. pi. See SCISSORS.

CIST, 7i. [cista, L.] A case
;
a bag. (Arch, and Sculp.) A

chest or basket. See CYST.

CIST'ED, a. Enclosed in a cist. See CYSTED.
CIS-TER'CIAN,* (sjs-ter'shan) n. A monk of Citeaux, in
France

;
a reformed Benedictine. Gray.

CIs'TERN, n. [cisterna, L.] A reservoir or receptacle of
water

;
arr enclosed fountain

; any receptacle of water.

CIs'Tic,* a. Relating to the bladder; relating to a

cist, or to the cistus. Crabb. See CYSTIC.
CIS-T&PH' Q-RUS,* n. [L.] An ancient coin with the

figure of a basket-carrier. Hamilton.

CIs'TUS,n. [L.] pi. L. CISTI; Eng. CISTUSES. (Bot.) A
genus of plants ; the rockrose.

CIsT'VA-EN,* n. A species of stone receptacle, often found
in barrows or mounds of earth, and containing bones.
Sir R. Hoare.

ClT, n. A citizen ; used in contempt. Pope.
ClT'A-BLE,* a. That may be cited or quoted. Gent. Ma*.
ClT'A-DEL, n. [dtadclle, Fr.] A fortress in or near a

city.

CI'TAL, n. Impeachment; summons; citation; quotation.
ShaJc. [R.]

CI-TA'TIQN, n. Act of citing ; quotation ; mention ; enu-
meration. (Law) Summons to appear in court or before
a judge.

CI'TA-TQ-RY, a. Having the power or form of citation.

CITE, v. a. [cito, L.] [i. CITED
; pp. CITING, CITED.] To

summon to answer in a court
;
to call authoritatively ;

to

_quote.
CIT'ER, n. One who cites or quotes. Jltterbury.

ClT'ESS, n. A city woman. Dryden. [R.]

CITH'A-RA,* n. [L.] (Mus.) A sort of ancient lyre or

harp. Crabb.

ClTH-A-Ris'Tic,* a. Relating to a cithern. Smart.

ClTH'ERN, n. [cithara, L.] A kind of harp. 1 Mace.

ClT'i-cfSM, n. The behavior of a citizen. B. Jonson. [R.]
ClT'JED, (sit'jd) a. Belonging to a city. Drayton.ClT'lED, (sit'jd) a. Belonging to a city. Drayton. quin

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BULL, BUR, RULE. 9, , c, g,

||CiT'l-ZEN, (sit'e-zn) n. [civis, L.
; citoyen, Fr.] A

or an inhabitant of a city ;
a townsman

;
an i

*

h
of a republic who enjoys the rights of a freema^'
a right to vote for public officers.

ous
'
nc

CIT'I-ZEN, a. Having the qualities of a citizen.

CtT'i-ZEN-fiss,* 7i. A female citizen. Booth. [
T
",

-, T
ClT'i-ZEN-siilp, n. The quality or rank of a C

A * E

freedom of a city.
"

T

ClT'RATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of citric r"
J' ej

~

base. Brande. m
ClT'RE-AL,* 7i. The oil of lemons. Francis.

CIT'RENE,* n. A crystalline compound of hydrog . iv
"

carbon, obtained from the essential oil" of 1 ,;

"
.

Brande. P
cKett

ClT'Ric,* a. Pertaining to or derived from the i

rav

lime, or lemon
; as, citric acid. Brande.

CIT-RI-NA'TIQN, n. Act of turning to a yellow color. H
CIT'RINE, a. Like a citron

;
of a dark yellow.

CIT'RINE, n. (Min.) A species of quartz. Cleaveland.

ClT'RQN,* 7i. A fruit of the lemon kind.

ClT'RQN-TREE, n. A tree that bears citrons. Miller.

CIT'RQN-WA'TER, n. Liquor distilled with the rind of
citrons.

CIT'RUL, n. The pumpkin, so named from its yellow
color.

CIT'TERN,* n. (Mus.) An instrument of music resembling
a guitar. Hamilton. See CITHERN.

CIT'Y, 7i. [cite, Fr.] A large town incorporated by this

title with certain privileges ;
the inhabitants of a city.

(England) A town corporate, which has a bishop and
a cathedral church.

CIT'Y, a. Relating to or resembling a city. Shak.

CiT'y-SQ-Llc'i-TQR,* n. A law officer in the service of a

city. Hawkins.

GIVES,* ra. pi. A small kind of onion, or leek. Crabb.

CIV'ET, n. [civette, Fr.] A brown semifluid matter ob-
tained from the viverra civetta, or civet cat, used as a

perfume.
CIv'ET,* v. a. [L CIVETED; pp. CIVETING, CIVETED.] To
scent with civet

;
to perfume. Cowper.

CIv'ET,* or CIv'ET-CXT,* 7i. (Zool.) A mammiferous
quadruped of the viverra or weasel kind, which produces
civet. Cyc.

Cly'ic, a. Relating to a city or citizens; civil, as dis-

tinguished from military.

fCIv'l-CAL, a. Belonging to civil honors. Sir T. Browne.

Cly'li,,
a. [civilis, L.] Relating to the community ;

muni-

cipal ; complaisant ;
courteous

; polite ;
well-bred : po-

litical, as opposed to criminal
; lay, as opposed to ecclesi-

astical ; municipal, commercial, legislative, &c., as

opposed to military ; intestine, as opposed to foreign.
Civil death, any thing that deprives a man of the

privileges of civil society, as outlawry, banishment,
&c. Civil law, in a general sense, the law of a
state or country ; appropriately, the institutes of the
Roman law. Ciril list, (England,) formerly applied to

all the heads of public expenditure, excepting those of
the army, the navy, and the other military departments ;

now confined to the expenses proper for the maintenance
of the king's or queen's household. Civil suit, an
action between citizen and citizen, as opposed to crimi-

nal process. Civil war, war between the inhabitants or

citizens of the same state, kingdom, or country ;
intes-

tine war, as opposed to foreign war. Civil year, the

year of 365 or 366 days, as distinguished from the exact
solar year.

CI-VIL'IAN, (se-vil'yanl n. One who is versed in the civil

law
;
a student in the civil law

;
one in a civil, not in a

clerical or military, capacity.

CIv'lL-IsT, n. A civilian. Warlurton. [R.]

CI-VIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being civil
; politeness ;

ur-

banity ;
refinement

; courtesy.
CIv-lL-iz'A-BLE,* a. That may be civilized. Chambers.

CIV-JL-I-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of civilizing; state of being
civilized. (Law) A law which renders a criminal

process civil.

CIv'lL-IZE, v. a. [civiliser, Fr.] [i. CIVILIZED ; pp. CIVILIZ-

ING, CIVILIZED.] To reclaim from savageness or barba-
rism

;
to enlighten ;

to improve.
CIv'iL-iZED,* (slv'jl-Izd)p. a. Reclaimed from the savage

or barbarous state
;

instructed in the arts
; polished ;

cultivated.

Civ'iL-Tz-ER, 7?. One who civilizes.

Clv'iL-Iz-iNG,*p. a. Tending to civilize ; polishing.

Ci'v'iL-LY, ad. In a civil manner
;
with civility.

CIv'IM,* 7i. The privileges or state of a citizen ;
citizen-

ship; patriotism. Smart. [R.]

CIZ'AR, n. See SCISSORS.

CIz'AR, v. a. To clip with scissors. Beaum. fy Fl.

CIZE, (slz) n. A viscous substance. Grew. See SIZE.

LXcK, n. [clac, claquet, old Fr.] A sharp abrupt sound

continually repeated ; the instrument that makes the

noise : a click
;
a bell that rings when more corn is re-

quired in a corn-mill : excessive talking.

soft; #> &, , |, hard; s as Z
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CI'B/CUIT 5. 71. To make a sharp noise

; to talk much : to

Hooker. fSH. n . A beggar's dish, with a cover. Shak.

ClR-cu'l-T, n. The clack of a mill. Blount.

us, Wb.] g. t
7t Prating ; a sharp noise. Bp. Hall.

direct. Kf. from Clothe; clothed. See CLOTHE.
ClR-cu'l-T R)* n , A universal wooer. Maine.
manner. re> Bone-flour ; powder made of bones. Crabb.

ClR-CU I-T a, [clamer, Fr.] [i. CLAIMED; pp. CLAIMING,
CIR'CV-LD I To demand of right ;

to require: to request:
CiR'cy-J.

J

cessiv ni A. demand as of right ; a challenge of owner-
letter.

pretension ; thing claimed ; a title to a privilegemon .e possession of another.
seca

rl
/A-BLE

,
a. That maybe claimed. Cotgrave.

?
s
"k'ANT, n. One who claims or has a claim. (Law")

who defends a libel in a court of admiralty.
a. Claiming ; demanding ; crying out.

]

^XlM'ER, n. One who claims. Temple.
v'LAlR'-OB-SCURE', n. See CLARE-OBSCURE.
CLAIRVOYANCE,* (klar-vw'a'yans) n. [Fr.] Clear-seeing;
a clearness of sight said to be communicated to a person
under the influence of animal magnetism or Mesmerism.

Dunglison.
CLAIRVOYANT,* (klar-vWi'yant) n. A person clear-sighted
or Mesmerized. Townsend.

CLX.M,* n. The common American name of a small
bivalve shell-fish, called venus. Pennant.

CLXM, v. a. To clog with any glutinous matter. L'Estrange.
CLXM, v. n. [fTo unite in sounds in a peal or in ringing ;]

to be moist ;
to stick

;
to starve. Dryden. [R.]

CLA'MANT, a. [clamo, L.] Crying ; beseeching earnestly.
Thomson. [R.] See CLAIMANT.

CLXM'-BAIT, n. Clams used for bait in fishing. Mass. Laws.

CLAM'BER, v. n. [L CLAMBERED
; pp. CLAMBERING, CLAM-

BERED.] To climb with difficulty. Shak.

CLXM'MI-NESS, n. Viscosity ; viscidity. Mozon.

CL-XM'MY, a. [klam, D.] Viscous
; glutinous ; slimy ;

ad-
hesive. Bacon.

CLXM'<?R, n. [clamor, L. ; clameur, Fr.] Outcry ;
noise

;
vo-

ciferation
;
a loud or boisterous cry ; uproar.

CLXM'OR, v. n. [i. CLAMORED ; pp. CLAMORING, CLAMORED.]
To make outcries

;
to vociferate. Shak.

CLXM'QR, v. a. To stun with noise. Bacon. To clamor

bells, to increase the strokes. Warlnrton.

CLAM/QR-ER, n. One who makes a clamor. Jibp. Hart.

CLAM'QR-OUS, a. Vociferous
; noisy. Hooker.

CLAM'OR-oOs-LY, ad. In a noisy manner. Browne.

CLXMP, n. [clamp, Fr.] A piece of wood or iron used to

strengthen something: a heavy footstep or tread: a

pile of unburnt bricks.

CLXMP, v. a. [i. CLAMPED
; pp. CLAMPING, CLAMPED.] To

strengthen by means of a clamp: to tread heavily in

walking.
CLXMP, v. n. To tread heavily ; to clomp. Craven Dialect.

CLXM-PQ-NEER',* n. A long, loose-jointed horse. Ash. [R.]
CLAN, n. [claim, Ir.] A family ;

a race
;
a tribe.

CLXN'CU-LAR, a. [clancnlarius, L.] Clandestine. [R.]
tCLXN'c\r-LAR-LY, ad. Closely ; privately. Hales.

CLAN-DES'TINE, '(klan-des'tin) a. [dandestinus, L.] Se-

cret; private ;
hidden

;
done secretly and unlawfully.

CLAN-DES'TINE-LY, ad. In a clandestine manner.
CLAN-DES'TINE-NESS, n. State of being clandestine.

CLXN-DES-TlN'i-TY, 7i. Privacy; secrecy. Croly. [R.]

CLANG, ?i. [clango, L.] A sharp, shrill noise. Milton.

CLANG, v. n.
[{.

CLANGED
; pp. CLANGING, CLANGED.] To

make a loud, shrill noise. Shak.

CLXNG, v. a. To strike together with a noise. Prior.

CLAN'GQR, (klang'g9r)7i. [clangor, L.] A loud, shrill sound.

CLXN'GOUS, a. Making a clang. Browne. [R.]
,
n. A shrill sound as of a chain or of irons.
v. a. To strike so as to make a shrill noise ; to

clink
;
to clang- Jlkenside. [Pope.

CLANK,* v. n. To make a shrill noise by striking ; to clink.

CLXN'NISH,* a. Disposed to unite in clans. Burgess.

CLXN'SHIP, n. Association of persons or families. Pennant.

CLXN'MAN,* n. ; pi. CLANSMEN. One belonging to a
clan. Ed. Rev.

CLXP, v. a. [L CLAPPED
; pp. CLAPPING, CLAPPED.] To

strike together with a quick motion, so as to make a
noise ;

to applaud with the hands
;
to touch gently ;

to
add one thing to another: to infect with a venereal

poison. To clap up, to complete suddenly ; to imprison.
CLXp, v. n. To move nimbly with a noise

; to begin brisk-

ly ;
to strike the hands together in applause.

CLAP, n. A loud noise made by sudden collision
;
a sudden

act or motion
;
a blow ;

an explosion of thunder
;
an act

of applause ;
a sudden misfortune: a venereal infec-

tion : the nether part of the beak of a hawk.
CLXP'BOARD,* (klab'bord) n. A thin, narrow board, used

in America for the outermost covering of wooden houses.

Benjamin. In England, a board ready cut for making
casks, or a stave in its rough state. Crabl.

CLXP'BOARD,* v. a. [i. CLAPBOARDED
; pp. CLAPBOARDING,

CLAPBOARDED.] To cover with clapboards, as a house.

Benjamin.
CLXp'-DIsH, n. A wooden bowl or dish, formerly carried

by beggars ;
a clack-dish. Massinger.

CLXp'-Doc-TQR,* n. One who cures venereal taints.
Jlddison.

CLXP'NET,* n. A kind of net to catch birds. Pennant.

CLXP'PER, n. He or that which claps; the clack of a
mill

;
the tongue of a bell.

fCLXp'pER, TO. [clapier, old Fr.] A place for rabbits to
burrow in. Chaucer.

CLXP'PER-CLAW, v. a. To scold
;
to abuse. Shak. To

beat with the open hand. Hottoway.
CLXP'PING,* n. A striking ; applause by the hands.

CLXp'-TRXp,* 7i. An artifice to elicit applause ; manage-
ment to entrap. C. Lamb.

CLXp'-TRXp,* a. Insnaring; deceitful; artful. QM. Rev.

CLARE, n. A nun of the order of St. Clare.

CLXR'EN-CEflx, or CLXR'EN-ciEfJX, (klar'en-shu) n.
The second king at arms

; so named from the Duke of
Clarence.

CLARE'-OB-SCURE', n. [clarus and obscurus, L.] Light
and shade in painting. Prior.

CLXR'ET, n. [clairet, Fr.] A French, or Bourdeaux, reddish

wine, of several varieties.

CLXR'i-j0HORD, 7i. [clarus and chorda, L.] (Mus.) An
ancient sort of spinet.

CLXR-I-FI-CA'TION, n. The art of making clear; purifi-

cation, as of liquors.

CLXR'I-FI-ER,* 7i. He or that which clarifies. Maunder.

CLXR'l-FY, v. a. [clarifier, Fr.] [i. CLARIFIED ; pp. CLARI-

FYING, CLARIFIED.] To make pure or clear; to purify,
as liquor ;

to clear
;
to brighten ; to illuminate.

CLXR'I-FY, v. n.' To become clear
;
to grow bright. Bacon.

CLXR'I-NET, n. [clarinette, Fr.] (Mus.J A wooden musical
wind instrument; a shriller kind of hautboy : often
written clarionet.

CLXR'I-QN, [klar'e-un, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; klar'yun, S. E. K. ;

klar'yun, W. ; kla're-on, F.] n. [clarion, old' Fr.] A kind
of trumpet, of a shrill, clear tone.

tCLA-Rls'o-NOVS,*,a. Clear-sounding. Ash.

fCLXR'j-TUDE, n. Splendor. Beaumont.

CLXR'J-TY, n. Brightness ; splendor. Raleigh. [R.]
CLA'RO-OB-SCU'RO,* n. The proper disposition of light
and shade in a picture or painting. Crabb. See CLARE-
OBSCURE, and CHIARO-OSCURO.

CLAR'TY, a. Miry ;
wet ; dirty. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

CLA'RY, n. An herb of the sage genus. Bacon.

fCLA'RY, v. n. To make a loud or shrill noise. A. Oolding.
CLXsH, v. n. [klatschcn, Ger.] [i. CLASHED

; pp. CLASHING,
CLASHED.] To make a noise by mutual collision

;
to act with

opposite power, or in a contrary direction
;
to interfere.

CLXsH, v. a. To strike one thing against another, so as to

produce a noise. Dryden.
CLXsH, n. A noisy collision of two bodies

; opposition.

CLXSH'ING, 7t. Opposition ;
collision ; enmity.

',
n. [clespe, D.] Any thing that clasps or fastens

;
a

hook to hold any thing close ;
an embrace.

CLASP, v. a.
[i.

CLASPED
; pp. CLASPING, CLASPED.] To shut

with a clasp ;
to catch and hold by twining ; to enclose

between the hands
;
to embrace

;
to hug.

CLAsp'ER, n. He or that which clasps ; a tendril.

CLASP'KNIFE, (-nif) n. A knife which folds into the
handle.

CLASP'NAIL,* n. A nail with a head to sink into the
wood. Ash.

CLAss, n. [classis, L.] A rank or order of persons or

things ; a division
;
a set of pupils or students of the

same form, rank, or degree ; a general or primary di-

vision.

CLAss, v. a. [i. CLASSED
; pp. CLASSING, CLASSED.] To ar-

range in a class, or method, or system ;
to rank

;
to dis-

tribute
;
to classify ;

to range according to some stated

method of distribution.

CLASS'-FEL-LOW,* n. One of the same class ;
class-mate

Ed. Rev.

CLAss'i-BLE,* a. That may be classed. EC. Rev.

CLXs'sic, n. An author or work of the first rank ;
more

commonly denoting a Greek or Latin author, but also

applied to modern authors. Pope. One versed in the

classics. P. Cyc.

CLXs'sic, I
a. Greek or Latin, or relating to Greek or

CLXs'si-CAL, \
Latin authors ; of the first order or rank

in literature ; elegant ; relating to a classis or class.

CLXs'si-CAL-TM,* 7i. Same as classicism. Ed. Rev.

CLXs-si-cX.L'1-TY,* n. State of being classical. Coleridge. [R.]

CLXs'si-CAL-LY, ad. In a classical manner.

CLXs'sj-ciM,* 7i. A classic idiom or style. London Athe-

naum. [R.]

CLXs'si-clST,* n. One versed in the classics. Hallam. [R.]

CLXs-si-Fi-CA'TlC-N, n. Act of classifying; arrangement.
CLXs'sj-FY, v. a. [i. CLASSIFIED; pp. CLASSIFYING, CLASSI-

FIED.] To arrange into classes ;
to distribute

;
to class.
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CLAS'SIS, n. [L.lpl. CLAS'SES. Order; sort.; body; an
ecclesiastical body, convention, or assembly. Milton.

CLA'SS'MAN,* n. ;pl. CLASSMEN. Scholars in the Univer-

sity of Oxford, Eng., who are examined for their degrees

according to their rate of merit
; answering to the op-

times and wranglers in the University of Cambridge.
Crabb. [work. London.

CLXTH'RATE,* a. (Bot.) Latticed ; divided like lattice-

CLXT'TER, v. n. [klatteren, Teut.] [i. CLATTERED; pp.

CLATTERING, CLATTERED.] To make a noise by knocking
sonorous bodies frequently together ;

to utter a noise by
being struck together; to talk fast and idly.

CLXT'TER, v. a. To strike so as to produce a rattling.

CLXT'TER, ?i. A rattling noise
;
a confused noise. Shak.

CLXT'TER-ER, n. One who clatters ;
a babbler.

CLXT'TER-ING, n. A confused noise
;

rattle. [Bailey.

tCLAu'DENT, a. [claudens, L.] Shutting; enclosing.

CLAu'DJ-cXNT, a. Limping; halting. [R.]

CLAu'Dl-CATE, v. n. [daudico, L.] To halt. Bailey.

CLAU-DJ-CA'TIQN, n. Lameness
;
a halt. Tatler. [R.]

CLAUSE, n. [clause, old Fr.] A part of a sentence, or

words, included between two commas or other stops ;
an

article or particular stipulation.

CLAU-sfiL'LA,* 7i. (Conch.') A univalve shell. Hamilton.

CLAu'siKE,* n. The foot-rot, a disease in sheep. Crabb.

CLAU-SIL'J-A,* n. A genus of land snails. Brande.

CLAus'THAL-lTE,* n. (Min.) A seleniuret of lead. Dana.

CLAUS'TRAL, a. [claustrum, L.] Relating to a cloister.

Ayliffe.

CLAu'u-LAR,* a. Having clauses. Smart.

CLAu'VRE, (klaw'zhur) n. [clausura, L.] Confinement.
Oeddes. [R.]

CLA'VATE,* a. (Bat.) Shaped like a club. P. Cyc.

CLXV'A-TED, a. [clavatus, L.] Like a club; set with
knobs or nails

;
clavate. Woodward.

CLAVE, i. from Cleave. Cleaved; clove. See CLEAVE.
CLAVEAU,* (kla-vo') n. [Fr.] A disease in sheep; sheep-
pox. London.

CLXv'EL-LAT-ED, a. Noting or relating to potash.

fCLA'VER, n. Clover. Sandys.

CLA'VI-A-RY,* n. (Mus.) An index of keys, or a scale of
lines and spaces. Smart.

CLXv'i-j0HORD, n. (Mas.) An instrument with keys that

strike the chords
; clarichord.

CLXv'l-CLE, (klav'e-kl) n. [clavicula, L.J (AnaL) A small

bone, of which there are two, fastening the shoulder-

bone and breast-bone
;
the collar-bone. [P. Cyc.

CLA-vlc'u-LAR,* a . Relating to the clavicle or collar-bone.

CLAV-I-GEL'LA,* n. (Conch.) A genus of testaceous,

acephalous animals. P. Cyc.

CzAr'i-pER,* n. [L.] A club-bearer. Crabb.

CLA-VIG'ER-OUS,* a. Bearing a club; bearing a key.
Maunder.

CLA' vis *n. [L.] pi. [L.] CLA>VE$; Eng. CLA'VIS-E?. A
key ; whatever serves to unlock, decipher, or explain.
Crabb.

CLA'vy,* or CLA'VEL,* n. (Arch.) A mantel-piece. Britton.

CLAw, n. The sharp, hooked nail of a beast or bird ;
the

whole foot with the hooked nails; the holders of a

shell-fish.

CLAw, v. a.
[i. CLAWED ; pp. CLAWING, CLAWED.] To tear

with claws
;
to pull, as with the nails

;
to tear or scratch

;

[fto flatter. Wilson.}
tCLAw'BXcK, 7i. A flatterer. Warner.

fCLAw'sXcK, a. Flattering. Bp. Hall.

CLAWED, (klawd) a. Furnished with claws. Grew.

CLAw'jNG,* or CLAw'iNG-OFF,* n. (Naut.) A beating or

turning to windward from a lee-shore. Crabb.

CLAY, (kla) n. [dai, Welsh.] A kind of earth, of which
there are several varieties

; any natural mixture of
earths which breaks down or disintegrates in water, and
affords a plastic, ductile mixture. (In the Bible and in

po_elry)
Earth in general, or common earth.

CLAY, v. a. [L CLAYED
; pp. CLAYING, CLAYED.] To cover

with clay ; to purify by the use of clay, as sugar.
CLAY,* a. Formed or consisting of clay. Milton.

CLAY'-BRAINED,* (-brand) a. Dull; stupid; heavy. Shak.

CLAY'-BUILT,* a. Formed of clay. Warton,

CLAY'-COLD, a. Lifeless; cold as clay. Rowe.

CLAYED,* (klad) p. a. Covered or mixed with clay 5 puri-
fied with clay.

CLAYED, (klaz) n. pi. [cluye, Fr.] (Fort.) Wattles made with
stakes intervyoven

with osiers, to cover lodgements.
CLAY'EY, (kla'e)

a. Consisting of or like clay. Derham.

CLAY'-GRbOND, 7i. Ground abounding with clay. 1 Kings.
CLAY'ISH, (kla'ish) a. Of the nature of clay. Harvey.
CLAY'-KlLN,* (kla'kil) 71. A stove for burning clay. Farm.

Ency.
CLAY'-MARL, n. A whitish, smooth, chalky clay. Mortimer.

CLAY'MORE, n. A large, two-handed sword
; written

CLAY'-PiT, 7i. A pit where clay is dug. Woodward.

CLAY'-SLATE,* n. (Min.) Argillite, or argillaceous slate.

Cleaveland.

CLAY'-STONE, n. (Min.) An argillaceous limestone.

CLEAN, (klen) a. Free from dirt, impurity, or loathsome
disease

; pure ; elegant ; neat, not foul ; dexterous, not

bungling; entire.

CLEAN, ad. Quite; perfectly; without miscarriage.
CLEAN, t>. a. [i. CLEANED

; pp. CLEANING, CLEANED.] To
free from filth or impurity ;

to cleanse. Thomson.

CLEAN'ER,* n. He or that which cleans. Sir J. Rey-
nolds.

CLEAN'-HXND-ED,* a. Having clean hands. Dr. Allen.

CLEAN'ING,* n. A cleansing: the after-birth or secun-
dines of a cow. Farm. Ency. This word is in use in the
United States and in various parts of England- Brockett

spells it cleaning or cleaning; Grose, clegning ; the Craven
Dialect, deanin or deansin.

CLEAN'LI-LY, (klen'le-le) ad. In a cleanly manner.

CLEAN'LIMBED,* (-limd) a. Having well-proportioned
limbs.

CLEAN'LI-NESS, (klen'le-nSs) n. Freedom from dirt.

CLfiAN'LY, (klen'le) a. Free from dirt
;
clean

; pure.

CLEAN'LY, (klen'le) ad. In a clean manner
; neatly.

CLEAN'NESS. (klen'nes) n. Neatness; purity; innocence.

CLEAN-PROOF,* n. (Printing") A proof having few or no
faults or errors. Crabb.

CLEAN'A-BLE, (klenz'a-bl) a. That may be cleansed.

CLEANSE, (klenz) v. a. [i. CLEANSED; pp. CLEANSING,

CLEANSED.J To make clean or pure ;
to free from dirt or

any impurity ;
to purify ;

to scour.

CLEANSER, (klenz'er) n. He or that which cleanses
;
a

detergent.

CLEAN'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Well proportioned. Somer-
ville.

CLEAN'I-BLE,* a. Capable of being cleansed. Smart.

CLEANSING, (klenz'ing) n. Purification.

CLEANING,* p. a. Purifying; making clean; abster-

sive.

CLEAN'-TlM-BERED, (-berd) a. Well proportioned. Shak.

CLEAR, (kler) a. [clarus, L.] Bright ; transparent ; free

from clouds; lucid; fair; serene; without mixture;
pure ; perspicuous ;

not obscure ; indisputable ;
mani-

fest ; apparent ;
visible

;
obvious ; plain ; evident

;

distinct
;
unencumbered ; free from deduction or incum-

brance ; exempt ;
out of debt ; guiltless ;

innocent.

CLEAR, (kler) ad. Plainly; clean; quite. Milton.

CLEAR, n. ( Carpentry') A term used by builders for the space
within a house from wall to wall

;
the space or dimen-

sions within a box, &c.

CLEAR, v. a. [i. CLEARED ; pp. CLEARING, CLEARED.] To
make clear or bright ; to free from obscurity ;

to vindicate ;

to cleanse; to free from any thing faulty or censurable;
to clarify; to gain without deduction. To clear a ship,
is to satisfy all demands at the custom-house.

CLEAR, v. n. To grow bright, fair, or disengaged.
CLEAR'AGE, n. Act of removing any thing; clearance.

CLEAR'ANCE, n. Act of clearing. (Com.) A certificate

given by the collector of a port, that a ship has been en-

tered and cleared according to law.

CLEAR'ER, n. One who clears
;
a purifier.

CLEAR'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a clear header understand-

ing. Baxter.

CLEAR'ING, n. Justification ;
defence. 2 Cor.

CLEAR'LY, ad. In a clear manner; plainly; evidently;
distinctly ; obviously ; explicitly.

CLEAR'NESS, n. State of being clear; transparency; splen-

dor; lustre; distinctness; sincerity.

CLEAR'-SEE-ING,* a. Seeing clearly or distinctly. Cole-

ridge.

CLEAR'-SHIN-ING, a. Shining brightly. Shak.

CLEAR-SIGHT'ED, (-slt'ed) a. Perspicacious; discerning.
CLEAR-SIGHT'ED-NESS, n. Discernment.

CLEAR'-STARCH, v. a. [i. CLEAR-STARCHED ; pp. CLEAR-

STARCHING, CLEAR-STARCHED.] To starch, and then

spread out in order to clear
;
to stiffen with starch.

CLEAR'-STARCH-ER, n. One who clear-starches. Tatler.

CLEAR'-STARCH-ING,* n. The act of stiffening linden with
starch. Ash.

CLEAR'-STO-RY,* n. Gent. Mag. See CLERE-STORY.

CLEAR'-TONED',* (-tond) a. Having a clear voice or tone.

Atherstone.

CLEAT,* n. A piece of wood to fasten ropes of a ship on.

Crabb. A piece of iron worn on a shoe
;
a thin metallic

plate ;
a piece of wood for strengthening. Brockett.

CLEAT,* v. a. To strengthen with a plate of metal. Forby.

CLEAV'A-BLE,* a. That may be divided or cleft. P. Cyc.

CLEAV'AGE,* n. The act or manner of splitting. Prof.

Scdgwick.

CLEAVE, (klev) v. n. [i. CLEAVED (|CLAVE) ;pp. CLEAVING,
CLEAVED.] To adhere

;
to hold to; to unite aptly ;

to at-

tach
;
to stick.

CLEAVE, v. a. [i.
CLOVE or CLEFT (JCLAVE) ;pp. CLEAVING,

CLOVEN or CLEFT.] To divide with violence; to divide
;

to split.

CLEAVE, v. n. To part asunder ;
to suffer division.

CLEAVE'LAND-ITE,* n. (Min.} A variety of albite. Dana.
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CLEAV'ER, n. One who cleaves; a butcher's axe: a
plant; catch-weed.

CLDGE, (klej) n. The upper stratum of fuller's earth.

CLED^'Y,* a. Applied to land or soil that is stiff, hard,
tenacious, or mixed with clay. Farm. Diet.

CLEE, (klez) n.pl. The two parts of the foot of beasts
which are cloven-footed. [Obsolete or local.]

CLEF, [kief, P. Ja. K. ; klif, S. W. J. F. Sm.] n. [Fr.]
(Jlfws.) A character or mark for the key.

CLEFT, i. &p. from Cleave. See CLEAVE.
CLEFT, n. A space made by the separation of parts ;

a dis-
ease in horses, on the bought of the pasterns.

CLEFT'-FOOT-ED,* (kleft'fut-ed) a. Having cleft or cloven
feet. Burnet.

CLEFT'-GRiFT, v. a. To graft by cleaving the stock of a
tree and inserting the scion. Mortimer.

CLFT'-GRAFT-JNG,* n. A mode of grafting performed by
inserting the scion in a cleft in the stock, called also slit-

grafting. Brande.

CLEG, n. [cleg, Danish.] The horse-fly. [Local, Eng.]
fCLEM, v. a. \klemmen, Ger.] To starve. B. Jonson.

tCL_EM, v. n. To starve. B. Jonson.
CLE'MA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The twig or tendril of a plant.

Crabb.

CLEtfA-Tls* n. [L.] (Bat.) A genus of climbing plants ;

the virgin's bower. P. Cyc.

CLM'EN-CY, n. Mercy; mildness; leniency; gentleness.
CLEM'ENT, a. [clemens, L.l Mild

; gentle ; merciful.

CLEM'EN-TlNE,* [klem'en-tln, Ja. K. ; klem'en-tin, Sm.]
a. Relating to St. Clement, or the constitutions of Clem-
ent V.

CLM'ENT-LY, ad. In a merciful manner. Bp. Taylor.
CLNCH. See CLINCH.

CLE-op'TE-RoOs,* a. (Ent.) Having sheathed wings;
applied to insects, as beetles. P. Cyc.

fCLEPE, v. a. To call or name. S/iak.

fCLEPE, v. n. To call. SackvLlle.

CLEP'SY-DRA, or CLEP-SY'DRA, [klep'se-dra, W. Sm.
P. Cyc. Wb. ; klep-sl'dra, Ja. K. Brande, Crabb.] n. [L.]A water-glass, or vessel for measuring time by water,
among the_ancients ; a chemical vessel.

CLERE'-STO-RY,* n. (Arch.) The upper story or row of
windows in a Gothic church

;
a window in the lantern of

a tower. Francis.

fCLER'oi-cAL, a. Relating to the clergy; clerical. Milton.

CLER'GY, n. [clerge, Fr.] The body or order of men set

apart by ordination for the offices of religion : in Eng-
land, commonly restricted to those of the established
church. [fit of clergy. Blackstone.

CLER'GY-A-BLE, a. (Law} Entitled to, or admitting, bene-

CLER'y-MAN, n.; pi. CLERGYMEN. One of the clergy;
a man in holy orders

;
an ordained Christian minister.

CLER'IC, n. A clergyman. Bp. Horsley. [R.]

CLER'JC, a. Relating to the clergy ;
clerical.

CLfiR'l-CAL, a. Relating to or befitting the clergy. Bp. Hall.

CLR'I-SY,* n. The body of learned men
;
the literati. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

IJCLERK, (kiark or klerk) [kl'irk, & W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm. ; klerk, Wb.] n. [clericus, L.] [A clergyman. Ayliffc.
A scholar. Sidney.] A writer employed in a public or pri-
vate office, under a superior ;

one employed under anoth-
er

;
a writer or assistant in an office, store, &c. ;

a layman
who reads the responses in the church service. $5= Clerk
and sergeant are uniformly pronounced dark and sargeant
by the English orthoepists ;

but in the U. S. it is very
common to pronounce, them, in accordance with their

orthography, with the sound of the e as in her and jerk.

||CLERK/-ALE, (-al) n. The feast of the parish clerk. War-
ton.

CLERK'LESS, a. Without a clerk
;
unlearned. Waterhouse.

CLERK/LIKE, a. Learned. Shak.

fCLERK'Ly, a. Scholar-like. Abp. Cranmer.

ifCLERK'LY, ad. In a learned manner. Qascoigne.

[CLERK'SHIP, n. Scholarship; the office of a clerk.

CLR'Q-MAN-CY,* n. Divination by casting lots. Crabb.

CLE-R5N'C-MY,* n. Heritage ; patrftnony ; one's lot.

Smart. [flowering shrub. Crabb.

CLE'THRA,*n. [xX/jflprt.] (Bot.) A genus of plants; a

CLEVE, lin composition, at the beginning or end of the

CLIP, > name of a place, denotes it to be situated on
CLIVE, ) the side of a rock or hill; as, Cleveland, Clif-

ton, Standiff.

CLEV'ER, a. Dexterous; skilful. Addison. Just; fit; prop-
er; commodious. Pope. Well-shaped ; handsome. Arbuth-
not. 9^= Johnson, after giving the above definitions of

clever, adds,
" This is a low word, scarcely ever used but

in burlesque or conversation
;
and applied to any thing a

man likes, without any settled meaning." It is, howev-
er, an old word in the language, and used by the best

English authors ;
but it is used in somewhat different

senses in different parts of England. Coles (1677) defines

it
"
neat, smooth, dexterous ;" Bailey,

"
skilful, inge-

nious, neat-handed, well-shaped;" Furly, "dexterous,
nHrnit " nml Pnn " n^at. filfifrnnt." " In either sense "

says Forby,
"

it is so very common and general, and ap-
pears so to have been for many years, that it seems diffi-

cult to conceive how Sir Thomas Browne should have
been struck with it as a provincialism ;

and still more,
how Ray, long afterwards, should have let it pass as such,
without any remark. A colloquial and familiar term it

certainly is
; but assuredly not provincial, nor even low."

In the United States, clever is much used as a colloqui-
al word, in the sense of good-natured, well-disposed, hon-
est; and the phrase,

" clever man," or " clever fellow," is

employed to denote a person of good nature, good dis-

position, or good intentions
; but it is otherwise in Eng-

land. "When a man," says Bishop Home, "takes it

into his head to do mischief, the public has always reason
to lament his being a clever fellow."

CLEV'ER-LY, ad. In a clever manner. Hudibras.

CLV'ER-NESS, n. State of being clever. Southey.
CLEV'IS,* or CLEv'y,* n. A draught-iron in the form of a

bow, to put on a plough, or on the end of the tongue of
a wagon or cart

;
called also cops. Farm. Ency. [Provin-

cial.]

CLEW, fklu) n. Thread wound into a ball
;
the thread used

to guide one in a labyrinth ; any thing that guides or di-

rects
;
the corner of a sail.

CLEW, v. a. (Naut.) To truss up sails to the yard by clew-

garnets, or clew-lines, in order to furling; to direct.

CLEW'-GAR-NETS,* n. pi. (Naut.) A sort of tackle fastened
to the clews of the main and fore-sail, to truss them up
to the yard. Mar. Diet.

CLEW'-LINE,* 7i. pi. (JVawt.) Clew-garnets employed for

the square-sails. Mar. Diet.

CL?CH,* 7i. A Turkish sabre with a broad blade. Crabb.

CLICK, v. n. [cliken, D.] [i. CLICKED ;pp. CLICKING, CLICKED.]
To make a sharp, small, interrupted sound or noise.

CLICK, v. a. To catch or snatch hastily. [North of Eng-
land.]

CL!CK, 7i. The latch of a door
;
a small, sharp sound.

CLlcK'ER, n. One that clicks
;
the servant of a salesman,

who stands at the door to invite customers.

CL!CK'ET; n. [cliquet, old Fr.] The knocker or hammer of
a door. Cotgrave.

CLlcK/iNG,*7i. Act ofmaking a succession of sharp sounds,
as a clock, or a horse that overreaches. Farm. Ency.

CLTfcK'|NG,*. a. Making a sharp, small, interrupted sound.

CLI'ENT, n. [cliens, L.
; client, Fr.] Formerly, a dependant,

correlative to patron or protector: at present, one who
employs an attorney or counsellor.

CLI-EN'TAL, a. Dependent. Burke. [R.]

CLI'ENT-ED, a. Supplied with clients. Carew.

CLI-ENT'E-LAGE,* n. The body of clients, or dependants
of a lord. Sismondi.

fCLi-EN-TELE', 7i. The condition of a client. Bp. Hall.

CLI'E NT-SHIP, n. State or condition of a client. Drydcn.
CLIFF, n. [clivus, L.] A steep rock. Bacon.

CL!FF'Y, a. Broken
; craggy. Harmar.

CLIFT, n. Sometimes used for cliff, and for cleft. Spenser.

fCLtFT'ED, a. Broken; split open. Congreve.
CLlF'TY, a. Same as cliffy. Pennant.

CLI-MAC'TER, 7t. [xXiuatrfip.] Same as climacteric. Browne.

||CLTM-AC-TE:R'IC, or CLI-MAC'TER-IC, [klim-ak-ter'jk,
W. J. 'E. F. Ja. Sm. R. ; kli-mak-ter'jk, S. P. K. ; klj-mak'-

ter-ik, Dychc, Fcnning, Barlow, Blair, Kenrick, Entick,

Maunder, Wb.] n. A step or gradation in the years of
life

;
a critical year of life, which was formerly supposed

to be marked by some change in the body, health, or for-

tune of a person. The number of the years is com-

pounded of 7; as, 21, 35, 49, 63, and 70: 63 being the

grand climacteric, and 70 the limit of the ordinary age of
man. [critical periods.

|JCLTJ1-AC-TER'IC,* or CLI-MXc'TER-IC,* a. Relating to

CLiai-Ac-TER'i-CAL,*a. Relating to critical periods of life.

fCLfM-AC-TEU'i-CAL, n. Same as climacteric. Fuller.

CLl'MATE, n.
[(cXf/ia.J

A space upon the surface of the

earth, being a belt of the globe parallel to the equator, the

longest day on one side of which is half an hour shorter

than on the other side
; or, within the polar circles, a por-

tion comprehended between two circles, at one of which
the longest day is a month shorter than at the other:

modification, constitution, or state of the atmosphere, rel-

ative to heat, wind, moisture, &c.
; temperature.

fCLl'MATE, v. ?i. To inhabit. Shak.

CLI-MAT'IC,* a. Relating to climate. Dunglison.
CLI-MA'TION,* 71. The act of muring to a climate. Horti-

cul. Reg.
CLI'MAT-IZE,* v. a. [i.

CLIMATIZED ; pp. CLIMATIZINQ,

CLIMATIZED.] To inure to a climate; to acclimate. J.

Mills. EC. Rev. [Modern.]
CLl-MA-TOL'O-Gy,* n. A discourse on climate ;

an inves-

tigation of the causes which form a climate. Brande.

fCLl'MA-TURE, 71. Climate. Shak.

CLI'MAX, n. [*>i>a$.] pi. CLi'MXx-ES. (Rhet.') A grada-

tion, or gradual rising in a discourse, from that which is

lower or less impressive, to that which is higher or more

impressive ; gradual rise
;
ascent.adroit ;" and Ray,

"
neat, elegant."

" In either sense," impressive; gradual rise ;
ascent.
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CLIMB, (klim) v. n. [i. CLIMBED (fcLOMs) ; pp. CLIMBING,
CLIMBED (fcLOMB).] To ascend up with labor ;

to scale ;

to mount ;
to get up.

CLIMB, (klim) v. a. To ascend
;
to mount. Shak.

CLIMB'A-BLE, (kllm'?-bl) a. Ascendable. Sherwood.

CLIMB'ER, (kllm'er) n. One who climbs
;
a plant that

creeps upon some support.

fCLiM'BER, (klim'ber) v. n. To mount with effort
;

to

clamber. Tusser.

CLIMB'ING, (klim'jng) n. The act of ascending.
CLIME,??, [from climate.] Climate; region. Milton.

CLI-NAN'THI-UM,* n. (Bot.) The receptacle of a compos-
ite plant. Brande.

CLINCH, v. a. [klinka, Swed.] [i.
CLINCHED

; pp. CLINCH-

ING, CLINCHED.] To grasp in the hand; to contract or

double the fingers ; ^o bend in the point of a nail on the

other side
;
to confirm ; to fix.

CLINCH, v. n. To hold fast upon. Tr. of Buffon. [R.]

CLINCH, n. A word used in a double meaning; a pun ;
an

ambiguity : a part of a cable
;
a kind of knot

;
a cramp ;

a hold-fast.

CLINCH'E R, n. He or that which clinches, or holds fast
;

a cramp; a hold -fast. Pope.

CLINCH'ER-BUILT,* a. (Naut.) Made with clincher-work.

Crabb.

CLlNCH'ER-WoRK,* (-wurk) 7i.
(JVfltrf.)

That disposition
of the planks in a boat or vessel, in which the lower edge
of every plank overlays the next under it, like the slates

on the roof of a house. Crabb.

CLING, v. n. [klynger, Danish.] [i. CLUNG (f CLONG) : pp.

CLINGING, CLUNG (f CLONG).] To hang upon by twining
round

;
to adhere.

CLING, v. a. To dry up ;
to consume. Shak. To apply close-

ly. Swift.

CLING'Y, (kling'e) a. Adhesive
; apt to cling.

CLIN'IC, 71. A patient that keeps his bed. Mp. Bancroft.

CLlN'lCj ) a. [K\IVM.] Relating to a bed
; keeping the

CLlN'i-CAL, )
bed ; bed-ridden. A clinical lecture is a

discourse upon a disease made by the bed of the pa-
tient.

CLlNK, (klingk) v. a. [i. CLINKED \pp. CLINKING, CLINKED.]
To strike so as to make a small, sharp noise

;
to clank.

CLINK, v. n. To utter a small, sharp noise. Prior.

CL!NK. n. A sharp, successive noise
;
a clank. Shak.

CLlNK'ANT,* a. Glittering. Addison. [R.] See CLINQUANT.
CL!NK'ER,* 7i. A very hard-baked tile or brick; a cinder.

Smart'.

CLINK'-STONE,* n. (Min.) A slaty mineral
;
an overlying

rock ; phonolite. Jameson.

CLI-NOM'E-TER,* n. (Min.) An instrument for measuring
the dip of mineral strata. Brande.

CLI-NOM'E-TRY,* 7i. The art of measuring the dip of min-
eral strata. Brande.

CLfif1 QUANT, (klingk'ant) a. [Fr.] Glittering; dressed in

embroidery or tinsel finery. Shak. [R.]
CLIN'TQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Dana.

Czl'p,* n. (Myth.) One of the nine Muses
;
the patroness

of history. (Conch.) The name of a family of marine
mollusks. P. Cyc.

CLIP, v. a.
[i. CLIPPED; pp. CUPPING, CLIPPED.] To cut

with shears; to diminish coin by paring the edges; to

curtail ;
to cut.

CLIP, v. 7i. (Falconry) To move fast. Dryden.
CLIP, n. [|An embrace. Sidney.] The act of shearing, or

the wool sheared. Forby.
CLIP'PER, n. One who clips, or one who debases coin ; a

barber: a sharp, fast-sailing vessel; a vessel or ship
employed in the opium trade, between India and China.

CL!P'PING, 7i. A part cut off. Locke.

CLIQUE,* (kick) n. [Fr.] A party ; coterie; a company,
or band of followers : used in an ill sense. Brit. Crit.

CLIQUISH,* (klik'jsh) a. Relating to a clique or party. Jlth-

enteum.

CLISH'-CLXSH, v. n. To sound like the clashing of swords.
Mirror for Magistrates. [R.]

CLI'VER, or CLI'VER, n. A plant ; the cleaver. Crabb.

CLlv'i-TY,* n. Proportionate ascent or descent
; gradient.

Tanner.

CLQ-A'CA,*n. [L.] pi. CLOACJE. A subterranean aque-
duct

;
a Jakes. Crabb.

CLOAK, (klok) n. A loose outer garment ;
a mantle

;
a cov-

er; concealment; a mask.

CLOAK, v. a. [i. CLOAKED; pp. CLOAKING, CLOAKED.] To
cover with a cloak ;

to hide
;
to mask

;
to veil

;
to blind.

Spenser.
CLOAK'AGE,* n. A covering; act of covering with a cloak.

Martineau. [R.]

CLOAK'-BAG, n. A portmanteau ;
a travelling-bag. Shak.

CLOAK'ED-LY, ad. In a concealed manner. [R.]

fCLoCH'ARD,' (klosh'ard) n. [cloche, Fr.] A belfry. Weever.

CLOCK, 7i. [clocc, Welsh.] A machine for measuring time
;

an instrument which tells the hour by a stroke upon a

bell : a sort of beetle or insect. What o'clock? what ia

the hour of the clock? Clock of a stocking, embroidery
about the ankle.

CLOCK, v. a. & n. To call, as the hen. See CLUCK.
CLOCK'-BEE-TLE,* n. A noisy kind of beetle. Crabb.

CLOCK'-CASE,* n. The case or receptacle of a clock. Mil-
ton.

CLOCK'-MAK-ER, n. One who makes clocks.

CLOCK'-SET-TER, n. One who regulates clocks.

CLOCK'-STOCK-ING,* n. An embroidered stocking. Som-
erville.

CLOCK'-WORK, (-wurk) n. Movements by weights or

springs, as of a clock
; well-adjusted work.

CLOD, n. A lump of earth or clay ;
a turf; the ground ;

any thing concreted
; any thing base or earthy ;

a dull,

gross fellow.

CLOD, v. n. To gather into a mass
;
to clot. Milton.

CLOD, v. a. To pelt with clods.

CLOD'DY, a. Consisting of clods
;
mean

; gross. Shak.

CLOD'HOP-PER, n. A clown
;
a laboring farmer.

CLOD'PATE, n. A stupid fellow
;
a clodpoll.

CLOD'PAT-ED, a. Stupid ;
dull. Arbuthnot.

CLOD'POLL, n. A thick-skull
;
a dolt. Shak.

CLOFF,* n. (Com.) An allowance of two pounds in a hun-
dred weight. Same as dough.

CLOG, v. a. [clog, Welsh.] [i. CLOGGED; pp. CLOGGING,
CLOGGED.] To encumber

;
to hinder

;
to obstruct; to em-

barrass
;
to load

;
to burden.

CLOG, v. 71. To coalesce ; to adhere
; to be encumbered.

CLOG, n. A weight; an encumbrance; a kind of addition-
al shoe worn to keep the feet from wet

;
a wooden shoe.

CLOG'JGI-NESS, n. The state of being cloggy.
CLOGGING, n. An obstruction. More.

CLOG'J&Y, a. Adhesive
; obstructing ; clogging up.

CLoIs'TER, n. [claustrum, L.] A place of religious retire-

ment
;
a monastery ;

a nunnery : a square shut in by the

church, chapter-house, refectory, &c. : a quadrangular
arcade

;
a peristyle ;

a piazza.

CLbls'TER, v. a.
[i. CLOISTERED; pp. CLOISTERING, CLOIS-

TERED.] To shut up in a cloister; to confine.

CLoIs'TER-AL, a. Solitary ; recluse. Donne.

CLOIS'TERED, (klbis'terd)y. a. Solitary; inhabiting clois-

ters
;
built with peristyles or piazzas.

CLoIs'TER-ER, n. One belonging to a cloister. Bramhall.

CLoIs'TRESS, n. A nun. Shale. [R.]
CLOKE, n. See CLOAK.

fCLOMB, (klom) [klom, W. Sm. ; klum, P. ; k7cm, Ja. K] i.

& p. from Climb; now climbed. See CLIMB
CLOMP,* v. 7i. To walk heavily, as with thick -soled shoes

;

to clamp. Hunter.

fCLONG, i. & p. from Cling. Clung. See CLING.

CLON'IC,* a. Shaking ;
convulsive

; contracting. Crabb.

fCLOOM, v. a. To close with glutinous matter. Mortimer.

CLOE, (kloz) v. a. [clausus, L.] [i. CLOSED; pp. CLOSING,
CLOSED.] To shut

;
to conclude

;
to end

;
to terminate

;

to enclose; to join; to unite fractures.

CLOE, v. n. To coalesce. To close with, to come to an

agreement with
;
to grapple with, as in wrestling.

CLOSE, (kloz) n. Time or manner of closing; a grapple in

wrestling ; pause ;
cessation

;
conclusion

;
end

;
termina-

tion.

CLOSE, (klos) T?. A small place or field inclosed or fenced
around ; a passage ;

an interest in the soil : the confines
of a cathedral.

CLOSE, (k!5s) a. Shut fast; having no vent; confined;
wanting ventilation

; stagnant ; compact ; solid ;
dense

;

firm
;
concise

; brief; tight ;
narrow

;
near to

; penurious ;

hidden; secret; trusty; sly; attentive; intense; full to

the point ;
home

;
retired : applied to the weather, dark

;

cloudy ;
not clear

; wanting air
; oppressive.

CLOSE, (klos) ad. Nearly; densely; secretly. Milton.

CLOSE'-BXND-ED, a. In close order. Milton.

CLOSE-BOD'IED, (-id) a. Fitting close to the body.
CLOSE'-BY,*'a. Within a little distance ; very near. Pope.
CLOSE'-CQM-pXcT'ED, a. Being in close order. Addison.

CLOSE'-COUCHED, (-kbucht) a. Concealed. Milton.

CLOSE'-CUR--TAINED, (-tind) a. Encircled with curtains.

CLOSE'-FIST-ED, a. Penurious. Bp. Berkeley.

CLOSE'-GRAT-ED,* a. Shut up with close gratings. Young.
CLOSE'-HAND-ED, a. Penurious

; covetous. Hale.

CLOSE'-HXND-ED-NESS, n. Penuriousness. Adn. Holy-
day.

CLOSE'HAULED,* (klos'hawld) a. (JYaut.) Noting the trim
of a ship when brought as near to the wind as possible.
Mar. Diet.

CLOSE'LY, ad. In a close manner
; secretly; attentively.

CLOSE'NESS, n. State of being close
;
narrowness ;

want of
air

; compactness ; secrecy ;
avarice.

CLOSE'-PENT, a. Shut close. Dryden.
CLO'ER, (kloz'er) n. A finisher; a concJuder. (Arch.) A

piece used to close in the end of a course of brick-work.
CLOSE 'STOOL, 7i. A chamber cabinet. Garth.

CL5'ET, n. A small private room or apartment ;
a cup-

board.
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CLO'ET, v. a. [i. CLOSETED; pp. CLOSETING, CLOSETED.]
To shut up in a closet

;
to take into a closet for a secret

interview. _
CLOS'ET-DOOR,* n. The door or entrance of a closet.

Swift.

CLOSE'-T6NGUED,(-tungd)a. Cautious in speaking. Shak.

CLo$'ET-SlN, 7i. Sin committed secretly. Bp. Hall.'

CLOSH, 7i. A disease in the feet of cattle; the founder.
Martin. A kind of game ; nine-pins. Scott.

CLOSING, n. An ending; period ; conclusion.

CLOSING,* p. a. Bringing or coming to an end
;
terminat-

ing.

CLOSURE, (k!5'zhur) n. Act of shutting up; that which
incloses; inclosure; conclusion; end. Shak. [R.]

CL5T, 7i. [klotte, D.j Any thing clotted; concretion; co-

agulation ;
a clod

; a dull, heavy man. B. Jonson.

CLOT, v. a.
[i. CLOTTED; pp. CLOTTING, CLOTTED.] To form

into clots, or clods
;
to concrete

;
to coagulate ;

to become
gross ;

to clod.

CLOT'BIRD, n. The renanthe ortolan.

CLOT'BUR,* n. A plant; the common burdock. Booth.

IICLOTH, (kloth or kliwth) [kloth, W. P. F. E. Ja. Sm.;

kiawth, 8. J. K. Wb.} n. ; pi. CLOTHS, (ktewthz or klotfiz)
A texture or fabric woven of wool, cotton, linen, &c.

;

any thing woven for dress; a piece of linen spread up-
on a table ; a texture of wool, flax, cotton, &c.

; a cler-

gyman's dress.

CLOTHE, v. a.
[i. CLOTHED, CLAD ; pp. CLOTHING, CLOTHED,

CLAD. $5= The regular form, clothed, is now chiefly used.]
To cover or furnish with clothes

;
to attire

;
to invest

with garments ;
to dress

;
to invest.

CLOTHE, (k!5tfi) v. n. To wear clothes. Shak. [R.]

||CLOTHES,* (klotfiz or kloz) [kl5tliz, P. F. Sm.; kloz, S. J.

E. ; klotnz or kloz, W. Ja.} n. pi. Garments
;
vesture ;

clothing ;
dress ;

raiment ; apparel ;
attire.

|JCLOTHE'-BRUSH,* n. A brush for brushing clothes. Booth.

liCLOTHEi-f'-MAN,* n.; pi. CLOTHES-MEN. A dealer in

clothes. P. Mag.
||CLOTHE'-PRESS

* n. A depository for clothes. Smollett.

CLOTH'IER, (klotfi'yer) n. A seller of clothes
;
a maker of

cloth
;
an outfitter. ( U. S.) A fuller

; a dresser of cloth.

CLOTH'ING, n. Dress
;
vesture. Fairfax.

CLOTH'ING,* p. a. Furnishing with clothes
; dressing.

||CLOTH'-PRESS-ING,* 7i. Act of pressing cloth
;

act of

pressing stuffs when cold. Booth.

||CL6TH'-SHEAR-ER, n. One who trims cloth.

|CL6TH'-WORK-ER, (-wiirk-) n. A maker of cloth. Scott.

JJCLOTH'-WORK-ING,* n. The manufacture of cloth. Gold-
smith

CLOT'POLL, n. Thickskull
; clodpoll. Shak.

CLOT'TED,* a. Coagulated ; formed into clots. Smart.

JCLOT'TER, v. n. To concrete
;
to clot. Dryden.

CLOT'TING,* n. Coagulation ;
a clotted substance. Cralb.

CLOT'TY, a. Full of clots. Harvey.
CLOUD, n. A collection of vapors suspended in the air at

some height, and so far condensed as to be visible
;
some-

thing that covers or obscures
;
the veins, marks, or stains

in stones or other bodies ; any state of obscurity or dark-
ness

;
a crowd

;
a multitude.

CLofiD, v. a.
[i.

CLOUDED ; pp. CLOUDING, CLOUDED.] To
darken with clouds

;
to obscure

;
to variegate ;

to sully ;

to defame.

CLOUD, v. n. To grow cloudy. Shak.

CLOUD'AGE,* n. State of being cloudy ;
cloudiness. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

CLOUD'-AS-CEND-ING, a. Mounting to the clouds. Sandys.
CLOUD'BER-RV, n.' A plant; the knotberry, or mountain

bramble.

CLOUD'BORN, a. Born of a cloud. Dryden.
CLoOo'cAPT, a. Topped with clouds. Shak.

CLoOp'-CQM-pfiL'LiNG, a. Driving the clouds; an epithet
applied to^ Jupiter. Thomson.

CLOUD'-COV-ERED, (-erd) a. Covered with clouds. Young.
CLO0D'-DIS-PEL-LING, a. Dispelling the clouds. Dryden.
CLoftD'-E-cLiPSED, (-klipst) a. Eclipsed by a cloud. Shak.

CLOUD'I-LY, ad. In a cloudy manner; obscurely.
CLOOD'I-NESS, n. State of being cloudy ; darkness

;
want

of brightness.
CLOUD'-K?SS-ING, a. Touching the clouds. Shak.

CLOUD'LESS, a. Free from clouds
;
clear.

CLOUD'LET,* 7i. A little cloud. Sat. Mag.
CLOUD'-TOPT, a. Having the top covered with clouds.

Gray.
CLOUD'-TOUCH-ING, a. Ascending to the clouds. Sandys.
CLOUD'V, a. Covered with clouds; dark; obscure; dim;
gloomy; lowering; marked with spots or veins; not

bright.

CLOUGH, (kluf or klof ) [klSf, P. F.; kluf, Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ;

klou, W.\ n. The cleft of a hill
;
a cliff.

CLOUGH, (k!5f ) n. An allowance in weight. See CLOFF.

CLOUT, n. A cloth for any mean use
;
a patch ;

a mark of
white cloth at which archers shot

;
an iron plate to keep

an axle-tree from wearing ;
a blow

;
a nail.

CLOUT, v. a. [i.
CLOUTED ; pp. CLOUTING, CLOUTED.] To

patch ;
to cover with a cloth

;
to join coarsely ;

to beat
to strike.

CLbftT'ED, p. a. Patched : also used wrongly for clotted.

fCLOUT'ER-LY, a. Clumsy ; awkward. Mortimer.

CLOVE, i. from Cleave. See CLEAVE.
CLOVE, 7i. An East Indian spice, which is the dried bud
of the clove-tree, caryophyllus aromaticus .- a division of
a weight of cheese or wool: a part separated, as the

parts into which garlic separates, when the outer skin
is torn off.

CLdvE-GiL'Ly-FLow-ER, 71. Same as clove-pink. Miller.

CLO'VEN, (klS'vn) p. from Cleave. See CLEAVE.
CLO'VEN-FOOT, (klo'vn-firt) a. Cloven-footed. Spenser.
CLO'VEN-FOOT-ED, (klo'vn-fut-ed) a. Having the foot

CLO'VEN-HOOFED, (klo'vn-hoft) divided into two
parts.

CLovE'-Pi'NK,* 7i.. A carnation-pink; a species of dian-
thus

;
a flower that smells like cloves. P. Cyc.

CLO'VER, n. A species of trefoil
;
a valuable kind of grass,

of several varieties. To live in clover, to live luxuriously.
CLO'VERED, (klo'verd) a. Covered with clover. Thomson.

CLO'VER-FLO-VV-ER, n. The flower of clover. Drayton.
CLO'VER-GRiss, n. See CLOVER. Gay.
CLOWN, n. A rustic

;
a coarse, ill-bred man

;
the fool or

buffoon in a drama.

CLOWN, v. n. To play the clown. B. Jonson. [R.]

fCLO\VN'AGE, 7i. The behavior of a clown. B. Jonson.

CLO\VN'ER-Y, n. Ill-breeding ; rudeness. Chapman. [R.~\

CLOAVN'ISH, a. Resembling a clown
;
coarse ; rough ;

ill-

mannered
; ungainly.

CLOWN'ISH-LY, ad. In a clownish manner
; coarsely.

CLOWN'ISH-NESS, n. Rusticity : incivility. Dryden.
CLOWN'-MUS'TARD, n. A plant.

CLOY,*. a. [clouer, Fr.] [i. CLOYED; pp. CLOYING, CLOYED.]
To satiate

;
to fill to loathing ; to surfeit

;
to glut.

CLOY'ING,*^. a. Tending to cloy ; satiating.

CLOY'LESS, a. That cannot surfeit or cloy. Shak.

fCLOY'MENT, n. Satiety ;
surfeit. Shak.

CLUB, n. A heavy stick : the name of one of the suits of
cards : an association of persons who meet under certain

self-imposed regulations or by-laws ;
a small society ;

a

company : a share or proportion paid to a common
stock.

CLUB, v. n.
[i. CLUBBED ; pp. CLUBBING, CLUBBED.] To con-

tribute to a common expense ;
to join to one effect.

CLUB, v. a. To pay to a common reckoning. Pope.

CLUBBED, (klubd) a. Heavy or thick, like a club.

JCLUB'BER, n. See CLUBBIST.

JCLUB'BISH, a. Rustic. Mirrorfor Magistrates.
CLUB'BIST, n. A member of a club. Burk'e.

CLUB'-FIST, n. A large fist. Mirror for Magistrates.
CLtJB'-FlsT-ED, a. Having a large fist. Howell.

CLUB'-FOOT-ED, (klub'fut-ed) a. Having crooked feet.

CLuB'-GRAss,* n. A species of grass. Farm. Ency.
CLUB'-HAD-ED, a. Having a thick head. Derham.

CLuB'-HouSE,* 7t. A house occupied by a club. Smart.

CLUB'-LAw, n. The law of brute force : law regulating a
club or association.

CLuB'-MXN, n. One who carries a club
;
a clubbist.

CLuB'-Moss,* 7i. (Bot.~) A species of moss, of which the

seeds are very minute, resembling impalpable yellow
powder, and are burnt in theatres to imitate lightning ;

snake-moss. Brande.

CLUB'-ROOM, n. The room in which a club assembles.

CLuCK, v. n. [cloccian, Welsh.] [i.
CLUCKED ; pp. CLUCKING,

CLUCKED.] To make the noise of a hen
;
to call chickens,

as a hen. Shak.

CLUCK, v. a. To call, as a hen calls chickens* Shak.

CLUCK'ING,* n. The noise of a hen when calling her chick-

ens.

CLUE, n. See CLEW, i

CLUE'-GAR-NETS,* n. See CLEW-GARNETS.

CLUMP, 7i. A shapeless mass ; a mass or cluster of trees or

shrubs : the compressed clay of coal strata : a cluster

of trees.

JCLUMP'ER, v. a. To form into clumps or masses. More.

CLUMPS, 7i. A numskull. Grose. [Provincial and low.]

CLUMP'Y,* a. Consisting of clumps ;
massive ; shapeless.

Pickering.
CLUM'I-LY, ad. In a clumsy mariner.

CLUM'|I-NESS, n. Awkwardness. Collier.

CLUM'Y, a. Awkward; heavy; artless; unhandy; ui

couth
;
untoward.

CLUNCH,* n. (Min.) A blue substance found in coal-pits.

Crabb.

CLUNG, i. & p. from Cling. See CLING.

CLUNG, a. Wasted with leanness
;
shrunk with cold. [Lo-

JCLU'NG, v. n. To shrink; to waste; to adhere. More.

CLU'NJ-XC,* n. A reformed Benedictine monk of Cluny.

CLU'NI-AC,* a. Belonging to the order of Cluny. Gough.

CLUS'TER, n. A bunch or number of the same things grow-

ing or 'collected together, as of grapes, shrubs, or trees;

a bunch ;
a crowd.
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CLUS'TER, v. n. [i. CLUSTERED
; pp. CLUSTERING, CLUS-

TERED.] To grow in bunches or clusters
;
to collect to-

gether. Milton.

CLDS'TER, v. a. To collect into bodies.

CLOs'TER-GRAPE, n. A small, black grape. Mortimer.

CLUS'TER-ING,* p. a. Gathering into clusters.

CLIJS'TER-Y, a. Growing in clusters. Cotgrave. [R.]

CLUTCH, v. a. [i. CLUTCHED ; pp. CLUTCHING, CLUTCHED.]
To gripe ;

to grasp ;
to contract the hand.

CLUTCH, n. Gripe; grasp; seizure. See CLUTCHES.
CLUTCH'E,* n. pi. The paws or talons of a rapacious ani-

mal
;
the hands, in the sense of rapacity or cruelty. Perry.

CLU'THAL-ITE, n. (Min.) A congeries of imperfect crys-

tals, forming nodules in amygdaloid. Dana.

CLOT'TER, n. A bustle
;
disorder

;
clatter. Sioift.

CLUT'TER, v. a. [i. CLUTTERED; pp. CLUTTERING, CLUT-

TERED.] To hurry together; to confuse. Bacon.

CLUT'TER, v. n. To make a noise or bustle ;
to clatter.

CLYp-E-Xs'TER,*7J. (ZooZ.) A genus of sea-urchins. Brande.

CLYP'E-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Resembling a round buckler. P.

Cyc.

'

CLYS'TER, [klis'ter, W. P. E. Ja. Sm.; glis'ter, S.J. F. K.}
n. [/cAuorjj/;.] (Med.) A liquid thrown into the rectum
or large intestine by means of a syringe, pipe, or tube.

fCLYs'TER-lZE, v. n. To apply a clyster. Cotgrave.

CLYS'TER-PIPE, n. The pipe by which a clyster is in-

jected.
CLYS'TER-WIE, ad. In the manner of a clyster. Oreenhill.

Co-, COG-, COL-, Coai-, CON-, COR-,* is a prefix of
Latin origin, and, in most of the words compounded with

it, signifies with, together, jointly, mutually, at the same

time, union of parts, and the like
;

its form varying with
the letter or sound that follows. Smart.

CO-A-CER'VATE, v. a. [coaccrco, L.] To heap up. Ba-
con. [R.1

C5-A-CER'V^.TE,* a. Accumulated; heaped up. Brande.

Cp-Xc-ER-VA'TipN, n. A heaping together. Bacon. [R.]

C6ACH, (k5ch) n. [cache, Ft.] A four-wheeled pleasure

carriage ;
or a vehicle for state, for pleasure, and for trav-

elling.

COACH, v. a. & n. To carry in a coach ;
to ride in a coach.

COACH'-BOX, /i. The seat on which the driver of the coach
sits.

COACH'FOL, n.; pi. COACH'FI)L. As many as a coach
will hold. Addison.

CoACH'-HlRE, n. Money paid for the use of a coach. Dry-
den.

CoACH'-IIoRSE, n. A horse for drawing a coach.

CoACH'-HoOsE, n. The house in which the coach is kept.

COACH'-MAK-ER, n. One who makes coaches. Shak.

COACH'MAN, n. ; pi. COACHMEN. The driver of a coach.

COACH'MAN-SHIP, n. The skill of a coachman. Jenyns.

COACH'-WHEEL,* n. The wheel of a coach. Hawkins.

fCp-ACT', v. n. To act together. Shalt.

tCp-XcT'ED, p. a. [coactus, L.I Forced. B. Jonson.

Cp-Xc'TlpN, n. Compulsion ; force. South.

Cp-XcT'iVE, a. Restrictive
; acting in concurrence. Shak.

CP-ACT'IVE-LY, ad. In a coactive manner. Bp. Bramhall.

C6-Ac-Tiv']-TY,* n. Unity of action. H. More.

CP-XD'JU-MKN'T, [ko-ad'ju-ment, S. W. Ja. Sm. ; ko-ad-ju'-

ment, P. K.] n. Mutual assistance. [R.]

C6-XD'jy-TXNT,* n. An assistant
;
an associate. Pope.

Cp-AD'jU-TANT, [k9-ad'ju-tant, S. W. P. E. Ja. Sm. ; ko-rid-

jQ'tarit, K. Wb.] a. [con and adjuto, L.] Helping.
Cd-AD-JU'TOR, [k5-ad-ju'ti?r, S. W. P. J. F.Ja.K. Sm. Wb. ;

ko-ad'ju-tur, E. Dychc, Salmon, Crabb.] n. A fellow-help-
er. (Canon law} One who is appointed to assist a bishop
grown old or infirm.

Co-AD-jO'TOR-SHiP,* n. The state of a coadjutor. Qw.
Rev.

C6-AD-JU'TRESS,* n. Same as coadjutrix. H. More.

CO-AD-JU'TRIX, n. A female fellow-helper. Smollett.

Co-AD-Ju'TRJx-sm'P,* n. The state of a coadjutrix. Fo.

Qu. Rev.
CO-AD'jy-VAN-cy, n. [con and adjuvo, L.] Concurrent help.
Browne. [R.]

CP-XD'U-NATE,* a. (Bot.) United at the base
; joined to-

gether. Brande.

Cp-AD-U-Ni"TIQN, (k9-ad-u-nish'un) n. [con, ad, unitio, L.]
A union of different substances.* Hale. [R.]

CO-AD-VENT' y R-ER, n. A fellow-adventurer. Howcll.

tC6-AF-F6ii'EST, v. a. To convert ground into forest.

Howell.

CP-A'GENT, ?i. An associate. Beaum. $ Fl.

Cp-Xo'l-TATE,* v. a. To move or agitate together. Blount.

fCo-AG-MENT', 11. a. To heap together. Qlanville.

fCp-XG-MEN-TA'TipN, n. Collection; conjunction. B.Jon-
son.

Cp-XG'u-LA-BLE, a. Capable of concretion. Boyle.

Cp-AG'V-LXNT,* n. (Med.) A substance that coagulates.

Dunglison.
Cp-XG'U-LATE, v. a. [coagulo, L.] [i. COAGULATED ; pp. CO-

AGULATING, COAGULATED.] To force into concretions
;
to

curdle
;
to congeal. Bacon.

Cp-Xo'v-LATE, v. n. To run into concretions
;
to curdle

Bacon.

Cp-XG-u-Ll'Tiprr, n. Act of coagulating; that which is

coagulated ; concretion
; congelation. Bp. Berkeley.

CP-XG'U-LA-TIVE, a. Producing coagulation. Boyle.
Cp-XG'u-LA-TOR, n. He or that which coagulates.
CP-AG'U-LA-TP-RY * a. Tending to coagulate or unite. Boyle.
CQ-AG'u-LUM,*n. [L.] A curded or coagulated substance

;

a substance that causes coagulation, as rennet. Crabb.

Co'A.li>,* n. A fellow-helper ; conjunctive assistance. Pope.
COAK, n. See COKE.
COAL, (kol) 71. A solid, inflammable substance or fossil,
used for fuel

;
a form of carbon obtained by burning wood ;

the cinder of scorched wood ; charcoal ; fire.

COAL, v. a. To burn to charcoal
;
to mark with coal. Cam-

den. [R.]

COAL'-BLACK, a. Black as coal. Spenser.

CoAL'-B6x, 7i. A box to carry coals to the fire.

COAL'-DUST,* n. A dust arising from coal. Seward.

COAL'ER-Y, n. A place where coals are dug; a colliery.
Woodward. [R.]

CO-A-LES9E', (ko-a-les') v. n. [coalesco, L.] ^'.COALESCED ;

pp. COALESCING, COALESCED.] To unite in masses
;

to

grow together ;
to join ; to unite.

Cd-A-LES'cENCE, (ko-a-les'sens) n. Concretion
; union.

"O-A-LES'CENT, a. Growing together; united. Boyle.
"OAL'-FIELD,* n. A field or land containing coal. Dr.
C6-A-
COAL'

Thomson.

CoAL'-Flsn, n. A species of beardless gad us.

CoAL'-FlT-TER,* n. A factor who conducts the sales be-
tween the owner of a coal-pit and the shipper of coals.
Twiss.

CoAL'-GXs,* n. A gas procured from coal. Hamilton.

CoAL'-HoD,* 7*. A utensil for coal
;
a coal-scuttle. Forby.

CoAL'-HotJsE, n. A place to put coals in. Junius.

Co-A-Li"TlpN, (ko-a-lish'un) n. Union of particles into
one mass

;
union of persons into one body or party.

Co-A-Ll"TlpN-ER,* 71. One who unites in a coalition. By-
ron.

Co-A-Li"TlpN-tsT,* (ko-a-lish'un-ist) 71. An advocate for
coalition. Spectator.

COAL'-MAN,* 71. ; pi. COAL-MEN. One who deals in or car-
ries coal. Qu. Reo.

CoAL'-MEA-VRE,* (kol'mezh-ur) n. A measure for coal
Thomson. (Oeol.") A bed or stratum of coal. Brande.

COAL'-MER-CHANT,* n. One who deals in coals. Jodrell.

COAL'ME-TER,*'TI. One who measures coal. Smart.

CoAL'-MiNE, n. A mine in which coals are dug. Mortimer.

COAL'-MI-NER, 7i. One who works in a coal-mine. Junius.

COAL'-PIT, n. A pit in which coals are dug ;
a place where

charcoal is burnt. Woodward.
CoAL;-PLiNT,* n. An impression of plants found on fossil

coal. P. Cyc.

CoAL'-SufP, n. A ship that carries coals
; a collier. Junius.

COAL'-STONE, n. A sort of hard coal. Woodward.
COAL'-WORK, (wurk) n. A place where coals are found.

COAL'Y, (ko'le) a. Containing or resembling coal. Milton.

CO-AN-NEX',* v. a. To annex mutually or jointly. Hooker.

Co-Ap-TA'TipN, n. [con and apto, L.] The adjustment of
parts to each other. Boyle.

fCo-ARCT', v- a. [coarcto, L.] To confine ; to restrain. Ay-
liffe.

fCp-ARc'TATE, v. a. To confine ; to coarct. Fuller.

fCo-ARC-TA/TipN, n. Confinement; restraint. Ray.
COARSE, (kors) a. Not fine

; not refined
; rough ; not soft

;

rude
;
uncivil

; gross ; inelegant ; indelicate
; mean.

COARSE'LY, ad. In a coarse manner
; rudely.

COARS'EN,'* (kor'sn) v. a. To make coarse
;
to render vul-

gar. Graham. [R.]

COARSE'NESS, n. Stat

jiess ; roughness.
CO-AR-TIC-V-LA'TIPN,* n. The structure of the bones in

forming a joint. Crabb.

CO-AS-SUME', v. a. To assume together. Walsatt.

COAST, (kost) .. [costa, L.] The edge, border, or margin
of a country bounded by the sea

;
the shore. [The border

or frontier of a country. Exod.]
COAST, (kost) v. n. [i. COASTED; pp. COASTING, COASTED.]
To sail along the coast.

COAST, v. a. To sail by ;
to keep close to.

CdAST'ER, n. He or that which sails near the shore
;
a

small trading vessel.

COAST'ING,* a. Keeping near the coast. Coasting trade,
the trade or intercourse carried on by sea between two
ports or places belonging to the same country. McCul-

COAST'ING,* n. The act of sailing near the shore. (U. S.}
An amusement of boys in sliding, on a small sled or ve-

hicle, down an inclined plane or descending ground, upon
the snow.

CdAST'-RocK,* 71. A rock found on the coast. Coleridge.

COAST'-SED-I-MENT,* n. Sediment left on a coast. Phil-

lips.

COAST'WIE,* ad. Along the coast. Hale.

ite of being coarse
;
rudeness

; gross-
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COAT, (Rot) 7i. [cotte, Fr.] An upper garment ;
on outside

garment ; petticoat ;
a habit or vesture

;
a cover

;
a cov-

ering ;
an integument ;

the hair or fur of a beast
,
that on

which the ensigns armorial are portrayed
(/OAT, (kot) v. a. [L COATED

; pp. COATING, COATED.] To
cover

;
to invest. B. Jonson.

COAT'-CXRD, n. A card bearing a coated figure: now
corrupted into court-card. B. Jonson.

COAT-EE',* n. A short, close coat. Latrobe.

COAT'ING,* n. Act of covering with a coat
;
a covering;

materials for making coats. W. Ency.
COAT'-POCK-ET,* n. A pocket in a coat. Swift.

COAX, (koks) v. a.
[i. COAXED ; pp. COAXING, COAXED.] To

cajole ;
to wheedle

;
to flatter

;
to entice. [A colloquial

word.] ISEstrange.
fCOAX, (koks) n. A dupe. Beaum. fy Fl.

fCOAX-A'TipN, (k5ks-a'shun) n. The act of coaxing.
COAX'ER, n. One who coaxes : a wheedler.

COAX'JNG-LY,* ad. In a flattering manner. Centlivre.

COB, n. The sea-mew
;
a spider ;

a horse not castrated ;
a

strong pony : a coin : a spike on which the kernels of

maize grow : a kind of wicker basket.

Co'BALT, or COB'ALT, [kob'alt, S. W. P. J. E. F. ; ks'bilt,
Ja. Sm. ; ko'balt, K.} n. (Mm.) A mineral of gray color

;

a brittle metal obtained from the mineral.

Cp-BAL'Tic,* a. Relating to or containing cobalt. Francis.

COBALTiNE,*re. (Min.) An arseniate of cobalt. Dana.

COB'BING,* n. A punishment by strapping with a belt, or

beating with a board. Crabb.

COB'BLE, (kob'bl) v. a. [kobler, Dan.] [i. COBBLED; pp.

COBBLING, COBBLED.] To mend coarsely ;
to make clum-

sily.

COB'BLE, (kob'bl) n. A diving bird. P. Cyc. A round sort

of stone, such as is found in the fields. Farm. Ency. A
lump of coal. Brande. See COBLE.

COB'BLER, n. A mender of shoes; a clumsy workman.
COB'BY, a. Stout; brisk; hearty. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]
C6B'CAL,*7t. An open slipper, worn by ladies in the East.

Smart.

COB'COAL, n. pi. Large round coals. Grose.

CSB'HORSE,* n. A kind of stout-made horse. Booth.

COB'IR-ON, n. pi. Andirons having knobs at the upper

^nd. Bacon.

Cd-Bisn'pp, n. A coadjutant bishop. Ayliffe.

COB'LE, (kob'bl) n. A small fishing-boat or canoe. Pen-
nant. See COBBLE.

CoB'LdAF, re. A loaf with many knobs.

CoB'NtJT, n. A boy's game ;
a large nut. Barret.

Cp-BOB'. See CABOB.

CP-BOOSE',* 7i. A kind of box to cover the chimney of a

ship. Falconer. See CABOOSE. [Goldsmith.

C6B-RA.p-i-CA-pEL'LO,*7i. The poisonous-hooded serpent.

COB'STONE, re. A large stone
;
a cobble stone.

COB'SWAN, (-swon) ?i. The head or leading swan.-B. Jonson.

COB'-WALL,* n. A wall formed of mud mixed with straw.

Brande.

COB'WEB, 7i. [kopweb, D.] The web of a spider; any snare.

COB'WEB, a. Fine, slight, or flimsy. More.

COB'WEBBED, (kob'webd) a. Covered with spiders' webs.

COB'WEB-BY,* a. Abounding in cobwebs. Hooker.

CO'CA, 7i. See COCOA.

CO'CA,* n. The dried leaf of the erythroxylon coca, a na-
tive plant of Peru. It is a very stimulating narcotic, more
pernicious than opium. P. Cyc.

COCAONE,* (kok-an') n. [Fr.] An imaginary country of

luxury and idleness: the region of Cockneys, that is,

London and its suburbs. Smart. See COCKNEY.
Cpje-ciF'ER-oOs,a. [*<5/cKoj,Gr., and/ere, L.] (Bot.) Bearing

berries, as plants.

C6j2-pl-NEL'x.A,* n. (Ent.) A genus of trimerous, coleop-
terous insects, including the lady-bird, lady-cow, &.c.

Brande.

C6-CI-NEL'LINE,* n. (Chem.) The peculiar coloring mat-
ter of cochineal. Hamilton.

Coc'cp-LiTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of pyroxene. Dana.

Cdc'cv-Lus,* n. (Bot.) A genus of climbing plants. P.

Cyc.
Cdc'cu-Lus lN'Di-cirs,n. [L.] Indian berry; a poison-
ous fruit often used in adulterating beer.

Cdc'cys,* 7i. [L.] (Ent.) A genus of hemipterous insects.

Hamilton.

C&^'pyx, (kok'sjks) n. [L.] (Jlnat.) A bone joined to the

extremity of the os sacrum.

CScH'i-NEAL, [koch'e-nel, J. E. Ja. Wb. ; kuch'e-nel, S.

W. P. F. K. ; k6ch-e-nel', Sm.] n. [cochinilla, Sp.]' A sub-
stance consisting of dried insects, brought from Mexico,
&c., and used in the arts as a red dye or tincture.

CdptfLE-A,* n. [L.] (Conch.) A spiral univalve shell
;

snail shell. Crabb.

CojEH'LE-AN,* a. (Bot.) Same as cochleate. Brande.

CO^H'LE-AR,* n. [L.] Archimedes's screw
;
a water-en-

gine. Francis.

CopH-LE-A'RE,* n. [L.] A spoon ;
form of a cockle-shell.

Brande.

COJBH'LE-A-RY, (kok'le-a-re) a. [cochlea, L.] Having tha
form of a snail's shell or of a screw.

CO^H'LE-ATE,* a. Formed like a screw; spiral. (Bot.)

Resembling the bowl of a spoon or a snail-shell. P. Cyc.

C60H'LE-AT-ED, a. Of a screwed form. Woodward.

CojeH'LE-oGs,*(kok'le-us) a. Of a spiral form. Derham.
The male of the domestic henCOCK, (kok) 7i. [

and of other birds
;
a strutting chief or leader

;
a weath-

ercock : the handle which turns a liquid on or offthrough
a spout ;

a spout and handle to let out water : the notch
of an arrow -. the part of the lock of a gun that strikes

with the flint : a small heap of hay : the form of a hat :

the style or gnomon of a dial : the needle or index of a
balance. Cock on the hoop or cock-a-hoop, triumphant ;

ex-

ulting. Cock and bull, tedious, unmeaning stories.

COCK, v. a. [i.
COCKED

; pp. COCKING, COCKED.] To set

erect
;
to mould the form of the hat : to fix the cock of a

gun ready for a discharge : to raise hay in heaps.

COCK, v. n. To strut ; to hold up the head
;
to train or use

fighting cocks. B. Jonson.

COCK-ADE', n. A ribbon, device, or badge, worn in the hat.

COCK-AD'ED, a. Wearing a cockade in the hat. Young.
CocK'A-n66p',*a<f. In high mirth and jollity. Shak.

fCocK'AL, n. A game called also huckle-bone. Kinder.

COCK-A-TOO', n. A kind of parrot bearing a tuft.

COCK'A-TOON * n. The white macaw ; the cockatoo. Scott.

COCK'A-TRICE, [kok'a-tris, W. J. F. Sm. ; kok'a-tns, S. E.

K.] n. [cocatrix, Fr.] A serpent fabled to rise from a cock's

egg; a_name of the basilisk.

COCK'BOAT, 71. (JVYntt.) A small boat used on rivers or near
the shore. Bacon,

COCK'BRAINED, (kok'brand) a. Giddy ; rash. Milton.

COCK'-BROTH, n. Broth made by boiling a cock. Harvey.

COCK'CROW,* n. The crow of a cock. Coleridge.

COCK'CROW-ING, n. The time at which cocks crow
;
the

dawn. St. Mark.

fCocK'ER, v. a. To fondle
;
to indulge. Ecclus.

COCK'ER, n. A cockfighter ;
a sort of spatterdash. Bp. Hall.

COCK'ER-EL, n. A young cock. Shak.

fC5cK'ER-lNG, n. Indulgence. Milton.

JCOCK'ET, a. Brisk
; pert. Sherwood.

COCK'ET, 7i. (English law) An office in an English custom-

house, where goods to be exported are entered: an in-

strument, or official seal, delivered by officers of the cus-

toms as a warrant that merchandise is entered : a cock-
boat. [Scott.

C6cK'ET-BREAD,* 7i. The finest sort of wheaten bread.

COCK'EY,* n. A common sewer. Britton.

COCK'-EYE,* (kok'i) n. A squinting eye. Forby.

COCK'FIGHT, (kok'f it) ) n. A battle or match be-

COCK'FIGHT-JNG, (kok'flt-jng) \
tween game-cocks.

C6cK'HORSE,'a. On horseback; exulting. Prior^ [Low.]
CocK'lNG, n. Cockfighting. Beaum. fy FL
C6c'KLE, (kok'kl)n. [cochlea,!,.] A small shell-fish: the

body or fireplace of an air-stove: darnel, or a weed
that grows in corn.

COC'KLE, (k5k'kl) v. a. & n. [i. COCKLED ; pp. COCKLING,

COCKLED.] To contract into wrinkles
;
to corrugate ;

to

wrinkle.

Coc'KLED, (kok'kld) a. Shelled
;
turbinated

;
wrinkled.

COC'KLE-KIND,* n. A testaceous fish. Pope.
COC'KLE-OAST,* n. That part of a hop-kiln or oast where
the fire is made. Brande.

COC'KLER, n. One who takes and sells cockles. Gray.

COC'KLE-SHELL,* n. The covering of a cockle. Mdison.

Coc'KLE-STAlR, n. pi. Winding stairs. Chambers. [R.]

COCK'LING,* 7i. Any thing becoming entangled. Francis.

COCK'LOB-STER,* n. The male lobster. Pennant.

COCK'LOFT, n. The top loft
;
room over the garret.

CocK'Mis-TER, 7t. One who breeds game-cocks. L*E-

strange.
CocK'MXTCH, 7i. A cockfight for a prize. Addison.

CScK'NEY, n. ; pi. COCKNEYS. A native or citizen of Lon-

don, in contempt. Chaucer. Shak. It is of ancient, but

unknown or uncertain, origin.

COCK'NEY,* a. Relating to or like cockneys. Richardson.

COCK'NEY-FY,* v. a. To form with the manners or charac-

ter of a cockney. EC. Rev.

COCK'NEY-ISH,* a. Relating to or like cockneys. Qw. Rev.

COCK'NEY-!M,* n. An idiom, manner, or character of

the cockneys. QM. Rev.

CocK'NEY-LlKE, a. Resembling a cockney. Burton.

COCK'PIGEON,* (pid'jun) 7i. The male dove or pigeon. Shak.

C6cK'plT, n. A place where game-cocks fight. (JVaut.)

The after part of the orlop deck, or deck below the lower

deck, altogether below the water, where the wound-
ed are dressed : a room in Westminster, where the king
of England's privy council hold their sittings.

COCK'ROACH,* n. A species of beetle. Harris.

COCK'S'-COMB, (koks'kom) n. The comb of acock: a

plant ;
a species of celosia. See COXCOMB.

CdcK's'HEAD, (kSks'hed) n. A plant; sainfoin. Miller.

tCocK'SHDT, n. The close of the day, when fowls roost.

Shak.
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COCK'SPAR-RC-W,* n. The male of the sparrow. Addison.

COCK'SPUR, n. Virginian hawthorn
;
medlar.

CocK'stRE, (kok'shur) a. Confidently certain. Skelton.

[Vulgar.]
COCK'SWAIN, (kok'swan or kok'sn) [kok'sn, S. W. P. E. K. ;

kok'swan or kok'sn, Ja. S:n.] n. (JYaMt.) The officer who
has the command of the cock-boat.

COCK'WEED, n. A plant ;
dittander or pepperwort.

CoCK/y,* n. A vulgar term of endearment. Conrrreve.

Co'coA, (ko'ko) n. [coca, or coco, Sp. and Port.] The theo-

broma, or chocolate-nut tree, and its seeds or fruit
;
a de-

coction or beverage made ofthe seeds : written also cacao.

Co'cpA-NOT,* ?i. A large nut ; the fruit of the cocoa-nut

tree, cocos nucifera, a species of palm-tres. P. Cyc.

COC'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) Berry-stone ;
a variety of augite.

Brande.

CO-COON',* re. An oblong ball, or covering of silk, fabricat-

ed by the silk-worm
;
the egg-shaped case of the chrys-

alis. P. Cyc.
COC'TI-BLE,* a. That may be boiled or baked. Blount.

Coc'TJLE, (kok'til) a. [coctilis, L.] Made by baking, as a

brick.

COC'TIC-N, (kok'shun) n. [coctio, L.] The act of boiling.

C6D'FISH
|

n' A common sea-fish. Shak.

COD, 7i. A case or husk containing seeds
;
a bag; a pillow ;

the scrotum : a codfish.

C5D, v. n. To enclose in a cod. Mortimer.
Co 1

DA,* n. [It.] (Mas.) The passage at the end of a move-

ment, which follows a lengthened perfect cadence. Brande.

fCoD'DER, n. A gatherer of pease. Diet.

|CoD'DlNG,*a. Relating to a pillow or bed
;
wanton. Shak.

COD'DLE, (kod'dl) v. a.
[i. CODDLED; pp. CODDLING, COD-

DLED.] To parboil ; to make much of; to fondle
;
to caudle.

fCoo'DY, a. Having cods
; husky. Sherwood.

COD'DY-MOD'DY,* n. A name of a species of gull. Booth.

CODE, n. [codex, L.] A book of laws; a system of laws;
a collection of laws digested and reduced into an orderly

arrangement.
CO-DE-FEND'ANT,* n. (Law) A joint supporter. Blackstone.

CO-DE'INE,* or CO-DE'IA,* n. (Chcm.) An alkaline sub-
stance obtained from opium. Brande.

CQ-DET'TA,* n. [It.] (Mus.) A short passage connect-

ing one action with another, and not composing part of
a regular section. Brande.

Co'DEX,*n. [L.] pi. C&D'I-CE$. A manuscript; a man-
uscript volume ; a tablet

;
a book

;
a code. Brande.

COD'FISH-ER,* n. A vessel employed in the codfishery.
Crab b.

CoD'FlsH-ER-Y,*n. The business of taking and curing cod.

Q. Rev.

CSD'GER, n. A miser : a clown
;
a rustic.

COD'I-C'IL, n. An addition or supplement to a will.

C6D-i-ciL/LA-Ry, a. Of the nature of a codicil. PhilU-

more.

COD-I-FI-CA'TION,* n. The act of codifying. J. Bentliam.

CoD'i-FJ-ER,* n. One who codifies. Qu. Rev.

COD'I-FY,* v. a. [i. CODIFIED ; pp. CODIFYING, CODIFIED.]
To digest into a regular system or code, as laws. J. Ben-
tham.

Co-DlLLE', (ko-dil') n. [codille, Fr.] A term at ombre, when
the game is won. Pope.

COD'LE, v. a. To parboil ;
to fondle. See CODDLE.

COD'LIN,* n. A cooking apple ;
same as codling. Farm.

Ency.
COD'LING, 7i. A small cod

;
a kind of apple

COD'PIECE,* n. A small bag. Sliak.

CO-EF'FI-CA-CY, n. Joint efficacy. Browne.

C6-EF-Fi"ciEN-cY, (ko-ef-f Ish'en-se) n. Cooperation.
C6-EF-Fi"ciENT,'(k6-ef-fiPh'ent) it.' [con and efficiens, L.]
That which cooperates with another. (Algebra) The
known term, which is placed before an unknown one, as

being multiplied into it.

Co-EF-Fl"ciENT-LY, ad. In a cooperating mannor.
CO-EL/DER, n. An elder of the same rank. Trapp.
CcE'Ll-Sc, (se'lj-ak) a. Relating to the lower belly. The

aeliacjlux or passion is a painful species of diarrhrea.

COEM'E-TER-Y, n. See CEMETERY.
CO-EMP'TION, n. [coemptio, L.] The act of buying up the
whole quantity.

CO-EN-JOY', v. n. To enjoy together. Howell.

CCEN'O-BY, n. See CENOBY. [nity.

CO-E'QUAI,, a. Jointly equal ;
of the same rank or dig-

CO-E'QUAL,* n. One who is equal to another. Stirling.

C6-E-QUAL/I-TY, (ko-e-kwol'e-te) it. State of being co-

^qual.
C5-ERCE', (ko-ers') v. a. [coerceo, L.] [i. COERCED

; pp.

COERCING, COERCED.] To restrain
;
to check; to force.

CO-ER'CI-BLE, a. That may be restrained.

Co-ER'cipN, (ko-er'shun) n. Act of coercing ;
state of

being coerced ; penal restraint ; check; compulsion.
tCo-ER'ci-TlVE,* a. Coercive. Bp. Taylor.

CO-ER'CIVE, a. Imposing restraint; checking; restrain-

ing by power. Hooker.

CO-ER'CIVE-LY,* ad. By means of coercion. Burke.

CO-ES-SEN'TIAL, a. [con and amentia, L.] Being of the
same essence.

CO-ES-SEN-TI-AL,'I-TY, (ko-es-sen-she-al'e-te) n. Partici-

jxition of the sains essence. Burgess.
CO-ES-SEN'TIAL-'LY', ad. In a co-essential manner.
CO-ES-TAB'L,ISH-MENT, n. Joint establishment. Bp. Watson.

CO-ES-TATE',* n. A union of estates or interests. Smollett.

CO-E-TA'NE-AN, n. [con and ottos, L.] One of the same
jige with another. Aubrey. [R.]

Co-E-TA'NE-oOs, a. Of the same age with another;
coeval.

CO-E-TER'NAL,, a. [con and teternus, L.] Equally eternal
with another. Milton.

CO-E-TER'NAL-LY, ad. With equal eternity. Hooker.

CO-E-TER'NJ-TY/TI. Joint eternity. Hammond.
CO-E'VAL, a. [coavus, L.] Of the same age; of the same
time

; contemporary ; contemporaneous.
CO-E'VAL,, n. One of the same age ;

a contemporary.
Co-E'voys, a. Of the same age ;

coeval. [R.]
Co-E^-tsT', (ko-eg-zisf) v. n. [con and cxisto, L.] [i. COEX-
ISTED; pp. COEXISTING, COEXISTED.] To exist together
or at the same time.

C5-E2j;-is'TENCE, (ko-eg-zis'tens) it. Existence at the
same time with another

; contemporaneousness. Locke.

CO-ES-IS'TENT, a. Existing at the same time.

CO-E^:-IST'ING,*P. a. Existing at the same time.

CO-EX-PX.ND',* v. a. To expand together or equally. Jod-
rell.

CO-EX-TEND', v. a. [con and extendo, L.] [i.
COEXTENDED

;

pp. COEXTJENDING, COEXTENDED.] 1 extend tO tht!

same space or duration with another. Grew.

CO-EX-TEN'SIQN, (ko-ek-sten'shun) n. Joint extension.

CO-EX-TEN'SIVE, a. Having jointly the same extent.

CO-EX-TEN'SIVE-LY, ad. In a co-extensive manner.

COFF,* n. The offal of pilchards. London. [Cornwall,
Eng.]

CSF'FEE, it. [caffe, It.; caf6, Fr., from Arabic.] The berries

of the coffee-tree, (coffea Arabica} ;
a decoction or drink

prepared from the berries.

COF'FEE-BER-RY,* n. The fruit of the coffee-tree. Ash.

CoF'FEE-CtJP,* n. A cup for drinking coffee. Sumner.

C6F'FEE-HoftsE, n. A house of entertainment where
coffee is sold

;
a hotel or tavern.

CoF'FEE-MiN, n. One that keeps a coffee-house. Jlddi-

son.

CoF'FEE-MlLr,,* n. A mill for grinding coffee. Maunder.

COF'FEE-POT, n. A pot in which coffee is boiled.

COF'FEE-TREE,* n. The tree or shrub that produces
coffee. P. Cyc.

COF'FER, [kof'fer, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; ko'fer, S. ;

koffe'r or ko'fer, K.] n. A chest, generally for keeping
money ;

treasure. (Arch.) A sunk panel in vaults and
domes

;
a square hollow between the modillions of a

cornice. (Fort.) A hollow trench or lodgement in a

dry ditch. (Inland Navigation) A sort of lock for re-

ceiving a barge.

COF'FER, v. a. To treasure up. Bacon. [R.]

COF'FER-DAM,* n. (Arch,.) A case of piling, water-tight,
fixed 'in the bed of a river for the purpose of laying the

bottom dry for a space large enough to build a pier on.

Brande.

COF'FER-ER, n. One who coffers: formerly, an officer

in the king of England's household next under the

comptroller. Warton.

COF'FIN, n. [/c<tym>o?.] A box or chest in which a dead

body or corpse is interred : a mould of paste fora pie :

a paper case, in form of a cone, used by grocers and

printers. Coffin of a horse, is the whole hoof of the foot

above the coronet, including the coffin-bone, which is a
small spongy bone, enclosed in the midst of the hoof.

COF'FIN, v. a.
[i. COFFINED

; pp. COFFINING, COFFINED.]
To enclose in a coffin ; to enclose

;
to cover.

COF'FIN-LE_SS,* a. Destitute of a coffin. Wilson.

COF'FJN-MAK-ER, n. One who makes coffins. Taller.

C6-F6f)ND'ER,7!. A joint founder. Weever.

COG, v. a. [i. COGGED ; pp. COGGING, COGGED.] To flntter;
to wheedle; to falsify ;

to fix cogs in a wheel. To cog
a die, to secure it, so as to direct its fall.

COG, v. n. To lie
;
to wheedle. Tusser. [R.J

COG, n. The tooth of a wheel. Dean Tucker. A little

boat : a trick
;
deceit. Fairfax.

CO'GEN-CY, n. Force ; strength ; power.
-'-AL,a. Congenial. Warton.

,
a. [cotrens,~L.] Forcible; powerful; resistless.

,
ad. In a cogent manner; forcibly.

COG'JGER, (kog'ger) n. A flatterer. Sherwood. [R.]

CSG'SER-Y, n. Trick; falsehood. Watson. [R.]
^ n. Cheat

; fallacy. Beaum. fy Fl.

COG'GLE-STONE, n. A pebble ;
a cobble-stone.

COG'I-TA-BLE, a. That may be thought on.

C6G'i-TJLTE, (kbj'e-tat) v. n. [coo-itn, L.] [i. COGITATED;
pp. COGITATING, COGITATED.] To meditate

;
to think.

Donne.
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COG-I-TA'TION, n. Thought ;
meditation. Milton.

CoG'i-TA-TiVE, a. Meditative ; thinking. Wotton.

CoG-i-TA-Ti'v'i-TY,* n. Power of thinking. Wollaston.

COGNAC,* (kon-yak') n. [Fr.] A kind of French brandy.
P. Cyc.

COG'NATE,* n. (Scotch Law) A male relation through the

mother ;
one connected by the ties of kindred. Bouvier.

CSG'NATE, a. [cognatus, L.] Allied by blood
;
akin by the

mother's side.

COG'NATE-NESS,* n. The state of being cognate. Cole-

ridge.-''
TI,* n. pi. [L.] (Law) Relations by the mother's

side. Crabb.

CpG-NA'TipN, n. Descent from the same original} parti-

cipation of the same nature.

CpG-Ni"TlpN, (k9g-msh'un) n. [cognitio, L.] Knowledge.
Shak.

fCoG'Nl-TiVE, a. Having the power of knowing. SqutJi.

;|COG'NI-ZA-BLE, (kSg'ne-za-bl or kon'e-za-bl) a. '(Law)

Falling under judicial notice
;
liable to be tried. Ayliffe.

IJCoG'Ni-ZlNCE, (kog'ne-zans or kon'e-zans) [kon'e-zans,
S. P. E. Ja. K. Sm.; kog'ne-zans, F.; kog'ne-zans or

kon'e-zans, W. J.] n. [cognizance, old Fr.] (Law) A ju-
dicial notice or knowledge ;

a trial or right to try a suit;
an acknowledgment of a fine, of taking a distress, &c.

||C6G'NI-ZANT,* a. Having cognizance; knowing. Qzt.

Reo.

|CoG-Nl-ZEE', (kog-ne-ze' or kon-e-ze') n. (Law) One to

whom a fine in landsj <fcc., is acknowledged.
JCOG-NI-ZOR', (kog-ne-zor' or kon-e-zor') n. (Law) One
who acknowledges a fine in lands or tenements to

another.
C&G-NO'MEN* 71. [L.] The last of the three names by
which all Romans, at least those of good family, were

designated ;
the family name or surname, title ; appel-

lation. Brande.

COG-NOM'I-NAL, a. [cognomen, L.] Having the same
name with another ; belonging to the cognomen or sur-

name.

fCpG-NoM'i-NATE, v. a. To give an additional name.
Cockeram.

CPG-NOM-I-NA'TIPN, n. Act of giving an additional

name ;
a cognomen ;

a surname. Browne.

C5G-Np-MfN'i-Ty,* TJ. The circumstance of having the

same name. Gent. Mag: [R.]

CPG-NOS'CENCE, n. [cognosco, L.] Knowledge. More. [R.]

C$G-NOS-CEN<TE, 7i. [conoscente, It.] pi. C&G-NOS-
CEN'TI. One who is well versed in any thing, par-

ticularly in the arts
;
a connoisseur.

Cpa-3Vos-ci-BiL'i-TY, (kog-nos-se-bil'o-te) n. The quality
of being cognoscible. Barrow. [R.]

COG-NOS'CI-BLE, a. That may be known. Bp. Hall. [R.]

CpG-N6s'cj-TlVE, (kog-nos'se-tiv) a. Having the power of

knowing. Bp. Barlow. [R.]'

CftG-Nd'viT,* n. [L., lie confesses.] (Laic) A confession

whereby a defendant admits that the plaintiff's cause of
action against him is just, and suffers judgment to be en-
tered against him without trial. Brande.

COGUE,* (kog) n. A small wooden vessel; a dram. Maun-
der.

CoG'wARE,* 7i. Coarse cloths worn in the north of

England. Crabb.

COG-WHEEL,* n. A wheel furnished with cogs or timber
teeth. Orier.

Co-HiB'lT, v. n. [cohablto, L.] [i. COHABITED ; pp. CO-

HABITING, COHABITED.] To live together ; to dwell with
another ; to live together as husband and wife.

CO-HXB'I-TANT, n. A joint inhabitant. Woolton.

CO-HSB-I-TA'TION, 71. Act or state of cohabiting.

CO-HEIR', (ko-ar') n. [coheres, L.] A joint heir. Bp.
Taylor.

C6-HfiiR'ESS, (ko-ar'es) n. A joint heiress.

Co-HERE', v. n. [cohasreo, L.] [i. COHERED ; pp. COHERING,
COHERED.] To stick together ;

to suit
;
to fit ; to agree.

CO-HE'RENCE, ) n. Act of cohering; state of cohering;
CO-HE'REN-CY, \

a union of parts which resists sepa-
ration ;

connection ; consistency ; cohesion.

CO-HE'RENT, a. Sticking together; connected; united;
suitable to something else

; consistent.

CO-HE-REN-TIF'IC,* a. Causing coherence. Coleridge. [R.]
Cd-HE'RENT-LY,* ad. In a coherent manner. Smith.

CO-HE'SI-BLE,* a. Capable of cohesion. Smart.

Cd-HE'sipN, (ko-he'zhun) n. The act of cohering ;
state of

union; coherence: the force or attraction by which
particles of homogeneous bodies are kept attached to

each other.

CO-HE'SIVE, a. Sticking together; tending to unite.

C6-HE'sivE L,y, ad. In a connected manner.

CO-HE'SIVE-NESS, ?i. The quality of being cohesive.

+CO-HIB'IT, v. a. [cofiibeo, L.] To restrain. Bailey.

tC6-Hi-Bi"TipN, n. Hindrance ;
restraint. Bagwell.

06'HO-BATE, v. a. (Chem.) To redistil; to pour the dis-

tilled liquor upon the remaining matter, and distil it

again. Jlrbuthnot. [R.]

CO-HO-BA'TIQN, n. A redistillation. Locke. [R.]
CO'HORT, 7?. [cohors, L.] A body of about 500 foot soldiers

among the ancient Romans
;
a troop ;

a body of war-
riors.

jCo-HOR-TA'TipN, n. Encouragement by words. Bailey.
COIF, n. [coiffe, Fr.] A head-dress

;
a cap. Bacon.

COIF, v. a. To dress with a coif. Cooper.
COIFED,* (kb'ift) a. Wearing a coif. Jlrbuthnot.

CoiF'FtJRE, (koif fur) n. Ahead-dress. Addison.

COIGNE, (kbin) 71. [coin, Fr.] A corner; a wooden
wedge ;

a quoin. [tExtortion. Davies.]
COIGNE, ) v. n. To live by extortion; an Irish term.

ColN'Y, | Brysket.

ColL, v. a. [coillir, old Fr.] [i. COILED
; pp. COILING,

COILED.] To gather into a circular heap, as a rope.

ColL, 7i. A rope wound into a ring; a winding. [JTumult ;

turmoil. Shale.]

COIN, 7i. A corner. See COIGNE, and Q.UOIN.

COIN, 7i. [coin, Fr.] Money bearing a legal stamp ;
metallic

or hard money, as gold and silver.

COIN, v. a.
[i.

COINED
; pp. COINING, COINED.] To form

money from metal
;
to stamp metals for money ;

to make
or invent

;
to forge.

CblN'AGE, (kb'in'aj) n. The art or act of coining money;
coin; money; charges of coining; forgery; invention.

C6-IN-CIDE', v. n. [coincido, L.] [i. COINCIDED ; pp. COIN-

CIDING, COINCIDED.] To fall on the same point; to
concur

;
to agree.

C6-lN'ci-DENCE, 7i. Act of coinciding; agreement; con-

currence; consistency.

CO-IN'CI-DEN-C, re. Coincidence. Fatherly.
Co-lN'cj-DENT, a. Falling on the same point; concur-

rent; agreeing; concurring; harmonious.

CO-IN'CI-DNT,* n. A concurrence ; a coincidence. Har-
ris.

CO-IN'CI-DENT-LY,* ad. In a coincident manner. Fo.

_Q. Rev.

CO-IN-CID'ER, n. He or that which coincides.

C6-iN-Di-CA'TiQN, 7i. [con and indico, L.] A concurrence
of signs or symptoms.

COIN'ER, n. One who coins
;
a forger ;

an inventor.

fCo-lN-HXB'iT-iNG,* 7i. A dwelling together; a cohabit-

mg. Milton.

CO-IN-HER'IT-ANCE,* n. Joint inheritance. Bp. Taylor.
ColN'iNG,* 7i. The art or act of making coins. Locke.

fCo-lN'QUI-NATE, v. a. [coinquino, L.] To pollute. Skel-

ton.

fCo-fN-QUI-NA'TION, n. Pollution
;
defilement. Cotgrave.

CO-IN'TER-EST,* n. A joint interest. Milton. [R.]
C6lR,*n. A species of yarn -manufactured from the husk
of the cocoa-nut. McCulloch. A rope made of raw hide.

COIS'TRIL, 7i. A coward
;

a young lad
;

a degenerate
hawk

;
a kestrel. SJiak.

CoiT, n. [kote, D.] A quoit. See Q.UOIT.

ColT, v. a. To throw any thing, as at the game of coits.

[Local.]
fCoiT'iNG, 7i. Playing at coits. Sir T. Elyot.
Co~I"TIQN, (ko-ish'un) n. [coitio, L.] Copulation ;

act of

generation ; conjunction. Ray.
Co-JOIN', v. n. [conjuno-o, L.] To conjoin. Shak.

C6-JU'RQR, 7i. [con and juror, L.] (Law) A fellow-juror:
one who bears his testimony to the credibility of

another. Wotton.

COKE, n. Pit-coal burnt to a charcoal, or fossil coal de-

prived of its volatile matter by fire, and thus prepared
for exciting intense heat.

COKE,* v. a. [i. COKED; pp. COKING, COKED.] To form or

change into coke ;
to deprive of volatile matter, as coal.

Ure.

C6i/AN-DER, 71. [colo, L.] A sieve
;
a strainer; a cullender.

CQ-LA'TION, n. Filtration
;
a straining.

COL'A-TURE, [ko'la-tur, S. P. J. F. K. Sm. ; kol'a-chur
W. } kol'a-tur, Ja. R.] n. [Fr.] A straining ; filtration ,

matter strained. [R.]

COL'BER-TINE, (kol'ber-ten) n. A kind of lace
;

so
named from Mons. Colbert. Congreve.

C&L'pHi-cui\t,* n. [L.] (Bot.) Meadow saffron; a medi-
cinal plant. Brande.

COL'CQ-THAR, [kol'ko-thar, J. K. Sm. ; kpl-ko'thar,

Brande.] n. (Chein.) A brown-red oxide of iron, com-
monly called crocus, being the residue of the distillation

of green vitriol or sulphate of iron.

COLD, a. Not hot; not warm,- gelid; chill; shivering;

frigid ; coy ;
chaste

;
indifferent

;
reserved ;

without

heat, passion, zeal, or affection. In cold blood, with-
out heat or passion.

COLD, 7i. The sensation produced in animal bodies by the

escape of heat ;
the cause of the sensation ; privation

of heat; a shivering: an inflammatory disease occa-
sioned by cold

;
catarrh.

C5LD'-BATH,* 71. A bath or a bathing in cold water. Gent.

Mag.
COLD'-BLOOD-ED, (kold'blud-ed) a. Having cold blood

;

without feeling. Shak.
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rt. A disappointment of hopes. Carey
COLD'FINCH,* TO. A small, rare, English bird. Pennant.
COLD'-HEART-ED, a. Indifferent

; wanting passion. Skak.

COLD'ISH,* a. Somewhat cold
;
cool. Jlsh.

fCoLD'KiND ,* a. Having coldness and kindness united
Milton.

COLD'LY, ad. In a cold manner
;
without heat.

COLD'NESS, n. State of being cold ; frigidity ; algidity
want of heat.

COLD'-SERVED,* (-servd) a. Served up cold ;
dull

;
te-

dious
; tiresome. Young.

COLD'-SHORT,* a. Brittle when cold, as a metal. Smart.

COLE, TO. A sort of cabbage which does not form a close

head
; a general name for cabbage ;

borecole ;
kale.

COLE'MOUSE,* n. A small bird of the titmouse kind.
Pennant.

Cd-LE-dr'TE-RA,* n. pi. U">A<5j and xrepfc.] (Ent.}
An order of insects which have generally six legs and
four wings; beetles. P. Cyc. See COLEOI-TERAN.

CO-LE-OP'TE-RAL,* ) a. Having four wings with sheaths,

CO-LE-OP'TE-ROUS,* \ like the beetle
; relating to the

coleoptera, or coleopterans. P. Cyc.

CO-LE-OP'TE-RXN,* TO. (But.) One of an order of insects

which have two pairs of wings, the first pair having the
consistence of horn, the second pair, or true wings,
being much the larger j

one of the coleoptera ; a beetle.

Br-anile.

CO-LE-OP'TE-RIST,* . One versed in coleopterous in-

sects. Hope.
COLE'RAPE,* n. A plant ; brassica. Lee.

COLE'SEED, n. Seed of the cole : rape-seed.
CO-LES-SEE',* n. (Laic) A partner in a lease. Burrows.

fCoL'ET,* n. An inferior kind of church servant; acolyte.
Kennet.

COLE'WORT, (kol'wiirt) n. A variety of cabbage.
COL'IC, n. [colicus, L.] A disorder of the bowels or ab-
domen that is attended with acute pain.

COL'IC, a. Affecting the bowels with pain. Milton.

COL'I-CAL,* a. Same as colic. Gay. [R.]

COL'ICK-Y,* a. Relating to or afflicted with the colic.

Crabb.

CSL'iN,* n. The Virginian partridge. Farm. Ency.
COL'ING,* n. A long, pale apple. Crabb.

COL'I-NIL,* n. (Bot.) An American medicinal plant. Crabb.

COL-I-SE'VM,* TO. [coliseo, It.TSee COLOSSEUM.
tCoLL, v. a. [cotter, old Fr.] To embrace. Spenser.
tCoL-LAB-E-FXc'TlON,* n. A wasting away; decay.

Blount.

CQL-LXB'O-RA-TOR,* n. [collaborates, Fr.] An assistant
;

a, joint-laborer. P. Cyc.

COL-LXPSE',* /i. A wasting of the body, or a sudden and
extreme depression of its strength ;

a shrinking or falling
together of the sides of a hollow vessel. Brande.

CoL-LXPSE', v. TO. [collapsus, L.] [i. COLLAPSED
; pp. COL-

LAPSING, COLLAPSED.] To fall together, as the sides or

parts of a hollow vessel
;
to shrink up.

CQL-LAPSED', (kol-lapsf) a. Withered
;
fallen down.

CoL-LXp'siON, n. A closing, or state of vessels closed.

CSL'LAR, TO. [collar, Sp.] A ring round the neck
;
a neck-

band
; the harness that is fastened about the horse's

neck
;
the part of the dress that surrounds the neck

;

a peculiar badge worn round the neck by knights.
(Arch.} A horizontal piece of timber connecting two raf-
ters. To slip the collar, to get free.

C5L'LAR, V. a.
[i. COLLARED

; pp. COLLARING, COLLARED.]
To put a collar on

; to seize by the collar.

COL'LAR-AGE,* TO. The duty on the collars of draught-
horses. Smart.

COL'LAR-BONE, n. The clavicle. Wiseman.
COL'LAR-DAY,* n. A day on .which knights appear at

court in their collars. Smart.

COL'LARED, (kol'lurd) a. Having a collar.

COL'LAR-MAK'ER,* n. One who makes collars. Booth.

CQL-LAT'A-BLE,* a. That may be collated. Coleridge. [R.]
COL-LATE', v. a. [confero, collatum, L.] [i. COLLATED ; pp.
COLLATING, COLLATED.] To compare things similar, as

manuscripts, or different editions of the same work
;

to

bring or lay together ;
to confer

;
to place in an ecclesias-

tical benefice.

CPL-LXT'ER-AL, a. [con and latus, L.] Being sideways,
not direct; being or placed side to side

; running paral-
lel

;
not direct

; not immediate
; descending from the

same stock or ancestor, though not lineally related, as
the children of brothers. Collateral security, something
given or pledged to secure the fulfilment of a contract.

CPL-LXT'ER-AL,* n. One who is collaterally descended.
Ayliffe.

CQL-LXT'ER-AL-LY, ad. In a collateral manner or relation
;

side by side; indirectly.

CQL-LXT'ER-AL-XESS, TO. The state of. being collateral.

CPL-LA'TIPN, TO. [collatio, L.] Act of collating ;
that which

is collated
; comparison of copies: a repast, as of sev-

eral kinds of food or provisions. (Law} Act of bestow-
ing a benefice.

COL-LA'TIQN-ER,* TO. One who collates or examines the
sheets of a book after it is printed. Crabb.

fC6L-LA-Tl"Tioys, (kol-lj-tish'us) a. Contributed by many.
Bailey.

CPL-LA'TIVE, a. (Eng. Law} A term applied to livings
or advowsons of which the bishop and the patron are the
same person.

COL-LA'TOR, TO. One who collates, compares, or bestows.
CPL-LA'TRESS,* TO. A female who collates. Smith.

COL-LAUD', v. a. [collaudo, L.] To join in praising. How-
ell. [R.]

COL'LEAGUE, (kol'leg) TO. [collega, L.] A partner in any
trust or office

;
an associate

; coadjutor; ally.

COL-LEAGUE', (k9l-leg') v. a. To unite with. Shak.

CoL'LEAGUE-SHfp, TO. Partnership. Milton.

CpL-LECT', v. a. [cottigo, collectum, L.] [i. COLLECTED ; pp.
COLLECTING, COLLECTED.] To gather together ; to assem-
ble

;
to muster

;
to gain by observation

;
to infer as a con-

sequence. To collect one's self, to recover from surprise,
or to become calm.

COL'LECT, TO. [collecta, low L.] A short, comprehensive
prayer read_together with other parts of the service.

C6L-LEC-TA'NE-A,* n. pi. [L.] A selection of passages
from various authors

;
collections : extracts. Brande.

COL-LEC-TA'NE-OUS, a. Gathered together.
COL-LECT'ED,*P. a. Gathered together; composed; calm.

CQL-LECT'ED-LY, ad. In a collected manner.
COL-LECT'ED-NESS, n. The state of being collected.

COL-LECT'I-BLE, a. That may be collected.

CPL-LEC'TION, TO. Act of collecting ;
that which is collect-

ed; a gathering together; contribution; an assemblage;
a group ;

a corollary ;
deduction.

tC6L-LEc-T]["Tlovs, (-tlsh'us) a. Gathered up.
COL-LEC'TIVE, a. Gathered into one mass

; containing a
number or many, though having the form of the singular
number.

CQL-LEC'TIVE-LY, ad. In a general mass
; in a body.

COL-LEC'TIVE-NESS, . A state of combination
;
a mass.

COL-LEC'TOR, TO. One who collects
;
a compiler: an of-

ficer who receives or collects the customs or taxes.

(Bot.} pi. Dense hairs covering the styles of some flow-
ers, [lectorship. P. Cyc.

CpL-LEC'TQ-RAT-E,* TO. The district of a collector; a col-

COL-LEC'TQR-SHIP, TO. The office or district of a collector.

CPL-LEC'TRESS,* TO. A female who collects. Clarke.

CQL-LEG'A-TA-RY, TO. (Law) A joint legatee. Chambers.

CdL'LEGE, (kol'lej) TO. [collegium, L.] A seminary of learn-

ing established by authority, endowed with funds, and
possessed of certain rights and privileges ;

a literary in-

stitution ; a community ;
a corporation ;

a society of men
set apart for learning or religion ;

a house or edifice

appropriated to the use of a college or literary institution :

a political body, as the college of electors of the Presi-
dent of the U. S.

COL'LEGE-LIKE, a. Regulated like a college. Howell.

CpL-LE'Gi-AL, a. Relating to a college ; collegiate. Bailey.
CQL-LE'^I-AN, TO. A member of a college.

COL-LE'<^I-ATE, a. Relating to a college ; containing a col-

lege ;
instituted as a college : applied to a church, it de-

notes one that, not being a cathedral, or the seat of a

bishop, has, nevertheless, its college or corporation of

dean, canons, and prebends, and is regulated, in divine

service, as a cathedral. [Burton.
CPL-LE'GI-ATE, n ^ member of a college; a collegian.

tCoL'LER-Y,* TO. A colliery. Scott. See COLLIERY.

COL'LET, n. [collum, L.J [fA collar. Herbert.] That part
of a ring in which the stone is set

;
the part of a cannon

between the astragal and the muzzle.

CpL-LlDE', v. n. [collido, L.] [i.
COLLIDED

; pp. COLLIDING,
COLLIDED.] To strike against each other

;
to clash. Dry-

den.

COL'LIER, (kol'yer) n. A digger of coals
;
a coal-merchant

;

a ship that carries coals.

CoL'LlER-y, (kol'yer-e) TO. A place where coals are dug;
a coal-mine

;
the coai-trade.

COL'LI-FLOW-ER, TO. See CAULIFLOWER.
tCoL'Ll-GATE,'r. a. [colligo, L.] To bind together. QweteA.

fCoL-Li-GA'TiON, n. A binding together. Browne.

CoL'Ll-'ikllT-iNG,* a. Correcting the error of sight. P.

Cyc.

COL-LI-MA'TION, TO. [collimo, L,.] The aiming at a mark,
or limit: the line of sight in a telescope or astronomical
instrument.

OL-LI-MA'TOR,* TO. An instrument or contrivance for as-

certaining the horizontal point, or for determining or cor-

recting the error of collimation in an instrument. Kaler.

fCQL-LiN-E-A'TiON, TO. [collineo, L.] Act of directing in a

right line.

fCoL'LlNG, TO. An embrace
;
dalliance. Chaucer.

CQL-LIN'GUAL,* a. Having the same language. West. Rev.

tCoL-LlQ'UA-BLE, (kol-llk'wa-bl) a. Easily dissolved.

Harvey.
fCQL-LlQ'UA-MENT, (kol-lik'wa-ment) TO. The substance

to which any thing is reduced by being melted. Bailey.
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+C5L'LI-QUXNT, (-kwant) a. That has the power of molt-

ing. Bailey^ [Boyle.
tCoL'Li-QUATE, v. a. [cottiqueo, L.] To melt; to dissolve.

jCoL'LI-QUATE, v. n. To be dissolved. Brown.
COL-LI-'QUA'TIPN, n. The act of melting i a lax or di-

luted state of the fluids in animal bodies. Boyle. [R.]
CpL-LlQ'uA-TiVE, a. Melting ; dissolvent

; wasting.
Quincy.

CpL-LlQ-UE-FXc'TlpN, n. A melting together. Bacon.

CpL-Ll"lpN, (kol-lizh'un) n. [collisio, L.] The act of col-

liding ;
act of running foul of, or striking against each

other, as two ships ;
a clash

; opppsition ; interference.

fCpL-Li'siVE,* a. Causing collision
; clashing. Blackmore.

fCpL-LlT'l-GANT,* a. Wrangling or contending together.
Maunder.

C6L'Lp-CATE, v. a. [colloco, L.] [i. COLLOCATED ; pp. COL-

LOCATING, COLLOCATED.] To place ;
to arrange.

CoL'Lp-CATE, a. Placed. Bacon.

COL-LO-CA'TIPN, re. Act of collocating or placing; state

of being placed.

TC6L-Lp-cu'TlON, n. [collocutio, L.] Conference. Bailey.

tCoL-Lp-cu'TpR, n. A speaker in a dialogue. Derham.
'

rCpL-LOGUE', (kol-log') v. a. To wheedle
; to flatter. Bp.

Hall.

COL-LOGUE', (kol-log') v. n. To associate together in or-

der to accomplish some bad purpose ;
to plot. Forby.

COL-LOG'UING, (kol-log'ing) n. Flattery. Burton.

COL'LPP, n. A small slice of meat
;
a piece of flesh : in

burlesque language, a child. Shak. Four or five sheep.
London.

CpL-Ld'QUl-AL, (k9l-lo'kwe-al) a. Relating to, or used in,
common conversation

; conversational.

CpL-Lo'QUl-AL-IM,* 71. A word or phrase used in con-
versation. EC. Rev.

CpL-Ld-QUi-XL'i-TY,* n. The state of being colloquial.
Ch. Ob. [R.]

OpL-Lo'QUi-AL-iZE,* v. a. To make colloquial. Ch. Ob.

CPL-LO'QUJ-AL-LY,* ad. In a colloquial manner. Smart.

C6L'Lp-QuIsT, n. A speaker in a dialogue. Malone.

C6L'Lp-QUY, (kol'lo-kwe) n. [colloquium, L.] A mutual
discourse of two or more persons ;

a dialogue ; conversa-
tion.

CSL'LOW, (kol'lo) n. The smut of coal
; colly. Woodward.

+CpL-Luc'TAN-CY, n. [colluctor, L.] A tendency to con-
test

;
resistance. Bailey.

tCoL-Lyc-TA'TlpN, 7i. Contest
; opposition. More.

CpL-LUDE'. v. n. [colludo, L.] [i. COLLUDED ; pp. COLLUD-
ING, COLLUDED.] To play into each other's hands

;
to con-

spire in a fraud.

CpL-LUD'ER, 7i. One who colludes. Milton.

COL-LUD'ING, n. Management of deceit or fraud.

CdL'LVM,* TO. [L.] (Bot.) The point where the stem and
root are combined. P. Cyc.

CpL-Lu'lpN, (kol-lu'zhun) 7i. Act of colluding; a secret

agreement, between two or more persons, for a fraudu-
lent purpose ;

artifice
; fraud.

CpL-Lfj'sivE, a. Fraudulently concerted ; knavish.

CPL-LU'SIVE-LY, ad. In a collusive manner. Blackstone.

CoL-LO'sivE-NESs, 7i. Fraudulent concert.

CpL-Lu'sp-RY, a. Carrying on a fraud by secret concert.

C6L-LU-TO'Ri-OM,* n. (Med.) A lotion for rinsing the
mouth. Brande.

CQL-L&VI-ES,* n. sing. &. pi. [L.l A collection of filth.

(Geol.) The fluid mass into which the substance of the
earth was supposed to be dissolved by the deluge. Hamilton.

rdoL'LY, 7i. The smut of coal
; grime. Burton.

'O&L'LY, 75 a . To grime with coal. Shak.

,COL'LY-RITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, or a variety of litho-

marge. Crdbb.

QZ-LR'f-UM,n. [L. ; K\\vptov, Gr.J pi. COL-LR'I-A.
(Med.) Medicine for the eyes ;

a topical remedy for the

eyes ; eye-water; eye-salve.

C6L'MAR,n. [Fr.] A good sort of pear.
GSL'p-B&s,* n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of long-tailed quadru-
mans or monkeys.

COL'O-CYNTH, 7i. [colocynthis, L.] Coloquintida ;
the pith

, of the bitter-apple, a violent purgative.
C6L-p-CYN'TlNE,* n. The bitter, purging principle of colo-

cynth. Brande.

Cp-LOGNE',* (ko-Ion') TO. Cologne-water, or eau. de Cologne,
an aromatized alcohol, used for the toilet, first made at

Cologne. Ure.

CP-LOGNE',* (ko-15n') a. Noting a sort of essenced or per-
fumed water distilled at Cologne in Germany. Eney.

COL'P-LITE,* n. (Geol.} A worm-like fossil
; petrified in-

testines of fishes. Buckland.

06'LpN, n. [KM\OV.] (Gram.) The mark thus [:], noting
a pause less than a period. (Jlnat.) The largest of the
intestines

; applied also to the greater part of the large
intestines.

COLONEL, (kiir'nel) n. [coronal, Sp.] The chief command-
er of a regiment, ranking next below a brigadier-general.

&3r
" This word is among those gross irregularities

which must be given up as incorrigible." Walker.

COLONELCY,* (kiir'nel-se) n. The office of colonel. Gent.

Mag:
COLONELSHIP, (kiir'nel-shTp) n. The office of colonel.

CP-LO'NI-AL, a. Relating to a colony or colonies. Burke.

fCp-LON'i-CAL, a. [colonus, L.] Relating to husbandmen.
Spelman.

CoL'p-N'fsi^ n. An inhabitant or member of a colony.
COL-P-NI-ZA'TIPN, n. Act of colonizing. Burke.

C6L-p-Nl-ZA'TipN-iST,* n. An advocate for colonization
Month. Rev.

CoL'p-NlZE, v. a.
[i. COLONIZED ; pp. COLONIZING, COLO-

NIZED,j To establish a colony in
;
to form into a colony.

C6L'p-NiZ-ER,*?i. One who establishes colonies. Chambers.
CoL'p-NIZ-lNG, 7i. Colonization. Robertson.

COL-ON-NADE', n. [colonna, It.] A series of open columns
disposed in a circle

; any range of columns placed at cer-
tain intervals.

COL'P-NY, 7i. [colonia, L.] An establishment or settlement
formed in a foreign country by a body of men emigrating
from their mother country ; the country planted or colo-
nized.

COL'P-PHON, (kol'o-fon) n. [L.] The conclusion of a book
where any device occurs, or the printer's name, date, and
abode are stated : a resin from Colophon in Asia Minor.

COL-P-PHO'JVI-AN,* a. Relating to a colophon. Cudworth.
CP-LOPH'P-NITE,* n. (JJfm.) A variety of garnet. Brande.
CP-LOPH'P-NY, [ko-lofVne, W. Ja. ; kol'o-fo-ne, Wb.Jsh;

n-e, K. Sm.] n. A black resin from Colophon.
COL-P-QUIN'TI-DA, n. The bitter-apple. See COLOCYNTH.
COL'OR, (kul'lur)'n. [color, L.] That quality of a body
which affects our sensation with regard to its hue or ap-
pearance to the eye : the seven primary colors are red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet: hue;
tint

; dye ; paint ; appearance of blood in the face
;
the

tint ofthe painter : concealment
; pretence ; semblance ;

pretext. pi. A standard
;
a flag; an ensign of war.

C6L'pR, (kul'lur) v. a. [i. COLORED ;pp. COLORING, COLORED.]
To give some color to

;
to mark with some hue

;
to paint ;

to dye : to palliate ;
to excuse

;
to make plausible.

C<$L'pR, (kul'lur) v. n. To blush
;
to show color.

C6L'pR-A-BLE, a. Specious; plausible. Spenser.

C6L'pR-A-BLE-NESS, n. Plausibility. Fulke.

C6L'pR-A-BLY, ad. Speciously. Bacon.

fCOL'OR-ATE; [k5I'o-rat, S. W. J. F. Ja.; kul'o-rat, P. JT.

Sm. Wb.] a. [coloratus, L.] Colored
; dyed. Ray.

C2>L'pR-A-TiNE,* 7i. (Mus.) Agreeable variations of tones.
Smart.

CSL-pR-A'Tipiv, n. The act of coloring. Bacon.

C$L'PRED, (kul'lurd) a. Streaked
; having color.

COL-PR-IF'IC, [ko'l-o-nf'ik, S.- W. J. F. Ja. K. ; kul-9-rif'jk,
P. Sm. Wb.~\ a. Giving or producing color.

CoL'pR-lNG, 7?, The part of painting which especially re-

gards the effect of colors
; specious appearance. Pope.

CoL'pR-IST, 7i. A painter who excels in coloring.

C6L'pR-LEss, a. Without color
; transparent.

CoL'pR-MAN,*n. ,- pi. COLOR-MEN. One who prepares and
sells colors. Buckland. [Crabb.

C6L'pR,* 7i. pi. Banners
; flags, and ensigns of an army.

Cp-L5s'sAL, a. Gigantic; like a colossus. Dr. Warton.

Cp-LOSSE', (ko-los') 7i. [colossus, L.] A colossus. Temple.
C5L-ps-SE'AN, a. Gigantic ;

colossal. Harris.

CdJL-os-SE'uM,*n. [L.] A spacious amphitheatre at Rome
;

a building of great magnitude. Enoj.
Cp-L6s'siAN,* (ko-losh'anz) n. pi. The inhabitants or

Christians of Colosse, a city of Phrygia in Asia Minor.

fCp-LOS'sic, a. Large; colossal. Chapman.
CP-LOS'SVS, n. [L.] pi. L. CQ-L$S'SI; Eng. cp-Los'-
sys-ES. A large statue at ancient Rhodes, representing a
huge man or a giant ;

a gigantic statue.

Cp-LOS'sus-wiE, ad. In the manner of a colossus. Shak.

CO-LOS'TRUM,* n. [L.] (Med.) The first milk after deliv-

ery ;
a mixture of turpentine with the yolk of an egg.

Brande.

COL-PORT'AGE,* n. [Fr.] The trade or business of a col-

porter, hawker, or pedler. Baird.

CpL-p5RT'ER,* 71. [colporteur, Fr.] A hawker; a pedler ;

a pedler of books. Baird.

COL'STAFF, 7i. A large staff by which two men carry a
burden on their shoulders. Burton.

COLT, 7t. A young horse not more than four years old.

[It is used for the male, also, in the common gender, male
or female. Sm.] A young, foolish, or inexperienced per-
son : a cant term for one who is for the first time in an
office.

tCdLT, v. n. To frisk
;
to frolic. v. a. To befool. Shak.

COLT'ER, n. [culter, L.] The cutting-iron of a plough
written also coulter.

COLT'-E'VIL,* n. A swelling in the sheath, a distemper to

which young horses are liable. Farm. Ency.
COLT'ISH, a. Like a colt ; frisky ;

wanton. Chaucer.

COLT'ISH-LY, ad. In the manner of a colt.

COLTS'FOOT, (-fut) n. A medicinal plant.

COLTS'-TOOTH, 71. An imperfect tooth in a young horse .

a love of youthful pleasure. Shak.
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E, a. [colubrinus, L.] Relating to a serpent;

cunning ; crafty. [R.J
CP-LUM'BA, n. A medicinal root brought from Columbo:

written also calumba, colomba, and columbo.

COL'UM-BA-RY, or CO-LUM'BA-RY, [ko-lum'ba-re, S. W.
P. J. F.Ja. ; kol'um-ba-re, K. Sm. R. Wb. Kenrick'.] n. [col-

umbarium, L.] A dove-cot
;
a pigeon-house.

Cp-LtiM'BATE,* 71. A salt formed of columbic acid and a
base. Francis.

CP-LUM'BI-A,* n. (Chem.) A bitter, crystalline principle
obtained from the calumba, or columba, root. Brande.

CP-LI/M'BI-AN,* a. Relating to Columbus, Columbia, or

America. Barlow.

CO-LUM'BJC,* a. (Chem.) Partaking of columbium. Crabb.

CoL'yM-BlNE, n. A genus of perennial plants; a kind of

violet color ;
the heroine in pantomimic entertainments.

CoL'yM-BiNE,* a. Relating to or like a pigeon or dove.

Smart.

CO-LUM'BITE,* n. (JJfin.) An ore of columbium, first dis-

covered in Connecticut. Brande.

CP-LIIM'BI-UM,* n. (Min.) An acidifiable, rare metal,
found in columbite. Brande.

COL'U-MEL,* ?i. [columella, L.] (Bat.) The central part of
the fruit of a moss

;
the central pillar of a capsule. P.

Cyc.

CdL-u-ML'A,*n. [L.] A small pillar; columel. P. Cyc.

CoL'yMN, (kol'lum) n. [columna, L.] A cylindrical pillar;
a file of troops ;

a perpendicular section of a page, in

printing; a perpendicular line of figures. (Arch.) A
member of an order whose section through the axis is

usually a frustum of an elongated parabola ;
a pillar,

i, a. Formed like columns. Woodward.

RI-AN, a. Columnar.
[R.]

CoL'yMNED,* (kol'lumd) a. Furnished with columns. By-
ron.

CP-LORE', n. [coluri, L.] pi. COLURES. (Astron.) Two
imaginary great circles supposed to intersect each other

in the poles of the world.

C$L-U-TE'A,* n. [Gr.] (Bot.) A papilionaceous genus of

plants ;
the bladder-senna. P. Cyc.

CoL'ZA,* 7i. A species of cabbage ;
brassica oleracea. Col-

zajnl, which, is expressed from the seed, is much used in

France and Belgium for lamps, &.c. Brande.

CO'MA, 7i. [KMJUU, swoon.] (Med.) A morbid disposition to

sleep ; lethargy. [/f<5/i/?, hair.] (Astron.) The hairy ap-

pearance that surrounds a planet. (Bot.) The assem-

blage of branches forming the head of a forest tree
;
the

hairy appearance that surrounds a plant.

fCo'MART, n. A treaty or joint contract. Shak.

CO'MATE, [ko'rnat, S. P. E. Wb.; ko-mat', W. F.Ja.K.

Sm.] n. Companion. Shak.

CoM'ATE, a. [comatus, L.l Hairy; appearing hairy.

COM-A-TOSE', [kom-a-tos', W. Ja. ; ko'ma-tos, P. Sm.;ko-
ma-tos', K.} a. Lethargic. Grew.

COMB, in the end, and COMP, in the beginning, of names,
seem to be derived from the British cwm, which signifies
a low situation. Gibson., Comb (kom) in Cornish, signi-
fies a valley ;

and it is used for a valley by the English
poet J. H. Browne.

COMB, (kom) n. An instrument to separate and adjust the

hair; any instrument like a comb: the indented top or

crest of a cock ;
the cells in which bees lodge their honey :

a dry measure of four bushels, also written coomb.

COMB, (kom) v. a.
[i. COMBED ; pp. COMBING, COMBED.] To

divide and adjust the hair; to lay smooth, by drawing
through narrow interstices.

j|C6M'BAT, or CoM'BAT, [kum'bat, S. W. J. F. Sm. Narrs ;

kSm'bat, P. E. Ja. K. Wb. Blair.] v. n. [combattre, Fr.]

[i. COMBATED ; pp. COMBATING, COMBATED.] To fight ;
to

contend ; to contest; to act in opposition.

1|COM'BAT, or COM'BAT, v. a. To oppose ;
to fight.

CSM'BAT, 7i. [combat, Fr.] Contest
;
battle

;
a fight ; a duel.

COM'BA-TA-BLE,* a That may be combated. Todd.

COM'BA-TANT, n. One who combats
;
a champion.

C6M'BA-TXNT, a. Contending; fighting. B.Jonson.

JCOM'BAT-ER, n. One who fights. Sherwood. [R.]

|CoM'BA-TiVE,* a. Inclined to combat; pugnacious. Law-
rence.

I|COM'BA-T?VE-NESS,* 71. (Phren.~) A disposition or propen-
sity to fight. Combe.

COM'B'-BROACH,* (kom'broch) n. A tooth of the instrument
with which wool is combed. Ash.

COMB'-BRUSII, (kom'brush) n. A brush to clean combs.

COMB'-CASE,* (kom'kas) n. A case for a comb. Ash.

COMB'ER, (korn'er) n. One who combs wool.

COMBER, (kom'ber or kam'ber) n. A species of fish in

Cornwall. Ray. [f Encumbrance ;
trouble. Wotton.]

CpM-Bl'NA-BLE, a. Capable of being combined.

fCoM'Bl-NATE, a. Betrothed ; promised. Shak.

C6M-Bl-NA'TlpN,w. [combinaison. Fr.] The act of combin-

ing; state of being combined ;
union of two or more sub-

stances in such a manner as to form a new compound ;

commixture ;
union of numbers, quantities, or sounds

;

alliance; coalition; confederacy.

COM-B?N'A-T7vE,* a. Tending to combine
; uniting. Brit.

Crit. [R.I
CpM-BlNE', v. a. [combiner, Fr.] [i. COMBINED; pp. COM-
BINING, COMBINED.] To join together; to unite; to settle

by compact.
CpM-BlNE', v. n. To coalesce

;
to unite in friendship or

design.

CPM-BINED',* (kom-blnd') p. a. United. Combined locks

are canal locks, placed side by side, so as to admit the as-
cent and descent of boats at the same time. Tanner.

fCpM-BiNE'MENT,* n. Union ; combination. Leighton.
CPM-BIN'ER, n. He or that which combines.

COMB'ING, (kom'jng) n. Act of using a comb
;
borrowed

hair combed over the baldness of the head. Bp. Tay-
lor.

COMB'LESS, (kSm'les) a. Wanting a comb or crest. Shale.

COMB'-MAK-ER, (kom'mak-er) n. A maker of combs.
CpM-BUST', a. [comburo, com'bustum, L.] Applied to a planet
when it is not above eight degrees and a half distant
from the sun. Harris.

CPM-BUS-TJ-BIL'I-TY, n. duality of being combustible.

CpM-BDs'Ti-BLE,' a. Capable of being burnt
; inflammable.

CPM-BUS'TI-BLE, n. A substance that will burn.

CPM-BUS'TI-BLE-NESS, re. Aptness to take fire.

COM-BUS'TIPN, (kQm-bust'yun) 71. [Fr.] The act of burn-

ing; consumption by fire; conflagration.
CPM-BIJS'TIVE, a. Disposed to take fire.

COME, (kum) v.n.
[i. CAME; pp. COMING, COME.] To ad-

vance nearer, as opposed to go ; to arrive
;
to reach ; to

draw near
;
to happen ; to issue

;
to appear in sight ;

to be-

come
;
to fall out. {Krln the imperative, it is often used

interjectionally, in order to encourage, incite, or command
attention. It is sometimes used with an ellipsis ; as, "Come
Friday," that is,

" When Friday shall come." To come

about, to come to pass ;
to change; to come round. To

come at, to reach, to obtain. To come by, to obtain; to

gain. To come into, to join with
;
to comply with. To

come of, to proceed. To come off, to deviate
;
to depart

from a rule or direction
;
to escape; to end an affair.

To come on, to advance
;
to make progress ; to advance to

combat
;
to thrive

;
to grow big. To come over, to revolt ;

to rise in distillation. To come out, to be made public ;

to be discovered. To come out with, to give a vent to.

To come round, to change ; as,
" The wind came round."

To come short, to fail
;
to be deficient. To come to, to

consent or yield ; to amount to. To come to one's self, to

recover one's senses. To come to pass, to be effected
;
to

fall out. To come up, to make appearance ;
to come into

use. To come up to, to amount to ;
to rise

;
to advance.

To come up with, to overtake. To come upon, to invade.
To come, in futurity. Come your ways, come along, or

come hither. Shak. [" A vulgarism still in use, especially
in the north of England." Todd.}

C$ME_, (kum) n. A sprout ;
a cant term. Mortimer.

CP-ME'DI-AN, n. An actor or writer of comedy ;
a player of

comic parts ;
a player in general.

COM'E-DY, n. [come'dia, L.] A dramatic representation of
the lighter faults, passions, actions, and follies of man-
kind

;
a species of drama.

COME'LI-LY, ad. In a comely manner. Sherwood. [R.]

COME'LI-NESS, (kum'le-nes) n. Grace; beauty; dignity.

COME'LY, (kum'le) a. Graceful; decent; proper; becom-

ing; agreeable ; fit.

COME'LY, (kum'le) ad. Gracefully; decently. Ascham. [R.]

COME-OFF,* n. An escape ;
an evasion

;
riddance. Milton.

C6ME-OUT',* interj. A word of command to a dog to cause
him to discontinue his pursuit or his barking. Forby.

CSME-OUT'ER,* . One who forsakes established commu-
nities or societies; a radical reformer. Th. Parker. [Modern.]

COM'ER, (kum'er) n. One who comes. Shak.

fCoM-Es-SA'TipN, 71. [Fr.] Revelling. Bp. Hatt.

fCp-MEs'Ti-BLE, a. [Fr.] Eatable. Wotton.

COM'ET, -n'. [Ko^firr^.] A heavenly body belonging to the

solar system, of a luminous and nebulous appearance,
which approaches to and recedes from the sun, after the
manner of a planet, in a single revolution.

Cp-MET',_7i. A game at cards. SotitJiernc.

COM-ET-A'RI-UM,* > n. (Astron.) A machine constructed to

COM'ET-A-RY,* i represent the revolution of a comet
around the sun. Crabb.

COM'E-TA-RY, a. Relating to a comet. Cheyne.
Cp-MfiT'ic, a. Relating to a comet

; cometary. [R.]

COM'ET-LIKE, a. Resembling a comet. Shak.

CoM-ET-Se'RA-pHER,* n. One who writes about comets.
Ash. [R.]

COM-ET-OG'RA-PHY, n..A description of comets.

C6M'FIT, (kum'f jtj n. A dry sweetmeat
;
a confect. Hu-

dibras. [ley.

C6M'FIT, (kum'f jt) v. a. To preserve dry with sugar. Cow-

COM'FJT-MAK-ER,* n. A maker of comfits; a confection-

er. Shak.

COM'FI-TURE, (kum'fe-tur) n. [confiture, Fr.] Sweetmeat.

COM'FORT, (kum'furtji w. a. [coiifortcr, Fr.] [{.COMFORTED;
pp. COMFORTING, COMFORTED.] To solace

;
to encourage ;
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to strengthen ;

to enliven
;
to invigorate ;

to console ; to

revive
;
to cheer.

C&M'FORT, (kum'furt) n. Support ; countenance
;
consola-

tion
;
that which gives consolation ; enjoyment.

COM'FPRT-A-BM:, (kum'furt-a-bl) a. Possessing comfort
;

bestowing or receiving comfort; cheerful.

CSM'FPRT-A-BLE-NESS, u. A state of comfort. Sidney.

C6M'FpRT-A-BL,Y, ad. In a comfortable manner.
C6M'FpRT-ER, (kum'furt-er) n. One who comforts

; that
which comforts: a warm, stuffed coverlet: a term

applied to the Paraclete, or Holy Spirit.

fCoM'FpRT-FOL,, (kum/furt-ful) a. Full of comfort. Hu-
loet.

CdM'FQRT-fNG,* p. a. Affording comfort
; supporting.

COM'FPRT-LESS, (kum'furt-les) a. Wanting comfort.

COM'FQRT-LESS-NESS * n. State of being comfortless. Dr.
Allen.

COM'FPRT-RESS, n. She who comforts. B. Jonson.

C&M'FREy, (kum'fre) n. A plant, of several species ; sym-
phytum. The common comfrey has a tuberous, mucilagi-
nous root.

COM'IC, a. Relating to comedy; raising mirth; sportive;
ludicrous; diverting.

COM'I-CAL, a. [comicus, L.] Comic; diverting; sportive;
droll; odd.

CoM-l-cAL'i-TY,*n. Comicalness. D. O'ConneU. [Low.]
COM'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a comical manner.

COM'I-CAL-NESS, n. The quality of being comical.

C6M'lNG, (kum'mjng) n. Act of coming; arrival.

CSM'lNG, a. Approaching ; ready to come
;
forward

;
fu-

ture.

CoM'jNG-TlN, n. Revenue ;
income

;
entrance. Shak.

CO-MIN'GLE, v. a. See COMMINGLE.
CQ-Mf'Ti-A,* (k<?-mish'e-a) n. pi. [L.] Popular assemblies
of the Romans. Crabb.

Cp-Mi'"TlAL, (k9-mish'al) a. [comitia, L.] Relating to the

comitia, or assemblies of the Romans
; relating to assem-

blies.

COM'I-TY, n. [comitas, L.] Courtesy ; civility ; politeness.

COM'MA, n. [/cfy/ua.] A point, marked thus[,], which
notes the subordinate clauses of a sentence. (Mus.) An
enharmonic interval, or the difference between a major
and a minor semitone

;
division.

CpM-MA"ND', v. a. [mando, L.] [i.
COMMANDED

; pp. COM-

MANDING, COMMANDED.] To govern ;
to order; to direct

to be done
;
to overlook

;
to lead as a general.

CPM-M!ND', v. n. To exercise authority. South.

CpM-MiND', n. [commande, Fr.] The right or act of com-

manding ; power ; cogent authority ;
order given ;

direc-

tion
; injunction ;

mandate ; precept.

Cpai-MA^ii'AN-cy-^EN'ER-AL,* 7i. The office or jurisdic-
tion of a governor of a Spanish province or colony. Mur-
ray.

COM-MAN-DANT', n. [Fr.] (Mil.) An officer who has the
command of a garrison, fort, castle, &c. Smollett.

fCpM-MiND'A-Tp-RY, a. Having the force of command.
Bp. Morton.

CpJVl-MAND'ER,n. [commandeur, Fr.] One who commands;
one who has the command of a body of men or troops.

(In ike navy') An officer next in rank above a lieutenant.

Commander-in-chief, one who has the supreme com-
mand ; a generalissimo.

CQM-MAND'ER-SHIP,* n. The office of a commander. EC.

Rev.

CpM-MAND'ER-Y, n. [commanderic, Fr.] The body of

knights of any one order
;
the revenue, benefice, or

house, belonging to them ;
a preceptory.

CPM-MAND'ING,* p. a. Exercising command
; powerful ;

authoritative.

COM-MAND'ING-I-Y, ad. In a commanding manner.

CpM-MiND'MENTJn. Mandate ; command ; authority; pre-

cept ;
a law, especially of the decalogue.

COM-MA~ND'RESS, n. A female who commands.

J-COM'MARK, n. [comarque, Fr.] A frontier of a country.
Shelton.

fCoM-MA-TE'Rl-AL, a. Consisting of the same matter. Ba-
con. [ter.

tCoM-MA-TE-Rl-AL'i-TY, n. Participation of the same mat-

CpM-MAT'lc,* a. (Rliet.) Consisting of short sentences or

divisions. Beck.

COM'MA-TJM, n. Conciseness
;
briefness. Bp. Horsley.

CPM-MEA'V-RA-BL,E, (kom-mczh'u-r^-bl) a. Reducible to

the same measure. Walton.

COMME IL FAUT,* (kom-el-fo') [Fr.] As it should be.

CoM'ME-LINE,n. [commelina, L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants.

CpM-MEM'p-RA-BLE, a. Worthy to be remembered.

CpM-MEM'p-RATE, v. a. [con and memoro, L.] [i. COM-

MEMORATED; pp. COMMEMORATING, COMMEMORATED.] To
preserve in memory, or to celebrate, by some public act.

CQM-MEM-Q-RA'TIQN, n. A ' of commemorating; cele-

bration.

CpM-MEM'Q-RA-TlVE, a. Preserving in memory.
CQM-MEM'O-RA-TO-RY, a. Preserving in memory.
CpM-MENCE', v. n. [commenccr, Fr.] [i. COMMENCED ; pp.

COMMENCING, COMMENCED.] To begin ;
to originate ;

to

take the first step : to take an academical degree, at a

college or university.

CQM-MENCE', v. a. To begin ; to enter upon.
CPM-MENCE'MENT, n. [Fr.] Beginning: the time when

students in a university or college receive their degrees ;

as, the 1st Tuesday in July, at Cambridge, Eng., or the 4th

Wednesday in August, at Cambridge, Massachusetts.

CpM-MEND', v. a. [commendo, L.] [i. COMMENDED
; pp.

COMMENDING, COMMENDED.] To represent as worthy ; to
deliver up with confidence

;
to praise ;

to recommend
;
to

applaud.
fCpM-MEND', n. Commendation. Shak.

|iCpM-MEND'A-BLE, [tym-mend Vbl, P. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.
Bailey, Johnson, Ask, Kcnrick ; kom'men-da-bl, J. F : kom'-
men-da-bl or kom-men'da-bl, S. W.] a. That may be com-
mended ; laudable ; worthy of praise, j)^- Walker stat-

ed, near the end of the last century, that " this word, like

acceptable, has, since Johnson wrote his Dictionary, shift-

ed its accent from the second to the first syllable. The
accent on the second syllable has grown vulgar." But
Smart (1837) remarks : "A few years ago, commendable
and commendably were accented by the higher grade of

speakers on the first syllable : a better taste has restored,
or nearly restored, the more consistent accentuation."

||CpM-MEN'DA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being commendable.

||CpM-MEND'A-BL.Y, ad. Laudably.
CQM-MEN'DAM, n. [commendo, L.] (Law} The hold-

ing of a vacant benefice till a pastor is supplied: so

named as being commended to the care of the holder:
also the trust of the revenues of a benefice to a layman
for a certain time and specified purpose.

COM-MEN'DA-TA-RY, n. [commendataire, Fr.] One who
holds a living in commendam.

COM-MEN'DA-TA-RY,* a. Holding in commendam. Sew-

ard.

COM-MEN-DA'TION, n. Recommendation
; praise ; eulogy.

CQM-MEN'DA-TQR, n. (Law) A secular person who holds
a benefice in commendam

;
a cpmmendatary. Crabb.

CQM-MEN'DA-TO-RY, a. Bestowing -commendation; com-

mending ; holding in commendam.
COM-MEN'DA-TQ-RY, n. Commendation

; eulogy. South.

CQM-MEND'^R, n. One who commends.

fCQM-MEN'SAL, n. [commensalis, L.] One who eats at the
same table. Chaucer.

tCoM-MEN-sXL'l-TY, n. Fellowship of table. Browne.

}COM-MEN-SA'TIQN, n. Eating at the same table. Browne.

||CQM-MENS-V-RA-BiL'j-TY, n. Capacity of having a com-
mon measure, or of being measured by another.

||CoM-MENs'y-RA-BLE, [k<?m-~men'shu-ra-bl, W. P. J. F. ;

kom-men'su-ra-bl, S. Ja. Sm.] a. [Fr.] Having a common
measure ;

commeasurable.

IICpM-MENS'v-RA-BLE-NESS, n. Commensurability
,
v. a. [con and mcnsura, L.I To reduce

to some common measure. Dr. T. Fuller. [R.J

||CpM-MENs'u-RATE, [kom-men'shu-rat, W. P. F. ; kom-
men'su-ret, S. , kgm-men'shu-ret, J. ; kpm-men'su-rat, Ja.]
a. Having some common measure ; equal.

||CpM-MENs'y-RATE-l,Y, ad. With the capacity of measur-

ing.

||CpM-MENs'v-RATE-NESS,* n. State of being commensu-
rate. Ash.

||CpM-MENS-y-RA'TipN, TO. [Fr.] Reduction to some com-
mon measure ; proportion.

COM'MENT, n. Annotation; note; explanation; exposi-
tion

;
remark

;
elucidation

;
observation.

HCOM'MENT, [kom'ment, S. W. F.Ja. Sm. Wb.; kom-ment',
P. J. E. 1C.] v. 7i. [commentor, L.] [i, COMMENTED ; pp. COM-

MENTING, COMMENTED.] To annotate ;
to write notes up-

on an author ;
to expound ;

to remark.

IJtCoM'MENT, v. a. To explain ;
to devise

;
to feign. Spenser.

Coai'MEN-TA-RY, n. An exposition ;
a book of annotations

or remarks ;
a memoir ;

a series of memoranda.

COM'MEN-TATE, v. n. To annotate ;
to comment. Pursuits

of Literature. [R.]

CPM-MEN'TA-TIVE,* a. Making or containing comments.
EC. Rev.

COM'MEN-TA-TOR, n. An expositor ;
annotator.

CpM-MEN-TA-T6'Ri-AL,* a. Relating to comments. EC.

Rev.

CoM-MEN-TA'TOR-SHfp,* n. Office of commentator. Qu.
Rev.

||C6M'MENT-ER,0rCpM-MENT'ER, [kom'ment-er, Ja. Sm.

R. Wb.'; kQin-rnent'er, S. W. P.] One who comments.

COM-MEN-TI"TIOUS, (kom-men-tish'us) a. [commentitius,

L.] Fictitious ; imaginary. Milton. [R.]

COM'MERCE, n. [commercium, L.] The exchange of one

sort of produce or service for another sort of produce or

service; trade; traffic; dealing; intercourse; communi-
cation : a game at cards.

fCpM-MERCE', v. n. To traffic ;
to hold intercourse. Milton.

CPM-MER'CIAL, (kom-mer'shgtl) a. Relating to commerce
or traffic

;
mercantile ; trading.

CPM-MER'CIAL-L,Y, ad. In a commercial manner. Burke.
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COMMERE,* (kom-mar') n. [Fr.] A gossip ;
a goody ;

a

godmother. Smart.

fCQM-MET'ic,* a. Giving beauty ;
cosmetic. Ash.

CQM-MET'ICS,* n. pi. Substances designed to give new
beauty, as_paints for the face

; cosmetics. Crabb. [R.]

CSM'Mi-GRATE, v. n. [con and migro, L.] To migrate in a

body.' [R.]_
COM-MI-GRA'TIQN, n. Act of migrating together.

JCoM'Mi-NATE, v.a. [comminor, L.] To threaten. Hardinge.
C5M-MI-NA'TION, n. [comminatio, L.] A threat ;

a denun-
ciation

;
the recital of divine threatenings on stated days.

Wheatley.
CQM-MIN'A-TQ-RY, a. Denunciatory ; threatening.

CQM-M!N'GLE, (kom-mTng'gl) v. a. [i. COMMINGLED; pp.

COMMINGLING, COMMINGLED.] To mingle together; to mix
into one mass

;
to blend.

CQM-MIN'GLE, v. n. To unite one with another. Bacon.

fCOM-MlN'U-ATE, v. a. To grind. Smith.

fCQM-MlN'u-i-BLE, a. Reducible to powder. Browne.

COM'MI-NUTE, v. a. [comminuo, L.] [i.
COMMINUTED ; pp.

COMMINUTING, COMMINUTED.] To grind; to pulverize.
Bacon.

COM-MI-NU'TIQN, n. Pulverization
;
attenuation.

CoM-Mi's'ER-A-BLE, a. Worthy of compassion ; pitiable.

CQM-MIS'ER-ATE, v. a. [con and misere'or, L.] [i.
COMMIS-

ERATED; pp. COMMISERATING, COMMISERATED.] To feel

pain for
;
to compassionate ;

to pity.

CQM-MI-ER-A'TIQN, n. Pity ; compassion. Hooker.

CQM-Ml'ER-A-TlVE, a. Compassionate. [R.]

CQM-Mts'ER-A-TlvE-LY, ad. Out of compassion. Over-

bury. [R.']

CQM-MIS'ER-A-TQR, n. One who has compassion.
COMMISSARIAT, (koin-js-sar'e-a or kom-is-sa're-at) [kom-

js-sa're-at, Ja.; kom-js-sar'e-a, SOT.; ko'm-is-skr'yet, K.]
n.

[Fr.]
The whole body of officers attending an army

under the commissary-general.
COM'MIS-SA-RY, n. [commissaire, Fr.] An ecclesiastical offi-

cer who supplies the bishop's place in remote parts of the

diocese. (Mil.) An officer attending an army, who in-

spects muster-rolls, regulates provisions or ammunition.

COM'Mls-SA-RY-GrEN'ER-AL,* 7i. An officer of the army
who has the charge of providing supplies, forage, &c.

Napier.
COM'MIS-SA-RY-SHIP, n. The office of a commissary.
CQM-Mis'siON,(k9m-mish'un)n. [commissio, lowL.] Act of

committing ;
that which is committed ;

a trust
;
a war-

rant
;
a document or writing investing one with an office

or authority; charge ; office; employment : an allowance
or compensation to an agent, factor, &c., for services :

perpetration : the order by which one person trades for

another. (Law) An appointment to one or more com-
missioners to perform certain duties

; management by a
committee or substitute ;

a body of commissioners.

CQM-Mts'siQN, (k9m-mish'un) v. a. [i. COMMISSIONED ;pp.

COMMISSIONING, COMMISSIONED.] To authorize
;

to em-
power ; to appoint.

CQM-Mls'siQN-AL, a. Commissionary. Le Neve. [R.]

CQM-MIS'SION-A-RY, a. Appointed by a warrant. Bp. Hall.

tCQM-Mls'sioN-ATE, v. a. To commission. Whitby.
CQM-MIS'SIQNED,* (kom-imsh'und) p. a. Having a commis-

sion.

CQM-Mfs'siQN-ER, n. One empowered to act in some mat- i

ter or business for one or more persons, or for a govern-
ment.

CQM-Mls'siVE,* a. Actually performed ; committing. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

CQM-MISS'URE, (kom-mish'yur) [kom-mish'yur, W. J. F. K.
Sm.: kom'mjsh-ur, S.; kom-mis'ur, Ja.] . [Fr.; commissura,
L.] Joint

;
a seam ; a place where one part is joined to

another.

CQM-MIT', v. a. [committo, L.] [i. COMMITTED ; pp. COMMIT-

TING, COMMITTED.] To consign; to intrust; to send to

prison ;
to deposit ;

to do
;
to expose ;

to perpetrate.

CQM-MIT', v. n. To be guilty of incontinence. Shak.

CQM-MIT'ME NT, M. The act of committing; imprisonment;
an order for sending to prison.

CQM-MIT'TAL,* n. Act of committing ; commitment. Brit.

Crit.

CQM-MlT'TEE. n. A body of persons appointed to examine
or manage any matter, fgf

" This word is often pro
nounced, improperly, with the accent on the first or last

syllable." Walker. All the English orthoepists pronounce
it com-mit'tee ;

but "
com'mit-tee," says Mitford,

"
is the

Scottish manner."
COM-MIT-TEE', n. (English law) The person to whom the

care of an idiot or lunatic is committed
;
the lord-chancel-

lor being the cum-mit-tor 1
. Blackstone.

CQM-MIT'TEE-SIHP,TI. The office of a committee. Milton.

CQM-MIT'TER, n. One who commits ; perpetrator.

COM-MIT'TI-BLE, a. Liable to be committed. Browne.

CQM-MIX', v. a. [commisceo, L.] [i. COMMIXED; pp. COM-

MIXING, COMMIXED.] To mingle ; to blend. Bacon.

CQM-MIX', v. n. To unite. Drayton.
fCQM-Mtx'lQN, (kom-mik'shun) n. Mixture. Shak.

CQM-MlXT'lQN, (k9m-mixt'yun) n. Mixture. Browne
CQM-MlXT'uRE, (kom-mixt'yur) n. Act of mingling; stats

of being mingled ; composition ; compound.
C6M'MQ-DATE,*7i. (Law) The gratuitous loan of any thing

Crabb.

CQM-MODE', [kom-mod', S. W.P.J.F.K.; kom'mod, Sm.]
n. [Fr.] A head-dress formerly worn by ladies. Specta-
tor. A piece, of furniture, or small sideboard, containing
drawers and closets or shelves. W. Ency.

||CQM-Mo'r>i-oOs, [kom-mo'dyus, S. E. F. K. ; kom-mo'de-
us, P.J.Ja. Sin.fi.; kom-m5'de-us or kom-mo'je-us, W.] a.

[commodus, L.] Convenient
;
suitable

;
useful

;
suited to

wants._
||CQM-Mo'Di-OUS-LY, ad. In a commodious manner; suita-

bly.

||CQM-MO'DI-OL'S-NSS, n. Convenience; advantage.
COM-MOD'I-TY, 7i. Interest; advantage; profit; conven-
ience

;
wares

; merchandise._
CoM'MQ-DOREjOr CdM-MQ-DORE', [kom-O-dor', S. W. P.J.

F..7a.;kom'o-dor, Sm. Brande.] n. [Fr.icomendador,Sp.] The
captain who commands a squadron of ships ; a title given
to the senior captain when three or more ships of war are
in company ;

a select ship in a fleet of merchantmen,
which leads the van in the time of war. 9^r

" This is one
of those words which may have the accent either on the

first or last syllable, according to its position in the sen-

tence. Thus we say,
' The voyage was made by Com'-

modore Anson
; for, though he was made an admiral af-

terwards, he went out as commodore 1
.'
" Walker.

fCQM-MOD-v-LA'TlQN, n. Measure ; agreement. Hakewill.

\COMMOIGNE, (kom'moln) n. [Fr.] A monk of the same
order or convent. Selden.

CSM'MQN, a. [communis, L.] Belonging equally to many
or to the public ; belonging equally to more than one

;

having no possessor or owner
; vulgar ;

mean
;
of little

value; not scarce; public; general; of no rank; fre-

quent; usual; ordinary; prostitute. (Gram.) Both ac-

tive and passive ;
both masculine and feminine.

COM'MQN, n. An open ground equally used by many per-
sons

;
a public, uninclosed space. (Law) A distinct ten-

ure, but with unity of possession. Blackstone. In common,
equally to be participated by a certain number

; equally
with another

; indiscriminately.

COM'MQN, ad. Commonly. Shak. [R.]
COM'MQN, v. n. To have a joint right with others in some
common ground ;

to eat in company.
COM'MQN-A-BLE, o. Held in common law. Blackstone.

Commonable land is a common in which the greater part
of the land is arable. Brande.

COM'MQN-A<^E,. The right of feeding on a common. Ful-
ler.

CoM-MON-Xl/l-TY, n. See COMMONALTY.
COM'MQN-XL-TY,' n. The common people. Hooker.

COM'MQN-BAIL-,* n. A prostituted surety for another. Hu-
dibras. A formal entry of a fictitious surety. Bouvicr.

CoM'MQN-CoON'ciL,* n. The council of a city or town
corporate, empowered to make by-laws, &c. Smart.

CoM'MQN-CoON'ciL-MXN, n. A member of the common
council.

COM'MQN-CRI'ER, n. The crier of a town or city.

COM'MQN-ER, n. One of the common people, as distin-

guished from the nobility ;
a man not noble

;
a member

of the British house of commons ; one who has a joint

right in common ground ;
a student of the

(
second rank

at Oxford, Eng. A prostitute. Shak.

C6M'MQN-HALL, n. A hall for the meeting of the citi-

zens.

fCoM-MQ-?rf"TlQN, (kom-mo-nish'un) n. [commonitio, L.]
Advice

; warning. Bailey.

tCQM-MON'l-TiVE, a. Advising; warning. Bp. Hall.

CoM'MQN-K'fss'(NG,*a. Saluting without distinction. Shak.

COM'MQN-LAWJ n. The unwritten law, or ancient cus-

tomary law, which receives its binding force from imme-
morial usage. It is distinguished from the statute law,
which owes its authority to acts of the legislature.

COM'MON-LAW'YER, TJ. "One versed in the common law.

C6M'MQX-LY, ad. Frequently ; usually; jointly.

CoM'MQN-MfiA^'URE,* (-mezh'ur) n. (Jrtfft.) A number
which divides two or more other numbers without leav-

ing a remainder ; a magnitude which exactly measured
two or more other magnitudes. Brande.

COM'MQN-NESS, n. State or quality of being common.
COM'MQN-PLACE,* a. Ordinary ;

common. Ed. Rev.

COM'MON-PLACE, n. A memorandum
;
an ordinary or

common topjc. Milton.

CoM-MON-PL,ACE',t). a. To reduce to general heads. Felton.

COM'MQN-PLACE-BOOK, (-buk)n. A book in which things
to be remembered are ranged under general heads ;

a mem-
orandum-book.

COM'MQN-PLACE-NESS,* n. The state of being common-
place. Howitt.

COM'MQN-PLEA, n. (England) The court of common
pleas is a court now held at Westminster Hall, where ac-

tions penal, civil, of debt, &c., are tried before four judg-
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es. (U. S.) A court of common pleas is a court infe-

rior to the supreme court.

COM'MQN-PRAYER,* n. A formulary of public worship.
Milton.

COM'MQN, (kSm'munz) n. pi. The common people: the
lower house of the 'British parliament: food provided at

a common table. Doctors' Commons, a college in London
for the professors of the civil law.

C5M'MON-SENSE,* n. The natural understanding or sa-

gacity of mankind in general, in contradistinction to the
endowments of genius or the acquisitions of learning,
which are possessed by comparatively few

; good sense
in relation to common things or business. Paley.

fCQM-MON'STRATE, v. a. [commonstro, L.] To teach. Cock-
cram.

tC5M'MON-TY,*7t. Corruption for comedy. Shak.

CoM-MpN-WEAL', n. The public good 5
the public ;

a com-
monwealth. Hooker.

COM'MQN-WEALTH, or COM-MON-WEALTH', n. A civil

polity ; a body politic ; the public ;
a state

;
a republic ;

a

democracy. 9c5*
" These words [commonweal and common-

wealth.] have the accent either on the first or last sylla-
ble

;
but the former is accented more frequently on the

last, and the latter on the first." Walker.

COM-MON-WEALTHS'MAN, 7t. A republican. Johnson.

COM'MO-RXNCE, ) n. (Law} Dwelling; habitation; resi-

COM'MP-RXN-CY, \
dence. Blackstone.

CoM'Mp-RXNT,'a. [commorans, L.] Resident; dwelling.
Jiyliffe.

fCoM-Mp-RA'TipN, n. A staying. Cockeram.

fCpM-Mo'Ri-ENT, a. [commoriens, L.] Dying at the same
time. Sir O. Buck.

COM'MOTH-ER, (kom'mutn-er) n. A godmother. Cot-

grave. [R.]
COM-Md'TiON, 7t. [Fr.] Tumult; disturbance; perturba-

tion
;
disorder of mind

;
restlessness.

Cpitt-Mo'TipN-ER, n. One who causes commotions. Ba-
con.

CPM-MOVE' v. a. [commoveo, L.] To disturb
;
to agitate.

Thomson. [R.]
CPM-MU'NAL,* a. Belonging to a commune. Qu. Rev.

CpM-MUNE', [kom-mun', W. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. Ash, Rees ;

kom'mun, S. J. E. F. ; kom-mun' or kom'mun, P.] v. n.

[communico, L.] [i. COMMUNED ; pp. COMMUNING, COM-

MUNED.] To converse ; to talk together ;
to communi-

cate. [To partake of the Lord's supper. U. S.]

COM'MUNE,* n. Communion. Coleridge. [R.]
CftM'MUNE* n. [Fr.] A subdivision of a department in

France ; a district
;
a parish. Ency.

CQXI-MU'NI-BUS AN'NTS,* [L.] In common years ;
tak-

ing one year with another. Hamilton.
COM-MU'NI-BUS zo'c-is,* [L.] Taking one place with
another. Crabb.

COM-MU-NI-CA-BIL'I-TY, n. The being communicable.
CPM-MU'NI-CA-BLE, a. That may be communicated or im-

parted ; impartible.

CPM-MU'NI-CA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being communica-
ble.

CpM-Mfj'Ni-cXNT, n. A partaker ; especially one who par-
takes of the Lord's supper.

CPM-MU'NI-CANT,* a. Communicating; imparting. Cole-

ridge^
CPM-MU'NI-CATE, v. a. [co?nmunico, L.] [i. COMMUNICAT-
ED

; pp. COMMUNICATING, COMMUNICATED.] To impart;
to reveal;

to_ participate.

COM-MU'NJ-CATE, v. n. To have something in common
with another; to partake of the Lord's supper.

CQM-MU-NI-CA'TION, n. The act of communicating ;
com-

mon inlet; conference; conversation; participation.

Cpitt-Mu'Ni-CA-TiVE, a. Ready to impart ; not reserved.

CPM-MU'NI-CA-TIVE-LY,* ad. By communication. Good-
win.

COM-MU'NI-CA-TIVE-NESS, 7i. duality of being communi-
cative.

COM-MU'NI-CA-TOR,* n. One who communicates. Dwight.
CQM-MU'NI-CA-TO-RY, a. Imparting knowledge. Barrow.

CpM-MUN'ipN, (kom-mun'yun) n. Act of communing; in-
tercourse

; fellowship; union in the common worship of

any church
;
the body of people united in worship; a re-

ligious body or denomination
;

the celebration of the
Lord's supper.

COM-MUN'ION-IST, n. One who is of the same communion.
COM-MUN'IQN-SER'VJCE,*?*. The service used at the cel-

ebration of the Lord's supper. Ash.

COM-MU'NI-TY, n. [communitas, L.] The commonwealth;
the body of the people ;

the public ;
the body politic ;

a

corporation ;
an association ;

common possession.

CpM-MU-TA-Bi'L'l-TY, n. The quality of being commuta-
ble.

COM-MU'TA-BLE, a. That may be commuted
; changeable.

CSM-MU-TA'TION, n. Act of commuting ; change ; altera-

tion
; ransom.

COM-MU'TA-TIVE, a. Relative to exchange. Sir T. Elyot.

CpM-MO'TA-TlVE-L,Y,arf. In the way of exchange. Browne.

CpM-MUTE', v. a. [commute, L.] [i. COMMUTED ; pp. COM
MUTING, COMMUTED.] To exchange ; to buy off or ransom
one obligation by another; to substitute one punishment
in place of another.

COM-MUTE', v. n. To bargain for exemption. South.

CpM-MUT'v-AL, (kgm-mut'yu-al), a. Jointly mutual
; recip-

rocal. Shak.

Cp-MdsE',* a. Hairy; having hairs or filaments. P. Cyc.
CoM'pXcT, 7i. [pactum, L.] A mutual and specific agree-
ment by which persons are bound firmly together; a
contract ; a covenant.

CpM-PACT', V. a.
[i. COMPACTED ; pp. COMPACTING, COM-

PACTED.] To join together with firmness
;
to league with

;

to join together.
COM-PXCT', a. [compactus,L.] Firm

;
solid

; close; dense
;

joined ;
held together.

CpM-pXcT'ED,* p. a. Joined together ; closely united.

CpM-PXcT'ED-LY, ad. Closely; firmly. Lovelace.

COM-PXCT'ED-NESS, n. Firmness
; density. Diguy.

CpM-PXcT'ER,* n. One who compacts or unites. C?. Pcnn.

fCoM-pXcT'i-BLE, a. That may be joined. Cockeram.

CpM-pXcT'LY, ad. In a compact manner; closely.
Cpat-PXcT'NESs, . State of being compact; firmness.

jCpM-pXcT^yRE, n. Structure. Spenser.
COM-PA'PE$, n. sing. & pi. [L.] A system or structure of
many parts united. Browne.

jCOM-PX^'l-NATE, v. a. To set together. Cockeram.

CpM-pX^-i-NA'Tiprr, n. Union
;
structure. Browne. [R.]

fCoM'PA-NA-BLE, a. [compagnable, old Fr.] Companiona-
ble. Chaucer.

tCoM'PA-NA-BLE-NESSj.n. Sociableness. Sidney.
tCoM'PA-Ni-A-BLE, a. Social. Bacon.

tCoM'pA-Ni-A-BLE-NESS, 7i. Sociableness. Bp. HaU.

COM-PAN'ION, (kom-pan'yun) n. [compagnon, Fr.] A person
with whom one frequently keeps company ;

a comrade
;
a

consort; a partner; an associate. (Naut.) The hut or

covering over a ladder or staircase in a ship.

tCQM-pXN'iQN,* v. a. To fit for a companion ;
to make

alike. Shak.

CpM-pXN'ipN-A-BLE, (kom-pan'yun-a-bl) a. Social; agree-
able. Walton.

COM-pXN'ipN-A-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being social.

Clarendon.

CQM-PXN'IQN-A-BLY, ad. In a companionable manner.
COM-PXN'IQN-LESS,* a. Destitute of companions. Mont-

gomery.
COM-PXN'IQN-SHIP, (kum-pan'yun-ship) n. Fellowship.
CQM-PAN'IQN-WAY,* 'n. (Naiit.) The staircase to the

cabin. Dana.

CSM'PA-NY, (kum'pa-ne) n. [compania, Sp. ; compagnic, Fr.]
A number of persons associated together; a number of

persons assembled together ;
an assembly ;

an associa-

tion
;
a society ;

a corporation ; fellowship ; a band
; per-

sons united in trade ;
a body corporate ;

a subdivision of
a regiment, or of a battalion of infantry.

fCoM'PA-NY, v. a. To accompany. Shak.

COM'PA-NY, v. n. To associate with
;
to be gay; to accom-

pany. Spenser.

||C6M'PA-RA-BLE, [kom'pa-rft-bl, S. W. P. J. F.Ja.K. S/n* ;

kom-par'a-bl, Ash.} a. That may be compared; being
equal in regard. [ley.

IICOM'PA-RA-BLE-NESS,* re. State of being comparable. Bai-

IJCOM'PA-RA-BLY, ad. In equal regard.

COM'PA-RATES, [kom'pa-rats, Ja. S;n. Wb. ; kom-par'a-tez,
P. K^] n. pi. (Logic) The two things compared to one
another.

tCoM-PA-RA'TIpN, n. Provision. Cockeram.

CQM-PXR'A-TIVE, a. Estimated by comparison ; having the

power of comparing. (Gram.) Expressing more or less,
as distinguished from positive and superlative.

fCoM-pXR'A-TlVE, n. One who makes comparisons. Shak.

CQM-PXR'A-TI'VE-LY, ad. In a state of comparison.
I CQM-PARE', v. a. [comparo, L.] [;'.

COMPARED
; pp. COM

PARING, COMPARED.] Tomeasure one thing by another
;
to

show how one thing agrees with another.

CQM-PARE', 7\ 7i. [f To vie. Spenser.] To bear a compari-
son ;as, "No person can compare with him". MonUi. Rev.

CQM-PA.RE', n. Comparison ;
simile

;
similitude. Shak.

CQM-PAR'ER, n. One who compares.
COM-PAR'ING, n. Act of forming comparison.
CoM-PXR'l-SON, (kom-par'e-sn or kom-par'e-sun) [kom-

par'e-san, S.P.J.K.; kom-par'e-sn, F. ; kom-par'e-sun or

kom-par'e-sn, W. Sm,:] n. Act of comparing; ?-tate of

being compared ; a comparative estimate
;
a simile in

writing or speaking; a resemblance stated ;
a similitude

;

the formation of an adjective through its various degrees
of signification, as, strong, stronger, strongest,

CpM-pXRT', v. a. [con and partior, L.] [i.
COMPARTED

; pp.

COMPARTING, COMPARTED.] To divide
;
to mark out into

parts. Wotton.

fCoM'PART, 7i. Member. J. Scott. [Pope.

COMXPART'I-MNT, n. [Fr.] A division ; compartment.
COM-PAR-TI"TION, (kom-par-tish'yn) n. Act of dividing ;

the part marked out ;
a division.
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COM-PART'MENT, n. A division or a subdivisional part of

a building ;
a separate part of a design.

COM-PART'NER, n. A sharer. Pearson. See COPARTNER.

fCoM-PART'NER-smp,* 7i. C( partnership. Ford.

CoM'PASS, (kum'pas) v. a. [compasser, Fr.] [i.
COMPASSED ;

pp. COMPASSING, COMPASSED.] To encircle ; to environ ;
to

walk round ;
to surround

;
to invest

; to encompass ;
to

besiege ;
to grasp ;

to inclose
;
to obtain

;
to procure ;

to

attain
;
to meditate or contrive.

COM'PASS, (kum'pas) n. Circle
;
round

;
extent ;

reach ;

grasp; space; inclosure ; circumference: the power of

the voice ;
extent of key in music : the magnetic appa-

ratus for steering ships; the mariner's compass. pi.

An instrument for describing circles.

C6M'PASS-A-BLE,* a. That may be compassed. Burke.

COM'PASS-BOX,* 7i. A box for holding the mariner's com-
pass. Phillips.

C6M'PASS-Di'AL,*7i. A small dial fitted into a box, for the

pocket, to show the hour of the day by the direction of

the needle. Crabb.

COM'PASS-E,* 71. pi. A mathematical instrument for di-

viding, measuring, and drawing circles. Crabb.

CpM-PXs'siON, (kom-pash'un) n. [con and patior, L.] Grief

for the suffering of others
; pity ; commiseration.

tCoM-pXs'siON, v. a. To compassionate. Shak.

\CpM-FXs'sipN-A-BLE, a. Deserving of compassion. Bar-
row.

fCpM-pXs'sipN-A-RY, a. Compassionate. Cotgrave.
CpM-pXs'sipN-ATE,'a. Inclined to pity ; merciful ; tender.

CpM-pXs'sipN-ATE,(k9m-pash'un-at) v. a.
[i. COMPASSION-

ATED
; pp. COMPASSIONATING, COMPASSIONATED.] To pity J

to commiserate.

CpM-pXs'sipN-ATE-LY, ad. Mercifully; tenderly.

CpM-pXs'sipN-ATE-NESS, n. Disposition to pity.

COM'PASS-NEE-DLE,* n. The needle of the compass.
Phillips.

CCJM'PASS-SAW, n._
A species of saw that cuts round.

C^M'PASS-WIN'DOW,* 71. (Arch.') A circular bay-window
or oriel. Britton.

tCoM-PA-TER'Nj-TY, n. [con and patcrnitas, L.] The rela-

tion of godfather. Dames.

CpM-PXT-i-BiL'i-TY, 7i. The quality of being compatible.
4

CpM-PXT'j-BLEJ a. [compatible, old Fr.] That may exist

with ;
suitable to ;

fit
;
consistent ; agreeable.

'

COM-pXT'l-BLE-NESS, n. Compatibility ; consistency.
CpM-PXT'i-BLY, ad. Accordantly ; fitly ; suitably.

fCPM-PA'TIENT, (kom-pa'shent) a.

'

Suffering together.
Buck.

||CpM-PA'TRI-PT, [kom-pa'tre-ut, W. P.J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ;

kom-pat're-ut, Wb.] n. [con and patria, L.] One of the
same country; a fellow-countryman.

IjCpM-PA'TRi-pT, a. Of the same country. Jikenside.

||CpM-PA'TRi-pT-IM,* n. The state of being compatriots.
Q. Rev.

CPM-PEER', n. [compar, L.] An equal ;
a mate

;
a com-

panion.
CPM-PEER', v. a. To be equal with; to mate. Shak. [R.]

COM-PEL', v. a. [compello, L.] [i. COMPELLED
; pp. COM-

PELLING, COMPELLED.] To force to some act
;
to oblige;

to constrain ; to necessitate.

COM-PEL'LA-BLE, a. That may be compelled. Blackstone.

CPM-PEL'LA-BLY, ad. In a forcible manner.

CoM-PEL-LA'TipN, 7i. Style of address ; a ceremonious

appellation ; as,
"

Sire, Sir, Madam," &c.

CPM-PEL'LA-TP-RY, a. Compulsory. Cavendish.

COM-PEL'LER, 71. One who compels.
CPM-PEL'LIN,*P. a. Constraining; forcing; using com-

pulsion.
COM'PEND, n. [compendium, L.] An abridgment ;

a summa-
ry ;

an abstract ;
an epitome ;

a compendium.
(CpM-PEN-DI-A'Rl-oiJs, a. Short; contracted. Bailey.

[CPM-PEN'DI-ATE, v. a. To sum together; to comprehend.
Bp. King.

fCpM-PEN-Dj-os'l-TY, n. Shortness. Bailey.

||CpM-PEN'Dl-OUS, [k9m-pen'de-us, P. J.Ja. S/ra.;koin-pen'-

dyus, S. E. F. K. ; kom-pen'je-us, W.] a. Short
; sum-

mary ; abridged ;
concise ; brief.

HCOM-PEN'DI-OUS-LY, ad. Shortly ;
in epitome. Hooker.

ICOM-PEN'DI-OUS-NESS, n. Shortness; brevity. Bentlcy.

||CpM-PEN'Dl-UM, 71. [L. compendium i pi. compendia.} Eng.
pi. COMPENDIUMS. An abridgment; a summary ;

an ab-
stract ;

an epitome ;
a compend. Watts.

fCpM-PEN'sA-BLE, a. That may be recompensed. Cotoravc.

COM-PEN'SATE, [kom-pen'sat, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ;

kom'pen-sat or k9m-pen'sat, K. ; kom'pen sat, Wb. See

CONTEMPLATE.] v. a. [compenso, L.] [i. COMPENSATED ; pp.

COMPENSATING, COMPENSATED.] To pay what is due; to

requite ; to remunerate ;
to recompense.

CPM-PEN'SATE,*?;. n. To make compensation. Smart.

COM-PEN-SA'TION, n. Something paid for service, injury,
or privatioji ; recompense ;

amends.

CoM-PEN-sA'TipN-BXL'ANCE,* n. (Horology) The bal-

ance of a chronometer, so contrived that two opposite
actions counteract each other's effect, and equalize its

momentum under all changes of temperature and climate
Hamilton.

CQM-PEN'SA-TIVE, a. That compensates. Bailey.
CQM-PEN'SA-TO-RY, a. That makes amends.
tCQM-PENSE', v. a. To compensate. Bacon.

fCoM-PE-REN'Dl-NATE, o. a. [comperendino, L.] To delay.
Bailey.

,
71. Delay ;

dilatoriness. Bailey.
COM-PETE', v. n. [i. COMPETED; pp. COMPETING, COM-

PETED.] To be in a state of competition ;
to seek or

strive for something with another
; to rival

;
to con-

tend. Bp. Hcber.

COM'PE-TENCE, )n. State of being competent; such a

COM'PE-TEN-CY, j quantity as is sufficient, without su-

perfluity ; sufficiency; ability; capacity. (Law) The
power or capacity of a judge, or court, to take cognizance
of an affair

; legal ability of a witness to give testimony.
COM'PE-TENT, a. [competens, L.] Suitable

;
fit

;
able

;
ca-

pable ; adequate ; adapted to
;
convenient

; reasonable ;

moderate
; qualified.

COM'PE-TENT-LY, ad. Adequately ; properly ; suitably.

fCpM-pET'l-BLE, a. Suitable to. More. See COMPATIBLE.

fCQM-PET'i-BLE-NESS, n. Fitness; compatibleness.
CoM-PE-Ti''TiQN, (kom-pe-tish'un) n. [con and petitio,

L.] Rivalry ;
state of contention

;
emulation

;
contest

;

double claim.
CoM-PET'i-TlVE.* a. Relating to competition ;

emulous.
H. Martineau. [R.]

COM-PET'I-TQR, n. A rival
;
an opponent.

COM-PET'i-TQ-Ry, a. Being in competition. Faber. [R.]

COM-PET'I-TRESS, / n. She who is a rival. Lord Herbert.

CQM-PET'i-TRiX, \ [R.]

COM-PI-LA'TIQN, 7i. The act of compiling ;
that which is

compiled ;
a collection from various authors.

fCoM-Pl-LA'TpR, 7i. A collector ;
a compiler. Chaucer.

CoM-PlLE', v. a. [compile, L.] [i.
COMPILED

; pp. COMPIL-

ING, COMPILED.] To form a literary work by collecting

parts or passages from various authors
;
to write ; to

compose, [t.
To comprise ;

to make up ;
to put together ;

to

build. Spenser.]
COM-PILE'MENT, n. Compilation. Sir H. Wotton. [R.]

COM-PIL/ER, 7i. One who compiles.

CQM-PLA'CENCE, ) n. Pleasure ; satisfaction
; gratifica-

COM-PLA'CEN-CY, )
tion

;
mildness

; civility ; complai-
sance.

COM-PLA'CENT, a. [complacens, ~L.] Civil; affable; mild.

tCoM-PLA-CEN'TIAL, a. Accommodating ; complaisant.

Baxter._
COM-PLA'CENT-LY, ad. In a complacent or easy manner.

CQM-PLAIN', v. n. [complaindre, Fr.] [i. COMPLAINED; pp.

COMPLAINING, COMPLAINED.] To utter expressions of

grief, sorrow, uneasiness, dissatisfaction, or censure
;
to

murmur
;
to lament

; to inform against.

COM-PLAIN', v. a. To lament ; to bewail. Fairfax. [R.1

CQM-PLATN'A-BLE, a. To be complained of. Feltham. [R.]

COM-PLAIN'ANT, n. (Law) One who urges a suit
; plaintiff.

COM-PLAIN'ER, n. One who complains ;
a murmurer.

CPM-PLAIN'ING, n. Expression of sorrow or injury.

COM-PLAIN'ING,*P. a. Making complaint ; murmuring.
COM-PLAINT', n. Accusation ;

lamentation
;
a malady ;

a

disease; information against. (Law) An allegation
made to a proper officer that some person has been

guilty of an offence.

fCpM-PLAlNT'FOL, a. Full of complaint. Huloet.

COM-PLAI-XNCE', (kom-ple-zins') 7i [Fr.] Civility ;
cour-

- tesy ;
condescension ; urbanity ; politeness.

COM-PLAI-ANT', (k8m-ple-zant') a. [complaisant, Fr.]
Civil

; seeking to please by exterior manners ; courteous ;

polite.

COM-PLAI-^XNT'LY, ad. In a complaisant manner.

COM-PLAI-^XNT'NESS, n. Complaisance. [R.]

COM-PLA'NATE, v. a. To make level; to form with an
even surface. Derham.

CPM-PLANE', v. a. Same as complanate. [R.]

CPM-PLEAT', a. See COMPLETE.
COM'PLE-MENT, n. [complementum, L.] A complete set

;
the

full quantity or number: that which is wanted to com-

plete or fill up some quantity or thing ;
as in geometry,

90 bein^ the number of degrees in a quadrant of a cir-

cle, if there are 65 degrees, 25 will be the complement.
COM-PLE-MENT'AL, a. That fills up or completes.

tCoM-PLE-MENT'A-RY, 7i. A complimenter. B. Jonson.

COM-PLE-MENT'A-RY,* a. Completing; supplying a defi-

ciency ; complemental. "Any two colors which, when
combined together, produce white light, are said to be

complementary to one another." Roget.

COM-PLETE', a. [completes, L.] Perfect; full; entire;

whole
;_
total

;
consummate

;
finished ;

ended.

COM-PLETE', v. a. [i.
COMPLETED ; pp. COMPLETING, COM-

PLETED.] To perfect ;
to finish; to consummate; to ac-

complish ;
to effect ; to fulfil

;
to execute ;

to achieve.

CPM-PLETE'LY, ad. In a complete manner ; perfectly.

fCpM-PLETE'MENT, n. Act of completing ; completion.
More.
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CQM-PLETE'XESS, 71. State of being complete.

CQM-PLE'TIQN, n. Act of completing ; accomplishment ;

utmost height ; perfect state
; close; end.

CQM-PLE'TIVE, a. Making complete. Harris.

CQM-PLE'TQ-RY, [kom-pl5'to-re, Ja. K. Sm. Todd; kom'-

ple-to-re, Wb.] a. Fulfilling; completing. Barrow.

C6M'PLE-TQ-RYr

,
?i. [completorium, low L.] The evening

service ;
the last prayer or breviary of a set service ;

compline. Hooper.
COM'PLEX, a. [complexus, L.] Intricate : of many parts ;

not simple.

fCoM'PLEX, ?(. Complication ;
collection. South.

CQM-PLEXEU', (kom-pleksf) a. Complicated. Browne.

CQM-PLEX'ED-NESS, n. Complication ;
involution of

many particular parts in one integral.

CQM-PLEX'IQN, (k<?m-plek'shun) n. Complication : the

color of the skin, or of the external parts of any body :

the temperament, habitude, or natural disposition of the

body.
COM-PLEX'IQN-AL, ^m-plek'shyn-al) a. Depending on

or relating to the complexion or temperament.
CQM-PLEX'ION-AL-LY, ad. By complexion. Browne.

CQM-PLEX'IQN-A-RY,' a. Relating to the complexion.
Taylor.

COM-PLEX'IQNED, (k9m-plek'shund) a. Having a com-
plexion. L. Addison.

CQM-PLEX'I-TY, n. State of being complex. Burke.

COM-PLEX-LY, ad. In a complex manner.

CdM'PLEX-NEss, n. The state of being complex. A.
Smith.

CQM-PLfix'URE, (k9m-plek'shur) n. The involution or

complication of one thing with others. [R.]

CQM-PLI'A-BLE, a. That can bend ; disposed to comply.
CQM-PLI'ANCE, n. Act of complying or yielding; submis-

sion ; acquiescence ;
assent.

CQM-PLI'ANT, a. Yielding; bending; submissive; civil.

CQM-PLI'ANT-LY, ad. In a compliant or yielding man-
ner.

COM'PLI-CA-CY,* 7t. State of being complicate. EC. Rev.

CoM'PLl-CATE, v. a. [complico, L.T
[i. COMPLICATED; pp.

COMPLICATING, COMPLICATED.] To entangle one with

another; to join; to involve mutually ; to implicate.

COM'PLI-CATE, a. Compounded of many parts; compli-
cated.

COM'PLI-CATE-LY, ad. In a complicated manner.

COM'PLI-C^TE-NESS, n. Intricacy ; perplexity. Hale.

CoM-PLf-cX'TlQN, n. State of being complicated ; the act

of involving one thing in another; entanglement; intri-

cacy.

fCoM'PLl^E, (kom'pljs) n. An accomplice. Shak.

CQM-PLI<,:'I-TY,* ?. The state of being an accomplice. J.

Q. Adams. [R.]

CQM-PLI'ER, n. One who complies.
COM'PLI-MENT, 71. [Fr.] An act or expression of civili-

ty, usually understood to mean less than it declares;
commendation

; praise ;
delicate flattery.

COM'PLI-MENT, V. a. [L COMPLIMENTED
; pp. COMPLI-

MENTING, COMPLIMENTED.] To soothe or gratify with

expressions of civility or respect ;
to flatter

;
to praise.

COM'PLI-MENT, v. n. To use adulatory language. Milton.

COM-PLI-MENT'AL,, a. Implying compliments. Shak.

COM-PLJ-MENT'AL-LY, ad. By way of compliment.
COM-PLJ-MEHT'A-RY,* a. Bestowing compliment; con-

gratulatory; expressive of civility, honor, respect, or

compliment. Perry.
CSM-PLI-MENT'A-TIVE,* a. Complimentary. Boswell. [R.]
C5M'PLi-MENT-ER, n. One who compliments.
COM'PLINE, ;i. [completinum, low L.] The last prayer or

act of worship at night, in the Romish church
;
com-

pletory.

fCoM'PLjsH, v. a. To accomplish. Spenser.

fCQM-PLORE', v. 7i. [comploro, L.] To lament together.
Cockeram.

COM'PLOT. [kom'plot, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; k9m-plot',
P. Ja.] n. [Fr.] A joint plot; a confederacy in a plot.

CQM-PLOT', v. n.
[i. COMPLOTTED ; pp. COMPLOTTING, COM-

PLOTTED.I To form a plot ; to conspire. Bacon. [R.]
CQM-PLOT', v. a. To plan ;

to contrive. Milton.

CQM-PLOT'MENT, n. Conspiracy. Dean King. [R.]
COM-PLOT'TER, 71. A conspirator. Sir O. Buck. [R.]
CQM-PLY', v. n. [complaire, Fr.] [i. COMPLIED ; pp. COMPLY-

ING, COMPLIED.] To yield; to accord with; to accede;
to consent ;

to assent
;
to acquiesce.

fCoM-PON'DER-ATE, v. a. [compondera, L.] To weigh to-

gether. Cockeram.

CQM-PO'NENT, a. [componcns, L.] Constituting a com-
pound body ; forming a part.

CpM-pd'NENT,* n. The elementary part of a compound.
Dr. .Johnson.

CQM-PORT', v. n. [comjiortcr, Fr.] [i. COMPORTED
; pp.

COMPORTING, COMPORTED.] To be suitable, proper, or
fit

;
to agree ; to suit

;
to bear.

CQM-PORT', v. a. To bear ;
to endure

;
to behave. Con-

greve.

tCoM'PORT, fkom'port, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; kom-
p5rt', S. P.] n. Behavior; conduct.- Jty. Taylor.

CQM-PORT'A-BLE, a. Consistent
; proper. Wotton.

fCOM-PORT'ANCE, n. Behavior; bearing. Spenser.
fCoM-PQR-TA'TiQN, n An assemblage. '.Bp. Richardson.
fCQM-PORT'MENT, n. Behavior

; deportment. Hale.
CQM-P5E', (kom-poz') v. a. [compono, L.] [i. COMPOSED ;

pp. COMPOSING, COMPOSED.] To form a compound ;
to

join part to part, as a literary author, as a musical author,
&c.

;
to write, as an author: to compound ; to put to-

gether; to constitute; to adjust; to calm; to quiet; to

shape; to fashion. (Printing) To arrange the letters or

typcs_in the composing stick.

CQM-POED', (kom-po/,d') p. a. ftuiet
;
calm

;
serious.

CQM-PO'ED-LY, ad. Calmly ; sedately. Clarendon.

CQM-PO$'ED-NESS, . Sedateness
; tranquillity. Willdns.

CQM-PO'ER, TO. One who composes ;
an author, specially

a musical author: an adjuster of printing types. See
COMPOSITOR.

CQM-PO'iNG-RrJLE,*7i. (Printing) A piece of brass rule
which is laid in a compositor's composing stick. Brande.

CQM-PO'I]VG-STICK,* n. (Printing) An instrument in
which a compositor arranges the words and lines.
Brande.

CQM-PO'ITE, [kpm-poz'jt, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.; kom'p?-
zit, Brande.} a. Compounded ; united together by a
federal compact. (Arch.) Noting the last of the five
orders of architecture, so named because it is com-
pounded of the Corinthian and Ionic orders. (Bot.)
Arranged in dense heads, or capitula, and surrounded
by one or more external rows of bracts, forming an in-
volucre. (Arithmetic) A composite number is a number
that can be divided by some other number greater than
unity.

COM'PQ-^TTE,* n. A composition ;
a union. Harris.

C6M-PO-i"TiQN, (kom-p9-zish'un) n. Act of composing;
thing composed ;

act of compounding; combination of
different parts ; a mass formed of different ingredients ;

the arrangement of various figures in a picture ; adjust-
ment

; agreement ; regulation ;
a literary work ; a mu-

sical work: the act of setting types in a composing-
stick : synthesis, as opposed to analysis, in logic, mathe-
matics, chemistry, <fcc. (Gram.) The act of joining two
words together, or of prefixing a particle to a word.
(Low) The act of discharging a debt of a bankrupt by
paying a part ;

the act of exempting lands from the pay-
ment of tithes.

CQM-PO'I-T][VE, (k9m-poz'e-tiv) a. Compounded; or

having the power of compounding. Bosworth.

CQM-PO'i'TQR, n. One who composes ; specially one
who ranges and adjusts the types in printing.

C(JMlpQsMEN'Tfij,* [L.1 Being of sound mind.

tC6M-PQ-ESs'QR, 7i. A joint possessor. Sherwood.

CQM-POS-SI-BIL'J-TY,* n. Possibility of existing together.
Scott. [R.]

fCoM-Pos'sr-BLE, a. Consistent. Chillingworth.

COM'POST, n. [Fr.] A mixture of various substances for

enriching the ground ;
manure formed by mixing one or

more_different ingredients with dung ; any mixture.

COM-POST', v. a. To manure
;
to plaster. Bacon.

COM'POST,* a. Combined
;
mixed together. Burke.

|CQM-POST'vRE, 7i. Soil
;
manure. Shak.

CQM-PO'URE, (k9m-po'zhur) n. [fComposition. Watts.

Adjustment. Duppa.] Tranquillity; sedateness; calm-
ness ; qujet.

COM-PQ-TA'TIQN, n. [compotatio, L.] Act of drinking to-

gether. Browne.

COM-PQ-TA'TQR, n. One who drinks with another. Pope.

C5M'POTE,* 7i. [Fr.] Stewed fruit; fruit prepared in

sirupL W. Ency.
COM-PO'TQR,* n. A compotator. Walker. [R.]

CQM-PoOND', v. a. [compono, L.] [i.
COMPOUNDED

; pp.

COMPOUNDING, COMPOUNDED.] To form from different in-

gredients or parts ;
to mix

;
to blend ; to mingle ;

to com-
bine

;
to adjust or settle a difference by mutual agreement

or concession ; to bring to terms of agreement ;
to dis-

charge a debt by paying only a part.

CQM-POOND', v. n. To come to terms; to bargain; to

agree; to come to terms by yielding something on each

side.

CoM'PopND, a. Formed of many or of different ingredi-

ents, divisions, or parts ;
not simple. ( Gram.) Composed

of two or more words. Compound interest, interest

charged not only on the principal, but also on the interest.

CSM'PofJND, 71. Something compounded ;
a whole or mass

formed of several parts or ingredients.

CQM-POOND'A-BLE, a. Capable of being compounded.
CQM-POOND'ED,* p. a. Composed of several different

parts or materials.

CQM-PbOND'ER, 71. One who forms a compound ; one
who compounds a difference for a debt, or for a felony,
i. e. agrees with a felon to let him escape : one who, at a

university, pays extraordinary fres, proportioned to his

estate, for the degrees which he takes.
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fCoM-PRE-CA'TlpN, 7i. [comprecatio, L.J Supplication;
public prayer. JSp. Willdns.

COM-PRE-HEND', v. a. [comprchendo, L.] [i.
COMPRE-

HENDED; pp. COMPREHENDING, COMPREHENDED.] To
comprise ;

to include
;
to embrace

;
to contain in the

mind
;
to understand

;
to conceive.

COM-PRE-HEND'ER,* n. One who comprehends. Cud-
worth.

CoM-PRE-HiiND'iNG,* p. a. Including; comprising ;
con-

ceiving.
COM-PRE-HEN'SI-BLE, a. That may be comprehended.
COM-PRE-HEN'SI-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being com-

prehensible. More.

COM-PRE-HEN'SI-BLY, ad. With comprehension.
COM-PRE-HEN'SION, n. Act of comprehending ; power
of comprehending; summary; epitome; knowledge;
capacity.

COM-PRE-HEN'SIVE, a. Embracing much; capacious;
extensive

; large ;
wide

; compendious.
COM-PRE-HEN'SIVE-LY, ad. In a comprehensive manner.

COM-PRE-HEN'SIVE-NESS, n. duality of including much.

tCoM-PRJE-HEN'spR, /i. One well versed in knowledge.
Bp. Hall.

fCpM-PRES-BY-TE'Ri-AL, a. Relating to the Presbyterian
form of ecclesiastical ministration. Milton.

CpM-PRESS', v. a. [comprimo, com.pressu.rn, L.] [i. COM-
PRESSED ; pp. COMPRESSING, COMPRESSED.] To preSS tO-

gether ; to condense ;
to contract

;
to embrace

;
to squeeze.

COM'PRKSS, n. A bolster of linen used iu surgery. Wise-
man.

CpM-PRES-si-Bl'L'j-TY, n. duality of being compressible.
CpM-PREs'si-BLE, a. Capable of being compressed, or
reduced to smaller dimensions.

COM-PRES'SI-BLE-NESS, n. Compressibility.
CoM-PREs'sipN, (k9m-presh'un) n. Act of compressing;

forcible contraction ; condensation.

CQM-PRES'SIVE, a. Having the power to compress.
Smith.

COM-PRESS'VRE, (kpm-presh'ur) ?i. The act or force
of bodies pressing together ; compression.

tC6M'pRlsT, (kom'prest) n. A fellow-priest. Milton.

CpM-PRiNT', v. n. [comprimo, L.] [i.
COMPRINTED

; pp.
COMPRINTING, COMPRINTED.J To print together. (Law)
To print surreptitiously. Phillips.

COM'PRINT,* n. (Law) A surreptitious printing of a work
belonging to another. Phillips.

CQM-PRI'AL, n. The act of comprising. Barrow.

CpM-PRIJjfE', (kom-prlz') v. a. [comprendre, compris, Fr.]

[i.
COMPRISED

; pp. COMPRISING, COMPRISED.] To COU1-

prehend ; to embrace
;
to contain

; to include.

CpM-PRl'lN<j,* p. a. Comprehending ; including.
fCoM'pRp-BATE, v. n. [comprobo, L.] To agree with

;
to

concur in proof. Sir T. Elyot.

fCoM-PRp-BA'xipN, n. Joint proof; attestation. Browne.

COM'PRQ-MI^E, (kom'pro-mlz) n. [compromissum, L.] A
mutual agreement or promise of parties at difference to

refer their controversies to arbitrators ;
a compact or ad-

justment in which concessions are made on each side.

C6M'PRO-MIE, v. a.
[i. COMPROMISED ;pp. COMPROMISING,

COMPROMISED.] To compound ;
to adjust by mutual

concessions
;

to agree. Shak. To put to hazard
;
to

compromit. Smart. $gT
" This sense (an application of

the word borrowed from French usage) ought, perhaps,"
says Smart, "to be expressed only by compromit; and
such is the usage of American, but not generally of
English writers."

COM'PRQ-MIE, v. n. To agree ; to accord. Fuller. [R.]
CoM'PRp-Mis-ER, . One who compromises.
COM'PRO-MI$-ING,* p. a. Adjusting a difference

; com-
pounding. [Bailey.

fCoM-PRQ-Mls-so'Rl-AL, a. Relating to a compromise.
CoM'PRp-MlT, v. a. [compromitto, L.] [i. COMPROMITTED ;

pp. COMPROMISING, COMPROMITTED.] To pledge \
to

promise. Sir T. ElyoL To bring into danger ;
to put to

hazard ;
to compromise. Henry Clay. See COMPROMISE.

CoM-PRp-vlN'ciAL, (kom-pro-vln'shfil) a. Belonging to
the same province. Ayliffe.

fCOMPT, (kbunt) n. [compte, Fr.] Account. Shak.
COMPT. (kount) v. a. To count. See COUNT.

(CoMPT, (komt) a. Neat; spruce. Cotgrave.
fCoMP'Ti-BLE, (koun'te-bl) a. Accountable. Shak.

fCoMPT'LY, (komt'le) ad. Neatly ; sprucely. Sherwood.

fCdMPT'NESS, (komt'nes) n. Neatness. Sherwood.

COMP'TPN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in ejected
masses on Vesuvius ;

a variety of zeolite. Brande.

COMP-TROL', (kon-trol') v. a. To control. See CONTROL.
CpMP-IROL'LER, (kon-trol'er) n. (Law) One who exam-

ines the accounts of the collectors of the public money ;
a

director and supervisor appointed to an office and receiv-

ing its profits or income ;
a controller. J^T" As a legal or

technical word, it is commonly written comptroller; in
other uses, controller. See CONTROLLER.

CpMp-TROL'LER-siii'p, (kon-trol'er-ship) n. The office of
comptroller.

CpM-PiJL'SA-TlVE, a. Compelling; forcing. [R.]
CpM-PijL'sA-TlVE-LY, ad. By force or constraint. Clarissa.

CpM-PUL'sA-Tp-RY, a. Compulsory. Shak. [R.]
CpM-PiJL'sipN, (k9m-pul'shun) n. [compulsio, L.] Act of

compelling ; state of being compelled ;
force ; violence ;

constraint.

CpM-PtJL'siVE, a. Having the power to compel; forcing.
CpM-PiiL'siVE-LY, ad. By force; by violence. Milton.

CPM-PUL'SIVE-NESS, n. Force
; compulsion.

CpM-pDL'sp-Ri-Ly, ad. In a forcible manner. Bacon.

CpM-PiJL'sp-RY, a. Compelling; using force; forcing;
forcible

; constraining.

CpM-PCNC/TipN, (kQrn-pungk'shun) n. [componction, Fr.]
Act of pricking ; repentance ; contrition

; remorse.

COM-PUNC'TION-LESS,* a. Being without compunction.
Dr. Mien.

CpM-P0Nc'TlOUS, (kpm-pungk'shus) a. Repentant; sor-

rowful; penitent; contrite. Shak.

CpM-pDNC'Tioys-LY,* ad. With compunction. Dr. AUen.

fCpM-PUNc'TjVE, a. Causing remorse.

fCpM-Pu'PiL ,'TI.
A fellow-pupil. Walton.

CoM-PT/R-GA'TlpN, n. [compurgatio, L.] (Law) The prac-
tice of justifying or establishing any man's veracity by
the testimony of another.

COM'PVR-GA-TOR, n. (Law) One who, by oath, testifies to

another's credibility or innocence.

CPM-PUT'A-BLE, a. That may be computed or numbered.

tCoM'py-TATE, v. a. To account; to compute. Cockeram.

CoM-py-TA'TlpN, 7t. Act of computing ;
estimate ;

a reck-

oning_; calculation.

CpM-PUTE', v. a. [computo, L.] [i. COMPUTED; pp. COMPUT-
ING, COMPUTED.] To count ; to estimate

;
to number ;

to
rate_;

to reckon
;
to calculate.

fCpm-PUTE', 7i. Computation. Browne.

CPM-PUT'ER, n. One who computes ;
a reckoner.

CoM'PV-TiST, [kom'pu-tist, S. W. P. F. R. ; k9m-pu'tist, Jo.

K. Sm.] n. A computer. Wotton. [R.]

||C6M'RADE, or CSltt'RADE, [kum'rad, & W. P. J. F. K. ;

kom'rad, E. Ja. Sm. Wb.} n. [camerade, Fr.] A compan-
ion

;
an associate.

||C6M'RADE-SH1P,* n. State of being a comrade. W. Scott,

jCoM/ROGUE, (kom'rog) n. A fellow-rogue. B. Jonson.

CON, A Latin inseparable preposition, which, at the begin-

ning of words, signifies union, association, &c.
; as, con-

course, a running together. See Co.

CON, ad. [contra, L.] An abbreviation of the Latin word
contra, against ; as, to dispute pro and con, is to dispute
for and against. It is used also substantively, as a cant
word for the negative side, or for a person who takes the

negative side, of a question; as, the pros and cons.

James.

CON, v. a. [i.
CONNED

; pp. CONNING, CONNED.] [To know.

Spenser.] To study ; to commit to memory. Shak.

C&N Jl-Md'RE,* [It.] With love, predilection, or inclina-

tion/

CQ-NA' TVS,* n. [L.] An effort
;
an attempt ;

a struggle.

'Paley.

CoN-cAltt'E-RATE, 7J. a. [concamero, L.] [I.CONCAMERATED ;

pp. CONCAMERATING, CONCAMERATED.] To BTCh OVCf
J
tO

lay concave over. drew.

CQN-CAM-E-RA'TION, n. Arch
;
vault. Sir T. Herbert.

CpN-CAT'E-NATE, v. a. [catena, L.] [i.
CONCATENATED ;

pp CONCATENATI NG, CONCATENATED.] To link together.

CQN-CXT-E-NA'TION, n. A linking; a series of links.

fCQN-CAUE', 7i. Joint cause. Fotherby.

CON-CA-VA'TION, n. The act of making concave. Bailey.

CON'CAVE, (kong'kav) a. [co?icavus, L.] Hollow without

angles, as the inner surface of a bowl or sphere ; opposed
to convex ; hollow. Concave lens, a lens having one side

flat, and the other slightly hollowed out.

CdN'cAVE, (kong'kav) n. A hollow ;
a cavity. Milton.

CON'CAVE, v. a. To make hollow. Seward. [R.]

CON'CAVE-NESS, (kong'kSv-nes) n. Concavity. [R.]

CON-CAV'I-TY, n. State of being concave ;
the internal

surface of a hollow spherical body ;
hollowness.

CQN-CA'VO-CON'CAVE, a. Concave on both sides.

CON-CA'VQ-CON'VEX, (kpn-ka'vo-kon'veks) a. Concave
on one side and convex on the other.

CpN-CA'voys, a. Concave
;
hollow without angles. Potter.

CQN-CA'VOUS-LY, ad. With hollowness. Brown. [R.]

CQN-CKAI.', (kph-sel') v. a. [concelo, L.] [^CONCEALED;
. pp. CONCEALING, CONCEALED.] To hide; to keep secret;

to secrete
;
to cover

;
to disguise.

CpN-CEAL'A-BLE, a. Capable of being concealed.

CPN-CEALED',* (k9n-seld') p. a. Hidden; kept secret.

CON-CEAL'ED-LY, ad. In a concealed or secret manner.

CPN-CEAI/ED-NESS, n. Privacy ; obscurity. [R.]

CPN-CEAL'ER, n. One who conceals. Bp. Hall.

CpN-CEAL/iNG, n. A hiding, or keeping close. Bp. Taylor.

CPN-CEAL'MENT, n. Act of concealing; state of being
concealed; privacy; a hiding-place; retreat.

CON-CEDE', v. a. [concedo, L.] [i.
CONCEDED ; pp. CONCED-

ING, CONCEDED.] To give up ;
to surrender; to allow

}

to yield ; to admit ; to grant.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RuLE.
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CQN-CEDE', v. n. To admit ;

to make concession. Bcntley.
CQN-CEIT', (k9n-sef) n. [conceptus, L.l Conception ;

un-

derstanding ; fancy; imagination; fantastical notion;
pleasant fancy ;

sentiment
; fondness ; favorable opinion ;

opinionative pride ; vanity. (Rhet.) [concetto. It.] An in-

genious thought or turn of expression ;
a point ;

a strik-

ing thought ; a fancy ; affected wit.

CQN-CEIT', v. a. [i. CONCEITED ; pp. CONCEITING, CONCEIT-

ED.] To conceive; to imagine; to believe; to fancy.
CQN-CEIT', v. n. To form a notion

;
to conceive. Todd.

CQN-CEIT'ED, a. Proud; opinionative; egotistical; vain;
self-conceited; assuming.

CQN-CEIT'ED-LY, ad. With conceit or foolish vanity.
CQN-CEIT'ED-NESS, n. Pride

; opinionativeness. More.

fCQN-CElT'LESS, a. Stupid ; without thought. Shak.

CQN-CEIV'A-BLE, a. That may be conceived
; imaginable.

CQN-CEIV'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being conceivable.

CQN-CEIV'A-BLY, ad. In a conceivable manner.

CQN-CEIVE', (kon-sev')v. a. [concevoir, Fr.] [i.
CONCEIVED

;

pp. CONCEIVING, CONCEIVED.] To admit into the womb
;

to form in the mind
;
to imagine ; to comprehend ;

to ap-
prehend ; to suppose ;

to understand
;
to think.

CQN-CEIVE', v. n. To think
; to become pregnant.

CQN-CEIV'ER, n. One who conceives.

CQN-CEIV'ING, n. Apprehension ; understanding. Shak.

fCQN-CEL'E-BRATE, v. a. To celebrate together. Shenoood.

CQN-CENT', n. [concentus, L.l Concert of voices
;
harmo-

ny. Bacon. Consistency. Milton. [R.]

fCQN CENT'ED, p. a. Made to agree with. Spenser.

ICQN-CENT'FOL, a. Harmonious. Fotherby.
CQN-CEN'TRATE, v. a. [con and centrum, L.] [?. CONCEN-
TRATED

; pp. CONCENTRATING, CONCENTRATED.] To drive
into the centre, or into a narrow compass ;

to bring to-

gether ;
to condense.

CQN-CEN'TRA-TED,* p. a. Brought together, or to a cen-
tre.

CSN-CEN-TRA'TIQN, n. The act of concentrating ;
state

of being concentrated
; condensation.

CQN-CEN'TRA-TlVE,* a. Tending to concentrate. Dr. Al-
len.

CQN-CEN'TRA-T!VE-NESS,* n. (Phren.) The faculty or

power of concentration. Combe.

CQN-CEN'TRE, (kon-sen'ter) v. n. To tend to one common
centre. Wotton.

CQN-CEN'TRE, (kon-sen'ter) v. a. To concentrate. Milton.

CQN-CEN'TRIC, ) a. Having one common centre.

CQN-CEN'TRI-CAL, f
Donne.

CQN-CEN'TRI-CAL-LY,* ad. In a concentrical manner.
Pennant.

C6N-CEN-TRlc'i-TY,* n. The state of being concentric.
Hassler.

CQN-CENT'V-AL, a. Harmonious. Warton. [R.]
CQN-CEP'TA-CLE, 7t. [conceptaculum, L.] A receptacle.

(Bot.) A follicle. Woodward.

CQN-cEp-Ti-BlL'i-TY,*n. The quality of being conceiva-
ble. Cudworth.

fCQN-CEP'Tl-BLE, a. Conceivable. Hale.

CQN-CEP'TIQN, (kon-sep'shun) n. [conceptio, L.] Act of

conceiving; thing conceived; the faculty or act of the
mind by which we combine a number of things together,
by means of something common to them all

; perception ;

notion ; idea
; image in the mind ; purpose ; thought.

tCQN-CEP'Tioys, (-shus) a. Fruitful
; pregnant. Shak.

CQN-CEP'TIVE, a. Capable of conceiving. Browne.

CQN-CEPT'V-AL-IST,* 7i. One who holds that the mind has
the power of forming general conceptions. D. Stewart.

CQN-CERN', (kon-sern') v. a. [concerno, low L.
; concerner,

Fr.] [i. CONCERNED ; pp. CONCERNING, CONCERNED.] To
relate to

;
to belong to ; to affect

;
to touch nearly ; to in-

terest ;
to disturb. To concern one's self, to intermeddle.

CQN-CERN', n. Business; affair; matter; interest; impor-
tance: moment; care; solicitude.

+CQN-CER'NAN-CY,*n. Concern; business. Shak.

CQN-CERNED',* (kon-sernd') p. a. Having concern
;
inter-

ested ; anxious. Watts.

CQN-CERN'ED-LY,ad. With concern or affection. Clarendon.

CQN-CERN'ING, prep. Relating to; with relation to. Bacon.

fCQN-CERN'iNG, 7i. Business; concern. Shak.

CQN-CERN'MENT, n. Concern; care; business; interest;
influence ;

intercourse
; importance ; moment ; interposi-

tion ;
emotion of mind. Dryden.

CQN-CERT', v.a. [concerter, Fr.] [i. CONCERTED ; pp. CON-
CERTING, CONCERTED.] To settle privately, or by consul-
tation ;

to plan ;
to manage ; to contrive

; to adjust.
CQN-CERT', v. n. To consult with

; to contrive.

CSN'CERT, n. A communication of designs; a plan.
(Mus.) A musical entertainment

; concord
; an assembly

of musicians performing before an audience.

fCoN-CER-TA'TIQN, n. [concertatio, L.] Contention. Bai-

ley.

fCQN-CERT'A-TiVE, a. Contentious ; quarrelsome. Bailey.

CQN-CERT'ED,*P. a. Planned; contrived; settled.

CQN-CER'TIQN,* n. Adjustment; contrivance. Young.
CQN-CERT'MENT,* n. The act of concerting. R. Pollok.

CQN-CER'TO, n.
[It.] pi. CONCERTOS. (Mus.) A piece

composed for a particular instrument, which bears the
greatest part in it, or in which the performance is partly
alone and partly accompanied by other parts. Brande.

CON'CERT-PITCH,* n. (Mas.) The pitch, or the degree of
acuteness or gravity, generally adopted for some one giv-
en note, and by which every other note is, of course, gov-
erned. P. Cyc.

CQN-CES'SIQN, (kon-sesh'un) n. [concessio, L.] The act of
conceding ; thing conceded ; a grant.

CQN-CES'SIQN-A-RY, a. Given by indulgence. Bailey.
CQN-CES'SIQN-IST,* n. One who makes or allows conces-

sion. QM. Rev.

CQN-CES'sfVE, a. Implying concession. Lowth.
CoN-CEs'srvE-LY, ad. By way of concession. Browne.
CQN-CES'SQ-RY,* a. Relating to or making concession. EC.

CQl\-CETr

Td,n. [It.] Conceit; affected wit. Shenstone.

C6NH, (kongk) n. [concha, L.] A marine shell.

C6N'X3H|-FER,* n. (Conch.) A bivalve mollusk. Brande.

CQN-^HIF'ER-OUS,* a. Having or producing shells. P.
Cyc.

CoN'jeniTE, (kong'kit) n. (Min.) A petrified shell.

C6N'HO/D, n.
[canchotde, Fr.] A mathematical curve, of

curious properties, suggested by the curve line of certain
shells.

CQN-jeiiolD'AL,* a. Relating to or resembling a conchoid.
Cleaveland.

CON-JBHQ-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to conchology. Turton.

CQN-CHOL'Q-GIST,* n. One who is versed in conchology.
Booth.

CQN-HOL'Q-Gy, 7i. The science of shells, or of testa-
ceous animals. Brande.

CON-JEHOM'E-TER,* 71. An instrument for measuring
shells. Smart.

C6N-jeHYL-l-A'cEOVS,*(-shus) a. Relating to shells. Smart.

CQN-HYL'l-OUS, a. Relating to shells. Smart.

CONCIERGE, (kon-sarj') n. [Fr.] The keeper of a great
house, or of a prison. Sir O. Buck.

fCQN-clL'l-A-BLE, n. [conciliabulc, old Fr.] A small as-

sembly. Bacon.

tCQN-ciL'j-A-BLE,* a. Conciliatory ;
to be conciliated. Mil-

ton.

fCQN-clL'lAR, (kpn-sil'yar) a. Relating to a council. Ba-
ker.

CQN-clL'lA-RY,* a. Relating to a council. Bp. Taylor. [R.]
CQN-clL'j-ATE, [k9n-sil'yat, S. W. E. F. Ja.; k9n-sil'e-at,

P. J. Sm. JR. ; k9n-sil'e-at or kon-sil'yat, K.] v. a. [concilia,

L.] [i. CONCILIATED J pp. CONCILIATING, CONCILIATED.]
To gain ; to win

;
to reconcile ;

to pacify.

CQN-clL-l-A'TiQN, n. Act of conciliating ; reconciliation.

CQN-clL'i-A-TlVE,* a. Reconciling ; conciliatory. Coleridge.
CQN-C!L'I-A-TQR, n. One who conciliates.

CQN-clL'l-A-TQ-RY, [kon-sil'e-a-tur-e, W. P. J. Ja. K. ;

kon-sil'ya-tur-e, S. E. F. Sm. ; kon-sjl-ya'tur-e, S.] a.

Tending to reconcile ; winning ; persuasive. Burke.

fCQN-ciN'NATE, v. a. To make fit. Cockeram.

CQN-C!N'NI-TY, n. Decency ; fitness. Peacliam. [R.]

fCQN-ctN'NOys, a. [concinnus, L.] Becoming ; pleasant.

fCoN'ci-Q-NA-TQR, (kon'she-9-na-tur) n. [L.J A preacher
Cockeram.

fCoN'ci-Q-NA-TQ-RY, (kon'she-9-na-t9-re) a. Used al

preachings or public assemblies. Howell.

CQN-CISE', a. [concisus, L.] Brief; short; expressed in few
words

; laconic ; summary ; compendious.
CQN-c5sE'LY, ad. Briefly; shortly; summarily.
CQN-CISE'NESS, n. Brevity ; shortness. Dryden.
CQN-cI"?iQN, (kon-sizh'un) n. [concisio, L.] A cutting off;

excision. South. [R.]

CON-CJ-TA'TIQN, n. [concitatio, L.] Act of exciting.
Browne.

fCQN-clTE', . a. [concito,~L.] To excite. Cotgrave.
JCON-CLA-MA'TIQN, (kon-kla-ma'shun) n. [conclamatio, L.]
An outcry or shout of many together. May.

HCON'CLAVE, (kong'klav) n. [conclave,!*.] A private room ;

the place where the cardinals elect the pope ;
the assem-

bly of the cardinals.

||C6N'cLA-vIsT,* 7i. An attendant or servant of a cardinal
in conclave

;
a member of a conclave. Oibbon.

CQN-CLUDE', v. a. [conclude, L.l
[i. CONCLUDED ; pp. CON-

CLUDING, CONCLUDED.] [fTo include. Romans.] To de-

cide ; to determine ; to end ;
to finish

; to terminate.

CQN-CLiTDE', v. n. To infer; to determine ; to end.

fCQN-CLu'DEN-CY, 7t. Consequence ;
inference. Hale.

tCQN-CLU'DENT,'a. Decisive; ending. Bacon.

CQN-CLUD'ER, n. One who concludes.

CQN-CLUD'JNG,*P. a. Bringing to a conclusion ; ending j

last.

CQN-CLUD'ING-LY, ad. Conclusively. Dig-by.

fCON-CLU'si-BLE, a. Determinate. Hammond.

CQN-CLU'IQN, (kon-klu'zhun) n. Act of concluding; that

which is concluded
;

determination ; final decision ;

close ; end
; consequence or inference.

fCQN-CLu'lQN-AL, a. Concluding. Hooper.-, . . . . -,-, . . .
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CON-CLU'SIVE, a. Decisive; final; ending debate.

CQN-CL,U'SIVE-LY, ad. In a conclusive manner.
CQN-CLO'SJVE-NSS, n. State of being conclusive.

CQN-CLU'SO-RY,* a. Tending to conclude ;
conclusive.

Clarkson.

CoN-CQ-XG'y-LATE, (kong-ko-itg'gu-Iat) r. a. To curdle or

congeal one thing with another. Boyle. [R.]
CON-CQ-AG-U-LA'TIQN, n. Act of concoagulating ; a coagu-

lation. [R.]

CQN-COCT', v. a. [concoquo, L.] [t. CONCOCTED; pp. CON-

COCTING, CONCOCTED.] To digest by the stomach ;
to pu-

rify or refine by heat
;
to ripen.

CQN-coCT'ER,*7i. One who concocts. Milton.

CQN-COC'TION, n. Act of concocting ; digestion; the turn-

ing of food to chyle ; maturation by heat.

CQN-COC'TIVE, a. Having power to concoct. Milton.

fCpn-cbi/QR, (kQn-kul'lur) a. [concolor, L.] Of one color.

Browne.

CQN-COM'l-TlNCE, ) n. State of being concomitant; sub-

CQN-COM'I-TAN-CY, )
sistence or connection with some-

thing else.

CQN-COM'J-TANT, a. [cowcomitans, L.] Accompanying; con-

joined with
; concurrent with.

CQN-COM'I-TXNT, n. A person or thing that accompanies,
or that is collaterally connected.

CQN-COM'J-TA_NT-LY, ad. In company with others.

tCQN-c6M'l-TATE, v. a. To be concomitant with. Harvey.
C6N COM*MO-DO,* [It.] (JWiw.) With an easy quickness.

Crabb.

CON'CORD, (kSng'kord) n. \concordia, L.] Agreement ;

peace; union; unity-, a compact; harmony; grammati-
cal agreement of words which relate to each other.

fCQN-CORD', v. n. To agree. Lord Clarendon.

CQN-CORD'A-BLE, a. Agreeing; harmonious. Todd.

CQN-coRD'A-BLy, ad. With concord. Rogers.
CQN-CORD'ANCE, n. Concord; agreement: appropriate-

ly, a dictionary which brings all the passages of the Bible

together that contain the same word, alphabetically ar-

ranged. $3rWalker says, that " some speakers pronounce
the word concordance with the accent on the first syllable,
when it signifies a dictionary of the Bible." All the

English orthoepists, however, concur in placing the ac-
cent on the second syllable.

CQN-COR'DAN-CY, n. Agreement. W. Mountagu.
CQN-COR'DANT,'a. Agreeable ; agreeing. Browne.

CQN-COR'DANT, n. That which is correspondent. Moun-
tagu.

CQN-COR'DANT-LV, ad. In conjunction. Mountagu.
CQN-COR'DAT,n. [concordatum, L. ; concordat, Fr.] Acorn-

pact; a convention. Swift. A public act or convention
between the pope and any prince.

CQN-COR'DIST,* n. A writer or author of a concordance.
Ch. Oft.

tCQN-COR'PO-RAL, a. Of the same body. Bailey.

CQN-COR'PQ-RATE, v. a. [con and corpus, L.] To unite in
one mass. Mp_. Usher. [R.]

CQN-COR'PQ-RATE, v. n. To unite into one body. Bp.
Hopkins.

CQN-COR-PO-RA'TIQN, n. Union in one mass. H. More.

CON'COURSE, (kong'kors) n. [concursus, L.] A confluence
of many ;

the multitude assembled
;
an assembly ; point

of junction.

CON-CRE-ATE', v. a. [con and creo, L.] To create at the
same time. Feltham. [R.]

fCQN-CRED'lT, v. a. To intrust. Barrow.

fCoN-CRE-MA'TlQN, n. [concremo, L.] Act of burning to-

gether. Bailey.

CON'CRE-MEN'T, n. A mass formed by concretion. Hale.

CQN-CRES'CENCE, n. The act of growing by spontaneous
union, or the union of separate particles. Raleigh.

CQN-CRES'CI-BLE,* a. Capable of concretion. Smart.

CQN-CRES'CIVE,* a. Growing together ; uniting. EC. Rev.

CQN-CRETE', v. n. [concresco, L.] [/. CONCRETED ; pp. CON-
CRETING, CONCRETED.] To coalesce into one mass; to

grow with inherent qualities.

CQN-CRTE', v. a. To form by concretion. Hale.

CON'CRETE, or CQN-CRETE', [kong'kret, S. P. E. F. Sm.
Wb. : kon-kr5t', W. Ja. K. Jlsfi. See DISCRETE.] a. Formed
by concretion ; composed of several ingredients or parts.

(Logic) Used as connected with its subject ;
not ab-

stract. _
CON'CRETE, (kong'kret) n. A mass formed by concretion

;

a compound; the whole subject, with all that adheres
to it.

CQN-CRET'ED,*P. a. Formed by concretion
; coagulated.

CQN-CRETE'LY, ad. In a concrete manner; not abstract-

edly.

CON-CRETE'NESS, n. State of being concrete.

CQN-CRE'TION, n. Act of concreting; state of being con-
creted

; mass concreted ; compound.
CQN-CRE'TIQN-AL,* a. Implying concretion. Brande.

CQN-CRE'TIQN-A-RY,* a. Relating to or having concretions.
P. Cyc.

CQN-CRE'TIVE, a. Coagulative. Browne.

CQN-CRE'TIVE-LY,* ad. In a concretive manner. Bp. Tay-
lor.

fCQN-CRET'VRE, n. A mass formed by concretion.

ICON-CREW', (kgn-kru') . n. To grow together. Spenser.
CQN-CR/M-I-NA'TIQN,* /.-, Joint accusation. Maunder. [R.]
CQN-CU'BI-NAGE, n. The act or state of living together as
husband and wife without being married.

CQN-CU'BI-NAL,* a. Relating to a concubine or concubi-

nage._^isft. [R.]
CQN-CU'BI-NA-RY, a. Relating to concubinage. Wheatley.
CQN-CU'BI-NA-RY,* n. One who practises concubinage. Bp.

Taylor.

fCQN-cu'Bl-NATE, n. Fornication. Bp. Taylor.
CoN'cy-BINE, (kong'ku-bln) n. [concubina, L.] A woman
kept by a man for cohabitation, but not his wife

;
a strum-

pet.

tCQN-cuL'clTE, v. a. [conculco, L.] To tread under foot.

Mountagu. _

fC6N-cvL-cA'TiQN, 7i. A trampling with the feet. Bailey.
CQN-CU'PIS-CENCE,?I. [concupiscentia, L.] Carnal appetite ;

lust. Hooker.

CQN-CU'PIS-CENT, a. Libidinous; lecherous. Shak.

tCQN-cu-pjs-CEN'TiAL, a. Relating to concupiscence.
CQN-CU'PJS-CI-BLE, a. Concupiscent. Shak. [R.]

CQN-cu'PJs-ci-BLE-NESS,* n. Concupiscence. Scott.

CQN-CUR', v. n. [concurro, L.] [i. CONCURRED ; pp. CON-

CURRING, CONCURRED.] To meet in one point; to agree;
to contribute with joint power ;

to coincide
;
to acqui-

esce.

CQN-CUR'RENCE, n. Union; act or state of concurring;
agreement ; help ;

combination
; joint action ; equal claim.

CQN-ciJR'REN-CY, n. Same as concurrence. Ayliffe.

CQN-CUR'RENT, a. Acting in conjunction ; conjoined; as-

sociate.

CQN-ctJR'RENT, n. A contributory cause
; jojnt right.

CQN-CUR'RENT-LY, ad. In a concurrent manner. Moun-
tagu.

CQN-CDR'RENT-NESS,* n. State of being concurrent. Scott.

CQN-CUR'RING,* p. a. Agreeing; uniting; meeting.
tCoN-cus-SA'TiON, n. Agitation ;

concussion. Bp. Hall.

JCQN-CUSSED', (kon-kusf) p. a. Shaken. Cockeram.

CQN-CUS'SIQN, (kon-kush'un) n. [concussio, L.] Act of

shaking ; agitation ;
state of being shaken ; commotion ;

agitation or injury (as of the brain) by a fall.

CQN-CUS'SIVE, a. Having the power of shaking ; agitating.

CQN-cOs'sY,* a. An epithet applied to a certain kind of
knots in timber-trees. Concussy knots are at the roots of
limbs which have decayed, and are destitute of bark

;
in

consequence of which the rottenness extends to the trunk
and into the heart of the tree. Maine Timber.

COND,* v. a. (JVaut.) To conduct a ship to a right course
;

to direct the steersman how to steer ;
to cun. Crabb.

CON-DEMN', (kgn-dem') r. a. [condemno, L.] [i. CONDEMNED;
pp. CONDEMNING, CONDEMNED.] To find guilty J

tO dOOIO
to punishment ;

to censure
;
to blame

;
to disapprove ;

to

reproach ;
to reprobate.

CQN-DEM'NA-BLE, a. Blamable
;
censurable

; culpable.

CoN-DEM-NX'TiON, n. Act of condemning ;
state of being

condemned
;
a sentence of punishment.

CQN-DEM'NA-TQ-RY, a. Implying condemnation.

CQM-DEM'NER, n. One who condemns.
CQN-DEN'SA-BLE, a. That may be condensed.

CoN-DEN'slTE, v. a. To condense. Hammond. [R.]

CQN-DEN'SATE, v. n. To grow thicker. Bailey. [R.]

fCON-DEN'sATE, a. Made thick
;
condensed. Peacham.

C6N-DEN-SA''TiQN, n. Act of condensing, or making more
dense ; compression.

CON-DEN'SA-TIVE, a. Having power to condense.

CON-DENSE', v. a. [condenso, L.] [i.
CONDENSED

; pp. CON-

DENSING, CONDENSED.] To make more dense or close; to

thicken
;
to compress.

CQN-DENSE', v. n. To grow dense. Boyle.

CON-DENSE', a. Thick
; dense

; compact. Milton.

CQN-DENSED',* (kon-denst')p. a. Made dense ; compressed.
CQN-DENS'ER, n. He or that which condenses

;
a metallic

vessel for condensing steam or air.

CQN-DNS'ING,* p. a. Making or growing dense or thick.

CQN-DEN'SI-TY, n. Denseness
; density. Bailey. [R.]

C6N'DER. n. [cojiduire, Fr.] One employed to direct her-

ring-fishers ; one who directs the helmsman. Cowel.

fCoN-DE-sCENCE', n. Descent from superiority. Putter.

CON-DE-SCEND', (kon-de-send') v. n. [condescendo, L.] [i.

CONDESCENDED
; pp. CONDESCENDING, CONDESCENDED.]

To descend from the privileges of superior rank or digni-

ty ; to yield ;
to submit ; to stoop.

CON-DE-SCEND'ENCE, n. A voluntary submission or yield-

ing; condescension. Mountagu. [R.]

fCoN-DE-scEN'DEN-CY,* 7i. Condescendence. Bailey.

CON-DE-SCEND'ING, n. Voluntary humiliation. Hammond.

CON-DE-SCEND'JNG,*;). a. Stooping ;
humble ;

meek
; kind.

CON-DE-SCEND'JNG-LY, ad. By way of kind concession.

CON-DE-SCEN'SIQN, n.' Act of condescending; voluntary
humiliation

;
descent from superiority ;

deference.
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fCoN-DE-scEN'siVE, a. Courteous
; condescending. Bar-

row. [R.]

fC5N-DE-scfiNT', n. Condescension. Bp. Hall.

CPN-DIGN', (k9n-dln') n. [condignus, L.] Worthy of a per-
son ;

suitable ;
deserved

;
merited. Sir T. Elyot.

CPN-DTG'NI-TY, n. Merit ; desert. Mountagu. [R.]
CPN-DIGN'LV,' (k9n-dln'le) ad. Deservedly.
CpN-DiGN'NESs,(k9n-din'nes) n. Suitableness to deserts.

CON'DJ-MENT, 7i. [cvndimentum, L.] Any thing used for

seasoning ;
a seasoning ;

sauce.

C5N-DIS-CI'PLE, (kon-dis-si'pl) n. [condiscipulus, L.] A
school-fellow, or fellow-disciple. Martin.

CPN-DITE', v. a. [condio, L.] To pickle ;
to preserve. Bp.

Taylor. [R.]

fC5N'D!TE, (kSn'djt) a. Preserved
;
conserved. Burton.

fCON'DJTE-MENT, n. Condiment. Racket.

fCpN-DlT'lNG, n. Act of preserving. Grew.

CpN-Dl"TipN, (k9n-dish'un) n. [conditio,Ij.] Quality; tem-

per ;
state

;
situation

; position ; station
; plight ; predica-

ment
;
rank

; stipulation ;
terms of compact ; compact ;

article of agreement.
CpN-Dl"TIpN, V. n. [i. CONDITIONED

; pp. CONDITIONING,
CONDITIONED.] To make terms; to stipulate. B. Jonson.

CpN-Dl"TipN, (k9n-dish'un) v. a. To contract; to agree
upon ;

to stipulate. Raleigh. [R.]

CpN-Di"TipN-AL, a. Implying conditions, stipulation, or

supposition ;
not absolute

; stipulated. [con.

fCpN-Dl"TipN-AL, (k9n-dish'un-?l) n. A limitation. Ba-

CpN-Dl-TipN-XL'j-TY, (k9n-dish-un-al'e-te) n. Limitation

by certain terms. Decay of Piety. [R.l

CpN-Dl"TlpN-AL-LY, ad. With conditions or limitations.

CpN-D*"TipN-A-RY,'(k9n-d!sh'un-a-re) a. Conditional. Nor-
ris. [R.]

tCpN-Dl''TlpN-ATE, v. a. To qualify ;
to regulate. Browne.

tCpN-Dl"TlpN-ATE, a. Conditioned. Hammond.
CpN-Dl"TlpNED, (kon-dish'und) a. Having qualities or

properties good or bad ; stipulated. Shak.

tCpN-Di"TlpN-LY, ad. On particular terms. Sidney.

CPN-DO'LA-TP-RY,* a. Expressive of condolence. Smart.

CpN-DOLE', v. n. [condoleo, L.] [i. CONDOLED ; pp. CONDOL-

ING, CONDOLED.] To lament with others ;
to sympa-

thize.

CpN-DOLE', 7?. a. To bewail with
;
to lament for. Milton.

CPN-DOLE'MENT, n. Grief; condolence. Milton.

CPN-DO'LENCE, n. Act of condoling ; grief for the sor-

rows _of another ; sympathy ; pity.

CPN-DSL'ER, n. One who condoles.

CPN-DOL'ING, n. Expression of condolence. Bp. Hall.

fC5N-Dp-NA'TIpN, 7i. [condonatio, L.] Act of pardoning.
Mountagu.

C6N'DpR,*n. (Ornith.) The great vulture of the Andes,
one of the largest birds that fly in the air. Humboldt.

CON'DRP-DITE,*TI. (Min.) See CHONDRODITE.
CpN-DUCE', v. n. [conduco, L.] [i. CONDUCED ; pp. CONDU-
CING, CONDUCED.] To promote an end

;
to contribute ;

to

tend.

fCpN-DUCE', TJ. a. To conduct. Wotton.

fCpN-DUCE'MENT, n. A leading to
; tendency. Gregory.

f-CpN-DU'cENT, a. That may contribute. Abp. Laud.

CpN-DU'd-BLE, a. Promoting ;
conducive. Bacon.

CPN-DU'CI-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being conducible.

More._
CPN-DU'CI-BLY, ad. In a manner promoting an end. [R.]

CPN-DU'CIVE, a. Tending to conduce or promote ;
assist-

ing; aiding.

CpN-Du'ciVE-NEss, 7i. Quality of being conducive. Boyle.
C6N'DUCT, n. [con and ductus, L.] Behavior; demeanor;
deportment ; manner of life

; management ; economy ;

convoy ;
act or warrant of convoying. Safe-conduct, a

passport given to a stranger or foreigner, to make him
safe or secure in passing through a country.

CpN-DUCT', v. a.
[i. CONDUCTED; pp. CONDUCTING, CON-

DUCTED.] To lead
;
to direct

; to manage ; to regulate ;

to guide.
CPN-DUCT',* TJ. n. To act; to conduct one's self. Dr. John

Eliot. Often used thus as a neuter verb in the U. S.

CON-Duc-Ti-BlL'l-TY,* n. The quality of being conducti-
ble. Prof. Wheatstone. [Wheatstone.

CpN-Df;c'Tl-BLE,*a. That maybe conducted or conveyed.
CpN-DfjcT'iNG,*;*. a. Leading; directing; managing.
CON-DOc'TipN, 7i. Pf Act of training up. B. Jonson.]
(Chcm.) Act of conducting, as caloric. Dewey.

CON-Dyc-Tl"TIOVS, (kon-duk-tish'us) a. [conductitius, L.]
Hired

; employed for wages. Ayliffe,.

CpN-otJCT'pR, 7i. One who conducts ; a leader
;
a direct-

or
;
a manager of a public travelling carriage : a surgical

instrument. (Elec.) A substance capable of receiving
and transmitting the electric fluid. Prime conductor,
that part of an electrical machine which collects and
retains the electric fluid.

CPN-DUC'TRESS, n. A woman who directs
;
directress.

CON'DUIT, (kun'dit) [kun'djt, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; kon'-

dwjt, S. ; kon'djt, E.] n. [conduit, Fr.] A water-pipe; a
vessel or canal for conducting fluids.

fCpN-Du'PLl-CATE, v. a. [conduplico,!*.] To double. Cock-
eram.

CPN-DU'PLI-CATE,* a. Doubled together. P. Oyc.
CpN-DU-PLj-CA'TlpN, 7i. A doubling. Bailey. [R.]
CON-DUR'RITE,* n. (Min.) An ore or oxide of copper.

(Anat.) The rounded
Dana.

CON'DYLE, (kon'dil) n.

head of a bone.

CoN'DY-LolD,* a. Relating to or like a condyle. Smart.

CON'DY-LOPE,* n. See CONDYLOPED. Kirby.
CpN-DYL'p-PED,* n. (Zool.) A species of encephalous ar-

ticulate animals, which have jointed feet. Brande.

CdNE, n. [KMVOS.] A solid body, of which the base is a cir-

cle, and the summit a point, called the vertex: a fruit

in the shape of a cone, as of the fir-tree, and a species of

strawberry.
CONE'SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like a cone. Buckland.

CO'NEY, or CON'EY, n. See CONY.
CON'FXB,* n. [contracted from confabulation.] Familiar talk

or conversation. Burney. [Colloquial.]
CpN-FlB'u-LAR,* a. Relating to talk

;
conversational. Qu.

Rev. JR.]

'

CpN-FAB'y-LATE, v.n. [confabulo, L.] [i. CONFABULATED ;

pp. CONFABULATING, CONFABULATED.] To talk easily to-

gether ;
to chat. Bullokar. Cowper. [ton.

CON-FXB-v-LA'TlpN, n. Careless talk
;
conversation. Bur-

tCpN-FXB'v-LA-Tp-RY, a. Belonging to talk. Weaver.

CON'FA-LON,*';*. One' of a confraternity of seculars in the
church of Rome, called penitents. Crabb.

tCoN-FA-MlL'iAR, a. Intimate. Glanville.

CpN-FlR-RE-A'TlpN, n. [confarreatio, L.] The solemniza-
tion of marriage by eating bread or a cake together. Ay-
liffe.

fCpN-FAT'ED, a. Decreed at the same time. Search.

CpN-FECT', v. a. [confectus, L.] [L CONFECTED ; pp. CON-

FECTING, CONFECTED.] [To compose ;
to form. Herbert.]

To make up into sweetmeats. Browne.

CON'FECT, n. A sweetmeat
;
a confection

;
a comfit. Hervey

CpN-FJGc'TIpN, n. A sweetmeat a preserve. Shale.

fCpN-FEc'TipN-A-RY, 7i. A confectioner. 1 Sam.

CpN-FEc'xipN-ER, n. A maker of sweetmeats.

CpN-FEc'TipN-ER-Y, n. Sweetmeats in general, or the

place where they are kept.

CpN-FEc'Tp-Ry, a. Relating to making confects. Beau-
mont.

CPN-FED'ER-A-CY, n. [confederation, Fr. ; fadus, L.] An
alliance of independent states for a common object ; the
states thus allied

;
a union

;
a league ;

federal compact.
CpN-FJSD'ER-ATE, v. a. [i. CONFEDERATED ; pp. CONFEDER-

ATING, CONFEDERATED/] To join in a league.

CPN-FED'ER-ATE, v. n. To league ;
to unite in a league.

Cpnr-FED'ER-ATE, a. United in league ;
allied.

CPN-FED'ER-ATE, n. Anally; an accomplice. Shak.

CPN-FED'ER-XT-ED,*^. a. United in confederacy ; leagued
together.

CPN-FED'ER-AT-ER,* n. One who confederates. Neele.

CPN-FED'ER-AT-ING, n. Alliance. Atterbury.

CPN-FD-ER-A'TION, n. League ;
alliance

; confederacy.
CpN-FER', v. n. [confero, L.] [i.

CONFERRED
; pp. CONFER-

RING, CONFERRED.] To discourse on a stated subject; to

consult
;
to discourse together.

CPN-FR', v. a. To give ;
to bestow ;

to grant; to present.

CON'FER-ENCE, n. Formal discourse
;

oral discussion
;

conversation
;
a meeting for discussion upon some matter

of disagreement, as between two legislative bodies; a

meeting for religious conversation ;
an ecclesiastical as-

sembly or association, as among the Methodists.

CON'FER-ENCE,* v. n. To confer
;
to consult. CA. Ob. [R.]

CoN-FER-REE',*n. One who is conferred with.

CPN-FER'RER, n. One who confers
;
a bestower.

CPN-FER'RING, n. Act of conferring ; bestowing.
C<?N-FER'VA,n. [L.] pi. CONFERVA. (Bot.) River-weed,
or sponge of the river

;
a species of algae ;

hairweed.

CpN-FESS', v. a. [confiteor, confessum, L.] [L CONFESSED ;

pp. CONFESSING, CONFESSED : confcst is sometimes used
in poetry, &c., for confessed.] To acknowledge, as a crime
or a fault

;
to admit

;
to grant ;

to recognize ;
to own ; to

avow
;
to open the conscience to a priest ; to hear a con-

fession, as a priest.

CPN-FESS', TJ. 7i. To make confession
;
to disclose.

fCpN-FEs'sANT,* 71. One who confesses to a priest. Bacon.

fCoN'FES-SA-RY, w. One who makes a confession. Bp.Hatt.

CpN-FESSEf>',*'(kon-fest')p. a. Open ;
known ;

acknowl-

edged. It is sometimes written, as well as pronounced,

confest.

CPN-FESS'ED-LY, ad. Avowedly; indisputably. South.

CPN-FESS'ER,* n. One who confesses a fault. Smart.

CPN-FES'SI'PN, (k9n-fesh'un) n. Act of confessing as a

penitent, or as a priest ;
the thing confessed ; acknowl-

edgment ; avowal; a formulary of articles of faith. --Au-
ricular confession, a confession made to a priest, account-

ed in the church of Rome a part of the sacrament of

penance. Confession offaith, a formulary containing the

opinions of a religious denominationvessel or canal tor conauctmg nuias. opinions 01 a religious aenoiiunanuu.
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CPN-FS'SIPN--AI,, (kon-fesh'un-al) n. The seat or box in

which the priest sits to hear confessions.

CpN-Ffis'sipN-AL-IsT,* 7i. A confessor, or one who sits in

the confessional. Boucher.

CPN-FS'SIPN-A-RY, n. Confessional. Bailey. [R.]

CON-FS'SION-A-RY, a. Belonging to auricular confession.

CPN-FS'SION-IST, (kon-fesh'un-ist) n. One who makes
profession of faith. Mountagu. [R.]

CON'FES-SOR, or CQN-FES'SOR, Tkon'fes-sur, S. W. J. E.

F. Ja. Sm. R. ; kon-fes'sur, P. Wb. A.ih, Rees; kgn-fes'sur
or kon'fes-sur, K. ]

n. One who confesses ; one who, in the

face of danger, professes the Christian faith ; a priest who
hears and absolves a penitent. 0^p

" Dr. Kenrick says,
this word is sometimes, but improperly, accented on the

first syllable ;
but it may be observed, that this impropri-

ety is become so universal, that not one, who has the

least pretension to politeness, dares to pronounce it other-

wise. Dr. Johnson, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, W. Johnston,

Ash, Bailey, and Smith, have the accent on the second :

but notwithstanding this weight of authority, the best

usage is certainly on the other side." Walker.

CpN-Fs'spR-SHiP,* n. The office of a confessor. EC. Rev.

CON-FST',P. a. Confessed. Pope. See CONFESS, and CON-
FESSED.

CON-FST'LY, ad. Properly, confessedly. Decay of Piety.

tCpN-Fi"ciENT, (kon-f ish'ent) a. Efficient. Bailey.

Cok-Fl-DXNT', [kon-fe-dant', S. W. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; kon'-

fe-dant, P. J. Wb.} n.' [confident, Fr.] A person trusted with
secrets or private affairs

;
a bosom friend.

CON-FI-DXNTE',* n. [confidente, Fr.] A female friend in-

trusted with secrets. Iftird.

CON-FIDE', v. n. [confido, L.j [i. CONFIDED; pp. CONFID-

ING, CONFIDED.] To have confidence
;
to rely; to trust.

CON-FIDE', v. a. To trust; to intrust. Lyttlcton.

CON'FI-DNCE, n. Trust in moral probity; firm belief; re-

liance
;
credit ; assurance, opposed to timidity ; boldness,

opposed to modesty.

CON'FI-DNT, a. Having full belief; positive; dogmati-
cal

;
secure ;

without suspicion ; trusting ; bold, to a vice
;

impudent.
CON'FI-DNT, n. One trusted with secrets

;
a confidant.

South.

CON-F}-DN'TIAL, a. Admitted to special confidence
;
trus-

ty ; private. Ld. Chesterfield.

C6N-Fi-DN'TiAL-LY,*ad. In a confidential manner. Walk-
er.

CON'FI-DNT-I,Y, ad. In a confident manner; positively.

CON'FJ-DNT-NESS, n. Confidence. Bailey. [R.]
CpN-FlD'ER, n. One who confides. W. Mountagu.
CPN-F!D'ING,*;>. a. Haying confidence

; trusting.

CpN-Flo'iNG-NESS,* n. Confiding disposition ; trust. Ar-
nold.

CPN-FIG'U-RATE, v. n. [con and figura, L.] To show like

the aspects of the planets towards each other. Jordan. [R.]
CPN-F{G-U-RA'TIPN, n. Form depending on the relation-

ship of distinct parts ;
the form of the horoscope arising

out of the aspects of the planets towards each other.

CON-FIG'VRE, (k9n-fig'yur) v. a. To dispose into any form
or figure. Bentley. [&]

CON-FIN'A-BLE, a. That may be confined. Bp. Hall.

CON'FINE, n. [confinis, L.J Common boundary or joint
limit between two countries or districts

;
border

; edge.
CSN'FINE, a. Bordering upon. [R.]

CON-FINE', v. a.
[i.

CONFINED ; pp. CONFINING, CONFINED.]
To bound

;
to limit

;
to shut up ;

to imprison ;
to restrain

;

to tie up ;
to restrict. $3= This word is accented on the

second syllable by those who place the accent on the first

syllable of the neuter verb.

CON-FINE', [k?n-fIn', S. W. P. K. ; kon'fIn, Ja. Sm. Wb.]
v. n. To border upon. Milton.

CON-FINE'LESS, a. Boundless ;
without end. Shak.

CON-FINE'MENT, n. Act of confining ;
state of being con-

fined
; imprisonment ;

restraint of liberty ; restriction.

CON-FIN'ER, n. One who confines or restrains.

CON-FIN'ER, or CON'FI-NER, [kon-fln'er, S. W. P. Ja.

K. ; kon'f j-ner, Sm. Wb.] n. A borderer
;
a near neighbor.

CQN-FfN'I-TY, n. Nearness ; neighborhood. Bailey. [R.]
CON-FIRM', (kon-firm') v. a. [confirmo, L.] [f. CONFIRMED ;

pp. CONFIRMING, CONFIRMED.] To put past doubt by 11CW
evidence ; to corroborate ; to settle

;
to establish ; to fix

;

to strengthen ;
to admit fully into the Christian commun-

ion by the imposition of hands by a bishop.

CPN-FIRM'A-BLE, a. That may be confirmed.

CON-FIR-MA'TION, n. Act of confirming ; evidence ; con-

vincing testimony ; the laying on of hands by a bishop ;

an ecclesiastical rite.

CQN-FI'RM'A-TI'VE, a. Having power to confirm. Sher-

wood. [R.j
CoN-FiR-MA'TpR, n. A confirmer. Browne. [R.]

CoN-F'i'RM'A-TQ-RY, a. Tending to establish or confirm.

CPN-FIRMED',* (kgn-f'irmd') p. a. Established
; having re-

ceived confirmation.

CQN-FIRM'ED-LY,* ad. With confirmation. Haley.
CpN-FlRM'ED-NESS, n. Confirmed state. Decay of Piety.

CON-FIRM-EE',* n. (Law) The party to whom any thing is

confirmed. Ash.

CPN-FIRM'ER, n. One who confirms. Shak.

CpN-Fi'RM'lNG-Ly, ad. In a corroborative manner. B. Jon-
son.

CPN-FIRM'OR,* or CON-FIRM-OR',* n. (Law} The person
who confirms. Blackstone.

CQN-FIS'CA-BLE, a. Liable to confiscation or forfeiture.

CpN-Ffs'cATE, [k?n-fIs'kat, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. R. ,

kon-fis'kat or kon'f is-kat, K. ; kon'fjs-kat, Wb. Kenrick.
See CONTEMPLATE.] v. a. [confiscare, 'from fiacus, L.] [i.

CONFISCATED ; 'PP* CONFISCATING, CONFISCATED,] To
transfer private property to the government or state, by
way of penalty for an offence

; to cause to be forfeited.

CpN-Fis'CATE, [kon-fis'kat, W. Ja. Sm. ; kon'f js-kat, S.

K. Kenrick; kon-fis'kat, P. See CONTEMPLATE.] a. Trans-
ferred to the public as forfeit.

CpN-Ffs'cAT-ED,* p. a. Forfeited ; transferred to public
use.

CON-FTS-CA'TIPN, n. The act of confiscating; the trans-
fer of private property to public use.

CON'FIS-CA-TOR, [kon-f is-ka'tor, Ja. ; kon'f is-ka-t9r, Sm. ;

k?n-f is'ka-t9r or kon'fis-ka't9r, K.] n. One who confis-

cates.

CON-Fls'cA-Tp-RY, a. Consigning to forfeiture. Burke.

fCoN'FIT, 7i. [confetto, It.] A sweetmeat. Beaum. fy Fl. See
CONFECT, and COMFIT.

fCoN'Fl-TENT, n. [confitens, L.] A confessor. Decay of Pi-

ety.

fCdN'FJ-TURE, n. [Fr.] A sweetmeat; a comfit. Bacon.

jCpN-Fix', v. a. [cotifigo, conftxum, L.] To fix
;

to fasten.

Shak.

tCpN-F*x'vRE,7i. The act of fastening. W. Mountagu.
CPN-FLA'GRANT, a. [conflacrrans, L.] Burning together.

Milton. [.]
CON-FLA-GRA'TIPN, n. A general fire ; a
of many houses, or as of the whole work

CpN-FLA'GRA-TivE,* a. Producing conflagration. Dwight.
[R.]

CpN-FLA'TlpN, n. [conflatum, L.} Act of blowing together,
as of many musical instruments, or of many fires in cast-

ing metals.

fCpN-FLfix'VRE, n. [conflezura, L.] A bending. Bailey.

CpN-FLlCT', v. n. [conflifro, L.J [f. CONFLICTED; pp. CON-

FLICTING, CONFLICTED.] To strive
;
to contest

;
to fight;

to combat.

CON'FLICT, n. A violent collision of two substances; a

combat; encounter; contest; strife; struggle; agony.
CpN-Fl/fcT'lNG,*;?. a. Opposing; contending; struggling.

CpN-FL,Ic'TivE,*a. Tending to conflict; conflicting. Mas-

singer.

fCpN-FLOcT'v-ATE * v. n. To flow together. Maunder.

CON'FLV-ENCE, n. The junction of two or more streams
;

a concourse ; collection
;
concurrence.

CON'FLV-ENT, a.
[confluens, L.] Runningone into another;

meeting. (Bot.} Growing together so that the line of

junction is invisible.

CON'FLV-ENT,* n. A smaller stream or river which flows
into a larger one. Hamilton.

CSN'FLftx, 71. The union of two or more streams or cur-
rents

;
a confluence.

CpN-FL,ux-l-BlL'l-TY,* \
n. Tendency or aptness to flow

CpN-FLOx'i-BLE-NESS,* j
or run together, as fluids. Ash.

CON-FLpx'l-BLE,* a. Inclined to flow or run together.

ICON-FORM', a. Assuming the same form. Bacon.

CpN-FORM', v. a. [conformo, L.l [i. CONFORMED; pp. CON-

FORMING, CONFORMED.] To reduce to the same form, man-
ner, or character ;

to make similar.

CPN-FORM', v. n. To comply with
;
to yield ; to adhere to

what is established. Dryden.
CPN-FORM'A-BLE, a. Having the same form

; agreeable ;

suitable
;
consistent

; compliant.
CPN-FORM'A-BLE-NSS,* n. State of being conformable.
Ash.

CPN-FORM'A-BLY, ad. With conformity ; suitably.

CON-FOR'MATE,* a. Having the same form. Jameson.

CON-FPR-MA'TIPN, n. The act of conforming; structure;
the form of things as relating to each other.

CPN-FORM'ER, n. One who conforms. Mountagu.
CPN-FORM'ING,*^. a. Complying; yielding; adhering.
CpN-FORM'isT, n. One who conforms; specially, one who
conforms to the church of England ;

a conformer.

CPN-FORM'I-TY, n. Act or state ofconforming; similitude j

resemblance ; consistency.

fCSN-FOR-TA'TlpN, n. Act of strengthening. Bacon.

CpN-FO(JND', v. a. [confundoy L.] [i. CONFOUNDED ~,pp. CON-

FOUNDING, CONFOUNDED.] To mingle so that the things
are no longer distinguishable; to confuse ;

to perplex; to

disconcert ;
to abash

;
to astonish

;
to stupefy ;

to destroy ;

to overthrow.

CON-FoOND'ED, p. a. Mingled; abashed : used also col-

loquially, as a cant word, in the sense of very hateful or

enormous.
CPN-FOOND'ED-LY, ad. Hatefully ; enormously. [Vulgar.]
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,
7i. State of being confounded. MU-

ton.

CPN-FOUND'ER, n. One who confounds.

CON-FRA-TER'NI-TY, n. [con and fraternitas, L.] An asso-

ciated fraternity ;
a religious brotherhood.

jCpN-FRl'AR, n. [confr&re, Fr.] One of the same religious
order. Weever.

CON-FRI-CA'TION, n. [con and frico, L.] Act of rubbing
against any thing. Bacon. [R.]

UCpN-FRSNT', or CON-FRONT', [kon-fronf, S. W, F. Ja.

K.; kpn-frunt', P. J. E. Sm. Wb.} v. a. [confronter, Fr.]

[L CONFRONTED; pp. CONFRONTING, CONFRONTED.] To
stand or place in front of, face to face

;
to face ; to op-

pose ;
to compare.

CON-FRON-TA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of confronting.
HCpN-FRONT'ER,* n. One who confronts. Speed.

|JCpN-FR6NT'MENT,*7i. The act of confronting. Todd.

CPN-FU'CIAN,* (k9n-fu'shan) n. A follower of Confucius.
Davis.

CQN-FU'CIAN,* a. Belonging to Confucius. Davis.

CpN-Fu'ciAN-iST,* (ken-fu'shan-ist) n. A follower of Con-
fucius. QM. Rev.

CpN-FUE', v. a. [confusus, L.] [i. CONFUSED ; pp. CONFUS-

ING, CONFUSED.] To disorder i to disperse irregularly; to

mix
;
to perplex ; to confound

;
to derange ;

to disturb
;
to

disconcert.

jCpN-FUSE', a. Mixed
;
confounded. Barret.

CPN-FUED',* (kon-fuzd') a. Being in confusion
;
confound-

ed
; perplexed.

CPN-FU'ED-LY, ad. With confusion
; indistinctly.

CON-FUS'ED-NESS, n. Want of distinctness. Carew.

fCpN-FUSE'LY, ad. Obscurely. Barret.

CON-FU'$ION, (kon-fu'zhun) n. State of being confused
;

irregular mixture
;
tumult

;
disorder ; overthrow

;
aston-

ishment; distraction.

CPN-FU'TA-BLE, a. That may be confuted. Browne.

CpN-Fu'TANT, or CSN'FU-TANT, [kon-fu'tant, Ja. K. Sm.
Wb.; kon'fu-tant, Todd.] n. One who confutes. Milton.

CON-FU-TA'TIPN, n. Act of confuting ; refutation
;

dis-

proof.

CpN-Fu'TA-TlVE,* a. Tending to confute. Warburton.

CpN-FUTE', v. a. [confuto, L.] [i. CONFUTED
; pp. CONFUT-

ING, CONFUTED.] To convict of error
; to disprove; to

refute.

CPN-FUT'ED,* p. a. Disproved ; shown to be incorrect.

fCpN-FUTE'MENT, n. Confutation. Milton.

CPN-FUT'ER, n. One who confutes. Bp. Morton.

CONG,* n. A medical abbreviation for congius; a gallon or
four quarts. Crabb.

CtiN'pE, [kSn'je, P. E. Sm.; kon'je, S. ; kon-je' W.; kon-
je', J. ; kon'je or kon-je', F. ; konj or k9n-zha', Ja. ; kong-
zha', 'K.] n.

[conge, Fr.] Act of reverence
; bow ; cour-

tesy ; leave; farewell.

CONGE, (kon'je or kon-je') [kon'je, S. Sm. ; kon-je', W. P.]
o. 71. [i. CONGEEQ; pp. CON.GEING, CONGEED.] To take
leave. Shak.

CON'GE, (kon'je) [kon'je, Sm. Wb. konj, Ja.; konzh, K.
;]

n. [Fr.] (Arch.) A moulding in the form of a quarter
round, or a cavetto. Chambers.

C6N'GE-A-BLE,* a. (Law) Lawful ; lawfully done : cour-
teous. WhisJiaw.

CpN-GEAL', (kon-jel') v. a. [congelo,!,.] [i. CONGEALED ; pp.
CONGEALING, CONGEALED.] To turn, by frost, from a fluid

to a solid state ; to fix, as by cold.

CPN-GEAL', (kon-jel') v. n. To concrete by cold or frost.

CpN-^EAL'A-BLE, a. Susceptible of congelation. Bacon.

CON-HEALED',* (kon rjeld') p. a. Turned to ice
; concreted

by cold.

CPN-GEAL'ED-NESS,* n. State of being congealed. More.

CPN-(?EAL'ING,*P. a. Turning to ice ; concreting by frost.

CPN-^EAL'MENT, n. Act of congealing; mass congealed.
CONGE &ELIRE, (kon'je-de-lSr') [Fr.] The writ or per-
mission of the king of England to a dean and chapter to

choosy a bishop. Cowel. [lington.
CpN-GEE',* re. Water in which rice is boiled. Duke of Wel-

C6N-9E-LA'TipN,n. Act or state of congealing.
*-r*r\-M r*.ifr~vr T_TV & /TTmw / ("EV 1 A ft- , 4 f~ ,i,in Ki ;>. ,V

has a common origin. Miller,

fCpN-GEN'ER-A-CY, n. Similarity of origin. More.

CON-GE-NER'IC,* ) a. Being of the same genus ; of the

CON-^E-NER'I-CAL,* \
same origin or descent. Smart.

fCpN-GEN'ER-Ous, a. Of the same kind. Browne.

JCQN-^EN'ER-OUS-NESS, n. Sameness of origin.

||CpN-GEN'iAL, or CON-GE'NI-AL, [kon je'ne-al, W. P. J.

Ja. ; kon-je'nyal, S. E. F. K. Sm.] a. [con and genus, L.]
Partaking of the same nature

; similar ; kindred ; cognate.
CPN-GE-NJ-XL'I-TY, n. State of being congenial; partici-

pation of the same genius or nature.

[|CpN-GEN'lAL-iZE,* v. a. To renaer congenial. EC. Rev.[R.]
jjCpN-f^EN'lAL-NESS, n. Congeniality. Bailey.

||CpN-GEN'l6us, a. Of the same kind. Hales. [R.]

CPN-GEN'I-TAL,* a. Existing at the time of birth. Qw. Rev.

CQN-^EN'ITE, a. Of the same birth
; connate. Hale.

CON'.GER, (kong'ger) a. [confer, L.] The sea-ael.

CpN-9E'Ri-E!5, (kon-je're-Sz) n. sing. & pi. [L.] A collec-
tion of particles or small bodies into one mass.

CON-^EST', v. a.
[congero, congestion, L.] To heap up ;

to
collect. Raleigh. [R.T

fCoN-^EST'i-BLE, a. That may be heaped up. Bailey.
CQN-^ES'TIQN, (kon-jest'yun) n. A heaping up ;

accumu-
lation, as of blood

;
a collection of the humors or of the

blood in the body, forming a tumor.

CON-<^ES'TIVE,* a. Implying congestion, or the accumula-
tion of blood, or the humors of the body. Dr. Mott.

CSN'^I-A-RY, n. [congiarium, L.] A gift distributed to the
Roman people or soldiery, originally in corn and wine
measured in_a congius, afterwards in money. Addison.

fCoN-GLA'ci-ATE, v. n. [conglaciatus, L.] To turn to ice
Browne.

CON-GLA-CI-A'TION, 7i. A change into ice. Browne.

CQN-GLO'BATE, [kon-glo'bat, S. W. J. F. Ja. K.; kong'
gig-bat, P. Sm.] v. a. [conglobatus, L.] [i. CONGLOBATEC
pp. CONGLOBATING, CONGLOBATED.] To gather into a hard
firm ball. Grew.

8QN-GLo'BATE,
o. Moulded into a firm ball. Dryden.

QN-GLO'BATE-LV, ad. In a spherical form. Bailey.

CON-GLO-BA'TION, n. Collection into a round mass. Browne
fCpN-GLOBE', v. a. To gather into a round mass. Milton.

fCpN-GLOBE', v. n. To coalesce into a round mass. Milton

CPN-GLOB'U-LATE, v. 7^ To gather into a little round masg
Johnson.

CPN-GLOM'ER-ATE, v. a. [conglomero, L.] [i. CONGLOMER-
ATED

; pp. CONGLOMERATING, CONGLOMERATED.] To gather
into a ball, as of thread

;
to inweave into a round mass.

Grew.

CON-GLOM'ER-ATE,* n. (Min.) Water-worn, rounded peb-
bles or fragments of rock, cemented together by another
mineral substance. Lyell.

CON-GLOM'ER-ATE, a. Gathered into a round ball.

(Anat.) Formed of small glands. (Bot.) Closely com-
pacted upon one footstalk.

CPN-GLOM-ER-A'TION, n. Collection into a ball.

CPN-GLU'TI-NXNT,* n. A medicine that heals wounds.
Smart.

CPN-GLU'TI-NANT,* a. Tending to unite or close up ; glu-
ing. Smart.

CpN-GLU'TI-NlTE, v. a. [conglutino, L.] [i. CONGLUTINAT-
ED

J pp. CONGLUTINATING, CONGLUTINATED.] To Cement
J

to unite. Pearson.

CPN-GLU'TI-NATE, v. n. To coalesce. [R.]
CPN-GLU'TI-NATE, a. Joined together. Sir T. Elyot.

CON-GLU-TI-NA'TION, n. Act of conglutinating ; reunion;
junctioji ;

union
;
a healing. Bacon.

CON-GLU'TI-NA-TIVE, a. Having power to unite.

CpN-GLu'TJ-NA-TOR, n. He or that which unites.

CSN'GO,* (kong'g5)-7t. A species of black tea, superior in

quality to bohea, but inferior to souchong: also written

congou. Davis.

CpN-GRiT'u-LANT, a. Rejoicing in participation. Milton.

CON-GRAT'u-LATE, (kon-grat'yu-lat) v. a. [gratulor, L.]
[L CONGRATULATED J pp. CONGRATULATING, CONGRATULAT-
ED.] To wish joy to

;
to felicitate

;
to cdmpliment upon

any happy eve_nt.
CPN-GRAT'U-LATE, v. n. To rejoice in participation. Swift.

CPN-GRAT-V-LA'TION, n. Act of congratulating; felicita-

tion ;
a wish of joy ;

form in which joy is expressed.
CPN-GRXT'V-LA-TOR, n. One who congratulates. Milton.

CpN-GRXT'u-LA-Tp-RY, a. Expressing or wishing joy.
fCoN-GREE',t;. 7i. To agree ;

to accord. S/iak.

ICON-GREET', v. n. To salute reciprocally. Shak.

CON'GRE-GATE, (kong'gre-gat) v. a. [congrego, L.] [i.

CONGREGATED
; pp. CONGREGATING, CONGREGATED.] TO

collect together; to assemble.

CON'GRE-GATE, v. n. To assemble; to meet. Skak.

CON'GRE-GATE, a. Collected; congregated. Spenser. [R.]
CON'GRE-GAT-ED,* p. a. Collected together ; assembled.

CON-GRE-GA'TIPN, (kong-gre-ga'shun) n. A collection
;
a

company; an assembly: an assembly, particularly of
persons for divine worship.

CON-GRE-GA'TION-AL, a. Pertaining to a congregation,
to Congregationalists, or Congregationalism ; public ; gen-
eral

; independent.
C5N-GRE-Gl'TipN-AL-TM,* 7i. That mode of church gov-
ernment which maintains the independence of separate
churches

o_r congregations. EC. Rev.

CoN-GRE-GA'TlpN-AL-isT,* n. One who adheres to Con-

gregationalism. JVeaJ.

CON'GRESS, (kong'gres) n. [cong-ressus, L.] A meeting ; a
shock

;
a conflict : ^a meeting of ambassadors or deputies

for settlement of affairs between different nations : the

legislature of the United States and other American re-

publics, consisting of a senate and house of representa-
tives.

CON-GRES'sipN, (kong-gresh'un) n. Company; an assem-

bly or meeting together. Cotgrave. [R.]

CPN-GRES'SION-AL,* (kon-gresh'un-al) a. Relating to aCPN-GEN 'I-TAL,* a. Existing at the time ot birth. Qu. Rev. CPN-GRES'SION-AL,* (kon-gresh'un-al) a. Relating to a
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congress, or to the legislative body of the United States
;

parliamentary. Gent. Mag-. Q^= This word is chiefly used
in America, or with reference to the American Congress.

CQN-GRS'SIVE, a. Encountering ; coming together.
CON'GREVE,* n. A match prepared by being dipped into a

phosphoric preparation ;
a lucifer match. W. Ency.

CON'GREVE-ROCK'ET,* re. A destructive rocket. Brande.

fCQN-GROE', v. n. [c'ongruo, L.] To agree ;
to suit. Shale.

CON'GRV-ENCE, [kong'gru-ens, S. W. P.J. F.Ja. Sm. ; kon-

gru'ens or kong'gru-ens, Isaac.] n. Agreement; consist-

ency.
CQN-GRu'EN-cy, [kon-gru'en-se, Ja. Wb. ; kong'gru-en-se,

Todd.] re. Agreement. More.

CoN'GRV-fiNT, (kong'gru-ent) a. Agreeing ;
suitable.

CQN-GRU'I-TY, re. Suitableness
;
fitness

; consistency ; apt
or proper relation between things ; agreement. (Tlieol.)
A merit of congruity is ascribed to such works as a man
does by the mere strength of free will.

fCoN'GRU-MENT, re. Fitness; adaptation.
CoN'GRy-oDs, (kong'gru-us) a. Agreeable; suitable; fit;

meet.; consistent; accordant; compatible.
CON'GRU-OUS-LY, ad. Suitably; consistently.

CON'GRU-OUS-NESS,* re. Fitness
; congruity. Ash.

CON'IC, ) a. Having the form of a cone
; relating to a

CON'J-CAL, \
cone or its sections.

CoN'i-CAL-Ly, ad. In the form of a cone. Boyle.
CON'I-CAL-NESS, n. The state or quality of being conical.

CoNr
ics', 71. pi. The doctrine of conic sections

;
conic sec-

tions. Bp. Berkeley.

CON'JC SEC'TIQN, re. (Geom.) The curve lines and plane
figures which are produced by the intersection of a plane
with the surface of a cone

;
that part of mathematics

which treats of the properties, measurements, &c.,of the

cone.

CQ-NIF' E-RJE,* n. pi. [L.] (Bot.) An order of plants
which bear cones, or tops, in which seeds are contained.

Lyell.

CQ-NIF'ER-OUS, a. Bearing cones or conical fruit, as the

pine.
CO'NI-FORM,* a. Being in the form of a cone. Smart.

CO-NJ-ROS'TER,* re. (Ornith.) A tribe of insessorial birds.

Brande.

C5N-}-OR', n. See COQNIZOR.

CQ-Nls'TRA,*n. [Koviarpa.] A place for quails or for wres-
tlers : the pit of a theatre. Maunder. [Brande.

Co'NlTE,* n. (Min.) A silicious carbonate of lime.

fCQN-JECT', v. n. [conjectum, L.] To conjecture. Shak.

fCQN-JECT', v. a. To cast together ;
to throw. Mountagu.

JCQN-JEC'TOR, ri. Aguesser; a conjecturer. Milton.

CQN-JECT'V-RA-BLE, a. That may be conjectured.
CQN-JECT'y-RAL, a. Depending on conjecture ; doubt-

ful.

CQN-JECT'y-RAL-IsT,* 71. One who deals in conjectures.
Month. Rev. [Browne.

fCQN-JECT-y-RAL'i-TY, n. State of being conjectural.

CQN-JECT'y-RAL-Ly, ad. By conjecture or guess. Hooker.

CQN-JECT'VRE, (kon-jekt'yur) re. [conjectura, L.] A sur-

mise
; supposition ; guess ; imperfect knowledge ; opin-

ion without proof; idea; notion.

CQN-JECT'VRE, (kon-jekt'yur) v. a. [i. CONJECTURED; pp.

CONJECTURING, CONJECTURED.] To guess ; to surmise
;

to judge by guess.

CQN-JECT'VRE,* v. n. To form conjectures. Swifc.

CQN-JECT'VR-ER, re. One who conjectures ;
a guesser.

fCQN-JOB'BLE, v. a. To concert: a cant word. ISE-

strange.
CQN-JC-IN', v. a. [conjoindre, Fr.] [i.

CONJOINED
; pp. CON-

JOINING, CONJOINED.] To join together; to unite; to

associate
;
to connect.

CQN-JOIN', v. re. To league ; to unite. Shak.

CQN-JOINED',* (kgn-jolnd') p. a. United; connected;
brought together.

CQN-JOINT', a. United
;
connected

;
associated. Conjoint

degrees, (Mus.) Two or more notes which immediately
follow each other.

CQN-JOINT'LY, ad. In union; together; jointly.

CoN'jy-GAL, a. [cunjugalis, L.] Relating to marriage;
connubial

;
matrimonial.

CON-JP-GAL'I-TY,* re. The conjugal state. Milton. [R.]
CoN'JV-GAL-LY/arf. Matrimonially; connubially.
CON'jy-GATE, v. a. [conjugo, L.] [?'. CONJUGATED; pp.

CONJUGATING, CONJUGATED.] To join ;
to decline or in-

flect verbs through their various terminations or modes
and tenses.

CoN'jy-GATE, n. A word agreeing in derivation with
another word. Bp. Bramhall.

CON'JU-GATE, a. (Geom.) A conjugate diameter is a right
line bisecting the transverse diameter. (Bot.) Growing
in pairs.

CON-JU-GA'TIQN, n. The act of conjugating; union
;
the

form_of inflecting verbs.

CoN-JU'GT-AL,* a. [conjugialis, L.] Conjugal. Noble.

CQN-JUNC'T', a. [conjunctus, L.] Conjoined; united.

jCoN'JUNCT,* w. A union; an association. Creech.

CQN-JUNC'TION, (kon-j3nk'shun) n. Act of joining ;
state

of being joined; union; the congress of two planets in
the same degree of the zodiac. (Gram.) A part of

speech used to join sentences, parts of sentences, and
words.

CQN-JUNC'TIVE, a. Closely united; subjunctive; con-

necting together, as a conjunction.
CQN-Jti'Nc'TiVE-LY, ad. Iii conjunction or union.

CQN-JUNC'TJVE-NESS, re. The quality of joining. [R.]
CQN-JUNCT'LY, ad. Jointly ; in union.

CQN-JUNCT'VRE, (k9n-junkt'yur) n. A joining together ;

combination of events; conjunction; occasion; critical

time
;

crisis.

CON-JTJ-RA'TIQN, 7i. Act of conjuring. Shak. A magical
form of words; an incantation

; enchantment: a plot.

CQN-JURE', v. a. [conjuro, L.] [/. CONJURED
; pp. CON-

JURING, CONJURED.] To bind by an oath; to summon in
a sacred name

;
to enjoin solemnly.

CON'JVRE, (kun'jur) v. a. To influence by magic; to
charm. Shak.

C6N'jyRE, (kun'jur) v. n. To enchant
;

to practise
charms.

fCQN-JURE'MENT, w. Serious injunction. Milton.

CQN-JUR'ER,* 71. One who solemnly enjoins or conjures.
Smart.

C6N'jyR-ER, (kun'jur-er) re. An enchanter; a juggler.

CoN-jO'ROR,* n. (Law) One bound by oath with others.

Smart.

CQN-NXS'CENCE, n. [con and nascor, L.] Common birth

or origin ;
the act of growing together.

CoN-NXs'CEN-cy,* ?i. A growing together ;
connascence.

Browne.

CQN-NATE', [kon-naf, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.;
kon'nat, Wb.] a. [con and natas, L.] Born with another

;

of the same birth. (Bot.) Growing together at the base.

tCQN-NA'TlON,* re. State of being connate. More.

CQN-NXT'U-RAL, (kpn-nat'yu-ral) a. Connected by nature
;

of the same nature.

CON-NXT-y-RAL'l-TY, n. State of being connatural. Hale.

CQN-NXT'U-RAL-IZE, v. a. To connect by nature. Scott.

CQN-NAT'V-RAL-LY, ad. By nature ; originally. Hale.

CQN-NXT'U-RAL-NESS, n. State of being connatural.

CQN-NECT', v. a. \connecto, L.
| [i. CONNECTED: pp. CON-

NECTING, CONNECTED.] To join together; to combine;
to join ; to link.

CQN-NECT', v. n. To cohere; to be joined.
CQN-NECT'ED,*P. a. Linked together ; united; related.

CON-NECT'ED-LY,* ad. In a connected manner.

CON-NECT'ING,*P. a. Joining together; uniting.

CQN-NEC'TIQN, n. Act of connecting; state of being
connected

; union
; junction ;

intercourse
;
communica-

tion
;
relation

;
relative

; family : written also connexion.

CQN-NEC'TIVE, a. Having the power of connecting.
CON-NEC'TIVE, n. That which connects; a conjunction.

(Bot.) The fleshy part that combines the two lobes of
an anther.

CQN-NEC'TIVE-LY, ad. In conjunction. Swift..

fCoN-NEX', v. a. [conncxum, L.] To connect. Hale.

CQN-NEX'IQN, (kon-nek'shun) n. Act of connecting;
union

; junction; connection. See CONNECTION.
CON-NEX'IVE, (kon-neks'iv) a. Connective. Watts.

fCON-Ntc-TA'TiON, n. [connicto, L.] A winking. Bailey.

CQN-Nl'VANCE, n. The act of conniving; voluntary
blindness

; pretended ignorance ;
forbearance.

CON-NIVE', v. n. [connivco, L.J [i. CONNIVED;^. CON-

NIVING, CONNIVED.] To permit or allow by pretending
blindness or ignorance ;

to wink
;
to forbear to see.

CQN-NI'VEN-CY, n. Connivance. Bacon.

CQN-NI'VENT, a. Forbearing to see
;
formed like, or

winking^ike, the eyelids. Milton. [R.] (Bot.) Conver-

gent, as the anther of a potato blossom.

CON-NIV'ER, 71. One who connives.

IICON-NOIS-SEUR', or CON-NOIS-SEUR', [kon-nes-sur', P.
'

J. F. Wb. ; ko-nis-sar', W. Ja.'; ko-nis-sfir', S. ? koii'is-sur,
E. ; kon-nis-sar', K. ; kon-nas-siir', Sm.] n. [connoisseur,
from cojmottre, Fr., to know.] One versed in the fine arts

;

a judge in the fine arts, letters, or literature
;
a critic.

A French word nearly Anglicized.

||C6N-NOis-SEUR'sHlP, (kon-nis-sur'shlp) n. The skill of
a connoisseur.

fCoN'NQ-TATE, v. a. [con and nota, L.] To imply; to be-

token. Hammond.
fCoN-NQ-TA'TiQN, w. Inference ;

illation. Hale.

JCQN-NOTE', v. a. To imply; to betoken. South.

CQN-NU'BI-AL, a. Matrimonial
; nuptial ; conjugal.

CQN-NU-ME-RA'TIQN, n. A reckoning together. Parson.

CON'NY, a. Brave
;
fine. Grose. [North of England.]

Co-NQ-HE'LIX,* n. (Conch.) A genus of shells. Brande.

Cd'NolD, re.

'

[Koivvziofis.] (Geom.) That which resembles
a cone

;
a solid formed by the revolution of a conic

section about its axis.

Cd'NolD,* a. Like a cone
; applied to the surface gen-

erated by the revolution of a conic section about its axis

P. Cyc.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6N
; BOLL, BUR, RULE. C, <?, $, g, soft : B, & y c, |, hard; as Z

; Jf.
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C<> NOID'AL,* a. (Hot.") Approaching to a conical form.

P. Cyc.

'

CQ-NOID'I-CAL, a. Approaching to a conic form; conoidal.

CO-NOM-I-NEE',* n. A joint nominee. Kirby.

Co'NdPS,* n. [niovMip.] (Ent.) A genus of dipterous in-

sects. Brande.

CON-QUA D'RATE,* (kon-kwod'rat) v. a. To reduce to a

square. Jlsh._ [R.]

fCpN-QUAs'SATE, v. a. [conquasso, L.] To shake. Harvey.
jCoN-QUAS-SA'TlON, n. Agitation ; concussion. Bailey.

'JCSN'QUER, [konk'er, S. J. ; kong'kwer, F. ; kongk'er or

kong'kwer, W. Ja. ; kong'ker, Sm.] v. a. [conquirere, L. ;

conquerir, Fr.] [L CONQUERED; pp. CONQUERING, CON-

QUERED.] To gain by conquest ;
to overcome

;
to subdue

;

to subjugate ;
to vanquish ;

to surmount.

||C5N'QUER, (kong'ker) v. n. To overcome. Skak.

JCON'QUER-A-BLE, a. That may be conquered.
IJCoN'QUER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Possibility of being over-
come.

)ON'QUERED,* (kong'kurd)p. a. Subdued
; vanquished.

JON'QUER-ESS, n. She who conquers. Fairfax.

^ON'QUER-ING,* (kong'ker-ing) p. a. Subduing; over-

coming.

IjCoN'QUER-OR, (k5ng'ker-or) n. One who conquers.

CdN'QUEST,'(kor.g'kwest) n. Act of conquering; acqui-
sition by victory ; victory ; subjugation. (Feudal law)
Purchase.

CoN-SAiV-GuLVE-AL,* a. Consanguineous. Browne. [R.]

tCoN-slN'GUiNED,* (kon-san'guind) a. Related by blood.

Browne.

CoN-SAN-GUtN'E-OiJs, a. [consanguincus, L.] Related by
blood

; of the same blood. Skak.

CSN-SAN-GUIN'I-TY, n. Relationship by blood.

tCoN-SAR-CI-NA'TIOlsr, n. [consarcino, L.] The act of

patching together. Bailey.

CONSCIENCE, (kon'shens) n. [conscicntia,Jj.] [fConscious-
ness, Hebrews.] The faculty of judging of one's conduct
with reference to some standard of right and wrong ;

the
moral sense

; justice ;
real sentiment

; scruple ; equity ;

difficulty. (Eng. law) Court of conscience, a court for

the recovery of small debts. Brande.

CON'SCIENCED, (k5n'shenst) a. Having conscience.
South.

CON'SCIENCE-LESS,* (kon'shens-les) a. Having no con-
science. Hooker.

CON'SCIENCE-PROOF,* a. Proof against conscience. Cole-

ridge.

jCoN'sciENT, (kon'shent) a. Conscious. Bacon.

CON-SCJ-EN'TIOUS, (k5n-she-en'shus) a. Adhering or con-
formed to the dictates of conscience ; scrupulous ; just ;

exact. JX5=
" From an ignorance of the principles of

pronunciation, we not unfrequently hear the second syl-
lable of this word sounded se, without the aspiration."
Walker.

CON-SCI-EN'TIOUS-LY, (kon-she-en'shus-le) ad. In a con-
scientious manner; according to conscience.

CON-SCI-EN'TIOUS-NESS, (kon-she-en'shus-nes) n. Qual-

ity of being conscientious
; scrupulousness.

CON'SCIQN-A-BLE, (kon'shun-a-bl) a. Reasonable
; just ;

according to conscience. Shak. [R.]

J-CON'SCION-A-BLE-NESS, n. Reasonableness. Bailey.

fCoN'scipN-A-BLY. ad. Reasonably ; justly. Bp. Taylor.

CoN'scioys,'(kon's'hus) a. [conscius, L.] Knowing one's

own thoughts ; knowing by mental perception, or from

memory; admitted to the knowledge of any thing ; ap-

prized ;
aware

;
sensible.

CON'SCIOUS-LY, (kon'shus-le) ad. In a conscious manner.

CON'SCIOUS-NESS, (kon'shus-nes) n. State of being con-
scious ; the perception of what passes in one's own
mind

;
conscience.

CSN'SCRIPT, a. [cnnscribo, conscriptus, L.] Written
;

registered; enrolled. Conscript father*, the senators of
ancient Rome.

CON'SCRIPT, ?t. One enrolled to serve as a soldier in the

army, particularly applied to the recruits of the French
armies.

CON-scRtp'TlON, n. Act of enrolling or registering, as

soldiers ;
the persons enrolled

;
a compulsory enrol-

ment.
C5N'SE-CRATE, v. a. [consccro, L.] [/. CONSECRATED ; pp.

CONSECRATING, CONSECRATED.] To make sacred
;
to ap-

propriate to sacred uses
; to dedicate

;
to devote

;
to

hallow ;
to canonize.

CON'SE-CRATE, a. Consecrated; sacred; devoted. Shak.

CON'SE-CRAT-ED,* p. a. Made sacred; devoted; canon-
ized.'

C5N-SE-CRAT'ED-NESS,* 7i. State of being consecrated.

Cecil'.

C6N-si>-CRA'TlON, n. The act of consecrating, or of set-

ting apart a person or thing to the service or worship of
God

;
dedication to a sacred use ; canonization.

C6N'sE-cRA-TQR, 7i. One who consecrates.

C5N'SE-CRA-TQ-RY, a. Making sacred. Bp. Morton. [R.]
C6N-SEC-T.A'NE-oCs,* a. Following of course. Blount.

HCON'SEC-TA-RY, [k5n'sek-ta-re, S. W. P. F. Ja. K. ; kon-

sek't?-re, Sm.l a. [consectarius, L.] Consequent; follow-

ing. Browne. [R.]

HCON'SEC-TA-RY, n. Deduction from premises; corollary.
Hales. [R.]

CON-SE-CU'TION, n. [conscctitio, L.] Train of conse-

quences; succession. (Astron.) The month of consecu-
tion is the lunar month as reckoned from one conjunc-
tion with the sun to another.

CON-sfic'v-TiVE, a. [consecutif, Fr.] Following in train
;

successive; consequential; succeeding.
CQN-?Ec'y-TlVE-Ly, ad. By way of consequence or con-

cession ;
not antecedently ;

not casually. Boyle.
CQN-SEc'y-TlVE-NESs,* 71. Quality Of being consecutive.
Dr. Allen.

tCoN-SEM/J-NATE, v. a. [conscmino, L.] To sow together.
Bailey.

tCQN-SEN'siQN, (kpn-sen'shun) n. Consent. Bcnllcy.

JCON-SENS'U-AL,* a. (Civil law) Implying consent. Bou-
vier.

CON-SENT', n. [consensus, L.] Act of yielding or con-

senting; concord; agreement; compliance; assent;
acquiescence ;

concurrence ; approval ; joint operation.

CQN-SENT', v. n. [i. CONSENTED;^. CONSENTING, CON-

SENTED.] To be of the same mind
;

to yield ;
to give

consent; to assent; to acquiesce; Jo comply; to agree ;

to accede.

CON-SEN-TA'NE-OCS, a. Agreeable to ;
consistent with.

CoN-SEN-TA/NE-oDs-LY, ad. Agreeably; consistently.

Boyle.

CoN-SEN-TA'NE-oDs-NESS, n. Agreement. Bailey.

CON-SENT'ER, n. One who consents.

CQN-SEN'TIENT, (kon-sen'shent) a. Agreeing. Pearson.

CoN'sE-QUENCE, (kon'se-kwens) n. [consequently, L.]
That which follows from any cause

;
event ;

effect pro-
duced

;
result

;
issue

;
the last proposition of a syllo-

gism ;
rational deduction or inference

;
concatenation of

causes and effects ; importance ;
moment.

fCoN'sE-QUENCE,* v. a. To follow
;
to infer. Milton.

CON'SE-QUENT, a. Following by deduction, or as joined
with something that precedes ; following as the effect of

a cause.

CON'SE-QUENT, n. Consequence ;
effect. Hooker.

CON-SE-QUEN'TIAL, (kon-se-kwen'shal) a. Following as

the effect ; important ;
conceited

; pompous.
CSN-SE-QUEN'TIAL-LY, ad. By consequence ;

in the order

of events ; pompously.
CSN-SE-QUEN'TIAL-NESS, n. The being consequential.

CON'SE-QUENT-LY, ad. By consequence ;
in consequence ;

pursuantly ; accordingly ;
therefore.

CON'SE-QUENT-NESS, n. Consequence ;
consecution.

fCON-SER'TlQN, n. Junction; adaptation. Young.
CQN-SERV'A-BLE, a. Capable of being preserved.
CpN-SER'VAN-cy, n. Conservation; preservation, par-

ticularly of fish in the River Thames, for which the

lord mayor of London holds courts of conservancy.

CON-SER'VANT, a. That preserves or continues. Putter.

CoN-SER-Vl'TiON, n. Act of preserving ; preservation.
CON-SER-VA'TIQN-AL,* a. Tending to preserve. CA. Ob.

CoN-SERV'A-TlsM,* n. The principles of the conservative

party. Qu. Rev.

CQN-SERV'A-TlVE, a. Having power or tendency to pre-
serve

; preservative ; adhering to existing institutions
;

opposing reform or change.
CQN-SERV'A-TIVE,* n. That which preserves. Bp. Taylor.

One opposed to political changes in the state or

government ;
a tory ;

a preserver. Qu. Rev.

CON'SER-VA-TOR, n. A preserver ;
one who has the care

or office of keeping from detriment.

CON-SER'VA-TO-RY, 71. A place where any thing is kept
in a,manner proper to its peculiar nature

;
a greenhouse,

or a place for preserving plants attached to one.

CON-SER'VA-TQ-RY, a. Conservative. Bailey. [R.]

CQN-SER'VA-TRlx,'* 7i. A female who preserves. Perry.

CON-SERVE', v. a. [conserve, L.] [i. CONSERVED
; pp. CON-

SERVING, CONSERVED.] To preserve ; to candy or to pickle
fruit. Shak.

CSN'SERVE, n. That which is conserved, as a sweetmeat,
by means of sugar ;

a preserve.

CQN-SERV'ER, n. One who conserves.

fCQN-SES'siON, (kon-sesh'un) n. [consessio, L.] A sit-

ting together. Bailey.

tCpN-ss'soR, n. One who sits with others. Bailey. [R.]

CON-si'D'ER.', v. a. [considero, L.] (>'.
CONSIDERED; pp.

CONSIDERING, CONSIDERED.] To think upon with care
;

to ponder ;
to reflect upon ;

to meditate; to have regard
to ;

to requite.

CQN-stD'ER, v.n. To think maturely; to deliberate; to

reflect.

CQN-SIID'ER-A-BLE, a. Worthy of being considered;

respectable ; important ;
valuable ;

more than a little.

CoN-slD'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Importance ;
moment.

C<PN-S?D'ER-A-BLY, ad. In a considerable degree.

CON-SID'ER-ANCE, n. Consideration. Shak. EC. Rev. [R.]

S, E, I, 6, tJ, Y, long) X, fi, I, 6, tJ, , short; A, E, i, 9, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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CPN-SD'ER-ATE, a. Having, or given to, consideration;
serious

; thoughtful ; prudent ;
deliberate

;
calm

; quiet ;

regardful.
CPN-SID'ER-ATE-LY, ad. Calmly ; prudently ; deliberately.

CpN-slD'ER-iTE-Nfiss, 7i. Prudence
; deliberation.

CpN-siD-ER-A'TlON, n. Act of considering; reflection;
mature thought ; deliberation

; contemplation ; impor-
tance

;
an equivalent ; compensation. (Law) The mate-

rial cause of a contract, without which no contract is bind-

ing; an equivalent.

fCpN-siD'ER-A-TiVE, a. Considerate. B. Jonson.

CpN-sIo'ER-A-TpR, w. One who reflects. Browne. [R.]
CPN-SID'ER-ER, n. One who considers.

CPN-SID'ER-ING, prep. If allowance be made for ; as,
'*

considering the weakness of our nature." Spectator.

CON-SID'ER-ING, 7i. Hesitation; doubt; reflection. Shak.

CpN-sio'ER-lNG-LY, ad. With consideration. Whole Duty
of Man.

CON-SIGN', (kon-sin') v. a. [consigno, L.] [i.
CONSIGNED

;

pp. CONSIGNING, CONSIGNED.] To give to another in a
formal manner

;
to transfer

;
to give in trust

;
to commit

;

to intrust.

fCpN-slGN', (k9n-sln') v. n. To submit
;
to sign. Shak.

jCpN-slG'NA-TA-RY, n. One to whom is consigned any
trust or business. Jenkins.

fCoN-slG-NA'TipN, n. Consignment. Bp. Taylor.
CpN-sfG'NA-TURE, 7i. A full or joint signature. Cotgrave.
CON-SJGN-EE',* (k5n-se-ne') n. A person to whom some-

thing is consigned. Hamilton.

CpN-siGN'ER,* (kon-sin'er) n. One who consigns. Smart.

CON-SJG-NIF'I-CANT,* a. Expressing joint signification.

Spelman.
CpN-slG-NI-Fl-CA'TlON, n. Joint signification. Harris.

CoN-sjG-NiF'i-CA-TlVE,* a. Having the same meaning.
Maunder.

CPN-SIG'NJ-FY,* v. a. To denote a joint signification. H.
Tooke.

CpN-slGN'MENT, (kon-sln'ment) n. Act of consigning;
thing consigned ;

a writing by which a thing is con-

signed.
CON-SIGN-OR',* (k5n-se-nbr') [kon-se-nb'r', Ja. Sm. ; kon-

sln'o'r, K. Wb. Crabb.] n. (Law) He who makes a con-

signment. Bouvier.

CpN-slM'j-LAR, a. [consimilis, L.] Having a common
resemblance. Bailey. [R.]

C5N-sl-MlL'l-TUDE, 7i. Joint resemblance. Cotgrave. [R.]

fCoN-si-MlL'j-TY, n. Joint resemblance. Aubrey.
CpN-SIST', v. n. [consisto, L.] [i. CONSISTED ; pp. CONSIST-

ING, CONSISTED.] To subsist; to be comprised; to be

composed ; to coexist
;
to be consistent or compatible ;

to

agree.
CPN-SIST'ENCE, ) Ti. The state of being consistent

;
state

CpN-sIST'EN-cy, > in which the parts of a body remain
fixed

; degree of density ;
substance

;
durable or lasting

state ; congruity ; uniformity.
CPN-SIST'ENT, a. Agreeing together ; not opposed to; ac-

cordant
;
not contradictory; firm ;

not fluid.

CPN-SIST'ENT-LY, ott. In a consistent manner.
CON-SIS-TO'RI-AL, a. Relating to a consistory.

CON-SIS-TO'RJ-AN, a. Relating to an order of Presbyterian
assemblies ; consistorial. Bp. Bancroft. [R.]

||C6N'sjs-Tp-RY, or CPN-SIS'TP-RY, [kon'sjs-tur-e, S. W. P.
J. F. Ja. ; kon-sis't9-re, E. K. Sm. Wb.] n. [consistorium,

L.] The place of justice in an ecclesiastical court
;
the

court itself; an assembly of ecclesiastical persons ;
an

assembly of cardinals
; any solemn assembly.

|JC6N'sis-Tp-RY,*
a. Noting an ecclesiastical court. Brande.

CON-SO'CI-ATE, (kon-so'she-at) n. A partner; an associate.

Hayward. [R.]

CpN-so'ci-ATE, (k9n-s5'she-at) v. a. [consocio, LJ [i.
CON-

SOCIATED
; pp. CONSOCIATING, CONSOCIATED.] TO Unite

J

to join ;
to cement

;
to associate. Burnet.

CpN-sd'ci-ATE, (kgn-so'she-at) v. n. To coalesce.

CpN-s5-cj-A'TlpN, (kon-so-she-a'shun) 71. Alliance
;
union

;

intimacy ;
association. Wotton. (U. S.) An ecclesiastical

body_or convention. Dwight.
CpN-so-ci-A'TipN-AL,* a. Relating to a consociation.
A word sometimes used in New England, particularly in

Connecticut, in relation to ecclesiastical affairs.

CPN-SOL'A-BLE, a. That may be consoled or comforted.

jCoN'sp-LATE, u. a. To comfort; to console. Shak.

CoN-sp-LA'TlpN, n. Comfort
;

alleviation of sorrow
;

solace. -

CoN'sp-LA-TpR, n. A comforter. Cotgrave. [R.]

CpN-SOL'A-Tp-RY, [kon-sol'a-tur-e, W. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R. Wb. ; kon-so'la-tur-e, S. P.] a. Affording conso-
lation or comfort ; comforting. Milton.

j-CpN-soL'A-Tp-RY.n. A consolatory discourse. Milton.

CON-SOLE', v. a. [consolor, L.] [i. CONSOLED; pp. CON-

SOLING, CONSOLED.] To solace ;
to comfort

; to cheer; to

soothe.

CON'SOLE, n. [Fr.] (Arch.) An ornament cut upon the

key of an arch in the form of a bracket or shoulder-

piece ;
a bracket for the support of a canopy, balcony, &c.

CpN-s5L'ER, n. One who consoles or gives comfort.

CON-SOL'I-DANT,* ?i. That which consolidates.

CON-SOL'I-DANT, a. Tending to consolidate. Smart.

CoN-SOL'l-DATE, v. a. [consolider, Fr.] [i. CONSOLIDATED;
pp. CONSOLIDATING, CONSOLIDATED.] To make solid or

compact ;
to form into a compact body ;

to harden
;
to

unite into one.

CON-SOL'I-DATE, v. n. To grow firm, hard, or solid.

CPN-SOL'I-DATE, a. Consolidated. Sir T. Elyot. [R.]
CPN-SOL'I-DAT-ED,*;>, a. Made solid

; collected together;
united into one; as, "a consolidated fund." Brande.

CpN-soL-i-DA'TipN, n. The act of consolidating; state
of being consolidated

; solidity.

CON-SOI/I-PA-TJVE, n. A consolidating medicine. Bai-

ley. _
CON-soL/|NG,*p. a. Affording consolation

; comforting.
CPN-SOLS/,* or CON'SOL,* n. pi. A sort of transferable

stocks
;
a term used to denote a considerable portion of the

public debt of Great Britain, more correctly known as
the three per cent, consolidated annuities. P. Cyc.

CON'SP-NANCE, ) n. Agreement of simultaneous sounds
;

C6N'sp-NAN-cy, J concord ; harmony ; consistency ;

congruence ; agreement.
CoN'sp-NANT, a. [consonans, L.] Accordant; harmonious

;

consistent
; agreeing.

CON'SQ-NANT, n. A letter which is sounded with a vowel,
and cannot be perfectly sounded by itself.

CoN-sp-NlNT'AL,* a. Relating to, or partaking of the
nature of, a consonant. Latham.

CoN'sp-NANT-LY, ad. Consistently ; agreeably.
CoN'sp-NANT-NESS, n. Agreeableness ; consistency. Bai-

ley.

CoN'sp-NODs, a. [consonus, L.] Symphonious. Bailey.

fCpN-so'Pl-ATE, v. a. To lull asleep. Cockeram.

fCpN-so-pj-A'TipN, n. The act of sleeping. Pope.

fCoN'sp-PlTE, v. a. [consopio, L.] To lull asleep. More.

fCoN'sp-PiTE, a. Calmed ; quieted. More.

CoN-sp-Pl"Tlp]V,* ?i. Same as consopiation. Jodrell.

CON'SORT, n. [consors, L.] A companion ; partner; gener-
ally, a partner of the bed

;
a wife or husband : an ac-

companying ship; concurrence. Formerly used for a
company of musicians, or a concert. Ecclesiasticus.

CpN-SORT', v. n. [i. CONSORTED ; pp. CONSORTING, CONSORT-

ED.] To associate
;
to unite. Shak.

CPN-SORT', v. a. To join; to mix; to marry. Milton.

tCpN-SORT'A-BL,E, a. Suitable
;

fit. Wotton.

fCpN-SOR'TlpN, n. Fellowship ; society. Browne.

CoN'spRT-snlP, 7i. Fellowship; partnership. Bp. Hall.

jCpN-sPEC'TA-BLE, a. [conspectus, L.] Conspicuous. Bai-

ley.

fCpN-SPEC'TipN, 7i. A seeing ;
a beholding. Cotgrave.

fC6N-SPEc-Tu'l-TY, n. Sight; view. Shak.

fCoN-spER'sipN, n. [conspersio, L.] A sprinkling. Bailey.

tCSN-SPi-cu'i-Ty, n. Brightness. Olanville.

CpN-SpIc'v-oDs, a. [conspicuus, L.] Obvious to the sight;
eminent

; distinguished ;
celebrated

; prominent.
CpN-spIc'i;-oDs-L,y, ad. In a conspicuous manner.

CpN-SPlc'y-oDs-NESS, 7i. Obviousness; eminence.

CON-SPtR'A-CY, 7i. Act of conspiring ;
a cabal

;
a plot ; a

combination of persons for an evil purpose ;
a tendency

of many causes to one event.

fCpN-splR^ANT, a. Conspiring ; plotting. Shak.

CON-SPI-RA'TIPN, n. Conspiracy. Bp. Pearson. [R.]

CpN-spi'R'A-TOR, 71. One engaged in conspiracy.
CpN-SPIRE', v. n. [conspiro, L.] [i. CONSPIRED; pp. CON-

SPIRING, CONSPIRED.] To combine for some evil design,
as treason

;
to concert a crime

;
to plot ;

to concur to one
end

;
to tend

;
to agree together.

CPN-SPIRE', v. a. To plot; to contrive. Shak.

CON-SPIR'ER, . A conspirator. Shale.

CpN-spiR'lNGr, p. a. Making conspiracy; acting in the
same direction

; as, conspiring forces.

C'ON-splR'iNG-LY, ad. In a conspiring manner. Milton.

fCoN-spis-SA'jriON, n. A thickening. More.

|C6N'SPyR-CATE, v. a. [conspurco, L.] To defile. Cocker-
am.

fCoN-spyR-CA'TlpN, n. Defilement; pollution. Bp. Hall

CO"N'STA-BLE, (kiin'sta-bl) n. A high officer of the monar-
chical establishments of Europe in the middle ages ;

a
master of the horse, a commander of cavalry, or other
officer of high rank : now, an officer charged with the

preservation of the peace ;
a peace-officer.

CON'STA-BLER-Y, n. The body or jurisdiction of consta-

bles ;
constablevvick. Burton. See CONSTABLEWICK.

CON'STA-BLE-SHIP, n. The office of a constable. Carew.

C6N'sTA-BL,E-wjfcK, 7i. The district over which the au-

thority of a constable extends. Hale.

CpN-STXB'v-LA-Ry,* a. Relating to or consisting of con-
stables. Qit. Rev.

CON'STAN-CY, n. duality of being constant; stability j

firmness ; lasting affection.

CSN'STANT,* n. A general law
;
an invariable quantity or

force. Deverell.

CON'STANT, c. [conttans, L.] Firm
;
fixed ; unvaried

;
un-
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changing ; unchanged in affection
; perpetual ; resolute

;

consistent] steady; persevering; assiduous.

CON'STANT-LY, ad. Continually; incessantly; unchange-
ably ; perpetually ; patiently ; firmly.

C6N'sTAT
}
*n. [L.] (Law) A species of certificate. Ham-

ilton.

||CON-STEL'LATE, [kpn-stel'at, S, W. P. F. Ja. K. ; kon'-

stel-at, Sm. Wb. See CONTEMPLATE.] v.n. [constellatus,

L.] To join or concentrate light or lustre. Boyle.
||CON-STEL'LATE, ?). a. To unite several shining bodies in
one splendoj ;

to decorate with stars. Browne. [R.]
CON-STEL-LA'TIQN, n. A cluster of fixed stars, expressed
,
and represented under the name and figure of some ani-

mal, or other emblem
;
an assemblage of splendors or ex-

cellences.

CON-STER-NA'TION, TO. [consterno, L.] Astonishment;
amazeme_nt ; surprise ;

terror
;
alarm

; fright.

CON'STI-PATE, v. a. [constipo, L.] [i. CONSTIPATED; pp.

CONSTIPATING, CONSTIPATED.] To thicken
;
to condense;

to stop up : to make costive.

CON-STI-PA'TION, n. State of being constipated ;
conden-

sation ; costiveness.

CQN-STIT'U-EN-CY,* (kon-stit'yu-en-se) n. A body of con-
stituents. Lord J. Russell.

CQN-STIT'U-ENT, (kgn-stit'yu-ent) a. Elemental
;
essential ;

forming; constituting; establishing; constitutive.

oN-STlT'y-ENT, (kon-stit'yu-ent)ri. The person oCoN- or thing
which constitutes

;
an elemental part ; one who deputes

another to act for him
;
an elector.

CoN'STl-TUTE, v. a. [constituo, L.] [i. CONSTITUTED ; pp.

CONSTITUTING, CONSTITUTED.] To set or fix
;

to form or

compose ;
to appoint, depute, or empower.

ICoN'sTI-TUTE, n. An established law. Preston.

CON'STI-TUT-ER, n. One who constitutes or appoints.
CoN'STi-TUT-iNGr,*p. a. Giving existence

; establishing.

CON-STI-TU'TION, . The act of constituting; the thing
constituted

;
the corporeal frame

;
the temper or temper-

ament of the body or mind : a form of government, par-
ticularly that form, or that part of a form, which is consti-
tuted by the people ;

the fundamental laws of a nation,
state, community, or society.

CON-STI-TU'TIQN-AL,, a. Inherent in the constitution
;

consistent with the constitution ; legal ; fundamental.

CoN-STi-Tfj'TiON-AL-IsT, n. A framer or favorer of a con-
stitution ; an adherent to a constitution. Burke.

CoN-STl-Tfr-TipN-XL'i-TY,* re. Agreement or accordance
witb 'lie constitution. Ed. Rev. J/= This word, which
ii regularly formed from constitution, or constitutional, is

much used in the United States, but comparatively little

used in England.
CoN-STi-Tu'TiON-AL-Ly, ad. Agreeably to the constitu-

tion.

CON-STI-TU'TIQN-A-RY,* a. Constitutional. Marshall. [R.]
CftN-iTi-Tu'TIpN-IsT. n. An adherent to the constitution

;

a constitutionalist. Bolingbroke.
JlCoN'STi-TU-TiVE, [kon'ste-tu-tiv, W.P.J. F.Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

kon-stit'tu-tiv, S.] a. Elemental
; essential

; having the
power to enact or establish

; constituent.

[JCON'STI-TU-TJVE-LY,* ad. In a constitutive manner. Har-
rington.

CON-STRAIN', v. a. [contraindre, Fr/j [i. CONSTRAINED
;

pp. CONSTRAINING, CONSTRAINED.] To urge by force
;
to

confine by force
;
to oblige ; to compel ;

to necessitate
;

to pressj to constringe.

CQN-STRAIN'A-BLE, a. That may be constrained.

CON-STRAIN'ED-LY, ad. By constraint. Hooker.

CQN-STRAIN'ER, n. One who constrains.

CON-STRAIN'ING,*;?. a. Hindering by force
; compelling.

CON-STRAINT', n. Compulsion ;
force

; confinement.

CCN-STRAIN'TIVE, a. Having power to compel. Carew. [R.]
CQN-STRICT', . a. [constringo, constrictum, LJ [i. CON-
STRICTED ;pp. CONSTRICTING, CONSTRICTED.] To bind; to

cramp ;
to contract, Arbuthnot.

CON-STRIC'TION, n. Contraction
; compression. Ray.

CQ.N'-STRIC'TIVE,* a. Tending to contract or compress. Sir
T. Elyot.

CON-STRIC'TQR, n. He or that which compresses : a term
applied to the larger serpents, as the boa-constrictor.

CQN-STRI'N^E', v. a. [constringo, L.] To compress ; to con-
tract, Stiak. [R.]

CQN-STRIN'^KNT, a. Binding or compressing. Bacon.
CON-STRICT', v. a. [constructus, L.] [i. CONSTRUCTED ',pr>.

CONSTRUCTING, CONSTRUCTED.] To form with contrivance,
as a machine

;
to erect

;
to build

;
to compile ; to consti-

tute.

CON-STRIJCT'ER, n. One who constructs.

CON-STROc'TIQN, n. Act of constructing ; that which is

constructed
;
a building ; fabrication

;
form of building ;

the act of forming a sentence grammatically; the form
itse'f

;
the drawing of scheme^, figures, &c.

;
the art of

interpreting; interpretation; the meaning. (Algebra)
Construction (if equations is the reducing of algebraic
equations to geometric forms.

CQN-STRUC'TIQ\-A.L, a. Relating to the interpretation.

CoN-STRuc'TiON-fsT,* n. One who adheres to a particular
construction. Upshur.

CQN-STRUC'TJVE, a. Created or formed by construction
;

that may be interpreted ; not expressed, but inferred
; as," constructive treason." Biirnet.

CON-STRUC'TIVE-LY, ad. By construction.

CON-STRUC'TIVE-NESS,* n. (Phren.) The faculty of con-
structing, or a genius for architecture. Combe.

CQN-STRDcT'yRE, (kon-strukt'yur)Ti. A structure. Black-
more. [R.]

CON'STRIJE, [kon'stru, P. J. F. Ja. Wb. ; kon'stru, K. Sm.:
kon'stur, S. E. ; kon'stru or kon'stur, W.] v. a. [construo,
L.] [l. CONSTRUED ; pp. CONSTRUING, CONSTRUED.] To put
into proper order, as words; to interpret; to explain.

CdN'STy-PRATE, v. a. [constupro, L.] [i. CONSTUPRATED
;

.] Topp. CONSTUPRATI
bauch. Bale.

c ON3TUPRATED.] To violate ; to de-

CoN-sTy-PRA'TiON, n. Violation
; defilement. Bo. Hall.

CoN-syB-sIsT', v . n. To exist together. Search. JR.]
CON-SUB-STAN'TIAL, a. [consnbstantialis, L.] Having the
same essence or substance

; being of the same nature.

CON-SVB-STAN'TIAL-IST, n. A believer in consubstantia-
tion. Barrow.

CoN-syB-STAN-Ti-XL'i-TY, ( kon-sub-stan-she-al'e-te ) n.

Quality of being consubstantial
; participation of the

same nature.

CON-SUB-STAN'TIAL-LY,* ad. In a consubstantial manner.
QM. Rev.

CON-SVB-STXN'TI-ATE, (kon-sub-stan'she-at) v. a. To
unite in one common substance or nature. Hammond.

CON-SVB-STAN'TI-ATE, v. n. To profess consubstantiation.
Dryden. [R.]

CoN-syB-STlN'Tl-ATE, a. United
; consubstantial. Felt-

ham.

CoN-sVB-STXN-Ti-X'TipN, ( kon-sub-stan-she-a'shun ) n
The substantial presence of the body and blood of Christ
in the eucharist, together with the substance of bread
and wine, according to the doctrine of Luther.

C6N'suE-TUDE,*(kon'swe-tud)?i. [coiisuetudo, L.] Custom.
Scott. [R.]

CON-SUE-TU'DI-NAL,* a. Same as consuetudinary. Smart.

CSN-SUE-TU'DI-NA-RY, n. A ritual of customary devo-
tions. Baker. [R.]

CoN-suE-Tu'Di-NA-Ry,* (kon-swe-tu'de-na-re) a. Custom-
ary. Smart. [R.]

CoN'syL, re. [consul, L.] pi. CONSULS. One of the two
chief magistrates ofthe ancient Roman republic : one of
the three chief magistrates of France from 1799 to 1804 :

an officer commissioned in foreign countries, whose func-
tions partake of both a diplomatic and a commercial char-

acter, but whose chief duty it is to protect the commerce
of his country.

CON'SUL-A^E,* n. A duty paid by merchants for the pro-
tection of their property in a foreign place. Smart.

CON'SV-LAR, [kon'shu-lar, S. W. J. F. ; kon'su-lar, P. E.
Ja. K. Sm. Wb.] a. 'Relating to a consul

;
of the rank

or authority of a consul.

CdN'siiL-ATE, ra. The office of consul ; consulship. Addison.

CoN'syL-SHfr?, n. The office of consul ; consulate. B. Jon-
son.

CON-SULT', v. n. [consulto, L.] [/.
CONSULTED

; pp. CONSULT-
ING, CONSULTED.] To seek counsel or advice; to deliber-
ate

;
to debate

;
to take counsel together.

CoN-stiLT', v. a. To ask advice of; to regard.
CoN'syLT, [kbn'sijlt, F.Ja. K.; kon-sult', S. SOT. Wb.;

kon'stllt or kon-su'lt', W. P.] n. The act or effect of con-

sulting ; a_
council. Dryden. [Used in poetry.]

CON-SUL-TA'TION, n. The act of consulting; secret delib-

eration; a council. (Law) A kind of writ; a meeting
of counsel, engaged in a suit, for deliberating on the mode
of proceeding.

CoN-spLT'A-TiV'E, a. Having the privilege of consulting ;

relating to consultation. Bp. Bramhall.

CON-SULT'ER, . One who consults. Dent.

CoN-stJLT'iNG,* p. a. Giving or receiving counsel. A
consulting physician is one who consults or visits with the

attending practitioner.

CON-SUM'A-BLE, a. That may be consumed.
CQN-SUME', ?;. a. [consumo, L.] [i. CONSUMED ]pp. CONSUM-

ING, CONSUMED.] To waste; to spend; to exhaust; to

swallow up ;
to imbibe

;
to destroy.

CQN-SUME', v. n. To waste away. Skak.

CON-SUM'ER, n. One who consumes or wastes.

CON-SUM'MATE, [kon-sum'mat, W. E. F. Ja. Sm. R. ; k?n-

sum'met, S. J. ; kon'sum-mat, K. Wb. See CONTEM-

PLATE.] v. a. [consummo, L.] [i.
CONSUMMATED ; pp.

CONSUMMATING, CONSUMMATED.] To complete. ;
to per-

fect
;
to finish

;
to accomplish.

CPN-SUM'MATE, a. Complete; perfect; finished.

CON-SUM'MATE-LY, ad. Perfectly; completely. Warton.

CON-SUM-MA'TION, n. Act of consummating; completion ;

perfection ; the end of the world ;
death

;
end of life.

IICQN-sOMP'TIQN, (kon-sum'shun) n. Act of consuming ;

state of being consumed ; decay ; progressive emaciation ;

I, E, I, 6, u, 5, long ; I, , I, 5, u, Y, short; A, E, i, o, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
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a decline or wasting away, particularly by a diseased

state of the lungs ;
a pulmonary disease

; phthisis.

(|CpN-sDMP'TipN-A-RY, a. Relating to, or partaking of, con-

sumption. Bp. Oauden. [R.1

||CpN-sCMP'TlVE, (kon-sum'tiv) a. Destructive
; wasting;

diseased with a consumption. Harvey.

||CpN-sCMP'TiVE-LY, ad. In a consumptive way.
||CpN-sfiMP'T}VE-NESS, n. A tendency to consumption.

fCpN-SU'TILE,_a. [consutilis, L.] Stitched together. Bailey.

fCpN-TXE'V-LATE, v. a. [contabulo, L.] To floor with

boards. Oayton
fCpN-TXB-V-1-A'TlpN, n. Act of boarding a floor. Bailey.

CoN'TXcT, n. [contactus, L.] State of touching ;
touch

;

close union; juncture.

fCpN-TXc'TipN, n. The act of touching. Browne.

CpN-TA'$IpN, (kon-ta'jun) n. [contagio, L.] The commu-
nication of disease from one person to another by contact,
direct or indirect

;
infection

; propagation of mischief;

pestilence.

CpN-TA'<fipNED,* (kon-ta'jund) a. Infected with conta-

gion. West. Rev.

CON-TA'<^IOVS, (kon-ta'jus) a. Capable of being transmit-

ted by contact ; caught by approach ; pestilential ;
infec-

tious.

CpN-TA'^loys-LY,* ad. By means or way of contagion.
Dr. Mien.

CpN-TA'<5Uoys-NESS, n. The quality of being contagious.

CpN-TAIN', v. a. [continco, L.] [/.CONTAINED; pp. CON-

TAINING, CONTAINED.] To hold, as a vessel ;
to compre-

hend ; to comprise, as a writing ;
to include

;
to embrace

;

to restrain.

CPN-TAIN', v. n. To live in continence. 1 Cor.

CPN-TAIN'A-BLE, a. That can be contained. Boyle.

CPN-TAINED',* (kon-tand') p. a. Held in a vessel
;
com-

CON-TAIN'ER,* n. He or that which contains. Daniel.

CPN-TAIN'ING,* p. a. Holding; comprising; restraining.

CpN-TXltt'l-NATE, v. a. [contamino, L.] [i.
CONTAMINATED

;

pp. CONTAMINATING, CONTAMINATED.] To defile
J

tO pol-
lute

;
to corrupt ;

to infect ;
to vitiate

;
to taint.

OPN-TXM'I-NATE, a. Defiled
;
contaminated. Shak.

CpN-TXM'i-NAT-ED,*p. a. Defiled; polluted; corrupted.

CpN-TXM'i-NAT-iNG,* p. a. Defiling ; polluting ; corrupt-

ing.

CpN-TXM-i-NA'TipN, n. Act of contaminating ; pollution.

CpN-TXM'i-NA-TlVE,* a. Causing contamination. West.

Rev.

CPN-TXN'KER-OUS,* a. Vile or execrable in the highest

degree. Bicheno. [Ireland.] Written also cantankerous.

fCoN'TECK, 7i. Quarrel ;
contention. Spenser.

jCpN-TEC'TipN, n. [contego, contectum, L.] A covering.
Browne.

fCpN-TEM'ER-ATE, v. a. [contemero, L.] To pollute. Bailey.

CPN-TEMN', (kon-tem') v. a. [contemno, L.] [i.
CONTEMNED ;

pp. CONTEMNING, CONTEMNED.] To deSplSC j
tO slight; tO

scorn
;
to disregard ;

to disdain.

CPN-TEM'NER, (kon-tem'ner) n. One who contemns.

C<?N-TEM'N}NG,*y. a. Despising; slighting. Ash.

CpN-TEM'NiNG-LY,* ad. With contempt or slight.

CpN-TiiM'PER, v. a. [contempero, L.l
[i.

CONTEMPERED ;

pp. CONTEMPERING, CONTEMPERED.] To moderate; to

temper. Ray. [R.]

CON-TEM/PER-A-MENT, n. Temperament. Dcrham.

CpN-TEM'PER-XTE,77. a. To temper. Browne. [R.]

CPN-TEM-PER-A'TION, n. Act of moderating or tempering ;

proportion. Hale.

CpN-TEM'PLATE, [kpn-tem'plat, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ;

kon'tem-plato7-k9n-tem'p]at, K. ; kon'tem-plat, Wb.~\ v.a.

[contemplor, L.] [i. CONTEMPLATED ; pp. CONTEMPLATING,
CONTEMPLATED.] To consider with continued attention

;

to study ;
to muse

;
to meditate

; to purpose.
Q^f

" There is a very prevailing propensity to pronounce
this word with the accent on the first syllable a propen-
sity which ought to be checked by every lover of the har-

mony of language." Walker. A similar "propensity"
extends also to the following verbs, viz., compensate, confis-

cate, constellate, consummate, demonstrate, dcspumate, ex-

purgate, and extirpate. With respect to all these words,
Dr. Webster places the accent on the first syllable;

yet the English orthoepists, with little variation, place
it on the second syllable.

CPN-TEM'PLATE, v. n. To muse
;
to meditate

;
to think.

CPN-TEM'PLAT-ED,* p. a. Attentively considered ; thought
upon.

CON-TEM-PLA'TION, n. Act of contemplating ;
reflection

;

meditation
;
studious thought; study, opposed to action.

CpN-TEM'PLA-TisT,* n. A contemplative person ;
a con-

templator. Mltford.

CPN-TEM'PLA-TIVE, a. Addicted to or employed in medi-

tation, thought, or study ; having the power of thought ;

meditative.

CPN-TEM'PLA-TIVE,* n. A friar of the order of Mary Mag-
dalen. Crabb.

CPN-TEM'PLA-TIVE-LY, ad. Thoughtfully; attentively.

CPN-TM'PLA-TIVE-NSS,* n. State of being contemp
tive. Ash.

CpN-TfcM'PLA TpR, [kon-tem'pla tur, S. W. P. J. F.

K.; kon'tem-pla-tur, E. Sm. Wb.~\

'

n. One who contc

plates.

CPN-TEM-PO-RA-NK'I-TY,* 7t. Contemporariness. Bp. Hu
CpN-TEM-pp-RA'NE-oiJs,* a. Living or existing at

same time
; contemporary. Dr. T. Arncid. [R

CpN-TEM-Pp-RA/NE-oOs-Ly,* ad. At the same time,

CON-TEM-PP-RA'NE-OUS-NESS,* n. State of being conte

poraneous. Ed. Reo.

CpN-TEM'Pp-RA-Ri-NESS, n. Existence at the same tini

CpN-TEM'Pp-RA-RY, a. [contemporo, L.
; contemporain, ft.

Living at the same point of time, or in the same aj
born at the same time

; contemporaneous.
CPN-TEM'PP-RA-RY, W. One living at the same time.

fCpN-TEM'pp-RiZE, v. a. To place in the same age.
Browne.

CPN-TEMPT', (kon-tgmt') n. [contemptus, L.] Act of con-

temning or despising; state of being despised ;
disdain

;

disregard; scorn; vileness. (Law) Disobedience to tha

rules, orders, or process of a court.

CPN-TEMP-TI-BTL'I-T Y,* n. Quality of being contemptible.
Coleridge. [R.]

CPN-TEMP'TI-ELE, (kon-tem'te-bl) a. Deserving contempt ;

despicable ;
vile ; base. [-(-Contemptuous. Shak.]

CPN-T->IP'TJ-BLE-NESS, 7i. Baseness.

CPN-TIOIP'TI-BLY, (k9n-tem'te-ble) ad. In a contemptible
manner

; despicably ; meanly.
CpN-TEMPT'y-ous, (k.n-temt'yu-us) a. Showing con-

tempt ;
scornful

; apt to despise ;
insolent.

CPN-TEMPT'V-OIJS-LY, ad. With scorn
;
with contempt.

CpN-TEMpT'y-oDs-NESS, 7i. Disposition to contempt.
CpN-TEND', v. n. [contendo, L.] [i. CONTENDED; pp. CON-

TENDING, CONTENDED.] To strive
;
to struggle; to vu: ;

to debate ; to dispute ;
to argue ;

to combat.

CON-TEND', v. a. To dispute ;
to contest. Dryden.

fCpN-TEND'ENT, n. Antagonist ; opponent. ISEstrange.
CPN-TEND'ER, . One who contends

;
a combatant.

CPN-TEND'I'NG,*P. a. Striving; vying with another; cor-

flicting.

CON-TEN'E-MENT,* n. (Law) That which is held with a

tenement, as its credit, contiguous land, &c. Blount.

CON-TENT', a. [contentm, L.]. Having contentment; safs-
fied

; quiet ; easy ;
contented.

CpN-TENT', v. a. [i.
CONTENTED ; pp. CONTENTING, ct

TENTED.] To satisfy so as to stop complaint ;
to appi

to please.

CPN-TENT', n. Moderate happiness ;
rest or quietru

mind
;

satisfaction
; acquiescence : capacity ;

that

which is contained. A term us?d ir. t';e English I

of Lords, to express an affirmative vote or an asseui
bill. See CONTENTS.

fCSN-TEN-TA/TipN, n. Satisfaction
;
content. '.</,) .-.

CPN-TENT'ED, a. Having contentment; moderate]}
py ;

satisfied
;
content

; not demanding more.

CPN-TENT'ED-LY, ad. In a quiet or satisfied manner.
CON TENT'ED-NESS, n. State of being contented. Bp.
CPN-TENT'FOL, a. Full of content. Barrow. FR.]

CPJS-TEN'TION, 71. [contentio, L.] Actof contending ;
>

debate
;
contest

;
emulation.

CPN-TEN'TIOUS, (kon-ten'shus) a. Quarrelsome ; di-

to contend. (Law) Noting a court which lias po ,1

determine contentions or differences.

CpN-TEN'Tioys-LY, ad. Perversely; quarrelsomely.
CpN-TEN'Tioys-NESS, a. State of being contention-'.

CON-TENT'LESS, a. Discontented. Shak.

fCpN-TENT'LY, ad. Contentedly. Beuum. 4- Fl.

CPN-TENT'MENT, n. State of being contented
;

ac>

cence without plenary satisfaction ; gratification.

CPN-TENTS', or CON'TENTS, [k9n-tents', S. P. J.

Ja. K. Sm. ; kon-tents' or kon'tents, W. ; kon 'tents, W'b.]

n. pi. The heads of a book
;
index ;

that which is con-
tained within any limits or boundaries, or in a book,
a writing, a vessel, or any other thing.

{J^5=
" To this analogy," (relating to certain words of

two syllables, used both as nouns and verbs, the nouns
having the accent on the first syllable, and the verbs on
th-e last,)

" some speakers are endeavoring to reduce the

word contents, which, when it signifies the matter con-
tained in a book, is often heard with the accent on tlia

first syllable." Walker. This is a very commo
nunciation in the United States.

CPN-TER'MI-NA-BLE, a. [contermino, L.] Capable
same bounds. Sir H. Wotton.

CPN-TER'MI-NAL,* a. Bordering; near ths bounds.

CPN-TER'MI-NATE, a. Having the same bounds. .,

son.

CON-TE'R'Ml-NOtJS, a. [conterminus, L.] Bordering
having the same bounds or limits.

fCoN-TER-RA'NE-AN, a. Of the ban e earth or country.
Howelt.

tCoN-TER-RA'NE-ofrs, a. Conterranean.

fCpN-TES-SER-A'TIpN, n. Assemblage. B. Oley.

MIEN, si'R; MOVE, NOR, S$N
; BOLL, BUR, RfJLE. 9, 9, 9, g, soft; b, G, c, g",

hard ; as Z
;
x an gzj-
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CpN-TEST f

,
v. a. [contester, FT.] [i. CONTESTED ; pp. CON-

TESTING, CONTESTED.] To dispute j
to litigate ;

to debate ;

to argue ;
to contend.

CON-TEST', v. n. To strive
;
to contend

; to vie
;
to emu-

late.

CON'TEST, n. Dispute ;
debate

; quarrel ; difference.

CPN-TEST'A-BLE, a. That may be contested
; disputable.

tCpN-TEST[A-BLE-NESS, 71. Possibility of contest. Bailey.

CON-TES-TA'TIPN, n. [Fr.] Act of contesting ;
debate.

Bacon, [f Testimony; proof by witnesses. Barrow.]
CON-TEST'ED,*;?. a. Disputed; litigated.

CON-TEST'ING,* n. Act of disputing or litigating. Baxter.

CpN-TEST'iNG-LY, ad. In a contending manner. Mountagu.
r.ix TEST'LESS, a. Not to be disputed. A. Hill. [&.]

fOpN-TEX', v. a. [contexo, L.] To weave together. Boyle.
L G.:'T*.XT, . The series of sentences that make up a dis-

course or treit-se
;
the chapter from which a passage or

text is quoted ;
the parts that precede and follow the text

or sentence quoted.
ICON-TEXT', a. Knit together ;

firm. Derham.

ICON-TEXT', v. a. To knit together. Junius.

CPN-TEXT'V-RAL, a. Relating to contexture. Smith.

GoN-TfiXT'yRE, (kon-tekst'yur) n. The disposition or com-
position of parts among each other

; system ;
texture.

CpN-TEXT'yRED,*(k9n-tekst'yurd) a. Interwoven. Carlyle.

CoN-T|G-NA/TipN, n. [contignatio, L.] A frame of beams
joined together ;

a story ;
act of framing a fabric. Burke.

CoN-Ti-GO'l-TY, n. State of being contiguous; actual con-
tact

;
a touching.

CpN-TiG'y-oDs, (k9n-tig'yu-us) a. [contiguus, L.] Meeting
so as to touch

;
close to ; adjacent ; adjoining.

CoN-TiG-'v-oiJS-LY, ad. Without any intervening space.

CyK-TiG'y-Ous-NESS, 7i. State of contact
; contiguity.

CON'TJ-NEPTCE, ) n. Restraint, particularly of sexual appe-
L ON'TI-NEN-CY, \ tite ; a keeping within bounds

;
chas-

tity ; temperance ;
moderation.

CON'TI-NENT, a. [continent, L.] Restrained as to appetite ;

chaste
;
abstemious ; moderate.

CDN'TI-NENT, n. That which contains many countries ; a

large extent of land comprising many countries, not dis-

joined by a sea
; as,

" the eastern and western continents;
"

the main land, as opposed to islands.

CON-TI-NEN'TAL,, a. Relating to a continent. Burke.

CON'TJ-NENT-LY, ad. Chastely; temperately. Martin.

SS,* n. Continence. Ash.
. [contingo, L.] To touch ; to happen.
) n. The quality of being contingent;

, J casualty; accident; incident
;
occur-

rence.

Co>i TIN'GENT, a. Happening by chance; not definite or

ii.v '_' : n'""!:. ,,un
,
accidental

;
casual.

CpN-Tftf'ofNT, ?(. A thing dependent on chance
;
a pro-

portion that falls to anyone upon a division : the propor-
tion of troops, &c., furnished by one of several contract-

ing or allied powers.
CPN-TJN'GENT-LY, ad. Accidentally ; casually.

OpN-TiN'4?NT-NESS, n. Quality of being contingent.
Smart.

CpN-TiN'y-AL, (kon-tin'yu-al) a. Incessant; uninterrupt-
ed

;
uniniermitted. (Law) A continual claim is one made

fro;n tine to time within every year and day. Cowcl.

CpiS'-Ti'N'y-AL-Ly, ad. Without pause or interruption.

t\>N-TiN'y-AL-NESs, n. Permanence. Hales.

CON-TIN'V-ANCE, ?i. The state or time of continuing ;
du-

lation ; permanence ;
abode ; progression (Laic) A pro-

rogation, or the putting off the trial of a cause in court.

CQX-TIN'U-ATE, v. a. To join closely together. Potter. [R.]

COK-TIN'V-ATE, a. United ; uninterrupted. Shale. [R.]
C( N-TIN'LJ-AT." LY, ad. With continuity. Wilkins. [R.]rW P'V-V A'TION', n. Act of continuing ; protraction.
CpN-TlN'y-A-TiVE, a. That continues. Watts.

CpN-TiN'v-A-TpR, [kyn-tin-u-a'tor, S. W. Jo. ; kpn-tin'u-a-
t9r, S. Sm. R.] 71. One who continues what is begun.

CpN-TlN'yE, (lojn-tin'yu) v. n. [continuo, L.] [i. CONTIN-
UED ; pp. CONTINUING, CONTINUED.] To remain in the
same state or plane ; to last

;
to persist ; to persevere.

CON-TIN'VE, v. a. To protract ;
to extend

;
to repeat.

CPN-TIN'UED,* (kgn-tln'yud) p. a. Protracted; uninter-

rupted.
CpN-TiN'y-ED-LY, ad. Without interruption. Jforris.

CpN-TiN'u-ER, (kgn-tin'yu-er) n. One who continues.

CpN-Ti'N'y-lNG,*;>. a. Protracting; abiding; enduring.
CON-TI-NU'I-TY, 7i. [continuous, L.] State of being con-
tinuous ; uninterrupted connection; cohesion.

CpN-TlN'y-ous, (k<?n-tin'yu-us) a. [contmuus, L.] Joined

together closely, or without chasm or interruption ; con-
nected.

rpN-TlN'y-OUS-LY,* ad. In a continuous manner. Foster.

-I-OR-IVI-A' Ti,* n. pi. [contomi. It.] (Numismatics)
Bioi.'.e uuedaia s-ipnosed to have been struck about the
tim*; of Constan^ine the Great. Brande.

CpN-T'>R'rilpN, r. See CONTORTION.

Cp.N-Ti>RT', v. a. [contortus, L.] [i. CONTORTED ; pp. CON-

TORTING, CONTORTED.] To twist
;
to writhe. Milton.

CPN-TORT'ED,* a. (Bot.) Twisted so that all the parts
have the same direction. P. Cyc.

CpN-TOR'TipN, (kon-tbr'shun) n. A twist
; wry motion.

tCpN-TOR'Tioys-NESS,* 7. State of being contorted. Jlsh.

CoN-TdUR', (kon-tor') n. [Fr.] The outline or general
periphery of a figure ;

the lines which bound and termi-
nate a figure.

CON'TRA. A Latin preposition, which signifies against or
in opposition: used in composition, or as a prefix to

English words.

CON'TRA-BXND, a. [contrabbando, It.] Prohibited from im-
portation or exportation ; unlawful

; illegal. Dryden.
CON'TRA-BXND, n. Illegal traffic. Burke. Contraband of
war, articles which one belligerent may prevent neutrals
from carrying to another, such as arms, gunpowder, &c.

fCoN'TRA-BXND, v. a. To import goods prohibited. Cock-
eram. [R.]

CON'TRA-BXND-IST, n. One who traffics illegally.

CSN-TRA-BAS'sd,* n. [It.] (Mus.) The largest of the vi-

olin species of stringed or bowed instruments, whereof it

forms the lowest bass, usually called the double bass.

Brande.
C&N'TRA Bd'Nda Mo'REif,* [L.] Against good manners
or morals.

CpN-TRXcT', v. a. [contracius, L.] [i. CONTRACTED ; pp. CON-

TRACTING, CONTRACTED.] To draw into less compass ;
to

lessen
;
to abridge ; to shorten

;
to condense ; to reduce

j

to draw together ;
to bargain for

;
to covenant

;
to betroth

;

to procure ;
to incur

;
to get.

CPN-TRACT', v. n. To shrink up; to bargain ;
to bind.

fCpN-TRACT', p. a. Affianced; contracted. Shak.

CON'TRXCT, n. A written agreement; a bargain ; acorn-

pact ;
covenant

;
a writing which contains stipulations or

terms of a bargain. (Law) An agreement between two
or more persons with a lawful consideration or cause.
Whishaw.

CpN-TRXCT'ED,*p.
;

a. Shrunk up ; shortened; abridged;
affianced ; narrow

;
illiberal

;
mean.

CpN-TRXcT'ED-LY, ad. In a contracted manner.

CpN-TRXcT'ED-NESS, 7i. State of being contracted.

CpN-TRXcT-i-BlL'i-TY, n. Possibility of being contracted.

CpN-TRXcT'i-BLE, a.' That may be contracted. Arbuthnot.

CpN-TRXcT'i-BLE-Nfiss, n. State of being contractible.

CpN-TRXc'TlLE, a. Having the power of contraction. A
contractile force is a force that decreases. Orier.

CON-TRAC-TIL'I-TY,* n. Quality of being contractile. Ro-

get.

CpN-TRXcT'iNG,* p. a. Drawing together ; shortening ;

bargaining.
CpN-TRXc'TipN, . Act of contracting ; state of being
contracted ; a shrinking ;

abbreviation ; the shortening of
a word by the omission of one or more letters.

CpN-TRXc'TiVE,* a. Tending to contract. Blackmore.

CpN-TRXc'TpR, n. One who contracts or bargains.

CON'TRA-DANCE,* or CON'TRE-DANCE,* n. [contre-danse,

Fr.] A dance in opposite lines ; a country-dance. Smart.

CoN-TRA-Dl'cT', v. a. [contradico, L.l
[i. CONTRADICTED j

pp. CONTRADICTING, CONTRADICTED.] To aSSBTt the COD-

trary to what has been asserted ;
to oppose verbally ;

to

deny.
CON-TRA-DICT'ED,* p. a. Denied

; gainsaid ; disputed.
C6N-TRA-D1CT'ER, 71. One who contradicts.

CON-TRA-DIC'TIPN, n. Act of contradicting ; opposition
inconsistency with itself; incongruity ; contrariety.

fCoN-TRA-Dlc'TipN-AL, a. Inconsistent. Milton.

CoN-TRA-D'ic'Tioys, a. Filled with contradictions; incon
sistent

; contradictory. More.

CoN-TRA-Dic'Tioys-NESS, n. Inconsistency. Norris.

CON-TRA-DIC'TIVE,* a. Opposite ;
adverse

; contradictory.
Milton'.

CoN-TRA-otc'TP-Rj-Ly, ad. In a contradictory manner.
CON-TRA-DJC'TP-RI-NESS, n. State of being contradictory.

tCoN-TRA-pic-TO'Rl-OUS,* a. Contradictory. More.

CON-TRA-DIC'TP-RY, a. Implying contradiction
; opposite

to
; contrary ; inconsistent with.

CON-TRA-DJC'TP-RY, n. A proposition totally opposed to

another.

fCoN-TRA-Dls-TJNCT', a. Having opposite qualities. Smith.

C6N-TRA-Dis-TlNc'TiON, (kon-tra-djs-tlnk'shun) n. Dis-

tinction by opposite qualities.

CoN-TRA-DIS-TlNc'TlVE, a. Opposite in qualities. Harris.

CSN-TRA-Dis-TiNc'TlVE,* 71. A mark of contradistinction.
Harris.

C6N-TRA-Dis-TiN'GUisii, (kon-tra-djs-ting'gwish) v. a. [i.

CONTRADISTINGUISHED ; pp. CONTRADISTI NGUISHING, CO N-

TRADISTINGUISHED.] To distinguish not simply by differ-

ent but byopposite qualities.

C6N-TRA-Dis-TiN'GUisHEp,* (kon-tra-djs-tlng'gwjsht) p.
a. Distinguished by opposite qualities.

CoN-TRA-Dis-TlN'GUi3H-iNG,*/. a. Distinguishing by op-
posite qualities.

CoN-TRA-Fis'syRE, (kon-tra-f ish'yur) n. A fracture oppo-
site to that side which receives the blow. Wiseman.

CON-TRA-IN'DI-CANT, n. [contra and indicans, L.] (Mcd.*

i. 1, 6, u, V, long; X, E, I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, f, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER
;
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A symptom forbidding the usual treatment of a disorder
Burke.

BN-TRA-lN'DI-CATE, v. a. [contra and indico, L.] (Med.)
To indicate some symptom or cure contrary to the generai
enor of the malady. Harvey.
N-TRA-IN-DI-CA'TIQN, n. (Med.) An indication or symp-
m which forbids the treatment of a disorder in the usual

ay.

N-TRAL'TO,* n. [It.] (Mus.) The part immediately be-

nv the treble ; called also the countertenor. Brande.

N-TRA-MURE', n. [contremur, Fr.] (Fort.) An out-wall,
uilt before another wall, or about the main wall of a city.
Chambers.

N-TRA-NXT'U-RAL, a. Unnatural. Bp. Rust. [R.]

ON-TRA-Nl'TEN-cy, n. [contra and nitens, L.] Reaction
;

resistance against pressure. Bailey.

N-TRA-POE', v. a. To place opposite. Salkeld.

N-TRA-pp-t"TlpN, (-zish'un) n. Opposite position.

N-TRA-prjN'TAL,*a. Relating to counterpoint. West. Rev.

N-TRA-PUN'TIST, n. [contrappunto, It.] One skilled in

ounterpoint. Mason.

N-TRA-REG-U-LAR'l-Ty, 7i. Contrariety to rule. Norris.

N-TRA'RI-ANT, a. [contrariant, Fr.] Contrary. Pearson.

N'TRA-RIE, (kon'tra-rjz) n. pi. (Logic) Things oppo-
te

; propositions which destroy each other. Watts.

N-TRA-Rl'E-TY, n. State of being contrary; disagree-
nent

; repugnance ; opposition ; inconsistency.
N'TRA-RI-LV, ad. In a manner contrary.

N'TRA-RI-NESS, n. Contrariety. Bailey.

IN-TRA'RI-OUS, a. Repugnant; contrary. Milton.

9N-TRA'Ri-oDs-LY, ail. Contrarily. Shak.

N'TRA-Rl-wIE, ad. Conversely ; oppositely.

N-TRA-RO-TA'TION,* n. Circular motion in a direction

ontrary to some other circular motion. Congre-ce.
N'TRA-RY, a. [contrarius, L.] Opposite ; contradictory ;

[consistent; adverse; opposing. $3= "The accent is

[Variably placed on the first syllable of this word by all

wrect speakers, and as constantly removed to the second
f the illiterate and vulgar." Walker.

f'TRA-Ry, n. A thing of opposite qualities ;
a proposi-

i>n contrary to some other. On the contrary, in opposi-
im

;
on the other side.

IN'TRA-RY, v. a. [contraricr, Fr.] To oppose. Latimer.

i'TRA-RY-MlND'ED, a. Of a different mind. Bp. Hall.

f'TRAsT, n. [contraste, Fr.] Opposition and dissimili-
de of things, by which their differences are shown and
htened

;
an exhibition of differences

; opposition.
RJtsT', v. a.

[i. CONTRASTED; ^>p. CONTRASTING, CON-

TED.] To place in opposition, in order to show the
rence ; to oppose so as to set off; to exhibit the dif-

nces of.

RAsT'ED,*p. a. Set in direct opposition.
RATE,* a. Noting a kind of wheel moved by cogs,
d also crown wheels. Orier.

RA-TEN'OR, n. (Mus.) See COUNTERTENOR.
TRA-TEN-o'RE,*n. [It.] Same as contralto. See CON-
TO. Brande.

RA-VAL-LA'TION, n. [contra and vallo, L.] (Fort.) A
ter-fortification to hinder the sallies of the besieged.
RA-VENE', v. a. [contra and venio, L.] ft. CONTRA-
ED; pp. CONTRAVENING, CONTRAVENED.] To hinder

;

ie
;_
to baffle.

RA-vEN'ER, 7i. One who contravenes.

RA-VEN'TION, . Opposition; obstruction. Ld.Herbcrt.

RA-VER'SION,??. A turning to the opposite side. Con-

RA-YER^VA, n. (Bot.) A medicinal plant ; birthvvort.

TREC-TA'TION, n. [contrectatio, L.] A touching or

.ling. Ferrand.

RlB'y-TA-BLE,*a. That may be contributed. Lord
erden.

RIB'V-TA-RY, a. Paying tribute as to a chief; pro-
ng or contributing to the same end

; contributory.
RiB'VTE, [kon-trib'ut, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.
] v. a. [contribuo, L.j [i. CONTRIBUTED ; pp. CONTRFB-
G, CONTRIBUTED.] To give to some common stock

;

inister
;
to administer

;
to conduce

;
to aid

;
to assist,

koine persons erroneously pronounce this word with
accent on the first syllable. See CONTEMPLATE.

IB'UTE, v. n. To bear a part ;
to be helpful.

rRiB'vT-iNG,*j. a. Affording aid, assistance, or ad-

TRI-BO'TIQN, n. The act of contributing ;
the thing

ttm contributed
;
a levy ;

a tax
;
a charitable collec-

fit which is paid to a common stock, or for the
>ort of an army.
R4-BO'T.iQN-AL,* a. Furnishing contributions. Dub-

/'/ll. JwZflr.

TRBv-TivE, a. Tending to promote in concurrence
nth other motives

UB'U-TQR, . One who contributes.
-TO-RY, a. Promoting the same end

; helping.R1
' V ' a '

tcontristo >
L

-l To make sorrowful.

JCSN-TRIS-TA'TIQN, n. Act of making sad
; sorrow. Ba-

con.

||CoN'TRlTE, [kon'trit, S. W.J.E. F.Ja. Wb. ; kpn-trlt', P.

Sm.] a. [contritus, L.] Worn with sorrow
;
broken-heart-

ed for sin ;
humble

; penitent. ^/=
" This word is ac-

cented both ways, more commonly on the first syllable,
more consistently on the last." Smart. Smart also ac-
cents contritely and contritenes.j on the second syllable ;

and Walker says that contrite ought to have the accent on
the last syllable, but that the best usage places it on the
first.

||CoN'TRiTE-LY,* ad. In a contrite manner.
IJCoN'TRiTE-NESS, n. Contrition. Bailey. [R.]
CON-TRI"TIQN, (kgn-trlsh'un) n. [f Act of grinding. JVezc-

ton.] Penitence
;
sorrow for sin

; compunction ; repent-
ance

;
remorse. It is distinguished by some divines from

attrition, which see.

CpN-TRiT'u-RATE,* v. a. To pulverize or reduce to small

particles. Sir W. Scott.

CON-TRIV'A-BLE, a. That may be contrived. WiUtins.

CPN-TRIV'ANCE, n. The act of contriving ; the thing con-
trived

; skilful or ingenious performance ;
a device

;

scheme
; plan ;

a plot ;
an artifice.

CpN-TRlVE',r. a. [controuver, Fr.] [i. CONTRIVED ; pp. CON-

TRIVING, CONTRIVED.] To plan out
; to devise

;
to invent.

[contcro, contrivi, L. f to wear away. Spenser.]
CPN-TRIVE', v. n. To form or design. Prior.

CPN-TRIVED',* (kpn-trlvd') p. a. Planned ; projected ;
de-

signed.

tCpN-TRiVE'MENT, Tt. Contrivance. Sir G. Buck.

CpN-TRiy'ER, n. One who contrives
;
a schemer.

CON-TROL', 7i. [contrdle, Fr.] Originally, a counter-roll
or check against another account : now, a check

;
re-

straintj power; superintendence.
CpN-TROL', v. a. [contreroller, old Fr.] [i. CONTROLLED ; pp.
CONTROLLING, CONTROLLED.] To check ; to govern ;

to re-

strain
;
to curb

; to overpower.
CPN-TROL'LA-BLE, a. That may be controlled.

CpN-TROL'LERjTi. One who controls: an officer who ex-
amines the accounts of collectors of public money. See
COMPTROLLER.

pN-TROL'LER-SHlp, n. The office of a controller.

CPN-TROL'MENT, n. Act of controlling; opposition ; con-
trol. Shak.

tCpN-TRp-VER'SA-RY, a. Disputatious. Bp. Hall.

jCoN'TRp-VERSE, n.' [Fr.] Debate
; controversy. Spenser.

ICON'TRP-VERSE, v. a. To controvert. Hooker.

fC6N'TRO-VER-SER, n. A controversialist. Mountagu.
CoN-TRp-VER'siAL, (kon-tro-ver'shal) a. Relating to con-
troversy ; polemical ; disputatious.

CoN-TRO-VER'siAL-tsT, (kon-trp-ver'shal-ist) n. One en-

gaged in controversy ;
a disputant. Abp. Newcome.

ON-TRp-VER'siAL-Ly,* ad. In a controversial manner. Ld.
Stowell.

fCoN-TRp-VER'sipN,* n. Act of controverting; dispute.
Hooker.

fCoN'TRp-VER-spR, n. A controversialist. Bp. Hall.

CON'TRP-VER-SY, n. A literary, scientific, or theological
dispute ; a disputation ;

a debate
;
a contest

;
a suit in law.

C6N'TRp-VER-sy-WRiT'ER, n. A controversialist. Bp.
Barlow.

CON'TRO-VERT, v. a. [controverto, L.1
[i.

CONTROVERTED ;

pp. CONTROVERTING, CONTROVERTED.] To debate; to dis-

pute in writing ; to contest.

CoN'TRp-viiRT-ED,*^. a. Disputed in writing; debated;
denied.

ON'TRP-VERT-ER, n. One who controverts
;
a controver-

sialist.

CON-TRP-VERT'I-BLE, a. That may be controverted.

"ON'TRP-VERT-IST, n. A controversialist
; disputant.

pN-TRtr'lpN,* (k9n-tru'zhun) n. Act of pressing togeth-
er. Boyle._

ON-TV-MA'CIOUS, (kon-tu-ma'shus) a. Obstinate; per-
verse; inflexible; stubborn; impudent; disobedient.

^ON-TV-MA'CIOUS-LY, ad. Obstinately ; inflexibly.

DON-TU-MA'CIOUS-NESS, n. Obstinacy ; perversenesa.
36N'TU-MA-cy, n. [contumacia, L.] Obstinacy ; perverse-
ness. (Law) Wilful disobedience to any lawful sum-
mons or judicial order.

ICON-TV-ME'LI-OUS, [kon-tu-me'le-us, W. P. .7. Ja. Sm.;
kon-tu-mel'yus, F. K.~\ a. Reproachful ; rude ; inso-
lent.

jCoN-TV-ME'Li-ous-Ly, ad. In a contumelious manner.
,7i. Rudeness; reproach.

DON'TU-ME-LY, n. [contumelia, L.] Rudeness
; insolence

;

obloquy : ignominy ; reproach.
CPN-TU'MU-LATE, v , a. [contumulo, L.] To lay or bury in
the same tomb or grave. Todd.

?pN-TU-MV-LA'TiON,*re. Act of burying in the same tomb.
Maunder.

CPN-TUND', v. a. [contundo, L.] To bruise ; to contuse. n <

Oayton.
ypN-TUE', (kon-tuz') v. a. [contusus, L.] [i. CONTUSED; *ibers.

pp. CONTUSING, CONTUSED.] To beat together ;
to bruise. i>ointe(

SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6N
; BULL, BUR, RULE. C, 9, C, g, soft; .6, G, C, |, hard ; as Z

; * OS gz ;
HS, gz
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CCN-TU'SIQN, (k9n-tu'zbun) n. Act of bruising ;
state of

being bruised ;
a bruise.

CQ-NUN'DRVM, n. ; pi. CONUNDRUMS. A sort of riddle in

which some odd resemblance is proposed for discovery
between things quite unlike ;

a quibble ;
a low jest.

fC6N'u-SA-BLE, c, Liable to be tried or judged ; cog-
nizable. Bp. Barloio.

CoN'u-sXNCE,7i. [connoissance, Fr.] (Law) Cognizance ;
no-

tice; knowledge. See COGNIZANCE.
CoN'y-sXNT, a. (Law) Knowing; being privy to; cogni-

zant. Hale. See COGNIZANT.
CON-VA-LESCE',* (kon-va-leV) v , n.

[i.
CONVALESCED

; pp.

CONVALESCING, CONVALESCED.] To grOW Strong J
to TC-

cover health. Knox.

CON-VA-LES'CENCE, 7i. Recovery of health after sickness;
renewal of health.

CoN-VA-LES'CEN-cy, TO. Same as convalescence. Clarendon.

CON-VA-L,ES'CENT, 'a. [convalcscens, L.] Recovering health

after sickness
; improving in health.

CON-VA-LES'CENT,* n. One recovering from sickness. Col-

linson.

C6N-VA-LES'cENT-LY,*a<Z. In a convalescent manner. Qw.
Rev.

'

CON-VEC'TIQN,* n. Act of conveying or transferring. Prout.

CQN-VEN'A-BLE, a. That may be convened.

CQN-VENE', v. n. [convcnio, L.] [i. CONVENED ; pp. CONVEN-

ING, CONVENED.] To come together; to associate; to as-

semble.

CQN-VENE', v. a. To call together by invitation or request;
to bring together 5

to assemble; to summon judicially.
To be convenient to. So used in the U. S.

CoR-vip-NEE',* 7i. One convened with others. Maunder. [R.]

CON-VEjf'ER, TJ. One who convenes or assembles.

HCQN-VEN'IENCE, ) n. State of being convenient ;
fitness

;

IJCQN-VEN'IEN-CY, j propriety ;
commodiousness

;
ease

;

accommodation.

HCQN-VEN'IENT, [k?n-ve'nyent, S. F.. F. K.; kon-ve'ne-

ent, W. P.'j. Ja.]'[conveniens,Ij.] Fit; suitable; com-
modious

; adapted.

IJCQN-VEN'IENT-LY, ad. In a convenient manner
; fitly.

CQN-VEN'JNG, n. Convention; act of coining together.
CON'VENT, 71. [conventus, L.] A body of monks or nuns ;

a religious house inhabited by a society of monks or nuns
;

an abbey ;
a monastery ;

a nunnery.
tCQN-VENT', v. a. To call before a judge. Shak.

JCON-VENT', v. n. To meet
;
to concur. Beaum. 4- Fl.

CQN-VEN'TI-CLE, [k<?n-ven'te-kl, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sin. Wb. ; kon'ven-tikl, S.] n. [conventiculum, L.] An as-

sembly ;
a meeting, rfyliffe. An assembly for schismati-

cal worship: formerly applied to the meetings of the

English Nonconformists, which were forbidden by the
laws.

f-CoN-VEN'Tj-CLE, v. n. To belong to a conventicle. South.

CON-VEN'TI-CLER, 71. One who frequents conventicles.

CQN-VEN'TioN, 'n. [conventio, L.]
Act of coming together ;

an assembly, political or ecclesiastical: a contract; an

agreement ;
a tacit understanding.

CQN-VEN'TIQN-AL, (kon-ven'shun-al) a. Stipulated ; agreed
on by compact ; tacitly understood.

CON-VEN'TION-AL-IM,* n. A conventional phrase, form,
or ceremony. EC. Rev.

CQN-VEN'TION-AL-IST,* n. One who adheres to a conven-
tion. QM. Rev.

CQN-VEN-TIQN-XL'I-TY,* n. State of being conventional
;

a conventional term, principle, or custom. Latham.

CQN-VEN'TIQN-AL-LY,* ad. In a conventional manner.
Hamilton.

CQN-VEN'TIQN-A-RY, a. Acting upon contract. Carew.

CQN-VEN'TIQN-ER,* n. A member of a convention. Scott.

CQN-VEN'TIQN-IST, n. A member of a convention
; one

who makes a contract. Sterne.

CQN-VENT'U-AL, a. Belonging to a convent
; monastic.

CQN-VENT'V-AL, 71. One who lives in a convent. jJddison.

CQN-VER&E', v. n. [converge, L.] [i. CONVERGED ; pp. CON-
VERGING, CONVERGED.] To tend to one and the same
point or object.

CQN-VER'GENCE,* )n. Act of converging; tendency to

CQN-VER'^EN-CY,* \ one point. Derham.
CQN-VERG'ENT, ) a. Tending to one point from different

CQN-VER<^'ING, \ places. Converging- series, a series of
which every succeeding term is smaller than the preced-
ing, and which, consequently, tends to a certain limit.

CQN-VER'SA-BLE, a. Inclined to converse
; communica-

tive.

CQN-VER'SA-BLE-NESS, 7i. Sociableness
; fluency.

CQN-VER'SA-BLY, ad. In a conversable manner.
IICoN'VER-SANcE,* or CoN-VER'SANCE,* n. The state of
being conversant; acquaintance. EC. Rev.

HCON'VER-SAN-CY,* or CQN-VER'SAN-CY,* n. Same as
conversance. Ed. Rev.

||CoN'VER-SANT, [kon'ver-sant, E. Ja. S?. R. Wb.; kon'-
ver-sant or kon-ver'sant, S. W. J. F.; kon-ver'sant, P. K.]
a. Acquainted with; having intercourse with

; familiar;
versed in

; relating to.

85=
" There are such considerable authorities for eacii

of these pronunciations as render a decision on that

ground somewhat difficult. Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr.

Kenrick, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, and Bailey, place the
accent on the second syllable ; and Mr. Nares, W.
Johnston, and Entick, accent the first. Mr. Sheridan
and Mr. Scott place it on both, and consequently leave
it undecided. Since authorities are so equal, and anal-

ogy so precarious, usage must be the umpire ;
and my

observation fails me, if that which may be called the
best usage does not decide in favor of the accent on the
first syllable." Walker. Of the above authorities included
in brackets, nine are subsequent to Walker.

IJCON'VER-SANT,* n. One who converses with another.
Butler. [R.1

CON-VER-SA'TIQN, n. Familiar or mutual discourse ; chat;
easy talk; commerce; intercourse: commerce with a
different sex. [f Behavior ;

conduct. Oalatians.]
CON-VER-SA'TIQN-AL,* a. Relating to conversation

; collo-

quial. Sir H. Davy.
CoN-VER-SA'TiQN-AL-fsT,* n. An adept in conversation.

Ed. Rev.

fCoN-VER-SA'TlQNED, (kon-ver-sa'shund) p. a. Acquaint-
ed with the manner of acting in common life. Beaum.

C6N-VER-SA'TlQN-lST,7i. An adept in conversation. Southey.
CQN-VER'SA-TIVE, a. Relating to conversation. Wotton.

CONVERSAZIONE, (kon-ver-sat-ze-o'na) n. [It.] pi. co!f-

FJJS^zzoJVi(k8n-ver-s'at-ze-o'ne) Conversation
;
a meet-

ing of company. Oray.
CQN-VERSE', v. n. [conversor, L.I [i. CONVERSED; pp. cow-,

VERSING, CONVERSED.] To hold intercourse
;
to convey

thoughts reciprocally ;
to talk familiarly ;

to speak ; to

discourse
;
to talk

;
to commune.

CSN'VERSE, n. Conversation; acquaintance; an oppos,te
reciprocal proposition.

CoN'vERSE-Ly, [k9n-vers'le, S. W. P. F. K. Sm. ; koa'J
vers-le, Wb.] ad. With change of order

; reciprocally. (

CQN-VERS'ER,* n. One who converses. Piozzi.

CQN-VER'SIQN, (k9n-ver'shun) n. Act of converting ;
st ite

of being converted
; change from one state to anoth

change from a bad or irreligious to a good or religious li

change from one religion to another. (Logic) A trans

sition or interchange of terms in an argument; as,
virtue is vice, no vice is virtue."

CQN-VER'SIVE, a. Conversable
;
sociable. FeWiam.

CON-VERT', v. a. [converto, L.] [i. CONVERTED
; pp.

VERTING, CONVERTED.] To change from one thing or f

one religion to another ; to turn from a bad to a good li

to change ;
to transmute ;

to alter
;
to apply.

CQN-VERT', v. n. To undergo a change. Shak.

CON'VERT, n. A person who is converted
; one wl

brought over from one religion or opinion to another.

CQN-VERT'ED,*P. a. Changed into another subst
to another state, use, or condition

;
turned from

a good or religious life.

CQN-VERT' ER, n. One who makes converts.

CON-VERT-I-BIL'I-TY, n. Quality of being convertible.,

CQN-VERT'J-BLEJ a.

'

That may be converted ; intercha;;

able
;
to be used one for the other ; susceptible of chaij

CQN-VERT'I-BLE-NESS,*W. State of being convertible..

CQN-VERT'J-BLY, ad. Reciprocally; by interchange.
CQN-VERT'ING,*^. a. Changing or producing a chad

turning.
fCoN'VERT-iTE, a. [convcrti, Fr.] A convert. Shak.

CON'VEX, (kon'veks) a. [convexus, L.] Rising or swelling

externally into a spherical form
; opposed to

spherical.

CON'VEX, n. A convex or spherical body. Milton.

CQN-VEXED', (kpn-vSksf) p. a. Formed convex. .

CQN-VEX'ED-Ly, ad. In a convex form. Browne.

CQN-VEX'l-Ty, n. State of being convex; spheroidical
j

tuberance.

CON'VEX-LY, or CQN-VEX'LY, [kon-veks'le, S. W.
K. ; kon'veks-le, Sm. Wb.] ad. In a convex form.

CQN-VEX'NESS, n. Spheroidical protuberance ;
convf

CQN-VEX'Q-'CON'CAVE, (kon-veks'9-kSng'kav) a.
"

on one side, and concave on the other.

CON-VEX'Q-CON'VEX,* a. Convex on both sides. P.

CQN-VEY', (kon-va') v. a. [conveho, L.] [i. CONVEYED!

CONVEYING, CONVEYED.] To carry ;
to hand from

another ;
to remove secretly ;

to transmit
;
to tra

bear
;
to transfer ; to deliver ;

to impart.

CQN-VEY', (kon-va') v. n. _To play the thief. Shak. [B

CON-VEY'A-BLE,* (k9n-va'a-bl) a. Capable of being
veyed. Perry.

CQN-VEY'ANCE, (k9n-va'ans) n. Act of conveying
moving; the thing conveyed or removed; the me
which it is removed : a vehicle ; transmission

;

transferring property ;
a deed which tranfers or ci

land or other real property from one to another.

CON-VEY'AN^-ER, (kon-va'ans-er) n. A lawyer who draw !

deeds or writings by which property is transferred.

CQN-VEY'AN-iNG,*(k9n-va'ans-Ing) n. (Law) The busine.

', E, I, O, U, Y, long; X, , 1, 6, U, Y, short; A, E, T, <?, V, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR,
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or art of framing deeds or writings by which property is

conveyed. Butler.

CON-VEY'ER, (kon-va'ur) n. He or that which conveya.
CoN-Vl-cm'l-lY, n. Neighborhood ; nearness. Warton. JR.]
CON-VICT', v. a. [convince, convictum, L.] [i. CONVICTED

;

pp. CONVICTING, CONVICTED.] To subdue the opposition to
truth by proving a charge against one

;
to prove guilty ;

to
detect in guilt ; to confute

; to show by proof or evidence.
fCoN-vicT', a. Convicted. Shak.

CON'VICT, 7i. One legally proved guilty of a crime ; a cul-
prit ;

a malefactor
;
a felon.

CoN-vICT'ED,* p. a. Proved guilty; detected
; confuted.

CQN-VICT'I-BLE,* a. Capable of being convicted, jlsh. [K.I
CQN-vIc'TlQN, 7i. Act of convicting ;

state of being con-
victed

; detection of guilt ; act of convincing ; confuta-
tion

;
state of being convinced.

CQN-VIC'TIVE, a. Tending to convictor convince. Bp. Hall.

CON-VIC'TIVE-LY, ad. In a convincing manner. More.
CON-VINCE', v. a. [convince, L.] [i. CONVINCED ; pp. CON-

VINCING, CONVINCED.] To make one sensible of a thing
by proof; to satisfy ; to subdue by argument; to force to

acknowledge ; [f to convict. John.]
CON-VINCE'MENT, n. Conviction. Milton. [R.]
CQN-viN9'ER, n. lie or that which convinces. More.
CON-VINC'I-BLE, a. That may be convinced. Browne.
CQN-ViN<?'iNG,*p. a. Producing conviction

; confuting.
CpN-vlN^'fNG-Ly, ad. So as to compel assent.

CpN-viNr'iN_G-NESS, n. The power of convincing.
tCoN-vi"Ti-ATE,* (kon-vish'e-at) v.'a. To reproach; to

abuse. Maunder.

tCQN-vi"Tiovs, (k9n-vlsh'us) a. [convitior, L.l Reproach-
ful. Q. Elizabeth.

tCpN-vi'vAL, a. Convivial. Pearson.

fCcm-viVE', v. n. [convivo, L.] To entertain
;
to feast. Shak.

HCON-VIV'IAL, (kon-viv'yal or kon-vlv'e-al) [con-viv'yal, &
W. J. E. F. Ja. K. ; kQn-viv'e-al, P. Sm. Wb.\ a. Relating
or inclined to festivity ; festal

; social ; festive
; gay.

||CQN-yIy'iAL-isT,* or CoN-viv'i-AL-isT,* n. A person of
convivial habits. Gent. Mag:

CON-VIV-I-XL'I-TY,* n. Convivial disposition or practice.
Malone.

CON'VQ-CATE, v. a. [convoco, L.] To convoke. May. [R.]
C6N-vp-CA'TipN, n. The act of convoking or calling an
assembly ;

an assembly, particularly of clergy or of the
heads of a university ;

a convention
;
a diet

;
a synod ; a

council.

CoN-vp-CA'TipN-AL,* a. Relating to a convocation. Gent.

Mag._
CoN-VOKE', v. a. [convoco, L.] [L CONVOKED; pp. CONVOK-

ING, CONVOKED.] To call together by authority; to con-
vene

; to assemble.

CoN'vp-LUTE,* a. (Bot.) Rolled together. P. Cyc.
CON'VP-LUT-ED, a. Twisted

; rolled upon itself.

C6N-vp-Lu'TipN, n. A rolling together. Thomson.

CpN-VOLVE', (kon-volv') v. a. [convolvo, L.] [i. CONVOLVED ;

pp. CONVOLVING, CONVOLVED.] To roll together. Milton.

CpN-voL-vu-LA'cEoys,* (kon-vol-vu-la'shus.) a. Relating
to the convolvulus. P. Cyc.

CPN-VOL'VV-LUS, n. [L.] pi. CONVOLVULI. (Bot.~) A ge-
nus of plants or shrubs; bindweed or scammony.

CpN-VOY', v. a. [convoyer, Fr.] [i. CONVOYED ; pp. CONVOY-
ING, CONVOYED.] To accompany by land or sea for the
sake of defence

; to attend.

CON'VOY, n. A fleet of merchant ships convoyed or pro-
tected by an armed force

;
an attendant force on a voy-

age or journey, for the purpose of defence ; act of con-

voying.
CpN-VtJLSE', v. a. [convulsus, L.] [i. CONVULSED ; pp. CON-

VULSING, CONVULSED.] To draw or contract, as the muscu-
lar parts of an animal body ;

to affect by spasms ;
to

shake
;
to agitate ; to disturb.

CpN-ytJL'siON, (kon-vul'shun) n. State of being convulsed ;

an involuntary contraction of the fibres and muscles, by
which the body and limbs are distorted

;
a writhing or

agitation of the' limbs ; tumult
;
disturbance.

CpN-vtJL'sipN-AL ,* a. Having or relating to convulsions.
C. Lamb. [R.]

'

CoN-vuL'sipN-A-Ry,* a. Relating to convulsions. Hartley.

CpN-vuL'sipN-FiT,*7i. A disease that convulses the body.
Milton.

CpN-vijL'siVE, a. [convulsif, Fr.] Tending to convulse
;

moving.
CON-VUL'SIVE-LY, ad. In a convulsive manner.

||CoN'y, or Co'NY, [kun'e, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. ; ko'ne,
familiarly kun'e, Sm.; kS'ne, Wb.] n. [cuniculus, L.] A
rabbit

; a simpleton.

HCON'Y-BUR'ROW, (kun'e-bfir/6) n. A rabbit's hole.

IJtCoN'y-CATCH, (kun'e-kach) v. n. To cheat; to trick.

Shak.
'

CON'Y-CATCH'ER, (kun'e-kach'er) n. A thief ; a cheat.

^ON'y-SKlN,* 71. The skin of a cony or rabbit. Johnson.

66, v. n.
[i.

COOED
; pp. COOING, COOED.] To cry as a dove

or pigeon. Thomson.

COO'ING, n. The note of the dove ;
invitation. Young:

HCOOK, (kuk) [kfik, P. J. F. Sm. Wb. Wares; kok, S. W. E.
Ja.K.] n [coyuus, L.] One whose business it is to cookor dress food for the table.

||COOK, (kuk) v. a.
[i. COOKED; pp. COOKING, COOKED.! To

prepare, as food for eating ; 'to boil, to bake, to roast, or
otherwise dress for eating; to prepare. [To throw. Grose.
Provincial.] rR -.

COOK, TJ n to cry as the cuckoo. The Silkwormes, (1599^
COOK-EE',* (kuk-e') n. A female cook. Grant PR 1

COOK'ER-Y, ( kuk'er-e) n. The art or practice of cooking,

tual?

*
(kfik

'

ing) p ' fc That cooks; preparing vic-

IjCooK'-MAlD, (kuk'mad) n. A maid that cooks.
COOK'-ROOM, (kuk'r6m) . The kitchen of a ship.

IJCooK'y,* (kuk'e) n. A sweet cake. Ellis.

COOL, a. Somewhat cold
;

not ardent, warm, or fond
frigid ; dispassionate.

COOL, n. A moderate degree or state of cold.

COOL, v. a.
[i. COOLED ; pp. COOLING, COOLED.] To make

cool
;
to allay heat

; to refrigerate ; to quiet passion.
COOL, v. 7i. To lose heat or warmth

; to grow cool.

CooL'-CuP, n. A cooling beverage.
COOL'ER, n. He or that which cools

; a vessel
; an appara-

tus used by brewers and distillers for cooling worts.

COOL'-HEAD-ED, a. Without passion. Burke.

COOL'ING,*^. a. Making or growing cool; allaying heat.

COOL'ISH, a. Somewhat cool. Goldsmith.

CooL'Ly, ad. In a cool manner
; without heat.

COOL'NESS, n. State of being cool
; indifference.

COO'LY,* n. (India) A porter, carrier, or laborer. Hamilton.
COOM, n. [ecume, Fr.] Soot that gathers over an oven

; dust
or dirt that works out of wheels or a machine.

COOMB, (korn) n. [cumulus, L.] A corn measure of four
bushels.

COOMB,* (kom) n. A valley on the declivity of a hill. Lyell.
See COMB. [Provincial in England.]

COOP, re. A barrel
; a cage ;

a pen for animals
;
a tumbrel

or close cart.

COOP, v. a. [i. COOPED; pp. COOPING, COOPED.] To shut up
in a coop ; to confine

;
to cage.

COO-PEE', 71. [coupe, Fr.] A motion in dancing.
||Coop'ER, (kop'er or kup'er) [kop'er, S. W. P. J. E. F.

Ja. K. Sm.; kup'er, Wb.] n. One who makes barrels.

9CT" Cooper and its compounds are doubtful (with re-

spect to the sound of oo) except in common speech, which,
in London, at least, invariably shortens them

;

"
as, kup'-

er. Smart.

||Coop'ER-AGE, n. The work or pay of a cooper ;
a cooper's

shop.

CO-OP'ER-XNT, a. Operating together. Nicholson.

Co-OP'ER-ATE, v. n. [con and opera, L.] [i. COOPERATED;
pp. COOPERATING, COOPERATED.] To labor jointly with an-
other to the same end

;
to work together; to concur in

the same Affect. [end.
CO-OP'ER-AT-ING,* p. a. Working with another to the same
CO-OP-ER-A'TION, n. Joint operation ; concurrence.

CO-OP'ER-A-TIVE, a. Promoting the same end. Davies.

CO-OP'ER-A-TOR, n. A joint operator.

||Coop'ER-lNG,* n. The business or work of a cooper. W.
Ency.

IJCoop'ER-y,* n. The business of a cooper. Crabb.

fCo-op'TATE, v. a. [coopto, L.] To choose jointly. Cock-
eram.

fCp-pp-TA'TlpN, 71. Adoption ; assumption. Howell.

CO-OR'DI-NATE, a. [con and ordinatus, L.] Holding the
same rarik_or station

; equal ;
not subordinate.

CO-OR'DI-NATE,* v. a. To make coordinate. Murchison.

CO-OR'DI-NATE-LY, ad. In the same rank.

CO-OR'DI-NATE-NESS, n. State of being coordinate.

CO-OR'DI-NATES,* n. pi. (Conic Sections) The absciss and
its ordinates taken in conjunction. Crabb.

CO-OR-DI-NA'TIPN, 71. State of holding the same rank.

COOT, n.' [cotee, Fr.] A small, black water-fowl
;
the moor-

hen.

fCop, n. The head or the top of any thing. Chaucer.

CP-PAI'BA,* or Cp-Pi'vi,* n. A balsam or liquid resin,

which exudes from a South American tree, used in medi-

cine. Brande.

CO'PAL, [ko'pal, Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; kop'al, P.] n. A resin,

the 'produce of the rhus copaUinum of Mexico, used in var-

nishes.

Co-PAR'CE-NA-Ry, n. (Law) Joint heirship or inheritance

of an estate.

CO-PAR'CE-NER, n. [con and particcfix, L.] (Law) One who
has an equal share with others in a patrimonial inher-

itance.

Co-PAR'cE-NY,n. An equal share of an inheritance; copar-

cenary. Bailey.

CO-PART'MENT, n. Compartment. Warton.

CO-PART'NER, n. A joint partner ;
a sharer.

CO-PART'NER-SHIP, . Equal and joint concern or interest

in any business or property.

C6-PART'NER-y,* n. A copartnership.
Chambers.

fCop'A-TAiN, (kop'a-tin) a. High-raised ; poir

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BULL, BUR, RULE. ?, G, c, g, soft; V, &, , g, hard; <w Z
j J a* gzj-*
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CO-PA'TRT-PT,* n. Compatriot. Et-crett. See COMPATRIOT.

CP-PAY'VA, (k9-pe'va) 7i. A resin. See COPAIBA.

COPE, n. A cover for the head
; a sacerdotal vestment ;

an
archwork over a door

;
a coping.

COPE, v. a. [i.
COPED ; pp. COPING, COPED.] To cover, as

with a cope ; [fto embrace. Skak.]
COPE, v. n. To contend

;
to struggle ; to encounter.

CP-PECK',* n. A Russian copper coin about the size of a
cent. Crabb.

fCOPE 'MAN, n. A chapman; a dealer. B. Jonson.

CP-PER'NI-CAN, a. Relating to the modern solar system, or

that of Copernicus. A. Smith.

fCopES'MATE, n. Companion ;
friend. Spenser.

COPE'-STONE,* n. A stone for forming a cope or coping.
Scott.

Co-Pffd'sis,* n. [Kuwait.] (Mod.) Deafness, dumbness,
or dulness of any sense. Crabb.

COP'I-ER, n. -One who copies ;
a copyist ; a transcriber.

CO'PING, n. (Arch.) The stone or brick covering of a wall
wider than the wall itself, to throw off the water

;
called

also capping.
Co'Pl-oOs, a. [copia, L.] Plentiful; abundant; ample;

full
; abounding in words or images ;

not barren
;
not

concise.

Co'Pi-oDs-LY, ad. In a copious manner.

C6'pj-oDs-NESs, 71. State of being copious; exuberance;
plenty ;

abundance
;
diffusion.

fCop'iST, n. A copier; a copyist. Harmar.

fCop'LAND, n. A piece of ground terminating in a point.

Bailey.

fCo-PLXNT', v. a. To plant together. Howell.

fCo-pOR'TlpN, n. Equal share. Spenser.
CO'P&S,* n. [x67ro;.] (Med.) A morbid lassitude. Crabb.

COP'PED, (kop'ped or kSpt) a. Rising conically. Shak.

C6p'PEL, n. An instrument. See CUPEL.
COP'PER, n. [cuprum, L.] A metal of a pale reddish color,
tinged with yellow, hard, sonorous, and very malleable;
a vessel made of copper ;

a boiler.

COP'PER,* v. a.
[i. COPPERED; pp. COPPERING, COPPERED.]

To cover with copper. Owilt.

COP'PER,* a. Made of copper. Ash.

COP'PER-AS, w. A metallic salt of three kinds, sulphate
of copper (blue copperas), sulphate of iron (green cop-
peras), and sulphate of zinc (white copperas) ;

but most
frequently used for the sulphate 'of iron, or green
vitriol.

COP'PER-G-SL'PRED,* (-kul'urd). a. Of the color of cop-
per. Armstrong.

COP'PERED,* (kop'perd) p. a. Sheathed or covered with
copper. Crabb.

COP'PER-ISH, a. Containing copper; like copper. Robinson.

Cop'pER-NojfE, n. A red nose. Shak.

COP'PER-PLATE, n. A plate of copper highly polished, on
which pictures, maps, &c., are engraved ;

an impression
from the plate.

COP'PER-PLATE,* a. Relating to engraving or printing on
copper. P. Cyc.

Cop'pER-SMlTH, n. One who works in copper.
CSp'PER-WORKS, (-wiirks) n. pi. A place where copper is

worked or manufactured. Woodward.

COP'PER-WORM, (-wiirm) 71. A little worm in ships j
a

moth that frets garments.
COP'PER-Y, a. Containing copper ;

like copper.
COP'PICE, 7i. [couper, Fr.J A wood of small trees

;
a copse.

COP'PIN,* n. The cone of thread which is formed on the

spindle of a wheel by spinning. Crabb.

C6p'PiNG, 7?. See COPING.

COP'PLE-CROWN,* 7i. A tuft of feathers on the head of a
fowl ; sometimes called topple-crown. Forby.

C6p'PLED, (kSp'pld) a. Rising in a conical form.

Cop'PLE-DDsT, n. Bacon. See CUPEL-DUST.
COP'PLE-STONE, n. A cobble-stone. See COBBLE.
COP'RO-LITE,* n. Fecal remains petrified. Buckland.

CoP-RQ-LlT'ic,* a. Relating to coprolite. Buckland.

CO-PROPH'A-GAN,* n. [KOTTOOS and $<iyu>.] (Ent.) A spe-
cies of beetle which lives upon the dung of animals.
Brande.

Cp-PROPH'A-GOuS,* a. Feeding upon dung or filth. Kirby.
COPS,* n. A draught iron on the end of the tongue of a

cart or wagon ;
called also clevis. A word used by farm-

ers in New England. French.

COPSE, (kops) 7^ [abbreviated from coppice.] A wood of
small trees

; shrubbery.
COPSE, v. a. To preserve underwood. Faringdon.
COPSE'WOOD,* (kSps'wud) 7i. A growth of shrubs and

bushes. Booth.

COP'SY, (kop'se) a. Having copses. Dyer.
C6PT,* n. One of the ancient inhabitants of Egypt; an
Egyptian who is descended fro'i-. the ancient inhabitants
of the country. Lane.

Ed. Rev.
COP'TIC,* 7i. The language of the Copts.
COP'TJC * a. Relating to the Copts. Ed. .

~LJR. A b
which unites the subject

CQp'u-LA, 71. [L.] pi. COPVLJE. A band; that which
joins. (Logic) The word

and predicate of a proposition ; as,
" Books are dear."

(
>Anat.)_A. ligament.

CoP'y-LATE, v. a. [copula, L.J [i. COPULATED
; pp. COPU-

LATING^ COPULATED.] To unite
; to conjoin ;

to connect.

COP'U-LATE, v. n. To come together, as different sexes.

tCop'y-LATE, a. Joined. Bacon.

Cop-y-LA'TipN, n. Act of copulating ;
coition.

Cop'y-l/A-TlVE, a. That unites or connects.

Cop'y-LA TlVE, 71. A copulative conjunction.
COP'V-LA-TP-RY,* a. Relating to copulation ; uniting.

P. Cyc.

COP'Y, (kop'pe) n. [copie, Fr.] A transcript from the origi-
nal ; an imitation; a manuscript; a pattern to write
after; the matter to be printed ; autograph ; the original:

an individual book, as a good copy ; one of many books
;

a picture drawn from another picture.

CoP'Y, v. a. [i. COPIED; pp. COPYING, COPIED.] To tran-
scribe

;
to write after an original ;

to imitate.

COP'Y, v. n. To imitate. Dryden.
Cop'y-BooK, (-buk) n. A book in which copies are writ-
ten for learners to imitate. Shak.

COP'Y-ER, n. A copier. Bentley. See COPIER.

COP'Y-HOLD, n. (English law) A tenure, for which the
tenant has nothing to show but the copy of the rolls

made by the steward of his lord's court. Cowel.
C5p'\r

-HOLD-ER, n. One possessing land in copyhold.
COP'Y-ING-PRESS,* n. A machine for producing a fac-

simile copy of a manuscript. Francis.

Cop'y-IST, ?i. One who copies ;
a transcriber

;
a copier.

COP'Y-MO'N'EY,* n. Money paid for copy, or for literary
labor. Boswell.

Cop'y-RiGHT, (rit) n. The right of property in a literary

composition vested in the author
;
the exclusive right of

printing and publishing copies of any literary work, book,
print, or engraving.

CoquE-Li-cdT1

, (kok-le-ko') n. [Fr.] The red corn-rose;
a color nearly red, so called from it.

CP-QUET', (ko-ket') v. a. [coqueter, Fr.] [i. COQUETTED ; pp.
COQUETTING, COQUETTED.] To deceive in love

; to jilt.

Cp-QUET', (ko-ket') v. n. To trifle or practise deceit in
love

;
to endeavor to attract notice.

CP-QUET'RY, (ko-ket're) [ko-ket're, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja.

K. Sm. ; ko'quet-re, WT>.] n. [coquetterie, Fr.] Deceit or

trifling in love
;
endeavor to attract notice.

CQ-QUETTE', (kg-ket') n. [coquette, Fr.] A vain girl or
woman who endeavors to attract amorous advances and
rejects them ;

a jilt ;
an affected or vain woman.

CO-QUET'TISH, (k9-ket'jsh) a. Befitting a coquette.

CQ-QUET'TISH-LY,* (k9-ket'jsh-le) ad. In a coquettish
manner. Fo. Qu. Rev.

CQ-QUIM'BITE,* (ko-kem'blt) n. (Min.) A white species of

copperas. Dana.

fCoR, 7i. [COT-US, L.] The measure of a pottle. Wicliffe.

COR'A-CLE, (kor'a-kl) n. [cwrwgle, Welsh.] A fishing-boat
used in Wales, made with leather stretched on wicker
work.

CSR'A-colD,* n. [K6aa% and ?<5oj.] (Anat.) A small pro-
cess of the bladebone in man ; a large, flattened bone,
passing from the shoulder-joint to the sternum in birds,

reptiles, &c. Brande.

COR'A-COID,* a. Shaped like a crow's beak. Smart.

COR/AL, TkSr'al, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; kur'al or kor'al,

P.] n. [corallum, L.] A hard substance, red, white, or

black, found in the ocean, adhering to other substances,

formerly supposed to be a vegetable, but now esteemed a

congeries of animals ; a piece of coral, used as a toy.

COR'AL,* a. Relating to coral ; coralline. Drayton.
COR-AL-LA'CEOVS,* (kor-al-a'shus) a. Having the quali-

ties of coral. Dana.
COR'ALLED,* (kor'ald) a. Furnished with coral. Savage.
COR'AL-LI-FORM,* a. Formed like coral. Ed. Ency.
COR'AL-IJNE, a. Consisting of or like coral.

COR'AL-L'INE, n. A submarine substance, or plant-like

animal, of the order of polypes.

COR'AL-LJTE,* n. (Min.) A petrifaction like coral. Dana.

1 "*"*

&

COR'AL-TREE, n. A tree of America, which produces
very beautiful scarlet flowers.

CO'RAMN&N JV'DI-CE,* [L.] (Law) A phrase denoting
that'a cause is brought into a court out of the judge's
urisdiction.

,
n. [courantc, Fr.] A sprightly dance. Temple.

See COURANT.
fCp-RXN'TO, n. An air or dance. B. Jonson. See COG-
RANT.

CORE, n. [corbeau, Fr.] A basket used in collieries : an
ornament in building. Spenser. See CORBEL.

COR'BAN, n. An alms-basket; a gift ;
an alms. Calmet.

fCoRBE, (kbrb) a. [courbe, Fr.] ("rooked. Spenser.

COR'BEIL, (kb'r'bel)
n. [corbeille, Fr.] (Fort.) A little

basket filled wifh earth, used in numbers on a parapet
in a siege. See CORBEL.

COR'BEL, n. [corbeille, Fr.] (Arch.) The representation of a

A, E, I, 6, tj, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FiST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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basket
;
the vase of a Corinthian column

;
a niche in a

wall for a figure or statue
;
a short projecting piece of

wood or stone in a building, sometimes in the form of a
basket. Corbel table, a projecting battlement, parapet, or
cornice, resting on corbels.

C5R'BY, re. [corbeau, Fr.] A raven. Brockeit.

COR'CLE,* re. (JBot.) The essence of a seed ; embryo of a
plant. Crabb.

COR'CV-LUM,* n. [L. a little heart.] (Bot.) The embryo of
a plant; corcle. Brande.

CORD, . [cAorda, L.] A small rope or large twisted
string; a band: a quantity of wood, &c., 8 feet long,
4 high, and 4 broad, containing 128 square feet.

CORD, v. a. [i. CORDED
; pp. CORDING, CORDED.] To pile

up so as to be measured in cords: to fasten with cords.

CORD'A^E, re. Cords or ropes collectively ; materials for

ropes.

C6R'DA-?ED *
\

a' Havin& the form of a heart. P. Cyc.

CORD'ED, a. Bound with a cord; formed in cords.

COR-DE-LIER', (kbr-de-ler') n. [Fr.] A Franciscan or

gray friar
;
so named from the cord worn as a girdle.

CoRD'GRiss,* re. A species of marine perennial grass.
Farm. Ency.

MCORD'IAL, (kord'yal or kor'de-al) [kbr'dyal, S. E. F. K. ;

k8r'de4l, 'P. / Jo.} kbr'je-jl, W.\ n. [Fr.] (Med.) A
medicine or drink for quickening the spirits ; any thing
that comforts or exhilarates.

HCORD'IAL, a. [cor, L.] Proceedfng from the heart
;

hearty ;
sincere

; reviving ; invigorating.
HCOR'DIAL-HEART'ED,* a. Having cordial feeling.
Moore.

||C6RD-i-XL'i-TY, (kord-ye-al'e-te) re. Quality of being
cordial

;
heartiness

;
warmth of feeling ; sincerity.

||C6R'DIAL-IZE* v. re. To feel cordiality; to harmonize.
CA. Ob. [R.]

HCbRD'iAL-LY, ad. Sincerely ; heartily. More.

IJCORD'IAL-NESS, n. Heartiness. Cotgrave.
CORDIERITE,* re. (Min.) A variety of iolite. Dana.
COR'DI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a heart. Smart.

COR-DIL-LE'RA,* re. [Sp.] A chain of mountains. Ham-
ilton.

COR'DI-NER, n. [cordonnier, Fr.] A shoemaker. See
CORD\TANER.

CORD'-MAK-ER, re. A maker of ropes or cords.

CdR'DON, (kor'd5n or kor'dong) [kbr'don, Ja. Wb.; kb'r'-

dong', K. Sm.} n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A row of stones in fortifi-

cation ;
a line of military posts. A band

; a wreath :

the edge of a stone on trie outside of a building.
CORDON SANITAIRE,* (kbr-d5ng-san-e-tar') n. [Fr.] A

line of troops posted on the frontiers of a country, in or-
der to prevent communication of the inhabitants with
those of a neighboring country, in which a pestilential
disease prevails. Boiste.

CoR'oo-vXN, n. [cordouan, Fr.] Spanish leather, originally
from Cordova

;
often called cordwain.

COR'DV-ROY,* n. A kind of fustian or thick cotton stuff*,
ribbed or corded. W. Ency.

CORD'WAIN, re. Spanish leather. Spenser. See CORDOVAN.
CORD'WAIN-ER, n. A shoemaker

;
a worker in cordovan.

CORD'-WOOD, (-wad) re. Wood piled up for fuel.

CORE, re. [cor, L.] The heart or inner part of any thing,
particularly of fruit

;
the internal mould which forms a

Jiollow in casting metals. Grier.

CORE,* v. a. To take out the core of. Green.

CP-RE'AN,* n. A native of Corea. a. Belonging to
Corea. Earnshaw.

CORED,* (kord) a. Cured in a certain degree, as herring.
Smart. Having the core taken out.

CO-RE'^ENT, re. A joint regent or governor. Wraxall.

Co-REL'A-TlVE, re. See CORRELATIVE.
C6-RE-6p'sis,* re. (Bot.) A perennial American plant
having a yellow flower. Farm. Ency.

COR'ET,* n. A species of snail. Goldsmith.

CORF,* n. A coal measure of three bushels
;
a basket for

coals ; a temporary building. Jameson.

COR'FUTE,* re. A native of Corfu. Earnshaw.

CO-RI-A'CEOUS, (k5-re-a'shus) a. [coriaceus, L.] Leathery;
consisting of leather

; resembling leather. Arbuthnot.

CO-RI-XN'DER, re. [coriandrum, L.] A plant ;
a hot or spicy

seed of the plant, used as a carminative.

CO-RI-XN'DER-SEED,* re. The seed of the coriander. Ash.

COR'IN,* n. A species of gazel. Goldsmith.

COR'INTH, n. An ancient city in Greece, noted, among
other things, for fruits, architecture, and licentiousness

;

the original name of a fruit now called currant.

Cp-RlN'THl-AN, a. Relating to Corinth: noting the
third order of Grecian architecture, the Doric and Ionic

being the first and second : licentious.

Cp-RiN'THl-AN,re. A native of Corinth ;
a licentious person.

CO-RI'VAL, n. &. v. See CORRIVAL. Bacon.

CORK, 7t. [korck, D.] A glandiferous tree of Spain and

Portugal, the bark ofwhich is used for makin g stopples; the

1 COR
bark of the tree

;
a stopple The hind part of a horse's

shoe turned up to prevent his slipping: written also
calKin, calker, and cawker.

CORK, v. a.
[i. CORKED

; pp. CORKING, CORKED.] To stopwith corks. Bp. Hall.- To shoe a horse with sha>p points ;to wound with a point. Jennings. [Provincial in Englandand used in the United States!] See CALK.
CoRK'iNG-PlN, re. A pin of the largest size. Swift
CoRK'scREW,* (kork'skrii) re. A screw for drawing corks

wells.

CORK-TREE,* re. The tree of which the bark is cork.

CORK'Y, a. Consisting of or resembling cork. Skak
CoR'Mp,RANT, n. [cormoron, Fr.] A voracious bird, the
water-raven, that preys upon fish

; a glutton.
COR'MVS,* n. (Bot.) A solid, roundish, underground stemP Cycm
CORN, re. The seeds which grow in ears, not in pods ; such
seeds as are made into bread

; grain unreaped, particularly
wheat

;
more comprehensively, all kinds of grain : anyminute particle: an indurated, horny wart on the toe

or foot. $3= In England, it is applied to wheat, barley,
and other small grains ; in the U. S., it is commonly used
for Indian corn or maize; in Scotland, it is generally
confined to oats. Jamieson.

CORN, v. a.
[i. CORNED

; pp. CORNING, CORNED.] To salt

moderately ;
to salt

;
to sprinkle with salt

;
to granulate.

COR-NA'CEOVS,* (k9r-na'shus) a. Relating to the cornus
or cornel shrub. P. Cyc.

CORN'AGE,??, [carnage, old Fr.] (Law) An ancient tenure
of land, which obliged the landholder to give notice of
an invasion by blowing a horn. Blount.

fCoR'NA-MUTE, n. A wind instrument; a cornmuse.
Drayton.

CORN'BIN,* re. A bin or box for holding corn. Farm. Ency.
CoRN'-BlND, n. Climbing buckwheat. Grose.

CORN'BRXSH,* re. A rubbly stone forming a soil, celebrated
in Wiltshire, England, for the growth of grain. Brande.

CORN'CHXND-LER, n. One who deals in corn.

CORN'-CRAKE, re. A bird with a shrill cry, that frequents
cornfieldsj the land-rail.

CORN'-CROW-FOOT,* (-fut) n. (Bot.) A species of ranun-
culus. Booth.

CORN'COT-TER, n. One who cuts or cures corns.

COR'NE-A, n. [L.] (Jinat.) The transparent membrane, of
a horny texture, which forms the anterior part of the eye-
ball.

CORNED,* rkornd) p. a. Sprinkled with salt; granulated:
tipsy; drunk. Grose. [Ludicrous.]

CORNED-BEEF',* (kornd-bef ) re. Beef moderately salted.
Smart.

COR'NEL, n. [cornillier, cornier, Fr.] A shrub of very hard
and durable wood. It is a species of dogwood, some-
times cultivated in gardens for the sake of its fruit,
which is called cornel "or cornelian cherries.

COR'NEL-BER'RY,* n. Same as the cornelian cherry.
Booth.

COR-NEL'IAN, re. See CARNELIAN.
COR-NEL'IAN-TREE, re. Another name for the cornel. See
CORNEL.

COR'NEL-TREE,* n. A kind of cherry-tree. Jish.

C6RNE'MUf$E, (korn'muz) re. [Fr.] A bagpipe or shawm
;

a cornamute. Boyer.
COR'NE-OUS, a. [corneus, L.] Horny, resembling horn.
Browne.

COR'NER, re. [correier, Fr.] An angle; a secret or remote

place ;
an extremity ;

utmost limit.

{CoR'NER-CXp,* n. A main ornament. Shak.

COR'NERED, (kbr'nerd) a. Having angles or corners.

COR'NER-LESS,* a. Having no corner. Donne.

COR'NER-STONE, n. The stone that unites the two
stones or walls at the corner ;

the principal stone. Shak.

COR'NER-TOOTH, n. One of the four teeth of a horse,
between the middling teeth and the tushes.

COR'NER-V/IE, ad. From corner to corner
; diagonally.

COR'NET, n. [cornettc, Fr.] A musical instrument ;
a sort

of trumpet : an officer of cavalry who bears the

standard of a troop: that part of a horse's foot that

circularly surmounts the rest: a blood-Jetting instru-

ment ; a fleam. [|A standard
;
a flag ;

a scarf; a head-

dress. Cotgrave.]
COR'NET-CY, re. The commission or office of a cornet.

COR'NET-ER, n. A blower of the cornet. Haktwill.

COR-NET'TI,* n. A method of riding, or a motion of a

horse. London.

CoRN'-FXc-TOR,* n. One who deals in corn. D. Mansfield.

CORN'FIELD, re. A field where corn grows. Shak.

CoRN'-FLXG-, n. A perennial plant. Miller.

CORN'-FLOOR, (-flor) n. A floor for storing corn.

CORN'-FLOW-ER, n. A flower which grows amongst

CORN'-HEAP, n. A heap or store of corn. Bp. Hall.

COR'NICE, n. [corniche, Fr.] (Arch.) The upper great di-

vision of an entablature; the uppermost moulding of any
,

son o
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part of a ouilding ;
as of a room, of a pediment, of a

pedestal, &c.

CbR'NicE-RTNG, n. ( Gunnery} The next ring from the muz-
zle backwards. Chambers.

COR'NJ-CLE, (kbr'ne-kl) n. [COT-TIM, L.] A little horn.

CQR-N'i'c'y-LATE, a. (Bot.~) Noting such plants as produce
many distinct and horned pods ; horned

; shaped like a

horn.

COR-NIF'JC, a. Making or producing horns. Maunder.

COR'NJ-FORM,* a. Having the shape of a horn. Smart.

CpR-Ni'G'ER-oijs, a. [corniger, L.] Horned
; having

horns.

CoRN'iNG-HoftsE, n. A place where powder is granu-
lated.

COR'NISH, n. The people or dialect of Cornwall.

COR'NJSH, a. Relating to Cornwall in England.
COR'NIST,* n. A player on the cornet

;
a corneter.

CoRN'-LXND, n. Land appropriated to corn.

CORN'-LOFT, n._A granary. Sherwood.

CoRN'-MXR'l-GOLD, 7i. A perennial plant and flower.

fCoRN'-MAs-TER, n. One who cultivates corn for sale.

Bacon.

CORN'-MER-CHANT,* n. One who deals in corn. Twed-
dclL

CORN'-MET-ER, n. One who measures corn.

CoRN'-MIi-L,'n. A mill for grinding corn. Mortimer.

CoRN'MlNT,* n. (Bat.) A species of mint. Booth.

CORN'MUSE,* n. (Mus.) A sort of Cornish pipe; corne-

muse. Crabb.

CORN'-PIPE, n. A pipe made of a green stalk of corn.

Tickel.

CoRN'-PoP-PY,* 7i. A red poppy, called also corn-rose,

cop-rose, head-wark, and red-weed; a troublesome weed in

cornfields. Farm. Ency.
CORN'-ROCK-ET, n. A plant.

CoRN'-RosE, 7i. A species of poppy. See CORN-POPPY.

CoRN'-SXL-AD, n. A perennial succulent plant, cultivated

for a salad.

CORN'-STONE,* n. A provincial name for a red lime-

stone. Lyell.

C6R-NU-AM-Md'Nis,*n. A shell like a ram's horn. Maun-
der.

COR-NU-CO'PI-A, n. [L.] pi. CORNUCOPIA. The horn
of plenty ;

an ornament resembling a horn, from which
issue leaves, flowers, fruits, &.c.

COR-NUTE', v. a. [cornutus, L.] To bestow horns; to

cuckold. Burton.

COR-NUTE',* a. Horned
; having horns. London.

COR-NUT'ED, a. Grafted with horns; cuckolded. L'E-

strange.
COR-NU'TO, 7i. A man with horns

;
a cuckold. Shak.

COR-NU'TQR, n. A cuckold-maker. Jordan.

CoRN'vXN,* 7t. A machine for winnowing corn. Pope.
CoRN'-VI-p-LET, 7i. A species of campanula.
CORN'WAIN, n. A wagon loaded with corn. Bp. Horslcy.

CORN-WEE'VIL,,* (-we'vl) n. Calandra granaria, an insect

very injurious to grain. Farm, Ency.
<CORN'Y, a. Horny; producing grain or corn; contain-

ing corn; granulated: tipsy; drunk. Btockett. See
CORNED.

C6R'o-DY,* n. (Law') A claim on a religious house or mon-
astery by the king, for the support of his chaplains or

servants. Crabb.

CSR'OL,* n. (Dot.) Corolla. Carol, the shortened form, is

often used. Smart. See COROLLA.
, CP-ROL'LA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The innermost of the

envelopes by which the organs of fructification of many
flowers are covered

;
or the second of two envelopes

fthat surround the stamen and pistil. P. Cyc.

(CoR-QL-LA'cEoys,* (kor-ol-a'shus) a. Relating to the
corolla. Smart.

-, C6n'OL-LA-RY, or CO-RSl/LA-RY, [kor'o-lar-e, S. W. P. J.

E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; ko-rol'a-re, Bailey, Kenrick, Scott.]
7i. [corollafium, L.] (Math.') A consequent truth, or a
consequence drawn from a proposition already demon-
strated. {)^r Although the weight of authority is so de-

cidedly in favor of placing the accent on the first sylla-
.

ble, yet the word is very often pronounced with the ac-
cent on the second syllable. See CAPILLARY.

COR-Q-MXN'DEL-WOOD * (-wud) n. A beautiful brown
wootL W. Ency.

Co-Rd'NA,n. [L.] pi. CORONJZ. A crown. (Arch.) A
large, flat member of the cornice, which crowns the en-
tablature ; drip. Chambers. (Bot.) A combination of
fertile and barren stamens into a disk. P. Cyc.

IJCQ-RO'NAL, or COR'Q-NAL, [ko-ro'nal, S. W. J. F.Ja;
kor'o-nal, P. K. Sm. Wb.} n. A crown; a garland.
Spenser.

||Cp-R6'NAL, a. Belonging to the r rown or the top of the
head.

C6R-0-NA/MEN,* n. (ZooZ.) The superior margin of a

hoof, called in veterinary surgery the coronet. Braiide.

C6R'9-NA-RY, a. Relating to a crown
; placed as a crown

;

resembling a garland or wreath
; noting certain vessels

and ligaments.
COR-O-NA'TIQN, n. The act or ceremony of crowning a

sovereign ;
the pomp or assembly present at a coro-

nation.

fCoR'Q-NEL, n. [Sp.] A colonel. Spenser.

COR'Q-NER, n. An officer whose duty is to inquire how
any casual or violent death was occasioned.

COR'O-NET, n. An inferior crown worn by the British

nobility ;
an ornamental head-dress

; something that
surmounts. (Bat.) An appendage of a corolla; a corona.
Brande.

CQ-RON'I-FORM,* a. Having the form of a crown. Smart.

COR'O-NULE,* n. (Bot.) The coronet or downy tuft of
seeds. Smart.

COR-P<?-PIIO'RI-A,* n. (Med.) Purgation ;
a purgative

medicine. Crabb.

COR'PQ RAL, n. [caporal, Fr.J
The lowest officer of in-

fantry ;
a naval officer of similar degree : a communion

cloth. See CORPORALE.

COR'PQ-RAL, a. [corpus, L.] Relating to the body, as,
"

corporal punishment ;

" material
;
not spiritual.

COR-PO-RA'LE,* n. [corporate, L.] A communion-cloth,
used in the Romish church, being a piece of fine linen
on which the elements are put ;

often written corporal.

CQR-PQ-RXL'I-TY, n. Corporeity. Milton. [R.]

CoR'PQ-RAL-Ly,'ad. Bodily; in the body.

fCoR'pp-RAs, n. The old name of the communion-cloth.
Bale.

COR'PO-RATE, a. United in a body or community ;
estab-

lished by an act of incorporation ;
enabled to act in legal

processes as an individual ; general.

fCoR'pp-RATE, v. n. To unite
;
to incorporate. More.

COR'PO-RATE-LY, ad. In a corporate capacity.

COR'PQ-R^LTE-NESS, 71. State of a body corporate. Bailey.

COR-PQ-RA'TIQN, 71,. An incorporated body, or body politic,
created by law, and composed of individuals united un-
der a common name, vested with the capacity of acting
in several respects as an individual, particularly in grant-

ing and receiving property, and of suing and being sued.

CoR'PQ-RA-TpR,* n. A member of a corporation. Black-

stone.

tCoR'Pp-RA-TURE, 7i. The state of being embodied. More

C<?R-PO'RE'-AL,, a. Having a body ; material, not spiritual.

CPR-PO'RE-AL-IST, n. A materialist. Sherlock.

CQR-PO-RE-AL/I-TY,* n. State of being corporeal. Perry.

COR-PO'RE-AL-LY, ad. In a bodily form or manner.

CQR-PO'RE-AL-NESS,* n. State of being corporeal. Ash.

CoR-PQ-Rf'i-TY, 7i. The state of being corporeal, or of

having a body; materiality. Browne.

fCoR-Po'RE-oDs^ a. Bodily; having a body. Hammond.

ICQR-POR-I-FI-CA'TIQN, n. The act of giving body.

fCQR-POR'i-FY, v. a. To embody. Boyle.

COR'PO-SANT, n. [corpo santo, It.] A volatile meteor, or ig-
nis fatuus, sometimes seen, in dark nights, about the

decks or rigging of a ship. Mar. Diet.

CORPS, (k5r) n. [corps, Fr.] pi. CORPS, (korz) A body of
forces or troops.

CORPS DE OARDE, (kor-de-gard') n. [Fr.] See COURT OF
GUARD.

CORPS DIPLOMATIQUE,* (kor'dip-lo-ma-tek') [Fr.] A
diplomatic body, or a body of foreign agents engaged in

diplomacy. P. Cyc.

CORPSE, [korps, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. ; korps or kors,

Ja.] n. [corps, Fr.
; corpus, L.] A dead body ;

a carcass
j

a corse.

COR'PV-LENCE, ) n. [corpulentia, L.] State of being cor-

COR'PU-LEN-CY, j puler.t ; fleshiness; fatness.

COR'PU-LENT, a. Fleshy; fat; stout: lusty; bulky.

CpR'PU-lNCE, 71. Same as corposant. Shaw.

COR'PUS-CLE, n. [corpusculum, L.] A small body; an at-

om
;
a particle of matter.

CoR-PUS'cy-i'AR, a. Relating to or comprising corpuscles.

Corpuscular philosophy, a system which proposes to ac-

count for natural phenomena by the motion, figure, &.C.,

of the minute particles of mattfer.

CpR-POs-cy-LA'Ri-AN, a. Corpuscular. Boyle. [R.]

COR-PUS-CV-LA'RI-AN, n. A corpuscular philosopher. Bent-

ley.

CpR-PtJS-C.V-LAR'j-TY,* n. State of being corpuscular.

COR'PUS DE-LIC'TI,* [L.] (Law} The body of crime.

Hamilton.

COR'RA-CLE, n. See CORACLE.

fCQR-RADE', v. a. [corrado, L.] To rub off; to scrape to-

gether. Cockcram.

C<?R-RA'Di-AL,*a. Radiating from the same centre or point.

Coleridge. [R.]

CQR-RA'DI-ATE,* v. a. To concentrate (light or rays) to

one point. Dublin Uni. Mag.
COR-RA-DI-A'TION, n. [con and radius, L.] A conjunction

or concentration of rays in one point. Bacon.

COR-RECT', v. a. [corrigo^ correctum, L.] [i. CORRECTED ;

pp. CORRECTING, CORRECTED.] To free from faults or er-
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rors ;

to amend
; to take away faults

; to rectify ; to re-
claim

;
to reform

; to punish.
CQR-RECT', a. Free from faults

; accurate
; right; exact;

strict; precise ;
faultless

; punctual.
COR-RECT'ED,*P. a. Made correct

; amended; chastised.

CQR-REC'TION, n. The act of correcting; state of being
corrected; punishment; discipline; amendment; chas-
tisement

; reprehension.
COR-REC'TION-AL,* a. Tending to correct

;
corrective.

Month. Rev.

fCOR-REc'TlON-ER, 7i. One in a house of correction. Shak.

COR-REC'TIVE, a. Having the power to correct.

CQR-REC'TIVE, n. That which corrects; restriction.

COR-RECT'LY, ad. In a correct manner
; accurately.

COR-RECT'NESS, n. State of being correct
; freedom from

faults
;
exactness ; justness ; accuracy.

COR-REC'TOR, n. He or that which corrects.

C<?R-REC'TP-RY,* a. Containing or making correction.
Black-wood's Mag.

CQR-REC'TRESS,* n. A female who corrects. Shaftesbury.
CQR-RE&'I-DOR, n. [Sp.] A Spanish magistrate ;

a mayor.
C6R-RE-LATE', v. n. [con and relatus, L.] To have a recip-

rocal relation, as father and son. [R.]
COR'RE-LATE, TO. Correlative. South. See CORRELATIVE.
COR-RE-LA'TION,* n. Reciprocal relation. Smart.

CoR-REL'A-TlVE, a. Having a reciprocal relation, as fa-

ther and son, or husband and wife
; reciprocal.

CQR-REL'A-TIVE, n. He or that which stands in reciprocal
relation. Blackstone.

COR-REL'A-TIVE-LY,* ad. In a correlative manner. Hales.

CoR-REL'A-TiVE-NES3, n. The state of being correlative.

fCQR-REP'TlON, TO. Objurgation; reproof. Hammond.
COR-RE-SPOND', v. n. [con and respondeo, L.] [i. CORRE-
SPONDED ; pp. CORRESPONDING, CORRESPONDED.] To SUlt

J

to answer
;
to keep up the interchange of letters

; to hold
correspondence.

COR-RE-SPOND'ENCE, n. Act of corresponding ; relation;
reciprocal adaptation ;

intercourse
; interchange of letters

or of civilities
;
letters interchanged.

COR-RE-SPSND'EN-CY, TO. Same as correspondence.
CSR-RE-SPOND'ENT, o. Suitable; adapted; fit; conform-

able
;
answerable to.

CSR-RE-SPOND'ENT, n. One who corresponds ;
one who

writes or interchanges letters.

C6R-RE-SPOND'ENT-LY, ad. In a correspondent manner.

CSR-RE-SPOND'ING,* p. a. Answering or agreeing to
;

suiting ; carrying on intercourse by letters. Ash.

CoR-RE-spoNij'iNG-Ly,* ad. In a corresponding manner.
COR-RE-SPON'SIVE, a. Answerable. Skak. [R.]
COR'RI-DOR, n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A covert way. (Arch.') An
open passage or gallery leading to apartments independ-
ent of each other.

COR-RI-PEN'DA,* n. pi. [L.] Words or things to be cor-
rected. Hamilton.

COR'RI-GENT,* n. (Med.) A part of a medical prescription
which corrects its operation. Scudamorc.

COR'RI-GI-BLE, a. [corrigo, L.] Capable of being corrected
or amended ; disciplinable.

COR-RI'VAL, n. A fellow-rival
; competitor. Spenser.

COR-RI'VAL, a. Contending. Bp. Fleetwood.

fCQR-Rl'vAL, v. a. &. n. To vie with. Fi

fCoR-Ri-vil/i-TV, n. Corrivalry. Bp. Ha
COR-Rl'VAL-RY, TO. Competition ; rivalry. More. [R.]

CoR-Rl'VAL-SHlP, n. Opposition ; rivalry. Sir T. Herbert.

fCpR-Rl'VATE, v. a. [corrivo, L.] To unite into one stream.
Burton.

COR-RI-VA'TIQN, n. The flowing- of waters into one
stream. Burton. [R.]

CpR-ROB'p-RANT, a. Strengthening; confirming. Bacon.

CpR-ROB'p-RANT,* re. Something which serves to strength-
en. Chambers.

CpR-ROB'p-RATE, v. a. [corroboro, L.] [i. CORROBORATED;
pp. CORROBORATING, CORROBORATED.] To Confirm; tO 68-

tablish
;
to strengthen.

fCQR-ROB'p-RATE, a. Corroborated. Bacon.

CQR-ROB'Q-RAT-ED,*^. a. Strengthened; confirmed; es-

tablished.

CPR-ROB'P-RAT-ING,* p. a. Strengthening ; confirming ;

establishing._
CpR-ROB-p-RA'TipN, n. Act of corroborating ;

confirma-

tion.

CpR-ROB'p-RA-TiVE, n. That which strengthens.

CpR-ROB'p-RA-TlVE, a. Tending to confirm. Warburton.

CPR-ROB'P-RA-TP-RY,* a. Tending to strengthen ; cor-

roborative. Lord Bathurst.

CpR-RODE', v. a. [corrodo, L.] [i.
CORRODED ; pp. CORROD-

ING, CORRODED.] To eat away by degrees ;
to prey upon ;

to consume.
CPR-ROD'ED,* p. a. Worm-eaten ;

eaten away ; containing
numerous little holes or cavities.

CPR-RO'DENT, a. Corroding; corrosive. Bp. King: [R.]

COR-RO'DENT, n. That which corrodes. Bp. King:
tCpR-Ro'Di-ATE, v. a. To corrode. Sandys.

CpR-Ro-Di-BiL'l-TY, w. Quality of being corrodible.

COR-RO'DI-BLE, a. Capable of corrosion. Browne.
COR-ROD'ING,* p. a. That corrodes; eating away; con-

COK'RP-DY, n. Carew. See CORODY
CQR-RO-SI-BIL'I-TY, . Corrodibility. Boyle. [R.]
CpR-Ro'si-BLE, a. Corrodible. See CORRODIBLE
CpR-Ro'si-BLE-NEss, . Corrodibility. Bailey. [.]
CpR-Ro'ipN, (kor-r5'zhun) n. Act of corroding or eating :

state _of being corroded, eaten, or worn away.
CPR-RO'SIVE, a. Having the power of corroding or wear-

ing away ; corroding ; consuming ; vexing. Corrosive
sublimate, (Chem.) An oxymuriate or bichloride of mercu-
ry, a very acrid poison.

CQR-RO^SIVE, n. A corroding substance. Hooker.
JCpR-RO'siVE, v. a. To eat away, like a corrosive. Bp.

Hall. _
CPR-RO'SIVE-LY, ad. In a corrosive manner.
CPR-RO'SIVE-NESS, n. duality of corroding ; acrimony.
CoR-RO-siv'l-TY,* n. State of being corrosive : corrosive-

ness. Parke. [R.]
COR'RV-GANT, a. Contracting into wrinkles.

Coil'RV-GATE, v. a. [corrugo, L.] [i. CORRUGATED ; pp.
CORRUGATING, CORRUGATED.] To wrinkle or purse up.
Quincy.

COR'RV-GATE, a. Contracted
;
wrinkled

; rising and falling
in parallel angles more or less acute.

COR-RV-GA/TIPN, re. Contraction into wrinkles. Floyer.
COR'RV-GA-TQR,* n. (Anat.) A muscle that contracts or
wrinkles the forehead. Crabb.

fCpR-RiJ'GENT, a. Contracting ; as, the corrugent muscle.

CpR-RijPT', v. a. [corrumpo, corruptus, L.J [i. CORRUPTED ;

pp. CORRUPTING, CORRUPTED.] To turii .from a sound to a

putrescent state
;
to putrefy ;

to deprave ;
to vitiate ; to

. ', LJ
pp. CORRUPTING, CORRUPTED.] To turu.froin a sound to a

putrescent state
;
to putrefy ;

to deprave ;
to vitiate ; to

taint ; to contaminate
; to defile

;
to pollute ;

to adulter-
ate

;
to destroy the integrity of; to bribe.

CPR-RUPT', v. n. To become putrid ;
to lose purity.

CpR-RDPT', a. Spoiled ; tainted ;
unsound

; putrid ;
vicious

j

depraved ; wanting integrity.

CpR-RtjpT'ED,*^. a. Made corrupt; tainted; vitiated.

COR-RUPT'ER, n. One who corrupts or taints.

fCpR-RUPT'FflL, a. Corrupting. Spenser.

CPR-RUPT-I-BIL'I-TY, n. Possibility to be corrupted.
CpR-RUPT'i-BLE, a. That may be corrupted ; susceptible
of corruption ; liable to decay.

COR-RtJPT'i-BLE-NESS, n. Susceptibility of corruption.

COR-RUPT'I-BLY, ad. So as to be corrupted. Shak.

CPR-RUPT'ING/TI. The act of vitiating. Bp. Taylor.

COR-RUPT'ING,*^). a. Making corrupt ; vitiating; deprav-
ing.

C<?R-RDP'TIQN, n. Act of corrupting ;
state of being cor-

rupted ;
the destruction of form or mode of existence of

a natural body ; putrescence ; depravation ;
wickedness ;

perversion of principles : matter or pus in a sore.

(Law) The taint derived to a man and his issue by trea-

son or felony ;
an act done to pervert justice ; bribery.

CQR-RDP'TION-IST,* n. A defender of corruption, tfiut
Rev.

CQR-RUP'TJVE, a. Having the quality of tainting or cor-

rupting.
CQR-RUPT'LESS, a. Insusceptible of corruption. Dryden.
CPR-RUPT'LY, ad. In a corrupt manner; viciously.

CQR-RDPT'NESS, n. Putrescence
;
vice.

CQR-RDPT'RESS, n. She who corrupts. Cotgrave.

CoR'sic,* n. (Zool.) A species of fox found in Tartary.
Booth.

COR-SA.GE',* n. [Fr.] The waist : a part of female
dress. Surenne.

CoR'sAlR, (kor's&r) n. [corsare, It.] A pirate ;
the vessel

of a pirate or corsair. Used in the south of Europe.
CdRSE, or CORSE, [kors, S. W. P. J. F. Ja.; kors, K. Sm.

Wb.} n. [cars, corse, old Fr.] A dead body ; a carcass.

A poetical word for corpse.

CORSE'LET, (kbrs'let) n. [corselet, Fr.] Light armor for the

fore part of the body.
CORSE'LET, r. a. To encircle, as with a corselet. Beaum.

Sf Fl.

C5RSE'-PRE-ENT, 71. (Law) A mortuary. Blackstone.

COR'SET, 71. [Fr.] An article of dress worn round the

body ;
a woman's bodice or stays.

COR'SI-CAN,* re. A native of Corsica. Boswcll.

COR'SJ-CAN,* a. Relating to Corsica. Murray.
CORS'NED,* n. (Law) The bread of execration, or ordeal

mouthful, formerly used by an accused person, who

wished, in swallowing it, that it might destroy him, if

guilty. Blackstone.

COR' TEGE, (kor'tezh) n. [Fr.} A train of attendants.

CdR'TEV, [kor'tez, Ja. K. ; kbVtez, Sm.] n.pl. FSfU The

states' or legislative body of Spain, composed ot nobility,

clergy, and representatives of cities : also of Portugal.

COR' TEX, n. [L.] pi. COR'TI-CEV. The outer bark ; cov-

CbR'Ti-CA?', a. [cortex, L.] Barky ; belonging to the rind.

COR'TJ-CAT-ED, a. Resembling the bark ol a tree. Browne.

*a. Producing bark. Smart.----, . .
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CpR-Tlc'i-FORM,* a. In the form of, or like, bark. Smart.

COR'TI-COSE, a. Full of bark. Bailey. [R.]

CoR-TiF'f-CER,* n. A species of polype. Brande.

CdR'TlLE,* n. [It.] (Arch.) An open, quadrangular or

curved area in a dwelling-house, surrounded by the

buildings of the house itself. Brande.

CO-RIJN'DVM,* n. (Min.) A crystallized or massive mineral,
of extreme hardness, and of a reddish color, composed of

nearly pure alumina. Brande.

CO-RUS'CANT, a. [corusco, L.] Glittering by flashes
;
flash-

ing ; gleaming ; shining.
Cp-RDs'cATE, v. n. [i. CORUSCATED ; pp. CORUSCATING, CO-

RUSCATED.] To glitter; to flash. GreenhUl.

COR-VS-CA'TIPN, n. A flash ; quick vibration of light.

CORVE,* n. A sort of wagon used in coal-mines. Scriven.

COR-VEE',* n. [Fr.] (Feudal law} The obligation toper-
form certain services, as the repair of roads, &c., for a

sovereign or feudal lord. Brande.

COR-VETTE', n. [Fr.] An advice-boat; a sloop-of-vvar

having less than twenty guns. Surenne.

CPR-VET'TO, n. [corvctta, It.] The curvet. Peacham.

COR'VJNE,* a. Relating to a crow or raven. Ash.

COR'VP-RANT,* n. A voracious bird of the pelican tribe,

commonly called the cormorant. Crabb.

CoR'rps,* n. [L.] A crow or raven
;
a constellation.

(Mil.) An engine with a hook like a crow's beak. Hamil-

ton.

COR-Y-BAN'TJ-ATE,* (kor-e-ban'she-at) v. n. To sleep with
the eyes open ;

to act the part of a lunatic. Ash.

CSR-Y-BAN'TIC, a. Madly agitated or inflamed, like the

Corybantes, or priests of Cybele. Cudworth.

COR-Y-DA'LE-A,* n. (Chem.) An alkaline principle from
the corydalls iuberosa. Brande.

CoR'yMB,* n. [corymbus, L.] (Bot.) A form of inflorescence

approaching very nearly to a raceme
;
an umbel with a

lengthened axis ; a compounded discous flower, such as

the daisy or common marigold. P. Cyc.

CP-RYM'BI-ATE,* a. Decked with ivy berries. Crabb.

CP-RYM'BJ-AT-ED, a. Garnished with ivy berries. Bailey.

COR-YM-BIF'ER-OUS, a. Bearing clusters or corymbs. Qwia-

cy.

CoR-YM-BdsE',* a. Relating to or like a corymb. P. Cyc.

Cp-RYM'BOUS,* a. Same as corymbose. Smart.

CP-RYM'BV-LOUS,* a. Having little corymbs. Smart.

Co-RfM'sus,n. [L.] (Bot.) See CORYMB.

C6R-y-PH,E'NA,* 7i. (Ich.) A fish of the spinous kind. Hill.

CdR-Y-PHE' us, (kor-e-fe'us) n. [coryphaeus, L.] pi. L. COR-
-PHJE'!; Eng. COR-Y-PHE'VS-E$. The leader of the

ancient dramatic chorus
;
a leader

;
a chief. South.

CP-UY'ZA,* n. [i(6pv<;u.] (Med.) A copious running from
the nose. Brande.

Cps-ci'N'p-MAN-cy, n. [xtiaKivov and /mvT-efa.] Divination

by a sieve. Chambers.

C6-sE'CANT, [ko-se'kant, Ja. K. Sm. ; ko-sek'ant, P.] n.

The secant of the complement of an angle or arc.

COIJ'EN, (kuz'zn) v. a. See COZEN.

CO'EN-AGE,* or C6'lN-AGE,* n. (Law) An ancient writ

for the right heir against the intruder. Blackstone.

COS'EN-ING,* n. (Law) Anything done deceitfully. Crabb.

Co'SEY,* a. Snug ;
warm

;
comfortable

; easy. Brockett.

Social ;
talkative

; chatty. Dickens.

CO'EY-LY,* ad. In a cosey manner. J. Doddridge Hum-
phreys.

CosH'ER-lNG, n. (Law) A prerogative, which some lords

of manors had, to sleep and feast with their retinue at

the houses of their tenants. Crabb.

fC5'lER, (ko'zher) n. A botcher; a tailor. Shak.

Co-s}G-NiF'l-CA-TiVE, a. Signifying the same. Cockeram.

CO'SINE, . The sine of the complement of an angle or arc.

Cp-MET'ic, n. [KocuriTiKOs.] A wash to remove freckles

and pimples, and to improve or beautify the skin.

Cp-MET'ic, a. Increasing beauty ; beautifying. Pope.
Co'MJC,* a. Same as cosmical. Qeol. Tracts.

C6'Mi-CAL,, (koz'me-kal) a. [KO'O-JUOJ.] Relating to the
world ; rising or setting with the sun, as opposed to

acronycal.

C6'Mi-CAL-LY, ad. With the sun : not acronycally.

CP^-MOG'P-NAL,* a. Relating to cosmogony. Ed. Rev.

Sel-

,
M. One versed in cosmogony.

Cp-MOG'p-Ny, n. [we/ios and yovn.] The science that
treats of the origin of the world or the universe. See
COSMOLOGY.

CP^-MOG'RA-PHER, n. One versed in cosmography.
C6-MQ-GRXPH'l-CAL, a. Relating to cosmography.

den.

C6-MQ-GRXPH'i-CAL-LY, ad. In a cosmographical man-
ner.

CPS-MOG'RA-PHY, (koz-mog'rsi-fe) n. [f(5o-/xof and ypdfyw.]
The science or art of descriVng the world, including as-

tronomy, geography, and geology.

CO'MP-L.ABE,* n. An instrument to measure distances.

Francis.

CP^-MOL/A-TRY,* n. The worship paid to the world and
its parts by some pagans. Cudworth.

CO-MP-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to cosmology. Smart.

Cp-MOL,'p-GlST,* n. One who is versed in cosmology
Lyell.

CP-MOL'P-GY,* n. The doctrine of, or a treatise on, the
world or universe, its structure, and its parts. Lyell.

Cp-M6M'E-TRy,* n. The art of measuring the world.
Blount. [the world. Hallywell.

C6-MQ-PLXs'T!C, a. [K6ff[ios and nXaoTiKOs.] Forming
C6-MQ-POL'l-TAN, n. A cosmopolite. More.

C6-Mp-p6l.'j-TAN-lM,* ri. Cosmopolitism. Ed. Rev.

Cp-MOP'p-LiTE, n. [KOOT/OJ and TroAt'r^j.] A citizen of
the world. Howell.

C6-Mp-pp-LlT'i-CAL,* a. Belonging to or like a cosmop-
olite. Hakluyt.

Cp^-MOP'p-Lj-TlsM,* TO. The qualities or principles of a

cosmopolite. Coleridge.
C6i=f-Mp-RA'MA,* n. [<cdo-/iof and 6pdw.] A species of pic-
turesque exhibition of the world, or portions of it, con-

sisting of a number of drawings laid horizontally round
a semicircular table, and reflected by mirrors

;
an oil

painting seen through a magnifying-glass. Francis.

CO-MQ-RXM'IC,* a. Relating to a cosmorama. Hamilton.

Coss,* n. A measure of distance in India, about a mile
and a half in length, but varying in different parts. Mai
com.

COS'SACK, n. One of the military people, skilful as horse-

men, who inhabit some parts of the Russian empire bor-

dering on the river Don, &c.

COS'SART,* n. Same as cosset. Farm. Ency.
COS'SET, n. [casiccio, It.] A lamb brought up without the
dam

;
a pet lamb

;
a pet.

COS'SET,* v. a. To fondle ; to make a pet of. Forby.
fCos'sic, a. [cosa, It.] Relating to algebra. Bp. Hall.

||COST, (kost or kSiust) [kost, S. W. P. F. Ja. Sm. ; kaust, J.

K. Wb. Wares.] n. [kost, D.] That which is paid for any
thing; price; charge; expense; loss; luxury. (Law)
pi. Expenses of a lawsuit.

||COST, v. a. [eouster, old Fr.] [i. COST ; pp. COSTING, COST.]
To be bought for

;
to be had at the price of.

tCeST, n. [costa, L.] A rib, or side. B. Jonson. [Cyc.
Cds'TA,* n. [L., a rib.] (Bat.) The midrib of a leaf. P.

tCosT'AGE,* n. Cost; expense. C/iaucer.

COS'TAL, a. Belonging to the ribs. Browne.

COS'TARD, n. [fA head. Shak.] A large, round apple.

COS'TARD-MONG'ER, n. A seller of apples and fruit. Bur-
ton.

Cos'TATE,* a. Having ribs or lines. Brande.

C6s'TAT-ED,* a. Encircled with ribs. Hill,

C6s'TER-M6NG'ER, n. Same as costard-monger. Fotherby.
Cos TIE,* n. (West Indies) The offspring of a white and a

fustic. Hodgson.
COS'TIVE, a. [constipatus, L.] Constipated or bound in the

body; close; restringent; confined; unpermeable.
COS'TIVE-LY,* ad. In a costive manner. Dr. Allen.

COS'TIVE-NESS, 7i. The state of being costive.

||COST'LESS, a. Costing nothing. Barrow. See COST.

JJCOST'LI-NESS, n. State of being costly.

IJCOST'LY, a. Expensive ;
dear ; of great price.

COST'MA-RY, . [costus, L.] A perennial, odoriferous plant 5

a kind of tansy.
tCos'TREL, TO. A bottle. Skinner.

COS-TUME', TO. [costume, Fr.] Style of dress
; characteristic

dress. (Painting and Sculpture) The adaptation of the

dress, and whole detail of a picture, to character, time,
and place.

COS'TUMED,* (kos'tumd) a. Wearing a costume. EC. Rev.

fCoST'v-OUS,* a. Costly. Bale.

Co-sDF'FER-ER, TO. A fellow-sufferer. Wycherly.

fCo-sy-PREME', TO. A partaker of supremacy. Shak.

Co'* a. Snug ; chatty. Smart. See COSEY.

POTT? \ at tne enc* f tne naraes f places, come generally

COAT ;
from the Saxon cot

>
a cottage- Gibson.

COT, TO. A small house ;
a cottage ;

a dovecot
;
a small bed ;

a cradle ;
a hammock : a cotquean : a cade-lamb.

Grose. [| A small boat. Spenser.]

C5-TAB'V-LATE, v. a. See CONTABULATE.

CO-TAN'GENT, TO. The tangent of the complement of an

angle or arc.

COTE, TO. A cottage ;
a sheepcot. See COT.

fCoTE, v. a. To leave behind
;
to overpass. Chapman.

fCoTE, v. a. See Q.UOTE, which was formerly written cote.

C5-TEM'PQ-RA-Ry, TO. & a. See CONTEMPORARY.
CO-TEN'ANT,* n. A tenant in common. Smart.

CO-TE-RIE', (ko-te-re') [ko-te-re', W. J. Ja.; ko'te-re, K.;
kot-e-re', Sm.] TO. [Fr.] A friendly or fashionable associa-

tion ;
a club; a society.

CST'GARE,* n. Refuse, clotted wool. Crabb.

Co'TH6N,* TO. A quay, dock, or wharf. Dr. Shaw.

Cp-THiiR'NATE, or Co-THUR'NAT-ED, a. Having bus-
kins. Todd.

Co-TJfiUR'JVps,*n.[L,.] pi. COTHURNI. A sort of ancient
buskin. Hamilton.

CQ-TIC'V-LAR,* a. Relating to or like whetstones. Smart.
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CO-TI'DAL,* a. Noting lines on the surface of the ocean,
throughout which high water takes place at the same in-
stant of time. Phil. Trans.

CO-TIL'LON, (k9-til'yon) [kQ-til'yun, P. F. E. Ja. ; ko-til'-

y5ng, W. Sm.] n. [cotillon, Fr.] A brisk, lively dance,
usually for eight persons ;

the tune played with it.

COT'LXND, n. Land appendant to a cottage.
COT'QUEAN, (kot'kwen) n. A man who busies himself with

affairs properly belonging to women. S/iak.

fCpT-QUEAN'i-TY,* 7i. Behavior of a cotquean. B. Jonson.

COTS'WOLD, w. Sheepcots in an open country; whence
the large tract of downs called Cotswold Hills, in Glouces-
tershire.

CoT'TA,*n. A sort of measure used for measuring cowries,
of which it holds 12,000. Crabb.

C&T'TA-B&S,* n. [L.] An ancient game or amusement,
which consisted in throwing wine from cups into little

basins. Brande.

COT'TAGE, n. A hut
;
a cot; a small- house; a house of one

story.

COT'TAGED, (kot'tajd) a. Having cottages. Collins.

fCoT'TAGE-LY, a. Rustic
;
like a cottage. Bp. Taylor.

COT'TA-^ER, n. One who lives in a cottage. (Law} One
who lives rent-free on a common.

COT'TER, n. One who inhabits a cottage. Burns.

COT'TER,* n. A wedge-shaped piece of iron or wood used
for fastening. Tanner.

fCoT'Ti-ER, n. Same as cotter. Bp. Hall.

CST'TON,' (kSt'tn) n. [colon, Fr.] The downy substance

growing in the pods of the cotton plant or shrub
;
a spe-

cies of vegetable wool
;
cloth made of cotton.

COT'TON, (kot'tn) a. Made of or consisting of cotton.

COT'TON, (kot'tn) v. n. To rise with a nap ; to cement :

to unite with. Swift.

COT'TON-GIN,* n. A machine for cleansing cotton. Whit-
ney:

CoT'TON-GRlss,* n. A plant having woolly tufts. Booth.

CoT'TON-MXN-v-FXc'TO-RY,*7j. Acotton-mill.^/^. Mag.
CST'TON-MiLL,*n. A mill for manufacturing cotton cloths
and stuffs. Peel.

fCoT'TON-ous, (kot'tn-us) a. Like cotton. Evelyn.
C6T'TON-PLXNT,*?i. A plant of several varieties, which
produces cotton, of the genus gossypium. P. Cyc.

CoT'TON-THfs'TLE,* (kot'tn-this'sl) n. A tall, fine-flow-

ering, biennial plant. Booth.

CST'TON-WOOD',* (kot'tn-wud') n. A tree resembling the

poplar. P. Cyc.

COT'TON-WOOL',* (kot'tn-wul') n. A term sometimes
applied to cotton. Gent. Mag.

COT'TON-Y, (k5t'tri-e) a. Full of cotton
; downy.

COT'TREL,* n. A trammel to hang a pot on over the fire.

Crabb.

COT'VN-NITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral having acicular crys-
tals. Dana.

C6T'y-LA, n. [*roTT>A>7.] An ancient liquid measure.

(Jinat.) A hollow, particularly the cavity of a bone which
receives the end of another.

COT'Y-LE, n. Same as cotyla.

CoT-Y-LE'DON,* [kot-e-le'don, Sm. P. Cyc. Brande, Wb. ;

ko-til'e-don, Crabb, Scudamore.] n. [KOTV\TI.] (Bot.) The
seminal leaf of a plant, or the lobe that nourishes the
seed of a plant. (Anat.)A cup-shaped, vascular produc-
tion of the chorion in ruminants. Brande.

CST-y-LED'o-NOijs,* a. Having a seed-lobe. P. Cyc.

CO-TYL'I-FORM,* a. Having a rotate figure with an erect

limb. Brande.

COUCH, v. 7i. [coucher, Fr.] [i. COUCHED; pp. COUCHINO,
COUCHED.] To lie down

; to recline on the knees ;
to

stoop, or bend down.
COUCH, v. a. To lay down ;

to bed ;
to hide ; to include.

(Med.) To depress a cataract, or filmy humor, obstructing
vision, so as to leave the lens free from it.

Co OCH, n. A seat of repose ;
a bed : a layer or heap of bar-

ley prepared for malting; a malting-floor : a coating or

laying of any adhesive substance on wood, plaster, can-

vas, &c., to overcome porosity.

CoOcH'AN-cy,* n. (Law) Act of repose by lying down.
Burrows.

CoCcH'ANT, a. (Her.) Lying down; squatting. (Law)
Levant and couchant, with regard to beasts, signifies one

complete day and night.
Cdu'pHEE, (ko'she) n. [Fr.] A word opposed to levee;

bedtime, or visits received about bedtime. Dnjdcn.
COUCH'ER, . One who couches; a register-book in mon-

asteries. (Law) A factor resident in a place while

trading.

COUCH'FEL-LOW, n. A bedfellow. Shak.

COUCH'GRASS, 7i. A perennial, creeping grass, called also

creeping wheat-grass, dog-grass, and knot-grass.

COUCH'JNG, n. The -act of bending. (Mcd.) The opera-
tion of removing a cataract from the eye.

COU-DEE',* n. [Fr.] A measure taken from the elbow to

the hand. Crabb.

||CouGH, (kof or kaiuf) [kof, S. W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm.; Muf,

J. Wb. JVares.] n. A convulsive effort of the lungs, with
noise, to get rid of phlegm or other matter.

IICOUGH, (kof } v. n.
[i. COUGHED ; pp. COUGHING, COUGHED.!

To have the lungs convulsed
; to make the noise of a

cough.

IJCOUGH (kof) v . a. To eject by a cough. Wiseman.

IJCOUGH'ER, (kof'er) n. One who coughs.
CoOH'AGE, (kbu'aj) re. An Indian bean, the pods of which

sting like a nettle : written also cowitch and cowaire.
COUL,* n. A tub or vessel with two ears. Crabb. See COWL.
COULD, (kfid) i. from Can. Was able. See CAN.
Co0L'STAFF,*7i. Crabb. See COWLSTAFF
COUL'TER, (kol'ter) n. See COLTER.
COUL'TER-NEB,* 7i. A name of the bird puffin. Goldsmith.
COU'MAR-INE,* 71. A crystalline, odoriferous principle ex-

tracted from the tonka bean, the seed of the coumarouna
odorata. Brande.

COUN'CIL, n. [concilium, L.] An assembly met for deliber-
ation or to give advice

;
a body of councillors whose duty

it is to advise a sovereign or chief magistrate on affairs of
government ;

a body of divines, or of clergymen and lay-
men, assembled to give advice, or to deliberate and act on
some matter of religion ;

an assembly ;
a diet

;
a convo-

cation
;
a convention.

CouN'ciL-BdARD, (kb'un'sil-bord) n. Council-table, where
matters of state are deliberated. Clarendon.

CoCN'ciL-CHAM'BER,* n. An apartment occupied by a

council, or appropriated to deliberations on government.
Milton.

tCoON'ciL-IST,* n. A member of a council
;
an adviser.

Milton.

C60N'ciL-LQR,*n. A member of a council
;
one who gives

advice in relation to public affairs. Brande. $/= This word
is very often confounded, in its orthography, with counsel-

lor, a lawyer, or one who gives counsel to individuals.

CbON'ciL-kXN,* n. A member of a city common council.
Gent. Mag. [Fenton.

COUN'CIL-PROOF,* a. Disregarding or opposing auvice.

CopN'c'iL-TA'BLE, n. A council-board. Milton.

tCo-UN-DER-STXND'lNG, n. Mutual understanding. Howell.

tCo-U-NiTE', (ko-yu-nif) v. a. To unite. More.

COUN'SEL, 7i. [concilium, L.
; conseil, Fr.J Advice; direc-

tion
;
instruction ; consultation ;

deliberation
; prudence ;

secrecy. A counsellor, or the counsellors, advocates, or

lawyers, collectively, who plead a cause.

COUN'SEL, v. a. [conseiller, Fr.] [i. COUNSELLED ; pp. COUN-
SELLING, COUNSELLED.] To give advice to; to advise.

COUN'SEL-LA-BLE, a. That may be counselled.

COUN'SEL-LQR, n. [conseiller, Fr.] One who counsels; one
who pleads in a court of law

;
a barrister; a member of a

council; a councillor. See COUNCILLOR.

CoUN'SEL-LQR-SHlp, n. The office of a counsellor. Bacon.

COUN'SEL-KEEP'ER, n. One who keeps a secret. Shak.

COUN'SEL-KEEP'ING, a. That preserves secrecy.

COUNT, v. a. [compter, old Fr.] [L COUNTED ; pp. COUNT-

ING, COUNTED.] To number
;
to tell

;
to reckon

;
to com-

pute ; to rate
;
to estimate

;
to calculate

;
to esteem

;
to ac-

count
;
to impute to.

COUNT, v. n. To found an account or scheme
;
with upon.

COUNT, n. [compte, Fr.] Number; reckoning; number
summed; estimation; account. (Law) A charge in an

indictment, or a declaration in pleading.

C6CNT, 7t. [comte, Fr.] A title of nobility, on the conti-

nent of Europe, esteemed equivalent to earl.

COUNT'A-BLE, a. That may be numbered. Spenser.

COUN'TE-NXNCE, n. [contenance, Fr.] Exterior appearance
of the 'face or visage ;

the form of the face ;
air

;
look ;

patronage ; support ; encouragement.
COUN'TE-NXNCE, v. a. [i. COUNTENANCED; pp. COUNTE-

NANCING, COUNTENANCED.] To support ;
to encourage ;

to

favor
;
to patronize ;

to sanction.

COUN'TE-NXN-CER, n. One who countenances.

COUNT'ER, n. One who counts
;
an imitation of a piece of

money, used as a means of counting ; the table of a shop
on which money is counted ;

the breast of a horse
;
a

prison in London.
COUN'TER, ad. [contra, L.] Contrary to

;
in a wrong way.

It is often used in composition, and signifies against,
in opposition.

COUN-TER-XCT', V. a. [i. COUNTERACTED J pp. COUNTERACT-

ING, COUNTERACTED.] To hinder by contrary action; to

act against ;
to oppose.

CouN-TER-Xc'TiON, n. Opposite agency or action.

CouN'TER-Xc-TiVE,*a. Having an opposite action. Maun-

CduN'TER-AP-pROACH',*7t. (Fort.) A trench leading from

the covered way of a besieged fortress, at some point on

either flank of the ground upon which the works of the

besiegers are formed, and extending to any convenient

distance towards the country. P. Cyc.

CouN'TER-AT-TRXc'TlpN, re. Opposite attraction.

COUN-TER-B'XL/ANCE, v. a. [i.
COUNTERBALANCED ; pp.

COUNTERBALANCING, COUNTERBALANCED.] To WClgh

against; to equiponderate. Boyle.
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CpfrN'TER-BAL-ANCE, TO. Opposite or equivalent power.
Cdt)N'TER-BOND, TO. A bond to save harmless one who
has given a bond to another

;
a counter-surety.

CpuN-TER-BtfFF', v. a. To repel or strike back. Dryden.

CppN'TER-BuFF, TO. A blow or stroke producing a recoil.

j-CoftN'TER-ciST, n. A trick
;
delusive contrivance. Spen-

ser.

CotiN'TER-cisT-ER, TO. A reckoner, in contempt. Shak.

CoON'TER-CHAN^E. n. Exchange; reciprocation. Shak.

CoON-TER-CHAN^OE', v. a. To exchange. J. Hall.

CoON'TER-CHXR^E,* n. An opposite charge. Baxter.

CpGN'TER-CHARM, TO. That which breaks a charm. Scott.

CoOlv-TER-CHARM', v. a. To destroy enchantment. Falk-

land.

C60N-TER-CHECK', v. a. To oppose ;
to check. Drayton.

CpuN'TER-CHECK, n. A stop ;
rebuke. Shak.

COON'TER-CUR-RENT,* a. Running in an opposite way.
Smart.

'

CopN'TER-cuR-RENT,* n. An opposite current. Smart.

fCouN'TER-Dis-TlNc'TlQN, n. Contradistinction. More.

C60N-TER-DRAW', V. a. [L COUNTERDREW ; pp. COUNTER-

DRAWING, COUNTERDRAWN.] To trace the lines of a draw-

ing through transparent paper.

CopN-TER-EV^i-DfiNCE, TO. Opposite evidence.

tCOUN'TER-FAi^-ANCE, TO. See CoUNTERFESANCE.
CoON'TER-FElT, (kbun'ter-f it) v. a. [contrefaire, Fr.] [i.

COUNTERFEITED
J pp. COUNTERFEITING, COUNTERFEITED.]

To copy with an intent to pass the copy for an original ;

to feign ; to forge ;
to imitate.

CpON'TER-FElT, (kbun'ter-f it) v. n. To feign. Shak.

CoftN'TER-FElT, a. Forged; fictitious; feigned; dissem-
bled

;
fallacious

;
fraudulent

; spurious ; supposititious ;

false.

,
n. An impostor ; a copy intended to be

riginal ;
a forgery ; a copy.

ftN'TER-FElT-ER, TO. One who counterfeits
;
a forger.

CoftN'TER-FElT-LY, ad. Falsely ; fictitiously. Shak.

CpuN'TER-FElT-NESS, 7i. The state of being counterfeit.

CoON-TER-FER'MENT, n. A contrary ferment. Addison.

fCouN-fER-FE'ANCE, n. [contrefaisance, Fr.] Forgery.
Spenser.

CoOif'TER-Ftss'yRE,* (kciun'ter-fish'yur) n. SeeCoNTRA-
FISSURE.

Cpftiv'TER-FORCE,*7i. A force that counteracts. Coleridge.

C6f>N'TER-FORT, 71. (Fort.} A buttress or pier built against,
and in' right angles to, a wall, to strengthen it; pillars

supporting walls.

COUN'TER-GAGE, n. A method to measure the joints by
transferring the breadth of a mortise to the place of the

tenon.

COUN'TER-GUARD, (-gard) 7i. (Fort.) A small rampart with
a parapet and ditch to cover some part of the body of a

place.

CoON'TER-lN'FLy-ENCE, r. a. To hinder by contrary in-

fluence.

CoCN'TER-LT-BRA'TION, 71. See LlBRATION.

CottN'TER-LiGHT, (kbun'ter-llt) TO. A light destroying the

advantageous effect of another light.

CoON-TER-MiND', v. a. [contremandcr, Fr.] [L COUNTER-
MANDED

; pp. COUNTERMANDING, COUNTERMANDED.] To
order the contrary to what was ordered before

;
to revoke

a command.
CouN'TER-MiND, 7i. A change or repeal of a former order.

CouN-TER-MiND'A-BLE,* a. That may be countermand-
ed. Bacon.

COUN-TER-MARCH', v. n. To march back.

COUN'TER-MARCH, 7i. A retrograde march.

COUN'TER-MARK, 7i. A second or third mark on a bale of

goods consigned to different owners ;
the mark of the

London goldsmiths' company ;
a second mark or stamp

on a coin or medal.

COUN-TER-MARK.', v. a. To place a countermark
;
to hol-

low a horse^s teeth, to conceal his age*
CoON'TER-MlNE, 7i. (Fort.) A mine or trench formed to

frustrate the_use of one made by an enemy.
CpON-TER-MiNE', v. a. To defeat by counter-working.

CpuN-TER-MO'TlON, n. Contrary motion. Dlgby.
COUN-TER-MOVE'MENT, n. An opposite movement.
COUN'TER-MURE, n. [contremur, Fr.] A wall built behind
another

wall_,
to supply its place. See CONTRAMURE.

COUN-TER-MURE', v. a. To fortify with a countermure.

CpuN-TER-NAT'v-RAL, a. Contrary to nature. Harvey. [R.]

CpUN'XER-Nol'^E, 7i. A noise overpowering another.

CpuN-TER-6[PEN-TNG, w. A vent on the contrary side.

COUN'TER-PACE, n. Contrary step or measure. Swift.

CoON'TER-PANE, n. [contrepointe, Fr.] A coverlet for a bed.

pf A counterpart. B.

COUN'TER-PART, n. The correspondent part. (Mus.) A
part opposite to another. (Liw) A duplicate or copy of

an indenture or deed.

COUN'TER-PE-TI"TIQN, n. A petition against another.

COUN'TER-PE-TI"TIQN, (kbun'ter-pe-tisb'un) v. n. To pe
tition against another petition.

C60N'TER-PLEA, n. (Law) A replication. Cowell.

CofiN-TER-PLEAD',* v. a. To contradict
;
to deny. Maun-

der.

CbuN-TER-PLOT', v. a. [i. COUNTERPLOTTED ; pp. COUN-

TERPLOTTING, COUNTERPLOTTED.] To oppose one plot by
another.

D6f)N'TER-PL6T, n. A plot formed to defeat a plot.

DpuN-TER-PLOT'TiNG, n. The act of opposing. South.

36UN'TER-POINT, n. [contrappunto, It.] A counterpane ;

an opposite point (Mus.) The setting of point to point,
or the noting of the parts in such order that each note

shall correspond with those that are to harmonize with it

in the other parts ;
the modern science or art of harmony.

CoON-TER-POlE', V. 0. [L COUNTERPOISED ; pp. COUNTER-

POISING, COUNTERPOISED.] To counterbalance ;
to act

against with equal power.

puN'TER-ppi'SE, n. Equivalence of weight or power.

CpuN-TER-PoI'sON, (-zn) TO. Antidote to poison.

CoGN-TER-pON'DER-ATE,* v. a. To counterbalance; to

weigh against. Qu. Rev.

DpON'TER-pRXc'TicE, ?t. Practice in opposition.

3pfjN-TER-pREs'sVRE, (-presh'ur) n. Opposite force.

DpON-TER-pROj'ECT, 71. An opposite project. Swift.

DOUN'TER-PROOF,* TO. (Engraving) An impression ob-

tained from another impression while it is yet wet from a

copperplate, in which the design is in the same direction

as in the plate itself. Brande.

COUN-TER-PROVE', v. a. To take a counterproof from ;
to

take off a design in black lead, or red chalk, through
the rolling press, on another piece of paper, both being
moistened with a sponge. Chambers.

CoON'TER-REV-p-LtJ'TiQN, n. A revolution succeeding
another and opposite to it.

C6uN'TER-Ry-Q-Lfj'TiQN-A-RY,*a. Acting against a pre-

ceding revolution. Williams.

COUN'TER-REV-Q-LU'TIQN-IST,* TO. A subverter of a rev-

olution. Williams.

CopN-TER-ROL', v. a. See CONTROL.

fCouN-TER-Roi/MENT, n. A counter account. Bacon.

CopN'TER-RoOND,* TO. (Mil.) A body of officers going to

visit and inspect the rounds or sentinels. Chambers.

COUN'TER-SA'LI-ENT,* a. (Her.) Leaping from each other,
or contrariwise. Crabb.

COUN'TER-SCARF, n. See COUNTERSCARP.

CoON'TER-SCARP, TO. (Fort.) That side of the ditch which
is next to the enemy's camp ;

the covered way that sur-

mounts it.

CoftN-TER-SCuF'FLE, TO. Conflict; contest. Hewyt.

COUN-TER-SEAL',. a. To seal together with others. Shak.

C60N-TER-SE-CURE', v. a. To render more secure by cor-

responding means. Burke.

COUN'TER-SENSE, n. Opposite meaning. Howett.

COUN-TER-SIGN', (kbun-ter-sin') v. a. 5'. COUNTERSIGNED ;

pp. COUNTERSIGNING, COUNTERSIGNED.] To sign What ha8

already been signed by a superior.

COUN'TER-SIGN, (koun'ter-sin) TO. A military watchword.

(Diplomacy) The signature of a public officer to the

charter of a king, prelate, &c., by way of certificate.

COUN'TER-SIG-NAL, TO. (Naut.) A responsive signal.

CoON-TER-siNK','* v. a. (Mech.) To take off the edge round
a hole, 'in order to let in the head of a screw nail so that

it may not project. Orier.

C6uN'TER-siNK,*TO. One cavity corresponding in position
and size with another. Tanner.

COUN'TER-SNARL,, TO. Snarl in opposition. Burton.

COUN-TER-STAT'VTE, n. A contradictory ordinance. Mil-

ton.

CP'ON'TER-STEP,*TO. An opposite step or procedure. Mead.

CoON'TER-STROKE, n. A stroke returned. Spenser.

CodN-TER-sfJRE'Ty, (kbun-ter-shur'te) TO. A counter bond
to a surety. Sherwood.

COUN'TER-SWAY, TO. An opposite influence. Milton.

COUN'TER-TAL-LY, n. A corresponding tally.

COUN'TER-TASTE, n. False taste. Shenstone.

COUN-TER-TEN'QR, TO. (Mus.) One of the mean or middle

parts of music ; high tenor.

COUN'TER-TIDE, 71. Contrary tide. Dryden.

CbON'TER-TiME, TO. [contretemps, Ft.] The resistance of a

horse to his proper paces : defence
; opposition.

COUN'TER-TURN, n. The height or denouement of a play.

C60N-TER-VAIL,', v. a. [contra and valeo, L.] [i.
COUNTER-

VAILED ; pp. COUNTERVAILING, COUNTERVAILED.] To be

equivalent to
;
to act against equally.

COUN'TER-VAIL,, TO. Equal weight or value. South.

COON'TER-VIEW, (-vu)n. An opposite view ; opposition;

contrast. Swift,.

CoftN-TER-VOTE', v. a. To oppose ;
to outvote. Scott.

COUN-TER-WEIGH', (-wa) v. 72. To weigh against. Jlscham.

COON'TER-WEIGHT,* (-wat) TO. A weight in the opposite

scale. Goldsmith.

COUN-TER-WHEEL', . a. (Mil.) To move backwards and

forwards.

COUN'TER-WIND, TO. Contrary wind.

COUN-TER-WORK', (-wurk) v. a. [i.
COUNTERWROUGHT

Or COUNTERWORKED j pp. COUNTERWORKING, COUNTER-
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WROUGHT or COUNTERWORKED.] To counteract. B. Jon
son.

CoONT'ESS,n. [eomtoxe, Fr.] The lady of a count; the ladj
or wife of an earl of Great Britain or Ireland.

COUNT'ING-HOUSE, 7i. A room for mercantile accounts.
COUNT'ING-ROOM,* 7i. A room in which merchants and
tradesmen keep their accounts and transact business
Baker.

CoUNT'jNG-TA'BLE,*n.Atableforcastingaccounts..7oA?i
5071.

COUNT'LESS, a. Not to be counted
; innumerable.

CotJN'TRi-FiED, (kun'tre-fid) a. Rustic; rural; rude.

COUN'TRI-FY,* v. a. To conform to the country ; to mak<
rustic. Lloyd.

COUN'TRY, (kun'tre) n. [contree, Fr.] A large tract of land
a region ; one's residence or native land

;
rural parts, op-

posed to toion or city.

COUN'TRY, (kun'tre) a. Rustic; rural; rude; uncivil.

CouN'TRY-DiNCE, (kun'tre-dans) n. A dance in opposite
lines : also written contra-dance. See CONTRA-DANCE.

tCouN'TRY-FooT'lNG,* (-fut-) n. A rural dance. Shak.

COUN'TRY-GEN'TLE-MAN,* n. A gentleman resident in the

country. Addison.

COUN'TRY-MAN, (kun'tre-man) n. One born in the same
country; a compatriot ;

an inhabitant of the country.; a
rustic

;
a farmer

;
a peasant ;

a swain.
Co DN'TRY-SEAT,* n. A rural mansion or residence. Johnson.
Co uN'TR-woM'AN,*(-wum'an)n.;pZ: COUNTRYWOMEN.
A woman born in the same country; a woman of the
country. CA. Ob.

CopN'TY, n. [comtt, Fr.] A shire; a circuit; a district or
division of a state or kingdom, in some place whereol
courts are held

;
a district for courts.

COUN'TY-COURT, n. A court limited to a county.
CoftN'TY-PXL'A-TlNE,* n. A county possessed of royal

privileges. Crabb.

CoON'TY-TowN,* n. The capital town of a county, or one
in which the county courts are held

;
a shire-town. Johnson.

COUP-DE-QRACE,* (ko'de-gras') n. [Fr.] The mercy-
stroke : the stroke that puts an end to the sufferings of
one dying. Macdonnel.

COUP-DE-MAIN, (ko'de-mang') [kS'de-mang', K. ; k6'da-

mang', Sm. ; ko-de-man', Mavor.] n. [Fr.] A military ex-

pression, denoting an instantaneous, unexpected, and
generally successful attack.

Copp-J5'CE/,(k6-dal') [ko'del, K. : k6-dail', Sm.] n. [Fr.]
The first view of any thing ;

a slight view.

Cou-PEE', (k&-pe') [kft-pS', S. W. P. ; k6-pa', Ja. K. Sm.] n.

[coupe, Fr.] A motion in dancing. Chambers.

CoOp'lNG-GL&ss, n. See CUPPING-GLASS.
COUP'LA-BLE, (kup'la-bl) a. Fit to be coupled. Cotgrave.
COUP'LE, (kup'pl) 7i, fcouple, Fr.] Two; a brace fa pair ;

two things connected
;
a man and his wife.

CoDp'LE, (kup'pl) v. a.
[i. COUPLED; pp. COUPLING, COUP-

LED.] To chain together ;
to join ;

to marry ;
to join in

wedlock.

COUP'LE, (kup'pl) v. n. To join in embraces
;
to unite.

COUP'LE-BEG'GAR, (kup'pl-beg'gar) n. One who makes
it his business to marry beggars to each other. Swift.

CotJP'LE-MKNT, (kup'pl-ment) n. Union ; embrace. Shak.

CotiP'LET, (kup'let) n. [Fr.] Two lines that rhyme ; a-pair.

COUP'LING, (kup'ljng) n. A junction; an embrace; that
which connects. Hale.

Coijp'LiNG-B6x,* n. (Mech.) A strong piece of hollow
iron for connecting shafts, and throwing machinery in
and out of gear, Orier.

COUPON,* (ko-p5ng') re. [Fr.] A dividend in a public fund,
or in a joint stock. Surenne.

COUR'AGE, (kur'aj) n. [courage, Fr.] That quality of the
mind which resists danger ; bravery ;

valor
; intrepidity;

fearlessness
; boldness

;
fortitude.

fCouR^AGE, (kur'aj) v. a. To encourage. Huloet.

COU-RA'<^EOVS, (kur-ra'jus) a. Brave; daring; valiant;
bold

;_
heroic

; intrepid ;
fearless

; gallant.

Cov-RA/GEoys-LY, (kur-ra'jus-le) ad. Bravely; daringly.

Coy-RA'^EOUS-NESs (kur-ra'jus-nes) n. Bravery.
COU-RANT', (ko-rant') n. [Fr.] A nimble dance; a jig
tune: a title of a newspaper, from its quick spreading.

COU-RAN'TQ, n. Same as courant. Shak.

COURB, (korb) v. n. [courber, Fr.] To bend. Shale.

fCdURB, (korb) a. Crooked. Oowcr. See CORBE.

COURIER, (ko'rer) [kS'ror, W. F. ; ko-rer', J. Ja. ; kS'ryer,
S. E.; ko're-a, P.; k6r'yer, K. ; kQr'e-er, Sm.] n. [Fr.]
A messenger sent in haste ;

an express; a travelling at-

tendant: a newspaper. Shak.

COURSE, (kors) n. [cursus, L.] A race; career; series;
succession

;
order of succession ;

a way ;
route ; passage ;

manner ; conduct
;
method of life

; progress ; tilt
; act of

running in the lists
;
the ground on which a race is run

;

the track or line in which a ship sails
;
the sails by which

the course is performed ;
the number of dishes set on a

table at once. (Arch.) A continued level range of stones
or bricks of the same height. pi. Menses. Of course,
by consequence ; by settled rule.
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COURSE, (kors) v. n. To run
; to rove about Shak

COURIER, (kors'er) n. A swift horse
;
a racer

; a huntera large, long-legged bird.
CouR3 'E

>
* n. pi The menses

; catamenia. Crabb.
COURS'EY, (kors'e) n. (JVaitf.) A space or passage in a gal-

COURS'ING, (kors'jng) n. The sport of hunting. Bacon.
COURT, (kort) n. The palace or residence of a sovereign
prince; the family and retinue of the sovereign o*
prince : a hall or place where justice is administered

; the
judge, judges, or presiding officers, of a court ; a seat of
justice: a place inclosed in front of a house; a recess
from a public street: civility of manners; address-
flattery; flattering attentions Court of inquiry, a mili-
tary court invested with power to examine into the na-
ture of any transaction or accusation against any officer
or soldier. Court is much used in composition; as,
j' court-dress."

COURT, (k5rt) v. a.
[i. COURTED

; pp. COURTING, COURTED.!
To pay court to

; to woo
;
to solicit

; to flatter.

COURT, v. n. To act the courtier
;
to imitate the manners

of the court. Laud.

COURT-A-MOUR',* n. A fashionable intrigue. Milton.

CouRT'-BXR'QN, 7i. A court incident to a manor. Black-
atone.

COURT'-BRD,* a. Bred at court. Churchill.

CouRT'-BREtD'jNG, n. Education at court. Milton.

COURT-BUB'BLE, n. The trifle of a court. Beaum. & Fl
COURT'-CARD, n. See COAT-CARD.
COURT'-CHXP'LAIN, n. A king's chaplain. Swift.
CoURT'-CRiFT,* .n. Political artifice. BoliiKrbroke.

COURT'-CUP'BQARD, (kort-kiib'burd) n. The sideboard of
ancient days. Shak.

COURT'-DAY, (kSrt'da) n. The day on which a court sits.

COURT'-DRESS, n. The dress worn at court.

COURT'-DRESS'ER, h. A flatterer. Locke. [R.]
tCouRT-EL'E-MENT,* n. Ability of cou rtiers. Milton.

||CoiJR'TE-ous, (kur'te-fis orkort'yus) [kiir'che-us, W.P.;
kiir'chus, S. , kiir'te-us, J. R. ; kii'rt'yus, F. ; 'kort'yus, E.
K. Sm. ; kor'te-us, Ja. Wb.] a. [courtois, Fr.] Elegant of
manners

; polite ;
well-bred

; civil
; affable

; respectful ;

complaisant.

HCOUR'TE-OUS-LY, ad. Respectfully; civilly.

||COUR'TE-OUS-NES, 7i. Civility ; complaisance.
COURT'ER, (kort'er) n. One who courts or wooes.
COUR-TE-XN', [kiir-te-zan', S. W. J. F. Sm.; kor-te-zan',
E.Ja.; kiir-te-zan' or kur'te-zan, P.; kor-te-zan' or kiir-

te-zan', K. ; kiir'te-zan, Wb.] n. [courtisane, Fr.] A wom-
an of the town

;
a prostitute.

COUR'TE-SAN-SHIP,* n. The character or practice of a
courtezan. EC. Rev.

COUR'TE-SY, (kiir'te-se)
71. [courtoisie, Fr.] Elegance of

manners; civility; complaisance. (Law) A tenure, not
of right, but by the favor of others. By courtesy, not of
right, but by indulgence.

COURTE'SY, "(kiirt'se) n. An act of civility or respect made
by women and girls. [Often pronounced by the vulgar kiir'-

che. Walker. Knowles.]
COURTE'SY, (kurt'se) v. n. [i. COURTESIED ; pp. COURTESY-
ING, COURTESIED.] To make a courtesy. Skak.

fCOURTE'SY, (kurt'se) v. a. To treat with courtesy. Sir R.
Williams.

OURT'-FXsii'lQN, (-fash'un) n. Fashion at court.

COURT'-FA'VQR, n. Favor bestowed by princes.

CouRT'-FooL,* n. A buffoon or jester, formerly kept by
kings, nobles, &c., for amusement. Booth.

OURT'-HXND, (kort'hand) n. The hand or manner of

writing used in records and judicial proceedings. Shak.

OURT'IER, (kort'yer) n. One who frequents courts ; one
who courts favor

;
a man of courtly manners.

OURT'IER-LIKE,* (kort'yer-lik) a. Resembling a courtier.

Jpdrell.
COURT'IER-Y, n. Manners of a courtier. B.Jonson.
3ol;

R'TINE, n. See CURTAIN.

COURT'-LA-DY, n. A lady attendant at court.

COURT'-LEET, n. An English court of record, held once
in the year, within a particular hundred, lordship, or man-

or, before the steward of the leet. Blackatonc.

SouRT'-LIFE,* n. The life led at court. Wycherly.

DOURT'-LIKE, a. Polite ; courtly. Camden.

DOURT'LI-NESS, 7i. Elegance of manners. Dig-by.

COURT'LJNG, ?i. A hanger-on at a court. B. Jonson.

COURT'LY, a. Relating to the court
; elegant; polite.

COURT'LY, ad. Elegantly. Dryden. [R.]

COURT'-MAN'NERS,* n.pl. The manners of a court. Haw-
kins.

COURT'-MAR'SHAL,* n. ; pi. COURT-MARSHALS. One who
acts as marshal at a court. QM. Rev.

OURT-MAR'TIAL,, (kort-miirsh'al) n. ; pi. COURTS-MAR-
TIAL,. A court 'composed of military or naval officers, for

the trial of offences against the laws of the service in the

army or navy.
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CouRT'-QF-GUARD'. The guard-room of soldiers. Shak.

They who compose the guard.
COURT-PXR'A-SITE,* n. A servile flatterer. Milton.

COURT'-PAR-TY,* n. A party attached to the court. Hume.
C60RT'-PLis-TER,* n. Silk coated on one side with an
adhesive substance, and used to cover injuries upon the
skin. Ure_.

CoURT'-ROLL,* n. The records of a court. Blackstone.

COURT'-SHIFT,* n. A political artifice. Milton.

COURT'SHIP, (kSrt'ship) n. Act of courting ;
the act or

course of acts by which a woman is wooed for a wife.

COURT'-YARD,* n. Enclosed ground adjacent to a house.
Mead.

Cdvs-cdu-sQtf* 7i. A preparation of food in Barbary. Th.

Campbell.

Coti^'lN, (kuz'zn) 7i. [cousin, Fr.] Any one collaterally re-

lated more remotely than a brother or sister
;
a kinsman.

The children of an uncle or aunt are first-cousins or

cousins-german ;
the next generations are respectively

second-cousins, and so on. A title given by the king of

England to a nobleman. Cousin-german, (pi. cousins-

german,) a first-cousin.

tCoD'lN, (kuz'zn) a. Allied
;
kindred. Chaucer.

Cdus* SI-NET,* n. [Fr.] (drch.) The crowning-stone of a

pier. Brandt.

COUTEAU, (kS-to') n. [Fr., a knife.] A hanger.
JCOUTH, (koth) a. Known. See UNCOUTH.
COTJZERAiTE,*n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Dana.

COVE, re. [covum, L.] A small creek or bay ;
a shelter

;
a

cover. (Arch.) A hollow or concave moulding ;
a recess

;

a concavity.
COVE, v. a. To arch over

;
to shelter. Swinburne.

tC6v'E-NA-BLE, a. [corn-enable, Fr.] Fit; suitable. Wic-

liffe.

'

tC6v'E-NA-BLY, (kuv'e-nfi-ble) ad. Fitly; properly. Ar-

chaeology.

Cov'E-NXNT, (kuv'e-nSnt) 77. [convenant, Fr.] A contract;
the stipulations of a contract

;
a deed

;
a bargain ;

an

agreement ;
a writing containing the terms of agreement.

C6v'E-NXNT, v. n. [i. COVENANTED; pp. COVENANTING,
COVENANTED.] To bargain ;

to agree with another on cer-

tain terms.

C<5v'E-NXNT, v. a. To contract; to stipulate. Haggai.
C6v'E-NANT-BREAK'ER,* 7i. One who violates a cove-

nant. Milton.

COV-E-NANT-EE', n. (Law) The party covenanted with.

Cov'E-NXNT-ER,7i. One who makes a covenant. In Brit-

ish history, it is applied to those who joined the "Solemn
League and Covenant," in Scotland, against the High-
Church party.

C5v'E-NODs, a. Fraudulent. Bacon. See COVINOUS.

fCov'ENT, 7i. [old Fr., covent, for convent. Covent Garden
is supposed to mean a garden that belonged to a convent.]
A convent or monastery. Bale.

C6v'EN-TRY-BLUE,* n. A bright, blue stuff. B.Jonson.

C&V'ER, (kuv'er) v. a. [couvrir, Fr.] [i. COVERED ; pp. COV-

ERING, COVERED.] To lay or place over
;
to screen ; to se-

crete ; to overspread ;
to conceal

;
to hide ; to shield

;
to

shelter
;
to put on a hat or cap ;

to comprehend ;
to cop-

ulate.

COV'ER, (kuv'er) n. That which is laid over something
else ; a concealment

;
a screen ; a veil

;
shelter

;
defence.

fCov'ER-cHlEF, n. A covering for the head. Chaucer.

COV'ER-CLE, n. A lid or cover. S!r T. Browne. [R.]

Cov'ERED-WAY,*7i. (Fort.) A road surrounding a forti-

fied post along the side of the ditch which is opposite to

the ramparts. P. Cyc. Written also covert-way.
C6v'ER-ER, 71. He or that which covers.

COV'ER-ING, n. A placing over; a cover; integument; teg-
ument

;
dress

;
vesture.

C6v'ER-LET, (kuv'er-let) n. [couvrelit, Fr.] The upper
covering of a bed.

COV'ER-SHAME, n. Something to conceal infamy. Dnjden.
Cov'ER-SLfJT, n. Something to hide sluttishness. Burke.

COV'ERT, (kuv'ert)n. A shelter; a defence
;
a thicket.

Cbv'ERT. (kuv'ert) a. Sheltered
;
covered

; private ;
insid-

ious. (Law) Under protection, as a married woman.
COV'ERT-BXR'QN,* a. (Law) Under the protection of a

husband, as a married woman. Blackstone.

COV'ERT-LY, (kuv'ert-le) ad. Secretly; privately; closely.

tC6v'ERT-NESS, 7i. Secrecy ; privacy. Bailey.
Cov'ER-TURE, 7i. Shelter; defence. Bacon. (Law) The

legal state and condition of a married woman.
Cov'ERT-WAY, n. (Fort.) A road or space of ground on
the outside of a ditch: written also covered-way. See
COVERED-WAT.

Cov'ET, (kuv'et) v. a. [convoiter, Fr.] [i. COVETED
; pp.

COVETING, COVETED.] To desire inordinately or unreason-

ably ; to long for ;
to hanker after.

C&V'ET, (kuv'et) v. n. To have a strong desire.

COV'ET-A-BLE', (kuv'et-?-bl) a. That may be coveted.

COV'ET-ER,* n. One who covets. Foster.

COV-ET-ING, (kuv'et-ing) n. Inordinate desire. Shak.

C&v'ET-lNG-LY, ad'. Eagerly. B. Jonson.

fC6v'ET-tSE, (kuv'et-is) n. Avarice; covetousness. Spenser
Cov'E-TlVE-NESS,* n. (Phren.) Inordinate love of proper-

ty ; acquisitiveness. Combe.

||C6v'ET-oDs, [kuv'et-us, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. JT. Sm. Wb.;
kuv'e-chus, S.] a. Inordinately desirous

; avaricious
;

greedy ; eager for gain. $3=
" In the pronunciation of this

word and its compounds, Mr. Sheridan has adopted a vul
garisin of which one could scarcely have suspected him :

but pronouncing covcchus for covetous is not only a vul-
garism, but contrary to analogy." Walker.

a number of birds
;
a set'; a company.

CSv'lN, (kuv'jn) [kuv'jn, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. ; ko'vjn, Wb.]
n. [couvine, Fr.] (Law) A fraudulent agreement between
two or more to prejudice another.

COV'ING, n. (Arch.) A projection in houses beyond the
ground-plot.

C6V}N-ous,* a. Fraudulent; dishonest. Bacon.

Cow-, n. [koe, D.] pi. cows ; -anciently, KINE. The female
of the bull, or of the bovine genus of animals : the cowl
of a chimney. See COWL.

Cow, v. a.
[i.

COWED
; pp. COWING, COWED.] To depress

with fear. Shak.

COW'ARD, n. [couard, Fr.] One destitute of courage; a
dastard ;

a poltroon.

COW'ARD, a. Dastardly ; timid
;
base. Dryden.

fCow'ARD, v. a. To make timorous or cowardly. Skak.

C6^'ARD-icE, n. Pusillanimity; fear; timidity.

fCow'ARD-IZE, v. a. To render cowardly. Scott.

Cow'ARD-LlKE, a. Resembling a coward. Beaum. Sf Fl.

COW'ARD-LJ-NESS, n. Timidity; cowardice. Bp. Hall.

COW'ARD-LY, a. Pusillanimous
; fearful

; mean.
CO\V'ARD-LY, ad. Like a coward

; meanly.
fCow'ARD-oOs, a. Cowardly. Barret.

fCdw'ARD-SHlP, n. The qualities of a coward. Shak.

Cow'BANE,* n. A poisonous plant; the water-hemlock.
Booth.

Cow'BRAwL,* n. A Swiss song or tune. Jodrell.

Cow'cXLF,* (kbu'kaf ) n. A female calf. Booth.

COW'ER, v. n. [i. COWERED
; pp. COWERING, COWERED.]

To sink by bending the knees; to stoop; to bend down.
Bacon.

fCow'ER, v. a. [couver, old Fr.] To cherish by care. Spen-
ser.

COW'FEED-ER,* n. One who feeds cows; a cow-herd.
Booth.

C6w'HAGE,*n. (Bot.) See COUHAGE.
COW'-HERD, n. One who tends cows.

COW'HIDE,*TI. The skin of a cow dressed for leather.

Pope.
Cow'Hbf)?E, n. A house for keeping cows. W. Ency.
COW'ISH, a. Like a cow

;
timorous

; fearful. Shak.

COW'JSH,* n. A plant and root found in the valley of the

Oregon. The root resembles in taste the sweet potato.
Farm. Ency.

Cow'lTCH, n. See COUHAGE.
COW'KEEP-ER, n. One who keeps cows. Broome.

COW'KEEP'ING,* 7i. The business of keeping milch
cows. Farm. Ency.

COWL, (kb'ul) n. A monk's hood ; a cover for a chimney
which turns with the wind

;
a wire cap covering the top

of a locomotive engine. [|A vessel to carry water
on a cowl-staff. Wood.]

COWLED, (kbfild) a. Wearing a cowl. Shenstone.

COW'-LEECH, 71. One who cures distempered cows.

COW'-LEECH, v. n. To practise the curing of cows. Morti-

mer.

Cow'LlCK,* n. A reversed tuft of hair on the human fore-

head, so named from its resemblance to hair licked by
a cow out of its natural position. Forby.

COW'LIKE, a. Resembling a cow. Pope.

CowL'-STiFF, n. A staff on which a cowl or vessel is

supported between two men. Suckling.

COW'MAN,* n. A man who keeps or takes care of cowa.
Fo. QM. Rev.

COW'NER,* n. (JVaut.) An arched part of a ship's stern.

Crabb'.

CO-WORK',* (ko-wurk') v. n. To work jointly ;
to coop-

erate. Goodwin.

CO-WORK'ER, (ko-wurk'er) n. A fellow-laborer.

COW'PARS-LEY,* n. An umbelliferous plant. P. Cyc.

COW'PARS-NIP,* n. A wild umbelliferous plant. P. Cyc.

COW'PEA,* n. A kind of pea, cultivated instead of clover.

Farm. Ency.
Cow'-P6cK,* n. See Cow-Pox. Walker.

C6w'-P6x,* n. (Med.) The vaccine disease, a preservative

against the small-pox. It is sometimes called kinc-pox,

cow-pock, and kine-pock. Jenner.

COW'QUAKE,* 7i. auaking grass, a perennial plant.

,* n. ; pi. Cow'RlE. Small shells brought from
the Maldives, which pass current as coin in Hindostan,
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and in extensive districts in Africa, 100 being equivalent
to a penny. Brande.

COW'SLJP, re. A perennial plant which grows in wet
grounds, a species of primrose.

Cow-LuNG'woRT, (-wiirt) n. A species of mullein.

COW-TREE,* n. The galastodendrum, a large tree of
South America, the sap of which resembles milk.
Phil. Mag.

COW'-WEED, n. Cow-parsley; wild chevril.

COW'-WHEAT, (kbu'hwet) n. A plant cultivated in some
places for feeding cattle.

COX'COMB, (koks'kom) n. A comb resembling that of a

cock, which licensed fools formerly wore in their caps.
Shak. A vain pretender; a fop; a plant. See COCKS-
COMB.

Cox'coMB-LY, (koks'k5m-le) a. Foppish. Congreve.
COX'COMB-RY,* (koks'kom-re) n. Foppishness. Q. Rev.

CQX-COM'I-CAL, a. Foppish; conceited. [A low word.]
COX-COM'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a coxcomical manner. By-

rom.

COX-COM-I-CAL'I-TY,* n. Foppishness; coxcombry. Sir

J. Mackintosh.

COY, (kbl) a. [coy, old Fr.] Modest
; shy ;

reserved
;

not
accessible.

fCoY, v. n. To be reserved or inaccessible. Shak.

fCov, v.a. To allure ;
to decoy. Shale.

COY'ISH, a. Somewhat coy ;
modest. Warner.

COY'LY, ad. With reserve or shyness. Chapman.
COY'NESS, n. Reserve; shyness. Walton.

Cofpdu,* or Cofpff,* n. A rodent quadruped of South

America, valued for its fur
;

called also myopotamus.
P. Cyc.

COY'STREL, n. See COISTREL.

Coz, re. A cant word for cousin. Shak.

C6z'EN, (kiiz'zn) v. a.
[?'. COZENED; pp. COZENING,

COZENED.] To cheat; to trick. Spenser.

COZ'EN-AGE, (kuz'zn-aj) n. Fraud
;
deceit. Shak.

COZ'EN-ER, (kuz'zn-er) n. A cheater; a defrauder.

Co'ZEY,* 0rCo'ZY,*a. Cosey. Smart. See COSEY.

CO'ZIER, (kS'zher) re. See COSIER.

CRXB, 71. A shell fish: a wild, sour apple; the tree pro-
ducing it: a peevish person: a wooden engine with
three claws for launching ships ;

a small portable crane
used for raising materials, &c. : a sign in the zodiac.

CRAB, a. Noting any sour or degenerate fruit. Bp. Hall.

fCRXB, v. n. To sour ; to render peevish. Olanville.

CRXB'-AP-PLE,* n. A small and very sour apple. P. Cyc.

CRXB'BED, a. Sour ; peevish ; morose ;
harsh ; difficult.

CRXB'BED-LY, ad. In a crabbed manner; peevishly.
CRXB'BED-NESS, n. Quality of being crabbed

; sourness
of taste

; asperity.

CRXB'BY, a. Difficult
; perplexing. Marston. [R.]

CRXB'-CXTCH-ER,* n. One who catches crabs. Goldsmith.

CRAB'-CQM-PUT'ING,* a. Computing carefully. Cowper.
CRA'BER, n. The water-rat. Walton.

CRXs'-GRiss,* n. A grass, called also wire-grass and dog's-
tail-grass. Farm. Encij.

CRXB'-LOUSE,* n. A species of body-louse. Crabb.

CR-A'BRO* n. [L.] (Ent.) A genus of hymenopterous
insects ; the hornet. Brande.

CRXB?'-EYE, (krabz'lz) n.pl. Whitish bodies, produced
by the crawfish, and used in medicine. Hill.

CRAB'-TREE,* n. A tree that produces crabs or crab-

apples. Shak.

CRXcK, n. [crac, Fr.] A sudden disruption by which the

parts are separated but a little way from each other
;
a

narrow breach ;
a chink

;
a fissure ; a sudden or sharp

noise; sound of voice
;
a boast, or boaster: a person

cracked in intellect or reputation : a breach of chastity ;

a prostitute. Something to boast of
;
a boast. Shak. A

very short time. Forby.
CRXCK, v. a. [i. CRACKED

; pp. CRACKING, CRACKED.] To
break partially, or into chinks

;
to form small fissures

;
to

split ; to do any thing with quickness or smartness
; to

cause to sound sharply ;
to craze : to boast of. [Low.]

CRXCK, v. n. To burst
;
to open in chinks or fissures

;
to

break partially; to fall to ruin; to utter a loud and
sudden sound

;
to boast.

CRXcK,* a. Excellent
;

first-rate
; having qualities to be

proud of. Dibdin. [Provincial and colloquial.]
CRXCK'-BRAINED (-brand') a. Crazy. HoweLl.

CRXCKED,* (krakt) p. a. Broken; split; touched in the

intellect. Ash.

CRACK'ER, n. He or that which cracks
;
a boaster : a fire-

work
;
a charge of gunpowder done up in paper: a hard

biscuit.

CRXcK'-HEMP, n. A person destined to the gallows.
Shak.

CRAC'KLE, (krak'kl) v. n. [i. CRACKLED; pp. CRACKLING,
CRACKLED.] To make the noise of crackling, slightly but

frequently.

CRXCK'LJNG, n. A small but frequent noise.

CRXCK'NEL, 7i. [craquelin, Fr.] A hard, brittle cake or
biscuit. Spenser.

CRA
CRXcK'-RopE, re. Same as crack-hemp.
CRA'DLE, (kra'dl) n. A movable bed in which infants are
rocked

; infancy or state of infancy : a case for a broken
lrm

,

b L~ a frame of tini"er for launching ships : a frame
added to a scythe for cutting grain.

CRA'DLE, (kra'dl) v. a.
[i. CRADLED ; pp. CRADLING, CRA-

DLED.] To lay or rock in a cradle
; to apply a cradle to :

to mow with a cradle.

CRA'DLE, (kra'dl) v. n. To lodge as in a cradle. Shak.
CRA DLE-BABE,* n. A new-born infant. Shak.

CRA'DLE-CLOTHE, n. pi. Clothes for a cradle.

CRA'DLE-SCYTHE,* n. A scythe with a frame so formed
as to cut grain and lay it in a row. Ash.

CRA'DLING,* n. Act of using a cradle. (Arch.) The tim-
ber ribs in arched ceilings and coves to which the laths
for plastering are nailed. Brande.

CRAFT, n. Manual art
;
trade

; art
; fraud ; cunning ; small

vessels, which are generally used in trading.
fCRAFT, v. n. To play tricks. Shak.

CRiFT'j-LY, ad. In a crafty manner; artfully.

CRAFT'I-NESS, n. Cunning ;
craft

; fraud
; deceit.

CR!FTS'MAN, n. ; pi. CRAFTSMEN. An artificer; a me-
chanic. Spenser.

CRiFTs'MAs-TER, 7i. A man skilled in his trade. Shak.

CRiFT'Y, a. Cunning; artful; skilful; shrewd; sly.

CRXG, n. A rough, steep rock or point. A provincial
name in some parts of England for a deposit, as of grav-
el. Lyell. [fThe neck. Spenser.]

CRXG'J&ED, a. Full of rocky or rough prominences.
CRXG'J&ED-NESS, n. State of being cragged.
CRAG'SI-NESS, n. The state of being craggy. Howell.

CRXG'J&Y, a. Rugged ;
full of crags.

CRXG'-PiT,* n. A cavity in a rock. Jodrett.

CRAKE, n. The corn-crake, a bird. [A boast. Spenser. ]

fCRAKE, v. n. To brag; to boast
;
to crack. Spenser.

fCRAKE, v. a. To utter boastingly. Spenser.

CRAKE'-BER-RY,* n. The fruit of a heath or shrub;
crow-berry. Booth.

tCRAK'ER, n. A boaster. Hvloet.

CRXM, c. a. [i. CRAMMED; pp. CRAMMING, CRAMMED.] To
stuff" with more than can conveniently be held

;
to fill

and press in.

CRXM, v._n. To eat greedily or beyond satiety. Pope.

CRXM'BO, n. A play at which one gives a word, to which
another finds a rhyme ;

a rhyme. Swift.

CRXMP, n. [krampe, D.] A spasmodic and painful con-
traction of the limbs

;
a restriction : a piece of iron

bent at the ends to fasten two things together, called a

cramp-iron.

CRXMP, a. Difficult
; knotty. Goodman. [R.]

CRXMP, v. a. [i. CRAMPED
; pp. CRAMPING, CRAMPED.] To

pain with spasms ;
to restrain

; to confine
; to hinder

from expansion ;
to fasten with a cramp.

CRXMP'-FlSH, n. The torpedo. Sir T. Herbert.

CRXMP'-IR-ON, ncramp'l-urn) re. See CRAMP.

CRXM'PIT,* re. The chape or piece of metal at the bottom
of the 'scabbard of a sword. Crabb.

CRXM-POON',* n.; pi. CRXM-POON?'. Pieces of iron

hooked at the end for drawing timber, stones, &c. ; iron

instruments fastened to the shoes to assist a storming
party in climbing. Francis.

CRA'NAGE, re. [cranagium, low L.] (Law) A toll or money
paid for drawing goods out of vessels with a crane.

Cowel.

CRXN'BER-RY, re. A red berry, of acid taste, much used aa

a sauce; the fruit of the vaccinium oxycoccus, which

grows in boggy or wet meadows.
CRXN'BER-RY-TART,* n. A tart made of cranberries.

Booth.
'

CRANCH, v. a. B. Jonson. See CRAUNCH.

CRANE, re. A bird with a long beak; a species of heron:
a machine for raising or lowering heavy weights:

a bent pipe or siphon for drawing liquors out of a cask.

CRANE '-FLY, n. An insect, commonly called father-long-

legs. Booth.

CRANE'LIKE,* a. Resembling a crane. H. More.

CRANE'BlLL,7i. A plant of several species ; geranium t

a pair of pincers terminating in a point, used by surgeons.

CRANG,* re. The carcass of a whale. Back.

CRXN'GON,* n. [Kpdxy/y.] (Conch.) A genus of macrou-
rous crustaceans, including the common shrimp. Brande.

CRA'NI-AL,* a. Relating to or like a cranium. Dr. Morton.

CRA-NI-SG'NQ-MY,* . The doctrine that the characteris-

tics of the mind may be known by the conformation of

the skull. Scudamore.

CRA-NJ-Q-LOG'J-CAL,* a. Relating to craniotogy. Qw.
Rev.

CRA-NJ-OL'P-G!ST,* n. One versed in cramology. xo. (u

CRA-NI-OL'O-Y, [xpavtov and \6yos.] The art of dis-

covering the characters and faculties of men from the

external form of the skull ; phrenology. Todd.

CRA-NI-OM'E-TER,* re. An instrument for measuring
skulls. Smart.
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CRA-NI-OS'CQ-PY,* 72. The art of examining skulls. Ham-
ilton.

CRA'Ni- ft.tr, n. [L.] The skull. Wiseman.

CRXNK', (krangk) n. The end of an axis turned square
down, and again turned square to the first turning down ;

a contrivance for changing circular into alternate motion ;

a turn in an axle with two angular elbows, the farthest

part of which being joined to a piston or a saw, &c.,
moves it up and down when the axle goes round: a
hook that turns a bell-wire into and out of a corner

;
an

iron or metal brace : a twisting or turning in speech ;
a

sort of pun.
CRXNK, a. Healthy; sprightly; lively; wry; distorted.

(Naut.) A ship is said to be crank, when loaded too
much above, and liable to be overset

;
not stiff. Howell.

CRXNK, v. n. To turn
;
to run in and out

; to crankle. Shak.

CRXNK'-BIRD,* n. Name of a very small woodpecker.
Booth.

CRXN'KLE, v. n. To run in and out ;
to crinkle. Drayton.

CRXN'KLE, v. a. To break into bends or angles.
CRXN'KLE, n. A bend

;
a turn ; crinkle.

CRXNK'NESS, n. Health : liability to overset.

CRANK'y,'a. Sprightly; crank. Todd.

CRXN'NIED, (kran'jd) a. Full of chinks. Shak.

CfiXN'Ny, n. \crena, L.] A chink
;
a fissure. Bacon.

CRXN'NY, a. Pleasant
;
brisk

; jovial. Wilbraham. [Local.]
CRXN'Q-MXN-C Y,* n. Divination by the cranium. Dvmglison.
CRXNT, n.pl. [krantz, Ger.j Garlands carried before the

bier of a maiden, and hung over her grave. Shak.

CRXP,* n. Darnel : buckwheat. Farm. Ency. [Local.]
CRAPE, n. [crSpe, FT.] A species of gauze made of raw

silk, usually dyed black, and often worn as a sign of

mourning.
tCRXp'LE, (krap'pl) n. [krappeln, Ger.] A claw. Spenser.
CRXP'NEL,* n. (Naut.) A hook or drag to draw up any
thing from the bottom of the water. Ash. See GRAPNEL.

CRAP' P-LA, n. [L.] A surfeit
; crapulence. Cotton.

fCRXp'yLE,* 7i. A surfeit; crapula. H. More.

CRXP'V-LNCE, n. Surfeit; sickness by intemperance.
Bailey. [R.]

CRXp'v-LENT,* a Surfeited; oppressed with surfeit.

Blount. [R.]

CRXp'V-LoOs, a. Drunken
;
surfeited

; crapulent. Bailey.
Fo. Q. Rev. [R.]

fCRARE,* n. A small sea vessel
;
a cray. Shak.

CRASE. See CRA.ZE.

CRASH, v. n.
[i.

CRASHED
; pp. CRASHING, CRASHED.] To

make a noise, as of things falling or breaking at once.

fCRXsH, v. a. To break or bruise
; to crush.

CRXsH. n. A noise, as of many things broken at once.

CRXsil'iNG, n. A violent complicated noise. Zeph.
CRISIS, 7i. [vpao-ij.] (Med.) A due mixture or tempera-
ture of the humors. (Gram.) A contraction of two
syllables into one.

fCRXss, a. [crassus, L.] Gr<

&sst;" thick
;
coarse. Browne.

CRXs'sA-MENT, 71. A clot of blood
;
the thick, red part of

the blood, as distinct from the serum, or aqueous part.
CRAS-SA-MEN' TUM,* n. [L.] (Chcm.) A coagulated
substance formed from blood ; crassament. Brande.

CRXs'si-TUDE, 7i. Crossness
;
coarseness

;
thickness. Bacon.

fCRXss'NESs, n. Crossness. Glanville.

fCRXs-Tl-NA'TIQN, n. [eras, L.J Delay. Bailey.

CRXTCH, n. [creche, Fr.] A rack for hay to feed cattle in.

fCRXTCH, v. a. To scratch. Huloet. See SCRATCH.
CRATE, n. A wicker pannier, or sort of hamper, used

especially for crockery ware.

CRA'TER, n. [L.] A vent or aperture ;
the mouth or circu-

lar cavity at the summit of a volcano, from which matter
is ejected.

CRA-TER'J-FORM,* a. Shaped like a goblet. P. Cyc.
CR&UNCH, (kr'anch) . a. [schrantsen, D.] [i. CRAUNCHED ;

pp. CRAUNCHING, CRAUNCHED.] To crush with the teeth
;

to chew with violence and noise.

CRA-vXT', n. [cravate, Fr.] A neckcloth
; any thing worn

about the neck.

CRAVE, v. a. [i. CRAVED; pp. CRAVING, CRAVED.] To ask
earnestly, submissively, or insatiably ;

to entreat
;

to

long for
;
to beg ; to desire strongly.

CRA'VEN, (kra'vn) n. A judicial term in the ancient trial

by battle, used by the party who yielded his cause : a
cock conquered and dispirited ; a coward

;
a recreant.

CRA'VEN, (kra'vn) a. Cowardly; base. Shak.

fCRA'VEN, (kra'vn) v. a. To make cowardly. Shak.

CRAV'ER, n. One who craves. Sherwood.

CRAV'JNG, n. Unreasonable or strong desire. South.

CRAV'ING,* p. a. Desiring earnestly or unreasonably;
longing for.

CRAV'ING-NESS, n. The state of bejpg craving. Todd.
CRXw, 7i. [Jkroe, Danish.] The crop or first stomach of birds.

CRAw'FlSH, 7i. [ecrcvisse, Fr.j A crustaceous fish
;
the

river lobster.

CRAWL, v. n. [krielen, D.] [i. CRAWLED; pp. CRAWLING,
CRAWLED.] To creep ;

to move as a worm
;
to move on

the hands and knees
;
to move slowly

CRAWL, n. A pen or inclosure of hurdles for fish o
turtles

;
the well in a boat.

CRAWL'ER, n._
He or that which crawls

;
a creeper.

fCRAY, or CRAY'ER, n. [crayer, Fr.] A small sea-vesseL
Shak.

CRAY'FfsH, n._See CRAWFISH.
CRAY'QN, (kra'un) n. [Fr.] A pencil of various kinds,
of different colors and substances; a colored cylinder used
for drawing on paper ;

a drawing or design done with
a pencil or crayon.

CRAY'QN,* a. Drawn by a pencil or crayon. Jodrell.

CRAY'QN,* v. a. To sketch or design, as with a crayon
Burke.

CRAZE, v. a. [ecraser, Fr.] [i. CRAZED; pp. CRAZING,
CRAZED.] To break

;
to crush

; to crack
;

to make
crazy ;

to impair the intellect. Shak.

CRAZE,* n. Insanity ;
craziness. Blackwood's Mag. [R.]

CRAZED,* (krazd) p. a. Made crazy ; impaired in intellect.

Gray.
CRA'ZED-NESS, n. State of being crazed. Hooker. [R.]
CRA'ZI-LY,* ad. In a crazy manner. Bailey.

CRA'ZI-NESS, n. Imbecility; weakness; disorder of
mind.

CRA'zy, a. Broken; decrepit. Shak. Weak; feeble; out
of order: disordered in mind or intellect; insane.

fCRE'A-BLE,* a. That may be created. Watts.

fCREAGHT, (krat) n. (Irish) Herds of cattle. Davies.

fCREAGHT, (krat) v. n. To graze upon lands. Davies.

CREAK, v. n. [criquer, old Fr.] [i.
CREAKED

; pp. CREAKING,
CREAKED.] To make a harsh, grating noise. Dryden.

CREAK,* v. a. To cause to make a harsh noise. Shak.

CREAK'ING, n. A harsh noise. Shak.

CREAM, n. [kreima, Goth.] The unctuous or oily part of

milk, which collects on the surface
;
the best part of any

thing. Cream of tartar, (Chem.) A supertartrate of

potash ;
a salt prepared from the lees of wine. Crabb.

CREAM, v. n. [i. CREAMED
; pp. CREAMING, CREAMED.] To

gather on the surface, as cream. Shak.

CREAM, v. a. To skim off the cream or best part.

CREAM'-BOWL,* n. A bowl for cream. B. Jonson.

CREAM'~CHEEE,* n. Cheese made partly of cream. Jlsh.

CREAM'-c6L-QRED,* (-urd) a. Resembling the color of
cream. Goldsmith.

CREAM'-FACED, (-fast) a. Pale; cowardly. Shak.

CREAM'-FRthT,* n. An eatable fruit found at Sierra

Leone. P. Cyc.

CREAM'-PlTCH-ER,* n. A vessel for cream. Sumner.

CREAM'-P6T,* n. A pot for cream. Child.

CREAM'-SLICE,* n. A sort of .wooden knife, 12 or 14
inches long. Farm. Ency.

CREAM'y, a. Having the nature of cream
;
like cream.

CRE'ANCE, n. [Fr.] (Falconry) A fine, small line, fastened

to a hawk's leash when she is first lured.

CREASE, (kres) n. [kroesen, Teut.] A mark made by
doubling or folding paper, cloth, or any thing.

CREASE, (kres) v. a. [i. CREASED; pp. CREASING, CREASED.]
To mark by doubling.

CRE-AT'A-BLE,* a. That may be created. Fo. QM. Rev.

CRE-ATE', v. a. [creo, L.] [i. CREATED
; pp. CREATING,

CREATED.] To cause to exist by the force of original

power; to cause to exist by the agency of deputed
power ;

to cause to exist
;
to produce ;

to cause
;
to beget ;

to make
;
to form

;
to constitute ;

to occasion.

fCRE-ATE', a. Begotten ; composed ;
created. Shak.

CRE-AT'ED,*P. a. Formed by creation
;
made

; produced.
CRE-A'TIQN, (kre-a'shun) n. Act of creating; the

thing created
;

the aggregate of created things ;
the

universe.

CRE-A'TIVE, a. Having the power to create; produc-

ing.
CRE-A'TIVE-NSS,* n. Power of creating. Coleridge.

CRE-A'TQR, n. [L.] One who creates
;
a maker

;
dis-

tinctively, the Supreme Being, who bestows existence.

fCRE-A'TRESS, n. She who makes any thing. Spenser.

CREAT'VR-AL, (kret'yur-al) a. Relating to or having the

qualities of a creature. Todd.

IICREAT'VRE, (kret'yur) [kre'chur, W. J. ; kre'chur, S. ;

kre'tur, E. F. Ja. ; kre'tyur, K. ; kre'tur, colloquially

kret'shQr, Sm.] n. A being, animate or inanimate, created

by original power ;
a created being; an animate created

being ;
a man ;

a brute ; any thing created
;
a dependant ;

a term of contempt or of tenderness.

j|CREAT'VRE-Ly, (kret'yur-le) a. Having the qualities of a

creature. Cheyne.

fCREAT'VRE-SHip, n. The state of a creature. Dr. Cave.

fCREB'Rl-TUDE, . [creber, L.] Frequentness. Bailey.

tCRE'BROys, a. Frequent. Goodwin.

CRE'DENCE, n. [credo, L.] Belief; credit
; probability.

tCRE'DENCE, v. a. To believe. Skelton.

CRE-D&ir'DA,n. pi. [L.] Things to be believed
;

articles

of faith. South.

CRE-DRN'DUM*n. [L.] pi. CREDENDA. Something to

be believed. Coleridge. See CREDENDA.

CRE'DENT, a. Believing ; easy of belief. Shak. [R.]
CRAWLED.J 10 creep; 10 move as a worm; 10 move on oe oenevea. uoicnage. oee ^KEUEIIUA.
the hands and knees; to move slowly. CRE'DENT, a. Believing; easy of belief. Shak. [R.]
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CRE-DEN'TIAL, (kre-den'shal) a. Giving a title to credit.

Camden.

CRE-DEN'TIAL, n. That which gives a title to credit.

pi. Credentials, Writings, testimonials, or letters, showing
that one is entitled to credit, or is clothed with authority ;

particularly the letters given to an ambassador or other

public officer.

CRED-I-BIL'I-TY, n. State of being credible
;
credibleness.

CRED'I-BLE, a. [credibilis, L.] That may be believed;
worthy of credit or belief; probable.

CRED'I-BLE-NESS, n. Credibility; just claim to belief.

CRED'I-BLY, ad. In a credible manner.

CRED'IT, n. [credit, Fr.] Belief
;
trust

; honor ; reputation ;

esteem
; good opinion ; influence

;
faith

;
trust or confi-

dence in pecuniary worth or responsibility : property
possessed or due, correlative of debt.

CRED'IT, v. a. [i. CREDITED ; pp. CREDITING, CREDITED.]
To have confidence in

;
to believe j to trust ;

to confide
in

; to admit as a debtor. ^, -N^
CRED'JT-A-BLE, a. Worthy of creditor esteem ; reputable ;

honorable ; estimableT~
1^ /

CRED'IT-A-BLE-NESS, n. duality of being creditable.

CRED'IT-A-BLV, ad. Reputably ; without disgrace.

CRED'J-TOR, n. One who credits; one to whom a debt is

owed.

CRED'I_-TRIX, n. She to whom a debt is owed.
[R.J

CRE-DU'LJ-TY, n. duality of being credulous
;
easiness of

belief; readiness to believe without sufficient evidence.

CRED'v-LoDs, (kred'yu-lus) a. [credulus, L.] Apt to believe

without sufficient evidence; too easy of belief; of weak
mind

; easily imposed upon ; unsuspecting.
CRED'v-LOtJS-LY, ad. In a credulous manner.

CRD'V-LOOS-NESS, n. Credulity. Sir E. Sandys.
CREED, n. [credo, L.] That which is believed ; a summary
of Christian belief, or of articles of faith.

CREED'-MAK-ER,* n. One who forms a creed. Cowper.
CREEK, v. a. To creak. Shak. See CREAK.

CREEK, n. A small inlet
;
a bay ;

a cove ; any turn or al-

ley- 95 In the Middle, Southern, and Western States,
it is much used for a smatt river ; but it is rarely so used
in England.

CREEK'ING,*;*. a. Making a grating sound or noise.

GREEK'Y, a. Full of creeks
; winding. Spenser.

CREEL, n. A kind of basket, such as is used by anglers.
Brande.

CREEP, v. n. [i. CREPT ; pp. CHEEPING, CREPT.] To move
as a worm, insect, or reptile ;

to grow along the ground,
or on other supports, as vines or plants ; to move slowly,
feebly, timorously, secretly, or reverently ;

to crawl
;
to

fawn
;
to be servile.

CREEP'ER, n. He or that which creeps ;
a plant that grows

on a support: an insect : a small bird. (Naut.)A sort

of grapnel used for recovering any thing lost overboard.

CREEP'HOLE, n. A hole to hide in
;
a subterfuge ;

an ex-

cuse.

CREEP'ING,* p. a. Moving along the ground; extending
horizontally ; crawling. Hamilton.

CREEP'ING-CROW'FOOT,* (-fut) n. (Bat.) A species of

ranunculus. Booth.

CREEP'ING-LY, ad. Slowly ;
in a creeping manner.

fCR_EE'pLE, n. A lame person ;
a cripple. Donne.

CREESE,* n. A kind of dagger used by the Malays. Maun-
der.

tCRE-MA'TlQN, n. [crematio, L.] Act of burning. Browne.

CRE-MO'NA,* n. (Mus.) A superior kind of violin, named
from Cremona, where it was made. Brande.

CRE'MQR, n. [L.] A soft liquor resembling cream. Ray.
CREM'Q-SIN, n. See CRIMSON.

CRE'NATE,* a. (Bot.) Notched ; having notches. London.

CRE'NAT-ED, a. [crena, L.J Notched
,
indented. Woodward.

CREN'A-TURE,* n. State of being notched
;
a notching.

London.

CREN'EL-LATE,* v. a. To form crenelles ;
to notch ;

to

fortify. Britton.

CREN-EL-LA'TION,* n. Act of forming crenelles. Brittan.

CRE-NELLE',* n. A loop-hole or opening in parapets, &c ,

for archers to shoot through. Francis.

CREN'ELLED,*(kren'eld) a. (Bot.] Having rounded notch-

es at the edges. P. Cyc.

CREN'V-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Full of notches. London.

CRE'OLE, n. [criollo, Sp. ; creole, Fr.] A native of Spanish
America or the West Indies, descended from European
ancestors.

CRE-O'LI-AN,* a. Belonging to or like the Creoles. Ash.

CRE'Q-SOTE,* n. [Kpia<, and aw^co.] (Chem.) A colorless,

transparent fluid, of bitter taste, obtained from tar by dis-

tillation. It is a very powerful antiseptic. Ure.

CRE'PANCE,* n. A chop or scratch in a horse's leg, given

by the shoe of a hind foot, which often changes into an

ulcer. Crabb.

CRE'PANE, n. Crepance. See CREPANCE.

CREP'I-TATE, v. n. [crepito, L.] [i.
CREPITATED ; pp. CREP-

ITATING, CREPITATED.] To make a small, crackling noise.

CREP-J-TA'TIQN, n. A small, crackling noise

CREPT, L & P . from Creep. See CREEP.^'^ "" *^ g to twilight i glimmering

tCRE-Pus'cuLE,,!. [creptwcaZani, L.] Twilight.
fCRE-pus cy-LlNE, a. Glimmering; crepuscular. Sprat.
tCRE-Pus'cv-LODs, a. Glimmering. Olanville.
CRES-CEN'DO* n.

[It.] (Mas.} A direction to the per-former to increase the volume of sound from soft to loud,
marked thus [-=CT] Brande.

CRES'CENT, .n. The moon on the increase; the figure of
the new moon, which is the symbol of Mahometanism

(Her.} A bearing in the form of a half-moon.
1
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CRS'CENT-LIKE,* a. Resembling a crescent. Drayton.
CRES'CIVE, a. Increasing; growing. Shak. [R.]
CRSS, n. A plant of several species.

CRES'SET, n. [croisette, Fr.] [Literally, a little cross.] A
light set upon a beacon or watchtower

;
a lamp or torch :

an instrument used by a cooper in heating barrels.

CRES'SET-LIGHT,* n. A large light or lantern fixed on a
pole. Ash.

CREST, n. The feathers or other ornament on the top of a
helmet ; a helmet ; the comb of a cock ; a tuft or orna-
ment on the head

;
the upper part of a hedge-bank ; sum-

mit : pride ; spirit. (Her.) The ornament of a helmet.

CREST, v. a. [i. CRESTED; pp. CRESTING, CRESTED.] To
mark with long streaks; to furnish with or serve as a
crest for. Sliak.

CREST'ED, a._ Wearing a crest, plume, tuft, or comb.
CREST'ED-DIV'ER,*W. (Ornith.) A large water-fowl. Booth.

CREST'FALLEN, (krest'faln) a. Dejected; dispirited. Shak.

CREST'LESS, a. Having no crest or coat-armor. Shak,

CREST-MA-RINE',*?!. Rock-samphire. Maunder.

CRE-TA'CEOVS, (kre-ta'shus) a. [creta, L.] Having the

qualities of chalk
; abounding with chalk ; chalky.

CRE'TAN,* or CRE'TIAN,* a. Belonging to Crete. Ash.

CRE-TA'TED, a. Rubbed with chalk. Bailey. [R.]
CRETE,* n. A native of Crete ; a Cretian. Acts.

CRE'TIAN,* (kre'shan) n. A native of Crete. Titus.

CRE'TIC, n. [/cpr/rtKd?.] (Rhet.) A foot in Greek and Latin

poetry, consisting of a short syllable between two long
ones. Bentley.

CRE'TIC,* a. Noting a foot in Greek and Latin poetry
Beck.

CRE 'TIN,* n. [Fr.] An idiot or idiotic person afflicted with
the goitre, often found in the Alpine valleys,' in the
Valais. Brande.

CRE'TIN-IM,* n. A species of idiocy with which the goi-
trous inhabifants of the Alpine valleys are afflicted

;
the

goitre, or a wen or swelling on the throat. Kidd.

CRE'TI^M,* n. A falsehood ; a Cretan practice. Smart.

fCRE-TOSE',* a. Chalky ; containing chalk. Ash.

CREUX,* (kr&) n. [Fr.] (Sculpture) The reverse of relief.

i To engrave en creux is to cut below the surface. Crabb.

CRE-VASSE',* n. [Fr.] A gap; an opening; a breach in a
levee or embankment of a river. Bee.

CREV'ET,* n. A melting-pot used by goldsmiths. Crabb.

CREV'ICE, (krev'js) n. \crevis, old Fr.] A fissure; a small

opening ; a crack
;
a cleft.

CREV'ICE, v. a. To crack; to flaw. Wotton. [R.l

CREV'is, n. [ecrecisse,Fr.] Crayfish. Smith. [North of Eng.]
CREW, (kru) n. The company of sailors belonging to a

ship, boat, or any vessel
;
a company of persons, in con-

tempt ;
a band

;
a gang.

CREW, (kru) i from Crow. See CROW.
CREW'EL, (krit'el) n. [klewel, D.] Fine, hard-twisted

worsted.

CRIB, n. The rack or manger of a stable ;
the stall of an ox,

cow, or calf : a bin or place for corn : a cottage : a

child's bed.

CRIB, v. a.
[i.

CRIBBED
; pp. CRIBBING, CRIBBED.] To con-

fine
;
to cage : to steal trifles. Shak.

CRIB, v. n. To be confined in a crib. Smart.

CRIB'BAGE, n. A game at cards. John Hatt.

CRlB'-BlT-lNG,* n. The biting of a manger or crib. Brande.

CRlB'BLE, (krib'bl) n. [crible, Fr.] A coarse sieve for sift-

ing corn, sand, or gravel : coarse meal.

CRIB'BLE, a. Coarse; as,
; ' cribble bread." Huloet.

CRlB'BLE, v. a. [t. CRIBBLED ; pp. CRIBBLING, CHIBBLED.]
To sift with a riddle or a sieve. Lyttelton.

fCRI-BRA'TIQN, n. [cribro, L.] The act of sifting. Bailey.

CRlB'RI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a sieve. Perry.

CRIB-ROSE',* a. (Bot.) Perforated like a sieve. London.

CRICH'TQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of ilmenite. Dana.

CRlCK, n. [cricchi, It.] A creaking; a local spasm or cramp,
a stiffness in the neck.

CRICK'ET, n. [krekel, D.] A chirping insect: a game or

play with a bat and ball : a low seat or stool.

CRICK'ET-ER,* n. One who plays at cricket. Perry.

CRICK'ET-I'NG-AP'PLE, n. A small species of apple.

CRICK'ET-MATCH,* n. A match at cricket. Duncombe.

CRI'COID,* a. (Anat.) Annular or ring-shaped. Brande.
*JKEP-J-TA TION, 71. A small, crauK.iuig iiuisc. vyitr t;uii," u. \*fnm*j ^
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CR!'ER, n. One who cries ; an officer who proclaims pub-
licly ;

one who cries goods for sale.

CRIME, n. [crimen, L.] An infraction of law, but particu-

larly of human law, and so distinguished from (not op-

posed to) sin
;
a felony ;

an offence
;
a great fault. A

capital crime is one for which the penalty is death.

fCRiME'FOL, a. Full of crime; wicked. Shak.

{CRIME'LESS, a. Innocent
;
without crime. Shak.

CRlM'i-NAL, a. Relating to crime
; contrary to law ; guilty ;

tainted with crime : not civil
; as, a criminal prosecution.

Criminal conversation, (Law} Adultery.
CR!M'I-NAL, n. A person guilty of a crime

;
a malefactor

;

a culprit ;
a delinquent ;

a convict
;
a felon.

CRIM-I-NXL'I-TY, n. State of being criminal
; guilt.

CRlM'i-NAL-LY, ad. In a criminal manner; guiltily.

CRlM'l-NAL-NESS, TI. Criminality ; guiltiness.

CRtM'l-NATE, V. a. [L CRIMINATED
; pp. CRIMINATING,

CRIMINATED.] To charge with crime; to censure; to

accuse ;
to blame.

CR!M-I-NA'TIQN, n. Act of criminating ; charge.
CRlM'j-NA-TlVE,* a. Charging with crime

; censuring ;

criminatory. Brougham.
CRlM'l-NA-TO-Ry, a. Accusing ;

censorious. Bailey.

fCRiM'l-NOUS, a. Wicked; guilty; criminal. Bp. Hall.

fCRlM'i-NOGs-LY, ad. Enormously; wickedly. Hammond.
tCRfM'j-NOUS-NESS, n. Wickedness

; guilt. King Charles.

CRlM'O^lN, (krim'zn) a. [cremisino, It.] See CRIMSON.

CR!MP, a. Friable
;
brittle ; easily crumbled

; unstable.

CRfMP, n. [A game at cards. B. Jonson.] One who decoys
others into military service. A low word.

CRlMP, v. a. [i. CRIMPED; pp. CRIMPING, CRIMPED.] To
plait ;

to curl or crisp the hair
;
to crimple ; to decoy for

the army: to make crisp by gashing, as fish.

CRlMP'lNG-lR-ON,* 7i. An iron for curling hair. Ashton.

CRIMP'AGE,* n. The act of crimping. Maunder. [R.]

CRlMP'JNG-MA-CHiNE',* n. A machine for forming a kind
of plaiting or fluting on frills or ruffles. W. Ency.

CRfM'PLE, (-pi) v. a. [krimpen, Teut.] [?'.
CRIMPLED

; pp.

CRIMPLING, CRIMPLED.J To contract ; to corrugate; to curl.

CR!M'ON, (krim'zn) n. [cremisino, It.] The color of red
somewhat darkened with blue

;
red in general.

CR!M'ON, (krim'zn) a. Red darkened with blue ; red.

CRfM'$ON, (krim'zn) v. a. To dye with crimson. Shak.

CRtM'ON-PET'ALLED,* a. Having crimson petals. EC. Rev.

fCRl'NAL,* a. Belonging to the hair. Blount.

CRI'NAT-ED,* a. Having long hair
; hairy ; resembling hair.

P. Cyc.
CRlN'cyM, (kringk'um) n. A cramp ;

a contraction
; whim-

sey. Hudibras. [Ludicrous.]
CRI'NEL * or CRI'NET,* n. A very fine, hair-like feather.

Booth.

CR!N<^E, (krinj) n. A servile bow
;
mean civility. Howell.

CR'fNGE, (krinj) TJ. 7i. [i. CRINGED; pp. CRINGING, CRINGED.]
To bow ;

to fawn
;
to flatter. Bp. Hall.

CR!NGE, (krinj) v. a. [kriechen, Ger.J To draw together ;

to contract. Shak. [R.J

CRING'ER, n. One who cringes ; a flatterer.

GRINDING,* p. a. Contracting; bowing; fawning.
CRlNG'JNG-Ly,* ad. In a cringing manner. Ld. Carteret.

CRlN'GLE,* n. A ring at the end of a rope to fasten it to

another ;
an iron ring or hank. Smart.

CRI-NlG'ER-oOs, a. [criniger, L.] Hairy. Bailey. [R.J
CRl'NiTE, a. [crinitus, L.] Having the appearance of hair.

CRlN'KLE, (kring'kl) v. n. [krinckelen, D.] [i. CRINKLED ;

pp. CRINKLING, CRINKLED.] To go in and out
;
to run in

flexures.

CR!N'KLE, (kring'kl) v. a. To mould into inequalities.

CRIN'KLE, (kring'kl) n. A wrinkle
;
a sinuosity. Search.

CR!N'KLED,* (krink'kld) p. a. Formed in flexures
;
wrin-

kled.

CRlNK'LlNG,* p. a. Running in flexures
; wrinkling.

CRI'NO,* n. (Med.) A cuticular disease, supposed to arise

from the insinuation of a hair-worm under the skin of
infants. Brande.

CRI-NOID'E-AN,* n. (Geol.~) An extinct species of echino-

derms, having a radiated, lily -shaped disk. Buckland.

fCRI-NOSE', a. [crinis, L.J Hairy ; covered with hair. Bailey.

fCRJ-Nos'i-TY, 7i. Hairiness. Bailey.

CRlP'LiNG,* 7i. A short spar at the side of a house. Britton.

CRfP'PLE, (krlp'pl) n. A lame person. Shak.

CRIP'PLE, a. Lame. Shak. [R.]

CRtP'PLE, v. a. [i. CRIPPLED; pp. CRIPPLING, CRIPPLED.]
To lame ;

to make lame. Shak.

fCRlP'PLE-NESS, (krip'pl-nes)_w. Lameness. Diet.

CRl'sis, n. r/cpio-iff.] pi. CRJ'SE. That point in a disease
in which it takes a decisive turn

;
a critical time

;
the

time when any thing is at its height ;
a conjuncture ;

a
turn or turning point.

CRlsp, a. Curled ;
brittle

;
friable

;
short

; brisk
; crispy.

CRISP, v. a. [i.
CRISPED ; pp. CR;SPING, CRISPED.] To curl

;

to contract into knots or curls
;
to twist

; to curl
;
to in-

dent ; to make crisp or crispy.

CRlsp, v. 7i. To curl. Sir T. Herbert.

fCR}S'PA'TiQN, 7i. Act of curling. Bacon.

CRlsp'ER,* n. He or that which crisps or curls
;
an instru-

ment for friezing or crisping cloth. Booth.

CRISP'ING-IR'ON, (-I'urn) n. A curling-iron; crisping-pin.
CRISP'ING-P/N, n. A curling-iron. Isaiah.

tCRls-pi-sOL'CANT, a. [crispisulcans, L.] Waved or undu-
lating, as lightning. Bailey.

CRISP'ITE,* n. (JJ/m.) A species of rutile. Saussurc.

CRlsp'LY,* ad. In a crisp or brittle manner. Talfourd.
CRISP'NESS, n. State of being crisp; curledness.
CRISP'Y, a.^ Curled; crisp; short and brittle.

CRlss'-CROSS,* ?i. The mark, cross, or signature of one
who cannot write. Brockett.

CRlss-CROSS-Row', (kris-kros-ro') n. The alphabet ;
be-

ginning. Southerns. See CHRIST-CROSS-ROW.
CRI-TE'RI-QN, n. [Kptrfipiov.] pi. CRITERIA or CRITERI-
ONS. A standard by which a judgment or estimate can
be formed

;
a test

;
a measure. $5= This is originally a

Greek word, and the Greek plural criteria is most com-
monly used

;
but criterions is countenanced by some

grammarians, as Priestley, Grant, &c., and by some em-
inent authors, as Blackstone, Story, &c.

CRI-TE'RI-O-NAL,* a. Relating to a criterion. Coleridge. [R.]
CRlTH'o-MXN-cy, 7i. Divination by barley-meal. Ash.

CRlT'ic, n. [KpiriK6f.] A judge of literary merit, or of mer-
it in the fine arts generally ; a connoisseur; a careful ob-
server or examiner; a judge ;

a carper.

CRIT'IC, a. Critical; relating to criticism. Pope.
CRlT'ic, n. See CRITIQUE.
fCRiT'lc, v. n. To play the critic; to criticize. Temple.
CR!T'I-CAL, a. Relating to a crisis

; decisive : relating to
criticism

; discerning ;
exact

; captious ; severe.

CRlT'i-cAL-LY, ad. In a critical manner; exactly.
CR!T'I-CAL-NESS, n. Exactness; accuracy; nicety.
CRlT-ic-Xs'TER,* TI. A small or inferior critic. Q. Rev.

CRlT'i-cIM, n. The art or act of criticizing or judging;
critical examination

;
an exhibition of the merits and de-

fects of a literary production ;
a remark

;
a stricture.

CRlT'l-ciz-A-BLE,* a. Capable of being criticized. Elphin-
ston.

CRlT'l-CIZE, v, n.
[i. CRITICIZED

; pp. CRITICIZING, CRIT-

CIZED.J To play the critic
;
to judge ;

to animadvert.
CRtT'l-ciZE, v. a. To examine carefully; to judge; to ex-

hibit or point out the faults or excellences of; to censure.

CRIT'I-CIZ-ER, n. One who criticizes.

CRi-TiQUE', (kre-tek') n. [Fr.] A critical examination
;

critical remarks
; criticism.

fCRl-TiQUE',* (kre-tek') v. a. To criticize. Pope.
CRlz'ZLE,* or CRIZ'ZEL,* (kriz'zl) n. Roughness on the

surface of glass, rendering it doll. Smart.

CRdAK, (krok) v. n.
[i. CROAKED ; pp. CROAKING, CROAKED.]

To make a hoarse, low noise, like a frog ; to caw, as a
raven or crow

;
to murmur

;
to complain.

CROAK, n. The cry of a frog or raven
;
a murmur.

CROAK'ER, n. One who croaks or murmurs.
CROAK'ING,*^. a. Making a hoarse noise

; murmuring.
CRO'AT,* (krot) n. A native or soldier of Croatia. Bright.
CROC'A-LITE,* n. (Min.~) A variety of natrolite. Dana.
CRO'CEOys, (kro'shus) a. [croceus, L.] Consisting of saf-
fron

;
like saffron. Bailey. [R.]

fCRO'ci-^-RY,* (kro'she-a-re) n. The person who carries
the crosier before the archbishop. Jlsh.

CRQ-c'fD'o-LiTE,* n. (Min.) Blue iron-stone. Dana.

JCROC-I-TA'TION, n. [crocitatio, L.] The croaking of frogs
or ravens. Bailey.

CROCK, n. [|A cup. Spenser. A little stool. Taller.] An
earthen vessel : the black or soot on a pot or kettle. Ray.

CROCK,* v. a.
[i.

CROCKED
; pp. CROCKING, CROCKED.] To

defile or blacken with soot or smut. Forby.
CROOK'ER-Y, n. Vessels made of clay and dried by heat;
earthen ware.

CROCK'ET,* n. [crochet, Fr.] (Arch.) An ornament placed
at the angles of pediments, canopies, &c., resembling
buds of trees, or bunches of foliage. Francis.

CR5cK'Y,* a. Smutty ;
defiled with crock. Forby.

CROC'P-DILE, or CROC'Q-DILE, [krok'o-dil, S. W. P. J.

E. F.; krok'9-dll, Ja. K. Sm. Wb.} n. [Kpox6Sei\os.]
A saurian

;
an amphibious, voracious animal of the liz-

ard kind. Some crocodiles are sixteen or eighteen feet

long, especially those of the Nile.

CROC-O-DIL'E-AN,* a. Relating to the crocodile. Buckland.

CROC-Q-DTL'E-AN,* re. A crocodile
;
one of the crocodilean

family. Buckland.

CRO-CRoIs'lTE*, n. (Min.) A chromate of lead._Dana.
CRo'cus,7i. [crocus, L.] pi. L. CRO'CI; Eng. CRO'CUS-E.

(Bot.} A genus of plants; an early flower; saffron. A
yellow powder ;

a metal calcined to a deep yellow color.

CROFT, n. A small field adjoining a dwelling-house and
kitchen-garden. Milton.

CRO!-SADE_', n. [croisade, Fr.] Fuller. See CRUSADE.

CRO!-SA'DO, n. Crusade. Bacon. See CRUSADE.

CROI'SE, TI. pi. [crois, old Fr. for croix.] Pilgrims or soldiers

who carry a cross
;
crusaders. Burke. [Hamilton.

CRO'MA,* n. [It.] (Mus.) A quaver; a musical character.

CROME,* n. A fork with long prongs. Crabb.

I, f
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en, (krom'lek) n. A series of huge, broad, flat

stones, placed on others, supposed to have been Druidical
altars. Rowland.

CRQM-WEL'LI-AN,* a. Relating to Cromwell. Stewart.

CRONE, n. An old ewe
;
an old woman. Shale.

CRO'NEL,* n. The iron end of a tilting spear. Ash.

CRO'NET, n._The hair over the top of a horse's hoof.

CRON'STED-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing silex
and iron. Dana.

CRO'NV, n. A bosom companion ;
an intimate friend or as-

sociate.

fCRON'Y-CAL, a. Acronycal. See ACRONYCAL.
CR66'DLE,* v. n. To cower, stoop, or hover over; to lie

close and snug. Forby. [Local, Eng.]
;|CROOK,(kruk) [kruk, P.J.F. Sm. Wb.Jfares; krok, S. W.
E. Jo. K.} n. [crok, Celt.] Any crooked or bent instru-

ment; a shepherd's hook; a bend; any thing bent; a
meander

;
a trick

; a gibbet.

||CROOK, (kruk) v. a.
[i. CROOKED ; pp. CROOKING, CROOKED.]

To make crooked
; to bend

;
to turn into a hook

;
to curve

;

to cause to deviate from rectitude
;
to pervert.

IjCROOK, (kruk) v. n. To be bent. Camden.

!jCR6oK'-BACK,(kruk'bak)?t. A man with a crooked back.
I CROOK'-BACKED, (kruk'bakt) a. Bent-shouldered.

[|CROOK'ED, (kruk'ed) a. Bent; not straight; winding;
oblique ; perverse ; untoward ; without rectitude.

IjCaooK'ED-LY, (kruk'ed-le) ad. In a crooked manner.
IJCROOK'ED-NESS, (kruk'ed-nes) n. State of being crook-
ed

; curvity ; deformity ; depravity ; perverseness.
l|CROOK'ED-PAT'ED,*a. Having a crook in the head. Shak.

IJfCROOK'EN, (kruk'kn) v. a. To crook. Homilies.

IJCROOK'-KNEED, (kruk'ned) a. Having crooked knees.
Shak.

HCROOK-SHOUL/DERED, (kruk-shol'dcrd) a. Having bent
shoulders. South.

CROOM,* n. An implement with crooked prongs, some-
times written crome. Farm. Ency. [Provincial.]

CROON,* v. n. To roar like a bull. HoUoway. [Local, Eng.]
CROP, n. The highest part. Chaucer. The craw of a bird

;

the belly : the harvest, or what is produced and gath-
ered by cultivating land

; any thing cut off.

CROP, v. a. [L CROPPED; pp. CROPPING, CROPPED: some-
times CROPT. Cowper.] To cut off the ends of any thing;
to mow

;
to reap ; to raise crops ;

to gather before it falls.

CROP, v^ n. To yield a harvest. Shak.

CROP'-EAR, n. A horse having his ears cropped. Shak.

CROP'-EARED, (krop'Srd) a. Having the ears cropped.
CROP'FGL, a. Satiated

;
with a full belly. Milton.

CROP'-oOT,* v. n. (Min. & Geol.) To rise up above the
level surface, as a stratum or a series of strata. Brande.

CROPPED,* (kropt) p. a. Cut off at the ends; lopped;
reaped.

CROP'PER, n. One who crops ; a pigeon with a large crop.

CROP'PING,* n. The raising of crops ;
a cutting off. Seager.

CROP'-SICK, a. Sick from repletion. Tate.

CROP'-SICK-NESS, n. Sickness from repletion.

CRORE,* n. (East Indian Arithmetic) Ten millions. Hamil-
ton.

CRO'IER, (kro'zher) n. [crosse, Fr.] The staff of an arch-

bishop, surmounted by a cross, and thereby distinguished
from the pastoral staff of a bishop.

CRO'SIERED,* (krS'zherd) a. Bearing a crosier. P. Cyc.

CROS'LET, n. [croisselet, Fr.] A small cross. Spenser. A
crucible. Chaucer.

JJCROSS, (krbs or krus) [kros, & W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; kraus,
J. IVb. Wares.] n. [crux, L.] One straight body or line

laid at right angles over another ; a gibbet formed by two
pieces of wood placed across each other

;
the instrument

by which the Savior suffered
;
the ensign of the Christian

religion ;
the sufferings of Christ, or the doctrine relating

to them
; misfortune

;
vexation

;
trial of patience. To

take, up, or bear, the cross, to submit to trials or afflictions.

J|CROSS, a. Transverse
; oblique ;

lateral ;
adverse ; perverse ;

untractable
; ill-tempered ; peevish ;

fretful
; contrary.

HCROSS, prep. Athwart
; transversely ;

over ;
from side to

side.

yCROSS, v. a. [L CROSSED ; pp. CROSSING, CROSSED.] To place
or pass across

;
to lay or draw athwart ;

to sign with the
cross

; to cancel
;
to pass over ; to thwart ;

to embarrass
;

to obstruct
;
to hinder

;
to vex

;
to perplex ;

to impede.
CROSS, v. n. To lie or pass athwart ; to be inconsistent.

CROSS'-ARMED, (-armd)a. Having the arms folded across.

CROSS-XR/ROW, n. An arrow of a crossbow. Beaum. $ Fl.

CROSS'BAR,* n. A transverse bar.

CROSS'BARRED, (-bard) a. Secured by transverse bars.

CROSS'BAR-SHOT, n. A bullet pierced with an iron bar.

CR6ss'-BEAM,* n. Any beam that crosses another. Crabb.

CROSS'-BII.L, n.(Law) A bill brought by a defendant against
the plaintiff. (Ornith.) A bird, so named from the form
of its bill.

||CR6ss'-BlLLED,*(-bild)a. Having a cross-bill ; having the

parts of the bill crossing each other. Pennant.

HCROSS'BITE, n. A deception ;
a cheat. ISEstrange. [R.]

jlCRoss'BlTE, v. a. To contravene by deception. CoUier. [R.]

HCRoss'Bow, (krSs'bo) n. A weapon for shooting arrows,formed by placing a bow athwart a stock. Carew.
ICROSS BOW-ER, n. A shooter with a crossbow. Raleigh.

jCRSss BOW-MAN,* n. One who uses a crossbow. Todd.
ICROSS'-BREED,* B . The offspring of parents of two dif-
ferent breeds, generally applied to animals. Brande.

UCROSS'BUN, 7i. A cake marked with a cross.

|CROSS'-C6URSE,* . A transverse course. Phillips.
HCROSS-CUT', v. a.

[i. CROSSCUT; pp. CROSSCUTTING, CROSS-
CUT.] To cut across. Robinson.

||CR6ss'cvT-SAW,*7i. A large saw used by two persons for
sawing large logs or timber. Ross.

CROS-SETTE',* n. [Fr.] (Arch.) A truss or console on the
flank or return of an architrave of a door, window, &c
Francis.

HCROSS-E^-XM-I-NA'TIQN, n. Act of cross-examining ; the
examination of a witness by the party opposite to that bywhom the witness has been called.

||CR6ss-E$-XM'lNE, (kros-egz-am'jn) . a. (Law} To exam-
ine or question a witness of the opposite party ; to cross-
question.

HCROSS'EYE,* (kros'l)n. That sort of squint by which both
eyes turn towards the nose, so that the rays of light in

passing to the eyes, cross each other. Forby.
HCROSS'EYED,* (kros'id) a. Having cross eyes, or eyes
turned towards the nose. Colton.

||CR5ss-FLOW', v. n. To flow in a contrary direction. Milton.

!|CROSS'-GAR-NET,* 7i. A sort of hinge. Crabb.

IJCRoss'-GAR-TERED,* a. Furnished with cross-garters.
Shak.

HCROSS'GRAINED, (krSs'grand) a. Having the fibres crossed
or irregular ; perverse ; vexatious.

IJCRSss'jNG, n. Act of crossing ; path across
; opposition ;

intersection
;
act of signing with the cross. Shak.

CROSS-JACK,* (kro'jak) n. (JVawt.) The lower yard of the

mizzen-mast, which is hence called the cross-jack yard ;

and the sail which is bent to that yard, the cross-jack sail.

Crabb.

CROSS'-LEGGED, (kros'legd) a. Having the legs crossed.

CROSS'LET, n. A little cross. See CROSLET.

CROSS'LY, ad. In a cross manner
; athwart.

CROSS'NE_SS, n. Intersection
; perverseness ; peevishness.

I CROSS'PIECE,* n. A rail of timber over the windlass of a
ship. Crabb.

||CR6ss'-PuR-PQSE, n. A kind of enigmatical game; a sort
of riddle

;
the proposal of a difficulty to be solved

;
a con-

tradictory system.
ICROSS'-QUES'TION, v. a. To cross-examine. Killingbeck.

JCROSS'-RE"AD-ING,* n. An indirect mode of reading. Bos-
well.

||CR6ss'R5AD, 7i. A road which crosses the country, or
which crosses other roads.

HCROSS'ROW, (kros'ro) n. Alphabet, or the alphabet with a
cross placed at the beginning. Shak.

||CROss'-SiLL,*7i. A block of stone or wood laid in broken
stone filling, which supports a sleeper. Tanner.

||CR6ss'-STiFF,?i.(JVaw.) An instrument used to take the
meridian altitude of the sun or stars.

||CR6ss'-STdNE,*n. A stone so called from the intersection

of its crystals ;
a species of harmotome. Brande.

||CR6ss'-TiE,* n. A sleeper on a railroad. Tanner.

jjCRdss'-WAY, n. A path intersecting the chief road, or the

place where one road intersects another.

||CR6ss'-WiND, n. A wind blowing across a course, or one

blowing from the right or left.

||CRoss'woRT, (kros'wurt) n. An annual plant.

CR$T'A-Ld,*'n. (Mus.) A Turkish musical instrument.

Brande. [net.
Brande.

CR 5 T'A-Z ffnr,* n. [L.] (Mus.) An ancient kind of casta-

CRQT'A-LUS,* n. [crotalum, L.1 (Zool.) A genus of poi-
sonous serpents ;

the rattlesnake. Brande.

CROTCH, n. [croc, Fr.] The parting of two legs or branch-
es

;
the fork of a tree ; a hook or fork.

CROTCH'ED,* a. Having a crotch; forked. [Cross ; pee-
vish ; perverse. Forby. Local, Eng.]

CROTCH'ET, n. [crochet, Fr.] (Mus.) A note, equal to half

a minim.' (Arch.) A piece of wood fitted into another,
to support a building. (Oram.)pl. Marks or hooks [thus]
in which words or phrases, or an explanation or correc-

tion, are included ; called also brackets. A whim or per-
verse conceit. Burton.

fCROTCH'ET, v. n. To play in a measured time. Donne.

CROTCH'ET-ED, p. a. Having musical notation. Harmar.

CROTCH'ET-y,* a. Fanciful ; odd. Ch. Ob.

CRO'TQN,* n. (Bot.) A euphorbiaceous genus of plants.

Crabb.

CROTJCH, v. n. [kriechen, Ger.] [i.
CROUCHED ; pp. CROUCH-

ING, CROUCHED.] To stoop low ;
to lie down; to he close

to the ground ;
to fawn

;
to bend servilely.

tCRoOcH, v. a. To sign with the cross ;
to bless. Chaucer.

CR60GH'-BACK,n.SeeCROoK-BACK,andCiioucHED-FRiAR.
tCRotfcH'ED,* a. Signed with the cross. Ash.

CRoOcii'ED-FRl'AR, n. One of an order of friars, so called

from the cross which they wore. Fuller.
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CROUD, n. See CROWD.
CROUP, (krop) n. [croupe, Fr.] The rump of a fowl ; the
buttocks of a horse. Chaucer. (Med.) A disease affect-

ing the throat and breathing ; or an inflammation of the

larynx and trachea, attended with a difficulty of breath-

ing and a cough.
CROU-PADE', (krti-pad') n. [Fr.] (Horsemanship) A higher
leap than a curvet.

CROUP'ER,* n. A strap to a saddle. See CRUPPER.
CROU'PI-ER,* [kro'pe-er, Sm.; kro-per', K.] n. He who
watches the cards and collects the money at a gaming ta-

ble. In Scotland, a vice-president. Smart.

CROW, (kr5)n. A large, black, carnivorous bird, that makes
a croaking noise : the noise which a cock makes; a boast :

a bar of iron used as a lever to force open doors, &c.
;

a_crow-bar.
CROW, (kro) v. n. [i. CREW or CROWED; pp. CROWING,
CROWED.] To make the noise of a cock

;
to boast

;
to ex-

ult
;
to bully ;

to bluster.

CROW'-BAR,* n. A strong iron bar used as a lever. Francis.

CROW'BER-RY,* n. A small berry ; crakeberry. Booth.

CROWD, n. A multitude confusedly pressed together; a

promiscuous medley ; a concourse ;
a swarm; a throng;

the vulgar ;
the populace. [f A fiddle. Widiffc.]

CROWD, v. a.
[i. CROWDED ; pp. CROWDING, CROWDED.] To

fill with confused multitudes ;
to press close together ;

to

encumber by multitudes. (Naut.) To crowd sail, to spread
wide the sails upon the yards.

CROWD, v. n. To swarm
;
to be numerous

;
to thrust among

a multitude. [f To fiddle. Massingcr.}
CROWD'ED,*^. a. Pressed together; filled with a multi-

tude.

CROWD'ER, n. One who crowds. [fA fiddler. Sidney.]
CROW'DY,* n. Food made of oatmeal ; also of meal and
water, sometimes mixed with milk

;
food made of bread

boiled in milk. Brockett.

CROW'FL,OW-ER, n. A kind of campion. Shak.

CROW'FOOT, (kro'fut) n. A flower
;
the common name of

the ranunculus
;
a caltrop. See CROWSFOOT.

CROW'KEEP-ER, n. A scarecrow. Shak.

CROW'MILL,* n. A machine for taking crows. Booth.

CROWN, n. [corona, L.J A diadem worn on the head of an

emperor, king, or other sovereign ;
the emblem of royalty ;

regal power ; royalty ;
the top of the head

;
the top of any

thing ;
the part of a hat that covers the head ; a silver coin

of the value of five shillings sterling ;
a garland ;

a reward
;

completion. (Arch.) The uppermost member of a cornice,
arch, wall, &c.

rCROWN, V. a. [l. CROWNED J pp. CROWNING, CROWNED.] To
invest with the crown

;
to cover as with a crown

;
to put

on the highest part or covering ;
to dignify j

to adorn
;
to

reward ; to complete ;
to perfect : to finish.

-CROWN,* a. Relating to the crown or top ; highest. Crown

glass, a superior kind of window-glass. Crown saw, a

species of circular saw. Crown wheel, or contrate wheel,
a wheel the teeth of which are at right angles to the plane
of the wheel, as in a watch. Francis.

CROWNED,* (krbund) p. a. Wearing a crown; rewarded;
completed.

CROWN'ER, n. He or that which crowns.

CROWN'ET, n. Coronet; chief end
;
last purpose. Shale. [R.]

CROW'-NfiT,* n. A net made of thread or twine, used for

catching crows and other birds. Farm. Ency.
CROWN'-GL,ASS, n. A fine sort of English window-glass.
CROWN'-IM-PE'RJ-AL, n. A perennial plant and flower; a

fritillary.

CROWN'ING, n. (Arch.) The finishing of any decoration.

CROV^N'JNG,*P. a. Investing with a crown; rewarding;
giving the last finish; completing: rising up in the

middle, and descending gradually towards each side.

CROWN'-JEW-EL,,* n. pi. The royal jewels. Milton.

CROWN'-LXNDJ* n. Demesne land appurtenant to the
crown. Hume.

CROWN'-LAW-YER,* n. A lawyer in the service of the
crown. Ooldsmith.

CROWN'LE_SS,* a. Having no crown. Millman.

CROWN'-LIKE,* a. Resembling a crown. Oardiner.

CROWN'-NET,* n. A species of fishing-net. Jodrell.

CROWN'-OF-FICE,* n. A court of office in England, under
the King's Bench. Chambers.

CROWN'-POST, n. (Arch.) The central post of a framed
roof; king-post.

CROWN'-ScXB, n. A filthy scab about the corners of a
horse's hoof.

CROWN'-TH!S'TLE, (-this'sl) 7i. A flower.

CROWN'-WHEEL, n. The upper wheel of a watch.

CROWN'-WORKS, (krbQn'wurks) n. pi. (Fort.) Bulwarks
advanced towards the field to gain some hill or rising

ground.
CROW'QutLL,* n. The quill or Urge feather of the crow.

Goldsmith.

CROw^'BtLL,* n. A kind of forceps for drawing bullets,

&.C., out of wounds. Crabb.

CRO\V'FOOT, (krpz'fut) n. ; pi. CROWSFEET. The wrin-

kles under the eyes, produced by age: a flower. See

CRSw'siLK,* n. (Bot.) River-conferva; a fine, thread-like

vegetable, which waves in the water. Booth.

CROW'TOE, (kro'to) n. A plant. Milton.

CROYL'STONE, n. Crystallized cauk. Woodward.
CROZE,* n. A cooper's instrument. Newton.

CRUCHED, or CRUTCHED, FRIAR. See CROUCHED-FRIAR.
CRt)'ci-AL, (kru'she-al) a. [crux, crucis, L.] Relating to or

like a cross
; transverse

; intersecting one another
; try-

ing; puzzling.
CRti'ci-AN,* (kru'she-an) n. A yellow fish found in Eng-

land. Pennant.

fCRt'ci-ATE, (kru'she-at) v. a. [crucio, L.] To excruciate.
Bale. [R.]

fCRtJ'ci-ATE, (kru'she-at) a. Tormented. Bale. [R.]
CRti'ci-ATE,* (kru'sh'e-at) a. (Bot.) Having four parts so

arranged as to resemble a Maltese cross. P. Cyc.

fCRU-CJ-A'TlQN, (kru-she-a'shun) n. Torture. Bp. Hall.

CRtJ'ci-BLE, n. [crucibulum, low L.] A melting-pot of a
chemist or goldsmith.

CRV-C:(F'ER-OUS, a. Bearing the cross or cruciate flowers.

CRU'CI-FI-ER, n. One who crucifies.

CRtT'ci-Ffx, n. [crucifixus, L.] A representation in painting
or sculpture of our Savior on the cross

;
the figure of Christ

on a cross.

CRU-CI-FIX'IQN, (kru-se-f ik'shun) n. The act of crucify-
ing ;

the death of Christ.

CRtl'ci-FORM, a. Having the form of a cross. Warton.

CRC'ci-FY, v. a. [crucifigo, L.] [i. CRUCIFIED
; pp. CRUCI-

FYING, CRUCIFIED.] To put to death by nailing the hands
and feet to a cross set upright ;

to subdue by the influence
of Christianity ;

to overcome
;
to torment

;
to vex.

CRV-clG'ER-oDs, a. [cruciger, L.] Bearing the cross.

Browne. [R.]
CRtJ'ciTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of andalusite. Dana.

CRUD, n. See CURD.
CR^DE, a. [crudus, L.] Raw

;
not subdued by fire ; unpre-

pared ; undigested ;
harsh

; unripe ; not well digested ;

rough ;
unrefined

;
unfinished ;

immature.

CRUDE'LV, ad. In a crude manner; unripely.
. CRUDE'NESB, n. State of being crude.

CRtJ'Di-Ty, n. [cmditas, L.] State of being crude; crude-

ness; indigestion; inconcoction
; unripeness.

Ej v. a. To coagulate ;
to curdle. Spenser.

,
a. Concreted

; coagulated ;
raw

;
crude. Shak.

,
a. [cruel, Fr.] Inhuman; hard-hearted; void of

pity ;
unmerciful

;
barbarous

;
brutal.

RU'EL-HEART-ED,* a. Hard-hearted
; ferocious. Shak.

CR^'EL-LY, ad. In a cruel manner
; inhumanly.

CRtJ'EL-NESS, n. Inhumanity ; cruelty. Spenser.

CRU'ET.,-TY, n. Quality of being cruel; inhumanity; sav

ageness ; barbarity.

fCRtT'EN-TATE, a. [cruentatus, L.] Bloody. Glanville.

fCRtf-EN'TOUS, a. [cruentus, L.] Bloody, cruentate.

'ET, n. [cruchctte, Fr.] A vial for vinegar, oil, or sauces.

IS^E, (krus) n. [kruicke, D.l A cup. See CRUSE.

, (kruz) n. [croiser, Fr.] A voyage of an armed ves-

sel in search of an enemy's ships, of pirates, or of plunder.

CRUIE, (kruz) v. n. [i. CRUISED; pp. CRUISING, CRUISED.]
To rove over the sea, without any certain course, in search
of an enemy's ships, or of plunder.

CRUISER, (krflz'ef) n. A person or a ship that cruises.

CRUISING,* p. a. Roving on the sea in quest of plun-
der. Ash.

CRtJiM, 7i. The soft part of bread, not the crust
;
a small

particle of bread
;
a fragment. Written also crumb.

CRUM, 0. a. [i.
CRUMMED ; pp. CRUMMING, CRUMMED.] To

break into crums or small pieces. Barret.

CRUM'BLE, v. a.
[i.
CRUMBLED ; pp. CRUMBLING, CRUMBLE.D.]

To break into small pieces.

CRI)M'BL,E, v. n. To fall into small pieces. Shak.

CRDM'BLE,* n. A small crum. Forby.

CRUM'BLED,* (krum'bld) p. a. Broken into small pieces.

CRDM'BLING,*J>. a. Breaking or falling into small pieces.

fCRU'ME-NAL, 71. [crumena, L.] A purse. Spenser.

CRUM'MA-BLE, a. Capable of being broken into crums.

CRDM'MY, a. Soft; consisting of crums.

CRUMP, a. Crooked. Bp. Taylor.

CRUMP,* or CRUM'PY,* a. Brittle
; dry-baked. Forby.

CRDM'PET, n. A kind of soft cake.

CRUM'PLE, v. a. [krumple, D.] [i.
CRUMPLED

; pp. CRUM-

PLING, CRUMPLED.] To draw into wrinkles; to wrinkle.

Beaum. Sf Fl.

CRDM'PLE, v. n. To shrink up ;
to contract. Smith.

CRUM'PLED,* (krum'pld) a. Twisted; crooked; rumpled.
Moor. i

CRUM'PLING, n. A small, degenerate apple.

fCRUMP-SHOUL'DERED, (krump-shol'derd) a. Having
crooked shoulders. ISEstrange.

CRUNCH,* v. a. [i.
CRUNCHED ; pp. CRUNCHING, CRUNCHED.}

To crush between the teeth; to scrunch. Southey.

CRU'
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CRifOR,n. [L.] Red coagulum of blood

; gore.

CRUP, TO. The buttocks. See CROUP.
CRUP, a. Short

; brittle. [Provincial, England.]
CRUP'PER, [krup'per, S. W. P. J. E. F. Jo. K. Sm. ; krup'-

per, Wb.\ [croupe,Fr.] n. A roll of leather under a horse's

tail, connected with the saddle by a strap.

CRU'RAL, a. [crural, Fr.] Belongingto or shaped like the leg.

CRV-SADE', TO. [croisade, Fr.] An expedition under the
banner of the cross, as against the infidels of the Holy
Land

;
a romantic or enthusiastic enterprise : a coin

stamped with a cross.

CRV-SAD'ER, n. One employed in a crusade. Robertson.

CRV-SAD'ING,* a. Engaged in or relating to the crusades.

Qw. Rev._
fCRU-SA'DO, n. Same as crusade. Shale.

CR&S'CA,* n. [It.] Bran ; that which remains after the
flour is sifted. An academy established at Florence for

purifying the Italian language. Ash.

sE, n. A cup ;
a phial ;

a small vessel
; cruet. 1 Kings.

CRfl'sET, TO. A goldsmith's crucible. Phillips.

CRUSH, v. a.[ecraser, Fr.] [i. CRUSHED; pp. CRUSHING,
CRUSHED.] To press between two forces; to break; to

bruise
;
to squeeze ;

to press with violence
; to overwhelm

;

to beat down
;
to subdue. To crush a cup, to empty a

cup. Shak.

CRUSH, v. n. To be condensed or concentrated.

CRUSH, n. A collision
;
a rushing together. Jlddison.

CRUSHED,* (krusht) p. a. Pressed together ;
subdued

;
bro-

ken.

CRUSH'ER, n. He or that which crushes.

CRUSH'ING,* ;>. a. Pressing together ; subduing ; breaking.
CRUST, TO. [crusto, L.] Any shell or external coat ;

an in-

crustation ; the case of a pie made of flour and baked
;

the outer, hard part of bread
;
a waste piece of bread.

CRUST, v. a.
[i. CRUSTED ; pp. CRUSTING, CRUSTED.] To

cover with a crust or hard case
;
to envelop.

CRUST, v. n. To gather or contract a crust. Temple.
CR&s' TA,* n. [L.] A gem engraved for inlaying on a

vase, &c. Brande.

CRVS-TA'CE-A,* (krus-ta'she-a) n. pi. [crusta, L.] (ZooZ.) A
class of articulated animals having a shelly coating or
crust. P. Cyc. See CRUSTACEAN.

CRUS-TA'CEAN,* (krus-ta'shan) n. (Zool.) An articulate

animal with articulated limbs, a branchial respiration,
and a dorsal ventricle or heart

;
a crustaceous animal

;

one of_the Crustacea. Brande.

CRVS-TA'CEAN,* a. Relating to the Crustacea; crustaceous.

Kirly._
CRVS-TA-CE-OI/O-GY,* n. That part of zoology that treats

of crustaceous animals. P. Cyc.
CRVS-TA'CEOUS, (knis-ta'shus) a. Shelly, with joints, as
a lobster ;

not testaceous, as an oyster ; crustacean.

CRys-TA'cEpys-NESS, n. The quality of being crustaceous,
or having jointed shells.

Crfys-TXL'Q-GY,* n. Crustaceology. Smart.

CRUS'TAT-ED,* a. Coated with hard matter. Smart.

CRVS-TA'TIQN, n. An incrustation. Pegge.
CRys-Tl'p'lc,* a. Producing a crust or skin. Maunder.

CRUST'I-LY, ad. In a crusty manner ; peevishly.
CRUST'J-NESS, n. auality of being crusty ; peevishness.
CRUST'Y, a. Having a crust

; surly ;
morose

; snappish.
CRUTCH, n. [crucke, Ger.] A support used by cripples.

CRUTCH, v. a. [i. CRUTCHED; pp. CRUTCHING, CRUTCHED.]
To support on crutches, as a cripple. Dryden.

CRUTCH'ED-FRI'AR,* n. See CROUCHED-FRIAR.
CRUTH,* or CRWTH,* (kruth) n. A musical instrument of

the violin kind, formerly much used in Wales. Hawkins.

CRtfX, n. [L.] pi. CRU'CE$. A cross ; any thing that tor-

ments, vexes, or puzzles. Crux criticorum, the greatest
difficulty that can occur to critics.

fCRV-ZA'Dd, n. [Port.] See CRUSADO.

CRY, v. n. [crier, Fr.] [i. CRIED ; pp. CRYING, CRIED.] To
speak with vehemence

;
to call importunately ;

to make
public ;

to exclaim
; to squall, as an infant

;
to weep ;

to

utter an inarticulate voice, as an animal; to proclaim, as

a hawker. To cry out, to exclaim
;
to scream

;
to com-

plain loudly.

CRY, v. a. To proclaim publicly something lost or found
;

to make public ; to publish. To cry down, to blame
;
to

depreciate ;
to prohibit. To cry up, to applaud ;

to praise ;

to raise the price of.

CRY, n. Lamentation; shriek; scream ; weeping ; clamor;
exclamation

; proclamation ;
acclamation ; popular favor ;

voice
;
utterance

; yell: a pack of dogs.

tCRY'AL, 7i. The heron. Ainsworth.

CRY'ER, n. See CRIER.

CRY'ER, TO. Falcon-gentle ;
a kind of hawk. Ainsworth.

CRY'ING, 7i. An importunate call or outcry. Sir T. Elyot.

CRY'ING,*^. a. Calling aloud ; weeping; notorious
;
enor-

mous.

CRY'C-LITE,* n. [K(IVO$ and >i'0oj.] (Min.~) A double fluor-

ide of sodium or aluminum, a rare mineral from Green-
land. Brande.

CRY-6pH'Q-Rus.*TO. [K/jiJojand^pco.] (CAem.) An instru-

ment contrived by Dr. Wollaston for freezing water by itsown evaporation. Brande.
CRYPT, (kript) n. [K^TW.] A subterranean cell or cave,

especially for interment under a church
;
a grave ; a tomb.

(Arch.) 1 he under or hidden part of a building ; a sub-
terranean chapel.

CRYP'TIC, ) TT-JJ

CRYP'TJ-CAL, \

" Hldden
; secret. Qlanville.

CRYP'TI-CAL-LY, ad. Occultly ; secretly.
CRYP-TQ-GA'MI-A,* n. Pl.

[ Kpv1tT 6 s and yd^.} (Bot.) A
class of plants either destitute of flowers, or whose flow-
ers are formed upon a plan different from that of ordi-
nary plants, as ferns, mosses, lichens, alga;, fungi, &c.
.P. Cyc*

CRYP-TQ-GXM'IC,*
J

a. (Bat.) Relating to the cryptoga-
CRYP-TOG'A-MOUS, J mia

; having the fructification
concealed

;
not producing flowers or sexes. Lyell.

CRYP-TOG'A-MIST,* n. One versed in cryptogamia. Smith.
CRYP-TOG'A-MY, TO. [pfirai and yiaof.l (Bat.) A con-

cealed fructification.

CRYP-TOG'RA-PHAL,* a. Relating to cryptography. Boyle.
CRYP-TOG'RA-PHY, 71. [KPVJTTM and yp&Qu.] The art of

writing secret characters
; secret characters

; ciphers.
CRYP-TOL'O-GY, n. [*p;rraj and Ad^oj.] Enigmatical lan-

guage.
CRYS'TAL,, (kris'tal) 71. [KofJoraAAo?.] A regular solid body ;

a superior kind of glass; the glass of a watch-case.

(Chem. & Mln.} An inorganic body, which, by the opera-
tion of affinity, in passing from a fluid to a solid state,
has assumed the form of a regular solid, terminated by a
certain number of plane and smooth surfaces.

CRYS'TAL, a. Consisting of crystal ; bright; transparent,
pellucid.

CRYS'TAL-ITE,* . Whinstone after it is fused. Smart.

CRYS'TAL-LINE, or CRYS'TAL-L!NE, [kris'tal-lin or kris'-

tal-Hn, S. W. F. K. ; kris'tal-lin, J. Ja. ; kris'tal-lin, Sm.]
a. Having the form of a crystal ; consisting 'of crystal j

bright ; pellucid ; transparent. Crystalline humor, or

crystalline lens, a lenticular, transparent body, situated
between the vitreous and aqueous humors of the eye.

CRYS-TAL-LIZ'A-BLE,* a. That may be crystallized. Ham-
Uton.

CRYS-TAL-LI-ZA'TIC-N, n. The act of crystallizing ; the
mass formed by crystallizing; congelation into crystals.

CRYS'TAL-LIZE, v. a. [i. CRYSTALLIZED
; pp. CRYSTALLIZ-

ING. CRYSTALLIZED.] To form into crystals; to cause to
form crystals.

CRYS'TAL-LIZE, v. n. To become changed into crystals.

CRYS'TAL-LIZED,* (kris'tal-izd) p. a. Formed into crystals

CRYS-TAL-LO-GEN'IC,* a. Relating to crystallogeny. Dana.
CRYS-TAL-L-OG'E-NY,* TO. (Jlfm.) The formation and inter-

nal structure of minerals. Dana.

CRYS-TAL-LOG'RA-PHER,* TO. One versed in crystallogra-
phy. Ed. Rev.

CRfs-TALi-LO-GRAPH'ic,* ) a. Relating to crystallog-

CRYS-TAL-LO-GRXpH'i-cAL,,* \ rapliy. Dana.

CRYS-TAL-LQ-GRXPH'i-CAL-LY,* ad. By crystallization.
Jour. Science.

CRYS-TAL-L.6G'RA-PHY,* n. The doctrine or science of

crystallization ; the doctrine of the relation of crystallized

forms, and of the origin and structure of crystals. Brande.

CRVS'TAL-LUR-Gy,* TO. Crystallization. Crabb.

CTE'NOID,* (te'noid) a. Relating to the ctenoidians. Brande.

CTE-NOID'I-AN,* n. [TTTCIS and tiJoy.] (Ich.)
An order of

fishes having scales composed of layers with pectinated

margins. Buckland.

CUB, TO. The young of a beast
; generally of a bear or fox ;

the young of a whale. [In reproach, a young boy or girl.

Shak.] [A stall for cattle. Local, Eng.] [|A cupboard.
Abp. Laud.]

CUB,* TJ. n. [i. CUBBED ; pp. CUBBING, CUBBED.] To bring
forth

;
used of beasts. Dryden.

fCuB^Tj. a. To shut up, as in a cub ;
to coop. Dryden.

CV-BA'TION, TO. [cubatio, L.] Act of lying down. Bailey.

CU'BA-TO-RY, a. Recumbent. Bailey. [R.]

CU'BA-TURE, TO. The measurement of the contents of a
solid body, or the finding of a cube equal to it.

CUB'BRIDGE-HEAD,* n. (Naut.) A partition made of

boards, &c.
5
across the forecastle and half deck of a ship.

Scott.

CGB'BY-HoLE,* TO. A snug, confined place. Jennings.

CUB'-DRAWN,* a. Sucked dry by cubs, as a bear. Shak.

CUBE, TO. [/? j.] A regular, solid body with six square
and equal sides, and containing equal angles : the prod-
uct of a number multiplied twice into itself; as, SX^X
3=27. Cube root, the number that produces the cube,

as 3 is the cube root of 27.

CU'BEB, n. A small fruit, of a pungent taste and aromatic

smell, growing on a vine found in China, Java, <fec.
;
Ja-

COBE
P
'-SpTR,* n. (Min.) An anhydrous sulphate of lime.

Hamilton.

CU'BIC, ) a. Relating to or having the form or proper-

CU'BI-CAL, \
ties of a cube.
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CUBICA,* n. A very fine kind of shalloon. W. Ency.
CU'BI-CAL-LY, ad. In a cubical method. More.

CU'BJ-CAL-NESS, n. The state of being cubical.

tCu-BTc'y-LAR, a. Belonging to a badroom.

fCy-Bic'y-LA-RY, a. [cubicularis, L.] Fitted for a lying-
down posture. Browne.

CU'BI-FORM, a. Having the form of a cube.

CU'BIT, re. [cubitus, L.] The forearm
;
the bone of the arm

from the elbow to the wrist. A measure : originally, the
distance from the elbow to the extremity of the middle

finger. The Roman cubit was nearly 17 inches; the

Hebrew, a little less than 22
;
the English, 18 inches.

CU'BI-TAL, a. Relating to the forearm; containing the

length of a cubit. Browne.

CU'BI-TAL,* re, [cubitus, L.] The foresleeve of the arm,
from the elbow downwards. Crabb.

CU'BI-TED, a. Having the measure of a cubit. Sheldon.

Cu'lii-T&s,* n. [L.] (j?/tat.) The forearm. Brande.

CO'BI-ZIT,* n. (Min.) Same as analcime. Dana.

CUB'LESS,* a. Destitute of cubs. Byron.
CO'BO-CuBE,* re. The sixth power; as, 64 is the cubo-cube

of2. Cu.bo-cubn-cube, the ninth power; as, 512 is the
ninth power of 2. Francis.

CU'BOID,* or Cy-BoiD'AL,* a. Relating to or like a cube.
Smart.

CDcK'iNG-STOOL, re. An engine for the punishment of
scolds and unquiet women ;

a ducking-stool ;
a tumbrel.

CDcK'OLD, n. [cocu, Fr.] One who is married to an adul-
teress

;
one whose wife is false to his bed. Shalt. The

plant burdock. J. Jennings.
COCK/OLD, v. a. To corrupt a man's wife. Shak. To wrong

a husband by unchastity. Dryden. [Dryden.
COcK'QLD-iZE,* D. a. To make cuckolds

; to cuckold.

COcK'OLD-LY, a. Having the qualities of a cuckold
; poor;

mean ; cowardly. Shak.

CDcK'pLD-MlK'ER, re. He who makes a cuckold. Shak.

CDcK'QL-DdM, n.' Adultery ;
state of a cuckold. Dryden.

CucK'66, TI. [cwccw, Welsh.] pi. CUCK'OO?. A well-
known passerine bird, named from its note in the

spring.
CUCK'OO-BUD, |

re. A species of cardamine
; lady's

CCcK/66-FLOvV'ER, I
smock. Shak.

COcK'66-PiNT,* re. A plant ;
a species of arum. Lee.

COcK'oo-SpiT'TLE, re. A spumous dew or exudation,
found upon certain plants, as lavender and rosemary.

fCCc'QUEAN, (kuk'kwen) re. [coquine, Fr.] A prostitute.
B. Jonson.

CV-CUL'LATE, } a. [cucullatus, L.l Hooded; covered, as

CV-COL'LAT-EB, )
with a hood

; having the shape of a
hood. Browne.

CV-CUL'LTJS,* re. [L.] pi. CUCULLI. A cap, cowl, or hood,
worn on the head by the ancient Romans, and by monks.
Crabb. (Ornith.') A genus of passerine birds, including
the cuckoo. Brande.

Cu'ctJM-BER, [ku'kum-ber, E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; kou'kum-

ber, S. W, P. F. Kenric'k, Scott ; kuk'um-ber, J.] n. [cu-

cumis, L.l The name of a garden plant, and of its fruit.

J)^f- Walker says of this word,
" It seems too firmly fixed

in its sound of cowcumberto be altered
;

" but Smart (1836)

remarks,
" No well-taught person, except of the old

school, now says cowcumber, or sparrow-grass, although
any other pronunciation of cuavnberand asparagus would
have been pedantic some thirty years ago."

Cu'cyR-BlT, 71. A chemical vessel, originally in the shape
of a gourd, used in distillation.

Cy-CUR-Bl-TA'cEOUS, (ku-kiir-be-ta'shus) a. [cucurbita,

L.] Noting a genus of plants including the cucumber,
melon, pumpkin, gourd, &c.

CV-CUR'BI-TIVE, a. Applied to small, flat worms, of the

shape of the seed of a gourd.
COo, re. The food which ruminating animals bring from

the first stomach into the mouth to chew again : a small

quantity of tobacco.

CDo'BEAR,* n. A powder, or the coloring matter of the

orchil, used in dyeing violet or crimson. Francis.

fCOo'DEN, (kud'dn) n. [kudde, Teut.] A clown
;
a stupid

rustic. Dryden.
COo'DLE, r. n. [cuddio, Welsh.] [i. CUDDLED

; pp. CUD-
DLING, CUDDLED.] To lie close or snug ;

to join in an em-
brace.

COD'DLE,* v. a. To press close, so as to keep warm. Smart.

CDo'DY, n. The cole-fish; a clown; cudden : a three-

legged stand used as a fulcrum (Naut.) An apartment
in a ship ;

a cabin or cook-room.

CDD'GEL, (kud'jel) TI. [kudse, D.] A short stick to strike
with

;
a club.

COD'GEL, V. 0. [L CUDGELLED
; pp. CUDGELLING, CUD-

GELLED.] To beat with a stick, club, or cudgel.
COD'GEL-LER, n. One who cudgels another. Milton.

COD'I^EL-LING,* n. Act of be^.ing with a cudgel. Locke.

COo'c^EL-PLAY, re. Play or contest with cudgels. Beaum.
CtiD'9EL-PLAY'jNG,*7^Play with cudgels. Harrington.
COD'GEL-PROOF, a. Able to resist a stick. Hudibras.

COo'LE, (kud'dl) 7i. A small sea-fish. Carew.

n. The plant goldy-locks or everlasting.

CUE, (ku) 71. [queue, Fr.] The tail or end of any thing, as

the long curl of a wig; a hint; an intimation ;
the part

which any man is to play in his turn
;
humor

; temper of
mind

;
the straight rod used in billiards.

CUE,.* v. a. [i. CUED ; pp. CUING, CUED.] To tie into a cue
or tail. More.

CUER'PO, (kwer'po) n.
[Sp.] Bodily shape ;

a close dress.

To be ire cuerpo is to be without the upper coat or cloak.

Hudibras.

CUFF, n. [kaupathian, Goth.] A blow with the fist
;
a box

;

a stroke. [coeffe, Fr.] The fold at the end of a sleeve.

CUFF, v. n. [L CUFFED ; pp. CUFFING, CUFFED.] To fight ;

to scuffle. Dryden
CUFF, v. a. To strike with the fist, talons, or wings.
CuIBo'Nd, (kl'bo'no) [L.] To whose benefit will it tend?

For what purpose? To what end or what good ?

, (kwin'^j) w. The making of tin, &c., into pigsCUIN'AGE
for carriage. Cowel.

Cul-RXss', (kwe-ras' or kwe'ras) [kwe-ras', W. F. Ja. Wb. ,-

ku'ras, S. K. ; kwe'ras, P. J. Sm.] re. [cuirasse, Fr.] A
covering for the breast

;
a breastplate.

Cul-RAS-slER', (kwe-ras-ser') n. A soldier in armor.

CuiSH, (kwis) [kwis, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; kush, S. K. ;

kwish, P.] n. [cuisse, Fr.] The armor for the thigh. Shak.

See CUISSE. [server.

CUI-$!NE',* (kwe-zen')n. [Fr.] A kitchen; cookery. Ob-

Crabb.'
[Fr']CUISSE,* (kwis)' n. Armor for the thigh ;

cuish.

COL-DEE',* j>Z. CUL-DEE' [kul'dez, S. J. F. Wb. ; kul-d5z',
W. Ja. Sm.] re. A religious order, whose origin is attrib-

uted to St. Columba
;
monks of Scotland or Ireland.

C&L'-DE-SZc',* [Fr.] The bottom of a bag; figuratively,
a street not open at both ends. Bouvier.

CUL'ER-A^E, n. (Bot) The same as arsemart. Ainsworth.

Cu'LEX,* n. [L.J (Ent.) A genus of insects; the gnat;
the mosquito. Brande. [Smart.

Cu-L,f</i-FORM,* a. Having the form of a gnat or flea.

Cu'Ll-NA-RY, a. [culina, L.] Relating to, or used in, the
kitchen or cookery ; esculent. JVewtore.

CULL, v. a. [cueillir, Fr.] [i. CULLED ; pp. CULLIWG, CULLED.]
To select from others ; to pick out of many ; to select

j

to choose. Hooker.

CULL, re. A dupe ;
a fool ; a cully. See CULLY.

CijL'LEN-DER, n. A strainer. Crabb. See COLANDER.
CULL'ER, n. One who culls or chooses. Sherwood.

CUL'LET,* n. Broken glass to be melted with fresh materi-
als. Brande.

CuL-Ll-BlL'i-TY, n. Credulity; gullibility. Swift. [Low.]
CUL'LJ-BLE, * a. That maybe cheated

; gullible. Perry. [R.]
CUL'LJNG, re. Any thing selected or separated from the
mass ; act of selecting. Todd.

CULL'IQN, (kul'yun) n. [coglione, It.] A scoundrel ;
a mean

wreech. Shak. A bulbous root ;
a scullion.

CuLL'l<?N-Ly, (kiil'yun-le) a. Mean
;
base. Shak.

tCDL'Lis, n._
Broth or' jelly strained. Beaum. $ Fl.

CUL'LUM-BINE, n. See COLUMBINE.

CDL'LY, n. One imposed upon by low sharpers; a dupe of
a strumpet.

CUL'LY, v. a. To befool
;
to cheat. Pomfret.

CUL'LY-!(M:, re. The state of a cully. Spectator. [R.]

CuLM,'re. [cwlm, Welsh.] A species of coal : a provincial
term for anthracite. (Bot.~) The stalk or stem of grasses ;

haulm or straw.

C&L'MEN, n. [L.] Summit
;
a roof. Sir T. Herbert.

CUL-ivrtF'ER-ODs, a. [culmus and fero, L.] (Bot.) Having
a jointed stalk

; producing straw or stalks.

CtJL'Ml-NANT,* a. Being vertical; predominating. Cole-

ridge.

CuL'MI-NATE, v. n. [culmen, L.] [i. CULMINATED ;pp. CUL-

MINATING, CULMINATED.] To be vertical
;
to be in the

meridian or at the highest point.

CUL'MI-NAT-ING,* p. a. Rising to the vertical point or the

meridian.

CUL-MI-NA'TIQN, n. Act of culminating; the transit of a

planet through the meridian
;
the top or crown.

CtJL-PA-BlL'l-TY, re. State of being culpable.

CUL'PA-BLE, a. [culpabilis, L.] Worthy of blame
;

censu-
rable

;
criminal

; guilty ;
blamable.

CUL'PA-BLE-NESS, re. Guiltiness
;
blame.

CDL'PA-BLY, ad. In a culpable manner.

CUL'PA-TQ-RY,* a. Censuring ; reprehensory. Johnson.

CDL'PRIT, TI.

'

An offender against the law ;
a criminal

;
a

malefactor.

CULTCH,* n. The spawn of the oyster. Sprat.

CUL-TEL-LA'TIQN,* re. The measuring of heights by parts,
and not all by one operation. Crabb.

CDL'TER, n. [cutter, L.] Colter. Shak. See COLTER.

CUL'TI-VA-BLE, a. Capable of cultivation.

CDL'xi-viTE, v. a. [cultiver, Fr.] [i. CULTIVATED ;pp. COL
TIVATING, CULTIVATED.] To till; to prepare for crops;
to improve by tillage, instruction, care, or study j to fos-

ter
;
to cherish

;
to meliorate.

COL'TI-VAT-ED,*J>. a. Improved by culture; tilled.
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CUL-TI-VA'TION, . The ;act of cultivating ; improvement
by tillage, tuition, or study ; culture.

CUL'TJ-VA-TQR, n. One who cultivates
;
an agriculturist:

an agricultural implement ;
a sort of plough or harrow

for stirring the earth.

CUL'TRATE,* a. Shaped like a colter or knife. Brande.

CuL'TRAT-ED,*a. Formed like a knife
; cultrate. Hamilton.

CyL-TRlv'oR-ous,* a. Devouring or swallowing knives.

Dunglison.
COLT'yRE, (kult'yur) n.

[cultura, L.] Cultivation
; tillage ;

improvement ; melioration.

CULTURE, (kult'yur) v. a. To cultivate. Thomson.

COLT'VR-IST,* n. A cultivator. Foster. [R.]
COl/VER, n. A pigeon or dove. Spenser.
CUL'VER-HOUSE, n. A dove-cot. Harmar.

COl/VER-lN, [kul'ver-in, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Srn. ; kul'-

ve-ren, Ja.] n. [coulevrine, Fr.] A species of ordnance ;

a long cannon, equal loan eighteen pounder. A demi-

culverin, a nine pounder.
CUL'VER-KEY, rkul'ver-ke) n. A flower. Walton.

CUL'VERT,* n. An arched passage or bridge beneath a road
or canal. Britton.

CUL'VER-TAIL, n. (Carp.') Dovetail. (JVaut.) The fasten-

ing of a ship's earlings into the beam.

CUJVT'BENT, a. [cwnbens, L.] Lying down; recumbent.

Dyer.
CUM'BER, v. a. [komberen, D.] [i. CUMBERED ; pp. CUMBER-

ING, CUMBERED.] To embarrass
;
to entangle ;

to obstruct
;

to crowd or load with something useless; to busy; to

distract, as with cares
;
to encumber.

fCuM/BER, n. Vexation
; embarrassment. Sidney.

CDai'BER-sSME, a. Troublesome
;
vexatious

;
burdensome

;

embarrassing; unwieldy; unmanageable.
CuM'BER-s6ME-LY, ad. In a cumbersome manner.
CUM'BER-SOME-NESS, n. Encumbrance; obstruction.

tCOM'BER-woRLD,* (-wiirld) n. Something that encum-
bers. Drayton.

CUM'BRANCE, n. Burden
;
encumbrance. M'dton.

CDat'BROys, a. Troublesome ; vexatious
; disturbing ; op-

pressive ; burdensome
; obstructing ; cumbersome.

CiJM'BRoys-LY, ad. In 5 cumbrous manner.

COM'BROys-NESS,* n. duality of being cumbrous. Ed.
Rev.

CuM'By-LU,* n. A medicinal tree of Malabar. Crabb.

CuM'FREY, n. A plant. See COMFREY.
CUM'IN, n. [cuminum, L.] An umbelliferous, aromatic, an-
nual plant, and its seed.

COM'MING-TON-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in mica-

slate, associated with garnet and pyrites. Dana.

CUM'SHA_W,* n. (East Indies') A present. Malcom.

Cu'My-LATE, v. a. [cumulo, L.] To accumulate. Shelton.

Cu-MV-LA'TlpN, 7i. Accumulation. Mp. Laud..

CU'MV-LA-TIST,* n. One who accumulates. Ch. Ob. [R.]
CO'MV-LA-TlVE, a. Having accumulated power ;

collective
;

gradually increasing; consisting of parts heaped up.
Cu-My-LOSE',* a. Full of heaps ; heaped up. Maunder. [R.]
Cu>MU-LQ-STRA 1 TVS* n. [cumulus and stratus, L.] (Me-

teor.) A cloud formed by the junction of two clouds, or
of masses of rounded and fleecy clouds

; a twain-cloud.
Francis.

Cu'MU-LUS,*n. [L.] pi. CUMULI. (Meteor.) A species of
cloud having a flattened base, and a cumulated, hemi-
spherical structure. Hamilton.

CON, v. a. [kunna, Icel.
; kunnan, Goth., the root of cun-

ning:] [To know
; to con. Barret.] (Naut.) To cun a ship

is to direct her course.

Cv-NAB* U-LA,* n. pi. [L.] A cradle: a term applied to

the copies now existing of the first printed books, or to
such as were printed in the fifteenth century. Athenaeum.

Called in French cunables. Adrian Balbi.

tCyNC-TA'TlON, 7i. [cunctatio, L.] Delay. Hayward.
fCONC'TA-TiVE,* a. Cautiously slow

; dilatory. Bacon.

CUNC-TA'TOR, n. [L.] One given to delay ; a lingerer:
the surname of d. Fabius Maximus. Hammond. [R.]

JCuND, v. a. To give notice to. Carew.

CU'NE-AL, a. [cuneus, L.] Relating to or resembling a

wedge. ,

CU'NE-ATE,* a. (Anat. &. Bot.) Shaped like a wedge.
Brande.

CU'NE-AT-ED, a. Made in the form of a wedge.
Cy-NE'i-FORM, [ku-ne'e-form, S. W. P.Ja.Sm.; ku'ne-

form, K. Wb.] a. [cuneus and forma, L.] Having the form
of a wedge.

CU-NETTE',* n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A deep trench sunk along
the middle of a dry moat, to make the passage more dif-

ficult. Crabb. Written also cuvette.

Cy-Nic'y-Lous,* a. Relating to rabbits. Maunder. [R.]

CG'NI-FORM,* a. Formed like a wedge. Smart. See CUNE-
IFORM.

CUN'NER, n. A kind of shell-fish less than an oyster ; a
salt-water perch.

CUN'NING, a. [kunnan, Goth. See CUN.] [f Skilful
;

knowing; performed with skill. Bible.] Artful; artfully

deceitful; sly; designing; crafty; subtle.

CUN'NING, n. [fKnowledge; skill. Bible.] Artifice; deceit:
slyness; fraudulent dexterity ; art; craft; duplicity.ON NING-LY, ad. In a cunning manner; artfully ; slyly.

CUN'NING-MAN, n. A fortune-teller. M. Casaabon. A man
of cunning or craft.

CUN'NING-NESS, n. Subtlety ; craftiness ; slyness.
CUP, n. A small vessel to drink from

; the liquor contained
in it; that which is to be received and endured; any
thing hollow like a cup ; part of a flower

;
a vessel used

for drawing blood. pi. A drinking bout.
CUP, v. a.

[i. CUPPED ; pp. CUPPING, CUPPED.] [jTo supplywith cups. Shak.] To fix a glass vessel upon the skin, in
order to draw the blood in scarification.

CUP'BEAR-ER, (kup'bir-er) n. An attendant who pours
out and hands wine

;
an officer of state

HCUP'BQARD, (kub'burd) [kub'burd, S. W.F.Ja.K ; kuo'-
bord, P. m.; kup'burd, J.; kQb'bord, Sm.] n. A case
with shelves, in which earthenware, victuals &c. are
placed.

HCUP'BQARD, (kub'burd) v. a. To hoard up. Skak.

CU'PEL, 7i. A shallow vessel, generally made of bone
earth, shaped somewhat like a cup, used in assayin"
precious metals. Brande.

CU'PEL-DUST,* n. Powder used in purifying metals.
Smart.

CO-PEL-LA'TIQN, 7i. The process of assaying and purify-
ing the precious metals, as gold and silver.

COp'FOL,* n. , pi. CUPFULS. As much as a cup holds. W.
Ency.

CUP'GALL,* n. A gall found on -the leaves of oaks, which
contains the worm of a small fly. Smart.

Cu'PlD,* n. '(Mythology) The god of love. Addison.

Cy-PlD'!-TY, n . [cupiditas, L.] Unlawful or unreasonable

longing, particularly for wealth
; covetousness

;
avarice.

C&p'-Moss,* ra. A species of moss. Hemans.
Cu'PO-LA, n. [It.] pi. CU'PQ-LA. (Arch.) A roof or vault
of a building, rising in a circular or elliptic form; a small
dome.

fCu'Pp-LAED, a. Having a cupola. Sir T. Herbert.

CUP'PED,* (kup'ed or kupt) a. Shaped like a cup. Gold-
smith.

CDp'pER, n. One who cups ;
a scarifier.

CUP'PING,* n. (Med.) _A species of bloodletting, performed
rlison.

ass used for cupping, to draw
by a cupping-glass. Dunglison.

3, n. A gli

out blood.
CUP'PING-GLASS,

CU'PRE-OUS, a. [cupreus, L.] Coppery ; consisting of cop-
per. Boyle.

CV-PRIF'ER-OOS,* a. Producing copper. Smart.

COp'R5E, 7i. The poppy.
COP'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like a cup. Smith.

CU'PULE,* n. (Bot.) The cup of the acorn; the husk of a

filbert, &c. P. Cyc.

CUR, n.
[fcorre, D.] A degenerate dog ; a surly man.

Cu-RA-BiL'i-TY,* n. duality of being curable. Ramage.
CU'RA-BLE, a. That may be cured or healed.

CU'RA-BLE-NESS, n. duality of being curable.

Ct-RA-coA',* (ku-ra-s5') n. A liquor, so called from the
island of Curacoa, prepared by the Dutch, flavored with

orange peel, cinnamon, and mace. Brande.

Cu'RA-cy, n. The office or district of a curate.

CU'RATE, n. {curator, L.] A parish priest who has the
cure of souls

;
one who holds a curacy : more com-

monly, a clergyman hired to perform the duties of
another.

Cu'RATE-SHlfp, n. The same as curacy. Swift.

CU'R^.-TIVE, a. Relating to the cure of diseases. Browne.

CV-RA'TOR, n. [L.] One officially appointed to the care

and superintendence of something ;
a superintendent ;

a

guardian. Bacon.

Cy-RA'TOR-SHlP,* w. The office of curator. Bouvier.

Cy-RA'TRix,* 7i. A female superintendent or guardian.
Richardson.

CURB, n. [courbe, Fr.] A part of a bridle, consisting
chiefly of an iron chain; restraint; any thing that

restrains or checks
;
a frame round the mouth of a well ;

the outer edge of a foot pavement.
CURB, v. a. [i. CURBED

; pp. CURBING, CURBED.] To guide
or restrain with a curb

;
to restrain

;
to inhibit

;
to check ;

to control
;
to bend.

CURB'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being curbed or restrained.

Perry. [R.J

CURB'ING, n. Act of restraining ;
a check.

CURB'LESS,* a. Having no curb. Dr. Mien.

CURB'-S'TONE,* n. A thick kind of stone on the edge of

a stone pavement ;
a stone surrounding the mouth of a

well. Perry.
CURCH,* or COURCHE,* n. A woman's covering for the

head
;
a kerchief. Sir W. Scott.

CUR-CU'LI-O* n. [L.] (Ent.) A name applied to a family
of beetles, embracing the corn-weevil and other species,

which are destructive to fruits. Farm. Ency.

CURD, n. The coagulation or coagulum of milk; the con-

cretion of the thicker part of any liquor.
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CURD, V. a. [i. CURDED J pp. CURDING, CURDED.] To tUm
to curds ;

to curdle ;
to coagulate. Shak.

CUR'DI-NESS,* re. State of being curdy. QM. Rev.

CiJR'DLE, v. n. [i. CURDLED ; pp. CURDLING, CURDLED.] To
coagulate 5

to shoot together ; to concrete.

CUR'DLE, v. a. To cause to coagulate. Spenser.
CUR'DLE D,* (kur'dld) p. a. Turned into curds

; coagulated.
CURD'LESS,* a. Destitute of curd. Dr. Mien.

CiJR'-DoG,* w. A dog with a mutilated tail. Warburton.

CURD'Y, a. Coagulated ;
concreted. Arbuihnot.

CURE, n. [cura, L.] The effect of a remedy; a remedy;
a restorative

; restoration ;
act of healing: the benefice

or employment of a curate or clergyman.
CURE, v. a. [euro, L.] [i. CURED ; pp. CURING, CURED.] To
heal

;
to restore to health

;
to remedy ;

to prepare, so as to

preserve from corruption ;
to pickle ;

to salt.

CURE,* v. n. To become well
;
to be cured. S/iak.

CURE,* (ku'ra) n. [Fr.] A curate
;
a parson. Surenne.

CURED,* (kurd) p. a. Restored to health
; healed.

CURE 'LESS, a. That cannot be cured
;
without cure.

CUR'ER, n. One who cures
;
a healer. Skak.

CUR'FEW, (kiir'fu) n. [couvre-feu, Fr.] An evening bell
;

originally, a signal that fires in England should be put
out, and families go to bed ;

a cover for a fire
;
a fire-plate.

CU'RI-A,* n. [L.] pi. CURI^E. (Law} A court; a court,

senate, or council house. Hamilton.

fCu-Rl-XL'l-Tv, n. [curtails, L.] The privileges and ret-

inue of a court. Bacon.

fCu'Ri-ET,* n. Armor for the thigh. Spenser.

Cu-Rl-<?-L6G'lc,* a. Properly speaking or designating:
applied to a kind of hieroglyphics ; cyriologic. Smart.

Cu-Rl-6s'j-Ty, n. duality of being curious
; inquisitive-

ness
;

the object of inquisitiveness ; inclination to in-

quiry ; something that excites interest; an interesting
spectacle ;

a sight ; rarity.

Cu-Ri-d'so,n. [It.] pi. cu-Rl-o'so$. A curious person;
a virtuoso.

Cu'Rl-ous, a. [curiosus, L.] Inquisitive; scrutinizing; de-
sirous of information ;

attentive to
;
accurate

;
careful ;

exact ;
nice

;
artful

; nicely diligent ; elegant ;
neat ;

sin-

gular ; interesting.

CU'RI-OUS-LY, ad. In a curious manner
; exactly.

CU'RI-OUS-NESS, n. State of being curious
; nicety.

CURL, n. A ringlet of hair
;
a wave

; sinuosity ;
flexure :

a disease of potatoes in which the leaves are curled and
shrunk up.

CURL, v. a. [i. CURLED ; pp. CURLING, CURLED.] To form
into curls

;
to turn the hair in ringlets ; to writhe

;
to

twist
;
to raise undulations.

CURL, v. n. To assume curls, ringlets, or flexures.

CURLED,* (kiirld) p. a. Formed into curls ; waved ;
twisted.

CtJRL'ED-NESS,* n. State of being curled. Johnson.

CURLED'-PATE, (kiirld'pat) a. Having curled hair. Shak.

CURL'ER,* n. He or that which curls.

CUR'LEW, (kur'lu) n. [courlieu, Fr.j A waterfowl; also a
bird that frequents cornfields in-Spain.

CURL'-HEAD-ED, a. Having the hair curled. Huloet.

CiiRL'l-NESS, n. The state of being curly.

CURL'ING,*;;. a. Forming curls; twisting; writhing.
CURL'ING-IR'ON, (kurl'jng-l'urnz) n. pi. An instrument

to curl the hair with
; curling-tongs. Johnson.

CURL'ING-LY. ad. In a waving or curling manner.
CiJRL'iNG-TONGS,*7i. pi. Curling-irons. Smitli.

CiJRL'y, a. Inclining to curl ; having curls.

CuRL'y-HAD-ED,*a. Having a curly head. Dr. Mien.

CURL'Y-PAT-ED,* a. Having a curly pate. L. Lloyd.
CVR-M'UD'GEQN, (kur-mud'jun) n. An avaricious, churlish

fellow
;
a miser

;
a niggard ;

a churl. Hudibras.

CVR-MUD'GEQN-LY, a. Avaricious
;
churlish. L>Estrange.

CUR'RANT, [kur'rjn, & W. J. F.
,- kur'rant, P. E. Ja. K.

Sm.~\ n. [from Corinthus.] A common garden shrub and its

fruit
;

a small dried grape from the Levant. See
CORINTH.

CUR'RANT-JEL'LY,* n. Jelly made of currants. Booth.

CUR'RANT-WINE,* n. Wine made of currants. Booth.

CUR'REN-CY, n. Circulation
; general reception; fluency;

constant flow ; general esteem
; money ;

the collective
amount of the money of a country, or paper passing as

money.
CUR'RENT, a. [currens, L.] Passing from hand to hand

;

generally received
; common ; general ;

fashionable
;

popular ; passable ;
now actually passing.

CUR'RENT, n. A running stream
;
a progressive motion

of the water of the sea at a certain place ;
tide

;
course

;

progression.
CUR-REN' TE CAL'A-MU* [L.] With a running or rapid
pen. Hamilton.

CUR'RENT-LY, ad. In a current manner
; generally.

CUR'RENT-MON'EY,* 7i. Money that passes at a fixed

value. Crabb.
CUR'RE NT-NESS, 7t. State of being current

; currency.

CUR'RI-CLE, n. [curriculum, L.] [fA course. Browne.] A
chariot

;
an open chaise with two wheels, drawn by two

horses abreast.

CUR

,* n. [L.] pi. CURRICULA. A course; a
course of study. EC. Rev.

CDR'RI-ER, n. [coriarius, L.] One who curries or dresses
leather.

CUR'RISH, a. Resembling a cur
;
brutal

;
sour.

CiJR'RlsH-Ly, ad. In a brutal or currish manner. Fox.

CiJR'RlSH-NESS, n. Moroseness
; churlishness. Fdtham.

CUR'RY, v. a. [courroyer, Fr.] [i. CURRIED ; pp. CURRYING,
CURRIED.] To dress after tanning leather, by beating, rub-

bing, &c. ;
to beat

; to drub
;
to rub a horse with a scratch-

ing instrument ; to scratch in kindness
;
to rub down with

flattery. To curry favor, to seek favor by offieiousness
and flattery.

CDR'RY, n. A highly-spiced East Indian mixture used in

cookery.
CUR'RY-COMB, (-kom) n. An iron instrument for currying

horses.

CtJR'Ry-lNG, n. Act ofdressing skins; rubbing down a horse.

CURSE, v. a. [i. CURSED ; pp. CURSING, CURSED.] To wish
evil to ; to execrate ; to anathematize

;
to injure ;

to af-

flict; to torment.

CURSE, v. 7i. To utter imprecations or curses.

CURSE, 7i. Malediction
; imprecation : execration

;
anathe-

ma
;
torment

;
vexation ; a great evil or damage.

CUR'SED, (kiir'sed) a. Blasted by a curse; deserving a
curse ; hateful ; detestable ;

unsanctified ; vexatious.

CIJRSED,* (kiirst) i. &.p. from Curse. Execrated.

CUR'SED-LY, ad. Miserably ; shamefully. Pope. [Low.]
CUR'SED-NESS, n. The state of being under a curse.

CURS'ER, n. One who utters curses. Dryden.
CiJR'sHlP, n. Dogship ;

meanness. Hudibras.

CURS'JNG, n. An execration. Joshua.

CiJR'si-TQR, 7i. [L.] (Law} An officer in the English court

of chancery, whose duty it is to make out original writs.

CUR'SJVE,* a. Rapid; running; as, cursive writing, i.e.

running hand. Bosworth.

CUR'SQR,* n. [L.] Any part of a mathematical instrument
that slides backwards and forwards, as the movable leg
of a beam compass ;

the hand of a barometer ;
the beam

of a trammel, &c. Francis.

fCuR'sQ-RA-RY, a. [cursus, L.] Cursory ; hasty. Sliak.

CUR'SQ-RI-LY, ad. In a cursory manner ; hastily.

CuR'sQ-RJ-Nfiss, n. Slight attention
;
haste.

CUR'sp-Ry, a. [cursorius, L.] Hasty ; quick ;
inattentive ;

slight; done quickly or carelessly.

fCiJRST, a. Froward ; peevish ; snarling, rfscham.

fCiJRST'NESS, 7i. Peevishness
; malignity. Shak.

CUR'sus,*n. [L.] A course; a race. Maunder.

CURT, a. [curtus, L.] Short ;
curtailed ; mutilated.

Browne. [R.]

CVR-TAIL', (kur-tal') v. a. [curto, L.
; courtauder, Fr.] [i.

CURTAILED J pp. CURTAILING, CURTAILED.] To CUt Off
J

to cut short ; to abridge ;
to contract; to shorten.

CiJR'TAlL-DoG', n. A dog whose tail is cut off, according
to the forest laws, and which is hindered from coursing.
Shak.

CVR-TAIL'ER, n. One who curtails. Waterland.

CVR-TAIL'I'NG, n. Act of shortening. Swift.

CVR-TAIL'-STEP,* n. The lower step in a flight of stairs.

Brande.

CUR'TAIN, (kur'tin) n. [courtine, Fr.] A cloth contract-

ed or 'expanded at pleasure, hanging round a bed, at

a window, or in a theatre. (Fort.) A part of a wall ly-

ing between the two bastions. To draw thz curtain, to

draw it over an object, or to withdraw it. To drop the

curtain, to make an end, as of a play.

CUR'TAIN, v. a. To accommodate with curtains. Shak.

CiiR'TAJNED,* (kiir'tind) p. a. Furnished with curtains.

CUR'TAIN-LECT'VRE, (kiir'tjn-lekt'yur) n. A lecture

given in bed by a wife to her husband.

CUR'TAL, n. A horse with a docked tail. B. Jonson. [R.]

CUR'TAL, a. Briefer abridged. Milton. [R.]
CUR'TXTE, a. (Astron.} Applied to the distance from the

sun of a point in the ecliptic which is met by a perpen-
dicular line from a planet.

CVR-TA'TIQN, n. (Astron.) The interval between a planet's

distance from the sun and the curtate distance.

CtJRTE'LXssE, or CuR'TLE-AxE. n. See CUTLASS.

CuR'Tl-LAGE, n. [courtillage, old Fr.] (Law) A court-yard

of a dwelling-house.
CtlRT'LY, ad. Briefly. Oayton. [R.]

CiiRT'NESS,* 7i. Shortness ;
conciseness. Kame-s. [R.]

CURT'SY', n. See COURTESY.

CO'RULE, a. [carulis, L.] Belonging to a chariot; sena-

torial : applied to the chair of a Roman magistrate,

which was drawn in a chariot.

CV-RUR'LET,* n. A sort of plover. Crabb.

CiJR'VA-TED, a. [cvrvatus, L.] Bent ;
crooked.

CVR-VA'TI'ON, n. Act of bending or crooking. Pear-

son. [R.]
CUR'VA-TURE, n. Crookedness ; a curve ;

the continual

flexure of a line from a rectilinear direction.

CURVE, (kiirv) a. Crooked ;
bent ;

inflected. Bentley.

CURVE, n. Any thing bent
;
a part of a circle

;
flexure.
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CURVE, v. a. [curvo, L.] [i. CURVED j pp. CURVING,
CURVED.] To bend

;
to crook

; to inflect.

CURVED,* (kurvd) p. a. Bent
; formed into a curve.

CURV'ED-NESS,* n. The state of being curved. Wiseman.

CVR-VET', or CUR'VET, [kur-veV, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. ;

kiir'vet, K. Sm. Wb.~\ v. n. [corvettare, It.] To leap, as a
horse

;
to bound

;
to frisk ; to be licentious.

CUR'VET, or CVR-VET', [kur-vef, S. W. P. J. E. F. :

kiir'vet, Ja. K. Sm.] n. A leap; a bound ;
a frolic; a

prank.
||CuR-Vf-LtN'E-XD,* n. An instrument for forming curves.

Francis.

I|CUR-VI-LN'E-AL,* a. Crooked
;
curvilinear. Blount.

IJCiJR-Vl-LiN'E-AR., [kiir-ve-lin'yar, S. W. E. F.Ja. K. Sm.;
kur-ve-lm'e-ar, P. J.] a. [curvus and linea, L.] Relating
to curves

; consisting of a crooked line
; composed of

crooked lines.

CURV'ING,* n. A bending ;
a curved form.

CUR'VI-TY, 7i. State of being curved
;
crookedness.

CGsH'AT/Ti. The wild pigeon or ring-dove; the wood
pigeon. Todd.

COsH'lON, (kush'un) n. [coussin, Fr.] A pillow or soft pad
for a seat ;

a soft pad placed upon a chair or sofa.

COSH'IQNED, (kush'und) a. Seated on a cushion.

COSH'lQN-ET, (kash'un-et) . A little cushion. Beaumont.

CDsK,* n. A sea fish esteemed for food. Storer.

Cusp, ?i. [cuspis, L,.] A point, as of a spear ; appropriately,
a point or horn of the moon, or other luminary. Harris.

(Arch.) A spear-shaped ornament appended to some
arches. Sir J. Hall.

fCus'PAT-ED, a. Ending in a point. Bailey.

CtJs'Pl-DAL, a. Sharp ; ending in a point. More. [R.]
fCus'pl-DATE, v. a. To sharpen. Cockeram.

CUS'PI-DATE,* a, (Bot.) Abruptly rounded off with a

projecting point in the middle. P. Cyc.
CDs'Pj-DAT-ED, a. (Bot.) Having a sharp end

; pointed.
Cus'P!S,n. [L.] The sharp end of a thing; a cusp. More.

COS'TA'RD, n. [cwstard, Welsh.] Food made of eggs and
milk, sweetened, and baked or boiled.

CUS'TARD-COF'FIN,* n. A crust made to hold a custard.

Sliak._

CUS-TO'DI-AL, a. Relating to custody ; guarding.
CVS-TO'DI-AN,* n. A keeper ;

a superintendent. W. Ir-

ving. [R.]'

CUS'TO-DY, n.
[custodia, L.] A keeping or guarding ;

guardianship ; imprisonment ;
care

;
defence ; security.

COs'TQM, n. [coustume, old Fr.] .The frequent repetition of
the same act

; usage ;
habit

;
habitual practice ; fashion

;

established manner: practice of buying, trading, or em-
ploying; patronage or support in any business. A tax, or
duties paid upon merchandise and goods imported or ex-

ported ; impost ;
toll

; tribute. In this sense commonly in

the plural. (Law) A law or right, not written, but estab-
lished by long use; prescription.

fCOs'TOM, v. a. To pay duty at the custom-house. Marlow.

jCus'TQM, v. n. To accustom. Spenser.

CDs'TOM-A-BLE, a. Common
; customary ;

liable to pay
duties.

CCS'TQM-A-BLE-NESS, 7i. State of being customable.

CUS'TQM-A-BLY, ad. According to custom. Homilies.

Cus'TpM-A-Ri-LY, ad. Habitually ; commonly. Pearson.

Cus'TQM-A-Ri-Niiss, tt. Frequency ; commonness.
CDs'TQM-A-RY, a. Conformable to established custom;
common ; habitual

; usual
; wonted.

COs'TOMED, (kus'tutnd) a. Accustomed. Shak.

CDs'TQM-ER, n. One who is in the habit of purchasing at
a shop, factory, &c.

;
an accustomed buyer ; a dealer

;
a

collector of customs.

COs'TOM-HoGsE, n. A house where vessels and mer-
chandise are entered, and duties upon goods, imported
or exported, are collected. Swift.

C&s'Tds,*n. [L.] pi. CUS-TO'DE?. A keeper; a superin-
tendent. Jllnsworth.

Cus'Tds BRE'VI-VM* n. (English law) The principal
clerk belonging to the Common Pleas. Crabb.

Cus'Tds RoT-v-Ld'RUM,* n. (English law) The keep-
er of the rolls

;
he who has the keeping of the records

of the sessions of the peace. Crabb A county officer

in England of high dignity. McCulloch.

CDs'TREL, n. A buckler-bearer. Ld. Herbert. A vessel for
wine. Jllnsworth.

CDs'TU-MA-RY, n. A book of laws and customs. Selden.

CUT, v. a.
[i. CUT; pp. CUTTING, CUT.] To separate the

parts of a substance by an edged instrument
;
to make

an incision; to hew; to carve; to pierce; to divide

packs of cards
;
to intersect; to cross

;
to castrate. [To

avoid; to shun; to disown, as an acquaintance. Todd.
Modern cant language.] To cut down, to fell

; to over-

power. To cut off, to separate from the other parts ; to
abscind

;
to amputate ;

to destroy ;
to extirpate ;

to inter-

cept ; to preclude. To cut out, to shape; to form; to
scheme

;
to contrive

;
to debar; to excel. To cut short,

to hinder; to abridge. To cut up, to divide into pieces;
to eradicate. To cut a caper, to dance

;
to frisk about.to eradicate. To cut a caper, to dance

;
to frisk about. CY-XTH'I-FORM,* a. Shi
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CUT, v. n. To make way by dividing; to use a knife or
edged tool. To cut, to divide and turn up cards for

determining the players.
CDT, p. a. Divided; separated; prepared for use. Swift.
CUT, 7i. A gash, incision, or wound, made by an edged

tool
;

a severe blow or lash
;
a severe remark

;
a sar-

casm : a channel made by art
;
a part cut off; a shred

;

a lot; a near passage; a carving or engraving; an en-
graved picture ; the practice of dividing a pack of cards

;

fashion
;
form

; shape ;
a fool or cully; a gelding. Cut

and long tail, men of all kinds. Shak.

Cu-TA'NE-oDs, a. [cutis, L.] Relating to or affecting the
skin.

CDTCH.* 7i. A gummy resin produced by a tree growin" in
Persia near the Gulf of Cutch. Ljunfst6dt.Tlu> spawn
of the oyster. Hamilton.

CUTCH'E-RY,* n. (East Indies) A court of justice or pub-
lic office. Hamilton.

CUTE, a. Sharp ; expert ;
adroit

; keen. A contraction cf
acute. [Colloquial and vulgar.]

fCuTH, a. [Sax.] Known ; famous. Gibson.

CU'TI-CLE, n. [cuticula, L.] The exterior membranous
covering of the body ;

the scarf-skin
;
a thin skin formed

on the surface of liquor. (Bot.) The thin vesicular
membrane that covers the surface of vegetables.

CV-TIC'U-LAR, a. Belonging to the cuticle or skin.

CDT'LASS, n. [coutelas, Fr.] A broad cutting sword.
Written also cutlace, curlaxe, curtleaxe, and cutlash.

CUT'LER, n. [cout.dier, Fr.] One who makes or sells

Jcnives; a manufacturer of, or dealer in, cutlery.
CUT'LER-Y, n. All kinds of sharp and cutting instruments
made of iron or steel, as knives, forks, scissors, razors,
&c.

; articles made by cutlers.

fCuT'LlNG,* n. The art of cutlery. Milton.

C&T'LET, n. [cdtelctte, Fr.] A rib or slice of meat for cook-
ing ;

a steak.

CUT'PURSE, 7i. A pickpocket ;
a thief. Sliak.

CVT-TEE',* n. One who is cut, shunned, or avoided. A
cant word. Qw. Rev. A box to hold the quills of a
weaver's loom. Crabb.

CUT'TER, 7i. He or that which cuts: alight, fast-sailing
vessel with one mast and a bowsprit: a tooth that
cuts the meat

;
an officer in the exchequer who cuts on

the tallies the sums paid ;
a ruffian

;
a bravo. [A small,

light sleigh. U. S.J

CUT'THROAT, n. A ruffian
;
a murderer. Knolles.

CUT'THROAT, a. Cruel; inhuman. Carew.

CUT'TING, n. A piece cut off; a branch
;
a chop ; incision ;

caper ; curvet ; division.

CUT'TING,* a. Pointed
; sharp ; severe

; sarcastic. Ash.

CUT'TLE, (kut'tl) n. A fish, which, when it is pursued
by a fish of prey, throws out a black liquor. [|A foul-
mouthed fellow. Shak.] See SEPIA.

COT'WAL,* n. (East Indies) The chief police officer of a
large city. Hamilton.

CUT'-WA-TER,* n. The fore part of a ship's prow, that
cuts the water; the lower portion of a pier separating
two arches of a bridge. Francis.

CUT'WORK, (-wiirk) n. Work in embroidery. B. Jonson.

CUT'-WORM,* (-wiirm) n. A worm or insect destructive to

young plants. Harris.

CU-VETTE',* n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A trench dug in the middle
of a large, dry ditch. Crabb. See CUNETTE.

Cuz,* n. A jocular title formerly given to one who was
admitted to the fraternity of a printing-office. Crabb.

CY'AN-ATE,* n. (Chem.) A compound of cyanic acid with
a base. Ure.

CY-A'NE-AN,* a. Having an azure color. Pennant.

CY-AN-HYD'RIC,* a. (C/iem.) Another term for hydrocy-
anic or prussic. Ure.

CY-XN'IC,* a. (Chem.) Denoting an acid compounded of
cyanogen and oxygen. P. Cyc.

CY'AN-IDE,*TI. (Chem.) A compound of cyanic acid with
a metal. Ure.

CY'AN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, commonly of a blue
color. Brande.

Cy-XN'o-c^EN,* n. (Chem.) A bicarburet of azote or nitro-

gen, a gaseous compound, sometimes termed prussine
gas. P. Cyc.

CY-A-NOM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring the

intensity of the color of the sky, and thereby de-

ducing the quantity of vapor floating in the atmos
phere. -Francis.

CY-AN-SP'A-THY,* n. A disease in which the surface of
the body is colored blue. Dana-lison.

CY-A-NO'SIS,* n. [Gr.] (Med.) The blue disease, by
which the body becomes of a blue or lead color.

Brande.

CY-AN'U-RET,* n. (Chem.) A compound of cyanogen.
Brande.

CY-A-NU'RIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid, obtained from

decomposing urea by heat. Brande.

CY'AR,* n. (jjnat.) The orifice of the internal ear. Crabb.

CY-ATH'I-FORM,* a. Shaped like a glass or cup. P. Cyc.

hard ; as Z
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CYC'LA-MEN, n. [L.] (Bat.} A genus of plants ; sow-
bread.

CY'CLE, [sl'kl, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.] n, [cyclus,
L.l A revolution of a certain period of time which
finishes and recommences perpetually ;

a circle
;
a period

of years or time
;
an imaginary orb. Cycle of the gun, or

solar cycle, a period of 28 years, after which the same

days of the week recur on the same days of the year.

Cycle of the moon, or Metonic cycle, a period of 19 solar years,
after which the new and full moons fall on the same
days of the year as they did 19 years before. Cycle of

indiction, or Roman indiction, a period of 15 years, not

astronomical, but entirely arbitrary.

CYC'LIC,* a. Relating to or containing a cycle. QM. Rev.

Noting a kind of verse or chorus
; cyclical. Beck.

CYC'LI-CAL,* a. Relating to a cycle ; circular.} cyclic.

Coleridge.

CY'CLQ-GRXPH,* n. An instrument for describing the

arcs of circles
;
an arcograph. Francis.

Cy'GLOlD, [sl'klold, W. P.Ja. K. Sm. ; sik'lold, Buchanan.]
n. [KVKh

:

Ji6fis.] A geometrical curve which is traced out

by any point of a circle rolling on a straight line.

Cv-CLolD'AL, a. Relating to a cycloid. Chambers.

CY-CLoI'DJ-AN,* n. (/c/i.) One of an order of fishes. Buck-
land.

CY-CLOM/E-TRy, n. The art of measuring cycles. Wallis.

CY-CLQ-PJE'DI-A, (sl-klo-pe'de-a) [sl-kl9-p5'de-a, W. P. J.

Ja. K. Sm.; si-klo-pe-de'a, S.; si-klo-ped'ya, F. K.} n.

[KVK^OS and irfetei.] A circle of the arts and sciences
;

a book, or series of volumes, containing a view of the

arts, sciences, and literature, arranged in alphabetical
order

;
an encyclopaedia.

CY-CLQ-PE'AN, or CY-CLO'PE-AN, [sl-kty-pe'an, Ja.

Wb. ; sj-kl5'pe-an, K. Ash, Brande.] a. Relating to

Cyclops ;
vast

;
terrific. Bp. Hall.

CY'CLQ-PEDE, n. A modern term for cyclopaedia. Warton.

CY-CLQ-PED'IC,* a. Belonging to a cyclopaedia. EC. Rev.

CY-CLOP'IC, a. Relating to the Cyclops ; gigantic; vast.

Bp. Taylor.

CY-CLos'TQ-MOijs,* a. Having a circular mouth. Kirby.

CY'DER, n. See CIDER. [Dunglison.
CY-E-l-OL'o-Gy,* n. (Med.) The doctrine of gestation.

CYG'NET, (sig'net) n. [cygnus, L.] A young swan. Shak.

CYL'IN-DER, n. [Kv\iv6pos.] A long, circular body, of uni-

form diameter, whose surface at each end is a circle, par-
allel to that of the other end.

Cy-LiN'DRic, ) a. Partaking of the nature or form of a

Cy-LlN'DRJ-CAL, j cylinder.

CYL-lN-DRi9'j-TY,*7i, A cylindrical form. Maunder, [n.]

CYL'JN-DROID, [sil'jn-droid, Ja. K. Sin. ; se-lln'droid,

Crabb.] n. A solid body, differing from the cylinder by
having its bases elliptical.

Cy-LiN-DRQ-MET'Ric,* a. Belonging to a scale used in

measuring cylinders. Maunder. [R.]

CY'MA,* n. [cyma, L.
; xonnfi.] (Bet.) A form of inflores-

cence consisting of a solitary flower; cyme. (Arch.)

\_KVfia.] Same as cymatium. Brande.

Cy-MAR', n. A slight covering ;
a scarf. See SIMAR.

CYM'A-TINE,* n. (Min.) A fibrous mineral. Dana.

CY-MA'TI-UM, (se-ma'she-um) n. [L. ; KV^UTIOV, Gr.]

(Arch.) A member or moulding of a cornice
; cyrna.

CYM'BAL, n. [cymbalum, L.] An ancient musical instru-

ment. Shak. A modern musical instrument like a brazen

dish, used in pairs.

|CYM'BAL,-IST,* n. A player on a cymbal. Blount.

CYM'Bi-FORM,*a. Formed like a boat. P. Cyc.

CYM'BI-UM,* n. (Conch.) A kind of sea-shell
;
a gondola.

Brande.

CYME,* n. [cyma, L.] (Bot.) A kind of panicle or inflores-

cence, having a corymbose form, but consisting of repeat-

edly-branched divisions. P. Cyc.

CY'MOID,* a. Relating to or like a cyme or cyma. Forster.

CY-MOSE',* a. (Bot.) Relating to or resembling a cyme.
P. Cyc.

Cy-NXN'HE,* n. [KV&V and ayx^-] (Med.) A disease of
the throat

;
a species of quinsy or croup. Crabb.

DAB

Cy-NXN'THRQ-py, n. [/TOWJ/, nw6$, and avflpwroj.] A spe-
cies of madness in which men have the qualities of dogs.

CYN-ARc-TOM'A-jeHY, re. [KWV, a/;*roj, /i<i,\;.] Bear-bait-

ing with a dog. Hudibras.

CY-NAR'RHQ-DON,* n. (Bot.) The hep of the rose
;
a kind

of fruit.

fCYN-E-^ET'ics, n. pi. [wvriycriKa.] The nrt of hunting-
with dogs.

CYN'IC, n. A follower of Diogenes ;
a philosopher of the

snarling sect; a morose man
; a misanthrope.

CYN'IC, I a. [KVJ/KCOJ.] Relating to the philosophy of
CYN'I-CAL, j Diogenes, or to the Cynics ; having the qual-

ities of a dog; brutal; snarling; snappish.
CYN'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a cynical manner. Bacon.

CYN'I-CAL-NESS,* n. Quality of being cynical. Booth.

CYN'|-CIM,* n. Misanthropy; moroseness. Sir W. Scott.

Cy-Ni'c'Tis,* n. An African mammiferous quadruped, con-

necting the civet with the dog. Ogilby.
CY'NIPS,*W. [KVW.] A genus of hymenopterous insects

;
the

gall-fly. Brande.

CYN-Q-REX'I-A,* n. (Med.) An insatiable or canine appe-
tite. Crabb.

CY'NQ-SURE, [sl'n9-sur, S. E. ; sin'o-sur, J. JVb.; sm'g-
shur or sl'np-shur, W. ; sin'^-sur or sl'n9-sur, F. ; sl'ii9-

shur, Ja. ; sin-9-shor' or sl'np-shor', K. : si'n?-zur or sl'n?-

zhor, Sm.] n. [Kwoaovpii.] The Lesser Bear, or the star in

the tail of the Lesser Bear, near the north pole : a point
of attraction, or anything which attracts attention, or is

used as a guide.

CYN-Q-SU'RVS-CRIS-TA'TVS,* n. (Bot.) A pasture-grass ,

the dogstail or goldseed. P. Cyc.
CY'QN, n. See CION, and SCION.
C Y-Q-PHO'RI-A,* n. The time of gestation or of carrying the

foetus. Smart.
CY-PE-RA'CE-A,* (sl-pe-ra'she-a) n. (Bot.) A class of plants j

sedge. Lyell.

CYP'E-RUS,* n. (Bot.) A plant, the root of which is used in

perfumery. W. Ency.
CY'PHER, n. See CIPHER.

CYPH'Q-NJM,* n. An ancient mode of punishment, which
consisted in besmearing the criminal with honey, and
then exposing him to insects. Brande.

CY'PRESS, n. [cupressus, L.] A tall, straight forest-tree,

anciently used at funerals
;
the emblem of mourning.

CY'PRESS,* a. Belonging to or made of cypress. Milton.

Ckp'R|-AN,* a. Belonging to Cyprus'; devoted to pleasure.
Jlsh.

CYP'RI-AN,* n. A native of Cyprus ;
a prostitute. Booth.

CYP'RINE,* a. Belonging to the cypress-tree. .&?.

CYP'RJNE,* n. (Min.) Same as idocrase. Dana.

C?P'RI-OT,* n. A native or inhabitant of Cyprus. Ed. Ren.

CY'PRys, n. A thin, transparent, black stuff. Shak.

CYP'SE-LA,* n. [xv^/iXri.] (Bot.) A one-seeded, one-celled,
indehiscent fruit: called also achenium. Brande.

CYR-E-NA'IC,* a. Relating to Gyrene. Ed. Rev.

CvR-i'-Q-Ld^'jc,* o. Relating to capital letters. Smart.

CYST, re. [KVOTIS.] A bag in animal bodies containing some
morbid matter.

CYST'ED,* a. Inclosed in a cyst or bag.

fCYs'Tic, a. Contained in a bag. Arbutimot.

CYS'TJS, n. Same as cyst. Wiseman.

CYS-TI'TIS,* 71. [ruorts.] (Med.) Inflammation of the blad-

der. Brande.

CYS'TQ-CELE,* n. (Med.) A hernia or rupture arising from
the protrusion of the bladder. Brande.

CYS-TQ-LITH'IC,* a. Relating to the stone in the bladder.

Dunglison.
Cys-TOT'Q-MY, n. The art of opening encysted tumors.

CYT'I-SINE,* n. A poisonous substance obtained from the

seeds of laburnum. P. Cyc.

CYT'l-sOs, n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of shrubs
;
the trefoil.

CZAR, (zar) n. [ Ccesar, L.] The title of the emperor ofRussia.

CZAR'JSH, (zar'jsh) a. Relating to the czar. Tatler.

CZA-RI'NA, (za-re'na) n. The empress of Russia.

CzXR'p-wlTZ,* (zarVwl18) n. The title of the czar's eld-

est son. Smart.

D.

Dthe
fourth letter and third consonant of the alpha-

) bet, is a dental and a mute, and has a uniform sound,
nearly approaching to that of t. D, as an abbreviation,
stands for doctor; as, D. D., doctor of divinity; M. D.,
doctor of medicine. As a Roman numeral, it denotes
500. It is used as a key in music

;
and it is also used to

denote a sliding valve in a steam-engine, [crown. Crabb.

DA-AL'DElt,*n^A. Dutch coin, of the value of about half a

DXB, v. a. [dauber, Fr.] [t.
DABBED ; J^.DABBJHG, DABBED.]

To strike or touch gently ;
to slap.

DXB, n. A small lump; a gentle blow ; a soft substance ;
a

small, flat fish. [An adept at any thing ;
a dabster. Gold-

smith. Vulgar.]
DXB'BLE, (dab'bl) v. a. [dabbelen,

D.I [i.
DABBLED

; pp.

DABBLING, DABBLED.] To smear ;
to daub ;

to spatter ;
to

besprinkle.

A, E, I, 5, 0, Y, long; X, E, I, 5, 0, Y, short; A, E, J, <?, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER}
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DXB'BLE, v. n. To play in water; to trifle or meddle

;
to

tamper.
DXB'BLER, n. One who dabbles

;
a meddler.

DXB'CHICK, n. A small water-fowl. Ray.
DAB'STER.* n. One who is expert at any thing. Smart.

[Vulgar.]
DA CA'PO, -ad. [It.] (Mus.) Again ;

from the beginning:
noting a repetition from the beginning.

DACE, n. A small river-fish, like a roach. Walton.

DA'CIAN,* (du'shan) a. Belonging to Dacia. Ash.

DA-COIT',* ft. One of a gang of robbers in Hindostan. Ham-
ilton.

DA-COI'TY,* n. Gang-robbery in Hindostan. P. Cyc.

DXc-TiL'i-o-GLYPH,* n. The inscription of the name of
the artist on a gem. Brande.

DXc-TiL-i-6G'RA-pHY,*?i. [6aKTv\io<;andypa'pu.] The art

of gem-engraving. Brande.

DXc-TiL'iQN,* (dak-tll'yon) n. (Med.) The union of the

fingers with each other. Dunglison.
DXc'TYL, n. [da/crvAof. Gr.

; dactylus, L.] A poetic foot,

consisting of one long syllable and two short ones.

fDXc'TYL,* v. n. To run nimbly ;
to bound. B. Jonson.

tDXc'TY-LET, 71. A dactyl. Bp. Hall.

||DXc-TiL'!C, [dak-til'jk, Ja. Sm.; dak'te-lik, K. Wb.

Todd.} a. Relating to the dactyl. Johnson.

||DXc-Ti'L/lcs,*7i. pi. Metres which consist of a repetition of

dactyls or equivalent feet. P. Cyc.

DXc'TyL-'fsT, 7i. One who writes flowing verse. Warton.

DXc-TYL-oL'p-GY, n. [AtiKTvXirx; and Aoyoj.] The art of

conversing, or communicating ideas, by spelling words
with the fingers.

DXc-TYL/Q-atXN-CY,* n. Divination by the fingers. Brande.

DXc-TY-LON'p-MY,* n. The art of numbering with the fin-

ers. Perry.

n. A fond name for father, with children. Skak.
of
DAD'DY, ,

DXD'DLE, v.n. To walk unsteadily or feebly ;
to toddle.

DXD'DLE, n. The hand or foot. Brockctt. [Colloquial and
low. England.]

DXD'DQCK,* n. The heart or body of a tree thoroughly rot-

ten. Crabb.

DADE, v. a. To hold up by a leading-string. Drayton. [R.]

DA'DO, [da'do, Ja. Sin. Wb.] n. [It.] (Arch.) The part in the
middle of the pedestal, between the base and cornice ;

the die.

DJE'DAL, a. [L. Dcedalus, an Athenian artist.] Various
;

variegated ;
skilful. Spenser.

DJE-DA'LI-AN, a. Maze-like
; resembling a labyrinth ;

dedalous. Cotgrave.

|DXFF,w. [dauf, Icel.] A blockish or foolish fellow. Chaucer.

DXFF, v. a. To daunt. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
fDXFF, v. a. To toss aside

;
to put off; to doff. ShaJc.

DAF'FQ-DIL,TI. A plant ;
the narcissus: called also some-

times daffodilly and daffadowndilly.

DAFT, v. a. See DAFF.

DAFT,* a. Silly ; stupid ;
daunted. Smart. [Provincial in

Eng.l
DIG, n. [dague, Fr.] A dagger ;

a hand-gun ;
a pistol. Bur-

tun. [A slip or shred. Chaucer. Dew on the grass. Ray.]
fDXG, v. a. To daggle ;

to bemire
;
to cut into slips. Chau-

cer. v. n. To drizzle. Brockctt. Local.

DAG'GER, n. [dague, Fr.] A short sword
;

a poniard ;

a blunt blade of iron
;
the obelus or obelisk, used for ref-

erence, and marked thus
[ f ].

DXG'JBER,* v. a. To stab with a dagger. Dckker.

DXG'j&ER-Flsir,* 7i. A kind of sea-fish. Ash.

DXG'JGKUS-DRAW'ING, ?i. Act of drawing daggers.

(jVaut.) A piece of timber that crosses all the puppets of
the bulgevvays, to keep them together.

DAG'GLE, v. a.
[i.

DAGGLED
; pp. DAGGLING, DAGGLED.] To

dip in mire or water; to draggle. Swift.

DXG'GLE, v. n. To run through wet or dirt
;
to draggle.

fDXG'GLED-TAlL, a. Bemired ; bespattered. Swift.

DAG'GLE-TAIL,* n. A slattern
;
a draggletail. Smart.

DXG'LOCK, n. A loose end of a lock of wool. Todd.

DA'GQN,* n. An idol worshipped in ancient Canaan. Ash.

DXG'SWAIN, n. A sort of carpet. Harrison.

DXG'TAJLED, (dag'tald) a. Dirtied. Bp. Hall. [R.]
DA-GUERRE'Q-TYPE,* (da-ger'9-tip) n. The process or art,

invented by M. Daguerre, a French artist, by which im-

ages from the lens of a camera obscura are fixed on metal

plates. Brande.

DAH'LI-A,* [da'le-a, Wb. ; da'le-a, Sm.] n. (Bot.) A genus
of composite flowers, originally from Mexico, comprising
many varieties, some of which are very beautiful. The
dahlia is by some called georgina. P. Cyc.

DAH'LINE,* re. (Chem.) A substance extracted from dahlia
roots. Brande.

DAI'LI-NESS,* 7i. duality of being or happening daily. Tay-
lor.

DAI'LY, a. Happening every day, or very frequently ;
diur-

nal
; quotidian.

DAI'LY, (da'le) ad. Every day ; very often.

,
a. [daiti, old Fr.] Delicate

; elegant j dainty. Spenser.

,
n. Something delicious

;
a dainty. P. Fletcher.

DAIN'TI-LY, ad. In a dainty manner
; delicately ; nicely.

DAIN'TI-NESS, n. State of being dainty; delicacy; ele-

gance ; nicety ; squeamishness ;
fastidiousness.

fDAiNT'LY, ad. Deliciously ; daintily. Sackville.

IDAIN'TREL, n. A delicacy. Tr. of Bullinger.
DAIN'TY, a. Pleasing to the palate ; delicious ;

delicate
,

nice
; squeamish ; scrupulous ; ceremonious

;
over-nice

;

fine.

DAIN'TY, Something delicious, nice, or delicate
;
a word

of fondness.

DAI'RY, (da're) n. The occupation of making butter and
cheese

;
the place where milk is preserved and made into

food
;
a milk farm.

DAI'RY,* a. Belonging to the keeping of cows and making
butter and cheese. Ash.

DAI'RY-MAID, n. A woman who manages a daiiy.

Di'is,* 7i. [dais, Fr.] (Arch.) The platform or raised floor

at the upper end of a dining hall
;
also a seat with a can-

opy over it. Brande.

DAI'SIED, (da'zjd) a. Full of or furnished with daisies. Shak.

DAI'LY, (da'ze) n. A perennial plant and flower, of several

varieties.

DAi'^y-DXp'PLED,* a. Diversified with daisies. Warton.

DA'KE'R,* n. The number ten. See DICKER.

DA'KER-HEN,* n. A bird
;
the land-rail or corn-crake.

Booth.

DXL,* n. A sort of East Indian vetch. Hamilton.

DALE, n. [dalei, Goth.] A low place between hills
;
a vale ;

a valley.

DXL'LI-ANCE, n. Interchange of caresses; acts of fond-
ness or endearment. [Delay ; procrastination. Shak.]

DXL'LI-ER, n. One who dallies ;
a trifler.

fDXL'LOP, re. A tuft, or clump. Tusser.

DXL'LY, v. n. [t. DALLIED ;pp. DALLYING, DALLIED.] To tri-

fle
;
to exchange caresses

;
to fondle

;
to sport ;

to play ;

to trifle
;
to delay.

DAL'LY, v. a. To put off; to delay. Knolles. [R.]

DAL-MAT'IC,* n. Same as dalmatica. Sir W. Scot

DAL-MXT'I-CA,* n. A long, white gown, with sleeves, worn
by deacons in the Roman Catholic church. Brande.

DXL'Ri-XD,* n. One of a tribe of people that formerly in-

habited a part of Scotland. Ed. Rev.

DXL-Ri-Xo'lc,* a. Relating to the Dalriads. Ed. Rev.

DXM, 7t. [from dame.] A female parent : used of beasts.

DXM, n. [dam, D.] A mole or bank to confine water.

DXM, v. a. [i. DAMMED ; pp. DAMMING, DAMMED.] To con-
fine or shut up water by dams.

DXM'AGE, n. [damage, old Fr.] Mischief; hurt
; detriment;

loss
; injury. (Law) Any hurt or hinderance that a per-

son suffers in his estate
; compensation, as awarded by a

jury for injury or loss.

DAM'AGE, v. a. [{.DAMAGED; pp. DAMAGING, DAMAGED.]
To hurt

;
to injure ;

to impair. Addison.

DXM'AGE, v. n. To take damage, or be damaged.
DXM'A^E-A-BLE, a. Susceptible of hurt or injury.

DXM'AGED,* (dam'ajd) p. a. Injured ; hurt; impaired.

DXM'A^E-FEA'SANT, [-fa'zant, Ja. K. Sm. , -fez'ant, Wb.]
a. (Law) Doing hurt or damage. Cowel.

DA'MAR,* n. See DAMMAR.
DXM'AS,* n. A sabre made of Damascus steel. Crabb.

DXM'AS-CENE, n. [Damascenus, L.] That part of Syria of
which Damascus was the capital. The name of a plum,
pronounced dam'in ; and now written damson.

DXM'AS-CENE,* a. Relating to Damascus. Earnshaw.

DXM'ASK, n. Cloth woven with flowers and figures, origi

nally brought from Damascus, made of silk and flax, and,
in modern times, with a mixture of cotton and wool :

a red color, as that of the damask-rose.

DXM'ASK, v. a. To form flowers upon stuffs
; to variegate.

Milton.

DXM'ASK,* a. Of the color of damask, or of the rose so
. called. Corbet.

DXM'AS-KEEN,* v. a. To inlay iron with gold and silver

so as to form flowers. Perry.
DXM'AS-KEEN-ING, n. The art of adorning iron or steel, by
making incisions, and filling them up with gold or silver

wire.

DXM'AS-KlN, [dam'as-ken, Ja. ; dam'as-kln, Sm.; da-maV
kjn, K.] n. A sabre, named from Damascus.

DXM'ASK-PLtJM, n. A small, dark-colored plum. Smart.

DXM/ASK-RosE, n. The rose of Damascus
;
a red rose.

DA-MAS'SIN,* n. [Fr.] A species of woven damask with

gold or silver flowers. Brande.

DAME, n. [dame, Fr.] Originally, the English title of honor
for a woman, but particularly for the mistress of a family,

being, by rank, a lady ;
the wife of a knight or baronet.

It is still used in English law to signify a lady. At present
it is commonly used to denote the mistress of a family in

humble life ; a matron
;

a woman. [Sometimes used
both in England and the U. S. to signify a schoolmistress.]

DAMES-VI'Q-LET, n. A plant. Miller.

DXM'MAR,* n. (Bot.) A species of pine, called agthis, found
in Malacca ; also a resin flowing from the tree. P. Cyc.
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DAMN, (dam) v. a. [damno, L.I [i. DAMNED ; pp. DAMNING,
DAMNED.] To condemn ;

to doom to eternal torments ;
to

cause to be eternally condemned ; to condemn
;
to hoot

or hiss, as any public performance.
DXM-NA-BIL'I-TY,* 7i. Liability to damnation. Scott.

DXM'NA-BLE, a. Deserving damnation : sometimes inde-

cently used for odious, pernicious. Shak.

DXM'NA-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being damnable.
DXM'NA-BLY, ad. In a damnable manner; odiously ;

hate-

fully: it is used indecently for excessively.

DXM-NA'TIC-N, n. Sentence to future misery ;
eternal pun-

ishment
;
exclusion from divine mercy ;

condemnation.

DXM'NA-TQ-RY, a. Containing a sentence of condemna-
tion.

DAMNED, (damd or dam'ned) p. a. Hateful ; detestable ;
ab-

horred. Shak. $3=
" This word, in familiar language, is

scarcely ever used as an adjective, and pronounced in one

syllable, but by the lowest vulgar and profane : in serious

speaking, it ought always, like cursed, to be pronounced in

two. Thus, in Shakspeare :

'

But, oh ! what damned minutes tells he o'er,
' Who dotes, yet doubts suspects, yet strongly loves.' "

Walker.

DXM-NIF'IC, a. Procuring loss
;
mischievous. Bailey.

fDXM'Nl-FY, v. a. To endamage ;
to injure. Spenser.

DXM'NING,* p. a. Sentencing to perdition ; condemning.
fD_XM'NiNG-NESS, n. Act of causing damnation. Hammond.
DA'MQN,* n. (Zool.) A pachydermatous animal. Kirby.
tDXM'Q-SEL,* n. A young unmarried woman : a damsel.

Shak.

tDAM-Q-^Ei/LA,* n. Same as damosel. Sliak.

DXMP, a. Moist
;
humid

;
wet

; foggy; dejected ; sunk.

DXMP, n. Fog ; moist air
; vapor ; dejection ; depression of

spirit. Choke-damp is a term sometimes applied to nox-
ious exhalations in wells and pits, usually consisting of
carbonic acid gas.

DXMP, v. a. [i. DAMPED ; pp. DAMPING, DAMPED.] To wet
;

to moisten ; to depress ;
to deject ;

to weaken
;
to abate

;

to discourage.
DXMP'EN,* (damp'pn) v. a. To make damp. W. Johnson.

DXMP'ER,* n. He or that which damps, checks, or discour-

ages : a valve in a chimney or furnace to regulate the

draught : a part in a musical instrument to deaden vibra-
tion. Francis.

DXMP'lSH, a. Somewhat damp ;
moist. More.

DXMP'ISH-NESS, n. Tendency to moisture. Bacon.

DXMP'NESS, 7i. Moisture
; humidity ; fogginess.

fDXMP'y, a. Moist; damp; dejected ; gloomy. Drayton.
DXM'EL, n. [damoiselle, Fr.] A young female

;
a maiden j

a girl ; a country lass. Gay.
DXM'EL-TRAIN,* n. A troop of damsels or virgins. Pope.
DXM'ON, (dam'zn) n. A small, black plum : formerly

written damascene, originally brought from Damascus.
fDXN, n. [dominus, L.] The old term of honor for men, as
we now say Master, Sir, or Don. Spenser.

DXN,* n. A small truck or sledge used in coal mines.
Brande.

DA'NA-ITE,* n. (JOTm.) An arsenical sulphuret of iron. Phil-

lips.

DXN'BU-RITE,* n. (Min.) A yellowish mineral. Dana.
DANCE, v. n [danser, Fr.] [i. DANCED; pp. DANCING,
DANCED.] To move with regulated motions of the feet,

generally in accord with music; to move nimbly. To
dance attendance, to wait with suppleness or obsequious-
ness.

DANCE, v. a. To make to dance. Shak.

DANCE, n. A regulated movement of the feet; a graceful
movement of the figure.

DAN'CER, n. One who practises dancing. Wotton.

DAN'CING, n. Act of moving with regulated and graceful
steps.

DAN'ciNG-MAs'TER, n. One who teaches dancing.
DAN'CING SCHOOL, n. A school for teaching dancing.
DAN-DE-Ll'c-N, n. [dent de lion, Fr.] A perennial plant and
yellow flower ; leontodon : much used for greens.

DXN'DI-FY,* v. a. To make or form like a dandy. West.
Rev.

DXN'DI-PRXT, n. [Originally a small piece of money coined

by Henry VII. of England.] A little fellow
;
an urchin.

DXN'DLE, v. a. [dandelin, D.I [i. DANDLED; pp. DANDLING,
DANDLED.] To move up and down on the knees or in the

hands, as an infant ; to fondle
;
to treat like a child.

DXN'DLER, n. One who dandles or fondles.

DXN'DRyFF, n. Scurf at the roots of the hair of the head.

DXN'Dy, 7i. [dandin,Fr.,dandiprat.] A worthless coxcomb;
a fop. Qu. Rev.

DXN'oy-CocK, DXN'py-HEN,7i. Bantam fowls. Todd.

DXN'DY-IM,*TI. Quality of a dandy ; foppishness. Qu. Rev.

DXN'DY-IZE,* v. To act or form like a dandy. Carlyle. [R.]
DXN'oy-LlNG,* n. A little dandy ;

a ridiculous fop. Qu. Rev.

DANE, n. A native of Denmark. Verstegan.

DANE';&ELD, n. Danish money; a tax levied upon the An-
glo-Saxons or English by the Danes : written also dane-

gelt. Burke.

DANE'WORT, (dan'wUrt) n. The plant or shrub wall wort,
resembling the common elder.

DAN'GER, (dan'jer) n. [danger, Fr.] Exposure to death, loss,
or injury ;

risk
; hazard ; peril ; ventur^T

DAN'GER, v. a. To endanger. Shak. [R.]
DAN'^ER-LESS, a. Without hazard

;
without risk. Sidney.

DAN'^ER-OIJS, a. Full of danger; perilous; hazardous.

Dryden. Endangered; being in danger. Forby. $5= The
latter sense is Jocal in England, and colloquial in the
U. S.

DAN'GER-oOs-LY, ad. Hazardously ; with danger. Shak.

DAN'^ER-C-CS-NESS, n. duality of being dangerous ;
dan-

ger ; peril. Boyle.

DXN'GLE, (dang'gl) v. n. [dangla or dingla, Swedish.] [i.

DANGLED; pp. DANGLING, DANGLED.] To hang loose
;
to

hang upon any one
;
to follow.

DXN'GLE,* v. a. To carry suspended loosely. Cowper.
DXN'GLER, n. One who dangles ;

one who hangs about
women.

DAN'ISH, a. Relating to the Danes. Milton.

fDANK, a.[tuncken, Germ.] Damp; humid
;
moist ; wet. Shak.

DXNK, n. [fDamp ; moisture. Marxian.] A small silver coin
of Persia and Arabia. Crabb.

fDlNK'lSH, (dangk'jsh) a. Somewhat dank. Shak.

fDXNK'iSH-NESS, 71. Moisture; dampness. Sherwood.

DAN'NE-BROG,*^. An ancient Danish order of knighthood.
Brande.

DXN'NQCK,* n. A provincial name for ahedging-glove. Farm.

Ency.
DA-NU'BJ-AN,* a. Relating to the Danube. Phillips.

DXp, ) v. n. To let bait fall gently into the water. Wdi-

DAPE, \ ton.

fDA-pXT'l-CAL,a. [dapaticus, L.] Sumptuous in cheer. Cock-
eram.

DXPH'NE,*71. [Saipi/ri.] (Bot.} A genus of plants, containing
many species, some of which are fragrant and beautiful ;

the laurel or bay-tree. P. Cyc.

DAPH'NI-A,* 7^ (Min.) A kind of precious stone. Crabb.

DXPH'NINE,* n. ( Chem.) A bitter or acrid principle obtained
from the daphne meiereon, or daphne alpina. Brande.

DAp'i-FER,n. [L.] One who serves food at table. Reeve.

DXP'PER, o. [dapper, D.] Little and active
; lively ; spruce ;

neat.

DXp'PER-LlNG, TO. A dwarf; a dandiprat. Ainsworth.

DXp'PLE, a. [from apple.']
Marked with various colors; va-

riegated ;
like a spotted or streaked apple.

DAp'PLE, v. a. [i. DAPPLED ; pp. DAPPLING, DAPPLED.] To
streak

;
to vary. Spenser.

DXP'PLE-BAY,* a. Of a bay color, marked with spots.
Booth.

DXP'PLED,* (dap'pld) a. Being of different colors
;
streaked.

Maunder.

DXP'PLE-GRAY,* a. Gray, marked with spots ; blue-spot-
ted. Booth.

DXR, n. A fish of the English Severn ; called also dart.

DARE, v. n.
[i. DURST; pp. DARING, DARED.] To have

courage ;
to venture

;
to presume ;

not to be afraid.

DARE, v. a. [i.
DARED

; pp. DARING, DARED.] To challenge ;

to defy ;
to brave ;

to frighten. To dare larks, to catch

them by means of a looking-glass.

DARE, 7i. Defiance; challenge. Shak. A small fish, the

same as dace. Leuciscus.

tDARE'FGt,, a. Full of defiance ;
bold. Shak.

DAR'ER, n. One who dares, ventures, or defies.

DARGUE,* (darg) n. The quantity of peat which one man
can cut and two men wheel in a day. Farm. Ency. [Local.]

DXR'ic,* n. A Persian gold coin, named from Darius.

Brande.

DAR'lNG, a. Bold ;
adventurous

;
fearless

;
heroic ; brave.

DAR'ING,* n. Bold or hazardous conduct; defiance.

Southey.
DAR'ING-HAR-DY,* a. Foolhardy. Shak. [R.]

DAR'ING-LY, ad. Boldly ; courageously. Jittcrbury.

DAR'JNG-NESS, 7?. Boldness ; courage.

DARK, a. Wanting light ;
not light ; blind ; opaque ;

ob-

scure
;
not perspicuous ; ignorant ; gloomy ;

dismal
j mys-

terious; secret.

DARK, n. Darkness ; obscurity ;
want of light.

fDARK, v. a. To darken ; to obscure. Spenser.

DARK'-COL/QRED,* (-kul'urd) a. Having a dark color.

JodreU.

DARK'EN, (d'ar'kn) . a. [i. DARKENED ; pp. DARKENING,

DARKENED.] To make dark
; to cloud

;
to perplex ;

to sully.

DARK'EN, (dar'kn) v. n. To grow dark.

DARK'EN-ER, (d'ar'kn-er) n. He or that which darkens.

DARK'-EYED,* (dark'Id) a. Having dark eyes. Shak.

fDARK'noOsE, re. An old word for a mad-house. Shak.

DARK'ISH, a. Somewhat dark ; dusky. Leviticus.

IDARK'LING, a. Being in the dark. Shak.

DARK'LY, ad. Obscurely ; blindly. 1 Cor.

DARK'-MIND-ED,* a. Having a dark mind
; gloomy ;

ill-

disposed. Baxter.

DARK'NESS, n. Quality or state of being dark
;
absence of

light; obscurity; ignorance; secrecy; wickedness.
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DARK/SQME, a. Gloomy ; obscure ; dark. Spenser.
DARK'-WORK'ING, a. Working in a dark manner. Shale.

DAR'LING, a. Favorite ;
dear

; beloved. Watts.

DAR'LING, n. A favorite ; one much beloved. Shak.

DXRN, v. a.
[i. DARNED ; pp. DARNING, DARNED.] To mend

holes by sewing in imitation of the original texture.

DARN,* n. A place that is darned. Hyde.
DAR'NEL, n. A plant or weed, of several varieties

; rye-
grass. [# 'FL

DAR'NEX,* n. A kind of cloth made at Doornick. Beaam.
DAR'NIC, n. See DORNIC.

DARN'ING, n. The act or work of one that darns.

DA-R66_',* n. (Bot.) The Egyptian sycamore. P. Cyc.

fDAR-RAlN', (dar-ran') v. a. To prepare for combat
;
to range

troops for battle
; to prove. Spenser.

DXR'REIN,* a. (Law) Corrupted from the French word
dernier, last

; as,
" darrein continuance," the last con-

tinuance. Bouvier.

DXR'REIN-PRE-$ENT'MENT,* n. (Law} The last present-
ment of a benefice. Blackstone.

DART, n. [dard, Fr.] A missile weapon thrown by the
hand

;
a small lance : a spear. A sort of fish. See

DAR. (Poetry') Any missile weapon.
DXRT, v. a.

[i. DARTED; pp. DARTING, DARTED.] To throw
offensively ; to throw ; to emit.

DXRT, v. n. To fly swiftly as a dart. Shak.

DAR'TARS,* n.pl. [dartres, Fr.] A sort of scab or ulceration
on the skin of lambs. Farm. Ency.

DART'ER, n. One who throws a dart: a bird that feeds

upon fish, of the pelican family.
DART'ING-LY,* ad. Swiftly as a dart.

DASH, v. a,
[i. DA.SHED; pp. DASHING, DASHED.] To throw

or strike suddenly ; to break by collision
;
to throw in

flashes
;
to besprinkle ; to mingle ;

to adulterate
;
to form

or sketch in haste
; to obliterate

; to blot
;
to confound

;

to surprise with shame or fear: to build or form by
casting small stones. London.

DXsH, v. n. To fly off the surface by a violent motion
;
to

fly in flashes
;
to rush

; to strike, as a ship upon a rock.

DXsH, 7i. Collision ; infusion
;
a mark thus

[ ] in wri-

ting; a stroke; a blow; a flourish
;
an ostentatious show.

DXsH, ad. An expression of the sound of water dashed.

DASH'JNG, a. Precipitate ; rushing ; making a flourish

. Knox.
striking with surprise.

DASH'!M,* n. Affected importance; foppishness
DAs'TARD, 7i. A coward ; a poltroon. Shak.

DAs'TARD,_w. a. To terrify ; to intimidate. Dryden. [R.]
DAs'TARD-lZE, v. a. To intimidate. Howell [R.]
DAs'TARD-Ll-NESS, n. Cowardliness. Barret.

DAs'TARD-Ly, a. Cowardly ; mean. Sir T. Herbert.

fDAs'TARD-NESS, n. Cowardliness. Huloet.

fDAs'TARD-Y, n. Cowardliness. Archdeacon Jlmway.
DXs'Y-URE,* n. [taris and oflpd.] (Zoo/.) A genus of
carnivorous marsupials. Brande.

DA'TA,n. pi. [L., things given.} Truths admitted or de-
termined. See DATUM.

DA'TA-RY, n. [datarius, L.] An officer of the chancery of

Rome, who affixes to the papal bulls Datum Rama ; that

is, given at Rome. Bp. Bedell. The employment of a
datary. Howell.

DATE, n. [datum, L.] The time at which a letter is writ-
ten

;
the notation of the time and place of the delivery

or subscription of an instrument
;

the number which
marks the time when any writing, coin, &c., was made

;

the time of any event
; period ; age ; epoch ;

era
;
end

;

conclusion; duration. [dactylus.] The fruit of the date-
tree.

DATE, v. a. [i. DATED
; pp. DATING, DATED.] To note with

the time at which any thing is written or done.
DATE, v. n. To reckon; to have an origin. Beutley.
DAT'ED,* p. a. Marked with the time or date.

DATE'LESS,a. Without any fixed term. S/uik.

DAT'ER, n. One who dates writings.
DATE'-TREE, n. A species of palm.
DXTH'Q-LlTE,* n. (.Mm.) A mineral composed of silica,

lime, and boracic acid
; found in Norway, Tyrol, &c.

Brande.

DA'TIVE, a. [dativus, L.] (Gram.) Noting the third case
of Latin and Greek nouns, relating to giving, and com-
monly having the sign to. (Law) That is given or ap-
pointed, as a dative executor.

DA_'TJVE,* n. The third case of Latin and Greek nouns. Ash.

DA<TUM,n. [L.] pi. DATA. A thing given; a proposition
or truth granted and admitted. Blaclistone.

DA'TUM-LINE,* n. A base or horizontal line of a section,
from which heights and depths are calculated. Tanner.

DA-TU'RI-A,* n. (Chem.) A vegetable alkali obtained from
the seeds of the datura stramonium, stramony or thorn-
apple. P. Cyc.

DA-TU'RINE,* n. (Chem.) The active principle of the datu-
ra stramonium, or thorn-apple ; daturia. Hamilton.

DAUB, v. a.
[i. DAUBED; pp. DAUBING, DAUBED.] To smear

with something adhesive
;
to paint coarsely ;

to lay on
gaudily or ostentatiously ;

to flatter grossly.

fDAuB, v. n. To play the hypocrite. Shak.

DAUB, n. Coarse painting or paint; plaster.
DAUB'ER, n. One who daubs ; a coarse painter.
DAuB'ER-y, n. A daubing ; any thing artful. Shak.

DAUB'ING, n. Coarse painting; any thing adhesive.

DAUB'Y, a. Viscous
; glutinous ; smeary. Dryden.

DAU'CUS,*TI. (Bot.) A genus of umbelliferous plants. P. Cye.
DAUGHTER, (dlw'ter) n. The female offspring of a man

or woman
;
a female child or descendant

;
a term of tu-

telage or kindness.

DAuGH'TER-m-LAw,* re. The wife of one's son. Black-
stone.

DAUGH'TER-LESS,* (d!hv'ter-les) a. Having no daughter.
Oower.

DAUGH'TER-LI-NSS, n. The state of a daughter. More.
DAuGH'TER-Ly, (daw'ter-le) a. Like a daughter; duti-

DAUNT, (dant) [d'ant, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. WT>. ; dawnt, S. JEL

K. ; dawnt or d'ant, P.] v. a.
[i. DAUNTED ; pp. DAUNTING,

DAUNTED.] To intimidate; to discourage; to frighten ; to

dismay ;
to terrify ;

to appall.

DAUNT'ER,* n. One who daunts. Warner.

DAUNT'LESS, a. Fearless
;
not dejected. Shak.

DAUNT'LESS-NESS, . Fearlessness.

DAu'pHiN, (daw'fjn) n. [dauphin, Fr.] The title of the
heir apparent to the crown of France, before the revolu-
tion of 1789.

DAu'FHlN-Ess, n. The wife or widow of a dauphin.
DA'VID-GEOR'GJ-AN,*
DA'VID-IST,*

n. A follower of the fanatic or

impostor David Oeorge, of the

J6th century, who pretended to be the Messiah. PagitL
DA'VID-SQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral of a greenish yel-
low color. Dana.

DA'VIT, n. [davier, Fr.] (JYaut.) A short piece of timber
used in managing an anchor.

DA'VITE,* n. (Min.) A fibrous sulphate of alumina.
Brande.

DA'VYNE,* n. (Min.) A silicious mineral found in the
cavities of some masses ejected from Vesuvius. P. Cyc.

DAw, 71. A bird ; the jackdaw, &c. Shak.

DAw, v. n. [|To dawn. Drayton.] To thrive. Grose. [Local.]
DAw'DLE, v. n.

[i. DAWDLED
; pp. DAWDLING, DAWDLED.]

To waste time ; to trifle. Johnson.

DAw'DLE, 7^ A trifler
;
a dawdler. Lloyd.

DAW'DLER, n. One who dawdles
;
an idler.

DAw'iSH, a. Like a daw. Bale. [R.]

DAWK, 7t. A cant word among workmen for a hollow,
rupture, or incision, in their stuff. Moxon.

DAWK, v. a. To mark with an incision. Moxon.

DAWN, V. n. [i. DAWNED J pp. DAWNING, DAWNED.] To be-

gin to show day or daylight ;
to grow light ; to glimmer j

to open ;
to begin.

DAWN, 7i. The first appearance of light ;
the time between

the first appearance of light and the sun's rise
; begin-

ning ; first rise.

DAWN'ING, 7i. Break of day. Chaucer.

DAY, (da) n. The time between the rising and setting of
the sun, in contradistinction to night, called the artificial

day; the time from noon to noon, or from midnight to

midnight, called the natural day ; the portion of time
which elapses between two successive transits of the
sun over the same meridian, called the astronomical day;
24 hours, commencing and terminating at midnight,
the civil day; light; sunshine; an age; the time;
time or season in general ; life, (in this sense it is com-
monly plural); the day of contest; the battle. To
win the day, to win the contest of the day. Day by day,

every day. From day to day, without certainty of
continuance. Days of grace, days granted by a court
of law for delay; also days allowed by custom, and
sanctioned by decisions of courts of justice, for the

delay of payment of a bill or note after the time speci-
fied

;
the number in the U. S. and in England being

generally three. To-day, on this day.
DAY'BEAM,* n. A beam of light by day. Bowring.
DAY'BED, n. A couch for repose in the day. Shak.

DAY'BOOK, (da'buk) n. A tradesman's journal ; a book in
which merchants, &c., make entries of their daily
transactions.

DAY'BREAK, n. The dawn
;

the first appearance of

Hght._
DAY'COAL,* n . The upper stratum of coal in a mine.

jtak.

DAY'DREAM, n. A dream, vision, plan, or scheme, con-
ceived or formed when one is awake. Dryden.

DAY'DREAM-ING,* n. The act of making daydreams.
Coleridge.

DAY'BREAM-Y,* a. Relating to or abounding in day-
dreams. Coleridge.

DAY'-FLI-ER,*TI. An animal or insect that flies by day.
Kirby.

DAY'-FLY,* n. An insect which rarely lives longer than a

day. Crabb.

DAY/-LA-BOR, . Labor by the day. Milton.
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DAY'-LA'B<?R-ER, n. One who works by the day. Milton.

DAY'LIGHT, (da'llt) n. The light of the day. Spenser.

DAY'LIL-Y, n. A plant and transient flower ; asphodel.

DAY'-NET,* n. A net for catching larks, martins, &c.
Crabb.

DAY'-PEEP,* n. The dawn of the morning. Milton.

DAY'-RfJLE,* or DAY'-WRlT,* n. (Law) A writ or order

of a court permitting a prisoner to go without the bounds
of the prison for one day. Crabb.

DAY'-SLEEP,* n. Sleep in the daytime. Mead.

fDAY^'MAN, (daz'man) n. An umpire or judge. Job.

DAY'SPR!N.G, n. The rise of the day ;
the dawn. Job.

DAY'STAR,_W. The morning star. 2 Pet.

DAY'-STREAM,* n. A stream flowing by day. Bowring.
DAY'TIME, n. The time in which there is the light of

day.
DAY-WEA'RIED, (da-we'rjd) a. Weary with the work of

day. Shak.

g^)AY'-WoM-AN,
(da'wum-un) n. A dairymaid. Shak.

AY'-WORK, (-wiirk) n. Work done or imposed by the

day.
fDAZE, v. a. To dazzle. Dryden.
DAZE,* n. A glittering stone. Crabb.
DA'ZIED. See DAISIED.

DXz'ZLE, (daz'zl) v. a.
[i.

DAZZLED
; pp. DAZZLING, DAZ-

ZLED.] To overpower with light ;
to strike or surprise

with splendor or brilliancy.

DXz'ZLE, v. n. To be overpowered with light. Shak.

DXz'ZLE-MENT, n. The act of dazzling. Donne. [R.]

DXz'ZLiNG,*j. a. Overpowering with splendor. Ash.

DXZ'ZLWG-LY, ad. In a dazzling manner.

DEA'CON, (de'kn) n. [diaconus, L.] One of the third or

lowest order of the clergy of the church of England ;

an ecclesiastical officer.
( Scotland') An overseer of the

poor ;
also the master of an incorporated company.

DEA'CON-ESS, (de'kn-es) n. A female officer in the ancient
church. Bp. Patrick.

DEA'CON-RY, (de'kn-re) n. The office of a deacon. Good-
win.

DEA'CON-SHIP, (de'kn-ship) n. Office of deacon. Hooker.

DEAD, (ded) a. Deprived of life
; without breath

;
without

vegetation ;
lifeless ;

inanimate
j

motionless
;

dull
;

gloomy ; unemployed ;
still

;
unvaried

;
obscure ; having

no resemblance of life
;
obtuse ; dull ;

not sprightly ;

frigid ;
tasteless

; vapid, used of liquors ; lying under the

power of sin. Dead language, a language that has
ceased to be spoken. Dead letter, a letter remaining
in the post-office uncalled for. Dead water, the water
that closes in with a ship's stern. The dead, n. pi.
Dead men. Dryden.

DEAD, (ded) n. Time of great stillness or gloom. South.

fDEAD, (ded) v. n. &. a. To lose force
;
to deaden. Bacon.

DEAD'-BORN,* a. Born lifeless
;

stillt*>rn. Johnson.

J-DEAD'-DO-ING, a. Destructive; killing. Spenser.

DEAD'-DR{JNK, a. So drunk as to be motionless. Davies.

DEAD'EN, (ded'dn) v. a. [i. DEADENED ; pp. DEADENING,
DEADENED.] To deprive of life; to make dead, vapid,
or spiritless.

fDEAD'-HEART'ED, a. Having a faint heart. Bp. Hall.

tDEAD'-HEART'ED-Nfiss, 7i, Pusillanimity. Bp. Hall.

DEAD'ISH, a. Resembling what is dead
;
dull. Stafford.

DEAD'-KILL'ING, a. Instantly killing. Shak.

DEAD'-LiFT,'n. A lift made with main strength ; hopeless
. exigence.
DEAD'-LIGHT,* (ded'lit) n. (JVaut.) Strong wooden posts

or shu tiers put over the glass windows of the cabin as a
defence. Brande.

fDEAD'Ll-HOOD, (dSd'le-hud) n. State of the dead. Pear-
son.

DEAD'LI-NESS, n. State of being deadly. Bp. Hall.

DEAD'LY, (ded'le) a. Destructive; mortal; fatal; impla-
cable.

DEAD'LY, ad. In a deadly manner
; mortally. Shak.

DEAD'LY-HXND-ED,* a. Sanguinary ; disposed to kill.

Shale.

DEAD'LY-NTGHT-SHADE,* 7i. A poisonous, perennial
plant. Booth.

DEAD'-MARCH,* n. A beat of drums at a funeral proces-
sion. Booth.

DEAD'NESS, n. Want of life, vigor, or warmth
; frigidity ;

vapidnesa ; inactivity.

DEAD'NET-TLE, (ded'net-tl)?*. A plant of several species ;

a species of nettle without stings.

DEAD'-RECK'ONING, (ded'rek'njng) n. (JVfcirt.) The esti-

mation of a ship's place by the logbook, without observa-
tion of the heavenly bodies.

DEAD'-STRCCK, a. Struck dead or with horror. Bp. Hall.

DEAD'-ToP,* n. A disease incident to young trees. Farm.

Ency.
DEAD'-VOT-}NG,* a. Immutable or inexorable in voting.

Cowper.
DEAD'-WA-TER,* n. The eddy of water that closes in

with a ship's stern. Brande.

[[DEAF, (def) [def, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Kenrick,

Scott, Barclay, Narcs; def, Wb.] a. Wanting the sense
of hearing; deprived of hearing ; obscurely heard

;
blast-

ed
;

barren ; unprofitable. A deaf nut is a nut of
which the kernel is decayed. Grose. r The pronun-
ciation of this word is uniformly marked def (also
deafen, def'fn) by the English orthoepists ;

but it is very
common in the U. S. to pronounce it dSf. Forby says
that the diphthong ea in the vulgar or common lan-

guage of Norfolk and Suffolk, in England, "has the
sound of long e in some cases in which it ought not to
have it, as in deaf, dead, tread, spread," &c.

||DEAF, (def) v. a. To make deaf; to deafen. Dryden.
HDEAF'EN, (deffri) [def'fn, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.

Kenrick, Scott, Barclay, Wares
; dS'fn, Wb.] v. a. To de-

prive of the power of hearing. See DEAF.
||DAF'LY, (def'le) ad. Without sense of sounds

;
ob-

scurely.

UDEAF'X.Y, a. Lonely; solitary; far from neighbors. Ash.

[Local, England.]
||DEAF'-MiJTE,* n. A person who is both deaf and dumb.

P. Cyc.

HDEAF'NESS, (deT'nes) n. State of being deaf; imperfec-
tion in the sense of hearing ;

want of ability or will to

hear.

DEAL, n. A part ;
a portion ;

a division
;
a dole ; quantity ;

degree; extent: act of dealing cards. (Arch.) Small
thickness into which a piece of timber is cut up ;

the
wood or timber of fir or pine cut or sawed into planks or

boards. Deals are usually 9 inches wide, and 2| or

3 inches thick. Whole deal, 1 inches in thickness.
Slit deal, half that thickness.

DEAL, v. a.
[i. DEALT [|DEALED] ; pp. DEALING, DEALT,

[IDEALED], To distribute; to scatter
;
to throw about

;

to give gradually ;
to distribute, as cards.

DEAL, v. n. To traffic
;
to transact business ; to act be-

tween two persons ;
to intervene

;
to act in any manner.

To deal by, to treat well or ill. To deal in, to be en-

gaged in ;
to practise. To deal with, to treat in any

manner
;
to contend with.

jDE-XL'BATE, v. a. [dealbo, L.] To whiten; to bleach.
Cockeram.

DE-AL-BA'TION, n. The act of whitening. Browne. [R.]
DEAL'ER, n. One who deals

;
a trader.

DEAL'JNG, n. Practice; action; intercourse; measure of
treatment

;
traffic

; trading ;
business.

DEALT,* (delt) i. & p. from Deal. See DEAL.
DEAL'-TREE,* n. The fir-tree. Deal boards are boards
made of fir or pine. Forby.

tDE-XM'BV-LATE, v. n. [dcambulo, L.] To walk abroad.
Cockeram.

tDE-XM-BiJ-LA'TiQN, n. Act of walking abroad. Elyot.

JDE-XM'BV-LA-TQ-RY, a. Relating to the practice of

walking abroad. Bp. Morton.

gT)E-XM'By-LA-TQ-RY,
n. A place to walk in. Warton.

EAN, n. [decanus, L. ; dean, Sp.] An ecclesiastical dig-

nitary in a cathedral or collegiate church, being the
head of the chapter of canons or prebendaries, and
forming together with them a council to advise the

bishop in the affairs of his see : an officer of a college
or literary institution. Rural dean, a clergyman ap-

pointed by the bishop to exercise a certain jurisdiction in

a remote district of his diocese.

DEAN'ER-V, n. The office of a dean
;
the revenue of a

dean ; the house of a dean.

DEAN'ESS,* . The wife of a dean. Sterne. ,

DEAN'SHIP, n. The office of a dean. Warton.

DEAR, (der) a. Beloved; precious; costly; expensive;
valuable

;
of a high price ;

scarce
;
not plentiful.

fDEAR, (der) v. a. To make dear
;
to endear. Shclton.

DEAR, (der) n. A word of endearment ; darling. Shak.

DEAR'BQRN,* n. A light four-wheeled carriage. Adams.

DEAR'-BOUGHT, (der'bawt) a. Bought at a high price.

fDEAR'LlNG, n. A darling. Spenser.

DEAR'-LOVED, (der'luvd) a. Much loved. Shak.

DEAR'LY, ad. With great fondness
;
at a high price.

(DEARN, (darn) v. a. To darn. Sherwood. See DARN.

{DEARN, (dern) a. Lonely ; melancholy. Shak.

DEAR'NESS, n. Fondness
; love ; scarcity ; high price.

fDEARN'Ly, ad. Secretly; privately; mournfully. Spen-
ser.

DEAR'-PUR-CHASED,* (-chast) a. Purchased at high price.

Watts.

DEARTH, (derth) n. A scarcity which makes food dear
;

want ; need ; famine ;
barrenness ; sterility.

tDE-AR-Tlc'v-LATE, v. a. To disjoint ;
to dismember. Diet.

DEAR'Y, n. A word of endearment ;
a dear. A. Hill.

DBAS,* 7i. A seat or platform. Walter Scott. See DAIS.

DEATH, (deth) n. Extinction of life; mortality; decease;
demise

; departure ;
destruction ;

manner of dying ;
the

image of mortality represented by a skeleton
; murder

;

destroyer; state of being under the power of sin or its

consequences; damnation. Cinl death, (Law) the state

of a person, who, though having natural life, has lost all

his civil rights.
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DEATH'-BED, n. The bed on which a person dies.

DEATH'-BELL,* n. The bell that announces death. Cow*

per.

DEATH'-BOD-ING, a. Portending death. Shdk.

DEATH'-DAwcE,* n. The dance of death. Burke.

DEATH'-DART-ING, a. Inflicting death, as with a dart.

Shak.

DEATH'-DAY,* n. The day of dissolution. Drayton.
DEATH'-DEEP,* a. Resembling death

; profound. Young.
DEATH'-DE-VOT'ED,* a. Doomed to death. Franc'is.

DEATH'-DO-ING,* n. Destruction. a. Destructive. Klrby.

DEATH'-DodMED,* (domd) a. Sentenced to death. Cole-

ridge.

tDEATH/FOL, a. Full of slaughter ;
destructive. Sidney.

tDEATH'FOL-NESS, n. Appearance of death. Bp. Taylor.

DEATH'I-FY,* v. a. To kill or make dead. Coleridge. [R.]

DEATH/LESS, a. Immortal ; never-dying ; everlasting.

DEATH'LIKE, a. Resembling death. Crashaw.

DEATH'L.I-NESS,*TI. duality of bsing deathly. Southey. [R.]

DEATH/LY,*_(deth'Ie) a. Fatal; mortal; deadly. Howitt.

DEATH'S'-DOOR, (deths'dor) n. A near approach to death.

DEATH'-SHXD-OWED, (duth'shad-od) a. Encompassed by
the shades of death. More.

DEATHS'MANj n. An executioner. Shak.

DEATH'-STROKE,* n. The stroke of death. Coleridge.

DEATH'-TO-KEN, (deth'to-kn) n. That which signifies

approaching death. Shak.

DEATH/WARD, ad. Toward death. Beaum. Sf Fl.

DEATH'-WAR-RANT,* (deth'wor-rant) n. (Law) An order
for the execution of a criminal. Goldsmith.

DEATH/WATCH, (deth'wotsh) n. An insect whose tink-

ling noise is imagined to pronosticate death. Gay.

jDE-Au'RATE, v. a. [deav.ro, L.] To gild or cover with

gold. Bailey.

fDE-Au'RATE, a. Gilded. Bullokar.

fpE-Au-RA'TiON, n. The act of gilding. Bailey.

DEAVE,* or DEVE,* v. a. To deafen; to stupefy with
noise. Jamieson. [Scotland.]

j-DE-Bic'HATE, v. n. [debacchor, L.] To rage as a drunk-
ard. Cockeram.

fDEB-AC-jeHA'TlpN. re. A raging ;
a madness. Prynne.

DE-BA'cL,E,*(de-b'A'kl) n. [Fr.] (Geol.) The geological or

pristine deluge ;
a great rush of waters which breaks

down all opposing barriers. Lyell.

DE-BAR', v. a. '[i. DEBARRED ; pp. DEBARRING, DEBARRED.]
To exclude

;
to hinder ; to prevent ;

to deprive.

IDE-BARB', v. a. [de and barba, L.] To deprive of the
beard. Bailey.

DE-BARK', v. a. &. n. [debarquer, Fr.] [i. DEBARKED ; pp.

DEBARRING, DEBARKED.] To land ; to go out of a vessel
;

to disembark. Bailey. $*T This word, though found in

the principal English dictionaries, is little used in

England.
DE-BAR-KA'TIQN, n. The act of disembarking.
DE-BASE', v. a. [i. DEBASED; pp. DEBASING, DEBASED.] To
reduce from a higher to a lower state

;
to make mean

;

to degrade ; to humble
;
to abase

;
to disgrace ;

to sink
;

to vitiate
;
to adulterate.

DE-BASE'MENT, n. Act of debasing; degradation.
DE-BAS'ER, n. One who debases.

DE-BAT'A-BLE, a. That may be debated
; disputable.

DE-BATE', n. A personal dispute ;
a disputation ;

a con-
tention

;
a controversy ;

a quarrel ;
a contest.

DE-BATE', v. a. [i. DEBATED;^. DEBATING, DEBATED.]
To Controvert ;

to dispute ;
to contend for ;

to contest.

DE-BATE', v. n. To deliberate ; to dispute ;
to combat.

DE-BATE'FOL, a. Contentious
;
contested

;
debatable.

DE-BATE'FOL-I.Y, ad. In a contentious manner. Sher-

wood.

DE-BATE'MENT, n. Controversy ;
contest. Shak. [R.]

DE-BAT'ER, n. One who debates
;
a disputant.

DE-BAT'ING,* p. a. Disputing ; controverting ; contesting.

DE-BAUCH', v. a. [dcbaucher, Fr.] [i.
DEBAUCHED

; pp.

DEBAUCHING, DEBAUCHED.] To corrupt ;
to vitiate

;
to

corrupt by lewdness ; to corrupt by intemperance.
DE-BAUCH', n. Drunkenness

;
excess

;
lewdness.

DE-BAUCH',* v. n. To riot ;
to revel. Young.

DE-BAUCHED',* (de-biuchf) p. a. Corrupted ; vitiated by
debauchery.

DE-BAUCH'ED-LY, ad. In a licentious manner. Cowley.
DE-BAUCH'ED-NESS, n. Intemperance. Bp. Hall.

DEB-AU-^HEE', (deb-9-she') n. One addicted to debauch-

ery ; a lecher
;
a drunkard.

DE-BAUCH'ER, n. One who debauches.

DE-BAUCH'ER-Y, n. Act of debauching ;
state of being

debauched'; excess; lewdness.

DE-BAUCH'MENT, n. Act of debauching. Bp. Taylor.-***
,

Ti. Act of conquering in war. Sir T.

More.
DE-BENT'VRE, (de-bent'yyr) n. [debentur, L., from debeo.]

(Law) A writing acknowledging a debt. When given by a

public treasurer, it entitles the holder to a sum of money
from the state ; if given by an officer of customs, it en-
titles the holder to a drawback of duties, on exporting
the goods for which duty has been paid.

DE-BENT'URED, (de-bent'yurd) a. Noting such goods as
are entitled to debenture.

tDEB'lLE, a. [debilis, L.] Weak
; feeble. Shak.

DE-BIL-'I-TATE, v. a. [debilito, L.] [i. DEBILITATED; pp.
DEBILITATING, DEBILITATED.] To enfeeble

;
to weaken j

to enervate.

DE-BIL'I-TAT-ED,* p. a. Enfeebled
; weakened.

DE-BfL-l-TA'Tlc-N, n. Act of weakening. K. Charles.

DE-BlL'i-TY, n. Weakness
; feebleness

; languor.
DEB'IT, [deb'jt, F. K. Sm. Wb. ; de'bit, Jo.] n. [debet, debit,

Fr.] Money due for goods sold on credit
; the left hand

page of a leger. Burke.

DEB'IT, v. a.
[i. DEBITED; pp. DEBITING, DEBITED.] To

charge with debt
;
to enter an account on the debit side

of a book.

DEB'IT,* a. Relating to debts, or showing what debts are -

due : a term used in bookkeeping. Crabb.

fDEB'l-TQR, n. Debtor. Shak.

DE-BI-TU-MI-NI-JZA'TION,* n. The act of freeing from bi-

tumen. Silliman.

fDE-BoiSE', v. a. To debauch. Gayton.
IDE-BOISE', n. One given to intemperance. Butler.

JDE-BOISH', v. a. To debauch. Burton.

fDE-BoIST', v. a. To debauch. Donne.

DfiB-O-NAlR', (dgb-9-nar') a. [debonnaire, Fr.] Elegant;
civil; well-bred; gay; sprightly. Spenser.

fDEB-O-NAlR'l-TY, 7i. Elegance of manners. Donne.

DEB-Q-NAIR'LY, ad. Elegantly ;
with a genteel air. Ford.

DEB-Q-NAIR'NESS, n. Civility; complaisance. Sterne. [R.]

fDE-B6sH', v. a. To debauch. Shak.

DE-SOUTH', (de-b8sh') v. n. To march out of a wood, a
narrow pass, or a defile.

DEBOUCHED* (da-bo-sha') n. [Fr.] An opening ;
demand or

market for goods. Rawson.

DEBOUCHURE,* (da-bo-shur') n. [Fr.] The mouth or

opening of a river or strait. Macdonnet

DEBRIS,* (deb-re') n. [Fr.] (Geol.) Fragments of rocks,
boulders, gravel, or sand, detached from the summits
and sides of mountains

;
ruins ; rubbish. Buckland.

DEBT, (det) n. [debitum, L.] That which one person owes
to another

;
due

; obligation. (Law) A species of con-
tract by which the right to a sum of money is mutually
acquired and lost ;

an action for recovering a debt.

DEBT'ED. (dSt'ted) a. Indebted. Shak. [R.]

DEBT-EE',* (det-e') n. (Law) A person to whom a debt is

due. Blackstone.

tDEBT'LESs, (det'les) a. Free from debt. Chaucer.

DEBT'OR, (det'tur) n. One who owes money or a debt
j

one who is indebted
;
one side of an account-book.

tDEB-UL-Lf"TlON, (d6b-ul-lish'un) n. A bubbling. Bailey.

DEBUT, (da-bo') n. [Fr.] An entrance upon anything;
first attempt ;

first step : first appearance.
DEBUTANT,* (deb-o-tarig') n. [Fr.] One who makes a
debut

;
one who appears for the first time before the pub-

lic. QM. Rev.

DEC'A-JBHORD, (dSk'a-kbrd) n. [Ka and xrfp^-l A" an-
cient musical instrument of ten strings ; something hav-

ing ten parts.

DEJB-A-JKHORD'ON, n. Same as decachord. Watson.

DEC-A-CU'MI-NAT-ED, a. [decacuminatus, L.] Having the

top cut off. Bailey. [R.]
DEC'A-DXL,* a. Consisting of tens. Smart.

DEC'ADE, n. [Sexa.] The sum or number of ten
;
ten books

;

ten 'days ;
ten parts.

HDE-CA'DENCE,* n. Decay ; decadency. Bowles.

IJDE-CA'DEN-CY, [de-ka'den-se, S. W. P. J. K. Sm. R. ;

dek'a-den-se, Ja.\ n. Decay ;
fall. Swinburne.

DEC'A-DIST,*'?!. A writer of decades. Blount. [R.]

DEC'A-GON, n. [ocxa and ywvia.] A geometrical figure

having ten sides and ten angles.
DEC'A-GRXM,* n. [decagramme, Fr.] A French weight
of ten grains. Smart.

DEC-A-GYN'I-AN,* a. (Bot.) Tenfold feminine : applied
to plants having ten pistils. Smart.

DEC-A-HE'BRAL,* a. Having ten sides. Smart.

DEC-A-HE'DRQN,* n. ; pi. DECAHEDRA. A figure having
ten bases or sides. Smart.

DEC'A-LI-TRE,* n. A French measure of ten litres.

Smart.

DE-cXi,'Q-ofsT, ?i. An expounder of the decalogue. Greg-

' The ten com-
mandments given by God to Moses on Mt. Sinai.

DEC'A-LOGUE, (dek'a-log) n.
s.]
Mt.

DE-CXM'E-RON,* n. [tina and fy/&>a.] A book or work di-

vided into ten parts or books, as the Decameron of Boc-

cacio, consisting of tales supposed to be related, in turn,

during ten days. Brande.
DEC-A-ME-TRE* n. A French measure of ten metres.

Smart.
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DE-cXMP', v. n. [decamper, Fr.J [i. DECAMPED ; pp. DE-

CAMPING, DECAMPED.] To shift the camp; to move off.

Taller.

DE-cXMP'MENT, n. Act of decamping; movement.

DEC'A-NAL, 'or DE-CA'NAL, [de-ka'nal, Ja. R. Todd; dek'-

a-nal, Sm. Wb. ; de'ka-nal, K.] a. [decanus, L.] Pertain-

ing to a deanery ;
set over ten canons or prebendaries.

DE-CXN'DRI-AN,* a. (Bot.) Having ten stamens. Smart.

DE-cXN'DROys,* a. (Hot.) Having ten stamens. P. Cyc.

D?C-XN'GV-LAR * a. Having ten angles. Grier.

DE-cXNT', v. a. [decantare, It.] [L DECANTED ;pp. DECANT-

ING, DECA_NTED.] To pour oft gently. Wotton.

tDE-cXN'TATE,* v. a. To decant. Baxter.

DEC-AN-TA'TIC-N, n. Act of decanting ;
a pouring off.

DE-CAN'TER, n. One who decants
;

a glass vessel for

liquor, or for receiving liquor decanted.

DE-cXpH'yL-LO&s,*a. (Bot.) Ten-leaved. Crabb.

DE-cXp'l-TATE, v. a. [decapito. L.] [i. DECAPITATED;^.
DECAPITATING, DECAPITATED.] To behead. Evelyn.

DE-CAP-I-TA'TION, n. A beheading. Archdeacon Arnway.
DEC'A-POD,* n. (Zool.) A species of cephalopods, an an-
imal having ten locomotive or prehensile appendages.

DEC'A-POD,* a. Having ten feet. P. Cyc.

DE-CAR'BON-ATE,* v. a. To decarbonize. Dr. Mien. [R.]

DE-CAR-BO-NI-ZA'TION,* n. The act of decarbonizing.
Brande.

DE-CAR'BON-IZE,* v. a. [i.
DECARBONIZED ; pp. DECARBON-

IZING, DECARBONIZED.] To deprive of carbon. P. Cyc.

DE-CAR'DI-NAL-IZE,* v. a. To deprive of the rank of car-

dinal. Howell.

DEC'A-STfjEH, (dek'a-stik) n. [of/ca and ort^of.] A poem
of ten lines. Howell.

DEC'A-STYLE, [dek'a-stll, Ja. K. Sm.; de-kas'til, Crabb,

Ash.] n. [<}KU and oriiAoj.] (Arch.) An assemblage of

ten pillars; a building of which the portico has ten
columns.

DEC-A-SYI,-L,XB'JC,* a. Having ten syllables. Brande.

DE-CAY', (de-ka/) v. n. [dechoir, Fr.] [t. DECAYED ; pp.

DECAYING, DECAYED.] To lose excellence
;
to decline;

to rot ;
to putrefy.

DE-CAY', v. a. To impair ; to brine to decay. Shdk.

DE-CAY', (de-ka') n. Decline
; gradual failure

; corruption ;

putrefaction ;
loss of strength, wealth, rank, excellence,

or perfection.

DE-CAYED',* (de-kad') p. a. Fallen to decay ; grown
worse.

DE-CAY 'ED-NESS, n. State of being impaired.
DE-CAY'ER, n. One who decays; cause of decay.
DE-CAY'ING, n. Act of declining ;

decline.

. ., .. the
Earnshaw.

DEC'CA-NY,* a. Relating to Deccan in Hindostan.

DE-CEASE', (de-ses') n. [decessus, L.] Death
; departure

from life.

DE-CEASE', (de-ses') v. n.
[i. DECEASED ; pp. DECEASING,

DECEASED.] To die
; to depart from life.

DE-CEASED',* (de-sest') p. a. Dead
; having departed from

life.

DE-CE'DENT,* n. (Pennsylvania law) A deceased person.
Bouvier.

DE-CE'DENT,* a. Departing ; going away. Ash. [R.]

DE-CEIT', (de-set') n. [decepte, old Fr.] Fraud
; a cheat

;

stratagem ;
artifice

; deception ; duplicity ; guile ;
art.

DE-CEIT'FOL, a. Full of deceit; fraudulent; fallacious;
delusive.

DE-cEiT'pfJL-LY, ad. Fraudulently ;
with deceit.

DE-CEIT'FOL-NESS, n. The quality of being deceitful.

DE-CEIT'LESS, a. Without deceit. Bp. Hall.

DE-CEIV'A-BLE, a. That may be deceived
; deceptible.

DE-CEIV'A-BLE-NESS, n. Liability to deception.

DE-CEIVE', (de-seV) v. a. [decevoir, Fr.] [i. DECEIVED ;

pp. DECEIVING, DECEIVED.] To cause to mistake
;
to de-

lude
;
to mislead ;

to beguile ;
to impose upon ; to mock

;

to fail
;
to deprive by stealth.

DE-CEIVED',* (de-seVed or de-sevd')p. a. Imposed upon ;

deluded.

DE-CEIV'ER, (de-s5v'er) n. One who deceives.

DE-CEIV'ING, (de-sev'jng) n. Deception ; act of cheating.
DE-CEM'BER, n. [L.] [Among the early Romans, the

tenth month
; now,] the twelfth and last month of the

year.
DE-CEM-DEN'TATE,*a. Having ten teeth or points. Smart.

DE-CEM'FJD,* a. (Bot.) Cleft tenfold. Smart.

D-CEM-L6c'v-LAR,* a. Having ten cells or seeds. Smart.

DE-CEM'PE-DAL, a. [decempeda, L.] Ten feet in length.

Bailey. [R.]

'

DE-OEM' VIR, n. [L.] pi. L. I>E-CEJ\I'VI-RI; Eng. DE-
CEM'VIR$. One of the ten governors of Rome. #3= The
Anglicized plural decemvirs is authorized by respectable

usage. Oibbon.

DE-CEM'VI-RAL, a. Belonging to a decemvirate. Wotton.

DE-CEM'VJ-RATE, n. The dignity and office of the decem-
viri of Rome ; any body of ten men.

,
n. [decence, Fr.] Decency. Sprat.

DE'CEN-cy, 71. Propriety of form, appearance, or manner;
decorum; becoming ceremony; suitableness; modesty;
not ribaldry.

DE-CN'NA-RY,* n. A period of ten years ;
a tithing con-

sisting of ten families. Fielding.
DE-CEN'ISI-AL, a. [decennium, L.] Happening every ten

years ; continuing ten years.
DK-CN'NQ-VAL,, ) a. [decem and novem, L.] Relating to

DE-CEN'NO-VA-RY, \
the number nineteen. Holder. [R.]

DE'CENT, a. Becoming; decorous; proper; fit; suitable;
modest

; comely ; grave.
DE'CENT-LY, ad. In a decent or proper manner.
DE'CENT-NESS, n. Becomingness ; decency. [R.]
fDE-CEp-Ti-BlL'i-TY, 71. Liableness to be deceived. Glan-

ville.

fDE-CEp'Ti-BLE, a. Liable to be deceived. Browne.
DE-CEP'TION, n. [deceptio, L.] Act of deceiving ;

state of
being deceived

; delusion
;
cheat

; fraud.

fDE-CEP'Tioys, (-shus) a. Deceitful. Shak.

DE-CEP'TJVE, a. Deceiving; deceitful; misleading.
DE-CEP'TIVE-LY,* ad. In a deceptive manner. JV../2. Rev.

EC'EP-TQ-RY, [des'ep-tur-e, W. Ja. ; de-sep'tur-e, S. P.
K. Sm. Wb.] a. Tendingto deceive

; deceptive. Bailey. [R.}

DEC'EP-TQ-RY, [des'ep-tur-e, W. Ja. ; de-sep'tur-e, S. P.
K. Sm. Wb.] a. Tendingto deceive

; deceptive. Bailey. [R.}
fDE-CERN', (de-sern') v. a. [dccerno, L.] To judge. Cran-

fDE-cERPT', a. [decerptus, L.] Cropped ;
taken off. Bailey.

jDE-CERp'Ti-BLE, a. That may be taken off. Bailey.

DE-CERP'TIQN, n. The act of cropping off. Glanville. [R.]
DE-CER-TA'TION, n. [decertatio, L.I A dispute. Bailey.

fDE-CEs'sic-N, n. [decessio, L.l A departure. Scott.

DE-CHARM', v. a. [decharmer, Fr.] To counteract a charm j

to disenchant. Harvey. [R.]

E,* v. a. To turn from Christianity.

DE-CID'A-BLE, a. Capable of being determined. Jones.

DE-C!DE', v. a. [decido, L.] [t.
DECIDED

; pp. DECIDING,
DECIDED.] To hx the event of; to determine

;
to settle ;

to conclude on
;
to resolve.

DE-CIDE', v. n. To determine
;
to conclude. Glanville.

DE-CID'ED,*J>. a. Determined; clear; unequivocal.
DE-CID'ED-LY, ad. In a determined manner ; clearly.

DEC'I-DENCE, n. A falling off; decadency. Browne. [R.]

DE-CID'ER, n. One who decides or determines.

DEC-J-DU'I-TV,* n. Deciduousness. Keith. [R.]

DE-clD'v-OUS, (de-sid'u-us) a. [deciduus, L.J Falling off

every season, as the leaves of trees
;
not evergreen ;

not

permanent; falling; not perennial.
DE-clD'v-oDs-NESS, n. duality of being deciduous.

DEc'l-GRXM,* n. See DECAGRAM.
DE^'JLE,* n. (Astral.') An aspect of two planets when dis-

tant from each other thirty-six degrees. Crabb.

DEC'I-MAL, a. Numbered by ten
; multiplied by ten.

Decimal fractions, fractions which have for their denom-
inator 10, 100, 1000, &c., or some power of 10.

DEC'I-MAL.,* n. A tenth
;
a decimal fraction. Ency.

DE<?'I-MATE, v. a. [decimiis, L.] [i. DECIMATED ; pp. DECI-

MATING, DECIMATED.] To tithe
;

to take the tenth; to

select by lot every tenth soldier or man, as for death or

punishment.
DEC-I-MA'TIQN, n. Act of decimating ;

a tithing.
One who decimates.

,
n. [L.] Sixteen-fold size. A book

is in decimo-sexto when a sheet is folded into 16 leaves.

DE-CI'PHER, (de-si'fer) v. a. [dechiffrer, Fr.] [i. DE-
CIPHERED ; pp. DECIPHERING, DECIPHERED.] To explain
that which is written in ciphers ;

to unfold
;
to unravel

;

to explain.
DE-ci7

PHER-A-BL,E,* a. That may be deciphered. Gent.

Mag.
DE-CI'PHER-ER, n. One who deciphers.

DE-CI'PHER-ESS,* n. A female who deciphers. Byrom.
DE-CI'PIIER-ING,* n. The act of explaining or unfold-

ing. Month. Rev.
DE-CI'PHER-MENT * n. Act of deciphering. Fo. Qu,

Rev. [R.']

DE-CIS/ION, (de-sizh'un) n. [decision, Fr.] Act of de-

ciding ;
determination of a difference, a doubt, or an

event; conclusion; firmness
; judgment. [{Separation ;

division. Pearson.]
DE-cl'siVE, a. Having power to decide ; determining ; con-

clusive
; positive ;

absolute
; convincing.

DE-CI'SIVE-L,Y, ad. In a decisive manner.

DE-CI'SIVE-NESS, n. The quality of being decisive.

DE-cI's<?-RY, a. Able to determine. Sherwood. [R.]

DECK, v. a. [i. DECKED ; pp. DECKING, DECKED.] To cover;
to dress

;
to array ;

to adorn
;
to embellish ;

to decorate.

DECK. n. The floor of a ship : a pack of cards.

DECK'ER, n. One who decks
;
a coverer ; as, a table-decker.

A double-decker, two-decker, or three-decker, a ship hav-

ing two decks or three decks.

DECK'ING, n. Act of adorning; ornament.

DE-CLllM', v. n. [declamo, L.] [i.
DECLAIMED

; pp. DECLAIM-

ING, DECLAIMED.] To harangue ; to speak rhetorically ;

to utter declamation or an harangue ;
to inveigh.
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DE-CLAIM', v. a. To deliver rhetorically. [fTo advocate.

South.]

DE-CLAIM'ER, n. One who declaims; haranguer.
DE-CLAIM'ING, n. An harangue ; declamation.

DEC-LA-MA'TION, n. Act of declaiming ; harangue; an
exercise in speaking or oratory.

DEC'LA-MA-TQR, n. A declaimer. Sir T. Elyot. [R.]
DE-CLXM'A-TQ-RY, a. Being in the style or manner of dec-

lamation, or of an harangue ; rhetorical, but inflated or
vehement

; addressing the passions.
DE-CLAR'A-BLE, a. That may be declared or proved.
DEC'LA-RXNT,* n. One who declares. Sir W. Scott. [R.
DEC-LA-RA'TIQN, n. Act of declaring; that which is de-

clared
;
a proclamation ; affirmation

;
an explanation.

(Law) A legal specification or record of the cause of ac-
tion by the plaintiff against the defendant.

DE-CL,XR'A-TIVE, a. Making declaration
; explanatory;

making manifest
; expressive. Grew.

DEC-LA-RA'TOR,* n. (Scotch law) An action by which a

prayer is made for something to be declared in favor of a

person. Crabb.

DE-CLXR'A-TC-RI-LY, ad. In the form of a declaration.
Browne.

DE-CLXR'A-TQ-RY, a. Affirmative; declarative; not prom-
issory ;

not decretory. A declaratory law, s. new act con-

firming a former law. T'dlotson.

DE-CLARE', v. a. [declaro, L.] [i. DECLARED; pp. DECLAR-
ING, DECLARED.] To make known; to tell openly; to

publish ;
to proclaim ;

to state
;
to affirm

; to assert
; to

aver
;
to pronounce ; to protest ;

to testify ;
to utter

;
to

manifest
;
to reveal.

DE-CLARE', v. n. To make a declaration
;
to proclaim.

DE-CLARED',* (de-kl&rd') p. a. Avowed; proclaimed:
real or actual

; asj the declared value of merchandise. See
OFFICIAL VALUE.

DE-CLAR'ED-LY, ad. Avowedly; openly. Bp. Taylor.
DE-CLAR'ED-NESS,* n. State of being declared. More.

tDE-CLARE'MENT, n. Discovery; declaration. Browne.
DE-CLAR'ER, n. One who declares

;
a proclaimer.

DE-CLAR'JNG, n. Publication
; declaration.

DE-CLEN'SIQN, n. Tendency to fall
;

decline
; declina-

tion
; descent. (Gram.) The inflection or changes in

the terminations of nouns.

DE-CLlN'A-BLE, a. That may be declined.

DEC'LI-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Curved downwards. P. Cyc.
DEC-LI-NA'TIQN, n. The act of declining; decline,; de-
scent ; decay ; deviation from rectitude. Declination of
a celestial body, (Astron.) the angular distance of the

body, north or south, from the equator. Declination, of
the magnetic needle, the deviation of the axis of a magnetic
needle from the astronomical meridian.

DEC'LI-NA-TOR, n. An instrument for taking the declina-
tion of stars

;
an instrument used in dialling for taking

angles.

HDE-CLIN'A-TO-RY, [de-klin'a-tur-e, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; de-

kll'n?-tur-e, S.
,- dek'lin-a'tur-e, 'K.] n. An instrument

used in dialling ;
a declinator.

||DE-cLlN'A-TO-RY,* a. (Law) That turns from, or is not
liable to

; Applied to a plea of exemption. Blackstone.

DE-CLl'NA-TURE,* n. The act of declining ;
a refusal. Dr.

Wm. Robertson. [R.]
. 7i. [declino, L.] [i.

ING, DECLINED.] To lean
;
to deviate; to run into obliqui-

DE-CLINE', v. n. [decline, DECLINED
; pp. DECLIN-

ties ; to shun
; to sink

; to decay ;
to droop.

DE-CLINE', v. a. To bend downward
; to bring down ;

to
shun

;
to repel ; to reject ; to refuse

; to vary or inflect, as

words, through their forms.

DE-CLINE', n. State of tendency to the less or worse;
diminution

; decay ;
loss of vigor ; consumption.

DE-CLIN'ER,* n. One who declines : a species of dial.
Francis.

DE-CLIV'J-TY, n. [declivis, L.] Inclination reckoned down-
wards, as acclivity is reckoned upwards ; gradual descent.

DE-CLi'voys, a. Gradually descending; sloping.
DE-COCT', v. a. [decoquo, decoctum, L.] [i. DECOCTED ; pp.
DECOCTING, DECOCTED.] To prepare by boiling; to digest
by the heat of the stomach

;
to boil in water, so as to

draw out the strength of.

fDE-cpCT'i-BLE, a. That may be boiled. Bailey.
DE-COC'TION,W. Act of decocting; aboiling; matter boiled.

DE-COC'TIVE,* a. Having power to decoct. Smart.

tpE-coCT'yRE, (de-kokt'yur) n. A decoction. Bailey.
DE-COIT',*?!. A g.ing-robber in India. Malcom. See DACOIT.
DE-COL'LATE, [de-kol'at, Ja. Sm. R. ; de-kol'at or dek'9-

lat, K. ; dek'o-lat, Wb.} v. a. [decollo, L.] [i. DECOLLAT-
ED

; pp. DECOLLATING, DECOLLATED.] To behead. Burke.

DEC-QL-LA'TION, n. The act of beheading. Browne.
DE-COL'OR,* v. a. [i. DECOLORED ; pp. DECOLORING, DE-

COLORED.] To take color from
;

to deprive of color.
Brande.

DE-COL'QR-ATE,* v. a. To deprive of color; to decolor.
Phil. Mag.

DE-c6L-QR-A'TiQN, n. [decoloratio, L.] Act of decoloring;
absence of color. Ferrand. [R.]

DE-COL'OR-IZE,* v. a. To deprive of color; to decolor.
Phil. Mag.

DE-CQM-pgs'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being decomposed. Ure.

DE-CQM-POE', v. a. [decomposer, Fr.] [i.
DECOMPOSED

;

pp. DECOMPOSING, DECOMPOSED.] To separate, as the
constituent parts of a body ;

to resolve into original ele-
ments

;
to decompound ; to dissolve. Kirwan.

DE-CQM-POE',* v.n. To resolve into elementary particles.
Ure.

DE-CC-M-PO'ITE, a. Compounded a second time. Bacon.

DE-cdM-P9-i"TlQN, (-zish'un) n. Act of decomposing;
a resolution into original elements

; separation of parts.
DE-CQM-POOND', v. a. [decompono, L.] [i. DECOMPOUNDED;
pp. DECOMPOUNDING, DECOMPOUNDED.] To Compound
anew. Newton. '1 o resolve a compound into simple
parts ;

to decompose.
DE-cc-Jtt-PoGND', a. Compounded a second time. (.Bot.)
Twice pinnate.

DE-CC-M-POCND'A-BLE, a. Liable to be decompounded.
fDEc'Q-RA-MENT, ?t. Ornament; embellishment. Bailey.
DEC'Q-RATE, v. a. [decora, L.] [i. DECORATED ; pp. DECO-
RATING, DECORATED.] To ornament

; to adorn
;
to embel-

. lish
;

to beautify ; to deck.

DEC-O-RA'TIQN, n. Act of decorating; ornament; embel-
lishment.

DEC'C-RA-TKVE,* a. Bestowing decoration. C. Lamb.
DEC'P-RA-TQR, n. One who decorates.

HDK-co'Roys, or DEC'C-ROIJS, [de-ko'rus, S. W. J. F. Ja.
Sm. R. Johnson, Dijche, Barclay,' Rees] dek'o-rus, P. E.
Wb. Ash; dek'o-rus or de-ko'rus, K.} a. [decorus, L.j
Decent; suitable to a character; becoming; proper; fit.

$5"
" An uneducated English speaker is very apt to pro-

nounce this word with the accent on the first syllable,
according to the analogy of his own language ;

but a
learned ear would be as much shocked at such a depart-
ure from classical propriety, as in the words sonorous and
canorous. When once the mere English scholar is set

right in this word, he will be sure to pronounce dedeco-
rous with the accent on the penultimate likewise

;
and

when he is told that this is wrong, because that syllable
in the Latin word is short, he will not fail to pronounce
indecorous with the antepenultimate accent

; but what
will be his surprise, when he is informed that this too is

wrong, because the penultimate syllable in Latin is long 1"
Walker. See INDECOROUS.

HDE-CO'ROVS:LY, ad. in a becoming manner.
DE-COR'TI-CATE, v. a. [decortico, L.] [/.DECORTICATED;
pp. DECORTICATING, DECORTICATED.] To diVBSt of the
bark

;
to peel ;

to strip, rfrbuthnot.

DE-COR-TI-CA'TION, n. Act of peeling or stripping the
bark or husk. Cockeram.

DE-CO'RVM, n. [L.] Becoming formality; decency; pro-

DE-COY', _
;o a net, cage, or snare

;
to entrap ;

to
entice ;"to allure

; to tempt ;
to seduce

;
to inveigle.

DE-COY', 7i. Allurement to mischief; temptation.
DE-CO Y'-DDcK, n. A duck that lures others. Mortimer.
DE-coY'-MXN,* n. One who decoys or allures. Pennant.

DE-CREASE', (de-kr5s') v. n. [decresco, L.] [i. DECREASED ;

pp. DECREASING, DECREASED.] To grow less
;
to be dimin-

ishedj to lessen
; to diminish

;
to subside.

DE-CREASE', v. a. To make less; to diminish. Daniel.

DE-CREASE', (de-kres') n. Act of lessening; diminution;
the wane of the moon

;
the time when the visible face

of the moon grows less.

DE-CREE', v. n. [decerno, decretum, L.] [i. DECREED ; pp.
DECREEING, DECREED.] To make an edict

;
to appoint by

edict.

DE-CREE', v. a. To doom or assign by a decree
; to ordain.

DE-CREE', n. An edict
;
a law

;
a proclamation ;

an estab-
lished rule. (Law) A determination of a suit

;
the judg-

ment of a court of equity on a bill preferred. (Canon
law) An ordinance, enacted by the pope with the advice
of his cardinals.

DE-CREE'A-BLE,* a. That may be decreed. Vernon.

DE-CRE'ER,* . One who decrees. Goodwin.

DE-CREET',* n. (Scottish law) A judgment ;
a sentence.

Brande.

DEC'RE-MENT, n. [decrementum, L.I Gradual decrease;
diminution ; the small part by which a variable quantity
becomes less and less.

DE-CREP'IT, a. [decrepitus, L.] Wasted and worn out with

age ;
in the last stage of decay. &5= This word is often

written and pronounced, inaccurately, decrepid; as, "An
old decrepid man." Dryden.

" He seemed so decrepid, as
well as deaf." Wilberforce.

DE-CREP'I-TATE, v. a. [decrepo, L.] [i.
DECREPITATED

;

pp. DECREPITATING,, DECREPITATED.] To roast Or CalcillC

in a strong heat, with crackling, as salt.

DE-CREP'I-TATE,* v. n. To crackle by heat, or over a fire.

Ure.

DE-CREP-I-TA'TION, n. Act of decrepitating ;
a crackling

noise, as made by salt heated.

priety ;
order.

COY', (de-kbi') v. a. [i. DECOYED ; pp. DECOYING, DE
)YED.] To lure intc
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DE-CREP'IT-NSS, n. Decrepitude. Bentiey. [R.]
DE-CREP'I-TUDE, n. Last stage of decay ; old age.
DE-CRES'CENT, a. Growing less; decreasing.
DE-CRE'TAL, [de-kre'tfil, & P. J. E. F. K. Sm. R. Wb.;

de-kre'tal or duk're-tfil, W. Ja.] n. A decree of the pope ;

a book of decrees or edicts.

DE-CRE'TAL, a. Pertaining to a decree. Ayliffe.

tDE-cRE'TlQN, 71. A growing less
;
decrease. Pearson.

DE-CRE'TIST, n. One who is versed in the decretal. Ay-
liffe.

DE-CRE'TJVE,* a. Making a decree; disposing. John-
son.

DEC'RE-TO-RI-LY, ad. In a definitive manner. Goodman.

DEC'RE-TO-RY, [dek're-tur-e, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.
Wb. ; de-kre'tyr-e, E.'Ash.} a. Judicial

;
definitive ;

crit-

ical
; having some definitive event. Browne.

tDE-cREw', (-kru') v.n. [dtcrue, Fr.j To decrease. Spenser.

DE-CRI'AL, n. Act of decrying; loud condemnation; clam-
orous censure.

DE-CRI'ER, n. One who decries or censures.

tDE-CRO'wN', v. a. To deprive of a crown
;
to discrown.

Hakewill.

tDE-CROvWlNG, TO. Act of discrowning. Overbury.

fDEC-RUS-TA'TlQN, n. An uncrusting. Cotgrave.
DE-CRY', v. a. [decrier, Fr.] [i. DECRIED ; pp. DECRYING,

DECRIED.] To cry down ;
to censure ;

to clamor against;
to disparage ; to detract from

;
to traduce

;
to depreciate.

fDEC-U-BA'TIQN, n. Act of lying down. Evelyn.

DE-CUM'BENCE, ) n. [decumbp, L.] The act of lying down;
DE-cCM /

'BEN-cy, I prostration. Browne.

DE-CUM'BENT, a. Lying or leaning; recumbent. (Bot.)

Prostrate, but rising again. P. Cyc.

DE-CUM'BENT-LV,* ad. In a decumbent manner. Dr. Al-

len,

DE-CUM'BI-TURE, n. (Mcd.) The time at which a patient
takes to his bed. (Astral.} An aspect of the heavens from
which an astrologer draws prognostics of recovery or

death.

DEC'V-PLE, (dek'u-pl) a. [decuplus, L.] Tenfold. Browne.

Dc'v-PLE,* n. A number ten times repeated. Smart.

DEC'U-PLE,* v. a. To increase to a tenfold proportion.

DE-CU'RI-QN, n. [decurio, L.] A commander over ten men.
Temple.

DE-CUR'RENT,* a. (Bot.) Running or extending down-
wards. London.

DE-CUR'RENT-LY,* ad. In a decurrent manner. Smith.

E^)E-ciJR'sic-N,

7i. [decursus, L.] A running down. Hale.

E-CUR'SIVE,* a. Running down
; tending down. London.

JOE-CURT', v. a. [decurto, L.J
To abridge. Herrick-

S^EC-VR-TA/TipN,
n. Act of shortening. Bailey.

Ec'u-RY,* n. Ten men under a decurion. Smart.

DE-CUS'SATE, [de-kus'sat, S. W. P. J. F. E. Ja. K. Sm.;

de'kus-at, Wb.] v. a. [decusso, L.] [i.
DECUSSATED

; pp.

DECUSSATING, DECUSSATED.] To intersect at acute angles ;

to intersect. Ray.
DE-CUS'SATE,* a. (Bot.) Crossed at right angles. P. Cyc.

DE-cDs's4-TED,*p. a. Intersected
;
cut at acute angles.

DEC-US-SA'TIQN, n. Intersection; act of crossing. Ray.
DED'A-LOUS,* a. Daedalian. (Bot.) Having a margin with

various turnings and windings. Smart..

fDE-DEC'c-RATE, v. a. [dedecoro, L.] To disgrace. Bailey.

tDE-DEC-Q-RA'TIC-jV, n. Disgracing ; disgrace. Bailey.

DEluEc'p-ROUS, a. [dedecorus, L.] Disgraceful ; reproach-
ful. Bailey. [R.] See DECOROUS.

DED-EN-Tl"Tt9N, (ded-en-tish'un) n. [de and dentitio, L.]
A shedding of teeth.

DED'}-cATE,tt. a. [dedico, L.] [i. DEDICATED ;pp. DEDICAT-

ING, DEDICATED.] To consecrate to sacred uses
; to ap-

propriate solemnly : to hallow
;
to devote

;
to inscribe to

some person, as a patron.
DED'I-CATE, a. Consecrate; dedicated. Shak.

DiiD'l-CAT-ED,* p. a. Consecrated
;

set apart to sacred
uses.

DED-I-CA-TEE',* n. One to whom a dedication is made.
Ed. Rev.

DED-I-CA'TIC-N, 71. The act of dedicating; consecration;
inscription ; an address to a patron.

DED'I-CA-TOR, n. One who dedicates.

DED'I-CA-TQ-RY, a. Relating to or containing a dedication.

DED'I-MUS,* n. [L.] (Law) A writ to commission a pri-
vate person to do some act in place of a judge. Bonder.

tDE-Dl"Tlc-N, (de-dish'un) n. [deditio, L.] A giving up;
surrender. Hale.

fDED'p-LENT, a. [dedoleo, L.] Feeling no sorrow or com-
punction. Hallywell.

DE-DUCE', v. a. [deduco, L.] [i. DEDUCED
; pp. DEDUCING,

DEDUCED.] To draw in a regular, connected series; to

draw from
;
to infer ; to trace

;
to subtract

;
to deduct.

DE-DUCE'MENT, n. Act of deducing; that which is de-
duced. Milton.

DE-DU-CI-BIL'I-TY,* Ti. Quality of being deducible. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

DE-DU'CJ-BLE, a. That may be deduced or inferred.

DE-T)U'CI-BLE-NESS,*W. Quality of being deducible. Scott.

DE-DU'CIVE, a. Performing a deduction. [R.]
DE-DUCT', v. a. [deduco, L.] [L DEDUCTED

; pp. DEDUCT-
ING, DEDUCTED.] To subtract

;
to take away ;

to sepa-
rate

;
to reduce

;
to bring down ;

to dispart.
DE-DUC'TIQN, n. Act of deducting ;

that which is deduct-
ed

;
an inference

; conclusion.

DE-DUC'TIVE, a. Relating to deduction
;
deducible.

DE-_DUC'TIVE-LY, ad. By regular deduction. Browne.
DEED, n. That which is done

; action
; exploit ; perform-

ance; achievement; a feat; fact; reality, whence the
word indeed. (Law) A written instrument, under seal,

comprehending a contract between two or more persons,
as_

for the transfer of real estate.

DEED, * v. a. To transfer or convey by deed. Used in the
U. S. chiefly as a colloquial word. Pickering:

DEED'LESS, a. Inactive; indolent. Pope.
DEED'Y, a. Active

; industrious. Cowper. [Provincial, Eng.]
DEEM, v. n. [i. DEEMED ; pp. DEEMING, DEEMED.] To judge ;

to think
; to estimate

;
to suppose.

DEEM, v. a. To judge ;
to determine

;
to suppose.

fD_E_EM, n. Judgment ; opinion. Shak.

DEEM'STER, n. A judge in the Isle of Man.
DEEP, a. Reaching far below the surface

;
measured down

wards
; profound ;

low in situation
; entering far

;
far

from the outer part ;
not superficial ;

not obvious
; saga-

cious
; politic ; dark-colored

; depressed ;
sunk

; grave in

sound
; noting extent; as, "two deep." It is often used

in composition ; as,
"
deep-designing."

DEEP, TI. The sea
;
the main

;
the ocean. [Depth. Shak.]

DEEP. ad. Deeply; to a great depth. Milton.

DEEP'-CUT,* n. An open excavation of unusual depth.
Tanner.

DEEP'-DRAW-ING, a. Sinking deep irt water. Shak.

DEEP'-DRAWN,* a. Drawn from great depth. Moore.

DEEP'EN, (dep'pn) v. a. [i. DEEPENED; pp. DEEPENING,
DEEPENED.] To make deep ;

to sink far below the sur-
face

; to darken
; to cloud

;
to make sad.

DEEP'EN, (dep'pn) v. n. To grow deep or deeper. Hurd.

DEEP'-GREEN,* a. Of a strong green color. Thomson.

DEEP'-LAID,* a. Laid deeply ;
well concerted. Scott.

DEEP'LY, ad. To a great depth ; profoundly.
DEEP'-MOUTHED, (-mbuthd) a. Having a loud voice.

DEEP'-MU-ING, a. Contemplative. Pope.
DEEP'NESS, n. Depth ; profundity ; sagacity.

DEEP'-READ, (dep'red) a. Profoundly versed. L'Estrangc.
DEEP'-ROOT-ED,* a. Having deep roots ; firmly fixed. Pope.
DEEp'-SEAT-ED,*a. Seated deeply; well established. Tay-
L?-

DEEP'-TONED,* (-tond) a. Having a deep or solemn sound
Cowper.

DEER, n. sing: &. pi. A ruminating animal, or a genus of
animals of the stag kind, whose flesh is called venison.

DEER'-FOLD,* n. A fold or park for deer. Ash.

DEER'-HOUND,* n. A hound for hunting deer; a stag-
hound. Booth.

DEER'-HUNT-ING,* n. The act of hunting deer. Booth.

DEER'-KILL-ER,* TO. One who kills deer. Seward.

DEER'-NECK,* n. An ill-formed neck, as of a horse. Farm.
Ency.

DEER'-STALK-ER *
(der'stawk-er) n. One who hunts deer.

Ed. Rev.

DEER'-STALK-ING,* (der'stawk-jng)7i. The act of hunting
deer. Scrape.

DEER'-STEAL-ER,* n. One who steals deer. Jacob.
DEER'-STEAL-ING,* n. The act of stealing deer. Drake.

DE-E'SJS,* n. [tinais.] (Rhet.) An invocation to the su-

preme power. Crabb.

fDE'Ess, n. [deesse, Fr.]
A goddess. Bp. H. Croft.

DEEV,* n. An evil spirit; a fairy. Maunder.

DE-FACE', v. a. [deface, Norm. Fr.] [i. DEFACED; pp. DE-

FACING, DEFACED.] To destroy ;
to raze; to disfigure; to

deform.

DE-FACE'MENT, n. Act of defacing ; injury; razure.

DE-FA'CER, n. One who defaces
; destroyer.

DE FAc'Td,* [L.] (Law) A term used to denote a thing
actually existing or done. A king de facto is one who is

in actual possession of the crown, though having no law-
ful right to it, in distinction from a king dejure, who has
a right to the crown, but is not in possession of it. Tom-
lins.

fDE-FAIL'ANCE, 7t. [defaiUance, Fr.] Failure. Bp. Taylor.

DEI_FXL'CA'TE, [de-fal'kat, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; dc-fal'-

kat, P.] v. a. [defalco, L.] [i.
DEFALCATED ; pp. DEFALCAT-

ING, DEFALCATED.] To cutoff; to lop ;
to take away apart

of. Burke.

DEF-AL-CA'TIC-N, n. Diminution ;
abatement ;

a failure or

falling off in public accounts ;
a breach of trust by one

who has charge or management of money.
fDE-FALK', v. a. To cut off; to lop away. Bp. Hall.

DEF-A-MA'TIQN, n. Act of defaming; slander; calumny;
reproach. (Law) A malicious utterance of falsehood, to

injure any one in his reputation.

DE-FXM'A-TQ-RY, a. Calumnious ; slanderous
; libellous.
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DE-FAME', v. a. [i. DEFAMED
; ;>p. DEFAMING, DEFAMED.]

To make infamous. Chaucer. To censure falsely in pub-
lic ; to libel ; to calumniate ;

to accuse falsely ;
to asperse ;

to vilify ;
to slander.

fDE-FAME', n. Disgrace ;
dishonor. Spenser.

DE-FAMED',* (de-famd') p. a. Calumniated; slandered.

DE-FAM'ER, n. One who defames.

DE-FAM'ING, n. Defamation. Jeremiah.

fDE-FXT'i-GA-BLE, a. Liable to be weary. GlanviUe.

JDE-FAT't-GATE, v. a. [defatigo, L.J To weary 5
to tire.

Sir T. Herbert.

fDE-FAT-l-GA'TiQN, n. Weariness. Bp. Hall.

DE-FAULT', n. [default, old Fr.] Omission of a duty;
crime; failure; fault; defect; want. (Law) An omis-
sion of some act which a person ought to do in order to

entitle himself to a legal remedy, as non-appearance in

court at a day assigned.
DE-FAULT' v. a. [i. DEFAULTED ; pp. DEFAULTING, DE-

FAULTED.] (Law) To fail in performing any contract or

stipulation ;
to deprive of the benefit of a legal process

for non-appearance in court.

DE-FAULT', v.n. [fTo offend. Spenser.] To fail of appearing.
DE-FAULT']? D, a. Having defect. Knight.
DE-FAULT'ER, n. One guilty of default, or deficient in his

accounts
;
a peculator.

DE-FEA'ANCE, (de-fe'z?ns) re. [defaisance, Fr.] (Law) An
instrument which defeats the force of some other deed or

estate
;
act of annulling any contract ;

a condition an-

nexed to a deed, which being performed, the deed is ren-

dered void.

DE-FEA'ANCED,* (de-fe'zanst) a. (Law) Liable to be for-

feited. Burrows.

DE-FEA$'I-BLE, a. That may be annulled.

DE-FEAT', n. An overthrow; loss of battle; frustration.

DE-FEAT', v. a.
[i. DEFEATED; pp. DEFEATING, DEFEAT-

ED.] To overpower ; to overcome ; to foil
;
to overthrow

;

to undo ;
to frustrate; to abolish; to change.

DE-FE_AT'ED,*P. a. Conquered ; vanquished ;
overthrown.

fDE-FEAT'URE, (de-fet'yur) n. Change of feature; defeat.

Shale.

DEF'E-CATE, v. a. [defceco, L.] [i. DEFECATED
; pp. DEFE-

CATING, DEFECATED.] To free from impurities ;
to purge

from lees or foulness
;
to purify ;

to clear ; to brighten.

DEF'E-CATE, a. Purged from lees; defecated. Olanville.

DEF-E-CA'TIQN, n. Act of defecating; purification.

DE-FECT', n. [defectus, L.] Want; absence of something
necessary ; a failing ; imperfection ;

a fault
; mistake; er-

ror
;
a blemish ;

a failure.

fDE-FECT', v. re. To be deficient ; to fall short of. Browne.

fDE-FECT-i-BlL'j-TY, w. Imperfect state. Ld. Digby.
DE-FECT'I-BLE, a. Imperfect ; liable to defect. Hale.

DE-FEC'TION, n. Failure; a falling away; ap stasy; re-

volt.

DE-FC'TION-!ST,* . One who practises or promotes de-

fection. Land. Morn. Chron.

DE-FEC'TIVE, a. Having defects ; wanting the just quan-
tity, parts, or number ; imperfect ; faulty ; vicious. De-

fective noun, a noun wanting one or more cases. Defect-
ive verb, a verb wanting some of the tenses.

DE-FEC'TIVE-LY, ad. In a defective manner.

DE-FEC'TIVE-NESS, n. State of being defective. Bp. Bar-
low.

fDE-FECT-u-os'i-TY, n. Imperfection. W Mountagu.
JDE-FECT'u-oOs, a. Full of defects. Barrow.

DEF-E-DA'TIQN, n. Pollution. See DEFLATION. [R.]

DE-FENCE', n. [defensio, L.J Guard
; protection ; vindica-

tion
; justification ; apology ;

excuse
; plea ;

resistance.

(Law) The defendant's reply ;
the denial of a complaint.

(Fort.) The part that flanks another work. The sci-

ence of defence, military skill
; fencing.

fDE-FENCE', v. a. To defend by fortification. Fairfax.

DE-FENCE'LESS, a. Without defence ; naked; unarmed;
unguarded ; impotent ;

unable to resist.

DE-FENCE'LESS-LY, ad. In an unprotected manner.

DE-FENCE'LESS-NESS, re. An unprotected state. Fleetwood.

DE-FEND', v. a. [defendo, L.] [i. DEFENDED
; pp. DEFEND-

ING, DEFENDED.] To stand in defence of; to protect ;
tb

guard ;
to support ;

to justify ; to vindicate
; to uphold ;

to fortify ;
to secure

;
to maintain a place or cause

;
to re-

pel.

DE-FEND'A-BLE, a. Defensible. Sherwood. [R.]

DE-FEND'ANT, n. A defender. (Laic) A party or person
who is sued or accused in a personal action: opposed
to plaintiff.

DE-FEND'ANT, a. Defensive; fit for defence. [R.]

DE-FEND'ED,*P. a. Protected; supported ;
vindicated.

DE-FND'ER, n. One who defends
;
a champion ;

a vindi-

cator. (Law) An advocate.

DE-FEN'DRESS,* n. A female who defends. Stow.

DE-FEN'SA-TIVE, n. Guard; defence. Brmcnc. (Surg.)
A bandage or plaster.

DE-FEN'SI-BLE, a. That may be defended
; capable of vin-

dication
; justifiable ; right.

DE-FEN'SI-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being defensible. Ash.

DE-FEN'SIVE, a. That serves to defend; proper for de-
fence ; being in a state or posture of defence

; resisting
aggression : opposed to offensive.

DE-FEN'SIVE, n. A safeguard ;
state or posture of defence.

DE-FN'SIVE-LY, ad. In a defensive manner.
DE-FEN'SO-RY,* a. Tending to defend

; defensive. John-
son.

tDE-FENST',p. from Defend. Defended. Fairfax.
DE-FER', i\ n. [differo, L.

; dcfcrer and diffcrcr, FrJ [i. DE-
FERRED

; pp. DEFERRING, DEFERRED.] To put Off; to de-

lay to act
;
to pay deference.

DE-FER', v. a. To withhold; to delay; to postpone ;
to

procrastinate; to protract; to prolong. [defero, L.] To
offer

;
to give. Brevint.

DEF'ER-ENCE, n. The act of deferring to the opinion of
another

; regard ; respect ; complaisance ; submission.

DfiF'ER-ENT, a. That carries or conveys. Bacon. [R.]
DEF'ER-ENT, re. That which carries

;
a vessel in the hu-

man body that conveys humors. (Astron.) In the Ptole-
maic system, a secondary circle.

DEF-E-REN'TIAL,* a. Implying deference
; respectful EC.

Rev.
DEF-E-RKN'TIAL-LY * ad. In a deferential manner. Gent.

Mag.
fDE-FER'MENT, re. Act of deferring; delay. Sir J. Suck-

ling.

DE-FER'RER, re. One who defers. B. Jonson.

DEF-ER-VES'CENCE,* re. State of growing cool. Ash.

DE-FEU'DAL-IZE,* v. a. To deprive of the feudal character
or form. West. Rev. '

fDEFF'LY, ad. Finely ; nimbly. Spenser. See DEFLY.
DE-FI'ANCE, n. [defiance, Fr.] Act of defying; a chal- .

lenge; an invitation to fight; a setting at nought; con-

tempt of danger.
DE-F^ANT,* a. Bidding defiance

; daring. Brydges. [R.]
fDE-Fi'A-Tp-RY, a. Bearing defiance. Shelford.

DE^Ffc'rENCE', (de-fish'ens) n. Deficiency. Milton.

DE-F!"CIEN-CY, (de-fish'en-se) n. [deficio, L.] Want;
something less than is necessary ;

defect
; imperfection.

DE-FI"CIENT, (de-fish'ent) a. Failing; wanting; imper-
fect

;
defective. Deficient numbers are such as, being add-

ed together, make less than the integer.
DE-F!"CIENT-LY, (-fish-) ad. In a defective manner.

DE-FI"CIENT-NESS,* (de-flsh'ent-nes) re. State of being
deficient. Scott.

DEF'i-ciT,n. [deficio, deficit, L.] Want; deficiency in an
account. Ld. Auckland.

DE-FI'ER, n. One who defies
; a challenger.

fDE-Fi'G-y-RA'TlON, re. Disfiguration. Bp. Hall.

fDE-FiG'URE, v. a. To delineate; to disfigure. Weever.

DE-FILE', v. a.
[i.

DEFILED ; pp. DEFILING, DEFILED.] To
make foul or impure ;

to pollute ;
to corrupt chastity ; to

taint
;
to corrupt ;

to infect.

DE-FILE', v. n. To march
;
to go off file by file.

DE-FILE', [de-f II' W. P. J. E. F. Ja. R. Wb. ; defe-le, S. ;

de-f51' or de-fII', JT. ; de'fll, Sm.] n.
[defile, Fr.] A harrow

passage ;
a long, narrow pass, in which troops can inarch

only in file.

DE-FILED',* (de-f lid') p. a. Polluted
; corrupted ; tainted.

DE-FiLE'MENTi re. Act of defiling; state of being defiled;
pollution.

DE-FIL'ER, n. One who defiles.

DE-FIL'I'NG,*P. a. Tending to defile ; polluting; corrupting.

DE-FIN'A-BLE, a. That may be defined.

DE-FINE', v. a. [definio, L.] [i. DEFINED ; pp. DEFINING,

DEFINED.] To fix the limits of; to circumscribe ;
to give

the definition of; to explain by qualities and circum-
stances.

fDE-FlNE', v. n. To determine ; to decide. Bacon.

DE-FINED',* (de-f Ind')p. a. Limited ;
bounded

; explained.

fDE-FiNE'MENT,* re. Description; definition. Shak.

DE-FIN'ER, re. One who defines or explains.
DE-FIN'ING,* re. Act of giving a definition

; explanation.
DE-FIN'ING,* p. a. Limiting ; explaining ; giving defini-

tions.

, (def'e-nit) a. \_dcfinitus,~L.~] Certain; limited;
bounded

;
fixed

; positive ;
exact ; precise.

fDfiF'l-Ni'TE, n. A thing explained or defined. Ayliffe.

DEF'I-NITE-LY,* ad. In a definite manner. Walker.

DEF'i-NiTE-NESS, re. State of being definite
; certainty.

DF-i-Nt"TiON, (def-e-nish'un) re. A short description of

a thing by its properties ;
an explanation in words, which

distinguishes the thing explained from other things; an

explanation of the meaning of a word or term.

DE-FIN'I-TIVE, a. Determinate
; positive ; express ;

fixed ;

terminating a suit ; final.

DE-FIN'I-TIVE, re. That which ascertains or defines, //ar-

ris.

DE-FTN'I-TIVE-LY, ad. In a definite manner.

DE-FIN'J-TIVE-NESS, n. State of being definitive.

DE-FIN'I-TQR,* re. An assessor or counsellopto
a superior

in religious orders. Crabb.

IDE-Fix', v. a. [defigo, dtfixum, L.] To fix. Herbert. [R.]

DEF-LA-GRA-BIL'I-TY, n. Combustibility. Boyle. [R.J
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DE-FLA'GRA-BLE, or DF'LA-GRA-BLE, [de-fla'gra-bl, S.

W. J. F. Ja. JT.; de-flag'ra-bl, P.; def'la-gra-bl, Sm.1 a.

Having the quality of taking fire
; combustible. Boyle. [R.]

DEF'LA-GRATE,*7j. n. [i. DEFLAGRATED ; pp. DEFLAGRAT-
ING, DEFLAGRATED.] To burn suddenly with an explosion.
Brande.

DEF'LA-GRATE, v. a. [deflagro, L.] To set fire to.

DEF-LA-GRA'TIQN, ?t. (Chem.) Act of deflagrating; rapid
combustion ;

utter destruction by fire.

DEF'LA-GRA-TOR,* n. A galvanic instrument for producing
intense heat and light. Hamilton.

DE-FLECT', v. n. [deflecto, L.] [z. DEFLECTED ; pp. DEFLECT-

ING, DEFLECTED.] To turn aside
;
to deviate from a true

course. Browne.

DE-FLECT', v. a. To bend
;
to turn aside. Lord.

DE-FLEc'TiON,7t. Act of deflecting; deviation; a turning,
as the rays of light from a right line

;
diffraction. (Naut.)

The tendency of a ship from her true course by reason
of currents, &c.

DE-FLX'VKE, (de-flek'shur) n. Deflection. Bailey. [R.]

DE-FLO'RATE,* a. (Bot.) Having shed the pollen. Smart.

DEF-LO-RA'TION, n. [defloratus, L.] Act of deflouring;
rape ;

a selection of the flower, or of that which is most
valuable.

DE-FLOOR', v. a. [dcflorer, Fr.] [i.
DEFLOURED

; pp. DE-

FLOURING, DEFLOURED.] To deprive of flowers, or of beau-

ty, or grace ;
to ravish ;

to take away a woman's virginity.

DE-FLOURED',* (de-flburd') p. a. Ravished
; deprived of

beauty or purity.

DE-FLOUR'ER, n. One who deflours.

fDE-FLOW', v. n. [defluo, L.] To flow, as water. Browne.

fDEF'LU-OUS, a. That flows down
; falling off. Bailey.

DE-FL&VI-VM:* n. [L.] A falling off of the hair or bark

by disease. Crabb.

fDE-FLUX', n. [defluzus, L.] Defluxion. Bacon.

DElpLtJx'iON, (de-fliik'shun) n. The downward flow of
humors. Bacon.

tDEF'LY, ad. Dexterously. Spenser. Properly, deftly.

DEF-fE-DA'TlON, (def-e-da'shun) n. [defedation, Fr.] The
act of making filthy; pollution. Bcntlcy. [R.]

DE-FO-LI-A'TIQN,* n. The falling of the leaf; the season
of the falling of leaves. Loudon.

DE-FORCE', v. a. [deforcer, old Fr.] (Law) To keep by
force from the right owner. Blackstone. (Scotland} To
resist an officer of law.

DE-FORCE'MENT, n. (Law) A withholding by force from
the right owner. (Scotland) Resistance of an officer of
the law.

DE-FORCE'OR,* n. (Law) Deforciant. Tomlins. See DE-
FORCIANT.

DE-FOR'CI-ANT,* (de-for'she-ant) n. (Law) One who de-
forces

;
one who wrongfully keeps the owner of lands,

&c.L out of possession of them. Bouvier.

DE-FOR-CI-A'TIQN,* n. (Law) Distress
;
a seizure of goods.

Jacob.

DE-FORM', v. a. [deformo, L.] [i.
DEFORMED

; pp. DEFORM-

ING, DEFORMED.] To deface; to disfigure; to spoil the
form of; to dishonor.

tDE-FORM^, a. Ugly ; disfigured ; deformed. Milton.

DEF-QR-MA'TION, n. A defacing ; a disfiguring.

DE-FORMED', (de-fbrmd') a. Disfigured ; ugly ;
base.

DE-FORM'ED-LY, ad. In a deformed manner.

DE-FORM'ED-NESS, n. Ugliness ;
a disagreeable form.

DE-FORM'ER, n. One who defaces or deforms.

D^-FORM'I-TY, n. Want of beauty or of proper form ;
crook-

edness
; ugliness.

DE-FOR'SQR, n. (Law) One who casts out by force. Blount.

JOE-FOUL', v. a. To defile ;
to befoul. Spenser.

DE-FRAUD', v. a. [defraudo, L.] [i. DEFRAUDED
; pp. DE-

FRAUDING, DEFRAUDED.] To rob or deprive by fraud or
trick

;
to cheat

;
to deceive.

DEF-RAU-DA'TION, n. Privation by fraud. Browne. [R.]
DE-FRAUD'ER, n. One who defrauds.

tpE-FRAUD'MENT, n. Privation by deceit or fraud. Milton.

DE-FRAY', (de-fra') v. a.
[defroyer, Fr.] [i. DEFRAYED ; pp.

DEFRAYING, DEFRAYED.] To bear the charges of; to pay.
DE-FRAY'ER, (de-fra'er) n. One who defrays.
DE-FRAY'MENT,'W. The payment of expenses. Shelton.

g>EFT,
a. Neat

; spruce ; proper ; dexterous. Dryden.
EF'TER-DAR,* n. (Turkey) The chancellor of the ex-

chequer. Brande.

fDEFT'LY, ad. Neatly ; dexterously ; skilfully. Gay.
tDEFT'NESS, n. Neatness ; beauty. Drayton.
DE-FUNCT', a. [defunct, old Fr.

; defimctus, L.] Having fin-

ished the occupations of life
; dead

; deceased.

DE-FUNCT', n. One deceased ; a dead person. Shak.

fDE-FUNC'TIQN, (de-fungk'shi.m) n. Death. Shalt.

DE-FY', v. a. [deficr, Fr.] [i. DEFIED ; pp. DEFYING, DE-

FIED.] To call to combat ;
to challenge ; to dare

;
to brave

;

to slight.

jDE-FY', n. A challenge. Dryden.
DE-FY'ER, n. Defier. South. See DEFIER.

DEG, v. a. To moisten witn water
;

to wet
;

to sprinkle.
S/iak. [Provincial in England.] Brockett.

,
. .

Shak. [Provincial in England.] Brockett.
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DE-GAR'NISH,* v. a. [dcgarnir, Fr.] To unfurnish
;
to strip ,

to dismantle; to disgarnish. Washington. [R.]
fDE-GEN'DER, v. 71. To degenerate. Spenser.

IDE-^EN'DERED, (de-jen'derd) a. Degenerated. Spenser.
DE-GEN'ER-A-CY, n. Act of degenerating ;

state of being
degenerated ; a departure from the virtue of ancestors ;

decay of virtue or goodness ;
meanness.

DE-GEN'ER-ATE, v. n. [degencro, L.] [i. DEGENERATED
;

pp. DEGENERATING, DEGENERATED.] To fall from the VIT-

tue of ancestors
;
to fall from a better state

; to fall from
its kind

;
to grow base

; to become worse.

DE-GEN'ER-^TE, a. Decayed in virtue
; degenerated ;

base.

DE-^EN'ER-AT-ED,* p. a. Fallen from the virtue or excel-
lence of ancestors or of kind

; grown base.

DE-GEN'ER-ATE-LY, ad. In a degenerate or base manner.

DE-^EN'ER-^TE-NESS, n. Degeneracy.
DE-^EN'ER-AT-ING,* p. a. Growing base

; losing excel-
lence.

DE-GEN-ER-A'TION, n. Act of degenerating ; degeneracy;
a degenerate condition or thing.

DE-GEN'ER-A-T][VE,* a. Tending to degenerate ; making
worse. Month. Rev.

DE-GEN'ER-OUS, a. Degenerate ;
vile

;
base. Dryden. [R.]

DE-^EN'ER-OUS-LY, ad. Basely; meanly. Decay of Firty.

DE-GLU'TI-NATE,* v. a. To unglue ;
to undo

;
to slacken.

Smart.

DEG-LV-TY"TIQN, (deg-lu-tish'un) n. [de and glutio, L.]
Act of swallowing food

;
a swallowing.

DEG-LU-TI"TIOVS,* a. Relating to deglutition. Heber. [R.]

DEG-RA-DA'TIQN, n. Act of degrading ;
state of being de-

graded ; deprivation of rank
;

dismission from office
}

baseness.

DE-GRADE', v. a. [degrader, Fr.] [i.
DEGRADED

; pp. DE-

GRADING, DEGRADED.] To deprive of office, rank, or title;
to lower

;
to depress ; to disgrace ;

to humble
;
to reduce

from a higher to a lower state.

DE-GRAD'ED,* p. a. Deprived of dignity or rank 5
dis-

graced.

fDE-GRADE'MENT, n. Degradation. Milton.

DE-GRAD'ING,* p. a. Depriving of dignity or rank
; dis-

gracing.

DE-GRAD'ING-LY, ad. In a degrading manner. Coventry.

fDEG-RA^VA'TiON, n. Act of making heavy.
DE-GREE', n. [degre, Fr.] A step ;

a portion in progres-
sion

;
state of progress or of relationship; order of lin-

eage ; a high state ; rank
;
station ; quality ; class : rank

or title in a university or college. ( Geom. and Geog.) The
360th part of a circle, of a circumference, or of four right

angles ;
60 minutes on a circle ; 60 geographical miles.

(Mus.) A small interval. By degrees, by little and little.

tDE-GtJST', v. a. [degusto, L.] To taste. Cockeram.

JDEG-VS-TA'TION, n. A tasting. Bp.Hall.
DE-HlscE',* (de-his') v. n. To open, as the capsule of a

flower. P. Cyc.

DE-H/s'cENCE,*n. (Bot.) The act of opening; a gaping.
P. Cyc.

'

DE-Hls'cENT,* a. (Bot.) Gaping or opening, as a capsule.
Brande.

fDE-Hp-NEs'TATE,* v. a. To make dishonest; to dishon-
or. Taylor.

DE-H6R?'*prep. [Fr.] (Law) Without; as,
" dehors the

land." Blackstone.

DE-HORT', v. a. [dehortor, L.] To dissuade. Bp. Hall. [R.l

DE-HQR-TA'TIQN, n. Dissuasion. Knight. [R.] [R.J

DE-HOR'TA-TlVE,* a. Dissuasive ; dehortatory. Coleridge.

DE-HOR'TA-TO-RY, a. Tending to dissuade. Bp. Hall.

DE-HOR'TA-TQ-RY,* n. Dissuasion. Milton.

fDE-HORT'ER, w. A dissuader. Sherwood.

DE'I-CIDE, n. [dcus and c&do, L.] The murder or murder-
er of a divine being. Prior.

DE-IF'IC,* a. Making divine
;
deifical. Smart.

DE-IF'I-CAL, a. Making divine. Homilies.

D-I-FJ-CA'TION, 7i. Act of deifying ;
state of being dei-

fied.
'

DE'I-FIED,* (de'e-fId) p. a. Adored as a god; praised ex-

cessively.

DE'I-FI-ER, n. One who deifies. Coventry.

\ DE^I-FORM, a. Of a godlike form. More.

fDE-l-FORM'l-TY, w. Resemblance of deity. Morr.

DE'I-'FY, (dS'e-fi) v. a.-[deus nntifio, L.] [i.
DEIFIED

; pp.

DEIFYING, DEIFIED.] To make divine
;
to make a god of

to adore as God
;
to praise excessively.

DEIGN, (dan) v. n. [daigner, Fr.] [i.
DEIGNED ; pp. DEIGN-

ING, DEIGNED.] To condescend ;
to vouchsafe. Milton.

DEIGN, (dan) v. a. To grant; to permit ;
to allow. Shak.

DEIGN'ING, (dan'ing) n. A vouchsafing.
DK'I GRA'TI-A* (-gra'she-a) [L.] By the grace of God;

a formula used in the ceremonial description of the

title of a sovereign. Brande.
DK'I Ju-Dl"ci-uM,* (d5'I-ju-dTsh'e-um) [L.] (Law) The
judgment of God

;
the term applied to the old Saxon

trial by ordeal. Hamilton.

DEIL,* or DUEL,* 7t. The Scotch word for devil. Jamieson.

DEI-NQ-THE'RI-UM,* n. [fcivd*, and 0^t,n'.] (Geol.) A fossil
| DEI-NQ-THE'RI-DM,* n. LWs ana y^t.n'.j (tieoi.) AIOSSII

9, V, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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genus of gigantic pachyderms, having enormous tusks :

the largest of the known mammals, and supposed to

have been 18 feet in height. Brande.

tDE-lN'TE-GRATE, v. a. [de and integro,!^.] To spoil. Bai-

ley. See DISINTEGRATE.

tDE-Ip'A-ROiJS, a. [deiparus, L.] That brings forth a god.

Bailey.

DElP-NOs'o-pHiST,* n. One of an ancient class of philos-

ophers who discoursed at meals. Gent. Mag.
DEIs,*n. A high seat. Chaucer. See DAIS.

DE'!IVI, (de'izm) n. [deisme, FT.] The doctrine or creed of
a deist; belief in the existence of God, coupled with dis-

belief of revealed religion.

DEMIST, n. One who believes in the existence of God, but

disbelieves revealed religion.

DE-IS'TIC,* a. Relating to deism or deists
;
deistical. Hall.

DE-IS'T|-CAL, a. Belonging to deism or deists
;
deistic.

DE-IS'TI-CAL-LY,* ad. In a deistical manner. Ash.

DE-IS'TI-CAL-NESS,* . The state of being deistical. Scott.

tD_E'l-TATE, a. Made god. Mp. Cranmer.

DE'I-TY, (de'e-te) n. [deltas, L.] Divinity ; the nature and
essence of God

;
the Divine Being ;

a fabulous god or

goddess.
DE-JECT', v. a. [dcjicio, dejcctum, L.] [i. DEJECTED ',pp. DE-

JECTING, DEJECTED.] To cast down ; to afflict
;
to grieve ;

to dispirit ;
to dishearten

;
to depress ;

to make sad.

fDE-jECT', a. Cast down
;
afflicted ; dejected. Shak.

DE-JECT'ED,* p. a. Cast down
5 disheartened; discour-

aged ;
sad.

DE-JECT'ED-LY, ad. In a dejected manner. Bacon.

DE-JECT'ED-NESS, n. State of being cast down. Heywood.
DE-JECT'ER, n. One who dejects. Cotgrave.
DE-JEC'TIQN, n. State of being dejected ; lowness of spir-

its
; melancholy ;

weakness
; depression. (Med.) A

stool ; a going to stool.

fDE-jECT'Ly, ad. Dejectedly. Sherwood.

DE-JEC'TO-RY, a. Promoting evacuation by stool. Ferrand.

DE-JECT'VRE, (de-jekt'yur) re. Excrement. Arbuthnot.

tDj'E-RATE, v. a. To swear deeply. Cockeram.

IDEJ-E-RA'TION, n. A taking of a solemn oath. Bp. Hall.

DEJE&XER, or DEJE&NE, (da'zhu-na') n. [Fr.] A
breakfast

;
the morning meal.

DE JU'RE,* [L.] (Law) By or of right; by law. Tomlins.
See DE FACTO.

fDE-LX^-ER-A'TlON, n. [delacero, L.] Dilaceration. BaUey.
jDE-LXc-RY-MA'TiQN, n. [delacrymatio, L.] Waterishness
of the eyes. Bailey.

fDEL-AC-TA'TiQN, n. [dclactatio, L.] A weaning from the
breast. Bailey.

DE-LAPSE',* (de-laps') v.n. To glide or fall down.
DE-LAPSED', (d'e-lapst') a. Fallen or falling down.
DE-LXP'SION,* n. Act of falling down. Holland.

DE-LATE', v. a. [delatus, L.] To carry ;
to accuse

;
to in-

form against. B. Jonson.

DE-LA'TIQN, n. A conveyance ;
an accusation. Bacon. [R.]

tOE-LA/TOR, n._
An accuser

;
an informer. Sandys.

DE-LAY', (de-la') v. a. [delayer, Fr.] [i. DELAYED
; pp. DE-

LAYING, DELAYED.] To defer
;
to put off; to hinder; to

frustrate
;
to procrastinate ;

to postpone ;
to protract ; to

prolong.
DE-LAY', (de-la') v. n. To stop ;

to linger; to procrastinate.
DE-LAY', n. A deferring ; procrastination ; stay ; stop.
DE-LAY'ER, n. One who delays or defers.

fDE-LAY'MENT, n. Hinderance
; delay. Gower.

DEL CRED'E-RE.* [credere, It.] (Mercantile law) A del

credere commission is a commission granted by a merchant
to a factor to dispose of goods ;

the factor, for the con-
sideration of an additional per-centage, agreeing to guar-
antee the solvency of the purchaser. Brande.

DE'LE,* v. a. [Lat. verb imperative, from deleo.] (Print.)
To delete

; to blot out
; to erase. Hamilton.

DEL'E-BLE, [del'e-bl, Ja. K. R. ; de'le-bl, Sm.] a. [delebi-

lis, L.] That may be effaced or blotted out.

DE-LC'TA-BLE, a. [dclcctabilis, L.] Pleasing; delightful.

DE-LEC'TA-BLE-NESS, n. Delightfulness ; pleasantness.
Barret.

DE-LEC'TA-BLY, ad. Delightfully ; pleasantly. Bale.

DEL-EC-TA'TIQN, [del-ek-ta'shun, W. Ja. R.; de-lek-ta'-

shun, S. K. Sm.} n. Pleasure ; delight. Sir T. More.

tDEL'E-GA-CY, n. A certain number of persons delegated ;

a delegation. Abp. Laud.

DEL'E-GATE, v. a. [delego, L.I
[i. DELEGATED ; pp. DELE-

GATING, DELEGATED.] To send on an embassy ;
to intrust

;

to commit to another's power.
DEL'E-GATE, n. A deputy; a representative; a commis-

sioner; one who is sent to act for another. Court of del-

egates, an ecclesiastical court of appeal.

DEL'E-GATE, a. Deputed ; delegated. Bp. Taylor.
DEL'E-GAT-E !>,*;>. a. Commissioned to represent another;

deputed.
DEL-E-GA'TIQN, n. Act of delegating ;

the persons dele-

gated ;
a commission ; assignment of a debt to another.

DE-LEX' DA,* n. pi. [L.] Things to be blotted out or erased.
Hamilton.

fDEL-E-NlfF'l-CAL, a. [delcnificus, L.] Easing pain. Bailey
DE-LETE', v. a. \deleo, L.] [i. DELETED; pp. DELETING,
DELETED.] To erase

;
to efface

;
to blot out. D. Stewart.

Admitting erasure or

DEL-E-TE'Ri-oC'S, a. Injurious; poisonous; destructive.

tDEL'_E-TER-Y, a. Destructive ; deleterious. Hudibras.

DE-LE'TION, n. Act of blotting out
;
erasure.

DEL-E-T!"TIOVS,* (del-e-tlsh'us) a.

blotting out. Crabb.

DEL'E-TQ-RY, n. That which blots out. Bp. Taylor. [R.]
DELF, n. [| A mine or quarry. Ray.} A kind of porcelain.
See DELFT.

DELFT,* or DELFT'-WARTC,* n. A coarse kind of porce-
lain, originally made at Delft in Holland. Brande.

fDEL'l-BATE, v. a. [delibo, L.] To sip ;
to taste. Marmion.

fDEL-1-BA'TlON, n. An essay ;
a taste. Bp. Berkeley.

DE-LIB'ER-ATE, v. n. [delibero, LJ [i. DELIBERATED ; pp.
DELIBERATING, DELIBERATED.] To ponder in the mind

;

to consider^ or think in order to determine ; to hesitate.

DE-LIB'ER-ATE, v. a. To weigh in the mind
;
to consider.

Abp. Laud.

DE-LIB'ER-ATE, a. Circumspect; cautious; considerate;
thoughtful ; wary ;

slow.
'

DE-LIB'ER-ATE-LY, ad. In a deliberate manner; slowly.

DE-LIB'ER-^TE-NESS, n. Circumspection ; wariness.

DE-LIB-ER-A'TIQN, n. Act of deliberating ; thought in or-
der to choice

;
consideration.

DE-LIB'ER-A-TIVE, a. That deliberates
; apt to consider.

DE-LIB'ER-A-TIVE, n. A discourse or kind of oratory in

which a question is deliberated. Bacon.

DE-LIB'ER-^-TIVE-L y, ad. In a deliberative manner. Burke

DE-LfB'ER-A-T<?R,* 7i. One who deliberates. V.Knox.

DL'I-CA-CY,TI. Quality of being delicate
; something pleas-

ing by its fineness, softness, or flavor
;
daintiness

; pleas-

antness; nicety ; softness; feminine beauty ; minute ac-

curacy ;
neatness

; elegance ; politeness ; indulgence ;

gentleness ;
tenderness

;
weakness of constitution

;
small-

ness; tenuity.

DEL'I-CATE, a. Nice ; pleasant to the taste ; dainty ;
choice ;

select
;
excellent ; pleasing to the senses

;
fine

;
not coarse ;

polite; soft; effeminate; tender; unable to bear hard-

ships ; pure ;
clear.

DEL'I-CATE, n. One very nice or delicate. Tatler.

DEL'J-CATE-LY, ad. In a delicate manner; finely.

DEL'I-CATE-NESS, n. Tenderness; softness; delicacy.

fDEL'l-CATES, n. pi. Niceties ; delicacies. Jeremiah.

DEL-i-CA-TESSE',*n. [Fr.] 'Niceness ; delicacy. Swift.

IDEL'I-CES, (del'e-sez) n. pi. [delicice, L.] Pleasures. Gower.

jDE-Ll"ci-ATE, (de-lish'e-at) v. n. To take delight; to

feast. Partheneia Sacra.

DE-Li["cioys, (de-llsh'us) a. [delicicux, Fr.] Highly pleas-

ing ; giving delight ;
sweet. ; agreeable ; charming.

DE-Li"cioys-LY, (de-lTsh'us-le) ad. Sweetly ; pleasantly.

DE-LI"CIOUS-NESS, '(de-lish'us-nes) n. Delight ; pleasure.
DE-LICT' * n. (Law) An offence ;

a crime
;
an offender.

Howell._
DEL-I-GA'TION, n. [deligatio, L.] (Surgery) A binding up.
DE-LIGHT', (de-IIf) n. Pleasurable emotion

; great pleas-
ure ; gratification ; joy ;

satisfaction.

DE-LIGHT', (de-IIf) v. a. [dclecter, Fr.] [i. DELIGHTED ;

pp. DELIGHTING, DELIGHTED.] To please highly ;
to gratify

much
;
to afford pleasure to.

DE-LIGHT', (de-lit') v. n. To have delight or pleasure.

DE-LIGHT'ED,* (de-llt'ed) p. a. Much pleased ; highly grat-
ified.

DE-LIGHT'ER, (de-llt'er) n. One who delights. Barrow.

DE-LiGHT'F0L,(de-Ht'fal) a. Pleasant; charming; highly
pleasing ; lovely ;

beautiful
; very agreeable.

DE-LlGHT'FUL-LY, (de-llt'ful-le) ad. With delight.

DE-LIGHT'FOL-IVESS, (de-llt'ful-nes) n. Great pleasure.

DE-LIGHT'LESS, (de-llt'les) a. Wanting delight. Thomson.

DE-LIGHT's6ME, (d'e-LTt'sum) a . Delightful. Spenser.

DE-LiGHT's6ME-LY, (de-llt'sum-le) ad. Delightfully. Sher-

wood.

DE-LlGHT's6ME-NESS, (de-llt'sum-nes) n. Delightfulness.

fDE-LiNE',* v. a. To delineate. Otway.
DE-LtN'E-A-MENT, n. Delineation. Selden. [R.]

DE-LIN'E-ATE, v. a. [delineo, L.] [i.
DELINEATED

; pp. DE-

LINEATING, DELINEATED.] To draw lines so as to exhibit

the form of
;
to depict ;

to design ;
to sketch

;
to paint ;

to

describe._
DE-LlN'E-AT-ED,* p. a. Sketched out; designed; repre-

sented.

DE-L!N'E-AT-ING,*P. a. Sketching out ; designing.

DE-LIN-E-A'TIQN, n. Act of delineating; first" draught.
DE-LIN'E-A-TOR.* 7^ One who delineates. V. Knox.

fDE-LYN'E-A-TURE, n. Delineation. Cotgrave.

JDE-LIN'I-MENT, n. A mitigating or assuaging. Bailey.
DE-LIN'QUEN-CY, n. [delinquentia, L.] A failure of duty ;

an offence
;
a fault.

DE-LlN'QUENT, (de-llng'kwent) n. An offender ;
one who

has committed a crime or offence ;
a culprit.

DE-LtN'QUENT * a. Failing in duty; guilty of an offence.

Smart. [Boyle.

fDEL'l-QUATE, v. n. [deliqueo, L.] To melt
;
to deliquesce.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S&N
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,*?. a. To dissolve. Cudwortli.

fpEL-j-QUA'TlQN, n. Deliquescence. Bailey.

DEL-^QUESCE',*(del-e-kwes')r.7i. [deliquesce, L.] (Chem.)
To melt slowly in the air, or to attract water from the at-

mosphere. Brande.

DEL-J-QUES'CENCE,* n. Act of deliquescing ; spontaneous
liquefaction ; liquefaction in the air. Brande.

DEL-I-QUES'CENT,* a. Liquefying in the air. P. Cyc.
DE-LI"QU I-ATE,* (de-Ilk'we-at). ?i. To deliquesce. Smart.

Df-Z.l"QUf-PJV, (de-llk'we-um) n. [L.] A spontaneous
melting by exposure to the air

; deliquescence ;
the sub-

stance melted (Med.) A fainting.

tDE-Ll'RAN-CY, n. State of being delirious
;
delirium. Bp.

Gauden.

tDE-LiR'A-MENT, n. Delirium. Heyioood.
fDE-Ll'RANT,* a. Delirious. Dr. Owen.

fDE-Ll'RATE, v. n. [deliro, L.] To dote ;
to rave. Cock-

eram.

JDEL-I-RA'TIQN, n. Dotage ;
madness. Mede.

DE-LtR'f-ous, a. Affected by delirium; raving; doting.

DE-L!R'I-OUS-LY,* ad. In a delirious manner. Bailey.

DE-LlR'j-o US-NESS, n. The state of being delirious.

DE-LIR'I-UM, n. [L.] (Med.) A disorder of the intellect, or

alienation of mind, connected with fever. It is depend-
ent on disease, and thus distinguished from mania or mad-
ness.

TRE'MEN?,* [L.] (Med.) A disease of
the brain, resulting from the excessive and protracted
use of spirituous liquors ; almost peculiar to drunkards.
Brande.

DEL-I-TES'CENCE, n. [delitescentia, L.] Retirement
;
ob-

scurity. Johnson. A sudden subsidence, as of a tumor.
Brande.

DEL-J-TES'CENT,* a. Concealed; lying hid. Johnson.

fDE-LlT'j-GATE, v. a. [delitigo, L.]*To chide. Cockeram.

tDE-LiT-i-GA'TiQN, n. A striving; a chiding.
DE-Llv'ER, v. a. \delivrer, Fr.] [i. DELIVERED ; pp. DELIV-

ERING, DELIVERED.] To set free ; to release; to save
;
to

rescue
;
to surrender

;
to give ;

to yield ;
to cede

;
to con-

cede
;
to disburden of a child

;
to speak ;

to tell
;
to utter.

To deliver over, to put into another's hands
;
to trans-

mit. To deliver up, to surrender.

tD?-Llv'ER, a. Nimble
;
free

;
active. Chaucer.

DE-Llv'ER-A-BLE,* a. That may be delivered. Hale.

DE-Llv'ER-ANCE, n. The act of delivering; state of being
delivered; release; rescue; delivery; act of bringing
forth children.

DE-Llv'ER-ER, n. One who delivers
;
a rescuer.

DE-Llv'ER-ESS,* n. A female deliverer. Qu. Rev.

fDE-Llv'ER-LY, ad. Nimbly. Spenser.
tDE-Llv'ER-NESS, n. Agility ; delivery.

DE-LIV'ER-Y, n. Act of delivering ;
deliverance

;
release

;

rescue; saving; a surrender; utterance; pronunciation;
speech ;

childbirth. [{Activity ; agility. Wotton.]
DELL, n. [dal, D.] A pit ;

a hollow place ;
a little dale or

valley.

DELPH, n. Swift. See DELF, and DELFT.
DEL'PHI-A* n. (Chem,.) A vegetable alkali

; delphinia. P.

Cyc.

DEL'PHI-AN,* a. Relating to Delphi ; Delphic. Smart.

DEL'PHIC,* a. Relating to Delphi ;
oracular. Mitford.

DEL'PHJNE,* (del'fin) a. [defphunu, L.] Relating to the

Dauphin of France. Delphine editions of the Latin clas-

sics were editions prepared by thirty-nine distinguished
scholars, at the suggestion of Louis XIV., for the use of
the Dauphin (in usum Delphini), under the superintend-
ence of Montausier, Bossuet, and Huet. Brande.

DEL-PHIN'I-A,* n. (Chem.) A vegetable alkaline base ob-
tained from the seeds of delphium staphisagria, or staves-
acre. Brande.

DEL'PHIN-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name for epidote. Cleave-
land.

DEL'TA,* n. ; pi. DELTA?. The Greek letter A
;
a term

applied to an alluvial tract of country between the diverg-
ing mouths of a river, often subject to inundation. Lyell.

DEL-TA'IC,* a. Relating to or like a delta. Ed. Rev.

DEL'TOID, a. [from delta.] Resembling the Greek letter
Delta

(
A ). (Anat.) Noting a muscle of the shoulder.

(Bot.) Having the form of a triangle or of the Greek
Delta.

DEL'TOID,* n. (Anal.) The muscle of the shoulder which
serves to lift the arm. Scutt.

DE-LUD'A-BLE, a. Liable to be deceived. Browne.
DE-LUDE', v. a. [deludo, L.] [i. DELUDED ; pp. DELUDING,
DELUDED.] To deceive ; to impose upon ;

to lead away ;

to beguile ;
to cheat

;
to disappoint ; to frustrate.

DE-LUD'ED,*^. a. Deceived; imposed upon ; beguiled.
DE-LUD'ER, n. One who deludes; a deceiver.

DE-LUD'ING, n. Collusion ; deception.

DE-LUD'ING,*P. a. Deceiving, beguiling; cheating.
DL'0(fE, (dcl'luj) 7i. [Fr.J A general inundation; a lay-
ing entirely under water; a flood

;
an overflow ; an over-

flowing of the natural bounds of a river ; any sudden and
resistless calamity.

DEL'UGE, (del'luj) v. a. [i. DELUGED
; pp. DELUGING

DELUGED.] To drown ; to lay totally under water ;
to

overwhelm; to overflow; to inundate.

DE-LU'?IQN, (de-lu'zhun) n. [delusio,L.] Act of deluding;
state of being deluded

; fallacy ;
illusion

;
a cheat

; guile ;

deceit ; error.

DE-LU'SIVE, a. Tending to delude
; deceptive ;

fallacious ;

illusory.

DE-LU'SIVE-LY,* ad. In a delusive manner. Scott.

DE-LU'SIVE-NESS,* n. The state of being delusive. Tucker.

DE-LU'SQ-RY, a. Delusive. Bp. Barlow.

DELVE, (delv) v. a. [i. DELVED ; pp. DELVING, DELVED.]
To dig ;

to open the ground with a spade : to fathom ; to

sift, with into.
'

DELVE, n. [fA ditch ; a pit ;
a den. Spenser.] A certain

quantity of coals dug in the mine.

DELV'EJI, n. One who delves
; a digger.

DEM-A-'GOG'JC,* / a. Relating to or like a demagogue ,

DEM-A-GO^'J-CAL,* |
factious. Coleridge. [R.]

DEM'A-GSGUE, (dem'a gog) n. [<%iu^u}d,.] A ringleader
of a faction or of the rabble ;

a popular and factious ora-

tor or agitator.

DEM'A-GOG-Y,* n. dualities of a demagogue. Maunder.

DE-MAIN', or DE-MESNE', (de-man' or de-m5n') [de-m5n',
W. J. F. K. Sni. ; de-man', Si E. Ja. ; de-man' or de-rnn',
P.] w. [domaine, Fr.] A manor-house and lands adjacent ;

copyhold estate ;
estate in land.

DE-MAND', v. a. [i. DEMANDED; pp. DEMANDING, DEMAND-

ED.] To claim
;
to ask for with authority ; [to ask

;
to

inquire. Job.] To question ; to require. (Law) To pros-
ecute in a real action.

DE-MAND', n. A claim
;
a challenging ;

a question ;
a re-

quisition ;
that which is demanded

;
the necessary quan-

tity. (Law) The asking of what is due in a real action.

DE-MAND'A-BLE, a. That may be demanded. Bacon.

DE-MAND'ANT, n. (Law) One who brings a real action :

corresponding to plaintiff in personal actions.

DE-MiND'ER, n. One who demands.

D]J-MAND'RESS, n. She who demands. Cotgrave.

DI-MXP'TE-RXN,* n. (Ent.) An order of insects. Brande.

DE-MAR-CA'TIQN, n. [demarcation, Fr.] Division
;
a bound-

ary ; separation of territory. Burke.

fDE-MARCH', n. Gait ; march ;
walk. Land. Jour.

DE-MEAN', v. a.
[i.
DEMEANED ;pp. DEMEANING, DEMEANED.]

[fTo debase ;
to lessen. Shak.] To behave

;
to carry,

with a reciprocal pronoun.
DE-MEAN', n. Estate in land. See DEMAIN, and DEMESNE.
fOE-MEAN', (de-men') n. A mien ; demeanor. Spenser.

DE-MEAN'QR, n. Carriage ;
behavior

; deportment ;
con-

duct.

JDE-MEAN'VRE, n. Behavior. Barret.

DE-MEM-BRA'TIQN,* n. Act of dismembering. Grahame.

DE'MEN-CY, n. [dementia, L.] (Law) Insanity. Skelton.

DE-MENT',* v. a. [i. DEMENTED jpp. DEMENTING, DEMENT-

ED.] To make mad or insane. Bale. [R.]

DE-MEN'TATE, v. a. [demento, L.] To make mad. Burton.

DE-MEN'TATE, a. Infatuated
;
insane. Hammond. [R.J

DE-MEN-TA'TIQN, n. Act of making mad. Whitlock. [R.]

DE-MENT'ED,* a. Insane; mad; infatuated. Q. Rev.
DE-MEN' TI-A,* (de-meu'she-a) n. [L.] (Med.) Madness;

folly; delirium. Crabb.

DE-MEPH'I-TIZE,* v. a. To purify from mephitis or un-
wholesome air. Smart.

DE-MER'JT, n. [demeritus, L.] The opposite to merit; ill-

desert. [Anciently, same as merit. Shak.}

tDE-MR'IT, v. a. To deprive of merit. Shelford.

JDE-MERSED', (de-merst') a. Immersed. Bailey.

DE-MER'SIQN, 71. [demersio, L.] A drowning; immersion.

Bailey. [R.]

DE-ME'MER-IZE,* v. a. To free from the influence of
mesmerism. Month. Rev.

DE-MESNE', (de-men') n. (Law) Estate in land attached
to ajnansion ;

a manor-house. See DEMAIN.
DE-MES'NJ-AL,* (de-m5'ne-al) a. Belonging to a demesne.
Maunder. '[R.]

DEM'I, (dem'e) [dcmi, Fr.] A prefix or inseparable particle,
used in composition, and signifying half; as, demigod,
that is, half a god. It corresponds with, and is related

to, the Greek hemi and the Latin semi.

DE-MI',* n. A half-fellow at Magdalen college, Oxford.

Crabb. See DEMY.
DEM'i-cXN-NQN, 7i. A large-sized gun or small-sized can-

non.

DEM'I-CUL'VER-IN, n. A kind of gun which carries balls

of from_nine_to thirteen pounds' weight.

DEM'I-DE'I-FY,* v. a. To half deify. Cowper.

DEM'I-DEV'IL, f-dev'vl) 71. A half a devil. Shak.

DEM'I-DI-TONE',* n. (Mas.) A minor third. Brande.

DEM'I-GXNT'LET,* n. A bandage for disjointed fingers.
Crabb.

DEM'I-GOD, n. Half a god ;
a deified hero. Sidney.

DEM'I-GORGE,* n. (Fart.) Half a gorge or entrance into

a bastion. Crabb.

fDEM'j-GRATE, v. n. [demigro, L.] To emigrate. Cockeram.
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tDfiM-I-GRA'TlON, 7i. Emigration. Cockcram.

DEM'I-JOHN,* (dem'e-jon) n. A large glass vessel or bottle.

Adams.

DEM'I-LANCE, n. A light lance. Dryden.
DEM'I-LUNE,* n. (Fort.) A work placed before the curtain.

Brande.

DEM'I-MXN, n. Half a man. Knolles.

DEM'I-NAT'VRED, (-nat'yurd) a. Partaking half the nature
of another animal. Shak.

DEM'I-PREM'I-SE^, n.pl. Half premises. Hooker.

DEM'I-PDP'PET,* n. A half-sized puppet. Shak.

DEM'I-QUA'VER,* n. (Mus.) A note equal in duration to

half a quaver. Brande.
D&M'i-RE-LiEivo* n. (dem'e-re-16'vo) (Sculpture) The

rising of half of the figure from the plane, as if it had been
cut in two, and only one half fixed to the plane. Hamilton.

DEM'{-REP, n. A woman of demi-reputation, not living as
a courtesan, but suspected of unchastity. Burney.

DE-MIS/A-ELE,* a. Capable of being demised. Blackstone.

DEM'l-sXNG,* n. (Law) One who is of half-blood. Crabb.

DE-MlsE', (de-mlz') n. [Fr.J Death
;

decease. Used
chiefly of a crowned head, or of the crown itself.

(Law) The conveyance of an estate either in fee, for

life, or for a term of years.

DE-MIS.E', (de-mix') v. a.
[i. DEMISED; pp. DEMISING, DE-

MISED.] To grant at one's death
;
to grant by will. Swift.

DEM'I-SEM-I-QUA'VER,* n. (Mas.) Half a semiquaver. Ash.

tDE-Miss', a. [demissus, L.] Humble. Spenser
DE-MIS'SION, n. Degradation. UEstrange. [

DE-MIS'SIVE, a. Humble; submissive. Slienstone. [R.]

e. [R.]
lienston

,
ad. In an humble manner. Sherwood.

DEM'IS-SO-RY, a. See DIMISSOKY.

IDE-MIT', v. a. [dcmitto, L.] To depress ;
to let fall ;

to sub-
mit. JVbms.

DEM'I-TINT,* n. (Painting) A tint representing the mean
or medium between light and shade, by some called a
half-tint. Brande.

DEM-I-UR'GIC,* ) a. Creative
; belonging to a creator

DEM-I-UR'GI-CAL,* \ or creation. Ash. [R.]
DEM'I-WOLF, (-wulf) n. A mongrel dog, between a dog
and wolf. Shak.

DE-MOC'RA-CY, n. [<5?//o/rp<ma.] A form of government
in which the sovereign power is lodged in the body of
the people ; a republic.

DEM'Q-CRAT, n. An advocate for, or defender of, democ-
racy.

DEM-O-CRAT'IC, ) a. Pertaining to a democracy, or a

DEM-Q-CRAT'I-CAL, J government by the people ; popular.
DEM-P-CRAT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a democratical manner,.
DE-MOC'RAJTIST, n. A democrat. Burke. [R.]
DE-MOC'RA-TIZE,* v. a. To render democratic. EC. Rev. [R.]
fDK-Moc'RA-TY, n. Democracy. Burton.
DEMOISELLE* (dem-wa-zel') n. [Fr.] A young girl : a

species of bird : a pavier's instrument. Crabb.

DE-MOL'ISH, v. a. [demolior, L.] [i. DEMOLISHED ; pp. DE-
MOLISHING, DEMOLISHED.] To throw down

;
to raze; to

destroy ;
to dismantle.

DE-MOL'ISH-ER, n. One who demolishes.

DE-MOL'ISH-ING,* p. a. Throwing down
; destroying.

DE-MOL'ISH-MENT, n. Ruin
; destruction. Beaum. fy Fl. [R.]

DEM-Q-LI"TION, (dem-o-llsh'un) n. The act of demolish-
ing; overthrow; destruction.

DE'MQN, n. [<5u'/*wy.] A spirit, generally an evil one; a
devil.

DE'MQN-ESS, n. A female demon. Mede.
DE-MO'NI-AC, n. One possessed by a demon or an evil spirit.

DE-MO'NI-XC,
\
a. Belonging to a demon

;
devilish

;
in-

DEM-Q-NI'A-CAL, j fluenced by an evil spirit.

DEM-Q-NI'A-CAL-LV,* ad. In a demoniacal manner. Dr. Al-
len. _

DE-MO'NI-AN, a. Demoniac. Milton. [R.]
>E'MQN-Is.M,* n. The worship of demons. Shaftesbury.

DE'MQN-IST,* n. A worshipper of demons. Shaftesbury.
DE'MQN-IZE,* v. a. To render demoniacal or diabolical.

Harris.

DE-MON-OC'RA-CY, n. The government of demons. [R.]
DE-MON-OL'A-TRY, n. [<5at>o)f and Aarpaa.] The worship

of demons. Mer. Casaubon.

DE-MQN-oL'o-Gjfsx,* n. One versed in demonology. Fo.
Qu. Rev.

DE-MQN-OL'Q-GY, n. [<5at>wi/ and Ao>oj.] A treatise on
demons or evil spirits.

fDE-MON'9-MiST, 71. One in subjection to a demon. Her-
bert.

fDE-MON'o-MY, n. [Sainuv and j/o'joj.] The dominion of
demons. Herbert.

DE'MpN-sn'fp, n. The state of a demon. Mede.
DE-MON-STRA-BIL'I-TY,* n. Demonstrableness. Coleridge.
DE-MON'STRA-BLE, a. That may be demonstrated.

DE-MON'STRA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being demonstrable.

DE-MON'STRA-BLY, ad. With demonstration.

DE-MON'STRATE, [de-mon'strat, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R.

; dem'on-strat, Wl. See CONTEMPLATE.] v. a.

[demonstro, L.j [i. DEMONSTRATED ; pp. DEMONSTRATING,

DEMONSTRATED.] To prove with certainty; to show as a
necessary consequence ;

to show by experiment.
DEM-ON-STRA'TIQN, n. The act of demonstrating; proof
by indubitable inference, by experiment, or by the exhibi-
tion of facts to the senses.

DE-M6N'sTRA-TlVE, a. Having the power of demonstra-
tion ; invincibly conclusive

; proving fully.

DE-MON'STRA-TIVE-LY, ad. In a demonstrative manner.
DE-MON'STRA-TIVE-NESS,* n. State of being demonstra-

tive. Latham.

DEM'QN-STRA-TOR, or DE-MON'STRA-TQR, [dem'un-stra-
tur, S. R. Wl. ; dem-un-stra'tur, P. Ja. ; dem-un-stra'tyr
or de-m5n'stra-tur, W. K. STB.] n. One who demonstrates

;

a mathematical, anatomical, or physical instructor.

95=
" The accent on the penultimate syllable of this

word seems appropriated to one whose office it is to

demonstrate or exhibit any part of philosophy : when it

merely means one who demonstrates any thing in gen-
eral, the accent is on the same syllable as the verb."
Walker.

DE-MON'STRA-TQ-RY, a. Tending to demonstrate.

DE-MOR-AL-I-ZA'TIQN, n. Destruction of morals. Qu. Rev.

DE-MOR'AL-IZE, v. a. [i DEMORALIZED ; pp. DEMORALIZ-

ING, DEMORALIZED.] To deprive of moral principles or
habits

;
to corrupt. Crit. Rev.

DEM-QS-THEN'JC,* a. Relating to Demosthenes. Black-

wood.

DE-MST'IC,* a. Applied to a mode of hieroglyphical writing
which represents the outlines of visible objects or parts
of such objects ;

used by the ancient Egyptians. Sharpe.

DEMP'STER,* n. (Scotland) A common hangman. Crabb.

See DEEMSTER.

fDE-ML'LCE', v. a. [demulceo, L.] To soothe. Sir T. Elyot.

DE-MtJL'CENT, a. Softening; mollifying. Arbuthnot.

DE-MOL'CENT,* n. (Med.) An agent or solution that pro-
tects a sensible surface from the action of irritating mat-
ter. P. Cyc.

DE-MiJR', v. n. [demeurer, Fr.] [i.
DEMURRED

; pp. DEMUR-

RING, DEMURRED.] To hesitate
j
to doubt; to pause; to

object. (Law) To delay a process by doubts or objec-
tions.

DE-MUR', v. a. To doubt of. Milton. [R.]

DE-MUR', n. Doubt ; hesitation. Abp. Cranmer.

DE-MURE', a. [des maurs, Fr.] Sober; decent; of serious

or pensive IOOK ; grave ; affectedly modest.

fDE-MURE', v. n. To look with an affected modesty. Shak.

DE-MURE 'LY, ad. In a demure manner
; gravely ; solemnly.

DE-MURE 'NESS, n. Soberness; affected modesty ; gravity

DE-MUR'RA-BLE,* a. That may be demurred. Maunder.

DE-MDR'RAGE, n. (Mer. law) The delay of a vessel in a

port, in loading or unloading, beyond the time specified ;

an allowance for such delay.

DE-MtJR'RER, n. One who demurs. (Law) An issue be-

tween a plaintiff and defendant on matter of law.

DE-MY', n. [demi, Fr.] Demi-sized paper, or that which is

a degree smaller than medium, and two degrees smaller

than royal: a demi-fellow, or half-fellow, in Magdalen
College, Oxford, in England. See DEMI.

DE-MY',* a. Denoting a kind of paper smaller in size than
medium.

DE-MY'-ROY-AL,*a. Noting paper of a fine quality. Shen-

stone.

DEN, n. A cavern ;
a subterranean hole or cavity ;

a cave ;

a hole or cave of a wild beast.

DEN, v. n. To dwell as in a den. Chambers.

DE-jyA'Rf-tfs,* n. [L.] pi. DENARII. The Roman penny,
a silver 'coin of the value of about 7^. sterling. Camp-
bell.

DEN'A-RY, n. [denarius, L.] The number of ten. Digby*
DEN'A-RY,* a. Containing ten. Smart.

DE-NA"TIQN-AL-IZE, (de-nash'un-ad-lz) v. a. [i. DENA-

TIONALIZED; pp. DENATIONALIZING, DENATIONALIZED.]
To deprive of national rights.

DE-NXT'u-RAL-lZE,* v. a. To make unnatural. Ed.

Rev._[K.]
fDE-NAY', 7i. Denial ; refusal. Shak.

JDE-NAY', v. a. To deny. Spenser.
DEN'DRITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral having figures of trees

or shrubs. Phillips.

DEN-DRIT'IC,* ) a. Veined like the leaves of a tree. P.

DEN-DRlT'l-CAL,* J Cyc.

DEN-DROD'P-A,* n. [Sivdpov and u6v.] (Zool.) A species
of tunicated mollusks. Brande.

DEN'DROID,* a. Resembling a tree or shrub. Smart.

DEN-DRdI'DAL,* o. (Bot.) Resembling a small tree. P.

Cyc.
DEN'DRQ-LITE * n. (Min.) A petrified tree; a fossil tree.

Hamilton. [Staughton.

DEN-DR6L,'o-GlsT* n. One who is versed in dendrology.

DEN-DROL'Q-GY, n. [Mrfpov and A^oy.] The natural his-

tory of trees.

DEN-DRSM'E-TER,*TI. An instrument for measuring trees,

or for ascertaining the quantity of timber in trees. Lou-
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(Zool.) A South Af-

ij.] A serpent of a

DEN'DRO-MYS,* n. [oivtpov and n
rican genus of rodents. Brande.

DEN'DRQ-PHls,* n. [SivSpov and

long, slender body. Brande.

DEN'DRO-PLEX,* . (Ornith.) A genus of birds. P. Cye.

DE'NEB,* n. (Astron.) A bright star in the tail of the
Lion. P. Cyc.

fDfiN'E-GATE, v. a. [denego, L.] To deny. Cockeram.

JDEN-E-GA'TION, n. A denying. Buttokar.

DE-NI'A-BLE, a. That may be denied
; disputable.

DE-NI'AL, n. Act of denying ; negation ;
the contrary to

affirmation or confession ; refusal
; abjuration.

DE-NI'ER, n. One who denies
;
a disowner.

DE-NIER', (de-ner') n. [Fr.J The twelfth part of a French
penny. Shak.

DEN'I-GRATE, [den'e-grat, P. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; de-nl'grat,
S. J. F. ; den'e-grat or de-ni'grat, W.] v. a. [denigro, L.J
To blacken. Browne. [R.]

fDEN-l-GRA'TiQN, 7i. A blackening. Boyle.

DEN-I-ZA'TIQN, n. The act of enfranchising. Dames.

DEN'I-ZEN, (den'e-zn) n. (Eng. law) An alien born, who
has received (ex donatione regis) letters patent to make
him an English subject. He may take lands by purchase
and devise ; but he cannot enjoy offices, trust, &c. In
the U. S., there is no such condition among the people.

DEN'I-ZEN, (den'e-zn) v. a. To enfranchise. Drayton.
DEN'I-ZEN-SH!P,* n. The state or condition of a denizen.

Jinn. Reg.
DEN'NET,* n. A two-wheeled carriage for travelling. Sat.

Mag.'
DE-NOM'I-NA-BLE, a. That may be named. Browne. [R.]

DE-NOM'I-NATE, v. a. [denomino, L.] [i. DENOMINATED ;

pp. DENOMINATING, DENOMINATED.] To name; to give a
name to

; to entitle
;
to style ; to designate.

DE-NOM'I-NATE, a. (Arith.) Denoting a number which ex-

presses the kind of unit treated of. Davies.

DE-NOM-I-NA'TIQN, n. The act of naming ;
a name given

to a person or thing ;
a sect, class, or division, particular-

ly of Christians.

DE-NOM-I-NA'TION-AL,* a. Relating to denominations or
sects of religion. Dr. J. Pye Smith.

DE-NOM-I-NA'TIQN-AL-LY,* ad. According to denomina-
tions. Matthewson.

DE-NOM'I-NA-TIVE, a. That gives a name ; that obtains a
distinct appellation.

DE-NOM'I-NA-TIVE-LY,* ad. By name or denomination.
Baxter.

DE-NOM'I-NA-TOR, n. The giver of a name. (Vulgar
Fractions) The number below the line, as 4 in |.

DE-NOT'A-BLE, a. Capable of being denoted. Browne.

fDEN'o-TATE, v. a. See DENOTE.
DEN-O-TA'TIQN, n. The act of denoting. Hammond. [R.]

tDE-No'TA-TiVE, a. Having the power to denote. Cotgrave.
DE-NOTE', v. a. [denote, L.] [i. DENOTED; pp. DENOTING,
DENOTED.] To mark

;
to be a sign of; to betoken

;
to sig-

nify^; to imply.
DE-NOTE'MENT, n. Sign ;

indication. Shak. [R.]
DENOUEMENT, (den-6'm'ang') n. [Fr.] The unravelling

or discovery of the plot in a drama or other poem.
DE-NOUNCE', v. a. [dennncio, L.] [i. DENOUNCED ; pp. DE-

NOUNCING, DENOUNCED.] To threaten by proclamation or

by some outward sign ; to accuse publicly ; to censure ;
to

condemn.
DE-NOUNCE'MENT, n. Denunciation. Browne.

DE-NoON9'ER, n. One who denounces.
DE-NO UNKING,*/). a. Declaring by way of menace or cen-

sure ; threatening.DE Nd'ro* [L.] Anew ; from the beginning. Hamilton.

DENSE, a. \densus, L.] Close ; compact ;
almost solid.

DEN'SI-TY, n. State of being dense
;
closeness.

DfiNT, 7i. A tooth or point ;
a blow : commonly a mark or

indentation made by a tooth, or by a stroke with some-
thing hard

;
a wire staple that forms the tooth of a card.

DENT,*. a.
[i. DENTED;^. DENTING, DENTED.] To indent;

to impress with a dent. Dryden.
DEN'TAL, a.

[dentalis, L.] Belonging to the teeth. (Gram.)
Pronounced" principally by the aid of the teeth.

DEN'TAL, n. A small shell-fish. Woodward. (Gram.) A
consonant sounded chiefly by the aid of the teeth. The
dentals are d, j, s, t, z, and g soft.

DEN-TA'LI-UM* n. (Zool.) A genus of testaceous mol-
lusks. P. Cyc.

DEN'TATE,* or DEN'TAT-ED,* a. Having points like teeth.

Paley._
DEN-TA'TIQN,* n. The form or formation of teeth. Paley.
DENT'ED, a. Notched ; indented. Barret.

DEN-TEL'Ll, (den-tel'le) n. pi. [It.] (Arch.) Ornaments
or cornices bearing some resemblance to the teeth

; mo-
dill ions.

DEN'TI-CLE,* n. A small, proiecting point or tooth ; a den-
til. Crabb.

DEN-TIC'U-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Having small teeth; finely
dentate. London.

DEN-TIC'V-LAT-ED, a. Set with small teeth
; notched.

DEN-T*C-V-LA'TIQN, n. [denticulatus, L.] The state of be-

ing notched or set with small teeth or prominences resem-
bling teeth. Grew.

DEN'TI-CULE,* n. (Arch.) The flat, projecting part of a
cornice, on which dentils are cut. Francis.

DEN'TI-FORM,* a. Having the form of teeth. London.
DJSN'TI-FRICE, 7i. [dens and/rico, L.] A powder for scour-

ing, cleaning, and preserving the teeth.

DN'TJL,* or DEN'TAL,* n. A denticle ; a modillion ; a
member of a cornice so cut as to give it the form of a set
of teeth^ Crabb.

DEN'TI-LAT-ED,* a. Formed like teeth
; having teeth. P.

Cyc.

DEN-TI-LA'TION,* n. The formation of teeth
; dentition.

P. Cyc. _
DEN'TI-LAVE,* n. A lotion for cleaning the teeth. Perry.
DEN-TJL'O-QUIST,* n. One who speaks through the teeth.
Ash.

DEN-TlL'p-QU Y,* n. The art of speaking through the teeth.
Ash.

DEN'Ti-sciLP,* 7i. An instrument for cleaning the teeth.
Ash.

'

DEN'TIST, n. An operator on, or surgeon for, the teeth.

DEN'TIS-TRY,* n. The business or art of a dentist. Dr.

Dunglison.
DEN-TI"TIQN, (den-tlsh'un) n. The breeding of teeth.

Smith._
J-DEN-TIZE', v. n. To have the teeth renewed. Bacon.

DEN'ToIp,* a. Resembling a tooth. Smart.

DE-NU'DATE, v. a. [denudo, L.] To strip ;
to denude. Ham,

mond.

DEN-V-DA'TION, n. Act of making naked. Bp. Hall.

DE-NUDE', v. a. '[i. DENUDED; pp. DENUDING, DENUDED.]
To strip ;

to divest
;
to make naked.

DE-NDN'CI-ATE, (de-nun'she-at) v. a. [denuncio, L.] [i.
DE-

NUNCIATED ; pp. DENUNCI ATING, DENUNCI ATED.] To de-
nounce

;
to threaten. Burke.

DE-NON-CI-A'TIQN, (de-nun-she-a'shun) n. Act of denounc-
ing ;

threat proclaimed ; public censure.

DE-NUN'CI-A-TOR, (de-nun'she-a-tur) n. A denouncer.

DE-NON'ci-A-TQ-Ry,* (de-nun'she-a-to-re) a. Relating to

or implying denunciation
; comminatory. Dr. Johnson.

DE-NY', (de-ni') v. a. [denego, L.] [i. DENIED ; pp. DENYING,
DENIED.] To contradict

; opposed to affirm ; to refuse ; not
to grant ;

to disown
;
to renounce ; to oppose ;

to disclaim.

DE-OB-STRUCT', v. a. [deobstruo, L.] To clear from imped-
iments. More.

DE-OB'STRU-ENT, a. (Med.) Having power to remove ob-
structions and to open the animal passages. Arbuthnot.

DE-dB'sTRV-ENT,.7i. A medicine that has the power to

reniove obstructions and open the animal passages.

DE'O-DXND, n. [Deo dandum, L.] (Eng. law) A thing given
or forfeited to God: anything movable inanimate, or

beast animate, that, having caused the untimely death of

any man by mischance, is forfeited to the king.

DE-Q-DAR',* n. A species of pine in India, valued for tim-

ber. Qu. Rev.

tDE-ON'ER-ATE, v. a. [deonero, L.] To unload. Cockeram.

DE-6N-TO-LOG'i-CAL,*a.Relatingtodeontology.#roMo-&am.
DE-QN-TOL'o-oisT,* 71. One versed in deontology. EC. Rev.

DE-QN-TOL'O-GY,* n. The science of duty ;
the science of

ethics, as founded on the tendency of actions to promote
happiness. J. Bentham.

(DE-OP'PI-LATE, v. a. [de and oppilo, L.] To free from ob-

structions. _
fDE-OP-Pl-LA'TlON, n. Removal of obstructions. Browne.

DE-6p'Pl-LA-TiVE,*n. (Med.) A medicine to clear obstruc-

tions. Ash.

fDE-op'Pl-LA-TlvE, a. Deobstruent. Harvey.

JDE-OR-DI-NA'TION, n. Disorder. Dr. Rawlcy.

fDE-os'ciJ-LATE, v. a. [deosculor, L.] To kiss. Cockeram.

IDE-OS-CV-LA'TIQN, n. A kissing. Stillingfeet.

DE-6x'l-pATE,*u. o. To reduce from the state of an oxide ;

to deoxidize. Smart.

DE-OX-I-DA'TIQN,* 71. The act of deoxidating. Smart.

DE-6x'l-DlZE,* v. a. [i.
DEOXIDIZED ; pp. DEOXIDIZING, DE-

OXIDIZED.] To reduce from the state of an oxide. Brande.

DE-OX'Y-GEN-ATE,* v. a. To deprive of oxygen. Smart.

DE-6x'Y-<^EN-A'TlQN,*7t.The actofdeoxygenating. Smart.

fDE-pAlNT', v. a. To picture ;
to paint ;

to describe. Gay.

fDE-PAINT'ER, n. A painter. ,?. Douglas.
DE-PART', v. n. [departir, Fr'.] [i.

DEPARTED ;pp. DEPART-

ING, DEPARTED.] To go away from a place; to desert;
to revolt

;
to apostatize ;

to die.

DE-PART', v. a. To quit ;
to leave. B. Jonson.

jDE-PART', v. a. [departir, Fr.] To separate; to part; to

distribute. Spenser.

JOE-PART', n. [depart, Fr.] A going away ;
death

;
division.

DE-PART'ER, n. One who departs.

DE-PART'ING, n. A going away ; separation. Shak.

DE-PART'MENT, n. [departement, Fr.] Separate part, office,

or division': a part or division in the executive goverr
ment: a province or subdivision of a country or kir

dom, as in France.
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DE-PART-MENT'AL, a. Relating to a department. Burke.

DE-PART'VRE, (de-part'yur) n. Act of departing ; a going
away; death; decease; a forsaking; an abandoning.

tDE-PAS'CENT, a. Feeding. Bailey.

DE-PAST'VRE, (de-past'yur) v. a.
[i. DEPASTURED ; pp. DE-

PASTURING, DEPASTURED.] To eat up ;
to pasture.

DE-piST'URE, v. n. To feed
; to graze. Blackstone.

DJJ-PAU'PER-ATE, v. a. [depaupero, L.I [/.DEPAUPERATED ;

pp. DEPAUPERATING, DEPAUPERATED.] To make poor ;
to

impoverish. JSmith.
DE-PAU'PER-AT-ED,* a. (Bot.) Imperfectly developed ;

ill-

formed. P. Cyc.'

tDE-pECT'i-BLE, a. [depecto, L.] Tough ; clammy. Bacon.

JDE-PEC-V-LA'TIQN, n. [depecalatio, L.J Peculation. Cock-
eram.

fDE-PElNCT', (de-pant') v. a. To paint. Spenser.

DE-PEND', v. n. [dependeo, L.] [i.
DEPENDED

; pp. DEPEND-
ING, DEPENDED.] To hang from; to be in a state of de-

pendence ; to be connected. To depend upon, to rely on.

DE-PEND'A-BLE,* a. That may be depended upon. Pope.
DE-PEND'ANCE, n. See DEPENDENCE.
DE-PEND'ANT^TI. [dependens, L.

; dependant, Fr.] One who
is subordinate or in subjection ;

a retainer ; a dependent.
It is written dependant or dependent, indiscriminately.

DE-PEND'ENCE, I n. State of hanging down ;
state of be-

DE-PEND'EN-CY, j ing dependent; state of being subor-

dinate, or at the disposal of another; that which is sub-
ordinate

;
concatenation ; connection

;
trust

;
reliance

;

confidence.

DE-PEND'ENT, a. Hanging down
; relating to something

previous ; subordinate; in the power of another.

DE-PEND'ENT, n. One in subjection or subordinate; one
at the disposal of another; dependant. See DEPENDANT.

DE-PEND'ENT-LY,* ad. In a dependent manner. Dr. Allen.

DE-PEND'ER, n. One who depends; a dependant.
DE-PEND'ING,*P.<Z. Hanging from; relying on; trusting to.

fDE-PEO'pLE,* (de-pe'pl) v. a. To depopulate. Chapman.
DE-PER'DIT, n. [deperditus, L.] Any thing lost or de-

stroyed. Paley.

fDE-pER'piTE-LY, ad. [deperditus, L.] In a lost manner.
Dean King.

tDEP-ER-Di"TION, (dep-er-dish'un) n. Loss. Browne.

fDE-PERT'i-BLE,*a. Divisible; separable. Bacon.

[DE-PHLEGM', (de-flem') v. a. See DEPHLEGMATE. Boyle.

[dephlegmo, low L.]
4.TING, DEPHLEGMAT-

legm ; to clear of water or aqueous
matter

;
to rectify ;

to distil.

DEPH-LEG-MA'TION, (def-leg-ma'shun) n. The operation
of separating water from spirits, acids, &c.

tDE-pHLEGM'ED-NESS, (de-flem'ed-nes) n. The quality
of being freed from phlegm. Boyle.

DEPH-LQ-GIS'TI-CATE,* v. a. [i. DEPHLOGISTICATED ; pp.
DEPHLOGISTICATING, DEPHLOGISTICATED.] To deprive of

phlogiston, or the supposed principle tor inflammability.
Brande.

tDE-PERT'i-BLE,*a. Divisible; separable. Bat

IDE-PHLEGM', (de-flem') v. a. See DEPHLEGMJ
I)E-PHLEG'MATE,' (de-fle'g'mat) v. a. [dephlegn

[i. DEPHLEGMATED; pp. DEPHLEGMATING, ni
*

ID.] To clear from phlegm ; to clear of water

3,* p. a. Deprived of phlogiston.
Dephlogisticated air is an old name of oxygen. Priestley.

DEPH-LQ-GIS-TI-CA'TIQN,* n. (Chem.) Act of separating
phlogiston. Brande.

DE-PICT', v a. [depingo, depictum, L.] [i. DEPICTED ',pp. DE-

PICTING, DEPICTED.] To paint; to portray; to describe;
to delineate

;
to sketch

;
to represent.

DE-PIC'TIQN,* n. Act of depicting ; a painting. Howitt. [R.]
DE-PICT'VRE, (de-pikt'yur) v. a. To represent in colors; to

depict. Shenstone.

DEVl-LATE, v. a. [depilo, L.] To pull off hair. Cockeram.

DEP-I-LA'TIQN, n. A pulling off the hair. Dryden.
HDE-PIL'A-TO-RY, [de-pil'a-tur-e, W. P. K. Sm. Wb ; de-

pl'la-tur-e, S. Ja.\ n. A substance or application which
takes away the hair.

llpE-PlL'A-TQ-RY, a. Taking away the hair. Chambers.

)E-pi'LOys, or DEP'l-LOtrs, [de-pl'lus, S. W. F. Ja.; dep-
e-lus, K. Sm. ; de-pl'lus or dep'e-lus, P.] a. Without hair.

Browne. [R.]

DEP-LAN-TA'TIQN, n. [deplanto, L.] Act of taking up
plants. [R.]

DE-PLE'TIQN, n. [depleo, depletus, L.] The act of empty-
ing, particularly the animal vessels, by bloodletting or
medicine.

DE-PLE'TQ-RY,* a. Causing depletion ; emptying. Med.Jour.

DE-PLO'RA-BLE, a. That is to be deplored ; miserable ;
lam-

entable
;
sad

;
calamitous.

DE-PLO'RA-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being deplorable.

DE-PLO'RA-BLY, ad. Lamentably ; miserably.

B)E-PLO'RATE,
a. Lamentable ; hopeless. L'Estrange.

EP-LQ-RA'TIQN, n. Act of deploring ; lamentation.

DE-PLORE', v. a. [deploro, L.] [i. DEPLORED ; pp. DEPLOR-

ING, DEPLORED.] To lament
;

to bewail
;
to mourn

;
to

bemoan.
JDE-PLOR'ED-LY, ad. Lamentably. Bp. Taylor.

JDE-PLORE'MENT, n. A weeping ;
a lamenting. Cockeram.

DE-PLOR'ER, n. One who deplores.

DE-pLdR'}NG,* n. Lamentation ;
a weeping. F. Butler.

EPLOYED
J pp. DEPLOY

to extend
;
to display,

DE-PLOY', v. a. [dcployer, Fr.] [i. DEPLOYED
; pp. DEPLOY

ING, DEPLOYED.] (Mil.) To Unfold
j

as a body of troops
DE-PLO?',* n. (Mil.) The expansion of a body of troops,

previously compacted in a column, so as to present a large
front. Brands.

[Crabb.
DE-PLOY'MENT,* n. [deployement, Fr.] Same as deploy.
DEP-LV-MA'TIQN, n. Act of plucking off. (Med.) A fall

of the eyelashe<k from swelled eyelids.
DIJ-PLUME', v. a. To strip of feathers. Hayward.
DE-PO-LAR-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of depolarizing ;

the re-

storing of a ray of polarized light to its former state.
Francis.

DE-PO'LAR-IZE,*V. a. To deprive of polarity; to reduce or
restore a ray of polarized light to its former state. Brande.

^DE-PONE', v. a. [depono, L.] To lay down as a pledge ;
to

depose. Hudibras.

DE-PO'NENT, n. (Law) One who makes a deposition, or

gives information on oath
; a witness. (Oram.) A depo

nent verb.

DE-PO'NENT, a. (Gram.) Noting Latin verbs which have
a passive form but an active meaning.

DE-poP'V-LATE, v. a. [depopulor,L,.] [i. DEPOPULATED ; pp.
DEPOPULATING, DEPOPULATED.] To deprive of inhabitants ;

to unpeople ;
to lay waste.

DE-POP'V-LATE, v. n. To become dispeopled. Goldsmith.

DE-POP-V-LA'TIQN, n. Act of depopulating; havoc.

DE-POP'V-LA-TOR, n. One who depopulates.
DE-PORT', v. a. [dcporter, Fr.] [i. DEPORTED

; pp. DEPORT
ING, DEPORTED.] [f To carry away. Digby.] To carry ; to

demean ; to behave ;
followed by the reciprocal pronoun.

|DE-PORT% 7i. Demeanor
; deportment. Milton.

DEP-QR-TA'TION, n. [deportatio, L.] Act of carrying away ;

removal ; transportation ;
exile ; perpetual banishment.

DE-PORT'MENTjTi. [department, Fr.] Conduct; demeanor;
behavior; carriage.

DE-PO'A-BLE, a. That may be deposed.
DE-PO'AL, n. Act of deposing; deposition. Fox.

DE-POijE', v. a. [deposer, Fr.] [i. DEPOSED; pp. DEPOSING,
DEPOSED.] [f To lay down. Woodward.] To degrade from
a throne or high station

; to take away ; to divest : to

give testimony ;
to attest on oath.

DE-POE', v. n. To bear witness; to testify. Sidney.

DE-PO'ER, n. One who deposes ;
a deponent.

DE-PO'ING, n. Act of one who deposes.

DE-PO^'IT, v. a. [depono, deposition, L.] [i. DEPOSITED; pp.
DEPOSITING, DEPOSITED.] To lay up ; to lodge in any
place ;

to lay up as a pledge or security ;
to place ; to

commit
;
to intrust

;
to pledge.

DE-PO'IT, n. [deposition, L.] That which is thrown down,
left, and lodged ; any thing committed to the care of an-
other

;
a pledge ;

a pawn ;
a security ;

state of a .thing
pawned or pledged.

DE-p6'i-TA-RY, n. One with whom any thing is intrusted.

DE-p6'iT-ED,*p. a. Placed; laid up ;
laid aside.

DE-p6s'iT-lNG, n. A laying aside.

DEP-Q-$I"TIQN, (d6p-o-zlsh'un) n. Act of deposing or of

depositing ;
that which is deposited ;

subsidence of matter.

(Law) The testimony of a witness or deponent reduced
to writing and signed : the act of deposing, whether of
a king from his throne or an ecclesiastic from his office.

DE-p6$'i-TQR,*n. One who makes a deposit. Sir Wm. Jones.

DE-POS'J-TQ-RY, n. The place where any thing is lodged.
DE-PO?'f-TtfM,n. [L.1A deposit. Warburton.

DE-POT*, (de-po') 7i. [Fr.] A military depository for the
stores of an army; a store or warehouse: a place for

starting and stopping on a railroad, &c. Brit. Crit.

DEP-RA-VA'TION, n. Act of depraving or making bad
;
cor-

ruption ; degeneracy ; depravity.
DE-PRAVE', v. a. [depravo, L.] [i. DEPRAVED ; pp. DEPRAV-

ING, DEPRAVED.] To make bad
;
to vitiate

;
to corrupt ;

to

contaminate.

DE-PRAVED',* (de-pravd')p. a. Corrupted; corrupt ;
vicious.

DE-PRAV'ED-LY, ad. In a vitiated manner. Browne.

DE-PRAV'ED-NESS, n. Corruption. Bp. Hall.

fDE-pRlvE'MENT, w. A vitiated state
; depravation. Browne.

DE-PRAV'ER, n. One who depraves.
DE-PRAV'ING, 71. A corrupting; a traducing.
DE-pRlv'i-TY, n. State of being depraved ;

wickedness ;

vice
; corruption ;

a vitiated state.

DEP'RE-CA-BLE, a. That maybe deprecated or entreated.

Paley.

DEP'RE-CATE,t7. a. [deprecor, L.] [i. DEPRECATED ; pp. DEP-

RECATING, DEPRECATED.] To beg off; to pray deliverance
from

;
to avert by prayer.

DEP-RE-CA'TIQN, . Act of deprecating; prayer against
evil

; entreaty.
DEp'RE-cA-TiVE,a. Deprecatory. Comber.

DEP'RE-CA-TOR, n. One who deprecates.
DEP'RE-CA-TO-RY, a. Serving to deprecate ; entreating.

DE-PRE'CI-ATE, (de-pre'she-at) v. a. [depretio, L.] [i, DE-
PRECIATED

; pp. DEPRECIATING, DEPRECIATED.] To bring
a thing down to a lower price ;

to lessen in value
;
to dis-

parage ;
to detract ; to traduce; to degrade.

MljEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RULE.
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DE-PRE'CI-ATE,* (d<H>re'she-at) v. n. To fall in value or

to become of less value. Smart. [So used in the U. S.,
but not often by good English writers.]

DE-PRE-CI-A'TIPN, (de-pre-she-a'shun) n. Act of depreci-

atingj act of lessening the value; decrease of value.

DE-PRE'CI-A-TIVE,* (de-pre'she-a-tiv) a. Tending to de-

preciate. Smart.

DE-PRE'CI-A-TPR,* (de-pre'she-a-tur) n. One who depre-
ciates. Knox.

DE-PRE'CI-A-TP-RY,* (de-pre'she-a-to-re)a. Tending to de-

preciate. Qu.Rev.
DEP'RE-DATE, v. a. [deprcedor, L.] [i. DEPREDATED; pp.

DEPREDATING, DEPREDATED.] To TOb
;
tO pillage J

tfl Spoil J

to devour.

DEP-RE-DA'TIPN, n. Act of depredating; robbery ; pillage ;

a robbing ;
a spoiling; waste.

DEP'RE-DA-TPR, n. One who depredates ;
a robber.

DEP'RE-DA-TP-RY,* a. Committing depredation ; robbing.
Baxter.

DEP-RE-HEND', v. a. [deprehendo, L.] [i. DEPREHENDED ;

pp. DEPREHENDING, DEPREHENDED.] To take unawares ;

to discover. Sir T. Elyot. [R.]

tDfip-RE-HEN'si-BLE, a. That may be deprehended or ta-

ken. Petty.

fDEp-RE-HEN'si-BLE-NESS, n. State of being deprehensi-
ble. Bailey.

fDEP-RE-HEN'sipN, . A seizing. Bp. Hall.

DE-PRESS', v. a. [depressus, from deprimo, L.] [i. DEPRESSED ;

pp. DEPRESSING, DEPRESSED.] To press down ;
to let down

;

to humble
;
to deject ;

to sink
;
to degrade ;

to abase
;
to

bring low.

DE-PRESSED',* (de-presf) p. a. Dejected ; pressed down ;

disheartened. (Bot.) Flattened from point to base. P.

Cyc.

DE-PRES'SIQN, (de-pr6sh'un) n. Act of depressing ;
state of

being depressed; dejection; melancholy; act of hum-
bling ; abasement. Depression of an equation, (jtlgebra)
The bringing of it into lower and more simple terms by
division. Depression of the sun, moon, or a star.

(Jlstron.) Its distance below the horizon.

DE-PRES'SIVE, a. Tending to depress. Thomson.

DE-PRESS'PR, n. One who depresses. (Jlnat.) A muscle
tfiat depresses some part of the body.

DEP'RI-MENT, a. [deprimms, L.] (Jlnat.) Noting a muscle
that depresses the external ear. Derham.

DE-PRIV'^-BLE, a. Liable to deprivation. Hooker.

DEP-RI-VA'TIQN, n. Act of depriving; loss. (Law) The
deposition of a clergyman from his benefice, orders, or
station.

DE-PRIVE', v. a. [de and privo, L.] [i. DEPRIVED ; pp. DE-

PRIVING, DEPRIVED.] To take from
;
to bereave of; to hin-

der
;
to debar from

;
to abridge ;

to release.

fDE-pRiVE'MENT, n. Deprivation. Ricaut.

DE-PRIV'ER, n. He or that which deprives.

DEPTH, n. [diupith, Goth.] The distance or measure below
the surface

; deepness ;
a deep place ;

not a shoal
;
the

abyss ;
the middle or height of a season

; profundity ; ob-

struseness; obscurity; sagacity. Depth, of a squadron is

the number of men in a file.

fDfipTH'EN, (dep'thn) v. a. To deepen. Diet.

DEPTH'LESS,* a. Having no depth. Francis.

tDE-pu'cE-LATE, v. a. .
To deflour; to rob of virginity.

Diet.

fDE-puLSE', v. a. [depello, depidsum, L.] To drive away.
Cockeram.

DE-ptJL'sipN, n. A driving away. Cockeram. [R.]

DE-ptjL'sp-RY, a. Putting away ; averting. Bailey. [R.]
DJSP'y-RATE, v. a. [depurer, Fr.] [i. DEPURATED ; pp. DEP-

URATING, DEPURATED.] To purify ;
to cleanse. Boyle.

Dfip'y-R^TE, a. Cleansed ; pure. Olanville.

DEP-V-RA'TIPN, n. Purification
;
a cleansing. Browne.

DEP'U-RA-TPR,* n. He or that which cleanses. Kirby.
DEP'v-RA-Tp-RY,* a. Tending to purify or free. Sydenham.
fDE-PURE', v. a. To cleanse

;
to purge. Raleigh.

fDE-pUR^GA-Tp-RY, a. Having power to purge. Cotgrave.
DEP-V-TA'TION, . Act of deputing ; the persons deputed ;

delegation ; vicegerency. Shak.

fDEP^-TA-TQR,* n. One who grants deputation. Locke.

DE-PUTE', v. a. [deputer, Fr.] [i. DEPUTED; pp. DEPUTING,
DEPUTED.] To appoint as a substitute or agent ;

to con-
stitute

;
to send with a special commission.

DE-POT'ED,*P. a. Empowered to act for another; dele-

gated.

Dp'y-TlZE,* v. a.
[i.

DEPUTIZED
; pp. DEPUTIZING, DEPU-

TIZED.] To depute ; to employ or appoint as deputy. Port
Folio. [Colloquial, U. S.J

DEP'U-TY, n. [depute, Fr.] One appointed or elected to act

for another ;
a representative ;

a delegate ; a substitute ;

an envoy ;
a lieutenant

;
a viceroy.

fDE-QUAN'Tl-TATE, (de-quSn'te-tat) v. a. [de and quanti-

tas, L.] To diminish the qi antity of. Browne.
DE QuFsus sun Dls-SEl'zitf,* n. (Law) A writ of en-

try. Crabb.
DER. A term used in the beginning of names of places;

generally derived from dear, a wild beast. Gibson's Cajn-
den.

DE-RXg'l-NATE, v. a. [deraciner, Fr.] To pluck or tear up
by the roots

;
to destroy ;

to extirpate. Shak. [R.]
DE-RX^-I-NA'TIPN,* n. Act of plucking up by the roots.
Maunder.

fDE-RAlGN', (de-ran') v. a. [dareigner, Nor. Fr.] (Law) To
prove ;

to justify ;
to disorder

;
to turn out of course

;

to derange. Whishaw.

DE-RAIGN'MENT, (de-ran'ment) n. (Law) The act of de-

raigning ;
a discharge of profession ;

a departure from re-

ligion ; derangement. Blount.

DE-RAIN', DE-RAIN'MENT. See DERAIGN, DERAIGNMENT.
DE-RAN0E', v. a. [deranger, Fr.] [i. DERANGED

; pp. DE-

RANGING, DERANGED.] To turn out of the proper course;
to. disarrange ;

to disorder; to confuse; to disconcert;
to discompose. Burke.

DE-RANGED',* (de-ranjd') p. a. Put out of place ;
mis-

placed; disordered in mind.

DE-RAN^E'MENT, n. Act of deranging ;
state of being de-

ranged ;
disorder

; discomposure of mind or intellect
;

insanity.

fDE-RAY', n. [desrayer,Fr.] Tumult
; nois'e^ jollity ;

solem-
nity. Douglass.

fDlRE, v. a. To hurt. Spenser.
DERE, a. Hurtful

;
dire

;
sad. Holloway. [Local, Eng.]

DE-REIGN'MENT,* (de-ran'ment) n. (Law) See DERAIGN-
MENT. Hardwicke.

DER'E-LlcT, n. (Law) Any thing forsaken or left, or inten-

tionally cast away.
DER'E-LICT, a. [derelictus, L.] Wilfully or intentionally re-

linquished ;
left

; forsaken.

DfiR-E-Llc'TiON, n. Act of leaving ;
state of being left

;

desertion
; abandonment.

DE-RIDE', v. a. [derideo, L.] [i. DERIDED
; pp. DERIDING,

DERIDED.] To laugh at with contempt or ill-nature ;
to

scoff at
;
to jeer ;

to mock.
DE-RID'ER, n. One who derides

;
a scoffer.

DE-RID'ING-LY, ad. In a jeering manner. Bp. Reynolds.
DE-Rl"ipN, (de-rizh'un) n. Act of deriding or laughing

at
; contempt ;

scorn
;
ridicule

;
a jeering.

DE-R!'SIVE, a. Containing derision
; scoffing. Pope.

DE-RI'SJVE-LY, ad. In a derisive manner. Herbert.

DE-RI'SP-RY, a. Mocking; ridiculing. Shaftesbury.
DE-RIV'A-BLE, a. That may be derived; attainable by

derivation
; deducible, as from a root or cause.

fDER'l-VATE, v. a. To derive. Huloet.

DER-I-VA'TIQN, n. Act of deriving; that which is de-
rived

; deduction from a source
;
the tracing of a word

from its original ; the word so traced
;
a diversion from

a natural channel.

DER-I-VA'TIQN-AL,,* a. Relating to derivation. Latham.

DE-RJv'A-TlVE, 'a. Derived or taken from another.

DE-Rlv'A-TlvE, n. A thing or word derived from another ;

a derivative word.
DE-Rlv'A-TlVE-LY, ad. In a derivative manner. Pearson.

DE-RIVE', v. a. [derive, L.] [i. DERIVED; pp. DERIVING,
DERIVED.] To draw from; to deduce from its source or

origin ;
to trace

; to receive
;
to divert

;
to deduce

;
to in-

fer
._ (Gram.) To trace a word from its source or origin.

DE-RIVE', v. n. To come from
;
to owe its origin to.

DE-RIVED',* (de-rivd') p. a. Deduced from its original.

DE-RIV'ER, n. One who derives.

DERM,* n. (Zool.) The true skin, or organized layer of the

tegumentary covering of animals. Brande.

DER'MAL,* a. Belonging to the skin. Brande.

DER'MA-TolD,* a. (Med.) Resembling the skin. Dunglison.
DER-MA-TOL'P-GY,* n. A treatise on the skin and ita

diseases. Brande.

DER-M5G'RA-PHY,* n. (Med.) A description of the skin.

Dunglison.
DER'MOID,* a. (Med.) Resembling the skin. Dunglison.
DER-MOT'O-MY,* n. (Med.) The anatomy of the skin.

Dunglison.
fDERN, a. Sad

; solitary ;
cruel. More. See DEARN.

fDERN'FOL,, a. Mournful. Bryskett.

DERNIER, (dern-yar' or der'ne-er) [dern-yar', S. W. J. F.

K. ; dern-yer', E. , der'ne-er, X Sm.1* a. [Fr.] Last
;
the

only remaining. Jlyliffe. It is a French word, used

only in the phrase dernier resort, the last expedient.

fDERN'LY, ad. Mournfully ; anxiously. Spenser.

DR'9-GATE, v. a. [derogo, L.] [i. DEROGATED; pp. DERO-

GATING, DEROGATED.] To lessen the extent of a law,
distinguished from abrogate: to diminish; to dispar-

age ;
to degrade. Hale.

DER'O-GATE, v. n. To detract; to lessen reputation.

DER'Q-GATE, a. Degraded; damaged. Sir T. Elyot. [R.]

DER'9-GATE-t,y, ad. In a disrespectful manner. Shak.

DER-O-GX'TIQN, n. The act of derogating; diminution;
a defamation ; detraction. Hooker.

fDE-ROG'A-TlVE, a. Derogatory. Browne.

DE-R6G'A-TQ-Ri-i,y, ad. In a detracting manner. Ait-

brey.

DE-R6G'A-TQ-RI-NESS, n. State of being derogatory.DER. A term used in the beginning of names of places; DE-ROG'A-TQ-RI-NESS, n. State of being derogatory.
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DE-ROG'A-TQ-RY, a. Tending to lessen or take from ; de-

tracting ; degrading; reproachful; dishonorable

DER'RIC,* n. (JVaut.) A tackle, used at the outer quarters
of a mizzen-yard, consisting of a double and single block,
connected by a fall. Brande. (Arch.) A machine for

rasing heavy weights.

fDER'RiNG, a. Daring. Spenser.

DER'VIS, n. [Persian.] A sort of priest or monk among
the Mahometans in Turkey and in Asia, sometimes living
in a monastery, and sometimes leading a wandering life.

DES'ART, n. See DESERT.

DES'CANT, (des'kant) n. [deschant, old Fr.J A song or

tune composed in parts ;
a discourse

;
a disputation ;

a

disquisition.

DES-cXNT', [des-kaint', S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm..
,- des'cant,

Johnson, jtsh.] v. n.
[i.

DESCANTED
; pp. DESCANTING,

DESCANTED.] To sing in parts; to run a division or

variety upon notes
; to discourse

;
to animadvert.

DES-CXNT'ER,* n. One who descants. Foster.

DES-CXNT'ING, n. Act of one who descants
;
remark.

BE-SCEND', (de-send') v. n. [descendo, L.] [i. DESCENDED ;

pp. DESCENDING, DESCENDED.] To remove from a higher
place to a lower

;
to go downwards

;
to come down ;

to

come suddenly ; to make an invasion
;

to proceed as

from an original ; to be derived from ; to fall in order of
inheritance to a successor.

DE-SCEND', v. a. To move one's self down. Milton.

DE-SCEND'ANT, . The offspring of an ancestor.

DE-SCEND'ENT, a. Falling; sinking; descending.
DE-SCND'ER, n. One who descends. Hammond.

DE-SCEND-I-BIL'I-TY, 7i. Capability of descending, or of

being transmitted from ancestors. Blackstone.

DE-SCEND'I-BLE, a. That may descend. Hale.

DE-SCEND'ING,* p. a. Corning down; coming lower;
falling ; sinking.

DE-SCEN'SIQN, (de-sen'shun) n. The act of descending ;

descent; a declension; a degradation. (Astron.) The
calculation of a setting body with relation to a right

sphere, then called the right ascension; or to an oblique
sphere, and then called oblique ascension.

DE-SCEN'SION-AL, a. Relating to descension or descent.

DG-SCN'SIVE, a. Descending; having power to descend.

DES-OEN-SO'RI-UM,* n. (Chem.) A vessel for distillation.

Crabb.

DE-SCENT', n. Act of descending ; progress downwards
;

inclination : a hostile invasion or attack : transmis-
sion by succession and inheritance ;

birth
;
extraction

;

offspring; a single step in the scale of genealogy; a
rank in the order of being.

DE-SCRIB'A-BLE, a. That may be described. Paley.

DE-SCR!BE', v. a. [describo, L.l
[i.

DESCRIBED
; pp. DE-

SCRIBING, DESCRIBED.] To delineate; to mark out; to

define by properties or accidents ; to represent by words
;

to rela_te ;
to recount.

DE-SCRI'BENT,* a. (Geom.) Applied to a line or superficies,

by motion of which a superficies or solid is described.
Crabb. .

DE-SCRIB'ER, n. One who describes.

DE-SCRI'ER, n. One who descries; a discoverer.

DE-SCRIP'TION, (de-skrip'shun) n. The act of describing ;

a delineation of properties or characteristics
;
relation

;

explanation ;
the sentence or passage in which a thing

is described; a definition by specifying properties, ac-

cidents, or characteristics
;
sort or kind.

DE-scRfp'TiVE, a. That describes
; describing. [Rev.

DE-scRfp'TiVE-LY,* ad. In a descriptive manner. Month.

DE-scRlP'TjVE-NESS,* n. The quality of being descrip-
tive. Millman.

B3E-SCRIVE',
v. a. [descrivere, It.] To describe. Bp. Fisher.

E-SCRY', v. a. [descrier, Fr.] [i. DESCRIED
; pp. DESCRY-

ING, DESCRIED.] To spy out at a distance
;
to find out ; to

detect
^ to discover

;
to perceive by the eye.

DE-SCRY', 71. Discovery ; thing discovered. Shak. [R.'

fDES'E-CA_TE,t?.a. [deseco, L.] To cut off; to mow. Coki

Dfis'E-CRATE, v. a. [desacro, L.] [i. DESECRATED ; pp.
DESECRATING, DESECRATED.] To profane by misapplica-
tion

;
to pervert from a sacred purpose ;

to dishonor.

DES-E-CRA'TION, . Act of desecrating ; profanation.
DES'ERT, n. A wilderness

;
a waste

;
solitude.

DE'ERT
?
a. Wild

;
waste

; solitary. Shak.

DE-SERT', (de-zert') v. a. [desero, L.] [i. DESERTED; pp.

DESERTING, DESERTED.] To leave without permission, as
a post of duty ;

to forsake
;
to fall away from

; to aban-
don

; to leave.

DE-SERT', v. n. To quit the army or post to which one
belongs.

DE-SERT', 71. Degree of merit or demerit; claim or right
to reward

;
merit

;
worth

;
excellence ; virtue.

DE-SERT', n. See DESSERT.

DE-SERT'ER, n. One who deserts
;
an abandonee

tDE-SERT'FOL, a. Meritorious; deserving. Beaum. $ Fl.

DE-SER'TION, n. Act of deserting ;
state of being de-

serted
; act of forsaking the army, or one's post : reli-

gious despondency. Bp. HalL

DE-SERT'L,ESS, a. Without desert or merit. Beaum. $ Fl.

DE-SERT'L.ESS-LY, ad. Without desert. Beaum. fy Fl.

tDE-SER'TRicE, n. She who deserts. Milton.

DE-SE,VE', (de-zerv') v. a. [dcseroir, Fr.] [i. DESERVED;
pp. DESERVING, DESERVED.] To be worthy of (either good
or ill) ;

to merit
;
to earn.

DE-SERVE', v. n. To be worthy of reward or punishment.
South.

DE-SERVED',* (de-zervd') p. a. Merited; earned.

DE-SER'VED-LY, (de-zer'ved-le) ad. Worthily. Milton.

DE-ERV'ER, n. One who deserves or merits.

DE-ERV'ING, 7i. Act of meriting ; desert.

DE-ERV'ING,* a. Worthy ; meritorious ; having desert.

DE-ERV'ING-:LY, ad. In a deserving manner. B. Jonson.

DES-HA-BILLE', n. See DISHABILLE.

DE-slc'CANT, n. An application that dries up. Wiseman.
DE-sIc'CANT,* a. Drying up, as moisture or humors, rfsh.

||DE-sic'CATE, [de-sik'kat, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ;

des'e-kat, fVb. Johnson.] v.a. [desicco, L.] [i. DESICCATED ;

pp. DESICCATING, DESICCATED.] To dry up ; to exhaust
of moisture.

IIDE-sic'cATE, v. n. To grow dry. Ricaut.

DES-IC-CA'TION, n. Act of drying ;
state of being dried.

DE-SIC'CA-TIVE, a. Having the power of drying.
DE-sIc'cA-TiVE, n. A drying or absorbing substance.

DE-slD'ER-ATE, v. a. [i. DESIDERATED ; pp. DESIDERATING,
DESIDERATED.] To be in want of; to want; to desire.

Cheyne.

DE-slD'ER-A-TiVE,* n. An object of desire. Harris.

DE-slD'ER-A-TlVE,* a. Having or implying desire.

Beattie.

DE-SlD-ER-A 1 TUM, 71. [L.] pi. DESIDERATA. Some-
thing not possessed, but desired or wanted

;
a thing

wanted. _
fDE-slD-l-OSE', a. [desidiosus, L.] Idle

; lazy. Bailey.

||DE-slGN', (de-sin' or de-zln') [de-sin', W. P. J. F. Sm.
R. Wb.; de-zln'; S. E. Ja. K.] v. a. [designo, L.] [i. DE-

SIGNED; pp. DESIGNING, DESIGNED.] To purpose ;
to in-

tend
; to devote intentionally ; to propose ;

to plan ;
to

project ;
to form in idea

;
to sketch, as a first draught ; to

delineate.

||DE-slGN', (de-sin' or de-zln') n. That which is designed :

a project ;
an intention

;
a purpose ;

a scheme
;
a plan of

action
;
a sketch ; the idea which an artist works from

;

the art of drawing, as distinguished from coloring.

(Mas.) The invention and conduct of a subject.

J|DE-SIGN'A-BL,E, (de-sln'a-bl) a. That may be designed.
DES'IG-NATE, [des'ig-nat, W. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. Rees;

de-slg'nat, P. J.\ v. a. [i. DESIGNATED \pp. DESIGNATING,
DESIGNATED.] To point out

;
to distinguish. Brit. Crit.

DES'IG-NATE, a. [designatus, L.] Marked out; appointed.
Sir O. Buck. [R.]

DES-IG-NA'TIQN, n. The act of designating; appoint-
ment; direction; import; intention.

Dfis'iG-NA-TlvE, a. Appointing ; showing. Coigrave. [R.]

DES'JG-NA-TQR,* n. One who designates : an officer who
assigned seats to the spectators at the ancient Roman
games. Brande.

||DE-slGNED',* (de-sind' or de-zlnd') p. a. Intended j

projected ; planned.

||DE-SIGN'ED-L.Y, ad. Intentionally. Ray.
UDE-SIGN'ER, n. One who designs or plans; a purposer;
a plotter ;

a contriver
;
one who conceives or forms a

plan m painting, sculpture, architecture, &c.

|tDE-siGN'FfjL,-NESS,
n. Abundance of design. Barrow.

DE-SIGN'ING, a. Insidious
;
treacherous.

PE-SIGN'ING, n. The art of drawing.
IDE-SIGN'LESS, a. Without intention or design.

E-SIGN'LESS-LY, ad. Inadvertently.
jE-slGN'MENT, n. Purpose; intent. Shak.

fDEs'i-NENCE, 7i. [desino, L.] A close
;
end. Bp. HalL

tDEs'l-NENT, a. Ending; extreme. B. Jonson.

DE-slp'l-ENT,* a. Foolish
; trifling ; playful. Smart.

DE-SIR'A-BLE, a. That may be desired
; worthy of desire

;

pleasing; delightful.

DE-ijiR'A-BLE-NESS, n. Q,uality of being desirable.

DE-IR'A-BLY,* ad. In a desirable manner. Dr. Mien.

DE-^IRE', (de-zlr') n. [desir, Fr.] Uneasiness of the
mind from the absence of something wanted

; eager-
ness to obtain or enjoy ;

a longing for
; thing desired.

DE-SIRE', (de-zlr') v. a. [i.
DESIRED

; j>p. DESIRING, DE-

SIRED.] To wish for
;
to hanker after

;
to long for ;

to

covet ; to express wishes
;
to ask

; to entreat ;
to solicit.

DE-SIRED',* (de-zlrd') p. a. Wished for; longed for;

covejted.

SOE-IRE'L,ESS,
a. Without desire. Donne.

E-SIR'ER, n. One who desires.

DE-IR'OVS, a. Full of desire; eager; longing after.

DE-IR'OVS-LY, ad. Eagerly ;
with desire. South.

DE-SIR'OVS-NESS, n. Fulness of desire. Bailey.

HDE-siST', [de-sisf, W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.; de-

zlzt', &] v. n. [desisto, L.] To cease from; to stop; to

leave off. Milton.

UDE-sIST'ANCE, n. Act of desisting ;
cessation. Boyle.

MIEN, si'R) MOVE, NOR, s6N; BflLL, Bt/R, RtJLE. 9, G, 5, g, soft; &, &, , g, hard ; 5 as Z ; 3f
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|jDE-sIS'TiVE,* a. [desitus, L.] Ending; concluding.
Walker.

tDEs'l-TiVE, a. Ending; final; desistive. Watts.

DESK, re. An inclining table for the use of writers or readers.

DESK, v. a. To shut up, as in a desk. John Hall. [R.]
DES'MINE,* n. (Min.~) A mineral substance. Cleaveland.

DES-M6<J'RA-PHY,* n. (Med.~) A description of ligaments.
Dunglison.

DES-MOL'O-^Y,* n. (Med.~) A treatise on the ligaments.
Dunglison.

DES-MOT'O-MY,* n. (Med.) The dissection of the liga-
ments. Dunglison.

DES'O-LATE, a. Without inhabitants; laid waste; soli-

tary ; d_esert ; afflicted
;
comfortless.

DES'Q-LATE, v. a. [desolo, L.] [i. DESOLATED
; pp. DESO-

LATING, DESOLATED.] To deprive of inhabitants; to de-

populate ;
to lay waste. Bacon.

DES'O-LATE-LY, ad. In a desolate manner. Sherwood.
Dfis'p-LATE-NESS,*re. The state of being desolate Temple.
DEs'o-LAT-ER, n. One who causes desolation. Mede.

DES-O-LA'TION, n. Act of desolating ;
state of being des-

olate
;
a desolate place ; gloominess ;

sadness.

DES'O-LA-TOR, n. SeeDEsoLATER.
DES'Q-LA-TQ-RY, a. Causing desolation. Bp. Hall. [R.]

DE-spAlR', n. Expectation of certain evil
;
entire loss of

hope ;
loss of confidence in the mercy of God

; hopeless-
ness ; desperation ; despondency.

DE-SPAIR', v. n. [despero, L.J [i. DESPAIRED; pp. DESPAIR-

ING, DESPAIRED.] To be without hope ;
to despond.

fDE-spAlR', v. a. To cause to despair. Sir R. Williams.

fDE-spAiR'A-BLE, a. Unhopeful. Cotgrave.
DE-SPAlR'ER, TI. One without hope. Dryden.
tDE-spAlR'FUL, a. Hopeless. Sir P. Sidney.

DE-spAlR'lNG,*p. a. Indulging despair; hopeless.
DE-spAlR'JNG-LY, ad. In a despairing manner. Browne.

DE-spXTCH', or DIS-PATCH', v. a. [depe~cher, Fr.
; dispac-

ciare, It.] [i. DESPATCHED; pp. DESPATCHING, DESPATCH-

ED.] To send away hastily ;
to hasten

;
to expedite ;

to

send out of the world
;
to put to death

;
to perform a

business quickly ;
to conclude an affair.

$5=
" The word despatch, till Dr. Johnson corrected it,

was always written with an i." Walker. It is spelled
dispatch in the dictionaries of Baret, Cotgrave, Holyoke,
Kersey, Bailey, Ainsworth, Dyche, Martin, Barlow,
Lemon, Crabb, Webster, and Richardson: despatch in

those of Johnson, Entick, Kenrick, Ash, Perry, Sheri-

dan, Walker, Jones, Browne, Fulton & Knight, Enfield,
Jameson, Knowles, Smart, & Reid. Richardson, although
he spells it dispatch, says,

"
Despatch is more consistent

with the origin of the word, despescher or dep$cher, [Fr.] ;

despacJiar, [Sp.]
"

: and Mr. Nares says,
"
Dispatch seems

to be fixed'beyond the power of an etymologist." Good
usage, however, as well as the dictionaries, is much
divided.

DE-SPXTCH', n. Hasty execution
;
conduct

; management;
an express ; hasty messenger or message ;

a message from
a government.

DE-SPXTCH'ER, n. One who despatches.
PE-SPXTCH'FUL, a. Bent on haste. Milton. [R.]

DE-SPECT',* n. [despectio, L.] Contempt. Coleridge. [R.]

fDE-SPEc'TlON, n. [despectio, L.] A looking down
;

a

despising. W. Montague.
DES-PE-RA'DO, [des-pe-ra'do, P. E. F. 8m. R. Wb. ; des-

pe-ra'd5, Ja. ; des-pe-ra'do or des-pe-ra'do, K.] n. [Sp.]
pi. DESPERADOES. One who is desperate ;

one who is

reckless of danger.
DES'PE-RATE, a. [desperatus, L.] Hopeless; desponding;
without care of safety ;

irretrievable
;
mad

; hot-brained ;

furious.

tDES'pE-RATE,M. A desperate man. Donne.

DES'PE-RATE-LY, ad. In a desperate manner ; madly.
DES'PE-RATE-NESS, n. State of being desperate.

DES-PE-RA'TIQN, n. Such a loss of hope as impels to

greater exertion
;

absence of hope ; hopelessness ;
de-

spair.

DES'PI-CA-BLE, a. [despicabilis, L..] That may be despised;
base; mean

; contemptible; vile; worthless.

DES'PI-CA-BLE-NESS, n. Vileness
; worthlessness.

DES'PI-CA-BLY, ad. In a despicable manner.

|DES-Pl"ciEN-cy, (des-pish'en-se) n. A despising. Mede.

DElspI'A-BLE,a. Contemptible;' despicable. Quarles. [R.]
tDE-spi'AL, n. Scorn; contempt. Patrick.

DE-SPIE', (de-splz') v. a. [despicio, L.] [i. DESPISED
; pp.

DESPISING, DESPISED.] To look dOWll Upon With COU-

tempt ;
to disdain

;
to scorn ; to contemn

;
to abhor.

DE-SPI'ED-NESS, n. The state of being despised. Mil-
ion.

DE-SPIIJ'ER, (de-splz'er) n. One who despises.

DE-SPIS'IN, 7i. Act of scorning; contempt.

DE-SPITE', n. [despit, old Fr.] Malice; anger; malignity;
defiance ;

unsubdued opposition ;
hatred

; outrage.

g)E-splTE',
v. a. To vex; to offend. Raleigh.

E-SPITE',* prep. In spite of; notwithstanding. "Despite
his idiomatic felicities." QM, Rev.

DE-splTE'F0L, a. Malicious; full of spleen, spite, 01
hateL

DE-SPITE 'FUL-LY, ad In a despiteful manner; malicious-
ly ; malignantly.

DE^SPITE'FCL-NESS, n. Malice
;
hate

; malignity.
jDES-PlT'E-OUS, a. Malicious

; furious. Spenser.
fDES-PiT'E-oDs-LY, ad. In a furious manner. Spenser.
DE-SPOIL', v. a. [despolio, L.] [i. DESPOILED

; pp. DESPOIL-
ING, DESPOILED.] To rob; to deprive; to divest; to

strip ; to plunder.
DE-SPOIL'ER, n. One who despoils. Huloet.

DE-spolL'MENT,* n. Act of despoiling; robbery. Black-

wood._ [R.]_
DE-SPO-LI-A'TIQN, n. Act of despoiling. Bailey. [R.]
DE-SPSND', v. n. [devpondeo, L.] [i. DESPONDED; pp. DE-
SPONDING, DESPONDED.] To be cast down

;
to despair;

to lose hope.
DE-SPOND'ENCE,* . State of despair; despondency
Johnson.

DE-SPOND'EN-CY, n. Absence of hope ; dejection of mind
;

melancholy ;
state of despair ; despair ; hopelessness.

DE-SPOND'ENT, a. Despairing; sad; dejected; hopeless.
DE-SP5ND'ENT-LY, ad. Without hope. Barrow.

DE-sp5ND'ER, ?i. One who desponds.
DE-SPOND'JNG,*P. a. Given up to despondency ; despair-

ing.

DE-SPOND'ING-LY, ad. In a hopeless manner.
fDE-spON'sATE, v. a. [desponso, L.] To betroth. Cock-

eram.

fDES-PON-SA'TlON, n. Act of betrothing. Bp. Taylor.
DES'POT, n. [Seffrrdrr^.] One who governs with unlimited

power ;
an absolute sovereign ;

a tyrant.

DES-POT'JC, (a. Absolute in power; arbitrary; ty-

DES-POT'I-CAL, \ rannical.

DEs-p5T'j-CAL-Ly, ad. In a despotic or arbitrary man-
ner.

DES-POT'J-CAL-NESS, n. Absolute authority.

DES'PQT-ISM, n. A form of government in which the
monarch rules by his sole and sovereign authority ;

abso-
lute power. Burke.

DE-SPU'MATE, [de-spu'mat, S. P. Ja. K. Sm.; des'pu-mat,
Wb. Dames.} v. n. tdespumo, L.l To throw off parts in
foam or scum

;
to froth

;
to work.

DE-SPU'MATE, v. a. To throw off in foam. Cheyne. [R.]

DES-PV-MA'TIQN, re. Act of throwing off scum or foam.

DES-QUA'MATE,* v. a. & n. To scale off. Smart.

DES-QUA-MA'TION, re. Act of scaling foul bones.

DES-QUXM'A-TO-RY, n. An instrument by which desqua-
mation is performed. ISEstrange.

fDESs, re. A table; a desk. Spenser. A truss of hay.
Brockett.

DE-ERT', (dez-zerf) re. [dessert, Fr.] A service of
fruits after the substantial parts of a dinner or meal.

fDES'Tl-NATE, v. a. [destine, L.] To destine. Fotherby.

IDES'TJ-NATE, a. Fixed; determined. Bp. Morton.

DES-TI-NA'TIQN, re. Act of destining ;
state of being des-

tined ; purpose ;
ultimate design ^ end ; destiny ;

fate
;

lot
;
doom.

DES'TINE, (des'tjn) v. a. [destino, L.] [i. DESTINED
; pp.

DESTINING, DESTINED.] To appoint or doom unalterably ;

to appoint; to devote; to doom; to sentence; to fix

unalterably.
DES'TIN-IST* re. A believer in destiny; fatalist. Phrcn.

Jour'. [R.]
DES'TI-NY, re. A state or condition appointed and deter-

mined by divine power, or by human power ;
fate

;
in-

vincible necessity ;
doom

;
end

;
lot.

DES'TI-TUTE, a. [destitutus, L.] Forsaken; abandoned;
abject; friendless ; being in want

; poor.

DES'TI-TUTE, n. One who is destitute. P. St. John. [R.]

jDEs'Tl-TUTE, v. a. To forsake; to leave. Fotherby.

DES'TI-TUTE-NESS,* n. The state of being destitute.

Jlsh.'

DES-TI-TU'TIQN, re. State of being destitute; utter want.

DE-STROVT', v. a. [destruo, L.] [i. DESTROYED; pp. DESTROY-

ING, DESTROYED.] To demolish
;
to ruin

;
to lay waste

;

to kill
;
to raze

;
to waste

;
to consume

;
to annihilate

;

to overturn.

DE-STROY'A-BLE, a. That may be destroyed. Huloet. [R.]

DE-STROY'ER, n. One who destroys ;
a murderer.

DE-STROY'lNa,*p. a. Laying waste; killing; exterminat-

ing.

tDE-STRUCT', v. a. [destructus, L.] To destroy. Mede.

DElsTRtJCT-j-BiL'l-TY, re. Liableness to destruction.

DE-STRUCT'I-BLEJ a.' That may be destroyed ; perishable.

DE-STRUCT'I-BLE-NESS,* re. Destructibility. Dr. Mien.

DE-STRUC'TIQN, n. Act of destroying ;
state of being de-

stroyed ;
ruin

;
overthrow ;

death.

DE-sTRuc'TipN-tST,* n. One who favors destruction. Qu.
Rev.

DE-STRUC'TIVE, a. That destroys; ruinous; fatal; mis-

chievous
;
wasteful.

DE-STRUC'TIVE,* re. A destroyer; a radical reformer.

A term of reproach from political opponents. Qu. Rev.

I, E, I, O, U, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, I, O, V, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, IfAST, FALL
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DE-STROc'TivE-LY, ad. In a destructive manner.
DE-STROC'TIVE-NESS, re. The quality of being destruc-

tive. (Phren.) A propensity to destroy, kill, or mur-
der

fOE-STRCcT'OR, re. A destroyer. Boyle.
DES-U-DA'TIQN, n. [desudatio, L.] A profuse sweating.
DES'UE-TUDE, (des'we tud) [desWtud, W. J. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R. Wb.; de'swe-tud, & ; de-su'e-tud, E. Ash.] n.

[desuetudo, L.] Cessation from being accustomed ;
dis-

continuance of habit
;
disuse.

DE-StJL'PHU-RATE,* V. a. [t. DESULPHURATED ; pp. DESUL-

PHURATING, DESULPHURATED.] To deprive of sulphur.
Smart.

t|DES'uL-TO-Ri-LY,* ad. In a desultory manner. Boyle.

||DES'VL-TQ-RI-NESS, n. The quality of being desultory.
fDES-VL-TO'Rl-oOs, a. Desultory. JVorris.

J|DES'VL-TQ-RY, [des'ul-tyr-e, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.
Wb. ; de-sul'tur-e, Ash, Entlck.] a. [desultorius, L.] Roving
from one thing to another

; loose ; cursory ; hasty ; slight ;

unsettled ;
immethodical

; wavering.
fOE-suME', v. a. [desumo, L.] To take from; to borrow.

Hale*

DE-SY-NSN'Y-MIZE,*^. a. To show not to be synonymous ;

to discriminate words of similar meaning. Coleridge. [R.]

DE-TACH', v. a. [detacher, Fr.] [i.
DETACHED

; pp. DETACH-
ING, DETACHED.] To sever

;
to disjoin ;

to separate ;
to

disengage ; to part from ;
to send out as a part.

DE-TACHED',* (de-tachf) p. a. Separated ; disengaged ;

parted from.

DE-TACH'MENT, n. Act of detaching ;
the thing detached

;

a body of troops sent out from the main army.
DE-TAIL', (de-tal') v. a.

[detailler, Fr.] [i. DETAILED
; pp.

DETAILING, DETAILED.] To relate particularly ;
to display

minutely.
DE-TAIL', or DE'TAIL, [de-tal', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. R.

Wb.; de'tal, Sm.] n. [Fr.] A minute account; an account by
particulars j

narrative
;
relation

;
narration

; recital
;
ex-

planation. 05= Smart appears to be the only one of the

English orthoepists who places the word detail in that
class of words of two syllables which, when nouns, have
the accent on the first syllable, and when verbs, on the
second. It is common in the United States to pronounce
it de'tail.

DE-TAIL'ER, (de-tal'er) n. One who details.

DE-TAIN', (de-tan') v. a.
[detineo, L.] [i. DETAINED ; pp.

DETAINING, DETAINED.] To withhold
;
to keep back

;
to

restrain from departure ; to hold in custody ;
to keep ; to

retain.

DE-TAIN'DER, n. (Law) A writ. Properly, detinue. See
DETINUE.

DE-TAIN'ER, n. One who detains; detention. (Law) The
act of unlawfully holding back the right of another per-
son.

DE-TAIN'MENT,* n. The act of detaining ; detention.
Blackstone.

DE-TECT', v. a. [delectus, L.] [i. DETECTED ; pp. DETECT-
ING, DETECTED.] To lay bare that which was meant to be
concealed

; to discover
;
to find out, as a crime or artifice ;

to convict.

DE-TEC'TA-BLE,* a. That may be detected. Gent. Ma*.
DE-TECT'ER, n. One who detects. Shak.

DE-TEC'TION, n. Act of detecting; state of being detect-
ed

; discovery of guilt, fraud, or of any thing hidden.

JDE-TEN'E-BRATE,* v. a. To dispel darkness. Ash.

DE-TENT',* n. A stop which locks and unlocks the ma-
chinery of a clock in striking. Brande.

DE-TEN'TION, n. The act of detaining; state of being de-
tained

;
restraint

; confinement.

DE-TER', v. a. [deterreo, L.] [i. DETERRED ;pp. DETERRING,
DETERRED.] To discourage by terror; to hinder; to dis-
suade

;
to dishearten.

DE-TER(JE', v. a. [dctcrgo, L.] [i. DETERGED ; pp. DETERC-
ING

; DETERGED.] To cleanse, as a sore. Wiseman.

DE-TER'^ENT, a. Having the power of cleansing.
DE-TER'^ENT, n. That which cleanses. Bp. Berkeley.

DE-TE'RI-<?-RATE, v. a. [deterior, L.][i. DETERIORATED;
^.DETERIORATING, DETERIORATED.] To impair; to make
worse. Boyle^

DE-TE'RI-Q-RATE,* v. n. To grow worse. Smart.

DE-TE-RI-Q-RA'TIQN, n. Act of making worse ; state of

growing worse. Outhrie.

DE-TER'MENT, re. Act of deterring; hinderance ; cause of

discouragement. Browne. [R.]

DE-TER-MI-NA-BIL'I-TY,* n. duality of being determina-
ble. Coleridge.

DE-TER'MI-NA-BLE, a. That may be determined. Bacon.

DE-TER'MI-NA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being determina-
ble. Scott.

DE-TER'MI-NXNT,* a. Causing determination. Coleridge.

fDE-TER'ail-NATE, v. a. [determiner, Fr.] To determine.
Shak.

DE-TER'MI-NATE
?

a. Settled; definite; determined; es-

tablished
; decisive

;
conclusive ;

fixed
;
resolute.

DE-TER'MI-NATE-LY, ad. In a determinate manner.

DE-TER'MI-NATE-NESS,* n. The state of being determi
nate. Perry._

DE-TER-MI-NA'TION, re. Act of determining; state of be-

ing determined
; absolute direction

; the result of delib
eration

;
resolution. (Law) Judicial decision; expira-

tion; end.

DE-TER'MI-NA-TIVE, a. That determines; directing to a
certain end. Watts.

tie
;
to conclude

;
to adjust ; to limit

; to define ; to re-
solve

;
to decide.

DE-TER'MINE, v. n. To conclude
;
to decide

; to end
DE-TER'MINED,* (de-ter'mind) p. a. Decided; resolute,

firmly resolved
;
fixed

;
firm.

DE-TER'MIN-ED-LY,* ad. In a determined manner. Qu.
Rev.

DE-TER'MIN-ER, re. One who determines.

DE-TER-RA'TIQN, n. Act of digging open the earth. Wood-
ward.

DE-TER'SIQN, re. [dctergo, L.] Act of cleansing a sore.
Wiseman.

DE-TER'SJVE, a. Having power to cleanse. Bullokar.

DE-TER'SIVE, re. An application that cleanses wounds.
DE-TER'SIVE-LY,* ad. In a detersive manner. Bailey.
DE-TER'SIVE-NESS,* n. The quality of being detersive. Ash.

DE-TEST', v. a. [detestor, L.] [i. DETESTED ~,pp. DETESTING,
DETESTED.] To hate

;
to abhor ;

to condemn with indig-
nation or dislike

;
to loathe

;
to abominate.

DE-TEST'A-BLE, a. That may be detested
;
hateful.

DE-TEST'A-BLE-NESS, re. Quality of being detestable.

DE-TEST'A-BLY, ad. Hatefully ; abominably. South.

DET-ES-TA'TIQN, re. Act of detesting; strong dislike; ha-
tred

;
abhorrence

;
abomination.

DE-TEST'ED,*P. a. Hated; abominated; abhorred.
DE-TEST'ER. re. One who detests.

DE-THRONE', v. a. [de and thronus, L.] [i. DETHRONED ;

pp. DETHRONING, DETHRONED.] To diVCSt of TCgality ; tO

depose from the throne.

DE-THRSNE'MENT, re. The act of dethroning.
DE-THRON'ER, re. One who dethrones.

fDE-THRO-Ni-ZA'TiQN,* re. The act of dethroning. Hall.

fDE-THRO'NiZE, v. a. To dethrone. Cotgrave.
DET'I-NET,* or DE-T!N'V-IT,* re. (Law) A writ which lies

where one holds from another what is due. Crabb.

DET'I-NUE, or DE-TO'VE, [det'e-nu, K. Sm. Wb. Brande,
Crabb; de-tin 'uj S. W. Ja.] n. '[dctenue, Fr.] (Law) An
action for the recovery of goods and chattels, or deeds
and writings, unlawfully detained.

DET'O-NATE, v. n. [detono, L.] [i. DETONATED ; pp. DETO-

NATING, DETONATED.] To explode ;
to make a noise like

thunder.

DET'Q-NATE,* v. a. To cause to explode ;
to inflame.

Brande.

DET-Q-NA'TIQN, re. Act of detonating ;
an explosion by the

inflammation of combustible bodies. Boyle.

DET'O-NIZE, v. a. & n. To detonate. Arbuthnot.

DE-TOR'SIQN, re. A wresting; a perversion. Donne.

DE-TORT', v. a.
[detortus, L.] [i. DETORTED ; pp. DETORT-

NG, DETORTED.] To twist
;

to wrest from the original

import, meaning, or design. Dryden. [R.]
DETdUR 1

, (da-tor') n. [Fr.] A turning; a winding ;

Juitous
way. Dean Tucker.

-TRXcT', v. re. [detractum, L.1
[i. DETRACTED : pp. DE-

TRACTING, DETRACTED.] To depreciate the merit, mo-

tives, or good deeds, &c., of another; to derogate; to

take awav by envy the reputation of another
;
to defame ;

to calumniate ;
to vilify ; to slander.

DE-TRACT'ER, n. One who detracts
;
detractor. Spenser.

DE-TRACT'ING-LY, ad. In a detracting manner. Addison.

DE-TRAC'TION, re. Act of detracting ; depreciation ;
slan-

der
;
scandal

;
defamation.

DE-TRXc'Tioys, (-shus) a. Lessening the honor of; de-

tractory ;
dishonorable. Johnson. [R.]

DE-TRXC'TIVE, a. Tending to detract or take away ;
dis-

posed to derogate. Bp. Morton.

DE-TRXC'TIVE-NESS,* n. Quality of being detractive. Ash.

DE-TRACT'OR, re. One who detracts. (Anat.) A muscle
that draws down.

DE-TRXc'TO-RY, a. Defamatory ; derogatory. Browne.

DE-TRXCT'RESS, re. A censorious woman. Addison.

fDE-TRECT', v. a. To refuse; to decline. Fotherby.

fDsT-REC-Tl'TlQN, n. Act of refusing. Cockeram.

DET'RI-MENT, re. [detrimentum, L.] Loss; damage; mis-

chief; injury ;
hurt

; disadvantage.
DET'RI-MENT,* . a. To make worse ;

to injure. More.

DET-RI-MEN'TAL, a. Injurious ;
hurtful ; mischievous.

DET-RJ-MEN'TAL-NESS,* re. Quality of being hurtful.

Scottl

DE-TRI'TAL,* a. Relating to detritus ; crumbling. Dr. Al-

len.

DE-TRJL"TIQN, (de-trish'yn) re. [detritus, L.] Act of wear-

ing away. Stevens.
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DE-TRI'TVS,* n. [L.j (Geol.} Earthy substance worn away
by attrition or the action of water

; deposits of earth,

sand, &c., by attrition. Buckland.

DE-TRODE', (de-trud') v. a. [detrudo, L.] [i.
DETRUDED

;

pp. DETRUDING, DETRUDED.] To tlirUSt dOWH
j
to forCC in-

to a lower place.

DE-TRBN'CATE, v. a. [detrunco, L.] [L DETRUNCATED ; pp.

DETRUNCATING, DETRUNCATED.] To CUt off
j
to lop J

tO

shorten.

DET-RVN-CA'TION, n. Act of lopping or cutting.
DE-TRO'ION, (de-tru'zhun) n. [detrusio, L.] Act of de-

truding ;
a thrusting down.

fDET-VR-BA'TiQN, . Degradation. Bailey.

jpE-TUR'pATE, v. a. [deturpo, L.] To defile. Bp. Taylor.

DE'UCE, (diis) n. [deux, Fr.] The two in cards and dice
;

the devil. See DEUSE.
DEUSE, (dus) n. [from Dusius, the name of a certain spe-

cies of evil spirits.] The devil
;
a demon. Congreve. [Vul-

gar.]

DEU'SED, a. Devilish. Todd. [A low word.]
DEV-T'RI-ON,* n. [favTipiov.] (Med.} The secundines.

Crabb.

DEU'TE-RO-CA-NON'I-CAL,* a. Applied to those books of

Scripture that were taken into the canon after the rest.

Buck.

DEU-TER-OG'A-MIST, (du-ter-og'a-mist) n. One who mar-
ries a second time. Goldsmith.

DEU-TER-OG'A-MY, (du-ter-og'a-me) n. [Sci-repos and yd-

H'>j.~\
A second marriage. Ooldsmith.

DEU-TER-ON'O-MY, n. [tievrepos and rd/ioj.J The second
book of the Mosaic Law : the fifth and last book of

Moses, or of the Pentateuch.

DEO-TER-6s'cp-PY, n. [devTspos and aKo-ncw.] The sec-

ond intention or meaning ;
the meaning beyond the liter-

al sense. Browne. Second sight. Sir W. Scott. [R.]

DEU-TER-OX'IDE,* n. (Chem.) Same as deutoxide. Smart.

DEV-TOX'IDE,* n. (Chem.} A compound containing one

atom or prime equivalent of base, in combination with
two of oxygen ;

binoxide. Brande.

DEUT'ZI-A,* n. (Bot.} A genus of deciduous shrubs found
in India, China, and Japan. P. Cyc.

DE-VAP-P-RA'TIPN,* n. A change from vapor into water,
as in generating rain. Smart.

tDE-VAST', v. a. [deoasto, L.] To waste
; to devastate. San-

dys.

R.; de-v'is'tat, P.; dlv'as-tat,

DE-vAs'TATE, or DEv'AS-TATE, [de-vas'tat, W. Ja. Sm.

)EVAST

DEV-AS-TA'TIQN, n. Waste
;
havoc

;
desolation.

Wb.} v. 'a.
[i.

TATED; pp. DEVASTATING, DEVASTATED.] To lay
to destroy. Bolingbroke.

DEVAS-
waste ;

UliV-AS-AA JLiV-N, '* v asiK
y
uavuc

,
ucsuitiiiuii.

DEV-AS-TA'VIT,* n. (Law} Mismanagement and waste of

property by an executor, administrator, or trustee. Boavier.

DE-VEL'OP, v. a. [dcvelopper, Fr.] [i. DEVELOPED ; pp. DE-

VELOPING, DEVELOPED.] To disengage ;
to disentangle;

to clear from covering ;
to unfold

5
to unravel

;
to exhibit.

DE-VEL'OP-ER,* n. One who develops. Dr. Jltten.

DE-VEL'OP-MENT, n. Act of developing ; state of being
developed ;

an unravelling ;
an unfolding; an exhibition.

fDEV-E-NOs'TATE, v. a. [deoenusto, L.] To deface. Water-
house.

tpE-VER'GENCE, n. [devergentia, L.] Declivity. Bailey.

DE-VEST', v. a. [dcvestio, L.] [i. DEVESTED; pp. DEVEST-

ING, DEVESTED.] (Law} To alienate, as a title or right.
v. n. To be lost or alienated. For other senses, see DI-
VEST.

fDE-VEX', a. [devezus, L,] Bending down ; declivous. Bailey.

IDE-VEX', 7i. Devexity. May.
DE-VEX'I-TY, n. Incurvation downwards

; declivity. Da-
vies.

DE'VI-ATE, v. n. [devier, Fr.] [i. DEVIATED ; pp. DEVIAT-

ING, DEVIATED.] To wander from the way ;
to go astray ;

to swerve ; to digress ;
to stray ;

to err
; to sin.

DE-VI-A'TIPN, n. The act of deviating ;
variation from

right or from rule
;
offence ; obliquity.

DE-VICE', n. [devise, Fr.J An act implying ingenuity or

cunning ;
a contrivance ; stratagem ; design ; a scheme

formed ;
the emblem on a shield

;
the ensign armorial

;
in-

vention ;
a spectacle ;

a show.

fDE-viCE'F&L, a. Full of devices
; inventive. Spenser.

fDE-VICE 'FOL-LY, ad. In a deviceful manner. Donne.

DEV'IL, (dev'vl) n. A fallen angel ; the tempter and spirit-
ual enemy of mankind

;
an evil spirit ; a demon. Matt.

A very wicked person ;
used as an expletive in profane

and vulgar language. A machine for dividing rags or
cotton in paper-making. Francis.

DEV'IL, (dev'vl) v. a. To make devilish: to broil and
pepper excessively. A term of cookery. Smart.

DEV'IL-ET,* (dev'vl -el) n. A little devil
5
a devilkin. Qu.

Rev.

DEV'lL-lNG, (dev'vl-Ing) n. A young devil. Beaum. $ Fl.

Dfiv'lL-Isii, (dev'vl-ish) ti. Partaking of the qualities of
the devil

;
diabolical

;
wicked

;
enormous

; excessive.

DEV'IL-ISH-LY, (dev'vl-ish-le) ad. Diabolically. Burton.

DEV'IL-!SH-NESS, n. The quality of the devil. Bale.

IDEV'iL-IsM, (dev'vl-izm) /i. The state of devils. Bp. Hall.

JDEV'IL-IZE, (dev'vl-Iz) v. a. To place among devils. Bp
Hall.

DEV'IL-KIN, (dev'vl-kin) n. A little devil. Clarissa.

DEV'IL-RY,* (dev'vl-re) . Communication with the devil
;

extreme wickedness. Prynne.
DEV'IL'-BIT,* n. The vulgar name of the plant scabiosa

succisa. P. Cyc.

fDEV'lL-SHiP, (dev'vl-ship) n. Character of a devil. Cow-

ley.

DEV'IL-TRY,* (deVvl-tre) n. Any thing very wicked, mis-

chievous, or hateful
;
mischief. Forby. [Vulgar.]

Dfi'vi-oDs, a. [dcvius, L.] Out of the common way; wan-
dering; rambling; roving; erring.

DE'VI-OUS-LY,* ad. In a devious manner. Warburton.

DE'vi-ous-NEss,* n. Quality of being devious. Scott.

fDE-viR'GlN-ATE, v. a. [devirgino, L.J To deflour. vSanrfj/A

DE-VI>'A-BLE, a. That may be devised.

DE-viE', (de-viz') v. a. [deviser, Fr.] [i. DEVISED;;^. DE-

VISING, DEVISED.] To contrive; to form by art; to in-

vent
;
to plan ;

to scheme. (Law} To bequeath ;
to grant

by will.

DE-V!E', v. n. To consider; to contrive. Spenser.

DE-VIE', (de-viz') n. [devise, old Fr.] The act of giving
by will

;
that which is bequeathed ;

a will ; a testament.
See DEVICE.

DEV-I-EE', (dev-e-ze') n. (Law} A person to whom a de-
vise or bequest has been made.

DE-VI'ER, n. One who devises, generally ;
a contriver.

DEV-I-OR', or DE-vi'spR, [dev-e-zbr', Ja. Maunder ; de-

vl'z'ur, K. Sm. R. Wb. Ash.\ n. (Law} One who devise's

by will, correlative of devisee.

fDEv'i-TA-BLE, a. [devitabilis, L.] Possible to be avoided.

Bailey. '_

fDEV-i-TA_'TlpN, n. Act of escaping or avoiding. Bailey.

fDEV-p-CA'TipN, n. [devocatio, L.] A calling away. Hatty-
well.

DE-VOID', a. [vuide, Fr.] Empty ;
vacant

;
void

;
destitute

;

without any thing ;
free from

;
in want of.

DEVOIR, (dev-wor') n. [Fr.] Service
; duty j

act of civility
or obsequiousness. Spectator.

DEV-p-Lu'TlpN, n. [devolutio, L.] Act of devolving ;
re-

moval successively from hand to hand.

DE-VOLVE', (de-volv') v. a. [devolvo, L.] [i. DEVOLVED j

pp. DEVOLVING, DEVOLVED.] To roll down
;
to fall to; to

move from one hand to another.

DE-VOLVE', v. n. To roll down
; to fall into new hands.

DEv'pN-lTE,* n. (Min.) Another name for wavellite. Dana.

DEV'PN-PORT,* n. A sort of desk or contrivance for writ-

ing on. W. Ency.

fDfiV-p-RA'TlpN, n. [devoro, L.] Act of devouring. Holins-

hed.

tDE-v6'TA-RY, 7i. A votary. Gregory.
DE-VOTE', v. a. [devoveo, devoius, L.] [i. DEVOTED ; pp.

DEVOTING, DEVOTED.] To dedicate ; to consecrate
; to ap-

propriate by vow ;
to addict

;
to apply ; to resign to ill

;

to execrate.

fDE-VOTE', a. For devoted. Sir E. Sundys.

fOE-VOTE', n. A devotee. Sir E. Sandys.

DE-VOT'ED,* p. a. Consecrated; dedicated; given up.
DE-VOT'ED-NESS, n. State of being devoted. Boyle.

DEv-p-TEE', n. One entirely devoted, generally to some

religious or superstitious rite ; a bigot.

DE-VOTE'MENT, n. The act of devoting. Hurd. [R.]

DE-VOT'ER, n. One who devotes
;
a worshipper.

DE-VO'TIPN, n. [devotio, L.] State of being consecrated

or devoted ;
internal subjection of man to God

; piety ;

acts of religion ;
devoutness ; devout feeling ; an act of

external worship ; prayer ; expression of devotion
; strong

affection; ardent love
; earnestness; ardor; eagerness.

DE-vo'TipN-AL, a. Relating to devotion
; devout; reli-

gious.
DE-vo'TlON-AL-JsT, n. One superstitiously devout. Coven-

try.

DE-v6'TlpN-IST, n. One outwardly devout. Bp. Hall.

|DE-v6'TO, 7t. A devotee. Spenser.

tDE-vdT'pR, 7i. A devoter
;
a worshipper. Beaumont.

DE-voOR', v. a. [devoro, L.] [i. DEVOURED ; pp. DEVOUR-

ING, DEVOURED.] To eat up greedily or ravenously; to

consume with rapidity ;
to swallow up ;

to enjoy with

avidity.

DE-VOUR'ER, n. One who devours.

DE-voOR'lNG,*p. a. Eating up; consuming; swallowing.
DE-VOUR'JNG-LY, ad. In a consuming manner. Huloet.

DE-voOT'j a. [devotus, L.] Full of devotion; pious; re-

iigious ;
devotional

;
sincere.

fDE-vouT', 7i. A devotee. Sheldon.

DE-v60T'LESS,*ff. Destitute of devotion. Smart.

DE-VOOT'LESS-NSS, n. Want of devotion. Bp. Curteys.

DE-voCT'LY, ad. In a devout manner ; piously.

DE-v6t)T'NESS, n. Devotion ; piety. Glanvillc.

jDE-v6vE',*7j. a. To doom to destruction; to devote. Cow-

ley.

JDE-VOW', v. a. [devoveo, L.] To give up. B. Jonson.JJEV f
lL-ISH-Nss, n. The quality ot the devil. Bale. jDE-vow', v. a. [devoveo, L.J To give up. a. Jonson
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DEW, (du) 7i. The moisture upon the ground, such as is

collected from the atmosphere in the night, by the escape
of heat that held water in solution.

DEW, (du) v. a. To wet as with dew
;
to bedew. Spenser.

DE-wXN',* n. An officer of finance in India. Hamilton.

DEW'-BENT, (du'bent) a. Bent by dew. Thomson.
DEW'BER-RY, n. A kind of raspberry) a blackberry ;

the
fruit of the blue bramble or rubus cacius.

DEW-BE-SPRENT', a. Sprinkled with dew. Milton.

DEW'-BRIGHT,* (du'hrlt) a. Bright from dew. Thomson.

DEW'-CLAW,* n. The little claw behind the foot. Ash,

DEW'-DROP, (du'drop) n. A drop of dew. Shak.

DEW'-DROP'PING, a. Wetting as with dew. Thomson.

DEW'EY-LITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of serpentine. Dana.
DEW'-FALL,* n. The falling of dew. Jodrell.

DEW'-IM-PEARLED', (da'jm-perld') a. Covered with dew-
drops, which resemble pearls. Drayton.

DEW'I-NESS,* n. State of being dewy. Keates.

DEW'LAP, (du'lap) n. The membranous, fleshy substance
which hangs down from the throats of oxen or neat cat-
tle

;
a lip flaccid with age. S/iak.

DEW'LAPT, a. Furnished with dewlaps. Shak.

DEW'LESS,* a. Having no dew. Buckingham.
DEw'-PolNT,* n. (Meteor.) The degree indicated by the
thermometer when dew begins to be deposited. Brande.

DEW'-STONE,* ?i. A species of English limestone. London.

DEW'-WORM, (da'wiirm) n. A worm found in dew. Wal-
ton.

DEW'Y, (du'e) a. Partaking of dew j moist with dew.
DEX'TER,a. [L.] Right, as opposed to left. (Her.) Not-
ing particularly the right side of a shield.

DEX-TER'I-TY, n. [dexter, L.] Duality of being dexterous ;

adroitness
; expertness ; activity ;

readiness of limbs or of
contrivance.

DEX'TER-OUS, a. Adroit
; handy; expert in the use of the

limbs or the mind
; active

; ready ; subtle.

DEX'TER-oOs-LY, ad. Expertly; skilfully; artfully.

DEX'TER-OUS-NESS, n. Skill
; dexterity. Howett.

DEX'TRAL, a. Relating to the right hand ; right ; not left.

DEX-TRXL'I-TY, n. The state of being dextral. Browne.
DEX'TRINE,* n. (Chem.) The soluble or gummy matter into
which the interior substance of starch globules is con-
vertible by certain acids. Brande.

DEX-TROR'SAL,* a. Rising from right to left, as a spiral
line. Smart.

DEY, (da) n. The title, formerly, of the governor of Al-

_giers. The like officer of Tunis is styled bey.

DI-A-B^-TE'RI-AL,* a. Passing beyond the borders.

DI-A-BE'TE, n.
sing.

& pi. [<Jiatfi}r>js.] (Med.)
jnoderate or morbid flow of urine.

Smart.
An im-

* a- Bating to diabetes. Bailey.

DIABLERIE* (de-a'ble-re) n. [Fr.] Incantation
; sorcery.

Boiste.

DI-A-BOI/IC, ) a. [diabolus, L.] Devilish; partaking of
DI-A-BSL'J-CAL, i the qualities of the devil; impious;

atrocious.

DI-A-BOL'J-CAL-LY, ad. In a diabolical manner.
DI-A-BOL'I-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of a devil. Dr. Warton.

DI-A-BOL'J-FY, v. a. To render or represent as diabolical.
Farindon.

D1-XB'Q-LIM, n. Possession by the devil. Warburton.

DI-A-CA-THOL'I-CON,* n. A universal medicine. Maunder.
DI-A-CAUS'Tjc,*a. (Astron.) Applied to curves generated by

the refraction of rays in a particular direction, so as to
form a given ratio with other lines meeting them. Crabb.

(Med.) Caustic by refraction. Dunglison. [Burke.
Di-iH'Y-L6N, (di-ak'e-lon)7i. (Med.) A mollifying plaster.
DI-A-co'Di-tJM, n. [L.] (Med.) The sirup of poppies.
>l-Xc'Q-NAL, a. [diaconus, L.] Belonging to a deacon.

Dl-Xc'Q-NATE,* n. The office of a deacon. EC. Rev.

Di-A-coO'sTic,* a. Belonging to diacoustics. Smart.

DI-A-COU'STICS, n. pi. [dtaicovffTiKd.] The science of re-
fracted sounds

; diaphonics.
DI-A-CRIT'IC, ) a. [6iaKoiTiK6$.] Distinguishing by a

DI-A-CRlT'l-CAL, \ point or mark. Johnson.

DI-A-DEL'PHI-A,* n. [Jm and ^eA</.vj.] (Bot.) A class of
plants which have their stamens united in two parcels.
P. Cyc.

DI-A-DEL'pHi-AN,* ) a. (Bot.) Belonging to the diadelphia;
DI-A-DEL'PHOVS,* \ having the stamens united in two

parcels. P. Cyc.

DI'A-DEM, ?i. [diadripa.] The symbol of royalty among Ori-
ental nations

; originally, a fillet worn round the temples ;

a tiara
; a crown

; empire.
DI'A-DEMED, (dl'st-demd) a. Adorned with a diadem. Pope.
JI'A-DROM, 71. [6ia6puf^idj.] A complete course

;
the swing

of a pendulum, or the time in which it performs its vibra-
tions.

Di-jER'E-sts, (dl-er'e-sis) [di-er'e-sis, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ;

di-G^re-sis, S.K.] n. [<5tai><7<?.] pi. DI-JER'E-SE?. The res-
olution of a diphthong, or a contracted syllable, into two
syllables

; the mark [

"
] used to separate syllables ; as,

DI-A-GLYPH'IC,* a. Applied to sculpture, engraving, &c.,
having the objects sunk into the general surface. Fran-
cis.

DI-AG-NO'SIR.* 7i.
[<5tdvj>w(7<j.] (Med.) The art of distin-

guishing one disease from another. Brande.

DI-AG-NOS'TIC, n. [jtaytvtiaKto.] (Med.) A symptom dis-

_tinguishing a disease.

DI-AG-NOS'TIC,* a. Relating to diagnosis; symptomatic.
Month. Rev.

Di-XG'o-NAL, a. [<5iaj"uj>o.] Reaching from one angle to

another, so as to divide a square or parallelogram into

equal parts.

DI-AG'Q-NAL, n. A straight line drawn through a square or

_other rectilineal figure, joining opposite angles.
Di-XG'Q-NAL-LY, ad. In a diagonal direction. Browne.

fDi-A-Go'Nl-AL,* a. Diagonal. Milton.

DI-XG'QN-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name for brewsterite.
Dana.

Di'A-GRXM, n. [Sidypanna.] An explanatory sketch or

drawing; a geometrical figure or scheme.

Dl'A-GRXPH,*7z. An instrument used in perspective. Brande.

Di-A-GRXPH'l-CAL, a. Relating to diagraphics or perspec-

_tive ; descriptive.

Di-A-GRXPH'jcs,* n. pi. The art of design or drawing.
Francis.

DI-A-GRYD'I-ATE, n. [diagrydium, L.J (Med.) A strong pur-
gative. Floyer.

DI'AL, n. [dies, L.] An instrument for showing the hour of
the day by means of the sun's shadow

;
a sun-dial.

DI'A-LECT, 7j. [(5(uA*ro?.J A diversity or variety in the
form of a language, or a mode of speaking or writing it

peculiar to a province ;
an idiom

; speech ; style ; language.
DI-A-LEC'TAL,* a. Relating to or partaking of a dialect.

Latham.

DI-A-LEC'TIC, a. Relating to logic, or to a dialect
; dialectical.

DI-A-Lfic'TJ-CAL, a. Relating to logic; logical : relating

_to a dialect
;
dialectic.

DI-A-LEC'TI-CAL-LY,* ad. In a dialectical manner. Ash.

DI-A-LEC-Ti"c'lAN,'(di-a-lek-tish'an) n. A logician.

DI-A-LEC'TJC, n. ; pi. DI-A-LEC'TICS. [6ia\tKriKf].'] Logic ;

the art of reasoning; argumentation: used by Plato
as synonymous with metaphysics.

DI'AL-lNG, 7i. The art of constructing dials.

Di'AL-IST, 7t. A constructer of dials. Moxon.

DI-XL/LA-GE,* n. [6ia\\a-yfi-] (Rhet.) A figure of speech
which consists in bringing all the arguments to bear upon
one point. Crabb. (Min.) A mineral of foliated struc-
ture. Brande.

tDi'AL-LEL,* a. Crossing; intersecting, as lines. Ash.

Di-Xi/Lp-GiTE,* n. (Min.) A carbonate of manganese.
_Cleaveland.

Di-XL'o-GlM, (dl-al'o-jizm) n. (Rhet.) A mode of writing
which consists in the narration of a dialogue ;

a feigned
speech between two or more

; dialogue.
DI-Xi/o-GisT, n. A speaker or writer of dialogues.

DI-AL-Q-^IS'T}C,* ) a. Having the form of a dialogue ;
re-

AL-Q-^Is'Tl-CAL, j lating to dialogue. Todd.

XL-Q-^IS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of dialogue.

Di-Xl/p-^lZE, v. n. To discourse in dialogue. Fothcrby.
Dl'A-LOGUE, (di'a-log) n. [6id\oyos.] A discourse or con-

versation between two or more ; a conference
;
a collo-

quy. Shak.

DI'A-LOGUE, v. n. To discourse with another. Shak.

Di'A-L5GUE-WRlT'ER, (dl'a-log-rlt'er) n. Dialogist.

DI'AL-PLATE, n. The plate of a dial on which the hours
are marked.

Dl-XL'Y-sis, 7i. [6ia\vais.] pi. Dl-XL'y-SE. (Rhet.) A fig-

ure of speech in which several words are put together
without being connected by a conjunction ; asyndeton:
a mark [

"
] placed over two vowels to show that they

are to be pronounced distinctly ; a dizeresis : as, Mosa'ie.

(Med.) A weakness of the limbs.

Dl-A-LYt'ic,* a. Unbracing the fibres
; relaxing. Ash.

Dl-A-MXN'T}NE, a. [diamantin, old Fr.] Adamantine. Syl-
vester. [R.j

DI-XM'E-TER, n. [Ji and ^srpoi/.] A right line, which,
passing through the centre of a geometrical figure, as a
circle or ellipse, divides it into equal parts ;

the measure
across a shaft of a column.

fDi-XM'E-TRAL, a. Diametrical. B. Jonson.

fDi-XM'E-TRAL-LY, ad. Diametrically. Bp. Hall.

Dl-A-MET'Ric,* a. Same as diametrical. Clarke.

DI-A-MET'RI-CAL, a. Describing a diameter; being in the

direction of a diameter
; direct.

DI-A-MET'RI-CAL-I,Y, ad. In a diametrical direction.

IDI'A-MQND, or DIA'MQXD, [dl'?-mund, W. P. Ja. ; dl'-

mund, S. J. E. K. ; dl'a-mund or dl'mynd, F. Sm.] n. [dia-

mdnt, Fr.] The most valuable and the hardest of all stones

or gems : when pure it is perfectly clear and pellucid as

the purest water
;
and it consists of pure carbon : a very

small printing type: the figure also called rhombus.

IDI'A-MQND * a. Resembling or constructed like a diamond.
P.' Cyc.

|DI'A-MQND-ED, a. In squares like a diamond. Fuller.
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Di-A-NXT'ic,* a. (Logic) Reasoning in a progressive man-
ner. Scott.

DI-XN'JOHQ-RA,* n. (Geol.) A genus of fossil conchifers.
P. Cyc.

DI-XN'DRI-A,* n. (Bot.) A class of plants having two sta-

mens. P. Cyc.

DI-XN'DRI-AN,* ) a. [otd and di/#jp.] (Bot.) Relating to the

DI-XN'DROVS,* ) diandria; having two stamens. P. Cyc.
Dl-XN'THVS,* n. (Sot.) A beautiful genus of silenaceous,

dicotyledonous plants ; the pink. P. Cyc.

E)I'A-PASE,
n. [chd and Trao-.J The diapason. Spenser.

I'A-pXM, (dl'a-pazm) n.
[<5id7ra<r/*a.] A powder or per-

fume. B. Jonson.

DI-A-PA'QN, (dl-a-pa'z9n) n. (Mus.) An interval used to

express the octave of the Greeks
;
a chord which includes

all tones
;
a scale by which instrument-makers adjust the

_bore of their pipes, &c.
DI-A-PEN'TE,* n. [chd and nivTE.] (Mus.) The complete

fifth. (Med.) A medicine composed of five ingredients.

_Crobb.
DI'A-PER, n. [diapre, Fr.J Linen cloth woven in flowers

or other figures ;
a napkin ;

a towel. (Arch.) Panelling
filled up with arabesque figures.

DI'A-PER, v. a. & n. To variegate ;
to diversify ; to flower.

Spenser. To draw flowers upon cloths. Peacham.

tDl'A-PHANED, (dl'a-fand) a. Transparent.
Dl-A-PHA-NE'}-Ty, n. Transparency ; pellucidness. Ray.
Dl-A-PHXN'jc, a. Transparent; pellucid. Raleigh.
Dl-XPH'A-Noys, (dl-af'fa-nus) a. [ma and </>aii/w.] Appear-

ing through ; transparent ; translucent.

PI-XPH'A-NOijs-LY,* ad. Transparently. Bailey.

a- Relating to diaphonics. Smart.

Di-A.-PH6N'ics,* 7i. pi. [<5(d and
0wi/i).J

The science or
doctrine of refracted sounds ;

diacoustics. Brande.

DI-A-PHC-RE'SIS,* n. [fiia(j,6pricis.] (Med.) Perspiration.

DI-A-PHQ-RET'JC, a. [Sia$opr)TtK6s.] Sudorific; causing
_perspiration ; sweating. Watts.

DI-A-PHQ-RET'IC, n. (Med.) A medicine which promotes
_perspiration.

DI-A-PHQ-RET'I-CAL, a. Sudorific. W. Mountagu.
Dj-A-PHC-RET'j-CAL-Ly,* ad. In a diaphoretical manner.
Ash.

DI-A-PHC-RET'I-CAL-NESS,* n. auality of being diapho-
retic. Scott.

DI'A-PHRXGM, (dl'a-fram) n. [Jid^pirxjua.^The midriff, a
muscle \,

'

ich separates the thorax from t'\. -bdomen, in

mammals.
J)l-A-PllRAG-M>.T'lc,*a. Belonging to the diaphragm. Dun-

Alison.
Di-A-PHRXG-MA-Ti'Tis,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the di-

aphragm. Brande.

DI-A-pLXs'Tics,* n. pi. (Med.) Medicines for dislocated
limbs. Crabb.

DI-A-PC-RE'SIS,* n. (Rhet.) A division of mind, or doubt in

a_speaker how to proceed. Crabb.

DI-A'RJ-AN,* a. Relating to a diary. Smart.

DI'A-RIST, n. One who keeps a diary or journal ;
a jour-

nalist.

DI-AR-RHCE'A, (di-ar-re'a) n. [Stdppoia.] (Med.) A flux, or

_disease characterized by frequent liquid alvine evacuations.

DI-AR-RIICET'IC, (di-ar-ret'jk) a. Solutive; purgative.

DI-AR-THRd'sis,* n. The movable connection of bones.
Brande.

DI'A-RY, n. [diarium, L.] A register or account of daily oc-
currences

; a journal.

DI-AS-jeHls'MA,* TI. [chao-tta>.] (Mas.) An interval con-

_sisting_of two commas. Brande.

DI'A-SPORE,* n. (Mm.) A laminated mineral. Brande.

DI-AS-TXL'TIC,* a. (Mas.) Having the means of dilating;

_extendj3d or dilated at intervals. Crabb.

DI'AS-TASE,*K. (Chem.) A substance extracted from crushed
malt by water, and precipitated by alcohol. Ure.

DI'AS-TEM, n. [chdo-7v?/<a.] (Mas.) A simple interval, as dis-

_tinguished from a compound one.

DI-Xs'TQ-LE, TI. [cha<rroAj.] (Med.) A dilatation of the
heart and arteries. (Rhct.) A figure by which a short

syllable is made long.

DI'A-STYLE, TI. [<Jid and o-riiXoj.] (Arch.) That mode of

arranging columns in which the intercolumniation, or

space between the columns, consists of three, or, ac-

cording to some, of four diameters.

DI-Xs'Ty-Lls,* re. (Conch.) A genus of crustacean animals.
P. Cyc.

DI'A-SYRM,* n. A reproof. Dodd. [R.]

Dl-A-TES'SA-RON,7i. [fid and -riaoipa.] The four Gospels;
a harmony of the four Gospels. (Mus.) The interval of
a fourth. (Med.) An electuary containing four ingre-

_dients.

DI-A-THER'MAL,* a. [did -\nd Oepuri.] Pervious, or to be

passed through, by radiant heat. Brande.

DI-A-THER'MA-NOD.S,* a. Pervious to heat; diathermal.
Tamer.

DI-XTH'E-SIS,* n. [Gr.] (Med.) The state of the body 01

Constitution. Dr. Mayo.
DI-A-TON'IC, a. [Sidrwos.] (Mus.) Proceeding by tones.

Di-A-T6N'i-CAL,-L,y,* ad. Harmoniously; musically. Bur-
ney.

DI'A-TRIBE or DI-XT'RI-BE, [dl'a-trlb, K. Wb. Maunder;
dl-at're-be, Bailey, Ash, Toad, Rees ; di'a-trib, P. : di'a-

trl-be, Sm. , dl'a-trlb or dl-at're-be, R:] n. [Jiurot,^,'/.]

_A disputation : dissertation
; continued discourse.

Di-XT'Rl_-BlST,* TI. A writer of diatribes. Hammond.
DI-A-ZEUC'TJC,* a.

[ttatetyvvpi.] (Anc. Mus.) Applied
to the tone disjoining two fourths, one on each side of
it, and which, joined to either, made a fifth. Brande.

DI-A-ZEU'TJC, a. Diazeuctic. Harris. See DIAZEUCTIC.
DIB'BER,* 7^ An agricultural instrument having dibbles or

teeth for making holes in the ground. London.

DIB'BLE, 71. [dipfel, D.] A small spade ; a pointed instru-
ment to make holes in the ground for planting seeds

j

a tooth or point.

DlB'BLE, V. a.
ft.

DIBBLED
; pp. DIBBLING, DIBBLED.] To

plant with a dibble or dibbler. v. n. To make holes:
to dip, as in angling. Walton.

DIB'BLER,* . An agricultural instrument used in plant-
ing ; dibble. London.

DI-BOTH'RI-AN,* TI. A species of tape-worm. Brande.

DIB'STONE', TI. A little stone which children throw at an-
other stone

;
a childish play. Locke.

fDl-CA'cioys,* (de-ka'shus) a. Talkative; saucy. Maun-
der.

fDi-cXg'j-Ty, TI. [dkacitas, L.] Sauciness. Oraves.

DICE, n. pi. of Die. A game. See DIE. Bentley.
DICE, v. n.

[i. DICED; pp. DICING, DICED.] To play at, or

game with, dice. Shak.

DIcE'-Box, n. The box from which the dice are thrown.
DICE'-CoAL,* 71. A species of coal easily splitting into cu-

_bical fragments. Brande.

DI'CER, TI. A player at dice. S/iaJc.

DICH. This word seems corrupted from dit, for do it. Shak.
Johnson. "

It has not been met with elsewhere, nor is

it known to be provincial." Nares.

DI-CHOL.'C-PHU,* n. ( Ornith.) A genus of wading birds.

Brande.

DI-CHQ-PHY'IA,* n. [<Jixo<m'a.] (Med.) A disease of the
hair when the ends become forked. Crabb.

DI-jeHOT'Q-MiZE, v. a. To separate ;
to divide. Bp. Hall.

DI-jenoT'c-MODs,* a. (Bot.) Regularly divided by pairs.
P. Cyc.

Di-H6T'<?-MOt5s-LY,*ad. In a dichotornous manner. Phil.

Mag. .

Dl-HOT'Q-MY, (dl-kot'<?-me) n. [faxoronia.] (Astron.) The
half phase of the moon : "distribution of ideas by pairs.
Watts.

DjueH'RQ-iM,* n. [Sis and xpw/w] (Optic*) A property of
some crystallized bodies of appearing under two distinct

colors, according to the direction of the light that is trans-
mitted through them. Brande.

DIJEH'RQ-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of iolite. Hamilton.

Di9'iNG,* n. The act of playing at dice. Latimer.

DI^'lNG-HoCsE,* TI. A house where dice are played. Mil-
ton.

DICK/ENS, n. or interj. The devil: used as a vulgar ex-
clamation. Shak.

fDiCK'ER, 71. [dicra, low L.l Ten in quantity ; as,
" a dick-

er of hides," [i. e., ten]. Bailey.

DiCK'y,* n. An ass, male or female. Forby. A linen shirt-

collar
;
a sham shirt. Grose. A coach-box. C. Brown.

Dic'Li-NOOs,* a. (Bot.) Having sexes in distinct flowers.

P. Cyc. [R.]
Di-coc'coys,* a. (Bot.) Two-grained. Smart.

DI-COT-Y-LE'DON,* [dl-kot-e-le'don, Sm. Wb. P. Cyc.
Brande; dI-ko-til'e-don,/iT.] n. [Sis and KorvXridaiv.] (Bot.)
A class of plants which have their embryo furnished with
two cotyledons, or whose seeds divide into two lobes in

_germinating. These plants are exogens. Brande.

DI-COT-Y-LED'C-NOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having two cotyledons.

Lyell.

Dic'RC-TCs,* n. [JtKporoc.] (Med.) A rebounding or dou-
ble pulse. Crabb.

fDlc-TA'MEN,* n. [L.] A precept ;
dictation. Ld. Falkland.

Dlc-TXM'Nys,* n. [L.J (Bot.) A fragrant plant ;
the frax-

inella
; dittany. P. Cyc.

D'ic'TATE, v. a. [dicto, L.] [t.
DICTATED

; pp. DICTATING,
DICTATED.] To tell with authority; to command ;

to or-

der what is to be said or written
;
to prescribe ;

to suggest.

DIC'TATE, n. An authoritative maxim; an order; a pre-

script.

DIC-TA'TIQN, n. The act of dictating; a prescript.

DJC-TA'TOR, n. [L.j One who dictates: in ancient Rome,
a magistrate invested, for a season, wfch absolute power;
one invested with absolute authority.

Dic-TA-TO'Ri-AL, a. Authoritative ; dogmatical ;
overbear-

ing.
Dic-TA-Td'Ri-A.:L-LY,*a<7. In a dictatorial manner. Qu. Rev.

jDlc-TA-TO'Ri-AN,* a. Arbitrary; dictatorial. Dennis.
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DIC-TA/TQR-SHIP, n. Office of dictator; authority.

Dic'TA-TQ-Ry, a. Overbearing; dogmatical. Milton. [R.]
DIC-TA'TRIX,* n. A female who commands. Knox.

Dfc-TAT'VRE, (djk-tat'yur) [dik-ta'chur, S. ; dik-ta'chur,
W. ; djk-ta'tur, Ja. Sm. ; dik't^-tur, Wb.} n. The office of
a dictator. Bailey.

DIC'TIQN, n. Style; language; expression; phraseology.
Dic-TlQN-A'RI-AN,* n. A lexicographer. Dr. Dawson. [R.]
Dic'TlON-A-RY, (dlk'shun-a-re) n. [dictionarium, mod. L.J
A book containing the words of a language, arranged al-

phabetically, with explanations of their meaning; a lexi-

con ; a vocabulary ;
a word-book

;
a work giving infor-

mation on any science or subject, under words or heads

alphabetically arranged, as of chemistry, biography, ge-
ography, &c.

;
an encyclopedia.

Die 1
'

TI/M* n. [L.] pi. DICTA. A word
;
a saying; an as-

sertion
;

a proverb. (Law) A casual or extrajudicial

opinion delivered by a judge. Hamilton.

DID, i. from Do. See Do.

fDl-DAc'Tic,* 71. A treatise on education. Milton.

Di-oXc'Tic, ) a. Preceptive ; giving instruction
;
teach-

DI-DAC'TI-CAL, \ ing: applied to that poetry or prose,
of which the object is to teach or instruct.

D}-DAC'TI-CAL,-LY, ad. In a didactic manner, rfsh.

Di-DAC'TJcsj* n. pi. The art or science of teaching. Bibli-

cal Repository. [R.]

DI-DAC'TYL,,* n. An animal having two toes. Kirby.
DI-oXc'TyL,* a. Having two toes or fingers. Brande.

DI-DAC'TY-LOUS,* a. Having two toes
; didactyl. Smart.

DID'AP-PER, n. A bird that dives into the water.

D}-DAS'CA>-LAR,* a. Didactic. Bidwer. [R.]

DiD-AS-cii/|C, a. [di6affKa\iKO$.] Preceptive ; didactic.

Prior.

DID'DER, v. n. To quake with cold
;
to shiver. Sherwood.

[North of England.]
DID'DLE, v. n. To totter, as a child. Quarles. To trifle; to

waste time
;
to dawdle

;
to trick. Forby.

DI-DEL'PHIS,* n. (Zool.) A genus of quadrupeds. Crabb.

DI'DRXcHM, (di'dram) n. [Ms and Jpx//rj.] A piece of

money ;
the fourth part of an ounce of silver. Bp. Tay-

lor.

DIDST, v. The second person sing. i. from Do. See Do.

fDI-DUCE'MENT,* n. Division; separation. Bacon.

Di-DOc'TiQN, n. [diductio, L.] Separation of one part from
the other.

DID'Y-MOUS,* a. (Bot.} Growing in pairs or twins. P. Cyc.

DID-Y-NA'MI-A,* n. [6ii and divans.] (Bot.) The four-

teenth class of plants in the Linnacan system ; same as

tetrandria, having four stamens. P. Cyc.

DID-Y-NA'MI-AN,* a. (Bot.) Of double powers; didyna-
mous. Smart.

DI-DYN'A-MoDs,* a. (Bot.) Having four stamens, two short

_and two long. Brande.

DIE, (dl) v. n. [i.
DIED

; pp. DYING, DIED.] To lose life
;
to

expire ;
to perish ;

to depart from this life or world
; to be

lost
;
to come to nothing ;

to sink
;
to faint

; to wither, as

_a vegetable.

DIE, (di)n. ;pl. DICE, [de, Ft.] A small cube used in gam-
ing ;

hazard
;
chance ; any cubic body.

DIE, (dl) n. pi. DIE. A stamp for giving the impress to

coin, &c.

DIE, (dl) v. a. To tinge. See DYE.

Di-'ciAN,* (dl-5'shan) n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Ham-
ilton.

'

See DI^CIA.
DI-'DRAL,* a. Having two sides

;
dihedral. Cleaveland.

DI-EN'N.I-AL,* a. Relating to two years ; biennial. Scott.

DI'ER, n. See DYER.

DI-ER-VIL'LA,* n. (Bot.) A shrub and flower
;
the lonicera.

Crabb.

DI'E-sis,* [di'e-sis, S/n. K. Wb. P. Cyc. ; dl-e'sjs, Brande.]
n. [tiiecis.] (Mas.) An interval less than a comma; the

difference between a greater and a less semitone. (Print.)
The mark

[ J ] ;
called also double-dagger. P. Cyc.

DI'E$ Ndif,* [L.] (Law) No day in court; a day on which
the judges do not sit. Hamilton.

DI'ET. n. [diata, L.] Food
; provisions ;

victuals
; food, reg-

ulated by the rules of medicine; regimen. (Politics)

[dies, L.] The principal national assembly of some coun-
tries of Europe ; princes or estates ; a legislative body.

DI'ET, v. a. [i.
DIETED

; pp. DIETING, DIETED.] To feed by
the rules of medicine ; to give food to

;
to board.

DI'ET, v. TO. To eat by rules of medicine ;
to feed.

DI'ET-A-RY, a. Pertaining to the rules of diet. Bailey.

DI'ET-A-RY, n. A system or course of diet. Huloet.

DI'ET-DRINK, n. Medicated liquor. Locke.

Di'ET-ER, 7i. One who prescribes rules for eating.,

DI-E-TET'ic, |
a. Relating to diet; regu-

Di-E-TET'i-CAL, \ lating food or diet. Browne.

Dl-E-TET'i-cAL-LY,*ad. In a dietetical manner. JV. A. Rev.

DI-E-TET'icsj* n. pi. (Med.) That part of medical science

which relates to diet or food ; regimen. Brande.

DI-E-TET'IST,* n. A physician who treats of or prescribes
dietetics. Dunglison.

DI'E-TiNE,* n. A subordinate or local diet. Smart.

DI'ET-ING, n. The act of eating by rules. Milton.

DI'ET-IST,* n. One skilled in diet. Q.. Rev. [R.]
DI-E-Tl"TiAN,* n. One skilled in diet

;
a dietist. Q?/,. Rev.

DIEU ET JMON DROIT,* (deu'a-mon-drwa') [Fr.] God
and my right, the. motto on the king of England's arms.
Tomlins.

DIF-FAR-RE-A'TIQN, n. The parting of a cake ;
a sacrifice

performed between man and wife at their divorce, among
the Romans. Bullokar.

DlF'FER,r.7i. [differo, L.] [/.DIFFERED ; pp. DIFFERING, DIF-
FERED.] To be unlike

;
to be distinguished from; to be at

variance
;

to disagree ;
to vary.

DIF'FER, v. a. To make different. Cowley. [R.]
DIF'FER-ENCE, n. [differentia, L.] State of being different

or distinct from something ;
the quality by which one per-

son or thing differs from another
; dissimilarity ; disparity ;

inequality ;
variation ; variance

; contrariety ; dispropor-
tion

; dispute ; debate ; contest
; point in question ;

a
logical distinction ; evidences of distinction.

DIF'FER-ENCE, v. a.
[i. DIFFERENCED; pp. DIFFERENCING,

DIFFERENCED.] To make different; to cause a difference.

Bp. Hall.

DI'F'FER-ENT, a. Having difference
;

distinct
;
not the

same
; of contrary qualities ; unlike

;
dissimilar.

DIF-FER-EN'TIAL, (dif-fer-en'shal) a. (Arith.) Noting an
infinitely small quantity, so small as to be less than any
assignable quantity. Differential calculus, the term ap-
plied to one of the most important branches of the higher
mathematics, the object of which is to find the ratios of
the differences of variable magnitudes, on the supposition
that these differences become infinitely small. Brande.

DIF'FER-ENT-LY, ad. In a different manner.
DIF'FER-ING-LY, ad. In a different manner. Boyle.
fDlF'Fl-ClLE, a. [difficilis, L.] Difficult. Bacon.

tD'fF'FJ-ciLE-Nfiss, 7i. Difficulty. Bacon.

fDi'F-Fl-ciL'l-TATE, v. a. To make difficult. Cotgrave.
DiF'Fl-cOL,T, a. Hard to be done; arduous; hard; not
easy ;

vexatious
;
hard to please ; peevish.

fDlF'Fl-cuLT * v. a. To make difficult; to impede. Sir W.
Temple.

fDiF'Fl-GVL-TATE, v . a. [difficulter, Fr.] To render diffi-

cult. Cotgrave.

DIF'FI-CULT-LY, ad. Hardly; with difficulty. Rogers. [R.]
DlF'Fi-cOL-Ty,' n. Quality of being difficult

; impediment j

obstruction
; obstacle ; trouble ; trial

;
hardness

;
distress ;

opposition ; perplexity ; objection ; cavil.

fDiF-FlDE', v. n. [diffido, L.] To have no confidence. More.

DIF'FI-DENCE, 7t. Distrust; want of confidence; doubt;
want of confidence in one's self; modesty.

Di'F'Fl-DENT, a. Distrustful of one's self; suspicious ; mod-
est

; not confident.

DIF'FI-DENT-LY, ad. In n diffident manner.

DI'F'FJ-DENT-NESS,* n. The quality of being diffident. Ash.

fDlF-FlND', v. a. [diffindo, L.] To cleave in two. Bailey.

JDlF-FlN'l-TivE, a. Definitive. Sir //. Wotton.

fDlF-Fls'sic-JT, (djf-f ish'un) n. [diffissio, L.] Act of splitting.

Bailey._
tD|F-FL.A'TlQN, n. [difflo, L.] Act of blowing away. Bai-

DIF'FLV-ENCE, ; n. [diffl.uo,L,.] Act of flowing away ; the

DIF'FLV-EN-CY, \ effect of fluidity. Browne. [R.]

tDiF'FLU-ENT, a. Flowing every way ;
not fixed. Bailey.

DIF'FORM, a. Not uniform
j

of two forms; dissimilar}
unlike ; irregular. Newton.

DIF-FOR'MI-TY, n. Diversity of form ; irregularity. Browne.

DJF-FRXcT',* v. a.
[i.

DIFFRACTED
; ^.DIFFRACTING, DIF-

FRACTED.] To turn aside. Ed. Rev. [R.]
DIF-FRAC'TIQN,* n. (Optics) Act of turning aside a ray of

light ;
inflection. Crabb.

DlF-FRXN'CHIfJE-MENT, 71. See DlSFRANCHISEMENT.
DlF-FUE', (dif-fQz') v. a. [diffusus, L.] [(.DIFFUSED; pp.

DIFFUSING, DIFFUSED.] To pour out upon a plane, so that
the liquor may run every way; to spread; to scattei ; to
circulate

;
to extend.

DIF-FUSE', (djf-fus') a. Scattered; widely spread ; copious;
not concise; not precise ; amplified; extended; prolix.

DIF-FUED', (dif-fuzd') p. a. Spread widely; wild; un
couth ; irregular. Shak. Extended at full length.

DIF-FU'ED-LY, ad. Widely ; dispersedly.

DIF-FO^'ED-NESS, 7i. The state of being diffused.

DIF-FUSE'LY, ad. Widely ; copiously ;
not concisely.

DIF-FU'ER, n. One who diffuses.

DIF-FU^'I-BLE, (dif-fuz'e-bl) a. Capable of being diffused.

DIF-FU'IQN, (djf-fu'zhun) 71. The act of diffusing; disper-
sion

_; copiousness ; exuberance of style.

DIF-FU'SIVEJ a. Having the quality of scattering every
way ; scattered ; dispersed ; extended.

DIF-FU'SIVE-LY, ad. In a diffusive manner; widely.

DIF-FU'SIVE-NESS, n. Diffusion ; want of conciseness.

DIG, V. a. [J. DUG Or DIGGED ; pp. DIGGING, DUG Or DIGGED.]
To pierce with a spade ;

to form by digging ;
to excavate ;

to turn up, or cultivate, as land; to gain by digging. To

dig up, to procure by digging.
DIG, v. n. To work with a spade, <fec.,in the ground.
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Dl-GXM'MA, 7i. [Gr.] The Eolic letter F, called digamma
or double O, because it resembles the Greek letter gamma,
made double. Pope.

fDlG'A-MY, n. [diydnia.] Second marriage. Sir T. Herbert.

Dl-GXs'TRic, a. [<5ij and yatrr^p.] Double-bellied ; applied
to a muscle of the lower jaw. Paley.

fDlG'ER-ENT, a. That causes digestion. Bailey.
DI'GEST, n. That which has been methodized

;
a system ;

a code ;
the pandects of the civil law

;
a body of laws or

decisions methodized.

Dl-GEST', (de-jest') v. a. [digero, digestum, L.] [i DI-

GESTED; pp. DIGESTING, DIGESTED.J To distribute into

classes
;
to arrange methodically ;

to dispose ;
to dissolve

and concoct in the stomach
;
to soften by heat, as in a

boiler; to receive and enjoy; to dispose a wound to

generate its cure.

DJ-GEST', v. 7i. To become concocted
; to suppurate.

DI-^EST'ED,*^. a. Having undergone digestion; reduced
to system.

Dl-GEST'ED-Ly, ad. In a methodical manner.

DI-^EST'ER, n. He or that which digests. (Meek.) A
kind of boiler for raising water to a higher temperature
than the common boiling point.

Dl-GEST-j-BlL'i-Ty,* n. duality of being' digestible. Dr.

Cheyne.
DI-GEST'I-BLE, a. Capable of being digested.

DI-<?EST'I-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being digestible.
'Scott.

DJ-GES'TIQN, (de-jest'yun) n. Act of digesting ; state of

being digested ; preparation by digesting ;
the process by

which food is converted, in the stomach, into chyme, and
rendered fit for the production of chyle.

DI-GES'TIVE, a. Causing digestion ; methodizing.
DI-^ES'TJVE, n. That which causes digestion.

fDl-GEST'yRE, (de-jest'yur) n. Digestion. Harvey.
DlG'GA-BLE, a. That may be digged. Huloet. [R.]
DlG'j&ER, n. One who digs.

tplGHT, (dlt) v. a. To dress
;
to deck. Spenser.

DlG'lT, 7i. [digitus, L.] Three fourths of an inch
;
the

twelfth part of the diameter of the sun or moon ; one of
the ten symbols or figures, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9,

by which all numbers are expressed.
DlG'j-TAL, a. Pertaining to a finger. Bailey.

Dl-l-TA'Ll-A,* n. (Chem.} A vegetable alkali or alkaloid,
procured from the digitalis or foxglove. P. Cyc.

DIG-J-TA'LIS,* n. [L.] (Bot.} A biennial plant ;
the fox-

glove. P. Cyc.

DIG'J-TATE,* a. (Bot.} Fingered ; formed like fingers.
P. Cyc._

tDlG'i-TATE, v. a. To point out, as with a finger. Robinson.

DlG'l-TAT-ED, a. (Bot.} Branched like fingers. Browne.

DIG-J-TA'TIQN,* n. A division in the form of a finger.

Dunglison.
DlG'j-Tl-FORM,* a. (Bot.} Formed like fingers. London.

DI^'I-TI-GRADE,* n. (Zool.} An animal that walks upon
its toes. Roget.

DlG'j-Tl-GR_ADE,* a. Walking upon the toes. Kirby.
D}-GLA'DI-ATE, v. n. [digladior, L.] To fence

; to quarrel.

Hales._ [R.J

fDi-GLA-Dl-A'TlQN, 71. A combat with swords. B. Jonson.

DI'GLYPH,* n. [<5ij and yXv^pr,).] (./2rc/i.) A projecting
face with two panels sunk upon it. Brande.

tplG-NI-Fj-CA/TIQN, 71. Exaltation. Walton.

DlG'NJ-FiED, (diig'ne-fld) a. Invested with dignity; pos-
sessed of dignity or worth

;
elevated

; magisterial ;

stately. Dignified clergy, in the English church estab-

lishment, and in Roman Catholic churches, are bish-

ops, deans, archdeacons, &c.

DI&'Nl-FY, v. a. [dignus and/ucJo, L.] [i. DIGNIFIED; pp.
DIGNIFYING, DIGNIFIED.] To advance

;
to prefer; to

exalt
;
to adorn

;
to give lustre to.

DIG'NI-TA-RY, n. An Episcopal clergyman advanced to

some rank above that of a parochial priest, as a bishop,
dean, archdeacon, and prebendary.

DlG'Nl-TY, n. Elevation of rank
; grandeur of aspect ;

honor
;

elevation
;

honorable or elevated bearing or

conduct; preferment. (English law} High rank in civil

life, as that of duke, earl, baron, baronet, <fec. ; high rank
in the church, as that of bishop, dean, archdeacon, and
prebendary.

fDlG-NO'TlQN, 7i. [dignosco, L.] Distinction. Browne.
DiG'Q-NODs,* a. (Bot.} Having two angles. Smart.
Di GRA'DO* [It.] (Mus.} Noting a movement by joint

intervals. Crabb.

Dl'GRAPH,* n. A double mark
;
a union of two vowels of

which only one is sounded, as in head, lead.' Sheridan.

Dl-GRESS', v. n. [digressits, L.] [i. DIGRESSED; pp. DI-

GRESSING, DIGRESSED.] To turn aside out of the road; to

depart from the main design ;
to wander ; to expatiate ;

to deviate.

DI-GRES'SION, (de-gresh'un) n. Act of digressing ; a turn-

ing aside
;
an excursion ;

a passage deviating from the
main design of a discourse

;
deviation.

DJ-GRES'SIQN-AL, (de-gresh'un-al) a. That digresses.

DI-GRES'SIVE, a. Tending to digress. Johnson.

Df-GRES'siVE-Ly, ad. In the way of digression.
DI-GYN'I-A,* n. (Bot.} A class of plants having two styles.

DI-GYN'I-AN,* a. (Bot.} Doubly feminine; having two
j)istils.

Smart.

DI-HE'DRAL,* fl. Having two sides. Brande.

fDi-ju'Dj-cXifT,* 7i. A judge ;
one who determines. Olan-

ville.
[R.]

DI-JU'DI-CATE, v. a. [dijudico, L.] To determine. Hales.

D|-JU-DI-CA'TIQN, n. Judicial distinction. Cockeram.

DIKE, n. A channel to receive water
; ditch; a mound to

hinder inundations. (Min.} A vein of igneous rock,
basalt, greenstone, or other stony substances. Brande.
Written also dyke.

DIKE,* v. a. [i. DIKED; pp. DIKING, DIKED.] To surround
or to protect with a dike.

Dl-LX9'ER-ATE, v. a. [dilacero, L.] [i. DILACERATED
; pp.

DILACERATING, DILACERATED.] To tear; to force in two.
Browne.

Df-LX^-ER-A'TIQN, n. The act of rending in two. Pear-

son^
fDi-LA'Ni-ATE, v. a. [dilanio, L.] To tear in pieces.

Howell.

fDi-LA-Nl-A'TiQN, n. A tearing in pieces. Bullokar.

Dl-LAP'l-DATE, v. n. [dilapido, L.] [i. DILAPIDATED
; pp.

DILAPIDATING, DILAPIDATED.] To gO tO rUUl
J
tO fall by

decay, as a building.

DI-LAP'I-DATE, v. a. To pull down ; to waste. H. Wharton.

Dj-LXp-j-DA'TiQN, n. The act of dilapidating; state of

being dilapidated ; decay ; ruin, particularly of an edi-
fice.

Dl-LXp'l-DA-TQR, n. One who dilapidates. H. Wharton

DJ-LA-TA-BIL'I-TY, n. Quality of being dilatable. Ray.
DI-LAT'^-BLE, a. Capable of extension. Arbuthnot.

DIL-A-TA'TIQN, 7i. Act of dilating ;
extension.

||Dl-tATE', or DI-LATE', v. a. [dilato, L.] [i. DILATED ; pp.

DILATING, DILATED.] To extend
;
to spread out ; to widen

;

to expand ;
to expatiate ;

to relate at large ; to tell diffusely.

]|Dl-LATE',w. n. To widen
;
to speak largely and copiously.

fDj-LATE', a. Extensive
;
dilated. B. Jonson.

HDJ-LAT'ER, n. One who dilates.

(DI-:L,A'TI<?N, n. Act of dilating ; delay. Bp. Hall.

pi-LA/TjVE,* a. Tending to dilate or extend. Coleridge.

[Ipl-LA'TQR, 7i. (Anat.} A muscle that dilates.

Dfl/A-TQ-Rl-LY, ad. In a dilatory manner. Johnson.

DlL'A-TO-RJ-NESS, n. Slowness
; sluggishness.

DlL'A-TQ-Ry, a. [dUatorius, L.] Inclined to delay ; tardy ;

slow ; given to procrastination ;
tedious.

DIl/A-TQ-Ry,* 7i. Delay; .procrastination. Lord Mans-
field. [R.]

fDl-LEC'TlpN, n. [dilectio, L.1 Act of loving. Martin.

DT-LEM/MA, n. [<5iA7^a.] A double assumption leading
to a proof either way ;

a situation in which there is no
course open free from objection ;

a vexatious alterna-

tive.

DlL-ET-TAN1
TE, 71. [It.] pi. D^L-ET-TXN' TL A lover of

the fine arts
;
an amateur in music, &c.

DlL-ET-TXN'TE-IM,* ?t. The quality or pursuit of a dilet-

tante. QM. Rev.

DIL'I-GENCE, n. Industry; assiduity in business.

(French} A stage-coach.
DIL'I-PENCE,* (dil'e-zhans) 71. [Fr.] A four-wheeled

carriage for conveying passengers ;
a French stage-

coach. Carter.

DII/J-GENT, a. [diligens, L.] Assiduous
;
not idle

; busy ;

sedulous
;
active ;

laborious.

DlL'i-GENT-Ly, ad. In a diligent manner.

DILL, n. An annual aromatic plant : a two-seeded tare;
a large kind of vetch.

fDlL'LiNG,* n. A darling; a favorite child. Drayton.
fDl-LU'ciD, a. [dilucidus, L.] Clear

;
lucid. Bailey.

fDJ-Lu'c J-DATE, v. a. To elucidate. Browne.

fDJ-LU-ci-DA'TipN, 7i. Elucidation. Boyle.

tDi-LU'cJD-Ly, ad. Clearly : evidently. Bailey.

DiL'V-ENT, . [diluens, L.J Having the power to make
thin.

DIL'V-ENT, n. That which thins other matter. Jlrbuthnot.

Dl-LUTE', v. a. [diluo, L.] [i. DILUTED; pp. DILUTING, DI-

LUTED.] To make thin ;
to attenuate by the admixture of

other liquids ;
to make weak.

DI-LUTE', a. Thin
;
attenuated ;

diluted. More.

DJ-LUTE',* v. n. To become attenuated or diluted. Reid.

D|-LUT'ED-Ly,* ad. In a diluted manner. Mcd. Jour.

DJ-LUTE'NESS,* n. The quality of being dilute. Wilkins.

DJ-LUT'ER, n. He or that which dilutes.

D}-Ltj'TlQN, n. Act of diluting; a weak liquid.

Dl-LtJ'vi-AL,* a. Relating to the deluge or flood ; diluvian.

'p Ciic

Dj-LtJ'vi-AL-IsT,* n. One who holds to a deluge. Dr.

DI-LU'VI-AN, a. Relating to the deluge ;
diluvial. Burnet.

fDi-Lu'vi-ATE, v. n. [diluvio, L.] To run as a flood. Sir

E. Sandys.
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Dl-Lu'Vl-pN,* n. Same as diluvium. Buckland.

Di-L u' vi- UM,* n. [L.] (Geol.) A deluge: a deposit of

superficial sand, earth, or loam, caused by a deluge or a

flow of water. Lyell.

DIM, a. Not seeing clearly ; not clearly seen
;
obscure ;

not clear ;
not luminous

;
dark.

DIM, v. a. [i. DIMMED; pp. DIMMING, DIMMED.] To cloud;
to darken

;
to make less bright ;

to obscure.

fDlM'BLE, ?i. A bower; a cell
;
a dingle. B. Jonson.

DIME,* n. A silver coin of the United States, of the value
of ten cents. Patterson.

Dl-MEN'sipN, (de-men'dhun) n. [dimensio, L.] Space con-
tained in any thing ; length, breadth, or thickness

; bulk;
extent

; capacity ; measure.

Di-MEN'sipNED, (de-men'shund) a. Having dimensions.

Pope.
Di-MEN'sipN-Lfiss, a. Without any definite bulk. Milton.

DI-MEN'SI-TY, . Extent
;
dimension. Howell. [R.]

DI-MEN'SIVE, a. Marking the boundaries. Davies.

||DiM'E-TER, [dim'e-ter, Ja. K. Wb. ; di'me-ter, Sm.] a.

[L.l Having two poetical measures. Tyrwhitt.

||DiM'E-TER,* TI. A poetic measure of four feet; a series

of two metres. Beck.

DI'M'-EYED,* (dim'id) a. Having indistinct vision. Arm-
strong.

tDlM-l-CA'TlpN, TI. [dimicatio, L.] A battle. Bailey.

DI-MID'I-ATE, v. a. [dimidio, L.] To divide into two parts.
Cockeram.

DI-MID'I-ATE * a. (Bot.) Half-formed; halved. P. Cyc.

Dl-MiD-i-A'TlpN, 71. Division into two equal parts. Bai-

ley.

Dl-MlN'lSH, v. a. [diminuo, L.] [L DIMINISHED
; pp. DI-

MINISHING, DIMINISHED.] To make less; to impair; to

lessen
;
to degrade.

DI-MIN'ISH, v. n. To grow less
;
to decrease

;
to abate

;
to

lessen.

Di-MiN'iSH-ER, n. He or that which diminishes. Todtt.

Di-MiN'iSH-fNG-LY, ad. In a manner to lessen. Locke.

Di-MlN-u-SrfDd,* [It.] (Mus.) Noting a gradual lower-

ing of the voice. Crabb.

fDj-MiN'y-ENT, a. Lessening. Bp. Sanderson. [R.]
IDIM'I-NUTE, a. Small

; diminutive. Sir A. Gorges.
fDi'M'i-NUTE-Ly, ad. In a diminute manner. Bp. Sander-

son.

DIM-I-NU'TIPN, n. Act of diminishing ;
state of being di-

minished ; decrease ;
abatement ; discredit. (Arch.) The

gradual decrease of the diameter of a column as it

rises.

Di-MiN'y-Ti'vE, a. Small
; little

;
contracted ; minute.

Dl-MiN'y-TiVE, n. A word formed to express littleness, as

manikin, a little man ; that which diminishes.

DI-MIN'V-TIVE-LY, ad. In a diminutive manner.
Di-MiN'y-T'ivE-NESS, n. Smallness

;
littleness. Student.

D'IM'ISH, a. Somewhat dim. Swift. See DIMMISH.
jDi-Mis'sipN, TI. [dimissio, L.] Dismission. Huloet.

DiM'is-sp-RY, [dim'js-sur-e, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; di-mis'-

sur-e, S. K.} a. Dismissing to another jurisdiction ;

granting leave to depart.
|Di-MiT', v. a. [dimitto, L.] To allow to go ; to grant to

farm. Huloet.

DiM'i-TY, 71. A cotton cloth of thick texture, striped or
otherwise ornamented in the loom.

DIM'LY, a^ In a dim manner
;
not clearly.

DIM'MING, n. Act of making dim
; obscurity.

DiM'MlsH, a. Somewhat dim
;
obscure. Swift.

DIM'NESS, n. Dulness of sight ; obscurity.
DI-MOR'PHISM,* n. (Min.) Act of assuming two forms.

Pkillips.

Di-MOR'piioys,* a. Having two forms. Phillips.

DIM'PLE, (dim'pl) 77. A small cavity or depression in the

cheek, chin, or other part ; indentation.

DIM'PLE, v. n. To sink in small cavities. Dryden.
DIM'PLED, (dlm'pld) a. Set with dimples. Shak.

DIM'PLJ, a. Full of dimples ; dimpled. Thomson.

DIM'-SEEN,* a. Indistinctly seen. Thomson.

DiM'-slGHT-ED, (-slt-ed) a. Having dim sight. Bacon.

DIN, TI. A loud noise
;
a violent and continued sound.

DlN, v. a. [i. DINNED; pp. DINNING, DINNED.] To stun
with noise

;
to impress with violent and continued

noise.

DiN'AR-.eHY,* n. A government conducted by two per-
sons. Bailey.

DIN'DLE,* TI. Sowthistle
;

hawkweed. Farm. Ency.
[Local.]

DINE, v. n. [i. DINED ; pp. DINING, DINED.] To eat dinner
;

to eat the chief meal of the day.
DINE, v. a. To give a dinner to. Dryden.
DiN'ER-60T * n. One who dines out, or in company.
Ed. Rev.

tDi-NET'i-CAL, a. [6ivnriK6s.] Whirling round
; vertigi-

nous. Browne.
DL\G, v. a.

[i. DINGED ; pp. DINGING, DINGED The pre-
terit dung is nearly obsolete.] To dash with violence

;
to

impress with force.

. v. n. To bluster
; to huff. Arbuthnot. [Low.J

DiN&'-DoNG, n. A word expressing the sound of bells.

DIN'GEY,* n. A Bengal ferry-boat. Malcom.
,
n. The quality of being dingy.

DIN'GLE, (dm'gl) n. A hollow between hills
;
a dale.

DlN'GLE-DXN'GLE. ad. Carelessly pendent. Warton.

fDlNG'THRiFT, n. A spendthrift. Granger.
DIN'GY, (dln'je) a. Dark brown; dun; dirty. Ellis.

DIN'ING-ROOM, n. A room to dine in. Bp. Taylor.
DIN'NER, 71. The chief meal of the day.
DIN'NER-LESS,* a. Destitute of dinner. Fuller.

DIN'NER-TIME, n. The time of dining. Shak.

DJ-NQ-THB'RI-UM,* n. (Geol.) Buckland. See DEINO-
THERIUM.

DINT, n. [fA blow. Spenser. The mark made by a blow ;

dent. Dryden.] Violence
; force

; strength ; power ;
as

in the phrase
"
By dint of argument." [Colloquial.]

fDlNT, v. a. To mark by a blow
;
to dent. Spenser.

Dl-NU-MER-A'TlpN, TI. [dinumeratio, L.] Act of number-
ing one by one. Bullokar. [R.]

||Dl-6c'E-sXN, or Dl-p-CE'SAN, [di-os'e-san, S. W. J. F.
Ja. K. R.; dl-os'e-zan, P. Sm.; di-9-se's^n, Bailey,
Johnson, Barclay, Dyche, Rees ; dl'9-se-san, Wb.] n. A
bishop as he stands related to his own clergy or flock.

IjDi-Sc'E-sAN, a. Pertaining to a diocese. Spelman.
DI'P-CESE, n. [dicecesis, L.] The territorial extent of a

bishop's jurisdiction; a bishopric ;
see of a bishop.

Written also diocess.

fDi-p-CEs'E-NER,* n. One who belongs to a diocese.
Bacon.

DI'p-DON,* n. (Ich.) A sort of fish that can assume a

globular form. Roget.
DI-CE'CI-A,* (dl-e'she-a) TI. (Bot.) A class of plants which
have male flowers on one plant, and female flowers on

_another, as willows. P. Cyc.

DI-CE'CIOUS,* (dl-e'shus) a. (Bot.) Having stamens on one

_plant, and pistils on another. P. Cyc.

DI-P-PHXN'TINE,* a. Relating to Diophantus or his

jnathematical problems. Hamilton.

DI-6p'slDE,* n. (Min.) A variety of pyroxene. P. Cyc.

Dl-6p'sis,* n. (Ent.) A genus of dipterous insects. P. Cyc.

DI-OP'TASE,* n. (Mm.) A crystallized silicate of copper.
P. Cyc.

P'TJC,
OPTRIC, and DIOPTRICAL.

DI-OP'TRIC",
' '

J a. [dioptra, L.] Affording a medium for

DI-OP'TRI-CAL, )
the sight; relating to dioptrics.

Dl-op'TRJcs', n. pi. (Optics) That part of optics which
treats of refracted vision, or which investigates and
explains the refractions of light passing through differ-

ent mediums, as the air, water, glass, &c.

Dl-p-RA'MA,* [dl-o-ra'ma, Sm.; di-9-ra'ma, Ja.] n. [Sid
and bpdai.] A mode of painting and scenic exhibition,

which, though it does not possess all the advantages
of the panorama, yet produces a far greater degree of

optical illusion. P. Cyc.

Dl-p-RXM'lc,* a. Relating to a diorama. Month. Rev.

DI'p-RiM, n. [dtdpio-fia.] Distinction or definition.

More. [R.]

DI-P-RIS'TIC,* ) a. Relating to diorism ; defining or

DI-P-RIS'TI-CAL,* \ limiting; distinguishing. Smart. [R.]

fDi-p-Rls'Ti-cAL-LY, ad. In a distinguishing manner. More.

DI'p-RlTE,* n'. (Min.) A variety of trap ; greenstone.
Dana.

Dl-pR-THO'sis, n. [fi6pdd)<nf.] (Med.) Art or act of

straightening crooked limbs. Harris.

DI-ps-co'Rj-A,* n. pi. (Bot.) A genus of plants, to which
the yam belongs. P. Cyc.

Di-6'MA,* TI (Bot.) A genus of plants or shrubs. P. Cyc.
DI-O'TA,* n. [L.] A jar or drinking-pot with two han-

dles. 'Ed. Ency.
DI-6x'Y-LiTE,* n. (Min.) A sulphato-carbonate of lead.

Dana.

DIP, v. a.
[i.

DIPPED
; pp. DIPPING, DIPPED. Sometimes.

dipt. Dryden.] To immerge ;
to put into any fluid

;
to.

wet ; to engage in.

DIP, v. n To sink ; to immerge ;
to enter ; to pierce ;

to

enter slightly into any thing ; to choose by chance t -

to incline, as the magnetic needle, or as a stratum ef
rock.

DIP, TI. (Magnetism) The inclination of the magnetic
needle, or the angle which it makes with the plane of
the horizon. (Geol.) The inclination and point of the

compass towards which a stratum inclines. Lyell.

Sweet sauce for pudding. Forby. Sauce made of fat

pork for fish. U. S.

DI-pXs'j0HAL,* a. Including two passovers. L. Carpenter,

DIp'cHiCK, TI. The name of a bird. Carew.

DI-PET'A-LODs, a. [fit's
and neraXov.] (Bot.) Haying two

flower-leaves.

IIDlPH'THONG, (dip'thong) [dip'thong, S. W..P. J* F. ;

dif'thong, E. K. Sm. Scott; dif'thong or dip'thong, Ja.] n.

[6i(t>6oyyos.] A union of two vowels in one sound ; as,

vain, Caesar.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N
; BOLL, BUR, RtfLE. 9, G. c, g, soft ,- K, G, , |, hard; as Z ; ? as ,; -HS.
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jjDIPH'THONG,* (dip'thSng) v. a. To form or pronounce as
a diphthong. Ch. Ob.

||mpH-THON'aAL,,* (dip-thong'gal) [dif-thong'gril, K. Wb ;

dip'thong-gal, Sm.] a. Having the nature of a diphthong.
P. Cyc.

jDlPH-THON'GAL-Ly,* ad. In the manner of a diphthong.
Wylie.

DI-PHV-CEPH'A-LA* n. pi (EM.) A genus of coleop-
terous insects. P. Cyc.

DI-PHYL'LOVS,* a. (Sot.) Two-leaved. Smart.

DI-PLlNiTHl-vs,*n. A wall two bricks thick, drier.

Dip'L<?-E, n. [Gr.] (Anat.) The cellular structure which
separates the two tables of the skull from each other.

DIP'LC-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name for latrobite. Da-

DI-PLO'MA, n. [<Jf;rAw/;a.] pi. DJ-PLO'MA. A letter or

writing conferring some privilege, honor, or authority.
Dl-PL,o'MA-cy, n. The art or practice of treating or mak-
ing treaties with foreign states

; the customs, rules, and
privileges of ambassadors

;
a body of envoys.

DIP'LQ-MATE,* n. A diplomatist. West. Rev.

DI-PLO'MATE, v. a. To invest with a privilege. Todd.

DiP-LC-MAT'ED,*p. a. Made by diploma. Bp. Kennet.

Dip-Lp,MA'TiAL,* a. Diplomatic. QM. Rev. [R.]
DIp-LQ-MAT'ic, a. Relating to diplomacy, or diplo-

matics.

Dip-LC-MAT'i-CAL-Ly,* ad. In a diplomatic manner. EC.
Rev.

DIP-LQ-MXT'ICS,* n. pi. The science of deciphering an-
cient writings, assigning their date, &c. Brande.

DI-PLO'MA-TIST, n. One who is versed or employed in

diplomacy. Todd.

DIP-LO'PI-A,* n. (Med.) A disease of the eye which
causes a person to see an object double or triple. Crabb.

Dlp-LQ-zo'c-N,* n. A singular parasitic worm, which in-
fests the gills of the bream. Brande.

DiP'c-Dy,* n.
[<5i7ro<5tfi.] Two feet included in one

measure, or a series of two feet. Dr. C. Beck.

DIP'PER, 7i. One that dips or bathes; a ladle.

DIP'PING-NEE'DLE, n. An instrument which shows the
direction of the magnetic force of the earth.

DiP'sXs, n. [L.] A serpent whose bite produces mortal
thirst. Milton. A genus of serpents: a bivalve.
Brande.

DIP'TE-RA* 7i. pi. [Jnrrepoj.] (Ent.) An order of in-
sects having two wings. Lyell.

Dlp'TE-RAL,* |
a. (Ent.) Relating to the diptera ; having

Dip'TE-ROtjs,* j
two wings. P. Cyc. (Arch.) Having a

double range of columns. Francis.

DIp'TE-RXN,* n. (Ent.) One of an order of insects having
two wings ;

one of the diptera. Brande.

DIp'TE-RON,* n. A building with a double wing or aisle.

Ash.

DIP'TOTE, n. [Jurrwra.] A noun having two cases only.
Clark.

Dip'TYjEH, n.[diptychum, L.] A register of men who have
held high offices

;
or of celebrated saints and martyrs :

a tablet used by the Romans for writing, folded like a
book of two leaves. See DIPTYCHUM.

Dip' TY-pH&M,* n. [L.] pi. DIPTYJZHA. An ancient ec-
clesiastical register, so called because it consisted of two
leaves, on one of which were written the names of the

living, and on the other those of the dead, which were
rehearsed in the liturgy. Crabb.

DI-PYRE',* n. (Min.) A silicate of alumina and lime; a

_har_d mineral of a grayish or reddish white. Brande.

Dr-RA-Di-A'TiQN,* n. The diffusion of rays from a lumi-
nous body. Smart.

DIRE, a. [dims, L.] Dreadful
;
dismal

; mournful ; horri-
ble

;
terrible

; fearful
;
calamitous ; direful.

DI-RECT', a. [directus, L.] Straight ;
not crooked

;
not ob-

lique ; progressive ; straightforward ; not retrograde ;

not collateral
; plainly tending to some end

; open ; not
ambiguous ; plain ; express.

DI-RECT', v. a. [dirigo, directus, L.] [i. DIRECTED ; pp. DI-

RECTING, DIRECTED.] To aim or drive in a straight line
;

to point against, as a mark; to regulate; to adjust; to

prescribe ; to order.

DI-RECT',* n. (Mus.) A character used at the end of a staff.

Brande.

DI-RECT'ER, 7i. He or that which directs. See DIRECTOR.
DI-RECT'ING,* p. a. Tending to direct; ordering; com-
manding.

DI-REC'TIQN, 71. Act of directing; aim at a certain point;
order

;
command

; prescription ; adjustment.
fDl-REc'Ti-TUDE,* n. State of tranquillity. Shak.

DI-REC'TIVE, a. Giving direction
; informing; showing.

DI-RECT'LY, ad. In a direct manner
; rectilinearly ; imme-

diately ; apparently ;
without circumlocution.

DI-RECT'NESS, n. Quality of being direct; straightness ;

tendency to a point.

DI-REC'TC-R, n. One appointed to transact the affairs of a

trading company, bank, &c.
;
a guide ;

an instructor : a

surgical instrument.

Di-REC-T5'Ri-AL, a. Giving direction
; relating to a direc.

tory. Burke.

DI-REC'TQR-SHIP,* ji. The office of director. Mickle.

Di-REc'TQ-RY, 7i. A rule to direct
;
a guide ;

a guide-booK
of a city with the names of the inhabitants : a book
containing directions for religious worship or other

things: a board of directors : the supreme council

which, for a time, managed the French revolutionary
government.

DJ-REC'TQ-RY, a. Guiding; commanding. Blackstonc.

DI-RECT'RESS, n. She who directs or governs. Scott.

DI-REC'TRIX, n. She who directs : a dirigent ; a line.

DlRE'FuL, a. Dire; dreadful; calamitous.

DiRE'FfiL-LY,* ad. In a direful manner
; fearfully. Ash.

DIRE'FUX-NESS, n. Dreadfulness
; horror. I>r. Warton.

DI-REMP'TIC-N, (de-rem'shun) n. [diremptio, L.] Separation
'Bp. Hall.

DIRE'NESS, n. Dismalness
;
horror. Shak.

DI-REP'TIQN, n. [direptio, L.] Act of plundering.
DiRftE, (dirj) n. A mournful song or ditty ;

a funeral song.
'I-^ENT, a. [dirigens, L.] Noting a line in geometry.
'l-^ENT,* 7i. (Geom.) The line of motion along which

a describent line is carried in the generation of any fig-
ure. Crabb.

DIRK, (dirk) n. A kind of dagger or poniard.
DIRK,* v. a. To stab with a dirk. Gray.
fDlRK. (dirk) a. An old word for dark. Spenser.

tDi'RKJ (dirk) v. a. To darken
;
to obscure. Spenser.

DIRT, (dirt) n. Mud
;

filth
;
mire

;
dust

;
earth.

DIRT, v. a. To foul ;
to bemire

;
to dirty. Swift.

Di'RT'l-Ly, ad. In a dirty manner ; filthily ; meanly.
DIRT'I-NESS, n. State of being dirty.

DIRT'-PEL-LET,* n. A ball of mire or dirt. Swift.

DiRT'-PiE, n. A form moulded of clay, in imitation of pas-
try.

DlRT'-R5T-TEN,* (-tn) a. Decayed; diseased. Shak.

Di'RT'.y, a. Covered with dirt
; foul ; nasty ; filthy ; sullied ;

mean
;
base.

Di'RT'y, v. a. [i. DIRTIED ; pp. DIRTYING, DIRTIED.] To foul
;

to soil
;
to disgrace.

DI-RUP'TIQN, n. Disruption ;
breach.

Dis, (dis or dlz) An inseparable particle, which sometimes
implies separation, but commonly privation or negation,
equivalent to the particle un ; as, to arm, to disarm.

9Cp
" When the accent, either primary or secondary, is

on this inseparable preposition, the s is always sharp and
hissing ;

but when the accent is on the second syllable,
the 5 will be either hissing or buzzing, according to the
nature of the consecutive letter. That is, if a sharp mute,
as p, t, k, or c hard, succeed l the preceding 5 must be pro-
nounced sharp and hissing ; as, dispose, distaste, &,c.

;
but

if a flat mute, as 6, d, or g hard, or a vowel or a liquid,

begin the next syllable, the foregoing s must be sounded
like z ; as, disburse, disdain, &c. ;

but if the secondary ac-
cent be on this inseparable preposition, as in disbelief, &c.,
the s retains its pure hissing sound." Walker.

DIs-A-Bii/i-TY, n. Want of power ; inability ; weakness
;

incompetency ;
want of qualification ; legal irapedi-

me_nt.
Dl-A'BLE, (diz-a'bl) v. a. [i. DISABLED; pp. DISABLING,
DISABLED.] To deprive of force

;
to weaken

; to hinder
from action

;
to impair.

DI-A'BLED,* (diz-a'bld) p. a. Deprived of strength ;
weak-

ened
; rendered, by wounds or injury, unfit for service.

|Dfs-A'BLE-MENT, 71. Disability ;
weakness. South.

DIs-A-BUE', v. a. [desabuser, Fr.] [i. DISABUSED
; pp.

DISABUSING, DISABUSED.] To set free from a mistake
;
to

set right ; to undeceive.

DIS-AC-COM'MQ-DATE, v. a. To discommode. Warburton.

DIS-AC-COM-MQ-DA'TIQN, n. State of being unfit. Hale.

fDIs-AC-CORD', v. n. [dcsaccorder, Fr.] To refuse. Spen-
ser.

DIS-AC-CtJS'TpM, V. 0. [L DISACCUSTOMED ; pp. DISACCUS-

TOMING, DISACCUSTOMED.] To destroy the force of habit.

DIS-AC-KNOWL'ED^E, (dis-ak-nol'ej) v. a.
[i.

DISACKNOWL-
EDGED ; pp. DISACKNOWLEDGING, DISACKNOWLEDGED.J
Not to acknowledge ;

to disown. South.

DIS-AC-QUAINT', v. a. To dissolve acquaintance with. Cot-

grave.
DIS-AC-QUAINT'ANCE, n. Disuse of familiarity. South.

DIS-A-DORN', v. a. To deprive of ornament. Congrevc.

fDis-AD-vANCE', v. a. To stop ;
to check. Spenser.

+Dis-AD-VA"NCE', v. n. To keep back ;
to halt. G. Fletcher.

bls-AD-vAN'TA^E, 7i. [desavantagv, Fr.] Want of ad-

vantage ;
detriment

; prejudice ;
loss

; injury to interest
;

want of preparation.
DIs-AD-viN'TA^E, v. a. To injure. Fuller.

fDIs-AD-vAN'TA^E-A-BLE, a. Injurious. Bacon.

DIs-Xb-VAN-TA'^Eo'us, (dis-ad-van-ta'jus)
a. Contrary to

interest or convenience; unfavorable; injurious.

DIs-XD-VAN-TA'^EC-ys-Ly, (dis-ad-van-ta'jus-le) ad. In a

disadvantageous manner.

Dts-XD-VAN-TA'^Eoys-NESS, 7i. Mischief; loss.

tDIs-AD-VEN'TV'RE, n Misadventure. Raleigh.surgical instrument. fjJlS-.AD-YEN'TUK.fc'j TI imsauveuiuic. xvutc^/t.

A, E, I, 6, tJ, Y, long; X, fi, I, 6, u, Y, short; A, E, I, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR
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tDIs-AD-VJENT'y-ROijS, a. Unhappy ; unprosperous. Spenser.

DIS-AF-FECT', V. a.
[i. DISAFFECTED

; pp. DISAFFECTING,
DISAFFECTED.] To fill with discontent or ill-will

;
to

alienate ;
to dislike

;
to disorder.

DIs-AF-FECT.'ED,p. a. Alienated; dissatisfied.

DIS-AF-FECT'ED-LY, ad. In a disaffected manner.

DIS-AF-FECT'ED-NESS, n. State of being disaffected.

DIS-AF-FEC'TI'QN, n. Dislike
;
alienation

;
ill-will

;
want of

affection
;
disorder ;

bad constitution.

tDis-AF-FEc'TlQN-ATE, a. Wanting affection. Blount.

DIS-AF-FIRM', v. a. To contradict
;
to deny. Davlcs.

DIS-AF-FIRM'ANCE, n. Confutation ; negation. Hale.

DIS-AF-FIR-MA'TION,* n. Act of disaffirming ;
confutation

;

disafiirmance. Braiide.

Dis-AF-FOR'EST, v. a. To throw open or reduce a forest to

common ground. Bacon.

DIS-A-GREE', V. n. [i. DISAGREED ; pp. DISAGREEING, DISA-

GREED.] To differ ; not to be the same
;

to differ in opin-
ion ; to quarrel ;

to vary ;
to dissent.

Dis-A-GREE'A-BLE, a. Not agreeable; offensive ; unpleas-
ant.

DIS-A-GREE'A-BLE-NESS, . Unsuitableness
; contrariety;

unpleasantness ;
offensiveness.

DIS-A-GREE'A-BLY, ad. In a disagreeable manner.

DIS-A-GREE'MENT, n. Act or state of disagreeing ;
cessa-

tion of acquiescence ;
difference

;
dissimilitude

;
differ-

ence of ppinion ; dissension; division; discord.

Dis-A-GRE'jR,* n. One who disagrees. Hammond.

tDis-AL-LiEGE', (-15J') v. a. To alienate from allegiance.
Milton.

DiS-AL-LO\vr

', v. a. [i. DISALLOWED; pp: DISALLOWING, DIS-

ALLOWED.] To deny the authority of
;
to refuse permis-

sion
;
to prohibit ;

to consider as unlawful
;
to censure.

Dis-AL-LOW', v. n. To refuse permission ;
not to grant.

DIS-AL-LOW'A-BLE, a. Not allowable. Raleigh.

DIS-AL-LOW'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being disallowable.

4M.
Dis-AL-LOjfr'ANCE, n. Prohibition ;

refusal. Bp. Hall.

fDis-AL-LY', v. a. To disjoin. Milton.

fDi^-AN'CHQR, (diz-angk'kur) v. a. To drive from its an-

chor. Cotarave.

tpis-AN-GEL'l-CAL, a. Not angelical. Coventry.

DI^-AN'I-MATE, v. a. To deprive of life
;
to discourage; to

deject. SkaJc. [R.]

tDi^-^N-l-MA'TiON, n. Want of animation. Browne.

DIS-AN-NEX',* v. a. [i. DISANNEXED; pp. DISANNEXING,
DISANNEXED.] To disjoin ; to separate. Richardson.

DIS-AN-NUL', V. a. [l. DISANNULLED ; pp. DISANNULLING,
DISANNULLED.] To make void

;
to annul. Hooker. $/' This

word, which is in good use, is of the same meaning as

annul. Annul has the sense of privation, and the prefix,

dis, has not, in this case, its usual effect to negative the

meaning of the word. Dr. Johnson remarks, in relation

to disannul, "It is formed contrarily to analogy. It

ought, therefore, to be rejected as ungrammatical and
barbarous."

DIs-AN-NUL'LER, n. One who makes null. Beaum. fy Fl.

DIs-AN-NtJL'LiNG, n. The act of making void. Hebrews.

DJLS-AN-NUL'MENT, n. Annulment. Lord.

fDis-A-NoiNT', -v. a. To invalidate consecration by unction.
Milton.

DIS-AP-PAR'EL, v. a. To disrobe. Junius. [R.]
DiS-AP-PEAR'

, (-per') v. n.
[i. DISAPPEARED; pp. DISAP-

PEARING, DISAPPEARED.] To be lost to view
;
to vanish

out of sjght ;
to fly ;

to go away.
DIS-AP-PEAR'ANCE, n. Act of disappearing ;

removal from

sight ; e_nd of appearance.
DIS-AP-PEAR'{NG, /i. Cessation of appearance.
DIS-AP-PEN'DEN-CY,* n. A detachment from a former con-

nection. Burn.

DIS-AP-PEN'DENT,* a. Separated or detached from. Burn.

DIS-AP-PLIED',* (dis-ap-plld') p. a. Misapplied. Cowper.
DlS-AP-PofNT', v. a. [dcsappointer, Fr.] [i. DISAPPOINTED;
pp. DISAPPOINTING, DISAPPOINTED.] To defeat of expec-
tation

;
to balk

;
to deprive of ; to frustrate

;
to foil.

Dis-AP-p6lNT'ED,*2>. a. Having suffered disappointment;
balked.

DIs-AP-poiXT'MENT, n. Act of disappointing; state of be-

ing disappointed ;
defeat of hopes ; miscarriage of expec-

tations.

DJS-IP-PRO-BA'TION, n. Act of disapproving ; displeasure ;

dislike
;
censure

;
condemnation.

Dis-Ap'pRQ-BA-TQ-Ry,* a. Implying or expressing disap-
probation. Smart.

Dis-Ap-pRo'pRi-ATE,* v. a. To appropriate wrongly. Milton.

DIs-AP-pRo'pRi-ATE,* a. Not appropriate ; inappropriate.

(Law) Transferred back from the laity to the clergy.
Bladutone.

DIS-AP-PROV'AL, n. Disapprobation. Glanville.

DIs-AP-pROVE', v. a. [dcaupprouver, Fr.] [i. DISAPPROVED ;

pp.'DISAPPROVING, DISAPPROVED.] To refuse approbation
of; to dislike

;
to censure ;

to reject.

tpis'ARD, 71. A pnittler ;
a boasting talker. Homilies.

DIS-ARM', v. a. [denarmer, Fr.j [i.
DISARMED

; pp. DISARM-

ING, DISARMED.] To deprive or divest of arms
;
to deprive

of any thing injurious.

DISARMED',* (dlz-armd') p. a. Deprived of arms
;
un-

armed.

DIs-ARM'ER, n. One who deprives of arms.

DI-ARM'JNG, n. Deprivation of arms. Hammond.
Dis-AR-RANGE', v. a. [di-sarranger, old Fr.l [i.

DISAR-
RANGED

; pp. DISARRANGING, DISARRANGED.] To UHSCttle J

to disorder
;
to derange. Warton.

D'fs-AR-RANGE'MENT, n. Disorder
; derangement. Baxter

Dis-AR-RAY', v. n. [desarroyer, old Fr.] [i. DISARRAYED ; pp
DISARRAYING, DISARRAYED.] To UnUTCSS

;
tO TOUt

;
to

overthrow.

DI'S-AR-RAY', n. Disorder
; confusion

; undress. Spenser.

tDis-AS-si-DU^i-TY, n. Absence
o_f assiduity. Wotton.

Dis-As-so'ci-ATE, (dls-as-s5'she-at) v. a. To disunite. Florio.

DI-.S'TER', n. [desastre, Fr.] tfThe stroke of an unfavor-
able planet. Shak.] Misfortune

; grief; mischance
;
mis-

ery ; calamity.

fDis-.ts'TER, v. a. To blast by the stroke of a planet; to
afflict. Shak.

DI-XS'TROVS, a. Unfortunate ; unlucky ; unhappy ; ca-
lamitous

;
miserable.

Di-As'TROUS-LY, ad. In a disastrous manner. Howell.

Di^-As'TROUS-NESS, 71. Calamity. Bailey.

tDi-AU'THOR-lZE, v. a. To deprive of credit. Wotton.

Djs-A-voOcH', v. a. To retract profession. Daniel.

Dis-A-vo^', v. a. [desavoucr, Fr.] [i. DISAVOWED; pp.
DISAVOWING, DISAVOWED.] To disown

;
to disclaim; to

deny knowledge of.

DIS-A-VOW'AL, n. Act of disavowing ;
denial.

DIS-A-VOW'ER,*?I. One who disavows. Asli.

fDIs-A-vow'MENT, 7i. Denial; disavowal. Wotton.

DI-BAND', v. a. [dcsbandcr, old Fr.] [i. DISBANDED ;pp. DIS-

BANDING, DISBANDED.] To dismiss from military service]
to break up, as an army ;

to set at liberty.

D1'-BXND', v. n. To retire from service
;
to separate.

Dl|-BXND'ED,*p. a. Dismissed from military service.

DIS-BAND'MENT,* 71. The act of disbanding. Land. Staffs.
Soc.

DI-BARK', v. a. To strip the bark from : to disembark.

Pope.
DIS-BE-LIEF', n. Act of disbelieving; unbelief; scepticism.
DIs-BE-LlEVE', (dis-be-lev') v. a.

[i. DISBELIEVED
; pp.

DISBELIEVING, DISBELIEVED.] Not tO belieVC ] HOt tO

credit
;
not to hold true ;

to discredit.

DIS,BE-LIEV'ER, 71. One who refuses belief. Watts.

DI-BENCH', v. a. To drive from a seat. Shak. [R.]
tDi-BL,AME', v. a. To clear from blame. Chaucer.

tDl'-BOD'lED, (diz-bod'id) a. Disembodied. Glamitte.

JDIS-BQS-CA/TIQN,* n. Act of turning woodland into cul-
tivated land. Scott.

DI-BOW'EL,, v. a. To eviscerate
; to disembowel. Spenser.

Di'-BRiNCH', v. a. To break off, as a branch. Shak.

DI^-BUD', . a. To take buds from. Bailey.

Di-BUR'DEN, (dlz-biir'dn) v. a. [/. DISBURDENED ; pp. DIS-

BURDENING, DISBURDENED.] To ease of a burden; to un-
load

;
to disencumber, discharge, or unburden.

DI-BUR'DEN, (diz-biir'dn) v. n. To ease the mind. Milton.

DISBURSE', (diz-biirs') v. a. [dcbourser, Fr.] [i. DISBURSED ;

^.DISBURSING, DISBURSED.] To pay out, as money; to

expend ;
to spend.

DI-BURSE'MENT, n. Act of disbursing; sum disbursed;
money paid or expended ; expenditure.

DI-BURS'ER, n. One who disburses.

DI-BUR'THEN,* v. Same as disburden. See DISBURDEN.
Disc,* 7i. The face of the sun, moon, or a planet. See DISK.

tDis-CAL'cE-ATE,(dis-kal'she-at)7j.a. To put off the shoea
or sandals. Cockeram.

Dis-CAL'cE-AT-ED, (dis-kal'she-at-ed) a. Stripped of
shoes. [R.]

DIS-CAL-CE-A'TIQN, (dis-kal-she-a'shun) n. The act of

pulling off the shoes. Browne. [R.]

fOfs-CAN'oy, v._n.
To dissolve ;

to melHB^ojfc.
Di's-CA-PA?'l-TATE,* v. a. To incapacitated C. Lamb. [R.]

DIS-CARD', v. a. [L DISCARDED
; pp. DISCARDING, DISCARD-

ED.] To dismiss from service
;
to cast off; to discharge.

DIS-CARD'ED,*P. a. Rejected ;
dismissed from service.

fDls-CARD'VRE, 7i. Act of discarding. Hayter.

BDlfs-CAR'NATE,
a. Stripped of flesh. Glanville.

IS-CASE', v. a. To strip; to undress. Shak.

fD'is-CEp-TA'TlQN, n. Disputation. Fox.

DIS'CEP-TA-TQR,* n. A decider
;
an umpire. Smart. [R.]

Dl-CERN', (diz-zern') v. a. [discerno, L.] [i.
DISCERNED ;

pp. DISCERNING, DISCERNED.] To deSCry j
tO 866 ; tO

judge; to distinguish; to discover; to penetrate; to dis-

criminate.

DISCERN', (djz-zern') v. n. To make distinction ;
to judge.

DI^-CERN'ER, (djz-zern'er) n. One who discerns.

DJs-CERN'i-BLE,'(diz-zer''ne-bl) a. That may be discerned;

perceptible ;
visible

; apparent ;
discoverable.

Dli-f-CERN'r-BLE-NESS, (djz-ze'r'ne-bl-nes) n. Visibleness-

Disj-CERN'i-BLY, (djz-zern'c-ble) ad. Perceptibly.

DI-CERN'JNG, (djz-zern'jng) n. Act of perceiving.
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DI-CERN'ING, (dlz-zern'ing) a. Judicious ; knowing.
Di-CERN'iNG-LY, (djz-zern'jng-le) ad. Judiciously.
DIS-CERN'MENT, (djz-zern'ment) w. Judgment; power of

distinguishing ; perception; sagacity; penetration.
DIS-CERP', v. a. [discerpo, L.] To tear in pieces ;

to sepa-
rate

;
to select. Hurd. [R.]

Dls-CERP-l-BlL'l-TY, n. Discerptihility. Wollaston. [R.]
DlS-CERP'l-BLE, a. Separable. Bailey. [R.]
DIS-CERP'SIQN, n. See DISCERPTION.

Dis-CERP-Tl-BlL'i-TY, n. State of being discerptible. [R.l
Dis-CERp'Tl-BLE, a. Frangible; separable. Olanville. [R.J

tDis-CERP'Tj-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being discerptible.
Ash.

DIS-CERP'TIQN, n. Act of pulling to pieces. Bp. Hall. [R.]

fDls-CEs'siQN, (djs-sesh'un) n. [discessio, L.] Departure.
Bp. Hall.

DlS-CHARGE', v. a. [dccharger, Fr.] [i.
DISCHARGED

; pp.

DISCHARGING, DISCHARGED.] To disburden
;
to unload; to

disembark
; to give vent to ; to let fly ;

to let off; to send

away ;
to dismiss ; to discard

;
to release ; to remit

;
to

clear a debt by payment ; to set free from obligation ;
to

clear from an accusation
;
to perform ;

to execute
;
to put

away ;
to divest of.

DIS-CHARGE', v. n. To dismiss itself; to break up; to ex-

plode.

DIS-CHARGE', n. Act of discharging ;
that which is dis-

charged ;
vent

; explosion ;
dismission

;
release

; acquit-
tal

;
liberation

; ransom ; price of ransom
; performance ;

execution.

DIS-CHARG'ER, n. One who discharges.

DIS-CHAR^'ING,* n. The act of unloading, releasing, or

unburdening. Richardson.

DIs-CHURCH', v. a. To unchurch. Bp. Hall. [R.]

JDIS-CIDE', v. a. [discidium, L.] To divide. Spenser.

JDis-cYNjET', a. [discinctus, L.J Ungirded. Diet.

fDis-clND', v. a. [discindo, L.] To divide. Boyle.

DIS-CI'PLE, (dis-sl'pl) n. [discipulus, L.] One who pro-
fesses to receive instruction from another

;
a follower of

some teacher or philosopher ;
a scholar

;
a pupil ;

an ad-
herent.

DIS-CI'PLE, v_.
a. To teach

;
to bring up. Shak.

DIS-CI'PLE-LIKE, a. Becoming a disciple. Milton.

Dls-ci'PLE-SHtp, n. State or function of a disciple.

Dis'ci-Pl.lN-A-BLE, a. Capable of instruction or discipline.

Dis'ci-Pi/m-A-BLE-NESS, n. Capacity of instruction. Hale.

DIs'ci-PLliv-AL,,* a. Relating to discipline ; disciplinary.
Latham. [R.]

DTs'ci-PLlN-ANT, n. One of a strict religious order. [R.]
DIs-ci-PLi-NA'Ri-AN, a. Pertaining to discipline. Glanmlle.

iDIs-qi-pLi-NA'Ri-AN, 7i. One who advocates or adheres

strictly to discipline. A term formerly applied to the
Puritans and Presbyterians.

DIS'CI-PLI-NA-RY, a. Containing or relating to discipline ;

tending to reform or correct.

DIs'ci-PLlNE, 7i. [disciplina, L.] Education
;
instruction

;

rule of government ;
order

; military regulation ; cor-

rection
; punishment ; chastisement ;

external mortifi-

cation.

DIS'CI-PLlNE, V. a. [i.
DISCIPLINED ; pp. DISCIPLINING, DIS-

CIPLINED.] To educate; to regulate; to punish; to re-

form
;
to correct.

DIs'ci-PLlNED,* (dis'se-pllnd) p. a. Prepared by disci-

pline; instructed.

Dfs'ci-PLlN-ER,* n. One who disciplines. Milton,.

DIS-CLAIM', v. a. [dis and claim.] [i. DISCLAIMED
; pp.

DISCLAIMING, DISCLAIMED.] To disown
;
to deny any

knowledge of; to renounce ;
to disavow.

DIs-CLAlM'ER, TO. One who disclaims. (Law) Renunci-
ation

;
a giving up ;

the renunciation of the defendant
to all claims to the subject of the demand made by the

plaintiff's bill or writ.

DIS-CLA-MA'TIQN,* n. The act of disclaiming; a disown-

ing. Ed. Rev.

DfS-CJLOijE', v. a. [dis and close.] [i. DISCLOSED
; pp. DIS-

CLOSING, DISCLOSED.] To uncover; to discover; to make
known ;

to reveal
;

to relate
;

to tell
;

to divulge ;
to

hatch
;_
to open.

tDIs-CLOSE', n. Discovery. Young:
DIS-CLOS.E',* v. n. To burst open ;

to open. Thompson.
DTs-CLO'ER, n. One who discloses.

DIs-CLdsVyRE, (dis-klo'zhur) n. Act of disclosing; some-
thing disclosed ; exposition; discovery.

tDls-cLU'lQN, (dis-klu'zhun) n. [disctusus, L.] Emission.
More.

tDIs-cdAST', v. n. To wander; to quit the coast. Bar-
row.

DIs'colD,* 7?. (Conch.) A univalve shell of which the

whorls are disposed vertically on the same plane, so as

to form a disk
;
a body resembling a disk. Brandt.

DIS-COID'AL,,* a. Having the form of a disk. Ash. (Bot.)

Having the central part oi a flat body differently marked
from the margin. P. Cyc.

Dis-COL/QR, (dis-kul'lur) v. a. [dcscoulorer, old Fr.]

[i. DISCOLORED; pp. DISCOLORING, DISCOLORED.] To

change as to color
;
to change from the natural hue

;
to

stain.

DIs-coL-p-RA'TlQN, 71. Act of discoloring; change of
color

;
stain

; dye.
DTs-coL'pRED, (-kul'lurd) a. Having the color changed.
DiS-COM'FIT, (djs-kum'fit) v. a. [desconfire, old Fr.] [t. DIS-
COMFITED

; pp. DISCOMFITING, DISCOMFITED.] To defeat
;

to conquer ;
to vanquish. Shak.

I Dls-c6M'FiT,_(dis-kum'fjt)7i. Defeat; rout; overthrow.
DIS-COM'FI-TURE, TO. Defeat; overthrow. Shak.

DIs-coM'FORT, (dis-kum'furt) TO. Want of comfort ;

trouble ; uneasiness
; sorrow.

DTfs-coM'FpRT, v. a. To grieve; to sadden. Sidney. [R.]
fDfs-cSM'FQRT-A-BLE, a. Uncomfortable. Shak.

DIs-coM'FORT-A-BLE-NESS,n. Uncomfortableness. Sandys.
DIs-cOM-MEND', t>. a. To blame

;
to censure. Hooker.

DIs-CQM-MEND'A-BLE, a. Blamable. Sir T. Herbert. [R.]
See COMMENDABLE.

tDTs-CQM-MEND'A-BLE-NESS, TO. Blamableness. Bailey.
DIS-COM-MEN-DA'TIQN, TO. Blame; reproach. Hakewiil.

Dts-cOM-MfiND'ER, TO. One who discommends.
tDis-coM-Mis'siQN, v. a. To deprive of a commission.

J3bp. Laud.

tDis-coM'MQ-DATE, v. a. To discommode. Wotton.

DIS-CQM-MODE', V. a. [i. DISCOMMODED
; pp. DISCOM-

MODING, DISCOMMODED.] To incommode
;
to put to in-

convenience. Bailey.
fDis-COM-Mo'Di-oOs, a. Incommodious. Spenser.

DIS-CQM-MO'DI-OUS-NESS,* n. Inconvenience. North.

fDIs-COM-MSD'l-TY, TO. Incommodity. Bacon.

DIs-coM'MQN, v. a. To deprive of the right of common
;

to deprive of the privileges of a place. Bp. Hall.

|Dis-CQM-PLEx'lON, (dis-kpm-plek'shun) v. a. To change
the hue or color of. Beaum. fy Fl.

Dls-CQM-POE', (dis-kom-p5z') v. a. [decomposer, Fr.]
\i. DISCOMPOSED

; pp. DISCOMPOSING, DISCOMPOSED.] To
disorder

;
to disconcert

;
to derange ; to ruffle

;
to disturb

the tempe_r ; to offend
;
to vex.

DIS-COM-POS.ED',* (dis-kpm-pozd') p. a. Disturbed
;
disor-

dered.

DIS-CQM-PO'ED-NESS,*TO. Disquiet. Hale.

tDis-c6M-PQ-i"TiON, (-zish'-) TO. Inconsistency. Donne.

DIs-cpM-PO'VRE, (dis-kom-p5'zhur) TO. State of being
discomposed ;

disorder
; perturbation.

DIs-coMPT', (dls-kbunf) v. a. [descompter, old Fr.] See
DISCOUNT.

DIS-CON-CERT', v. a. [L DISCONCERTED; pp. DISCONCERT-

ING, DISCONCERTED.] To unsettle
;

to discompose ;
to

defeat, as a design ;
to ruffle

;
to derange ;

to disorder; to

confuse.

fDis-c6N'c_ERT,* n. Disunion ; disagreement. Temple.

Dis-cpN-DU'crvE,* a. Not conducive; obstructive; hin-

dering. Seager.
DIs-coN-FORM'A-BLE,* a. Not conformable. Stow. [R.]

DIs-cQN-FORM'l-TY, TO. Want of conformity. Hakewiil. [n.]

DIs-CQN-GRfJ'l-TY, TO. Inconsistency ; incongruity. Hale.

D'fS-CpN-NECT', V. a.
[i.

DISCONNECTED
; pp. DISCONNECT-

ING, DISCONNECTED.] To separate ;
to disjoin ;

to break
the ties. Burke.

Dts-CQN-NECT'ED,*^. a. Disunited; disjoined; separate.

DIs-CQN-NEc'Tl'oN, TO. Separation ;
disunion. Burke.

fDis-cpN-SENT', v. TO. To disagree ;
to differ. Milton.

JDis-coN'so-LAN-CY, TO. Disconsolateness. Barrow.

DIs-coN'sp-LATE, a. [desconsole, Fr.] Void of consola-

tion or comfort; hopeless; sorrowful; melancholy;
afflicted.

DTis-cSN'so-LATE-LiY, ad. In a disconsolate manner.

DIS-CON'SQ-LATE-NESS, TO. State of being disconsolate.

tDIs-coN-so-LA'TlON, TO. Want of comfort. Jackson.

DIS-CQN-TENT', TO. Want of content; uneasiness; dis-

satisfaction ;
one who is discontented. Shak.

DlS-cQN-TENT', a. Uneasy ;
discontented. Hayward.

DIs-CQN-TENT', v. a. [i.
DISCONTENTED

; pp. DISCONTENTI NG,

DISCONTENTED.] To dissatisfy ;
to make uneasy. Shak.

Dfs-CON-TENT'ED, a. Uneasy; dissatisfied.

DIS-CQIV-TENT'ED-LY, ad. In a discontented humor.

DIS-CQN-TENT'ED-NESS, TO. Uneasiness
;
dissatisfaction.

tDis-CQN-TENT'FUL,,* a. Discontented. Howe.

Dfs-cQN-TENT'iNG, a. Giving no satisfaction. Milton.

Dts-CQN-TENT'MENT, TO. State of being discontented.

DIS-CQN-TIN'V-A-BLE,* a. That may be discontinued.

Dr. Mien.

Dis-CQN-TiN'v-ANCE, (dis-kon-tin'yu-fins) TO. Act of dis-

continuing; state of being discontinued; cessation; in-

termission.

DKs-CQN-TiN-y-A'TlON, n. Act of discontinuing; disrup-
tion of continuity ; separation.

DIs-CQN-TiN'UE, (dis-kon-tin'yu) v. a. [discontinucr, Fr.l

[^DISCONTINUED; pp. DISCONTINUING, DISCONTINUED.]
To leave off; to break off: to stop; to intermit; to put
an end to.

Dis-cQN-TfN'yE, v. TO. To leave off; to stop ;
to cease.

DIs-cQN-TfN'UED,* (dls^n-tln'yud) p. a. Brought to an
end

;
broken off.

[i. DISCOLORED; pp. DISCOLORING, DISCOLORED.] ro
| end

;
broKen on.
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DIs-cQN-TlN'y-ED-NESS,* Tt. State of being discontinued.
Scott.

DIs-coN-TlN'v-EE',* 7i. (Law) One of whom something is

discontinued. Blackstonc.

Dis-coN-TlN'v-ER, n. One who discontinues.

DIs-c6N-TI-Nu'i-TY, n. Disunity of parts ;
cessation.

Dls-CQN-TiN'y-OR',* n. (Law) One who discontinues.
Blackstone.

fDTs-cpN-TlN'y-ous, a. Wide ; extended ; gaping. Milton.

IDIS-CQN-VEN'IENCE, n. Inconvenience. Bp. Bramhall.

fDIs-CQN-VEN'lENT, a. Inconvenient. Bp. Reynolds.
DIs'coRD, ?i. [discordia, L.] Want of concord or harmony ;

disagreement; opposition; alienation of affection; con-
tention

;
strife

; contrariety of sounds or qualities.

fDls-coRD', v. n. To disagree. Bacon.

DIS-CORD'ANCE, ) n. Want of concord ; disagreement ;

DIS-CORD'AN-CY, f opposition ; inconsistency ;
discord.

DIS-CORD'ANT, a. Wanting concord or agreement; in-

consistent
;
inharmonious

; opposite.
DJS-CORD'ANT-LY, ail. In a discordant manner.

DJS-CORD'ANT-NESS,* n. Discordance. Scott. [R.]

fDis-coRD'FGi,, a. Quarrelsome
;
not peaceable. Spenser.

jDis-cbR'PO-RATE,* a. Deprived of corporate privileges.
Proclamation of James II.

fDis-cduN'sEL, v. a. To dissuade. Spenser.

DIS'COUNT, n. A deduction : an allowance ;
a sum dis-

counted or refunded
;
a deduction according to the rate

of interest, for money advanced before it is due ;
an al-

lowance on a debt not yet due.

||Dis-cof)NT', fdis-kbGnt', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

dis'kbunt, Wb. Reef.] v. a.
[i. DISCOUNTED; pp. DIS-

COUNTING, DISCOUNTED.] To count back; to make or
allow discount

;
to advance money on, or with allow-

ance of, discount. {J^p
" The accent [on the second syl-

lable] is proper, but in the mercantile world, the verb is

very commonly made to bear the same accent as the
noun." Smart,

||Dls-couNT',* v. n. To make a practice of advancing
money upon discount. Mason.

D'fs-couNT'A-BLE,* a. That may be discounted. Smart.

DIS-COUN'TE-NANCE, V. a. [i. DISCOUNTENANCED
; pp.

DISCOUNTENANCING, DISCOUNTENANCED.] To show dis-

approbation of; to discourage; to abash; to put to

shame.

DIs-coGN'TE-NANCE, 7i. Disfavor
;
cold treatment.

Dis-coGN'TE-NANCED,* (dis-koun'te-nanst) p. a. Treated
with disfavor.

Dl's-coGN'TE-NAN-cER, 7i. One who discountenances.

Dis-coGNT'ER, n. One who discounts.

DIS-COUR'A^E, (dis-kur'aj) v. a.
[i. DISCOURAGED ; pp.

DISCOURAGING, DISCOURAGED.] To depress ; to deprive
of confidence ; to dissuade

;
to dishearten

;
to deter.

fDIs-couR'AGE, (dis-kur'aj) n. Want of courage. Elyot.

fDis-couR'A^E-A-BLE,* a. That may be discouraged. Bp.
Hall.

DIs-cOuR'A^E-MENT, n. Act of discouraging; state of

being discouraged ; depression ;
determent.

DIS-COUR'A<^-ER, n. One who discourages.

DIs-couR'A^-lNG,* p. a. Depriving of courage ;
dis-

heartening.
DIS-COURSE', (djs-kors') n. [discursus, L.] That which is

spoken or related
; conversation

;
talk

;
a sermon ;

a

speech ;
a treatise

;
a dissertation

;
act of reasoning ; rea-

son.

DIS-COURSE', (dis-kors') v. n. [i. DISCOURSED ; pp. DIS-

COURSING, DISCOURSED.] To converse
; to talk

;
to re-

late ; to treat
;
to reason.

DIS-COURSE', v. a. To treat of; to discuss; to utter. Shak.

DIS-COURSE'LESS,* a. Having no discourse. Shelton.

DIS-COURS'ER, w. One who discourses
;
a speaker.

DJS-COURS'ING, 7i. A talking ;
conversation.

[Dis-couR'siVE, a. Discursive. Milton.

||Dlfs-COUR'TE-ous,(dis-kur'te-usordis-kort'yus)[dis-kur'-
chus, S. W. ; dis-kUr'che-Gs, P. ; dis-kur'te-us, J. R. ;

dis-kurt'yus, F. ; dis-kor'te-us, Ja. ; dis-kort'yus, K. Sm.]
a. [dis and courteous.] Uncourteous

;
uncivil ;

uncom-
plaisant ;

rude.

||Dis-cot
;

R'TE-oCs-LY, ad. Uncivilly; rudely.

(IpIs-couR'TE-oOs-NESS,* 71. Incivility ; discourtesy. Ash.

DIs-cofR'TE-SY, n. Incivility ;
rudeness.

tDIs-couRT'sHlP, n. Want of respect. B. Jonson.

Dls'coys, a. [discus, L.] Like a disk
; broad; flat; wide.

DIS-COV'ER, (djs-kuv'er) v. a. [i.
DISCOVERED

; ///>. DISCOV-

ERING, DISCOVERED.] To show
;
to disclose ; to bring to

light ;
to lay bare

;
to expose to view

;
to make known

;

to reveal
;

to espy ;
to find out

;
to detect : [jto un-

cover. Deut.]
Dis-cov'ER-A-BLE, a. That may be discovered; ap-

parent.

DIS-COV'ER-ER, n. One who discovers
;
a spy.

tDis-cov'ER-MENT,* 7i. Discovery. Fairfax.

DJS-COV'ERT,* a. (Law) Not covert; unmarried. Bou-
vier.

D}S-c6v'ER-TURE,* n. Discovery. (Law) The state of

being released, or of being free, from coverture. Black-
stone.

Dis-c6v'ER-y, n. The act of discovering; the thing dis-

covered ; disclosure.

Dis-CRED'lT, 7i. [decrediter, Fr.] Want of credit; dis-

honor
;
scandal

; reproach ; disgrace.
DTS-CRED'lT, V. a. [i. DISCREDITED ; pp. DISCREDITING,
DISCREDITED.] To deprive of credibility ;

to disgrace ;
to

dishonor
;
to distrust; not to credit ; to disbelieve.

DIs-CRED'lT-A-BLE, a. Disreputable; disgraceful.
DIS-CRED'IT-A-BLY,* ad. In a discreditable manner. Dr.

Allen.

DIs-cRfip'j-TOR,* n. One who discredits.

DJS-CREET', a. [discret, Fr.] Prudent; cautious; wary;
careful

; modest.

DIS-CREET'LY, ad. In a discreet manner; prudently.
DJS-CREET'NESS, n. Discretion.

Dis'cRE-PANCE, [dis'kre-p&ns, S. W. P. E. J. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R. ; djs-crep'ans, Wb. Maunder.] n. [discrepantia, L.]
Difference ; contrariety.

DTs'cRE-PAN-CY, n. Difference
; discrepance. Mountaa-u.

Dis'cRE-PANT,'[dis'kre-p&nt, S. W. P. E.Ja. K. Sm. R. ;

dis-krep'ant, Wb.] a. Different; disagreeing; unlike.

fDiS-CRETE', v. a. [discretus, L.] To separate. Browne.

DIS-CRETE', [djs-kref, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.;
dis'kret, S. Ash.] a. Separate ;

distinct
;
not concrete ; not

continued
; disjunctive. Discrete proportion, (Arithme-

tic) a proportion in which the ratio of the antecedents
to the consequents is different from the ratio of the con-

sequent of the first pair of terms to the antecedent of the

second, as 2 : 3 : : 4: 6. ft5=
" This word and its com-

panion concrete, one would have supposed, should have
the same accentuation in all our pronouncing diction-

aries
;
and yet scarcely any two words are more differ-

ently accented." Walker.

D}S-CRE"TlpN, (djs-kresh'un) n. Quality of being dis-

creet
; knowledge to govern or direct one's self proper-

ly ; judgment; prudence; wise management: liberty
of acting at pleasure.

DIS-CRE"TIPIV-AL,, (dis-kresh'un-al) a. Left to discretion

or choice ;
unlimited

; discretionary. Bp. Horsley.

DIS-CR"TIPN-AL-:LY, (djs-kresh'un-al-le) ad. At pleasure ;.

at choice. Nares.

DIS-CR"TIPN-A-RY, (djs-kreWun-a-re) a. Left to, or act-

ing by, discretion
;

unlimited
;

unrestrained
;

discre-

tional.

DJS-CRE'TIVE, [djs-kre'tiv, W. P. Ja. Sm. R. Wb.; dis'-

cre-tiv, S. K.] a. (Logic) Disjunctive; noting separation
or opposition. A discretive proposition is that which is

opposed to another by means of but, though, yet, &.C.,
which are called discretive conjunctions.

DIS-CRE^TIVE-LY, ad. In a discretive manner.

Dls-CRPMEN,*'n. [L.] A separation. (Med.) A band-

age used in bleeding on the forehead or temples. Crabb.

D}S-CRlM'l-NA-BLE, a. That may be discriminated. [R.]
Djs-CRlM'i-NAL,* a. Noting a line between the hand and

the arm, called also the dragon's tail. Brande.

DIS-CRIM/I-NAN-CY,* n. Power of discriminating. P.

'Mag.
Dis-CRtM'l-NATE, v. a. [dism'mmo, L.] \i. DISCRIMINATED;

pp. DISCRIMINATING, DISCRIMINATED.] To mark With
notes of difference; to distinguish by certain tokens; to

select or separate.

Dls-CRlM'j-NATE, a. Discriminated. Bacon.

DJs-CRlM'l-NATE-Ly, ad. Distinctly; minutely. John-
son.

Dls-CRtM'l-NATE-NESS, n. Discrimination. Bailey.

Dis-CRiM'i-NXT-lNG,*p. a. Marking a difference; distin-

guishing.
Djs-CRiM-l-NA'TlpN, n. Art or faculty of discriminating ;

distinction
;
difference

;
marks of distinction

;
discern-

ment ; judgment ; penetration.
Dis-CRlM'i-NA-TivE, a. Malting discrimination

;
that

marks distinction ; characteristical
;

that observes dis-

tinction.

Dis-CRlM'l-NA-TtVE-LY, ad. With discrimination. Mede.

Djs-CRfrtt'i-NA-TpR,* n. One who discriminates. Has-
lam.

Dls-CRtM'l-NA-Tp-RY,* a. Discriminative. Athenaum.

fDis-CRTM'l-NOus, a. Dangerous ;
hazardous. Harvey.

DTfs-CROWjV',* v. a. [i. DISCROWNED
; pp. DISCROWNING,

DISCROWNED.] To deprive of a crown. Charles I.

fDis-CRU'ci-AT-iNG, a. Excruciating. Browne.

Dis-cu'Bl-Tp-RY, a. [dlscubitorius, L.] Fitted to the pos-
ture of leaning. Browne.

fDls-cuL'PATE, v. a. To exculpate. Ashton.

DfS-cyL-PA'TlpN,* 7i. Exculpation. Burke. [R.]

DJS-CUM'BEN-CY, n. [discumbens, L.] Act of leaning at

meat. Browne.

DIS-CUM'BER, i\ a. To disencumber. Pope. [R.]

fDlS-CURE', v. a. To discover. Spenser.

tpis-cuR'RENT, a. Not current. Sir E. Sandys.

Dis-ciJR'sipN,* 7i. Act of passing from one thing to an-

other
; gradation of reasoning or argument. Hobbes.
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fD|S-cuR'siST, n. [discursus, L.] A disputer. L. Addison.

DIS-CUR'SIVE, a. [discurstf, Fr.J Roving; desultory; pro-
ceeding regularly from premises to consequences ; argu-
mentative.

DIS-CUR'SIVE-LY, ad. In a discursive manner. Hale.

Dis-ctJR'siVE-NESS, n. Quality of being discursive.

DJS-CUR'SQ-RY, a. [discursor, L.I Discursive. Bp. Hatt.

Dis-cifa'sus,* n. [L.] (Logic) Ratiocination; argumen-
tation; discourse. Crabb.

DIs'cvs, n. [L.] pi. L. DISCI; Eng. DISCUSES. A
quoit ;

a heavy piece of iron thrown in the ancient

sports ;
a disk. Pope.

DlS-cCss', v. a. [discutio, discussum, L.] [i.
DISCUSSED

; pp.

DISCUSSING, DISCUSSED.] To debate
;
to reason upon; to

examine
;
to clear by disquisition ;

to sift
;
to disperse.

Dis-cOss'ER, n. One who discusses.

Drs-cOss'lNG, n. Examination. Ayllffe.

DjS-cOs'siQN, (dis-kus'shun) n. Act of discussing; dis-

quisition ;
examination. (Med.~) Act of dispersing mor-

bid matter.

Dis-ctrs'sfVE, a. Having power to discuss or disperse.

Dis-cGs'siVE,* n. (Med.) A medicine to disperse tumors
;

discutient. Smart. See DISCUTIENT.

DIS-CU'TIENT, (dis-ku'shent) n. [discutiens, L.] (Med.)

Medjcine to disperse morbid matter from tumors, &c.

DIS-CU'TIENT,* a. Dispersing morbid matter. Smart.

Dlijf-DAIN', v. a. [i. DISDAINED
; pp. DISDAINING, DISDAIN-

ED.] To regard with contempt ;
to despise ;

to con-
temn

;
to scorn ; to consider as unworthy of.

DIS.-DAIN', v. n. To scorn
;
to grow angry. B. Jonson.

DJij-DAlN', n. Contempt; scorn; arrogance; haughtiness;
indignation.

DIS-DAIN'FGL,, a. Full of disdain ; contemptuous ;
scorn-

ful.

Diijf-DAiN'FOL-LY, ad. In a scornful manner. Shak.

DI-DAIN'FUL,-:NESS, n. Contemptuousness. Sidney.

DJ$-DAIN'ING, n. Scorn
; contempt. Donne.

DIs-Dl-A-PA's,ON,* n. [fig and Sid 7ra<r<3j/.] (Mus.) A name
given by the Greeks to a scale of two octaves. P. Cyc.

DJ-EAE', (djz-ez') n. Distemper ; malady ;
illness

;
indis-

position ;
disorder

;
sickness.

DlS-EASE', v. a. [{.DISEASED; pp. DISEASING, DISEASED.]
To afflict with disease

;
to infect

;
to disorder

;
to disturb.

DI-EAED',* (djz-ezd') p. a. Affected by disease; dis-

tempered.
DI-EA'ED-NESS, n. Sickness

;
morbidness. Burnet.

fDl-EAE'FU:L, a. Full of or causing disease. Donne.

tDls-EA$E'MENT, 7i. Trouble ;
disease. Bacon.

DREDGED', (diz-ejd') a. Blunted
;
dulled. Shak.

DIjj-ED'l-FY,* v. a. To fail of edifying; to injure. Water-
ton.

[R.J
DIS-EM-BARK', V. a. [L DISEMBARKED J pp. DISEMBARKING,
DISEMBARKED.] To land troops, &c., from a ship; to

carry to land or to shore.

DIs-EM-BARK'^7?. n. To land ;
to go out of a ship. Pope.

DIs-EM-BAR-KA'TlON,* n. Act of disembarking. Goldsmith.

DIS-EM-BAR'RASS, v. a. [i. DISEMBARRASSED
; pp. DISEM-

BARRASSING, DISEMBARRASSED/) To free from clog or em-
barrassment

;
to set free

;
to liberate.

JHs-EM-BXR'RASS-MEiVT, n. Freedom from perplexity.

TBIs-EM-BAY', v. a. To clear from a bay. Sherburne.

iDIs-EM-BEL'LiSH,* v. a. To divest of embellishment. Car-

lyle.

'DIs-EM-BiT'TER, v. a. To free from bitterness. Addison.

'DIs-jK-BOD'iED, (-bod'jd) a. Divested of the body.
:DIS-EM-BOD'Y, v. a. [i. DISEMBODIED ; pp. DISEMBODYING,

DISEMBODIED.] To free from flesh or the body ;
to dis-

charge from military incorporation.

DIS-EM-BdGUE', (dis-em-bog') v. a. [i. DISEMBOGUED
; pp.

DISEMB.CQUING, DISEMBOGUED.] To pour out or discharge
at the mouth, as a river ; to vent

;
to eject.

Dls-EM-BOGUE', (dis-em-b5g') v. n. To gain a vent
; to flow.

DIs-EM-BOGUE'MENT,* (dis-em-bog'ment) n. The act of

discharging water into the sea or ocean. Smart.

DIs-EM-BO'c-M, (dis-em-buz'um) v. a. To separate from
the bosom. Young:

DlS-EM-BOW'EL, V. a.
[i. DISEMBOWELLED J pp. DISEMBOW-

ELLING, DISEMBOWELLED.] To take out the bowels of; to

eviscerate. Phillips.

DIs-EM-Bow'ERED,* (-bou'erd) a. Deprived of a bower.

Bryant.
DIs-EM-BRXu'GLE, tt. a. To free from contest. Berkeley.
DIs-EM-BRblL', v. a. [debrouiller, Fr.] [i. DISEMBROILED

;

pp. DISEMBROILING, DISEMBROILED.] To free from trouble
;

to disentangle. Drydcn.
DIs-EM-PLOYED',* (-ploid) a. Unemployed. Taylor.

DIs-EN-A'BLE, v. a. To deprive of power ; to disable. Mil-

ton'.

DIS-EN-CIllNT', V. 0. [L DISENCHANTED
; pp DISENCHANT-

ING, DISENCHANTED.] To free from an enchantment.

DIs-EN-CHANT'ED,*p. a. I/elivered from enchantment.

DIs-EN-CHA"NT'?R, n. One who disenchants. Todd.

DIs-JJN-CHJtNT'MENT,* n. The act of disenchanting. Shel-

DIs-EX-ciiARM',* v. a. To free from incantation. Bp. Tay-
lor.

DIS-EN-CDM/BER, V. a. [L DISENCUMBERED; pp. DISENCUM-
BERING, DISENCUMBERED.] To free from encumbrance

;
to

disburden
;
to set free.

DIs-EN-cuM'BERED,* (dis-en-kum'berd) p. a. Freed from
encumbrance.

Dis-EN-cC'M'BRANCE, n. Freedom from encumbrance.
DTs-EN-FRlN'cniE,* v. a. To deprive of privileges or

rights ;
to disfranchise. Booth.

DTS-EN-FRXN'CHIE-MENT,* n. The act of disenfranchis-

ing ; disjranchisement. Booth.

Djs-EN-GAGE', v. a.
[i. DISENGAGED ; pp. DISENGAGING, DIS-

ENGAGED.] To free from engagement ;
to extricate ; to

disentangle ; to liberate
; to release

;
to separate ;

to clear
from

;
to withdraw

; to free from any detention.

Dis-EN-GAGE',r. n. To set one's self free from. Collier.

DJS-EN-GAED', (dTs-en-gajd') a. Not engaged; being at

liberty o_r
at leisure

; vacant.

DIS-EN-GAG'ED-NESS, n. State of being disengaged.
DIs-EN-GAGE'MENT, ?t. State of being disengaged ; release
from an engagement or obligation ; freedom of attention ;

vacancy.
DIS-EN-NO'BLE, v. a. To deprive of that which ennobles.

DIs-EN-ROLl/, v. a. To remove out of a roll.

DIS-EN-SLAVE', v. a. To redeem from slavery. South.

DIs-EN-TAN'GLE, (dis-en-tang'gl) v. a.
[i. DISENTANGLED ;

pp. DISENTANGLING, DISENTANGLED.] To Unravel ; tO Set
free from impediments ;

to disengage.
Dis-EN-TlN'GLE-MENT, (dls-en-tang'gl-ment) n. Act of

disentangling ;
freedom from difficulty.

DIS-EN-TER', v. a. To unbury. See DISINTER.

DIs-EN-THRALL/, v. a. To set free. See DISINTHRALL.

DTfs-EN-THRONE', v. a. To dethrone. Sandys.
DIs-EN-Ti'TLE, v. a. To deprive of title. South.

DIs-EN-TOMB',* (dis-en-tom') v. a. To take out of a tomb ;

to disinterL Tallmadge.
tDIs-EN-TRAii/,* v. a. To divest of the entrails. Spenser.

DIs-EN-TRiNCE', v. a. To awaken from a trance. Hudi-
bras.

Dts-ES-p60sE', v. a. To divorce. Milton.

DIs-ES-TXB'LisH,* v. a. To overthrow
;
to unsettle. JV. E.

Elders. [R.]

DIs-ES-TEEM', n. Slight regard ; a disregard ;
dislike.

D'fs-ES-TEEM', v. a. To regard slightly ;
to dislike.

Dfs-is-TEEM'ER,* n. One who disesteems. Boyle.
,
n. Disrespect ;

disesteem.

,
v. a. To deprive of exercise. Milton.

,
v. a. To dislike. Hammond.

DIs-FA'v<?R, n. Want of favor; discountenance; unpro-
pitious regard ;

a state of uriacceptableness ;
dislike.

DIs-FA/VQR, v. a. To discountenance
;
to oppose.

Dts-FA'VQR-ER, n. One who disfavors. Bacon.

DIS-FEAT'VRE,* (dis-fet'yyr) . a. To deprive of features
j

to deform._CoZerirf^-e.
DIS-FIG-V-RA'TIQN, n. Act of disfiguring ; deformity.
DIS-FIG'VRE, (dis-f ig'yur) v. a. [i. DISFIGURED; pp. DISFIG-

URING, DISFIGURED.] To injure the form or appearance
of; to deform ; to deface

;
to mangle.

DIs-FiG'URED,* (dls-f ig'yurd) p. a. Deformed
; deprived

of proper form.

Dts-FTG'yRE-MENT, n. A deforming ;
defacement.

DIs-FOR'EST, v. a. See DISAFFOREST.

DIs-FRXN'CHIE, (dis-fran'chjz) v. a.
[i. DISFRANCHISED ;

pp. DISFRANCHISING, DISFRANCHISED.] To deprive of the

rights of a citizen, or of privileges or immunities.

DIS-FRAN'CHIED,* (dis-fran'chjzd) p. a. Deprived of

privileges.
DIS-FRXN'CHIE-MENT, n. Act of disfranchising; state of

being disfranchised ; deprivation of privileges.

fDls-FRl'AR, v. a. To divest of the state of a friar. Sandys.

DIs-FtJR'NlSH, v. a. To unfurnish. Sir T. Elyot.

DI^-GXL'i/ANT, v. a. To deprive of gallantry. B. Jonson.

Dl-GAR'NlSH, v. a. [i.
DISGARNISHED ; pp. DISGARNISHING,

DISGARNISHED.] To strip of ornaments ;
to take guns from

a fortress
;
to dismantle. Hatt.

DTs.-GXR'RI-S<?N, v. a. To deprive of a garrison. Dr.Ilewyt.

DIs,-GXv'EL,* v. a. (Law) To exempt from the tenure of

gavelkuid. Blackstone.

tDi-GL6'Rl-FY, v. a. To deprive of glory. Milton.

DIS.-GORGE', v. a. [dcgorgcr, Fr.] [i. DISGORGED ; pp. DIS-

GORGING, DISGORGED.] To discharge; to vomit; to pour
out

;
to empty.

DIS-GORGE'MENT, 71. Act of disgorging. Bp. Hall.

tDi-G6s'pEL, v. n. To pervert the gospel. Milton.

DISGRACE', n. [disgrace, Fr.] State of being out of favor ;

state of ignominy ;
dishonor ;

shame
; reproach ; igno-

miny ; disrepute ; opprobrium ;
discredit.

DISGRACE', v. a. [i.
DISGRACED ; pp. DISGRACING, DIS-

GRACED.] To bring a reproach upon ;
to dishonor

;
to bring

to shame
;
to discredit ;

to put out of favor.

D!-GRACE'FUL, a. Shameful ; ignominious; base
;
mean

;

vile
; reproachful ;

dishonorable.

DIS.-GRACE'FUL-:LY, ad. In a disgraceful manner.ton. Dli-f-GRACE'FUL-LY, ad. In a disgraceful manner.
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,
n. Ignominy; disgrace.

DI-GRA'CER, n. One who disgraces.

DiS-GRA'cioys, (diz-gra'shus) a. Unpleasing. Shak.

tDI-GRADE', v. a. To degrade. Cowel.

JDIs'GRE-GATE, v. a. To separate: to disperse. More.

Dl-GUlE', (diz-glz') v. a. [deguiser, Fr.] [i. DISGUISED;
pp. DISGUISING, DISGUISED.] To conceal by an unusual
dress

;
to disfigure ;

to change the form of; to counterfeit ;

to dissemble
;
to injure or deform by liquor.

I-GUIE', (djz-glz') n. An unusual or counterfeit dress
;

a false appearance ; a mask.
DI-GUIED',* (diz-glzd') p. a. Changed by a disguise or

mask
; disfigured ;

intoxicated or affected by drink.

DI-GUIS/ED-LY, (diz-glz'ed-le) ad. With disguise. Todd.

tpi^-GUl^E'MENT, n. Disguise. Sidney.

DI-GUI'ER, (djz-glz'er) n. One who disguises.

DJ-GUI'ING, n. The making of a disguise.

DI-GUST', n. [dcgout, Fr.] Aversion
;
distaste

; strong dis-

like
; loathing ;

nausea
;
ill-humor.

Dl-GUST', V. a.
[i.

DISGUSTED
; pp. DISGUSTING, DISGUST-

ED.] To raise aversion in the stomach
;
to cause aver-

sion, disrelish, or dislike to
;
to offend

;
to displease.

DI-GUST'FUL, a. Nauseous; causing aversion.

DI-GUST'FUL-NESS,* n. State of being disgustful. Sir Wm.
Jones.

Dl-GuST'lNG,*p. a. Causing disgust ; offensive
;
odious.

DI-GUST'ING-LY, ad. In a manner to disgust.

DISH, 7i. A hollow vessel
;
a vessel in which food is served

up at the table
;
the meat or food served in a dish

; food ;

a measure among miners
;
a hollow place in a field.

DISH, v. a. [i. DISHED ; pp. DISHING, DISHED.] To serve or

put in a dish. Shak. To make hollow. Carey. [To cheat,
ruin, or frustrate. Smart. Vulgar.]

DIs-HA-BlL'l-TATE, v. a. To disqualify ;
to disentitle.

Todd. [R.]'

dian.-j v. a. To drive from an abode. Sliak.

fDis-HAR-Mo'Nj-OuS, a. Unharmonious. Hallywell.

tpIs-HAR'MO-NY, n. Want of harmony.
DIsn'cLdTH,* n. A cloth for wiping dishes; dishclout.

Dtsn'cLouT, 7i. A cloth for wiping dishes. Shak.

DIS-HEART'EN, (dis-hart'tn) v. a.
[i. DISHEARTENED

; pp.

DISHEARTENING, DISHEARTENED.] To diSCOUragC j
to de-

:t
;
to terrify ;

to depress.

HEART'EN-i'NG,* (dis-h'ar'tn-ing) p. a. Causing dejec-
tion

; discouraging.
Dls-HEART'EN-lNG-LY,* ad. Discouragingly. Bailey.

DISHED,* (disht) p. a. Served up in a dish. Shak. Ru-
ined

;
frustrated. Carey. [Vulgar.]

ti-HElR',

(diz-ar') v. a. To disinherit. Dryden.
-HER'I-SON, (dis-her'e-zn) n. Disinherison. Bp. Hall.

-HER'IT, v. a. To disinherit. Spenser.

HER'IT-ANCE, n. Disinheritance. Beaum. <$ Fl.

DIS-HER'IT-OR,* n. (Law) One that puts another out of his

inheritance. Crabb.

DI-SHEV'EL, (de-shev'el) v. a. [decheveler, Fr.] [i. DISHEV-
ELLED

; pp. DISHEVELLING, DISHEVELLED.] To Spread the
hair disorderly. Spenser.

DJ-SHEV'EL, v. n. To be spread without order. Herbert.

DISH'FUL',* 7i. As much as a dish will hold. North.

DISH'lNG, a. Concave
;
hollow : a term among artificers.

DIs-HON'EST, (diz-on'est) a. Not honest ; void of probity ;

faithless ; wicked ; fraudulent; ignominious; unchaste;
disgraced.

DIS.-HON'EST-LY, (diz-on'est-le) ad. In a dishonest manner
;

without 'faith
;' faithlessly ; wickedly ; unchastely.

DI-HON'ES-TY, (diz-on'es-te) n. Want of honesty ;
faith-

lessness
; knavery ; unchastity.

DIs-HON'pR, (diz-on'or) n. Reproach ; disgrace; ignominy;
shame ; reproach uttered

;
censure.

DIs-HON'pR, (diz-on'pr) v. a. [i. DISHONORED ; pp. DIS-

HONORING, DISHONORED.] To disgrace ; to bring shame
upon ; to violate

;
to treat with indignity ;

to refuse pay-
ment of.

Dis-HON'pR-A-BLE, (diz-on'or-a-bl) a. Not honorable;
shameful; reproachful; ignominious; disgraceful.

DI-HON'PR-A-BLE-NESS,* (dlz-on'9r-a-bl-nes) n. Quality
of being dishonorable. Smith.

DI-HON'PR-A-BLY, (diz-on'or-a-ble) ad. With dishonot.

Di-noN'pR-ER, ( diz-on'or-er) 7t. One who dishonors.

DIS-HORN', v. a. To strip of horns. Shak.

Dis-Hu'MpR, (dis-yu'mor) n. Ill-humor. Spectator.

Disii'wASH-ER, (dish'wosh-er) n. A bird.

DISH'WA-TER, n. The water in which dishes are washed.

fDis-iM-PROVE',* v. a. &. n. To grow or render worse. Bp.
Taylor.

DIS-IM-PROVE'MENT, 7i. Misimprovement. Norris. [R.]

DlS-iN-CAR'CER-lTE, v. a. To free from prison. Harvey.
DIs-LN-cLi-NA'TipN,7t, Want of inclination

;
aversion

;
re-

pugnance ;
dislike.

3L1NE', V. a.
[i. DISINCLINED ; ^.DISINCLINING, DIS

INCLINED.] To produce dislike to ;
to make averse.

DIS-IN-CLINED', (dis-in-kllnd') a. Averse. Burke.

DIS-IN-COR'PO-RATE,*?;. a. To deprive of corporate rights,
to dissolve

;
to separate. Hume.

D'is-iN-coR'pp-RATE,*a. Disunited from a body or society.
Bacon.

Dis-iN-coR-Pp-RA'TlON, n. Act of disincorporating. War
ton.

DIS-IN-FECT',* v. a. To purify from infection. Smart.

DIs-iN-FECT'ANT,* n. A substance which prevents infec-
tion. P. Cyc.

DIS-IN-FEC'TION,* n. Purification from infection. Smart.

fDls-lN-GJE-Nu'l-TY, 71. Disingenuousness. Clarendon.

Dis-iN-GEN'y-ous, a. Not ingenuous; not frank; unfair;
meanly artful

;
illiberal.

DIS-IN-<EN'U-OUS-LY, ad. In a disingenuous manner.
DIs-iN-^EN'y-ous-NESs, n. Unfairness

; low craft.

DTfs-JN-HXB'iT-ED, a. Deprived of inhabitants.

DIS-IN-HER'I-SON, (dis-in-her'e-zn) n. Act of disinheriting;
state of being disinherited. Bac,n.

DlS-IN-HER'lT, v. a. [i. DISINHERITED ; pp. DISINHERITING,
DISINHERITED.] To cut off from an hereditary right.

DIS-JN-HER'IT-ANCE,* 7i. Act of disinheriting. State Trials.

DIS-JN-HUME',* v. a. To disinter; to unbury. Fo. Qw. Rev.

DIS-IN'TE-GRATE,*7J. a. [L DISINTEGRATED
; pp. DISINTE-

GRATING, DISINTEGRATED.] To separate the integrant par-
ticles of. Buckland.

DIS.-IN'TE-GRAT-ED,* p. a. Reduced by the action of the

atmosphere into small particles. Buckland.

DI-iN-TE-GRA'TipN,* n. The act of separating the inte-

grant parts or particles of a substance. Buckland.

DIS-IN-TER', V. a.
[i. DISINTERRED j pp. DISINTERRING, DIS-

INTERRED.] To unbury ; to take out of the grave.
fDfs.-lN'TER-ESS-ED, a. Disinterested. Dryden.
fDI-lN'TER-ESS-MENT, 7i. Disinterestedness. Prior.

JDI-lN'TER-EST, n. Disinterestedness. More.

tDI-iN'TER-EST, v. a. To make disinterested. Feltham.

DI-IN'TER-ST-ED, a. Not interested
; superior to private

regards ;
without personal concern or interest

;
free from

self-interest.

DIs-lN'TER-EST-ED-LY, ad. In a disinterested manner.
Di-lN'TER-EST-ED-NESS, n. Disregard of private interest.

jDis-iN'TER-EST-lNG, n. Uninteresting. Warburton.

DIs-lN-TER'MENT, 7i. The act of disinterring. Booth.

DIS-IN-THRALL',*7J. fl. [i. DISENTHRALLED ; pp. DISINTHRALL-

ING, DISINTHRALLED.] To set free; to rescue from slavery
or bondage.

DYs-lN-THRAL'DOM,* n. Disinthralment. Scott. [R.]

D!S-IN-THRAL_'MENT,* n. The act of disinthralling. Booth.

fDIs'-iN'TRl-CATE, v. a. To disentangle. Diet.

fDis-iN-URE', v. a. To deprive of habit. Milton.

tpls-lN-VA-Li'D'l_-TY, n. Want of validity. Mountarru.

Dis-iN-VES'Ti-TURE,* 7i. The act of depriving of investi-

ture. West. Rev.

fDIs-iN-vlTE', v. a. To retract an invitation. Sir J. Finett.

fDis-JN-VOLVE', v. a. To disentangle. More.

DIQ-JEC'TA MEM'ERA,* pi. [L.] Scattered members or
limbs. QM. Rev.

r,
n. Act of casting down. Bp. Horsley.

,'K.a,. [dcjoindre, Fr.] [i. DISJOINED;^. DISJOIN-

IJOINED.J To separate ;
to part from each other

;

to sunder ; to sever ; to dissever
;
to detach.

DIS-JOIN'^* v. n. To become separated ;
to part. Garth.

Df-JOJNT', v. a.
[i.

DISJOINTED
; pp. DISJOINTING, DIS-

JOINTED.] To put out of joint ; to break at junctures; to

disconnect ; to separate ; to make incoherent.

DISJOINT', v. n. To fall in pieces. Shak.

Di'ij-joTiNT', a. Disjointed ; separated. Shak. [R.]

Di-jolNT'ED,*p. a. Put out of joint ; separated ;
discon-

nected.

DTs-joiNT'ED-NESS,* n. State of being disjointed. Ed.
Rev.

ad. In a divided state. Sir M. Sandys.
',

n. Judgment. Boyle.

DIS-JUNCT', (dlz-jungkt') a. [disjunctus, L.] Disjoined ;

separate.

Dis;-juNC'Tip]V,(diz-jungk'shun)n. Act of disjoining; state

of being disjoined ; disunion ; separation.
DI-JUNC'TIVE, (diz-jungk'tiv)a. Incapable of union ; that
marks separation or opposition. (Gram.) Disjoining the

sense, though joining the words, as the disjunctive con-

junctions but, or, nor, &c. Disjunctive proposition, (Logic)
a proposition compounded of two or more categorical

propositions, so stated as to imply that one or more of
them must be true.

D!-JUNC'TIVE, n. A disjunctive conjunction. Harris.

DIS-JUNC'TIVE-LY, ad. Distinctly ; separately.

DI$-jONCT'yRE,*(diz-jungkt'yur)n. Disjunction. Goodwin.

DISK, n. [discus, L.] (jlstron.) The face of the sun, moon,
or a planet, as it appears' to us projected on the sky. A
quoit; around substance of stone or iron. (Bot.) The
whole surface of a leaf; a fleshy substance between the

stamens and pistil. P. Cyc. Written sometimes disc.
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DTs-KiND'NESS, n. Unkindness ; injury. Search.

DIS-LIKE', (diz-llk') n. Disinclination; aversion; antipa-
thy

]_ repugnance; disagreement; discord.

Dl-LiKE', (diz-llk') v. a.
[i. DISLIKED; pp. DISLIKING, DIS-

LIKED.] Not to like
;
to have aversion to.

tDi^-LiKE'FUL, a. Disaffected
; malign. Spenser.

DIS-LIK'EN, (diz-ll'kn) v. a. & n. To make unlike. Shak.

tDi-LiKE'NESS, n. Dissimilitude; unlikeness. Locke.

DI-L!K/ER, n. One who dislikes.

DIS-LIMB', (diz-llm') v. a. To tear limb from limb. Diet.

tpis-LfMN', (diz-lim') v. a. To unpaint. Shak.

DIS'LQ-CATE, v. a. [disloco, L.] [i. DISLOCATED ;pp. DISLO-

CATING, DISLOCATED.] To displace ;
to put out of joint ;

to put out of the proper situation
;
to luxate

;
to disjoint.

Dls'L<?-CATE,*a. Put out of joint; dislocated. Montgomery.
Dis'L9-CAT-ED,*jp. a. Put out of place ; disjointed.

DI'S-LQ-CA'TION, n. Act of dislocating ;
state of being dis-

located
;
a joint put out.

DUij-LOD^E', (dKz-loj') v. a.
[i. DISLODGED ; pp. DISLODGING,

DISLODGED.] To remove from a place ;
to drive from a sta-

tion, as an army ;
to remove, drive, or take away.

DISLODGE', v. n. To go away to another place.

DIS-LOY'AL, a. Not loyal ;
not true to allegiance ;

faithless
;

disobedient
;
treacherous

;
false in love

;
not constant.

DI-LOY'AL-LY, ad. In a disloyal manner.

Di'-LOY'AL-TY, n. Want of loyalty or fidelity.

DIs'MAL,' (diz'nifil) a. [dies and mains, L.] Sorrowful;
dire; horrid; melancholy; gloomy; uncomfortable; un-

happy ;
dark.

Dl'iviAL-LY, ad. In a dismal manner
; horribly.

DT'MAL-NESS, n. Horror; sorrow; gloom.
DlS-jttXN'TLE, V. a.

[i.
DISMANTLED

J pp. DISMANTLING, DIS-

MANTLED.] To strip, as of bulwarks, fortifications, or

outworks
;
to strip ;

to divest
;
to break down.

Dlij-MAN'TLED,* (diz-man'tld)^. a. Deprived of outworks
;

stripped.

DI-MXN'TLING, n. The act of one who dismantles.

DI-MAR'SHAL,* v. a. To derange; to disorder. ., , ... -. Drum-
mond.

Dlljf-MiSK', V. a.' [L DISMASKED
; pp. DISMASKING, DIS-

MASKED.I To divest of a mask. Shak.

DI-MAST',* v. a. To deprive of masts. Jlnson.

DI-MiST'ED,*;>. a. Deprived of the mast.

Dl|-MAY', (djz-ma') v. a. [desmayar, Sp.] [i. DISMAYED ;pp.
DISMAYING, DISMAYED.] To terrify ;

to discourage ;
to de-

press ;
to deject ;

to appall ;
to daunt.

DT-MAY', n. Fall of courage ;
terror felt

;
fear.

DI-MAY'ED-IVESS, n. Dejection of courage. Sidney.

tDi-MAY'F&L,* a. Full of dismay ;
fearful. Spenser.

iDiSME, (dem) n. [Fr.] A tenth
;
a tithe. See DIME.

Dl-MEM'BER, (diz-mcm'ber) v. a.
[.' DISMEMBERED ; pp.

DISMEMBERING, DISMEMBERED.] To divide member from
member ,

to dilacerate
;
to divide

;
to separate.

DI-MEM'BERED,* (diz-mem'berd) p. a. Cut in pieces; di-

vided.

DIs-MEM'BER-MEJTT, n. Act of dismembering ;
division.

Burke.

DI-MET'TLED, (diz-met'tld) a. Without spirit. Llewellyn.

Dj-Mlss', v. a. [dismissus, L.] [i.
DISMISSED

; pp. DISMISS-

ING, DISMISSED.] To send away; to give leave of depart-
ure

;
to discard

;
to discharge ;

to divest of an office.

tpl-Mtss', n. Discharge from any office. Sir T. Herbert.

DJ-MIS'SAL, n. Dismission. Bp. Horsley.

DI-MIS'SIQN, (diz-mish'un) n. Act of dismissing ;
state of

being dismissed
; discharge ; deprivation.

DJ-MIS'SIVE, a. Causing or granting dismission. Davenant.

Di'-MbRT'&AGE, (diz-mbr'gaj) v. a. To redeem from mort-

gage. HowelL

DI-MOUNT', (diz-mb'unt') v. a. [demonter. Fr.] [i. DIS-
MOUNTED

; pp. DISMOUNTING, DISMOUNTED.] To thrOW off

from horseback
;
to throw from any elevation

;
to throw,

as cannon from its carriage.

DI-MoONT', v. n. To alight from a horse
;
to descend.

DI^-NAT'TJ-RAL-IZE, v. a. To alienate
;
to make alien.

tDi-NAT'VRED, (diz-nat'yurd) a. Unnatural. Shak.

DIs-Q-BE'Di-ENCE, 71. Want of obedience; violation of
lawful command or prohibition ; neglect or refusal to

obey.
DIs-p-BE'Dl-ENT, a. That disobeys ;

not obedient. -

DIS-Q-BE'DI-ENT-LY,* ad. In a disobedient manner. Hol-
inshed.

Dls-Q-BEY', (dis-9-ba') v. a.
[i. DISOBEYED ; pp. DISOBEY-

ING, DISOBEYED.] To refuse obedience to
;
to break com-

mands or transgress prohibitions,

DIs-6B-Ll-GA'TiQN, n. Offence
;
cause of disgust. Claren-

don.

DIs-oB'Ll-GA-TQ-RY, a. Releasing obligation. Charles. [R.]

||DIS-Q-BLIGE', [diSH?-blij', E. F. Ja. Sm. R. Wb.; dis-o-

blej', P.; dis-o-bllj' or dis-o-blej', S. W. K. See

OBLIGE.] v. a. [dis and oblige.] [i. DISOBLIGED ; pp. DISO-

BLIGING, DISOBLIGED.] To offend
;

to give offence to;
to do an unkindness to.

'MENT,* n. Act of disobliging. Milton. [R.]

/n. One who disobliges.

||DTs-0-BLiG'iNG, a. Unple.-i.sing; unkind, offensive.

|Dis-Q-BLiG'iNG-LY, ad. In a disobliging manner.

HDIS-Q-BLIG'ING-NESS, n. Offensiveness.

fDis-oc-cv-PA'TiQN,* n. A want of occupation. H. More.
DI-SO'MVM* n. [L.] (Ane. Sculp.} A tomb made for the

reception of two persons. Brande.

fDIs-Q-PlN'lQN, (-yun) 7i. Difference of opinion. Bp. Rey-
nolds.

DIs-ORBED', (diz-orbd') a. Thrown out of the proper orb.
Shak.

DI-OR'DER, n. [dis and order.] Want of order; irregular-
ity ;

confusion
; derangement ; tumult

; neglect of rule
;

distemper of body or of mind
;
illness

; malady ;
disease.

Dlijf-OR'DER, v. a.
[i. DISORDERED ; pp. DISORDERING, DIS-

ORDERED.] To throw into confusion
;
to derange ;

to con-
found ; to disturb

;
to ruffle

; to make sick
;
to discom-

pose ; to distemper.

DI-OR'DEREp, (diz-or'derd) a. Disorderly; irregular; de-

ranged; indisposed; vicious; loose.

DY^-OR'DER-ED-LY,* ad. In a disordered manner. Holins-
hed.

DI-OR'DER-ED-NESS, n. Want of order. Knolles.

DI^-OR'DER-LI-NESS,* n. State of being disorderly. Cud-
worth.

DI-6R'DER-LY, a. Confused; immethodical
; irregular;

tumultuous
;
lawless

; contrary to law
; intemperate.

Di'g-OR/DER-LY, ad. Without rule or law
; confusedly.

fDifj-OR'D'i-NATE, a. Not living by good rules. Bryskett.

tDI-OR'Di-NATE-LY, ad. Inordinately ; viciously. Hall.

DI-OR-DI-NA'TI<?N,* n. Disarrangement. Bacon. [R.]

DI-pR-GAN-l-ZA'TlQN, n. Act of disorganizing ;
state of

being disorganized ;
subversion of order.

DI-OR'GAN-IZE, v. a. [i. DISORGANIZED; pp. DISORGANIZ-

ING, DISORGANIZED.] To destroy the structure or order

of; to disorder
;
to break in pieces. Bp. JWansel.

D'i-bR'GAN-iz-ER,* 7i. One who disorganizes. Williams.

DI-O'RI-EN-TAT-ED, a. Turned from the east. Harris.

DIS-OWN', (diz-on') v. a. [L DISOWNED ; pp. DISOWNING,
DISOWNED.] To deny ;

not to allow
;
to abnegate ;

to re-

nounce
;
to disavow

;
to disclaim.

DIS-OWN'MENT,* (diz-on'ment) n. Act of disowning. J. J.

Ourney. [R.]
Dt-6x'i-DATE,* v. a. See DEOXIDATE.
tDIs-pACE', v. n. To range about. Spenser.

DIs-PAlR', v. a. To part a couple. Beawn. # Fl.

fDls-pXND', v. a. [dispando, L.] To expand. Bailey.

fDls-PXN'siQN, n. Expansion. Bailey.

DIs-piR'A-DlsED, (-dist) a. Turned out of paradise. Cock-
eram.

Dis-PXR'AGE, v. a. [deparager. old Fr.] [i. DISPARAGED
;

pp. DISPARAGING, DISPARAGED.] To match unequally ;
to

injure by a depreciating comparison; to vilify; to re-

proach ;
to derogate ;

to detract
;
to decry ;

to degrade.
Dis-pXR'AGE-MENT, n. Act of disparaging; reproach; de-

preciation. (Law} The matching of an heir under his

or her degree, or against decency.
Dis-pXR'AG-ER, 7i. One who disparages.

DIS-PXR'A^-ING,* p. a. Causing disparagement; depreci-

ating.

,
ad. Contemptuously. Peters.

DIs'PA-RATE, a. [disparatus, L.] Separate; dissimilar
;
un-

equal. Bp. Taylor.

Dts'pA-RATES, n. pi. Things so unlike or unequal that they
cannot be compared with each other. Abp. Usher.

Dis-pXR'i-Ty, n. [dispar, L.J Inequality; difference in

quality; dissimilitude; unlikeness.

DIs-pXRK', v. a. To release from a park. Shak.

DIS-PARK'ING,* n. Act of liberating from a park. Taylor.

fDis-pXR'KLE, v. a. To scatter; to disperse. Dr. Clarke.

Dis-PXRT', v. a. [i. DISPARTED; pp. DISPARTING, DISPART-

ED.] To divide in two
;
to separate ;

to break
;
to burst

;

to rive. Milton.

DIS-PART',* v. n. To be divided or separated ;
to open.

Thomson.

DIs'PART,* n. The difference between the semi-diameter of
the base ring, at the breech of a gun, and that of the ring
at the swell of the muzzle. P. Cyc.

Dis-pXs'siQN, (djs-pash'un) n. Coolness of temper ;
free-

dom from mental perturbation. Temple.
Dis-pXs'sipN-ATE, (djs-pash'un-at) a. Free from passion;
moderate

;
calm : cool ; impartial.

tDjs-pXs-SION-AT-ED, a. Dispassionate. Dr. Maine.

Dis-PXs'sipN-ATE-LY, ad. In a dispassionate manner.

jDiS-pXs'sipNEB, (d'js-pash'und) a. Free from passion.
Donne.

DlS-PXTCH', v. a. [despescher or depScher, Fr.
; dispacciare,

It.] [i. DISPATCHED ; pp. DISPATCHING, DISPATCHED.] To
send away hastily ;

to send out of the world
;
to put to

death
;
to kill

;
to perform business quickly ;

to execute
;

to hasten
;
to expedite. Also written despatch. 5= For

remarks on the orthography, see DESPATCH.

Dis-pXTCH',* n. Speed; haste; execution; management;
an express ;

a message. See DESPATCH.

Dis-PXTCH'ER, 7i. One who dispatches. See DESPATCHES.'jDIs-Q-BLi^'ER, n. One who disobliges. DIS-PXTCH'ER, n. One who dispatches. See DESPATCHES.
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Dis-pXTCH'FuL,* a. Hasty; expeditious; quick. Pope.

Dis'PA-THy,* n. Want of feeling ; apathy. Southey. [R.l

Dis-pAu'PER, v. a. (Law) To deprive of the right of a

pauper. Bouvier.

DIS-PAU'PERED,* (dis-piu'perd) p. a. (Law) Put out of the

capacity or condition of a pauper. Crabb.

DIS'PEACE,* re. Want of peace or quiet. Irving. [R.]

DlS-PEL', v. a. [dispello, L.] [i. DISPELLED ; pp. DISPELLING,
DISPELLED.] To disperse ;

to drive away; to drive by
scattering; to dissipate.

e)ls-PENCE',
71. [despense, old Fr.] Expense ;

cost. Spenser.

IS-PEND', v. a. [dispendo, L.] To spend ;
to expend. Spen-

ser. [R.]

fDls-PEND'ER, re. One who distributes. Wicliffe.

DIS-PEN'SA-BLE, a. That may be dispensed ; capable of

being dispensed with. More.

DIS-PEN'SA-BLE-JNESS, re. State of being dispensable. Ham-
mond.

DIS-PEN'SA-RY, n. A place where medicines are made up
and distributed ; a charitable institution, where the poor
are supplied with medicines.

DIS-PEN-SA'TION, n. Act of dispensing ;
state of dispens-

ing ; distribution ;
the dealing out of any thing ;

method
of providence; distribution of good and evil; an exemp-
tion from some law

;
a license granted by a bishop to a

clergyman to omit some duty ;
a license from the pope.

DIS-PEN'SA-TIVE, a. Granting dispensation. [R.]

DJs-PEN's.A-TlLVE-L, ad. By dispensation. Sir H. Wotton.

Dis'pEN-si-TOR, n. [L.] A dispenser; a distributer. Ba-
con.

DIS-PEN'SA-TO-RY, n. A book of directions for making
up medicines

;
a pharmacopoeia.

DIS-PEN'SA-TO-RV, a. Granting dispensation. Bp. Rainbow.

Dis-PENSE', v. a. [despenser, Fr.] [i. DISPENSED; pp. DIS-

PENSING, DISPENSED.] To deal out
;

to distribute
;

to

make up a medicine To dispense with, to excuse
;
to

permit the want of a thing ;
to do without

;
to set free

from an obligation.

DIS-PENSE',* v. n. To grant a dispensation ;
to do without,

with with. Watts.

fDis-pENSE', n. Dispensation ; exemption. Milton.

DIS-PENS'ER, re. One who dispenses ;
a distributer.

DlS-PEO'PLE, (dis-pe'pl) v. a. [i. DISPEOPLED ; pp. DISPEO-

PLING, DISPEOPLED.] To depopulate ; to empty of people.
DIS-PEO'PLER, (dis-pe'pler) re. A depopulator. Gay.
fDlS-PERGE', v. a. [dispergo, L.] To sprinkle. Shak.

DIS-PER'J-WIGGED,* (-wigd) a. Deprived of a periwig.

_Cow?per.
DI-SPER'MOVS,* a. (Bot.) Containing only two seeds.

Crabb.

DIS-PER'SAL,* re. Dispersion. Crowe.

DJs-PERSE', v. a* [dispersus, L.] ^'.DISPERSED; pp. DIS-

PERSING, DISPERSED.] To drive to different parts; to dis-

sipate ;
to distribute

;
to deal out ; to diffuse

;
to spread.

DIS-PERSE',* v. n. To fly in different ways ; to spread
about. Swift.

DJS-PERSED',* (djs-persf) p. a. Scattered; distributed.

DIS-PERS'ED-LY, ad. In a dispersed manner. Hooker.

DIS-PERS'ED-NESS, re. State of being dispersed.
fDis-PERSE'NESS, re. Thinness ; scatteredness. Brcrewood.

DIS-PERS'ER, re. One who disperses ;
a spreader.

DJS-PER'SIQN, (djs-per'shun) re. [dispersio, L.] Act of dis-

persing ;
state of being dispersed ; distribution ; wide

diffusion.

DIS-PER'SIVE, a. Having the power to disperse. Dyer.
DIS-PIR'IT, v. a. [i. DISPIRITED

; pp. DISPIRITING, DISPIRIT-

ED.] To discourage ;
to deject ;

to depress ;
to exhaust

the spirits.

DIS-P!R'IT-ED,*P. a. Deprived of spirit ; discouraged.
Dis-plR'iT-ED-NESS, 71. Want of vigor or spirit.

fDlS-PlT'E-OUS, a. Malicious; furious. Spenser.

tplS-Pl'T'E-ous-LY, ad. Maliciously. Mirrorfor Magistrates.
DIS-PLACE', v. a. [i. DISPLACED

; pp. DISPLACING, DIS-

PLACED.] To put out of place ;
to put in another place ;

to put out of any state
;

to disorder.

DIS-PLACE'A-BLE,* a. That may be displaced or removed.
Ed. Rev.

DIS-PLACED',* (dis-plast') p. a. Put out of place.

DIS-PLACE'AIENT,* re. The act of displacing. Phil. Mag.
DlS-PLA'cEN-CY, n. [displicentia, L.] Incivility; disobliga-

tion. Browne. [R.l

Dis-PLXNT', v. a.
[i. DISPLANTED ; pp. DISPLANTING, DIS-

PLANTED.] To remove a plant ;
to drive away from resi-

dence.

DIS-PLAN-TA'TION, re. Act of displanting ;
removal.

Dfs-PLANT'jNG, re. Removal
; ejection. Hakewill.

Dfs-PLXT', v. a. To untwist; to uncurl. Haltewill. [R.]

Dis-PLAY', (djs-pla') v. a. [dejployer, old Fr.] [i. DISPLAYED ;

pp. DISPLAYING, DISPLAYED.] To spread wide
;
to exhibit;

to show; to parade; to set ostentatiously to view; to

open ;
to expand.

DIS-PLAY', (djs-pla') n. An exhibition to the view or the

thoughts; open, public, or ostentatious show; parade.
D{S-PLAY'ER, re. He or that which displays.

tDTs'pLE, v. a. To discipline. Spenser.
fDis-PLEA'ANCE, n. [deplaisance, Fr.] Anger; dispieas-

ure. Spenser.

tDIs-FLEA'ANT, (dis-plez'ant) a. Unpleasant. Sir T.

Elyot.

tDis-PLEA'ANT-LY, ad. In an unpleasing manner. Sir T.
Elyot.

Dls-PLEAE', (dis-plez') v. a.
[i. DISPLEASED ;pp. DISPLEAS-

ING, DISPLEASED.] To offend
; to make angry; to make

sad
;
to dissatisfy ; to vex.

DIs-PLEAE', v. n. To disgust; to raise aversion. Bacon.

DIS-PLEA'ED-NESS, n. Pain
; uneasiness. W. Mountan-ue.

DIS-PLEA'ER,* n. One who displeases. Milton.

DIS-PLEA|'I'NG,*/>. a. Causing displeasure ; offending.
DIS-PLEA'ING-NESS, re. Offensiveness. Locke.

DIS-PLEA'URE, (dis-plezh'ur) n. Dislike; dissatisfaction;
distaste

;
uneasiness

;
offence

; pain given ; anger ;
in-

dignation ;
disfavor.

fDIs-pLEA'URE, (dis-plezh'ur) v. a. To displease. Bacon.

fDls'PLl-CENCE, n. [displicentia, L.] Dislike. W. Moun-
taffue.

fDIs'PLl-CEN-cy,* 71. Dislike; displeasure. Dr. Owen.

DlS-PLODE', v. a. [displodo, L.] [i. DISPLODED ',pp. DISPLOD-

ING, DISPLODED.] To disperse with a loud noise
; to ex-

plode^
DIS-PLODE',* v. re. To go off, as a cannon; to explode.

Young.
DIS-PLO'IQN, (djs-plo'zhun) n. Explosion. Young.
DIS-PLO'SIVE,* a. Noting or implying displosion. Smart.

DiS-PLUME', v. a. [i. DISPLUMED
; pp. DISPLUMING, DIS-

PLUMED.] To strip of feathers or of honors. Burke.

DIS-PONE',* v. a. To make over; to convey to another in
a legal form. Jamieson. [Scottish.]

DIS-PONGE', v. a. To expunge. See DISPUNGE.

DIS-PORT', re. [desport, old Fr.] Play ; sport ; pastime.
Spenser.

DIS-PORT', v. a.
[i.

DISPORTED
; pp. DISPORTING, DISPORT-

ED.]^ To divert. Sir T. Elyot.

DIS-PORT', v. re. To play ;
to toy ;

to wanton. Milton.

fDis-PORi'MENT,* re. Diversion; sport. More.

DIS-POIJ'A-BLE, a. That may be disposed of or used.

DIS-PO'AL, re. Act of disposing; disposition; arrange-
ment; regulation; power of bestowing; management.

DIS-POE', (djs-poz') v. a. [disposer, Fr.] [i.
DISPOSED

; pp.

DISPOSING, DISPOSED.] To place ;
to distribute

;
to ar-

range ;
to regulate; to order; to employ; to bestow

; to
turn to any end

;
to adapt ; to incline (with to) ;

to make
fit (with for). To dispose of, to apply to any purpose ;

to put into the hands of another
;
to give away by au-

thority ; to direct ;
to conduct

;
to place in any condition ;

to put away.
fDls-po^E', v. re. To bargain; to make terms. Shak.

|Dis-p6E', n. Disposal; dispensation; disposition. Shak.

DIS-POED',* (dis-pozd') p. a. Employed ; applied ; having
a disposition.

DJS-PO'ED-NESS,* n. Disposition; inclination. Scott.

DIS-PO'ER, 7t. One who disposes; distributer; giver;
bestower

; governor ; director.

DIS-PO'ING, re. Direction. Proverbs.

DIS-PO'ING,*P. a. Regulating; bestowing; arranging.

Di's-po-i"TiQN, (dis-po-zish'un) re. Act of disposing ;

state of being disposed; disposal; order; method; fit-

ness
; quality ; temper of mind

;
inclination ;

character
or quality of mind or inclination. (rfrch.) The arrange-
ment of the whole design of a building.

DIs-PO-I"TlON-AX,* a. Relating to disposition. J. John-
son. [R.]

fDis-pos/i-TiVE, a. That implies disposal. Bp. Taylor.

tDis-Pos'i-TlvE-LY, ad. In a dispositive manner. Browne.

Dis-po'j-TOR, n. (Astral.) A planet which is lord of
that sign in which the planet is.

DIS-PQ-ESS', (dis-poz-zes') v. a. [i. DISPOSSESSED
; pp.

DISPOSSESSING, DISPOSSESSED.] To put OUt of pOSSCS-
sion

;
to deprive ;

to disseize.

DIS-PO-S.ES'SICW, (dls-poz-zesh'un) re. Act of dispossess-
ing ; state of being dispossessed. Bp. Hall.

DIs-PO-iiss'9R,* 71. One who dispossesses. Cowley.
DIS-POST',* v. a. To remove from a post ;

to displace. Chal-
mers. [R.]

DIS-POS'URE, (dis-po'zhur) re. Disposal. Wotton.

DIS-PRAIE', re. Blame
;
censure

; reproach; dishonor.

DIs-PRAIE', v. a.
[i. DISPRAISED; pp. DISPRAISING, DIS-

PRAISED.] To blame; to censure. Shak.

DIS-PRAI'ER, n. A censurer
;
one who blames. Bacon.

jDIs-FRAis'i-BLE, a. Unworthy of commendation. Diet.

DIS-PRAI'ING-L,Y, ad. With blame
;
with censure. Shak.

DIS-PREAD', (djs-spred') v. a.
[i.

DISPREAD ; pp. DISPREAD-

ING, DISPREAD'.] To spread different ways. Pope. $rln
this word, and a few others, dis means different ways, in

different directions.

DIS-PREAD', v. n. To extend or expand itself. Thomson.

DJS-PREAD'ER, re. A publisher ;
a divulcer. Milton.

fDis-pRlv'l-LEGE, v. a. To deprive of privileges. Jura.

DIS-PRIZE' v. a. To undervalue. Cotton. [R.]
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DIS-PRQ-FSS', v. a. To abandon the profession of. Spen-
ser. [R.]

DIs-pR6F'iT, 7i. Loss
; damage ; detriment. Fox.

DIS-PR66F', n. Confutation; conviction of error. Jitter-

bury.

tpfs-pROP^ER-TY, v. a. To dispossess. Shak.

DIS-PRQ-POR'TIQN, 7i. Want of proportion ;
unsuitable-

ness of one thing, or part of a thing, to another; want
of proportion or symmetry ; disparity.

DIS-PRQ-POR'TIQN, v. a. To join unfitly. Shak.

DIS-PRQ-POR'TION-A-BLE, a. Wanting proportion.
DIs-pRQ-POR'TlON-A-BLE-NESS, n. Want of proportion.

DIS-PRO-POR'TIQN-A-BLV, ad. Not proportionably.
DIs-pRp-POR'TiQpr-AL, a. Disproportionate. Locke.

Dis-pRQ-POR-TiQN-XL'i-Ty, n. Want of proportion.
More. [R.]

DIs-PRO-POR'TK>N-AL-LY, ad. Without proportion.

Dis-pRQ-POR'TipN-AL-NESS,* n. Want of proportion.
Ash.

DIs-pRQ-POR'TlpN-ATE, a. Wanting proportion ; unsym-
metrical

; unsuitable, either in bulk, form, or value.

Ray.
DIS-PRO-POR'TIQN-ATE-LY, ad. Without proportion.

DIS-PRQ-POR'TIQN-ATE-NESS, n. Want of proportion.

DIs-pROV'A-BLE,* a. That may be disproved. Boyle.

DIS-PROV'AL,* n. Act of disproving ; disproof. Fo. Qu.
Rev.

DIS-PROVE', v. a.
[i. DISPROVED; pp. DISPROVING, DIS-

PROVED.] To show or prove to be false
5
to confute ;

to refute. [|To disapprove. Hooker.]
DIs-pRov'ER, n. One who disproves. Wotton.

tDIs-PuNGE', v. a. To expunge. Shak.

DIs-PtJN'jSH-A-BLE, a. Not punishable. Swift. [R.]

fDIs-PURSE', v. a. To pay ;
to disburse. Shak.

tDIs-pyR-VEY', (dis-pur-va') v. a. To deprive. Barret.

fDIs-PUR-VEY'ANCE, (dis-pur-va'ans) n. Want of provis-
ions. Spenser.

||DIs'PV-TA-BLE, [dis'pu-ta-bl, S. J. F. Sm. R. Wb.; dis-

pu'ta-bl, P. ; dis'pu-ta-bl or dis-pu'ta-bl, W. Ja. K.] a.

That may be disputed ; liable to contest ;
controverti-

ble
;
debatable

;
doubtful.

IJDIs'py-TA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being disputable. Ash.

fpls-PV-TA^'l-TY, 7i. Proneness to dispute. Bp. Ward.

DIs'pv-TXuT, 7i. A controvertist
;

a reasoner; a dis-

puter.

tDIs'py-TXNT, a. Disputing; engaged in controversy.
Milton.

DIs-PV-TA/TipN, n. Act of disputing ;
altercation

;
con-

versy ; argumental contest.

DIs-py-TA/Tloys, a. Inclined to dispute ; cavilling. Addi-
son.

*

DIs-py-TA'Tiovs-NESS,* n. The quality of being disputa-
tious. C. Lamb.

Djs-pfj'TA-TlVE, a. Disposed to dispute. Bp. Taylor.
DjS-PUTE', v. n. [dispute, L.] [t. DISPUTED

; pp. DISPUT-

ING, DISPUTED.] To contend by argument ;
to debate

;

to contend.

DIS-PUTE', v. a. To contend for
;
to question ;

to discuss
;

to contest
;
to controvert

;
to call in question.

DIS-PUTE', 7i. A contest
;
a controversy ;

a debate
;
an al-

tercation
;
a quarrel ;

a difference.

jDls-pjDTE'LESS, a. Undisputed ; indisputable.

DIS-PUT'ER, n. One who disputes ;
a disputant.

DIS-PUT'ING, 7i. Disputation ;
altercation.

|jDis-QUAL-l-Fi-CA'TlQN, (dis-kwol-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act
of disqualifying ;

that which disqualifies.

||Dis-QUAL'j-FlED,* (dis-kwol'e-fld) p. a. Unfitted
; inca-

pable.

||Dis-QUAL'l-FY, (dls-kwol'e-fi) [dis-kwol'e-fl, W. P. J. F.
Ja. K. Sm. R.; dis-kwal'e-fl, S. E.] v. a.

[i. DISQUALI-
FIED; pp. DISQUALIFYING, DISQUALIFIED.] To deprive
of qualifications ;

to make unfit
;
to disable by some im-

pediment ;
to deprive of a right or claim by some restric-

tion.

||DIS-QUAL'I-FY-ING,* (dis-kwol'e-fl-jng) p. a. Rendering
unfit

; disabling.

fpls-QUAN'Ti-TY, (dls-kwon'te-te) v. a. To lessen. Shak.

Di's-dUl'ET, n. Uneasiness; restlessness; want of quiet
or tranquillity ; vexation

; anxiety.
DIS-QUI'ET, a. Unquiet ; uneasy. Shak. [R.]
DIS-QUl'ET, v. a. [i. DISQUIETED ; pp. DISQUIETING, DIS-

QUIETED.] To disturb
;
to make uneasy ;

to harass.

Dis-QuFEl-ER, n. One who disquiets ;
a disturber.

tDiS-QUl'ET-FuL, a. Producing uneasiness. Barrow.

DIs-QTJl'ET-lNG, n. Vexation
; disturbance. Wisdom.

JDIs-Qul'E-TiVE,* a. Causing disquiet; uneasy. Howe.
DIs-QUl'ET-LY, ad. Without rest

; uneasily. Sltak.

tDis-QuI'ET-MENT,* 7i. Uneasiness
;
a disquieting. Bax-

ter.

DIs-QuI'ET-NESS, n. Uneasiness
;
restlessness. Spenser.

tpIs-QUI
f
ET-ot)s, a. Caubing disquiet. Milton.

DIS-QUI'E-TUDE, n. Uneasiness; anxiety. Addison.

DIS-QUI-I"TIQN, (dls-kwe-zish'un) n. [disquisitio, L.]
Examination

;
a discussion ; argumentative inquiry.

D!s-QU!-?i"TlQN-AL,* a. Relating to disquisition. Month.
Rev.

Dis-Quis'l-TiVE,* a. Relating to disquisition ; examining.
Hawkins.

E',* v. a. To disarrange ;
to derange. Wood.

Di-RlNK', v. a. To put out of the rank. May.
Dls-RE-GARD', 7i. Slight notice

; neglect ; contempt.
DIS-RE-GXRD', V. a. [i. DISREGARDED

J pp. DISREGARDING,
DISREGARDED.] To slight ; to neglect ; to contemn.

DIs-RE-GXRD'ER, 7i. One who disregards. Boyle.
DIS-RE-GARD'FUL, a. Negligent; contemptuous. Bar-
row.

DIS-RE-GARD'FUL-LY, ad. Negligently ; contemptuously.
DI-REL'lSH, n. Dislike

; distaste
; disgust ; squeamish-

ness.

Dl-REL'lSH, v. a.
[i. DISRELISHED; pp. DISRELISHING,

DISRELISHED.] To have an aversion for
;
to muke nau-

seous
;
to want a taste for

; to dislike.

DIs-RE-MEM'BER,* v. a. To forget. Sherwood. [U. S.
Southern States.]

tDis-RE-pAlR',* TJ. State of being out of repair. Scott.

DlS-REP'V-TA-BLE, a. Not reputable ; not creditable.

DIs-REP'y-TA-BLY,* ad. In a disreputable manner. Burke.

DIS-REP-V-TA'TIQN, n. Dishonor; loss of reputation.
Dis-RE-PUTE', n. Ill character; dishonor; discredit; ill

repute.

tpis-RE-PUTE', u. a. To bring into disgrace. Mountagu.
D'is-RE-sPECT', ji. Incivility ;

want of respect ; slight.

Dis-RE-sPECT', v. a. To show disrespect to. Sir H.
Wotton.

DTs-RE-spECT'ER,* n. One who disrepects. Boyle. [R.]
DIS-RE-SPECT'FOL, a. Wanting respect; irreverent; un-

civil.

DIs-RE-spcT'FuL-LY, ad. Irreverently; uncivilly.

DIS-RE-SPECT'FUL-NESS,* n. Want of respect. Ash.
Dis-ROBE ',v. a.

[i. DISROBED
; pp. DISROBING, DISROBED.]

To undress
;
to uncover

;
to strip.

DI-ROB'ER, n. One who disrobes. Gayton.
DI-R6df',* v. a. To separate from the root. Richardson.

Di-RtJD'DERED,* (diz-rud'derd) p. a. Deprived of the
rudder.

D1-ROPT',* v. a. To separate ;
to break asunder. Thom-

son.

Dl-RuPT',*p. a. Rent asunder; broken. Ash. [R.]
DI-RuP'TIQN, (diz-rup'shun) n. [disruptio, L.] Act of

breaking asunder; breach; rent; dilaceration.

DIs-sXT-js-FXc'TlQN, n. State of being dissatisfied; want
of satisfaction

; discontent.

DIs-sXT-is-FXc'Tp-Ri-NESs, n. Unsatisfactoriness.

DIs-sXT-ls-FXc'TQ-RY, a. Unsatisfactory.
Dls-sXT'is-FlED,*p. a. Discontented

;
not satisfied.

DIs-sXT'ls-FY, v. a.
[i. DISSATISFIED

; pp. DISSATISFYING,
DISSATISFIED.] To discontent

;
to displease; to fail to

please. .

DIS-SEAT', . a. To put out of a seat. Shak.

Dis-SECT', v. a.[disseco, L.] [i. DISSECTED; pp. DISSECT-

ING, DISSECTED/] To cut in pieces, as an animal body;
to cut up; to divide and examine minutely; to anato-
mize.

DIS-SECT'I-BLE, a. That may be dissected. Paley.
DJS-SEC'TIQN, n. Act of dissecting; examination

;
the cut-

ting to pieces of an animal or organized body in order
to elucidate its structure and functions; anatomy.

DIS-SEC'TQR, 72. One who dissects ; an anatomist.

DIS-SEI'IN, (dis-sc'zin) n. (Law) A species of wrongful
ouster, or the unlawful dispossessing of a man of his

land, tenement, or other immovable or incorporeal right.

Dis-SEIZE', (djs-sez') v. a. [dessaisir, Fr.] [i. DISSEIZED;
pp. DISSEIZING, DISSEIZED.] (Law) To dispossess ; to de-

prive.

DIS-SIJI-ZEE',* n. One who is disseized. Jacob.

DIS-SEIZ'OR, 7i. (Law) One who disseizes.

DIS-SEIZ'PR-ESS,* n. She who disseizes. Scott.

Dis-SEM'BLANCE, n. Dissimilitude. Osborne. [R.]

DlS-SEM'BLE, v. a. [dU-simulo, L.] [i. DISSEMBLED
; pp.

DISSEMBLING, DISSEMBLED.] To hide under false appear-
ance ;

to pretend that not to be which really is
;
to pre-

tend that to be which is not; to simulate; to disguise;
to conceal.

DIS-SEM'BLE, (dis-sem'bl) v. n. To play the hypocrite; to

use false professions ;
to wheedle.

DIS-SEM'BLER, n. One who dissembles ;
a hypocrite.

DJS-SEM'BLING, n. Dissimulation. Bp. Taylor.

DIS-SEM'BLJNG,* p. a. Practising dissimulation
; feign-

ing.

DIS-SEM'BLING-LY, ad. With dissimulation. Bp. Taylor.
DlS-SEM'l-NATE, v. a. [dissemino, L.] [i. DISSEMINATED;
pp. DISSEMINATING, DISSEMINATED.] To scatter as seed

;

to sow ;
to spread every way ;

to disperse ;
to diffuse

; to

propagate ;
to circulate.

DIS-SEM-I-NA'TIQN, 71. Act of disseminating; diffusion;
circulation

; dispersion ; propagation.

DIS-SEM'I-NA-TJVE,* a. Tending to disseminate. Bp. Tay-
lor.
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DIS-SEM'I-NA-TQR, n. One who disseminates
;
a sower.

DJs-SEN'siON, (dis-sen'shun) n. [dissensio, L.] Disagree-
ment

; contrariety of sentiment
; discord

;
strife

;
con-

tention; quarrel.

DIS-SEN'SIOUS, (djs-sen'shus) a. Disposed to discord
; quar-

relsome. Jlscham. [R.]

DlS-SENT', v. 7i. [dissentio, L.] [i. DISSENTED
; pp. DIS-

SENTING, DISSENTED.] To disagree in opinion; to vary ;

to differ; to differ or separate from the established
church.

DIS-SENT', n. Act of dissenting; disagreement; differ-

ence ; difference of religious opinion from that of the
established church.

DIS-SEN-TA'NE-OUS, c. Disagreeable ; contrary. Ricaut.

tDIs'sEN-TA-Ny, a. Dissentaneous
;

inconsistent. Mil-
ton.

tpis-SEN-TA'TlQN,* n. Act of dissenting. Howe.

DIS-SENT'ER, n. One who dissents
; particularly one who

dtssents from the doctrines or government of the church
of England.

Dis-SENT'ER-f^M,* n. The spirit or the principles of dis-

sent, or of the dissenters. Qu. Rev.

DIS-SEN'TIENT,* (dis-sen'shent) a. Disagreeing. Knox.

DIS-SKN'TIENT,* (dis-sen'shent) n. One who dissents.

'Sir Wm. Jones.

DIS-SENT'JNG-, n. Act of dissenting or disagreeing.

DIS-SEXT'IN,*P. a. Disagreeing; separating; differing.

Dis-SEN'TIOUS, a. See DISSENSIOUS.

DJS-SEP'I-MENT,* ?!. (Bot.) The partition in the inside of a
fruit formed by the union of the sides of its constituent

carpels. P. Cyc.

fDis-SERT', v. n. [disserto, L.] To discourse; to dispute.
Harris.

DIS-SER-TA'TION, n. An oral or written examination of a

question or subject ;
a discourse ; a disquisition ;

a trea-

tise ;
an essay ; a discussion.

DIS-SER-TA'TION-AL,* a. Relating to dissertations; dis-

quisitional. Ch. Ob.

DIS'SER-TA-TQR, n. One who discourses. Boyle.

DLS-SERVE', v. a. [desservir, Fr.] [i. DISSERVED
; pp.

DISSERVING, DISSERVED.] To do injury to; to mischief;
to hurt.

Dis-SER'vicE, n. Injury; mischief; hurt; harm.

Djs-SER'vjcE-A-BLE, a. Injurious; unserviceable.

DIS-SER'VICE-A-BLE-NESS, n. Hurt; unserviceableness.
Norris.

Dis-SER'viCE-A-BLY, ad. Injuriously. Hackett.

fDis-SET'TLE, v. a. To unsettle. More.

fDis-SET'TLED-NE.ss,* 7i. State of being unsettled. More.

Dfs-SET'TLE-MENT,* 7i. Act of unsettling. Marvell.

DIs-sEv'ER, v a. [dessevrer, old Fr.] [i.
DISSEVERED

; pp.
DISSEVERING, DISSEVERED.] To part in two ; to break

;

to divide; to sunder; to separate; to sever.

DIS-SEV'ER-ANCE, n. Separation. Hoccleve.

Dis-SEV-ER-A'TlON,* n. Act of dissevering. Jinn. Phil.

DIs-SEV'ER-iNG, n. Separation. Raleigh.
DI'S'SI-DENCE, 7i. [dissideo, L.] Disagreement. Bailey.

Drs'si-DENT, a. Varying ;
not agreeing. Robinson.

Dis'si-DENT, 7i. One who dissents from others ;
a dis-

septer. Gibbon. A name applied to persons of the Lu-
theran, Calvinistic, and Greek profession in Poland.

HDIS-SJ'I/IENCE, (djs-sll'yens) n. [dissilio, L.] Act of

starting asunder.

||DfS-siL'iENT, (djs-sll'yent) [dis-sil'yent, s. W. Ja. K. ;

djs-sil'le-ent, P. Sm.] a. Starting asunder.

Dis-si-L'f'TiON, (dis-se-Hsh'un) 71. A bursting in two.

Boyle.
Dis-siM'l-LAR, a. Unlike

; heterogeneous ;
not similar.

DIs-slM-j-LAR'l-TY, n. Unlikeness
;
dissimilitude.

Dis-siM'i-LAR-LY,* ad. In a dissimilar manner. Smart.

Dls-siai'l-LE, 7i. A dissimilitude; a comparison or illus-

tration by contraries, as a simile is by something which
is like.

Dis-si-MlL'i-TUDE, 7?. Unlikeuess; want of resemblance;
a comparison by contraries.

Dis-slM-U-LA'TiON, n. [dissimulatio, L.] Act of dissem-

bling ; the act of concealing something which exists ;

simulation
;
deceit

; hypocrisy.
tDi's-s'i'M'iJLE, v. a. To dissemble. Sir T. Elyot.

Dis'si-PA-BLE, a. Liable to dispersion. Bacon. [R.]

Dis'sj PATE, v. a. [dissipatus, L.] [i. DISSIPATED; pp. DIS-

SIPATING, DISSIPATED.] To scatter; to disperse; to squan-
der; to spend lavishly ;

to waste.

Di's'si-pATE, v. 71. To practise dissipation ; to live idly or

irregularly ; to disperse. [Colloquial. U. S.]

DIS'SI-PAT-EU,* y. a. Addicted to dissipation ; prodigal.

Dis-si-pA'TiQN, n. Act of dissipating ;
state of being dis-

sipaj,ed ;
scattered attention

;
dissolute living.

DIs-so-ci-A-BlL/i-Ty, (dis-s6-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Want of

sociability. Brett.

DIs-s5'ci-A-BLE, (dis-s5'she-a-bl) a. Not sociable; not to
be brought to good fellowship. Burton.

Dls-sp'ciAL,* (dis-sd'shal) a. Disinclined to society; not
social. Ld. Kames.

DIS-SO'CIAL-IZE,* v. a. To make unsocial; to disunite.
Dr. R. Vaughan.

DlS-so'ci-ATE, (dis-so'she-at) v. a. [dissocio, L.] [i.
DISSO-

CIATED
; p:>. DISSOCIATING, DISSOCIATED.] To separate;

to disunite. Boyle.

DIs-so-ci-A'TipN, (dis-so-she-a'shun) n. Separation.
Dis-so-LV-BiL'i-TY, n. duality of being dissoluble. Hale.

Dis'so-LU-BLE, a. Dissolvable. Sir T. Browne.
Dis'so-LU-ELE-NESS,* n. The quality of being dissoluble.

Boyle.

DIS'SQ-LUTE, a. [dissolutus, L.] Loose; wanton; un
restrained

; lax
;
licentious

; debauched.
DIs'so-LUT-ED *

p. a. Rendered dissolute; corrupted. C.
Lamb, fa.]

Dis'so-LUTE-LY, ad. In a dissolute manner
; loosely.

Di's'sp-LUTE-NESS, n. Laxity of manners; debauchery.
Dis-SQ-Lu'TiON, n. Act of dissolving ;

state of being dis-

solved
;
act of breaking ;

a breach
; liquefaction ;

act of

breaking up an assembly ;
a termination

; destruction
;

death.

DI-OLV'A-BLE, a. That may be dissolved or melted.

DJ-OLVE', (diz-zolv') v. a. [dissolvo, L.] [i. DISSOLVED ;

pp. DISSOLVING, DISSOLVED.] To destroy the form of by
disuniting the parts by heat, moisture, <fcc.

;
to melt

;
to

liquefy ;
to disunite

;
to separate ;

to break up ; to

destroy ;
to discontinue.

DI-OLVE', v. n. To melt; to liquefy ;
to be liquefied; to

sink away.
DI-OLVED',* (diz-zolvd') p. a. Melted; liquefied; dis-

united.

DI-OLV'ENT, a. Ravins t'n power of dissolving. Ray.
DI-$OLV'ENT, 7t. That which has the power of dis-

solving.

Dif-oL,v'ER, w. He or that which dissolves.

Di^-oi,-vi-BlL'i-TY,* 7i. duality of being dissolvible.

Richardson.

Dl-6LV'i-BLE, a. Hale. See DISSOLVABLE.

DIs'sp-NANCE, 7t. [dissonans, L.] Want of harmony or
concord

; discord; disagreement. Milton.

Dis'so-NAN-cy, 7i. Discord
;
dissonance. Bullokar.

DIS'SQ-NANT, a. Discordant
;
harsh ;

unharmonious.

DIS-SUADE', (dis-swad') v. a. [dissuadeo, L.] [i.
DIS-

SUADED
; pp. DISSUADING, DISSUADED.] To exhort or ad-

vise against; to discourage ; to deter
;
to divert by reason

or importunity.
DIS-SUAD'ER, (djs-swad'er) n. One who dissuades.

Dis-suA'lQN, (dis-swa'zhun) n. Act of dissuading; ad-
vice or persuasion against a thing.

DIS-SUA'SIVE, (dis-swa'sjv) a. Tending to dissuade.

DIS-SUA'SIVE, (dis-swa'siv) n.. An argument emploj-ed to

dissuade
; discouragement.

Dis-sfjN'DER, v. a. To sunder; to separate. Chapman. [R.]

fDls-sWEET'EN, (dis-swe'tn) v. a. To deprive of sweet-
ness. Bp. Richardson.

DIS-SYL-LXB'IC, a. Consisting of two syllables.

Dls-SYL-LXB-i-Fi-CA'TiON,* n. Act of forming into two
syllables. Ch. Ob.

Dis-syL-LXB'l-FY,* 0. a. TO form into two syllables. Ch. Ob.

Dfs-SYL'LA-BizE,*7j. a. To form into or express in two
syllables. CA. Ob.

DIS-SYL'LA-BLE, or DWSYL-LA-BLE, [dls'sil-la-bl, S.

W. J. K. \ dis-sll'la-bl, P. F. Ja. 'Sm. Wb.\ n. A word of

two syllables.

Di's'TAFF, n. ; pi. DISTAFFS. [distaves, Bcaum. $ FL]
The staff from which the flax is drawn in spinning: it

is used as an emblem of the female sex.

Dls'TiFF-THlSTLE, (dis'taf-this'sl) n. A species of thistle.

DIS-TAIN', v. a. [destaindre, old Fr.] [i.
DISTAINED

; pp.

DISTAINING, DISTAINED.] To stain; to blot; to sully.

Spenser.

DIs-TANCE, n. [distantia, L.] Space in length betwSen

any two things; length of space between; remoteness in

place ; space marked out ; remoteness in time ;
ideal dis-

junction ;
mental separation ; respect ;

distant behavior ;

reserve
; alienation.

DIS'TANCE, v. a. [i. DISTANCED; pp. DISTANCING, DIS-

TANCED.] To place remotely ;
to throw off from the

view
;
to leave behind, as in a race.

DIS'TANT, a. Remote in place ;
remote ; being far off; re-

served
; shy ; not allied

;
not obvious ; not plain.

fDis-TlN'TiAL,* a. Remote in place ;
distant. Derham.

D/S'TANT-LY',* ad. Remotely; with distance or reserve.

Sterne.

DIS-TASTE', n. Aversion of the palate ;
disrelish ;

dislike j

uneasiness
; anger ; alienation of affection.

DlS-TASTE', v. a. [i. DISTASTED; pp. DISTASTING, DIS-

TASTED.] To disrelish
;
to dislike

;
to loathe ;

to offend j

to disgust.

Dis-TASTE'FpL, a. Nauseous to the palate ;
offensive ;

un-

pleasant ; disagreeable ; disgusting.
DIS-TASTE 'FOL-NESS, n. Dislike; disagreeableness.

fDls-TAS'TlVE, 7t. That which gives disrelish. Whitlock.

DIS-TEM'PER, n. A disease
;
a malady ; illness; disorder;

bad constitution of the mind
;

ill humor. (Painting'} A
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method of tempering paint by size, white of eggs, &c.,
instead of oil.

DlS-TEM'PER, V. a. [L DISTEMPERED
; pp. DISTEMPERING,

DISTEMPERED.] To disease
; to disorder

;
to disturb

;
to

ruffle ; to irritate ;
to disaffect. Shak.

fDis-TEM'PER-ANCE, n. Distemperature. Daniel.

fDjs-TEM'pER-ATE, a. Immoderate; diseased. Pp. Hall
Dis-TEM/PER-A-TURE, ?i. Bad temperature; intemperate-
ness

; perturbation ; indisposition ; slight illness.

DIS-TEM'PERED,* (djs-tem'perd) p. a. Diseased ;
disor-

dered.

DIS-TEM'PER-ED-NESS,* n. State of being distempered.
Scott.

DIS-TEIVI'PER-ING,*?^ Act of painting in distemper. Smart.

DlS-TEND', v. a. [distendo, L.] [i. DISTENDED ; pp. DISTEND-
ING, DISTENDED.] To sfretch out in breadth ; to expand ;

to dilate.

DIS-TEN'SIQN, n. Act of stretching. Bp. Hall. See DISTEN-
TION.

DIS-TEN'SJVE,* a. That distends or may be distended.
Smart.

DIS-TENT', a. Spread ;
distended. Thomson. [R.]

jDrs-TENT', 7i. Breadth. Wotton.

DIS-TEN'TIQN, n. Act ofstretching ;
state of being stretched ;

breadth ; divarication.

fDis-TER', v. a. To banish from a country. Howell.

tDis-TER'Ml-NATE,a. [disterminatus, L.] Divided. Bp. Hall.

JDlS-TER-MI-NA'TlQN, w. Division
; separation. Hammond.

DIS'THENE,* n. (JJfin.) A variety of kyanite. Dana.

fDls-THR5NE', v. a. To dethrone. Smith.

JDis-THRo'NiZE, v. a. [desthroner, old Fr.] To dethrone.

Spenser.

Dls'TljCH, (dis'tjk) n. [distichon, L.] A couplet of verses
;

two poetic lines.

DIS'TI-JEHOUS,* a. (Bot.) Arranged in two rows, the one

opposite to the other, as the organs of the florets of many
grasses. Brande.

DlS-TlL', v. n.[distillo, L.] [i.
DISTILLED

; pp. DISTILLING,

DISTILLED.] To drop ; to fall by drops ;
to flow gently and

silently ;
to use a still ; to practise distillation.

DlS-TlL', v. a. To let fall in drops ; to force by fire through
the vessels of distillation

;
to draw by distillation ;

to dis-

solve or melt.

DIS-T/IL'LA-BLE, a. That may be distilled. Sherwood.', 7i. Act of distilling; a dropping; the act

of drawing off the more volatile or spirituous parts of a
fluid substance in vapor, and then reducing the vapor to

a fluid by condensation ; the substance drawn by the still.

Dls-TlL'LA-TO-RY, a. Belonging to distillation. Boyle.

Dis-TfLLED',* (d'js-tlld') p. a. Formed by distillation.

DIS-T!L'LER, n. One who distils
; one who makes per-

nicious and inflammatory spirits.

Dis-TiL'LE-RY, n. A place where spirits are distilled.

Dis-TlL'LiNG,* n. The act of distillation.

DIS-TIL'MENT, n. Distillation. Shak. [R.]

DIS-TINCT', (dis-tingkt') a. [distinctus, L.] Different
;
not

the same in number or kind
; separate ;

clear ; plain ;
vis-

ible ;
obvious ; unconfused.

fDls-TtNCT', (dis-tlngkt') v. a. To distinguish. Chaucer.

DlS-TlNC'TiON, (dis-tingk'shun) n. Act of discerning dif-

ferences ; note of difference
;
that by which one differs

from another; eminence
; superiority ;

rank ; separation ;

division
;
discrimination.

DIS-TINC'TIVE, (djs-tingk'tjv)
a. Marking distinction or

difference
; having the power to distinguish and discern.

DIS-TINC'TJVE-LY, ad. Particularly ;
not confusedly.

Dis-TlNC'TiVE-NESS,* 7i. Quality of being distinctive.
Goodwin.

DIS-TINCT'LY, (dis-tingkt'le) ad. In a distinct manner
;

clearly ; obviously ; plainly.

DIS-TINCT'NESS, . Quality of being distinct; clearness;
nice observation of difference.

DIS-TINCT'URE,* n. Distinctness. Ed. Rev. [R.]

Dis-TlN'GUJSH, (dis-ting'gwish)i'. a. [distinfruo, L.] [^DIS-
TINGUISHED ; pp. DISTINGUISHING, DISTINGUISHED.] To
note by the diversity of things : to separate ; to divide ;

to discriminate ; to perceive ;
to discern critically ;

to sig-
nalize ; to mark out

;
to make known or eminent.

Dis-TlN'GUlSH, (djs-tlng'gwish) v. n. To make distinction.

DIS-TIN'GUISH-A-BLE, (dis-tmg'gwjsh-a-bl) a. That may
be distinguished ;

discernible
; worthy of note.

Dis-TiN'GUiSH-A-BLE-NESS,*7i. State of being distinguish-
able. -tfsA.

Dis-TTfN'GUlsH-A-BLY,* ad. Soas to be distinguished. Rich-
ardson.

DIS-TIN'GUISHED, (dis-ting'gwjsht) a. Celebrated; illus-

trious ;
eminent ;

transcendent ; extraordinary.

DIS-TIN'GUISH-ED-LY,* ad. In a distinguished manner.

'Sicift.

DIS-TIN'GUISH-ER, 7i. One who distinguishes.

Dis-T/N'GUiSH-fNG,*p. a. Marking distinction.

DJS-TlN'GuisH-'fNG-LY, ad. With distinction. Hammond.
Dis-TlN'GuisH-MENTi n. Distinction. Shale. [R.]

Dis-Ti'TLEJ (dis-tl'tl) v. a. To deprive of right. B.Jonson.

DlS-TORT', v. a. [distortus, L.] [{.DISTORTED ; pp. DISTORT-

ING, DISTORTED.] To twist or change from the natural

shape, posture, purpose, or meaning ; to writhe
;
to wrest

;

to twist ; to bend ; to pervert ;
to deform.

BDlS-TORT',
a. Distorted. Spenser.

IS-TOR'TION, (djs-tor'shun) n. Act of distorting; state of

bein^ distorted
; perversion.

Dls-TOR'TiVE,*a. Forming or having distortions. Q. Rev.

Dis-TRXcT', v. a. [distractus, L.] [i. DISTRACTED
; pp. DIS-

TRACTING, DISTRACTED. Distraught, the old participle,
is obsolete.] To pull different ways at once

;
to separate ;

to divide ; to perplex ;
to disturb

;
to discompose ;

to con-
found ; to make mad.

fDis-TRXcT', a. Mad
;
distracted. Drayton.

Djs-TRXcT'ED,*p. a. Perplexed ; deprived of reason ; mad ;

frantic.

Dis-TRXcT'ED-LY, ad. Madly ; franticly. Shak.

DIS-TRXCT'ED-NESS, n. Madness. Bp. Hall.

DIS-TRACT'ER, n. He or that which distracts.

Dis-TRXcT'j-BLE,* a. Capable of being drawn aside. Scott.

Dis-TRXc'TiLE,*a. (Bot.) Dividing into two unequal por-
tions. Brande.

Dis-TRXc'TlQN, 7i. State of being distracted
; tendency to

different parts ;
confusion

; discomposure ; perturbation of
mind

; madness ;
disturbance.

fDis-TRXc'Tloys,* a. Causing distraction
;
confused

;
dis-

tracted. Cudworth.

Dis-TRXc'TlVE, a. Causing perplexity. Bp. Hall.

DlS-TRAIN', v. a. [destraindre, old Fr.T [i.
DISTRAINED

; pp.

DISTRAINING, DISTRAINED.] (Law) To seize
;
to lay hold

of for_the payment of taxes or debt.

DlS-TRAIN', v. n. To make seizure. Camden.

DIS-TRAIN'A-BLE,* a. Liable to be distrained. Blackstone.

DIS-TRAIN'QR, n. (Law) One who distrains.

DIS-TRAINT', n. Seizure. Diet. FR.]
Dls-TRAIT'* (dis-tra') a. [Fr.j Absent in thought. Ches-

terfield. [R.]

jDis-TRAUGHT', (djs-tr^wt') p. from Distract. Distracted.

Spenser. See DISTRACT.

DIS-TREAM', v. n. To flow. Shenstone. [R.]
DJS-TRESS', 7i.

[destresse,
old Fr.] Calamity ; misery ; mis-

fortune
; anguish; agony; pain ; suffering; adversity.

(Law) The taking of a personal chattel, without legal

process, from the possession of the wrong-doer, into the
hands of the party injured, as a pledge for the redress of

injury, the performance of a duty, or the satisfaction of a.

demand. Bouvier.

DIS-TRESS', v. a. [i. DISTRESSED; pp. DISTRESSING, DIS-

TRESSED.] To afflict; to trouble; to perplex ; to pain ; to

harass
;
to make miserable. (Law) To prosecute to a

seizure
;
to seize.

DIS-TRESSED',* (djs-tresf) p. a. Full of trouble ; afflicted.

DIS-TRESS'ED-NESS, n. State of being distressed. Scott.

Dis-TRESS'rOL, a. Miserable; full of trouble. Shak.

DJs-TRESs'F0L-LY, ad. In a miserable manner. Johnson.

DJS-TRESS'JNG, a.' Harassing; afflicting; painful.

Dis-TRlB'y-TA-BLE,* a. That may be distributed. Sir Wm.
Jones.

Dls-TRlB'y-TA-RY,* a. That distributes, or is distributed.

'ffilliams.

Dis-TRlB'VTE, v. a. [distribuo, L.] [i. DISTRIBUTED
; pp.

DISTRIBUTING, DISTRIBUTED.] To apportion ;
to divide

amongst more than two
;
to deal out; to assign ;

to allot.

(Print.) To separate types and replace them in their

cells or cases, after a sheet has been printed off.

Dis-TRlB'y-TER, n. One who distributes.

Dis-TRl-BU'TiQN, n. Act of distributing ;
that which is dis-

tributed ; apportionment ; dispensation.

Dis-TRi'B'y-T/VE, a. That distributes; that separates 01

divides ;
that assigns the species.

Dis-TRiB'y-TfVE-LY, ad. By distribution ; singly.

Dis-TRlB'y-TlVE-NESS, n. Quality of being distributive.

'Fell.

DIs'TRlCT, n. [districtus, L.] A portion of territory within

given lines
;
a territorial division ;

circuit ; province ;
a

region ;
a division ;

a tract
;
a portion ; territory.

DIs'TRlCT,* a. Belonging to a district or division. Richard-

son. District court, a court which has cognizance of cer-

tain causes within a district. District attorney, a prose-

cuting officer in a judicial district. District judge, the

judge of a judicial district. District school, a public or

free school within a district.

DlS'TRtCT,* V. 0. [i. DISTRICTED ; pp. DISTRICTING, DIS-

TRICTED.] To divide or lay off into districts. Smith.

DlS-TRlc'TlQN, n. Sudden display. Collier. [R.]

Dis-TRlN'GAS,*n. [L.] (Law) The name of a writ, direct-

ed to a sheriff, or other officer, commanding him to dis-

train ;
distress. Crabb.

Dts-TRDST', v. a. [i.
DISTRUSTED ; pp. DISTRUSTING, DIS-

TRUSTED.] To regard with diffidence or suspicion ;
not to

trust ; to suspect ;
to discredit.

DIs-TRuST', n. Discredit; loss of credit; suspicion; want
of faith

;
want of confidence in another.

DIS-TRUST'ER,* n. One who distrusts. &l. Rev.
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DYs-TRUST'FGi., a. Apt to distrust
; suspicious ;

not confi-

dent; diffident; modest; timorous.

DIs-TROsT'FOL-LY, ad. In a distrustful manner.
DIS-TRUST'FOL-NESS, TO. Want of confidence. Knight.
DIs-TRUST'iNG, TO. Want of confidence. Bp. Taylor.

DIS-TRUST'LESS, a. Without suspicion or distrust. Shen-
stone.

fDIs-TUNE', v. a. To disorder; to untune. Sir H. Wotton.

DjS-TURB', v. a. [disturbo,\ow L.] [i. DISTURBED; pp. DIS-

TURBING, DISTURBED.] To perplex ;
to disquiet; to inter-

rupt ;
to molest

;
to trouble ; to vex.

fDls-TURB', n. Confusion ; disturbance. Milton.

DIS-TURB'ANCE, n. Perplexity ; interruption of a settled

state; commotion; derangement; disorder; tumult; vi-

olation of peace.

DIS-TURBED',* (djs-tiirbd') p. a. Disquieted ; perplexed ;

confused.

DfS-TiJRB'ER, n. One who causes disturbance.

DIS-TURB'ING,*P. a. Disquieting ; perplexing ; confusing.
fDis-TURN', v. a. To turn off; to turn aside. Daniel.

JDis-u'Ni-FORM, a. Not uniform. Coventry.

||Dis-UN'lQN, (dls-yun'yun) [dis-un'yun, S. E. F. K. Sm.

JR.; dis-u'ne-un, W.P.J.Ja.] n. Want of union
; separa-

tion^; disjunction ;
breach of concord.

IjDis-UN'lON-isT,* n. One who promotes disunion. North.

DIS-V-NITE', (dis-yu-nlf) v. a. [i. DISUNITED ; pp. DISUNIT-

ING, DJSUNITED.] To separate ; to divide ;
to part.

DIS-V-NITE', v. n. To fall asunder: to become separate.

DIs-u-NlT'ER,7t. He or that which disunites.

DIS-U'NI-TY, (dis-yu'ne-te) n. Want of unity ;
a state of sep-

aration.

Dfs-u'AGE, n. Cessation of use or custom. Hooker.

DIS-USE', (dis-yus') n. Cessation of use or custom
;
desue-

tude.

Di's-uE', (dis-yuz') v. n. [i. DISUSED; pp. DISUSING, DIS-

USED.] Not to use
;
to cease to make use of; to disaccus-

tom.

Di-vXL-U-A'TlQN, n. Disgrace ; disreputation. Bacon.

Di$-vXL'vE, (dlz-vSLl'yu) v. a. To undervalue. Shak.

Dl-vXL.'VE, n. Disregard ; disgrace. B. Jonson.

tDi-VEL'OP, v. a. To develop. Bailey.

Di-v60cH', v. a. To destroy the credit of. Shak.

tDiS-WARN', v. a. To direct by previous notice. Williams.

fDlS-WIT'TED, a. Mad
;
distracted. Drayton.

fDIS-W^NT', v. a. To deprive of accustomed usage. Bp. Hall.

JDis-wOR'SHlP, (dis-wiir'ship) n. Disgrace. Barret.

tDiT, TO. [dichi, D.] A ditty ; 'a poem ;
a tune. Spenser.

fDiT, v. a. To close up. More.

fDI-TA'TlQN, n. [ditatas, L.] Act of enriching. Bp. Hall.

DITCH, TO. A trench cut in the ground for the passage of

water, &c.
;
a long, narrow receptacle of water

;
a moat

with which a fortress is surrounded.

Di'TCH, V. n. [i. DITCHED
; pp. DITCHING, DITCHED.] To

make a ditch. Swift,.

DITCH, v. a. To surround with a ditch or moat. Barret.

DITCH'BUR,* n. An herb ; the clotbur. Ash.

DITCH'-DE-LIV'ERED, (-erd) a. Brought forth in a ditch.

Shak.

DlTCii'ER, TO. One who digs ditches.

DITCH'ING,* n. The art of forming ditches.

DITCH'-LIKE,* a. Resembling a ditch. Savage.
DI'THE-IM,* TO. [rJf j and 0oj.] The doctrine of the exist-

ence of two gods. Cudworth.

DI'THE-IST,* n. One who believes in ditheism. Cudworth.

*- Relating to ditheism. Bolingbroke.

DITII'Y-RXMB, (dlth'e-nimb) n , [dithyrambus,lL.] A song in

honor of Bacchus, full of wild transport ;
a dithyrambic

hymn. Bentley.

DITH-Y-RAM'BIC, TO. A song in honor of Bacchus
;
a Bac-

chanalian song ;
a dithyramb.

DITH-Y-RXM'BIC, a. Wild ; enthusiastic. Cowley.

tDi"TiQN, (dish'un) TO. [ditio, L.1 Dominion. Evelyn.
DI'TONE,* 71. [<5i7oj/.] (Mus.) A double tone

;
the greater

third
;
an interval of two tones. Crabb.

DIT'RI-GLYPH,* TO. [r5ty, rpMj.and >At></>w.] (Arch.) An ar-

rangement of intercolumniations, by which twotriglyphs
are obtained in the frieze between the triglyphs that stand
over the column. Brande.

DI-TRp-jeHE'AN,* a. Containing two trochees. Ed. Rev.

DIT-TAN'DER, TO. The perennial plant pepperwort.
DIT'TA-NY, TO. An aromatic perennial plant.

DiT'TJEDJ (dit'tjd) a. Sung ; adapted to music.

DIT'TO, ad. or n. [detto, It.] As said, or as aforesaid
;
the

same thing repeated : used in accounts.

DiT-T5i/p-GYj* n' A double reading. Crabb.

Dir'TY, TO. A poem to be sung ;
a song ;

a lay.

DI-u-RE'sis,* TO. [Jjoiipfjo-ij.] (Med.) An excessive flow of
urine. Brande.

DI-V-RET'IC, a. [diovpririKos.] (Med.) Provoking or promot-
ing urine.

DI-V-RET'IC, n. A medicine, food, or drink for causing a

copious discharge of urine.

DI-V-RET'I-CAL-NESS,* . duality of being diuretic. -Scott.

DI-UR'NAL, a. [diurnus, L.] Relating to or constituting the

day ; continuing a day ; daily ; quotidian. Daily is more
colloquial, diurnal scientific.

DI-UR'NAL, re. A journal ;
a day-book. Tatler.

DI-UR'NAL-IST, TO. A journalist. Bp. Hall [R.]
Di-tJR'NAL-LY, ad. Daily ; every day. Tatler. [R.]
DI-UR'NAL-NESS,* TO. duality of being diurnal. Scott.

DI-U-TUR'NAL, a. [diuturnus, L.] Lasting ;
of long contin-

uance. Milton. [R.1

Di-v-TiJR'Ni-Ty, TO. Length of duration. Browne. [R.]
Di-vXN', (de-van') TO. [A word common to the Turks and
some other Oriental nations.] A court of justice ;

a coun-
cil of state; a council-chamber or hall: the Turkish
divan is the great council of the empire. A smoking-
room.

Di-vXp-Q-RA'TiQN,* TO. (Chem.) The driving out of vapors
_by means_of fire. Crabb.

Dl-vXR'l-CATE, v. TO. [divaricatus, L.] [i. DIVARICATED; pp.
DIVARICATING, DIVARICATED.] To open wide

; to part it-

self into two; to stride. (Bot.~) To diverge at an obtuse

angle. P._Cye.
Dl-vXR'l-CATE, v. a. To divide into two. Grew.

Dl-vXR'l-CATE,* a. (Zool.) Spread out widely. Brande.

Di-vXR'l-CAT-lNG,* p. a. Diverging ; opening wide. P. Cyc.
DI-vXR-i-cA'TipN, TO. Act of divaricating ; partition into

_two ; a forking.
DIVE, v. TO. [i. DIVED; pp. DIVING, DIVED.] To sink volun-

tarily under water; to plunge into water; to go under

_water; to go deep; to i inmerge ;
to sink.

DIVE, v. a. To explore by diving. Denham. [R.]

fDi-VEL', v. a. [divello, L.] To pull ;
to sever. Browne.

DI-VEL'LENT,* a. Drawing asunder. Smart.

DI-VEL'LJ-CATE, v. a. [vellico, L.] To pull; to tear. [R.]
Di'vER, TO. One who dives

;
a water-fowl

;
a didapper.

fDI'VERB, n. [diverbium, L.] A by-word ; a proverb. Bur-
ton.

Dl-VERGE', r. TO. [divergo, L.] [i. DIVERGED ; pp. DIVERGING,
DIVERGED.] To tend various ways from one point ; to re-

cede from.

DI-VERGE'MENT,* n. Act of diverging. Ency.
DI-VER'GENCE, TO. A proceeding in different directions
from one point. Wallis.

DI-VER'GEN-CY,* TO. Same as divergence. Brit. Crit.

DI-VER'^ENT, a. Tending to various parts from one point ;

receding from each other.

DJ-VERG'ING,*P. a. Receding from each other
; divergent.

DI'VER$, (dl'verz) a. [diversus, L.] Several ; sundry ;
more

than one ; various.

DI'VER^-COL'PREI), (-kul'lprd) a. Of various colors.

DI'VJJRSE, a. Different; various; multiform.

fDi-VERSE', v. n. To turn aside. Spenser.

DI'VERSE-LY,*_od. In a diverse manner ; variously.
Di-VER-si-Fj-CA'TipN, TO. Act of diversifying ;

state of be-

ing diversified; variation; variegation; change; altera-

tion.

DI-VER'SI-FIED,* (de-ver'se-fid) p. a. Made different;
various.

DJ-VER'SI-FORM,* a. Varying in form; of various form.
Smart.

Dl-VER'si-FY, v. a. [L DIVERSIFIED; pp. DIVERSIFYING, DI-

VERSIFIED.] To make various or different; to vary; to

variegate.
DJ-VER'SION, TO. Act of diverting or turning aside; that
which diverts

; sport ; play ; pastime ;
amusement

;
rec-

reation ; entertainment. (Mil.) The act of drawing the

enemy off from some design by threatening or attacking
a distant part.

Di-VER'si-T,TO. Difference; dissimilitude; unlikeness; va-

_riety; distinct being ; not identity ; variegation.
DI'vERS-Ly, ad. Pope. See DIVERSELY.

DJ-VERT', v. a. [diverto, L.] [i. DIVERTED; pp. DIVERTING,
DIVERTED.] To draw away from ; to turn aside

;
to draw

to another object ; to withdraw the mind
; to please ;

to

amuse
; to entertain.

DI-VERT'ER, TO. He or that which diverts.

fDl-VERT'l-cLE, TO. A turning; a by-way. Hales.

DI-VERT'JNG,* p. a. Affording amusement; exhilarating.
Cowper.

DI-VERT'ING-LV,* ad. In a manner that diverts. Scott.

DI-VERT'ING-NSS,* TO. duality ofaffording diversion. Scott.

DJ-VER'TIE, [de-ver'tiz, W. P. Ja. K. Sm. R; di-ver-tlz',

Wb.} v. a. [div'ertiser, Fr.] To please ; to divert. Dryden.
DI-VER'TISE-MENT, n. [divertissement, Fr.] Diversion ;

de-

light ; pleasure. #5=
" This old word, in modern use, has

a half French pronunciation (de-ver'tez-mong'), and sig-
nifies a short ballet, or other entertainment, between the
acts of longer pieces." Smart.

DI-VER'TIVE, a. Recreative; diverting. Boyle.

Dl-VEST', v. a. [dcvestir, Fr.] [i. DIVESTED ; pp. DIVESTING,
DIVESTED.] To strip; to make naked; to strip of clothes,

arms, equipage ; opposed to invest. See DEVEST.

DI-VEST'ED,*P. a. Stripped; being deprived of.

DI-VES'TI-BLE ,* a. Capable of being divested or freed from.

'Boyle.
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Dl-vfis'Ti-TURE,* n. (Law) The surrender of property.
Maunder.

DI-VEST'MENT,* w. The act of divesting. Coleridge. [R.]
fDi-VEST'VRE, re. The act of putting off. Boyle.

Dl-vip'A-BLE, a. That may be divided
; divisible. Shak.

fDi-viD'ANT, a. Different
; separate. Shak.

Dl-VlDE', v. a. [divido, L.] [i. DIVIDED; pp. DIVIDING,
DIVIDED.] To part into different pieces ; to separate ;

to
disunite

;
to distribute

;
to share

;
to deal out

;
to give in

shares.

DI-VIDE', v. n. To part; to sunder; to separate.
DI-VJD'ED,*P. a. Formed into divisions

; parted.
DI-VID'ED-LY, ad. In a divided manner.
DIV'I-DEND, n. A share

;
a division

;
a share or sum paid

to creditors out of the estate of a bankrupt, or from the
interest or annual income of a bank or other stock.

(Arith.) The number or quantity given to be divided.

tDiv'l-DENT,* n. One who divides
;
a divider. Harrington.

DI-VID'ER, n. He or that which divides.

DI-VID'ER,* n. pi. A pair of small compasses. Crabb.

DI-VID'ING, n. Separation. Hebrews iv.

DI-VID'ING,* p. a. Separating; making division.

Dl-vlD'y-AL, a. Divided
;
shared in common. Milton. [R.]

Di-vlD'y-AL-LY,* ad. In a divided manner. Coleridtre.

Dl-vlD'y-oOs,* a. Divided
; dividual. Coleridge. [R.]

DIv-i-NA'TiQN, n. [divinatio, L.] Act of divining ;
the art

or act_of foretelling future events
; prediction.

Dlv'l-NA-TOR, n. One who divines
;
a diviner. Burton.

Dl-vlN'A-TO-Ry, [de-vin'a-tur-e, K. Wb.; de-vi'na-tur-e,
Ja. ; div'e-na-tur-e, Sm.] a. Professing divination. Ra-

leigh. [R.]
Dl-viNE', a. [divinus, L.] Partaking of the nature of God

;

proceeding from God
;

excellent in a supreme degree ;

heavenly ; godlike ; holy ;
sacred. [fPresageful ; inspired.

Milton.]

Dj-vlNE', n. One versed in divinity; a theologian; a min-
ister of the gospel ;

a priest ;
a clergyman.

Dl-VlNE', v. a. [i. DIVINED : pp. DIVINING, DIVINED.! To
foretell. Shak.

Dl-VlNE', v. n. To conjecture ;
to guess. Dryden.

E)l-vlNE',
v. a. To deify. Spenser.

J-VINE'LY, ad. In a divine manner; by the agency of God.
DI-VINE'NESS, n. duality of being divine; divinity.
DI-VIN'ER, n. One who divines or practises divination

;
a

conjecturer ;
a conjurer.

DI-VIN'ER-SS, n. A prophetess. Dryden.
DIv'lNG,* re. The act of descending into the water.

Dlv'lNG,*p. a. Passing or going under water.

Dlv'lNG-BELL,* n. A machine or apparatus by means of
which persons may descend below the surface of the wa-
ter, and remain for some time without injury, and exe-
cute various operations. Brandt. [Partheneia Sacra.

tDi-viN'j-FiED, (-fid) a. Participating of the divine nature.

Dl-VlN'lNG-RoD,* TI. A forked branch, usually of hazel,
used for discovering mines or water under the ground. P.

Cyc.

Dl-vlN'l-TY, re. [divinitas, L.] duality of being divine
; the

nature of God
; participation of the nature of God

;
di-

vine nature
; deity ; godhead ;

a celestial being ;
the sci-

ence of divine things ; theology. [R.]
DiV'i-NiZE,* v. a. To make divine ; to deify. Hindmarsh.

Dl-vI-l-BiL'i-TY, n. The quality of being divisible.

DI-VI'I-BLE, (de-viz'e-bl) a. [divisibilis, L.] Capable of

being divided into parts ; separable.

Dl-Vl'j-BLE-NESS, n. Divisibility. Boyle.
Dl-Vl'l-BLY,* ad. In a divisible manner. Cudworth.

Dl-vI'lQN, (de-vizh'un) n. [divisio,L,.] Act of dividing;
state of being divided

;
that which keeps apart ; parti-

tion; the part separated; disunion; discord; differ-
ence

; share
; portion ;

section
; part of a discourse

; dis-
tinction

; separation. (Mil.) A portion of an army com-
manded by a general officer. (Jirith.) A rule which
shows how often one number is contained in another.

(Mus.) The separation of the interval of an octave in-
to a number of less intervals.

Di-vI'ipN-AL,* (de-vizh'un-al) a. Relating to division ;

dividing. Syiart.

Di-vi'ipN-A-RY,* (de-vizh'un-a-re) a. Noting division.
Gere. Dearborn. [R.]

fi^I-vI'IQN-ER,
(de-vlzh'un-er) re. A divider. Sheldon.

1-Vl'siVE, a. Creating division or discord. Mede.
Dl-Vl'QR, (de-vl'zur) n. [divisor, L.] (Arith.) The number
by which the dividend is divided.

Dl-VORCE', re. [divortium, L.] The legal separation of hus-
band and wife ; separation ;

disunion
; the cause of sep-

aration.

Dl-VORCE', v. a. [i. DIVORCED ; pp. DIVORCING, DIVORCED.]
To separate a husband or wife one from the other

;
to

force asunder; to separate by violence
; to put away.

DI-VOR-CEE',* re. A person divorced. West. Rev.

DI-VORCE'LESS,* a. Free uom divorce. Coleridge.

DI-VORCE'MENT, n. Divorce. Martin.

Di-voR'cER,'re. He or that which divorces.

DI-VOR'CI-BLE,* a. That may be divorced. Milton.

DI-VOR'CIVE, a. Having power to divorce. Milton.

DI-VO'TO,* fit.] (Mus.) Noting a manner suited to excite
devotion._ Crabb.

fDi-vOi/GATE, v. a. [divulgo, L.] To divulge. Huloet.

fDi-YtJi/GATE, a. Published; made known. Bale.

DIV-UL-GA'TIQN, re. A publishing abroad. Bp. Hall. [R.]
Dl-vDLGE', v. a. [divulge, L.] [/.DIVULGED;^. DIVULG-

ING, DIVULGED.] To publish ; to proclaim; to make
known

;
to communicate

;
to reveal

;
to discover.

DI-VULGE'MENT,* w. The act of divulging. P. Mag. [R.]
Di-vtJl/GER, re. One who divulges.
Di-vtJL'siON, (de-vul'shiin) n. [divulsio, L.] A plucking
away. Bp. Hall.

DJ-VUI/SIVE, a. Having power to tear away. Bp. Hall.

DI'ZEN, (di'zn) v. a. To dress
;
to deck

; to rig out. Swift.

fDizz, v. a. To astonish
;
to puzzle ;

to make dizzy. Gay
ton.

jDiz'ZARD, n. A blockhead
;
a fool. Burton.

DIz'zi-NESS, re. Giddiness; whirl in the head.

DIz'zy, a. Giddy; thoughtless; rotatory; whirling.
Diz'zy, v._a.

To whirl round
; to make giddy. Shak. -

DIZ'ZY-EYED,* (-Id) a. Having dizzy eyes. Shak.

Dj&R-RiD',* (jer-r9fl') re. A blunt Turkish javelin. Maun-
der.

Do, v. a. [I 06, thou DOST, he DO"E or D$TH
;

i. DID
; pp.

DOING, DONE.] To practise or act any thing, good or bad
;

to act
; to practise ;

to accomplish ;
to perform ;

to achieve
;

to execute
;
to discharge ;

to transact
;
to finish. The

phrase, what to do with, signifies how to bestow
;
what

use to make of; how to employ ;
which way to get rid of.

Do, v. re. To act or behave in any manner, well or ill ; to

make an end
;
to conclude ; to fare

;
to be, with regard

to sickness or health
;
to succeed

;
to fulfil or answer a

purpose ;
to deal with. To do is used for any verb, to

save the repetition of another verb; as, "I shall come,
but, if I do not, go away ;

" that is, if I come not. Do is

a word of vehement command, or earnest request ; as,"
Help me, do ;

" " Make haste, do." Do is also used as

an auxiliary verb for the sake of emphasis, or for the

transposition of affirmative into negative or interroga-
tive sentences

; as. " I do love," for " I love
;

" " He did

speak," for " He spoke ;

" " Does he hear ?
" &c.

|Do, re. A feat ; a deed
;
bustle. Locke. See DOE, and ADO.

Do,* [It.] (Mus.) A name given to the first of the sylla-
bles used in solmization, answering to the ut of the
French. P. Cyc.

DOAT, v. n. See DOTE.
DoB'cilIcK,* re. (Ornith.) A small kind of duck. Ash.

DOB'HASH,* n. (East Indies) An interpreter; one who
speaks two languages. Hamilton.

|Do'cENT. a. [docens, L.] Teaching; instructing. Laud.

D6H-MA'IC,* re. A foot consisting of five syllables. Scott.

Doc-i-BtL'i-Ty, re. Readiness to learn. Bullokar. [R.]

DO<?'I-BLE, (dos'e-bl) [dos'e-bl, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

do'se-bl, P. Wb.] a. [docilis, L.] Disposed to be taught ;

easy to learn
;
teachable

;
docile.

DOC'I-BLE-NSS, re. Teachableness. Walton.

D69'ILE, [dos'jl, S. W. E. F. Ja. K. Sin. ; do'sjl, P. Wb.]
a. [docilis, L.] Disposed to be taught ;

teachable
; easily

instructed.

Dp-cil/l-TY, n. State of being docile; teachableness.

DO^'I-MA-CY,* [ooKifud^M.] re. The art of assaying min-

erals, ores, and metals. Ure.

Do-l-MXs'Tlc,* a. Relating to the assaying of minerals,
ores, or metals. Docimastic art, the art of assaying min-
erals or ores, in order to ascertain the quantity of metal
which they contain. Brandt.

[ Crabb.

Ddp-f-AfAs'Ti-CE,* n. [Gr.] (Min.) Same as docimacy.

DOCK', n. A place for building and laying up ships, wa-
ter being let into and out of it at pleasure. A ge-
nus of plants ;

a weed. The tail of a horse after it has
been docked.

DOCK, v. a. [i.
DOCKED

; pp. DOCKING, DOCKED.] To cut off

a tail
;
to curtail

;
to cut off, as a reckoning or an entail

;

to lay up in a dock. [
Guide.

DScK'AGE,* re. Money paid for the use of a dock. Trader's

DOCK'CRESS,* re. An herb or plant. Ash.

DOCK'EN,* or DOCK'QN,* 71. The dock
;
a weed. Brockett.

[North of Eng.]
DOCK'ET, re. A direction tied upon goods ;

a summary of
a larger writing. (Law) A list of causes in court

;
a for-

mal record of judicial proceedings.

DOCK'ET, v. a. [i. DOCKETED ; pp. DOCKETING, DOCKETED.]
To mark the contents or titles of papers on the back of
them

;
to enter upon the dockets.

DOCK'-YARD, re. A place or yard where ships are built,

and naval stores reposited. Boswell.

D6c'TQR, re. [doctor, L.J One who has taken the highest

degree in the faculties of divinity, law, physic, or music
;

a title of learned distinction, first adopted in the twelfth

century : a teacher
;
a learned man

;
a physician ;

an

apothecary: -a thin plate of steel used in scraping the

color or mordant off of copper plates, in calico printing ;
a

supposed corruption of abductor. Brandt.
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Doc'TQR, v. a. [L DOCTORED; pp. DOCTORING, DOCTORED.]
To physic ;

to cure
;
to heal. [Colloquial.] To confer the

degree of doctor upon ;
to doctorate. Pope.

DOC'TOR-AL, a. Relating to the degree of doctor. Bp.
King.

DOC'TOR-AL-LY, ad. In manner of a doctor. Hakewill. [R.]

DOC'TQR-ATE, n. The degree of a doctor. Johnson.

DOC'TOR-ATE, v. a. To make a doctor
;
to doctor. Warton.

DOC'TOR-ER'RANT,* n. An itinerant doctor. Butler.

DOC'TQR-ESS, n. She who doctors ; doctress. Wlutiock.

jDoc'XQR-LY, a. Like a learned man. Bp. Hall.

D'OC'TQR^-C'OIVI'MQN?, n. pi. The popular name of the

courts and offices incorporated in London, in 17G8, under
the title of " The College of Doctors of Law exercent in

the Ecclesiastical and Admiralty Courts."

Doc'TOR-SHIP, TI. A doctorate. Clarendon. [R.]

DOC'TRESS,* . A female physician or teacher. Ash.

DQc'TRf-nAiRE',* (dok'tre-nar') n. [Fr.] (Polities') A
cant word applied to a class of politicians in France,
some of the leaders of whom were professors, system-
atic writers, and authors

; regarded by their opponents
as theorists. Brande.

DOC'TRI-NAL,, a.
[doctrina, L.] Relating to or containing

doctrine ; pertaining to the act or means of teaching.

DOC'TRI-NAL, n. Something that is part of doctrine. South.

DOC'TRI-NAL-LY, ad. In a doctrinal manner.

DOC'TRINE, (dok'trin) n. [doctrina, L.] A principle, posi-

tion, or the body of principles at large, laid down
by a teacher, or held by a sect; dogma; tenet; precept.

[Teaching or act of teaching. Mark iv.]

D6c'V-MENT, n. [documentum, L.] A writing or paper
containing some precept or information

; precept ;
in-

struction ;
direction

;
a record.

DOC'V-MENT, V. O.
[t.

DOCUMENTED
J pp. DOCUMENTING,

DOCUMENTED.] To teach
; to direct. Dryden. To furnish

with documents or papers, as a vessel. D. Webster.

DOC-U-MENT'AL, a. Belonging to instruction. More. Con-
tained in documents. Frazer's Mag:

DOC-V-MENT'A-RY, a. Consisting of documents
; pertain-

ing to written evidence in law.

DOD'DED, a. Being without horns, as sheep. Farm. Ency.
DOD'DER, n. A parasitical plant that draws its nourish-
ment from other plants ;

bind-weed.

DOD'DERED, (dod'derd) a. Overgrown with dodder.

Do-DEC-A-DXc'TY-LON,* n. (Anal.) The first of the small

intestines; duodenum. Crabb.

DO-DEC'A-GON, n. [6a>6Ka and yawa.] A figure of twelve

angles and sides.

DO-DEC-A-GYN'I-A,* n. (Bot.) An order of plants having
twelve styles. P. Cyc.

Dd-DEC-A-GYN'i-AN,* a. (Bot.} Twelvefold feminine, or

having twelve pistils. Smart.

DO-DEC-A-HE'DRAL,* a. Belonging to a dodecahedron.
Francis.

DO-DEC-A-HE'DRQN, [do-dek-a-he'dr9n, K. Sm. ; do-de-ka-

he'dr9n', Wb.; d5-de-ka-hed'ron, Ja.] n. _[6udeKa and

s'Jpu.] pi. L. DO-DEC-A-HE'DRA: Eng. DO-DEC-A-HE'-
DRONS. (Oeom.) One of the five Platonic bodies or regu-
lar solids: its surface being composed of twelve equal
and regular pentagons.

Do-DE-cAN'DRl-A,* n. [Jcjj/<a and in-rjo.] (Bot.) A class

of plants having twelve stamens. P. Cyc.

DO-DE-CAN'DRI-AN,* a. (Bot.~) Twelvefold masculine, or

having twelve stamens. Smart.

Do-DE-cXN'DRoys,* a. (Bot.) Having twelve stamens.
Brande.

Dd-DEC-A-SYX/LA-BLE,* 7i. A word of twelve syllables.
Scott.

fDo-DEC-A-TE-MO'RI-QN,n. [SuoCKarri^piov.] The twelfth

part. Creech.

DO-DEC-A-TEM'Q-RY, n. A term sometimes applied to each
of the twelve signs of the zodiac. Burton.

DODGE, v. n. [i. DODGED ; pp. DODGING, DODGED.] To start

suadenly aside ;
to shift place as another approaches ; to

use craft
;
to avoid

;
to evade

;
to play fast and loose.

DODGE,* 7;. a. To pursue craftily ;
to escape from or evade

by suddenly shifting position. Addison.

DSDG'ER, (dod'jer) n. One who dodges or evades.

tDooe'ER-Y, n. Act of dodging; trick. Racket.

DOD'KIN, n. A doitkin or little doit. Shelton.

DOD'MAN, n. A crustaceous fish
;
a shell-snail.

Dd'DO, n. A bird
;
a genus of large birds.

DOD'RAN,* n. [L.] A measure equal to about nine inches.

Brande.

DOE, (do) 71. A she-deer; the female of a buck.

fDoE, (do) n. A feat; what one has to do. Hudibras.

DO'ER, n. One who does something; an agent.

DOE, (duz) [duz, S. W. P. F. Ja. K. Sin. : by some er-

roneously pronounced duz.] v. The third person from Do.

_See Do.

DOE'SKIN,* n. The skin pf the doe, excellent for gloves ;

a sort of dressed woollen cloth. Booth.

T)OFF,v.a.[To do off} [i.
DOFFED

; pp. DOFFING, DOFFED.]
To put off, as dress ;

to strip ;
to put away ;

to get rid of.

DOF'FER,* n. That part of a carding-machine which takes
the cotton from the cylinder. Francis.

DOG, TI. A well-known domestic animal of the genus canis,
and of various species: a constellation called also
Canicula

;
there are two, the Greater Dog, and the Lesser

Dog-: a reproachful name for a man: an iron rod
used by sawyers, &c.

;
a catch or clutch in machinery.

It is used adjectively for the male of several species;
as, the dog-fox. 9 pair of dogs, two irons or andirons to
burn wood on. To give or send to the dogs, to throw
away. To go to the dogs, to be ruined.

DOG, v. a. To hunt, as a dog ;
to follow insidiously. Shak.

DOG'APE,* 71. An ape having a head like a dog. Shak.

DO'GATE,* n. The office or dignity of doge. Smart.

DOG'BANE, . A plant. JWiZ/ep
See DOG'S-BANE.

I
DOG'-BELT,* n. A strong, wide, leather strap worn round

the waist, in coal mines. Brande.

DOG'BER-RY,* n. The fruit of the cornelian cherry. Ash.

DOG'BR-RY-TREE, n. A kind of cherry.

DOG'BOLT, re. A word of contempt. Beaum. # Fl.

DOG'BRI-ER, n. The brier that bears the hip.

DOG'CHEAP, a. Cheap as dog's meat. Dryden.
DOG'DAY, 71. ; pi. DOG'DAY^. The dog-days, called also

canicular days ;
a term applied by the ancients to the pe-

riod of summer, from the 15th of July to the 20th of

August, during which Sirius, or the Dog-star, was above
the horizon at the same part of the day with the sun.

fcjP The dog-days are variously computed.
"
They are

reckoned about 40, and are set down in the [English]
almanacs as beginning on the 3d day of July, and ending
on the llth of August." Brande. The American Encyclo-

pedia says: "This name is applied to the period be-

tween the 24th of July and the 24th of August;" and
Dr. Webster states that "

dog-days commence the latter

part of July, and end the beginning of September."
DOG'DRAW, n. (Law) The seizure of an offender in the

act of leading a hound, by whose scent he is tracking a
deer. Cowel. [the J ate republics of Venice and Genoa.

DOGE, n. [doge, It.] The title of the chief magistrate in

DO^E'LESS,* a. Having no doge. Byron.
DOG'-FIGHT, (-fit)

n. A battle between two dogs.

DOG'F!SH, 71. A fish of the shark tribe.

DOG'FISH-ER, n. A kind of fish. Walton.

DOG'FLY, n. A voracious, biting fly. Chapman.
DOG'-FOX,* 7i. The male of the fox. Booth.

DOG'J&ED, a. Like a surly dog; sullen; sour; morose.

DOG'J&ED-LY, ad. In a dogged manner
; sullenly.

DOGGED-NESS, n. Gloom of mind; sullenness.

DOG'^ER, n. A small Dutch vessel with one mast.

HDOG'J&ER-EL, OT-DOG'J&EREL, [dog'grel, S. W. J. F. Ja. ;

dog'ger-el, P. K. Sm. R.] a. Loosed from the measures or

rules of regular poetry ;
vile

; despicable. Dryden.

IpOG'jSER-EL, n. Mean, worthless verses. Dryden.
oG'j&ER-MlN,* TI. A sailor belonging to a dogger. Smart.

. Docket. Brande. See DOCKET.
DOG'J&ISH, a. Churlish

; snappish ;
brutal.

DOG'J&ISH-NESS,* n. The quality of being doggish. Bailey.

DOG'-HEART-ED, a. Cruel; pitiless; malicious. Shak.

DOG'HOLE, n. The hole of a dog ;
a mean habitation. Shak.

DOG'-KEEP-ER, n. One who keeps dogs. Swift.

DOG'KEN-NEL, n. A little hut or house for dogs. Dryden.
DoG'-LiT-m, TI. Barbarous or vile Latin.

DOG'LEECH, n. A dog-doctor. Beaum. fy Fl.

DOG'-L,EG-J&ED-STAIR,* n. pi. (Arch.) Stairs which are

solid between the upper flights, having no well-hole.

Crabb.

DOG'LOUSE, TI. An insect that infests dogs.

fDoe'LY, a. Like a dog ;
churlish. Lord Rivers.

fDoG'LY, ad. In a manner like a dog. Huloet.

DOG'MA, n. [L.] pi. L. D&G'MA-TA; Eng. DOG'MA. A
-^settled" opinion ;

a principle; a maxim; a doctrine; a
doctrinal point. 2^f- The English plural is now most in

use.

DOG'-MXD, a. Mad as a dog sometimes is. Swift.

DOG-MXT'JC, n. One of a sect of physicians, called also

Dogmatists, in contradistinction to Empirics and Meth-
odists. Hakewill.

DQG-MXT'IC, ; a. Relating to dogmas or settled princi-

DOG-MAT'I-CAL, ) pies ;
authoritative

; magisterial ; pos-
itive

; confident.

DOG-MlT'i-CAL-Ly, ad. In a dogmatical manner.

DQG-MAT'I-CAL-NESS, n. duality of being dogmatical.
D6G-MA-Ti"ciAN,* (dog-ma-tibh'?n) . A dogmatist. Qtz.

Rev. [R.]

DOG-MAT'ICS,* n. pi. The science or art of teaching; dog-
matic or doctrinal theology. Month. Rev.

DOG'MA-TI^M, n. Positiveness in opinion. Burke.
DOG'MA-TlsT, n. One of a sect of ancient physicians ; a

dogmatical teacher; a dogmatizer.
DoG'MA-TlZE, v. n.

[i. DOGMATIZED; ^.DOGMATIZING,
DOGMATIZED.] .To teach dogmatically; to assert posi-

tively.

DSG'MA-TIZ-ER, n. One who dogmatizes.
DoG'MA-TO-Ry,* a. Dogmatical. Fo. Q. Rev. [R.]
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D5G'R6E, n. The flower of the brier. Derham.
DOG,* n. pi. Andirons ; fire-irons

; fire-dogs. Perry.
DOG'-BANE,* n. A perennial plant, having pale pink

flowers. Farm. Ency.
DoG'$-CXB'BAGE,* TI. A plant. Booth.

DOG''EAR, n.,- pi. DOGYEAR?. The corners of the leaf
of a book turned down. Arbuthnot.

D5G''EAR,* v. a. To turn down in dog's-ears. Smart.

DOG'!J'-FEN-NEL,* n. A plant or weed
;
corn-camomile.

Farm. Ency.
DoG''-GRlss,* n. A plant ;

the wheat-grass. South.

DOG'SHIP,* n. Curship ; the quality of a dog. Johnson.

DoG'sIcK, a. Sick as a dog. Dyefs Dry Dinner.

DOG'SKIN, a. Made of the skin of a dog. Tatier.

DOG'-SLEEP, n. Pretended sleep. Addison.

DOG''-MEAT, n. The meat or food of dogs ;
refuse ;

vile

meat or food. Dryden. [Ash.
DOG'S-MER'CU-RY,* n. An herb

;
a species of mercury.

D6G''-RtJE,* n. A plant. Smart. [Cyc.

D6G''-TXiL,* n. A sort of grass, called also gold-seed. P.

DOG'-STXR, n. The star Sinus or Canicula, the brightest
fixed star in the firmament, which gives the name to the

dog-days. [Booth.

D6G''-ToNGUE,*(dogz'tung)7i. A plant ; hound's-tongue.
Doa'TAlL-GRiss,* n. A species of grass. Pilkington.

D6G'-T66TH, re. ; pi. DOG'-TEETH. A sharp-pointed hu-
man tooth, called also an eye-tooth. [Booth.

DdG'-TooTH-Vl'p-LET,* n. A species of yellow violet.

D6o'-TRtcK, n. An ill turn
; surly treatment. Dryden.

DOG'-TROT, n. A gentle trot, like that of a dog. Hudibras.

D6G'-VlNE,* n. (Want.) A small, light vane, formed by a

piece of packthread and some slices of cork stuck full of

feathers, placed on the windward side of the quarter-
deck. Hamilton.

DoG'-VI'p-LET,* TO. A blue violet, not fragrant. Booth.

DOG'-WATCH,* (dSg'woch) n. (JYaut.) A watch of two
hours. Booth.

DOG'-WEA-RY, a. Tired as a dog. Shak.

D5G'-wooD,'(dog'wud) w. A tree or shrub of several va-
rieties

;
a species of rhus or cornus.

DoI'LY, n. A species of woollen stuff, so called from the
name of the first maker : a small napkin placed with
wine and fruit on table after dinner.

DO'ING, n. ; pi. DO'ING. Things done; events; transac-
tions

;
feats

; actions, good or bad
;

stir ;
bustle ;

tumult.

DOIT, Ti. [duyt, D.j A small Dutch copper coin, valued at

about a quarter of a cent. Shak.

DolT'KlN,* n. A small Dutch copper coin
;
a doit. Tomlins.

DO-LXB'RI-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Formed as an axe or hatchet.
P. Cyc.

DOLCE,* (dol'cha) [It.] (Mus.) Noting a soft and agreea-
ble manner. Crabb. [doke. Crabb.

DOLCEMENTE,* (dol'cha-men-ta) [It.] (Mas.) Same as

DOLE, n. Act of distribution or dealing ; any thing dealt

out ; provision or money given in charity ; portion ; lot ;

a pile of ore. [dolor, L.] [Grief; sorrow. Milton.]

DOLE,?), a. [i DOLED; pp. DOLING, DOLED.] To deal out; to

distribute.

DoLE'-FIsH,* n. That portion of the fish caught in the
North Seas which the fishermen receive for their allow-
ance. Crabb. [piteous ; woful ; rueful ;

sad.

DdLE'FftL, a. Sorrowful; dismal; melancholy; afflicted;

DOLE'FGL-LY, ad. In a doleful manner; sorrowfully.

DOLE'FOL-NESS, n. Sorrow ; melancholy ; dismalness.

DOLE'-MEAD'OW,* n. A meadow in which several persons
have a share. Ash.

fDo'LENT, a. [dolens, L.] Sorrowful. Chalmers.

DOL'E-RITE,* n. (Min.) A species of trap-rock, composed
of augite and felspar. Lyell.

DoLE'sftME, (dol'sum) a. Melancholy; doleful. Pope.
DSLE'SC^ME-LY, (dol'sum-le) ad. In a dolesome manner.

DoLE's6ME-NEss, (dol'sum-nes) n. Gloom ; melancholy.
D6L'i-<eH6s,*n. [Gr.] (Bot.) The couhageorcowitch plant.
Hamilton.

DftL-l-jEHu'Rys,* a. [tfoXt%->ijpo?.] Literally, long-tailed ;

applied to a verse having a redundant syllable. Crabb.

D6L'i-MXN,* 71. A long kind of vest worn by the Turks.
Scott.

D6'-LIT-TLE, TI. One who performs little. Bp. Richardson.

D6LL, n. [contraction of Dorothy.] A girl's puppet or baby.
D6L/LAR, n. [daler, D.] A silver coin of Germany, Hol-

land/Spain, the United States, Mexico, &c. Value of the
United States dollar, 100 cents, or a little more than four

shillings sterling.

D6L/MAN,* n. A robe formerly given by the Grand Seignor
to the janizaries on -the first day of Ramadan. Crabb.

DOL'P-MITE,* n. (Min.) A species of limestone containing
magnesia. Lyell.

Do'LpR, [do'lor, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.; dol'pr, JVares,

Entick.] n. [dolor, L.] Prt;n
; pang; grief; sorrow; com-

plaint.

DOL-O-R!F'ER-OUS, a. Producing pain. Whitaker.

DOL-P-RIF'IC, a. Causing grief or pain. Ray.

D5L-p-RlF'i-CAL, a. Causing pain or sorrow. Cockeram. [R.]

DQL'O-RITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of trap-rock. Scudamore.
DdL-Q-Rd'so* [It.] (Mus.) Noting a solt and pathetic
manner. Crabb. [Hall.

DOL'O-ROVS, a. Sorrowful
; doleful

;
dismal

; painful. Bp.
DoL'p-ROUS-LY, ad. Sorrowfully; mournfully. Bale.

DoL'p-ROCs-NESS,* n. Sorrowfulness. Brando.

D6L/PHIN, n. [delphin, L.] The name of a cetaceous fish

or mammal, of an oblong body, and a narrow, sharp
snout, that preys upon other fish: applied also to the

coryphana or coryphene, remarkable for the beauty of its

colors when dying.
DSL'PHIN-ET,* n. A female dolphin. Smart.

DOL'PHIN-FLY,* n. An insect of the aphis tribe, destruc-
tive to beans. Farm. Ency.

DOJ.T, n. A heavy, stupid fellow
;
a blockhead.

fDoLT, v. n. To behave foolishly. JVew Custom.

DOLT'ISH, a. Stupid ;
mean

;
dull. Bale.

DOLT'ISH-LY,* ad. In a doltish manner
; stupidly. Bailey.

DOLT'ISH-NESS, n. Folly; stupidity. Sidney.

DOM, 71. [Sax.] Power ; dominion. It is found only in com-
position ; as, kingdom, dukedom, earldom. duality ;

state
;

condition
; as, freedom. Whiter.

DOM,* TI. [dominus, L.] A title, in the middle ages, given
to the pope, and afterwards to Roman Catholic dignitaries
and some monastic orders ; supposed to be equivalent to
the don of the Spaniards. Brande.

tD6M'A-BLE,a. Tamable. Cockeram.

fDoM'A-BLE-NEss,* n. State of being tamable. Scott.

fDoM^AGE,* n. Subjugation. Hobbes.

Dp-MAlN', (d9-man') n. [domaine, Fr.] Dominion
; empire ;

possession ;
estate

;
the land about a mansion-house oc-

cupied by the owner. (Eng. law) That portion of the ter-

ritorial possessions of a lord which he retains in his own
occupation ; demesne.

DO'MAL, a. (Astral.) Relating to a house. Addison. [Cyc.
DP-MA'NI-AL,* a. Relating to domains or landed estates. P.

DOME, n. [dome, Fr.] (Arch.) A spherical or concave ceiling
over a circular or polygonal building ;

a hemispherical
arch or cupola ;

a building ;
a house. &5=

" There is a

strong propensity, particularly in the people of London,
to pronounce this word so as to rhyme with room ; but
this is contrary to all our dictionaries." Walker.

D5MED,*^d5md) a. Having a dome. P.Mag.
DOMES'DAY, (dSmz'da) n. See DOOMSDAY.
DOME'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Formed like a dome. Buckland.

fDOME^'MAN, (domz'man)n. A judge ; doomsman. Wicliffe.

Dp-MEs'Tic,n. A servant, or one who is hired or employed,
and who resides in the house or family: a 'sort of
American cotton cloth.

DP-MES'TJC, a. [domesticus, -L.] Belonging to the house
;

private ;
done at home

; inhabiting the house
;
not wild

;

belongingtoone's country or home; not foreign; intestine.

DP-MES'TI-CAL, a. Same as domestic. Hooker. [R.]

DO-MES'TI-CA^-LY, ad. In relation to domestic affairs.

fDp-MEs'Tl-CANT| a. Belonging to the same family. Sir

E. Dering.
Dp-MES'TI-CATE, V. a. [l. DOMESTICATED ; pp. DOMESTICAT-

ING, DOMESTICATED.] To make domestic; to familiarize;
to render, as it were, of the same family.

Dp-MES-Tl-CA'TipN,*7i. The act of domesticating. Kames.

Do-MES-T'i^'l-TY,* n. Domestic life or habits. QM. Rev.

DOM'ETT,*?!. A plain cloth, of which the warp is cotton
and the weft woollen. Booth.

DOM'I-CAL,,* a. Relating to or shaped like a dome. London.

DoM'i-C'/LE, n. [domicilium, L.
; domicile, Fr.] A house; a

residence
;
an abode.

DOM'l-ClLE,* V. a. [i. DOMICILED J pp. DOMICILING, DOMI-

CILED.] To domesticate; to establish the residence of.

Talfourd.

DOM-I-CIL'IA-RY, (d5m-e-sil'ya-re) a. Relating to an abode
;

intruding into private houses. Burke.

DOM-I-ClL'l-ATE, V. a-[i' DOMICILIATED
; pp. DOMICILIAT

INGJ DOMICILIATED.] To render domestic
;
to domesticate.

fDoM'l-FY, v. a. [domifico, L.] To tame; to divide into

houses.

DdM'i-NA,* n. [L.] (Laic) A title given to honorable

women who anciently, in their own right, held a barony.
Crabb.

DOM'I-NANCE,* n. Predominance; ascendency; rule;

D6M'i-NAN-cy,* authority. Ch. Ob. [R.]

DOM'I-NANT, a. dominans, L.] Predominant ; presiding ;

prevailing. Milton. Qu. Rev. " This word is getting into

general use." EC. Rev.

D6M'i-NANT,* TI. (Mus.) That sound which makes a fifth

to a'final. Crabb.

D5M'l-NATE, v. n. To predominate. Dryden. [R.]

DoM'i-NATE, v. a. To govern ;
to rule. Twiss.

D6M-i-NA'TipN, TI. Power; dominion; tyranny.

D6M'i-NA-TiVE, a. Imperious; governing. Sandys. [R.]

DdM'i-iVA-TOR, n. [L.] The presiding or predominant

Swer
or influence ; a governor ;

a ruler. Donne.

t'l-NE,* n. [dominus, L.] A cant term for a school-

master; a teacher. Locke.

D6M-I-NEER',r.n. [dominor, L.] [L DOMINEERED ;pp. DOM-

;
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IWEERING, DOMINEERED.] To rule in an insolent, over-

bearing, or haughty manner ; to lord
;
to swell

;
to bluster.

DOM-I-NEER', v. a. To govern. Walpole. [R.]

DoM-i-NEER'iNG,*j?. a. Ruling with insolenci

DO-M'/N'J-CAL, a. Noting the Lord's day, or Sunday; per-

taining to the Lord. Dominical letter, a letter (one of the

first seven in the alphabet) which represents Sunday in

almanacs. *

OQ-MIN'I-CAL, n. The Lord's day. Hammond. [R.]

Do-MlN'i-CAN,* n. A friar of the order of St. Dominic.

DO-MIN'I-CAN,* a. Belonging to St. Dominic. Milton.

DOM'I-NIE,* n. A term vulgarly applied to a schoolmaster
in Scotland. Jamieson. See DOMINE.

DO-MIN'IQN, (dg-min'yyn) n - Sovereign authority ;
rule

;

empire; reign ; strength ; force; power; right of posses-
sion or use; territory; region _;

district.

DoM'i-N5, n. [It.] pi. DOM'I-NOS. A hood worn by can-
ons of a cathedral

;
a woman's mourning vest

;
a masquer-

ade garment ;
a game.

D&M'i-JVus,*n. [L.] pi. DOM'I-NI. Master; sir: a title

anciently given to a clergyman, gentleman, or lord of a
manor. Ash.

DON, n. [dominus, L.] A Spanish title, formerly given only
to noblemen, but now of general application : used in

ludicrous or familiar style for a person of wealth or im-

portance.
DON, v. a. [To do on.] To put on; to invest with. Shak.

Q^This word, said by Johnson to be obsolete, is, accord-

ing to Brockett, in common use in the north of England.
DO'NA-RY, n. [donarium, L.I A thing given to sacred uses.

DO-NA'TION, n. [donatio, L.] The act of giving ;
the thing

given ; gift ; present ;
benefaction

;
the grant by which

any thing is given. [gift*

DON'A-TIM,* 72. The tenets of the Donatists. Abp. Whit-

DON'A-TIST,* n. A follower of Donatus, a theologian of the
fourth century. Hooker.

DON-A-TIS'TI-CAL,* a. Pertaining to the Donatists. Fuller.

DON'A-TIVE,' [d'on'a-tiv, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm.; do'nfi-tiv,
S. K. Wb.~\ n. A gift ;

a largess ;
a present ; a benefice given

by a patron without presentation to the bishop, or institu-

tion or induction by his order.

DON'A-TIVE,* a. Vested or vesting by donation. Smart.

DON'A-TO-RY,* n. (Scotch law) A person on whom the king
bestows his right to any forfeiture that has fallen to the
crown. Crabb.

DO'NAX* n. [L.] A bivalve shell-fish. Scott.

DONE, (dun) p. from Do. See Do. When done is used in

the sense of agreed, in concluding a bargain or wager,
Johnson, and some other lexicographers, call it an inter-

jection. In such cases, it is used elliptically for It is done.

S30NE,
(dun) The old infinitive of Do. Spenser. [dys.

O-NEE', n. One to whom a donation is made. SirM. San-

Do'Ni-tJM,* n. (Chem.) A metal lately discovered in the da-
vidsonite.

DON'JON, (dun'jun) n. [corrupted to dungeon.] A keep for

prisoners in the middle of a feudal castle. See DUNGEON.
DON'KEY,* n. A childish word for an ass. Qw. Rev.
DftrfNA* n. [It. ;

dona. Sp., a woman, a lady.] The Span-
ish title for lady. QM. Rev.

DoN'NAT,7t. An idle fellow. Granger. [North of England.]
DO'NOR, n. [dono, L.] One who gives, or makes a donation.

DON'SHIP, n. Quality of a gentleman or knight. Hudibras.

DON'ZEL, n. [donzcllo, It.] A page ; a servant; an esquire.

DOO'DLE, TI. A trifler ;
a simple fellow.

Doo'DLE-SXcK,* TI. A provincial name of the Scotch bag-
pipe. Sir O. Head.

fDooLE, (dol)7i. Dole. Spenser.
DOO'LY,* n. A sort of easy palanquin for conveying the

sick. Crabb.

DOOM, v. a. [i. DOOMED; pp. DOOMING, DOOMED.] To con-
demn

; to pronounce condemnation upon any ;
to send to

punishment judicially or authoritatively ;
to destine. [To

tax by estimate or at discretion. New England. Pick-

ering.]

DOOM, n. Judicial sentence; judgment; the final judg-
ment; condemnation; state to which one is destined;
fate

; destiny ; lot
; ruin ;

destruction.

,* n. A fine or penalty. Laws ofNew Hampshire.
,
a. Full of destruction. Drayton.

DOOMSDAY, n. The day of final judgment.
DOOMSDAY-BOOK, (-buk) n. A book made by order of
William the Conqueror, in which the extent and limits
of the lands of England were registered. Camden.

DOOMS'MAN, n. A judge. See DOMESMAN.
DOOR, (dor) n. The entrance of a house

;
the gate that closes

and opens the entrance : entrance ; portal ; passage ;
av-

enue.

DO_OR'~CASE, n. The frame in which the door is enclosed.

fD_ooR'iNG, (dor'ing) n. A door-case. Milton.

DOOR'-KEKP'ER', (dor'kep'er) n. A porter. Bp. Taylor.

DOOR'-NAIL, (dor'nal) n. The nail on which, in ancient

doors, the knoclcer struck ;
a nail to fasten a door.

DOOR'-PAN-EL,* n. The panel of a door. Hawkins.

DOOR'-POSTJ n. The post of a door.

DooR'-STLL,* n. A piece of timber at the foot of a door
;

threshold. Johnson.

DOOR'STEAD, n. Entrance or place of a door. Warburton.

DOQ'UET, (dok'et) TI. See DOCKET.
DOR, v. a. See DORR.

DOR,* n. The clock-beetle
;
a buzzing insect that flies in the

night. Crabb.

DO-RA'DO,* n. [Sp., gilt.] A large, voracious, beautiful

fish, of the spinous kind
; sword-fish : a southern con-

stellation. Scott.

DO-REE', orDS'REE, [do-re', Ja. Wb. Todd; dS're, Sm.] .

[dorce, Fr.] A fish having yellow or gilt sides, commonly
called John Dory.

DO'RI-AN,* n. A native of Doris. P. Cyc.

DO'RI-AN, a. [dorien, Fr.l Relating to Doris orDoria
;
Doric.

DOR'IC, a. Relating to Doris; noting the most ancient of
the Grecian orders of architecture, invented by the Do-
rians.

DOR'I-CIM, n. A Doric phrase or idiom. Boyle.
DO'RISM,* n. Same as Doricism.

DOR'MAN-CY, n. Quiescence ; sleep. Bp. Horsley.
DOR'MANT, a. [dormant, Fr.] Being asleep or in a sleeping
posture ; sleeping ; quiescent ; not enforced

; private ;

not public ;
concealed ; not divulged ; leaning.

DOR'MANT, n. A large beam
;
a sleeper ; dormer. Fairfax.

DOR'MER, n. (Arch.) A large beam; a dormant: a win-
dow set in the roof or sloping side of a house. Francis.

DOR'MER-WlN'oow,* n. (Arch.) A window made in the
roof of a house. Smart.

DoR'Mi-TlvE, TI. [dormio, L.] (Med.) A soporific medi-
cine

;
an opiate.

DoR'MI-TtvE,* a. Causing sleep ;
somniferous. Perry.

DOR'MI-TO-RY, n. A large sleeping apartment capable of

containing many beds
;
a place to sleep in. Bp. Hall. A

burial-place. Ayliffe.

DoR'MoOsE, n. A small animal which passes a large part
of the winter in a state of torpor.

DORN, TI. [dorn, Germ.] A fish
;
the thornback.

DOR'NQC, or DOR'NIC, n. A stout, figured linen cloth
;
also

linsey-woolsey.
fDoRP, n. [dorp, Teut.] A small village. Dryden.
fDoRR, v. a. [tor, Teut.] To deafen or stupefy with noise.

Hales.

DORR, TI. A buzzing insect; the clock-beetle. See DOR.
Browne. _

DORR'BEE-TLE,* n. A buzzing insect
;
the dorr. Goldsmith.

fDoRR'ER, n. A drone. Robinson.

DORR'FLY,* n. An insect; the cockchafer. Milton.

DORR'HAWK,* n. A bird ;
called also the goatsucker. Pen-

nant.

DOR'RQCK,* n. A stout, figured linen, made at Dorrock, in

Scotland, and used for table-cloths, &c. W. Ency.
DOR'SAL, a. Belonging to or growing on the back.

fDoR'SALE,* n. A kind of old tapestry; dorsel. Ash.

JDORSE, TI. A canopy. Sutton.

DOR'SEL, n. [dorsale, L.] A pannier for a beast of burden.
Scott.' A kind of woollen stuff; a rich canopy ;

the cur-
tain of a chair of state. Ash.

DOR'SER, n. A pannier ;
a dorsel. Beaum. Sf Fl.

DoR-si-BRXN'jem-ATE,* n. (Ent.) An order of annelli-

dans or red-blooded worms. Brande.

DoR-slF'ER-oDs, ) ( [dorsum fero, L.] ) (Bot.) Bearing
DoR-stp'A-ROUS, \

"
/ [dorsum pario, L.] )

or producing
seeds on the back of the leaves.

DOR' SUM, n. [L.] The back; a ridge of a hill/ Walton.

fDoRT'vRE, (dbrt'yur) n. A dormitory. Bacon.

DO'RY, n. A fish. See DOREE.
DO'RY,* n. The name of a small boat. Ch. Brown.

DOSE, n. [<$<J<nf.] That which is given at one time, as a

quantity of medicine ; any thing nauseous, or given as a
dose.

DOSE, v. a. [i. DOSED
; pp. DOSING, DOSED.] To proportion

a medicine properly; to give physic or any thing nau-
seous.

Do'sis, n. [<Jo<m.] A dose. Dr. Jackson. [R.]

DO-SOL'O-^Y,* n. A treatise on doses of medicine. Row-
botham.

Doss,* v. a. To attack with the horn ;
to toss. Farm. Ency.

{Local, England.]
DOS'SER, n. [dossier, Fr.] A basket

;
a pannier. B. Jonson.

See DORSER.

DOS'SIL, TI. [dosil, old Fr.] (Med.) A pledget ;
a nodule or

lump of lint, to be laid on a sore. Wiseman.

DOST, (dust) [dust, S. W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. .- sometimes

pronounced ddst.] v. The second person sing, from Do.
See Do.

DOT, n. A small point or spot ;
a period.

DOT, v. a. [i. DOTTED ; pp. DOTTING, DOTTED.] To mark with

specks. Burke.

DOT, v. TI. To make dots, spots, or points.

DO'TA<^E, n. Imbecility of mind
;
excessive fondness.

Do'TAL, a. [dotalis, L.] Given as a portion or dower.

Dotal property, (Law) property which a wife brings to a
husband. Garth.
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fDo'TANT,* TO. A doter

;
a dotard. Shak.

DO'TARD, n. One whose intellect is impaired by age.

Dd'TARD-LY, ad. Like a dotard
; stupid. More.

DQ-TA'TION, n. [dotatio, L.] Act of endowing; an endow-
ment.

DOTE, v. n.
[i.

DOTED ;pp. DOTING, DOTED.] To exhibit the
weakness of age, passion, or fondness ;

to be in love to

extremity. To dote upon, to regard with excessive fond-
ness.

IDoT'ED, a. Stupid. Spenser.

DOT'ER, n. One who dotes or dotes upon.
fDoTES * n. [L.] pi. Natural endowments. B. Jonson.

DOTH,* (duth) [duth, S. W. P. F. Sm. ; doth, Wb.] v. The
third person singular from Do. See Do.

DOT'ING,* p. a. Fond to excess ; foolishly or weakly fond.

DOT'ING-LY, ad. With excessive fondness or weakness.

DOT'ING-NESS,* n. Childishness; excessive fondness.
Scott.

DOT'ISH,* a. Childishly fond
;
weak

; stupid. Scott.

DOT'TARD, n. A tree kept low by cutting. Bacon.

DOT'TED,*P. a. Marked with spots ; spotted.

DOT'TER-EL, n. A bird of various species ;
a foolish bird.

DdV-A-NEER', (do-a-ner') n. [douanier, Fr.] An officer of
customs. Gray.

DotJB'LE, (dub'bl) a. [doulle, Fr.] Two of a sort; being
in pairs ;

twice as much ; twofold ;
of two kinds

;
two

in number
; having the power of two

;
deceitful

; acting
two parts.

DotJB'LE, (dub'bl) ad. Twice over; doubly. Swift.. Double
is much used in composition, generally for doubly, two

ways or twofold.

DotJB'LE, (dub'bl) v. a. [i. DOUBLED ; pp. DOUBLING,
DOUBLED.] To make double

;
to enlarge by addition of

the same quantity ;
to have twice the quantity ;

to re-

peat ;
to add one to another ;

to fold ;
to pass round a

headland.

DOUB'LE, (dub'bl) v. n. To increase to twice the quantity;
to turn back, or wind in running ; to play tricks

;
to use

sleights.

DotJB'LE, (dub'bl) n. Twice the quantity or number; a
turn in running; a trick

;
a shift; a counterpart, as his

or her double.

DOUB'LE-BXR'RELLED,* (dub'bl-bar'reld) a. Having two
barrels. Ed. Rev.

DoOB'LE-BlT'jNG, o. Biting or cutting on either side.

DOUB'LE-BUT'TONED, (dub'bl-but'tnd) a. Having two
rows of buttons. Oay.

DOUB-LE-CHARGE', (dub-bl-ch'arj') v. a. To charge or in-

trust with a double proportion. Shak.

DOUB'LE-DEAL'ER, n. A deceitful, insidious person.

DOUB'LE-DEAL'ING, TO. Artifice
;
dissimulation

;
deceit

;

duplicity ; deception ;
fraud. Shak.

DOUB-LE-DYE', v. a. To dye twice over. Dryden.
DOUB-LE-EDGED', (dub-bl-edjd') a. Having two edges.
DOUBLE-ENTENDRE, (do'bl-an-t'an'dr) TO. [double en-

tente, Fr.] A phrase with a double meaning, the more
hidden being often an indelicate one.

DouB-LE-EYED',(dub-bl-Id')a. Of deceitful aspect. Spen-
ser.

DOUB-LE-FACED', (dub-bl-fasf) a. With two faces. Milton.

DOUB'LE-FLOVV'ERED,* (dub'bl-flou'erd) a. Having a
double flower. Smith.

DOUB-LE-FORMED', (dub-bl-fb'rmd') a. Having two forms.

DotjB'LE-FoONT'ED, a. Having two sources. Milton.

DouB'LE-FR6NT'ED,*(dub'bl-frunt'ed) a. Having a double
front. Moore.

DOUB-LE-G!LB', v. a. To gild with double coating.

DOUB'LE-HXND'ED, a. Having two hands. Glanville.

DOUB'LE-HEAD'ED, (dub'bl-hed'ed) a. Having two heads.

DOUB'LE-HEART'ED, a. Having a false heart. Sandys.

DotJB-LE-LocK', v. a. To lock or fasten twice. Tatler.

DOUB'LE-MEAN'ING, a. Having two meanings. Shak.

DOUB'LE-MIND'ED, a. Unsettled; undetermined. James.

DOUB-LE-MOUTHED', (dub-bl-moutfid') a. Having two
mouths.

DOUB'LE-NAT'URED, (dub'bl-nat'yurd) a. Having a two-
fold nature. Young.

DOOB'LE-NESS, (dub'bl-nes) TO. State of being double.

DOUB-LE-PLEA', (dub-bl-ple') n. (Law) A plea in which a
defendant alleges for himself two several matters inde-

pendent of each other, either of which is sufficient in bar
of the plaintiff's action.

DoOB'LE-Q,UAR'REL, (dub'bl-kwor'rel) n. (Eng. law) A
complaint made by a clerk to the archbishop of the prov-
ince, against an inferior ordinary, for delaying justice in

some ecclesiastical matter. Cowel.

DOUB'LER, (dub'bler) TO. One who doubles.

DOUB-LE-SHADE', '(dub-bl-shad') v. a. To double the
natural darkness of the place. Milton.

DOUB'LE-SHIN'JNG, o. Shining with double lustre. Sid-

DOOB'LET, (dub'let) n. A man's garment that folds close

round the body; a waistcoat. pi. DOUBLETS. The
same number on both dice ;

a pair.

DOUB'LE-T&NGUED', (dub'bl-tungd') a. Deceitful. 1 Tim.

DOUB'LING, re._
Act of making double ;

a trick
; a shift.

DotiB'LiNG-NAiL,* n. A nail used to fasten the lining of
the gun ports in a ship. Jlsh.

OtJB-LdON', (dub-Inn^ re. [doublon, Fr.
; doblon, Sp.] A

Spanish coin, being double the value of the pistole.

DofiB'LY, (dub'ble) ad. Twice
; twofold ; deceitfully.

Db&BT, (dbut) v. n. [doubter, old Fr.] [/.DOUBTED; pp.
DOUBTING, DOUBTED.] To question ;

to be in uncertainty ;

to fear ;
to suspect ; to hesitate

;
to demur

;
to waver.

DOUBT, (dbut) v. a. To hold questionable ; to think un-
certain

;
to question ;

to fear
;
to suspect ; to distrust.

DOUBT, (dbut) TO. Unsettled state of mind or opinion ;
un-

certainty of mind
; suspense ;

hesitation
; question ;

scru-

ple ; perplexity ;
irresolution

; suspicion.
DOUBT'A-BLE, (dbut'a-bl) a. That may be doubted.
DOUBT'ER, (dbut'er) n. One who doubts.

DOTJBT'FUL, (dbut'ful) a. Full of doubts
;
dubious

; am-
biguous ; obscure

; questionable ;
uncertain

; equivocal:
precarious.

DOUBT'FUL-LY, (dbut'ful-le) ad. With doubt
; dubiously.

DoOBT'FUL-NESS, (dbul'ful-nes) n. Doubt
; suspense.

DoUBT'lNG, (dbut'ing) TO. Scruple ; hesitation.

DOUBT'ING,* (dbu't'jng) p. a. Cherishing doubt; hesi-

tating.

DOUBT'ING-LY, (dbut'ing-le) ad. In a doubting manner.

DOUBT'LESS, (dbut'les) a. Free from doubt or fear.

DOUBT'LESS, (dbut'les) ad. Without doubt; unquestionably.
DOUBT'LESS-LY, (dbut'les-le) ad. Unquestionably.
Douc,* TO. A monkey found in Cochin-China. Smellie.

jDou'CED, (d6'sed) TO. [doucct, Fr.] A musical instrument.
Chaucer.

fDou'cET, (do'set) n. [doucet, Fr.] A little custard. Cot-

grave.
DOU'CETS, TO. pi. See DOWCETS.
DOUCEUR, (do-sur') [d6-sur', Sm. ; do-s'aur', Ja. ; d&'sar',
K. ; dd'sur', Mavor.] n. [Fr.] Sweetness

;
a lure ; a

present ; a bribe.

DOUCHE,* (dosh) n. [Fr.] A jet or current of water directed

upon some part of the body. Brande.

DOU-CINE',* TO. [Fr.] (Jlrch.) An ornament in a cornice. Crabb.

DoOcK'ER, fduk'er) n. A bird that dips in the water. Ray.
DOUGH, (d5) TO. Paste of bread, cake, or pies, yet un-
baked.

DOUGH'BAKED, (do'bakt) a. Unfinished
;
soft. Donne.

DOUGH'-FACED,* (dS'fast) a. Cowardly; weakly pliable.

Randolph. _
DOUGH'KNEAD-ED, (d5'ned-ed) a. Soft

; capable of being
kneaded like dough. Milton.

DOUGH'NUT,* (d5'nut) n. A piece of pastry fried or boiled

in lard. Parkes.

DOUGH'TI-LY,* (dbu'te-le) ad. In a doughty manner. Fox.

DOUGH'TI-NESS, (dbu'te-nes) re. Valor; bravery.

DOUGH'TY, (dbu'te) a. Brave; valiant; noble; able;
strong. Now chiefly used ironically.

DOUGH'TY-HXND-ED,* a. Powerful ; strong. Shak.

DOUGH'Y, (do'e) a. Soft like dough ;
soft. SAafc.

DOUM,* TO. An African plant or tree. Hamilton.

DOUSE, v. a. [6vaif.] [i. DOUSED; pp. DOUSING, DOUSED.]
To put overhead suddenly in the water. (JVouL) To
lower or slacken suddenly, as the sails.

DOUSE, B. TO. To fall suddenly into the water. Hudibras.

DOUSE, v. a. To strike. See DOWSE.

jDpUT. v. a. [To do out.] To put out. Skak.

JDbUT'ER, TO. An extinguisher for a candle. Ray.
Doux,*' (do) a. [Fr.] (Mus.) Noting a soft and sweet
manner. Crabb. ^

DOVE, (duv) TO. A species of pigeon ;
a domesticated or

tame pigeon.
D6vE'-C6T, (diiv'kot) re. A cage for doves or pigeons.
D6VE'-DRAWN,* a. Drawn by doves. Shak.

DOVE'-EYED,* (duv'id) a. Having eyes like those of a
dove. Fenton.

DovE'-HbusE, (diiv'hbus) TO. A house or cage for doves.

DOVE'LIJT,* TO. A little dove
;
a young dove. Booth.

DovE'LlKE, (duv'llk) a. Resembling a dove. Milton.

D6vE'FOOT,* (duvz'fut) n. A species of geranium.
Smart.

D6vE'sHlp, TO. The quality of a dove. Bp. Hall.

DOVE'TAIL, (duv'tal) re. A joint used by carpenters, formed

by shaping the extremity of one board like a dove's tail

spread, to be let into a corresponding indentation of an-

other board, so as to join them.

DOVE'TAIL,* v. a. [i. DOVETAILED; pp. DOVETAILING,
DOVETAILED.] To join completely by means of dove-

tails. Loudon.

DSVE'TAILED, (duv'tald) a. Fastened in a dovetail way.
D6vE'TAiL-lNG,* n. The method of joining by dove-

tails. Jlsh.
'

D6v'|SH, a. Having the innocence of a dove. [R.]

Dbwj* ra. A large Arabian boat. Ed. Rev.

Dbw'A-BLE, a. Entitled to dower ;
that may be endowed

Dbw'A-GER, n. [douairitre, Fr.] A widow possessed of a

dower from a deceased husband; a widow who has
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property of her own brought by her to her husband, and
settled on herself after his decease

;
a widow lady.

DOW'CETS, n. pi. The testicles of a hart or stag. B. Jon-
son.

Dow'oy, w. An awkward, ill-dressed woman. Shak.

DOW^DY, a. Awkward and ill-dressed. Gay.
DoW'DY-ISH,* a. Like a dowdy j awkward ; ill-dressed.

DOW'EL,* n. A pin of wood or iron used for fastening
pieces of timber together, or for connecting the joints of

boards, or the fellies of wheels. Francis.

Dow'EL,* v. a.
[i. DOWELLED ; pp. DOWELLING, DOWELLED.]

To fasten with pins of iron or wood; to unite with
tenons. London.

DOW'ER, (ddu'er) n. [douaire, Fr.] (Law) The portion
which a widow has of the lands and tenements of her
husband after his decease

;
that which a wife brings to

her husband in marriage.
DOW'ERED, (dbu'erd) a. Having a dower. Shak.

DOW'ER-LESS, a.' Wanting a fortune; unportioned.
Shak.

DOW'ER-Y, n. A marriage portion brought by a wife to

her husband ; dower. See DOWER.
DOW'LAS, TI. A coarse Irish linen for shirts.

A feather. Shak.

DOWN, n. [duun, Danish.] Soft feathers
;
soft wool, or

tender hair
;
the soft fibres of plants which wing the

seeds ; any thing that gives repose : a large, open plain,
or a flat on the top of a hill ;

a sand-bank. pi. DOWNS.
Ridges of high land, such as lie along the coasts of
Essex and Sussex, in England ; hence roads in which
ships lie off these hilly coasts at anchor.

DOWN, a. [fPlain. Fletcher.] Dejected ; as, a down look.

DOWN, prep. Along a descent
;
from a higher place to a

lower
;
from the source, as of a river towards its mouth.

Do^N, ad. On the ground ; tending to the ground or from

higher to lower; from former to latter times; out of

sight ; below the horizon ; to a total subjection ;
into

disgrace. Up and down, here and there, ramblingly.
Down in the mouth, dispirited ; dejected. Forby. [Vul-

gar.]
DOWN, interj. An exhortation to destruction or demoli-

tion
; as,

" Down with them." Shak.

fDowN, v. n. To pass ;
to be current ;

to descend. Locke.

fDowN, v. a. To knock ; to subdue ; to conquer. Sid-

ney.

DowN'-BED, n. A bed of down. Marquis of Halifax.

fDowN'cisT, n. Sadness; melancholy look. Beaum. fy

Fl.

DowN'cisT, a. Bent down
;
directed to the ground ;

de-

jected.

DOWN'ED, a. Furnished or stuffed with down. Young.
DoWN'FALL, n. Ruin

; calamity ;
a sudden fall

; destruc-
tion.

DOWN'FALLEN, (dbun'faln) a. Ruined ; fallen. Shak.

+DOWN-GYVED', (dbun-jivd') a. Hanging down like the
loose cincture which confines fetters round the ankles.
Shak.

DOWN'HAWL,* v. a. (JVaut.) To pull down. Ash.

DOWN'HAWL,* n. (Naut.) A rope tied to the upper corner
of the sail to pull it down. Ash.

DOWN'HEART-ED, a. Dejected ; spiritless.

DOWN'HILL, TI. Declivity ;
descent. Dryden.

DOWN'HILL, a. Declivous
; descending. Consrreve.

DOWN'I-NESS,* n. The quality of being downy. Booth.

DOWN'LESS,* a. Having no down. Richardson.

DOWN'LOOKED, (doun'lokt) a. Appearing sad.

DOWN'LY-ING, a. About to lie in or lie down.
DOWN'LY-JNG, 71. Act of lying down ; bed-time.

DowN'RlGHT, (dbun'nt) a. Plain; open; direct; blunt.

DOWN'RIGHT, (dbun'rit) ad. Plainly ; truly ; directly.

tD6wN'RlGHT-LY, (dbun'rlt-le) ad. Downright. Bar-
row.

DOWN'RIGHT-NESS, n. Honest or plain dealing. Todd.

DOWN'ROP-ING,* a. Distilling downwards. Shak.

DOWN'-SHARE,* n. A breast-plough to pare off turf on
downs. London.

DowN'si'T-TiNG, n. Rest; repose. Psalm cxxxix.

tpowN'STEEp-Y, a. Having a great declivity. Florlo.

DOWN'TROD, a. Downtrodden. Shak.

DOWN'TROD-DEN, (dbun'trod-dn) a. Trodden under foot;

trampled upon. MUton.

DOWN'WARD, a. Moving on a declivity ; tending to the

ground ;
declivous

; bending ; depressed ; dejected.

DOWN'WARD, ) ad. Towards the centre
;
in a descending

DOWN'WARD^, \ course ;
from a higher situation to a

lower
;
in the course of successive or lineal descent.

DOWN'WEED, n. Cottonweed. Barret.

DOVVN'Y, a. Covered with or made of down
;
soft

;
ten-

der.

fDowRE, (dour) n. [douaire, Fr.] Dower. Spenser. See
DOWER.

Dcnv'RESS,* n. (Law) A woman entitled to dower. Bou-

DOW'RY, 7i. Same as dower or dowery. Dryden. See
DOWER.

DOWSE, v. a. To give a blow on the face. Bailey. [R.]
DO\VSE,* n. A slap on the face. Smart. [Vulgar.]
fDowST, n. A stroke

;
a dowse. Beaum. <$

FL
DOX-O-LOG'I-CAL, a. Relating to or containing a dox-

ology.

Dox-6L'Q-GizE,* v. a. To praise by using doxologies.
Ash. [R.]

D<?x-oL'o-GY, (di?ks-ol'o-je) TI. [<$j and \6yo S .] A form
of praise or glorification said or sung in divine service,
commonly at the close of a prayer, psalm, or hymn.

Dox'Y, n. A prostitute ;
a loose wench. Shak.

DOZE, v. n.
[i.

DOZED
; pp. DOZING, DOZED.] To slumber;

to be half asleep ;
to drowse

; to live in a state of drow
si ness.

DOZE, v. a. To stupefy; to dull. Clarendon. [R.]
DOZE,* n. A light sleep ;

a slumber. Perry.
DOZ'EN, (duz'zn) 71.. [douzaine, Fr.] pi. DOZEN or DOZ-
ENS. The number of twelve. $/= It is a noun plural of

number; as, ''one dozen, ten dozen." The plural form
of dozens is rarely used.

DOZ'EN,* (duz'zn) a. Twelve
;
twice six. Raleigh

DOZ'ER * n. One who dozes. Smart.

DO'ZI-NESS, re. State of being dozy. Locke.

DOZ'ING, n. Sluggishness. Ld. Chesterfield.

Do'ZY, a. Sleepy ; drowsy. Dryden.
DRAB, n. A strumpet ;

a slut. A thick woollen cloth,
of a dun or dull brown color. Shak.

DRAB, v. n. To associate with strumpets. Beaum. &f

Fl.

DRAB,* a. Of the color of drab; dull brown. Smart.

DRAB'BER,* n. One who keeps company with drabs.

Massinger.
DRXB'BING, n. Act of keeping company with drabs.

DRAB'BISH,* a. Having the quality of a drab. Richard-
son.

DRXB'BLE, v. a. To draggle ;
to trail or draw upon the

wet ground, as the skirts of a garment. Hunter.

DRAB'-COL-OR,* n. The color of fuller's earth. Sterne.

DRXB'LER, n. (JVaztt.) An additional part of a sail laced
to the bottom of the bonnet on a square sail. Crabb.

DRA-CJE'NA,* 71. (Bot.) A genus of endogenous plants.
P. Cyc.

DRA'CANTH,* #. A gum, called also gum tragacanth.
Booth.

DRXcHM, (dram) n. [drachma, L.] A Greek silver coin of
small value

;
a Greek weight. See DRACHMA. In our

system of weights, the 8th part of an ounce troy ; also

the 16th part of an ounce avoirdupois. See DRAM.
DRApH'MA,* n. [tfHWIt Gr.

; drachma, L.] pi. DRAGS'M& ; [Eng. DRApn'MA$. Shak.] A Grecian coin of
small value; a Greek weight equal to 2 dwt. 7 gr. troy :

drachm. Sliak. See DRACHM.
DRA-CI'NA,* n. (Chem.) The coloring matter of dragon's

blood ; draconine. P. Cyc.
DRA'co* TI. [L.] The Dragon, a constellation. Ains-

worth.

DRA-CO'NINE,* n. The coloring matter of dragon's blood,
called also dracina. Brande.

DRA-CON'TIC,* a. Noting the tims in which the moon
performs one revolution from her ascending node to her
return thither. Crabb.

DRA-c6N'T|NE,*a. Belonging to a dragon. Southey.

DRA-CUN'CV-LUS, n. [L.]"pi. DRACUNCULI. A worm;
a plant.

fDRAD, a. Terrible; formidable; dread. Spenser.

|DRAD, pret. of Dread. Feared. Spenser.

DRAFF, n. Refuse
;
lees ; dregs of a fluid

; sweepings.
DRAFF'ISH, a. Worthless; draffy. Bale.

DRiFF'-TDB,* 71. A tub or vessel for holding wash for

pigs. Ash.

DRAFF'Y, . Worthless; dreggy. Beaum. fy Fl.

DRAFT,
'

n. A drawing; a bill; a portion of men drawn
from an army ;

an order or check for money ; money
drawn from a bank by a check ; a plan drawn.
In most senses, commonly written draught. See
DRAUGHT.

DRAFT,* v. a. [i. DRAFTED
; pp. DRAFTING, DRAFTED.]

To draw out
;

to call forth
;

to detach. Addison.

DRiFTS'MAN,* n. One who makes a draft. See DRAUGHTS-
MAN.

DRAG, v. a. [i. DRAGGED ; pp. DRAGGING, DRAGGED.] To
pull along by force

; to draw heavily along ;
to pull

about with violence ; to pull ;
to haul

;
to tug.

DRXG, v. n. To hang so low as to trail upon the ground.

DRAG, n. A net drawn along the bottom of the water ;
a

dragnet; an instrument with books to catch hold of

things under water
;
a kind of car drawn by the hand ;

a
small sledge to lock a carriage wheel in descending a
hill

;
a plank sledge or vehicle for drawing stones.

DRAG'GLE, (drag'gl) v. a. [i.
DRAGGLED ; pp. DRAGGLING,

DRAGGLED.] To make dirty by dragging on the ground ;

to drabble. Gay.
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DRXG'GLE, (drag'gl) v. n. To grow dirty by dragging.
DRXG'GLE-TAIL, n. A sluttish woman. Sherwood.

DRXG'GLE-TAILED,* a. Untidy ; draggling on the ground.
Moor.

DRXG'MAN, n. A fisherman who uses a dragnet. Hale.

DRAG'NET, n. A net drawn along the bottom of the
water.

DRXG'o-MXN, n. \trukeman, Turk.] pi. DRX&'O-MXN.
An interpreter in Turkey and other Eastern countries.

DRAG'QN, n. [draco, L.
; dragon, Fr.] An imaginary

winged serpent, much celebrated in the romances of the
middle ages ;

a fiery, shooting meteor: a fierce, violent
man or woman : a constellation near the north pole :

a plant. (Zool.~) A kind of lizard or saurian rep-
tile found in the East Indies.

DRAG'QN,* a. Like a dragon ;
fierce

;
formidable. Mil-

ton.

DRAG-ON-ADE',*n. [Fr.] Dragoonade. Seward.

DRXG'QN-BEAM,* n. (Arch.) A horizontal piece of timber
on which the hip or angle rafters of a roof pitch.
Brande.

DRXG'ON-ESS,* n. A female dragon. Chapman.
DRXG-Q-NET', n. A little dragon. Spenser.

DRXG'QN-FLY, n. A fierce stinging fly. Bacon.

DRXG'ON-ISH, a. Having the form of a dragon. Shak.

DRXG'ON-LIKE, a. Furious
; fiery. Shak.

DRXG'ON-BLOOD, (drag'unz-blud) n. A resin obtained
from the palm calamus.

DRXG'ON$-HEAD, (drag'unz-hed) n. A perennial plant.

DRXG'QN-SHELL,* n. A'species of patella. Jlsli.

DRXG'QN-TREE, n. The calamus
;
a species of palm.

DRA-GOON', n. [draconarius, L.
; dragon, Fr.] A soldier

or musketeer who serves on horseback or on foot as
occasion may require ;

a species of cavalry. A variety
of pigeon.

DRA-GOON', v. a. [i. DRAGOONED; pp. DRAGOONING, DRA-

GOONED.] To give up to the rage of soldiers
;
to enslave

by soldiersj to compel or subdue by violent measures.

DRXG-OON-ADE', n. Act of dragooning; an abandonment
of a place to the rage of soldiers. Burnet.

DRA-GOON'ER,* n. One of a company of dragoons. Clar-
endon.

DRXG'MXN,* n. One who manages a drag. Sir G.
Head.

,
v. a. To draw

;
to drag ; to trail. More.

,
v. n. To draggle. South.

DRAIN, v. a. [i. DRAINED; pp. DRAINING, DRAINED.] To
filter

;
to draw off gradually ;

to empty by drawing
gradually away ;

to make quite dry ; to exhaust
; to ex-

pend.
DRAIN, n. A channel for water

; a watercourse
;
a sink.

DRAIN'A-BLE, a. Capable of being drained. Sherwood.

DRAIN'AGE,* n. The act or art of draining. Ed. Rev.

DRAIN'ER,* n. One who drains
;

a sort of strainer. W.
Ency.

DRAINING,* n. The act of making drains, or of carrying
off water.

DRAKE, n. The male of the duck : a small piece of artil-

lery, corrupted from draco, a dragon.
DRXM, ?t. [drachma, L.] In weight, the 16th part of an
ounce avoirdupois ; the 8th of an ounce troy ;

a drachm :

an indefinitely small quantity: such a quantity of spir-
ituous liquor as is usually drunk at once

; spirits ;
dis-

tilled liquor.

DRXM, v. n. To drink drams. [Vulgar.]
DRA'MA, or DRXM'A, [dra'ma, S. F. ; dra'ma, P. Ja. K.

Wb. ; dra'mst or dram'a, W. ; dram'a, E. Srn. ; dra'mfi or

dra'ma, K.] n. [Spaua.] A poem accommodated to ac-
tion ; a poem in which the action or narrative is not re-

lated, but represented ;
a tragedy; a comedy ; a play ;

a
theatrical entertainment.

DRA-MXT'IC,
j
a. Relating to, or having the form of a

DRA-MAT'I-CAL, \
drama ; represented by action.

DRA-MXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a dramatic manner.
DRAM'A-Tls PER-SO'NJE* n. pi. [L.] The characters or

persons represented in a drama. Johnson.

DRXM'A-TIST, n. A writer of dramas or plays.
DRXM'A-TIZE,* v. a. [i. DRAMATIZED

; pp. DRAMATIZING,
DRAMATIZED.] To adapt to scenical representation; to

give the form of a drama to. Knight.
DRXM'A-TUR-GY,* n. [<Jpdjua and tpyov.] The science or

art of dramatic poetry and representation. Brande.

DRAM'-CiJP,* n. A cup or vessel to hold drams. Swift.

DRXM'-DRINK-ER, n. One who drinks drams. Bp.
Berkeley.

DRXM'-DRfNK-iNG,* n. The practice of drinking drams.
Hawkins.

DRANK, i. from Drink. See DRINK.

DRANK,* n. A name for the wild oats which infest corn.
Crabb.

tDRAPE, v. n. [drap, Fr.]
To make cloth

;
to jeer. Bacon.

URAP'ER, n. One who deals in cloth. Boyle.

DRA'PER-IED,* (dra'per-jd) a. Furnished with drapery.
Sir 6?. Temple.

DRA'PER-Y, n. [draperie, Fr.] Cloth-work , the trade of

making cloth; cloth; woollen stuffs. (Sculpture &.

Painting) The representations of dress, curtains, and
hangings.

fDRA'PET, n. Cloth
; coverlet. Spenser.

DRXS'TIC, a. [opdariKos.] (Med.) Powerful; active, as a
cathartic.

DRXS'TICS,* n. pi. (Med.) Medicines which speedily and
effectually purge. Crabb.

DRAuGH, (drif) n. Refuse; swill; draff. Shak. See
DRAFF.

DRAUGHT, (drift) n. The act of drawing out, or drawing
up, liquids in drinking; a quantity of liquor drunk at
once

;
the act of drawing carriages ;

the state of being
drawn

; delineation ; sketch
; outline, plan, or scheme

written
;
a picture drawn

; the act of sweeping with a
net; the quantity of fishes taken by once drawing the
net

;
a sink

;
a drain ; a Jakes ; the depth of the lowest

point of a ship, or the depth which a vessel draws, or
sinks in the water. In some senses it is commonly
written draft. See DRAFT.

DRAUGHT, (drift) v. a. To draw out Addison. See
DRAFT. ,

DRAUGHT,* (drift) a. Used for drawing, as " a draught
horse "

: drawn out in small quantities, as "
draught

cider." Ash._
DRAUGHT'-BOARD,* n. A checkered board for playing

draughts. Maunder.

DRAUGHT'-COM'PASS-ES,* n. pi. Compasses which are

provided with several movable points to make fine

draughts in architecture, &c. Crabb.

DRAUGHT'-HOOK,* (drift'huk) n. A large iron hook fixed
on the cheek of a gun-carriage, there being two on each
side. Crabb.

DRAUGHT'-HORSE, n. A horse for drawing burdens.
Smollett.

DRAUGHT'-HOUSE, (drift'hbus) n. A house in which
filth is deposited. 2 Kings x.

DRAUGHT'-NET,* (drift?net) n. A net for catching fish.

Drayton.
DRAUGHTS,* (drifts) n. pi. A kind of game, played on a
checkered board. Johnson. In the United States com-
monly called checkers.

DRAUGHTSMAN, (drifts'man) n. One who draws plead-
ings, writings, pictures, plans, or maps.

DRAuGHTs'MAN-SHlp,* n. The office or work of a
draughtsman. Sir J. Herschel.

fDRAVE, i. from Drive. Drove. See DRIVE.

DRAW, v. a. [i. DREW ; pp. DRAWING, DRAWN.] To pull

along ; to pull or move forward by the application of
force in advance

; to extend, as a line, by the motion of a

pen or pencil ;
to extend lengthwise by any means; to

haul
;
to tug ;

to drag ;
to attract

; to suck
;
to unsheathe

;

to win
;
to extract

;
to withdraw ; to eviscerate

;
to de-

rive ; to allure
;
to delineate, To draw in, to contract

;

to inveigle. To draw off, to extract by distillation
;
to

drain out by a vent
;
to abstract. To draw on, to occa-

sion
;

to invite
;

to approach ;
to demand payment by

order. To draw over, to induce to change a party. To
draw out, to protract; to lengthen; to beat out; to ex-
tract ; to pump out by insinuation ; to induce by motive

;

to call to action
;
to range in battle. To draw up, to

form in order of battle
;
to form in writing.

DRAW, v. n. To pull ; to shrink
;
to advance ; to move

;
to

irritate, as a blister
;
to practise the art of delineation.

DRAW, n. The act of drawing ; something drawn
;
the lot

or chance drawn.

DRAW'A-BLE, a. Capable of being drawn. More.

DRAw'BAcK, n. Any loss of advantage, or reduction from
a step gained. ( Com.} A return of duties on exporta-
tion, which had been paid on the goods when imported.

DRAW'BRIDGE, n. Abridge made to be lifted up, to hinder
or admit communication at pleasure. Carew.

DRAW'cXN-siR,* n. A blustering bully. Addison.
DRAW'-CDT.* n. A single cut with a knife in a plant, &c.
London.

DRAW-EE', n. One on whom a bill of exchange is drawn.

DRAW'ER, n. One who draws something; that which at-

tracts : that which is drawn out, as one of a set of boxes
in a bureau or case.

DRlw'ER, n. pi. The under part of the dress of the
lower limbs. Johnson.

DRAW'JGEAR,* n. Furniture or harness for cart-horses.

Crabb.

DRAW'ING, n. Delineation
; representation. Pope.

DRAw'JNG-MAs'TER,* n. One who teaches drawing
More.'

DRAW'ING-PEN,* n. A pen used in drawing lines. Ash.

DRAw'iNG-R66M, n. A room for the reception of com-
pany.

DRlWL, V. n. [i. DRAWLED ; pp. DRAWLING, DRAWLED.] To
utter any thing in a slow, drivelling way. Bp. Hall.

DRAWL, v. a. To drag out in a tiresome manner. Idler.

DRAWL, n. A tiresome, lingering tone of voice. Mason.
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DRAWL'ING,* p. a. Uttering in a slow or drivelling man-
ner.

DRAWL'ING-NESS,* n. A protracted manner of speaking.
Bailey.

DRAWN, p. from Draw. See DRAW.
DRAWN'-BAT-TLE,* n. A battle in which both parties

claim the victory, or retire upon equal terms. Crabb.

DRAW'NET,* n. A net for catching the larger sort of birds.

Crabb.

DRAW'WELL, n. A deep well. Grew.

DRAY, n. A low cart or carriage ;
a car

;
a dray-cart.

DRAY'-CART, n. A low cart for drawing heavy loads.

DRAY'-HdRSE, n. A horse which draws a dray. Taller.

DRAY'MAN, n. ; pi. DRAYMEN. One who drives a dray.
DRAY'-PLOUGH, (-plbu) n. A sort of plough. Mortimer.

fDRiz'EL, (draz'zl) n. A worthless wretch. Hudibras.

DREAD, (dred) n. Habitual fear
; fear mingled with awe

;

terror
;
the person or thing feared.

DREAD, a. Terrible
;
awful

;
venerable in a high degree.

DREAD, (dred) v. a.
[i. DREADED ; pp. DREADING, DREADED.]

To regard with great fear, terror, or aversion ; to fear in

an excessive degree.
DREAD, v. n. To be in great fear. Deut. i.

tDREAD'A-BLE, a. That may be dreaded or feared.

DREAD'-BOLT-ED,* a. Having a dreadful bolt. Sfiak.

DREAD'ER, n. One who dreads. Swift.

DREAD'FOL, a. Terrible; frightful ;
terrific

;
horrible

; dire-

ful
;
awful

;
venerable.

DREAD'FUL-LV, ad. In a dreadful manner. Dryden.
DREAD'FOL-NESS, n. duality of being dreadful.

DREAD'LESS, a. Fearless; intrepid. Milton.

DREAD'LESS-NESS, n. Fearlessness. Sidney.

DREAD'NAUGHT,* (dred'nawt) n. A thick cloth with a

lo_ng pile. W. Ency.
DREAM, (drem) n. A series of thoughts, or train of ideas,
which occupy the mind during sleep ;

a revery 5
an idle

fancy ;
a wild conceit.

DREAM, (drem) v. n.
[i. DREAMED, DREAMT;^. DREAMING,

DREAMED, DREAMT.] To have a series of thoughts, or
train of ideas, in sleep ; to imagine ;

to think idly ; to be

sluggish ;
to idle.

DREAM, v. a. To see in a dream
;
to fancy. Dryden.

DREAM'ER, n. One who dreams; an idle, fanciful man; a

visionary ;
a mope ;

an idler.

DREAM'ER-V,* n. A habit of dreaming or musing. Qw.
Rev.

tDREAM'FUL, a. Full of dreams; dreamy. Huloet.

DREAM'I-NESS,* n. State of being dreamy. Ed. Rev.

DREAM'ING-L, ad. Sluggishly; negligently. Huloet.

DREAM'LESS, a. Free from dreams. Camden.

DREAM'LESS-LY,* ad. In a dreamless manner. Byron.
DREAMT,* i. & p. from Dream. Often used instead of

dreamed. Qu. Rev. See DREAM.
DREAM'Y,* a. Full of dreams

; relating to dreams. Abp.
Whately.

DREAR, (drer) a. Mournful ;
dismal

; gloomy 3 dreary.
Milton.

fDREAR, n. Dread
;
terror. Spenser.

fDREAR'i-HEAD, 71. Horror; dismalness. Spenser.

DREAR'I-LY, ad. In a dreary manner
; dismally. Spenser.

fDREAR'j-MENT, n. Dismalness ;
dread

; terror. Spenser.

DREAR'I-NESS, n. duality of being dreary.

DREAR'Y, (drer'e) a. Drear
; gloomy ;

dismal
;
horrid.

DREDGE, n. A net or drag for taking oysters, &c. : a ma-
chine for clearing canals and rivers : a mixture of oats
and barley sown together.

DREDGE, v. a.
[i.

DREDGED
; pp. DREDGING, DREDGED.] To

gather or take with a dredge ;
to scatter flour on any

thing which is roasting.

DREDGE'-BOX,* ) n. A box used for dredging or scatter-

DRED'ING-BOX,* \ ing flour. Richardson.

DREDGE'MAN,* n. One who fishes for oysters with a

dredge. Crabb.

DREDG'ER, n. One who fishes with a dredge: a box to

dredge meat with.

DREDG'ING,*^. a. Scattering flour; fishing with a dredge.

DRED^'ING-MA-SHINE',* n. A machine for taking up dirt

frojn the bottom of mines, &c. Ure.

fDREE, o. a. To suffer
;
to endure. Ray.

DREE'LITE,* n. (Min.) A sulphate of baryta. Dana.

DRKG'SI-NESS, n. Fulness of dregs or lees.

DREG'J&ISH, a. Foul with lees or dregs. Harvey.
DREG'JSY, a. Containing dregs ; muddy; feculent.

DREGS,
'

n. pi. That which remains after draining ;

sediment, lees, or grounds of liquor ;
dross

;
refuse

;

scum
; recrement

; any thing by which purity is cor-

rupted.

DREIN, (dran) v. n. To drain. Congreve. See DRAIN.

DRENCH, v. a.
[i.

DRENCHED ; pp. DRENCHING, DRENCHED.]
To wet thoroughly ;

to soak
;
to steep ;

to saturate with
drink or moisture

;
to physic violently.

DRENCH, n. A draught ;
a swill

;
a dose of medicine for a

horse or other beast; a strong dose: a drain or chan-
nel.

DRENCH'ER, n. One who drenches.

DRENCH'ING,* n. The act of wetting; a soaking. Smart

JDRENT, p. Drenched. Spenser.
DRESS, v. a. [dresser, Fr.] [i. DRESSED; pp. DRESSING,
DRESSED. DREST is often used.] To clothe

;
to in-

vest with clothes; to invest; to array; to adorn; to

deck
;
to embellish

;
to cover a wound with medicaments ;

to curry ;
to rub

;
to rectify ;

to adjust ;
to trim

;
to fit

;
to

cook or prepare, as food.

DRESS, v. n. To put on clothes
;
to pay particular regard to

dress. Bramston. (Mil.) To adapt one's position, in a
rank of men, to the exact continuity of line.

DRESS, 7i. Clothes
;
clothes worn in assemblies or on cere-

monial occasions
;

attire
; apparel ; habit

; gown ; gar-
ments

;
vesture

;
skill of adjusting dress

; adjustment.
DRESS'ER, n. One who dresses; one who regulates or ad-

justs: the bench in a kitchen on which food is dressed
or utensils placed.

DRESS'ING, n. Act of one who dresses
;
the application

made to a sore or wound
;
manure spread on land

; orna-
ment in a building.

DRESS'ING,* p. a. Furnishing dress
; clothing.

DRESS'ING-GOWN,* 7i. A gown worn while dressing.
Dickens.

DRESS'ING-ROOM, n. A room for dressing in.

DRESS'Y, a. Showy in dress ; fond of dress. Todd.

DREST, i. &, p. from Dress. Often used in poetry and in fa-

miliar style for dressed. See DRESS.

DREW,* (dru) i. from Draw. See DRAW.
DRIB, v. a. To crop ;

to cut off. Dryden. [R.]

DRIB, n. A drop. Swift. [R."

DRIB'BLE, v. n. [from drop.

.1

] [i.DHIBB
DRIBBLED.] To fall in drops ;

to drip ;
to fall weakly and

slowly ;
to proceed slowly ;

to slaver, as a child.

DRIB'BLE, v. a. To throw down in drops. Swift.

DRIB'BLING, n. A falling in drops. Woodward.

DRIB'LET, re. A small sum
;
a small quantity.

DRIED,* (drld) p. a. Made dry ; freed from moisture.

DRI'ER, n. He or that which dries.

DR!FT, n. Impulse ;
force

;
the force or velocity with which

any thing is driven
; any thing driven at random

; any
thing driven or borne along in a body ;

a heap ;
a heap

or body of snow, sand, &c., collected or drifted: ten-

dency ; design ;
aim

; scope. (Min.') The horizontal pas-
sage into a mine. (Scotland} A drove of cattle. ( U. S.)
The act of driving cattle.

DRIFT, v. a. [i. DRIFTED ; pp. DRIFTING, DRIFTED.] To
drive

;
to urge along; to throw together in heaps.

DR!FT, v. n. To form into heaps ; as, the snow drifts; to

float.

DRIFT,* a. Movable or moved by force or currents of water
or air;_as, drift sand, or drift wood. Francl?.

DRIFT'SAIL,* n. (Naut.) A sail used under water to guide
the head of a ship in a storm. Ash.

DRIFT'-WAY, n. A common road for driving cattle. CoweL
The course of a ship when driven by a storm.

DRIFT'-WIND, n. A wind that drifts or drives all before it.

DRIFT'Y,* a. Abounding in or forming drifts. R. Burns.

DRILL, v. a.
[i. DRILLED ;pp. DRILLING, DRILLED.] To pierce

any thing with a drill
;
to perforate ;

to bore
;
to drain

;
to

draw slowly ;
to sow in rows or drills ; to teach or train

soldiers by military exercise.

DRILL, v. n. To flow gently ;
to muster

;
to sow in drills.

DRILL, . An instrument used for boring holes: a small
stream or rill

;
a channel or furrow : a row of grain sowed

by a drill-plough : an ape ;
a baboon : military exercise.

DRILL'-BOX,* n. A box for holding seed and sowing it. Jlsti.

DRILL'-HAR-ROW,* n. A small harrow used between rows
or drills. London.

DR'ILL'ING,* n. The act of using a drill
;
act of sowing

seed with a drill : military exercise : a kind of cotton
or linen cloth.

DRlLL'-PLoOGH,* (dril'plbu) 7i. A plough which digs or

ploughs the earth and sows grain in rows. London.

DRlNK, v. n. [i. DRANK ; pp. DRINKING, DRUNK or DRUNKEN.
Drunk was formerly often used as the preterit, instead of

drank ; and drunken for the participle. Drankis sometimes
used as the participle. Drunken is not now in good use, ex-

cept as an adjective ; as,
" a drunken man."] To swallow

liquors ;
to quench thirst

;
to feast

;
to be entertained

with liquors ;
to drink to excess

;
to imbibe ; to absorb.

To drink to, to salute in drinking; to wish well to in

the act of taking the cup.
DRINK, v. a. To swallow, applied to liquids ;

to suck up ;

to absorb; to take in by an inlet.

DRINK, n. Liquor to be drunk
; beverage ; potion.

DRINK'A-BLE, a. That may be drunk; potable.

DRINK'A-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being drinkable. John-

son.

DRlNK'ER, 7i. One who drinks
;
a drunkard.

DRlNK'iNG, n. Act of drinking or quenching thirst
;
a fes-

tival; the habit of drinking strong liquors to excess.

DR!NK'ING,* p. a. Swallowing drink ;
used for drink or

drinking.
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DRlNK'iNG-BouT,* n. A convivial revelry. Covyper.

DRYNK'iNG-GLAss,* n. A glass to drink from. Pennant.

DRINK/ING-HORN, n. A drinking-cup made of a horn.

DRiNK'iNG-HoOsE, n. A house to drink in
;
an ale-house.

DRINK/LESS, a. Without drink. Chaucer.

DRiNK'-M6N-EY, n. Money given to buy liquor. Arbuthnot.

DRINK'-OF'FER-ING,* n. A Jewish offering of wine, &c.
Jeremiah.

DRfP, v. n. [i. DRIPPED ; pp. DRIPPING, DRIPPED.] To fall in

drops ;
to have drops falling from it

;
to dribble.

DR/P, v. a. To let fall in drops ;
to drop fat in roasting.

DRIP, n. That which falls in drops ; dripping ;
that from

which water drips ;
the edge of a roof. (Arch.) A pro-

jecting cornice
;
a coping-stone.

DRfp'pjNG, n. Act of falling in drops ;
the fat collected

from roast meat.

DRfp'PlNG,* p. a. Falling in drops ; dropping.
DRIP'PING-PAN, n. The pan in which the drippings are

caught.
fDRip'pLE, a. Weak or rare. Fairfax.

DRIVE, v. a. [i. DROVE; pp. DRIVING, DRIVEN. Drave,
formerly used as the preterit, is now obsolete.] To impel
or urge forward or away ;

to push forward
;

to force

along; to impel ;
to send by force; to chase ; to hunt; to

guide and regulate a carriage ;
to convey animals under

guidance ; to carry on
;
to exercise

;
to purify by motion.

To drive out, to expel.

DRIVE, v. n. To go as by external impulse; to rush with
violence

;
to pass in a carriage ; to tend to, as the end

; to

aim
; to strike at with fury.

DRIVE, n. Passage in a carriage; a course on which car-

riages are driven.

DRlv'EL, (driv'vl) v. n. [i. DRIVELLED ; pp. DRIVELLING,
DRIVELLED.] To slaver

;
to let the spittle fall, like a child,

an idiot, or a dotard
;
to be weak or foolish

;
to dote.

DRtv'EL, (driv'vl) ?i. Slaver; an idiot; a driveller.

DRlv'EL-LER, (driv'vl-er) n. A fool
;
an idiot

;
a dotard.

DRlv'EL-LfNG,*p. a. Slavering; doting; playing the fool.

DRlv'EL-LlNG,* 7i. The act of one who drivels; folly.

DRlv'EN, (driv'vn)p. from Drive. See DRIVE.

DRlv'ER, n. He or that which drives; a coachman ; a car-

man
;
a charioteer.

DRIV'JNG, n. The act of impelling ; tendency.
DRIV'ING,* p. a. Impelling ; urging forward

; forcing.

DRtz'ZLE, (driz'zl) v. a. [driselen, Ger.] [i. DRIZZLED ; pp.
DRIZZLING, DRIZZLED.] To shed in small, slow drops, as
winter rains.

DRlz'zLE, v. n. To fall in small, slow drops. Spenser.
DRIZ'ZLE, n. A small rain ;

mizzle
;
mist.

DRfz'ZLiNG, n. A slow drop or dropping. Bale.

DRlfz'ZLiNG,* p. a. Falling in small or slow drops.
DRlz'ZLY, (driz'le) a. Shedding small rain. Dryden.
DROG'Q-MAN,* n. An interpreter. P. Cyc. See DRAGOMAN.
tDRolL, 7i. A slave

;
a drone

;
a drudge. Beaum. fy Fl.

DRO!L, v. n. To work sluggishly ; to plod. Milton. [R.]

DROIT,* n. [Fr/| (Law) A writ of right ;
the highest kind

of writ. Tomlins,
DROITS OF AD'MI-RAL-TY,* n. pi. Perquisites attached to

the office of admiral or of lord high-admiral in England.
P. Cyc.

DROiTZSCHKA,*n. A Russian four-wheeled pleasure car-

riage. W. Ency. See DROSKY.

DROLL, (drol) n. A jester ;
a buffoon

;
a farce. Swift.

DROLL,* a. Ludicrous
; queer ; laughable ; ridiculous

;

strange ;
odd

;
farcical

;
comical. Perry.

DROLL, v. n. To jest ;
to play the buffoon. Glanvillc. [R.]

(DROLL, v. a. To cheat
;
to trick. L'Estrange.

DROLL'ER, n. A jester; a buffoon
;
a droll. Glanville.

DROLL'ER-Y, n. Idle jokes; buffoonery; a show.
DROLL'ING, n. Burlesque ;

low wit. Hallywell.

DROLL'ING-LY, ad. In a jesting manner. Goodman.
DROLL'ISH, a. Somewhat droll. Sterne.

DROM'E-DA-RY, [drum'e-da-re, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ; drom'-

e-da-re, S. Sm.] n. [dromcdario, It.] The Arabian and
African camel, having only one hump on the back.

DRONE, n. The male of the honey-bee, which makes no
honey: a sluggard ; an idler: a humming sound or
instrument of humming.

DRONE, v. n.
[i. DRONED ; pp. DRONING, DRONED.] To live

in idleness
;
to dream

;
to give a heavy, dull tone. Dry-

den.

DRONE'-BEE,* n. The male bee. Ash.
DRONE '-FLY,* n. A two-winged insect resembling the

drone-bee. Ash.

DRONE'PIPE,* n. The hum or noise of an insect. Cowper.
DRON'ING, 7i. The act of one who drones. Swift.

DRON'ISH, a. Like a drone ; idle
; sluggish. Knight.

DRdN'lSH-LY,* ad. In a dronish manner. Bailey.
DRON'ISH-NESS, n. The quality of being dronish. Bailey.

DRON'Y,* a. Sluggish ;
like a drone

;
dronish. Dr. Johnson.

DROOL,* v. n. To slaver, as a child
;
to drivel. Holloway.

[Provincial and colloquial.]

DROOP, v. n. [i. DROOPED
; pp. DROOPING, DROOPED.] To

sink or hang down, as by loss of strength, as a plant in

the sun
;
to wither

; to wilt ; to languish with sorrow ;

to faint
;
to grow weak; to be dispirited.

DROOP'JNG,* p. a. Languishing; fainting; withering.
DROP, n. A globule of moisture

;
a very small quantity of

liquor : a diamond hanging in the ear
;
an ear-ring : a

platform on which felons stand, which drops from under
them when executed. Grose. (Arch.) A frustum of a

cone, in the Doric order, used under a triglyph in an arch-
itrave.

DROP, v. a. [i. DROPPED or DROPT
; pp. DROPPING, DROPPED

or DROPT.] To pour in drops ;
to let fall

;
to let go ;

to dis-

miss from the hand
;
to utter slightly or casually ;

to in-
sert indirectly ;

to intermit
; to cease

;
to quit ;

to bedrop.
DROP, v. n. To fall in drops ;

to let drops fall
;
to fall

;
to

die
;
to sink into silence

; to vanish ; to come down
;
to

come unexpectedly. !T0 drop astern, (JVaut.) to retrograde.
DRO'PAX,* n. [L.] (Med.) A medicine to take off the

hair. Ash.

DROP'LET, n. A little drop. Shak.

DROP'PER,* n. He or that which drops. Walton.

DROP'PING, n. Act of falling in drops ;
that which falls in

drops ; that which drops.
DROP'PING-LY, ad. By drops. Huloet.

DROPS,* n. pi. (Med.) Any liquid medicine which is taken
by the measure of drops. Crabb.

DROP'-SE-RENE, TJ, [gutta serena, L.] (Med.) A disease of
the eye ; amaurosis or gutta-sercna.

DROP'SI-CAL, a. Partaking of dropsy ;
diseased with a

dropsy ; tending to a dropsy.
DROP'SI-CAL-NESS,* n. The state of being dropsical. Scott.

DROP'S IEJD, (drSp'sjd) a. Diseased with a dropsy. Shak.

DROP'STONE, n. Spar formed into the shape of drops.
DRSp'SY, 7i. [hydrops, L.] (Med.) A disease from a morbid

collection of water or serous fluid in the body. (Bot.)A disease in succulent plants, from an excess of water.

DROPT,* i. &c.p. from Drop. Often used instead of dropped.
Ed. Rev. See DROP.

DROP'WORT, (-wiirt) n. An aquatic plant of several spe-
cies, perennial and biennial.

DROS'KY,* n. A Russian four-wheeled pleasure-carriage :

corrupted from droitzschka. W. Ency. See DROITZSCHKA.
DRQ-SOM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring the

quantity of dew gathered on any substance in the night.
Hamilton.

DROSS, n. The scum or extraneous matter of metals thrown
off in the process of melting ;

waste matter
;
rust ; refuse ;

leavings ; sweepings.
DROS/SEL, n. See DROTCHEL.
DROSS'I-NESS, n. duality of being drossy ;

rust.

DROSS'LESS,* a. Destitute of dross. Stevens.

DROSS'V, a. Full of dross ; worthless ; foul ; feculent.

fDROTCH'EL, n. An idle wench ; a sluggard. Minsheu.

DROUGHT, (drbut) n. A long continuance of dry weather
;

the effect of dry weather ; dryness ; want of rain
;
thirst

;

want of drink. 9^=
" This word is often pronounced as

if written drouth, but improperly." Walker.

DROOGHT'I-NESS, (drbu'te-nes) n. Want of rain.

DRoOGHT'Y, (drbii'te) a. Wanting rain; thirsty; dry.

DRoOTH, Ti. Want of rain. Bacon. It is written drouth, in-

stead of drought, by some old English writers
; and this

form is still used in some parts of England and Scotland,
and by many persons in the United States. See DROUGHT.

DROVE, M. A number of cattle
;
a collection of animals or

beasts ;
a number of cattle driven on the road

;
a flock of

sheep, or sheep driven : a crowd ;
a tumult.

fDRO'VEN, (dro'vn) p. from Drive. Driven. See DRIVE.

DRO'VER, n. One who drives beasts to market
;
one who

fattens oxen for sale. [A boat. Spenser.]

DRO^'N, v. a. [drunden, Germ.] [i.
DROWNED

; pp. DROWN-
ING, DROWNED.] To destroy by immersing in water; to

suffocate in water
;
to overwhelm in water; to overflow

;

to immerge.
DROWN, v. n. To be suffocated in the water.

DROWNED,* (dround) p. a. Suffocated in water; over-

whelmed.
DROWN'ER, n. He or that which drowns. Jlscham.

DROWN'ING,* n. A. t of suffocating by immersion tinder

water. >. Cyc.

DROWN'ING,* p. a. Suffocating in water ; overwhelming.

DROW'SI-HOOD,* (-hud) n. Drowsiness ; sleepiness. Thom-
son. [R.]

DROW'SJ-LY, ad. In a drowsy manner; sleepily.

DROW'SI-NESS, n. State of being drowsy ; sleepiness.

DROW'S. if,
a. Sleepy ; heavy with sleep ; lethargic ; heavy ;

lulling ; causing sleep ; stupid ;
dull.

DROW'y-HEAD'EU, a. Sluggish ; heavy. Fatherly.

DRUB, v. a. [i. DRUBBED ; pp. DRUBBING, DRUBBED.] To beat

heartily ;
to thresh. Hudibras.

DRUB, TI. A thnmp ;
a knock ;

a blow. Hadibras.

DRUB'BING,* n. A beating ; a tlireshing.

A, E, i, 5, u, Y, long; X, , I, o, u, Y, short; A, E, i, o, y> V> obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER,
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,
v n. [i.

DRUDGED ; pp. DRUDGING, DRUDGED.] To
labor in mean offices

;
to work hard

;
to slave.

DRUDGE, v. a. To consume tediously. Otway.
DRUDGE, n. One employed in mean labor

;
a hard worker ;

a slave: an agricultural implement of the rake or har-

row kind. See DREDGE.
DRUDGE'-HORSE,* n. A horse used for hard work. Jar-vis.

DRODG'ER, n. A mean laborer
;
a drudge ;

a dredger.
DRUDG'ER-Y, n. Mean labor

; hard, servile work
j
toil.

DRUD^'lNG-Box, n. See DREDGING-BOX.

DRUD^'iNG-iiY, ad. Laboriously ; toilsomely. Ray.
DRUG,7n A substance used in the composition of medicine 5

a medicine
;
a poison : any thing worthless.

DRUG, v. a. [i. DRUGGED; pp. DRUGGING, DRUGGED.] To
season with ingredients ;

to tincture with something nox-
ious

;
to administer drugs to.

DRUG, v. a. To prescribe or administer drugs. B. Jonson.

DRUG'-DAMNED,* a. Infamous for poisons. Shak.

JDRUG'J&ER, TI. The old word for a druggist. Burton.

DRUG'JGER-MAN, 7i. An interpreter. See DRAGOMAN.
DRUG'JGET, n. A coarse, slight woollen stuff, chiefly used

for covering carpets.

DRUG'jGisT,n. One who manufactures and sells medicines ;

a dealer in drugs and medicines. Boyle.

fDRUG'STER, n. A druggist. Boyle.

DRtJ'lD, n. One of the priests of the Celtic inhabitants of
ancient Gaul and Britain.

DRU-IB'I-CAL,, a. Pertaining to the Druids. Dr. Warton.

DRtViD-ESS,* n. A female Druid
;
an enchantress. Pennant.

DRO'ln-l^M, n. The doctrines and rites of the Druids.

DRUM, TZ. An instrument of military music : the tympanum
of the enr: an assembly or rout: a cylinder over
which bands pass, used in machinery : a cylinder used
on an inclined plane for conveying carriages up and
down the plane. (j3rch.~) The upright part of a cupola,
either above or below a dome.

DRUM, V. 71. [i.
DRUMMED

; pp. DRUMMING, DRUMMED.] To
beat a drum ;

to beat with a pulsatory motion
;
to tinkle.

DRUM, v. a. To expel with the sound of a drum. To drum

out, to expel ignominiously. To dram up, to assemble by
the beat of the drum.

fDnuM'SLE, v. n. To drone
;
to be sluggish. Shak.

DRUM'-FISH, n. The name>of an American fish.

DRUM'-IlEAD,* n. The head of a drum. Butler.

fDRuM'LY, a. Thick
; stagnant ; muddy. Wndroephe.

DRUM-MA'JOR, 7?. The chief drummer of a regiment.
Cleaveland.

DRUM-MA'KER, n. One who makes drums. Mortimer.

DRUM'MER, n. -One who drums.

DRUM'-STICK, n. A stick with which a drum is beaten
;

any thing supposed to resemble a drum-stick.

DRUNK, a. Intoxicated with strong liquor ;
inebriated.

DRUNK,* p. from Drink. See DRINK. [sot.
DRUNK' ARI>, n. One addicted to drunkenness

;
a toper ;

a

DRUNK'EN, (drung'kn) a. Intoxicated with liquor; given
to habitual ebriety ;

drunk. p. from Drink. See DRINK.

DRUNK'EN-LY, (drung'kn-le) ad. In a drunken manner.
Shak.

DRONK'EN-NESS, (drang'kn-nes) w. Intoxication; ebriety.

DRV-PA'CEOVS,* (dru-pa'shus) a. Relating to drupes. Smart.

DRfJPE,* n. That which falls from the tree when ripe ;
a

general name for a one-celled, one or two-seeded, inde-
hiscent fruit, as the peach, cherry, plum, &c. P.Cyc.

DROsE,* n. (Min.) A cavity of which the interior surface
is lined with crystals. Cleaveland.

DR{JS'ED,* a. Covered with druse
; drusy. Konig.

DRO'SY,* a. Covered with druse or minute crystals. Cleave-
land.' [Diet.

DRUX'EY,* a. (JVawt.) Applied to decaying timber. Mar.

DRY, (drl) a. Free from water or moisture; not wet; not
moist ;

not rainy ;
not succulent

;
not juicy ;

arid ; thirs-

ty ; jejune; barren; plain; unembellished
; wanting;

cold
; quietly humorous ; sneering; sarcastic.

DRY, v. a. [i.
DRIED

; pp. DRYING, DRIED.] To free from
water or moisture ; to make dry ; to desiccate ; to drain

;

to_exhaust. To dry up, to deprive totally of moisture.

DRY, ?.;. n. To grow or become dry. Zech. x.

DRY'AD, 71. [dryas, L.j pi. DRY'AD. (Myth.) An imagin-
ary woodland female deity, supposed to inhabit the
woods and groves ;

a wood-nymph. Milton.

DRY-AN'DRI-A,* n. pi. (Bot.) A genus of Australian shrubs,
with hardj dry, evergreen, beautiful leaves. P. Cyc.

DRY<AS*n. [L.] pi. DRy'A-DE$. Dryad, jlinsworth. See
DRYAD.

DRY'-BAT,* v. a. To beat
;
to strike lightly. Shak.

DRY-BEAT'EN,* (drl-b5'tn) a. Severely bea'ten : beaten

up lightly. Shak.

DRY'-BLOW,* n. (Med.) A blow which neither wounds nor
sheds blood. Crabb.

DRY'ER, n. See DRIER. Temple.

DRY'-EYED, (drl'Id) a. Without tears
; without weeping.

fDRY'FXT, TI. A large basket for dry things. Tarleton.

DRY'-FOOT, (dri'fut) ad. A dog is said to draw dry-foot,
when he pursues the game by the scent of the foot. Shak.

DRYING,* n. Act of making dry; desiccation.

DRY/ITE,* n. (Min.) Petrified wood. Scudamore.

DRY'LY, ad. In a dry manner
; coldly ; sarcastically.

DRY'NESS, n. State of being dry j want of moisture ;
coll

ness
;
hardness

; quiet humor.
DRY'-NURSE, n. A woman who brings up and feeds a

child by hand, but does not suckle it.

DRY'-NURSE, v. a. To nurse without suckling. Hudibras

DRY'p-PHiTE,*7i. (Zool.) A kind of frog. Crabb.

DRY'OS,*TI. (Bot.) A kind of misletoe. Crabb.

DRY'-ROT,* n. A disease incident to wood and timber,
which, by decomposing the fibres, reduces its substance
to a mass of dry dust. Hamilton. It is called also sap-rot;
and in the U. S. it is vulgarly called powder-post.

DRY'-RUB, v. a To make clean without wetting. Dodslcy.
DRY-SALT'ER, n. A dealer in salted or dried meats, sauces,

oils, pickles, and various other articles.

DRY'-SHOD, G. Having dry feet. Sidney.

DRY'-STOVE,* n. A glazed structure for containing the

plants of dry, arid climates, as cactuses, &c. Brande.

Du'AD,*n. The number two; duality. Harris.

DU'AL, a. [dualis, L.] Expressing the number two.

DU'AL-I^M,* n. A system of philosophy which refers all

existence to two ultimate principles ;
the doctrine of two

sovereign principles, or of two gods, one good and the
other evil. Brande.

Du-AL,-Is'Tic,* a. Relating to dualism or duality. Brande.

DU-AL'I-TY, n. That which expresses two in number; the
state of being t'.vo

;
division

; separation.

DUB, v. a.
[i.

DUBBIZU
; pp. DUBBING, DUBBED.] To tap with

a sword
;
to make a knight ;

to confer any kind of dig-

nity.

DUB, v. n. To make a quick or brisk noise. Beaum. fy FL
DUB, n. A blow

;
a knock

;
a tap. [A puddle. Broclcett.]

DUB'BED, a. Blunt
;
not pointed. [Provincial, Eng.]

DUB'BER,* n. One who dubs: a leathern vessel or bottle

used in India to hold oil, ghee, &.C., called also dupper.
McCulloch.

DUB'BING,*TI. The act of conferring some dignity, as knight-
hood'.

DU'BJ-ATE,* v. 7i. To doubt; to feel doubt. Ch. Ob.
[R.J

Du-Bl'E-TY,n. Uncertainty; doubtfulness. Richardson. [R.]

fDu-Bl-os'l-TY, ?z. A thing doubtful
; dubiety. Browne.

Du'Bi-otJS,' a. [dubius, L.] Doubtful; not settled; uncer-
tain ; not plain ;

not clear
; questionable ; precarious ;

equivocal.
DU'BI-OUS-LY, ad. Tn a dubious manner. Swift.

DU'BI-OUS-NESS, 7i. Uncertainty. Bromine.
DO'BJ-TA-BLE, a. [dubito,Ij.] Doubtful; uncertain. More.

jDu'Bl-T^AN-CY, 7?.. Doubt ; uncertainty. Hammond.
DU-BI-TA'TIQN, n. Act of doubting ;

doubt. Browne. [R.]

DU'BJ-TA-TIVE,* a. Inclined to doubt. Dr. Mien. [R.J

DU'CAL, a. Pertaining to a duke or dukedom.
DUC'AT, TI. A European coin, struck by a duke, value 4s.

or 5s. sterling, if silver; about double, if gold.

DUC-A-TOON',* n. A Dutch silver coin worth abi

sterling. Crabb.

DUCH'ESS, n. A consort, wife, or widow of a duke
;
a fe-

male sovereign of a dukedom.
DUCH'Y, 7i._The territory of a duke

;
a dukedorn.

Ducu'v-CoURT,* n. A court appertaining to a duchy,
especially that of the duchy of Lancaster in England.
Whishaw.

DUCK, 7^ [ducken, D.] A water-fowl, both wild and tame,
. of many species : a word of endearment or fondness :

a declination of the head: a stone thrown obliquely on
the water so as to strike it and rebound: a kind of

strong canvas made of hemp.
DUCK, V. 71. [i. DUCKED ; pp. DUCKING, DUCKED.] To dive
under water ; to drop down the head as a duck

;
to bow

low
;
to cringe.

DUCK, v. a. To put under water
; to immerse.

DUCK'ER, n. A diver. Ray. A cringer.
DUCK ;-HAWK,* n. A bird

;
the moor-buzzard. Booth.

DUCK'-HUNT-ING,* n. The act of hunting ducks. JodreU.

DUCK'ING,* TI.' The act of putting under water.

DucK'iNG-STOor,, TI. A stool for ducking scolds; a cuck-

ing-stool. See CUCKING-STOOL.
DUCK'-LEGGED, (duk'legd) a. Short-legged. Dnjdcn.
DUCK'LING, n. A young duck ; a little duck.

DUCK'-MEAT, ji. A plant growing in standing waters.

DVC-KOY', TI. &. v. a. Grew. See DECOY.
DUCKS'-FOOT, (-fut) n. A plant that grows in moist land

;

black snakeroot, or May-apple.
DUCK'-WEED, n. A perennial, aquatic, floating plant, of

several varieties
;
duck-meat.

DtJCT, TI. [ducius, L.] [fGuidance. Hammond.] A passage
through which any thing is conducted

;
a tube to convey

a fluid in an animal body.
DDc'Ti-BLE,* a. That may be drawn out; ductile. Fuller.

Duc'TfLE, a. [ductilis, L.] That may be easily drawn out

in length ;
flexible

; pliable ;
tractable ;

docile
; obsequi-

ous.

DUC'TILE-LY,* ad. In a ductile manner. Dr. J3llcn.

coin worth about 5s. 6d.
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DUC'TILE-NESS, 7i. Flexibility; ductility. Donne.

DDc-Ti-LiM'E-TER,* 7i. An instrument for measuring the

ductility of lead, tin, &c. Hamilton.

Dyc-TlL'i-Ty, 7i. A property by which a substance may be
drawn out into wire

; quality of being ductile
; flexibility.

fDuc'TipN, n. [ductio, L.] Guidance
;
a leading. FeltJiam.

(DDcT'URE, (dukt'yur) n. Direction; guidance. South.

DUD, 7?. (Scotland) A rag; a tatter. Jamiexon. Common-
ly used in the plural, duds, rags ;

tattered garments. Camp-
bell. [Gent. Mag.

DDo'DE-Ry,* n. A place where rags are hung and sold.

DDo'GEpN, (dud'jun) n. [degen, Germ.] A small dagger:
malice; sullenness

; sulkiness; anger; ill-will.

DuD'GEpN-DAG'j&ER,* n. A short sword. Beaum. 8f FL
DUD'MAN,* n. A malkin

;
a scarecrow. Bailey. [R.]

DUE, (du)a. Owed ; that ought to be paid or done to an-
other

; proper ;
fit

; appropriate ; exact ;
without devia-

tion.

DUE, (du) ad. Exactly ; directly ; duly ; as,
" due north."

DUE, (du) n. That which belongs to one
;
a debt

; right ; just
title; custom; tribute; exaction.

{DUE, (du) v. a. To pay as due. Sliak.

DuE'-Dls-TANT,* a. Placed at a proper distance. Pope.
jDUE'FUL, (du'ful) a. Fit; becoming. Spenser.

DU'EL, w. [duellum, L.] A combat with deadly weapons be-

tween two individuals.

DU'EL, v. n. To fight a duel or a single combat. Baron.

DU'EL, v. a. To attack or fight with singly. Milton.

Du'EL-LER, n. A duellist. Fatter.

Du'EL-LlNG, 7i. The act or custom of fighting duels.

Du'EL-LYsT, n. One who fights duels.

fZ>#-JEi'6, n. [It.] A duel; the rule of duelling. Sfiak.

fDuE'NESS, (du'nes) n. Fitness. Goodwin.

DU-EN'NA, n. [duena, Sp.J pi. BU-EN'NA. The chief lady
in waiting on the queen of Spain: an elderly woman
kept to guard a younger.

DU-ET', 7i. [duo, L.] A piece of music or air for two per-
formers. Mason.

DUF'FEL,* n. A kind of frieze or coarse cloth
;
a stout,

milled flannel. Wordsworth.

DUG, n. A pap; a nipple; a teat: now used only of a
brute female. [fThe breast. Spenser.]

DUG, i. & p. from Dig. See DIG.

DU-GONG',* n. (Zoo/.) An herbivorous, cetaceous animal, of
the East Indian seas. The fabled mermaid is supposed by
some to have been founded on this animal. Brande.

DtJG'buT,* n. A boat or canoe formed by the excavation of
a large log. Flint. [Western States.]

DUKE, n. [due, Fr.
; dux, L.] One of the highest order of

nobility, in England, next to the royal family: in some
countries, a sovereign prince.

DUKE'DQM, n. The seigniory, jurisdiction, possessions, ti-

tle, or quality of a duke
;
a duchy.

DUKE'LJNG,* n. An inferior duke. Ford.

DDL'BRXlNED, (dul'brand) a. See DULL-BRAINED. Shak.

FIED.] To sweeten. Browne.

DUL-ciL'p-Quy,* n. A. soft manner of speaking. Maunder.

DUL'CI-MER, n. An ancient musical instrument, played by
striking the brass wires with little sticks.

fDuL'ci-TUDE, n. Sweetness. Cockeram.

JDuL'cOR, 7i. Sweetness. L. Addison.

DUL'CP-RATE, v. a. [dulcor, L.] To sweeten ; to soften.

Wiseuian._ [R.]

DuL-cp-RA'TipN, 7i. Act of sweetening. Bacon. [R.]
DUL'EDGE,* n. A peg of wood which joins the ends of six

fellies that form the round of a wheel of a gun carriage.
Crabb.

DU'LI-A, n. [rbnAiita, servitude.] An inferior or servile wor-
ship or adoration, distinguished from latria. Stillingfleet.

DDLL, a. Stupid ;
doltish ; blunt ; obtuse

; unready ;
awk-

ward ; not quick ;
sad

; melancholy ; dismal ; sluggish ;

heavy; gross; not exhilarating; not bright ; drowsy.
DDLL, v. a.

[i. DULLED ; pp. DULLING, DULLED.] To make
dull ;

to stupefy ; to blunt
; to sadden

;
to hebetate ;

to

damp ;
to make slow ; to sully brightness.

DDLL, v. n. To become dull. Chaucer.

DDL'LARD, 71. A blockhead ; a dolt. Shak.

DUL'LARD, a. Doltish ; stupid. Bp. Hall.

DDL'LARD-I^M,* 7i. Stupidity ; doltishness. Maunder. [R.]
DDLL'-BRAINED, (dul'brund) a. Stupid ; foolish.

DDLL'-BROWED, fdul'brbud) a. Of sad look. Quarles.
DDLL'-DIS-POED', (dul'dis-p5zd') a. Sad. B. Jonson.

DUL'LED, [(dul'led) a. fNot bright. Spenser.] i. &p. from
Dull.' See DULL.

DDLL'ER, n. He or that which makes dull.

DULL'-EYED, (dul'Id) . Having a sad look. Shak.

DDLL'-IlEAD,* 7i. A stupid person ;
a blockhead. Ascham.

DDLL'-SIGHT-ED, (dul'slt-ed) o. Having weak sight. Hu-
loet.

DDLL'-wiT-TED, a. Gross; heavy; not quick. Huloet.

DOL'LY, ad. In a dull manner
; stupidly ;

not gayly.
DDL'NESS, n. State or quality of being dull; stupidity

bluntness.

Du-Loc'RA-cy,* n. A government of slaves. Ash. [R.]
DDLSE,*7t. A species of seaweed. Sir W. Scott.

Du'Ly, ad. In a due manner; properly ; fitly ; exactly.
DUMB, (dum) a. Unable to speak ; speechless ;

mute
;

si-

lent.

DUMB, (dum) v. a. To silence. Shale. [R.]
DDMB'-BELL,* (dum'bel)n. A weight to be held in the

hand, and swung to and fro for exercise. Crabb.

DDMB-DJS-COUR'SJVE,* a. Silently pleading. Shak.

DDMB'LY, (dum'le) ad. Mutely; silently. Shak.

DUMB'NESS, (dum'nes) n. State of being dumb
;
omission

or refusal_of speech ;
muteness.

DDMB'-SHOW,* (duin'sho) n. A tale or scene exhibited by
signs, without language or words

;
a pantomime. Shak.

DDMB'-WAIT-ER,* n. A piece of household furniture. W.
Ency.

DUM'FOUND, v. a. To confuse
;
to strike dumb. Spectator

JLow.] [Swift.

DUM-FOUND'ER,* v. a. To strike dumb; to dumfound.
fDDM'MER-ER, w. One who feigns dumbness. [Low.}
DDM'MY, 71. One who is dumb. [Low.] The fourth or ex-

pose_d hand when three persons play at whist.

DV-MOSE',* a. (Bot.) Having a compact, bushy form. P
Cyc.

DDMP, n. [dom, D.] Sorrow
; melancholy ;

sadness
;
sulki

ness : commonly used in the pluraL; as, "to be in the

dumps ;
"

i. e., to be sulky or gloomy : a clumsy leaden
counter used by boys at chuck-farthing, [f A tune. Shak.]

DUMP'ISH, a. Sad
; melancholy ; dejected. Spenser.

DDMP'ISH-LY, ad. In a moping, melancholy way. Bp.
Hall.

DDMP'lSH-NESS, n. Sadness
; melancholy. Bp. Hall.

DDMP'LING, n. A small, round pudding. Di-yden.

DUMPS,* n. pi. A fit of melancholy. Ash. See DUMP.
DUM'PY, a. Short and thick. Student. Sullen. Brockett.

DU'MUS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A low and much branched shrub.
Brande.

DUN, a. Of a dark color ; of fulvous brown
;
dark

; gloomy.
Shak.

DON, v. a.
[i. DUNNED; pp. DUNNING, DUNNED.} To solicit

or ask with importunity, as for a debt
;
to claim a debt.

DDN, 7i. A clamorous, importunate creditor: a demand
for a debt : an eminence

;
a mound. Johnson.

DDN'BIRD,* n. A species of duck
;
the pochard. Pennant.

DDNCE, n. A foolish person ; a thickskull ;
a dolt.

fDDN'CE-Ry, 71. Dulness
; stupidity. Sir T. Smith.

DON'ci-FY,. a. To make a dunce. Warburton. [R.]

DDN'ciSH-NESS,* n. Quality of a dunce
; folly. West. Rev.

DDN'DER,*TI. Lees of the sirup of sugar-cane. W. Ency.
DUN'DI-VER,* n. An aquatic bird. Pennant.

DUNE, 7i. A low hill of blown or movable sand
;
a down.

Lyell. See DOWN.
DDN'-FLY,* n. A species of fly. Walton.

DDNG, n. The excrement of animals, used as manure.

DDNG, v. a. To manure with dung. Bacon. (Calico print-

ing") To immerse in a bath of cow-dung and warm wa-
ter.

DDNG, v. n. To void excrement. Swift.

DUNG'-CART,* n. A cart for carrying dung. Ash.

DUNGED, p. from Dung. Covered with dung.
DDN'GEpN, (dun'jun) n. [from donjon, the tower in which

prisoners were kept.] A close, dark prison.

DUN'GEON, v. a. To shut up, as in a dungeon. Bp. Hall.

DUNG'FORK, n. A fork for tossing or moving dung.
DUNG'HILL, n. A heap or accumulation of dung.
DDNG'HILL, a. Sprung from the dunghill; mean; low;

base
; noting the domestic fowl or common hen.

DDNj&'y, a. Full of dung; mean; worthless. Shak.

DDNG'YARD, n. The place of the dunghill. Mortimer.

DDN'NAGE,* n. (JVawt.) Loose wood, as boughs of trees,

fagots, &.C., laid in the bottom and against the sides of

a ship's hold. McCuUoch.

DDN'NER, n. One who dims ; a dun.

DDN'NING,* 71. The act of soliciting the payment of a debt.

DUN'NJSH, a. Inclining to a dun color. Ray.
DUN'NY, a. Deaf; dull of apprehension. Grose. [Local.]

Du'6, n. [L.] Two, in Latin. (Jtfus.) A song or piece of

music for two performers : a duet.

Du-p-BE-cEN'Ni-AL,* a. Consisting of twelve years. Ash.

Du-p-DE^'l-MAL,* a. Numbered by twelve ; twelfth.

Hamilton.

Du-p-DEC'i-MALS.,* n.pl. A term applied to a kind of mul-

tiplication which is used by artificers ;
a method of ascer-

taining the number of square feet and square inches in a

rectangular space whose sides are given in feet and
inches. P. Cyc.

Du-p-DE^'j-MO, n. [L.] pi. DU-P-DEQ'I-MOS.. A book, or

the size of a book, when a sheet is folded into twelve

leaves.

:g'i-MO,* o. Having twelve leaves or twenty-four

pages to the sheet. Qu. Rev.
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DO-Q-DE.e'u-PLE, (du-9-dek'ku-pl) a. [duo and decuplus,

L.] Consisting of twelves. Arbuthnot.
74. [L.] (Anat.) The first of the small in-

nediatetestint ate connection with the stomach.ies, in imm
DO-p-LlT'ER-AL,* a. Biliteral. Smart.

DGp',v.a. [To do up.] To open. Shak. [Low.]
DUPE, M. [dupe, Fr.] A man imposed upon ;

a credulous
man

;
a person easily deceived.

DUPE, v. a. [L DUPED
; pp. DUPING, DUPED.] To deceive;

to impose upon ; to trick
;
to cheat. Swift.

DUP'E-RY,* n. duality of a dupe; a trick
;
cheat. Ld. Ma-

cartney.

DU'PLE, a. Double
;
one repeated. [R.]

DU'PLE,* (du'pl) v. a. To double. Ch. Ob. [R.]
DUPLEX QUE-RE'LA,* n. [L.] (Eng. law} Double quar-

rel or complaint ; a process in ecclesiastical causes of
the nature of an appeal from the ordinary to his next im-
mediate superior. Burn.

DU'PLI-CATE, v. a. [duplico, L.] To double. Granville. [R.]

DU'PLJ-CATE, a. Double
;
twofold ; as, duplicate ratio,

which is the product of a ratio multiplied into itself.

DU'PLI-CATE, 71. Another, correspondent to the first; a
second thing of the same kind

;
a transcript of a writing

or ticket.

DU-PLI-CA'TIQN, TO. The act of doubling ;
the act of fold-

ing together ;
a fold

;
a doubling. Wiseman.

DU'PLI-CA-TURE, n. A fold ; any thing doubled. Ray. [R.]
Du-PLig'i-TY, n. Doubleness : deception ; deceit ; double-
ness of heart or of tongue : [fthe number two. Watts.']

(Law) The pleading of two or more distinct matters.

DUPLY,* w. A second reply. Sir W. Scott.
[R.J

DUP'PER,* n. A globular vessel made of buffalo's hide, in

which castor-oil is imported from India. Brande.

DO-RA-BlL'i-TY, n. duality of being durable
; permanence.

DU'RA-BLE, a.
[durabilis, L.] Having long continuance, or

power to last
; lasting ; permanent.

DO'RA-BLE-NESS, 7i. Power of lasting ; durability.

Du'RA-BLy, ad. In a durable manner. Sidney.
DU'RA M'A'TER,* n. [L.] (Anat.) A membrane which
inwraps the pia mater, and envelops the brain. Ham-
ilton.

DU-RA'MEN,* 7i. [L.] (Bot.) The fully-formed central lay-
ers of the wood of exogenous trees

;
the heart-wood.

Brande.

fDO'RANCE, n. [duresse, law Fr.] Endurance
; imprison-

ment
; duress.

DU'RANCE,* n. Same as durant. Smart.

DU'RANT,* 7i. A glazed woollen stuff or cloth, a better

sort of tammy1 now called everlasting. Booth.
DU-RAJV'TE BE'jfE-pLAp'i-Td,* [L.] (Law) During

pleasure.
Du-RAN'TE F/'rA,*[L.] (Law) During life. Hamilton.

DU-RA'TE,* (Mas.) Noting a hard or grating sound.
Crabb.

DU-RA'TION, n. Act of continuing; continuance in time
;

power of continuance ; length of continuance.

DUR-BAR',* n. An audience-room in India, or a place
where a sovereign or viceroy gives audience. Hamilton.

DUR'DEN,* n. A coppice or thicket in a valley. Crabb.

jDuRE,'*). n. [duro, L.] To last
; to endure. Raleigh.

fDURE'FUL, a. Lasting. Spenser.

{DORE'LESS, a. Without continuance
; fading ;

short. Ra-
lei<rh.

DU'KESS, [du'res, S. W.P.J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; du-reV,
Wb. Maunder.] n. [duresse, Fr.] Constraint ; imprison-
ment. (Law) Unlawful imprisonment or constraint, ei-

ther by restraint of personal liberty, or by threats of loss
of life, limb, &c.

DUR'ING, prep. For the time of the continuance of.

Du'Ri-o, it. (Bot.) A genus of plants or trees. P. Cyc.
Du'iu-oN,* or DOO'RE-XN,* n. The fruit of the durio, a

tree found in the Malayan Archipelago. P. Cyc.

fDu'Rj-TY, n. [durus, L.] Hardness
;
harshness

; cruelty.
Cockeram.

tDu'ROV^, a. Hard. Smith.

DUR-RUM-SAL'LA,* n. An inn in India. Maunder.

DURST, i. from Dare. See DARE.

DUSK, a. [duyster, D.] Tending to darkness
; tending to

blackness
;
dark

; dusky.
DDsK, n. Incipient darkness

; tendency to darkness
;
dark-

ness of color.

DUSK, v. a. To make dusk or duskish. Marston. [R.]
DUSK, v. n. To grow dark

;
to lose light. [R.]

DUSK'I-LY, ad. In a dusky manner. Slicrwood.

DDsK'i-NESS, 7i. Incipient obscurity.

DfisK'jsH, a. Inclining to darkness or blackness.

D08K'isH-LY, ad. Cloudily ; darkly. Bacon.

DUSK'ISH-NESS, 71. Approach to darkness. More.

tDCsK'NESS, n. Dimness. Sir T. Elyot.

DUSK'Y, a. Tending to darkness; somewhat dark; ob-
scure

; tending to blackness
; gloomy ; sad.

DUST, 71. Earth or other matter reduced to powder ;
earth

;

the grave; state of dissolution: [a tumult ; a commo-
tion, or uproar. Brockett.]

DUST, v. a.
[i. DUSTED ; pp. DUSTING, DUSTED.] To free

from dust
; to sprinkle with dust

; to levigate.
DUST'-CART,* n. A cart for conveying dust from the

streets. Ash.

DUST'ER, n. He or that which frees from dust
;
a sifter.

DUST'I-NESS, n. State of being covered with dust.

DUST'MAN, n. ; pi. DUSTMEN. One whose employment is

to carry away the dust. Gay.
DDsT'y, a. Filled, covered, or clouded with dust.

DUTCH, n. pi. The people of Holland, sing. The lan-

guage of the Dutch.

DUTCH,* a. Relating to Holland or its inhabitants. John-
son.

DUTCH,* V. a. [i. DUTCHED ; pp. DUTCHING, DUTCHED.] To
clarify and harden by immersing in heated sand, as goose-
quills. Sat. Mag.

DUTCH'ESS, 7t. See DUCHESS.
DiJTCH'-RusH,* 71. A plant ;

the horsetail. Booth.

DUTCH'Y, n._ [duchc, Fr.] See DUCHY.
DuTCH'y-CouRT, 7i. See DUCHY-COURT.
DU'TE-OUS, [du'te-us, w. P. J. Ja. Sm. ; du'tyus, S. E. F.

K.~\ a. Obedient
; obsequious : dutiful.

DO'Ti-A-BLE,* a. Liable to duty, or to have duties assessed.
J. Marshall. [Used in the U. S.]

DU'TI-FUL, a. Disposed to perform duty ; obedient; sub-

|

missive; respectful; obsequious.

I
DU'TI-FUL-LY, ad. In a dutiful manner.

DU'TI-FUL-NESS, n. Obedience; reverence; respect.

Du'Ty, n. [from due.] That to which a man is, by any nat-
ural or legal obligation, bound; obedience or submission
due to parents or superiors ; obedience

; act of reverence
or respect; obligation; business

;
office

;
the business of

a soldier on guard ; service; tax
; impost; custom

; toll.

DV-UM*VIR,* n. [L.] pi. JDU-ujn'rf-Ri. The duumviri
were two Roman magistrates who held office jointly
Ainsworth.

Du-UM'viR-ATE, n. [duumviratus, L.] The office, dignity,
or government of two men in the same office, as in an-
cient Rome.

DWALE, n. [dwalen, Ger.] (Bot.) The deadly nightshade.
Chaucer. (Her.) A sable or black color.

DWARF, (dwcirf) n. A man much below the common size
;

any animal or thing much smaller than the common
size.

DWARF, v. a.
[i.

DWARFED
; pp. DWARFING, DWARFED.] To

make dwarfs of; to hinder from growing to the natural
size. [ish. Dryden.

DWARF,* a. Being below the common size ; stunted ; dwarf-

DWARF'ISH, a. Below the natural size
;
small

;
little.

DWARF'isti-Ly", (dworf'jsh-le) ad. Like a dwarf.

DWARF'ISH-NESS, n. Minuteness of stature
;

littleness.

DWARF'Y, a. Small
;
dwarfish. Waterhouse. [R.]

fDwAULE, v. a. To be delirious. Junius.

DWELL, v. n. [i. DWELT or DWELLED ; pp. DWELLING,
DWELT or DWELLED. Dwelled is now rarely used.] To
remain; to inhabit; to live in a place; to reside; to

stay ; to sojourn ;
to rest

;
to continue

;
to hang upon

with care or fondness
;
to continue long speaking.

jDwELL, v. a. To inhabit. Milton.

DWELL'ER, n. One who dwells
;
an inhabitant.

DWELL'ING, n. Habitation
; place of residence

;
abode.

DWELL'ING,*P. a. Inhabiting; abiding ; continuing long.

DWELL'JNG-HOUSE, n. A house dwelt in or inhabited.

DWLL'ING-PLACE, n. Place of residence.

DWIN'DLE, v. n. [i. DWINDLED; pp. DWINDLING, DWIN-
DLED.] To shrink

;
to grow little

;
to diminish

;
to degen-

erate
;
to fall away ;

to lose health.

DWIN'DLE, v. a. To make less
;
to sink

;
to bring low.

DWIN'DLE,* n. The act of growing less
;

decline. Dr.
Johnson.

DwlN'DLED,p. a. Shrunk; fallen away. Bp. Taylor.
DYE, n. A coloring liquor ; color; stain; tinge. See DIE.

DYE, v. a.
[i. DYED ; pp. DYEING, DYED.] To color by a

chemical process ;
to tinge ; to stain. See DIE.

DYE'-Ho USE,* . A house for dyeing cloths, &c. Black-
stone.

DVE'ING, n. The act or art of staining, or of forming
colors by chemical process. Ure.

DYE'ING,P. from Dye. Staining. See DYE.
DY'ER, n. One who dyes or tinges. See DIER.

DY'ER'$-WEED,* n. A plant; the dwarf-broom or wood-
wax. Booth.

DYE'STUFF,* n. Materials used in dyeing. Ash.

DY'ING, p. from Die. Expiring. See DIE.

DY'ING, n. Death ; act of expiring. 2 Cor. iv.

DY'ING-LY, ad. As at the moment of giving up the ghost.

DY'ING-NESS,* n. The state of dying. Congreve.
DYKE, n. A mound of earth, stones, &c., to prevent inun-

dation. (Min.) An intersection in strata of rocks.

Written also dike. See DIKE.

DY-NXM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for ascertaining the

magnifying power of telescopes. Smart.

a- Relating to dynamics. Coleridge.
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Dy-NXM'ics, 7i. pi [Jwa/iif.] The science of moving
powers, or of matter in motion, or of the motion of bod-
ies that mutually act upon one another. P. Cyc.

DYN-A-MOM'E-TER,* n. [fivvayug and iiirpov.] A draught-
machine

;
an instrument for measuring power of any

kind, as the strength of men and animals, the force of

machinery, the magnifying power of the telescope, <fcc.

KDYN'AST,
n. [SvvdcTTTis.] A ruler

;
a dynasty. Gregory.

y-NXs'Tic,* a. Relating to a dynasty. Gent. Mag.
Dy-NXs'TJ-CAL,* a. Relating to a dynasty. Mason.
DY-NAS' Tl-DJE,* n. pi. (Ent.) A family of large beetles.

Brandt.

Dy-NXs'TI-DXN,* n. One of the dynastidae ;
a very large

kind of beetle. Kirby.
DY'NAS-TY, or DYN'AS-TY, [dl'nas-te, S. P. E. K. Wb. ;

din'as-te, J. Ja. Sm. R. ; dl'nas-te or 'din'a.s-te, W. F.] n.

[6waffTia.] A race or family of sovereigns in succession
;

government ; sovereignty.
Dvs'cRA-sy, n. [Swicpaaia.] (Med.) A bad habit of body.
DYs'DA-slTE,*n. (Min.) A fibrous mineral

;
okenite. Dana.

DYS-EN-TER'IC,* ) a. Relating to or resembling dysen-
DYS-EN-TER'I-CAL,* \ tery. Boyle.

DYS'EN-TER-Y, [dis'en-ter-e, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; dis'-

en-ter-e or dis-sen'ter-e, K.] n. [ovvEvrepia.] (Med.) A
painful* disease, often epidemic, attended with fever,

more or less inflammatory, and with frequent mucous
or bloody evacuations.

DYS'LV-ITE,* re. (Min.) A mineral of vitreous lustre. Dana.
fDv's'NQ-MY, 7i. [faavonia.] The enacting of bad laws.

Cockeram.

DYS'Q-DILE,* n. (Min.) A coal of a green or yellowish-
gray color, which emits JL fetid odor. Clcaveland.

DYS-PP'SI-A,* n. [L.] (Med.) Indigestion ; dyspepsy. P.

DYS'PEP-SY, or DYS-PEP'SY, [dis'pep-se, S. W. E. F. Ja.
K. R. ; djs-pep'se, Sm. Wb. Johnson, 'Ash, Maunder.] n.

[Svffirtil/ia, Gr.
; dyspepsia, L.] (Med.) Indigestion ; a

state of the stomach in which its functions are disor-
dered.

DYS-PEP'TIC,* n. One afflicted with dyspepsy. Qw. Rev.

DYS-PEP'TIC,* a. Relating to dyspepsy ; having diffi-

Dys-PEP'Tj-CAL,* culty in digestion. Copeland.

D5s'PHC-Ny, 7i. [6vff$wvia.] (Med.) A difficulty in speak-
ing.

DYSP-NOE'^L, (disp-nS'a) n. [Svairvota.] (Med.) A difficulty
of breathing.

DYS'V-RY, (dizh'u-re or dis'yu-re) FdTzh'u-re, W. J. F. Ja. ;

dis'u-re, S. P. E. K. Sm. R.] n. [dvaovpia, Gr.
; dysuria,

L.] (Med.) A difficulty in voiding urine.

DY-Tls'cys,* n. The water-beetle ; an insect. Roget.
DZE'REN,* (ze'ren) n. (Zoo/.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

E.

E the fifth letter of the alphabet, is the second and the
-J

} most frequent vowel in the English language. It has
various sounds, the two principal of which are long, as

_ in mete, and short, as in met. It is frequently silent.

EACH, (ech) a. &c,pron. Either of two
;
one taken separate-

ly from another, and implying the existence of the other ;

every one.
tEACH'WHERE, (ech'hwir) ad. Everywhere. Bp. Hall.

JjjiAD, or ED. A Saxon prefix in proper names, signifying
happy, fortunate. Gibson.

EA'fiER, (e'|er) a. [acer, L.] Keenly desirous
;
vehement

;

ardent
;
earnest

; forward
; impetuous ; quick ; busy ;

sharp ;
keen

; severe.

EA'fiER-Ly, (e'ger-le) ad. In an eager manner ; keenly.
EA'J&ER-NESS, n. State of being eager ; avidity ;

keenness
;

ardor
; impetuosity ;

vehemence
; violence.

EA'GLE, (e'gl) n. [aigle, Fr.] A bird of prey, regarded, on
account of its acute vision, its strength, the elevation
and rapidity of its flight, its longevity, &c., as the king
of birds

;
hence it is a symbol of royalty, and a frequent

crest, much used in heraldry. Its figure was the military
standard of the ancient Romans, and it is a representa-
tive or emblem in the arms of the United States. A
gold coin of the United States, of the value often dollars.

EA'GLE-EYED, (e'gl-ld) a. Sharp-sighted, as an eagle.

EA'GLE-OwL,* n. A large species of owl. Pennant.

EA'GLE-PlN'lQNED,* (-yund) a. Having an eagle's wings.
Cowper.

EA'GLE-SIGHT-ED, a. Having quick sight. Shak.

EA'GLE-SpEED,'n. Swiftness, like that of an eagle. Pope.
JEA'GLESS, n. The hen-eagle. Sherwood.

EA'GLE-STONE, n. (Min.) Clay iron-stone
;
elite.

EA'GLET, n. A young eagle. Davies.

EA'GLE-WINGED, (-wingd) a. Having the wings, as it

were, of an eagle. Shak.

EA'GLE-WOOD,* (e'gl-wud) n. A highly fragrant Oriental
wood, used by Asiatics for burning as incense. P. Cyc.

EA'GRE, (e'gur) n. A tide swelling above another tide.

fEAL'DER-MXN, n. A Saxon magistrate ; alderman. Sadler.

tEAME, (em) n. Uncle. Spenser.

EAN, (en) v. n. To bring forth ; to yean. Shak.

EAN'LING, n. A Iamb. See YEANLING.
EAR, (er) n. The organ of hearing ; the external prominent

part of the organ j
the sense of hearing ; power of judg-

ing harmony : a spike or head of corn or grain, (in the
U. S. applied especially to maize) : any thing resembling
ears, as the handles of some vessels. To be by the ears,
or to fall together by the ears, to scuffle or fight. To set

by the ears, to engage in strife. L'Estrange. [Vulgar.]
tiEAR, (er) v. a. [aro, L.] To till

; to plough. Deuteronomy xxi.

EAR, (er) v. n. \i. EARED
; pp. BARING, EARED.] To form

ears, as corn. Sandys.

tJCAR'A-BLE, (er'a-bl) a. Used to be tilled. Barret.

EAR'A^HE,* (er'ak) n. Pain in the ear. Ash.

tEAR'AL, (er'al) a. Receiving by the ear. Hewyt.
EAR'-BORED, (Gr'bSrd) a. Having the ears perforated.

EAR'-DEAF-EN-ING, (er'def-fn-ing) a. Stunning the ear
Shak.

EAR'-DROM,* n. The tympanum, a membrane in the ear.

Roget.
EARED, (erd) a. Having ears

;
furnished with ears.

EAR'-HoLE,* n. The aperture of the ear. Goldsmith.

EAR'ING, n. (Jfaut.)
A small rope to fasten the upper

corner of a sail to its yard.

EAR'-Klss-}NG,* a. Slightly touching the ear. Shak.

EARL, (erl)
n. A title of English nobility, next below a

marquis and above a viscount. It was anciently the

_ highest in the kingdom ;
now the third.

EAR'-LXP, n. The tip of the ear. Huloet.

EARL'DQM, (erl'dum) n. The seigniory, jurisdiction, or

dignity of an earl. Spenser.

EARL'DOR-MXN, n. Same as ealderman. Burke.

EARLE'-PEN-NY, (erlz'pen-ne) n. Earnest-money. Ray.
EAR'LESS, a. Without ears ; d'eaf. Pope.

EAR'LIKE,* a. Resembling the ear. Jodrell.

EAR'LI-NESS, (er'le-nes) n. State of being early.

EARL'-MAR-SHAL,' (erl'mar-shal) n. One of the great
officers of state in England, whose business is to take

cognizance of all matters relating to honor and military
solemnities : an office now hereditary in the family of
the Howards, and enjoyed by its head, the duke of Nor-
folk.

EAR'-LoCK, n. A curl or twist of the hair; a love-lock.

Prynne.
EAR'LY, (er'le) a. Seasonable

; being in season
; timely.

EAR'LY, (er'le) ad. In good season
;
soon

; betimes.

EAR'-MARK, n. A mark on the ear, as of sheep.

EAR'-MARK, v. a. To mark sheep, &c., on the ear. Spen-
ser.

EARN, (e'rn) v. a.
[i. EARNED; pp. EARNING, EARNED.] To

gain by labor
;
to merit or deserve by labor or effort

; to

gain ;
to acquire ; to obtain

;
to win.

EARN, (era) -c. n. To curdle. Ray. [North of England.]

fEARN, (era) v. n. To long for. Spenser. See YEARN.

EAR'NEST, (er'nest) a. Ardent in any affection
;
warm ;

zealous ; importunate ;
intent

;
fixed

; eager ; serious.

EAR'NEST, n. Seriousness; a serious event, not a jest;

pledge; first fruits. (Law) Part of the price paid for

property or goods sold, or money given in token that a

bargain is ratified
;
often called earnest-money.

EAR'NEST-LY, (er'nest-le) ad. In an earnest manner
;
ar-

dently ; zealously ; eagerly.

EAR'NEST-NESS, (er'nest-nes) n. duality of being ear-

nest
;

ardor
;

zeal
; eagerness ;

seriousness
; solici-

tude.

tEARN'FflL, a. Full of anxiety. P. Fletcher.

EARN'ING, (ern'jng) n. : pi. EARNINGS. Act of earning j

that which is earned ;
the reward of labor.

EAR'-PfCK, n. An instrument for cleaning the ears.

EAR'PIER-CER,* n. The name of an insect. Goldsmith.

EAR'-PIER-CING, a. Affecting the ear. Shale.

EAR'-RING, n. A jewel or ornament worn in the ear.
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E"ARSE,* (ers) ?i. See ERSE.

tEARSH, (ersh) . A ploughed field. May.
EARSH,* (ersh) n. Eddish. See ERSH.

EAR'-SHLL,* n. A species of shell resembling the ear in

form. Ash.

EAR'-SHOT, n. Reach of the sense of hearing. Dryden.
EAR'-SORE,* 7i. Something that offends the ear. Phil.

Museum.
EARTH, (erth) n. The name of the world or planet which
we inhabit

;
the mass which composes the globe; the

terraqueous globe ;
the world

;
a region ;

the inhabitants
of the earth

;
terrene matter

; soil
; earthy matter, in dis-

tinction from fire, air, and water
; any species of earthy

matter, as clay, loam, gravel. (Chem.) A body or sub-
stance composed of oxygen and a base

;
a metallic oxide,

tasteless, inodorous, dry, and not inflammable. The
principal chemical earths are alumina, baryta, glucina,
lime, magnesia, silica, strontia, yttria, and zirconia. P.

Cyc.

EARTH, V. O.
[i. EARTHED

; pp. EARTHING, EARTHED.] To
hide in earth

;
to bury ;

to inter ; to cover with earth.

EARTH, v. n. To retire under ground ; to burrow.
Tickell.

EARTH'BAG, 7i. (Fort.} A sack filled with sand or earth.

EARTH'BXNK, n. A fence made of earth and turf.

EARTH'BOARD, (erth'bSrd) n. The board of a plough,
which turns over the earth.

EARTH'BORN, a. Bom of the earth
; meanly born.

EARTH'BOUND, a. Bound to the earth. Sfiak.

EARTH'BRED, a. Bred of the earth; vile. Brewer.

EARTH'CRE-AT-ED, a. Formed of earth. Young.
EARTHEN, (er'thn) a. Made of earth, or made of clay.

EARTH'-EN-GN'DERED, (-derd) a. Bred of earth.

EARTH'EN-WARE,* n. Ware made of earth or clay;
pottery. P. Cyc.

EARTH'FED, a. Fed from the earth; low. B. Jonson.

EARTH'FLXX, n. A fibrous fossil ; amianthus.

EARTH'I-NESS, n. Quality of being earthy ; grossness.
EARTH'Ll-Nfiss, (erth'le-nes) n. Worldliness. Cotgrave.
EARTH'LJNG, n. An inhabitant of the earth

;
a mortal.

EARTH'LY, (erth'le) a. Belonging to the earth; not

heavenly ; corporeal or carnal
;
not spiritual ;

sensual
;

sordid
; worldly ;

vile
;
low.

EARTH'LY-MIND-ED, a. Having a sensual mind
;
world-

ly-

EARTH'LY-MIND'ED-NESS, n. Worldliness. Oregory.
EARTH'-NUT, n. The root of the arachis, a small bulb like
a nut ; a pignut.

EARTH'QUAKE, (erth'kwak) n. A shaking or violent

agitation of the earth, which is often attended with
destructive consequences, and is one of the most
formidable phenomena of nature.

EARTH'-SHAK-ING, a. Shaking the earth. Milton.

EARTH'WARD,* ad. Towards the earth. Campbell.
EARTH'WORK,* (erth'vvurk) n. An embankment. Tan-

tier.

EARTH'WORM, (erth'wiirm) n. An insect or worm that
lives under ground ;

a sordid person ; a miser.

EARTH'Y, (erth'e) a. Consisting of earth
; partaking of

_ earth
;
terrene

; terrestrial
; earthly ; gross ;

coarse.

SAR'-TRIJM-PET,* n. A trumpet used to assist the hear-

ing. Gent. Mag.
EAR'-wAx, (er'waks) n. The cerumen or wax of the

ear.

EAR'wlG, n. A well-known insect, vulgarly supposed to

creep into the ear, and often found under stones and
beneath the bark of trees

;
the forficula

;
a whisperer.

EAR'-WIT-NESS, (er'wit-nes) n. One who hears or at-

tests any thing as heard by himself. Hooker.

EAR'WORT,* (er'wiirt) n. An herb reputed good for deaf-
ness. Crabb.

EAE, (ez) n. Cluiet ;
freedom from pain ;

rest after labor;
_ repose ; facility ; freedom from constraint ; lightness.
AE, (ez) v. a.

[i.
EASED ; pp. EASING, EASED.] To free

from pain, anxiety, or labor; to calm; to assuage; to
alleviate

;
to allay ;

to appease ; to pacify ;
to mitigate ;

_to relieve.

tEASE'F0L, (ez'fai) a. G,uiet
; peaceable; fit for rest.

_Shak.

t_EASE'FCL-LY, ad. In a quiet manner. Sherwood.

EA^'EL, (e'zl) n. The frame on which a painter rests his

picture while at work upon it.

A'EL-PIECE, (5'zl-pes) n. A painting of which the
size is so small that it may be painted on an easel, in

contradistinction to those paintings which are painted on
_the wall or ceiling.

EA^E'LESS, (ez'les) a. Wanting ease. Donne. [R.]
EA^E'MENT, (ez'ment) n. Evacuation ; support ; relief.

(Law) A convenience, privilege, or advantage which one
neighbor has of another by grant or prescription, as a

_ way through his ground, a sink, &c. Wkishaw.

EA'I-LY, ad. In an easy manner ;
with ease.

EA'I-NESS, n. State of being easy ;
rest

;
ease.

EAST, (est) n. The point of the horizon at which the sun

EBU
is seen to rise in the equinoxes, opposite to the wast

,

the regions in the eastern parts of the world.
EAST, (est) a. From or towards the rising sun.

EAST'ER, (est'er) n. The day on which the resurrection
of Christ is commemorated

; the 3d day (Sunday) after
Good Friday, being the 1st Sunday after the full moon
which happens upon or next after the 21st of March. It

_ correspond_s in season to the passover of the Jews.
EAST'ER-DAY,* n. The festival of Easter. Drayton.
EAST'ER-LING, n. A native of some country eastward.

Spenser. A species of water-fowl A piece of money
_ coined in the East, by Richard II. of England. Crabb.

EAST'ER-LfNG, a. Belonging to the money of the Easter-

_ lings, or Baltic traders : sterling. Todd. See STERLING.
EAST'ER-LY, a. Coming from or lying towards the east.

EAST'ERN, a. Relating to the east; east; dwelling or
found in the east

;
oriental

; lying towards the east
,

_ going or looking eastward.

EAST-IN'SV-LAR,* a. Relating to the Eastern Islands. Fo.

_Qu. Rev.

fEAST-LAND'iSH, a. Lying or being eastward. Verste-

_gan.
EAST'WARD, ad. Towards the east. Browne.

EA'y, (Vze) a. Not difficult
; quiet ;

at rest
;

free from
pain ; complying ; ready; not unwilling; not formal;
unconstrained.

EAT, (et) v. a.
[i. ATE or EAT; pp. EATING, EATEN or EAT.]

To devour with the mouth j to consume ; to corrode.

25" Grammarians differ much with respect to the con-

jugation of this verb. Lowth, Priestley, Grant, Crom-
bie, Arnold, and Bullions, give i. ate; p. eaten: Murray
and Hiley, i. ate or eat; p. eaten: Webster, i. ate; p.
eat or eaten : Smart, i. eat or ate (et) ; p. eat or eaten.

Smart regards ate and eaten as growing obsolete.

EAT, (et) v. n. To feed
; to take food ; to make way by

_ corrosion.

EAT'A-BLE, (et'a-bl) a. That may be eaten ; esculent.

EAT'A-BLE, n. Any thing that may be eaten. King.
EAT'AGE,* n. Food for horses and cattle from the after-

math.

EAT'EN,* (e'tn)p. from Eat. Devoured
;
consumed

j cor-

roded. See EAT.

EAT'ER, (et'er) n. He or that which eats; a corrosive.

tEATH, (eth) a. Easy. Spenser. ad. Easily. Spenser.

EAT'JNG, (et'jng) n. The act of chewing and swallowing ;

reception of food.

EAT'ING-HOUSE, n. A house to eat in
;
a dining-house.

EAU'DE COLOGNE,* (o'de-kg-lon') n. [Fr.] A perfumed
spirit originally prepared at Cologne. Brands.

EAU DE LUCE,* (6'de-lus') n. [Fr.] A strong solution of

_ ammonia, scented with mastic and oil of amber. Brande.

EAVES, (evz) 7i. pi. The edges of the roof of a house, &.C.,
which overhang the walls.

EAVE'cXTCH,* n. A thick board with a feather-edge to

receive the lower course of the tiles on the roof of a

_ house. Ash.

EAVESDROP, v. n. To catch what comes from the eaves;
to listen under windows. Milton.

EAVES'DBOP'PER, n. One who skulks about a house at

night to listen
;
an insidious listener. Shale.

EAVE'DROP'PING,* 71. The dropping of water from the
eaves

;
the act of an insidious listener. Miltmi.

EAVE'LA~TH,* n. The same as eaaescatch. Ash.
EBB (eb) ?i. The reflux of the tide towards the sea, op-
posed to flow ; decline

; decay ;
waste.

EBB, (eb) v. 71. [/. EBBED; pp. EBBING, EBBED.] To flow
back towards the sea

;
to decline

;
to decay.

EBB'ING, n. The reflux of the tide ;
a declining.

EBB'-TIDE,* n. The reflux of the tide. Falconer.

EB'EN, or EB'QN, n. A hard wood. See EBONY.

E'BI-QN-ITE,* n. [Ebion, Heb.] One of an early sect of

Christians, who denied the divinity of Christ.

E'Bi-QN-lTE,* a. Relating to the Ebionites. Whiston.

EB'QN, a. Dark
;
black

;
made of ebony. Prior.

EB'QN-IST,* n. A worker in ebony. Scott.

EB'QS-IZE,* v. a. To make like ebony, or as black as eb-

ony. Smart.

EB'QN-Y, n. [Zptvos.} A hard, heavy, black, valuable

wood, which admits a fine polish.

E-BRAC'TE-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Having no bractea or floral

leaf. Lindley.

E-BRI'E-TY, n. [ebrietas, L.] Drunkenness
; inebriety

'

, (e-bril'yad) n. [Fr.] A check of the

bridle, by a jerk of one rein, if a horse refuses to turn.

E-BRI-OS'I-TY, n. Drunkenness ; ebriety. Browne. [R.]

E'BRI-OUS,* a. Drunk
; habitually intemperate. Smart.

E-BiJLL.'iENCE,*(e-bu)'yens) . Ebulliency. Coleridge. [R.1

JJ-BULL'lEN-CY, (e-biSl'yen-se) n. [ebullio, L.] Act of

boiling over. Cu-dworth. [R.]

f-B&LL'iENT,
(e-biil'yent) a. Boiling over. Young.

B-UL-Li"TiQN,'(eb-ul-ish'un)w. [ebullitio, L.] The motion

produced in a liquid by its' rapid conversion into vapor ;

act of boiling up with heat; any intestine motion

effervescence.
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E-BUR'NE-AN,* a. Relating to or consisting of ivory.
Smart.

EC-BXT'IC,* a. Relating to an ev^nt that has taken place.

Prof. Stuart. [R.]

EC'PE Ho'Md,* [L., Behold the man.} The name of any
painting which represents our Savior given up to the

people by Pilate. Crabb.

EC-CN'TRIC, a. [ex and centrum, L.
; excentrique, Fr.] De-

viating from the centre
;

not having the same centre,

opposed to concentric; irregular ; anomalous; peculiar;
singular ; odd ; strange.

EC-CEN'TRIC, n. A circle not having the same centre
with another circle : a contrivance for varying the di-

rection and velocity of motion : he or that which can-
not be brought to a common centre, or a usual standard.

EC-CEN'TRI-CAL, a. Same as eccentric. See ECCENTRIC.

EC-CEN'TRI-CAL-LY,* ad. In an eccentric manner. Lloyd.

Ec-CEN-TRlg'l-TY, n. The quality of being eccentric; de-

viation from a centre or from rule ; particularity ; irregu-

larity ; singularity. [Donnell.

EC'pE Sl&NVM,* [L.] Behold the sign or badge. Me-

EC-JEHY-MO'SIS, n. [eicxy/jiMais.l (Med.) Extravasation
of blood, causing livid spots or blotches.

EC-CLE'$I-A,* (ek-kle'zhe-a) n. [i>cK\T)<ria, Gr.
; ecclesia,

L.] An assembly ;
the assembly of Athens. A church;

a congregation. P. Cyc.

Ec-CLE'si-ARjeH,* n. A ruler of a church. Ash. [R.]

tEc-CLE'i-isT, n. A preacher ;
Ecclesiastes. Chaucer.

EC-CLE-^i-Xs'TE?, (ek-kle-ze-as'tez) n. [Gr.] The Preach-
er

;
a book of the Old Testament.

c-CLE-!-Xs'Tic, [ek-kle-ze-as'tik, S. J. E. K. ; gk-kle-

zhe-as'tik, W. F. Ja. ; ek-kle-ze-as'tik, Sm. ; ek-kle-ze-

'is'tik, P. K.~\n. A person dedicated to the ministry of re-

ligion ;
a priest, a clergyman, or religious teacher, con-

nected with an episcopacy.
c-CLE-l-Xs'Tlc, ) a. [ecclesiasticus, L.] Relating to

Ee-CLE-^i-Xs'Ti-cAL, j
or appropriated to the church

;

not civil or secular.

Ec-CLE-j-ii-Xs'Ti-CAL-LY,* ad. In accordance with the

church. Bp. Taylor. [Apocrypha.
fic-CLE-^l-Xs'Tl-cOs, n. [L.] One of the books of the

EC-CL,E"-I-OL'P-(^IST,* n. One versed in ecclesiology ;
one

who treats of churches. F. A. Paley.

Ec-CLE-i-6r.'<?-<^Y,* n. A discourse concerning the
church. Brit. Crit.

Bc'co,* [It.] (Mus.) Noting the repetition of any part of
a song in a
Crabb.

a low, soft manner, in imitation of an echo.

- en.,r purging. +*. M
C-CO-PROT'ICS, n. pi. \CK and /tdn-poj.] (Med.) Gentle

purgatives. [Dunglison.
C-CRI-NOL'<?-<?T>* n. (Med.) A treatise on secretions.

EpHELON,* (esh'e-long') n. [Fr.] The position or move-
ment of an army in the form of steps. Brande.

E-JEHID'NA,* n. (Zool.) A genus of mammiferous ani-

mals, found in Van Diemen's Land. P. Cyc.

EJBH'I-NATE, or E-jeHi'NATE, ) a. Bristled like a

EH'i-NAT-ED, or E-jBHi'NAT-ED, \ hedgehog; cov-
ered with sharp points ; bristly.

E-HIN'(-DXN,* n. (Geol.) A fossil animal resembling the

echinus. Buckland.

E-HIN'I-TAL,* a. Relating to or like echinites. Roberts.

EJBH'IN-ITE',* w. (Min.) A calcareous petrifaction of the

sea-hedgehog. Hamilton.

E-HIN'Q-DERM,* n. [fefttc and Jcp/ia.] ( Geol.) An inverte-

brate fossil animal which has a crustaceous or coriaceous

integument, commonly armed with spines. Buckland.

E-pm'Ni/s, (e-ki'nus) n. [L.] pi. E-pifi'Ni. (Zool.) A
sea-urchin ; a crustaceous or crab fish set with prickles.

(Bot.) The prickly head of a plant. (Arch.) A member
or ornament placed on the top of the Ionic capital.

EJEH'O, (ek'o) 7i. [iJxw, Gr.
; echo, L.] pi. EH'OE. A

sound reflected from a distant surface, and repeated to

the ear
;
the repercussion of sound

;
the sound returned.

EJEH'O, (ek'o) v. n. [i. ECHOED
; pp. ECHOING, ECHOED.]

To resound ; to give the repercussion of voice
;
to be

sounded back.

EJBH'O, v. a. To send back a sound or voice. Dryden.
EJBH'O-LESS,* a. Having no echo. Byrom.
E-H6M'E-TER, (e-kom'e-ter) n. [i?xo5 and pirpov.] (Mas.)
A kind of scale to measure the duration of sounds.

E-jEHOM'E-TRY, n. The art of measuring the duration of
sounds ;

also of constructing vaults to produce echoes.

ECLAIRCISSEMENT, (e-klar-sjs-m'ang' ore-klar'siz-ment)

[ek-klar'sjz-ment, W. Ja. ; ek-kler'sjz-ment, S. ; ek-

kiar'sis-mon, P.; ek-klar'sjz-mong, J. Sm. ; ek-klar-sjz-

mong' or ek-klar'sjs-ment, K. ; e-klar'siz-mang, F.] n.

[Fr.] Explanation ; the act of clearing up an affair.

ftCp
" This word, though long in use, is not yet natural-

ized." Walker.

EC-LAMP'SY,* 7i. (Med.) A flashing of light, such as is

symptomatic of epilepsy. Smart.

E-CLAT', (e-kla') [e-kla', P. J. Ja. Sm. Wb.; e-klaw', S.

W. E. .F. K.] n. [Fr.] Striking effect
; brilliancy ; ap-

plause ; lustre.

EC-LEC'TIC, n. rJ*A*rur<i.1 One of a class of ancient
philosophers, who professed to be of no one sect, but to
choose what was good from all sects: one of a sect
in the Christian church, who considered the doctrine of
Plato conformable to the spirit of the Christian doctrine :

one of a sect of physicians among the ancients.

fC-LEc'Tic,
a. Selecting ; choosing. Watts.

c-LEc'Ti-ciijM,* n. The habit or principle of selecting
from different sources

;
the eclectic system of philoso-

phy. Ed. Rev.

EC-LGM', (ek-lem') n. HK and ^i\f.n>, Gr.
, ecleg-me, Fr.]

(Med.) A medicine made of oils and sirups.

EC-LIP-SA'RE-ON,* n. An instrument for showing the

phenomena of eclipses. Ferguson.
E-cLlPSE', (e-klips') n. [*cA;tt//ts.] An obscuration of
the light of a heavenly body by the intervention of an-
other body ;

darkness
;
obscuration.

E-CLlpSE', (e-klips') v. a.
[i. ECLIPSED; pp. ECLIPSING,

ECLIPSED.] To darken a luminary ; to extinguish ;
to

cloud
;
to obscure

;
to outshine.

E-cLtPSE', (e-klips') v. 71. To suffer an eclipse. Milton.

$-CL!P'TIC, n. (Astron.) An imaginary great circle of
the sphere, or of the heavens, in which the sun appears
to perform his annual revolution.

E-CLi'p'Tic, a. Relating to or described by the ecliptic.

EC'LOGUE, (ek'log) n. [c,K\o-yrj.] A pastoral poem.
EC-Q-NOM'IC, a. Economical. Davies. See ECONOMICAL.
HEC-O-NOM'I-CAL, or E-CQ-NOM'I-CAL, [ek-o-nom'e-ksil,

W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; e-ko-nom'e-kaj, S. E. R.] a. Pertaining to
the regulation of a household

; relating to economy ;
fru-

gal ; thrifty ; sparing ; saving ;
careful

; parsimonious
HEC-Q-NOM'I-CAL-LY,* ad. With economy. London.

|JEc-Q-NOM'ics,
n. pi. Household management. Wotton.

!fc-c6N'Q-MlsT, n. One versed in domestic economy; one
versed in political economy ;

a frugal manager.
E-CON'Q-MIZE, v. a.

[i. ECONOMIZED; pp. ECONOMIZING,
ECONOMIZED.] To manage frugally; to employ with econ-

omy.
E-c5N'p-MY, n. [oiKovouia.] The management of a fami

ly ; thrifty management ; frugality ; disposition of things ;

arrangement ;
a system ;

the distribution of every thing
in its proper place.

EC-PHQ-NE>M'A*n. [iK^oivrifia.] (Rhet.) A breaking out
of the voice with some interjectional particle. Crabb.

EC-PHO-NE' sis,* n. [cK<t>writns.] (Rhct.) An exclamation

arising from strong emotion. Crabb.

Ec-PHRXc'Tlcs, n. pi. (Med.) Attenuating medicines. x

Ec-RHYTH'MVS,*7i.[IVpt)0^oj.](4ferf.) An irregular pulse.
Crabb.

Ec'sTA-siZE,* v. a. To fill with ecstasy. F. Butler. [R.]

Ec'STA-slED, (eks'ta-sid) a. Filled with ecstasy. Norris.

EC'STA-SY, n. [Ko-ra<ri?.] Excessive joy; rapture ;
trans-

port ; delight ;
enthusiasm ;

excessive elevation and ab-

sorption of the mind. [jMadness. Shak.]

ffic'sTA-SY, v. a. To fill with rapture. Scott.

Ec-STXT'ic, > a. Ravished
; rapturous ; transported ;

$c-STXT'i-CAL, \
filled with joy or ecstasy.

EC-THLlp' sis,* n. [L.1 (Latin prosody) The elision of the
final syllable of a word! ending in m, when the next word
begins with a vowel. Scudamore.

EC-TH?MA,*n. [ZxQvua.] (Mcd.) An eruption of pimples.
Brande.

EC-TRo'pi-ftM* n. [sKTpeirb).] (Med.) An unnatural ever-
sion of the eyelids. Brande.

ffic'TY-PAL, a. Taken from the original ; copied. EUis.

fEc'TYPE, n. [IVrvrroj.] A copy from an original. Locke.

EC-V-MEN'I-CAL, a. [oiKovpwiKtis.] Relating to the habit-

able world
; general ;

universal.

Ec'v-RlE, (ek'u-r?) w- [
Fr-] A stable for horses.

EC-ZE'MA,* n. [i^tw.] (Med.) An eruption of the skin.

Brande.

E-DA'CIOVS, (e-da'shus) a. [edax, L.] Eating ;
voracious

;

devouring.
E-DA'cioys-Nfiss,* (e-da'shus-nes) n. Edacity. Scott.

E-DX^'l-TY, (e-das'e-t'e) n. Voracity ; greediness. Bacon.

ED'DA,* 7i. A word which signifies the mother of poetry ;

a collection of poetry containing the ancient Scandina-

vian, or Runic and Icelandic, mythology. P. Cyc.

ED'DER, v. a. To bind or make tight by edder. Mortimer.

ED'DER, 71. Such wood, shoots, or twigs, as are worked
into the top of hedge-stakes to bind them together. [A
viper. Local.]

ED'DISH, n. A second crop of grass ;
aftermath. [Local.]

ED'DY, n. The water that, by some partial repercussion,
runs contrary to the main stream ;

a contrary current
;

whirlpool.

ED'DV, a. Whirling ; moving circularly. Dryden.

ED'DY, v. n. & a. [i.
EDDIED ; pp. EDDYING, EDDIED.] To

move as an eddy ;
to restrain and form into an eddy.

Thomson.

ED'DY-WA'TER, n. (JVaut.) The water that falls back, as

it were, on the rudder of a ship under sail
;
the wake.E-CLAT', (e-kla') [e-kla', P. J. Ja. Sm. Wb.; e-klaw', S. it were, on the rudder of a ship under sail

;
the wake.
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-DEL-FOR'siTE,*re. (Min.) A species of red zeolite. Dana.

f-DEM-A-TOSE',

a.
[ot<]r][ia.~\

Full of humors
;
edematous.

-DEM'A-TOUS,* a. Relating to oedema.; full of humors ;

swelling ;
cedematous. Harvey.

'DEN,_n. [Heb.] Paradise
;
a garden. Sir W. Jones.

E'DEN-iZED,(e'den-Izd) a. Admitted into paradise. Daoies.

E-DEN'TAL,* re. (Zool.) One of the edentata, an order of
mammals including those genera in which the dental ap-
paratus is more or less incomplete. Braride.

E-DEN'TA-LOUS,* a. Toothless
; having no teeth. P. Cyc.

E-DEN'TA-TED, a. [edentates, L.] Deprived of teeth. Bai-

ley. [R.]

g-DEN-TA'TlON, re. A pulling out of teeth. Cockeram. [R.]
EDGE, (ej) n. The sharp or cutting part or side of a blade or

cutting instrument
;
a narrow part rising from a broader;

brink; margin; border; rimj^verge; extremity; sharp-
ness

;
intenseness of desire

;
keenness

; acrimony of

temper. To set teeth, on edge, to cause an uneasy ting-

ling in the teeth.

BDCJJE, (ej) v. a.
[i. EDGED ; pp. EDGING, EDGED.] To sharp-

en
;
to furnish with an edge ;

to border with any thing ;

to fringe : to exasperate ;
to embitter

;
to put forward be-

yond a line.

EDGE, v. n. To move forward sideways, or by little and
little.

EDGE,* a. Having an edge; sharp; edged: applied to a
railroad in which the carriages run upon rails or edges of

rails, as in common railroads,- in distinction to such
roads as are made of flat blocks. Francis.

EDGED, (ejd or ed'jed) p. a. Sharp ;
not blunt.

EDGE'LESS, a. Having no edge; blunt. Shak.

Eo9E'-RAlL,*re. An iron bar or rail upon which the wheels
of a railroad car revolve, a flange being formed upon the
innet edge of the rail, projecting about an inch, in order to

prevent the wheels from sliding off. Tanner.

EDGE'-TOOL, n. A sharp tool to cut with
;
an axe or knife.

ED^E'-WI^E, ad. In the direction of the edge.
lt'|NG, n. A border ;

a fringe ;
a narrow lace.

ED'I-BLE, a, [
edo, L.l Eatable

;
fit to be eaten.

ED'I-BLE-NESS,* n. The quality of being edible. Scott.

E'DICT, [S'djkt, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; ed'jkt or

e'dikt, P.] n. [edictum, L.] A public ordinance or decree
issued by a sovereign or high power; an order; a procla-
mation.

ED'I-FI-CXNT, [Sd/e-fe-kant, K. Sm. Wb. ; e-dif'e-kant, Ja.

Todd.] a. Building ; constructing. Dugard. [R.]

ED-I-FI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of edifying ;
state of being edi-

fied
;
instruction in religion and morals

; improvement in

disposition and character ; improvement.
EB'I-FI-CA-TO-RY, a. Tending to edification. Bp. Hall. [R.]

ED'I-F'ICE, (ed'e-f is) n. A fabric ;
a building ; a structure.

ED-I-FI"CIAL, (ed-e-f ish'al) a. Relating to edifices.

ED'i-Fl-ER,'7i. One'who edifies.

ED'I-FY, v. a. [adifico, L.] [i.
EDIFIED

; pp. EDIFYING, ED-

uiED.] To instruct so as to improve in religious charac-

ter; to instruct; to improve; to teach. [fTo build.

Spenser.]

ED'I-FY-ING, n. Instruction
; teaching.

D'i-FY-JNG,*p. a. Tending to edify ;
instructive.

D'{-FY-ING-LY, ad. In an instructive manner. Killingbeck.

K'DILE, n. [ccdilis, L.] A magistrate in ancient Rome, who
had the charge ofthe temples, public buildings, streets, &c.

E'DILE-SH!P,*. The office of edile. Gray.
ED'ING-TQN-ITE,* n. (JfcTm.) A mineral found in Scotland,

in small, grayish-white, translucent prisms ;
a crystallized

felspar. Brande.

ED'IT, v. a. [editer, Fr.] [i. EDITED
; pp. EDITING, ED-

ITED.] To superintend, revise, or prepare for publication,
as a book, newspaper, &c.

;
to conduct

;
to manage, as a

literary publication. Brit. Crit.

E-D'i"TlpN, (e-dlsh'un) n. [editio, L.] The publication of a
book ;

the whole impression of a book
; republication.

fE-Di"TlQN-ER, n. A publisher ;
an editor. Gregory.

E-DI"TI-O PRlN'CEPS,* (e-dish'e-6) [L.] The first or
'

earliest edition of a book. Hamilton.

ED'I-TQR, n. One who edits
;
one who superintends, re-

vises, or prepares a work for publication ; the conductor
of a newspaper, journal, <fcc.

ED-I-TO'RI-AL., a. Belonging to or written by an editor.

ED'i-TQR-SHiP, re. The office and duty of an editor.

Eo'i-TRfiss,* n. A female editor. EC. Rev.

jE-DiT'v-ATE, v. a. [adituo, low L.] To govern a house.

Gregory.
ED-RI-OPH-THA'L'MA,* n. [tSpaTos and 600aA//<5s.] (Zool.)
A class of crustaceous animals, with sessile eyes situated

on the sides of the head. P. Cyc.

ED-U-CA-BIL'I-TY,* n. Capacity of being educated. Chal-

mers. [R.]

ED'U-CA-BLE,* a. That may be educated ;
teachable. Cham-

bers. [R.]
ED'V CATE, (ed'yu-kat) [ed'u-kat, S. J. E. F. Ja. ; ed'ju-

kat, W.] v. a. [educo, L.J [i. EDUCATED ; pp. EDUCATING,
EDUCATED.] To bring forth and form the natural facul-

ties
;
to bring up ; to instruct youth ;

to nurture
;
to teach.

ED'U-CAT-ED,* p. a. Having received education; in-
structed.

ED-U-CA'TIQN, n. Act of educating ;
the act of developing

and cultivating the various physical, intellectual, and
moral faculties

; formation of the manners, and improve-
ment of the mind

; instruction; tuition; nurture.

ED-V-CA'TION-AL,* a. Relating to education. Qu. Rev. A
modern word, now in good use. EC. Rev.

ED-U-CA'TIQN-IST,* re. One who is versed in or promotes
education. Brit. Crit.

ED'V-CA-TOR, n. One who instructs youth. Dr. Vincent.

E-DUCE'jfl.a. [educo, L.] [i. EDUCED ;pp. EDUCING, EDUCED.]
To draw out

;
to bring out

;
to extract.

E-DU'CI-BLE,* a. That may be educed. Martineau.

E-DUCT',* re. That which is educed or elicited. Brande.

$-DUC'TIQN, re. Act of bringing out.

-Df;c'TiVE,* a. Drawing out; extractive. Boyle.
. He or that which elicits. Smart.

$-DtJL'cp-RATE,r. a. [dulcoro, L.] [i. EDULCORATED ; pp.
EDULCORATING, EDULCORATED.] To sweeten

; to purify ;

to wash
;
to free from acids, salts, &c.

E-DUL-cp-RA'TlONjTi. The act of edulcorating. (Chem.")
Purification from salts, &c.

E-DtJL'cp-RA-TiVE, a. Having the quality of sweetening.
fE-DUL'iovs, (e-dul'yus) a. [edulium, L.] Eatable. Sir T
Browne.

EEK, v. a. To supply. See EKE.
EEK'ING, n. Augmentation ;

increase. Spenser.

EEL, (si) re. A serpentine, slimy fish that lurks in mud.
EEL/P00T, n. A small kind of eel

;
a burbot.

EEL'-SHAPED,* (el'shapt) a. Shaped like an eel. Pennant

EEL'-SKiN,* re. The skin of an eel. Shak.

E'EN, (en) ad. A contraction of even.

EFF, (ef ) re. A small lizard. See EFT.

tEF'F_A-BLE, a. [effabilvs, L.] Utterable. Wallis.

jjJF-FACE', v. a. [i. EFFACED; pp. EFFACING, EFFACED.]
To blot out

;
to expunge ;

to erase
;
to obliterate

;
to can-

cel ;
to destroy any thing painted or carved

;
to rub off; to

blow out
;
to strike out ; to destroy ;

to wear away.
EF-FACE'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being effaced.

?F-FACE'MENT,* re. Obliteration
;
act of effacing. Perry.

tEF-Fls'ci-NATE,w. a. To bewitch
;
to fascinate. Cockeram.

t?F-FXs-ci-NA'TlQN, n. Fascination. Shelford.

F-FECT', re. [effectus, L.] That which is produced by an
operating cause

;
result

;
issue

; consequence ; event ; pur-
pose ; meaning; general intent; success; completion;
successful performance ; reality ; operation of a law.

pi. Goods
;
movables

; property.
EF-FECT', v. a.

[i. EFFECTED;^. EFFECTING, EFFECTED.]
To accomplish ;

to fulfil ; to achieve ; to complete ;
to ex-

ecute
;
to bring to pass ;

to produce as a cause.

EF-FCT'ER, n. See. EFFECTOR.
IIF-FECT'I-BLE, a. Practicable; feasible. Browne. [R.]
^F-FEC'TIQN, n. (Geom.') An effect of a general proposi-

tion
;
the geometrical construction of a proposition.

EF-FEC'TIVE, a. Having the power to produce effects
; pro-

ducing effect; efficacious; effectual; operative; active;
efficient

; useful.

EF-FEC'TIVE-LY, ad. In an effective manner.
$F-FEc'TiVE-NESS,*re. The quality of being effective. Ash.

5F-FECTyL,ES8, a. Without effect
; impotent; useless.

F-FEC'TQR, re. He or that which effects
;
a maker.

JJF-FECTS',* n. pi. Movables
; goods ;

furniture. Johnson.

JJp-FECT'y-Ai,, (ef-fekt'yu-al) a. Producing decisive effect;
productive of effects

; powerful ; efficacious
; adequate.

EF-FECT'V-AL-LY, ad.. In an effectual manner.

?F-FCT'V-AL-NESS, re. The quality of being effectual.
Scott.

EF-FECT'V-ATE, v . ffl.
R EFFECTUATED ; pp. EFFECTUAT-

ING, EFFEQTUATED.] To bring to pass ; to effect. Barrow.

EF-FECT-y-A^TlON,* n. Act of effectuating. Coleridge. [R.]
tEp-FECT'y-osE,* a. Effectual. Joye.

f^F-FECT'u-Ous, a. Effectual. Barret.

t^F-FECT'v-oOs-LY, ad. Effectually. Staplcton.

EF-FM'I-NA-CY, re. Quality of being effeminate; softness,
unbecoming a man

;
womanish delicacy; lasciviousness.

EF-FM'I-NATE, a. [fffeminatus, L.] Having the qualities
of a woman

;
womanish

; soft to an unmanly degree ;

feminine ;_voluptuous; tender; delicate.

EF-FEM'I-NATE, v. a.
[i. EFFEMINATED; pp. EFFEMINAT-

ING, EFFEMINATED.] To make womanish
;
to emasculate;

to unman.
EF-FEM'I-NATE, v. n. To grow womanish

;
to soften. Pope.

F-FEM'I-NATE, n. An effeminate person. Cowper.
^F-FEM'I-NATE-LY, ad. In an effeminate manner.

F-FEM'I-NATE-NESS, n. Unmanly softness
; effeminacy.

fEF-FEM-l-NA'TlQN, n. Effeminacy. Browne.

EF-FEN'Di,*n. A Turkish word which signifies lord,mas-
ter, or superior, and is joined as a title of respect to eccle-

siastical, legal, and other civil functionaries, in contra-

distinction to aga, the title by which high military per-

sonages are designated ; as, Reij Effendi, the title of the

principal secretary of state and prime minister of the Ot-

toman empire. P. Cyc.
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fEF'FE-RoCs, a. [efferus, L.] Fierce
;
wild

; savage. Bp.
King.

EF-FER-VESCE', (ef-fer-veV) 77. 71. [effereesco, L.] [L EF-
FERVESCED ; pp. EFFERVESCING, EFFERVESCED.] To be in

that state of commotion or bubbling which arises in a fluid

when a part of it flies off in an elastic form
;
to work ;

to

froth
;
to bubble.

F-FER-VES'CENCE, n. The act of effervescing; intestine

commotion of a fluid; escape of gaseous matter; a bub-

bling ;
a frothing.

F-FER-VES'CEN-CY,* n. Effervescence, Asli.

F-FER-VES'CENT,* a. Bubbling; boiling; frothing. Vre.

EF-FER-VS'CI-BLE,* a. Capable of effervescing. Smart.

EF-FETE', a. [effastus, L.] That can no longer bring forth
;

exhausted
; barren ;

worn out with age.

EF-FI-CA'CIOUS, (ef-fe-ka'shus) a. [efficace, Fr.] Actually
producing effects ; producing the consequence intended

;

effectual.

EF-FI-CA'CIOVS-LY, (ef-fe-ka'shus-le) ad. Effectually.

F-FI-CA'CIOUS-NESS, (ef-fe-ka'shus-nes) n. Efficacy.

EF'FI-CA-CV, n. duality of being efficacious ; power to pro-
duce effects

; production of the consequence intended
;

force; energy; ability.

EF-FI"CIENCE, (ef-fish'yens) ) n. [efficio. L.] The act

$F-Fi"ciEN-cy, (ef-flsh'yen-se) j
or ability of producing

effects
; agency.

EF-FI"CIENT, (ef-fish'yent) n. The cause of effects; fac-

tor.

EF-FI"CIENT, (ef-fish'yent) a. Actually producing or help-

ing to produce effects; causing effects
; producing effect

;

effective
;
efficacious ; competent ; able.

EF-FI"CIENT-:LY, (ef-fIsh'yent-le) ad. Effectively. SoiOJi.

. a. To make fierce or furious. Spenser.

,,
a. Exhibiting in effigy. Todd.

TE, v. a. [effigio, L.] To form in semblance.
Dean King.

tEF-FiG-l-A'TlQN, n. The act of imaging. Bailey.

gr-pfy'f.fig, (ef-f id'je-6z) n. [effigies, L.] Effigy. Drydcn.
EF'FI-GY, n. An image or figure of a person ; a likeness or

figure in sculpture or painting; the head or figure on a
coin

; picture.

fEF-FLXo'i-TATE, v. a. [efflagito, L.] To demand earnest-

ly. Cockeram.

EF-FI,ATE', v. a. [efflo, L.] To puff up. Sir T. Herbert. [R.]
EF-FLA'TIQN,* 7i. The act of breathing out. Parnell.

EF-FL.Q-RESCE',* (ef-nVreV) v. n. [effloresco, L.] [i. EFFLO-
RESCED J pp. EFFLORESCING, EFFLORESCED.] To form dust
or powder on the surface by exposure to the atmosphere.
Brande.

EF-FLQ-RES'CENCE, n. EfHorescency. Woodward.

EF-FL,Q-RS'CEN-CY, n. [effloresco, L.] (Bot.) The flower-

ing season
;
a flowering. (Med.) A redness or eruption on

the skin. (Chem.) A change or crumbling down of cer-

tain crystallized salts to powder on exposure to the air.

EF-FLQ-RES'CENT, a. Shooting out in the form of flowers
;

indicating efflorescence.

F'FL,I;-ENCE, n.
[effluence, Fr.] That which flows out

;

act of flowing. Mdton.

fiF'FLV-EN-cY,* n. Same as effluence. Ash.

EF'FLV-ENT, a. Flowing out ; issuing out.

EF-FLU'VI-UM, n. [L.] pi. EF-FLU'VI-A. A flowing out
;

vapor; minute and generally invisible particles which ex-
hale from terrestrial bodies or putrefying matters

; invisi-

ble vapor.
EF'FLUX, n. The act of flowing out

;
effusion

;
flow

;
that

which flows out
;
emanation. More.

fEF-FLUx', v. n. To run out
;
to flow away. Boyle.

F-FL_UX'IQN, (ef-fluk'shun) n. Act of flowing out.

fEF-FORCE', v. a. [efforcer, Fr.] To force. Spenser.

f^F-FORM',*;. a, [efformo, L.] To form. Bp. Taylor.

fEF-FQR-MA'TIQN, n. Formation. More.

EF'FORT, n. An act in which force is exerted ; exertion;
essay ; attempt ;

trial
; struggle ;

laborious endeavor.

EF'FORT-LESS,* a. Making no effort. Southey.
: EF-FOS'SIQN, (ef-fSsh'un) n. [effodio, L.] The act of dig-

ging up.

fEF-FRAl'A-BLE, a. [effroyable, Fr.] Frightful. Harvey.
f$F-FRAY', v. a. [effrayer, Fr.] To affright; to scare. Spen-

ser.

tEF-FRE-NA'TlQN, n. [effranatio, L.J Unruliness. Cockeram.

EF-FRON'TE-RY, (ef-frun'te-re) n. Impudence ; shameless-
ness

;
boldness

; audacity ;
assurance

; hardihood.

tEF-FR6NT'y-ous-Ly,*ad. With effrontery. North.

JjF-FOLGE', (ef-fulj') v. n. [effulgeo, L.] To sen. forth lus-

tre or effulgence. Thomson.

fF-FCi/GENCE,
n. Lustre; brightness; splendor; light.

F-FDL/GENT, a. Shining; bright; luminous; dazzling.
tEF-FU-MA-BlL'1-TY, 7t. An escape in fumes. Boyle.

t^F-FUME', v. a. [famus, L.] To breathe or puff out. B.
Jonson.

tEF-FuND', v. a. [effmdo, L.] To pour out. More.

JgF-FUE', (ef-fuz') v. a. [LJ/USUS, L.] [i. EFFUSED; pp. EF-

FUSING, EFFUSED.] To pour out
;
to spill ;

to shed
;
to dif-

fuse
;
to disperse. Milton.

,
n. Waste; effusion. Shak.

EF-FUSE', a. [{Dissipated ; extravagant. Bp. Richardson.]
(Bot.) Poured forth

; applied to an inflorescence.

EF-FUSE',* v. n. To emanate
; to shed forth. Thomson.

EF-FO'SIQN, (ef-fa'zhun) n. Act of pouring out; waste;
act of spilling; dispersion; thing poured out.

EF-FU'SIVE, a. Pouring out; dispersing; diffusive; spread-
in g;

EF-Fu'siVE-:LY,*ad. In an effusive manner. Dr. Allen.

$F-FU'SIVE-NESS,* n. State of being effusive. Dr. Allen.

EFT, n. A sort of lizard
; a newt.

fEFT, ad. Soon; quickly. Spenser.
ffiFT'EST,* ad. superl. Soonest

; first. Shak.

JEFT-SOONS', ad. Soon afterwards
; in a short time. Spenser.

E. G. [a contraction of exempli gratia.] For example.
E-GAD',* ad. The diminutive of the oath "

by God." Lan-
cashire Dialect.

K'fiER, T?. An impetuous flood or tide
; eagre. Browne. An

early-blossoming tulip. Ash.

EG'E-RAJV,* n. (Mm.') A variety of garnet found at Egeran
in Bohemia. Brande.

E-PE'RI-A,* n. pi. (ZooZ.) A genus of crustacean animals.
P. Cyc.

,
v. n. To germinate. Cockeram.

. a. [egcro, L.] To throw out; to void, as ex-
crement. Bacon.

E-aEST'lQ^, (e-jest'yun) n. The act of naturally voiding
digested matter or food. Hale.

EGG, 7i. That which is laid by fowls or birds and some
other animals, from which their young is produced ;

the ovum of birds, &c. ; spawn or sperm ; any thing in
the shape of an egg.

EGG, v. a. [eggia, Icelandic.] [i. EOGED
; pp. EGGING,

EGGED.] To incite
;
to instigate ;

to edge. Derham.

EGG'-BlG,* n. A receptacle for eggs. Goldsmith.

EGG'-BIRD,* n. A bird of the Pacific Ocean. Cook.

EGG'-BORN,* a. Produced from an egg. Drayton.
EG'J&ER., n. One who incites. Sherwood. A gatherer of eggs ;

egglen Holbrook.

EG'^E-RY, n. A nest of eggs. [R.] See EYRY.
EG'J&ING, n. Incitement. Cleaveland.

EGG'LER, n. A collector of, or dealer in, eggs. Brockett.

EGG'NOG,* n. A drink made of spirit, milk, sugar, and
beaten up together. W. Ency.

n. A plant which bears fruit like an egg.
Lee.

EGG'-SHAPED,* (eg'shapt) a. Shaped like an egg. Hill.

EGG'-SHELL,* n. The shell or crust of an egg. Shak.

E-GI-LOP'I-CAL, a. [cBgilops, L.] Affected with the aegilops.
Coles.

E'GI-LOPS, n. See ^EGILOPS.

E'^is, 7t. See jEais.

EG'LAN-TINE, or EG'LAN-TINE, [eg'lan-tln, S.J.E.Ja. K.
Sm.j eg'lan-tin, W. F.] n. [eglantier, Fr.] A ppecies of
rose

;
sweet-brier: applied by Milton to the honeysuc-

kle.

EG'LOGUE, n. See ECLOGUE.
E'GQ-1M, n. [ego, L.] The opinion of those who profess

_ to be sure of nothing but their own existence. Reid.

E'GQ-IST, n. One of a class of philosophers who professed
to be sure of nothing but their own existence. Reid.

E'GO-MtsM, n. Same as egoism. Baxter.

||E'Gp-TlM, or EG'p-Ttsai, [e'go-tTzm, S. P. J. E. Ja. K. ;

e'go-tizm or eg'o-tizm, W. F. ; eg'o-tizm, Sm. R.] n. [ego,

L.] That vanity which is manifested by the frequent rep-
etition of the first personal pronoun (in Latin, ego) in

any one's conversation or writing, or by talking much of
one's self. ftCf" Contrary to my own judgment, I have
made the e, in the first syllable of this word, long, be-
cause I see it is uniformly so marked in all the dictiona-

ries I have seen
;
but I am much mistaken if Analogy

does not, in time, recover her rights, and shorten this

vowel by joining it to the g, as if written eg-o-tism."
Walker.

||E'GO-TI'ST, n. One who talks much of himself.

|E-GQ-TIS'TJC,* a. Self-conceited; egotistical. Coleridge.

IE-GQ-TIS'TI-CAL, a. Self-conceited ; vain; opinionated.

|E-G9-Tls'Tl-CAL,-L,v,*a</. In an egotistical manner. Booth.

IJE'GQ-TIZEJ v. n.
[i. EGOTIZED ; pp. EGOTIZING, EGOTIZED.]

To talk much of one's self.

||E-GRE'Glor;s, (e-gre'jus) [e-gre'jus, S. F. E. K.; e-gre'je-

us, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. R.] [egregius, L.J Eminent
;

re-

markable
; extraordinary ; distinguished, either in a good

or bad sense.

||E-GRE'IOVS-LY, ad. Eminently; remarkably.

IjJp-GRE'Gloys-NESS, 7t. The state of being egregious.

E'GRESS, n. [egressus, L.I Act of going out
; departure.

E-GRES'SIQN, (e-gresh'un) n. Act of going out. B. Jonson.

$-GRESS'QR,* n. One who makes egress. Dwight. [R.]
E'GRET, n. A fowl of the heron kind

;
a feather of the

fowi
;
the down of thistles : a species of monkey.

{EG'RI-MQ-NY, n. Agrimony ; grief. Cockeram.

E'GRI-QT, n. [aigrct, Fr.] A species of acid cherry. Bacon.

E-GYP'TIAN, (e-jlp'shan) n. A native of Egypt: a gypsy.

.A, E, I, 6, tJ, Y, long; X, , J, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, i, 9, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALLj HEIR, HER;
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E-GYP'TIAN,* a. Relating to Egypt. Warburton.

EH,* (a) interj. Noting doubt, inquiry, or slight surprise ;

cigh. Smart. See EIGH.

EI'DER, n.
[eider, Swed.] See EIDER-DUCK.

ElD'ER-DoWN, n. The down of an eider-duck.

EI'DER-DtJCK,* 7i. A species of duck found in the Ork-

neys, Hebrides, and Shetland Islands, much valued for

its down. It is called also the Gothland duck. Brande.

Ei'oo-GRXPH,* 7i. An instrument to copy drawings. Ham-
"

ilton.

Ei-DoO-RA'Ni-ox,* n. A machine for representing the heav-

enly bodies. Walker.

ElGH, (a) interj. An expression of sudden delight.

EIGHT, (at)n. An island in a river; ait. Evelyn. See AIT.

EIGHT, (at) a. & n. Twice four
; seven and one.

EIGH'TEEN, (a'ten) a. Twice nine.

EIGHTEENTH, (a'tenth) a. Next in order to the seven-
teenth.

EIGHTEENTH,* (a'tenth) n. (Mus.) An interval compre-
hending two octaves and a tenth. Crabb.

EIGHT'FOLD, (at'fold) a. Eight times the number or quan-
tity.

EIGHTH, (atth) a. Next in order to the seventh
;
ordinal

of eight.
EIGHTH,* (atth) n. (Mus.) An interval comprehending

eight diatonic sounds, or seven conjunct degrees. Crabb.
The octave or eighth .note of the diatonic scale. P. Cyc.

EIGHTH'LY, (atth'le) ad. In the eighth place.

EIGH'TI-ETH, (a'te-eth) a. Next in order to the seventy-
ninth.

EIGHT'SCORE, (at'skor) a. Eight times twenty. Shak.

EIGH'TY, (a'te) a. Eight times ten
; fourscore.

EIGH'TY,* (a'te) n. The number containing eight times ten.
Ash.

ElGNE, (a'ne or an) a. [atnc, FT.] (Law) Eldest or first-

born. Blackstone.

EILD, n. See ELD.

fEl'sEL, (e'sel) n. Vinegar; verjuice. Sir T. More.

JEIS-TEDD'FOD,*M. A meeting ;
an assembly or session of

bards, formerly held in Wales. P. Cyc.

UEI'THER, (e'ther) [e'ther, & W. P. J.

Wb. Scott, Wares, Smith, Fry ; e'ther or I'ther, Kenrick ;'

r, & W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.

I'ther, W. Johnston. $3=
" Either and neither'are so often

pronounced I'ther and nl'ther, that it is hard to say to

which class they belong. Analogy, however, without

hesitation, gives the diphthong the sound of long open
e, rather than that of i, and rhymes them with breather,
one who breathes." Walker. ' : Between ei'ther and el'ther

there is little, in point of good usage, to choose."

Smart.] a. & pron. One or the other
; any of an indeter-

minate number.

flfil'THER, conj. Or
; as,

" either this or that."

E-JXC'U-LATE, (e-jak'yu-lat) v. a. [ejacalor, L.j [i. EJACU-
LATED

; pp. EJACULATING. EJACULATED.] To thrOW
J
tO

shoot
;
to dart out.

E-jXc-y-LA'TiON, n. The act of darting out; a short, sud-
den expression, cry, or prayer.

E-jXc'v-LA-TO-RY, a. Throwing or darting out
;
sudden

;

hasty.

E-JECT', v. a. [cjicio, ejectum, L.] [i. EJECTED ; pp. EJECT-
ING, EJECTED.] To throw out

;
to cast forth

;
to void

;
to

expel.

E-JEC'TION, (e-jek'shun) n. Act of ejecting ; discharge ;
a

casting out ; expulsion.
E-JECT'MENT, n. (Law) An action or writ for the recovery
of the possession of real property, and of damages for un-
lawful detention.

E-JEC'TQR,* n. One who ejects. Smart.

j-u-LA'TIQN, (ed-ju-la'shun) n. [yulatio, L.] An outcry ;

lamentation
;
moan

; wailing. Phillips. [R.]
KKE, v. a. (i. EKED ; pp. EKING, EKED.] To increase

;
to

supply ;
to fill up deficiencies; to lengthen ;

to spin out;
to protract.

EKE, ad. Also ; likewise
; beside

; moreover. Spenser.
[Old and rare.]

EKE, w. An addition. Geddes. [R.]
EK'JNG, n. Increase ; addition.

^E'L'A
1

, (a'la/) 7i. (Mus.) A term formerly applied to the

highest note in the scale of Guido.

E-LAB'O-RATE, v. a. [elaboro, L.] [i. ELABORATED
; pp.

ELABORATING, ELABORATED.] To bestow labor Upon ;
tO

produce with labor ; to heighten and improve by labor.

E-LAB'O-RATE, a. Wrought with labor; much studied;
much labored upon ; highly finished.

E-LXB'O-RATE-LY, ad. In an elaborate manner.

f-LXB'o-RATE-NESs,
7i. Quality of being elaborate.

-LXB-O-RA'TION, n. Act of elaborating; great labor.

fE-LXB'o-RA-TO-RY, n. [elaboratoire, Fr.j Laboratory. See
LABORATORY.

JE-i^E'/s,* 7i. (Bot.) A genus of palms which afford oil. P.

Cyc.

EL-A-?D'IC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid derived from
elaidine and potassa. Francis.

E-LA'I-DINE,* TO. A fatty matter produced by the action of

nitric acid upon certain oils, particularly castor-oil.

P. Cyc.

E-LAIN',* n. That portion of fat or oil which retains the

liquid state. Brande.

E-LAl-OD'ic,*a. (Chem.) Derived from castor-oil. Brande.

fE-LAMP'lNG, a. [lampante, It.] Shining. G. Fletcher.

t-LA"NCE', -o. a. [elancer, Fr.] To throw out ;
to dart.

_ Prior.

E'LAND,* n. (Zool.) An animal found in Africa. Ency.
E'LA-O-LITE,* or E-LA'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) A brittle min-

eral of a greasy lustre, found in Norway, and sometimes
used in jewelry. Brande.

EL-A-OP'TEN,* n. See STEAROPTEN. P. Cyc.
ELAPSE', v. n. \elapsus, L.] [?'.

ELAPSED
; pp. ELAPSING,

ELAPSED.] To_pass away ;
to glide away.

E-LAS-MO-THE 1

RI-UM,* n. [i\atrp6s and
Qffp.} (Geol.) A

large, extinct, pachydermatous animal. Brande.

E-LAs'Tic, I
a. [iXdu.] Having elasticity ; restoring

E-LAS'TJ-CAL, \
the original form ; springing back

;
re-

bounding.
E-LXs'Tlc-GuM,* n. Caoutchouc or India-rubber. Crabb.

E-LAS-Tlc'l-TY, n. A property in bodies by which they
restore themselves to their original form, after being com-
pressed or dilated by force ; springiness ; tendency to re-

bound.

E-LXs'Tjc-NESS,* n. The quality of being elastic. Scott.

E-LATE'', a. [elatas, L.] Flushed with success
; lofty; ele-

va_ted ;
elated.

E-LATE', v. a.
[i.

ELATED
; pp. ELATING, ELATED.] To ele-

vaj;e ;
to puff up ;

to exalt ;
to heighten.

E-LAT'ED-LY, ad. In an elated manner. Feltham.

Jp-LAT'ED-NESS,* n. The state of being elated. Bailey.

EL'A-TER,* n. [i\arnp.] (Ent.) A genus of coleopterous
insects

;
one of the family of the elateridce. Brande.

E-LAT'ER, ?i. He or that which elates: a little, spirally-
twisted thread. Todd.

EL-A-TE'RI-CM, n. [L.] (Med.) A powerful cathartic ob-

tained from the wild cucumber. (Bot.) A plant ; a kind
of fruit, such as is found in the genus euphorbia. Brande.

EL'A-TINE,* n. (C/tem.) The active principle of the elateri-

um or wild cucumber. (Bot.) A plant ;
a genus of plants.

Hamilton.

E-LA'TIQN, n. State of being elated
; triumph; high spir-

its
;_ haughtiness.

EL/BOW, (el'bo) n. The next joint or curvature of the arm
below the shoulder ;

a flexure or angle ;
an upright side

which flanks a panel-work : a half twist in a cable.

EL'BOW, v. a. [i. ELBOWED ; pp. ELBOWING, ELBOWED.] To
push with the elbow

;
to push.

EL'BOW, v. n. To jut out in angles ;
to clash

;
to jostle.

EL/BOW-CHAIR, n. A chair with arms to support the el-

bows.

EL'BOW-ROOM, n. Room to stretch out the elbows on each
side

;
freedom from confinement.

EI,-CA'JA,* 71. (Bot.) An Arabian tree, the fruit of which is

used as an emetic. Brande.

jELD, n. Old age ;
old people ;

old times. Shak.

EL'DER, a. Surpassing another in years ;
older. Hooker.

EL'DER, n. An older person ;
one whose age claims re-

spect ;
an ancestor; a ruler, as among the Jews or in the

church ; a minister or ecclesiastic ;
a layman having ec-

clesiastical authority.

EL'DER, ,. (Bot.) A shrub or small tree.

EL'DER-BER'RY,* n. The fruit of the elder. Pennant.

EL'DKR-GUN,* n* A popgun made of elder. Shak.

EL'DER-LY, a. Bordering upon old nge ;
somewhat old.

EL'DER-SHIP, n. State of an elder; seniority.

EL'DEST, a. Oldest ; most aged.

ELD'ING, n. Wood for burning; fuel. Grose. [Local.]

EL'E-AL-ITE,* H. (Min.) A spscies of mineral. Cleaveland.

EL-E-A'T'IC,* a. Noting a system of ancient philosophy,
which derived its name from Elea, the residence of Xe-

nophanes, the founder. P. Cyc.

EL-E-XT'IC,* n. An adherent to the Eleatic philosophy.
Brande.

EL-E-CAM-PANE', n. (Bot.) A psrennial plant ; starwort ;

a sweetmeat.

E-LECT', v. a. [electus, L.] [i. ELECTED ; pp. ELECTING,

ELECTED.] To choose for any office or use; to select for

some privilege or favor
;
to appoint.

E-LECT', a. Chosen
;
taken by preference from among oth-

ers
;
chosen to an office, but not yet in office. Milton.

E-LECT',* n. A person or persons elected for salvation.

Crabb.

E-LECT'ANT, n. An elector. Search. [R.]

5-LECT'A-RY,* 7i. Walker. See ELECTUARY.

-LECT'ING,*P. a. Choosing; choosing to salvation.

^-LEC'TION, 7i. [electio, L.] Act of electing ;
state of being

elected
; power of choosing ;

free choice ; preference ;

public ceremony of choosing officers of government
(Theol.) The choice made by God of individuals of the

human race to enjoy certain privileges and blessings.

E-LEC'TIQN-DAY,* n. The day on which an election

held. Oldham.E-LA'I-DINE,* TO. A fatty matter produced by the action of held. Oldham.
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E-LEC-TIQN-EER',* v. n. To use means for promoting an
election to an_office ; to canvass. Qu. Rev.

E-t^c-TiQA'-liER'ER,* n. One who is active in promoting
an election. Dean Isaac Milner.

S-LEC-TION-ER'ING, H. The arts used in an election.

Warton.

-L.c-TiON-E.Ea'jNG,* ;,. a . Using means to promote an
election ; furthering or employed about an election. Ld.
Brougham.

E-LEC'TIVE, a. Having choice ; regulated by choice ;
exert-

ing the power of choice. Elective affinity, ( Chem.) the ap-
parent preference which chemical substances show to

certain others when combining with tTiem. Elective

franchise, the right of electing a public officer or magis-
trate. Q, Rev.

E-LC'TIVE-LY, ad. By choice
; by election.

^-LEC'TQR, n. One who elects
;
one who has the right of

choosing public officers ; a voter : a prince or sovereign
ofan electorate : a prince who had a voice in the choice
of the German emperor.

E-LEC'TQ-RAL, a . Relating to an election or an elector.

E-LEC-TQ-RXL'I-TY, 7i. The territory of an elector
j
elec-

torate. Wotton.

E-LEC'TOR-ATE, n. The territory, jurisdiction, or dignity
of an elector, as in Germany.

E-LEC'TQR-ESS, M. An electress. Burnet. See ELECTRESS.
E-LEC-TO'RI-AL * a. Relating to an elector or election.

Burke.

E-LEC'TQR-snfp,* n. The office of an elector. Howdl.

E-LEC'TRE, (e-lek'tur) n. [electrum, L.] Amber. Bacon.
See ELECTRUM.

E-LEC-TREP'E-TER,* n. An instrument for changing the
direction of electrical currents. Francis.

E-LEC'TRESS, n. The wife or widow of an elector.
Burke.

E-L,EC'TRIC,* n. An electric body or substance. Smart.

5-L.Ec'TRlc,
|

a. Capable of exhibiting electricity ;
re-

Jg-LEC'TRi-CAL, I lating to or containing electricity : at-

tractive.

E-LEC'TRI-CAL-NESS,* n. The quality of being electrical.

Scott.

E-TJEc-TRl"ciAN, (e-lek-trish'an) n. One who is versed in
the science of electricity. Wilson.

E-LEC-TRl^'i-TY, n. The science which explains the laws
of the electric fluid ; the electric fluid

;
a subtile fluid pro-

duced by friction, first observed in amber
; a property in

bodies, when excited by friction, of attracting or repel-
ling light bodies.

E-LEc'TRi-tfi-A-BLE,* a. Capable of being electrified.

Smart.

E-LEC-TRI-FI-CA'TION, n. The act of electrifying.

Jp-LEC'TRI-FV, V. a. [i. ELECTRIFIED J pp. ELECTRIFYING,
ELECTRIFIED.] To communicate electricity to

;
to affect

by electricity ;
to rouse or shock

;
to render electric.

fLfic'TRiNE,*

a. Relating to amber. Maunder.
Lfcc'TBIZK. v. a. To electrify. P. Cyc.

LEC'TR9-,0HEM'IS-TRY,* n. The science which treats
of the agency of electricity or galvanism in effecting

chemical_ changes. P. Cyc.

E-LEC'TRODE,*H. The surface by which electricity passes
into and out of other mediums. Faraday.

E-LEC'TRQ-DY-NXM'ICS,* 7i. pi. The science which treats
of the effects or phenomena of electricity in motion. P.

Cyc.

E-L'EC-TROL'Y-SIS,* . The act of resolving compounds
into their elements by electricity. Faraday.

E-LEC'TRO-LYTE,* n. A substance susceptible of direct

decomposition by the action of an electric current or vol-
taic pile. Brande.

E-I,C-T RO-LYT'IC,* a. Relating to electrolysis. Faraday.
$-LEC'TSO-LY~ZA-BLE,* a. Susceptible of decomposition
by the voltaic pile. P. Cyc.

E-LEC-TRQ-LY-ZA'TIQN,* n. The act of electrolysing.
Frauds.

E-LEC'TRQ-L,YZE,* v. a. To resolve compounds into their
elements by the agency of electricity. Brande.

E-LEc'TRQ-MXG'NET-ISM,* n. The science which treats
of electricity and galvanism in communicating magnetic
properties. P. Cyc.

E-LEC-TROM'E-TER, n. [JJArpoi> and /ur/w.] An instru-
ment for measuring the intensity of electricity ; an in-
strument for Discharging electricity.

E-LEC'TRQ-MO'TIQN,* n. The motion conferred upon
magnets by electricity. Smart.

E-LEC'TRQ-MO'TIVE,* a. Exciting or moving electricity.
Francis.

$-LEC-TR<?-M5'TpR,* n. An instrument to move the elec-
tric fluid. Ure.

E-LE c'TRO-NEG'A-TIVE ,* a. Repelled by bodies negatively
electrified, and attracted by those positively electrified.
Ure.

'p-LEC-TR^rn'O-R&S.^ n. ; pi. ELECTROPHORI. A
machine consisting of two plates, one of which is a
resinous electric, and the other a metallic plate. Hamilton.

E-LEC'TRQ-PO'LAR,* a. (Electricity) Having one end pos-
itive and the other negative, as conductors. Brande.

E-L,Eo'TRp-p6'l-TjvE,* a. Attracted by bodies negative-
ly electrified. Smart.

E-LEC'TRO-SCOPE,* n. An electrometer. Brande.

-LEC'TRQ-TYPE,* 7i. A method of taking reverse fac-
similes of medals, coins, copperplates, &c., by means of
the power which voltaic electricity has of decomposing
metallic salts

; voltatype. Francis.

E-LEC'TRVM,* n. [L.] Amber ;
a mixed metal

;
a gold ore.

P. Cyc.

E-LECT'V-A-RY, n. [electarium, L.] (Med.) A medicine
compounded of some conserve, honey, sirup, &c.

EL-EE-M6'Y-NA-RY, (el-e-moz'e-na-re) a. Living on char-

ity or alms ; charitable
; given in charity.

L-EE-MO'Y-NA-RY, n. One who lives on alms.

EL'E-GANCE, n. The beauty of propriety, not of greatness ;

that which pleases by its propriety, grace, symmetry, or

beauty ; refinement ; polish ; politeness.

EL'E-GAN-CV, 7i. Same as elegance. Bp. Taylor.
EL'E-GANT, a. [elegans, L.] Having elegance ; pleasing by

beauty, symmetry, or propriety ; refined
;

not coarse
;

graceful ; beautiful
; polite ;

neat ; proper.

EL-E-GAN'Ti-J<:,*(el-e-ga.n'she-e) n. pi. [L.] Things ele-

gant, pretty, or ornamental. Ainswortli.

EL'E-GANT-LY, ad. In an elegant manner ; neatly.
EL'E-GANT-MIND'ED,* a. Having a refined taste. H.
More.

'

|]L-E-GI'AC, fel-e-ji'ak, S. W. J. E. F. Jo. Sm. ; e-15'ie-ak

or el-e-jl'itk, P. K. ; e-le'je-ak, Wb.] a. Used in or relat-

ing to elegies ;
mournful

;
sorrowful.

l|EL-E-i'AC, n. Elegiac verse. Warton.

EL-E-GI'A-CAL, a. Belonging to an elegy. Cotgrave.
E-LE-GI-XM/BIC,* a - Noting a sort of verse used by Horace

in his'Epodes. Crabb.

L-E-GI'AST, n. A writer of elegies ; elegist. Goldsmith.

El/E_-lsT, n. A writer of elegies. Warton.

E-LE'piT) n. [L.] (Law) A writ of execution for one who
has recovered a debt or damage.

EL'E-GY, n. [tAsj/oj.] A poetical composition of mournful
character

;
a mournful song : a funeral song ;

a dirge.

fii/E-MENT, n. [elementum, L.J A first or constituent prin-

ciple of any thing ;
that which admits not of division or

decomposition ; an atom
;
an ingredient ; a constituent

part j
air

;
the proper habitation or sphere of any thing :

popularly, earth, air, water, and fire are called the four
elements, because they were formerly deemed first prin
ciples : pi. the letters or sounds of a language ;

rudi-

ments
;
essential points ;

first principles of any art 01

science.

tEi/E-MENT, v. a. To compound ;
to constitute. Donne.

EL-E-MEN'TAL, a. Relating to or produced by elements
,

arising from first principles ;
rude

; elementary. Burke.

fEL-E-MEN-TXL'l-Ty, n. Combination of ingredients.
Whitlock.

EL-E-MENT'AL-lry,* ad. In an elemental manner. Stnart.

EL-E-MENT'A-RI-NESS,* n. Quality of being elementary.
Scott.

ffiL-E-MEN-TXR'l-TY, n. State of being elementary.
Browne.

EL-E-MENT'A-RY, a. Primary ; uncompounded ; initial
;

of or belonging to the elements.

EL-E-MEN-TA'TIQN,* n. Instruction in the first principles.

Coleridge. [R.]

EL'E-MI, (el'e-me) [el'e-me, Wb. Crabb, Brande ; e-lS'me,
K. Johnson, 'Ash.} n. A gum or resin which flows from 'a

tree (amyris elemifera) found in the West Indies and
other tropical countries; used as a varnish.

EL'E-MINE,* n. The crystalline and purified resin of elemi.

Francis.

E-LENJBH', or E-LENCH', [e-lengk', Sm. Wb. ; e-lench', P.
K. ; e-lonch' or e-lengk', Ja.] n. [elenchus, L.] (Logic)
An argument ; a'sophism. Browne.

|E-LEN'Hj-CAL,* a. Tending to convince or confute.

Scott.

,
v. n. To dispute. B. Jonson.

AL, a. Same as elenchical. Wdkins.

tEL'ENGE, a'. See ELLINOE.

E-LE'QT, n. A species of apple. Mortimer.

EL'E-PHANT, (el'e-f?nt) n. [elephas, L.] The largest of

quadrupeds, clumsy in form, but very sagacious, and re-

markable for the proboscis or trunk which overhangs its

mouth. The teeth form ivory, and hence the word is

sometimes used for ivory.

EL'E-PHANT-BEE'TLE,* n. A large insect of the beetle

kind. Goldsmith.

EL-E-PHXN'TI-XC,* a. Affected with the elephantiasis
Ash.

I.-E-PHAN-TI'A-SIS, 7i. [elephantiasis, L.] (Med.) A species
'

of leprosy, so called from incrustations like those on the

hide of an elephant.
EL-E-PHXN'TINE, a. Pertaining to the elephant : an epi,

thet applied to certain ancient Roman books of record-

perhaps because made of ivory j large in size.

i, E, I, o, fj, y, long; X, , I, 6, tf, Y, short; A, E, i, o, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FXR, FST, FALL
;
HEIR. HER;
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L-E-PHAN-TOI'DAL,* a. Formed like an elephant. Phillips.

EL-EU-SIN'J-AN,* a. Relating to Eleusis in ancient Greece,
or the rites of the worship of Ceres. tVarbarton.

F.L-EU-THE 1

'RI-A,* n. [L.] (Med.) A medicinal bark. Ham-
'

.iton'. _

EL'E-VATE, v. a. [elevo, L.] [i. ELEVATED; pp. ELEVATING,
ELEVATED.] To raise up aloft

;
to exalt

;
to dignify 5

to

elate ;_to lift up.
EL'E-VATE, a. Exalted

;
raised aloft

;
elevated. Milton.

EL'E-VAT-ED,* p. a. Raised high ; lofty ;
sublime ;

noble.

EL'E-VAT-ED-NESS,* n. State of being elevated. Scott.

L'E-VAT-ING,*P. a. Raising up; exalting; elating.

L-E-VA'TION, n. Act of raising ;
state of being elevated

;

exaltation ; dignity. (Astron.) The height of any heav-

enly body with respect to the horizon. (Gunnery) The
angle which a cannon makes with the plane of the hori-
zon. (Arch.) A draft and description of the face or

principal side of a building.
EL'E-vA-TQR,n. He or that which elevates or lifts up : a

surgical instrument.

L'E-VA-TQ-RY,* a. Tending to elevate. Boose.

ELEVE, (a-lav'j n. [Fr.] One brought up or protected by
another

;
a pupil ;

a disciple ;
a scholar. Ld. Chesterfield.

E-LEV'EN, (e-lev'vn) a. & n. Ten and one.

-LEV'ENTH, (e-lev'vnth) a. Next in order to the tenth.

E-LEV'ENTH,* 7t. (Mus.) An interval consisting of ten

conjunct degrees, or eleven diatonic sounds. Crabb.

ELF, n.,- pi. ELVE, (elvz) An imaginary being in the my-
thology of the nations in the north of Europe ;

a spirit,

good or bad
; a wandering spirit, supposed to be seen in

wild places ; a fairy ;
a dwarf.

ELF, v. a. To entangle hair, as elves were said to do, so
that it cannot be unravelled. Shak.

ELF'-AR-ROW,* n. A flint-stone sharpened on each side,
used in war by the ancient Britons. Hamilton.

ELF'-BOLT,* or ELF'-SHOT,* n. A flint arrow-head. Jam

ELF'IN, a. Relating to elves or to fairies ; elfish. Spenser.
LF'{N, n. A child

;
an urchin. Shenstone.

ELF'ISH, a. Relating to elves, fairies, or demons. Warton.

ELF'-LOCK, . A knot of hair twisted intricately. Shak.

ELF'-SKIN,* n. The skin of an elf. Shak.

L'.GIN,* a. Applied to a series of ancient sculptured mar-

bles, which were chiefly decorations of the Parthenon at

Athens, now deposited in the British Museum in Lon-
don, obtained by the Earl of Elgin, in 1812. P. Cyc.

E-LI9'IT,?J. a.
[eZicto, L.] [t. ELICITED;,pp. ELICITING, ELIC-

ITED.] To bring or draw out
j
to strike out

; to fetch out

by labor or art. Hale.

fE-Llg'iT, a. Brought into act. Hammond.
f-Li9'i-TATE, v. a. To elicit. More.

tE-Lig-i-TA'TlQN, 7i. Act of eliciting. Bp. Bramhall.

Jg-LlDE', v. a. [elido, L.l [i. ELIDED ; pp. ELIDING, ELIDED.]
[|To crush. Hooker.] To cut off a syllable. Brit. Crit.

EL-I-GI-BIL'J-TY, n. Quality or state of being eligible.

EL'I-^I-BLE, (el'e-je-bl) a. [eligibilis, L.] That may be
elected

;
fit to be chosen

; preferable.

EL'I-GI-BLE-NESS, n. duality or state of being eligible.

tfiL'i-MATE,* v. a. To polish ;
to smooth. Scott.

jp-LlM'l-NATE,t>. a. [ettmino, L.] [i. ELIMINATED ;pp. ELIM-

INATING, ELIMINATED.] To cause to disappear; to open ;

to release
; to put out of doors. Young:

E-LIM-I-NA'TIQN, n. The act of eliminating; rejection.
fE-LiN'GUlD,* a. Tongue-tied; dumb. Cole.

E-Ll"QUA-MENT,* (e-llk'wa-ment) n. (Chem.) A juice

squeez_ed out of fat or fat fish. Crabb.

EL-I-QUA'TION, n. [eliquatus, L.] (Chem.) An operation by
heat which separates a more fusible substance from one
that is less so: the separation of two metals by fusion.

E-LI'ION, (e-lTzh'un) n. [elisio, L.] (Gram.) The act of

cutting off, particularly of a vowel or syllable at the end

of_aword; division; separation.

E-Li'spR,*7i. ;pl. E-LI'SQR. (Law) Two persons appoint-
ed by the court to return a jury when the sheriff and cor-
oner have been challenged as incompetent. Blackstone.

ELITE, (a-lef) 7t. [Fr.] The chosen part, particularly of an
army ;

the flower of an army ; the best part.

fE-Lix'ATE, v. a. [clixu, L.] To extract by boiling. Cock-
eram.

ffiL-ix-A'TlQN, n. The act of elixating or boiling. Browne.
j$-Lix']R, (e-lik'sur) n. [Ar.] In old pharmacy, a tincture,

essence, or solution
;
the extract or quintessence of any

thing ;
a cordial

;
tlic imagined medicine of the alchemists,

that would cure all diseases, and the liquor for transmut-

ing metals to gold ;
a mixture of an aromatic with sul-

phuric acid.

E-LIZ-A-BE'THAN,* a. Belonging to Queen Elizabeth. Ed
Rev.

ELK, ?(. A large and stately animal, of the genus cervus;
the moose-deer.

ELKE, (elk) n. A wild swan or hooper.
ELL, n. A measure containing a yard and a quarter.

EL-LXG'JC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained from gall-
nuts, and differing from the gallic acid. Brande.

EL-LEB'O-RYNE,* n. (Chem.) A resin obtained from 'the hel-

leborus hycmalis, of an extremely acrid taste. P. Cyc.
jEL'LiNGE, a. Cheerless; sad. Vis. of P. Ploughman.
tEL'LlNG-NESS, n. Loneliness ; dulness. Henr^ VIII.

EL-LIPSE',* n. (Geom.) One of the sections of a cone, pro-
duced by cutting the cone by a plane passing through its

opposite sides ; same as ellipsis. Brande.

EL-Lfp'sis, n. [e\\i\l/ts.] pi. EL-LIP'SES. (Rhet.) A fig-
ure by which something is left out. (Geom.) An oval

figure ; one of the three sections peculiar to the cone, the

parabola and hyberbola being the other two. See EL-
LIPSE.

EL-Lip'sp-GRXpH,*n. An instrument for describing an el-

lipse ;
a trammel. Francis.

EL-LIP'SOID,* n. (Geom.) An elliptical spheroid, being a
solid generated by the revolution of an ellipse about
either axis. Crabb.

EL-Ljp-soI'DAL,* a. Relating to or resembling an ellipsoid.
Blois.

EL-Llp'TIC, ) a. Having the form of an ellipse or ellip-

JpL-L'fp'Tl-CAL, \ sis; oval: partaking of an ellipsis;

having words understood.

tL-Lip'Ti-CAL-LY,
ad. In an elliptical manner. Hnrd.

L-Llp-Ti9'j-TY,* n. The quality of being elliptical ;
devi-

ation from a sphere or circle. Brande.

EL-Llp'TolD,* n. An infinite or indefinite ellipse. Crabb.

ELM, n. [ulmus, L.] A large forest-tree, of several varieties.

EL'MEN, a. Of or belonging to the elm. Todd,

EL'MY, a. Abounding with elm-trees. T. Warton.

fEL-p-cA'TipN, 7i. [elocatus, L.] A removal
;
an ecstasy

Bp. Hall.

EL-P-CU'TIPN, n. [elocutio, L.] The art of speaking with

propriety ; oratory ; eloquence ; pronunciation ; good de-

livery ;
oral expression.

EL-O-CU'TIPN-A-RY,* a. Relating to elocution. Ch. Ob.

EL-O-CU'TIPN-IST,* n. One versed in elocution
;
a teacher

of elocution. White.

fEL'p-cu-TiVE, a. Having the power of elocution. Feltham.

ELOGE, (a-lozh') n. [Fr.] A funeral oration. Atterbury.

', n. A eulogist. Wotton.
E-LO*pl-VM* n. [L.] Anelogy; a testimonial. Dodsley.

EL'O-^Y, n. [elogium, L.] Praise
; panegyric ; eulogy.

Hard. [R.]

E-Lo'HiM,* n. [Heb. pi.] One of the names of God. Ash.

fE-Lofe'NATE, (e-lbl'nat) v. a. To remove. Howell.

?-LofGNE', (e-lbln') v. a. [cloigner, Fr.] To banish; to

remove afar off. Spenser. See ELGIN.

E-LplGN'MENT, 71. Remoteness
;
distance. Shenstone. [R.]

$-LolN',* v. a. (Law) To remove
;
to banish

;
to send away.

Whishaw.

fE-LONG^, v. a. To put far off; to retard. G. Fletcher.

E-LON'GATE, v. a. [elongo, L.] [i. ELONGATED : pp. ELON-

GATING, ELONGATED.] To lengthen ; to draw out.

fE-LON'GATE, v. n. To go off to a distance. Browne.

^-LON'GATE,* a. (Bot.) Drawn out
; elongated. P. Cyc.

EL-QN-GA'TIQN, n. Act of elongating; state of being

stretched; distance; departure. (Surg.) An imperfect
luxation.

E-LOPE', v. n. [i. ELOPED ; pp. ELOPING, ELOPED.] To run

away; to abandon a legal guardian and go off with an-

other person ;
to break loose

;
to escape from law or re-

straint.

E-LOPE'MENT, n. Act of eloping : generally used of a
wife who departs from her husband with a paramour, or

of a young unmarried female, who secretly quits her fam-

ily for a gallant or a promised husband.

E'LQPS, 7i. [e'Aw^/.] A fish ; also a serpent. Milton.

EL'O-QUENCE, (el'o-kwens) n. [eloquentia, L.] The art of

clothing thoughts in such language as is adapted to pro-
duce conviction or persuasion ;

the art of speaking well
;

oratory ; power, beauty, and appropriateness of language.
EL'Q-QUNT, a. Powerful and beautiful in expression ;

re-

lating to or having eloquence ; becoming an orator; ora-

torical
; speaking well

; persuasive.
EL'<?-QUENT-LY, ad. In an eloquent manner.
ELSE, (els)^ro?j. &; a. Other; one besides. Shak.

ELSE, (els) ad. Otherwise
;
besides

; except that mentioned.
ELSE'WHERE, (els'hvvar) ad. In any other place ;

in other

places ;
in some other place.

EL'SIN, n. A shoemaker's's awl. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
E-Lu'ci-DATE, v. a. [ehicido, L.] [i. ELUCIDATED ;pp. ELU-

CIDATING, ELUCIDATED.] To explain : to clear; to make
plain ; to_illustrate.

E-Lij'ci-DAT-iNG,* p. a. Explaining ; throwing light upon
^-LU-ci-DA'TJON, ra. Act of elucidating ; explanation.

E-LU'CI-DA-TIVE, a. Throwing light ; explanatory.
E-LU'CI-DA-TOR, n. One who elucidates ; explainer.

?-Lu'ci-DA-TO-RY,* a. Explaining; affording light. QM. Rev

tE-LVC-Ti'TlQN,'n. [eluctatus, L.l Act of bursting forth

Bp. Hall.

E-LUDE', v. a. [eludo, L.] [i. ELUDED; pp. ELUDING, ELUD-

ED.] To escape by stratagem ;
to avoid by artifice

; to

evade
;
to shun.

! E-LU'DI-BLE, a. That may be eluded. Swift.
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'z#z,*n. A Jewish month answering to a part of August.

tE-L_t}M'BAT-ED, a. Weakened in the loins. Bailey.

E-LU'IQN, (e-lu'zhun) n. [elusio, L.] Act of eluding ;
an

escape by artifice ; evasion
; artifice.

E-LU'SIVE, a. Practising elusion
; fallacious; deceptive.

E-LU'S<?-RI-NESS, n. The state of being elusory. Ash.

E-LU'SQ-RY, a. Tending to elude or deceive ;
elusive.

Browne.

E-LUTE',TJ. a. [eluo, L.] To wash off; to elutriate. Arbuthnot.

E-LU'TRI-ATE, v. a. [dutrio, L.] [i.
ELUTRIATED ; pp. ELU-

TRIATING, ELUTRIATED.] To purify by washing or strain-

ing off; to decant, or strain out.

E-LU-TRT-A'TION, n. Act of elutriating ; washing ;
the sep-

aration of substances, as ores, &c., by washing them in

large quantities of water.

EL'VAN,* a. Relating to elves
;
elvish. Boose.

ELVE'-LOCK, n. Knot of hair. Browne. See ELF-LOCK.

EL'VER, n. A young conger or sea-eel. Chambers.

ELVE, (elvz) w. The plural of Elf. See ELF.

EL'VISH, a. Relating to elves
;
elfish. See ELFISH.

fiL'visH-MARKED,* (-markt) a. Disfigured by elves or fai-

ries. Shak.

EL-Y-DOR'IC,* a. (Painting) Noting a species of painting
with a vehicle or substance composed of oil and water.

Brande.

E-LY'I-AN, (e-lizh'e-an) [e-lizh'e-an, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. R. ;

e-lizh'yan, E. F. ; 'e-le'zhan, S. K.} a. Pertaining to Elys-
ium

; deliciously soothing ; exceedingly delightful ; happy.
, (e-lizh'e-um) n. [L.] pi. L. E-L$$'I-A; Eng.

E-LY'I-UM. (Myth.) The region of the residence of

happy souls
; any place exquisitely pleasant.

E-LYT'RI-FORM,* a. Formed like the elytron. Kirby.
L'y-TRON,*7i. [IXvrpov.] pi. EI^'Y-TRA. (Ent.) A winged
sheath, or upper crustaceous membrane, which forms the

superior wing of a tribe of beetles. Lyell.

JlL'Y-TRUM,* n. (Ent.) Same as elytron. Brande.
'EM. A contraction of them. Hudibras.

EM.* A prefix. See EN.

fE-MX9'ER-ATE,7j. n. [emacero, L.] To emaciate. Bullokar.

tE-MX^-^R-i'TiQN, n. Emaciation. Bullokar.

E-MA'CI-ATE, v. a. [emacio, L.I
[i. EMACIATED; pp. EMA-

CIATING, EMACIATED.] To make lean or thin; to waste;
to jdepriye of flesh^

E-MA'CI-ATE, (e-ma'she-at) v. n. To lose flesh; to grow
lean.

E-MA'CI-ATE, (e-ma'she-at) a. Wasted
;
emaciated. Shen-

stone.

E-MA-CI-A'TION, (e-ma-she-a'shun) n. The act of making
or growing lean; state of being emaciated or grown lean.

tE-MXc'v-LATE, v. a. [emaculo, L.] To take out spots.
Hales.

tE-MXc-y-LA'TiON, n. The act of freeing from spots.

EM'A-NXNT, [em'a-nant, W. P. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; e'ma-nant,
S. J. F. Ja.] a. Issuing from something else. Hale.

EM'A-NATE, v. n. \emano t L.] [i. EMANATED ; pp. EMANAT-

ING, EMAKATED.] To issue or flow from something else
;

to arise
;
to issue

;
to proceed ;

to spring.

EM'A-NATE,* a. Issuing out ; emanant. Southey. [R.]

EM-A-NA'TIQN, n. The act cf issuing from something ;
that

which issues from something ;
an efflux ; issue.

EM'A-NA-Ti'VE, [em'a-na-tlv, W. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; e-man'a-

tiv, S. P. Ja.] a. Issuing from ;
emanant. Glanvllle.

f -MXN'ci-PATE, v. a. [emancipo, L.] [i. EMANCIPATED ; pp.

ijfANcipATiNG, EMANCIPATED.] To set free from servi-

tude or from civil restriction
;
to liberate ; to free.

E-MXN'CI-PATE,* a. Set at liberty ;
free. Cowper.

E-MXN'ci-PiT-ED,* p. a. Set at liberty; restored to free-

dom.

E-MXN-CI-PA'TIQN, n. Act of emancipating; deliverance
from slavery or from civil restraint.

E-MXN-ci-PA/TiQN-feT,*7i. An advocate for emancipation.
Qw. Rev.

f-MXN'ci-PA-TOR,
n. One who emancipates.

-MXjy'ci-pisx,* n. A convict who has been pardoned or

emancipated. QK. Rev. A term in use in New South
Wales.

E-MAR'^i-NATE, v. a. [emargino, L.] To take away the

margin or edge. Cockeram.

E-MAR'GI-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Having a notch at the point.
P. Cyc.

E-MAR-GI-NA'TIQN,* n. Act of taking away the margin.
Smart.

E-MXs'cv-LATE,?j. a. [emasculo, L.] [i. EMASCULATED ; pp.
EMASCULATING, EMASCULATED.] To castrate

;
to deprive

of virility ;
to effeminate.

E-MXs'cu-L^.TE, a. Unmanned; vitiated. Hammond.
E-MXs'cv-LlT-ED^^.a. Unmanned ; rendered effeminate.

E-MAS-CV-LA'TIQN, n. Castration
; effeminacy.

EM-BALE', v. a. [emballcr, Fr.] To make or pack up; to

bind up; to inclose. Spenser.

tEM-BALL',*. a. To inclose ; to embale. Sir P. Sidney. Shak.

IjM-BALM', (em-bam') v. a. [embaumer, Fr.] [i. EMBALMED ;

pp. EMBALMING, EMBALMED.] To preserve from putrefac-

EMB
tion

;
to impregnate with aromatics, as a resistance to pu-

trefaction ; to fill with sweet scent.

EM-BALMED',* (em-bamd') p. a. Impregnated with aro-

matics, so as to prevent putrefaction ; preserved.
M-BALM'ER, (em-bam'er) n. One who embalms.

M-BALM'mG,* (em-bam'jng) n. The process of preserv-

ing dead bodies, so as to prevent putrefaction. Warburton.

EM-BALM'MENT,* (em-bam'ment) n. Act of embalming.
Malone.

EM-BANK',* v. a. To throw or heap up, as a bank. Rich-

ardson.

EM-BANK'MENT,* n. A continued bank or mound of earth
;

act of forming a bank
;
a bank. P. Cyc.

M-BAR', v. a. To shut in
;
to stop ; to hinder. Bacon. [R.]

M-BAR-CA'TIQN, n. The act of embarking.
M-BAR'GO, n. [embargar, Sp.] pi. EM-BAR'GOE. A pro-
hibition upon shipping not to leave a port ;

a detention ;
a

stop put to trade.

EM-BAR'GO, v. a.
[i. EMBARGOED ; pp. EMBARGOING, EM-

BARGOED.] To lay an embargo upon ;
to stop.

EM-BARK', v. a. [embarquer, Fr.] [i.
EMBARKED

; pp. EM-

BARKING, EMBARKED.] To put on shipboard ;
to engage in.

EM-BARK', a. n. To go on shipboard ;
to engage.

EM-BAR-KA'TIQN, n. Act ofembarking. SeeEsiBARCATioisr.

tEM-BARK'MENT,* n. Act of embarking ; enterprise. Shak.

EM-BAR'RASS, v. a.
[i. EMBARRASSED; pp. EMBARRASSING,

EMBARRASSED.] To perplex ;
to distress

;
to entangle ;

to

trouble.

M-BXR'RASS,* n. Embarrassment. Warburton. [R.]

M-BXR'RASSED,* (em-bar'rast) p. a. Perplexed ;
entan-

gled ;
difficult.

M-EAR'RASS-ING,*]J. a. Perplexing; distressing; difficult.

M-BXR'RASS-MENT, n. Perplexity ; entanglement.
M-BASE', v. a. To vitiate ; to debase. Spenser. [R.]

fEM-BASE'MENT, n. Deterioration; debasement. South.

(Mcd.) A bathing-tub, or vessel filled with warm water.

Crabb. See EMBASIS.

M'BA-S!S,* n. [IV/?a<nf.] A bathing-tub or vessel filled

with warm water. Crabb.

tM-BAS-SADE','w. [embassade, Fr.] An embassy. Spenser.

EM-BX'S'SA-DOR, 7i. An ambassador. See AMBASSADOR.

EM-BXS'SA-DRESS, n. See AMBASSADRESS.

fEM-BXs'SA-DRY,* 7t. Embassy. Leland.

EM'BAS-SA(^E, n. Same as embassy. Shak.

EM'BAS-SY, n. The message of an ambassador; the func-

tion of an ambassador ; a solemn message ;
the person or

persons intrusted with a solemn message.

tEM-BAS'TAR-DlZE,*v. a. To render illegitimate or base.

Milton.

EM-BATHE', v. See IMBATHE.

EM-BXT'TLE, v. a. [i. EMBATTLED; pp. EMBATTLING, EM-

BATTLED.] To range in order or array of battle. Shak.

EM-BAT'TLE, v. n. To be ranged in battle array. Shak.

EM-BXT'TLE D, (em-bat'tld) a. Indented like a battlement;
furnished with battlements ; arrayed for battle.

EM-BAY', (em-ba') v. a. [i. EMBAYED; pp. EMBAYING, EM-

BAYED.] [baigner, Fr. fTo bathe
;
to wash. Spenser.] To

inclose in a bay ;
to landlock.

EM-BED',* v. a.
[i. EMBEDDED;^. EMBEDDING, EMBEDDED.]

To place in a bed ; to sink in another substance. Paley.
Written also imbed.

EM-BED'DED, p. a. Placed in; imbedded. Paley.

EM-BED'MENT,* n. Act of embedding. Marryait.

EM-BEL'LISH, v. a. [embellir, Fr.] [i. EMBELLISHED ; pp.

EMBELLISHING, EMBELLISHED.] To decorate
;
to adorn

;

to beautify ;
to deck.

EM-BL'LISHED,* (em-bel'ljsht) p. a. Adorned
;
decorated.

f
M-BEL'L}SH-E.R, w. One who embellishes. Todd.

M-BEL'LJSH-MENT, n. Act o'f embellishing ;
decoration ;

ornament.

EM'BER,* a. Coming at appointed seasons
;
an epithet ap-

plied to certain fast-days, viz. : the first Wednesday, Fri-

day, and Saturday which occur after the fir^t Sunday in

Lent, after Whitsunday, after September 14, and after

December 13. Common Prayer.

fEM'BER-iNG, n. The ember days. Tasser.

EM'BERS, n._pl.
Hot cinders ;

ashes not extinguished.

EM'BER-WEEK, n. A week in which an ember day falls.

EM-BEZ'ZLE, v. a. [embler, Fr.] [i. EMBEZZLED; pp.

EMBEZZLING, EMBEZZLED.] To purloin or appropriate prop-

erty intrusted ;
to appropriate by breach of trust ;

to pil-

fer ;
to waste.

EM-BEZ'ZLE-MENT, (em-bez'zl-m5nt) n. Act of embez-

zling ;
the thing embezzled ;

theft or folony committed

by breach of trust.

EM-BEZ'ZLER, n. One who embezzles.

EM-BIBB', v. a. See IMBIBE.

EM-BIT'TER,* v. a. To imbitter. Coleridge. See IMBITTER.

EM-B!T'TER-MENT,* n. Act of embittering. Coleridye. [R.]

EM-BLAZE', v. a. [blasonncr, Fr.] To adorn
;
to emblazon.

Milton.

EM-BLA'ZON, (em-bla'zn) v. a.
[i.

EMBLAZONED
; pp. EM-

BLAZONING, EMBLAZONED.] To adorn with ensigns armo-

rial
;
to deck in glaring colors.pp. EMBALMING, EMBALMED.] To preserve from putrefac- rial; to deck in glaring colors.
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EM-BLA'ZON-ER, (em-bla'zn-er) n. One who emblazons.

EM-BLA'ZON-ING,* n. Act of gracing with signs armorial.

EM-BLA'ZON-MNT,* n. _The act of emblazoning. Ed. Rev.

EM-BLA'ZON-RY, (em-bla'zn-re) n. The act or art of em-
'

blazoning; pictures on shields.

EM'BLEM, n. [s^Aij^u.l Enamel. Milton. A picture repre-
senting one thing to the eye and another to the under-

standing; a figure ;
a symbol ; type ;

an allusive picture.

fEM'BLEM, v. a. To represent in an allusive manner. Felt-

ham.

M-BLE-MAT'IC, ) a. Relating to or represented by em-
M-BLE-MAT'I-CAL, j

blems
; figurative; allusive.

EM-BLE-MAT'I-CAL-LV, ad. In the manner of emblems.
M-BLE-MAT'i-CAL-M;ss,*n. State of being emblematical.
Scott.

EM-BLM'A-TIST, n. A writer or inventor of emblems.
Browne.

tEM-BLEM'A-TiZE,?j.a. To represent by an emblem. More.

EM'BLE-MENTS, n. pL (Law} Produce or fruits of lands
sown or planted ;

so called when it becomes a question
whether a tenant's executors or the landlord shall have
them.

EM'BLEM-IZE,* v. a. To represent by emblems. Smart.

EM'BLEM-IZ-ING, 71. A making of emblems. Cotgrave.
EM-BLOOM',* v. a. To cover, as with bloom ; to enliven.

Savage.
EM-BOD'J-ER,* n. One who embodies. Percival.

EM-BOD'I-MENT,* n. The act of embodying. Ed. Rev.

EM-BOD'Y, V. a.
[i. EMBODIED J pp. EMBODYING, EMBODIED.]

To form into a body or mass
;
to incorporate. Shak. Writ-

ten also imbody.

EM-BOGU'ING, (em-bog 'in g)ra. The emptying of a river
;
the

place where it empties itself into the sea. Florio. [R.]
EM-BOIL'. See IMBOIL.

EM-BOL'DEN, (em-bol'dn) v. a.
[i.

EMBOLDENED
; pp. EM-

BOLDENING, EMBOLDENED.] To make bold; to give cour-

age to. Dryden.

fM-BOLD'EN-ER,*
7i. One who emboldens. Baxter.

M'BO-LIM, n. [<;///?oA7^<5j.] Intercalation
;
insertion of

days or years to produce regularity and equation of time
;

the time inserted.

EM-BO-LI'MAL,* a. Intercalary ;
embolismic. Smart.

EM-BO-LIS.-MXT'I-CAL,* a. Embolismic. Scott.

EM-BO-LI'MIC,* a. Relating to embolism ; intercalary.
Brande.

M-BO-L'f'MI-CAL,* a. Same as embolismic. Scott.

EM'BQ-LUS, n. [L. ; t'/*/?oAo?, Gr.] pi. EM'BO-LL Anything
inserted and acting in another, as the piston of a pump
or steam-engine.

EMBONPOINT,* (ang'bong-pwangO n. [Fr.] A state of
health ; good plight of body; plumpness. Warburton.

EM-BOR'DER, v. a. [embordurcr, old Fr.] To adorn with a
border. See IMBORDER.

EM-BOSK'. See IMBOSK.

EM-BO'OM,* v. a. See IMBOSOM.

EM-BOSS', v. a. [bosse, Fr.] [i. EMBOSSED
; pp. EMBOSSING,

EMBOSSED.] To form with protuberances ; to engrave with
relief or rising work. [fTo imbosk. Milton. To hunt hard

Spenser.]

EM-BOSSED',* (em-bost')p. a. Formed with embossments.

EM-BOSS'ING,* n. Act of making figures in relief. Crabb.

EM-BOSS'MENT, n. Act of embossing ; a protuberance ; any
thing standing out from the rest; jut; eminence; relief;
rising work.

EM-BOT'TLE, v. a. To include in bottles
;
to bottle.

EMBOUCHURE,* (ang-bo-shur') n. [Fr.] The mouth of a
river : the aperture or mouth-piece of a musical instru-

ment. Brande.

EM-BOOND', v. a. See IMBOUND.

EM-BOW', (em-bo') v. a. To bend like a bow; to arch.

Spenser.

EM-BbW'EL,. a. [i, EMBOWELLED ; pp. EMBOWELLING, EM-

BOWELLED.] To deprive of entrails ; to disembowel ;
to

enclose in another substance.

EM-BOW'EL-LER, n. One who embowels. Oreenhill.

EM-BOW'EL-MENT,* n. The act of embowelling. Lamb.

EM-BOW'ER, v. a. & n. [i. EMBOWERED ; pp. EMBOWERING,
EMBOWERED.] To place or lodge in a bower. Spenser.

EM-BOX', v. a. See IMBOX.

EM-BRACE', v. a. [onbrasscr, Fr.] [i. EMBRACED; pp. EM-

BRACING, EMBRACED.] To hold or press fondly in the
arms

;
to hug ;

to clasp ;
to seize ardently ;

to lay hold
on

;
to welcome

;
to comprehend ;

to take in
;
to com-

prise ; to enclose; to contain
;
to admit; to receive

; to

include.

EM-BRACE', v. n. To join in an embrace. Shak.

EM-BRACE', n. Act of embracing; a caress; clasp; fond

pressure in the arms
; hug. [R.]

EM-BRACE'MENT, n. Clasp in the arms ;
embrace. Shak.

EM-BRACE'OR,* orEM-BRA'soR,*n. (Law) One who prac-
tises embracery. Tomlins.

JfM-BRA'cER, n. One who embraces.

EM-BRA'CE-RY,* n. (Law) An attempt to corrupt, or to in-

fluence by unlawful means, a court or jury. Blackston

EM-BRA/CING, n. An embrace
;
a hugging. Burton.

fEM-BRAlD', v. a. To upbraid. Sir T. Elyot.

EM-BRANCH'MENT,* u. Formation of a branch. Has
lam.

EM-BRXN'GLE,* v. a. See IMBRANGLE.
EM-BRA'VRE, (em-bra-zhur' or em-bra'zhur) [em-bra'zhur,

W. J. F. Ja. ; em-bra-zhor', & K. ; em-bra-'zur', P. Sm.

Wb.~\ n. [Fr.] (Fort.) An opening made in a wall or para-
pet, or a breastwork, through which guns are fired

j
bat-

tlement
;
the enlargement of a window or door on the

inside.

tEM-BRAVE', v. a. To decorate; to fill with courage.
Spenser.

EM-BRIGHT',* (em-brlf) v. a. To make bright. Cunning-

EM'BRO-CATE, v. a. [s/j/Jpexw.] [i. EMBROCATED; pp. EM-
BROCATING, EMBROCATED.] To moisten and rub a dis-

eased part with a liquid substance.

EM-BRQ-CA'TION, n. Act of embrocating ;
a lotion ; a fluid

application to any part of the body.
EM-BROID'ER, v. a. [broder, Fr.] [i. EMBROIDERED

; pp.
EMBROIDERING, EMBROIDERED.] To border with orna-
ments

;
to decorate with embroidery or figured work.

EM-BROID'ERED,* (em-brb'Id'erd) p. a. Ornamented with
figure-work.

EM-BRotD'ER-ER, w. One who embroiders.

EM-BROID'ER-y, n. [broderic, Fr.] Needle-work of gold,
silver, or silk, upon stuffs, muslin, &c.

; variegation or

diversity of colors.

EM-BROIL', v. a. [bro^Hler, Fr.] [i. EMBROILED
; pp. EM-

BROILING, EMBROILED.] To disturb; to confuse; to dis-

tract; to involve in trouble by discord. [R.]

EM-BRO!L',* n. Confusion
;

embroilment. Shaftcsbury.

EM-BROIL'MENT, n. Act of embroiling ; confusion; dis-

turbance. Maundrcll.

EM-BRONZE',* or EM-BRONZE',* v. a. To cover with
bronze. Francis. See BRONZE.

EM-BROTH'EL, v. a. To enclose in a brothel. Donne.

EM-BROWN', v. a. See IMBROWN,

EM-BROE', v. a. See IMBRUE.

EM-BRtJTE',* v. a. To render brutish. Caiothorne. See IM-

BRUTE._
EM'BRY-O, n. [Zpfipvov.] pi. EM'BRY-OS. The offspring

in the womb before it becomes a foetus
;
the rudiments

of any thing yet unformed. (Bot.) A fleshy substance

occupying the interior of a seed, and constituting the
rudiment of the future plant.

EM'BRYTO,* a. Relating to an embryo ; unfinished. Twcddell.

EM-BRY-OL'Q-GY,*?!. (Bot.) A treatise on embryos. EC. Rev.

EM'BRY-ON, n. Same as embryo. Milton. [R.]

EM'BRY-ON,a. Yet unfinished
;
unformed. W.Browne.

EM'BRY-Q-NATE,* )a. (Bot.) Formed like an embryo;
EM'BRY-Q-NAT-ED,* \ relating to an embryo. Locke.

EM-BRY-ON'IC,*' a. Relating to" or like an embryo. Cole-

ridge.
EM-BRY-OT'IC,* a. Relating to or resembling an embryo ;

embryonic. P. Cyc.

EM-BRY-ST'O-MY,* ra. (Med.) The operation of cutting the
fetus out of the womb. Brande.

', v. a. To stock with money.
tEM-BU'y, (em-biz'ze) v. a. To employ. Skcltoa.

,
n. U

fluence by unlawful means, a court or jury. Blacks-tone.
\

'

discharged from perfon

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N; BULL, BUR, RtTLE. <?, G, c, g, soft; , &, C, g,

tEME, 71. Uncle. See EAME.
g) n. See EMMS.NAGOGUE.

fE-MEND', v. a. [cmendo, L.J To amend. Felt'iam. See
AMEND.

E-MEND'A-BLE, a. Amendable. Bailey. [R.]

tE-MEND'ATE-LY, a. Without fault
;
correct. Taverner.

EM-EN-DA'TION, n. Act of correcting; amendment;
change for the better

;
correction.

M'EN-DA-TOR, n. A corrector; an improver.
E-MEND'A-TO-RY, n. [emendatus, L.] Causing emenda-

tion. Dr. Warton.

tE-MEND'l-CATE, v. a. [emendico, L.] To beg. Ccr.keram.

EM'E-RALD, n. [emeraude, Fr.] (Miu.) A precious stone
of a green color, crystallized, very hard, and used in

jewelry.
E-MERGE', v. n. [cmergo, L.] [/.EMERGED; 7>p. EMERGING,
EMERGED.] To rise out of a fluid or other covering;
to come forth

;
to emanate

;
to issue

;
to rise into view.

E-MER'GENCE,
j

ra. x\ct of emerging ;
that which

E-MER'^-EN-CY, j emerges ;
a sudden occasion

; pressing
necessity; exigence.

E-MER'GENT, a. Rising out of something ; rising into

view
; issuing from ; sudden

; unexpectedly casual.

E-MER'GENT-NESS,* . State of being emergent. Scott.

EM'E-RIL,* n. A very hard stone
;
a glazier's diamond to

cut glass ; emery. Drayt.on. See EMERY.
E-MR'IT-ED, a. [emeritus, L.] Allowed to have done

sufficient public service. Evelyn. See EMERITUS.
E-MER'l-Tl* n. pi. [L.I A term applied to soldiers and

other public functionaries of ancient Rome, who had re-

tired from their country's service. Brande.

E-MER'f-TVS,* a. [L.] An epithet applied to one who 13

discharged from performing further public duty. Crabb.

hard; $ as Z; % as ga; THIS
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* PilCS - See HEMORRHOIDS.

E-MER'SION, (e-mer'shun) n. Act of emerging or of rising
out of any thing, opposed to immersion; a reappear-
ance.

M'ER-Y, n. (Min.) A hard mineral
;

a variety of corun-
dum or sapphire, employed by lapidaries in cutting

gems, and used for polishing steel.

E-MET'JC, a. Producing vomiting. Emetic tartar, (Chem.)
a triple salt, composed of antimony, potassa, and tar-

taric acid.

E-MET'JC, n. [fyw.] (Med.) A medicine which produces
vomiting.

E-MET'J-CAL, a. Same as emetic.

E-MET'I-CAL-LY, ad. So as to provoke to vomit. Boyle.

EM'E-TiNE,* .(GtaB.) A substance obtained from ipecac-
uanha. It is white, pulverulent, and bitter, and is a

very_powerful emetic. Brands.

E'MEW (
(6

'm**) n- A name of the cassowary.

EM'I-CXNT,* a. Beaming forth
; sparkling ; flying off.

Blackmore. [R.]

EM-I-CA'TION, n. [emicatio, L.] Act of sparkling ;
a flying

off in particles.

E-MIC'TION, n. [emictum, L.] Urine; any thing voided as

urine.

EM'I-GRXNT, n. One who emigrates. Robertson.

EM'J-GRXNT,* a. Moving from one place to another.
Burke.

EM'I-GRATE, v. n. [emigre, L.] [i. EMIGRATED; pp. EMI-

GRATING, EMIGRATED.] To pass from one's country in

order to reside in another
;
to change one's residence.

tfiltt'l-GRATE, a. Wandering ; roving. Gayton.
EM-I-GRA'TIQN, n. The act of emigrating ;

a removal
from one country to another

; change of habitation.

EM-I-GRA'TION-IST,* n. An advocate for emigration. Fo.

Qii. Rev.

EM'I-GRA-TOR,* n. An emigrant. Gent. Mag. [R.]

EM'KNENCE, n. State of being eminent; prominence;
loftiness ; height ; summit

; celebrity ;
fame

;
distinc-

tion : a title given to cardinals.

EM'J-NEN-CY, n. Same as eminence. Tillotson.

EM'I-NENT, a. [eminens, L.] High; lofty; dignified; ex-

alted ; conspicuous ;
remarkable

; distinguished ;
cele-

brated
; prominent ; illustrious.

EM-I-NEN'TIAL * a. Noting an artificial kind of equation.
Crabb.

EM'J-NENT-LY, ad. Conspicuously; in a high degree.
E'MIR, or E-MEER'* n. [Arabic, chief or lord.] Prince;

lord
;
a title of dignity among the Turks, given to viziers,

pachas, &c. It is a title also, given, by usage, to those
who are considered as descended from Mahomet.

E-MIR-A'LEM,* n. A general of the Turks, or the keeper
of all their colors. Crabb.

EM'IS-SA-RY, n. [emissarius, L.] One sent out on busi-

ness
;
a messenger ;

a spy ;
a secret agent. [fOne who

sends out.
Arbuthnot.]

tfiM'is-SA-RY, a. Looking about ; prying. B. Jonson.

E-MIS'SIQN, (e-mlsh'un) n. Act of sending out; vent.

tEM-is-si"Tioys, (em-is-sish'us) a. Examining. Bp. Hall.

E-MIS'SIVE,* a. Sending out /emitting. Brooke.

E-M!T'. v. a. [emitto, L.] [i. EMITTED ; pp. EMITTING,
EMITTED.] To send forth

;
to let go ;

to let fly ; to dart
;

to evaporate ; to exhale
;
to issue out juridically.

E-MIT'TENT,* a. Sending out
; emitting. Boyle.

EM-MEN'A-GOGUE, (em-men'a-gog) . [!>/"'
and ayw.]

(Med.) Medicine to promote menstrual discharges.
EM/MET, . An ant; a pismire.
$M-MEw', t. a. To confine ; to coop up. Shak.

f^M-MOVE', v. a. [cmouvoir, Fr.] To excite ;
to move.

EM-pL-Lfis'cENCE,* n. The softening of a metal in be-

ginning to melt. Smart.

E-MOL'LI-ATE,* (e-mol'ye-at) v. a. [i. EMOLLIATED ; pp.

EMOLLIATING, EMOLLIATED.] To soften
;
to make effemi-

nate. Smart.

UE-M6L'LiENT, (e-mbl'yent) [e-mol'yent, S. W. J. F. Ja.
K. Srn. ; e-mol'e-ent, P.] a. [emolliens, L.] Softening ;

supplying.

J|E-MOL'LIENT, (e-mbl'yent) n. A medicine which has the

power of relaxing the living animal fibre.

fE-M5L'LI-MftNT, n. [emollimentum, L.] A softening.
Cockcram.

M-PL-LI"TIOT*, n. [emollitio, L.] Act of softening. Bacon.

E-MOL'V-MENT, n. Profit
; pecuniary advantage ; gain ;

lucre
; property. [lyn. [R.]

E-MOL-U-MENT'AL, a. Useful; yielding profit. Eve-

tE-M^NGST', (e-miingst') prep. Among. Spenser.

E-MO'TION, n. [emotion, Fr.] A movement of the mind or
of the feelings of the soul

;
mental excitement; passion.

E-MO'TIQN-AL,* a. Relating to or implying emotion. Fo.

Q. Rev.

E-MO'TIVE,* a. Attended or characterized by emotion.
Smart. Brande.

M-}?AIR', v . [empirer, Fr.] To impair. Spenser. See IMPAIR.

EM-PALE', v a. [empaler, Fr.] [i. EMPALED
; pp. EMPAL-

ING, EMPALED.] To fence with a pale; to fortify; to

enclose
;
to put to death by fixing or spitting on a stake

standing upright.

EM-PALED',* (em-paid') p. a. Having undergone empale-
ment.

EM-PALE'MENT, n. Act of empaling (Her.) A conjunc-
tion of coats of arms, pale-wise. (But.) The calyx of
a plant.

EM-PXN'EL, n. A list of jurors. See PANEL.
EM-PXN'EL, n. a. To form a jury. See IMPANEL.

EM-PXN'EL-MENT,* n. Act of empanelling. Wyse.
EM-PXR'A-D!SE, v. a. See IMPARADISE.

EM-PARK', v. a. To enclose in a park; to shut in. Bp.
King.

EM-PAR'LANCE, n. See IMPARLANCE.

EM-pXM','n. [>7rdao-o).] (Med.) A powder for sprinkling
the body.

EM-pXs'siON, (em-pash'un) v. a. See IMPASSION.

EM-PAS'SION-ATE, (em-pash'un-at) a. See IMPASSION-
ATE.

EM-PXsT', v. a. See IMPAST.

EM-PEACH', v. a. [empecher, Fr.] To hinder; to im-

peach. Sir T. Elyot. See IMPEACH.

tEM-P_El'RAL, n. See EMPIRICK. Harmar.

EM-PEO'PLE, (em-p5'pl) v. a. To form into a people or

community ;
to people. Spenser. [R.]

EM'PER-ESS, n. See EMPRESS.
tEM-PER'lL, v. a. To endanger; to peril. Spenser.

tEM-PER'}SHED, (em-per'jsht) p. a. Perished. Spenser.

EM'PER-QR, n. [imperator, L.
; empereur, Fr.] The sov-

ereign or ruler of an empire ;
a monarch in title and

dignity superior to a king.
fEM'PE-RY, n. [empire, Fr.] En
EM'PHA-SIS, n. [fji*$.] pi.

Empire; sovereignty. Shak.

EM'PHA-SE. A stress or
force of voice laid on a syllable, word, or clause in a
sentence, in order to enforce a meaning ;

stress
;
accent

;

force
; particularity.

EM'PHA-S!ZE,* v. a.
[i. EMPHASIZED; pp. EMPHASIZING,

EMPHASIZED.] To utter with emphasis ;
to place empha-

sis on
;
to make emphatical. Coleridge.

EM-PHAT'IC, ) a. [e/^an/w.] Uttered with emphasis ;

EM-PHXT'I-CAL, \
forcible

; strong ; striking ; striking
the sight'.

EM-PHXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an emphatical manner.

EM-PHXT'J-CAL-NESS,* n. State of being emphatical.
Scott.

EM-PHRXC'TIC,* a. (Med.) Stopping up the pores of the
skin. Scott.

EM-PHY-SE'MA, (em-fe-se'ma) n. [^//^iio-r/^a.] (Med.) A
collection of air in the cellular membrane, rendering tho

part tense and elastic.

M-PHY-SEM'A-TOOS, a. Bloated; puffed up ;
swollen.

EM-PHY-TEv'tiis,* n. [ju0tirn><n.] (Civil law) A con-
tract by which houses or lands are given forever, or for a

long term, on condition of their being improved, and a
small _annual rent paid to the grantor. Brande.

fEM-PlERCE', v. a. To pierce into. Spenser.

JEM-FIGHT', (em-plf) p. Set; fixed. Spenser. See
PlGHT.

EM'PIRE, n. [imperium, L.] The jurisdiction of an em-

peror ;
an extensive region, comprising several countries,

governed by an emperor; imperial power; supreme do-

minion.

EM-PIR'IC, or EM'Pl-Rtc, [em-pir'jk, Ja. Sm. R.; em'pe-
rik, S.'J. Wb.Ash; em'pe-rik or ein-pir'ik, W. P. F. K.}
n. J/*7rjptxoj.] One of a sect of ancient physicians,
who practised from experience only, and not from

theory ;
one whose knowledge is founded on experience ;

a trier of experiments ;
an ignorant physician ;

a quack.
EM-PtR'lc, ) a. Relating to empiricism or empirics ;

EM-PlR'i-CAL, \ versed in or pertaining to experiments;
unwarranted by science ;

charlatanic.

EM-PIR'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an empirical manner.

EM-PiR'j-ciM, n. The practice of empirics ; dependence
on experience only ; quackery. Warton.

EM-PI^.CE'MENT,* n. [Fr.] Act of placing; place. Jlrnn-

dell.

tEM-PLSs'TER, n. [/,<7rAaoT,oo/.] A plaster. Wiseman.

tEM-PLis'TER, v. a. To cover with a plaster; to plaster.
Chaucer.

tEM-PLXs'TlC, a. Viscous
; glutinous. Wiseman.

EM-PLXS'TIC,* n. (Med.) A constipating medicine. Crabb.

EM-PLEAD', v. a. See IMPLEAD.

EM-PLOY', v. a. [employer, Fr.] [i.
EMPLOYED ;pp. EMPLOY-

ING, EMPLOYED.] To busy ; to keep at work; to exer-

cise; to use; to make use of; to commission; to in-

trust: to fill up with.

EM-PLOY', n. Business; object of industry; employ-
ment.

EM-PLOY'A-BLE, a. That may be employed. Boyle.

EM-PLOV'ER, n. One who employs.

EM-PLOY'MENT, n. Act of employing; state of being em-

ployed ;
business ; occupation ; object of industry ;

en-

A, E, i, 5, u, Y, long; X, , 1, 6, D, Y, short; A, E, I, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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gagement ;
avocation ; profession ;

office ; post of busi-

ness.

EM-PLUNGE', v. a. To force suddenly ;
to plunge. Daniel.

$M-PoI'ON, (em-pb'i'zn) v. a. [empoisonner, Fr.] [t.
EM-

POISONED ; pp. EMPOISONING, EMPOISONED.] To destroy
by poison ;

to poison ; to envenom.
EM-pei'ON-ER, (em-pbi'zn-er) n. One who empoisons.

M-pqt'soN-iNG, (em-pbi'zn-ing) n. Empoisonment.
jEM-p61'ON-MENT, (em-pbl'zn-ment) n. Act of poison-

ing. Bacon.

jEM-pp-RET'ic, a. [i^opr\TiK6^.] Relating to merchan-
dise.

fEM-P_p-RET'l-CAL,* a. Emporetic. Scott.

EM-PO'RI-UM, n.' [epvtptov, Gr.
; emporium, L.] pi. L. EM-

PORIA : Eng. EMPORIUMS. A place of commerce, trade,
or merchandise ;

a mart
;
a commercial city or town.

EM-PoOND',* v. a. See IMPOUND.
$M-P6V'ER-ISH, V. a.

[i. EMPOVERISHED ; pp. EMPOVER-
ISHING, EMPOVEHISHED.] To make poor; to reduce to

indigence; to lessen fertility; to impoverish. Written

indiscriminately empoverish or impoverish.

EM-POV'ER-ISH-ER, n. One who empoverishes.
M-POV'ER-}SH-MENT, 7i. Act of empoverishing ; impov-
erishment

; depauperation.
EM-POW'ER, v. a. [L EMPOWERED

; pp. EMPOWERING, EM-

POWERED.] To authorize; to commission; to supply
with power ;

to give power to
;
to enable.

EM'PRESS, n. The wife of an emperor ;
a female invested

with imperial power or dignity.

EJI-PRIE', n. [emprise, Fr.] An attempt of danger; un-

dertaking of hazard ; enterprise. Spenser. [Poetical.]
EM-PRI'ON, v. a. See IMPRISON.

JKM-PRQS-TJlQT'Q-Nos^n. [siJLTrpoffdsv and TEIVM.] (Med.)
A spasmodic action of the muscles, drawing the body
forwards. Brande.

EMP'T!-ER,(em'te-er) n. He or that which empties.
MP'TI-NESS, (em'te-nes) n. State of being empty ;

a void

space ; vacuity ;
want of substance or solidity ;

unsatis-

factoriness.

EMP'TIPN, (em'shun) n. [cmptio, L.] Act of purchasing ;

a purchase.
EMP'TIPN-AL,* a. That may be purchased. Jlsh.

EMP'TY, (em'te) a. Void; having nothing in it; not full;
unfilled

; vacant
;
devoid

;
evacuated

;
unfurnished

;
un-

satisfactory ; vain
;
senseless.

fiMP'xy, (em'te) v. a. [ EMPTIED ; pp. EMPTYING, EMP-

TIED.] To make empty or void
;
to evacuate ;

to exhaust.

EMP'TY, (em'te) v. n. To become empty. B. Jonson.

EMP'TY-HXND-ED,* a. Having nothing in the hands.

Congreve.
EMP'TY-H AD-ED,* a. Void of understanding. Gold-

smith,.

EMP'TY-HE&RT-ED,* a. Wanting sensibility or feeling.
Shak.'

EMP'TY-YNG,* n. Act of pouring out or making empty.
pi. Sediment or lees of beer, cider, &c. ; yeast. U. S.

EM-PUR'PLE, v. a. To make of a purple color. Milton.

JEM'PUSE, 7i. [e/*ToiHr, Gr.
; empuse, Fr.] A phantom ;

a

spectre. Bp. Taylor.

tEM-Ptiz'zLE, v. a. To perplex ;
to puzzle. Browne.

EM-PY-E'MA, n. [lpvfcfpo.1 (Med.) A collection of blood
or pus in some cavity of the body, and particularly in
that of the pleura or thorax.

EM-PYR'E-AL, [em-pir'e-al, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. R.; em-
pe-re'al, K.] a. [&^Trvpo S.] Formed of pure fire or light;
vital ; highly refined ; relating to the highest heaven.

||M-PY-RE'AN, or EM-PYR'E-AN, [em-pe-re'an, S. E. K.
Sm. Wb. ; em-pe-re'an or em-pir'e-an, W. P. F. Ja.] n.

The highest heaven, where the pure element of fire was
supposed to subsist. Milton.

||EM-PY-RE'AN, or EM-PYR'E-AN, a. Empyreal, ^ken-
side.

n. [L.] Same as empyrean. Olanvillc.

,
n. Same as empyreuma. Harvey.

EM-PY-REU'MA, 7i. [iiiiTvpevna.] (Chem.) The burnt smell
and acrid taste produced by the distillation or decomposi-
tion of some oily animal or vegetable substances.

EM-PY-K.EV-MXT'IC, / a. Having the smell or taste of

EM-PY-REy-MXT'i-CAL, J
burnt substances. Boyle.

EM-PY-REU'MA-TIZE,* v. a. To make empyreumatic ;
to

burn. Sat. Mag.
EM-PYR'J-CAL, a. Containing the combustible principle of

coal.

EM-PY-RO'SIS, n. [in7ivp6u>.] Conflagration ; general fire.

Hale. [R.J
K'MU,* n. See EMEU.
EM'U-LATE, (em'yu-lat) v. a. [amulor, L.] [i. EMULATED

;

pp. EMULATING, EMULATED.] To strive to equal or excel ;

to strive after
;
to rival

;
to rise to equality with

;
to imi-

tate.

tEM'v-LATE, a. Ambitious; emulous. Shak.

EM'V-LAT-|NG,*;>. a. Rivalling; striving to equal.

EM-V-LA'TIPN, n. Act of emulating; competition; rival-

ry ; desire of superiority ; envy ;
contest ; contention.

EM'V-LA-TYVE, a. Inclined to emulation
; rivalling

EM'V-LA-TPR, n. One who emulates ;
a rival.

EM'V-LA-TRESS, n. She who emulates. Shetom.

tE'MULE, v. a. To emulate. Spenser.

JE-MULGE', v. a. [emidgeo, L.] To milk out. Bailey.
Jf-MUL'^ENT, a. Milking or draining out. (Anat.) A
term applied to the renal artery and vein, which were
formerly supposed to milk, as it were, the urine through
the kidneys.

EM'U-LOUS, a. Rivalling; desirous to excel
; ambitious.

M'U-LOUS-LY, ad. In an emulous manner.
EM'U-LOUS-NESS,* n. duality of being emulous. Scott.

E-MUL'sipN, n. [emulsio, L.] (Med.) A soft, liquid medi-
cine or medicinal preparation of milky appearance.

f-MuL/siVE,*
a. Tending to soften

;
like milk. Smart.

-MUNC'TQ-RY, n. [emunctorium, L.] pi. EMUNCTORIE3.
(rfnat.) Organs whose office it is to give issue to matters
which ought to be excreted; excretory ducts.

fE-MVs-CA'TlQN, n. [emuscor, L.] Act of clearing from
moss. Evelyn.

EM'Y-DINE,* n. A chelonian reptile or tortoise. Brande.
EN. A prefix to many English words, identical with JEm,

//n, and In. En occurs in some words immediately from
the Greek

;
otherwise En and Em are from the Latin

through the French language ;
while In and Im occur in

words which come direct from the Latin. But there are

many words that waver between the two modes of spell-

ing ; as Enquire or Inquire, Enclose or Inclose, &c.
EN. Formerly a plural termination of nouns and verbs, as

housen, hosen, they escapen ; still remaining in some
nouns, as oxen.

EN-A'BLE, v. a. [i. ENABLED; pp. ENABLING, ENABLED.]
To make able

;
to empower.

fEN-A'BLE-MENT, n. Ability ;
act of enabling. Bacon.

N-ACT', v. a. [i. ENACTED; pp. ENACTING, ENACTED.] [fTo
act; to perform. Spenser.] To establish by law; to

decree.

fEN-XcT', n. Purpose ; determination.

N-XC'TIVE, a. Having power to enact. Bramhall.

?N-XCT'MENT, n. The act of decreeing or establishing
by law

;
a law enacted

;
a decree.

EN-XCT'QR, n. One who enacts or decrees.

tEN-XcT'yRE,n. Purpose; determination. Shak.

J^N-Xl/LA-flE, (en-al'la-j?) n. [ivaXXayf).] (Gram.) A
change of one case or mode for another.

EN-XM'BUSH, v. a. To hide in ambush
;
to ambush. Chap-

,
v. a.

[i.
ENAMELLED

; pp. ENAMELLING, ENAM-
ELLED.] To lay enamel on metal

;
to paint in enamel

; to

inlay ;
to variegate with colors.

EN-XM'EI,, v. n. To practise the use of enamel.

JgN-XM'EL, n. [en email, Fr.] A semi-transparent or opaque
glass; any thing enamelled, or variegated with colors
fixed by fire ; any smooth, hard covering, particularly of
the teeth ; the art of painting with vitrifiable colors on
metal plates.

EN-XM'EL,* a. Relating to the art of enamelling. Gent.

Mag.
EN-XM'EL-LER, n. One who practises enamelling.
^N-XM'EL-LING, n. The art of an enameller.

$N-AM'EL-LIST,* n. One who enamels. Gent. Mag.
fEN-XM-o-RA'DQ, [en-am-o-ra'dp, Sm. Wb. ; en-am-o-ra/-

d9, K.] n. An inamorato. Sir T. Herbert.

EN-AM'OUR, v. a. [enamourer, Fr.J [i. ENAMOURED
; pp.

ENAMOURING, ENAMOURED.] To inname with love; to

make fond.

E-NXN-TI-Q-PXTH'IC,* a. (Jlfetf.) Relieving, but not cur-

ing ; palliative. Dunglison.
EN-ARMED', a. [enarme, Fr.] (Her.) Having the horns,

beaks, talons, &c., of a different color from the body.
fEN-AR-RA'TiQN, n. [enarro, L.] Explanation ; exposition.
HakewiU.

EN-AR-THRO'SIS, n. [iv and upOpov.] (Med.) The insertion
of the head of one bone into the cavity of another

;
the

ball and socket joint.

fE-NA-TA'TlQN, n. [enato, L.] Act of swimming out. Bai-

ley^
tE-NATE', a. [enatus, L.] Growing out. Smith.

t-NAUN'TER, ad. Lest that. Spenser.

fjp-NXv'l-GATE, v. a. [enavigo, L.] To sail over. Cock-
eram.

EN-C-^'NI-A, n. See ENCENIA.
JpN-CAGE', v. a. [eneager, Fr.] [i. ENCAGED ; pp. ENCAGING,

; to coop up ;
to con-ENCAGED.J To shut up as in a cage ;

t

fine. Written also incage.

N-CXMP', V. n.
[i. ENCAMPED ; pp. ENCAREN-CXMP', V. 71. [i. ENCAMPED ; pp. ENCAMPING, ENCAMPED.]

To pitch tents ; to sit down for a time on a march.

EN-CXMP', v. a. To form an army into a regular camp ; to

order to encamp.
EN-CXMP'ING, n. Encampment.
$N-CXMP'MENT, n. The act of encamping; state of being
encamped ;

a camp ; tents pitched in order. Grew.

tEN-cXNK'ER, v. a. To corrode ; to canker. Shclton.

EN-CXN'TH'JS,* . [iv and KavOos.] (Med.) A small tumorry ; desire of superiority ; envy ;
contest ; contention. EN-CXN'THJS,* n. [iv and icavOos.] (Med.,

MIEN, SIR
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or excrescence growing from the inner angle of the eye.
Brande.

EN-CXR'DI-ON,* n. [Gr.] The heart or pith of vegetables.
Crabb.

EN-CAR'PVS,* n - [w an<i Kap-rrof.] (Arch.) A festoon on a

frieze. Brande.

EN-CASE', v. a. To enclose. See INCASE.

EN-CASE'MENT,* n. Act of encasing. Ed. Rev.

$N-CAUS'TJC,* n. The art of enamelling with fire
;
a meth-

od of painting in burnt wax. Crabb.

EN-CAUS'TIC, a. feyxava-TiKfi.] a. Burnt in; applied to

enamelling ; ap'plied also to a method of painting prac-
tised by the ancients, not fully explained.

EN-CAVE', v. a. [encaver, Fr.] To hide, as in a cave.

Shak.

ENCEINTE, (ang-sanf) n. [Fr.] (Fort.) An enclosure;
ground enclosed with a fortification. Blackslone.

ENCEINTE, (ang-sanf or en-sant') a. [Fr.] (Law) Being
with child

; pregnant. Blackstone. See ENSEINT.

EN-CE'NI-A, n. pi. [iyKtiivia.] Festivals anciently com-
memorative of the founding of a city or the dedication of
a temple : solemnities at the celebration of a founder or

benefactor.

EN-CE-pHAL'lc,*_a. Situated in the head. Dimglison.
EN-CEPH'A-LO-CELE,* n. (Med.) Hernia of the brain.

Brande.

EN-CEPH'A-LON,* n. [h and Ksd>a\fi.] (Anal.) The brain
;

the contents of the cranium. Brande.

EN-CHAFE', v. a. [echauffer, Fr.] [i. ENCHAFED ; pp. EN-

CHAFING, ENCHAFED.] To enrage ;
to irritate; to chafe.

Shak.

EN-CHAIN', v, a . [enchainer, Fr.] [i. ENCHAINED; pp. EN-

CHAINING, ENCHAINED.] To fasten with a chain
;
to bind

;

to concatenate.

EN-CHAIN'MENT,* n. The act of enchaining. Warburton.

$N-CHiNT', v. a. [enchanter, Fr.J [i. ENCHANTED ; pp. EN-

CHANTING, ENCHANTED.] To act upon by songs of sor-

cery ;
to subdue by charms or spells ;

to delight in a high
degree ;

to charm
;

to fascinate
;

to enrapture ;
to be-

witch.

EN-CHiNT'ED,*;>. a. Affected by enchantment; delighted.
$N-ciiANT'ER, w. One who enchants

;
a sorcerer.

EN-CHANT'I'NG,* p. a. Acting by enchantment
; delight-

ful.

EN-CHJ*LNT'ING-LY, ad. With the force of enchantment.

]fN-CHiNT'MENT, n. Act of enchanting ;
state of being

enchanted ; magical charms
; spells ;

incantation
; irre-

sistible influence
; delight.

EN-CHANT'RESS, n. A female who enchants
;
a sorceress.

tEN-cHARGE', v. a. To give in charge to. Bp. Hall.

5N-CHASE', v. a. [enchasser, Fr.] [i. ENCHASED ; pp. EN-

CHASING, ENCHASED.] To infix
; to enclose in any other

body so as to be held fast, but not concealed
;
to adorn

by raised or embossed work
;
to engrave ;

to paint strong-

ly ;
to chase.

EN-CHAS'JNG,* n. The art or act of enriching and or-

namenting, by designs or figures, gold, silver, and other
metal work. Hamilton.

EN-CHAS'TEN,* (en-cha'sn) v. a. To chasten. //. K. White.

fN-CHEA'ON, (en-che'zn) n. [enchaison, old Fr.] Cause;
occasion. Spenser.

jEN-pHf-RlD'l-&N, n. [iyxeipifitov, Gr. ; cnchiridium, L.]
A little book, which may be carried in the hand

;
a man-

ual.

EN-C!NCT'VRE,* n. A covering; a cincture. Wordsworth.

fEN-cTfN'DERED, (en-sin'derd) a. Burnt to cinders. Cock-
eram.

EN-CIR'CLE, v. a. [encercler, old Fr.] [i. ENCIRCLED ; pp.

ENCIRCLING, ENCIRCLED.] To surround
;
to environ

;
to

enclose in a ring ; to embrace ;
to circumscribe.

EN-CIR'CLET, n. A small circle
;
a ring. Sidney.

N-CIR'CLING,* p. a. Enclosing in a ring or circle.

v. a. See INCLASP. Parnell.

,
a. Relating to enclitics

; throwing back
;
lean-

ing upon.
EN-CLIT'IC, n. [vrXtri*d$.l (Gram.) A particle joined to

the end of a Latin or Greek word, as que, ne, ve ; so called
because they throw back the accent upon the preceding
syllable.

EN-CLIT'I-CAL,* a. Same as enclitic. Walker.

PN-CLIT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In an enclitic manner. Smart.
>T

-CLOis'TER, v. a. To shut up ;
to cloister. Mede.

$N-CLOE', (en-kl5z') v. a. [enclorre, enclos, Fr.
; includo, L.]

[i.
ENCLOSED ; pp. ENCLOSING, ENCLOSED.] To environ

;

to encircle ;
to surround

;
to encompass ; to include.

Also written inclose.

EN-CLd'ER, n. He or that which encloses.

EN-CLO'VRE, (en-klo'zhur) n. Act 'of enclosing ; that
which encloses or is enclosed; space enclosed; ground
enclosed ;

inclosure. Written also inclosure.

EN-COACH', v. a. To carry in a coach. Davies.

$N-c6F'FlN, v. a. To enclose in a coffin. Weever.

$N-c6L'LAR,* v. a. To surround with a collar. Boothroyd.

$N-c6M'BER, v. a. See ENCUMBER.

tEN-coM'BER-MENT, n. Molestation. Spenser.
EN-CO'MI-AST, n. FiyitwMiarrtJf.] One who pronounces an
encomium ;

a eulogist ;
a panegyrist ;

a praiser.
EN-CO-MI-AS'TIC, ) a. Panegyrical ; laudatory ;

con-

$N-CO-MI-XS'TI-CAL, \ tabling praise ; bestowing praise.

tEx-co-MI-Xs'TIc, 71. A panegyric. B.Jonson.
EN-CO-MI-XS'TI-CAL-LY,* ad. With encomium. Bacon.

fEN-cp'Ml-ON, 7i. Encomium. Fotherby.
EN-CO'MI-OM, n. [iyKUinov, Gr.

; encomium, L.] pi. L. EN-
COMIA; Eng. ENCOMIUMS. Panegyric; praise; eulogy.

EN-c6M'PASS, (en-kum'pas) v. a.
[i. ENCOMPASSED

; pp.
ENCOMPASSING, ENCOMPASSED.] To enclose

;
to encircle

;

to shut in
;
to surround

;
to environ

;
to circumscribe

;
to

go round any place.

EN-COM'PASS-MENT, (en-kum'pas-mSnt) n. Act of encom-
passing; circumlocution. Shak.

\\ENCORE, (ang-kor') [ong-k5r', S. W. J. E. Ja. Sm.. ; ang-
kor', F. R.] ad. [Fr.] Again ;

once more. Pope. A word
used at public exhibitions or shows, when the repetition
of some part is called for.

||EN-CORE', fdng-kor') v. a.
[i. ENCORED ; pp. ENCORING,

ENCORED.] To call for the repetition of some perform-
ance, as a song or speech. Whitehead.

EN-COON'TER, 7i. [encontre, Fr.] A meeting, particularly
a sudden or accidental meeting ; a sudden fight between
a small number; a duel; single fight ; conflict; battle;
attack

;
a combat ;

an assault
;
an engagement ; casual

incident.

EN-COON'TER, v. a. [i. ENCOUNTERED ;pp. ENCOUNTERING,
ENCOUNTERED.] To meet face to face

;
to front ; to meet

in a hostile manner ;
to attack

;
to oppose ;

to combat
;
to

engage with
;
to contend against.

EN-COON'TER, v. n. To engage ; to fight ; to meet.

EN-COON'TER-ER, n. One who encounters.

EN-CO{JR'A?E, (en-kur'aj) v. a. [encourager, Fr.] [i. EN-
COURAGED J pp. ENCOURAGING, ENCOURAGED.] To ani

mate ; to incite ; to give courage to
;
to countenance

;
tr>

support ;
to cherish

;
to stimulate

;
to urge ;

to make con-
fident.

EN-COUR'AGE-MENT, (en-kur'aj-ment) n. Act of encour

aging ;
that which encourages ;

incentive
;
incitement

;

countenance ; support.
EN-COOR'AG-ER, n. One who encourages.
EN-CODR'AG-!NG,*P. a. Affording encouragement ;

favor

ing.

EN-coOR'AG-fNG-Ly, ad. In an encouraging manner.

EN-CRA'DLE, v. a. To lay in a cradle. Spenser.

5N-CREA8E', v. See INCREASE.

fEN-CRlM'soNED, (en-krim'znd) a. Of a crimson color

Skak.

EN'CRI-NITE,* n. A fossil animal
;
a species of zoophyte

Buckland.

ENCRINUS,* n. pi. ENCRINI. (Geol.) A marine ani-

mal body, having a long, jointed stem, the joints some-
what resembling small buttons, with a central perfora-
tion. Rogers.

fEN-CRlsPED', a. Curling; formed in curls. Skelton.

jjN-CROACH', (en-kr5ch') v. n. [accrocher, Fr.l
[i.

EN-
CROACHED

; pp. ENCROACHING, ENCROACHED.] To make
invasion ; to intrude

;
to advance by stealth ;

to make in-

road
;
to pass bounds

;
to invade; to infringe.

fEx-CR_6ACH', 7i. Advance
;
encroachment. South.

^N-CROACH'ER, n. One who encroaches.

^N-CROACH'ING,*?. a. Making encroachment; invading.

JN-CROACH'JNG-LY, ad. By way of encroachment. Bai-

ley.

EN-CROACH'MENT, n. Act of encroaching ;
an unlawful

intrusion
;
invasion

;
inroad.

,
v. a. See INCRUST.

r. a. [encombrer, Fr.] [i. ENCUMBERED ; pp.

ENCUMBERING, ENCUMBERED.] To Clog ;
tO load

J
to ilTl-

pede ;
to hinder

;
to entangle ;

to embarrass.

EN-COM'BRANCE, n. State of being encumbered ;
that

which encumbers
; clog; load; impediment; useless ad-

dition ;
a burden upon an estate.

EN-CYC'LI-CAL, a. [iyKVK*tK6s.] Circular; sent round

through a large region. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

EN-CV-CLO-PJE'DT-A, ?! . [tyxvicXoiratfaia.] A complete cir-

cle of the sciences ;
a dictionary of the arts, sciences, and

literature; a cyclopaedia. Written also encyclopedia.

tEN-CY'CLQ-PEDE, 7i. Encyclopaedia. Mannyngham.
^N-CY-CLO-PE-DI'A-CAL,,* a. Same as encyclopedical. EC.

Rev.

EN-CY-CLO-PE'DI-AN, a. Relating to an encyclopaedia ;

embracing the whole round of learning. Burton.

EN-CY-CLO-PED'IC,* J

a. Belonging to an encyclopse-

JN-CY-CLQ PED'I-CAL,* \
dia. Ed. Rev.

EN-CY-CLO-PE'DIM,* n. The labor of writing or making
encyclopaedias. EC. Rev.

EN-CY-CLO-PE'DIST, n. One who compiles, or assists in

compiling, an encyclopaedia. Ifutton.

EN-CY-CLQ-P'DY, n. An encyclopaedia. Browne. [R.]
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EN-C?ST'ED, a. [KVOTIS.] Enclosed in a vesicle or bag.

Sharp.

END, 71. The extremity of that which has more length
than breadth

; extremity ; conclusion or cessation
;

close ;
ultimate state ; final doom ; death ;

fate ; decease ;

limit ;
termination

;
finish

; completion ;
cause of death

;

fragment ;
broken piece j purpose ;

aim
; object ; design.

END, v. a. [i. ENDED ; pp. ENDING, ENDED.] To terminate ;

to conclude
;
to close

;
to complete ;

to finish ;
to destroy ;

to put to death.

END, v. 71. To come to an end
;
to die

;
to terminate; to

cease.

jEND'-ALL, rt. Complete termination. Skak.

EN-DAJVI'AGE, v. a. To harm
;
to damage. Spetiser. [R.]

t|lK-DlM'AGE-A-BLE, a. That may be injured. Huloet9

tEN-DXM'AGE-MENT, 71. Damage; loss. Sliak.

fEN-DAM'AG-iNG, 7i. Injury ; damage. Milton.

jgN-DAN'aER, V. U. [i. ENDANGERED ; pp. ENDANGERING,
ENDANGERED.] To expose to danger ;

to put to hazard
;

to bring into peril ;
to hazard.

tEN-DAN'GER-MfiNT, . Hazard
; peril. Spenser.

JgN-DEAR', V. a. [i. ENDEARED J pp. ENDEARING, ENDEARED.]
To make dear ; to make beloved ; to attach to one's self.

fN-DEAR'ED-NESS,*
71. State of being endeared. Mare.

N-DEAR'ING,* p. a. Causing endearment
; tender; affec-

tionate.

EN-DEAR'MENT, n. Act of endearing; state of being en-
deared

;
that which endears

;
tenderness ; affection.

EN-DAV'OR, (em-devV) n. [en devoir, Fr.] Labor directed
to some specific end

;
an effort

; attempt ;
exertion ;

aim.

EN-DEAV'QR, V. n. [i. ENDEAVORED
J pp. ENDEAVORING,

ENDEAVORED.] To labor to a certain purpose ; to make
an effort.

EN-DEAV'OR, t7. a. To attempt ;
to essay. Milton.

EN-DEAV-QR-ER, (en-dev'gr-er) n. One who endeavors.

$N-DEC'A-GON, n. ['iv6c\_a and j/oma.] A plane geomet-
rical figure bounded by eleven sides ; undecagon.

EN-DElc'Tic,* a. Showing ; exhibiting. Smart.

fN-DJBfx'is,* n. [Ivitt^tf.] (Med.) An indication of dis-

eases, showing what is to be done. Crabb.

EN-DE'MKA.L, a. [<;i/<5;/uof.] Endemic. Ray. [R.]

$N-DEM'IC, a. [ivSfinios.] Peculiar to a country : applied
especially to diseases which seem to arise from local

causes.

EN-DEM'IC,* n. An endemic disease. McCulloch.

JpN-DEM/i-CAL, a. Same as endemic. Browne.

$N-DEN-{-ZA'TION,* n. The act of making free. Gent.

Mag. [R.]

JEN-DEN'IZE, v. a. To make free. Camden.

fjpN-DEN'i-ZEN, (en-den'j-zn) v. a. To make free ; to nat-
uralize. B. Jonson.

END'ER, n. One who ends ; a finisher. Widiffe.

EN-DICT', (en-dlf) v. a. [endicter, Fr.] To accuse. Gay.
See_lNoicT.

fN-DiCT'MENT,
(en-dlt'ment) n. See INDICTMENT.

ND'lNG, n. Conclusion
; termination ; cessation.

EN-DITE', v. a. To compose. Waller. See INDITE.

JN-DIT'ER, re. A composer. See INDITER.

EN'DIVE', n. [endive, Fr.] A salad herb
; succory.

END'LESS, a. Having no end
;
infinite in length or dura-

tion
;
ceaseless

; interminable
; perpetual ;

incessant.

END'LESS-LY, ad. Without end
; incessantly.

END'LESS-NESS, n. The quality.of being endless.

fND'L6NG, ad. In a straight line. Dryden.
jEND'MOST, a. Remotest

;
at the farther end. Bailey.

EN'DQ-CARP,* n. (Bot.) The hard lining of some pericarps.D
C*fJ

EN-DOC'TRI-NATE,* v. a. See INDOCTRINATE.
EN-DOC'TRINE, v. a. To teach

;
to indoctrinate. Donne. [R.]

EN'DO-GEN,* re. [sviov and ysivonat.] (Bot.) A primary
class of plants ;

a plant or tree which increases in diam-
eter by addition to its inside or centre, as the palm-tree.

fN-DOG'E-NOtis,*
a. Relating to endogens. Bu-ckland.

N-DQ-PHYL'Loys,* a. (Bot.) Enclosed within a sheath.
Brande.

N-DQ-PLEU'RA,* n. (Bot.) The internal integument of a
seed. Brande.

EN-DQR-SA'TION,* n. Indorsement. QM. Rev. [R.]
EN-DORSE', v. a. [endosser, old Fr.

;
in and dorsi

To superscribe. See INDORSE.

EN-DORSE'MENT, n. Superscription. See INDORSEMENT.
EN-DO RS'ER, n. One who endorses. See INDORSER.

EN-DQ-sIPH'Q-NlTE,* 71. [ev6ov and aiijtuv.] (Geol.) A
genus of extinct cephalopods, with chambered, convo-
lute, discoidal shells. Brande.

EN-DQS-MOSE',* n. \Zv3ov and 0107/6?.] The attraction,
through an animal or vegetable membrane, of a thin fluid

by a denser fluid. P. Cyc.

fEN-ooss', . a. [endorser, Fr.] To engrave ;
to carve.

Spenser.

EN-DOW', v. a. [indotare, L.] [i. ENDOWED ; pp. ENDOWING,
ENDOWED

] To furnish with a portion or dower
;
to set-

L.]

.

EN-DO \V'r.R, (en-dbu'er) n.

tEN-povv-'ER, v. a. Toyenric

tie upon ;
to furnish with

;
to endue

;
to invest

;
to sup-

ply ; to enrich.

EX-DOWED',* (en-cloud') p. a. Provided with endow-
ment.

One who endows.
ich with a dower. Waterhouse.

re. Act of endowing; wealth or any thing
valuable bestowed

; quality ; talent
; gift of nature.

JEN-DRUDGE', v. a. To make a slave or drudge of. Bp. Hall.

JpN-pOE', v. a. [induo,, L.] [i. ENDUED ; pp. ENDUING, EN-

DUED.] To supply with
;
to invest with

; to clothe with
;

to endow.

tEN-pDE'MENT,* re. Act of enduing. Barrow.

JJJN-DUR'A-BLE, a. That may be endured
; tolerable.

N-DOR'ANCE, n. State of enduring or suffering; continu
ance

; patience ;
sufferance.

EN-DURE', v. a. [endurer, Fr.] [i. ENDURED ;pj>. ENDURING,
ENDURED.] To bear; to sustain

;
to support ;

to undergo j

to suffer.

EN-DURE', v. n. To last
;
to remain ; to continue

;
to bear.

N-DUR'ER, re. One who endures; a sufferer.

$N-DUR'}NG, a. Lasting ; permanent.
EN-DUR'ING,* 71. Suffering; duration. Paley.

JN-DUR'ING-NESS,* 7i. duality of enduring. Dublin Rev.

END'WAY,* ad. Same as endwise. Smollett.

END'WI^E, ad. Erectly; uprightly; on end. Ray.
fEN'E-CATE, v. a. [eneco. L.] To kill

;
to destroy. Harvey.

E-N'iD r
* or E'NE-ID,* fe-ne'jd, K. Sm. Ash ; e'ne-id, Wb.

P. Cyc. Brande.] n. The Latin epic poem written by
Virgil, of which JEneas is the hero. Written also JEneid.

EN'E-MA,* n. [evirip.t.] (Med.) An injection; a clyster.
Brande.

EN'E-MY, n. [ewncmt, Fr.] One hostile to another; a foe
;

an adversary ;
an opponent ;

an antagonist ;
a hostile ar-

my: the devil.

N-ER-GET'IC, a. Forcible; strong; active; vigorous.

N-ER-<^ET'I-CAL, a. Forcible; strong; active; energetic.

EN-ER-^ET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an energetic manner. Potter.

EN-ER-^ET'I-CAL-NESS,* n. Quality of being energetic.
Scott.

E-NER'GJC, a. Powerful in effect ; energetic. Collins. [R.]

EN'ER-^IZE, v. a.
[i. ENERGIZED; pp. ENERGIZING, ENER-

GIZED.]^ To give energy to ; to excite to action. Harris.

EN'ER-GIZ-ER, n. He or that which gives energy.
EN'ER-^Y, n. [ivepysia.] Power to operate ;

force ; vigor;
efficacy ; faculty ; strength of expression ; spirit ;

life.

E-NER'VATE, [e-ner'vat, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; en'-

er-vat, Wb.] v. a. [enervo, L.] [i. ENERVATED ;pp. ENER-

VATING, ENERVATED.] To weaken
; to deprive of force

j

to enfeeble ;
to unnerve

;
to debilitate.

E-NER'VATE, a. Weakened ; deprived of force. Pope.

EN-ER-VA'TION, n. Act of weakening ;
emasculation ;

state of being weakened
; effeminacy.

fE-NERVE', v. a. To weaken
;
to enervate. Milton.

EN FAMILLE,* (ang-fa-m51') [Fr.] In a family way ;
do-

mestically. Swift.

EN-FXM'ISH, v. a. To starve ;
to famish. [R.]

$N-FEE'BLE, v. a. [i. ENFEEBLED; pp. ENFEEBLING, EN-

FEEBLED.] To make feeble ; to weaken ;
to enervate.

EN-FEE'BLE-MENT,* n. The act of making feeble
;
weak-

ness. Smart.

EN-FEE'BLER,* n. He or that which enfeebles. Phillips.

$N-FEE'BLING,*;>. a. Making feeble ; weakening.
fEN-FEL'QNED, (en-fel'und) a. [enfclonnir, Fr.] Fierce.

Spoiser.

!|EN-FEOFF', (en-fJf) [en-fef, P. J. F. Sm. Wb. ; en-fef,
S. W. E. Ja. Nares.] v. a. [i. ENFEOFFED

; pp. ENFEOFF-

ING, ENFEOFFED.] (Law) To invest with a dignity or pos-
session in fee ;

to surrender.

HEN-FEOFF'MENT, (en-fef'ment) n. [feoffamcntum, lowL.]
(Z/ajo) Act of enfeofling ;

the instrument or deed by
which one is invested with a fee.

tEN-FET'TER, v. a. To bind in fetters
;
to enchain. Shak.

EN-FE'VERJ v. a. [enficvrcr, Fr.] To produce fever. Sew-
ard. [R.]

passage running in a straight
which lies in the direction of a line.

||EN-Fi-L,ADE
;

,
77. a. To pierce or rake with shot in a right

line._

fEx-FiRE', v. a. To fire
;
to set on fire

;
to kindle. Spenser.

jjgN-FLESH', o. a. To incorporate, as with the flesh

Florio.

EN-FOLD', v. a. See INFOLD.

,* ?t. Act of infolding. Scott,

v. a. EC. Rev. See INFOLIATE.

', v. a. [enforcir, Fr.] [i. ENFORCED ;pp. ENFORC-

ING, ENFORCED.] To make efficacious ; to give strength
to

; to strengthen ;
to prove ;

to put in act by violence
;

to compel ; to constrain.

tEN-FORCE', 77. 71. To attempt by force. Hooker.
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fEN-FORCE', n. Power; strength. Milton,

EN-FORCE'A-BLE, a. That may be enforced.
N FOUC'ED-LY, ad. By violence; not by choice. Shak.

EN-FORCE'MENT, n. An act of enforcing; compulsion;
force offered ;

sanction
;
that wjiich gives force.

EN-FOR^'ER, n. One who enforces.

fN-FORM', v. a. To fashion
;
to form. Spenser.

fgN-FOUL'DF.RED, (en-fol'derd) a. Mixed with lightning.

Spenser.
EN-FRXN'CHIE, v. a.

[i. ENFRANCHISED ;pp. ENFRANCHIS-

ING, ENFRANCHISED.] To make free
;

to admit to the

privileges of a freeman or citizen
;
to set free from slav-

ery ;
to release.

E.VFRAN'cujijfE-MENT, n. Act of enfranchising ;
invest-

iture of the privileges of a freeman or citizen.

EN-FRXN'CHJ-ER, n. One who enfranchises.

tN-FREED',* a. Set at liberty. ShaJ:.

fIJN-FREE'DpM,* v. a. To free
;
to set free. Shak.

ttfN-FRO'WARD, v. a. To make froward. Sir E. Sandys.

J\$N-F_ROZ'EN, (en-fr5'zn) p. Congealed with cold. Spenser.

EN-GAGE', v. a. [engager, Fr.] [i. ENGAGED ; pp. ENGAG-

ING, ENGAGED.] To bind by contract; to enlist
;
to em-

bark; to unite; to attach; to induce; to win; to

gain : to attract
;
to allure

;
to invite

;
to entertain

;
to

employ ;
to encounter.

EN-GA^E', v. n. To conflict; to fight; to embark in any
business

; to enlist in any party.

EN-GAGED',* (en-gajd') p. a. Enlisted
;
earnest

; feeling an
interest

; pledged to marry.
EN-GAG'ED-LY, ad. In an earnest manner. Whitlock.

JN-GAC^'ED-NESS,* n. Earnestness
;
devotedness. Ware.

JN-GA^E'MENT, n. [Fr.] Act of engaging; promise;
stipulation ; obligation by contract ; adherence

; employ-
ment

;
avocation ;

business ; occupation ; fight ; con-

flictj battle ;
combat.

EN-GAG'ER, n. One who engages.

JgN-GA^'lNG,* p. a. Attaching; winning by pleasing
ways.

EN-GAG'ING-LY, ad. In a winning or obliging manner.

tEN-GAL'LANT, v. a. To make a gallant of. B. Jonson.

EN-GAOL', (en-jal') v. a. To imprison ;
to enjail. Shak.

fEN-GAR'BbiL, v. a. To disorder
;
to disturb. Mountain.

J$N-GAR'LAND, v. a. To encircle with a garland. Sidney.

N-GXR'RI-SON, (en-gar're-sn) v. a. To protect by a garri-
son. Bp. Hall.

tEN-GXs'TRi-MCTH, 7i. A ventriloquist.

jjlN-GEN'DER, v. a. [i.
ENGENDERED ; pp. ENGENDEBINQ,

ENGENDERED.] To beget; to generate; to breed; to

produce ; to form ; to cause to bring forth.

EN-GEN'DER, v. n. To be produced ;
to copulate. Dryden.

N-^EN'DER-ER, n. He or that which engenders.
EN-J&ILD', v. a. To brighten ;

to gild. Shak.

EN'GJNE, (Sn'jjn) [en'jjn, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.] n.

[engin, Fr.] Any mechanical instrument of complicated
parts, which concur in producing some intended effect ;

a machine, particularly for throwing water to extinguish
fire, or for propelling a vessel or car by steam ;

an instru-

ment
;
means to an end

;
an agent for another.

EN-GI-NEER', n. One who manages engines ;
one who

manages a steam-engine. A military engineer is an offi-

cer whose business it is to form and direct the engines
and works necessary for offence and defence. A civil

engineer is one who constructs canals, railroads, docks,
harbors, &c.

EN-GI-NEER'ING,* n. The art of managing engines.
Civil engineering, the art of forming, or the construction

of, roads, bridges, railroads ;
the construction of machin-

ery for all purposes ;
the formation of canals, aqueducts,

harbors, docks, drainage of lands, &c.--Military engi-

neering, the art of constructing, maintaining, and mana-
ging fortifications, and all buildings, and engines, or ma-
chinery, necessary in military posts ;

and it includes
instruction on all points relating to the attack and de-
fence of places. Brande.

EN'GINE-MAN,* n.; pi. ENGINEBTEN. One who manages
an engine ; an engineer. Qu. Rev.

EN'GINE-RY, n. The act of managing engines ; engines
collectively ; artillery ; any device or contrivance.

EN-J&IRD', v. a.
[i. ENGIRT or ENGIRDED

; pp. ENGIRDING,
ENGIRT or ENGIRDED.] To encirclf;

; to surround. Shak.

E\-JG'IR'DLE,* v. a. To enclose
;
to surround. Olover.

$N-*iiRT', p. a. To encircle ; to engird. Shak.

$ \-GIRT',* p. a. Encompassed. Smart.

KN'GI-SCOPE,* n. A. reflecting microscope. Francis.

tEN-GLXo', v. a. To make glad. Skelton.

t$N-GLAIMED', (en-glamd') a. Furred; clammy. Lib.
Fest.

ENG'LAND, (ing'land) n. The southern division of Great
Britain.

fcNG'LE,* (eng'gl) w. A gull; a put. Walker. See INGLE.
KNG'LISH, (Irig'glish) a. Belonging to England. Addison.

KxG'Lisn, (Ing'gijsh) png'glisb, S. tV. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.
R.~\n. pi. The people of England. sing. The language
of England.

ENG'LTSH, (Tng'gljsh) v. a.
[i. ENGLISHED ; pp. ENGLISH-

ING, ENGLISHED.] To translate into English ;
to Angli-

cize. Bacon.

tENG'LiSH-RY, (Ing'ljsh-re) n. (Law) The state or privi-

lege of being an Englishman. Cowel.

EN-GLOOM',* v. a. To render gloomy or sad. Dr. Allen.

$N-GLtJT', v. a. [engloutir, Fr.] To swallow up ;
to fill

;

to glut. Shak.

fEN-GORE', v. a. To pierce ; to prick. Spenser.

N-GORGE', v. a. [engorger, old Fr.] [i. ENGORGED;^.
ENGORGING, ENGORGED.] To SWallOW ; tO deVOUr

J
to

gorge ;
to distend by filling. Spenser.

EN-GORGE', -p. n. To feed with eagerness and voracity.

EN-GOR^E'MENT,* n. The act of engorging; state of

being engorged ; distention. Dunglison.
fEN-GRiFF', v. a. To fix deeply ; to ingraft. Shak.

t$N-GRAFF'MENT, n. Root
; ingraftment. Ellis.

EN-GRAFT'ED,p. a. Planted; ingrafted. James i.

$N-GRAIL', v. a. [gre~le, Fr.J [i. ENGRAILED ; pp. ENGRAIL
ING, ENGRAILED.] (Her.) To indent in curve lines.

Chapman.
EN-GRAIL',* v. n. To form an edging or border. Parnell.

JJN-GRAIL'MENT,* n. The ring dots round the edge of a
medal. Brande.

EN-GRAIN', v. a.
[i. ENGRAINED; pp. ENGRAINING, EN-

GRAINED.] To dye, imbue, fix deep ;
to dye in the grain.

fEN-GRXp'PLE, v. n. To close with
;
to grapple. Daniel.

EN-GRlsp', v. a. To hold fast in the hand
;
to grasp.

EN-GRAVE', v. a.
[i. ENGRAVED ; pp. ENGRAVING, EN-

GRAVED.] To mark by making incisions, as in metal,
wood, or stone; to corrode; to impress deeply; to im-

print. [fTo bury ;
to inter. Spenser.] [row.

fEN-GRlVE'MENT, n. The work of an engraver. Bar-

EN-GRAV'ER, n. One who engraves.
JEN-GRAV'E-RY, 7i. The work of an engraver. Sir T.
Browne.

EN-GRAV'ING, n. The act, art, or work of an engraver ;

the picture or mark engraved ;
an engraved plate ;

an
impression from an engraved plate.

fEN-GRlEVE', v. a. To pain ; to vex
;
to grieve. Spenser.

^IN-GROSS', v. a. [grossir, Fr.] [i. ENGROSSED
; pp. EN-

GROSSING, ENGROSSED.] [fTo thicken ; to fatten. Shak.]
To swallow up; to seize in the gross; to buy up in

large quantities, in order to raise a demand and sell again
at a higher price ;

to forestall
;
to monopolize : to copy

in a large, fair hand, as a bill or act of a legislative body,
or a deed.

EN-GROSS'ER, n. One who. engrosses.
$N-GROSS'ING, n. Act of one who engrosses ; a buying up

or forestalling ;
act of copying in a large, fair hand.

EN-GROSS'ING-BLOCK,* n. A tool made use of by wire-
drawers. Crabb.

EN-GROSS'MENT, n. The act of engrossing ;
that which is

engrossed ; appropriation in the gross.

JEN-GUARD', (en-gard') v. a. To protect ;
to guard. Shak.

jjlN-GULF', v. a. Hayward. See INGULF.

N-GIJLF'MENT,* n. Act of ingulfing, or overwhelming.
Brande. [R.]

EN-HA"NCE', v. a. [enhausser, Fr.] [i. ENHANCED ; pp. EN-

HANCING, ENHANCED.] To raise
;
to advance ; to height-

en in price ;
to raise in esteem

;
to increase

;
to aggra-

vate.

EN-HNCE'MENT, n. Act of enhancing ;
increase

; aug
mentation of value ; aggravation.

EN-HA"N'CER, n. One who enhances.

$N-HAR'BOR, v. a. To dwell in
;
to inhabit. TV. Browne.

fEN-HARD'EN, (en-h'ir'dn) v. a. [cnhardir, Fr.] To harden.

Howell.

EN-HAR-MSN'IC, a. (Miis.) Proceeding by divisions still

smaller than semitones, as an enharmonic scale : noting
a manner of tuning the voice. Warton.

EN-HAR-MSN'I-CAL,* . Enharmonic. Jlsh.

EN-HEART'EN',* (en-har'tn) v. a. To encourage. EC. Rev.

N-HY'DRIC,* a. Containing enhydritc. Mien.

^N-HY'DRITE,* ?i. (Min.) A rock or stone containing
water. Hamilton.

E-NIG'MA, n. [aiviyun.] pi. E-N'fG'MAS. A proposition
stated in obscure or ambiguous language, so as to puz-
zle the understanding ;

a riddle
;
an obscure question ;

an ambiguous sentence or thing.

||fc-NlG-MAT'lc, a. Obscure; ambiguous ; enigmatical.

||K-NJG-MXT'i-CAL, [e-nig-miit'e-kal, S. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; en-

ig-mat'e-kai, W. J. F.] a. Partaking of enigma ;
hard to

be understood ;
obscure ; ambiguous ;

dark.

HK-NIG-MXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an ambiguous manner.

^-NiG'MA-TtsT, n. One who deals in enigmas.
E-\TG'M \-TlZE, v. n. To deal in enigmas
EN-JAIL',* v. a. To put into a jail ;

to en-raol. Smart.

EN-JOIN', v. a. [enjoindrc, Fr.] [i.
ENJOINED ; pp. ENJOIN-

ING, ENJOINED.]
'

To direct earnestly ;
to urge; to en-

force
;
to order ; to prescribe.

. One who enjoins.

,
n. Direction ; injunction. Browne.

A. K, T, 6, 0, Y, long; X, E, T, 6, B, Y, short; A, E, I, o, y, V, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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(en-joi') v. a. [jouir, Fr.] [. ENJOYED
; pp. EN-

JOYING, ENJOYED.] To have satisfaction in ;
to feel or

perceive with pleasure ;
to have possession or fruition

of: to exhilarate
;
to delight, (with the reciprocal pro-

noun.)
EN-JOY', (en-joi') v. n. To live in happiness. Milton.

EN-JOY'A-BLE, a. That may be enjoyed. Pope.
EN-JO Y''ER, n. One who enjoys.

$N-JOY'MENT, n. Act of enjoying; that which is en-

joyed ;
fruition

; pleasure ; gratification ;
satisfaction.

EN-KER'NEL,*?). a. To form into kernels. Sat. Mag.
JN-KlN'DLE, v. a.

[i. ENKINDLED
; pp. ENKINDLING, EN-

KINDLED.] To set on fire: to rouse: to incite: to

kindle.

EN-LACE',* v. a. To fasten with lace
;
to lace. Southey.

EN-LACE 'ME NT,* 71 Act of enlacing. Southey.
EN-LARD', v. a.

[i. ENLARDED; pp. ENLARDING, ENLARD-

ED.] To grease ; to baste. Shak.

EN-LARGE', v. a. [clargir, Fr.] [L ENLARGED ; pp. EN-

LARGING, ENLARGED.] 'To make greater in quantity or

appearance ;
to increase

;
to extend

;
to magnify ; to di-

late
;
to expand ;

to amplify ;
to lengthen ;

to set free.

EN-LARGE', v. n. To discuss a matter fully; to speak in

many words
; to expatiate ;

to grow larger.

EN-LARKED',* (en-larjd') p. a. Increased; expanded;
liberal.

N-LARG'ED-LY, ad. In an enlarged manner. Mountagu.
N-LAR'ED-NESS,* n. State of being enlarged. Ch. Ex.

N-LARGE'MENT, n. Act of enlarging; augmentation;^LARGE
extension from confinement; liber-increase ; relea

ation ; copious discourse.

EN-LARG'ER, n. One who enlarges.

EN-LAR^'ING, n. Extension ; enlargement.
t^N-LiGHT', (en-lit') v. a. To enlighten. Pope.
EN-LIGHT'EN,' (en-ll'tn) v. a.

[i. ENLIGHTENED; pp. EN-

LIGHTENING, ENLIGHTENED.] To make light or lumi-
nous

;
to illumine

;
to lighten ;

to illuminate
;
to supply

with light ;
to instruct

; to furnish with knowledge ; to

cheer.

EN-LIGHT'ENED,* (en-ll'tnd) p. a. Illuminated
; supplied

with light ;
instructed

; highly civilized.

EN-LIGHT'EN-ER, (en-H'tn-er) n. One who enlightens.

EN-LIGHT'EN-MENT,* (en-ll'tn-ment) n. Act of enlight-

ening : illumination
;
instruction. Qu. Rev.

fN-LYNK',

v. a. To chain to; to link. Shak.

N-LlST', V. a. [i. ENLISTED
J pp. ENLISTING, ENLISTED.]

Te enroll, as for military service
;
to record

;
to register ;

to engage.
EN-LIST',* v. n. To enroll one's self; to make engage-
ment. P. Cyc.

EN-LIST'MENT,* n. Act of enlisting; a voluntary engage-
ment to serve as a soldier or sailor

;
enrolment.

Brande.

tE^-LiVE', v. a. To animate; to make alive. Bp. Hall.

EN-LI'VEN, (en-H'vn) v. a. [i. ENLIVENED
; pp. ENLIVEN-

ING, ENLIVENED.] To make alive
; to animate; to make

vigorous, active, sprightly, or cheerful j to exhilarate
;
to

cheer ;
to inspirit.

EN-LI'VEN-ER, (en-ll'vn-er) n. He or that which en-
"

livens.

EN-LI'VEN-ING, (en-ll'vn-lng) n. Act of giving life.

tEN-Lu'MiNE, v. a. To illumine. Spenser.

fEN-MAR'BLE, v . a. TO turn to marble
;
to harden. Spenser.

EN MASSE,* (ang-mas') [Fr.] In a body; in the mass;
altogether. Qu. Rev.

tEN-MfiSH', v. a. To net; to entrap. Shak.

EN-MEW', v. a. See EMMEW.
EN'MI-TV, n. State or quality of an enemy, or of being

hostile
;

hatred
; hostility ; animosity ; ill-will ; malig-

nity ;
malevolence

;
aversion

;
malice.

EN-MOVE', v. See EMMOVE.
EN-MURE',* v. a. To inclose within a wall

;
to immure. Shak.

EN-NE-A-CON-TA-HE'DRAL,* a. Having ninety sides.

Smart.'

EN'NE-Xo,* n. [enneas, L.] The number nine. Bailey.

EN'NE-A-GON, or EN-NE'A-GON, [en-ne'a-gbn, J. K. Sm.

Johnson; en'e-a-gon, Wb. Brande, Crabb.] n. [ivvca and

yoWa.] A figure of nine sides and angles.
EN-NE-A HE'DRI-A,* n. A figure of nine sides. Hill [R.j

EN-NE-XN'DRI-AN,* a. (Bot.~) Having nine stamens
;
en -

neandrous. Smart.

EN-NE-XN'DROIJS,* a. (Bot.) Having nine stamens. P.

Cyc.

EN-NE-A-PT'A-LOUS,* a. (Bot.~) Having nine petals.
Smart.

EN-NE-AT'IC,*
\
a. [Zvvea.] Ninth. Enneatical days are

EN-NE-XT'I-CAL, \ every ninth day of a sickness; and
enneatical years, every ninth year of one's life. Bai-

ley. [Rj
tEN-NEw', (en-nu') v. a. To make new. Skelton.

EN-NO'BLE, 'v. a. [i. ENNOBLED; pp. ENNOBLING, ENNO-

BLED.] To make noble ;
to raise to nobility ; to dignify ;

to aggrandize ;
to exalt

;
to raise

;
to elevate

;
to make

illustrious.

EN-NO'BLE-MENT, n. Act of ennobling ;
elevation.

ENNUI, (an-we') [an-we', Ja. Sm. ; ong'we, K.] n. [Fr.]
Wearisomeness

; heaviness
;
lassitude

;
listlessness

;
lan-

guor ;_fastidiousness.
EN-O-DA'TION, n. [enodatio, L.] Act of untying a knot

;

solution. Bailey. [R.]
tE-NODE', v. a. To declare. Cockeram.

E-NODE',* a. (J?ot.) Free from knots. Smart.

EN-OM'O-TY,* n. [ivttporta.] A body of men sworn to
certain duties: the name given to a military body, sup-
posed to have been thirty-two men, in ancient Lacedse-
mon. Mitford.

tE-NORM', a. [enormis, L.J Irregular; enormous. More.
E-NOR'MI-TY, n. Quality of being enormous; deviation
from right ; depravity ;

atrocious crime
; flagitious vil-

lany.

E-NOR'MOUS, a. Irregular; exceeding the common rule
or measure; excessive; huge; vast; immense; pro-
digious ; very bad

; extremely wicked
; flagitious.

E-NOR'MOVS-LY, ad. Excessively ; beyond measure.

E-NOR'MOUS-NESS, n. Quality of being enormous.
EN-OR'THQ-TROPE,* n.

[ii>, dp0<5?, and TPCTTM.] A card or

toy by which confused objects are transformed into
various figures or pictures. Rowbotham.

E-NOOGH', (e-nuf) n. A sufficiency ;
that which is equal

to the wants or the abilities ; plenty.
E-NOUGH', (e-nuf) a. That satisfies desire

;
sufficient.

E-NOUGH', (e-nuf) ad. In a sufficient degree. It notes a
slight augmentation of the positive degree ; as,

" He is

ready enough to quarrel." Sometimes it denotes diminu-
tion

; as,
" The song is well enough."

E-NOGGH',* (e-nuf) interj. Noting fulness; desist! suffi-

cient ! Shak.

E-NoGNCE', v. a. [enuncio, L.] [i. ENOUNCED ; pp. ENOUNC-
ING, ENOUNCED.] To declare

;
to announce. A. Smith. [R.]

E-NoON';E'MENT,* n. Act of enouncing. Dr. Lee.

E-NOW', (e-nou') a. [pi. of enough.] Being in sufficient
number

; enough. 55- It was formerly in use in connec-
tion with nouns plural, but it is now nearly obsolete. Walk-
er remarks that " we still hear some speakers talk of hav-
ing in* enough and pens enow; but the greater part seem
now to use enough, both for quantity and number."

EN PASSANT, (ing-pas'sang') ad. [Fr.] By the way.'", v. a. See EMPIERCE.
To make alive. More,

enquerir, Fr.] To ask t

arch. Hale. $3 This
word, and its derivatives, are indifferently written with in
or en; the former being conformed to the Latin origin,
the latter to the French. Inquire is more countenanced
than enquire by lexicographers, and perhaps also by
usage ; though usage is much divided. See INQUIRE.

EN-QUIR'ER,* n. One who enquires. Warburton. See IN-
QUIRER.

EN-QUIR'Y,* n. Examination. Locke. See INQUIRY.
JEN-RACE', v. a. [enraciner, Fr.] To implant; to enroot.

Spenser,

EN-RAGE', v. a. [enrager, Fr.] [i. ENRAGED
; pp. ENRAG-

ING,_ENRAGED.] To irritate; to make furious.

tEN-RANGE', v. a. To arrange ;
to range. Spenser.

EN-RXNK', v. a. To place in orderly ranks
; to rank. Shak.

tEN-RXpT', v. a.
[i.
& p. ENRAPT.] To throw into an ecsta-

sy ;
to transport with enthusiasm. Shak.

|EN-RXpT',*p. a. Thrown into ecstasy. Shak.

EN-RXPT'URE, (en-rapt'yur) v. a.
[i. ENRAPTURED; pp. EN-

RAPTURING, ENRAPTURED.] To transport with pleasure;
to delight highly ;

to enchant
;
to charm.

EN-RXv'lSH, v. a.
[i. ENRAVISHED ; pp. ENRAVISHING, EN-

RAVISHED.] To throw into ecstasy ;
to enrapture. Spen-

ser.

EN-RXV'ISH-?NG,* p. a. Transporting with ecstasy.
EN-RXV'ISH-ING-LY,* ad. With enravishment. More.

EN-RXV'ISH-MENT, n. Ecstasy of delight. Glanmllc. [R.]
EN-REG'IS-TER, v. a. [enregistrer, Fr.] To register. Spen-

IN-QUICK'EN, (en-kwik'kn) v. a. To r

:N-QUIRE', v. a. & n. [inquiro, L.
; enq\

to examine; to seek for; to searcl

(en-rum') v. n. To take or have a cold.

Harvey.
EN-RICH', v. a. [enrichir, Fr.] [*'.

ENRICHED
; pp. ENRICH-

ING, ENRICHED.! To make rich; to fertilize; to supply
with any thing desirable.

EN-R!CH'MENT, n. Act of enriching; increase of wealth.

EN-RIDGE', v. a. To form into ridges. Shak.

tEN-RiNG', v. a. To bind round
;
to encircle. Shak.

fEN-Rl'PEN, (en-rl'pn) v. a. To ripen ;
to mature. Donne.

JEN-RIVE', " n. [p- ENRIVEN.] To cleave. Spenser.
EN-ROBE', v. a.

[i. ENROBED
; pp. ENROBING, ENROBED.]

To attire
;
to dress

;
to clothe

;
to invest. Shak.

EN-ROCK'MENT,* n. A mass of rocks or large stones

piled up into a solid rough wall, in order to resist the

force of the water. Francis.

EN-ROLL', v. a. [enrdler, Fr.] [i. ENROLLED ; pp. ENROLL-

ING, ENROLLED.] To insert in a roll or register; to

record
; to enlist. Written also enrol.

EN-ROLL'ER, n. One who enrolls.

ttiEN. SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6lf
; BOLL, BfJR, R^LE.
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$N-RdL'MENT, n. Act of enrolling or registering; state

of being enrolled ; register ; record. Sometimes written
inrolment.

EN-ROOT', v. a. [i.
ENROOTED ;pp. ENROOTING, ENROOTED.]

To fix by the root
;
to implant deep. Shak,

yEN-ROuND', r. a. To environ ; to surround. Shak.

EN ROUTE,* (ang'rot') [Fr.] On the way; on the pas-
sage. Gent. Mag.

EN?, (Snz) n. [L.] A being ; existence ;
essence

;
that re-

condite part of a substance from which all its qualities
flow : a term used in exploded metaphysics and chemis-

try.

EN-SAFE', v. a. To render safe. Feltham.

jEN-siM'PLE, n. [ensample, old Fr.] Example ; pattern.

tEN-sA"M'PLE, v. a. To exemplify. Spenser.

EN-SXN'GUINE, (en-sang'gwjn) v. a. [i. ENSANGUINED; pp.

ENSANGUINING, ENSANGUINED.] To smear with gore ;
to

suffuse with blood. Milton.
EN'SATE,* a. (Bot.) Sword-shaped ;

ensiform. Loudon.

EN-SCALE',* v. a. To carve or form with scales.

EN-SJBHED'ULE, or E^-SCHED'ULE, j-
see SCHEDULE.]

T. a. To insert in a schedule. Shak.

EN-SC5NCE', v. a. [i. ENSCONCED
; pp. ENSCONCING, EN-

SCONCED.] To place under shelter
;
to cover as with a

sconce or fort
;
to secure.

EN-SEAL', v. a. To impress ;
to seal. Browne.

EN-SEAM', v. a. To sow up; to enclose by a seam. Cam-
den. [fTo fructify ; to fatten. Spenser.]

tEN-SEAM'ED, n. Made fat
; greasy. Shak.

JEN-SEAR', v. a. To cauterize
;
to sear. Shak.

fEN-SEARCH', v. n. To try to find
;
to search. Sir T. Elyot.

EN-SEEL',* v. a. To seel, as a hawk. See SEEL. Booth.

EN-SEINT',* (en-sanf) n. (Law) Pregnant; with child.

Blackstone. See ENCEINTE.
ENSEMBLE, (ang-sam'bl) n. [Fr.] The xvhole so taken

that each part is considered only in relation to the whole ;

the whole. Pownall,

ENSEMBLE,* (ang-sam'bl) ad. [Fr.] Together; all at

once. Bayer.
EN-SHAWLED'* (en-shawld') p. a. Covered with a shawl.

Qui'nn.

(EN-SHIELD', T. a. To shield
; to cover. Shak.

tEN-SHlELD',* a. Protected as with a shield. Shak.

EN-SHRINE', >. a. [i. ENSHRINED
; pp. ENSHRINING, EN-

SHRINED.] To enclose, as in a shrine
;
to preserve as a

thing sacred.

EN-SHROUD',* v. a. To cover with a shroud; to clothe.

Churchill.

fN-slF'ER-oOs,*
a. (Bot.) Bearing a sword. Ash.

N'SI-FORM, a. [ensiformis, L.] (Bot.) Having the form
of a sword blade. P. Cyc.

EN'SIGN, (en'sin) [en'sin, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.:

6n'sin, P.] n. [enscigne, Fr.] The lowest commissioned
officer,who is subordinate to the lieutenants, in infantry,
and who carries the colors or ensign. The national flag
carried by a ship ;

colors
;
standard

;
a badge ;

a mark of
distinction.

tEN-siGN', v. a. [ensigner, old Fr.] To mark with some
sign. B. Jonson.

EN'SIGN-BEAR'ER, (en'sln-bar'er) n. One who carries a

flag or ensign ;
the ensign.

EN'SIGN-CY, (en'sin-se) n. The rank, office, or commis-
sion of an ensign.

JEN-SKIED', (en-skid') p. a. Placed in heaven. Shak.

EN-SLAVE', v.a. [i. ENSLAVED ; pp. ENSLAVING, ENSLAVED.]
To reduce to slavery ;

to deprive of liberty.

EN-SLAVE'MENT, n. The state of servitude; slavery.
EN-SLAV'ER, n. One who enslaves.

EN-SNARE', v. a.
[i. ENSNARED ; pp. ENSNARING, ENSNAR-

ED.] To take in a snare ; to allure
; to entrap. Writ-

ten also insnare. See INSNARE.

EN-SNAR'ER, . One who ensnares
; insnarer. South.

EN-SNARL', v. a. To entangle; to snarl. Spenser.
JEN-SNARL', v. n. To snarl

;
to entangle. CocJceram.

tEN-so'BER, v. a. To make sober. Bp. Taylor.
EN-SPHERE', (en-sfer') v. a.

[i. ENSPHERED ; pp. ENSPHER-
ING, ENSPHERED.] To place in a sphere; to fonn into a'

sphere. J. Hall.

gN-sTXMP', v. a. To fix a mark
;
to stamp. Hewyt.

fEN-STATE',* v. a. To invest with possession. Shak.

EN-STEEP', v. a. See INSTEEP.

tEN-STYLE', v. a. To name
;
to call. Drayton.

EN-SUE', (en-su') v. n. [i. ENSUED ; pp. ENSUING, ENSUED J

To follow as a consequence ; to succeed in a train or in
time.

tEN-suE', (en-su') v. a. To follow
;

to pursue. Psalm
xxxiv.

EN-SU'ING,*P. a. Following; succeeding.
EN-SR'A-BLE, a. See INS' *ABLE.

EN-sflR'ANCE, (en-shur'ans) n. See INSURANCE.

$N-sfJRE', (en-shur') v. a. [i. ENSURED; pp. ENSURING, EN-

SURED.] To make secure or certain: more commonly
written insure. See INSURE.

) ENT
EN-stTR'ER. (en-shur'er) n. See INSURER.
EN-SWEEP', v. a. To pass over with swiftness. TRom-

son. [R.]

EB-TXB'LA-TURE, n. (Arch.) The whole of a story of a

building which is above the columns, including the

architrave, the frieze, and the cornice.

EN-TA'BLE-MENT, n. [Fr.] Entablature. Evelyn. [R.]
fEN-TXcK'LE, v. a. To supply tackle. Skelton.

EN-TAIL', n. [entaille, Fr.] (Law) An estate entailed or

settled, with regard to the rule of its descent
;
the rule

of descent.

EN-TAIL', v. a. [entailler, Fr.] [i. ENTAILED ; pp. ENTAILING,
ENTAILED.] To limit, or settle, as the descent of an
estate, so that it cannot be, by any subsequent possessor,
bequeathed at pleasure; to fix inalienably upon any
person or thing.

f^K-Tln.', v. a. & n. To carve
;
to cut. n. An engraving.

Spenser.

EN-TAIL'MENT,* n. Act of entailing; thing entailed.
Ash

L
EN-TAME', v. a. To tame ; to subjugate. Shak. [R.]
EN-TXN'GLE, (en-tang'gl) v. a.

[i. ENTANGLED; pp. EN-

TANGLING, ENTANGLED.] To involve in any thing com-
plicated ;

to infold
;
to twist

;
to confuse

;
to entrap ;

to
embarrass

;
to perplex ;

to puzzle ;
to bewilder

;
to in-

snare.

EN-TXN'GLE-MENT, (en-tang'gl-ment) n. State of being
entangled ; intricacy ; perplexity ; puzzle.

EN-TXN'GLER, (en-tang'gler) n. One who entangles.
EN-TXN'GLING,*P. a. Involving; perplexing.
EN'TA-sJs,* n. [IWacrjj.] (Arch.) A delicate and almost

imperceptible swelling of the shaft of a column.
Brande.

EN-TEL'E-HY,* n. [ivrc^ex^^-] An object in complete
actualization, as opposed to merely potential existence

;

a term of the peripatetic philosophy. Brande.

EN-TEN'DER,TJ. a. To treat kindly; to mollify. Young. [R.]
EN'TER, v. a. [entrer, Fr.] [i. ENTERED

; pp. ENTERING,
ENTERED.] To go or come into; to initiate in

;
to intro-

duce
; to place or bring in

;
to set down in a writing ;

to

register.

EN'TER, v. n. To come in
;
to go in

;
to penetrate ;

to en-

gage in. To enter upon, to begin.
ffiN'TER-DEAL, n. Reciprocal transactions. Spenser,
EN'TER-ER, n. One who enters.

EN'TER-ING, re. Entrance
; passage into a place.

EN-TE-RI'TIS,* n. [svTspov.] (Med.) Inflammation of the
bowels. Brande.

EN-TER-LACE', v. a. See INTERLACE.

EN-TER-MEW'ER,* n. A hawk gradually changing the color
of its feathers, commonly in the second year. Booth.

EN-TER'O-CELE, [en-ter'o-sel. W. Ja. Sm.; gn-ter-os'e-le,
"

:pov and Kfi\n.] (Mcd.) A hernia or rupture,
protrusion of the intestines appears in the

groin.

N'TE-RO-E-PIP'LP-CELE,* n. (Med.) A rupture, in which
a part of the intestines, with a part of the epiploon, is pro-
truded. Crabb.

EN'TE-RO-HY'DRO-CELE,* n. (Mcd.) A watery rupture.
Crabb.

EN-TER-OL'O-GY, 7i. [ItiTspw and \6yos.] (Anat.) The part
of anatomy that treats of the intestines or bowels.

N-TER-6M'PHA-L5s, 71. [svTtaov and o^aXd j.] (Med.) An
umbilical or navel rupture.

EN-TER-OS-JKHE'O-CELE,* n. (Med.) A rupture of the in-

testines, when they descend into the scrotum. Crabb.

tEN-TER-PAR'LANCE, n. Parley ;
conference. Hayward.

EN'TER-PLEAD,* v. n. (Law) Ash. See INTERPLEAD.

EN-TER-PLEAD'ER, n. (Law) See INTERPLEADER.

EN'TER-PRIE, (gn'ter-prlz) n. [entreprise, Fr.] An under-

taking of importance or hazard
;
an adventure

;
an en-

gagement ; a design ;
an arduous attempt.

EN'TER-PRIE, v. a. [i. ENTERPRISED
; pp. ENTERPRISING,

ENTERPRISED.] To undertake
;
to attempt; to essay. Mil-

ton,

EN'TER-PRI^E,* v. n. To undertake any thing difficult.

Pope.
EN'TER-PRIS-ER, n. A man of enterprise.

EN'TER-PRIS-ING,* a. Disposed to undertake enterprises ;

resolute ;
a'dventurous

; energetic ;
efficient. Q?<. Rev.

EN-TER-TAIN', v. a. [entretenir, Fr.J [?.
ENTERTAINED ; pp.

ENTERTAINING, ENTERTAINED.] To receive and treat hos-

pitably ;
to treat at the table ;

to reserve or cherish in the

mind ;
to converse with

;
to please ;

to amuse ;
to divert.

fEN-TER-TAIN', 7i. [entretien, Fr.] Entertainment. Spenser.

EN-TE'R-TAIN'ER, n. One who entertains.

EN-TER-TAIN'ING,* a. Amusing ; affording entertainment.

EN-TER-TAIN'JNG-LY, ad. In an amusing manner. Dr.

Warton.

EN-TER-TAIN'ING-NESS,* n. Quality of being entertain-

ing. Coleridge.

EN-TER-TAIN'MENT, n. Act of entertaining ;
state of being

entertained
; hospitable treatment ;

a feast
;
a treat

; pro-
vision furnished; pleasure from conversation; amuse-

K. ] n. [evrs
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ment

;
diversion

;
recreation

; sport ;
dramatic perform-

ance ;
the lower comedy ;

a farce.

fEN-TER-Ti's'syED, (en-ter-tish'ud) a. Interwoven or in-

termixed with various colors or substances. Shak.

EN-THE-AS'TIC,* a. Divinely energetic. Smart. [R.]
tfiN'THE-AL, or fEN'THE-AT, a. Enthusiastic. W. Hodgson.
EN-THRALL', v. a. See INTHRALL.

fEN-THRfLL', v. a. To pierce ;
to thrill. Sackville.

EN-THRONE', v. a. [enthroner, old Fr.] [i. ENTHRONED ; pp.

ENTHRONING, ENTHRONED.] To place on a throne
j
to in-

vest with sovereign authority.

EN-THRONE'MENT,* n. Act of enthroning. EC. Rev. [R.]

EN-THRO-NI-ZA'TION,* n. The act of enthroning. Cole-

ridge. [R.]_ \

tEN-THRo'NiZE, v. a. To enthrone. Dames.
fEN-THON'DER, v. n. To thunder. Mirrorfor Mag.
||$N-THU'I-AM, [en-thu'ze-azm, P. J. Ja. K. Sm.; en-

thu'zhe-azm, W. F. ; en-thu'zyazm, S.] n. [evdovcia-
CT/<?J.] A heat or ardor of mind caused by a belief of pri-
vate revelation

;
fanaticism

;
heat of imagination ;

eleva-
tion of fancy ;

ardent zeal
; sanguine temperament.

||EN-THu'i-XsT, n. One who is possessed of enthusiasm,
ardent zeal, elevated fancy, or credulity ;

a zealot; a vis-

ionary ;
a fanatic.

BEN-THU-ijfl-Xs'Tlc,

) a. [ivOoytrtaffTirfs.]
Heated by

JJN-THU-i-Xs'Ti-cAL, }
enthusiasm ; warm ;

vehement ;

zealous
;
ardent ; elevated in fancy ; visionary ; fanatical.

||tEN-THU-l-Xs'Tlc, n. An enthusiast. Sir T. Herbert.

HEN-THU-i-Xs'Ti-cAL-LY,* ad. With enthusiasm. V. Knox.

EN'THY-MEM, n.
'[/'0tvi>7/i.] (Logic) An imperfect syllo-

gism, or a syllogism of which one of the premises is un-
derstood.

JSN-THY-ME-MXT'I-CAL, a. Relating to an enthymem. Todd.

EN-TICE', v. a. [enticer, old Fr.] [f. ENTICED ; pp. ENTICING,
ENTICED.] To allure to ill

; to attract ; to draw by blan-

dishments or hopes ;
to decoy ;

to tempt ; to seduce.

EN-TICE'MENT, n. The act of enticing ;
means of enticing ;

blandishment ; allurement.

EN-TIC'ER, n. One who entices or allures to ill.

G, 7i. The act of alluring to evil. South,.

G,* a. Alluring; 'attracting; attractive.

G-LY, ad. In an enticing or alluring manner.

N-TIER'TY, (en-tlr'te) n. [entierete, old Fr.] The whole.
Bacon. See ENTIRETY.

EN-TIRE', a. [entier, Fr.] Whole; undivided; unbroken;
complete ; perfect ; integral ;

total
;
full

;
sincere

; hearty ;

firm ; unmingled ;
honest.

EN-TIRE'LY, ad. In the whole; completely ; fully.

EN-TIRE'NESS, n. Totality ; completeness ;
fulness.

JN-TlRE'TY, n. Completeness ; totality; the whole
;
entire-

ness. Blackstone. [R.]

EN'TI-TA-T!VE, a. Considered by itself; abstract. Ellis.

N'TI-TA-TIVE-LY, ad. In an entitative manner. Chambers.

EN-Tl'TLE, (en-tl'tl) v. a. [intituler, Fr.] [i. ENTITLED ; pp.

ENTITLING, ENTITLED.] To grace or dignify with a title
;

to give a title or right to
;
to superscribe or prefix as a ti-

tle
;
to name

;
to designate ;

to denominate ; to style.

EN'TJ-Ty, n. [entitas, low L.] Something which really is
;

a real being, as opposed to nonentity; a particular species
of being.

EN-TOIL', v. a. To insnare; to take with toils or nets.

Bacon. [R.l

EN-TP-MA-TOG'RA-PHY,* n. [eVro/zui/ and j-p0w.] A dis-

course or treatise on the habits of insects. Maunder.

EN-TOMB', (en-tom') v. a. [entomber, old Fr.] [i. ENTOMBED ;

pp. ENTOMBING, ENTOMBED.] To put into a tomb
;
to bury.

fN-TOMB'MENT,
(en-tom'ment) n. Burial. Barrow.

N-TSM'o-LlNE,* n. (Chem.) A substance or principle con-
tained in the integuments of insects. Rogct.

EN-TOM'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.} A petrifaction of an insect.

Hamilton.

EN-TO-MQ-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to entomology. Fo. QM.
Rev.

EN-TO-MSL'O-GTST,* n. One versed in entomology. Phil.

Mag.
EN-TO-MSL'Q-GY, n. [IvTopov and \6y o?.] The science of

insects
;
that part of zoology, or natural history, which

treats of insects.

EN-TO-MQ-STSM'A-TA,* n.pl. A family of univalve shells,

nearly the same as the buccinum. P. Cyc.

EN-TQ-MOS'TRA-CXN,* n. [EJ/T-O^OJ and oorpa/coi/.J (Zool.)
A crustacean having a thin shell. Brande.

JEN-TOR-TI-LA'TIQN, n. [entortillement, Fr.] A turning into
a circle. Donne.

JEN-TRAIL', v. a. [intraldare, It.] To interweave
;
to di-

versify. Spenser.

EN'TRAILI?, (en'tralz) n. pi. The intestines
;
the inward

parts ; the bowels
;
the internal parts.

EN-TRXM'MEL, v. a. To catch ;
to entangle ; to ensnare.

Hackett.

EN-TRXM'MELLED, (en-tram'meld)a. [fCurled ;] ensnared.

EN'TRANCE, n. Act of entering ; passage for entering ;
in-

gress ; entry ; avenue; initiation; commencement; be-

ginning.

EN-TRANCE-', (en-tr&ns') v. a.
[i. ENTRANCED, pp. sit

TRANCING, ENTRANCED.] To put into a trance
;
to put int,

an ecstasy ; to enchant.
EN-TRANCE'ME NT,* n. Act of entrancing. Otway.
JJJN-TRXP', v. a. [entraper, old Fr.] [i. ENTRAPPED ; pp. EN-
TRAPPING, ENTRAPPED.] To ensnare

; to catch in a trapj
to entangle ;

to perplex ; to embarrass.

EN-TREA'VRE, v. See INTREASURE.
EN-TREAT', v. a. [traiter, Fr.] [i. ENTREATED; pp. EN-
TREATING, ENTREATED.] To petition; to solicit; to impor-
tune

;
to beg ;

to crave ; to beseech
; to supplicate ;

to im-
plore. [fTo entertain. Shak. To receive. Spenser.]

EN-TREAT', v. n. [jTo treat
; to discourse. HakeicUL] To

make a petition. S/iak.

fEN-TREAT', 7i. Entreaty.
EN-TREAT'A-BLE, a. That may be entreated. Huloet. [R.]
tEN-TREAT'ANCE, n. Petition; entreaty. Fairfax.
EN-TREAT'E'R, n. One who entreats. Falke.

EN-TREAT'IVE, a. Treating; pleading. Brewer.

EN-TREAT'MENT,* n. Entreaty ; discourse. Shak.

EN-TREA'TY, n. Petition; prayer; solicitation; request.

ENTREE,* (ang-tra') n. [Fr.] (Law) Entrance
; an entry.

Crabb.

ENTREMETS, (ang'tre-ma') n. pi. [Fr.] Dainties, or small
dishes ; side-dishes.

ftf-TRENCH',*
v. n. See INTRENCH.

NTREPdT, (ang'tre-po') n. [Fr.] A magazine; a ware-
house for depositing goods.

ENTRESOL,* ('ang'tre-sol') 71. [Fr.] A floor between other
floors. P. Cyc.

fEN-TRYcK', v. a. To deceive
;
to trick. Chaucer.

EN'TRIE?,* n. pi. (Mus.) The acts of operas, burlettas, &c.
Crabb.

EN'TRQ-JEHITE,* n. (Min.) A petrified jointed fossil.

Crabb.

EN'TRY, n. The passage by which one enters a house ;
en-

trance
; ingress ;

the act of registering or setting down in

writing. (Law) The act of taking rightful possession of
lands or tenements.

EN-TONE', v. a. [ejitoner, Fr.] To tune; to chant
Chaucer.

EN-TWINE', v. a. To twist together. See INTWINE.
$N-TW!NE'MENT, n. Act of entwining. Hackett. [R.]

^N-TWlST',^. a. To wreath round ;.to twist. Shak.

fE-NU'Bl-LATE, v. n. To clear from clouds. Bailey.

t-NiJ'cLE-ATE,a. a. [enucleo, L.] To solve
;
to clear. Bailey.

E-NU-CLE-A'TION, n. A clearing ; explanation. Cotgrave.
E-NU'MER-ATE, v. a. [enumero, L.] [i. ENUMERATED ; pp.
ENUMERATING, ENUMERATED.] To COUHt

;
to number ;

tO

reckon up singly.

E-NU-MER-A'TION, n. Act of enumerating ; a numbering.
E-NU'MER-A-TlVE, a. Counting over. Bp. Taylor.

^-NUN'CI-^-BLE,* a. That may be enunciated. Coleridge.

J-NDN'ci-ATE, (e-nun'slie-at) v. a. [cnuncio, L.] [i. ENUN-
CIATED

; pp. ENUNCIATING, ENUNCIATED.] To declare
; to

proclaimj to relate ; to express ; to announce.

E-NDN-CI-A'TION, (e-nSn-she-a'shun) n. Act of enunciat

ing ;
declaration

; expression ;
manner of utterance.

E-NUN'CI-A-TIVE, (e-nun'she-a-tiv) a. Declarative
; expres-

sive.

E-NuN'ci-A-T'fvE-LY, (e-nun'she-a-tiv-le) ad. Declaratively.

E-NUN'CI-A-TO-RY,* (e-nun'she-a-to-re) a. Giving utter-

ance. Smart.

E-NURE',J. n. (Law) To become established
;
to be in force.

Whishaw. See INURE.

fEN-vXs'sAl,, v. a. To make a slave of. More.

JEN-VAULT',* v. a. To enclose in a vault
;
to inter. Swift.

JJN-VEI'GLE, v. a. See INVEIGLE.

IJN-VEL'QP, v. a. [envelopper, Fr.] [i. ENVELOPED
; pp. EN-

VELOPING, ENVELOPED.] To cover with a wrapper; to in-

wrap ; to cover
;
to hide

;
to surround ; to line.

EN-VEL'OP,* n. [envelopiw or envelope, Fr.] A wrapper ;
a

'

covering for a letter, parcel, &c.
;
an envelope. Barclay,

Webster. $3= The English form of this word is less sanc-

tioned by authorities than might be wished. See ENVE-
LOPE.

EN-VE-LOPE', (ang-ve-l5p') [on-ve-15p, S. W.J. ; Sn've-lop,
'

P. ; 'an-te-lop', F. R.'; 5ng-ve-lop', Ja. ; en-vel'up, K. Wb.
Ash, Barclay, Dychc, Martin ; en-ve-lop', J. ; ongv'lop, Sm.]
71. [Fr.] A wrapper ;

an outward case. (Fort.) A mound
of earth raised to cover some weak part. $5" Most of the

English lexicographers and orthoepists both spell and pro-
nounce the verb envelop, and the noun envelope, in a dif-

ferent manner
;
the latter being regarded as a mere French

word. There are, however, a few exceptions ;
and Walk-

er, though he authorizes on-ve-lop', remarks that " it ought
to be pronounced like the verb envelop."

EN-VEL'OP-MENT, 71. Act of enveloping; a wrapping ; per-

plexity ; entanglement. Search.

EN-VEN'OM, v. a. [i. ENVENOMED
; pp. ENVENOMING, EN-

VENOMED.] To taint with poison; to poison; to make
odious

;
to enrage ;

to exasperate.
EN-VEN'QMED,* (en-ven'umd) p. a. Filled with venom;
malignant.
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fEN-VER'MElL, v. a. To dye red. Milton.

N'VI-A-BI>E^ a. That may be envied ; exciting envy ;
such

as to excite envy ; very desirable.

EN'VI-A-BLY,* ad. In an enviable manner. Buckingham.
EN'VI-EK, *. One who envies.

N'vi-oDs, a. Infected with envy; malicious; pained by
the excellence or happiness of another : jealous.

EN'VI-O&S-I,Y, ad. In an envious manner; with envy.
EN'Vf-o US-NESS,* n. State of being envious. Scott.

JEN-VI'RQN, v. a. [environncr, Fr.] [i. ENVIRONED
; pp. EN-

VIRONING, ENVIRONED.] To surround
;
to encompass ; to

enclose ;
to encircle

;
to embrace

;
to besiege ;

to hem in
;

to invest.

EN-VI'RON-MENT,* n. State of being environed. Holland.

N-VI'R<?N, or N'VI-RON, [ou-ve-ronz', S. J. E. ; 5n-ve-

ronz' or en-vl'runz, W. ; en-vi'runz, P. Wb. ; an've-r5nz,
F. ; en've-runz or en-vl'runz, Ja. ; en've-ronz, Sm. ; ong-
ve-ronz' oren-vl'runz, K.} n. pi. [environs, Fr.] The places
that surround or iie near a town or other place or spot ;

places near; neighborhood.

fN-voL'vME,*f-
a- To form into a volume. Month. Rev.

N'VOY, n. [envoys, Fr.] A public minister sent from one

government or power to another on a special mission, and
so differing from an ambassador ; a public minister of sec-

ond rank
;
a messenger. [fFormerly a kind of postscript.

Warton.}
EN'VOY-SHtP, n. The office of an envoy. Coventry.

EN'VY, v. a. [envier, Fr.] [i. ENVIED ; pp. ENVYING, EN-

VIED.] To hate or dislike another for excellence, happi-

ness, or success ; to grieve at the prosperity or excellence

of another ;
to grudge. {)^r

" The ancient pronunciation
of this word was with the accent on the last syllable, and
the y sounded as in eye, as the Scotch pronounce it at

this day." Walker.

I-EN'VY, v. n. To feel envy. Bp. Taylor.

EN'VY, 71. Pain, vexation, or hatred felt at the sight of the

excellence, happiness, or prosperity of others
; rivalry ;

malice
; malignity.

N'VY-ING,W. Ill-will; malice. Galatiansv.

tEN-WAJ/LOWED, (en-wol'lod) p. a. Wallowing. Spenser.

JgN-WHEEL', v. a. To encircle. Shak. See INWHEEL.
fEN-wI'DEN, (en-wi'dn) v. a. To make wider. Cockeram.

jjjlN-wOjVi'AN,* (en-wum'an) v. a. To endow with the qual-
ities of woman. Daniel.

EN-WOMB', (en-w6m')z>. a. To make pregnant. Spenser. To
bury ;

to hide, as in a womb. Donne. [R.]

EN-WRXP', v. a. To wrap up. See INWRAP.

JN-WRXp'MENT, (en-rap'ment) n. A wrapper. Shuckford.

EN-WREATH'',* v. a. See INWREATH.

IJN-WROUGHT',* (en-rlwt') v. a. See INWROUGHT.
E'Q-CENE,* a. [EMS and /caii/nj.] (Geol.) Relating to the

first of the three or four subdivisions into which the ter-

tiary period of the earth is divided by geologists. Lyett.

P-O'LI-AN, a. Relating to ^Eolia or ^Eolus ; played by the
wind. The Eolian harp, an instrument, (so called from

jEolus, the heathen deity of the winds,) which is played
by the action of the wind.

E-OL'IC,* n. The Eolic dialect, verse, or music. Smart.

0-oi/ic, a. Relating to ^Eolia, or the Greek dialect of
lia.

E-oL'l-PlLE, n. [JEolus and pila.} A hollow ball of metal,
with a long pipe, used to show the elastic power of

_ steam.

E'ON,* n. [aitov.] A virtue, attribute or perfection existing
throughout eternity, in the metaphysics of Plato. Cud-

_ worth. Written also won.

E'PXCT, n. [i-aKTos.] (Chron.} The difference in length
between solar and lunar time ;

the excess of the solar
month above the lunar synodical month, and of the solar

year above the lunar year of twelve synodical months.
p'A-G6N,* n. A truckle in a crane or such like engine.
Crabb.

EP-A-NA-LEP'SIS,* n. [Gr.] (Rhet.)
A figure by which

the word which begins a sentence is repeated at the end
of it. Brande.

EP'ARJBH,* n. The governor of a Grecian province. Ash.
E-PAULE',* n. (Fort.') The shoulder of a bastion. Brande.

Jp-pAuLE'MENT, 7i, [Fr.] (Fort.) A sidevvork hastily raised
to cover cannon or men : a demi-bastion.

Ep'Au-LET, n. [epaulette, Fr.] (Mil.') An ornament for the
shoulder worn by military and naval officers

;
a shoulder-

knot. Burke.

EP'AU-LET-TED,* a. Furnished with epaulets. JV. A. Rev.

EP-E-NET'IC, a. [eraivririKos.] Laudatory; panegyrical.
Phillips.

E-PEN'THE-S?S, n.,- pi. E-PEN'THE-SE. [eKwBeais.]
(Gram.") The insertion of a letter or syllable in the
middle of a word, as in the Latin rettulit for retulit.

EPERGKE* (a-pirn') n. [Fr.] An ornamental stand, with
a large dish, for the centr.j of a table. Smart.

EP-EX-E-PE'SIS,* n. (Rhet.} A full explanation or inter-

pretation. Ash.

EP-EX-E-GET'I-CAL,* a. Explanatory; interpreting. EC.
Rev.

E'PHA, n. [Heb.J A Hebrew measure containing 15 solid
inches.

E-PHEMfE-JRA, n. [eQfJurjpa.] (Med.) A fever which
continues a day. (Ent.) An insect that lives only one
day ;

an ephemeran. See EPHEMERAN, and EPHEMERON.
E-PHEM'E-RAL, [e-fem'e-ral, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

e-fe'me-ral, S.] a. Relating to an ephemera or ephemeran j

diurnal
; beginning and ending in a day ; short-lived.

E-PHEM'E-RXN,* n. A neopterous insect
;
a day-fly. Brande.

-PHEM'E-RIC, a. Ephemeral. [R.]
-PHEM'E-RIS, n. \itprifiepis.] pi. EPH-E-MER'l-DE. A
journal ;

a diary ;
an astronomical almanac ; a table which

assigns the place of a planet for a number of successive

days: a term applied to periodical literature, reviews,
magazines, &c.

E-PHEM'E-RIST, n. One who consults the planets; one
who keeps a journal ; a journalist.

E-PHEM'E-RON, n. ; pi. E-PHEM'E-RA. An insect or worm
that lives but a day ; an ephemeran. Derham.

E-PHM'E-ROUS, a. Ephemeral. Burke. [R.]

E-PHE'$IAN, (e-fe'zhan) n. A native of Ephesus. [A disso
lute person. SAavt.]

EpH-l-AL'TES,7i. [<tdAr/K.] (Jlfcd.) The nightmare. Brand.
EPH'QD, ref^d, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ef'9d or e'f9d,

W.} n. [Heb.] A sort of girdle or ornament worn by the
Hebrew priests.

EPH'OR,* 71. A Spartan magistrate. Mitford. See EPHORUS.
pli'QR-XL-TY,*7i. The office or term of an ephor. Mitford.

EPH'Q-RUS,* n. [l^opo^.} pi. EPH'O-R!. [L.] The ephori
were five magistrates of Sparta appointed to balance and
check the regal power. Crabb.

EP'IC, a. [IVoj.] Narrative
; spoken or delivered in a narra-

tive form, not represented dramatically.
EP'IC, n. A narrative poem, of elevated character, describ-

ing generally the exploits of heroes, as the Iliad.

Ep-l-cXR'j-DXN,* n. An equal-footed crustacean. Brande.

EP'J-CARP,* n. (Bot.) The external layer of the pericarp.
P. Cyc.

EP-I-CEDE', n. [iirticfiitoS'] A funeral discourse or '.

Donne. [R.]

EP-I-CE'DI-AL,* a. Elegiac ; epicedian. EC. Rev.

EP-I-CE'DI-AN, a. Elegiac; mournful. Cockeram.

EP-i-CE'Di-trM, n. [L.] An elegy; a funeral song or poem.
Sandys.

EP'I-CENE, a. [epicc&nus, L.] Common; of both kinds; ap-
plied to Latin nouns which, though masculine or femi-
nine in form, may be applied to either gender.
p-j-CE-RXs'Tic,* n. (Med.) A medicine to soften sharp
humors. Crabb.

EP-IC-TE'TIAN,* a. Relating to Epictetus. Smart.

EP'I-CURE, n. [epicureus, L.] A man given to luxury ;
a

luxurious eater ; a voluptuary ; a sensualist.

p-l-cy-RE'AN, [ep-e-ku-re'an, S. W. P.J. E. F.Ja.K. Sm.;
gp'-e-ku're-'an, Wb.] n. A follower of Epicurus ;

one who
is devoted to pleasure.

EP-I-CV-RE'AN, a. Pertaining to Epicurus, a Greek philos-

opher, who considered pleasure as the chief good : de-
voted to pleasure ; luxurious.

p-?-cy-RE'AN-IM,* [ep-e-ku-re'an-izm, K. Ash ; ep-e-ku'-

re-an-izm, Sm. Wb.} n. The doctrine of Epicurus, or at-

tachment to it. Bolingbroke.
P'J-CU-RIM, (ep'e-ku-rizm) n. Devotion to the luxuries

of the table
;
luxurious living ; luxury ;

sensual pleasure.

p'j-cy-RlZE, v. n. To devour like an epicure ;
to feast

;
to

profess the doctrine of Epicurus. Cudworth.

EP'J-CY-CLE, (ep'e-sl-kl) n. [iiti and KVK\OS-] A circle hav-

ing its centre on the circumference of another circle ;
a

circle within another circle
;
a small orbit carried round

a larger one.

Ep-i-CY'CLolD, n. A curve line which is generated by the

revolution of a point in the circumference of a circle which
rolls on the circumference of another circle either inter-

nally or externally.

EP-I-CY-CLOI'DAL,* a. Relating to or resembling an epicy-
cloid. Francis.

EP-I-DEM'IC,* n. A disease which attacks many persons at

the same time. Burke.

EP-I-DEM'IC, ) a. [en-i and (5^0$.] That falls at once

EP-I-DEM'I-CAL, J upon great numbers of people, as a dis-

ease or pestilence ; generally prevailing ; affecting great
numbers ; general. [Boyle.

P-I-DEM'J-CAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of an epidemic.

Ep-i-DEM'l-CAL-NESS,* n. State of being epidemical. Ash.

EP'l-DEM-Y,* n. A disease which attacks several persons at

the same'time
5
an epidemic disease. Dunglison.

EP-I-DER'MAL,* a. Relating to the skin or bark. Maunder.

p-l-DER'ME-oOs,* a. Same as epidermic. Dunglison.

EP-J-DER'MIC,*
j
a. Relating to the epidermis, skin, or

p-i-DER'Mf-CAL,* J
bark. Dunglison.

EP-I-DER'MIS, n. [imSspnts.] pi- EP-I-DER'MI-DE. The
cuticle or scarf-skin of a man's body; the bark or exterior

coating of a plant.
EP-I-DIC'TIC *

|
a. [iniSciZts.] Displaying; showing

' *

forth, r. Knox.Ep-j-Dic'Tf-CAL,* )
forth, y. Jinox.
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EP'I-DOTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral which occurs ciystallized,

massive, and granular, and is often found in green pris-
matic crystals. Brande.

EP-T-GJE'A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Epigcea repens,
or creeping epigaa, an evergreen plant with a fragrant
flower ; the trailing arbutus. Ed. Ency.

EP-I-GJE'OUS,* a. (Bot.) Growing close to the earth. Brande.

EP-j-fiXs'TRlc, a. [STTI and yaarrip.] (Anal.) Noting the

part situated over or near the abdomen.
P-I-GAS'TRO-CELE,* n. [eiri, ^aarfip, and /c>;X>?.] (Med)
A hernia of the stomach. Dunglison.

EP'T-GENE,* a. (Crystallography} Noting a form not natu-
ral to a substance. Hamilton.

EP-I-PE'ITM, n. [L.; iiri and yfj, Gr.] Same as perigee.

EP-I-GLOT'TIC,* a. Relating to the epiglottis. Dunglison.
EP-f-GL&T'TIS,n. [tn-ij'X'OTrij.] (Jlnat.) The fifth carti-

lage of the larynx, which covers the aperture of the wind-
pipe.

fip'i-GRAM, n. [epigramma, L.] [|An inscription.] A point-
ed couplet or stanza

;
a short poem ending in a point or

turn of wit.

P-I-GRAM-MXT'IC, ) a. Dealing in epigrams ; partak-

Ep-l-GRAM-MAT'i-cAL, \ ing of epigrams ; pointed.

EP-I-GRAM'MA-TIST, n. A writer of or dealer in epigrams.
EP-I-GRXM'MA-TIZE,* v. a. To represent or express by ep-

igrams. Ed. Rev.
'

[statue, &c.

Ep'l-GRXPH, n. [iiriypaQfi.] An inscription on a building,

p-i-GRXPH'lcs,*n. pi. The science of inscriptions. Month.
Rev. [ry. P. Cyc.

E-PlG'y-NoOs,* a. (Bot.) Growing upon the top of the ova-

EP'I-LEP-SY, n. [ciriXr/^ij/] (Med.) The falling sickness;
a disease of the brain which causes persons affected with
it to fall down suddenly, with a loss of sensation.

P-I-LEP'TIC, a. Diseased with an epilepsy ; convulsed.

fip-i-LEP'TJc,* n. One afflicted with epilepsy. Farmer.

EP-I~LEP'TI-CAL, a. Convulsed; epileptic.

P-I-LEP'TICS,* n. pi. (Med.) Medicines for epilepsy. Crabb.

p-i-L6G'i-CAL,* a. Relating to or like an epilogue. Qu. Rev.

E-plL'p-Gl^M, n. [iiriXo-yiafjids.] Computation ;
enumera-

tion. Gregory.
E-piL-o-Gls'Tic, a. Having the nature of an epilogue.

Warton.

E-plL'o-GiZE, v. n. &, a. To speak an epilogue ;
to con-

clude : to add in the manner of an epilogue.

Ep'l-LOGUE, (ep'e-15g) n. [tTrt'Xoyoj.] A poem or speech
addressed to the spectators at the end of a play.

P'J-LQ-J&UIE, (ep'e-lo-giz) v. n. &. a. Milton. See EPILO-
GIZE.

EP-I-ME'LAS,* TO. (Min.) A white precious stone, having a
blackish color over it. Crabb.

EP-I-NI"CI-QN, (Sp-e-nlsh'e-un) n. [iniviKiov.] A song of

triumph. T. Warton.

EP-I-NYC'TIS, n. [iirivvicris.] pi. EP-I-NYC'TI-DE. (Med.)
A sore at the corner of the eye. Wiseman.

E-PIP-E-DOM'E-TRY,* n. The measurement of figures that
stand upon the same base. Maunder.

E-PIPH'A-NY, (e-pif'a-ne) n. [irrupdvcia.] A festival cele-

brated on the 12th day after Christmas, in commemora-
tion of the manifestation of Christ by the star which
guided the Magi to Bethlehem.

EP-I-PHQ-NE'MA, n. [iin<l>uvr\na.] (Rhet.) An exclamation
;

a smart sentence at the close of a speech.
E-PIPH'Q-RA, (e-pif'o-ra) n. [iiri^npa.1 (Med.) An impetu-
ous flux of the humors. (Rhet.) Vehement declamation

;

an emphatic repetition.

Ep-I-PHYL-LO-SPER'MOys, a. [from Ti, <}>v\\ov, and o-Trrp-

fia.] (Bot.) Having the seeds on or at the back of the

leaves, as ferns.

PI-PHYL'LOUS,* a. [iiri and ^tJXXoi/.] (Bot.) Growing
upon a leaf. Brande.

E-PlPH'Y-sIs, (e-plfe-sis) n. [tretywrts.] (Med.) A sort of
articulation of the bones by accretion

;
the part added by

accretion.

EP'I-PHYTE,* n. (Bot.) A plant found growing upon other

vegetables or trees, adhering to their bark. P. Cyc.

EP-I-PLEX'IS,* n. [iirin\fi{is.] (Rhet.) A figure used when
an elegant kind of upbraiding is employed to convince.
Crabb.

E-Pip'LQ-CE,n. [ifrnrXoKri.] (Rhet.) A gradual rising of one
clause of a sentence out of another.

E-Pip'LO-CELE,* n. [iniirXoov and K fi\>i.] (Med.) The her-
nia of the omentum. Brande.

E-Pis'co-PA-cy, 7i. [episcopatus, L.] Church government by
bishops; the government of the church by three distinct
orders of ministers, bishops, priests, and deacons.

E-pis'cp-PAL, a. [episcopus, L.] Belonging to episcopacy;
belonging to a bishop ;

vested in a bishop; episcopalian.

E-pis-cp-PA'Li-AN, n. One who adheres to episcopacy.
JS-Pis-co-pA/Ll-AN,* a. Relating to episcopacy ; episcopal.

Fox.

E-pis-cp-PA'Li-AN-YM,* 71. Episcopacy. EC. Rev.

E-Pis'cp-PAL-LY, ad. In an episcopal manner. Burnet.

tE-Pis'cp-PANT,* n. A bishop. Milton.

E-Pls'cp-PATE, n. The office of a bishop; a bishopric.

fE-p'fs'cp-PATE,* v. n. To be made, or to act as, a bishop.
Wycherly.

E-PIS'CO-PY, n.
[i-rriffKOTrf/.] Survey; search. Milton. [R.]

EP'I-SODE, 7i, [ineiaodtov.] An incidental narrative, or di-

gression in a poem, separable from the main subject, yet
rising naturally from it.

EP-I-SO'DI-AL,,*'a. Relating to episode ; episodical. Dr. Mott.

EP-I-SOD'IC, ) a. Contained in an episode; pertaining
EP-I-SOD'I-CAI,, )

to an episode.
EP-J-SOD'I-CAL-LY,* ad. By way of episode. Bp. Hurd.

Ep-l-spXs'Tic, a. [7ri and o-rrdw.] Drawing; blistering.
Arbuthnot.

Ep-i-spXs'xics,*7i. pi. (Med.) Medicines to draw blisters.

Crabb.

EP'I-SPERM,* n. [iiri and onlp/na.] (Bot.) The integuments
of a seed. Brande.

Ep-is-TXx'ls,* n. [EiTtard^dv.] (Med.) A bleeding at the
nose. Brande.

Ep-is-THOT'p-N6s,* n. [siriaQcv and reive*.] A spasmodic
affection by which the body is bent forwards. Brande.

Ep-l-STlL'BlTE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Dan
E-P/S'TLE, (e-pis'sl) n. [jirio-roXr?.] A letter; a writing

sent; an address sent by an apostle to his Christian breth-

ren.

tE-Pis'TLER, (e-pis'ler) n. A writer of letters. Bp. Hall.

Formerly the priest who read the epistle at the commu-
nion table.

E-PIS'TQ-LA-RY, a. Relating to letters
;
suitable to letters

;

having the form of letters
;
transacted by letters.

E-Pls'TQ-LET,* n. A short epistle or letter. C. Lamb.

EP-IS-TOI/J-CAL, a. Having the form of an epistle. Btntley.

E-Pls'TQ-LlZE, v. 71. To write letters. HoweU. [R.]

jfc-pIs-Tp-Lp-GRXpH'ic,* a. Belonging to epistolary writ-

ing. Sharpe.

E-pTs'TRQ-PHE, 7i. [7rio-r/3o0r?.] (Rhet.) A figure which con-
cludes each member of a sentence with the same word or

phrase.
EP'I-STYLE,TO. [Firio-rvXtov.] (Jlrch.) A mass of stone, &c.,

laid upon the capital of a pillar ;
an architrave.

Ep'j-TXPH, (ep'e-taf ) n. [irtrd<j>iov.~\ An inscription on a
tomb or monument in honor of a person deceased.

EP-I-TA'PHI-AN, a. Pertaining to an epitaph. Milton.

Ep-i-TXPH'ic,* a. Relating to or resembling an epitaph. J.

Taylor.

Ep'i-TXPH-isT,* n. A writer of epitaphs. Fo. QM. Rev.

E-PlT'A-Sis, n. [cTTiriivaj.] (Rhet.) An address to the pas-
sions.

Ep-l-THA-LA'MI-OM, n. [eTriOaldpiov, Gr.
; epithalamium,

L.] A nuptial song; a congratulatory poem on a marriage.
EP-I-THXL'A-MY, n. A nuptial song. Chudleig-h. [R.]

fip'l-THEM, n. [iiridtpa.] (Med.) A lotion externally ap-

plied. Browne.

EP'I-THET, n. [tirtBerof.] An adjective denoting any qual-

ity, good or bad ;
a title ;

a term expressing an attribute

or quality.
EP'I-THET, v. a. To entitle

;
to describe. Wotton. [R.]

EP-I-THET'IC,* a. Containing epithets. Lloyd.

E-plTH'js-TftN,* n. [Gr.] Epithet. Shak. See EPITHET.

fp'l-THlTE,*7i. A lazy vagrant. Mason.

EP-I-THV-MET'IC,* {
a. Relating to lust or animal pas-

Ep-i-THV-MET'i-CAI,,* \ sion. Smart.

E-PIT'Q-ME, n. [ETrtro/*)?.] pi. E-PlT'p-ME. Abridgment;
a compendium; a compend ;

a summary; compendious
abstract.

E-Pi'T'o-MYsT, n. An abridger; an epitomizer. Milton.

E-PlT'O-MIZE, 75. a. [i. EPITOMIZED
J pp. EPITOMIZING,

EPITOMIZED.] To abridge; to reduce; to condense; to

abstract ^
to contract into a narrow space.

f-piT'o-Mlz-ER,
n. One who epitomizes. Hales.

p'l-TRlTE,* a. Noting a kind of Greek rhythm. Beck.

Ep'i-TRlTE,* TO. [itrirpiTos.] (Rhet.) A Greek foot, con-

sisting of four syllables, one long and three short. Crabb.

E-PfT'JRQ-PE,* n. [iirirpoitfi.] (Rhet.) A figure used by an
orator when he grants to an opponent something that he

may deny, in order to obtain an advantage. Crabb.

EP-I-ZO'AN,* n. [iiri and woi>.J (Zool.) One of the epizoa,
a class of parasitic animals which infest fishes, &c. Brande.

EP-i-ZQ-oT'ic,*a. ((7coZ.) Having animal remains annexed.
Smart.

EP-I-ZO'Q-TY,* n. A murrain or pestilential disease among
cattle. Hamilton.

E PLU'RI-BVS ufNUM,* [L.] One of many. The motto of

the Urfited States. The allusion is to the formation of

one federal_government out of several independent states.

EP'QJEH,
P.
fixed

from which dates are subsequently numbered ; era ; pe-
riod

; date.

Ep'o-jBHA. (ep'o-ksO n' Same as epoch. Prior.

Ep'SDE, '[ep'od, S. ./. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; gp'od or e'pod,
W. P.] n. [7TM(5os.] The stanza, ode, or part of an ode,
which follows 'the strophe and antistrophe; an additional

ode.

uuc icuczai fiuveriiuitriit uui ui acverui niucpciiuciit .-nn< .^.

>'QH, or E'PO.eil, [ep'pk, S. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; e'pok,
P.Wb.; ep'9k or e'pok, W.} n. [ino\f,.] A point of time

fixed or rendered remarkable by some historical event,
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E-p5n'ic,* a. Relating to or like an epode. Beck.

JSP-V-P(E'lA,* (ep-9-pe'ya) n. The history, action, or fable
of an epic poem ; epopee. Hamilton. See EPOPEE.

EP-Q-PEE', n. [ETTOS-OUU.] The construction, plan, or mate-

_ rials of an epic poem ;
an epic poem.

E'P&S,* n. [Gr. ; epos, L.] A narrative poem, as the Iliad.

Smart.
JSPROVVETTE* (a'pro-vef) n. [Fr.] A machine for prov-
ing the strength of gunpowder. Brande.

EP'SQM,* a. Noting a species of crystallized purgative salts,

consisting of sulphate of magnesia, found at Epsom, in

England. Ure.

EP'U-LA-RY, a. Belonging to a feast. Scott.

ffip-u-LA'TiQN, n. Banquet ;
feast. Browne.

-pO'Lis,* n. [ini and ofro.] (Med.) A tubercle on the

gums. Brande. [icament. Wiseman.

fip-V-LOT'ic, n. [7Tov\urix6s.] (Med.~) A cicatrizing med-
EP-V-LOT'IC,* a. Cicatrizing; healing. Brande.

||E-QUA-BIL'I-TY, n. Evenness; uniformity.

||'QUA-BLE, [e'kwa-bl, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. JVb. ; ek'wa-

bl, Sm.] a. [equabilis, L.] Same in degree throughout its

_parts ; equal to itself
; even; uniform; proportionate.

E'QUA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being equable. Scott.

E'QUA-BLY, (e'kwa-ble) ad. In an equable manner.

i'QUAL, (e'kvval) a. [aqualis, L.] Having the same bulk,

extent, value, degree, rank, or rights ; equable ;
even

;

uniform
; impartial ; just ; adequate ; proportionate ;

com-
mensurate : equivalent.

E'QUAL, n. One of the same rank, age, or merit
; equality.

E'QUAL, v. a.
[i. EQUALLED ; pp. EQUALLING, EQUALLED.]

To make equal ; to answer fully ; to be equal to.

E-QUAL'J-TY, (e-kwol'e-te) [e-kw51'e-te, W. P. J. F. Ja.

Sm.; e-kw'al'e-te, S. E. K.] n. State of 'being equal; like-

ness; evenness; uniformity.
E-QTJAL-J-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of equalizing; state of equality.

E'QUAL-iZE, v. a.
[i. EQUALIZED; pp. EQUALIZING, EQUAL-

IZED.] To make even; to make equal.

E'QUAL-LY, ad. In an equal manner; evenly.
E'QUAL-NESS, n. Equality. Shak.

E-QuXN'GV-LAR, a. See EQUIANGULAR.
E-QUA-NlM'l-T Y, n. [aquanimitas, L.] Evenness of mind

;

a disposition or temper not liable to be elated or de-

pressed, [mind. Bp. Gauden.

[E-QuXN'l-MODs, a. [aquanimis, L.] Having evenness of

E'QUANT,* n. An imaginary circle in the Ptolemaic astron-

omy. Brande.

E-QUA'TIQN, (e^wa'shun) n. [aquare, L.] Act of bringing
things to an equality ;

a reduction of extremes to a mean
proportion. (Jlstron.) The reduction of the apparent
time or motion of the sun to the mean or true time. (Al-

Sebra)
The expression of the same quantity or value in

ifferent terms; as, 3s.= 36rf.

E-QUA'TQR, n. [(equator, L.] (Astron.) A great circle of
the celestial sphere, of which the plane is perpendicular
to the axis of the earth's diurnal motion. It is so called

because, when the sun is in its plane, the days and nights
are exactly equal all over the world. It is also called equi-
noctial. (Oeog.) A great circle of the terrestrial sphere,
which is every where equally distant from the two poles,
and divides the earth into northern and southern hemi-

_spheres.
'IE-QUA-TO'RI-AL,* n. (Jlstron.) An instrument contrived

for the purpose of directing a telescope upon any celestial

object, of which the right ascension and declination are

known, and of keeping the object in view for any length
of time, notwithstanding the diurnal motion. Brande.

UE-QUA-TO'RI-AL, [e-kwa-to're-al, S. W. P. Ja. K. ; ek-wa-
t5're-al, Sm.j a. Pertaining to the equator; conformed to
the equator.

l|E-QUA-To'Ri-AL-LY,*ad. In a line with the equator. Paley.
EQ'UER-RY, (ek'we-reore-kwer'e) [e-kwer'e, S. W. E.J. F. ;

e'kwer-e,Ja. Wb.'; ek'we-re, P. 'Sm.; ek'we-reore-kwer'e,
JT.] n. [ecurie, Fr.] An officer who has the care of horses

;

a grand lodge or stable for horses.

EQ'UE-RY, (ek'we-re) n. Same as equerry. See EQUERRY.
E'QUE^,*n.; pi. 'EQ'UI-TE$,* (Sk'we-tez) [L.] Horsemen

or knights, an order in the ancient Roman state. P. Cyc.
E-QUfis'TRl-AN, a. Belonging to horses or horsemanship ;

being on horseback
; opposed to pedestrian.

||E-QU>AN'GLED,* (e-kwe-ang'gld) a. Having equal angles.

_Boyle.
||E-QUI-XN'GU-LAR, a. [aquus and anffulus, L.] Having
equal angles.

llE-QUI-CRtJ'RAL, a. [aquus and eras, L.] Having equal
legs ;

isosceles.

||tE-QUI-CRtJRE', (e-kwe-krur') a. Equicrural. Digby.
|E-QUI-DlF'FER-ENT,*a. Having equal differences. Crabb.

IJE-Qul-Dls'TANCE, ?i. Eq;;al distance or remoteness. Bp.
Hall.

||E-QUl-l)ts'TANT, [e-kwe-dis'tant, S. W. P. J. F.Ja. K. R. ;

ek-we-dis'tant, Sm.] a. [aquas and distant, L.] Being
equally distant ;

at the same distance.

||E-QUI-DIS'TANT-LY, ad. At the same distance. Browne.

||E-QUI-FOR'MI-TY, n. [aquus and forma, L.] Equal unifoi

mity ;
uniform equality. Browne.

||E-QUI-LAT'ER-AL, a. Having all sides equal.
I E-QU1-LAT'E_R-AL, n. A figure of equal sides. Herbert.

|JE-QUI-Ll'BRATE, V. a. [L EQUILIBRATED ; pp. EQUILIBRAT-

_ING, EQUILIBRATED.] To balance equally. Boyle.

||E-QUI-LI-BRA'TIQN, n. Equipoise ;
even balance. Browne.

E-QUl-LlB'Rl-ous, a. Equally poised. Qlanville. [R.]

|JE-QUi-LlB'Rl-ous-LY, ad. In equipoise. Browne. [R.]

f_-QUiL,'l-BRiST, n. One that balances equally. Granger.
|E-QUI-LIB'RI-TY, n. Equality of weight. Cockeram. [R.]

|E-QUI-LlB'R'l-t5M, 71. [L.l pi. L. E-QUI-LlB'RI-A; Eng.
E-Qui-LiB'Ri-Oai. Equipoise ; equality of weight ;

bal-

ance of power or weight ; just poise or balance. In equi-

Ubrio, [L.] in a state of equipoise or even balance.

HE-QUI-MUT/TI-PLE,* n. Any number or quantity multi-

plied by the same number as another. Brande.

g-QUi'NAL, a. Relating to a horse. Todd.

E'QUINE,* a. Equinal ; relating to a horse. Smart.

|ltE-QUI-NE9'ES-SA-RY,a. [cEquus and necessarian, L.] Equal-
ly needful. Hudibras.

HE-QUI-NOC'TIAL, (5-kwe-nbk'shal) [e-kwe-nok'shal, S.

W. P. J. F. Ja. K. R. ; 6k-we-nok'shal, Sm.J n. (Astran.)
The great line or circle of the celestial sphere, formed by
the intersection of the plane of the earth's equator with
the sphere of the heavens. It is now commonly called

the equator. See EQUATOR.
HE-QUI-NOC'TIAL, a. Pertaining to the equinoxes, to the
time of the equinox, or to the regions under the equinoc-
tial line. Equinoctial points, the two opposite points of
the celestial sphere, in which the ecliptic and the equator
intersect each other

; one being in the first point of

_Aries, the other in the first point of Libra.

HE-QUI-NOC'TIAL-LY, ad. In the direction of the equinoctial.

||E'Qui-N6x, [S'kwe-noks, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. R., ek'we-

n5ks, Sm.] n. [aqiius and nox, L.] The intersection of the

equator and ecliptic; equinoctial point; the precise time
in which the sun enters the first point of Aries or Libra,
when the days and nights are equal. The vernal equinox
is about the 21st of March

;
the autumnal, about the 21st

of September. Equinoctial wind.

HE-QUI-NU'MER-ANT, a. [tequus and numerus, L.] Having
the same number. Arbuthnot. [R.]

E-QUIP', (e-kwlp') v. a. [equiper, Fr.] [i. EQUIPPED ; pp.
EQUIPPING, EQUIPPED.] To fit, as a ship for sea

;
to fur-

nish for a horseman
;
to accoutre

;
to dress out ;

to fit
;
to

prepare ; to qualify.

EQ'UI-PA^E, (ek'we-paj) 7i. [equipage, Fr.] Furniture for a

horseman, a military man, or a traveller; a carriage; at-

tendance ; retinue; accoutrements; apparatus; equipment.
EQ'UI-PAGED, (ek'we-pajd) a. Accoutred. Spenser.

NE-QUJ-PEN'OEN-CY, n. Act of hanging in equipoise. South.

JE-QUlp'MEiVT,n. Act of equipping; state of being equipped;
accoutrement

; equipage.
p'QUl-PofijE, [e'kwe-poiz, S. TV. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.; gk'-

we-poiz, Sm.] n. Equality of weight ; equilibrium. Olan-
v'dle.

||E-QUI-POL'LENCE, [e-kwe-pol'lens, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ;

ek-we-pol'lens, Sm.] n. [aquus and pollentia, L.] Equality
of force or power.

IJE-QUf-POL'LEN-CY, n. Equipollence. Paley.

||E-QUi-p6L'L,ENT, a. [<equipaliens, L.] Having equal power ;

equivalent. Bacon.

||E-QUI-POL'LENT-LY, ad. Equivalently. Barrow.

||E-QUI-PON'DER-ANCE, ) n. Equality of weight ; equipoise.

E-Qui-PON'DER-AN-cy, \ Bailey.

E-QUI-PON'DER-A_NT, a. Being of the same weight. Ray.
it]_E-QUI-PON'DER-ATE, v. n. To weigh equal. Willtins.

IJE-QUf-PdN'DER-ous,*

a. Having equal weight. Jl.-ih.

|tE-QUi-PON'Di-oOs, a. Equal on either part. Olanoillc.

||E-QUI-RXD'l-CAL,* a. Equally radical Coleridge.

j|E-QUJ-R6'TAL,* a. Having equal rotation; having wheels
of equal size. W. Ency.

EQ-UI-SET'IC,* (ek-we-set/jk) a. (Chem.) Noting an acid

obtained from the equigetumfluviatile. P. Cyc.

||E-QUls'o-NANCE,* TO. An equal sounding. Smart.

EQ'UI-TA-BLE, (ek'we-ta-bl) a. [equitable, Fr.] Just; right;
due to justice ; loving justice ; impartial ;

fair ;
honest ;

reasonable.

EQ'UI-TA-BLE-NESS, n. Justness. Locke.

EQ'ui-TA-BLY) (ek'we-ta-ble) ad. Justly ; impartially.

Q'ui-TAN4fcY>* (ek'we-taa-se) n. Horsemanship. Bootlt.

EQ'UI-TXNT,* (uk'we-tant) a. Riding on horseback. Smart.

(Bot.) Having the leaves so arranged that the base of

each is inclosed within the opposite base of that which is

next below it, as in the iris. P. Cyc.

EQ-UI-TA'TION, (ek-vve-ta'shun) n. [equitation, Fr.] Act
of riding on horseback; horsemanship. Boawell.

EQ'UI-TY, (ek'we-te) . [aquitas, L.] Justice; rectitude;

right; 'honesty ;' impartiality. (Law) The correction of

common law in cases in which it is deficient. A court of

equity is a court of chancery.

E-QUtv'A-LKNCE, j
71. [teqnus and valeo, L.] Equality of

E-QUiv'A-LEN-CY, | power or worth. Hammond.
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tE-Qutv'A-LENCE, v. a. To be equal to. Broicne.

E-QuIv'A-LENT, a. Equal in value, excellence, weight,

force, or power ; equal ;
commensurate

;
of the same im-

port or meaning.
E-QU"fv'A-LENT,

'

n. A thing of the same weight or value.

E-QUiv'A-LENT-LY, ad. In an equivalent manner. Skelton,

E'QUl-vXLVE,* a. Having equal valves. Pennant.

E-Quiv'9-CAL, (e-kwiv'o-kal) a. [(equivocus, L.] Of doubt-
ful signification ; ambiguous ; having a double sense

;
un-

certain ;
doubtful.

tE-QUiv'9-CAL, n. A word of doubtful meaning. Dennis.

E-QUIV'O-CAL-LY, ad. In an equivocal manner ; ambigu-"

ously.

E-QUiv'o-CAL-NESS, n. Ambiguity ;
double meaning.

?-QUtv'9-CATE, v. 7i. [aiquivoco, L.] [/. EQUIVOCATED;
pp. EQUIVOCATING, EQUIVOCATED.] To US6 Words of
double meaning ;

to use equivocal expressions ;
to quib-

ble ; to evade
;
to prevaricate.

E-QUTV'9-CATE, ?'. a. To render equivocal. Sir G. Buck.

E-Quiy-9-cX'TiON, n. [aquivocatio, L.] Act ofequivocating ;

ambiguity of speech ;
a quibble.

E-Quiv'9-CA-T9R, n. One who equivocates.

EQ'UJ-VOKE, (ek'we-vok) [ek'we-v5k, K. Sm. ; e'kwe-

vok, Ja. Wb.^ n. [equivoque, Fr.] An ambiguous ex-

pression ;
a quibble ; equivocation.

EQUIVOQUE, (a'ke-vok') n. [Fr.] See EQUIVOKE.
E-QUi'v'o-ROUS,* a. Feeding on horse-flesh. Smart.

Eii, a syllable in the middle of names of places, comes by
contraction from the Saxon wara, dwellers. Gibson. At
the end of a word, it notes the inhabitant of a place ; as,
Londoner.

E'RA, n. [ara, L.] The account of time, or a series of years,
from any particular date or epoch ;

the point of time at

which the reckoning begins; an epoch ;
a period ;

date.

fE-RA'Dl-ATE, v. n. To shoot like a ray. More.

fE-RA-DJ-X'TipN, n. Emission of radiance. K. Charles.

JP-RAD'J-CATE, v. a. [eradico, L.] [i. ERADICATED
; pp.

ERADICATING, ERADICATED.] To pull up by the root
;
to

completely destroy; to end
;
to extirpate; to root out

;
to

exterminate.

E-RXD-I-CA/TI9N, n. Act of eradicating ;
state of being

eradicated
;
destruction.

E-RXo'l-CA-TlVE, a. Curing radically ; driving quite away.
E-RXn'i-CA-TiVE, n. A medicine which cures radically.
E-RAN1'THE-MUM,* n. (Bot.) A genus of acanthaceous

plant?, with showy purple flowers. P. Cyc.
E-RAN' THIS,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

Jf-RASE', v. a.
[i. ERASED; pp. ERASING, ERASED.] To de-

stroy ;
to exscind

;
to rase

;
to blot out

;
to efface

;
to ob-

literate ;
to cancel

;
to expunge ;

to rub out.

E-RASE'MENT, n. Act of erasing; erasure
; destruction.

E-RA'si9N,* (e-ra'zhun) n. The act of erasing. Smart.

E-RXs'TlAN,*(e-rast'yan) n. A follower of Thomas Erastus,
who denied the power of the church to discipline its

members.
E-RXs'TiAN-lM,*(e-rast'yan-izm) n.The doctrine or prin-

ciples of the Erastians. Leslie.

E-RAS'URE, (e-ra'zhur) n. Act of erasing; rasure.

||ERE, (ar) [ar, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ar, P.; er, S. E.] ad.

Before; sooner than. Shak. [Antiquated.]
|[ERE, (ar) prep. Before. Dryden. [Poetical and rare.]

IJtERE-LONG', (ar-long') ad. Before a long time had elapsed.
Sidney.

IfERE-NOw', (ar-nou') ad. Before this time. Dryden.
JJERE-WHILE', (ar-hwil') ) ad. Some time ago; before

JJERE-WHILE^, (ar-hwllz') )
now. Shak.

ER'E-BUS* n. [L.] The lower world; hell; darkness.
Shak.

E-RECT', (e-rekf) v. a. [erectus, L.] [i. ERECTED
; pp.

ERECTING, ERECTED.] To place perpendicularly to the
horizon ;

to raise, as a monument
;
to build

; to exalt
;
to

lift up ;
to set up ;

to elevate ; to construct
; to institute

;

to found ;
to encourage ;

to animate.

E-RECT', (e-rekt') v. n. To rise upright. Milton. [R.]

P-RECT', a. Upright, not leaning; standing, not prone;
directed upwards ;

bold
;
confident

; vigorous ;
not de-

pressud.

E-RECT'ED, p. a. Elevated
;
raised up; noble. Milton.

$-REc'Ti9N, n. Act of erecting or building; state of being
raised

;
'a structure ;

elevation
;

construction
; excite-

ment.

E-REC'TIVE, a. Raising ; lifting up. Cotprave.

E-RCT'LY,* ad. In an erect posture. Smart.

E-RECT'NESS, 7?,. State of being erect.

$-RECT'9R, n. He or that which erects
;
a muscle.

ER-E-MA-CAU' sis,* n. Putrefaction; a change which
vegetables undergo after death. Farm. Ency.

tER'E-MlT-AGE, 7i. A hermitage. Shelton.

EREMITE, TJ. [eremita, L.] A hermit. Raleigh. (Min.) A
mineral, called also monazite.

ER-E-MIT'IC,* a. Same as eremitical. Scott.

ER-E-MiT'j-CAL, a. Solitary ;
hermitical. Bp. Hall.

fE-REp-TA'Tl9N, n. [erepto, L.] A creeping forth. Bai-

ley.'

E-REP'TIQN, n A snatching away by force. Cockeram
ER'E-THIM,* n. [erethismus, L.] (Med.) An irritable state
of the constitution

; irritation. Dunglison.
ER'Gd,ad. [L.] (Logic) Therefore; consequently.
ER'GQT, n. A substance like soft horn behind the pastern
joint of a horse : a morbid and poisonous excrescence
in rye or grain ; spur of rye.

tER'GQT, v. n. [ergo, L.] To draw conclusions logically.
Hewyt.

ER'&QT-!M, n. A conclusion logically deduced. Browne.
A disease in grain ; ergot.

tER'j-XjBH, (er'e-ak) n. [Irish] A pecuniary fine. Spenser.
E-RI'CA,* n. [speiKri.] (Bot.) An extensive genus of beau

tiful flowering plants, embracing the heaths. P. Cyc.
E-Rlc'THI-AN,* re. Ericthus. Brande. See ERICTHUS.
E-RJc'TJfius,* n. (Zool.) A genus of long-tailed decapod

crustaceans, inhabiting the tropical ocean. Brande.

E'RIN, [e'rin or er'jn, K.
,- er'jn, Earnshaw.] n. [Irish.] Ire-

land. Campbell.
E-R!N'GO, (e-ring'g5) n. [fipvyyiov.] A genus of plants of

several species ; sea-holly.

ER-I-OM'E-TER,* n. An optical instrument for measuring
the diameter of minute particles. Young.

ER-J-&PH' O-RUM,* n. (Bot.) A sedge-like plant. P. Cyc.
E-RlPH'E-A* 7i. (Zool.) A genus of short-tailed crusta-
ceans. P. Cyc.

fE-Rls'Tic, a. Eristical
;
controversial. Life of Firmin.

fJp-Ris'Ti-cAL, a. [epts.] Controversial
; relating to dis-

_ putes. Bp. Parker.

E'R!X,* or E'RYX,* 7i. (Zool.) A genus of serpents. P.

Cyc.

fERKE, (erk) a. [dspyd?.] Idle
; lazy ;

slothful. Chaucer.

ER'ME-LlN, n. An ermine. Sidney. See ERMINE.
ER'MINE, (er'mjn) n. [hermine, Fr.] An animal about the

size of a squirrel, resembling the weasel, and valued for

its fur
;
the fur of ermine

;
the emblem, office, or dignity

of a judge.
ER'MINED, (er'mjnd) a. Clothed with ermine. Pope.
ER'NE, ) From the Saxon ern, earn, a cottage, or place of
ER'ON.

\
retirement. Gibson's Camden.

E-RODE', v. a. [erodo, L.] [i. ERODED ',pp. ERODING, EROD-

ED.] To eat from or away ; to canker or eat away ;
to cor-

rode. Bacon.

ffiR'9-GATE, v. a. [erogo, L.] To give. Bp. Patrick.

|ER-9-GA'Ti9N, n. Act of giving : distribution. Sir T. Elyot.

E-ROSE',* 7i. (Bot.) Having small sinuses around the mar-

gin, as if gnawed. Smart.

E-RO'I9N, (e-ro'zhun) n. [erosio, L.] Act of eroding ;
cor-

rosion. Jlrbuthnot.

E-ROT'IC,* n. An amorous poem, or one treating of lore.
Smart.

E-ROT'IC, ) a. [epa)riK6s.] Relating to the passion of

JP-ROT'J-CAL, )
love

; treating of love
; amorous ;

lustful.

Burton.

ER-PE-T6L'9-GY,* n. [tpireros and Adyo?.] (Zool.) That
branch of natural history which treats of reptiles;
divided by Cuvier into four orders : 1st, chelonians, tor-

toises, turtles, &c.
; 2d, saurians, lizards, crocodiles, &c.

;

3d, ophidians, slow-worms, serpents, &c.
;
4th. batrachi-

ans, frogs, toads, newts, &c. It is also written herpetol-

ogy. Brande.

ERR, (er) v. n. [erro, L.] [i. ERRED ; pp. ERRING, ERRED.]
To wander ;

to ramble ; to commit errors
;
to mistake

;

to blunder; to deviate from the right way or from recti-

tude.

fERR, v. a. To mislead
;
to cause to err. Burton.

{ERR'A-BLE, a. Liable to err. Bailey.

TRR'A-BLE-NESS, n. Liableness, to error. Mountague.
ER'RAND, [er'rand, P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; ar'rand, S. W. ;

er'rand or ar'rand, F.] n. A message ;
a mandate

;
a mis-

sion
;
a commission.

ER'RAND-BOY,* n. One employed as a messenger. Twed-
dctt.

ER'RANT, a. [errans, L.] Wandering ; roving ; rambling :

vile; worthless; arrant. (Law?) Itinerant, applied to

judges, &.C., who go the circuit.

ER'RANT-KN!GHT,* n. A knight-errant. Congrcve.
ER'RANT-RY, n. An errant or wandering state

; act of wan-
dering ;

the employment of a knight-errant ; knight-er-
rantry. See KNIGHT-ERRANTRY.

ER-RA'TA, n.pl. [L.] (erratum, sing.) The errors or mis-
takes in printing, inserted in the beginning or end of the

book.

ER-RXT'IC, a. [erraticus, L.] Wandering ;
uncertain ;

de-

viating from the right way ; erroneous
; irregular.

fER-RAT'ic, 7. A rogue ;
a wanderer. Cockeram.

jjR-RXT'i-CAL, a. Uncertain
;
erratic. Bp. Hall.

$R-RXT'i-cAL-LY, ad. In an erratic manner.

R-RXT'I-CAL-NESS,* n. State of being erratic. Ash.

IER-RA'TION, 7i. A wandering to and fro. Cockeram.

ER-RA'TUnr, n. [L.] pi. ER-RA'TA. An error in writing
or printing: chiefly used in the plural. See ERRATA.

ER'RHINE, (er'rln) n. [spptvov.] (Med.) A medicinal
snuff.
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ER'RHINE,* a. That is snuffed up by the nose
5 promoting

a discharge from the nose. London.

ERR'ING, a. Wandering ; misled by error
;
liable to err.

ER-RO'NE-OUS, a. Having or partaking of error
;
incorrect ;

mistaking ; misled by error
; mistaken

;
false

;
untrue.

ER-RO'NE-OUS-LY, ad. In an erroneous manner.
?R-Ro'NE-otJS-NESs, n. State of being erroneous.

ER'RC-R, n. [error, L.] Deviation from rectitude or truth ;

mistake
;
a blunder

;
a fault

;
an offence

;
sin. (Law)A writ of error is one which authorizes the judges of a

superior court to examine a record on which judgment
has been given in an inferior court, on an allegation of
error in pleading a process, &c., and to affirm or reverse
the same. A mistake in pleading, or in the process.

ER'RQR-IST,* n. One who is in error. Ed. Rev.

ERS, n. A plant j bitter vetch.

ERSE, 7i. The language of the descendants of the Gaels or

Celts, in the Highlands of Scotland.

ERSE, a. Belonging to the ancient Scotch. Perry.
ERSH, n. The stubble after corn is cut. [Local.]
ERST, ad. [superlative of ere.] First; in the beginning;
once

; formerly ; before ; till now. Milton. [Obsolete or

poetical. ;[

tERST'wHiLE, ad. Till then
;
aforetime. Olanville.

ER-V-BES'CENCE, ) n. [erubcscentia, L.] Act of growing
ER-V-BES'CEN-CY, j

red
;
redness

;
a blush.

ER-V-BES'CENT, a. Reddish
; inclining to redness.

E-RU'CA,* n. [L.] (Ent.) A worm
j
a caterpillar. The

larva state of insects. London.

fE-RiJCT', v. a. [eructo, L.] To belch
;
to throw from the

stomach. Bailey.

E-RGc'TATE, v . a. To belch; to vomit forth. Howell. [R.]
R-VC-TA'TIQN, n. Act of belching ; a belch. Swift.

||ER'V-ITE, orEji'v-DlTE, [er'u-dlt, ./a. K. Sm. R. Wb. ;

er-u-dlt', W. ; er'u-dlt, P.] a. Having erudition
; learned

;

conversant with books. Sir T. More.

||R'V-DJTE-LY,* ad. With erudition
; learnedly. Scott.

IIER'V-DlTE-NESS,* n. The quality of being erudite. Cole-

ridge.

ER-y-pl"TiON, (er-u-dish'un) n. Learning; knowledge
obtained from books

; literature.

E-RtV(H-NOtJS, a. [isrug-inosus, L.] Partaking of copper.
Jg-RtJP'TlQN, (e-rup'shun) n. [eruptio, L.] Act of bursting

forth ;
emission

;
sudden hostile excursion

; explosion ;

a breaking out ; efflorescence
; pustules.

E-ROP'TIVE, a. Bursting forth; having eruption.
ER-y-MXN'THi-AN,* a. Belonging to Erymanthus. J3nh.

E-RYN'Gd, n. See ERINGO.

ER'y-ON,* n. (Oeol.) A fossil crustacean animal. P. Cyc.
ER-y-SIp'E-LAS, n. [ipveiMXas.] (Med.) A disease, vulgarly

called St. jJnthony'sfire, which consists of an inflamma-
tion of the skin, a swelling of the part, heat, redness,
and pain.

ER-y-Si-PEL'A-TOtJs, a. Relating to erysipelas. JBp. Berke-

ley.

MR-Y-THE'MA,* n. [ipvQaivw.] (Med.) A superficial red-
ness of the skin, resembling erysipelas. P. Cyc.

ER-Y-THRJS'A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of annual plants. P.

Cyc.

ER-Y-THRI'NA,* n. (Bot.) A leguminous genus of tropical
and tuberous herbs. P. Cyc.

E-RYTH'RQ-pEZf* n. A neutral, crystalline, fatty matter
found in diseased bile. P. Cyc.

ER-Y-THRO''NI-UM,* n. A plant; the dog's-tooth violet.

P. Cyc. Vanadium, a kind of metal. Brandt.

ES-CA-LADE', n. [Fr.] (Mil.) The act of scaling the walls
of a fortification by the use of scaling ladders

;
a scaling

ladder.

ESCAL'QP, (skol'lpp) n. A shell-fish. Ray. See SCALLOP.
ES-CA-PADE', n. [Fr.] Irregular motion of a horse

;
a

misdemeanor
;
a fault. Dryden.

Es-CAPE', v. a. [cchapper, Fr.] [i. ESCAPED ; pp. ESCAPING,
ESCAPED.] To flee from ; to obtain exemption from j to
avoid ;

to pass by without observing ; to shun
;

to
elude.

Es-CAPE', v. n. To fly ;
to avoid danger or punishment.

JJS-CAPE', n. Flight; act of getting out of danger ;
excur-

sion; sally; an oversight; elusion (Law) Violent or

privy evasion out of some lawful restraint. Coiocl. The
deliverance of a person out of prison before he is enti-
tled to deliverance. Bouvier.

ES-CAPE'MENT,* n. Escape. Perry. That part of the
mechanism of a watch or clock, by which the circulating
motion of the wheels is converted into a vibrating mo-
tion. Brandc.

ES-CAP'ER, n. One who gets out of danger.
ES-CAP'ING, n. Avoidance of danger. Ezra.

EscARGATOiRE,(es-k'&r-gn.-twor>)n. [Fr.] A nursery of
snails. Jlddison.

ES-CARP', v. a. [escarper, Fr.] (Mil.) To slope down.
Carleton.

ES-CARP',* n. (Fort.) The side of a ditch surrounding or
in front of a work, and forming the exterior of a ram-

part ;
a scarp. P. Cyc.

2 ESP

Es-CARp'MENT,* n. (Oeol.) The abrupt face of a ridge of

high land. Lyell.

ESCH-A-LOT', [sha-]ot', S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ; esh-a-lot',

Sm.] n. [echalotte, Fr.] A plant. See SHALLOT.
Es'jBHAR, (es'kar) n. [iax'ipo..] (Med.) A crust or scab
made on the flesh by a burn or some caustic applica-
tion.

Es-jBHA-ROT'lc, (es-ka-r5t'ik) a. Caustic; searing; tend-
ing to sear or burn the skin.

Es-jEHA-RST'lc, (es-ka-rot'jk) 71. A caustic application.

Es-eHA-TOL'p-^y,* n. [effxuroj and X6yus.] The doctrine
of the last things. Prof. O. Bush.

ES-CHEAT', n. [escheoir, old Fr.] (Law) That which falls or

lapses to the original proprietor, or to the state, as landa
or other property by the failure of heirs or by forfeiture

;

a writ to recover escheats.

Es-CHEAT', v. n. [i. ESCHEATED ; pp. ESCHEATING, ES-

CHEATED.] To be forfeited by failure of heirs.

ES-CHEAT', v. a. To forfeit. Bp. Hall.

ES-CHEAT'A-BLE, a. Liable to escheat. Cotarave.

$S-CHEAT'AGE, n. The right of succession to an es
cheat.

ES-CHEAT'C-R, n. An officer who observes escheats.
Cowel.

||Es-CHEw', (es-chu') v. a. [eschouwen, Teut.] [i. ESCHEW-
ED;^. ESCHEWING, ESCHEWED.] To fly; to avoid ;

to

elude
;
to shun. Spenser. Sontliey. $5= This is an old

word and somewhat antiquated, but not obsolete.

||Es-cHEw'ER,* n. One who eschews. Coleridge.
hJps-cHEW'aiENT,* n. The act of eschewing. CA. Oft. [R.]
Es'jeHy-NlTE,* 7i. (Min.) A crystallized mineral. Dana.

Es-cocH'EpN, 7i. See ESCUTCHEON. Warton.
ES'CORT, n. [escorte, Fr.] A convoy; a guard from place to

place ;
a retinue

;
a company of armed men attending on

a person as a guard or a distinction.

ES-CORT', v. a. [i. ESCORTED ; pp. ESCORTING, ESCORTED.]
To attend

;
to accompany ; to wait on

;
to convoy. War-

ton.

fEs-coT', n. [old Fr., at present ecot.] A tax; a reck-

oning. It is now shortened into scot, and forms a part
of the phrase scot and lot. See SCOT.

fEs-coT', v. a. To pay a reckoning for ; to support. Shak.

\ES-couT1
y

n. [escoute, old Fr.] Persons sent for intelli-

gence. Hayward. Now scout.

fEs-CRiPT', n. [escript, old Fr.] A writing ;
a schedule.

Cockeram.

ESCRITOIRE, (es-kre-twBr') [es-kru-tor', S. W. J. E.;
skru-t5r', F. ; es-kru-twbr', Ja. K. ; es-kre-twar', Sm.] n.

[old Fr.] A box or bureau which forms a desk for

writing.

ES-CRI-TO'RI-AL,* a. Relating to an escritoire. Cowper.
ES-CROW',* 'n. (Law) A conditional instrument, Black-

stone.

Es'cy-AGE, 7i. (Feudal law) Tenure by knight service ; a

pecuniary satisfaction paid in lieu of military service by
tenants in chivalry ; scutage.

ES-CV-LA'PI-AN, a. Relating to ^Esculapius ;
medical.

ES'CV-LENT, a. [esculentus, L.] Good for food
;
eatable.

ES'CV-LENT, n. Something fit for food. Bacon.

ES-CU'LIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid procured from
horse-chestnuts. P. Cyc.

Es-cDTCH'EQN, (es-kfich'un) n. [ecusson, Fr.] (Her.) A
shield of a family on which arms are emblazoned

;
the

ensigns armorial.

ES-CUTCH'EQNED, (-und) a. Having an escutcheon.

|Es-L.6'fN', v. a. [esloigner, old Fr.J To banish
;
to eloin.

Donne.

Es'MARK-lTE,* n. (Min.) Chlorophyllite. Dana.

Es'NE-cy,* 7i. (Law) Eldership: the right of choosing
first in coparceny, on the ground of seniority. Crabb.

E-so'p}-AN, a. Relating to jEsop, or fables like those of

^Esop. Warton.

ES-Q-TER'IC, a. [esotericus, L.] Secret ; mysterious ; a

term applied to instruction, which, among the Greeks,
the teacher gave secretly, as distinguished from his

exoteric, or public doctrine.

s-Q-TER'l-CAL,* a. Same as esoteric. Smart.

Es-Q-TER'}-CAL-L,* ad. In an esoteric manner. Warbur-

ton.

ES-Q-TER'I-CISM,* n. Esoteric doctrine or principles. Ch
Ob.

ES-Q-TER'ICS,* 71. pi. Doctrines mysterious or hidden. Sir

J. Mackintosh.

ES'Q-TER-Y, 7i. Mystery; secrecy. Search.

ES'PA-DON,* n. A sort of two-handed sword, having two

edges of great length and breadth. Crabb.

ES-PAL'IER, (es-pal'yer) n. [esptdier, Fr.] A frame on which

to train fruit-trees ;
a tree flattened and trained on a frame.

ES-PAL'IER, (es-pal'yer) v. a. To plant and train trees on

espaliers.

ES-PAR'CET, n. A plant ; a kind of saintfom.

EX-PAR' TO,* n. [Sp.] (Hot.) A species of rush found in
'

the south of Spain, used for making cordage, &c.

McCulloch.
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., (es-pesh'al) a. [specialis, L.] Particular
; prin-

cipal ; chief; special.

fs-pB^'lAL-LY,
(es-pesh'al-le) ad. Principally; chiefly.

S-PC'IAI,-NESS, (es-pesh'^l-nes) ?. State of being
especial.

IES-PE-RANCE', [es-pe-rans', W. Ja. ; es-pe-rans
;
,
S. K.;

es-per-5ngs', Sm.] n. [Fr.] Hope. Shak.

ES-PI'AL, n. [espier, old Fr.] [fA spy. Shak.] Act of

espying.
ES-PI'ER, n. One who watches like a spy. Harmar.

ES'PI-NL, n. [espineUe, Fr.] A kind of ruby. Cotgrave.
See SPINEL.

ES'PI-O-NAGE, (es'pe-o-naj or eVpe-9-nazh) [es'pe-p-naj,
Ja. R. : eVpe-o-nazh, Sm. ; es-pe'9-nazh, K. ; es-pi'o-naj,

Davies.] n. [espionnage, Fr.] The act or system of keep-
ing spies in pay, particularly among the subjects of a gov-
ernment ; practice of a spy ;

close watch.

ES-PLA-NADE', n. [Fr.] (Fort.") The sloping of the para-

pet of the counterscarp, or covered way, towards the

open country; a glacis. (Hort.) A grass-plot.

ES-PLEE^',* 71. pi. (Law) The full profit or produce of
land. Crubb.

Es-p60'sAL, n. Act of espousing; adoption; protection.
Ld. Orfdrd.

Es-PoO'AL, a. Relating to the act of espousing.-'
pi. A contract or mutual promise of

marriage.
Es-PoOsE', v. a. [espouser, old Fr.] [i.

ESPOUSED
; pp. ESPOUS-

ING, ESPOUSED.] To contract marriage with; to betroth ;

to marry ;
to wed

;
to adopt ;

to take to one's self; to

maintain ;
to defend

;
to support.

ES-POO^'ER, n. One who espouses or maintains.

s-pRtN'GOLi>,* n. An ancient warlike engine, used for

casting great stones. Crabb.

ESPRIT DE CORPS,* (es-pre'de-kor') [Fr.] The spirit of
the body; the corporation spirit: that zeal for their

mutual honor which pervades a collective body, such as

gentlemen of the army, the bar, &c. Crabb.

ES-PY', v. a. [espier, old Fr.] [i.
ESPIED

; pp. ESPYING,
ESPIED.] To see things at a distance; to perceive; to

discern
;
to descry ;

to find out
;
to discover as a spy.

ES-PY', v. n. To watch
;
to spy. Jer. xlvii.

fEs-PY', n. A scout
;
a spy. Huloet.

Es'qui-MAU,* (eVke-mo) n. ; pi. ESQUIMAUX, (eVke-
moz) A tribe of Indians

;
the aboriginal inhabitants of

Labrador. Hearne.

ES-QUIRE', (es-kwir') n. [escuier, old Fr.] Originally, the

shield-bearer of a knight: the title of dignity in Eng-
land next below a knight: a title of a justice of the

peace and other magistrates ; and, by courtesy, a title

extended indefinitely to men of the liberal professions
and pursuits.

Es-QUiRE', (es-kwir') v. a. To attend as an esquire.

(Painting) A slight sketch
milton.

ESQrisSE,* (es-kes') n.

or draught of a picture.

Es-SAY', (es-sa') v. a. [essayer, Fr.] [i.
ESSAYED ; pp. ES-

SAYING, ESSAYED.] To attempt; to try; to endeavor; to

make experiment of; to assay.

S'SAY, (es'sa) n. Attempt ;
endeavor

;
a short treatise or

composition on any subject; a tract; a dissertation; a
short disquisition ;

a trial
;
an experiment : an assay.

ES-SAY'ER, n. One who essays ;
an essayist.

ES'SAY-IST, or ES-SAY'IST, '[es'sa-ist, P. Ja. K. Sm. ; es-

sa'jst, W. Wb.} n. A writer of essays.

fis'sAY-WRlT-ER,* n. A writer of essays ;
an essayist.

Jlddison.

ES'SENCE, n. [essentia, L.] The nature, substance, or

being of any thing; that which makes any thing to be
what it is

;
existence

; entity ;
the idea of a species ;

constituent substance: the predominant qualities of

any plant or substance separated from the grosser parts ;

volatile matter
; perfume ;

odor
;
scent.

ES'SENCE, V. a. [l. ESSENCED ; pp. E99ENCINQ, ESSENCED.]
To perfume ;

to scent. Jiddison.

ES'SENCED,* (es'senst) p. a. Perfumed; scented. Mdison.

ES-SNE',* (es-seiiz') n. pi. [Esseni, L.] A sect among the
ancient Jews, who separated themselves from the people,
and led a sort of monastic life.

ES-SEN'TIAL, (es-sen'shal) a. Necessary to the constitu-

tion or existence of any thing ; forming or embracing the

essence
; very important ; necessary ; indispensable ;

re-

quisite ; principal ; pure ; highly rectified
;
volatile.

ES-SEN'TIAL., (es-sen'shal) n. Something that is essential

or necessary ;
existence

; being ;
nature

;
first or con-

stituent principles ;
the chief point.

Es-SEN-Tl-Ai/i-TV, (es-sen-she-al'e-te) n. The state or

quality of being essential
;
nature. Swift.

ES-SN'TIAL-LY, ad. In an essential manner; really.

ES-SEN'TIAL-NESS, n. The quality of being essential.

Ld. Difby.
tEs-SEN'Ti-ATE, (es-sen'she-at) v. n. To become of the
same essence. B. Jonson.

Es-solN', n. [essoyne., Fr.] Excuse; exemption. Spenser.
(Law) An excuse which a person bound to be in court

offers for not being there. Essoin-day, the day on which
a writ is returnable.

Es-spiN',* a. (Law) Allowed for the appearance of
suitors ; an epithet applied to the first three days of a
term. Smart.

ES-SOIN', v. a. [essoyner, Fr.] To excuse; to release. Quarks.
$s-solN'ER, 71. An attorney who excuses absence. Cot-

grave.

Es'spN-lTE,*n. (Min.) A species of garnet. Dana.
Es-TXu'LlSH, v. a. [etablir, Fr.] [i. ESTABLISHED

; pp. ES-

TABLISHING, ESTABLISHED.] To settle firmly; to fix; to
make firm

;
to ratify ; to confirm

; to settle
; to institute ;

to found
;
to make a settlement of.

ES-TXB'LISHED,* (es-tab'ljsht) p. a. Made firm; ratified;
fixed.

Es-TlB'LiSH-ER, n. One who establishes.

$S-TAB'L,ISH-MENT, n. Act of establishing; that which is

established
;

settlement
; confirmation of something

done
;

ratification
; foundation

;
situation or condition

in life ; means of support ; allowance
; income

; salary.
ES-TA-CADE',* n.

[Fr.} (Mil.) A dike constructed with
piles in the sea, a river, or a morass, to hinder the
entrance of an enemy. Crabb.

ES-TA-FETTE', (e's-ta-fet') 71. [Fr.] A military courier;
an express.

ES-TATE', n. [estat, Qld Fr.] Condition of life ; fortune ; pos-
session in land

; landed property ;
rank

; quality ; a per-
son ofhigh rank. (Law) The title or interest which a man
has in his lands and tenements. pi. Classes or divisions
of the people of a country, or their representatives, who
take a part in the government.

jEs-TATE', v. a. To settle as a fortune : to fix. Shak.

ES-TAT'ED,*;>. a. Possessed of an estate. Swift.

$S-TEEM', v. a. [estimo, L.] [i. ESTEEMED ; pp. ESTEEMING,
ESTEEMED.] To set a value on, whether high or low

; to
set a high value on ;

to value ; to respect ;
to prize ; to

regard_ with reverence
;
to hold in opinion ; to think.

tEs-TEEM', v. n. To consider as to value. Spenser.
$S-TEEM', 7i. High value

; great regard ;
estimation ;

respect ; friendship.

ES-TEEM'A-BLE, a. That may be esteemed; estimable.

Pope.

ES-TEEM'ER, n. One who esteems.

ES-THT'JC,* ) a. Relating to esthetics
; aesthetic. Phil.

JgS-THET'l-CAL,,* \ Museum.
$S-THET'ICS,* n. pi. The science which treats of the

beautiful, or of the principles of taste. Phil. Museum.
Written also (esthetics. See ^ESTHETICS.

ES'TI-MA-BL,E, a. [Fr.] That may be esteemed; respecta-
ble

; valuable
; worthy of esteem.

ES'TI-MA-BLE, n. That which is worthy of regard.
Browne. [R.]
S'TI-MA-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of deserving regard.

Es'TI-MATE, v. a. [cestimo, L.] [i.
ESTIMATED ; pp. ESTI-

MATING, ESTIMATED.] To rate; to adjust the value of;
to calculate ; to compute ;

to reckon
;
to count

;
to ap-

preciate ; to esteem
;
to value.

ES'TI-MATE, n. Computation; calculation; value; valua-

tion; estimation.

ES'TI-MAT-ED,*P. a. Valued; computed; calculated.

ES-TI-MA'TIQN, n. Act of estimating ;
calculation

; compu-
tation -

L estimate
; opinion ;

esteem ; regard ;
honor.

Es'Ti-MA-xtvE, a. Comparing and adjusting. Hale.

Es'Tl-MA-TQR, n. One who estimates
;
a valuer.

S'TI-VAL, [eVte-val, S. W. P. Ja. K. Sm.; es-tl'val,

Dyche, Barclay.'] a. [cestivus, L.] Pertaining to tl>e sum-
mer

; continuing for the summer. Browne.

tfis'Tl-VATE, v. n. To pass the summer. Cockeram.

ES-TI-VA'TION, n. Act of passing the summer
;
summer

abode. (Bot.) The state of a plant during summer.
Es-TOP',* v. a.

[i. ESTOPPED ; pp. ESTOPPING, ESTOPPED.]
(Law) To bar ; to stop ; to preclude. Blackstone.

ES'TO PER-PET'U-A,* [L.] Be thou perpetual: May
this institution be permanent. Macdonnell.

ES-TOPPED', (es-topt') a. Under an estoppel. Hale.

?s-T5p'pEL,, . (Law) An act that bars a legal process.
ES-Tdu-FADE',* 7i. [Fr.] A mode of cooking meat.

Crabb.

ES-TO'VER, n. pi. (Law) The right of taking necessary
wood, &c., from another's estate

; necessaries or sup-
plies allowed out of a man's estate who is confined for

felony ; alimony to a woman divorced. Blackstone.

ES-TR'ADE', n. [Fr.] A level place; a higher part of a
chamber.

ES-TRAM'A-p&if,*n. [Fr.] A back-staff: a pass with a
sword. Sir W. Scott.

Es-TRAN<^E', v. a. [estranger, old Fr.] [i. ESTRANGED; pp.

ESTRANGING, ESTRANGED.] To make strange ;
to keep at

a distance ; to withdraw ; to alienate ;
to disarTect.

ES-TRAN'^ED-NESS, n. State of being estranged.

Prynne.

Es-TRAN(JE'MENT, n. Alienation
;
distance ;

removal.

ES-TRA-PADE', n. [Fr.] The action of a horse that rises

before, and yerks furiously with his hind legs.
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fEs-TRAY', v. n. [estrayer, old Fr.] To stray ;
to wander.

Daniel.

ES-TRAY', n. (Laic) A tame beast found wandering with-
out a known owner. Cowel.

ES-TREAT', n. [extractum, L.] (Law) The true copy of an

original writing; an extract. Cowel.

Es-TREAT', v. a. [i. ESTREATED
; pp. ESTREATING, ES-

TREATED.] To extract; to take from, by way of fine.

Boyle. (Law) To copy.
ES-TREPE'MENT, n. [estreper, old Fr.] (Law) A stripping or

spoil of land by a life tenant to the prejudice of the
owner. Cowel.

ES'TRICH, n. A fine white down that lies immediately
under the feathers of the ostrich. McCulloch. [tThe
ostrich. Shak.]

ES'TRIDGE. See ESTRICH.

tEs'Ty-ANCE, 71. Heat; warmth. Browne.

Es^ry-A-RY, (est'yu-a-re) n. [cestuarium, L.] The widen-

ing of a river at its mouth into an arm of the sea
;
an

inlet of the sea ; an arm of the sea
;
a frith.

EST'V-ATE, (e"st'yu-at) v. n. [cestuo, L.] [i.
ESTUATED

; pp.

ESTUATING, ESTUATED.] To swell and rage ;
to boil.

Cockeram.

ES-TV-A'TION, n. Act of boiling ;
commotion of a fluid.

fEsT'yRE, (est'yur) n. Violence ; commotion. Chapman.
fE-fjfu'RI-ENT, a. [esuriens, L.] Hungry; voracious. Bailey.

JEs'v-RlNE, a. [esurio, L.J Corroding ; eating. Wiseman.

fE^'y-RiNE,* n. A medicine that promotes hunger. Ash.

ETAT-MAJOK,* (a-ta'-ma'zhor) n. [Fr.] A specific num-
ber of officers belonging to the same corps. Crabb.'

ET CjETERA,(et-set'e-T3i) [L.] These words, as also the

contraction ETC., or &c., denote and others of the like

kind
;
and the rest ; and so forth ; and so on.

ETCH, (e"ch) v. a. [etzen, Ger.] [i. ETCHED ; pp. ETCHING,
ETCHED.] To engrave or prepare a drawing for the press
on metal by means of aquafortis ;

to sketch
; to draw

;

to delineate.

ETCH, v. n. To practise etching. G'dpin.

ETCH, n. Mortimer. S& EDDISH.

ETCH'ER,* n. One who etches. Guardian.

ETCH'JNG, n. A method of engraving on copper by means
of aquafortis ;

an impression from a drawing etched on
metal.

ET-E-6s'TJC, n. [erjjoj and oriXdj.] A chronogrammati-
cal composition. B. Jonson. [R.]

E-TER'NAL, a. [feternus, L.] Without beginning or end
;

without beginning; without end; endless; everlasting;
boundless ; infinite

; perpetual.
E-TiJR'NAL, n. [eternel, Fr.] That which is endless. One
of the appellations of God.

E-TER'NAL-TsT, n. One who holds the past existence of
the world eternal. Burnet.

tE-TER'NAL-lZE, v. a. To make eternal. Skelton.

E-TER'NAL-LY, ad. Without beginning or end ; endlessly.

fE-TERNE', a. Eternal; perpetual; endless. Shak.

fE-TER'NJ-FY, v. a. To immortalize. Mirror for Mag.
E-TiJR'Nl-TY, n. [eternitas, L.] An attribute of the Deity,
whose existence is without beginning or end: exist-

ence or duration without beginning or end
;

duration
without end.

E-TfiR'NIZE, 17. O. [i.
ETERNIZED

; pp. ETERNIZING, ETER-

NIZED.] To make endless
;
to perpetuate ;

to immortal-
ize. Milton.

E-TE'SI-AN, (e-te'zhe-an) a. [tr/jo-toj.] Applied to such
winds as blow at stated times of the year ;

annual
;

_ periodical; stated.

E'THAL,* n. A substance formed by the saponification of

spermaceti. Brande.

fETHE, (eth) a. Easy. Chaucer. See EATH.

{ETH'EL, a. Noble. Gibson.

E'THER, n. [(Ether, L.] An element or matter supposed to

be much finer and rarer than air, and to occupy the

heavenly space from the termination of the atmosphere ;

refined air. (Chem.) A fluid which is produced by the
distillation of alcohol, or rectified spirit of wine, with
sulphuric acid, and which is exceedingly volatile, fra-

grant, inflammable, and intoxicating.
ETH'ER,*TJ. a. To intertwine; to wattle; to wreath.

Forby. [Local, Eng.]
E-THE'RE-AL,a. Formed of ether

; celestial; heavenly.
P-THE'RE-AL-ISM,* . The quality of being ethereal. EC.

Rev.

E-THER-E-FJ-CA'TION,* n. The process by which an acid
and alcohol are so united together as to form ether.
Francis.

fE-THE'RE-Ofjs, a. Formed of ether
; ethereal. Milton.

jgJ-THE 'RE-CM,* n. (Chem.) A theoretic carburetted hydro-
gen. P. Cyc.

E-THE-RE-AL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being ethereal. JV.

A. Rev.
'

[R.]

'

E-THE'RE-AL-IZE,* v. a. [i. ETHEREALIZED; pp. ETHERE-
ALIZING, ETHEREALIZED.] To render ethereal. Shelley.

E-THE'RE-AL-NESS,* n. Quality of being ethereal. Ash.

E-THE'RI-AJ* n. pi. (Zool.) A genus of conchifers. P. Cyc.

ETH'ER-INE,* n. (Chem.) A peculiar carburetted hydro-
gen, which has been regarded as the basis of ether. P.
Cyc.

ETH'IC, a. Relating to ethics
; moral; ethical. Pope.

ETH'I-CAL, a.
[iJ0idj.] Relating to ethics; moral; re-

lating to or treating of morality.
ETH'I-CAL-LY, ad. According to ethics or morality.
ETH'ICS, n. pi. [rjdos.] The science that treats of human

actions and mental affections, considered as virtuous or

vicious, right or wrong ; moral philosophy ; morality :

morals.

E'THl-pp, n. An Ethiopian ;
a blackamoor. Shak.

E-THI-O'PI-AN,* a. Relating to Ethiopia. Ed. Ency.
E-THI-O'PI-AN,* n. A native of Ethiopia. Ed. Ency.
E-THI-6P'IC,* n. The language of Ethiopia. Murray.
E-THI-OP'IC,* a. Relating to Ethiopia or Abyssinia.

Bruce.

E'THi-QPS-MtN'ER-AL, n. See ^ETHIOPS-MINERAL.
ETH'MOID, n. [riOnds and c?Joj.j (j3nat.) A cribriform

bone; one of the eight bones which compose the cra-
nium.

ETH'MOID,* a. Resembling a sieve
; ethmoidal. Roget.

ETH-MOID'AL, a. Belonging to the ethmoid.
ETH'NIC, a. Heathen; relating to ethnology.
tfiTH'Nlc, n. ; pi. ETHNICS. Heathen. Raleigh.
ETH'NI-CAL, a. [Wvixos.] Heathen

; pagan ; national.

ETH'NI-CISM, n. Heathenism
; paganism. B. Jonson.

ETH-NOG'RA-PHER,* n. One who is versed in ethnogra
phy. Ed. Rev.

ETH-NQ-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. Relating to ethnography or

ETH-NQ-GRXPH'J-CAL,* \ races of mankind. Robertson.

ETH-NOG'RA-PHY,* n. [cdvos and ypdQw.] A description
of races of men

; the science that treats of the different
races of mankind, or of the peculiar characters, man-
ners, customs, &c., of different nations. Brande.

ETH-NC-LOG'IC,* ) a. Relating to ethnology. Hodg-
ETH-NQ-LOG'I-CAL,* j

kin.

ETH-NSL'C-GIST * n. One who is versed in ethnology.
Dr. Edwards.

ETH-NOL'C-GY,* n. [sBvos and \6yos.] A treatise on
nations or races of men. Pritchard.

ETH-Q-LOO'J-CAL, a. Treating of morality.
E-THOL'Q-GIST,* n. One who is versed in ethology or

ethics. Smart.

E-TH6i/p-GY,* n. [r>6os and Xrfyoj.] A treatise on ethics;
ethics. Fo. Qw. Rev.

fETH-p-pp-ET'ic,* a. Imitating manners. Sir T. Ur-

quhart.

E-THULE',* n. (Chem.} The elementary carbon and hydro-
gen of ether. Brande.

5-THfJ'SA,* n. A genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.

E'T}-<?-LATE,* v. a. [i. ETIOLATED
; pp. ETIOLATING, ETI-

OLATED.] To blanch or whiten by excluding from air and
light, or from the sun. London.

E'TI-O-LA-TED,* a. Pale and weak, or sickly, as a plant.
London.

E-TI-C-LA'TIQN,* n. (Bot.) The condition of a plant in

_ which all the green color is absent ;
chlorosis. Brande.

E-TI-6L'Q-GY, n. [airioXoyia.] An account of the causes
of any thing, particularly of diseases. Arbuthnot.

ET-I-QUETTE', (et-e-ket') n. [Fr.] Form of behavior or

manners expressly or tacitly required ;
ceremonial code

of polite life ; forms of ceremony ; ceremony.
E-Ti'sys,* n. A genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.

P-TROs'cAN,* a. Relating to Etruria. Hamilton.

ffiT'TiN, n. A giant. Beaum. $ Fl.

ET'TLE, (et'tl) v. n. To attempt; to earn by working.
Boucher. [Provincial. North of Eng.]

ETUI, (a-twe') n. [Fr.] A case for tweezers and such in-

struments. Shenstone.

tET-Y-MOL'C-GER, n. An etymologist. Dr. Griffith.

ET-Y-MC-LSG'IC,* a. Relating to etymology; etymologi-
cal. Gilchrist.

ET-Y-MQ-LOG'I-CAL, a. Relating to or treating of ety-

mology.
ET-Y-MQ-LSG'I-CAL-LY, ad. According to etymology.

ET-Y-MQ-L,6<?'i-c6N,* n. A work containing the etymolo-
gies of a language ;

a treatise on etymology. Milton.

ET-Y-MOL'Q-GIST, n. One who is versed in etymology.
ET-Y^MSL'Q-GIZE, v. n. & a. To search into the origin of

words
;
to give the etymology of a word. B. Jonson.

ET-Y-MOL'Q-GY, n. [Irv^v and \6yos.] That part of

philology which treats of the origin and derivation of

words. The analysis of a compound word into its prim-
itives. That part of grammar which distributes words
into sorts, or parts of speech, and exhibits the oblique

cases, tenses, and other inflections of words.

ET'Y-M5N, n. [s rr^ov, Gr.
; etymon, L.] pi. Gr. & L., ETY-

MA ; Eng. ETYMONS. Origin ;
a root or primitive word.

EO'CAl-RiTE,*7i. (Min.) A seleniuret of silver and cop-

per. Dana.

EU-CA-LYP'TVS,* . (Bot.) A genus of large trees of New
Holland. P. Cyc.

Eu'jEHA-RlST, (yu'ka-rist) n. [tfycapiffrta.] [The act of
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giving thanks. Bp. Taylor.] The sacrament of the

Lord's supper. Hooker.

Eu-jenA-Rts'Tlc, a. Same as eucharistical. More.

EU-^HA-RIS'TI-CAL,, . Relating to the eucharist or sacra-
ment of the Lord's supper. Bp. Hall.

Eu-jCHls'Tic,* a. (Mas.) Calm and assuaging. Crabb.

Eu'HL9-RiNE,* /i. (Chem.) The oxide
'

of chlorine.

Davy.
EC'HLQ-RITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing water
and copper. Hamilton.

EfHBHOL'Q-Gy, (yu-kol'9-j?) [cv\o\6yiov.] A formu-

lary of prayers, particularly in the Greek church. Bp.
Bull.

EU'JEHRQ-ITE,* 7i. (Min.) A mineral containing copper
and arsenic. Dana.

BO'-CHy-MY, (yu'ke-me) n. [eiixvpia.] (Med.) A good state

of the humors of the body.
EO-HY-siD'E-RlTE,* 71. (Min.) A crystallized mineral
found in Norway. P. Cyc.

EU'CLASE,* n. (Jfcfin.) A very rare mineral brought in

small greenish crystals from Peru and Brazil. Brande.

EU'CRA-SY, n. [evKpavia.] (Med.) A good temperament,
or healthy state of the body.

tEuc'Ti-CAL, a. Relating to thanksgiving. Mede.

Eu-DJE'MON-iM,*n. [ctjajjiovvcr/idj.] The doctrine of hap-
piness, or the system of philosophy which makes human
happiness its highest object. Scudamore.

EU-DI-OM'E-TER, (yu-de-om'e-ter) n. [tvttos and ttirpov.]
An instrument to measure the goodness or purity of the
air or of gas.

EU-DI-O-MT'RIC,*
j
a. Relating to eudiometry. EC.

EU-DI-Q-MET'RI-CAL,* \ Rev.

EU-DI-OM'E-TRY,* n. The art of ascertaining the salu-

brity of the air. Brande.

EU'DY-A-LITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found both crystal-
lized and massive. P. Cyc.

EU-DYN'A-MIS,* n. (Ornith.) A species of cuckoo. P. Cyc.

^Eu'ffE, (yu'je) n. [L.] Gratulation; applause. Ham-
mond.

EU-GE'NI-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of dicotyledonous polypet-
alous plants. P. Cyc.

EO'GE-NlNE,* n. (Chem.) A substance which deposits

spontaneously from the distilled water of cloves. P.

Cyc.

EUGH, (yd) n. A tree ; a yew. Dryden. See YEW.
Eu'KAi-RlTE,* n. (Min.) A seleniuret of silver and cop-

per. P Cyc.

EU-LA'LI-A,* n. (Zool.) A genus of annelids or worms.
P. Cyc.

Eu'LE-BRlTE,* n. (Min.) A seleniet of zinc; rionite.

Brooke.

EU'LI-MA,* n. (Conch.) A genus of shells. P. Cyc.
EU-LOG'JC,* (yu-loj'jk) a. Bestowing praise; eulogical.

Smart.

,
a. Commendatory ; bestowing praise.

,
ad. In a eulogical manner.

EU'LP-GIST,* n. One who bestows praise or eulogizes.
Southey.

Eu-LO-Gls'Tjc,* ) a. Containing eulogy or praise; lau-

EU-LQ-^IS'TI-CAL,* \ datory. EC. Rev.

EO-LQ-^fs'Ti-cAL-LY,* ad. In a eulogistical manner. Cro-

ker._

Eu-Lo'Gj-OM,* n. [eulogia, L.] pi. EU-Lo'Gl-uM. Same as

eulogy. Tatler. Cowper.
EfJ'LO-GlZE, (yu'lo-jlz) v. a. [i. EULOGIZED ; pp. EULOGIZ-

ING, EULOGIZED.] To panegyrize ; to commend
; to praise.

EU'LO-GY, n. [eu and \6yof.] Praise
5 encomium; a pan-

egyric ; a laudatory discourse.

EU-MED'Q-NUS,* n. (Zool.) A genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.
EO-MOR'pHys,* n. (Ent.) A genus of coleopterous insects.

P. Cyc.

EU'NQ-MY,* n. A government by good laws. Smart.

EU'NUJEH, (yu'nuk) re. [evvoiixos-] A man who has been
castrated.

tEu'NVJEH, (yu'nuk) v. a. To make a eunuch. Creech.

JEu'NV-jBHATE, (yu'nu-kat) v. a. To make a eunuch.
Browne.

tEO'NVH-ISM, n. The state of a eunuch. Bp. Hall.

Eu-d]\rl

Y-MUS,n. [L.] A shrub; spindle-tree. M. Mason.

Eu'PA-THY, (yu'pa-the) n. [einraQcia.] Aright feeling. Har-
ris.

Eu'pA-Tp-RY, n. (Bot.) Bastard hemp ; agrimony. -

Eu'PEP-SY,*'or EO-PEP'SY,* [yii'pep-se, W. Ja. ; yu-pep'se,
K. Sin.] n. A good concoction or digestion.

EU-PEP'TIC,* (yu-pep'tjk) a. Easy of digestion.

EU'PHEM-IM, (yu'fem-izm) n. [ei;<r;/iio-;u<k.] (Rhet.) The
art of describing or noticing that which is offensive in in-

offensive language ; euphuism.
EU-PHON'IC,* a. Having euphony ; euphonical. Latham.

SU-PHON'J-CAL, a. Having euphony ; euphonic. Wilkins.

EU-PHO'NI-OUS,* a. Having an agreeable sound
; euphon-

ical. Ch. Ob.

EU-PHO'NI-OUS-LY,* ad. In a euphonious manner. Ch. Ob.

Eu'pH<?-NfM,* n. Agreeable sound
; euphony. Oswald.

EO'PHp-NiZE,* v. a. To make harmonious. West. Rev.
Am. Ency.

EU'PHQ-NON,* re A musical instrument of great sweetness
and power ;

an organized piano. Maunder.
EO'PHQ-NoDs,*a. Having an agreeable sound ; euphonical.
Mitford.

EU'PHO-NY, (yu'f9-ne) n. [eixpwvia.] An agreeable sound
in language ;

the contrary to harshness.

EU-PHOR'BI-A,* n. (Bot,) A genus of exogenous plants ;

spurge. P. Cyc.

EO-PHOR-Bl-X'cEOUS,* (yu-fb'r-be-a'shus) a. (Bot.) Relat-

ing to euphorbia. P. Cyc.

EU-PHOR'BT-UM, n. [L.] A medicinal gum; a gum resin :

euphorbia. [bright.
EU'PHRA-SY, (yu'fra-se) n. \euphrasia, L.] The herb eye-
Eu'PHU-IijM,* n. An inoffensive expression or word to de-

note an offensive thing; euphemism. Ed. Rev.

Etl'pHy-IsT,* n. One who uses euphuisms. Scott.

Eu-PHy-Is'Tic,*a. Expressing what is offensive in inoffen-
sive language. EC. Rev.

EU'PI-ON,* n. (Chem.) A limpid and highly inflammable
liquid, obtained from animal tar. Brande.

EU-PYR'I-ON,* n. A newly-invented fire-box. Dr. Black.

Eu-Ri'pys, or EU'RI-PUS, [yu're-pus, K. Sm. Wb. Ash,
Todd; yu-ri'pus, W. Brande, Jlinsworth.] n. [L.] A strait

or narrow sea, where the water is much agitated ; the an-
cient name of the frith between Boeotia and Euboea. Burke.

Eu'RlTH-MY,* n. See EURYTHMY. Crabb.

Eu-R6c'LY-D5N,n. [vpoK\v6wv.] An easterly wind, which,
in the Mediterranean particularly, is very dangerous.

Eu-Rp-PE'AN, [yu-r9-pe'an, S. W. J. K. Sm. R. Wb. , yu-ro-
pe'an or yu-ro'pe-an, P.] a. [Europeans, L.] Belonging to

Europe.
EU-RQ-PE'AN,* n. A native of Europe. Addison.

EU-RQ-PE'AN-IIJM,* n. The quality of being European. JBa
Rev.

E&RVS, (yu'rus) n.
[L.]

The east wind. Peacham.

EU-RY^'E-ROUS, a. Having a broad horn. Smart.

EU-RYN'P-ME,* re. (Zool.) A genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.
EU'RYTH-MY, [yu'rjth-me, S. W. Ja. K. ; yu-rith'me, Sm.]

n. [evpvdnoi.] (Arch.) Just harmony of the parts of a
building. (Med.) Regularity of pulse.

EU-SE'BI-AN,* n. A follower of Eusebius. Whiston.

EU-STA'JEHI-AN,* a. (Anat.) Noting a tube extending from
the inner side of the tympanum, and opening at the back
of the nostrils. Roget.

EU'STYLE, (yu'stil) n. [cv and orvAof.] (Arch.) The posi-
tion of columns in an edifice at the most convenient and
graceful distance, or the space of 2^ diameters.

fEu'TAX-y, n. [evra^ia.] Established order. Waterhouse.

EU-THAN-A'SI-A, (yurthan-a'zhe-a) n. [eiiOavatria.] An easy
death

; euthanasy. Bp. Hall.

EU-THXN'A-SY, [yu-than'a-se, S. W. Ja. Kenrick; yu'than-
a-ze, Sm.] n. An easy death. Bailey.

EU-T'Y^H'I-AN,* (yu-tik'e-an) n. A follower of Eutyches,
who denied the two natures of Christ. Burnet.

EO-TYH'i-AN,* (yu-tik'e-an) a. Denoting the tenets of the

Eutychians.
EUX'?N-ITE,* n. (Min.) A Norwegian mineral. Dana.

fE-VA'cATE, v. a. [vaco, L.] To empty; to evacuate. Har-

vey.

E-vAc'y-XNT,* a. Provoking evacuation. Smart.

5-vXc'y-ANT, re. (Med.) Medicine that promotes evacua-
tion.

E-vXc'U-ATE, v. a. [evacuo, L.] [i.
EVACUATED ; pp. EVAC-

UATING, EVACUATED.] To make empty or void
;
to throw

out
;
to void

;
to quit ;

to withdraw from.

fE-vXc'V-ATE, v. n. To let blood. Burton.

E-vXc-u-A'TlpN, re. Act of evacuating ;
an emptying ;

die-

charge ; discharge of the body by any vent
;
act of with-

drawing from.

E-vXc'y-A-TlvE, a. Purgative. Cotgrave.
Jp-vXc'y-A-TQR, n. One who evacuates.

5-VADE', 15. a. [evado, L.] [t. EVADED ; pp. EVADING, EVAD-
ED.] To escape from

;
to elude

;
to avoid by artifice, sub-

terfuge, or sophistry ; to equivocate.
E-VADE', v. n. To escape; to practise evasions. South.

Jg-VAD'l-BLE,* a. That may be evaded. Coleridge.
$-VAD'TNG,* p. a. Putting off

; avoiding; eluding.
EV-A-GA'TIPN, 7i. [evagor, L.] Act of wandering; excur-

sion
;
ramble

;
deviation. Sir H. Wotton. [R.]

E'VAL, a. [tcvum, L.] Enduring long. [R.]
Ev-A-NES'CENCE, n. [cvanescens, L.] Act of vanishing;

disappearance. Rambler. [ble.

EV-A-NES'CENT, a. Vanishing; disappearing; impercepti-

EV-A-NES'CENT-LY,* ad. In an evanescent manner. Choi
mers.

re. [Eiaxj/tAioy.] The gospel. Chaucer.
-VAN GEL'IC, a. Consonant to the gospel ; evangelical.

-VAN-GEL'I-CAL, or Ev-AN-GEL'i-CAL, [5-van-jel'e-kal,
S.J.E.Ja. 'K.'; ev-an-jei'e-kal, W. F. Sm.] a. Relating
to the gospel ; agreeable or consonant to the gospel.

-VAN-GEL'I-CAL,* n. One who maintains evangelical

principles. Ch.'Ob.
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1E-VAN-GEL'l-CAL-YM,*

n. Same as evangelicism. Qu.Rcv.
E-VAN-<^EL'I-CAL-LY, ad. According to the gospel.
E-VAN-GEL'J-CAL-NESS,* n. Quality of being evangelical.
Scott.

f;-VAN-GEL'l-d?M,*
TI. Evangelical principles. Bp. Jebb.

vXN'GE-LfM, TI. The doctrine or preaching of the gos-
pel ; evangelicism. Bacon.

E-vXN'GE-LlST, n. [eidyyeXos.] One of the four writers of

gospel history; a preacher or promulgator of the gospel ;

a missionary.
E-vXN'GE-Lls-TA-RY, Ti. A selection from the Gospels, to

be read., as a lesson, in divine service. Gregory.
E-vXN-GEL-l-ZA'TipN,* n. The act of evangelizing. EC.

Rev.

E-VXN'GEL-IZE, V. a.[i. EVANGELIZED
; pp. EVANGELIZ-

ING, EVANGELIZED.] To instruct in the gospel.

E-VXN'GEL-IZE,* v. n. To preach the gospel. Parteus.

tE-vXN'GE-LY, n. Good tidings ; the gospel. Spenser.

JJ-vXN'lD, a. [evanidus, L.] Faint
;
evanescent. Bacon. [R.]

tE-vXN'lSH, . n. [evanesco, L.] To vanish. Drummond.
E-VXN'ISH-MENT,* TI. The act of vanishing. Jefferson. [R.]

E-vXp'p-RA-BLE, a. Easily dissipated in vapors. Grew.

Jp-vXp'p-RATE, v. n. [evaporo, L.] [t. EVAPORATED ; pp.

EVAPORATING, EVAPORATED.] To escape or fly away in

vapors or fumes
;
to waste insensibly.

E-vXp'p-RATE, v. a. To disperse in vapors ;
to let out

;
to

exhale
; to emit.

E-vXp'p-RATE, a. Evaporated. Thomson.

$-vXp-p-RA'TipN, n. Act of evaporating ; that which is

evaporated ; the conversion of a fluid into vapor ; vapor ;

act of carrying off moisture by the action of fire or heat.

E-vXp'p-RA-TlVE,* a. Causing evaporation. Coleridge.

E-vXp-o-R&M'E-TER,* n. An instrument to measure evap-
oration. Ure.

E-VA'I-BLE,* a. That may be evaded. EC. Rev.

E-VA'ION, (e-va'zhun) n. [evasum, L.] Act of evading ;

equivocation ; excuse ; subterfuge ; sophistry ; artifice
;
a

subtle or disingenuous escape.
E-VA'SIVE, a. Using or containing evasion

;
elusive.

]-VA'SIVE-LY, ad. By evasion ; elusiyely ; sophistically.

EVE, n". (Poetry) Evening. The vigil or fast before a hol-

iday.

E-VEC'TICS,* n. pi. (Med.) That part of medicine which
teaches how to acquire a good habit of body. Crabb. [R.]

E-VEC'TIPN, n. [eveho, L.1 A carrying out or away ;
exal-

tation
;
an irregularity of the moon's motion.

E'VEN, (e'vn)n. Evening. Milton. [Poetical.]

E'VEN, (e'vn) a. Level; not rugged; not unequal; uni-
form ; parallel to ; equal ; equable ;

smooth
; plain ;

not

leaning ;
out of debt

;
calm

; capable of being divided into
two equal parts ;

not odd.

E'VEN, (e'vn) v. a.
[i. EVENED ; pp. EVENING, EVENED.] To

make even
; to level.

jvE'VEN, (e'vn) v. n. To be equal to. Carew.

E'VEN, (e'vn) ad. Noting a level or equality of action, ex-

actly ;
a level or equality of time, the very time ; a level

or sameness of person, verily : an equality when equality
is least expected, still ; as,

" He is too wary even for the

cunning." Noting something extraordinary or remarka-
ble

; as,
" Even unto death

;

" " Even he said it." A word
of strong assertion

;
not only so, but also.

tE-VENE', (e-ven') v. n. [evenio, L.] To happen. Hewyt.
E'VEN-ER, (e'vn-er) n. One who makes even. Warton.

E'VEN-HXND, (e'vn-hand) n. Parity of rank or degree. Ba-
con.

E'VEN-HXND'ED, (e'vn-hand'ed) a. Impartial ; just. Shak.

E'VEN-HXND'ED-NESS,* n. State of being even-handed.
Fo. QM. Rev.

'

E'VEN-ING, (S'vn-ing) n. The close of the day ; the begin-
ning of night ;

the latter end of life.

E'VEN-ING, (e'vn-ing) a. Being toward the close of the day.
E^VEN-lNG-STAR, TI. Vesper, or Hesperus. 'Milton.

fE'VEN-iNG-TiDE,* n. Same as even-tide; evening. 2 Sara.

E'VEN KEEL.* (JVaut.) A ship is said to be on even
keel when she draws the same water abaft as forward,
or when she is upright, or not inclined to either side,

Brande.

E'VEN-LY, (e'vn-le) ad. In an even manner.
E'VEN-NESS, (e'vn-ne"s) n. State of being even ; uniformi-

_ ty ; regularity ; equality of surface
; levelness.

E'VEN-SoNG, (e'vn-song) n. A song or hymn for the even-

ing.

E-VENT', n. [eventus, L.] Any thing that happens, good or
bad ;

an incident ; occurrence
; issue

; result
;
the conse-

quence of an action ; conclusion.

tE-VENT', v. n. To brea,k forth. B. Jonson.

E'VEN-TEM'PERED,* (-perd) a. Having a placid temper.
Jodrell.

E-VEN'TER-ATE, v. a. [eventero, L.] To open by ripping
the belly. Browne. [R.]

E-VENT'FGL, a. Full of" incidents or events
; momentous.

i<:'VEN-TlDE, (e'vn-tid) n. Evening. Genesis. Cowper.
fE-VEN'TJ-LATE, v. a. [eventUo, L.] To winnow

; to venti-

late. Cockeram.

E-VEN-TI-LA'TIPN, n. Act of ventilating. Howett.

$-VENT'V-AL, (e-vent'yu-Eil) a. Happening as a result
; con-

sequential ;
ultimate

; final.

E-VENT-V-XL'I-TY,* n. (Phren.) A propensity to take cog-
nizance of facts or events. Combe.

E-VENT'V-AL-LY, ad. In the event
;
in the last result.

-VENT'V-ATE,* v. TI. To happen ;
to issue

; to take effect.

J. Quincy. W. Irving. A word not unfrequently used in
the U. S., but rarely used by English writers.

EV'ER, ad. At any time ; at all times
; always ; without end.

For ever, eternally; for the term of life. Ever and
anon, at frequent times repeated; now and then. Ever
is often contracted into e'er (ar). It is much used in com-
position, in the sense of always ; as, ever-green, ever-during,

EV-ER-BUB'BLING, a. Boiling up perpetually.

Ev-ER-BiJRN'iNG, a. Unextinguished. Milton.

V-ER-DUR'ING, a. Eternal
; enduring without end.

EV'ER-GLADE,* ?i. A tract of country, low, marshy, inun-
dated with water, and interspersed with tracts covered
with high grass, as in Florida. Jesup.

EV'ER-GREEN, a. Verdant throughout the year. Milton.

EV'ER-GREEN, n. A plant verdant throughout the year.

EV'ER-HON'PRED, (ev'er-on'ord) a. Always held in honor.

Ev-ER-LAsT'iNG, a. Perpetual; immortal; eternal.

EV-ER-LAST'ING, n. Eternity : a woollen stuff; lasting:
a shrub; a species of flower.

EV-ER-LAST'ING-LY, ad. Eternally ;
without end. Shak.

Ev-ER-LAsT'lNG-NESS, TI. Eternity ; perpetuity. Stapleton.

Ev-ER-LlST'JNG-PEA, n. A perennial plant and flower.

Ev-ER-Lliv'iNG, a. Living always; immortal; eternal.

Spenser._
EV-ER-MORE', ad. Always; eternally. Tillotson.

EV-ER-O'PEN, (-o'pn) a. Never closed
;
never shut.

EV-ER-PLEA'ING, a. Delighting at all times. Sidney.

JE-VERSE', v. a. [ccersusy L.] To overthrow; to subvert.

Glanville.

fE-VER'sipN, n. [eversio, L.] Overthrow
;
a turning out-

wards. Bp. Taylor.

E-VERT', v. a. [everto, L.] To destroy; to overthrow
;
to

turn outwards. Fotherby. [R.]

Ev'ER-vXL'lANT,* (-yant) a. Always courageous. Shak.

EV'ER-WATCH'FOL, (ev'er-woch'fai) a. Always vigilant.

Pope.

EV'E-RY, a. Each
;
one at a time

; all, taken separately.

Everywhere, ad. In every place.

EV'E-RY-BOD',* n. Every person. Booth.

EV'E-RY-DAY, a. Common
; occurring every day. Pope.

EV'ER-YOONG', (ev'er-yung')a. Notsubjectto old age. Pope.

EV'E-RY-WHEKE,* (ev'e-re-hwar) ad. In everyplace; in

all places.

EVE'DROP, v. n. To listen. See EAVESDROP. Abp. San-

_ croft.

EVES'DROP-PER, n. See EAVESDROPPER. Dryden.

^E-VEs'Tl-GATE, v. a. [evestigo, L.] To investigate. Bailey.

E'VET, n._
See EFT.

fE-Vi'BRATE, v. a. [evibro, L.] To shake; to brandish
Cockeram.

E-VICT',7j. a. [evinco, L.] [i.
EVICTED

; pp. EVICTING, EVICT-

ED/] (Law) To drive from or dispossess by legal process.

[fTo prove ; to evince. B. Jonson.]
E-VIC'TIQN, n. (Law) Loss or deprivation of the buyer of

any thing, in consequence of its being proved to belong
to a third person. [fProof ;

evidence. Bp. Hall.]

EV'I-DENCE, n. [Fr.] The state of being evident; clear-

ness; certainty; testimony ; proof ;
a witness. (Law)

Any matter of fact, the effect, tendency, or design of

which, when presented to the mind, is to produce a per-

suasion, affirmation, or disaffirmation, of the existence

some other fact.

Ev'l-DENCE, v. a. [L EVIDENCED
; pp. EVIDENCING, EVI

DENCED.] To prove ;
to evince

;
to show.

EV'I-DENT, a. Plain ; apparent ;
manifest

;
notorious.

EV-J-DEN'TIAL, a. Affording evidence or proof. Bp.
wood.

EV-I-DEN'TIAL-LY,* ad. In an evidential manner. South.

EV-I-DEN'TI-A-RY,* a. Affording evidence. Judge Best.

Ev'i-DENT-L,y, ad. Apparently; certainly; undeniably.
Ev'i-DENT-NESS,* n. State of being evident. Coleridf-
tE-vlG-I-LA'TlON, n. [evigttatio, L.] Vigilance. Bit

E'VIL, (e'vl) a. Having bad qualities of any kind ;

good ;
wicked

;
sinful ; vicious ;

bad
; corrupt , injurious ;

unfortunate ; unhappy.
E'VIL,, (e'vl) n. The opposite of good ;

wickedness ; injury

malignity ; misfortune ; disease.

E'VIL, (e'vl) ad. Not well
;
not happily ; injuriously ;

kindly. Often used in composition to give a bad me

ing to a word.

E'VIL-AF-FECT'ED, (S-vl-af-fekt'ed) a. Not kindly dis

K'VIL-DO'ER, (e'vl-do'er) n. A malefactor ; a criminal.

E'VIL-EN-TREAT',* v. a. To treat with injustice ;
to injui

Psalms.

E'VIL-EYED, (e'vl-Id) a. Having a malignant look. Shak.late. Cockeram. E'VIL-E YE D, (e'vl-Id) a. Having a malignant look. Shak.
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E'VIL-FA'VQRED, (e'vl-fa'v9rd) a. Of ill countenance.

fi'viL-FA'vQRED-NESs, (e'vl-fa'v<?rd-nes) n. Deformity.
E'viL-L-y, (S'vl-le) ad. Not well. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

E'VIL-MIND'ED, (e'vl-mlnd'ed) a. Having ill intention ;

_ malicious; malignant; wicked.

E'VIL-NESS, (e'vl-nes) n. State of being evil. Hale.

E'VIL-ONE,* (e'vl-wun) n. The devil ; Satan. Milton.

E'VIL-SPEAK'ING, (e'vl-spek'ing) n. Slander; calumny.
E'viL-wIsH'lNG, (e'vl-wish'ing) a. Wishing evil. Sidney.
E'vii.-WORK'ER, (e'vl-wurk'er) n. One who does evil.

E'VIMCE', v. a. [evinco, L.] [i. EVINCED; pp. EVINCING,
EVINCED.] To prove ; to show ; to manifest

;
to argue ;

to

demonstrate. [|To subdue. Milton.]

0-viNCE', v. n. To prove. Bp. Hall. [R.]

Jp-viNCE'MENT,* re. The act of evincing. Boyle. [R.]
E-VIN'CI-BL'E, a. Capable of proof ; demonstrable. Hale.

Jg-viN'ci-BLy, ad. In such a manner as to force conviction.

$-viN'ciNG,*.p. a. Proving; making evident.

E-vlN'cjVE,*a. Tending to prove ; indicative. Smart.

|Ev'l-RATE, v. a. [eviratus, L.] To emasculate. Bp. Hall.

fv-i-RA'Ti_pN, n. Emasculation
;
castration. Cockeram.

Ip-VIs'cER-ATE, . a. [eviscero, L.] [L EVISCERATED;^.
EVISCERATING, EVISCERATED.] To take out the bowels of;
to search the bowels.

E-VIS-CER-A'TION,* n. The act of eviscerating. Coleridge.

Ev'l-TA-BLE, a.' [evitabilis, LJ Avoidable. Hooker.

fEv'l-TATE, v. a. [evito, L.] To avoid; to shun. Shak.

fEv-i-TA'TiQN, 7i. The act of avoiding. Bacon.

tE-VITE', v. a. To avoid. Drayton.
JEV-I-TER'NAI,, a. [aviternus, L.] Eternal

; enduring. Bp.
Hall.

ffiv-i-TER'Nl-Ty, 7i. Eternity. Bailey.

fEv'p-CATE, v. a. To call forth
;
to evoke. Stackhouse.

EV-Q-CA'TION, n. [evocatio, L.] Act of calling forth. Browne.

fiv-Q-CA'TQR,* n. One who evokes. JV. A. Rev. [R.]
E-VOKE',t>.a. [evoco,lj.] [REVOKED ;pp. EVOKING, EVOKED.]
To call to another place ; to call forth. Warburton.

EV-O-LA'TIQN, n. [evolo, L.] Act of flying away. Bp. Hall.

Ev'p-LUTE,* n. (Mech.) A curve formed by the end of a
thread unwound from another curve, the radius or curva-
ture of which is constantly increasing. Qrier.

EV-Q-LU'TIQN, n. [evobttut. L.] Act of unrolling or unfold-

ing ;
a series unfolded

;
the unfolding or expansion of a

germ, in the theory of generation. ( Qeom.) The unfold-

ing or opening of a curve. (Jlrith.) The extraction of
roots of any power, as opposed to involution. (Mil.) The
motion made by a body of men in changing their posture
or form of drawing up.

EV-P-LU'TIQN-A-RY,* a. Relating to evolution. EC. Rev.

E-VOLVE', (e-volv') v. a. [evolvo, L.] [t. EVOLVED
; pp.

EVOLVING, EVOLVED.] To unroll
;
to disentangle ;

to un-
fold.

E-voLVE', v. n. To open itself; to disclose itself. Prior.

E-VOLVE'MENT,* n. Act of evolving. Dr. Ferguson.
Jg-v6L,'VENT,*n. The curve described by the evolute. Crabb.

E-voLV'ER,*n. He or that which evolves. Coleridge.

$-voM-i-TA'Tl9N,*n. The act of vomiting; expectoration.
Swift.

tEv-Q-Ml"Ti<?N, (-mish'un) n. [evomo, L.] Act of vomit-

ing. Swift.

|E-viJL'GATE, v. a. [evulgo, L.] To publish ;
to spread

abroad.

tEv-VL-GA'TIQN, n. Act of divulging. Bailey.

E-VUL'SION, (e-vul'shun) n. [evulsio, L.] A plucking out.

Browne.

EWE, (yu) [yu, JV. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; yo, S. ; yu or yo, P.

K.] n. A female sheep. Bacon.

EW'ER, (yu'er) n. A vessel or pitcher for holding water,
which accompanies a wash-hand basin.

Ew'Ry, (yu're) n. An office in the English king's house-

hold, where water is served in silver ewers after dinner.

EX, (eks or Sgz) A Latin preposition or prefix, the same as

e, signifying out of, from, beyond. It is often merely in-

tensive. It is prefixed to names or terms of office with
the force of an adjective, implying out of office, late ; as,
an ex-general, an ez-minister

Ex-Xc'ER-BATE, [egz-as'er-bat, W. P. Sm.; egz-a-ser'bat,
S. Ja. K. Wb.] v. a.[exacerbo, L.] [L EXACERBATED ; pp. EX-

ACERBATING, EXACERBATED.] To imbitter
;
to exasperate.

,
n. Increase in the violence of symp

toms of disease, as of pain in a fever
; augmented force or

severity; paroxysm. Bacon.

EX-XC-ER-BES'CENCE,* n. Exacerbation. Smart.

fEx-X^-ER-VA'TlpN, 71. [acervus, L.] Act of heaping up.

Bailey.'

Ex-XcT', (egz-akf) a. [exactus, L.] Not deviating from
rule

; methodical ; correct; accurate; precise ; particular;
nice

; careful
;
not negligent ; honest ; strict ; punctual.

Ex-XcT', (egz-akf) v. a. [ezigo, exactus, L.] [t. EXACTED;
pp. EXACTING, EXACTED.] To require authoritatively ;

to

demand of right ;
to extort ;

to draw from.

X-XcT', (egz-akt') t?. n. To practise extortion. Psalm Ixxx.

$-XcT'ER, 7i. See EXACTOR.
X-XC'TION, (egz-ak'shun) n. Act of exacting or of de-

manding authoritatively; extortion; unjust demand; a
severe tribute.

fX-Xc'Ti-TUDE,
n. Exactness; nicety. Scott. [R.]

x-XcT'Ly, ad. In an exact manner ; accurately.
JJx-XcT'NESs, n. State of being exact; strictness; accura-

cy ; nicety ; regularity.

EX-XCT'QR, n. One who exacts or demands.
PX-XC'TRESS, n. She who exacts. B. Jonson.

fEx-Xc'v-ATE, v. a. [exacuo, L.] To sharpen. B. Jonson.

t$x-Xou-A'Ti<?N, 7i. Act of sharpening. Cockeram.
EX-JZJt'E-sls* (eks-er'e-sis) n. [#<ap!o>.] The part of

surgery that relates to the removal of parts of the body.
Brande.

Ex-XG'GER-ATE, (egz-aj'er-at) v. a. [exaggero, L.] [t EX-
AGGERATED

; pp. EXAGGERATING, EXAGGERATED.] [t^
heap up. Hale.] To heighten by representation ; to in-
crease

;
to state too high ;

to amplify.
Ex-lG'GER-AT-ED,* p. a. Heightened ;

overstated
; in-

creased too much.
EX-AG-GER-A'TIQN, (egz-aj-er-a'shun) n. Act of exaggerat-

ing ;
state of being exaggerated ; hyberbolical amplification.

Ex-X^'GER-A-TiVE,* a. Having the power or tendency to

exaggerate. Month.. Rev.

Ex-Xft'GER-A-xp-RY, a. Tending to exaggerate. Johnson.

tEx-AG'f-TATE, v. a. [exagito, L.] To stir up; to agitate.
Hooker.

|Ex-XG-i-TA'TipN, n. Agitation.
x-ALT', (egz-alf) v. a. [exalter, Fr.l

[i. EXALTED ; pp. EX-

ALTING, EXALTED.] To raise on high ; to elevate to power,
wealth, or dignity; to elevate; to erect; to lift up; to

praise ;
to extol ; to magnify ;

to heighten ; to refine by
fire.

EX-4L-TA 1DO,* n. [Sp.] pi. EX-AL-TA'DO$. A term ap-
plied to the liberal or radical political party in Spain.
Brande.

EX-AL,-TA'TIQN, n. Act of exalting; state of being exalt-

ed
; elevation; dignity. (CAem.) Act of purifying; sub-

tilization.

EX-ALT'ED,* (egz-alt'ed) p. a. Elevated; raised up; high;
proud.

EX-ALT'ED-NESS, n. State of being exalted. Gray.
$X-ALT'ER, (egz-alt'er) n. One who exalts.

?X-A'MEN, [e'gz-a'men, S. W. Sm. ; egz-am'en, P. JT.l n.

[L.] Examination
;
a scrutiny ; inquiry. Browne. [R.j

Ex-XM'lN-A-BLE, a. That may be examined.

tEx-XM'iN-XNT, n. A person examined
;
examinate. Pri-

deaux.

-XM'jN-ATE, n. A person examined. Bacon. [R.]

-AM-l-NA'TiQN, n. Act of examining ;
a scrutiny ;

search
;

research
; inquiry ; investigation ;

discussion.

tEx-XM'l-NA-T<?R, n. An examiner. Browne.

]gx-XM'lNE, (egz-am'jn) v. a. \examino, L.] [i. EXAMINED;
pp. EXAMINING, EXAMINED.] To inspect or observe care-

fully ;
to interrogate as a witness

;
to try by questions,

experiment, or observation
;

to sift
;

to search into
; to

scrutinize
;
to investigate.

fx-XM'jN-ER,

n. One who examines ; investigator.

^-XM'lN-lNG,* p. a. Making examination
; scrutinizing.

fEx XM'PLA-RY, a. Serving for example ; exemplary. Hooker.

Ex-iM'PLE, (egz-4m'pl) n. [ezemplum, L.] A copy or pat-
tern

; a precedent for imitation ; a person or thing to be
imitated

;
one punished for the admonition of others ;

in-

stance
; specimen ; sample.

fEx-iM'PLE, (egz-im'pl) v. a. To exemplify. Shak.

t?x-XM'PL,E-LESS, a. Having no example. B. Jonson.

t$x-jM'PLER, n. A pattern ;
a sampler. Bp. Fisher.

j^-XN'GUI-oOs, a. [ezsanguis, L.] Bloodless. See EXSAN-
GOIOUS. Browne.

fEx-XN'j-MATE, v. a. [exanimo, L.] To amaze; to deprive
of life. Coles.

Ex-XN'l-MATE,a. Lifeless
; spiritless ;

inanimate. Thomson.

$X-XN-I-MA'TIQN, n. Loss of life or spirits. Cockeram.

tEx-Xif'J-MoOs, a. [exanimis, L.] Lifeless; dead.

Jgx-Xis'THEM,* 7i. [i^dvOrifia.] (Med.) A rash; an eruption
on the skin. Dunglison.

EX-AN-THE'MA*n. [Gr.] (Med.) Same as exanthem. Brande.

EX-AN-THEM'A-TA, n. pi. [i%av6jpaT*.] (Med.) Efflores-

cence
; eruptions ; breakings out ; pustules.

Ex-AN-THEM-A-T6l/<?-GY,* n. A treatise on eruptive fe-

vers. Rowbotham.

Ex-AN-THE_M'A-TOtJs, a. Pustulous
; eruptive.

fEx-XNT'LATE, v. a. [ezantlo, L.] To draw out; to ex-

haust. Boyle.

fEx-ANT-LA'TipN, n. A drawing out ;
exhaustion. Browne

Ex-A-RA'TIQN,
n. [exaro. L.] Act of writing. Bailey.

X'ARJEH, (eks'ark) n. [%apxS-] A viceroy; a subordi-

nate ruler.

EX'AR-JBHATE, [e'ks'ar-kat, Ja. K. Todd; eks-ar'kat, Wb
Maunder.] n. The office or government of an exarch. Bp
Taylor.

Ex-AR-Ttc-V-LA'TlQN, n. Dislocation of a joint. Bailey.

EX-XS'PER-ATE, v. a. [exaspero, LJ [i.
EXASPERATED ; pp

EXASPERATING, EXASPERATED.] To provoke ; to enrage
to exacerbate

;
to aggravate ;

to excite ;
to irritate

;
to vex

Ex-XcT', (egz-akt') v. n. To practise extortion. Psalm Ixxx. Ex-Xs'pER-ATE, v. a. [exaspero, LJ [i.
EXASPERATED ; pp

EX-XcT'ER, 7i. See EXACTOR. EXASPERATING, EXASPERATED.] To provoke; to enrage

EX-XC'TIQN, (egz-ak'shun) n. Act of exacting or of de- to exacerbate
;
to aggravate ;

to excite ;
to irritate

;
to vex
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tEx-Xs'pER-ATE, a. Provoked ; exasperated. Shak.

jgX-As'pER-AT-ER, n. One who exasperates.
Ex-As-pjJR-A'Tic-N, n. Act of exasperating ;

state of being
exasperated ; aggravation ; provocation ;

irritation ; ex-

acerbation.

fEx-Ayc'TQ-RATE, v. a. [exauctoro, L.] To dismiss from
service ;

to deprive of a benefice. Ayliffe.

Ex-Auc-TQ-RA'TlQN, TI. Dismission from service; depriva-
tion

; degradation. JlyUffe. Coleridge. [R.]

fEx-Au'THO-RATE, v. a. To dismiss from service. Cockeram.

f|lX-Au-TH9-RA'TlON, n. Deprivation of office. Bp. Hall.

t$X-Au'THC-R-IZE,B. a. To deprive of authority. Selden.

Ex-cAL'cE-ATE,* v. a. To divest of shoes. Chambers. [R.]

Ex-cAL-CE-A'TlQN,* . The act of excalceating. Cham-
bers. [R.1

EX-CAN-DES'CENCE, ) n. [excandesco, L.] A glowing or

EX-CAN-DES'CEN-CY, J
white heat; act of growing hot;

anger ; state of growing angry.
EX-CAN-DES'CENT,* a. Very hot

;
white with heat. Ure.

EX-CAN-TA'TIQN, n. [excanto, L.] Disenchantment. Gay-
ton. [R.]_

EX-CAR'NATE, v. a. To clear from flesh. Sir W. Petty.

Ex-cXR'NI-FI-CATE,* v. a. Same as excarnate. More.

Jgx-CAR-Ni-Fj-CA'TiQN, n. A clearing from flesh.

^X CA-THE'DRA,* [ka-the'dra, K. Sm. Jlsh, Crabb, Maun-
der; kath'e-draj Wb. Brande.] [L.] From the chair ; from
the bench; from high authority: originally applied to

decisions rendered by prelates, chiefly popes, from their

cathedra or chair; i. e., in a solemn, judicial manner.

$5= This phrase, in English, is almost always pronounced
with the accent on the penult. In Latin, the e in cathedra

is either short or long, the word being pronounced cath'e-

dra or ca-the'dra.

PX'CA-VATE, or EX-CA'VATE, [eks-ka'vat, S. W. P. J. Ja.

K.; gks'ka-vat, Sm. Wb. Rees, Maunder; eks'ka-vat or

fks-ka'vat, F. R.] v. a. [czcavo, L.] [i. EXCAVATED ; pp.

EXCAVATING, EXCAVATED.] To hollOW
J
tO CUt HltO hol-

lows or cavities.

}IEx'cA-VAT-ED,*y. a. Made hollow; cut in hollows.

EX-CA-VA'TIQN, n. Act of excavating; hollow cavity.

EX'CA-VA-T<?R, n. One who excavates; a digger; a ma-
chine for excavating or removing earth.

}EX-CAVE_',

v. a. To hollow. Cockeram.

EX-CE'CATE, v. a. [excaco, L.] To make blind. Cockeram.

tEX-CE-cA'TlpN, TI. Blindness. Bp. Richardson.

jgX-CEED', v. a. [ezceoo, L.] [i.
EXCEEDED

; pp. EXCEEDING,
EXCEEDED.] To go beyond ;

to outgo ;
to excel

;
to sur-

pass; to transcend; to outdo.

X-CEED', v. n. To go too far
;
to surpass the bounds.

tEx-CEED'A-BLE, o. That may exceed. Sherwood.

X-CEED'E'R, n. One who exceeds.

X-CEED'ING, n. That which exceeds
;
excess. Addison.

-CEED'ING, p. a. Great in quantity, extent, or duration.

,
ad. Eminently; exceedingly. Addison.

-CEED'JNG-LY, ad. To a great degree ; very much.

tEx-CEED'lNG-Nfiss, n. duality of exceeding. Sherwood.

.jjlX-CELi', v. a. [excello, L.] [i.
EXCELLED

; pj>. EXCELLING,
EXCELLED.] To outdo in good qualities; to surpass; to

transcend
;
to exceed.

BX-CEL', v. n. To have good qualities in a great degree.
SX'CEI,-LNCE, n.

{excellence,
Fr.

; excellentia, L.] State

of excelling ; that in which one excels
; good quality ;

goodness; purity; worth; superiority.

EX'CEL-LEN-CY, Excellence
;
a title of honor, as of gov-

ernors and ambassadors.

EX'CEL-LENT, a. [excellens, L.] Of great virtue, worth, or

dignity ;
eminent in any good quality ; superior ; good.

EX'CEL-LENT-LY, ad. In an eminent degree ; very well.

EX-CEL'LING,* p. a. Surpassing in excellence
; transcend-

ing.
Ex-CEN'TRic, a. See ECCENTRIC.
EX-CEN-TRJC'I-TY. n. See ECCENTRICITY. Brande.

gx-cEPT', v. a. [excipio, L.] [i. EXCEPTED ; pp. EXCEPTING,
BXCEPTED.] To leave out specifically; to exclude; to re-

ject.

Ex-CEPT', v. n. To object, followed by to or against.
$X-CEPT', prep. Exclusively of; without including; xinless.

tEx-CEPT', conj. Unless ; as,
"
Except the Lord build the

house."

EX-CEPT'ANT,* a. Implying exception. Ld. Eldon.

$X-CEPT'ING, prep. With exception of; excluding.
$x-CEP'TlpN, n. Act of excepting ; state of being except-
ed

; thing excepted ; exclusion ; objection ; offence taken.

(Law) A stop or stay to an action
;
a denial of a matter

alleged in bar to an action
; that which is alleged against

the sufficiency of an answer.

EX-CEP'TIQN-A-BLE, a. Liable to exception ; objectionable.
]<;X-CEP'TION-A-BLE-NESS,* 7i. The quality of being excep-

tionable. Ash.

EX-CEP'TIC-N-AL,* a. Relating to or implying exceptions.
Qu. Rev.

tEx-CEP'TlQN-ER, 7i. One who makes objections. Milton.

Ex-CEp'Tioys, (ek-sep'shus) a. Peevish
;
froward

; full of

objections. South.

EX-CEP'TIOVS-NESS, n. Peevishness. Barrow. [R.]
EX-CEP'TIVE, a. Including an exception. Watts.

fEx-cEPT'LESS, a. Making no exception. Shak.

EX-CPT'OR, ?i. One who excepts. Barnet.

JJX-CERN', v. a. [excerno, L.] [i. EXCERNED; pp. EXCEHW-
ING, EXCERNED.] To strain out

;
to separate by strainers.

Bacon.

fEx-CERP' v. a. [excerpo, L.] To pick out. Hales.

x-CERPT', [ek-serpt', Sm. R. Wb.; ek'se'rpt, JT. Todd.] n.;

pi. EX-CERPTS'. An extract ; a passage selected from an
author.

Ex-CERPT',7j. a. To select. Barnard. [R.]
EX-CERP'TA* n. pi. [L.] Things picked or culled out

;
se-

lections
;
extracts. Hamilton.

fEx-CERp'TlON, n. A selecting ; thing selected. Raleigh.
Ex-CERP'TC-R, n. A picker or culler. Barnard. [R.]

X-CESS', n. [excessus, L.] More than enough ; superflui-

ty : redundancy ;
exuberance ; the difference between un-

equal things ; intemperance ; extravagance.
EX-CES'SIVE, a. [excessif, Fr.] Beyond due bounds

; imply-
ing excess; extreme; vehement; exceeding.
X-CES'SIVE-LY, ad. With or to excess

; exceedingly.
X-CES'SIVE-NESS, TI. State of being excessive.

x-CHANGE', v. a. [cchanger, Fr.] [i. EXCHANGED; pp.
EXCHANGING, EXCHANGED.] To give or quit one thing for

the sake of gaining another
;
to give and take reciprocal-

ly ; to barter
;
to commute ;

to change.
X-CHANGE',* v. n. To make an exchange. A. Smith.

X-CHAN^E', n. Act of exchanging ; interchange ; reci-

procity ; barter ;
traffic : a. place where merchants meet :

the balance ofmoney of different countries: a meth-
od of adjusting mercantile transactions, or of paying
debts when the debtor and creditor are distant from each
other. (Arith.) A method of finding the value of one
commodity or denomination of money in the terms of an-

other^
X-CHANGE-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. State of being exchangeable
X-CHAN^E'A-BLEJ a. 'That may be exchanged.
X-CHAN^'ER, n. One who practises exchange.
X-CHEAT', n. See ESCHEAT.
X-CHEAT'QR, n. See ESCHEATOR.
X-CHEQ'UER, (eks-chek'er) n. [eschiquier, Norman Fr.J
(Law) An English court of record, in which all causes re-

lating to the revenue and rights of the crown are heard
and determined.

EX-CHEQ'UER, (eks-chek'er) v. a. To institute a process
against in, or fine by, the court of exchequer. Pegge.

Ex-CHEQ'UER-BfLL,* n. A bill of credit issued by the au-

thority of the British parliament. Brande.

Ex-clP'i-ENT,* TI. One whoTexcepts ; exceptor. Everett. [R.]
$X-CI'A-BLE, a. Liable to the duty of excise

; taxable.

EX-CIE', (ek-siz') n. [excisum, L.] An English inland tax
levied upon various commodities of home consumption.

EX-CIE', v. a. To levy excise upon a person or thing.
Pope.

Ex-ciE'MAN, n.; pi. EX-CIE'MEN. An officer who in-

spects and rates excisable commodities.

Ex-ci'lQN, (eks-sizh'un) n. [excisio, L.] Act of cutting
off; extirpation ; destruction

;
ruin. Sir T. Elyot.

Ex-ci-TA-BlL'i-TY, n. Capability of being excited.

EX-CI'TA-BLE, a. That may be excited
; easily stirred up.

||Ex-ci'TANT,* or Ex'ci-TANT,* [ek-sl'tant, 'K. Wb. ; ek'-

se-tant, Sm.] n. Something that excites
;
a stimulant. P.

Cyc._
HEx-ci'TANT, a. Tending to excite ; exciting.

t^X-cI'TATE, v. a. To stir up. Bacon.

EX-CJ-TA'TION, n. Act of exciting; excitement.

Ex-ci'TA-TlVE, a. Having power to excite. Barrow.

JX-CI'TA-TQ-RY,* a. Tending to excite; stirring up.
Smart.

Ex-CITE', v. a. [excito, L.] [i.
EXCITED

; pp. EXCITING, EX-

CITED.] To rouse
;
to animate

;
to stir up ;

to put into mo-
tion

;
to raise.

EX-CIT'ED,*P. a. Animated; moved; stirred up.

jpx-ciTE'MENT, n. The state of being excited
;
that which

excites
;
sensation

;
a motive.

EX-CIT'ER, n. One who excites or stirs up.

EX-CIT'ING, n. Excitation
;
excitement. Herbert.

EX-CIT'JNG,*P. a. Tending to excite or stir up ; animating.
Ex-cI'TlVE,* a. Causing excitement; exciting. Bam-

field. [R.]

Ex-cI-TO-Mo'TA-RY,* a. Causing motion in animal bodies

independent of sensation or volition. Dr. M. Hall.

EX-CLAIM', r. n. [exclamo, L.] [i.
EXCLAIMED ; pp. EX-

CLAIMING, EXCLAIMED.] To cry out with vehemence
;
to

make an outcry ;
to declare with vociferation ; to call

; to

shout.

tEx-CLAlM', n. Clamor
; outcry. Shak.

EX-CLAIM'ER, n. One who exclaims.

EX-CLA-MA'TIQN, n. Act of exclaiming; vehement outcry
clamor

;
vociferation

;
a sentence of passionate import 01

passionately uttered
;
the mark [

I ] expressing emotion,
surprise, or wonder.

Ex-CLXM'A-TlVE,*a. Exclamatory; exclaiming. Ash.UUJCU11UU3. OlTltWt. L-""J ^A-UJ^ AlTl' A- J.1 V .
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Ex-CL-XM'A-TlVE-LY,* ad. With exclamation. Smart.

Ex-CL-XM'A-TQ-Rl-LY,* ad. With exclamation. Smart.

EX-CL-XM'A-TP-RY, a. Using or containing exclamation.

EX-CLUDE', v. a. [exclude, L.] [i. EXCLUDED ; pp. EXCLUD-

ING, EXCLUDED.] To shut out; to hinder from entrance;
to debar ;

to prohibit ;
to except ; to expel ,

to eject ;
to dis-

miss from the womb or egg.
EX-CLU'IQN, (eks-klu'zhun) n. Act of excluding; state

of being excluded
; prohibition ; rejection ; exception ;

ejection; emission.

EX-CLU'SION-A -KYY* a. Tending to exclude or debar. Ch.

Ob. _
Ex-CLu'ijilON-E v* n. On; who excludes or debars. Crabb.

jpx-CLu'lQN-iM,* n. Exclusive principles or practice. C/t.

Ob.

EX-CL,U'ION-IST, (eks-klu'zhun-ist) n. One who excludes
or debars another from any privilege. Fox.

EX-CLU'SJVE, a. Tending to exclude ; excluding ; debar-

ring; illiberal; narrow-minded: excepting, opposed to

inclusive.

Ex-CL-0'siVE,* n. One belonging to a coterie of persons
who exclude others from their society or fellowship.
Smart.

Ex-CL=u'siVE-fM,* n. Exclusiveness. Museum. [R.]

EX-CLU'SIVE-LY, ad. In an exclusive manner.
EX-CLU'SIVE-NESS,* n. duality of being exclusive. Scott.

Jx-CLu'sQ-RY,*a. Having power to exclude. Ask.

tEx-COCT', v. a. [ezcoctus, L.] To boil ;
to make by boiling.

Bacon.

Ex-coc'TlON,* n. The act of excocting. Bacon.

fx-co^'l-TATE, v. a. [excogito, LJ [i. EXCOGITATED ; pp.

EXCOGITATING, EXCOGITATED.] To discover by thinking;
to cogitate ;

to think upon. Sir T. Elyot.

EX-CO^'I-TATE, v. n. To think
;
to cogitate. Bacon.

jpx-co^-i-TA'TlON, n. Invention
; cogitation. Sir T. Elyot.

tx-coM-]\t.ONE'j v. a. To exclude ; to discommon. Gayton.
EX-CQM-MU'NI-CA-BLE, a. Liable to be excommunicated.

fix-COM-MO'Nl-CATE, v. a. [excommunico, low L.] [i. EX-
COMMUNICATED J pp. EXCOMMUNICATING, EXCOMMUNICAT-

SD.] To eject from the conftnunion of the church by an
ecclesiastical censure

;
to expel from fellowship.

fix-COM-MU'Nl-CATE, a. Excommunicated. Donne.

EX-COM-MU'NI-CATE, n. One who is excommunicated.

ftx-CQM-MO-NJ-CA'TiON, . Act of excommunicating ;
ex-

clusion from the church ; an ecclesiastical interdict.

EX-CQJI-MU'NI-CA-TQR,* n. One who excommunicates.

Pnjnne.
X-COM-MO'NI-CA-TQ-RY,* a. Relating to or causing ex-
communication. Brit. Crit.

fx-coM-MUN'lON,* n. Excommunication. Milton.

x CQN-CES'SO,* [L.] From what has been granted or
conceded. Macdonnel.

EX-CO'RI-A-BLE,* a. That may be excoriated. Browne.

$X-c5'Ri-ATE, v. a. [excorio, L.] [i.
EXCORIATED

; pp. EX-

CORIATING, EXCORIATED.] To flay; to strip off the skin or

bark.

Ex-cd-Rl-A'TlON, n. Act of excoriating; abrasion of the
cuticle ;

loss of skin
;
a sore place where the skin is off.

fEx-coR'Ti-CATE,* v. a. To strip off the bark or rind.

Blount.

EX-COR-TI-CA'TIQN, n. A pulling off the bark. Quincy.
JX-COURT'IER,* (-yer) n. One who has ceased to be a court-

ier. More.

EX'CRE-A-BL,E, a. That may be spit out. Bullokar. [R.]
ftx'cRE-ATE, v. a. [excreo, L.] To eject or spit by hawk-

ing. Cockeram. [R.]
tfix-CRE-A'TlON, n. A retching; a spitting out. Cockeram.

EX'CRE-MENT, n. [ezcrementum, L.] That which is excret-

ed
;
that which is separated from the nourishing part of

food, and thrown off as noxious or useless
; dung.

EX-CRE-IVIENT'AL-, a. Relating to excrement. Burton.

X-CRE-MEN-TI"TIAL,* a. Containing or resembling ex-
crement. Dungl'ison.

fix-CRE-MEN-Ti"Tloys, (eks-kre-men-tish'us) a. Contain-

ing excrement; consisting of matter excreted from the

body.
EX-CRES'CENCE, n. [excresco, L.] That which grows un-

naturally, and without use, out of something else; a pro-
tuberance

;
a preternatural or morbid superfluity.

EX-CRES'CEN-CY, n. Excrescence. Addison.

Jx-CREs'cENT, a. Growing out of something else; partak-
ing of excrescence.

EX-CRETE', v. a. [i.
EXCRETED ; pp. EXCRETING, EXCRET-

ED.] To separate and throw off, as by natural passages ;

to pass by excretion
;
to eject ;

to excern. Paley.

EX-CR'TIQN, n. [excretio, L.] The act of excreting; that
which is excretsd

; ejection of animal substance
;
the

thing excerned.

Ex'CRE-TiVE, [eks'kre-tiv, S. W. P. J. F.; eks-krS'tjv, Ja.
K. SOT.] a. Separating and ejecting excrements.

||Ex'cRE-TO-RY, or EX-CRE'TO-RY, [eks'kre-tur-e, S. W.
P. R. i eks-krS'tur-e, Ja. K. Sm.] a. Separating and eject-

ing excrement or superfluous parts.

UEx'cRE-TO-RY, ?i. A duct that transmits excreted matter.

Ex-CRO'ci-A-BLE. (eks-kru'she-a-bl) a. Liable to torment
Bailey [R.]

Ex-CRtT'ci-ATE, (eks-kru'she-at) v. a. [excrucio, LJ [i.
ET-

CRUCIATED ;pp. EXCRUCIATING, EXCRUCIATED.] To afflict

with extrejne pain ; to torture
; to torment.

Ex-CRtJ-ci-AT'iNG,*(eks-kru-she-at'ing)^. a. Tormenting j

exceedingly painful.

EX-CRU-CJ-A'TION, (eks-kru-she-a'shun) n. Torment.
fEx-cv-BA'TiQN, n. [excubatio, L.] The act of watching all

night. Bailey.

Ex-cC'L'pA-BLE, a. Capable of being exculpated. Todd.

x-CUL,'PATE, v. a. [ex and culpo, L.] [i. EXCULPATED ; pp.
EXCULPATING, EXCULPATED.] To free from blame; to ab-
solve

;
to acquit; to exonerate

;
to clear from the imputa-

tion of a fault.

Ex-cyL-PA'TiON, n. Act of exculpating; excuse.

EX-CUL'PA-TO-RY, a. Clearing from imputed fault.

fEX-CUR', v. n. To pass beyond limits. Harvey.
JEX Cu'Rf-A,* [L.] (Law) Out of court. [Brande.
EX-CUR'RENT,* a. (Bot.) Having the axis in the centre.

EX-CUR'SION, (eks-kiir'shun) n. [excurro, L.] A going be-

yond ;
a journey ;

a ramble
;
a tour ;

a trip ;
a jant ; an

expedition ; digression.

EX-CUR'SION,* v. n. To make an excursion. C. Lamb. [R.]

JJX-ciJR'siVE, a. Rambling ; wandering; deviating.

EX-CUR'SIVE-LY, ad. In an excursive manner.

X-CUR'SIVE-NESS, n. Quality of being excursive.

EX-cifK'su?,*n. [L.]
A literary exercise, task, or perform-

ance
;
an excursion. Q. Rev.

EX-CU'A-BLE, a. That may be excused
; pardonable.

Jgx-cu'A-BL,E-NESs, n. Quality of being excusable.

Ex-cOij'A-BLY,* ad. In an excusable manner. Seeker.

EX-CV-A'TI<?N, n. Excuse; plea; apology. Bacon. [R.]

Ex-cu'A-TQ-Ry, a. Pleading excuse ; apologetical.

$x-cOE', (eks-kuz') v. a. [excuso, L.] [i.
EXCUSED ; pp. EX-

CUSING, EXCUSED.] To extenuate by apology; to disen-

gage from an obligation ;
to remit ;

to throw off imputa-
tion by a feigned apology; to exculpate; to absolve; to

acquit ;
to justify.

EX-CUSE', (eks-kus') n. A reason alleged for doing or not

doing a thing; plea offered in extenuation ; apology; re-

mission
;

cause of being excused; pretext; pretension j

pretence.

EX-CUSE'LESS, a. Being without excuse. Whitlock.

?x-cO'ER,'(eks-kuz'er) n. One who excuses another.

x-cOss',t>. a. [excussus, L.] [|To shake off. Stillingfieet.]

(Law) To seize and detain by law. Ayliffe.

Ex-cDs'siQN, (eks-kush'un) n. [excussio, L.] (Law) Seizure

by law. Ayliffe.

EX'E-CRA-BLE, a. That is to be execrated; abominable j

hateful
;
detestable

;
accursed.

Ex'E-CRA-BL,E-NESS,*7t. State of being execrable. Scott.

EX'E-CRA-BLY, ad. In an execrable manner.

Ex'E-CRATE, v. a. [execror, L.] [i. EXECRATED ; pp. EXE-

CRATING, EXECRATED.] To curse ; to imprecate ill upon;
to abominate.

EX-E-CRA'TIQN, n. Act of execrating ; detestation; male-
diction

;
curse

; imprecation of evil. [dison.

EX'E-CRA-TQ-RY, n. A formulary of execrations. L. AA-

tEx-ECT', v. a. [execo, L.] To cut out. Harvey. See EXSZCT.

f^x-Ec'TipN, (eks-ek'shun) n. See EXSECTION.

EX'E-CUT-A-BLE,* a. That may be executed. O. Canning.
EX'E-CUTE, v. a. [exequor, L.] [i. EXECUTED; pp. EXECUT-

ING, EXECUTED.] To perform ;
to carry into effect; to put

to death
;
to complete, as a legal instrument, by signing

and sealing; to accomplish; to effect; to complete j
to

fulfil
;_to achieve

;
to consummate ;

to finish.

EX'E-CUTE, v. n. To perform any act or office.

EX'E-CU-TER, ?t. One who executes. See EXECUTOR.
EX-E-CU'TIQN, n. Act of executing ;

the act of the law by
which possession is given of body or goods : completion ;

performance ; practice ;
death inflicted by forms of law ;

destruction
; slaughter. (Law") A judicial writ.

EX-E-CU'TIQN-ER, n. One who kills; specially, one who
puts to death criminals who are condemned by forms of
law.

Ex-Ec'u-TlvE, a. Having the quality of executing; not

legislative, but active, or putting the laws in execution.
Executive power, that part of the government, or of the

powers of a state, which is employed in putting into ex-

ecution the laws made by the legislative power, or the de-

crees of the judicial power.
Ex-Ec'y-TlVE,* n. The person or the power that adminis-

ters the government; an executive officer. QM. Rev.

3= Th is word is often so used in the United States ;
and

it is, of late years, so used in England.
EX-EC'V-TIVE-LY,* ad. In an executive manner. Barrow.

JJJ^-EC'V-TOR, ?i. (Law) One who is appointed by a testa-

tor to see 'and take care that his will and testament are

executed.

Ex-EC-v-To'Ri-AL,*a. Relating to an executor. Blackstone.

JJ^-EC'v-TOR-SHiP, n. The office of an executor.

x-Ec'y-TQ-RY,a. Having or exercising authority. (

That is to be executed or performed at a future period.
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EX-EC'V-TRESS, n. An executrix. Skak. [Bacon.
$-EC'y-TRix, n. A woman intrusted to execute a will.

EX-E'DRA,* [ex-5'dra, P. Cyc. ; ex'e-dra, Brande.] n. [L.]
pi. EX-E'DRjK. (Arch.} An open recess in a building; an
open or covered place provided with seats. P. Cyc.

Ex-E-GG'sis, n. [itf*,-r/<nj.] The science or art of literary

interpretation ; explanation of the meaning of an author;
interpretation.

EX-E-O^ET'IC,* a. Explanatory; exegetical. Smart.

X-E-<^ET'I-CAL, a. Explanatory ; expository. Smith.

Ex-E-^fiT'i-CAL-LY, ad. By way of explanation. Bp. Bull.

EX-E-GE'TIST,* n. One versed in exegesis. Q?t. Reg. [R.J
EX-EM'PLAR, n. [L.] A pattern ;

an example to be imitated.

X-EM'PL,AR, a. Exemplary. Bp. Taylor.
X'EM-PLA-RJ-LY, ad. In an exemplary manner.

X'EM-PLA-RI-NESS, n. State of being exemplary.
tEx-EM-PL.AR'1-TY, n. A pattern worthy of imitation. W.

Mountagu. Barrow.

||Ex'EM-PLA-Ry, [egz'em-pla-re, S. W. F. Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ;

egz-em'pla-re, P. K.} a. Worthy of imitation
; serving

for a pattern ; serving to warn ; explanatory.

IJX'EM-PLA-RY, n. [exemplaire, Fr.] A copy. Donne.

Jgx-EM'PLl-Fl-A-BLE,* a. That may be exemplified. Cole-

ridge.

EX-EM-PLI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of exemplifying; a tran-

script ;
illustration

;
a copy.

EX-EM'PLI-FI-ER, n. One who exemplifies.

$-EM'PLI-FY, v. a.
[i. EXEMPLIFIED; pp. EXEMPLIFYING,

EXEMPLIFIED.] To illustrate by example; to transcribe;
to copy.

EX-EM1PLI GRA'TI-A,* (-gra'she-a) [L.]
As an example;

as an instance : usually abbreviated ex. gr. or e. g.

Ex-EMPT', (egz-emf) v. a. [exemptus, L.] [i. EXEMPTED ;

pp. EXEMPTING, EXEMPTED.] To free from
;
to privilege;

to grant immunity from
;
to excuse.

EX-EMPT', a. Free by privilege ;
not liable ; not included.

E^-EMPT',* n. A person exempted from the performance
of certain duty or service, as from paying a tax or per-

forming military duty. Crabb.

EX-EMPT'I-BLE, (egz-emt'e-bl) a. That may be exempted ;

loose
; quit ;

free. Cotgrave. [R.]

EX-EMP'TIQN, (egz-em'shun) n. Act ofexempting ; immuni-
ty ; privilege ;

freedom from that to which others are liable.

ffix-EMP-TF'Tiovs, (egz-em-tish'us) a. Separable. More.

JEX-EN'TER-ATE> v. a. [exentero, L.] To take out the bow-
els. Burton.

fEx-EN-TER-A'TiQN, n. Act of taking out the bowels.
Browne.

_
EX-E-QVA' TI?R,* n. [L.] (Law) A declaration, in writing,
given by the executive authority of a government to a

foreign consul, authorizing him to perform the duties of
his office. Bouvier.

EX-E'QUI-AL, a. Funeral; relating to funerals. Pope.
nx'E-QtriE, (eks'e-kwiz) n. pi. [exequia, L.] Funeral rites

;

the ceremonies of burial ;
the procession of burial. Shak.

fEx'E-quy, n. Funeral rite. Dr. King-. See EXEO.UIES.

fEx-ER'CENT, a. [exercens, L.] Practising ; following any
callingL Ayliffe.

X'ER-CI-A-BLE, o. That may be exercised. Blackstone.

Ex'ER-cIE, n. [exercitium, L.] Labor; work; use; prac-

tice, such as belongs to one's occupation ;
labor or bodily

exertion for health or amusement
; preparatory practice in

order to skilful performance ; performance; task; act of
divine worship.
X'ER-CIE, v. a. [exerceo, L.] [i. EXERCISED; pp. EXER-

'

CISING, EXERCISED.] To employ ;
to train by use

; to make
skilful by practice ;

to task ; to practise ;
to exert

;
to car-

ry on
; to perform ; to put in use.

X'ER-CIE, v. n. To use exercise
;
to labor, as for health.

X'ER-C!-I?R, n. One who exercises.

EX-ER-CI-TA'TIQN, n. Exercise; practice. Felton. [R.]
$^-ER'ci-TQR,* n. (Law) One who fits and equips a vessel.

Bouvier.

EX-ERGUE', (egz-erg') n. [Fr.] (Numismatics) The basis or
lower limb of a coin or medal, when separated by a line

from the rest of the face, which usually contains words
giving the date, place, &c., of the coin, or other subsid-

iary matter.

Ex-ERT', v. a. [exero, L.] [i. EXERTED ; pp. EXERTING, EX-

ERTED.] To use with effort
;
to put forth

;
to perform ;

to

enforce ;
to exercise

;
to employ.

EX-ER'TIQN, (egz-er'shun) n. Act of exerting; effort.

$$-ER'TlVE,*a. Making exertion
; usingeffort. Reeder. [R.]

$X-E'IQN, (egz-e'zhun) n. [exesus, L.] Act of eating
through. Browne. [R.]

fEx-EST'v-ATE,* v. n. lextestuo, L.j To boil. Toddy.
tx-ES-TV:A'TlQN, n. [exastuo, L.] Ebullition. Boyle.
Ex-FO'Ll-ATE, v. n. [ex and folium, L.] [i. EXFOLIATED

;

'

pp. EXFOLIATING, EXFOI tATED.] To shell off
J
tO COme Off

as in scales ;
to scale oil.

Ex-F6'Li-ATE,*r. a. To scale
;
to free from scales or splin-

ters. Scott.

Ex-FO-L-l-A'Tlcm, n. Act or state of exfoliating ; the sepa-
ration of a piece of dead bone from the living.

Ex-Fo'Ll-A-TlVE, a. Procuring exfoliation.

EX-HAL'A-BLE, (egz-hal'a-bl) a. That may be exhaled.

Jgx-HA'LANT,*a. Sending forth vapors ; exhaling. Maunder
X-HA-LA'TIQN, n [exhalatio, L.] Act of exhaling ; that
which is exhaled

; evaporation ;
emission

;
that which

rises in vapors ; vapor ; fume.

Ex-HALE', v. a. [exhalo, L.] [i. EXHALED
; pp. EXHALING,

EXHALED.] To send or draw out in vapors or fume
;
to

evaporate ; to emit.

EX-HALE',* v. n. To fly off or vanish as vapor. Dryden.
EX-HALE'MENT, n. Exhalation

; vapor. Browne. [R.]
EXHAUST', (egz-h&wst') v. a.

[i. EXHAUSTED ; pp. EXHAUST-
ING, EXHAUSTED.] To drain ; to draw out totally ;

to ex-

pend by exertion
;
to empty ; to spend.

tEx-HAUST', a. Deprived of strength ;
exhausted. Burton.

EX-HAUST'ED,* p. a. Drained; made empty. Exhausted

receiver, a vessel from which the air is to be extracted by
the action of the air-pump. Crabb.

Ex-HAusT'ER, n. He or that which exhausts. Ellis.

5^-nAusT'i-BLE, a. Capable of being exhausted. Johnson.

$X-HAUST'ING,* j>. a. Draining off; diminishing; weak-
ening.

Ex-HAusT'ipN, (egz-hawst'yun) n. Act of exhausting; state

of being exhausted.

Ex-HAusT'lVE,* a. Tending to exhaust. H. JV. Coleridge.

EX-HAUST'LESS, a. Not to be emptied ;
inexhaustible.

fEx-HAusT'MENT, n. Exhaustion. Bp. Williams, [ail. [R.]

JIX-HAUST'VRE,* (egz-halwst'yur) n. Exhaustion. Wrax-

EX'HE-DRA,* or EX'-HE'DRA,* n. See EXEDRA. Brande.

EX-HER'E-DATE, v. a. [exlueredo. L.] To disinherit. Hu-
loet. [R.'] _ [R.]

EX-HR-E-DA'TIQN, n. (Law) A disinheriting. Chambers.

5^-HlB'lT, v. a. [exhibeo, L.] [i. EXHIBITED; pp. EXHIBIT-

ING, EXHIBITED.] To offer to view
;
to manifest

;
to show j

to display ; to administer.

Ex-HlB'jT, n. (Law) A legal document or statement in writ-

ing ; any paper formally exhibited in a court. Cowel.

EX-HIB'T-TXNT,* n. (Law) One who makes an exhibit.

Jodrell.

Ex-HtB'jT-ER, n. One who exhibits.

EX-HI-B1"TIQN, (eks-he-bish'un) n. Act of exhibiting;
display ;

a public show or performance at a literary sem-

inary ;
a show or display of works of art

;
a private bene-

faction instituted for the maintenance of a scholar in a

college or university ;
an allowance ;

a pension ; a salary.

EX-HJ-BI"TIQN-ER, (eks-he-blsh'un-er) n. One who is

maintained, at an English 'university, by an exhibition or

benefaction.

Ex-HlB'l-TtVE, a. Representative; displaying. .Vorris.

^x-HiB'i-TtVE-Ly, ad. Representatively. Waterland.

$X-H!B'IT-OR, n. (Law) One who makes an exhibit. See
EXHIBITER.

Ex-Hl'B'i-TQ-RY, a. Setting forth ; showing. Warton.

Ex-Hll/A-RXNT,* n. Any thing which exhilarates. P. Mag.
x-HlL'A-RXNT,* a. Tending to exhilarate. PUkington.

pp.
to

cheer : to enliven ; to animate
j*
to inspire ; to gladden.

Ex-HtL'A-RATE, v. n. To become glad. Bacon.

$^-HlL'A-RAT-lNG,* p. a. Making glad or cheerful; cheer-

ing.

Ex-HlL-A-RA'TlpN, n. Act of exhilarating ;
state of being

exhilarated ; animation ; gayety ; hilarity.

Ex-HORT', (egz-hort') v. a. [exhortor, L.] [i. EXHORTED;
pp. EXHORTING, EXHORTED.] To incite by words of ad-

vice or well-meant counsel ;
to persuade ; to encourage

to do well
;
to incite.

fEx-HORT', (egz-hort') n. Exhortation. Pope.

EX-HQR-TA'TIQN, n. The act of exhorting ;
incitement to

good ; encouragement ;
a persuasive discourse.

fx-HOR'TA-TlVE,
a. Containing exhortation. Barrow.

X'HQR-TA-TQR,* TO. [L.] An exhorter ; an encourager.
P. Cyc.

Ex-HOR'TA-T<?-Ry, a. Tending to exhort
; hortatory.

,
n. One who exhorts.

,*B. a. To exhume ;
to unbury. Dr. Hitchcock.

EX-HV-MA'TIQN, n. [ex and humus, L.] The act of un-

burying, or of digging up a body interred ;
disinterment.

Seward.

EX-HUME',* v. a. [i.
EXHUMED ; pp. EXHUMING, EXHUMED.]

To dig out of the earth ; to unbury. Qw. Rev.

Ex-Ic'cATE, v. a. [exsicco, L.] To dry. Holland. See EX-
SICCATE.

EX-IC-CA'TIQN, n. Arefaction. See EXSICCATION.

x-ic'CA-TlVE, a. See EXSICCATIVE.

X'I-GENCE, I
n. Urgent demand; want; need; press-

ing necessity ;
sudden occasion ;

emer-

lX-HIL'A-RATE, v. a. [exhilaro, L.I [i. EXHILARATED ; ]

EXHILARATING, EXHILARATED.] To make cheerful ;

EX-I-GE'N'DA-RY,* n. (Law) An officer who makes out ex-

igents and proclamations. Crabb.

'I-GENT, n. [exigent, L.I [fPressingEX' business. Hooker

End. S/wA.1 (Law) A writ preparatory to an outlawry
when the defendant is not to be found.

EX'J-GENT, a. Pressing ; requiring instant aid. Burke.

i, , I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , I, 6, t), Y, short; A, E, j, <?, y, ,
obscure. FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;



EXO
(Law) One who makes out exigents ;

exigendary. Mason.

EX'I-?!-BLE,* a. That may be exacted. Bolingbroke.
Ex-i-eu'i-TY, n. [exia-uitas, L.] Slenderness. Boyle. [R.]

Ex-iG'v-OfrSj Small; diminutive; little. Harvey.
EX-IG'V-OUS-NESS,* n. State of being exiguous. Scott.

Ex'lLE, n. [exilium, L.] State of being banished ; banish-
ment ; proscription ; expulsion ;

a person banished.

IJEx-lLE', or Ex'iLE, [cg-zil', S. W. F.Ja.; 6ks'Il, J. Sm.
R. Wb.] v. a.

[i.
EXILED

; pp. EXILING, EXILED.] To
banish ; to drive from a country.

fEx-iLE', (eg-zil') a. [exilis, L.] Small
j slender; not full.

Bacon.

||Ex-iLED',* (eg-zild' or eks'Ild) p. a. Banished ; driven
from one's country.

EX-ILE'MENT, n. Banishment. Wotton. [R.]
fx-J-LT"TlQN, (eks-e-llsh'un) n. [exilitio, L.] Act of

springing or rushing out suddenly. Browne. [R.]

Ex-fL'i-Ty, n. Slenderness
;
smallness. Bacon.

fEx-i'M'l-ous, a. [eximius, L.] Eminent
;
excellent. Barrow.

fjpx-lN'A-NlTE, v. a. To make empty ;
to spoil ;

to weaken.
Pearson.

EX-I:N-A-NI"TION, (eg-zin-a-nish'un) n. Act of emptying ;

exhaustion
; privation. Bp. Hall. [R.]

Ex-IST', (eg-zist') v. n. [existo, L.J [i. EXISTED ; pp. EX-

ISTING, EXISTED.] To have existence or being; to be.

Ex-IST'ENCE, n. State of being or existing; duration;
life.

'

Ex-lsx'EN-cy, n. Existence. Tatler. [R.]

,
a. Having existence or being; existing.

tfix-is-TEN'TiAL, a. Having existence. Bp. Barlow.

EX-JS-TEN'TIAL-LY,* ad. In an existing state. Cole-

ridge. [R.J
Ex-Ys-Tl-MA'TION, n. [existimatio, L.] Opinion; esteem.

Spectator. [R.]
EX'IT, n. [L.] Act of going out; decease; departure;

egress; passage out. Exit and Exeunt, Latin words
used in play-books to denote the time when a person
or persons leave the stage.

fEx-I"TlAL, (egz-ish'al) a. [exitialis, L.] Deadly ;
mortal.

Harocy*
jEx-i"TlOVS, (egz-ish'yus) a. Deadly; exitial. Homilies.

X'I-T&S,* n. fL.] (Law) Issue; offspring ; yearly rent or

profits of land. Tomlins.

EXME'RO MO'TU,* [L.] From a mere motion; from
one's own free-will, without suggestion or constraint.

Hamilton.
EX NE-CES-SI-TA'TE RE'I,* [L.] From the necessity of
the thing, or of the case. Hamilton.

Ex'dDE, n. [e^66tov.] An interlude, or farce, at the end of
a play. Roscommon.

EX-O'DI-UM,* n. In Greek tragedy, the end or denoue-
'

ment of the play. Brande.

Ex'p-DDs, n. [I'foJoj.] Departure : the second book of

Moses, which describes the departure from Egypt.
fftx'p-Dy, n. Departure ; exodus. Hale.

x QF-Fl"ci-d,* (eks-9f-fish'e-6) [L.] By reason or virtue

of office ; denoting the power which a person possesses
of doing certain things, by virtue of his office. Hamilton.

EX'p-^EN,* n. [i% and ^eivonat.] (Bot.) A plant or tree

which increases in diameter by the addition of new
wood to the outside of the old wood, or by successive
external additions ; opposed to endogen. P. Cyc.

Ex-S^'E-NOOs,* a. (Bot.) Belonging to exogens; increasing
by successive external additions, as trees. Buckland.

fx-p-LETE', a. [exoletus, L.] Obsolete
;
out of use. Bai-

ley.

fEx-p-Lu'TlpN, n. Laxation of the nerves. Browne.

JEX-6LVE', (egz-olv') v. a. [exolvo, L.] To loose
;
to pay.

Bailey.

Ex-p-MSL-p-^E'sis,* n. [i^ofia\6yrimgf ]
A common con-

fession. Bp. Taylor.

Ex-OM'PHA-L6s, n. (Med.) Hernia or rupture at or near
the navel._

EX-ON'ER-ATE, v. a. [exonero, L.] [i. EXONERATED
; pp.

EXONERATING, EXONERATED.] To unload
;
to disburden

;

to discharge ;
to exculpate ;

to relieve; to clear; to jus-

tify ;
to absolve

;
to acquit.

EX-ON-ER-A'TIPN, n. Act of exonerating ; discharge.

$-6N'ER-A-TlVE, a. Freeing from a charge or burden.

5^-ON'ER-A-TpR,* n. One who exonerates. Dane.

EX-QPH-THAL'MT-A,* n. [L.] (Med.) The protrusion of
the eyeball from the orbit. Brande.

Ex-p-PHYL'Loys,* a. (Bot.) Naked, as the leaves of exo-

gens. Brande.

tEx-OP'TA-BLE, a. [exoptabilis, L.] Desirable. Bailey.

fx-6p'TiLE,*
n. (Bot.) A dicotyledonous plant. Brande.

X'P-RA-BLE, a. [exorabilis, L.] That may be moved by
entreaty. Harrington.

ffix'p-RATE, o. a. [exoro, L.] To obtain by request. Cock-

eram.

Ex-p' R'BI-TANCE, ) n. State of being exorbitant ; enor-

5i-OR'Bi-TAN-cy, \ mity ; gross deviation from rule
or right ; depravity.

iJ EXP
EX-OR'BI-TANT, a. [ex and orbito, L.] Exceeding due
bounds; unreasonable; beyond rule; enormous; exces-
sive.

EX-OR'BI-TANT-LY, ad. In an exorbitant manner.
fEx-OR'Bl-TATE, v. a. [ex and orbito, L.] To deviate

;
to

go beyond rule. Spenser.

||x'QR-ci?E, [eks'or-slz, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

eks-or'slz, JT.J v. a. [op*iw.J To abjure by some holy
name ; to drive away [evil spirits] by certain forms of
abjuration ;

to purify from evil influence.

||Ex'QR-cI-ER, n. One who exorcises
; exorcist.

||Ex'pR-cIM, n. Act of exorcising; expulsion of evil

spirits; a form of abjuration for expelling evil spirits.

||Ex'OR-cIsT, [eksV-sist, S. W. P. J. F.Ja. Sm,; eks-or'-

sjst, E. K.] n. One who exorcises, or casts eiit evil

spirits ;
an enchanter

;
a conjurer.

EX-OR'DJ-AL, (egz-or'de-al) a. Introductory ; initial. Browne.
EX-OR'DI-DM, n. [L.] pi. L. EX-OR'DI-A; Eng. EX-OR'-
DI-UM. (Rhet.) The commencement or opening part of a
speech or oration

;
an introduction ; a formal preface.

jEx-QR-NA'TiQN, n. [exornatio, L.] Ornament; decora-
tion. Hooker.

EX-OR'TJVE,* a. Rising; relating to the east. Scott. [R.]
EX-QS-MOSE',* n. [e% and GJCT^OJ.] The passage of gases,
vapors, or liquids through membranes or pores from
within outwards ; exosmosis. Brande.

fix-QS-MO'sis,* n. Same as exosmose. Scudamore.

fEx-os'sATE,* v. a. To deprive of bones
;
to bone. Bailey.

t^x-os'SA-TED, a. [exossatus, L.] Deprived of bones.

Bailey.

Ex-6s'sE-oOs, (egz-osh'she-us) a. Wanting bones
; bone-

less.

EX-QS-TOME',* ?i. [E% and orfyo.] (Bot.) A passage
through the outer integument of an ovule. Brande.

EX-QS-TO'SIS, [eks-<?s-t5'sjs, W. Ja. Sm. ; eks-os'to-sis,
S. K.] 71. [ef and oariov.] (Jlnat.) An unnatural pro-
tuberance or tumor of a bone. (Bot.) A tumor or knot
in trees, formed by disease.

X-P-TER'IC, J a. [fyTtpiKos.] Public; exterior, as

Ex-p-TER'l-CAL, ) distinguished from esoteric. See ESO-
TERIC.

x-p-TER'j-cIM,* n. Exoteric doctrine or principles. CA. Ob.

EX-<?-TR'ICS,* n.pl. The lectures of Aristotle on rhetoric,
to which all were admitted

;
hi published writings. Msfi

Ex'p-TER-y, n. What is public or common. Search.

X-OT'IC, a. Foreign; not produced at home.
^-OT'IC, 7i. (Bot.) A plant of foreign origin.

^-OT'|-CAL, a. [e^wn/ctfj.] Foreign ; not domestic ; exotic.

X-OT'J-CAL-NESS,* n. State of being exotic. Scott.

^-OT'i-cIM,* 7i. A foreign word or idiom. Dr. Watts.

X-PXND', v. a. [expando, L.] [i. EXPANDED; pp. EXPAND-
ING, EXPANDED.] To spreao out

;
to lay open, as a net or

sheet
;
to dilate.

x-pXND'ED,*p. a. Spread out ; extended
;
laid open.

x-pXNSE', n. [expansum, L.] Wide, smooth extension j

extent
; expansion.

x-pXN-si-BlL'i-TY, 7?. Capacity of expansion.
X-PXN'SI-BLEJ a. That may be expanded.
X-PXN'SJLE,* a. Belonging to expansion; expansive. Scott.

X-PXN'SIQN, (eks-pan'shun) n. Act of expanding ; slate
of being expanded ;

extent
; space.

EX-PXN'SIVE, a. Having power to expand.
EX PAR' TE, [L.] (Law) Of the one part; proceeding
from only one part or side of a matter in question.
Ex parte evidence, evidence delivered on only one side.

Ex parte council, a council of only one side or party.

Ex-PA'TI-ATE, (eks-pa'she-at) v. n. [expatior, L.] [i. EX-
PATIATED

; pp. EXPATIATING, EXPATIATED.] To range at

large ; to enlarge upon in language ;
to take a wide cir-

cuit^ or view.

X-PA'TI-ATE, v. a. To diffuse. Dryden. [R.]
X-PA-TI-A'TIQN, (eks-pa-she-a'shun) n. Act of expati-
ating. Bacon.

EX-PA'TI-A-T<?R, (eks-pa'she-a-tur) n. One who expa-
tiates.

Ex-PA'Ti-A-TQ-Ry,* (eks-pa'she-a-t9-re) o. Enlarging; dif-

fusive. Bissett.

(Ex-PA'TRl-ATE, [eks-pa'tre-at, E. Ja. K. Sm. R. Maun-
der: eks-pat're-at, Wb.} n. [ex and patria, L.l [i.

EXPA-
TRIATED; pp. EXPATRIATING, EXPATRIATED.] To banish

from_one's native country ;
to remove from one's country.

|Ex-PA-TRl-A'Ti<?N, n. Act of expatriating ;
banishment ;

emigration.
PX-PECT', v. a. [expccto, L.] [?. EXPECTED

; pp. EXPECT-
ING, EXPECTED. 1 To look for ; to wait for; to attend the

coming of. Q^pThis word is often improperly used in the
U. S., especially by the illiterate, in the sense of to sup-

pose, to think ; and it is used in the same manner in some
parts of England. Wilbraham, Grose, Sfc.

hEx-PECT', v. n. To wait
;
to stay. Sandys.

. X-PECT'A-BLE, a. That may be expected. Browne.

EX-PECT'ANCE, n. Expectation ; something expected.

PX-PECT'AN-CY, n. Expectation; expectance. Shak.

(Law) Estates in expectancy are of two sorts, one creatediigiii, ut;}Jiaviijr. {JLJU.UJ j JJBU&MBB lu vj.jttxsbu.iusy die ui uvw OVA*K, v**
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by the act of the parties, called a remainder ; the other by
act of law, called a reversion.

EX-PECT'ANT, a. [Fr.] Depending on something; waiting
in expectation. Swift. (Med.) That waits for the efforts

of nature. See EXPECTATION.
EX-PECT'ANT, n. One who is looking for some benefit.

EX-PEC-TA'TIQN, n. Act of expecting; the thing ex-

pected ; hope ; anticipation ; trust
; prospect of good to

come. (Med.) A method which consists in observing
the progress of diseases, and leaving them almost wholly
to the efforts of nature, without prescribing active medi-
cines. Expectation of life, the mean average duration of
the life of individuals of any given age.

tEx-PEc'TA-TlVE, a. Expecting. Cotgrave.
fEx-PEc'TA-TlVE, n. The object expected. Sir H. Wot-

ton.

EX-PECT'ED,*P. a. Waited for ; looked for; hoped.
EX-PECT'ER, n. One who expects.
$X-PECT'{NG-LY,* ad. With expectation. Dryden.
$X-PEC'TQ-RXNT, n. A medicine to promote expectora-

tion.

EX-PEC'TQ-RXNT,* a. Promoting expectoration. Smart.

Jpx-PEC'TQ^RATE, v. a. [ex and pectus, L.] [i.
EXPECTO-

RATED
; pp. EXPECTORATING, EXPECTORATED.] To 6J6Ct

from the breast, chest, or lungs ;
to cough up.

EX-PEC-TQ-RA'TIQN, n. Act of expectorating ;
act of

throwing up from the chest
;
matter expectorated ;

dis-

charge made by coughing.
EX-PEC'TQ-RA-TlVE, a. Promoting expectoration. Har-

vey.

Ex-pEC'TQ-RA-TlvE,* n. (Med.) A medicine to promote
expectoration. Harvey.

fEx-PEDE',* v. a. To expedite. Scott.

t?x-PE'Dl-ATE, v. a. [expedier, Fr.] To expedite. Sir E.
~

X-PE'DJ-ENCE, ) n. Quality of being expedient ;
fitness :

HEX-PE'DI-EN-CY, | propriety ;
suitableness to a good

end. [{Expedition. Shak.]

||Ex-PE'Dl-ENT, [eks-pe'dj-ent, P. .7. Ja. Wb. ; eks-pe'dyent,
S. E. F. K. ; eks-pe'de-ent or eks-pe'je-ent, W.] a. [ex-

pedient, Fr.] Proper ;
fit

;
convenient

;
suitable

; necessa-

ry; requisite. [{Expeditious. Shak.]

||Ex-PE'Dj-ENT, n. That which helps forward, as means to

an end ; means to an end contrived in an exigence ;
a

shift.

f[Ex-PE'D|-E^NT-LY, ad. In an expedient manner; fitly.

EX-PED'I-TATE, v. a. [expedito, low L.] (Eng. forest laws)
To cut off the balls of a dog's feet. Chambers.

EX-PED-J-TA'TIC-N, n. Mutilation of dogs' feet. Ash-
mole.

EX'PE-DITE, v. a. [expedio, L.] [i. EXPEDITED; pp. EXPE-

DITING, EXPEDITED.] To facilitate; to hasten
;
to accel-

erate
; to quicken ; to despatch ;

to send from a public
office.

EX'PE-DITE, a. Quick; easy; active; expeditious; light-

armed._.Bacon. [R.]

X'PE-DITE-LY, ad. With quickness or expedition.
Grew.

Ex-PE-Dl"TlQN, (eks-pe-dish'un) n. Haste; speed: a

military, naval, or important enterprise.

EX-PE-DI''TIC-N-A-RY,* a. Relating to an expedition. EC.
Rev.

EX-PE-D!"TIOVS, (eks-pe-dish'us) a. Speedy ; quick ;

soon done
; nimble

;
swift

; acting with celerity.

Ex-pE-Dl"Tiovs-LY, (eks-pe-dlsh'us-Ie) ad. With expe-
dition.

X-PE-D!"TIOVS-NESS,* n. Quickness ; expedition. Scott.

{Ex'PE-Di-TlVE, a. Performing with speed. Bacon.

EX-PED'I-TQ-RY,* a. Making haste; expeditious. Dr.
Franklin. [R.]

Ex-PEL', ?j. a. [expetto, L.] [i. EXPELLED
; pp. EXPELLING,

EXPELLED.] To drive out ; to force away; to cast out; to
exile ; to eject ; to banish

;
to exclude.

EX-PLLED',* (eks-peld') p. a. Driven away; rejected;
banished.

EX-PEL'LENT,* n. (Med.) A medicine for expelling mor-
bid humors from the body. Crabb.

EX-PL'LER, n. He or that which expels.
EX-PENCE', n. See EXPENSE.

EX-PEND', v. a. [expendo, L.] [i. EXPENDED; pp. EX-

PENDING, EXPENDED.] To lay out
; to dissipate ; to waste

;

to spend.
EX-PEN'DI-TOR,* n. (Law) A disburser of money. Crabb.

EX-PEN'DI-TURE, n. That which is spent; disburse-
ment

;
sum expended ;

cost.

EX-PENSE', n. [expensum, low L.] That which is spent;
expenditure ; price ;

cost
; charge ; money expended.

tEx-PENSE'Ff)L, " Costly ; expensive. Beaum. fy Fl.

{Ex-PENSE 'FOL-LY, ad. Tn a costly way. Weever.

EX-PENSE 'LESS, a. Without expense. Milton.

EX-PEN'SJVE, a. Given to expense; extravagant; lavish;
costly ; requiring expense ;

dear
;
valuable.

EX-PEN'SIVE-LY, ad. In an expensive manner.

EX-PEN'SIVE-NESS, n. Addiction to expense ; costliness.

EX-PE'RI-ENCE, n. [experientia, L.] Practice; frequent
trial; proof; test; knowledge or wisdom gained by re-

peated trial or practice, with observation and reflection.

EX-PE'RI-ENCE, v. a. [L EXPERIENCED; pp. EXPERI-
ENCING, EXPERIENCED.] To try ;

to know by practice ;
to

prove by trial.

EX-PE'RI-ENCED, (eks-pe're-enst) p. a. Having had experi-
ence

;
made skilful by experience ;

wise by long prac-
tice.

EX-PE'RT-EN-CER, n. One who makes trials.

{Ex-PE'Ri-ENT, a. Having experience. Beaum. 4- FL
EX-PER'I-MENT, n. [experimentum, L.] An act or opera-

tion performed to discover some truth, or the laws or
nature of some substance, or to illustrate the principles
of some science ; a trial

; proof; test.

Ex-PER'l-MENT, v. a. [i. EXPERIMENTED
; pp. EXPERI-

MENTING, EXPERIMENTED.] To try; to search out by
trial. Herbert.

EX-PER'I-MENT, v. n. To make experiment. Ray.
EX-PER-I-MEN'TAL, a. Relating to experiment ;

founded
on experiment ; known by experiment or trial.

fx-PER-l-MEN'TAL-IST,
n. One who makes experiments.

X-PER-I-MEN'TAL-IZE,* v. n. To make experiments.
Q. Rev. [R.]

EX-PER-I-MEN'TAL-LY, ad. By experience ; by trial.

EX-PER-I-MEN'TA-TIVE,* a. Making experiments. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

EX-PER'I-MENT-ER, n. One who makes experiments.
Ex-PER'l-MENT-lST,*n. Experimentalist. Good.

EX-PER-I-MEN'TVM CR&CIS,* [L.] The experiment
of the cross ; a capital or decisive experiment. Hamil-
ton.

EX-P^RT', a.
[expertus, L.] Skilful or ready from experi-

ence or practice ; dexterous
; prompt ; adroit.

{Ex-PERT', v. a To experience. Spenser.

EX-PERT',* n. (Law) One who is expert or experienced
Ed. Rev., Bouvier.

EX-PERT'LY, ad. In an expert or ready manner.

EX-PERT'NESS, n. Skill; readiness; dexterity.

{Ex-PET'i-BLE, a. [expetibilis, L.] That is to be wished
for. Puller.

EX'PI-A-BLE, a. That may be expiated. Bp. Hall.

EX'PI-ATE, v. a. [expio, L.] [i. EXPIATED; pp. EXPIATING,
EXPIATED.] To make expiation for; to atone for; to

appease ;
to blot out ; to make reparation for.

EX-PI-A'TIQN, n.
[expiatio, L.] Act of expiating; means

of expiating ;
satisfaction ; compensation ;

atonement.

EX'PI-A-TQ-RY, [eks'pe-a-tur-e, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Wb. ;

eks'p'e-a'to-re, K. Sm.' Bailey.'] a. Relating to or making
expiation.

{Ex-pl-LA'TiON, n. [expilatio, L.] Robbery; waste upon
land. Cockeram. (Roman law) An injury done to the

property of a minor.

EX-PIR'A-BLE,* a. That may come to an end. Smart.

EX-PI'RANT,* n. One who expires. 7. Taylor. [R.]

Ex-Pl-RX'TJQN, n. Act of expiring; act of giving out air

from the lungs ; evaporation ; vapor ;
matter expired ;

death ; cessation
;
termination ; end of a limited time.

EX'PI-RA-TP-RY,* or Ex-Pl'RA-TO-RY,* a. Giving out air.

Dung-lison.

EX-P!RE', v. a. [expiro, L.] [i. EXPIRED; pp. EXPIRING, EX-

PIRED.] To breathe out
;
to exhale

;
to close.

EX-FIRE', v. n. To die
;
to breathe the last

;
to perish; to

cease
; to_conclude ;

to come to an end.

EX-PI-REE',* n. [expire, Fr.] A term denoting a convict

who has served his period of punishment. QM. Rev.

Ex'PI-RY,* 7i. Expiration. Ld. Palmerston. Sir W. Scott.

[A Scotticism, not in good English use.]

EX-PIS'CATE,* v. a. To fish out
;

to obtain by artful

means. Bailey. Qu. Rev. [R.]

{Ex-Pis-CA'TlQN, 7i. [ex and piscatio, L.] A fishing; pisca-
tion. Chapman.

EX-PLAIN', v. a. [explano, L.] [i. EXPLAINED; pp. EX-

PLAINING, EXPLAINED.] To make plain or clear; to in-

terpret; to elucidate; to expound; to illustrate; to

clear.

EX-PLAIN'A-BLE, a. Capable of being explained.

EX-PLAIN'ER, 7t. One who explains; expositor.

EX-PLAIN^ING,* p. a. Illustrating; giving explanation.

Ex-PLA-NA'TlpN, n. Act of explaining ;
the sense ex-

plained : explication ; description ; definition; meaning;
adjustment of a difference.

EX-PLAN'A-TC-RY, a. Serving to explain. [beck.

fEx-PLE'TiQN, n.' [expletio, L.I Accomplishment. KMirtf-

EX'PLE-TiVE, n. [expletivum, L.] A word not necessary to

the sense, but used merely to fill up the measure of

the verse, or give roundness to the period.

Ex'PLE-TtVE,* a. Used to fill up a space. Barrow.

EX'PLE-T*VE-LY,* ad. In the manner of an expletive.

Hunter. [
Cl'

lt'

X'PLE-TC-RY, a. Filling up; taking up room. Brit.

Ex'pLi'-cA-BLE, a. That may be explained; explainable.

EX'PLJ-CA-BLE-NESS,* 7i. Quality of being explicable.

Scott!
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EX'PLI GATE, v. a. [explico, L.] [i. EXPLICATED

; pp. EX-

PLICATING, EXPLICATED.] To unfold; to explain ;
to

clear.

EX'PLI-CA^TE,* a. Evolved; unfolded; explicated. Watts.

Ex-pLJ-cA'TiON, n. Act of explicating; interpretation;
explanation ;

the sense given.

Ex'PLl-CA-TlVE, [eks'ple-ka-tjv, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

eks-pllk_'fi-tiv, S.J a. Tending to explain.
EX'PL}-CA-TOR, n. An expounder; explainer. Sher-

wood.

6x'PL|-CA-TO-Ry, a. Explicative. Barrow.

Ex-FLl^'lT, (eks-plls'it) a. [explicitus, L.J Plain; clear;
direct; definite ; express ;

not merely implied.

fEX.'PLip-IT, n.
JL.]

A word found at the conclusion of
old DOOKH, signifying the end, or it is finished: as we now
find finis.

gx-PLi^'iT-LY, ad. In an explicit manner; plainly.

EX-PLU?'}T-NESS, n. The state of being explicit. Ash.

PX-PLODE', v. a. [explodo, L.] [i. EXPLODED
; pp. EXPLOD-

ING, EXPLODED.] To drive out with noise and violence
;

to discharge ;
to cry down

; to. discard
;

to expel j to

banisji from use.

PX-PLODE',* v. n. To burst forth with violence and noise.

Ed. Rev.

EX-PLOD'ED,*P. a. Driven away; rejected ; expelled ;
burst.

EX-PLOD'ER, n. One who explodes.

x-PL,6lT', n. [expletum, L.] A deed
;
an heroic act

;
a

feat ; a successful performance ;
an achievement.

fEx-pLOiT', v. a. To perform ;
to achieve. Camden.

}jx-PLOiT'A-BLE, a. That may be achieved. Cotgrave.

j$x-pi.olT.'VRE, n. Achievement
; exploit. Sir T. El-

tEx-PLo'RATE, v. a. To explore. Browne.

EX-PLO-RA'TIQN, n. Act of exploring ; examination.

X'PLO-RA-TOR, n. One who explores: a contrivance
for ascertaining the electricity of the air. Hallywell.

^X-PLOR'A-TQ-RY, [eks-plor'a-tur-e, W. Ja. Sm. R.; eks-

pl5r'a-tur-e, S. J. K.} a. Searching ; examining. Wot-
ton.

Ex-PLORE', v. a. [explore, L.] [i. EXPLORED
; pp. EXPLOR-

ING, EXPLORED.] To try ;
to search into

;
to examine

; to

pry into
;
to ransack.

tEx-PLORE'MENT, n. Search ; exploration. Browne.

EX-PLOR'ER,* 71. One who explores. Warburton.

EX-PLOR'ING,* p. a. Searching out
; examining.

$X-PLO'SION, (eks-plo'shun) n. Act of exploding; a burst-

ing with noise
;
sudden and loud discharge.

EX-PLO'SIVE, a. Causing explosion ; driving out.

EX-PLO'SIVE-LY,* ad. By way of explosion. Dr. Mien.

fEx-PO-LJ-A'TlON, n. A spoiling or wasting. Bp. Hall.

fEx-ppL'jSH, v. a. [expolio, L.] To polish. Heywood.
Ex-PO'NENT, n. [expono, L.] (Algebra) The index of a

power, as the figure in the algebraic expression a2:
also that which indicates the ratio of two numbers, as

being their quotient: thus 6 is the exponent of the ratio

of 30 to 5.

EX-PQ-NEN'TIAL, a. Relating to an exponent, an epithet

applied to certain curves in the doctrine of Auctions.

EX-PORT', v. a. [exporto, L.] [t. EXPORTED ; pp. EXPORT-

ING, EXPORTED.] To carry or send out of a country, as

merchandise.

BX'PORT, n. A commodity carried to a foreign market
;

that which is exported.
EX-PORT'A-BLE, a. That may be exported.

Ex-ppR-TX'TlpN, n. Act of exporting ; a carrying out.

EX-PORT'ED,*P. a. Sent out of a country in commerce.

$X-PO_RT'ER, n. One who exports.

tEx-PO'AL,* n. Act of exposing ; exposure. Franklin.

EX-POE', v. a. [expono, expositum, L.] [i. EXPOSED
; pp.

EXPOSING, EXPOSED.] To lay open ;
to make liable

;
to

make bare
;
to put in danger ; to cast out to chance

;

to censure ;
to disclose the faults of.

jex-pp-4f,*(eks-p9-za')n. [Fr.] An exposition; a formal
recital by an individual, or a government, of the causes
and motives of acts performed. Mackintosh.

EX-POED',* (eks-pozd') p. a. Laid open; put in danger;
liable ; subject ;

obnoxious.

EX-POS'ED-NESS,* n. State of being exposed. Edwards.

$X-PO'ER, n. One who exposes ;
an explainer.

PX-PQ-SI'"TIQN, (eks-p9-zTsh'un) n. State of being ex-

posed ; exposure ;
situation with respect to sun or air

;

explanation ; interpretation.

Ex-PO'}-TlVE, a. Explanatory. Pearson.

PX-PO'}-TOR, n. [L.] An explainer; expounder; inter-

preter.

EX-POS'I-TO-RY, a. Explanatory; illustrative. Johnson.
x POST FAC'TO,* [L., by something- done afterwards.]
(Low) Relating to something done after, or as arising
from, or to affect another thing, that was performed or
committed before. An ex post facto law is a law enacted
with retrospective effect, making a person liable to pun-
ishment for an act done before the law was enacted.
Brande.

5x-POST'V-LATE, v. n. [expostulo, L.] [i. EXPOSTULATED ;

pp. EXPOSTULATING, EXPOSTULATED.] To
reason or to remonstrate earnestly ; to altercate.

fEx-Posx'v-LATE, v. a. To discuss
;
to examine. Ashc-

ttm.

EX-POST-V-LA'TION, n. Act of expostulating; earnest
discourse or remonstrance

; discussion.

EX-POST'V-LA-TQR, n. One who expostulates.
Jpx-posT'v-LA-TO-RY, a. Containing expostulation. Swift.

EX-POS'URE, (eks-po'zhur) n. Act of exposing; the state
of being exposed ; danger; exposition ;

situation.

Ex-PoGND', v. a. [expono, L.] [i. EXPOUNDED
; pp. EX-

POUNDING, EXPOUNDED.] To explain; to interpret; to
unfold ; to lay open.

Ex-PoOND'ER, 7i. One who expounds.
X-PRESS', v. a. [expresses, L.] [i. EXPRESSED

; pp. EX-

PRESSING, EXPRESSED.] To represent by any of the imita-
tive arts

;
to represent ;

to exhibit by language ;
to utter

;

to declare
;
to denote ; to designate ;

to signify ; to testify ;

to intimate
;
to force or press out

;
to squeeze out.

EX-PRESS', a. Exactly resembling ; plain ; given in direct
terms

;
clear

;
not dubious

;
not implied ; definite

;
ex-

plicit ; done or sent for a particular end.

EX-PRESS', 7?. A messenger sent on purpose ;
a message

sent
;
a person or vehicle that carries messages.

EX-PRESSED',* (eks-presf) p. a. Uttered
;
declared

; pressed
out : procured by simple pressure, as expressed oils.

Ex-pRfiss'ER,* n. One who expresses. Cowley.
EX-PRES'SI-BLE, a. That may be expressed.
EX-PRES'SION, (eks-presh'un) n. Act of expressing ; thing
expressed ;

utterance
; representation ;

a phrase ;
a mode

of speech ;
the outward signs that make known internal

feeling ; appearance of the countenance.

EX-PRES'SIQN-LESS,* a. Having no expression. Shelley.

X-PRS'SIVE, a. Serving to express ; representing forci-

bly ; significant ; having the power of utterance.

EX-PRES'SIVE-LY, ad. In an expressive manner.

EX-PRES'SIVE-NESS, n. The quality of being expressive.

X-PRES-sf'rd,* (eks-pres-sS'vg) [espressivo, It.] (Mas.)
With expression. Crabb.

EX-PRESS'LY, ad. In direct terms
; plainly.

fEx-pRESs'NESS, n. The power of expression. Hammond.
t$x-pREs'svRE, (eks-presh'ur) 7t. Expression. Shak.

EX-PRO'BRATE, [eks-prS'brat, S. W. ; eks'prp-brat, P. K.
Sm. Wb.} v. a.

[exprobro, L.] To impute openly with
blame

; to_upbraid. Browne.

EX-PRQ-BRA'TIQN, n. Reproachful accusation. Hooker.

Ex-PRO'BRA-T'fVE, a. Upbraiding. Sir A. Sherley.
EX PRQ-FS'SO,* [L.J (Law} By profession. Crabb.

EX-PROM'I-SQR,* n. (Civil law) One who alone becomes
bound for the debt of another. Bouvier.

Ex-PRp-Mls'siQN,* (eks-pr9-m!sh'un) n. (Civil law") An
act by which a creditor accepts a new debtor, who becomes
bound instead of the old, the latter being released. Bou-
vier.

EX-PRO'PRI-ATE. v. a. To part with; to give up, as prop-
erty. Boyle. [R.]
pRO-pRl-A'TiQN, n. Act of giving up. W. Mountague.

X-PUGN', (eks-pun') v. a. [expugno, L.] [i. EXPUGNED
;

pp. EXPUGNING, EXPUGNED.J To conquer ;
to take by as-

sault. Fox.

EX-PUG'NA-BLE, a. That may be forced or won. Cot-

grave.
Ex-pyG-NA'TIpN, 7i. Conquest by assault. Sandys.

fx-PUGN'ER,
(eks-pun'er) n. One who expugns.

X-PU-l"TION,* n. See EXSPUITION.

EX-PULSE', v. a. [expulsus, L.] To expel. Bacon. [R.]

fEx-PuLS'ER, n. An expeller. Cotgrave.
Ex-PuL'siQN,(eks-pul'shun) n. The act of expelling; state

of being expelled ; ejection.

Ex-pDL'siVE, a. Having power to expel ; driving out.

$X-PIINC'TI<?N, n. Act of expunging ;
erasure. Milton.

Ex-PUNGE', v. a. [expungo,!^.] [i. EXPUNGED; pp. EX-

PUNGING, EXPUNGED.] To blot out, as with a pen ;
to rub

out; to erase
;
to obliterate; to efface; to annihilate.

Ex-pDNG'lNG, 7i. The act of blotting out. Swift.

Ex-PuNG'iNG,*p. a. Blotting out; effacing.

$X-PiJR'GA_TE, [eks-pur'gat, Ja. K. Sm. Todd, Maunder;
eks'pur-gat, Wb.] v. a. [expurgo, L.J [i. EXPURGATED ; pp.

EXPURGATING, EXPURGATED.^ To CXpUngC ;
tO purge

away ; to cleanse.

EX-PVR-GA'TIQN, n. Act of expurgating; a cleansing ;
ex-

punction ; purification. Bp. Hall.

EX-PUR'GA-TOR, or EX'PVR-GA-TQR, [eks-pur'ga-tur, Ja.

K. Sm.; eks-pur-ga'tur, P.] n. One who expurgates.
Ex-piJR-GA-TO'Rl-AT,,* a. Tending to expurgate; cleans-

ing; expurgatory. JV*. Y. Rev. [R.]

tEx-PUR-GA-TO'Ri-oOs, a. Expurgatory. Mdton.

EX-PUR'GA-TO-RY, a. Used for cleansing or purifying.

Expurgatory index, a book issued by the pope, containing
a catalogue of books which are forbidden to be read.

tEx-PURGE', v. a. To purge away ;
to expunge. Milton.

t$x-QUiRE', (eks-kwir') v. a. [exquiro, L.] To inquire
after. Sandys.

EX'QUI-ITE, (eks'kwe-zit) a. [exquisitus, L.] Choice;

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N ; BOLL, BUR, RtTLE. 9, G, c, g, soft ; R, &, , g, hard ; as Z
;
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select

;
nice

5
accurate

; excellent ; consummate ;
com-

plete.

Ex'QUl-!=tfTE,* 7i. One who affects fashion
;
a fashiona-

ble person of either sex
;
a belle or dandy. Qu. Rev,

Ex'QUi-lTE-LY, ad. In an exquisite manner ; completely.
Ex'QUi-?tTE-NESS, 7i. Nicety ; perfection ; acuteness.

fEx-QuIij'i-TiVE, (eks-kwiz'e-tiv) a. Curious.

fjpx-QUls'l-TiVE-LY, ad. Curiously ; minutely. Sidney.
jpx-slN'GUl-Ous,*a. Destitute of blood, or red blood. Ray.
$X-SclND', v. a. [exscindo, L.] [i. EXSCINDED; pp. EX-

SCINDING, EXSCINDED.] To cut off. Johnson.

tEx-scRlBE', v. a. [ezscribo, L.] To write out. B. Jonson.

fx-SCRlPT', n. [ezscriptum, L."] A copy. Bailey.

JfX-SECT',* v. a. To cut out; to cut away. Smart.

Jgx-SEc'TiQN,* n. The act of cutting out. Boyle.
$x-sIc'CANT,* 7i. A drying medicine. Wiseman.

$x-sIc'cANT, a. Drying; having the power to dry up.
Wiseman.

Ex-slc'cATE, [eks-sik'kat, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.;

eks'sjk-kat, Wb.} v. a. [exsicco, L.] [i.
EXSICCATED

; pp.

EXSICCATING, EXSICCATED.] To dry. Browne.

EX-SIC-CA'TION, 7i. The act of drying. Browne.

Ex-sic'CA-TjfvE, a. Having the power of drying. Cotgrave.

EX-SPV-!"TIQN, n. [expuo, L.] A discharge by spitting.

Quincy.
Ex-STlp'v-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Having no stipules. P. Cyc.

Ex-suc'coys,* a. Destitute of juice ; dry. Sir T. Browne.

$X-SUC'TIQN, n. [exugo, L.J
Act of sucking out. Boyle.

EX-SV-DA'TIQN, n. [exudo, L.] Derham. See EXUDATION.
fEx-SVF-FLA'TlQN, 71. [ex and sufflo, L.J

A blast working
underneath. Bacon. A kind of exorcism. Fulke.

tEx-sOF'FLi-cATE, a. See EXSUFFOLATE.
f|!x-suF'FO-LATE, a. [exsuffiare, low L.] Contemptible;

despicable. Shak.

fEx-sOs'ci-TATE, v. a. [exsuscito, L.] To rouse up; to

stir up.
fEx-sOs-CJ-TA'TlON, 7i. A rousing or stirring up. Hallywell.

tEX'TANCE, n. Outward existence. Browne.

EX'TAN-CY, n. State of being extant. Boyle. [>.]
EX'TANT, a. [extans, L.] Standing out to view

;
now in

being; still existing; not lost, applied to a literary pro-
duction.

EX'TA-SY, n. See ECSTASY.

flSl^HjAlJ* [<"*] See ECSTATIC.

flJix-TEM'pQ-RAL, a. Extemporaneous. B. Jonson.

J^X-TEM'PQ-RAL-LY, ad. Extemporaneously. Shak.

fgx-TEM-PQ-RA'NE-AN, a. Extemporaneous. Burton.

jpX-TEM-PQ-RA'NE-o'us, a. Unpremeditated ;
sudden ;

ut-

tered on the occasion without previous study; extem-

porary.
Ex-TEM-PQ-RA'NE-otJS-LY,* ad. Without premeditation.

Ghirney.

Ex-TEM-PQ-RA'NE-ot)s-NESS,* n. Quality of being ex-

temporaneous. Blackwood.

EX-TEM'PQ-RA-RY, a. Uttered or performed without pre-
meditation

;
sudden

; extemporaneous.
EX-TEM'PQ-RE, ad. [ex tempore, L.] Without premedita-

tion
; suddenly. [dison.

Ex-TEM'pp-RE, a. Extemporary ; extemporaneous. Ad-
fEx-TEM'pp-Ri-NESS, n. State of being unpremeditated.
jjjiX-TEM'PQ-RIZE, V. n. [i. EXTEMPORIZED; pp. EXTEM-

PORIZING, EXTEMPORIZED.] To speak without premedita-
tion

;
to discourse without notes or any thing written.

Ex-TEND', v. a. [extendo, L.] [i. EXTENDED ; pp. EXTEND-
ING, EXTENDED.] To spread out; to stretch out; to am-
plify; opposed to contract; to diffuse; to expand; to

widen; to enlarge; to continue; to increase. (Law)
To value lands, or levy on them by a writ of extent.

EX-TEND', v. n. To reach to any distance
;
to spread.

EX-TEND'ED-LY,* ad. In an extended manner. Gilbert.

X-TEND'ER, n. He or that which extends.

Jpx-TEN'oi-BLE, a. Extensible. Arbuthnot.

fEx-TEND'LESs-NESS, 7i. Unlimited extension. Hale.

Jfx-TEN-sl-BiL'l-TY, n. The quality of being extensible.

JX-TEN'SI-BLE, a. Capable of being extended
; extensile.

EX-TEN'SJ-BLE-NESS, n. Capacity of being extended.

X-TEN'SILE,* a. That may be extended; extensible.

Armstrong.
EX-TEN'SIQN, n. [extensio, L.] Act of extending; the state
of being extended

; space.

tEx-TEN'siQN-AL, a. Having great extent. More.

jpx-TEN'siQN-IST,* n. An advocate for extension. EC. Rev.

Jgx-TEN's}VE, a. Having great extent
; comprehensive ;

wide ; large.

EX-TEN'SIVE-LY, ad. In an extensive manner
; widely.

x-TEN'siVE-NESS,7t. Largeness ; diffusiveness ; wideness.
X-TEN'SOR, n. [L.] (Anal.) The muscle that extends a
limb.

tEx-TENT', p. from Extend. Extended. Spenser.

EX-TENT', n. [extentus, L.] Space or degree to which any
thing is extended; bulk; size; compass. (Law} A
writ of execution for the valuing of lands or tenements

;

seizure.

EX-TEN'V-ATE, v. a. [extenuo, L.] [i. EXTENUATED ; pp
EXTENUATING, EXTENUATED.] To make thin; to lessen

;

to diminish
; to palliate.

fEx-TEN'v-ATE, a. Small ; thin. Scott.

EX-TEN'V-AT-ING,*P. a. Palliating; diminishing.
EX-TEN-V-A'TIQN, n. Act of extenuating ;

state of being
extenuated ; palliation ; mitigation ;

alleviation.

EX-TEN'V-A-TOR,* n. One who extenuates. V. Knox.

EX-TEN'V-A-T<?-RY,* a. Palliative; extenuating. J. W.
Croker.

x-TE'Rl-QR, a. [L.] Outward
; external

;
not interior.

x-TE'RJ-pR, n. Outward surface or part. Shak.

fEx-TE-Rl-OR'l-TY, n. Outwardness; the superficies.

Cotffrave.

which

NATED
J

to abol-
ish

;
to destroy ;

to eradicate ; to extirpate ; to put an
end to.

EX-TER-MI-NA'TION, n. Destruction
;
excision.

$X-TER'M{-NA-TOR, 7^ He or that which exterminates.

EX-TER'MI-NA-TQ-RY, a. Consigning to destruction. Burke.

tEx-TER'MjNE, v. a. To exterminate. Shak.

fx-TERN',
a. External ; outward ;

visible. Shak. [R.]
X-TERN',* n. A student or pupil who does not live or
board within a college or seminary ;

a day-scholar. Cath.
Almanac. Outward part; exterior form. Smart.

Ex-TER'NAL, a. [cxtemus, L.] Outward; exterior; not

proceeding from within
; opposite to internal; having the

outward appearance.
EX-TER-NXL'I-TY, External perception. A. Smith.

EX-TER'NAL-I^YJ ad. In an external manner; outwardly.
X-TER'NAL,* n. pi. Things on the outside; the outside.
Burke.

EX-TER'SIQN,* n. Act of rubbing or wiping out. Smart.

tEx-Tlr.', v. n. To drop or distil from.

|EX-T|i.-LA'Tl<?N, n. A dropping ;
distillation. Derham.

tEx-TTM'v-LATE, v.a. [extimulo,!*.] To stimulate. Browne.

t$x-TlM-V-L'Tl<?N, n. Stimulation. Bacon.

Ex-TlNCT', a. [extinctus, L.] Extinguished ; quenched ;

put out
;
obliterated ; abolished ;

ended
;
dead.

tEx-TlNCT', TJ. a. To make extinct
; to put out. Shak.

jpx-TfNc'TlQN, (ek-stingk'shun) n. Act of extinguishing ,

state of being extinguished ;
destruction

; suppression.

Ex-TlN'GUjSH, (ek-sting'gwjsh) v. a. [extinguo, L.] [i.
EX-

TINGUISHED; pp. EXTINGUISHING, EXTINGUISHED.] To
put out

;
to quench ; to obliterate ; to suppress ; to destroy.

Ex-TlN'GUiSH-A-BLE, a. That may be extinguished.
EX-TIN'GUJSH-ER, (ek-sting'gwjsh-ur) n. He or that w

extinguishes ;
a conical cap to put on a candle.

EX-T!N'GUJSH-MENT, n. Extinction; act of quenching.
Hooker.

fEx-Tl'Rp', v. a. To eradicate ;
to extirpate. Spenser.

EX-TIR'PA-ELE, a. That may be eradicated. Evelyn.

IX-TIR'PATE,
'

[ek-ster'pat, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm,,
eks'ter-pat, Wb.] v. a. [extirpo, L.] [i. EXTIRPATED

; pp.

EXTIRPATING, EXTIRPATED.] To destroy wholly ; to root

out; to _eradicate ;
to exterminate. See CONTEMPLATE.

EX-TIR-PA'TION, n. Eradication ; excision ; destruction.

Ex-T'i'R'PA-TOR, or EX'TJR-PA-TOR, [ek-ster'pa-tur, S. W.
Ja. Sm.

'; eks'ter-pa'tur, K. ; ek-ster'pa-tur or eks-ler-pa'-

tur, P.] n. One who extirpates.

tEx-Ti'RP'ER,* n. One who extirpates. Bacon.

{jpX-Tl-SPl''cioys, (ek-ste-spish'us) a. [eztispicium, L.]

Augurial ; relating to the inspection of entrails. Browne.

Ex-TOL.', v. a. [extollo, L.] [i. EXTOLLED
; pp. EXTOLLING,

EXTOLLED.] To praise ;
to magnify ;

to laud
;
to applaud ;

to commend ;
to celebrate.

EX-TOL'LER, n. One who extols
;
a praiser.

fEx-TOL'MENT,* n. The act of extolling. Shak.

EX-TOR'SIVE, a. Tending to extort; oppressive.

^X-TOR'SIVE-LY, ad. In an extorsive manner ; by violence.

|lX-TORT', v. a. [extorqueo.extortus, L.] [i.
EXTORTED

; pp.

EXTORTING, EXTORTED.] To draw from
;
to draw by force

;

to exact; to force away; to wrest; to wring from; to

gain by violence or oppression.

EX-TORT', v. n. To practise extortion. Spenser.

tEx-TORT', p. For extorted. Spenser.

jpx-TORT'ER, n. One who extorts; an extortioner.

EX-TOR'TION, (eks-tBr'shun) n. Act or practice of extort-

ing ; illegal compulsion ; unjust overcharge ; oppressive
exaction.

EX-TOR'TION-A-RY,* a. Practising extortion; rapacious.
'

Maunder.
EX-TOR'TION-ATE,* a. Relating to extortion ; containing

extortion. Qw. Rev.

EX-TOR'TIQN-ER, n. One who practises extortion.

fEx-TOR'Tloys, a. Extortionary. Bp. Hall.

SX'TRA, [L.] A word often used in composition, meaning
over and above, extraordinary, or beyond ; as, extrajudicial,

extramundane, &c.

EX'TRA,* a. Extraordinary ;
extreme. A word contracted

from'extraordinary, and in familiar or colloquial use
; as,

extra charge." Ed. Rev.seizure. " extra charge." Ed. Rev.
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Ex-TRXCT', . a. [extraho, extractum, L.] [i. EXTRACTED;
pp. EXTRACTING, EXTRACTED.] To drawoutof; to draw

by chemical operation ;
to take out

; to take from
;
to se-

lect and abstract from a literary work.

EX'TRACT, n. TJiat which is extracted
;
a passage taken

from a book
;
a quotation ;

an abstract : an essence, tinc-

ture, &c., drawn from a substance by chemical operation.

EX-TRACT'I-BLE,* a. That may be extracted. Month. Rev.

JX-TRAC'TION, ji. Act of extracting; a chemical opera-
tion

;
derivation from an original ; lineage ; descent ;

the
arithmetical or algebraic operation of getting the root of
some number or power.

fx-TRAC'TiVE,
a. Capable of being extracted. Klrwan.

x-TRXc'TJVE,* ?z. (Med.) A peculiar, immediate princi-

ple contained in extracts. Dungliwn.
EX-TRACT'OR, n. [L.] He or that which extracts.

IEX-TRA-IMC'TION-A-RY, a. Not consisting in words, but
realities. Browne.

x-TRA-Di"TiON,* n. (Law) Act of sending a person ac-

cused of a crime to a foreign jurisdiction, where the crime
was committed, in order to be tried there. Bouvier.

EX-TRA'DOS,* n . (jjrch.) The exterior curve of an arch.

Brande.

EX-TRA-DO'TAL,* a. (Louisiana laws) Noting property that

forms no part of the dowry of a woman ;
called also par-

aphernal property. Bowvicr.

EX-TRA-GE'NE-OUS,* a. Foreign; of another kind. Maun-
der.

fix-TRA-jy-Di"ciAL, (eks-tra-ju-dish'al) a. [extra and ju-

dicium, L.] (Law) Being out of the regular course of le-

gal procedure.
fix-TRA-JV-i)i"ciAL-LY, ad. In an extrajudicial manner.

Ex-TRA-Mis'siQN,'(eks-tra-mish'un)n. Outward emission.
Browne.

EX-TRA-MUN'DANE, a. [extra and mundus, L.] Beyond the

verge or limits of the material world.

EX-TRA'NE-OUS, a. [extraneus, L.] That is without, be-

yond, or hot a part of; disconnected
; extrinsic; foreign;

of different substance ; not intrinsic.

EX-TRA'NE-OUS-LY,* ad. In an extraneous manner. Law.

||Ex-TRA6u'Dl-NA-RiE, (eks-tror'de-na-rjz) n. pi. Things
which are extraordinary or uncommon.

HEX-TRAOR'DI-NA-RI-LY, (eks-tror'de-na-re-le) ad. In an

extraordinary manner ; remarkably.
l|Ex-TRAOR'Di-NA-Ri-NESS, n. Remarkableness.

J|4lx-TRAOR'Di-NA-RY, (eks-trbr'de-iia-re) [eks-tr8r'de-n fi-

re, S. W. J. E. F. Jo. K'. Sm. R. Wb. ; eks-tra-or'de-n'a-re

Kenrick, Scott; eks-tror'de-na-re or eks-tra-or'de-na-re, P.]
a. [extraordinarius, L.] Beyond that which is ordinary or

usual
;
not ordinary ;

eminent
;
remarkable ;

more than
common ;

uncommon
;
unusual.

||^X-TRAOR'DI-NA-RY, n. Something that is uncommon.
Spenser. [R.] See EXTHAORDINARIES.

nEx-TRAOR'Dj-NA-Ry, ad. Extraordinarily. Addison. [R.]

EX-TRA-pA-Ro'jeHi-AL, (eks-tra-pa-ro'ke-al) a. [extra and
parochia, L.] Being out of a parish ;

not included within

any parish.

Ex-TRA-pA-RO'jeHl-AL-LY,* ad. Out of a parish. Horsley.

Ex-TRA-pRp-ViN'ciAL,, a.' Not being within the province.

EX-TRA-REG'V-LAR, a. [extra and regula, L.] Not compre-
hended within a rule

; irregular. Bp. Taylor.

x-TRA-TER-Rj-T6'Ri-AL * a. Being out of the territory.
Marshall.

EX-TRA-TER-RI-TO-RI-XL'I-TY,* n. State of being out of
the territory. Marten.

fix-TRA-TROP'J-CAL,* a. Being out of the tropics. Kirby.
fEx-TRAUGHT', (eks-trawf) p. Extracted. Shah.

EX-TRXV'A-GANCE, n. Excess
;
wildness

;
waste

; prodigal
expense ; prodigality ; profusion.

EX-TRAV'A-GAN-CY, n. Same as extravagance. Tillotson.

^X-TRAV'A-GANT, a. [extravagans, L.] Excessive
; unrea-

sonable
; irregular ;

wild ;
wasteful

; prodigal ;
lavish

; pro-
fuse

; vainly expensive.
Ex-TRXv'A-GANT, ?i. He or that which is confined within
no general rule. pi. (Church history) Certain decretal

epistles, not at first arranged with the other papal consti-

tutions, but subsequently inserted in the canon law.

EX-TRAV'A-GANT-LY, ad. In an extravagant manner.

EX-TRXV'A-GANT-NESS, 71. Quality of being extravagant.
EX-TRAV-A-GA.N'ZA.*n. [estravaffanza, It.] (Miis.) A sort

of composition remarkable for its wildness and incohe-
rence. Crabb.

tEx-TRXv'A-GATE,*?. n. To wander out oflimits. Warburton.

fcx-TRAV-A-GA'TlQN, 7i. Excess. Smollett.

$X-TRXv'A-SATE, v. a. [extra and vas, L.] [i. EXTRAVA-
8ATED

; pp. EXTRAVASATING, EXTRA VASATED.] To forCC

out, as of ducts or vessels. Arbuthnot.

flx-TRAV-A-SA'TiON, 7i. Act of forcing, or state of being
forced, out of the proper vessels or ducts.

Ex-TRA-vXs'cu-LAR,* a. Not within the proper vessels.

Lawrence.

fEx-TRXv'E-NATE, [eks-tra-ve'nat, S. K. Sm. ; eks-trav'e-

nat, W.Ja.] a. [extra and vena, L.] Let out of the veins.

QlanvUle.

EX-TRA-VER'SIQN, n. Act of throwing out; the state of
being thrown out. Boyle. [Rj

fEx-TREAT', n. [extraict, old Fr.] Extraction. Spenser.
EX-TREME', a. [extremus, L.] Greatest

;
of the highest de-

gree ; utmost; furthest; last; pressing; severe; rigor-
ous

; _strict.

EX-TREME', n. Utmost point ; highest degree ; end ; termi-
nation

; extremity. pi. Points at the greatest distance
from each other

;
the subject and predicate of a conclu-

sion in a syllogism.

fx-TREME'LY,
ad. In the utmost degree ; very much.

X-TRE'MJST,*TI. A supporter of extreme doctrines or prac-
tice. EC. Rev.

EX-TREM'I-TY, 7i. The utmost point or part ;
the highest or

remotest point ; the utmost violence, rigor, or distress
; an

extreme
; necessity ; emergency ; end

; termination.
EX'TRI-CA-BLE, a. That may be extricated. Cockeram.
EX'TRI-CATE, v. a. [extrico, L.] [i. EXTRICATED ; pp. EXTRI-
CATING, EXTRICATED.] To disembarrass

; to free from per-
plexity ; to disengage ;

to disentangle.
X-TRI-CA'TIQN, . Act of extricating ; rescue; disentan-
glement ; liberation.

Ex-TRlN'sic,
|

a. [extrinsecus, L.] External
; outward

;

X-TRIN'SI-CAL, J
not intimately belonging ;

not intrin-
sic.

Ex-TRlN'si-CAL-LY, ad. From without; externally.
Jx-TRiN's}-CAL-NESS,* 7z. The state of being extrinsical.
Ash. _

Ex-TRo'j-TlVE,* a. Moving or going out. Coleridge. [R.]
EX-TROR'SAL,,* a. (Bot.) Being turned from the axis to
which they appertain. Brande. [Byrom.

JEX-TRUCT', v. a. [cxtruo, extructum, L.] To construct.

tx-TRUC'TlQN, n. A building. Cockeram.

,
a. Forming into a structure. Fulke.

n. A builder; a fabricator; a contriver; a
raiser. Bailey.

Ex-TRtlDE', v. a. [extrudo, L.] [?'.
EXTRUDED

; pp. EX-

TRUDING, EXTRUDED.] To thrust out
;
to drive out or off.

Ex-TRtJ'iQN, (-zhun) n. A driving out
; expulsion. Bailey.

JpX-Tu'BER-ANCE, 71. A knob
;
a protuberance. Moxon.

EX-TU'BER-AN-CY, n. Same as extuberance. Gregory.
EX-TU'BER-ANT, a. [cxtuberans, L.] Swelling out

;
stand-

ing out.

fEx-TU'EER-ATE, v. n. To swell out. Cockeram.

f.$x-TU-BER-A'TipN, 71. [extuberatio, L.] An extuberance.
Farindon.

EX-TV-MES'CENCE, n. A swelling ; arising. Cotgrave.
EX-U'BER-ANCE, (egz-yu'ber-ans) n. Overflowing plenty ;

overgrowth ; superfluous abundance ; luxuriance.

EX-U'BER-AN-CY, n. Exuberance. Stillingjlcet.

x-u'BER-ANT,(egz-yu'ber-ant) a. [exuberans, L.] Over-
abundant

; plenteous ;
to the utmost

; copious ; very fruit-

ful : luxuriant.

EX-U'BER-^NT-L,Y, ad. In an exuberant manner.

$^-0'BER-ATE, v. n. [exubero, L.] To abound. Boyle. [R.]
$X-iJc'coys, a. [exsuccus, L.] See Exsuccous. Browne.

{EX-U'DATE, v. n. & a. [exudo, L.] To exude. Browne.

EX-V-DA'TIQN, n. Act of exuding; discharge by the pores;
sweat; matter exuded.

EX-UDE',r. n. [exudo, L,.] [i. EXUDED ; pp. EXUDING, EXUD-

ED.] To pass or flow out of living bodies through the

pores ; to issue by sweat.

EX-UDE', v. a. To discharge by the pores ;
to throw out.

|]X-UL'CE-RATE, v. a. [exulcero, L.] [i. EXULCERATED; pp.
EXULCERATING, EXULCERATED.] To make SOrC With Hll

ulcer
;
to fret

;
to ulcerate. Bacon.

EX-UL'CER-ATE, v. n. To ulcerate. Bacon.

tEx-Di/CER-ATE, a. Vexed
; ulcerated. Bacon.

?X-UL-CER-A'TIQN, n. Ulceration ; corrosion. Hooker.

^-UJL'CER-A-TIVE,* a. Rendering ulcerous. Holland.

E?-UX'CER-A-TQ-RY, a. Causing ulcers. Huloct. [R.]
E^-ULT', (egz-uit') v. n. [exulto, L.] [i.

EXULTED
; pp. EX-

ULTING, EXULTED.] To rejoice exceedingly ; to rejoice in

triumph ;
to triumph.

EX-ULT'ANCE, 7i. Transport ; joy ; triumph ; exultation. [R.]
X-UL,T'AN-CY, n. Transport ; exultation. Hammond". [R.]

??:-UL,T
/ANT, a. Rejoicing ; triumphing ; exulting. More.

E?-VL-TX'TIQN, n. Act of joy ; triumph ; rapturous de-

light.

J-{JL,T'ING,*

p. a. Triumphing; rejoicing greatly.

-Ot,T'iNG-L.y,* ad. In an exulting manner. More.

X;-DN'DATE, v. n. [exundo, L.l To inundate. Bailey.

EX-UN-DA'TIQN, n. Overflow; inundation. Ray. [R.J

EX-UN'GV-LATE,* v . a. To pare off superfluous parts.
Maunder. [R.]

EX-UN-GU-LA'TIQN,* H . Act of exungulating. Crabb. [R.]

jEx-u'PER-A-BLE, a. [exuperabilis , L.] Conquerable ; su-

perable ; vincible. [crby.

tEx-0'PER-ANCE, n. [exuperantia, L.] Overbalance. Foth-

'^X-O'PER-ANT,* a. Overbalancing; of greater proportion.

Bailey.

tEx-0'pER-ATE, v. a. To excel
;
to surmount. Cockeram.

fJjIx-U-PER-A'TlQN, 7i. The act of excelling. Cockeram.

I^X-UR'^ENCE,* n. Act of rising or appearing. Baxter.
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fEx-iJR'GENT, a. [exurgens, L.] Arising; commencing.
Dr. Favour.

fEx-Ds'CJ-TATE, v. a. [exuscito, L.] To stir up ;
to rouse.

Bailey.

-ftsT', (egz-Sat')*. a. [exustus, L.l To burn. Cockeram.

DsT'jQN, (egz-iist'yun) n. A burning. Bailey.

v'vi-'jE, (egz-yu've-S) n. pi. [L.] Whatever is put off,

or shed and left, by animals or plants ;
the cast skin,

ehells, &.C., of animals. (Geol.) The spoils and remains
of natural objects deposited at some great change in the

earth, as fossil remains of animals.

EY, ^ may either come from ig, an island, or from ea, which
EA, > signifies a water, river

;
or from ieag, a field. Oib-

EE
,
) son.

fEv'AS, (I'as) n. A young hawk just taken from the nest.

fEY'AS, (i'as) a. Unfledged. Spenser.

EY'AS-MUS'KET, n. [mouchet, FT.] A young, unfledged
sparrow-hawk. ShaJc.

EYE, (I) n. ; pi. EYE, (Iz) The organ of vision
; sight ;

power of perception ; aspect ; regard ; notice ; observa-
tion

;
watch

;
view

; any thing formed like an eye ;
a

small perforation; a small catch to receive a hook: a
bud of a plant: a hole or whey-drop in cheese. A
brood ; as,

" an eye of pheasants."
EYE, (I) v. a.

[i.
EYED ; pp. EYING, EYED.] To watch

; to

keep in view
;
to observe.

fEYE, (I) v. n. To appear ; to show ; to look. Shak.

EYE'BALL, (I'bawl) n. The globe or apple of the eye.

EYE'-BEAM, (I'bem) n. A beam or glance from the eye.
Shak.

EYE'BRIGHT, (I'brlt) n. The plant euphrasy ; euphorbia.
EYE'-BRIGHT-EN-ING, (l'brlt-tn-ing) a. Clearing the

sight.

EYE'BROW^ (I'bnm) n. The hairy arch over the eye. Ray.
EYED, (Id) a. Having eyes : used in composition.
EYE'-DROP, (I'drop) n. A tear. Shak.

EYE'-FLAP,* (I'flap) n. A piece of leather that covers the

eye of a coach-horse ;
a blinder. Ash.

EYE'-GLANCE, (I'glans) n. Quick notice of the eye.
Spenser.

EYE '-GLiss, (I'glas) n. Glass to assist the sight ; a glass in
an optical instrument that is next to the eye. Newton.

EYE'-GLOT-TJISG, o. Feasting the eye to satiety Spenser.

EVE'LASH, (flash) n. One of the hairs or the line of hairs
that edges the eyelid.

EYE'LESS, (I'les) a. Wanting eyes ; deprived of sight. Shak.

EYE'LET, (iMet) n. A hole to let light in
;
a perforation.

EYE'LET-HOLE,* (I'let-hol) n. A hole in a garment in

which the eye of a button or lace is put ;
a hole in a sail

for a rope. Ash.

fEYE'Li-AD, (I'le-ad) n. An eye-glance. Shak. See CEILIAD.

EYE'LID, (I'ljd) n. The membrane or skin that closes the

eye.

EYE'-QF-FEND'ING, a. That offends the eye. Shak.

EYE'PIT,* (I'pitj n. A cavity in the orbit of the eye. Gold-
smith.

EYE'-PLEA!J-ING, a. Gratifying the sight. Sir J. Davies.

EY'ER, (I'er) n. One who eyes. Oayton.
EYE''-SALVE, (I'sav) n. Ointment for the eyes. Revelation.

EYE'-SER-VANT, (I'ser-vant) n. A servant that works only
while watched.

EYE'-SER-VICE, (I'ser-vjs) n. Service performed only un-
der inspection. Col. iii.

EYE'SHOT, (I'shot) ?i. Sight; glance; view. I>ryden.
EYE'SIGHT, (I'slt) n. Sight of the eye.
EYE'SORE, (I'sor) n. Something offensive to the sight.

EYE'-SPOT-TED, a. Marked with spots like eyes. Spenser.

EYE'STRlNG, (I'string) TI. The string of the eye ;
the ten-

don by which the eye is moved. Shak.

EYE'-TOOTH, (I'tSth) n. ; pi. EYE'-TEETH. The tooth on
the upper jaw next on each side to the grinders ;

the fang.

EYE'-WA-TER,* (I'wa-ter) n. Water for the eye; a col-

lyrium. Perry.
EYE'wlNK, (I'wingk) n. A wink, as a hint or token. Shak.

EYE'-WfT-NESS, (I'wit-nes) n. An ocular evidence; one
who sees a trans ction or any matter with his own eyes ;

one who gives testimony to facts seen with his own eyes.

fEYNE,* (In) n. The obsolete or poetical plural of eye;
used by Spenser, Shakspeare, &c.

EY'QT, (I'ot) n. A little island in a river. Blackstone.

EYRE, (ir) [ar, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; Ir, Wb.] n.

[iter, L.
; erre, Fr.] (Law) A court of justices itinerant

;
a

justice in eyre is an itinerant judge.
EYR'Y, (ar'e) [a're, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. ; e're, Sm. ; a're or

e're, K.; I're, Wb.] n. The place where birds of prey
build their nests and hatch.

F.

Fthe
sixth letter, and fourth consonant, of the alphabet,

9
is a semi-vowel, and is articulated as v, but with the

breath alone. F and V are styled labiodental aspirates.
As an abbreviation, it stands for fellow ; as,

" F. R. S."

FA, (Mus.) A syllable used by singers ; the fourth note in

music.

FA-BA'CEOVS, (fa-ba'shus) a. [fabaceus, L.] Like a bean
;

partaking of the nature of beans.
[Rev.

FA'BI-AN,* a. Relating to Fabius; cautious; prudent. QM.
FA'BLE, (fa'bl) n. [fabula, L.] A feigned story intended to

enforce some moral precept ;
a fictitious tale ; an apo-

logue ;
a fiction ;

the series or contexture of events which
constitute a poem ;

an idle story ;
a lie.

FA'BLE, v.n. [i. FABLED ; pp. FABLING, FABLED.] To feign;
to write fiction

;
to tell falsehoods.

FA'BLE, v. a. To feign ; to tell falsely. Milton.

FA'BLE D, (fa'bld) a. Celebrated in fables. Tickell.

FA'BLER, n. One who fables ;
a fabulist.

FA'BLING,* n. Act of dealing in fables
; fiction. Story.

IjFXB'RIC, [fab'rjk, S. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; fab'rjk or

fa'brik, W. Ja.} n. [fabrica, L.] A building; an edifice;
a structure ;

a manufacture, particularly of cloth.

IjtFXB'Ric, v. a. To build
;
to form

;
to construct. Milton.

FXB'RI-CATE, v. a. [fabricor, L.] [i. FABRICATED; pp. FAB-

RICATING, FABRICATED.] To build
; to construct ;

to frame
;

to invent ; to feign ; to forge ; to devise falsely.

FAB-RI-CA'TIQN, n. The act of fabricating ; construction
;

forgery ;
falsehood ; invention.

FAB'RI-CA-TQR, n. One who fabricates. Howell.

FAB'RJ-CA-TRESS,* n. A female who fabricates. Lee.

FAB'RJLE, a. \fabrilis, L.] Belonging to work in wood,
stone, or iron. Cotgrave.

FXB'u-LlsT,7i. [fabuliste, Fr.] An author or writer of fables.

FAB'V-LIZE,* v. n. To invent or relate fables. Smart.

,
n. Fulness of feigned stories. Abbot. [R.]

FXB'v-LOOs, a. Partaking of fable
; feigned ; full of fa-

bles
;
fictitious ;

not literally true.

FXB'v-LOtJs-LY, ad. In a fabulous manner.

FXB'y-LoOs-NESS, n. State of being fabulous.

fFA'BUR-DEN, n. [faux bourdon, Fr.] (Mus.~) Simple coun-

terpoint. Bale.

[fa-sad', Ja. Sm.; fa^ad', P. E. K. Wb.} n.

r.] The front of a building.

FACE, n. [fades, L. ; face, Fr.] The visage ; countenance ;

surface of any thing ;
a plane ;

the front or forepart ; ap-

pearance ; presence ; sight ;
confidence ; boldness

;
dis-

tortion of the face. Face to face, (adverbial) when the

parties are both present, with their faces turned to each
other.

FACE, v. a. [i.
FACED

; pp. FACING, FACED.] To meet in

front ; to confront ;
to oppose with confidence ; to oppose

with impudence ;
to stand opposite to

;
to cover with an

additional superficies ;
to turn up with facings.

FACE, v. n. To carry a false appearance ;
to turn the face

in front.

FACE'-CLOTH, n. A cloth to cover the face of a dead person.

FACED, (fast) a. Having a face ; as,
"
p]ump-faced."

FACE'LESS, a. Being without a face. Bailey.

FACE'-PAINT-ER, n. A painter of portraits.

FACE'-PAINT-I'NG, n. The art of painting portraits.

FXq'ET, (fas'et) n. [facette, Fr.] A small surface or face;
the small side of a diamond, &c. Bacon.

fFA-CETE', a. [facetus, L.] Gay ;
cheerful

; witty. Burton.

FXc'ET-ED,*a. Cut so as to have numerous faces or facets.

Francis.

fFA-CETE'LY, ad. Wittily ; merrily. Burton.

JFA-CETE'NESS, n. Wit
; pleasant representation. Hales.

FA-C&TI-JE'* (fa-se'she-C) n. pi. [L.] Witticisms; pleas-

antry. More.

FA-CE'TIOVS, (fa-s5'shus) a. [facttieux, Fr.] Gay; lively;

witty ; jocose ; jocular ; pleasant; humorous; merry.

FA-CE'TIOVS-LY, (fa-sG'shus-le) ad. Gayly ; merrily.

FA-CE'TIOVS-NESS, n. Cheerful wit ; mirth ; gayety.
FXcH,* n. A Turkish medicine used as an antidote against

poisons. Crabb.

FA'CIAL,* (fa'shal) a. Belonging to the face. Facial an-

gle, an angle which is formed by the concurrence of two
ideal lines, one of which passes by the hole in the skull

termed the mcatus auditorius externus to the anterior ex-

tremity of the alveolar margin of the upper jaw, white

the other extends to the same point from the most promi-
nent part of the forehead. Brandt.

i, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, K, !, 6, C, Y, short; A, E, I, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FST, FALL; HEIR, HERJ
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fFA'ciENT, (fu'shcnt) n. [facicns, L.] A doer. Bp. Hackei.

FXc'iLE, (fas'il) a. [facUis, L.] Easy; not difficult
; pli-

ant; flexible.

FX^'ILE-LY, (fas'jl-le) ad. Easily. Ld. Herbert. [R.]

FX^'ILE-NESS, n. Easiness. JBean/nont. [R.]

FA-ck.'l-TATE, v. a. [facilitcr, Fr.] [i. FACILITATED;^.
FACILITATING, FACILITATED.] To make easy or easier; to

free fromjlifficulty.
FA-CIL-I-TA'TION, n. Tlie act of making easy.

FA-CIL'J-TV, n. Quality of being facile; easiness; ease;
freedom from difficulty ; dexterity ; ductility ; ready
compliance ;

easiness of access
; affability. pi. The

means by which performanca is rendered easy.

fFXc-l-NE'RI-OUS, a. See FACINOROUS.

FACING, n. An ornamental covering; a covering.

FA^'ING,* p. a. Having the face towards or opposite.

tFA-clN'o-ROijs, a. Wicked
; atrocious; very bad. Shak.

fFA-ci'N'o-RoDs-NESS, n. Atrocious wickedness.

FXc-siM'l-LE, 7i. [L., from factum and simile.] pi FAC-
stM'l-LE. That which is made exactly like

;
an exact

copy of any writing, engraving, or other work of art.

FXc-siM'l-LE,* v. a. To represent by fac-simile
;
to copy

exactly. Qw. Rev.

FACT, ?i. [factum, L.] A thing done
;
that which is

;
act

;

incident; circumstance; reality; action
;
deed.

FXc'TiQN, n. [factio, L.] A political party ;
a party that

promotes discord or contention
;
a junto; dissension.

tFXc'TlON-A-Ry, n. A factionist. S/iak.

fFXc'TiQN-ER, . One of a faction. Bp. Bancroft.

FXc'TlON-TsT, 7i. One who promotes faction or discord.

FAC-TIQN-NAIRE',* (fak-shun-ar') 71. [Fr.] A soldier

that does all sorts of duty. Crabb.

FXc'Tlous, (fak'shus) a. [factieux, Fr.] Given to faction
;

loud and violent in a party ; promoting dissension
;
tur-

bulent; disorderly,

FXc'Tious-LY, (fak'shus-le) ad. In a factious manner.

FXC'TIOVS-NESS, (fak'shus-nes) n. Inclination to faction.

FAC-TfTlovs, (fak-tish'us) a. ffactitius, L.] Made by
art, in opposition to what is made by nature ;

artificial
;

unnatural.

FAC-TI"TIOUS-NESS,* (fak-tlsh'us-nes) re. Quality of

being factitious. Scott.

fFXc'TiVE, a. Having the power to make. Bacon.

FAc'Td,* Li,.] (Law) In fact. Bouvier. See DE FACTO, and
Ex POST FACTO.

FXc'TQR, n. [factor, L.] One who transacts business for

another ;
a mercantile agent intrusted with property to

be disposed of. (Arithmetic) One of the two numbers
which jointly effect the product in multiplication.

FXc'TOR-AGE, n. Commission or allowance to a factor.

FAC'TQR-ESS,* n. A female factor. Ford.

FXc'TQR-SHiP, n. The business of a factor
; a factory.

FXc'TQ-Ry, n. A house or residence of factors
;
a body of

factors ;
the place where any thing is manufactured

;
a

manufactory.
FAC-TO'TVM, n. A doer of all-work

;
a handy deputy or

servant. [Rev. [R.]

FXcT'u-AL,* a. Relating to or containing facts. West.

FAC'TUM,* n. [L.] pi. FACTA. (Law) A man's own fact,

act, or deed. (Arithmetic) The product of two quanti-
ties multiplied by each other. Crabb.

fFXcT'VRE, (fakt'yur) n. [Fr.]fFXcT'V'RE, (fakt'yur) n. [Fr.] Act of making. Bacon.

fFXc'V-LENCE,* n. Clearness
; brightness. Scott.

FXc'UL-TY, 7i. [facultas, L.] A power of mind or body ;

ability ;
talent ;

endowment
; gift ;

a knack
; dexterity ;

personal quality ; efficacy; authority; privilege : the

masters and professors constituting a department of the

sciences in a university ;
the body of persons who are

intrusted with the government and instruction of a uni-

versity or college ;
the individuals constituting a scien-

tific profession or a branch of one
;
the body of physicians.

FXc'VND, [fak'und, W. J. F. Sm. Wb. ; fa-kund', S. K.]
a. Eloquent. Chaucer. [R.]

FA-cfJN'Dl-ous,* a. Eloquent ; full of words. Ask. [R.]

FA-cON'DJ-TY, n. Eloquence. Cockeram. [R.]

FXD'DLE,'(fa'd'dl) v. n. To trifle
;
to toy ;

to play.

FiDE, a. [Fr.] Weak
;

flat
; insipid ;

faint. Bp. Berkeley.

FADE, v. n. [vado, L.] [i. FADED ; pp. FADING, FADED.] To
lose color, lustre, or distinctness

;
to grow weak

;
to lan-

guish ;
to wither; to die away; to vanish; to be tran-

sient.

FADE, v. a. To cause to wither ;
to weaken. Shak.

FADE'LESS,* a. Unfading. Needier.

FXDGE, v. n. To suit
;
to agree ;

to live in amity ; to suc-

ceed. Milton. [Obsolete or vulgar.]

FAD'lNG, n. Decay ;
weakness. Sherwood.

FAD'ING,* p. a. That fades
; losing color or distinctness.

FAD'ING-NESS, n. Liability to fade. W. Mountague.
FA'DY, a. Wearing away ; fading. Shenstone.

FJS'CAL, (fe'kal) a. See FECAL.

F&'CE$, (fe'sez) n. [L.] Sediment; settlings after distil-

lation and infusion ;
excrement.

FJEC'V-LA,* (fek'u-la) n. [L.] pi. FJECULJE. (Chem.)
Dregs; lees. Crabb.

FAE'RY,* n. &, a. See FAIRY.

fFXF'FLE, (faf'fl) v. n. To stammer. Barret.

FXG, v. n. [fatigo, L.] [i. FAGGED ; pp. FAGGING, FAGGED.]To grow weary ;
to drudge. Mackenzie.

FXG, o. a. To beat
;
to compel to drudge for another.

FXG, n. A knot or excrescence in cloth
;
a drudge ;

an under
schoolboy compelled to drudge for another.

FXG-END', n. The end of a web of cloth
; the untwisted

end of a rope ;
the end or meaner part of any thing.

FXGG,* 71. (Naut.) The fringed end of a rope. Ash. See
FAG.

FXG'GING,* n. A beating or thumping. Scott.

FXG'OT, n. [fagod, Welsh.] A bundle of sticks or twigs
bound together; one of the sticks; bars of iron bound
together for remanufacture : a person hired to appear
at the muster of a company.

FXG'OT. v. a. To tie up ;
to bundle together. Dryden.

FA-GOT-Ti'lfd,* n. [It.] (Mus.) A bassoon. Crabb. See
FAGOTTO.

FA-edT'Td,* n. [It.] A musical wind instrument; a
bassoon. Brande.

FAHL'ERZ,* n. (Min.) A gray copper ore. Brande.

FAHL'ORE,* n. (Mm.) A gray copper ore. P. Cyc.
FAH'LVN-ITE,* n. (Min.)" A. hydrated silicate of alumina,
a mineral found at Fahlun, in Sweden. Brande.

FAIENCE,* (ft-y'ans') n. [Fr.] Pottery embellished with
painted designs, originally manufactured at Faenza.
Brande.

FAIL, (fal) v. n. [faittir, Fr.] [i. FAILED
; pp. FAILING,

FAILED.] To be deficient
;
to fall short

; to be extinct
; to

cease ; to perish ; to die
;
to sink

;
to languish ;

to miss
;

to miscarry ; to become insolvent or bankrupt.
FAIL,, v. a. To desert

; not to assist or supply ; to disap-
point ; not to aid

;
to neglect ;

to omit j to be wanting to j

to deceive. [Shak.
FAIL, n. Omission ; deficiency ; want j death j failure.

fFAii/ANCE, n. Omission
; fault.

FAIL'ING, n. Decay ; deficiency ; imperfection ; lapse j

fault
;
weakness ; frailty ; foible.

FAIL'VRE, (fal'yur) [fal'yur, W. J.; fa'lyur, S. K.; fal'ur,
F. Ja. ; fal'ur, P. Sm.] n. Act of failing ; miscarriage }

deficiency ;
cessation

; omission
; non-performance j a

Japse ;
fault

; suspension of payment ; insolvency.
FAIN, (fan) a. Glad

; pleased ; glad to do a thing, under

Certain circumstances, rather than to do worse.

FAIN, ad. Gladly ; very desirously. Shak.

jFXlN, v. n. To wish
;
to desire fondly. Spenser.

FAINT, v. n. [L FAINTED; pp. FAINTING, FAINTED.] To
lose strength ;

to decay ;
to waste away quickly ;

to sink
motionless and senseless

;
to grow feeble

;
to sink into

dejection-
FAINT, v. a. To depress ;

to enfeeble. Shak. [R.]
FAINT, a. Wanting strength, vigor, or spirit ; languid ;

weak ; feeble ; not bright ; not vivid
;
not loud ;

low
;

timorous
; dejected ;

not vigorous. [age
FAINT'DRAW,* v. a. To draw or delineate lightly. Sav-

FAINT'HEART-?D, (fant'hart-ed) a. Cowardly ; timid.

FAINT'HEART-ED-LY, ad. Timorously. Sherwood.

FAINT'HEART-ED-NESS, n. Cowardice
; timprousness.

FAINT'JNG, n. ^ swoon
;
loss of animal motion.

FAINT'ING,*^ a. Growing faint; sinking.
FAINT'ISH, a. Somewhat faint.

FAINT'ISH-NESS, n. State of being faintish.

FAINT'LING, a. Timorous
;
feeble-minded. Arbuthnot.

FAINT'LY, ad. With faintness ; feebly ; languidly.
FAINT'NESS, n. State of being faint; languor.
FAINTS,* n. pi. An impure spirit which comes over first

and last in distillation. Ure.

FAINT'Y, c. Weak
; languid ;

faint. Dryden. [R.]

FAIR, (far) a. Beautiful
; handsome

;
not black

;
not

brown
;
white

;
clear

;
free from spots ; not cloudy ;

not

foul; favorable; likely to succeed; equal; just; open;
direct

; gentle ;
mild

;
not severe

; pleasing ;
civil ;

equitable ;
honest

;
reasonable

; pretty good ;
above me-

diocrity ; liberal
; blowing direct ; legible.

FAiR, (fir) ad. Gently; frankly; complaisantly ; happily.
To bid fair, to be likely.

FAIR, n. A beauty : elliptically, a fair woman
;
a woman.

Dryden. [fFairness. Shak.] The fair, the female sex.

FAIR, n. [foirc, Fr.] A meeting held at stated times in

the year at particular places for purposes of traffic.

FAIR-CQM-PLEX'IQNED,* (-yand) a. Having a fair com-

plexion. Littleton.

FAiR'-FACED *
(-fast) a. Having a fair

Shak.

fFAiR'HOOD,* (fir'hud) n. Beauty. Fox's Martyrs.
FAlR'lNG, n. A present, given at a fair. Shak.

FAIR/LSH, a. Reasonably fair. Cota-rave.

FAIR'LY, a'L With fairness ;
not foully ; beautifully : just-

ly ; plainly; openly; candidly ; reasonably ; completely.

FAiR'NESs, n. The quality of being fair ; beauty ; honesty ;

candor
;
frankness ; clearness

;
not foulness.

FAlR'-ONE,* (fir'wun) n. One who is fair
;
a beauty.

Pope.

countenance.
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FAIR'-PLAY,* n. Equitable conduct
; just or liberal action.

Shak.

FAiR'spdK-EN, (fir'spo-kn) a. Bland and civil in ad-
dress.

FAiR'-WfiATH-ER,* a. Noting pleasant weather ; existing
or done in pleasant weather, or with little inconvenience.

Pope.
FAlR'y, (fir'e) n. [fecrie, old Fr.] An imaginary diminu-

tive aerial being, in human shape, formerly supposed to

possess certain powers over mankind, which were often
exercised for mischief, but in general with more of
humor than malignity ;

an elf; a fay ;
an enchantress.

FAIR'Y, a. Given by fairies
; belonging to fairies.

FAlR'Y-LXND,* n. The imaginary land of the fairies.

Chambers.

FAIR'Y-LIKE, c. Imitating the practice of fairies. Shak.

FAIR'Y-STONE, n. A stone found in gravel pits.

tFAl'i-BLE, a. Feasible. Bp. Hull. See FEASIBLE.

FAITH, (fifth) n. Belief; trust in religious opinion ;
confi-

dence
;
trust in God, accompanied with belief in revela-

tion; trust in Christ as a Savior ;
the doctrine or tenets

believed
; fidelity ; probity ;

credit
;
honor

;
social confi-

dence ; sincerity ; honesty ; veracity ; promise given. It

is sometimes used, in conversation, interjectionally, to

signify on my faith; in truth; verily.

FAITH'BREACH, n. Breach of fidelity. Shak.

fFAlTHED, (fatht) a. Honest; sincere. Shale.

FAITH'FOL, a. Firm in religious belief; having faith ;

having fidelity ;
true to a pledge or to duty ; trusty ;

loyal ; honest ; upright ;
without fraud

;
true.

FAITH'FI)L-LY, ad. In a faithful manner
; honestly.

FAiTH'FflL-NESS, n. Quality of being faithful
; honesty.

FAITH'LESS, a. Destitute of faith
;
not believing ; perfidi-

ous
; disloyal ;

not true to duty.

FAITH'LESS-LY,* ad. In a faithless manner. Byrne.
FAITH'LESS-NESS, n. Quality of being faithless

; perfidy.

FAITH'W'OR-THI-NESS,* (fath'wiir-the-nes) n. Trustwor-
thiness. Qit. Rev.

tFAl'TOUR, (fa'tor) n. [faitour, Norm. Fr.] A scoundrel;
a rascal. Spenser.

FAKE, n. (Naut.) A coil or turn of a cable or rope.

FA-KIR', or FA'KIR, [fa'kjr, P. Sm. Wb. ; fa'ker, Ja. ; fa-

ker', JT.] n. A sort of wandering dervis or Mahometan
monk in India. Written also faquir.

FXL-CADE', n. Ifalx, falds, L.] A horse is said to make
falcad.es when he throws himself upon his haunches two
or three times, as in very quick curvets.

FXL'CATE,* a. Bent like a hook
;
falcated. Booth.

FAL'CAT-ED, a. [falcatus, L.] Hooked; bent like a sickle.

Harris.

FAL-CA'TIQN, n. Crookedness ; form of a sickle.

FAL'CHIQN, (fal'shun or fal'chun) [fal'chun, & W* J. Sm. ;

fal'shun, F. Ja. K. ; fal'che-un, P. ; fal'chun, Wb.] n.

[fauchon, Fr.] A short, crooked sword
;
a cimeter. Shak.

FAL-clD'i-AN,* a. (Law) Noting a law, proposed by Fal-

cidius, a Roman tribune, which gave to fathers of fami-
lies the power of bequeathing three fourths of their

property. Bouvier.

FAL'CI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a sickle or scythe.
Hamilton.

IJFAL'CON, (faw'kn) [faw'kn, S. W. J. KF.Ja. Sm.; fal'-

kn, P. K.; fal'kgn, Wb.} n. [falco, L.
; faulcon, old Fr.]A hawk trained for sport ;

a sort of cannon.

J|FAL'CON-ER, (faw'kn-er) n. [faulconnier, old Fr.] One
who sports with or trains hawks. Shak.

FAL'CQ-NET, or FAL'CO-NET, [fal'ko-net, Ja. Sm. R. ;

fal'k9-net, S. W. J. F. K.} n. [fauconneau, Fr.] A sort of
ordnance. Knottes.

J|FAL'CON-GEN-TLE,* (faw'kn-jen-tl) n. A species of
hawk. Pennant.

FXL'CQ-NINE,* a. (Ornith.) Noting a sub-family of accipi-
trine birds, having the falco or hawk for its proper type.
Brande.

OFAL'CON-RY, (iUw'kn-re) n. The art of training hawks.
FAL'cv-LA,* n. [L.] (Zool.) A compressed, elongate,

curved, and sharp-pointed claw. Brande.

FALD'A(E, n. [faldagium, barbarous L.] An ancient privi-
lege in England of setting up folds for sheep, in any
fields within the manor. Harris.

FALD'FEE, n. (Law) A composition paid for faldage.
^FALD'ING, n. A kind of coarse cloth. Chaucer.

FALD'STOOL, n. [faudesteuil, old Fr.] A stool for the

kings of England to kneel on at their coronation : the
chair of a bishop within the altar

;
an arm-chair

;
a fold-

ing chair.

FA-LER'NI-AN,* a. Relating to a mountain in Campa-
nia, noted for its wine. Francis.

FALL,, v. n. [i. FELL; pp. FALLING, FALLEN.] To drop; to

come to the earth
;
to move down

; to descend
;
to sink

;

to droop ;
to decline

;
to die

;
to decrease ; to lose eleva-

tion, rank, character, or value
;
to happen ;

to befall
;
to

ebb. To fall away, to grow lean ; to recede from al-

legiance ; to sink into sin. To fall back, to retreat.

To fall from, to revolt from. To fall home, (JVaut.) To

curve inwards, as the timbers or sides of a ship. To
fall in, to concur with

;
to yield to

; to form into rank.
To fall off, to be broken

;
to perish ;

to revolt. To fall
on or upon, to begin eagerly to do any thing ; to attack.

To fall out, to quarrel ;
to happen. To fall short, to

fail ; to be deficient. To fall to, to begin eagerly ; to go
over to. To fall under, to be subject to

;
to be ranged

with.

FALL, v. a. To drop ;
to let fall

;
to lower. [R.] Often

improperly used for fell in the U. S. and in some parts
of England; as, "to fall a tree," instead of, "to fell a
tree." Forby.

FALL, 7i. The act of falling ;
a sudden descent

; lapse ;

overthrow
; destruction

;
downfall

;
declension

;
diminu-

tion
; decrease of value

;
cadence ; a cataract

;
cascade

;

the season when the leaves fall
;
autumn. &5= Fall is

used in the sense of autumn by Dryden ; but this use of
the word is regarded as provincial in England, though it

is very common in the U. S.

FAL-LA'CIOUS, (fal-la'shus) a. [fattaciosus, L.] Producing
mistake

; sophistical ; deceitful
; misleading ; disappoint-

ing ; _delusive ;
fraudulent.

FAL-LA'CIOUS-LY, (f?l-la'shus-le) ad. In a fallacious man-
ner.

FAL-LA'CIOVS-NESS, n. Tendency to deceive.

FXL'LA-cy, n. [fallacia, L.] Quality of being fallacious
; a

deceptive or false appearance ;
a sophism ; logical arti-

fice
;
deceitful argument ;

an argument which pretends
to be decisive of the matter at issue, while it really is

not.

^FAL'LAx, n. [L.] Cavil lation. Jlbp. Cranmer.

FALL'EN,* (fll'n) p. from Fall. See FALL.

fFXL'LEN-cy, n. [fallens, L.] Mistake; error. Bp^ Taylor.
FALL'ER, n. 'One who falls.

FXL-Ll-BJL'l-Ty, 7t. State of being fallible; frailty; lia-

bility to error
; uncertainty.

FXL'LI-BLE, a. [fallo, L.] That may fail or err
;
liable to

error; frail; uncertain; imperfect.
FXL'LI-BLY, ad. In a fallible manner. Huloet.

FALL'ING, n. A dropping ;
descent

;
an indenting;'

FALL'JNG-SICK'NESS, n. The epilepsy. Walton.
FALL'ING-STAR * n. A shooting star; a meteor. Ham-

ilton.^

FAL-LO'PI-AN, a. (Anat.) An epithet applied to two tubes
or ducts discovered by Fallopius, arising from the
uterus.

FXL'LOW, (fal'lo) a. Pale red, or pale yellow : untilled,
but left to rest after having been tilled

; ploughed, but
not sowed

; uncultivated..

FXL'LOW, 7i. The state of ground lying at rest or not

planted or sown
;
fallow ground.

FXL'LOW, v. n. [i. FALLOWED;;^. FALLOWING, FALLOWED.]
To plough, in order to a second ploughing.

FXL'LOW-DEER,* n. A species of deer having horns

branched, recurved, and compressed ;
common in Eng-

lish parks. Craft*.

FXL'LOW-FINCH, 7i. The renanthe or wheat-ear.

FXL'LQW-ING, n. The act of making fallow.

FXL'LOW-NESS, n. The state of being fallow. Donne.

FALL'TRXNCK,* n. See FALTRANCK.

fFAL'sA-Ry, n. A falsifier of evidence. Sheldon.

FALSE, a. [falsus, L.] Not true; untrue; dishonest;
treacherous

; perfidious ;
counterfeit ; unreal ; not genu-

ine ; not valid. False cadence, (Mus.) a cadence in

which the bass rises a tone or semitone, instead- of rising
a fourth, or falling a fifth. False imprisonment. (Law)
unlawful imprisonment or detention. False pretences,
false representations, made in order to obtain money or

goods with intent to cheat.

FALSE, ad. Not truly ; falsely. Shak.

fFALSE, v. a. [falsare, It.] To deceive
;
to defeat

;
to falsify.

Spenser.

FALSE'FACED, (fals'fast) a. Hypocritical; deceitful.

Shak.

FALSE'HEART, a. Perfidious; falsehearted. Shak.

FALSE-HEART'ED, a. Treacherous; perfidious.

FALSE-HEART'ED-NESS, ?i. Perfidiousness
;

deceitful-

ness.

FALSE'HOOD, (fals'hud) n. Want of truth
;
want of

veracity ; treachery ; dishonesty ;
an untruth

;
a falsity ;

a lie
;
a false assertion.

FALSE'}M,* n. A falsity ;
the opposite of truism. QM.

Rev. [il.l

FALSE'-KEEL,* n. (JVa.) The timber below the main
keel. Brande.

FALSE'LY, ad. In a false manner ;
not truly.

FALSE'NESS, n. Quality of being false ;
want of truth ;

falsity ; treachery.

tFALS'ER, n. A deceiver. Spenser.

FAL-S&TTE',* a. (Rhet.) Noting a shrill or high tone of

the voice, a cry, scream, or yell. P. Cyc.

FAL-SST'TO, n. [It.] (Mus.) A key in which a singer
uses notes that belong not to the natural compass of hia

voice.To fall from, to revolt from. To fall home, (Naut.) To voice,
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FAL'SI-FI-A-BLE, " That may be falsified
;

counterfeited.

FAL-SJ-FI-CA'TJC-N, n. Act of falsifying ;
counterfeit.

FAL'SJ-FJ-CA-TQR, n. A falsifier. Bp. Morton.

FAL'SJ-FI-ER, n. One who falsifies
;
a liar.

FAl/SJ-FY, v. a. [falsifier, Fr.] [i. FALSIFIED
; pp. FALSIFY-

ING, FALSIFIED.] To make false; to counterfeit; to

prove false ;
to violate

;
to show to be unsound or

false.

FAt/si-FY, v. n. To tell lies or falsehoods. South.

fFALS'lNG,* a. False. Shak.

FAL'SI-TY, n. Falsehood; contrariety to truth; a lie; an
untruth.

FAl/TER, V. 71. [i. FALTERED ; pp. FALTERING, FALTERED.]
To hesitate in the utterance of words

;
to waver

;
to

fail.

FAL/TER, v. a. To sift; to filter. Mortimer. [Local.]
FAL'TER-ING, n. Feebleness

; deficiency.
FAL'TER-iNG,*7>. a. Hesitating; stammering in speech.
FAL'TER-ING-LY, ad- In a faltering manner.
FAL/TKANCK,* n. (JUed.) A mixture of several aromatic

plants, used as a vulnerary medicine. Dunglisoii.
tFXM'BLE, v. n. [fambcr, Danish.] To hesitate in speech ;

to stammer. Skinner.

FAME, n. [fama, L.] Celebrity; reputation ; honor ; re-

nown
; public report ; rurnor.

fFAME, TJ. a. To make famous; to report. B. Jonson.

FAMED, (famd) p. a. Celebrated
;
much talked of. Shak.

FAME'LESS, a. Without renown or fame. Beaum. $ Fl.

FA-MIL'I'AR, (fa-mil'yar) a. [familiaris, L.] Domestic;
affable ; easy in conversation

; unceremonious
;

free
;

well known
;

intimate ; well acquainted ; frequent ;

easy ;
unconstrained.

FA-MII/IAR, (fa-mil'yar) n. An intimate
;
one long ac-

quainted ;
a demon supposed to attend at call. Shak.

FA-MIL-I-AR'I-TY, (fa-mil-ye-ar'e-te) n. duality of being
familiar

;
easiness of conversation or intercourse

;
inti-

macy ; acquaintance.
FA-MIL'IAR-IZE, (fa-mil'yar-iz) v. a.[i. FAMILIARIZED

;

pp. FAMILIARIZING, FAMILIARIZED.] To make familiar;
to make easy by habit.

FA-MI'L'IAR-LY, (fa-mil'yar-le) ad. In a familiar manner.
FAM'I-L,IM, n. The tenets of Familists. Bp. Hall.

FXM'l-LlsT, n. One of the sect called the Family of Love.

FXM-j-Lis'Tic,* I
a. Relating to the Familists or their

FXM-l-Lls'Tl-CAt,,* j principles. Douglass.
F'A-MiLLE', [F'r.J See EN FAMILLE.

FAM'I-LY, n. [familia, L.] Persons collectively who live

together in the house ; household ; those who descend
from one common progenitor ;

a race
;
a generation ; a

course of descent ;
a genealogy ;

house
; lineage ;

race
;

a class ; a tribe
;
a species.

FXM'INE, n. [famine, Fr.] Destitution or scarcity of food
;

dearth
;
want.

FAM'ISH, v. a. [fames, L.] [i. FAMISHED
; pp. FAMISHING,

FAMISHED.] To afflict with hunger or want
;
to kill with

hunger ; to starve.

FXM'lSH, v. n. To starve; to suffer extreme hunger.
FAM'ISH-MENT, n. Want of food

;
extreme hunger.

tFA-MOS'j-Ty, n. Renown. Diet.

FA'Moys, a. [famosus, L.J Renowned; celebrated; well
known

; distinguished ; illustrious.

tFA'MOVSED, (fa'must) a. Made famous. Shak.

FA'Moys-LY, ad. In a famous manner ; with fame.

FA'MOVS-NESS, n. Celebrity ; great fame. Boyle. [R.]
tFXM'y-LATE, v. . To serve. Cockeram.

FXM'y-LfsT, Tt. An inferior member of a college ;
a ser-

vant : in use at Oxford, Eng. Todd.

FAN, n. [vannus, L.] An instrument used by women to

agitate the air and cool themselves; any thing in the

form, or answering the purpose, of a fan ; a utensil to
winnow grain.

FAN, v. a. [i. FANNED
; ~pp. FANNING, FANNED.] To cool

with a fan
;
to affect by air put in motion

;
to separate,

as by winnowing.
FA'NAM,* n. A small coin in India, both of gold and sil-

ver : the former valued at about 6d. sterling ;
the latter

at 4d. Crabb.

FA-NXT'IC, a. Filled with frenzy or fanaticism; visionary ;

wildly enthusiastic; fanatical.

FA-NXT'IC, n. A person filled with frenzy, or visionary

notions, particularly in religion ; an enthusiast.

FA-NXT'I-CAL, a. [fanaticus, L.] Enthusiastic
; wild; inad ;

visionary ;
fanatic.

FA-NAT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a fanatical manner. Burke.

FA-NXT'I-CAL-NESS, n. Fanaticism. Wilkins.

FA-NXT'I-CIM, n. A false or imaginary pretence to in-

spiration, without regard to reason or scripture; enthu-
siasm ; religious frenzy.

FA-NAT'I-CIZE,* v. a. To render fanatical. Ed. Rev.

FXN'A-TISM,* n. Religious frenzy; fanaticism. Gib-

bon. [R.J

FXN'ciED,* (fan'sid) p. a. Portrayed in the mind ; ima-

gined.

FAN'C}-ER,* n. One who fancies
;
an amateur. Ed. Rev.

FAN'CI-FOL, a. Influenced or dictated by fancy; whimsi
cal; visionary; chimerical; imaginative; imaginary.

FAN'CI-FOL-LY, ad. In a fanciful manner.
FXN'ci-F0L,-NEss, n. The quality of being fanciful.

FXN'CI-LESS,* a. Destitute of fancy. Armstrong. [son.
FXN'CRICK-ET,* n. An insect; the churr-worm. John-
FAN'CY, n. [^ivraaia.] The power by which the mind
forms to itself images and representations of things or

persons ;
creative imagination ;

an opinion bred rather

by the imagination than the reason
; taste

;
idea ; image ;

conception ; inclination ; liking ; fondness ; frolic
;
love

;

caprice ;
humor ; whim ; conceit.

FAN'CY, v. n.
[i. FANCIED

; pp. FANCYING, FANCIED.] To
figure to one's self; to imagine.

FAN'CY, v. a. To conceive in the mind
;
to imagine ;

to
like

; to be pleased with.

FAN'CY,* a. Fine ; elegant ; adapted to please the taste or

fancy; a.$,_"fancy goods." British Almanac. [shaw.
FXN'CY-FRAMED, (-framd) a. Created by fancy. Cra-

FAN'CY-FREE, a. Free from the power of love or fancy.
FAN'CY-MON-JSER, . A whimsical person. Shak.

FAN'cY-sfcK, a. Distempered in mind. Sliak.

fFXND, p. F_ound. Spenser.

FAN-DXN'GO, n. [Sp.] A favorite dancing air of the

^Spaniards ;
a very lively dance.

FANE, n. [fane, Fr.
; fanum, L.] A temple; a church; a

place consecrated to religion. Shak. [Poetical.]
FA-NE'GA,* (fa-na'ga) n. [Sp.] A measure of grain equal

to about three bushels. Murray.
FAN'FARE, n. [Fr.] A sounding or flourish of trumpets
on entering the lists.

FAN'FA-jidx, [fan'fa-r5n, S. Ja. ; fan-fa-ron', TV. ; fan'-

fa-ron, P. Sm. Wb.] n. [Fr.] A bully; a blusterer j a
boaster.

FXN-FAR-p-NADE', n. [fanfaronnade, Fr.] A bluster; a

swaggering ; a brag ;
a boast. Swift.

fFANG, u. a. To seize
; to gripe ;

to clutch. Shak.

FXNG, n. Along tusk, nail, or talon of an animal of prey ;

any thing in the form of a fang ;
a shoot.

FXNGED, (fangd) a. Furnished with fangs or teeth.

tFXN'GLE, (fan'gl) n. A new, silly attempt. Greene.

fFXN'GLED, (fang'gld) a. Gaudy; ridiculously showy;
contrived. New-fangled is new-fashioned. Ascham.

FXNG'L-ESS, a. Without fangs ;
toothless. Shak.

FXN'GOT, n. A quantity of wares, as raw silk, &c., con-

taining from 1 cwt. to 2J cwt.

FXN'ipN,* (fan'yun) n. [Fr.] A banner
;
fanon. Crabb.

FAN'LIGHT,* (fan'lit) n. A window mostly in the form
of an open fan, commonly situated over a door. Smart.

FXN'NEL, n. [fanon, Fr.] A sort of scarf, worn about the
left arm of a Catholic priest when he officiates.

FXN'NER, n. He or that which fans
;
a machine for pro-

ducing a current of air.

FAN'NING, n. Ventilation. Coventry.
FXN'QN, n. [Fr.] A fannel. Bale. A banner. Cotgrave.
A small coin on the coast of Malabar. Crabb.

FXN'-PXLM,* (fan'p'am) n. A species of palm, the leaves
of which are used for fans. Hamilton.

FAN-TA' $I-A,* or FAN-TA-$I'A,* [fan-taz'ya, K. Wb.;
fan-ta'ze-aj Sm. Brande.] n. [It.] (Mus.~) A musical air

or composition in which the author is not confined to

rule, but ranges as fancy leads; a fantastical air.

Brande.

FXN'TA-SIED, (fan'ta-sid) a. Filled with fancies. Shak.

FXN'TX?M, n. See PHANTASM. {ridge. [R.]

FXN'TAST,* n. One filled with fantastic notions. Cole-

FAN-TXs'Tlc, 7i. A fapcastic person. Dr. Jackson. [R.]

FAN-TXS'TJC, \
c- Irrational

; imaginary ; unreal
; ap-

FAN-TXs'Tf-CAL, j parent only; irregular; whimsical;
fanciful ; 'capr/cious.

FAN-TXs-Tj-cAL/i-Ty,* 7i. Fantastical ness. EC. Rev. [R.]
FAN-xXs'Ti-CAL-LY, ad. In a fantastical manner.
FAN-TXS'TI-CAL-NESS, n. duality of being fantastic.

tFAN-TXs'T|C-LY, ad. Fantastically. B. Jonson.

fFAN-TAs'Tlc-NESS, n.. Fantasticalness. Howell.

\FAK-TAS' TI-CO,* 7t. [It.] One full of whims. Shak.

fFXN'TA-SY, n. [0a/r(nu.] Fancy; imagination; phan-
tasm ; phantom. Shak.

fFXN'TA-SY, v. a. To like ; to fancy. Cavendish.

FANTOCCINI,* (fSLn-to-che'ne) n. pi. [It.] Puppets; exhi-
bitions or dramatic representations in which puppets are
substituted for human performers. Brande.

FXN'TC-M, n. See PHANTOM.
fFXp, a. Fuddled

;
drunk. Shak. [An old cant word.]

FA-QUIR', n. [Ar.] See FAKIR.
FAR, ad. To great extent

; in a great degree ; very much
remotely ; at a great distance ; in a great part; by many
degrees ; to a great height. Far off, at a great distance

Far other, very different. Far about, by a long, circui-

tous course. Far is used often in composition ; as, "/ar-

seeing," "/ar-sighted."
FAR, a. [comp. FARTHER; superl. FARTHEST.] Distant; re-

mote
;
remoter ofthe two Fromfar, from a remote place

|FAR, n. A litter of pigs. Tusser. See FARROW.
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tFAR'-A-BOuT, n. A going out of the way. Fuller.

FARCE, r. a. [farcio, L.] [i.
FARCED

; pp. FARCING, FARCED.]
To stuff'

;
to fill with mingled ingredients ;

to extend
;
to

force.

FARCE, n. [farce, Fr.] A short dramatic entertainment, in

which ludicrous qualities are greatly exaggerated for the

purpose of exciting laughter; a short piece, of low comic
character.

FARCE 'MENT,* n. The stuffing of meat. Feltham.

FXR'CEIJ,* n. pi. Meat chopped small, and well spiced, fit

for stuffing. Crabb.

FAR-CEUR',* (far-sur') n. [Fr.] A maker or enactor of
farces. Gent. Mag.

FAR'CI-CAL, a. Belonging to a farce
;
ludicrous.

FXR'CI-CAL-LY, ad. In a farcical manner.
FXR'ciN,* n. [Fr.] A disease of horses

; farcy. Brande.

FXR'cbfG, n. A stuffing ;
forced meat. Carew.

FXR'cy, n.
[farcin,

Fr.l The leprosy of horses.

FARD,TJ. a. [farder, Fr.l To paint ; to color. Shenstone. [R.]

FARD,* n. A paint for trie face. Smollett.

tFXR'DEL, n . [fardello, It.] A bundle
;
a little pack. Shak.

tFXR'DEL, v. a. To make up in bundles. Fuller.

FXR'DING-BAG,* n. The first stomach of a cow, or other

ruminating animal. Farm. Encij.

FARE, v. n. [i. FARED ; pp. FARING, FARED.] To go ; to pass ;

to travel
;
to be in any state, good or bad

;
to subsist ;

to

happen to any one, well or ill
;

to feed
;

to eat
;

to

board.

FARE,n. [-(-Journey; passage. Spenser."] Price of conveyance
in a vehicle by land or by water

;
the person carried :

food prepWd for the table
; provisions : the quantity of

fish taken in"jishing-vessel. Ch. Brown. [A litter of pigs ;

farrow. Forby.]
DFARE-WELLVor FARE'WELL, [far-wel', S. E. : far'wel,

far-weT, far'wel, or far-wel', W. ; far-wel', far'wel, far-

wel', or fdr'wel, P. ; far-wel', J. Sm. ; far-wel' or far'wel,
F.Ja. ; far'wel', K.] ad. or verb imperative, used interjec-

tionally. Be well ; be happy ;
adieu

;
the parting compli-

ment. $5=
" The accentuation, either on the first or last

syllable, depends much on the rhythm of the sentence.
When used as a substantive, without an adjective before

it, the accent is generally on the first syllable." Walker.

Both syllables in farewell are more or less accented : when
used as an adverb or verb, the principal accent is proper-

ly placed on the second syllable ;
when as a noun or an

adjective, on the first.

IJFARE'WELL, n. Act or manner of taking leave ;
valedic-

tion
;
act of departure. Shak.

JFARE'WELL,* a. Valedictory; taking leave. Spectator.

FAR'-FAMED,* (f'ar'famd) a. Having extensive renown.
Pope.

fFXR'-FfcT, a. The old word for far-fetched. Milton.

tFXR-FETCH', n. A deep stratagem. Hudibras.

FXK-FETCHED', (-fetcht') a. Brought from places remote
;

studiously sought ; elaborately strained.

IFAR-F5RTH,* ad. In a great measure. Spenser.
FA-Rl'NA* n. [L.] Meal; flour. (Bot.) The pollen, or a

fine dust or powder contained in the anthers of plants.

(Chem.) Starch or fecula, one of the proximate principles
of vegetables. P. Cyc.

FXR-i-NA'cEOys, (far-e-na'shus) a. [farina, L.] Consist-

ing of flour or meal ; mealy ; like meal.

FARM, n. [ferme, Fr.] A tract of ground cultivated by a
farmer ;

a tract of land in a state of tillage and pastur-
age, with fences, house, barn, &c.

FXllM,7j. a. [i. FARMED; pp. FARMING, FARMED.] To let out
to tenants or collectors at a certain rent ; to take at a cer-
tain rate. ; to manage as a farm : to cultivate land.

FXRM'A-BLE, a. That may be farmed. Sherwood.

FXR'MER, n. [fermier, Fr.] One who farms
;
one who cul-

tivates a farm or land ; an agriculturist: in England, a
farmer is an agriculturist who pays rent for the farm which
he cultivates; a lessee of a farm: one who rents any
thing. [terborauirh.

FXR'MER-ESS,* n. A woman who manages a farm. Ld. pe.

FAR'MER-Y,* n. A farm-house ;
a homestall or farm-yard;

a system of buildings and yards for a farm. London.

FXRM'-HoOsE,* n. The house of a farmer. Shenstone.

FARM'ING,* n. The business of a farmer, or of carrying on
a farm ; cultivation of lands

; agriculture ;
act of leasing ;

a renting. Brande.

FXR'MQST, a. Most distant
;
remotest. Dryden. [R.]

FAR'NESS, n. Distance; remoteness. Carew. [R.]

FAR'OJ'M. A game of hazard with cards. Todd.

FAR'c BXNK,* n. A house or room for gambling. QK. Rev.

FAR'-OFF,* a. Being at a distance. Sfiak.

FAR'-PIER-CING, a. Penetrating a great way. Pope.

FAR-RXo'l-NOOs, a. Formed of different materials. Browne.

FAR-RA'GO, n. [L.] A confused mass of several ingre-
dients

;
a medley ;

a hotch-potch. B. Jonson.

FAR'RAND, n. Manner; custom. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
FXR-RE-A'TIQN, n. Confarreation. Bullokar.

FXR'Ri-ER, n. f/errarius, L.] A shoer of horses
;
a horse-

doctor.'

FAR'RI-ER, v. n. To practise as a farrier. Mortimer.

FXR'RI-ER-V, n. The practice, skill, or work of a farrier;
the art of preventing or curing the diseases of horses and
cattle.

FAR'ROW, (far'ro) n. A litter of pigs. Shale.

FAR'ROW, (f iir'ro) v. a.
[i. FARROWED

; pp. FARROWING,
FARROWED.] To bring forth pigs. Tusscr.

FXR'ROW,* a. Barren
; not producing a calf, applied to a

cow. Forby. This word is common in the United States,
and is used in England.

FAR'RY,* n. A litter of pigs ; a farrow. Perry.
FAR'SANG, n. See PHARSANG.
FXRSE, -o. a. See FARCE.
FAR-SEE'ING,* a. Seeing at a distance

; penetrating. Scott.

FAR'-SHOOT-ING, a. Shooting 'to a great distance. Dryden.
FAR-SIGHT'ED,* (far-slt'ed) e. Seeing far, or at a great

distance. Milton.

FAR'-SOUGHT,* (far'slwt)a. Sought at a distance; forced.
Johnson.

FART, n. Wind from behind. Sucklin.?.

FART, v. n. To break wind behind. Swift.

FAR'THER, ad. comparative, [superl. FARTHEST.] Further
;

at a great distance
;
more remotely ; beyond ;

moreover.

95= "This word," Dr. Johnson says, "is now generally
considered as the comparative degree of far ;'' but he re-

gards it as more probably a corruption of further, from
forth. The words farther and further, of the same sig-

nification, are both in good use, and it is difficult to say
which is the more common. Smart says,

" The latter is

the genuine Saxon word
;
the former takes precedence in

modern use."

FAR'THER, a. comparative. Further; more remote
; longer;

tending to greater distance. Dryden.
FAR'THER, v. a. To further. Dryden. See FURTHER.
FAR'THER-ANCE, n. Ascham. See FURTHERANCE.
FAR'THER-MORE, ad. Furthermore. Raleigh. See FUR-
THERMORE.

FAR'THER-MOST,* a. superl. Being at the greatest dis-

tance. Hammond.
FAR'THEST, a. superl. Furthest

;
most distant. Hooker.

FARTHEST, ad. At the greatest distance ; furthest.

FAR'THING, n. The fourth part of a penny ;
the smallest

English coin: formerly 30 acres of land: copper
money.

FAR'THING-DALE,* n. A rood or quarter of an acre of land.
Farm. Ency.

FAR'THING-GALE, n. A hoop; circles of whalebone used
to spread the petticoat to a wide circumference. SAa/c.

FAR'THING'^-WORTH, (-wiirth) ?i. As much as is sold for

a farthing. Jlrbuthnot.

FAS'CE?, (fas'sSz) w. pi. [L.] Rods tied up in a bundle
with an axe in the middle, anciently carried before Ro-
man consuls.

FAS'CET,* n. An iron instrument used in making glass bot-

tles. Hamilton.

FAs'ci-A, (fash'e-a) n. [L.] pi. pAs'ci-JS. A belt; a fil-

let
;
a bandage.

FXs'ciAL,* (f ash'yfil) a. Belonging to fasces. Swart.

FXs'ci-AT-ED, (fash'e-at-ed) a. Bound with fillets.

FAS-CJ-A'TIQN, (fash-e-a'shun) n. Bandage; a tying up.
FXs'ci-CLE, n. A little bunch of flowers

;
a bundle; a col-

lection. Todd.

FXs'ci-CLED,* (fas'se-kld) a. Formed into a bunch or bun-
dle. 'Sir W. Jones.

FAS-cYc'y-LAR,* a. Resembling a bundle of rods
;
collect-

ed. Smart.

FAS-CIC'U-L,ATE,* ) a. (Bot.~) Collected in clusters or par-

FAS-CIC'U-I,XT-ED,* \
eels. P. Cyc.

FAS-cJc'u-LUS,* n. [L.] pi. F48-CTC' V-Ll. A fascicle;

part of a regular division of a book ;
a small bundle ; a

nosegay. (Bot.) A form of inflorescence similar to a

corymb._ Brande.
FXs'CI-NATE, v. a. [fascino, L.] [i.

FASCINATED
; pp. FAS-

CINATING, FASCINATED.] TO bewitch
;
to enchnnt

;
to in-

fluence secretly ; to enrapture ;
to charm.

FAS'CI-NAT-ING,*^. a. Bewitching; enchanting.
FXs-ci-NA'TioN, n. Act of fascinating ; a charm

;
enchant-

ment
; unseen, inexplicable influence.

FAS-cfNE', (fas-sen') n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A fagot.

fPSs'ci-NODs, a. [fascinum, L.] Fascinating ; bewitching.
Harvey.

FXSK, v. a. [faschcr, old Fr.] To vex
;
to tease. Brockett,

[Local, Eng.]
PXsH'ltor (fash'un) n. [fa$on, Fr.] The custom of many ;

the general custom or practice ;
form ;

make ;
cut of

clothes; manner or style of dress; manner; mode; any
thing worn; custom operating on dress ; way established

by precedent; the rank which sets precedents in fashion
;

high society.

FXsH'lQN, (fash'un) v. a. [i.
FASHIONED ; pp. FASHIONING

FASHIONED.] To form ; to mould ;
to fit

;
to adapt.

FXSH'ION-A-BLE, (f ash'un-a-bl) a. According to the pre-

vailing mode; conformed to or following the fashion;
mingling with high society ; genteel ;

modish.
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FXSH'IQN-A-BLE,* n. ; pi. FXsH'iQN-A-BLE^. A person of
fashion ; peopl;: of fashion. Ch. Ob. A word of modern
use as a substantive, and chisfly used in the plural.

FXsH'iQN-A-BLE-NESS, (fash'un-a-bl-nes) n. duality of be-

ing fashionable
;
modish elegance.

FASH'ION-A-BLY, ad. In a fashionable manner.
FXsii'iQN-ER, (fash'un-er) n. One who fashions.

FXsH'ipN-fST, (fash'un-ist) n. A fop ;
a coxcomb. [R.J

FXsH'iQN-LED,* (fash'un-led) a. Governed by the fash-
ion. Cowper.

FXsH'lON-MoN'fiER, (fash'un-mung'ler) n. A fop. Mars-
ton.

FXSH^iQN-MoN'jGER-iXG, a. Foppish. Shak. [R.]
FXs'siTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of augite, from Tyrol.
Brande.

FAST, v. n.
[i. FASTED; pp. FASTING, FASTED.] To abstain

from food
;
to mortify the body by abstinence.

FAST, n. Abstinence from food
;
time of fasting ; religious

mortification by abstinence.

FAST, a. Swift; quick; moving rapidly; firm: immova-
ble

; strong ; impregnable ;
fixed

;
sound. Fast and loose,

uncertain
; variable

;
inconstant.

FAST, ad. Swiftly; rapidly; firmly; immovably.
FAsT'-DAY,* n. A day for fasting. Smart.

FAST'EN, (fs'sn). a.
[i. FASTENED ; pp. FASTENING, FAST-

ENED.] To make fast; to make firm; to hold together;
to cement

;
to link

;
to affix

;
to annex

;
to attach

;
to lay

hold on with strength.
FAsT'EN, (f&s'sn) v. n. To become fixed. Browne.

FAST'EN-ER, (fSs'sn-er) re. He or that which fastens.

FAST'EN-ING, (f&s'sn-ing) n. That which fastens.

FAsx'ER, n. One who fasts. Ainsworth.

FAST'HXND-ED, a. Closehanded ;
covetous. Bacon.

FAs!

TI,* n. pi. [L.] The Roman calendar, in which were
set down all the days of feasts, pleadings, games, cere-

monies, &c. Crabb.

||tFAS-TiD-i-6s'i-TY, n. Fastidiousness. Swift.

||FAS-TlD'l-oijs, [fas-tid'e-us, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; fas-tid'yus, S.

F. K.; fas-tid'e-us or fas-tid'je-us, W.} a. [fastidiosus, L.]
Disdainful

; squeamish ; delicate to a fault
; over-nice.

IIFAS-TiD'i-otJS-LY, ad. In a fastidious manner.

HFAS-TID'I-OUS-NESS, n. duality of being fastidious.

FAS-TIG'I-ATE, i a. [fastig-iatus, L.] (Bot.) Pressed close

FAS-TJ^'I-AT-ED, j to the main stem, as the branches of
a plant. P. Cyc. Narrowed up to the top. Rait.

FAs-Tjfp'f-ifM,* n. [L.] pi. FAS-Tjffr'i-A. (Arch,.') The
summit or ridge of a house ;

a pediment. Hamilton.

FAsT'iNG, n._ Religious mortification. St. Luke ii.

FAST'ING-DAY, n. Day for fasting ; fast-day. Bp. Taylor.
tFAsT'LY, ad. Surely. Barret.

FAST'NESS, n. State of being fast ; closeness ; strength ; se-

curity ;
a stronghold ;

a fortified place ;
a place not easily

forced. [R.]
FXST'U-OUS, a- [fustuosus, L.] Proud

; haughty. Barrow.

FXT, a. Full-fed; plump; fleshy; pinguid; unctuous;
coarse; gross; dull; rich; fertile; abounding. (Print-

ing") Containing much white or blank space.
FXT, 7i. The unctuous part of animal flesh ; concrete oil

;

the best or richest part of any thing. A measure of

capacity, differing in different commodities. A vessel
;

a vat. See VAT.

FXT, v. a.
[i.

FATTED
; pp. FATTING, FATTED.] To make fat;

to fatten. Abbot.

FXT, v. n. To grow fat
;
to fatten. Mortimer.

FA'TAL, a. [fatalis, L.] Appointed by fate
; deadly ;

mor-
tal

;
destructive ; inevitable

; necessary.
FA'TAL-IM, re. The doctrine that all things happen by in-

evitable necessity or overruling fate. Bp. Berkeley.
FA'TAL-IST, re. One who believes in fatalism.

FA-TAL-ts'Tlc,* a. Relating to fatalism. Coleridge.

FA-TXL'I-TY', re. [fatalite, Fr.] duality of being fatal
; pre-

determined order or series of events
;
decree of fate

;
in-

evitable misfortune
; mortality.

FA'TAL-LY, ad. By fate
; mortally; destructively.

FA'TAL-NESS, n. The quality of being fatal.

FA'TA MQR-GA'NA,*n. [It.] A meteoric phenomenon near-

ly allied to the mirage, witnessed in the Straits of Messi-

na, at Ramsgate, Eng., &c. It is called also Castles of the

fairy Morgana. Brande.

FXT'-BRAINED, (fat'brand) a. Of dull apprehension. Shak.

FATE, n. Destiny ;
an eternal series of causes

; inevitable

necessity ;
doom ;

lot
; fortune ;

death
;
destruction

;
cause

of death.

FAT'ED,a. Decreed by fate; endued by fate
;
invested with

fatal power ; doomed.
FATE'FOL,* a. Fatal

;
destructive ;

full of fate. Pope.
FATES,* n. pi. The three sister goddesses or destinies of

ancient mythology, named Clotho, Lachcsis, and Atropos,
whose office it was to spin the destinies of men, and
cut the threads when the appointed hour of death came.
Brande. [strati*.

FXT'-HEAD-ED,* a. Dull
; stupid ; thick-skulled. Arm-

FXT'-HEN,* 'n. Wild spinach; goose-foot. Farm. Ency.
[Local.]

FA'THER, n. He by whom a child is begotten ; a male pa-
rent

;
the first ancestor ; an ancestor; an old man

;
a man

reverend by age or office
;
one who acts in place of a fa-

ther
; one of the early ecclesiastical writers ; a Catholic

priest or confessor ; one who has given origin to any
thing ;

one who acts with paternal care
;
a title of the

Creator.

FA'THER, v. a. [i. FATHERED ; pp. FATHERING, FATHERED.]
To take ; to adopt as a son or daughter ;

to supply with a
father; to adopt a composition ;

to ascribe to, as being the

offspring or production of.

FA'THKR-HOOD, (-hud) re. State of being a father.

FA'THER-IN-LAW, n. The father of one's husband or wife ;

less properly, a step-father.

FA'TIIER-LAND,* n. The land or country of one's ances-
tors

;
a native country ; mother-country. D>Israeli.

FA'THER-LASH'ER,* n. A voracious fish found on the
shores of Greenland and Newfoundland. Pennant.

FA'THER-LESS, a. Destitute of a father.

FA'THER-LI-NESS, n. Paternal care or kindness.

FA'THER-L'ONG'-LEGS,* n. An insect having long legs.
Booth.

FA'TIIER-LY, a. Paternal ; like a father; tender; kind.

FA'TIIER-LY, ad. In the manner of a father.

FA'THER-SHIP,* re. The state of a father
; paternity. John-

M, n. A measure of length containing six feet or
two yards, generally used in ascertaining the depth of the

sea; reach; penetration.
FXTH'QM, v. a. [i. FATHOMED

; pp. FATHOMING, FATH-

OMED.] To encompass with the arms extended or encir-

cling: to sound
;
to try with respect to the depth j

to

penetrate into
;
to find the bottom of.

FXTH'QM-A-BLE,* a. That may be fathomed. Bp. Hall.

FXTH'OM-ER, n. One who fathoms.

FXTH'QM-LESS, a. That cannot be fathomed.

FA-TID'IC,* a. Prophetic; fatidical. Scott. [R.]
FA-TXD'J-CAL, a. [fatidicus, L.] Prophetic ;

of power to

foretell. [R.J

FA-TID'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a fatidical manner. Fo. Qu.
'Rev. [R.]'

FA-TiF'ER-oOs, a. [fatifer, L.] Deadly; mortal. [R.]

fFXT'i-GA-BLE, a. Easily wearied. Bailey.

tFXT'i-GATE, v. a. [fatigo, L.] To weary; to fatigue.

Elyot.

tFXT'i-GATE, a. Wearied; worn out. Shak.

JFXT-i-GS.'TiON, re. Weariness. W. Monntague.
FA-TIGUE', (fa-tcg') re. [fatiyo, L.] Weariness ; lassitude ;

the cause of weariness
; labor; toil.

FA-TiGUE', (fa-teg') v. a. [i.
FATIGUED

; pp. FATIGUING,
FATIGUED.] To harass or tire with labor; to tire; to

weary.
FA-TiL'9-QirfST,* n. A fortune-teller. Ash. [R.]

FA-TIS'CENCE,* n. An opening; an aperture. Smart.

FAT'-KID'-NEVED, (fat'kid-nid) a. Fat. Shak.

FXT'LfNG, re. 'A young animal fed for slaughter.
FAT'LY, ad. Grossly; greasily. Cotgrace. [R.]

FXT'NER, re. He or that which fattens; fattener.

FXT'NESS, re. The quality of being fat
; plumpness.

FXT'TED,* ;;. a. Made fat
;
fattened.

FAT'TEN, (fat'tn) v. a. [i. FATTENED;;^. FATTENING, FAT-

TENED.] To make fat
;
to feed well

;
to make fertile; to

fertilize.

FXT'TEN, (fat'tn) v. n. To grow fat ;
to be pampered.

FAT'TEN-ER, (fat'tn-er) n. Ono who fattens ;
fatner.

FAT'TI-NESS, ?t. Crossness; fulness of flesh. Sherwood.

FXT'TJSH, a. Inclining to fatness. Sherwood.

FXT'TY, a. Unctuous; oleaginous; fat. Bacon.

FA-Tti'l-ToDs,* a. Partaking of fatuity ; foolish; fatuous.

'Ec. Rev.

FA-TO'J-TY, re. Foolishness ;
weakness of mind.

FXT'y-oDs, (fat'yu-us) a. [fatuus, L.] Stupid; foolish;

impotent ;
without force.

FXT'-WIT-TED, a. Heavy ;
dull

; stupid. Shak.

FAV'BOURG',* (fd'borg) re. [Fr.] A suburb; the environs

of a city ;
the part of a city or town that is on the out-

side of the walls. Scott.

FAtfCESt* n. [L.] pi. of faux. (Anat.} The posterior part
of the mouth, terminated by the pharynx and larynx.
Brande.

FAu'CET, n. [fausset, Fr.] A pipe to give vent to a bar-

rel. &c.

FAUL'^HIQN, (favvl'shun) n. See FALCHION.
FA U'FEL, re. The fruit of a species of palm.

FAUGH, (faw) An interjection of abhorrence ;
foh.

FAu'JA-slTE,* . (Jftn.) A hard crystallized mineral. Dana.

FAUL'CQN, See FALCON, and FALCONRY.
FAUL'CQN-RY, ,

IIFAULT, [fawlt, W. P. J. E. F.Ja. Sm. R.: ftwt, S. : ftwlt

orfawt, K. ; folt, Wb.] [faidtc.old Fr.l An offence ; slight

crime
;
an imperfection ; blemish ;

defect ; failing ;
want ;

vice. (Min. & Gcol.) A dislocation or disturbance of

strata, which interrupts the miner's operations. At

fault, in difficulty or embarrassment; puzzled.
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(FAULT, v. n. To be wrong ; to fail. [R.]

FAULT, v. a. To charge with a fault
; to accuse. Bp. Hall.

fFAuLT'ER, n. One who commits a fault. Fairfax.

'AUL'TER, v. n. See FALTER.

FAuLT'-FiNi>-ER, ?j. Acensurer; an objector. Sidney.

fFAuLT'FOL, a. Full of faults. Skak.

FAULT'I-LY, ad. In a faulty manner
;
not rightly.

FAuLT'l-NKSS, n. The state of being faulty ;
defect.

FAULT'LESS, a. Exempt from fault
; perfect.

FAULT'LESS-LY,* ad. In a faultless manner. Dr. Mien.

FAuLT'LESS-Nfiss, n. The state of being faultless.

FAULT'.Y, a. [faultif, old Fr.] Guilty of a fault
; having

faults
;
blanuible

; wrong ;
defective ; bad.

FAUN, n. [Faunus, L.] A woodland deity, half man and
half goat; a sylvan ;

a satyr. See FAWN.
FAU'NA,* n. [L.] (Zoo/.) The zoology or various kinds of
animals peculiar to, or found in, a country, correspond-
ing to flora, which embraces the botany or plants. Lyell.

FAuN'lST, n. One who pursues rural studies. White.

FAu'sEN, (fihv'sn) n. A sort of large eel. Chapman.
FAUSSE'BRAYE, (fos'bra) n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A low rampart.
FAu'TQR, n. [L.] (Law) A favorer ;

a supporter ; an abet-

tor.

jFAu'TRESS, n. [fautrix, L.] A woman who favors. Chap-
man.

FAUX,* n. [L.] pi. FAECES. The gullet; the pharynx.
(Bat.) The orifice of the tube of the corolla. Brande.

FAUX PAS* (fo'p'a') [Fr.] A false step; a fault or error

in conduct. Fo. Qw. Rev.

fFAV'EL, 7i. [favelle, Fr.] Deceit. Old Morality of Hycke-

fFXv'EL, a. [fauveau, Fr.] Yellow ; fallow ;
dun. [R.]

FA-VIL'LOUS, a. [favilla, L.] Consisting of ashes. Browne.

FA'VQR, v. a. [faveo, L.] [i. FAVORED ; pp. FAVORING, FA-

VORED.] To support ;
to regard with kindness

;
to counte-

nance
; to assist

;
to resemble in feature

;
to spare.

FA'VOR, n. [favor, L.] Kindness
; regard ; support ;

coun-
tenance

;
benefit

; civility ; grace ; lenity ;
mildness

;
bias ;

partiality; prejudice: leave; good- will ; pardon; ob-

ject of favor
; something given by a lady to be worn as a

token.

FA'VQR-A-BLE,a. Kind
; propitious ; auspicious ; palliative ;

Render ;
averse from censure ; conducive to

; convenient.

FA'VQR-A-BLE-NESS, n. Kindness
; benignity.

FA'vpR-A-BLY, ad. In a favorable manner; kindly.
FA'V<?RED, (fa'vurd) a. Featured ; with well, hard, ill, &c.

FA'VORED-LY, (fa'vurd-le) ad. As to feature, with well or

HI.

tFA'vQRED-NESS, (fa'vurd-nes).n. Appearance. Bible.

FA'VOR-ER, n. One who favors
;
a well-wisher.

Fi'vpR-lTE, n. [favorite, Fr.] A person or thing beloved
or regarded with favor ; one treated with peculiar favor

;

one chosen as a companion by a superior.

FA'VQR-lTE, a. Beloved
; regarded with favor; choice.

FA'VQR-iT-IsM, 7i. The act of favoring ;
undue favor shown

or practised ; partiality.

FA'VOR-LESS, a. Without favor ; unfavored.

FA-VOSE',*a. Pitted or excavated like the cells of a honey-
comb. London.

FAV-U-LA'RI-A,* n. pi. A genus of extinct fossil plants.
Buckland.

FAWN, n. [faon, Fr.] A young deer : low flattery. Shak.

FAWN, . n.
[i.

FAWNED
; pp. FAWNING, FAWNED.] To court

favor, as by the tricks of a dog ; to court servilely : to

bring forth a fawn.

FAWN'ER, n. One who fawns
;
a flatterer.

FAWN'ING, n. Gross or low flattery. Shak.

FAwN'iNG,*p.a. Meanly flattering; treating with servility.

FAwN'lNG-LY, ad. In a fawning manner. South.

tFXx'ED, a. Hairy. Camden.

FAY, (fa) n. A fairy ;
an elf. M'dton. [fFaith. Spenser.']

FAY,* v. a. [i.
FAYED

; pp. FAYING, FAYED.] To fit any two
pieces of wood so as to join close together; to fit. Crabb.

FAY,* v. 7i. To lie or unite close together ;
to fit. J3sh.

FAY-ALL',* n. An imaginary coin, valued by some as the

pistole of France, or ten livres. Crabb.
FAYENCE.* See FAIENCE.

FE,* n. [Sp.] Faith. See AUTO DA FE. Newman.
FEA'BER-RY, (fe'ber-re) n. A gooseberry. [Local.]
fFEAGUE, (feg) v. a. To whip ;

to chastise. Buckingham.
fFE'AL, a. [fcal, Fr.] Faithful. Chambers.

FE'AL-TY, [fe'al-te,
W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. Wb.-, fsi'te, S.

Ja.]
n. [fealty, fcaulte, old Fr.] A liegeman's duty or

oath of fidelity to his liege lord
; fidelity ; loyalty.

FEAR, (fer) n. [vereor, L.] Uneasy or painful apprehension
of danger; in excess, it is dread or terror; qualified by
reverence, it is awe : apprehension ; solicitude; re-

spect; anxiety ;
alarm

; consternation ; the object of fear.

FEAR, v. a. [i.
FEARED ; pp. FEARING, FEARED.] To have a

painful apprehension of; to dread
;
to consider with ap-

prehension ;
to be afraid of

;
to reverence.

PEAR, v. n. To live in terror
;
to be afraid or anxious. Dry-

den.

JFEAR, n. A companion. Spenser. See FERE.

HFEAR'FUL, [fer'ful, P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; fer'ful, S. ; for'

ful or fer'ful, W. F.] a. Filled with fear; timid; appre-
hensive of danger ; timorous; afraid; terrible; dreadful

||FEAR'FOL-Ly, ad. In a fearful manner
; timorously.

IjFiiAR'FOL-NESS, n. Timorousness
; habitual timidity.

FKAR'LESS, a. Free from fear
; intrepid ; courageous.

FEAR'LESS-LY, ad. Without fear; intrepidly.
FEAR'LESS-NESS, n. Exemption from fear; intrepidity.
FEAR'NOUGHT,* (fGr'nawt) 71. A thick sort of woollen

stuff, much used in ships for lining portholes, for warm
garments, &c. Crabb.

FEA-I-BIL'I-TY, (fe-ze-bll'e-te) n. Practicability.
FEA'SI-BLE, (fe'ze-bl) a. [fais'able, Fr.] That may be done

;

possible ; practicable.

FEA'I-BLE, (fe'ze-bl) n. Whatever is practicable. Glan-
ville.

FEA'^I-BLE-NESS, n. Practicability. Bp. Hall.

FEA'!-BLY, (f5'ze-ble) ad. Practicably.
FEAST, (fest) n. [festum, L.] An entertainment of the ta-

ble ; a sumptuous treat
;
a banquet ;

a festival
;
a day of

feasting.

FEAST, v. n. [i. FEASTED ; pp. FEASTING, FEASTED.] To par-
take of a feast

;
to eat sumptuously.

FEAST, v. a. To entertain sumptuously ; to pamper.
FEAST'-DAY,* n. A day of feasting ;

a festival. Psalm.

FEAST'ER, n. One who feasts or gives a feast.

FEAST'FCL, a. Festive; joyful; luxurious. Pope.
FEAST'ING, n. An entertainment

;
a treat.

FEAST'-RITE, n. Custom observed at feasts. Phillips.

FEAST'-WON,* a. Bribed or won by feasting. Shak.

FEAT, (fet) n. [feat, Norm. Fr.J An achievement
;
a deed

;

a performance ; an action ; act
; exploit ;

a trick.

fFEAT, a. [fatt, Su. Goth.] Ready; skilful
;
nice

;
neat. Shak.

jFEAT, v. a. To form
; to fashion. Shak.

fFEA'TE-ous, a. Neat; dexterous.

JFEA'TE-OUS-LY, ad. Neatly ; dexterously. Spenser.
FEATH'ER, (feth'er) n. A plume of a bird

;
in the plural or

collectively, the covering of birds
;
a collection of feathers

for ornament
;
an ornament

; an empty title
;
kind

;
na

ture
; species ; frizzling hair on a horse.

FEATH'ER, (fetn'er) v. a. [t. FEATHERED; pp. FEATHERING,
FEATHERED.] To'dressin feathers; to fit with feathers;
to tread ; to adorn. To feather one's nest, to provide for

one's self; to get riches together.

FEATH'ER-BED, n. A bed stuffed with feathers.

FEATH'ER-BOARD'ING,* n. Boarding in which the edges
of the adjacent boards overlap ;

called also weather-

boarding: London.

FEATH'ER-DRIV'ER, n. One who cleanses feathers.

FEATH'ERED, (feth'erd) . Clothed with feathers; fitted

with feathers
;
swift

; winged like an arrow.

FEATH'ER-ED^E, n. The thinner edge of a board or plank.
FEATH'ER-EDGED, (-ejd) a. Having a feather edge.
FEATH'ER-FEW, (fetn'er-fu) n. A plant and flower. See
FEVERFEW.

FEATH'ER-GRA"SS, (fetli'er-grfts) n. A perennial, ornamen-
tal, feathery or downy grass, of several species.

FEATH'ER-J-NESS,* n. The state of being feathery. Bates.

FEATH'ER-LESS, a. Having few or no feathers. Howcll.

tFEATH'ER-LY, a. Resembling a feather. Browne.

FEATH'ER-SELL-ER, n. One who sells feathers for beds.

FEATH'ER-Y, (feth'er-e) a. Feathered; resembling a feath-

er; plumose.
FEATH'ER-Y-FOOT'ED,* (-fut-ed) a. Having feathers on
the feet. Booth.

jFEAT'LY, ad. Neatly ; nimbly ; dexterously. Shak.

{FEAT'NESS, n. Neatness ; nicety ; dexterity. Huloet.

JFEAT'oys, a. See FEATEOUS.

jFEAT'OVS-LY, ad. See FEATEOUSLY.
FEATURE, (fet'yur) n. [faiture, old Fr.] Any lineament

single part of the face ; the prominent part of any thin

pi. The cast or make of the face.

FEAT'URED, (fet'yurd) a. Having features
;
formed.

FEAT'VRE-LESS *
'(fet'yur-le's) a. Destitute of feature

Shak.

FEAT'URE-LT-NESS,* 71. duality of being featurely. Co

ridge.

FEAT'yRE-LY,* (f5t'yur-le) a. Having features; handsom

Coleridge.

FEAZE, ?. a. [fesser, Fr.] To untwist the end of a rope ;

beat. Ainsworth.

fFE-BRig'i-TATE, v. n. To be in a fever.

FE-BRlc' U-LA,* n. [L.] (Med.) A slight fever ;
a fevere

Johnson.

fFE-BRlc'u-LOSE, a. Troubled with a fever; feverish. Di

FKB-RI-FA'CIENT,* (feb-re-fa'shent) a. Causing feve

Smart.

FE-BRIF'IC, a. Producing fever. Chesterfield.

FE-BRIF'V-GAL,* a. Good against fever; allaying fever.

FEB'RI-FUGE, n. [febris andfugo, L.] A medicine to all

fever. Floycr.

FEB'RI-FUGE, a. Allaying fever. JJrbuthnot.

FE'BRJLE, or FEB'RILE, [fe'bril, P. J. F. Ja. K. Wb. ; f
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bril, S. ; feb'ril, W. Sm.] a. Relating to, partaking of, or

indicating fever.

FKB'RV-A-KY, n. [Februarius, L.] The second month in

the year.

JFEB-RV-A'TION, n. [februatus, L.J Purification
;
a sacri-

fice. Spenser.

FE'C.^L, a. Relating to excrement or dregs.
FE'CE, n. pi. [faces, L ] Dregs ;

excrement. See FJECES.

FE'CIAL,* (fe'shfil) n. The Roman herald. Brande.

FECK/LESS, a. Spiritless; feeble. [North of England.]
FEC'V-LA,* 71 [fcecula, L.] A pulverulent matter obtained
from plants 5

the green matter of plants ;
farina

;
starch.

P. Cyc.

FEc'v-LENCE, ) 7i. [fieculcntia, L.] Muddiness
; quality of

FEC'V-LEN-CY, ) abounding with sediment
;
lees

; dregs ;

faeces.

FEc'u-LENT, a. Foul ; dreggy ; excrementitious.

FEC'VND, [fek'und, W. J. F. Sm. ; fe-kund', E. ; fe'kund,
K.} a. [fiecundus, L.J

Fruitful ; prolific. Graunt.

FE-CIJN'DATE,* or FEC'VN-DATE,* [fe-kun'dat, P. K. R.

4th, Maunder, Richardson; fek'un-datj Sm. Wb.} v. a. To
impregnate ;

to make fruitful. Paley.

FEC-VN-DA'TIQN, n. The act of making fruitful.

FE-CDN'DI-FY, v. a. To make fruitful. [R.]

FE-CUN'DI-TY, 7t. Fruitfulness ; prolificness ; fertility.

FED, i. &c.p. from Feed. See FEED.

fFED'A-RY, [fed'a-re, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. ; fe'da-re,
Ja.1 7i. A confederate. Shak.

FED'ER-AL, a. [fadus, L.] Relating to a league ;
confeder-

ate ; relating to or joined in a confederacy, as communi-
ties or states.

FED'ER-AL-IM,* n. The principles of Federalists. Burke.

FED'ER-AL-IST,* n. A member of a federal union or con-
tract

;
an advocate for a confederation or federal govern-

ment : a term adopted by a political party in the United
States after the establishment of the constitution. Mad-
ison.

fFED'ER-A-RY, n. A confederate ; fedary. Shak.

FED'ER-ATE, a. [faderatus, L.] Leagued ; joined in con-

federacy.
FED-ER-A'TIQN, n. A league. Burke.

FED'ER-A-TIVE, a. Joining in a league. Burke.

fFED'l-Ty, n. Baseness; turpitude. Bp. Hall.

FEE, n. A reward
;
a compensation for services, particu-

larly of official and professional men. (Law} A tenure

by which lands are held
;
an estate of inheritance, which

may be either a fee-simple or fee-tail : the former is that
of which a man has the entire disposal ;

the latter must
descend in a particular line of inheritance.

FEE, v. a. [fae, Su. Goth.] [i. FEED ; pp. FEEING, FEED.]
To give a fee to

; to pay ;
to bribe

;
to keep in hire.

FEE'BLE, (fe'bl) a. [faible, Fr.] Weak; debilitated; sick-

ly^ infirm.

tFEE'BLE, v. a. To weaken
;
to enfeeble. Spenser.

FEE'BLE-MIND'ED, a. Weak of mind; irresolute.

FEE'BLE-MIND'ED-NESS,* n. Weakness of mind. E. Ir-

ving'.

FEE'BLE-NESS, n. Weakness ; imbecility ; infirmity.
FEE 'ELY, ad. In a feeble manner

; weakly.
FEED, v. a. [fodan, Goth.] [i. FED

; pp. FEEDING, FED.]
To supply with food

;
to supply ;

to furnish
;
to graze ;

to
nourish ;

to cherish
;
to keep in hope ;

to fatten.

FEED, v. n. To take food
;
to prey ;

to eat ;
to pasture.

FEED, n. Food taken by a beast
; pasture ; act of eating.

FEED'ER, n. He or that which feeds or eats : a stream or
channel of water for supplying a canal.

FEED'ING, n. Act of eating ; pasture.

FEED'-PIPE,* n. A pipe for supplying water to a steam-
engine boiler, or to a pump. Francis.

FEE'-Es-TATE,* n. Lands or tenements for which some
service or acknowledgment is paid to the chief lord.

Ash.

FEE'-FXRM, n. (Law) A tenure of lands on such service

only as is mentioned in the feoffment, usually the full rent.

FEEL, v. 7i.
[i. FELT; pp. FEELING, FELT.] To have per-

ception of things by the touch
;
to search by feeling ; to

have sensibility.

FEEL, v. a. To perceive by the touch
;
to have perception

of; to touch; to handle; to experience; to suffer; to

know.
FEEL, n. The sense of feeling ; the touch ; feeling.

FEEL'ER, n. He or that which feels. pi. The horns or an-
tennae of insects. Derham.

FEE'LESS * a. Having no fees. Somerville.

FEEL'ING, a. Expressive of or having sensibility.

FEEL'ING, n. The sense of touch ; capacity for pleasure or

pain ; sensibility ;
tenderness.

FEEL'ING-LY, ad. In a feeling manner.

tFEESE, (fez) ?i. A race. Barret.

FEE-SIM'PLE,* n. (Law) A tenure to property ;
an absolute

fee Land or real estate held by fee-simple is held by the
owner's own right, and is transmissible by inheritance.
Brande.

FEET, n. The plural of Foot. See FOOT. Pope.

FEE-TAIL,* n. (Law) A limited fee; an estate entailed or
limited to the possessor and the heirs of his body. Black-
stone.

FEET'LESS, a. Being without feet. Camden.
FEEZE.* See FEAZE, and PHEESE.
FEIGN, (fan) v. a. [feigier, old Fr.] [i. FEIGNED ; pp.
FEIGNING, FEIGNED.] To invent

;
to make a show of; to

pretend ;
to forge ;

to counterfeit
; to dissemble.

FEIGN, (fan) v. n. To relate falsely; to dissemble.

FEIGNED,* (fand) p. a. Invented; pretended; falsified.

(Law) A feigned action is one that is brought to try the
merits of any question. Crabb.

FEIGN'ED-LY, (ffm'ed-le) ad. In fiction
; not truly.

FEIGN'ED-NESS, (fan'ed-nes) n. Fiction. Harmar.
FEIGN'ER, (fan'er) n. One who feigns.

FEIGN'I'NG, (fan'jng) n. A false appearance.
FEiGN'iNG,*(fan'ing)p. a. Assuming a false appearance.
FEIGN'ING-LY, (fan'jng-le) ad. Falsely ; craftily.

fFElNT', (fant);?. a. Counterfeit; feigned. Locke.

FEINT, (fant) n. [feinte, Fr.] A false appearance ;
a mock

assault.

FEL'AN-DER, n. pi. Browne. See FILANDERS.
FE-LAP'TQN,* 71. (Logic) A mode in the third figure of syl-

logisms, consisting of a universal negative, a universal

affirmative, and a particular negative. Crabb.

FE-LI^'I-TATE, v. a. [felicito, L.] [i. FELICITATED; pp. FE-
LICITATING, FELICITATED.] To wish happiness to

; to de-

light; to make happy ;
to congratulate.

fFE-Li^'l-TATE, a. Made happy. Shak.

FE-LI^-I-TA'TION, n. Act of felicitating ; congratulation.
Paley.' [perous.

FE-Li'9'lT-OfJS, (fe-lis'jt-us) a. [felicito, L.] Happy ; pros-
FE-LI^'I-TOUS-LY, (fe-lls'e-tus-le) ad. Happily. [R.]
FE-Li'9'i-TODs-NESS,* n. Felicity; happiness. J. P. Smith.

FE-LIC'I-TY, n. Happiness; prosperity; blissfulness ; bliss.

FE'LlNE, [ie'lin, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ; fe-lin', Ja. K.] a.

[felinus, L.] Partaking of the nature of a cat orfelis; per-
taining to a cat.

FR'Ljs* n. [L.] (Zool.) One of the felidce, a family of fe-

rocious animals of the cat kind. P. Cyc.

FELL, a. Cruel
;
inhuman

; savage ; bloody.
fFfiLL, n. Anger; melancholiness. Spenser.

FELL, n. The skin
;
the hide of a beast. Shak. A hill. B.

Jonson. A corruption of field. Drayton. pi. Low or bog-
gy places. Mason. [Local, Eng.]

FELL, v. a. [fellen, Germ.] [i. FELLED
; pp. FELLING,

FELLED.] To cause to fall
;
to knock down

; to hew
;
to

cut down.
FELL, i. from Fall See FALL.

FELL'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being, or fit to be, felled. Scott.

FELL'ER, n. One who knocks or cuts down.
fFEL-LiF'LV-oDs, a. Flowing with gall.

FELL'JNG,* n. The act of cutting down, as timber.

FELL'MON-J&ER, (fel'mung-ger) n. A dealer in hides.

FELL'NESS, n. Cruelty ; savageness ; fury. Spenser.
FEL'LOE, (f el'lo) n. [felge, D.] See FELLY.

FEL'LON, n. A sore. See FELON.

FEL'LOW, (fel'lo) n. A companion ; an associate
; one of

the same kind
;
an equal ;

a peer ; one suited to another ;

one of a pair ;
a member of a corporation ;

one of several

who are members of a college and share its revenues :

a word of contempt for an ordinary, mean, or worthless

person.
" Worth makes the man, and want of it the

fellow." Pope. It is much used in composition ; as, "fel-

low-citizen," "fellow-servant," &c.

FEL'LOW, (f el'lo) v. a. To suit with
;
to match. Shak. [R.]

FEL'LOW-CIT'I-ZEN, (fel'lo-sit'e-zn) n. One who belongs
to the same city. Ephesians.

FEL'LOW-COM'MON-ER, n. One who has the same right
of common : a commoner at Cambridge, Eng., who
dines with the fellows.

FEL'LOW-COON'SEL-LOR, n. A joint counsellor.

FEL'LOW-CoDN'TRY-iviAN,*7i. One belonging to the same
country ;

a compatriot. Ld. Brougham.
FEL'LOW-CREAT'URE, (feTlo-kret'yur) n. One who has

the same creator. Watts.

FEL'LOW-FEEL'ING, n. Sympathy ; joint interest.

FEL'LQW-HEiR','(fel'lo-ar') n. A joint heir.

FEL'LOW-HELP'ER, 71. A joint helper.

FEL'LOW-LA'BOR-ER, n. A joint laborer.

fFEL'LOW-LiKE, ) a. Like a companion ; on equal terms;
JFEL'LOW-LY, \ companionable. Carew.

FEL'LOW-MAID'EN, (fel'lo-ma'dn) n. A virgin that bears

another virgin company. S/iak.

FEL'LQW-MEM'BER, n. Member of the same body.
FEL'LQW-MIN'IS-TER, n. One who serves or officiates in

the same office.

FEL'LOW-MoR'TAL,*7t. One who partakes of a common
mortality. John Foster.

FEL'LOW-PEER', n. A peer having the same privileges.

FEL'LOW-PRII'ON-ER, (fel'lo-priz'zn-er) n. One confined

in the same prison. Rom.
FEL'LOW-SjenoL'AR, 7i. One who studies with others.
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FEL'LQW-SER'VANT, n. One who has the same master.

FEL'LOW-SHIP, (fel'lp-ship) n. Companionship ;
associa-

tion
; equality ; partnership ; company ; society ; acquaint-

ance ; intimacy; familiarity; fitness for social entertain-
ments : an establishment in a college, with a share in its

revenue. (Jlrith.) That rule of plural proportion by which
proportions to partners are adjusted.

FEL'LQW-SHIP,* v. a. To admit to fellowship. Dr. Allen.

FEL'LQW-SOL'DIER, (fel'lp-sol'jer) n. One who fights un-
der the same commander. Phil. ii.

FEL'LOW-STU'DENT, n. One who studies with another.

FEL'LQW-SOB'JECT, n. One who lives under the same
government. Swift.

FEL'LC-W-SGF'FER-ER, n. A joint sufferer.

FEL'LOW-TRAV'EL-LER, TO. A companion in travel.

FEL'LOW-WORK'ER, (fel'lo-wiirk'er) n. A joint laborer.

FEL'LQW-WRIT'E'R, (fel'lo-rlt'er) n. One who writes at

the same time or on the same subject. Mdison.

FEL'LY, (fel'le) ad. Cruelly ; savagely ; barbarously.
FEL'LY, (fel'le) n. The outward rim of a wheel, supported
by spokes. Farm. Ency. Written -also felloe.

FEL'NESS, 7*._See FELLNESS.

FE'LO-DE-SE', n. (Law) A felon of himself: one who
commits felony by murdering himself; a self-murderer.

FEL'ON, n. [felon, Fr.] One who is convicted and sen-
tenced for a felony : a painful tumor or whitlow

;
a ca-

tarrh or influenza in cattle.

FEL'ON, a. Relating to felony ;
criminal

;
cruel. Spenser.

FE-LO'Nl-oOs, a. Partaking of felony ;
criminal

;
wicked

;

malignant.
FE-Lo'Ni-oOs-LY, ad. In a felonious manner. A techni-

cal word always used in an indictment for felony.
FE-Ld'Ni-oDs-NESS,* n. The quality of being felonious.

Scott.

JFEL'o-NODs, a. Wicked
; felonious. Spenser.

FEL'O-NY, n. [felonie, Fr.] (Law) A crime which occasions
the forfeiture of lands or goods, and for which a capital
or other punishment may be inflicted

;
an enormous

crime. The body or community of felons. Mudie.

FEL'SITE,* n. (Min.) Talcose aphanite or jade rock. Dana.

FEL'SPAR,* n. (Min.) A very common, silicious mineral,
which forms a constituent part of granite and sienite.

LyelL Written also feldspar.

FEL-SPATH'JC,* a. Relating to felspar. Lyett.

FELT, i. &. p. from Feel. See FEEL.

FELT, n. Cloth or stuff made of wool united without weav-
ing, used for hats : a hide or skin

;
fell.

FELT, v. a. [i. FELTED; pp. FELTING, FELTED.} To work
hair, fur, wool, or silk into a firm texture without spin-
ning or weaving ;

to unite without weaving. Hale.

FEL'TER, v. a. To clot together like felt. Fairfax. [Local.]
FELT'-GRAlN,*n. The grain of cut timber that runs trans-

versely to the annular rings ; the silver grain. Crabb.

FELT'-HXT,* n. A hat made of wool. Booth.

FELT'ING,* n. The splitting of timber by the felt-grain.
Crabb. The substance of which felt hats are made. Booth.

FELT'-MAK-ER, n. One employed in making felt.

FEL'TRE,* (fel'ter) n. A kind of cuirass made of wool.
Crabb.

FE-L(IC'CA, n. [It.] A small vessel carrying two masts, and
propelled by oars and sails

;
a small war-boat.

FEL'WORT,* (fel'wurt) n. A plant; the marsh gentian.
Smollett.

FE'MALE, n. [femelle, Fr.] A she
;
one of the sex that

brings young.
FE'MALE, a. Not male; not masculine; belonging to a
she

; feminine. Female screw, the spiral -threaded cavity
or screw which receives the other screw.

FEME CO-VERT, (fam-ke-verf or fem-kuv'ert) [fam-k?-
vert', Ja. ; fam'ko'var', JT. ; fem'ko-vert', Sm. ; fem-kuv'-
ert, Wb.] n. [Fr.] (Law") A married woman. Blount.

FEME SOLE, (fam-sol')[fam-sor, Ja.; fam-sol', P.; fam'-

sol, K.; fern-sol', Sm.] n. [Fr.] (Law) A single woman.
FEM'I-NA-CY,* re. Female nature; feminality. Bulwer. [R.]
FEM'I-NAL,* a. Female

; belonging to a woman. West.

FEM-I-NIL'I-TY, n. Female nature. Browne.
tFEM'j-NATE, a. Feminine. Ford. [R.]
FEM-I-NE'I-TY,* n. Female nature

; feminality. Colcr'ul.ge.
FEM'I-N!NE, a. Of the sex that brings young ; relating to
women

;
female

;
soft

; tender
;
delicate ; effeminate.

fFEM'i-NlNE, n. A female. Milton.

FEM'l-NlNE-LY,* ad. In a feminine manner. Byron.
FEM'j-NlN-fM,* n. State of being feminine. Phren. Jour,

fFE-MlN'l-TY, n. Any quality or property of woman. Spen-
ser.

fFEM'i-NlZE, B. a. To make womanish. More.

FEM'Q-RAL, a. [femoralis, L.] Belonging to the thigh.
Sharp.

FE'MUR*n. [L.] pi. FEM'Q-RA.. A thigh. (jlnat.) The
thigh-bone; the first bone in the leg. (rfrch.) The in-

terstitial space between the channels of a triglyph of the
Doric order. Brande.

FEN, n. A marsh ;
low and moist ground ;

a moor
;
a bog

a distemper or sort of mould in hops. Farm. Ency.

FEN'BER-RY, 72. A kind of blackberry. Skinner.

FEN'-BOATJ* n. A species of boat. Pennant.

FEX'-BORN, a. Produced or generated in fens. Milton.

FENCE, 7i. [fendo, L.] That which defends or protects ;
a

line of obstacle interposed by art between two portions ol

land; guard; security ; outwork; enclosure; a wall; a

hedge ;
the art of defence

; fencing ; defence.

FENCE, v. a. [i. FENCED; pp. FENCING, FENCED.] To en-
close with a fence

; to enclose
;
to secure by an enclosure ;

to guard ; to fortify.

PENCE, v. n. To practise the art of manual defence.

FENCED,* (fenst or fen'sed) p. a. Inclosed
; secured by a

fence. [{Fortified ; as, "fenced cities." Deut.]
FENCE'FOL, a.. Affording defence. Congreve.
FENCE'LESS, a. Without enclosure

; open. Milton.

FENCE'-MONTH, (fens'munth) n. (Law) The month in

which it is prohibited to hunt in any forest. Bullukar.

PEN'CER, n. One who teaches or practises fencing.
FEN'CER-ESS,* n. A female who fences. Holiday.

FEN'CI-BLE, a. Capable of defence. Spenser.

FEN'CI-BLE, n. A soldier for defensive purposes.
FEN'CING, n. The art of defence by the small-sword.

FEN'ciNG-Mis-TER, n. One who teaches fencing.
FEN'CJNG-SJEHOOL, n. A school for teaching fencing.

FEN'-CRESS, n. A cress growing in fens.

FEN'-CRlCK-ET,?i. An insect that digs holes in the ground.
See FAN-CRICKET.

FEND, v. a. [fendo, L.] [i. FENDED; pp. FENDING, FEND-

ED.] To keep off; to shut out. Dryden. To fend off,

JVawt.) To push or keep off, as a boat.

FEND, v. n. To dispute ;
to shift off a charge. Locke.

FEN'DER, n. Any thing that defends
;
a metal guard before

a fire
;
a substance or timber to protect the sides of a ship,

the front of a quay, wall, &c.

FEN'DER-BOLT,* n. A bolt with a long head, to be driven
into the outermost bends or wales of a ship to preserve
them from external violence. Ash.

FEN'-DDc_K, TI. A sort of wild duck. Sherwood.

JFEN'ER-ATE, v. n. [f&neror, L.] To put money to usury.
Cockeram.

fFEN-ER-A'TlON, TI. Usury ;
the gain of interest. Browne.

FE-NES'TRAL, a. [fenestralis, L.] Belonging to windows.
FE-NES'TRATE,* a. (Ent.) Noting spots on the wings of

butterflies. Brande.

FEN'-FOWL, n. Any fowl inhabiting marshes.

FEN'-GOOSE,* n. A species of goose. Pennant.

FEN'-LXND, n. Marshy land.

FEN'MAN,* n. One who lives in fens or marshes. Pen-
nant.

FEN'NEL, TI. A biennial aromatic plant. Sweet fennel, an
annual plant.

FEN'NEL-FLO^'ER, n. A plant; nigella.

FEN'NEL-fti'ANT, n. An annual plant; fecula.

FEN'NEL-WA'TER,*n. A spirituous liquor produced from
fennel-seed. Chambers.

FEN'NISH,* a. Full of fens ; fenny ; marshy.
FEN'NV, a. _Marshy ; boggy ; inhabiting marshes.

FEN'N_Y-STONES, rfen'ne-st5nz) n. A plant.

fFEN'OWED, (fen'od) a. Corrupted ; decayed. Dr. Favour.

FfiN'-stJCKED, (fen'sukt) a. Sucked out of marshes. Sltak.

FEN'V-GKEEK, A plant; trigonella; a species of trefoil.

FEOD, (fud) n. [fcodum, low L.] Fee
;
tenure. See FEUD.

FEO'DAL, (fu'dal) a. [feodal, Fr.] See FEUDAL.

FEO'DA-RY, (fu'da-re) n. See FEUDAHY, and FEUDATORY.

IIFEOFF, (fef ) [fef, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. Wb.; fef, Ja. ; fef

or fef, K.} v. a. [feoffer, old Fr.] (Law) To invest with

right or with a fee ; to enfeoff.

IIFEOFF, (fef) TI. A fief. Fuller. See FIEF.

IIFEOF'FEE, orFEOF-FEE ', [feffe, S. W. J. E. F. K. Sm.;

fgf-fe', P. Ja. Wb.] n. One put in possession. Spenser.

||FEOF'FER, or FEOF'FOR, n. (Law) One who feoffs.

jjFEOF'MENT, (fefment) n. (Law) Act of granting pos-
session or gift of any corporeal hereditaments to another;
a sort of conveyance.

FE-RA'CIOUS, (fe-ra'shus) a. [fcrax, L.] Fertile
;
fruitful

7'komson.

FE-RXc'l-TY, n. Fruitfulness
; fertility. Seattle.

FE'RJZ,* n. 'pi. [L.] (Zool.) A class of mammalia which

mostly beasts of prey. Hamilton.

FE'RAL, a. [feralis, L.] Funereal ; deadly. Burton. [R.]

fFERE, n. A companion ;
a mate; an equaJ. C/iaucer.

FER'E-TO-RY, a. [feretrum, L.] A place in a church for ;

bier
;
a shrine, tomb, or relic-box. Kcepe.

FER'GV-SC-N-ITE,* 7*. (Min.) A crystallized compound
colurribic acid and yttria, found in Greenland. Braiule.

FE'RI-AL, a. [ferialis, L.] Relating to week-days, or

holidays.

tFE-Rl-A'TION, n. The act of keeping holiday. Browne.

tFE'RIE, (fe're) w. A holiday ; a week-day.

Fil'RlNE, a. [ferinus, L.] Wild; savage; barbarous. Hale

FE'RINE-NESS, n. Barbarity ; savapcness ;
wildness. Hale

fFER'l-TY, n. Barbarity; cruelty; wildness. Pearson.

FERK', v. a. See FIRK.

tFERM, TI. Rent; farm; lodging-house. Spenser.
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',
v. a. [fcrmento, L.] [L FERMENTED

; pp. FER-

MENTING, FERMENTED.] To excite by internal commo-
tion, as in the change of must to wine

;
to cause to act.

FER-MENT', v. n. To have a spontaneous internal commo-
tion, as a liquid when undergoing a purification.

FER'MENT, n. That which causes intestine motion ;
intes-

tine motion ; a boiling; tumult.

FER-MENT-A-BlL'i-TY,* n. The quality of being ferment-
able. Jameson.

FER-MENT'A-BLE, a. Capable of fermentation.

fFER-MENT^AL, a. Causing fermentation. Browne.

FER-JVIEN-TA'TION, n. [fermentatio, L.] A spontaneous
change which takes place in certain substances, by which
new fluid and gaseous compounds are produced. Fer-
mentation is of three kinds: the vinous, producing alco-

hol
;
the acetous, producing vinegar ;

and the putrefactive,

giving rise to various fetid products.
FER-MEN'TA-TIVE, a. Causing fermentation, Arbuthnot.

FJER-MEN'TA-TIVE-NESS, n. Capability of fermenting.
FER-IVIENT'ED,*P. a. Having undergone the process of
fermentation.

JFER-MIL'LET, 7i. [fermaillct, old Fr.] A buckle or clasp.
Donne.

FERN, n. A wild, flowerless plant or weed, of many species ;

a brake.

FERN'E-RY,* n. A place where ferns grow. Gent. Ma
FERN'-OWL,* n. A name applied to the goatsucker.
FERN'SEED,-* n. The seed of fern. Shak.

FERN'TI-CLE.TI. A freckle on the skin. Carr. [Local, Eng.]
FERN'Y, a. Overgrown with fern. Barret.

FE-ROC'I-FY,* v. a. To make ferocious. Sir W. Scott. [R.]
FE-Rd'ciovs, (fe-ro'shus) a. [ferox, L.] Savage ; fierce ;

ravenous
; rapacious.

FE-RO'CIOVS-LY, (fe-ro'shus-le) ad. In a ferocious manner.
FE-RO'ciovs-NESS,'(fe-r6'shus-nes) n. Fierceness.

FE-RO9'i-TY, n. Savageness ; wildness
; fierceness.

FER'RE-OIJS, a. [ferreus, L.] Containing iron; irony; of
iron. Browne.

FER'RET, n. [ferret, D.] A small animal of the weasel

kind, used in hunting out rabbits from their burrows: a
kind of narrow tape or binding of worsted, cotton, or silk.

FER'RET, v. a. [i. FERRETED; pp. FERRETING, FERRETED.]
To drive out of lurking-places. Heylin.

FER'RET-ER, n. One who hunts another in privacies.

FER-RET'TO,* n. A substance used in coloring glass.
Francis.

FER'RI-A^E, (fer're-aj) n. [feriage, old Fr.] The fare paid
for conveyance over a ferry.

FER'RIC,* a. Relating to or extracted from iron. Ure.

FER-RiF'ER-oOs,* a. Producing or yielding iron. Smart.

FER'RIL-ITE,*TI. (Min.) A variety of basalt. Kirwan.

FER-RO-CY'A-NATE,*
Ffi R-RO-C Y'A-NIDE ,*

[n. (Chem.) A compound of cyan-

FR-RQ-PRtJS'SI-ATE,* ,

ogen and iron. Ure.

FER'RO-CY-XN'IC,* o. (Chem.) Noting an acid formed by a
union of hydrocyanic acid and protoxide of iron. Crabb.

FER-Ry-f-HN'E-Ot'S, a. [ferrugineus, L.] Ferruginous.
Johnson. [R.]

FER-RU'^IN-OUS, a. Partaking of iron
; like iron.

FER'RULE, (fer'rjl or fer'rul) [fer'ril, S. W. J. F.; fer'rul,
Ja. K.} n. [virole, or verrel, old Fr.] An iron ring put
round_any thing to keep it from cracking. Ray.

FER-RU'MI-NATE,* v. a. To solder; to hammer out.

Coleridge. [R.]

FER-RU-MI-NA'TION,* n. Act of soldering. Coleridge. [R.]
FER'RY*, 75. a.

[i.
FERRIED

; pp. FERRYING, FERRIED.] To
carry over a river or water in a boat.

FER'RY, v. n. To pass over water in a boat or vessel.

FER'RY, n. A passage or place across a river or stream,
over which ferry-boats pass ;

the liberty to have a boat
for passage on a river, frith, &c.

;
a vessel for ferry-

ing ;
a ferry-boat.

FER'RY-BOAT, n. A boat for conveying passengers.
FER'RY-MAN, n. One employed in conveying persons over
a ferry.

FER'TILE, (fer'til) a. [fertilis, L.] Fruitful; abundant;
plenteous ; prolific ; productive.

FER'TILE-LY, ad. Fruitfully ; plenteously ; abundantly.
FER'TILE-NESS, n. Fruitfulness

; fecundity. Sidney.

fFER-TlL'i-TATE, v. a. To fecundate
;
to fertilize. Browne.

FER-TIL'I-TY, n. Fecundity ; abundance
; fruitfulness.

FER'TIL-IZE, v. a.
[i. FERTILIZED; pp. FERTILIZING, FER-

TILIZED.] To make fertile
;

to make fruitful
;
to make

productive.

FER'TIL-IZ-ING,* p. a. Making fertile or fruitful.

FER'y-LA, n. [L. ; ferule, Fr.] An instrument of correc-
tion

; a ferule.

FER-y-LA'cEoys,* (fer-u-la'shus) a. Relating to reeds.

JFER'y-LAR, n. A ferule. Hartlib.

FER'VLE, n. [Fr. ; ferula, L.] Something to strike the hand
with

;
a hand-clapper ; a cane. Bp. Hall.

FER'VLE, (fer'ul) v. a. [i. FERULED; pp. FERULING, FER-
ULED.] To chastise with the ferule.

FER'VEN-CY, n. [fervens, L.] Heat of mind; ardor;
eagerness ;

zeal.

FER'VENT, a. Hot; boiling; ardent; warm in zeal
;
earn-

est ; zealous
;
vehement.

FER'VENT-LY, ad. In a fervent manner.
FER'VENT-NESS, n. Ardor; zeal. Bale.

FER-VES'CENT,* a. Growing hot. Maunder. [R.]
FER'VID, a. [fervidus, L.] Hot; burning; boiling; vehe-
ment

; eager ;
zealous.

tFER-viu'i-TY, n. Heat; zeal; passion; ardor.

FER'VID-LY,* ad. In a fervid manner.

FER'VJD-NESS, n. Ardor of mind
; zeal; passion.

FER'VOR, n. [fervor, L.] Heat; warmth; zeal; ardor.

FES'CEN-NINE, n. A licentious poem. Burton.

FES'CEN-NINE, a. Noting a kind of rustic, humorous,
extemporaneous verses, which originated at Fescennia, in

Italy ;
licentious

;
wanton. Kennct.

FES'cyE, (fes'ku) ?i. [festu, old Fr.] A wire, straw, or pin,
to point out the letters to children learning to read.

FES'cyE,* 75. a. To direct or teach with a fescue. Phillips.

FES'CUED,* (fes'kud) a. Directed; pointed. Milton.

FEs'cyE-GRAss,* 7i. A sort of perennial grass cultivated
for cattle. Crabb.

FES'EL, (fSs'selz) n. [faziols, old Fr.] pi. A kind of base

grain. May.
FESSE, (fes) n. [fascia, L.] (Her.) A band or girdle, pos-

sessing the third part of the escutcheon over the middle.
Peacham.

FESSE'POINT,* n. The exact centre of an escutcheon. Ash.

FES'TAL, a. Respjctin<: f sasts
; befitting a feast.

FES'TER, v. n.
[i. FESTERED; pp. FESTERING, FESTERED.]

To rankle; to corrupt ;
to ^ro-.v virulent.

FES'TER,* n. A small inflammatory tumor. Jennings.
FES'TER-ING,* p. a. Corrupting; rankling; growing viru-

lent.

FES'TER-MENT,* 71. Act of festering. Chalmers. [R.]

fFEs'Tl-NATE, a. Hasty; hurried. Shak.

}FES'TI-NATE-I,Y, ad. Hastily. Shak.

fFES-TJ-NA'TipN, n. Haste
; hurry. Brown.

FES'TI-VAL, a. [festivus, L.] Pertaining to feasts
; joyous j

festive.

FES'TI-VAL, n. Time of feasting; a joyful anniversary ;
a

feast.

FES'TIVE, a. [festivus, It.] Relating to or befitting a feast;

joyous ; gay.
FES'TIVE-L.Y,* ad. In a festive manner. Wordsworth.

FES-TJ(V'I-TV, . Festive or social joy; gayety; joyful-
ness.

FES'T}V-ofrs,* a. Festive
;
festival. Scott. [R.]

FES-TOON', . [feston, Fr.] (Arch.) An ornament of carved
work in the form of a wreath or garland of flowers

;

folds of drapery hanging down. [Bray.
FES-TOONED',* (fes-tond') a. Furnished with festoons.

FJES-TU'CA,* n. [L.] (Bot.~) A genus of grasses; fescue.

P. Cyc.

FES'TV-CINE, a. [festuca, L.] Of straw-color. Browne.

FES'TI)-CINE,* n. (Min.) A shivery or splintery fracture.

Crabb.

FES-TU'COUS, a. [fes-tu'kus, W. P. Ja. K.; fes'tu-kus, Sm.

Wb.} Formed of straw. Browne.

fFET, v. a. To fetch. Tusser. To arrive at. Sackville.

fFET, n. [fait, Fr.] A piece. Drayton.
FE'TAL,* a. Belonging to a fetus

; parturient. Coleridge.

FE-TA'TION,* ?i. The formation of a fetus. Hale.

FETCH, v. a. [i. FETCHED ; pp. FETCHING, FETCHED.] To
go and bring; to bring; to draw

;
to perform ;

to obtain
as its price.

FETCH, v. n. To move with a quick return. Shak.

FETCH, n. A stratagem by which any thing is indirectly

performed ; a trick
;
an artifice. Stillingjlect.

FETCH'ER, n. One who fetches. Haloet.

FETE,* (fat) 71. [Fr.] A feast; a festival day; a holiday.

Qu. Rev.

FETE,* (fat) v. a. To celebrate or honor with an entertain-

ment. Fo. Qtt. Rev.
FETE-CHAMPETRE,* (fat'-sham-putr') n. [Fr.] A feast

or entertainment in the country, celebrated out of doors.

FET'I-CIM,* or FET'I-CHI^M,* /<. The worship of mate-
rial substances, as stones, weapons, plants, &c., a species
of idolatry common among the negroes in some of th

western parts of Africa. Brands.

||FT'}D, [fet'id, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; fe'tid, P.]
a. [fcetidus, L.] Stinking ;

rancid
; having a smell strong

and offensive.

IJFET'ID-NESS, n. The quality of being fetid.

FE-TIF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing young. Maunder. [R.]

FE'TISH,* or FE'TICH,* n. An idol, charm, or amulet,
which is an object of worship with the negroes in the

western parts of Africa. Lander.

FE'TISH,* a. Relating to feticism. Coleridge.

FET'LOCK, n. A tuft of hair that generally grows behind
the pastern joint of a horse.

FET'LOCKED,* (fet'lokt) a. Having a fetlock ;
tied by the

fetlock. Jodrell.
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FfiT'LOCK-JofNT,* n. The joint of a horse's leg next to

the foot. Ash.

FET'LOW,* n. A whitlow or felon in cattle. Farm. Ency.
See FELON. [Browne.

FE'TOR, n. [fator, L.] A stench
;
a strong, offensive smell.

FET'TER, n.,- pi. FETTERS. A chain for the feet. Gen-
erally used in the plural ;

chains for the feet
;
restraint.

FET'TER, v. a.
[i. FETTERED; pp. FETTERING, FETTERED.]

To bind ; to chain
;
to shackle

;
to tie.

FET'TER-LESS, a. Free from restraint. Marston.

fFET'TLE,Tj.7t. To do trifling business; to prepare. Bp. Hall.

FET'TLE, n. Preparation ;
order. Wilbraham. [Local, Eng.]

FE'TVS, n. [fietus, L.] pi. FE'Tys-E. Any animal in em-
bryo. See Fffiius.

fFEU, (fu) n. A fee, or feudal tenure. (Scottish law) A
tenure in which the vassal makes a return in grain or

money: a fee. See FEE.
FEUD, (fud) 7i. A deadly quarrel between families or clans ;

a quarrel. (Law) A fief; a fee ;
a tenure

;
a conditional

allotment of land.

FEU'DAL, a. [feudalis, low L.] Pertaining to fees or ten-

ures
; embracing tenures by military service

;
held by

tenure
; relating to feudalism.

FEU'DAL-!M, n. The feudal system; the principle or sys-
tem of holding lands on condition of military service ;

the lands being held by lords, and the common people
being their vassals.

FEU-DXL'I-TY, n. The state of being feudal. Cotgrave.
FEU-DAL-J-ZA'TIQN,* n. Change to a feudal state. Ency.
FEU'DAL-IZE,* v. a. To conform to feudalism. Ency.
FEU'DA-RY,* n. A tenant who holds his lands by feudal

service
; feudatary.

FEU'DA-RY, a. Holding tenure under a superior. Milton.

FEU'DA-TA-RY, n. One who holds by some conditional
tenure from a superior. Warton.

FEU'DA-TA-RY,* a. Same as feudatory. Scott.

FEU'DA-TQ-RY, a. Holding from another on some condi-
tional tenure. Blackstone.

FEU DE JOIE, (fu'de-zhwa') [Fr.] A bonfire
;
a firing of

guns on any joyful occasion. Brande.

FEUD'IST, n. One versed in the law of feuds or fees. Seldcn.

FEU'lL-LAGE',({ul'ye-&zh') n. [Fr.] A bunch or row of
leaves. Jervas.

FE&ILLE-MORTEI, (ful'ye-mbrt') [fu'jl-mor', K. ; fal'ye-

mort, P.] n. [Fr.] The color of a faded leaf. Locke.
See FILEMOT. [Spenser.

fFEU'TER, (fu'ter) v. a. [feutrer, old FrJ To make ready.
JFEU'TER-ER, (fu'ter-er) n. [vautrier, Fr.] A dog-keeper.
Massinger.

FE'VER, n. (Med.) A disease characterized by increased

heat, quick pulse, languor, and thirst.

FE'VER, v. a. To put into a fever. Shak,

FE'VER-COOL-ING, a. Allaying fever. Thomson.

fFE'VER-ET, 7i. A slight fever
; febricula. Ayliffc.

FE'VER-FEW, 71. A genus of plants of several species ;
an

herb used as a febrifuge.
FE'VER-ISH, a. Diseased with or tending to fever

;
uncer-

tain
;
inconstant

;
now hot, now cold

;
hot

; burning.
FE'VER-ISH-LY,* ad. In a feverish manner. C. Lamb.

F'VER-ISH-NESS, 7i. Tendency to fever.

FE'VER-OUS, a. [ficvreux, -se, Fr.] Troubled with fever
;

feverish. [R.]
tFE'VER-ous-LY, ad. In a feverish manner. Donne.

FE'VER-sIcK, a. Diseased with a fever. Peele.

FE'VER-WAK-ENED, (-knd) a. Debilitated by fever.

fFE'VER-y, a. Diseased with a fever. B. Jonson.

FEW, (fu) a. Not many ;
small in number.

FEW'EL, (fu'el) n. [feu, Fr.] Firewood
;
coal. See FUEL.

FEW'EL, (fu'el) v. a. To feed with fuel. See FUEL.
FEW'MET, n. See FUMET.
FEW'NESS, (fu'nes) n. Paucity ; smallness of number.
fFEY, (fa) v. a. To cleanse a ditch of mud. Tusser.

FIACRE,* (fe-a'kr) n. [Fr.] A small four-wheeled carriage.
Boiste.

fFI'ANCE, v. a. [fiancer, Fr.] To affiance. Harmar. See
AFFIANCE.

Fl'AR,* 7i. The average price of grain, as fixed by sheriffs
and jury. Farm. Ency. [North of England.]

FI'AT, 7i. [L., Let it be done.] Used as a noun to denote a
peremptory decree or order. Bentley.

FIB, n. A lie
;
a falsehood. Pope. [Colloquial.]

FiB, v. n.
[i. FIBBED; pp. FIBBING, FIBBED.] To lie: to

tell lies. Arbuthnot.

FIB'BER, n. A teller of fibs. Sherwood.

FI'BRE, (fl'bur) n. [fibra, L.] A slender, threadlike sub-
stance

;
a filament ;

the first constituent part of bodies.

FI'BRE-LESS,* a. Destitute of fibres. Land. Jour.

Fi'BRlL, n. [fibrille, Fr.] A small fibre; a very slender
thread.

FIB'RIL-LOSE,* a. (Bot.) Having fibres
; fibrillons. London.

Ff-BRJL'LOys, a. Relating to or containing fibres. Todd.

FI'BRINE,* n. (Chem.) A white, fibrous substance, obtained
from coagulated blood. Brande.

FI'BRINE,* a. Belonging to the fibres of plants. Maunder.

FIB'RJ-NOUS,* a. Relating to, or composed of, fibrine. Dun-
glison.

FiB'RpL-iTE,* n. (Min.) A very rare mineral, composed of
minute fibres. Clcaveland.

FI'BROUS, a. Composed of or resembling fibres.

FlB'v-LA, n. [L.] pi. FIBULAE. (Anat.) A long, small, oute.
bone of the leg, much smaller than the tibia.

jFiB'y-LATE,* v. a. To join ;
to fasten together. Blount.

FIC'KLE, (fik'kl) a. Changeable; inconstant; wavering;
variable

;
unstable

;
volatile.

Ftc'KLE-NESS, n. Inconstancy ; unsteadiness.

FlCK'LY, ad. Without stability. Southern.

Fi'cd, '[fe'ko, K. Sm. ; fi'ko, P.] n. [It.] A snap of the

fingers expressing "a fig for you." Shak.

FIc'TiLE, a. [fictilis, L.] Moulded into form, as by a

potter ; formed of clay. Bacon.

FIC'TILE-NESS,* n. The quality of being fictile. Scott.

FIC'TIQN, (fik'shun) n. [fictio, L.] The act of feigning or

inventing ; the thing feigned or invented
; fictitious

writings, as novels, romances, &c.
;
a fabrication

;
an

invention
;
a falsehood

;
a lie.

fFfc'Tloys, (fik'shus) a. Fictitious. Daniel.

Fjc-Tl"Tioys, (fjk-tish'us) a. [fictitius. L.] Counterfeit;
false

;
not genuine ; feigned ; imaginary ;

not real
;
not

true.

Fic-Tl'"Tioys-LY, (fjk-tish'us-le) ad. In a fictitious man-
ner; counterfeitly.

FIC-TI"TIOUS-NESS, n. Feigned representation. Johnson.

fFic'TiVE, a. Feigned ; imaginary. Drayton.
FID, n. [fitta, It.] (JVaut.) A splice or pin for a mast or rope.

FID'DLE, 71. A stringed instrument of music
;
a violin.

FID'DLE, (fld'dl) v. n. [i. FIDDLED; pp. FIDDLING, FII>-

DLED.] To play on a fiddle
;
to trifle.

F!D' OLE-DOCK,* 71. A perennial plant. Crabb.

F!D'DLE-FXD'DLE, 7t. Nonsense ;
trifles. Spectator. [Low.]

FID'DLE-FAD'DLE, a. Trifling. Arbuthnot.

F/D'DLE-FAD'DLER,* n. A foolish trifler. Qu. Rev.

F!D'DL.ER, 71. One who plays on the fiddle.

FID'DLE-STICK, n. The bow used in fiddling.

FiD'DLE-STRiNG, n. The string of a fiddle.

FID'DLE-WOOD,* (-wud) n. A plant. Lee. [Rowe.
FID'DLING,* n. Act of playing on a fiddle, or its music.

FI-DE-j'Os'siQN, (fl-de-jush'un) n. (Law) Suretyship ; the
act of being bound for another. Farindon.

Fl-DE-jDs'spR,* n. One who is surety for another for the

payment of a- debt. Blackstone.

FI-DEL'I-T, n. [fidelitas, L.] Faithful adherence to duty
or obligation ; honesty ;

faithfulness ; integrity.
'

v. n. [fika, Su. Goth.] To fidget. Swift.
n. A restless, troublesome motion. Swift. [R.]

, (flj'et) v. n. [i. FIDGETED; pp. FIDGETINO_
FIDGETED.] To move about uneasily or irregularly.

FID^'ET, (fij'et) n. Restless agitation ;
restlessness. Gray.

FID^'ET-I-NESS,* n. The quality of being fidgety. Month..

Rev.'

FID^-'ET-Y, a. Restless
; impatient ; uneasy. [Colloquial.]

Fl-Di^'j-NAL,* a. (Mus.) Noting a stringed instrument.
'

Crabb.

FJ-DU'CIAL, (fe-du'shal) a. [fiducia, L.] Confident; un-

doubting. Bp. Hall.

FI-DU'CIAL-LY, (fe-du'shal-le) ad. With confidence.

FJ-DO'ci-A-RY, (fe-du'she-a-re) n. One who depends on
'faith without works. Hammond. (Law) One who holds

in trust.

FJ-DU'CI-A-RY, (fe-du'she-a-re) a. Confident; held intrust.

FIE, (fl) interj. Expressing indignation : For shame !

FIEF, (f5f) n. [Fr.] (Law) An estate in lands held of a

feudal superior ;
a fee

;
a manor

;
a possession.

FIELD, (feld) n. Ground not inhabited or built on
; ground

on which the trees have been felled ; a tract of land en-

closed by a fence
;

a cultivated tract of ground ;
the

ground of a battle
;
a wide expanse ; space ; compass ;

ex-

tent. (Her.) The surface of a shield.

FIELD'-BA-IL, (feld'baz-jl) n. A plant.

FIELD'-BED, 71. A bed or tent set up in the field. Shak.

FIELD'-BOOK.,* (feld'buk) n. A book used by surveyors
for setting down angles, distances, <fcc. Crabb.

FIELD'ED, a. Being in the field of battle. Shale.

FlELD'-EQ-Ul-PA(^E,* (feld'ek-we-paj) n. Military ap-

paratus. Fenton.

FlELD'FARE, [fel'far, S. E. ; fel'far, W. J. ; fSld'fir, P. F.

K. ; feld'far, Ja. ; feld'far, colloquially fel'far, Sin.] n. An
English bird of the thrush tribe.

FIELD'-MAR-SHAI,, n. A commander-in-chief, or one

who commands the whole army ;
an officer of the high-

est military rank in England.
FlELD'-MAR'sHAL-SHlP,* n. The office of a field-mar-

shal. Qu. Reo.

FlELD'-MoOsE, n. A mouse that burrows in banks.

FIELD'-OF-FI-CER, n. An officer whose command extends

to a whole regiment, as the colonel, lieutenant-colonel,

and major.
FIELD'-PIECE, n. Small cannon for the field.

FIELD'-PREACH-ER, n. One who preaches in a field.
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FIELD'-PREACH-ING, 7i. Act of preaching out. of doors.

FIELD'ROOM, n. Unobstructed or open space. Drayton,
FlELD'spI-DER,* n. An insect. Goldsmith.

FIELD'SPORT, n. Diversion of shooting and hunting.
FIELD'-STA~FF,* n. A kind of halbert carried by the per-
son who fires the cannon in the field of battle. Ash.

FIELD'-VOLE,* n. The short-tailed field-mouse or

meadow-mouse. Brande.

fFiELD'Y, a. Open like a field. Wicliffe.

FIEND, (fend) [fend, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.] n. A
deadly enemy; an infernal enemy; an infernal being;
the devil, ^j" Sometimes incorrectly pronounced f&nd.

FIEND'FOL, a. Full of evil practices. Marlowe.

FIEND'ISH,* a. Having the qualities of a fiend
;
malicious.

Sir Tk. More.

FIKND'ISH-NESS,* n. The quality of a fiend. Bp. Hall.

FIKND'LIKE, a. Resembling a fiend; extremely wicked.

||FlERCE, (fers) [fers, P. J". E. K. Sin. R.; fers, S. Wb.;
fers or fers, W. F.] a. [fier, Fr.] Savage ;

ravenous
;

ferocious; easily enraged ; passionate; violent; furious;
outrageous.

||FiERCE'LY, ad. In a fierce manner; furiously.

||FlERCE-MlND'ED, a. Vehement in rage.

HFIERCE'NESS, ?i. duality of being fierce ; ferocity.
FI'E-Rl FA'cf-As, (fl'e-rl-fa'she-as) n. [L.] (Law) A writ

of execution directed to a sheriff to levy debt or dam-
ages.

FI'ER-i-LY,* ad. In a hot or fiery manner. Ash.

FI'ER-I-NESS, n. Quality of being fiery; heat.

FI'ER-y, a. Consisting of fire; hot; vehement; ardent;
passionate ; outrageous ; easily provoked ;

fierce.

FI'E-RY-FOOT-ED,* (-fut-ed) a. Eager or swift in mo-
tion. 'Shak.

FIFE, ?i. [fifre, Fr.] A small musical wind instrument of
the flute species, chiefly used for military music.

FlFE'-Ml-jOR,* TJ. An officer who superintends the fifers

of a regiment. Booth.

FIF'ER, ?i. One who plays on the fife.

FIF'FARS,* n. (Mus.) A small pipe, flute, or flageolet, used

by the Germans in their armies. Crabb.

FIF'TEEN, a. &. n. Five and ten.

FIF'TEENTH, a. & n. The ordinal of fifteen.

FIF'TEENTH,* n. (Mas.) An interval consisting of two
octaves. Crabb.

FIFTH, a. The ordinal of five
;
the next to the fourth.

FiFTH,* n. (Mus.) A distance comprising four diatonic in-

tervals, that is, three tones and a half. Crabb.

FIFTH'LY, ad. In the fifth place.

FIF'TI-ETH, a. The ordinal of fifty.

FIF'TY, a. &. n. Five times ten
;
five tens.

FiG, ft. [ficus, L.] A genus of trees of several species; the
fruit of the fig-tree ;

the fig-tree.

FIG, v. a. & 7i. To snap the fingers in contempt. Shak.
To move suddenly or quickly. Sylvester. [R.]

*FIG'-AP-PLE, n. A species of apple. Mortimer.

jFi-GA'RY, n. A frolic
;
a vagary. M. Oeddes.

FIG'-EAT-ER,* n. A bird, the smaller pettychap. Booth.

FIG'-GNAT, (flg'nat) n. An insect of the fly kind.

FIGHT, (fit) v. n.
[i. FOUGHT ; pp. FIGHTING, FOUGHT.] To

contend in battle or single combat
;
to contend

;
to com-

bat
; to make war.

FIGHT, (fit) v. a. To war against ;
to combat against.

FIGHT, (fit) 71. Battle; combat; a duel; an engagement;
a conflict

;
a contest. (Naut.) A screen in a ship.

FiGHT'ER, (fit'er) n. One who fights ;
a warrior.

FlGHT'iNG, (fit'jng) p. a. Fit for or engaged in war.

FIGHT'ING, (fifing) n. Contention
; quarrel ;

combat.

FIG'LEAF, n._
A leaf of the fig-tree ;

a flimsy covering.
FIG'MAR-I-GOLD, n. A plant. Miller.

FiG'MKNT, n. [figmentum, L.] An invention
;
a fiction.

FJG'PECK-ER, n. A bird that feeds on figs ;
becafico.

FIG'-SHELL,* n. A univalve shell having the shape of a

fig. HUl.

FIG'-TREE, n. The tree that bears figs.

FlG'y-LATE, a. \Jigulus, L.] Made of potters' clay. [R.]

FiG'y-LAT-ED,*~o. Formed of earth or clay. Blount.

FiG-u-RA-BiL'i-TY, 7i. The quality of being figurable.
FlG ;u -RA-BLEJ a. [figuro, L.] Capable of form or figure.

FlG'y-RAL, a. Represented by delineation
; representing

a geometrical figure. Browne.

FIG-U-RANTE',* n. [Fr.] A female opera dancer. Ham-
ilton.

FI'G'U-RATE, a. [figuratus, L.] Having a determinate
form or figure ;

ornamental or figurative. (Mus.) Con-

taining a mixture of concords and discords. (Arith-

metic) Noting a peculiar series of numbers.

FiG'y-RAT-ED, a. Representing a geometrical figure.

FIG-U-RA'TION, n. Act of forming a figure ; determination
to a certain form

j
mixture of concords and discords in

music.

FiG'u-RA-TtvE, a. Representing by figure ; representing
something else

; allegorical ; typical ; representative ; not
literal

;
full of rhetorical figures.

FIG'V-KA-TIVE-LY, ad. By a figure ;
not literally.

FiG'v-RA-TfvE-NESS,* n. The quality of being figurative.
Clarke.

HFIG'VRE, (fig'yur) [fig'yur, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. ; fig'ur, P. :

fig'yur, K. ; fig'ur, Sm.] n. [figura, L.] The form of any
thing as terminated by the outline

; shape ;
form

;
sem-

blance
; appearance, mean or grand ; eminence ; mag-

nificence
; splendor ;

an image. (Arithmetic) One of
the ten digits or numeral characters. (Geom.) A space
bounded on all sides either by lines or planes ;

a repre-
sentation of a theorem or problem, on paper, &c.

;
a

diagram. (Rhct.) A mode of speech in which words
are changed from their primitive or literal sense; an em-
blem ;

a type ; an allegory ;
a metaphor ;

a trope. (Logic)
The form of a syllogism with regard to the disposition of
the middle term. (Gram.) Any deviation from the rules
of analogy or syntax. (Painting and sculpture) A repre-
sentation of any thing ;

a person ;
a statue.

||FiG-'URE, (fig'yur) v. a. [i. FIGURED
; pp. FIGURING,

FIGURED.] To form into any shape ; to show by a resem-
blance

; to adorn with figures ;
to represent figuratively ;

to represent by emblems
;
to image ;

to use in a sense not
literal ; to note by figures.

IIFiG'vRE, v. n. To make a figure or figures.

]fFiG'yRE-CiST-ER, n. A pretender to astrology. Milton.

JFiG'VRED,* (flg'yurd) p. a. Formed into a shape ;
orna-

mented with figures.

j|tFiG'VRE-FLfNG-ER, n. A pretender to astrology. Collier.

||FiG'vRE-HE AD,* 7i'. (JVan.)The principal piece of carved
work at the head of a ship. Mar. Diet.

||FfG'VRE-STONE,* 71. (Min.) The bildstein, a mineral.
Jameson.

||FiG'y-RisT,* n. One who uses or interprets figures.
Waterland.

FI'G'WORT, (-wurt) n. A plant of several varieties.

Fl-LA'GEOys, (fe-Ia'shus) a. [filum, L.] Consisting of
threads. Bacon.

FIL'A-CER, or FIL'A-ZER, n. [filazarius, low L.] (Eng.
law) An officer in the Common Pleas who files writs.

Harris.

FIL'A-MENT, ra. \Jttamenta, L.] A substance like a thread
;

a slender thread.

FIL-A-MEN'TOVS, a. Like a slender thread
;
filiform.

FIL'AND-ER?, 7i. pi. A disease in hawks, consisting of fila-

ments of thick blood, or of thread-like worms.
FIL'A-TO-RY,* n. A machine to form thread. Smart.

FlL'A-TURE,* n. [Fr.] A manufactory for spinning silk or
cotton ;

the spinning of thread. Barbour.

FIL'BERT, n. A fine hazel-nut with a thin shell.

((FILCH, [fllsh, W. E. F. Ja. ; filch, S. P. J. K. Sm.] v. a.

[i. FILCHED; pp. FILCHING, FILCHED.] To steal
;
to pil-

fer
; usually spoken of petty thefts.

||FlLCH'ER, 71. One who filches
;
a petty thief.

IJFiLCH'iNG-Ly, ad. In a thievish manner.

FILE, n.'lfilum, L.] A line or wire on which papers are

strung ; papers strung or placed in a series
;
a list ; a cat-

alogue ;
series

;
a line of soldiers ranged one behind an-

other.

FILE, n. [feile, Teut.] An instrument of iron or steel, used
for rasping or smoothing substances.

FILE, v. a. [i.
FILED

; pp. FILING, FILED.] To string

upon a thread or wire ; to arrange : to cut and smooth
with a file ;

to smooth; to polish. [fTo defile. Shak.]
FILE, v. n. To march in a file

;
to rank with.

FlLE'-CiJT-TER, 7i. A maker of files. Moxon.

FlLE'-FiSH,*'n. The animalcule of a shell. Goldsmith.

FlL'E-MQT,7i. [feuille-morte, Fr.] A brown or yellow-brown
color. Srdift. See FEUILLE-MORTE.

FIL'ER, n. One who files
;
one who uses the file.

FILE'-SHELL,* n. (Conch.) A large species of pholas. HUl.

FI'L'IAL, (fll'yal) a. Ifilius, L.] Pertaining to or like a son
;

befitting a son
; bearing the character or relation of a son.

FIL'IAL-LY,* (fll'yal-le) ad. In a filial manner. Bp. Hall.

FfL'lAL-NESs,* (fll'y'al-nes) n. The quality of being
filial. Scott.

Fi'L'l-ATE,* V. a. [i. FILIATED
; pp. FILIATING, FILIATED.]

To father
;
to establish the relation of father

; to adopt as
a son or daughter; to affiliate. Qw. Rev.

FIL-I-A'TIQN, n. Act of filiating ; the relation of a son to

a father
;

correlative to paternity.

FIL'I-BEG, 7i. See FILLIBEG.

Fi-Ll^'j-FORM,* a. Shaped like a fern. Smart.

FlL'i-FbRM,* a. Having the form of thread. P. Cyc.

FIL'I-GRANE, n. [JUum and pranum, L.] Filigree. Toiler.

See FILIGREE.

FIL'I-GREE,* n. A kind of enrichment, generally of gold or

silver, wrought delicately in the manner of little threads

or grains. Brande.

FIL'I-GREE, a. Relating to work in filigree. Swinburne.

FlL'i-GREED,* a. Ornamented with filigree. Smart.

F!L'JNG, 7i. pi. Fragments rubbed off by filing. Browne.

FILL, tJ. a.
[i.

FILLED
; pp. FILLING, FILLED.] To put or

pour in till no more can be contained ;
to make full

; to

satisfy; to content; to glut. To fill out, to pour out

liquor for drink; to extend by something contained.
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To fill up, to make full ; to supply to occupy by bulk
;

to engage.
FILL, v. 7i. To fill a glass or cup ;

to grow full.

FILL, 7t. That which fills or quite satisfies. (JVaat.) A
bracing.

FILL'ER, n. One who fills; that which fills: a thill-

horse. Farm. Ency. [Local.] See THILLER.
FIL'LET, n. [filet, Fr.J A little band, used for the hair,
&c. : the fleshy part of the thigh, applied to veal

;
meat

rolled together, and tied round: a little member of a

pillar or small square moulding ;
a listel.

FIL'LET, v. a. [i. FILLETED
; pp. FILLETING, FILLETED.]

To bind with a fillet
;
to adorn with an astragal.

FIL'LI-BKG, n. [filleadh-beg, Gael.] A dress worn by men
in the Highlands of Scotland, instead of breeches, and
reaching only to the knees

;
written also phillbeg.

FIL'LING, n. Supply ;
the act of making full : a woof.

FIL'LIP, v. a.
[i.

FILLIPED
; pp. FILLIPING, FILLIPED.] To

strike with the nail of the finger by a sudden spring or

motion. Shak.

FIL'LIP, ?i. A jerk of the finger held tight and let go.

FI'L'LY, n. [ffilog, Welsh.] A young mare not more than a

year old, opposed to a colt, or young horse : a wanton
girl ;

a flirt.

FIL'LY-FOAL,* 7i. A mare or female foal. Perry.

FiLM/n. A pellicle or thin skin. Bacon.

FILM, v. a. To cover with a pellicle or thin skin. Shak.

FiL'Ml-NESS,* n. The state of being filmy. Ash.

FtLM'y, a. Composed of pellicles ; covered with films.

FI-LOSE',* a. (Anal.) Ending in a thread-like process.
Brande.

FIL'TER, v. a. [filtro, low L.] [i.
FILTERED

; pp. FILTER-

ING, FILTERED.] To defecate by a filter; to strain; to

percolate.

FIL'TER, 7i. [filtrum, L.
; filtre, Fr.j A strainer for defecat-

ing liquors ; any substance, material, or contrivance, for

filtering or defecating liquids.

FILTH, n. Dirt; nastiness ; corruption; pollution.

FILTH'I-LY, ad. In a filthy manner ; grossly.

FILTH'I-NESS, n. Nastiness
; corruption ; pollution.

FILTH'Y, a. Nasty; foul; dirty; unclean; gross; pol-
luted/

FlL'TRATE, v. a. [i. FILTRATED; pp. FILTRATING, FIL-

TRATED.] To strain ; to percolate ;
to filter.

FJL-TRA'TIQN, n. A method by which liquors are procured
fine and clear. Boyle.

FIM'BLE, a. [Corrupted from female.] Applied to light
summer hemp, that bears no seed. Mortimer.

FlM'BRi-A,* 7i. [L.] pi. FIMBRIJE. (Anat.) A fringe ;
ex-

tremities resembling fringe. Hill.

FiM'BRl-ATE, v. a. [fimbriatus, L.J [i. FIMBRIATED
; pp.

FIMBRIATING, FIMBRIATED.] To fringe ; to hem. Fuller.

FfM'BR}-ATE,* a. Fringed; nmbriated. London.

FIM'BR'I-AT-ED,* p. a. Fringed; having fringes. Dungli-
son.

FM'BRJ-CATE,* a. (Bot.) Fringed ; jagged. P. Cyc.

FIN, 7i. The wing of a fish by which it swims; a sharp
plate on the colter of a plough.

FIN,* n. A native of Finland ; an ancient inhabitant of
a part of Scandinavia. P. Cyc.

FIN'A-BLE, a. That admits or deserves a fine.

Fl'NiL, a. [finalis, L.] Ultimate
; last

;
conclusive

;
de-

cisive
; putting an end to any thing ;

mortal
;
destruc-

tive
; respecting the end or motive Final cause, the

end for which a thing is done, or the purpose to which it

contributes. (Logic) The final cause of a thing is the

very thing in completeness.
FS-NA'LE* 7i. [It.] (Miis.) The last passage in a piece of

music; the closing part of an opera or concert; end;
termination. Coleridge.

FI-NXL'j-TY,* n. The state of bing final. Baxter. Ld.
John Russell.

FI'NAL-LY, ad. Ultimately ; lastly ; in conclusion.

FJ-NANCE', n. ; pi. FINANCES. [Fr.] The public revenue
of a government or state

;
used commonly in the plural :

revenue; income.

FI-NXN'CIAL, (fe-nan'shal) a. Relating to finance.

Ff-NXN'ciAL-LY,* ad. In a financial manner. Burke.

Fi-NXN'ciAN,* (fe-nan'sh?n) n. A financier. Month.
'Rev. [R.] _

'

FlN-AN-ciER', [fin-an-ser', S. W. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; fe-

nan'se-er, P.] n.
[Fr.] One who collects or manages the

finances ; one skilled in raising and managing the public
revenue.

FI'NA-RY, n. See FINERT.

FINCH, 7i. A small bird, of which the kinds are the gold-
finch, chaffinch, and bulfinch.

FfNCil'-BXcKED,* a. Striped or spotted on the back, as
cattle. Booth.

FINCHED,* (fincht) a. Having a white streak on the back,
as an ox. London.

FIND, v. a.
[i.

FOUND ; pp. FINDING, FOUND.] To obtain by
searching ;

to meet with
;
to light upon ; to come to

;
to

discover; to supply; to furnish; to gain. (Law) To

determine byjudicial verdict; to approve. To find one's

self, to be conscious of one's state of health. To find
fault with, to censure. To find out, to discover ; to de-
tect

;
to unriddle.

FIND'ER, n. One who finds: a small optical instru-
ment.

FIND'-FAULT, 77. A censurer ; a caviller. Shak.

F!ND'FAULT-ING, a. Cavilling ; captious. Whitlock.

FIND'ING, w. Discovery. (Laic) The verdict of a jury.
FIND'ING,* p. a. Obtaining by seeking; discovering,
FIND'INGS,* n. pi. The tools and materials used by shoe-
makers. Chute.

fFi'N'DY, a. Plump; weighty ; firm;, solid. Junius.

FINE, a. [fin, fine, Fr.] Not coarse
; pure ;

subtile
;
thin

; ten-
uous

;
refined

;
keen ; smoothly sharp ; clear ; pellucid ;

nice ; exquisite ; delicate ; artful ; dexterous ; elegant and
dignified to the sight ; beautiful in thought or lan-

guage ; beautiful with dignity ; accomplished ; showy ;

splendid. It is often used ironically. It is used in

composition ; as, fine-grained.

FINE, 7i.
[ffin, Cimbr.] A mulct

; penalty ;
forfeiture

;
a

pecuniary punishment. [finis, L.] The end; used ad-

verbially, as in fine, in conclusion, finally.

FINE, v. a. [i. FINED
; pp. FINING, FINED.] To refine; to

purify. [fTo decorate. Shak.] To make less coarse.
Mortimer. To punish with pecuniary penalty; to
amerce

;
to mulct.

FINE, v. n. To pay a fine. Oldham.
FlNE'DRAW, v. a. [i. FINEDREW ; pp. FINEDRAWING, FINE-

DRAWN.] To sew up so nicely that the rent drawn to-

gether is not perceived.
FINE'DRAW-ER, n. One who finedraws.

FINE'DRAW-ING,* n. The dexterous sewing of rents.

Maunder.

FI-NEER',* v. a. To inlay. Burney. See VENEER.
FlNE'-FlN-GERED, (-fing-gerd) a. Nice in work.
fFiNE'LESS, a. Unbounded ; endless. Shak.

FINE'LYJ ad. In a fine manner; elegantly; very well:
often used with irony.

FINE'NESS, n. duality of being fine; elegance; beauty;
delicacy ;

show
; purity ; smoothness.

FIN'ER, n. One who fines or purifies.

FlN'ER-Y, 7i. Show
; sple'ndor of appearance ; gayety of

colors; fine things, collectively: a furnace for refining

jnetals ; a refinery.

FINE'-SPO-KEN, (-spo-kn) a. Using fine phrases.

FINE'-SP&N, a. Ingeniously or artfully contrived. Lowth.

FI-NESSE', n. [Fr.] Artifice; stratagem ;
trick

; guile;
deceit

;
delusion

; imposition.
FI-NESS'ING,* n. Act of using finesse

;
artifice. Goldsmith.

FlN'EW,* (f in'nu) 71. Mouldiness; state of being mouldy.
Scott. [R.]

FfN'-FIsH,* w. A small sort of whale. Crabb.

FIN'-FOOT-ED, (-fut-ed) a. Palmipedous; having feet

with membranes between the toes
;
webfooted.

FlN'jSER, (f ing'ger) n. One of the five extreme parts of
the hand ; one of the four distinct from the thumb

; any
thing resembling a finger ;

the breadth of a finger; the
hand

;
the instrument of work.

FfN'jGER, (fing'ger) v. a. & n. [i. FINGERED ; pp. FINGER-

ING, FINGERED.] To touch lightly; to meddle with; to

pilfer ;
to touch an instrument of music.

FiN'jeER-BoARD, n. The board at the neck of a fiddle,

guitar, &c., where the fingers operate on the strings.

FIN'-GERED, (f ing'gerd) p. a. Furnished with fingers ;

touched with the fingers. Shelton.

FIN'JGER-FERN, n. A plant.

FiN'jeER-GR&ss,* n. A species of wild grass. Farm. Ency.
FfN'jGER-lNG, 7i. The act of touching lightly, or of toying
with

;
the manner of touching an instrument of music.

FIN'J&ER-SHELL,* n. A shell like a finger. Smart.

FlN'j&ER-STONE, n. A fossil resembling an arrow.

FIN'J&ER-WATCH,* (-woch)n. A sort of clock-work. Butler.

FIN'GLE-FXN'GLE, n. A trifle
;
a burlesque word. Hudi-

bras.

FlN'i-AL,* n. (Gothic Arch.) The top or finishing of a pin-
nacle or gable ;

also the entire pinnacle. Brande.

FfN'l-CAL. a. Nice in trifles
; gaudy; showy; foppish.

FIN-I-CAL'I-TY,* n. Something finical; finicalness. Wm.
H.'Prescott. [R.]

FIN'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a finical manner ; foppishly.

FfN'i-CAL-NESS, n. duality of being finical ; foppery.

FlN'i-idN,* o?- FIN'NI-KIN, n. A variety of pigeon. London.

FiN'i-KiN,* a. Precise in trifles
; idly busy. Smart. [Collo-

quial.]

FIN'ING-POT,* n. A vessel used in refining metals. Ash.

Fl'ifis,* n. [L.] The end ;
conclusion. Wilson.

FiN'iSH, v, a. [finio, L.] [i.
FINISHED ; pp. FINISHING, FIN-

ISHED.] To bring to the end purposed ; to complete ;
to

use elaborate touches in concluding; to perfect ;
to con-

clude
;
to close

;
to terminate ;

to end
;
to pohsh ;

to put
an end to.

FiN'iSH,* v. n. To terminate ;
to make an end. Shak.

FIN'JSII, n. The last touch to a work ; completion.
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FlN'miED,* (fin'jsht) p. a. Completed ; accomplished;
complete.

FI'N'ISH-ER, n. One who finishes or completes.
FiN'isH-iNG, 71. Completion ;

finish
; the lust touch.

FIN'ISH-ING,* p. a. Completing; giving a finish.

Fi'NlTE, [fi'nlt, W.J.F.Ja. Sin.. IVb.; fi-nlt', S.; fi'nlt,

P.] a. [finitus, L.J Having limits
;
limited either in time,

power, or dimensions; terminable; limited; bounded.

Fi'NiT-ED,* a. Made Suits. Clissold.

|FI'N1TE-LESS, a. Without bounds
; unlimited. Browne.

Fi'NiTE-LY, ad. Within certain limits. Siilliugjlcet.

Fl'NITE-xiiss, T?. The quality of being finite.

Fl-Nl'TOR* n. [L.] The horizon. Francis.

jFlN'l-TUDE, /(. Limitation
;

finitent.'ss. Clicyne,.

FI'N'KEL,* n. A Norwegian spirit distilled from corn and
potatoes. Mitford.

FlN'LAND-ER,* n. A native of Finland. Murray.
FIN'LESS, a. Wanting fins. Shak.

FlN'LlKE, a. Like fins
;
formed as fins. Dryden.

FlNNED, (find) a. Having fins. Mortimer.

FiN'Ni-KiN, n. A pigeon with a sort of mane as a crest.

FIN'NJSH,* a. Relating to the Fins or Finland. Ency.
FJN'NY, a. Furnished with fins; formed for the water.

1-6, [fe-no'che-o, W. J. ; fe-no'cho, S. K. Sm.] n.

io, It.] A species of fennel.

j
71. pi. [Sp.] The second beat wool of merino sheep.

London.

FlN'scALE, n. A river fish called the radd. Chambers.

FfN'TOED, (-tod) a. Palmipedous, webfooted. Ray.
Fi-ORD',n. [Swed.] An arm of the sea; a frith. Murray.
FI'Q-RiN-GRiss,* n. A perennial called creeping bent-

and black couch-grass. Booth.

>RITE,* n. (Min.) A silicious incrustation. Brande.

fFiP'PLE, n. [fibula, L.] A stopper. Bacon.

FlR, n. [fyrr, Welsh.] An evergreen tree of several kinds,
valuable for timber, pitch, tar, &c. (Bot.) Abies.

FiR'-Ap-pLE,* w. The produce of the fir. Holdsworth.

FIRE, 7i. The light and heat extricated from a body during
its combustion; flame; lustre; any thing burning; a

conflagration ;
torture by burning ; any thing inflaming

or provoking ;
ardor

; vigor ; spirit ;
sexual love

;
red erup-

tions: popularly, one of the four elements, the others

_being earth-, air, and water.

FIRE, v. a. [i. FIRED ; pp. FIRING, FIRED.] To set on fire;
to kindle

;
to inflame

;
to animate

;
to cauterize.

FIRE, v. n. To take fire
;
to be kindled

; to be inflamed
with passion ;

to discharge any fire-arms.

FlRE'-ARMS, n. pi. Arms charged with powder and balls, as

juns, pistols, &.c.

IRE'-BALL, n. Grenade
;
a ball filled with combustibles.

FiRE'-BLisT,* n. A species of blast affecting plants or
fruit-trees. Brande.

FIRE'BOTE,* n. (Law) An allowance of wood or fuel for

fire in the house of a tenant. Blackstone.

FIRE'BRXND, n. A piece of wood kindled or partly burnt:
an incendiary ;

one who inflames factions.

FIRE'-BRICK,* n. A very hard kind of brick, made of a

particular kind of clay, used for lining furnaces, &c.
Francis.

FiRE'-BRttsH, n. A brush to sweep the hearth with.

FIRE'COCK,* n. A cock or plug to let out water from the
main pipes, to extinguish fire. Ash.

FlRE'-CRoss, 7i. An ancient signal in Scotland for the na-
tion to take arms. [Brande.

FIRE '-DAMP,* n. Carburetted hydrogen gas in coal-mines.

FIRE'DRAKE, n. A fiery meteor
;
a kind of firework. Ash.

FIRE'-EAT-ER,* n. One who pretends to eat fire. Ash.

FlRE'-fiN-GlNE, (flr'en-jin) n. A machine for throwing
water to extinguish fires.

FIRE'-ES-CAPE,* n. An instrument or machine to escape
from fire. P. Cyc.

FIRE'-EYED,* (f Ir'Id) a. Having eyes of fire. Sliak.

FiRE'FLAlRE,* n. A fish of the ray kind. Pennant.

FIRE'-FLY,* n. An insect which emits, at night, a vivid

Jight. Goldsmith.

FIRE'-GUARD,* 71. A frame of wire, &c., to protect against
fire. W. Ency. [and poker. Smart.

FIRE'-IR-ON,* (fIr'I-urnz) n. pi. Andirons, shovel, tongs,
FIRE'LESS,* a. Destitute of fire. Brome.

FIRE'LOCK, n. A gun discharged by striking steel with
flint

;
a musket.

FIRE'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes fires. Addison.

FIRE'MAN, n. ; pi. FIREMEN. One who is employed to ex-

tinguish fires.

FiRE'-Mis-TER, n. An officer of artillery, who superin-
tends the composition of all fireworks.

FIRE'NEW, (-nu) a. New from the forge ; brand-new.

FIRE'-OF-FICE, n. An office of insurance against fire.

FiRE-ftR'DE-AL,* n. (Law) Trial by fire. Blackstone.
FIRE '-PAN, n. A pan for holding fire: in a gun, the

receptacle for the priming powder.
FIRE'PLACE,* n. A place in a chimney for a fire. Smollett.

FIRE'PLOG, n. A stopple in a pipe which supplies water in
case of fire.

g
FI

FIRE'~POT
?

* n. An earthen pot to inclose a grenade. Asfi.

FIRE'-PROOF,* a. Proof against fire. W. Ency.
FJR'ER, n. One who fires

;
an incendiary. Carew.

FIRE '-SCREEN,* n. A screen or protection from fire. More.

FiRE'sET,*?i. Irons for the fire; andirons, shovel, tongs,
and poker; fire-irons. Morse.

FlRE'-SHiP, n. A ship filled with combustibles to send

against an enemy.
FIRE'-SHOV-EL, (-shuv-vl) n. The instrument with which
the hot ashes and coals are thrown up.

FIRE'SIDE, n. The hearth
;
the chimney: home.

FIRE'SIDE,* a. Being near the fire
;
domestic. Qu. Rev.

FlRE'sTlcK, n. A lighted stick or brand. Digby.
FIRE'STONE, n. A metallic fossil

; pyrites.

FlRE'-Tow-ER,* n. A sort of lighthouse. Bryant.
FIRE'WARD,* / ?i. A man who has the charge in di-

FIRE'WAR-DEN,* ) reeling about extinguishing fires 5 a
fireman. Hale.

FlRE'-WEED,* 7i. An annual plant or weed, very com-
mon on lands recently cleared and burnt over. Farm.

Ency.
FIRE'WOOD, (-wud) n. Wood to burn

;
fuel.

FIRE'WORK, (-wiirk) n. ; pi. FIREWORKS. Preparations
of sulphur, nitre, and charcoal, to be fired for amuse-
ment

; pyrotechny.
FiRE'woRK-ER, (-wttrk-er) n. An officer of artillery, sub-

_ordinate to the fire-master.

FiRE'-WoR-SHiP,*(-wur-ship)7i. Adoration of fire. Bryant.

FiRE'-WoR'sHip-pER,* (flr'wur'shjp-er) n. One who
_worships fire. Maurice.

FIR'ING, n. A discharge of guns ; application of fire or

heat
;
fuel.

fFiRK, v. a. [ferio, L.] To whip ;
to beat

;
to correct. Shale.

fF'lRK, 7i. A stroke
;
a lash. Hudibras.

FIR'KIN, n. A measure ;
in general, the fourth of a barrel

;

nine gallons of beer or ale
;
a small vessel.

FIR'LOT,* n. A Scotch measure
;

of wheat nearly a bush-
el

;
of barley nearly a bushel and a half. Brande.

F'lRM, a. [firmus, L.] Strong ;
hard

; closely compressed ;

compact ;
solid ; constant ; steady ;

resolute
;

fixed j
un-

shaken
;
stable.

FIRM, n. The persons composing a partnership taken col-

lectively, or the names which a mercantile or manufactur-

ing house subscribes, and under which it carries on busi-
ness.

fFi'RM, v. a. [firmo, L.] To settle
;
to confirm

; to fix. Spen-
ser.

F'iR'MA-MiiNT, n. [firm-amentum, L.] The sphere of the
fixed stars, or the most remote of all the celestial spheres ;

the sky.

FIR-MA-MEN'TAL, a. Relating to the firmament; celestial.

FlR'MAN, n. [firmaun, Ar.] A mandate or certificate issued

by the sovereign of Turkey, Persia, &c., for various pur-
poses ;

a passport, permit, or license. Written also and

pronounced firmaun' and fer-m&n'.

fFlRM'l-TUDE, 7i. Stability ;
firmness. Bp. Hall.

JFi'RM'i-Ty, 71. [finnitas, L.] Strength ;
firmness. Chilling-

worth.

FIRM'LESS,* a. Detached from substance. Pope.
FIRM'LY, ad. In a firm manner

; strongly.

FIRM'NESS, n. The quality of being firm; stability;

strength ; solidity ;
steadiness.

FIRST, a. The ordinal of one .- earliest in time
;
foremost

in place ; highest in dignity or excellence
; primary ;

primitive ; pristine ; original.

FIRST, ad. Before any thing else. At first, at the begin-
ning. First or last, at one time or other.

FIRST,* n. (Mus.) The upper part of a duet, trio, &c.
Crabb.

'
first-born - Milton-

FIRST'-BORN, 71. Eldest
;
the first in the order of nativity.

FIRST'-BORN_, a. First in order of birth ; eldest.

FIRST'-CRE-AT'ED, a. Created before any thing else.

Fi'RST'-FRtliTS, (-fruts) 7i. pi. Whatever the season earli-

est produces or matures
;

first profits of any thing ;
earli-

est effects. (Eng. law) The profits of every spiritual .

living for the first year after its avoidance.

FIRST'LING, a. That is first produced. Dent. xv.

FIRST'LJNG, n. The first produce or offspring.
FiRST'Ly,* ad. In the first place ;

first. Ld. Eldon. lt is

sometimes used by respectable writers instead of first ;

but it is not authorized by the English dictionaries.

"Some late authors use firstly for the sake of its more
accordant sound with secondly, thirdly, <fcc." Smart.

FIRST' RATE, a. Of the highest excellence
; largest ;

best
;

superior ; excellent.

FIRTH, 7i._See FRITH.

FIR'-TREE, n. An evergreen tree
;
a species of pine. Ad-

dison.

FlR'-WoOD,* (-wud) n. The wood of the fir-tree. Barney
FISC, n. [fiscus, L.] A public or state treasury. Burke.

Fis'cAL, 71. Exchequer; public revenue : a treasurer

Bacon.tase 01 nre. uacon.
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FIs'cAL, a. Belonging to the public treasury.

FISH, . An animal that inhabits the water; the flesh or
substance of fish used for food. It is often used collec-

tively, fish for fishes.

FlSH, v. n. [i. FISHED
; pp. FISHING, FISHED.] To be em-

ployed in catching fishes
;
to seek to draw forth

;
to try

to take by arUfice.

FISH, v. a. To search water in quest of fish
;
to draw up.

FIsH,* or Fisii'BLOCK,* 71. (JVaiit.) A machine which
draws up the flukes of the anchor to the bow of the

ship. Crabb.

FfeH'-DAY,* n. A day on which fish is eaten, Addison.

FISH'ER, n._ One who fishes
;
a fisherman.

FISH'ER-BOAT, n. A boat employed in catching fish.

FiSH'ER-MAN, n. ; pi. FISHERMEN. One whose employ-
ment is to catch fish.

FfSH'ER-TowN, n. A town inhabited by fishermen.

FISH'ER-Y, n. The business or employment of catching
fish

;
a place where fishing is practised.

F/SH'FOL, a. Abounding or stored with fish
; fishy. Carew.

FlSH'-GXRTH,* n. A dam or wear in a river for the taking
of fish. Crabb.

FISH'j&i'G,_?i.
See FIZGIG.

FfsH'-GLUE,* n. A term applied to isinglass. Booth.

FISH'-HooK, (-huk) n. A hook to catch fishes.

FIsu'l-FY, v. a.
[i.

FISHIFIED ;pp. FISHIFYING, FISHIFIED.]
To turn to fish. A cant word. Shak.

FISH'I-NESS,* n. The state of being fishy. Pennant.

FISH'iNG, n. The art or practice of catching fish.

FISH'fNG,* p_.
a. Catching fish

; seeking to obtain.

FISH'lNG-BoAT,* n. A boat employed in fishing. Browne.

FISH'iNG-FLY,* n. A bait used for catching fish. Crabb.

FISH'JNG-HoOK,* (-huk) n. Same as fish-hook. Crabb.

FISH'JNG-LiNE,* n. A line used in catching fish. Crabb.

FIsH'iNG-RoD,* 7i. A long, slender rod or wand to which
the line is fastened for angling. Crabb.

FISH'-KET-TLE, 7i. A kettle in which fish are boiled.

FISH'LIKE, a. Resembling fish. Shak.

FISH'-MAR-KET,* 77. A place where fish is sold Savage.
FISH'MEAL, n. Diet of fish. Sharp.

FISH'M6N-SER, (-mung-fer) n. A dealer in fish.

FIsH'-PoND, n. A small pool for fish. Mortimer.

FiSH'-PooL,* n. A pond or pool for fish. Prior.

FISH'sclLE,* 7i. The scale of a fish. Hill.

FISH'sKlN,* n. The skin of a fish. Hall.

FISH'-SPEAR, TO. A dart or spear for striking fish.

FIsu'wlFE, 7i. A woman who cries or sells fish.

FISH'wOM-AN, (-wum-an) n. A woman who sells fish.

FIsH'y, a. Partaking of the nature of fish
j consisting of

fish
;
inhabited by fish.

fFISK, v. n. To run about. Cotgrave,
FIs'sjLE, a. [fissilis, L.] That may be cleft, split, or divid-
ed in the direction of the grain, as wood.

FIS-SIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being fissile. [R.I

FJS-slp'A-ROOs,* a. Noting a generation or production by
a spontaneous division of the'body of the parent into two
or more parts. Roget.

FIs'si-PED,* a. Having the toes separated. Browne.

IIFIs'suRE, (fish'yur) [f ish'shyr, & P. ; f ish'shur, W. ;

fTsh'ur, J. F. Ja. if ish'oor, Sm.] n. [fissura, L.] A cleft
;

a narrow chasm or opening where a breach has been
made.

IIFis'syRE, (fish'yur) v. a. To make a fissure. Wiseman.

FIST, n. The human hand clinched.

FIST, v. a. To strike with the fist
;
to gripe. Shak.

FIs'Tic,* a. Relating to or done by the fist. Qw.. Rev.

FIST'l-ctJFFS, n. pi. A battle with the fist; a boxing.
FIST'i-N&T, n. A pistachio nut.

FIsT'y-LA, 71. [L.] A pipe ;
a reed. (Med.) A long, sin-

uous, pipe-like ulcer, callous within, often communicat-
ing with a larger cavity.

FIST'y-LAR, a. Relating to a fistula or pipe ; hollow.

FIST'y-LA-RY,* a. Relating to the fistula or to a pipe;

fistular._.BJ0u7i.
FIsT'y-LATE, v. n. To turn or grow to a fistula. Bullokar.

FIST'y-LATE, v. a. To make hollow like a pipe.

FIST-y-Ll'DAN,* 7i. (Zoo/.) An animal belonging to the
class of echinoderms. Brando.

FiST'y-LOSE,* a. Formed like a fistula
; fistular. Hooker.

FIsT'y-LO&s, a. Having the nature of a fistula
;
fistular.

FIT, n. A paroxysm of a distemper ; a convulsion
;
a short

return after intermission
; interval

; any violent affection

of mind or body ; disorder; distemperature.
FIT, a. [vitten, Flemish.] Qualified

; proper ; apt ;
suitable

;

becoming; decent; convenient; meet; right.

FIT, v. a. [i.
FITTED

; pp. FITTING, FITTED.] To suit
;
to

adjust ;
to qualify ;

to accommodate ; to be adapted to
;

to prepare. To fit out, to equip. To fit up, to furnish.

FIT, v. n. To be proper ;
to be becoming. Pope.

fFiT,* p. from Fight. Fought. Congrcve. See FIGHT.

FITCH, n. A chick-pea ;
a vetch. See VETCH.

FITCH'AT, or FITCH'ET, n. Same as fitchew. Walton.

FiTCH'EW (fich'6) 7t. The polecat or foumart; a small
fetid animal.

FLA

,
a. Full of fits or paroxysms ;

inconstant.

FiTH'wiTE,* 7i. (Law") A fine for breaking the peace-
Crabb.

FIT'LY, ad. Properly; justly; commodiously ; meetly.
tFiT'MENT, n. Something fitte'd to an end. Shak.

FJT'NESS, 71. Quality or state of being fit
; suitableness

,

propriety.

tFiT'TA-BLE, a. Suitable. Sherwood.

FIT'TED-NESS,* 7i. The state of being fitted. H. More.
FIT'TER, n. He or that which fits or confers fitness: one
who conducts the sales between the owner of a coal-pit
and a shipper of coals

;
a coal-fitter.

FIT'TING,*^. a. Suiting; adapting; fit; proper.
FIT'TING-LY, ad. Properly; suitably. More.

FIT'TJNG-NESS,* n. Suitableness. Bp. Taylor.
FiT'TiNG-tJP,* n. An equipment ; preparation. CA. Ob.

FITT'WEED,* n. A medicinal plant. Crabb.

FITZ, (fits) 7i. [Norman.] A son : used in composition ;

as, Fitzherbert, the son of Herbert
; Fitzroy, the son of

the king. It is commonly used of illegitimate children.
FIVE. a. &, n. Four and one

;
half of ten.

FlVE'BAR, a. Having five bars. Gay.
FIVE'BARRED, (-bard) a. Having five bars. Young.
FIVE'FIN-.GER,* 7i. A perennial plant ; cinque-foil. Farm.
Ency.

,* a. Having five fingers. Ency.
a. United by the whole hand.

Shak.

FIVE'FOLD, a. Consisting of five in one
; five-double; be-

ing in_fives.
FIVE'LEAF, n. Cinquefoil ;

a grass. Drayton.
FIVE'-LEAVED, (-levd) a. Having five leaves.

FIVE'-POINT-ED,* a. Having five points. Pennant.

FIVE, 7i. pi. A play with a ball, in which three fives, or

fifteen, are counted to a game : a disease ofhorses
; vives.

FIX, v. a.
[i. FIXED

; pp. FIXING, FIXED.] To make fast,
firm, or stable

;
to fasten

;
to attach

; to stick
;
to limit ;

to settle
;
to establish

; to direct without variation
; to

deprive of volatility ;
to transfix

; to withhold from mo-
tion

;
to render liable. To adjust ; to put in order. U. S.

Fi'x, v. n. To settle or remain permanently ;
to become

firm
;
to lose fluidity.

FIx'A-BLE,* a. That may be fixed or made stable. Darwin.
F|X-A'TIQN, n. Act of fixing ;

state of being fixed
; stabil-

ity ; firmness; want of volatility.

FIXED,* (fixt or fix'ed) p. a. Made fast; settled;
firm; stable; not volatile. Fixed air, the old term for
carbonic acid. Fixed stars, such stars as always retain
the same position with respect to each other. Fixed al-

kalies, potassa and soda; distinguished from ammonia,
the volatile alkali.

FIx'ED-LY, ad. Certainly ; firmly ; steadfastly.

FIx'ED-NESS, n. State of being fixed
, stability ; firmness ;

solidity ;
coherence

;
steadiness.

fFix-lD'l-Ty, n. Coherence of parts. Boyle.
FIx'l-TY, n. [fizite, Fr.] Coherence of parts ; fixedness.
Newton.

FIXT, p. from Fix. Sometimes used for fixed. See Fix.

FIXT'yRE, (fixt'yur) n. A piece of furniture fixed to a

house, as distinguished from a movable; something fixed

or immovable.
FIx'URE, (flx'yur) 71. Position

;
firmness. Shak.

FIz'jGlG, 71 A kind of harpoon to strike fish. Properly a

fishgig. A kind of firework which boys make up in pa-
per: a gadding flirt.

FIZ'Z'LE (

v' n' ^ em 't a sort ^ n 'ss*n8 n ise
j to hiss -

FL,XB'BI-LY,* ad. In a flabby manner. Dr. Allen.

FLXB'BI-NESS,* n. The state or quality of being flabby.
Scott.

FLAB'BY, a. [flabbe, Teut.] Lank
;
flaccid ; soft

;
loose

;

wanting substance or firmness.

tFLA'SEL, 7i. [flabellum, L.] A fan. TLdoct.

FLXB-EL-LA'TIQN,* n. The act of fanning, or cooling by
use of the fan. Dunglison.

FLA-BEL'LI-FORM,* a. (Bat.) Shaped like a fan. Buck-
land.

'ILE, a. [flabilis, L.] Subject to be blown. [R.]

ID, (flak'sjd) a. [flaccidus, L.] Weak; limber;

flagging; not full; not distended; not tense; not stiff;

lax.

FLAJE-^ID'I-TY, n. Laxity; limberness
;
want of tension.

FLXje'(^iD-kESs,* 7i. The state of being flaccid. Scott.

Fr.XcK'ET,* 7i. A bottle in the form of a barrel. Scott.

FL.XG, v. n. [flaggheren, old Teut.] [i.
FLAGGED ; pp. FLAG-

GING, FLAGGED.] To hang loose, without stifi'ness
;

to

grow spiritless or dejected ;
to grow feeble; to lose vigor.

FLlo, v. a. To let fall, or suffer to droop. [From fiag, a

species of stone.] To lay with broad stones.

FL.XG, 7i. A water plant with a bladed leaf: a cloth or col-

ors borne on a staff as a military or na.val ensign : a broad,
flat stone : a turf pared off for burning.

FLXG'-BROOM, 71. A broom for sweeping pavements.

FLA-PEL'LA,* n. (Bot.) A twig or young shoot. Bran.de.
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. [Jlagello, L.] pi. FLAGELLANTS. One

of a sect of Christians that arose in Italy in 1260, and
that maintained the necessity of flagellation. Brande.

FLAG'EL-LATE, v. a.
[i. FLAGELLATED;^. FLAGELLATING,

FLAGELLATED.] To whip or scourge. Cockeriim.

FLAG-EL-LA'TIQN, n. A whipping ;
a scourging.

FLA-GEL'LJ-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Resembling a whip-thong.
P. Cyc

FLA-PEL'LUM,* n. [L.] pi. FLA-PEL'LA, (Bot.) A trail-

ing shoot of a vine
;
a young shoot. Brande.

FLAG'EQ-LET, (flaj'9-let) n. [flageolet, Fr.] A small, wood-
en, musical wind-instrument, resembling a flute. Often
written flagelet.

FLAG'-FEATH-ER,* n. A feather of a bird's wing next to

the body. Booth.

3, n. A flaggy state ; laxity ;
want of tension.

FLAG'J&Y, a. Relating to or full of flags : weak
; lax;

limber
; not tense

; insipid ; flabby.

FLA-GI"TIOUS, (da-jish'us) a. [fiagitius, L.] Wicked
;

villanous; atrocious; heinous; highly criminal.

FLA-GI"TIOUS-LY,* (fla-jlsh'us-le) ad. In a flagitious man-
ner. Bp. Hall.

FLA-GI"TIOVS-NSS, (fla-jish'us-nes) n. Wickedness.

FLAG'-OF-FI-CER, n. The commander of a squadron.
FLAG'ON, n. [Jlacon, Fr.] A drinking vessel of two quarts.

FLA'GRANCE, n. Flagrancy. Bp. Hall.

FLA'GRAN-CV, n. Burning; heat; fire: notoriousness
;

glaring impudence.
FLA'GRANT, a. [flagrans, L.] Ardent; burning; eager;

glaring; notorious; flaming into notice.

FLA-GRAN'TE BEL,'LO* [L.] While the war is raging;
during hostilities. Macdonnel.

FLA-GRAN'TE DE-LIC'TO,* [L.] During the commission
of the crime.

FLA'GRANT-LY, ad. In a flagrant manner.

FLA^GRANT-NESS,* n. The state of being flagrant. Scott.

fFLA/GRATE, v. a. To burn
;
to injure by fire. Oreenhill.

JFLA-GRA'TIQN, n. A conflagration. Lovelace.

FL AG'-SHIP, n. The ship bearing the commander of a fleet.

FLAG'siiFF, n. The staff on which ths flag is fixed.

FLAG'STONE,* n. A flat, smooth stone for paving, &c.
Boswell.

FLAG'-WORM, (-wurm) n. A grub bred in watery places.

FLAIL, (flal) n. An implement for threshing grain by
hand.

FLAIR,* v. n. See FLARE. Ash.

FLAIRE,* n. A fish of the ray kind. Hill.

FLAKE, n. Any thing that appears loosely held together,
like a flock of wool

;
a scale

;
a stratum

; layer ;
film

;

lamina
;
a hurdle or pale for fencing.

FLAKE, v. a.
[i.

FLAKED
; pp. FLAKING, FLAKED.] To form

in flakes, layers, or loose bodies.

FLAKE, v. n. To break into lamina; or loose bodies.

FLAKE'-WHITE,* n. The purest white-lead. Brande.

FLA'KI-NESS,* n. The state of being flaky. Jlsh.

FLA'KY, a. Consisting of flakes or layers ;
laminated.

FLAM, 71. [film, Icel.] A freak
;
a whim

;
a fancy ; a false-

hood
;
a lie

;
an illusory pretext.

FLAM, v. a. To deceive with a lie
;
to delude. South.

FLAM1BEA u, (flam'bo) 7i. [Fr.] pi. Fr. FLAMBEA ux ; Eng.
FLAMBEAUS, (flam'boz) A torch ; a flame

;
a lighted

torch.

FLAME, n. [fiamma, L.] A blaze
;
inflammable gas in a state

of combustion, as it ascends in a stream from a burning
body ;

fire ;
ardor of temper or imagination ;

love.

FLAME, v. n.
[i.

FLAMED ; pp. FLAMING, FLAMED.] To
shine, as fire

; to blaze
;
to burn with emission of light ;

to break out in violence of passion.

tFLAME, v. a. To inflame. Spenser.

FLAME'-COL-QR, n. The color of flame. B. Jonson.

FLAME'-C&L-QRED, (-kul-urd) a. Of the color of flame.

FLAME'-EYED, (-Id) a. Having eyes like flame. Quarles.

FLAME'LESS, a. Without flame
;
without incense.

FLA'MEN, n. [L.] pi. L. FLAM'I-NE$; Eng. FLA'MEN.
One of an order of priests in ancient Rome ; a priest.

FLA-MIN'E-OUS,* a. Same as flaminical. More.

FLAM'ING, 71, The act of bursting out in flames.

FLAM'ING,* p. a. Emitting a flame
; blazing; flagrant.

FLAM'ING-LY, ad. Radiantly; mo_st brightly. Cotgrave.
FLA-MIN'GO, n. ; pi. FLA-MIN'GOE. A bird of a flame-

color
;
a genus of birds.

FLA-MIN'I-CAL, a. [fiamen, L.] Belonging to a flamen.
Milton.

FLAM-MA-BIL'I-TY, n. Inflammability. Browne.

FLAM'MA-BLE,* a. That may be inflamed ; inflammable.
Smart.

JFLAM-MA'TIQN, 7i. The act of setting on fire. Browne.

FLAM'ME-OUS, a. Consisting of flame, or like flame.

FLAM-MIF'ER-OUS, a. Producing flame. [R.]

FLAM-Miv'o-MOus, a. Vomiting out flame. [R.]
FLA'MY, . Burning ; blazing ;

like flame.

FLANCII,* n. A part in any piece of mechanism which is

screwed to something else
;
a rim, projecting piece, or

table ; a flange. Francis.

fFLANG, i. from Fling. Flung. See FLING.

FLANGE,* n. A ledge or rim raised on a rail, or on the tire

of a wheel, for the purpose of confining the wheel with-
in certain limits, or for preventing it from running off
the rail. Brande.

FLANK, (flangk) n. [flane, Fr.}. The part of the side of a

quadruped near the hinder thigh ;
in man, the lateral

part of the lower belly ; the side of a building ;
the side

of an army or fleet ;
that part of the bastion which reaches

from the curtain to the face
;
the part of any body that

adjoins the front ;
the straight part of the tooth of a

wheel, that receives the impulse.
FLANK, v. a. [i.

FLANKED
; pp. FLANKING, FLANKED.] To

attack the side of a battalion or fleet
;
to be posted so as

to overlook or command any pass on the side
;
to secure

on the side.

FLANK, v. n. To border
;
to touch. Butler.

FLANK'ER, n. He or that which flanks
;
a fortification

jutting out so as to command the side of an assailing
body. [ways.

FLANK'ER, v. a. To defend by flankers
;
to attack side-

FLANKS,* n. pi. A wrench or any other injury in the back
of a horse. Crabb.

FLAN'NEL, n. [gwlanen, Welsh.] A soft, nappy, woollen
cloth.

PLANT, v. n. See FLAUNT.
FLAP, n. [fiabbe, Teut.] Any thing that hangs broad and

loose
;
the motion of a flap, or the noise it makes

;
a fold

or leaf attached to a window-shutter: a disease in
horses.

FLAP, v. a.
[i.

FLAPPED
; pp. FLAPPING, FLAPPED.] To beat

with a flap, as flies are beaten ;
to move with a flap or

noise.

FLAP, v. n. To ply the wings with noise
;
to fall with flaps

or broad parts depending.
FLAP'DRAG-QN, n. A play in which sweetmeats in flame

are snatched out of burning brandy.
FLAP'DRAG-ON, v. a. To swallow

;
to devour. Shak.

FLAP'-EARED, (flap'erd) a. Having loose and broad ears.

FLAp'jAcK, 7i. A sort of broad, flat pancake, or an apple
puff. Shak.

FLAp'-MoOTHED, (flap'mouthd) a. Having loose lips. Shak.

FLAP'PER, n. He or that which flaps ;
a fan or flap.

FLARE, v. a. [fiederen, D.] [i. FLARED; pp. FLARING,
FLARED.] To give a glaring, unsteady light ;

to glitter; to

be in too much light ;
to flutter with a splendid show.

FLARE,* n. An unsteady, broad, offensive light or blaze.

Smart.

FLARE,* v. n. To hang over, as a ship; to open, widen-

ing outward. Crabb.

FLAR'ING,* p. a. Emitting an unsteady, broad light ; glar-

ing ; glittering ; tawdry ; gaudy ; widening outward in

opening.
FLASH, n. [0Ao.] A sudden, quick, transitory blaze

;
sud-

den burst of wit or merriment
;
a short, transient state

;

that which has the effect of a flash
; any little pool ;

a
sluice or lock on a navigable river to raise the water :

cant language, such as is used by thieves, gypsies, &c.

FLASH, V.n. [i. FLASHED ; pp. FLASHING, FLASHED.] To CX-

hibit a quick and transient flame ; to burst out into a
flame

;
to emit a sudden light ;

to exhibit ready wit.

FLASH, v. a. To strike or throw up, as water ; to throw or

reflect, as light on the eyes or mind.

FLASH,* a. Vile
;
low

; vulgar. Flash language, language
spoken by felons, thieves, knaves, and vagabonds. Grose.

FLASH'ER, n. He or that which flashes
;
a shallow wit.

FLAsn'-HousE,* n. A house frequented by thieves and

knaves, and in which stolen goods are received. P. Cyc.

FLASH'I-LY, ad. In a flashy manner ; with empty show.

FLASH'I-NESS,* n. The state of being flashy. Scott.

FLASHING,* n. The act of blazing; a sudden burst.

(Arch.) A piece of lead or, other metal let into the joints
of a wall, so as to lap over gutters, &.c. Brande.

FLASH' Y, a. Dazzling for a moment
; gay ; showy ; empty;

not solid
; insipid ; vapid ; dashing.

FLASK, n. [Jlasque, Fr.] A bottle ;
a vessel

;
a powder-horn.

FLisK'ET,n. A vessel in which viands are served
;
a long,

shallow basket.

FLAT, a. [plat, Fr.] Level
;
horizontal

;
smooth

;
fallen ;

not erect
;
even with the ground ; lying prostrate ; plain ;

downright ; peremptory ; depressed ; insipid ; vapid ; spir-

itless
; dull; tasteless. (Mus.) Not acute

;
not sharp.

It is used in composition ; as, "jla-roofed."
FLAT, n. A level ; an extended plain ;

even ground ; a

smooth, low ground, exposed to inundations ;
a shallow ;

that part of any thing which is flat
;
a surface without

prominences. In cant language, a foolish fallow, a sim-

pleton. Potter. (Mus.~) A tone depressed half a note be-

low a natural one; a character indicating depression.

FLAT, v. a. To level
;
to flatten. Bacon. [R.]

FLAT, v. n. To grow flat ;
to flatten. Temple.

FLAT'-B6T-TQMED, (flat'bot-tomd) a. Having a flat bottom.

FLAT'cAP * n. A London shopkeeper. Marston.

FLAT'FISH,* n. A fish that swims on its side. Brande.
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FLAT'-IIEAD,* or FLXT'-HEAD-ED * a. Having a flat

head. Clarke,

FLA'TILE,* a. Inconstant; changing with the wind. Scott.

FLA'TIVE, a. [flatus, L.] Producing wind; flatulent.
Brewer. [R.j

FLXT'LONG, ad. Flatwise; not edgewise. Shak.

FLXT'LY, ad. In a flat manner; dully; peremptorily.
FLAT'NESS, n. The state or quality of being flat

;
evenness

;

insipidity ; vapidness ; dulness.

FLXT'-NOED, (-nozd) a. Having a flat nose. Burton.

FLAT'-ROOFED,* (flat'roft) a. Having a flat roof. Salmon.

FLXT'TEN, (flat'tn) v. a.
[i. FLATTENED ; pp. FLATTENING,

FLATTENED.] To make even or level
;
to beat down; to

lay flat
;
to make vapid ; to depress. (JVaut.) To flatten

a sail, to extend it fore and aft. (Man.) To make -the

tone less sharp.

FLXT'TEN, (flat'tn) v. n. To grow even, level, flat, or dull.

FLAT'TER, n. He or that which makes flat.

FLXT'TER, v. a. Iflatter, Fr.] [i. FLATTERED ; pp. FLATTER-
ING, FLATTERED.] To soothe with praises ;

to gratify with
servile obsequiousness ;

to compliment ;
to praise falsely ;

to please ;
to soothe

;
to raise false hopes.

FLAT'TER-ER, n. One who flatters ;
a fawner.

FLXT'TER-ING,* p. a. Bestowing flattery ; exciting hop.
FLXT'TER-ING-LY, ad. In a flattering manner. Bate.

FLXT'TER-Y, n. False, venal, or insincere praise; obsequi-
ousness

; adulation.

FLXT'TING,* n. A mode of painting in which oil of tur-

pentine is commonly used, chiefly for in -door work.
Francis.

FLXT'TISH, a. Somewhat flat ; approaching to flatness.

FLXT'V-LNCE,*?I. Windiness
; flatulency. Good.

FLXT'y-LEN-cy, . State of being flatulent
;
windiness.

FLXT'V-LENT, a . [flatulentus, L.J Affected with wind in
the stomach

; turgid with air
; windy ; empty; vain ; puffy.

fFLXT-y-os'l-TY, n. Windiness. Bacon.

tFL_XT'y-ous, a. Windy; full of wind. Bacon.

FLA'TUS,n. [L.] Wind gathered in the body ; flatulency;
a breath

;
a puff. Clarke.

FLXT'WISE, a. With the flat side down
;
not edgewise.

HFLAUNT, (flant) [flant, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; flawnt, P.
E. ; flawnt or flant, K.] v. n. [i. FLAUNTED ; pp. FLAUNT-
ING, FLAUNTED.] To make an ostentatious show in ap-
parel ;

to flutter
;
to show impudence.

||FLAUNT, (flant) n. Any thing airy and showy ; display ;
a

brag.

HFLAUNT'ER,* n. One who flaunts. Warburton.

jjFLAUNT'iNG,* p. a. Making a show of finery ; fluttering.

FLAU'TIST,* n. [flauto, It.] A player on the flute
;
a flutist.

Smart.

FLA'VOR, n. [flair, Fr.] Power of pleasing the taste
; rel-

ish; savor; taste.

FLA'VORED. (fla'vQrd) a. Having a fine taste. Dyer.
FLA'vpR-LESS,* a. Destitute of flavor. Scott.

FLA^VpR-Ous, a. Having flavor; delightful to the palate.

tFLA' VOVS, a. [flavus, L.] Yellow. Smith.

FLAW, n.
[<f>\di,j.] A crack

;
a breach

;
a blemish

;
a spot ;

a speck ;
a fault ; a defect

;
a tumult. (JVaut.) A sudden

breeze or gust of wind.

FLAW, v. a.
[i.

FLAWED
; pp. FLAWING, FLAWED.] To

break
; to crack

;
to violate.

FLAW'LESS, a. Without cracks ; without flaws.
FLAWN, n. [flan, Fr.l A custard

;
a pudding or

pie.
Tasser.

tFLAw'TER, v. a. To scrape or pair a skin, rfinsworth.

-FLAW'Y, a. Full of flaws or cracks
; defective.

;FLXx, n. A genus of plants, of which the finest thread is

made
; the fibres of flax prepared for spinning.

:FLXx'-CoMB, (flaks'kom) n. An instrument with which
the fibres of flax are cleansed from the brittle parts.

FLXX'-DRESS-ER, n. One who prepares flax for the spin-
ner.

FLXx'EN, (flak'sn) a. Made of flax
;
fair and long like flax.

FLXX'WEED, W. A plant. [Shak.
FLXX'-WENCH,* n. A female who spins flax

;
a prostitute.

FLXx'Y, a. Of a light color; flaxen. Sir M. Sandys.
FLAY, (fla) v. a. [flaa, Icelandic.] [i. FLAYED

; pp. FLAY-
ING, FLAYED.] To strip or take on the skin

;
to skin.

FLAY'ER, (fla'er) n. One who flays. Sherwood.

FLEA, (fle) n. A small, bloodsucking insect, remarkable for
its agility in leaping.

-FLEA, (fle) v. a. To clean from fleas.

FLEA'BANE,W. A genus of plants of several species; horse-
weed

;
butterweed

; spikenard ; daisy.

FLEA'-BEE-TLE,* n. An insect destructive to cucumbers.
Farm. Ency.

FLEA'-BITE, n. The sting or bite of a flee.

FLEA'-BlT-lNG ,
n. A flea-bite

;
a small hurt.

FLEA'-BIT-TEN, (fl5'bit-tn) a. Stung by fleas; mean.
FLEAK, n. [floccus, L.] A small lock, thread, or twist.
More. A grate, hurdle, c r any thing made of parts laid

transverse.
FLEAK/ING,* re. A gauze-like covering of reeds, over which

the main covering is laid, in thatching houses. London.

FLEAM, n. An instrument used to bleed cattle
;
a lance.

FLE A' WORT, (fle'vvurt) n. A genus of plants.
FLEpJlE,* (flash) n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A simple redan, usually

constructed at the Toot of a glacis. Brande.

FLECK, v. a. [fleck, Germ.] To spot ; to streak
;
to dapple.

Shak. [R.] Flecked cattle, spotted or red and white cattle.

London.
fFLECK'ER, v. a. To spot ;

to mark
;
to fleck.

FLfic'TiQN, 71. [flectio, L.] Act or power of bending. Smith.

FLEC'TOR, n. (Anat.} A muscle, called also flexor.

FLED, i. & p. from Flee. See FLEE.
fFLEDGE, a. [flederen, I).] Full-feathered; able to fly;

fledged. Milton.

FLEDGE, v. a.
[i. PLEDGED ; pp. FLEDGIXG, FLEDGED.] To

furnish with wings ; to supply with feathers.

FLEDGED,* (flejd)y. a. Furnished with feathers.

FLEDGLING,* n. A young bird newly fledged. Month. Rev.

FLEE, v. n. [i. FLED ;pp. FLEEING, FLED.] To run
; to hast-

en away ; to run from danger ; to have recourse to shelter.

FLEE,* v. a. To shun ; to run from
;
to escape. Ash.

FLEECE, n. The wool shorn from one sheep.
FLEECE, v. a.

[i. FLEECED ; pp. FLEECING, FLEECED.] To
clip the fleece of; to strip ;

to plunder, as a sheep is robbed
of his wool

;
to spread over as with wool.

FLEECED, (flest) a. Having a fleece; plundered. Spenser.
FLEECE'LESS,* a. Having no fleece. Dr. Mien.

FLEK'CER, n. One who fleeces or plunders.
FLEECE'WOOL,* (-wul) n. Wool that is shorn from the

she_ep. Booth.

FLEE'CY, a. Woolly; covered with wool
; pale.

FLEER, v. n. [fli/ra, Icelandic.] [i. FLEERED
; pp. FLEER-

ING, FLEECED.] To mock
;
to gibe; to jest with insult;

to_l_eer ;
to grin.

FLEER, v. a. To mock ; to flout. Bcaum. $ FL
FLEER, n. Mockery ;

a deceitful grin of civility.

FLE'JSR,* n. One who flees. Sewers.
FLEER'ER, n. One who fleers

;
a mocker.

FLEET, FLEOT, FLOT, are all derived from the Saxon
fleot, which signifies a bay or gulf. Gibson.

FLEET, n. A company of ships of war; a company of mer-
chant ships or vessels

;
a detachment from a navy ;

a navy.
fFLEET, n. A creek

;
an inlet of water. Mortimer.

FLEET, a. Swift of pace ; quick ;
nimble ; active, [f Light ;

thin
; skimming the surface. Mortimer.]

FLEET, v. n.
[i. FLEETED ; pp. FLEETING, FLEETED.] To fly

swiftly ;
to vanish

; to be in a transient state
;
to flit.

FLEET, v. a. To skim, as water or milk; to pass away
lightly.

FLEET'-FOOT, (flst'fut) a. Swift of foot. Shak.

FLEET'-FOOT-ED,* (-ffit'ed) a. Swift of foot
; running

fast. Savage.
FLEET'ING,* p. a. Passing away rapidly; flying swiftly;
temporary ;

transient
; transitory.

FLEET'ING-DISH, ?i. A skimming bowl. [Local.]
FLEET'LY, ad. Swiftly ; nimbly ;

with fleetness.

FLEET'NESS, n. Swiftness ; nimbleness ; celerity.

FLEET'-wtNGED,* (-wingd) a. Swift on the wing. Draytort.

FLEGM, n. See PHLEGM.
FLEM,*?t. A fleam. Akerman. See FLEAM.
FLEM'ING, n. A native or inhabitant of Flanders.

FLEM'JSH, a. Relating to Flanders or the Flemings.
FLESH', n. The muscular part, or the softer solids, of an an-
imal body, as distinguished from bones and fluids

; animal

food, distinguished from vegetables ; animal food, as dis-

tinguished from fish : in fruit, the part fit to be eaten :

the human race
;
animal nature ; carnality ;

a carnal state
;

animal nature, as opposed to spirit.

FLESH, v. a.
[i. FLESHED ; pp. FLESHING, FLASHED.] To

initiate or to give a taste of; to glut ;
to satiate. Shak.

FLESH'-BROTH, n. Broth made by decocting flesh.

FLESH'-BRUSH, n. A brush to rub the flesh with. Chcyne.

FLESH'-COL-QR, (flesh'kul-ur) n. The color of flesh.

FLESH'-c6L-QRED,* (flesh'kul-urd) a. Having the color of
flesh. Pennant.

FLESH'-DI-ET, n. Food consisting of flesh. Coventry.

FLESHED, (flesht)
a. Fat; having abundance of flesh.

FLESH'-FLY, n. A fly that feeds upon flesh. Ray.
fFLESH'FOL, a. Plump ;

fat. Huloet.

FLESH'-HOOK, (-huk) n. A hook to draw flesh from a pot.

FLESH'I-NESS, n. Plumpness; fulness; fatness. Milton.

FLESH'LESS, a. Destitute of flesh; lean.

FLESH'LI-NESS, n. The state of being fleshly. Ascham.

JFLESH'LING, n. One devoted to the flesh or to the world.

FLESH'LY, a. Relating to or consisting of flesh ; corporeal ;

carnal ; animal
;
not vegetable ;

human
;
not celesti.il

;

not spiritual ;
full of flesh.

FLESH'LY-MlND-ED,* a. Addicted to sensual pleasures.
Burton.

FLESH'-MEAT, n. Animal food ;
the flesh of animals for

food.

FLESH'MENT, n. Eagerness gained by a successful initiu-

tion. Shak.

FLESH'MON-GER, (flesh'mang-ger) n. One who deals in

flesh
;
a pimp. Shak.

FLESII'POT, n. A vessel in which flesh is cooked.*LEAM, n. An instrument usea 10 oieea came; a jance. \ FLESII'POT, n. A vess
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IFLESH'QUAKE, n. A tremor of the body. B. Jonson.

FLESH'Y, a. Full of flesh
;
fat

; pulpous ; plump.
fFLET, p. from Fleet. Fleeted. See FLEET. Mortimer.

fFLETCH, v. a. [fleche, Fr.j To feather, as an arrow. War-
barton.

fFLETCH'ER, n. [flcchicr, Fr.] A manufacturer of bows and
arrows.

FLETZ,* a. (Min. <fc Oeol) Applied to secondary strata, or

formations of rocks which appear in beds, more nearly
horizontal than transition rocks. Brande.

FLEUR-DE-LIS, (fluVde-15') n. [Fr.] In blazonry, a flower
which resembles an iris; in old English called flower-de-
luce. See FLOWER-DE-LUCE.

FLEW, (flu) i. from Fly. See FLY.

FLEW, (flu) ?i. The chaps of a hound. Hanmar.
FLEWED. (flud) a. Chapped ; mouthed. Skate.

FLEX-AN'I-MO&S, a. [flexanimu-s, L.J Of pliant mind.
How ell.

FLEX-I-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being flexible
; pliancy ;

easiness to be persuaded ; compliance.
FLEX'I-BLE, a.

[flexibilis, L.] That maybe bent; pliant;
not stiff; not rigid ;

not inexorable
; complying ; supple ;

ductile.

FLEX'I-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being flexible
;
flexi-

bility ; easiness to be bent
; pliancy ; ductility.

FLX'J-BLY,* ad. In a flexible manner. Dr. Mien.

FLEX'ILE, a. [flexilis, L.] Pliant; easily bent; flexible.

FLEX'ION, (flek'shun) n. The act of bending ;
a fold

;
a

double ; a bending ;
a turn.

FLEX' OR, n. [L.] (Anat.) The muscle that bends the part
to which it belongs ;

fleeter.

FLEX'V-OSE,* &
(Bot.) Wavy; having flexures. P. Cyc.

FLEX'V-OUS, (flek'shu-us) a. [flexuosus, L.] Winding ;
tor-

tuous
; bending; flexuose.

FLEX'VRE, (fleks'yur) n. [flexura, L.] Act of bending ; part
bent

; joint.

FLUB'^S-TTER',* n. [Fr.] An American pirate. Jodrell.

FLICK, n. See FLITCH.

FLlcK'ER, v. n.
[fligheren, D.] [L FLICKERED ; pp. FLICK-

ERING, FLICKERED.! To flutter
;
to move, as the wings,

without flying ;
to fluctuate, as flame.

FLfcK'ER-iNG,* n. A fluttering, unsteady motion. Byron.
FL!CK'ER-ING,*^. a. Having a fluttering, unsteady mo-

tion.

FLtcK'ER-MofJSE, n. A bat. B. Jonson.

FLI'ER, r>. One who flies
;
a runaway ;

the fly of a ma-
chine. See FLY. pi. Stairs that do not wind ; a straight
row of steps or stairs.

FLIGHT, (flit) n. The act of flying; a fleeing from danger;
volitation

;
removal by means of wings ;

a flock of birds
;

the birds produced in the same season
;
a volley ; a show-

er ;
the space passed by flying ; a space in ascending by

stairs ; a series of steps or stairs : heat of imagination ;

sally of the soul
;
excursion on the wing : -r- glume, as of

oats. London.

FLIGHT'ED, (fllt'ed) a. Taking flight; flying.

FLIGHT'I-NESS, (fll'te-nes) n. The state of being flighty;

levity ; lightness ; giddiness ; volatility.

FLIGHT'-SHOT, (fllt'shBt) n. The distance which an arrow

may fly. Leland.

FLIGHT'Y, (fll'te) a. [fFleeting ;
swift. Shak.] Wild

;
of

disordered mind or imagination; extravagant in fancy;
volatile ; giddy.

FLiM'FLXM, n. [flim^Icd.] A freak
;
a whim

;
a trick

;
a

cheat. Beaum. fy Fl.

FL?M'I-NESS, n. State of being flimsy. Shenstone.

FLIM'^Y, a. Weak
;
feeble

;
mean

; light ; superficial ; shal-

low ;
without force.

FLtNCH, v. n. [i. FLINCHED; pp. FLINCHING, FLINCHED.]
To shrink through want of power or resolution to en-

counter; to shrink
;
to yield ;

to fail.

FL*NCH'ER, n. One who flinches.

FLlNCH'lNGj* n. The act of yielding or shrinking. Tucker.

FLYN'DER-MoftSE, 7i. A bat
;
flickermouse

;
flittermouse.

FLlN'DERS,7i.p?. Shreds ; splinters ;
broken pieces. Brock-

ett.

FLING, v. a. [flenga, Su.] [i. FLUNG;;?;?. FLINGING, FLUNG.]
To cast from the hand ;

to throw
;
to dart

;
to scatter ; to

drive by violence. To fling away, to eject; to dismiss.

To fling down, to demolish ;
to ruin. To fling off, to

baffle in the chase.

FLING, v. n. To flounce ;
to wince

;
to fly into violent and

irregular motions. To fling out, to grow unruly. Shak.

FLlNG, n. A throw
;
a cast

;
a gibe ; a sneer.

FLING'ER, n. One who flings.

FLINT, n. A hard, silicious stone
;
a sub-species of quartz,

which strikes fire with steel, and is an ingredient in glass ;

a stone for striking fire ; any thing proverbially hard.

FLIN'TERS, n. pi. Same as flinders. Todd. [Vulgar.]

FLINT'-HEART, a. Flint-hearted. Shak. [R.]
FLNT'-HEART-ED, a. Having a hard heart

;
cruel. S/iak.

FLINT'I-NESS,* ra. The quality of being flinty. Bcaum.fy Fl.

FLINT'-STONE,* n. A silicious stone
;

flint. Bailey.

FLINT'Y, a. Made of flint; like flint
; hard; cruel.

FLIP, n. A liquor made of beer, spirit, and sugar.
FLIP'DOG,* n. An Lon used, when heated, to warm flip

Smart.

FLIP'FLXP,* n. The repeated noise or stroke of something
flat and loose. Johnson.

FLIP'FLXP,* ad. With the repeated stroke and noise of
something broad and loose. Johnson.

FLIP'PAN-CY,W. duality of being flippant ; pertness : brisk

folly.

FLIP'PANT, a. Nimble of speech ; pert ; talkative ; waggish.
FLIP'PANT-LY, ad. In a flippant manner.
FLIP'PANT-NESS,* n. The quality of being flippant. Jish.

FLIRT, v. a. [i. FLIRTED ; pp. FLIRTING, FLIRTED.] To throw
with a quick motion ; to blurt

; to move with quickness.
FLIRT, v. n. To run about perpetually ;

to be unsteady and
fluttering; to act with a kind of coquetry.

FLIRT, n. A quick motion. Jlddison. A sudden trick
;
a

jeer. B. Jonson. A pert girl ;
a coquette,

tFLIRT, a. Pert
;
wanton. ShaJf.

FLIR-TA'TIQN, n. Act of flirting; coquetry; an effort to
attract notice.

FLIRT'GILL,* n. A flirting woman ;
a harlot. Shak.

FLIRT'I-JSYG,* n. A wanton, or wild, flirting girl. Grose.

FLIRT'JNG,*;;. a. Acting the part of, or resembling, a flirt.

FLIT, v. n. [i. FLITTED; pp. FLITTING, FLITTED.] To fly

away ;
to move

;
to flutter

;
to rove on the wing.

jFLlT, v. a. To dispossess. Chaucer.

JFLlT, a. Swift. Spenser.

FLtTCH, n. The side of a hog salted and cured.

FLITE, v. n. To scold
;
to brawl. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

fFLlT'TER, v. n. To flutter. Chaucer.

FLIT'TER, n. A rag ;
a tatter; fritter. Aubrey.

FLiT'TER-MoOsE, n. The bat; flickermouse; flinder-

mouse. Middleton.

JFLIT'TI-NESS, n. Unsteadiness ; lightness. Bp. Hopkins.
FLIT'TING, n. A quick motion. [|A wandering ;

an er-

ror ; removal. Grose.]
fFLiT'TY, a. Unstable. More.

fFLfx, 7i. Down ; fur
;
soft hair

;
a flux. Dryden.

FLtx'WEED, n. A species of water-cress.

fFLO, n. An ajrow. Chaucer.

FLOAT, (flot) v. n. [i. FLOATED ; pp. FLOATING, FLOATED.]
To swim on the surface of the water ; to move as on a
fluid.

FLOAT, (flot) v. a. To cover with water. Dryden.
FLOAT, n. The act of flowing ; something that floats, as a

raft of timber; the cork or quill of an angler's line
;
a

wave.

FLOAT'AGE,* n. See FLOTAGE.

FLOAT'-UOARD,* n. A board fixed to the rim or circum-
ference of a water-wheel, which receives the impulse of
the stream, and puts the wheel in motion. Francis.

FLOAT'ER, n. One who floats or sails.

FLOAT'ING, n. Act of being conveyed by the stream.

FLOAT'ING,* p. a. Swimming on the surface of the
water.

FLOAT'lNG-BRlDGE,* n. A bridge formed of beams of
timber and planks lying on the surface of a river or piece
of water

;
a bridge formed of a series of boats

;
a kind

of ferry-boat. Francis.

FLOAT'-STONE,* n. (Min.) \ light, porous variety of flint.

Brande.

FLOAT'Y, a._Buoyant and swimming on the surface.

FLOC-CIL-LA'TION,* n. (Mcd.) Act of picking the bed-
clothes : an alarming symptom in acute diseases.

Brande,.

FLOC-COSE',* a. Woolly ;
of woolly appearance. P. Cyc.

FLOC'CV-LENT,* a. Having many tufts, locks, or flocks.

Booth.
'

FLdc'cus,* n. ; pi. FLO c'pi. (Anat. & Bot.) A tuft of
flaccid hairs

;
a woolly filament. Brande.

FL6CK, n. A company, usually of birds, sheep, or beasts;
a company of sheep, distinguished from herds ; a lock of
wool.

FLOCK, v. n.
[i. FLOCKED ;p;>. FLOCKING, FLOCKED.] To

come together in flocks
;

to gather in crowds or large
numbers.

FL6cit'-BED,* n. A bed filled with flocks or locks of
wool. Pope.

jFLOCK'LY, ad. In a body ;
in a heap. Huloet.

FLOCK'Y,* a. Having flocks or locks. Kirby.
FLOE,* n. A mass of floating ice, or a body of ice driven

upon the shore. Parry.
FL<ETZ,* (fluts) a. (Min. & Gcol.) See FLETZ.
FLOG, v. a. [flagrum, L.] [i. FLOGGED

; pp. FLOGGING,
FLOGGED.] To lash ; to whip ; to beat. Swift.

FLOG'J&ER,* n. One who flogs. Booth.

FLOGGING,* n. A whipping; a beating. Ed. Rev.

fFLONG, old p. from Fling. Flung. See FLING.

FLdoD, (flud) T?. A great flow of water; the sea; a river;
a deluge ;

an inundation
;
flow

;
flux

;
the swelling of a

river by rain
;
the general deluge ;

catamenia.

FLOOD, (flud) v. a. [i. FLOODED ; pp. FLOODING, FLOODED.]
To deluge ;

to cover with waters. Mortimer.
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FL6oD'ER,* (flud'er) n. One who floods or irrigates. Lou-
don.

FLOOD'GATE, (flud'gat) n. A gate to stop or let out
water

;
a passage for water

; avenue.

FLdOD'iNG,* TI. An overflowing; an excessive discharge
from the uterus. Smart.

FLOOD'MARK, (flud'mark) n. High-water mark ;
the mark

which the sea makes on the shore at flowing water, and
the highest tide.

FLOOR, n. [pjlug, Germ.] See FLUKE, and FLOWK.
FLOOK'ING,* n. An interruption or shifting of a load or

vein of ore by a cross grain or fissure. Smart.

FLOOK'Y,* a. Furnished with flooks. Rowe.

FLOOR, (flor) n. The bottom of a room, or that part on
which we walk; a pavement; flooring; a platform; a

story ;
a level suite of rooms.

FLOOR, (flor) v. a. [L FLOORED ; pp. FLOORING, FLOORED.]
To cover with a floor ;

to place on the floor
;
to ground.

FLOOR'-CLOTH,* n. A cloth for the floor
;
a carpet. Q.

Rev.

FLOOR'ING, (flor'jng) n. Bottom; materials for floors.

FLOP, v. n. To flap. L'Estrangc. See FLAP.

FLO'RA,* n. [L.] The goddess of flowers. (Bot.) The
botany or various kinds of trees, plants, and flowers

peculiar or belonging to a country. Lyell. See FAUNA.

FLO'RAL, a. [floralis, L.] Relating to Flora, or to flowers.

Prior.

FLOR'A-MOUR,* n. A flower
;
the flower of love. Ash.

FLOR'EN, n. Florin. F. Thynne. See FLORIN.

FLOR'ENCE, n. [from the city Florence.] A kind of cloth
;

a kind of wine ;
a gold coin of Edward III., in value six

shillings sterling. See FLORIN.

HFLOR'EN-TINE, or FLOR'EN-TINE, n. A native of Flor-

ence
;
a sort of silk.

IIFLOR'EN-TINE,* a. Relating to Florence. CA. 06.

FLO-RES'CENCE,* n. A flowering ; the season when
plants are in flower. Crdbb.

FLQ'RET, TI. [fleurette, Fr.] A little flower; an imperfect
flower. [floret, Fr.] A foil.

IFLO'RI-AGE, n. [fleurage, old Fr.] Bloom
;
blossom. J.

Scott.'
'

FLOR'I-CULT-VRE,* (flor'e-kult-yur) n. The culture or

cultivation of flowers, or flowering plants. Brande.

FLOR'ID, a. [floridus, L.] Covered with flowers; full of
flowers

; flowery ;
flushed with red

;
embellished

; splen-
did

; brilliant with decorations.

FL<>-R!D'I-TY, n. Freshness of color; floridness.

FLOR'ID-LY, ad. In a florid manner. A. Wood.

FLOR'ID-NESS, n. Freshness of color; embellishment;
ambitious elegance.

FLO-RIF'ER-OIJS, a. [florifer, L.] Productive of flowers.

FL6R'l-FORM,* a. Having the form of a flower. Kirby.
FLOR'JN, n. [Fr.] A coin first made at Florence : now a

coin of different values, or money of account. A Dutch
florin is of the value of about 40 cents.

FLd'RlST, [flS'rjst, S W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; flor'jst,

Ja.] n. [fleuris'te, Fr.] One who cultivates flowers.

(FLOR'V-LENT, a. Flowery ; blossoming.
FL6s'cu~LE,* re. (Bot.~) A partial or smaller floret of an ag-

gregate flower. P. Cyc.

FLOs'cy-LODs, a. [flosculus, L.] Composed of flowers or
florets.

FLSs'-FfiR'RI,* n. [flosferri, L., flower of iron.] (Min.~) A
coralloidal carbonate of lime. Brande.

FLSss,* n. A fluid glass floating upon the iron produced
by the vitrification of the oxides and earths in a puddling
furnace. Ure. [Cyc.

FLOSS,* 71. (Bot.) A downy substance in some plants. P.

FLoss'-SiLK,* n. The portion of ravelled silk broken off

in the filature of the cocoons, and used for coarser
fabrics. Urc.

FLO'TA, n. [Sp.] A fleet
; properly the Spanish fleet

which formerly sailed annually from Cadiz to Mexico.

FLOT'AGE, n. \flottagc, Fr.] That which floats on the
water.

FLO-TA'TION,* n. The act of floating. EC. Rev.

fFLOTE, v. a. To skim ; to fleet. Tusscr.

{FLOTE,* n. A wave. Shak.

FLO-TIL'LA, n. [Sp.] A little fleet
;
a fleet of small ves-

sels
;
also a large naval force.

FLOT'SAM, or FLSAT'SAM, n. (Law') Goods which float

upon the sea when a ship is sunk, in distinction from

jetsam: written a\soflotson,flotsan, and floatzam.

tFLOT'TEN, (flot'tn)j?. Skimmed. Skinner.

FLoONCE, v. n. [plonsen, D.] [i. FLOUNCED; pp.
FLOUNCING, FLOUNCED.] To move with a throwing mo-
tion of the body and limbs

;
to move with bustle and

tumult; to move with passionate agitation.

FLoONCE, v. a. To deck with flounces. Mdison.

FLOUNCE, n. A frill or ruffle sewed to a gown, &c.,
and hanging loose and waving: a dash in the water.

FLOON'DER, n. [flynder, Dan ]
A small flat fish. Camd.cn.

FLOON'DER, v. n. [i.
FLOUNDERED ; pp. FLOUNDERING,

FLOUNDERED.] To proceed with difficulty, as an animal

in the mire; to struggle with violent and irregular mo-
tions.

FLoON'DER-MXN,* n. A dealer in flounders or fish. Mil-
ton.

FLoOR, n. The edible part of grain reduced to powder ;

meal; the finer part of meal; any thing resembling
flour.

FLOT)R,* v. a.
[i. FLOURED ; pp. FLOURING, FLOURED.] To

convert into flour ; to sprinkle with flour. Smart.

FLoOR'-B6x,* 7t. A box to hold and scatter flour. Bai-

ley.

FLbOR'ET, n. See FLOWERET.
FLOT)R'ING,* a. Converting into flour; employed in mak-

ing flour
; as, a "flowering mill."

FLODR'ISH, (flur'jsh) v. n. [floreo, L.] [i. FLOURISHED ;

pp. FLOURISHING, FLOURISHED.] To thrive, as a healthy
plant ;

to prosper ;
to be prosperous ;

to use florid lan-

guage ; to describe various circles or parts of circles ir-

regularly and luxuriantly; to boast; to brag. (Mus.)
To play with bold, irregular notes, for the purpose of
ornament or prelude.

FLODR'ISH, (flur'jsh) v. a. To adorn with flowers or
beautiful figures; to move in circles or vibrations; to
adorn

;
to embellish.

FLOOR'ISH, (flur'jsh) n. Vigor; state of prosperity ;
an

ostentatious embellishment ; display ; a circular move-
ment

;
a triumphant sounding of musical instruments.

FLOUR'ISH-ER, (flur'jsh-er) n. One who flourishes.

FLODR'ISH-KNG,*^. a. Prospering ; prosperous ; vigorous.
FLOtjR'lSH-lNG-LY, ad. With flourishes; prosperously;

ostentatiously.

FLoOT, v. a.
[i. FLOUTED

; pp. FLOUTING, FLOUTED.] To
jeer; to scoff" at

;
to mock

;
to insult.

FLOOT, v. n. To mock
;
to show contempt; to sneer.

FLoOT, TI. A mock; an insult; show of contempt.
FLOOT'ER, n. One who flouts or jeers.

FLOOT'ING-LY, ad. In an insulting manner.
FLOW, (flo) v. n.

[i. FLOWED ; pp. FLOWING, FLOWED.] To
run or spread as water

;
to rise, not to ebb

;
to melt ; to

proceed ;
to issue

;
to glide smoothly, without asperity ;

to write or speak smoothly ;
to abound

;
to hang loose

and waving.
FLOW, v. a. To overflow

; to deluge. Mortimer.

FLOW, TI. The rise of water, not the ebb
;

a sudden
abundance

;
a stream of diction

; volubility of speech.
FLOW'AGE,* n. Act of flowing; state of being flowed.

Wllkins.

FLOV^ER, (flbu'er) r,. [fleur, Fr.] The part of a plant
which contains the organs of fructification with their cov-

erings ;
the bud when the petals are expanded : the best,

finest, or most valuable part of any thing; the early part
of life; quintessence: a figure or ornamental expres-
sion in speech or writing. pi. Catamenial discharge.

FLOW'ER, v. n. [fleurir, Fr.l
[i. FLOWERED ; pp. FLOWER-

ING, FLOWERED.] To be in flower; to blossom
;
to bloom ;

to be in the prime ;
to flourish.

FLOXV'ER, v. a. To adorn with imitations of flowers.

tFLOW'ER-AGE, n. Store of flowers. Diet.

FLOW'ER-BUD,* n. A germ or bud of a flower. Browne.

FLOW'ER-DE-LUCE, n. A bulbous iris. See FLEUR-DE-
LIS.

FLOW'ER-ET, n. [fleurette, FT.] A little flower
;
a floret.

FLOW'ER-GXR-DEN, n. A garden for flowers.

FLO\V'ER-GEN-TLE, n. A species of amaranth. B. Jon-

FLOW'ER-I-NESS, n. The quality of being flowery.
FLOW'ER-iNG, TI. Act of blossoming; bloom.

FLOW'ER-!NG,*P. a. Producing flowers
; blossoming.

FLOW'ER-ING-B_OSH, n. A plant.

FLOW'ER-JN-WOV'EN, (-vn) a. Adorned with flowers.

Milton.

FLO\V'ER-LEAF,* n.; pi. FLOWER-LEAVES. The leaf

of a flower. Bailey.

FLOW'ER-LESS, a. Without a flower. Chaucer.

FLOW'ER-MAK-ER,* n. A maker of artificial flowers.

More.

FLOW'ER-PIECE,* n. A picture of flowers. Johnson.

FLOW'ER-POT,* n. A pot for a flowering plant. Jlddi-

son.

FLOW'ER-STALK,* (-stak) n. The stem of a flower. Jod-

rell.

FLOW'ER-WORK,* (-wiirk) n. The imitation of flowers.

JodrelL

FLOW'ER-Y, a. Full of flowers; adorned with flowers,
real or fictitious ;

ornamented
;

florid.

FLOW'ER-Y-KIR-TLED, (-tld) a. Dressed with garlands.
Milton.

FLdw'jNG, n. Act of flowing ;
rise ;

flow ; flooding.

FLOW'JNG,*^. a. Moving on smoothly; fluent; copious.

FLOW'ING-LY, ad. With volubility; with abundance.

FLOW'JNG-NESS, n. A stream of diction, &c. Nichols.

FLOWK, (fluk; n. A flounder. Carew. See FLUKE.

FLOWK'WORT, (fluk'wurt) n. A plant.

FLOWN, (flon) p. from Fly. Gone away. See FLY. It is
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sometimes incorrectly used for fled, from flee ; and for

flowed, fromflmc.

FLU'ATE,* n. (CAcm.) A salt formed from fluoric acid and a
base. Brande.

FLH'CER INE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in Sweden,
both massive and crystallized. P. Cyc. [Dana.

FLU'CER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A reddish or yellowish mineral.

FLUCT'U-XNT, a . Wavering; uncertain. Pearson.

FLfJCT'u-ATE, (flukt'yu-at) v. n. [fluctuo, L.] [i. FLUCT-

UATED; pp. FLUCTUATING, FLUCTUATED.] To roll hither

and thither as a wave
;
to be wavering or unsteady ;

to

waver ;
to hesitate ; to vacillate

;
to change ;

to be in an
uncertain state

; to be irresolute.

FLUCT'U-AT-ING,*P. a. Moving backwards and forwards;
changing.

FLUCT-V-A'TION, n. [fluctuatio, L.] Act of fluctuating;
vacillation

;
alternate motion

; uncertainty ;
indetermi na-

tion.

FLUE, (flu) n. A long tube or pipe of a chimney from the

fireplace to the top of the shaft : soft down or fur.

FLU-EL'LJN, n. The herb speedwell.
FLU'EL-LITE,* n. (Min.} A very rare mineral, compound-
ed of fluoric acid and alumina. P. Cyc.

tFLu'ENCE, n. Copiousness ; fluency. Whitlock.

FLU'EN-CY, n. The act or quality of flowing, applied to

language; facility of words; smoothness; copiousness j

volubility.

FLU'ENT, a. [fluens, L.] Liquid ; flowing ; ready ; copious ;

voluble.

FLU'ENT, n. A stream; running water. (Fluxions') A
variable or flowing quantity.

FLU'ENT-LY, ad. In a fluent manner; volubly. [son.
FLU'ENT-NESS,* n. The quality of being fluent. Richard-

FLu'fiEL-MXN,* (flu'gl-man) n. A well-drilled soldier,
who is advanced in front to give the time in the

m_anual and platoon exercises. Crabb.

FLU'ID, n. A liquid ;
a liquor ; any thing not solid or that

flows readily ; any animal juice.

FLU'ID, a. [fluidus, L.] Running or flowing, as water
;
not

solid
; liquid.

FLV-ID'I-TY, n. The quality of being fluid or flowing.

FLU'ID-IZE,* v. a. To convert into a fluid. Ch. Ob.

FLU'ID-NESS, n. duality of being fluid
; fluidity.

FLUKE, n. (Want.) The broad part or arm of an anchor,
which takes hold of the ground : a disease in sheep :

written alsoflook.
FLUKE'-WORM,* (-wiirrn) n. A worm that infests the

liver of sheep ; gourd-worm. Booth.

FLU'KV,* a. Formed like or having a fluke. Rowe.

FLUME, n. A river; a stream ;
a water-passage. Wicliffe.

FLUM'MER-Y, n. [llymru, Welsh.] A kind of jelly or

food made of flour or meal : insipid, big language ;
flat-

tery.
FLUNG, i. &, p. from Fling: See FLING.

FLUNK'Y,* n. A servant in livery ;
a term now used

contemptuously. Jamieson.

FLUNK'-!?M,* n. The character or quality of a flunky.
Dublin Rev.

FLU' OR, n. [L.] A fluid state. Newton. Catamenia.

FLU'QR,* or FLU'QR-SPAR,* n. (Min.) A fluate of lime,
a mineral found in many parts of the earth, and in great
abundance in Derbyshire, Cornwall, and Durham, Eng-
land, and often very beautiful. It is used as a flux for

certain ores. P. Cyc. [Crabb.
FLU' OR AL'BVS* (Med.) A disease of females

; whites.

FLU-OR'IC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained from

fluor-spar and sulphuric acid. Francis.

FLU'QR-IDE,* 7i. A combination of fluorine. Francis.

FLU'QR-INE,* n. (Chem.) A substance obtained from fluor-

. spar and a few other minerals. Brande.

FLU'QR-OUS,* a. Obtained from or containing fluor.

FLU-Q-SIL'I-CATE,* n. A compound of fluosilicic acid and

a_base.
Smart.

FLU-O-si-Lig'lc,* a. (Chem.) Containing fluoric acid with
silex. P. Cyc.

FLtiR'-Bi'RD,* n. The decoy-bird. Goldsmith.

FLLIR'RY, n. A gust or storm of wind; a hasty blast;

hurry ;
a violent commotion.

FLUR'RY, v. a. To keep in agitation ;
to alarm. Swinburne.

FLUSH, v. n. [fluysen, D.] [i. FLUSHED; pp. FLUSHING,
FLUSHED.] To flow and spread suddenly ;

to rush
; to

become or appear suddenly ;
to redden, glow, or shine

suddenly ;
to flow with violence.

FLUSH, v. a. To color ;
to redden

;
to elate

;
to elevate.

FLUSH, a. Fresh ;
full of vigor ;

affluent
; abounding ; con-

ceited : even or level with ;
so used by builders and

artisans.

FLDsii, n. A sudden flow of blood to the face ;
afflux

;

sudden impulse ;
violent flow

;
bloom

; growth ; abun-
dance : a run of cards of the same suit.

FLUSH' ER, n. The lesser butcher bird. Chambers.

FLUSH'ING, n. Color in the face
;
a growing red.

FLUSH'NESS, ?i. Freshness. Bp. Oauden.

FL,US'TER, v. a.
[i. FLUSTERED; pp. FLUSTERING, FLUS-

TERED.] To disguise or to make hot and rosy with
drinking ;

to confound
; to hurry.

FLUS'TER, v. n. Iflughs, Teut.] To be in a bustle or hurry.
South.

FLUS'TER,_TI. Sudden impulse ;
violent flow; hurry.

FLUS-TER-A'TIQN,* n. Hurry; confusion; sudden im-
pulse. Brockett. [Low.]

FLUS'TERED, (-terd) a. Heated with liquor; half drunk.
FLUTE, n. [flbte,i"r.] A wooden, musical wind-instrument
played by holes and keys. (Arch.} An upright channel
on the shaft of a column, like the concave of a flute

split.

FLUTE, v. a.
[i. FLUTED ; pp. FLUTING, FLUTED.] To cut

columns into hollows
;
to channel.

FLUTE, v. n. To play on the flute. Chaucer.

FLUT'ED,* a. Having channels cut in the surface. Crabb.

FLUTE''-PLAY-ER,* n. One who plays on the flute. Bur-

nej.
FLUT'ER, n. One who plays on the flute. Cotg-rave.

FLUTE'-STOP,* n. (Mas.) A range of wooden pipes on
an organ, tuned in unison with the diapason. P. Cyc.

FLUT'ING,* n. Fluted work on a pillar. Evelyn.
FLUT'JST,* n. A player on the flute. Smart.

FLOT'TER, v. n. [i. FLUTTERED
; pp. FLUTTERING, FLUT-

TERED.] To move or flap the wings without flying, or
with short flights ; to move about with show and
bustle

; to move irregularly ;
to palpitate ;

to vibrate
;

to pant.

FLUT'TER, v. a. To drive in disorder; to hurry; to dis-

turb.

FLDT'TER, n. Vibration; undulation; hurry; tumult;
agitation ;

disorder of mind
;
confusion

; irregular posi-
tion.

FLUT'TER-ER,* n. One who flutters. Warburton.

FLUT'TER-I'NG, n. Tumult of mind
; agitation.

FLUT'TER-ING,* p. a. Making a flutter; putting in mo-
tion.

FLU'VI-AL,* a. Relating to rivers. Blount.

FLu'vi-AL-YST,* n. One who treats of rivers. Dr. Jlllen.

FLU-VI-AT'IC, a. Belonging to rivers
;
fluvial. [R.]

FLu'vi-A-TlLE,*a. Belonging to rivers
;
fluvial. Lyell.

FLUX, 7i. [fluxus, L.] The act of flowing ; passage ; any
flow or issue of matter

; dysentery ; bloody flux
; excre-

ment
;

that which falls from bodies
;

state of being
melted ; fusion ; a substance or mixture used to promote
the fusion of metals. [fConcourse ;

confluence. Shak.]
FLUX, a. Flowing; inconstant. Bolingbroke. [R.]
FLUX, v. a.

[i.
FLUXED

; pp. FLUXING, FLUXED.] To melt;
to fuse. [fTo salivate. South.]

FLUX-A'TION, n. The state or act of passing away. Les-
lie. [R.]

FLUX-I-BIL'I-TY, n. Aptness to flow or spread. Cock-
eram. [R.]

FLUX'I-BLE, a. Not durable; changing. Howell. [R.]

FLUX'I-BLE-NESS,* n. The state of being fluxible.

Scott. [R.]

tFLUX-lL'l-TY, n. Easiness of separation of parts. Boyle.

FLUX'ION, (fluk'shun) n. [fluxio, L.] The act of flowing ;

matter that flows : the infinitely small, increase of a
fluent quantity. pi. The analysis of fluxions and

fluents, or of differential or flowing quantities.

FLUX'IQN-A-RY, (fluk'shun-a-re) a. Relating to fluxions.

FLUX'IQN-IST, (fluk'shun-ist) n. One skilled in flux-

ions.

tFLCx'iVE, a. Flowing: not solid. Shak.

JFLUX'VRE, (fluk'shur) n. The act or power of flowing.
B. Jonson. Fluid matter. Drayton.

FLY, (fll) v. n.
[i.

FLEW
; pp. FLYING, FLOWN.] To move

through the air with wings ; to pass through the air; to

pass away ; to pass swiftly ;
to break

;
to shiver ;

to

burst asunder
;
to run away; to float in the air

; as,
" colors

flying." To fly at, to spring with violence upon. To

fly in the face, to insult; to act in defiance. To fly off,

to revolt. To fly out, to burst into passion or license.

To let fly, to discharge.
FLY, v. a. To shun

;
to avoid

;
to decline

;
to quit by flight ;

to cause to fly.

FLY, n. A small insect, with transparent wings: an ap-

pendage to a machine for regulating and equalizing the
motion: something that flies round or moves quickly:

alight carriage: that part of a vane which points
out how the wind blows.

FLY'-BANE,*TI. A plant. Lee.

FLY'-BIT-TEN, (fll'bit-tn) a. Bitten by flies. Shak.

FLY'BLOW, (fll'blo) . The eggs of a fly. Beaum. $f Fl.

FLY'BLSw, v. a. To taint with flies; to fill with mag-
gots.

FLY'BLOWN,*P. a. Tainted with maggots. Swift.

FLY'-BOAT, (fll'bot) n. A kind of light sailing vessel.

FLY'-CASE,* n. A case or covering of an insect. Ray.

FLY'CATCH-ER, n. One that catches flies ;
a sort of

bird.

FLY'ER, n. See FLIER.
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FLY'ER,* n. pi. A straight row of steps or stairs. Francis.

FLY'-FISH, v. n. To angle by baiting with a fly. Wal-
ton.

FLY'-FISH-ING,* n. The act of catching fish with a fly on
the hook. Walton.

FLY'FLAP, n. A fan or flapper to keep flies off. Shel-

don.

FLY'-HoN'EY-sOc-KLE,*7i. A shrub. Crabb.

FLY'ING,* n. The act of moving with wings.
FLY'ING,* p. a. Moving with wings ; waving.
FLY'lNG-FiSH, n. A fish of the gurnard kind, which, by

its Jong pectoral fins, raises itself out of the water.

FLY'iNG-SQulR'REL,* n. A squirrel that flies, or that

leaps to a considerable distance. Booth.

FLY'-LEAF,* 7i. A leaf inserted separately in a book; a

blank leaf at the beginning or end of a book. P. Cyc.

FLY^-MAG-GQT,* n. An insect. Ray.
fFLY'-SLOW,* a. Moving slowly. Sliak.

FLY'-TlME,* n. The season of the year for flies. Dyer.
FLY'-TRXp * n. A trap to catch or kill flies ;

a flower.

Goldsmith.
FLY'-WHEEL,* n. A large, heavy wheel attached to

machinery, to equalize the motion of it. Francis.

FOAL, (fol) n. The offspring of a mare or she-ass.

FOAL, v. a. [i. FOALED; pp. FOALING, FOALED.] To bring

forth, as a mare.
v. n. To bring forth a colt or filly.

FOAL'ING,* n. Act of bringing forth young, as of a mare.
Farm. Ency.

FOAL'-TOOTH,* n. ; pi. FOAL-TEETH. Teeth which

Jhorses shed at a certain age. Perry.
FOAM, n. White substance on the top of liquor ; froth ;

spume.
FOAM, (fom) v. a.

[i.
FOAMED

; pp. FOAMING, FOAMED.] To
cast out froth

;
to throw forth, as foam.

FOAM, v. n. To froth
;
to gather foam ;

to be in rage.

FOAM'-BEAT,* a. Lashed by foam or by the waves. War-
ton.

FOAM'ING,*P. a. Gathering froth ; mantling.
FOAM'ING-LY, ad. Slaveringly ; frothily. Sherwood.

FOAM'Y, a. Covered with foam
; frothy. Sidney.

F6B, n. [fuppe, GerJ A small pocket ;
a watch pocket.

F6B, v. a. [fuppen, Ger.] [i. FOBBED ; pp. FOBBING, FOBBEDJ
To cheat

;
to trick

; to defraud. To fob off, to shift off.

Shak.

Fo'cAL, a. Belonging to the focus. Derham.

Fd'CiLE, n. [fo'sjl, P. Sm.; fos'jl, K.}n. [facile, Fr.] (Jlnat.)
A bone of the forearm or of the leg. The tibia and ulna
were formerly each called the. facile majus ; the fibula and
radius, focile minus.

fFoc-lL-LA'TlQN, 7i.
[focilloj L.] Comfort ; support.

Fo'cus, n. [L.] pi. FO' ci. A hearth; a fireplace; the
fire. (Optics) The point where the rays are collected by
a burning-glass ;

the point of convergence or concourse.

(Conic Sections) A certain point within the figure
where rays collected from all parts of the curve concur
or meet.

FSo'DER, n. Dry food stored up for cattle, as hay, straw,
&c.

FOD'DER, v. a.
[i.

FODDERED ; pp. FODDERING, FODDERED.]
To feed with dry food. Evelyn.

FOD'DER-ER, n. One who fodders cattle. Sherwood.

FOE, (f6) ri.;pl. FOE. An enemy; an adversary; a per-
secutor

; an ill-wisher.

fFoE. (fo) v. a. To treat as an enemy. Spenser.

tFoE'HOOD, (fo'hud)Ti. Enmity. Bp. Bedell.

FOE'LIKE, (fb'llk) a. Like an enemy. Sandys.
FOE'MAN, n. ; pi. FOEMEN. Enemy in war

; antagonist.

Spenser^ [Obsolete except in poetry.]
F(ET'I-CIDE,* (fet'e-sld) n. (Law) The crime of producing

abortion. Bouvier.

FGE'TUS, (fe'tus) n. [L.] The child in the womb after it

is perfectly formed : but before, it is called embryo.
F5G, n. [fog, Dan.] A thick mist

;
a moist, dense vapor

near the surface or the land or water.

F6G, n. After-grass ; dry, dead grass in fields in autumn.
F5G, v. a. To overcast; to darken. Sherwood. To feed

off the fog, or pasture in winter. London.

tFoG, v. n. To have power ;
to practise. Milton.

FSG'AGE, n. \fogagnun, low L.] Coarse or rank grass
left unmown, or not eaten down in summer or autumn.
Chambers.

F5G'-BXNK,* n. (Naut) An appearance, in hazy weather,
which frequently resembles land at a distance, but van-
ishes as it is approached. Crabb.

F6G'jGl-LY, ad. Mistily ; darkly ; cloudily.

FOG'XJI-NESS, 7i. State of being foggy ; mistiness.

F6G'GY, a. Dark with ft.-
; misty ; cloudy ; dank.

F6n, inter}. An expression of aversion or contempt. Shak.

IfdJ'BLE, (foi'bl) a. [Fr.] Weak
;
feeble. Ld. Herbert.

Foif'BLE, (foi'bl) 7i. A moral weakness; a frailty; an im-

perfection ;
a fault; a failing.

286 FOL

FolL, v. a. [affoler, old Fr.] [L FOILED
; pp. FOILIN&,

FOILED.] To put to the worst; to defeat. [fouler, Fr.]
To blunt

;
to dull

;
to puzzle.

FolL, 71. A defeat; a miscarriage. [feuille, Fr.] Leaf; a
thin plate of metal used in gilding ;

the quicksilver at
the back of a looking-glass ; something of another color

placed near a jewel to raise its lustre; any thing which
serves to set off something else. [fouler, Fr.] A blunt
sword used in fencing.

FOIL'A-BLE, a. That may be foiled. Cotgrace.
FOIL'ER, 71. One who foils.

FOIL'ING, n. A track of deer barely visible : foil.

FOIN, v n. [poindre, Fr.] To push in fencing. Spenser.

flfolM. v a. To prick ; to sting. Huloet.

FOIN, n. A thrust ; a push. Robinson.

FOIN'ING-LY, ad. In a pushing manner.

tFpl'?oN, (fdi'zn) 7i. Plenty ;
abundance. Tusser.

Fo'IST, v. a.[fausser, Fr.] [i. FOISTED
; pp. FOISTING,

FOISTED.] To insert by forgery ; to falsify.

fFo'isT, n. [fuste, Fr.] A light and swift ship. Beaum.
$ Fl.

FOIST'ER, n. One who foists ; a falsifier.

fFois'TlED, (fdis'tid) a. Mustied
; fusty. Huloet.

fFois'Ti-NESS, 7i. Fustiness. Ttisser.

tF_ois'TY, a. Mouldy; fusty. Favour.

FOLD, n. A pen or enclosure for sheep; a flock of sheep;
a flock : a double; a plait; a complication; one part
added to another. From the foregoing signification is

derived the use. of fold in composition ; fold signifies the
same quantity added, as twenty-fold, twenty times re-

peated.
FOLD, v. a. [i. FOLDED ; pp. FOLDING, FOLDED.] To double
one part of a substance over another ;

to double
;
to com-

plicate ;
to put into a fold

;
to enclose

;
to include ;

to

shut.

FdLD, v. n. To close over another of the same kind.

FOLD'AGE,* n. The right of folding sheep. Smart.

FOLD'ED,* p. a. Shut up in an inclosure : doubled.

FOLD'ER, n. One who folds
;
an instrument for folding

_paper, &c. Huloet.

FOLD'ING, n. The keeping of sheep in pens ;
a fold.

FOLD'ING,* p. a. Shutting up; doubling; putting one on
another. Folding' doors, two doors that are hung on
the two side-posts of a door frame, and open in the
middle.

FOLD'LESS,* a. Destitute of a fold. Millman.
FdLD'-NT * n. A sort of net for taking small birds.

Crabb.
FOLD'-YARD,* n. A yard- for folding and feeding cattle or

sheep. Farm. Ency.

FoLE,_n. See FOAL.

FO-LI-A'CEOVS, (fo-le-a'shus) a. [foliaceus, L.] Consisting
of laminae or leaves. Woodward.

FO'LI-AGE, n. Leaves in the aggregate ;
a cluster of

leaves. (Arch. &. Sculp.) An ornament in imitation of
leaves of plants and flowers.

FO'LI-AGE, v. a. To ornament with imitated leaves.

fR.]
Fo' LI-ATE, v. a. Ifoliatus, L.] To beat into leaf or thin

plate.

FO'LI-ATE,* ) a. (Bot.) Leafy; consisting of leaves;

FO'LJ-AT-ED,* $ formed like leaves. Noting a kind uf
curve line. Boyle.

FO-LI-A'TIQN, ?i. The act of beating into thin leaves ;
the

leafing of plants; disposition of leaves within the

bud.

Fo'Ll-A-TiiRE, 7i. The state of being beat to foil.

FO'LI-ER, n. Ifoeli, Dutch.] A goldsmith's foil. Hist. R.

Soc.

FO-LtF'ER-OU?,* a. Producing leaves. Smart.

IIFo'Ll-6, or FOL'IO, [fo'le-o, W. P. J. Ja. i fo'lvo, S. E. F.

K.} n. [folium, L. ;foglio, It., a leaf.} pi. FO'Lj-O^or FOL'-
IO. A leaf of a book

;
a page ;

a large book of which
the pages are formed by a sheet of paper once doubled :

the left and right hand pages of an account book wr~~
the two are numbered by the same figure.

||F6'Li-d,* or FOL'IO,* a. Denoting the size of a book,

jiaving the sheet doubled into two leaves. Ed. Rev.

F6'LI-OLE,* n. A leaflet. Smart,.

Fp-Ll'Q-LUM,* n. (Bot.) A leaflet borne on the axis of

leaf. Brandt.

F6'LI-Q-MORT, a. [folium moriuwm, L.] A dark yellow ;
th

color of a leaf faded
;
filemot. See FEUILLE-MORTE.

F5'LI-5T, n. A kind of demon. Burton.

Fo'Ll-OtJs, a. Leafy; like a leaf
;
thin. Browne. [R.J

FOLK, (fok) or FOLKS, (foks) n. pi. People, in familial

language ; persons ;
mankind. $gr Dr. Johnson says

*

folk, that "it is properly a collective noun, and lias

plural, except by modern corruption;" yet Johnson, I

well as others, wrote the word fullis ; as,
"

Follf.-i was

me to go to Italy." Smart remarks, that,
"
though

collective plural, and therefore not iiei-ding thr plural

yet in common use it always receives it ;

" ami \Vulk(

says, that "folks may now be counted the best
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phy, as it is certainly the only current pronunciation."
It is an old Saxon word, now chiefly used in colloquial

or familiar language.
FOLK'LXND, (fbk'Jand) n. Copyhold land. Burke.

FOLK'MOOT-ER,* n. One who attends a folkmote. Milton.

FOLK'MdTE, (fok'mot) n. A meeting of people. Burke.

FOL'LI-CLE, n. [folliculas, L.] A seed-vessel
;
an air-bag ;

a gland ; cyst.

FQL-LIC'V-LOUS,* a. Having or producing follicles. Smart.

FOL'LI-FUL, a. Full of folly. Shenstone. [R.]

+FoL'LJ-L, ad. Foolishly. Widiffc.

FOL'LOW, (fol'lo) V. a. [i. FOLLOWED ; pp. FOLLOWING, FOL-

LOWED.] To go after
;
to pursue ;

to accompany; to at-

tend as a dependant ;
to succeed in order of time

;
to im-

itate
;
to copy ;

to obey ; to observe as a guide ;
to be busied

with.

FOL'LOW, (fol'lo) v. n. To come after another; to be pos-
terior in time ; to be consequential ;

to result
;
to con-

tinue endeavors.

FOL'LQW-ER, n. One who follows; a dependant; an as-

sociate
;
a companion ;

a disciple ;
a copier.

FOL'LOW-JNG,* p. a. Going after ; pursuing; succeeding.
FOL'LY, n. [follie, old Fr.] Want of understanding ; weak-

ness of intellect; foolish conduct; irrationality; foolery;
a shameful act; criminal weakness; depravity.

Fo-MENT', v. a. [fomentor, L.] [L FOMENTED;^. FOMENT-
ING, FOMENTED.] To cherish with heat

;
to bathe with

_warm lotions
;
to encourage ;

to cherish.

Fo-aiEN-TA'TipN, n. The act of fomenting; a warm lo-

tion
;
a bathing with hot water or medicated decoctions

;

excitation
; encouragement.

FO-MENT'ER, n. One who foments; an encourager.
|F5N, n. A fool

;
an idiot. Spenser.

FOND, a. Foolish
; indiscreet; weakly tender

; injudicious-

ly indulgent; foolishly delighted ; partial to; having af-

fection for ; attached to.

FOND, v. a. To caress ; to fondle. Dryden. [R.]

fFoND, v. n. To be fond of; to be in love with
;
to dote on.

Shak. To strive
;
to try. Oower.

FON'DLE, (f on'dl) v. a. [L FONDLED
; pp. FONDLING, FON-

FLED.] To treat fondly ; to caress.

FOND'LER, n. One who fondles.

FOND'LI'NG, n. A person or thing fondled. [A fool. Burton.]
FOND'LING,* ;>. a. Treating with tenderness

; caressing.
FOND'LY, ad. Foolishly ; weakly ; very tenderly.

FOND'JJESS, n. Foolishness
;
tenderness

;
tender passion ;

affection
;
attachment ; partiality.

FONDUS,* (fon'du) ?i. [Fr.] A term applied to that kind of

painting of calico, paper-hangings, &c., in which the col-

o_rs
are blended into each other. Francis.

fFoNE, n. ; pi. of Foe. Foes. Spenser.

FONT, n. [/OTIS, L.] A baptismal basin or vessel
;
an assort-

ment or complete set of printing types: also written

fount. See FOUNT.
FON'TA-NEL, 7t. [fontanelle, Fr.] (Med.) An issue ;

a dis-

charge opened in the body ; an interstice which exists at

birth between the frontal and parietal bones.

jF&N-TANffE 1

, (fon-t'anzh') n. [Fr. from the name of
the first wearer, Mademoiselle de Fontange.~] A knot of
ribbons on the top of the head-dress. Jlddison.

FOOD, n. Substance eaten for nourishment
;
victuals

; pro-
vision ; any thing that nourishes

; diet; regimen.
tF66D, v. a. To feed. Barret.

FooD'FflL, a. Fruitful
;
full of food. Dryden.

FOOD'LESS, a. Not affording food
;
barren. Sandys.

JFOOD'Y, a. Eatable
;

fit for food. Chapman.
FOOL, n. [fol, Su. Goth.] One void of understanding or

reason ; an idiot
;
one who acts unwisely or wickedly ; a

term of indignity ; one who counterfeits folly ;
a buffoon

;

a jester: a compound of stewed gooseberries, cream,
&c. Shak. To play the fool, to act as a fool or as a jester.

To make a fool of, to disappoint ; to defeat
;
to deceive.

FOOL, v. n. [i.
FOOLED ; pp. FOOLING, FOOLED.] To trifle

;

to toy ;
to play. Herbert.

FOOL, v. a. To treat with contempt ;
to disappoint ;

to cheat
;

to befool
; as, to fool one of his money.

fF66L'-BEGGED,*(-begd) a. Absurd; senseless. Shak.

JFooL'-BOLD, a. Foolishly bold
; foolhardy. Bale.

FOOL'-BORN, a. Foolish from the birth. Shak.

FOOL'ER-Y, n. An act of folly ; practice of folly ;
a foolish

action or'thing; folly ; absurdity.

fFoOL'-HXp-PY, a. Lucky without contrivance. Spenser.

FOOL-HAR'DI-HOOD,* (fol-har'de-hud) n. Foolhardiness.

Qu. Rev.

FooL-HAR'Dl-Nfiss, n. Rashness
; courage without sense.

tFooL-HJVR'oisE, 7i. Foolhardiness. Spenser.

F66L'HAR-DY,a. Foolishly bold
; madly adventurous

;
rash

;

incautious
; injudiciously daring.

FOOL'ING,* n. The act of playing the fool. Cowley.

FOOL'ISH, a. Void of understanding; weak of intellect;

silly- irrational; imprudent; indiscreet
; contemptible.

(Scripture) Wicked ;
sinful.

FOOL'ISH-LY, ad. In a foolish manner; weakly.
FOOL'ISH-NESS, n. Quality of being foolish

; folly.

*Pj n. The cap of a fool : paper in folio quire.
of a small size, next to, and larger than, pot.

F66L''-ER-RAND,* n. A search for what cannot be found
Booth.

FOOLY-PARS-LEY,* n. A plant ;
the athusa. Lee.

FOOL'STONES, (fol'stonz) ri. A plant.

FOOL'TRAP, n. A snare to catch fools in. Dryden.
FOOT, (fat) /. ; pi. FEET. The part upon which a man, an

animal, or a thing stands
; the lower part ;

the base
;
the

bottom
;

the end
; posture of action

; infantry ; foot-

men in arms
;
state

;
character

; condition
; plan ;

set-

tlement : a measure of twelve inches : a rhythmical
division of a line of poetry : that which settles at the
bottom of a sugar cask

;
in the plural, foots.

FOOT, (fut) v. n. [i. FOOTED ; pp. FOOTING, FOOTED.] To
dance

;
to tread wantonly ;

to walk, not ride. Spenser.

FOOT, (fut) v. a. To spurn ;
to kick; to settle

;
to begin to

fix ; to tread
;
to supply with feet : to add up, as a col-

umn of figures. E. D. Bangs.
FOOT'BALL, (fut'bal)n. A ball used in a rural game; the

sport or practice of kicking the football.

FOOT'BXND, (fut'band) n. A band of infantry.

FOOT'-BAR-RACKS,*W. pi. Barracks for infantry. Booth.

FOOT'BOARD,* (fut'bord) n. A support for the foot. Smol-
lett.

FOOT'BO?, (fut'boi) n. A low menial ; a runner.

FOOT'BREADTH, (fut'bredth) n. The breadth of a foot.

FOOT'BIUDGE, (fut'brij) 7i. A bridge on which passengers
walk ; a narrow bridge. Sidney.

FOOT'CLOTII, n. A cloth under the saddle of a horse.

FOOT'-C6M-PA-NY,* n. A company of infantry. Milton.

FooT'-COsH-iON,*' (fut'kuih-im) n. A cushion for the feet.

Kirby.

FOOT'~ED, (fut'ed) a. Shaped, as to the feet ; having feet.

FOOT'FALL, (fut'fail) n. A stumble
;
a trip of the foot

;

tread of the foot. Shak.

FOOT'-FIGHT, (fut'fIt) n. A fight made on foot. Sidney.

FOOT'-GUARDS, (fut'gardz) n.pl. Foot-soldiers belonging
' to those regiments called the Guards.

FOOT'HALT,* (fut'halt) n. A disorder incident to sheep, oc-
casioned by an insect that infests the foot. Crabb.

FOOT'HOLD, n. Space for the foot to stand on.

fFoOT-HOT', (fut-hot') ad. Immediately ; directly. Oower.

FOOT'ING, (fut'ing) n. Ground for the foot ; support ;
basis

;

foundation
; place ; tread ;

entrance
;

state
;
condition

;

settlement
;
the lower projecting part of a brick or stone

wall : act of forming the foot of a stocking ;
a sock or

covering for the feet: the act of adding; the sum
total. E. D. Bangs.

FOOT'LESS, (fut'les) a. Without feet.

FooT'Li'cK-ER, n. A mean flatterer. Shak.

FOOT'MAN, (fut'man) n. : pi. FOOT'MEN. One who serves

on foot
;
a menial servant, distinguished from a coachman

or groom.
FOOT'MAN-SHIP, n. The art or faculty of a runner.

FOOT'MAN-TLE, n. A species of petticoat used by market-
women when they ride on horseback. Chaucer.

FOOT'MARK,* n. A mark made by the foot. Hitchcock.

FOOT'PACE, (fut'pas)7i. A slow pace ;
a broad stair.

FooT'pXo, (fut'pad) 71. A highwayman that robs on foot.

FoOT'-PXs-^EN-GER,* n. One who travels on foot. Smollett.

FOOT'PATH, (fut'pith) n. A narrow way for foot-passen-

gers, not admitting horses or carriages.

FOOT'-PAVE-MENT,* n. A paved way for pa
foot ; footway. Boswell.

FOOT'-PO-ET,* n. A servile or inferior poet. Dryden.
FOOT'POST, (fut'post) n. A post that travels on foot.

FOOT'-RACE,* (fut'ras) n. A race performed on foot. Pope.

FooT'RfJLE,* (fut'rul) n. A measure of twelve inchas.
Blackstone.

FooT-S5L'Dir.R, (fut-sol'jer) n. A soldier that marches and
fights on foot.

FOOT'STALK,* (fut'stawk) n. (Bot.) A short stem on which
a leaf is raised up from a plant. Booth.

FOOT'STALL, (fut'stai) n. A woman's stirrup.

FOOT'STEP, (fut'step) n. Mark of the foot
;
trace

;
track :

an inclined plane under a printing press, on which
the pressman places his foot.

FOOT'STOOL, (fut'stol) TI. A stool for the feet.

FOOT'-WARIVI-ER,* (fut'warm-er) n. A box containing a

tin vessel to be rilled with hot water, to warm the feet.

W. Ency.
FOOT'WAY,* 7i. A path for passengers on foot. Goldtmit.li.

FOP, TI. A man of small understanding and much ostenta-

tion; a pretender; a man fond of dress ;
a coxcomb ;

a
beau

; a dandy.
F5p'D66-DLE, 71. A fool; a simpleton. Hudibras.

FOP'LING, n. A petty fop ; a small coxcomb. Tick^L

FOP'PER-Y, n. Vanity in dress and manners; showy folly;

foolery ; vain or idle practice.

FOP'PISH, a. Like a fop; vain in dress or show; ostenta-

tious.

FOP'PISH-LY, ad. In a foppish manner ; vainly.

FOP'PISH-NESS, n. Foolish vanity or show in dress.

passengers on
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FOR, prep. Because of; on account of; with respect to;
with regard to ; in the character of

;
in the place of; in

advantage of; for the sake of; conducive to
;
beneficial

to; with intention of going to; in proportion to; with
appropriation to ; during.

FOR, conj. Because ; on this account that
;
in regard that

;

in consideration of.

FOR. In composition, for is sometimes privative, as, for-
bid; sometimes merely intensive, as, forbathc ; and some-
times only communicative of an ill sense, as. forswear.
Todd.

FoR'AGE, v. n. [forragium, low L.] [i.
FORAGED

; pp. FOR-

AGING, FORAGED.] To wander; to rove; to wander in
search of spoil, generally of provisions ; to ravage.

FoR'AGE, v. a. To plunder ; to strip ;
to spoil. Spenser.

,
n. Search of provisions ;

the act of foraging;
food for horses and cattle

; grass ; provisions.
FOR'A-GER, -n. One who forages ;

a waster
;
a provider of

food, fodder, or forage ;
a beast that forages.

FSR'A-GlNG, n. Predatory inroad. Bp. Hall.

FQ-RA'MEN,* n. [L.] pi. FQ-RAM'I-NA. A small hole
;
a

perforation. P. Cyc.

FO-RXM'I-NAT-ED,* a. Having small holes or perforations.
P. Cyc.

F5R-A-MlN'l-FER,* n. (Conch.') One of the foraminifera ;

a species of minute shell. Brande.

Fp-RXM-i-NlF'E-RA,* n. pi. An order of foraminated, poly-

thalamous, internal shells. P. Cyc.

Fc-RXM'l-NOOs, a. Full of holes
; porous. Bacon.

FoR-AS-MtiCH',* conj. In consideration of; because that.

Perry.
Fo-RAY',*n. See FORRAT.
FOR-BXDE',* i. from Forbid. See FORBID.

fFpR-BATHE', v. a. To bathe
;
to imbrue. Sackville.

FQR-BEAR', (for-bar') v. n.
[i. FORBORE; pp. FORBEARING,

FORBORNE. The preterit forbare is obsolete.] To cease
from any thing ; to intermit

;
to pause ; to delay ;

to ab-
stain

;
to be patient.

FQR-BEAR', (for-bar') v. a. To avoid voluntarily ;
to abstain

from
;
to omit

,
to spare ;

to withhold.

FQR-BEAR'ANCE, n. The act or state of forbearing; inter-

mission
;
command of temper ; lenity ;

mildness.

FQR-BEAR'ANT,* a. Forbearing; indulgent; long-suffer-

ing. West. Rev. [R.]

FQR-BEAR'ANT-LY,* ad. In a forbearing manner London
Examiner. [R.]

FQR-BEAR'ER, n. One who forbears.

FQR-BEAR'JNG,*P. a. Patient; favorable; lenient.

FQR-BEAR'ING,* n. A ceasing ; long-suffering.
FQR-BlD',,V. a. [i. FORBADE J pp. FORBIDDING, FORBIDDEN.]
To prohibit ;

to interdict
;
to command not to enter

;
to

oppose : to hinder.

FOR-Blo', v. n. To utter a prohibition. Shak.

FQR-Blo'DANCE, n. Prohibition. Bp. Hall. [R.]

FQR-BlD'DEN,* (fgr-bid'dn) p. a. Prohibited; unlawful.

FOR-BlD'DEN-LY, (f9r-bid'dn-le) ad. Unlawfully. Shak.

FQR-B!D'DEN-NESS, n. Prohibition. Boyle.

FQR-BlD'DER, re. He or that which forbids.

FOR-BTD'DING, a. Raising dislike; repulsive; hindering.

FQR-Bfp'DiNG, n. Hinderance ; opposition. Shak.

FQR-BORE',* i. from Forbear. See FORBEAR.

FoR-BORNE',*p. from Forbear. See FORBEAR.
tFQR-BY'. See FOREBY.
FORCE, n. [force, Fr.] Strength; vigor; might; energy;
power ;

violence
;
virtue

; efficacy; validity; armament;
necessity.

FORCE,??, a.
[i. FORCED; pp. FORCING, FORCED.] To com-

pel ; to constrain ; to impel"; to press ;
to urge ;

to oblige ;

to necessitate ; to take by violence
;
to ravish

;
to violate

by force
;
to get at, with art and labor. (Hort.~) To bring

forward and ripen before the natural time. [To stuff; to
farce. A term of cookery. Shak.] To force out, to extort

;

to drive out.

|F5RCE, v. n. To lay stress on
;
to endeavor. Spenser.

FORCED,* (forst)p. a. Compelled ; urged ;
driven by force.

FOR'CED-LY, ad. Violently ; constrainedly ; unnaturally.
FOR'CED-NESS, n. State of being forced

; distortion.

FoRCE'FOi,, a. Driven by force
; violent

; strong. Shak.

FORCE'FOL-LY, ad. With force
; violently.

FORCE'LESS, a. Having little force
; weak. Shak.

FORCE'MEAT, n. Meat stuffed with various ingredients.
FOR'CEPS, n. [L.] (Med.) A surgeon's tongs, pincers, &c.
FoRCE'-PBMP,* n. A pump which is capable of driving a
stream of water above the pump-barrel, by means of com-
pressed air. Francis.

FOR'CER, n. He or that which forces; a compeller.
(Mtck.) A solid piston applied to pumps for the purpose
of producing a constant stream, or for raising water to a
greater height.

FOR'CI-BLE, a. Strong; eighty; cogent; violent; effica-

cious; active
; powerful ;

done by force; valid
; binding.

FOR'CI-BLE-NESS, re. Force
;
violence.

FOR'CJ-BLY, ad. In a forcible manner; powerfully.
FORC'ING,* p. a. Using force ; compelling.

FORC'ING, re. The act of urging ; compulsion ; the act of

producing fruits and vegetables before their regular time.

FoRC'iNG-PiiMP,* 71. A machine which raises water by al-
ternate motions

; a force-pump. Tanner. See FORCE-PUMP.
FOR'CI-PAT-ED, a. Formed as pincers, to open and shut.

FOR-CI-PA'TIQN, n. Squeezing or tearing with pincers ;

formerly a mode of punishment. Bacon.
FOR-CLOE', v. a. See FORECLOSE.
FORD, n. A shallow part of a river or stream of water
where it may be passed without swimming ;

a stream ;

current.

FORD, T. a.
[i. FORDED ; pp. FORDING, FORDED.] To wade

through ; to pass without swimming.
FORD'A-BLE, a. That may be forded.

FORD'A-BLE-NESS,* n. The state of being fordable. Scott.

fFoR-DO', v. a.
[i. FORDID

; pp. FORDOING, FORDONE.] To
destroy ;

to overcome
;
to undo ;

to harass. Shak.

FORE, a. Anterior
;
not behind

; coming first.

F5RE, ad. Anteriorly. Fore and aft. (JVaut.) in the direc-
tion of the head and stern

;
the whole length of a ship.

Fore is a word much used in composition to mark priority
of time or situation.

F5RE-AD-M5N'fSH, v. a. To counsel before the event.

FoRE-AD-vIE', v. n. To counsel beforehand. Shak.

FORE-AL-LEGE', v. a. To mention or cite before. Fatherly
FORE-AP-POINT', v. a. To order beforehand. Sherwood.

FORE-AP-POINT'MENT, n. Preordination. Sherwood.

FORE-ARM', v. a. To arm beforehand. South. [Crabb.
FORE 'ARM,* n. The part between the elbow and the wrist.
FORE 'BAY,* 7i. That part of a mill-race through which the
water flows upon the wheel. Tanner.

FORE-BODE', v. a.
[i. FOREBODED; pp. FOREBODING, FORE-

_BODED.J To prognosticate ;
to foretell

;
to foreknow.

FORE-BODE'MENT, n. Presagement. [R.]
FORE-BOD'ER, n. One who forebodes; a soothsayer.
FORE-BOD'ING, re. Presage; perception beforehand.
FORE'BOW,* 7i. The fore part of a saddle. Booth.

fFoRE-BY', prep. Near
;
hard by ;

fast by. Spenser.
FORE-ciST', v. a. [i. FORECAST; pp. FORECASTING, FORE-

CAST.] To plan before execution
;
to adjust ;

to foresee
;

to premeditate ;
to provide against.

FoRE-cAsT', v. 7i. To contrive beforehand. Spenser.
FoRE'cAsT, 7i. Contrivance beforehand

; antecedent poli-

cy ; foresight ; premeditation ; forethought.
FoRE-cAsT'ER, 7i. One who forecasts.

FoRE-cAsT'iNG,* n. Anticipation ;
a previous planning.

Coleridge.
FORE'CAS-TLE, (for'k*s-sl) n. (JVawf.) The upper deck,
near the head of a ship. .

FORE-CHO'EN, (for-ch5'zn) p. Preelected.

FORE-CIT'ED,P. Quoted before or above. Arbuthnot.

FORE-CLOE', v. a. [i.
FORECLOSED

; pp. FORECLOSING, FORE-

CLOSED.] To shut up ;
to preclude ;

to prevent. (Law)
To foreclose a mortgage is to cut off the power of redemp-
tion. Blackstone.

FoRE-CLO'syRE, (f5r-klo'zhur) n. Act of foreclosing.

(Law) A deprivation of the power of redeeming a mort-

gage.
fFoRE-CQN-CElVE', v. n. To preconceive. Bacon.

FORE-DAT'ED, a. Dated before the true time. Milton.

FORE'DECK, n. (Want.) The anterior part of the ship.

Chapman.
FORE-DE-SIGN', (for-de-sln') v. a. To plan beforehand.

FORE-DE-TER'MINE, v. a. To decree beforehand.

fFoRE-DO', 11. a. See FORDO.

FORE-DOOM', v. a. To doom or determine beforehand.

FORE'DOOM, n. Previous doom. Sackville.

FORE '-DOOR, (for'dor) re. A door in the front of a house.

FORE-EL'DER, n. An ancestor. [North of England.]
FORE'END, n. The anterior part. Shak.

FORE'FA-THER, [lor'fa-ther, P. J. Ja. 8m.; for-fi'tfier, W.
F. R. Wb.] n. One from whom another descends in a di-

rect line
;
a progenitor ;

an ancestor.

fF5RE-FEND', v. a. To prohibit ;
to avert ; to secure. Shak.

FORE'FIN-J&ER, n. The finger next to the thumb.

FORE'FOOT, (for'fut) n. ; pi. FORE'FEET. The anterior

foot of a quadruped. (JWmt.) A piece of timber at the

fore extremity of the keel.

F5RE'-FR6NT, (for'frunt) re. The front ;
the forehead.

FSRE'GAME, n. A first plan ;
a first game. Wliitlock.

FORE-GO', V. a. [i.
FOREWENT

; pp. FOREGOING, FOREGONE.]
To quit before possession ; to give up when possible to be

received ;
to resign ; to go before.

FSRE-GO'ER, n. One who foregoes ;
ancestor.

FORE-GONE',* p. a. Past; gone by ;
settled.

FOREGROUND, re. The part of a picture which seems to

lie nearest to the eye, or before the figures.

fFSRE-GUESs', (for-|es'> v. n. To conjecture. Sherwood.

FORE'HXND, T!. The part of a horse which is before the

rider's hand ;
the chief part. Shak.

FoRE'uXND, a. Done sooner than is regular. Shak.

FORE'HXND-ED, a. Early ; timely ;
formed in the fore-

parts. Unembarrassed, or in good circumstances as to

property; thus used in the United States.r UK^'i^G,* p. a, using lorce; compelling. property; tnus used in ine uinieu icuutjs.

A, E, T, 5, fj, Y, long; X, E, t, 6, D, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, F^ST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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FoRE'HEAD, (for'ed or for'hed) [for'ed, S. Barclay ; for'-

hed, W. P. E.Ja.; for'hed, J. F. K. ; for'hed, colloquially

for'ed, Sm.] n. The part of the face from the eyes up-
ward to_the

hair: impudence ; confidence.

fFoiiE-HEAR', v. n To be informed before.

fFoRE-HEND', v. a. To seize. Spenser.
FORE HEW', (-1m') v. a. To cut in front. Sackville.

fFoRE-HOLD'lNG, 7t. Prediction. U Estrange.
FORE 'HORSE, n. The foremost horse of a team. Shak.

FOR'EIGN, (for'in) a. [forain, Fr.J Of another country ;

not domestic ; not native
; alien ; extrinsic

;
exotic

;
re-

mote ;
excluded

;
not to the point or purpose; extrane-

ous.

FOR'EIGN-ER, (for'jn-er) n. One born in a foreign country
and not naturalized

;
an alien

;
one from abroad

;
not a

native
;
a stranger.

FOR'EIGN-NESS, (for'jn-nes) n. State of being foreign ;
re-

moteness
;
want of relation.

FoRE-iM-X^'lNE, v. a. To imagine previously.
FORE-JUDGE', v. a. To judge beforehand. Sherwood.

FORE-JUDG'MENT, 71, Judgment formed beforehand.

FORE-KNOW', (for-no') v. a.
[i. FOREKNEW

; pp. FORE-

KNOWING, FOREKNOWN.] To know previously; to fore-

see.

FORE-KNOW'A-BLE, (for-no'a-bl) a. That may be fore-

known^
FoRE-KNdw'ER, (for-n5'er) n. One who foreknows.

FORE-KNOWL'EDGE, (for-nol'ej) n. Prescience
;

the

knowledge of something that will happen ;
the knowl-

edge of all that will happen ; previous knowledge.
FOR'EL, ?i. [forellus, L.] A sort of parchment for cover-

ing books.

FORE'LXND, 7i. A promontory; headland; a cape.

FORE-LAY', r. a. [fTo wait for. Dri/den. To contrive ante-

jcedently; to prevent. Bp. Hall.] To lay beforehand.

FORE-LEAD'ER, n. One who leads others.

fFORE-LEND', v. a. To give beforehand. Spenser.

FORE-LIFT', v. a. To lift up an anterior part. Spenser.

FORE'LOCK, n. The lock of hair on the forehead.

FORE-LOOK.', (for-luk') v. n. To see beforehand. B. Jon-
son.

FORE 'MAN, n. The first or presiding officer of a jury ;
a

chief workman, as in a printing-office or a manufactory.
FORE'MA"ST, 71. The first mast of a ship towards the head.

FoRE'MJtsT-MAN, n. One who furls the sails, and takes
his course at the helm. Chambers.

FORE-MEANT', a. Intended beforehand. B. Jonson. [R.]
FORE-MEN'TIQNED, (-shund) a. Recited before.

FORE 'MOST, a. First in place, rank, or dignity.

jFdRE'MOST-LY, ad. Among the foremost.

FORE'SIOTH-ER, n. A female ancestor. Bp. Prideaux.

FORE-NAMED', (-namd') a. Mentioned before.

fF_6RE'NENST,*pre/>. Opposite to. Fairfax.

FORE'NOON, n. The time from dawn to midday ;
the first

half of the day.
FORE-NO'TICE, n. Previous notice. Rymer.
FO-REN'SIC, a. Belonging to courts of law.

FQ-REN'SJ-CAL,* a. Same as forensic. Ency.
FORE-OR-DAIN', v. a.

[i.
FOREORDAINED ;pp. FOREORDAIN-

ING, FOREORDAINED.] To ordain or determine before-
hand

j
to predestinate ;

to predetermine ;
to preordain.

FORE-OR-DI-NA'TION, n. Predetermination. Dr. Jaclison.

FORE'PART, n. The part anterior in time or place.
FORE-PASSED', (-p&st') p. a. Passed antecedently.
FORE-PQ-SESSED', (-ppz-zesf) a. Prepossessed.
FORE-PRIZE', v. a. To rate beforehand. Hooker.

FORE-PROM'ISED, (-1st) a. Promised beforehand.

FoRE'RANK,'n. The first rank ; front. Shale.

FORE-REACH', v. a. &n. (JVaut.) To sail better than another

sjiip ;
to get before.

|F6RE-R_EAD', v. n. To signify by tokens. Spenser.

FORE-READ'ING, n. Previous perusal. Hales.

FORE-RE-clT'ED, a. Mentioned before. Shak.

FORE-RE-MEM'BERED, (-berd) p. a. Remembered before.

FORE'RENT,* 7t. Rent paid before the first crop is reaped.
London.

tFoRE-RE-EM'BLE,*f. a. To resemble beforehand. Mil-
ton.

IFORE'RIGHT, (-rlt) ad. Forward ; onward. Beaum. fy Fl.

fFoRE'RiGHT, (-rit) a. Forward ; quick. Massinger.
FORE-RDN', v. a. [i. FORERAN ; pp. FORERUNNING, FORE-

HUN.] To go before ;
to come before

;
to precede.

FORE-RUN'NER, n. One who foreruns : a precursor ;
a

harbinger ;
a prognostic.

FORE-SAID', (-sed') p. a. Spoken of before. Shak.

FORE'SAIL, 71. (JVaut.) The sail of the foremast.

fFoRE-SAY', (for-sa') v. a. [i.
FORESAID

; pp. FORESATING,
FORESAW.] To predict ; to foretell. Shak.

fFoRE-SAY'iNG, 7i. A prediction. Sherwood.

FORE'SCENT,* n. An anticipation ; foretaste. Ed. Rev.

FORE-SEE', v. a. [i.
FORESAW ; pp. FORESEEING, FORESEEN.]

To
see_ beforehand ; to foreknow ;

to provide for.

FORE -SEEN',* p. a. Seen beforehand
; anticipated.

FORE-SE'ER, n. One who foresees.

/, (-sez') v. a. To grasp beforehand. Tate.

FORE-SHip'ow, v. a. To typify. Barrow.
fFORE-SHAME', v. a. To shame

; to bring reproach upon.
FORE-SHEW', (-sho') v. a.

[i. FORESHEWED ; pp. FORE-

JHEWING, FORESHEWN.] To predict. See FORESHOW.
FORE-SHEW'ER, (-sh5'er) n. See FORESHOWER.
FORE'SHIP, n. The anterior part of the ship.
FORE-SHOR'TEN, (-shbr'tn) v. a. (Painting-') To shorten

in accordance with a foreview of the object, and convey
an impression of its full length ;

to shorten in order to
show the figures behind.

FORE-SHOR'TEN-ING, (-shor'tn-Tng) n. The act of a paint-

^r who foreshortens
;
state of being foreshortened.

FORE-SHOW', (-sho') v. a. [i. FORESHOWED
; pp. FORE

SHOWING, FORESHOWN.] To discover or represent be-
fore it happens ;

to predict.

tF_ORE'sti6w, n. A sign ; something that foretells. Fairfax.
FORE-SHOW'EU,* (-sho'er) n. One who foreshows. Smart.

FoRE'slDE, n. The front side; [fspecious outside. Spen-
ser.]

FORE 'SIGHT, (-sit) n. Prescience; prognostication; fore-

knowledge ; provident care of futurity ;
forecast.

FORE-SIGHT'ED,* (-sit'ed) a. Having foresight. Bartram.

jFORE-slGHT'FUL, a. Prescient
; provident. Sidney.

FORE-si'G'Nl-FY, v. a. To foreshow ; to typify. Hooker.
FORE 'SKIN, n. The prepuce, or the skin which is removed

_by circumcision.

FORE'SKI'RT, ?i. The loose part of the coat before. Shak.

fFoRE-sLACK.', v. a. To neglect by idleness. Spenser.

FORE'SLEEVE,* 71. The part of the sleeve from the elbow
to the hand. Lee.

fFORE-SLOw', v. a. To delay ;
to hinder ;

to omit. Bacon.

JFORE-SLOW', v. n. To be dilatory ; to loiter. Shak.

fFdRE-SPEAK', V. n.
[i. FORESPOKE

; pp. FORESPEAKING.

FORESPOKE.N.] To predict ;
to forbid

;
to bewitch. Shak.

fFoRE-spEAK'jNG, 7i. A prediction ;
a preface. Camden.

IFORE'SPEECH, 71. A preface. Sherwood.

FORE-SPENT', a. Past ; wasted
; spent. Shak. [R.]

fFoRE-sPUR'RER, n. One who rides before. Shak.

FOR'EST, n. [forest, old Fr.] An extensive surface covered

naturally with trees and undergrowth ;
an extensive

woodland or woods. (Law) A chase under the protec-
tion of the king of England, for his pleasure in hunting.

FOR'EST, a. Sylvan ;
rustic. Sir G. Buck.

FORE'STiFF, n. (JVaut.) An instrument formerly used for

taking the altitudes of heavenly bodies.

FOR'EST-AGE, n. An ancient service paid by foresters to

the king of England ;
the right of foresters.

FORE-STALL', v. a. [i. FORESTALLED; pp FORESTALLING,
FORESTALLED.] To anticipate ;

to seize or gain possession
of before another ;

to buy up before the general market,
in order to raise the price; to engross. (Law) To en-

hance the price of goods by false rumors, &c.

FORE-STALL'ER, n. One who forestalls.

FORE-STALL'}NG,* n. The act of one who forestalls
;
the

act of buying up provisions, or of enhancing their price

by dishonest means. Smith.

FOR'EST-BORN, a. Born in a wild or forest. Shak.

FoR'EST-BoOGH,* (-bbu) n. A branch from the forest.

Thomson.

FOR'EST-ED, a. Covered with forests ; supplied with trees.

Drayton.
FOR'EST-ER, n. [forestier, Fr.] An officer of the forest ;

an inhabitant of a forest : a forest-tree.

FOR'EST-GLADE,* n. A sylvan lawn. Thomson.

FOR'EST-LAW,* n. Law relating to forests. Booth.

FOR'EST-RY,* n. The art of forming or cultivating forests.

Sat.'Mag.
'

FOR'EST-TREE,* 71. A tree of the forest
;
not a fruit-tree.

Pope.
FOR/EST-WALK,* (-w&k) n. A walk in a forest

;
a rural

g_rove. Dryden. '

FORE-TASTE', v. a. ^'.FORETASTED ;pp. FORETASTING, FORE-

TASTED.] To have antepast of; to have prescience of; to

taste before
;
to anticipate.

FORE'TASTE, n. Taste beforehand
; anticipation of.

FORE-TAST'ER, n. One who foretastes.

FORE-TEACH', v. a. To teach before. Spenser.

FORE-TLL', v. a. [i. FORETOLD; pp. FORETELLING, FORE-

TOLD.] To tell beforehand; to predict; to prophesy; to

foreshow ; to betoken
;
to portend.

FORE-TELL', v. n. To utter prophecy. Acts iii.

FORE-TELL'ER, n. One who foretells ; predicter.

FORE-TELL'ING, n. A declaration of something future.

FoRE-THfNK', v. a. [i.
& p. FORETHOUGHT.] To anticipate

jn the mind. Shak.

FORE-THINK', v. n. To contrive beforehand. Smith.

FORE'THOUGHT, (for'thawt) n. Prescience ; anticipation ;

provident care
;
forecast. [con.

FORE-THOUGHT', ffor-thiwt') a. Prepense; designed. Ba-

FORE-THOUGHT'FUL,* (fbr-thawt'ful) a. Having fore-

thought. Coleridge.
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FORE-THREAT'EN,* (-tbreVtn) v. a. To threaten before-
hand. Drayton.

FORE'TO-KEN, (-to-kn) n. An omen
; prognostic.

FORE-TO'KEN, (-to'kn) v. a. To foreshow. Daniel.

FSRE'TOOTH, n. ; pi. FORETEETH. The tooth in the fore-

jpart of the mouth
;
the incisor.

FORE'TOP, n. The top part in front, as of the head-dress.

(Naut.) The top of the foremast.

FOR-EV'ER,* ad. Always; eternally; time without end.
James Montgomery.

" This word,/orej;er, in a will, makes
no difference." Dane. " Forever has but recently become
a single word." Booth's Analytical Dictionary. Forever is

commonly written as one word by American writers, and
as two by English.

FoRE-voCcHED', (-vbuchf) a. Affirmed before. Shak.

FORE'WARD, n. The van; the front. Sliak.

[L FOREWARNED ; pp. FOREWARNING,FORE-WARN
FOREWARNED.] To admonish beforehand; to caution

against.

FoRE-wlRN'iNG,* n. Previous caution
;
an omen. Good-

win.

FORE-WASTE', v. a. See FORWASTE.
FORE-WEA'RY, v. a. See FORWEARY.
fFoRE-WEND', v. a. To go before. Spenser.

FOJIE-WENT',* i. from Forego. Cowper. See FOREGO.
fFoRE'wiND, n. A favorable wind. Sandys.
FORE-WISH', v. a. To desire beforehand. Knollcs.

fFORE-wdRN', a. Worn out
;
wasted. Sidney. [R.]

FPR-FAULT'VRE,*W. A failure
;
a violation. Sir W. Scott.

FOR'FEIT, (fdr'f jt) n. [forfait, Fr.] That which is forfeited
or lost by a transgression ;

a forfeiture
;
a fine

;
a mulct

;

something deposited, and to be redeemed by a jocular
fine, whence the game of forfeits.

FOR'FEIT, (for'fjt) v. a. [i. FORFEITED; pp. FORFEITING,
FORFEITED.] To lose by some breach of condition

; to
lose by some offence.

FOR'FEIT, a. Alienated by a crime
; forfeited. Shak.

FOR'FEIT-A-BLE, a. Subject to forfeiture.

FOR'FEIT-ED,*P. a. Lost by crime, offence, or neglect.
FOR'FEIT-ER, (fdr'f jt-er) n. One who forfeits.

FOR'FEIT-TJRE, (for'fjt-yur) [fdr'fjt-yur, S. W. J.Ja. Sm. ;

for'fit-ur, P. F.] n.
[forfeiture, FT.] A loss of property as

a punishment for some illegal act or negligence; the act
of forfeiting ;

the thing forfeited
;
a mulct

;
a fine

;
a for-

feit.

fFpR-FEND', v. a. To prevent. See FOREFEND.
FOR'F&X, n. [L.] A pair of scissors. Pope. (Zool.) A

species of antelope. P. Cyc.

FpR-Fic'v-LA,* n. [L.] (Ent.) One of an order of in-

sects, of which the common earwig is the type. Brande.
fFOR-GXT' * i. from Forget ; now forgot. See FORGET.
FpR-GAVE', i. from Forgive. See FORGIVE.
FORGE, (forj) [forj, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.] n.

[forge, Fr.] A work-shop in which iron is hammered and
shaped by the aid of heat

;
a smithy, particularly for large

work
; a furnace

;
the act of working iron

; any place
where any thing is made or shaped.

FORGE, v. a. [i. FORGED ; pp. FORGING, FORGED.] To form
by the furnace and hammer ; to beat into shape ;

to make 5

to counterfeit
; to falsify.

FORGED* (forj d) p. a. Formed by the hammer; counter-
feited.

FORG'ER, (for'jer) n. One who forges ;
a smith; a work-

man
; one guilty of forgery.

FdRG'ER-y, [forj'er-e, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.
Sometimes corruptly pronounced fb'r'je-re.] n. The act

of forging ;
the act of fraudulently making or altering any

record, instrument, register, stamp, note, &c., to the pre-
judice of another person's right.

FpR-j&ET', v. a. [i. FORGOT ; pp. FORGETTING, FORGOTTEN,
FORGOT.] To lose memory of; to overlook; to neglect.

FpR-jGET'FGL, a. Apt to forget; heedless; neglectful;
careless.

FPR-JGET'FOL-LY,* ad. In a forgetful manner. South.

FPR-SET'FOL-NESS, n. Oblivion
;
loss of memory ; neg-

lect.

FoRG'E-TtVE, a. That may forge or produce. Shak. [R.]
FQR-JGET'ME-NOT,* n. A perennial plant. Sooth.

FQR-J&ET'TER, n. One who forgets.

FQR-JGET'TING, n. Inattention; forgetfulness. Milton.

FPR-JGET'TING-LY, ad. Without attention
; forgetfully.

FpR-iIv'A-BLE, a. That may be pardoned. Sherwood. [R.]
FpR-jCiVE', (for-giv') v. a.

[i.
FORGAVE ; pp. FORGIVING,

FORGIVEN.] To remit, as a sin, crime, injury, offence, or
debt : to pardon ;

to absolve ; to remit
; to excuse.

FQR-fitvE'NESS, n. The act of forgiving; pardon; will-

ingness to pardon ;
remission of a fine, penalty, or debt.

FOR-JGIV'ER, n. One who forgives.

FoR-jGiv'iNG,* p. a. Granting forgiveness ; placable.

FoR-fiiv'JNG-NESS,* n. A forgiving disposition or act. Fo.

Qw. Rev.

FOR-GO', v. a. See FOREGO.

FOR-GST', i. <fc p. from Forget. See FORGET.

FOR-GOT'TEN, (-tn)p. from Forget. See FORGET.

fFpR-riAiL', v. a. To draw or distress. Spenser.
fFQR-HEND', v. a. See FOREHEND.
|Fp-RfN'sE-cAL, a. [forinsecus, L.] Foreign. Burnet.

Fojus-FA-MfL'i-ATE, v. a. [foris and familia, L.] (Law)
To put a son in possession of land in the lifetime of hia
father. Blackstone.

FORK, n. An instrument divided at the end into two or
more points or prongs; one of the divisions or points;
the commencement of the division

; a point.
FORK, v. n.

[i. FORKED ; pp. FORKING, FORKED.] To shoot
into blades or divisions.

FoRK'-CHticK,* n. An appendage to a lathe. Francis.

FORK'ED, a. Opening, as a fork
; forky; furcated.

FORKED,* (forkt) p. from Fork.

FORK'ED-LY, ad. In a forked form. Sherwood.

FORK'ED-NESS, n. The quality of being forked.

FORK'HEAD, (-hed) n. Point of an arrow. Spenser.
FORK'I-NESS, n. A fork-like division. Cotgrave.
FORK'LESS,* a. Having no fork. Phil. Mag.
FoRK'T.ilL, n. A salmon in his fourth year. [Local.]
FoRK'y, a. Forked

;
furcated

; opening into two parts.
fFpR-LAY', v. a. See FORELAY.

{FOR-LEND', v. a. See FORELEND.
IFOR-LORE', a. Deserted

;
forsaken

; forlorn. Spenser.
FOR-LORN', a. Deserted; destitute; forsaken; wretched;

lost; solitary: in a ludicrous sense, small; despicable.
fFOR-LORN', n. A lost, solitary, forsaken person. Shak.

FOR-LORN'-HOPE, n. (Mil.) A body of troops sent on a
desperate duty at a siege ;

a desperate or hazardous enter-

prise. Ed. Rev.

FQR-LORN'LY,* ad. In a forlorn manner. Scott.

FOR-LORN'NESS, n. Destitution
; misery ;

solitude. Boyle.
fFpR-LYE', v. n. To lie before. Spenser.

FORM, [form, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.] n. [forma, L.]
That which has shape; that which shapes ;

a mould;
arrangement ;

method
;
order

; beauty or elegance arising
from shape ; empty show

; shape ; figure ; appearance ;

fashion
; formality ; ceremony ;

external rites
;
established

practice ;
ritual.

FORM, or FORM, [form, W. J. F. Sm. R. ; form, S. P. E.
Ja. K.~\ n. A long seat

;
a class ; a rank of students

;
the

seat or bed of a hare. (Printing) The type set up and
locked in a chase, ready for printing. The outer form ia

the chase and pages, containing half the pages and al-

ways the first and last pages of a sheet
;
the inner form

always contains the second page.
FORM, v. a. [formo, L.] [i. FORMED ; pp. FORMING, FORMED.]
To make out of materials

;
to give shape to

;
to create

;

to produce ;
to constitute

;
to fashion

;
to mould

; to

shape ;
to model

; to plan ;
to arrange ;

to settle
; to

contrive
;

to model by education.

FORM, v. n. To take any particular form. Drayton.
FOR'MAL, a. [formalis, L.] Ceremonious ; solemn ; pre-

cise
;
exact to affectation; stiff; not sudden; regular;

methodical ;
external

; having the appearance only ;
de-

pending on established custom.

FOR'MAL-!M,* n. Quality of being formal
; formality. j3bp.

Whately.
FoR'MAL-tsT, 7i. [formalists, Fr.] One who lays stress on
forms

;
an observer of forms only, in religion or in other

things.

FOR-MXL'l-TY, n. [formalite, Fr.] Quality of being for-

mal
;
the observance of forms or ceremonies

; ceremony ;

order
;
mode of dress.

tFoR'MAL-lZE, v. a. [formaliser, Fr.]
To modify. Hooker

FOR'MAL-IZE, v. n. To affect formality. Hales. [R.]

FOR'MAL-LY, ad. In a formal manner
; ceremoniously.

FOR'MA PAu'PER-ls,* [L.] (Law) A mode of bringing
a suit in the character of a pauper. Crabb.

FOR-MA'TION, n. [formation, Fr.] Act of forming; the

manner in which a thing is formed ; contrivance.

FOR'MA-TIVE, a. Giving form
; plastic. Bentley.

FOR'MA-TIVE,* n. A word formed according to some prac
tice or analogy. Smart.

FOR'ME-DSN,* n. (Eng. law) A writ, now superseded b]

the writ of ejectment. Bouvier.

FOR'MER, n. One who forms
;
maker.

FOR'MER, a. Before in time
;
mentioned before

; past

anterior; previous; prior; preceding; antecedent: op-

posed to latter.

FoR'MER-Ly, ad. In times past ;
of old.

FoRM'F0L, a. Creating forms; imaginative. Thomson. [R.]

FOR'MI-ATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed by the union of
formic acid with a base. Crabb.

FoR'Mio,* a. (Chcm.) Denoting an acid derived from ants.

P. Cyc.

FOR'MI-CATE,* a. Resembling or like an ant. Smart.

FOR-Mf-CA'TIpN, n. [formicatio, L.J A sensation like that

of ants creeping over the skin. Dr. James.

FoR-Ml-DA-BlL'l-TY,* n. Formidableness. Qu. Rev.

FOR'MJ-DA-BLE, a. [formidabilis, L.] Terrible
; powerful,

so as to be feared
; tremendous; fearful.

FOR'MI-DA-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being formidable.

FOR'MJ-DA-BLY, ad. In a formidable manner.
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FORM'LESS, a. Shapeless ; without regular form.

FORM'LESS-NESS,* n. The state of being without form.

Cfosold,

fFpR-MOS'l-TY, 7t. Iformositas, L.I Beauty. Cuckeram.

FOR'MU-LA, n. [L.] pi. F OH'MU-
'

Ljz. A prescribed form,
rule, or model

;
a prescription ;

a formulary.
FoR'aiU-LA-RY, n. A prescribed model

;
a form usually ob-

served
;
a book containing stated forms.

FoR/.tty-LA-RY, 0" Ritual
; prescribed ; stated.

FOR'MULE, n. [formule, Fr.J A model
;
a formulary. Bp.

Marsli.

FOR'XAX,*TI. A southern constellation. Lacaille.

FOR'NI-CATE, v. n. [fornix, L.] To commit fornication or

lewdness. Bp. Hall.

FOR'NI-CATE,* a. Arched; fornicated. London.

FOR'NI-CAT-ED, a. Polluted by fornication: arched. Mil-
ton.

FOR-NI-CA'TIQN, n. The act or sin of sexual commerce of
an unmarried person with another; concubinage; adul-

tery. (Scripture') Sometimes idolatry. (Jlrch.) A kind
of arching or vaulting.

FOR'NI-CA-TOR, n. One guilty of fornication. (Canon
law) An unmarried man who has commerce with an un-
married jvoman.

FOR'NI-CA-TRESS, n. A lewd unmarried woman. Shak.

|FoR-Plss', v. n. To go by; to pass unnoticed. Spenser.

fFQR-PiNE', 7>. n. To waste away. Spenser.

fFoR'pRlE,* a. (Law) Taken beforehand. Bouvier.

fFpR-RAY', v. a. [fourrer, Fr.J To ravage ; to spoil a coun-

try. Spenser.

tFoR-RAY',* t;. n. To forage ;
to spoil ;

to plunder. Spenser.

FOR-RAY', n. Act of ravaging ;
a hostile incursion. Spen-

ser. Written also foray.

FORS,* n. Rough hair on sheep. London.

FpR-SAKE', v. a.
[i. FORSOOK; pp. FORSAKING, FORSAKEN.]

To abandon
;
to leave

;
to go away from

;
to desert

;
to

fail
;
to renounce.

FOR-SAK'ER, n. One who forsakes
;
a deserter.

FOR-SAK'ING, n. Dereliction. Isaiah vi.

fFpR-SAY', v. a. To renounce
;
to forbid. Spenser.

fFpR-SLXcK', v. a. To delay. Spenser.
fFpR-SLOW', v. a. See FORBSLOW.
FpR-SOOK',* (-suk') i. from Forsake. See FORSAKE.

FPR-SOOTH', ad. In truth
; certainly ; very well. Shak.

Once a word of honor in address to women. Bailey.

tFpR-SFEAK', v. a. See FORESPEAK.

IFOR-SPEND', v. a. See FORESPEND.
tFoRS'TER, n. A forester. Chaucer.

FORS'TER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral which forms small,
brilliant crystals, found at Vesuvius. Srande.

FQR-SWAT', (-swot') a. See FORESWAT.
FpR-SWEAR', (-swar') r. a. [i. FORSWORE ; pp. FORSWEAR-

ING, FORSWORN.] To renounce upon oath ;
to deny upon

oath; to perjure. With the reciprocal pronoun; as, to

forswear one's self, to be perjured ; to swear falsely.

FQR-SWEAR', v. n. To swear falsely ; to commit perjury.
FPR-SWEAR'ER, n. One who forswears.

fFpR-sw&NK', a. Overlabored. Spenser.

fFOR-swoRN'NESS, n. State of being forsworn. Manning.
FORT, 7i. [fort, Fr.] A fortified place or post; a fortress ; a

rampart ;
a castle.

FoR'TA-LlcE,*n. A fortress; a citadel. Sir W. Scott. [R.]
FORTE,* n. That in which one excels

;
a peculiar talent or

faculty ;
a strong side

; chief excellence. Qu. Rev.

FOR'TE, (foVta) [It.] (Mas.) A direction to sing or play
_with force of tone.

FORT'ED, a. Furnished or guarded by forts. Shak. [R.]
FORTH, ad. Forward

;
onward in time

;
forward in order

;

abroad
;
out of doors

; beyond a boundary ;
out into pub-

lic view.

FORTH, prep. Out of. Shak. [R.]
jFoRTH, 7i. A way.
F6RTH-c6M'iNG, a. Ready to appear. Shak.

fFpR-THiNK', v. a. To repent of; to unthink. Spenser.

FoRTH-ls^sy-fNG, (-ish'shu-ing) a. Coining out. Pope.
tFORTH-RlGHT', (-rlf) ad. Straight forward. Sidney.
fFoRTH-RlGHT', (-rlf) n. A straight path. Shak.

fFoRTH'wARD, ad. Forward. Bp. Fisher.

F5RTH-WELL'iNG,* a. Issuing from a spring. Potter.

FORTH-WITH', ad. Immediately ;
without delay.

tFdR'THY, ad. Therefore. Spenser.

FOR'TI-ETH, a. The ordinal of forty ; the fourth tenth.

FOR'TI-FI-A-BLE, a. That may be fortified. Cotgrave.
FOR-TI-FI-CA'TIPN, n. The science of military architec-

ture
; the art of constructing works of defence

;
a fort

;

a rampart ;
a place built for strength ;

addition of

strength.

FOR'TI-FIED,* (fdr'te-fld) p. a. Strengthened by fortifica-

tions
; confirmed.

FoR'Ti-Fl-ER, n. He or that which fortifies.

FOR'TI-FY, v. a. [fortifier, Fr.] [i. FORTIFIED
; pp. FORTI-

FYING, FORTIFIED.] To strengthen against attacks by
walls or works

; to confirm
;

to encourage ;
to invigo-

rate
; to fix

;
to establish.

fF5R'Ti-LAGE, n. A little fort; a blockhouse. Same as

fortalice. Spenser.

IFdRT'iN, n. [Fr.] A sconce or little fort. Shak.
FoR-Tls'si-Md* [It.] (Jfcfiw.) Very loud. Crabb.

FOR'TJ-TER IN RE,* [L.] With firmness in acting. Ches-

terfield. _'

FOR'TI-TUDE, n. [fortitude,!^.] Strength or resolution to
endure pain ; patience under suffering ;

resolution
; mag-

nanimity ; firmness
; equanimity ; courage

FoR-Tl-TO'Dl-NODs,* a. Having fortitude; courageous.
Gibbon.

FORT'LET, n. A little fort.

ijFoRT'NlGHT, (fort'nit or f ort'nit) [fbrt'nlt, S. W. J. E. F.
Ja. Sin.; fort'njt, P. Wb.; fort'nit or fort'nit, Jf.J n.

[contracted from fourteen nights.] The space of two
weeks.

||FORT'NIGHT-LY,* ad. Every fortnight. W. Felkin.

FOR'TRESS, n. [fortercsse, Fr.] A stronghold ;
a fortified

place.

FOR'TRESS, v. a. To guard ;
to fortify. Shak. [R.]

FORT'RET,* n. A little fort
;
a sconce

;
a fortlet. Brande.

FOR-TO'i-TOiJS, (fVr-tu'e-tus) a. [fortuitus, L.J Happening
by chance

; depending on fortune
; contingent ; acci-

dental
;
casual.

FQR-Tu'i-ToDs-LY) ad. In a fortuitous manner; casually.

FOR-TU'f-ToDs-NESS, n. Accident; chance.

FPR-TU'J-TY, n. Chance; accident. Forbes. [R.]

||F6RT'y-NATE, (fort'yu-nat) a. Favored by fortune
; lucky j

happy ;
successful

; prosperous.

1FoRT'u-NATE-LY,

ad. In a fortunate manner; happily.

FORT'U-NATE-NESS, n. Good luck; success. Sidney.

FORT'UNE, (fort'yun) [for'chun, W. J.; for'tun, S. F.

Ja. ; for'tun, P. E. ; fort'yfiri, K. ; for'tun, colloquially

fb'rt'shoon, Sm.] n. [fortuna, L.] Chance; luck; fate;
accident : the goddess of heathen mythology that dis-

tributed the lots of life : the good or ill that befalls man ;

chance of life
;
means of living ; success, good or bad }

event
;
estate

; possessions ; a portion ;
wealth.

HfFoRT'VNE, v. a. To make fortunate ; to presage. Dry-
den.

IIFoRT'VNE, v. n. To befall; to happen. Spenser.

||FoRT'vNE-BooK, (-buk) n. A book foretelling fortunes.

Crashaw.

||FoRT'VNED, (fort'yund) a. Supplied by fortune. Shak.

jJFoRT'UNE-HuNT'ER, ?i. A man, or adventurer, who
seeks to enrich himself by marrying a woman of great
fortune. Spectator.

UFORT'VNE-LESS, a. Luckless
;
without a fortune.

||F6RT'UNE-STEAi.'ER,* . One who steals an heiress.
%

!FoRT'VNE-TELL,

v. n. To tell fortunes. Shak.

FORT'VNE-TELL'ER, n. One who foretells fortunes.

FORT'VNE-TELL'I'NG,* . Act of telling fortunes. Shak.

jFoRT'vN-iZE, v. a. To regulate the fortune of. Spenser.

FOR'TY, a. & n. Four times ten.

FO'RUM, n. [L.] pi. L. FO'R.A; Eng. FO'R\JM. A public

place in ancient Rome where causes were tried : a tri-

bunal
;
a court of justice ;

a market-place ; a public place.

fFOR-WAN'DER, (-won'der) v. n. To wander wildly. Spen-
ser.

fFoR-WAN'DERED, (-won'derd) a. Lost; bewildered.
FOR'WARD, ad. Towards w^hat is before ; onward ; pro-

gressively.

FOR'WARD, a. Warm
;
earnest

; eager ; ready ; confident;

bold; immodest; early ripe; quick; anterior; progres-

sive; early.

FOR'WARD, v. a. [i. FORWARDED ; pp. FORWARDING, FOR-

WARDED.] To promote ;
to hasten

;
to quicken ; to accel-

erate
;
to advance

; to send on, as goods.
FOR'WARD-ER, n. One who forwards or promotes.
FOR'WARD-ING,*P. a. Conveying on

; promoting; advanc-

ing. Forwarding merchant, one who receives and for-

wards goods to their destination.

FOR'WARD-LY, ad. Eagerly; hastily; quickly. Mterbury.
FOR'WARD-NESS, n. State of being forward ; eagerness ;

quickness ;
earliness

; early ripeness ;
want of modesty.

FOR'WARD^, ad. Onward
; progressively ;

forward.

IFOR-WASTE', v. a. To desolate
;
to destroy. Spenser.

fFQR-WEA'RY, v. a. To dispirit with labor. Spenser.

fFoR'woRD, (fbr'wurd) n. A promise. Chaucer.

FOSSE, 7i. [fossa, L.] A ditch
;
a moat ;

an intrenchment :

a waterfall. Farm. Ency.
FOS'SET, n. See FAUCET.

'

FOSSE'WAY, n. One of the great Roman roads through

England, so called from the ditches on each side.

Fos'siL, a. [fossilis, L.] Dug out of the earth.

FOS'SIL, n. A substance dug out of the earth, which may
be native, as minerals, or extraneous, as petrified plants,

shells, bones, &c.
; organic remains.

FOS-SIL-IF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing or forming fossils
;

formed of fossils. Buckland.

Fps-sl'L-l-Fl-CA'TlpN,* w. Act of fossilizing. Wailes.

F6s'siL-iM,* n. The nature or science of fossils. Cole-

ridge.
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,
n. One versed in the knowledge of fossils.

Fds'siL-IZE,* v. a. &. n.
[i. FOSSILIZED; pp. FOSSILIZING,

FOSSILIZED.] To change into a fossil state. EC. Rcc.

Fps-siL'Q-GY,* n. The science of fossils. Rodd.

Fps-so'Ri-AL,* a. (Zool.) Applied to animals which dig
their retreats, and seek their food, in the earth. Brande.

FOS'SV-LATE,* a. Having long, narrow depressions.
Brande.

F6s'TER, v. a. [i. FOSTERED; pp. FOSTERING, FOSTERED.]
To nurse

; to feed
;
to support ; to indulge; to pamper;

to encourage ;
to cherish ; to forward

;
to harbor.

fFos'TER, v. n. To be nursed, or trained up. Spenser.
fFos'TER, n. A forester. Spenser. See FORESTER.

FOS'TER-AGE, n. The charge of nursing ; alterage. Ra-

leigh.

FSs'TER-BROTH-ER, n. One suckled at the same breast,
but not of the same womb.

FOS'TER-CHILD, n. A child nursed by a woman not the

mother, or bred by a man not the father. Davies.

Fos'TER-DXM, n. 'A nurse who is not the mother.

Fos'TER-DAUGH-TER,* (fos'ter-diLw-ter) n. A female
child nursed by a woman who is not the mother. Booth.

FOS'TER-EARTH, n. Earth by which a plant is nour-
ished.

FSs'TER-ER, n. One who fosters ;
a nurse.

F6s'TER-FX-THER, n. One who fosters like a father.

Fos'TER-lNG, n. Nourishment. Chaucer.

Fos'TER-lNG,*p. a. Cherishing; nourishing; feeding.

Fos'TER-LXND,* n. Land allotted for maintaining a per-
son. Ash.

Fos'TER-LlNG, n. A foster-child
;
a nurse-child. B. Jon-

son.

fFSs'TER-MENT, w. Food
;
nourishment. Cockeram.

FOS'TER-MOTH-ER, n. A woman who fosters a child.

Fos'TER-NiJRSE, n. A nurse. Shak.

Fos'TER-PAR-ENT * 7i. One who provides as a parent.
Booth.

F5s'TER-SHYp, 7i. The office of a forester. Churton.

Fos'TER-Sfs-TER,* n. One bred by the same foster-

mother. Booth.

F6s'TER-S6x, (-sun) n. One fed and educated as a son,
though not a son by nature. Dryden.

fFSs'TRESs, n. A nurse. B. Jonson..

FOTH'ER, n. A load, generally of lead : in some parts
of England, 19| cwt. : a large quantity.

FSTH'ER,* v. a. (Want.) To stop a leak by means of
oakum. Francis.

Fdu-GADE',(ft-giil') n.
[Fr.] (Fort.') A little well-like

mine filled with combustibles to blow up a fortification.

FOUGHT, (fiiwt) t. &p. from Fight. See FIGHT.

jFoUGH'TEN, (fUw'tn) The old p. for fought.
FoOL, a. Not clean ; filthy ; dirty ; impure ; polluted ;

not
clear

;
not fair ; not serene ; as, foul weather : notpure ;

wicked
;

detestable ; disgraceful ; shameful
; coarse ;

gross ;
unfair

; as, foul play : unfavorable
; contrary ; as,

a foul wind. (Naut.) Entangled with
; as, "to be foul

of." Used adverbially, as to fall foul of, or to run foul of,
to fall upon or run against with rough force.

FoOL,* ad. With rude force or violence
; as,

"
They fell

foul of each other." Ash. See FOUL, a.

FoOL, v. a. [i.
FOULED

; pp. FOULING, FOULED.] To daub;
to bemire

;
to make filthy ;

to dirt}'.

tFoui/DER, r. n. To emit great heat. Spenser.
Fb'OL'-FACED, (-fast) a. Having an ugly visage. Shak.

F60L'-FEED-ING, a. Gross; of coarse food. Bp. Hall.

FoOL'LY, ad. In a foul manner; not fairly.

FoOL'-MbOTHED,(-mouthd) a. Scurrilous
; abusive.

FoGL'NESS, ??. State or quality of being foul
; filthiness.

FoOL'-SPOK-EN, (-spo-kn) a. Contumelious; abusive.

FOU'MART, (fo'm'art) n. A polecat. Ascham.
FoOND, i. &c,p. from Find. See FIND.

F60ND, v. a. [fundo, fandatum, L.] [i. FOUNDED
; pp.

FOUNDING, FOUNDED.] To lay the basis of
; to build

;
to

ground ; to raise
; to institute

;
to establish

;
to give

birth or origin to ;
to raise upon ; to fix firm.

FOUND, v. a. [fundo, fusum, L.] To form by malting and
pouring metals into a mould

;
to cast, as metals or metallic

substances or instruments.

FoON-DA'TiON, n. Act of founding or fixing the basis;
the lowest part of a structure lying under ground ; base

;

basis
; ground ; the principles or ground ; original ; rise

;

a revenue established for any purpose, particularly for a

charityj establishment ; settlement.

FO'ON-DA'TION-ER,* n. A student supported or assisted by
a charitable foundation. Dr. Th. Arnold.

FoON-DA'TipN-LESS, a. Without foundation. Hammond.
FoON'DER, 7i. One who founds; a builder; a caster: a

disease in the feet of horses. Loudon.

FoON'DER, v. a. [fondre, Fr.] [i. FOUNDERED
; pp FOUN-

DERING, FOUNDERED.] To cause a soreness in a horse's
foot so that he cannot use it.

FoON'DER, v. n. To sink
;
to fail ; to trip ;

to fall.

FoON'DER-oOs, a. Full of bogs; failing ; ruinous. Burke.

FOON'DER-Y, n. The art of casting metals
;
a place in which

founding is carried on
;
a house and apparatus for casting

metals. Written also foundry.
FoOND'LiNG, 7i. A new-born child abandoned by its

parents ; a child found without any parent or owner.
FoOND'LiNG-Hos'pj-TAL,* 7i. A receptacle for foundlings.

Ency.

FoOND'LlNG-HbOsE,* w. A house for foundlings. Ram-
bler.

FOON'DRESS, n. A woman that founds.

FoONT, n. [fons, L.] A spring ;
a basin

;
a fountain. See

FONT.

FoON'TAiN, (foun'tjn) n. [fontaine, Fr.] A well
;
a spring ;

a jet ;
a spout of water ; a source

;
the head or first

spring of a river
; original ;

first principle ;
first cause.

FpON'TAlN-HEAD, n. Original ; first principle. Young.
FoON'TAiN-Lfiss, n. Haying no fountain. Milton.

fFoONT'FOL, a. Full of springs. Chapman.
FOUR, (for) a. & 7i. Twice two. Pope.
jFdURBE, (forb) 7i. [Fr.] A cheat

;
a trick. Denham.

FdUR-pHETTE',* M. [Fr.] A fork; a surgical instru-

jnent. Dunglison.
FOUR'-COR-NERED,* (-nerd) a. Having four corners or

angles^ Blackstone.

FOUR'FOLD, a. Four times told or repeated.
FOUR'FOLD,* n. Four times as many or as much. Luke.

FOUR'-FOOT-ED, (for'fut-ed) a. Having four feet.

FOUR'-HXND-ED,* a. Having four hands ; quadrumanous.
Goldsmith.

FOUR'-LEG-J&ED,* or FOUR'LEGGED,* a. Having four

legs. Campbell.

FSuR'LiNG,* n. One of four children born at the same
birth.

Fo_. Qu. Rev. [R.]

fFouR'RlER, (for'rer) n. [fourrier, Fr.] A harbinger. Sir

G. Buck.

FOUR'SCORE, (for'skor) a. Four times twenty ; eighty,

fFOUR'SCORTH,* a. The ordinal of fourscore
; as, "four-

scorth year." Guardian.

FSuR'sQuARE, (for'skwar) a. Quadrangular. Raleigh.
FOUR'TEEN, a. & n. Four and ten

;
twice seven.

FOUR'TEENTH, a. The ordinal of fourteen.

FOURTH, a. The ordinal of four
;
the next to the third.

FOURTH,* n. (Mus.) An interval enumerated among the

Discords. P. Cyc.

FPURTH'LY, ad. In the fourth place.
F5UR'-WHEELED, (for'hweld) a. Having four wheels.

fFou'TRA, (fo'tra) n. [foutre, old Fr.] A fig ;
a scoff. Shak.

Fou'TY, (fo'te) a. [foutu, old Fr.] Despicable. [Vulgar.]
Fp-vlL'LA,* n. (Bot.) A fine substance, imperceptible to

the naked eye, emitted from the pollen of flowers. P.

Cyc.
FOWL, n. A winged animal

;
a bird : in a restricted sense,

a barn-door fowl. Like fish, it is often used collectively,
for fowls ; as,

" fish and fowl."

Fowx, v. n. To kill birds for food or game. Blackstone.

FO^L'ER, n. A sportsman who pursues birds. Phillips.

FOW'LER-ITE,* n. (Jlftn.) A variety of manganese spar.
Dana.

FOVVL'JNG, n. The act or practice of ensnaring, taking, or

shooting birds
; falconry or hawking.

Fo^L'iNG-PlECE, 7i. A gun for the shooting of birds.

Fox, ri. [Sax.] pi. FOXES. A wild animal of the canine

kind, remarkable for cunning : a shrewd knave
;
a cun

ning fellow. (JVaut.) A particular kind of strand made
of rope-yarns.

F5x, v. a. [foxa, Su. Goth.] [i. FOXED
; pp. FOXING,

FOXED.] To stupefy; to make drunk. Boyle. To make
sour, as beer in fermenting. Ure. To repair boots by
adding new soles, and surrounding the feet with new
leather.

Fox'-CASE, n. A fox's skin. L'EstranrrK.

Fox'-CHASE, n. The pursuit of a fox with hounds. Pope.
tF6x'E-RY, n. Behavior like that of a fox. Chaucer.

F5x'-E-viL, (foks'e-vl) n. A disease in which the hai

falls off.

Fox'-FfsH, n. A species of fish.

FOX'GLOVE, (foks'gluv) n. A medicinal plant, of diffei

ent varieties ; digitalis.

Fox'-HoOND, 77. A hound for chasing foxes. Shenstone.

Fox'-HONT,*7t. The hunting of foxes ; fox-hunting. CA. Ob.

FSx'-HDNT-ER, ?!. One who hunts foxes.

Fox'-HDNT-iNG,* 71. The pursuit of the fox; fox-chase.

Somcrville.

Fox'-Hi5NT-lNG,* a. Relating to the hunting of foxt

CA. 06.

FOX'ISH, a. Cunning ; artful, like a fox. Tyrwhitt.

Fdx'LlKE, a. Resembling the cunning of a fox.

fFSx'LY, a. Having the qualities of a fox. Mirror fm

Fox^fiilp, n. The character of a fox ; cunning. Shak.

FOX'TAIL, n. A plant ;
also a species of grass of differ

varieties.

FOX'TAILED,* (-tald) a. Resembling the tail of a fos

Goldsmith.

FOX'-TRAP, n. A gin or snare to catch foxes. Taller.
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|F5x'y, a. Belonging to a fox
; wily. Abp. Cranmer.

f-FoY, n. [foi, Fr.] Faith
; allegiance. Spenser.

Fo?', 71. ffuey, Teut.] A feast on leaving a place. [Local,

Eng.]
FOY'SON, 7i. See FOISON.

FRA'CAS,* (fra'kas or fra-ka') [fra-ka', Sm. ; fr'a'ka, K. ;

fra'kfis, Wb.]n. [Fr.] A noisy quarrel ; a disturbance.

Cowper. A French word, now in a great measure An-
glicized.

JFRACT, v. a. [fractus, L.] To break
;
to violate. Shak.

FRXc'TlQN, (frak'shun) n. [fraotio, L.] Act of breaking ;

the state of being broken; a broken part; a piece.

(Arithmetic) A broken number, which consists of a part
or parts of any number considered as a unity or whole.

FRXC'TION-AL, a. Belonging to fractions ; broken.

FRXC'TIQN-A-RY,* a. Belonging to fractions; fractional.

Maunder.

FRAC'Tioys, (frak'shus) a. Cross ; peevish ; fretful.

FRAc'Tioys-LY,* ad. In a fractious manner. Ash.

FkXc'TlQUS-NESS,* n. The state of being fractious, rfsti.

FRXcx'yRE, (frakt'yur) n. [fractura, L.] A breach; sepa-
ration

;
a breaking, particularly of a bone ; a rupture.

FR.Xcx'yRE, (frakt'yur) v. a. fi. FRACTURED;^. FRAC-

TURING, FRACTURED.] To break, as a bone, &c.
FRJZN' u-L usi,* (fren'u-lum) n. [L.] (Jlnat.) The string

under_the tongue. Crabb.

FRA-GA'RI-A,* n. (Bot.} A plant ; strawberry. Hamilton.

FRAGILE, (fraj'jl) a. [fragilis, L.] Brittle; easily broken
;

weak
;

frail.

FRA-GI'L'I-TV, n. Brittleness
;
weakness ; frailty.

FRXG'MENT, n. [fragmentu-m, L.] A part broken off from
a whole

;
an imperfect piece.

FRAG-MEN'TAL,* a. Consisting of fragments ; fragmen-
tary. EC. Rev.

FRXG'MEN-TA-RY, a. Composed of fragments.
FRXG'MENT-ED,* a. Broken into fragments ; existing in

fragments. Brande.
FRA' G OR, n. [L.] A crash, as of something breaking.

FRA'GRANCE, ) n. Sweetness of smell; pleasing scent;
FRA'GRAN-CY, J grateful odor.

FRA'GRANT, a. [fragrant, L.] Odorous
;
sweet of smell.

FRA'GRANT-LY, ad. With sweet or pleasing scent.

FRAIL,, 'n. \frdile, old Fr.] A basket made of rushes; a

rush.

FRAIL, a. [fragilis, L.] Weak
;
infirm

; easily vanquished
or destroyed; decaying; subject to casualties; easily
led astray ; v

liable to error or seduction.

FRAIL'NESS, n. Weakness ; frailty. Norris.

FRAIL'TY, n. State of being frail
;
weakness

; infirmity ;

liability to error; fault proceeding from weakness.
FRAI' spHEUR, (fra'shur) n. [old Fr.] Freshness ; coolness.

Dryden. [Not in use in English.]
FRAI$E, (fraz) n. [Fr.] A pancake with bacon in it.

(Fort.) A range or horizontal stakes.

FRAM'A-BLE,* a. That may be framed. Hooker.

FRAME, v. a. [i. FRAMED; pp. FRAMING, FRAMED.] To
form or fabricate ;

to fit to something ; to make
;
to com-

pose ;
to regulate ;

to contrive
;
to ptan ;

to invent
;
to

feign ; to forge ;
to put together, as the timbers of a house.

tFRAME, v. n. To contrive. Judges.
FRAME, n. A fabric

;
the timbers which support a house

;

any thing made to enclose, surround, or support some-

thing else
;
a structure composed of timbers united

;

order
; regularity ; scheme

; contrivance
; shape ;

form
;

temper ; temperament. (Printing) A stand or structure
on which a compositor's cases are placed.

FRAMED,* (framd) p. a. Formed
; contrived

;
fitted with a

frame.

FRAM'ER, n. One who frames
; maker ;

former.

FRAME'WORK, (-wiirk) n. Exterior work, generally of

w_ood ;
a frame ;

a skeleton
;
work done in a frame.

FRAME 'WORK-KNIT'TER,* n. One who weaves in a
frame. Hawkins.

FRAM'JNG, n. A joining together ;
timber-work.

JFRXM'POLD, a. Peevish; fretful; cross-grained. Shak.

FRXNC,* n. A French silver coin, of the value of about
19 cents. McCulloch.

FRXN'CHIE, (fran'chjz) n. [Fr.] Exemption from any
onerous duty ; privilege ; immunity ; right granted ;

a
district to which a privilege or exemption belongs.

FRXN'CHIE, (fran'chiz) v. a. To enfranchise ;
to make

free. Shak. See ENFRANCHISE.
FRXN'CHIE-MENT, n. Spenser. See ENFRANCHISEMENT.
FRXN'OIC,* a. Relating to the Franks or the language of
the Franks; Prankish. Warton.

FRAN-CIS'CANJ* n. A monk of the order of St. Francis.

FRAN-CIS'CAN,* a. Relating to the order of St. Francis.

FRAN-Gi-Bli/i-Ty,* 71. The quality of being frangible.
Fox,

FRXN'GJ-BLE, a. [frango, L.] Fragile; brittle; easily
broken.

FRXN'GI-BLE-NESS,* 7i. Same as frangibility. Perry.

IFRAN'IQN, (fran'yun) n. A paramour; a boon companion.
Spenser.

FRXNK, a. [franc, Fr.] Liberal ; generous ; open ; ingenu-
ous

;
sincere ; not reserved

;
candid

,
free

;
artless

; with-
out conditions

; without payment.
FRANK, n. One of those who were natives of Franconia,
but who afterwards established themselves in France

;
a

term applied in the East to a native of Western Europe.
A letter sent, or the privilege of sending letters, by

mail, free of postage. [fA pigsty. Shak.] See FRANC.
,

V. a. [i. FRANKED
; pp. FRANKING, FRANKED.] To

free from postage or expense, as letters. [To shut in a

sty; to fatten. Shak.]

FRANK-AL-MOlGN', (frangk-al-moin') n. (Eng. law) A
tenure by divine service, or for praying for the souls
of the deceased.

FRANK-CHASE', n. (Law)The liberty of free chase. Howell.

FRXNKED,* (frangkt) p. a. Made free; exempted from
postage.

FRXNK'IN-CENSE, [frangk'jn-sens, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm.; frank-in'sens, Wb.] n. [frank and incense.] A gum
resin, used as a perfume, which exudes from a species of

fir, and possesses a turpentine-like odor and taste. When
burnt it exhales a fragrant odor.

FRXNK'ING,* n. The act of making free; the^ exemption
of letters, &c., from postage.

FRXNK'ISH,* a. Relating to the Franks. Ferstegan.
FRXNK'LIN, n. A freeholder. Spenser. In the time of

Elizabeth, a freeholder or yeoman, a man above a vassal,
but not a gentleman.

FRXNK'LIN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing iron,

zinc, and manganese. Cleaveland.

FRXNK'LY, ad. In a frank manner ; openly ; freely.

FRXNK'-MXR-RIAGE,* n. (Law) A sort of tenure. Black-

stone.

FRXNK'NESS, n. Plainness ; candor
; openness ;

liber-

ality.

FRXNK'PLEDGE, n. [francipleg-ium, L.] (Law) A pledge
or surety for freemen.

FRXNKS, n. pi. The ancient French. See FRANK.

FRXNK'-SER-VICE,* n. Service performed by freemen.
Ash.

FRANK'-TEN'E-MNT,* n. (Law) Freehold. Blackstone.

FRAN'TJC, a. [corrupted from phrenetic.] Mad; ravingj
furious

; outrageous ; phrenetic.

FRXN'TJ-CAL-LY,* ad. In a frantic manner. Hard.

FRXN'TIC-LY, ad. In a frantic manner
; madly. Bale.

FRXN'TIC-NESS, n. Madness
; fury of passion.

FRA-TER'NAL, a. [fraternus, L.] Belonging to a brother j

brotherly ; becoming brothers.

FRA-TER'NAL-LY, ad. In a brotherly manner.

FRA-TER'NATE,* v. n. To fraternize. Jefferson. [R.]

FRi-TER-NA'TlQN,* or FRA'TER-NIS.M,* n. Fraterniza
tion. Jefferson. [R.]

FRA-TER'Nl-Ty, n. The state or quality of a brother;
body of men united

; corporation ; society ; association ;

brotherhood
;
men of the same occupation, class, or

character.

FRAT-ER-NI-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of uniting as brothers.

FRA-TER'NIZE, [fra-ter'nlz, Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. Todd; frat'-

er-nlz, Maunder.] v. n. To concur with
;

to agree or as-

sociate as brothers.

FRA-TER'NIZ-ER,* n. One who fraternizes or agrees
Burke.

fFRA'TRAGE,* n. (Law) A partition among brothers or

coheirs coming to the same inheritance or succession.
Crabb.

FRXT-RI-CI'DAL,* a. Relating to fratricide. Maunder.
FRXT'Rl-clDE, [frat're-sld, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.

Wb.; fra'tre-sld, P.] n. [fratricidium, L.] The murder
of a brother

;
the murderer of a brother.

FRAUD, n. [fraus, L.] Deceit in contracts; deceit; cheat;
trick; artifice; subtlety; stratagem; imposition.

FRAUD'FOL, a. Treacherous ;
artful ;

subtle. Shak.

FRAUD'FOL-LY, ad. Deceitfully ; artfully; subtly.

FRAUD'U-LENCE, ) n. Deceitfulness
; trickery ; cheating:

FRAUD'y-LEN-cy, 1
artifice.

FRAUD'U-LENT, a. Full of fraud
;
done by fraud

;
trick-

ish
;
subtle

;
deceitful

; treacherous.

FRAUD'U-LENT-LY, ad. By fraud ; by deceit ; by artifice.

FRAUD'U-LENT-NESS,* n. Quality of being fraudulent.
Scott.

FRAUGHT, (frawt) p. a. Laden
; charged ;

filled ;
stored ;

freighted. See FREIGHT.
fFRAUGHT, (frawt) n. A freight ;

a cargo. Shak.

JFRAUGH'f , (frawt) v. a. To load ;
to crowd. Bacon.

JFRAUGHT'AGE, (frawt'aj) 71. Lading; cargo. Milton.

FRAX'f-Nut;,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of trees, comprising
the ash. P. Cyc.

FRAY, (fra) n. A battle; a fight; a duel; a combat ;
a

broil; a quarrel ;
a riot; an affray: a rub or chafe in

cloth.

FRAY, (fra) v. a. [i. FRAYED;^. FRAYING, FRAYED] [To
terrify ; to drive away. Deut.] To rub ;

to wear
;
to

burnish.

FRAY'JNG, n. The peel of a deer's horn. B. Jonson.
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FREAK, (firGk) n. A sudden and causeless change or turn
of mind; a caprice; a fancy; a whim; a capricious

prank.
FREAK, v. a. To variegate ;

to checker. Milton. [R.]
FREAK'ISH. a. Capricious; whimsical; humorsome.
FREAK'JSII-LY, ar/. Capriciously; whimsically.
FREAK'ISH-NESS, re. Capriciousness ;

whimsicalness.

tFREAM, v. n. To growl or grunt as a boar. Bailey.

FREC'KLE, (frek'kl) n. A spot of yellowish or brown
color on the skin

;
a spot ; discoloration.

FREC'KLE,* (frek'kl) v. a.&.n. To give or acquire freckles.

Smart.

FRfic'KLED, (frek'kld) a. Spotted; maculated.

FREC'KLED-NESS, (frek'kld-nes) 71. The state of being
freckled. Sherwood.

FREC'KLE-FACED, (frek'kl -fast) a. Having a face full of
freckles. Beaum. $ FL

FRECK'LY, a. Full of freckles; spotted. Sherwood.
FRED. The same with peace; so Frederic is powerful or

wealthy jn peace ; Winfrcd, victorious peace. Oib.--on.

fFRfip'sTOLE,* re. A sanctuary near an altar. Maunder.

FREE, a. Being at liberty ; having liberty ;
not enslaved

;

uncornpelled ;
unrestrained

;
unconstrained

;
unconfined

;

unreserved
;
not necessitated

; permitted ; assuming too
much liberty ;

licentious
; open ; ingenuous ;

frank
;

familiar
; easy ;

candid
; conversing without reserve

;

liberal
; not parsimonious ; generous ; guiltless ;

invested
with franchises

; exempt from expense or charge ; clear.

FREE, v. a. [i. FREED
; pp. FREEING, FIIEED.] To set at

liberty ;
to manumit

;
to rid ; to clear from any thing ill;

to deliver
;
to rescue

;
to liberate

;
to exempt.

FREE'BENCH,* n. (Law) A widow's dower on a copy-
hold. Blackstone.

FREE'BOOT-ER, n. A robber
;
a plunderer ;

a pillager.

FREE'BOOT-E-RY,* n. The act or plunder of a freebooter.
Booth.

FREE'BOOT-ING, n. Robbery; plunder. Spenser.

FREE'BOOT-ING,* a. Relating to or like freebofreebooters. Fo.
Rev.

FREE'BOOT-Y,* n. Pillage; plunder; freebootery. Butler.

FREE'BORD,*?!. (Law) Ground claimed without or beyond
a fence, said to contain two feet and a half. Jacob.

FREE'BORN, a. Born free
;
not a slave

; inheriting liberty.

FREE'-CHXP-EL, n. (English law) A chapel exempted from
the jurisdiction of the ordinary or diocesan. Cowel.

FREE'COST, n. Freedom from expense. South.

fFREE-DEN'l-ZEN, (-zn) v. a. To make free. Bp. Hall.

FREE-DEN'I-ZEN, n. A citizen. Dr. Jackson. [R.J
FREED'MAN, n. ; pi. FREED'MEN. One who has been

freed from servitude.

FREE'DOM, n. State of being free; liberty; exemption
from servitude or necessity ; independence ; privileges ;

franchises
;
immunities

; unrestraint
;
the state of ease

and scope : ease; facility ;
assumed familiarity.

FREE-FISH'E-RY,* n. (Law) An exclusive right of fishing
in a public river. Blackstone.

FREE-FOOT'ED, (-fut'ed) a. Not restrained in the march.
Shak. [ton.

FREE'-GRACE,* n. Voluntary and unmerited favor. Mil-

FREE'HEART-ED, (-h'art-ed) a. Liberal ; generous.
FREE'HdLD, n. (Law) An estate in land or other real prop-

erty, held by a free tenure for life, or for some uncertain

period._
FREE'IIOLD-ER, n. One who has a freehold.

FREE'-Llv-ER,* n. One who lives freely or carelessly. Dr.
Mien. [Dr. Mien.

FREE'-Lfv-lNG,* n. Free, careless, or luxurious living.
^FREE'LY, ad. In a free manner

;
without restraint

; with-

out^reserve ; frankly ^ liberally ; plentifully.

FREE'MAN, n. ; pi. FREE'MEN. One not a slave or vassal ;

one possessed of rights, privileges, or immunities
; a citi-

zen.
FREE'- MAR-TIN,* n. A female twin calf whose mate is a
maJe calf. London.

FREE'MA-SON, (-ma-sn) n. One of an ancient institution
or society, said to have been composed originally of
masons or builders in stone, and admitted into the soci-

ety as free and accepted ;
a mason.

FREE'MA-SON-RY,* n. The institution, craft, science, or

principjes of freemasons. Ency.
FREE'MIND-ED, a. Unperplexed ; without care.

FREE'NESS, n. The state or quality of being free.

FRE'ER, n. One who gives freedom.

FREE'-SJBHOOL, (-skol) n. A school founded and endowed,
or so supported as to be free of charge to the scholars.

FREE-Soc'AGE,* n. (Law) A species of English tenure
of lands. Blackstone.

FREE-SPO'KEN, (-kn) a. Speaking without reserve.

FREE'STONE, n. A species of sandstone, commonly used
in building, so called because, having no grain, it may be
cut freely in any direction ;

a soft sandstone.

FREE'THlNK-ER, [fre'thTnk-er, J. F. Sm. Wb.Recs; fre-

think'er, S. W. P. Ja.~\ n. A term assumed by disbeliev-

ers in Christianity ;
a libertine

;
a contemner of religion.

Contempt of religion. Bp. Berkeley
Fnfifi'THtNK-JNO,* a. Unrestricted in thought ;

liberal
;

licentious. Savage
FREE'TONGUED, (-tungd) a. Speaking freely. Bp. Hall.

FRKE-WAR'REN, (-wor'ren) n. (Law) A privilege of pre-
serving and killing game. Blackstone.

FREE-WILL', n. Unrestrained will
;
the power of directing

one's own actions without constraint by necessity or fate
;

voluntariness ; spontaneity.
FREE'WILL,* a. Voluntary ; spontaneous ;

done freely.
Psalms.

FREE'-WOM-AN, (-wum-an) re. A woman not enslaved.

FREEZE, v. n.
[i. FROZE ; pp. FREEZING, FROZEN.] To be

congealed with cold
;

to be of that degree of cold by
\v_hjch water is congealed ; to die by cold.

FREEZE, v. a. To congeal with cold
; to harden into ice :

to kill by cold.

FREEZ'ING,*^. a. Congealing with cold
; chilling.

FREEZ'JNG,* . The act of congealing with cold. Brome.

FREIGHT, (frat) v. a. [i. FREIGHTED; pp. FREIGHTING,
FREIGHTED or FRAUGHT. Fraught is more properly an
adjective than a participle.] To load for transportation by
sea

;
to load.

FREIGHT, (frat) n. The cargo or lading of a ship; the

money due for transportation of goods ; burden
;
load.

FREIGHT'A^E,* (fra'taj) n. Money paid for freight. Mil-
ton.

FREIGHT'ER, (frat'er) n. One who freights a vessel.

fFREN, n. A stranirer. Spenser.

FRENCH, n. The language of the French. pi. The people
of France.

FRENCH, a. Belonging to France or the French. To take
French leave, is to go away without taking leave of the

company. Grose.

FRENCH'-BEAN,* . A species of bean. Lee.

FRENCH'-CHALK, (-chawk) n. An indurated clay.

FRENCH'-GR!SS, n. Sainfoin.

FRENCH-H6N'EY-suc-KLE,*re. A plant and flower. Lee.

FRENCH'-HORN, re. A musical wind instrument, used in

hunting and in regular concerts. Oraves.

FRENCH'I-F!ED,* (-fid) p. a. Conformed to French manners
or habits. Burke.

FRENCH'I-FY, v. a. [i. FRENCHIFIED; pp. FRENCHIFYING,
FRENCHIFIED.] To make French; to infect with the man-
ners of the French.

FRENCH'I/IKE, a. Resembling the French. Bp. Hall.

FRENCH'-PlE,* re. A name of the great spotted woodpeck-
er. Booth.

FRENCH'WlL-L5w * re. A plant; rosebay-willovv-herb.
Booth.

FRE-NET'IC, [fre-net'jk, J. F. Sm. Wb. rfsh, JVares; fren'-

e-tjk, S. E. K. ; fre-net'jk or fren'e-tik, W. P. Ja.] a.

[(j>ptvriTiK6$.] Mad; distracted; raving; frantic.

FRE-NET'I-CAL,* a. Mad
;
frenetic. Hall.

FREN'ZI-CAL, a. Approaching to madness.

FRfiN'zy, 71.
r
0psi/ir<s.] Madness

; distraction of mind ;

alienation of understanding ;
violent passion.

FREQUENCE, (fre'kwens) n. Repetition; frequency.
FRE'QUEN-CY, re. State of being frequent ; repetition ;

common occurrence
; concourse ; full assembly.

FRE'QUENT, a. [frequens, L,.] Often done: often seen;
often occurring; common; usual; used often to act.

kwent',~ S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

(Poetry) Crowded
; thronged.

FRE-QUEI \ ;

fre'kwent, Wb.~\ v. a. [frequcnto, L.] (^t.
FREQUENTED ;

pp. FREQUENTING, FREQUENTED.] To Visit often
;
to bfi

much in.

tFRE-QUENT'A-BLE, a. Accessible. Sidney.

FRIJ-QUENT'A'GE,* ?,. Act or habit of frequenting. Southey.
FRE-QUEN-TA'TIC-N, . Habit of frequenting ; resort.

FRE-QUEN'TA-TIVE, a. (Gram.) Denoting frequent repeti-
tion

; applied to verbs.

FRE-QTJEN'TA-TIVE,* n. A verb which denotes the repeti-
tion of an act or the frequent performance of it. Booth.

FRE-QUENT'ER, n. One who frequents. Dr. Jackson.

FRE'QUENT-LY, ad. Often; commonly; not rarely.

FRE'QUENT-NESS,* n. Frequency. Ash.

FRS-CADE',* re. pi. Cool walks; shady places. Maun-
der. [R.]

FRES'co,n. [It.] Coolness; shade; duskiness. (Paint-
ing) A method of painting on fresh plaster, by which the
colors sink in and become durable.

FRESH, a. Cool
; lively in look or feelings ;

florid
; ruddy ;

modern
; young ;

new
;
recent

;
not salt

;
not warm or

vapid; sweet; not stale; not impaired by time or use;
unpractised ; vigorous ;

brisk
;
raw.

FRESH, n. ; pi. FRESHES. A pool of fresh water
;
a current

of fresh water; a flood, or overflowing of a river.

fFRESH, v. a. To refresh. Chaucer.

FRESH'-BLOWN, (-blon) a. Newly blown. Milton.

FRESII'EN, (fresh'shn) v. a. [i.
FRESHENED

; pp. FRESHER-
ING, FRESHENED.] To make fresh. Thomson.

FRESII'EN, (fresh'shn) v. n. To grow fresh. Pope.

FRESH'ET, re. A stream or pool of fresh water
; a fn
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Browne (U. s.) A great rise or flood of water in rivers

and streams, caused by rains or melting snow. Morison.

FRESH'FORCE . (Law) A force newly done, or done
within forty days. Cowel.

FRESH'LY, ad. In a fresh manner; coolly ; newly.
FRESH'MAN, 77. ; pi. FRESH'MEN. A novice; one in the

rudiments of any knowledge; a member of the lowest
class in a college.

FRESH'MAN-SHIP, n. The state of a freshman. Hales.

fFRESH'MENT, n. Refreshment
;
freshness. Cartwright.

FRESH'NESS, n. State of being fresh
;
newness

; vigor.

fFRESH-NEw', (-nu') a. Unpractised. Sltak.

FRESH'WA-TER, a. Used only to fresh water; raw; un-
skilled

; unacquainted. Knolles.

FRESH-WA'TERED, (-tejrd) a. Newly watered. Akenside.

FRET,TI. A frith : agitation, as upon the surface of a stream
or of liquors ; agitation of mind

;
irritation ;

vexation :

a colic; gripes. (Mas.) That stop of a musical instru-

ment which causes or regulates the vibrations of the string.

(Arch.) A kind of knot of two small fillets interlaced ;

ornamental iron-work below the bars of a grate. (Her.)
A bearing composed of bars crossed and interlaced.

FRET, v. a.
[i.

FRETTED ;pp. FRETTING
? FRETTED.] To agi-

tate violently ;
to wear away by rubbing ;

to corrode ; to

ea away ;
to furnish with frets

;
to form into raised

work
;

to variegate ;
to diversify ;

to chafe
;
to rub

;
to

irritate
;
to make angry ;

to vex.

FRET, v. n. To be in commotion
;
to be worn away ;

to be
corroded

;
to be angry ;

to be peevish.
fFRET, p. a. Eaten away ;

fretted. Levit. xiii.

FRET'FUL, a. Angry; peevish; apt to find fault
; splenet-

ic; petulant; captious.

FRT'FGL-LY, ad. In a fretful manner.

FRET'FUL-NESS, n. Passion
; peevishness ;

ill-humor.

FRET'TED,* a. Intersected with small groins or ribs
;
hav-

ing frets. Francis.

FRET'TEN, (-tn) a. Rubbed; marked; as, pock-fretten,
marked with the small-pox. Toad.

FRET'TER, n. He or that which frets.

FRET'TING, n. Agitation ;
commotion. Feltham.

FRET'TY, a. Adorned with fret-work or raised work.

FRET'WORK,* (-wiirk) n. (Arch.) A sort of raised work ;

a kind of masonry raised in protuberances. Crabb.

FRi-A-BfL'l-TY, n. The quality of being friable.

FRI'A-BLE, a. [friabilis, L.] Easily crumbled or pulverized.
FRI'A-BLE-NESS,* n. Friability. Scott.

FR!'AR, n. [frere, Fr.] A brother of some monastic order
;

ii monk. (Printing) Too faint an impression.
FRI'AR-LIKE, a. Monastic

;
unskilled in the world. Knolles.

FRI'AR-LY, a. Like a friar
; monastic ;

recluse. Fox.

FRI'AR'^-COWL, n. A plant, having a flower like a cowl.

FRI'AR'-CROWN,* or FRI'AR'-TH!S'TLE,* (>sl) n. The
woolly-headed thistle. Sooth.

FRI'AR'-LAN'TERN, n. The ignis fatuus. Milton.

FRI'AR-Y, n. [frcrie, old Fr.] A monastery or convent of
friars.

FRI'AR-V, a. Like a friar
; belonging to a friary. Warton.

FR!B'BLE, v. n. [frivole, Fr.] To trifle
;
to totter. Taller.

FRiB'BLE, a. Trifling; silly; frivolous. Brit. Crit.

FR/B'BLE, n. A frivolous fellow
;
a trifler; a fop.

FRIB'BLER, n. A trifler
;
a fribble. Spectator.

FRI'BURGH, (frl'biirg) n. (Law) Surety for one's good be-

havior ;
same as frank-pledge. Written alsofriborgh and

frithburgh.

fFRic'ACE, n. [frixus, L.] A fricassee ;
an unguent made

by frying jeveral materials together. B. Jonsun.

FRIC-AN-DO',* n. [fricandeav, (frlk'an-do') Fr.] A collop ;

a sort of Scotch collop. Ash.

FRIC-AS-SEE', n. [Fr.] A dish made by cutting a fowl or

other small animal in pieces, and dressing or frying it

in strong sauce.

FRIC-AS-SEE', v. a.
[i. FRICASSEED; pp. FRICASSEEING,

FRICASSEED.] To dress in fricassee. Ectiard.

fFRi-CA'TlQN, n. [fricatio, L.] Act of rubbing ;
friction.

Bacon.

FRIC'TIQN, n. [frictio, L.] The act of rubbing; the resist-

ance in machines caused by the rubbing of the surfaces
while moving ;

attrition.

FRfc'TiON,* a. Implying or relating to friction. R. Adams.

FRI'DAY, (frl'da) n. [Freitag-, Ger.J The sixth day of the

week, so named from Freya, Freja, or Friga, a Saxon de-

ity.

{FRIDGE, r. n. To move quickly. Ilallywdl.

JFRlD'STOLE, n. A sanctuary. See FREDSTOLE.

FR!ED,* (frld)p. a. Roasted in a pan over the fire; scorched.

FRIEND, (frend) n. [vriend, D.] One joined to another by
affection, or by mutual benevolence and intimacy ;

a con-

fidant; a supporter; an ally ;
a companion ;

a favorer;
one propitious.

FRIEND, (frend) v. a. To befriend. Spenser.

fFRiEND'ED, a. Well disposed. Sfiak.

tFRlEND'lNG,* 7t. Friendliness. Shak.

FRIEND'L'ESS, (frend'les) a. Destitute of friends
; forsa-

ken; destitute; forlorn.

FRIEND'LIKE, (frend'llk) a. Friendly. Drayton.
FRIEND'LI-NESS, n. duality of being friendly.

FRIEND'LY, a. Partaking of friendship ; befitting a friend
;

intimate
;
kind ; favorable

; amicable
; salutary.

FRIEND'LY, ad. In a friendly manner ; amicably. [R.]

FRIKND'SHIP, n. Intimacy united with affection ; friendly
feeling; amity; intimacy; favor; personal kindness; as-

sistance ; help ; correspondence.

FRI'JSR,* n. He that fries. See FRIAR.

FRI^'S'ISII,* a. Relating to Friesland. EC. Rev.

FRIKZE, (frez) n. [drop de frise, Fr.] A coarse woollen
cloth with a nap on one side. (Arch.) A large, flat mem-
ber, which separates the architrave from the cornice.

FRIEZE,* (frez) v. a. To form a nap on cloth
;
to frizz

; to
frizzle

;
to curl. Booth.

FRIKZED, (fivizd) a. Napped with frieze. Huloet.

FRIEZE'LJKE, (frez'llk) a. Resembling a frieze. Addison.

FRIEZ'ER,* n. He or that which friezes. Booth.

FRiEz'jNtr-MA-^HiNE',* n. A machine for friezing cloth
Booth'.

FRIG'ATE, n. [frcgate\ Fr.] A ship of war with one cov-
ered gun-deck, carrying from twenty-four to forty-eight

guns, or from twenty to fifty guns; a small vessel.

(Ortdth.) A species of pelican, called also the man-of-war
bird.

FRIG-A-TOON',* n. A small Venetian ship. Smart.

FRIG-E-FAC'TIQN, n. [frigus and facio, L.] The act of

making cold.

FRIG-E-FAC'TIVE,* a. Making cold. Boyle. [Scott.

FRI^'E-RA-TO-RY,* n. A place for cooling ;
a refrigeratory.

FRIGHT, (frit) v. a.
[i.

FRIGHTED ',pp. FRIGHTING, FRIGHT-

ED.] To terrify; to disturb with fear
;
to frighten.

FRIGHT, (frit) n. A sudden terror; alarm; terror; panic;
consternation.

FRIGHT'EN, (fri'tn) v. a. [i. FRIGHTENED; pp. FRIGHTEN-

ING, FRIGHTENED.] To affright ; to intimidate; to terri-

fy ;
to shock witli dread.

FRIGHT'EN-A-BLE,* a. That may be frightened. Coleridge.

FRIGHT'FOL', (frlt'ful) a. Terrible
;
dreadful

;
full of terror.

FRIGHT'FIJL-LY, ad. In a frightful manner.

,
w. The quality of being frightful.

FRIG'ID, (frid'jid) a. [frigidus, L.] Cold ; wanting warmth
of body ; wanting warmth of affection

; impotent ;
dull ;

lifeless ; formal. Frigid zone, ( Geog.) the space between
each pole and the polar circles, which are 23 28' from
the poles.

FRI-GID'I-TY, n. [frigiditas,lj.] State of being frigid ; cold-

ness
;
want of warmth; duluess; impotence.

FR!G'ID-LY, ad. Coldly ; dully ;
without affection.

FRIG'ID-NESS, n. Coldness; dulness; frigidity.

FRlG'i-FY,* v. a. To cool
;
to refrigerate. Ask. [R.]

FRIG-O-RIF'IC, a. [frigorificus, L.] Causing cold. Qtiincy.

FRfG-o-RlF'i-CAl,,* a. Producing cold; frigorific. Blount.

FRILL', v. n. [fritter, Fr.] To quake or shiver with cold. [R.]

FRILL,* . a. To decorate with frills or gathers. Smollett.

FRILL, n. An edging or ruffle of fine linen or cotton : the

ruffling of a hawk's feathers when frilling with cold.

fFRlM, a. Flourishing ;
luxuriant. Drayton.

FRINGE, n. [frange, Fr.] An ornamental border of loose

threads added to dress or furniture; the edge; margin;
extremity.

FRINGE, v. a. [i. FRINGED; pp. FRINGING, FRINGED.] To
adorn with fringes ;

to decorate.

FRINGED,* (frlnjd) p. a. Furnished or decorated with fringe.

FRI'NGE'LESS,* a. institute of fringe. Dr. Allen.

FltiN-GlL 1

LA,* ?(. [L.] (Ornith.) A genus of birds; chaf-

finch. Brande.

FRIN-GIL-LA'CEOUS,* (frin-jjl-la'shus) a. Relating to the

fringilla. Maunder.

FRINGE'MA-KER, . A manufacturer of fringe. Swift.

FRIN^'Y, a. Adorned with fringes. Shenstone.

FRIP'PER, . [fripier, Fr.] A dealer in frippery ;
a frip-

perer. James.

FRIP'PER-ER, n. One who deals in frippery. Sherwood.

FRIP'PEK-Y, . The place where old clothes are sold
;
traf-

fic of cast-off things ;
old clothes

;
cast dresses

; rags ;

trumpery ;
trifles.

FRiP'PER-y, a. Trifling; contemptible. Gray.
l-QEuR', (fre-zur') [fre-/,ur', W.Ja.; fre-zar', K. ; fre-

iir', Sin. ; fre'zur, P.] n. [Fr.] A hair-dresser. Warton.

FRlsK, v. n. [frisque, old Fr.] [i. FRISKED;'^/;. FRISKING,

FRISKED.] To leap ;
to skip ;

to dance in frolic or gayety.

jFRi'SK, a. Lively ; jolly ; frisky. Bp. Hall.

FR!SK, n. A frolic
; a leap ;

a fit of wanton gayety.

fFRis'KAL, 71. A leap ;
a caper. B. Jonson.

FRISK'ER, n. One who frisks
;
a wanton.

FRIS'KET, n. A light iron frame in which the sheets of pa-

per are successively confined on the form for impression
in printing.

FRISK'FOL, a. Full of gayety or gambols. Thomson.

FRISK'I-NESS, n. Gayety ;
liveliness. [Low.]

FRI'SK'ING, n. Frolicsome dancing; wild gayety.

FRlsK'y, a. Gay ; airy ;
frolicsome ;

wanton.

FRl'LE, v. a. See FRIZZLE.
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FRIST,* v. a. To sell goods on time, or upon trust. Crabb.

FRf-lWRE'i* 11. [Fr.] A curling or crispation of the hair.

Smollett.

FRIT, n. The matter of which glass is made, consisting
of silex, fixed alkali, &c., after it has been calcined.

FRIT,* v. a. To expose to a dull red heat, for the pur-
,,. pose of expelling moisture and carbonic acid from ma-

terials for making glass. Brande.

FRITH, n. [frctum, L.] A strait of the sea
;
an estuary ;

a

widening of a river at the mouth
;
a place for confining

fish
;
a kind of net.

FRITH, n. [ffrith, Welsh.] A woody place ;
a forest. Dray-

ton. A small field taken out of a common. Wynne. [R.]

tFiUTH'y, a. Woody. Skclton.

FRI-TIL'A-RY, n. A genus of plants ;
a species of lily.

fFRi'T'l-NAN-cy, n. [fritinnio,'L.] The chirping of an insect.

FRIT'TERJ n. [friture, Fr.] A small piece cut to be fried
;

a little pancake ; a fragment ;
a small piece.

FRIT'TER, v. a. [i. FRITTERED; pp. FRITTERING, FRIT-

TERED.] To cut into small pieces to be fried ; to break
into fragments. To fritter away, to pare off; to reduce
to nothing.

FRJ-VOL'I-TY, n. Triflingness ;
frivolousness ; folly.

FRIV'O-LOUS, a. [frivolus, L.] Worthless; trifling; of no
moment

;
trivial

; petty ;
weak

;
foolish.

FRiv'o-LOiis-Ly, ad. Triflingly ;
without weight.

FRiv'o-LoDs-NESS, 7i. Want of weight or importance.
FRIZE, (frez) n. (Arch.) See FRIEZE.

FRIZZ, v. a. [friser or friier, Fr.] [i. FRIZZED ; pp. FRIZ-

ZING, FRIZZED.] To curl; to crisp; to frizzle. Smollett.

FRlz'ZLE, (-zl) v. a. [/rifcr, Fr.J [i. FRIZZLED ; pp. FRIZ-

ZLING, FRIZZLED.] To curl in short curls like the nap of

frieze
;
to frizz ; to frieze. Harmar.

FRIZ'ZLE, n. A curl ;
a lock of hair crisped. Milton.

FRIZ'ZLER, n. One who frizzles
;
a friseur.

FRO, ad. From ;
backward. It is a part of the adverbial

phrase To and fro, i. e., to and from, or backward and
forward.

FROCK, ?i. [froc, Fr.] A dress
;
a coat ;

an outer garment,
as of a monk or a farmer; a gown for children.

FROCKED,* (frokt) a. Furnished or covered with a frock.

Brit. Crit.

FROE,* n. A revelling, idle, dirty woman. Drayton. [R.]

FROG, 7i. A small, amphibious animal with four feet
;
a

sort of tender horn that grows in the middle of the sole

of a horse's foot ;
frush.

FROG'BIT, n. An herb, Ainsworth.

FROG'FISH, 7i. A loathsome looking fish, called also the

monkfish and goosefish. Storer.

FROG'GRA~SS, n. A kind of herb.

FROG'J&Y, a. Having frogs. Sherwood.

FROG'HOP-PER,* n. An insect of the genus cicada. Booth.

FROG'LET-TUCE, (-tjs) n. A plant.

FROG'L!KE,* a. Resembling a frog. Goldsmith.

fFROi^E, (froiz) . [froisser, Fr.] Bacon cooked in a pan-
cake. Bailey. See FRAISE.

FROL'IC, a. Gay; full of levity; full of pranks. Shak.

FROL'IC, 7t. A wild prank ;
a scene of mirth or merriment

;

a gambol ; sport.

FROL'JC, V. n.
[i.

FROLICKED ; pp. FROLICKING, FROLICKED.]
To play wild pranks ;

to be merry.
tFROL'}C-LY, ad. Gayly ; wildly. Beaum. Sf Fl.

FROL'JC-SOME, (-sum) a. Full of wild gayety ; playful.

FROL/IC-SOME-LY, ad. With wild gayety.
FROL'ic-sdME-NESS, n. Wildness of gayety ; pranks.
FRSai, prep. Noting source or beginning with departure,

absence, or distance, sometimes literally and sometimes

figuratively; out of; because of; since. It is often

joined by an ellipsis with adverbs
; as, "from above,"

i. e., from the parts above. [ney.

(FROIU'WARD, prep. Away from
; contrary to towards. Sid-

FROND, n. [fronde, Fr.] (Dot.) A green, leafy branch
;
the

stem and leaf combined ;
the leaf of a fern or palm. Lou-

dan.

FRQN-DA'TION, n. [frondatio, L.] A lopping of trees. Ev-

elyn.

FRON-DESCE',* v. n. To put forth leaves. Stoughton. [R.]
FRQN-DES'CENCE,* n. (Bot.) The time or the act of put-

ting forth leaves. Lincoln.

FRON-DIF'ER-OUS, a. [frondifcr, L.] Bearing leaves.

FRON-DOSE',* a. (Bot.) Full of leaves
; leafy. Crabb.

FR&N?,* n. [L.] (Zool.) The region of the cranium be-
tween the orbits and the vertex. Brande.

'(FRONT, [frunt, P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; front, K. S. ; frunt
or front, W.] n. [frons, L.] The forehead ; the face

;
the

van of an army ;
the fore part of any thing, as of an army

or a building ;
the most conspicuous part.

!|FRONT,* a. Relating to the front or face. P. Cyc.

jjFRbNT, (frunt) v. a. [i.
FRONTED

; pp. FRONTING, FRONT-

ED.] To oppose directly ,
or face to face

;
to stand opposed

or over against.

JIFR^NT, v. n. To stand foremost. Shak.

J'FRO'NT'AGE,* n. The fore part of a building; front. P.
'

Mag.

FRO

. . . .

*
TJ. (Law) One who owns the opposite side.

Jacob.

FRONT'AL, n. [frontale, L.] A frontlet. (Med.) A med
icament for the forehead. (Arch.) A little pediment
over a door or window.

FRONT'AL,* a. Relating to the forehead
; noting a bone

which forms the forehead. Brande.

FRON'TAT-ED, a.
[frons, L.] (Bot.) Noting a flower leaf

that grows broader till its termination
; not cuspated.

Quincy.
||FR6NT'-Box, (frunt'boks) n. The box in the playhouse
from which there is a direct view to the stage. Pope.

| FR6NT'E_D, a. Formed with a front. Milton.

j FRON'TIER, [fron'ter, P. E. Ja. Sm. ; front'yer, S. J. F. ;

fron'cher or front'yer, W. ; fron-ter', Wb.] n. [fronticre,
Fr.] The limit or utmost verge of any territory ;

the bor-
der. pi. The parts that front another country or an in-

vading army.
||FRON'TIER, a. Bordering ; conterminous. Add'ison.

IJfFRON'TlER,* v. n. To form or constitute a frontier. Tem-
ple.

UFRON'TIERED, (fron'terd) a. Guarded on the frontier.

Spenser.

||FRONT'iNG,* p. a. Having the front towards
; opposing.

FRON-TIN-IAC', (fron-tjn-yak') n. A rich French wine,
named from Frontignan, in Languedoc, the place of its

production.
FRON'TIS-PIECE, n. That part which first meets the eye,

as the ornamental page of a book
; the face of a building.

HFRONT'LESS, a. Wanting shame; void of diffidence.

IJFRONT'LET, n. [frons, L.] A bandage worn on the fore-

head. [Booth.
||FRONT'-LlNE,* 7t. The first of the three lines of an army.
FR&N-TON',* n. [Fr.] A member which serves as an orna-
ment over doors, windows, &c. Crabb.

||FRONT'-R66M, 7i. An apartment in the fore part of a
house.

JFROP'PISH, a. Peevish
;
froward. Ld. Clarendon,

fFRORE, a. Frozen
; frosty. Milton.

fFRORN, a. Frozen
; congealed with cold. Spenser.

IFRO'RY, a. Frozen ; covered with hoar frost. Spenser.

||FROST, (frost or frlwst) [frost, S. W. P.J. F.Ja. R.; Mwst,
K. Wb. Wares.] n. The state or temperature of the air

which occasions the congelation of water; the congela-
tion of water or vapor; the effect of congelation or freez-

ing on vegetables or dew
;
hoar-frost.

||FROST,* v. a.
[i. FROSTED

; pp. FROSTING, FROSTED.] To
cover with any thing resembling hoar-frost, as with
white sugar. Smart.

||FR6sT'BEAR-ER,*7i. An instrument to exhibit the freezing
of water in vacua ; a cryophorus. Wollaston.

||FROST'BIT-TEN, (frost'bit-tn) a. Nipped by frost.

FROST'BLITE,* n. A plant ;
the orach. Booth.

FROST'-BOUND,* a. Bound by frost or ice. Scott.

[[FROST'ED, a. Covered with hoar-frost, or with something
resembling it.

IIFROST'i-LY, ad. With frost ;
with excessive cold.

FROST'I-NESS, n. Cold ; freezing coldness.

FROST'LIJSS,* a. Free from frost. Swift.

||FROST'NAIL, n. A nail with a prominent head driven into

a horse-shoe to prevent slipping.

||FROST'WORK, (frost'wiirk) TJ. Work in which the sub-
stance is laid on with inequalities, like the dew congealed
upon shrubs

;
frosted work : a winter amusement. War-

burton.

||FROST'y, a. Producing or containing frost
;
cold

; chill in

affection
; resembling hoar-frost ;

white
; gray-headed.

(JFROTH, (froth or frawth) [froth, W. P. J. F.Ja. Sm. R.;
frawth, S. K. Wb. Wares.] n. [frae, Dan.] Spume ; foam ;

the bubbles caused by fermentation
;
unsubstantial mat-

ter ;
an empty or senseless show of wit or eloquence.

IIFROTH, v. n. To foam
;
to throw out spume. Dryden.

I FROTH, v. a. To make to froth. Beaum. fy Fl.

FROTH'I-LY, ad. In a frothy manner ;
with foam.

FROTH'J-NESS, 71. State of being frothy ; emptiness.

||FROTH'-SPiT,* n. A white froth found on the leaves of

certain plants in the spring ;
woodsare. Booth.

HFROTH'WORM,* (-wtirm) 71. An insect. Goldsmith.

IJFROTH'Y, a. Full of foam, froth, or spume ;
soft

; empty ;

wanting substance
;
vain

; trifling.

FROUNCE, v. a. [froncer, orfronser, Fr.] [i.
FROUNCED ; pp.

FROUNCING, FROUNCED.] To form into plaits or wrinkles
;

to frizzle or curl.

FROUNCE, 71. A wrinkle
;
a plait ;

a fringe, or curl, or some
ornament of dress : a disease in hawks, in which spit-

tle gathers as a fringe about the bill.

fFRoONCE'LESS, a. Without wrinkles. Chaucer.

FROU'ZY, a. Fetid; musty; dim; cloudy. Swift. [Low.]
FROW, n. [frau, Germ.] A woman ; generally applied tc

a Dutch or German woman. Beaum. $ Fl. An instrument
used in splitting staves.

jFROW, a. Brittle. Evelyn.
FRO'WARD, a. Peevish; refractory; perverse.

FRO'WARD-LY, ad. Peevishly; perversely.
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FRO'WARD-NKSS, n. Peevishness
; perverseness.

FROW'ER, (fro'er) n. A cleavin.g too!
;
a frow. TILSSCT.

FROWN', v. n. [i. FROWNED ;pp. FROWNING, FROWNED.] To
express displeasure by contracting the brow

;
to look stern

or displeased.

FROWN, v, a. To repel by a threatening or angry look.

FROWN, 71. A contraction of the brow in displeasure ;
a

stern look
;
a look of displeasure.

FRO WN'FUL,*a. Wrinkled in displeasure : frowning. Lang-
horne. [R.]

FROWN'ING,* p. a. Wearing a frown
;
stern

;
severe.

FROWN'ING-LY, ad. Sternly ;
with a look of displeasure.

FROW'Y, a. Musty ; frowzy. Spenser. [R.]
FROW'ZY,* a. Ill-scented

;
fetid

; frouzy. Smart.

FRO'ZEN, (fro'zn) p. a. from Freeze. Congealed with cold
;

chill in affection; void of heat. See FREEZE.

FRO'ZEN-NESS, (fro'zn-nes) n. The state of being frozen.

Oauden.
F. R. S. Abbreviation for Fellow of the Royal Society.

fFRtJB'BISH, v. a. To furbish. Barret.

FRUCT'ED, a. (Her.) Bearing fruit, as trees.

FRyc-TES'CENCE,*7i. The season of fruit. Smart.

FRVC-TIC'V-LOSE,* a. Loaded with fruit. Hooker. [R.]

FRVC-TlF'ER-ous, a. Bearing fruit. Ainsworth.

FR[)C-TI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of fructifying ; part of a plant
appropriated to generation ;

fecundation.

FRUC'TI-FY, v. a. [fructifier,Fr.] [i.
FRUCTIFIED

; pp. FRUC-

TIFYING, FRUCTIFIED.] To make fruitful
;
to fertilize.

FRUC'TI-FY, v. n. To bear fruit. Hooker.

FRUC'TI-FY-ING,*J>. a. Making fruitful
; fertilizing.

FRUCT'V-A-RY,* n. One who possesses the fruits or prod-
uce of any thing. Prynne. [R.]

tFRiJCT-V-A'TiON, n. Product; fruit. Pownall

fFRiJCT'v-oOs, a. Fruitful; fertile. Phillip*.

fFRtJCT'VRE, (frukt'yur) n. Use
;
fruition. Cotgrave.

FRIJ'GAL, a.
[frugalis, L.J Practising proper economy;

thrifty ; sparing ;
economical ; parsimonious.

FRV-GAL'I-TY, n. Prudent economy; thrift; good hus-

bandry.
FRfJ'GAL-LY, ad. In a frugal manner; thriftily.

FRUGAL-NESS,* TI. The quality of being frugal. Jish.

FRUG'JGIN, n. [fourgon, Fr.] An oven-fork ; the pole with
which the ashes in the oven are stirred. [England.]

FRV-GlF'ER-otJS, a. [frugifer, L.] Bearing fruit. More.

FRV-Glv'p-ROtJS,* a. Feeding on fruits. Pennant.

FRIIIT, (frut) n. [fructu^, L.
; fruit, Fr.]

Whatever the earth

produces in supply of the necessities of animals
;
the

product of a tree or plant in which the seeds are con-

tained, or which is taken for food ; production ; profit ;

advantage ; effect
; produce of the womb.

FRtJlT, (frut) v. n. To produce fruit. Ld. Chesterfield.

FR{JIT'AGE, (frut'aj) n. [fruitage, Fr.] Fruit collectively.
Milton.

FRulT'-BEAR-ER, n. That which produces fruit. Mortimer.

FRtilT'-BEAR-lNG, (frut'bar-ing) a. Producing fruit.

FRtilT'ER-ER, n. One who trades in fruit. Shak.

FRtJiT'ER-ESS,* 7i. A female who sells fruit.

FRtJlT'ER-Y, 7i. A fruit-loft
;
a repository for fruit.

FRfllT'FGL, (frut'ful) a. Yielding fruit
;

fertile
; produc-

tive
; prolific ; pregnant ;

not barren ; plentiful ;
abound-

ing.

FRfJlT'Ff>L-LY, ad. In a fruitful manner
; plenteously.

FRfilT'FUL-NESS, 7i. The quality of being fruitful.

FRtJlT'-GROVE, re. A close plantation of fruit-trees. Pope.
FRtilT'lNG,* TI. The production of fruit. Pennant.

FRfJiT'lNG,* a. Pertaining to or yielding fruit. Smart.

FRV-!"TION, (fru-ish'un) n. [fruor, L.] Enjoyment; pos-
session

; pleasure given by possession or use.

tFRtl'l-TiVE, a. Enjoying; possessing. Boyle.
FRtlf'LESS, (frut'les) a. Barren

;
not bearing fruit

;
vain

;

productive of no advantage ;
idle

; unprofitable ; ineffec-
tual

;
abortive.

FR{JIT'LESS-LY, ad. Vainly ; idly ; unprofitably.
FR(JIT'LESS-NESS, Ti. Barrenness

;
unfruitfulness.

FRtilT'-LoFT,* TI. A loft to preserve fruit in. Maunder.
FRftiT'-SHOP,* n. A place where fruit is sold. Jodrell.

FR^IT'-TIME, TI. Autumn
;
the time for gathering fruit.

FRtiT'-TREE, 71. A tree that produces fruit.

tFRtiiT'TRENCH-ER,* TI. A dealer in fruit. Milton.

FRtf-MEN-TA'CEOys, (fru-men-ta'shus) a. [frumentum, L.]
Made of grain.

fFRfJ-MEN-TA'Ri-ous,* a. Relating to grain. Coirs.

FRO-MEN-TA'TIQN, n. A general dole of corn. Cockcram.

FRI;'MEN-TY, n. [frumentcc, Fr.] Food made of wheat
boiled in milk: commonly corrupted to furmenty. Dr.
Gower.

FRGMP, v. a. To mock ; to insult. Beaum. # Fl. [R.]
FROMP, 71. [|A joke ;

a flout. Bp. Hall.'} In modern collo-

quial usage, a cross-tempered, old-fashioned female.

tFRUMP'ER, n. A mocker ;
a scoffer. Cotnrave.

FRIJMP'ISH,* a. Old-fashioned ; cross-grained. Smart.
v. a. [froisscr, Fr.J To break, bruise, or crush.

FROsH, TI. The fro?, or a sort of tender horn that grows in
the middle of the sole of a horse's foot ;

a discharge of
frtid matter from the frog of the foot

;
called also thrush.

FRUS'TRA-ELE,* a. That may be frustrated. Perry. [R.]
tFRVS-TRA'NE-ous, a. [frustra, L.] Vain

;
useless. More.

FRUS'TRATE, v. a. [frustror, L.] [i. FRUSTRATED ; pp. FRUS-
TRATING, FRUSTRATED.] To defeat

; to disappoint ;
to balk

;

to make null
;
to nullify ; to foil.

FRtis'TRATE, a. Vain
; frustrated. Dryden.

FRVS-TRA'TIQN, n. Act of frustrating ; state of being frus-
trated

; disappointment ;
defeat. Soutft.

jFRDs'TRA-TlVE, a. Fallacious; disappointing. Jlinsworth.

FRDS'TRA-TQ-RY, a. That makes void. Ayliffe.

FRUSTUM, n. [L.] pi. FRUS'TA. (Oeom.) The part of a
solid next to the base, left by culling off the top by a plane/
parallel to the base. The frustum of a cone is the part
cut off from a cone, which does not contain the vertex.

FRV-TES'CENT,* a. Becoming shrubby. Crabb.

FJK.u'TEX,*7i.[L.] A shrub. (Bot.) A plant whose branch-
es are perennial, and proceed directly from the surface of
the earth without any supporting trunk. Brande.

tFRlJ'TI-CANT, a. Ifruticaiis, L.] Full of shoots. Evelyn.
FRtJ-Ti-cosE',* ) a. Relating to shrubs

; shrubby. Lou-
FRO'Ti-coDs,* \

don.

FRY, (frl) n. [fraiw, Goth.] A swarm of little fishes
; a

swarm of animals, &.c. : a dish of things fried : a kind
of sieve.

FRY, (frl) v. a. [/rto-o, L.] [i. FRIED ; pp. FRYING, FRIED.]
To dress in a pan on the fire, as food

;
to heat or roast in

a pan over the fire.

FRY, (fri) v. n. To be roasted in a pan on the fire
;
to suffer

the action of fire
;
to melt or be agitated with heat.

FRY'ING,*P. a. Roasting in a pan ; melting with heat.

FRY'ING-PAN, n. A metal pan for frying food.
FRYTH. See FRITH.

fFuB, v. a. To put off. Shak. See FOB.

jF&B, n. A plump young person ; written also fubs
Malone.

Fu'cATE,a. [fucatus, L.] Painted
j disguised by false show

Elyot.

FU'CA-TED, a. Painted ; disguised by false show.
Fu'cvs.n. [L.] pi. FU'CI. Paint for the face

; disguise;
false show. (Bot.) The name of a genus of submarine
plants.

FDD'DER, n. A load, as of lead
; fother. See FOTHER.

FUD'DLE, (fud'dl) v. a. [i. FUDDLED ; pp. FUDDLING, FUD-
DLED.] To intoxicate

;
to make drunk. Beaum. fy Fl.

FUD'DLE, (fud'dl) v. n. To drink to excess. L'Estrange
FUD'DLER, n. A drunkard ; a tippler. Baxter.

FDD'DLING,* p. a. Drinking to excess
; getting drunk.

Spence.

FDDGE, interj. An expression of the utmost contempt, usu-

ally bestowed on absurd or lying talkers. Qoldsmith.

FDDGE,* n. A made-up story; nonsense; stuff. Smart.

[Low.]
FUEILLEMORTE, (ful'ye-mbrt) n. [Fr.] See FEUILLE-
MORTE.

FU'EL, TI. [fuayl, Norm. Fr.] The matter or aliment of fire ;

any combustible substance used for the production ofheat.

FU'EL, v. a. To supply with fuel. Thomson. [R.]
FU'EL-LER, n. He or that which supplies fuel. Donne.

Ft?'GA,*n. [It.] (Mus.~) A fugue. See FUGUE.
Fu-GA'croys, (fu--ga'shus) a. [fugax, fugacis, L.] Volatile

j

fleeting. Sterne.

FU-GA'CIOUS-NESS, (fu-ga'shus-nes) n. Volatility.

Fy-GX^'i-TY, ?i. Volatility; act of flying away.
tFu'GA-CY,* n. The act of flying; fugacity. Milton.

FOGH, (fu) interj. Commonly /o/t. Dryden. See FOH.
FU'GILE,* n. (Med.) An impostume in the ear. Ash.

Fu'^i-TlVE, (fu'je-tiv) a. [fttffitivMt, L.] Not tenable ; un-
stable

;
not durable; volatile; apt to fly away; flying;

vagabond; running away ; perishable; likely to perish;
short-lived, as,

i(
fugitive pieces or pamphlets."

FU'GI-TIVE, 71. One who runs from his post ;
a runaway ;

a deserter
;
one hard to be caught or detained.

Fu'Gl-TlvE-NESS, . Volatility ; instability. More.

FU'GLE-MAN,* n. ; pi. FU'GLE-MEN. A non-comrnissioned
officer appointed to take his place in front of a regimerrt,
as a guide to the soldiers in tha movements of the drill.

Brande. Written also fluaclniari. See FLUGELMAN.
FUGUE, (fug) n. [fuga, L. ; fugue, Fr.] (Mus.) Flying mu-

sic
;
a musical composition in which the different parts

follow each other, each repeating in order what the first

had performed. $3= Sometimes very improperly pro-

pounced fiij.

FU'GUIST,* (fu'gist) n. One who composes or executes

fugues. Crabb.

fFOL'ci-BLE, a. [fulcibilis, L.] That may be propped up.

tFuL'ci-MENT, TI. [fulcimentum, L.] A fulcrum. Willdns.

FUL'CRATE,* a. (Bot.~) Having branches that descend to

the earth. Smart.

Ft?L'CRVM,n. [L.] pi. L. FftL'CRA; Eng. F(5l/CRVM.
(Mech.) The support on which a lever rests; a prop.

(Bot.) The support of a plant; a stipule.
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FOL-FTL', V. a. [i.
FULFILLED

J pp. FULFILLING, FULFILLED.]
To perform what has been held out in prophecy or prom-
ise ; to accomplish ;

to answer
;
to effect

; to realize ;
to

complete.
FUL-FIL'LER, n. One who accomplishes or fulfils.

FOL-FIL'LING, n. Fulfilment; completion.
FUL-FIL'M'ENT, n. Act of fulfilling; state of being ful-

filled
; accomplishment ; completion ; performance.

FUL'FRAUGHT', (ful'frawt') a. See FULL-FRAUGHT.
FUL'GEN-CY, 71. Splendor; glitter; effulgence.
FuL'GENT,'a. [fulgens, L.] Shining ; bright ; effulgent.

f-FiJL'GiD, (ful'jjd) a. [fulgidus, L.] Shining; glittering;

dazzling. Bailey.

fFyL-GiD'i-TY, n. Splendor; dazzling glitter. Bailey.

FUL'GOR, n. [fulgor, L.] Splendor ; dazzling brightness.
|FUL'GU-RXNT, a. Lightening ; flashing. More.

JFuL'-Gy-RATE, v. n. [fulguro, L.] To emit flashes of light.
Chambers.

FUL-GV-RA'TION, . [fThe act of lightening. Donne.] A sud-
den brightening of melted gold or silver in the cupel of
the assayer. Francis.

FDL'Gy-RiTE,* n. (Min.) A vitrified sand tube, supposed
to have originated from the action of lightning. P. Cyc.

fFuL'GU-RY, n. [fulgur, L.J Lightning. Cockeram.

FOL'HAM, n. A cant word for false dice. Shak.

Fy-LlG'l-NOUS, a. [fuliginosus, L.] Sooty ; smoky. Bacon.

FV-LIG'I-NOUS-LY, ad. In a smoky state. Shenstone.

tFy-LIG-iN-6s'l-TY,* re. Smokiness. Smart.

FU'LI-MA'RT, n'. See FOUMART. Walton.

FOLL, a. Having no space empty ; replete ; without vacu-

ity ;
stored ; plump ;

fat
;

saturated
;
sated

; having the

imagination abounding ; large ; complete ; containing the
whole matter

; strong ;
not faint

;
mature

; perfect ;
en-

tire ; not horned or gibbous, as, a full moon.

FOLL, n. Complete measure ; the highest state or degree ;

the whole; the total; the state of satiety; the moon's
time of being full.

FOLL, ad. duite to the same degree ;
without abatement

;

with the whole effect ; exactly ; directly. In old writers,
it is frequently placed before adverbs and adjectives in

the sense of very ; as, full oft ; full sad, &c. It is often
used in composition ; as, full-fed, sated.

FOLL, v. a.
[i. FULLED ; pp. FULLING, FULLED.] To thicken

cloth
;
to cleanse cloth from its oil or grease.

FOLL'A-CORNED, a. Gorged with acorns. Shak.

FOLL'A^E, n. Money paid for fulling or cleansing cloth.

FOLL'-AGED,* (-ajd) a. Being of mature age. Phillips.

FOL'LAM, n. See FULHAM.
FOLL'-ARMED',* (-armd') a. Completely armed. Smith.

FOLL'-BLOOMED', (ful'blomd') a. Having perfect bloom.

FOLL'-BLOWN', (-blon') a. Completely blossomed
; spread

out by the wind.

FOLL*[-B6T'TQM,* a. Having a full bottom
; full-bottomed.

Addison.

FOLL'-sST'TOMED, (-tumd) a. Having a large bottom.

FOLL'-BUTT', ad. Directly against. ISEstrange.
FOLL'-CHARGED', (-ch'arjd') a. Charged to the utmost.

Shak.

FOLL'-CRXMMED', (-kramd') a. Crammed to satiety.

FOLL'-DRESSED', (-dresf) a. Dressed for company.
FOLL'-DRIVE', ad. Driving as fast as possible. Chaucer.

FOLL'-EARED', (-erd') a. Having the heads full of grain.
FOLL'ER, n. One whose business it is to full cloth.

FOLL'ER'-KARTH', re. A species of marl of a close tex-
ture, having the property of absorbing grease.

FOLL'ER's-THls'TLE,0rFQLL'ER'-WEED, re. A plant;
the teasel.

FOLL'ER-Y, n. A fuller's work-place ;
a fulling-mill.

FOLL'-EYED', (-Id') a. Having large, prominent eyes.
FOLL'-FED', a. Sated

; fat ; saginated. Pope.
FOLL'-FRAUGHT', (-fr^wt') a. Fully stored. Shak.

FOLL'-GORGED', (-gorjd') a. Fed to the full. Shak.

FOLL'-GROWN', (-gron') a. Completely grown. Milton.

FOLL'-HEART'ED, a. Full of confidence
; elated. Shak.

FOLL'-HOT', a. Heated to the utmost. Shah.

FOLL'ING,* 7i. The act of dressing cloth. Hamilton.

FOLL'ING-MILL, re. A mill where cloth is fulled. Morti-
mer.

FOLL'-LA'DEN, (-dn) a. Having a full load.

FOLL'-LENGTH',* a. Embracing the whole
; extending the

whole length ; as,
" a full-lenjTth portrait." Brit. Crit.

FOLL'-MXNNED', (-mand') a.' Completely furnished with
men, as a ship. Shak.

FOLL'-MoOTHED', (-moutfid') a. Having a full voice.

FOLL'-ORBED', (-brbd') a. Having the orb complete.
FOLL'-SOULED',* (-sold') a. Magnanimous. Colton.

FOLL'-SPREAD', (-spred') a. Spread to the utmost extent.

Dryden.
FOLL'-STOM'AjBHED, (-stum'akt) a. Gorged. Tourneur.

FOLL'-STUFFED', (-stuff) a. Filled to the utmost extent.

FOLL'-SUMMED', (-sthnd') a. Complete in all its parts.
Howell.

FOLL'-wfNGED', (-wingd') a. Strong-winged; ready for

flight.

FOL'LY, ad. With fulness; largely; abundantly; copious,
ly ; completely.

FUL'MAR,* re. (Ornith.) A British bird, valued for its oil-

Booth.

FDL'MI-NANT, a. Thundering; making aloud noise. [R.]
FOL'MJ-NATE, v.n. [fulmino, L.] [i. FULMINATED; pp.
FULMINATING, FULMINATED.] To thunder

;
to make a

loud noise ;
to explode ;

to issue out ecclesiastical censures.

FUL'MI-NATE, v. a. To throw out as an object of terror
;

to denounce. (Chem.) To cause to explode.
FUL'MI-NATE,* re. (C/iew.) A compound of fulminic acid
with a base. Brande.

FUL'MI-NAT-ING,* p a. Denouncing ; exploding with
noise. Fulminating powder, a compound of nitre, pearl-
ash, and sulphur, which makes a loud explosion.

FUL-MI-NA'TIQN, . The act of fulminating; denuncia-
tion ;

an explosion.

FDL'MJ-NA-TO-RY, a. Thundering ; striking terror. Cotgrave.

jFpL'MlNE, v. a. [fulminer, Fr.] To shoot
; to dart, like

lightning. Spenser.

fFuL'MjNE,7j. n. To thunder; to sound like thunder. Milton.

FyL-MIN'jc,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid contained iu ful-

minating silver. P. Cyc.

FOL'NESS, n. The state of being full; completeness; re-

pletion ; satiety ;
abundance

; swelling of the mind
; force

of sound.

FDL'SOME, (f ul'sum) [f ul'sum, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sni. ; ful'sum, Wb.] a. Nauseous; offensive

; disgusting-
ly fawning ;

rank
; gross.

FUL'SOME-LY, ad In a fulsome manner
; nauseously.

FUL'SQME-NESS, n. Nauseousness
; foulness.

FDL'vjD, a. [fulvidus, L.] Of a deep yellow color. More.

FDL'yoys,* a. Yellow
; tawny ;

of the color of saffron ;

fulvid. Smart.

Fy-MA'DO, re. [fumus, L.] A smoked fish. Carew.

FU'MAGE, re. [fumus, L.] (Law) A tax on smoke-places;
hearth-money.

Fu'MA-ROLE,*n. A hole from which smoke issues in a sul-

phur mine or volcano. Smart.

FO'MA-TQ-RY, re. [fumeterre, Fr.] A genus of plants.

FUM'BLE, (fum'bl) v. n. [fommelen, D.] [t. FUMBLED ; pp.

FUMBLING, FUMBLED.] To feel or grope about
; to attempt

awkwardly ;
to play childishly ;

to falter.

FUM'BLE, v. a. To manage awkwardly. Shak.

FUM'BLER, re. One who fumbles.

FUM'BLING,* p. a. Doing any thing awkwardly.
FOM'BLING-LY, ad. In an awkward manner. B. Jonson.

FUME, re. [fumus, L.] Smoke; vapor; exhalation, as af-

fecting the smell or Drain
; rage ; passion ;

idle conceit.

FUME, v. re. [i. FUMED ; pp. FUMING, FUMED.] To smoke
;

to vapor ;
to yield vapor ;

to pass off in vapors ;
to be in

a rage.

FUME, v. a. To smoke; to dry in the smoke; to perfume
with odors

;
to disperse in vapors.

FU'MET, n. [Fr.] The dung of the deer: the scent of

meat, as venison or game, when kept too long.

TiFv-METTE 1
. (-met') re. [Fr.] Fumet. Swift. See FUMET.

FU'MID, a. [fumidus, L.] Smoky ; vaporous. Browne. [&.]

Fy-M/o'i-TY, re. Smokiness; tendency to smoke. [R.]

FU'MID-NESS,* re. Smokiness. Smart.

Fy-MfF'y-GiST,* re. A driver away of smoke. Dr. Allen. [R.]

FO'MJ-GATE, v.n. [fumiger, Fr.] [i. FUMIGATED; pp. FU-

MIGATING, FUMIGATED.] To smoke
;
to perfume, purify,

or cleanse by smoke or vapor ;
to medicate by vapors.

FU-MI-GA'TIQN, re. Act of fumigating ; vapor.

FU'MI-GA-TQ-RY,* a. Purifying by smoke. Maunder. [R.]

FU'MJNG, n. Act of scenting by smoke
;
fume.

FU'MJNG-LY, ad. With fume
; angrily ;

in a rage.

FU'MISH, a. Smoky ; also hot, choleric. Mirror for Mag. [R.]

Fil'MJ-TER, 71. A plant of rank smell
; fumitory. Shak.

FO'Mi-TO-RY, n. A genus of strong-scented plants:'
written also fumatory.

FUM'MEL,* n. A hinny or mute. Booth.

FU'MOUS, ) a. [fumeux, Fr.] Producing or filled with fui

FO'MY, j smoky. Dryden.
FDN, re. Sport; merriment; frolic. More. [Colloquial.]
Fy-NlM-By-LA'TiON,* u. Rope-dancing. Ash.

Fy-NAM'By-LA-TO-RY ?
a. Narrow, like the rope of a roj

dancer; performing like a rope-dancer.

Fy-NAM'By-LlST, n. A rope-dancer. The Looker-on. [R.J

Fy-NAM'By-L5,re. [Sp.J A rope-dancer ; funambulist. Baco

Fu-NAM'BU-LUS,n. [L.] A funambulist. Wotton. [R.]

FONc'TION, (fungk'shun) n. [fanctio, L.] Performance :

employment ; office; occupation; office of a member of

the body; place; charge ; faculty , power: a mathe
matical expression considered with reference to its foi

FDNC'TION-AL,* a. Relating to some office or functio

Smart.

FDNC'TIQN-A-RY, (fangk'shun-a-re) n. One who holds

office
;
one who performs any duty or service.

FUNC'TUS oF-FT'ci-o,* (-^f-flsh'e-o) [L.] Having d

charged duty ; having no longer official power. Scn/Iam

FUND, re. [fond, Fr.] An established stock or capital ;
tl

out of which supplies are drawn
;
a debt due by a
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ernment which pays interest money. Public funds, the

public debt, due from a government. Sinking- fund, a

fund or stock created for the reduction of a debt.

FC'JVD, v. a. [i. FUNDED ; pp. FUNDING, FUNDED.] To place
in or make a part of a stock

;
to erect into a stock charged

with interest.

FUN'DA-MENT, n. [fundamentum, L.] [Originally, founda-
tion. Chaucer.] The seat of the body, or its aperture.

FDN-DA-MENT'AL, a. Serving for the foundation; essen-

tial; important.
FUN-DA-MENT'AL, n. An essential principle ;

that upon
which any tbing is built. South.

FUN-DA-MENT'AL-LY, ad. Essentially ; originally.

FUN-DA-MENT'AL-NESS,* n. State of being fundamental.
Scott.

FDND'ED,* a. Placed in the funds. QM. Rev. Funded debt,
that part of the national or public debt for the payment
of the interest of which certain funds !ire appropriated.

FuND'-HdLD-ER * n. One who owns stocks in the funds.
Fox.

FUN'DI,* or FyN-DUN'Gl,* n. An African grain, produced
from a very small plant, used for food. Farm. Ency.

FUNDING,* p. a. Placing in the funds; relating to the
funds. Fox.

tF_u-N'BRi-AL, a. Belonging to funerals. Sir T. Browne.

FU'NER-AL, n. [funerailles, Fr.J
A burial

; interment; the

pomp, ceremony, and procession of a funeral.

FU'NER-AL, a. Relating to or used at a burial.

fFu'NER-ATE, v. a. [finieratus, L.] To bury. Cockcram.

fFu-NER-A'TiQN, n. Solemnization of a funeral. Kiiatchbutt.

Fy-NE'RE-AL, a. Suiting a funeral
;
dark

;
dismal. Pope.

fFy-NEST', a. [fimestus, L.] Doleful ; lamentable. Phillips.

FUN'GATE,* n. A combination of fungic acid with a base.

Francis.

, [fungus, L.] A blockhead
;
a dolt

;
a fool. Burton.

* n. ; pi. FUNGIBLES. (Scotch law} Goods
which are computed by number, weight, or measure.
Whishaw.

FUN'GIC,* a. (Chcm.} Noting an acid derived from mush-
rooms. Brande.

FUN'GINE,* n. (Chem.} The fleshy part of mushrooms puri-
fied. Brande.

FUN'GITE,* re. A coral production. Ray.
FyN-qtfv'pR-ous,* a. Feeding on fungi. Kirby.
FON'GOID,* a. (Bot.) Resembling a fungus. P. Cyc.

FyN-GOS'i-TY, n. A soft excrescence. Biblioth. Bib!.

FDN'GOys, (fung'gus) a. Excrescent; spongy; wanting
firmness.

FUN'eys, n. [L.] pi. L. F&N'pIj Eng. FUN'GVS-ES. A
mushroom ; a toadstool

;
a spongy excrescence, as from

a plant, or from an animal body, as the proud-flesh formed
in wounds.

FU'NI-CLE, (fu'ne-kl) n. [funicuius, L.] A small cord or

string.

Fy-Nlc'y-LAR, a. Consisting of a cord, fibre, or ropes.

Fu-Nlc'v-L&s,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The stalk by which some
seeds are attached to the placenta. P. Cyc.

FUNK, 7i. An offensive smell. King. [Vulgar.]
FUNK, v.a. To infect with an offensive smell. King.\Vulgar.]
FUNK, v. n. To emit an offensive smell. [Vulgar.]
FUN'NEL, n. [infundibulum, L.] An inverted hollow cone
with a pipe ;

a pipe for pouring liquors into vessels
;
a

passage ;
the shaft or upper part of a chimney.

FDN'NKLLED,* (-neld) a. Having funnels; having the
form of a funnel. Goldsmith.

FuN'NEL-LiKE,*a. Resembling a funnel. Hill.

FDN'NEL-NET,* n. A net formed like a funnel. Goldsmith.

FDN'NEL-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. (Bot.) Shaped like a fun-
nel. Brande.

FUN'NY, a. Comical ; droll. Oent. Mag. [Colloquial.]
FON'NY, n. A light boat ; a kind of wherry.
FUR, n. [furra, low L.] The finer hair on certain animals,
growing thick on the skin

;
the skin with the fur pre-

pared for garments ; soft hair ; a coating, such as collects

on the tongue in a fever.

FUR,* a. Consisting or made of fur ; as,
" a far cap." P.

Cyc.

FUR, r. a.
[i. FURRED ; pp. FURRING, FURRED.] To line or

cover with fur
;
to coat with soft matter.

tFiJR, ad. [now written far.] At a distance. Sidney.

Fy-RA'CIoys, (-shus) a. [furax, L.j Thievish. Bailey.

Fy-RXt?'i-TY, n. Disposition to steal. Cockcram. [R.]
FUR'-BEAR-ING,* a. Bearing or yielding fur. Booth.

FUR'BE-LOW, (flir'be-Io) n. A fringe or puckered stuff

worn as fur round the petticoat or other part of a wom-
an's dress.

FiJR'BE-Ldw, v. a. [i.
FURBELOWED ; pp. FURBELOWING,

FURBELOWED.] To adorn with furbelows.

FUR'BISH, v. a. [fourbir, Fr.] [i.
FURBISHED ; pp. FURBISH-

ING, FURBISHED.] To rub or scour till bright ;
to burnish

;

to polish.

FUR'BISH-A-BLE, a. That may be polished. Sherwood.

FUR'BISH-ER, n. One who furbishes.

FUR'CATE,'* a. (Bot.) Forked ; fork-shaped. Smart.

FUR'CA-TED,* a. Forked
;
divided like a fork. Pennant.

FyR-CA'TioN, n. [furca, L.] The state of branching ot

being branched.

FiiR'cy-LAR,* a. Fork-shaped; applied to a bone in a

fowl, commonly called merrythought. Roget.
fFiJR'DLE, v. a. [fardeler, Fr.] To contract; to furl.

Browne.

FUR'FUR, n. [L.] Dandruff or scurf on the skin.

FiJR-FU-RA'cEoys, (fur-fu-ra'shus) a. Scurfy; scaly; bran-

ny.
FfJR-Fy-RA'TiON,* T?. The falling of scurf from the head.

Chambers.

Fu-Ri-6s'i-TY,* n. (Med.) Raving madness. Crabb. [R.I
Fff-jRi-d'sd,* [It.] (Mus.) Furiously; vehemently. Crabb.

FU'RI-OUS, a. [furiosus, L.] Mad; raging ; violent ;
trans-

ported by passion beyond reason
; impetuous ;

vehement
;

angry.
FU'RI-OUS-LY, ad. In a furious manner; madly.
FU'RJ-OUS-NESS, n. Frenzy; madness; transport.

FURL, v. a.
[i.

FURLED
; pp. FURLING, FURLED.] To draw

up, as into a bundle
;
to contract.

FiiRL'iNG-LlNE,* n. (Naut.) A rope employed in furling.
Crabb.

FUR'LONG, n. The eighth part of a mile
; forty rods.

FUR'LOUGH, (-16) n. [verlof, D.J (Mil.) Leave of absence
from military service to an officer or soldier for a limited

FUR'NACE, (fiir'nrts) . r/imrasjL.] An enclosed fireplace ;

an enclosed place for a fir-j to maintain a violent heat for

melting, <fcc.

FUR'NACE, v. a. To throw out, as sparks. Shak. [R.]

fFiJR'NI-MENT, n. [fourniment, Fr.J Furniture. Spenser.

FuR'NISH, v. a. [fournir, Fr.] [i. FURNISHED ; pp. FURNISH-

ING, FURNISHED.] To supply with what is wanted or ne-

cessa/y ;
to give ;

to fit up ;
to store

;
to provide ;

to pro-
cure

;
to equip ;

to decorate.

fFuR'Nisn, n. A specimen ; a sample. Greene.

FiiR'msHED,* (fiir'nisht) p. a. Supplied ;
fitted up ;

equipped.
FUR'NISH-ER, n. [fournisseur, Fr.] One who furnishes.

FUR'NISH-ING, n. Act of supplying; a sample.
fFtJR'NisH-MENT, 7i. A supply of things necessary. Cot-

grave.
FUR'NI-TURE, [fur'ne-tur, P.J.F.Ja.; fur'ne-chur, W. ;

fur'ne-chiir, S. : fiir'njt-yiir, K.; fur'ne-tur, colloquially

fiir'ne-chor, Sm.] n. Goods put in a house for use or or

nament
;
movables

; appendages ; equipage ;
embellish-

ments ; decorations; effects; chattels. (Printing'') Ma-
terials for extending pages of type to their proper length,
and separating them to proper distances. (Jlrch.) Brass
work of locks, knobs of doors, window-shutters, &c.

FUR'RI-ER, n. A dealer in furs. Cotgrave.
Ff R'RJ-ER-Y,* n. The trade in furs. Cook's Voyage.
FiJR'RiNG,* 71. A piece of timber used to bring any piece
of carpentry to an even surface. Crabb.

Fu'ROR,*n. [L,.] Fury; madness; rage. Sir T. Wyatt.

FUR'ROW, (fur'r5) n. A small trench made in the ground
by a plough ;

a trench
;
a hollow ; a wrinkle.

FUR'ROW, v. a.
[i. FURROWED ;pp. FURROWING, FURROWED.]

To cut in furrows
, to hollow.

FOR'ROW-FACED, (-fast; a. Having a furrowed face.

FDR'R5w-SLicE,* n. A narrow slice of earth turned up by
the plough. Farm. Ency.

FC'R'ROW-WEED, 7i. A.weed that grows in -furrowed land.

FUR'RY, a. Covered with or consisting of fur.

FUR'THER, a. [from Forth ; comp. further, sup. furthest,"]
At a greater distance

; farther. $5= Further and farther,
of the same signification, are both in good use. See Far-
ther.

FUR'THER, ad. To a greater distance.

FiJR'THER, V. a. [i. FURTHERED ; pp. FURTHERING, FUR-

THERED.] To put onward; to forward; to promote; to

assist.

FUR'THER-ANCE, n. Promotion; advancement; help.

FiJR'THER-ER, n. One who furthers
; promoter.

FUR'THER-MORE, ad. Moreover ; besides.

FUR'THER-MOST,* a. superl. Most distant
;
furthest, rfsh.

FiJR'THEST,* a. superl. Most distant. See FURTHER.
FUR'THEST, ad. At the greatest distance. Shmstone.

FiJR'TlVE, a. [furtivus, L.] Stolen
; got by theft.

FUR'TIVE-LY,* ad. By theft ; in a furtive manner. Ed. Rev.

FUR' TUM,* n.
[L.] (Law} Theft

; robbery. Hamilton.

Fu'RyN-CLE, (fu'run-kl) 71. [furunculus, L.] A boil ;
a

felon ; an angry pustiilo.

FUR'-WROUGHT, (-rawt) a. Made of fur. Gay.
FU'RY, ;j. [furor, L.] Madness; rage; passion of anger;

frenzy. (Mythology} A goddess of vengeance : hence
'

a turbulent, raging woman. [ries. Pope.

FU'RY-GOD'DESS,* n. The pagan deity Jite, one of the fu-

Fu'RY-LlKE, a. Raving; raging; furious. Thomson.

FiJRZE, (fiirz) 71. A prickly shrub ; gorse ; goss ;
whin.

FURZE'BUSH,*TI. A plant or shrub; the furze. Hill.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BULL, BUR, RULE. 9, G, c, g, soft ; , G, c, %, hard; as Z
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FUR'ZEN,* (-zn) a. Relating to furze
; furzy. Holland.

FiJR'ZY,_o. Overgrown with furze ; full of gorse. Gay.
FU-SA-ROLE',* n. (Arch.) A moulding or ornament placed
immediately under the echinus in the Doric, Ionic, and
Composite capitals. Crabb.

FUS-CA'TIQN, n. The act of darkening or obscuring.
FUS'CINE,* n. (Chem.) A brownish matter, obtained from
empyreumatic animal oil. P. Cyc.

FUS'CITE,* 71. (Mm.) A greenish or grayish-black mineral.
Cleaveland. [Ray.

Fus'covs, a. [fuscus, L.] Brown
;
of a dim or dark color.

FuE, (fuz) v. a. [fundo, fusum, L.] [i. FUSED ;pp. FUSING,
FUSED.] To rnelt

j
to put into fusion

;
to liquefy by heat.

FUE, (fuz) v. n. To be melted.

FU-EE', n. [fuseau, Fr.] A cylinder, or part of a watch
round which the chain winds

;
that part of a bomb or

grenade which makes it take fire
;
the track of a buck

;

a sort of firelock or gun : in the last sense often written

fusil. See FUSIL.

Fu-j-BlL'i-TY, n. The quality of being fusible.

Fu'I-BLE, [fu'ze-bl, P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; fu'se-bl,
S. W.] a. That may be melted or fused.

FU'SI-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a spindle. P. Cyc.

Fu'ljJL, (fu'zjl) a. [fusilis, L.] Capable of being melted
;

Fu'siL, (fu'zjl or fu-ze') [fu'zil, P. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; fu-ze', S.

W. J. F. ; fu-zil', K] n. [Fr.] A firelock
;
a small musket

;

a fusee. See FUSEE. (Her.) Something like a spindle.

FU-SI-LEER', n. A soldier armed with a fusil
;
a musketeer.

Fu'lNG,*p. a. Melting. Fusing point, the degree of heat
at which any solid body melts. Francis.

Fu'ijflQN, (fu'zhun) n. [fusio, L.] The act of melting j
state

of being melted. Newton.

Fuss, 7i. A tumult
;
a bustle

;
much ado about trifles. Swift.

[Colloquial.]
F&S'SI-FY,* 7>. n. To make a bustle about trifles

;
to bustle.

Qu. Rev. [Vulgar.]
FUS'SI-LY,* ad. In a bustling manner. Byron. [Low.]
FUSS'ING,* a. Making a fuss

; bustling. Sir W. ScoU.

FU'LE, v. See FUZZLE.

FUS'SY,* a. Addicted to trifling ; bustling. Martincau. [Low.]
FUST, n. [fufte, Fr.] The trunk or shaft of a column : a

strong smell, as that of a mouldy barrel.

JFuST, v. n. To grow mouldy ;
to smell ill. Shak.

(FuST'ED, a. Mouldy; stinking. Bp. Hall.

FOs'TET,* n. [fustet, Fr.] The wood of the rhus cotinus ;

a fugitive yellow dye ; a kind of fustic. Ure.

FDST'IAN, (fust'yan) n. [fustaine, Fr.] A thick, twilled cot-

ton, of several varieties, embracing velveteen and cordu-

roy. (Rhet.) An inflated style, or forced elevation in

writing or speaking; bombast.

FUST'IAN, (fust'yan) a. Made of fustian -. swelling; un-
naturally pompous ; ridiculously tumid.

fFusT'lAN-iST, (fust'yan-ist) n. A writer of fustian. Milton.

Fus'Tic, n. A sort of wood brought from the West Indies,
used in dyeing cloth. Sprat.

FUS'TIE,* n. ((Vest Indies) The offspring of a white and a
mustie. Hodgson.

tFCs'Ti-GATE, v. a. To beat with a stick
;
to cane. Bailey.

FUS-TI-GA'TIQN, n. A Roman punishment of beating with
a cudgel ;

a Catholic penance. Mp. Bancroft.

fFus-Tl-LA'Rl-AN, 7t. A low fellow
;
a scoundrel. Shak.

FDs'Ti-LUG, I
n. A gross, fat, unwieldy person. Junius

FUS'TJ-LUGS., \ [Obsolete or vulgar.]
FDs'Tl-NESS, ?i. Mouldiness

;
bad smell. Sherwood.

FOs'TY, a. Ill-smelling ; mouldy. Shak.

Fus'VRE,* (fu'zhur) n. Act of melting ;
fusion. Ash. [R.]

FU'TILE, (fu'til) a. Trifling ; worthless
;
of no weight ;

trivial ; frivolous ; useless
;
vain.

Fu'TlLE-Ly,* ad. In a futile manner. Dr. Mien.

Fy-TlL'l-TY, n. The quality of being futile
; uselessness.

fFO'TlL-ous, a. Worthless
; trifling. Howell.

FUT'TQCKS, n. pi. (JYaut.) The timbers of a ship, between
the floor timbers and the top ones. Futtock shrouds,
small shrouds.

||F0T'yRE, (fut'yur) [fu'chur, S. .7. ; fu'chur, W. ; fu'tur, P.
;

fu'tur, F. ; fut'yur, Ja. K. ; fu'tur, colloquially fu'choor,
SOT.] a. That will be hereafter

;
that is to come.

FUT'VRE, (fut'yur) n. Time to come. Locke.

FUT'VRE-LY, (fdt'yur-le) ad. In time to come. Raleigh.
FUT'VR-IST,* 7t. One who has regard to the future

;
one

who holds that the prophecies of the Bible are yet to be
fulfilled. Month. Rev. [future. Hamilton. [R.]

FU-TV-RI"TIAL,* (fut-yu-rish'al) a. Relating to futurity ;

FU-TV-RI"TIQN, (fut-yu-rish'un) n. The state or condition
of being to be hereafter. Pearson. [R.]

FV-TU'RI-TV, n. The state of being future
;
time to come

;

event to come.

FUZE,* n. A short tube, made of well-seasoned wood, and
fixed in the bore of a shell, used in exploding. P. Cyc.

Ftizz, v. n. To fly out in small particles.

fFOzz, v. a. To make drunk. A. Wood.

FDzz,*n. Light particles ;
volatile matter. Smart.

FUZZ'BALL, n. A kind of fungus, which, when pressed,
bursts, and scatters a fine dust

;
a puff-ball.

fFDz'ZLE, r. a. To make drunk. Same as fuzz. Burton.

FDz'ZY, a. Rough and shaggy ; having fuzz. Forby.

FY, or FlE, interj. A word of blame : for shame ! Spmscr.

G.

Gthe
seventh letter of the alphabet, has two sounds

;

5 one hard, before a, o, and u, as in gain, go, gun; the

other soft, before e, i, and y, as in gem, ginger, dingy.

(Mus.) The fifth note or degree of the diatonic scale :

the treble clef.

GXB, v. n. To talk idly ;
to prate ;

to lie. Chaucer.

GXB, 71. The mouth ; loquacity ; prate ; idle talk. [Vulgar.]
GXB'A-RAGE.* n. A coarse cloth in which Irish goods are

wrapped up. Ash.

GXB-AR-DINE', (gab-ar-den') n. [gabardina, Sp.] A coarse
frock ;

a mean dress. Shak.

GXB'BLE, (-bl) v. n. [gabbare, It.] [i. GABBLED; pp. GAB-

BLING, GABBLED.] To talk without meaning; to prate.

GXB'BLE, n. Inarticulate sounds; unmeaning talk
; prate.

GXB'BLER, n. One who gabbles ;
a prater.

fGA'BEL, 7i. [gabelle, Fr.] (Law) An impost laid on com-
modities : excise

;
a tax.

tGA'BEL-LER, 7i. A collecter of taxes. Wright.
GXB-ER-DiNE', (gab-er-d5n') n. See GABARDINE.
GA'BI-QN, n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A wicker basket filled with earth,

to shelter men from the enemy's fire.

GA-BI-ON-NADE',* n. (Fort.) A bulwark of gabions. Crabb.

GA'BLE, n. [gabl, Icel.] The triangular end of a house, or

other building, from the eaves to the top.

GA'BLE,* a. Noting the triangular end of a house above
the eaves

; as,
u the gable end." Gable window, a win-

dow in the cable. Francis.

GA'BLET,* n. A small gable ;
a triangular decoration.

Francis. _

GAB'RON-ITE,* n. (Min.) A foliated scapolite. Aikin.

GA'BY, or GAW'BY, n. A silly person ;
a dunce. [Colloqui-

al.] Todd.

GXD, n. A sceptre, or club ;
an ingot of steel

;
a style or

graver.

GXD, v. n. [gadaw, Welsh.] [i. GADDED ;pp. GADDING, GAD-

DED.] To ramble or walk about idly.

GXD'-A-BOuT, n. One who runs about much ; gadder. Todd.

GXn'-BEE,* n. A gad-fly; a large stinging fly. Maun-
der.

GXD'DER, n. One who pads about idly ;
a rambler.

GXo'DING, n. A going about
;
a pilgrimage. Fulke.

GXD'DJNG-LY, ad. In a rambling, roving manner. Huloci.

GXD'DJSH,* a. Disposed to gad or wander about idly.

GXD'DJSH-NESS,* n. Idleness ; waste of time. Leighton.

GXo'FLY, n. [gadd, Swed.] A fly or insect that stings
cattle ;

a stinging fly ;
a breese

; gad-bee.

fGXD'LING, a. Straggling. n. A gad-about. Chaucer.

GA'DOID,* n. (Ich.) A family of soft-finned fishes, of
which the cod-fish may be regarded as the type. Brande.

GXo'Q-LlN-lTE,* n. (Min.) A rare, hard mineral, of black,

brownish, or yellowish color: called also yttritc or

ytterbite. Ure.

GA'DUS,* n. A fish commonly called the whitinf. Scott.

||GAE'LIC, [ga'ljk, Ja. K. R. ; ga'e-llk, Sm.] n. The Gaelic-

language, a dialect of the Celtic.

UGAE'LIC, a. Pertaining to those descendants of the Celts

who inhabit the Highlands of Scotland, or to their

language.
GXFF, n. [gaffe, Fr.] A harpoon or large hook. (JVaut.)

The boom which extends the upper part of the large
sail in a sloop.

GXF'FER, n. An old word of respect applied to an aged

man, as gammer to a woman ;
at present obsolete, or ap-

plied only to an old rustic. Gay.
GXF'FLE, (gaf'fl) [gaflak, Icel.] n. An artificial spur for a

fighting cock ;
a steel lever to bend cross-bows. Sher-

wood.

GXFF'LSCK, 7i. See GAVELOCK.
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GAG, v. a- [gaghd, Dutch.] [i. GAGGED
; pp. GAGGING,

GAGGED.] To stop the mouth with something that al-

lows breathing, but hinders speaking; to shut up; to

stop.

GXG, n. Something to gag with
; something to put into

the mouth to hinder speech or eating. Milton.

GAGE, n. [gage, Fr.] A pledge; a pawn; a challenge to

combat ;
a measure

;
a rule of measuring : an instru-

ment or apparatus for measuring the state of a phenome-
non. (Naut.) The number of feet which a ship sinks

in the water. See GAUGE, and WEATHER-GAGE.
GAGE, v. a. [gager, Fr.] [i. GAGED ; pp. GAGING, GAGED.]
To wager ; to impawn ;

to bind by a pledge ;
to engage ;

to measure. See GAUGE.

GAG'ER, n. One who gages. See GAUGER.
GXG'JGER, 7. He or that which gags. [Bacon.
fGXG'GLE, v. n. To make a noise like a goose ;

to cackle.

JGXG'GLING, n. A noise made by geese ; cackling. Howell.

GAHN'ITE,* n. (Min.) A greenish hard mineral, sometimes
called automalite. Brande.

GAI'E-TY, n. Mirth. See GAYETY.

GAIL'LIARDE',* (gal-yiird') n. [Fr.] A lively Italian dance.

Brande.

GAI'LY, ad. Merrily. SeeGAYLY.

GAIN, si. [gain, Fr.] Profit; advantage ; emolument ;
bene-

fit ; lucre; interest
;
unlawful advantage; overplus in a

computation, opposed to loss. (Arch.} A lapping of tim-

bers
;
the cut made for receiving a timber.

GAIN,TJ. a. [gagner, Fr.] [i.
GAINED

; pp. GAINING, GAINED.]
To obtain as profit or advantage ;

to win, not to lose ; to

acquire ;
to obtain ;

to procure ;
to reach

;
to attain. To

gain over, to draw to a party or interest.

GAIN, v. n. To have profit ;
to be advanced

;
to encroach

;

to get ground ;
to prevail ;

to obtain influence with.

GAIN, a. Handy; ready; convenient; desirable. [In
frequent use in Norfolk and Suffolk, England. Forby.]

GAIN'A-BLE, a. Capable of being gained. Sherwood. [R.]

fGAlN'AGE, 7i. [gaignage, old Fr.] Profit from the tillage
of land; the draft oxen, horses, plough, and furniture,
for carrying on the tillage of land. [Cowper.

GAIN'-DE-VOT'ED,* a. Devoted to the pursuit of gain.

GAIN'ER, n. One who gains.

GAlN'FGL, a. Advantageous ; profitable ;
lucrative

; pro-
ductive.

GAIN'FUL-LY, ad. Profitably ; advantageously.
GAIN'FUL-NESS, n. Profit ; advantage.
fGAlN'Glv-JNG, n. Misgiving; a giving against. Shak.

GAIN'LESS, a. Unprofitable ; producing no advantage.
GAIN'LESS-NESS, n. Unprofitableness.
tGAlN'LY, ad. Handily; readily; dexterously. More.

||GAIN-SAY', or GAIN'SAY, [gan-sa', W. J. F. Ja. ; gan'sa,
S. P. E. K. Sm.] v. a. [i.

GAINSAID
; pp. GAINSAYING,

GAINSAID.] To contradict; to oppose; to deny any
thing.

fAiN-sAY'ER,

or GAIN'SAY-ER, n. A contradictor.

AIN-SAY'ING, or GAIN'SAY-ING, n. Opposition.
AINST, (%enst)prep. Contracted from against. Dryden.

fGAlN'STAND, v. a. [i. GAINS-TOGO ; pp. GAINSTANDING,
G_AINSTOOD.] To withstand

; to oppose ;
to resist. Sidney.

tGAiN'STRiVE, v. a. To withstand ; to oppose. Orimoald.

JGAIN'STRIVE, v. n. To make resistance. Spenser.

GAiR'-FowL,* n. A large bird
;

the auk or penguin.
Booth.

GAlR'lSH, (gar'ish) a. Gaudy ; showy ; glaring ; gay ;

flighty. Written also garish.

GAIR'ISH-LY, ad. In a gairish manner. Johnson.

GAlR'lSH-NESS, n. The quality of being gairish. Johnson.

GAIT,' n. [gat, Dutch.] Manner of walking; carriage;

bearing; march; walk: a sheaf of grain tied in a

particular manner. London.'

GAIT'ED, a. Having a particular gait. Shak.

GAIT'ER, ?i. [guStre, Fr.] pi. GAITERS. A covering of
cloth for the leg ;

a kind of spatterdashes.

GAIT'ER, v. a. To dress or furnish with gaiters. Todd.

GAIT'ER,* or GAIT'NER,*W. One who gaits or ties up grain
in a particular manner to preserve it from rain. Lou-
don,

GA'LA, [ga'la, W. F. Sm. ; ga'la, Ja. ; ga'la, J. ; ga'la or

ga'la, K.] n. [Sp., dress, finery; It., ornament, finery,

mirth.] A show ; festivity ;
mirth.

GA-LXc'TiNE,*7i. (Chcm.) A milky and waxy substance.

Phil. Mag.
GA-LXc'TiTE,* 7i. (Min.) A whitish fossil substance.

GA-LXc'TQ-DEN'DRUM,* n. (Bot.) The milk-tree or cow-
tree. Hamilton.

GXL-AC-TOM'E-TER,* n. An instrument to ascertain the

quality of milk ;
a lactometer. Ure.

GXL-AC-T6pH'A-GoOs,* a. Feeding on milk. Dunglison.
GXL-AC-T6PH'A-RO(JS,* a. Carrying milk. Dunglison.
GA-LXc-Tp-Pol'-ET'ic,* a. (Med.) Producing milk.

GA'LA-DAY,* n. A day of festivity or splendor ;
a holiday.

Lee.

fGA-LAGE', n. [galoge, old Fr.] A shepherd's clog; a
galoche. Spenser.

GA-LAN'GAL, n. [galanga, Fr.] Zeodary; a medicinal
root. Hill.

GA-LA'TIAN?,* (ga-la'shanz) n. pi. [from Oalatia.] Persons
descended from the Gauls who settled in Lower Asia, and
to whom one of the Epistles of St. Paul was addressed.

GAL'AX-Y, [gal'ak-se, W. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; ga'lak-se, jj.

K.; ga-lak'se, P.] 71. [yaXa^ias.] The milky way; a lu-
minous tract or zone, seen in the evening encompassing
the heavens, or sky, from horizon to horizon : any
splendid assemblage of persons or things.

OAL'BA-NUM, n. [L. ; %aA/?aj/fj.] A resinous gum ;
a con-

crete juice used in varnish and medicine. Hill.
GAL'BU-LUS* n. [L.] (Bot.) The nut or ball of the cy-
press or juniper. P. Cyc.

GALE, n. [gahling, Ger.] A current of air; a storm of
wind

;
a gust ;

a wind not tempestuous, yet stronger
than a bteeze : a plant growing in bogs.

GALE, v. n. (Naut.) To sail from. Chambers. To sing.
Tyrwhitt. [Obsolete or rare.]

GA'LE-A,* n. [L.] A helmet
; a headpiece. (Surgery) A

bandage. (Zoo/.) A sort of sea-hedgehog. (Bot.) The
upper lip of a labiate flower. P. Cyc.

GXL'EAS, or GA'LE-As, [gal'yas, S. J. F. ; gal'yas, W.
K. ; gal'e-as, P. Sm.] n. A low, heavy-built vessel ; a
Venetian galley. [don.

GA'LE-ATE,* a. Formed like a helmet; helmeted. Lou-
GA'LE-AT-ED, a. [galeatus, L.] Covered as with a hel-
met.

GA-LE'NA,*TI. [L.] (Min.) Lead ore; native sulphuret of
lead. Ure.

GA-LEN'IC, )a. Relating to galena: relating to the

GA-LEN'I-CAL, ) physician Galen.

GA'LEN-IM, n. The doctrine of Galen. Chambers.
I GA'LEN-IST, n. A follower of Galen.
GAJL-E-&P' sis,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A plant resembling the

nettle. Crabb.

GAL-E-Rlc'V-LATE, a. [galerus, L.] Covered, as with a
hat.

GXL'E-RITE,* 71. [galeritus, L.] A kind of fossil shell,
named from its resemblance to a hat. P. Cyc.

GALE,* n. pi. (Law) Instalments. Judge Story.
GA'LI-A,* n. (Med.) A composition containing gall. Crabb.

GA'LIC,* a. & n. See GAELIC.

GA-LI^'I-AN,* (ga-lish'e-an) a. Belonging to Galicia. Mur-
ray.

GXL-I-LE'AN,* n. A native or inhabitant of Galilee.

GAL'l-LEE,*n. A small gallery, or balcony, at the west end
of a collegiate church

;
a place in a church for doing

penance. Francis.

GALIMATIAS,* (gal-e-ma'she-a) n. [Fr.] Nonsense. Addi-
son. See GALLIMATIA.

GAL'IN-GALE,* n. A plant. Lee.

GXL'IOT, (gal'j-Qt) [gal'ygt, W. Ja. K. ; gal'e-^t, P. Sm.

Wb.] n. A small galley or brigantine for chase : a strong
sort of_Dutch vessel.

GAL-I-PE'A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of rutaceous, shrubby, or
arborescent plants, found in South America. P. Cyc.

GALL, 7i. The bile
;
a bitter yellowish-green fluid in the -

animal economy ;
that which contains bile

; any thing
extremely bitter

; rancor; malignity ; bitterness of mind :

a slight hurt by fretting off the skin
;
a vacant or bare

spot ;
an excrescence produced by an insect on the oak,

used in making ink ; gall-nut.

GALL, v. a. [galler, Fr.] [i. GALLED ; pp. GALLING, GALLED.]
To fret, wear away, or hurt by friction

;
to wound

; to

injure ;
to impair ;

to tease
;
to vex.

GALL, v. n. To fret; to be teased or vexed. Shak.

GAL'LANT, a. [galant, Fr.] Gay ;
well dressed

; showy.
Isaiah. Brave

; high-spirited ; daring ; magnanimous;
courageous; valiant; heroic; intrepid; bold; fine;
noble ; specious.

fGXL'LANT, n. A brave, high-spirited man. Sir T.
Herbert.

||GAL-LJtNT', [gal-lanf, W. J. Ja. K. Sm. ; gal-lant', S. P.
F. R. Wb.] n. A gay, sprightly man

;
a man who is

polite to ladies
; a suitor

;
a wooer : in an ill sense, one

who courts a woman for lewdness
;
a paramour.

||GAL-LiNT', v. a. [i. GALLANTED
; pp. GALLANTING, GA

LANTED.] To pay attention to ladies. World.
a. Possessed of gallantry ;

attentive to la-

dies ; polite, courteous, or devoted to women.
GXL'LANT-LY, ad. Bravely ; intrepidly ; nobly ; generously.
GAL-LXNT'LY,* ad. Like a wooer or a gallant.

GXL'LANT-NESS, n. High accomplishment. Howell. [R.]
GAL'LANT-RY, n. The quality of being gallant ;

heroism
;

valor
; bravery ; nobleness ; generosity : refined address

or chivalrous attention to women
; courtship : vicious

love
;
lewdness

; debauchery.
GXL'LATE,* [gal'at, Wb.; gal'at, K. Sm.] n. (Chem.) A neu-

tral salt composed of gallic acid and a base. Smart.

GALL'-BLXD-DER,* n. (Anat.) An oblong membranous
receptacle of the bile. Crabb..
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GXT/LE-Xss, n. [galcace or gal~assc, Fr.] See GALE AS.

GAL-LE'GO,* n. A native of Galicia in Spain. Eamshaw
GXL'LE-pN, [gal'e-on, Ja. Sm.; ga-16n', J. F. K. ; gal'e-on,

E.] n. [galion, Fr.] A large four-decked ship, formerly
used by the Spaniards.

GAL'LER-Y, n. [galerie, Fr.] A passage or corridor in the
middle of, or running round, a.house

;
a long apartment :

a covered passage across a moat : a floor elevated on
columns overlooking a ground floor : a balcony round
a building, or at the stern of a large ship : a collection
of works HI painting or sculpture.

tGXL'LE-TYLE, n. Gallipot. Bacon.

GXL'LEY, (gal'le) n. [galea, It.] pi. GALLEYS. A low, flat-

built vessel, employing sails and oars, formerly used in the
Mediterranean. (Printing') A frame which receives the
contents of the composing stick. (JVauQ The kitchen
of a ship of war.

GXL'LEY-Fi'SH,* 77. A species of fish. Goldsmith.

tGXL'LEY-FOIST, n. A barge of state. Hakewill.

GXL'LEY-SLAVE, (gal'le-slav) n. A man condemned to
row in the galleys.

GALL'-FLY,* n. The cynips, an insect. Hamilton.

GXL-LI-XM'BIC,* a. Noting a kind of Greek and Latin
verse. Beck.

tGXL'Li-AN,* a. Relating to Gaul or France
;
Gallic. Shale.

tGXLL'lARD, (gal'yard) a. [gaillard, Fr.] Brisk; gay.
Chaucer.

tGXLL'lARD, (gal'yard) n. A gay, brisk, lively man ;
an

active, nimble, sprightly dance. Bacon.

}GZLL'lAR-Di$E, (gal'yar-dez) n. [gaillardise, Fr.] Mer-
riment. Browne.

tGXLL'lARD-NESS, (gal'yard-nes) n. Gayety. Gayton.
GALL'ic,* a. (Chem.) Belonging to, or derived from, the

gaJl or gall-njits. P. Cyc.

GAL'LIC, \
a. [Gallicus, L.l Belonging to Gaul or

GXL'LI-CAN, { France
;
French.

GXL'Li-cISM, n. [gallicisme, Fr.] A French idiom or

phrase. _
GAL'Lj-ciZE,* v. a. To conform to the French language

or idiom ; to Frenchify. Kenrick.

GXL-LI-GXs'KlN^, n. pi. [calig Gallo-Tasconum.] Large
open hose or wide breeches, formerly used by the inhab-
itants of Gascony. [Ludicrous.]

GAL-LI-MA' TI-A, (gal-le-ma'she-a) [gal-e-ma'sha, S. W.
K. Wb. ; gal-e-ma'she-a; Ja. ; gal-e-mat'elaw, S. Sm.] n.

[galimatias, Fr.] Nonsense ; talk without meaning.
GAL-LI-MAU'FRY, n. [galimafrce, Fr.] A hotch-potch ;

a
hash of several sorts of broken meat

;
a medley ;

a ri-

diculousjnedley. Dryden.
GXL-LI-NA'CEAN,* (gal-le-na'shan) 71. One of a family of

birds, which includes the common hen. Brande.

GXL-LI-NA'CEOlis, (gal-le-na'shus) a. [gallinaceus, L.]
Denoting birds of the pheasant kind

;
the cock and hen,

the turkey, guinea-fowl, peacock, and pigeon.
GXL-LI-NA'GO,* n. (Ornith.) A genus of birds

; woodcock,
or the heath-fowl. Hamilton.

GALL'|NG,*p. a. Hurting the skin ; fretting ; irritating.

GALL'lNG-NESS,* 71. Quality of being galling. Boyle.

GALL'-!N-SECT,* n. The insect bred in the gall-nut.
Goldsmith.

GXL'Li-NULE,* 7i. (Ornith.) The water-hen, or coot.

Brande.

GXLL'lQT, (gal'yut) n. [galiote, Fr.] See GALIOT.

GXL'LI-POT, n.
'

A small earthen glazed pot, used by
apothecaries for medicines ;

a white viscid resin found
on fir-trees. _

GAL-LIT'ZIN-ITE,* n. (Min.) An ore of titanium
;
rutile.

'Dana.

GXL'Ll-vXT, n. A small vessel used on the Malabar coast.

GALL/LESS, a. Without gall or bitterness. Cleaveland.

GALL'-NOT,* n. An excrescence which grows on a species
of oak in Asia Minor, used for making ink ; gall. Ure.

GALL'-OAK,* n. A small tree or shrub of Asia Minor,
which is the abode of the cynips or gall-insect. Booth.

GAL'LQN, n. [gallon, Fr.] A liquid measure of four

quarts.

GAL-LOON', n. [galon, Fr.] A thick, narrow kind of fer-

ret ;
a lace made of gold or silver, or of silk only.

GAL'LOP, v. TI. [galoper, Fr.] [L GALLOPED
; pp. GALLOP-

ING, GALLOPED.] To move forward by such leaps that the
hind legs rise before the fore legs quite reach the

ground ; to move or run by leaps ;
to move very fast.

GXL'LQP, n. The motion of a galloping or running horse.

GXL-LOP-ADE',* v. n. [galopade, Fr.] To gallop; to movei. n. [galo
. J. Quin.about briskly. M. J.

GXL-LQP-ADE',* n. [galopade, Fr.] A hand-gallop ; act of

galloping. Crabb. Kind of dance. Boiste.

GXL'LQP-ER, n. A horse that gallops ; one who rides fast :

a carriage on which small guns are conveyed.

tGXL'LO-PlN, n. [galopin, Fr.] A servant for the kitchen.

tGXL'LOWt (gal'lo) v. a. To terrify; to fright. Shak.

GXL'LQ-WAY, n. A pony or a horse not more than fourteen

hands high, like the breed from Galloway, in Scotland.

fGXL'LOW-GLA"ss, n. An ancient Irish foot soldier. Spenser.

gall-blad-

GAL'LQWS, (gal'lus) [gal'lus, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm.; gal'-

loz, Ja. R.] TI. [galghe, D.] pi. GAL'LQWS-E. An
erection for hanging criminals, consisting of a beam
resting on two posts. 35= Lexicographers and gram-
marians are not agreed in relation to the number of gal-
lows

; but, as Hiley remarks, it
" has generally a singular

verb." Webster and Smart consider it as singular, hav-
ing the regular plural gallowses. Johnson says, "It is

used by some in the singular ;
but by more only in the

?lural,

or sometimes has another plural gallowses."
ohnson himself writes " a gallows." See BELLOWS.

GXL'LQWS-E,* n. pi. Suspenders to keep up pantaloons
or breeches. Scott.

GXL'LPWS-FREE, a. Exempt from being hanged. Dry-
den.

fGXL'LQW-TREE, TJ. The tree of execution. Spenser.
GALL'PIPE,* TI. The duct of the gall. Blackmore.

GALL-STONE,* n. A concretion formed in the
|

der or biliary duct. Brande.

GALL'y, a. Of gall ; bitter as gall. Abp. Cranmer.

GALL/Y-WORM, (gal'e-wurm) n. An insect.

GA-LO^HE', [ga-15sh', W. Ja. K. R.
;_ ga-losh', Sm.] n.

[galoche, Fr.
; galocha, Sp.] pi. GA-LO'9HE. A clog; a

wooden shoe
;

a shoe worn over a boot, or another
shoe.

GA-LORE', ?i. Plenty. Smart. [Used by sailors; and Lo-
cal, Eng.]

fGAL'soME, (-sum) a. Angry; malignant. Bp. Morton.

GALT,* . See GAULT.
GAL-vXN'jc, a. Relating to galvanism.
GAL'VAN-l^M, TI. A branch of electricity, (named from

Galvani, an Italian chemist,) in which electrical phe-
nomena are exhibited without the aid of friction, and a
chemical action takes place from the contact of certain
metallic and other bodies

;
the action of metallic sub-

stances. Wilkinson.

GXL'VAN-IZE, v. a. \i. GALVANIZED; pp. GALVANIZING,
GALVANIZED.] To affect by galvanism.

GXL-VA-NOM'E-TER, n. An instrument constructed for the

purpose of detecting the presence of feeble electro-chem-
ical currents. P. Cyc.

GAL-vXN'QS-scoPE,*. Same as galvanometer. Francis.

GA-MXR'RHQ-LITE,* n. (Min.) A fossil crab. Hamilton.

GA-MASH'ES, n. pi. [gamaches, Fr.] Short spatterdashes
worn by ploughmen, &c. Skelton.

GAM-BADE',* 71. A kind of leather case or boot fixed

to a saddle, instead of stirrups, to protect the leg from
cold andjlirt. Johnson. See GAMBADO.

GAM-BA'DO, n. [gamba, Sp. & It., a leg.] pi. GAM-BA'DOE.
Spatterdashes attached to the stirrups; a kind of boot.

GXM'BET,* or GAM-BET'TA,* n. (Onrith.) A species of

plover. Pennant.

GAM'BIER,* n. An inspissated juice of a trailing plant
found in the Indian Archipelago. Ljungstedt.

GXM'BIST,* n. (Mu,s.~) A performer on the viol di gamba.
Crabb.

GXM'BIT,* n. A species of game played at chess. Philidor.

GXM'BLE, (gam'bl) v. n.
[i. GAMBLED ; pp. GAMBLING,

GAMBLED.] To practise gaming ;
to play for money ;

to

game.
GXM'BLER, n. One who practises gaming.
GAM-BOGE', [gam-boj', S. W. P. F. Ja. Sm. ; gam-boj', Wb. ;

gam-bozh', K.] n. A gum resin used in medicine, and
used also as a yellow pigment.

GAM-BO'GI-AN,* a. Relating to or containing gamboge.
Lamb.

GXM'EOL, v. n. [gambiller, Fr.] [i.
GAMBOLLED

; pp. GAM-
BOLLING, GAMBOLLED.] To dance or skip in sport; to

leap ;
to start.

'wrGXM'BQL, n. A skip ;
a hop ;

a leap for joy ;
a frolic.

hind le

leg, used by
GXM'BREL, n. [gamba, gambaruolo', It.] The hind leg of a

horse ; a stick, crooked like a horse'
butchers. Ray.

GXM'BREL, v. a. To tie by the leg. Beaum. $ Fl.

GAME, n. [gaman, Iceland.] Sport of any kind
;
contest

for diversion, as the ancient Grecian games ; play ;

amusement ; pastime ; jest, opposed to earnest or serious-

ness ; insolent merriment ; sportive insult
;

a single
match at play ; advantage in play ;

scheme pursued ;

measures planned ;
field sport in pursuit of wild animals

;

birds and beasts obtained by fowling and hunting.

GAME, . n. [i. GAMED
; pp. GAMING, GAMED.] To play at

any sport ;
to play wantonly and extravagantly for

money ; to gamble.
GAME'-C6CK, n. A cock bred to fight. Locke.

GAME'-fiGG, 71. An egg from which a game fowl is bred.

GAME'FOL,* a. Abounding in game ; sportive. Pope.

GAME'KEEP-ER, n. A person employed to take care of

GAME'-LEG, . [A corruption of gambrcl.] A crooked

or lame leg.

GAME'SQME, (gam'sum) a. Frolicsome; gay; sportive.

GAME'SQME-LY, (gam'sum-le) ad. Merrily; sportively.

A, E, 1, 5, u, Y, long; X, fi, 1, 6, i), Y, short; A, E, i, p, u, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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GAME'SOME-NESS, n. Sportivcncss ;
merriment.

GAME'STER, n. One who is addicted to gaming; a gam-
bler. [fA merry, frolicsome person; a prostitute.

Shak.]
GAM'ING, n. The practice of staking property beyond the

purpose of mere sport, on the hazard of cards or dice
;

Embling.I'iNG-HpOsE, n. A house where gaming is practised.

GAM'ING-TA'BLE, n. A table at which gamesters practise
their art.

GAM1MA,* n. The third letter in the Greek alphabet.
Crabb.'

GXM'MER, n. An old word formerly used as a compella-
tion of a woman, corresponding to gaffer.

GAM'MQN,?U The buttock of a hog salted find dried. Dry-
den. A kind of play with dice

; backgammon. Thom-
son.

GXM'MON,* v. a.
[i.

GAMMONED
; pp. GAMMONING, GAM-

MONED.] To salt and dry ;
to defeat at the game of back-

gammon ;
to hoax. (Naut.) To attach or fix a bow-

sprit. Smart.

GXM'MOT,* n. A sort of incision knife. Crabb.

GXM'yT, n. (Mas.) A scale on which the musical notes are

disposed in their several orders.

fGXN, pret. of Gin. Spenser. See GIN.

GXNCH, v. a. To drop from a high place upon hooks by
way of punishment : (practised in Turkey.) Dryden.

GXN'DER, n. The male of the goose. Camden.

GXNG, v. n. [gangan, D.] To gp ;
to walk: an old word,

still used in the north of England. Spenser.

GANG, n. [fA street or road.] A number who go or asso-

ciate together ;
a company ;

a band ;
a tribe

;
a herd :

except as applied to a company of seamen or of negro
slaves, it is mostly used in a bad sense, or in contempt.
A course or slip in thatching. London.

GXNG'-DAY, n. pi. Days of perambulation.
GXN'GHON, (gang'gpn) n. A kind of flower. Jlinsworth.

GXN'GLI-AC,* or GXN'GLI-O-NA-RY,* a. See GANGLIONIC.
GXN'GLI-AT-ED * a. Intermixed' or intertwined. Dr.
HalL

'

GXN'GLI-FORM,* ) a. Having the shape of a ganglion.

GXN'GLI-Q-FORM,* \ Danglison.
GXN'GLI-QN, (garig'gle-<?n) n. [yayyXiov.] (Med.) An en-

largement in the course of a nerve; a tumor in the

sheath of a tendon.

GXN-GLI-ON'IC,* a. Relating to, or partaking of, ganglion.

Roget.
GXN'GRE-NATE, V. a. [L GANGRENATED

; pp. GANGRENAT-

ING, GRANGRENATED.] To produce a gangrene ;
to gan-

grene. Browne.

GXN'GRENE, (gang'grCn) n. [ydyypniva.] (Med.) The loss

of vitality of a part of the body ;
a mortification.

GXN'GRENE, (gang'gren) v. a.
[i.

GANGRENED
; pp. GAN-

GRENING, GANGRENED.] To corrupt to a state of mor-
tification. Bacon.

GXN'GRENE, v. n. To become mortified
;
to lose vitality.

GXN'GRE-NOUS, (gang'gre-nus) a. Mortified; corrupted.

GXNGUE,* (gang) n.
[Fr.] (Min.) The matrix of an ore or

the course of a vein
;
an earthy, stony, or saline sub-

stance containing the ore of metals. Ure.

GXNG'WAY, n. A thoroughfare. (JVaut.) A narrow pas-

sage-way, particularly that part of the upper deck which
is next to a ship's side, between the fore and main
masts.

GXNG'-WEiiK, n. Rogation-week, when processions are

made to lustrate the bounds of parishes. Gerarde.

GXN'NET,* n. A large aquatic bird of several species. AM-
dtibon.

GXNTE'LOPE, (gant'lop) n. Gantlet. See GANTLET.
GANT'LET, n. A military punishment, in which the

criminal, running between two files or ranks, receives a
lash from each man. See GAUNTLET.

GXN'TRY,* n. A frame of wood on which barrels are

placed. Hunter.

GXN'ZA, n. [gansa, Sp.] A kind of wild goose. Bp. Hall.

GAOL, (jal) 7t. [geol, Welsh; geOle, Fr.] A prison : often
written

Jail.
Shak.

GAOL, (jal) v. a. To imprison ; to commit to gaol. Bacon.

AOL'-DE-LIV'ER-, (jal'de-liv'er-e) n. The delivery of

prisoners to trial, whose condemnation or acquittal
evacuates the prison ; judicial processes or trials collec-

tively.

GAOL'ER, (jal'er) n. A keeper of a prison ;
a jailer.

(rAOL'-FE-VER,* n. A contagious distemper occasioned

by confinement and close air. Perry.

GXP, n. An opening in a broken fence
;
a breach ;

a chasm
;

a cleft
;
a break

;
a passage ;

an avenue
;
a hole

;
an in-

terstice ;
a vacuity. To stop a gap is, figuratively, to

secure a weak point. To stand in the gap is to stand, as

in a breach, for the defence of something.
IIGAPE, (gap or gap) [gap, W. J. F. Ja. Wb. ; gap, 8. ; gfip,

P. E. Sin. , gap or gap, K. R.] v. n.
[i.

GAPED
; pp. GAPING,

GAPED.] To open the rnouth involuntarily, as from lassi-

tude
; to yawn ;

to open the mouth ;
to desire earnestly ;

to crave
;
to open in fissures or holes

;
to open ; to have

a hiatus
;
to stare with wonder. %j-

" The expressive
but irregular pronunciation of this word, with the Italian
a (a), is no longer prevalent." Smart. This pronuncia-
tion is well supported by authorities, and it is common
in the U. S.

IJGAPE,* (gap or gap) n. Act of gaping ;
a yawn. (Or-

nith.) The opening between the mandibles of birds.
Brandc.

HGAP'ER, (go.p'er_or gap'er) n. One who gapes. [con.

IJGAP'ING,*
or GAP'ING,* n. Act of yawning : a hiatus. Ba-

GXp'-TOOTHED, (-totht) a. Having interstices between
the teeth. Dryden. See GAT-TOOTHED.

GAR, in Saxon,' signifies a weapon: so Eadgar is a happy
weapon. Gibson.

fGAR, v. a. [giora, Iceland.] To cause
;
to make

;
to force.

Spenser^
GXR-A-PA'TO,* n. A bug-like insect in South America.
Maunder.

GARB, ?j.. Dress ^clothes ;
habit

;
fashion of dress. (Her.}A sheaf of wheat, or any other grain.

GXRB,* v. a. To bind in sheaves. Toller. [R.]
GAR'BAGE, (g'Ar'baj) n. The bowels of an animal ; the

ofFal
;
refuse. Shak. [out.

GAR'BAGED, (g'ar'bajd) a. Having the garbage pulled
GAR'BEL, n. A plank next the keel of a ship. Bailey.

GAR'BID<^E, n. A corrupt spelling. See GARBAGE.
fGAR'BISH, n. Corrupted from garbage. Mortimer.

{GAR'BISH, v. a. To exenterate. Barret.

GAR'BLE, (-bl) v. a. [ffarbellare, It.l
[i. GARBLED; pp. GAR-

BLING, GARBLED.] To sift
;
to pick out

;
to select such

parts as are wanted ; to separate the good from the bad
;

to select or cull in order to suit a purpose.
GAR'BLER, n. One who garbles : an officer of great an-

tiquity of the city of London, empowered to inspect and
garble drugs and spices.

GAR'BLE,* (g'ar'blz) n. pi. The dust of drugs and spices.
Smart.

GAR'BOARD,* n. The first plank of a ship fastened to the
keel on the outside

; garbel. Crabb.

JGAR'BOIL, 7i. [garbouil, old Fr.] Disorder ; tumult
; up-

roar. Bp. Hall.

GAR-CIN'I-A,* n. (Bat.) A genus of trees found in the isl-

ands of the Indian archipelago. P. Cyc.

GARD, n. [garde, Fr.] Wardship; care; guard. Johnson
See GUARD.

GARD, v. a. See GUARD.
IJGAR'DEN, (g'ar'dn or gar'den) [gar'dn, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm
R.; gar'den, S. P. Wb.] n. A piece of ground enclosed
and planted for the production of fruits, flowers, and es-
culent plants ; a place particularly fruitful or delightful.

((GAR'DEN, v. n.
[i.
GARDENED

; pp. GARDENING, GARDENED.")
To lay out gardens ;

to cultivate a garden. Bacon.

HGAR'DEN, v. a. To dress as a garden. Cotgrave.
IJGAR'DEN,* a. Belonging to or produced in a garden. Ash.

JJGAR'DEN-ER, n. One who cultivates gardens.
IIGAR'DEN-FLOW'ER,* n. A cultivated flower. Goldsmith.

GAR-DE'NI-A,* n. (Bot.~) The Cape jasmine. Hamilton.

|GAR'DEN-iNG, n. The cultivation of gardens ; horticulture.

GAR'DEN-MOULD, (-mold) n. Mould fit for a garden.
GAR'DEN-PLOT, n. Plantation laid out in a garden.

(GAR'DEN-STUFF,* n. The produce of a garden. Ash.
'

AR'DEN-TIL'LAGE, n. Tillage of gardens.
AR'DEN-WARE, n. The produce of gardens. Mortimer.

ARE, n. Coarse wool growing on the legs of sheep. Bailey.
GAR'FISH,* n. A species of fish ; the hornfish. Hill.

GAR'GAN-EY,* n. A species of duck. Pennant.

GAR'GA-RIM, n. [yapyapia^os.] A wash for the throat
;
a

gargle. Quincy.
GAR'GA-RIZE, v. a.

[yapyafligM,]
To gargle. Bacon. [R.]

GAR'fiET, 7i. A disease in the udders of cows, arising from
inflammation of the lymphatic glands; a distemper in

hogs. A medicinal plant and berry; poke; phytolacca
de.candra.

GAR'eiL,* n. A distemper in geese. Crabb.

GAR'GLE, (-gl) v. a. [gargouillcr, Fr.] [/. GARGLED;^.
GARGLING, GARGLED.] To wash the mouth and throat
with some liquor not suffered immediately to descend.

[To warble. Waller.]

GAR/GLE, 71. A liquor for washing the mouth and throat.

GARG'LT-QN, n. An exudation from a bruise, which indu-
rates into a hard tumor. Qmncy.

GAR'GQL, n. A distemper in hogs. Mortimer.

GAR'GOYLE,* n. A projecting water-spout, attached to old

buildings. Francis.

GAR'ISH. a. Gaudy; showy. See GAIRISH.

GAR'LAND, n. [garlandc, old Fr.] A wreath of branches of

flowers
;
a collection, as of flowers

;
a crown, or some-

thing much prized.

GAR'LAND, v. a. To deck with a garland. B. Jonson.

GAR'LAND-LESS,* a. Destitute of a garland. Shelley.

GAR'LIC, n. A strong-scented plant of different kinds
;
a

kind of onion.

GAR'LIC-EAT'ER, n. A cant term for a mean fellow. Shak.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BULL, BUR, R^LE. 9, G, 9, g, soft; R. &, c, |, hard ; as Z
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GAR'LICK-Y,* a. Containing or resembling garlic. Hollings-
worth.

GAR'LIC-PEAR'-TREE, n. An American tree. Miller.

GAR'LIC, (wild) n. A plant resembling garlic.

GAR'MENT, n. [garniment, Fr.] An article of clothing;
dress ;

clothes.

GAR'MENT-ED,* a. Covered with garments. Ed. Rev.

GAR'NER, n. [grenier, Fr.] A place for grain ;
a granary ;

a bin.

GAR'NER, v. a.
[i. GARNERED; pp. GARNERING, GARNERED.]

To store, as in a granary. Sfiak.

GAR'NET, n. [granato, It.] (Min.) A mineral or gem, of
which there are several varieties, mostly crystallized, and
of reddish color. (Naut.) Tackle to hoist a cargo.

GAR'NISH, v. a. [garnir, Fr.] [i.
GARNISHED

; pp. GARNISH-

ING, GARNISHED.] To decorate with ornamental append-
ages ;

to embellish with something laid round a dish.

(Cant language) To fit with fetters. (Law) To warn.

GAR'NISH, n. Ornament
;

decoration
;

embellishment ;

things laid round a dish. (Jails') Fetters ;
fees paid

by a prisoner going into jail.

GAR-NISH-EE',* n. (Law) The party in whose hands the

money of another is attached. Bouvier.

GAR'NISH-ER, ?;. One who garnishes.

GAR'NJSH-lW,* n. Decoration ;
embellishment. More.

GAR'NISH-MENT, 71. Ornament; embellishment. (Law)
Warning given to a party to appear in court or give in-

formation ;
a notice given.

GXR'NJ-TURE, n. [Fr.] Furniture; ornament. Jlddison.

GA'ROVS, [ga'rus, W. P. K. ; gar'us, Sm.] a. [garum, L.]

Containing garum j resembling pickle made of fish.

GXR'RAN, n. See GARRON.

GXR'RET, n. [garite, old Fr.] A room next to the roof,
on the highest floor of a house.

GXR'RET-ED, a. Protected by or furnished with garrets.

GAR-RET-EER', n. An inhabitant of a garret.

GAR'RJ-SON, (-sn) n. [garnison, Fr.] The guard of a for-

tified place, or a body offerees in a fortress : a fortified

place : winter-quarters : the state of military defence.

GAR'RI-SON, (-sn) v. a.
[i. GARRISONED; pp. GARRISONING,

GARRISONED.] To supply with an armed force 5
to secure

by fortresses.

GAR'RQN, n. [Erse.] A small horse
;
a hobby. Spenser.

QAR-RO'TE,* n. [Sp.] A mode of capital punishment used
in Spain, by strangulation. JBrande.

GAR-RU'LI-TY, n. [garrulitas, L.] Habit of talking too

much ;
talkativeness

; loquacity.

GXR'RU-LoOs, a. Loquacious; prattling; talkative.

GXR'RU-LOUS-LY,* ad. In a garrulous manner. Dr. Mien.

GXR'RV-LODs-NESS,* n. Talkativeness. Scott.

GAR'TER, n. [gartur, Goth.] A string, ribbon, or band, by
which the stocking is held upon the leg : the mark of the

highest order of English knighthood: the principal

king at arms.'

GAR'TER, v. a. [i. GARTERED ; pp. GARTERING, GARTERED.]
To bind with a garter ;

to invest with the order of the

garter.

GAR'TER-FISH,* n. A species of fish
;
the lepidopus. Gold-

smith'.

fGARTH, n. An enclosure ;
a band

;
a girth. See GIRTH.

QA'RVM, n. [L.] A pickle of the ancients, made of the

gills or blood of the tunny, or a pickle in which fish has
been preserved. Chambers.

GXs, [gas, S. W. P. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. : giiz, J.} n. ; pi. &Xs'-
E. An aeriform fluid

;
a term applied to all permanent-

ly elastic fluids or airs, differing from atmospheric air.

GXs'cQN,^i. A native of Gascony in France.

GXs-c<?N-ADE',n. [gasconnade, Fr.] A boast
;
a bravado

;

so called from the Gascons, a people in the south ofFrance.
GXS-CQN-ADE', V. n. [L GASCONADED, pp. GASCONADING,
GASCONADED.] To boast ; to brag ; to bluster.

GXs-CQN-AD'ER,* n. A blusterer; a boaster. QM. Rev.

GXs'cROME,* n. A crooked spade of the Scotch Highland-
ers. Oent. Mag.

GA-SE'J-TV,* n. The state of being gaseous ; nature of gas.
P. Cyc.

GXs'E-ous,* [gaz'e-us, Sm. ; ga'slms, gas'e-us, Wb.] a.

Having the form or quality of gas. Davy.
GXSH, v. a. [hachcr, Fr.] [i. GASHED ; pp. GASHING, GASHED.]
To cut

;
to cut deep, so as to make a gaping wound.

GXsii, n. A deep cut; a gaping wound.
GASH'FOL, a. Full of gashes ; hideous. Quarles.
GAS-HOLD'ER,* n. A vessel for containing gas ;

a gasome-
ter. P. Cyc.

GXs'KET, 71. (JVawt.) A small cord
;
a platted cord, by which

the sails, when furled, are kept close to the yards or

gaffs.

GXs'KlN, n. pi. Wide hose. Shak. See GALLIGASKINS.
GXs'-LlCrHT,* (-lit) n. Light produced by the combustion
of gas, particularly by that of carburetted hydrogen gas.

GAS'M-TER,* n. An instrument attached to gas-works,
which ascertains the quantity of gas that passes through
it

; gasometer. Francis.

GA-OM'E-TER, n. [gas and //rr/jor.] An instrument for

measuring gas; a reservoir in gas-works, into which the

purified gas is received; a place for preparing gas.

GASP, v. 71. [i. GASPED
; pp. GASPING, GASPED.] To open the

mouth wide
;
to catch breath with labor ; to emit breath

convulsively ;
to catch for breath, as one dying; to long

for.

GAsp, n. The act of opening the mouth to catch breath
;
a

catch for breath in dying.
GAS'Sy,* a. Relating to or containing gas ; gaseous. Black-

wood's Mag.
fGAsT, v. a. To make aghast; to fright ; to terrify. Shak.

JGXs'TER, v. a. To scare
;
to terrify. Beaum. 4* Fl.

GXs'TER-0-POD,* n. (Zool.) A molluscous animal. Brande.
1

O-DA,* n. [yaarfip and noi>s.] (Zool.) A class

of molluscous animals. P. Cyc.

GAST'FGL, a. See GHASTFUL.
GAST'LY, a. See GHASTLY.

GAST'NESS, n. Fright. Shak. See GHASTNESS.

GXs'TRic, a. [yaarfip.j Belonging to the belly or stomach.
The gastric juice is a fluid secreted by the stomach,

and is essential to the process of digestion.

GXs'TRf-ctsM,* n. (Med.) A theory which refers most dis-

eases to disorder in the digestive passages, or gastric re-

gion. Dunglison.
GAS-TRI'L'Q-QUIST, n. [yaor^p, Gr.

;
and loqui, L.] A ven-

triloquist. Reid.

GAS-TRlI/Q-QUOtis,* a. Ventriloquous. Chambers. [R.]

GAS-TRfL'p-QUY,* 71. Act of speaking from the belly ;
ven-

triloquy. Jameson.

GAS-TRI'TIS,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the stomach.
'Brande.

GAS'TRQ-CLE,* n. (Med.) Hernia in the stomach. Dun-

glison.
rXs-TRQ-iGAS-TRQ-DYN'I-A,* n. (Med.) The stomach colic. Hamil-
ton.

GAS-TROl/Q-<fY,* n. A treatise on the stomach. Maunder.

GXs'TRO-MXN-cy,* n. Divination by words issuing, or

seeming to issue, from the belly. Brande.

fGXs'TRQ-MVTH,* 7t. A ventriloquist. Blount.

GXs'TRQ-NOME,* re. An epicure j
a gastronomer. Sir W.

Scott.

GAS-TRON'P-MER,* n. One who delights in good living j

an epicure. Sir W. Scott.

GXs-TRQ-NOM'ic,* ; a. Relating to gastronomy. Qu.
GXS-TRQ-NOM'l-CAL,* j

Rev.

GAS-TRON'Q-MIST,* n. One who delights in good living ;

a judge of the art of cookery. Maunder.

GAS-TRON'O-MY,* n. Epicurism ;
the pleasures of the ta-

ble. Qw. Rev.

GXs'TRQ-POD,* 7i. A molluscous animal. P. Cyc. See GAS-
TEROPOD.

GAS-TROR'A-PHY, n. [yaffrfip and /5d?rrw.] The sewing
up of a wound in the belly. Sharp.

GAS-TROS'CQ-PY,* n. An examination of the abdomen in

order to detect disease. Scudamore.

GAS-TROT'Q-MY, n. [yaarrjp and rtro/ju.] The act of cut-

ting open the belly.

fGXT. The old preterit of Oct. Got. See GET.

GATE, n. The door of a city, castle, palace, or large build-

ing ;
that part of an enclosure which is made to open and

shut, as a frame of timber upon hinges ;
an avenue

;
an

opening : [fa goat. Spenser.]

GAT'ED, a. Having gates. Young.
GATE'LESS,* a. Having no gate. Pollok.

GATE'VEIN, (-van) n. The venaporta; the vein which con-

veys the blood to the liver. Bacon.

GATE'WAY, ?f. A way through a gate, or the gate itself.

GXlH'ER, V. a. [i. GATHERED ; pp. GATHERING, GATHERED.]
To collect ;

to bring together; to get in harvest
;
to glean ;

to pluck; to assemble; to muster; to heap up; to ac-

cumulate ;
to compress ;

to gain ;
to pucker ;

to collect

logically ;
to get.

GXTH^ER, v. 71. To be condensed ;
to thicken ;

to grow by
accretion ;

to assemble ;
to generate pus or matter.

GXTH'ER, n. Pucker; cloth drawn together in wrinkles.

GATH'ER-A-BLE, a. That may be gathered ;
deducible.

GATH'ER-ER, n. One who gathers ;
a collector.

GXTH'ER-lNG, n. Act of collecting; an assembly; an ac-

cumulation ;
a collection.

GXT'TEN-TREE, (gat'tn-tre) n. A species of Cornelian

JGAT'-TOOTHED, (-tothd) a. Having a goat's tooth
;
lust-

ful. Chaucer.

OAv'cHd,* 7i. [Sp.] pi. GAUCIIOS. One of the inhabitants

of the pampas of South America, of Spanish origin,

leading a life of wild independence. Ency.

GAUD, 7i. [gaudium, L.I An ornament; n toy. [R.]

GAUD'ED, a. Decorated with finery; colored. Sftoft.

GAU'DER-, n. Finery ;
ostentatious luxury of dress. Ba-

GAU'DI-LY, ail. In a gaudy manner; showily.

GAU'DI-NESS, n. Showiness ;
tinsel appearance. Whitlock.

GAU'DY, a. Showy ;
finical ; gay ; ostentatiously fine.

A, , 1, 5, u, Y, long; X, , J, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, i, 9, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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fGAU'DY, n. A feast
;
a festival

;
a day of plenty. Chcyne.

GAUF'FER,* v. a. To crimp ;
to curl; to corrugate. W.

Ency.
GAUGE, (gaj)tf. a. [gauge, old FT.] [i. GAUGED ;pp. GAUGING,
GAUGED.] To measure with respect to the contents of a
vessel ;

to measure with regard to any capacity or power.
GAUGE, (gaj) n. A measure of capacity, <fcc.

;
a standard.

See GAGE.
GAUGE'A-BLE,* a. That may be gauged. Tucker.

GAUGE'-PEN-NY,* TO. The fee paid for gauging wine.
Crabb.

GAU^E'-PolNT,* n. The diameter of a cylinder whose al-

titude is one inch, and its content equal to that of a unit
of a given measure. A term used in gauging. Brande.

GAUG'ER, (gaj'er) n. One who gauges ;
an officer appointed

to examine and mark hogsheads, pipes, barrels, &c.

GAUGING,* n. The art or science of measuring vessels or

casks, as hogsheads, barrels, vats, &c. Brande.

GAUG'IJIG-ROD,* n. A rule or rod used in gauging. Jlsh.

GAUL, n. [Gallia, L.] An ancient name of France
;
an

ancient inhabitant of Gaul or France.

GAUL'ISH, a. Relating to ancient France or the Gauls.

GAULT,* TO. A provincial name in the east of England for

a series of beds of stiff blue or black clay and marl. Ly-
ell.

GAUM, v. a. [gaum, Icel.J To understand. Brockett. [North
of England.]

GAUNCH, v. a. See GANCH.
HGAUNT, (gant) [gant, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. ; gaunt, S. P.]

a. Thin
;
slender ; lean

; meagre Shak.

GXUNT'LET, [g'ant'let, W. J. F. Sm. ; gawnt'let, P. Ja.] n.

[gantclet, Fr.] An iron glove, pertaining to armor, which
used to be thrown down in token of challenge. See
GANTLET.

UGAUNT'LY, ad. Leanly ; slenderly ; meagrely.
OA UR,* TO. A Persian priest. Guthrie.

GAUZE, TO.
[gaze, Fr.] A very thin, slight, transparent stuff

of silk or linen, said to have been first made at Gaza in

Palestine.

GAUZ'Y,* a. Relating to or resembling gauze. Smart.

GAVE, i. from Oive. See GIVE.

GAV'EL, n. A provincial word, in England, for ground.
Mortimer. A tribute

;
a toll

; gabel. A quantity of grain
reaped, but not tied up. Forby. [Local, Eng.]

|GXv'EL-ET,* TO. (Eng. law) A kind of cessavit or seizure
of land. Whishaw.

GAV'EL-KIND, [gav'el-klnd, S. W. J. F. Sm.; ga'vel-klnd,

Ja.] TO. (Eng. law') An old English custom whereby the
lands of the father are equally divided, at his death,
among all his sons. Cowel.

GAVE'LOCK, [gav'lok, Ja. ; gav'e-lok, Sm. ; gav'lok, K.] n.

An iron crow or lever. Brockett.

GA'VI-AL,* TO. (Zool.) A species of crocodile, having very
long and narrow jaws. P. Cyc.

GXv'QT, [gav'ut, P. J. Wb. Ash ; ga-vot', Ja. Sm.; ga-vot',

JT.] TO. [gavotte, Fr.] A lively dance , an air for a dance.

GAw'BY, TO. [gabe, Fr.] A dunce, fool, or blockhead
;
a

gawky. Holloi

GAWD, TO. See GAUD."
iway. [Local, Eng.]

GAW'-FUR'ROW,* TO. An oblique furrow. London.

GAWK, 71. A cuckoo: a foolish or awkward fellow;
a gawky. Brande.

GAW'KY, TO. A tall, ungainly, stupid, or awkward person.
Giw'KY, a. Awkward ; ungainly. Pennant.

GAWM, v. a. See GAUM.
GAWN, n. A small tub or lading vessel. [Local, Eng.]
GAWN'TREE, TO. [Scottish.] A wooden frame for beer

casks.

GAY, a. [gay, old Fr.] Airy ;
cheerful

; merry ; playful ;

sprightly ; debonair ;
fine

; showy ; specious.
fGAY, TO. An ornament

;
an embellishment. L'Estrange.

GAY'E-TY, TO. State of being gay; cheerfulness; mirth;
airiness ; merriment : finery ;

show.

GAY-LUSSITE,* TO. (Mm.') A white, crystallized mineral,
of vitreous fracture. Ure.

GAY'LY, ad. In a gay manner ; merrily ; cheerfully.

tGAY'NESS, TO. Gayety ; finery. Bp. Hall.

jGAY'soivtE, (ga'sym) a. Full of gayety. Mirror for Mag.
GAZE, v. TO. [i. GAZED; pp. GAZING, GAZED.] To look in-

tently and earnestly ;
to stare

;
to gape.

GAZE, v. a. To view steadfastly. Milton. [R.]

GAZE, TO. Intent regard ;
look of eagerness or wonder

;

fixed look; a stare; the object gazed on.

fGAZE'FUL, a. Looking intently. Spenser.

GAZE'-HOUND, w. A hound that pursues by the eye.

GA-ZEL', TO. See GAZELLE.

GA-ZELLE', n.
[Fr.] (Zool.) A small, swift, and elegant-

ly-formed species of antelope. Brande.

tGAZE'MENT, n. Act of gazing; view. Spenser.

GAZ'ER, TO. One who gazes. Spenser.

jGXz'ET, [gaz'et, Sm.. ; ga-zet', W.] n. [gazzetta, It.] A Ve-
netian halfpenny. Massinger. See GAZETTE.

GA-ZETTE', (ga-zet') n.[gazzetta, It.
; gazette, Fr.] A news-

paper. It is said to derive its name from gazzetta, a Ve-

netian coin, which was the price that was paid for a flying
sheet of intelligence. Locke.

GA-ZETTE', v. a.
[i. GAZETTED;^. GAZETTING, GAZET-

TED.] To_publish or insert in a gazette.
GAZ-ET-TEER', n. A writer or publisher of news ;

a news-
paper. Donne. A geographical dictionary. Brande.

GAZ'ING-STOCK, TO. A person gazed at with scorn. Bp.Hall.
GA-ZON', [ga-zon', S. W.F.Ja.; ga-zong',^". Sm.] n. [Fr.]

(Fort.) A turf or piece of earth covered with grass, for

lining the faces of parapets and works formed of earth.

GE, [Sax.] A particle often prefixed to Saxon verbs, parti-
ciples, and verbal nouns. Ferstegan.

tGEAL, t;. n. [geler, Fr.] To congeal. Partheneia Sacra.

G^EAN,* TO. The wild cherry. London.

&EAR, n. Furniture; accoutrements; dress; habit; orna-
ments : traces, harness, or furniture of a beast : rig-

ging; stuff. (Scotland) Goods or riches.

J&EAR, v. a. To dress
; to put on harness. Ray.

J&EAR'JNG,* or J&EAR,* n. Any series of large wheels
working into each other. Francis.

IJ&EA'SOIV, (ge'sn) a. \_geisn, Goth.] Rare; wonderful.
. Spenser.

GEAT, TO. [corrupted from jet.] The hole through which
the metal runs into the mould. Moxon.

J&EB'ER-ISH, TO. See GIBBERISH.

I.GECK, n. [geek, Ger.] A fool ;
one easily imposed upon.

S/iak.

v. a. To cheat
;
to trick.

K'o,* TO. ; pi. JGCK'O. A saurian animal. P. Cyc.

;GED'RiTE,*?i. (Min.) A crystalline, fibrous mineral. Dana.

GEE, v. TO. [i. GEED ; pp. GEEING, GEED.] To go ;
to agree ;

to harmonize. Forby. [Local and colloquial.] To go or
turn to the off-side

; geho. A term used by teamsters to

their team.

j&EER, 71. See GEAR.
J&EESE, TO. pi. of Goose. See GOOSE.

jGrE-HfiN'NA, TO. [yccvva.] The valley where the Israelites

sacrificed their children to Moloch; usually taken for

hell. Milton.

jGrEH'LEN-iTE,* TO. (Min.) A mineral found in small gray
or yellowish crystals, in Tyrol. Brande.

GE'HOL TJ. A term used by teamsters. See GEE.

(TEK'KO,* TO. A species of salamander. Goldsmith. See
GECKO.

GEL'A-BLE, [jel'a-bl, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; je'Ia-bl, & P.]
a. [Fr.] Congealable ;

that may be converted into a jelly.

GE-LAT'I-NATE,* v. a. & TO. [j. GELATINATED ; pp. GELAT-

INATING, GELATINATED.] To change into a gelatinous
substance. Ure.

GEL'A-TINE,* TO. An animal substance of the consistence
of jelly ;

a colorless, transparent substance, which forms
the principal portion of that part of the skin which lies

under the cuticle. P. Cyc.

GL'A-TINE, [jel'a-tin, K. Sm. Wb.; jel'a-tin, & W. Ja.]
a. [gelatine, Fr.] Gelatinous.

GE-LAT'{N-IZE,* v. a. & TO. To make or become gelatin-
ous ;

to gelatinate. Maunder.
GE-LAT'lN-ot)s, a. Containing gelatine or jelly ; viscous;

stiff and cohesive.

.GELD, v. a.
[i.

GELDED or GELT ; pp. GELDING, GELDED or

GELT.] To castrate
;
to deprive of any essential part ;

to

prune obscenities.

jSELD, TO. (Law) Tribute
;
a fine or compensation for delin-

quency.
XTELD'A-BLE,* a. That may be gelded. (Law) Liable to

pay taxes. Crabb.

.GELD'ER, TO. One who gelds or castrates.

rELD'ER-R6E, TO. A marsh shrub
;

called also the snow-
ball-tree.

.GELD'ING, Act of castrating : an animal castrated,
particularly a horse.

GEL'ID, [jel'id, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; je'ljd, P.] a. [gel-

s, L.J Extremely cold. Marston. [R.Jidus,
TO. Extreme cold. Bailey. [R.]

.JGrEL'fD-NESS, TO. Extreme cold. Bailey. [R.J
yrEL'Ly, TO. [gelee, Fr.] Any viscous body. Drtjden. See
JELLY.

t&ELT, TO. A castrated animaL Mortimer. Tinsel
; gilt.

Spenser.

;&EI,T, i. Sep. from Geld. See GELD.
GEM, (jSm) TO. [gemma, L.] A bud : a precious stone used

for the purpose of sculpture ;
a jewel.

GEM, v. a. [i. GEMMED ; pp. GEMMING, GEMMED.] To adorn,
as with jewels or buds. Lovelace.

GEM, v. TO. To put forth the first buds. Milton.

;GE-MAR'A,* TO. The second part of the Talmud or commen-
tary on the Jewish laws. Smart.

a. Relating to the Gemara. Smart.

GEM'EL, n. [gemellus, L.] (Her.) A pair; two of a sort.

tGEM-EL-Llp'A-RODs, a. [gemetti and pario, L.J Bearing
twins. Bailey.

GEM'EL-RING, n. A ring with two or more links. Now
written gimbal and gimmal.

GEM'I-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Doubled. London.
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fGEM'l-NATE, v. a, [gemino, L.] To double. B. Jonson.

t(rM-i-NA'TiQN, 7i. Repetition ; reduplication. Bacon.
r

, [jem'e-nl, W. Sm. ; jem'e-ne, P. Ja. K.]

[L.]
The twins,' Castor and Pollux ; tlie third sign in the

zodiac.

,
a. Double. Browne.

. Twins
;
a pair. Shak.

EM'MA-RY,* 71. A depository for gems or jewels. Blount.

fGfiM'MA-RY, a. Pertaining to gems or jewels. Browne.

GEM'MA-TED,* a. Adorned with gems or jewels. Blount.

^EM-MA'TiOiV,* 7!. (Bot.) The formation of a bud or gem.
Lee. [R.]

GEM'ME-OLIS, a. Tending to gems ; resembling gems. Pen-
nant.

GEM-MlF'ER-ofis,* a. (Bot.) Multiplying by buds, as

vegetables. Roget.
GEM-MIP'A-ROUS,* a. Producing buds. Crabb.

{GEM-MOS'I-TY, 77. The quality of being a jewel. Bailey.

GEM'MULE,* n. A soft bud or germ. Roget.
EM'MY, a. Resembling gems. Thomson.

t-GEM'OTE, [gem'ot, Ja. ; jem'ot, K.; |e-m5t', Sm.] n. A
meeting ; the court of the hundred.

PE'NA,* n. [L.] (Anat.} The space between the eye and
the mouth

;
the cheek. Brande.

GENDARME,* (zhiin-dann') n. [Fr.] pi. GENDARMES.
One of the military body called gendarmes; a soldier.

Burnet.

CrEN-DAR'ME-RY,* n. People of arms ; the military. Strype.

^EN'DER, n. [genus, ~L.; genre,Fr.] [fA kind; a sort. Shak.]
(Gram.) The distinction or designation of sex by the
form of a word.

GEN'DER, v. a.
[i.

GENDERED ~,pp. GENDERING, GENDERED.]
To beget ; to produce ; to engender. 2 Tim. [R.]

GEN'DER, v. n. To copulate ;
to breed. Shale. [R.]

|]GEN-E-A-L6G'i-CAL, [je-ne-a-lod'je-kal, W. P. J. F. Ja.
Sm. ; jen-e-a-lod'je-kal, S. E. K. R. Wb.] a. Pertaining to

genealogy.
f|GEN-E-A-LSG'i-CAL-LY * ad. In a genealogical manner.

JodrelL

}|GEN-E-XL'Q-GlsT, n. One who is versed in genealogy.
il$EN-E-XL'Q-GY, [je-ne-al'o-je, W. P. F. Ja. Sm.; jen-e-al'-

o-je, S. J. E. K. R. fVb.} n. [yen* and Xoyoj.] The pedi-
gree of a family ; the art or science of tracing families to
or from their ancestors

;
a successive series of families.

GEN'E-ARJEH,* n. A chief of a family or tribe. Dr. Black.

GEN'E-RA,* n. The plural of Genus. See GENUS.
GEN'ER-A-BLE, a. [genera, L.] That may be generated.
(JrEN'ER-AL, a. [generalis, L.] Relating to a genus, a whole

class, or order ; generic ; not specific or particular, but

extending to all; not restricted; extensive; common;
public; usual; compendious General assembly, a rep-
resentative body having legislative powers, and author-
ized to enact laws in behalf of some community, church,
or state. General court, a legislative body General is-

sue (law) is a plea, that at once denies the whole decla-

ration, without offering special matter to evade it. It is,
in criminal cases, the plea of not guilty.

GEN'ER-AL, n. The whole; the public; the multitude:
an officer whose authority is coextensive with some large
sphere of duty: a high military officer, next below a

field-marshal; a commander of an army: a beat of

drums, serving for a signal to a whole army.
GEN-ER-AL-Is'si-M5, n. [It. ; gencralissime, Fr.] The com-
mander-in-chief of a large army.

teralite, Fr.] The state of bein<*

the bulk.
The act of generalizing.

<jrEN'ER-AL-IZE, V. a. [t.
GENERAL ZED; pp. GENERALIZ-

ING, GENERALIZED.] To extend from particulars to uni-
versals

; to include in general propositions ;
to reduce to

a genus.
GEN'ER-AL-LY, ad. In a general manner; extensively,
though not universally; commonly; frequently; usual-

ly; in the main.

GEN'ER-AL-NESS, n. Generality; commonness. Sidney.
GEN'ER-AL-SHIP, n. Conduct or management of a general.
GEN'ER-AL-TY, TO. The whole

; generality; totality. Hale.

rEN'ER-XNT, n. That which generates, as a circle revolv-

ing on its diameter generates a sphere ;
the begetting or

productive power. Glanville.

GEN'ER-XNT,* a. Generative; begetting; producing. Perry.
$EN'ER-ATE, v. a. [genera, L.] [i. GENERATED ; pp. GEN-
ERATING, GENERATED.] To beget ;

to produce ; to procre-
ate ;

to cause.

GEN'ER-AT-ING,* p. a. Producing. A generating line or

figure is_one which produces another figure. Crabb.

GEN-ER-A'TIQN, n. The act of generating ;
a single sue

cession in natural descent; a family; a race; breed; an

age, or the people of the same period ; progeny.

GEN'ER-^-TIVE, a. Producing; generating; prolific; fruitful

GEN'ER-A-TQR, n. He or tnat which generates or produces
GE-NER'IC, ) a. [gencrique, Fr.] Relating to or com
rE-NER'i-CAL, \ prising the

sort.

maner-n-ce o a arge
GEN-ER-XL'I-TY, n. [gcner

general ;
the main body ;

< GEN-ER-AL-J-ZA'TION, n.

prising the genus; noting the kind o

GE-NER'I-CAL-LY, ad. With regard to the genus.
QjE-NER'i-cAL-NESS,* n. The quality of being generical.

Richardson.

GEN-ER-OS'I-TY, n. [fHigh birth. Shak.} duality of being
generous ; magnanimity ; liberality ;

munificence.

jirJEN'ER-ous, a. [gcncrosus, L.] [Primarily, well or nobly
born. Shak.] Noble of mind

; magnanimous ;
coura-

geous ; strong ;
excellent

;
munificent

;
liberal

;
beneficent ;

bountiful.

^EN'ER-OUS-LY, ad. In a generous manner; liberally.
TEN'ER-O US-NESS, n. duality of being generous. Spenser.
&EN'E-S!S, n. [yivetris.] Generation: the first book of

Moses, which treats of the production or creation of the
world. (Geom.) The formation of one thing by the flux
or motion of another.

EN'ET, n. [ginete, Sp.] A small, well-proportioned Span-
ish horse. Shak. An animal of the weasel kind.

|GE-NETH'Li-Xc,* n. One who is versed in genethliacs.
Butler. An ode or poem in honor of the birth of a person.
Brande.

|GEN-ETH-LI'A-CAL, a. [;
i 0Xta*<5{.] Pertaining to ge-

nethliacs.

I&E-NGTH'LI-XCS, [jc-neth'le-aks, W. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; ge-
neth'le-aks, S.] n. [yevtfXn.] The science of calculating
nativities, or predicting the future events of life from the
stars predominant at the birth.

|GE-NETH-Li-XL'9-GY,* n. A species of divination by as-

trological observation, as to the future destinies of one
newly born. Scudamore.

|G.E-NETH-LI-XT'JC, TO. One who calculates nativities.

Drummond.
GrE-NET'ic,* a. Relating to birth or origin. Ed. Rev.

"E-NETTE',* 7i.
[Fr.J

A wildcat: a cat-skin dressed for

muffs and tippets. Booth.

E-NE'VA, n. [genievre, Fr.] A spirituous liquor; gin.

E-NE'VA-BI'BLE, n. The whole English Bible printed at

Genevaj first in 1560. Strype.

GE-NE'VAN,* TO. A native of Geneva; an adherent to Ge-
nevan theology. Southey.

E-NE'VAN,* a. Relating to Geneva
;
Genevese. Ch. Ob.

E-NE'VAN-fM, TO. Strict Calvinism. Mountagu.
EN-E-VEJJ.E',* TO. sing. <fc pi. A native or natives of Gene-
va. Murray.

GEN-E-VEE',* a. Relating to Geneva. Ency.

fGEN'E-vois', (zhen'ev-wa') n. [Fr.] Genevese. Addison.

K'NI-AL, a. [genialis, L.] Contributing to the production
of life, also to its continuance and enjoyment ; cheering ;

cheerful
; gay ; merry.

GE-NI-XL'I-TY,* TO. The quality of being genial ;
cheerful-

ness. Coleridge.

E'NI-AL-LY, ad. In a genial manner
; cheerfully.

E'NI-AL-NESS,* TO. The quality of being genial. Jlsh.

E-NJC'U-LATE,* a . (Bot.) Knee-jointed ; having joints
like knees.' P. Cyc.

fGE-Nic'v-LATE, v. a. [geniculo, L.] To joint or knot.

Cockeram.

GE-NIC'U-LAT-ED, a. Knotted; jointed; geniculate.

^rE-Nic-li-LA'TiON, TO. Knottiness : act of knaeling. Bp.
Hall.

|GE'NIE, (je'ne) TO. [ginie, Fr.] Disposition; turn of
mind

;_ genius. Wood.

fGE'Nl-o, ?i. [It.] A man of a particular turn
;
a genius.

Tatler.

pE-Nis'TA,* TO. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the com-

mon broom. Hamilton.

GEN'I-TAL,* a. Pertaining to generation. Glanville.

yrN'i-TAL, 7i. pi. [genitalis, L.] The sexual organs or

parts employed in generation.
GEN'I-TING, n. An early apple. Bacon. See JENNITING.

QrEN'i-TIVE, a. [genitivus, L.] (Gram.) Applied to the

case or inflection of the noun which denotes the relation

of property or possession ; possessive.

GEN'I-TIVE,* TO The second case in Latin grammar.
Harris.

GEN'I-TOR, n. A sire
;
a father. Sheldon. [R.]

fGEN'l-TURE, n. Generation ;
birth. Burton.

H^rEN'ivs, or GE'NI-US, [je'ne-us, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. R.;

jE'nyus, S. E. F. K.] n. [L.] pi. GENIUSES. Inborn bent
of mind or disposition; nature; peculiar character or

quality : mental power ; power of invention
;
intellect ;

invention ;
talent : a man of genius.

JZEN'IUS, or ftE'ifi-ifs, n. [L.] pi. PE'NI-I. A spirit, good
or evil; a tutelary deity, who was supposed, by the an-

cients, to direct and rule a man through life.

GEN'Q-EE, n. sing. & pi. A native or the natives of

Genoa.

GEN-Q-EE',* a. Relating to Genoa. Ency.

jGENT, a. Elegant ; pretty ;
soft

; gentle ; polite. Spenser.

GJEN-TEEL', a. [gentil, Fr.] Polite; well-bred; decorous;
free from vulgarity: refined; polished; elegant in be-

havior or dress
; graceful in mien.

GEN-TEEL'ISH,* a. Somewhat genteel. Johnson.

EN-TEL'LY, ad. In a genteel manner
; elegantly ;

politely.sort. politely.
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GEN-TEEL'NESS, n. Politeness

; gentility. Dryden.
(TEN'TIAN, (jen'shan) n. [gentiana, L.] A plant of several

varieties, some of which have beautiful flowers. Hill.

GEN-TIAN-EL'LA, (J2n-shan-el'lai) n. A blue color; gen-
tian.

GEN'TI-A-NINE,* (jen'sbe-a-mn) n. (CAem.) A bitter, crys
tallizable substance, obtained from gentian. Phil, Mag.

GEN'TIL,* or GEN'TLE,* n. A species of falcon. Pen-
nant.

IJGEN'TlLE, [jen'til, S. .7. F. Ja. E. K. Sm. R. ; jen'til or

jen'til, W,~\ n. [gentilis, L.] One of an uncovenanted
nation

;
one or a nation not Jewish or Christian ;

a

pagan ;
a heathen.

HGEN'TILE, a. Belonging to a race, family, or nation; as,

British, Irish, German, &c., are gentile adjectives.

1P&N-TJ-L&8SE1
, (jen-te-les') n. [gentillesse, Fr.] Civility.

Hudibras.

tGfiN'TiL-IsH, a. Heathenish ; pagan. Milton.

GEN'TIL-IM, n. Heathenism; paganism. Stillingjleet.

QrEN-Tl-Li"TiAL,* (jen-te-lish'?l) a. Gentilitious. H. Far-
mer.

GEN-Tl-Lli"Tloys, (jen-te-lish'us) a. [gentilitius, L.] En-
demial

; peculiar to a nation or family ; hereditary.
GEN-TIL'I-TY, 71. The state or condition of belonging to a
known race or family ; good extraction

; dignity of birth ;

gentry : the quality of being genteel ; refinement; po-
liteness of manners; graceful behavior. [fPaganism.
Hooker.]

tGEN'TlL-lZE, v. n. To live like a heathen. Milton.

GEN'TLE, (jen'tl) a. [gentilis, L.] Well-born
;

well-de-
scended

; genteel ; graceful. Spenser. Soft
;
mild

;
tame

;

meek ; peaceable ; soothing ; pacific ;
not rough or

harsh.

GEN'TLE, n. ftA gentleman. Shalt.} A worm; a mag-
got ;

a trained hawk.
fGfiN'TLE, v. a. To make gentle. Shak.

GEN'TLE-FOLK, (-fok) Or GEN'TLE-FOLKS, (-fpks)
n.

People above the vulgar. S/iak. J/= Gentlefolk is a col-

lective noun, and joined with a plural verb ; but it is

much more common to say gentlefolks.
"

Oentlefolks
will not care." Swift. See FOLK.

GEN'TLE-HEART-ED,* a. Of mild disposition ;
kind.

Shak.

GEN'TLE-MAN, (jen'tl-man) n. ; pi. GEN'TLE-MEN. A
man raised above the vulgar by birth, education, con-

dition, profession, or manners; a man of polished man-
ners: in English law, according to Sir Ed. Coke, one
who bears or is entitled to a coat of arms. '

GfiN'TLE-MAN-CoM'MQN-ER,* n. A title of distinction
in the English universities. Murphy.

GEN'TLE-MAN-FAR'MER,* n. A man of property, who
occupies his own farm, and has it cultivated under his

direction. Bos-well.

GEN'TLE-MAN-LIKE, a. Becoming a gentleman. Shalt.

GEN'TLE-MAN-LI-NESS, n. Behavior of a gentleman.
(rEN'TLE-MAN-LY, a. Becoming a gentleman; polite;

honorable.

JGEN'TLE-MAN-SEW'ER,* (-su'er) n. One who serves up
a feast. Butler.

GEN'TLE-MAN-SHIP, n. duality of a gentleman. Ld. Hali-

fax.

GEN'TLE-MAN-tJSH'ER,* n. One invested with authority
to attend, in form, on another of superior dignity. Shak.

GEN'TLE-NESS, n. duality of being gentle ; softness of
manners

;
sweetness of disposition ;

meekness ; kind-
ness.

fGEN'TLE-SHlP, n. Carriage of a gentleman. Ascham.

GEN'TLE-WOM-AN, (-wum-an) n. A woman above the

vulgar; a lady ; a woman who waits on a lady of rank.

GEN'TLE-WOM-AN-LIKE, (-wiim-) a. Becoming a gentle-

GENT'LY, ad. In a guntle manner
; softly ; meekly.

GEN-TOO', n. An aboriginal inhabitant of Hindostan.

yrEN'TRY, n. The class of people above the vulgar.

(England} The class between the vulgar and the nobility.
GE-NV-FLEC'TI<?N, [j5-nu-flek'shun, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. ;

jen-u-flek'shun, K. S/n. R.] n. [genu and flccto, L.] The
act of bending the knee

; adoration expressed by bending
the knee. Howell.

GEN'V-INE, (jen'yu-in) a. [genuinus, L.] Native
; belong-

ing to the original stock
; uncorrupt ; free from adul-

teration ; unalloyed ; pure ;
not spurious ;

real ; true.

GEN'V-INE-LY, ad. In a genuine manner; without adul-
teration.

GEN'U-INE-NESS, n. State of being genuine ; purity.

(TE'NVS', n. [L.] pi. GEN'E-RA. Literally, a race or family.
(Science') A class of beings or things comprehending

under it many species ;
a distinct group of animals com-

prising many species. (Mus.) A scale of music.

GE-Q-CEN'TRIC, a. [yfj and xcvrpov.] Applied to astro-

nomical distances relatively to the earth, which is con-
sidered the centre.

GE-Q-CEN'TRI-CAL,* a. Geocentric. Ash.

CTE-Q-CEN'TRI-CAL-LY,* ad. In a geocentric manner. Ash.

GE-OC'RO-NITE,* n. (Min.~) A mineral containing lead,
sulphur, antimony, arsenic, &c. Dana.

GE-Q-DJE'I-A, (je-o-de'zhe-^) n. [ysucaiaia.] Same aa

geodesy.
GE'ODE, n. [yswj^f.] (Min.~) Earthstonej a nodule of

ironstone.

GE-P-DES'IC,* ? a. Relating to geodesy or geodesia. P.

GE-<?-DES'I-CAL,* $ Cyc.

(jE-6D'E-SY,*'[je-od'e-se, IVb. Brande; je'o-des-e, Sm.] n.

The division of the earth; land-surveying : the ge-
ometry of the earth, or that part of geometry which has
for its object the determination of the magnitude and
figure of the whole earth, or any portion of its sur-
face. Brande.

5-p-DET'ic,* a. Relating to geodesy ; geodetical. Smart.

E-Q-DET'I-CAL, a. Relating to geodesy.
E-Q-DET'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a geodetical manner. Ask.

E'QG-NOST,* n. A geologist. Smart.

E-QG-NOS'TIC,*, ) a. Relating to geognosy or geolo-
E-OG-NOS'TI-CAL,* \ gy ; geological. Phil. Jour.

E-OG'NQ-SY,* n. A knowledge of the substances that

compose the earth or its crust
; geology. Francis.

i

a" RelatinS to geogony. Smart,

n. The doctrine of the formation of the
earth ; geology. Hamilton.

GE-oe'RA-PHER, ?i. One who is versed in geography.
(JrE-Q-aRAPH'rc,*a. Relating to geography; geographical.

Ency.
GE-Q-GRXPH'I-CAL, a. Relating to geography ; geographic.
GE-Q-G-RAPH'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a geographical manner.

(rE-o&'RA-piiY, n. [yfj and j/pa0o>.] A description of the
earth according to the divisions ot its surface, natural or

artificial, together with its productions and inhabitants
;

a book containing a description of the earth.

E-6L/Q-GER,* n. A geologist. Hallam.

E-O-LO'GI-AN,* n. A geologist. Prof. Sedgioiclt.

E-O-LOG'I-CAL,,* a. Relating to geology. Bakewell.

E-Q-LO^'i-CAL-LY,* ad. In a geological manner. Rhind.

E-5i/Q-GtsT,* n. One versed in geology. Bnckland.

E-OI/Q-GJZE,* v. n. To pursue geological researches.

'Ec. Rev.

GE-OL'Q-GY, n. [yrj and \6yos-] That part of natural

philosophy which treats of the formation and structure of
the earth beneath the surface, as to its rocks, strata, soil,

minerals, organic remains, &c., and the changes which
it has undergone.

GE'Q-MAN-CER, n. A fortune-toller; a caster of figures.

(TE'Q-MAN-CY, n. [yrj and pav-rda.] Divination by points
or circles made on the earth, or by casting figures. Ayliff'e.

GE-Q-MAN'TIC, a. Pertaining to geomancy.
GE-Q-MXN'TI-CAL,* a. Geomantic. Ash.

GE-Q-MXN'Ti-CAL-LY,* ad. By means of geomancy. Ash.

QrE-OM'E-TER, [j ew/jfrojjj.] One skilled in geometry;
a geometrician : a species of caterpillar.

fGE-oM'E-TRAL, a. Geometrical.

GE-o-MET'Ric, a. Pertaining to geometry ; disposed
GE-Q-MET'RI-CAL, , according to geometry.
GE-Q-MET'Ri-CAL-LY, ad. In a geometrical manner.

^E-oi-E-TRi"ciAN,'(js-om-o-tri.sh'an) n. One versed in

geometry ; a geometer.
GE-OM'E-TRIZE, v. n. To act according to the laws of

geometry. Boyle.
GE-OM'E-TRY, n. [ysawcrpia.] The science of the rela-

tions, of quantity, or the science which treats of the

properties of figured space, and which explains the pro-

portions, properties, and measurement of lines and sur-

faces.

GE-Q-PON'IC,* a. Relating to agriculture; geoponical.
Chambers.

GE-O-PON'I-CAL, a. Relating to agriculture. Browne.

QiL-Q-FO-K'ics, n. pi. [yfj and TTOI/WJ.] The science or art

of cultivating the earth
; agriculture ; rural economy.

'

GEORGE, (jorj) 71. [Oeorgius, L.] A figure of St. George
on horseback, worn by the knights of the garter. Shak.

A brown loaf. Dryden.
GEOR'GIC, (jor'jik) n. [yeupyiKdv.] A poem on agricul-

ture ;
a treatise on agriculture. See GEORGICS.

GEOR'GIC, ) a. Relating to agriculture; agricultural.

GEOR'9-I-CAL,, \ Addison.

4rEOR'(,iics, (jbr'jjks) n. pi. Books or poems treating of

husbandry ;
the 'title of Virgil's poem, in four books, on

agriculture. Addison.
GiidR'Gr-&M SI'DUs, [L.] A planet, usually called

Uranns or Herschel.

GS-Q-SAU'Rys,* n. (Zool.) A subgenus of saurians. Cuvier.

E-OS'CO-PY, n. [yfj and O-JCOTTEW.]
A kind of knowledge

of the nature and qualities of soil, gained by viewing
it. Chambers.

GS-Q-THER-MOM'E-TER,* 7i. An instrument for measur-

ing the warmth of the earth. Magnus.
fGE-OT'ic, a. [from j,J.] Belonging to the earth ;

terres-

trial. Bailey.
n. The twentieth part of a shekel. Exodus.
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GE-RA'NI-IJM, n. [^sp'iviov.] pi. GE-RA'NI-OM^. (Bot.) A
plant of many varieties, cultivated for its flowers and

beauty; cranebill.

GJSR'ARD,* n. A plant or herb. Lee.

GER'BU-A,* n. An oriental quadruped ; jerboa. Goldsmith.

Gc-R,GN'r>A,*7i. An East Indian serpent. Goldsmith.

GE'RENT, a. [gerens, Ij.] Carrying; bearing. Bailey.

rER'FAL-coN, (jer'faw-kn) [jer'fa-kn, Ja. Sm.; jer'fUI-

kun, *T.] 71. [gcrfalk, Ger.] A bird of prey, in size be-

tween a vulture and a hawk.
XJER'KIN, n. See GHERKIN.
GERM/71. [germcn, L.] The seed-bud of a plant; the fruit

yet in embryo ;
a sprout ; origin ;

first principle.

10-ER'MAN, /i. [germanus, L.] Brother; a first cousin.

Sidney^
GER'MAN, a. Sprung from the same germ or stock

;
related

in the next degree after brothers and sisters
; nearly re-

lated : thus the children of brothers and sisters are

called cousins gcrman. It is sometimes written germane.
GER'MAN, 7i. A native of Germany; the language of the

Germans.

GER'MAN, a. Relating to Germany.
yiJR'MAN-DER, or GER-MAN'DER, [jer-m&n'der, W. Wb.;

jer'm?in-der, S.P.K. Sm.] n. A plant of several varieties.

GER-MXN'IC,* a. Belonging to Germany. Butler.

&EEr
J^AN-iM, n. An idiom of the German language.

|GER-]viXN'l-TY, 7i, Brotherhood. Cockeram.

GER'MEN,* 71. [germen, L.] A sprouting seed
;
a germ. Shak.

(But.) The organ called ovarium, or ovary. P. Cyc.

jGER'MIN, ra. A germ. Shak. See GERMEN.
GER'MI-NXL,* a. Relating to a germ. Smart.

Giiri'Ml-NlNT, a. Sprouting; branching. Bacon.

(rER'Ml-NATE, 77. 7i. [germino, L.] [i.
GERMINATED

; pp.

GERMINATING, GERMINATED.] To SprOUt J
tO shoot ;

tO

bud
;
to put forth.

GER'MI-NATE, TJ. a. To cause to sprout. Price.

yrER-MJ-NA'TiON, 7i. The act of germinating ;
the process

by which a plant is produced from a seed
; growth.

J&ERN, v. n. See GIRN.

GE-RQ-COM'I-CAL, a. Pertaining to gerocomy.
(rE-ROc'Q-MV, 'n. [yepwv and KOfjiiu.] (Mcd.) The diet

and medical treatment, or the hygiene, of the aged.
GER'VND, n. [gerundium, L.] (Latin gram.) A kind of

verbal noun, which governs cases like a verb. Lilly.

GE-RDN'DI-AL,* a. Relating to or like a gerund. Latham.

frER-vlL'LJ-A,* n. (Conch.) A genus of conchifers or

bivalves, hitherto found only in a fossil state. P. Cyc.

J&E'LING, n. A gosling. [North of England. Brockett.]

|GsT, n. [geste, Fr.] A deed
;
an action

;
show

; rep-
resentation

;
the roll or journal in a royal progress ;

a

stage. Hammond.
GES-TA/TIQN, n. [gestatio, L.] Act of bearing the young

in the womb.
GS'TA-TO-RY, a. Capable of being carried. Browne. [R.]

yrES'Tic, a. Legendary; historical. Goldsmith. Relating
to bodily action.

GES-TIC'V-LATE, v. n. [gesticulor, !'][*' GESTICULATED
;

pp. GESTICULATING, GESTICULATED.] To US6 gesture ;
tO

accompany _words with gestures ;
to play antic tricks.

GES-TIC'V-LATE, v. a. To act
;

to imitate by action. B.
Jonson.

GES-TIC-V-LA'TIQN, n. Act of gesticulating ; action.

GES-Tlc'y-LA-TQR, 7i. One who gesticulates.

rES-T'ic'v-LA-TQ-RY, a. Relating to gesticulation. War-
ion.

fGES'TpR, n. A narrator. Chaucer.

GEST'URE, (jest'yur) n. [gero, gestum^'L.'] Action or pos-
ture assisting or enforcing words, or expressive of senti-

ment
; gesticulation ;

action
; posture ; movement of the

body.
GEST'VRE, (jest'yur) v. a. To accompany with action.

Hooker. [Hall.

tGEST'URE-MENT,* n. Act of making gestures. Bp.
j&ET,r. a. [i. GOT; pp. GETTING, GOT. Formerly i. GAT, now

obsolete; p. GOTTEN, obsolescent.] To procure ;
to obtain;

to force ;
to seize

;
to win

;
to have or possess ; to beget ;

to gain ;
to acquire ;

to attain
;

to realize. To get off,

to sell or dispose of. To get over, to conquer ; to sup-
press. To get up, to prepare ;

to make fit ; to print and
publish, as a book. Ch. Ob.

jGET, 77. 71. To arrive by effort at some place, state, or con-
dition

;
to receive advantage ;

to become
;
to advance.

To get along, to go forward
;
to proceed. To get off, to

escape. To get on, to mount
;
to go forward. To get

up, to rise from repose or from a seat.

J&ET'A-BLE,* a. Obtainable. Jamicson. [R.]

fjGET'-PEN-NY,* 7i. A successful piece or performance. B.
Jonson.

J&ET'TER, n. One who gets, procures, or obtains.

JSET'TING, n. Act of getting; acquisition; gain.

JE\V'G'AW, (gu'gaw) n. A showy trifle
; a toy ;

a bauble.

,
a. Splendidly trifling ; showy without value,

(gast'ful) a. Dreary; dreadful; frightful.

Y, (gast'fQl-le) ad. Frightfully. Pope.

I'KIN, n. [gurckc, Ger.] A small pickled cucumber.
ss, 75. n. To guess. Spenser. See GUESS.

, (g&st'Ie-nes) n. Horror of countenance
resemblance to a ghost ; paleness.

jGHisT'LY, (gast'le) a. Like a ghost ; pale ;
dismal

;
hid.

eous ; grim ; shocking ; horrible.

fjGHAsT'NE.ss, (gSst'nes) n. Ghastliness. Shak.
QUA UT,* (gawt) n. (India) A pass through a mountain;
a range of mountains. Hamilton.

J&HEE,* n. A species of butter used in India, prepared by
boiling, so that it will keep a considerable time. P

fj&HESS,
jGHiB'EL-LtNE,* "n. (Italian History) One of a faction
which arose in the 12th century, in favor of the German
emperors, opposed to the Guelphs, the pope's faction or

party. Sismondi.

JSnosT, (gost) n. The soul of man
;
a spirit appearing

after death
;
an apparition ;

the Holy or Divine Spirit.

Tojrive up the ghost, to die.

fjGHOST, 77. w. To yield up the ghost ;
to die. Sidney.

fjGHOST, v. a. To haunt with apparitions or ghosts. Shak.

jGnosT'LiKE, a. Like a ghost ;
withered

; ghastly.

jGHOST'Li-NESS, n. Quality of being ghostly.
.GHOST'LY, o. Relating to the soul or spirit ; not carnal

;

not secular
; spiritual ; relating to apparitions.

jGHOST'-SE-ER,* n. One who sees a ghost. Coleridge.

&HOUL,* n.
'

A fabled dwarfish fairy or demon of the
" Arabian Nights," that feeds on human flesh. Qu. Rev.

jGHYLL,* (gil) n. A mountain torrent
;
a ravine. Jameson.

PIAL-LA-LFNA, n. [It.] A yellow earth.

GIAMBE'UX, (zham'bu) n. pi. [jambes, Fr.] Legs, or

_armor for legs ; greaves. Spenser.

GI'ANT, n. [geant, Fr.] A man of excessive stature or
size.

GI'ANT,* a. Hay;ng the properties of a giant ; huge.
Pope.

GI'ANT-ESS, n. A female giant ; a very large woman.
GT'ANT-TM,* n. The quality of a giant. Fielding. [R.]
GI'ANT-IZE, v. n. To play the giant. Sherwood. [R.]

Gi'ANT-KlLL'lNG,* a. Destroying giants. Cowper.
(ri'ANT-LlKE,

'

a . Gigantic; like a giant; vast.

t!'ANT-LY,

a. Gigantic ; giantlike. Bp. Hall.

I'AifT-RY, n. The race of giants. Cotgrave.
'ANT-snip, n. Quality or character of a giant. Milton,
'AOUR* (jour) w. [Turk.] A dog ;

an unbeliever : an
epithet applied by Turks to Christians. Byron.

GtB, (gib) n. Any old, worn-out animal ;
a cat. Skclton.

jGfB, v. 7i. To act like a cat
;
to caterwaul. Beaum. fy Fl.

,GIB'BED, a. Having been caterwauling. Bulwer.

J&IB'BER, v. n. To speak inarticulately. Shak.

j&iB'BER-lsH, n. Cant; prate; vile, low, or unmeaning
talk.

'

jGiB'BER-lsH, a. Canting; unintelligible; fustian. Florio.

|.&IB'BER-ISH, v. n. To prate idly or unintelligibly. Moun-
aaru.

'

t

GTB'BET, ( jib'bet) n. [gibet, Fr.] A gallows ;
the post on

which criminals are hanged or exposed : that part of a
crane which sustains the weight of goods ;

written
also jib.

GIB'BET, v. a.
[i. GIBBETED; pp. GIBBETING, GIBBETED.]

To hang or expose on a gibbet.

plB'BTER, (jib'ber) n. [gibier, Fr.] Game; wild fowl.

rfddison.

J&IB'BLE-GXB-BLE, n. Foolish talk; prate; nonsense;
fustain language.

J&IB'BQN,* n. (Zool.) A long-armed ape ; hylobate. P.

Cyc.
GTB-B66M',* n. (JVau.) The timber on which the gib-sail

is extended. Booth.

jGlB-BdsE',* a. Humped; protuberant; gibbous. Brande.

jGJB-B6s'l-TY, n. Convexity ; protuberance. Gregory.
.j&iB'BOys, (fib'bus) a. [gibbus, L.] Convex

; protuberant ;

swelling into protuberances; rounded unequally.

(Astron.) Applied to the appearance of the moon when
more than half full.

,GIB'BOVS-NESS, n. Convexity ; prominence. Bentley.

J&IBB'!TE,* n. (Min.)
A phosphate of altimine; a whitish

mineral found in Richmond, Mass. P. Cyc.
. A cat that has caterwauled

;
a he cat.

GlBE, (jib) v. 7i. [gaber, old Fr.] [i.
GIBED , pp. GIBING,

GIBED.] To use expressions of mockery or contempt ;
to

jsneer.
GIBE, v. a. To flout ; to scoff; to ridicule

;
to taunt.

(jlBE, n. Sneer; scoff; expression of scorn; taunt.

^jriB'EL-LlNE, n. See GHIBELLINE.

GIB'ER, n. One who gibes ;
a sneerer ; a taunter.

GlB'iNG-LY, ad. Scornfully ; contemptuously. Shak.

GIB'LET,* a. Made of small parts or giblets; as, "a giblet

pie."' Ash.

GiB'LETS, n. pi. [gibier, Fr., game.] The parts of a goose,

or other fowl, including generally some of the viscera,

which are taken from it before it is roasted.

GiB'STiFF, (jlb'stAforglb'atAf) [jib'staf, K. Wb. Tuckey ;

gib'staf, Sm.] 7i. A long staff to gauge water, or to shove

I, S, I, 6,\p, Y, long; X, fi, t, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, I, <?, y, y, obscure,- FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; HEIR,
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forth a vessel ;
a weapon used formerly to fight beasts

upon the stage.
filD.* n. A disease in sheep ; hydatid. London.

J&ID'DI-LY, ad. In a giddy manner; unsteadily; care-

lessly.

rJm'ii-Ngs, n. The state of being giddy; inconstancy;
flightiness ; lightness ; levity.

jGiD'DY, (gid'de) a. Vertiginous; having a whirling sen-

sation
; rotatory ; whirling. Pope. Inconstant

;
muta-

ble
; unsteady ; changeful ;

heedless
; thoughtless ;

wild ;

tottering ;
unfixed

;
intoxicated ; elated.

fjGlD'uY, (gid'de) v. n. To turn quick. Chapman.
J&KD'DY, v.^a. To make giddy or unsteady. Farindon.

J&ID'DY-BRAINEI), (-brand) a. Careless; thoughtless.

JSID'DY-HEAD, n. One without reflection. Burton.

J&ID'DY-HEAD-ED, a. Thoughtless ; unsteady ; giddy.

jGfD'DY-PACED, (-past) a. Moving without regularity.
Shak.'

f,GiE,(|i) v. a. [guicr, old Fr.] To direct; to guide.
Chaucer.

GiER'EA-GLE, [jer'S-gl, J. W F. Sm.: |er'S-gl, S. K.} n.

A large sort of eagle, mentioned Lev. xi. 18.

GIER'FAL-CON, (jer'fiw-kn) re. See GERFALCON.

;&IE'SECK-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in Iceland, in

brownish hexagonal prisms. Brande.

fjGiF, conj. [gif, Saxon, if.] If. Percy's Rel.

GiF'FY,*7i. An instant. Forby. See JIFFY.

J&1FT, n. A thing given ;
act of giving ; offering ;

a present ;

a benefaction
;
a gratuity ;

a donation ;
a talent given by

nature; an endowment; power; faculty. See GIFTS.

,GlFT, v. a. To endow with any faculty or power. Bp.

,
a. Given ; endowed with any faculty. Dryden.

ss, n. The state of being gifted. Echard.

J&IFT'-ROPE,* n. (Naut.) A rope fastened to a boat for

towing it at the stern of a ship. Crabb.

GIFTS,* n. pi. The white spots frequently seen on the

finger nails. Moor. [Local, Eng.]
J&I&, (gig) n. Any thing that is whirled round in play.

[gigia, Icelandic.] A dart or harpoon ; a fizgig; a ship's

wherry: a light chaise or vehicle, with two wheels,
drawn by one horse. [fA fiddle, (jig).]

IG, (jig) v. a. [gigno, L.] To engender. Dryden.
-GAN-TE'AN, a. Like a giant ; gigantic. More.

-GlN'Tic, a. [gigantes, L.] Suitable to or resembling a

giant ; big ; huge ; enormous.

GI-GiN'Ti-CAL, a. Big; bulky; gigantic. Burton. [R.]
GI-GXN'TI-CAL-LY,* ad. In a gigantic manner. Cudworth.

yri-GAN'TJc-NESS,'* n. duality of being gigantic. Ash.

tGi-GAN'TlNE, a. Gigantic. Bullokar.

<JrI-GAN'TO-LiTE,* n. (Min.~) A crystallized mineral.
Dana.

GI-GAN-TOL'Q-GY,* 71. A treatise on giants. Smart.

^ri-GAN-TOM'A-^Hy,* n. A war of giants. Ash. [R.]
jSlG'GLE, (gig'gl) n. A tittering, puerile laugh; a titter.

Barrow.

j&lG'GLE, v. n. [i. GIGGLED; pp. GIGGLING, GIGGLED.] To
laugh with short, half-suppressed catches; to titter.

Garrick.

;EtfG'GLER, 7t. One that giggles ; a titterer.

fXriG'LOT, n. A wanton
;
a lascivious girl. Shak.

fjGfG'LQT, a. Inconstant
; giddy ; light ; wanton. Shak.

.GIG '-MILL,* 7i. A mill for fulling woollen cloth. Crabb.

GIG'QT, n. [Fr.] The branch of a bridle; the hip joint; a
slice. Chapman.

jElL/BER-TlNE,* n. One of a religious order, named from
Gilbert, lord of Sempringham, in England.

J&TL'BER-TINE,* a. Belonging to the order of the Gilber-
tines.

,6H[L'BERT-iTE,*7i. (Min.~) A laminated whitish mineral.
Dana.

iLD, (ild) v. a. [i.
GILT or GILDED

; pp. GI

or GILDED.] To overlay with thin gold ;
to
GILDING, GILT
to cover with

any yellow matter
;
to adorn with lustre

;
to brighten ;

to illuminate.

jGTLD, ?i. See GUILD.

jGiLD'ALE,* 7i. A drinking bout in which every one pays
an equal share. Scott.

jGlLD'ER, n. One who gilds. A Dutch coin; a guilder.
See GUILDER.

jGiLD'iNG, 7i. The act of laying on gold; gold laid on
any surface.

GiL'-HooT-ER,* 7i. A name applied to the screech-owl.
Booth.

jEYLL, (11) n. \_agatta, Span. ; gula, L.] pi. J&!LL. One
of the apertures for breathing at each side of a fish's

head
; something that resembles it, as a flap below the

beak of a fowl, or a man's double chin
;
a part of the

body abounding in blood-vessels: a fissure in a hill
;

a ravine
;
a gully.

GILL, (jil) n. A measure; the fourth part of a pint:
ground ivy; malt liquor medicated with ground ivy.
In ludicrous language, a woman; a wanton: from

Gillian, the old way of writing Julian and Juliana.

} GIF

GIL'LET,* . A woman, in ludicrous style. Johnson.

GILL'-FL'IRT,* n. A pert or wanton girl. Guardian.

GiLL'-HousE, n. A house where gill is sold. Pope. [R.]
ILL'IAN, (jil'yan) n. [The old way of writing Julian or

Juliana.] A wanton. Beaum.
<$' Fl.

GIL'LIE,* or GiL'LY,* n. A Highland serf; a male ser-

vant; a menial. Sir W. Scott. A giddy young woman.
Jamicson.

.GlLL'-LTu,* n. The covering of the gills. Smart.

XSiLL'-q'PEN-iNG,* ?i. The aperture of a fish, by which
water is admitted into the gills. Smart.

GILL'-RAV'A-GER,* n. A wencher. Sir W. Scott.

I'L/LY-FLOW-ER, (jil'le-fiou-er) n. [corrupted from July
flower.] A plant and flower of several varieties; a spe-
cies of dianthus.

jGiLSE, 71. A young salmon. [North of England.]
f-GiLT, n. Gold laid on the surface of any thing. Shak.

J&iLT, i. &. p. from Gild. See GILD.

J&ILT'HEAD, (gllt'hed) n. A sea fish
;
a bird. Hakewill.

J&ILT'-TAIL, n. A worm having a yellow tail.

fGlM, (jim) a. Neat
; spruce ;

well dressed
;
an old word :

hence the modern cant word jemmy. See JEMMY.
GIM'BAL, n. ; pi. GIM'BAL. (JVaut.*) Brass rings by
which a sea-compass is suspended in its box.

Gri'M'BQL, n. Same as gimbal. See GIMBAL.

IM'CRACK, n. A trivial mechanism or device
;
a toy ; a

trifle. Prior.

.GiM'LET, n. A small borer with a screw at its point :

often written and pronounced gimblet.

J&IM'LET,* v. a. (JVawt.) To turn round, as an anchor by
its stock. Mar. Diet.

jGlM'LET-lNG,* n. The act of turning the anchor round
by its stock, like a gimlet. Brande.

fGlM'MAL, n. Some quaint device or piece of machinery
SJiak.

fGiM'MAL, a. Noting rings with two or more links
;
linked

together, as rings. Shak.

fGiM'MER, n. Movement; machinery. More.

XriMP, a. Nice
; spruce ;

trim. Brockett. [Provincial,
Eng.]

jGlMP, n. A silk twist interlaced with brass or other wire
; a

lace or edging made of silk cord.

J&IMP,* v. a. To jag; to indent
;
to denticulate. Maunder.

GIN, (jin) n. (contracted from geneva.) A distilled spirit,
flavored by juniper. [engine, Fr.]

A trap or snare.

(Mechanics') A machine for raising great weights,
driving piles, &c. : a machine for clearing cotton. See
COTTON-GIN.

GIN, v. a. [i. GINNED ; pp. GINNING, GINNED.] To catch in
a trap. Beaum. fy Fl. To clear cotton, or to separate the
filaments from the seeds. Ure.

N, v. n. To begin. Widiffe.

, (gin) conj. If. Grose. [North of England.]
,

7i. [An old word for gang.] A company. B. Jon-
son.

GiN'GER, (jin'jer) n. An East Indian and West Indian

plant; more commonly the root, well known for its

hot, spicy_quality.

GIN'GER-BEER,* n. Beer having an infusion of ginger.
W. Ency.

GfN'GER-BREAD, n. A sweet cake seasoned with ginger.

fiN'G'ER-LY,

ad. Cautiously ; nicely. Shak.

IN'^ER-NESS, n. Niceness
;
tenderness. Bailey.

N'GER-WINE,* n. Wine impregnated with ginger. Ash.

NG'HAM,* (gmg'^m) n. A thin cotton stuff made to imi-

tate lawn. Ure.

GlN'Gl-VAL, a. [gingiva, L.] Belonging to the gums.
Holder.

'

GIN'GLE, (jTn'gl) v. n. \klincken, Teut.] [i. GINGLED
; pp.

GINGLING, GINGLED.] To clink repeatedly or with vibra-

tions ;
to utter a sharp, clattering noise: written both

ginglc and jingle. See JINGLE.

GIN'GLE, v. a. To shake so as to make clinking sounds.

ytfN'GLE, ?i. A shrill, resounding noise ; an affected con-
sonance of words in speech or style. See JINGLE.

GIN'GLER,* n. He or that which gingles. B. Jonson.

GIN'GLING,* n. The act of making a gingle. Ash.

||,GfN'GLY-MOlD, [5in'gle-mbid, & W. Ja. K. Sm. R.] a.

[yt-yyXvuos and t1?>o$.] Resembling a ginglymus.
||J&IN'GLY-MUS, n. [yi; yAv/n<5?.] pi. J&IN'GLY-MI. (Anat.~) A

species of articulation, which admits of motion in only
two directions, like a hinge, as the knee joint.

GiN'-HoRSE,* 7i. An engine-horse ; a mill-horse. Booth.

GKN'NET, n. A nag ;
a mule ; a genet. See GENET.

^riN'SENG, (jln'seiig) 7(. [Chinese.] A root (of the panax
quinquefolium) of a bitter-sweet flavor, found in America
and in the north of Asia, and highly valued in China
as a panacea. It is exported in large quantities from the

United States to China.

GlN'-Snop,* 7i. A place where gin is sold ;
a dram-shop.

Johnson.

Gi'p, (jip) 7?. . To eviscerate, as herrings. Bailey.

fp,* n. A gypsy ;
a sly servant. Sir W. Scott.

,
n. See JUPPON.
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GTp'sy, (jip'se) n. A vagabond j
a vagrant. See GYPSY.

Grip's Y, a. See GYPSY.

(rip'sY-woRT,*(-wurt) n. An herbaceous, perennial plant;
water-hoarhound. Farm. Ency.

GI-RAFFE',* n. [xariffa, Arab.; girafe, Fr.] (Zool.) The
tallest of quadrupeds, and the largest of ruminants, an
African animal, called also the camelopard. Brands.

GIR'AN-DOLE, [je'ran-dol, P. Ja. ; jlr'an-dol, E. Wb. ;

zhe'ran-dol, Sm,] n. [Fr.] A large kind of branched can-
dlestick ; a chandelier.

GIR'A-SOLE, [jlr'a-sol, W. Sm. Wb. ; jl'ra-sol, S. F. ; je'ra-
sol, P.] n. [girasol, Fr.] (Bat.) The turnsole. (Mm.) The
milk-while or bluish opal.

J&IRD, v. a. [i. GIRT or GIRDED
; pp. GIRDING, GIRT or GIRD-

ED.] To bind round, as with a twig or cord
;
to fasten by

binding ;
to invest

;
to dress

;
to cover round ; to furnish

;

to enclose
; to encircle : to reproach ; to gibe.

J&'l'RD, v. n. To gibe ;
to sneer. Shak.

J&IRD, n. A twitch
;
a pang ;

a sneer
;
a gibe. Tlllotson.

.GiRD'ER, n. He or that which girds. (Arch.) The princi-
pal beam in a floor.

fjG'iRD'fNG, n. A covering. Isaiah iii.

J&IR'DLE, (-dl) n. A band or belt for the waist
;
a belt

;
en-

closure
; circumference : the zodiac.

.GlR/DLE, v. a.
[i. GIRDLED; pp. GIRDLING, GIRDLED.] To

bind, as with a girdle ;
to enclose

;
to shut in

;
to envi-

ron. SJwk. To make a circular incision round a tree so as
to kill it. London.

jGl'R'DLE-BELT, n. The belt that encircles the waist. Dry-
den.

J&IR'DLER, n. One who girdles or makes girdles.

J&lRE, n. [gyrus, L.] See GYRE.
PI-REL'LA,* n. [It.] A vane

;
a weathercock. Jodrett.

.&IRL, [gerl, S. W. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; g'arl, P. ; gerl, but in com-
mon discourse gal, Kenrick.~\ n. [karlinna, Ice].] A female
child

;
the correlative of boy ; a young woman. (Among

sportsmen) A roebuck of two years of age.

jGl'RL'HOOD, (-hud) n. The state of a girl. Miss Seward.

jGi'RL'iSH, a. Suiting a girl ; youthful. Carew.

JSIRL'ISH-LY, ad. In a girlish manner.

jGlRL'iSH-NESS,* n. The quality of being girlish. Booth.

J&'IRN, v. n. [A corruption of grin.} South. See GRIN.
jGlR'RQCK, n. A kind of fish. Diet.

j&YRT, i. &.p. from Gird. See GIRD.

;&IRT, v. a. [gyrta, Icel.] To gird ; to encompass ;
to encir-

cle. Thomson.

jSiRT, n. A band by which the saddle or a burden is fixed

upon a horse
;
a circular bandage ;

a girth.

jGYRTH, w. The circumference of a tree, an animal, &c.
;
a

band by which the saddle is fixed upon a horse
;
a girt.

Swift. A band round a printer's wheel: the compass
measured by the girdle. Jlddison.

XJiRTH, v. a. To bind with a girth ;
to girt. [R.]

jGlRT'-LiNE,* n. (JVoitf.) A rope to lift the rigging up to
the mast-head on first rigging a ship. Brande.

fGiE, (jlz) v. a. Igister, old Fr.] To pasture ;
to feed cat-

tle
;
to agist. Bailey.

fj&Is'LE, (glz'zl) n. A pledge. Gibson.

fsT,* (jist or jit) [jist, Sm, K. Wb. ; jit, Ja.] n. [Fr.] (Law)
The main point of a question or action

;
that on which it

lies or turns. Jameson.

fffTE,* (jet) 71. [Fr.] A place where one sleeps, lodges, or

reposes. EC. Rev.

J&ITH, n. Guinea pepper.
^IT'TERN, n. A sort of guitar ;

a cithern. Drayton.
jGlT'TERN, v. n. To play on the gittern. Milton.

jEJIVE, (giv) v. a. [i. GAVE ;pp. GIVING, GIVEN.] To bestow;
to confer without any price or reward

;
to deliver ; to im-

part; to yield ; to confer; to grant; to allow
;
to supply;

to enable
;
to pay ;

to utter
;
to show

;
to addict

;
to ap-

ply ;
to resign ; to conclude. To give away, to alienate

from one's self ; to make over to another. To give back,
to return; to restore. To give over, to leave; to quit ;

to cease
;
to conclude lost

;
to abandon. To give out, to

proclaim; to publish; to utter. To give up, to resign;
to quit ; to yield ;

to abandon
;
to deliver. To give way.

to yield ;
not to resist.

jGTVE, v. n. To relent
;
to melt or soften

;
to thaw ; to with-

draw one's self; to yield. To give back, to retire. To
give in, to go back

;
to give way. To give in to, to adopt ;

to embrace. To give over, to cease
;
to act no more.

To give out, to publish ;
to cease

; to fail
;
to yield. To

give up, to yield ;
to cease. To give way, to yield ;

to
make room.

jSrv'EN,* (giv'vn)p. from Give. Granted; allowed; con-
ferred; conceded; known; stated.

jSjV'ER, n. One who gives; donor; bestower.

Gf!vE, (jivz) n. pi. Fetters. See GYVES.

jGIv'lNG, n. The act of bestowing or yielding.
j&lz'ZARD, n. [gesier, Fr.j The strong musculous stomach

of_a fowl.

fGLA'BRE-ATE, v.a. [glabro, L.] To make plain or smooth.
Cockeram.

,
n. Smoothness

;
baldness. Bailey.

, a._Smooth, like baldness. Evelyn.
GLA'CI-AL, (gla'she-al) a. Relating to or consisting of ice

icy ;
frozen. The glacial theory, in geology, (of M. Agas-

siz,) supposes that many of the countries of Europe, &c.
were once enveloped in ice nearly to the tops of the high-
est mountains, and that the ice melted as the northern
hemisphere gradually became warmer.

GLA'ciAL-lST,*n. An adherent to the glacial theory. Penny
Mag.

tGLA'cj-ATE, (gla'she-at) v. n. [glades, L.] To turn into
ice.

fGLA-ci-A'TiQN, (gla-she-a'shun) n. The act of turning in-
to ice

;
ice formed. Browne.

GLAp'l-ER,* (glls'e-er) [glas'e-er, Sm. , glas'Cr, Ja. ; gl.n-

ser', K.; gla'ser, W b.; gla'se-er, R.] n. [Fr.] pi. GLACIERS.
A field or vast accumulation of ice and snow, found in
the valleys and slopes of lofty mountains. Lyell.

fGLA'cioys, (gla'shus) a. Icy; resembling ice. Browne.
GLACIS, (gla'sjs or gl'a-sos') [gla'sjs, P. J. E. Ja. R. Ken-

rick, Jlsh, Scott ; gla'sjs or gla-sez', W. F. ; gTJt'sjs or gld'-

sjs, JT.; gla-ses', Sm.]' n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A sloping bank of

earth, extending from the parapet of a counterscarp to tha
level country : a declivity ;

a slope. $5=
" Dr. Johnson,

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Dr. Ash, Dr. Ken-
rick, Mr. Barclay, and Bailey, place the accent on the first

syllable of this word
;
and only Mr. Nares and Entick on

the second. Mr.Sheridan and Mr.Scott give the a the sound
it has in glass. The great majority of suffrages for the ac-
cent on the first syllable, which is the more agreeable to
the analogy of our own language, is certainly sufficient

to keep a plain Englishman in countenance for pronounc-
ing the word in this manner; but, as it is a French word,
and a military term, a military man would blush not to

pronounce it d la Frangaise; and, notwithstanding the
numbers for the other manner, I cannot but think this

the most fashionable." Walker.

GLXo, a. Cheerful ; gay ; pleased ;
elevated with joy ;

ex-
hilarated

; delighted ; gratified.

GLAD, v. a. To make glad ;
to gladden. Chaucer. [R.]

fGLXo, v. n. To be glad ;
to rejoice. Massinger.

GLXo'DEN, (glad'dn) v. a.
[i. GLADDENED ; pp. GLADDENING,

GLADDENED.] To make glad ;
to please much ;

to delight;
to cheer

;
to exhilarate.

GLXD'DER, n. One who makes glad. Dryden. [R.]
GLADE, n. [hlad, Icel.] A clear, green space in a wood, or
an opening through it. Spenser.

GLA'DEN, ) n. [gladms, L.] An old name for sword-grass.
GLA'DER, \

Junius.

fGLXD'F0L, a. Full of joy And gladness. Spenser.

JGLXD'FOL-NESS, n. Joy ; gladness. Spenser.

GLXD'i-ATE,*a. (But.) Sword-shaped. P. Cyc.

GLAD'I-A-TQR, [glad'e-a-tur, K. Sm. R. ; glad-de-a'tur, W.
P.J.'F.Ja.; gla-dya'tur,'S. E.] n. [L.] A combatant in

the amphitheatre in ancient Rome; a swordplayer j a

prizefighter.

GLXD-I-A-TO'RI-AL, a. Relating to prizefighters. Bp. Par
tens.

GLAD-I-A-TO'RI-AN,* a. Gladiatorial. Stiaftesbury. [R.]

GLXD-J-A'TOR-SHIP,* n. The conduct or quality of a glad-
iator.' Brit'. Crit.

GLXD'I-A-TO-RY, a. Belonging to prizefighters. Bp. Rey-
nolds.

tGLXD'l-A-TURE,n. Fencing; swordplay. Gayton.
GLXD'j-dLE,*n. (Bot.) A bulbous plant. Lee.

GLXo'LY, ad. Joyfully; with gladness or joy.

GLXD'NESS, n. Cheerfulness ; joy ;
exultation.

fGLXo'sAD,* a. Uniting joy and sorrow. Drayton.
JGLAD'SHIP, n. State of gladness. Goiocr.

GLXD'SQME, a. Pleased
; gay; delighted ; glad.

GLXD'SOME-LY, ad. With gaycty and delight.

GLAD'SQME-NESS, n. Gayety; delight.

GLAIR, (glar) n. [glarea, L.] The white of an egg ; any
viscous, transparent matter; a mucous evacuation in

horses: a kind of halberd.

GLAiR, v. a. To smear with the white of an egg.

GLAlR'Y,* a. Like glair, or having its qualities. Smart.

GLAIVE, n. See GLAVE.
GLA'MA,* n. (Zool.)

A species of camel
;
llama. Linncrus.

GLANCE, n. [glantz, Ger.] A sudden shoot of light ; a

darting of the eye; a snatch of sight; a quick view; a

glimpse ;
a sudden look.

GLA"NCE, v. n. [i. GLANCED; pp. GLANCING, GLANCED.] To
shoot a sudden ray. Pope. To view with a quick cart of

the eye ;
to fly oft'" obliquely ;

to strike obliquely ;
to cen-

sure by oblique hints.

GLA'NCE, v. a. To shoot or dart suddenly or obliquely.
Skak.

GLA'N'CING, n. The act of one who glances. Milton.

GLiN'cJNG-LY, ad. In an oblique manner; transiently.

GLXND,'?(. (Jhidt.) An organ of the body, in which secre-

tion is carried on, and which consists of a congeries of

blood-vessels, nerves, and absorbents. Brande. (Mec.'i.)

A contrivance for engaging or disengaging machinery,
moved by belts or bands. Gricr.(Bot.) A duct in plant* ;

I, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; A, E, I, o, tt, Y, short ; A, E, I, o, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FlST, FALL; HEIR, HER
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an oval spot in the bark of a plant: the fruit of the oak
or hazel.

GLXN'DERED, (gliin'derd) a. Having the glanders. Berke-

GLAN'DERS, n. pi. [from gland.} A distemper of the glands
in horses, in which corrupt matter runs from the nose.

GLAN-DIF'ER-OUS, a. [glans and fero, L.] Bearing mast,
acorns, or glands.

GLXN'DI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a gland. Smart.

GLAN'DU-LAR, a. Pertaining to or like glinds.

GLXN'DULE, n. [glandula, L.] A small gland, as in plants.

Ray.
GLXN-DU-LOS'I-TY, n. Quality of being glandulous.
GLAN'Dy-LoC's, a. Pertaining to or having the nature of

glands; glandular.
GLARE, v. n. [jrlaren, D.] [i. GLARED ; pp. GLARING,
GLARED.] To shine with a dazzling light ; to be obtru-

sively conspicuous ;
to flare

;
to look with fierce, piercing

eyes.

GLARE, . a. To shoot out a dazzling light. Milton.

GLARE, n. A dazzling light or lustre; glitter; a piercing
look.

GLARE, n. See GLAIR.

GLAR'E-OUS, a. [glareosus, L.] Consisting of viscous,

transparent matter, like the white of an egg ; viscous.

GLAR'I-NESS,* n. A dazzling lustre. Boyle.

GLAR'ING, a. Notorious ; offensively conspicuous ; dazzling.

GLAR'ING-LY, ad. In a glaring manner; notoriously.

GLAR'ING-NESS,* 74. A dazzling light or brilliancy. Jar-
vis.

fGLAR'y,* a. Having a dazzling lustre
; glaring. Boyle.

GLAss, 'n. A transparent, impermeable, brittle substance,
formed by fusing sand with fixed alkalies

;
that which is

made of glass, as a vessel, a mirror, a lens, a cup ; a small
drin king-vessel : the quantity which a small glass

drinking-vessel contains.

GLXss, a. Made of glass ;
vitreous. Shale.

GLAss, v. a. [To see, as in a glass. Sidney.] To case in

glass ; to_cover with glass ;
to glaze. Boyle.

GLAss'BLOW-ER, n. One whose business it is to blow or

fashion glass.

GLAss'-CAsE,* n. A case or covering of glass. Goldsmith.

GLAss'-FACED *
(-fast) a. Having a face of or like glass.

Shak.

GLAss'rOL, TI. As much as a glass will hold.

GLAss'-FiJR-NACE, 7i. A furnace in which glass is made.

GLAss'-GAZ-iNG, a. Looking in a mirror
;
vain. S/iak.

GLAss'GRlND-ER, n. One who grinds glass.

GLAss'-HIvE,*' 7i. A beehive made of or covered with

glass. Dryden.
GLAss'HoOsE, 7i. A manufactory of glass.

GLAss'j-NESS, n. The quality of being glassy.

GLAss'LiKE, a. Clear; resembling glass. Dryden.
GLAss'-MAK-iNG,* n. The manufacture of glass. Butler.

GLAss'MAN, TJ. ; pi. GL-Ass'MEN. One who deals in glass.

GLAss'MET-AL, (-met'tl) n. Glass in fusion. Bacon.

GLAss'wORK, (-wiirk) 71. Manufacture of glass.

GLASS'WORKS,* (-wiirks) n. pi. A manufactory of glass.

Ure.

GLAss'WQRT, (-wiirt) re. A plant of several varieties.

GLAss'y, a. Made of glass ; partaking of glass ;
like glass ;

vitreous.

GLAS'TON-BUR-Y, (glas'sn-ber-e) a. An epithet applied to

a shrub or thorn, and to a medlar. Miller.

GLAU'BER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral which occurs mas-
sive, and also crystallized, in rock-salt. Brandt.

GLAU'BER'-SALT,* n. (CAem.) A native sulphate of soda,
a salt named from a German chemist. Kirwan.

GLAu-cfis'cENT,* a. Beginning to be glaucous or sea-

green. Brandt.

GLAU'CINE,* a. Greenish
;
bluish and hoary ; glaucescent.

London.

GLAU'CO-LITE,* n. (Mln.) A silicate of alumina and lime,
of a greenish-blue color. Brande.

GLAu-co'MA, n. [y\avKup.a.] (Med.) A disease of the eye,

supposed to arise from the dimness of the vitreous hu-

mor, and giving it a bluish-green color.

GLAU-CO'PJS,* n. (Ornith.) A genus of birds. P. Cyc.

GLAu'coys, a. [vAau<5y.] Sea-green j denoting a dull

green passing into blue. Pennant.

GLAU'CVS,* n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of mollusks. P. Cyc.

jGLAVE, n. [glaive, Fr.] A broadsword ;
a falchion. Spen-

ser.

tGLXv'ER, v. n. [glafr, Welsh.] To flatter; to wheedle.
South.

'

tGLAV'E_R-ER, n. A flatterer. Mirror for Mag.
GLAY'MORE, (gla'm5r) n. [claidhamh, Gael., and more.] A

large two-handed sword, formerly much used by the

Highlanders of Scotland. Johnson. Written also claymore.

fGLAY'MOVS,* a. Muddy ; clammy. Scott.

GLAZE, TJ. a. [To glass, only varied.] [i. GLAZED; pp.

GLAZING, GLAZED.] To furnish with glass or windows of

glass ; to cover or incrust with a vitreous substance
; to

make glassy or glossy.

GLAZE,* n. A polishing substance
;
a verifiable substance

;

glazing. Francis.

GLAZED,* (gtakd) p. a. Furnished or covered with glass.
tGLA'ZEN, (gla'zn) a. Resembling glass. WieUffs.
GLA'ZEN,* (-zn) TJ. a. To glaze. Scott. [R.]
GLA'ZIER, (-zher) n. One who glazes window-frames, &c.
GLAZ'ING,* n. Act of furnishing with glass; act of pol-

ishing; a vitreous substance on potters' ware
; enamel;

the act of furnishing or covering with glass, as houses.
Ure.

GLEAD, n. See GLEDE.
GLEAM, w. The commencement of light ; a sudden shoot
of light ;

lustre
; brightness.

GLEAM, v. n.
[i. GLEAMED; pp. GLEAMING, GLEAMED.] To

begin to shine, or to emit lustre; to glimmer; to shine

wjth sudden coruscation.

GLEAM'ING, n. A sudden shoot of light; a ray ; a gleam.
GLEAM'Y, a. Flashing ; darting gleams or rays. Pope.
GLEAN, v. a. [glaner, Fr.] [t. GLEANED

; pp. GLEANING,
GLEANED.] To gather what the reapers of the harvest
leave behind

;
to gather any thing thinly scattered.

GLEAN,* v. n. To gather what is left by reapers. Smart.

GLEAN, n. The act of gleaning ; any thing gleaned. Dry-
den.

GLEAN'ER, n. One who gleans.
GLEAN'ING, n. The act of gleaning, or thing gleaned.
OLK'VJK AD-D!C'

'

TI* [L.] (Law)
" Annexed to the

glebe
" or soil, and sold with it, as slaves. Hamilton.

GLEBE, TI. [gleba, L.] Turf; soil
; ground : land, especial-

ly land belonging to a church, or possessed as part of an
ecclesiastical benefice.

GLEBE'LESS,* a. Having no glebe. Oent. Mag.
fGLE'BOUS, a. Turfy. Bailey.

GLE'BV, a. Relating to soil or glebe ; turfy. Prior.

GLE_p,*n. A bird
;
the kite : so called in Scotland. Booth.

fGLEDE, n. A kind of hawk; gled. Dcut.

GLEE, n. Joy; merriment; gayety. Spenser. (Mas.) A
composition_for voices in three or more parts ;

a song.
GLEE, OT-GLY, TJ. n. [fluyeren, Teut.J To squint. Ray.

[O_bsolete or provincial.]
fGLEED, n. A hot, glowing coal. Chaucer.

GLEE'FUL, a. Gay; merry; cheerful. Shak.

fGLEEK, n. Music
;
a joke : a game at cards. Shak.

fGLEEK, v. n. To sneer
;
to gibe ; to play the fool. Shak.

GLEEK'ING,* n. Convivial merriment
; sport. Milton.

GLEE'MAN, n. ; pi. GLEE'MEN. An itinerant minstrel
;
a

musician. Fabyan.
jGLEEN, TJ. ?^ To shine with heat or polish. Prior.

}GLEE'SQME, (gle'sum) a. Merry; joyous. W. Browne.

GLEET, n. [glut, gldeta, Icel.] (Med.) The flux or a thin
humor from the urethra; a thin ichor running from a
sore.

GLEET, v. n. To flow, as from a gleet; to run slowly
Cheyne.

GLEET'V, a. Ichory ; thinly sanious. Wiseman.

GLEN, n. [gleann, Gael.] A narrow valley ;
a dale; a de-

pression between two hills. Spenser.

GLE'NE, n. [yXfivr,.] (Anat.) The socket of the eye; the

pupil of the eye ; a socket or cavity.

GLE'NOID,* . (jlnat.) The name of a bone or part having
a superficial or shallow cavity, as the socket of the shoul-

der-joint. Scndamore.

GLEW, (glu) n. [gluten, L.] A viscous cement. Sec GLUE
GLEW'ER, n. Haloct. See GLUER.
GLEW'I-NKSS, 7t. Sherwood. See GLUEYNESS.

GLEW'Y, a. Viscous. Hakewill. See GLUEY.
GL]'A-DINE,* n. (Chem.) The gluten of wheat and other

vegetables. Francis.

GLIB, a. [Act"?.] Smooth ; slippery ; voluble. Shak.

GL!B, 71. A curled bush of hair hanging over the eyes. Spen-
ser.

GL!B, TJ. a. To castrate ; to make smooth or glib. Shak.

fGLlB'BER-y,* a. Smooth-faced. Marston.

GLlB'LY, ad. In a glib manner; smoothly ; volubly.
GLIB'NESS, n. Smoothness

; slipperiness. Chapman.
fGLiCKES,* n. pi. Ogling or leering looks. B.'jonson.

GLIDE, v. n. [glidan, Sux.] [i. GLIDED; pp. GLIDING, GLID-

ED.] To flow gently and silently; to move swiftly and
smoothly ; to slip ;

to slide.

GLIDE, n. Lapse ;
act of moving smoothly. Shak.

GLID'ER, n. He or that wliich glides ; a snare.

GLIFF, . [glia, Icel.] A transient view
;
a glimpse. Brock"

ett. [North of Eng.]
tGLiKE, n. A sneer; a scoff; same as <rlcck.

GLIM'MER, TJ. n. [glimmer, Dan.] [i. GLIMMERED ; pp. GLIM-

MERING, GLIMMERED.] To sliintt faintly ;
to appear faintly ;

to gleam.
GLIM'MER, n. An unsteady gleam of light ,

faint splendor;
weak light. (Min.) Muscovy glass; a micaceous earth.

GLlM'MER-iNG, n. Faint light, sight, or shining.

GLIM'MER-ING,* p. a. Shining faintly ; gleaming.
GLIMPSE, 74. A weak, faint light ; a quick, flashing light ;

a transient view, sight, or lustre
;
a slight view.

GL'/MPSE, TJ. n. To appear by glimpses. Drayton.
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GLlST,*7i. (Min.} An argillaceous earth: mica: glimmer.
Crabb.

GLls'TEN, (glis'sn) v. n. [gleissen, Germ.] [i.
GLISTENED

;

J
GLISTENING, GLISTENED.] To shine

;
to sparkle with

it
;
to glitter. Hammond.

'TER, 77. n. [glinsteren, Teut.] To glisten ;
to glitter ;

to shine. Spenser.

GLls'TER, n. Lustre; glitter. Greene.

GLls'TER, n. (Med.) Properly clyster. See CLYSTER.
GLYs'TER-lNG-LY, ad. Brightly ; splendidly. Sherwood.

GLlT, n. See GLEET.
GLtT'TER, v. n. [glitta, Icel.

; glitra, Swed.] [i.
GLIT-

TERED
; pp. GLITTERING, GLITTERED.] To Shine

J
tO CX-

hibit lustre
;
to sparkle ; to glare ;

to be specious ;
to be

striking; to glisten.

GLlT'TER, n. Brilliancy ; specious lustre
; bright show.

fGLYT'TER-AND, a. Shining ; sparkling. Chaucer.

GLlT'TER-iNG, n. Act of shining ;
lustre ; gleam.

GLlT'TER-lNG,* a. Shining ; having lustre. Watts.

GLlT'TER-iNG-LY, ad. Radiantly; with shining lustre.

fGLOAM, v. n. [glum, Germ.] To be gloomy or glum; to

gloom. Ourton's Needle.

GLOAR, v. n. [crloeren, D.] To squint; to stare. Skinner.

[Local, Eng.l
GLOAT, v. n. fglutta, Swed.] [i. GLOATED ; pp. GLOATING,

GLOATED.] To stare with admiration or desire
;
to gaze.

GLO'BARD, n. A glowworm. [R.]

GLd'BJL-TED, a. Formed in shape of a globe ; globular.

GLOBE, n. [globus, L.] A sphere ;
a ball

;
a round body ; a

body of which every part of the surface is at the same
distance from the centre ; the terraqueous ball

;
the earth

or world. An artificial globe, a globe made of metal, plas-

ter, paper, <fcc., on the surface of which a map of the earth,
or of the celestial constellations, is delineated, with the

principal circles of the sphere. In the former case, it is

called the terrestrial, in the latter, the celestial, globe.

fGLOBE, v. a. To conglobate. Milton.

GLOBE'-AM'A-RXNTH, n. A species of amaranth : a flower.
Miller.

GLOBE'-DAI'SY, n. A flower; a kfnd of daisy.
GLOBE'-FISH, n. A kind of orbicular fish.

GLOBE'UKE,* a. Resembling a globe ; globular. Drayton.
GLOBE'-RA-NON'CV-LUS, Ti. A plant and flower. Miller.

GLOBE'-THis'TLE, n. A species of thistle
; echinops. Mil-

ler.

GLQ-BOSE', a. [globosus, L.] Spherical ; globular. Milton.
GLO-B6s'l-TY

,
TI. Sphericity ; sphericalness. Ray.

"> glo'

. . sing
round

; spherical.

GLO'BOUS, a. Spherical ; globular. Gregory.
GLSB'U-LAR, a. Being in the form of a globe or sphere;

GLSB-U-LA'RI-A. n. [L.I (Dot.} A genus of plants. Miller.

GLSB'V-LAR-NESS,* n. The quality of being globular. Ash.

GL5B'VLE,7i. A little globe : a small, round particle ; par-
ticularly applied to the red particles of the blood.

GL6B'u-LET,* TI. A globule; a globular particle. Crabb.

GLOB'U-LINE,* n. A green globule lying among the cells

of cellular tissue
;
a vesicular granule. Kieser.

GL6B'U-LOUS, a. Round ; globular. Boyle.

GL6B'y-Lorjs-NESS,* n. Quality of being globulous. Boyle.
jGLO'BY, a. Orbicular ; round. Sherwood.

GLOJEH'I-DATE,* a. (Bot.) Covered with hairs which are

rigid and hooked at their points. P. Cyc.

fGLOBE. The old preterit of Glide. Chaucer. See GLIDE.

GLOME,* 7?. (Bot.) A roundish head of flowers. Smart.

GLOM'ER-ATE, v. a. [g-lomero, L.] To gather into a ball or

sphere ; to conglomerate. Sir T. Herbert.

GLOM'ER-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Formed into a ball or round head.
London.

GLOM-ER-A'TION, n. Act of forming into a ball; a body
formed into a ball

; conglomeration. Bacon.

fGLOM'ER-ous, a. Gathered into a ball or sphere.
GLOOM, 71. [glum, Germ.] Imperfect darkness

; dismalness ;

obscurity ;
defect of light; heaviness of rnind

; sadness;
melancholy ; dejection.

GLOOM, v. n. To be cloudy, dark, or melancholy ;
to be sul-

len ;
to look darkly or dismally. Goldsmith.

GLOOM, v. a. To fill with gloom or darkness. Young.
GL66M'-E3V-AM'oKED,*(-urd) a. Delighted with darkness.

Johnson.

GLOOM'I-LY, ad. In a gloomy manner; dismally.
GLOOM'J-NESS, TI. Obscurity; dismalness; melancholy.
GLOOM'Y, a. Obscure ; almost dark ; dismal ;

dark of com-
plexion ;

sullen
; melancholy ; cloudy of look

; heavy of
heart

;
sad ; dejected.

GLORE, a. [hlyre, Icel.] Fat; plentiful. Pegge. [Lanca-
shire, Eng.]

GLO'RI-A PA'TRI,* [L.] Ascription of glory to God the
Father.

'

Ash.

GLO-RI-A'TIQN, n. [gloriatio, L.] Boast
; triumph. Bp.

Richardson.

JGLO'RIED, glo'rid) a. Illustrious
;
honorable. Milton.

GL5-Ri-Fi-CA'TiQN, n. The act of glorifying; elevation in

glory. Taylor.

GLO'RI-FY, v. a. [glorifico,li.] [i. GLORIFIED;^. GLORIFY-

ING, GLORIFIED.] To make glorious; to exalt to glory in

heaven
; to pay honor or praise in worship ;

to praise ;
to

honor
;_
to extol.

GLO-RJ-O'SA,* n. (Bot.~) A genus of plants, so named from
the splendid appearance of its flowers., indigenous in In-
dia. P. Cyc.

GLO'RI-Ous, a. [gloriosus, L.] Noble
;
illustrious

;
excel-

lent
; renowned; worthy of great honor ; having divine

attributes, [f Boastful
; proud. Bacon.]

GLO'Rl-oDs-LY, ad. In a glorious manner; nobly; splen-
didly.

GLO'RI-OUS-NESS, TI. The state or quality of being glorious.
GLO'RY, n. [gloria, L.] Praise paid in adoration

; splen-
dor; honor; praise; renown; fame; magnificence; lus-

tre; exaltation; happiness; the felicity of heaven.

(Painting) A circle of rays surrounding the heads of

saints, &,c., and especially of our Savior.

GLO'RY, -o. 7?. [?. GLORIED; pp. GLORYING, GLORIED.] To
exult

;
to vaunt

;
to boast

;
to be proud of. Sidney.

GLOSE, (gl5z) -B. TI. See GLOZE.
GLOS'ER, n. See GLOSSER. Bp. of Chichester.

GLOSS,?I. [j, Awcya.] A scholium; a comment; exposition.
An interpretation artfully specious ;

a specious represen-
tation. Superficial lustre; a smooth, shining surface.

GLOSS, v. n.
[i.

GLOSSED ;pp. GLOSSING, GLOSSED.] To com-
ment

;
to make sly remarks. Prior.,

GLOSS, v. a. To explain by comment: to palliate by spe-
cious representation : to embellish with superficial lus-

tre
;
to varnish

;
to color; to hide.

GLOS-SA'RI-AL, a. Relating to a glossary.

GLOS'SA-RIST, n. One who writes a gloss or a glossary.

GLOS'SA-RY, n. [glossarium, L.] A dictionary of difficult

words or phrases in any language or writer; a dictionary
or vocabulary of obscure or antiquated words.

JGLOS-SA'TOR, n. A writer of glosses; a commentator;
glossarist. Bp. Barlow.

GLOSS'ER, n. A scholiast; a commentator: a polisher.

GLOSS'I-NESS, n. State of being glossy ;
smooth polish ;

su-

perficial lustre.

JGLOSS'IST, n. A writer of glosses; glossarist. Milton.

GLOS'SQ-CELE,* n. (Med.) An extrusion of the tongue.
Crabb.

GLQS-SOG'RA-PHER, n. A scholiast; a commentator.

GLOS-SO-GRXPH'I-CAL,* a. Belonging to glossography.
Scott!

GLPS-SOG'RA-PHY, n. [yXwo-o-a and ypa0w.] The writing
of glossaries, glosses, or commentaries. (Anal.} A de-

scription of the tongue.
GLOS-SP-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to glossology. EC. Rev.

GLps-s6L'p-GY,*' n. The study of languages. Park.

GL6s'sy, a. Shining ; smoothly polished ; specious.

GLdT'TAL,* a. Relating to the glottis. Ch. Ob.

GLOT'TA-LITE,* n. (Min.) A whitish vitreous mineral.

Dana.
'

GLOT'TJS, n. [yAwrrff.] (Anal.) The superior opening of
the larynx or windpipe.

GLOUR, v. n. See GLOAR.

GLOUT, v. TI. To pout ;
to look sullen. Milton. [R.]

fGLouT, v. a. To gaze ;
to view attentively ;

to gloat.

GL6VE, (glfiv) 7t. A covering for the hand.

GLOVE, (gluv) v. a. To cover as with a glove. Shak.

GLOV'ER, (gluv'er) n. One who makes or sells gloves.

GL6v'ER-ESS,* n. A woman who makes gloves. Ash.

GL6v'ER'-STiTCH,* TI. (Med.) A method of sewing up a

wound. Scoff.

GLOW, (glo) v. n.
[i.

GLOWED ; pp. GLOWING, GLOWED.] To
shine with intense heat ;

to exhibit incandescence ; to

burn
;
to feel heat; to feel passion of mind or activity of

fancy ;
to be animated.

fGLOW, (glo) v. a. To make hot so as to shine. Shak.

GLOW, (glo) 71. Shining heat; warmth; passion; bright-

GLOW'ER,TJ. 71. To stare. Brockett. [Provincial.] See GLOAR.

GLOW'ING,* a. Shining with heat
;
vivid ;

warm ; bright.

GLOW'ING-LY, ad. In a glowing manner; brightly.

GLOW'WORM, (glo'wiirin) n. An insect, or grub, remarka-

ble for the light which it emits during the night.

GLOZE, v. n. [i.
GLOZED

; pp. GLOZING, GLOZED.] To flat-

ter
;
to wheedle ;

to gloss. To gloze over, to palliate by

specious exposition ;
to gloss over.

GLOZE, n. Flattery ;
insinuation. Shak. [Gloss. Sidney.]

GLOZ'ER, n. One who glozes ;
a flatterer.

GLOZ'ING, n. The act of one who glozes.

GLV-CI'NA,* or GLU'CINE,* n. (CAem.) A white earth or

powder found in the beryl and emerald. P. Cyc.

GLV-ciN'i-Oivi,*7i. (Min.) The metallic base of the earth

glucina. Brandc.

GLV-CI'NUM,* or GLY"CI-UM,* (gllsh'e-um) i. Same as

glucinium. Francis.

GLUE, (glu) n. [rrlu, Fr.] A cement commonly made by

boiling some animal substance to a jelly; a viscous sub-

stance.

GLUE, (glu) v. a. [i.
GLUED ; pp. GLUING, GLUED.] lo join

with glue ;
to cement ;

to join ;
to unite.

A, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, tf, Y, short; A, E, J, Q, V> Y, obscure. -FARE, FAR, FiST, FALL ; HEIR, HERJ
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GLUE'-BoiL-ER, n. One whose trade it is to make glue.

GLU'ER, n. One who cements with glue.

GLU'EY, a. Partaking of glue ; viscous.

GLU'EY-NESS, n. The quality of being gluey. Blount.

GLU'ISH, a. Like glue; gluey. Sherwood.

GLIJM, a. Sullen
; gloomy ;

dull. Guardian.

fGLUM, v. n. To look sour; to be sullen. Chaucer.

JGLUM, 7i. Sullenness of aspect; a frown. Skelton.

GLV-MA'CEOUS,* (glu-ma'shus) a. (Bot.) Relating to or

having a glume. P. Cyc.

GLUME,* (glum) n. (Bat.) One of the bracts of grasses;
the calyx and corolla of corn and grasses ;

the husk or
chaff of grain. P. Cyc.

fGLjJM'MY, a. Dark
; dismal for want of light. Knight.

GLU'MOUS,* a. Having a glume, or like a glume. Smart.

GLUT, v. a. [engloutir, Fr.] [i. GLUTTED; pp. GLUTTING,
GLUTTED.] To swallow

; to devour
;
to cloy ;

to fill be-

yond sufficiency ;
to feast to satiety ;

to overfill ; to

tiate.

GLUT, re. That which is gorged ; pfenty even to loathing;
more than enough : any thing that fills up a passage :

ajarge wooden wedge.
GLU'TE-AL,* a. Pertaining to the buttocks. Smart.

GLU'TEN,* n. A viscid, elastic substance, found in wheat
and other grains. It is obtained by washing wheat flour,

wrapped in a coarse cloth, placed 'under a stream of wa-
ter, so as to carry off the starch and soluble matters.
Brande.

fGLu'Ti-NATE, v. a, [glutino, L.] To join with glue ;
to

glue. Bailey.

GLU-TI-NA'TIQN, n. The act of joining with glue. Bai-

ley. [R.]

fGLu'Ti-NA-TiVE, a. Tenacious ; glutinous.

fGLti-Ti-Nos'i-TY, 71. Glutinousness. Cotgrave.
GLU'TI-NOUS, a. Partaking of gluten or glue; gluey; vis-

cous.

GLU'TI-NOUS-NESS, n. The quality of being glutinous.
GLUT'TON, (glut'tii) n. [gluto, L.] One who eats to ex-

cess
;
a voracious eater

;
one who takes any thing to ex-

cess. (Zool.) A carnivorous animal, noted for voracity.

fGLDT'TON, (glfit'tn) v. a. To glut ; to overfill. Lovelace.

GLUT'TON-ISH,* (gliit'tn-ish) a. Gluttonous. Sidney.

GLUT'TON-IZE, (glut'tn-Iz) v n. To eat to excess. Hatty-
well. [R.]

GLUT'TON-LIKE,* a. Resembling a glutton ; greedy. Con-

greve.

||GLUT'TON-Ous, (glut'tn-us) [glut'tn-us, S. P. K. Sm.; glut'-

un-us, W. Ja.] a. Given to excessive feeding ; voracious.

||GLUT'TON-OOS-LY, ad. With the voracity of a glutton.

||GLUT'TON-Y, (glut'tn-e) [glut'tn-e, S. P. J. K. Sm. , glut'-

un-e, W. Ja.] n. [gloutonnerie, Fr.] Excess of eating;
voracity ; a habit of gormandizing.

GLU'Y, a. See GLUEY. Harvey.
GLYC'E-RINE,* n. (Chem.) A sweet substance, extracted
from fatty substances. Ure.

GL\r

-cR'l-ZiNE,* n. Same as glycyrrhixine. Francis.

GLY-c6'Ni-AN, a. Same as glyconic. Crabb. See GLYCONIC.
GLY-CON'IC, a. [glyconium~,Li.] Applied to a verse formed

of a spondee, achoriambus, and a pyrrhic. Johnson.

GLYC-YR-RHI'ZA,* (glls-e-ri'za) n. (Bot.) A genus of exoge-
nous, herbaceous, pea-flowered plants ; liquorice. P. Cyc.

GLY-C YR'RIII-ZINE,* n. A saccharine matter from liquorice.
Brande.

tGLYN, (glin) 7i. [Ir.] A hollow. Spenser. See GLEN.
GLYPH, (gllf ) n. [yXv^fi.] (Arch.) A vertically sunken
channel

;
a channel in a Doric frieze ; a cavity.

JGLYPH'IC, (glif'jk) 71. A picture or figure by which a word
was implied; usually hieroglyphic.

GLYPH'Q-GRAPH,* n. An engraved drawing, rfthenaum.

GLY-PHOG'RA-PHER,* n. One versed in glyphography.
Palmer.

GLY-PHOG'RA-PHY,* n. [yXv'bu and ypa</><j.] Art or act of

forming engraved drawings. Palmer.

GLYP'TIC, n. The art of carving on stone, gems, or other

hard substances.

GLYP'TQ-DON,* n. [y\v<j>o) and oSovs.] An extinct gigan-
tic quadruped, belonging to the family of armadillos.

Brande.

GLYP-TQ-GRXPH'IC, a. Relating to glyptography.

GLYP-TOG'-RA-PHY, 7i. [y\vrrros and ypd^i.] A descrip-
tion of the aft of engraving upon gems ;

the knowledge
of engraved gems.

QLP-TO-THE' CA,* n. [yA60w and QfiKn.] A building or

room for the preservation of works of sculpture. Brande.

GME-LT'NA,* (me-ll'na) n. (Bot.) A genus of Asiatic plants.
Wallich.

'

GMEL'IN-ITE,* (mel'jn-lt) n. (Min.~) A rare mineral. Brews-
ter.

fGNAR, (nar) v. n. To growl ;
to gnarl. Spenser.

GNAR, (nar) n. A knot. Chaucer. [Provincial.] Todd.

Often called in the United States gnarl.

GNARL, (u'arl) v. n. [i. GNARLED ; pp. GNARLING, GNARLEE.]
To growl ;

to snarl ;
to be cross-grained. Shak.

GNARL'ED, (narl'ed) a. Knotty ; cross-grained. Shak.

GNAR'LY,* (nar'le) a. Having knots ; knotty. Richardson

GN.XSH, (nash) v. a. [i. GNASHED ; pp. GNASHING, GNASHED.
To strike together, as the teeth

; to clash. Ecclus.

GNASH, (nash) v. n. To grind or collide the teeth ; to rage
with pain or anger even to collision of the teeth.

GNASH'ING, (nash'jng) u. Collision of the teeth in pain.
GNAT, (nat) 71. A small, winged, stinging insect, of sev-

eral species ; the culex
; any thing proverbially small.

GNXT'FLOW-ER, (nat'flbu-er) n. The beeflower.

IGNA-THON'IC,* (na-thon'jk) a. Flattering; deceitful.
Colman.

fGNA-THON'i-CAL, (na-thon'e-kal) a. Deceitful in words
;

flattering ;
like a parasite. Bullokar.

fGNA-THON'j-CAL-LY, ad. Flatteringly. Cockcram.

GNAT'LING,* (nat'ljng) n. A little gnat. Churchill.

GNAT'SNAP-PER, (nat'snap-per) n. A bird that lives by
catching gnats. Hake-will.

GNAT'STRAIN-ER,*TI. One who strains out gnats ;
one who

places too much importance on little things. More.

GNAT'WORM, (nat'wiirm) n. The larva of the gnat.
GNAw, (naw) v. a. [i. GNAWED; pp. GNAWING, GNAWED.]
To bite off by little and little; to eat by degrees ; to de-
vour by slow corrosion

;
to bite in agony or rage ;

to wear
away by biting; to fret ; to corrode.

GNAW, (naw) v. n. To exercise the teeth. Sidney.

GNAW'ER, (naw'er) n. He or that which gnaws.
GNAW'ING,* (naw'jng) p. a. Eating by degrees or with

the teeth
; corroding.

GNEIS,* (nis) [nls, Sm. Wb. ; ne'js, K.] n. (Min.) A strati-

fied, primary rock, composed of the same materials as

granite, viz., quartz, felspar, and mica; a species of gran-
ite of lamellar or slaty texture. P. Cyc.

GNi'B'BLE, (nib'bl) v. a. See NIBBLE.
fGNOFF, (nof) n. A miser; a churl. Chaucer.

GNOME, (nom) n. A being, or elemental spirit, supposed
by the Cabalists to inhabit the interior of the earth.

Pope.
GNOME, (no'me) [no'me, Sm. ; nom, Todd.] n. [yi-w/^.] A
brief reflection or maxim. Smart.

GNOM'JC,* (nom'jk) a. Sententious
; noting a class of Greek

poets. Brande.

GNOM'I-CAL, (nom'e-kal) a. Sententious
; aphoristical. [R.]

GNOM-I-O-MET'RI-CAL,* (nom-e-9-met're-kal) a. (Optics)
Measuring the angles of crystals, strata, &c., by reflec-

tion. Smart.

GNOM-O-LOG'IC, (nom-o-loj'jk) ) a. Pertaining to

GNOM-Q-LOG'I-CAL, (nom-o-loj'e-kal) } gnomology. Ash.

GNO-MOL'O-GY, (n9-mol'<?-je) n. [y vuuri and \6yof.] A trea-

tise on, or a collection of, maxims. Milton.

GNO'MON, (no'mpn) n. The hand, style, or pin of a dial :

an apparatus for ascertaining astronomical altitudes:
the space included between the lines formed by two sim-
ilar parallelograms, of which the smaller is inscribed
within the larger, so as to have one angle in each com-
mon to both. Grier.

GNO-MON'IC, (n9-mon'jk) ) a. Pertaining to gnomon-
GNQ-MON'J-CAL, (no-mon'e-kal) } ics, or the art of dial-

ling.

GNQ-MON'|CS, (n9-mon'jks) n. pi. [ypwpwiKij.] The art of
constructing dials

; dialling. [Boyle.
GNO'MQN-IST,* (no'n^n-ist) n. One versed in gnomonics.
GNO-MQN-OL'Q-GY,* n. A treatise on dialling. Maunder.
GNOS'TIC, (nos'tik) n. One of an early sect of Christians.

GNOS'TIC, (nos'tik) a. Relating to the Gnostics.

GNOS'TI-CI^M, (nos'te-sizm) n. The system of the Gnostics.

GNU,* (nu) M. (Zool.) A wild animal of Africa, belonging
to the genus of the antelope, and resembling the horse.
P. Cyc.

Go, v. n.
[i. WENT ; pp. GOING, GONE.] To walk

;
to move ;

to travel ; to proceed ; to pass ;
to succeed

;
to depart

from, as distinguished from come. To go about, to at-

tempt : to set one's self to. To go against, to go aside,.
to deviate. To go before, to precede To go between,
to interpose. To go by, to pass away unnoticed

; to ob^
serve as a rule. To go down, to be swallowed

;
to be

received. To go for, to go in and out, to do the business
of life. To go off, to die

;
to depart ;

to explode To
go on, to make attack

;
to proceed. To go over, to re-

volt
;

to apostatize. To go out, to be extinguished.'
To go through, to perform ; to execute

;
to suffer. Ta

go upon, to lake as a principle.
Go,* v. a. To do ; to endure ; as,

" to go it." Booth. [Vulgar.]
Go,* n. The fashion or mode ; as,

"
quite the go .-

" a spree
or noisy merriment

; as,
" a high go." Brocket^ [Collo-

quial or vulgar.]
SOAD, (god) 7i. A pointed stick for driving beasts*

GrOAD, v. a.
[i. GOADED ; pp. GOADING, GOADED.] To prick

with a goad ;
to drive

;
to incite

;
to stimulate.

'

GOAL, (gol) n. [gaule, Fr.] The post or mark set to bound
a race

; the starting-post ;
the final purpose ;

the end :

jsometimes improperly used for gaol or jaiL
GOAM, v. a. See GAUM.
JO_AR, (gor) 7i. More commonly gore. See GORE*

,
a. Patched

; mean ; doggerel. Beaum. $ Fl.
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GOAT, (g5t) n. A ruminant animal of about the size of the

^heep, having horns, and clothed with long hair.

GOAT'CHA-FER, TI. A kind of beetle. Bailey.

GOAT'FIG,* ?i. The wild fig, or the fig-tree in its wild state.

Booth.

GoAT'Flsir, n. A fish caught in the Mediterranean.

GOAT'HERD, n. One who tends goats.

GOAT'-HORNED,* (-hornd) a. Having the horns of a goat.

Dyer.
GOAT'ISH, a. Like a goat ; rank in smell

;
lustful.

GOAT'ISH-LY,* ad. In a goatish manner. Booth.

GOAT'ISH-JVKSS,* TI. The quality of being goatish. Booth.

GOAT-MAR'JO-RAM, n. A plant ; goafs-beard.
GOAT'MTLK-ER, 7i. A kind of bird ; goatsucker. Bailey.

GdAT's'-BEARD, n. A plant having long down on its

seed.

GoAT'-SKlN, 7i. The skin of the goat. Pope.
GOAT'S-MILK, n. The milk of the goat. Wiseman.

GoAT's'-RtJE, (gots'ro) n. A perennial plant. Hill.

GOAT'S'-THORN, n. A plant or an herb.

GoAT'sOcK-ER, 7t. A bird having a very wide gape.

G6AT'wED,*7i. A species of plants of the genus capra-
ria. Booth.

GOB, n. [gob, old Fr.] A small quantity ;
a mouthful. L'E-

strange. [Low.]
GOB'BET, 7i. A mouthful. Wicliffe. [R.]
GOB'BET, v. a. To swallow. L'Estrange. [A low word.]
fGoB'BET-LY, ad. In pieces. Huloet.

GOB'BING,* n. (Mining) The refuse thrown back into the

excavations, remaining after the removal of the coal.

Brands.

G6B'BLE, (gSb'bl) v. a.
[i. GOBBLED ; pp. GOBBLING, GOB-

BLED.] To swallow in large pieces ; to swallow hastily.
Swift.

GOB'BLE, v. n. To make a noise in the throat, as a turkey.
Prior.

GOB'BLE,* n. Noisy talk; gabble; noise of the turkey. Forby.
GOB'BLE-GUT, n: A greedy feeder. Sherwood. [Vulgar.]
GOB'BLER, n. One that gobbles ; the male turkey.
GOB'E-LIN,* a. [Fr.J Relating to a fine species of French

tapestry. Gent. Mag.
GO'BE-TWEEN, n. An agent between two parties; one
who stands between parties; a neutral.

Go'Bi-o,* n. (/eft.) A genus of fishes. P. Cyc.
GOB'LET, TI. [gobelct, Fr.] A large drinking cup or bowl.
GOB'LJN, n. [gobelin, Fr.] An evil spirit ; a walking spirit ;

a frightful phantom ; a fairy ;
an elf. Spenser.

GO'BY,* TI. A fish
; the goget or sea-gudgeon. Booth.

Go'-BY, 71. A passing by ; evasion ; artifice
; omission.

GO'-CART, n. A machine in which children learn to walk.
Prior.

G5D, n. [god, Sax., which likewise signifies good.] The
source of all good ;

the Supreme Being : a false god ; an
idol ;

a person or thing deified.

JGoD, v._a. To deify ;
to exalt to divine honors. Shak.

GOD'CHILD, n. A child or person for whom one became
sponsor at baptism : a term of spiritual relation.

GoD'oAuGH-TER, (god'daw-ter) 71. A girl for whom one
became sponsor in baptism. Shak.

GOD'DESS, nL A female divinity. Shak.

GOD'DESS-LIKE, a. Resembling a goddess. Shak.

G6D'FA-THER, TI. A sponsor for a child in baptism.
GOD'HEAD, n. The divine nature ; deity ; divinity.

GOD'LESS, a. Living as without God
;
wicked

; impious.
GOD'LESS-NESS, n. The state of being godless. Bp. Hall.

GOD'LIKE, a. Divine
; resembling a divinity ; excellent.

righteous; religious.

GOD'LY, ad. Piously ; righteously. Hooker.

GOD'MOTH-ER, (-mutn-er) n. A woman who has under-
taken sponsion in baptism.

GO-DOWN',* n. (East Indian commerce.') A warehouse. Ham-
ilton. A gulp or swallow of water. London.

GdD'-ROON,* TI. [godron, Fr.] (Arch.) An inverted fluting,

beading, or cabling; used in various ornaments and
members. Brande.

GOD'SEND,* n. An unexpected gift or acquisition. Forby.
GOD'SHIP, n. The rank of a god ; deity ; divinity. Prior.

jGoD'siB, 71. See GOSSIP. Chaucer.

GOD'SMITH, n. A maker of idols. Dryden.
GSo'soN, (-sun) n. One for whom another has become
sponsor in baptism.

G6D'-PEN-NY, 71. An old expression for an earnest-penny.
Beaum. 4" Fl.

fGSo'wARD, ad. Toward God. 2 Cor.

GOD'WIT, . A wading bird; limosa. Cowley.

JGOD'YELD, > ad. [corrupted from God shield or protect.]

JGOD'YIELD, \
A term ot thanks. Shak.

fGo'EL, (g&'el) a. Yellow. Tusser.

fGo'EN, p. from Go ; now gone. See Go.

GO'ER, n. One who goes : a runner
;
a walker.

jGo'E-TY, TI. [yuriTEia.] An invocation of evil spirits
magic. Hattywell.

fGoFF, n. [goffe, Fr.] A foolish clown; a game. See
GOLF.

SH, a. FooJish
; indiscreet. Chaucer.

tG_OG, TI. Haste
; desire to go. Beaum. $ Fl. See AGOG.

GO'GET,* n. A fish, called also the goby and sea-gudgeon.
Booth.

GOG'GLE, (gog'gl) v. 71. [gagr, Icel.] To strain or roll the

eyes. Sidney.

GOG'GLE, n. ; pi. GOG'GLE. A stare ; a bold or strained
look. pi.. Blinds for horses that are apt to take fright ;

spectacles to cure or remedy squinting, or to defend the

eyes from dust or a glaring light.

GOG'GLE, a. Staring; having full eyes. B. Jonson.

GOG'GLED, (gog'gld) a. Prominent; staring. Sir T. Her-
bert.

GOG'GLE-EYED, (gog'gl-Id) a. Having prominent or roll-

ing eyes. Jlscham.

GO'ING, 7i. Act of walking; procedure; conduct; travel-

ling; the state of the roads. Going-on, or goings-on,
conduct

; proceedings. Wilberfoi ce. [Colloquial.]
GoI'TRED,* (gol'terd) a. Afflicted with goitre; goitrous.
Med. Jour.

GoI'TRE,* (gbi'ter) [gol'ter, K. Sm. Wb. In French,
gwatr.] TI. [Fr.] A tumor on the throat

;
the broncho-

cele, a morbid enlargement of the thyroid gland ;
a per-

son afflicted with the goitre. Kidd. A French word, in a
measure Anglicized.

Go'i'TRoys,* a. Partaking of, or afflicted with, the goitre.
Maunder.

fG_OKE, TI. & v. a. See GOWK.
Go'LA, n. (J9rch.) The same as cyma. Addison.

G6L'A-DER,* or GOL'DAR,* n. (India) A storehouse-

keeper.
'

Crabb.

GOL-AN-DAUSE',* n. (India) An artillery man. Crabb.

GOLD, [gold, J. Ja. E. K. Sm. : g51d or gold, W. P. F. ;

gold, S.] n. A precious metal of a bright yellow color,,
the most valuable and the most ductile and malleable of
all the metals, and used by all nations as a standard of
value: money: something pleasing or valuable:
the color of gold.

GOLD,* a._
Made of gold ; golden. Shak.

JGOLD'BEAT-EN, (-be-tn) a. Gilded. Pierce Ploughman.
GOLD'BEAT-ER, (-bet-er) n. One whose occupation it is

to beat gold between skins into thin leaves for gilding.

GOLD'BEAT-ER'-SKIN, (-bet-erz-) re. An extremely fine

membrane, made of the intestines of animals, between
which goldbeaters lay the leaves of their metal, while

they beat it.

GOLD'BEAT-ING,* n The art or act of beating gold into

thin leaves. Ure.

GOLD'BOOND, a. Encompassed with gold. Shak.

GOLD'CIJP,* n. A species of crowsfoot or ranunculus.

Jennings.
GoLD'-DftsT,* n. Ore or earth impregnated with gold.
More.

GOLD'EN, (gol'dn) a. Made or consisting of gold ; shining ;

bright; splendid; excellent; valuable; happy. Gold-

en age, (Mythology and Poetry) the primeval age of
innocence and happiness, when mankind led the shep-
herd's life.

GOLD'EN-BREAST-ED,* a. Having a yellow breast. Hill.

GOLD'EN-BDG,* or GOLD'EN-K^op,* n. A small and

pretty insect Booth.

GOLD'EN-CLUB,* n. A perennial plant, bearing yellow
flowers. Farm. Ency.

GOLD'EN-CREST-ED,* a. Having a yellow crest. Pen-
nant.

GOLD'EN-EYE,* (goFdn-I) n. A species of duck. Pen-
nant.

GOLD'EN-FLEECE,* n. The fabled fleece of the ram that

was sacrificed to Jupiter, in Colchis. Warburton.

GOLD'EN-FLOW-ER,* n. The chrysanthemum. Hamil-
ton.

GOLD'EN-HAIRED,* (-dn-hdrd) a. Having yellow hair.

Milton.

GOLD'EN-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a yellow head. Haw-
kins.

GOLD'EN-LUNG-WORT,* (-wiirt) n. A plant; the wall-

hawk-weed. Booth.

+GOLD'EN-LY, ad. Delightfully; splendidly. Shak.

GoLD'EN-NtJM'BER, w. The number, reckoned from 1

to 19, showing what year in the lunar cycle any given

year is.

GoLD'EN-R5D, n. (Bot.) A plant of several varieties,

bearing yellow flowers.

GOLD'EN-RtfLE, n. (Jirith.) The Rule of Three, or

Rule of Proportion : the rule of doing as we would
be done by.

GOLD'EN-SXM'PHIRE,* TI. A species of elecampane.
Hamilton.

GOLD'EN-SXx'l-FRAGE, n. A plant of several varie-

ties.
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GOLD'EN-wlNGED,* (-dn-wingd) a. Having yellow
wings. Milton.

GOLD'FINCII, n. A singing bird with brilliant plumage.
GOLD'F!ND-ER, n. One who finds gold: a term ludi-

crously applied to an emptier of privies. Swift.

GOLD'FIN-NY,* n. A fish found on the coasts of Corn-
wall. Crabb.

GSLD'FISH,* n. A small beautiful fish of a yellowish or

golden color. Hamilton.

GOLD'HXM-MER, n. A kind of bird. Bailey.
GOLD'-HILT-ED, a. Having a golden hilt.

GOLD'ING, n. A sort of apple. Bailey.

GOLD'~LACE,* n. Lace or trimming made of gold-thread.
GOLD'-LACED,* (-last) a. Adorned or laced with gold.
Hawkins.

GOLD'LEAF, n. Gold beaten into thin leaves for gilding.
GOLD'LESS,* a. Destitute of gold. Q. Rev.

GOLD'NEY, (gold'ne) 7i. A fish, the_gilthead. Bailey.

GoLD'pLEAS-VRE,(-plezh-er)or GOLD OF PLEA'yRE,n.A plant ;
wild flax. Bailey.

GOLD'PROOF, a. Not to be seduced by gold. Beaum. fy

Fl.

GOLD'SEED,* n. A sort of grass, called also dogstaU. P.

Cyc.

GOLD'SIZE, n. A glue of a golden color
;
a thick, tenacious

kind of varnish used by gilders.

GOLD'SMITH, n. One who manufactures articles in gold ;

a worker in gold : [also formerly, in England, a banker.

Clarendon.^
GOLD-THREAD,* n. Thread inwrought with gold wire.
Ash. A plant ;

the coptis trifolia. Bigclow.
GOLD'Y-LOCKS, n. A plant. B. Jonson.

GOLF, n. [kolf, Dutch and Sw.] A game played with a
ball and a club or bat, much practised in Scotland.
Strutt.

fGoLL, n. [yvaXov.] The hand, in contempt ; paw. Sidney.
GO-LORE', n. [gleire, Irish.] Abundance. [Obsolete or

provincial, Eng.]
Gp-LO'SHE,* n. pi. See GALOCHE.

GOLT,* n. See GAULT:

fGoM, 71. A man. Pierce Ploughman's Vision.

JGoM'AN, n. A man. Whiter.

Go'MAR-iTE,* n. A follower of Francis Gomar, a Dutch
Calvinistic divine. Brande.

GOME, w. The black grease of a cart-wheel : probably a
corruption of coom. See COOM.

GoM-PHi'A-sls,* n. [y6u<f>o$.] (Med.) A disease of the
teeth when they loosen and fall out of the sockets.
Brande.

GOM'PHO-LITE,* n. (Min.) A conglomerate rock of the

tertiary series. Brongniart.
GQM-PHO'SIS, n. [yo^wcris.] (Anat.) A species of
junction of bones, where they are let into each other
somewhat like pegs in a board.

G&N1DQ-LA, n. [gondola, It.] A pleasure boat, much used
in Venice ;

a small boat. Spenser. (U. S.) A large flat-

bottomed boat.

GON-DO-LIER', (-ler) n. One who rows a gondola. Shale.

GONE, (gon or gawn) [gon, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

f9iwn,
Wb.~\ p. from Go. Advanced

; ruined
; undone

;

eparted. See Go.

fGoN'FA-LON, ) n. [gonfalon & gonfanon, Fr.
; gonfalone,

jGoN'FA-NON, \_ It.] An ensign ;
a standard. Milton.

IGQN-FXL-Q-NIER', n. A chief standard-bearer. Bp.
Wren.

GONG, n. [fA privy; a jakes. Chaucer.] A sort of Chinese
brass drum or cymbal, which, being struck with a mal-
let, produces a very loud sound.

GON'GA,* n. An oriental plant, having an esculent root.

Bryant.
GoNG'-GSNG,* 7i. A kind of cymbal made of copper

alloy. Ure. Another name for gong. See GONG.
G6'Nl-AT-lTE,* n. (Geol.) An extinct cephalopod with
chambered spiral shells. -Brande.

GO-NI-OM'E-TER, n. [yuvia and uirpoi/.] An instrument
for measuring angles, more particularly the angles
formed by the faces of crystals.

GO-NI-Q-MET'RI-CAL, a. Relating to goniometry. Cham-
bers.

GO-NI-OM'JJ-TRY,* 7i. The art of measuring angles. Crabb.

GON-O-PLA'CIAN,* (gon-o-pla'shan) n. Same as gonoplax.
P. Cyc.

GON'P-PLAX,* n. [j/wn'a and rrXaf.] A genus of crabs or

short-tailed crustaceans. Brande.

GoN-pR-RHCE'A, (gon-or-re'a) n. [L.] (Med.) A morbid run-

ning of venereal taint. Woodward.

GOOD, (gud) a. [comp. better, superl. best.] That is pos-
sessed of excellent qualities and devoid of bad ones

;

that conduces to present relief, enjoyment, or happiness ;

that gratifies desire
;
that encourages hope ; not bad

;

not ill
;

fit
; proper ;

wholesome ; beneficial
; useful

;

convenient ; sound ; complete ;
substantial

;
moral

;
vir-

tuous
; pious; benevolent. In good sooth, really; seri-

ously. In good time, not too fast; opportunely. To

make good, to keep ;
to maintain

;
to confirm

; to estab-

lish; 'to perform; to supply. Good behavior, (Law)
conduct authorized by law.

GOOD, (gud) n. That which contributes to happiness ;

bunefit
; advantage ; the opposite to evil

; prosper-

GOOD, (gud) ad. Well; not ill; not amiss; much. [R.]
For good and all, a colloquial phrase for, entirely ;

for
ever. Good is used in composition; as, o-oorf-looking.

GOOD, (gud) interj. Well ! right!

jGoOD, (g_ud)
v. a. l.o manure. Bp. Hatt.

GOOD'BRKED-ING, (gud-) n. Polite manners; civility.
GOOD'BY', (gud'bl') interj. Farewell; adieu. Good-by is

supposed by some to be a contraction of good, & God, be
with you; and by others, by is supposed to have the
meaning of way or journey. Written also good-bye.

GooD'-cpN-Di"TipNED, (gud'kon-dish'und) a. Without
ill qualities or symptoms. Sharp.

GOOD'-DAY',* (gud'da') n. or interj. A sort of salutation at

meeting ;
a benediction or parting leave

; farewell.

Drayton.
GOOD'-DN', (gud'den') interj. A form of wishing well; a

contraction of good-dayen, the Saxon plural of day, or

good-even. [Obsolete or provincial, Eng.]
GooD-EV'EN-iNG,*(gud-5v'vn-jng) n.or interj. A common
form of salutation or benediction. Brown.

GOOD'-FACED,* (gud'fust) a. Having a good or handsome
face. Shak.

GOOD'-FEL-LOW, (gud'fel-15) n. A jolly or boon com-
panion ;

a pleasant companion.
fGoOD'-FEL-LOW, v. a. To make jolly. Feltham.

GoOD'-FEL-Lpw-SHiP, (gud'fel-lg-ship) n. Merry or jolly
society ;

confidential acquaintance or intimacy.
GOOD'FPR-NO"TH'ING,* (gud'for-nuth'jng) a. Worthless.

Swift.

GOOD'-FRI-DAY,* (gud'frl-da) n. The name given to the

anniversary of our Savior's crucifixion, being the third

day, or the Friday, before Easter, which is held as a
solemn fast by a great part of the Christian world.
Prayer-Book.

GOOD-HU'MOR, (gud-yu'mur) n. A cheerful, placid, and
agreeable temper of mind

; cheerfulness.

GooD-Hu'MpRED, (gud-yu'murd) a. Cheerful
; placid.

GOOD-HU'MQRED-LY, (gud-yu'murd-le) ad. With good-
humor.

GOOD'JNG, (gud'jng) n. An asking of alms, a custom in
some parts of England with women, who in return wish
all that is good. [Local, Eng.l

GoOD-LXcK',*(gud-lak') interj. Implying wonder. Cowper.
fGooo'LESS, (gud'les) a. Without goods cr money. Chau-

cer.

fGooo'Ll-HOOD, n. See GOODLTHEAD.
GOOD'LI-'NESS, (gud'le-nes) n. Beauty ; grace ; elegance
GOOD'-LUCK,* (gud'luk) n. A fortunate event; success.

GOOD'LY, (gud'le) a. Good-looking; beautiful; graceful;
fine.

fGooo'LY, (gud'le) ad. Excellently. Spenser.
'

fGoOD'LY-HEAD,(gud'le-hed) n. Grace; goodness. Spen-
ser.

GOOD'MAN, (gud'man) n. A slight appellation of civility; a
rustic term of compliment; gaffer. Shak. Now obso-

lete, or addressed only to people in humble life.

GooD-MXN'NER, (gud-man'nerz) n. pi. Decorum; po-
liteness.

GOOD-MORN'ING,* (gud-) n. or interj. A form of salutation.

GOOD'-MOR-R'OW, n. or mterj. A form of salutation. Shak.

GOOD-NAT'URE, (gud-nat'yur) n. Kindness; mildness.

GOOD-NAT'URED, (gud-uat'yurd) a. Habitually kind; of

mild, placid temper ;
benevolent.

Gooo-NAT'yRED-LY, (gud-nat'yurd-le) ad. With good
nature._

GOOD-NAT'VRED-NESS,* (gud-nat'yurd-nes) n. Good
humor. Talfourd.

GOOD'NESS, (gud'nes) n. The quality of being good.
GOOD'-NIGHT',* (gud'nlt').&werj. A word expressing a

friendly wish, on taking leave or separating at night.
Lee.

GOOD'-NOW, (gud'nbu) interj. Noting wonder or sur-

prise. Dryden.
GOOD, (gudz) n. pi. Movables in a house

; personal or

movable estate
;

furniture
;

chattels
;

effects
;
wares ;

freight; merchandise; commodities.

GOOD'-SENSE, (gud'sens) n. A correct discernment; a
sound understanding. Pope.

tGoOD'SHlfp_, (gud-) 7t. Favor; kindness. Gowcr.

GOOD'-SPEED, (gud-) n. An old form of wishing success ;

success itself. Middleton. [2 John 10, written "God
speed."]

Gooo'-wlFE, (gud-) n. A rustic appellation for the mis-

tress of a family. Burton.

GOOD-WILL', (gud-wil') n. Benevolence ;
kindness

;

heartiness
; good feeling. (Law) The custom of any

trade or business.
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GOOD'-WOM-AN, (gfid'wum-an) n. The mistress of a family
in Hie lower'vvalks of life ; good-wife. Evelyn.

GOOD'Y, (gud'e) n. Good-wife; good -woman : a low
term of civility used to mean persons. Spenser.

tGooD'Y-SHlP, (gud'e-) n. The quality of a goody. Hudi-
bras.

GOON,* n. A species of East Indian grain. Hamilton.

Odd-nod',* n. A spiritual guide among Hindoos. Hamilton.

GOOS-XN'DER,* n. (Ornith.) A large water-fowl. P. Cyc.

GOOSE, n. ; pi. GEESE. A large, well-known, domestic,
web-footed water-fowl: a tailor's smoothing iron.

G66E'BER-RY, 7i. A prickly shrub and its fruit, of many
varieties.

GdoE'BER-RY,* a. Relating to or made of gooseberries.
Goldsmith..

G66s.E'BER-RY-F6oL, 7i. A compound made of gooseber-
ries and cream. Goldsmith.

G66sE'-cXp, n. A silly person. Beaum. fy FL
G66SE'-CORN,* n. A rush, called also the moss-rush. Booth.

GOOSE'-EGG,* n. The egg of a goose. Goldsmith.

GOOSE'-FOOT, (-fut) n. A genus of plants, of many
species ;

wild orach.

GOOSE'-GRASS, n. A plant, called also clivers, hairiff, and

lady's bedstraw.

GOOSE'NECK,* n. (Naut.~) An iron hook fitted on the inner
end of a boom. Mar. Diet.

GOOSE'-PIE,* n. A pie made of goose and pastry. Pope.
GOOSE '-QUILL, n. The large feather or quill of a goose.

GOOS'E-RY,* n. The qualities of a goose; folly. Milton.

Place where geese are kept. [R.]

G5'PHER,* n. A little quadruped, striped and spotted,
about the size of a striped squirrel, that burrows in the

round, found in the Mississippi valley ;
a tortoise. Peck.

P'PlSH,a.Proud; testy; pettish. Ray. [Provincial, Eng.]
grou

G6P'Pl
GO'RAL,*n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

fGoR'BEL-LiED, (-Ijd) a. Fat
; big-bellied. Shak.

fGoR'BEL-LY, n. A big paunch or belly. Sherwood.

fGoRCE, n. A pool of water to keep fish in
;
a wear.

GOR'COCK, n. The moorcock, or red game ; grouse.

GOR'CROW, (-kro) n. The carrion crow. B. Jonson.

GORD, n. An instrument of gaming. Beaum. Sf Fl.

GOR'DI-AN, a. Relating to Gordius
;

intricate
; difficult.

Trie Gordian knot was a knot made by Gordius, king
of Phrygia, in the harness of his chariot, so intricate as

to baffle every effort to untie it. It was cut by Alexander
the Great.

GORE, 7i. Blood; blood clotted or congealed. [Mud;
mire. Bp. Fisher.] A narrow or triangular piece of
land

;
a long, triangular piece of cloth. Lower.

GORE, v. a. [i. GORED; pp. GORING, GORED.] To stab; to

pierce with a horn or sharp point. Dryden. To cut in
the form of a gore.

GORE'CROW,* n. A carrion crow
; gorcrow. Booth.

GOR'FLY,* n. A species of fly. Gent. Mag.
GORGE, (gorj) n. [gorge, Fr.] The throat; the swallow;

that which is gorged: a passage through a mountain.

(Arch.) A cavetto or concave moulding. (Fort.) The
entrance of a bastion, or other outwork.

GORGE, v. a.
[i. GORGED; pp. GORGING, GORGED.] To fill

up to the throat; to glut ;
to satiate ; to swallow.

GORGE, v. n. To feed. Milton.

GORGED, a. Having a gorge or throat. Shak. (Her.) De-

noting a crown of a peculiar form about the neck of a

lion, &c.

jGoR^E'FUL, n. A meal for birds.

GOR'GEOUS, (gor'jus) a. [gorgias, old Fr.] Fine; splen-
did

; finical ; glittering ; showy ; magnificent.
GOR'^EOVS-LY, (gbr'jus-le) ad. Splendidly ; finely.

GOR'^EOIJS-NESS, (gbr'jus'-nes) n. Splendor; show.
GOR'GET, [gbr'jet, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sin.] n. A
piece of armor to defend the throat; a pendent military
ornament

;
a ruff or ornament worn by females

; a sur-

gical instrument used in lithotomy.
GbR'GQN, n. [yopyu.] pi. GORGONS. (Mythology) Three

sister deities or monsters, whose heads were twined
with serpents instead of hair, of which the sight turned
beholders to stone; any thing ugly or horrid.

GOR'GQN,* a. Having the qualities of a gorgon. Gray.
GOR-GO'NI-AIT, a. Relating to or resembling the gorgon.
GOR'HEN, n. The female of the gorcock.
GOR'ING, n. Puncture

; prick ;
a piercing. Dryden.

GOR'MAND, n. [gourmand, Fr.J
A greedy eater

; luxurious
feeder. Marston. Often written gourmand.

GOR'MAND,* a. Voracious
; greedy ; gluttonous. Pope.

tGoR'MAND-ER, n. A gormandizer. Huloet.

GoR'MAND-IM,* n. Gluttony ; epicurism. Blachwood.

tGoR'MAND-lZE, n. Voraciousness. Drayton.
GOR'MAND-IZE, v. n. [i. GORMANDIZED; pp. GORMAND-

IZING, GORMANDIZED.] To eat greedily ; to feed raven-

ously. Shak.

GOR'MAND-IZ-ER, n. A voracious eater. Cleaveland.

GOR'REL-BEL-LIED, a. See GORBELLIED.

GORSEJ n. Furze; a thick, prickly shrub, bearing yellow
flowers.

GOSPELLIZED
J pp. GO3PELLIZ-

form according to the gospel ;

GOR'SY,* a. Abounding in or resembling gorse. Pennant.

GO'RY, a. Covered with clotted blood
; bloody ;

fatal.

Gos'HAwK, 7i. A hawk of a large kind.

G8s/LiNG, (goz'ljng) 7i. A young goose ;
a goose not yet

full-grown : a catkin on nut-trees and pines.
GOS'PEL, n. [mayy&tov, Gr.

; god-spell, Sax.] Literally
good tidings ;

one of the four histories of Christ
;
the

four histories collectively ; evangelical doctrine
;
divine

truth
;
the Christian revelation

; divinity ; theology.
GOS'PEL,* a. Relating to the gospel ; evangelical. Ch.

Ob.

fGos'pEL, v. a. To instruct in gospel tenets. Shak.

fGos'PEL-LA-RY, a. Theological. Cloak in its Colors.

GOS'PEL-LER, n. An evangelist. Widiffe. A name of the
followers of WiclifFe. Bp. Burnet. He who reads the gospel
at the altar. Skelton.

GOS'PEL-LIZE, v. a.
[i.

ING, GOSPELLIZED.] TO
to evangelize. Milton.

Goss, 7i. A kind of low furze
; gorse. Shak. See GORSE.

G6s'SA-MER, n. [gossipion or gossipium, low L.] The down
of plants ;

the white cobwebs which float about in sum-
mer or autumn. Shak.

G5s'sA-MER-y, a. Light; flimsy; unsubstantial. Ma-
thias.

GOS'SIP, n. [f Originally a godfather or godmother ;
a god-

mother; a friend or neighbor. Spenser.] A female tat-

tler : tattle ; trifling talk.

GOS'SIP, v. n. To chat
;
to prate ;

to be merry. Shak.

G5s'siP-ER,* n. One who gossips. Bunyan.
Gos'sjp-lNG, 7i. The act or practice of a gossip.

Gos'sip-lNG,*p. a. Containing or relating to gossip. Qw.
Rev.

GOS-SIP'I-UM,* n. [Low L.] (Bat.) A genus of plants ;
the

cotton-plant. P. Cyc.

GOS'SIP-LIKE,* a. Resembling gossips. Shak.

jGos'siP-RED, n. Compaternity ; gossipry. Davies.

fG6s'sjp-RY,* n. Relationship by baptismal rites. Smart.

G6s'sip-y,*' a. Full of gossip ; trifling. Gent. Mag.
GOS-SOON', n. [gargon, Fr.] A mean footboy. Castle Rack-

rent. [Ireland.]
GOST'ING, n. An herb. Ainsworth.

GOT, i. & p. from Get. See GET.

GOTH, n. [Gothus, L.] One of an ancient people of Scan
dinavia that migrated southward

;
a barbarian.

G5TH'AM-IsT, n. [goth'am-ist, K. Sm.; go'tham-Tst, Wb.}
n. A wise man of Gotham, (in England) : a wiseacre

;

a blunderer. Bp. Morton.

GOTH'IC, a. Relating to the Goths
; noting a style of

architecture characterized by a pointed arch : rude
;

uncivilized.

GOTH'IC, n. The Gothic language. Bosworth.

GoTH'i-cAL, a. Gothic. Skelton. See GOTHIC.

GOTH'I-CISM, n. A Gothic idiom
; conformity to Gothic

architecture
;
barbarism.

GSTH'I-CIZE, v. a. To bring back to barbarism. Strutt.

fG6 TO', interj. Come, come, take the right course; to the

purpose : implying exhortation.

GST'TEN, (got'tn) p. from Get. Got. [Obsolescent.] See
GET.

fGo'uD, TO. Woad ;
a plant. Diet.

||GOUGE, (gbuj or goj.) [goj, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; gbuj,
P. Wb.] n. [Fr.]
round edge.

.]
A scooping chisel, or a chisel having a

||G60GE, or GOUGE, v. a. [i.
GOUGED

; pp. GOUGING,
GOUGED.] To scoop out as with a gouge : to force out
the eye of an antagonist with the thumb or finger.

HGOUG'ING,* n. The act of scooping out with a gouge :

the act of scooping out the eye with the thumb, a barba-

rous practice in some parts of America. Kendall.

fG6u'jEER, n. [gouge, Fr.] The venereal disease. Shak.

GOU'LAND, n. A flower. B. Jonson.

GOU-LARB', (g6-lard') ?i. An extract or sugar of lead, used
for inflammations, so called from the inventor

;
Goulard's

extract.

G6ULE,* n. A fabled dwarfish fairy. Arab. Nights. See
GHOUL.

IJGOURD, (gord or gord) [gord, S. P. J. E. Ja. K. ; gord or

g&rd, W. F. ; g5rd, Sm. Wb.] n. [gourde, Fr.] A plant,
of which the fruit of some is shaped liks a bottle

;
a bottle.

[gourt, old Fr.] An instrument of gaining.

||GOUR'DI-NESS, (gor'de-nes) n. A swelling in a horse's

leg. Farrier's Diet.

||G6uRT>'-WORM,* n. A worm that infests the liver ofsheep ,

called also thefluke-worm. Booth.

||G5UR'DY,* a. Relating to the gourd or goimliness. Booth.

GdUR'MAND, (gor'mllnd) n. [Fr.] A glutton; a greedy

feeder; an epicure. Bp. Hall. See GORMAND.

GoUR'MAN-DlZE, v. n. Cockeram. See GORMANDIZE.

fGouR'MAN-DlZE, 71. Gluttony ;
voraciousness. Spenser.

GOUR'NET, (giir'net) n. A fish. See GURNET.

GouT,n.'[g-oiU(e, Fr.] (Med.) Thearthritis ;
an inflammation

ofthe fibrous and ligamentous parts ofthe joints ;
a painful

disease, common among the higher classes of society, es-
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pecially luxurious livers

;
a disease attended with great

pain. [gutta, L.I A drop. Shak.

GdUT, (go) n. [Fr.J A taste ; relish. Woodward.
GoCT'i-NESS, n. The state of being gouty.
GoOT'-swoLLEN, (-swoln) a. Inflamed with the gout.
GOUT'WEED,* n. A plant, called also the ache-weed and

herb-gerhard. Booth.

GOUT'WORT, (-wiirt) n. An herb reputed good for the
gout ; goutweed.

GoOT'y, a. Relating to the gout ; partaking of the gout ;

diseased with the gout. [Boggy ; as,
"
gouty land."]

fGoVE, n. A mow
;
a rick for^hay. Tusser.

fGovE, v. n. To mow; to put in a gove, rick, or mow.
Tusser.

GOV'ERN, (guv'ern) v. a. [gouvcrner, Fr.] [L GOVERNED
;

pp. GOVERNING, GOVERNED.] To rule as a chief magis-
trate

;
to regulate ;

to influence
;
to direct

; to manage ;
to

restrain. (Gram.) To alFect, so as to determine a case,
mood, &c.

GOV'ERN, v. n. To exerciss authority or control.

GOV'ERN-A-BLE, a. That may be governed ; subject to

rule.

GOV'ERN-A-BLE-NESS,* n . State of being governable. Ash.

G6v'ER-NANCE, 7i. Government; rule; control.

GOV'ER-NANT, . A governess. See GOVERNANTE.
G6v-ER-NXNTE', [go-ver-nanf, W. Ja. ; guv'er-nant, P. J.

Wb.; guv-er-nant', E. Sm.; go-ver-naiint', S. ; g5-ver-
n'ant', F. K.} n. [gouvernante, Fr.] A woman or lady
who has the care of young ladies

;
a governess.

GOV'ER-NESS, (guv'er-nes) n. [gouvernesse,Fr.] A female
governor ; a tutoress

;
a woman who has the care of

young ladies.

G6v'ERN-iN,*p. a. Ruling; directing; managing.
GOV'ERN-MENT, (guv'ern-ment) n. [gouvernement, Fr.] The

act of governing ;
the body of fundamental laws of a

state ;
the body of persons charged with the management

of the executive power of a country ; direction
; power or

authority which rules a community ; administration ; rule ;

management. (Gram.) The power of one word in de-

termining the case, mood, &c., of another.

GOV-ERN-MENT'AL,* a. Relating to government. Belsham.
A modern word, sometimes used, and yet censured,

both in England and America, and characterized by the
Eclectic Review as " an execrable barbarism."

GOV'ERN-OR, (guv'ern-ur) n. [gouverneur, Fr.] One who
governs ;

a ruler; one who is invested with supreme au-

thority in a state: a contrivance or instrument for reg-
ulating the motion of machines.

G6y'ERN-QR-GEN'ER-AL,* n. A governor who has under
him subordinate or deputy governors. QM. Rev.

GOV'ERN-PR-SHIP,* n. The office of governor. Month. Rev.

GOWD, n. A gaud ;
a toy. [North of England.]

GOWK, n. A foolish fellow : a cuckoo. See JAWK.
jGowK, v. a. To stupefy. B. Jonson.

fGo^WL, v. n. [goela, Icel.] To howl. Wldiffe.

GOWN, n. [gonna, It.] A woman's long, upper garment ;
a

long, loose garment of men devoted to the arts of peace,
as divinity, medicine, or law

;
the dress of peace.

GOWNED, (gound) a. Dressed in a gown. Spenser.
GOWN'IST,* 7i. A gownman. Warner. [R.]
GOWN'MAN, n. ; pi. GOWN'MEN. A divine, lawyer, pro-

fessor, or student, wearing a gown ; now often called

gownsman. Rowe.

GOWN^'MAN, n. Now often used for gownman, especially
at Oxford in England. Todd.

Gow'RIE,* n. (Conch.) A shell
; cypraea; cowry. Pennant.

GOWT,* or G5'-6uT,* n. (Engineering) A sluice used in
embankments against the sea for letting out water. Fran-
cis.

GOZ'ZARD, n. [a corruption of gooseherd.] One who at-

tends geese. Malone. A fool. Pegge.
GRXB, 7i. A vessel of two or three masts, peculiar to Mala-

bar.

GRXB,*r. a. &c.n. [L GRABBED ;pp. GRABBING, GRABBED.] To
seize or attempt to seize with violence ; to gripe or bite

suddenly. Jamieson. [Colloquial and vulgar.]
GRXB'BLE, (grab'bl) v. n. To grope; to sprawl; to grub
up; to feel for bodies or things in the dark; to grapple.
Arbuthnot. [Local.]

GRACE, n. [gratia, L.
; grace, Fr.]

The favor and love of
God towards any person ;

unmerited favor ; kindness ; fa-

vorable influence on the heart
; distinctively, divine in-

fluence
;
the effect of divine influence

; virtue ; goodness ;

pardon ; mercy ; privilege ;
natural excellence

; embel-
lishment

;
recommendation ; beauty ;

ornament
; flower

;

highest perfection : the title of a duke or archbishop,
formerly of the king : a short prayer said before and af-

ter meat. (Fine Arts') A quality arising from elegance of
form and attitude, combined. Days of grace, (Com.) cer-

tain days (commonly three in number) that a bill may re-

main unpaid beyond the time named in it. See GRACES.

GRACE, ?>. a. [i. GRACED ; pp. GRACING, GRACED.] To adorn
;

to dignify ;
to embellish

;
to supply with grace.

GRACE '-C DP, n. The cup or health drunk after grace. Prior.

fGRACED, (grast) a. Graceful; virtuous; chaste. ShaJc.

GRACE'FUL, a. Beautiful with dignity ; elegant; comely.
GRACE 'FUL-LY, ad. Elegantly ; with pleasing dignity.
GRACE'FUL-NESS, n. Elegance ; dignity with beauty.
GRACE'LESS, a. Void of grace ;

wicked
;
abandoned.

GRACE'LESS-LY, ad. Without grace or elegance.
GRACE'LESS-NESS, n. Want of grace ; profligacy. Todd.

GRA'CE, n. pi. (Myth.) Three sister goddesses, Euphros-
yne, Aglaia, and Thalia, attendants on Venus, and sup-
posed to bestow beauty. (Mus.) Ornamental notes at-

tached to the principal ones. A game for girls. Fa-
vorable disposition, or friendship ; as,

"
good graces."

, (gras'jl) a. [gracilis, L.] Slender; small. Bai-

ley.

fGRXc'l-LENT, (gras'e-lent) a. [gradlentus, L.] Lean. Bai-

ley.

fGRA-cTx/l-TY, 7i. [gracilitas, L.] Slenderness
;
leanness.

Cocheram.

GRA'CIOVS, (gra'shus) a. [gracieux, Fr.] Possessed of

grace ; bestowing grace ; benignant ; merciful
; benevo-

lent
;
favorable ; kind

; acceptable ;
virtuous.

]
GRA'CIOVS-LY, (gra'shus-le) ad. In a gracious manner.

GRA'cioys-NESS, (gra'shus-nes) n. Mercifulness
; kind

I

condescension
; possession of grace.

GRXc'KLE,* 7i. A European bird; grakle. Brande.

GRA-DA'TION, n. [gradation, Fr.] Regular progress from
one degree to another

; regular advance, step by step ; one
step in a series

;
a gradual blending; order

;
series

; reg-
ular process of argument.

GRA-DA'TION-AL,,* a. Having gradations ; gradual. Law-
rence.

GRA-DA'TIONED,* (-shund) a. Formed with gradations.
Ann. Reg.

GRXD'A-TQ-RY, n. [gradus, L.] Steps from the cloisters into
the church. Ainsworth.

fGRXD'A-TO-RY, a. Proceeding step by step. Seward.

GRADE, 7t. [gradus, L.
; grade, Fr.] Rank; degree; step.

Southey. The rise and descent of a railroad, when
prepared for the reception of the rails or superstructure.
Tanner. $5= Grade, though a word of modern intro-

duction, is now sanctioned by good writers. QM. Rev.

GRADE,* v. a.
[i. GRADED ',pp. GRADING, GRADED.] To level

and prepare ground for placing the rails on a railroad.

Baldwin.

GRA'DI-ENT, a. [gradiens, L.] Walking ; moving by steps.
Wilkins. Ascending or descending in a certain proportion,
as a railroad.

GRA'DI-ENT,* n. The proportionate ascent or descent of
the several planes on a railroad ; clivity. Tanner.

||GRXD'V-AL, (grad'yu-al) [grad'u-al, S. J. E. F. Ja.; grad'u-
al or grad'ju-al, W.~\ a. [graducl, Fr.] Proceeding by de-

grees ; advancing step by step.

||GRXD'V-AL, n. An order of steps ;
a grail ;

an ancient book
of hymns or prayers. See GRAIL.

jlfGRXD-V-Xl/i-TY, n. Regular progression. Browne.

||GRXD'y-AL-LY, ad. By degrees ;
in regular progression.

GRXD'V-ATE, (grad'yu-at) v. a. [graducr, Fr.] [i. GRADUAT-
ED

; pp. GRADUATING, GRADUATED.] To mark with de-

grees; to divide into degrees; to dignify by an academi-
cal degree or diploma.

GRXD'V-ATE, v. n. To take a degree ;
to become a gradu-

ate
; to proceed regularly, or by degrees. Gilpin.

GRXD'V-ATE, n. A man dignified with an academical de-

gree.

GRXD'V-AT-ED,* p. a. Having a degree conferred ; in-

creased by regular gradations. Brande.

GRXD'U-ATE-SHIP, n. The state of a graduate. Milton.

GRXD-V-A'TIQN, n. The act of graduating ;
state of being

graduated ;
act of conferring degrees ; regular progres-

sion.

GRXD'V-A-TOR,* n. One who graduates ;
a contrivance

for accelerating spontaneous evaporation. Brande.

GRA'D^S,* n. [L.] A prosodial dictionary. Crabb.

GRXFF, n. A ditch
;
a moat. Clarendon.

fGRAVFF, n. & v. a. Now superseded by graft.

GRXF'FER,* n. [greffier, Fr.] (Law) A notary or scrivener.

Bouvier.

GRA"FT, n. A small shoot inserted into another tree
;
a scion.

GRAFT, v. a. [i. GRAFTED
; pp. GRAFTING, GRAFTED.] To

insert a scion or branch of one tree into the stock of an-

other
;
to insert into another place or body ;

to impregnate
with an adscititious branch

;
to join so as to receive sup-

port from another thing.

GR^FT, v. n. To practise insertion or grafting. Bacon.

GRA"FT'ED,*P. a. Inserted in the manner of a graft.

GRA"FT'ER, n. One who grafts.

GRAFT'ING,* n. The act of inserting the scion of one tree

into trie stock of another. Holland.

AIL,, 7i. [grcle, Fr.] Small particles of any kind. Spenser.

GRAIL, n. [graduale, gradale, low L.] A book of hymns
and prayers of the Roman church. fVarton.

GRAIN, n. [graine, Fr. ; granum, L.] A single seed, as of

corn ;
corn collectively ;

all kinds of corn : a seed
;
a mi-

nute particle : any single body : the smallest weight, of
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which, in physic, 20 make a scruple, and in Troy weight
24 make a pennyweight: the direction of the fibres or

component particles of wood or other substance
;
consti-

tution of a substance : dye or stain throughout the tex-

ture: temper ; disposition ; heart ; the bottom : the form
of the surface with regard to roughness and smoothness.

IGRAIN, v. n. To yield fruit. Gower.

GRAIN, or GRANE, v. n. To groan. [Local Yorkshire di-

alect.]

GRAIN,* v. a. [i. GRAINED ; pp. GRAINING, GRAINED.] To
form with grains ; to imitate fancy woods and marbles

by_means of water and oil colors. Francis.

fGRAiN'AGE,* n. (Law) An ancient duty in London, con-

sisting of the twentieth part of the salt imported. Crabb.

GRAINED, (grand) a. Having grains ; rough ; dyed in grain.
GRAIN'ER,*W. A mixture of pigeon's dung and water, used

in tanning. Francis.

GRAIN'ING,_TI. Indentation ;
a fish resembling the dace.

GRAIN?, (granz) n. pi. The husks of malt after brewing.
Grains of Paradise, the seeds of amomum, spice, or pep-
per, from the coast of Guinea.

GRAIN'STIFF, n. A quarter-staff with small lines at the end
called grains.

GRAIN'Y, a. Having grains ;
full of grains or kernels.

fGRAlTH, v. a. To prepare ;
to make ready. Chaucer.

GRAITH, n. Furniture
; goods ;

riches. [North of England.],
. .

GRXK'LE,* (grak'kl) n. A bird. Crabb. See GRACKLE.
GRAL'LJE,*n.pl. (Ornith.) A genus of birds that wadwade in

the watery caHed also grallatores and waders. Ed. Ency.
GRXL,-LA-TO'R,* n. pi. (Ornith.) An order of birds liv-

ing partly ^>n land and partly in water. P. Cyc.

GRXL-LA-TO'RI-AL,* a. Belonging to the grallatores ;
wad-

ing in water. P. Cyc.

GRXL'Lic,* a. Having long legs ;
stilted. P. Cyc.

fGRXM, n. Anger. v. a. To make angry. a. Angry.
Chaucer.

GRXM,* n. [gramme, Fr.] The unity of the French system
of weights, nearly equal to 15.| grains troy. Brande.

GRXM,* 7i. A sort of grain raised in Bengal for horses, &c.
Malcom.

fGRA-MER'cy, interj. Many thanks. [grand merci, Fr.]
An obsolete expression of obligation. Spenser.

GRAM'I-NA* n.pl. [L.] (Sot.) The grasses. Crabb. See
GRAMINACEJE.

QRAM-I-NA'CE-JZ,* n.pl. (Bat.) The grasses. P. Cyc.
GRA-MIN'E-AL,* a. Grassy; gramineous. Jlsh.

GRA-MlN'E-oBs, a. [gramincus, L.] Relating to grass;
grassy.

GRA-MlN'i-JZ* n. pi. (Bot.) The grasses. R. Brown. See
GRAMINACEJE. [der.

GRA-MIN-I-FO'LI-OITS,* a. Having leaves like grass. Maan-
GRXM-l-Niv'p-ROiJS, a. Feeding on grass ; grass-eating.
GRXM'MAR, n. [grammaire, Fr.

; grammatica, L.] The sci-

ence which treats of the laws which regulate language ;

the art of speaking or writing a language correctly ;
the

art which teaches the relations of words to each other ;

propriety or justness of speech ;
a book of grammatical

principles.

tGRXM'MAR,r.n. To discourse grammatically. Beaum. $ FI.

GRAM-MA'RI-AN, n. [grammairien, Fr.] One who is versed
in grammar.

GRAM-MA'RI-AN-ISM,* n. The principles or use of grammar.
CA. Ob. [R.]

,GRXM'MAR-S.0H66L, (gram'mar-skol) n. A school in

.which the learned languages are grammatically taught.
'Locke.

'GRAM-MXx'ic, a. Pertaining to grammar ; grammatical.
GRAM-MXT'I-CAL, a. [grammatical, Fr.j Belonging to or
accordant with grammar.

GRAM-MXT'J-CAL-LY, ad. In accordance with grammar.
GRAM-MAT'I-'CAS-TER, n. [L.] A verbal pedant. Sir W.

Petty.

fGRAM-MXT-l-CA'TlQN, n. Rule of grammar. Dalgarno.
GRA'M-MXT'I-CIZE, . a. To render grammatical. Johnson.

fGRAM-MXT'l-dZE, v. n. To act the grammarian. Bp.
Ward.

GRXM'MA-TtST, n. A low grammarian. H. Tooke.

GRXM'MITE,* n. (Min.) Tabular spar. Dana.

GRXM'PLE, n. [grampelle, Fr.] A crab-fish. Cotgrave.

GRXM'pys,ji. A fish or cetaceous animal of the whale kind.

GRAN-A-DIER', n. See GRENADIER.
GRXN-A-DlL'LA,* n. The fruit of a species of passion-

flower, which is sometimes as large as a child's head,
and much esteemed. _P. Cyc.

GRA-NA'DO, or GRA-NADE', n. See GRENADE.
GRAN'AM, n. See GRANDAM.
GRXN'A-RY, [gran'a-re, S. W. J. E. F. K. Sm.; gra'na-re,

P. Ja.] n. [granarium, L.] A place where grain or corn
is stored.

GRXN'ATE, n. [granum, L ^ (Min.) See GRANITE, and
GARNET.

GRXN'AT-lTE,* n. (Min.) A sort of precious stone. Crabb.

GRXND, a. [grandis, L.] Great ;
illustrious ; high in power ;

splendid ; magnificent ; principal ; chief; eminent
;
ma-

jestic ; august ; stately ; elevated
;
noble

;
sublime

;
lof-

ty. It is frequently used to denote something as of more
dignity or importance than other things of the same
name; as,

"
grand jury;"

"
grand larceny." It is also

used as comprehensive in relationship, implying an ad-
ditional link or generation, when compounded with fa-
ther, son, Sac.

; as, "grandfather,"
"
grandson," &C.

GRAN'DAM, n. [grand and dam, or dame.} Grandmother
;
an

old, withered woman.
GRAND'CHILD, n. The son or daughter of a son or daugh-

ter.

GRAND'DAUGH-TER, (grand'daw-ter) . The daughter of
a son o_r_daughter.

GRlN-oEE', w. [grand, Fr.] A man of great rank, power,
or dignity ; the highest title of Spanish nobility.""

-', 71. The rank or estate of a grandee.
, (grarid'yur) [grand'yur, Ja. K. Sm.; gran'jur,
'jur, S. ; gran'dur, .7. F. E.] n. [Fr.] State of

being grand ;
stateliness ; state ; splendor ; magnificence ;

W. ; grand'jur, S. ; gra

greatness, as opposed to minuteness ; elevation of senti-

ment, language, or mien.

tGRAN-DEV'l-TY, n. [grandavus, L.] Great age ; length of
life. Glanvillc.'

fGRAN-DE'voys, a. Longlived; of great age. Bailey.

GRX'ND'FA-TIIER, n. A father's or mother's father.

tGRAN-Dl'F'lC, a. [grandis and facio, L.] Making great.

Bailey.

GRAN-I>IL'Q-QUENCE, (gran-dil'o-kwens) n. [grandis and
loquor, L.] High, lofty language. More.

GRAN-Di'i/Q-QUENT,*a. Usin g lofty or great words. Blount.

GRAN-Dll/Q-QUOUS, a. [grandiloquus, L.] Using lofty

words; grandiloquent. Cockeram.

fGRXN'Dl-NOUS, a. [grando, L.l Full of hail. Bailey.

JGRAND'I-TY, n. [grandis, L>.] Greatness; grandeur. Cam-
den.

GRXND'-Ju-RpR,* n. (Law) One of a grand jury. Tomlins.

GRXND'-JU-RY,* n. (Law) A body of men, consisting of
not less than 12, nor more than 23, whose duty it is to

consider all bills of indictment preferred to the court,
and return them as true bills, or throw them out. Bouvier.

GRXND'LY, ad. In a grand manner
; loftily.

GRXND-MAM-MA',* n. A grandmother. Cowper.
GRXND'MOTH-ER, (grand'muth-er) n. The mother of one's

father or mother.

GRXND'MOTH-ER-LY,* a. Like a grandmother. Jewsbury.

GRXND'NEPH-EW,*(-nev'vu)n. The grandson of a brother

or sister. Booth.

GRXND'NIJSS, n. Greatness. Wollaston. [R.]

GRXND'NIECE,* n. The granddaughter of a brother or sis

ter. Booth.

GRAND'-RE-LIEF,* n. High relief in sculpture. Holds-

worth.

GRXND-SEIGN'IQR,* (-sen'yur) n. The Turkish sultan.

Clarke.

GRXND'SJRE, n. [grand and sire.] Grandfather; an ances-

tor. Shak.

GRXND's6N, n. The son of a son or daughter.
GRXND'-Vic-AR,* n. A French ecclesiastic. William's.

GRXND'-VIZ'IER,* (viz'yer)
n. The chief vizier; the offi-

cer of the highest rank in the Ottoman empire. Montague
See VIZIER.

GRANE, v. n. To groan. See GRAIN. [Local, Yorkshire.]

GRANGE, (granj) n. [grange, Fr.] A farm ; generally, a
farm with a house at a distance from neighbors: a

granary. Milton.

GRA-NIF'ER-OUS,* a. Bearing grains or kernels. Blount.

GRXN'I-FORM,* a. Formed like the grains of corn. London.

GRXN'JTE, (gran'it) n. [granit,Yr.] (Min.) A hard and du-

rable rock or stone, excellent for building. It is a crystal-
line aggregate of quartz, felspar, and mica, with the oc-

casional addition of other minerals. It is allied to gneia
and sienite. See SIENITE.

GRA-NIT'IC,* a. Relating to, or consisting of, granite. Buck-

land.

GRA-NlT'j-CAL, a. Consisting of granite ; granitic.

GRXN'I-TOID,* a. Resembling granite. Boasc.

GRA-Niv'Q-RoDs, a. [granum and voro, L.] Eating grain j

living upon grain.

GRXN'NAM, ?i. Grandmother ; grandam. B.Jonson. [Low.]
GRAN'NY, n. A childish term for grandmother; grandam.

Craven Dialect.

GRA"NT, v. a. [graanter, or graa.imtcr, old Fr.] [i.
GRANTED ;

pp. GRANTING, GRANTED.] To admit as true what is not

yet proved ;
to give ;

to confer ;
to allow ;

to yield ;
to

concede
;
to bestow.

GRA"NT, n. The act of granting ;
the thing granted ;

a gift ;

a concession. (Law) A conveyance by deed or in writing.

GRANT'^-BLE, a. That may be granted. Ayliffe.

GR^N-TEE', n. One to whom a grant is made. Swift.

GRA~NT'ER,* n. One who grants. Smart. See GRANTOR.

GRiNT'QR, or GRiNT-OR', [grant-or',
W. J. Sm. Bailey ;

grant'or, & E. Ja. K. ; grantW, P- *".] n. (Law) A person

by whom a grant is made. {r When used in opposition
to grantee, it is pronounced grant-or'.
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GRXN'U-LAR,* a. Consisting of grains ; resembling grains ;

grantilary. Jiikin.

GRAN'V-L^-RY, a. Consisting of grains ; granular.
GRXN'y-LATE, ?>. n. [granuler, Fr.] [t. GRANULATED ; p;?.

GRANULATJNG, GRANULATED.] To be formed into grains.
Sprat.

GRXN'V-LATE, v. a. To break into grains ;
to form into

grains ;
to raise into small asperities.

GRXN'y-LATE,*a. (But.) Consisting of or resembling grains.
Crabb.

GR.XN'V-LAT-ED,* p. a. Broken into small parts or grains.
GRXN-V-LA'TION, n. [granulation, Fr.] The act of granu-

lating_or forming into grains.

GRXN'ULE, (gran'yul) n. [granum, L.] A small particle ;
a

grain.

GRXN'V-LITE,* n. (Min.) A rock consisting of felspar and
quartz. Dana.

GRAN'V-LO&S, a. Full of little grains; granular.
GRAPE, n. [grappe, Fr.] The fruit of the vine, growing in

clusters, of numerous varieties.

GRAPE-HY'A-CI\TH, or GRAPE-FLOW'ER, n. A rich-

scented, blue flower.

GRAPE'LESS, a. Devoid of grapes or of their flavor. Jenyns.
GRAP'E-RY,* n. A plantation or garden of grape-vines.
Dean.

GRAPE'-SHST, 71. (Jlrtil.) A quantity of small shot put
into a canvas bag, and corded together in the form of cyl-
inders

;
now superseded by canister-shot.

GRAPE 'STONE, n. The stone or seed of the grape.
GRAPE '-VINE,* n. The vine that bears grapes. P, Cyc.
GRAPE 'WORT,* n. A poisonous plant j baneberry. Booth.

GRXPH'IC, (graf'jk) a. Relating to writing or delineation
;

affording a lively view
;
well delineated

; descriptive.
GRXPH'I-CAL, a. [ypd<f>>.o.] Well delineated

; graphic.

GRXPH'|-CAL-LY, ad. In a graphic or picturesque manner.
GRXPH'ITE,* 7t. A form of mineral carbon; the substance
of which pencils are made, improperly called black-lead.
Brande.

GRA-PHOM'E-TER, (gra-fom'e-ter) n. [yod^u and pirpov ]A surveying or mathematical instrument
;
a graduated

semicircle.

GRXp'NEL, n. [grappil, and grappin, Fr.] A small anchor
for a boat or a little vessel.

GRXP'PLE, (grap'pl) v. n. [greipan, M. Goth.] [i. GRAPPLED ;

pp. GRAPPLING, GRAPPLED.] To contend as wrestlers; to
contest in close fight.

GRXP'PLE, v. a. [fTo fix. Shak.] To seize
;
to lay hold of.

. GRXP'PLE, (grap'pl) n. A seizure
;
close hug; close fight.

(JVaut.) A hook or iron instrument used in naval com-
bats.

fGRXp'PLE-MENT, n. Close fight ;
hostile embrace. Spen-

ser.

GRXP'PLING-IR'ON!-;,* n. pi. Instruments which one ship
fastens on another in close action ; irons appended to a
balloon. Maunder.

GRXp-sot'Di-AN,* n. Same as grapsus. P. Cyc.
GRXp'sys,* n. A crustacean animal. P. Cyc.
GRXp*ro-LiTE,* n. [ypd>t>tj and Ai#oj.] A genus of fossil

zoophytes. Brande.

GRAp-TdL'f-THUS,* n. [;//)ei0w and XiQos, i. e. written-

stone.] A stone having the appearance of drawings, as of

maps, ruins, vegetable forms, &c. P. Cyc.
GRA'PY, a. Relating to or like grapes ; made of grapes. Gay.
GRAZIER, (gra'zher) n. See GRAZIER.

GRA"SP, v. a. [grappare, It.] [i.

RASPED.] To lay hold of; to hold in the hand
; to gripe ;

GRASPED
; pp. GR

to seize
;
to catch.

GRAsp, v. n. To endeavor to seize ; to struggle ;
to en-

croach.

GRAsp, M. A seizure of the hand
; gripe ; hold

; power of

seizing.

GRASP'A-BLE,* a. That may be grasped. Keats.

GRAsp'ER, 7i. One who grasps. Sherwood.

GRAsp'iNG,*p. a. Seizing with the hand
; catching at

;
en-

croaching.
GRAss, n.

'

[gras, Goth.
; grass, D.] The common herbage

of the field on which cuttle feed
;
a plant having simple

leaves, a husky calyx, and seeds single.

GRAss, v. n. To breed grass ;
to become pasture. Tusscr.

GRASS,* v. a.
[i.

GRASSED
; pp. GRASSING, GRASSED.] To cover

or furnish with grass ;
to bleach flax on the grass or ground.

London.

tGRAS-SA/TiON, n. [grassatio, L.] Progress ; assault. Felt-

ham.

GRAss'-GREEN,* n. The color of grass. Hill.

GRASS'-GREEN, a. Green with grass ;
like grass. Shak.

CRASS'-GROWN, (gras'gr5n) a. Grown over with grass.
Thomson.

GUASS'HOP-PER, n. An insect allied to the locust tribe.

GRASS'J-NESS, 7i. The state of abounding in grass.

GuAss'LESS, a. Wanting grass. Mirror for Magistrates.
GuAss QF PAR-NXs'sys, 7i. A plant ; parnassia. Miller.

GKASS'-PLOT, n. A small, level spot, covered with grass.

GRASS'-POL-Y, n. A species of willow-wort.

GRAss'y, a. Covered with or abounding in grass.
GRATE, n. [crates, L.] A partition made with bars placed
near to one another or crossing each other; an iron frame
and bars for holding fuel burnt in a fireplace.

GRATE, v. a. [gratter, Fr.] [L GRATED ;pp. GRATING, GRAT
ED.] To ruh or wear by the attrition of a rough body ;

to
offend or fret by something harsh

;
to make a harsh sound ;

to_s'hut up with bars.

GRATE, . n. To rub
; to offend

;
to make a harsh noise

fGRATE, a. [grains, L.] Agreeable. Sir T. Herbert.

GRAT'ED,*P. a. Worn away by being rubbed
;
barred.

GRATE'FUL, a. [grains, L.] Having gratitude or a due
sense of benefits

;
thankful ; agreeable; welcome

; pleas-

ing ; acceptable ; delightful.

GRATE'FCL-LY, ad. With willingness; in a grateful or

pleasing manner.

GRATE'FOL-NESS, n. Quality of being grateful.
ORAT-E-LU1

ff-A,* n. (Conch.) A genus of bivalve conchi
fers. P. Cyc.

GRAT'ER, n. [grattoir, Fr.] He or that which grates; a
kind of coarse file with whi
rubbed to powder.

hich soft bodies are grated, or

GRA-TIC-V-LA'TIQN,* n. The division of a drawing into

compartments or squares. Francis.

GRXT-I-FI-CA'TION, n. [gratificatio, L.] The act of grati-

fying; state of being gratified ; enjoyment; pleasure ;
de-

light ; reward; recompense.

|

GRAT'I-FI-ER, n. One who gratifies or delights.

GRXT'I-FY, v. a. [gratificor, L.] [?. GRATIFIED; pp. GRATI-

FYING, GRATIFIED.] To give pleasure ;
to indulge; to

please ;
to requite.

GRXT'I-FY-ING,*P. a. Affording gratification ; pleasing.
GRAT'ING, n. A harsh movement or sound ; the bars of a

grate. (JVaut.) The frame or lattice-work for covering
hatches between the foremast and mainmast, &c.

GRAT'ING,* p. a. Rubbing or wearing; sounding harshly ,

offensive.

GRAT'ING-LY, ad. Harshly ; offensively.
ORA-TI-O' SA,* (gra-she-6'sa) [graziosa, It.] (Mus.) Crabb
See GRAZIOSO.

ORA'Tis,ad. [L.] For nothing; gratuitously.
GRXT'I-TUDE,M. [gratitude, low L.] A due sense of bene-

fits
; thankfulness ; duty to benefactors.

GRXT'TEN,* n. Arable land in a commonable state. Farm.

Ency. [Local.]
GRA-Tu'i-ToOs, a [gratuitus, L.] Bestowed freely; vol-

untary ; granted without claim or merit
; asserted with-

out proof.

GRA-TU'I-TOIJS-LY, ad. In a gratuitous manner.
GRA-TU'I-TO US-NESS,* n. The quality of being gratuitous

Scott.

GRA-TO'l-TY, n. [gratuite, Fr.] A present: a recompense ;

a free gift.

GRAT'U-LATE, (grat'yu-lat) v. a. [gratulor, L.] [i. GRAT-
ULATED ; pp. GRATULATING, GRATULATED.] To COIlgratU-
late ; to declare joy for.

GRAT'V-I-ATE,* a. Felicitous
;
to be rejoiced at. Shak.

GRXT-V-L-A'TION, n. Expression of joy ; congratulation.
GRXT'V-LA-TO-RY, a. Congratulatory; expressing joy.
GRAU'wXcK-i:,* *. [Gen] (Min.) P. Cyc. See GRAYWACKE.
GRA-VA'MEN,* n. [L.I Complaint; burden. (Law) The
grievance complained of; the cause of the action. Bou-
irier.

GRAVE, r. a. [graven, D.
; graver, Fr.] [i. GRAVED; pp.,

. . .

ED.] To carve on a hard sub-
stance

;
to cut

;
to form ; to engrave ;

to impress deeply.
(JVaut.) To scrape and clean the hollows of.

GRAVE, v. n. To write or delineate on hard substances.

GRAVE, n. A pit or hole dug in the ground for a dead body ;

a sepulchre; a tomb: figuratively, death; destruction.

[gra/, Ger.] A ruler; usually in composition ; as, land-

grave, margrave.

GRAVE, a. [gravis, L.] Solemn; serious; sober; sedate,
thoughtful ; important ; weighty ;

not futile
; not tawdry.

(Gram.) Noting an accent opposed to the acute.

(Mas.) Noting a low, deep sound.

GRAVE'-CLOTIIE, ( klothz or -kloz) n. The dress of the
de-id. St. John.

GRAVE'-DiG-jRER, n. One who digs graves. Guardian.

GRAV'EL, n. [graved, D.] Hard sand; a material consist-

ing of very small stones. [gravelle, Fr.] (Med.) A dis-

ease occasioned by the concretion of small stones or cal-

culi in the kidneys and bladder. ^
GRXV'EL,, V. 0. [L GRAVELLED

; pp. GRAVELLING, GRAV-

ELLED.] To furnish with gravel; to pave or cover with

gravel ;
to stick in the sand : to puzzle ;

to stop.

(Horsemanship) To hurt the foot with gravel confined

by the shoe.

GRAVE'LESS, a. Wanting a tomb
; unburied.

GRAV'EL-LI-NESS,* n. The state of being gravelly. Scott.

GRAV'EL-LY, a. [graveleux, Fr.] Full of gravel ;
abound-

ing with gravel.

GRAVE'-LOOK-ING,* (-luk-jng) a. Having a grave appear-
ance. Irving.
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GRXv'EL-Pi'T,* n. Abed of gravel. Garth.

GRAV'EL-STONE,* n. Stone containing gr
stone. Arbuthnot.

gravel ;
a minute

GRAVE'LY,L
ad. In a grave manner

; seriously.
GRAVE'-MA-KER, n. A grave-digger. Shak.

GRAV'EN,* (gra'vn)^. from Grave. Graved. See GRAVE.

GRAVE'JVESS, n. Quality of being grave. Shak.

fGRA-VE'Q-LENT, a. [graveolens, L.] Strong-scented. Bai-

ley.

GRAV'ER, n. [gravcur, Fr.] One who graves ;
an engraver ;

the style or tool used in engraving.
GRAVE'STONE, n. A stone that is laid over, or placed by,
a grave.

GRAVE'YARD,* n. A burial ground. Month. Rev.

GRAV'JD, a. [gravidus, L.] Pregnant ; heavy from preg-
nancy.

fGRAV'l-DAT-ED, a. Great with young. Barrow.

JGRAV-J-DA'TIQN, n. Pregnancy. Pearson.

JGRA-yiD'l-TY, n. Pregnancy. rfrbuthnot.

GRA-VI'M'E-TER,* n. An instrument for ascertaining the

specific gravity of bodies, whether liquid or solid. Brande.

GRAV'ING, n. Carved work ; engraving.
GRAV'j-TATE, v. n. [gravis, L.] [i. GRAVITATED ; pp. GRAV-

ITATING, GRAVITATED.] To be affected by gravitation ;
to

tend to the centre of attraction.

CRXv-l-TA'TiQN, n. Act of tending to the centre
;
the mu-

tual tendency which all bodies in nature have to approach
each other

; gravity.

GRAV'I-TA-TIVE,* a. Having the power of gravitation.

Coleridge.

GRXy'i-TY, n. [gravitas, L.] Seriousness; solemnity:
weight; heaviness; the force by which bodies tend to
the centre

; gravitation. Specific gravity is the weight of
the matter of any body, compared with the weight of an
equal bulk of pure water, taken as a standard.

GRA'VY, n. [grav, Ger.] The juice of meat not too much
dried by cooking; sauce used for gravy.

GRAY, (gra) a. White with a mixture of black
;
white or

hoary with old age ; dusky ;
dark

;
of the color of ashes.

Often written grey.
GRAY, n. A gray color; an animal of a gray color, as a

horse; a badger; a kind of salmon.

GRAY'BEARD, n. An old man. Shak.

GRAY'BEARD-ED,* a. Having a gray beard. Campbell.
GRAY'BREAST-ED,* a. Having a gray breast. HiU.

GRAY'COAT-ED,* a. Having a gray coat. Shak.

GRAY'FLY, n. The trumpet-fly. Milton.

GRAY'GROWN,* a. Grown gray by age. Thomson.

GRAY'HAIRED,* (-hard) a. Having gray hair. Young.
GRAY'HEAD-ED,* a. Having a gray head. Milton.

GRAY'HOOD-ED,* (-hud-ed) a. Covered with a gray hood.
Milton.

GRAY'JSH, a. Approaching to a gray color.

GRAYLE, (gral) n. See GRAIL.

GRAY'LING, n. A fish resembling the trout
;
umber.

GRAY-MXL'KIN,* re. A cat. Shak. See GRIMALKIN.
GRAY'-MlRE,* n. A cant term for a wife who rules her
husband. Craven Dialect.

GRAY'MILL,* re. The gromwell ;
a plant. Ash.

GRAY'NESS, n. The quality of being gray. Sherwood.

GRAY'STONE,* n. A volcanic rock composed of felspar,

iron, and augite or hornblende. Scrape.

GRAY'wXc-KE,* or GRATj'wXc-KE,* n. (Min.) A term ap-
plied to some of the lowest secondary strata; a kind of
arenaceous rock. Brande.

GRAZE, v. n. [Sax.] [t. GRAZED; pp. GRAZING, GRAZED.] To
eat grass ;

to feed on grass; to supply grass. [roser, Fr.]
To touch lightly.

GRAZE, v. a. To feed or supply with grass; to feed on
grass ; to tend on grazing cattle. [raser, Fr.] To strike

lightly.

GRAZ'ER, n. One that grazes or feeds on grass.
GRAZ'IER, (gra'zher) n. One who feeds cattle; a farmer
who raises and deals in cattle.

GRAZ'IER-LY,* a. Relating to or like a grazier. Hcbcr.

GRAZ'ING,* n. The act of feeding on grass ; the raising or

feeding of cattle. Richardson. [grace. Brando.
GRAZIOSO* (grat-se-o'so) [It.] (Mus.) With elegance and
GREASE, (gres) n. [grtdsse, Fr.T Animal fat in a soft state

;

unctuous matter. (Farriery) A swelling in a horse's

legs. In this sense pronounced grSz by Jameson.
CREATE, (grez) v. a. [i. GREASED ; pp. GREASING, GREASED.]
To smear or anoint with grease. Swift. To bribe

; to cor-

rupt with presents. Dryden.
GREA'I-LY, ad. With grease; grossly.

GREA'T-NESS, n. State, of being greasy.

GREASY, a. Oily; fat; unctuous; smeared with grease;
gross ;

indelicate
;
indecent. Marston.

GREAT, (grat) [grat, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; gret, E.]
a. Having magnitude ; large in bulk or number

; impor-
tant

; weighty ; chief; principal ; grand ; venerable ; aw-
ful

;
of high rank

;
of large power ; eminent

; noble
;

magnanimous ; generous ; magnificent ; sublime
; high-

minded; proud: very intimate: distant by one or

more generations ; as, rreat-grandfather. ftj"
" When

I published the plan of my Dictionary," says Dr. John
son, "Lord Chesterfield told me that the word great
should be so pronounced as to rhyme to state; and Sir
Wm. Yonge sent me word that it should be pronounced
so as to rhyme to seat; and that none but an Irishman
would pronounce it grait. Now here are two men of the
highest rank, the one toe best speaker in the House of
Lords, the other, the best speaker in the House of Com-
mons, differing entirely." "The pronunciation is now
settled, beyond question, in the mode stated by Lord
Chesterfield." J. W. Croker. [den.

GREAT, (grat) n. The whole; the gross ; the lump. Dry-
GREAT'BEL-LIED, (-bSl-jd) a. Pregnant ;' teeming.
GREAT'BORN,* a. Nobly descended. Draijton.

GREAT'COAT,* n. A large and long garment covering the
other dress. Smollett.

JGREAT'EN, (gra'tn) v. a. To make great. Raleigh.
fGREAT'EN, v. n. To become large. South.
GREAT-GRAND'CHILD* n. The child of a grandchild.
mod.

GREAT-GRXND'DAUGH-TER,* re. A daughter in the fourth

degree of descent from the ancestor; the daughter of a

grajidchild. Jlddison.

GREAT-GRXND'FA-THER,* n. The father of a grandpa-
rent. Blackstone.

GREAT-GRXND'sSN,* 7i. The son of a grandchild. Black-
stone.

GREAT'-GROWN,* a. Grown to a great size. Shak.

GREAT'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a large head. Hill.

GREAT'-HEXRT-ED, a. High spirited; undejected; noble.

GREAT'LY, ad. In a great degree; nobly; bravely.
GREAT'NESS, (grat'nes) re. The quality of being great;

largeness ; dignity ; power ; grandeur ; state.

GREAT'-SEAL,* re. The principal seal of a sovereign, or of
the chief executive officer of a government, for the seal-

ing of charters, commissions, &c. Crabb.

fGREAVE, re. A grove. Chaucer. [groof, Icel.] A groove.
Spenser.

GREAVE, n. [graves, Fr.] pi. GREAVE, (grevz) Armor to
defend the shins or legs. Sediment of melted tallow ;

written also graves.
GREBE,* n. (Ornith.) An aquatic bird. Pennant.

GRE'CIAN, (gre'sh?n) n. [Gracus, L.] A native of Greece
;

a Greek : one versed in the Greek language or litera-

ture.

GRE'ciAN,(gre'shan) a. Relating to Greece.

GRE'CIAN-FIRE, n. See GREEK-FIRE.
GRE'CIAN-IZE, (gre'shjtn-iz) v. n. [grccaniser, Fr.j To play
the Grecian

;
to speak Greek. Cotgrave.

GRE'C??M, n. [Gracisinus, L.] A Greek idiom.

GRE'C!ZE, v. a. [greciser, Fr.] To translate into Greek.
JVarton.

GRED'A-LTN, n. See GRIDELIW.

fGREE, TZ. [grc, Fr.] Good-will ; favor. Spenser. [gradus,

L.] A degree ;
rank

; a step. Wicliffe. See GREEZE.
fGREE, v. n. [grcer, old Fr.] To agree. Mirror fur Mag.
fGREECE, re. A flight of steps. Bacon. See GREEZE.
GREED, re. Greediness. Graham. [Obsolete or local.]
GREED'|-LY, ad. In a greedy manner; eagerly.
GREED'J-NESS, re. State of being greedy; ravenousness

;

voracity ; eagerness of appetite or desire.

GREED'Y, a. Ravenous; voracious; hungry; eager.
GREED'Y-GOT, n. A glutton; devourer. Cotgrave. [Vul-

gar.]

GREEK, n. [Gracus, L.] A native of Greece
;
a Grecian

;

the language of Greece or of the Greeks.

GREEK, a. Belonging to Greece
;
Grecian.

GREEK'ESS,* re. A Greek woman or female. Taylor.

GREEK'-FiRE,* re. An artificial or factitious fire, which
burnt under water ; formerly used by the Greeks in war.
Hamilton.

GREEK'JSH, a. Grecian; like Greece. Milton.

GREEK'iM,*7t. Same as Grecism. Southey.
GREEK'LJNG, re. A beginner in Greek. B. Jonson.

GREEK'ROE, n. The flower campion. Tate.

GREEN, a. Of the color of grass ;
verdant in color with a

darker or lighter shade
; flourishing; fresh; nndecayed;

new ; pale ; sickly ;
not dry ; unripe ;

immature
;
inex-

perienced.
GREEN, n. Green color; a grassy plain.

GREENj v. a. To make green. Thomson.

GREEN'BROOM, re. A shrub. Miller.

GREEN'CHAF-ER,* re. A kind of beetle. Ash.

GREEN'-CLOTH, re. (Law) The board or council which reg-
ulates matters of the king of England's household, or the

counting-house of the household ; so called because the
table is covered with a green cloth.

GREEN'-COL-QRED, (-kfil-lurd) a. Pale; sickly.

GREEN'ER-Y,* re. Verdure; green grass or plants, Cole-

ridge.

GREEN'-EYED, (-Id) a. Having green eyes: jealous.
Shak.

GREEN'FlfNCH, re. A yellowish-green bird. Mortimer.
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GREEN'FlSH, re. A kind of fish. Ainsworth.

GREEN'GAGE, n. A species of delicious plum.
GREEN'GRO-CER, n. A retailer of greens or vegetables.

GREEN'-HAIRED,* (-bird) a. Having green hair. Collins.

GREEN'-HAND,* w. One who is unaccustomed to any em-

ployment. Holloway.
GREEN'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a green head. Hill.

fGREEN'HOOD, (-hud) 7i. Immaturity. Chaucer.

GREEN'HORN, n. A raw youth, easily imposed upon.
GREEN'HoOsE, 7i. A house in which exotics and tender

plants are sheltered from cold and inclement weather.

GREEN'ING,* n. A large green apple. Ash.

GREEN'ISH, a. Somewhat green ; tending to green.
GREiiN'isii-Nfiss,* n. The quality of being greenish. Scott.

GREEN'LAND-ITE,* n. (Min.) A species of garnet. Dana.

tGREEN'LY, a. Of a green color. Gascoig-ne.

GREEN'LY, ad. With greenness ; newly ; freshly.

GREEN'NESS, n. duality of being green ; immaturity; un-

ripeness ;
freshness.

GREEN'QCK-ITE,* n. (Jtfin.) A hard, crystallized mineral.
Dana.

GREEN'ROOM,* n. A room near the stage, to which actors

retire during the intervals of their parts in the play.

GREEN,* n. pi. Leaves and green vegetables used for

food. Jish.

GREN'-SAND,* n. Sand of a green color; green marie.

(Ocol.~) A member of the tertiary formation of the creta-

ceous or chalk system of strata. Mantell.

GREEN'SHANK,* n. A bird of the plover genus. Pennant.

GREEN'sIcK-NESS, rt. A disease of young females which
destroys their ruddy color; chlorosis.

fGREEN'sfcK-NESSED, (-nest) a. Sickly. Bp. Rundle.

GREEN'STALL, n. A stall for selling greens and vegetables.

GREEN'STONE,*7i. (Min.) A variety of trap composed of
hornblende and felspar. Lyell.

GREN'SWARD, n. Turf covered with green grass.

GREEN'SWORD, n. See GREENSWARD.
GREEN'-VIT'RI-OL,* n. Sulphate of iron, formerly so

called. Brande.

GREEN'-wXx,* n. (Law) The estreats of fines, issues,
and amercements in the English exchequer, delivered to

the sheriff under the seal of that court. Crabb.
GREEN'WE ED, n. Dyers' weed.

GREEN'-wooD,(-wud)n. A wood considered as it appears
in the spring or summer ; wood newly cut.

fGREES, ji. Keepe. See GREE, and GREEZE.
GREET, v. a.

[i. GREETED; pp. GREETING, GREETED.] To
address at meeting ;

to address with kind wishes ; to sa-

lute
; to congratulate; to compliment; to meet.

GREET, v. n. To meet and salute. Pope.
fGREET, v. n. To weep ;

to lament. See GREIT.

GREET'ER, n. One who greets.

GREET'ING, 7i. Salutation at meeting; compliment.
fGREEZE, 7i. A flight of steps; a step. See GREE, GREECE,
GRICE, and GRISE.

fGREF'Fi-ER, TO. [Fr.] A recorder
;
a registrar. Bp. Hall.

jGRE'GAL, a. [grex, gregis, L.] Belonging to a flock. Bailey.

fGRE-G_A'Rl-AN, a. Of the common sort
; ordinary. Howcll.

GRE-GA'RI-OIIS, a. [gregarius, L.] Going in flocks, herds,
or companies.

GRE-GA'Ri-oGs-LY, ad. In a flock, herd, or company.
GRE-GA'RI-OUS-NESS, n. The state of being gregarious.
GRE-GO'RI-AN, a. Belonging to Gregory, or to the style or
method of computing time instituted by Pope Gregory
XIII. in 1582; as, the Gregorian calendar: noting a

reflecting telescope.

fGRElT, v. n. To cry; to lament. Spenser.

JGREITH, v. a. To prepare. See GRAITH.

GRE'MI-AL, a. [gremium, L.] Pertaining to the lap or bo-

som^
GRE-NADE', n. [Fr.] A hollow globe or ball of iron, about
two inches and a half in diameter, to be filled with gun-
powder, and thrown from the parapets of besieged places
upon the invaders.

GREN-A-DIER', [gren-a-der',
w. P. J E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ;

gran-'a-der', S.J n. [Fr.] Originally, a soldier who threw
a grenade ; now, a tall foot-soldier. Gay.

GRE-NA'DO, n. See GRENADE.
GREN'AT-ITE,* 7i. (Min.) The staurotide. Jameson.

GRES-S'O'RI-AL,* a. (Ornith.) Having toes adapted to step-
ping. Hamilton.

jGREtJT, (grot) n. A kind of fossil body. Grew.

GREW, (gru) i. from Grow. See GROW.
GREY, (gra) a. [gris, Fr.] Gray. More properly gray. See
GRAY.

GREY'HOUND, (gra'hbund) n. [grighund, Sax.] A tall dog,
remarkable for keenness of sight, and for swiftness in

the chase.

GREY'LAG,* (gra'lag) n. A species of goose; the fen-

goose. Pennant.

GREY'WAC-KE,* (gra'wak-e) n. (Min.) Lyell. See GRAY-
WACKE.

fGRicE, 7t. A little pig: a step. Shak. See GREE, and
GREEZE.

GRfn'DLE,* n. An iron pan or vessel for baking cakes
Palmer.

fGRlDE, v. n. To cut. Spenser.

GRlo'E-LlN, a. [gris de lin.] Of a purplish color. Dryden.
GRfo'iR-QN, (grid'I-urn) ;i. A portable grate on which
meat is laid to be broiled upon the fire.

GRIEF, (grGf) n. [grief, Fr.] Sorrow; affliction; trouble

for_ something past : grievance; harm; pain.
GRIEF'FUL, a. Full of sorrow or grief. Collins. [R.]

GRIEF'LESS, a. Sorrowless ; without grief. Huloet.

JGRIEF'SHOT, a. Pierced with grief. S/iak.

JGRIEV'A-BLE, a. Lamentable. Gower.

GRIEV'ANCE, (gre'vans) n. [grevance, old Fr.] A wrong
suffered

; injury ;
cause of uneasiness.

GRIEVE, (grev) v. a. [grever, Fr.] [i. GRIEVED; pp. GRIEV-

ING, GRIEVED.] To afflict; to hurt
;
to make sorrowful.

GRIEVE, v. n. To be in pain ;
to mourn

;
to sorrow ;

to la-

ment.

GRIEV'ER, n. He or that which grieves.

GRIEV'ING-LY, ad. In sorrow
; sorrowfully. Shak.

GRliiv'bvs, (gre'vus) a. [gravis, I,.] Afflictive
; painful ;

hard to be borne ; causing sorrow
;

atrocious
; heavy ;

vexatious.

GRIEV'OUS-LY, ad. In a grievous manner ; painfully.
GRIEV'OTJS-NESS, n. Sorrow

; pain ; calamity ;
atrocious-

ness.

GR!F'FIN, ) n. [crryphus, L. ; griffon, Fr.] A fabulous ani-

GR/F'FQN, \ mal of antiquity, represented with the body
and feet of a lion, the head of an eagle or vulture, and
as furnished with wings and claws.

GRTF'FIN-LIKE, a. Resembling a griffin. Milton.

GR!G, 7i. A small eel. Walton. A merry creature. Swift.
Health. Grose. [Local, Eng.]

GRILL, v. a. To broil on a gridiron ;
to harass.

fGRi'LL, a. Causing to shake through cold. Chaucer.

GRILL,* n. A very small fish. Crabb.

GRIL-LADE', [gril-lad', S. W. P. Sm.} gril'lad, Ja.] n. [Fr.J
Any thing broiled on the gridiron.

GRILLAGE,* n. [Fr.] A range of sleepers or cross-beams

supporting a platform or structure on marshy grounds.
Francis.

fGRlL'LY, r. a. To harass
;
to hurt. Hudibras.

GR!M, a. Having a countenance of terror; horrible; hide-
ous ;_frightful ; ghastly; ugly; ill-looking.

GRI-MACE', n. [Fr.]
A distortion of the countenance from

habit, affectation, or insolence
;
air of affectation.

GRI-MACE',* v. n. To distort the countenance; to assume
affected airs. Martineau.

GRJ-MAL'KIN, n. The name of an old cat.

GRIME, v. a. [gryma, Icel.] [i. GRIMED; pp. GRIMING,
GRIMED.] To dirt ; to sully deeply ; to daub with filth.

GRIME, 7i. Dirt deeply insinuated. Shak.

GRIM'-FACED, (-fast) a. Having a stern countenance.

GRlM'-GRlN-NiNG, a. Grinning horribly. Shale.

GRIM'-LOOKED,* (-lukt) a. Having a grim or dismal as-

pect. Shak.

GRYM'LY, a. Having a hideous look
; grim. Beaum. $ Fl.

GRIM'LY, ad. Horribly; hideously; sourly; sullenly.

GR!MM,* n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
GRIM'NESS, n. Horror ; frightfulness of visage.

GRL>I'-VI'-AGED, (-viz-ajd) a. Grim-faced. Shak.

GRI'MY, a. Having grime ; dirty ; cloudy. More.

GRlN, V. n. [l. GRINNED J pp. GRINNING, GRINNED.] To Set

the teeth together and withdraw the lips, in mirth, anger,
or anguish ;

to show the teeth.

GRIN, n. Act of grinning; an affected laugh.
jGRtN, n. A snare

;
a trap ; a gin. Chaucer.

GR!ND, v. a. [i. GROUND ; pp. GRINDING, GROUND.] To re-

duce to powder by friction ; to reduce wheat and other

grain to meal or flour ;
to bite to pieces; to sharpen by

rubbing ;
to rub together; to harass

;
to oppress.

GRIND, v. n. To perform the act of grinding; to rub to

gether.

GR!ND'ER, 7?. He or that which grinds ;
an instrument for

grinding ;
one of the double or molar teeth.

GRIND'ING,* p. a. Reducing to powder; sharpening; op-
pressing.

GRIND'ING-LY,* ad. With oppression or cruelty. Qu. Rev.

tGRfN'DLE-STONE, 71. Same as grindstone. B. Jonson.

GRIND'LET,* n. A small drain or ditch. Crabb.

GRIND'ST'ONE, or GR^ND'STONE, [grlnd'ston, S. W. P. J.

E. F. Ja. K. ; commonly, grln'stun, Smart.] n. A circular

sandstone for sharpening tools.

GRIN'NER, n. One who grins. Add'ison.

GRIN'NING,* p. a. Making grins ; showing the teeth.

GRIN'NING-LY, ad. In a grinning manner.
GRIP, 7i. A little ditch or trench. Ray. [A grasp; a gripe.

Vulgar or obsolete.] See GRIPE.
GRtp, v. a. To cut into ditches or furrows

;
to drain. Hollo-

way. To grasp by the hand ; to gripe. Brockett.

GRIP, ; n. [yryps, L.] The fabulous animal called the

GRIPE, j griffin. Shak.

GRIPE, v. a. [greipan, M. Goth
; gripper, Fr.] [i. GRIPED

;

pp. GRIPING, GRIPED.] To hold with the fingers closed
;

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RfJLE. C, G, 9, |, soft} , G, 2, g, hard ;
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to hold hard ;

to seize
;
to close

;
to clutch

;
to grasp ;

to

press ;
to pinch ;

to squeeze ; to afflict.

GRIPE, v. 7i. To feel the colic
;
to pinch : to catch at money

meanly. (Naut.) A ship is said to gripe when she

brings her head up to the wind when carrying sail on
the wind.

GRIPE, n. Grasp; hold; seizure of the hand; pressure;
oppression ;

a pliable lever
;
a break. (Naut.) The fore

part of a ship ;
a machine formed by an assemblage of

ropes, &c., used to secure the boats upon the deck of a

ship at sea. pi. (Med.) Pain in the bowels ;
colic.

GRIP'ER, n. One who gripes ; oppressor.
GRIP'ING, n. Suffering ; pain ;

colic
; distress.

GRIP'ING,* p. a. Holding fast; oppressing; giving pain.

GR!P'ING-LY, ad. With griping pain or distress.

fGRlP'PLE ,
a. Greedy ; oppressive; grasping. Spenser.

fGRip'PLE-NESS, n. Covetousness. Bp. flail.

JGR1S, (gres) n. [gris, Fr.] A kind of fur. Chaucer.

GRJS'-IM-BER, (gris'am-ber) n. Ambergris. Milton.

GR!SE, (grlz) n. A. swine; a step. Shak. See GRICE, and
GfeEEZE.

ORI-VETTE', (gre-zet') n. [Fr.] The wife or daughter of a
French tradesman. Sterne.

GRIS'KIN, n. The vertebrae of a hog.
GRIS'LE-A,* n. (BoL) A genus of tropical plants. P. Cyc.

GRILLED, (grlz'zld) a. See GRIZZLED.

GRI'LI-NESS,* n. The quality of being grisly. Sidney.

GRi'Ly, (griz'le) a. Horrible
;
hideous

; frightful. Spen-
ser. Grisly bear, a fierce American bear.

GRI'SQN,* n. [L.] (Zool.~) An animal resembling the wol-
verene. P. Cyc.

GRl'ON, [gre'zunz, Ja. ; griz'unz, Earnshaw ; gre'z5ng,

Sm.] n. pi. Inhabitants of the eastern Swiss Alps ;
also a

canton of Switzerland.

GRIST, n. Corn to be ground ; supply ; provision.

GRls'TLE,(gris'sl) n. A substance in the animal body, next
in hardness to bone

;
a cartilage.

GRIST'LY, (gris'sle) a. Cartilaginous ;
made of gristle.

GRIT, n. The coarse part of meal
;
oats hulled, or coarsely

ground ;
sand ; rough, hard particles ;

hard sandstone

employed for millstones, grindstones, pavement, &c.

fGRITH, n. Agreement ;
union. Oower.

GRIT'STONE,*TI. A stone or earth containing hard particles.

Pilkington.
GRIT'TI-NESS, n. The quality of abounding in grit. Mor-

timer

GRlT'TY, a. Full of hard particles; consisting of grit.

fGRlZE,* n. A step. Shak. See GRISE.

GRIZ'E-LIN, (grlz'e-lin) a. See GRIDELIN. Temple.

fGRlz'ZLE, n. [grisaille, Fr.] A mixture of white and
black

; gray. Shak.

GRIZ'ZLED, (griz'zld) a. Interspersed with gray. Zech. vi.

GRIZ'ZLY, a. Somewhat gray ; grayish. Bacon.

GRdAN, (gron) v. n.
[i. GROANED; pp. GROANING, GROANED.]

To breathe or sigh with a deep murmuring noise, as in

pain ;
to moan.

GROAN, n. A deep sigh from pain or sorrow
;
a hoarse sound.

GROAN'ER * n. One who groans.

tGROAN'FUL, (gron'ful) a. Sad
; agonizing. Spenser.

GROAN'ING, n. Lamentation; complaint on account of

pain : [childbirth or lying in. Forby.] (Hunting-) The
cry of a buck. Cliambers.

GROAT, (grawt) [grim, SL W. P. J. E. F. Sm. K; grot,

Ja,] n. [groot, D.] Four pence ;
an old English coin of

the value of four pence, not now current.

GROATS, (grawts) n. pi. Oats that have the hulls taken off;

grits.

GROATS'WORTH, (grawts'wurth) n. The value of a groat.

GRO'CER, n. Literally, a dealer by the gross: appropri-
ately, a dealer in tea, coffee, sugar, spices, fruits, &c.

GRO'CER-Y, n. The trade, business, or commodities of

grocers ;
the shop of a grocer.

GROG, n. Spirit and water, commonly without sugar.
GROG'^ER-Y,* n. A place where grog is sold and drunk

;

a grog-shop. Jarves.

GROG'J&Y, a. Partially intoxicated; tipsy. [Vulgar.] Ap-
plied to a horse that bears wholly on his heels in trotting.

GROG'RAM, n. Stuff woven with a large woof and a rough
pile. Written also grogeram and grogran.

GROG'SHOP,* n. A place where grog or^rum is sold by re-

tail. Murray.
GROIN, n. The depression between the belly and thigh ;

the hollow intersection of vaults crossing each other:

[jthe snout of a hog. Chaucer.] (Engineering') A
wooden breakwater to retain sand or mud thrown up
by the tide.

fGROlN, v. 7i. To grumble ; to growl ;
to grunt. Chaucer.

GROM'MET,* n. (Naut.) A sort of small ring or wreath,
formed of the strand of a rope, used to fasten the upper
edge of a sail to its stay. Falconer.

GROM'WELL, ?i. A perennial plant. Called also gromill,

graymill, and gray millet.

GROOM, n. [gram, Teut.] A boy ; a waiter
;
a servant

;
a

man who tends a stable : a bridegroom. Dryden.

fGROOM'POR-TER,* 71. An officer of the king of England'a
court who had the direction of the games. Warburton.

GROOVE, v. a.
[i. GROOVED

; pp. GROOVING, GROOVED.] To
cut into channels or grooves ; to hollow.

GROOVE, 7i. A hollow in mines
;
a channel cut with a tool.

GROOV'ER, n. One who grooves ; a miner. Grose.

GROPE, v. n. [i. GROPED ; pp. GROPING, GROPED.] To feel aa
in the dark ; to feel or move where one cannot see.

GROPE, v. a. To search by feeling in the dark. Swift.

GROP'ER, 7i. One who gropes.

GRQ-ROIL'ITE,* n. (Min.) Earthy manganese ;
wad. Dana.

GROS'BEAK,* n. A kind of finch. P. Cyc. See GROSSBEAK.
GROSS, (gros) a. [gros, Fr. ; grosso, It.] Thick ; bulky ;

coarse
; palpable ; impure ;

unrefined
; inelegant ;

dense
;

not refined ; shameful
;
not pure ; stupid ;

dull
; rough ;

not delicate; fat; large; whole; taking in the whole,
not net. Gross weight, the total weight of merchandise,
with the bag, box, or other vessel containing it.

GROSS, ?i. The main mass or body ;
the bulk

;
the whole ;

a large quantity. [grossc, Fr.] The number of twelve
dozen. _

GROSS'BEAK,* n. A bird called also the hawfinch and

greenfijich. Pennant. Written also grosbeak.
GROSS'FED,* a. Fed or supported grossly or by gross food

Savage.
GROSS'HEAD-ED, a. Stupid ;

dull
; thick-skulled. Milton.

GROSS'LY, ad. In a gross manner; coarsely.

GROSS'NESS, n. duality of being gross ;
coarseness

;
thick-

ness
;
fatness

;
want of delicacy.

GROS-SV-LA'CE-J<:>* n.pl. (Bot.) An order of exogenous
plants, comprehending the gooseberry and currant. P. Cyc.

GROS'SU-LAR,* n. (Min.) A species of mineral. Phillips.

GROS'SU-LAR,* a. Like a gooseberry. Smart.

GROS-SU-LA'RI-AJ* 7i. (Min.) A green garnet. Brande.

GROT, 7i. [grotte, Fr. ; grotta, It.] An ornamental cave
;

a cavern
;
a grotto.

GRQ-TESQUE', (gr9-tesk') a. [Fr.] Oddly formed; odd;
fantastic; wild; unnatural.

GRO-TESQUE', (gro-tesk') n. Something whimsical, wild,
or odd in the graphic arts ; a wild design.

GRQ-TESQUE'LY, (grQ-tesk'le) ad. In a grotesque manner.

GRO-TESQUE'NESs,*n. Quality of being grotesque. Ed. Rev.

GR6'TIAN,* (grS'shan) a. Relating to Grotius
;
latitudina-

rian. Coleridge.

GROT'TA, n. [It.] A cavern._J5<zc<ra. See GROTTO.

GROT'TO, n.; pi. GROT'TOS. A cave; an ornamental
cave formed for coolness and pleasure.

GROT'TO-WORK,* (-wiirk) n. Ornamental work in a grot-
to. Cowper.

GRO&ND, n. Earth
;
the earth as distinguished from air or

water ; land ;
the surface of land

; country ;
estate ; land

occupied : depth ; bottom
;
floor

;
bottom of a depth :

the first stratum of paint ;
a foil : first hint

;
first princi-

ple ; base; basis; foundation ; that on which something
is raised or transacted. pi. Lees or sediment. (rfrch.)
Pieces or wood flush with the plastering, for which they
serve as guide.

GRoOND, v. a. [i. GROUNDED; pp. GROUNDING, GROUNDED.]
To place or set in the ground ;

to fix as on a foundation
;

to settle in first principles ;
to found ;

to rest
;
to base.

GROUND,* v. n. To strike the bottom or the ground, and
remain fixed. Smart.

GROUND, i. &. p. from Grind. See GRIND.

GROUND'AGE, 71. (Mar. laio} A custom or payment for

ground, or for a ship's standing in a port. Bouvicr.

GROUND'-ASH, 7i. A sapling of ash taken from the ground.

GROUND'-BAIT, n. A bait thrown to the bottom to attract

fish. Walton.

GROUND'CHER-RY,* n. An American annual plant. Farm.

Ency.
GROUND'ED-LY, ad. Upon firm principles. Bale.

GROUND'-FLOOR, (grbuud'flor) n. The lower part of a

house ;
that which is even with the exterior ground.

GROUND'-HOG,* n. An American quadruped; the wood-
chuck. P. Cyc.

GRO UND'I-VV, (grbund'i-ve) n. Alehoof, or tunhoof. Gill.

GROUND'LESS, a. Wanting ground ;
unfounded ;

not real.

GROUND'LESS-LY, ad. Without reason ;
without cause.

GROUND'LESS-NESS, n. Want of just reason. Tdlotson.

GROUND'LING, n. A fish which keeps at the bottom of the

water : hence one of the vulgar. Shak.

tGROUND'LY, ad. Upon principles ; solidly. Astham,

GROUND'MAIL,* n. (Scotland) A sum paid for the right of

having a corpse buried in a churchyard. Jamictun.

GROUND'NEST,* n. A ne&ton or in the earth. Milton.

GROOND'NUT,* ?i. A plant and its esculent fruit, which

grows in the ground. Hamilton.

GRO&NI)'-OAK, 7i. A young oak raised from the acorn.

GROUND-PINE', n. A plant. Hill.

GROOND'-PLATE, n. (Jlrch.) The lower part of a timber

building, which receives the principal and other po^ts ;

called also ground-sill.

GROUND'-PLOT, n. The ground on which any building is

placed ;
the iconography of a building.
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GROUND-'-RENT, n. Rent paid for the ground, especially

for ground occupied by a building.

GROUND'-ROOM, n. A room on the level with the ground.
GROUNDS,* n. pi. Dregs ; lees; sediment. Smart.

GROUND'SEL, n. An annual plant ; ragwort.

GROUND'-SILL, or GROUND'SEL, [grbund'sil orgrbun'sil:
"familiarly, grun'sel," Sm.] n. (Arch.) The lowest

horizontal timber on which the exterior wall is erected
;

groundplate ; the sill.

GROUND'-TAC'KLE, ;grbund'tak-kl) n. (Naut.) The ropes
and furniture belonging to anchors, used to secure a ship
while at anchor.

GROUND'WORK, (grbund'wiirk) ?. The foundation, lit-

erally or figuratively ;
base

;
basis

;
the first stratum or

part ;
first principle.

GROUP, (grop; n. [groupe, Fr.] An assemblage of figures,

objects, animals, <fcc.
;
a cluster ;

a collection.

GROUP, (grop) v. a.
[i. GROUPED ; pp. GROUPING, GROUPED.]

To form into groups ;
to collect together ;

to put into a
collection.

GROUP'ING,*?*. The art of composing or combining objects
with a view to pictorial effect. Hamilton.

GROUSE, n. Red and black heathgame.
GROUT, n. Coarse meal; wort; sweet liquor; that which

purges off; a wild apple ;
mortar in a fluid state

;
a mixt-

ure of plaster and other matter used for ceilings and

mouldings. pi. The grounds or sediment of liquor.

GROUT,* v. a. To fill up, as the joints or spaces between
stones. London.

GROUT'ING,* n. A kind of liquid mortar poured over the

upper beds throughout a course of masonry or brick-

work. Tanner.

fGROUT'NOL, n. A blockhead. See GROWTHEAD.
GROVE, re. A small pleasant wood ;

a place set with trees.

GROV'EL, (grov'vl) v. n. [gruva, Icel.] [i. GROVELLKD ; pp.

GROVELLING, GROVELLED.] To lie prone ;
to creep low on

the ground ;
to be low or mean

;
to be busy in low em-

ployments.
GROV'EL-LER, (grSv'vl-er) n. One who grovels.

GROV'EL-LING,* a. Mean; sordid; lying prone. Cowper.
GRO'vy, a. Belonging to or abounding in groves. Cot-

grave. [R.]
GROW, (gro)t>. n.

[i.
GREW

; pp. GROWING, GROWN.] To vege-
tate

;
to shoot; to issue, as plants ; to increase in bulk;

to become greater ;
to improve ; to make progress ; to

advance; to be changed from one state to another
;
to

proceed ;
to become.

GROW, (gro) v. a. To cause to grow ;
to raise by cultiva-

tion. Campbell. An agricultural term; as, "to grow
cotton."

GROW'ER, n. He or that which grows ; a farmer.

GROW'lNGj (gro'jng) n. Vegetation ;
increase

; progres-
sion.

GROW'JNG,* p. a. Increasing; making progress.

GROWL, (grb'ul) v. n. [grollen, Flern.] [i. GROWLED
; pp.

GROWLING, GROWLED.] To murmur or to make a harsh

noise, as in anger ;
to snarl like an angry cur

;
to grumble.

GROWL, v. a. To signify or express by growling. Thomson.

GROWL, 7i. A deep snarl or murmur, as of an angry cur.

GROWL'ER,* n. He that growls ;
an angry cur. Bigelow.

GROWN
, (gron) p. & p. a. from Grow. Advanced in growth ;

being of full stature or size. See GROW.
GROWE, (grbuz) v. n. To shiver; to shudder; to be chill

before an ague fit. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
GROWTH, (groth) n. Act of growing ; state of being grown ;

vegetation ; product ; thing produced ;
increase

;
increase

of_stature ;
advance ; advancement.

fGROWT'HEAD, ) n. A kind of fish. Mnsworth. An idle,

JGROWT'NOL, \ lazy fellow
;
a blockhead. Tusser.

GRUB, V. a. [i.
GRUBBED ; pp. GRUBBING, GRUBBED.] To dig

up ;
to destroy by digging ;

to root out of the ground.
GRUB,* v. n. To be occupied in digging; to be employed
meanly. Smart.

GRUB, n. A small worm or maggot ; a dwarf: food.

GRUB'-AXE, (grub'aks) n. A tool used in grubbing.
GRUB'BER, n. One who grubs: an agricultural instru-

ment having several teeth or prongs, and used for stir-

ring the earth and freeing it from roots, &c.

tGRUB'BLE, v. a. [grubden, Germ.] To feel in the dark
;
to

grope. Dryden.
tGRUB'BLE, v. n. See GRABBLE.

GRUB'STRKET, n. & a. Originally, the name of a street

near Moor-fields in London, much inhabited by scribblers

for the press: hence used mostly as an adjective,
to designate a mean literary production ;

mean
; low

;

vile. Gay.
GRUDGE, (gruj) v. a. [gruger, Fr.] [i. GRUDGED

; pp.

GRUDGING, GRUDGED.] To permit or grant with reluc-

tance
;
to envy ;

to see with discontent; to give unwill-

ingly ; to begrudge.
GRUDGE, v. n. To murmur; to be unwilling; to be reluc-

tant or envious ;
to grieve.

GRUDGE, n. Old quarrel ; ill-will; envy; odium.

tGRDDGE'QN, (gruj'unz) n. pi. [gruger, Fr.] Coarse

meal
;

the part of corn which remains after sifting
Beaum. Sf Fl. See GURGEON.

GRUDG'ER, (grud'jer) n. One who grudges. [envy
GRUDGING, n. The act of one who grudges; discontent

;

GRUDG'ING-LY, ad. Unwillingly; malignantly; reluctantly.
GRfJ'EL, 7i. [gruau, Fr.] Food made by boiling flour or
meal in water.

"

[rough ;
uncivil.

GRUFF, a. [groff, D.] Sour of aspect; harsh of manners;
GRI'IFF'LY, ad. In a gruff manner

; harshly.
GRUFF'NESS, n. Hnrshness of look or manner

; roughness.
GRUM, a. Sour

; surly ;
severe

; grim. Jlrbuthnot,

GRUM'BLE, (grum'bl) v. n. [grommder, Fr.] [i. GRUM-
BLED

; pp. GRUMBLING, GRUMBLED.] To murmur with
discontent

;
to growl; to complain ; to find fault.

GROM'BLER, re. One who grumbles ;
a murmurer.

GROM'BLING, n. A murmuring through discontent.

GRUM'BLING,*^. a. Finding fault; complaining.
ORUM/ELING-LY, ad. Discontentedly ; sourly.

GRtJME, (grum) n. [grumeau, Fr.
; grumiis, L.] A thick,

viscid consistence of a fluid
;
a clot, as of blood.

GRUM'LY, ad. In a grum manner; sullenly.

GRUM'NESS,* re. Sourness
; severity; harshness. jJsh.

GRV-MOSE',* a. Clotted
;
concreted

; grumous. Scott.

GRti'MOys, a. Thick
;
clotted

;
knotted. Jlrbvthnot.

GRU"'MOUS-NESS, n. State of being concreted. Wiseman.

GRUM'PI-LY,* ad. In a surly or gruff manner. Mrs. Butler.

GRUM'PY,* a. Surly; angry; gruff. Holloway. [Local, Eng.]
GRUN'JDEL, n. The fish called a groundling.
GRUN'SEL, n. Groundsel. Milton. See GROUNDSEL.
GRUNT, v. n. [i. GRUNTED ; pp. GRUNTING, GRUNTED.] To
murmur or make a noise, as a hog.

GRUNT, n. The noise of a hog ;
a groan.

GRUNT'ER, n. One that grunts ;
a kind of fish

;
a pig.

GRUNT'ING, n. The noise of swine. Gay.
GRONT'ING-LY, ad. Murmuringly ; mutteringly.
jGRUN'TLE, (grunt'tl) v. n. To grunt. See GRUNT.
GRUNT'LING, n. A young hog ; a pig.

jGRUTCH, v. n. To envy ;
to grudge. Widiffe.

{GRL'TCH, n. Malice; ill will; grudge. Hudibras.

GRY, n. [y/<v.] A hundredth part of an inch. Locke.

GRY-PHJE'A,* n, [L.] (Couch.) A genus of conchifers, al-

lied to the oyster. P. Cyc.

GRYPH'QN, n. See GRIFFIN. [Brande.
GRY-PHO'SIS,* n. (Med.) A growing inwards of the nails.

fGRYTH, M. _ See GRITH.

GUA-CHA'RO,*TI. [Sp.J A nocturnal frugivorousbird ofSouth

America, of the size of a common fowl, and valued for

its oil. Humboldt. [GUAIACUM.
GUA'IAC,* (gwa'yak) re. A resin; guaiacum. Ure. See

GUA'lAC,* (gwa'yak) a. Relating to guaiacum. Med. Jour.

Gui'lA-cDM, (gwa'ya-kum) [gwa'a-kum, S. J. F.: gwa'yri
kum', W. P. Sm. ; gl'a-kuin, E. ; gwa'kum, Wb.} n. A
peculiar resinous substance obtained from a tree of the
West Indies ;

used in medicine.

GUA'NA,* re. A lizard four or five feet in length, valued
for its

fle_sh
: called also iguana. W. Eiicy.

GUA-Nl\'c6,*n. ; pi. GUANACOS, A South American wool-

bearing quadruped, called also the llama. Darwin.

GUA'NO,* ?(. [Sp.] A substance found on many small

islands, especially in the Southern Ocean and on the
coast of South America and Africa, which are the resort

of large flocks of birds. It consists chiefly of their

excrement, and is an excellent manure.

GuAR-AN-TEE', (gtir-ran-tG') re. [guarant, old Fr.] (Law) An
undertaking to answer for the failure of another; one
who guarantees ; surety. Brande. He to whom a

guarantee is made
;
correlative of guarantor. Saucier.

GUAR-AN-TEE', (gar-ran-te') v. a. [guarantir, old Fr.] [i.

GUARANTEED
; pp. GUARANTEEING, GUARANTEED.] To

undertake that another shall perform stipulations ;
to se-

cure the performance of
;
to warrant; to insure, ft^f- John-

son says,
" The substantive and the verb are indifferently

written guarantee and guaranty." The verb is written

guaranty in most of the English dictionaries
;

but in

Smart's dictionary it is written guarantee ; and this is

now the prevailing orthography.
GulR'AN-TOR,* (gar'ran-tbr) n. (Law} One who gives surety

or makes a guaranty. Bouvier. Dane,.

GUAR'AN-T y, (gar'ran-te) n. (Law) A surety for perform-
ance

;
an engagement to secure the performance of arti-

cles ; a guarantee. Bolingbroke. See GUARANTEE.
GUAR'AN-TY, (gar'ran-te) v.a. To warrant. See GUARANTEE.
||GuXRD, v. a. [gyard, W. J. F. ; giird, P. Ja. K. E. If. R.

Wb.; g'lird, Sm.] [warda or garda^\o\v L.] [i. GUARDED;
pp. GUARDING, GUARDED.] To watch by way of defence
or security ; to protect ;

to defend
;
to shield

;
to preserve

by caution
;
to provide against objections ;

to gird.

||GuARD, (gard) v. n. To be in a state of cautioner defence.

JJGUARD, (gard) n. [garde, Fr.
; ward, Teut.] A man, or

body of men, employed for defence : a state of caution
or vigilance; protection; care: pnrt of the hilt of a
sword. (Fencing) A posture to defend the body; any
thing that protects or guards. pi. Troops attached to

the person of a sovereign.
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IIGUARD'A-BLE, (gard'a-bl) a. Capable of being protected.
GUARD'AGE, (gard'aj) TO. State of wardship. Shak.

HGUARD'ANT, (g'ard'ant) a. [f Acting as guardian. Shak.]
(Her.) Having the face turned towards the spectator; as," a leopard guardant."
fGuARD'ANT, (gard'ant) TO. A guardian. Shak.

GUARD'-BOAT, n. A boat for observing ships in a harbor.

GUARD'-CiiAM-BER, TO. A guard-room.
GUARD'ED,*T>. a. Watched; defended; cautious.

GUARD[ED-LY, (gard'ed-le) ad. Cautiously ; warily.
"I n. Caution ;

wariness,
ho guards. Sandys.
ry ;

cautious. A. Hill.

GUAR'DI-AN, (gar'de-an orgard'yan) [gar'de-an, P. Ja. 72.,-

gar'dyan,S..; gyar'de-an or gyar'je-an, W. ; gyar'de-an,
J.; gyard'yan,F../r.; g'ard'yan, Sm.] n. [g-ardien,Fr.] One
who has the care of an orphan or of persons incapable of
directin g themselves; a protector ; akeeper; awarden.
(Law) Guardian of the spiritualities, a person to whom the

spiritual jurisdiction of any diocese is committed, during
the vacancy of the see. Cowel. [over.

JUAR'DI-AN, a. Protecting; superintending; watching
JuXR'Dl-AN-ss, TO. A female guardian. Beaum. $ Fl.

JUAR'DI-AN-IZE,* v. n. To act the part of a guardian.
Qu. Rev.'[R.]

IjGuAR'Dl-AN-SHlfP, n. The office of a guardian.
||GUARD'-iR-ON,*(g'ard'i-urn)n. An arched bar placed over

the ornamental figures oh the head or bow of a ship. Ash.

IIGUARD'LESS, a. Without guard or defence.

j|GUARD'-R66M, (g'ard'rom) n. A room in which those who
are appointed to watch, assemble. Malone.

HGUARD'SHIP, TO. [Care. Swift.] A ship to guard the coast.

fGuAR'lSH, (gar'jsh) v. a. [gucrir, Fr.] To heal. Spenser.

GUA'RY-MlR'A-CLE, (gwa're-mir'a-kl) TO. [guare-mirkl,
Cornish.] A miracle-play. Carew.

GUA'VA, (gwa'va) [gwa'va, P. Wb. ; gwa'va, Sm. ; gwa'va,
K.] n. The fruit of the psidium pomiferum of the West
Indies, from which a jelly is made.

tGu'BER-NATE, v. a. [guberno, L.] To govern. Cockeram.

Gu-BER-NA^TiON, TO. Government. Watts. [R.]

|Gu'BER-NA-TlVE, [gu-ber'na-tiv, Ja. K. Todd, Maunder;
gu'ber-na-tlv, Sm. Wb.] a. Governing. Chaucer.

GU-BER-NA-TO'RI-AL,* a. [gubernator, L.] Belonging to a

governor. Russell. A word sometimes used in the U. S.

GUD'DLE,* v. n. To drink much or greedily ;
to guzzle.

Jennings. [Local, Eng.]
GUDG'EQN, (gud'jun) w. [goujon, Fr.] A small fresh-wa-

ter fish, easily caught : a man easily cheated : an iron

pin on which a wheel turns. (Naut.) An eye on which
the rudder is hung. To swallow a gudgeon, to'be deceived.

GUEL'DER-R5SE, n. See GELDER-ROSE.
GUELFS, (gwelfs) TO. pi. A political party, in Italian his-

tory, during the middle ages, opposed to the Ghibelines.

See GHIBELINES.
GUELPH'fc,* (gwelfjk) a. Noting a Hanoverian order of

knighthood, founded, in 1815,-by George IV., of England,
then prince regent. Brands.

GUELPHS,* (gwelfs) TO. pi Same as Guelfs. See GUELFS.
GUER'DQN, (gSr'dpn) [ger'dun, W. P. F. Sm. ; gwer'dun or

ger'dun, Ja.l gwer'dun, S. K.] TO. [Fr.] A reward
;
a rec-

ompense. Spenser. [R.]
JGUER'DQN, (5er'don) v. a. To reward. B. Jonson.

IGUER'DQN-A-BLE, a. Worthy of reward. Sir G. Buck.

[GUER'DQN-LESS, a. Unrewarded. Chaucer.
GUE-RlL'LA* (ge-ril'la) n. [guerrilla, Sp.] pi. GUERIL-
LAS. A petty warfare ; a skirmish

;
a partisan or irreg-

ular soldier or army. Qu. Rev.

GUESS, (ges) v. 71. [ghissen, D.] [i. GUESSED ; pp. GUESSING,
GUESSED.] To conjecture; to judge without any certain

principles of judgment; to surmise, ft^rft is much used,
colloquially, in the sense of to believe, to suppose, to think,
in the United States, and also in some parts of Eng-
land. Palmer's Devonshire Dialect.

GUESS, (ges) v. a. To hit upon by accident
;
to conjecture.

GUESS, (ges) n. Conjecture ; judgment without certain

grounds.
GUESS'ER, (ges'er) n. One who guesses ;

a conjecturer.
fGUESS'lNG-LY, (ges'jng-le) ad. Conjecturally. Shak.

GUESS'WORK,* (ges'wurk) TO. Work done by guess ;
a con-

jecture. Ure.

GUEST, (gest) TO. One entertained in the house or at the ta-

ble of another ; a visitor
;
a visitant

;
a stranger ;

one who
comes newly to reside.

GUEST'CHAM-BER, TO. A chamber of entertainment. St.

Mark.

fGuEST'RlTE, TO. Office due to a guest. Chapman.
GUEST'ROPE,* TO. A rope by which a boat is kept steady
while itjs in tow. Crabb. [Shak.

GUEST'WISE, (gest'wlz) ?d. In the manner of a guest.

GfiG'GLE, v. TO. [gorgogliare, It.] See GURGLE.

GiJHR,* (giir) ?i. (Mm.) A loose, earthy deposit from water.
Cleaveland.

Gui-A'cUM,*(gwe-a'kum)TO. An improper spelling and pro-
nunciation of guaiacum. Walker. See GUAIACUM.

||GuiD'A-BLE, (gid'a-bl) a. That may be governed by coun

sej.

[(GuiD'AGE, (gld'aj; 7i. The reward given to a guide.
IJGUID'ANCE, (gld'ans) n. Direction ; government; load.

jJGulDE, (gid) [gyld, S. W. J. F. ; gid, P. E. Ja. ; geld,
K. ; g'ld, Sm.] v. a. [guider, Fr.] [L GUIDED

; pp. GUID-
ING, GUIDED.] To direct or lead in a way ;

to influence
;

to govern by counsel
;
to instruct

;
to regulate ;

to con-
duct

; Jo lead.

||GulDE,' (gid) TO. [guide, Fr.] He or that which guides ;
a

director
;
a conductor

;
a regulator.

IIGuiDE'LESs, (gld'les) a. Having no guide. Dryden.
||GuiDE'p5sT, (gid'post) TO. A post where two or more roads

meet, directing the traveller which to follow.

GuIo'ER, (gld'er) w. A director
;
a guide. Shak. [R.]

fGuiD'ER-ESS, (gld'er-es) n. She who guides. Cazton.

fGui'DQN, (gl'd9n) n. [Fr.] A standard-bearer
;
a standard.

rfshmole.

GulLD, (gild) TO. A society ; a corporation ;
a fraternity or

association, generally of merchants.

fGuiLD'A-BLE, (gild'a-bl) a. Liable to tax. Spelman.
GuiL,D'ER,*(gild'er) n. A foreign coin

;
a florin. Crahb.

GulLD'HALL, (glld'hal)TO. The hall in which a corporation
usually assembles

;
a town-hall. Shak.

HGUILE, (gll) [gyll, S. W. J. F. ; gll, P. E. Ja.; gell, K. ;

g'lJ, Sm.] n. [ffuille, gille, old Fr.] Craft; cunning; du-

plicity ;
deceit

;
fraud

; insidious artifice.

||GuiLE, (gll) v. a. [guiller, Fr.] To disguise cunningly ;
to

beguile. Spenser.

llfGuii/ED, (gll'ed) a. Treacherous
; deceiving. Shak.

-, (gli'ful) a. Insidious; deceitful
; treacherous.

-LY, (gll'ful-le) ad. Insidiously ; treacherously.
GUILE'FOL-NESS (gll'ful-nes) n. Secret treachery.
((GuiLE'LESS, (gil'les) a. Free from deceit or guile ; hon-

est.

[(GUILE 'LESS-NESS, (gll'les-nes) n. Freedom from deceit.

iltGuiL'ER, (gll'er) n. A deceiver ;
a traitor. Wicliffe.

GulL'LE-MOT^^gll'e-mot) n. (Ornith.') A bird, similar to
the auk. Pennant.

GulL-LO-TlNE', (gil-19-ten') [|il'o-ten, P. Ja. K. R. ; gil-

V9-ten', Sm. ; gil'9-n, Wb.] TO. [Fr.] An instrument of

capital punishment, used in France, which separates the
head from the body at one stroke. It was named from its

introducer, Joseph Ignace Guillotin.

GulL-LQ-TiNE', (gil-19-ten') v. a. [L GUILLOTINED ; pp. GUIL-

LOTINING, GUILLOTINED.] To behead or decapitate by the

guillotine.

GulLT, (gilt) TO. The state of being guilty, or of having vio-

lated a law
;
sin ; criminality ;

a crime ; an offence.

GUI'LT'I-LY, (gllt'e-Ie) ad. In a guilty manner ; criminally.
GulLT'i-NESS, (giit'e-nes) n. The state of being guilty.

GulLT'LESs, (gllt'les) a. Innocent; free from guilt.

GutLT'LESS-LY, (gilt'les-le) ad. Without guilt ; innocently
GUILT'LESS-NESS, (gilt'les-nes) n. Freedom from guilt.

Gu'fLT'-SJCK, (gilt'sik) a.' Diseased by guilt. Beaum. Sf Fl.

GUILT'-STAINED,* (gilt'stand) a. Polluted with crimes.
Maurice.

GulL'TY, (gil'te) a. Having guilt ; justly chargeable with a
crime

;
not innocent ; criminal

;
wicked

; corrupt.

fGuiL'TY-LiKE, (gil'te-lik) ad. Guiltily. Shalt.

GUIM'BARD,* n. A musical instrument
;

the jews-harp.
Maunder.

GulM'PLE, v. See WIMPLE.
GUIN'EA, 'gin'e) n. An English denomination of monny,

of the value of 21 shillings sterling ; formerly a coin, now
disused. Guineas were first coined, in 16(i2, of gold
brought from Guinea; whence its name.

GulN'EA-CoRN,* w. A vegetable growing on the coast of

Africa, which produces a kind of grain. Farm. Ency.
Gul'N'EA-DEfiR,* (gin'e-der) n. A small quadruped. Hill.

GufN'EA-DRSp'pER, (|in'e-drop'er) n. One who cheats by
dropping guineas ;

a swindler. Gay.
GUIN'EA-FOWL,* n. A fowl from the coast of Guinea.

Burke.

GuiN'EA-GRAss,*n. A valuable plant or grass. Farm. Ency.
GUIN'EA-HN, (gln'e-hen) n. A domestic African fowl.

GutN'EA-PEP'PER, (gln'e-pep'er) TO. The seeds of two spe-
cies of amomum, from Africa, powerfully aromatic, stim-

ulant, and cordial.

GUIN'EA-PIG, (gin'e-pig) TO. A small Brazilian animal.

GUIN'?A-WORM,* (|In'e-wurm) n. A species of worm.
Hamilton.

GutN'lAD, (gwin'yad) TO. [gwyn, Welsh.] A fish called

whiting.

GUISE, (giz) n. [guise, Fr.] Manner
;
mien

;
habit

; prac-
tice

;
custom ;

external appearance ;
dress.

GuIs'ER, (gtz'er)TO. A mummer; a person in disguise.

GUI-TAR', (ge-tar') TO. [chitara, It.] A stringed instrument

of music.

fGiJLCH, v. TO. [gulsign, Teut.] To swallow voraciously.
Turberville.

fGuLCH, TO. A glutton ;
a blockhead ; voracity. B. Jonsv*.

tGDL'cHlN, TO. Same as gulch. Skinner.

GULES, (gulz) a. [gueules, Fr.] (Her.) Red. ShaJc.nunciation of guaiacum. Walker, see UUAIACUM. GULES, (gulz) a. [gueules, rr.J (Jier.) tica. sna/i.
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GOLF, n. [golfo, It. ; golfe, Fr ] An arm or part of a sea

extending up into the land
;

a bay ;
an abyss ; a deep

place in the earth
; depth ;

a whirlpool ; any thing insa-

tiable.

GULF'Y, a. Full of gulfs or whirlpools. Milton.

tGO'LlSTj.n. A glutton. Featly.

GDLL, v. a. [guiller, old Fr.] [t. GULLED
; pp. GULLING,

GULLED.] To trick ;
to cheat

;
to defraud

;
to deceive.

Shak. To form a channel by running water
;

to gully.

Forby.
GDLL, n. A cheat

;
a fraud

;
a trick

; a stupid animal
;
one

easily cheated ; a sea-bird.

GULL'-CATCH-ER, n. A cheat; one who cheats fools.

GULL'ER, n. One who gulls ;
a cheat.

GOLL'ER-Y, n. Cheat ; imposture. Burton. [R.]

GUL'LET, n. [goulet, Fr.] The throat, or passage for food
;

the neck of a vessel. [|A small stream, Heylin.]
GUL-LI-BIL'I-TY, n. Weak credulity. Burke. [Vulgar.]
GUL'LI-BLEJ* a. Capable of being gulled or deceived. W.

Scott.

GDI/LIED,*;?, a. Worn away by friction. Jish.

fGDL'LHJUT, n. [gulo, L.] A glutton. Barret.

GUL'LION,* (gul'yun) n. Gripes in horses. Farm. Ency.
[Local, Eng.]

tGuLL'lsH, a. Foolish
; stupid ;

absurd. Burton.

JGuLL'lSH-NESS,ra. Foolishness ; stupidity. Tr. ofBoccalini.

GUL'LY, v. n. [L GULLIED
; pp. GULLYING, GULLIED.] To

run with noise
;
to gurgle ;

to form a channel.

GUL'LY,* v. a. To sweep away or form a channel by the
force of running water; to wear away by friction. Ash.

GUL'LY, 7i. [soviet, Fr.] A ditch; a channel; a gutter:
a large knife; a cleaver; a weapon of war. Jamieson.

An iron tram plate or rail. Francis.

GUL'LY-HOLE, n. A hole where a gutter, drain, or stream
of water empties itself.

OU'LO,* n. [L., glutton.} (Zoo/.) A genus of animals com-
prising the wolverene or glutton and the grison. P. Cyc.

GU-LOS'I-TY, n. [gulosus, L.] Greediness
; gluttony ;

vo-

racity. Browne. [R.]

GULP, 17. a. [golpen, D.] [i. GULPED ; pp. GULPING, GULPED.]
To swallow eagerly ;

to suck down without intermission.

Gay.
GULP, n. As much as can be swallowed at once. More.

GULPH, n. See GULF.

GUM, n. [gummi, L.] A concrete vegetable substance which
exudes from certain trees, and hardens on the surface,

being soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol ;
whereas

resin is soluble only in alcohol or in spirit: the fleshy

covering or socket of the teeth.

GUM, v. a. [i. GUMMED ; pp. GUMMING, GUMMED.] To smear
with gum ;

to close with gum. B. Jonson.

GUM,* v. n. To exude or form gum. London.

GUM'BOIL,* n. A troublesome boil on the gums. Perry.
GuM'-Cis-TUS,* 7i. (Bot.) A species of rock-rose. Miller.

GyM-MiF'ER-ous,* a. Producing gum. London.

GUM'MI-NESS, n. The state of being gummy.
tGuM-Mos'i-TY,7i. The nature of gum ; gumminess. Flayer.

GUM'MOUS, a. Of the nature of gum ; gummy. Woodward.
GUM'MY, a. Consisting of or abounding in gum ;

of the na-
ture of gum ; productive of gum ; overgrown with gum.

GUMP,* n. An awkward, foolish person ;
a dolt. Holloway.

[Colloquial and vulgar.]
GDMP'TIQN, (gum'shun) n. Understanding; skill. Pcgge.

[Vulgar.)
GUM'-RES-IN,* n. A substance composed of gum and resin,
an exudation from many trees. Brande.

GUM'-WA-TER,* n. A distillation from gum. Jodrell.

GUN, n. A musket
;
a fowling-piece ;

a carbine
;
an instru-

ment of destruction from which shot is discharged by fire.

It includes all species of fire-arms, except, perhaps, the

pistol and mortar.

GUN, v. n. [i.
GUNNED

; pp. GUNNING, GUNNED.] To shoot
with a gun. Beaum. fy Fl.

Gu'NAR-jEHY, n. See GYNARCHT.
GUN'BAR-REL,* n. The metallic tube of a gun. Maunder.

GUN'BOAT,* n. A boat for carrying cannon
;
a small vessel

of war carrying only one gun. Falconer.

GUN'DECK,* n. A lower deck of a ship where the gunroom
is. Booth.

GUN'LOCK,* n. The lock of a gun. Booth.

GUN'-MET-AL,* n. An alloy of copper and tin. Hamilton.

GtJN'NEL,n. (Naut.) Corrupted from gunwale. See GUNWALE.
GUN'NEL,* n. A small spotted fish. Storer.

GUN'NER, n. One who shoots
;
a cannoneer

;
a naval officer

who has the charge of the ordnance, ammunition, &c.,
of a ship.

GUN'NER-Y, n. The science of using artillery ; the art of

managing guns and mortars.

GUN'NING,* n. The sport or diversion of shooting; the use
of the gun in shooting. Beaum. fy Fl.

GUN'NV,* A coarse sackcloth made in Bengal. McCul-
loch. Often used as an adjective ; as, "gunny cloth."

GU-NOC'RA-CY, n. See GYNJSOCRACY.
GUN'PORT,* . A hole in a ship for a cannon. Parry.

GUN'PO WXDER, n. Combustible powder put into guns to be
fired

;
a composition of 78 parts of saltpetre, 12 of char-

coal, and 10 of sulphur.
GUN'POW-DER,* a. An epithet applied to a fine species of

green tea, being a carefully picked hyson, the leaves of
which are rolled and rounded so as to have a granular
appearance. Davis.

GUN'ROOM, n. (JVaut.) The place in a ship where arms are

deposited: a room used as a dining-room for lieuten-

ants, &c.

GUN'SIIOT, n. The reach or range of a gun ; the space or
distance to which a shot can be thrown.

GUN'SHOT, a. Made by the shot of a gun. Wiseman.
GUN'SMITH, n. A man whose trade it is to make guns.
GUN'STER,*M. One who uses a gun ; a gunner. Tatter. [R.]
GUN'STICK, n. A stick for driving a charge into a gun; a
rammer.

GDN'STOCK, n. The wood in which the barrel of a gun is

fixed.

GUN'STONE, n. _A stone formerly shot from a gun. Shak.

GUN'TER'S-CHAIN,* n. A chain used for measuring land.
Gunter's line, a logarithmic line engraved on scales,

sectors, &c. Gunter's quadrant, an astronomical instru-

ment for finding the hour of the day, &c. Gunter's scale,
a scale having various lines and angles engraved on it, and
used for resolving questions in navigation. Brande.

GUN'WALE, (commonly pronounced, and sometimes spelled

gun'nej) n. (Naut.) The upper part of the solid workman-
ship of a vessel's side

;
that piece of timber which

reaches, on either side of the ship, from the half-deck to

the forecastle ; the lower part of any port where any ord-
nance is, is also termed the gunwale.

GURGE, 7i. [gurges, L.] A whirlpool ;
a gulf. Milton. [R.]

fGu'RGE, v. a. To swallow up. Mirrorfor Magistrates.

JGtJR'GEpN, (gur'jun) n. The coarser part of the meal sift-

ed from the bran. Holinshed. See GRUDGEONS.
GiJR'GLE, (gur'gl) v. n. [gorgogliare, It.] [i. GURGLED ; pp.

GURGLING, GURGLED.] To fall or gush with noise, as wa-
ter from a bottle

;
to flow with a purling noise.

GUR'GLE,* n. A gush or flow of liquid. Thomson.

GURG'LET,*W. An earthen vessel made very porous. Mack-
intosh.

GuR'HQF-lTE,* n. (Min.) A snow-white mineral. Jameson.

GUR'KJN, n. A pickled cucumber. See GHERKIN.
GiJR'NARD,n. [gournauld, old Fr.] A sea-fish having a bony

head.' Crabb.

GuR'NET,7i. A fish found on the coast of Devonshire, Eng-
land, said by some to be the same as the gurnard. Shak.

GtJR'Ry,* n. (East Indies) A native fortification. Hamilton.

GOSH, v. n. [i. GUSHED ; pp. GUSHING, GUSHED.] To flow or
rush out with violence or rapidity, as a fluid.

GUSH, n. An emission of fluid with force.

GGs'SET, n. [gousset, FT.]
An angular piece of cloth sewed

at the upper end of a shirt sleeve, or as a part of the neck.

GUST, n. [gustus, L.] Sense of tasting ; power of enjoy-
ment

; liking ;
intellectual taste. Dryden. [gustr, Goth.]

A sudden, violent blast of wind
;
a breeze ;

a gale. Shak.

fGuST, v. a. To taste
;
to have a relish of. Shak.

GUST'A-BLE, a. That may be tasted. Harvey. [R.]

jGOsT'A-BLE, n. Any thing that may be tasted or eaten.

More.'_
fGys-TA'TlQN, n. The act of tasting. Browne.

GUS'TA-TQ-RY,* a. Relating to or having taste. Ed. Rev.

fGuST'FUL, a. Tasteful ; well-tasted. Howell.

JGusT'FOL-NESS, 71. The relish of any thing. Barrow.

JGUST'LESS, a. Tasteless
; insipid. Sir T. Browne.

Gus'TO,n. [It.] The relish of any thing ;
taste

5 zest; in-

tellectual taste
; liking. Dryden. [R.]

us- TO' so,* [It.] (Mus.) With taste. Cra

us'TY, a. Stormy; tempestuous; windy.

G us- TO' so,* [It.] (Mus.) With taste. Crabb.

Gus'TY, a. Stormy; tempestuous; windy. Shak.

G*T, n. [kutteln, Germ.] The intestinal canal of an ani-

mal ; an intestine; a passage. pi. The receptacle of
food ; the stomach

; intestines.

GUT, v. a. [i. GUTTED
; pp. GUTTING, GUTTED.] To evisce-

rate
;
to draw

; to take out the inside ; to plunder of con-
tents. Dryden. ""->.

GifT'TA,*n. [L.] pi. GUT'TJE. A drop; S^gqut. (jJrcA.)A little cone in the form of a bell. Crabb.
GftT'TA SE-RE'NA, n. [L.] (Med.) A disease of the eye ;

drop-serene ; amaurosis.

GUT'TA-TED, a. Besprinkled with drops. Bailey.
GUT'TER, n. A passage or channel for water.

GUT'TER, v. a. To cut in small channels or hollows. Shak.

GUT'TER, v. n. To fall in drops ; to run as a candle. Scott.

GUT'TLE, (gut'tl) v. n. To feed luxuriously; to gorman-
dize

; to guzzle. Dryden.
GuT'TLE, (gut'tl) v. a. To swallow. L>Estrange.
GUT'TLER, n. One who guttles ;

a greedy eater.

GUT'TV-LOUS, a. [guttula, L.] In the form of a small drop.
Browne.

GUT'TVR-AL, a. Belonging to the throat ; pronounced in or

by the throat.

GUT'TVR-AL,* n. A letter pronounced chiefly by the throat.

The gutturals are k, q, and c and g hard. Hiley.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, Rt)LE. 9, G, c,, g, soft; B, 6, , g, hard; as Z
;

as gz ; THIS
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GUT-TVR-XL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being guttural. Scw-
ard.

GUT'TVR-AL-NESS, n. The quality of being guttural. Diet.

Gt'T'TY,* a. (Her.) Charged or sprinkled with drops.
Smart.

GDT'WOUT, (gut'wiirt) n. An herb.

GUY, (gi) n. (JVa?tt.) A rope used to swing a weight, or

keep steady any heavy body and prevent it from swing-
ing, while being hoisted or lowered ; a sort of tackle

GOz'ZLE, (guz'zl) v. n. [crozzovigliare, It.] [i.
GUZZLED

;

pp. GUZZLING, GUZZLED.] To eat or drink greedily ; to gor-
mandize

; to swallow greedily.

GUZ'ZLE, v. a. To swallow with immoderate gust.

Dryden.
fGOz'ZLE, n. An insatiable thing or person. Marston.

GOz'zLER, 7i. One who guzzles ;
a gormandizer.

GwiN'iAD,* n. A fish. Crabb. See GUINIAD.

GY'ALL,* n. The East Indian jungle bull or ox. P. Cyc.

GYBE, (jib) n. See GIBE. Shak.

GYBE, (jib) v. n. To sneer. Spenser. See GIBE.

(JYE'ING,* 7i. The shifting of the boomsail from one side
of the mast to the other. Hamilton,

(gi) v. a. To guide. Chaucer. See GIE.

NA'si-ARjeH,* 71. An Athenian officer who had the

charge of providing oil and other necessaries for the gym-
nasia. Brande.

\\PYM-NA' si-ifin, (jim-na'zhe-um) [jjm-na'zhe-um, W. ;

!jm-na'she-um, Ja. ; jjm-nas'yum, K. : jjm-naz'e-um, collo-

quially jiin-nazh'yum, Sm.; jirn-na'ze-um, Davis.] n. [L.;
vvpv&ai'ov, Gr.] pi. L. ft YM-NA' $I-A ; Eng. GYM-NA'I-
UM. Formerly, a place for athletic exercises, in which such
as practised them were nearly naked

; any place of exer-
cise

;
a school

;
a grammar school

;
a seminary.

||GYM'NAST,* n. One who practises or teaches gymnastics.
Dunglison.

||GYM NAS'TIC, [jjm-nas'tik, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm.; gim-
nas'tjk, E. Ja.] a. [yvnvaariKds.] Relating to athletic ex-
ercises

;
athletic.

||Gyitt-NXs'Tic,?i.
A teacher of athletic exercises. Cockcram.

GYM-NAS'TI-CAL,* a. Relating to gymnastics. Ash.

JGyM-NXs'Ti-CAL-LY, ad. In a gymnastic manner.

ll^YM-NAS'Tics',* n. 'pi. Athletic exercises ;
the art or sci-

ence of properly applying athletic exercises. Arbuthnot.

,
a. Gymnastic. Milton.

Athletic exercise. Burton.

,
a.

[yvftvtitJs.] Gymnastic. Potter.

?M'NITE,* n. (JUm.) A species of serpentine. Dana.

rYM'NOPS,* 7i. (Ornith.) A genus of birds. Cuvier.

,
n. [yvnvoffoQiarai.] One of an austere

sect of Indian philosophers, who lived naked in the
woods. Burton.

HGYM'NQ-SPERM,* n. (Bot.) A plant which has naked seeds.
The gymnosperms form one of the five divisions of the

vegetable kingdom. P. Cyc.

||GYM-NO-SPER'MOUS, [jim-n9-sper'mus, S.W.K. Sm.; glm-
np-sper'mus, Ja.} [yi>i*v6s and a-nippa.] Having the seeds
naked.

GYM'NOTE,* n. The electric eel
; gymnotus. Good.

PYM-NO' TVS,* n. [L.] A genus of fishes; the electric eel

of Giiiana. P. Cyc.

GYM-NU'RA,* n. (Zool.) A small quadruped found in Su-
matra. Raffles.

f.GYN, (gin) v. n.'To begin. Wicliffe.

GY-N-ZE'CIAN, (je-ne'shan) a. [yvvairfs, genitive of ywfi.}
Relating to women. Ferrand.

HGYN-.E-OC'RA-CY, (jin-e-ok'ra-se) n. Female government;
government by a woman. Selden.

Gy-NlN'DER,* n. (Bot.) A plant the stamens of which are
inserted in the pistil. Smart.

GY-NXN'DRI-A,* n.
(Bat.)

A class of plants which have
their stamens and pistils consolidated into a single body.
P Cyc.

Gy-NXN'DRoys,* a. Having stamens and pistils consolidat-
ed. London.

||GYN'AR-jeHY, Qin'ar-ke) [ jin'ar-ke, Sm. R. Wb. ; gin'ar-
ke, Ja. K.] n. [yvvfi and ap%>}.] Female government. Ld.

Chesterfield.

HGY-NE'CI-UM,* ( je-ne'she-um) n. A private apartment for

women. Maunder.

||GYN-E-c6c'RA-cy, [jl-ne-kok'ra-se, F. ; gln-e-kok'ra-se,
E. K. ; jin-e-kok'ra-se, Sm.] n. [yvvaiKOKpaTia.] Govern-
ment by a female ; female government or rule.

GY'NQ-BASE,* n. (Bat.) The elevated part of the growing
point of a flower bud. P. Cyc.

|JGy-N6c'RA-cy,* n. Government by woman ; gynaeocracy.
PYN'Q-PHORE,* n. (Bot.) The stalk upon which some

ovaria are situated in the passion flower. Brande.

GY-PA'E-TOS,* 7i. (Ornith.) The laemmergeyer or bearded

;riffin. P. Cyc.

YP-p-(^ER'A-NCs,*n. (Ornith.) The secretary bird. Illiger.

fYPSE, (jips)'n. [gypse, Fr.] Gypsum. Pococke.

rYp'SE-oOs, a. Relating to gypsum. Chambers.

'yp-slF'ER-oOs,* a. Producing gypsum. Ann. Phil.

YP'SINE, (jip'sjn) a. Same as gypseous. Chambers.

YP'SVM, (jip'sum) [jip'sum, P. K. Sm. Wb. ; glp'sum, Ja.]
n. [yvipos, Gr.

; gypsum, L.] (Min.) Native sulphate of
lime crystallized ;

a kind of plaster.

GYP'SY, n. [zingaro, It.
; gitano, Sp. ; Egifptien, Fr.] pi.

9YP'siE. A word corrupted from Egyptians, and applied
to a wandering race of people found in many countries
of Europe ; a vagrant ;

a fortune-teller.

GYP'SY, a. Relating to or resembling the gypsies. Burke.
GYP'SY-TM, n. The state or habits of a gypsy. Overbury.

GY'RAL,,* a. Turning round
; rotatory ;

circular. Ed. Rev.

GY'RATE,* v. n. To turn round
;
to move in a circle. Red-

field.

GY'RATE,* a. (Bot.) Surrounded by an elastic ring. P. Cyc.

GY-RA'TIQN, 71. [gyro, L.J The act of turning round a
fixed centre.

GY'RA-TQ-RY,* a. Moving round ; vibrating ; turning.
Brande.

fGYRE, (jlr)n. [gyrus, L.] A circle described by any thing
moving in an orbit. Spenser.

fGYRE, (jir) v. a. To turn round. Bp. Hall.

GTY'RED, (jl'red) a. Falling in rings. Johnson.

GYR'FAL-CON, ( jer'fUw-kn) n. See GERFALCON.

Gv-RQ-CAR'pys,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

GYR'O-DGS,* n. A genus of fossil fishes. Jlgassiz.

yy-RSG'QN-lTE,* n. A body found in fresh-water depos-
its, being the seed-vessel of fresh-water plants. Lyell.

GY'RQ-MXN-cy, [ji'ro-man-se, Ja. K. Sm.; jir'9-man-se,

Wb.] n. [yijpos and /jtavrci'i.] A sort of divination, per-
formed by walking in or round a circle.

J&Y'RQN,* n. (Her.) One of the ordinaries. Jameson.

GY-RdSE',* a. Turned round like a crook ;
crooked. Lou-

don.

GYVE, [jlv, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; glv, S. E. K.} n. [gevyn,

Welsh.] pi. GYVES. A fetter; fetters or chains for the

legs. Shak.

GYVE, ( jlv) v. a. To fetter
;
to shackle. Shak.

H.

Hthe eighth letter in the alphabet, is regarded as a note

^
of aspiration, or mark of strong breathing; and it

is, by many grammarians, accounted no letter. At the

beginning of some words, it is mute
; as, heir, honor; but

in most cases it is articulated ; as, hand, head, heart.

It is used to denote a kind of iron rail, which, when cut

transversely, presents the form of an H.

HX, interj. [L.] An expression of wonder, surprise, or sud-
den exertion. Shak. An expression of laughter. Job.

HX, 7?. An expression of wonder, surprise, or hesitation.
Shak.

HA, v. n. To express surprise ;
to hesitate. See HAW.

HAAF,* n. The fishing of ling, cod, &c., in Shetland. Jam-
ieson.

HAAK, (hak) n. A fish. Barret. See HAKE.
HA-AR'KIES,* n. [Ger.] (Min.) Capillary pyrites in very

delicate acicular crystals ;
a native surphuret of nickel.

Brande.

HA'BE-AS COR'PUS, [L., you may have the body.] (Law)
The' most celebrated writ in English law, of which there

are different kinds, for producing a person at a stated

time and place, and stating the reasons why he is held in

custody ; for delivering a person from illegal confine-

ment ;
for removing a person from one court to another,

&c. The habeas corpus act was passed in England in 1679.

HA'BECK,* n. An instrument used by clothiers in dressing
cloth. Crabb.

HA-BEN'DUM* n. [L.] (Law) A word of form in a deed.

Blackstone.

HXB'ER-DXsH-ER, 7i. One who deals in miscellaneous

goods or small wares, as ribbons, tape', pins, needles,
and thread. [Burke.

HXB'ER-TjXsH-ER-Y, n. Articles sold by haberdashers.

HXB-ER-DiNE', Yhab-er-den', W. Ja. ; hab'er-don, P. ; hab'-

er-din, Sm.] n. [habordean, old Fr.] A dried salt cod.

Ainsworth.

A, E, I, 0, U, Y, long ; X, E, t, 6, u, Y, short ; A, E, I, p, u, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, F&3T, FALL; HEIR, IIER;
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HA-BE'RE FA'CI-AS PQS-SES-sj-d'NEM,* [L., you may
cause to have possession.] (Law) A. judicial writ, which
lies where one lias recovered a term of years in action of

ejectment, to put him into possession. Bratulc.

HA-BER'GE-QN, [lia-bcr'je-pn, W. P. Ja.; ha-ber j'.m, K. ;

hab'er-jon, S/K.] . [haltz, or hals, and berg-en, Teut.; hau-

bertreon, Fr.] Armor to cover the neck and breast.

HXB'ER-JECT,* 71. A sort, of cloth of a mixed color. Crabb.

fHXB'iLE, a. [Fr.] Qualified; fit for; nimble. Dr. Walker.

HA-BIL'I-MENT, n. [habillement, Fr.] Dress; clothes; gar-
ment. Spenser.

fHA-BiL'i-TATE, v. a. [habilitcr, Fr.] To qualify ; to entitle.

tHA-BiL'j-TATE, a. Qualified
;
entitled. Bacon.

fHA-BiL-l-TA'TIQN, n. Qualification. Bacon.

fHA-BlL'l-TY, n. Faculty; power: now ability. Spenser.

HAB'IT, n. [habitus, L.] State of any thing ; as,
" habit of

body ;" dress
; accoutrement: the effect of a frequent

repetition of the same act
;
custom

; long usage ; ability

acquired by doing frequently the same thing; manner;
mien.

HAB'IT, v. a. [i. HABITED
; pp. HABITING, HABITED.] To

dress
;
to accoutre

;
to array. S/iak.

tHXB'!T,r.a. [habito, L.] To inhabit
;
to dwell in. Chaucer.

HXB-I-TA-BIL'I-TY,*/!. Quality of being habitable. Derham.

HXB'IT-A-BLE, a. 'That may be inhabited or dwelt in.

HXB'|T-A-BLE-NSS, n. Capacity of being dwelt in. More.

tHXB'lT-A-cLE,7i. [hahitaculum, L.] A dwelling. Bale.

fHXB'i-TXNCE, n. Dwelling ; abode. Spenser.

fHXB'i-TXNT, n. Dweller
;
inhabitant. Milton.

HXs'l-TXT,* n. [L.] (Natural history)
The place where

plants, fishes, insects, &c., best thrive, and are usually
found. P. Cyc.

HXB-I-TA'TIQN, n. Act of inhabiting ; state of dwelling ;

place of abode; a dwelling; a dwelling-house; home-
stall; residence.

^HAB'I-TA-TOR, n. [L.] Dweller; inhabitant. Browne.

HXB'IT-ED, a. Having a habit or dress
; dressed. Fuller.

HA-BlT'u-AL, (ha-bit'yu-al) a. Formed by use
; being in

constant use
;
constant

; customary ;
accustomed.

HA-B/T'V-AL-LY, ad. In an habitual manner.

HA-BIT'U-AL-NESS,* n. The quality of being habitual.
Clarke.

HA-BlT'v-ATE, (ha-bit'yy-at) v. a. [habituer, Fr.] [i. HABIT-
UATED ; pp. HABITUATING, HABITUATED.] To make habit-
ual

;
to accustom.

HA-BlT'y-ATE, a. Inveterate
;
obstinate. Hammond. [R.]

HA-BIT-V-A'TION,* n. Act of habituating. Dr. Barton.

HXB'I-TUDE, n. [habitudo, L.] State with regard to some-
thing else

; familiarity; converse; frequent use or inter-
course

; long custom ; habit.

fHA'BLE, (ha'bl) a. [habilis, L.] Fit
; proper. Spenser. See

ABLE.

tHXB'NXB, ad. At random
;
at the mercy of chance. Lilly.

HXcK, v. a.
[i.

HACKED
; pp. HACKING, HACKED.] To cut,

hew, or chop, with repeated or random strokes
;
to injure

by cutting ;
to stammer ; to speak unreadily, or with

hesitation. (Masonry") To make up, in regular stone

work, a part with stones smaller and less regular.

HXcK, 7t. A notch
;
a hollow cut. Shale. A hesitating or

faltering speech. More. An instrument with iron tines.

A horse let out for hire; hackney: a drudge or

person over-worked. Goldsmith. A carriage let for hire
;

a hackney-coach. Pope, Tatler, &c.

HXcK, a. Hired ; mercenary. Waltefield. [Low.]
HXcK, v. n. To hackney ;

to turn hackney or prostitute.
Hanmar.

HXCK'BER-RY,* n. A large American forest-tree. Peck.

HXcK'ER-Y,* n. A two-wheeled vehicle in India drawn
by oxen. Robinson.

HXcK'lNG-CouGH,* n. A faint, tickling cough. Forby.
HXc'KLE, v. a. [hekelen, Teut.] [i. HACKLED ; pp. HACKLING,
HACKLED.] To separate; to tear asunder; to hack.
Burke. To dress flax. See HATCHEL.

HXc'KLE, (hak'kl) n. A fly for angling. Walton. An instru-

ment for combing or dressing flax or hemp. Skelton. See
HATCHEL.

HXcK'MA-TACK,* n. The American red larch, a large, tall

forest-tree, called in some parts the tamarack. Farm.

Ency.
HXcK'NEY, (hak'ne) n. [hacnai, Welsh.] pi. HACK'NEY?.
A hired horse

;
a horse fit for the saddle or a carriage ;

a

hireling; a prostitute ;
a coach or any thing let out for

hire.

HXcK'NEY, a. Worn out, like a hired horse
; prostitute ;

vicious ;
much used

; common ;
let out for hire.

HXcK'NEY, v. a. [i. HACKNEYED ; pp. HACKNEYING, HACK-

NEYED.] To practise; to accustom ;
to carry in a hackney-

coach. Cowper.
HXcK'NEY-Cc-ACH,* n. A carriage let for hire: called

also a hackney and a hack. Smart.

HXcK'NEY-CoACH-MAN, n. A driver of a hackney-coach.
HXCK'NEYED,* (hak'n'jd) a. Much used; worn out.

HXcK'NEY-MXN, n. One who lets horses to hire. Bar-
ret. [R.']

fUXcK'sTER, n. A bully ; a ruffian
;
an assassin. Bp. Hatt.

HAC'QUE-TON, (hak'e-ton) n. [hoqueton, Fr.] A stuffed

jacket, formerly worn under armor
;
haketin. Spenser.

HAD, i. &p. from Have. See HAVE.
JHAD'BOTE,* n. (Law) A recompense or amends made for

violence offered to a person in holy orders. Crabb.
HAD'DER, n. [heidc, Ger.] Heath

; ling. Burton.

HXo'DQCK, n. [hadot, Fr.] A sea-fish of the cod kind, but
smaller than the cod. Carew.

HAD'DY,* n. (Scotland) The haddock, a fish. Jamieson.
HADE, n. (Mining) The deviation from the vertical of a
mineral vein

;
the steep descent of a shaft.

HA'DR,* n. [Gr.] The place of the dead, or state of de-
parted spirits. Campbell.

HAD'ING,* n. (Mining) The direction of a slip or fault
in mineral strata. Brande.

IIXo-I-wiST'. A proverbial expression implying vain after-

thought ;

" O that I had known !
" Qower.

HADJ,* n. (Arab.) A pilgrimage to Mecca or Medina.
Burkhardt.

I

HXv'JEE,* n. Same as hadji. Malcom.
HAD'JI,* n. (Arab.) A Mussulman who has performed his

pilgrimage to Mecca. Burkhardt.-'-H^C-^E'I-TY,* n. The essence of individuality : liter-

ally tliisness. A scholastic term. Smart.

HjKM-A-TEiu'E-islu,* n. [ai/^z and i^iu.] (Med.) The
vomiting of blood from the stomach. Brande.

H^EM'A-TITE,* n. (Min.) See HKMATITE.
HJEM-A-TOL'Q-GY,* n. (Med.) The doctrine of the blood.

n^M-A-To'sis,* n. The power of making blood.
Brande.

HjEM-<Ji>'TY-sls,* n. [CUIAO. and Trriiw.] (Med.) The dis-
ease of spitting blood. Brande.

HiFT, n. A handle
;
that part of any instrument which is

taken into the hand. Qower.

HAFT, v. a. To set in a haft, dins-worth.

fHXFT'ER, 7i. A wrangler; a caviller; a crafty fellow
Barret.

HXG, n. A witch
;
a fury ;

a goblin ;
an old ugly woman.

HXG, v. a. To torment
; to harass with vain terror. Hudi-

bras.

HAG'A-BXG. n. See HUCKABACK.
HXG'-BORN, a. Born of a witch or hag. Shak.

HXe'-FlSH,* n. A fish resembling a small eel. Booth.

HXG'GARD, a. [hagard, Fr.] Wild
;

lean
; pale ; rugged ;

ugly; deformed.

HXG'GARD, n. Any thing wild or irreclainlable. Shak. A
species of hawk. Sandys. A hag. Garth. A stack-yard.
Howell.

HXG'GARD-LY, ad. In a haggard manner; deformedly.
HXG'GED, a. Belonging to or resembling a hag; uglyj

lean. Gray.
HXG'JGESS, or HXG'JGIS, n. A Scotch dish made in a

sheep's maw, of the liver, lights, heart, &c., mixed with
suet, onions, &c.

HXG'JGISH, a. Of the nature of a hag; deformed; horrid.

HAG'JGISII-LY,* ad. In the manner of a hag. Dr. Allen.

HXG'GLE, v. n. [harceler, Fr.] [i. HAGGLED ; pp. HAGGLING,
HAGGLED.] To be tedious in a bargain ; to be long in

coming to the price.

HAG'GLE, (hag'gl) v. a. To hackle; to hack. Shak. See
HACK.

HXG'GLER, n. One who haggles.

HXG'GLING,* n. The act of making many words in a
bargain.

||HA-Gi-oc'RA-cy,* n. The government of the priesthood ;

a_sacred government ;
a hierarchy. EC. Rev.

\\HA-pI-&G>RA-PHA, n. pi. [aytos and ypd<pw ; L.] Holy
writings ; hagiography. Abp. Newcome.

||TlA-Gi-6G'RA-PHXL, a. Denoting sacred writings. Bp.
Cosin.

HHA-GI-OG'RA-PHER, [ha-je-og'ra-fer, P. K. Sm.; hag-e-
og'ra-fer, Ja. R. Barclay.} n. A sacred writer

;
a writer

of hagiography. Whitby.

||HA-Gi-6G'RA-PHY,* n. Holy or sacred writings ;
the sa-

cred Scriptures : a term applied to that part of the books
of the Old Testament, which is distinct from the Law
and the Prophets : the history or legends of the saints.
Brande.

||HA-GI-6L'Q-GY,* 71. A treatise on sacred things ;
the his-

tory or lives of the saints. Ch. Butler.

HXG'-Rto-DEN,* (-dn) a. Tormented by hags or phantoms.
Beattic.

HXG'-SD,* n. The offspring of a hag. Shak.

HXG'sirtp, n. The title of a witch or hag. Middleton.
HXG'-TA-PER * n. A plant; the great woolly mullein.

Booth.

HAGUE, (hag) n. Same as hagucbut.
HXGUE'BVT, (hag-) [hag'but, Ja. ; hag'e-but, Sm.] n.

[hacquebutc, old Fr.] A kind of fire-arms
;
an arquebuse.

Grose.

HAH, (h'a) intcrj. An expression of sudden effort or sur-

prise ; ha. See HA. Dryden.

MlEN, SIRj MOVE, NOR, S^N
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HA-HA',* [ha-ha', Sm. Maunder; ha'ha, S. ; ha'ha', K.] n.

A sunk fence ;
a fence, bank, or ditch sunk between

two slopes so as not to be seen till one comes close upon
it. It is sometimes written Haw-haw. London.

HAI-DIN'GER-ITE,* 77. (Jlfm.) An arsenate of lime. Brew-
ster.

HAIK,* n. The under coat of an Arab. Th. Campbell.

HAIL, (hal) n. Frozen drops of rain or vapor. Locke.

HAIL, v. n. [i. HAILED; pp. HAILING, HAILED.] To pour
down, as hail. To hail from, to have or assign as one's
residence or place of abode.

HAIL, v. a. To pour. Shah. To salute
;
to call to.

HAIL, interj. A term of salutation ; health. Milton.

HAIL, a. Healthy; sound. See HALE.
HAIL'-FEL-LOW, 7i. A companion. Bp. Hall.

HAIL'SHOT, n. Small shot scattered like hail. Hayward.
HAIL'STONE, n. A particle or single ball of hail. Josh. x.

HAIL'Y, a. Consisting of hail
;

full of hail. Pope.
HAi'NOys, a. See HEINOUS.

HAiR, (har) n. Dry, elastic filaments arising from the skin
of animals

; one of the common teguments of the body ;

a single hair; any thing very small: course, order,

grain, as of the hair combed or lying in one way. Shak.

HAiR'BELL, n. A flower. See HAREBELL.
HAIR'BRAINED, a. See HAREBRAINED.
HAIR'BREADTH, n. The diameter of a hair

;
a very small

distance or space. Judg. xx.

HAIR'BREADTH,* a. Of the breadth of a hair
; very nar-

row. Shak.

HAiR'BROOM,* n. A broom made of hair. Booth.

HAlR'BRtfSH,* n. A brush for the hair. Booth.

HAIR'CLOTH, n. Cloth or stuff made of hair, very rough
and prickly, worn sometimes in mortification.

HAIR'DRESS-ER,* n. One who dresses or cuts hair; a
barber. More.

HAIRED, (har'ed or hard) a. Having hair. Todd.~- Often
used in composition ; as, long-haired.

HAlR'GRAss,* n. A species of fine grass. Booth.

HAlR'HtJNG, a. Hanging by a hair. Young.
HAIR'I-NESS, n. The state of being hairy.

HAIR'LACE, n. A fillet or lace for tying the hair.

HAlR'LESs, a. Destitute of hair
; wanting hair.

HAlR'LIKE,* a. Resembling hair. Blount.

HAiR'LlNE,* n. A line made of hair; a very slender line.

Ash. ^
HAiR'-NfE-DLE, n. A needle formerly used in dressing
the hair

; hair-pin.

HAlR'-PlN, n. A pin formerly in use for dressing the hair.

HAiR'-PoAfr-DER,* n. Powder for the hair. Booth.

HAiR'-SHiRT,* n. A shirt made of hair
;
a coarse shirt.

Pope.
HAlR'-WoRM,* (har'wurm) n. The gordius, a worm re-

sembling a long and slender thread. Roget.
HAlR'y, a. Covered with or consisting of hair. Dryden.
HAlR'y-HEAD-ED * a. Having the head covered with hair.

Hill.

HAKE, n. A kind of fish
;
a sort of blenny : a pot-hook :

a frame for holding cheeses.

HX/KEM,* 7i. (India) The governor of a city. Crabb.

HXK'E-MITE,* a. Relating to the caliph Hakem, or to
astronomical tables published under the caliph Hakem.
Smart.

HXK'E-T!N,* n. A military coat of defence. Crabb.

HXK'QT, n. A kind of fish. Ainsworth.

HAL, in local names, is derived, like al, from the Saxon
healle, i. e. a hall, a palace. Gibson.

UHAL'BERD, or HAL'BERD, [hal'berd, S. W. P. J. F. K. :

hal'berd, Jo. Sm.] n. [hallebarde, Fr.J A long pole termi-

nating formerly in a battle-axe, now in a sort of dagger.

BHAL-BER-DIER',
n. One who is armed with a halberd.

HAL'BERT,* n. A cross-bar on the toe of a horseshoe.
T- Written also halberd. Ash.

HXLCE,* n. A salt liquor made of the entrails of fish,

pickle, brine, &c. Crabb.

||HXL'CY-ON, (hal'she-un or hal'se-un) [hal'she-un, W. P.
E. F. Ja. ; hal'shun, S. K. ; hal'se-un, J. Sm.] n. [halcyo,
L.] n. The kingfisher or alcedo, a bird said to lay her
eggs in nests on rocks, near the sea, during the calm
weather in winter, and to have a continuance of calm
weather while she incubates.

||HXL'CY-ON, a. An epithet applied to seven days before,
and seven after, the winter solstice: placid; quiet;
still

; peaceful ; happy. Denham.

||tHXL-CY-o'Nl-AN, a. Peaceful
; quiet ; halcyon. Sheldon.

((HALE, n. Welfare. Spenser.

HALE, a. Healthy; sound; hearty; whole; uninjured.
IjHALE, or HALE, [hal, J. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; hal, S. P.; hal

or hal, W. F.] v. a. To drag by force
;
to pull violently

and rudely ;
to haul. Se<- HAUL.

jIHALE, or HALE, n. A violent pull. Congrece. See HAUL.

[WALTER, or HAL'ER, n. One who hales. See HAULER.
HA-LE'S I-A,* (ha-le'zhe-a) n. (Bot.) A beautiful American
shrub, of two varieties, called the silver-bell and snowdrop-
tree. Farm. Ency.

HALF, (haf) n. ; pi. HALVES, (havz) One of two equal
parts ;

a moiety ;
an equal part.

HALF,* (hiifj a. Consisting of a moiety or half.

HALF, (haf) ad. In part; equally. Dryden. It is much
used in composition ; as, half-blind, half-alive, &c.

HALF, (haf) v. a. To halve. Wotton. See HALVE.
HALF'-BLOOD, (hafblud) n. One of the same father

only, or of the same mother only ;
one who is only half

of the same blood or race : used also as an adjective.
HALF'-BLOOD-ED, (hafblud-ed) a. Being of the same

father only, or of the same mother only: mean; de-
generate.

HALF'-BLOOM,* (hafblom) n. A round mass of metals
which comes out of the finery. Crabb.

HALF'-BR_E_D,* a. Not well-bred
; impolite. Attcrbury.

HALF-BREED,* n. &. a. Half-blood. Missionary Herald.

HALF-BR&TH'ER,* n. A brother connected with another
by the father only, or the mother only. Pope.

fHALF'-CAP, n. A cap partly put off; a half bow, or imper-
fect act of civility. Shak.

HALF'-CENT,* n. A copper coin of the United States
of the value of five mills. Patterson.

HALF' -CocK,* n. The position of the cock of a gun at the
first notch. Booth.

HALF'-CROWN,* n. A silver coin valued at two shillings
and six-pence sterling. Ash.

HALF'-DEAD, (hafded) a. Almost dead. Milton.

HXLF'-DlME,* 71. A silver coin of the United States of
the value of five cents. Bouvier.

HJVLF'-DoL-LAR,* n. A silver coin of the United States.
Patterson.

HALF'-EA-GLE,*n. An American gold coin of the value of
five dollars. Patterson.

fHXLF'EN, (haffn) a. Wanting half its due qualities.
Spenser.

fHXLF'EN-DEAL, (haffn-del) ad. [halfedecl, Teut.l Nearly
half. Spenser.

HALF'ER, (hlifer) -n. One who possesses only half of a
thing ;

a male fallow-deer gelded. Pegge.
HALF'-FACED, (haffast) a. Showing only part of the

face.

HALF'-J&UIN-EA,* (haf|in-e) n. An English gold coin
valued at ten shillings and six-pence sterling. Ash.

HALF'-HXTCHED, (hafhacht) a. Imperfectly hatched.

HXLF'-HEARD, (hafherd) a. Imperfectly heard. Pope.
HALF'-HEART-ED,* a. Illiberal

; ungenerous ; unkind.
Southey.

HXLF'-LEARN-ED, (haflern-ed) a. Imperfectly learned.

HALF'-LENGTH,* a. Containing one half of the length.
Jervas.

HXLF'-LOST, a. Nearly lost. Milton.

HALF'-MARK,* (haf'mark) n. A noble, or six shillings and
eight-pence sterling. Crabb.

HALF'-MEA?-VRE,* (hafmezh-ur) n. An imperfect plan
of operation ;

a feeble effort. Bp. Watson.

HALF-MOON', n. The moon when half illuminated
; any

thing in the figure of a half-moon.

HALF'-PART, n. One half of any thing. Shak.

HALF'-PAY,* a. Having only one half of a salary or pay.
Boswell.

HALF'-PAY,* (haf'pa) n. Reduced pay, seldom literally

half; a reduced allowance paid to an officer when not in

actual service: used also as an adjective. McCulloch.

||HALF'-PEN-NY, (ha'pen-ne, hap'pen-ne, or hafpen-ne)
[ha'pen-ne, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; hap'pen-ne or

hafpen-ne, K. (Vb.] n.;pl. HALF-PENCE, (ha'pens or

hafpens) 'or HALF-PENNIES (ha'pen-nez) An English
copper coin, of which two make a penny. {/= Half-pen-

ny and half-pence are, in this country, generally pro-
nounced in accordance with their orthography, hafpttn-ny
and hdfpSns.

PALF'-PEN-NY, (ha'pen-ne) a. Of the value of a half-

penny; of little value. Shak.

||HALF'-PEN-NY-WORTH, (ha'pen-ne-wurth) n. The worth
of a half-penny. Shale.

HALF'-PIKE, n. A small pike carried by officers.

HALF'-PlfNT, n. The fourth part of a quart. Pope.

HALF'-RfiAD, (haf red) a. Partially read. Dryden.
HALF'-ROOND,* a. Semicircular. Milton.

HALF'-RotJND,*?i. (Arch.} A semicircular moulding. Fran-

cis.

HALF'-SJEHOL'AR, (hafskol'ar) n. One imperfectly learned.

HALF'-SEAS-O'VER, (hafsez-6'ver) a. Half-drunk. Dryden.

HALF'-SIGHT-EDJ (hafslt-ed) a. Seeing imperfectly. Ba-
con.

HALF'-SIS-TER,* n. A sister by the father's side only, or

the mother's side only. Ash.

HALF'-SPHERE, (hafsfer) n. A hemisphere. B. Jonson.

HALF'-STARVED, (haf st'Arvd) a. Almost starved. Milton.

HALF'-STRAINED, (hafstrand) a. Half-bred; imperfect;

partly-strained.
HALF'-SWORD, (hafsord)n. Close fight. Shak.

HALF'-TINT,* n. An intermediate color; middle-tint.

Francis.tree. farm. J^ncy. Francis.
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HALF'-WAY, (h'af'wa) ad. In the middle.

HALF'-WAY,* a. Being in the middle between two ex-
tremes. Milton.

HALF'-WIT, n. A blockhead
;
a foolish fellow.

HALF'-WIT-TED, a. Foolish
; stupid.

HAL'IARD?, (hal'yardz) n. pi. See HALLIARD.
HAL'I-BDT, (hol'e-but) [hol'e-but, S. W. J. F. Ja. K.; hal'-

e-but, P. Sm,.] n. A large, flat sea-fish.

tHAi/}-i>6:vi, n. An adjuration by what is holy. Spenser.
HAL-I-EU'TICS,* n. pi. Ichthyology ;

a treatise on fishing
or fish. Scott. fR.]

HAL'I-MAS, (hal'e-mas) [hal'e-rnas, P. K. Sm.; hol'e-mas,
S. W. F.] n. The feast of All-Souls. See HALLOWMASS.

HAL'ING, or HAL'JNG, n. The act of dragging by force.

HAL-I-OG'RA-PHER,* n. One who writes about the sea.

jfefc

HXL-i-OG'RA-PHY,* 7i. A description of the sea. Ash.
HAL-I-O'TIS,* n. (Conch.) A shell resembling the human

ear. Pennant.

fHA-L/fx'y-oDs, a. fhalitus, L.] Vaporous ; famous.

Boyle.
HAL'i-TUS,* n. [L.] Breath; vapor; a gasp. Hamilton.

HALL, n. A large room for the transaction of public busi-

ness
;
a large or public room

;
a court of justice ;

a manor-
house

;
the public room of a corporation ;

a large room
at the entrance of a palace or large house ; an entry:
a collegiate body in the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, in England.

HALL'AGE,* n. Toll paid for goods sold in a common hall.

Crabb.

HALL'-DOOR,* n. The door or entrance into a hall. Oold-
smith.

HAL-LE-LU'JAH, (haHe-lu'ya) interj. & re. [Heb., Praise

ye Jehooali.] A song of thanksgiving. Milton.

fllAL-LE-LU-JAT'iC, (hal-le-lu-yat'jk) a. Giving praise.

HALL'IARD, (hal'yard) n.; pi. HALL'IARD. (JVaut.) A
rope by which yards, sails, and signals, are hoisted.

H.XL'LITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found at Halle. Dana.

HAL'LQ-Ii>E,* n. (Min.) A mineral. Hamilton. See HA-
LOIDE.

HAL-LOO', interj. A hunting cry of encouragement or
call.

HAL-LOO', v. n. [AoZer, Fr.J [i. HALLOOED ; pp. HALLOOING,
HALLOOED.] To cry as after the dogs ; to treat as in con-

tempt. See HOLLO.

HAL-LOO', v. a. To encourage with shouts; to chase with
shouts ;

to call or shout to. Sliak. t

HAL-LOO'JNG, n. A loud and vehement cry. B. Jonson.

HAL'LOW, (hal'lo) v. a.
[i. HALLOWED; pp. HALLOWING,

HALLOWED.] To consecrate ;
to make holy ; to dedicate

;

to sanctify ;
to reverence as holy ; as,

" Hallowed be

thy name._"_
HXL-LOW-EEN',* n. (Scotland) The evening preceding

All-hallows. Jamieson.

HXL'LOW-MAs, n. The feast of All-Souls, or the time
about All-Saints' and All-Souls' day ;

viz. the 1st and 2d
of November. Shak.

HAL-LOY'LITE,* n. (Min.) A compact mineral. Dana.

HAL-LU'CI-NATE, v. n. [hallucinates, L.] To stumble; to

blunder. Cockeram.

HAL-LO-CI-NA'TIQN, n. A species of mania; delusion;
error ; blunder ;

mistake
; folly.

HAL-LU'CI-NA-TO-RY,* a. Blundering ; erratic. Ed. Rev.

HALL'-WiN-Ddw,* 71. A window of a hall. Hawkins.

HALM, (hawm) n. Straw. See HAOM.
HA'LO, 7i. [halo, L. & Fr.] pi. HA'LO. A red circle round the

sun or moon
;
the bright ring round the head of a holy

person in painting; a glory.

HA'LOED,* (ha'lod) a. Surrounded by a halo. Wilson.

HXL'O-GEN,* n. (Chem.) A substance which, by combina-
tion with a metal, produces a saline compound, such as

chlorine, iodine, &c. Brande.

HA-LOG'E-NOUS,* a. Generating salt. Smart.

HAL'OID,* n. (Chem.) A chemical combination composed
of two bi-elementary compounds, one or both of which
are analogous in composition to sea salt. Brande.

HAL'O-!DE,* n. (Min.) A sort of mineral
;
the salt of an

oxide. Smart.

HXL'o-SEL,* n. A sort of chemical salt. Ure.

jHALSE, (hawls) 7i. The neck
;
the throat. Chaucer.

THALSE, (hawls) t>. a. To embrace about the neck, as

children do their parents ;
to adjure ;

to greet. Spenser.

HALE,* (hawz) n. (JVaut.) See HAWSE.
tHAL'SEN-iNG, a. Sounding harshly ; inharmonious.

Carew.

HAL'SER, (haw'ser) n. (Naut.) A rope or small cable. See
HAWSER.

HALT, v. n. [i. HALTED; pp. HALTING, HALTED.] To stop
in walking ;

to limp ; to be lame ; to stop in a march
; to

hesitate
;
to stand dubious ;

to falter.

HALT, a. Lame ; crippled. St. Luke xiv.

HALT, n. Act of limping ;
manner of limping : a stop in

a march.

HALT'ER, n. One who halts : a cord : a rope for hang-

ing malefactors: a rope or sort of bridle for tying a
horse.

HAL'TER, v. a. To bind or tie with a halter or cord. B.
Jonson.

HALT'ING,* n. Act of going lame
; act of stopping. Ash.

HALT'JNG-LY, ad. In a slow or halting manner.
HALVE, (hav) v. a. [i.

HALVED ;pp. HALVING, HALVED.] To
divide into two equal parts ; to join timbers by letting
them into each other.

HALVED, (havz) interj. An expression by which any one
lays claim to an equal share.

HALVED,* (havz) n. The plural of Half. See HALF.
HXL'YARD,* n. pi. See HALLIARD.

fHXL'v'-MOTE,* n. (Law) An ancient court-baron. Cham-
bers.

HAM, whether initial or final, is the Saxon ham, a house,
farm, or village. Gibson.

HAM, . The inner or hind part of the knee of an animal
;

the hip ;
the thigh of a hog ;

the thigh of a hog smoked
and salted.

HAM'ACK, n. See HAMMOCK.
HAM'A-DRY-AD, n. [u/*a_and Spvs, Gr. ; hamadryas, L.] pi.

(L. HAM-A-DIIY'A.-VES;) Eng. HAM'A-DRY-AD. A
wood nymph ;

an inferior deity, supposed by the Greeks
and Romans to preside over the woods and forests.

HA'MATE, a. [Itamatus, L.] Entangled; twisted together.

Bp. 'Berkeley.

HA'MAT-ED, a. Hooked ;
set with hooks.

fHXM'BLE, v. a._To hamstring.
HAME, n. ; pi. HAME. Two crooked pieces of wood which
encompass a horse's collar.

tHAME, 7i. Home. Chaucer.

HXM'EL, v. a. See HAMBLE.
HAME-SECK'EN,* or HAME-SDK'EN,* n. (Scotch law) Burg-

lary ;
the crime of violently assaulting a man in his own

house. Blackstone. Written also Homesoken.

HA'M!TE,* n. An extinct cephalopod, which inhabited a
chambered shell having a hooked form. Brande.

HXM'LET, n. A small village : a portion of a village.

HXM'LET-ED, a. Countrified ; accustomed to a hamlet.
Feltha'm.

HXM'MEL,* n. A small shed with a yard for feeding an
animal. London.

HXM'MER, n. An instrument for driving nails ; an in-

strument for forging, &c. ; any thing like a hammer.
HXM'MER, v. a. [i.

HAMMERED ; pp. HAMMERING, HAM-

MERED.] To drive or beat with a hammer
;
to forge or

form with a hammer ;
to strike

;
to pound ; to labor ; to

contrive by intellectual labor.

HXM'MER, v. n. To work ; to be busy ;
to be in agitation.

Shak.
'

HXM'MER-A-BLE, a. Capable of being formed by a ham-
mer.

HXM'MER-BEAM,* n. (Arch.) A horizontal piece of timber
above the foot of a ratter, the object of which is to act as

a tie. Brande.

HXM'MER-CLOTH, n. The cloth that covers a coach-box,
which box formerly used to carry a hammer, pincers, a
few nails, &c. Pegge.

HXM'MERED,* (-merd) p. a. Beaten with a hammer.
HAM'MER-ER, n. One who works with a hammer.
HXM'MER-FiSH,* n. A rapacious fish

; balance-fish.

Booth.'

HXM'MER-HARD,n. A substance made hard by hammering.
HAM'MER-HEAD'ED,* a. Having a head like a hammer.

Hill.

HXM'MER-LlKE,*a. Resembling a hammer. Hill.

HAM'MER-MAN, n. One who beats with a hammer. B.Jon-
son.

HAM'MER-WORT, (-wurt) n. An herb.

HAM'MOCK, n. [amacha, Indian.] A swinging bed
;
a sail-

or's bed, formed of a long piece of hempen cloth: a

protuberance or elevation of land in a swamp; a hum-
mock.

HA'MOVS,* a. (Bot.) Hooked ; bent like a hook. Lindley.
HAM'PER, n. A large basket for carriage : a chain or fet-

ter.

HXM'PER, v. a. [hampr, Icel.] [i. HAMPERED; pp. HAMPER-
ING, HAMPERED.] To shackle

;
to entangle, as in nets; to

ensnare; to complicate ; to perplex; to embarrass: to

put into a hamper.
HAM'-PiE,* n. A pie made of ham and pastry. Pope.
HXM'STER,* n. A rodent quadruped larger than a rat, and

very noxious in destroying grain. Brande.

HXM'STRING, 7i. The tendon of the ham. Wiseman.

HXM'STRING, v. a. [i. HAMSTRUNG; pp. HAMSTRINGING,
HAMSTRUNG.] To lame by cutting the tendon of the ham.

Dryden.
HAM'STRUNG,* p. a. Lamed by having the tendon of the

ham cut.

fHXN, for have, in the plural. Spenser.

HXN'A-PER, n. [hanaperium, low L.] A treasury ;
an ex-

chequer : a hamper. Bacon. Hanaper office, a common
law office in the English court of chancery. Bacon.
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HANCE, or HAUNCE, v. a. [hausser, FT.] To enhance.
Chaucer.

HXN'CE$, or HXNCH'ES, n. pi. (Naut.) Falls of the fife-

rails, placed on balusters on the poop and quarter-deck
of a ship. (Arch.) The ends of elliptical arches.

HXND, n. The palm with the fingers ;
the length of four

inches; the measure of the fist when clinched, equal to

four inches ; a palm : side, right or left : possession ;

act of giving or taking; thing given, held, or taken: a

person, considered as a workman, helper, or agent:
dexterity, or power of working or performing ;

reach or
nearness : an index ofany kind, as of a clock,watch,&c.:

form or manner of writing; chirography. It hand,
within reach. In hand, in possession ;

in performance.
Off hand, immediately ; promptly. On hand, in pos-

session. Hands off! keep off! forbear! desist ! Hand
overhead, negligently; rashly. Hand to hand, close fight.

Hand in hand* \n union; conjointly. Hand to mouth,
as want requires. To bear in hand, to keep in expecta-
tion

;
to elude. To be hand and glove, to be intimate and

familiar ;
to suit one another. To be on the mending

hand, to be convalescent. Carr. To bear a hand, to make
haste. Orose.

HXND, v. a. [i. HANDED; pp. HANDING, HANDED.] To give
or transmit with the hand ;

to guide or lead by the hand
;

to seize
;
to manage ;

to handle. (JVauQ To furl.

HXND, v. n. To go hand in hand ; to cooperate. Massingcr.
HXND, a. Belonging to or used by the hand. It is much
used in composition for that which is manageable by the
hand

; as, hand-saw.

HXND'BALL, n. A game played with a ball.

HXND'BXR-ROW, n. A frame on which any thing is carried

by the hands of two men. Tusser.

HXND'BSs-KET, n. A basket carried by the hand.

HXND'BELLi, n. A bell rung by the hand. Baccn.

HXND'BlLL,,* 7i. An instrument for pruning trees. Sooth.
A loose printed sheet or newspaper to be circulated.

HXND'BLOW,* n. A stroke or blow with the hand. Dray-
ton.

HXND'BOOK,* (-buk) n. A manual
;
a small book for com-

mon or convenient use. Hamilton.

HXND'B5w, n. A bow managed by the hand.

HXND'BREADTH, (-bredth) n. A space equal to the breadth
of the hand

;
a palm.

HXND'CLOTH, n. A handkerchief; a napkin.
HXND'CRiFT, n. Work performed by the hand. Huloct.

See HANDICRAFT.

HXND'CRAFTS-MAN, n. A workman. Huloet. Commonly
written HANDICRAFTSMAN.

HXND'CUFF, n. A manacle
;
a fetter for the hand.

HXND'CUFF, V. a.
[i. HANDCUFFED

; pp. HANDCUFFING,
HANDCUFFED.] To fasten or bind the hands

;
to manacle

;

to fasten by a chain.

HXND'ED, a. Having the use of the hand, left or right,

as, right-handed : with hands joined. Milton.

HXND'ER, n. One who hands ; a transmitter.

tHXND'FAsT, n. Hold
; custody ; power of keeping. Shak.

fHAND'FA'ST, a. Fast, as by contract
;
firm in adherence.

Bale.

HXND'FAsT, v. a. To betroth ;
to join by the hand. B. Jon-

son. To oblige by duty ;
to bind. Jlbp. Sancroft. To live

together a year and a day in conditional marriage. Sir W.
Scott. [R.]

tHXND'FisT-lNG, re. A kind of marriage contract.

HXND'FET-TER, n. A manacle for the hands. Sherwood.

HXND'FGL, n.; pi. H.XND'FUL. As much as the hand can
contain

;
a small number or quantity.

HXND'GXL-LQP, n. A slow, easy gallop, in which the
hand restrains the full speed of the horse.

HXND'-J&EAR,* n. An arrangement of levers and other
contrivances for opening and shutting the valves of a

steam-engine. Francis.
rHXND-GRE-NADE', n. A small iron shell. See GRENADE.
HXND'GuN, n. A gun wielded by the hand. Camdcn.
HXND'HOOK,* (-huk) n. An instrument used by smiths in

twisting bars of iron. Ash.

HAN'oi-cAP,* n. A sort of vehicle for travelling. Sir Q.
Head.

HXND'I-CRATT, 7i. Work performed by the hand
; manual

occupation. Addison. [A man who lives by manual labor;
a handicraftsman. Swift.]

]IXND'I-CRA"FTS-MAN, n. ;pl. HANDICRAFTSMEN. A man-
ufacturer ; one employed in manual occupation. Shak.

HXND'I-CRAFTS-WOM'AN,* (-wum'an) n. A woman em-
ployed in manufactures. Gent. Mag:

HXND'I-LY, ad. In a handy manner; with skill.

HXND'j-NESS, n. Readiness ; dexterity. Chesterfield.

HXND-lN-HXND,* ad. With united operation. QM. Rev.

HAND'I-WORK, (-wiirk) n. [a corruption of handwork.]
Work of the hand ;

manufacture. Hooker.

HXND'KER-CHIEF, (hang'ker-chif) n. A piece of silk or
linen used to wipe the face or cover the neck.

HXND'-LAN-GUAGE, (-lang-gwaj) n. The science of con-

versing by means of the hand. Dalgarno.

XN'DLiE, v. a. [handelen, D.] [i. HANDLED; pp. HANDLING
HANDLED.] To touch or feel with the hand ;

to manage ;

to wield
;
to make familiar to the hand

;
to treat ; to dis-

course on ; to deal with
;
to practise ;

to treat well or ill ;

to transact with.

HAN'DLE, n. That part of any thing by which it is held in
the hand

;
a haft

;
that of which use is made.

HAN'DLE-A-BLE, a. That may be handled. Sherwood.

HXN'DLER,* n. One who handles. Pennant.

HXND'LESS, a. Having no hand. Shak.

EIAND'LlNE,* n. A species of net. Pennant.

HXND'LING, n. Act of touching, handling, or managing ;

the act of using the hand. (Painting) The management
of the pencil by touch. Brande.

FIXND'LOOM,* n. A loom worked by the hand. McCulloch

HAND'MAID, n. A waiting-maid at hand
;
a female ser

vant.

HXND'MAI-DEN, (-ma-dn) n. A maid-servant
;
a handmaid

HAND'-MAL-LET,* n. A mallet with a handle. Crabb.

HAND'MILL, n. A mill moved by the hand. Dryden.
HAND'-RAIL,* n. A rail supported by balusters or posts

Francis.

HAND'SAIL, n. A sail managed by the hand. Temple.
HAND'SALE,* n. (Law) Act of selling by mutual shaking
of hands, as anciently practised among the northern na
tions of Europe. Boumcr.

HXND'sAw, ?i. A small saw manageable by the hand.

HXND'SCREW, (-skru) re. A sort of engine for raising heavy
timber, or great weights of any kind

;
a jack.

HXND'SEL, 71. [hansel, D.] The first act of using anything,
an earnest ; money for the first thing sold. Hooker. [R.]

HXND'SEL, v. a. To use or do the first time. Dryden.
fHXND'SHOE,* n. A barbarous appellation for a glove. Le-
mon.

tHXND'SMOOTH, ad. With dexterity ; readily. More.
HXNDS OFF! interj. Keep off! forbear! [Vulgar.]
HXND'SOME, (han'sum) a. [handsacm, D.] [Ready; gain-

ly ; convenient. Spenser.] Beautiful with dignity ; grace
ful

; elegant; pretty; fine: ample; liberal; as, a hand-
some fortune : generous ;

noble
; as, a handsome action.

fHXND'sc-ME, v. a. To render elegant. Donne.

HXND'SQME-LY, ad. In a handsome manner; beautifully,

gracefully ; elegantly ; generously.
HAND'SOME-NESS, n. State of being handsome.
HXND'SPIKE, n. A wooden lever to move great weights,

to turn a windlass, capstan, crane, &c.

HXND'ST/AFF, n. ; pi. HXND'STAVE. A javelin. Ezek.

xxxix.

HXND'TREE,* n. A singular Mexican tree, that produces a

flower, the stamens of which are so arranged as to pre-
sent an appearance somewhat like that of the human
hand. P. Cyc.

HXND'VICE, n. A vice to hold small work in. Moxon.

HXND'WEAP-ON, (-wep-pn) n. Any weapon which may be
wielded by the hand. Numb. xxxv.

HAND'WORK, (-wlirk) n. Same as handiwork.

HXND'WORKED, (-wiirkt) a. Made with hands.

HXND-\VR!'TING, (-rl'tjng) n. A cast or form of writing
peculiar to each hand

; chirography ; a writing.

HAND'Y, a. [Performed by the hand; as,
"
handy work."

Ps.] Ready ;
dexterous ; skilful ; convenient.

HAND'Y-BLOW, n. A stroke by the hand, ffarmar.

HXND'y-ctJFF,* n. A blow with the hand. Arbuthnot.

HAND'Y-DXN-DY, ra. A play among children, in which
something is shaken between two hands, and then a

guess is made in which hand it is retained. Shak.

HXND'Y-GRIPE, n. Seizure by the hand or paw. Hudibras.

HXND'Y-STROKE, n. A blow by the hand. Bcaum. fy Fl.

HXND'Y-WORK. n. See HANDIWORK.
HXNG, v. a. [i. HUNG or HANGED

; pp. HANGING. HUNG or

HANGED. ^T" Hung is most used; but when the word
denotes suspension for the purpose of destroying life, the

regular form, hanged, is to be preferred ; yet hung- is often

used in this sense.] To suspend ; to choke and kill by
suspending by the neck

;
to display ;

to show ;vJoft ; to

fix in such a manner as in some directions to be movable ;

to cover with something suspended. To hang- upon, to

regard with passionate affection.

HXNG, v. n. To be suspended ;
to be supported above, not

below; to depend; to dangle; to impend; to drag; to

adhere
;
to be in suspense ;

to tend down
;
to be executed

by the halter. To hang- fire, to linger in firing. To

hang on, to adhere to
;
to continue. To hang- over, to

project at the top more than at the bottom
;
to incline or

lean.

HXNG,* 7t. A steep declivity ;
a slope. Louden. [A crop of

fruit hanging on the tree. Holloway. Local.]

fHXNG'BY, 71. A dependant; a hanger-on. Bp. Hall.

HXNG'DOG,* n. One who deserves the gallows. Conffreve.

HXNG'ER, n. One who hangs; a hangman; that which

hangs'; that on which or by which any thing is hung:
a sort of broadsword, short and curved at the point.

HXNG'ER-ON', n. A servile dependant; a parasite.

HXNG'iNG, n. Suspension; death by the halter; any thingVersing IJy means Ul me iuu. j^tAigurttu* HAI\IJ lINU-j 7t. ounpciisiuil >
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that hangs. pi. Tapestry, colored or figured paper, or

drapery, hung or fastened against the walls of rooms.

HXNG'iNG, p. a._That hangs ; requiring the halter.

HXNG'JNG-SLEEyES, ?i. pi. Strips of the same stuff with
the gown, hanging down the back from the shoulders.

HXNG'MAN, n.; pi. HXNG'MEN. A public executioner.

HXNG'NAIL,* n. A minute portion of the cuticle, slivered

off from the roots of the finger nail
; agnail. Forby

HXNK, n. [hank, Icel.] A skein, as of thread
;
a tie

;
a

check : a withy or rope for fastening a gate. (JVaitt.) A
wooden ring fixed on the stays.

HXNK, v. n. To form into hanks. Brockett.

IIXNK'ER, v. n. [hunkeren, D.] \i. HANKERED; pp. HANK-
ERING, HANKERED.] To long with uneasy keenness ;

to

feel strong desire ; to be eager.

HXNK'ER-ING, TO. Strong desire ; longing.

HXN'KLE_, v. n. To twist ; to entangle. Brockett.

HXN-O-VE'RI-AN,* n. A native of Hanover. Q. Rev.

HXN-Q-VE'RI-AN,* a. Relating to Hanover. Murray.
HXNSE,* a. [hansa, hanse, Ger., association, society, league.]
A term applied to certain commercial towns in Germany,
formerly sixty-four in number, now reduced to four, viz. :

Hamburg; Lubec, Bremen, and Frankfort on the Maine.

HXN-SE-AT'IC,* a. Associated -. applied to the league of
the Hanse Towns.

HXN'SEL. See HANDSEL.
HAN'TJ (hant or hant) [hint,

W. K. Sm. ; hant, Wb.] A
vulgar contraction for has not, or have not.

HXp, TO. [hap, Welsh.] That which comes unexpectedly ;

chance
;
fortune

;
accident

;
casual event. Hooker.

|HXp, v. TO. To happen ;
to come by chance. Shak.

fHXp, v. a. To cover
;
to catch

;
to seize. Sherwood.

fHXp'HA'R-LQT, n. A coarse coverlet; a rug. Holinshed.

Hap and Tiappin are now so used in the north of England.
Todd.

HXp-HXz'ARD, TO. Chance
;
accident. Hooker.

HXP'LESS, a. Unhappy ;
unfortunate ;

luckless. Shak.

HXp'LESS-LY,* ad. In a hapless manner. Drayton.
HXp'Ly,' ad. Perhaps ; by chance

; by accident. Milton.

HAp'PEN, (hap'pn) v. TO. [i.
HAPPENED

; pp. HAPPENING,
HAPPENED.] To fall out; to chance; to come to pass; to

light ;
to take place ; to occur.

fHAP'PER, . TO. To hop; to skip. Harmar. See HOP.

HXp'Pl-LY, ad. In a happy manner
; fortunately ; luckily ;

successfully ; gracefully ;
without labor.

HXp'Pl-NESS, TO. State of being happy ; felicity ;
bliss

;
be-

atitude
; prosperity ;

welfare ; good luck.

HXp'PY, a. Having the desires satisfied
; being in a state of

felicity; felicitous; lucky ;
successful

; fortunate; ready.

HXp'pY-MAK/iNG,* a. Conferring happiness. Milton.

HAQUE'BVT,* (hak'but) TO. [haquebute, Fr.] A hand-gun;
arquebuse. Brande.

HXQUE'TQN, (hak'tun) TO. See HACQUETON.
HA'RAM, or HA'RAM, n. See HAREM.
HA-RANGUE', (ha-rang') TO. A declamatory public speech ;

declamation
;
address

;
oration. Milton.

HA-RXNGUE', (ha-rang') v. TO.
[i.

HARANGUED
; pp. HA-

RANGUING, HARANGUED.] To make a declamatory or

public speech ;
to declaim.

HA-RXNGUE', (ha-rang') v. a. To address by a public speech.
HA-RANG'UER, (ha-rang'er) TO. One who harangues.
HXR'ASS, v. 'a. [harasser, Fr.] [i. HARASSED ; pp. HARASSING,
HARASSED.] [fTo desolate. Hammond.] To weary; to fa-

tigue ;
to vex ; to distress

; to perplex ;
to tire

;
to dis-

turb. 95" This word is sometimes heard pronounced
erroneously, with the accent on the second syllable, hq-
rdss' ; but this pronunciation is not countenanced by any
of the orthoepists.

fHXR'ASS, w. Waste ;
disturbance. Milton.

HXR'ASS-ER, n. One who harasses.

HXR'ASS-ING,* TO. Vexation
;
trial

;
trouble. Paley.

HXR'Ass-lNG,*p. a. Wearying; fatiguing; vexing.
HXR'ASS-MENT,* n. The state of being harassed ; vexation.
EC. 'Rev. [R.]

HAR'BIN-GER, TO. A forerunner ;
a precursor. Shak.

HAR'BQR, n. [herberg, Ger.
; herberge, old Fr.] A resting-

place or station for ships ;
a port ;

a haven
;
a lodging ;

an asylum ;
a shelter.

HAR'BOR, v. n. [i.
HARBORED ;pp. HARBORING. HARBORED.]

To receive entertainment ;
to lodge ;

to take shelter. Shak.

HAR'BQR, v. a. To entertain ;
to shelter

;
to secure. (Law)

To receive clandestinely and without lawful authority.

tHAR'BQR-AGE, n. Shelter ;
entertainment. Shak.

HAR'BQR-ER, TO. One who harbors. Drayton.
HAR'BQR-L,ESS,a. Wanting harbor ; being without lodging.

}HAR'BOR-OUGH,
(-bur-ro) n. A lodging. Spenser.

HAR'BOR-OUGH, (-bur-ro) v. a. To lodge. Huloet.

fHAR'BOR-oDs, a. Hospitable. Bale.

JHAR'BRQUGH, TO. See HARBOROUGH.
HARD, a. Not easy to be pierced, penetrated, or com-
pressed ;

not soft ; firm ;
solid

; impenetrable ; not easi-

ly performed ;
arduous ;

difficult
; painful ;

laborious
;

cruel
; oppressive ; rigorous ;

severe
;
unkind

; unfeeling;
insensible ; inflexible

;
callous

;
obdurate

; impenitent ;

MiXH

unreasonable
; unjust ; austere

; rough ;
harsh

;
stiff ;

constrained; not yielding; avaricious : impregnated
with salt, as water. It is much used in composition j

as, hard-hearted.

HARD, ad. Close
;
near

; diligently ; laboriously ;
incessant-

ly ; uneasily ; vexatiously ;
fast

; vehemently ;
with vio-

lence
;
with difficulty.

HARD'BEAM,* n. The former name of hornbeam. Booth.
HARD'-BE-SET'TING. a. Closely surrounding. Milton.

HARD'-BILLED,* (-b'lld) a. Having a hard bill or beak.
Goldsmith.

HARD'BOOND, a Costive. Pope.
HARD'-BUR-DENED,* (-dnd) a. Oppressed with a burden.

Watts.

HARD'-DRTNK-ER,* n. One who drinks intemperately.
Jodrell.

HARD'EARNED, (-ernd) a. Earned with difficulty.

HARD'EN, (har'dn) v. a. [i. HARDENED ; pp. HARDENING,
HARDENED.] To make hard

;
to indurate

;
to confirm in

effrontery ;
to confirm in wickedness ; to make obdurate,

insensible, or unfeeling.
HARD'EN, (har'dn) v. TO. To grow hard. Bacon.

HARD'EN-ER, (har'dn-er) TO. He or that which hardens.

HARD'-FACED,* (-fast) a. Having a hard or stern face.

Campbell.

HARD'-FAR-ING,* a. Living on scanty or bad provisions.
Cowper.

HARD'FA-VQRED, (-fa-vord) a. Coarse of feature.

HARD'FA-VQRED-NESS, TO. Ugliness; coarse features.

HARD'-FEAT-VRED,* (-yurd) a. Having harsh features.

Smollett.

HARD'FIST-ED, a. Covetous
;
close-handed. Bp. Hall.

HARD'FOUGHT, (-fawt) a. Vehemently contested.

HARD'GOT, a. Obtained with difficulty. Drayton.
HARD'GOT-TEN, (-tn) a. Same as hardgot. Todd.

HARD'HXCK,* TO. The spiraea ;
an American flowering

shrub. Bigelow.
HARD'HXND-ED, a. Having a hard hand

;
coarse

;
mechan-

ic ; severe
; oppressive. Milton.

HARD'HEAD, TO. Clash of heads in contest. Dryden.
HARD'-HEXRT-ED, (-h'lrt'ed) a. Cruel; unfeeling; merci-

less.

HARD'-HEART-ED-NESS, n. Cruelty ;
want of tenderness.

fHARD'l-HEAD, 71. Same as hardihood. Spenser.

HARD'I-HOOD, (-hud) TO. Boldness
;
stoutness

; bravery ;

effrontery ; audacity.
HS.RD'1-LY,* ad. Boldly; firmly; confidently. Bp. Horsley.

fHARD'i-MENTjTO. Courage; stoutness; bravery. Spenser.

HXRD'I-NESS, n. Firmness
;

stoutness
; courage : confi-

dence.

HARD'ISH,* a. Somewhat hard ; tending to hardness. Scott

HARD-LA^BQRED, (-burd) a. Elaborate
;
studied.

HXRD'-LA-BQR-lNG,* 'a. Practising hard labor. Drayton.
HARD'LY, ad. In a hard manner; with difficulty ;

not ea-

sily ; scarcely ;
almost not

; barely ; severely ; rigorously ;

oppressively ; harshly.

HARD'MOUTHED, (-mbuthd) a. Having a hard mouth ; not
sensible to, or easily guided by, the bit: using harsh

language.
HARD'NESS, TO. Quality of being hard

; solidity ; severity ;

difficulty ; penury , obduracy ;
coarseness

;
harshness ;

keenness
;
austereness ; cruelty ;

stiffness.

HARD'NIBBED, (-nibd) a. Having a hard nib.

HAR'DOCK, TO. Hoar or woolly dock. Shak.

HARD'-RtJLED,* (-ruld) a. Governed with -difficulty ; op-
pressed. Shak.

HARD, TO. pi. The refuse or coarser part of flax or hemp ;

tow.

HARD'SHIP, TO. Severe labor or want
;
a grievance ; op-

pression ; fatigue.
HARD'WARE, TO. Manufactures, goods, or wares, made of

iron or other metals.

HARD'WARE-MAN, TO. , pi. HARDWAREMEN. A maker of
or dealer in hardware.

HARD'-WORK-ING,* (-wurk-ing) a. Constantly employed ;

working hard. Goldsmith.

HARD'Y, a. [hardi, Fr.] Bold
;

brave
;

stout
; daring ;

strong ;
hard

;
firm

;
inured to fatigue ;

able to bear fa-

tigue, severe labor, or suffering; confident
;
stubborn.

HAR'DY-SHREW,* (-shru) n. A kind of mouse
;
shrew-

mouse. Scott.

HARE, and HERE, differing in pronunciation only, signify
both an army and a lord. Gibson.

HARE, TO. A small quadruped, allied to the rabbit, and re-

markable for timidity, vigilance, swiftness, and fecundi-

ty : a constellation.

fHARE, v. a. To frighten. Clarendon.

HARE'EEI,!., n. A blue flower
;
a species of campanula.

HARE'BRAINED, (-brand) a. Wild, as a hare ; unsettled;
unsteady; extravagant; volatile.

HARE'CATCH-ER,* TO. One who catches hares. Hill.

HARE'FOOT, r-fut) n. A bird : an herb.

HARE-HEART'ED, a. Timorous; fearful.

HARE'HOUND, TO. A hound for hunting hares.
el

; oppressive ; rigorous ;
severe

;
unkind

; unfeeling; HARE-HEART'ED, a. Timorous
;

msible; inflexible; callous; obdurate; impenitent; HARE'HOUND, TO. A hound for hi
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HARE'iitJNT-ER, n. One who is fond of hunting hares.

Pope.
HARE'HUNT-ING, n. The diversion of hunting the hare.

HARE'LIP, n. A malformation, consisting of a fissure in

the lip ;
so named from its supposed resemblance to the

upper lip of a hare.

HARE'LIPPED, (-Upt) a. Having a harelip. Ainswortli.

HA'REM, or HA'RKM, [ha'rem, K. Sm. R. ; ha'rem, Ja.

Wb.] n. [Turk.] The apartment in a seraglio, and in pal-
aces and other houses in the East, appropriated exclusive-

ly to the use of the females of the family. Clarke.

HARE'MINT, n. An herb.

JlA-REN'y-i-FORM,* a. Like a herring. Smart.

HARE'-PiPE, n. A snare to catch hares. Stat. James I.

HARE''EAR, (harz-er) n. A plant. Miller.

HARE'SKIN,* n. The skin of a hare. Scott.

HARE'S'LET-TUCE, (-tis)
n. The sow-thistle.

HARE'S'TAIL,* n. A 'plant: a species of cotton-grass.
Booth.

HARE'WORT, (-wiirt) 7i. A plant.

HAR'FANG,* n. A species of owl. Goldsmith.

HAR'f-cdT, (har'e-ko) n. [Fr.] The kidney-bean; a
French bean. Ld. Chesterfield. A kind of ragout ;

a
stew of meat and vegetables.

HAR'I-ER, n. A dog for hunting hares. Blount.

HAR'IFF,* n. An annual plant with a fibrous root, called

also goosegrass, cleavers, cliders, and catchweed. Farm.

Ency.

JHAR-i-o-LA'TiON, n. Soothsaying. Cockeram.

HXR'i-oT, n. See HERIOT.
tHAR'-isH, a. Like a hare. Hitloet.

HARK, v. n. To listen
;
to hearken. Hudibras.

HARK, interj. [the imperative of the verb hark.] Hear ! lis-

ten !

HARL, n. The skin or filaments of flax, &c. Mortimer.

IJHAR'LE-Qui'N, (har'le-kin) [har'le-kin, S. W. P. J. E. F.
K. Sm.; har'le-kwin, Ja.] n. [Fr.] A buffoon who carries a
talismanic wand, and is dressed in party-colored clothes,
or who plays tricks to divert the populace ;

a zany.
IIHAR'LE-QUiN, (har'le-kin) v. a. To conjure away. Green.

|JHAR'LE-QUIN-ADE',* n. [Fr.] A kind of pantomime ;
a

feat of buffoonery. Ed. Rev.

HAR'LOCK, n. A plant. Drayton.
HAR'LOT, n. [Formerly, a ribald or base person of either

sex. Chaucer.] A prostitute ;
a strumpet.

HAR'LOT, a. Base
;
wanton

;
like a harlot. Milton.

jHAR'LOT, v. n. To play the harlot
;
to commit lewdness.

Milton.

tHAR'LQT-lZE,* v. n. To play the harlot. Warnp.r.

HAR'LOT-RY, n. The trade of a harlot
;
lewdness.

HARM, n. Injury ;
crime

;
evil

;
misfortune

; damage ;
mis-

chief; detriment
;
hurt.

HARM, v. a. [L HARMED ; pp. HARMING, HARMED.] To hurt
;

to injure. Sfiak.

HAR-MAT-TAN',* n. A very dry and noxious wind which
blows periodically from the interior of Africa towards the
Atlantic Ocean. Gent. Mag.

HXRM'-DO-ING,* n. Injury ;
mischief. Milton.

HARM'FOL, a Hurtful
;
mischievous

; injurious. Spenser.

HARM'FUL-LY, ad. Hurtfully; noxiously. Ascham.

HARM'FUL-NESS, ??. Hurtfulness ; mischievousness.

HARM'LESS, a. Innocent; innoxious
;
not hurtful; unhurt.

HARM'LESS-LY, ad. Innocently ; without hurt.

H'ARM'LESS-NJSSS, ?i. Quality of being harmless.

HAR-MON'JC, ) a. [ap^oviKos.] Relating to music or

HAR-MON'I-CAL,, \ harmonics; having harmony or mu-
sical proportion ;

concordant
;
musical

; harmonious.
HAR-MON'I-CA,* n. (Mus.) A musical instrument, consist-

ing of a number of glass goblets resembling finger-glasses.
Hamilton.

HAR-MON'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an harmonical manner.
HAR-MON'i-c5N,* 71. A musical instrument, dshton.

HAR-MON'ICS,* n. pi. (Mas.) The doctrine of the differ-

ences and proportions of sounds with respect to acute
and grave. Burney.

HAR-MO'NI-OUS, a. Relating to or possessing harmony;
adapted to each other

; symmetrical ; musical
; sympho-

nious.^
HAR-MO'NI-OIJS-LY, ad. In an harmonious manner
HAR-MO'NI-OIJS-NESS, n. Proportion ;

concord
; musical-

ness.

HAR'MQN-IST, n. One who understands the concord of
sounds ;

a musician
;
a harmonizer.

HAR'MQN-IST,* or HAR'MON-ITE,* n. One of a religious
sect founded about 1780, by Rapp, in Wurtemberg, who
afterwards emigrated to the United States. Brande.

HAR'MO-NlZE, v. a. [i. HARMONIZED
; pp. HARMONIZING,

HARMONIZED.] To make harmonious; to adjust in fit

proportions. Dryden.
HAR'MQ-NIZE, v. n. To agree ;

to correspond. Lightfoot.
HAR'MO N!Z-ER, n. One who harmonizes.

HAR'MO-NY, n. [appovia.] The just adaptation of parts to
each other

;
the effect on the ear of proportional vibra-

tions of sound ;
the result of the union of two or more

according musical sounds ; musical concord
;
concord

;

agreement; accordance; unison; melody.
HAR'MQST,* n. [dp//oo-r/jj.] A civil officer of ancient
Greece

;
a Spartan governor. Mitford.

HAR'MQ-TONE,* n. (Min.) The staurolite or cross-stone.
Brande.

HAR'NESS, n. [harnais, Fr.] Armor; equipage; furniture
for carriage or draught horses.

HAR'NESS, v. a.
[i. HARNESSED; pp. HARNESSING, HARNESS-

ED.] To dress in harness
;
to equip; to defend.

HAR'NESS-ER, n. One who harnesses.

HAR'NESS-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes harness. Booth.

HAR'NESS-TUB,* n. A cask of a peculiar form, fastened on
the deck of a vessel, to receive the salted provisions for

daily consumption. Ch. Brown. Called also harness-cask.

HARP, n. A musical stringed instrument of great antiquity,
being strung with wire, and commonly struck with the

finger ;
a lyre : a constellation.

HARP, v. n. [i. HARPED ; pp. HARPING, HARPED.] To play on
the harp; to touch any passion ;

to repeat the same thing
tiresomely. [tiresomely.

HARP, v. a. To play on the harp ;
to touch repeatedly or

HAR'pXx,* n. (Conch.) A genus of oblong fossil shells
Brande.

HARP'ER, n. A player on the harp. Shak.

HARP'ING-IR'ON, (-I'urn) n. A bearded dart ; a harpoon.
HARP'ING, n. pi. (Nau,t.) The breadth of a ship at the bow.
HARP'IST, n. A player on the harp ;

a harper. Browne.

HAR-PO-NEER', or HAR-POON-EER', n. [harponneur, Fr.]
One who throws the harpoon in whale-fishing ;

a har-

pooner.
HAR-POON',* v. a.

[i. HARPOONED ; pp. HARPOONING, HAR-

POONED.] To strike with a harpoon. Tapper.
HAR-POON', n. [harpon, Sp.J A barbed dart or spear to

strike whales with
; a harping-iron.

HAR-POON'ER, n. One who harpoons ;
a harpooneer.

HARP'SI-JEHORD, (-kbrd) n. [harpechorde, old Fr., formerly
written harpsicon.] A keyed musical instrument or harp,
strung with wires, and played by striking the keys.

HARP'SI-CON,* n. An old name for the spinnet and the

harpsichord. Crabb.

HARP'Y, n. [harpyia, L.] pi. HARPIES, (Greek mythology)
A sort of filthy and rapacious birds, or rather furies or

monsters, three in number, with the wings and claws of
birds and faces of women : an extortioner.

HAR'QUE-BOSS, or HAR'QUE-BOSE, n. See ARQUEBUSE.
HAR'QUE-BVSS-IER, n. See ARQUEBUSIER. Knolles.

HARR, n. A storm at sea
;
a tempest ; eagre. Holloway.

[Provincial in England.!
HAR-RA-TEEN', n. A kind of stuff or cloth. Shenstone.

HXR'RI-CO, n. See HARICOT.
HAR'RI-DXN, (har're-dan) n. [corrupted from haridelle, Fr.,

a worn-out, worthless horse.] A decayed strumpet. Swift.

HAR'RI-ER, n. A dog for hunting hares. See HARIER.

HAR'RJNG-TON-ITE,* n. (Min.) Called also mesole. Dana.

HAR'ROW, (riar'ro) n. [charrue, Fr.] A frame of timber set

with teeth or spikes on one side, to be dragged over

ploug_hed lands.

HXR'ROW, (har'ro). a.
[i. HARROWED;^. HARROWING, HAR-

ROWED.] To draw a harrow over in order to break the

clods or cover seed
;
to tear up ;

to rip up : [|to strip ;

to invade
;
to disturb. Shak.] [tress. Spenser.

fHXR'ROW, int. [haro, old Fr.] An exclamation of dis-

HXR'ROW-ER, n. One who harrows ; a kind of hawk.

jHXR'RY, v. a. [harier, old Fr.] To tease
;

to hare
;

to

ruffle ;
to harass. SJiak. (Scotland)

To rob
;
to plunder.

fHXR'RY, v. 7i. To make a harassing incursion. Beaum. fy Fl.

HARSH, a. [harsch, D.] Austere; rough to the touch, to

the ear, or to the taste
;

severe
;
crabbed ; morose

;

peevish; unpleasing; rigorous.

HARSH'LY, ad. In a harsh manner
; severely.

HARSH'NESS, n. The quality of being harsh; sourness;

roughness ; ruggedness ;
crabbedness.

HARSH'SOGND-ING,* a. Having a harsh sound. Shak.

HARS'LET, n. the heart, liver, lights, and part of the

throat of a hog ;
called also haslet.

HART, n. A he-deer or stag ;
the male of the roe.

HART'ALL,,* n. Orpiment, an oxide of arsenic, used as a

yellow paint. Ljungstedt.
HART'-R60T,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

HART'-ROY-AL, (hart'rbl-al) n. A plant.

HARTS'-CLO-VER,* or HARTS'-TRE-FOIL,* n. A plant ;

the melilot. Booth.

HARTS'HORN, n. The horn of the hart : a volatile spirit,

being an impure solution of carbflnate of ammonia, ob-

tained by the distillation of the horn of the hart or of any
kind of bone: a plant or herb. Salt of hartshorn, a

solid carbonate of ammonia.
HARTS'TO"NGUE, (hiirts'tung) n. A plant. Miller.

HART'-WORT, (hart'wiirt) n. An umbelliferous plant.

HAR'uM-scAR'VM, a. Wild ;
harebrained ; precipitate ;

giddy ; flighty and hurried. [Vulgar.]

HA-RUS'PICE,* n. A Roman diviner or soothsayer. Smart

HAR'VEST, n. The season when any crop, especially ofgram,lions ot sound ;
tne result oi tne union 01 two or more HAR'VEST, n. The season wneu any crop, especially ui gram,

i, E, I, 6, tJ, Y, long; X, fi, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, E, I, o, y, y, obscure. FAKE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HEE;
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is reaped, mowed, or gathered ; corn and other produce
when gathered ;

the product of labor.

HAR'VEST, v. a.
[i. HARVESTED; pp. HARVESTING, HAR-

VESTED.] To reap or mow, and gather in. Sherwood.
HAR'VEST ER, n. One who works at the harvest.

HAR'VEST-FIELD,* n. A field from which a harvest is

gathered. Thomson.

HAR'VEST-FLY,* n. A large four-winged fly. Maunder.

HXR'VEST-HlND,* n. A laborer employed in harvest.

Dryden.
HAR'VEST-HOME', n. The song sung at the harvest feast

;

the time of harvest.

HAR'VEST-ING,* n. The act of gathering in the harvest.
Farm. Ency.

HAR'VEST-LORD, n. The head reaper at the harvest.
Tusser.

HAR'VEST-LOUSE,* n. A very small troublesome insect.

Maunder.

HAR'VEST-MXN, n. A laborer in harvest. Jibp. Parker.

HAR'VEST-MOON,* n. The lunation in the season of har-
vest. Watts.

HAR'VEST-Q,UEEN, n. An image of Ceres carried at har-
vest.

HAR'VEST-WOM-AN,* (-wum-an) n. A woman employed in

the season of harvest. Johnson.

HX,* (haz) The third person singular of the verb to have.

fHAE,* v. a. To hare
;
to frighten. Booth.

HXsH, v. a. \hacher, Fr.] [i. HASHED; pp. HASHING, HASH-

ED.] To mince and mix
;
to chop into small pieces and

mingle.
HASH, n. Minced meat

;
a dish of hashed ingredients. A

scarifier or instrument for cutting the surface of grass
land. London.

HASHED,* (hasht) p. a. Cut in pieces and warmed up a
second time. Ash.

HXsH'MEAT,*n. A dish composed of minced meat. Davies.

fHXsK, n. [hwass, Swed.] A case or abode made of rushes
or flags. Spenser.

HA'SLET, or HXs'LET, [has'let, P. E. ; ha'slet, S. K. ; ha'-

slet, W.; haz'let, Ja. Sm.] n. [hasla,Ice\.] The heart, liver,

lights, and part of the throat of a hog; written also
harslet.

HAsp, n. A clasp which folds over a staple and is fastened
on with a padlock ; an iron hook for fastening a door

;

a clasp ;
a spindle to wind silk, thread, or yarn upon.

HASP, v. a.- \i. HASPED; pp. HASPING, HASPED.] To shut
or fasten with a hasp. Garth.

HXs'socK, n. [haseck, Germ.] A thick mat, to kneel on at

church. Addison. A tuft of coarse grass growing on
wet or marshy ground. Forby.

HXST, the second person singular of to have. See HAVE.
HXs'TATE,* a. (Bat.) Having the form of a halbert-head.

P. Cyc.

HXs'TAT-ED,*?. a. Furnished with a spear; formed like
the head of a halbert. Ash.

HXS'TATE-LEAVED,* (-levd) o. Shaped like a spear. Hill.

HASTE, n. [liaste, old Fr.] Voluntary speed; rapidity; hur-

ry ;
nimbleness

; precipitation ; passion ; vehemence.
HASTE, v. n. [i. HASTED ; pp. HASTING, HASTED.] To make
haste

;
to hasten.

HASTE, v. a. To push forward ;
to hasten.

HAST'EN, (ha'sn) v. n. [i. HASTENED
; pp. HASTENING,

HASTENED.] To make haste; to be in a hurry ; to move
with swiftness.

HAST'EN, (ha'sn) v. a. To push forward ; to press on
; to

urge on
;
to precipitate ;

to drive more swiftly.

HAST'EN-ER, (ha'sn-er) n. One who hastens or urges on.

HAST'ER,* n. He or that which hastens
;
a tin meat-screen

to reflect the heat. Hunter.

HAS'TI-LY, ad. In a hasty manner; speedily; nimbly;
quickly ; rashly ; precipitately ; passionately.

HAs'Tl-Nfiss, n. State of being hasty ;
haste

; speed ;
hur-

ry ; precipitation ;
rash eagerness ; vehemence.

HAST'ING-PEAR,* n. A pear which ripens in July.
Crab'b.

HAST'ING, n. Peas that come early ; any early fruit.

HAS'TY, a. [hastif, old Fr.] Q,uick ; speedy; passionate;
vehement

; angry ;
rash

; precipitate ; cursory ; slight ;

early.

HAS'TY-FOOT'ED,* (-fut'ed) a. Nimble
;
swift of foot. Shah.

HAS'TY-PUD'DING, (has'te-pud'jng) n. A pudding made of
i milk or water and flour or meal boiled quick together.

HXT, n. A cover or covering for the head.

HAT'A-BLE, a. That is to be hated; detestable.

HXT'uXND, TO. A string tied round a hat.

HAT'BOX, n. A box or case for a hat; hatcase.

HAT'BRUSH,* 7i. A brush for the hat. Booth.

HXT'CASE, n. A case or box for a hat.

HXTCH, v. a. \hecken, Germ.] [i.
HATCHED

; pp. HATCHING,
HATCHED.] To produce young from eggs ;

to quicken the

egg by incubation
;
to produce by precedent action

; to

form by meditation
;
to contrive. [hacher, Fr.] To draw

or engrave line on line for the shading of a picture ; to

shade.

HATCH, v. n. To be in the state of growing quick ;
to be

in a state of advance towards effect.

HXTCH, n. A brood excluded from the egg ;
the act of ex-

clusion from the egg; disclosure; discovery. [hceca,

Sax.] A half door, or one that, being singly shut, leaves
an opening over it: the covering of a hatchway.
(JVawt.) pi. The doors or openings for descending from
one deck or floor of a ship to another; floodgates.
To be under hatches, to be in a state of ignominy, pov-
erty, or depression. Locke.

PXTCH'EL, (hach'el or hak'kl) [hach'el, P. Sm. R. Wb. ;

hak'kl, S. W. J. F. Ja. K.] v. a. [hachelen, Germ.] To
dress, comb, and clean flax

;
to comb with a hatchel.

HHATCH'EL, n. An instrument formed with iron teeth set

in a board for combing flax : written also hackle, heckle,
and hetchel.

IJHXTCH'EL-LER, n. A cleaner of flax. Cotgrave.
HATCH'ER, n. One that hatches ; a contriver.

HATCH'ET, n. [hache, hachctte, Fr.] A small axe.

HATCH'ET-FAcE, 11. An ugly or ill-formed face.

HATCH'ET-INE,* n. A fusible wax-like substance, found
occasionally in nodules of iron-stone. Brandc.

HXTCH'ING, n. A kind of drawing; an etching.

HXTCH'MENT, n. [corrupted from achievement.] (Her.) A
species of achievement or funeral escutcheon, suspended
in front of a house to mark the decease of one of its

inmates. _
HXTCH'WAY, n. (JWrai.) A large opening in a ship's deck

for communicating with the decks below, the hold, &c.
HATCH' Y,* n. An intoxicating drug or poison, used by
Turks, Arabs, &c., for the same purposes as opium. Walsh.

HATE, v. a. [i. HATED ; pp. HATING, HATED.] To regard
with hatred or ill-will

;
to detest

;
to abhor

; to abominate.
HATE, n. Great dislike

; hatred; detestation.

HATE'FUL, a. Odious; detestable; abominable; execra-
ble

;
loathsome ; malignant.

HATE'FUL-LY, ad. In a hateful manner; odiously.
HATE'FOL-NESS, n. The quality of being hateful.

HATE'LESS,* a. Destitute of hatred. Sidneg.
HAT'ER, n. One who hates

;
an abhorrer.

HXT'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes hats
;
a hatter. Ash.

HA'TRED, n. Enmity; detestation; strong antipathy; re-

pugnance ;
aversion

;
hate

;
ill-will

; abhorrence.

HXT'TED, a. Wearing a hat of any kind. Tourneur.

HAT'TEM-IST,* 7i. One of a religious sect in Holland, so
called from Pontian von Hattem. Brande.

HXT'TER, n. One who makes hats.

tHXT'TER, v. a. To harass; to weary. Dryden.
HXT'TQCK, n. [attack, Erse.] A shock containing twelve
sheaves of grain.

HXT'-WoR-SHip,* (-wur-ship) n. Respect shown by taking
off the hat. Jodrell.

HAu'BERK, n. [haubert, Fr.] A coat of mail, being a jacket
or tunic, with wide sleeves reaching a little below the
elbow.

HAUD PAS'SI-BVS JE'QUIS,* [L.] "Not with equal
steps."

HAuGH, (haw) n. A Scotch term for a meadow or pasture.
Brande. A little meadow

;
a dale. See HAW.

fHAuGHT, (hawt) a. [haut, Fr.] Haughty ; insolent. Shak.

High ; proudly magnanimous. Spenser.

HAUGH'TI-LY, (haw'te-le) ad. Proudly ; arrogantly.
HAuGH'Tl-NESS, (haw'te-nes) n. State of being haughty;
pride ; arrogance ; disdain

;
loftiness.

HAUGH'TY, (haw'te) a. Proud; insolent; arrogant; con-

temptuous ;
bold

; adventurous ; high ; lofty.

HAuL,v. a. [holer, Fr.] [i. HAULED; pp. HAULING, HAULED.]
To pull ; to draw

;
to tug; to drag by violence. (Naut.)

To haul the wind, to direct the course of a ship nearer to
that point of the compass from which the wind arises.

HAUL, n. Pull ; a pulling by force
;
a draught or quantity

taken, as of fishes.

HAULER,* n. One who hauls.

HAULSE, v. See HALSE.

HAUL'SER, 7i. See HALSEK, and HAWSER.
HAuM, n. The stem or stalk of grain after the seeds are

reaped or gathered. Tusser. A horse-collar
;
a hame. Sher-

wood. Written also hame, halm, haulm, hawm, and helm.

HAUNCH, (hanch) n. [hanckc, D.
; handle, Fr.] The thigh ;

the hip ;
the hind part.

HAUNCHED, (hanch'ed or hancht) a. Having haunches.
HAUNT, (hant) [hant, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sin. ; hant or hawnt,

S. ; hawnt, E. K.] v. a. [hanter, Fr.] [i. HAUNTED
', pp.

HAUNTING, HAUNTED.] To resort to
; to frequent ;

to come
to frequently or troublesomely ;

to frequent, as a spirit or

apparition.

HAUNT, (hant) v. n. To be much about
;
to appear fre-

quently.
HAUNT, (hant) n. [-(-Custom ; practice. Chaucer.] A place
much frequented ; habit of being in a place.

HAUNT'ED,*P. a. Frequented; generally in an ill sense,
as by apparitions.

HAUNT'ER, (hant'er) n. One who haunts. [P. Cyc.
HAUSS'MANN-ITE,* n. (Jtfin.) A manganesian mineral.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RULE. C, G, 5, g, soft; K, G, c, g, hard; as Z
;
x as gz;
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fHAuST, n. [haustus, L.] A draught. Coles. A dry cough.
Ray.

HAus'TEL-LATE,* n. (Ent.) One of a great class of in-

sects which have the oral apparatus adapted for suction.

Brande.

HAUS'TEL-LATE,* a. Having power to drink or swallow.
Kirbu.

HAUT'BOY, (ho'boi) 7i. [hautbois, Fr.] A wind instrument ;

a sort of flute. Shak. A species of strawberry.
HAUTEUR, (h5-tur' or ho-tur') [ho-taur', Ja. K.; ho-tiir',

Sm. ; h5-tor', Davis.] n. [Fr.] Pride ; insolence ; haughti-
ness. JBp. Ellis.

HAUT-GOUT, (ho-go') n. [Fr.] A strong relish; a strong
scent.

HAUYINE,* (o'jn) 7i. (Mm.) A blue mineral found in gran-
ular or spherical masses. Brande. M

HAVE, (hav) v. a.
[i.

HAD
; pp. HAVING, HAD. Ind. pres.

I have, thou hant, he has or hath; we, you, they have.]
Not to be without

;
to possess ;

to obtain
;
to enjoy ;

to

hold
;
to contain. Have with you, have me with you, sig-

nifying readiness to attend another. Have at, denotes a

purpose of an attack. $*?='Have is much used as an

auxiliary verb to form the tenses.

fHXvE'LESs, (hav'Ies) a. Having little or nothing. Odwer.

HA'VEN, (ha'vn) n. A secure harbor j
a port ;

a station for

ships ; an asylum.

KlA'VEN-ER,
(ha'vn-er) n. An overseer of a port. Carew.

XV'ER, n. Possessor j
holder. Shak. [R.]

HXv'ER, n. Oats. a. Oaten
; as, haver-bread, oaten bread.

A word used in the north of England. Brockett.

HXy'ER-sXcK, n. A coarse bag in which soldiers carry pro-
visions.

HXv'lNG, 7i. [fPossession ;
estate

;
fortune. Shak.] The act

or state of possessing. Sidney. [haef, Su. Goth., from

haefva.] [(hav'jng) fBehavior ; regularity. Shak.]

fHAV'IQR, (hav'yur) n. Conduct
;
manners ; behavior. Spen-

ser.

HXv'QC, n. Waste
;
destruction ;

wide devastation.

HXv'QC, interj. A word of encouragement to slaughter.
Shak.

tHXv'pc, v. a. To destroy; to lay waste. Spenser.

HAW, n. The berry and seed of the hawthorn ; the sloe :

an excrescence in the eye : a small piece of ground ad-

joining to a house ; a hedge, or any enclosure
; a dale

;
a

haugh : a hesitation in speech. See HA.

HAw, v. n.
[i. HAWED ; pp. HAWING, HAWED.] To ha; to

speak slowly, with frequent intermission and hesitation.

ISEstrange.
HAWAIIAN,* (ha-w'ae'yan) a. Relating to Hawaii or Owy-

hee. P. Mag.
HAw'Fl'NCH,* n. A bird; a species of finch. Booth.

HAw-HAw', n. A fence or bank sunk between slopes ; or a
ditch not seen till one comes close upon it. See HA-HA.

HAwK, n. A bird of prey, anciently used much in sport to

catch other birds. [hoch, Welsh.] An effort to force

phlegm up the throat.

HAWK, v. n. [i. HAWKED ; pp. HAWKING, HAWKED.] To fly

hawks at fowls ;
to fly at

;
to attack on the wing.

[hochio, Welsh.] To force up phlegm with a noise.

HAWK, v. a. [hocker, Germ.] To offer for sale by outcry in

the streets.

HAWK'-BELL,* n. (Falconry') A bell on the foot of a hawk.
Drayton.

HAwK'BlT,* n. An herbaceous plant, of several varieties.

Farm. Ency.
HAWK'ED, a. Formed like a hawk's bill. Browne.

HAwK'ER, n. One who hawks
;
a falconer.

HAw'KEY,* n. A game played by several boys on each

side, with a ball and sticks called hawkey-bats. Holloway.
HAwK'-EYED, (-Id) a. Having a keen or a hawk's eye.
HAwK'iNG, n._

The act of one that, hawks.
HAwK'lNG-PoLE,* /i. A staff used in falconry. Drayton.
HAwK'MOTH,* 7i. A sphinx ; an insect. Brande.

HAWK'-NOSED, (-nozd) a. Having an aquiline nose.

HAwK's'-BEARD,* n. A plant; hawkweed. Booth.

HAwKs'BiLL,,* 7t. A species of turtle. Goldsmith.

HAwK'WEED, n. A perennial plant, of many varieties.

HAWSE, n. ; pi. H.Aw'sE. The part of the bows next to

the cables. Hawse-holes, two round holes under a ship's
head or beak, through which the cables pass.

HAw'sER, n. (JVairf.) A large rope or small cable: writ-
ten also halser.

HAw'THORN, 7i. A beautiful shrub that boars the haw, and
is often used for_hedges ;

'the whitethorn.

HAw'THORN-Ft,Y, 7i. An insect. Walton.

HAY, (ha) n. Grass cut and dried for fodder. To dance the

hay, to dance in a ring. Davies.

tHAY, (ha) 71. A hedge. Chaucer. A net which encloses the
haunt of an animal. Harmar.

tHAY, v. n. To lay snares xor rabbits. Huloet.

HAY'BIRD,* n. An English bird
;
beam-bird or sylvia.

Booth.

HAY'COCK, (ha'kok) n. A heap of fresh hay. Milton.

HAY'DEN-ITE,* n. (Mm.) A species of mineral. Cleaveland.

HAY'-FIELD,* re. A field where hay is gathered. Cowpcr.
HAY'ING,* n. The employment of making hay. Beaum.

HAY'-KNIFE,* n. An instrument for cutting hay out of the
stack. Farm. Ency.

HAY'LOFT, n. A loft to put hay in. Gay.
HAY'MAK-ER, n. One employed in making hay. Pope.
HAY'MAK-ING,* n. The art or act of making hay. London.
HAY'-MAR-KET, n. A place appropriated to the sals of

hay.
HAY'MOW, n. A mow or large mass of hay.
HAY'RICK, 7i. A rick or large pile of hay.
HAY'STACK, n. A stack of hay.
HAY'STALK, (ha'stawk) n. A stalk of hay.
HAY'THORN, n. Hawthorn. Scott. See HAWTHORN.
tHAY'wARD, (ha'ward) M. An officer who had the care of
the cattle of a town, village, or manor. Sherwood.

HXz'ARD, 71. [hasard, Fr.] Chance; accident; risk; dan-
ger ;

chance of danger ;
a game at dice.

HXz'ARD, v. a.
[i. HAZARDED ;pp. HAZARDING, HAZARDED.]

To put in danger; to expose to chance.

HXz'ARD, v. n. To try the chance
;
to adventure.

HXz'ARD-A-BLE, a. Liable to hazard or chance. Browne.

HAZ'ARD-ER, n. One who hazards.

HXz'ARD-ous, a. Dangerous; exposed to hazard. Dryden.
IlAZ'ARD-oDs-LY, ad. With danger or chance. Sherwood.

tHXZARD-RY, a. Temerity; precipitation; gaining. Spen-
ser.

HAZE, 7i. Fog; mist
; watery vapor. Burke.

HAZE, v. n. To be foggy or misty. Ray. [Local.]
HAZE, v. a. [To amaze

; to frighten, rfinsworth.] (JVaut.)
To punish by hard work. Dana.

HA'ZEL, (ha'zl) n. A shrub bearing a nut.

HA'ZEL, (ha'/J) a. Of the color of hazel; light brown.
HA'ZEL-LY, (ha'zl-e) a. Inclined to a light brown.
HA'ZEL-NUT,* . the fruit of the hazel. Ash.

HA'ZI-NESS,* n. The state of being hazy. Fielding.
HA'ZY, a. Dark; foggy; misty. Burnet.

HE, (he or he) pr. [pos. HIS; obj. HIM. pi. THEV; pos.
THEIRS

; obj. THEM.] The man
;
the person ;

the male
understood or alluded to. Sometimes used adjectively
for male; as, a Ae-goat.

HEAD, (hed) n. That part of an animal which is the seat of

sensation, and in man of thought ;
in man, the highest

part of his frame
;
in other creatures, the highest or fore-

most part ; figuratively, the whole creature
;
whatever part

is most important, highest, or foremost, in relation to other

parts ; the brains
; understanding ; the first or chief; prin-

cipal person ; place of honor
;
the first place ; place of

command
;
front ; fore part ; resistance ; the fore part of

any thing, as of a ship ;
the top, or something on the top ;

the blade of an axe
; upper part of a bed

;
dress of the

head
; principal topic of discourse ; source of a stream ; a

height or quantity of water in a stream, pond, or basin,
for the supply of a mill, &c. : crisis; pitch; power;
force; license; freedom from restraint. (Hunting) The
state of a deer's horn by which his age is known.

HEAD, (hed) a. Chief; principal; first; highest.

HEAD, (hed) v. a.
[i. HEADED ; pp. HEADING, HEADED.] To

lead
; to direct

;
to govern ;

to behead ;
to take away the

head ; to fit with a head. To head down trees, to lop or

cut off their heads or tops.

HEAD,* v. n. To form a head, as a plant ; to originate.
Smart.

HEAD'AJBHE, (hed'ak) n. Pain in the head ; cephalalgy.

HEAD'-AT-TIRE',* n. Dress or ornament for the head. Con-

D, (hed'band) n. A fillet for the head ;
a top-

knot.

HEAD'BOARD,* n. A board at the head, as of a bed, &c.
London.

HEAD'BOR-OUGH, (hed'bur-ro) n. (England) Formerly the

chief officer of a borough ;
now an officer subordinate to

a constable.

HEAD'DRESS, n. A dress or covering for a woman's head

HEAD'ED, (hed'ed) a. Having a head, top, or chief. S/tak.

Much used in composition ; as, clear-headed, &c. Dryden.

HEAD'ER, (hed'er) n. One who heads. (rfrcfi.) A brick

or stone with its short face in front.

fHEAD'FOL,* a. Full of thought ; reflecting. Fairfax.

HEAD'GAR-GLE, (hed'gar-2l) n. A disease in cattle.

HEAD'J&CAR, (hed'ger) n. Dress of a woman's head.

HfiAD'l-LY, ad. Hastily ; rashly ; impetuously. Todd.

HEAD'J-NESS, n. Hurry; rashness ;
'stubbornness.

HEADING,* n. Materials for the head of any work or ves-

sel: foam on liquor : enumeration of subjects or

contents. Ch. Ob.

HEAD'KNOT,* (hed'not) n. A bandage fur the head. Prior.

HEAD'LACE,* n. A ribbon or fillet ;
hairlace. Booth.

HEAD'LAND,(hed'land) n. A promontory ; cape ; a ridge or

border of unploughed land, on which the plough turns.

HEAD'LESS,(hed'les)a. Having no head; without a chief;

obstinate ; inconsiderate ; ignorant.

HfiAD'-LlNE,* n. The line at the top of a page of a book,

1, E, I, O, U, Y, long; X, E, 1, 6, 0, Y, short ; A, E, i, 9, u, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAL;T, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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which contains the number of the page, and often the title

or su bject. Bran.de.

HEAD'LINE*-;,* n. pi. (JVaut.) The lines or ropes which are
next to the yards. Ash.

HEAD'LONG, (hed'long) a. Steep; precipitous; rash;
thoughtless ; sudden

; precipitate. Sidney.
HEAD'LONG, (hed'long) ad. With the head foremost; rash-

ly; without thought; precipitately; hastily.

HEAD'LOGGED,* (hed'lugd) a. Dragged with violence.
Shak.

HEAD'-MAIN,* n. A principal ditch drawn from a river or
stream of water, in order to convey water for irrigating
land. London.

HEAD'MXN, n..- pi. HEAD'MEN. A chief. Huloet.

HEAD'-MAs-TER,* n. The principal master of a school.
Boswell.

IlEAD'-M6N-EY, (hed'mun-e) n. A capitation tax. Milton.

HEAD'MOST,* a. (JVaut.) Most advanced
;

first. Jlsh.

HEAD'MOULD-SHOT, (hed'mold-shot) n. (Med.) An affec-

tion of the sutures of the skulls of infants, having their

edges shot over one another. Quincy.
fHEAD'pAN, (hed'pan) n. The brain-pan.
fllEAD'pENCE, n. pU A kind of poll-tax.

HEAD'PIECE, (hed'pes) n. Armor for the head; helmet;
morion. Sidney. Understanding ;

force of mind. Shak.

HEAD'-CIUAR'TERS, (hed'kwor'terz) n. pi. The place of
residence of the cbmmander-in-chief of an army ;

a place
whence orders are issued.

HEAD'ROPE,* n. (JVoirf.) That part of the bolt-rope which
terminates the sail on the upper edge, to which it is fast-

ened. Ash.

HEAD'SAIL,* n. (JVaufc) A sail that belongs to the fore part
of a ship. Ash.

HEAD'-SEA,* n. The waves that meet the head of a ves-
sel. Smart.

HEAD'-SER-VANT,* n. The principal servant, Arbuthnot.

HEAD'SHAKE, . A significant shake of the head. Shak.

HEAD'SHIP, n. Dignity ; authority. Hales. [R.]
HEAD-MAN, (hedz'man) n. ; pi. HEAD-MEN. An execu-

tioner
; one who cuts off heads, Dryden.

HEAD'-SPRING, n. A fountain ; origin. Stapleton.

HEJAD'STALL, n. The part of a bridle that covers the head.

HEAD'STONE, (hed'ston) n. The first or capital stone; a
stone at the head of a grave.

HEAD'STRONG, a. Unrestrained
;
violent

; ungovernable ;

obstinate ; stubborn
; heady ; self-willed.

HEAD'STRONG-NESS, n. Obstinacy. Gayton.
HEAD'TIRE, (hed'tir) n. Attire for the head

; headgear.
HEAD'WAY, n. The space under an arch or other struc-

ture. (Naut.) The motion of advancing. (Arch.) Clear

height under an arch, &c.

HEAD'-WIND,* n. A contrary wind. Smart.
HEAD'-WORK,* (hed'wiirk) n. Labor of the mind or intel-

lect. Lee.

HEAD'-WORK'MAN, (hed'wiirk'man) n. The foreman.
Swift.

HEAD'V, (hed'de) a. Apt to affect the head
; rash

; hasty ;

violent
; impetuous. Shak.

HEAL, (hel) v. a.
[i. HEALED ; pp. HEALING, HEALED.] To

restore from a disease, injury, or wound ; to cure; to re-

store from hurt or sickness
;
to cause to cicatrize

;
to rec-

oncile.

HEAL, v. n. To grow well, sound, or healthy.
fHEAL, (hul) v. a. To cover. See HELE.
HEAL'A-BLE, a. Capable of being healed. Sherwood.
HEALD,* n. The harness for guiding the warp threads in a
loom ; heddle. Brande.

HEAL'ER, (hel'er) n. One who cures or heals. Isaiah.

HEAL'JNG, (hel'ing) n. The act or power of curing.
HEAL'ING, a. That heals; curing; mild; gentle; assua-

sive. Healing art, the science of medicine.

HEALTH, (helth) n. Soundness of body ; freedom from
pain or sickness; moral soundness; purity; goodness;
salvation ; wish of happiness, used in drinking.

HEALTH'FOL, (helth'ful) a. Free from sickness
;
sound

;

wholesome
; salubrious ; healthy ; promoting health

;
sal-

utary.

HEALTH'FGL-LY, ad. In a healthful manner.
HEALTH'FOL-N fiss, n. State of being healthful.

HEALTH'-GIV'ING,* a. Bestowing health
; salubrious.

Shak.

HALTH'I-LY, ad. Without sickness or pain. Sherwood.

HEALTH'I-NESS, n. The state of being healthy.
HEALTH'LESS, a. Weak; sickly; infirm. Bp. Taylor.

HEALTH'LESS-NESS,* n. Want of health. Taylor.

HEALTH'-RE-STOR'ING,*^. Restoring health. Rowe.

tHALTH'soME, (helth'sum) a. Wholesome
; salutary.

Shak.

HfiALTH'-wYsH-iNG,* n. A salutation. Sclden.

HEALTH'Y, (helth'e) a. Having health; causing health;
healthful; free from sickness; hale; sound; conducive
to health

;
wholesome.

HE AM, (hem) n. The after-birth in beasts.

HEAP, (hep) n. Many single things thrown together ;
a pile ;

an accumulation ; a mass
;

a considerable quantity ; a
crowd ; a cluster.

HEAP, v. a. [i. HEAPED ; pp. HEAPING, HEAPED.] To throw
or lay in a heap ;

to pile ;
to amass

;
to throw together ; to

accumulate ; to lay up.

HEAP'ER, (hep'er) n. One who makes piles or heaps.
fHEAP'LY, (hep'le) ad. In heaps. Huloet.

HEAP'Y, (hep'e) a. Lying in heaps. Rowe.

HEAR, (her) v. a.
[i. HEARD ; pp. HEARING, HEARD.] To per-

ceive by the ear
; to give an audience

;
to attend

;
to lis-

ten to
;
to overhear

;
to obey ; to attend favorably ;

to try ;

to attend judicially. To hear say, an elliptical expres-
sion for to hear people say, or to hear a thing' said.

HEAR, (her) v. n. To enjoy the sense of hearing ; to listen
;

to hearken
;
to be told.

HEARD,* (herd) [herd, S. W. P. Ja. K. Sm. R. Scott; herd,
Wb.~\ i. &. p. from Hear, fry" We frequently hear this

word pronounced so as to rhyme with feared. But if this

were the true sound, it ought to be written heared, and
considered as regular : the short sound, like herd, is cer-

tainly the true pronunciation, and the verb is irregular."
Walker.

fHEARD, 7i. A keeper; a herd. Gibson. See HERD.

tH_EARD'GR66w[, n. A keeper of herds. See HERDGROOM.
HEAR'ER, 7). One who hears or attends.

HEAR'ING, n. The sense by which sounds are perceived ,

audience
; judicial trial

;
reach of the ear

;
attention.

HEARK'EN, (hark'kn) v. n. [i. HEARKENED ; pp. HEARKEN
ING, HEARKENED.] To listen

;
to attend ;

to pay regard ,

to hear.

fHEARK'EN, (hark'kn) r. a. To hear by listening. Milton.

HEARK'EN-ER, (hark'kn-er) n. One who hearkens.

fHEAR'SAL, (her'sal) n. Rehearsal. Spenser.

HEAR'SAY, (her'sa) n. Report ; rumor. Raleigh.
HEAR'SAY,* a. Disseminated by, or founded on, rumor.

Blackstone.

HEARSE, (hers) n. A carriage for conveying the dead to the

frave.ARSE, (hers) v. a. To enclose in a hearse or coffin. Shak.

HEARSE'CLOTH, n. A covering for a hearse
;
a pal).

HEARSE'-LIKE, (hers'lik) a. Mournful; suitable to a fu-

neral.

HEART, (hart) n. The muscle which is the soat of life In

an animal body ;
the seat of life

;
the vital, inner, or chief

part of any thing ;
the chief part ;

the vital part ;
the in-

ner part of any thing: courage; spirit; seatoflove; af-

fection
;
love ; feeling ;

earnestness
; sincerity ; good-will ;

ardor of zeal ; disposition of mind : memory ; as, "to
learn by heart." A hard heart is cruelty. To find in the

heart, to be inclined, or not wholly averse. It is much
used, in composition, for mind or affection.

fHEART, (hart) v. a. To dishearten. Bp. Prideaux.

HEXRT'-AHE, (h'art'ak) n. Sorrow
; pang. Shak.

HEXRT'-AJEH-ING,* n. A pain of the heart
;
sorrow. Bai-

HEART'-AP-PALL'ING, a. Dismaying the heart. Thomson.

HEXRT'-BLOOD, (hart'blud) n. The blood of the heart
;

life.

HEART'BOND,* n. The lapping of one stone over two oth-

ers, in the walls of a building. Crabb.

HEXRT'-BREAK,(hart'brak)7J. Overpowering sorrow. Shak.

HEXRT'-BREAK-KR, n. He or that which breaks the hrart ;

ludicrously applied to a woman's curl or other ornament.

HEART'-BREAK-JNG. a. Overpowering with sorrow. Spen-
ser.

HEART'-BREAK-ING, n. Overpowering grief. Hakcwill.

HEART'-BRD, a. Bred in the heart. Crashaw. ,

HEART'-BRO-KEN, (h'Art'bro-kn) a. Having the heart over-

powered with grief; very sorrowful.

HEART'-BUR-IED, (hart'ber-rid) a. Deeply immersed.
HEART'-BURN, n. A burning sensation nearthe heart, from
an acrid humor in the stomach; cardialgy.

HEART'-BURNED, (hart'biirnd) a. Having the heart in-

flamed. Shak.

HEART'-BURN-ING, 7?. Heart-burn
;
discontent

;
secret en-

mity.
HEART'-BURN-ING, a. Causing discontent. Middle-ton.

HEART'-CHEER-ING,* a. Affording joy ; animating. More.

HEART'-cntLLED, (hart'child) a. Having the heart chilled

or distressed ;_cooled in feeling.

HEART'-cQN-suM'mG, a. Distressing the heart.

HEART'-CQR-ROD'I,NG, a. Preying on the heart.

HEART'-DEAR, (hart'dcr) a. Sincerely beloved. Sliak.

HEART'-DEEP, (hUrt'dep) a. Rooted in the heart. Herbert.

HEXRT'-DE-VOUR'ING,* a. Corroding the vital source.

Congreve.
HEART'-niS-couR'AG-fNG,a. Depressing the heart. South.

HEART'-EASE, (hart'Gz) n. Quiet. Shak. See HEART'S-
EASE.

HEART'-EA-ING, (hiirt'ez-jng) a. Giving quiet. Milton.

HEART'-EAT-TNG, a. Preying on the heart. Burton.

HEART'ED, (hart'ed) a. Seated or fixed in the hrart. ShaJt.

Used chiefly in composition ; a?, }wcd-heartcd, &c.

HEART'ED-NESS, n. Sincerity ; heartiness. Clarendon.

MlEN, SIR; M6VE, NOR, SON
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HEXRT'EN, (har'tn) v. a.

[t. HEARTENED ; pp. HEARTENING,
HEARTENED.] To encourage ; to animate

;
to stir up ; to

meliorate
;
to enhearten. Skak.

HEXRT'EN-ER, (har'tn-er) n. He or that which heartens.

HEART'-EX-PAND'ING, a. Expanding the heart. Thomson.
HEART'-FEI/T, (hart'felt) a. Felt deeply or at heart. Pope.
HEART'-GRIEF, (h'art'gref ) n. Affliction of the heart. Mil-

ton.

HEXRTH, (harth) [harth, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ;

herth, Elphinstone, Buchanan.] n. The pavement of aroom,
under a chimney, on which a fire is made

;
a fireplace ;

the house, as the seat of comfort or hospitality ;
a home.

HEART'-HAR-DENED, (hart'har-dnd) a. Very obdurate.

HEART'-HAR-DEN-ING, (hart'har-dn-ing) a. Making obdu-
rate.

HEART'-HA-TRED,* n. Thorough detestation. C. J. Fox.

HEARTH'-BROOM,* n. A broom for sweeping the hearth.
Boswell.

HEARTH'-BRDSH,* n. A brush for sweeping the hearth.

HEART'-HAV'I-NESS, n. Heaviness of heart. Shak.

HEART'-HEAV-ING,* n. The heaving of the heart or bo-
som. Congreve.

HEARTH'-M6N-EY, (harth'mun-e) n. An ancient English
tax upon hearths

;
called also chimney-money. Blackstone.

HE>lRTH'-PN-NY, n. Same as hearth-money.
HEARTH'-STONE',* n. Fireside. Scott.

HEART'I-LY, (hart'e-le) ad. From the heart
; fully; sin-

cerely.

HEART'I-NSS, n. Sincerity; cordiality ; vigor; eagerness.
HEXRT'LESS, (hart'les)a. Void of affection or courage; in-

sincere
; cold

;
indifferent.

HEART'LESS-LY, ad. Without affection or courage.
HEXRT'LESS-NESS, n. Want of affection or spirit.

HEXRT'LEJT,* n. A little heart. Good.

HEXRT'-LIKE,* a. Resembling the heart. Jodrell.

JHEXRT'LING$.* An exclamation used by Shakspeare.
HEART'-OF-FEND'mG, a. Wounding the heart. Shak.

HEART'-PEA, (hart'pe) n. A plant. Miller.

HEXRT'-PIER^-ING,* a. Penetrating the heart or soul. Pope.
HEART'-QUELL-ING, a. Subduing the affections. Spenser.

HEART'-RND-ING, a. Killing with anguish. Waller.

HEART'-ROB-BJNG, a. Ecstatic; stealing the affections.

HEART'-SEARCH-ING,* a. Probing the heart or soul. Cow-
per.

HEART'S'-KAE, (harts'Cz) n. A plant: quiet j peace of
mind : a toy or ornament. [nant.

HEXRT'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Formed like the heart. Pen-

HEART'-SHED,* a. Shed from the heart. Thomson.
HEART'SHELL,* n. (ConcA.) A shell shaped like the heart.

Scott.

HEART'-sIcK, (hart'sik) a. Pained in mind or heart
;
sick

at heart
; mortally ill

;
love-sick.

HEART'-sIcK'EN-fNG,* a. Causing mental pain. Everett.

HEXRT'SQME, a. Cheerful
; lively. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

HEART'-SdRE, n. That which pains the mind. Spenser.

HEART'SORE, a. Violent with pain at heart. Shak.

HEART'-s6R-ROW-lNG, a. Sorrowing at heart. Shak.
HEART'-STRIKE, v. a. To affect at heart. B. Jonson.

HEART'STRING, n. ; pi. HEARTSTRINGS. The tendons or
nerves supposed to brace and sustain the heart.

HEART'-STRI)CK, a. Affected at the heart
; shocked.

HEJVRT'-SWELL-ING, a. Rankling in the mind. Spenser.

HEXRT'-SWELL-lNGjJt. Rancor
; swelling passion. Quarles.

HEART'-WHEEL,* n. A mechanical contrivance for con-

verting a circular motion into an alternating rectilinear
one. Brandc.

HEXRT'-WHOLE, (hart'h5I) a. Having the affections yet
unfixed. Shak. With the vitals yet unimpaired.

HEART'WOOD,* (hart'wud) n. The inner wood of a tree,

being within the sapwood. P. Cyc.

HEART'-WOUND-ED, a. Filled with love or grief. Pope.
HEXRT'-WOUND-ING, a. Filling with grief. Rowe.

HEXR'Ty, (har'te) a. Sincere
; cordial ;

warm ; zealous ; vig-
orous; strong ; hard

;
durable

; eager; having a good ap-
etite

; healthy.
tHEXR'Ty-HALE, a. Good for the heart. Spenser.

fHEAST. See HEST.

HEAT, (het) ?i. The sensation caused by the approach or
touch of fire, or of a hot body ;

the cause of that sensa-
tion ;

caloric
;
hot air or weather

; effervescence ; one act
of making hot : a course at a race

;
flush

; agitation of
sudden or violent passion ; vehemence; party rage; ar-

dor.

HEAT, (het) v. a. [i. HEATED; pp. HEATING, HEATED.] To
subject or expose to the influence of caloric or heat; to

make hot
;
to make feverish

; to excite
;
to warm with

passion or desire.

HEAT, (het) p. from Heat. Heated. Browne. Heat or het

is often used colloquiallv, but improperly, for heated.

HEAT'ED,*^. a. Made hoi; put in a passion.

HEAT'ER, n. He or that which heats ; an iron made hot,
and put into an iron box, to smooth linen.

HEATH, (heth) n. A shrub of low stature and of many spe- i

cies
;
a place overgrown with heath or with other shrubs.

|
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HEATH'-COCK, n. A large fowl that frequents heaths
gorcock ;

moorcock
; grouse. Carew.

HEA'THEN, (hs'thn) n. ; pi. HEA'THEN or HEA'THEN.
A gentile ; a pagan ;

a barbarian : as a collective noun,
pagans or gentiles ; nations ignorant of divine revelation.

HEA'THEN, (he'thn) a. Gentile
; pagan. Addison.

HEA'THEN-DOM,* n. The regions or portions of the earth
in which heathenism prevails. Ed. Rev.

HEA'THEN-ISH, (he'tnn-ish) a. Pagan ; gentile ;
wild.

HEA'THEN-ISH-LY, (he'thn-ish-le) ad. Like heathens.

HEA'THEN-ISH-NESS, (he'thn-Isli-nes) n. A profane state,
Hke that of the heathens. Prynne.

HEA'THEN-ISM, (he'tfm-izm) n. Gentilism
; paganism.

HEA'THEN-IZE, (he'tnn-Iz) v. a. [i. HEATHENIZED; pp.

HEATHENIZING, HEATHENIZED.] To render heathenish.
Firman.

HEATH'ER, (heth'er), n. Heath; a shrub. [Scotland.]
HEATH'ER-ROOF,* n. A kind of roof which is thatched

or covered with heather or heath. Crabb.

HEATH'E-RY,* n. A plantation of heaths. QM. Rev.

HEATH'GAME,* n. A bird
; a name of the grouse. SmoUett.

HEATH'GRiss,* n. A perennial grass with a leafy stem.
Farm. Ency.

HEATH'HEN,* n. The female of a species of grouse. Thom-
son.

HEATH'-PEA,(heth'pe) n. A species of bitter vetch.

HEATH'-POOT, (heth'pout) n. A bird. Dryden.
HEATH'-ROE, (heth'roz) n. A plant. Ainsworth.

HEATH'-THI'CK-ET,* n. A place overgrown with shrubs.
Steele.

HEATH'-THROS'TLE,* (thros'sl) n. A bird ;
a species of

throstle. Pennant.

HEATH'Y, a. Full of heath ;
covered with heath.

HEAT'LESS, (het'les) a. Cold
;
without warmth. Beaum.

$ Fl.

HEAVE, (hev) v. a. [i. HEAVED or HOVE; pp. HEAVING,
HEAVED or HOVEN. Hove and hoven are now rarely used

except in sea language.] To lift
;
to raise

; to hoist
;
to

cause to swell
;
to force up from the breast ;

to exalt ; to

elevate; to throw. (JVaut.) To throw, raise, or lift,

accompanied with several particles ; as, aJiead, astern,

down, in sight, out, to, up, &c.

HEAVE, (hev) v. n. To pant ;
to breathe with pain ;

to la-

bor ; to rise with pain ;
to swell and fall

;
to keck

;
to feel

a tendency to vomit.

HEAVE, (hev) n. A lift ;
exertion or effort upwards ;

a rising
of the breast

;
an effort to vomit.

HEAV'EN, (hev'vn) n. The celestial sphere, firmament, or

sky ;
the space in which the celestial bodies are placed,

or through which they apparently perform their diurnal
revolutions: the habitation of God, good angels, and
blessed spirits ; the abode of the blessed

;
state of bliss :

the Supreme or Divine Power ;
the Sovereign of heaven :

the pagan gods ;
the celestials : elevation

; sublimity.
It is often used in composition.

HEAV'EN-AP-P_EAS/ING,* a. Conciliating heaven. Thomson.

HEAV'EN-AS-PIR'JNG, a. Desiring to enter heaven, ^.ken-

side.

HEAV'EN-BAN-ISHED, (hev'vn-ban'jsht) a. Banished from
heaven. Milton.

HEAV'EN-B?-GOT', a. Begot by a celestial power. Dryden.
HEAV'EN-BORN, (hev'vn-born) a. Descended from heaven.

HEAV'EN-BRED, (hev'vn-bred) a. Produced in heaven.

HEAV'EN-BUlLT, (hev'vn-bilt) a. Built by or in heaven.

HEAV'EN-CQN-DUCT'ED,* a. Guided by heaven. Thomson.

HEAV'EN-DE-scEND'ED,*a. Descended from heaven. Sew-

ard.

HEAV'EN-DI-RECT'ED, a. Directed to heaven. Pope.

HEAV'EN-FALLEN, (hev'vn-faln) a. Fallen from heaven.
Milton.

HEAV'EN-GIFT'ED, a. Bestowed by heaven. Milton.

HEAV'EN-IN-FLICT'ED,* a. Inflicted by heaven. Potter.

HEAV'EN-}N-SP!RED', a. Receiving inspiration from heav-
en. Decker.

HEAV'EN-IN-STRIJCT'ED, a. Taught by heaven.

fHEAV'EN-lZE, v. a. To render like heaven. Bp. Hall.

HEAV'EN-KTSS'ING, a. Touching the sky. Shak.

HEAV'EN-LI-NESS, . Supreme excellence. Sir J. Davies.

HEAV'EN-LOVED, (hev'vn-luvd) a. Beloved of heaven.
Milton.

HEAV'EN-LY, (hev'vn-le) a. Relating to or like heaven ;

supremely excellent; celestial; inhabiting heaven; di-

vine ;
blissful.

HAV'EN-LY, ad. In a celestial manner; in accordance
with heaven. Pope.

HEAV'EN-LY-MIND'ED,* a. Religious; devout. Hall.

HEAV'EN-LY-MIND'ED-NESS, 71. A state of mind abstract-

ed from the world, and directed to heaven. Howe.

HEAV'EN-MOV'ING,* a. Influencing heaven. Shak.

HEAV'EN-PRQ-TECT'ED,* a. Protected by heaven. Pope.

HEAV'EN-SA-LXJT'ING, a. Touching the sky. Crathaw.

HEAV'EN-TAUGHT,* (hev'vn-taut) a. Instructed by heav-

en. Pope.
HEAV'EN-WARD, ad. Towards heaven.

A, , I, 6, u, Y, long; X, ,
t
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HfiAV'EN-WAR'RJNG, a. Warring against heaven. Milton.

HEAVE'-OF-FER-ING, n. An offering made among the
Jews. Numbers.

HEAV'ER, n. One who heaves: a staff or lever used by
seamen.

HEAV'I-LY, (hev'e-le) ad. With heaviness
;

with grief;

grievously ; severely ; oppressively.
HEAV'I-NESS, (hev'e-nes) n. The quality of being heavy ;

ponderousness ; gravity ; weight ; dejection ; gloom ;
af-

fliction.

HEAV'ING, n. A pant ;
a motion of the heart ; a swell.

HEAV'Y, (hev'e) a. Weighty; ponderous; tending strong-
ly to the centre ; loaded; burdened; burdensome: sor-

rowful; dejected; depressed; grievous; oppressive; af-

flictive : wanting alacrity, spirit, or activity ; indolent;
drowsy ;

dull
; torpid ;

slow ; sluggish ; stupid ;
tedious

;

thick; cloudy; dark. It is often used adverbially in

composition ; as, Amv?/-laden.

fHEAV'Y, v_.
a. To make heavy. Widiffe.

HEAV'Y-GAIT'ED,* a. Moving heavily and slowly. SJiak.

HEAV'Y-IIEART'ED,* a. Oppressed with sorrow
;

sad.

Smollett.

HEAV'Y-SPAR,* n. (Min.) Native sulphate of baryta.
Brande.

HEB'BER-MXN,* v. , pi. HEBBERMEN. One who fishes

at low water, or low tide, for whitings, smelts, &c. Crabb.

HEB'BING-WEAR,* n. pi. Devices or nets laid for fish at

ebbing time. Crabb.

fHEB'DO-MXD, n. [hebdomas, L.] A week; the space of
seven days. Browne.

HEB-DOM'A-DAt,, ) a . Relating to or including a week
;

HEB-DOM'A-DA-RY, \ weekly. Browne.

HEB-DOM'A-DA-RY, n. A member of a chapter or convent,
whose week it is to officiate in the cathedral.

fHEB-DO-MXT'i-cAL, a. Weekly. Bp. Morton.

tHEB'JEN, n. [cben'e, Fr.] Ebony. Spenser.

HEB'E-TATE, v. a. [hebe.to, L.] [i.
HEBETATED

; pp. HEBE-
TATING, HEBETATED.] To dull

;
to blunt; to stupefy.

Harvey.
HEB-E-TA'TION, n. Act of dulling; state of being dulled.

tHEB'ETE, a. Dull; stupid. Ellis.

HEB'E-TUDE, n. [hebetudo, L.] Dulness
;

obtuseness
;

bluntness. Harvey. [R.]
HE-BRA'IC,* ) a. Relating to the Hebrews or Hebrew
HE-BRA'i-cAL,* \ language. Bolingbroke.
HE-BRA'I-CAL-LY,* ad. After the Hebrew manner. Smart.

NH'BRA-ISM, [he'bra-izm, S. P. E. Ja. K. Sm. W b. Rees ;

heb'ra-izm, W.J.F.] n. [Hebra'ismus,^.} A Hebrew idiom.

PE'BRA-IST rhe'bra-ist, P. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; heb'ra-ist, W.
J. F. ; he-bra'jst, S.J n. [Hebraus, L.] One who is versed
in Hebrew.

iHE-BRA-is'Tic,*

I a. ReJatingtoorlike Hebrew. Crom-

HE-BRA-IS'TI-CAL,* j
bie.

HE'BRA-IZE,* v. a. To conform to the Hebrew idiom. Mil-
ton.

HE'BREW, (he'bru) n. ['E/Jpafos.] A descendant of Heber;
an Israelite ;

a Jew
;
the Hebrew language.

HE'BREW, (he'bru) a. Relating to the people of the Jews.

HE'BREW-ESS, (he'bru-es) n. An Israelitish woman.
HE-BRT"CIAN, (he-brish'an) n. A Hebraist. Raleigh.
HE-BRID'I-AN, a. Relating to the Hebrides or Western Isl-

ands of Scotland. Johnson.

HEC'A-TOMB, (hek'a-tom) [hek'a-tGm, W. P. J. F. Ja. K.

.R./hek'a-tom., S. Sm.] ru [f/card;./"^.] A sacrifice of a
hundred oxen or cattle.

HEC-A-TOM'PE-DON,* n. [bxarov and TTOVS.] (Arch.) A
temple one hundred feet long. Holyoke.

HEC-A-TON'STY-LON,* n. (Arch.) A building having a
hundred columns. Brande.

HECK, n. A rack at which cattle are fed with hay. Ray.
The winding of a stream : a kind of fishing-net. Cham-
bers. A latch of a door. Grose. [Local, Eng.j

HEC'KLE,* v. a. To comb flax. London. See HATCHEL.
HEC'KLE, n. A flax-comb. Brande. See HATCHEL.

Htc'TJiRE,* n. [Fr.] A French land measure, equal to

11,960 English square yards, or 2 acres, 1 rood, and 5

perches. Athenceum.

HEC'TIC, n. (Med.) A constitutional fever, attended by de-

bility, a small, quick pulse, loss of appetite, paleness, ex-
cessive perspiration, and emaciation.

HEC'TIC, |

a. Habitual ;
constitutional

; consumptive ;

HEC'TI-CAL, \ applied to a kind of fever.

HEC'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of a hectic fever.

HECTOLITRE,* (hek'to-lS'tr) n. [Fr.] A French measure
of capacity, equal to 2 bushels, 6 gallons, and 7 pints

English. Hamilton.

HECTOMETRE,* (hek'to-ma'tr) n. [Fr.] A French meas-

ure, equal to 100 metres, or 307 French feet, 10 inches,
and 1 lines. Boistc.

HEC'TQR, n. [from Hector, the great Homeric warrior.] A
bully ;

a blustering, turbulent, noisy fellow.

HEC'TOR, v. a. [i. HECTORED ',pp. HECTORING, HECTORED.]
To threaten

;
to treat insolently ;

to vex
;
to fret.

HEC'TOR, v. n. To play the bully. StiUingjUeL

HEC-TO'RI-AN,* a. Relating to or like Hector. Pope.
HEC'TQR-LY, a. Blustering; insolent. Barrow. [R.]
HED'DLE,* n. Heald. Francis. See HEALD.
HED'EN-BERXJ-ITE,* n. (Jtfia.) A species of mineral.

Cleaveland.

IlED>E-RA*n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ; ivy. Ham-
ilton.

HED-E-RA'cEoys, (-shus) a. [hederaceus, L.] Relating to
or producing ivy. Bailey.

HED'E-RAL,* a. Composed of ivy. Lindley.
HED-E-RlF'ER-oijs,* a. Producing ivy. Bailey.
HED-E-ROSE',* a. Belonging to ivy; full of ivy. Scott.

HEDGE, (hej) n. A fence made of prickly bushes or shrubs.

HEDGE, a. Mean; vile; of the lowest class; as, a hedge
press. Swift.

HEDGE, (hej) v. a.
[i. HEDGED ; pp. HEDGING, HEDGED.]

To enclose with a hedge ; to obstruct
; to encircle for de-

fence
;
to shut up ; to thrust in.

HEDGE, v. n. To shift
;
to hide the head

;
to skulk

; to bet
on both sides, a* at horse-races.

HEDGE 'BILL,* n. An instrument to trim hedges ; a hedg-
ing-bill. Booth.

HEDGE'-BIRD,* n. A bird that seeks food and shelter in

hedges. Farm. Ency.
HEDGE'-BORN, a. Of no known birth

; meanly born. Shak.

HED^E'-CREEP-ER, n. One who skulks for bad purposes.
HED^E-FU'MI-TQ-RY, n. A plant. Ainsworth.

HEDGE'-HOG, n. A quadruped or mammal which is cov-
ered with spines or prickles, and subsists chiefly on in-

sects
;

a plant ; trefoil : the globe-fish.

HEDGE'HOG-TRE'FOJL,* n. A kind of herb. Scott.

HED^E'-HYS-SQP, n. A species of willow-wort. Hill.

HED^E '-KNIFE,* ?i. An instrument for trimming hedges.
Farm. Ency.

HEDGE'LONG,* a. Extending along the hedge. Dyer.
HED^E-MOs'TARD, w. A plant of several varieties, most
of which are worthless.

HEDGE'-NET-TLE, n. A plant. Ainsworth.

HED^E'-NOTE, n. The note of a mere hedge-bird : a

vulgar style
of writing.

HEDGE'-PARS-LEY,* n. A useless weed, of different vari-

eties. Farm. Ency.
HEDGE'-PIG, n. A young hedge-hog. SAoA-.

HED^E'-PRIEST,* re. A poor, mean priest. Shak.

HED^'ER, n. One who makes hedges. Milton.

HEDE''-RHYME,*?I. Vulgar, doggerel rhyme. Cowley.
HED^E'-ROW, n. A hedge of bushes in a row.

HEDGE'-SJEHOOL,* (hej'skol) n. A school kept by a hedge
or in the open air in Ireland. Carlcton.

HEDGE'-SCI''QRS,* (hej'siz'zurz) n. pi. An instrument
for trimming hedges. Booth.

HEDGE-SPAR/ROW, n. A sparrow that lives in bushes.

HED^E'-WRIT-ER,* n. A Grubstreet writer; a mean au-
thor. Smart.

HEDG'ING,* n. The act of making hedges. Maunder.
H D^'lNG-Bi'LL, M. A cutting hook ,

used in making hedges.
HEED, v. a. [i. HEEDED; pp. HEEDING, HEEDED.] To at-

tend to; to mind; to regard ;
to take notice of; to notice.

HEED, v. n. To mind
;
to consider

;
to take care. Warton.

HEED, 77. Care; attention; caution; notice; regard.

HEED'FOL, a. Watchful; cautious; attentive; careful.

HEED'FUL-LY, ad. In a needful manner ; carefully.

HEED'FOL-NESS, 7i. Caution; vigilance; attention.

tIlEED'1-Ly, ad. Cautiously; vigilantly; heedfully.

IHEED'I-NES.S, n. Caution
; vigilance ; heed. Spenser.

HEED'LESS, a. Negligent; inattentive
;
careless

; thought
less.

HEED'LESS-LY, ad. Carelessly ; negligently ; inattentively.

HEED'LESS-NESS, n. Carelessness ; thoughtlessness.

tH_ED',*a. Careful; cautious; heedful. Pei-ry.

HEEL, n. The hind part of the foot, particularly of the hur
man foot

;
the whole foot, particularly of animals ; the

hind part of the shoe, or stocking ; any thing shaped like

a heel
;
a spur ;

the hinder or latter part of any thing.

(JVawt.) The after extremity of a ship's keel : the foot
of a mast. To be at the heels of, to pursue closely ; to at-

tend closely. To lay by the heels, to fetter. To be out
at heels, to be worn out. To have the heels of, to outrun.

To take to the heels, to run away.
HEEL, v. n. [i. HEELED ; pp. HEELING, HEELED.] To dance.

Shak. (Want.) To lean on one side, as a ship.
HEEL. v. a. To arm a cock ;

to add a heel to.

HEEL'ER, 71. One that heels
;
a cock that strikes well with

his heels.

HEEL'ING,* n. (JVauf.) The square part left at the lower
end of a mast. Crabb.

HEEL'-PIECE, (-pes) n. Armor for the heels; a piece fixed

on the hinder part of a shoe.

HEEL'-PIECE, (-pes) r. a. To put leather on a shoe-heel.

Arbuthnot.

HEEL'-TAp,* n. A small piece of leather at the end of a

high-heeled shoe
;
a heel-piece. Herefordshire Words.

HEFT, w. [{Heaving ;
effort. Shak. Handle ;

haft. Waller.

Hold. Wmdham.} Weight ; heaviness. Hulloway. Often
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HEL HEL
so used in the United States, and in some parts of

England.
HFT,*. a. [L HEFTED J pp. HEFTING, HEFTED.] (Scotland)
To lift up ;

to carry aloft. Jamieson. To try the weight
of any thing by lifting it. Holloway. Akerman. [Local,
Eng. : colloquial, U. S.]

HEFT'ED, a. Heaved; expressing agitation. Shak.

fHfiG, 71. A fairy; a witch. ee HAG.
fHEG-E-MON'lC,
tHE^-E-MON'l-CAL,

a. Ruling; predominant. Fotherby.

.

(ar) n. [hoir, Fr.
; hares, L.] One who inherits ;

who succeeds, or is to succeed, another in the enjoy-

i, (ar) v. a. To inherit ; to succeed to. Dryden. [R.]
I'DQM, (ar'dum) n. The state of an heir. Bp. Hall.

HE-GI'RA, or HEG'I-RA, [he-jl'ra, S. P. J. F. K. ; he-jl'ra
or hed'je-ra, W. Ja. ; hed'je-ra, E. Sm. Johnson, Re'es.] n.

tAr.]
(Chron.) The Flight ; appropriately, the flight of Ma-

omet from Mecca, July 16, A. D. 622; the epoch from
which the Mahometan era is reckoned.

HEIF'ER, n. A young cow. Bacon.

HEIGII'-IIO, (hl'b.5) int. An expression of languor, uneasi-

ness, or desire; noting a call.

HEIGHT, (hit) [hit, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; hit or hat,

W.~\ n. The state of being high; elevation; altitude;
spnce measured upwards; summit; ascent; acme; emi-
nence

; high place ;
station of dignity ;

the utmost de-

gree ;
crisis.

HEIGHT'EN, (hi'tn) v. a. [i. HEIGHTENED ; pp. HEIGHTEN-
ING, HEIGHTENED.] To raise high ;

to improve ;
to meli-

orate
;
to increase

;
to aggravate.

HEIGHT'EN-ER,* (hl'tn-er) n. He or that which heightens.
Browne.

HEIGHT'EN-ING, (hi'tn-ing) n. Improvement; increase.

||HEl'NOys, (ha'nus) [ha'nus, W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ; he'nus,
S. Ja. K.] a. [haineux, Fr. j Atrocious

;
wicked in a high

degree ; flagrant ; flagitious ; aggravated.

||HEI'NOUS-LY, (hS'nus-le) ad. Atrociously; wickedly.
||HEi'Noys-NESS, (ha'nus-nes) n. Atrociousness

; wicked-
ness.

HEIR,
one 1

ment of any office, station, property, or title. Heir ap-
parent, one who has an indisputable right to the inherit-

ance, should he outlive the ancestor. Heir presumptive,
one who, if the ancestor should die immediately, would,
in the present state of things, be his heir, but whose in-

heritance may be defeated by some contingency, as the
birth of a child.

HEIR
HEIR
HEIR'ESS, (\r'esj n. A woman who inherits

;
a female

heir.

HEIR'LESS, (ar'les) a. Being without an heir. Shak.

HElR'LdOM, (ar'lom) n. (Law) A limb or member of in-

heritance : any movable or personal chattel which by
law descends to the heir along with the freehold.

HEIR'SHIP, (ar'shjp) n. The state, character, or privileges
of an heir.

HELD, i. & p. from Hold. See HOLD.

fHELE, v. a. To hide
;
to conceal. Ooroer.

JHE'LER, n. See HELLIER.

HE'LJ-Xc,*a. Heliacal. Ash.

HE-LI'A-CAL, a. [/;Ato?.] Relating to the sun.

HE-LI'A-CAL-LY, ad. (Ancient astronomy) A star is said to

rise heliacally when, after being in conjunction with the

sun, and consequently invisible, it rises so soon before
the sun as to be visible in the eastern horizon in the morn-
ing twilight ;

and it is said to set heliacally, when the sun
approaches so near to it that it is lost in his light, or
ceases to be visible in the western horizon, when he has

disappeared.
HE-LI-AN'THUS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;

the
sunflower. Hamilton.

HEL'I-CAL, a. ['A(.] Spiral; having many circumvolu-
tions.

HEL'I-CINE,* a. Relating to or resembling a tendril. Dun-
fflison.

HEL'I-GITE,*TI. (Mm.) A spiral-shelled fossil. Smart.

HEi'j-colD,* a. (Geom.) A term applied to a parabola, or

parabolic spiral, generated in a peculiar manner by a
curve line.

HEL'I-COID,* ?i. (Oeom.) A parabolic spiral or curve line.
Brande.

HEL-I-COM'E-TRY.* n. (Oeom.) The art of drawing or

measuring spiral lines on a plane. Crabb.

HEL-I-CO'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Helicon. Booth.

HEL-J-COS'Q-PHY,* n. Helicometry. Bailey.

, fHE'LiNG, n. The covering of a roof. See HILLING.
HE-LI-Q-CEN'TRIC, a. [fatos and

KSVTPOV.'] (Astron.) Re-
lating to the sun's centre

; appearing as if seen from the
sun's centre.

HE-LI-O-CEN'TRI-CAL,* a. Heliocentric. Ash.

HE-LJ-OG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of the sun. P. Cyc.
HEL'j-b'iD, a. Helicoid. Harris. See HELICOID.

HE-LI-OL'A-TRY,* n. The worship of the sun. Smart.

HE-LI-OM'E-TER, n.
[f/A<oj

and //frpo^.l A kind of mi-
crometer for measuring the diameters of the sun, moon,
and planets.

HE'LI-Q-SCOPE, n. [ijAoj and O-*OT.] A sort of telescope
fitted so as to look on the body of the sun without hurt-

ing the eyes.

HE'LI-Q-STAT.,* n. (Optics) An instrument used to obviate
the inconvenience arising from the continual change of
the direction of the solar rays, by reflecting them in the
same straight line. Brande.

HE'LI-Q-TROPE, n. [flAtoj and TpinM.] (Bot.) A genus of
plants ;

a plant that turns towards the sun
;
the turnsole ;

a sweet-scented plant. (Min.) A deep green, silicious

mineral, with red spots; the bloodstone. (Astron.) An
instrument to reflect light to a distance.

HEL-I-SPHER'IC,* a. Same as helispherical. Smart.

HEL-i-spHER'i-CAL, a. [helix and sphere.] Winding spiral-

ly round the pole of the sphere : noting the rhomb line
in navigation.

HE'LIX, [he'ljks, W. P. Ja. ; hel'iks, Sm.] n. pi. HEL'l-
CE. [tAif.] A spiral line ; a circumvolution

;
a wreath ; a

coil. (Arch.) The smaller scroll or volute in a Corin-
thian capital. (Zool.) A kind of snail-shell; a genus
of vermes.

HELL, n. The place of the devil and wicked souls or spir-
its

;
the abode of the wicked after death

;
the grave ; the

infernal regions ;
the powers of hell ;

a prison : a recep-
tacle of the shreds of a tailor, or the broken types of a

printer: a gaming-house.
HELL'-BLXCK, (-blak) a. Black as hell. Shak.

HfiLL'-BORN, a. Born of or in hell. Spenser.

HELL'-BRED, a. Produced in hell. Spenser.

HELL'-BREWED, (-brud) a. Brewed in hell. Milton.

HELL'-BROTH, n. A composition for infernal purposes.
Shak.

tHELL'-CAT, n. Formerly, a witch ; a hag. Middlcton.

HELL'-CQN-FOOND'ING, a. Vanquishing the power of hell.

HELL'-DOOMED, a. Consigned to hell. Milton.

HEL'LE-BORE, n. [helleborus, L.] (Bot.) A gen us of plants,
some of which are medicinal : two of them are called,
one white, and the other black hellebore : the Christinas
flower.

HEL'LE-BQ-R?NE,* n. A plant ;
the arethusa bulbosa. Crabb.

HEL'LE-BQ-R!SM, n. A preparation of hellebore. Ferrand.

HEL'LE-NI'C, or HEL-LEN'IC, [hel'le-nik, Ja. K. R. Todd;
hel-le'nik, Sm. ; hel-len'ikj Wb.} a. '['EAAr/^Ko's.l Relating
to the Hellenes or Greeks

;
Grecian ; heathen. Milton.

HEL'LE-NISM, n. ['EX\rii>HTn6s.] A Greek idiom.

HEL'LE-NIST, n. fEAAr;vi(rrr;j.] A Jew who used the Greek

language in the early ages of Christianity : one versed in

Greek.

HEL-LE-NIS'TIC,* a. Hellenistical. McKnight.
HEL-LE-NIS'TJ-CAL, a. Relating to the Hellenists. Fell.

HEL-LE-Nls'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. According to the Hellenistic

dialect.

HEL'LEN-J-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of Hellenizing. Athenaum.

HEL'LE-NIZE, v. n. ['EAA^^t^w.] To use the Greek Ian

guage. Hammond.
HfiLL'-FlRE,* M. The fire of hell

;
the torments of hell

Milton. _
HELL'-GATE,* n. The portal or entrance of hell. Milton.

HLL'-G6v-ERNED, a. Directed by hell. Shak.

HELL'-HXG, n. A hag of hell. Bp. Richardson.

HELL'-HAR-DENED,* (-dnd) a. Rendered callous by hell

Watts.

HELL'-HAT-ED, a. Abhorred like hell. Shak.

HELL'-HAUNT-ED, a. Haunted by the devil. DryJen.
HfiLL'-HoOND, n. A dog of hell. Shak. An agent of hell

Milton. A profligate person. Bcaum. # Fl.

fHEL'Ll-ER, n. A slater ;
a tiler. Abp. Usher.

HELL'ISH, a. Relating to hell
;
infernal

; very wicked.

HELL'JSH-LV, ad. Infernally ; wickedly ; detestably.

HELL'ISH-NESS, n. Wickedness; abhorred qualities.

HELL'ITE,* n. One who frequents a gambling-house.
Grant.

HELL'-KITE, n. A kite of infernal breed. Shak.

HELL'WARD, ad. Toward hell. Pope.

fHELL'y, a. Having the qualities of hell. Anderson.

HELM denotes defence; as, Eadhelm, happy defence. Gib-

son.

HELM, n. [hialmr, Icel.] A covering for the head in war;
the part of a coat of arms that bears the crest

;
the upper

part or covering of something: the instrument or appa-
ratus by which a ship is steered ; the part of it which is

on deck) the steerage: the station of government.
fHELM, v. a. To guide ;

to conduct. Shak.

HELM'AGE,* n. Guidance, as of the helm. ILLaurcns. [R.]

HELMED, (hel'med or helmd) a. Furnished with a helm or

head-piece. Milton.

HEL'MET, n. Helm; head-piece; armor for the head : a
kind of pigeon. (Bot.) The hooded upper lip of a flower.

HEL'MET-ED, a. Wearing a helmet. Beaum. $ FL
HEL'MET-FLOW'ER,* n. A plant and flower; the aconite.

HEL-MlN'THA-G6GUE,* (hel-min'tha-gog) n. (Med.) Med-
icine to expel worms. Scott.

HEL-MIN'THIC, a. [\i*i)>dos-] Relating to worms.
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vs and AOJ-OJ.] The natural

(Min.) Fossil remains of worms
Hamilton,

HL-MiN-TH6L'Q-^Y,*7i. [Z

history of worms. Brande.

HELM'LESs,*a. Destitute of a helm. Fairfax.

HELMS'MAN, n. One who manages the helm.

HfiLH'wlND, 71. A particular kind of wind in some of the
mountainous parts of England. Barn.

HEL'QT, [hel'ot, K. Sin.; he'lot, Wb. Davis.} n. [Hclotes,

L., from Helos, a Laconian town conquered by the Spar-
tans, who made all the prisoners slaves.] A Spartan slave ;

a slave.

HELP, v. a.
[i. HELPED ; pp. HELPING, HELPED ; formerly

holpen, which is now obsolete.] To assist ;
to support; to

aid; to supply ;
to relieve; to succor; to serve; to cure

;

u> heal
;
to prevent ; to forbear

;
to avoid. To help off,

to assist in ridding. To help out, to relieve from diffi-

culty. To help up, to raise.

HELP, v. n. To contribute assistance; to bring a supply.
HELP, n. Assistance; aid; support; succor; that which

gives help; remedy. (U. S.) A hired servant; a helper.

HELP'KR, n. One who helps; an assistant.

HELP'FOL, a. Giving help ; aiding ;
useful

; salutary.
HELP'BOL-NESS, n. Assistance ;

usefulness. Milton.

HELP'LESS, a. Destitute of help ; wanting power to suc-

cor one's self; weak ; irremediable; admitting no help.

HELP'LESS-LY, ad. Without ability ;
without succor.

HELP'LEJSS-NESS, n. Want of ability ;
want of succor.

HELP'MATE, n. A companion; an assistant; a consort.

HELP'-MET,*W. A suitable assistant ; helpmate. Milton.

HEL'TER-SKEL'TER, ax. In a hurry ;
without order. Shak.

HELVE, n. The handle of an axe or hatchet.

HELVE, v. a. To fit with a helve. Cotgrave.
HEL-VET'IC,* a. Relating to Helvetia or Switzerland.

Murray.
HEL'VIN,* n. (Min.) A yellowish, crystallized mineral.

Phillips.

HELX'INE,* n. (Bot.) A plant, having leaves like those of

ivy. Crabb.

tHEM, pron. Them. Spenser.

HEM, n. The edge of a garment doubled and sewed : the
noise uttered by a sudden expiration of the breath.

KfcM, V. a. [i. HEMMED
; pp. HEMMING, HEMMED.] To ClOSC

the edge of cloth by a hem or double border sewed to-

gether ;
to border; to edge; to enclose; to environ; to

confine
;
to shut.

HEM, v. n. [hcmmen, D.] To utter hems or a stammering
noise. Shak.

HEM,* inter]. An exclamation of which the utterance is a
sort of half-voluntary cough. Shak.

HEM'A-TINE,* n. (Chem.} The coloring principle of log-
wood. Brande.

HEM'A-TITE,* n. (Min.) The blood-stone
;
a kind of iron-

stone ; a variety of native oxide of iron. Brande.

HEM-A-TIT'IC,* a. Relating to hematite. Cleavcland.

HEM-E-RA-LO'PI-A,* n. (Med.) Night-blindness. Crabb.

HisM-E-RQ-BXp'TIST,* ??. [/''//ipa and BOLTTTW.} One of a re-

ligious sect among the Jewsj so named from their wash-
ing themselves daily as a religious rite. Fulke.

HEM-E-RO'BI-AN,* n. (Ent.) A neuropterous insect. Brande.

HEM-E-RO-CAL'LIS,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the day-

lily. Hamilton.
H&jf'i. A Greek prefix signifying half, equivalent to Demi
and Semi; an abbreviation of the Greek j//t<ru. It is

used in composition.
HEM'I-AMB,* n. Half an iamb. Beck.

HEM-I-CRA'NI-A,* n. (Med.) A pain in one side of the
head. Brande. See HEMICRANY.

HEM'I-CRA-NY, n. [$/*n> and Kpavinv.] (Med.) A pain
that affects only one part of the head at a time. Quincy.

HEM'I-CY-CLE, (-sl-kl) n. [)iniKVK\is.] A half-cycle.

HEM-I-DI-A-PEN'TE,* n. (Mas.) An imperfect fifth. Crabb.

HE-M'IJ&'A-MOUS,* 'a. [%n>s and yd/m-] (Bot.) Noting
grasses when, of two florets in the spikelet, one is neuter
and the other unisexual. Brande.

HEM'I-NA, n. [L.] An ancient measure
;
three quarters of

a pint. (Med.) About ten ounces. Quincy.
HEM'I-OPE,* 7i. (Mas.) An ancient wind-instrument, con-

sisting of a tube with three holes. Crabb.

HEM'I-PLE^-IC,* a. Relating to hemiplegy. Dunglison.

HEM'J-PLE^-Y, n. [Jj/^tru and nXfjaaw.] (Med.) A paralysis
of one side of the body.

HE-MIP'TE-RA,* n. pi. [rinivvs and irrspSv.'] (Ent.) A class

of insects, having the upper wings half-crustaceous and
half-membranous. Kirby.

HE-MIP'TE-RAL,* a. Relating to the hemiptera ; hemipte-
rous. Booth.'

HE-MIP'TE-ROUS,* a. Relating to the hemiptera. Hamilton.

HEM'I-SPHERE, (hem'e-sfGr) n. [fintcr^aiptov.] A half of
a globe ; a map or projection of half the terrestrial globe.

a. Relating to a hemisphere ;
half-

round ; containing half a globe.

,* a. Approaching to the figure of a

hemisphere. Crabb.

HEM-I-SPHER'TJLE,* n. A half spherule. Rccs.

HEM'js-TleH, or HE-MIS'TIJBH, [he-mis'tjk, S. W. J. F.
Ja. K.; hem'js-tlk, P. Sm. Wb.'Johnson, Brande.] n.

[hfttffTtxtoi'.'] Half a line in poetry.
HE-Mis'Ti-jeHAL, (he-mis'te-kal) a. Denoting a division of

a line
o_r

verse. Warton.

HEM'I-TONE,* n. (Mas.) A semitone or half-note. Hamilton.

HEM'i-TRdpE,* a. (Min.) Having two parts or halves.
Cleaveiand.

HEM'LQCK, n. A poisonous, biennial plant, of peculiar
odor, and possessed of narcotic powers. The hemlock
of the ancients was a deadly poison. A large, evergreen
forest-tree.

HE-MOP'TY-SIS,* n. (Med.) See HEMOPTYSIS. Smart.

HEM'QR-RHA^E, (hem'or-raj) n. [altirffrayu.] A flux of
blood from such a cause as the bursting of a vessel.

HEM-QR-RHA<?'IC,* (hem-or-raj'ik) a. Relating to hemor-
rhage. Month. Rev.

fHEM'oR-RHA-^Y, n. Same as hemorrhage.
HEM-QR-RHolD'AL, a. Belonging to the hemorrhoids.

HEM'PR-RHOID^, (Mra^r-rOToz)*.?!. [ainoppoiScs.] (Med.')
The piles.

HEMP, n. A plant, of the fibres of which coarse linen and
ropes are made ;

the dressed fibres of the plant.

HEMP-AG'RI-MQ-NY, n. A rough, perennial plant.

HEMP'EN, (hem'pn) a. Made of hemp. Spenser.

HEMP'-NET-TLE,* n. An annual weed of several varie-
ties. Farm. Ency.

HEMP'SEED,* n. The seed of hemp : a plant. Pennant.

HfiMP^Yj a- Resembling or containing hemp, flowcll.

HE'MUSE,* n. The roe in its third year. Booth.

HEN, W. The female of any kind of fowl, but particularly
of the barn-door fowl.

HEN'BANE, n. A poisonous, perennial plant, fatal to poul-
try.

HEN'B!T, n. Another name for the plant archangel. Great

henbit, dead-nettle. Small henbit, speedwell.
HENCE, ad. From this place; from this time, cause, occa-

sion, word, expression, source, reason, &c. From hence
is a pleonasm, though sanctioned by custom and good
use.

fHENCE, v. a. To send off; to despatch to a distance. Sid-

ney.

HENCE-FORTH', ad. From this time forward. Milton.

HENCE-FOR'WARD, ad. From this time to futurity.

HENCE-FOR'WARDJJ,* ad. Same as henceforward. Chester-

field.

fHENCH'BOY,* n. A kind of page. B. Jonson.

[HENCH'MAN, n. A page ;
an attendant. Chaucer.

HEN'-COOP, n. A cage in which poultry are kept.

fHEND, V. a. [L HENT
J pp. HENDING, HENT.] To Seize J tO

lay hold on
; to surround. Shak.

!

a- Gentie - chaucsr-

HEN-DEC'A-GSN, n. [Ir&rcf and ywrfaJ A figure of eleven
sides and eleven angles.

HEN-DEC-A-SYL-LAB'JC,* n. A verse of eleven syllables.
Brande.

HEN-DEC-A-SYL'LA-BLE, n. [EVOSKO. and <ri;AAa/?o?.] A
metrical line consisting of eleven syllables. Warton.

IlEN-Di'A-DYS, n. [zv fiik jvotv.] (Rhet.) A figure, when two
noun substantives areaised instead of one substantive, or
a substantive and adjective.

HEN'-DRI-VER, n. A kind of hawk. Walton.

HEN'-HARM, n. Same as hen-harrier. Ainsworth.

HEN'-HlR-Ri-ER, n. A species of falcon or kite.

HEN'-HAR-RQW-ER,* n. A hawk. Ainsworth. See HEX-
HARRIER.

HEN'-HEART-ED, a. Dastardly; cowardly. Gayton.
HEN'-HOUSE, n. A place for sheltering poultry.

HEN'MOULD,* n. A kind of black, spongy soil. Ash.

HEN'NA,* n. Lawsonia; a plant, whose leaves are used

by oriental women to stain their nail?. Th. Campbell.

HEN'-PECKED, (-pekt) a. Governed by a wife. Dryden.
HEN-RI"CIAN,* (hen-rTsh'an) n. A follower of the monk
Henry, a reformer of the twelfth century. Brande.

HfiN'-RoosT, 71. The place where poultry roost.

HEN'~FEET, n. A plant; hedge-fumitory.
(HENT, v. a. To lay hold of; to hend. Sttak. See HEND.
JHENT,*n. Hold; seizure. Shale.

HENT'ING,* n. The furrow between the ridges, that is

formed in ploughing. Crabb.

HEP, n. The fruit of the wild-brier or dogrose; com-

monly written hip. Bacon. See HIP.
HE'PAR,* n. [L.] The liver. HE'PAR S&L'pJfU-RJfi,

liver of sulphur ;
a combination of sulphur with an alka-

li. Hamilton.

HEP-A-TAL'(^I-A,* n. (Med.) A painful affection of the

liver. Brande.
'

HE-plT'lc, ) a. \liepaticu.s,'L.'\ Belonging to the liver;

HE-PAT'I-CAL, \ containing a combination of sulphur
with an alkali.

HE-PAT'I-CA,* n. [hepar, L.] pi. HEPATICAS. (Bot.) A
genus of plants ; liverwort. Farm. Ency. A medicine
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HEP'A-TITE,* n. (Min.^) A mineral of a brown color. Ham-

ilton.

HEP-A-TI'TIS,* n. [L.] (Med.) Inflammation of the liver.

Brande.

HEP-A-TI-ZA'TIQN,* n. (Med.) Conversion into a liver-like

substance. Dunglison.
HEP'A-TIZE,* v. a. To impregnate with sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas: to gorge with blood or plastic matter.

Danglison.
IlE-pAVo-CELE,* n. (Med.) A hernia of the liver. Crabb.

IIEP-A-TOG'RA-PHY,* n. [$**) and ypaij/u.] (Med.) A de-

scription of the liver. Dunglison.
HEp-A-T6l.'p-GY,* n. A treatise on the liver. Dunglison.
HEP-A-TOS'CO-PY,* n. Divination by the inspection of the

liver. Smart.

HBp-TA-CAp'sy-LAR, a. [iirra, Gr., and capsula, L.] Hav-
ing seven cavities or cells.

JlEp'TA-eiiORD, 7i. [cirri'i
and xP^>i-] A musical instru-

ment of seven strings ;
a poetical composition played or

sung in seven different notes or tones.

HEP-TA-HE'DRQN,* n ; pi. HEPTAHEDRA. A solid figure

having seven sides. Crabb.

UEP'TA-GON, n. [irrra and yuvia.] A figure with seven
sides and seven angles.

HEP-TXG'Q-NAL, a. Having seven angles or sides. Selden.

Ilfip-TA-GYN'l-AN,* a. (Bot.) Seven-fold feminine, or hav-

ing seven pistils. Smart.

HEP-TXM'E-REDE, n. [tirra and pcpis.] That which di-

vides into seven parts.

HEP-TAM'E-RON,* n. A book or treatise of the transactions
of seven days. Crabb.

HEP-TXN'DRI-AN,* a. (Bot.) Seven-fold masculine, or

having seven stamens
; heptandrous. Lindley.

HEP-TAN'DROVS,* a. (Bot.) Having seven stamens. P.

Cyc.
HEP-TAN'GU-LAR,* a. Having seven angles, mil.

HEP-TA-PHYL,'L,OVS,* a. (Bot.) Having seven leaves.

Smart.

Hfip'TARjEH,* n. One of seven rulers of a heptarchy. J.

M. Good.

HEP-TARJCH'IC, a. Relating to a heptarchy. Warton.

Hfip'TAR-jeHfST, n. A ruler of a division of a heptarchy.
HEP'TAR-JEHY, n. [trmi and apxti-] A government con-
ducted by seven persons or sovereigns ; a sevenfold gov-
ernment.

HEP'TA-TEilrn, (hep'ta-tuk) . [cirrd and rnJ^o?.] A
term applied to the first seven books of the Old Testa-
ment.

_
Hfip'TREE,* w. A plant or shrub ; the dogrose. Lee.

HER, pron. The objective case of the personal pronoun she,
and the possessive form of she when the name of the

thing possessed follows : belonging to a female.

FfR-RAC'L,E-A,* 7i. (Bot.} The water-hoarhonnd. Crabb.

HER'ALD, n. [herault, old Fr.] An officer whose business it

is to register genealogies, adjust ensigns armorial, regulate
all matters of ceremony at coronations, installations, fu-

nerals, and the like
;
and it was anciently his duty to

carry messages between princes, and proclaim war and
peace : a precursor ;

a harbinger ;
a proclaimer.

HfiR'ALD, v. a.
[i.

HERALDED
; pp. HERALDING, HERALDED.]

To introduce, as by a herald. Shale.

1IER'ALD-ED,*2>. a. Introduced by a herald. Ed. Rev.

HE-RAI/DJC, a. Relating to heraldry or blazonry. Warton.

IIK-RAL'DJ-CAL,* a. Relating to heraldry ; heraldic. Gent.

Mas.
HK-RXL'DJ-CAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of heraldry. Qu.

Rev.

HER'AL,D-RY, n. The art or office of a herald
;
the science

of conventional distinctions impressed on shields, ban-

ners, and other military accoutrements
; blazonry ; regis-

try of genealogies.
H&R'ALD-stiiP, 7t. The office of a herald. Selden.

HERB, (erb) [erb, W. P. F. Ja. R. Wb. Wares ; herb, S. J.

E. K. Sm.] n. [herba, L.] A plant ;
a vegetable ;

a plant
that has a soft or succulent stalk that dies to the root ev-

ery year.
JlER-BA'cEOys, (-shus) a. Belonging to herbs

; partaking
of the nature of herbs

; having green and cellular
stalks ; being annual as to stem, and perennial as to root.

jjHERB'AGE, (er'baj or her'baj) [er'baj, W. P. F. Ja.; her'-

baj, S. J. E. K. Sm. Wb.} n. [herbage, Fr.] Herbs, collec-

tively ; grass ; pasture. (Law) The liberty and the right
of pasture in another's grounds.

ijHERB'AGED, (-ajd) a. Covered with grass. Thomson.

j|HiiRB'AL, (her'bal) [her'bal, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.
Wb. ; er'bal, P.] n. A book in which herbs or plants are
classified and described ; a collection of plants.

| HERB'AL, a. Pertaining to herbs. Quarlcs.

\ HERB'AL-ISM,* n. The knowledge of herbs. Scott.

\ HERB'AL-IST, n. One skilled in herbs
; a botanist.

j tllERB'AR, TZ. Herb; plant. Spenser.
! HKR-BA'RI-AN,* 71. A herbalist. Holinshed.

I HERB'A-RlST, 7i. [herbarius, L.] A herbalist. Boyle. [R.]
i HER-BA'RI-UM,* n. [L.] pi. L. HER-BA'RI-A; Eng.

HER-BA'Rl-tJMfj. (Bot.) A collection of dried plants for

specimens ;
a place set apart for the cultivation of herbs

Hamilton.

||HERB'A-RIZE, v. n. [herboriser,T?r.] To search for plants;
to herborize. Soame.

IIHERB'A-Rlz-iNG,* M. The act of gathering herbs.

|HERB'A-RY,7i. A garden of herbs
;
an herbarium. Warton.

,JHERB'-BEN-NET,* 71. A plant ;
the common avens. Booth.

IIHERB-0HRWTQ-PHER, (erb-krls'to-fer) H. A plant; the

baneberry. Ash.
HERB'E L.ET, n. A small herb. ShaJc.

fHERB'ER, n. A herbary ;
an arbor. Chaucer.

HER-BES'CENT, a. [herbescens, L.] Growing into herbs.

tHER'BlD, a. [herbidus, L.] Covered with herbs. Bailey.
HER-BlF'ER-oDs,* a. Producing herbs or plants. Maunder.
HiiRB'lST, n. One skilled in herbs

;
a herbalist. Sherwood.

HER-BTrv'Q-RA,* n. pi. Animals that feed upon grass or

herbage. Bnckland.

| HER-Blv'p-RoOs,* a. Feeding on plants or herbage. Paley.
j HERB'LESS, a. Having no herbs; bare. Warton.

fllER'BQR, n. See HARBOR.
! HERB'Q-R(ST, n. One skilled in herbs; a herbalist. Ray.
I HER-BQ-RI-ZA'TIQN, n. [herborisation, Fr.] Act of her-

borizing ; the appearance of plants in fossils. Maty.
l|HER'BO-RlzE,* v. n. To search for plants. Smart.

JJHER'BQ-RIZE,* v. a. To figure or form figures of plants
on minerals. Smart.

fHER'BQR-LESS, a. See HARBORLESS.

fHER'B6R-6uGH, 7i. [herberg, Ger.] Place of temporary
residence ;

a harbor. B. Jonson.

lltHERB'oys, a. [herbosus, L.] Abounding with herbs. Bai-

HHERB-PAR'IS,* (erb-par'js) n. Thetruelove; the oneber-

ry. Ash.

||HERB-TRtiE'L6vE,* (erb-tru'luv) n. The herb-paria ;
a

plant. Jlsh.

|tHERB'v-LENT, a. Containing herbs. Bailey.

JHERB'WOM-AN, (-wum'an) M. A woman who sells herbs.

JHERB'Y, (er'be) a. Having the nature of herbs; full of
herbs.

HER-CV-LA'NE-AN,* a. Relating to Herculaneum. Cowper.
HER-CU'LE-AN,

'

[her-ku'le-an, P. F. K. Sm. Ash, Todd,
Rees; her-ku-le'an, Ja.] a. Relating to or like Hercules

;

having or requiring extraordinary strength ; large ; massy.
HER-CYN'I-AN,* a. Denoting an extensive forest in Ger-

many, now called the Thuringian forest. Ency.
HERD, n. A number of beasts feeding together, particular-

ly of the bovine kind : a company of men, generally in

contempt or detestation : [anciently, a keeper of cattle
;

a sense still retained in composition ; as, goatherd.]
HERD, v. n. [i. HERDED ; pp. HERDING, HERDED.] To unite

or associate, as beasts ;
to take care of cattle.

HERD, v. a. To throw or put into a herd. B. Jonson.

HERD'ER,* n. One who takes care of cattle
;
a herdsman.

Month. Rev.

HER'DER-ITE,* n. (Jlfm.) A mineral found in the form of
a rhombic prism. Brande.

JHERD'ESS, n. A shepherdess. Chaucer.

|HERD'GROOM, n. A keeper of herds. Spenser.

JHERD'MAN, n. Now written herdsman. Milton.

HERDSMAN, n. : pi. HERDSMEN. One employed in tend

ing herds : formerly, an owner of herds.

HERE, ad. In this place ; in the present state. It is also

much used in the sense of to this place, instead of hither

and this use may be regarded as almost sanctioned by the

universality of the practice. It is sometimes used by
way of exclamation, as in drinking a health. It has

heretofore, been much used as a sort of pronominal ad

verb, prefixed to a preposition ; as, hereby, herein, &c.
and it still continues to be more or less so used ; though
most of these forms have now become antiquated.

HERE'A-BOUT, ad. About this place. Shak.

HERE'A-BOOTS, ad. Same as hereabout. Addison.

HERE-^F'TER, ad. In time to come ;
in a future state.

HERE-AF'TER, n. A future time or state. Addison.

jHERE-XT', ad. At this place or thing. Hooker.

HERE-BY', ad. By this place or thing. Hooker.

HE-RED-I-TA-BII/I-TV,* 71. duality of being hereditable

Sir E. Brydges.
HE-RE D'IT-A-BLE, a. [luercs, L.] Capable of being inherit

ed. Locke.

HER-E-DYT'A-MENT, [her-e-dit'a-inent, W. P. J. F. Sm.

he-red 'e-ta-ment, S. E. K.} n. [haredium, L.] (Law) An
inheritance

; property or a thing inherited.

HE-RED'I-TA-RKLY, ad. By inheritance. Selden

IlE-RED'i-TA-RY, a. [hareditarius , L.] That has descends
from an ancestor to an heir; descending or claimed by in

heritance.

HERE-IN', ad. In this place or thing. Hooker.

IlERE-i'N'TO, or HERE-IN-TO', [hSr'in-^p, W. J. ; her-i

to', P. ; her-In'tfl, S. Sm. R. Wb. ; her'jn-t6', K.] ad. In
n

Into

this place or thing. Hooker.

tHER'E-MlTE, n. A hermit. Bp. Hall. See EREMITE

HER-EllttlT'l-CAL, a [Zpr,no$.} Solitary ; hermitical. Pope
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HERE-OF', (her-of or her-ov') [her-of, W. P. J. F. Ja Sm.

R. ; her-ov', S. K.] ad. From this
;
of this.

HERE-SN', ad. On this place or thing. Browne.

tHERE-oCT', ail. Out of this place c* thing. Spenser.

||HE-RE'i-XRH, [he-re'zhe-ark, W. P. F. ; he-rS'syark, S.

E. ; he-re'se-ark, K.; her'e-se-ark, Sm.] n. [a'lpejis and

<ip\n-i.
A leader among heretics

;
a chief heretic.

||fHE-RE'l-AR-HY, 7i. A principal heresy. Sir T. Herbert.

IlER'E-sy, n. [aipcatj.] An opinion not orthodox; an opin-
ion or system not in accordance with the Catholic church

;

heterodoxy ;
a fundamental error in religion ;

schism ;
a

sect
;
a party in religion.

HER'E-TIC, .

[atysrt/cdj.]
One who adopts and propagates

heretical opinions, or opinions in opposition to the Catho-
lic church ;

one given to heresy ;
a sectary.

HE-RET'I-CAL, a. Relating to or containing heresy ;
heter-

odox ; schismatical ; sectarian.

HE-RET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an heretical manner.
HE-RET'I-CATE * v. a. To condemn or reject as heretical.

Bp. Hail. _

HE-RET'i-clDE,* w. The killingof a heretic. Cotton Mather.

HERE-T6', ad. To this
;
add to this.

fHER'E-TOCH, n. A general ;
a leader of an army. Black-

stone'.

HERE-TO-F5RE', ad. Before this time : formerly.

Hi-RE-UN-TO', ad. To this place or thing. Hooker.

HERE-UP-ON', ad. Upon this; hereon. Taller.

HERE'WITH, ad. With this. Spenser.

HER'I-QT, n. (Eng. law) A fine paid to the lord at the death
of a landholder. Howell.

HER'I-QT-A-BLE, a. Subject to the demand of a heriot.

Barn.

IlER'j-OT-CtJs'TpM,* M. (Law) A fine due to the lord of a
manor. Blackstone.

HER'I-PT-SER'VICE,* n. (Law} A payment to a lord of a
manor. Blackstone.

HE-Ri's'spN,* n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A beam armed with iron

spikes, and used as a barrierto block up a passage. Brande.

HER'IT-A-BLE, a. That can inherit
;
that may be inherited

;

annexed to estates of inheritance.

HER'I-TA-BLY,* ad. By way of inheritance. Berners.

HER'J-TA^EJ'TI. [heritage, Fr.] Inheritance: an estate de-
volved by succession

;
an estate

; portion. [The people of
God. Bible.]

HR']-TOR,* 7i. (Scotland) A landholder ;
a proprietor. EC.

Rev.

HER'LING,* n. A kind offish. Sir W. Scott.

tHER-MXpH-Rp-DE'i-TY, n. The state of an hermaphro-
dite. B. Jonson._

HER-M&PH'RP-DITE, n. ['Epuni and 'A^oojfrrj.] An ani-
mal uniting two sexes.

llER-MXPH-Rp-DlT'ic, a. Partaking of both sexes
;
her-

maphroditical. B. Jonson.

HER-MXPH-RO-DIT'I-CAL, a. Partaking of both sexes.

HER-MXPH-RP-DIT'I-CAL-LY, ad. Like an hermaphrodite.
Browne.

HER-MAPH'Rp-DjT-IijM,* 7i. The state of an hermaphro-
dite. Reece.

HER-ME-NEU'TIC,* ) a. Relating to hermeneutics, or

HER-ME-NEU'TI-CAL,* \ interpretation. Brit. Crit.

HER-ME-NEu'Ticsj*n.pZ. The science of the interpreta-
tion of the Scriptures, or of other works in the learned

languages. EC. Rev.

HCR-MET'IC, ) a. [from Hermes or Mercury, the fabled

HER-MET'I-CAL, )
inventor of alchemy or chemistry.]

Chemical
; completely closing ; as,

" an hermetic seal."

HER-MET'i-CAL-LY,arf. In anhermetical manner. When
a tube or vessel is perfectly closed by fusing its extremi-

ty or mouth, it is said to be hermetically sealed.

HER'MIT, n. An anchoret
;
a recluse

;
a solitary ;

one who
retires from society to contemplation and devotion.

HER'MIT-A<?E, n. [hermitage, Fr.] The habitation of a
hermit : a French wine.

HER-MI-TXN',* n. A dry, northerly wind on the coast of
Guinea. Scott. See HARMATTAN.

HER'MI-TA-RY, n. A religious cell annexed to some abbey.
HER'MIT-ESS, n. A woman retired to devotion.

HER-AUT'I-CAL, a. Relating or suitable to a hermit.

HER-IMP-DXC'TYL, n. ['Eouns and SdKTvXos.] A species of

tuber, irregularly heart-shaped, used for the cure of the

gout ; formerly used as a cathartic.

HKR-MP-<^E'NE-AN,* n. A follower of Hermogenes. Smart.

HERN, n. [contracted from heron.] Peacham. See HERON.
HERN'HILL, n. An herb. JUnsworth.

HER'ATI-A, n. [L.] (Med.) A rupture ;
a tumor arising from

the protrusion of apart of the intestines or omentum into
a sac composed of the peritoneum.

HER-NI-OT'P-MV,* . (Med.) The operation for hernia.

Dunglison.
HER'NI-OUS,* a. Relating to hernia. Ash. [R.]

HERN'SHAW, 7i. A heron; heronshaw. Spenser.

HE'RO, n. [fjpws.] pi. HE'ROE. A man distinguished for

Sm.

[he-

valor; a great warrior; a brave man
;
the principal char

acter in a poem or narration.

HE-RO'DI-AN,* n. ; pi. HE-Rd'Di-ANS. One of a Jewish
sect, of which mention is made in the New Testament.
Bp. Percy.

HE^RP-ER'RANT,* n. A wandering hero. Qw. Rev.

tllii'Rp-ESS, n. [hero'is, L.] A heroine. Chapman.
HE-RO'IC, a. Relating to or becoming a hero

;
noble ;

cou-

rageous ; gallant ;
valiant

; fearless
; brave

; magnani-
mous

; intrepid ; reciting the acts of heroes. Heroic
verse is that in which heroic deeds are generally celebrat-

ed, and is appropriated to epic or heroic poetry: in
Greek and Latin, it is the hexameter; in English, Italian,
and German, the iambic of ttn syllables; in French,
the mmbic of twelve syllables.

HE-RO'IC, n. An heroic verse. Dryden.
HE-RO'J-CAL,, a. Befitting a hero

;
noble

; heroic. Sidney.

HI;-RO'I-CAL-L,Y, ad. In an heroic manner.

HE-RO'J-CAL-NESS,* n. The quality of being heroic. Scott.

HE-RO'JC-L, ad. Heroically. Milton. [R.]

HE-RO^IC-NESS,* n. The quality of being heroic. Montague.
IIH'E-RO-l-coM'lc, [he-ro-e-kom'ik, Ja. K. R.; her-o-e-

kom'ik, S/B.] a. Comic in heroic mask or dress
; con-

sisting of a mixture of dignity and levity. Dr. Warton.

IIHE-RO-i-coai'l-CAL,, a. Heroicomic. [R.]

HER'P-JNE, or HE'RQ-INE, [her'o-in, S. W. J. F. Ja.

Wb. ; he'ro-Tn, P. Ash ; her'o-In or he'r9-in, K.] n.

ro'ine, Fr.] A female hero. Dryden.
HER'O-IM, or HE'RQ-I'JJM, [her'o-izm, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm.

Wb. ; he'r^-izm, P. Jlsh ; he'rp-izm or her'p-izm, K. ; he-

ro'jzm, E.] n. [hero'isme, Fr.] The qualities or character

of a hero
; valor ; bravery ; courage ; magnanimity.

HER'ON, n. A bird that feeds upon fish. Sidney.

HER'QN-HAWK'ING,* n. The catching of herons by using
a hawk. Pennant.

HER'QN-RY, n. A place where herons breed. Derham.

HER'QN^-BILL,,* n. A kind of herb. Jlsh.

HER'QN-SHAW, n. A heron
;
hernshaw. Smart.

HJS-RQ-OL'P-^IST,* n. One who treats of heroes. Warton.

HE'RQ-SHIP, n. The state or character of a hero. Cowper.

[Ludicrous.]
HE'RO-WOR'SHIP,* (-wur'shjp) n. The worship of heroes.

Barney.
HER'PE,* n. The falcated sword of Perseus: harlequin's
wooden sword. Maunder.

HER'PE
,
n. [IpTrr^.] (Med.~) A cutaneous eruption or dis-

ease, consisting of clusters of minute vesicles filled with

lymph.
HER-PET'rc,a. [ipiriTOs.] Relating to the herpes; creeping.

HER-PE-Tbl/p-i^Y,* 7i. [ip7TTi5s, a reptile, and Adj-oj, dis-

course.] That branch of natural history which treats of

reptiles. Brande. See ERPETOLOGY.
HER'PE-TON,* n. A genus of serpents. (Bot.) A plant.
Brande. _

HER'RER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A translucent mineral. Dana.

fHER-RI-CA'NO, 71. See HuRRfCANE.

HER'RING, n. A small sea-fish, of different species.

HER'RJNG-BUSS,* n. A boat or vessel for the herring-fish-

ery. Smith.

HERRN'HUT-ER,* (hern'hut-er) n. One of a religious sect

called also Moravians, and named Herrnhulers from an
establishment formed at Herrnhut, in Upper Lusatia, about
the year 1722, under the patronage of Count Zinzendorf.

HERS, (hcrz) pron. The possessive form of she. See SHE.

HER'SCHEL,* (her'shel) n. The planet Uranus. See URA-
NUS.

HER'SCHET,-ITE,* n. (Min.) A white mineral. Dana.

HiiRSE, (hers) n. [hersia, low L.] (Fort.) A portcullis set

with spikes. See HEARSE.

HERSE^ n. & v. a. See HEARSE,

HER-SELF', pron. The reciprocal form of she and her ; a fe-

male individual, as distinguished from others.

HER-SIL'I-ON,* n. [hersillon, Fr.] (Fort.) A plank stuck
with iron spikes. Crabb. See HERISSON.

fHE'RY, v. a. To hallow
;
to regard as holy. Spenser.

HE'I-TAN-CY, 7i. Dubiousness; uncertainty; suspense.

HE^'I-TANT, a. Hesitating; wanting fluency. Todd.

HE'i-TATE, (hez'e-tat) v. n. [hasito, L.] '[' HESITATED,
pp. HESITATING, HESITATED.] To be doubtful

;
to delay ;

to pause; to falter; to demur; to have impediment in

speaking Pope uses it actively ;

" to hesitate dislike.'-

HE'I-TAT-ING,*P. a. Pausing; delaying; doubting.
HE-I-TA'TION, n. Act of hesitating; doubt; uncertainty;

difficulty made
;
intermission of speech : want of volu-

bility.

HE'I-TA-T}VE,* a. Showing hesitation. Smart.

HES'KY, a. See HUSKV.
HELPER,* n. [L.] The evening star. Clarke.

HES-PE'RI-AN,* a. Western; occidental. Ency.
HES'PE-RlsT,*n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants; the even

ing-flower. Hamilton.

HES'SIAN,* (hesh'an) n. A native of Hesse in Germany
Marshall.

HES'SIAN,* (hesh'an) a. Relating to Hesse. Hessian fly,

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BUR, RtlLE. 9, , C, g, soft; IS, G, C, 5, hard; ? OS Z
;

CO*
as gZJ THIS.
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n insect, pnnt, or midge, very destructive to wheat;
wheat-fly. Farm. Ency.

HES'SIAN-BIT,* . A peculiar kind of jointed bit. Booth.

fHEST, 71. Command
; precept ; injunction ;

behest. Spenser.
fHEs'TERN, a. Hesternal. See YESTER.
fHcs-TER/NAL,* a. Relating to yesterday. Smart.

HETCH'EL,* t\ a. To clean flax. Holland. See HATCHED.
tHET'E-RAR-jeilY, n. ['Irspos and dpxn-] The government
of an alien or foreigner. Bp. Hall.

HET-E-Rp-cfipii'A-LoDs,* a. Having flower-heads, some
male and some female. Brande.

['HfiT'jj-RO-CLiTE, [het'er-9-klit, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sin. ; het'-

er-9-klit, P. E. ; het'er-o-kllt', S.] [hcteroditum, L.J An ir-

regular noun, or a noun not regularly declined
; any thing

irregular.

!|H6T'E-Rp-CLiTE, a. Irregular; anomalous
; singular; de-

viating from common rules.

HET-E-RO-CLfT'lc,* a. Same as heteroditical. Smart.

IlET-E-Rp-CLiT'i-CAL,a. Deviating from the common rule.

tHET-E-Roc'Ll-TOCs, a. Heteroclitical. Sir W. Petty.
HET'ER-P-DOX, a. [ETEOOS and rWa.] Deviating from the

established opinion, or from the tenets of the Catholic
church

; opposed to orthodox ; not orthodox ; heretical.

tHfiT'ER-p-DOX, n. A peculiar opinion. Browne.

HET'ER-P-DOX-NESS,* 7i. Heterodoxy. More. [R.]
HET'ER-P-DOX-YJ'TI. The quality of being heterodox; an
opinion that is unorthodox. Bp. Bull.

HET-E-ROG'A-MOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having florets of different
sexes in the same flower-head. Brande.

HET'E-RO-GENE,a. [trepos and yivug-] Of another kind;
dissimilar ;_heterogeneous. B. Jonson.

HET-E-RP-GE'NE-AL, a. Heterogeneous. Bacon.

HET-E-Rp-9E'Ni?-AL-NESS,* 7?. Heterogeneity. Booth.

HET-E-RP-^E-NE'-I-TY, n. Heterogeneousness ; opposition
of nature; contrariety or dissimilitude of qualities. Boyle.

||nET-E-Rp-GE'NE-ous, [het-e-r9-je'ne-us, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. ;

het-e-ro-je'nyus, E. F. ; het-e-rg-ge'nyus, S.] a. Of a dif-

ferent kind
; opposed to homogeneous; unlike each other;

opposite or dissimilar in nature.

[|HET-E-Rp-GE'NE-pCs-LY,* ad. In a heterogeneous man-
ner. Johnson.

!!HET-E-Rp-GE'NE-pCs-NESS, n. Dissimilitude in nature.

HET-E-RON'v-MoDs,* a. Having a different name. Watts.

HET-E-RP-OU'SIAN,*
j
a. Having a different nature. Cud-

HET-E-Rp-oO'sipys,* \
worth.

HET-E-ROP'A-THY,* n. (Med.) Same as allopathy; the op-
posite of homoeopathy. Scudamore.

HET'E-Rp-p6D,* 71. An order of gasteropods. Brande.

HET-E-ROP'TJCS,* n. pi. False optics. Spectator.

HET-E-R5s'ciAN, (het-e-rosh'fin) a. [crsp <? andavud.] Hav-
ing the shadow, at noon, always one way. Gregory.

HET-E-ROS'CIAN, (het-e-rosh'an) n. One of those whose
shadows, at noon, are always in one direction, that is,

always either north or south.

HET'E-RO-ZITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing phos-
phoric acid and iron. Dana.

HET'MAN,* n. The chief commander of the Cossacks.

Ency.'
HEO'LAND-lTE,*7i. (Min.) A species of zeolite. Dana.

HEW, (hu) v. a. [i. HEWED; pp. HEWING, HEWN or HEWED.]
To cut with an axe or other edged instrument; to hack;
;to chop ;

to form laboriously ; to cut and form regularly,
as timber.

.'HEW, (hu) w. Destruction by cutting down. Spenser.

fHEWED,* (hud) or HEWN,* (him) p. from Hew. See HEW.
HEW'ER, (hu'er) n. One who hews or cuts.

rHEw'noLE,* 71. A name applied to a large woodpecker.
.-Booth.

HEX-A-cXp'sy-LAR,* a. (Bot.} Having six seed-vessels.
Ash.

dx'A-HORD, (hSks'a-kord) n. [?f and xapfo] (Mus.) A
progression of six notes ; a concord called a sixth.

HEX-A-DAc'TY-LPtJS,* a. Having six toes or fingers. Smart.

HEX'ADE,*/!, A series of six. Smart.

HEX'A-GON, n. [c and ycoi/fa.] (Oeom.) A figure of six
sides and six angles.

HEX-XG'P-NAL, a. Having six sides or angles.
HEX-XG'P-NAL-LY,* ad. In the form of a hexagon. Aah.

tHEX-XG'p-NY, n. A hexagon. Bp. Bramhall.

HEX-A-GYN'E-AN,* a. (Bot.) Sixfold feminine, or having
six pistils. Lindlcy.

HEx-A-ml'DRAL,,* a. Having six sides. Knowles..

FlEX-A-HE'DRpN, 7t. [2f and Zfya.] pi. HEX-A-HE'DRA.
(Geom.)_A solid figure having six equal sides

;
a cube.

Hi:x-A-HE'ME-R6N,*n. The term of six days. Smart.

HEX-XM'E-TER, n. [Z$ and nirpov.] A verse, or line of
poetry, having six feet, either dactyls or sponaees ; the

heroic, and most important, verse among the Greeks and
Romans : a rhythmical series of six metres. Beck.

HE^-XM'E-TER, a. Having six metrical feet. Dr. Warton.

HEX-A-MET'RIC, ) a. Consisting of hexameters. Waf-
HEX-A-MET'RI-CAL, \

ton.

HEX-XN'DRI-AN,* a. (Bot.) Six-fold masculine, or having
Bix stamens. P. Cyc.

HEX-XN'DRoys,* a. (Bot.) Having six stamens
;
hexan

drian. B^ande.
HEX-XN'GV-LAR, (hegz-&ng'gu-lar) a. [ef , Gr., and angulus,

L.] PTavijig six angles or corners.

HEX'A-PED,* a. Having six feet
; hexapod. Smart.

HEX'A-PED, n. [Z, Gr., and pedes, L.] The space of six
feet

; a fathom. Cockcram.

HEX-A-PET'A-LOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having six petals. OraW.
IlEX-A-pHYL,'Lous,*a. (Bet.) Having six leaflets. Crabb.

HEX'A-PLAR,* a. Sextuple. Smart.

HEX'A-PLA,* n. [L.] The combination of six versions
of the Old Testament by Origen, viz., the Septuagint,
Aquila, Theodotion, Symmachus, one found at Jericho,
and another at Nicopolis. P. Cyc. Written hexaple by
Brande.

HEX'A-POD, n. [E and TTO'^-J.] An animal with six feet.

Ray.
HEX'A-POD,* a. Having six feet

; hexaped. Smart.

HEX-XP'Q-DY,* /;. A series of six feet. Beck.

IlEX'A-sxfjeH, n. [?f and arixos-] A poem of six lines.

Seldtn.

fHEX-Xs'Ti-coN,* n. [Gr.] A poem consisting of six lines
;

hexastich. Weever.

HEX'A-STYLE, n.
[e

and orvAoj.] (Arch.) A temple or
other building having six columns in the portico or in front.

HEY, (ha) interj. An expression of joy or exhortation.

HEY, (ha) See HEYDEGUY.
HEY'DAY, (ha'da) mtcrj. An expression of frolic and exul-

tation.

HEY'DAY, (ha'da)_n.
A frolic; wildness. S!iak.

tHEY'DE-GUY,(ha'de-gi)n. The round in a dance. Spenser.

HEY^WARD, (ha'ward) n. See HATWARD.
tHI-A'TlQN, (hi-a'shun) n. [hio, L.] The act of gaping.
Browne.

Hi-A'Tys, n. [hiatus, L.] pi. L. al-A'TJ/s; Eng. HI-A'TVS-
E. An aperture; an opening; the effect of vowel

pounds without a consonant between them.

HI-BER'NA-CLE,* n. Quarters or shelter for winter. Smart.

HI-BER'NAL, a. [hibernus, L.] Belonging to the winter
;

wintry. Browne.

Hl'BER-NATE,* v. n. [i. HIBERNATED ; pp. HIBERNATING,
HIBERNATED.] To winter

;
to pass the winter. Darwin.

HI'BER-NAT-ING,*^. a. Passing the winter, as birds. Kirlnj.

HI-BER-NA'TION,* n. The :ict of wintering. Evelyn.
HI-BE R'NI-AN, 71. [ffibemia, the Latin name of Ireland.]
An Irishman.

HI-BER'NI-AN, a. Relating to Hibernia or Ireland.

HI-BER'NI-AN-IM,* n. An Hibernian or Irish phrase or id-

iom
;
hibernicism. Ed. Rev.

HI-BER'Ni-cTM, n. An IrishJdiom or mode of speech.
HI-BER'NI-CIZE,* v. a. To render into the language or id-

iom of the Irish. West. Rev.

HI-BER-NI-ZA'TION,*W. The act of hibernating ;
hiberna-

tion. Dr. Buckland.

HI-Bfs'cvs,* n. [L.] (But.) A genus of plants of the mul-
vaceous order, with large, showy flowers. Brande.

Hjfc'ci-usDdc-Ti-ux,(hik'she-us-dok'she-us)n. [corrupt-
ed from Hie est doctus.] A cant word fora juggler.

PUC'COUGH, (hik'kupor hik'kSf) [Mk'kup, S. .I.E. F. K. ;

hik'kup or hik'kof,' W. Ja. Sm. ; hik'kof, P.] n. A spas-
modic affection of the diaphragm and glottis ;

a convul-
sive sob or cough. Written also hicknp and hiccup.
See HICKUP.

IIHic'couGH, (hik'kup) v. n. To utter a hiccough; to sob
with convulsion of the diaphragm and glottis.

HICK'HALL,* n. A little spotted woodpecker. Booth.

HIcK'o-RY,* 7i. A tree of several species, of tha walnut ge-
nus

;
a large walnut-tree. Farm. Ency.

HIC'KVP, ?'. n. [corrupted from hiccough.} Hiccough. Jfu-

dibras. It is commonly so pronounced, and often so

spelled.
FflCK'WALL. / 71. A bird ; a species of small woodpecker;
HlCK'WAY, J

hickhall. Chambers.

Hl'D, i. & p. from Hide. See HIDE.

III'DAGE, n. An English tax formerly laid on every hide of
land.

Ilf-DXL'Gd, n. [Sp.] A Spanish nobleman. Terry.

HID'DEN, (hld'dn) p. from Hide. See HIDE.

HI'D'DEN-LY, (hid'dn-le) ad. Privily; secretly. Cotgrave.

FID'DEN-NESS,* n. State of being hidden. Wm. Law. [R.]

HIDE, v. a. [i.
HID

; pp. HIDING, HIDDEN or HID.] To se-

crete
;
to conceal ;

to withhold or withdraw from sight or

knowledge; to cover; to shelter; to screen.

HIDE, u. n. To lie hid : to be concealed. Pope.

HIDE,* v. a. [i. HIDED; pp. HIDING, HIDED.] To beat.

Palmer. [Vulgar.]
HIDE, 71. The skin of an animal either raw cr dressed : a

measure or quantity of land variously stated from 60 to

120 acres.

HIDE'-AND-SEEK', n. A play among children, in which
some hide themselves, and another seeks them. Swift.

HIDE'BOUND, a. Having the skin close; applied to a horse

when his skin cannot be pulled up or raised from his ribs

and back: applied to trees when the bark wil! not give

I E I O u ; X, fi, f, 6, C, Y, short; A, E, j, p, y, Y> c&sctire. FARE, FAR, FAsT, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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way to the growth ; harsh ; untractable
; niggardly. Mil-

ton.

IIIIiD'E-ous, [hTd'e-us, P. J. Ja. Sm. R. ; hid'yus, S. E. F.

K. ; hid'e-us or h'id'je-us, W.} a. [hideux, Fr.j Horrible ;

dreadful ; shocking ; detestable; ghastly; grim ; frightful.

HID'E-OUS-LY, ad. In a hideous manner; horribly.

HID'E-OUS-NESS, n. Horribleness ; dreadfulness.

IID'ER, n. One who hides.

HID'ING, TJ. Concealment; act of hiding: a beating.

HID'ING-PLACE, n. A place of concealm nt. Shuckford

HIE, (hi) v. n. To hasten ; to go in haste. Spenser. [R.]

fHlE, (hi) n. Haste
; diligence. Chaucer.

HI'E-RARjeH, n. [ff/;<5j and dpxi).] The chief or ruler of a
sacred order.

HI'E-RAR-jeHAL, a. Belonging to a hierarchy. Milton.

HI-E-RAR'jBHi-CAL, a. Relating to a hierarchy or a hierarch
;

hierarchal. Abp. Bancroft.

HI-E-RAR'HJ-CAL-LY,* ad. In a hierarchical manner. Kelly.

Hi'E-RAR-jBHisM,* n. Hierarchical principles or power.
Kelly.

HI'E-RAR-jeHy, (hi'e-rar-ke) n. A kingdom or government
of sacred beings; the priesthood; an ecclesiastical gov-
ernment

;
an ecclesiastical establishment.

HI-E-RAT'IC,* a. Sacred; employed in sacred uses:

noting characters in writing, which give imperfect rep-
resentations of visible objects. Sharpe.

HI-E-ROC'RA-CY,* n. A sacred government; a government
by the priesthood ; hierarchy. Southey.

HI'E-RP-GLYPH, (hl'e-r9-glif) n. An emblem; a hiero-

glyphic.

HI'E-RP-GLYPH,* v. a. To represent with hieroglyphics.
EC. Rev.

Hl-E-Rp-GLYPH'lC, 71. [Iep6s and yAti^M.] pi. HI-E-Rp-
GLYPH'ICS. Sculpture-writing, or picture-writing, con-

sisting of figures of animals, plants, and other material

objects, such as are found sculptured or painted on

Egyptian obelisks, temples, and other monuments.
HI-E-Rp-GLYPH'ic, ) a. Relating to hieroglyphics ;

Hl-E-Rp-GLYPH'l-CAL, j
emblematical.

HI-E-RP-GLYPH'I-CAL-LY, ad. Emblematically.
HI-i-ROG'LY-PHisf,* n. One versed in hieroglyphics. Sir

H. Davy.
HI'E-Rp-GRXM, 7i. [lt?6f and ypapua.] A species of sacred

writing.
HI-E-RO-GRAM-MXT'JC, a. Expressive of holy writing.
HI-E-RP-GRXM'MA-TIST, n. A writer of hierograms ;

one
versed in hieroglyphics.

HI-E-ROG'RA-PIIER,* n. A writer of, or one versed in,

_hierography. Bailey.

Hl-E-Rp-GRAPH'jc, ) a. Relating to hierography ;
de-

Hi-E-Rp-GRAPH'i-CAL, j noting sacred writing.

HI-E-ROG'RA-PHY, n. [Upo's and yp0w.] Sacred writing.

HI-E-ROL'A-TRV,* n. The worship of saints or things sa-

cred. Coleridge. [R.]

HT-E-ROL'p-GisT,* n. One who is versed in hierology. Fo.

Qjt. Rev.

HI-E-ROL'p-GY, n. [Ifp6; and \6yo$.] A discourse on sa-

cred things.
Hl'E-RO-MAN-CY, [hi'e-ro-man-se, Ja. K. Sm. Todd, Crabb ;

hl-e-rom'an-se, Wb.] n. [Icpo/ia^Tefa.] Divination by sac-

rifices.

Hl-ER'p-PIlXNT, or HI'E-RO-PHANT, [hl-er'o-fant, W.
Johnson; hl'e-r9-fant', S. K. Sm.] n. [fspo^ayrijsj One
who expounds mysteries or sacred things ;

a priest. Hale.

HI-E-Rp-PHXN'Tfc,* a. Belonging to an hierophant. Ash.

HlG'GLE, (hig'gl) v. -n. \i. HIGGLED; pp. HIGGLING, HIG-

GLED.] To carry about provisions and offer them for sale
;

to peddle ;
to chaffer

;
to be hard in a bargain.

HiG'GLE-DY-PiG'GLE-DY,a</. In confusion, like the goods
in a higgler's basket. [Vulgar.]

HtG'GLER, 7i. One who higgles; one who carries about

goods and sells from door to door. South.

HIG'GLING,* n. The practice of one who higgles. Smith.

HIGH, (hi) a. Long upwards ; rising above from the sur-

face; elevated in place, in rank, in condition, in impor-
tance, in price, in antiquity, in sentiment, in strengthen
power, in intellectual power : exalted

; lofty ; tall
; no-

ble
; proud; great: violent; full; difficult; exorbitant;

dear; severe; tempestuous; loud; full; high-sounding;
zealous; strenuous; earnest; not moderate

;
not low.

Hia-li and dry, (Naut.") used to denote the situation of a

shfp that is run aground, and to be seen on the beach.

To be on high ropes, to be in a passion or greatly excited.

High'is much used in composition.

HIGH, (hi) ad. Aloft ;
aloud ; powerfully ;

in a great or

high degree; profoundly. On high, above ; .aloft :

[aloud. Spenser.]

(HIGH, (hi) v. n. To hasten. See HIE.

HIGH'-AIMED, (hl'amd) a. Having lofty or grand designs.

HIGH'-ARCIIED, (hl'archt) a. Having lofty arches. May.
HIGH'-AS-PIR'ING, (hl'as-pir'ing) a. Having great views.

HIGH'-BAT-TLED,* a. Renowned in battle or war. Shak.

HIGH'-BEAR-ING,* a. Courageous ; haughty. Ash.

HIGH'-BLEST', (hl'blest) a. Supremely happy. Milton.

HIGH'-BLOWN, (hl'bl<5n) a. Swelled with wind ;
inflated.

HIGH'-BOAST-JNG,* a. Making great pretensions. Dyer.
HIGH'-BORN, (hl'born) a. Of noble or high extraction.

HfGH'BbGND,* v. n. To leap aloft. Thomson.

HIGH'BRED,* (hl'bred) a. Of high or genteel education.

Sidney.

HiGH'-BROWED,*(hI'brbGd)a. Having high brows. Moore.

HIGH'-BUILT, (hl'bllt) a. Of lofty structure; elevated.

HIGH'-CHURCH,* n. That part of the Episcopal church that
maintains the highest notions respecting episcopacy, the

authority of bishops, &c. Addison.

HIGH'-CHURCH,* a. Strenuous for episcopal authority.
It is applied to those principles which tend to exalt epis-

copal authority and ecclesiastical power, and to the parties

_which embrace them. Addison.

HIGH'-CHURCH'IM,* n. The principles of high-church-
men. CA. Ob.

HIGH'-CHURCH'MAN,* n. One who has high notions re-

specting episcopacy, and also the ceremonies, discipline,
and authority of the church. Brit. Crit.

HIGH'-C LIMB-ING, (hl'kllm-jng) a. Ascending aloft.

HIGH'-COL-ORED, (hl'kul-lurd)a. Of deep or glaring color.

HlGH'-CQM-iviis'siON,* (-mi'sh'un) n. A court in vested with

high authority, formerly existing in England. Milton.

HiGH'-CoK'sTA-BLE,* . An officer of police, in some cit-

ies. Bouvier.
'

HiGH'-CREST-ED,*ffl. Having a high crest. Jlsh.

HIGH'-DAY, (hi'da) a. Fine ; befitting a holiday. Shak.

HiGH'-DE-slGN'iNG, (lu'de-sln'jng) a. Having great

^chemes.
HlGH'-EM-B5wED', (hi'em-bod') a. Having lofty arches.

HIGH'-EIV-GEN'DERED, (hl'eq-jen'derd) a. Of high ori

gin. Shak.

HIGH'-FED, (hi'fed) a. Pampered. ISEstrange.
HiGH'-FiiED-iNG,* n. Luxury in diet. Pope.

HiGH'-FiN-iSHED,* (-jsht) a. Finished with great care

Cowper.
HTGII'-FLAM-ING, a. Throwing the flame to a great height.

HIGH'-FLA-VQRED,* (-vurd) a. Having a high flavor.

Young.
HIGH'-FLI-ER, n. One who is of extravagant opinions.

HIGH'-FLOWN, (hl'flon) a. Elevated; proud; turgid; ex-

travagant.
HiGll'-FLDsHED, (hi'flusht) a. Elevated; elated. Young.
HIGH'-FLY-ING, a. Extravagant in claims or opinions.

HIGH'-GAZ-ING, a. Looking upwards. More.

HIGH'-GO-JNG, a. Going at a great rate. Massinger.
HIGH'-GROWN, (hl'gron) a. Of high growth.
HIGH'-HAND'ED,* a. Arbitrary; oppressive; unreasona-

ble. Martineau.

HIGH'-HEAPED, (hl'hept) a. Raised into high piles.

HIGH'-HEART-ED, rhl'hirt-ed) a. Full of heart or courage.

HIGH'-HEELED, (I)I'hCld) o. Having the heel much raised.

HlGH'-HUNG, (hl'hung) a. Hung aloft. Dryden.
HIGII'LAND, (hi'land) n. A mountainous region.

HIGHLAND,* a. Relating to the highlands. Scott.

HIGH'LAND-ER, n. An inhabitant of the highlands, par-

ticularly of Scotland
;
a mountaineer.

HIGH'LANU-I'SH, a. Relating to highlands.
HIGH-LI'FT',* v. a. To raise or lift aloft. Cowper.

HIGH'LY, (hi'le) ad. In a high degree or manner; aloft;

roudly ; arrogantly ; ambitiously ;
with esteem.prou

HIGH'-:
jjy ;

\

ME'T-TLED, (hi'met-tld) a. Proud or ardent of^pirit.

HIGH'-MIND-ED, a. Proud
; arrogant. Rom. xi. Elevated

;

noble; honorable. Dr. Th. Arnold. j)^r The modern use
of this word is most commonly in a good sense.

HIGII-MIND'ED-NESS,* n. Quality of being high-minded.
C. W. Jolmson.

HIGH'MOST, (hl'most) a. Highest; topmost. Shak.

HIGH'NESS, (hl'nes) n. The state of being high ;
elevation ;

loftiness; dignity of nature ;
excellence: the style or

title of princes, formerly of kings.

HIGH'-PLACED, (hl'plast)a. Elevated in situation or rank.

HIGH'-PRESS-URE,* (hl'presh-ur) n. A pressure which ex-

ceeds that of a single atmosphere, which is equal to 15

pounds on the square inch. Hamilton.

HIGH'-PRIEST,*TI. The chief priest among the Jews. JVezc-

ton.

HlGH'-PRlEST-sil}P,*7i. The office or state of a high priest
More.

HIGH'-PRTN'CI-PLED, (hl'pr!n'se-pld) a. Extravagant in

jiotions. Swift. Of elevated or honorable principles.

HIGH'-PROOF,* a. Very strong; rectified to a high degree,
as brandy.

HIGH'-PROOF,* ad. To the utmost degree. Shak.

HlGH'-RAiED, (hl'razd) a. Raised aloft ; elevated.

HIGH'-REACH-ING, a. Reaching upwards ; ambitious; as-

piring. _
HIGH'-REARED, (hl'rerd) a. Of lofty structure. Shak.

HlGH'-RED, (hl'red) a. Deeply red. Boyle.

HIGH'-RE-PENT'ED, a. Repented of to the utmost. Shale.

HIGH'-RE-OLVED', (hl're-zolvd') a. Resolute; firm.

HiGH'-RiGGED,*(hI'rigd/a. Furnished with high rigging.
Ash.
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,* 7i. A public road or passage. Smollett.

HIGH'-ROOFED, (hl'roft) a. Having a lofty roof. Milton.

HIGH'-SEA,* 7i. Very strong, high waves
; a heavy sea.

Crabb.

HIGH'-SEA-?ONED, (hi'sS-znd) a. Piquant to the palate.
HIG II'-SEAT-ED, a. Fixed above. Milton.

HlGH'-SHOUL-DERED,* (-derd) a. Having high shoulders
GuLdsnuth.

HIGH'-SIGHT-ED, (hi'sit-ed) a. Always looking upwards.
HiGH'-spAR-iNG,*a. Soaring to a great height. Shak.

HiGH'-soOND-iNG,*a. Making a loud noise or sound. Con-
greve.

HlGH'-splR-lT-ED, a. Bold; daring; proud; insolent.

HIGH'-STOM-ACHEB, (hl'stum-akt) a. Obstinate; lofty.
Sliak.

HiGH'-STRiiNG,* a. Strung to a full tone or a high pitch ;

high-spirited ; proud ; obstinate. Thomson.

HiGH'-SWELL-iNG, a. Swelling to a great height.
HIGH'-SWOLN, a. Swoln to the utmost. Shak.

fHiGHT, (hit) v. &. p. defective, (" used in a very peculiar
way for some of the passive tenses, without the addition
of am or was." JVarcf.) Am named

;
is named

; to be
named

;
was named ; named. Spenser.

jHiGHT, (hit) v. a. To promise ;
to intrust

;
to direct. Spen-

ser. On hight, ad. Aloud. Spenser.

HlGH'-TAST-Ei>, a. Gustful
; piquant. Denham.

jHiGHTH, (hith) n. Height. Milton. See HEIGHT.
HIGH'-TONED,* (-tond) a. Having a high tone or strong
sound ; thorough ; decided

;
stanch

;
firm. Johnson.

HIGH'TOP,* n. The summit of a ship. Shak.

HIGH'-TOW-ERED, (hl'tbu-erd) a. Having lofty towers.

HiGH'-Tow-ER-iNG,* a. Soaring aloft. Milton.

HiGH'-TREA'ON,*(hI'trS'zn)7i. (Law} Treachery or trea-
son against the sovereign or supreme government of a na-
tion. Crabb.

tHiGH'-AacED, (hl'vlst) a. Enormously wicked. Shak.

HIGH'-VOICED,* (-vblst) a. Having a strong tone of voice.
Jodrell.

HIGH'-WA'TER, n. The utmost flow of the tide
; high tide.

HiGH'-WA/TER-MARK,*n. The line or mark made on the
shore by the tide, when it is at its greatest height. Crabb.

HIGH-WAY', (hl-wa') n. A great road
;
a public road ; an

open way.
IfiGH'WAY-MAN, (hl'wa-man) [hi'wa-man, S. W. P. J. E.

F. Ja. Sm. ; lil'wa'man, K. Wb.] n. One who robs on the

highway ;
a robber

;
a footpad.

HiGH'wAY-RoB'BER,* 71. One who robs on the highway.
Ash.

HlGH'WAY-RoB'BER-Y,* n. Robbery committed on the

highway, dsh.

HiGH'-wiT-TED,* a. Possessed of great wit. Shale.

HIGH'-WROUGHT, (hl'riwt) a. Agitated to the utmost.
Shale. Accurately finished; nobly labored. Pope.

HiG'LA-PER, n. An herb. Ainsworth.

fHiL/A-RATE, 13. a. To exhilarate. Cockeram.

Hl-LA'RI-ou'S,* a. Full of hilarity ; gay; merry. Dickens.

Hi-LXR'j-Ty, n. Mirth
;
cheerfulness

; jovially , merriment ;

gayety.
HlL'A-Ry, a. (Law} Noting a term of holding courts in

England, beginning on or about the 23d of January, the
time of the festival of St. Hilary.

HILD, n. [liild, Sax.] A lord or lady: so K'ddcbert is a no-
ble ford, Mathild an heroic lady. Gibson.

tfliLD'iNG, 7i. A paltry, cowardly man ;
a base woman. Shak.

HlLE,*n. (Bot.) See'HiLUM.
HILL, n. An elevation of ground less than a mountain.
HILL, v. a.

[i. HILLED ; pp. HILLING, HILLED.] To form hills
or small elevations of earth, [f To cover. Gower.~\

HILLED, (hil'led or hlld) a. Having hills. Bp. Hurd.
HIL'LI-NESS,* n. The state of being hilly. Perry.
HIL'LING, n. A covering ;

an accumulation.
HIL'LOCK, n. A little hill.

HiL'LQCK-y,* a. Abounding with hiliocks. Jlsh.

HiLL'-SlDE,* 71. The side or slope of a hill. JUilton.

HiLL'-SLOPE,* n. The slope or declivity of a hill. Phillips.
HiLL'-ToP,* n. The top or summit of a hill. Milton.

HIL'LY, a. Full of hills
; unequal in surface

; lofty.

HILT, n. A handle, particularly of a sword. Shak.

HlLT'ED, a. Having a hilt.

HiL-TER-SKlL'TER,* ad. See HELTER-SKELTER.
Hl'LVM,* 71. (Bot.) The scar left upon a seed when it is

separated from the placenta, as in the bean. P. Cyc.
HIM, pron. The objective of He.

HIM-SELF', pron., in the nominative or objective case. He or
him: used emphatically and reciprocally. By himself,
alone ; unaccompanied.

HIN, n. A Hebrew or Jewish measure of five quarts.
HIND, a. [comp. HINDER; sup. HINDMOST or IHINDERMOST.]
Backward

; contrary in position to the face. Ray.
HIND, n. The female of the si-is: a seivant; a peasant; a

boor ;
a rustic.

HiND'Bj;R-ny, n. A sort of raspberry. Brockett.

HINU'BOW,* H. The cantel of a saddle. Booth.

HINU'CALF,* n. A hart of the first year. Crabb.

HTN'DER, v. a. [i. HINDERED ; pp. HINDERING, HINDERED.]
To prevent ; to oppose ;

to thwart
; to retard

;
to embar-

rass
;
to obstruct ;

to stop ; to impede.
HIN'DER, v. n. To raise obstacles

;
to cause impediment.

HIND'ER, a. On the rear or back side. See HIND.
HlN'DER-ANCE, n. Anything that hinders; impediment;

stop; obstruction. Often written hindrance.

HiN'DER-ER, n. He or that which hinders.

fHlND'ER-LlNG, Ti. A paltry, worthless animal. Callandcr.

HIND'ER-MOST, a. Hindmost. Genesis. [R.] See HIND
HIND'HXND,* n. The hinder part of a horse. Booth.

HlND'MOST, a.; superl. of Hind. The last; that comes in
the rear. Shak.

HIN-D66', n.;pl. HlN-Ddd?'. An aboriginal native of Hin-
dostan.

HIN-DOO'ISM,* TI. The system or religion of the Hindoos.
Bp. D. Wilson.

HIN-DQS-TAN'EE,* n. The language of the Hindoos. Mack-
intosh.

HIN-DQS-TXN'EE,* ) a. Relating to the Hindoos or Hindos-

HIN-DQS-TXN'Y,* \
tan. Mackintosh.

HlN'DRANCE, *. See HINDERANCE.
fHlNG,* v. n. Formerly used for hang. Machin.

HINGE, (hinj)n. The joint upon which a gate or door turns;
that on which something depends: one of the cardinal

points, Eust, West, North, and South. To be off the

hinges, to be in a state of disorder.

HINGE, (hinj) v. a. [i. HINGED ;pp. HINGING, HINGED.] To
furnish with hinges ;

to bend as a hinge. Shak.

HINGE, (hinj) v. n. To turn as upon a hinge ;
to hang.

HlNK,* n. A hook or twibill for reaping. London.

}mN'N
ATE

'

j

v" n' lhinnio >
L

-]
To neig- B- Jonson.

HiN'NY,* TI. The offspring of a stallion and a she-ass; a
mule. Booth.

HINT, v. a.
[i.

HINTED
; pp. HINTING, HINTED.] To bring to

mind by a slight mention or remote allusion ; to suggest ;

to intimate
;
to mention imperfectly. To hint at, to al-

lude to
;
to touch slightly.

HINT, TI. _Slight mention; remote allusion; intimaticn.

HlNT'-KEEp-ER,*n. One who furnishes hints. Butler. [R.]

HIP, n. The joint of the thigh ;
the haunch

;
the flesh of

the thigh : the fruit of the brier or dogrose ; hep :

a piece of timber forming the angle of a hip-roof. To
have on the hip, to have an advantage over. Shak. To
smite hip and thigh, to overthrow completely. Judges xv.

HIP, v. a.
[i. HIPPED; pp. HIPPING, HIPPED.] To sprain or

dislocate the hip. Shak. To render hypochondriac or

melancholy. Smart. [Colloquial.] See HVP.
Hip. interj. Used in calling. JKnsworth.

Hip'GofJT,* n. The sciatica, or gout in the hip. Hamilton.

fHiP'HALT, a. Lame. Gower.

HIP'-HOP, ad. With a hopping gait: reduplication of hop.

Hip'pACE,*n. The rennet of a colt
;
cheese made of mare's

milk. Crabb.

HIPPED, (hlpt) a. Melancholy. Green. [Colloq.] (Arch.)
A roof is said to be hipped when the ends present a slop-

ing surface, in the same degree with the sides. Such a
roof is called a hipped roof or a hip-roof.

HlP'PISH, or HYP'PJSH, a. [from hypochondria.'] Melan-

choly ; dejected ; hypochondriacal. Byron. [Colloquial.]
rT>/r>/-> nXiwn rr x.,~.

/;rof> j ^ sea-horse. Browne.
A sort of fish ;

the sea-horse. Hil

j.] A fabulous mor
ster, half horse and half man.

HlP'pp-CRXs, TI. [quasi vinum Ilippocratis, L.] A
cated or spiced wine. King.

HIP-POC'RA-TE'-SLEEVE, n. A sort of bag made by join-

ing the two opposite angles of a square piece of flannel
;

used to strain sirups and decoctions. Quincy.

HIP-POC'RA-TI^M, n. The philosophy or medical sys lt.,,

of Hippocrates, the ancient Greek physician. Chambers.

H!p'pQ-DAME,n. A sea-horse. Spenser. See HIPPOPOTAMUS.

HIp'pp-DROME, n. [tn-7ro and (!/><5/^j.]
A course for char-

iot and horse races.

Hlp'pp-GRlFF, n. [ITTTTOJ and y//vi//.]
A winged horse. Mil-

ton.

Hip'pp-LlTH,* n. A stone found in a horse's stomach.
Smart.

Hlp'pQ-MANE,* n. [hippomanes, L.] An excrescence on
the forehead of a foal, said to be devoured by the mother

;

a philter or charm. Dryden. A plant ; a tree.

HIP-PO-PA-THOL'Q-GY,* n. Pathology of the horse
;
veter-

inary medicine. Dunglison.
HIP-POPH'A-GOUS,* a. Feeding on horses. Smart.

Hip-POPH'A-Gy,*7i.The act of feeding on horse-flesh. Booth.

HlP-PQ-POT'A-MUS, n. [L. ; "imrns and 7ror//xos.] pi. L.

HlP-PO-P&T'A-Ml; Eng. HIP-PQ-POT'A-MUS-E?. (Zool.)
The river-horse, a large, aquatic, pachydermatous animal,
which inhabits the rivers of Africa.

HIP'PQ-PUS,* TI. A genus of acephalous mollusks. Brande.

HIP-PU'RIS,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the mare's-tail.

'Crabb.
'_

Hlp'PU-RiTE,* n. A species of extinct mollusk. Brande.

cuoiy ; uejecieu ; iiypociionur
HIp'PQ-CAMP, TI. [imroxauiros.]
HiP-PQ-cXM'pys,*7i. [L.l Asor
HI'P-BQ-CEN'TAUR, n. [Jjrrwcli
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HI'P'-ROOF,* n. A roof whose ends slope in the same de-

gree as the sides, frauds.

Hi'p'snoTjO. Sprained or dislocated in the hip. IS Estrange.
HlP'TJLE,* n. A tile for covering a hip or ridge. Francis.

HTP'TREE,* . A shrub; the dogrose. Crabb.

HiP/WORT, (hip'wurt) n. A plant. Ainsworth.

|HiR, pron. Old and obsolete word for their. Todd.

HIR'CIC,* a. (Client.') Noting an acid obtained from hircine.

Ure.

HIR'CJNE,* n. (C&em.) A liquid, fatty substance contained
in the oleine of mutton suet. Ure.

HIRE, v. a. [i. HIRED ; pp. HIRING, HIRED.] To procure for

temporary use at a certain price; to engage to temporary
service for wages; to bribe

;
to engage for pay: to let,

and, in this sense, often followed by out.

HIRE, n. Recompense for the use of a thing; wages paid
for service

;
allowance

; stipend ; pay ; salary.

HiRE'LESS,a. Without hire; not rewarded. Davenant. [R.]
HIRE'LING, n. One who serves for wages ;

a mercenary.
HIRE'LJNG, a. Serving for hire; venal

; mercenary.
HIR'ER, n. One who hires.

HIR'SEL,* n. A Scotch term for herd. London.

HIRST, . See HURST.

HIR-SUTE', a. [hirsutus, L.] Hairy; rough ; rugged j shag-
gy; coarse.

HIR-SUTE'NESS, n. Hairiness; roughness. Burton.

HJ-RtJN'plNE,* n. A swallow. Gent. Mag.
Hf-RUN'Dd,* n. (Ornith.) A genus of birds, comprehend-
ing swallows, swifts, and martins. Hamilton.

Hi', (hiz) pron. possessive, or the possessive case of he. Of
him

; belonging to him.

H}-siN'jSER-lTE,* n. (Jtfm.) A mineral containing oxide of
iron. Dana.

His-plN'j-ciM,* 7t. A Spanish phrase or idiom. Ed. Rev.

HIs'piD, a. [hispidus, L.] Rough; having stiff hairs or
bristles. More.

Hiss, v. n. [kissen, D.] [i. HISSED
; pp. HISSING, HISSED.]

To utter the sound of the letter s, or a noise like that of
a serpent ; to express contempt or dislike.

Hiss, v. a. To condemn by hissing ;
to explode ;

to follow
with hisses.

Hiss, n. The sound of the letter s , the voice of a serpent ;

censure
; expression of contempt.

Hfss'iNG, n. The noise of a serpent, &c.
;
a hiss.

HISS'ING-LY, ad. With a hissing sound. Sherwood.

HIsT, interj. Commanding silence
; hush. Milton.

His'TE_R,*n. (Ent.) A genus of coleopterous insects. Brande.

tHis-TO'RI-AL, a. Historical. Chaucer.

HIS-TO'RI-AN, n. [historicus, L.] A writer of facts and
events ;

a writer of history ; one versed in history.
His-TO'Rl-AN-iivi,*7j. duality ofan historian. Museum. [R.]
HIS-TOR'IC, ) a. Relating to history ; containing histo-

HIS-TOR'I-CAL, j ry ; giving an account of facts and
past events.

HIS-TOR'I-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of history.

fHis'TQ-RiEb, (hls't9-rjd) a. Recorded in history.
THls-T5'Ri-ER, n. An historian. Martin.

Hf's-Td'Ri-ETTE',* n. [Fr.j A pretty story; a tale; a
novel. Casket.

tHjs-TOR'i-FY, v.a. To relate ; to record in history. Sidney.

Hls-TO-Rl-6G'RA-PHER, n. [toropia and j/,od(6w.] A pro-
fessed historian.

Hls-TO-Ri-0-GRAPH'j-CAL,,* a. Relating to historiography.
CA. Ob.

HIS-TO-RI-OG'RA-PHV, n. The art or employment of an
historian.

tHls-Td-RJ-5l/o-GY, n. [toropia and Adj/oj.] A treatise on
history. Cockeram.

His'TO-RY, n. [ioTopta, Gr.
; historia, L.] A narrative of past

events ; an account of facts, particularly of facts respect-

ing nations and states; narration; relation
;
the knowl-

edge of facts. Civil or political history, the history of
states and empires. Ecclesiastical history, the history of
the Christian church. Sacred history, the historical part
of the Scriptures. Profane histonj, history as written by
uninspired authors; another term for civil history.
Natural history, the history of all the productions of na-

ture, animal, vegetable, and mineral.

tHTs'TO-RY,*_?i. a. To record ; to relate.. Shak.

HTs'Tp-RY-PAiNT'iNG,* n. The art of representing histori-

cal subjects by the pencil. Guardian.

Hls'TO-Ry-PiECE, 7i. A picture representing a real event.

Pope.

tHls'TRI-ON, n. [histrio, L.] A player. Cockeram.

HTfs-TRl-ON'ic, ) a. Relating to or befitting the stage or

HIS-TRI-ON'I-CAL, \
a player; theatrical; pantomimic.

Hts-TRJ-ox'i-CAL-LY, ad. In a histrionic manner.

HIS'TRJ-QN-TSM, 77. Theatrical representation. Browne.

tHi's'TRi-ON-IZE,* v. a. To personate an actor. Sir T.

Urquhart.
HlTjW. a. [hitte, Dan.] [i. HIT

; pp. HITTING, HIT.] To strike
;

to touch as a mark
;
not to miss

;
to reach

;
to beat

;
to

dash; to suit; to touch properly. To hit off, to deter-
mine luckily ;

to represent or describe happily.

HIT, v. n. To clash
; to chance luckily ;

not to miss
;
to

succeed ; to light on
; to agree ;

to suit.

Hi'T, n. A stroke
;
a chance

; a. lucky chance
;
a fortuitous

event
;
a well-applied blow.

HITCH, v. 7i.
[i. HITCHED;^. HITCHING, HITCHED.] To

become entangled ;
to be caught ;

to be hooked in
; to

hobble
;
to move irregularly or by jerks.

HITCH, n. A catch
; any thing that holds

; impediment.
(JVawt.) A particular kind of knot.

HITCH,* v. a. To fasten or bind to ; to tie. Jish.

HITCH'EL, n. &. v. See HATCHEL.
HiTHE,'(hIth) n. A small haven for boats.

HITH'ER, (hith'er) ad. To this place; used with verbs im-

plying motion: to this end or point. Hither and
thither, to this place and that.

HITH'ER, a.Jsuperl. hiHicrmost.} Nearer; towards this part.

HITH'ER-MOST, a. saperl. Nearest on this side.

HITH'ER-TO, ad. To this time
; yet ; till now

; thus far.

HITH'ER-WARD, ad. Towards this place ;
this way. Milton.

HiTH'ER-wARDij, ad. Same as hitherward. Shak.

HI'Ty-Tl'TY.* See HOITY-TOITY.

HIVE, n. The habitation or artificial receptacle of bees
;
the

bees in a hive : a company or society.

HIVE, v. a. [i. HIVED
; pp. HIVING, HIVED.] To put into a

hive
;
to harbor

;
to contain, as in hives.

HIVE, v. n. To reside or take shelter together. Shak.

HIVE '-BEE,* n. A bee that keeps in the hive. Lyell.

HJVE'LESS,* a. Destitute of a hive. Gascoigne.
HIV'ER, n. One who hives. Mortimer.

HiVE,* n. pi. (Med.) The croup, a disease characterized

by sonorous and suffocative breathing. Dunglison.
Eruptions on the skin. Brockett.

Hizz, v. n. To hiss. Shak. See Hiss.

Hlzz'lNG, n. A hissing or hiss. May.
Ho, interj. [eho, L.J Stop ! cease ! attend ! O ! A sudden ex-

clamation to call attention or give notice.

fH6, n. Stop ;
bound

;
limit. Harvey.

Ho, v. n. To call out. An old sea-term. See HOY. [Ho.
HOA, (ho) interj. An exclamation to give notice. Shak. See

fHoANE, 71. A fine whetstone. Cockeram. See HONE.
HOAR, (hor) a. White or gray with age ;

white with frost
j

[musty ; mouldy. Spenser.']

AR, (hor) n. Antiquity ;
hoariness. Burke. Thick

mist. London.

fHoAR, (hor) v. n. To become mouldy or musty. Shak.

HOARD, (hord) n. A store laid up in secret
;
a hidden stock

;

a treasure. Shak. A fence enclosing a house and mate-

rials, while builders are at work. Smart.

HOARD, (hord) v. a. [i.
HOARDED

; pp. HOARDING, HOARDED.]
To lay in hoards

; to husband privily ;
to store secretly j

to heap up ;
to accumulate.

HOARD, (hord) v. n. To make hoards
;
to lay up a store.

jHoAR'ED, a. Mouldy; musty. Josh. ix. 5, Matthews's
Transl.

HOARD'ER, (hord'er) n. One who hoards.

HolR'FROST, n. White frost ; congelation of dew.

HoAR'HoCND, 7i. A plant of several varieties
;
a plant

with a hoary flower; gypsywort.

HOAR'I-NESS, n. The state of being hoary.
HOARSE, (hors) a. Having the voice rough, as with a coldj
rough in sound. Shak.

HOARSE 'LY, ad. In a hoarse manner.

HOARSE'NESS, n. State of being hoarse ; roughness of voice.

HOAR'Y, (hor'e) a. White; whitish; white or gray with

age ;
white with frost ; [fmouldy ; musty. Knolles.]

HOAR'Y-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a gray head. Shak.

fHoAST, n. A cough. See HAUST.
HOAST'MAN,* n.; pi. HOASTMEN. A coal-fitter ; one of a

company of coal-dealers at Newcastle, England. Lord
Eldon.

HOAX, (hoks) n. An imposition played off as a joke; a

deception.
HOAX, (hoks) v. a. [i. HOAXED ; pp. HOAXING, HOAXED.] To
deceive in joke ;

to impose on; to cajole. [Colloquial.]
HOAX'ER,* n. One who hoaxes or deceives. Smart. [Col-

loquial.]

HOB, n. A part of a grate to keep things warm on. Smart.
A clown; a fairy ;

a spirit. Grose. [Local.]
HOB'BARD-DE-HOV', n. See HOBBLEDEHOY.
HOB'BI^M, (hob'bizm) n. The opinions of the sceptical
Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury. Skelton.

HOB'BIST, n. A follower of Hobbes. Dr. Warton.

HOB'BLE, (hob'bl) v. n. [i. HOBBLED; pp. HOBBLING, HOB-
BLED

]
To walk lamely or awkwardly upon one leg more

than the other ; to move unevenly.
HOB'BLE, (hob'bl) v. a. To perplex; to embarrass.

HOB'BL.E,?I. Uneven, awkward gait ;
a difficulty. [hobbel,

Fland., a knot.]

HOB'BLE-DE-HO?, n. [Also written hobbard-de-hoy, hob-

bety-hoy, aiid hobidehoy.] A stripling having an awkward
gait; a stripling; a lad between fourteen and twenty-
one, neither man nor boy. Tttsser.

HOB'BLER, n. One who hobbles. [hobclcr, old Fr.] A
kind of horse-soldier in Ireland who rode on a hobby.
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HSB'BLJNG-LY, ad. Awkwardly; with a halting gait.
HOB'BL Y, a. Rough ; uneven ; applied to a road. Forby.
HOB'BY, n. [hobereau, Fr.] A species of hawk. Bacon. An

Irish or Scottish horse
; a pacing horse ; a nag or riding-

horse : a boy's stick or hobby-horse : a favorite object,
pursuit, qr4 plaything.

HOB'BY-HORSE, 71. A stick on which boys get astride and
ride

;
a character in the old May-games : a favorite ob-

ject or pursuit ; a hobby.
HOB-BY-HOR'SI-CAL,* a. Relating to a hobby-horse ;

ec-

centric. Booth. [Low.]
HOB-BY-HOR'SJ-CAL-LY,* ad. Oddly ; whimsically. Booth.

HOB-GOB'LIN, n. [Hob, the goblin, i.e. Robin Goodfellow.]A fairy ;
a sprite ; a frightful apparition.

HOB'I-LER,* n. [hobeler, old Fr.] A feudal tenant who was
bound to serve as a light-horseman or bowman. Brande.

HSB'iT, ?i. A small mortar to shoot little bombs.
HOB'LIKE, a. Clownish

; boorish. Cotgrave.
HOB'NAIL, 7i. A nail used in shoeing a horse. Shak. A
clownish person, in contempt. Milton.

HOB'NAILED, (hob'nald) a. Set with hobnails. Dryden.
HOB'NOB, ad. Take or not take

;
a familiar call to recipro-

cal drinking. Shale.

HOB' PR NOB. See HOBNOB.
HO'BOY, n. A wind instrument. See HAUTBOY.
HOB'SQN'^-CHOICE, 7i. That kind of choice in which

there is no alternative ; the thing offered or nothing.
[See Spectator, No. 509.]

HOB'THRUST, n. A hobgoblin. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
HOCK, 71. The joint between the knee and the fetlock.
See HOUGH. A white Rhenish wine, from Hockheim
on the Maine, Germany.

HOCK, v. a. To disable in the hock. See HOUGH.
HOCK'A-MORE, n. Formerly the name for Hock wine.

Hudibras.

HOCK'EY, n. A holiday of harvest; harvest-home. Brande.

[Local,'Eng.]
HOCK'HERB, (hok'erb) n. The mallows; a plant.

HOC'KLE, (hok'kl) v. a. To cut the hough ;
to hough; to

hamstring. Hanmer. To mow stubble. Mason.

HOCK'TIDE,* . The second Tuesday after Easter. Crabb.

fHo'cys, or Ho'cys-PO'cys, v. a. To cheat. L'Estrange.
[Low.]

Ho'cua Po'cus,n. [from Ochus Bochus, a magician and
demon of the northern mythology.] A juggler ; a jug-
gle ; incantation

;
a cheat. Hudibras.

HOD, n. A trough in which a bricklayer carries mortar, &c.
HOD'DING-GRAY,* or HOD'DEN-GRAY,* n. A woollen

cloth, manufactured, in the farming districts in Scotland,
from the natural fleece. W. Ency.

HOD'DY-DOD'DY, n. An awkward or ridiculous person. B.
Jonson.

HoDGE'-PoDGE, n. A mixed mass : a medley of ingredients
boiled together : a commixture of lands. See HOTCH-
POT.

H5DGE'-P0D-DiNG,* n. A pudding or medley of ingre-
dients. Sfiak.

H6-Di-ER'NAL, (ho-de-er'nal) a. [hodiernus, L.1 Of td-day,
or this day.

HOD'MAN, n. ; pi. HOD'MEN. A laborer that carries mor-
tar, &c. A young scholar admitted from Westminster
school to be a student at Christ Church, Oxford. Crabb.

HOD'MAN-DOD, n. A shell-fish; the dodman
;
a shell-snail.

HOE, (ho) n. [hone, Fr.] A tool used in gardening, &c.
HOE, (ho) v. a.

[?'.
HOED

; pp. HOEING, HOED.] To dig, cut,
stir or scrape with a hoe.

HOE'ING,* n. The act of stirring the earth with a hoe.

t/Ho'FUL, a. Careful. Stapleton.

tH6'FfJL-LY, ad. Carefully. Stapleton.

HOG, 7i. [hwch, Welsh.] The general name of swine
;
a

castrated boar: in some parts of England applied to a
sheep a year old, and to some other animals. (Naut.) A
sort of scrubbing broom.

HOG, v. a. To carry on the back. Qrose. To cut the hair
short. (Naut.) To scrub the bottom of a ship. A ship
is said to hog; or to be hogged, when, from weakness of
structure, her extremities sink, so as to leave her middle
the highest.

HO'GAN-ITE,* n. (Min.) The natrolite. Dana.
Hoo'cOTE, n. A house for hogs ;

a hogsty. Mortimer.

HOG'J&ER-EL, n. A two-year-old ewe. JUnsworth. [Local.]
HOG'JGET, 7i. [hogetz, Norm. Fr.] A sheep of two years

old. Skinner. A colt of a year old. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
Hdo'jSlSH, a. Like a hog ; swinish

; brutish ; selfish.

H6G'j&lSH-LY, ad. Like a hog; greedily; selfishly. Gas-
coisne.

HoG'jettSH-NESS, 7i. Brutality ; greediness ; selfishness.

fHOGH, (ho) 7i. A hill
; rising ground ;

a cliff. Spenser.
HOG'HERD, n. One who keeps or tends hogs. Browne.
HoG'-LoOsE,* n. A milliped ;

an insect. Ash.

HO'GO, n. [corrupted from haut gout, Fr.] A bad smell
;

high flavor
; strong scent. Griffith. [Low.]

HOG'PEN,* 7. An enclosure for hogs ; a hogsty.
UOG'RING-ER, n. One who rings hogs.

. (hogz'bSn) n. The name of a plant.

HO&S'BREAD, (hogz'bred) n. A plant.

H6G$'FEN-NEL, (hogz'fen-nel) n. A perennial plant.

OGSHEAD, (hogz'hed) n. [ogshood, D.] A liquid measure
containing half a pipe, the fourth part of a ton, or sixty-
three gallons ;

a large barrel or cask.

HOG'SHEAR-JNG, n. Much ado about nothing. Dean Mar-
tin. [Ludicrous.]

HOG'LARD,* n. The tried fat of hogs. Booth.
n. A plant.

fHoG'sTEER, n. A wild boar of three years old. Cockeram.

HOG'STY, n. A house or an enclosure for hogs.
HOG'TROUGH,* or HOG'^'TROUGII, (-trof) n. A trough

in which swine feed. Oldham.

HO&'WASH, (-vvosh) 7t. Draff given to swine
;
swill.

HOG'WEED,* ?i. An annual plant ; ragweed ;
a common

weed. Booth.

HOI'DEN, (hbl'dn) n. [heyde, Teut.] A girl of rude or ill

manners
; [|a rude, ill-behaved man. Milton.]

Hoi'DEN, (hoi'dn) a. Rustic; inelegant; ill-mannered.

HOI'DEN, (hbl'dn) v. n. To romp indecently. Swift.

Hoi'DEN-iSH,* a. Rude, awkward; ill-behaved. Palmer.

fHoi'SE, (hols) v. a. [hausser, Fr.] To hoist. Raleigh. Now
written hoist.

HOIST, v. a. [i. HOISTED ; pp. HOISTING, HOISTED.] To raise

up ;
to lift up ; to heave. S/iak.

HOIST, n. A lift ; the act of raising up. Gayton. (Naut.)
The height of a flag or ensign.

j-HoiT, v. /i. [hauta, Icel.] To leap ;
to cap:^r. Beaum. 4- Ft.

HOI/TY-TOI'TV, a. [from to hoit.] Thoughtless; giddy.

interj. Noting surprise. Congreve. Written also liitijtitij.

HOL'CAD,* n. A Greek ship of burden. Smart.

IlOL'ciis,* n. A genus of grasses ; soft-grass. Farm. Ency.
HOLD, v. a. [i. HELD; pp. HOLDING, HELD 'or HOLDEN.
Held is much the more common, but huldea is generally
used in legal forms.] To have or grasp in the hand.; to

have ; to keep ;
to retain ;

to maintain as an opinion ; to

consider ;
to regard ;

to receive and keep in a vessel
;
to

contain ;
to hoop ;

to hinder from escape ; to possess ;
to

suspend ;
to stop ;

to restrain
;

to detain
;
to celebrate

;

to continue ; to support ;
to maintain

;
to occupy. To

hold forth, to offer
;
to exhibit

;
to propose. To hold in,

to restrain. To hold off, to keep at a distance. To hold

on, to continue ;
to push forward. To, hold out, to ex-

tend
;
to offer ;

to continue to do or suffer. To hold up,
to raise aloft

;
to sustain ;

to support.

HOLD, v. n. To stand
;
to be right ;

to keep its parts to-

gether; to last; to endure; to continue without varia-

tion ; to refrain
;
to adhere

;
to be dependent on

;
to de-

rive right; to think or have an opinion. To hold forth,
to harangue ;

to speak in public. To hold in, to restrain

one's self. To hold off, to keep at a distance. To hold

on, to continue ;
to proceed. To hold out, to endure

;

not to yield. To hold over, to keep or hold after the term
has expired. To hold together, to remain in union. To
hold up, to support one's self; not to be foul weather;
not to rain ;

to continue the same speed. To hold with,
to adhere to. [Shalt.

HOLD, interj. (or imperative mood.) Forbear ! stop I be still !

HOLD, n. Grasp; seizure; support; that which holds or

keeps ;
a prison ; custody ; place of custody ;

a fort, or

fortified place. (Mus.) A pause. (JVaaf.) The whole
interior cavity, or the inside of the bottom of a ship.

HoLD'BXcK, 71. Let; hind :rance. Hammond.

HOLD'ER, n. He or that which holds ;
a tenant

;
one who

holds land under another; a possessor: something to

take hold of a thing with.

HOLD'ER-FORTH, n. ; pi. HOLDEKSFORTH. An harang-
uer

;
a public speaker, in contempt or reproach.

HOLD'FAST, n. A catch ;
a hook ; support ; hold.

HOLD'ING, n. Tenure ,
hold

;
influence

; [flmrden of a song.

Shak.]

'

HOLD'STER, n. See HOLSTER.

HOLE, 7i. A cavity ;
a perforation ;

a cave
;
a hollow place ;

a cell of an animiU ;
a mean habitation.

HOLE, a. Whole. Chaucer. [Obsolete orthography.]

HOLE, v. n. [i. HOLED; pp. HOLING, HOLED.] To go into a

hole. B. Joitson.

HOLE, v. a. To form a hole ; to excavate ; to put into a hole.

HoL'l-BUT,* n. A fish. See HALIBUT.

fHoL'i-DiM, 7i. [holy dame or lady.] An ancient oath.

Shak. See HALIDOM.
HOL'I-DAY, (hol'e-da) n. [holy day.] A day of some eccle-

siastical festival; an anniversary feast : a day of guyety,

festivity, joy, or sport. The holidays are considered, in

England, to be those days, exclusive of Sundays, on

which no regular public business is transacted at pub-
lic offices. They are either fixed or variable. The vari-

able holidays are seven, viz.: Ash Wednesday, Good

Friday, Easter Monday and Tuesday, Holy Thursday,
Whit Monday and Tuesday. This word is often written

holyday. See HOLYDAY.
HOL'I-DAY,* a. Befitting a holiday ; gay; cheerful.

Hd'LJ-LY, ad. In a holy manner ; piously ;
with sanctity.
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H5'Ll-Nss, n. The state or quality of being holy ;

sancti-

ty ; piety : the title of the pope.

HOL'LAND, n. Fine linen, originally made in Holland.

Brown holland is a coarser linen.

HOL'LAND-ER, n. A native of Holland; a Dutchman.

HOL'LAND-ISH,* a. Resembling Holland. Ann. Reg.

HOL'LAND, n. A cant term for gin made in Holland.

HOL'L?N, n The holly. [Local, Eng.J See HOLLY.

HpL-LO', v. n. To cry out loudly. Shak. It in sometimes
written holla, hollow, and halloo, with the same or similar

meaning.
HPL-LO', n. A shout; a loud call. Milton.

HPL-LOA.' or HPL-LO', (h9l-lo') [hol-lo', S. W. P. J. F.;

hol-ia' or hol-16', E. ; h?l-li', Ja. ; hol'15, Sin.] interj.

[hold, Fr.] A word used in calling to any one at a dis-

tance.

HOL'LOW, (hol'lo) a. Excavated; having a void space
within

;
not solid ;

vacant ; void ; empty ; noisy, like

sound reverberated from a cavity; not faithful; not

sound
;
not sincere.

HOL'LOVV, (hol'lo) n. A cavity ;
a space between hills or

elevations ;
cavern

;
den ;

hole
; pit ;

a groove ;
canal.

HOL'LOW, (hol'lo) v. a. [i.
HOLLOWED ; pp. HOLLOWING,

HOLLOWED.] To make hollow ;
to excavate. Dryden.

HOL'LOw, or HOL-LOw',r. n. To shout; to hoot. Dryden.
See HOLLOA, and HALLOO.

HOL'LOW, ad. Wholly ; completely ; as,
" He carried it

hollow." Carr. [Vulgar.]
HOL'LOW-EYED, (hol'ty-ld) a. Having the eyes sunk.

HOL'LPW-HEART-ED, a. Dishonest; insincere.

HOL'LOW-LY, ad. With cavities ; insincerely. Sliak.

HOL'LOW-NSS, n. State of being hollow
; insincerity.

HOL'LOW-ROOT, . A plant. Jlinsworth.

HOL'LY, n. An evergreen tree, having prickly leaves and
berries generally red.

HOL'LY-HOCK, n. Rosemnllow
;
a large flowering plant.

HOL'LY-ROE, n. A scentless plant. Mnsworth.

HOLM, n. A river-island; an islet; low flat land: the

ilex, an evergreen oak.

H6LME'lTE,* (homz'It) 7i.
(Jtfi'.i.)

Called also clintonite.

Dana.
'

HOL'O-CAUST, n. [
;>Ao? and jcatw.] A whole burnt-offer-

ing ;
a sacrifice wholly consumed on the altar.

HoL'p-GRXPH, n. [oAoj and ypd-^w.] (Scottish law} A
deed or will written wholly by the grantor's or testator's

own hand.

HOL-P-GRAPH'IC,* )a. Relating to a holograph; writ-

HoL-p-GRAPH'i-CAL,* j
ten by the hand of him from

whom it comes. Chambers.

HQ-LOM'E-TER,* n. A mathematical instrument for tak-

ing measures. Crabb.

fHoLP, i. & p. from Help. Helped. Shak.

fHoLp'EN, (hol'pn)p. from Help. Helped. See HELP.

HOL'STER, n. A case for a horseman's pistol. Butler.

fHOLT, n. A wood; a grove; a forest; a hill. Chaucer.

Hd'LY, a. Good ; pious ; religious ;
devout

;
hallowed

;

consecrated to divine use
; pure ;

immaculate
;
sacred

;

divine.

HO'LY-CROSS DAY, n. The fourteenth of September.
jHo'LY-CRti-EL,* a. Cruel through holiness. Shak.

IIoL'y'-DAY, [iio!'e-da, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sin. Wb. ; ho'le-

da or hol'e-da, K.~\ n. The day of some ecclesiastical fes-

tival
; anniversary feast; a day of gayety and joy

95= This word is now more commonly written, as well

as pronounced, MVi-day ; but when it is used to denote

a day consecrated to religious service, there seems a pro-

priety in writing, and, in the solemn style, in pronouncing,
it ho'ly-day; as in the passage, "With a multitude

that kept holy-day." Ps. xlii. 4. See HOLIDAY.

HOL'Y-DAY, a. Befitting a holiday ; gay. See HOLIDAY.

Ho'LY-jSnosT', (ho'le-gost') n. The Holy Spirit.

HO'LY-ONE, (ho'le-w'un) n. One of the appellations of

the Supreme Being ;
a sacred person.

HO-LY-GR'DER^,* n. pi. The character, office, or service

by which a person is set apart or consecrated to th<

duties of a clergyman. Brit. Crit.

Ho'LY-RooD DAY, n. The old festival, called also Holy
Cross day ; the fourteenth day of September. Brands,

$3- "This word, [holy-rood,] as applied to the palace in

Edinburgh, is pronounced hory-rood." Smart.

HO'LY-STONE,* n. (Naut.) A soft, porous sort of stone uset

in ships for the purpose of scouring the decks. Crabb.

H6'LY-THiJR'DAY, (ho'le-thUrz'dfi) n. Ascension-day
the next Thursday but one before Whit Sunday.

HO'LY-WA'TER,* n. Water consecrated by a Cathol

priest. Shak.'

HO'LY-WEEK, n. Passion-week ; the week before Easter

HOM'AGE, n. [hommage, Fr.
; homagium, low L.] Servici

paid, and fealty professed to a sovereign, or a superior
obeisance ; respect.

HOM'AGE, v. a. To reverence ;
to pay honor. [R.]

HOM'AE-A-BLE, a. Subject to homage. Howell.

HOM'A-GER, n. [hommager, Fr.] One who does, or hold

by, homage. Bacon.

IOME, 7i. One's own house, dwelling, place of abode, or

country ; the place where a person or thing abides.

HOME, ad. To one's own habitation or country; close or

closely; tn the point designed. It is used in composi-
tion.

IOME,* a. Relating to one's country or dwelling-place
domestic: close ; pointed ; direct

;
severe. Paley.

IOME'BORN, a. Native; domestic; not foreign.

IdME'-BOiLVD,* a. Directed or bound homewards. Cole

idge.

IOME'BRED, a. Bred at home; native; not polished by
travel ; plain ;

rude
;
artless ; uncultivated.

IOME'-DE-PART'MENT,* n. That department of the ex-

ecutive government of a country, in which its interior

affairs are regulated. Crabb.

HOME'FELT, a. Savoring of home ; inward
; private.

IOME'-KEEP-ING, a. Staying at home. Shak.

IOME'LESS, a. Having no home.
HOME 'LIKE,* a. Resembling or like home. Ed. Rev.

IOME'LI-LY, ad. Rudely ; inelegantly ; homely. [R.]

IOME'LI-NESS, n. Plainness; rudeness; coarseness.

IOME'LY, a. Coarse
; homespun ; plain in features

;
not

beautiful ;
not fine

;
rude

;
not elegant.!

TOME 'LY, ad. Plainly; coarsely; rudely. Dryden.
IOME'LYN, (hom'ljn) n. A kind of fish. Jlinsicorth.

IOME'MADE, a. Made at home ; plain. Locke.

-lo'MER, n. A Hebrew measure of about three pints.

ip-MKR'ic,* ) a. Relating to Homer or to his style.

r!O-MER'j.-CAL,* \ Johnson.

SOME'SICK,* a. Ill by biing absent from home; desirous

to go home. Montgomery.
HOME'SICK-NESS,* n. The stats of being homesick ;

nos-

talgia. Barnes.

HOME'-SPEAK-ING, ?t. Forcible and efficacious speech.

EIoME'spiJN, a. Spun or wrought at home
; plain ;

coarse ,

rude
; homely ; inelegant. [R.]

HOME 'SPUN, M. A rude, untaught, rustic person. Shak.

HOME'STALL, n. A mansion-house : homestead.

HOME'STEAD, (-sted) n. A mansion-house; the place of

the house; a mansion-house with adjoining land; a

farm with its buildings.

HOME'WAIID,* a. Being in the direction of home. W
Irving.

HOME'WARD, > ad. Towards home; towards the native

HOME'WARDS,
| place. Sidney.

HoME'WARD-BoOND,* a. Returning homeward. Mont-

gomery.
HOM-I-CI'DAL, a. Relating to homicide; murderous.

HOM'I-CIDE, n. [homicidium, L.] (Law} The killing of a

man by the hand of man ; manslaughter. [homicida,

L.] One who kills a man
;
a manslayer. Homicide is

of three kinds, justifiable, excusable, and felonious:

the last being either manslaughter or murder.

fHoM'l-FORM,* a. Having the form of a man. Cudworth.

HoM-I-LET'lc,* a. Homiletical. Coleridge.

HoM-i-LET'i-cAL, a. [o/jiA/jriKoj.] Relating to homilies;

hortatory. Jltterbury.

HoM-l-LET'ics,* n. pi. The art of preaching. Brit. Crit.

HoM'i-L'isT, 7i. One who preaches to a congregation.

HoM'i-LY, 7i. [o/aAti.] A religious discourse; a ser-

mon.
HOM'I-NY,* n. Food made of niaizs or Indian corn boiled,
the maize being either coarsely ground, or broken, or

the kernels merely hulled. Flint. Written also humony
and howmony.

HOM'MOCK,* n. A hillock, or small protuberance of the

earth : written also hammock and hummock. Crabb.

HO-MQ-CEN'TRJC,* a. Having the same centre. Maunder.

Hp-MOjen'RO-MOi/s,* or HoM-p-HR5'MOVS,* a. (Bot.)

Having the flowerets of the same color. Brandc.

fHo-MCE-p-ME'Ri-A,* (ho-me-o-me're-a) n. A likeness of

parts. Walker.

fHo-MCE-p-MER'JC,* ) a. Having sameness of parts;

jHo-MCE-p-MER'i-cAL,* \ maintaining the doctrine of
sameness of parts. Chambers.

fHd-MCE-oM'E-TRY,* 7i. A likeness of parts. Cudworth.

H6-MO3-p-pXTH'lc,* ) a. Relating to homoeopathy.
Ho-MCE-p-PATH'i-CAL,* 1

Branda.

Ho-MCE-p-pXTH'i-CAL-LY,* ad. In a homeopathic man-
ner. Dr. Cogswell.

H6-MCE-6p'A-THi'sT,* n. One who is versed in or prac-
tises homoeopathy. Month. Rev

HO-MCE-OP'A-TTIY,* n. [ojuoioj and jr0o?.J (Med.) The
doctrine of Dr. Hahnemann, that disposes are cured

by medicines which have the power to cause similar

diseases in healthy parsons ;
or the doctrine that sim'dia

similibus curantur, "like is cured by like." Bell.

Hp-M6G'A-MOUs,*a. (Bot.) Having hermaphrodite florets.

Brande.

HOM'P-GENE,* or HO'MP-J&KNE, a. Being of the same
nature

or_
kind. Hill.

IHO-MO-GE'NE-AL, a. Homogeneous. Newton.

Ho-Mp-9E'N?-AL-NESS, /. Hoinogeneou.siic.ss.

H6-Mp-^E-N'j-TY, n. Same as hetMfneourtte*8. Mom.
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||H5-Mp-GE'NE-oOs, [ho-mo-je'ne-us, W. P. J. Ja. R. ; ho-

mo-jS'nyus, E. F. K. ; ho-m9-|5'nyus, S. ; hom-o-je'ne-
us, Sn.] a. [bpoycvfis.] Having the same nature or prin-
ciples ; opposed to heterogeneous.

||H6-Mp-GE'NE-oDs-NESS, n. Participation of the same
principles or nature ; sameness of nature.

fHp-MOG'E-NY, [ho-mod'je-ne, W. P. J. Sm. ; hp-mo^'e-
ne, S. K.; hom'p-je-ne, Ja.} 'n. [b^oy^cia.] Joint nature.
Bacon.

HoM'p-GRXPH,* n. (Mil.} A system of telegraphic signals

performed by means of a white pocket-handkerchief.
Crabb.

Ho-MOl-60'siAN,* a. [SjuoioiJcriOff.] Having a similar na-
ture. Cudicorth.

Hp-MOI/p-GATE,* v. a. (Civil law] To confirm. Lewis.

Hp-MOL-p-GA'TipN,* 71. (Civil law) The confirmation by
a court of justice ;

a judgment which orders the execu-
tion of some act. Bouvier.

Hp-M5L'p-GO&s, a. [b/jLoXoyog.] Having the same ratio or

proportion.

Hp-MOL'p-GY,* 7i. The doctrine of similar parts. Dungli-
son.

HoM'p-NY,* n. Food made of maize, or Indian corn.

Boucher. See HOMINY.
HOM'P-NYM,* n. A word which agrees in sound with an-

other, but has a different signification ;
as the substan-

tive bear and the verb bear. Brande.

Hp-MON'y-MOtis, o. [6//W1/V//OJ.J Equivocal ; ambiguous.
Hp-MON'y-MODs-LY,* ad. In an homonymous manner.

Harris.

Hp-MON'y-MY, n. Sameness of name where there is a
difference of meaning ; equivocation ; ambiguity.

Ho-Mp-oO'siAN,* I
a. [O/^OUO-K/?.] Having the same na-

Ho-Mp-oO'sioys,* \
ture. Cudicorth.

HP-MOPH'P-NOIJS,* a. (Mns.) Of the same sound or

pitch; unisonal. Brande.

Hp-MOPH'p-NY,* n. Sameness of sound. Brande.

HP-MOP'TE-RAN,* n. (Ent.) A species of insect. Brande.

Hp-MOT'p-NoDs, a. [ojjdroyoj.j (Med.) Equable; pro-
ceeding in the same tenor from beginning to end.

Hp-MOT'Rp-pAL,* a. (Bot.) Having the same direction.

Brande.

HQ-MUN'cy-LUS*n. [L.] A manikin ; a dwarf. Sterne.

HONE, n. A sort of fine whetstone for razors.

HONE,* v. a. [i.
HONED

; pp. HONING, HONED.] To sharpen
on a hone. Smart.

HdNE, v. n. To pine ;
to whine. Burton. [Obsolete or local.]

HSN'EST, (on'est) a. [honestus, L.] Upright; true; sin-

cere; chaste
; just ; equitable; pure; righteous; giving

to every man his due.

fHoN'EST, (on'est) v. a. To adorn ; to grace. Sandys.
JHON'ES-TATE, (on'es-tat) v. a. To honor. Cockeram.

JHON-ES-TA'TIQN, (5n-) 7i. Adornment. W. Mountagu.
HON'EST-LY, (on'est-le) ad. With honesty ; uprightly.
HSN'EST-NAT'VRED,* (on'est-nat'yurd) a. Of honest

disposition. Shak.

HONE'STONE,* n. (Min.) Novaculite. Hamilton.

HON'ES-TY, (on'es-te) n. [honestas, L.J Constant adhe-
rence to truth and rectitude ; probity ; integrity ; upright-
ness

; equity ; justice ;
virtue

; purity.

HdN'EY, (hun'e) n. A sweet, viscid substance, collected
and elaborated by bees from flowers

; sweetness
;
a word

of tenderness.

HON'EY, (hun'e) v. a.
[i. HONEYED ; pp. HONEYING, HON-

EYED.] To sweeten. v. n. To talk fondly. S/iak.

HON'EY,* (hun'e) a. Of the nature of honey; sweet.
Shak.

H6N'EY-BAG, (hun'e-) n. The stomach of the bee.

HON'EY-COMB, (hun'e-kom) n. The cells of wax in
which the bee stores her honey. Dryden.

H&N'EY-COMBED, (hun'e-komd) a. Having little cavities.

H6N'EY-DEW, (hun'e-du) n. A sweet substance found,
\jn certain plants, in small drops : a plant.

HON'EYED, (hun'ed) a. Covered with honey ; sweet.

HSN'EY-ED-NESS, (hun'e-ed-nSs) n. Sweetness
; allure-

ment.
HON'EY-FLOVV-ER, niun'e-flbu-er) n. A plant. Miller.

HoN'EY-GNXT, (hun'e-nat) 71. An insect. Jlinswortli.

H6N'EY-HAR-VEST, n. Honey collected. Dryden.
HON'EY-HEAV-Y,* a. Clammy ;

viscid. Shak.

HON'EY-LESS, (hun'e-lcs) a. Being without honey. Shak.

H6N'EY-Lo'cvsT,* 7?. A beautiful tree, called also the
sweet locust and triple thorn. Farm. Ency.

H6N'EY-MoNTH, (hun'e-munth) n. The honey-moon.
Tatter.

H6N'EY-M66N, (hun'e-mon) n. The first month after

marriage.
HON'EY-MOOTHED, (hun'e-mbuthd) a. Smootli in speech.
HON'EY-STALK, (hun'e-stawk) n. Clover-flower.

H6N'EY-STONE,*n. (Mm.^ A mellate of alumine. Jameson.

H6N'EY-sfic-KLE, (hun'e-suk-kl) n. A plant or orna-
mental shrub of several species ;

the woodbine
; the

flower of the plant.

H6N'EY-swET, a. Sweet as honey. Chaucer.

HON'EY-TONGUED, (hun'e-tungd) a. Using soft speech.
H6N'EY-WORT, (hun'e-wiirt) n. A plant.
HONG,* n. The Chinese name for a foreign factory at

Canton, where different nations have separate factories
or hongs: hence the term hong merchants, applied to
those Chinese who are permitted to trade with foreigners.
Hamilton.

HON'PR, (on'or) n. [honor, L.
; honor, Sp. ; honneur, Fr.]

Esteem or regard founded on worth or opinion ; dignity ;

high rank
; reputation ; fame ; nobleness of mind

; mag-
nanimity ;

reverence
;
due veneration ; female chastity ;

glory; public mark of respect; privilege of rank; a
title : the style of a judge or other high officer ;

in Eng-
land, distinctively given to the vice-chancellor and the
master of the rolls. Honor, or On my honor, is a form of
protestation used by the English lords in judicial decisions.

HON'OR, (on'or) v.,a. [honoro, L.] [i. HONORED ; pp. HON-
ORING, HONORED!] To treat with civility and respect; to

revere ; to reverence
;
to dignify ;

to raise to greatness ;

to glorify ; to accept or pay when presented, as a draft,

bill, or note.

HON'QR-A-BLE, (onV-a-bl) a. Deserving or implying hon-

or; having honor; illustrious; noble; great; magnani-
mous

; generous. In England, it is used as a style of no-

bility, or implying noble parentage. In the United States,
it is prefixed to the names of such as sustain, or have sus-

tained, high public office.

HON'OR-A-BLE-NESS, (on'pr-a-bl-nes) n. The quality of be-

ing honorable
;
eminence

; generosity.
HON'OR-A-BLY, (on'pr-a-ble) ad. In an honorable manner;
magnanimously ; generously.
&N-O-JRA'JRI-UM,* n. [L.] A salary ;

fessor, a physician, &c. Brande.
a fee paid to a pro-

H5N'QR-A-RY, (on'pr-a-re) a. [Jionorarius, L.] Done in

honor
;
made in honor

; conferring honor.

HoN'QR-A-Ry,* (on'or-a-re) n. A fee; present; reward.
Smith.

HoN'pRED,* (on'9rd)p. a. Reverenced; dignified; held in

honor.

HON'OR-ER, (on'9r-?0 n. One who honors.

HON'OR-GIV'ING,* (on'pr-giv'jng) a. Bestowing honor.
Shak.

H5N-Q-RIF'IC,* (on-o-rif jk) a. Conferring honor. Fo. QM.
Rev.

HON'OR-LESS, (SnV-les) a. Without honor. Warburton.

HOOD, (hud) 7i. Used in composition, as a suffix, signifies

state, quality, character, condition
; as, knighthood,

childhood, fatherhood. Sometimes it is written after the

Dutch form ; as, maidenhead. Sometimes it is taken

collectively ; as, brotherhood, a confraternity.

HOOD, (hud) n. A covering for the head
;
a woman's, a

monk's, or a hawk's, hood
;
a cowl

;
a covering ;

an or-

namental fold that hangs down the back of a graduate.

HOOD, (hud) v. a.
[i.

HOODED ; pp. HOODING, HOODED.] To
dress in a hood ;

to blind
;
to cover.

HOOD'LESS,* (hud'les) a. Having no hood. Chaucer.

HoOD'MAN-BLlND, n. A play ;
blindmari's buff. Shak.

HOOD'-SHEAF,* (hud'shef ) . A sheaf used to cover other

sheaves. Loudon.

HOOD'WINK, (hud'wink) v. a. [i.
HOODWINKED ; pp. HOOD-

WINKING, HOODWINKED.] To blind by covering the eyes;
to cover; to deceive

;
to impose upon.

HOOF, 71. The hard, horny substance that covers or termi-

nates the feet of many quadrupeds.
HOOF, v. n. To walk or move as cattle.

Hoor'-BoOND, a. Having dry, contracted hoofs.

HOOFED, (hoft) a. Furnished with hoofs. Orew.

H66F'l.ESS,* a. Having no hoof. Dr. Jlllen.

HOOF'-SHAPED *
(hof'shiipt) a. Shaped like a hoof. Booth.

||HOOK, (huk) [h6k, S. W. E. F. Ja. K. : huk, P. J. Sm.

Wb.] n. Any thing bent so as to catch hold ; a snare ;
a

trap ;
a sickle

;
an instrument to cut or lop with

;
the part

of a hinge fixed to the post ; something that catches
;
a

catch; an advantage. Off the hooks, in disorder. By
hook or by crook, in one way or other.

||HOOK, (huk) v. a. [i. HOOKED; pp. HOOKING, HOOKED.] To
catch with a hook

;
to entrap ;

to insnars ;
to draw as

with a hook
;
to fasten as with a hook ; to draw by force

or artifice ; to gore, wound, or strike with a horn.

||HOOK, (huk) r. n. To bend ;
to have a curvature.

Hdo'KAH,* n. A sort of tobacco-pipe used in the East.

Jameson.

IIHOOKED, (huk'ed or hukt) a. Bent ;
curvated.

||HoOK'ED-NESS,"(huk'ed-nes) TI. State of being bent like

a hook.

J|HOOK'ER, (hfik'er) n. He or that which hooks ;
a sort of

Dutch vessel, called also howker.

||HoOK'LAND,* (huk'land) n. Land ploughed and sowed

every year. Crabb.

||HoOK'-N6E,* (huk'nSz) n. An aquiline nose. Ash.

|[HOOK'-NOED, (huk'nozd) a. Having the nose aquiline or

curvated, rising in the middle. Shak.

MHoOK'y, (huk'e) a. Relating to or having hooks. IluU.et.

HOOP, (hup or hop) [hop, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; hup,'EY-swEET, a. Sweet as oney. aucer. Hoop, (hup or op hop, . . . . . a. . m. ; u,
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P. Wb.} n. Any thing circular by which something else

is bound or may be bound, as a barrel , a piece of whale-
bone formerly used to extend the petticoats in female at-

tire: (hop) a shout; whoop. Bp. Parker. A measure
containing a peck, or a quarter of a strike. Orose.

The bird called hoopoo. Ray.
HHOOP, (hup or hop) v. a. [i. HOOPED;^. HOOPING, HOOPED.]
To bind or enclose with hoops; to encircle. (hop)
To drive with a shout

;
to whoop.

Hoop, v. n. To shout; to make an outcry. See WHOOP.
IjHooP'ER, n. One who hoops: a bird; a name of the
wild swan.

||H66p'iNG-C6yGH',(h6p'ing-kof')w. A convulsive cough,
so called from its nojse ; pertussis. See WHOOPING-COUGH.

'

HOO'POO, or HOO'POE, 7i. [upupa, L.J A bird, called also

the hoop, of the class of pica. Ray.
H66T, v. n. [Itwt, Welsh.] [i.

HOOTED
; pp. HOOTING, HOOT-

ED.] To shout in contempt; to cry as an owl ;
to shout.

HOOT, v. a. To drive with noise and shouts. Shak.

HOOT, ?i. A shout in contempt ;
clamor

;
noise.

HOOT'ING, 77. A shout; a clamor. Cutgrace.
HOOVE,* n. A disease of cattle, by which the stomach or

paunch is inflated. P. Cyc.

HOP, i5. 7i. [i. HOPPED; pp. HOPPING, HOPPED.] To dance
;

to- skip ligbtly ;
to leap on one leg ; to limp.

HOP, v. a. To impregnate with hops. Mortimer.

Hop, n. A dance; a jump; a leap ;
a jump on one leg.

HOP, n. [hop, D.] A plant, and its flower, which is used in

brewing, to give a flavor to malt liquors.

HOP'BIND, n. The stem of the hop. Blackstone.

HOPE, n. Expectation of good ;
desire joined with belief;

anticipation ; trust; confidence; that which gives hope;
the object of hope, [f A sloping plain between ridges of
mountains, rfiiisworth.]

HOPE, v. n. [i. HOPED ; pp. HOPING, HOPED.] To live in ex-

pectation of some good ;
to place confidence in another.

HOPE, v. a. To expect with desire. Heb.

HOPE'FCL, a. Full of hope ; giving hope ; promising good ;

encouraging.
HOPE'FOL-LY, ad. In a hopeful manner; with hope.
HOPE'FOL-NESS, n. The state of being hopeful.

HOPE'LESS, a. Being without hope ; despairing ; desper-
ate ; giving no hope ; promising nothing pleasing.

HOPE'LESS-LY, ad. In a hopeless manner.

HOPE'LESS-NESS,* n. The state of being hopeless. More.

HOP'ER, ?i. One who hopes. Swift.

HOP'-GAR-DEN, (hop'gar-dn) n. A garden for hops.
HOP'-GROUND * n. Land appropriated to hops ; hop-yard.

Miller.

HOP'JNG-LY, ad. With hope. Hammond.

HOP'ITE,* 7i. (Min.) A transparent, light-colored mineral.
Dana.

HOP'LJTE,* n. [5;rAfrjs.] A kind of Greek soldier. Brande.

HOP'-OAST, (hop'ost) n. A kiln for drying hops.
'

HSp'pER, 71. One who hops: the box frame or funnel for

supplying corn to a mill, fuel to a close furnace, &c.: a
basket for carrying seed

;
sometimes written hoppet.

Orose.

HOP'PERS-;, 7i. pi. [Commonly called Scotch hoppers.] A kind
of piny in which the actor hops on one leg.

Hop'-PicK-ER, n. One who gathers hops.
Hop'PlNG, n. A dance

;
act of leaping.

HOP'PLE, v. a. To tie the feet together. Orose.

HOP'PO,* ?^ (China) A collector; a tribunal that has in

charge the collection of the revenue of the government,
derived from navigation and trade. Ljiinrrstedt*

H6p'-P6LE, n. The pole which supports the hop.
HOP'SCOTCH, n. A game. See HOPPERS.
Hop'-YARD, 7i. Ground in which hops are planted.

Ho'RAf,, a. Relating to an hour; horary.
HO'RAL-LY, ad. By the hour; hourly. Cockcram.

Ho'RA-KY,' [ho'ra-re, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ; h8r'a-re, Sm.]
a. [horarius, L.j Relating to an hour

; continuing an hour.

HORDE, (hord) n. [Tartarian.] A migratory nation, or body
of men, like the Tartars ;

a clan ; a migratory crew.

HoR'r>E-iNE,*7i. A modification of starch, contain ing about
55 per cent, of barley meal. Proust.

HOR-DE' Q-LUM,* n. [L.] (Med.) A tumor on the eyelid ;

a stye. Brande.

fHoRE, or H66RE, 71. The old word for whore.

HORE'HOUND,* n. A plant or herb. Farm.Ency. See HOAR-
HOUND.

HQ-RI'ZQN, [ho-ri'zun, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; h9-rl'zun
or hor'e-zun, P. ; hor'e-zon orho-rl'zon, Wb."] n. [bpt^uv.]
The line that terminates the view, when the eye is car-

ried round in a level direction
;
this is called the sensible

horizon. The rational horizon is an imaginary great circle,
whose plane passes through the centre of the earth, and
whose poles are the zenith and nadir. It divides the

globe or sphere into two equal parts or hemispheres.
HOR-I-ZON'TAL, a. Near the horizon ; parallel to the hori-

zon
;
on a level

;
at right angles to a perpendicular.

HOR-!-ZQN-TAL'I-T,* n. The state of being horizontal.
Phil Jour.

HOR-I-ZOJV'TAL-LY, ad. In a horizontal manner.
HORN, 7i. The hard, pointed substance which grows on the
heads of some quadrupeds ;

an antler
; something made

of horn
; something pointed or like a horn: a brass

musical wind instrument, of a spiral form: a feeler
of an insect : an imaginary antler of a cuckold.

HORN, v._a.
To bestow horns upon. B. Jonson.

HORN'BEAM, n. A tree, of which the timber is very tough.
HORN'BEAST,* n. An animal that has horns. Shak.

HORN'BILL,* n. A bird whose bill has a protuberance re

sembling a horn. Crabb.

HORN'BLENDE,* n. (Min.) A simple mineral, of a dark
green or black color, abounding in oxide of iron, and
found in trap-rock. Lyell.

HoRN'BLENDE-ScntsT,* 7i. (Min.) A slaty variety of
hornblende. Brande.

HORN-BLEN'DIC,* a. Relating to or containing hornblende.
P. Cyc.

HORN'BT,OW-ER, 7i. One who blows a horn.

HORN'BOOK, (-buk) n. The first book of children, which
used to be covered with horn to keep it unsoiled.

HORN'BUG,* n. A kind of beetle. Farm. Ency.
HORN'ED, a. Furnished with, or shaped like, a horn.

HORN'ED-NESS, n. State of being horned. Brande.

HORN'ED-POP'PY,* 71. A plant and handsome flower.
Farm. Ency.

HORN'ER, n. One who works or deals in horn.

HOR'NET, n. A large, stinging insect of the wasp kind.

HOR'NET-FLY,* n. A large sort of fly. Hill.

HORN'FOOT, (-fut) a. Having horny feet or hoofs.

HORN'I-FY, ?). a. To bestow horns upon. Beaum. $ Fl.

HORN'ING, n. Appearance of the moon increasing. Greg-
ory. (Scotch law) An execution or distress on goods and
chattels. Jamieson.

HORN'ISH, a. Somewhat resembling horn
; horny.

HORN'LESS, a. Having no horns.

HORN'LET,* n. A little horn. Sir W. Jones.

HORN'-MXD,* a. Mad from matrimony; frantic. Shak.

HoRN'-MAK-ER,*n. A maker of horns, or of cuckolds. Shak.

HORN'OVVL, n. A kind of owl. Jiinsworth.

HORN'P!PE, n. A Welsh wind instrument
;
a kind of pipe

a tune ; a_characteristic British dance.

HORN'-SHAV-ING, n. pL The scrapings of horn or of
hartshorn.

HoRN'-SiL-VER,* n. (Min.) A white or brownish mineral,
sectile like wax or horn

;
an ore of silver. Ure.

HORN'-SPOON, 71. A spoon made of horn. B. Jonson.

HORN'STONE, n. A variety of flint, called also chert.

HORN'WORK, (-wiirk) n. A work, in fortification, having
angular points or horns.

HORN'WORT,* (-wurt) n. A genus of water plants. Farm.

Ency.
HOR'NY, a. Made of horn

; resembling horn ;
hard.

Horny frog, the prominence in the hollow of a horse's

foot. London.

HO-ROG'RA-PHY, n. The art of constructing dials, or

drawing hour lines: an account of the hours.

HOR'Q-LOGE, [hor'9-loj, W. P. F. K. Sm.; hor'p-loj, J. E.
Ja. ; h5'r9-loj, S.] n. A clock, a watch, or other machine
for measuring time. Shale.

HOR-O-LOG'J-CAL,* a. Relating to a clock, or horology.
Blackstone.

H5R-o-LO-Gi-OG'RA-PHER,* 7i. A clock or dial maker.
Maunder.

HoR-o-Lo'Gi-o-GRXpH'ic, a. Pertaining to the art of di-

alling.

HOR-O-LO-GI-OG'RA-PHY, . An account of instruments
that tell the hours

; also, the art of constructing dials
j

horography.
Ho-ROL'Q-oy, [h9-r51'o-je, W. P. Ja. ; ho'r9-l9-je, S. K. ;

hor'9-l6j-e, Sm.] n. An explanation of the method of

measuring hours
;
the art of constructing lime-pieces ;

a

time-piece ; a clotfc ;
a watch.

HO-ROM'E-TER,* n. An instrument to measure hours.
Maunder.

HQ-ROM'E-TRY, n. The art of measuring hours.

HQ-ROP'TER,* 7t. (Optics) Aright line drawn through the

point of concourse, parallel to that which joins the centre
of the eye. Crabb.

HOR'P-SCOPE, n. (Astral.) Observation of the aspect of
the heavenly bodies, at the hour of birth, or any particu-
lar moment.

HoR'ps-co-pER,* J n. One versed in horoscopy. Shaftes-

HQ-ROS'CO-PIST,* j bury.
HQ-ROS'CO-PY,* n. Observation of the planets at the time

of birth
; horoscope. Hobbes.

HOR'RENT, a. Pointed outwards ;
bristled or standing on

end with terror. Milton. [R.]

HOR'RI-BLE, (hor're-bl) a. Exciting horror; dreadful; ter-

rible
; frightful ; horrid ; shocking ;

hideous ;
enormous.

HOR'RI-BLE-NESS, 7i. Quality of being horrible. Cranmer

HoR'RJ-BLy, ad. In a horrible manner.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, sSN
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HSR'RID, a. [horridus, L.] [fRugged ; rough. Dryden.]

Frightful; hideous; dreadful; shocking; enormous;
offensive

; unpleasing ; horrible.

HOR'RID-LY, ad. In a horrid manner. Shak.

HSR'RID-NESS, n. Hideousness
; enormity. Hammond.

HOR-RIF'IC, a. [horrificus, L.l Causing horror
;
terrible.

HOR'RI-FY,* v. a. [i. HORRIFIED; pp. HORRIFYING, HORRI-

FIED.] To impress with dread or horror. EC. Rev.

HpR-RlP-l-LA'TlON,* n. [horripilo, L.] The standing of
the hair on end

;
a shuddering sensation. Brande.

HQR-RIS'O-NOUS, a. [horrisonus, L.] Sounding dreadfully.
Bailey.

HOR'ROR, n. [horror, L.
; horreur, FT.] The passion pro-

duced by terrible and hateful objects ;
terror mixed with

detestation; dreadful thoughts or sensations; gloom;
dreariness; a shuddering; dread.

HoRS JOE COMBAT,* (hbr'de-kom-ba') [Fr.] Out of con-
dition to fight.

HORSE, n. A well-known animal, used for draught, for

burden, and for riding with the use of a saddle: caval-

ry, or soldiers on horseback: a frame or machine by
which something is supported, as garments, the paper of
a printer, &c. : a constellation. (JVaut.) Afoot-rope,
to support the feet of seamen while leaning over a yard
or boom to furl the sail. To take horse, to set out to ride.

Jlddison. It is used in composition, often to denote some-
thing large or coarse.

HORSE, v. a. [L HOUSED ;pp. HORSING, HORSED.] To mount
upon a horse; to carry on the back; tq furnish with a
horse or horses

;
to ride any thing ; to cover a mare.

HORSE, v. n. To get on horseback. Shclton.

HoRSE'sAcK, n. The back of a horse; riding posture;
the state of being on a horse.

HORSE'-BXR-RACKS,* n. pi. Barracks for cavalry. Booth.

HORSE'BEAN, n. A bean, usually given to horses.

HORSE'BLOCK, n. A block or stage used in mounting a
horse.

HORSE'BOAT, n. A boat moved by horses, or to convey
horses.

HORSE'BOY, n. A boy who takes care of horses
;
a groom.

HORSE'BRXM-BLE, n. A species of brier; wild rose.

Grose.

HORSE'BREAK-ER, n. A tamer of horses.

HORSE'CHEST-NDT, n. A handsome flowering tree and its

nut.

HORSE'CLOTH,* n. An ornamental cloth for a horse.
Steels

HoRSE'c5uRS-ER, n. One who runs or deals in horses.

HORSE'CRXB, n. A kind of fish. Jlinsworth.

HoRSE-CU^CUM-BER, n. A plant. Mortimer.

HORSE'-DEAL-ER,* 71. One who deals in horses. Booth.

HORSE'-DOC-TOR,* n. One who cures horses. Booth.

HORSE'DRENCH, n. Physic for a horse. Shak.

HORSE'DUNG, n. The excrement of horses. Peacham.

HORSE'EM-MET, n. A large kind of emmet.
HORSE 'FACE, n. A large and indelicate face.

HoRSE'FAlR,* 71. A place where horses are sold. Jones.

HORSE'FLSH, n. The flesh of horses. Bacon.

HORSE'FLY, n. A fly that stings horses.

HORSE'FOOT, (-fut) n. An herb. Jlinsworth.

HORSE'GUARD, (-gardz) n. pi. A body of cavalry form-

ing the king of England's life-guard.

HORSE'HAIR, n. The hair of horses. Dryden.
HORSE'HEEL, n. An herb. Jlinsworth.

HORSE'HOE,* n. A sort of hoe or harrow drawn by a horse.
London.

HoRSE'jocK-EY,* 71. One who trains, rides, or deals in
horses. Booth.

HoRSE-jocK'EY-SHlp,* n. The state or quality of a

horsejockey. Knox.

HORSE'KEEP-ER, n. One employed to take care of horses.

J-HORSE'KNAVE, (-nav) n. A groom. Oower.

HORSE'LAUGH, (-laf) n. A loud, rude laugh.
HORSE'LEECH, n. A leech that bites horses : a farrier.

HORSE-LEECH'E-RY,* n. The art of curing the diseases
of horses. Crabb.

HORSE'LIT-TER, n. A carriage hung upon poles and borne
by and between two horses.

HORSE'LOAD, n. As much as a horse can carry.
fHoRSE'LY. a. Relating to a horse. Chaucer.

HORSE'-MACK'ER-EL,* n. A species of fish; the scad.
Booth.

HORSE'MAN, -n.; pi. HORSEMEN. One skilled in riding;
a rider

;
a man on horseback

;
a mounted man : a vari-

ety of pigeon.
HORSE'MAN-SHIP, n. The art of riding or of managing a

horse.

HORSE'MAR-TEN, n. A kind of large bee. Jlinsworth.

HORSE'MATCH, n. A bird. Jlinsworth.

HORSE'MEAT, n. Food for horses ; provender. Bacon.

HORSE'MILL, n. A mill tunied by a horse. Barret.

HORSE'-MIL'LIN-ER, n. One who supplies ribbons or other
decorations for horses. Pcgge.

HORSE'MINT, n. A large, coarse, wild mint.

HORSE'MUS-CLE, (-si) n. A large muscle. Bacon.

HORSE'NAIL,* 7^ A nail for the shoe of a horse. Congreve.
HoRSE'piTH,* ?(. A path for horses; a towing path. Bootlu

HORSE'PLAY, n. Coarse, rough play. Dryden.
HORSE'POND, n. A pond for horses.

HORSE'-POW-ER,* n. (Mcch.) The power or strength of a
horse in draught. The force of a horse diminishes as
his speed increases. Prof. Leslie gives the following pro-
portions. If, when his velocity is at 2 miles an hour,
his force is represented at 100, his force, at 3 miles an
hour, will be 81

;
at 4 miles, 64; at 5 miles, 49; and at

6 miles, 36. Grier. ( Steam Engine) The weight which
a horse is capable of raising to a given height in a given
time, estimated by Watt at 32,000 pounds avoirdupois,
lifted to the height of one foot in a minute. Brande.

HORSE'RACE, n. A match of horses in running.
HORSE'RAC-ING,* n. The act of matching horses in run-

ning. Garrick.

HORSE-RXD'ISH, n. A root acrid and biting, often eaten
as a condiment and an ingredient in sauces.

HORSE'RAKE,* n. A largs rake drawn by a horse. London.

HORSE'SHOE, (-sbu) n. A plate of iron nailed to the foot

of a horse : an herb. (Fort.) A work of a round or

oval form.

HORSE'SHOE,* a. Having the form of a horseshoe ; as, "a
horseshoe magnet," or " horshoe-crab." London.

HORSE'SHOE-HEAD, TI. A disease in infants, in which the
sutures of the skull are too open ;

the opposite to head-
moidd-shot.

HORSE'STEAL-ER, n. A thief who steals horses. Shak.

HORSE'STEAL-ING,*/!. The crime of stealing horses. Booth.

HORSE'-STING-ER, n. The dragon-fly. Todd.

HoRSE'TAiL,_(-tal) 7). A perennial plant ; scouring rush.

HORSE'-THIEF,* n. One who steals horses. Booth.

HORSE'TONGUE, (-tung) n. An herb. Jlinsworth.
HORSE 'WAY, n. A broad way by which horses may travel.

HORSE'WHIP, n. A whip to strike a horse with.

HORSE'WHIP, v. a.
[i.

HORSEWHIPPED ',pp. HORSEWHIPPING,
HORSEWHIPPED.] To strike or lash with a horsewhip.

HORSE'WOM-AN,* (-wum-an) n. A woman who rides on a
horse. Gent. Mag.

fHoR'sy,* a. Relating to or like a horse. Spenser.

HOR-TA/TIQN, n. [hortatio, L.I Exhortation.

HOR'TA-TIVE, n. [hortor, L.] Exhortation
; incitement.

HOR'TA-TIVE, a. Encouraging; hortatory. Bullokar.

HOR'TA-TO-RY, a. Implying exhortation ; persuasive ;
en-

couraging ; animating; advising.
fHoR-TEN'siAL, a. [horUnsis, L.] Fit for a garden. Evelyn.
tllOR-Tlc'y-LlST,* 7i. A horticulturist. Dodsley.

| HoR-Tl-ciJLT'u-RAL, a. Relating to horticulture.

| HOR-TI-CULT'VRE, (hbr-te-kult'yur) n. [hortus and cnltu-

ra, L.] The culture or cultivation of kitchen gardens and
orchards ; gardening.

||HoR-Ti-cCLT'v-RisT, n. One who is versed in horticult-

ure
;
a gardener.

HORT'U-LAN, nibrt'yy-lnn) a. Belonging to a garden. Evelyn.
HOR'TIJS Sic'cus* n. [L.] A collection of specimens of

plants, dried and preserved in books or papers. Johnson.

fHoRT'YARD, 71. A garden of fruit-trees. Sandys.

HQ-S.XN'NA, 71. [Heb.] pi. HQ-SAN'NAS.. An exclamation,
iiterally signifying Save now; an exclamation of praise to

God.
H6E, (\\bT.}n.;pl. HOE, (formerly HOSEN.) Formerly used

for breeches, or the whole lower part of a man's dress
; now

only for stockings : a flexible tube for conveying water.

H5'IER, (hS'zher) n. One who makes or sells stockings.

H6'SIER-Y,* (ho'zher-e) n. The trade of a hosier
;
the man-

ufacture of stockings; stockings in general. Pilkington.

HOS'PICE,* n. [Fr.] A sort of hospital for monks. Southcy.

Hos'pi-TA-ELE, (hos'pe-ta-bl) a. [hnspitalis, L.] Giving en-

tertainment to strangers ;
attentive or kind to strangcrj.

H6s'Pl-TA-BLE NESS, n. Kindness to strangers.

H6s'pi-TA-BLY, ad. In a hospitable manner; with kind-

ness to strangers. Prior.

tHos'Pl-TAGE, TI. [hospitium, L.] Hospitality. Spenser.

Hos'Pl-TAL, [hos'pe-tal, P. Ja. Syn. Wb. Kenrick ; os'pe-ta!,

W E. F. K. R. ; aws'pe-tal, S. J.] n.
[hospital*, L.] A

building in which provision is made for the sick, the

wounded, lunatics, or other unfortunate persons.

fHos'pl-TAL, a. Kind to strangers ; hospitable. Howell.

H5s-Pi-TXL'i-TY, 71. Quality of being hospitable ;
the prac-

tice of entertaining strangers; attention or kindness to

strangers.
Hos'pl-TAL-LER, n. [hospitalier, Fr.] One of a religious

community whose office it was to relieve the poor, &c.

Chaucer. A knight of a religious order; usually spoken
of the knights of Malta. Fuller.

JHos'pj-TATE, v. 11. [hospitor, L.] To reside as a guest.

Grew'.

H5S'PI-TATE, v. a. To entertain as a host. Cockeram.

Hos-Pl" TI-UM,* (hos-pish'e-uin) n. [L.] (Law) An inn of

court. A monastery ;
an inn for entertaining travellers.

Hamilton.

Hds'PO-DAR,* n. The lieutenant or governor of Moldavia

A. E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, E, i, o, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
; HEIR, HER ;
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or Wallachia, appointed by the Porte or the sultan of

Turkey, since 1829, for life. Brande.

HOST, n. [hoste, old Fr.; hospcs, L.] One who gives entertain-

ment to another; the landlord of an inn. [hostis, L.]
An army ;

a great number. [hostia, L.] The sacrifice of

the mass in the Roman Catholic church
;
the consecrated

wafer.

jHosT, v. n. To take up entertainment. Shak. To encoun-
ter in battle. Milton. To muster.

jHosT, v. a. To give entertainment to another. Spenser.

HOST'AGE, n. [hostage, old Fr.] One given in pledge as

security for the performance of certain conditions.

fHos-TEL', (ho-tel') n. [old Fr.] Now written hotel. See
HOTEL.

HOS'TEL-ER, (hos'sl-er) n. See HOSTLER.

HOS'TEL-RY, (ho'tel-re or hos'tel-re) n. [hostel, hostclerie,

old Fr.] An inn; a hotel. Chaucer. [Obsolete or local.]
See HOSTLERY.

IIosT'ESS,n. [hostesse, old Fr.] A female host ; a landlady ;

a woman who keeps a house of public entertainment.

H6sT'Ess-siilP,7i. The character or state of a hostess. Shak.

fHos'TiE, (hos'te) n. [Fr. ; hostia, L.] The consecrated

wafer ; host. Burnet.

yHos'TILE, [hos'til, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. : hos'til, Ja.]
a. [hostilis, L.] Adverse ; inimical} repugnant ; opposite;
suitable to an enemy.

IjHos'Tii.E-Ly, ad. In a hostile manner.

HQS-TIL'|-TY, ?t. [hostility Fr.j The practice of war ; the

practice of an open enemy; open war; opposition in

war; enmity ; animosity.
HOS'TI-LIZE, v. a. To make an enemy. Scward. [R.]

JHdsT'jNG, n. An assemblage of armed men
;
a muster.

Spenser.

HOS'TLER, (Ss'ler) [os'ler, & W. J. E. F. Sm. ; ost'Ier, P.

Jo. K.' R. i hos'Ier, Wb.\ n. One who has the care of

horses at an inn or stable.

HOS'TLE-RY, (ho'tl-re or hos'tl-re) n. An inn. [Used in

Cornwall, England.]
HOST'LESS, a. [jlnhospitable. Spenser.'] Without a host.

Hos'TRY, n. [hostierie, Fr.] A lodging-house. HowM. A
place where the horses of guests are kept. Dryden. [R.]

HOT, a. Having the power to excite the sense of heat
;
hav-

ing heat; contrary to cold; fiery ; burning ; lustful
;
vi-

olent ;
furious ; ardent ;

vehement ; eager ; pungent ;

ncrid.

tH5T,tHoTE,tH6'TEN, pret.o( the old verb hight. Named.
Spenser. Was named or called. Oower.

HOT'BED, n. A bed of earth made of horse-dung, tanner's

bark, or leaves, and earth, and covered with glass, for

rearing early plants.

HOT'BRAINED, (hot'brand) a. Violent; vehement
;
furious.

HOTCH'POT, ) n. [hochepot, old Fr.] (Law} A mixture

HOTCH'POTCH, j
or mingling of lands of several ten-

ures, for the equal division of them. Littleton. A
mingled hash; a mixture. Camden. A commixture; a

hodge-podge. See HODGE-PODGE,
H6T'-c6c-KLE, (hot'kok-klz) n. pi. [hautes coquilles, Fr.]
A play in which one covers his eyes, and guesses who
strikes him.

HO-TEL', n. [Fr.] A superior lodging-house with the ac-

commodations of an inn
;
a genteel inn

; a public house ;

HdTELDlEU* (o-tel'deu') [Fr.] A hospital. Cyc.

HoT'-FLUE,* n. An apartment heated by stoves orsteam-

pipes, m which padded and printed calicoes are dried

hard. Ure.

HOT'HEAD-ED, (hot'hed-ed) a. Vehement; violent; pas-
sionate. Arbutknot.

HOT'HOUSE, n. A house or enclosure kept warm for rear-

ing tender plants and ripening fruits. [jA bathing-house.
Shalt. A brothel. B. Jonson.]

HOT'-LIV-ERED,* (-erd) a. Of irascible temper. Milton.

HOT'LY. ad. In a hot'manner; with heat.

HOT'-MOCTHED, (hot'mbutftd) a. Headstrong; unruly.
HOT'NESS, n. State of being hot

;
violence.

HOT'PRESS,* v. a. [i.
HOTPRESSED ; pp. HOTPRESSING, HOT-

PRESSED.] To press paper, &.c. between hot plates. Francis.

HOT'PRESS-ING,* n. The art of pressing between hot met-
al plates. Booth.

HOT'SPUR, n. A man violent, passionate, and precipitate:
a kind of pea, of speedy growth.

HOT'SPUR, a. Violent; impetuous. Spenser. [R.]

HoT'spiiRRED, (hot'spiird) a. Vehement; rash. Peacham.

HOT'TEN-TOT, (hot'tn-tot) n. A savage native of the south
of Africa. Addison.

H6T'TEN-T5T-CHER'RY, n. A plant. Chambers.

HOT'WALL,* n. (Hurt.') A wall for the growth of fruit-trees,
which is heated in severe weather. Brande.

Hou1DAH,* n. A seat to fix on an elephant's or a camel's

back, to accommodate riders. Mackintosh.

POUGH, (.hok) [hok, & W. P. J. K. Sm. ; hof, E. Ja. ; hok
or hof, F.] n. The joint of the hinder leg of a beast. [fAn
adze

;
a hoe. Stillingflect.] [the ham.

IJHoUGH, (hok) v. a. To hamstring; to disable by cutting

||HOUGH'ER,* (hok'er) n. One who houghs or hamstrings
Swift.

Ho 'LET, n. See HOWLET.
fHouLT, (holt) n. A small wood. Fairfax.
H60ND 71. A species of dog used in the chase.

HOUND, v. a. To set on the chase
;
to hunt. Bp. Bramhall.

HoGND'Fl'SH, n. A kind of shark. Jlinsworth.

Ho0ND'T6NGUE, (hbundz'tung) M. A plant of several va-
rieties.

HOOND'TREE, n. A kind of tree. Ainsworth.

HOUP, (hop) n. The hoopoo.
HOUR, (bur) n. [heure, Fr.

; hora, L.] The twenty-fourth
part of a natural day ;

the space of sixty minutes
j
a par-

ticular time
;
the time as marked by the clock.

HoCR'-GLA'ss, (our'gtes) n. A glass filled with sand for

measuring time or hours.

HoGR'-HXND, (bur'hand) n. That part of a clock or watch
which points out the hour.

Ho OR' i, [hbur'e, Ja. Sm. ; ho're or hbu're, K.} n. pi. HOUR-
IE s. Among Mahometans, a beautiful virgin or nyrnph
of paradise.

HoOR'-LiNE,* (burMln) n. A line that marks the hour.
Ash.

HoOft'LY, (bur'le) a. Happening every hour; frequent.
HOUK'LY, (bur'le) ad. Every hour; frequently.

HoGR'-PLATE, '(bur'plat) n. The dial-plate on which the
hours pointed out by the hand of a clock are inscribed.

Hotjs'AGE, n. (Law) A fee paid for keeping goods in a
hoiise.

tHoO^'AL, a. Domestic. Cotgrave.
IloOsE, (hods) n. ; pi. HoO'E. A sheltered place of hu-
man abode

;
a sheltered place ;

an abode
;
a habitation

; a

dwelling; a domicile: a hotel : the place of a religious
or academical institution; college: manner of living;
the table : astrological station of a planet : a family of

ancestors, descendants, and kindred
; lineage ; race j a

household: a legislative body. House of correction, a
house for confining and punishing disorderly persons.

Hot)E, v. a. [i. HOUSED ; pp. HOUSING, HOUSED.] To har-
bor ;

to admit to residence
;
to shelter

;
to keep under a

roof; to drive to shelter.

H6uE, (hbuz) v. n. To take shelter
;
to keep abode

;
to re-

side
; tojiave an astrological station.

HOOSE'BOAT, n. A boat with a covering in it, like a room.
HoGsE'BdTE, 71. (Law) An allowance of timber or wood

for the repair of a house and the supply of fuel.

HoOsE'BREAK-ER, n. (Law) A robber or thief who forci-

bly enters a house, especially by daylight.

HoOsE'BREAK-iNG, n. The crime of forcibly entering a
house, especially by daylight. See BURGLARY.

HoCsE'-CRicK-ET,* . A cricket which infests houses.
Crabb.

HoOsE'-D5G, n. A dog kept to guard a house. Jiddison.

HoOsE'HOLD, 7i. A family living together ; family life.

HoOsE'HOLD,* a. Domestic; belonging to the house. Mil-
ton.

HOT)SE'HOL,D-BREAD, 7t. Bread made in the family.
HOUSE'HOLD-ER, n. The occupier of a house

5
the master

of a family.
HofisE'HOLD-STUFF, ?i. The furniture of a house.

HOUSE'KEEP-ER, ?t. Householder. Locke. One who keeps
a house ; one who lives much at home: a woman or

female servant who has the chief care of a family.

HoOsE'KEEp-iNG, 7i. The management of a household.

H6i)SE'KEEP-iNG, a. Domestic
;
useful to a family.

fH6u'EL, n. The holy eucharist. Chaucer.

tHoft'Ei,, v. a. To give or receive the eucharist. Chaucer.

HOUSE'-^XMB, (-lam) 71. A lamb fed in the house.

HoOsE'LEEK, 7i. A plant, of several varieties, very tena-
cious of life

; scmpermvum.
HopsE'LESS, a. Wanting a house or abode.

fHoOsE'LiNG,* a. Sacramental. Spenser. See HOUSLING.
HOCSE'MAID, n. A female menial servant.

H50SE'-PAINT-ER,* TJ. One who paints houses. Ash.

HoOsE'-PlG-EON, (-pid-jjn) n. A tame pigeon.
HoCsE'RAi-ER, n. One who raises a house.
HoOsE'-RENT * M. Rent paid for the use of a house. Jod-

rell.

HoDsE'ROOM, 71. Space or room in a house.

HoOsE'-RtTLE,* n. Domestic rule or authority. Milton.

HOUSE'-SER-VANT,* n. A domestic servant. Boswell.

HoOsE'-SNAiL,'7J. A kind of snail.

HOUSE'-SPXR-ROW,* n. A species of sparrow. Ooldsmith.

HOUSE'-SPI-DER,* n. A spider that infests houses. Hill

HoOsE'-STEW-ARD,* n. A domestic employed in the care

and management of a family. Johnson.

HOUSE'-SWAL-LOW,* (-svvol-lo) n. A species of swallow.
Pennant.

HOUSE'-TOP,* n. The top or summit of a house. Milton.

HoOsE'-wARM-iXG, n. Act of warming a house; a feast

or merry-making upon going into a new house.

POUSE'WIFE, (huz'wif or hbus'wif) [huz'wif, S. W. F.

K. Sm. ; huz'zjf, P. J. E. Ja. ; bVde'wIf, Wb.] n. The
mistress of a family ;

a female economist ;
one skilled in

MiEN, si'R
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female business : a little case or bag, for pins, needles,

scissors, thread, &.c. See HUSWIFE.

JiHousE'wiFE-LY, a. Relating to domestic economy ;
eco-

nomical
; thrifty.

JIHOUSE'WIFE-LY, ad. Like a housewife.

||HousE'wiFE-RY, n. Domestic or female business or econ-

omy; management becoming the mistress of a family.

HOUSE'WRIGHT, (-rlt) n. A builder; an architect.

HoOs'iNG, 7i. A covering ; a horse-cloth or a saddle-cloth.

[(Houses collectively. Graunt.] (Arch.) The space taken
out of one solid to admit the insertion of another.

fHous'LiNG, a. Sacramental, alluding to the marriages of

antiquity ; as, the housling fire. Spenser.

tHouss,_7i. A saddle-cloth
; housing. Dryden.

Hous-TO'Ni-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
a flower.

Crabb.

HOVE,* n. A disease of sheep ;
wind colic. Loudon.

HOVE, i. from Heave. See HEAVE.
fHovE, v. n. To hover about ; to halt

;
to loiter. Gower.

HOV'EL, 7i. A shed or place for ploughs, carts, &c.
;
a shel-

ter
;
a mean habitation

;
a cottage.

HOV'EL, v. a. To shelter in a hovel. Shak.

fHo'VEN, (-vn);>. from Heave. Tu*ser. See HEAVE.

j|H6v'ER, [huv'er, W. J. F. Sm.. Kenrick, Elphinston; hov'-

er, S." P. E. Ja.' K. R.] v. n. [hovio, Welsh, to hang over.]

[i. HOVERED; pp. HOVERING, HOVERED.] To hang flut-

tering in the air overhead ; to wander about one place.

|j|H6v'ER, n. A protection ;
a shelter by hanging over. Ca-

rew.

'IH6v'ER-ER,* w. He or that which hovers. Chapman.
'JHdv'iJR-GROUND, n. Light ground. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
How, ad. In what manner

;
to what degree ;

for what rea-

son
; by what means ;

in what state. It is used inter-

jectionally, interrogatively, and argumentatively.

fHow'BEj ad. Same as howbeit. Spenser.

tHow-BE'iT, ad. [how be it.] Nevertheless
; yet. Hooker.

How'DY, n. A midwife. Grose. [North of England.]
HOW'D'-YE, (hbu'de-ye) [contracted from How do ye 7] In
what state is your health? Pope. [Colloquial.]

HOW'EL,* 7i. A cooper's tool for smoothing the inside of a
cask. Proctor.

HOW-EV'ER, ad. In whatever manner or degree; at all

events; at least ; nevertheless; yet.

How'lTZ, n. Same as howitzer. See HOWITZER.

HOW'JT-ZER, [hbft'jt-zer, K. Sm. Wb. ; ho'wjt-zer, Ja.] n.

A species of rnortar, or piece of ordnance, of iron or

brass.

H6\V'KER, n. A sort of Dutch vessel, carrying from fifty to

two hundred tons. Chambers.

HOWL, (hbul) v. n. [huglen, D.
; ululo, L.] [i. HOWLED ; pp.

HOWLING, HOWLED.] To cry, as a wolf or dog; to utter

cries in distress
;
to make a loud cry.

HOWL, n. The cry of a wolf or dog ; a mournful cry.

How'LET, n. [hulotte, Fr.] A bird of the owl kind.

HOWL'ING, n. The cry of a wolf or dog ;
a loud noise.

HOWL'ING,*^. a. Crying as a dog or wolf; vociferating.

fHow'so, ad. [abbreviation of howsoever.] Although.
Daniel.

HOW-SQ-EV'ER, ad. In what manner soever ; although ;

however. Shak. See HOWEVER.
fHowvE, n. The old word for a hood.

JHox, v. a. To hough ;
to hamstring. Shak.

HOY, n. [heu, Fr.] A small vessel, having generally one
mast.

HOY, (hot) interj. \hue, Fr.] An exclamation or call;

stop ! halt !

HUB,* n. A nave of a wheel
;
a mark to be thrown at ;

the
hilt of a weapon.

" Up to the hub," as far as possible, or
to the utmost. Forby.

HOB'BtJB, n. A shout; a tumult; a riot; confusion. Ld.
Clarendon. [Vulgar.]

HUB-BUB-BOO', n. A cry or howling, as at an Irish funer-
al. Hudibras.

HDCK, v. n. [hucker, or hoecker, Teut.] To haggle ;
to deal

as a huckster. Hales. [R.]

HUCK'A-BACK, n. A coarse kind of linen cloth, having the
weft alternately crossed, to produce an uneven surface.

tHOc'KLE, (-kl) 11. The hip. Hudibras.

HUC'KLE-BACKED, (-bakt) a. Crooked-backed.

HUC'KLE-BER-RY,* n. A small shrub and its fruit
;
a small,

globular, black, sweet fruit, common in many parts of
the United States It resembles the whortleberry of Eng-
land. Bigelow.

jHOc'KLE-BONE, 7i. The hip-bone. Gamm. Gurton.

HDCK'STER, n. [hucker, hoecker, Teut.] A retailer; a ped-
ler; a trickster.

HOCK'STER, v. n. To deal in petty bargains. Swift.

fHDcK'sTER, v. a. To expose to sale ; to sell. Milton.

HOcK'sTER-AGE, n. The business of a huckster. Milton.

HOCK'sTER-ER, n. Same a> huckster. Swift.

HOCK'STER-ESS, 7i. A female huckster. Sherwood.

HUD, n. The husk or shell of a nut. v. a. To take off the
husk or shell. Grose.

HOD'DLE, (hud'dl) v. a. [hudeln, Ger.] [i. HUDDLED; pp. HUD-

DLING, HUDDLED.] To moble
;
to put on in a hurry; to

cover up in haste
; to perform in a hurry ;

to throw to-

gether in confusion.

HUD'DLE, v. n. To come or press together in confusion.

HUD'DLE, n. Crowd; tumult; confusion.

HUD'DLER, 7i. [hudler, Ger.] One who huddles
;
a bungler.

Cotgrave.
Hu-Di-BRXs'TTC,* a. Being in the style of Hudibras

; dog-
gerel. Maunder.

HtJD'sON-lTE,* n. (JJfin.) A dark-colored mineral. Beck.

HUE, (hu) n. Color; dye; tint: a clamor; a shouting,
joined with cry. See HUE-AND-CRY.

HUE-AND-CRY,* 7i. (Law) The common process of pursu-
ing a felon

;
loud clamor. Brande.

HUED, (hu'ed or hud) a. Colored. Chaucer.
HUE 'LESS,* a. Having no hue

; colorless. Butler.

fHu'ER, n. One who calls out to others. Carew.

HDFF, n. Swell of sudden anger or arrogance: a bully
South.

HtJFF, v. a. [i. HUFFED ;pp. HUFFING, HUFFED.] To swell
to puff; to hector

; to treat with insolence. [Vulgar.]
HUFF, v. n. To bluster

;
to storm

;
to bounce ; to boast.

HUFF,* a. Angry; huffish. Gray.
HUF'FER, 7i. A blusterer; a bully. Hudibras.

HUF'FI-NESS, n. Arrogance ; petulance ;
resentment.

Todd.

HUF'FISH, a. Arrogant ;
insolent ; hectoring. [Low.]

HUF'FJSH-LY, ad. With arrogant petulance.
HUF'FISH-NESS, n. Petulance

; arrogance.
HUF'FY,* a. Petulant

; blustering ; angry; being in ill

humor. Palmer. [Colloquial.]

HUG, v. a. [i. HUGGED ; pp. HUGGING, HUGGED.] To press
close in an embrace

;
to fondle

;
to treat with tenderness ;

to hold fast
;
to embrace

;
to clasp ;

to squeeze ; to gripe :

to congratulate ;
used reciprocally, and followed by

one's self, or himself, &c.

HUG, n. Close embrace ;
a gripe in wrestling.

Hu^E, a. Vast; immense; very great; enormous, great,
even to deformity or terribleness.

HUGE'LV, ad. Immensely; enormously; greatly.

HUGE'NESS, n. Enormous bulk; vast size or extent.

Hu'GE-ous, a. Vast
;
enormous. [A low word. R.]

HUG'J&ER,* n. One who hugs or embraces. Oticay.

HUG'J&ER-MUG-JGER, n. Secrecy ; by-place. Spenser. [Low.]
HuG'jGER-MUG-j&ER,* a. Clandestine; poor; mean; con-

fused. Holloway.
HUG'GLE,* v. a. To hug. Holland.

HU'GUE-NOT, (hu'fe-not) n. One of the reformed religion
in France

;
a French Calvinist. Dryden.

HU'GUE-NQT-IM, (hu'ge-n9t-izm) n. The profession or

principles of a Huguenot. Sherwood.

Hu'Gy. a. Vast; great; huge. Dryden. [R.]

fHui'SHER, (hwe'sher) n. [huissier, Fr.] An attendant ; a

door-keeper. Now written usher. B. Jonson.

fHuKE, n. [huque, old Fr.] A cloak
;
a mantle. Bacon.

JHuLCH, n. A bunch ; a bump ; a hunch. Cotgrave.

JHULCH'BACKED, (-bakt) a. Crookbacked. Cotgrave.

fHuLCH'ED, a. Swollen ; puffed up. Cotgrave.

fHuLCH'y, a. Much swelling; gibbous. Sherwood.

HULFS'TON,* n. [Ger.] (Mas.) The secondary or superior
note in a shake. Brande.

HULK, 7t. A ship ;
the body of a ship. Shak. At present,

the body of a ship, or an old vessel laid by as unfit for

service.

HULK, v. a. To exenterate
; as, to hulk a hare. Jlinsworth.

HULK'Y, a. Large or unwieldy. [Colloquial and local.]

HULL, 7i. [hullen, Ger.] A husk or integument; outer

covering. (JVaui.) The body of a ship, exclusive of the

masts, rigging, &c.
;
the hulk. To lie a hull, to lie as a

hull only, when sails are useless, or would be dangerous.

HULL, v. a. [i. HULLED ; pp. HULLING, HULLED.] To peel

off the hull or husk of any seed
;
to fire into, so as to

pierce the hull of a ship.

HULL, v. n. (JVaitt.) To float; to drive, without sails or

rudder.

HUL'LY, a. Having hulls or husks
; husky.

HUL'VER, n. The holly; a tree. Tusser.

HUM, v. n. [hommelcn, D.] [i. HUMMED; pp. HUMMING,
HUMMED.] To make the noise of bees ;

to make an in-

articulate and buzzing sound ;
to pause in speaking ;

to

sing low; to buzz
;
to make a low, dull noise

;
to mur-

mur.

HUM, v. a. [fTo applaud. Milton.] To sing low
;
to utter in-

distinctly. Pope. To impose upon.

HUM, n. The noise of bees, or insects
;
a low, confused,

or dull noise; a buzzing noise; a pause: a jest; a

hoax; an imposition. [fAn expression of applause.

Spectator. fA strong liquor. B. Jonson.]

HtiM, interj. A sound implying doubt and suspense. Shak.

HQ'MAN, [hu'man, & W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; yu'man, P.]

a. [humanus, L.] Having the qualities of a man
; belong-

ing to man or mankind ;
not divine ; manly.

tHu"MAN-ATE, a. Invested with humanity. Mp. Cranmer.

Hu-MANE', a. [humain, Fr.] Having qualities which be-
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come a man as a social being ;
kind

;
civil ; benevolent;

tender.

HU-MANE'LY, ad. In a humane manner; kindly.

HV-MANE'NESS, n. Tenderness; humanity. Scott.

HO'MAN-iM,* n. A modern term for polite learning. Gor-
don.

IIO'MAN-tST, n. [humaniste, Fr.] One versed in the knowl-

edge of humanity or human nature: a philologer; a

grammarian ;
a student of, or one versed in, polite

learning. Brande.

Hu-MlN-i-TA'Ri-AN,* n. One who bc-lieves Christ to be a
mere man._Brande.

HV-MAN-I-TA'RI-AN,* a. Relating to humanitarians or hu-
manitarianism. Ch. Ob.

Hy-MlN-i-TA'Ri-AN-I$M,* Ti. The doctrine that Jesus
Christ was possessed of a human nature only. Pano-

plist.

HU-MAN'I-TY, n. [humanitaa, L.] Human nature ; the na-
ture of man : humankind; the collective body of man-
kind : kindness ; benevolence ; tenderness. (Scotland)
The knowledge of the learned languages or the ancient

classics; philology. (European seminaries) pi. Polite

literature ; grammar, rhetoric, and poetry, including the

study of the ancient classics.

HU-MAN-I-ZA'TION,* n. The act of humanizing. Mickle.

HO'BIAN-IZE, v. a. [i. HUMANIZED; pp. HUMANIZING, HU-

MANIZED.] To render humane; to civilize; to soften.

Hu'MAN-iz-ER,*ra. One who humanizes. Burney.
HU-MAN-KIND', n. The race of man

;
mankind. Pope.

HU'MAN LIKE,* a. Resembling man or the human form.
Goldsmith. [R.]

IIO'MAN-LY, ad. In a human manner; after the manner of
men. [Kindly. Pope.]

HU-MA'TIQN, n. [humatio, L.] Interment. Chambers. [R.]

HUM'BIRD, n. The humming-bird ;
trochilus. Browne.

UHUM'BLE, (hum'bl or um'bl) [um'1.1, & W. P. J. F. K.
Sm. ; hum'bl, E. Jo. Wb.~\ a. [humble, Fr.] Having a low
estimate of one's self; possessed of humility; lowly;
submissive

; unpretending ;
not proud ; modest

;
low

;

not high.

JIHDM'BLE, v. a. [i. HUMBLED; pp. HUMBLING, HUMBLED.]
To make humble ; to make submissive; to make to bow
down with humility ;

to mortify ;
to crush

;
to break

;
to

subdue.

||HuM'BLE-BEE, n. [hommelen, Teut.] A large kind of bee,
called also bumblebee. [An herb. Jlinsworth.]

UHUM'BLE-BEE-EAT'ER, Tt. A fly that eats the humble-
bee. Jlinsworth.

[IHuM'BLE-MOUTHED, (-moutlid) a. Mild
; meek. Shak.

j|HuM'BLE-NESS, n. Humility; absence of pride. Sidney.

jJHuM'BLE-PLANT, n. A species of sensitive plant. Morti-
mer.

MHuM'BLER, n. One who humbles or subdues.

HOM'BLE, (um'blz) n.pl. Entrails of a deer. See UM-
BLES.

lltHOM'BLESS, n. [humblcsse, old Fr.] Humbleness; humil-
ity. Spenser.

j|HuM'BL}NG, n. Humiliation
; abatement of pride. Mil-

ton.

||IIDM'BLlNG,*p. a. Making humble
; mortifying.

IjHuM'BLVj ad- Without pride; with humility ; modestly.
HuM'B6LDT-iNE,*(hum'bdlt-in) n. (Min.) A native oxalate
of the protoxide of iron. Brande.

HUM'BOLDT-ITE,* (hum'bolt-lt) n. (Min.) A borosilicate
of iron, a variety of datholite. Brande.

HUM'BDG, n. An imposition ;
a hoax. Tweddell. [Low.]

HDM'BDG,* v. a. [i. HUMBUGGED; pp. HUMBUGGING, HUM-
BUGGED.] To impose upon ; to deceive. Fo. Qu. Reo.

[Vulgar.]
HUM'BUG-GER,* n. One who humbugs. Brookes. [Low.]
HUM'DRUM, a. Dull

;
dronish

; stupid. Hadibras.

HDM'DRUM,* n. A small, low cart, with three wheels : a

dull, tiresome person: a dronish tone of voice; dull

monotony. Holloway.

HDM'DRUM,* v. n. To pass time in a dull manner. Swift.

HU-MECT', . a. To wet; to humectate. Wiseman. [R.]
HU-MEC'TATE, v. a. [humecto, L.] To wet; to moisten.
Browne. [R.]

HU-MEC-TA'TIQN, n. The act of wetting ; moistening.
Bacon. [R.]

fHv-MEC'TivE, a. Having the power to wet or moisten.

HO'ME-FY,* v. a. To steep or soften with water. Gold-
smith.. [R.]

HU'ME-RAL, a. [humeral, Fr., from humerus, L.] Belong-
ing to the shoulder.

HU'MJC,* a. (C/urm.) Relating to humine; as, humic acid.

Brande.

tHn-Mi-cy-BA'TlQN, . [humi and eubo, L.] Act of lying
on the ground. Bp. Bramhall.

HU'M,D, a. [humidus, L.] Wet; moist; damp; watery.
Hy-Mii'i-TY, n. [humiditc, Fr.] State of being humid;
dampness ; moisture.

HU'MID-NESS,* TI. The state of being humid. Scott.

HU'MILE,* a. Lowly ; humble. Gay. [R.J

tHu'MlLE^ v. a. [humilier, Fr.] To humble. Bp. Fisher.

ily-MIL'j-ATE,* v. a. [i. HUMILIATED; pp. HUMILIATING,
HUMILIATED.] To humble

;
to mortify ;

to prostrate. Ld.

Brougham.
Hy-MfL'i-AT-rvG,* p. a. Humbling; mortifying; dis-

gracing. A. Smith.

Hy-MiL-l-A'TlQN, n. [Fr.] Act of humbling ;
abasement ;

descent from greatness ; mortification.

Hy-MlL'i-Ty, n. [humilitc, Fr.] Quality of being humble
;

lowliness of self-estimation
; freedom from pride ;

the

opposite quality to pride ; modesty.
HU'MINE,* n. (Chern.) The black nutritive matter of vege-

tables, as derived from the ground, peat, or turf, consist-

ing of carbon united with oxygen. Brande.

HU'MITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in yellow-brown or
colorless crystals on Monte Somma. Brande.

HITM'MEL,* v. a. To separate the awns of barley from the
kernel. Farm. Ency.

HDM'MEL-LER,* n. One who hummels; an instrument
for separating the awns or hulls of barley from the seed.

Farm. Ency.
HUM'MER, n. He or that which hums.
HUM'MING, n. The act or noise of one that hums.
HUM'MING,* p. a. Uttering a hum

; making a dull noise.

HiJM'MiNG-ALE, n. Sprightly ale. Dryden.
HDM'MlNG-BlRD, TI. The smallest of birds, very beauti-

ful ; named from the noise it makes : called also

humbird. See HUMBIRD.
HDM'MQCK, n. A little hill; hillock; protuberance of the

earth in a swamp of wet land
;
a hammock. Hawkes-

worth.

HDM'MQCK-Y,* a. Full of hummocks. Scoresbij.

HUM'MUM, n. pi. [Per.] Sweating-places or baths.

|S'm9r) [yu'mur, S. W. J. F. Ja. K.
R. ; yum'ur, P. ; hu'mur, E. Wb. Kenrick ; yu'mur or hu'-

, (yu'mor or hS'm

mur, Sm.] n. [humor, !>.; humeur, Fr.] Moisture
;
animal

fluid
; theiinoisture or fluid of the animal body : gen-

eral turn or temper of mind
; disposition ; mood ;

tem-

porary inclination
; caprice ;

whim
; pleasantry ; jocu-

larity ;
a species of wit flowing from the humor of a

person. Q^= Smart pronounces this word hu'mur when
it means moisture, as in a man's body, and yu'mur in

its other senses.

iJHO'MpR, (yu'mpr)^. a. [i. HUMORED ; pp. HUMORING, HU-

MORED.] To gratify; to soothe by compliance; to fit; to

comply with
;
to indulge.

IJHO'MQR-AL,, (yu'mor-al or hu'mgr-ftl) a. [humoral, Fr.]

Relating to the humors.

||HC'MQR-AL-iM,* 71. Humorism. Caldwell. [R.] See Hu-
MORISM.

||HO-MO-RTF'|c,* (yu-m9-rifjk) a. Producing humor.

Coleridge.

||HO'MOR-IM,* (yu'mor-izm or hu'mor-izm) n. The dispo-
sition or habits of a humorist. Coleridge. (Med.) The
influence of the humors on disease. Dunglison.

||HO'MQR-IST, (yu'mor-ist) n. [humoriste, Fr.] A whimsical

person ;
one who has odd conceits or a talent for humor;

a wiig ;
a droll: one who attributes all diseases to a

depraved state of the humors.

||HO-MQR-Is'Tic,* (yu-m9r-Is'tjk) a. Like a humorist.

Coleridge.

||HO'MQR-ous, (yu'mor-us) a. [Moist ;
humid. Drayton.]

Capricious; irregular; whimsical; jocose; merry;
jocular.

IIHO'MQR-ous-Ly, (yu'm9r-us-le) ad. With humor; jo
cosely.

lillu'MpR-oDs-NESs, (yii'm9r-us-nes) 71. Quality of being
humorous ; jocularity ;

oddness of conceit.

||HO'MOR-soME, (yu'm9r-sum) a. Peevish; petulant;
odd.

||HO'MOR-SOME-LY, (yu'mor-sum-le) ad. Peevishly; petu-
lantly.

HUMP, n. [umbo, L., a tump or hillock.] A protuberance ;

the protuberance formed by a crooked back.

HUMP'BACK, n. A crooked back ; one who has a crooked
back.

HuMP'BXcKED, (-bSkt) a. Having a crooked back.

HUMPED,* (hump'ed or humpt) a. Having a hump or pro-
tuberance on the back. Goldsmith.

HUM'STRUM,* n. A musical instrument. Boswell.

HUN, n. ; pi. HUN. A barbarous people of Scythia, who,
after subduing Pannonia, gave to it the present name of

Hungary.
HDNCH, v. a. Htusch, Ger.] [i. HUNCHED

; pp. HUNCHING,
HUNCHED.] To punch with the fist or elbow ; to jostle ;

to shove : to crook the back.

HDNCH, n. A blow; a punch; a shove; a hump; a
bunch.

HuNCH'BXcK,* n. A humpback. Smart.

HDNCH'BXcKED, (hiinsh'bakt) a. Humpbacked. Dry-
den.

HUN'DRED, [hun'dred, P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; hun'dred
or hun'durd, W. ; 'hun'durd, S.] a. Consisting of tec

multiplied by ten.
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HtJN'DRCD, n. The number 100, or of ten multiplied by
ten : a division of a county ; a district.

HBN'DRED-COURT,* n. (Law} A larger court-baron.
Blackstone.

HUN'DRED-ER, n. [hundredarius, low L.l (Law) One of a

jury dwelling in the hundre ,

;
a bailiff of a hundred.

Cowel.

HUN'DRED-FOLD,* n. A hundred times as much. Bible.

HUN'DREDTH, a. The ordinal of a hundred.

HuNGjj. &c,p. from Hang. See H\NG.
HUN-GA'RI-AN,* a. Relating to Hungary. Ency.
HUN'GA-RV, a. Hungarian. It is applied to a distilled

water first made for the queen of Hungary.
HDN'j&ER, (hung'ger) n. An eager desire or want of food

;

a craving appetite ; pain felt from fasting ;
violent de-

sire.

HDN'^ER, (hung'fer) v. n. [i. HUNGERED
; pp. HUNGER-

ING, HUNGERED.] To feel the pain of hunger; to desire

eagerly; to long.

HUN'J&ER, (huug'ger) v. a. To famish. [Rare or local.]

HUN'JSER-BIT, a. Same as hungerbitten. Milton.

HuN'jGER-BfT-TEN, (hung'ger-blt-tn) a. Pained with

hunger. Job.

HUN'J&ERED, (hung'gerd) a. Hungry. See HUNGRED.
HUN'J&ER-LY, (hung'5er-le) a. Hungry. Shak. [R.1

, (hung'ger-1?) ad. Hungrily. Shak. [R.]
oT,* TO. A disease in sheep caused by poor

living. Farm. Ency.
tHDN'j&ER-STARVE, v. a. To famish, ffuloet.

HUNGER-STARVED, (-st'arvd) a. Starved with hunger.
Shak.

, (hung'gerd) a. [Usually with an prefixed,
n to athirst. Hungry. St. Matthew.

With hunger. Dryden.
corresponding to athirst.] Hungry. St. Matthew.

g'gre-le) ad.

HUNGRY, (hung'gre) a. Feeling pain from want of food;
HUN'JGRI-LY, (hun

wanting food ; pained with hunger ; famishing.
HUNKS, n. A sordid wretch ; a miser. Dryden.
HDNT, v. a.

[i.
HUNTED

; pp. HUNTING, HUNTED.] To chase
for prey or sport ;

to pursue ; to follow close
; to search

for ;
to direct in the chase.

HDNT, v. 7i. To follow the chase
;

to pursue or search.

HUNT, n. A chase
; pursuit ;

a pack of hounds.

fHONT'-CouNT-ER,* n. A worthless dog; a blunderer.
Shak.

HUNT'ER, n. One that hunts or chases
;
one who practises

hunting ;
a hunting-house.

HDNT'ER-CREW,* (-kru) n. A set of sportsmen. Somer-
vUle.

HUNT'ER-TRAIN,* n. A band of sportsmen. Somerville.

HUNT'ER-TROOP,* n. A band of sportsmen. Pope.
HUNT'ING, n. The diversion of the chase

;
a searching.

HUNT'JNG-HORN, ft. A bugle ;
a horn used in hunting.

HDNT'lNG-HoRSE, n. A horse used in hunting; a hunter.

Spectator.

HONT'JNG-MXTCH,* n. A chase of animals. Dryden.
HUNT'ING-SEAT, n. A temporary residence for hunting.
HUNT'RESS, n. A woman that follows the chase. Mil-

ton.

HUNTS'MAN, n.; pi. HUNTSMEN. A hunter; a servant
whose office it is to manage the chase.

HUNTS'MAN-SHIP, . The qualifications of a hunter.
Donne.

tHuNTS'-up,* n. A tune formerly played to wake the
hunters. Shak.

HUNT'-THE-SLIP'PER,* n. A well-known English game.

HU'RAUL-ITE,* n. (Mm.) A crystallized mineral. Dana.
HUR'DEN, (-dn) n. A coarse linen. Shenstone. [R.]
HUR'DLE, n. A texture of sticks woven together ;

a crate
;

a kind of wicker-work
;
a frame of wood or iron: a

sort of sledge used to draw traitors to execution.

HUR'DLE, v. a.
[i. HURDLED; pp. HURDLING, HURDLED.]

To hedge, cover, or close with hurdles. Seioard.
' HURD, n. pi. The refuse of flax. See HARDS.
HUR'DY-GUR'DV, n. A stringed portable instrument,
played by a wheel and with keys, much used by mendi-
cants.

HVR-KA'RV,* n. A Hindoo errand-boy or messenger.
Malcom.

HURL, v. a. [i. HURLED ; pp. HURLING, HURLED.] To throw
with violence ; to drive impetuously ; to cast

;
to utter

with vehemence.
: HURL, v. n. Tc ir. ve rapidly ; to whirl. Thomson.
HURL, n. The ae* of casting ;

a throw
; tumult

;
riot.

HuHL'BXT, n. An old kind of weapon ; whirlbat.

HURL'BONE,* n. A bone near the middle of the buttock
of a horse. Crdbb.

HUB.L'ER, n. One who throws or hurls.

tHtel/WIND, n. A whirlwind. Sandys.
tHtte'LY, n. [hurler, Fr.] ,\ tumult

;
a hurly-burly Shak.

HUR'LY-BiiR'LY, 71. Tumult; commotion; bustle. Shak.

HUR'LY-BUR'LY, a. Tumultuous ; bustling. Shak.

Hu'FvON-lTE,* n. (Mm.) A yellowish-green mineral.
Dana.

HiiRR,* r. re. To make a trilling sound, as the letter

B. Jonson.

HuR-RAH', (hu ra') interj. [hurra, Goth.] A shout of joy,
or triumph, or applause, or encouragement ; huzza.

HIJR'RI-CANE, n. [huracan, Sp.] A violent storm of
wind, generally accompanied by thunder and light-
ning, and often causing great destruction

;
a violent tem-

pest ;
a tornado.

fHDR-Rl-CA'NO, n. A hurricane: an old orthography.
Shak.

HUR'RIED,*^. a. Hastened
; urged on

;
done in a hurry.

HUR'RI-ED-LY,* ad. In a hurried manner. West. Rev.

HUR'RI-ED-NESS,* n. State of being hurried. Scott.

HUR'RI-ER, TO. One who hurries; a disturber: one who
draws a corve or wagon in a coal-mine.

HtfR'RY, v. a. [horra, hurra, or hyra, Goth.] [i. HURRIED;
pp. HURRYING, HURRIED.] To hasten

; to put into precip-
itation or confusion

;
to precipitate ;

to drive confusedly :

to draw a corve or wagon in coal mines.

HfJR'RY, v. n. To move or act with precipitation.

HijR'RY, n. A driving forward ; haste
; precipitation ;

tu-

mult; commotion.

HUR'RY-SKUR'RY,* n. Haste and confusion. Forby. [Col-
loquial.]

HUR'RY-SKUR'RY, ad. In a bustle
;
with tumult. Gray.

HURST, n. A small wood ;
a prove. Drayton. [Obs. or local.]

HiJRT, v. a.
[i.

HURT
; pp. HURTING, HURT.] To harm

;
to

injure ;
to bruise

; to damage ;
to wound

;
to pain by

some bodily harm.

HURT, n. Harm
; mischief; wound

;
bruise ; injury.

HURT'ER, n. One who hurts or harms: a flatted iron
fixed against the body of an axletree. Crabb.

HURT'FUL, a. Mischievous
; pernicious ; injurious ;

nox-
ious ;

detrimental
; prejudicial ;

harmful.

HtJRT'FUL-LY, ad. Mischievously ; perniciously.
HURT'FUL-NESS, n. Mischievousness ; perniciousness.
HiJR'TLE, (hur'tl) v. n. [urtare, It.] [i. HURTLED; pp.
HURTLING, HURTLED.] To clash

;
to skirmish

; to run
against any thing ;

to jostle ;
to rush ; to wheel round.

Shak. [R.]

HUR'TLE, v. a. To push with violence
;

to whirl
; to

hurl. Spenser. [R.]

HIJR'TLE-BER-RY, (hur'tl-ber-e) n. A shrub and its

fruit. See HUCKLEBERRY, and WHORTLEBERRY.
HURT'LESS, a. Innocent; harmless; innoxious; doing no
harm.

HURT'LESS-LY, ad. Without hurt or harm.

HURT'LESS-NESS, n. Freedom from any pernicious quality.

HU'BAND, (huz'b<jnd) n. [hossband, Danish.] The correla-

tive to wife ; a man married to a woman
;
a master of

a family ; a husbandman ;
an economist

;
a tiller of the

ground ;
a farmer : the male of a brute pair.

HD'BAND, v. a. [i. HUSBANDED
; pp. HUSBANDING, HUS-

BANDED.] To supply with a husband
;
to manage with

frugality ;
to till

;
to cultivate.

tHD'BAND-A-BLE, a. Manageable with frugality. Sher-

wood.

HUS'BAND-LESS, a. Without a husband. Shak.

tllijs'BAND-LY, a. Frugal ; thrifty. Tusscr.

Hu'BAND-MXN, n. ; pi. HUSBANDMEN. A farmer; one
who practises husbandry ;

a cultivator; one who works
in tillage.

HU'BAND-RY, n. Tillage ;
culture of land

; agriculture ;

thrift; frugality; parsimony ;
care of domestic affairs.

HOsE,*?i. See Huso. Bailey.

HUSH, interj. [houische, old Fr.] Silence! be still! no
noise ! whist !

HUSH, a. Still
;
silent

; quiet. Shak.

HUSH, v. a.
[i.

HUSHED ; pp. HUSHING, HUSHED.] To still
;

to silence
;
to quiet. S/iak. To hush up, to suppress in

silence.

HUSH, v. n. To be still ;
to be silent. Spenser.

HDsH'A-BY,* a. Tending to quiet or lull. EC. Rev.

HUSII'MSN-EY, (-mun-e) n. Money given as a bribe for

silence, or to hinder information.

IIOSK, 7i. [huldscft, D.] The integument or covering of cer-

tain fruits or seeds.

IIDSK, v. a. [i. HUSKED; pp. HUSKING, HUSKED.] To strip

off the husk or outward integument.
HUSK'ED, a. Covered with a husk. Sherwood. p. Stripped

or divested of husks.

HUSK'I-NESS, n. Hoarseness; the state of being husky.

HUSK'Y, a. Abounding in husks; consisting of husks :

hoarse ; rough in tone
; having a cough.

Hu'so,* ?i. A large fish, found in the Danube, from which

isinglass is made ;
called also isinglass fish. Goldsmith.

HfJs-SAR', (huz-7,ar') n. [husar, Ger.] Originally, a Hun-

garian horse-soldier, light-armed ;
an equestrian soldier

;

a sort of cavalry.

HDss'lTE, 7i. A follower of John Huss, of Pragu-j, the

reformer, who was burnt alive in 1415.

Ilus'sy, (huz'ze) n. [corrupted from housewife, taken in an

ill sense.] A 'sorry or worthless woman. It is often

used jocosely.
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HC'ST'jNG, w. pi. A council; a city court. BlacJcstone A
meeting, or the place of meeting, to choose a member of

parliament. Burke.

HDs'TLE, (hus'sl) v. a. [hutsen, hutselcn, Teut.J [i. HUS-
TLED ; pp. HUSTLING, HUSTLED.] To shake together in

confusion.

||HO?'wjFE, (huz'zjf) [huz'zjf, S. IV. P.J.E. F. Ja. ; huz'-

wlf, Sm.] n. A bad manager ;
a hussy ;

a sorry woman.
Shak. An economist; a thrifty woman. See HOUSEWIFE.

||Hu'wiFE, (huz'zjf) v. a. To manage with economy
Dryden.

IIHiJi-i'wTFE-LY, (hus'zif-Ie) a. Thrifty ; frugal. Tusser.

||HD'WIFE-:LY, (huz'zjne) ad. Thriftily ;
like a huswife.

Barret.

puijJ'WTFE-RY, (huz'zjf-re) n. Management, good or bad ;

domestic economy. Tusser. See HOUSEWIFERY.
HUT, n. A poor cottage ; a temporary lodging for soldiers.

HOT, v. a. [hutter, Fr.] To lodge in huts, as troops.
HUTCH, n. [huche, Fr.] A chest

;
a coffer

;
a hollow trap

for taking vermin, and also a kind of case for keeping
rabbits.

HUTCH, v. a.
[i. HUTCHED; pp. HUTCHING, HUTCHED.] To

hoard
;
to lay up as in a chest. Milton. [R.]

HUTCH-IN-SO'NI-AN, n. A follower of John Hutchinson, of

Yorkshire, in England, a naturalist arid philosopher, who
rejected Newton's doctrine of gravitation.

HVT-TO'NI-AN,* a. Relating to the theory of Dr. Hutton,
which refers the structure of the solid parts of the earth
to the action of fire

;
hence called also the Plutonian

theory. Ency.
tHOx,* v. a. To catch pike with a line and bladder. Ash.

HUX'TER,* v. n. To higgle; to huckster. Grant. See
HUCKSTER.

fHuzz, v. n. To buzz; to murmur. Barret.

p(JZ-ZA', (hu-za') [huz-za', W. J. Ja.; huz-za', S. F. E.
K. ; huz-za', P. Sm. R. Wb.~\ interj. An exclamation of joy
or triumph ;

hurrah. Hurrah is more commonly used.

N

HUZ-ZA', n. A shout
;
a cry of acclamation. Arbuthnot.

HOZ-ZA.', V. n.
[i. HUZZAED

', pp. HUZZAING, HUZZAED.]
To cry huzza

;
to shout. King. [dison.

HHfJZ-ZA', v. a. To receive or attend with acclamation. Ad-
HY'A-clNTH, n. [hyacinthus, L.

; vaxivdos, Gr.] (Bot.) A
plant and beautiful flower, of several varieties. (Min.)
A yellow, brown, or reddish mineral or gem ;

a crystal of
zircon.

HY-A-CYN'THI-AN,* a. Hyacinthine. Richardson.

HY-A-CIN'THINE,* n. (Min.) A brown or greenish mineral
in eight-sided prisms, and transparent. Brande.

HY-A-CIN'THINE, a. Made of or resembling hyacinths.
HF'A-DES, (til'a-dSz) n. pi. [L. ; 'YuJej, Gr.] The Hyads.

See HYADS.

HY'AD, (hl'adz) n. pi. (Astron.) A cluster of five stars in

the face of Taurus.

tHY'A-LlNE, a. [ixiXtvos.] Glassy; crystalline. Milton.

HY'A-LITE,* n. (Min.) A yellow or gray variety of uncleav-
able quartz or opal. Brande.

HY'A-L,6iD,*a. (Anat.) Applied to a transparent membrane.
Brande. [Dana.

HY-A-LQ-SID'ER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of chrysolite.

HY-BER-NA'TIQN,* n. See HIBERNATION.
HY'BLA-BEE,*TI. A species of honey-bee. Skak.

HYB-L,.E'AN,* a. Belonging to Mount Hybla, in Greece. Ash.

PY'BRID,* or HYB'RID,* fhl'brjd, K. Sm. R. Ask, Maun-
der; hib'rjd, Ja. Wb.] n. (Bot. & Zool.) A mongrel plant
or animal ^the produce of a female plant or animal which
has been impregnated by a male of a different variety,
species, or genus. Ency.

PY'BRID, or HfB'RIU, a. [v0pts,Gr.;hybrida,~L.] Mon-
grel ; of different species : applied to plants and animals.

PY'BRID-IM,* or HYB'RlD-i$M,*7t. The quality of being
hybrid. Latham.

Hy-BRlD'i-TY,* 7i. The quality of being hybrid ; hybridism.
Pritchard.

HYB'RI-UOUS, [hib're-dus, S. W. P. Ja. ; hl'bro-dus, R. Sm.

Ash.] a. Mongrel ; hybrid. Ray.
HY-DXT'lD,*or HVD'A-TID,* [he-dat'id, P.Cyc. Brande ;hl'-

da-tid, Wb.]n. [kydatis, L.] pi. HY-DAT'lDS. A little blad-

der of water. Roget. An animal formed like a bladder,
and distended with an aqueous fluid, which infests the
entrails of the human body, particularly the liver. Kirby.
An insect in the skull of sheep. London.

HYD'A-Tls,n. [L. ; ri(5wp,Gr.] pi. HY-DAT'f-DE?. (Med.)
A drop or little bladder of water. Qtiincy. See HYDATID.

HY'DRA, n. [hydra, L.] pi. L. HY'DRA; Eng. HY'DRA.
A water-serpent ;

a many-headed monster slain by Her-
cules

; any manifold evil
;
a southern constellation.

HY-DRXC'ID,* n. An acid containing hydrogen. Brande.

HY'DRA-GOGUE, (hl'dra-gog) n. [vd^p and ayto.] (Med.) A
violent cathartic to expel watery secretions.

HY-DRXN'GE-A,* n. (Bot.} A genus of plants ;
a beautiful

water-plant. Crabb.

HY'DRANT,* n. A pipe for discharging water. Stone.

HY-DRAR-(^YL,'LiTE,*n. (Min.) A native phosphate of alu-

mina. Brande.

comprises hydrostatics and hydraulics. Brands.

HY'DRO-GEN, (hi'dr9-jen)7i. [{Ijwp and ycvvaw.] (

gas which, combined with oxygen, produces water. It is

HY-DRAR'GY-RUM,* n. [L.] Quicksilver or mercury.
Rowbotham.

HY'DRATE,* n. (Chem.) A compound in definite proportions
of a metallic oxide with water. Brande.

HY-DRAU'LIC, ) a. Relating to water-pipes, or to the

HY-DRAU'L,I-CAL, J conveyance of water through pipes.
HY-DRAU'LI-CON,* n. (Mas.} A musical instrument acted

upon by water
;
a water-organ. Burney.

HY-DRAU'LICS, 71. pi. [i-^w/j and av\6<,.] That branch of hy-
drodynamics which treats of fluids in motion, and of
conveying water through pipes.

HY'DRI-Q-DATE,* or HV-DRI'Q-DATE,* n. (CAc?.) A salt

formed by hydriodic acid with a base. Brande.

HY-DRJ-OD'IC,* a. (C/ter/i.) Noting an acid composed of hy-
drogen and iodine. Brande.

HYD'RI-OT,* n. A native of the Greek island of Hydra.
Earnshaw.

HY-DRQ-CAR'BON,* n. (Chcm.) A compound of hydrogen
and carbon ; hydrocarburet. Brande.

HY-DRQ-CAR'BV-RET,* n. (Chem.) A compound of hydro-
gen and carbon. Brande.

HY-DRQ-CAR'DI-A,* n. (Mcd.} A dropsy of the pericardium.
Scott.'

HY'DRQ-CELE, [hl'dro-sel, S. J. E. F. K. Sm.; hi'drc?-s51 or

hl-dro-se'le, W. Ja. ; hi-dro-so'le, P.] n. [v6p;Kii\n.] (Med.)
A collection of watery or serous fluid in the scrotum or

spermatic cord.

HY-DRO-CEPII'A-LUS, (hi-dro-sefa-liis) n. [vfiua and xeipa-

\ij.] (Med.) JDropsy of the brain, or water in the head.

HY-DRQ-HL,O'RIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid commonly
called muriatic acid. Ure.

HY-DRO-DY-N.XM f

?cs,*7i.pZ. [vSwp and Svvann.] The sci-

ence which applies the principles of dynamics to deter-

mine the conditions of motion or rest in fluid -bodies. It

ydraulics. Brande.

v5(*>p and ycvvaui.] (Chem.) A
cygen, produces wal

colorless, tasteless, inodorous, and inflammable.

HYT-DRO^'E-NC-DS,* a. Relating to hydrogen. Phillips.

HY-DROG'RA-PHER, n. [v6wp and j/pu^w.] One versed in

hydrography.
HY-DRO-GRXPH'IC,* a. Belonging to hydrography. Ash.

HY-DRP-GRAPH'J-CAL, a. Relating to hydrography.
HY-DRC-G'RA-PHY, n. The science, knowledge, or descrip-

tion of the watery part of the terraqueous globe.

HY-DROG'U-RET,* 7^ A compound of hydrogen with a
metal. Brande.

HY-DROL'O-GTST,* n. One skilled in hydrology. Maunder.

HY-DROL/o-ay, n. [iWcup and X6yos.] The doctrine or

knowledge of the nature and properties of water.

HY'DRQ-MXN-CY, n. [WUQ and pcrrefo.] Divination by
water. Ayliffe.

HY'DRQ-MEL,, n. [vS .7; and n?.Xt.] Liquor formed of honey
and water.

HY-DROM'E-TER, n. [{IJoj/j and n?.rpoi>.] An instrument for

measuring the extent or profundity, specific gravity, den-

sity, &.C., of water, or other fluids.

HY-DRQ MET'RIC,* a. Relating to hydrometry. Francis.

HY-DR<?-MET'RO-GRAPH,* n. An instrument for measur-

ing and recording the quantity of water discharged in a

given time. Dr. Black.

HY-DRdM'E-TRY, 7i. The act or art of measuring fluids.

HY-DRQ-PA'TH'IC,*
J
a. Relating to hydropathy. Clar-

HY-DUQ-PATIi'l-CAt,,* ) idgC.

HY-DROP'A-THTST,* n. One who is versed in, or who
practises, hydropathy. Claridge.

HY-DROP'A-THY,* . [t.(5>p and 7rd0; S.] (Med.) Water
cure, or the method of curing diseases by means of
water. Claridffc.

HY'DRQ-PHANE,* n.
[vintf

and ^afi/w.] (Min.) A variety
of opal which is white and opaque when dry, but trans-

parent in water. Brandt.
HV-DROPH'A-NOUS,* a. (Min.) Transparent in water. Clcave-

land.

HY'DRO-P.IIITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of serpentine. Dana.

HY-DRQ-PHO'BI-A, [hl-dro-pho'be-a, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ;

hl-dro-fo-b5'a, S.] n. [v6p<><pofiia.] (Med.) A preternatu-
ral dread of water, a symptom of canine madness ;

the

disease itself.

HY-DRO-PHOB'IC,* a. Relating to hydrophobia. Med. Jour.

HY'DRQ-PHO-BY, n. Hydrophobia. Birch.

HY-DRQPH-THX'L'MY,* n. (Med.) A disease in the eye
which causes it so to distend as almost to start out of the

socket. Crabb.

HY'DRQ-PHYTE,* n. (Bot.) A plant which thrives in water.

Brande.

HY-DROP'IC, ) a. [vSpMirtico's.] Dropsical ;
diseased with

HY-DROP'I-CAL, \ extravasated water
; resembling dropsy.

HY-DR6p'i-CAL-r,y,* ad. In an hydropical manner. Browne.

HY'DROP-SY,'TI. The dropsy. Thomson. [R.]

HY'DRQ-SCOPE,* n. An instrument anciently used for

measuring time, by the flowing of water through a small

orifice. Brande.

HY-DRQ-STAT'IC,* a. Relating to hydrostatics. Ency.
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HY-DRO-STXT'I-CAL, a. [W-,ip and cran/a'?.] Relating to

hydrostatics; according to the principles of hydrostatics.
HY-DRP-STXT'{-CAL-LY, ad. According to hydrostatics.
HY-I>RQ-STA-TJ:"CIAN,* (-tlsh'an) n. One versed in hydro-

statics. Boyle.

HY-DRP-STAT'ICS, n. pi. The science which explains the

properties of the equilibrium and pressure of water and
other fluids ; the art of weighing fluids.

HY-DRP-SUL'PHATE,* n. (Chem.) Same as hydrosulphuret.

HY-DRP-SOL'PHITE,* n. (Chem.) A saline compound of

hyposulphurous acid and a base. Ure.

HY-DRO-SDL'PHV-RET,* n. (Chem.) A compound of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, or sulphuric acid, with a base. Ure.

HY-DRO-THo'RAX,*n. (Med.) Dropsy in the chest. Crabb.

HY-DROT'IC, n.
[ti<5a>/>.] (Med.) Medicine to expel water or

phlegm.
HY-DR6T'ic,*a. Causing the discharge of water or phlegm.

Smart.

HY'DROVS,* a. Containing water; watery. Francis.

HY'DRV-RET,* n. Same as hydroguret. Brande.

HY'DRVS, n. [L. ; voiop, Gr.] A water-snake. Milton.

(Astron.) The Water-Serpent, a southern constellation.

HY-E'MAL, or HY'E-MAL, [hi-e'mal, W. K. Sm. Wb.; M'-

e-mal, Ja. Todd, Ash, Dyche.] a. [hyemalis, L.] Belonging
to winter.

tHY'E-MATE, v. n. To winter at a place. Cockeram.

?-E-MA'TlpN, n. Shelter from the cold of winter. Evelyn.

] A hyena. Shak.

sometimes called the tiger-

HY-^E'IAN,* a. Relating to health, or the goddess of

health, Hygeia, Hygiea, or Hygia. Smart.

HY'GE-INE,* n. Same as hygiene. Brande.

HY'GE-IST,* n. One versed in hygiene. Gent. Mag.
HY-<JUE_'AN,* a. Same as hygeian. P. Cyc.

HY-^I-E'NAL,* a. Relating to the preservation of health.

HY'EM$,*n. [L.] Winter. Shak.

tHY'EN, n. [hyasna, L.
; vaiva, Gr.

HY-E'NA, n. A fierce animal, son

wolf.

Boyle.
HY'GI-ENE,* n. [tylsta.] (Med.) That branch of medicine
which relates to the means of preserving health. Dunfflison.

HY-GI-EN'IC,* a. Relating to hygiene. Dunglison.
Hy-Gl'NA,* n. (Med.) Same as

hygiene.
Crabb.

Hy-GROL'p-GY,* TZ. (Med.) The doctrine of the humors or

fluids of the body. Brande.

HY-GRSM'E-TER, n. [vyp6s and ^er/uw.] An instrument
to measure the degrees of moisture or dryness of the at-

mosphere.
HY-GRP-MET'RTC,* a. Relating to hjcrometry ; applied to

substances which readily become moist or dry by corre-

sponding changes of the state of the atmosphere. Brande.

HY-GRP-MET'RJ-CAL,* a. Relating to hygrometry. Phil.

Mag.
HY-GROM'E-TRY,* n. The art of measuring the moisture

of the atmosphere. Crabb.

HY'GRP-SCOPE, n. [t^prfj and CKOTTLW.'] An instrument
to show the moisture and dryness of the air. Quincy.

HY-GRp-scop'lc, a. Imbibing moisture, as a hygroscope.
HY-GRp-scqp'i CAL,* a. Belonging to the hygroscope. Ash.

HY'GRP-STXT'JCS,* n. pi. The measuring of degrees of
moisture. Evelyn.

HY-L'ARJBH'I-CAL, a. Presiding over matter. Hallywcll.

HY-LO'BATE,* 71. (Zool.) A long-armed ape ;
a gibbon. P.

Cyc.
'

HY-L6p'A-THl?M,* , [i'Ar? and ir8o(.] The tenet or doc-
trine that the life of matter is sentient. Brande.

HY-LSTH'E-ISM,* n. The doctrine or belief that matter is

God, a species of materialism. Smart.

HY-LP-ZO'IC, n. One who holds all matter to be animated.

HY-Lp-zo'iM,*n. [vXri and ^01*7.] The doctrine that matter

lives; the theory of the soul of the world, or of a life

residing in nature. Cudworth.

HY-LP-ZO'IST,* n. An advocate for hylozoism. Tucker.

HY'MEN, n. [vnf\v.~\ The god of marriage : the virginal
membrane. (Bot.) A skin enclosing the bud of a flower.

||HY-ME-NE'AL, [hl-me-nS'al, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm.; hlm-e-

ne'al, S. E.] n. [faiimiug.] A marriage song. Pope.
HY-ME-NE'AL, a. Pertaining to marriage. Pope.
HY-ME-NE'AN, n. Same as hymeneal. Milton. [R.]
HY-ME-NE'AN, a. Same as hymeneal. [R.]"

-ME'Ni-tJM,* n. (Bot.) The "gills of a mushroom. P. Cyc.
Hv-MEN-Sp'TE-RAL,* > a. Having membraneous wings ;

HY-MEN-SP'TE-ROUS,* J applied to certain insects.

Kirby.
HY-MEN-OP'TE-RXN,* n. A mandibulate insect having

four membranous wings. Brande.

HYMN, (him) 7i. An encomiastic song ; a song of adoration.

HYMN, (him) v. a. [bfivito.] [L HYMWED; pp. HYMNING,
HYMNED.] To praise in song ; to worship with hymns.

HYMN, (him) v. n. To sing songs of adoration. Milton.

HYM'NIC, a. Relating to hyn>.is. Donne.

HYM'NING,* (him'jng or hirn'ning) p. a. Celebrating in

hymns.
HYM'NP-DY,* n. Hymnology. Brit. Critic.

HVM-NOL'P-GY, n. [fyi/oy and A^o?.] A collection of
hymns. Mede.

HY-os-cy-A'Mi-A,* n. (Chem.) A vegetable alkali, extract-
ed from the hyoscyamus niger, pigsbean, or henbane.

Brande._
HY-QS-C Y'A-MtNE,* n. (CAem.) The active principle of hen-

bane. Hamilton.

HYP, v. a.
[i.

HYPPED
; pp. HYPPING, HYPPED.] To make mel-

ancholy ; to dispirit. Spectator A colloquial word con-
tracted from hypochondriac ; often written hip. This con-
traction, and also hypo, are colloquially used as nouns.

HY-pjE'THRAt,,* a. (Jlrch.) Not covered overhead. Ham-
ilton.

Hy-pXL'LA-GE, n. (Rhet.) A figure by which words are

mutually transposed; a species of inversion.

HY-PAR'GY-RITE,* n. (Mm.') An ore of silver. Dana.
HYP-AS'PIST,* n. [fcrotnrtrrfjf.] A shield-bearer

; a soldier
of ancient Greece. Mitford.

HY'PER, [/>.] A Greek prefix, implying over, beyond,
excess. [n the compound terms of chemistry, it corre-

sponds with super, as used in other cases.

tHY'PER, n. [from hypercritic.] A hypercritic. Prior.

fHY-PER-Xs'p}ST, 7i. [vTTEpaffTrigu.] A defender. Chilling-
worth.

HY-PER'BA-T6N, 71. [L., frpm vTTEpflaivM.'] (Rhet.) A fig-
ure in writing, when the words are transposed from the

plain grammatical order. Milton.

HY-PER'BQ-LA, n. [vrrip and #uAAw.] (Geom.) One of the
conic sections, formed by cutting a cone by a plane,
which is so inclined to the axis, that, when produced,
it cuts also the opposite cone, or the cone which is the
continuation of the former, on the opposite side of the
vertex.

HY-PER'BQ-LE, n. [L. ; far^fe**.] (R^} A figure, by
which expressions are used signifying more than 'the ex-
act truth, or more than

is,
intended to be represented to

the hearer or reader
; exaggeration.

HY-PER-BOL'IC, ) a. [from hyperbola.] Belonging to, or

HY-PER-BOL'J-CAL, ] having the nature of an hyperbola.

Relating loan hyperbole; exaggerating or extenuating
beyond fact.

HY-PER-BOL'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a hyperbolical manner.
HY-PER-BOL'I-FORM, a. Having the form of the hyper-

bola.

HY-PER'Bp-L,tM,* n. The quality of being hyperbolical
Bp. Horsley.

HY-PER'Bp-L,fsT, 71. One who hyperbolizes. Boyle.

HY-PER'BO-LIZE, v. n. To make use of hyperbole.
HY-PER'BP-LIZE, v. a. To exaggerate or extenuate. Foth-

erby.

HY-PER'BO-LblD,* n. A solid formed by the revolution of
an hyperbola about its axis. Brande.

HY-PER-BO'RE-AN, a. [hyperboreus, L.] Far north; very
cold

; frigid.

HY-PER-CAT-A-LEC'TIC, a. [virip and catalectic.] (Rhet.)
Exceeding the measure; applied to verses having one
or two syllables too many at the end.

HY-PER-CRIT'IC, n. [{nrep and K/urudj.] A captious or un-
candid critic ; an unreasonable or very exact critic.

HY-PER-CRIT'I-CAL, a. Critical beyond use or reason.

HY-PER-CRIT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a hypercritical manner.
Croker.

HY-PER-CRlT'l-ci2E,*t>. a. To criticize captiously. Ch. Ob.

HY-PER-CRIT'I-CIM,* n. Captious or fastidious criticism.

Abp. Wliatdy.

HY-PER-DU'L|-A, n. [vtrip and dulia.] A service in. the Ro-
man Catholic church, performed to the Virgin Mary.
Abp. Usher.

HY'PER-DU-L,Y, n. Same as hyperdulia. Brevint.

HY-PER'I-CON, n. [L.] (Bot.) St. John's wort. Stukeley.

HY-PER'ME-TER, n. [wip and ^irpov.] Any thing that

exceeds in measure the proper standard, as a verse that

is too long.

HY-PER-MYR-I-P-RA'MA,* n. An exhibition consisting of
innumerable views. Scudamore.

fHY-PER-PHV-s^l-CAL, a. Supernatural. Jjubrey.

HY-PER-SAR-co'siSjn. [iirepffd/xcdio-i?.] (Med.) Proud flesh.

HY'PERS-THENE,*TI. (Min.) Labrador hornblende. Brande.

HYT-PER-TROPH'JC,* a. Relating to hypertrophy. Dr. Mott.

HY-PER'TRQ-PHV,* n. (Med.} A morbid enlargement of

any part of the body. Brande.

H\''PHEN,(hi'fen) n. [i>0>>.] A mark by which two or more

syllables are joined, or two words are joined and made
one word ; as, vir-tue, ever-living.

HYP-N6L,'o-&y,* n. A treatise on sleep. Dunglison.

jHyp-NOT'ic, n. [VJTVOS.] (Med.) A soporific medicine.
Browne.

Hy-p6B''p-LE,* n. (Rhet.) A figure of speech, in which
several things, which appear to be against an argument,
are brought together and refuted. Crabb.

HYP'P-CAUST, n. [vTrdnavaTov.] (Arch.) A vaulted apart-

ment, from which the heat of the fire is distributed to

the rooms above, by means of earthen tubes.

HYP-P-JEHON'DRE, (hip-o-kon'diirz) n. pi. [_\n:o\6vfipiov.'\

E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, |, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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(A-.iat.) Th^ two spaces lying on each side of the epigas-
tric r.;gioii : hypochondria. Quincy.

||H;-p-Q-jCH6N'DRj-A, (hip-9-kon'dre-?) ?i. [L.] (Anat.)
The part of the abdomen, on both sides, that lies under
the spurious ribs. (Med.) Melancholy ; vapors ; hyp-
ochondriasis. See HYPOCHONDRIASIS.

jHYP-Q-jeiiON'DRi-Xc, [hip-9-kon'dre-ak, W. P. J. F. K.
Sm. ; hip-po-k9n-drl'ak, S. E. ; hi-p9-kon'dre-ak, Ja.] n.

One who is morbidly melancholy or disordered in imagi-
nation.

||HYP-Q-jeHON'DRl-Xc,a. Relating to hypochondria or hyp-

pchondriasis ; melancholy ; dispirited ;
disordered in

imagination.

IJHYP-Q-JBHQN-DRI'A-CAL,, a. Same as hypochondriac.

||HYP-Q-jeHQN-DRl'A-ciSi M, 7i. Melancholy ; hypochondri-
as is.

IjIlYP-o-jeHQN-DRi'A-sis, n. (Med.) The hypochondriac
affection, which is attended by uneasiness about the

region of the stomach and liver, or the hypochondriac
region ; melancholy ; vapors ; spleen ;

disordered imagi-
nation

;
low spirits.

||IlYP-Q-H6N':DRi-XM,* n. Hypochondriacism. Dis-
raeli.

|jHYP-Q-jeHON'DRi-XsT,* n. One afflicted with hypochon-
dria

;
a hypochondriac. Coleridge.

llfHYP-Q-jeHON DRY, n. Hypochondria. Burton.

HYP'Q-CIST, n. [v*Ktrrls*] A parasitical plant growing
from the roots of the cystus ;

also an inspissated juice ex-

pressed from its fruit.

HYP'Q-CRAS, n. See HIPPOCRA.S.

HYP-Q-CRA-TER'I-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Salver-shaped. P.

Cyc.

HY-POC'RI-SY, n. The practice of supporting a character
different from what is real

; false profession j pre-
tence

;
dissimulation

;
deceit.

IlYP'Q-CRlTE, n. [viroKpirfis.] One who practises hypoc-
risy ;

a dissembler in morality or religion.

HYP-O-CRIT'IC, ) a. Partaking of hypocrisy; dissem-

HYP-Q-CRlT'i-CAL, \ bling ; insincere; false; appearing
differently from the reality.

HYP-Q-CRIT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a hypocritical manner.
HYP-Q-eXs'TRic, a. [vir6 and yao-rjjp.J Seated in the
lower part of the belly.

HYP-Q-GXS'TRQ-CELE,* n. (Med.) A rupture of the lower
belly. Smart.

HYP'Q-C^ENE,* a.(Min.) Relating to a class of rocks, com-
monly called primary rocks. LyeU.

H&P-Q-&E'VM, n. [L. ;
VITO and yrj, Gr.] pi. HYPO&EA.

(Arch.) A cellar or vault arched over.

IlY-po^'y-NoDs,* a. (Bot.) Arising from immediately be-
low the pistil. P. Cyc.

HYP-Q-MOJBH'LI-ON,* re. [L.] The fulcrum of a lever.

Brande.

HYP-Q-PHYL'LOVS,* a. (Bot.) Being under the leaf. Lou-

don._

HY-PO'PI-OM,* re. (Med.) A deposition of matter in the
anterior chamber of the eye. Smart.

HY-POS'TA-SIS, n. [L. ; vrrocrraa-ts, Gr.] pi. HY-Pos'TA-
SE. Distinct substance

; personality : a term used by
the Greek fathers to express the distinct personality of
the Father,_Son, and Spirit. (Med.) Sediment of urine.

HY-POS'TA-SIZE,* v. n. To speculate on personality. Cole-

ridge. [E.]

HY-PQ-STAT'J-CAL, a. Relating to hypostasis; constitu-

tive; personal.

HY-PQ-STAT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a hypostatical manner.

HY-POS'TA-TIZE, v. a. To attribute proper personal exist-

ence to. Norton.

HY-POT'E-NUSE, n. See HYPOTHENUSE.
HY-PO-THE'CA,* n. [L.] (Law) An obligation by which the

effects of a debtor are made over to his creditor.

Crabb.

HY-POTH'E-CATE, v. a. [hypotheca, L.] [i.
HYPOTHE-

CATED
', pp. HYPOTHECATING, HYPOTHECATED.] To pawn J

to give in pledge. Burke. To state by hypothesis. Ch.
Ob.

HY-POTH-E-CA'TIQN,* n. The act of hypothecating.
(Law) The right which a creditor has over a thing be-

longing to another. : a sort of pledge. Bouvier.

HY-POTH-E-NU'SAL,,* a. Belonging to the hypothenuse.
Ash.

HY-POTH'E-NUSE, [hl-poth'e-nus, S. W. P. F. Ja. K. Wb.;
hlp-oth'e-nus, Sm. ; hl-po-the-nus', Kenrick, Barclay, John-

son.] n. [OTTO and Tf.iva>.] (Georn.) The longest side of a

right-angled triangle, or the line that subtends the right

angle. Written also hypotenuse.

HY-POTH'E-SIS, n. [uxodems.] pi. HY-POTH'E-SES. A
supposition made with a view to draw from it some con-

sequence which establishes the truth or falsehood of a

proposition, or solves a problem ;
an opinion ;

a system
formed upon some principle not proved.

HY-POTH'E-SIZE,* v. n. To form hypotheses. Warbur-

tpn.

HY-PO-THET'IC, ) a. Including or depending on an

HY-PQ-THET'I-CAL, \ hypothesis j implying supposition j

conditional.

HY-PQ-THET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a hypothetical man-
ner.

Hv'RXx,* n. [ri>a.] (Zool.) A small mammal of the

Pachydermatous
order. Brande.

RSE, n. [hirsc, Ger.J (Bot.) Millet. Coles.

HYRST, HURST, HERST, n. A wood or grove. Gibson.

HY'SON,*TI. An excellent species of green tea. Hyson-
skin is an inferior kind of hyson. Young- hyson origi-

nally consisted of a delicate young leaf, but became cor-

rupted. Davis.

HY'QP, or HYS'SQP, [hlz'zop, J. E. Ja. ; hiz'zup or hl'-

sup, W. F. ; his'sup, K. Sm. ; hi'sup, S.] n. [hyssopus,

L.] A perennial medicinal plant or herb, of different

varieties.

HYS'TAT-ITE,* n. (Min.) A titaniferous iron ore. Dana.

HYS-T'RI-A,* 7i. [lo-rcpa.] (Med.) A species of neurosis
or nervous disease which generally attacks unmarried
women from the age of 15 to 35, and is supposed to have
its seat in the womb ; hysterics. Brande.

HYS-TER'IC, ) a. [va-TepiKd^.] Relating to hysteria or

HYS-TER'J-CAL, ) hysterics) spasmodic; troubled with
fits.

Hys-TER'ics, n. pi. Fits peculiar to women. See Hys-
TERIA.

HYS-TER'Q-CELE,* 71. (Med.) A rupture of the womb.
Crabb.

HYS-TE-ROI/P-^Y,* re. (Rhet.) A figure of speech by
which the ordinary course of thought is inverted in ex-

pression, and the last put first. Brande.

HYS'TE-RON-PROT'E-RON, n. [wrrepov TrpdTspov.] (Rhet.)
Same as hysterology.

HYS-TE-ROT'O-MY * re. (Med.) A dissection of the womb.
Crabb.

HYIHE, (hith) n. A port. See HITHE.

I.

Ithe
third vowel and the ninth letter of the alphabet,

j was formerly confounded with the consonant J, from
which it is now commonly kept distinct. It has two
principal sounds

; one long, as in fine, the other short, as
in fin. / is a numeral for one. It is also used as an
abbreviation for id : as, i. e., id est, (that is.)

1, pron. personal, of the first person. Myself, the person
speaking. Pos. MINE; obj. ME. pi. WE, OURS, us.

I'AMB,* n. Same as iambic or iambus. Smart.

I-SM'BIC, n. [iambicus, L.] A verse composed of iambi or
iambic feet. Iambics are a species of verse much used
l>y the Greek and Latin poets, especially by the Greek
tragic poets. They were originally used for satire; hence
the word sometimes means satire.

I AM'BIO, a. Relating to an iambus; composed of iambic
feet. Addiwn.

T-AM/BI-CAI,,* a. Same as iambic. Ch. Ob.

I-XM'Bi-CAt,-LY,* ad. In the manner of an iambic. Ch. Ob.

I-XM'BIZE,* v. a. To satirize; to use iambics. Twining.
I-AM-BOG'RA-PHER,* n. A writer of iambic poetry.

'Beck.

I-XM'BVS,* n. [L.] pi. L. IAMJBI; Eng. IAMBUSES. A poetic
foot consisting of a short and a long, or of an unaccented

and an accented syllable ; as, adore, defend. Crabb.

T-XT'RI-CAL,* a. Relating to medicine or physicians. Byron.

fl-A-TRO-jeHEM'iST,* 71. A chemical physician. Bailey.

fl-X-TRO-LEp'Tic, a. [i'ur/)<Jj
and <iAt>w.] That cures by

anointing.
T'BKX,*n. [L.] (Zool.) A kind of wild goat. Crabb.

l-Bi'DEM* ad. [L.] In the same place. Ainsworth. It is

used as n note of reference ;
often contracted to ibid.

FBIS, 7i. [L.] An Egyptian bird, approaching to the stork

kind, venerated for destroying serpents.

?.. [L.] (Bot.) See HIBISCUS.

WiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; EOL.L, BUK, RfJLE. C, G, c, g, soft; C. f>, C, g, hard; $ as '/.
;

>C as ',(7. ; -THIS.
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I-CA'RT-AN,* a. Daringly or unfortunately adventurous, as

Icarus, the son of Daedalus. Smart.

ICE, (Is) n. Water or other liquor made solid by cold
;
cream

and sugar congealed ; ice-cream. To break the ice, to
make a beginning.

ICE, v. a. [i. ICED ; pp. ICING, ICED.] To cover with ice
;
to

turn to ice
; to cover with concreted sugar ; to chill

;
to

freeze.

ICE'BERG,* n. A large mass or mountain of ice, such as
floats in the polar or northern seas. Lyell. [dcr.

ICE 'BIRD,* n. A species of bird found in Greenland. Maun-
ICE'BLINK,* M. A dazzling whiteness about the horizon,
caused by the reflection of light from a field of ice. Qit.
Rev.

ICE'BOAT,* n. A Boat formed to pass on the ice
;
a boat or

barge formed to break and pass through the ice. Francis.

ICE'BROOK,* (is'bruk) n. A congealed brook or stream.
Shak.

IcE'BUlLT, (Is'bilt) a. Formed of heaps of ice. Gray.
ICE'-CREAM,* n. A confection formed of cream, sugar, &c.,

congealed or frozen. Nichols.

ICE'FLOAT,*K. A large mass of floating ice. Goldsmith.

TCE'FLOE,* n. A large mass of floating ice
; icefloat. Lyell.

ICE'iioOsE, n. A house for the preservation of ice in sum-
mer.

ICE'LAND-ER, n. A native of Iceland. Screnius.

ICE-LAND'IC,* n. The language of the people of Iceland.
Latham.

ICE-LXND'IC,* a. Relating to Iceland. Earnshaw.

ICE'M00N-TAIN,*7i. Same as iceberg. Goldsmith.

ICE'PLXNT,* n. (Bot.) A plant sprinkled with pellucid,
glittering, icy-looking blisters. Crabb.

ICE'SAW,* n. A large saw for cutting through ice. Francis.

ICE'SPAR,*T?. (Min.} A variety of felspar. Brande.

ICE'WORK,* (Is'wurk) n. A construction of ice. Saoaffe.
ICH DIEN,* [Ger.]

" I serve :
" the motto taken by the

Black Prince, and since borne in the arms of the Prince of

Wales^the heir apparent of the crown of England. Crabb.

IJEH-NEU'MON, (jk-nu'mon) n. [L. ; IXVEV ii't>, Gr.] (Zool.)A small animal, or sort of weasel, noted for destroying
the

eg_gs of the crocodile.

I^H-NEU'MON-FLV, n. (Ent.} A fly or insect that feeds on
other insects.

XJEH-NEV-MON'I-DJE,* n. pi. (Ent.) A class of hymenop-
terous insects. P. Cyc.

IH-NEV-MON'I-DXN,* n. (Ent.) One of the ichneumoni-
dae. Kirby.

IH-NP-GRXPH'I-CAL, a. Relating to ichnography.
{H-NOG'RA-PHY, n. [1'xj/oj and ypatiu.] (Arch.) The rep-

resentation ofthe ground-plot ofa building ; plain drawing.
lEH'NO-LlTE,* 7i. (Geol.) A stone retaining the impression
of a footmark of a fossil animal. Rogers.

IBH-NOL'C-GY,* n. [Ixvag and A<5j/oj.] (Geol.} A treatise

relating to the footsteps, or footmarks, impressed by ani-
mals on the strata of the earth. P. Cyc.

I'jBHOR, (I'kor) n. [i'x<:5p.] (Med.) A thin, watery humor,
or discharge ; sanious matter flowing from an ulcer.

I'H<?R-oDs, (I'k9r-us) a. Serous; sanious: thin: undi-
gested.

IH-THY-OG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of fishes. Dr. Black.

IjEH'THY-p-LlTE,* n. A petrified or fossil fish. Hamilton.

IJBH-THY-P-LOG'I-CAL,,* a. Relating to ichthyology or fish-
es. Hill.

lH-THY-6l/9-GTfsT,* n. One versed in ichthyology. Ou.
Rev.

IjEH-THy-oi/p-GY, (Ik-the-olVje) n. [ixOvo\oyia.] The
science of fishes, or that branch of natural history which
treats of the nature, uses, and classification of fishes.

leH-THY-Spii'A-GiST,* ?i. One that lives or feeds on fish.
Jlsh.

IjeH-THY-oPH'A-GOus,* a. Feeding on fish. Smart.

IH-THY-6PH'A-GY, n. [ixftvs tO*d tfyta.] The practice of
eating fish.

,* n. (Min.) A species of zeo-
lite, of a pearly lustre, resembling the eye of a fish; fish-

eye stone. Brande.

IH-TIIY-P-SAU'RUS,* n. (Geol.} A huge, fish-like lizard,
an extinct animal. Buckiand.

I'CI-CLE, (l'sjk-kl) n. A pendent shoot of ice.

I'CI-NESS, n. The state of being icy.

I'CING, (Is'jng) n. A covering of ice or concreted sugar.
IC'KLE, (ik'kl) n. An icicle. Grose. [Local, North of Eng-

land.]
tl'cQN, n [eiK&v.] An image; a picture. Browne.
fl-coN'l-CAL,* a. Relating to or consisting of figures or pic-

tures. Blount.

I'cp-NiM,* n. (Rhet.} A representation to the life. Crabb.

I-CON'p-CLXsT, n. [eiKono^Xaartii.} A breaker of images.
Young.

I-CON-Q-CL.XS'TIC, a. Breaking or destroying images.
I-cp NOG'RA-PHY, n. [eucwv and ypa^w.] A description of

pictures, statues, and s

I-cp-NOL'A-TER, n.

images.

imilar monuments of ancient art.

and Aiirpqj.] A worshipper of

I-cp-NOL'p-GY, n. [EIKUV and A> w.] The doctrine of pic-
ture or representation, as a means used in worship.

I-CQ-NOM'J-CAL,* a. Hostile to images. Browne.
I-CO-SA-HE'DRAL,* a. Having twenty_equal sides. Smart.
I-co-SA-Hii'DRpN,* 7i. ; pi. I-co-SA-Hji'DRA. A figure com-
prehended under twenty equal sides. Gr'icr.

Z-cp-sXN'DR}-A,* n. pi. (Bot.} A class of plants having
twenty or more perigynous stamens. Crabb.

I-cp-sXN'DRl-AN,* a. (Bot.} Icosandrous. Smart.

I-cp-sXN'DRoys,* a. (Bot.) Having twenty or more perig-
ynous stamens. P. Cyc.

JC-TE'RI-AS,* n. [L.] (Min.) A precious stone or gem.
Crabb.

IC-TER'IC,* n. (Med.} A remedy for the jaundice. Smart.

IC-TER'IC,* a. Good against the jaundice ; icterical. j3sh.

IC-TR'I-CAL, a. [icterus, L.] Afflicted with the jaundice :

good against the jaundice.
Ic-THY-oi/p-GY, n. See ICHTHYOLOGY.
I'cy, (I'se) a. Full of ice

;
covered with ice

; made of ice
;

cold
; frosty ; frigid ;

without warmth or affection.

I'cy-PEARLED',(I'se-perld')a. Studded with pearls, as of
ice. Milton.

T'D,_(Id) Contracted for I would.

I-DE'A, n. [idea.] pi. I-DE'AS. The image or resemblance
of any object conceived by the mind ; mental image ; con-
ception ; perception ; thought ; imagination ; notion.

I-DE'AL, a. Mental
;
intellectual

; imaginary ; relating to or

consisting of ideas
; existing in the mind.

I-DE'AL-iM,* n. The system or theory which denies the
existence of matter. Stewart.

I-DE'AL-iST,* 7t. One who believes in idealism. Stewart.

I-DE-AL'I-TY,* or ID-E-XL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being
ideal. P. Cyc. (Phren.} The talent for poetry or works
of imagination. Combe.

I-DE-AL-I-ZA'TIC-N,* 7i. The act of idealizing. Lockhart.

1-DE'AL-1ZE, V. n. [i. IDEAMZED ; pp. IDEALIZING, IDEAL-

IZED.] To imagine ; to form ideas. Maty.
I-DE'AL-IZ-ER,* n. One who idealizes; an idealist. Cole-

ridge.

T-DE'AL-LY, ad. Intellectually ; mentally.
fl-DE'ATE, v. a. To fancy ;

to form in idea. Donne.
I'DEM* [L.] The same : often contracted to id. Clarke.

fl-DEN'Tlc, a. Identical. Hudibras.

I-DEN'TI-CAL, a. [identique, Fr.] The same; the very
same.

I-DEN'TI-CAL-LY, ad. With sameness or identity.
I-DEN'TI-OAL-NESS, n. State of being identical.

I-DEN'TI-FI-A-BLE,* a. That may be identified. Fo. Qu.
Rev.

I-DEN-TJ-FJ-CA/TIQJV, n. Act of identifying.

I-DEN'TJ-FY,c. a.
[i. IDENTIFIED; pp. IDENTIFYING, IDEN-

TIFIED.] To make or prove identical
;
to prove sameness

j

to make the same. v. n. To become identical. Smart.

I-DEN'TI-TY, n. [identite, Fr.] State of being the same;
sameness.

ID-E-Q-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. [iSta and yp&tpto.] Represent-
iD-E-Q-GRXpii'i-CAL,,* \ ing figures, notions, or ideas;

as hieroglyphic or Chinese characters. Brande.

lD-E-Q-GRXpH'i-cAL.-L,y,*orf. In an ideographical manner.
DIL Ponceau.

lD-E-p-GRAPH'ics,*tt.pJ. A method of writing in ideo-

graphic characters. Fo. QH. Rev.

I-DE-OG'RA-PHY,* or ID-E-OG'RA-PHY,* n. A system or
treatise of short-hand writing. Th. Howe.

ID-E-P-LOG'J-CAL,* a. Relating to ideology. Qu. Rev.

I-DE-OL'Q-GIST,* or ID-E-6L,'9-91ST,* n. One versed in

ideology. P. Cyc.

I-DE-OL'C-GY,* or ID-E-OL'Q-GY,* n. [itia and \6yos.]
The science of the mind

;
the history and evolutions

of human ideas. D. Stewart.

IDE, (Idz) n. [idus, L.] One of the three epochs or divis-

ions of the ancient Roman month. The calends were the

first days of the several months ;
the ides, days near the

middle
;
and the nones, the ninth days befors the ides. In

the months of March, May, July, and October, the ides

fell on the 15th
;
in the other months, on the 13th.

YD &ST,* [L.] "That is;" commonly abbreviated to L e.

iD-i-oc'RA-sy, n. [<5oj and Kpavi$.] A peculiarity of con-

stitution.

ID-I-Q-CRAT'IC,* a. Same as idiocratical. Smart.

iD-i-Q-CRAT'i-cAL, a. Peculiar in constitution.

iD'i-Q-cy, n.' [toon-eta.] The dtate of an idiot; want of

understanding; foolishness.

ID'I-QM, n. [i6i<>*na.] A mode of expression peculiar to a

language; particular cast of a language; peculiarity of

phrase; dialect; phraseology.
ID-I-Q-MXT'IC, |

a. Relating to idioms; peculiar to a

iD-i-c-MXT'i-cAL, \ language ; phraseological.
ID-I-O-MAT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. According to an idiom. Ash.

lD-i-C-PA-THET'{C,* a. Relating to idiopathy; idiopathic.

Month.' Rev.

lD-i-p-pXTH'|C,* a. Relating to idiopathy; primary; inde-

pendent of other disease. Brande.

iD-l-Q-pXTH'j-CAL-,* a. Same as idiopathic. Fo. Q. Rev.

A, , T, o, u, Y, long; X, , i, o, u, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; iifiiu, IIEE-
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TD-I-OP'A-THY, n. [u?is and ruOoc.] A peculiar affection

or feeling. (Mod.) A primary disease, or a disease be-

longing to the part affected, arid not arising from sympa-
thy with other parts.

ID-I-P-SYN'CRA-$Y, n. [Uios, avv, and <cpar(?.] A tsmper
or disposition of body peculiar to the individual.

ID-I-P-SVN-CRAT'IC,* ) a. Relating to idiosyncrasy ;

ID-I-P-SYN-CRXT'I-CAL,* ) having peculiar temperament.
Warburton.

ID'I-OT, 71. [(M(wr/7s.] A person devoid of understanding ;
a

fool
;
a natural.

ID'I-OT-CY, n. Idiocy. See IDIOCY.

ID-J-OT'IC, / a. Devoid of understanding; stupid ;
fool-

ID-I-OT'I-CAL, \ ish.

ID-I-OT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of an idiot.

I0-i-OT'i-c6N,* '71. [Gr.] A dictionary confined to a par-
ticular dialect ; a glossary. Brande.

JD'I-QT-ISM, n. [iJiwriu^.l An idiom of language. Dry-
den. Idiocy ;

want of understanding ; folly.

ID'I-OT-IZE, v. n. To become stupid. Persian Letters.

iD'l-pT-RY,* n. Idiotism or idiocy. Wa.rbu.rton. [R.J

I'DLE, (I'd!) a. Lazy ; doing nothing; slothful; sluggish ;

unemployed; being at leisure; not engaged; useless;
vain

;
ineffectual

; trifling.

I'DLE, (I'dl) v. n.
[i. IDLED; pp. IDLING, IDLED.] To lose

time in inactivity ;
to play lightly.

I'DLE, (I'dl) r. a. To waste idly ;
to trifle with ; to consume.

I'DLE-HEAD'ED, a. Foolish; unreasonable
;
infatuated.

tl'DLE-LY, (I'dl-le) ad. Idly. Bp. Hall.

I'DLE-NESS, (I'dl-nes) n. State of being idle; laziness;
sloth

;
absence of employment ;

trivialness.

I'DLE-PAT'ED, a. Idle-headed
; stupid. Overbury.

I'DLE R, 71. An idle or lazy person ;
a sluggard.

fl'DLE^-BY, (I'dlz-be) n. An idler. Wlutlock.

fl'DLESS, 71. Idleness. Spenser.

I'DLY, ad. In an idle manner; lazily; foolishly; vainly.

ID'O-CRAE,* n. (Jl/i/i.) A hard mineral; called also pyram-
idal garnet, hyacinth, and volcanic chrysolite. Jlikiii.

I'DOL, n. [el6'>>Xov, Gr.
;
idolam, L.] A figure representing

a divinity ;
an image worshipped as a god ;

an image; a

representation ;
one loved or honored to adoration.

I-DOL'A-TER, n. [idololutra, L.] A worshipper of idols or

images ; an adorer
;
a pagan.

I DOL'A-TRES,S, . She who worships idols. Howell.

JI-DP-LXT'RI-CAL, a. Idolatrous. Bp. Hooper. Tending to

idolatry.

I-DOL'A-TRlZEjfl. a. To worship idols
;
to idolize. [R.]

I-DOL'A-TRIZE, v. n. To offer idolatrous worship. Fothcrby.
I-DOL'A-TRoDs, a. Relating or tending to idolatry ;

com-
prising idolatry.

I-DOL'A-TROUS-LY, ad. In an idolatrous manner. Hooker.

I-DOL'A-TRY, n. [idololatria, L.] The worship of idols or

images; paganism.
fl'DOL-i'sii, a. Idolatrous. Milton.

tl'DpL-fijivi, 77. Idolatrous worship. Milton.

T'DQL-isT, n. An idolater. Milton.

I'DpL-lZE, v. a.
[i.

IDOLIZED
; pp. IDOLIZING, IDOLIZED.]

To worship as an idol or idolatrously ; to adore; to love
or reverence to adoration.

T'DpL-Tz-ER, n. One who idolizes, or loves to adoration.

fl'DQL-oDs, a. Idolatrous. Bale.

I'DOL-WOR'SIIIP,* (I'dol-wur'shjp) n. The worship of
idols or images. Rowc.

I-DO'NE-OUS, a. [idoneus, L.] Fit; proper; convenient;
adequate. Boyle. [R.]

ID'RI-A-LINE,* n. A fusible, inflammable substance found
in a mineral, from the quicksilver mines of Idria.

Brande.

I'DYL, (I'djl) n. [t!tv\\toi>.] A short pastoral poem ;
an

eclogue.
I. E. for id est, (that is.) Locke.

IF, conj. Used as the sign of condition
; give or suppose

that
; allowing that

; though. It is derived from gif, the

imperative mood of the Saxon verb gifan, to give.

fl' FAITH, ad. [abbreviation of in faith.] Indeed; truly.
Shak.

IG-A-SU'RIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting a peculiar acid. Brande.

IG'LO-ITE,* H. (Min.) Another name for arragonite. Dana.
^IG-NA'HO, n. [It.; ignarus, L.] An ignoramus ;

a block-
head. Mountagu. [fiery.

IG'NE-OUS, a. [ifneus, L.] Consisting of or containing fire
;

G-NEs'cENT,* a. Taking fire; emitting sparks. Smart.

G-Nlc'p-L'isT,* n. A worshipper of fire. Maurice.

G-N'I'F'ER-OUS,* a. Producing or bringing fire. Jlnh.

G-N'IF'LV-OUS, a. [iffiiifluus, L.] Flowing with fire. Cock-
cram. [R.]

IG'NI-FY, v. a. \i. IGNIFIED; pp. IGNIKYING, IGNIFIED.]
[ignis and fio, L.] To form into fire. Stukely. [R.]

JG-NIP'P-TE:NT, a. [ignis and potens, L.] Presiding over
fire. Pope.

jf&'Nis FAT'U-US, n. [L.] pi. IG'NE$ FAT'IT-I. A kind of
luminous meteor seen in summer night's in marshy places ;

a Jack-with-a-lantern, or Jack-a-lantern
;
Will-with-the-

wisp.

IG-NITE', r. a. [ignis, L.] [i. IGNITED
; pp. IGNITING, i

NITED.] To kindle
;
to set on fire. Grew.

IG-NITE', v. n. To become red hot ; to take fire.

IG-MT'ED,* p. a. Kindled
;
set on fire.

IG-NIT'J-BLE, [jg-mt'e-bl, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.; Tg'ni

tibl, S.] a. Inflammable
; capable of being set on fire.

IG-NI'"T]ON, (ig-nlsh'un) n. Act of kindling or of igniting,

|G-Niv'p-MOUS, a. [unuvomv*, L.] Vomiting fire. Derham.
tlG-Np-Bl'L'l-TY, n. Want of magnanimity. Bale.

IG-NO'BLE, a. [ignobilis, L.] Not noble; of low birth;
mean

; worthless.

flG-No'BLE,* v. a. To make vile or ignoble. Bacon.

IG-NO'BLE-NESS, n. State of being ignoble.

iG-Nd'BLY, ad. Tgnominiously ; meanly ; dishonorably.
||lG-Np Mi'N'l-oDs, [ig-no-min'yus, S. W. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.

ig-no-nnn'e-us, P. J.] a. Mean
; shameful; reproachful;

dishonorable.

IjlG-NQ-MiN'i-oOs-LY, ad. Meanly ; scandalously. South.

IG'NP-MIN-Y, n. [ignomi/iia, L.] Disgrace ; reproach ;
shame

dishonor; infamy; opprobrium.
flG'Np-My, 7t. An abbreviation of ignominy. Shak.

IG-NO-RA'MUS, [L., we ignore, or we are 'ignorant.] (Law)
The indorsement of a grand jury on a bill of indictment,
equivalent to "not found."

IG-NO-RA'MVS, TJ. [L.] pi. IG-NP-RA'MUS-E. An ignorant
fJlnv; a vain pretender to knowledge. South. [Collo-

quial.]

IG'NP-RANCE, n. State of being ignorant ;
want of knowl-

edge ; illiteracy ; nescience ;
unlearnedness.

IG'NO-RANT, a [ignorans, 1,.] Wanting knowledge; un-
learned

; uninstructed; unenlightened; uninformed
;
un-

acquainted with.

IG'NO-RANT, n. An ignorant person. B. Jonson.

IG'NO-RANT-LY, ad. Without knowledge or information.

IG-N6RE', v. a.' [ignore, L.] (Law) To declare ignorance
of; not to know; as a grand jury ignore a bill, when
they do not find such evidence as to make good the pre-
sentment. Boyle.

tjG-NOs'cj-BLE, a. [ignoscibiU.?, L.] Pardonable. Bailey.

tlG-NOTE'', a. [ignotus, L.] Unknown. SirM. Sandys.

I-GUA'NA,* 7t. (Zoo/.) A genus of beautiful lizards, esteemed
for food

; called also guana. Brando.

I-GUAN'P-DON,* n. (Oeol.) A gigantic extinct fossil rep-

tile, resembling the iguana. Backland.

IL, one of the forms of in; used before words beginning
with I. commonly negativing the word to which it is pre-
fixed.

flLE, TI. [corrupted from aile, Fr.] A walk in a church.

Pope. Properly aisle. An ear of corn. Jlinsicorth,.

lL'E-us,n. [L.] (Mcd.) The iliac passion, rfrbuthnot.

I'LEX, n. [L.] The great scarlet oak. Mortimer.

iL'i-Ac, a. [Hiatus, L.] Relating to the lower bowels, or
ilia. (Mcd.) The iliac passion is a spasmodic, or violent

and dangerous, colic, characterized by deep-seated pain
in the abdomen.

lL~I'A-CAL,,*a. Sums as iliac. Browne.

IL'I-AD,* n. The Greek epic poem of Homer, so named
from Ilium, another name of Troy. Clarke.

ILK, a. The same: each; every. Spenser. girTt is still

used in Scotland and the north of England, and de-notes

each ; as,
"

ilk one of you," every one of you. It also sig-
nifies the same; as, ""Mackintosh of that iZ/i" denotes a

gentleman whose surname and the title of his estate are

the same ; as,
" Mackintosh of Mackintosh."

ILL, a. Bad
; not good ;

evil
; ailing ;

sick ; not in health.

ILL, TI. Wickedness; depravity; misfortune; misery.

ILL, ad. Not well; not rightly ;
not easily ;

with pain. It

is used in composition to express a bad quality ; as, ill-

formed, ill-timed, &c.

tlL-LA-BiL'i-TY,* 7i. Security against falling. Cheyne.

lL-LA(j'ER-A-BLE, a. [illaccrabilis, L.] That cannot ba
torn. Cockeram.

flL-LXc'RY-MA-BLE, a. [illacrymabiUs, L.] Incapable of

weeping. Bailey.

IL-LAPS'A-BLE,* a. That may illapse. Glanville.

JL-LXPSE', n. [illapsus, L.] A sliding in; a falling on.

IL-LAPSE',* v. n. To fall, pass, or glide into. Cfteyne.

||IL-LA'QUE-ATE, [jl-la'kwe-at, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. ; il-lak'-

we-at, P. Sm.] v. a. [illaqueo, L.] To entangle ; to en-

trapj to insnare. More. [R.]

HIL-LA-QUE-A'TIPN, n. Act of insnaring ;
a snare.

IL-LA'TION, n. [illatio, L.] Inference
;
conclusion drawn

from premises.
lL'LA-TivE,a. [Hiatus, L.] Relating to or implying illation;

inferential
; conclusive.

iL'LA-TlvE, n. A particle denoting illation. Bp. Hall.

IL'LA-T1VE-LY, ad. By illation or conclusion. Richardson.

IL-LAUD'A-BLE, a. [illaudabi'i*, L.] Not laudable ;
unwor-

thy of praise or commendation.
IL-LAUD'A-BLY, ad. Without deserving praise.

ILL'BRED,* a. Not wellbred
; uncivil; impolite. Davit.

ILL-BREED'ING * n. Want of good breeding ;
ill manners.

Day. [Sir T. Khjot.

UL-LE'CE-BROUS, a. [illecr.brosus, L.] Full of allurements.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6N; BOLL, BUR, ^-?, G, 9, g, soft; K,
, G, C, |, hard; as Z
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[L-L^'GAL, a. [in. and legalis, L.] Contrary to law
;
not le-

gal ;
unlawful.

IL-LE-GXL'I-TY, n. Contrariety to law; unlawfulness.

IL-LE'GAL-IZE, v. a. To render illegal.

IL-LE'GAL-LY, ad. In a manner contrary to law.

IL-LE'GAL-NKSS, n. The state of being illegal. Scott.

IL-LEG-i-BlL'i-TY, 7i. Incapability of being read.

IL-LEG'I-BLE, a. [in and legib'dis, L.J That cannot be read ;

not readable
;
not legible.

IL-LEG'J-BLY, ad. In an illegible manner; not to be read.

iL-LE-GlT'l-MA-CY, n. State of being illegitimate.

IL-LE-^IT'I-MATE, a. [in and legitimus, L.J Not produced
as the laws prescribe ; begotten or born out of wedlock

;

not legitimate.

IL-LE-GIT'J-MATE, v. a. To render illegitimate; to prove
a person illegitimate. Sir II. Wotton.

{, ad. Not legitimately.

I, 71. Act of illegitimating; illegiti-

macy.
iL-LE-GlT'i-MA-TiZE,* v. a. To render illegitimate; to il-

legitimate. Athenaeum.

IL-LEV'I-A-BLE, a. That cannot be levied or exacted.

ILL'-F_ACED, (-fast) a. Having an ugly face. Bp. Hall.

ILL-FA'VQRED, (-vurd) a. Deformed; ugly.

lLL-FA'VQRED-LY,'ad. With deformity.
ILL-FA'VORED-NESS, n. Deformity.
iL-LlB'ER-AL, a. [illiberalis, L.] Not liberal ; not candid

;

disingenuous ;
not generous ; sparing ;

mean.
IL-LIB'ER-AL-ISM * n. Illiberal principles or practice. Ch.

Ob.

IL-LIB-ER-XL'I-TY, n. Quality of being illiberal.

IL-LIB'ER-AL-LY,'ad. In an illiberal manner.

IL-LIB'ER-AL-NESS,* n. Illiberally. Johnson.

iL-Llc'iT, a. [illicitus, L.J Not permitted or licensed
;

ille-

gal ;
unlawful.

iL-Llc'iT-Ly, ad. Unlawfully; illegally.

IL-LIJ'IT-NESS, 7i. Unlawfulness.

flL-LIc'lT-ous, a. Unlawful. Cotgrave.
flL-LiGHT'EN, (il-llt'tn) v. a. To enlighten. Raleigh.
iL-LfM'iT-A-BLE, a. That cannot be limited

;
boundless.

IL-LIM'IT-A-BLE-NESS,* a. Boundlessness. Channing.

iL-LiM'iT-^rBLY, ad. Without susceptibility of bounds.

'IQN, n. Want of limitation. Bp. Hall.

), a. Unbounded ;
unlimited. Bp. Hall.

flL-LlM'}T-ED-NESS, n. Exemption from all bounds. Clar-

IL-LI-N!"TIQN,* (Tl-le-nlsh'un) n. (JJ/w.) A thin crust of
some extraneous substance formed on minerals. Ure.

IL-LI-QUA'TIQN,* n. The melting of one thing into another.
Smart.

jL-Lf"iQN,* (jl-lizh'un) n. The act of striking into or

against. Browne.

IL-LIT'ER-A-CY, n. Want of learning ; ignorance. Pope.

IL-LIT'ER-AL, a. Not literal. Dawson.

IL-L'IT'ER-ATE, a.
[illiteratus, L.J Unlettered

; untaught ;

unlearned'; applied to persons : rude
; applied to

things.
IL-LIT'ER-ATE-LY,* ad. In an illiterate manner. Savage.
IL-LIT'ER-ATE-NESS, n. Want of learning; ignorance.

tlL-LlT'ER-A-TURE, ?t. Want of literature. Ayliffe.

ILL'-LlvED, (-llvd) a. Leading a bad or wicked life. Bp.
Hall.

ILL-LUCK',* n. Misfortune
;
bad luck. Shak.

ILL-NAT'VRE, (il-nat'yur) n. Evil nature or disposition ;

bad temper; moroseness
;
crabbedness ;

malevolence.

ILL-NAT'VRED, (11-nat'yurd) a. Of bad disposition or tem-

per; cross; fretful; malevolent
; wanting kindness.

ILL-NAT'VRED-LY, (Tl-nat'yurd-le) ad. With illnature.

ILL-NAT'URED-NESS, (il-nat'yurd-nes) n. Illnature.

ILL'NESS, 71. Badness; sickness; malady; disorder of
health ; disease ; indisposition ; distemper.

tlL-LQ-cXL'i-TY,* 7i. Want of locality or place. Cudworth.

IL-LOG'I-CAL, a. Not logical ; contrary to the rules of logic
or reason.

IL-LOG'I-CAL-LY, ad. In an illogical manner.
iL-LOG'i-CAL-Nfiss, n. State of being illogical.

ILL'-STARRED, (-st'ird) a. Influenced by evil stars with

respect to fortune ; unlucky. Fanshawe.

ILL-TEM'PERED,* (-perd) a. Morose
;
crabbed. Black.

ILL'-TIMED,* (-tlmd) a. Done at a wrong time
;
timed

badly. Ed. Ren.

iLL'-TtJRN,* n. An offensive or unkind action or deed.
Foster. A short illness; a period of ill health. [Collo-

quial.]

IL-LUDE', . a. [illudo, L.] [i. ILLUDED; pp. ILLUDING, IL-

LUDED.J To play upon; to deceive; to mock; to de-

lude. [Shak.

JL-LUME', v. a. [illuminer, Fr.] To illumine
;
to illuminate.

|L-LU'MIN-A-BLE,* a. That may be illuminated. Ash.

ir,-LO'MiN-A-RY,* a. Relating to illumination. Scott.

fL-LU'M}N-iTE', v. a. [illuminer, Fr. ; lumen, L.] [i. ILLU-

MINATED; pp. ILLUMINATING, ILLUMINATED.] To enlight-
en ; to supply with natural, intellectual, or spiritual light ;

to adorn with artificial light, for a festive or joyful occa-

sion
;
to adorn with festal lamps or bonfires; to adorn

with colored pictures and ornamented initial letters

iL-LfJ'MiN-ATE, a. Enlightened. Bp. Hall.

jL-Lu'iwm-ATE, ft. One enlightened, or pretending to be
so

;
one of the Illuminati.

IL-LU-MI-NA'TI, n. pi. [L.] The enlightened : a term
assumed, at different times, by different sects

; particular-
ly by a secret society, formed in 1776, chiefly by Adam
Weishaupt, professor of law at Ingolstadt, Bavaria. It

was suppressed by the Bavarian government in 1784.

|L-LU'MI-NAT-ING,* n. A kind of miniature painting, an-

ciently much used for ornamenting books. Hamilton.

JL-LU-MI-NA'TIQN, n. The act of illuminating ; festal

lights hung out as a token of joy ; brightness ; splendor.
IL-LU'MIN-A-TIVE, a. Having the power to give light.

JL-LU'MI-NA-TQR, n. One who illuminates
;

one who
adorns books with colored pictures, &c.

JL-LU'MINE, v. a. [L ILLUMINED; pp. ILLUMINING, ILLU-

MINED.] To enlighten ;
to illuminate; to adorn.

IL-LU'MIN-ER,* 71. An illuminator. Scott.

JL-LtJ'lQN,' (il-lu'zhun) n. [illusio, L.| False show
; fal-

lacy ; deception; error; delusion
; chimera; phantasm.

IL-LU'SJVE, a. Deceiving by false show ; deceptive ;
falla

cious
; delusive

; illusory.

JL-LU'SIVE-LY, ad. In an illusive, deceptive manner.

JL-LU'SJVE-NESS, n. Deception ;
false appearance. Ash.

|L-LU'SQ-RY, a.
[in

and lusorius, L.] Deceiving ;
fallacious

;

illusive
; _delusive ; deceptive.

jL-Lus'TRATE, v. a. [illustro, LJ Ji. ILLUSTRATED
; pp. IL

LUSTRATING, ILLUSTRATED.] To make bright, plain, or
clear

;
to brighten with ho'nor ; to explain ;

to clear
;
to

elucidate : to render famous or illustrious.

tlL-LOs'TRATE,* a. Famous
;
renowned

; illustrious. Shak.

IL-LVS-TRA'TIQN, n. Act of illustrating ;
that which illus-

trates
; explanation ;

elucidation ; exposition.

IL-LUS'TRA-TIVE, a. Tending to illustrate
; explanatory.

JL-LUS'TR^-TIVE-LY, ad. By way of illustration.

IL-LUS'TRX-TPR, 7j. [L.J One who illustrates.

iL-LOs'TRA-TQ-RY,* a. Illustrative. JV. A. Rev. [R.]

JL-LOs'TRl-OuS, a.
[illustris, L.J Bright; conspicuous;

noble ; eminent
; distinguished ;

famous
; celebrated

;

renowned.
jL-LOs'TRi-ous-LY, ad. Conspicuously ; nobly; eminently.
|L-LUS'TRJ-ODS-NESS, n. Eminence; nobility; grandeur.
IL-LU^-U'RI-OUS, (Il-lug-zu're-fis) a. Not luxurious.

ILL-WILL', n. Evil will
; disposition to envy or hatred ;

enmity ; hatred
;
rancor.

iLL-WiLL'ER, n. One who wishes or intends ill. Barrow.

iLL-WIsH'ER,* n. One who- wishes evil
;
an enemy. Jld-

dison.

IL'LY,* ad. Ill; not well. Strype.. [Rarely used by good
writers.]

TL'MEN-ITE,*TI. (Jtfi7t.) An iron-black mineral. Dana.

I'M, (im) Contracted from lam.
IM, used commonly, in composition, for in before mute let-

ters, is from the Latin, and corresponds to cm, which is

from the French. Like other forms of in, it is sometimes

positive and sometimes negative. See IN.

Iai'A9E, (Im'aj) n. [ima^e,Fr.J A corporeal representation;
a statue

;
a picture ;

an effigy : a representation of the

Deity in stone, wood, or metal
;
an idol

;
a false god :

likeness ;
semblance ;

show
;
an idea

;
a picture in the

mind
;
the appearance of an object.

IM'AGE, v. a. [L IMAGED
; pp. IMAGING, IMAGED.] To form

a likeness in the mind
;
to fancy ;

to imagine. Drijden.

IM'AGE-A-BLE,* a. That may be imaged. Coleridge.

IM'A^E-LESS,* a. Destitute of an image. Coleridge.

IAI'A-GER-V, or IM'AGE-RY, [Im'a-jer-re, w. P. J. F. Ja.

Sm. ; im'aj-re, S. E. K. IVb.] n. Sensible representations ;

pictures; statues; show; appearance: forms of fancy ;

phantasms. It is a term for similes, allegories, meta-

phors, and such other rhetorical figures as denote simili-

tude and comparison.
IM'AGE-WOR'SHIP, (-wur'ship) n. Worship of images.

JM-XG'IN-A-BLE, a. [imaginable, Fr.] That may be imag-
ined

;
conceivable.

JM-XG'IN-A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being imaginable. Ash.

jM-X&'iN-A-BLY,* ad. In an imaginable manner. Barrow.

tlM-AG'l-NANT, a. Imagining ; forming ideas. Bacon.

tisi-A^'l-NANT, n. One who imagines or fancies. Bacon,

|M-XG'm-A--Rl-NESS,* w. State of being imaginary. Scott.

lM-A9'}N-A-RV, a- [imaginaire, Fr.] Fancied ; visionary ;

existing only in the imagination ;
fanciful ;

ideal.

iM-XG-l-NA'TIQN, (e-mad-jin-a'shun) n. [imag'matio, L.J

The act of imagining; that which is imagined ;
the fac-

ulty of the mind by which it either bodies forth the forms

of things unknown, or produces original thoughts, or

new combinations of ideas, from materials stored up in

the memory; invention; conception; idea; image m
the mind; fancy; contrivance.

IM-XG'IN-A-TIVE, a. Forming mental images ; imagining;

fancying.
jM-XG'lN-A-TlVE-NESS,

Scott.

* n. State of being imaginative.
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JM-X^'INE, v. a. [imaginer, Fr.] [i.
IMAGINED

; pp. IMAGIN-

ING, IMAGINED.] To form in the mind, or out of mental

suggestions ;
to conceive

;
to think

;
to fancy ;

to scheme ;

to contrive.

jM-Xs'iNE,* v. n. To form or combine mental images ;
to

have a notion or idea ; to think ; to fancy. Carpenter.
IM-A&'IN-E R, (e-mad'jin-er) n. One who imagines.
IM-X^'IN-ING, n. Act of fancying ; imagination.
I-MAM',* l-MAUM',* or FMAN,* n. A Mahometan priest or

minister of religion. Ed. Rev. Variously written and
pronounced ; by Brande, I-mSin' or I-main' ; by Hamilton,
I-maum'

; by Smart, I'man.

IM-BALM', (im-bam') v. a. See EMBALM.
JM-BANK',* v. a.

[i. IMBANKED ; pp. IMBANKING, IMBANKED.]
To enclose or defend with a bank ; to embank. Smart.

JM-BXNK'MENT,* n. That which is enclosed with a bank ;

a bank that encloses
;
embankment. Jlsh.

JM-BXN'NERED,* (-nerd) a. Provided with banners. Pollok.

JM-BAR'GO, ??. See EMBARGO.
IM-BARK.', v. n. See EMBARK.
tlM-BAR'MENT, 7i. Hinderance. See EMBAR.
JM-BARN', v. a. To lay up in a barn. Herbert. [R.]

IBI-BASE', v. a. See EMBASE.
UM-BASE', v.

n._
To sink in value. Hales.

flM-Bis'TARD-TZE, v. a. To bastardize. Milton.

JM-BATHE', v. a. To bathe all over. Milton.

JM-BEC'ILE, or iM-BE-ciLE', [im-bes'jl or im-be-sl', W.
P. F. ;'im-be-sel', S. K. Sm. ; im-bes'jl, J. E. Ja. ; im'be-

sil, R. Wb.}a. [Fr.; imbecillis, L.] Weak; feeble; want-

ing strength of mind or body ;
infirm.

HM-BE^'ILE, or iM-BE-ciLE', v. a. To weaken. Bp. Tay-
lor.

flat-BE-cft/I-TATE, r. a. To weaken ; to enfeeble. Wilson.

IM-BE-CIL'I-TY, 7i. Weakness; feebleness of mind or

body ; debility ; infirmity.

IM-BED',* v. a. To lay as in a bed. See EMBED.
|M-BED'DED, p. a. See EMBEDDED.
IM-BEI/LIC, a. Not warlike. Junius.

{M-BEZ'ZLE, v. a. See EMBEZZLE.
|M-BZ'ZLE-MENT, n. See EMBEZZLEMENT.
JM-BlBE', v. a.

[imbibo, L.] [i. IMBIBED; pp. IMBIBING, IM-

BIBED.] To drink in
;
to receive or admit into the mind ;

to saturate
;
to swallow up ; to take in

; to consume.
|M-BIB'ER, n. He or that which imbibes.

tlM-B.[-Bl"TiON, (-bish'un) n. Act of imbibing. Bacon.

JM-BIT'TER, V. a. [i. IMBITTERED
J pp. IMBITTERING, IM-

BITTERED.] To make bitter; to make unhappy; to exas-

perate.

JM-BIT'TER-ER, n. He or that which makes bitter.

IM-BLA'ZON, v. a. See EMBLAZON.
JM-BOD'J-MENT,* n. The act of imbodying or embodying.

Gent. Mag.
JM-BOD'Y, v. a. To form into a body. See EMBODY.
|M-BOD'Y, v. n. To unite into one mass. See EMBODY.

{iM-BolL/,

v. n. To exestuate
;
to effervesce. Spenser.

M-BOLD'EN, (-dn) v. a. To make bold. See EMBOLDEN.
flM-BON'i-TY, ?i. Want of goodness. Burton.

IM-BOR'DER, v. a.
[i. IMBORDERED ; pp. IMBORDERING, IM-

BORDERED.] To furnish with a border. Milton.

JIM-BOSK', v. n. [imboscare, It.] To lie concealed, as in a
wood. Milton.

flM-BOSK', v. a. To conceal
;
to hide. Skelton.

JM-BO'OM, (-buz'um) w. a. [i. IMBOSOMED ; pp. IMBOSOM-
ING, IMBOSOMED.] To hold in the bosom

; to cover fondly
with the folds of one's garment ;

to admit to the heart.

IM-Boss',

v. a. See EMBOSS.

M-B00ND', v. a. To enclose
;
to shut in. Shak.

M-BOW', or IM-BOW', [jm-bou', S. W. E. Ja. K.; jm-bo',
P. J. F. Sm. R.] v. a. To arch

; to vault. Bacon.

IM-BOW'EL, v. a. See EMBOWEL.
JM-BO W'ER, v. a. & n. To place or lodge in a bower. Sandys.
See EMBOWER.

JM-BOW'MENT, n. Arch
;
vault. Bacon. [R.]

LM-BOX', v. a. To shut or close up, as in a box. Cotgrave.
IM-BRAID', v. a. See EMBRAID.
JM-BRAN'GLE, v. a. To entangle. Hudibras.

flM-BRED', a. See INBRED.

jiM-BREED', v. a. To produce. Sir E. Sandys. See IN-
BREED.

IM'BRI-CATE, a. [imbricatus, L.] Laid one under another
in part, as tiles ; imbricated. Russell.

IM'BRI-CAT-ED, a. Indented with concavities; bent and
indented, like a roof or gutter-tile ; overlapping.

IM-BRI-CA'TIQN, n. [imbrex, L.] State of being imbri-
cated

; concave indentation. Dcrham.

IM-BRO-CA'DO,* n. Cloth of gold or silver. Crabb.

IMBROGLIO,* (jm-brol'ye-o) n. [It.] A plot of a ro-

mance or drama when much perplexed and complicat-
ed. Brandt.

{M-BROWN', v. a.
[i. IMBROWNED ; pp. IMBROWNING, IM-

BROWNED.] To make brown
;
to darken

;
to obscure

; to
cloud. Milton.

JM-BROE', (im-bru') v. a. [i. IMBRUED; pp. IMBRUING, IM-

UED.] To steep; to soak; to wet much or long.

[M-BRtTTE', v.a. [i. IMBRUTED ; pp. IMBRUTINO, IMBRUTED.]
To degrade to brutality.

[M-BRUTE', v. n. To sink down to brutality. Milton.

[M-BRtrTE'MENT,* n. Act of making brutish. Sir E. Bryd-

ges. [R.]
[M-BUE', (jm-bu') v. a. [imbuo, L.] [i. IMBUED ; pp. IMBU-

ING, IMBUED.] To tinge deeply ; to tincture ;
to soak

with any liquor or dye ;
to steep ; to cause to imbibe.

flM-BURSE', v. a. [bourse, Fr.] To stock with money; to

'emburse. Sherwood.

UM-BURSE'MENT,* n. Money laid up; act of imbursing.

JM-BU'TIQN,* n. Act of imbuing. Lee. [R.]

iM-j-TA-BiL'l-TY, n. The quality of being imitable.

IM'l-TA-BLE,' a. [imitabilis, L.] That may be imitated
;

worthy of being imitated ;
within reach of imitation.

IM'I-TA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being imitable. Ash.

iM'i-TATE, v. a. [imitor, L.] [i IMITATED ; pp. IMITATING,

IMITATED.] To follow the way, manner, or action of

another
;
to copy ;

to endeavor to resemble ;
to counter-

feit
;
to follow ;

to mimic.

IM-I-TA'TION, n. [imitatio, L.] The act of imitating ;
that

which is produced by imitating ; a copy ;
resemblance ;

counterfeit.

IM-I-TA'TION-AL,* a. Relating to imitation ; resembling.

Q.U. Rev.

IM'J-TA-TJVE, a. limitativus, L.] Inclined to imitate or

copy ; as,
" Man is an imitative being :

" aiming at re-

semblance
; as,

"
Painting is an imitative art :

" formed
after a model.

IM'I-TA-TJVE,* n. A verb which expresses imitation or

likeness. Crabb.

IM'I-TA-TJVE-NESS,* n. duality of being imitative. Mar-
tine&u*

IM'I-TA-TQR, n. [L.] One who imitates or copies.

iM'i-TA-TpR-SHtP, n. The office of an imitator.

iM'i-TA-TRESS,* n. She who imitates. Coleridge.

IM'|-TA-TRIX,* n. She who imitates ;
imitatress. Jlsh.

iM-kXc'y-LATE, a. [immaculatus, L.] Free from spot, stain,

or defect; spotless; pure; undefiled.

iM-MXc'y-LATE-LY, ad. Without blemish ; purely.

Iftl-MXc'u-LATE-NESS, n. Purity ;
innocence.

JM-MAILED', (-maid) a. Wearing mail. Browne.

IM-MXL'LE-A-BLE, a. Not malleable.

JM-MAN'A-'C,E, v. a. To fetter
;
to manacle. Milton.

IM-MA-NA'TION,* n. A flowing in; inherency. Good.

JM-MANE', a. [immanis, L.] Vast; very great: cruel;
wild. Sheldon. [R.J

JIVI-MANE'LY, ad. Monstrously ; cruelly. Milton. [R.]

IM'MA-NENCE,* n. Internal dwelling; inherence. Bib.

Rep. [R.]
tlM'MA-NEN-CY, n. Internal dwelling. Pearson.

IM'MA-NENT, a. [immanent, Fr.] Intrinsic ;
inherent

Olanville. [R.]

flM-MAN'l-FEST, a. Not manifest ; not plain. Browne.

JM-MAN'l-TY, 71. [immanitas, L.] Barbarity. Shak. [R.]

flM-MAR-CE's'ci-BLE, a. [in and marcesco, L.] Unfading.
Bp. Hall.

IM-MAR'TIAL,, a. Not warlike ;
unmartial. Chapman. [R.]

jM-Misx', v. a. To cover; to disguise; to mask. Shak.

flM-MXTCH'A-BLE, a. Unmatchable. Mirror for Mag.
IM-MA-TE'RI-AL,, a. [immateriel, Fr.

;
in and materia, L.]

Not' consisting of matter ;
not material ; incorporeal ;

void of matter: unimportant; without weight.

IM-MA-TE'RI-AL,-IM,* n. The doctrine of the existence of

immaterial' substances ; spiritual existence. P. Cyc.

IM-MA-TE'RI-AL-IST, n. A believer in immateriality.

iM-MA-TE-Ri-Xi/f-Ty, n. State of being immaterial ;
incor-

poreity ;
distinctness from matter.

IM-MA-TE'RI-AL-IZE,* v. a. To make incorporeal. Ash.

IM-MA-TE'RI-AL-IZED, (-Izd) a. Incorporeal.

IM-MA-TE'RJ-AL-LY, ad. In an immaterial manner.

iM-MA-TE^Rf-AL-NESS, n. State of being immaterial.

flM-MA-TE'Rl-ATE, a. Incorporeal; immaterial. Bacon.

IM-MA-TORE', a. [immaturus, L.] Not mature
;
not ripe ;

not perfect ; not arrived at completion ; premature ;
crude ;

hasty ; early.

IM-MA-TURED',* (-tflrd)a. Not matured ;
immature. Jour.

Set.'

IM-MA-TURE'LY, ad. Too soon
;
too early; before ripeness.

IM-MA-TURE'NESS, n. Unripeness ; immaturity. Boyle.

IM-MA-TO'RI-TY, n. State of being immature ; unripeness;
incompleteness ; crudeness.

tlM-ME-A-BiL'i-TY, n. [immeabilis, L.] Want of power to

pass. JLrbuthnot.

||lM-MEA'u-RA-BLE, (jm-mSzh'u-ra-bl) a. That cannot be

measured
;
immense

; indefinitely extensive.

|SM-MEA'v-RA-BLE-NSs,* 7i. Immensity. Dr. Allen.

IM-MEA'U-RA-BLY, ad. Beyond measure.

tlM-MEAS'VRED, (im-mezh'urd) a. Unmeasured. Spenser.

.M-ME-^HAN'I-CAL, a. Not mechanical. Cheyne.

||IM-ME'DJ-A-CY, n. Immediate power; absence of a second

cause. Shak. [R.]

||lM-MK'ui-ATE, [Im-me'de-at, P. J. Sm. ; Im-m5'dyat, S. E.
. , - :

;
to wet much or long. ||!M-ME'I>I-ATE, [Im-me'de-at, P. J. Sm. ; In

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BULL, BUR, RULE. 9, 9, 9, g, soft ; , fi, , |, hard j cw Z
; $
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F. K. ; im-me'de-at, Ja. ; im-ine'de-at or im-me'je-at, W.]
a. [In and medau, L.] Having nothing intervening, either
as to place, time, or action

;
direct

; proximate ;
not act-

ing by second causes
; instant

; instantaneous.

||IM-M'DI-ATE-LY, ad. Without the intervention of any
other cause or event

; instantly; directly: without de-

lay.

||lM-ME'r>i-ATE-:\ESS,7i. Presence with regard to time
j
ex-

emption from second or intervening causes.

||lM-ME'Di-A-TiM,* n. Quality of being immediate. D.
Stewart.

IM-MED'I-CA-BLE, a. [immedicabilis, L.] That cannot be
cured ;_incurable. Milton.

iM-MEL-o'Di-oOs, a. Unmelodious. Dmmmond.
SM-MEM'Q-RA-BLE, a. [immemorabilis, L.] Not memorable;
not worth remembering.

IM-ME-MO'RI-AL, a. That commenced or existed beyond
the time of memory ;

that cannot be remembered ; past
the time of memory. (Eng. law) Further back than
the beginning of the reign of Richard I. Blackstone.

IM-ME-MO'RI-AL-LY, ad. Beyond memory. Bentley.

IM-MENSE', a. [immejisus, L.] Unlimited ; unbounded
;

vast
; enormous ; huge ;

illimitable.

JM-MENSE'LY, ad. Without measure or limits.

IM-MENSE 'NESS, n. Unbounded greatness. More.

|M-MEN'SI-TY, n. [immensity FT.] State of being immense;
unlimited extent

;
unbounded greatness.

lllM-MENS-u-RA-Bil/i-TY, n. Impossibility to be measured.

|jlM-MENS'y-RA-BLE, (Tm-mens'yu-ra-bl) [im-men'shu-r?i-
bl, S. W. P. Ja. ; im-mens'yur-a-bl, .]

a. [in and men-

surabilis, L.] That cannot be measured.

||lM-MENS'y-RATE, a. Unmeasured. W. Mountague.
JM-MERGE', v. a. [immergo, L.] [i. IMMERQED ;pp. EMERG-

ING, IMMERGED.J To put under water; to plunge into a
fluid

;
to immerse.

flM-MER'iT, n. [immerito, L.] Want of desert
;
demerit.

Suckling.
flM-MER'i-TED, a. Not deserved

;
unmerited. K. Charles.

tlM-MER'iT-oDs, a. Undeserving; of no value. Milton.

JM-MERSE', v. a. [immersus, L.] [i. IMMERSED ; pp. IMMERS-
ING, IMMERSED.] To put under water

;
to plunge into a

fluid
;
to immerge ;

to sink or cover deep.
flM-MERSE', a. Buried; covered; sunk deep. Bacon.

IM-MER'SI-BLE,* a. That cannot be merged: that may
be immersed. Blount.

JM-MER'SIQN, n. [immersio, L.] The act of immersing;
the state of being in a fluid, below the surface; an over-

whelming; submersion.

JM-MER'SIQN-IST,* n. One who adheres to immersion
in baptism. Hinton.

IM-ME-THOD'I-CAL, a. Wanting method ; confused.

IM-ME-THOD'I-CAL-LY, ad. Without method
; without or-

der.

XM-ME-THOD'I-CAL-NESS, n. Want of method
; confusion.

lM-METH'QD-iZE,*?j.a. To render immethodical. QM. Rev.

JM-MEW', v. a. See EMMEW.
iM'Mj-GRXNT,* . One who removes into a country. EC.

Rev. This word, reputed to be of American origin, is

now occasionally used by English writers.

iM'Ml-GRATE, v. n. [immigro, L.] [i. IMMIGRATED ;pp. IM-

MIGRATING, IMMIGRATED.] To enter or pass into a coun-
try in order to dwell in it. Cockeram. An old English
word, of modern revival.

IM-MI-GRA'TIQN, n. The act of immigrating ;
an entering

or passing into a place. Warton.

IM'MI-NENCE, n. Ill impending; near danger. Shak. [R.]
IM'MI-NENT, a. [imminens, L.] Threatening closely; ready

to fall upon ; impending.
{M-MIN'GLE, v. a. [L IMMINGLED

; pp. IMMINGLING, IMMIN-

GLED.]_TO mingle; to mix; to commingle.
IM-MI-NU'TIQN, n. [imminuo, L.] Diminution. Bp. Cosin.

iM-Mls-ci-BiL'l-TY, n. Incapacity of being mixed. [R.]
iM-Mls'ci-BLE, a. That cannot be mixed. Richardson.

jM-Mis'siQN, (im-mish'un) n. [immissio, L.] The act of
sending in

; contrary to emission. Bp. Hall.

JM-MI'T', v. a. [immitto, L.] To send in
;
to inject. Green-

hill. [R.]

iM-MlT'i-GA-BLE, a. Not to be softened. Harris.

iM-MiT'i-GA-BLY,* ad. Without mitigation. Dr. Men.
iM-MtX', v. a. To mingle; to mix. Bp. Reynolds.
IM-MIX'A-BLE, a. Impossible to be mingled. Wilkins. [R.]
IM-MIXED', (im-mikst') a. [immiztus, L.] Unmixed. Sir T

Herbert. p. from Immix. Mixed; mingled.
lM-MTxT'yRE,*(-yur) n. Freedom from mixture. Montague,
IM-MOB'ILE,* a. Immovable. Howitt. [n.]

lM-MQ-BJL'1-TY, 7t. [immobilite, FT.] Unmovableness; want
of motion ; resistance to motion. Jlrbuthnot.

flM-MOD'ER-A-cy, n. Excess. Browne.

IM-MOD'ER-ATE, a. [immoderatus,L.] Not moderate; ex-
cessive

; exceeding the du - mean.
IM-MOD'ER-ATE-LY, ad. In an excessive degree.

IM-MOD'ER-ATE-NESS, n. Want of moderation.

lM-M6D-ER-A'Ti<?N, n. Want of moderation
;
excess.

IM-MOU'EST, a. [immodeste, FT.] Not modest; wanting

modesty,
1

delicacy, chastity, or shame
;
indecent

;
indeli

cate ; unchaste
; obscene.

IM-MOD'EST-LY, ad. In an immodest manner.
IM-MOD'ES-TY, 7t Want of modesty , impudence.
IM'MQ-LATE, v. a. [immolo, L.] [i. IMMOLATED; pp. IMMO-
LATING. IMMOLATED.] To sacrifice

;
to kill in sacrifice;

to offerjn sacrifice.

IM-MQ-LA'TIQN, n. Act of immolating ;
a sacrifice.

IM'MQ-LA-TQR, n. One who immolates. Huloet.

flM-Mo'MENT, a. Trifling; of no importance. Shak.

JM-MO-MENT'oys, a. Unimportant. Seward.

IM-MOR'AL, a. Contrary to morality ;
not moral

;
vicious ;

dishonest.

IM-MQ-RAI/I-TV, n. Quality of being immoral
;
contrarie-

ty to morality ; vice
; dishonesty.

IM-MOR'AL-LY,* ad. In an immoral manner. Ash.

flM-MO-RiG'ER-ous, a. [immorigcrus, L.] Disobedient.

Stack/louse.

tlM-MQ-RiG'ER-oOs-NESS, w. Disobedience. Bp. Taylor.
IM-MOR'TAL, a. [immortalis, L.] Not mortal

; exempt from
death

; deathless
; being never to die

; never-ending ;

perpetual ; endless ;
eternal.

IM-MOR'TAL,* n. One who never dies. Bryant.
iM-MgR-TAL/j-Ty, n. Quality of being immortal; exemp-

tion from death
;
endless life.

IM-MOR-TAL-I-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of immortalizing.
IM-MOR'TAL-IZE, v. a. [immortaliser, Ft.] [i. IMMORTAL-
IZED ; pp. IMMORTALIZING, IMMORTALIZED.] To make im-
mortal ; to perpetuate ;

to exempt from death or oblivion.

IM-MOR'TAL-IZE, v. n. To become immortal. Pope.
IM-MOR'TAL-IZED,* (-Izd)^. a. Made immortal.

IM-MOR'TAL-L, ad. With exemption from death.

IM-MOR-TI-FI-CA'TION, 71. Want of mortification.

tlM-MOULD', (nn-mold') v. a. To mould. G. Fletcher.

iM-M6v-A-Bi'L'l-TY, n. Immovableness.

IM-MOV'A-BLEJ a. That cannot be moved
;
firm

;
steadfast

;

stable; unshaken. (Law) Fixed; real.

IM-MOV'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being immovable.
IM-MOV'A BLE,* n. Goods or things that are immovable.

Bouvier.

IM-MOV'A-BLY, ad. In a state not to be moved.
mmundus, L.] Unclean. Burton.

Y, n. [immondicite, Fr.] Uncleanness.
W. Mountague.

IM-MU'NI-TY, n. [immunitas, L.] Freedom or exemption
from obligation; privilege; prerogative; right; liberty;
freedom.

IM-MURE', v. a. [in and TOUT-MS, L.] [i.
IMMURED ; pp. IM-

MURING, IMMURED.] To enclose within walls
;
to confine ;

to shut up ; to imprison.
UM-MURE', n. A wall ;

an enclosure. Shak.

IM-MU'^I-CAI,, a. Inharmonious; unmusical. Bacon.

iM-MU-TA-Bil/l-TY, n. Quality of being immutable; ex-

emption from change ; unchangeableness.
IM-MU'TA-BLE, a. [immutabilis, L.] Not mutable ; not sub-

ject to change ; unchangeable ;
invariable ;

unalterable.

IM-MU'TA-BLE-NESS, n. Unchangeableness.
IM-MU'TA-BLV, ad. Unalterably ; unchangeably.
lM-My-TA'Tl<?N, n. Change; mutation. More. [R.]

flM-MOTE', v. a. To change ;
to commute. Browne.

IMP, 71. [imp, Welsh.] [fA graft ;
a scion ;

a son ;
a youth.

Spenser.] A subaltern devil
;
a puny devil ;

an evil spirit ;

a demon. Milton.

flMP, v. a. To graft. Chaucer. To lengthen or enlarge ; to

insert. A term of falconry. Shak.

jlM'pA-CA-BLE, a. [impacatus, L.] Not to be softened or

appeased ; implacable. Spenser.

fjM-PlcT', -o. a. [impactus, L.] To drive close or hard.

Woodward.

IM'PXCT,* n. (Mech.) The instantaneous action of one

body on another to put it in motion. Brande.

JM-PA'GE,* 7i. pi. [L.] (Arch.) The rails of a door. Brande.

flM-PAINT', v. a. To paint. Shak.

JM-PAIR', (jm-par') v. a. [empirer, Fr.] [i. IMPAIRED ; pp.

IMPAIRING, IMPAIRED.] To diminish ;
to injure ;

to make
worse ;

to decrease.

IM-PAIR', v. n. To be lessened, or grow worse. Spenser.
n. Diminution ;

decrease. Browne.
,
n. mnuo ;

.

{{M-PAIR', a. [impar, L.] Unsuitable. S/iak.

|M-pAiR'ER, 7i. He or that which impairs.

jlM-pAlR'MENT, n. Diminution ; injury. Carew.

IM-PAL'A-TA-BLE, a. Unpalatable. See UNPALATABLE.

IM-PALE', v. a. See EMPALE.

fjM-PAL'LiD, v. a. [pallidus, L.] To make pale. Feltham.

iJVl-PXLM'/Cim-pam') v. a. [in and palma, L.I To seize or

take into the hand
;
to grasp. Cotgrave. [R.J

iM-pXL-PA-Bii/i-Ty, M. The state of being impalpable.

IM-PXL'PA-BLE, a. Not palpable ;
not perceptible by touch j

not to be felt
; very fine

;
not coarse.

JM-PXL'PA-BLY,* ad. In an impalpable manner. Dr. Al-

tlM-PA'NATE, a. Embodied in bread. Aby. Cranmer.

flM-PA'NATE, v. a. To embody in bread. Waterland

IM-PA-NA'TION, n. [impanatus, low L.] The supposed

A, E, T, 6, u, Y, long; X, ft, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, E, i, Q, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FisT, FALL ; HEIR, HER;
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presence of the body of Christ in the sacramental bread
j

assumption ;
consubstantiation. IVatcrland.

IM-PXN'EL, v. a. [i. IMPANELLED;^. IMPANELLING, IM-

PANELLED.] (Law) To write or enter by name into a
schedule or panel, and thus constitute a jury ; to en-

roll.

JM-PXR'A-DISE, V. a.
[i. IMPARADISED

; pp. IMPARADISING,
IMPARADISED.] To put into paradise, or a state of felicity.

tlM-pXR'AL-LELED, (-leld) <z. Unparalleled. Burnet.

IM-PXR-A-SYL-LAB'JC,* a. Having unequal syllables.
Latham.

flM-PAR'DON-A-BLE, a. Unpferdonable. South.

IM-PXR'I-TY, 7i. [imparitas, impar, L.] Inequality ; dispro-

portion ;
oddness

;
difference.

JM-PARK/, v. a. To enclose in a park, or as a park.
JM-PAR'LANCE, n. (Law) The time given by the court to

either party to answer the pleading of his opponent; a

delay or continuance of a cause.

JM-PAR'SON-EE',* a. (Law) Inducted to a living, and

having full possession. Whishaw.

IM-PART', v. a. [impertio,!^.] [i. IMPARTED; pp. IMPARTING,
IMPARTED.] To grant to as a partaker ;

to give ;
to reveal ;

to discover
;
to disclose ; to make known

;
to communi-

cate.

IM-PART',* v. n. To hold a conference. Blackstone.

JM-PART'ER,*-n. One who imparts. B. Jonson.

IM-PAR'TIAL, (im-par'shsd) a. [impartial, Fr.] Not partial ;

free from bias or prejudice ; equitable ;
disinterested

;

just ;
candid

;
fair.

IM-PAR'TIAL-IST, (Im-par'shal-ist) n. One who is impartial.

IM-PAR-TI-'AL'J-TY, (irn-par-she-al'e-te) n. State or quality
of being impartial ; equitableness ; justice.

IM-PAR'TIAL-LY, ad. With impartiality ; equitably.

IM-PAR'TIAL-NESS,* n. Impartiality. Temple.

IM-PART-I-'BIL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being impartible.
Harris.

IM-PART'I-BLE, a. [impartible, Fr.] That may be impart-
ed

;
communicable : not partible ;

indivisible.

tlM-PART'MENT, n. Communication ;
disclosure. Shak.

ik-Pis'sA-BLE, a. That cannot be passed ;
not admitting

passage ; impervious.
iM-Pls'SA-BLE-NESS, n. Incapability of passage.

iM-PXs-si-BlL/f-TY, n. [impassibilite, Fr.] State of being
impassible ; insusceptibility of suffering; exemption from

pain or injury.

iM-pXs'si-BLE, a. [impassible, Fr.] Incapable of suffering;

exempt from pain, or the agency of external causes.

IM-PAS'SI-BLE-NESS, n. Impassibility.

jM-PXs'SIQN, (im-pash'un) v. a. [i. IMPASSIONED ;pp. IMPAS-

SIONING, IMPASSIONED.] To move with passion ;
to affect

strongly. Milton.

IM-PXS'SION-ATE, (jm-pash'un-at) a. Strongly affected;
without feeling: free from passion. Burton.

jM-pXs'siON-ATE, . a. To affect strongly; to impassion.
More.

iM-pXs'sjVE ,
a. Not passive ; impassible ; exempt from the

agency of external causes.

iM-pXs'sjVE-NESS, n. The state of being impassive.
IM-PAS-TA'TION, n. Act of impasting ;

a mixture of mate-
rials united by paste or cement, and hardened by air or

fire.

jM-PASTE r

,
v. a. [empastcr, old Fr.] [L IMPASTED : pp. IM-

PASTING, IMPASTED.] To knead into paste; to paste.

(Painting) To lay on colors thick and bold.

iM-PXT'j-BLE, a. Intolerable
;
not to be borne. Cockcram.

IM-PA'TIENCE, (Tm-pa'shens) n. [impatientia, L.] Want of

patience; vehemence of temper; inability to suffer pain
or delay ;

uneasiness ; eagerness.

flM-PA/TlEN-CY,* n. Impatience. Hooker.

IMXPA'TIENT, (im-pa'shent) a. [impatiens, L.] Not patient ;

not able to endure ; very uneasy ;
fretful ; hot

; hasty ;
ea-

gerj ardently desirous.

IM-PA'TIENT, (im-pa'shent) n. One who is impatient. [R.]

IM-PA'TIENT-LY, (im-pa/shent-le) ad. With impatience.
JM-PXT-R'QN-I-ZA'TION, n. Act of impatronizing.

JM-PXT'RQN-IZE, [ini-pat'ron-Iz, P.K. H. Wb. ; im-pa'tron-

Iz, Ja. Sm.] v. a. [impatroniscr, Fr.] To put in possession
of the supremacy of a seigniory. Bacon.

jM-PlWN', v. a. [i.
IMPAWNED ;pp. IMPAWNING, IMPAWNED.]

To_pawn ;
to give as a pledge ;

to pledge.

JM-PEACH', v. a. [empecher, Fr.| [i. IMPEACHED : pp. IM-

PEACHING, IMPEACHED.] [|To hinder. Davies.] To accuse

by public authority ;
to bring into question ; to show or

declare, by legal authority, to be unworthy ; to censure;
to charge ;

to arraign.

tJM-PEACH', 7i. Hinderance ; impediment. Shale.

iM-PEACH'A-BLE,

a. That may be impeached ; accusable.

M-PEACH'ER, n. One who impeaches ;
an accuser.

M-PEACH'MENT, TO. The act of impeaching; a process

against a person accused of treason or of high public
crimes and misdemeanors ; public accusation

; charge pre-
ferred

; imputation ; censure.

JM-PEARL,', (jm-perl') v. a. [cmperler, Fr.] To form in re-

semblance of pearls ;
to decorate as with pearls. Milton.

n. State of being impeccable.
IM-PEC'CA-BLE, a. [impeccable, Fr.] Exempt from possibil-

ity of sin
;
not liable to sin

; infallible.

IM-PEC'CAN-CY, n. Impeccability. Watcrhouse.

IM-PEC'CANT,* a. Unerring; sinless. Byron.
IM-PE-CU-NI-OS'I-TY,* n. Want of money. Sir W. Scott. [R.]
IM-PEDE', v. a. [impedio, L.] [i. IMPEDED; pp. IMPEDING,
IMPEDED.] To hinder

;
to obstruct ; to prevent; to retard.

IM-PE'DI-BLE,* a. That may be impeded. Taylor.
JM-PED'I-MENT, 7i. [impedimentum, L.] An obstruction

;
an

obstacle
;
hinderance ; entanglement; a defect in speech,

preventing a fluent utterance.

HM-PED'J-MENT, v. a. To hinder; to impede. Bp. Rey-
nolds.

lM-PED-i-_MEN'TAL,a. Causing obstruction. W.Mountague.
flM'PE-DiTE, v. n. [impedio, impeditus, L.] To retard

; to

impede. Mainwaring:
flM'pE-DiTE,* a. Obstructed ; impeditive. Taylor.

jlM-PE-Di"Ti9N, (Tm-pe-dish'un) n. Hinderance. Cockeram.

JM-PEJ)'l-TlVE, a. Causing hinderance. Bp. Sanderson.

JM-PEL', v. a. [impcllo, L.] [i.
IMPELLED ; pp. IMPELLING,

IMPELLED.] To drive on
;
to urge forward

;
to press on

;

to instigate ;
to incite

;
to encourage ;

to move
;
to ani-

mate.

M-PEL'LENT, n. An impulsive power ;
a driving force.

M-PEL'LENT,* a. Having'power to impel. Boyle.

M-PL'LER, n. One who impels.

JM-pEL'LiNa,* p. a. Driving forward ; urging on.

JM-PEN', v. a. [i. IMPENNED ; pp. IMPENNING, IMPENNED.]
To shut up ;

to enclose in a pen.
IM-PEND', r. 71. [impendco, L.] [i.

IMPENDED
; pp. IMPEND-

ING, IMPENDED.] To hang over
;
to be at hand

;
to press

nearly ; to threaten.

JM-PEND'ENCE, n. State of hanging over; near approach.
Hale.

IM-PEND'EN-CY, n. A hanging over; impendence. Ham-
mond.

!M-PEND'ENT,
a. Imminent ; hanging over

; impending.
M-PEND'ING,* p. a. Hanging over; ready to fall; near;
threatening.

IM-PEN-E-TRA-BTL'I-TY, n. Quality of being impenetra-
ble ; insusceptibility of impression.

IM-PEN'E-TRA-BLE, a. [impenetrabilis, L.] That cannot be

penetrated ; impervidus ;
not to be taught, affected, or

moved
;
hard

; unfeeling.
IM-PEN'E-TRA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being impenetrable.
IM-PEN'E-TRA-BLY, ad. With impenetrability.

IM-PEN'I-TENCE, n. Want of penitence ; want of repent-
ance or contrition

; obduracy.
IM-PEN'I-TEN-CY> n. Same as impenitence. Tillotson.

iM-PEN'i-TENT, o. [impenitent, Fr.] Not penitent; not re-

penting of sin or crime
;
obdurate

;
hardened.

IM-PEN'J-TENT, n. An impenitent person. Hammond.
IM-PEN'J-TENT-LY, ad. Obdurately; without repentance.
lM-PEN'E-TRAT-ED,*a. Not penetrated ; unexplored. Ency
IM PEN'NATE,* n. A term applied to a tribe of swimming

birds having short wings, as the penguin. Brande.

IM-PEN'NATE,* a. Having no feathers or wings. P. Cj/c.

iM-PfiN'NOys, a. Wanting wings. Browne.

IM-PEO'PLE, (im-pe'pl) v. a. To form into a community.
fIM'PE-RXNT,* a. Commanding. Baxter.

flM'pE-RATE, a.
[imperatus, L.] Done by direction or

impulse of the mind. South.

lM-PER'A-TlyE,a. [imperativus, L.] Commanding; express-
ing, or having the form of expressing, command ; author-
itative. Imperative mood, (Gram.) that form of the verb
which denotes command or entreaty.

iM-PER'A-rlvE-LY, ad. In an imperative manner.

IJfPE-RA'TOR,*n. [L.] A title of honor conferred on
Roman generals after a great victory ; a commander-in-
chief; a general. Shale.

flM-PER-A-T5'Rl-AL, a. [imperatorius, L.] Commanding.
ffarris.

flM-pER-CEiv'A-BLE,* a. Imperceptible. South.

IM-PER-CEP-TI-BIL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being imper-
ceptible. Scott.

IM-PER-CEP'TI-BLE, a. [Fr.] Not perceptible; not to be

perceived ; very small
;
subtile ; impalpable.

IM-PER-CEP'TI-BLE, n. Something too small to be per-
ceived. Tatler.

IM-PER-CEP'TI-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being imper-
ceptible. Hale.

IM-PER-CEP'TI-BLY, ad. In a manner not to be perceived.
IM-PER-CEP'TION,* n. Want of perception. More.
IM-PER-CEP'TIVE,* a. Not able to perceive. Tucker.

tlM-PER-ciP'l-ENT, a. Not having perception. Baxter.

JIM-PER-DI-BI'L'I-TY, n. Quality of being imperdible. Der-
ham.

|!M PER'DI-BLE, a. [imperditus, L.] Not to be destroyed.
Feltham.

IM-PER'FECT, a. [imperfectus, L.] Not perfect; not com-
plete ; not absolutely finished

; defective ;
frail ;

not com-
pletely good.

jlM-PER'FECT, v. a. To make imperfect. Browne.
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IM-PER-FEC'TION, n. Want of perfection ;
defect

;
failure ;

fault, whether physical or moral
;
weakness

;
vice.

IM-PER'FECT-LY, ad. In an imperfect manner; not fully.

JM-PER'FECT-NESS, n. Imperfection. Pope. [R.]
IM-PER'F<?-RA-BLE, a. That cannot be bored through.
IM-PER'FQ-RATE, a. Not pierced through ;

closed. Sharp.
IM-PER'FO-RAT-ED, a. Not pierced through ;

closed.

IM-PER-FQ-RA'TIQN, n. The state of being closed.

JM-PE'RI-AL, a. [imperialis, L.] Relating to an emperor or

an empire ; possessing supremacy ; supreme ; regal ; roy-
al

;
monarchical.

iM-PE'Ri-AL-IsT, n. One who adheres or belongs to an ein-

perpr.
IM-PE-RI-XL'I-TY,* n. Imperial power, authority, or right.

Smart.

JM-PE'RI-AL-IZED, (}m-pe're-a]-Izd)a. Made imperial. Ful-
ler.

IM-PE'RI-AL-LY, ad. In an imperial manner.

IM-PE'RI-AL-TY, n. Imperial power ; imperiality. Sheldon.

IM-PER'JL, v. a. To bring into danger. B. Jonson.

JM-PE'RI-OUS, a. [imperiosus, L.] Assuming command ;

commanding; tyrannical; authoritative ; haughty ; arro-

gant; overbearing; domineering.
IM-PE'RI-OUS-LY, ad. In an imperious manner.

IM-PE'RI-OIJS-NESS, n. duality of being imperious.

IJI-PER'ISH-A-BLE, a. [imperisaa&le, Fr.] Not liable to per-
ish ;_everlasting; not to be destroyed.

IM-PE'RI-UM IN IM-PE'RI-O,* [L.] A government
within another government. Macdonnel.

iM-PER'i-wiGGED, (im-per'e-wigd) a. Wearing a periwig.
IM-PER'MA-NENCE, n. Want of permanence ; instability.

IM-PER'MA-NEN-CY, n. Same as impermanence. W. Moun-
tague.

IM-PER'MA-NENT * a. Not permanent. More. [R.]
iM-PER-ME-A-BlL'i-Ty, n. The state of being impermeable.
IM-PER'ME-A-BLE, a. That cannot be passed through.

IM-PER'ME-A-BLY,* ad. So as not to be passed through. Dr.
Allen.

tlM-pER-scRC'TA-BLE,* a. That cannot be searched out.

More.

tlM-PER-SEV'E-RA\T,*a. Strongly persevering. Shdk.

IM-PER'SON-AL, a. [impersonalis, L.] Having no person;
not personal. (Gram.) Not varied according to the per-
sons. Impersonal verb, a verb used only in the third per-
son singular ; as,

"
licet, it is lawful."

IM-PER'SQN-AL,* n. (Gram.) That which wants personal-

ity. Harris.

IM-PER-SON-XL'I-TY, n. duality of being impersonal.

IM-PER'SQN-AL-LY, ad. Without personality or persons.

IM-PER'SQN-ATE, v. a. [i. IMPERSONATED ; pp. IMPERSONAT-

ING, IMPERSONATED.] To make personal ;
to personify.

Warton.

iM-PER-spN-A/TlONj* 7t. The act of impersonating. Lang-
home.

IM-PER-SPI-CU'I-TY, n. Want of clearness or perspicuity.

IM-PER-SPIC'V-OUS, a. Not perspicuous; not clear. Bailey.

IM-PER-SUA/DA-BLE,* a. That cannot be persuaded; im-

persuasible. EC. Rev. [R.]

lM-PER-suA'DA-BLE-NESS,*7t. duality of being impersua-
dable. Ec._Rev. [R.]

IM-PER-SUA'SI-BLE, a. That cannot be persuaded.
IM-PER'T|-NNCE, n. duality of being impertinent; irrel-

evancy ;
trifle

;
rudeness ; insolence ;

intrusion.

IM-PER'TI-NKN-CY, n. Same as impertinence. Mdison.

IM-PER'TJ-NENT, a. Not pertinent ; not pertaining to the
matter in hand

;
irrelevant

;
of no weight ;

intrusive
;

meddling; trifling; rude; insolent; impudent.
IM-PER'TI-NENT, n. A trifler ;

an intruder ;
a saucy person.

IM-PER'TJ-NENT-LY, ad. In an impertinent manner ; rudely.

tlM-PER-TRXN-si-BLL'i-TY, 71. State of being impertransi-
ble. Hale.

jlM-PER-TRAN'sT-BLE,* a. Not to be passed through.
Smart.

iM-PER-TUR-BA-Blfl/J-TY,* n. duality of being impertur-
bable. Wilson.

IM-PER-TUR'BA-BLE, a. That cannot be disturbed.

IM-PER-TIJR-BA'TIQN, n. [impertarbatus, L.] Calmness
;

tranquillity. Wharton.

IM-PER-TURBED', (-tiirbd') a. Undisturbed; calm. Bailey.
IM-PER-VI-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. Impenetrability. Ed. Rev.
IM-PER'vi-A-BLE,* a. Impervious: impermeable. Ed. Rev.

IM-PER'VI-OUS, a. [impervius, L.] Not pervious ; imperme-
able ; impassable; impenetrable; inaccessible.

IM-PER'VI-oDs-LY, ad. Impassably; impenetrably.
IM-PER'VI-OUS-NESS, n. The state of being impervious.

flM-PEST',* v. a. To fill with pestilence ; to infest. Pitt.

jlM-PES'TER, v. a. [empestrer, old Fr.] To trouble; to
'

harass ;
to pester. Cotgrave.

5M-PE-TlG'l-NOOs, a. [impetigo, L.] Scurfy ; having scabs.

lM-PE-Ti'GO* 71. [L.j (Med.) An eruption of small pus-
tules on the skin, sometime* called the moist tetter; tetter.

Brande.

flM'PE-TRA-BLE, a. [impetrabilis, L.] Possible to be ob-

tained. Bailey.

IM'PE-TRATE, v. a. [impetro, L.] [i. IMPETRATED; pp. IM-

PETRA.TING, IMPETRATED.] To entreat ;
to obtain by en-

treaty. Jlbp. Usher.

flM'PE-TRATE, a. Obtained by entreaty. Ld. Herbert.

flM-PE-TRA'TiON, n. Act of impetrating ; entreaty. Ld.
Herbert.

tlM'pE-TRA-Ti'vE, a. Able to obtain by entreaty. Bp. Hall.

flM/PE-TRA-TO-RY, a. Beseeching ; entreating. Bp. Taylor.

||lMXPET-u-6s'i-TY, M. duality of being impetuous; vio-
lence

; fury ; vehemence.

HlM-PET'v-oOs, (im-pet'yu-us) a. [impetueux, Fr.
;
from im-

petus, L.] Violent
; forcible ;

vehement
; rapid ;

furious ;

hasty ; passionate.

||lM-PET'y-oOs-LY. ad. In an impetuous manner; violently.

[jlM-PET'u-ous-NESS, n. Vehemence; violence; fury.

IM'PE-TUS, n. [L.] (Mech.) Force applied to any thing;
momentum

;
motion ; violent tendency to any point.

flM-Plc'TyRED, (jm-pikt'yurd) a. Painted. Spenser.

fiivi'PiER, (im'plrj 7i. The old word for umpire. Huloet.

JM-PIERCE', (im-pers') v. a. To pierce through ;
to empierce.

Drayton. [R.]

IM-PIERCE'A-BLE, [im-per'sa-bl, W. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; im-

per'sa-bl, S.] a. Impenetrable. Spenser. [R.]

IM-PI'E-TY, n. [impictas, L.] Want of piety ; irreligion ;

wickedness
; irreverence with respect to God Or sacred

things; want of duty to parents.
flM-Pi'G'Np-RATE, v. a. [in and pignus, L.] To pawn ;

to

pledge. Bailey.

flM-PlG-NQ-RA'TlON, n. Act of pawning. Bailey.

JM-PINGE', (jm-plnj') v. n. \impingo, L.] [i.
IMPINGED ;pp.

IMPINGING, IMPINGED.] To fall against ;
to strike against j

to clash with.

IM-PINGE'MENT,* n. Act of impinging. D. Clinton.

iM-PlN'GENT,* a. Falling against or upon. Sat. Mag:
tlM-PlN'GUATE, (im-ping'gwat) v. a. To make fat. Bailey.

ik'Pl-oOs, a. [impius, L.] Not pious; irreligious; wicked;
profane.

iM'Pi-oOs-LY, ad. In an impious manner; profanely.
flM/Pl-oOS-NESS, n. Impiety. Sir W. Cornwallis.

IMP'ISH,* a. Relating to or like imps. Dr. Mien.

IM-PLA-CA-BIL'I-TY, n. State of being implacable; inexo-

rable_ness ; irreconcilable enmity ;
malice.

IM-PLA'CA-BLE, a.
[implacabilis, L.] Not placable; not to

be appea'sed^or pacified ;
inexorable

;
malicious ;

constant
in enmity.

IM-PLA'CA-BLE-NESS, 7t. The state of being implacable.

IM-PLA'CA-BLY, ad. With implacability ; inexorably.

jBC-PLlNT', v. a. [i. IMPLANTED ; pp. IMPLANTING, IMPLANT-

ED.] To infix ; to insert
;
to ingraft ;

to set
;
to plant.

IM-PLAN-TA'TION, n. The act of implanting ; plantation;
inculcation.

iM-PLAU-iji-Bll/l-Ty,* 7i. Want of plausibility. Smart..

IM-PLAU'I-BLE, (jm-plaLw'ze-bl) a. Not plausible ; unplau-
sible ; not specious ;

not likely to persuade. Barrow.

IM-PLATJ'SI-BLE-NESS,* n. Want of plausibility. Dr. Mien.

lM-PLAU'i-BLY, ad. Without show of probability.

flM-PLEACH', (jm-plech') v. a. To interweave. Shak.

JM-PLEAD', v. a. [emplaider, old Fr.] [i. IMPLEADED
; pp.

IMPLEADING, IMPLEADED.] (Law) To sue or prosecute ; to

accuse
; to indict.

IM-PLEAD'ER, n. One who impleads ;
an accuser.

flM-PLEA'iNG, a. Unpleasing. Overbury.

jlM-PLED^E', v. a. To pledge ;
to pawn. Sherwood.

flM-PLEDGED',* (jm-plejd') a. Pledged. Taylor.

IM'PLE-MENT, n. [implementum, L.] Something that sup-
plies want ;

an instrument
;
a tool ;

a utensil
; a vessel.

iM'PLE-MENT,* v. a. To fulfil
;
to supply. EC. Rev. [R.]

JM-PLE'TIQN, n. [impleo, L.] Act of filling; state of being
full.

IM'PLEX, a. [implexus, L.] Intricate
; complicated. Madi-

son.

IM-PLI'A-BLE,* a. Not pliable; unyielding. Qw. Rev.

JM'PLI-CATE, v. a. [implico, L.] [i.
IMPLICATED ; pp. IMPLI-

CATING, IMPLICATED.] To infold
;
to entangle ; to involve ;

to connect or include with.

IM-PLI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of implicating; involution ;
infer-

ence not expressed, but tacitly inculcated or implied.

IM'PLI-CA-TIVE, a. Having implication.

iM/PLI-CA-TlVE-liY, ad. By implication.

JM-PL^'IT, (jm-pris'it) a. [implicitus, L.] [Infolded ;
com-

plicated. Pope.] Inferred; tacitly comprised, though not

expressed. South. Resting on the authority of others ; re-

ceived or admitted without examination or proof.

,
ad. In an implicit manner ; by inference.

State of being implicit. Scott-

,
n. [implidte.old Fr.] Implicitness. Cotgrave.

,
ad. By implication ; by inference comprised

or included, though not expressed.

IM-PLO-RA'TION, n. Solicitation ; supplication. Bp. Hall.

tlM/Plio-RA-TQR,* 7i. One who implores or entreats. Shak.

JM-PLORE', v. a. \imploro, L.] [i.
IMPLORED ; pp. IMPLOR-

ING, IMPLORED.] To supplicate; to entreat; to beseech;
to crave : to solicit

;
to beg.

fjM-PLORE', n . The act of begging ; entreaty. Spenser
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JM-PL5R'ER, n. One who implores ;
a solicitor.

IM-PLUMED', (Tm-plumd') a. [implumis, L.] Without feath-

ers; unfledged. Bailey.'

IM-PLU'MOUS, a. Naked of feathers
;
unfeathered. Johnson.

JM-PLUNGE', V. a. [i. IMPLUNGED
; pp. IMPLUNGING, IM-

PLUNGED.] To plunge ;
to hurry into. Fuller.

JM-PLY', v. a. [implico, L.] [i. IMPLIED
; pp. IMPLYING, IM-

PLIED.] To involve; to comprise or include by implica-
tion, or as a consequence ;

to infold
;
to denote

;
to sig-

nify ;
to betoken.

tJM-POCK'ET, v. a. To pocket. CarJeton.

JM-p6i'ON, (jm-pbi'zn) v. a. [empoisonner, Fr.] [i.
IMPOI-

SONED; pp. IMPOISONING, IMPOISONED.] To kill With poi-
son ; to poison ;

to empoison.
JM-P6I'ON-MENT, (jm-pbl'zn-ment) n. Act of poisoning ;

state of being poisoned. Pope.
flM-Po'LA-Ri-LY, ad. Not in the direction of the poles.
Browne.

IM-POL'I-CY, n. Want of policy ;
state of being impolitic;

imprudence ; indiscretion
;
want of forecast.

IM-PO-LITE', a. Not polite; rude; uncivil; unpolished.
IM-PO-LITE'LY,* ad. With impoliteness ; rudely. Scott.

IM-PQ-LITE'NESS, n. Want of politeness. JA. Chesterfield.

iM-POL'i-Tlc, a. Not politic ; wanting policy or prudence ;

tending to injure ; imprudent ;
indiscreet

; injudicious.

IM-PO-LIT'I-CAL, a. Same as impolitic. Mickle. [R.]

IM-PO-LIT'I-CAL-LY, ad. Impoliticly. Mickle.

IM-POL'I-TIC-LY, ad. Without policy or forecast
;
indis-

creetly'.

iM-POL'l-Tfc-NESS,* n. Quality of being impolitic. Scott.

IM-PON'DER-A-BLE,* a. That cannot be weighed. Francis.

IM-PON'DER-OUS, a. Void <|f perceptible weight. Browne.

fjM-PONE',* v. a. To put down, or stake, as a wager. Shak.

flM-POOR', v. a. To make poor. W. Browne. '

flM-POp'y-LAR,* a. Unpopular. Bolingbroke.
IM-PO-ROS'I-'TY, re. State of being imporous.
IM-PO'ROUS, a. Not porous ;

free from pores ;
close

; splid.

{M-PORT', v. a. [importo, L.] [i. IMPORTED;^. IMPORTING,
IMPORTED.] To bring or carry into a country from abroad

;

opposed to export: , to imply; to infer; to signify; to

denote
;
to mean. [importer, Fr.] To be of importance

or interest to ;
to concern. Milton.

IM'PORT, [Im'port, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. R. ; im'port or

jm-port', Ja.] n. Importance ;
moment

; consequence ;

tendency: any thing brought from abroad or imported;
opp_osed to export; merchandise imported.

IM-PORT'A-BLE, a. [importable, old Fr.] [{Insupportable.
Spenser.] That may be imported.

||IM-POR'TANCE, n. [Fr.] Quality of being important ; con-

sequence; moment; weight. [{Importunity. Shak.]
!HM-POR'TANT, [jm-pbr'tant, S. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. R. ; im-

por'tant, Ja. ; jin-por'tant or jm-por'tant, W.] a. Moment-
ous ; weighty ; of great consequence ;

forcible ; conse-

quential.

IIJM-POR'TANT-LY, ad. Weightily; forcibly. Hammond,
IM-PQR-TA'TION, n. The act of importing; conveyance.
IM-PORT'ER, n. One who imports.
flM-PORT'LEss, a. Of no moment or consequence. Shak.

nJM-PORT'y-NA-CY,

n. The act of importuning. Shak.

IM-PORT'V-NATE, (jm-pbrt'yu-nat) a. [importunus, L.] In-
cessant in solicitation; urgent; pressing; pertinacious;
troublesome.

DIM-PORT' u-NATE-LY, ad. In an importunate manner.
IIM-PORT'V-NATE-NESS, n. Incessant solicitation.

IjtlM-PORT'v-NA-TOR,
n. An importuner. Sir E. Sandys. <

IM-POR-TUNE', v. a. [importunus, L.] [i. IMPORTUNED ; pp.
IMPORTUNING, IMPORTUNED.] To tease

;
to harass or dis-

turb by reiteration ;
to solicit earnestly ;

to entreat.

flM-PQR-TUNE', a. Vexatious
;
unseasonable

; troublesome ;

importunate. Milton.

flM-POR-TUNE'LY, ad. Troublesomely ; incessantly. Spen-
ser.

iM-PQR-Tuar'ER, n. One who importunes. Todd.

TM-PQR-TU'NI-TY, n. Incessant solicitation
; urgency.

!M-P5'A-BLE,
a. That may be imposed.

M-POE', (jm-poz') v. a. [imposer, Fr.] [i. IMPOSED
; pp.

IMPOSING, IMPOSED.] To lay on
;
to inflict

;
to lay on as a

penalty, a burden, a duty, or a law. (Printing') To lay
the pages on the stone, and fit on the chase. To impose
on or upon, to deceive ;

to cheat.

flM-POE', n. Command ; injunction. Shak.

t|M-POSE'MENT,* n. Imposition. More.

IM-PO^'ER, n. One who imposes.
IM-PO'ING,*P. a. Deceiving; laying on; commanding;

impressive; making a show or pretension.
jM-Pd'iNG,* n. The act of one who imposes. (Printing'}
The act of arranging and wedging up the pages of a sheet
for printing. Brande.

IM-PO'ING-NESS,* n. Quality of being imposing. Brit.

Critic.

lM-P9-t"TiON, (Tm-po-zish'un) n. [Fr.] The act of impos-
ing; that which is imposed; act of laying on ;

a tax;
duty ;

excise
; injunction ; constraint ; oppression ;

cheat
;

fallacy ; imposture.

IM-PO'I-TQR,* n. One who imposes ; imposer. Ash. [R.]

IM-POS-SI-BIL-J-FI-CA'TION,* n. Act of rendering impos-
sible. Coleridge. [R.]

iM-POS-sj-BlL'i-TY, n. [impossibilits, Fr.] State of being
impossible ;

that which is impossibl* ; impracticability.
IM-POS'SI-BLE, a. That cannot be

;
that cannot be done

;

not possible; unattainable; impracticable.

IM-POS'SI-BLE, n. An impossibility. Chaucer. [R.]
iM-POS'si-BLY,* ad. Not possibly. North.

IM'POST, n. [impost, old Fr.) A tax
; a toll

; duty ;
custom.

(Arch.) [imposte, Fr.] The capital of a pier or pilaster
which receives an arch.

||IM-POST'HU-MATE, (jm-post'u-mat) [im-post'hu-mat, K.
Sm. R. ; jm-pSs'tu-mat, S. E. F. Ja. ; im-pos'chu-mat, W.
J.] v. n. [i. IMPOSTHUMATED; pp. IMPOSTHUMA'TING, IM-

POSTHUMATED.] To form an abscess
;
to gather ; to form

a cyst or imposthume ;
to imposthume.

IIIMXPOST'HU-MATE, v. a. To afflict with an imposthume.
|pl-PosT'HV-MATE,* a. Corrupted ; morbid. Pope.

|lM-PosT-Hy-MA'TiON, n. Act of forming an abscess.

JM-POST'HUME, (jm-pos'tum) [im-pos'tum, S. E. F.Ja.;

'jm-pos'thum, W.' J. ; im-post'h'um, P. K. Sm. R.] n. A
collection of purulent matter in a bag or cyst ;

an abscess -

}

an anosteme.

!|IM-POST'HUME, v. n. To imposthumate. Huloet. [R.]

(JIM-POST'HOME, v. a. To affect with an imposthume. Hay-
ward. [R.]

iM-pps'TOR, n. [impostor, L.
; imposture, Fr.] One who is

guilty of imposition ;
one who pretends to be what he is

not
;
a fictitious character

;
a false pretender; a deceiver.

flM-Pos'TQR-sHlP,* n. The character or act of an impos-
tor. Milton.

IM-POST'UME, n. See IMPOSTHUME.
tlM-POST'VR-AGE, n. Imposition ;

cheat. Bp. Taylor.
JM-POST'VRE, (im-post'yur) n. [imposture, Fr. ; impostura,

L.] The conduct of an impostor; a cheat committed by
putting on a false appearance ; deception j imposition }

cheat
;
fraud.

fjM-POST'uRED, a. Containing imposture. Beaumont.

jlM-pSsT'^R-oDs, a. Deceitful; cheating. Beaum. 8f Fl.

IM'PO-TENCE, n. [impotentia, L.] State of being impotent }

want of power; inability; imbecility; weakness; inca-

pacity ;
defect ; want of vigor to beget.

IM'PQ-TEN-CY, n. Same as impotence. Bentley.

IM'PQ-TENT, a. [impotens, L.] Weak
;
feeble

; wanting
force; wanting power; disabled by nature or disease}
unable to beget.

IM'PO-TENT, n. One who languishes under disease. Shak

IM'PQ-TENT-LY, ad. In an impotent manner.

IM-POUND', v. a. [i. IMPOUNDED
; pp. IMPOUNDING, IM-

POUNDED.] To enclose, as in a pound ;
to shut up; to

confine.

IM-POOND'AGE,* n. The act of impounding cattle. Ash.

JM-POV'ER-ISH, V. a.
[i. IMPOVERISHED

; pp. IMPOVERISH-

ING, IMPOVERISHED.] To make poor; to reduce to pover-
ty; to exhaust of strength, riches, or fertility.

jM-POV'ER-Tsn-ER, n. He or that which impoverishes.
|M-POV'ER-ISH-MENT, n. The act of making poor ;

reduc-
tion to poverty ;

cause of poverty.
IM-POW'ER. See EMPOWER.
iM-pRXc-Tl-CA-BtL'l-TY, n. State of being impracticable.
iM-PRXc'Ti-CA-BLE, a. Not practicable; that cannot be

performed ;
unfeasible

; impossible ; untractable ; un-

manageable.
iM-PRXc'Ti-CA-BLE-Nfiss, n. State of being impracticable;

impossibility ;
untractableness.

IM-PRXC'TI-CA-BLY,* ad. In an impracticable manner.
Johnson.

IM'PRE-CATE, v. a. [imprecor, L.] [i.
IMPRECATED

; pp. IM-

PRECATING, IMPRECATED.] To pray for some evil or curse
to fall upon.

IM-PRE-CA'TION, n. [imprecatio, L.] Invocation of evil ;

malediction
;
execration ; curse.

IM'PRE-CA-TO-RY, [Tm'pre-ka-tur-e, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. :

jm-prek'a-tur-e,' S. ; Tm-pre-kd'tur-e, E.] a. Containing
wishes of evil ; invoking evil.

jM-PRf GN', (-pren') v. a. [in and pragno, L.] [i.
IMPREGNED

;

pp. IMPHEGNING, IMPREGNED.] To fill
;
to impregnate.

IM-PREG'NA-BLE, a. [imprenable, Fr.] That cannot be ta-

ken or stormed ; unshaken ; unmoved ;
unaffected.

IM-PREG'NA-BLE-NESS,* n. State ofbeing impregnable. Ash.

IM-PREG'NA-BLY, ad. In an impregnable manner.
IM-PREG'NANT,* a. Not pregnant. Coleridge.

JM-PREG'NATE, v. a. [in and pragno, L.J [i.
IMPREGNAT-

ED; pp. IMPREGNATING, IMPREGNATEDf] To fill With

young; to make prolific. [impregncr, Fr.] To fill; to

saturate.

IM-PREG'N^TE, a. Impregnated ;
made prolific. South.

Iai-PREG-NA'TiON, n. Act of impregnating; state of being

impregnated ;
fecundation.

ftM-PRE-jO'Dl-CATE,a. Unprejudiced ; impartial. Browne

tlM-PREP-A-RA'flQN, n. Want of preparation. Hooker.

iM-PRE-scRtp-Ti-Bi'L'i-TY,* n. State of being imprescrip-
tible.' Smart.
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iM-PRE-SCRlp'Ti-BLE, a. [Fr.] (Law} That cannot be
lost or impaired by claims founded on prescription.
Wares.

IM-PRE-SCR*P'TI-BLY,* ad. In an imprescriptible manner.
Coze.

|M-PRSS', v. a. [impressum, L.] [i. IMPRESSED
; pp. IM-

PRESSING, IMPRESSED.] To fix on the mind; to print by
pressure; to stamp; to fix deep; to mark; to press or
force into naval or military service

; to compel.
IM'PRESS, w. Mark made by pressure; stamp; device;
motto

; impression ; impressment.
IM-PRESSED',* (-prest) p. a. Marked by pressure ;

forced
into service.

iM-PRES-si-BlL'l-TY, n. Capability of being impressed.
JM-PRES'SI-BLE, a. That may be impressed ; susceptible.
JM-PRES'SIQN, (jm-presh'un) n. [impressio, L.] Act of im-

pressing; state of being impressed ;
that which is im-

pressed j mark made by pressure ; stamp ; image fixed
in the mind ; efficacious agency ; operation ; influence

;

effect produced : edition
; number of copies printed at

once ; one course of printing.
JM-PRES'SIVE, a. Capable of being impressed ; suscepti-

ble
; capable of making impression ; powerful.

JM-PRES'SIVE-LY, ad. In a powerful or impressive man-
ner.

IM-PRS'SIVE-NESS, n. The quality of being impressive.
JM-PRESS'MENT,* n. The act of impressing or of forcing
another into service by compulsion ;

the forcible levying
of seamen into the public service. Brande.

IM-PRES'SVRE (jm-presh'ur) n. Impression. Shak.

YM'PREST, n. [imprestama, It., from imprestare.] Earnest-
money; money advanced.

IM-PREST',* v. a.
[i. IMPRESTED; pp. IMPRESTING, IM-

PRESTED.J To advance or pay in advance. Burke. [R.]
tlM-PREV'A-LfiN-cy, n. Want of prevalence. Bp. Hall.
IM-PRI-MA' TVR, n. [L., Let it be printed.] A license to

print ;
a term applied to the license or privilege in coun-

tries subjected to the censorship of the press.

t{M-pRlM'ER-Y, n. [imprimerie, Fr.] A print; a printing-
house

;
the art of printing. Coles.

IM-PRpMis, ad. [L.] First of all
; in the first place.

JM-PRlNT', v. a. [imprimer, Fr.] [i. IMPRINTED; pp. IM-

PRINTING, IMPRINTED.] To mark by pressure; to mark
by types ;

to print ;
to fix on the mind or memory.

IM'PRINT, n. A designation of the printer's name and abode,
and of the date, affixed to a printed work.

jM-PRl'ON, (jm-priz'zn) v. a.
[i. IMPRISONED

; pp. IM-

PRISONING, IMPRISONED.] To put into prison ; to shut up;
to confine.

|M-PRl'ON-ER, 7i. One who imprisons. Todd.

JM-PRI'ON-MENT, (im-priz'zn-ment) n. Act of imprison-
ing ;

confinement
;
state of being shut in prison.

TM-PROB-A-BiL'i-Ty, n. Want of probability; unlikeli-
hood.

IM-PROB'A-BLE, a. [improbabilis, L.] Not probable; not to
be expected ; unlikely ; incredible.

IM-PROB'A-BLY, ad. Without probability or likelihood.

jlM'PRO-BATE, v. a. [in and probo, L.] Not to approve.
Ainsworth. To disapprove. Sir W. Jones. [R.]

IM-PRQ-BA'TION, n. Act of disallowing. Ainsworih.

(Law) The act of proving perjury or falsehood.

iM-PROB'l-Ty, n. [improbitas, L.] Want of probity ;

knavery ; dishonesty ;
baseness.

IM-PRO-FI''CIENCE, (im-pr9-fish'ens) n. Want of im-
provement. Bacon. [R.]

flM-PROF'lT-A-BLE, a. Unprofitable. Sir T. Elyot.
TM-PRQ-GRES'SIVE * a. Not progressive ; not advancing.

EC. Rev.

IM-PRQ-LIF'IC, a. Not prolific ; unfruitful. Todd.

flM-PRQ-LiF'i-CATE, v. a. To impregnate. Browne.
IM-PROMPT',* a. Not ready ; not prepared. Sterne. [R.]
fax-PR&Mp'TU,n. [Fr.] An extemporaneous effusion; a

short, pointed production, epigram, or poem, supposed to
be brought forth on the spur of the moment.

IM-PR$MP'TU* ad. Without premeditation ; off-hand.
a. Unpremeditated. QM. Rev.

IM-PROP'ER, a. [improprius, L.] Not proper ; unsuitable
;

incorrect ; unqualified ; unfit.

IM-PROP'ER-LY, ad. In an improper manner; not fitly.

[IM-PROP'ER-TY, TI. See IMPROPRIETY.

jlM-PRp-Pj"Tiovs, a. Unpropitious. Wotton.

TM-PRO-POR'TIQN-A-BLE, a. Not proportionable. B. Jon-
son. [R.1

IM-PRQ-POR^TIQN-ATE, a. Not adjusted to. Smith. [R.]
JM-PRO'PRI-ATE, v. a. [in and proprius, L.] [i. IMPRO-
PRIATED ; pp. IMPROPRIATING, IMPROPIU ATED.J (Eng. law)
To convert to private or personal use; to put church
property into the hands of laymen.

JM-PRO'PRI-ATE, a. Devolved into the hands of laymen.
JM-PRO-PRI-A'TIQN, n. Act of iinpropriating ;

the condi-
tion of ecclesiastical property when in the hands of

laymen ;
alienation of the possessions of the church.

JM-PRO'PRI-A-TPR, [jm-pro'pre-a-tur, P. K. Sm. R. Wb.j
jrn-prd-pre-a'tur, S. W. J. E. F. Ja.] n. One who impro-

priates ; a layman who has the possession of church
property.

JM-PRO-PRI-A'TR?X,* n. A woman possessed of church
lands. Toller.

IM-PRQ-PRI'E-TY, n. [impropriety, Fr.] That which is im-
proper; unfitness; unsuitableness

; inaccuracy : an of-
fence or error in language by using words in a sense
different from their established signification.

tlM-PRps-PER'i-TY, n. Unhappiness. JVaunton.
flM-PROS'pER-oOs, a. Unprosperous. Hammond.
flM-PROS'pER-ouS-Ly, aa Un prosperously. Drayton.
flM-PROS'PER-otJS-NESS, re. Ill fortune. Hammond.
IM-PROV-A-BIL'I-TY, n. Capability of improvement.
IM-PROV'A-BLE, a. Capable of improvement.
JM-PROV'A-BLE-NESS, n. Capacity of improvement.
JM-PROV'A-BLY, ad. In a manner that admits of meliora-

tion.

JM-PROVE', v. a. [in and probus, L.] [i. IMPROVED ; pp. IM-

PROVING, IMPROVED.] To raise from good to better; to
majte better

; to meliorate; to advance
;
to increase: to

usev or make good use of, as, "to improve time
; to im-

prove opportunity." Orton. $5=" In the U. S. il is often
used in the senses of to occupy ; to make use of; to em-

ploy ; as,
" to improve [to occupy] a house or farm

;

"
"to improve [to employ or make use of] a person as a
witness." It is used in a similar manner by some British
writers

; though this use is little sanctioned by good
authors.

JM-PROVE', v. n. To make improvement ; to grow better ;

to advance in goodneslf.
JM-PROVE'MENT, n. Act of improving ; state of being im-
proved ; melioration; advancement; progress from good
to

betters-good use
; proficiency ; amendment ;

increase ;

instruction; edification.

{M-PRcrv-'Eji, n. He or that which improves.
flM-PRO-viD'ED, a. [improvisus, L.] Unprovided. Spen-

ser.

lM-p"R5v'i-DENCE, n. Want of forethought or care;
thoughtlessness ;

carelessness ; negligence.
IM-PROV'I-DENT, a. [improvidus, .L.] Not provident;
wanting forecast

; wanting care to provide ;
careless.

IM-PROV'I-DENT-LY, ad. In an improvident manner.
|M-PROV'lNG,*p. a. Making better ; becoming better.

JM-PROV'I-SATE,* v. a. &. n. [improvvisare, It.] To compose
and sing extemporaneously ;

to improvise. S. Oliver.

JM-PROV-I-SA'TIQN,* n. Act of improvisating. QM. Rev.

JM-PROV'I-SA-TOR,* n. One who composes and sings ex-

temporaneously ; an improvvisatore. EC. Rev.

iM-PRor-ri-SA-Td'RE,*n. [It.] pi. IMPROVYISATORI.
A poet who composes and sings verses, poems, or songs,
on a given subject immediately and without premedita-
tion. Burney.

iMPRorrisATRWE,*^jm-prov-e-sa-tr5'che) n. [It.] An
extemporaneous poetess. Betham.

lM-PRO-vt$E',*i;.a. &. n. To improvisate ;
to speak extem-

pore. QM. Rev.

flM-PRQ-vi"ioN, (im-pro-vizh'un) n. Improvidence.
Browne.

iM-PRti'DENCE, n. Want of prudence ; indiscretion'; neg-
ligence ;

inattention to interest ;
carelessness.

!M-PRtJ'DENT, a. [imprudetis, L.] Wanting prudence ;
in-

judicious ; indiscreet; negligent; careless.

IM-PR(J'DENT-LY, ad,. Without prudence ; indiscreetly.

IM-PU'BER-TY,* n. Want of puberty. Paley.

IM'PV-DENCE, n. Shamelessness ; immodesty; insolence;

arrogance ; assurance
;
rudeness.

IM'PU-DEN-CY, n. Impudence. King Charles. [R.]
IM'PV-DENT, a. [impudens, L.] Shameless

;
wantin

modesty ; insolent ; saucy ; rude ; impertinent ; immodest.

lM/py-DfiNT-L,Y, ad. In an impudent manner; insolently.

pudicitia, L.] Immodesty. Sheldon.

f
', (im-punO [jm-pun', S. W. J. E. F. Ja. If. Sm. ;

jin-pun', P. Kenrick.} v. a. \impugno, L.] [i. .IMPUGNED ;

pp. IMPUGNING, IMPUGNED.] To attack
j

to assault by
law or argument ;

to oppose.

|M-PUG'NA-BLE,* (jm-pug'na-bl) n. That may be im-

pugned. Qu. Rev.

flM-PUG-NA'TJON, re. Opposition ; resistance. Bp. Hall.

JM-PUGN'ER, (im-pun'er) n. One who impugns.
JM-PUGN'MENT,* (jm-pun'ment) n. Act of impugning.

EC. Rev.

IM-PU'IS-SXNCE, [jni-pu'js-sans, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

im-pu-is's$tns, P. Wb.~\ n. [Fr.] Impotence ; inability ;

weakness ; feebleness.

IM'PULSE, n. [impulsus, L.] Communicated force ; the

effect of one body acting upon another
;
influence on

the mind ; motive ; action ; impression.

IM-PDLSE',* v. a. To instigate ;
to impel. Pope. [R.]

Jai-PUL'sipx, (im-pul'shun) n. Act of impelling; im-

pulse.

JM-PUL'SIVE, a. [impulsif, Fr.] Tending to impel ; forcing ;

having impulse ; moving; impellent.

tjM-PUL/SJVE, n. Impellent cause or reason. Wotton.

JM-PUL'SIVE-LY, ad. By or with impulse. Sterne.
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IM-PONCT-U-XL'J-TY,* n. Want of punctuality. Al. Ham-
ilton. [R.]'

tlM-Pii'Ni-BLY, ad. Without punishment. Ellis.

IM-PO'JVI-TY, '". [impunitas, L.] Exemption from penalty
or punishment ;

freedom from injury or loss.

IM-PURE', a. [impurus, L.] Not pure; unclean; defiled;

unholy ; unhallowed ;
unchaste

;
lewd

;
feculent

;
foul

;

drossy.

tlM-PURE', v. a. To render impure ; to defile. Bp. Hall.

IM-PURE'L,Y, ad. In an impure manner
; with impurity.

IM-PURE'NESS, n. Impurity. Feltham. [R.]

IM-PU'RI-TY, n. [impuritas, L.] Want of purity; want of

sanctity ; unchastity ; filthiness ;
feculence

;
base ad-

mixture.

JM-PUR'PLE, v. a. [empourprer, Fr.] [L IMPURPLED
; pp.

IMPURPLING, IMPURPLED.] To color as with purple. Mil-

ton.

lM-PU-TA-Bfr/J-TYj* n. Quality of being imputable. Bp.
Watson,

IM-PU'TA-BI/E, a. That may be imputed; chargeable.

IM-PU'T^-BLE-NESS, n. duality of being imputable.
IM-PV-TA'TION, n. Act of imputing; that which is im-

puted ;
attribution of any thing to another as his own

;

censure
; reproach.

IM-PU'TA-TIVE,

a. That may impute or be imputed.
M-Pu'TA-TlVE-LY, ad. By imputation. Stackhouse.

M-PUTE', v. a. [imputo, L.] [i.
IMPUTED ; pp. IMPUTING,

IMPUTED.] To charge upon ;
to ascribe ;

to attribute,

generally ill, sometimes good; to reckon to one what
does not properly belong to him.

IM-PUT'ED,*P. a. Charged upon ;
set down to a person's

account, though it does not properly belong to him.

JM-PUT'ER, n. One who imputes. [Smart.

iM-py-TREs'ci-BLE,* a. Not subject to putrefaction.

IN, prep. [L. 4- Sax.] Noting the place where any thing is

present ; noting the state present at any time
; noting

time, power, proportion, or entrance ; concerning ;

close; near; within; not without.

IN, ad. Within some place ;
not out. $3= In is much used

in composition, commonly as a particle of negation ; as,

inactive. 7/t, thus used, is equivalent to un; and in and
n are, in some cases, used indifferently ; as, infrequent

or wnfrequent, inelastic or traelastic. In before I is

changed into U; as, illegal; before r, into ir ; as, ir-

regular; and before some other consonants, into t'm;

as, impatient.

iN-A-BiL'j-TY, n. Want of ability or power ; impotence.
flN-A'BLED,* (in-a'bld) a. Disabled. Harrington.
IN-XB'STI-NENCE, n. Want of abstinence ; indulgence.
IN-AB-STRXCT'ED,* a. Not abstracted. Hooker.

IN-A-BU'SIVE-LY, ad. Without abuse. Lord North.

IN-AC-CES-SI-BIL'I-TY, n. State of being inaccessible.

iN-AC-CEs'sj-BLE, a. Not accessible; unapproachable;
not to be reached or approached.

IN-AC-CES'SI-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being inaccessible.

AL
IN-AC-CES'SI-BLY, ad. So as not to be approached.
iN-Xc'cu-RA-CY, n. Want of accuracy ;

incorrectness.

iN-Xc'cy-RATE, a. Not accurate; not exact; incorrect.

iN-Xc'cy-RATE-LY, ad. Not correctly. Hard.

IN-AC-QUAINT'ANCE,* n. Want of acquaintance. Russell.

IN-AC-QUI-ES'CENT,* a. Not acquiescent. Scott.

lN-AC'TiQN,7i. Forbearance of activity or labor; inactivity;
want of activity ;

indolence.

IN-XC'TIVE, a. Not active; idle; indolent; sluggish.

XN-AC'TIVE-LY, ad. Idly ; without activity.

iN-AC-fiv'l-TY, n. State of being inactive ; idleness.

fjN-XcT'y-ATE, v. a. To put into action. Olanville.

jlN-XCT-y-A'TION, n. Operation. Glanville.

IN-XD'E-QUA-CY,* n. The state of being inadequate ;
in-

sufficiency'; defectiveness. Abp. Whately.

IN-XD'E-QUATE, a. Not adequate; insufficient; defec-

tive.

IN-XD'E-QUATE-LY, ad. Not adequately ; defectively.

IN-AD'E-QU^TE-NESS, n. State of being inadequate.

IN-XD-E-QUA'TIQN, n. Want of exact correspondence.

IN-AD-MIS-SI-BIL'I-TY,* n. duality of being inadmissible.

Dr. MM.
IN-AD-MIS'SI-BLE, a. [inadmissible, Fr.] Not admissible;

not to be allowed or admitted.

IN-AD-VER'TENCE, \
n. Carelessness; negligence; inat-

IN-AD-VER'TEN-CY, \
tention

;
effect-of negligence.

lN-AD-VER'TENT,'a. Negligent; careless; heedless.

IN-AD-VER'TENT-LY, ad. Carelessly; negligently.

{IN-AD-VER'TJ^E-IVIENT,
n. Inadvertence. Droome.

N-XF-FA-BIL'I-TY, n. Want of affability. Coles.

IN-AF'FA-BLEJ a. 'Not affable; unsocial; reserved. Scott.

IN-AF-FKC-TA'TION, n. Freedom from affectation. Scott.

tlN-AF-FECT'ED-LY, ad. Unaffectedly. Cockeram.

tlN-XiD'A-BLE, a. Unaidable. Shak.

IN-AL'IEN-A-BLE, (In-al'yen-a-bl) a. That cannot be

alienated, transferred, or granted to another.

IN-AL'JEN-A-BLE-NESS, (In-al'yen-a-bl-nes) n. The state

or quality of being inalienable.

IN-AL/IEN-A-BLY,* ad. In an inalienable manner. Robert'
son.

J-IN-XL-I-MEN'TAL, a. Affording no nourishment. Bacon.

jlN-XL/TER-A-BLE, a. Unalterable. HakewiU.

jlN-A'Mi-A-BLE, a. Unamiable. Cockeram.

ftN-A'Mi-A-BLE-NESS, n. Unamiableness. Scott.

flN-A-Mis'si-BLE, a. That cannot be lost. Hammond.
flN-A-jyris'si-BLE-NESS, n. State of being inamissible

Scott.

IJjN-XM-Q-RA'TA,* n.-[innamorata, It.] A female in love
;
a

mistress. Sherburne.

||IN-XM-Q-RA'TO, [in-am-o-ra'to, J. F.Ja. E. ; in-&m-o-ra'to,
P. E. Sin.] n. [innamorato, It.] A person enamored or in
love ; a lover.

iN-AND-tN,* a. Applied to a system of breeding from ani-
mals of the same parentage ; opposed to cross-breeding.
London.

IN-ANE', a._[inanis, L.] Empty ;
void

;
useless. Locke.

flN-XN'l-MATE, v. a. To animate
;
to quicken. Donne.

iN-XN'l-MATE, a. Void of life
;

lifeless
; wanting anima-

tion
;
inert ;

dead.

IN-AN'I-MAT-ED, a. Not animated
;
inanimate.

IN-XN'J-MATE-NESS,* n. Quality of being inanimate.

Mountague.
IN-XN-I-MA'TIQN, n. [fAnimation. Donne.] Want of
animation.

lN-A-Nif"TiON, (Tn-a-nish'un) n. [inanis, L.] Emptiness ;

vacuity ;
want of fulness in the vessels of an animal.

IN-XN'I-TY, n. [inanite, Fr.] Emptiness; void space;
vanity.

IN-XP'A-_THY,* n. Feeling ; sensibility. Ed. Rev. [R.]

IN-AP-PEAL/A-BLE,* a. Not to be appealed from. Cole-

ridge.

iN-Ap-PEAf'A-BLE,* a. Unappeasable. Anal. Rev.

IN-AP'PE-TENCE, 7i. Want of appetite or desire. Boyle.
IN-XP'PE-TEN-C Y, n. Want of appetence ; inappetence.
iN-Xp-PLi-CA-BlL'i-Ty, n. State of being inapplicable.

IN-XP'PLJ-CA-BLEJ a. Not applicable; unfit; unsuit-

able.

IN-XP'PLJ-CA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being inapplicable
Scott.

I\-Xp-PL,l-CA'TlpN, n. Want of application.

IN-XP'PQ-ITE, a. Not apposite; unsuitable; unfit.

IN-AP-PRE'CI-A-BLE,* (In-ap-pre'she-a-bl) a. Not appre-

ciable; that cannot be estimated or measured. Cole-

ridge.
YN-XP-PRE-HEN'SI-BLE, a. Not apprehensible. Milton.

IN-XP-PRE-HEN'SION,* n. Want of apprehension. Hard
IN-XP-PRE-HEN'SIVE, a. Not apprehensive. Bp. Taylor.

IN-AP-PROACH'A-BLE,* a. Unapproachable. Q. Rev.

IN-AP-PRO'PRI-ATE,* a. Not appropriate ;
unsuitable. QM.

Rev.

iN-AP-PRd'pRl-ATE-Ly,* ad. Not appropriately. Edge-
worth.

iN-Ap-FRd'pRi-ATE-NESS,* 7i. State of being inappro-

priate. Jour. Roy. fns.

IN-XPT',* a. Not apt ; unapt. Qu. Rev.

IN-XP'TI TUBE, 71. Want of aptitude ;
oinfitness.

IN-APT'LY,* ad. Unaptly. Colcr,idge.

IN-APT'NESS,* n. Inaptitude. Wordsworth.

flN-A'QUATE, a. Embodied in water. Abp. Cranmer.

}iN-A-QUA'TlQN, n. State of being inaquate. Bp. Gardi
ner.

IN-XR'A-BLE, a. Not arable ;
not capable of tillage.

IN-ARCH', v. a. [i. INARCHED; pp. INARCHING, INARCHED.]
To graft by approach, that is, by uniting a scion to the

stock without separating it from its parent tree.

IN-ARCH'ING,* n. A method of grafting ; grafting. Miller.

ijV-AR-Tic'U-L,ATE, a.
[iii-articulc,

Fr.
;
in and articulate.]

Not articulate; indistinct; not uttered with articulation

like that of the syllables of human speech.
IN-AR-T!C'UXLATE-LY, ad. In an inarticulate manner.

IN-AR-TIC'V-LATE-NESS, n. Quality of being inarticulate.

Ix-AR-Tlc-y-LA'TlQN, n. Want of articulation
;

confu-

sion of sounds; indistinctness in pronouncing.
IN-AR-TI-FI"CIAL,, (in-ar-te-flsh'al) a. Not artificial;

natural; not
'

made by art; plain; simple; artless;

rude.

IN-XR-TI-FI"CIAL,-I,Y, (Tn-ar-te-flsh'fil-Ie) ad. Without
art ; in a manner contrary to the rules of art.

IN-AR-TI-FI"CIAL-NESS,* (in-Rr-te-flsh'al-nes) n. State

of being inartificial. Scott.

IN-A?-MUCH',* ad. Seeing; seeing that; since. Dr.

Dealtnj.
IN-AT-TEN'TIQN, n. Want of attention ; negligence.

IN-AT-TEN'TIVE, a. Not attentive ; inadvertent; thought-
less

;
heedless ;

careless
; negligent ;

remiss.

TN-AT-TEN'TIVE-LY, ad. Without attention ; heedlessly.

IN-AT-TEN'TIVE-NESS,* n. Want of attention. Paley.

IN-AU-DI-BIL'I-TY,* n. State of being inaudible. Butler.

iN-Au'ci-BLEJ a. 'Not audible ;
that cannot ba heard.

IN-AU'DI-BLE-NESS,* n. Inaudibility. Dr. Allen.

IN-AU'GV-RAL,,* a. Relating to inauguration. Blair.

J'N-AU'GV-RA'TE, v. a. [inauguro, L.] [i.
INAUGURATED ;
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pp. INAUGURATING, INAUGURATED.] To introduce HltO
an office with certain ceremonies; to institute

;
to con-

secrate ;
to invest.

iN-Au'Gy-RATE, a. Invested with office. Drayton.
JN-AU-GU-KA'TIQN, n. Act of inaugurating ; installation;

investiture.

jN-Au'Gy-RA-TQR,* n. One who inaugurates. Coleridge.

fN-Au'GV-RA-TQ-RY, a. Relating to inauguration. Johnson.

JN-AU-RA'TIQN, n. [inauro, L.] Act of covering with

gold, rfrbutlmot.

tlN-Aus'pi-CATE, a. Inauspicious. Sir G. Buck.

lN-Au-sPi''cioys, (Tn-aw-splsh'us) a. Ill-omened ; unlucky ;

unfortunate
; unfavorable ; unpropitious.

lN-Au-sPl''cioys-Ly, (in-aw-spish'us-le) ad. In an inau-

spicious manner; with ill omens.

lN-Au-SP?"cioys-NESS, (in-aw-splsh'us-nes) n. The state

or quality of being inauspicious ;
misfortune.

IN-BE'ING, n. Inherence; inseparableness. Watts.

IN'BORN, a. Innate; implanted by nature; natural.

lN'-BREAK'iNG,*n. Act of breaking in ; invasion. EC. Rev.

IN-BREATHE',*?;. a. To infuse by breathing; to breathe in.

Coleridge.

jN-BREA'fHED', (jn-bretnd') a. Inspired; infused by inspi-
ration.

IN'BRED, a. Produced within ; generated within
;
innate

;

not acquired by effort or habit.

JN-BREED', . a. [i. INBRED; pp. INBREEDING, INBRED.] To
produce ; to raise. Bp. Reynolds.

IN'CA,* n. ; pi. IN'CA$. The title of a king or prince of

Peru, before its conquest by the Spaniards. Robertson.

IN-CAC^E', v. a. [i. INCAGED ; pp. INCAGING, INCAGED.] To
shut up ;

to confine, as in a Cage ;
to encage.

JN-CAGE'MENT, n. Confinement in a cage. Shelton. [R.]

iN-cAl/cy-LA-BLE, a. That cannot be calculated; beyond
calculation

;
not to be reckoned. Burke.

lN-cXL'cy-L,A-BLY,* ad. Beyond calculation. Maurice.

XN-CA-LES'CENCE', n.
[incalesco, L.] State of growing

warm
;
warmth ; incipient heat.

IN-CA-LES'CEN-CY, n. Incipient heat
;
incalescence. Ray.

IN-CA-LES'CENT,* a. Growing warm or hot. Boyle.

IN-CAN-DES'CENCE,* n. A white heat; the luminousness
of a body when heated to a certain point. Brande.

IN-CAN-DES'CENT,* a. White, or glowing with a white
heat. Beck.

IN-CAN-TA'TIQN, n. [incantation, Fr.] A magical charm
;

enchantment.

JN-CXN'TA-TQ-RY, a. [incanto, L.] Enchanting; magical.

flN-cXNT'iNG, p. a. Enchanting; delightful. Sir T. Herbert.

|N-CXN'TON, v. a. To unite into a canton. Addison.

IN-CA-PA-BIL'I-TY, ?!. The state of being incapable.

IN-CA'PA-BLE, a. Not capable; unable to hold, contain,
or comprehend ;

unfit
; disqualified ; inadequate ;

insuf-

ficient
; incompetent.

XN-CA'PA-BLE-NESS, n. Incapability; inability.

IN-CA'PA-BLY,* ad. In an incapable manner. West. Rev.

XN-cA-pA'cioys, (in-ka-pa'shus) a. Not capacious ;
want-

ing capacity ;
narrow ; of small content.

IN-CA-PA'CIOVS-NESS, n. Incapacity ;
narrowness.

iN-CA-PXC'j-TATE, V. a. [L INCAPACITATED
; pp. INCAPACI-

TATING, INCAPACITATED.] To render incapable; to disa-

ble ;
to weaken 5 to disqualify.

iN-CA-pXc-i-TA'Tie-N, n. Disqualification. Burke.

lN-cA-PA9/i-TY, 71. Want of capacity; want of power or

ability; inability.

JN-CAR'CER-ATE, v. a. [incarcero, L.] [i. INCARCERATED ;

pp. INCARCERATING, INCARCERATED.] To pllt in a dun-

geon or prison ;
to imprison ;

to confine.

IN-CAR'CER-ATE, a. Imprisoned; incarcerated. More.

|N-CAR-CER-A'TIQN, n. Imprisonment; confinement.

JN-CARN', v. a. [incarno, L.] To cover with flesh. Wise-
man. [R.]

JN-CARN', v. n. To breed flesh. Wiseman. [R.]

fjN-CAR'NA-DlNE, v. a. To dye red. Shak.

fjN-CAR'NA-DfNE, a. [incarnadin, Fr.] Of a red 'color.

Lovelace^
JN-CAR'NATE, v. a. [incamer, Fr.

; incarno, L.] [i. INCAR-
NATED ; pp. INCARNATING, INCARNATED.] To clothe With
flesh ;

to embody with flesh.

IN-CAR'NATE, a. Clothed with flesh
; embodied in flesh.

XN-CAR-NA'TION, n. The act of incarnating or of as-

suming body or flesh; the assumption of a human body
and human nature : process of healing and filling with
new flesh.

jN-CAR'NA-TlVE, n. A medicine that generates flesh.

JN-CAR'NA-TIVE,* a. Generating flesh. Wiseman.

JN-CASE', v. a. [i. INCASED; pp. INCASING, INCASED.] To
cover

;
to inclose ;

to inwrap. Pope.

IN-CASE'MENT,* n. Act of incasing; a covering. Dr. Al-
len.

}N-cAsK',

v. a. To put into a cask. Sherwood.

N-cXs'TEL-LAT-KD, (in-kud'tel-llt-ed) a. Enclosed in a
castle. i

{N-cAs'TEL,LED,* (in-k&s'sld) a. Hoof bound: enclosed
in a castle. Crabb.

IN-CXT-E-NA'TION,* n. The act of linking together. Gold-
smith.

JN-CAU'TIQN,* n. Want of caution. Pope. [R.]
iN-cAu'Tioys, (in-kSLw'shus) a. Unwary ; heedless.

iN-cAu'Tioys-LY, (in-kaw'shus-le) ad. Unwarily; heed-
lessly.

iN-cAu'Tloys-NESS, (In-kaw'shus-nes) n. Want of cau-
tion.

IN'CA-VAT-ED,* a. Made hollow: bent round or in. Smart.

JN-CAVED',* (in-kavd') a. Enclosed in a cave. Savage.
{N-cXv'ERNED,* (-ernd) a. Enclosed in a cavern. Drayton.
IN-CE-LEB'RI-TY,* n. Want of celebrity. Coleridge.
HN-CEND', v. a. [incendo, L.] To stir up ; to inflame. Mars-

ton.

||jN-CEN'Dl-A-RTfM,* n. The act of an incendiary ;
the act

of maliciously setting buildings or other combustible prop-
erty on fire. Ld. Brougham.

UIN-CEN'DI-A-RY, [in-sen'de-a-re, P. J. Ja. R. ; jn-sen'de-a-
re or jn-sen'je-a-re, W. ; jn-sen'dyar-e, S. E. F. K. Sm.] n.

[incendiarius, L.] One who maliciously sets houses or
other buildings on fire

;
one who inflames factions or pro-

motes quarrels ; an exciter.

||JN-CEN'DI-A-RY, a. Relating to the malicious burning of

buildings ; inflammatory ; exciting.

tjN-CEN'Di-Ous,* a. Promoting faction
; incendiary. Bacon.

IN'CENSE, n. [incensum, L.] Perfume exhaled by fire in

worship ; an honorary offering.

JN-CENSE', v. a. [incensus, L.I [i.
INCENSED ; pp. INCENS-

ING, INCENSED.] To enkindle or inflame with anger ;
to

enrage ; to provoke ;
to exasperate.

IN'CENSE, v. a. To perfume with incense. Barrow.

IN'CENSE-BREATH'ING,* a. Exhaling incense. Gray.
IN-CENSE'MENT, n. Rage; heat; fury. Shak. [R.]

|N-CEN'SIQN, (in-sen'shun) n. [incensio, L.] The act of kiii-

dling; the state of being on fire. Bacon. [R.]

JN-CEN'SIVE, a. That incites; inflammatory. Barrow.

|N-CEN'SQR, n. [L.] A kindler of anger; an inflamer. Hay
ward.

IN'CEN-SQ-RY, or JN-CEN'SQ-RY, [in'sen-sur-e, & W. J. F.
Sm. ; jn-sen'so-re, Ja. K.

Wb.']
n. A vessel in which in-

cense is burnt and offered. Jlinsworth.

||lN-cEN'syR-A-BLE,*(in-s6n'shur-a-bl)a. Not censurable
;

uncensurable. Dwirrht.

||lN-CEN'syR-A-BL,Y,* ad. So as not to be censured. Shelley.

IN-CN'TIVE, n. That which kindles, provokes, or incites;

incitement; motive; encouragement; spur.

JN-CEN'TIVE, a. Inciting; encouraging. Phillips.

|N-CEP'TioN, n. A beginning. Bacon.

JN-cEp'TlVE, a. Beginning; initiatory.

IN-CEP'TIVE,* n. That which begins. Watts.

|N-CEP'TQR, n. [L.] A beginner ;
one who is in his nidi

ments ; a person who is on the point of taking the de

gree of A. M. at an English university.

IN-CE-RA'TIQN, n. Act of covering with wax.

IN-CER'A-TIVE, a. Cleaving like wax. Cotgrave.

}IN-CER'TAIN, a. Uncertain. Shak.

IIN-CER'TAIN-LY, (in-se'r'tjn-le) ad. Uncertainly. Huloet.

JIN-CER'TAIN-TY, (in-ser'tjn-te) n. Uncertainty. Shak.

IN-CER'TI-TUDE, n. Uncertainty; doubtfulness. Burke.

|IN-CES'SA-BI,E, a. Unceasing; continual. Shelton.

IN-CES'SAN-CY,* n. The quality of being incessant. Smart.

iN-cfis'SANT, a. Unceasing; unintermitted ; unremitting;
uninterrupted ; perpetual ;

continual.

IN-CES'SANT,* n. auality or state of being incessant. Scott.

IN-CES'SANT-LY, ad. Without intermission ; continually.

IN-CES'SANT-NESS,* n. The state of being incessant. Scott.

IN'CEST, w. [inccstc, Fr.
; incestum, L.] (Law} Carnal knowl-

edge between persons who are related within the degrees
wherein marriage is prohibited.

iN-CEST'y-ofJS, (jn-sest'yu-u!?) a. Guilty of incest
; guilty

of unnatural or impious cohabitation.

jN-CEST'y-Ous-LY, ad. In an incestuous manner.

iN-CEST'y-oDs-NESS, n. State of being incestuous.

INCH, n. A measure of length supposed equal to three

grains of barley laid end to end ;
the twelfth part of a

foot
;
a small quantity ;

a nice point of time.

INCH, TJ. a. To drive or to deal out by inches. Bp. Hall.

INCH, v. 7i. To advance or retire a little at a time. Dryden.

IN-CHAM'BER, v. a. [enchambrer, old Fr.] To lodge in a

chamber.
tlN-CHANGE-A-BtL'l-TY,* TO. Unchangeableness. Kenrick.

JN-CHiNT', v. a. See ENCHANT.
flN-CHXR'l-TA-BLE, a. Uncharitable. Shak.

IN-CHASE', v. a. See ENCHASE.

IN-CHXS'TI-TY, re. Want of chastity ; unchastity. Jordan.

INCHED, (incht) a. Containing inches; as, four-inched.

Shak.

IN-CHEST', v. a. To put into a case or chest. Sherwood.

INCH'I-PIN, n. Some of the inside of a deer. Ainsworth.

INCH'MEAL, n. A piece an inch long. Shak.

INCH'MEAL,* ad. By inches ; by little and little. C. Lamb.

IN'CHO-ATE, (ing'ko-at) v. a. [inchoo, L.] [i.
INCHOATED ;

pp. INCHOATING, INCHOATED.] To begin. More. IK-.]

iN'jeHQ-ATE, (ing'ko-at) a. Begun ;
not finished. Bp. Hall

. . -, - . ,
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lN'jeHO-ATE-r,Y, ad. In an incipient degree. Bp. Hall.

XN-jEHO-i'TiQN, n. Inception ; beginning. Bacon.

||IN-H6'A-T1VE, [in-ko'a-rtv, S. W. P. J. Ja.; ing'ko-a-

tiv, Sm. R.] a. Inceptive j noting beginning,

IjjN-jeHO'A-TlVE,* n. That which begins. Harris.

'IN-cic'u-RA-BJLE,* a. That cannot be tained. Perry.
JN-CIDE', v. a. [incido, L.] (Med.) To cut or separate, as

phlegm, by some drug; to incise. Arbuthnot.

IN'CI-DENCE, n. [incido, L.] The manner or direction in

which one body falls on or strikes another. Angle of in-

cidence means the angle made by the line of incidence and
the plane struck : it is also used for the angle made by
the line of incidence and a perpendicular to the plane
struck.

IN'CI-DEN-CY, n. Incidence. [f Incident; accident.

S/iak.}

IN'CI-DENT, a. [incident, FT.
; incidens, L.] Casual ; fortu-

itous
;
occasional

; happening accidentally or beside the
main design.

IN'CI-DENT, n. Something happening beside the main de-

sign ; casualty ;
occurrence 3 an event

;
circumstance ;

accident.

IN-CI-DENT'AL,, a. Issuing beside the main design ;
not

premeditated ;
incident

;
occasional

;
casual.

IN-CJ-DENT'AL,* n. An incident; a casualty. Pope.

IN-CI-DENT'AL-LY, ad. In an incidental manner; casually.

IJV-CJ-DENT'AL-NESS,* n. State of being incidental. Ash.

lN'ci-DENT-i,y,ad. Occasionally ; incidentally. Bacon. [R.]

jN-ciN'ER-A-BLE,* a. That may be reduced to ashes.

Browne. [R.]
jN-cl'N'ER-ATE, v. a. [in and cineres, L.] [i. INCINERATED ;

pp. INCINERATING, INCINERATED.] To bum tO asllCS. Bd-
con.

IN-CIN'ER-ATE, a. Burnt to ashes. Bacon.

N-clN-ER-A'TiQN,7i. The act of burning to ashes. Skelton.

N-clP'l-EN-CY, n. Beginning; commencement.
N-CIP'J-ENT, a. [incipiens, L.] Commencing; beginning.
N-CI'R'CLE, v. a. See ENCIRCLE.

N-ciR'CLET, n. Sidney. See ENCIRCLET.

JN-ciR-cvM-scRlP'Tj-BLE, a. Not circumscriptible. Cran-
mcr. [R.]

IN-CJ'R-CVM-SPEC'TIQN, n. Want of circumspection.
JN-CIE', v. a. [incisus, L.] [i. INCISED

; pp. INCISING, IN-

CISED.] To cut
;
to engrave ;

to carve
;
to incide.

jN-dSED', (-sizd') a. Cut; made by cutting. Wiseman.

fN-cr 'N?N, (-sizh'un) n. [incisio, L.] A cut ;
a gash ;

a
wound made with a sharp instrument ; a separation.

JN-CI'SJVE, a. [incisif, Fr.] Cutting ; dividing ; separating.

JN-cI'soR, n. [L.] A cutter; a fore-tooth that cuts and di-

vides the food.

IN-C!'SO-RY, a. [incisoire, Fr.J Having the quality of cut-

ting.

IN-CIS'VRE, (-sizh'ur) n. [incisura, L.] A cut; an incision.

Derham. [R.]

IN-CI'T^NT,* n. That which incites
; stimulant. Smart.

IN-CI-TA'TIQN, 7i. Incitement; incentive; impulse.

jN-clTE', v. a.
[incite, L.] [i.

INCITED
; pp. INCITING, IN-

CITED.] To stir up ;
to push forward

;
to animate

;
to

spur ;
to urge on ;

to excite
;
to provoke ;

to stimulate
;

to encourage.
jN-ciTE'MENT, n. Act of exciting; excitement; encour-

agement ;
motive ;

incentive
; impulse ;

a spur.

JN-CIT'ER, n. He or that which incites.

flN-cIv'jL, a. [incivil, Fr.] Uncivil. See UNCIVIL.

IN-CI-VIL/I-TY, n. Want of civility or courtesy ;
rudeness.

tlN-cIv'lL-LY, ad. See UNCIVILLY.

lN-c'fv'ISM,*'n. Hostility to the state or government. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

jN-CLiSP', V . a.
[i.

INCLASPED
j pp. INCLASPING, INCLASPED.]

To hold fast
;
to clasp. Cudworth.

XN'CLA-VAT-ED, a. Fixed or locked in
;
set

; fast fixed.

IN-CLEM'EN-CY, n. [inclementia, L.] Severity ; rigor ;

harshness
; roughness.

IN-CLEM'ENT, a. [in and clemens, L.] Void of clemency ;

severe
; rough ; stormy ;

boisterous
;
harsh,

IN-CLEM'ENT-LY,* ad. In an inclement manner. Dr. Al-
len.

JN-CLIN'A-BLE, a. Having an inclination ; favorably dis-

posed ; willing; having a tendency. [Brady.
IN-CLIN'A-BLE-NESS,* v,. The state of being inclinable.

IN-CLI-NX'TIQN, n. [inclinatio, L.] Tendency towards a

point ;
act of bowing ;

bent ;
bias

; proneness ; propen-
sity : predilection ;

favorable disposition ; incipient de-

sire; love; affection; regard: the stooping or decant-

ing of a vessel : the dip of the magnetic needle, or the

angle which it makes with the plane of the horizon.

IJIN-CLIN'A-TO-RI-LY, ad. With inclination. Browne.

|JiN-CLiN'A-TQ-RY, [jn-klin'a-tur-e, W. Ja. ; jn-kll'na-tur-e,
n.l a. Tending; inclining.S. P. K. Sm.]

JN-CLINE', v. n. [mclmo, Li.J [i. INCLINED ; pp. INCLINING,
INCLINED.] To lean

;
to tend towards any part; to bend

the body ;
to bow : to be favorably disposed.

JN-CLINE', v. a. To give a tendency or direction to
; to

turn desire towards : to bend
;
to incurvate.

JN-CLINED',* (in-kllnd') p. a. Bent; directed to some
point; disposed An inclined plane (Meek.) is a plane
inclined to the horizon, or making an angle with it; one
of the five simple mechanical powers.

{N-CLIN'ER, n. One who inclines : an inclined dial.

JN-CJLIN'ING,* p. a. Leaning ; bending ; having inclina
tion.

IN-CLIP', v. a. To grasp; to enclose; to surround. Shak.

IN-CLOJS'TER, v. a. To encloister
;
to cloister. Lovelace.

JN-CLOE', v. a.
[i. INCLOSED ; pp. INCLOSING, INCLOSED.]

To environ; to encircle; to" surround; to include.
Written perhaps more commonly enclose. See ENCLOSE.

IN-CLO'ER, n. He or that which incloses. See ENCLOSER.
JN-CLO'VRE, (in-kJ5'zhur) n. That which incloses

; space
or thing inclosed. See ENCLOSURE.

IN-CLOUD', v. a. To darken
;
to obscure. Shak. [R.]

IN-CLUDE', v. a. [indudo, L.] [i. INCLUDED ; pp. INCLUD-

ING, INCLUDED.] To enclose
; to shut in

;
to comprise ;

to comprehend ;
to contain

;
to embrace.

jN-cr,UD'lNG,*j>. a. Enclosing; comprising; taking in.

iN-cLu1

SA,* n. pi. [L.] A tribe of shell-bearing, acepha-
lous mollusks, characterized by the closed state of the
mantle. Brande.

IN-CLU'J-IIQN, n. The act of including.
JN-CLU'SIVE, a. Enclosing; encircling; including: com-
prehended in the sum or number

; as, from Wednesday
to Saturday inclusive; that is, both Wednesday and Sat-

urday being taken into the number.

IN-CLU'SIVE-LY, ad. The thing mentioned being included.

IN-COACH', v. a. See ENCOACH.

JIN-CQ-XCT'JJD, I

a-
[
iwcoac^> I*] Unconstrained. Coles.

IN-CQ-XG'V-LA-BLE, a. Incapable of concretion.

IN-CO-A-LES'C'ENCE,* n. Want of coalescence. Walker.

IN-CQ-ER'CI-BLE,* a. That cannot be coerced. Ure.

lN-c6-E5f-IsT'ENCE, n. State of not coexisting. Locke.

IN-COG', a. &, ad. Incognito. Addison. A colloquial word
contracted from incognito. See INCOGNITO.

IN-CO<?'I-TA-BLE, a. [incogitabilis, L.] Not to be thought of.
Dean King: [R.]

lN-c6(?'l-TSNCE,*7t. Same as incogitancy. Coleridge.
Y, n. Want of thought. Ferrand.

,
'a. Thoughtless ; inconsiderate. Milton. [R.]

,
ad. Without consideration. KnatcJibM.

,
a. Wanting the power of thought.

Locke.

iN-co^-l-TA-Tlv'i-TY,* n. Quality of being incogitative.
Wollaston.

IN-COG'NI-TA,* n. [It.] A female unknown or in disguise.
Centlivre.

flN-c6&'NI-TXNT,* a. Ignorant. Mather.

iN-cSG'NI-TO, a. [incognitus, L.
; incognito, It.] Unknown.

Tatter. ad. In private ;
in a state of concealment. Prior.

IN-COG'NI-TO,* n. Concealment; state of concealment.
Dr. Arnold.

IN-CQ-HE'RENCE, ) n. Want of cohesion or connection ;

iN-CQ-HE'REN-cy, j
looseness ; incongruity ; inconse-

quence.
IN-CQ-HE'RENT, a. Wanting cohesion

; wanting connec-
tion

;
loose

; inconsequential ; inconsistent ; incongruous.
JN-CQ-HE-REN-TIF'IC,* a. Causing incoherence. Coleridge.
IN-CO-HE'RENT-LY, ad. In an incoherent manner.
IN-CQ-HE'RENT-NESS,* n. Want of coherence. Ash.

flN-co-Lu'Ml-TY, n. Safety ; security. HoweU.

|lN-c6M'BER, v. a. See ENCUMBER.
tlN-cpM-BiNE', v. n. To differ

;
not to agree. Milton.

IN-COM-BIJS-TI-BIL'I-TY, 7i. Want of combustibility.
IN-COM-BUS'TI-BLE, a. That cannot be consumed by fire.

IN-CQM-BBS'TJ-BLE-NESS, n. Incombustibility.

IN'COME, (In'kum) n. Revenue; produce; profit.

iN'cSitt-ER,* n. One who comes in; one who takes pos-
session of land or a farm. Farm. Ency.

IN'COM-ING,* n. Income
; revenue. Frazer's Mag.

lN'c6M-lNG, a. Coming in. Burke.

iN-coM'i-TY,* 71. Incivility; want of comity. Maunder.
IN COM-M'EN'DAM,* [L.] (Law) See COMMENDAM.
iN-cpM-MENS-v-RA-BiL'i-TY, n. The state of being incom-
mensurable, or of having no common measure.

IN-CQM-MENS'V-RA-BLE, [In-kom-me'n'shu-ra-bl, W. P. J.

F. ; in-kom-men'su-ra-bl, S. Ja. Sm. R.] a. Not to be re-

duced to any common measure; incommensurate.

IN-CQM-MNS'U-RA-BLE-NESS,* n. Incommensurability.
Boyle.

IN-COM-MENS'U-RATE, a. Having no common measure.

IN-COM-MENS'U-RATE-NESS,* n. State of being incom-
mensurate. Ash.

IN-CQM-MIS'CI-BLE,* a. That cannot be mixed. Smart.

iN-cpM-MiXT'URE, (in-kom-mixt'yur) n. The state of be-

ing unmixed. Sir T. Browne.

flN-coM'Mp-DATE, v. a. To incommode. Bp. Hall.

flN-coM-MQ-DA'TiQN, n. Inconvenience. Todd.

iN-cpM-MODE', v. a. [incommodo, L.] [i.
INCOMMODED ; pp.

INCOMMODING, INCOMMODED.] To be inconvenient to
;
to

molest
;
to disquiet ; to disturb

;
to annoy.
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tlN-COM-MODE'MENT, n. Want of accommodation. Cheyne.
||lN-cpM-MO'Di-oOs, [in-kom-mo'de-us, P. J. Ja. ; in-kprn-
mo'dyus, S. E. F. K. ; in-kom-md'de-us or in-kom-mo'je-
us, W.] a. Vexatious without great mischief

;
inconven-

ient
; annoying.

HlN-cpM-Mo'Di-Ous-LY,

ad. Inconveniently; not at ease.

IN-COM-MO'DI-OUS-NESS, n. Inconvenience. Burnet.

flN-cpM-MOD'l-TY, 7i. [incommodite, Ft.] Inconvenience.
Spenser.

iN-cpM-MU-Ni-CA-Bft/i-Ty, n. duality of being incommu-
nicable ; impartiality.

IN-CQM-MU'NI-CA-BLE, a. That cannot be communicated
or imparted ;

not impartible.

IN-CQM-MU'NI-CA-BLE-NESS, n. Want of communicabil-
ity ; incommunicability.

iN-cpM-Mu'Ni-cA-BLY, ad. Without communication.

flN-cpM-Mu'Ni-CAT-ED, a. Uncommunicated. More.

flN-cpM-Mu'Ni-CAT-iNG, a. Not communicating. Hale.

IN-COM-MU'NI-CA-TIVE,* a. Not communicative. Smart.

IN-COM-MUT-A-BIL'I-TY, n. State of being unchangeable.
IN-COM-MUT'A-BLE, a. Not commutable unchangeable.
IlT-cpM-pXcT', ) a. Not joined; not compact; loose;
iN-cpM-pXcT'ED, }

not dense. Boyle.

IN-COM'PA-RA-BLE, a. That cannot be compared; excel-
lent beyond comparison. See COMPARABLE.

IN-COM'PA-RA-BLE-NESS, n. Excellence beyond compari-
son.

IN-COM'PA-RA-BLY, ad. Beyond comparison ; excellently.

flN-cpM-PARED', a. Uncompared. Spenser.

flN-cpM-pXs'siON, (In-kom-pash'un) n. Want of compas-
sion. Saunderson.

iN-cpM-pXs'sipN-ATE, (in-kom-pash'un-at) a. Not com-
passionate: void of pity; void of tenderness. Sherburne.

iN-cpM-pXs'sipN-ATE-LY, (in-kom-paWun-at-le) ad.With-
out pity or compassion.

iN-cpM-PAs'sipN-ATE-Nfiss, (in-kom-pash'un-at-nes) n.

Want of tenderness or pity. Granger.
IN-COM-PXT-I-BIL'I-TY, 7t. State of being incompatible.
iN-CpM-pXT'l-BLE, a. [incompatible, Fr.] That cannot sub-

sist, or be possessed, with something else ; inconsistent.

IN-COM-PXT'I-BLE,* 7i. Something inconsistent. Harris.

iN-coM-PXT'l-BLE-Nfiss,* n. Incompatibility. Coleridge.
IN-COM-PXT'I-BLY, ad. Inconsistently.
IN-CQM-PEN'SA-BLE,* a. Incapable of recompense. Maun-

der.

IN-COM'PE-TENCE,* n. Want of competence ; incompe-
tency. South.

IN-COM'PE-TEN-CY, n. Want of competency ; inability.

XN-COM'PE-TENT, a. Not competent ; inadequate ; insuffi-

cient
;
not suitable

;
not proportionate ; legally unable.

IN-COM'PE-TENT-LY, ad. Inadequately ; unsuitably.
IN-CPM-PLETE', a. Not complete; not perfect; unfin-

ished.

IN-CQM-PLETE'LY,* ad. In an incomplete manner. Bur-
net.

IN-CPM-PLETE'NESS, ?i. Imperfection; unfinished state.

IN-CQM-PLE'TIQN',* n. State of being incomplete or unfin-
ished. Latham.

IN-COM-PLEX', a. Not complex ; simple. -Barrow.

IN-CPM-PLI'A-BLE,* a. Not compilable. Dr. Allen.

iN-cpM-PLJ'ANCE, n. Want of compliance ; resistance.

tlN-cpM-POED', (-pozd') a. Discomposed. Milton.

tlN-cpM-PO'ED-LY,* ad. With discomposure. Scott.

flN-coM-POs'ED-NESs,* n. Want of composure. Scott.

IN-CQM-P6'ITE,* [iri-kom-p5z'jt, Sm. Ash, Crabb, Maun-
der; in-kom'po-zit, Wb.] a. Not composite ; uncompound-
ed. P. Cyc.

jiN-CQM-p'os-si-Bil/l-TY, n. Quality of being not possible
but by the negation or destruction of something. More.

flN-cpM-Pos'si-BLE, a. Not possible together.
iN-Cok-PRE-HfiN-SI-BIL'l-TY, 7i. [incomprehensibility, Fr.]

duality of being incomprehensible ; inconceivableness.

IN-COM-PRE-HEN'SJ-BLE, a. That cannot be comprehend-
ed, conceived, or understood

; inconceivable.

IN-COM-PRE-HEN'SI-BLE-NESS, n. Inconceivableness.
Watts.

IN-COM-PRE-HEN'SI-BLY, ad. Inconceivably.
IN-COM-PRE-HEN'SION, 71. Want of comprehension. Ba-

con.

XN-CQM-PRE-HEN'SIVE, a. Not comprehensive ; limited.

IN-COM-PRE-HEN'SIVE-NESS,* n. duality of being incom-
prehensive. Perry.

iN-cpM-PRES-si-Bii/i-TY, 7i. State of being incompres-
sible.

IN-COM-PRES'SI-BLE, a. Not compressible; not to be com-
pressed or reduced to a smaller compass.

IN-C<?M-PRES'SI-BL,E-NESS,* n. Incompressibility. Ash.
IN-COM-PUT'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be computed.
Mann.

iN-cpN-CEAi/A-Bi/E, a. Not concealable.

IN-CON-CEIV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be conceived; in-

comprehensible.
IN-CON-CEIV'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being inconceiv-

able.

IN-CON-CEIV'A-BLY, ad. Beyond comprehension.
jIiVcpN-CEp'Ti-BLE, a. Inconceivable. Hale.

flN-cpN-elNNE',* a. Unsuitable. More.

IN-CON-CIN'NJ-TY, n. [inconcinnitas, L.] Unsuitableness
;

disproportion. More. [R.]

IN-CON-CLU^DENT, a. Inferring no conclusion. Ayliffe,. [R.j
flN-CQN-CLUB'iNG, a. Inferring no conclusion.

IN-CQN-CLU'SIVE, a. Not conclusive
;
not settling the dis-

puted point ; unsatisfactory.

IN-CON-CLU'SIVE-LY, ad. In an inconclusive manner.
IN-CQN-CLU'SIVE-NESS, n. State of being inconclusive.

flN-eQN-COCT', a. Unconcocted. Bacon.

flN-CQN-cocT'ED, a. Unconcocted
; immature. Bacon.

IN-CQN-COC'TIQN, n. Want of concoction. Bacon.

IN-CON-CUR'RING, a. Not concurring. Browne. [R.]
IN-CON-CUS'SI-'BLE, a. [inconcussus, L.] Not to be shaken.
Bp. Reynolds.

IN-CQN-DEN-SI-BIL'I-TY,* n. duality of being not conden-
sible. Smart.

IN-CQN-DEN'SI-BLE,* a. That cannot he condensed. Smart.

IN'CON-DITE, or IN-CON'DITE, [in'kon-dlt, fV.Ja.; in-

kon'dit, J. F. ; in-kon-dit', S. K. ; jn-kon'dit, P. Sm:. Wb.]
a. [inconditus, L.] Not constructed with art

; irregular ;

rude; unpolished.
tlN-CQN-Dl"TlQN-AL, (-dish'un-al) a. Unconditional.
Browne.

tlN-CQN-Dif'TlQN-ATE. (-dish'un-at) a. Unconditional.

Boyle.

|lN-CQN-FORM'A-BLE, a. Unconformable. Heylin.

flN-cON-FORM'i-TY, 7i. Want of conformity ;
non-conform-

ity. Mp. Laud.

|TN-CON-FUED', (-fuzd') a. [inconfusus, L.j Unconfused
Bacon.

flN-c<?N-FU'lQN, n. Distinctness. Bacon.

flN-CQN-^EAL'A-BLE, a. Uncongealable. Cockeram.

flN-CQN-^EAL'A-BLE-NESS,* re. duality of being incon-

gealable. Scott.

IN-CON'GRV-ENCE, (in-kong'gru-ens) n. Unsuitableness;
want of congruence or congruity. Boyle.

IN-CON'GRU-ENT, a. Unfit; incongruous. Sir T. Elyot.

iN-cpN-GRtl'l-TY, 7i. Want of congruity; Unsuitableness
of one thing to another; inconsistency; impropriety;
want of symmetry.

IN-CON'GRV-OUS, (in-kong'gru-us) a. Unsuitable; not fit-

ting ; improper ;
inconsistent

;
absurd.

IN-CON'GRU-ODS-LY, ad. With incongruity ; unfitly.

lN-CQN-NECT'ED,*'a. Unconnected. Warbwrton.

IN-CQN-NEC'TION, n. Want of connection. Bp. Hall.

flN-cON-NEX'ED-LY, ad. Without connection. Browne.

tlN-c6N'sci<?N-A-BLE, (in-kon'shun-a-bl) a. Unconscion-
able. Spenser.

IN-CON'SE-QUENCE, (in-kon'se-kwens) n. Inconclusive-
ness ; want of just inference.

IN-CON'SE-QUENT, a. Not consequent; not following from
the premises.

IN-CON-SE-QUEN'TIAL, a. Not leading to consequences.
IN-CON-SE-QUEN-TI-XL'I-TY,* n. State of being inconse-

quential'. JV. M. Mag: [R.]

IN-CON-SE-QUEN'TIAL-LY,* ad. In an inconsequential
manner. Warburton.

IN-CON'SE-QUENT-NESS,* n. State of being inconsequent.
Scott.

IN-CQN-SID'ER-A-BLE, a. Not considerable ; unimpor-
tant.

IN-C<?N-SID'ER-A-BL,E-NESS, n. Small importance.
IN-CQN-SID'ER-A-BLY,* ad. In a small degree. Smart.

tlN-CON-slD'ERlA-cy, n. Inconsideration. Ld. Chester-

field.

tlN-CON-SlD'ER-ANCE, TJ. Inconsideration. Cockeram.

IN-CPN-SID'ER-ATE, a. [inconsideratus, L.] Not consider-

ate ; careless
; thoughtless ; negligent ;

inattentive
;
inad-

vertent.

IN-CPN-SID'ER-ATE-LY, ad. Negligently ; thoughtlessly.

IN-CQN-SID'ER-ATE-NESS, n. Carelessness; negligence.

iN-CQN-SiD-ER-i'TlQN, n. Want of thought; inatten-

tion.

iN-CON-s'fST'ENCE, n. Want of consistence ;
inconsist-

ency.
iN-cpN-sYs'TEN-CY, 7i. Want of consistency ;

such oppo-
sition that one proposition infers the negation of the

other
;
such contrariety that both cannot be together ;

absurdity ; incongruity ; disagreement ;
unsteadiness.

IN-CQN-SIST'ENT, a. Not consistent ; incompatible ;
not

suitable; incongruous; contrary; absurd.

IN-CQN-S!ST'ENT-LY, ad. In an inconsistent manner.

flN-CON-siST'ENT-NESS, 7i. Want of consistency. More.

jlN-cpN-siST'iNG, a. Not consistent; incompatible with.

Dryden._
IN-CON-SOL'A-BLE, a. Not consolable; that cannot be

comforted ;
sorrowful beyond relief.

IN-CQN-SOL'A-BLE-NESS,* /;.. State of being inconsolable.

Scott.

IN-CQN-SOL'A-BLY,* ad. In an inconsolable manner.

Ash.
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TN-CON'SO-NXNCE,* 7i. Discordance; inconsonancy. Smart.

IN-CON'SO-NXN-CY, 7i. Disagreement; a discordance.

XN-CQN-SPic'y-oDs, a. Not conspicuous ;
obscure.

iN-coN-splc'u-oDs-LY,* ad. Not conspicuously. Boyle.

lN-c<?N-spIc'u-ous-NESS,* n. Want of conspicuousness.
Boyle.

IN-CON'STAN-CY, n. Want of constancy ;
unsteadiness ;

variableness ; mutability of temper or affection.

IN-CON'STANT, a. [inconsttms, L.] Not constant; not
rirm

;
not steady in affection

; changeable ;
mutable

;

variable
;
fickle.

IN-CON'STANT-LY, ad. Unsteadily ; changeably.
IN-CQN-SUM'A-BLE, a. Not to be wasted. Greenhill.

iN-CQN-siJM'MATE, a. Not consummated. Hale.

flN-CQN-suMP'Ti-BLE, (in-kon-stim'te-bl) a. Not capable
of being consumed or burnt. Digby.

IN-CQN-TXM'I-NATE, a. Not contaminated; genuine.
Hacket.

IN-CQN-TES'TA-BLE, a. That cannot be contested or dis-

puted ; indisputable; uncontrovertible.

IN-CON-TES'TA-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being incon-
testable. Scott.

IN-CQN-TES'TA-BLY, ad. Indisputably ; uncontrovertibly.

IN-CQN-TEST'ED,* a. Uncontested. Addison.
IN-CON-TIG'v-o us, a. Not contiguous ;

not joined.

JN-CSN'TI-NENCE, n. Want of restraint, particularly as

regards appetite, and especially sexual appetite ;
lewd-

ness.

IN-CON'TI-NEN-CY, n. Same as incontinence. Dryden.
IN-CON'TJ-NENT, a. [incontinent, L.] Wanting restraint;

indulging unlawful pleasure ;
lewd

;
unchaste.

lN-c5N'Ti-NENT, n. One who is unchaste. B. Jonson.

jiN-coN'Tl-NENT, ad. Without delay ; immediately. Spen-
ser.

IN-CON'TI-NENT-LY, ad. Unchastely; without restraint

of the appetites. Woolton. [{Immediately. Hayward.]
IN-CON-TRXCT'ED, a. Not contracted

;
uncontracted.

Blackwall.

IN-CQN-TROL'LA-BLE, a. Uncontrollable. Sir E. Sandys.

IN-CON-TROL'LA-BLY, ad. Uncontrollably. South.

iN-coN-TRp-VERT-i-BfL'i-TY,* 7i. State of being incon-
trovertible. Ash.

lN-CON-TRO-VERT'l-Bl/E,a. That cannot be controverted
;

unquestionable ; indisputable.

IN-CON-TRP-VERT'I-BLY, ad. Beyond controversy or dis-

pute.

||IN-CON-VEN'IENCE, (in-kon-ven'yens or in-kon-ve'ne-

ens) [in-k9n-ve'nyens, S. E. F. K. ; in-k9n-ve'ne-ens,
W. P. J. Ja. Sm.] 74. Want f convenience ; unfitness

;

annoyance ;
incommodiousness ;

molestation.

lllN-cpN-VEN'lENCE, v. a. To trouble; to incommode.
Hales.

l|lN-cpN-VEN'lEN-CY, TO. Same as inconvenience. Atterbury.

||lN-cpN-VEN'lENT, [in-kpn-ve'nyent, S. E. F. K. ; in-

kon-ve'ne-entj W. P. J. Ja. Sm.} a. [inconvenient, Fr.]

Incommodious ; disadvantageous ;
unfit

; inexpedient.

IjlN-cpN-VEN'iENT-LY,
ad. Unfitly ; incommodiously.

IN-CPN-VERS'A-BLE, a. Unsocial
;
unconversable. More.

IN-CQN-VERT'I-BLE, a. Not convertible; not transmuta-
ble ; unchangeable. >

IN-CON-VERT'I-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being inconverti-

ble. Scott.

flN-cpN-vi'cT'ED-NESS,* n. State of not being convicted.
More.

IN-CON-VIN'CI-BLE, a. That cannot be convinced.

IN-CQN-VI'N'CI ELY, ad. Without admitting conviction.

jN-c6'NY, or IN-CON'Y, [in-ko'ne, P. Wb. Ash-, jn-kon'e,
K. Sm.] a. Unlearned; unlucky; mischievous. (In
irony") Accomplished. Shak. [R.]

fliv-coR'pp-RAL, a. Immaterial
; incorporeal. Raleigh.

flN-COR-PO-RAL'l-TY, 71. Iinmaterialness ; incorporeity.

flN-coR'pp-RAL-LY, ad. Immaterially; in corporeally.

JN-coR'Pp-RATE, v. a. [incorporer, Fr.] [i. INCORPORAT-

ED; pp. INCORPORATING, INCORPORATED.] To form illtO

a mass, or a body ;
to conjoin ;

to form into a corporation
or body politic ;

to establish with certain rights ;
to asso-

ciate
;
to imbody. Sidney.

IN-COR'PP-RATE, v. n. To unite into one mass or body.
Bacon.

IN-COR'PQ-RATE, a. Mixed or united into one mass or

body : conjoined inseparably ;
associated. [Immate-

rial." Raleigh.]
JN-COR'PQ-RAT-ED,* p. a. Formed into a body ;

associat-

ed
;
established by "an act of incorporation.

jN-coR-pp-RA'TiON, n. Act of incorporating; the act by
which a corporation is created

;
formation of a body ;

union
; association.

IN-COR-PO'RE-AL, a. [incorporalis, L.] Not corporeal ;
not

consisting of matter
;
immaterial ;

unbodied.

lN-cpR-po'RE-AL-iM,* n. Immateriality; spiritual exist-

ence or nature. Cudworth.

iN-cpR-po'RE-AL-i'ST,* n. An adherent to incorporealism.
Cudworth.

IN-CPR-PO'RE-AL-LY, ad. Immaterially ; without body.

IN-COR-PO-RE'I-TY, n. Immateriality; distinctness from
body.

fjN-coRPSE', v. a. To incorporate. Shak.

IN-COR-RECT', a. Not correct
; not exact ;

inaccurate.

flN-cQR-REc'TlON, 7i. Want of correction. Archd. Arn-

way.
YN-COR-RECT'LY, ad. Inaccurately; not exactly.

IN-COR-RECT'NESS, n. Want of correctness. Warton.

IN-COR-RE-SPOND'ENCE,* )n. Want of correspondence;
lN-c5R-RE-SPOND'EN-CY,* \ disproportion. Coleridge.
IN-COR-RE^SPOND'ING,* a. Not corresponding. Coleridge,
IN-COR-RI-GI-BIL'I-TY, n. Depravity beyond amendment.
IN-COR'RJ-GJ-BLE, (in-kor're-je-bl) a. That cannot be cor-

rected
; incapable of amendment

; hopeless.

IN-COR'RI-GJ-BLE-NESS, n. State of being incorrigible.

IN-COR'RI-GI-BLY, ad. Beyond all means of amendment.
IN-CQR-RDPT', a. Not corrupt; uncorrupt. Burnet.

flN-COR-RUPT'ED, a. Uncorrupted. Whitehead.

iN-CQR-RiJP-TI-Bl'L/I-TY, n. [incorruptibility Fr.] State of

being incorruptible; insusceptibility of corruption.

iN-cc-R-Rfip'Ti-BLE, a. That cannot be corrupted; inca-

pable of corruption or decay.

iN-cQR-Rpp'TiON, n. Exemption from corruption.

IN-COR-RUP'TJVE, a. Free from corruption. Akcnside.

IN-CQR-RUPT'LY,* ad. Uncorruptly. Milton.

IN-COR-RDPT'NESS, n. Purity; honesty; integrity; in-

corruption.

{N-CRAs'SATE, v. a. [in and crassus, L.] [i. INCRASSATED;
pp. INCRASSATING, INCRASSATED.] To thicken

;
to make

thick or fat. Browne.

jN-CRXs'sATE, v. n. To become thick or fat
;
to grow fat.

Hammond.

}N-CRAS'SATE,
a. Fattened ; filled. Hammond.

N-CRAS-SA'TION, n. The act of incrassating.

jN-cRXs'sA-TiVE, a. Having the quality of thickening.
Harvey.

IN-CREAS'A-BLE, a. That may be increased. Sherwood.

IN-CREAS'A-BLE-NESS,* n. The quality of being increasa-

ble. Law'.

IN-CREASE', v. n. [incresco, L.] [i. INCREASED; pp. IN-

CREASING, INCREASED.] To become greater in bulk or

quantity ;
to grow ;

to advance.

JN-CREASE', v. a. To make more or greater ;
to enlarge.

IN'CREASE, w IN-CREASE', [in'krCs, W. P. Ja. Sm. ; in-

kres', S. Wb. Johnson, Ash, Kenrick, Etitick.] n. Aug-
mentation ; growth; accession; addition; produce;
generation ; progeny.

fjN-CREASE'Fi)L, a Abundant of produce. Shak.

IN-CREAS'ER, n. One who increases.

flN'cRE-ATE, a. Not created ; uncreated. Milton.

jlN'cRE-AT-ED, a. Not created ;
uncreated. Chcyne.

IN-CRED-I-BIL'I-TY, 7*. The quality of being incredible

or of surpassing belief.

IN-CRED'l-BLE, a. [incredibilis, L.] That cannot he cred-
ited or believed ; not credible

; surpassing belief.

IN-CRED'I-BLE-JVESS, n. Incredibility. M. Cnsaubon*

iN-CRED'i-BLY, ad. In a manner not to be believed.

IN-CRE-DU'LI-TY, n. duality of being incredulous
;
dis-

belief; unbelief; scepticism; indisposition to believe.

IN-CRED'V-LOUS, (Tn-kred'yu-las) [in-kred'Q-lus, S. J. Ja.

K. Sm. ; 'in-kred'ju-lus or in-kred^u las, W.} a. [incrcdu.-

lus, L.] Not credulous; not believing; hard of belief
;

refusing credit.

IN-CRED'U-LOUS-LY,* ad. With incredulity. Scott.

IN-CRED'U-LOUS-NESS, n. Hardness of belief; incre-

dulity.

flN-CREM'A-BLE, a. Not consumable by fire. Browne.
IN'CRE-MENT, (ing'kre-mSnt) n. [incrcmentiim , L.] In-

crease
;
matter added

;
a gradual or small increase.

ffN'CRE-pATE, v. a. [i)tcrepo, L.] To reprehend. Cock-
eram.

flN-CRE-pA'TlON, n. [increpatio, L.] Reprehension. South.

JN-CRES'CENT,* a. Increasing; growing larger. Smart.

|N-CRIM'I-NATE,* v. a. To charge with a crime
;
to crimi-

nate^ EC. Rev.

IN-CROACH', v. n. See ENCROACH.
flN-CRU-EN'TAl,, a. [incrucntus, L.] Unbloody; bloodless.

Breviiit.

JN-CRUST', v. a. [incrusto, L.] [i. INCRUSTED ; pp. IN-

CRUSTING, INCRUSTED.] To cover with a crust or hard
coat ; to form a crust on.

JN-CRDS'TATE, v. a. To incrust. Bacon. [R.]
IN CRys-TA'TiON, ra. The forming of a orust

;
a crust.

IN-CRUST'MENT,* n. Act of incrusting. Ed. Re.v. [R.]
iN-CRYS-TAL-Llz'A-BL.E,* a. Uncrystallizable. Smart.

iN'cy-BATE, (ing'ku-bat) M. n. [mc.'w, L.] [i. INCUBATED;
pp. INCUBATING, INCUBATED.] To sit. upon c?'.

r
s, as a hen.

IN-CV-BA'TIQN, n. [incubat.il>, L.] Act of incubating or

To involve
;
to incorporate. Milton.

sitting upon eggs to hatch them.

UN-CUBE',* v. a. To involve
;
to

tlN-cu'Bl-TURE, n. [incubittts, L.l Incubation. E-'Hx.

IN'CV-BU'S, (ing'ku-bas) n. [L.] pi. L. Wcy-ni; Eng. TfN'-

CU-BIJS-E. [An imaginary fiend, fairy, or demon. Bp.

Hall.] The nightmare ;
a distressing.sensation during sleep
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iN-cDl/CATE, v. a. [inculco, L.] [i. INCULCATED ; pp. INCUL-
CATING, INCULCATED.] To impress on the mind by fre-

quent admonitions ; to enforce by repetition ; to infuse ;

to instil
; to implant.

IN-CVL-CA'TIC-N, n. Act of inculcating ; charge.
lN-cDl/cA-TQR,*n. He who inculcates. Boyle.
IN-CUL'PA-BLE, a. [in and culpabilis, L.] Not culpable ; un-

blamable.

IN-C&I/PA-BLE-NESS, n. Unblamableness.
IN-CUL'PA-BLY, ad. Unblamably ;

without blame.
IN-CUL/PATE,* v. a.

[i. INCULPATED ;pp. INCULPATING, IN-

CULPATED.] To bring into blame ; to censure
;
to accuse

of crime. Roscoe.

IN-CVL-PA'TIQN,* n. Act of inculpating ;
censure. Dr. Al-

len.

IN-CUL'PA-TC-RY,* a. Imputing blame ; reprehensive. Qu.
Rev.

flN-cuLT', a. [incultus, L.] Uncultivated. Burton.

flN-cuL'Tl-VAT-ED, a. Uncultivated. Sir T. Herbert.

flN-cuL-Tj-VA'TiON, n. Want of cultivation. Berington.
flN-ctJLT'yRE, (Tn-kult'yur) n. Want of culture. Feltham.

IN-CUM'BEN-CY, n. State of being incumbent ; state of ly-

ing upon ; imposition as a duty ;
the state of keeping or

holding a benefice or an office.

IN-CUM'BENT, a. [incumbens, L.] Resting or lying upon ;

imposed as a duty ; obligatory.
IN-CUM'BENT, n. One who possesses a benefice; the hold-

er of an office.

jN-CuM'BENT-LY,*od. In an incumbent manner. Chalmers.

IN-CUM'BER, v. a. [encombrer, Fr.] To embarrass. Milton.
See ENCUMBER.

IN-CUM'BRANCE, n. See ENCUMBRANCE.
tlN-cuM'BROUS, a. Cumbersome

;
troublesome. Chaucer.

IN-CV-NX.B' U-LA,* n. pi. [L., a cradle.] (Bibliography} Books
printed during the early period of the art

; generally con-
fined to those which were printed before the year 1500.
Brande.

IN-CUR', v. a. [incurro, L.] [i. INCURRED; pp. INCURRING,
INCURRED.] To become liable to ; to brijigJoW-

IN-CU-RA-BII/I-TY, n. State ofUeing incurable.

IN-CU'RA-BLE, a. That cannot be cured j not admitting
remedy ; irremediable

; hopeless.
IN-CU'RA-BLE,* n. A lunatic or patient who cannot be

cured. Mead.

IN-CU'RA-BLE-NESS, n. State of not admitting any cure.

IN-CU'RA-BLY, ad. Without remedy ; hopelessly. Locke.

IN-CU-RI-OS'I-TY, n. [mcuriosite, Fr.] Want of curiosity.
Wotton. [R.]

IN-CU'RI-OUS, a. Not curious; negligent; inattentive.

IN-CU'RI-OIJS-LY, ad. Without care or curiosity. Bp. Hall.

IN-CU'RI-OUS-NESS, n. Negligence; carelessness. Bp.
Hall.

iN-ciiR'siQN, (jn-kiir'shun) n. [incurro, L. ; incursion, Fr.]
Attack ; a partial invasion, or an invasion without con-

quest ;
inroad

; ravage.
IN-CUR'SIVE,* a. Making incursion

; aggressive. Gold-
smith.

IN-CUR'VATE, v. a. [incurvo, L.] [i. INCURVATED ; pp. IN-

CURVATING, INCURVATED.] To band ; to crook. Cheyne.
JN-CUR'VATE,* a. (Bot.) Incurved ; bent inwards. Crabb.

IN-CVH-VA'TIQN, n. The act of incurvating ;
state of being

bent; curvity ; crookedness; flexion.

IK-CURVE', v. a. To bend inward ; to incurvate. Cockeram.

IN-CUR' vi-TY, n. Crookedness ;
state of bending inward.

IN-CUS'SION,*M. Actofslu.king; concussion. Maunder. [R.]
flN'DA-GATE, . a. [indaa-o, L.] To search. Cockeram.

IN-DA'-GA'TIQN, n. Searcli
; examination. Boyle. [R.]

IN'DA-GA-TQR, n. A searcher; an examiner. 'More. [R.]
IN-DAM'AGE,??. a. See ENDAMAGE.
flN-DAM'AGED,* (in-dam'ajd) a. Undamaged. Milton.

IN-DART', v. a. To dart in
;
to strike in. Shak.

IN-DEAR', v. a. See ENDEAR.
IN-DEAR'MENT, n. See ENDEARMENT.
XN-DEB-I-TA' TUS AS-SUMP' SIT,* [L.] (Law) An action

brought to recover in damages the amount of a debt or
demand. Whishaw.

jlN-DEBT', (in-def) v. a. To put into debt. Daniel.

IN-DEBT'ED, (jn-det'ed) a. Being in debt; obligated;
obliged by something received.

IN-DKBT'ED-NSS,* (in-d^t'ed-nes) n. The state of being
indebted. Chancellor Kent. A modern word, reputed of
American origin ; not often used by English writers, yet
it is found in the recent English dictionaries of Knowles
and Smart.

IN-DEBT'MENT, (jn-iiet'ment) n. State of being in debt.

Bp.Jtall. [R.]
IN-DE'CEN-CY, n. [indccence, Fr.] Want of decency ; inde-
corum : indelicacy : a violation of good manners

; any
thing unbecoming.

IN-DE'CENT, a. Unbecoming; unfit for the eyes or ears
;

not decent; indelicate; immodest; improper.
IN-DE'CENT-LY, ad. In an indecent manner.

iN-DK-ciD'V-oDs, (in-de-sid'yu-us) a. Not deciduous
; not

falling yearly, as leaves of trees
; evergreen.

IN-DC'J-MA-BLE, a. Not liable to be decimated or tithed
Cowel.

iN-DE-cI'PHER-A-BLE,* a. That cannot be deciphered
Gent. Mag.

IN-DE-CI"IQN, (in-de-sizh'un) n. Want of decision.

IN-DE-CI'SIVE, a. Not decisive
; inconclusive.

IN-DE-CI'SIVE-LY,* ad. In an indecisive manner. Smart.

IN-DE-CI'SIVE-NESS, n. State of being indecisive.

lN-DE-CLlN'A-BLE,a. [indeclinabilis, L.] (Gram.) Undeclin-
able ; not varied by terminations.

IN-DE-CLIN'A-BLE,* n. A word that is not declined
Churchill.

IN-DE-CLIN'A-BLY, ad. Without variation ; constantly.
Mountagu.

JN-DE-CQM-PO'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be decomposed.
Brande.

IN-DE-CC-M-POS'A-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being inde-
composable. Smart.

||lN-DEc'o-ROUS, or iN-DE-co'ROys, [in-dek'Q-rus, P. J.

Ash, Wb. ; in-de-ko'rus, S. E. Ja. Sm.R. ; m-dek'g-rus or

in-de-ko'rus, W. F. K.] a. [indecorus, L.] Not decorous
;

indecent; unbecoming. See DECOROUS.
||lN-DEc'Q-ROus-LY, or iN-DE-co'Roys-LY, ad. In an un-
becoming manner.

iJlN-DEc'p-RoDs-NESS, or iN-DE-co'ROys-NESS, n. Impro-
priety of conduct

; indecency. Scott.

IN-DE-CO'RUM, n. [L.] Indecency ; something unbecom.
ing._

IN-DEED', ad. [in and deed.] In reality; in truth; in fact
It is often used interjectionally. It is sometimes used

as a slight assertion or recapitulation in a sense hardly
perceptible or explicable ; as,

" I said I thought it was
confederacy between the juggler and the two servants

;

though, indeed, I had no reason so to think." Bacon It
is used to note concession in comparisons ; as,

"
Ships

not so great of bulk, indeed, but of a more nimble mo-
tion." Bacon.

IN-DE-FAT-I-GA-BIL'I-TY, n. Indefatigableness. Perry.
iN-BE-FAT'i-GA-BLE, a. [indefatigabilis, L.] Unwearied

;

not tired
; unceasing ; persevering.

IN-DE-FXT'I-GA-BLE-NESS, n. Unweariness. Parncll.

IN-E-FXT'J-GA-BLY, ad. Without weariness. Bp. Hull.

tlN-DE-FAT-i-GA'Tic-N, n. Unweariness. Gregory.
IN-DE-FEA-I-BIL'J-TY,* n. State of being indefeasible.

Smart.

IN-DE-FEA'I-BLE, (In-de-fe'ze-bl) a. Incapable of being
defeate_d, vacated, or made void.

IN-DE-FEA'}-BLY,* ad. In an indefeasible manner. Bos-
well.

IN-DE-FEC-TI-BII/J-TY, n. The quality of being indefecti-
ble.

IN-DE-FEC'TI-BLE, a. Not liable to defect or decay.
IN-DE-FEC'TIVE, a. Not defective

; perfect. South.

IN-DE-FEI'I-BLE, (!n-de-fc'ze-bl) a. See INDEFEASIBLE.
IN-DE-FEN'SI-BLE, a. [in and defensus, L.] That cannot

be defended or justified ; censurable
; faulty.

IN-DE-FEN'SI-BLY,* ad. In an indefensible manner. Mic-
kle.'

IN-DE-FEN'SIVE, a. Having no defence. Sir T. Herbert.

IN-DE-FI"CIEN-CV, (in-de-flsh'en-se) n. The quality or
state of being indeficient.

IN-DE-FI"CIENT, (In-de-fish'ent) a. Not deficient; not

failing; perfect; complete. Bp. Reynolds.
IN-DE-FIN'A-BLE, a. That cannot be defined.

iN-DfiF'l-NiTE, a. [indefinitus, L.] Not definite
; having no

assigned limits ; not determined ; not settled.

IN-DF'|-NITE-I,Y, ad. In an indefinite manner.

iN-DEF'l-NiTE-NESS, n. State or quality of being indefi-

nite.

flN-DE-FiN'l-TUDE, n. Indefiniteness. Hale.

IN-DE-HI'S'C'ENT,* a. Not opening when ripe. P. Cyc.

IN-DE-LECT'A-BLE,* a. Unpleasant; unamiable. Ed. Rev.

IN-DE-LIB'ER-ATE, a. Not deliberate ; unpremeditated.
IN-DE-LIB'ER-AT-ED, a. Undeliberated. Bramhall.

lN-DEL-i-BlL,'{-TY,'n. Quality of being indelible. Bp. Hors.

||IlS>EL'l-BLE, [in-del'e-bl, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; Tn-

de'le-bl, P.] a. That cannot be effaced or blotted out; not
to be cancelled ; permanent.
IN-DEL'J-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being indelible. ^A.
IN-DEL'I-BLY, ad. In an indelible manner.

N-DEL'I-CA-CY, n. Want of delicacy ; indecency.
L\-DKL'i CATE, a. Wanting delicacy or decency; offensive

to good manners or propriety ;
indecent.

IN-DEL/I-CATE-LY,* ad. In an indelicate manner. Smart.

IN-DEM-NI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of indemnifying; compen-
sation for loss or injury; reimbursement.

lN-I>EM'NI-FY, v. a. [in and damnify.] [i.
INDEMNIFIED ;

pp. INDEMNIFYING, INDEMNIFIED.] To SeCUTC agaillSt lOSS

or penalty ; to maintain unhurt
;
to compensate for loss

or injury.

IN-DEM'NI-TY, n. [indemnity, Fr.] Security or exemption
from loss or injury ; compensation for loss ; remuneration.

IN-DE-MON'STRA-BLE, a. Not demonstrable. Sandys.
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IN-DE-MSN'STRA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being indemon-
strable. Ash.

UN-DEN-J-ZA'TIQN, n. The act of making free. Bullokar.

tlN-DEN'iZE, v. a. To make free. Bullokar. See ENDENIZE.

HN-DEN'I-ZEN, (jn-den'e-zn) v. a. To make free; to natu-
ralize ;

to endenizen. Overbury.

JN-DENT', v. a. [i. INDENTED; pp. INDENTING, INDENTED.]
To mark with inequalities, like a row of teeth

;
to cut in

and out; to make to wave or undulate : to bind by con-
tract or indenture.

JN-DENT', v. n. To run in and out; to have indentations ;

to contract
;
to bargain.

JN-DENT', n. Inequality ;
incisure

; indentation ; stamp.
IN-DEN-TA'TIQN, n. Act of indenting; a notch

;
a waving

in any figure.

JN-DENT'ED,* p. a. Cut with teeth like a saw ;
marked

with inequalities : stipulated or bound by indenture.

!N-DENT'ED-L,Y,*

ad. By indentation. Scott,.

N-DENT'ING,* ?t. Indentation
; impression.

tjN-DENT'MENT, ?i. An indenture. Bp. Hall.

JN-DENT'VRE, (jh-dent'yur) n. A writing containing a con-

tract between two or more parties ;
a covenant; a writ-

ten contract: indentation.

JN-DENT'VRE, (jn-dent'yur) v. a. To indent; to bind by
indentures.

jN-DENT'VRE,.7i.To run in and out; to indent. Heywood.
IN-DE-PEND'ENCE, n. State of being independent; free-

dom
; exemption from reliance or control ;

state over
which none has power, control, or authority.

iN-DE-pEN'DEN-cy, n. State of being independent ; inde-

pendence.
IN-DE-PEN'DENT, a. Not dependent ; having power to act

free from the control, or without the assistance, of others
;

not supported by any other
;
not relying on another; not

controlled
;
not relating to any thing else, as to a superior

cause or power.
IN-DE-PEN'DENT, n. (Theology) One who holds that eve-

ry congregation is a complete church, subject to no supe-
rior authority ;

a Congregationalism
IN-DE-PEN'DENT-LY, ad. In an independent manner.

flN-DEp'RE-CA-BLE, a. [indepretabilis, L.] That cannot be
entreated. Cockeram.

flN-DEP-RE-HEN'sj-BLE, a. [indepreliensibilis , L.] That
cannot be found out. Bp. Morton.

iN-DE-pRly'A-BLE, a. That cannot be taken away. Harris.

IN-DE-SCRIB'A-BLE, a. That cannot be described.

IN-DE-SERT', n. Want of merit; ill-desert. Phillips.

IN-DES'J-NENT, a. Incessant. Baxter. [R.]

IN-DES'}-NENT-LY, ad. Without cessation. Ray.

IN-DE-^IR'A-BLE,* a. Undesirable. Month. Anth. [R.]

iN-DE-sTROc-Ti-Bit.'j-Ty,* n. duality of being indestruc-

tible. Sir H. Davy.
IN-DE-STRUC'TI-BLE, a. That cannot be destroyed.

IN-DE-STRUC'TI-BLY,* ad. In an indestructible manner.
JV. 'A. Rev.

IN-DE-TER'MI-NA-BLE, a. Not to be fixed, defined, or set-

tled.

lN-DE-TER'Mi-NA-BLY,*a<Z. In an indeterminable manner.
Dr. Mien.

IN-DE-TER'MI-NATE, a. Unfixed
;
not defined ; indefinite.

iN-UE-TER'Mf-NATE-LY, ad. In an indeterminate manner.

IN-DE-TER'MJ-NATE-NESS,* n. State of being indetermi-

nate. Perry.
IN-DE-TER-MJ-NA'TIQN, n. Want of determination.

IN-DE-TER'MINED, (-mjnd) a. Undetermined. Locke.

flN-DE-vOTE', a. [indevot, Fr.] Little affected or devoted.

Beniley.

IN-DE-VOT'ED, a. Not devoted
;
undevoted. Ld. Claren-

don. \

IN-DE-VO'TIQN, n. Want of devotion ; irreligion.

XN-DE-VOUT', a. [ind'Jvot, Fr.] Not devout ; undevout. Bp.
Hall.

iN-DE-voGT'LY, ad. Without devotion; undevoutly.

IN'DEX, n. [L.] pi. IN'DEX-E or IN'DI-CE?. A directing

point or pointer; a hand that points to anything; the

fore finger; a director
;
direction : an alphabetical table

of the principal subjects of a work, or words employed in

it, with references to the pages. (JSrith.) An exponent
of a power, as the small figure in the expression 32

.

IN'DEX,* v. a. To place in an index or table. Talfourd.

IN'DEX EX-PUR-GA-TO' RI-US,* [L.] "An expurgatory
index

;

" a list or catalogue of books which the church of

Rome prohibits the faithful from reading, or condemns as

heretical. It is annually published at Rome. Bram.de.

IN'DEX-HAND,* . A hand that points to something.

Pope.
IN-DEX'I-CAL.,* a. Relating to or like an index. Smart.

|N-DEX'i-CAL,-L,Y,* ad. In the manner of an index. Swift.

iN'DRX Lt-BR6'RVM PRO-ftlB-I-TO'& UM,* [L.] A list

or catalogue of books absolutely prohibited. Ency.

IN-DEX-TER'J-TY, n. Want of dexterity; awkwardness.

Harvey.
IN'DIA-MXN.* n. A large ship engaged in the India trade.

Ency.
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IND'IAN,* (ind'yanUin'dyan, S.Ja. E.Sm.; In'de-an, in'-

je-an, or ind'yan, W.} n. A native of India or of the West
Indies ;

an aboriginal American. Pope.
IND'IAN,* (Ind'yan) a. Belonging to India or the Indians.

IND'IAN-AR'RQW-ROOT, (ind'yan-) n. See ARROW-ROOT.
IND'IAN-BER'RY,* n. A berry having an intoxicating

quality ;
Cocculus Indicus. Booth.

IND'IAN-CORN,* n. Maize; an American grain. Ingham.
IND'IAN-CRESS, n. A plant. Miller.

IN-DIAN-EER',* 7i. A large English ship engaged in the In-
dia trade, or in the trade between India and China; an
Indiaman. Fo. Qu. Rev.'-, n. The cactus : the banian-tree.

IND'IAN-INK, n. A species of solid ink, brought from the

East, and used in Europe for the lines and shadows of

drawings.
IND'IAN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A hard white or gray mineral, as-

sociated with garnet, felspar, and hornblende. Brande.

IND'IAN-OAK,* n. The teak-tree. Hamilton.

IND'IAN-RED, n. A species of ochre. Hill.

IND'IAN-RUB'BER,* n. McCulloch. See INDIA-RUBBER.

IND'IAN-TUR'NIP,* n. An acrid plant; wake-robin. Farm,

Ency.
IN'DIA-RUB'BER,* (Tn'ja-rub'ber) n. Caoutchouc; gum-

elastic ;
Indian-rubber. Keene.

iN'oi-ciNT, a. [indicans, L,] Showing ; pointing out a

remedy.
IN'DJ-CXNT,* n. (Med.) That which points out a remedy.

Dtinglison.
IN'DI-CATE, v. a. [indico, L.] [i.

INDICATED ; pp. INDICAT-

ING, INDICATED.] To show ;
to point out; to mark; to

point out a remedy.
IN-DI-CA'TION, n. Act of indicating; that which indicates;
mark

;
token ; sign ;

note
; symptom. (Med.) The man-

ifestation made by a disease of what is proper to be done
for its removal.

JN-DIC'A-TIVE, [jn-dik'a-tiv, S, W. P. J. F. E. Ja. Wb. ; Yn'-

de-ka-tjv or jn-dlk'a-tiv, SHI. ; jn-dik'a-tiv or in'de-ka'tjv,

K.] a. Showing; informing; pointing out. (Gram.) A
term applied to a mood of a verb, expressing affirmation

or a simple or unconditional judgment.
JN-DIC'A-TIVE-LY, ad. In an indicative manner.

iN'Dl-ci-TQR, n. He or that which shows or points out
;
a

muscle in the arm. (Mech.) An instrument for ascer-

taining the amount of the pressure of steam and the state

of the vacuum throughout the stroke of a steam-engine.
Orier. ( Omith.) A genus of birds belonging to the

cuckoo tribe.

IN'DJ-CA-TO-RY, a. Demonstrative ;
indicative. Donne.

Jfaf-Di-CA'riT,* n. [L.I (Law) A writ of prohibition. Black-

stone.

flN'DiCE, (in'djs) n. [indice, Fr.] Signification; sign; in-

dex. B. Jonson.

lN-nl"ci-A,*(\n-dish'e-%)n.pl. [L.] Discriminating marks.
Burrows.

iN-Dlc'o-LlTE,* n. (Min.) Cleaveland. See INDIGOLITK.

jN-DlCT', (jn-dlt') v. a. [tndic.ler, old Fr.] [i.
INDICTED

; pp.

INDICTING, INDICTED.] (Law) To impeach ; to accuse or

charge with a crime or misdemeanor by a bill of indict-

ment ;
to declare guilty of a penal offence.

JN-DICT'A-BLE, (jn-dlt'a-bl) a. Liable to be indicted.

iN-DicT-JeE',* (in-dl-te') n. (Law) One who is indicted.

Bouvier.

JNTDICT'ER, (in-dit'er) n. One who indicts or accuses.

jN-Dlc'TiON,7i. Declaration; proclamation. Bacon. (Chro-

nology) A cycle, or period of fifteen years, the origin of
which is involved in obscurity ;

but it is said by some to

have been instituted by Constantine the Great, in place
of the Olympiads.

jN-Dlc'TlVE, a. [indictivus, L.] Proclaimed; declared. Ken-
net. [R'.]

JN-DICT'MENT, (jn-dlt'ment) n. (Law) Act of indicting; a
written accusation of a crime or misdemeanor, presented

to, and preferred by, a grand-jury, under oath, to a court.

jN-pIcT'oR,* (jn-dlt'or or in-dlt-or') n. (Law) One who in-

dicts. Bouvier.

JN-DIF'FER-ENCE, n. State of being indifferent ;
neutrali-

ty; suspension; equipoise or freedom from motives on
either side ; impartiality ; negligence; want of affection;,

unconcernedness.

jN-DfF'FER-EN-cy, n. Indifference. Locke. [R.]

JN-D!F'FER-ENT, a. [indifferens, L.] Having no choice o*

preference ;
neutral ; not determined to either side ;

un-
concerned ; impartial ;

not interested ; passable ;
tolera-

ble
; middling ; not good, nor very bad.

jN-Dlp'FER-ENT-isM,* n. Want of zeal
;
indifference. Bp.

Jebb.
'

jN-DlF'FER-ENT-tsT,* n. One who is indifferent or neutrat

Brit. Crit.
'

JN-DIF'FER-ENT-LY, ad. In an indifferent manner; with-

out distinction
;
without preference ; equally ; impartial-

ly ; passably.
IN'DI-^ENCE", n. State of being indigent ;

want ; penury ;

poverty ;
need

;
destitution.

g, soft; ff.. &, , g, hard;9, as Z; as gz; THIS.
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IN'DJ-GEN-CY, n. Want; indigence. Bentley. [R.]
IN'DI-^ENE, n. [indigena, L.] A native animal or plant.

Evelyn.
jN-DlG'E-NoGs, (jn-dlj'e-nusO a. Native to a country ; origi-

nally produced or born in a place or region ;
natal.

IN'DI-GENT, a. [indigens, L.] Being in want or poverty ;

destitute, ; poor ; needy ; necessitous.

flN-Di-GEST', a. Not digested ; indigested. Shak.

IN-DJ-GEST'ED, a. [indigestus, L.] Not digested; not con-
cocted

;
not brought to suppuration ; undigested.

IN-D}-GEST'ED-NESS,* 7. State of being indigested. Bur-
net.

IN-DI-GEST'I-BLE, a. That cannot be digested ;
that cannot

be received or endured.

IN-DI-GEST'I-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being indigestible.
Ash.

IN-DI-GEST'IQN, (in-de-jest'yun) n. Want of power to di-

gest food
;
want of digestion; a morbid weakness of the

stomach; dyspepsy.
JN-DIG'I-TATE, v. a. [indigito, L.] To point out with the

fingers ;
to indicate. Browne.

;N-DIG-I-TA'TIQN,

n. Act of pointing out with the finger.

JN-DIGN', (jn-dln') a. [indignus, L.] Unworthy ; disgrace-
ful. Sltak.

frSSStlSV.!- a"*-*-- **M
JN-pfG'NANT, a. [indignans, L.] Affected by or feeling in-

dignation ; angry ;
resentful.

IPT-DIG'NJLNT-LY, ad. With indignation.
IN-DIG-NA'TIQN, n. [indignatio, L.J Anger mingled with
contempt or disgust ; the anger of a superior ;

the effect
of such anger; resentment.

}JN-DIG'NI-FY,

v. a. To treat disdainfully. Spenser.

N-DIG'NI-TY, [indignitas, L.] Contumely ; contemptu-
ous injury ; violation of right accompanied with insult.

!IN-D!GN'LY,
(jn-dln'le) ad. Unworthily. Bp. HaU.

N'DI-GO, 7i. [indicum, L.] An American and Asiatic plant,

(indigofera) ; a substance obtained from the plant, used in

dyeing blue.

IN'DI-GQ-G_ENE,* n. White or de'dxydated indigo. Brande.

IN-DIG'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.~) Blue tourmaline. Brande.

IN-DI-GOT'IC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained from
indigo. Brande.

tlN-Dii/A-TQ-Ry, a. Not slow
; not delaying. Comwallis.

tlN-DiL'i-GENCE,n. Slothfulness; carelessness. B.Jonson.

flN-DiL'i-^ENT, a. [indiligent, Ft.] Not diligent; careless.

Feltham.

,
ad. Without diligence. Bp. Hall.

JIN-DI-MIN'JSH-A-BL,E,
a. Undiminishable. Milton.

N-DI-RECT', a. [indirectus, L.] Not direct; not straight;
not rectilinear

; not tending directly, but only obliquely,
to the point or purpose : wrong ; improper ; not fair

;
not

honest.

JN-DI-REC'TIQN, n. Indirect course or means. Shak.

IN-DI-RECT'LV, ad. In an indirect manner; unfairly.
fN-DI-RECT'NESS, n. Obliquity ;

unfairness
; dishonesty.

||IN-DI-CERN'J-BLE, (in-djz-zern'e-bl) a. Not. perceptible;
undiscernible. Denliam.

||fN-Di-CERN'i-BLE-NESS, n.Undiscernibleness. Hammond.
j|lN-Di$-CERN'j-BL.Y, (in-djz-zern'e-ble) ad. Undiscernibly.
jlN-Dls-CERP-l-BlL'l-TY n. Indiscerptibility. Bailey.

flN-Djs-CERp'i-BLE, a. Indiscerptible. More.

IN-DIS-CERP'I-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being indiscerp-
ible. Toad.

'

Xrf-Dis-CERP-Ti-Bfi/l-TY, 7i, Incapability of dissolution.

IN-DJS-CERP'TI-BLE, a. Not separable into parts ; incapa-
ble of being broken or destroyed. Bp. Butler.

XN-Dfs-CERp'TjXBLY,* ad. In an indiscerptible manner.
Dr. Allen.

iN-Dls'ci-PLlN-A-BLE, a. That cannot be disciplined.

iN-Dls'cJ-PLiNE,* n. Want of discipline. Qu. Rev.

IN-DIS-C&V'ER-A-BLE, a. Undiscoverable. Conybcare.

Jlrf-D|S-c6v'ER-y,
n. The state of being hidden. Browne.

N-DIS-CREET', a. Not discreet
; wanting discretion; im-

prudent ; incautious
;
inconsiderate

; injudicious.
IN-DIS-CREET'LY, ad. Without discretion or prudence.
IN-DIS-CREET'NESS,* n. Want of discretion. Ash.

IN-DIS-CRETE', a. [indiscretus, L.] Not discrete
;
not sep-

arated.

IN-DIS-CRE"TIQN, (in-djs-kresh'un) n. An indiscreet act
;

imprudence ; rashness
; inconsideration.

iN-Dis-CRiM'l-NATE, a. [indiscriminatus, L.] Being with-
out discrimination; confused; undistinguishable.

lN-Dis-CRlM'|-NATE-LY, ad. Without discrimination.

lN-DfS-CRiM'l-NAT-}NG, a. Undiscriminating. Warton.

IN-DIS-CRIM-I-NA'TIQN, n. Want of discrimination. Bp.
Horsley.

IN-DIS-CUSSED', (-kiist') a. Not discussed
; undiscussed.

Donne.

iN-Dis-pEN-SA-BtL'l-TY, n. State of being indispensable.
IN-DIS-PEN'SA-BLE, a. That cannot be dispensed with

;

not to be omitted, remitted, or spared ; necessary.
IN-DIS-PEN'SA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being indispen-

sable.

IN-DIS-PEN'SA-BLY, ad. To a degree not to be remitted ot

abated
; necessarily.

IN-DIS-PERSED', (in-djs-pe'rsf) a. Undispersed. More.

IN-DIS-POE', v. a. [i. INDISPOSED;^. INDISPOSING, INDIS-

POSED.] To make unfit
;
to disincline ; to make averse

;

to disqualify ;
to disorder.

IN-DIS-POSED',* (-pozd') a. Not disposed ;
disinclined ;

slightly_aisordered in health. Smart.

IN-DIS-PO'ED-NESS, TU Indisposition ;
unfitness. Hall.

IN-DIS-PQ-$I"TIQN, (in-dls-p9-zlsh'un) n. State of being
indisposed ;

disorder of health
; slight disease or illness j

disinclination
;
dislike

; aversion.

IN-DIS'PV-TA-BLE, [In-dis'pu-ta-bl, S. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ,
in-

dis'pu-ta-bUrin-djs-pu'ta-bl, W. P. K.] a. That cannot
be disputed ;

incontrovertible
; incontestable ; unques-

tionable
;
undeniable.

IN-DIS'PV-TA-BI/E-NESS, n. State of being indisputable.

IN-DIS'PV-TA-BLY, ad. Without controversy ; certainly.
iN-Dls-SQ-LU-Bi'L'J-TY, K. [indissolubilite, Fr.l State of be-

ing indissoluble
;
firmness

; perpetuity of obligation.

IN-PIS'S<?-LV-BLE, a. [indissolubilis, L.] That cannot be
dissolved

;
not separable ;

firm
; binding for ever ;

sub-

sisting for ever.

iN-nis'sp-LV-BLE-NESS, n. Indissolubility. Hale.

IN-DIS'SQ-LV-BLY, ad. In an indissoluble manner.

lN-Di-6JLV'A-BL,E, a. That cannot be dissolved, separat-

ed, or hmken ;
indissoluble. Ayliffc.

IN-DI-OLV'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being indissolvable.

Dupin.
flN-Dls'TAN-cy, n. State of inseparation. Pearson.

IN-DIS-TINCT', a. Not distinct
;
not plain ;

not clear ; con-
fused

;
obscure.

iN-Dis-TlNCT'i-BLE, a. Undistinguishable. Warton. [R.]

IN-DJS-TINC'TIQN, n. Confusion
; uncertainty ;

omission
of discrimination. Sprat.

IN-DIS-TINCT'LY, ad. Confusedly; uncertainly.

IN-DIS-TINCT'NESS, n. Confusion ; uncertainty ; obscu-

rity.

iN-Dls-TlN'GUISH-A-BLE. (in-djs-ting'gwish-a-bl) a. That
cannot be distinguisned ; confused ; undistinguishable.

IN-DJS-TURB'ANCE, n. Freedom from disturbance. Pear-

son.

}N-D!TCH',

v. a. To bury in a ditch. Bp. Hall.

N-DITE', v. a. [i.
INDITED ; pp. INDITING, INDITED.] To

direct or dictate what is to be uttered or written
;
to com-

pose ; to write.

!N-DIT'E_R,

n. One who indites.

IN-DI-VID'A-BL.E, a. Indivisible. Shak.

tlN-DJ-vio'ED, a. Undivided. Patrick.

||lN-DJ-VlD'V-AL, (in-de-vid'yu-al) [in-de-vid'u-^l, S. J. F.

Ja. ; tn-de-vld'u-al or In-de-vid'ju-al, W.~\
a. [individuus,

L.] Relating to the person or thing ; particular ; separate
from others of the same species ; single ; numerically
one

;
undivided.

||lN-Di-vlD'v-AL, n. A single person, or being, or thing.
In the plural, it is seldom used but of persons.

||lN-Di-viD'v-AL-IM,* n. duality of being individual. EC.

Rev.
n. Separate or distinct existence.

. Act of individualizing.

Coleridge.

||lN-DI-VID'V-AL-IZE,* V. a. [i.
INDIVIDUALIZED ; pp. INDI-

VIDUALIZING, INDIVIDUALIZED.] To single out
; to mark

with individual features. Qu. Rev.

||lN-r>i-vfD'v-AL,-lZ-ER,* n. One who individualizes. Cole-

rid tre.

IJlN-Di-vlD'y-AL-Ly, ad. With separate or distinct exist-

ence
; numerically ; not separably.

||IN-DI-VID'V-ATE, v. a. To distinguish ;
to individualize.

More.

||!N-DI-VID'V-ATE, a. Undivided. The Student. [R.l

HIN-DI-VID-V-A'TIQN, 7i. Act of making single, fra'atts.making single.

flN-DJ-vl-Du'i-TY, n. Separate existence.

jlN-Di-vi'N'i-TY, n. Want of divine power. Browne.

IN-DI-VI-I-BIL'I-T, n. State of being indivisible.

lN-DJ-vi'i-BLEJ a. That cannot be divided
; inseparable.

lN-Dl-Vl$'i-BLE, n. An elementary part. More.

lN-Di-vi'j-BLE-NESS, n. Indivisibility.

iN-Di-vi^'I-BLYi ad. So that it cannot be divided.

tlN-Di-vi"siQN,* n. State of being undivided. More.

|IIN-D5<?'1-BLE, [in-dos'e-bl, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.i

in-do'se-bl, P. Wb.] a. Unteachable ;
indocile. Bp. Hall.

!|IN-DOC'I-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being indocible. Taylor.

IN-DOC'ILE, (in-dos'il) [in-d5s'sjl, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.

R. ; in'-d5'sjl, P. Wb.] a. [indocilis, L.] Not docile
;
un-

teachable ;
untractable.

iN-DO-c'fi/i-TY, n. Want of docility ;
unteachableness.

iN-DSc'TRIN-ATE, v. a. [endoctr'mer, old Fr.] [t.
INDOC-

TRINATED; pp. INDOCTRINATING, INDOCTRINATED.] To

instruct; to tincture with any science or doctrine.

IN-DOC-TRI-NA'TIQN, n. Instruction in principles.

JN'DQ-LENCE, n. [fFreedom from pain. BurncL] Quality

of being indolent ;
laziness ; inattention ; listlessuess.

IN'DQ-LE\ cy, n. Indolence. Burnet. \R.\
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JN'DO-LENT, a. [Fr.] [Free from pain ; as, an indolent tu-

mor.] Careless; lazy ; idle; not industrious
;

listless.

I\'DQ-LENT-LY, ad. In an indolent manner; lazily.

tlN-DOM'A-BLE, a. [indomabilis, L.] Indomitable. Cock-

IN-DOM'I-TA-BLE, a. [indomitus, I..] Untamable. Herbert.

tfN-DOM'JTE, a. [indomitus, L.] Wild; untamed. Satkeld.

IN'DOOR,* a. Being within doors
; as,

" an in-door servant."

Qw. Kev.

}N-DOR'SA-BLE,*
a. That may be indorsed. Blackstonc.

N-DQR-SA'TION,* n. Indorsement. Blount.

JN-DORSE', v. a. [i. INDORSED; pp. INDORSING, INDORSED.]
To write upon ;

to write, as a name, on the back of a

paper or written instrument
;
to assign, by writing an

order on the back of a note or bill. Also written endorse.

JN-DOR-SEE',* n. (Law') One to whom a bill, &c., is in-

dorsed. Blackstone.

JN-DORSE'MENT,* n. The act of indorsing ; superscription ;

a writing, or a name written, on the back of a paper or

written instrument ; a sum indorsedx Whishaw.

JN-DORS'ER,* ) n. One who indorses. (Law) When op-

JN-DORS'QR,* j posed to indorsee, it is written and pro-
nounced in-dors-br'. Blackstone.

IN-DOW', v.a. See ENDOW.
IN'DRAUGHT, (In'draft) n. An opening from the sea into

the land
;
inlet

; passage inwards. Bacon.

JN-DRENCH', v. a. To soak
;
to drench. Shak.

iN-DU'BJ-oOs, a. Not dubious ; not doubtful ;
certain. Har-

vey._

IN-DU'BI-TA-BLE, a. [indubitabilis, L.] Undoubted ; un-

que_stionable.
IN-DU'BI-TA-BLE-NESS.TI. State of being indubitable.

iN-Du'Bi-TA-BLy, ad. Undoubtedly; unquestionably.
tlN-Du'Bi-TATE, a. [indubitatus, L.] Unquestioned; cer-

tain. Bacon.

JN-DUCE', v. a. [induco, L.] [t. INDUCED; pp. INDUCING,
INDUCED.] To influence

;
to persuade ;

to produce by per-
suasion or influence; to offer by way of induction; to

move
j
to actuate

;
to impel ;

to urge ;
to persuade ;

to

allure.

JN-DUCE'MENT, n. That which induces, allures, or per-
suades to any thing ;

motive
;
cause

;
reason

;
incitement.

!N-DU(,;'ER,

n. One who induces
;
a persuader.

N-Duyi-BLE, a. That may be induced or caused.

N-DUCT', v. a. [inductus, L.] [t.
INDUCTED

; pp. INDUCT-

ING, INDUCTED.] To introduce; to bring in; to put into

actual possession of a benefice or office.

IN-DUC'TILE,* a. Not ductile ;
not easily drawn out. Smart.

|N-DOc'TioN, n. \inductiOy L.] Act of inducting; introduc-

tion; entrance; investiture. (Physics') Illation or infer-

ence
;
a mode of reasoning from particulars to generals,

or the act of establishing the credibility of some general
proposition by the experiment of single facts, or by wide-

ly collected analogies.

JN-DUC'TION-AL,* a. Relating to induction
,
inductive.

Maunder.

JN-DUC'T}VE, a. Leading ; persuasive; producing: relat-

ing to, conformed to, or proceeding by, induction.

!N-DUC'TIVE-LY,

ad. By induction
; by inference.

N-DUC'TOR, 71. The person who inducts another.

N-DUE', (jn-du') v. a. [induo, L.] [i.
INDUED

; pp. INDUING,
INDUED.] To invest ; to clothe ; to endow j

to endue. See
ENDUE.

fjN-DUE'MENT, 7t. Endowment. W. Mov.nta.gue.

JN-DULGE', (jn-dulj') v. a. [indulged, L.] [i. INDULGED; pp.

INDULGING, INDULGED.] To encourage by compliance ;
to

favor; to gratify; to humor; to cherish; to foster; to

fondle.

JN-DULGE', v. n. To give or practise indulgence.

JN-DUL^E'MENT,* n. Act of indulging. Penny Mag. [R.]

JN-D{JL'GENCE, n. Act of indulging ;
fondness

; fond
kindness

;
forbearance ;

tenderness
;

favor granted ;

compliance; gratification. (Theol.') A power claimed

by the Roman Catholic church of granting, to its con-
trite members, remission, for a certain term, either on
earth or in purgatory, of the penalty incurred by their

transgressions. Brande.

|N-DDL'GEN-CY, 7t. Same as indulgence. Wotton. [R.]

JN-DUL'^ENT, a. Disposed to indulge ;
kind

; gentle ; mild ;

favorable ; gratifying ; giving way to.

IN-DVL-GEN'TIAL, (In-dul-j8n'shal) a. Relating to the in-

dulgences of the Romish church. Brevint.

JN-DUL'GENT-LY, ad. In an indulgent manner.

}N-DULG'ER,
n. One who indulges. W. Mountague.

jN-DOLT',_n. [Fr.] A privilege ;
same as indulto.

flN-DUL'TO, n. [It.] A privilege ;
a pardon. Drummond.

tJN-Du'MENT,* n. Endowment. Lilly.

IN-DU-MEN'TVM,* n. [L.] (ZooZ.) The plumage of birds.

Brande.

IN-DU'PLI-CATE,* a. (Bot.~) Doubled inwards. P. Cyc.

||lN'Dy-RATE, [in'du-rat, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ;

jn-du'rat, Jlsh.] v. n. [tjiduro, L.] [i. INDURATED ; pp. IN-

DURATING, INDURATED.] To grow hard ; to harden. Ba-
coit.

!!N'DU-RATE,

v. a To make hard
;
to harden.

flN'DU-RATE, a. Hard; not soft
; made hard. Burton.

IN'DU-RAT-ED,*P. a. Hardened
; being hard

; compact.
N-DU-RA'TION, n Act of indurating ; state of being indu-
rated

; obduracy ;
hardness.

IN-DU'SIAL,* a. (Ent.) Noting a fresh-water limestone
found in Auvergne, abounding in the indusia or cases of

thejarva: of case-worrn flies, or Phrya-ania. Brande.

|N-DU'!-UM,* (jn-du'zhe-um) n. [L.1 (Sot.) The membrane
that overlies the sori of ferns. P. Cyc.

JN-DUS'TRI-AL,* a. [industricl, Fr.] Relating to industry ;

performed by manual labor; laboring. Q?t. Rev [R.}

!N-DUS'TRI-AL-IM,*
n. Industry ; manual labor. Carlyle.

N-DUS'TRI-AL,-LV,* ad. In an industrial manner. Fo. Qu.
Rev.

jN-Dps'TRi-oDs, a. [industrius, L.] Practising industry j

diligent ; laborious
;
assiduous ; active.

IN-BUS'TRI-OOS-LV ad. In an industrious manner
; not idly.

IN'DUS-TRY, [In'dus-tre, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. :

jn-dus'tre, vulgar.} n. [industria, L.] A habit of being
constantly employed ; diligence ; assiduity.

IN'DWELL,* v. n. To dwell or exist inwardly. JVezcton.

IN'DWELL-ER, n. An inhabitant. Spenser.
IN'DWEJLL-ING *

71. Act of dwelling within : interior
abode. Whately.

IN'DWELL-JNG,* a. Residing within
; internal. R. Baxter

|N-E'BRI-ANT,* a. Intoxicating ; tending to intoxicate.
Smart.

JN-E'BRI-ANT,* n. Any thing that intoxicates. P. Cyc.
HIN-E'BRI-ATE, [in-s'bre-at, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. ; jn-

eb're-at, Ja.] v. a. [inebrio, L.] [i. INEBRIATED ; pp. INE-

BRIATING, INEBRIATED.] To intoxicate
;
to make drunk.

||IN-'BRJ-ATE, v. n. To grow drunk; to be intoxicated.
Bacon.

yiN-E-BRl-A'TlQN, 7?. Drunkenness
; intoxication. Browne.

IN-E-BRl'E-Ty,* 7t. Drunkenness
; ebriety. Walker.

IN-ED'IT-ED, a. [ineditus, ~L.] Not edited; unpublished.
IN-EF-FA-BIL'I-TY, n. Unspeakableness. [R.]
IN-F'FA-BL,E, a.' [incffabilis, L.] That cannot be spoken j

unspeakable ;
unutterable

; inexpressible.

IN-EF'FA-BLE-NESS, n. Unspeakableness. Scott.

IN-EF'F^-BLY, ad. In a manner not to be expressed.
IN-EF-FACE'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be effaced. Southey.
IN-EF-FACE'A-BLY,* ad. Not to be effaced. EC. Rev.

IN-EF-FEC'TIVE, 'a. Not effective; producing no effect
j

ineffectual
;
inefficient.

IN-EF-FEC'TIVE-LV,* ad. Without effect. Bp. Taylor.

IN-EF-FEC'TJVE-NESS,* n. duality of being ineffective.

Browne.

IN-EF-FECT'V-AL, (in-ef-fekt'yu-al) a. Not effectual
; pro-

ducing no effect; insufficient
; weak ; wanting power.

IN--EF-FECT'V-AL,-:LY, ad. Without effect.

IN-EF-FECT'V-AL-NESS, n. State of being ineffectual.

IN-EF-FER-VES'CENCE,*TI. Want of effervescence. Brande.

IN-EF-FER-VES'CENT,* a. Not effervescent. Ure.

IN-EF-F|-CA'CIOVS, (in-ef-fe-ka'shus) a. [inefficax, L.] Not
efficacious

;
unable to produce effects

;
weak ; feeble.

IN-EF-FI-CA'CIOVS-LY,* ad. Without efficacy. Scott.

iN-EF-Fi-CA'cioys-NESS, n . Inefficacy.

IN-EF'FI-CA-CV, n. Want of power ;
want of effect.

lN-EF-F'l"ciEN-CY, (in-ef-f ish'en-se) n. Want of power.
lN-EF-Ft"ciENT,'(Tn-ef-'fash'ent) a.' Not efficient

; having
little energy ;

inactive.

IN-E-LXB'P-UATE, a. Not done with much care. Cockeram.

IN-EL'E-GANC'E, n. Want of elegance, grace, or beauty.
IN-EL'E-GAN-CY, n. Same as inelegance. [R.]

IN-L'E-GANT, a. [inelegans, L.] Not elegant; not beauti-
ful jor graceful.

IN-EL/E-GANT-LY, ad. In an inelegant manner ; coarsely.

iN-EL-i-^rl-BlL'i-TY,* n. State of being ineligible. Perry.
lN-EL'i-(^i-BL,EJ* a. That cannot be chosen. Perry.

iN-EVi-^i-BLY,* ad' Not eligibly. Dr. Allen.

IN-EL'Q-QUENT, a. Not eloquent ; not oratorical.

flN-E-LUCT'A-BLE, a. [ineluctabilis, L.J Not to be over-
come. Pearson.

IN-E-LU'DI-BLE, a. That cannot be eluded.

IN-EM'BRY-Q-NATE,* a. Having no embryo. Reid.

tlN-E-NAR'RA-BLE, a. [inenarrabilis, L.] That cannot be
told. Cockeram.

IN-EPT', a._ [ineptus, L.] Not apt or fit; trifling; foolish.

IN-EP'TI-TUDE, n. Unfitness. Wilkins.

IN-EPT'LY, ad. Triflingly ; foolishly ; unfitly. More.

IN-EPT'NESS, n. Unfitness
; ineptitude. More. [R.]

IN-E'QUA-BLE,* a. Not equable ; unequable. Maunder.

IN-E'QUAL, a. [inequalis, L.l Unequal. Shenstone. [R.]

IN-E-QUAL'I-TY, (in-e-kwol'e-te) n. [incequalitas, L.] State

of being unequal ;
difference in quantity, degree, or qual

ity ; disparity ;
unevenness.

IN-E-QUI-LAT'ER-AL,,* a. Not equilateral. P. Cyc.
IN E'QUI-LKB'RZ-O,* [L.] In an even poise or balance.

Crabb.
'

tN-EQ'ui-TA-BLE, (In-ek'vve-ta-bl) a. Not equitable ; unjust.

lN-ii'Qui-VAl,VE,* a. Having unequal valves. Pennant.

IN-ER'MOVS,* a. (Bot.~) Without prickles; unarmed. Smart.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s<t)N; BOLL, BUR, RULE. ?, 9, 9, g, soft.; i . j&, c, g, hard; ? as Z
; % as gz; THIS
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flx-fcR-RA-BlL'l-TY, n. Exemption from error. Bp. Hall.

flN-ER'RA-BLE, a. Exempt from error. Browne.

flN-ER'RA-BLE-NESS, TI. Exemption from error. Hammond.
jlN-ER'RA-BLY, ad. With security from error; infallibly.

IN-ER'RAN-CY,*. Freedom from error. Prof. Gf.Bush. [R.]
tlN-ER'RiNG-LY, ad. Unerringly. Glanville.

IN-ERT', a. [iners, L.] Destitute of power to move itself,
or of active resistance to motion impressed ; dull; slug-
gish ; motionless.

Iff-ER'Ti-A^* (in-er'she-a) n. [L.] Inactivity; that prop-
erty of matter which causes it to continue in the same
state, whether of motion or rest. Hamilton.

IJJ-ER'TIQN,* n. Want of activity ;
inertia. Smart. [R.]

IN-ER'TI-TUDE,* n. Want of activity; inertia. Smart. [R.]
IN-ERT'LY, ad. With inertness

; sluggishly ; dully.

IN-ERT'NESS, n. duality of being inert.

IN-ER'U-DITE,* a. Not erudite; not learned. S. Oliver.

See ERUDITE.

tlN-Es'cATE, v. a. \inesco, inescatus, L.] To lay a bait for.

Burton.

tlN-ES-CA'TlON, w. The act of baiting. Hallywell.

JN-ES-CUTCH'EON,* (in-es-kuch'Qii) n. (Her.) A small
escutcheon borne within a shield. Crabb.

/JV ES'SE,* [L.] (Law) A Latin phrase signifying in being
or actually existing: distinguished from in posse, which
denotes that a thing is not, but may be. Hamilton.

IN-ES-SEN'TIAL,* a. Having no essence
;

unessential.
Brooke.

IN-ES'TI-MA-BLE, a.
[inestimabilis, L.] Too valuable to be

rated or estimated
;
invaluable ; transcending all price.

IN-ES'TI-MA-BLY, ad. So as not to be estimated.

IN-E-VA'SI-BLE,* a. That cannot be evaded. EC. Rev.

IN-EV'I-DENCE, w. Obscurity; uncertainty. Barrow. [R.]
IN-EV'I-DENT, a. Not evident

; obscure. Bp. Hall.

lN-EV-'i-TA-BlL'i-TY,n. State of being inevitable. Bramhall.

IN-EV'I-TA-BLE, a. [inevitabilis, L.] That cannot be avoid-
ed

;
unavoidable

;
not to be escaped.

IN-EV'I-TA-BLE-NESS, n. Certainty ; inevitability.

IN-EV'i-TA-BLy, ad. Without possibility of escape.
IN-EX-XCT',* a. Not exact ; deviating from rule. Smart.

lN-EX-cu'A-BLE, (In-eks-ku'za-bl) a.
[inexcusabilis, L.]

That cannot be excused
; not admitting an excuse or

apology.
IN-EX-CU'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being inexcusable.

IN-EX-CU'^A-BLY, ad. To a degree beyond excuse.

IN-EX-E-CU'TIQN, n. Non-performance. Spence.

IN-EX-HA'LA-BLE, a. That cannot be exhaled. Browne.

IN-EX-HAusir'ED, a. Not exhausted
; unexhausted.

IN-EX-HAus-Tl-BiL'l-TY,* n. Inexhaustibleness. Reeder.

IN-EX-HAUS'TI-BLE, a. That cannot be exhausted or spent.

IN-EX-HAUS'TI-BLE-NESS, TI. State of being inexhaustible.

IN-EX-HAUS'TI-BLY,* ad. In an inexhaustible manner.
Wordsworth.

iN-Ex-HAus'TIVE, a. Inexhaustible. Thomson.

tlN-EX-HAusT'LESS,* a. Inexhaustible. Boise.

IN-EX-IST'ENCE, n. WT
ant of being; want of existence.

iN-E^-lsT'ENT, a. Not existing ;
not having being.

iN-EX-o-RA-BlL'i-TY, n. duality of being inexorable.

IN-EX'Q-RA-BLE', (in-eks'9-ra-bl) a. [inexorabilis, L.] That
cannot be entreated

; unyielding ; unrelenting.
IN-EX'Q-RA-BLE-NESS, n. duality of being inexorable.

IN-EX'Q-RA-BLY, ad. So as not to be moved by entreaty.
flN-EX-PEC-TA'TlQN, TI, Want of expectation. Feltham.

flN-EX-pECT'ED, a. [inexpectatus, L.] Unexpected. Bp.
Hall.

flN-EX-pEcT'ED-LY, ad. Unexpectedly. Bp. Hall.

jjlN-EX-PE'Di-ENCE, ) n. Want of expediency, fitness, or

ylN-EX-PE'Di-EN-cy, j propriety; unsuitableness.

||IN-EX-PE'DI-ENT, [In-ex-pe'de-ent, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. ; in-

ex-p5'dyent, S. E. F. K.} a. Not expedient ;
inconven-

ient
;
unfit

; improper.
IN-EX-PEN'SIVE,* a. Unexpensive. EC. Rev. See UNEX-
PENSIVE. t

IN-EX-PE'RI-ENCE, n. Want of experience.
IN-EX-PE'RI-ENCED, (in-eks-pe're-enst) a. Not experi-

enced.

IN-EX-PERT', a. [incxpertus, L.] Not expert; not dexter-

ous; unskilful; unskilled.

IN-EX-PERT'NESS,* n. State of being inexpert. E. Farrar.

IN-EX'PI-A-BLE, a. [inexpiabilis, L.] Notexpiable; not to
be expiated or atoned.

IN-EX'PJ-A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being inexpiable, Jlsh.

IN-EX'PI-A-BLY, ad. To a degree beyond atonement.

flN-EX-PLAIN'A-BLE, a. Unexplainable. Cockeram.

tlN-EX'PLE-A-BLY, ad. Insatiably. Sandys.
iN-EX-PLl-CA-Bi'L'l-TY,* n. Inexplicableness. Dr. Johnson.

IN-EX'PLI-CA-BLE, a. Incapable of being explained ;
unac-

countable ; strange ; mysterious.
IN-EX'PLI-CA-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being inexplica-

ble.

IN-EX'PLI-CA-BLY, ad. In a manner not to be explained.
iN-EX-PLio'lT,* a. Not explicit ;

not clear. Story.

lN-EX-PL6''RA-BLE, a. That cannot be explored.

!N-EX-PRES'S'I-BLE, a. Not to be expressed ; unutterable.

Aij'jui-BL, y, aa. vviiiioui lauure or iinsume
;
certain

FAME', v. a. [infamo, L.] To defame. Bacon.

AM-IZE,* v. a. To make infamous. Coleridge. [R.]

F'AM'Q-NIZE,* 75. a. To brand with infamy ;
to defai

IN-EX-PRES'SI-BLY, ad. Unspeakably ; unutterably.
IN-EX-PRES'SIVE, a. Not expressive ; unexpressive. Aken*

side. See UNEXPRESSIVE.
iN-EX-PtJG'NA-BLE, a. [inexpugnabilis, L.I Impregnable

not to be taken by assault ; not to be subdued. Skelton.

IN-EX-TEND'ED,* a. Unextended. Watts.
IN EX-TSN'SO,* [L.] In full ;

with full extent. Qu. Rev.

IN-EX-TINCT', a. [incztinctus, L.] Not extinct; not

quenched.
IN-EX-TIN'GUISH-A-BLE, (in-eks-ting'gwjsh-a-bl) a. That
cannot be extinguished ; unquenchable.

IN-EX-TIR'PA-BLE, a. Not to be extirpated. Cockeram.

iN-fix'TRl-CA-BLE, a., [inextricabilis, L.] That cannot be

disentangled ; not to be unravelled or cleared.

IIV-EX'TRI-CA-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being inextricable.

IN-EX'TRI-CA-BLY, ad. In an inextricable manner.

IIN-EX-U'PER-A-BLE, (in-ek-su'per-a-bl) a. [inexuperabilis,

L.] Not exuperable. Cockeram.

JN-EYE', (jn-I') v. n. [i. INEYED ; pp. INEYINO, INEYED.] To
inoculate, as a tree or plant; to bud. [R.]

IN-FAB'RI-CAT-ED, a. [infabricatus, L.] Not fabricated.

Cockeram.

IN-FAL-LI-BIL/I-TY, n. State or quality of being infallible;

exemption from error, failure, or fault.

JN-FAL'LI-BLE, a. Not fallible; not liable to err; exempt
from error or failure

; certain.

IN-FAL'LT-BLE-NESS, Tt, Infallibility. Sidney.

IN-FXL'LI-BL,Y, ad. Without failure or mistake
; certainly

flN-FAME'
IN'FAM-IZE,

me.
Shak. [Ludicrous.]

IN'FA-MOUS, a. [infamis, L.] Publicly branded by convic-

tion of a crime
; notoriously bad ;

of ill report ;
shame-

less; disgraceful.

IN'FA-MOUS-LY, ad. With infamy ; shamefully.
tlN'FA-MOijs-NESS, 7i. Infamy. Bailey.

iN'FA-MY, n. [infamia, L.] Public reproach or disgrace ; ig-

nominy ; notoriety of bad character.

IN'FAN-CY, n. [infantia, L.] The state of an infant; child-

hood : the first part of life, extended by naturalists to

seven years ; by law, to twenty-one : beginning ; origin.

flN-FiN'oovs, a. [infandus, L.] So bad as not to be ex-

pressed. Howell.

tjN-FAN'THEF, n. [Sax.] (English law) A privilege or lib-

erty granted to lords of certain manors to judge any
thief taken within their fee. Cowel.

IN'FANT, n. [infans, L.J A babe
;
a child from the birth to

the end of the seventh year. (Law) A person not of

age, or under twenty-one. (Spain and Portugal,) [infan-

te, Sp.] One of the sons of the king, the heir apparent
excepted.

IN'FANT, a. Not mature ; young ;
infantile. Shak.

fIN'FANT,* TJ. a. To bring forth
;
to produce. Milton.

IN-FAN'TA, n. (Spain and Portugal) A princess of the royal
blood.

IN-FXN'TI-CI-DAL,* a. Relating to infanticide. Booth.

JN-FAN'TI-CIDE, n. [infanticidium, L.] Murder of an in-

fant; child-murder; the murderer of an infant: the

slaughter of infants by Herod.

iN'FAN-TlLE, or IN'FAN-TILE, [In'fan-tll, S. W.J. E. F.Ja.

K. 'R. ; in'fan-til, P. Sm. ; in-fan'til, Jish.] a. [infantilis,

L.] Pertaining to an infant
;'
childish ;

infantine. Derham.

IN'FAN-TINE, or IN'FAN-T!NE, [In'fftn-tin, W. Ja. R. ;

in'fan-tin, Sm. ; jn-fan'tin, K.} a. [enfantin, Fr.] Child-

ish
; young ;

tender ; infantile. Burke.

IN'FANT-LIKE, a. Like an infant. Shak.

tlN'FANT-LY, a. Like a child. Beaum. fy Fl.

IN'FAN-TRY^ n. [infantcrie, Fr.] Foot soldiers
;
the portion

or soldiers of an army who serve on foot.

UN-FARCE', v. a. [infarcio, L.] To stuff
;
to swell out. Str

T. Elyot.

flN-FARc'TlON, (jn-fsLrk'shyn) n. Stuffing ; constipation.'

Harvey.
flN-FXsH'lQN-A-BLE, a . Unfashionable. Beaum. $ Fl.

I
flN-FAT'i-GA-BLE,a. [infatigabilis, L.] Indefatigable. Sher-

wood.

iN-FAT'y-ATE, (jn-fat'yu-at) v. a. [infatuo, L.] To make
foolish ; to affect with folly ;

to stupefy.

JN-FAT'V-ATE, (jn-fafyu-at) a. Stupefied ;
infatuated. Phil-

lips.

JN-FXT-U-X'TION, (in-fat-yu-a'shun) re. The act of infatu-

ating ;'
state 'of being infatuated; folly; stupefaction;

deprivation of reason.

flN-FAUST'iNG, n. [infaustus, L.] Act of making unlucky.
Bacon.

iN-FEA-i-fl-BfL'l-TY,* n. duality of being infeasible. Perry.

IN-FEA'I-BLE, (in-fe'ze-bl) a. Impracticable. Glanville.

iN-FEA'iji-BLE-NESS, n. Impracticability. TV. JWountague.

JN-FECT'J v. a. [infectus, L.] [i.
INFECTED

; pp. INFECTING,

INFECTED.] To affect with communicated qualities ; to

communicate disease by being near a person ;
to corrupt;

to pollute ;
to taint.

,
a. Infected ; polluted. Bp. Fisher.

A, , I, 6, u, y, lont

Vot to be expressed ; unutterable.
| ||N-FECT', a. Infected ; polluted. Bp. Fisher.
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IN-FECT'ED,* p. a. Hurt by infection
;
contaminated ;

tainted.

IN-FECT'ER,* n. He or that which infects. Smart.

IN-FEC'TIQN, (in-fek'shun) n.
[infection, Fr. ; infectio, L.]

Act of infecting; the propagation of disease through the
medium of the air, distinguished from contagion. See
CONTAGION: taint; poison.

IN-FEC'TIOVS, (jn-fek'shus) a. Communicated by the

breath, air, &c., as a disease
; implying infection

; pesti-
lential; contagious.

IN-FEC'TIOVS-LY, ad. By infection
; contagiously.

IN-FEC'TIOUS-NESS, n. The quality of being infectious.

IN-FC'TIVE, a. Having the quality of infection. Sidney.
IN-FEC'VND, [in-fek'und, W. Ja. Sm. ? in-fe-kund', S. P.

K.] a. [infecimdus, L.l Unfruitful
;
infertile. Derham.

IN-FE-cON'Dl-TY, n. [infecunditas, L.] Want of fertility;
barrenness.

IN-FEE'BLE, v. a. See ENFEEBLE.
iN-FE-Llc'i-Tous,* a. Unhappy ;

unfortunate. EC. Rev.

lN-FE-Ll^
1

'i-Ty, n. [infdicitas, L.] Unhappiness ; misery;
calamity.

IN'FELT,* a. Felt within or deeply. Dond.
IN-FEO-DA'TIQN, (in-fu-da'shun) n. See INFECDATION.

JN-FfiOFF',
(in-fef ) v. a. See ENFEOFF.

N-FER', v. a.
[infero, L.] [f. INFERRED ; pp. INFERRING,

INFERRED.] To assume, from the observation of particu-
lar facts, some general fact; to draw as a conclusion
from premises ;

to deduce
;
to conclude ; to imply.

!N-FER'A-BLE, a. That may be inferred
;
inferrible. Burke.

IN'FER-ENCE, n. Conclusion drawn from premises.
IN-FE-REN'TIAL,* a. Containing inference. John Tyler. [R.]
IN-FE-REN'TIAL-LY,* ad. By -way of inference. Lord

Stowell.

iN-FE'RI-QR, a. [inferior, L.
; inferieur, Fr.] Lower in

place, station, rank, value, or excellence; subordinate;
subservient.

IN-FE'RI-QR, n. One irt a lower rank or station.

IN-FE-RI-OR'I-TY, n. Quality or state of being inferior
;

subordination
;
lower state of dignity or value.

IN-FE'RI-QR-LY,* ad. In an inferior manner. Month. Rev.

IN-FER'NAL, a. [infernal, Fr.
; infernus, L.] Relating to

hell or the lower regions ; hellish
;
tartarean

;
detestable.

Infernal stone, an antiquated name for lunar caustic.

IN-FER'NAL,* n. An infernal being. Ash.

IN-FER'NAL-LY, ad. In an infernal manner. Todd.

JN-FER'RI-BLE, a. That may be inferred
; deducible from

premised grounds. Written also infertile and inferable.

IN-FER'T|LE, a. Unfruitful ; not productive ; unfertile.

IN-FER-TfL'l-TY, n. Unfruitfulness
;
want of fertility.

IN-FEST', v. a. [infesto, L.] [i. INFESTED
; pp. INFESTING,

INFESTED.] To Jiurass ; to disturb
;
to plague.

tlN-FEST'_, a. Mischievous
; hurtful. Spenser.

IN-FES-TA'TIQN, n. [infestatio, L.] Act of infesting; mol-
estation.

IN-FEST'ED,*P. a. Harassed
; troubled

;
diseased.

IN-FEST'ER,* n. He or that which infests. Smart.

flN-FEs'TERED, a. Rankling ;
mischievous. Spenser.

IN-FES'TIVE, a. Without mirth or festivity. Cockeram.

IN-FES-TIV'J-TY, n. Want of cheerfulness. [R.J

tlN-FEST'y-oDs, a. [infestus, L.] Mischievous. Bacon.

IN-FEV-DA'TIQN, n. (Law) The act of putting one in pos-
session of a fee or estate. Hale.

IN'FI-DEL, n. [infidelis, LJ An unbeliever
;
an atheist

;
a

deist
; one who rejects Christianity, or all revealed re-

ligion.

IN'F|-DEL, a. [infidele, Fr.] Unbelieving ; wanting belief.

lN-Fl-DEL'i-T,n. [infidelitas, L.] Want of faith; disbelief
of Christianity : want of fidelity; unfaithfulness, par-
ticularly in married persons.

IN'FIELD,* n. Land continually cropped. Jamieson. [Scot-
land.]

IN-FIL'TER,* v. a. To filter or sift in. Med. Jour.

IN-FIL'TRATE,* v. n. To enter a substance by penetrating
its pores. Smart.

IN-FIL-TRA'TIQN,* n. The act of infiltrating. Smart.

IN'Fl-NlTE, (in'fe-nit) a,
[infinitus, L.J Without limits;

without end
; unbounded

; boundless
;
unlimited

;
im-

mense : hyperbolically used for very large ; very great.
iN'Fl-NtTE-LY, ad. Without limits

; immensely.
flN'Fi-NlTE-NESS, n. Immensity ; infinity. Sidney.

IN-FIN-I-TES'I-MAL, a. Infinitely small or divided.

IN-FIN-I-TES'I-MAL,* n. An infinitely small quantity.
Month. Rev. [Brit. Critic.

IN-FIN-I-TES'I-MAL-LY,* ad. In an infinitesimal manner.
lN-FrN'i-TiVE, a.' [infinitivus, L.] (Gram.) Not limited

;

a term applied to the mood of a verb, which expresses its

meaning without limiting it to number or person.
IN-FIN'I-TIVE,* n. (Gram.) A mood of the verb. Harris.

JN-FlN'i-TUDE, n. Infinity ; immensity.
IN-FIN'I-TU-PLE *a. An infinite number of times repeated.

Wollaston.

IN-FIN'I-TY, n. [infantas, L.] State of being infinite
; im-

mensity ; boundlessness
;
unlimited qualities ; endless

number.

IN-FIRM', a. [inftrmus, L.] Not firm
;
imbecile

;
weak

;
fee-

ble; disabled; irresolute.

jlN-FiRM', v. a. [infirmo, L.] To weaken
;
to enfeeble. Ra-

leigh.

IN-FIRM'A-RY, n. [infirmerie, Fr.] A residence for the sick
;

a hospital.

UN-FIRM'A-TIVE, a. [infirmattf, Fr.] Weakening; enfee-

bling. Cotgrave.
tlN-FiRM'A-TO-RY,* n. An infirmary. Evelyn.
JN-FIRM'I-TY, n. [infirmite, Fr.] Unsound or unhealthy

state of body or mind
;
weakness of reason, purpose, or

temper; failing; fault; disease; malady.
IN-FIRM'LY,* ad. Weakly ; feebly. Swift.

IN-FIRM'NESS, n. Weakness
; feebleness. Boyle.

jN-Flx', v. a. [infixus, L.] [i. INFIXED ; pp. INFIXING, IN-

FIXED.] To fix or set in
;
to drive in

;
to fasten.

IN-FLAME', v. a. [inflammo, L.] [i. INFLAMED ; pp. INFLAM-
ING, INFLAMED.] To set on fire ; to kindle; to fire with
passion ;

to heat
;
to excite excessive action in the blood ;

to provoke ;
to incense ; to aggravate ;

to irritate.

JN-FLAME', v. n. To grow hot, angry, or painful.

IN-FLAMED',* (jn-flamd') p. a. Set on fire
; incensed

; ir-

ritated.

IN-FLAM'ER, n. The person or thing that inflames.

iN-FLXM-MA-BlL'l-TY, 71. Quality of being inflammable.

|N-FLXM'MA-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may be inflamed or set

on fire
; ignitible ; passionate.

JN-FLXM'MA-BLE-NESS, n. Inflammability.
IN-FLXM'MA-BLY,* ad. In an inflammable manner. Dr.

Allen.

iN-FLAM-MA'TlpN, n. [inflammatio, L.] The act of inflam-

ing; the state of being in flame or inflamed. (Med.) A
swelling and redness caused by excessive action of the

blood, attended by heat.

JN-FLXM'MA-TIVE,* a. Causing inflammation. Scott. [R.]

JN-FLXM'MA-T<?-RY, a. Tending to inflame
; fiery ;

inflam-

ing.

JN-FLATE', v. a. [inflatus, L.] [i. INFLATED ; pp. INFLAT-

ING, INFLATED.] To swell with wind or breath; to dis-

tend; to puff up mentally.
IN-FLAT'ED,*P. a. Filled with wind or breath ; swelled.

|N-FLA'TIQN, n. [inftatio, L.] The act of inflating; state

of being inflated or puffed up j
flatulence.

JN-FLECT', v. a. [inflecto, L.] [i. INFLECTED; pp. INFLECT-

ING, INFLECTED.] To bend
; to turn

;
to vary by devia-

tions
;
to vary by rehearsing the different terminations of

a noun or a verb.

JN-FLEC'TIQN, n. [inflectio, L.J The act of turning or in-

flecting; a bending ; modulation of the voice; variation

of a noun or verb.

IN-FLEC'TIQN-AL,* a. Relating to inflection. Phil. Museum.

!N-FLEC'TIVE,
a. Having the power of bending. Sprat.

N-FLEX',* v. a. To bend ; to curve. Phillips.

ttN-FLEXED', (-flexf) a. [infiexus, L.l Bent. Feltham.

JN-FLEX-i-BiL'i-Ty, n. Quality of being inflexible.

JN-FLEX'l-BLE, a. [inflexibilis, L.] That cannot be bent;
stiff; firm; unchangeable; immovable.

IN-FLEX'I-BLE-NESS, n. Inflexibility; stiffness.

JN-FLEX'i-BLY, ad. In an inflexible manner.

!N-FLEX'VRE,*
(m-flek'shur) n. Inflection. Browne.

N-FLlCT', v. a. [infligo, inflictus, L.] [i. INFLICTED
; pp.

INFLICTING, INFLICTED.] To lay on
}
to put in act, exe-

cute, or impose, as a punishment.
IN-FLICT'ER, re. One who inflicts.

iN-FLlc'TiQN, n. The act of inflicting ; punishment in-

flicted ; calamity.
iN-FLi'c'TlVE, a. [infiictif, Fr.] Tending to inflict.

IN-FLQ-RES'CENCE,* n. (Bot.) The collection of flowers

upon a plant; a flowering or unfolding of flowers or blos-

soms. P. Cyc.

IN'FLV-ENCE, n. [influo, L.] An impulsive or directing
power ; a power whose operation is known only by its

effect
;
credit

;
favor ; authority ; sway.

IN'FLV-ENCE, v. a. [i. INFLUENCED ; pp. INFLUENCING,
INFLUENCED.] To act iipon with directing or impulsive
power ;

to modify ;
to bias ; to guide or lead

; to sway.
'FLV-EN<?-ER,* n. One who influences. Swift.

IN'FLV-EN^-ING,*^. a. Exerting an influence.

IN-FLV-EN'CIVE,* a. Having influence; influential. Cole-

ridge.
IN'FLV-ENT, a. [influens, L.l Flowing in. Arbuthnot.

IN-FLV-EN'TIAL, (In-flu-eii'shal) a. Exerting influence
j

having influence, authority, or popularity. Southey.

IN-FLV-EN'TIAL-LY, ad. In an influential manner. Browne.

IN-FLU-EN'ZA',* n. [It.] An epidemic catarrh; a severe
cold which affects many people at the same time. Ham-
ilton.

IN'FLUX, n. [influxus, L.] Act of flowing in ; infusion; in-

tromission ;
influence

; power.
jN-FLOx'lON, n. Infusion

;
influx. Bacon.

f|N-FLOx'ioys, a. Influential. Howett.

j{N-FLOx'iVE, a. Having influence. Holdsworth.

JN-FOLD', v. a. [i. INFOLDED; pp. INFOLDING, INS-OLDED.

To involve
;
to inwrap ; to enclose with involutions.
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JN-FO'LI-ATE, . a.
[ire

and folium, L.] To cover or carve
with leaves

;
to form foliage. Howell.

JN-FORM', v. a. [informo, L.] [i. INFORMED; pp. INFORM-
ING, INFORMED.] -fTo animate. Milton. To instruct; to

supply with new knowledge ; to acquaint ;
to acquaint

with the facts of; to apprize.
JN-FORM', v. n. To give intelligence. To inform against,

to communicate facts by way of accusation.

flN-FORM', a. Shapeless ; ugly. Cotton.

IN-FOR'MAL, a. Not formal ; not according to the usual

forms, particularly official forms
; irregular ;

not official.

IN-FPR-MXL'I-TY, n. Quality of being informal
;
want of

regular form, or of official forms.

IN-FOR'MAL-LY, ad. In an informal manner.
JN-FORM'ANT, n. One who informs ;

an informer.
Iff FOR'MA PAU'PER-IS,* [L.] (Law) In the form or
condition of a pauper. Brande.

iN-FpR-MA'TipN, n. [informatio, L.] Act of informing;
intelligence given ; instruction

; charge or accusation.

tjN-FOR'MA-TivE, a. [informatus, L.] Having power to an-
imate. More.

IN-FORMED', a. [informe, Fr.] fUnformed. Spenser. In-

formed stafs, such stars as are not included in any constel-

lation. p. from Inform.

JN-FORM'ER, n. One who informs: one who discovers
offenders to the magistrate ;

one who gets a livelihood by
recovering fines for offences against the laws

;
an accuser :

he or that which animates. Thomson.

IN-FOR'MI-DA-BLE, a. [in andformidabilis, L.] Not formi-
dable

; not to be dreaded. Milton. [R.]

tlN-FORM'l-TY, 7i. [informis, L.J Shapelessness. Browne.

flN-FORM'ous, a. Shapeless ;
of no regular figure. Browne.

IN FO'RO CON-SCI-&NI
TI-JE,* (kon-she-en'she-e) [L.]

(Law)
" Before the tribunal of conscience." Blackstone.

flN-FOR'Ty-NATE, a. [infortunatus, L.] Unfortunate. Bacon.

flN-FOR'Ty-NATE-LY, ad. Unfortunately. Huloet.

flN-FORT'yNE,n. [mfortune,Fr.] Misfortune. Sir T. Elyot.

JN-FRXcT', v. a. [infractus, L.] To break. TJiomson. [R.]

JN-FRAc'Ti-BLE,*a. That may be broken. Cooke.

|N-FRXc'TipN, 71. [infractio, L.] Act of breaking ; breach;
infringement ;

violation of treaty. Waller.

JN-FRXc'TpR, 71. A breaker
;
a violator. Ld. Herbert.

IN-FRA'GRANT,* a. Not fragrant. Ed. Rev.

IN-FRA-LAP-SA'RI-AN,* n. (Theol.) One of a class of Cal-

yinists,
who suppose that God intended to glorify his

justice in the condemnation of some, as well as his mer-

cy in the salvation of others. Adams.

IN-FRA-LAP-SA'RI-AN-ISM,* ?i. Same as sublapsarianism.
P. Cyc.

IN-FRA-MDN'DANE,* a. Being beneath the world. Smart.

JN-FRAN'CH|E, v. a. See ENFRANCHISE.
IN-FRXN'GI-BLE, a. Not to be broken or violated.

IN-FRAN'^I-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being infrangible. Ash.

IN-FRE'QUENCE, n. [infrequence, old Fr.] Infrequency. Bp.

HaU._
IN-FRE'QUEN-CY, n. Uncommonness

; rarity. Young.
IN-FRE'QUENT, a. [infrequens, L.] Not frequent; rare; un-
common.

IN-FRE'QUENT-LY,* ad. Unfrequently. Dr. Allen.

|N-FRIG'I-DATE, v. a. [in and frigidus, L.] To chill
;
to

make cold. Boyle. [R.]

jN-FRlG-l-DA'TlpN, 71. The act of rendering cold. Taller.

JN-FRINGE', v. a. [infringo, L.] [i. INFRINGED ; pp. INFRING-

ING, INFRINGED.] To violate ;
to break, as laws or con-

tracts
;
to destroy ;

to encroach
;
to invade

; to intrude
; to

transgress.
'}N-FRtNGE'MENT, 77. A breach

;
a violation

; invasion.

iN-FRiN^'ER,
n. One who infringes ; a breaker.

N-FRU'GAL, a. Not frugal ; prodigal. Goodman.

JN-FOMED', (jn-fumd') a. [infumatus, L.] Dried in smoke.
Hewyt.

lN-FyN-DYB'v-LAR
?

* a. Relating to or like a funnel. Kirby.
iN-FVN-DlB'y-Li-FORM, a. [infundibulum and forma, L.]

Of_the shape of a funnel or tun-dish.

JN-FU'RJ-ATE, a. Enraged ; raging, mad. Milton.

JN-FU'RI-ATE, v. a. [i. INFURIATED ; pp. INFURIATING, IN-

FURIATJED.] To make furious
; to enrage.

|N-FO'R}-AT-ED,* p. a. Filled with rage or fury ;
mad. Qu.

'Rev.

jN-FDs'cATE,* v. a. To make dark or black
; to darken.

Smart.

iN-Fys-CA'TlON, n. [infuscatus, L.] Act of darkening or

blackening.
JN-FUE', (in-fu?/) v. a. [infiiser,Fr.; infusus, L.] [i. IN-

FUSED ; pp. INFUSING, INFUSED.] To pour into the mind
;

to pour in ; to instil
;
to inspire ; to steep ;

to make an in-

fusion with.

}}N-FUSE',

n. Infusion. Spenser.

N-FU$'ER, n. One who infuses.

IN-FU-I-BIL'I-TV,* n. Quality of being infusible. Smart.

IN-FO'i-BLE, (in-fu'ze-bl) a. That may be infused:

incapable of fusion
;
not fusible

;
not to be melted.

[-Fu'^IpN, (jn-fu'zhun) n. [infusio, L.] Act of infusin

instilling ;
instillation

;
that which is infused

; insp

gor
pira-

tion ;
the act of steeping any thing in liquor without boil-

ing ; the liquor made by infusion.

IN-FO'SIVE, a. Having the power of infusion.

IN-FV-SO'RI-A,* n. (Min.) A silicious mineral. Phil. Mag.
lN-FV-so'R}-A,* n. pi. [infundo, L.] (JVat. history) Micro-

scopic animals, insects, or animalcules, found in water.
P. Cyc. See INFUSORV.

IN-FV-SO'RI-AL,* ) a. Relating to or containing infusoria or

JN FU'SP-RY,* J infusories; obtained by infusion of
certain plants. Kirby.

IN-FU'SQ-RY,* n. ; pi. INFUSORIES. (JVat. history) A micro-

scopic animal, insect, or animalcule, found in water.

Kirby.
flNG, n. A_common pasture or meadow. Gibson.

jlN-GAN-NA'TipN, n. [ingannare, It.] Cheat ; fraud ; jug-
gle ;_delusion. Browne.

flN'GATE, n. Entrance
; passage in. Spenser.

IN'GATH-ER-ING, 7i. Act of gathering in, as the harvest.

|INGE, n. See ING.

IN-GEL'A-BLE, a. [ingelabilis, L.] That cannot be frozen.
Cockeram. _

N-GiiM'l-NATE, v. a. [ingemino, L.] To double. Sandys.
N-EM'I-NATE, a. Redoubled. Bp. Taylor.

N-^EM-I-NA'TIQN, n. Repetition ; reduplication. Walsall.

N-EN'DER, v. a. See ENGENDER.
N-^EN'DER-ER, n. See ENGENDERER.
iN-^EN-ER-A-BlL'i-TY,* n. Quality of being ingenerable.

Cudworth.

IN-GEN'ER-A-BLE, a. That cannot be produced. Boyle.

iN-^EN'ER-A-BLy,* ad. In an ingenerable manner. Cud-
worth.

IN-GEN'ER-ATE, v. a. [ingenero, L.] [i. INGENERATED ;pp.
INGENERATING, INGENERATED.] To beget j

tO prodUCC.
Mede.

IN-GEN'ER-ATE, a. [ingencratus, L.] Inborn
;
innate

; gen-
erated. Bacon.

||lN-GEN'lovs. (in-jen'yus or jn-je'rie-us) [jn-je'nyus, S. E.
F.K. ; jn-jS'ne-us, W.P.Jf Ja.

Swi.J
a. [ingeniosus, L.]

Witty ; inventive
; possessed of genius or ingenuity.

niN-GEN'iovs-LY, ad. In an ingenious manner; wittily.

IIJN-^EN'ious-NESS, n. Ingenuity ;
wittiness

; subtilty.

IN-GEN'ITE, or IN'^EN-ITE, [jn-jen'jt, S. P. J. F. Sm. ; in f

jen-It, W. Ja.} a. [ingenitus, L.] Innate
;
inborn

;
native ;

ingenerate. South. [R.]

IN-GE-NU'I-TY, n. [from ingenuous.] [t Openness ; candor;
ingenuousness. Wotton.~\ [from ingenious.] Quality of

being ingenious ; power of invention ; wit
; invention ;

genius ;
acuteness.

lN-GEN'u-otJS, (jn-jen'yu-us) a. [ingenuus, L.] Open ; fair;
artless

;
frank

;
candid

; generous ;
noble

; [freeborn ;
not

servile.]

!N-GEN'V-OIJS-LY,

ad. Openly ; fairly ; candidly.

N-GEN'U-OUS-NESS, n. Openness ;
fairness

; candor.

flN'GE-NY, n. [ingenium, L.] Genius
;
wit. Boyle.

JN-GEST', v. a. [ingestus, L.] [i.
INGESTED ;pp. INGESTING,

INGESTED.] To throw into the stomach. Browne.

IN-GEST'IQN, (in-jtst'yun) n. The act of ingesting.

ING'LE, (ing'gl) n. Fire ; flame
; fireplace. Ray. A cata-

mite
;
a paramour. Blount.

flN-GLOBE',* v. a. To involve
;
to encircle. Milton.

iN-GLO'Rj-oOs, a. [inglorius, L.] Not glorious; ignomin-
ious j disgraceful; void of honor; mean.

IN-GLO'RI-ODS-LY, ad. In an inglorious manner.

IN-GLO'RJ-O{JS-NESS, n. State of being inglorious. Todd,

IN-GLU'VI-E,* n. [L.] (Ornith.) The crop or dilatation of

the cRSophagus, in which the food is accumulated and

macerated, but not digested. Brande.

IN-GORGE', v. a. See ENGORGE.
IN'GOT, n. \lingot, Fr.] A mass of unwrought metal, as

gold or silver, often in the form of a wedge.
tlN-GRA"FF', v. a. To ingraft. May.
JN-GRA"FT', V. a. [t. INGRAFTED J pp. INORAFTINO, INGRAFT-

ED.] To insert the sprig or scion of one tree into the stock

of another
;
to graft ; to fix deep ;

to settle.

JN-GR^FT'ER,* n. One who ingrafts. Goodwin.

IN-GRAFT'MENT, n. Act of ingrafting ; sprig ingrafted.

JN-GRAIN', (jn-gran') v. a. [i.
INGRAINED ; pp. INGRAININ<

INGRAINED!] To dye in the grain ;
to infix deeply.

iN-GRXp'PLED, (in-grap'pld) a. Seized on. Drayton.

IN-GRATE', a. [ingratus, L.] Ungrateful. Pope.

IN-GRATE',* or IN'GRATE,* n. One guilty of ingratitude.
Somerville.

IN-GRATE'FOL, a. Ungrateful ;
unthankful. Milton.

IN-GRATE'FOL-LY, ad. Ungratefully. Sir A. Weldon.

IN-GRATE'FOL-NESS, n. Unthankfulness. Bullokar.

IN-GRA'TI-ATE, (>n-gri'she-at) v. a. [in and gratia, L.] [L
INGRATIATED ; pp. INGRATIATING, INGRATIATED.] To put
in favor; to recommend to kindness; to secure favor

for with another, used reciprocally.

JN-GRA'TI-AT-ING, (jn-gra'she-at-jng) n. Act of putting in

favor.

IN-GRXT'I-TUDE, n. Want of gratitude; retribution of evil

for good ;
unthankfulness.

IN-GRAVE', v. a. To bury. Gamage. See ENGRAVE.
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f!N-GRXv'l-BATE, v. a. [graoidatus, L.] To impregnate ;
to

make prolific. Fuller.

ffN-GRXv-j-DA'TiQN,* n. State of pregnancy. Maunder.

!

IN-GREAT', (jn-grat') v. a. To make great. Fotherby.
N-GRE'DI-ENT, [in-grS'de-ent, P. J. Ja. Sin.; jn-gre'jent,
5. W. , jn-gr5'dyent, E. F.' K.] n. [ingredient, Fr.

; ingre-

dient, L.] That which forms a part of a compound; a

component part of a compound body.
IN'GRESS, (in'gres) n.

[ingressus, L.] Entrance; power
of entrance; intromission.

IN-GRESS',* v. n. To make an entrance. Dwight. [R.]

JN-GRES'SION, (in-gresh'un) n. Act of entering; entrance.

fW-GRES'su,* n. [L.] (Law) A writ of entry, whereby a

man_seeks entry into lands or tenements. Wkishaw.

IN-GROSS',* v. a. See ENGROSS.

fjN-GROST',* p. Engrossed. Shak. See ENGROSS.

IN'GUI-NAL, (Ing'gwe-nal) a. [inguen, L.] Belonging to the

groin.

IN-GULF', v. a. [i. INGULFED ; pp. INGULFING, INGULFED.]
To swallow up in a vast, profundity ; to cast into a gulf.

Often written engulf. Hayward.
IN-GOLF'MENT,* n. fc'tate of being ingulfed. Buckland.

IN-GUR'GI-TATE, v. a. [ingurgito, L.] [i. INGURGITATED ;

pp. INGURGITATING, INGURGITATED.] TO SWallOW gl'Cedi-

Iy ; to plunge into
;
to ingulf.

IN-GUR'^I-TATE, v. n. To drink largely; to swig. Burton.

IN-GUR-^I-TA'TIQN, 7i. Act of ingurgitating. -Sir T. Elyot.

tlN-GOs'TA-BLE, a. Not perceptible by the taste. Browne.

flN-HXB'|LE, [in-hab'jl, S. J. F. K. Sm. ; in-hab'il or in-ha-

bel', W. P.] a. [inhabilis, L.] Unskilful
; unready ;

unfit
;

unqualified; unable.

flN-HA-BiL'i-TY, n. Unskilfulness
; inability. Barrow.

IN-HXB'IT, v. a. [habito, L.] [i. INHABITED; pp. INHABIT-

ING, INHABITED.] To live in; to dwell in; to hold as a

dweller; to occupy.
IN-HXB'IT, v. n. To dwell; to live; to sojourn; to reside.

Milton.

IN-HXB'I-TA-BLE, a. That may be inhabited; capable of

affording habitation. [inhabitable, Fr.] [| Uninhabitable.

Sliak.] i

IN-HXB'I-TANCE,M. Inhabitation
; inhabitancy. Carcw. [R.]

IN-HXB'I-TAN-CY,* n. Act of inhabiting. Ld. Mansfield.

JN-HXB'i-TANT, 'n. One who inhabits
;
a dweller.

JN-HXB-i-TA'TiON, n. Act of inhabiting ; habitation ; abode ;

residence
; dwelling-place.

iN-HXB'i-TA-TlvE-NESS,* n. (Phren.) A tendency or incli-

nation to select a peculiar dwelling. Combe.

IN-HAB'IT-ER, n. One who inhabits ; an inhabitant.

IN-HXB'I-TRESS, 7i. A female inhabitant. Bp. Richardson.

IN-HA-LA'TION,* n. The act of inhaling. Dr. Woodward.

IN-HALE', v. a. [inhalo, L.] [i. INHALED ; pp. INHALING, IN-

HALED.] To draw into the lungs ; to inspire. jirbutJmot.

IN-HAL'ER,* n. One who inhales. P. Cyc.
iN-HiNCE', v. a. See ENHANCE.
IN-HAR-MON'IC,* a. Wanting harmony ; inharmonical.

IN-HAR-MON'I-CAL, a. Not harmonical ; discordant.

IN-HAR-MO'NI-OUS, a. Not harmonious
;
unmusical.

iN-HAR-MO'NJ-oDs-LY,* ad. Without harmony. Barney.
IN-HAR-MO'NI-QUS-NESS,* n. Want of harmony. Tucker.

iN-HAR'MQ-Nif,* 71. Want of harmony. Dr. Delamater. [R.]
IN-HEARSE',. a. To enclose in a funeral monument. Shah.

IN-HERE', v. n. [inhareo, L.] [i. INHERED; pp. INHER-
ING, INHERED.] To exist or be fixed in something else.

!N-HER'ENCE,

) n. Existence in something else, so as to

N-HER'EN-CY, \
be inseparable from it; inhesion.

N-HER'ENT, a. [inherent, L.] Existing inseparably in some-
thing else; not adventitious ; innate; inbred; inborn;
naturally pertaining to.

IN-HER'ENT-LY, ad. In an inherent manner. Bentley.

IN-HER'IT, v. a. [enhcriter, old Fr.] [i.
INHERITED

; pp. IN-

HERITING, INHERITED.] To receive or possess by inherit-

ance ; to possess.

IN-HER-I-TA-BIL'I-TY,* n. Quality of being inheritable.

Coleridge.

IN-HER'I-TA-BLE, a. That may be inherited.

IN-HER'I-TA-BLY, ad. By inheritance.

IN-HER'I-TANCE, n. Act of inheriting ; that which is in-

herited, or which descends to an heir; patrimony; hered-

itary possession ; possession.

N-HER'I-TQR, n. One who inherits ; an heir.

N-HER'I-TRESS, n. An heiress
;
an inheritrix. Bacon.

N HER'I-TRIX, n. A female who inherits; an heiress.

N-H'ION, (in-h5'zhun) n. [inluzsio, L.] Act of inhering;
inherence.

,

flN-Hl-A'TIQN, 7i. [itikiatio, L.j A gaping after. Bp. Hall.

{N-IIIB'IT, r. a. [infiibco, L.] [i.
INHIBITED

; pp. INHIBIT-

ING, INHIBITED.] To restrain; to hinder; to repress; to

check ; to prohibit.

lN-Hi-Bi"TiQN, (In-he-bish'un) n. finhibitio, L.] Restraint;
hinderance ; prohibition. (Law) A writ issuing out ofj/
higher court to restrain the proceedings of a lower.

IN-HJB'I-TO-RY,* a. Prohibiting ; tending to restrain
; pro-

hibitory. Southey.

IN-HIVE', v. a. To put into a hive
; to hive. Cotgrave.

UN-HOLD', v. a. To have inherent; to contain in itself.

Raleigh.
IN-HOOP', (-hup) v. a. To confine in an enclosure. Shak.

IN-HOS'PI-TA-BLE, a. Not hospitable ; affording no aid,

shelter, support, or comfort to strangers ; repulsive ;
un-

kind.

IN-HOS'PI-TA-BLE-NESS, ) n. Want of hospitality; want
iN-Hds-pj-TXL'j-TY, J of courtesy to strangers. Bp.

Hall.

IN-HOS'PI-TA-BLY, ad. In an inhospitable manner.

IN-HU'MAN, a. [inhumanus, L.] Wanting humanity; bru
tal

;
barbarous ; savage ;

cruel.

IN-HV-MAN'I-TY, n. [inhumanite,Fr.] Want of humanity ;

cruelty ; savageness; barbarity.

IN-HU'MAN-LY, ad. Savagely ; cruelly ; barbarously.

IN-HU'MATE, v. a. To bury; to inhume. Bailey.

IN-HV-MA'TIQN, n. A burying; sepulture. Waterhouse.

(C/iem.) A method of digesting substances by burying the
vessel containing them in warm earth.

IN-HUME', v. a. [inhumo, L.] [i.
INHUMED

; pp. INHUMING,
INHUMED.] To bury in the, ground ;

to inter. Pope.

lN-IM-X&'l-NA-BlE, a. Unimaginable. Pearson.

||JN-lM'i-CAL,'or IN-I-MI'CAL, [jn-!m'e-kal, P. E. R. Todd,
Rees,'w'i>.; jn-Im'e-kal or in-e-mi'kal, W. J. F. Ja. K.;
In-e-ml'kal, Sm.] a. [inimicus, L.] Unfriendly ;

unkind
;

hurtful
;
hostile

;
adverse. Brand, 1796. A modern word,

first used in England in the latter part of the 18th cen-

tury. Walker.

iN-ifM-l-cXL'i-TY,* m. Hostility ;
unfriendliness. J. Boucher.

||lN-lM'l-CAL-LY,* or iN-l-Ml'CAL-LY,* ad. With hostility.
Smart.

IjtlN-iM'i-COus,* a. Unfriendly ; inimical. Evelyn.

IN-IM-I-TA-BIL'I-TY, n. Incapacity to be imitated.

iN-iM'i-TA-BLEJ a. [inimitabilij}, L'.] That cannot be imitat-

ed or copied ;
above imitation ; very excellent.

IN-IM'I-TA-BLE-NESS,*?I. duality of being inimitable. Jish.

iN-tM'i-TA-BLY, ad. In a manner not to be imitated.

jN-lQ'ui-ToDs, (jn-ik'we-tus) a. Unjust; wicked; nefa-

rious.

lN-tQ'ui-TY, (in-ik'we-te) n. [iniquitas, L.
; iniquitc, Fr.]

Want of equity ; injustice; wickedness; crime.

flN-I'QUOUS, a. [iniquus, L.] Unjust ; iniquitous. Browne

jlN-ISLE', (jn-ll') v. a. To encircle
;
to insulate. Drayton.

JN-I"TIAL, (m-ish'al) a. [inidalis, L.] Beginning; incipi-
ent ; placed at the beginning.

IN-I"TIAL,* (jn-ish'al) n. A letter at the beginning of a
word. J9sh.

IN-!"TIAL-LY, (in-ish'al-le) ad. In an incipient degree.
Barrow.

lN-i"TI-ATE, (in-ish'e-at) v. a. [initio, L.] [i.
INITIATED

;

pp. INITIATING, INITIATED.] To give entrance to, as to an
art, science, custom, or society ;

to introduce
;
to instruct

in the rudiments.
IN-I"TI-ATE, (in-ish'e-at) v. n. To do the first part; to per-
form the first act or rite. Pope.

IN-I"TI-ATE, (jn-Ish'e-at; a. Unpractised ; newly admitted;
fresh, like a novice

;
initiated. Young.

IN-I'-TI-A'TIQN, (in-ish-e-a'shun) n. [initiatio, L.] Act of

initiating ; reception ; admission ;
entrance.

jN-'i"Tl-A-TlVE,* (jn-ish'^-a-tiv) n. (Polities') The right,

power, or act of introducing or proposing measures or

laws in legislation ; beginning; first attempt. Brande.

lN-i"Tl-A-TiVE,* a. Beginning; inceptive. Brit. Crit.

|N-i"Ti-A-TQ-RV, (jn-ish'e-a-to-re) a. Introductory ;
initiat-

ing.

IN-I"TI-A-TQ-RY, (jn-ish'e-a-to-re) n. Introductory rite. L.
Addison.

flN-i"TiQN, (in-ish'un) n. Beginning. Naunton.

JN-JECT', v. a. [inject-as, L.] [L INJECTED
; pp. INJECTING,

INJECTED.] To throvr in
;
to dart in.

JN-JEC'TION, (in-jok'shun) n. [injectio, L.] The act of in-

jecting. (Med.) The act of injecting a medicine into the

body by a syringe ; liquid thrown in ; a clyster: the act

of throwing a colored substance into the vessels of a dead

body, in order to show their ramifications.

jN-Joi'N', v. a. [enjoindre, Fr.
; injango, L.] See ENJOIN.

Hooker.

IN-JOINT',*?. a. To unite together as joints; to adjoin. Shak.

tlN-JU-CUN'Dl-TY, 7i. Unpleasantness. Cockeram.

IN-JU'DI-CA-BLE, a. Not cognizable by a judge. [R.]
lN-JV-r>i"c'iAL, (ini-ju-dish'al) a. Not judicial. [R.]
lN-JU-m"cioys, (in-ju-dlsh'us) a. Not judicious ; unwise;
void of judgment , without judgment.

tN-jy-i)i"cious-LY, (in-ju-dish'us-le) ad. In an injudicious
manner ; not wisely.

lN-jy-DJ"cioys-Nss, (in-ju-dlsh'us-nes) n . Want ofjudg-
ment. Whitlock.

{N-jf;NC'TlON, (in-jungk'shun) n. [injunctio, L.] The act of

enjoining; the thing enjoined; command; order; pre-

cept. (Law) A writ or kind of prohibition issued by a
court of equity, in certain cases, to stay proceedings at

common law, or for the purpose of preserving property in

dispute pending a suit.

iN'JVRE, (In'jur) c. a. [injuria, L.] [i. INJURED; pp. IH-
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jURiifc, INJURED.] To do wrong to
;
to damage ;

to im-

pair ;
to harm ; to wrong ; to hurt unjustly.

IN'JURED,* (iii'jyrd)p. a. Wronged; hurt; annoyed.
IN'JVR-ER, n. One who injures.

|N-ju'Ri-oCs, a. Guilty of wrong or injury; mischievous ;

unjustly hurtful; detractory; contumelious; wrongful;
hurtful ;

detrimental
; noxious ; prejudicial.

jN-JO'Ri-ous-LY, ad. In an injurious manner; hurtfully.

|N-JU'RI-O OS-NESS, n. duality of being injurious.

IN'JV-RY, n. [injuria, L.] Hurt without justice; wrong;
disadvantage; mischief; detriment

; annoyance. [pi.

(injures, Fr ) f Contumelious language.]
IN-J'OS'TICE, (In-jus'tjs) n. [Fr. ; injustitia, L.] An unjust

act
; violation of right ; iniquity ; wrong.

INK, (ingk) n. A fluid used in writing ; a coloring matter
used in printing and other arts, commonly black.

INK, (ingk) v, a. [i. INKED ; pp. INKING, INKED.] To black
or daub with ink.

INK'BAG,* n. (JVta. hist.) Bag containing ink. Buckland.

INK'FI'SH,* n. The cuttle-fish. Hill.

iNK'GLiss,* n. A glass vessel for holding ink. Cowper.

INK'HORN, (ingk'hbrn) n. A vessel for holding ink
;
an

inkstand
;
a portable case for the instruments of writing.

Shak.

flNK'HORN, a. Pedantic ; affectedly learned. Bale.

INK'I-NESS, n. Quality of being inky; blackness.

IN'KLE, (ing'kl) n. A kind of narrow fillet
;
a tape. Shalt.

INK'LING, (ingk'ljng) 7t. [inklincken, Teut.J Hint; whis-

per ; jntimation ; desire; inclination.

INK'MAK-ER, (ingk'mak-er) n. One who makes ink.

tjN-KNOT', (jn-not') v. a. To bind as with a knot. Fuller.

INK'POT,* n. A vessel for holding ink. Swift.

INK'STAND, n. A vessel for holding ink and other appara-
tus for writing.

INK'STONE,* n. A stone used in making ink. Smart.

iNK'y, (ingk'e) a. Consisting of or resembling ink; black.

JN-LACE', v. a. [i. INLACED ; pp. INLACING, INLACED.] To
bind ; to lace ;

to embellish with variegations.

IN-LA-GA'TIQN,* n. (Law) The restitution of one outlawed
to the protection of the law. Bouvier. [bodies.

IN-LAID',* p. a. Diversified by the insertion of different

IN'LAND, a. Interior; lying remote from the sea.

IN'LAND, n. The interior part of a country. Spenser.

IN'LAND-ER, n. A dweller remote from the sea.

IN'LAND-ISH, a. Native ; opposed to outlandish. Reeve. [R.]

JN-LAP'I-DATE, v. a. To turn to stone ;
to petrify. Bacon.

N-LARD', v. a. See ENLARD.

N-LAW', v. a. To clear of outlawry or attainder. Bacon.

N-LAY', (jn-Ia') v. a.
[J.. INLAID; pp. INLAYING, INLAID.]

To diversify with substances inserted into the ground or

substratum
;
to veneer ; to variegate.

IN'LAY. (in'la) n. Matter inlaid
;
matter cut to be inlaid.

JN-LAY'ER, (in-la'er) n. One who inlays. Evelyn.

JN-LAY'}NG,* n. The art of diversifying work with various

materials or different sorts of wood. Evelyn.

IN'LET, n. Place of ingress ;
entrance

;
a bay or recess in

a shore or between islands.

JN-LI'DAN,* n. A species of myriapod. Brandt.

IN-LIGHT'EN, v. a. See ENLIGHTEN.
IN LIM'I-WE,* [L.]

" At the threshold ;

" at the beginning
or outset. Hamilton.

}X-LlST',* v. a. To enlist. Bailey. See ENLIST.

IN-LOCK', . a.
[i.

INLOCKED
; pp. INLOCKINO, INLOCKED.]

To close
;
to lock, set, or shut one thing within another.

IN Lo'co,* [L.] "In the place;" in the proper place;
upon the spot. Macdonncl.

IN-LU'MINE, v. a. See ENLUMINE.
IN'LY, a. Interior; internal; secret. Shak.

iN'i.y, ad. Internally ;
within

; secretly. Spenser.

IN'MATE, n. One who lives in the same house with an-

other, and uses the same entrance; a fellow-lodger; a
fellow-boarder.

IN'MATE, a. Admitted as an inmate. Milton.

IN ME'DI-AS RE,* [L.] "Into the midst of things."
Scudamore.

IN'MOST, a. Deepest within
;
most inward.

INN, n. A house of entertainment for travellers ; a public
house ;

a hotel : a house where students were boarded
and taught ; as, an inn of court, which in England is a

college of common law.

INN, v. n. To take up temporary lodging. Donne.

INN, v. a. To house ;
to lodge ;

to put under cover or into a
barn.

PN-NATE', [in-nat', S. W. P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; In'nat, F.

JVlf.] a. [innatus, L.] Inborn
; ingenerate ; inbred

;

natural ;
not superadded ;

not adscititious
;
inherent.

JJIN-NAT'ED, a. Same as innate. Howell.

PN-NATE'LY, ad. Naturally ; inherently.

ylN-NATE'NESR, n. The quality of being innate.

IN-NAV'I-GA-BLE, a. [innarigabil'is, L.] That cannot be

navigated! Dryden.
IN'NER, a. Interior; internal; not outward. Spenser.

tlN'NER-LY, ad. More within. Barret.

IN'NER-MOST, a. Inmost; deepest within ; most interior.

IN-IER-VA'TIQN,* n. (Med.) The nervous influence

necessary for the maintenance of life and the functions
of the various organs. Dunglison.

INN'HOLD-ER, n. One who keeps an inn ; an innkeeper.
INN'ING, n. Ingathering of corn: the term for using the

bat in the game of cricket. pi. Lands recovered from
the sea.

jN-Nlx'iQN,* 7i. Incumbency ; a resting up.on. Derham.
INN'KEEP-ER, n. One who keeps an inn.

IN'NQ-CENCE, n. Freedom from guilt or wrong; purity;
untainted integrity ; harmlessness ; simplicity of heart.

IN'NO-CEN-CY, n. Same as innocence. Shak.

IN'NQ-CENT, a. [innocens, L.] Free from guilt; guiltless;
pure ;

harmless ; inoffensive ; ignorant.

IN'NQ-CENT, n. One free from guilt or harm
;
an ignorant

person ; a natural ;
an idiot. Hooker.

IN'NQ-CENT-LY, ad. Without guilt ;
with innocence.

lN-N6c'v-oDs, (In-nok'ku-us) a. [innocuus, L.] Harmless;
not hurtful

; doing no harm. Burton.

iN-Noc'v-oDs-LY, ad. Without harm or injury. Brown.

IN-NOC'V-O&S-NESS, n. Harmlessness. Dia-by.

IN-NOM'I-NA-BLE, a. \innominabilis, L.] Not" to be named.
Chaucer. [R.] [Herbert.

flN-NOM^i-NATE, a. Without a name
; anonymous. Sir T.

IN'NQ-VATE, v. a. [innovo, L.] [i. INNOVATED ; pp. INNO-

VATING, INNOVATED.] To change or alter by bringing in

something new ; to bring in as a novelty.

IN'NQ-VATE, v. n. To introduce novelties. Bacon.

IN-NQ-VA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] The act of innovating ; change ;

novelty ; introduction of novelty.

IN-NQ-VA'TIQN-IST,* n. One who favors innovations
Brit. Crit.

IN'NQ-VA-TIVE,* a. Causing innovations. CA. Oft.

IN'NQ-VA-T'QR, n. One who innovates.

iN-Nox'loys, (in-nok'shus) a. \innoxius, L.] Not noxious ;

harmless
;
not injurious ;

inoffensive.

IN-NOX'IOVS-LY, (in-nok'shus-Ie) ad. Harmlessly.
IN-NOX'IOVS-NESS, (in-nok'shus-nes) n. Harmlessness.

IN-NV-N'DO, n. [innuendo, from innuo, L.] pi. iN-Ny-fcN'-
DOE. An indirect allusion ;

an oblique hint
;
intima-

tion
; insinuation.

flN'NV-ENT, a. [innuens, L.] Significant. Burton.

IN-NU-MER-A-BLL'I-TY, n. State of being innumerable.

IN-NU'MER-A-BLE, a. \innwmerdbilLi, L.] That cannot be
numbered or counted ;

countless ; numberless.

IN-NU'MER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Innumerability. Sherwood.

IN-NU'MER-A-BLY, ad. Without number.

flN-Nu'MER-oOs,'a. [innumerus, L.] Not numerous : in-

numerable. Milton.

IN-NV-TRI"TIOVS,* (in-nu-trish'us) a. Not nutritious. C.

Lamb.
iN-Nu'TRl-TlVE,* a. Not nutritive ; innutritious. Good.

flN-Q-BE'Dl-ENCE, 7i. [old Fr.] Disobedience. Bp. Bedell.

flN-Q-BE'DJ-ENT, a. [old Fr.] Disobedient.

IN-QB-;ERV'A-BLE, a. [inobservabilis, L.] Unobservable.

Bullokar.

IN-QB-ERV'ANCE, n. Want of observance ; negligence;
heedlessness. Bacon.

IN-QB-SERV'ANT,* a. Not observant
;
heedless. Hurd.

IN-OB-SER-VA'TIQN, n. Want of observation. Shuck-

ford.

iN-QB-TRfl'siVE,* a. Unobtrusive. Coletldge.

IN-OC-CV-PA'TION,* n. Want of employment. C. B.

Browne.

IN-OC'U-LATE, (in-ok'ku-lat) v. a. [inoculo, in and oculus,

L.] To insert so that the eye of a bud shall be fixed in

another stock ; to insert in something different
;
to bud :

to communicate disease, as the small-pox, by inserting
virus into the flesh ; to vaccinate.

jN-Sc'v-LATE, . 7i. To practise inoculation. Reid.

JN-6c-v-LA'TiQN, n. The act of inoculating; a method
of grafting in the bud: a method of communicating
disease by the insertion of infectious matter, particularly

the small-pox, by inserting the virus of the small-pox.

The insertion of the virus of the cow-pox is called vacci-

nation.

JN-OC'V-LA-TQR, n. One who inoculates.

fjN-6'Dl-ATE, n. a. To make hateful. South.

{IN-O'DQR-ATE, a. Inodorous. Bacon.

JN-6'DQR-oDs, a. Having no odor, scent, or smell.

IN-QF-FEN'SIVE, a. Not offensive; unoffending; harm-

less
;
hurtless ;

innocent.

IN-QF-FEN'SIVE-LY, ad. In an inoffensive manner.

IN-QF-FEN'SIVE-NESS, n. Harmlessness. Bp. Hall.

lN-QF-Fi"CIAL,* (in-9f-fish'al) a. Unofficial. Smart.

lN-OF-Fi"cibvs, (in-9f-fish'us) a. [inofficiosus, L.] Not

officious ;
careless ;

not civil ;
not attentive to others.

B. Jonson.

IN'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) A carbonate of lime. Dana.

flN-OP-ER-A'TlQN, n. Internal agency ;
influence. Bp

IN-OP'ER-A-TYVE,* a. Networking; inactive. South.

jlN-SP'l-NATE, a. [inopinatus, L.] Not expected; not

thought of. Bailey.
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IN-OP-PQR-TUNE', a. [inopportunus, L.] Not opportune ;

unseasonable ; inconvenient.

IN-OP-PQR-TUNE'LY, ad. Not opportunely; unseason-

ably.

IN-OP-PQR-TU'NI-TY,* n. Unseasonableness. Qw. Rev.

IN-OP'V-LENT,* a. Not opulent. Sir A. Shirley.

IN-OR'DI-NA-CY, n. Irregularity ; disorder. Bp. Taylor.

IN-OR'DI-NATE, a. [in and ordinatus, L.] Immoderate; ir-

regular ; disorderly ;
excessive ; deviating from right.

IN-OR'DJ-NATE-LY, ad. Immoderately; irregularly.

IN-OR'DI-NATE-NESS, n. State of being inordinate.

IN-OR-DI-NA'TION, n. Irregularity ; excess. Bp. Taylor.

IN-QR-GAN'IC,* a. Destitute of organs ; inorganical.

Roget.
IN-QR-GXN'I-CAL, a. Not organical ;

destitute of organs ;

inorganic ; void of organs.

IN-OR'GAN-IZED,* a. Not organized ; unorganized. Smart.

jN-os'cu-LATE, TJ. n. [in and osculum, L.] [i.
INOSCULAT-

ED
; pp. INOSCULATING, INOSCULATED.] To Unite, aS lips

in kissingj to unite by apposition or contact.

JN-OS'CU-LATE, v. a. To insert; to join in or among; to

cause to unite or grow together.

{N-OS-CU-LA'TIQN, n. [inosculatio, L.] Act of inosculat-

ing ; conjunction. ;
the union of vessels by conjunction

of their extremities
;
anastomosis.

IN PET* TO,* [It.] "In the breast:" in reserve or se-

crecy. Macdonnel.
/J!V P&S'SE,* [L.] A thing in posse is one which may exist,

though it does not yet exist. Hamilton. See IN ESSE.

IN'QUEST, n. [enqucste, old Fr.] Inquiry ;
examination ;

search. (Law) A judicial inquiry, or an inquisition of

jurors in causes civil or criminal
;
a jury summoned to

inquire concerning any violent or sudden death, and

give in their opinion on oath.

flN-QUl'ET, v. a. [inquieter, Fr.] To disquiet. Bp. Fisher.

flN-Qui-^-TA'TiQN, n. Disturbance; inquietude. Sir T.

Elyot.

IN-QUI'E-TUDE, n. [Fr.] Disturbed state; want of quiet;
disquietude.

flN'QUl-NATE, v. a. [inquino, L.] To pollute. Browne.

flN-QUl-NA'TIQN, n. Corruption ; pollution. Bacon.

JN-QUIR'A-BLE, a. That may be inquired into. Bacon.

JN-QUlRE', (jn-kwlr') v. n. [inquiro, L.; enquerir, Fr.]

[t. INQUIRED ; pp. INQUIRING, INQUIRED.] To ask QU6S-
tions ;

to make search : to ask a question, used with of:

to seek for truth or a fact by investigation, used with

about, after, for, or into. $/- This word and its deriva-

tives are very often written with en, in the first syllable,
from the French enqu6rir, instead of in, from the Latin

inquiro. See ENQUIRE.
JN-QUlRE', v. a. To ask about; to seek out.

tJN-QUlR'ENT, a. [inquirensy L.] Making inquiry. Shen-

stone.

JN-QUIR'ER, n. One who inquires ;
a searcher.

JN-QU!R'JNG,* p. a. Making inquiry ; searching.

JN-QUl'RY, n. Act of inquiring; search by question; ex-

amination ; investigation ; scrutiny ; research.

tJN-Quis'i-BLE,* a. (Law) Capable of judicial inquiry.
Hale.

XN-QUj-si"TIQN, (Tn-kwe-zish'un) n. [inquisitio, L.] In-

quiry ;
examination. (Law) Judicial inquiry in crimi-

nal matters. A court or tribunal, instituted in some
Catholic countries, to inquire into offences against the
established religion, especially heresy.

IN-QUI-SI"TIQN-AL, (in-kwe-zish'un-al) a. Busy in mak-
ing inquiry ; relating to the inquisition. Sterne.

IN-QUI-SI"TIQN-A-RY,* a. Inquisitory; inquisitional. E.

Erving.
IN-QUIS'I-TIVE, a. [inquisitus, L.] Busy in making in-

quiry ;
curious

; prying ; busy in search.

jN-QUis'i-TiVE-LY, ad. In an inquisitive manner.

|N-QUls'i-TiVE-NESS, re. Quality of being inquisitive.

JN-QUis'j-TQR, n. [L.] One who examines judicially ; a
sheriff: an officer in the Catholic court of inquisition
who searches for offenders and punishes them

;
an eccle-

siastical judge.
jN-QUts-i-To'Ri-AL, a. Relating to the inquisition or to an

inquisitor. _
tlN-QUis-J-To'Rl-ous, a. Inquisitorial. Milton.

tlN-QUlS-i-Tu'RJ-ENT,* a. Inquisitorial. Milton.

JN-RAIL', v. a.
[i. INRAILED;PP. INRAILING, INRAILED.]

To_rail in
;
to enclose within rails.

IN'ROAD. n. Incursion
;
sudden and desultory invasion.

IN-ROLL',* v. a. To enroll. Milton. See ENROLL.

flN-SAFE'TY, n. Want of safety. Naunton.

JN-sXL-i-VA'TiQN,* n. Mixture of food with saliva. Dun-

IN-SA-LU'BRI-OUS,* a. Not salubrious ; unhealthy. Young.
IN-SA-LU'BRJ-TY, n. [insalubrits, Fr.] Want of salubrity;
unhealthiness. Gregory.

lN-sXL'u-TA-RY,*a. Not salutary ;
unwholesome. Smart.

IN-SXN-A-BIL'J-TY,* n. State of being insatiable. Med.
Jour.

IN-SXN'A-BLE, a. [insanabilis, L.] Incurable. Cockeram.

IN-SANE', a. Mad
; distracted

; delirious
; deranged ; ciazy.

[Making mad. Shak.]
IN-SANE 'LY,* ad. Without reason

; madly. Smart.

iN-slN'i-TY, n. State of being insane; lunacy; want of
sound mind

; madness. Hale.

IN-SA'PQR-Y, a. Tasteless ; unsavory. Sir T. Herbert.

IN-SA-TI-A-BIL'!-TY,* (In-sa-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being insatiable. Johnson.

IN-SA'TI-A-BLE, (In-sa'she-a-bl) a. [insatiabilis, L.] That
cannot be satisfied or satiated ; greedy beyond measure.

IN-SA'TI-A-BLE-NESS, (In-sa'she-a-bl-nes) 71. The quality
of being insatiable

; greediness.

IN-SA'TI-A-BLY, (In-sa'she-a-ble) ad. In an insatiable

ma_nner.
IN-SA'TI-ATE, (in-sa'she-at) a. Insatiable

; very greedy.
IN-SA'TI-ATE-LY, (in-sa'she-at-le) ad. Insatiably.

IN-SA'TI-ATE-NESS,* n. The quality of being insatiate.
Ash.

IN-SA-TI'E-TY, n. Insatiableness
; great greediness.

flN-sXT-lS-FAc'TlQN, 7i. Dissatisfaction. Bacon.

IN-SAT'U-RA-BLE, a. [insaturabilis, L.] That cannot be
saturated or filled.

flN'sci-ENCE, 7i. Ignorance; unskilfulness. Bailey.
IN-SCONCE', v. a. See ENSCONCE.
JN-scRlB'A-BLE,* a. That may be inscribed. Dr. Allen.

JN-SCRIBE', v. a. [inscribo, L.] [i. INSCRIBED; pp. INSCRIB-

ING, INSCRIBED.] To write on; to mark with writing;
to assign or address to : to draw a figure within an-
other.

JN-SCRIB'ER, n. One who inscribes.

JN-SCRfp'TiON, (in-skrlp'shun) n. [inscriptio, L.] Act of

inscribing; that which is inscribed ; a title, name, char-

acter, or address, either written or engraved : consign-
ment of a book to a patron without a formal dedication.

IN-SCRIP'TIVE, a. [inscriptus, L.j Written as an inscrip-
tion. Mathias.

JN-SCROLL', v. a.
[i. INSCROLLED; pp. INSCROLLING, IM-

SCROLLED.] To write on a scroll. Shak.

IN-SCRU-TA-BIL'I-TY, n. Quality of being inscrutable.

iN-SCRti'TA-BLE, a. [inscrutabilis, L.] That cannot be
searched out or traced

;
unsearchable.

IN-SCRU'TA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being inscrutable.
Ash.

IN-SCR(I'TA-BLY, ad. So as not to be traced out. [R.J
,
v. a. [insculpo, L.] To engrave ; to cut. Shak.

(jn-skulp'shun) n. Inscription. Tour-
neur.

JN-SCULPT'URE,TI. An engraving ; sculpture. Shak.

JN-SEAM', v. a. [i. INSEAMED ; pp. INSEAMING, INSEAMED.]
To impress or mark by a seam or cicatrix. Pope.

flN-SEARCH', v. n. To make inquiry. Sir T. Elyot.

IN'SECT, n. [insectum, L.] A numerous class of minute
animals, divided into two great classes, the winged and
the wingless; a small invertebral animal with a body
cut or divided in. the middle, the parts being connected

together, as a wasp or fly ; or an articulated animal dis-

tinguished by the presence of antennas and of breathing
organs, composed of ramified tracheae, with or without
air-sacs : any thing very small.

IN'SECT,* a. Like an insect; little
;
small ; mean. Paley.

tlN-SEC-TA'TQR, n. [insector, L.] One who pursues. Bai-

ley.

flN'SECT-ED, a. Having the nature of an insect.

Howell.

JN-SEC'TILE, (jn-sek'til) a. Having the nature of insects.

fjN-SEC'TlLE, (jn-sek'til) n. An insect. Wotton.

JN-SEC'TION,* 71. The act of cutting into. Maunder.

iN-SEC-Tiv'Q-RA,* n. pi. [insectum and voro, L.] (JVat.

hist.) A class of animals that feed upon insects. Roget.
IN-SEC-TIV'Q-ROUS,* a. Feeding on insects. Roget.
tlN-SEC-TOL'Q-GER, n. An entomologist. Dei-ham.

IIN-SEC-TOL'Q-GY,* n. Entomology. Booth.

IN-SE-CURE', a. Not secure
; wanting security ; not safe.

IN-SE-CURE'LY, ad. Without security or safety.

I\-SE-cuRE'NESS,*n. Want of security ; insecurity. Ash.

IN-SE-CU^RI-TY, n. Want of security ; danger; hazard.

jlN-sE-cu'TION, 71. [insccutio, L.] Pursuit. Chapman.
JN-SEM'l-NATE, v. a. [insemino, L.] To sow. Cockeram. [R.]
IN-SEM-I-NA'TIQN, n. Act of scattering seed on ground.
IN-SEN'SATE, a. [inscnsato, It.] Insensible

;
dull

; thought-
less ; stupid.

IN-SENSE', v. a. To instruct. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
IN-SEN-SI-BI'L'J-TY, n \insensibilite, Fr.] State of being in-

sensible ; want of sensibility ;
want of feeling ; stupid-

ity ; dulness
; torpor.

IN-SEN'SI-BLE, a. Imperceptible by the senses
;
not sensi-

ble
;
not perceived by reason of slowness

; imperceptible ;

gradual ; void of feeling, either mental or corporeal ;
void

of emotion or affection
;
hard

; unfeeling.
IN-SEN'SI-BLE-NESS, n. Insensibility. Bp. Hall.

IN-SEN'SI-BLY, ad. In an insensible manner; without feel-

ing or perception ; imperceptibly.
IN-SEN'TIENT, (-shent) a. Not sentient; senseless; inert;
not having sensation or perception. Reid.
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IN-SEP-A-RA-BYL'I-TY, J n. The quality of being insepa-
IN-SEP'A-RA-BLE-NESS, j rable.

IN-SEP'A-RA-BLE, a. [Fr. ; inseparabilis, L.] That cannot
be separated ;

not separable ; indissoluble ; not divisible.

IN-SEP'A-RA-BLY, ad. In an inseparable manner.
IN-SEP'A-RATE, a. Not separate; united. Leigh.
flN-SEP'A-RATE-LY, ad. So as not to be separated. Alp.

Cranmer.

JN-SERT', v. a. [insero, insertum, L.] [i. INSERTED; pp. IN-

SERTING, INSERTED.] To set or place in or among ;
to in-

fix.

JN-SER'TIQN, n. Act of inserting ; the thing inserted.

f{N-SERVE', v. a. [inservio, L.] To be of use to an end
;
to

serve.

tjN-SER'vi-ENT, a. Conducive; of use to an end. Browne.

lN-SES-s5'Ri-AL,* a. Relating to the insessores or perching
birds. P. Cyc.

{IN-SET',
v. a. To implant ;

to infix. Chaucer.

N-SHAD'ED, a. Marked with different shades. W. Browne.
IN-SHEATHE' * v. a. To hide or cover in a sheath. Hughes.
TlN-SHELL', v. a. To hide in a shell. Shak.

JN-SHEL'TER, v. a. To place under shelter; to shelter.

Shale.

tJN-SHlp'. v. a. To shut in a ship ;
to stow

; to embark.
Shak.

IN-SHRINE', v. a. To enshrine. Shak. See ENSHRINE.

IN'SIDE, n. Interior part ; part within
; opposed to the out-

side.

IN'SIDE,* a. Interior ; being within
, internal. Shak.

jN-siD'j-ATE, v. a. [insidior, L.] To lie in wait for. Hey-
wood. [R.]

iN-sfo'l-A-TQR, n. [L.] One who lies in wait. Barrow.

JN-sTD'j-oOs, [jn-sid'e-us, P. J. Ja. Sin.; jn-sid'yus, S. E.

F.K.; in-sld'e-us or jn-sid'je-us, W.~\ a. [insidiosus, L.]
Lying in wait

; sly ;
circumventive

; diligent to entrap ;

treacherous.

jN-siD'i-oDs-LY, ad. In an insidious or sly manner.

JN-slD'i-oOs-NESS, n. State or quality of being insidious.

XN'SIGHT, (in'sit) n. [insicht, D.] A sight or view of the

interior; deep view; knowledge of the interior parts ;
in-

trospection.

fff-sl&'jvi-A, n. pi. [L.] Badges or distinguishing signs of

office, honor, rank, or character ; marks of distinction.

iN-siG-NlF'l-CANCE, > n. Want of significance or of mean-
iN-sJG-NlF'i-CAN-cy, j ing ;

want of importance ; unim-
portance.

lN-siGr-NiF'i-CANT, a. Not significant ; wanting meaning,
weight, or importance ; trifling ; trivial

; unimportant.
IN-S|G-N!F'I-CANT-LY, ad. In an insignificant manner.
XN-S}G-NlF'l-CA-TlVE, a. Not significative.

XN-SJN-CERE', a. [insincerus, L.] Not sincere; deceitful;

hypocritical ;
false ;

not hearty ; dissembling.
IN-SJN-CERE'LY, ad. Unfaithfully; without sincerity.

IN-SIN-CER'I-TY, n. Want of sincerity, truth, or fidelity.

tjN-s](N'EW, (in-sin'nu) v. a. To strengthen ;
to confirm.

Shak.

fjN-sKN'v-ANT, a. [Fr.] Having the power to gain favor.

Wotton.

jN-SlN'y-ATE, v. a. [insinuer, Fr.
; insinuo, L.] [f. INSINU-

ATED; pp. INSINUATING, INSINUATED.] To introduce, as

by a winding or spiral motion; to introduce gently; to

push gently into favor
;
to hint; to impart indirectly; to

intimate
;
to suggest ;

to ingratiate ;
to instil.

lN-slN'y-ATE, v. n. To creep or wind in
; to gain on the

affections by gentle degrees ;
to steal into imperceptibly.

IN-SIN'U-AT-ING,*P. a. Making insinuations
; gently gain-

ing favo_r ; winning; hinting.

JN-SIN-V-A'TIPN, n. Act of insinuating ; art or power of

pleasing ;
a hint

;
intimation

; suggestion.
jN-sfN'v-A-TiVE, a. Stealing on the affections. Bacon.
iN-siN'v-A-TOR, n. He or that which insinuates.

JN-sip'iD, a. [iiisipide, Fr.
; insipidus, L.] Wanting taste

or spirit ; vapid ; spiritless ;
flat

; dull
; heavy.

IN-SI-PID'I TY, n. Want of taste, spirit, or life; flatness.

lN-s"fp'}D-LY, ad. Without taste
; without spirit.

XN-S'fp'lD-NESS, n. Insipidity. Bp. Oaaden.

XN-SIP'J-ENCE, n. [insipientia, L.] Folly; want of under-

standing. [R.]

iN-slP'l-ENT,* a. Unwise
; foolish. Maunder. [R.]

jN-si'ST', v. n. [insistcr, Fr.
; insisto, L.] [i. INSISTED

; pp.
INSISTING, INSISTED.] To stand or rest upon ;

not to re-

cede ;
to persist in

;
to dwell

;
to persevere.

jN-Sis'TENCE,* n. Act of resting upon or persevering. Jod-
rell.

jN-sts'TENT, a. Resting upon any thing. Wotton.

t(N-sIST'VRE, (jn-sist'yur) n. Persistence
; constancy. Shak.

IN-SI"TI-EN-CY, (in-sish'e-en-se) n. Freedom from thirst.

|N-SI"TIQN, (in-sish'un) TI. [insitio, L.] The insertion or

ingraftment of one branch into another. Ray.

fN Si' TV,* [L-] (Mia.) A term applied to minerals when
found in their original position, bed, or strata. Hamilton.

JN-SNARE', . a. [i.
INSNARED ; pp. INSNARING, INSNARED.]

To entrap ;
to catch in a trap, gin, or share; to inveigle ;

to entangle. Often written ensnare.

IN-SNAR'ER, n. One who insnares
; ensnarer.

flN-SNARL', v. a. To entangle ; to snarl. Cotgravc.
IN-SQ-BRI'E-TY, n. Want of sobriety ; intemperance.
IN-SO-CI-A-BIL'I-TY,* (in-s6-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Want of so-

ciability; unsociability. Warburton. [R.]
flN-so'cj-A-BLE, (In-s6'she-a-bl) a. [insociabilis, L.] Unso-

ciable^ Wotton.

IN'SQ-LATE, v. a. [insolo, L.] [i. INSOLATED ; pp. INSOLAT-
ING, INSOLATED.] To dry in the sun

;
to expose to the ac-

tion of the sun.

IN-SQ-LA'TIQN, n. Act of insolating ; exposure to the sun
;

a scorching. (Mcd.) A stroke of the sun.

IN'SO-LENCE, ) n. [Fr. ; insolentia, L.] Pride or haughtiness
IN'SQ-LEN-CY, J mixed with contempt or abuse

; impu-
dence

;
insult.

flN'sp-LENCE, v. a. To treat with contempt. K. Charles.

IN'SQ-LENT, a. [{Unusual. Pettie.] Contemptuous of others
;

haughty; rude; saucy ; abusive; insulting; offensive.

IN'SQ-LENT-LY, ad. In an insolent manner; rudely.
IN-SQ-MD'I-TY, TI. Want of solidity ;

weakness. More.
IN-SOL-V-BIL'I-TY,* TI. Quality of being insoluble.

Smart.

IN-SOL'V-BLE, a. [Fr. ; insolubilis, L.] That cannot be dis-

solved or solved ; inseparable ; insolvable.
IN-SOL'U-BLE-NESS * n. Insolubility. Boyle.
IN-SOL'VA-BLE, a. [insolvable,Fr.] That cannot be solved

;

not solvable : that cannot be paid or discharged.
lN-s6L'VEN-CY, n. Inability to pay debts. (Eng. law) The

inability of art" individual, not engaged in trade, to pay
his debts. The insolvency of a trader is bankruptcy.
Jict of insolvency, an act to release insolvents.

IN-SOL'VENT, a. Unable to pay all debts.

IN-SOL'VENT,* n. One who is unable to pay all his debts.

Smart.

IN-SOM'NI-OUS,* a. Being without sleep. Maunder.

iN-so-MtJCH', conj. So that
;
to such a degree that.

flN-SOOTH',* ad. Indeed ; in truth. Sliak.

JN-SPECT', v. a. [inspicio, inspectum, L.] [i. INSPECTED ',pp.

INSPECTING, INSPECTED.] To view in order to correct
; to

superintend ;
to look into by way of examination.

tjN-spECT', n. Nice or close examination. Thomson.

IN-SPEC'TIOU, n. [Fr. ; inspectio, L.] Act of inspecting ;

oversight ; prying examination
;
narrow and close survey ;

superintendence.
{N-SPEC'TQR, n. [L.] One who inspects ;

a superintend-
ent.

IN-SPEC'TOR-SH!P,* n. The office of inspector. Smart.

fJN-SPERSE', v. a. To sprinkle or cast upon. Bailey.

IN-SPER'SIQN, n. [inspersio,-!,.] A sprinkling upon. Tay-
lor.

iN-srEX'l-M&S, n. [L., We have inspected.] [The first word
of ancient charters and letters patent.] An exemplifica-
tion ;

a royal grant.

IN-SPHERE', (jn-sfer') v. a. To place in an orb or sphere.

|N-SPI'RA-BLE, a. That may be inspired or drawn in.

IN-SPI-RA'TION, n. The act of inspiring or drawing in the

breath ;
the act of breathing into something ;

state of be-

ing inspired : the infusion of supernatural influence or

ideas into the mind. Plenary inspiration, that kind of

inspiration which excludes all mixture of error.

IN-SPI-RA'TIQN-IST,* n. One who holds to inspiration.
Phren. Jour.

YN'SPJ-RA-TQ-RY,* a. Producing inspiration. Dunglison.

IN-SPIRE', v. n. [inspiro, L.] [i.
INSPIRED

; pp. INSPIRING,

INSPIRED.] To draw in the breath ; opposed to expire; to

blow.

IN-SPIRE', v. a. To breathe into ;
to infuse by breathing ;

to draw in with the breath ;
to enliven ;

to exhilarate
;

to infuse into the mind ; to impress upon the fancy ;
to

animate by the infusion of supernatural ideas.

{N-SPIRED'J* (jn-splrd') p. a. Endued with inspiration;
breathed into.

JN-SPIR'ER, n. One who inspires.

JN-SPI'R'IT, v. a. [i.
INSPIRITED ; pp. INSPIRITING, INSPIRIT-

ED.] To animate
;
to actuate ; to fill with life and vigor;

to excite spirit in
;
to cheer

;
to enliven.

jN-sp'is'SATE, r. a. [i. INSPISSATED ; pp. INSPISSATING, IN-

SPISSATED.] To thicken
;
to make thick. Bacon.

iN-spis'SATE, a. Thick ; inspissated. QreenhiU.

JN-SPls-sA'TiQN, TI. The act of making any liquid thick.

IN-STA-BIL'I-TY, n. Want of stability , inconstancy.

IN-STA'BLEJ "' [instab'dis, L.] Inconstant ;
unstable.

flN-STX'BLE-NESS, n. Instability; fickleness. Howell.

IN-STALL,', V. a. [L INSTALLED ; pp. INSTALLING, INSTALLED.]
To advance to any rank or office, by placing in a seat or

stall
;
to place or instate in office ;

to advance a part of a

sum to be p lid.

IN-STAL-LA'TIQIV, n. The act of installing ;
the act of giv-

ing visible possession of an office by placing in the proper

seat. (17. S.) The institution of an ordained minister

over a parish.
IN-STAL'MENT, TI. The act of installing ;

the seat in which

one is installed : a part, or the payment of a part, of a
to entangle. Utlen written ensnare. one is installed : a pan, ur im; paymc
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sum of money due. Payment by instalments is payment
by parts, at different times.

JN-STAMP',* v. a. To enstamp. Witherspoon.
IN'STANCE, n. [instance, Fr.] Importunity; urgency; so-

licitation ; motive
;
influence ; pressing argument ;

that
which is present as a proof; a case occurring ; example ;

document
;
state of any thing ;

occasion
; act.

IN'STANCE, v. n. [i. INSTANCED
; pp. INSTANCING, IN-

STANCED.] To give or offer an example. TUlotson.

IN'STANCE,* v. a. To mention as an example, rfddison.
IN'STANCE D, (In'stanst) p. a. Given as an example.
IN'STAN-CY, n. Urgency: same as instance. Hooker.

IN'STANT, a. [Fr. ; inttans, L.] Pressing ; urgent ; earnest ;

immediate; present; quick ; making no delay. The
month instant, the present or current month.

IN'STANT, n. A point in duration
;
a moment

;
a particular

time.

JN-STAN-TA-NE'I-TY, n. Instantaneousness. Shenstone.

iN-STAN-TA'NE-bus, a. [instantaneus, L.] Done or occur-

ring in an instant
; direct ; immediate

;
instant.

IN-STAN-TA'NE-OIJS-LY, ad. In an instant; at the moment.
IN-STAN-TA'NE-ODS-NESS,* n. duality of being instanta-

neous. Jlsh.

JlN'sTAN-TA-Ny, a. Instantaneous. Bp. Hall.

IN-STAN'TER,* ad. [L.] (Law) Instantly ; presently. Ham-
ilton.

IN'STANT-LY, ad. Without any intervention of time
;
in an

instant; immediately. [fEarnestly. Luke.]
IN-STAR',* . a. To spot or stud with stars. Harte.
IN'STAR Z>M'Nf-UM,* [L.] An example which may suf-

fice for all. Qu. Rev.

JX-STATE', v. a. [i. INSTATED; pp. INSTATING, INSTATED.]
To place in a certain rank or condition; to institute; to

establish.

IN STA'TU QUO,* [L.] In, the state in which it was in

time past. Hamilton.

JN-STAU'RATE, v. a. To restore ; to repair. Todd. [R.]

IN-STAU-RA'TION, n. [instauratio, L.] Restoration. Sel-

den. [R.J

IN-STAU-RA'TOR,*TI. [L.] A renewer ; a
^

restorer. More. [R.]

JN-STEAD', (in-sted') ad. In the stead
;
in the place ;

in the

room, followed by of. QCjT "A corrupt pronunciation
of this word," says Walker,

"
prevails in London, as if

it were written in$tid." This corrupt pronunciation is

also
o_ften

heard in the United States.

{N-STEEP', tf. a.
[i. INSTEEPED ;pp. I.V3TEEPING, INSTEEPED.]

To soak
;
to lay under water

;
to steep.

IN'STEP, 71. The prominent part of the foot above, corre-

sponding to the hollow of the sole underneath: the

part of a horse's hind leg which reaches from the ham
to the pastern joint.

IN'STI-GATE, v. a. [instigo, L.] [i.
INSTIGATED ; pp. INSTI-

GATING, INSTIGATED.] To urge to ill; to provoke or in-

cite to a crime ; to encourage ; to impel ; to stimulate.

IN-STI-GA'TION, n. Act of instigating; encouragement;
incitement to a crime ; impulse to ill.

IN'STI-GA-TQR, n. One who instigates ;
inciter to ill.

JN-STIL', v. a. [instillo, L.] [i. INSTILLED; pp. INSTILLING,
INSTILLED.] To infuse slowly or by drops; to insinuate

imperceptibly ; to infuse.

IN-STIL-LA'TION, n. The act of instilling ;
infusion.

IN'STJL-LA-TQR,* n. An instiller. Coleridge. [R.]
jN-STiL'LER, n. One who instils.

JN-STIL'MENT, n. Act of instilling ; any thing instilled;
instillation. Shak. [eram.

tlN-STiM'u-LATE, v. a. [instimulo, L.] To stimulate. Cock-

||lN'sTiNCT, M. [Fr. ; instinctus, L.] Desire or aversion

acting in the mind without the intervention of rea-

son or deliberation
;
a natural aptitude or faculty by

which animals are directed to d-o whatever is necessa-

ry for their preservation ;
natural impulse.

HJN-STi'NCT', [jn-stingkt', S. W. P.Ja.; in'stlngkt, K. Sm.]
a. That is urged or stimulated by something within

;

moved
;
animated. Milton.

UN-STINCT', v. a. To impress, as by an animating power.
Bentley.

tjN-STiNC'TlQN, 7i. Instinct. Sir T. El.yot.

JN-STINC'TIVE, a. Acting or prompted by instinct
; natural.

JN-ST1NC'TJVE-LY, ad. By instinct; by nature.

IN'STI-TUTE, v. a. [instituo, institutum, L.] [i. INSTITUTED
;

pp. INSTITUTING, INSTITUTED.] To fix
;
to establish

;
to

found
;
to erect ; to appoint ; to enact

; to settle
; to pre-

scribe
;
to educate ;

to instruct
;
to form by instruction :

to invest with a sacred office, or the spiritual part of
a benefice.

IN'STI-TOTE, n. [institutum, L.] Established law; settled

order; precept; maxim; principle: a scientific body ;

the principal philosophical and literary society of France,
formed in 1795. pi. A book of principles or laws, es-

pecially Roman laws.

IN-STI-TU'TION, n. [institutio, L.] Act of instituting; es-

tablishment; settlement; positive law; education: the
act of investing a clerk, clergyman, or minister, with
office.

IN STI-TU'TIQN-AL, a. Enjoined; relating to an institu-
tion ; institutionary. Todd.

IN-STI-TU'TIQN-A-RY, a. Elemental; institutional. Browne.
IN'STI-TO-TIST, ?i. One who is versed in or writes insti-

tutes or instructions.

IN'STI-TU-TIVE, a. Able to establish. Barrow.
IN'STJ-TU-TQR, w. [L.] One who institutes; an estab-

lishes

JN-STOP', v. a. To close up ;
to stop. Dryden. [R.]

JN-STRUCT', v. a. [instruo, L.] [i. INSTRUCTED; pp. IN-

STRUCTING, INSTRUCTED.] To teach
; to form by precept;

to educate ; to inform; to direct or inform authoritatively.
IN-STRUCT'ER, n. See INSTRUCTOR.

JN-STROcT'i-BLE, a. That may be instructed. Bacon.
{N-STRBc'TiON, n. The act of instructing ; teaching; in-
formation

; precept ; direction ; mandate.

lN-STRDc'T}VE, a Conveying instruction or knowledge.
JN-STRtJc'TivE-LY, ad. So as to convey instruction.

IN-STRUC'TIVE-NESS, n. Quality of being instructive.

JN-STRUC'TQR, n. One who instructs; a teacher.

|N-STRUC'TRESS, n> A female who instructs.

IN'STRV-MENT, n. [Fr. ;
instramentum, L.] That by means

of which something is done
;
a tool used for any work or

purpose ;
an agent or subordinate actor : a frame or arti-

ficial machine for yielding musical sounds: a writing
containing a deed, contract, or order.

IN-STIUJ-MEN'TAL, a. [Fr.] Relating to or done by an in-

strument ; conducive as means to some end
; organical ;

helpful ; produced by instruments
;
not vocal.

IN-STRV-MEN'TAL-IST,* M . One who plays on an instru-
ment. Land. AthencEiiin.

IN-STRV-MEN-TAL'I-TY, n. State of being instrumental ;

subordinate or instrumental agency ; agency of any thing
as means to an end.

IN-STRU-MEN'TAL-LY, ad. By means of instruments.

IN-STRU-MEN'TAL-NESS, n. Instrumentality. Hammond.
IN-STRU-MENT'A-RY,* a. (Law) Instrumental. Judge Story.

IN'STRU-MENT-MA'KER,* n. A maker of instruments.

Burney.
UN-STYLE', v. a. To denominate

;
to call

; to style. Crashaw.

jiN-sUAV'i-TY, (In-swav'e-te) re. [insuavitas, L.] Unpleas-
antness. Burton.

iN-syB-jfic'TioN, n. Want of subjection or obedience.

iN-syB-MERft'i-BLE,* a. Incapable of being submerged.
Ed. Rev.

IN-SVB-OR'DI-NATE,* a. Resisting authority ; disorderly.
Ency.

IN-SVB-OR-BI-NA'TIQN, n. Want of subordination; re-

sistance to authority; disorder.

flN-svB-STXN'TiAL, a. Unsubstantial. Shak.

tlN-SiJC-CA'TlQNJ n. [insuccatus, L.] Soaking. Evelyn.
IN-SUF'FER-A-BLE, a. That cannot be endured or permit-

ted ; intolerable; insupportable; detestabls.

IN-SUF'FER-A-BLV, ad. Intolerably; beyond endurance.

IN-SVF-FI"CIENCE, (-flsh'ens) j
n. Iividequateness ;

de-

lN-syF-Fi"ciEN-cy. (-f ish'en-se) ) ficiency.

lN-syF-Fi"ciENT,'(in-suf-fish'ent) a. Not sufficient; in-

competent; incomplete; inadequate; incap:ibb ;
unfit.

IN-SVF-FI"CIENT-LY, (-fish'ent-le) ad. Not sufficiently.

IN-SVF-FLA'TJQN, n. Act of breathing upon. Falke.

flN'sOlT,* 71. A petition ;
a request. Shak.

flN-suiT'A-BLE, a. Unsuitable. Burnet.

IJlN'sy-LAR, [in'su-lnr, S. P. J. Ja. K. Sm. ; in'shu-lar, W.

F.] a. [insularis, L.] Belonging to an island
;
surrounded

by water.

||tlN'sy-LAR, n. An islander. Bp. Berkeley.

jjlN-su-LXR'l-TY,* 71. The state or quality ofbeing an island,
or of being surrounded by water. EC. Rev.

||lN'sv-LA-Ry, a. Same as insular. Howcll.

jjlN'SU-L-ATE, Vf a> [^ JNSULATED
J pp. INSULATING, INSU-

LATED.] To make an island of. Pennant. To datach ; to

place in a detached situation, so as to have no communi-
cation with surrounding objects.

||lN'sv-LAT-ED, a. [hisula, L.] Not contiguous; not con-
nected

; standing clear from a wall, as,
" an insulated col-

umn." Burke.

||tN-si,i-LA'TiON,*7f. Act of insulating ;
state of being insu-

lated. Smart.

||lN'su-LAT-OR,* n. He or that which insulates. Phil. Mag.
flN-sDLSE', a. [iiisul.'ius, L.] Dull

; heavy ; stupid. Milton.

tJN-saL/si-TY, 71. Stupidity. Cockrram.

IN'SULT, n. Act of insulting; an act or spe- ch of insolence
or contempt ;

an affront; an outrage; a. offence; indig-

nity.

IN-SUL.T', v. a. [insulto, L.] [i. INSULTED
; pp. INSULTING,

INSULTED.] Lt-Fo leap or trample upon. Shak.] To treat

with insolence, contempt, or abuse.

IN-SULT', v. n. To behave with insolence. B. Jonson.

jlN-suL-TA'TipN, n . Act of insulting. Feltham.

JN-SULT'ER, n. One who insults.

IN-SOLT'INS, n. Act or speech of contempt or insolence.

IN-SULT'ING,* p. a. Treating with insolence; bestowing
insult.

IN-SOL.T'JNG-LY, ad. With insult
; insolently. Dryden.
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7i. Act of insulting ;
insult. Shak.

JJN-SUME', v. a. [insumo, L.] To receive or take in.

Evelyn.
iN-su-PER-A-BlL'i-TY, n. duality of being insuperable.
IN-SU'PER-A-BLE, a. [insupcrabilis, L.] That cannot be
surmounted or overcome

; invincible
;
insurmountable.

IN-SU'PER-A-BLE-NESS, n. auality of being insuperable.
IN-SU'PER-A-BLY, ad. Invincibly; insurmountably.
IN-SUP-PORT'A-BLE, a. [insupportable, Fr.] That cannot
be supported or endured

;
intolerable ; insufferable.

IN-SVP-PORT'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being insupportable.
IN-SVP-PORT'A-BLY, ad. Beyond endurance

; intolerably.

iN-syp-pds'A-BLE,* a. That is not to be supposed. EC.
Rev.

iN-syp-PRESS'l-BLE, a. That cannot be suppressed.
flN-syp-FREs'siVE, a. Not to be suppressed. S/iak.

iN-stlR'A-BLE, (in-sbur'a-bl) a. That may be insured.

IN-S^R'ANCE, (jn-shur'ans) n. Act of insuring; security

against loss, for which a present payment is made ; pre-
mium paid in insuring ; assurance. Written also en-

surance. See ASSURANCE.
tjN-sfJR'AN-cER, (in-shur'an-ser) n. An insurer. Dryden.
IN-SORE', (in-shur') v. a. [I. INSURED

; pp. INSURING, IN-

SURED.] To make sure or secure
;
to secure

;
to secure

safety from a contingent loss. Written -also ensure. See
ENSURE.

iN-sfJRE',* (jn-shur') v. n. To practise insurance ; to un-
derwrite. Smart.

lN-sCR'ER,{!n-shur'er) n. One who insures. See ENSURER.

IN-SUR'^EN-CY^* n.'The act of rising in rebellion against
'

One who rises in open
government of his coun-

government. Dr. R. Vaughan.
-slJR'GENT, n. [insurgens, L.]
rebellion against the established

IN-SUR'GENT,
rebellion against tl:

try ;
a rebel.

IN-SUR'GENT,* a. Rising in opposition to lawful authority.
Ed. Rev.

IN-SVR-MOUNT'A-BLE, a. [insurmontable, Fr.] That can-
not be surmounted ; insuperable ; unconquerable.

IN-SUR-MOONT'A-BLE-NES3,*7(. State of being insurmount-
able, dsh.

iN-syR-MduNT'A-BLY, ad. Invincibly; unconquerably.
iN-syR-REC'TlpN, n. [insurrectio, L.] A seditious rising

against government ;
a rebellion ; a revolt.

IN-SVR-REC'TION-AL,* a. Insurrectionary. Walsh.

iN-syR-REc'TipN-A-RY, a. Relating to an insurrection.

iN-suR-REc'TipN-JsT,* n. One who excites insurrection
;

an insurgent. Wilberforce.

iN-sys-cEP-Ti-BlL'i-TY,* n. duality of not being suscep-
tible. Smart.

IN-SVS-CEP'TI-BLE, a. Not susceptible ; not capable.
IN-sys-CEP'TlVE,* a. Not susceptive. Rambler.

|jN-sO-syR-RA'TiON,7i. [insusurro, L.] The act of whisper-
ing into something. Bailey.

lN-TACT',*a. Untouched; not touched. Sir R. Peel.

flN-TXcT'j-BLE, a. Not perceptible to the touch. Bailey.

IN-TXGL'IA-TED, (jn-tal'ya-ted) a. Engraven. Warton.

ftf-TAGL'id,(\n-te\'yo)n. [It.'] Something cut or engraved ;

a precious stone with a head or inscription engraved on it.

IN-TAIL', n. See ENTAIL.

IN-TAN-GI-BIL'I-TY,* j
n. duality of being intangible.

IN-TXN'GI-BLE-NESS,* \
Smart.

IN-TXN'GJ-BLE, a. That cannot be touched
;
not percepti-

ble by the touch. Wilkins.

IN-TXN'GI-BLY,* ad. In an intangible manner. Cudworth.

IN-TXN'GLE, v. See ENTANGLE.
tlN-TAST'A-BLE, a. That cannot be tasted. Grew.

IN'TE-GER, n. [L.] The whole
;
not a part ;

a whole num-
ber.

IN'TE-GRAL, a. [Fr.] Whole
; comprising all its parts ; not

divided ; complete ;
not defective

;
total

; entire ; not frac-

tional. Integral calculus (Math.) is the reverse of differ-
ential calculus, and corresponds to the inverse method
of fluxions. $5= This word is sometimes corruptly pro-
nounced in-ts'gral; but this pronunciation is not coun-
tenanced by any of the orthoepists.

IN'TE-SRAL, n. The whole made up of parts. Hale.

jlN-TE-GRAL'i-TY, 71. Wholeness
; completeness. WJiita-

kcr.

IN'TE-GRAL-LY, ad. Wholly ; completely. Whitaker.

IN'TE-GRXNT, a. Contributing to make up a whole.
IN'TE-GRATE, v. a. [integro, intr.gratiis, L.] [i. INTEGRAT-
ED ; pp. INTEGRATING, INTEGRATED.] To make up a
whole

;
to contain all the parts of.

IN-TE-GRA'TIQ\, n. The act of integrating. Cockeram.

JN-TEG'RI-TY, n. [integritas, L.] Honesty; uprightness;
probity ; uncorruptedness ; genuine, unadulterated state.

iN-TEG'y-MENT, n. [integumentum, L.] Any thing that cov-
ers or envelops, as the skin of an animal

;
a covering ;

an envelope.
IN-TEG-y-MeNT'A-RY,* a. Relating to integuments ;

cov-

ering. P. Mag.
lN-TEG-y-MEN-TA'TlQN,*7i. That part of physiology that

treats of integuments. Smart.

IN'TEL-LECT, . [Fr. ; intellectus, L.] The power of un-

.

7J. [Fr. ; intellectio, L.] Act of under-

derstanding ; the intelligent or rational mind
;
the under-

standing ; genius ; talent.

iN-TEL-LEfj'Tl
standing.

IN-TEL-LEC'TIVE, a. [intellectif, Fr.] Having power to un-
derstand

;
mental

; perceptible only by the intellect, not
the senses.

IN-TEL-LEC'TJVE-LY,* ad. In an intellective manner.
Warner.

||lN-TEL-LECT'V-AL, (in-tel-lekt'yu-al) a. [intellectuel, Fr.]
Relating to the intellect or mind

; perceptible by or pro-
posed to the intellect

;
mental

; ideal
; having the power

of understanding.

jltlN-TEL-LECT'y-AL., n. Intellect; understanding. Milton.

||
IN-TEL-LECT'V-AL-IM,* n. Intellectual quality or power.
EC. Rev.

UlN-TEL-LECT'v-AL-fsT, n. [One who overrates the pow-
ers of the human understanding. Bacon.] One who holds
that human knowledge is derived from pure reason. Fo.

Qu. Rev.

||tlN-TEL-lJECT-V-XL,'l-TY, n. Intellectual power. Hally-
well.

||lN-TEL-L,ECT'v-AL-IZE,* v. a. To treat or reason upon
in an intellectual manner. Coleridge.

IJlN-TEL-LECT'v-AL-LY,* ad. In an intellectual manner.
Hale.

JN-TEL'LI-GENCE, n. [Fr. ; intelligentia, L.] Information;
notice ; news ; advice ;

instruction
; knowledge ;

account
of things distant or secret; spirit; understanding; skill.

JN-TEL'LJ-GEN-CER, n. One who imparts intelligence.

fIN-TEL'LI-GEN-CING, a. Conveying information. Milton.

tJN-TEL,'L.j-9EN-CY, n. Intelligence. Stillingfleet.

JN-T6L.'L!-GENT,>a. [Fr. ; intelligens, L.] Possessed of in-

telligence ;
well informed ; having knowledge or skill ;

knowing ;
instructed

;
skilful.

IN-TEL-LJ-^EN'TIAL, (-shal) a. Consisting of unbodied
mind ;

intellectual
; intelligent. Milton.

tjN-TEL-Ll-GEN'Tj-A-RY, n. An intelligencer. Holinshed.

IN-TEL/LI-'GENT-LV',* ad. With intelligence. Boyle.

iN-TEL-Li-qK-Bti/i-TY, n. duality of being intelligible;

comprehensibility.
IN-TEL'LI-GI-BLE, a. [Fr. ; intelligibilis, L.] That can be

understood; clear; plain; comprehensible.
JN-TEL'LI-GI-BLE-NESS, n. duality of being intelligible.

JN-TEL'L}-9I-BLY, ad. In an intelligible manner.

flN-TEM'ER-ATE, ) a. [intemeratus, L.] Undefiled. Parth.

tJN-TEM'ER-AT-ED, )
Sacra.

t{N-TEM'ER-ATE-NESS, n. State of being undefined. Donne.

IN-TEM'PJER-A-MENT, n. Wnnt of rule or balance in the

elements of the animal frame ;
bad constitution.

IN-TEM'PER-ANCE, n. State of being intemperate ;
want

of temperance or moderation ;
excess ; excessive indul-

gence of appetite, especially in intoxicating drink.

tlis'-TEM'PER-AN-CY, n. Intemperance. Hakewill.

IN-TEM'PER-ATE, a. [intempcratus, L.] Not temperate ;

immoderate in drink ;
drunken ; gluttonous ; passionate ;

excessive.

ttN-TEM'PER-ATE, v. a. To disorder; to put out of order.

Whitaker.

IN-TEM'PER-ATE-LY, ad. In an intemperate manner; ex-

cessively.
TN-TEM'PER-ATE-NESS, n. Intemperance. Ainsworth.

IN-TEM'PER-A-TURE, n. Excess of some quality. Cot

grave.
flN-TEM-PEs'TlVE, a. [intempestivus, L.] Unseasonable.

Burton.

flN-TEM-PEs'TlvE-LY, ad. Unseasonably ; unsuitably.
Burton.

flN-TEM-PES-Tlv'l-TY, 7i. Unsuitableness as to time. Hale.

IN-TEN'A-B'LE, [In-ten'a-bl, W. P. J.E. F. K. Sm. ; In-to'-

na-bl, Jo.] a. Indefensible ;
untenable. Warburton.

JN-TEND', v. a. [intendo, L.] [i.
INTENDED ; pp. INTENDING,

INTENDED.] [fTo stretch out
;
to regard. Spenser.] To

;
to design ;

to purpose.

,N-TEND',* v. n. To extend , to stretch forward. Pope. [R.]

jN-TEN'DAN-cy,* n. The office or jurisdiction of an in-

tendant; a geographical or civil division of a country.

Ency.
JN-TEND'ANT, n. [Fr.] An officer who superintends; a

superintendent. Arbuthnot. The chief magistrate of a

city, corresponding to mayor. [Charleston, S. C.]

{N-TKND'ER, n. One who intends. Fcltham.

JN-TEND'ER, v. a. See ENTENDER.

jlN-TEND'l-MENT, 7i. [entendemcnt, Fr.]
Attention ; patient

hearing; understanding; consideration; thought. Spen-
ser.

JN-TEND'MENT, n. [cntendemcnt, Fr.] Intention ; design.

Shak. (Law) The understanding, intention, or true

meaning. Whishaw.

IN-TEN'ER-ATE, v. a. [in and tener, L ] [i.
INTENERATED :

pp. INTENERATING, INTENERATED ]
To make tender

; to

soften. Daniel. [R.]

IN-TEN'ER-ATE,* a. Tender; soft; intenerated. Richard-

son. [R.]IN'TEL-LECT, n. [rr. ; mtcuecius, ij.j ine power ot un- son. [R.j
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{X-TEN-ER-A'TION, n. The act of intenerating or soften-

ing. Bacon. [R.]

flN-TEN'i-BLE, a. Intenable. Skak.

IN-TEN'SATE,* v. a. To render intense
;
to strengthen. Ed.

Ren. [R.]

IN-TENSE', a. [intensus, L.] Strained
; having the powers

exerted to excess ;
forced ;

not lax
j
ardent

; kept on the

stretch
; anxiously attentive.

IN-TENSE'LY, ad. In an intense manner
; earnestly.

IN-TENSE'NESS, n. The state of being intense
; intensity;

force
;
vehemence ; ardency ; great attention

;
earnest-

ness.

|N-TEN'SI-FY,*. a.
[i.

INTENSIFIED ;pp. INTENSIFYING, IN-

TENSIFIED.] To render intense
;
to strengthen ;

to inten-

sate. EC. Rev. [R.]

IN-TEN'SION, TO. [intensio, L.] The act of forcing or strain-

ing ;
the state of being intense. Bacon.

IN-TEN'SI-TY, n. State of being intense; utmost exertion

or effort
;
earnestness

;
vehemence ; excess.

JN-TEN'SIVE, a. Exerting or adding force
; fully exerted or

stretched out
;
intent

; unremitted.

IN-TEN'SIVE-L,Y, ad. By increase of degree; eagerly.

IN-TEN'SIYE-NESS,* n. The state of being intensive. Hale.

JN-TENT'', a. [intentus, L.] Anxiously diligent ; eager ;
earn-

est.

IN-TENT', n. A design ;
a purpose ;

intention
;
aim

;
drift

;

a view formed ; meaning. To all intents, in all senses.

|N-TEN'TION, n. [intensio, L.] [Closeness of attention
;

deep ardor of mind. Locke.] That which is intended
;
de-

sign ; purpose; end
;
aim.

IN-TEN'TION-AL, a. [intentionnel, Ft.] Having intention
;

voluntary ; designed ;
done by design.

JN-TEN-TIQN-AI/I-TY,* n. Quality of being intentional.

Coleridge.

JN-TEN'T.ION-AL,-LY, ad. By design ; with fixed choice.

JN-TEN'Ti9NED,*(jn-ten'shund)a. Having intentions
;
dis-

posed ; as, \ve\\-intentioned. Richardson.

JjN-TEN'TivE, a. Diligently applied ; attentive. Bacon.

jfv-TEN'TlVE-LY, ad. With application; attentively. Bp.'

Hall.

HN-TEN'TIVE-NESS, n. State of being intentive. W. Moun-
tague.

IN-TENT'L,Y, ad. With close attention
;
with eager desire.

JN-TNT'NESS, n. The state of being intent. South.

IN-TER', v. a. tenterrer, FT.] [L INTERRED ; pp. INTERRING,
INTERRED.] To bury in the ground ;

to cover with earth.

IX'TER-ACT, TO. A short piece between others
; the time

between the acts of the drama
;
interlude. Ld. Chesterfield.

IN-TER-XC'TION,* n. An intervening action. Ed. Rev.

IN-TER-AB'DI-TIVE,* n. Something inserted parentheti-
cally or between other things. Coleridge.

IN-TER-A'(^ENT,* n. An agent that acts between two par-
ties

;
a mediator. Kirby.

IN-TER-AM'NI-AN, a. [inter and amnis, L.] Situated be-
tween rivers. Bryant.

iN-TER-AR-Ti'c'y-LAR,* a. Situated between the articula-

tions. Dunglison.
flN-TER-BAS-TA'TlON, n. [interbaste, Fr.] Patch-work.

Smith. [LARY.
IN-TER'CA-LAR, a. Inserted; interc;lary. See INTERCA-
JN-TER'CA-LA-RY, [in-ter'ka-la-re, S. P. Ja. K.Sm. R. Rces,

Wb.; in-ter-kal''a-re, W. J. F.]' a. [intercalaris, L.] In-
serted out of the common order, to preserve the equation
of time

;
as the 29th of February, in a leap year, is an in-

tercalary day.

IN-TER'CA-JLATE, v. a. [i. INTERCALATED
; pp. INTERCA-

LATING, INTERCALATED.] To insert out of the usual order,
so as to preserve the account of time, as an extraordinary
day.

IN-TER-CA-LA'TIQN, n. [Fr.; intercalate, L.] Act of in-

tercalating ; an insertion.

IN-TER-CEDE', v. n. [intercede, L.] [i. INTERCEDED
; pp.

INTERCEDING, INTERCEDED.] To pass or act between
;
to

interpose ;
to mediate ; to plead in favor of one 5 to act

between_tvvo parties by persuasion.
IN-TER-CE'DENT,* a. Passing between

; mediating. Smart.

IN-TER-CED'ER, n. One who intercedes; a mediator.

IN-TER-CEU'IN&, n. Intercession. Pearson.

iN-TER-cEi/Ly-LAR,* a . (Bot.) Lying between the cells.

Roiret.

L\-TER-CEPT',t>. a. [interceptus, L.] [i. INTERCEPTED ; pp.

INTERCEPTING, INTERCEPTED ] To stop and seize in the

way ; to obstruct
;
to cut off; to stop from being commu-

nicated.

tN-TER-CEPT'ER, n. One who intercepts ; an opponent.
IN-TER-CEP'TION, n. [interceptio, L.] Act of intercepting ;

stoppage in course
; hinderance; obstruction.

IN-TER-CES'SION, (In-ter-sesh'iin) n. [Fr. ; intcrcessio, L.]
Act of interceding; mediation; interposition; agency
between two parties.

tlN-TER-cEs'siQN-ATE, v. a. To entreat. Nash.
IN'TER-CES-SOR or IN-TER-CES'SOR, TO. {intercessor, L.]
One who intercedes

;
mediator

;
an agent between two

parties to procure reconciliation.

IN-TER-CES-SO'RI-AL,* a. Relating to or implying inter
cession

; intercessory. Bp. Home. [R.]
iN-TER-CES'so-Ry, a. Relating to or containing interces-

sion.

IN-TER-CHAIN', v. a.
[i. INTERCHAINED ; pp. INTERCHAIN-

ING, INTERCHAINED.] To chain; to link together. Shak.

IN-TER-CHAN<^E', v. a. [inter and change.] [i.
INTER-

CHANGED ; pp. INTERCHANGING, INTERCHANGED.] To put
each in the place of the other

; to give and take mutual-
ly ;

to exchange reciprocally ;
to succeed alternately.

IN'TER-CHAN^E, n. Commerce ; permutation of commod-
ities ; alternate succession

;
mutual exchange ;

reci-

procity, [ry.

lN-TER-CHAN<jtE-A-B:(L'i-TY,*n. Interchangeableness. Per-

IN-TER-CHANE'A-BLE, a. Capable of being interchanged ;

reciprocal ; given and taken mutually ; following alter-

nately.

IN-TER-CHAN<^E'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being inter-

changeable.
IN-TER-CHAN^E'A-BLY, ad. By interchange ; alternately.

IN-TER-CIIAN^E'IVIENT, TO. Interchange. Shak. [R.]
fjN-TER'ci-DENT,*a. Coming between

; happening. Boyle.

lN-TER-ci'p'i-ENT, a. [interdptens, ~L.] Obstructing; inter-

cepting.

iN-TER-cfp'i-ENT, TO. He or that which intercepts.

tIN-TER-cl"I9N, TO. [intercisio, L.] Interruption. Browne.

IN-TER-CLA-V'IC'V-LAR,* a. Being between the clavicles.

Dungiison.
IN'TER-CL,OE,* v. a. To shut in or within. Boyle.

IN-TER-CLOUD',* v. a. To shut within clouds
;
to cloud.

Daniel.

IN-TER-CLUDE', v. a. [interdudo, L.] [i. INTERCLUDED;
pp. INTERCLUDING, INTERCLUDED.] To SllUt from a plaCC
or course by something intervening , to intercept.

IN-TER-CLU'IPN, TO. Act of interceding ; obstruction;

interception.^
IN-TER-CQ-LO'NI-AL,* a. Relating to the intercourse be-
tween different colonies. Nova-Scotian.

IN-TER-CQ-L.DM-NI-A'TION, n. [inter and columna, L.]
(tfrch.) The space between two columns or pillars.

tlN-TER-coME', (in-ter-kum') v. n. To interpose.

IN-TER-COM'MQN, v. TO. [i. INTERCOMMONED; pp. INTER-

COMMONING, INTERCOMMONED.] To feed at the same ta-

ble; to feed in the same pasture.

IN-TER-COM'MQN-A^E,* TO. Joint use of the same com-
mons. Roberts.

IN-TER-CQM-MUNE',* v. n. To commune together. C. J.

Fox.

TN-TER-CQM-MU'NI-CA-BLE,* a. Mutually communicable.

Coleridge.

lN-TER-cQM-Mu'Ni-CATE,*r. n. To communicate mutual-

ly. Holland.

IN-TER-CQM-MU-NI-CA'TIQN,* n. Mutual communication.

Coleridge.

IN-TER-CQM-MUN'IQN,* (in-ter-k9m-mun'yun) TO. Mutual
communion. Law.

IN-TER-COM-MU'NI-TY, n. A mutual communication or

community ;
a mutual freedom or exercise of religion.

IN-TER-COS'TAL, a. [Fr. ;
inter and costa, L.] Placed be-

tween the ribs.

IN'TER-COURSE, (in'ter-kors) TO. [entrecours, Fr.] Com-
merce; mutual exchange; communication; connection.

IN-TER-CROSS',* v. a. To cross mutually. Shaftcsbury.

jlN-TER-ctJR', v. TO. [intercurro, L.] To intervene
;
to hap-

pen. Shelton.

IN-TER-CUR'RENCE, TO. Passage between ; intervention.

IN-TER-CUR'RENT, a. [intercurrens,~L.~\ Running, coming,
or happening between

; intervening.
IN-TER-CV-TA'NE-OUS, a. Within the skin. Evelyn.

IN-TER-DASH',* v. a. To dash at intervals
j
to intersperse.

Cowper.
flN-TER-DEAL', TO. Traffic; intercourse. Spenser. [cis.

lN-TER-DEN'TiL,*7i.The space between two dentils. Fran-

IN-TER-DE-PEND'ENCE,* TO. Mutual dependence. Cole-

ridge.

IN-TER-DI'CT', v. a. [interdicter, Fr. ; interdico, L.] [i. IN-

TERDICTED; pp. INTERDICTING, INTERDICTED.] To for-

bid
;
to prohibit ;

to forbid communion with the church.

iN'TER-DfcT, TO. A prohibition ;
a papal prohibition of the

sacrament or other religious rites.

IN-TER-DIC'TION, n. Act of interdicting ; interdict; pro-
hibition

; forbidding decree.

IN-TER-DIC'TIVE, a. Having power to prohibit. Milton.

iN-TER-Dlc'TO-Ry, a. Relating to or containing interdic-

tion. [Mag.
IN-TER-DI^'I-TAL,* a. Being between the fingers. Phil.

IN'TER-DUCE,* TO. (Carp.) An intertie. Smart.

flN'TER-ESS, TO. [interesse, It.] Interest; concern; right.

Spenser.

flN'TER-ESS, v. a. [intcresser, Fr.] To concern ;
to inter-

est. Hooker.

IN'TER-EST, v. a. [interest, L.] [i. INTERESTED;^. INTER-

ESTING, INTERESTED.] To excite interest or concern in;

to concern
;
to affect

;
to exert

;
to give share in.
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IN'TER-ST, v. n. To affect
; to move

;
to touch with pas-

sion
; to gain the affections of.

IN'TER-EST, n. Concern
; advantage ; good; influence;

share; participation; regard to private profit; surplus:
a premium or sum of money given for the loan or use of
another sum of money.

IN'TER-EST-ED, a. Having an interest ; concerned in the

consequences ;
not uninterested

; not disinterested. Todd.

IN'TER-EST-ING,* a. Exciting interest or attention ;
affect-

ing.

IN'TER-ST-ING-LY,* ad. In an interesting manner. Cole-

ridge.

IN-TER-FA'CIAL,* (In-ter-fa'sh^l) a. (Min.) Contained by
two faces of a crystal ;' as, an interfacial angle. Dana.

IN-TER-FERE', v. n. [inter and ferio, L.] [i.
INTERFERED ;

pp. INTERFERING, INTERFERED.] To interpose ;
to inter-

meddle
;
to clash

;
to oppose ; to strike reciprocally, as a

horse when his legs strike each other.

IN-TER-FER'EIVCE, n. Act of interfering; an intermed-

dling; a_clashing; interposition.

IN-TER-FER'ER,* n. One who interferes. Dr. Reeder.

IN-TER-FER'ING, n. Clashing; contradiction; interference.

IN-TER'FLV-ENT, a. [interfiuens, L.] Flowing between.

Boyle.

lN-TER'FLy-otjs,*a. Flowing between ; interfluent. Smart.

IN-TER-FO-LI-A'CEOVS,* (-fo-le-a'shus) a. Being placed al-

ternately between leaves. P. Cyc.

IN-TER-FO'LI-ATE, v. a. To interleave. Todd.

IJT-TER-FOL'^ENT, a. [inter and fulgens, L.] Shining be-
tween.

IN-TER-FUED'> (in-ter-fuzd') a. [interfusus, L.] Poured or

spread between.

IN-TER-FU'ION,* (-zhun) n. Act of pouring or spreading
between. Coleridge.

IN'TER-IM, n. [interim, L.] The mean time ; intervening
time. Shak. The name given to a decree of the Emperor
Charles V.

JN-TE'RI-QR, a. [interior, L.
; interieur, Fr.] Internal

;
in-

ner; not superficial ;
not outward ; opposed to exterior.

IN-TE'RI-PR, n. That which is within; the inner part ;
in-

side
;
the inland part of a country. (Polities') One's own

country, or the home department ; as, "minister of the
interior." Ed. Rev.

JN-TE-RI-OR'I-T Y,* TO. The quality of being interior. Clissold.

JN-TE'RI-PR-LY, ad. Internally ; inwardly. Donne.

iN-TER-jA'cEN-cy, n. [interjacens, L.J Act or state of ly-

ing between.

IN-TER-JA'CENT, a. Intervening; lying between. Raleigh.
IN-TER-JECT', v. a. [interjectus, L.] [i. INTERJECTED

; pp.
INTERJECTING, INTERJECTED.] To put between

J to thrOW
in

; to insert. Wotton.

IN-TER-JECT', v. n. To come between. Sir O. Buck.

IN-TER-JEC'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; interjectio, L.] Act of throwing
between

; intervention. ( Gram.} An exclamation, or a
word thrown in by the force of some passion or emotion

;

as,
" 0! Alas!"

IN-TER-JEC'TIQN-AI,,* a. Relating to or like an interjec-
tion

; thrown in. Ed. Rev.

lN-TER-jEc'Tipiv-A-RY,*a. Relating to or like an interjec-
tion

; interjectional. Palmer.

IN-TER-JOIN', v. a.
[i. INTERJOINED

; pp. INTERJOINING,
INTERJOINED.] To join mutually ; to intermarry. Shak.

IN'TER-JOIST,* n. The space between joists. Francis.

lN-TER-jfjNc'TlpN,*n. A mutual joining. Smart.

IN-TER-KNIT',* r. a. & n. To knit together. Southey.
flN-TER-KNOWL'EDGE, (in-ter-nol'ej) n. Mutual knowl-
edge. Bacon.

IN-TER-LACE', v. a. [entrelacer.Fr.] [L INTERLACED
; pp.

INTERLACING, INTERLACED.] To intermix
; to put one

thing within another.

IN-TER-LACE'MENT,* n. Act of interlacing. Med. Jour.

IN'TER-LAPSE, . Lapse of time between two events.

lN-TER-LARD',v. a. [entrelarder, Fr.] [i. INTERLARDED; pp.
INTERLARDING, INTERLARDED.] To insert fat pork or ba-
con into lean meat; to insert between; to diversify by
mixture.

IN-TER-LAY',* V. O. [L INTERLAID
; pp. INTERLAYING, IN-

TERLAioJ To lay between or among. Daniel.

IN'TER-LEAF,* n.; pi. IN'TER-LEAVE?. A leaf inserted

among other leaves. Smart.

IN-TER-LEAVE', v. a. [i. INTERLEAVED ; pp. INTERLEAVING,
INTERLEAVED.] To insert a blank leaf, or blank leaves,
between other leaves.

Ix-TER-Ll'BEL,* v. n. To libel reciprocally. Bacon.

IN-TER-LINE', v. a. [i. INTERLINED; pp. INTERLINING, IN-

TERLINED.] To write in alternate lines; to correct by
writing between the lines.

[6Zes.

IN-TER-LIN'E-AL,* a. Between lines
; interlineary. Vena-

JN-TER-I,TN'E-AR, a. \interlinearis, L.] Inserted between
lines

; having insertions between lines. Bp. Hall.

IN-TER-LIN'E-AR-LY,* ad. By interlineation. Bp. Hall.

IN-TER-LIN'E-A-RY, a. Inserted between lines
; having in-

sertions between lines ;
interlinear. Milton.

A-RY n. A book interlined. Milton.

JNT

7i. Act of interlining ; any thing in-
serted between lines.

IN-TER-LIN'ING, n. Correction
;
a writing between lines.

IN-TER-LINK', r. a.
[i. INTERLINKED ; pp. INTERLINKING,

INTERLINKED.] To connect by uniting links
;
to join ona

in another.

IN'TER-LINK,*TI. An intermediate link or connection. Cole-

ridge.

iN-TER-Lp-cI'TipN, n. [inter and locatio, L.] An inter-

placing ;
an interposition.

IN'TER-LOCK,* v. n. To communicate with, or flow into,
one another. Maunder.

IN-TER-LQ-CU'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; interlocutio, L.] Dialogue.
Hooker. (Late) An intermediate act or decree before
final decision. Jiyllffe.

IN-TER-LOC'V-TQR, [In-ter-lok'u-tgr, S. P. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

in-ter-lok'u-tgr or In-ter-lo-ku'tor, W. ; in-ter-l9-ku't<?r,

JVares.] n. [inter and loquor, L.] A dialogist ;
one who

speaks among others.
( Scotch law) An interlocutory

judgment.
IN-TER-LOC'V-TQ-RY, [In-ter-15k'u-to-re, S. W.P.J.F.Ja.
K. Sm. ; In-ter-l9-ku't9-re, E.] a. Consisting of dialogue ;

preparatory to final decision.

IN-TER-LOPE', v. n. [inter and loopen, D.] [i. INTERLOPED ;

pp. INTERLOPING, INTERLOPED.] To run or leap into a busi-
ness in which one has no concern

;
to run between par-

ties andjntercept advantage ;
to intrude.

IN-TER-LOP'ER, n. One who interlopes; one who runs
into business in which he has no concern or right ;

an in-
truder.

flN-TER-LU'cATE, v. a. [interluco, L.] To let in light by
cutting away branches or boughs ; to thin the branches
of a wood. Cockeram. [elyn

IN-TER-LV-CA'TIQN, n. Act of thinning or opening. Ev
lN-TER-nl'cENT,a. [interlucens, L.] Shining between. [R.]
IN'TER-LUDE, n. [inter and Indus, L.] Something played at

the intervals of a play, drama, or festive entertainment
;

a short dramatic piece. [f A farce. Bacon.]
IN'TER-LUD-ED,*^. a. Performed with interludes. Dwight.
IN-TER-LUD'ER, n. A performer in an interlude. B. Jon-

son.

iN-TER-Lu'EPf-CY, 7i. [interluo, L.] A flowing between
;

water interposed. Hale. [R.]

IN-TER-LU'NAR, ) a. [inter and luna, L.] Belonging to

IN-TER-LU'NA-RY, j
the time when the moon, about to

change, is invisible.

IN-TER-MAR'RIAGE, (in-ter-mar'rjj) n. Reciprocal mar-
riage ; marriage between' two families where each takes
one and gives another.

IN-TER-MAR'RY, v. n.
[i. INTERMARRIED;/^. INTERMARRY-

ING, INTERMARRIED.] To marry reciprocall/with another

family, tribe, or nation.

iN-TER-Mlx'iL-LA-RY,* a. Situated between the jaw-
bones. Roget.

flN'TER-MEAN, TO. An intermediate act
;
an interact.

IN-TER-MED'DLE, v. n. [i. INTERMEDDLED ;pp. INTERMED-
DLING, INTERMEDDLED.] To meddle or interpose of-

ficiously ;
to intrude.

IN-TER-MD'DLE, v. a. To intermix ; to mingle. Spenser.

IN-TER-MED'DLER, n. One who intermeddles; an in-

truder.

IN-TER-MED'DLING,* n. Officious interference. Burke.

IN'TER-MEDE,* n. A sort of interlude in a drama; a short
musical piece, generally of a burlesque character. Brandt.

||lN-TER-ME'Di-A-CY, n. Interposition ;
intervention. Dcr-

ham. [R.]

||lN-TER-ME'r>l-Al., [iii-ter-me'de-?!, P. J. Ja. Sm. R. ; in-

ter-me'dy^l, S.'E. F.K'.; in-ter-me'de-al or in-ter-me'je-

al, W.] a. [inter and medius, L.] Intervening ; lying be-

tween. Bp. Taylor.

||!N-TER-ME'DI-ATE, a. [intermediat, Fr.
;
inter and medius,

L.] Lying between
;
between extremes

; intervening ;
in-

terposed.

||IN-TER-ME'DI-ATE, v. n. To intervene
;

to interpose.
Sheere.

yiN-TER-ME'Dl-ATE-LY,a(i. By way of intervention.

IN-TER-ME-DI-A'TION,* n. Intervention; interposition.
Burke.

IN-TER-ME'DI-PM,* n. [L.] Intermediate space ; an inter-

mediate agent. Coleridge.

flN-TER-MELL', v. n. [entrcmelcr, Fr.] To intermeddle.
Marston.

flN-TER-MELi/, v. a. To mix
; to mingle. Bp. Fisher.

JN-TER'MENT,M. [enterrement, Fr.] Act of interring; burial;

sepulture.

IN-TER-MEN'_TIQN, v. a. To mention among; to include.

IN-TER-MI-CA'TIQN,* TO. A shining between or among.
Smart.

IN-TER-MI-GRA'TIQN, TO. [inter and migro, L.] Reciprocal

migration ;
act of removing from one place to another,

so as that, of two parties removing, each takes the place
of the other. Hale.

IN-TER'MI-NA-BLE, a. [Fr. ;
in and termino, L.] Having

no limits
;
unbounded ;

unlimited ;
immense.
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^, n. He whom no limit confines. Milton.

IN-TER'MJ-N^-BLE-NESS, n. State of being interminable.

IN-TER'MI-NATE, a. Unbounded ;
unlimited. Chapman.

UN-TER'MI-NATE, v. a. [intermino, L.] To threaten. Bp.Hall.

tjN-TER-Mi-NA'TlQN, n. Menace ; threat. Bp. Taylor.

I.V-TER-MfN'GLE, (in-ter-uiing'gl) ?;. a. [i. INTERMINGLED;
pp. INTERMINGLING, INTERMINGLED.] To ttlillgle J

to mix

together.

IN-TER-MIN'GLE, v. n. To be mixed or incorporated. Shak.

-flN'TER-MlsE,* n. Interference; interposition. Bacon.

iN-TER-Mls'siON, (in-ter-mish'un) n. [Fr. ; intermissio, L.]
Act of intermitting ; space or time between two periods,

performances, events, or paroxysms ;
cessation for a time

;

pause ;
rest

; stop ; interruption.

IN-TER-MIS'SIVE, a. Coming by fits
; alternating ;

not con-
tinual.

iN-TER-MlT',' v. a. [intermitto, L.l [L INTERMITTED ; pp.

INTERMITTING, INTERMITTED.] To cause to cease for a

time
;
to interrupt.

IN-TER-MIT', v. n. To subside
;

to abate
;
to cease for a

time
;
to be interrupted.

IN-TER-MIT'TENT, a. Ceasing and returning at intervals;

alternating; coming by fits.

IN-TER-MIT'TENT,* n. An intermittent fever. Sydenham.
iN-TER-MlT'TlNG,* p. a. Coming by fits. Maunder.

IN-TER-MIT'TING-LY, ad. At intervals ;
not long together.

IN-TER-MIX', (in-ter-miks') v. a. [i.
INTERMIXED ; pp. IN-

TERMIXING, INTERMIXED.] To mingle or mix together ;
to

intermingle.
IN-TER-MIX', v. n. To be mingled together.

IN-TER-MJX'ED-LY,* ad. With intermixture. Locke.

IN-TER-MIXT'VRE, (in-ter-mlxt'yur) n. That which is in-

termixed
;
mass formed by mingling bodies ; a mixture.

IN-TER-MO-DILL'ION,* (-yun) n. (Arch.) The space be-

tween two mod ill ions. Francis.

IN-TER-MON'DANE, a. Being between worlds. Locke.

IN-TER-MQN'DI-AN,* a. Intermundane. Coleridge.

IN-TER-MU'RAL, a. [inter and murus, L.] Lying between
walls.

iN-TER-MOs'cu-LAR,* a. Between the muscles. Dunglison.
IN-TER-MU-TA'TIQN,* n. Mutual interchange. Smart.

tlN-TER-MUT'V-AL, a. Mutual. Daniel.

flN-TER-MUT'u-AL-:LY,*ad:. Reciprocally; mutually. Daniel.

flN-TERN', a. Inward
;
intestine

;
not foreign. Howell.

JN-TER'NAL, a. [internus, L.] Inward
;
not external; spir-

itual ; not literal
;
interior

;
intrinsic.

IN-TER-NXL/I-TY,* n. Quality of being internal. Clissold.

IN-TER'NAL-LY, ad. Inwardly; mentally; intellectually.

l3V-TER-Ni"Tl<?N-AL,* (in-ter-nash'un-al) a. Relating to

the intercourse between different nations ; common to

two or more nations
; as,

" international law." A mod-
ern word, now in established use, and said to have
been first used by Jeremy Bentham.

IN-TER-NE'CI-A-RY,* (m-ter-ne'she-a-re) a. Mutually de-
structive

; exterminating. Mackintosh.

IN-TER-NC'I-NAL,* a. Mutually destructive. Q. Rev.

IN-TER-NE'CINE, a. [intcrnecinus, L.] Mutually destroying.
Hudibras.

IN-TER-NE'CIQN, (In-ter-nS'shun) n. [internccio, L.] Mu-
tual or entire destruction

;
massacre

; slaughter.

IN-TER-NE'CIVE,* a. Same as interneciary. Carlyle.

flN-TER-NEC'TlQN, n. [internecto, L.] Connection. Moun-
tague.

IN'TER-NODE,* n. (Bot.) Space between two knots or

nodes. P. Cyc.

XN-TER-NO'DI-AL,* a. Between joints, nodes, or knots.
Browne.

IN'TER JVos,* JL.] "Between ourselves." Macdonnel.

lN-TER-NUN'ci-0, (In-ter-nun'she-6) n. [internuncius, L. ;

intemunzio, It.] A messenger between two parties: an

envoy of the pope sent to small states and republics ;

distinguished from a nuncio, who represents the pope at,

the courts of emperors and kings. Milton.

-TER-
Smart.

IN-TER-OS'SEAL,* (in-ter-osh'al) a. Same as intcrosseoiis.
ings. Mil

al) a. Sa

lN-TER-6s'sE-OUS,*(in-ter-osh-e-us)a.(.flna.) Noting small
muscles between the metacarpal bones of the hand, and
the metatarsal bones of the foot. Brande.

flN-TER-PEAL', v. a. [interpello, L.] To interrupt ;
to inter-

pel. More.

flN-TER-pEl/, v. a. To interrupt. B. Jonson.

IN-TER-PEL-LA'TION, n. An interruption ; earnest ad-

dress; intercession. Bp. Taylor. (Law) A summons. Ay-
liffe. [ley.

IN-TER-PEN'E-TRATE,* v. a. To penetrate within. Shel-

IN-TER-PEN-E-TRA'TIQN,* n. Interior penetration. Cole-

ridge.

IN-TER-PET'AL-A-RY,* a. Situated between petals. Smith.

IN-TER-PJ-LAS'TER,* n. (Arch.) The space between two
pilasters. Brande.

IN-TER-PLEAD',* v. a. [i.
INTERPLEADED \pp. INTERPLEAD-

ING, INTERPLEADED.] (Law) To discuss or try a point
happening, as it were, incidentally or between, before the

principal cause can be determined. Whishaw,

I.V-TER-PLEAD'ER,* n. (Law) One who interpleads : a
hill in equity. Whishaw.

IN-TER-PLEDGE', v. a. To give and take a pledge. Dav-
enant.

IN-TER-POINT', v. a. [i. INTERPOINTED ; pp. INTERPOINT-
ING, INTERPOINTED.] To distinguish by spots or marks ;

to

point. Daniel.

JN-TER'PO-LATE, [in-ter'p9-lat, S. W. P. E. J. F. Ja. K.
Sm.; in'ter-po-lat, Wb.] v. a. [interpolo, L.] [i.

INTERPO-
LATED ; pp. INTERPOLATING, INTERPOLATED.] To insert
into another composition or piece ; to foist into a place;
to renew.

lN-TER'pp-LAT-ED,*p.a. Foistedin
; inserted improperly.

IN-TER-PQ-LA'TIQN, n. Act of interpolating ; something
added to, or foisted into, the original matter.

{N-TER'PQ-LA-TQR, [jn-ter'po-la-tur, S. W. P. J. F. Ja.
K. Sm. ; in'ter-po-la-tur, Wb.] One who interpolates or
foists.

IN-TER-POI/ISH, v. a. To polish between. Milton.

IN-TER-PO'NENT,* n. He or that which interposes. Hey-
wood.

IN-TER-PO'AL, n. Interposition ; intervention. South.

IN-TER-POE', v. a. [interpono, L.
; interposer, Fr.] [i.

IN-

TERPOSED
; pp. INTERPOSING, INTERPOSED.] To place DC-

tween
; _to

thrust in
;
to offer as a relief.

IN-TER-POE', (in-ter-poz') v. n. To mediate; to act be-
tween two parties by authority ;

to interfere
;
to inter-

meddle ;_to intercede ; to put in by way of interruption.

flN'TER-POSE, n. Interposal. Spenser.

IN-TER-PO^'ER, n. One who interposes; a mediator.

IN-TER-PO'IT,* n. A place of deposit between one com-
mercial city or nation and another. Mitford.

lN-TER-pp-I"TiQN, (in-ter-po-zish'un) n. [Fr. ; interpo-

sitio, L.] Act of interposing; interference; mediation;
agency between parties.

tlN-TER-po'VRE, (In-ter-po'zhur) n. Interposition. Gfaa-
ville.

JN-TER'PRET, v. a.
[i. INTERPRETED; pp. INTERPRETING,

INTERPRETED.] To explain ;
to translate ;

to decipher; to

give a solution to ; to expound ;
to elucidate.

IN-TER'PRET-A-BLE, a. Capable of being interpreted. Col-
lier.

tjN-TER'pRE-TA-MENT,* w. Interpretation. Milton.

IN-TER-PRE-TA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; interpretatio, L.] Act of

interpreting ; explanation ; the sense or meaning given
by an interpreter; exposition.

IN-TER'PRE-TA-TIVE, a. Collected by interpretation ; con

taining explanation ; expositive. Barrow.

N-TER'PRE-TA-TIVE-LY, ad. By way ofinterpretation. Ray.
N-TER'PRET-ER, n. One who interprets; an explainer.

N-TER'PRET-lNG,* p. a. Explaining ; giving interpreta
tion.

IN-TER-PCNC'TION, (Tn-ter-pungk'shun) n. [interpungo, L.]
Act of interpointing ; punctuation. Dr. Jackson.

IN-TER-RE'^EN-CV,* n. The space of time, or the govern-
ment, while there is no lawful sovereign on the throne.
Bfount.

IN-TER-REG'NUM, n. [L.] The time in which a throne is

vacant, between the death or abdication of one sovereign
and the accession of another.

IX-TER-REIGN', (In-ter-ran') n. [interrdgne, Fr.] Interreg-
num. Bacon.

IN-TER'RER, n. One who inters. Cotgravc.
IN'TER-REX.,* [In'ter-rgx, K. Wb. Ash, Crabb, Brande; in-

ter'rex, Latin.] n. [L.] One who discharges the royal au-

thority between the death of one king and the accession
of another

;_a regent during an interregnum. Arnold.

JN-TER'RO-GATE, v. a. [interrogo, L.l [i. INTERROGATED;
pp. INTERROGATING, INTERROGATED.] To examine by ques-
tioning ;

to question ;
to inquire of.

IN-TER'RQ-GATE, v. n. To ask
;
to put questions. Bacon.

tjN-TER'RO-GATE L ra. Question put ; inquiry. Bp.Hall.
{N-TER'RO-GrA-TEE,* n. One who is interrogated. Brit.

Ok.
IN-TER-RQ-GA'TIQN, n. The act of interrogating ;

a ques-
tion put ;

an inquiry : a note or point, thus
[ ?

] , denoting
a question.

IN-TER-ROG'A-TIVE, a. [interrogativus, L.] Asking a ques-
tion

; denoting a question ; interrogatory.

IN-TER-ROG'A-TIVE, n. A pronoun or word used in asking
questions; as, whol what! which? whether?

IN-TER-ROG'A-TI'VE-LY, ad. In form of a question.

IN-TER'RQ-GA-TOR, n. One who interrogates or questions.

IN-TER-ROG'A-TQ-RY, n. [interrogatoire, Fr.] A question;
an inquiry. Sidney.

IN-TER-ROG'A-TO-RY, a. Containing or expressing a ques-
tion

; interrogative.
IN TER-RO'REM,* [L.]

"
By way of threat or terror ;

" in

order to terrify.

IN-TER-RUPT', v. a. [intcrruptus, L.] [L INTERRUPTED ; pp.

INTERRUPTING, INTERRUPTED.] To stop or hinder the pro-
cess of any thing by breaking in upon it; to hinder; to

divide
; to separate.

lN-TER-RijpT',a. Containing a chasm ;
broken. Milton. [R.]
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IN-TER-RDPT'ED-LY, ad. Not in continuity; with inter-

ruption or stoppages.
IN-TER-RDPT'ER, n. One who interrupts. South.

iN-TER-Rijrp'TlQN, (in-ter-rup'shun) n. [interruptio, L.]
Act of interrupting; state of being interrupted; that
which interrupts; intervention; interposition; hinder-
ance ; stop.

iN-TER-ROp'TiVE,* a. Causing interruption. Coleridge.
IN-TER-scAp'y-LAR, a. Placed between the shoulders.

IN-TER-SCIND', (in-ter-sind') v. a. To cut off. Bailey.
IN-TER-SCRIBE', v. a. [inter and scribo, L.] To write be-
tween. Bailey.

IN-TER-SE'CANT, a. [intersecans, L.] Dividing into parts.
IN-TER-SECT', v. a. [interseco, L.] [i. INTERSECTED; p)

INTERSECTING, INTERSECTED.] To'cut or divide mutually.
IN-TER-SECT', v. n. To meet and cross each other.

iN-TER-SEc'TlpN, n. [intersectio, L.] Act of intersecting ;

the meeting or concourse of two lines or surfaces
;
the

point where lines cross each other.

IN-TER-SERT', v. a. [interscro, L.] To put in between; to
insert. Brerewood.

IN-TER-SER'TIQN, n. An insertion
; thing inserted.

IN-TER-SOM'NI-OUS,* a. Between sleeping and waking.
Dublin Rev.

IN'TER-SPACE, n. Intervening space. 7\>dd.

IN'TER-SPEECH,* n. A speech interposed between others.
Blount. .

IN-TER-SPERSE', v. a. [interspersus, L.] [i. INTERSPERSED;
pp. INTERSPERSING, INTERSPERSED.] To scatter here and
there among other things.

IN-TER-SPER'SIQN, n. The act of interspersing.
IN-TER-SPI'NOVS,* a. (Jl'itat.) Being between the spinous

bones. Roget.
lN'TER-STATE,*a. (Zaw) Existing between different states

or governments. J. Story.

IN-TER-STEL'LAR, a. [inter and stella, L.] Intervening be-
tween the stars. Bacon.

iJV'TER-STicE, or JN-TER'STICE, [in'ter-stis, P. J. F. Wb.
Johnson, Jlsh, Scott, Bailey; jn-ter'slis, S. Jo. K. Sm. R.

Kenrick, JVares, Rees; in'ter-stis or in'-ter'stjs, W.} n. [in-.

terstitium, L.J Space between, generally of things closely
set; a small intervening space.

J-IN-TER-STINC'TIVE, a. [interstinctus, L.] Distinguishing.
Wallis.

IN-TER-STI"TIAL, (-stish'al) a. Containing interstices.

tN-TER-STRAT'i-FiED,* (-fid) a. Stratified among or be-
tween parts or bodies. Ure.

flN-TER-TALK', (-tawk') v. n. To talk together. Carew.

IN-TER-TAN'GLE, v. a. To intertwist. Beaum. $ Fl.

flN-TER-TEx',* v. a. To interweave. B. Jonson.

IN-TER-TEX'TVRE, (In-ter-te'xt'yur) n. [intertexo, L.] Act
of interweaving ; any thing interwoven

; diversification.

IN'TER-TIE,* n. (Arch.} A horizontal piece of timber
framed between two posts to keep them together.
Brande.

lN-TER-TRAN-splc'V-ot5s,* a. Transpicuous between the

parts. Shelley.

IN-TER-TROP'J-CAL,* a. Being between the tropics. P. Cyc.
IN-TER-TWINE', v. a. [i. INTERTWINED; pp. INTERTWIN-

ING, INTERTWINED.] To twine mutually.
IN-TER-TWINE',* v. n. To be mutually interwoven. Cow-

per.

iN-TER-TWlST', V. a. [i. INTERTWISTED ; pp. INTERTWIST-
ING, INTERTWISTED.] To twist one with another.

IN'TER-VAL, n. [intervallum, L.] Space between places ;

interstice
; vacuity ; vacancy ; vacant space ; time be-

tween two acts or events
; remission (Mas.) Ths im-

aginary space between two sounds.

IN'TER-VAL,* n. Low or alluvial land on the margins of

rivers; so called in New England. Similar land is

called, in the Western States, bottom land. Peck.
Sometimes written intervale.

IN'TER-VAL,* a. Denoting alluvial lands. Belknap. [U. S.]
IN-TER-VEINED', (-vand') a. Intersected, as with veins.

Milton.

IN-TER-VENE', v. n. [intervenio. L.] [i. INTERVENED; pp.
INTERVENING, INTERVENED.] To come between persons
or things, or points of time

; to interfere
; to be interme-

diate.

IIN-TER-VENE', n. Opposition ; meeting. Wotton.

IN-TER-VE'NI-ENT, a. [intervenicns,i,.] Intercedent
; pass-

ing between.

IN-TER-VEN'ING,*P. a. Coming between
; interrupting.

JN-TER-VEN'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; interventio, L.] Act of inter-

vening ;
state of being interposed; interposition; inter-

ference. (Politics) The interposition or interference of
one state with the domestic affairs of another.

tlN-TER-VEN'UE, n. [intervcnu, Fr,] Intervention. Blount.

IN-TER-VERT', v. a. [intervcrto, L.] To turn to another
course. Wotton. [Dunglison.

IN-TER-VER'TE-BRAL,* a. Being between the vertebrae.

IN'TER-VIEW, (-vu) n. [entrants, Fr.] Mutual sight or
view

;
a meeting; a formal meeting for conference.

5N-TER-vi'|T,* n. An intermediate visit. QM. Rev,

IN-TER-VQ-LU'TIQN,* n. State of being intervolved. Camp-
bell.

IN-TER-VOLVE', v. a. [intervolvo, L.1
[i. INTERVOLVED

;

pp. INTERVOLVING, INTERVOLVED.] To involve one with-
in anothej. Milton.

IN-TER-WEAVE', v. a. [i. INTERWOVE or INTERWEAVED
;

pp. INTERWEAVING, INTERWOVEN Or INTERWEAVED.] To
weave together ;

to intermix
; to intermingle.

IN-TER-WEAV'ING, n. Intertexture. Milton.

IN-TER-WISH', v. a. To wish mutually. Donne. [R.]
flN-TER-WORK/ING, n. Act of working together. Milton.

IN-TER-WOVE',* i. from Interweave. See INTERWEAVE.
IN-TER-WOV'EN,* (In-ter-wo'vn) p. from Interweave. See
INTERWEAVE.

IN-TER-WREATHED', (-retlid) a. Woven in a wreath.

IN-TES'TA-BLE, a. [intestabilis, L.] Not qualified to make
a will. Ayllffe.

IN-TES'TA-CY, n. State of being or dying without a will.

IN-TES'TATE, a. [intestatus, L.] Wanting a will; dying
without a will.

IN-TES'TI-NAL, [in-tes'te-nal, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

in-tes-ti'nal, Johnson.] a. [intestinal, Fr.] Belonging to the
intestines.

_
IN-TES-TI-NA'LI-A,* [intestma, L.] r;. pi. (Zool.) A class of
animals which infest the interior of other animal bodies.
Brande.

IN-TES'TJNE, a. [intestinus, L.l Internal ; inward
;
not ex-

ternal
;
contained in the body : domestic

; not foreign.
IN-TES'TINE, n. [intestinum, L.] pi. 1N-TES'TINE. A gut

or guts ;
the bowels

;
entrails.

tlN-TiiiRST', v. a. To make thirsty. Bp. Hall.

IN-THRAL', v. a. [i. INTHRALLED
; pp. INTHRALLING, IN

THRALLED.] To enslave
j
to shackle

;
to reduce to servi-

tude.

IN-THRAL 'MENT, n. Act of enthralling ;
servitude.

IN-THRONE', v. a. To enthrone. Thomson. See ENTHRONE.
IN-THRONG',* v. n. To crowd together; to throng. Fairfax

IN-THRO-N|-ZA'TION, n. Act of enthroning. Weever.

{N-THRO'NIZE, v. a. [inthronizer, old Fr.] To enthrone
Bullokar.

IN-TICE', v. a. See ENTICE.
IN'TI-MA-CY, n. State of being intimate; close familiarity ;

acquaintance; fellowship.
IN'TI-MATE, a. [intimus, L.] Inmost; inward; intestine:

near
;
not kept at distance : familiar ; close in friend-

ship ; closely acquainted.
IN'TI-MATE, n. A familiar friend

;
a confidant.

IN'TI-MATE, v. a. [intimer, Fr.] [i. INTIMATED ; pp. INTI

MATING, INTIMATED.] [|To share as friends. Spenser.] To
suggest obscurely; to insinuate

;
to hint; to point out in-

directly.

IN'TI-MATE-LY, ad. Closely; nearly; familiarly.

IN-TJ-MA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of intimating; suggestion;
insinuation

;
hint.

tlN'TiME, a. Inward; internal; intimate. Digby.
JN-TIM'I-DATE, v. a. [intimider, Fr.] [i. INTIMIDATED ; pp.
INTIMIDATING, INTIMIDATED.] To overawe

;
to frighten ;

to make fearful.

{N-TlM-i-DA'Tic-N, 7i. Act of intimidating ;
fear.

iN-TlM'i-DA-TQ-RY,* a. Causing intimidation. Sir J. Gra-
ham.

IN-TJNC-TIV'I-TY,* 7i. The want of the quality of coloring
other bodies. Smart.

IN-TIRE', a. [enticr, Fr.] Entire. Hooker. See ENTIRE.

|N-TIRE'NESS, 71. Entireness. Donne. See ENTIRENESS.
iN-Tl'TLE, v. a. See ENTITLE.

IN-TI'TULE,* v. a.
[i. &,p. INTITULED.] To entitle. Spenser.

IN'TO, prep. Noting entrance with regard to place, or with

regard to a new state ; noting penetration beyond the out-

IN-TOL'ER-A-BLE, a. [intolerabili's, L.] That cannot be tol-

erated, endured, or borne; insufferable.

IN-TOL'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being intolerable.

IN-TOL'ER-A-BLY, ad. Not tolerably ; insufferably.

IN-TOL'ER-ANCE', n. [Fr.] Want of toleration, patience,
or forbearance.

IN-TOL'ER-AN-CY,* n. Intolerance. Bailey. [R.]

lN-TOL'ER-ANT,'a. [Fr.] Not tolerant; not able to en-
dure.

IN-TOL'ER-ANT, n. One who is intolerant. Lowth.

IN-TOL'ER-AT-ED, a. Not endured or tolerated. Ld. Ches-

terfield.

IN-TOL-ER-A'TIC-N, n. Want of toleration. Ld. Chesterfield.

JN-TOIVIB/, (-torn') v. a. Hooker. See ENTOMB.
IN'TQ-NATE, v. a. [intono, L.] [i.

INTONATED ; pp. INTO-

NATING, INTONATED.] To sound
;

to sound loudly; to

sing together : to thunder.

IN-TO-NA'TIQN, n. The act of intonating, sounding, or

singing together ;
manner of sounding, as of the voice,

flute, <fec. ; chant.

JN-TONE', v. n. To make a slow, protracted noise. Pope.

JN-TORT', v. a. [intortus, L.] [i.
INTORTED ; pp. INTORTING,

INTORTED.] To twist
;
to wreath; to wring.

IN-TOR'TIQN,* n. A winding or twisting. Smart.IN-TER-VI'IT,*TI. 'An intermediate visit. QM. Rev. IN-TOR'TIQN,* n. A winding or twisting. Si
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To' TO,* [L.] "In the whole;" entirely. Macdonnel.
~'~

7ATE, v. a. [in and toxicum, L.] [i. INTOXICATED ;

pp. INTOXICATING, INTOXICATED.] To inebriate ; to make
drunk : to infatuate.

!IN-TOX'I-CATE,

a. Intoxicated. More.

N-TOX'I-CAT-ING,* p. a. Causing intoxication
; making

drunk.

IN-TC-X-I-CA'TIQN
T

, 71. Inebriation ; ebriety ;
drunken-

ness; infatuation.

iN-TRAc-TA-BiL'i-TY, ra. State of being intractable.

iN-TRAc'TA-BLE, a. [ititractabilis, L.] Ungovernable ;
vi-

olent
; stubborn; obstinate; unmanageable ;

furious.

IN-TRAC'TA-BLE-NESS, n. Obstinacy; perverseness.
IN-TRAC'TA-BLY, ad. Unmanageably; stubbornly.
Ix-TRAc'TfLE,* a. Incapable of being drawn out; not

tractile. Bacon.

IN-TRA'DQS,* n. (Arch.) The interior and lower line or
curve of an arch, the exterior and upper being extrados.
Brande.

IN-TRA-MAR'GIN-AL,* a. Being within the margin. Lou-
don.

IN-TRA-MUN'DANE,* a. Being within the world. EC. Rev.

IN-TR^NCE', v. a. See ENTRANCE.
IN-TRAN-QUIL'LI-TV, n. Unquietness ; want of rest.

IN-TRANS-CA'LE'NT,* a. Impervious to heat. Turner.

IN-TRAN'SIENT, (-shent) a. Not transient
;
stable.

IN-TRX^'SI-TIVE, a. [intransitivus* L.] (Gram.) Express-
ing a meaning which does not pass over to an object, as

a verb which requires not a noun or pronoun in the ac-
cusative or objective case.

IN-TRAN'SI-TIVE-LY, ad. In the manner of an intransitive
verb.

IN TRAN'SI-TU,* [L.] "In the act of passing," as mer-

chandise, from one place to another. Hamilton.

IN-TRANS-MIS'SI-BLE,* a. That cannot be transmitted.
Smart,

iN-TRANS-MU-TA-BlL'i-TY,* re. State of being intransmu-
table. Perry.

IN-TRANS-MO'TA-BLE, a. That cannot be transmuted. Ray.
jlN'TRANT,* n. One who makes an entrance. Hume.
flN'TRANT,* a. Making entrance; entering. Smart.

IN-TRAP', v. a. See ENTRAP.
flN-TREAS/VRE, (jn-trezh'ur) v. a. To lay up as in a treas-

ury. Shak.

IN-TREAT', v. a. See ENTREAT.
tlN-TREAT'F0L, a. Full of entreaty. Spenser.
IN-TRENCH', v. n. [i. INTRENCHED; pp. INTRENCHING, IN-

TRENCHED.] To invade
;
to encroach

;
to cut off part of

what belongs to another ; to trench.

IN-TRENCH', v. a. To make a trench or hollow in; to for-

tify with a trench.

jlN-TRENCH'ANT, a. Not dividing; not to be divided
; not

to be wounded ; indivisible. Shak.

IN-TRENCH'MENT, n. (Fort.) A fortification with a trench
or ditch

;
a ditch or trench with a rampart.

IN-TREP'ID, a. [mtrepidus, L.] Fjearless ; daring; bold;
brave; undaunted; courageous; valiant.

iN-TRE-plD'i-TY, 7i. [intrepiditc, Fr.] Fearlessness; cour-

age ; bravery ;
valor

; boldness.

IN-TREP'ID-LY, ad. In an intrepid manner ; fearlessly.
tlN'TRl-CA-BLE, a. Entangling; ensnaring. Shelton.

IN'TRJ-CA-CY, n. State of being intricate or entangled ; per-
plexity ; involution

; complexity.
IN'TRI-CATE, a. [intricatus, L.] Entangled ; perplexed ;

involved
; complicated ;

obscure ; difficult.

IN'TRI-CATE, v. a. To perplex; to darken. Camden. [R.]
IN'TRI-CATE-LY, ad. With intricacy or perplexity.
IN'TRI-CATE-NESS, n. Perplexity ; obscurity ; intricacy.
flN-TRi-CA'TION, 7i. An entanglement ;

snare. Cotgraae.
IN-TRIGUE', (in-treg') n. [intrigue, Fr.] A plot or scheme

of secret contrivance, to effect some object of an individ-

ual, of a party, of government, or of illicit love
;
a strat-

agem ;
an amour

;
a complication ;

the complication or

perplexity of a fable or poem.
JN-TRIGUE', v. n. [intriguer, Fr.} [i. INTRIGUED

; pp. IN-

TRIGUING, INTRIGUED.] To form plots; to carry on pri-
vate designs by intrigue, as of illicit love.

flN-TRiGUE', v. a. [intrico, L.] To perplex. L. Addison.

JN-TRIGU'ER, (in-treg'er) n. One who intrigues.
IN-TRIGU'E-RY,* (jn-treg'e-re) n. Arts or practice of in-

trigue. Q. Rev. [R.]

IN-TRIGU'ING,* (jn-treg'jng) p. a. Addicted to or practising
intrigue.

IN-TRIGU'ING-LY, ad. With intrigue.

JN-TRIN'SIC, a. Inward
;
internal

;
real

; true
; genuine ;

native; inherent; not extrinsic
;
not accidental.

IN-TRIN'SI-CAL, a. [intrinsecus, L.] Internal; solid; real;
genuine; intrinsic. Written also intrinsecal.

IN-TRIN'SI-CAL-LY, ad. Internally ; naturally ; really.

IN-TRIN'SI-CAL-NESS,* n. duality of being intrinsical.
Ash.

jlN-TRlN'si-CATE, a. Perplexed ; entangled. Shak.

IN-TRp-cfis'siQN,* (in-tro sesh'un) n. (Med.) The depres-
sion or sinking of any parts inwards. Crabb.

IN-TRO-DUCE', v. a. [introduco, L.] [i. INTRODUCED; pp.
INTRODUCING, INTRODUCED.] To lead, bring, conduct, or
usher in

;
to make known

; to present ;
to bring into no-

tice
; to produce.

IN-TRQ-DUC'ER, n. One who introduces.

IN-TRQ-DUC'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; introductio, L.] The act of in-

troducing; state of being introduced
; presentation :

exordium
; preface ; the preliminary part of a book.

iN-TRQ-Dijc'TiVE, a. [introductif, Fr.] Serving to intro-
duce

; introductory.
IN-TRQ-DUCT'QR, n. One who introduces

; introducer.
Johnson.

IN-TRQ-DUC'TQ-RI-LY,* ad. By way of introduction. Bax-
ter.

IN-TRO-DUC'TQ-RY, a. Serving to introduce
; preliminary ;

prefatory ; previous.
IN-TRQ-DUC'TRESS,* n. A female who introduces. Holds-

worth.

IN'TRQ-FLEXED,* (-flext) a. Bent inward. Smith.

IN-TRO-GRES'SIQN, n. [introgressio, L.] Entrance.

IN-TRO'IT, [in-tr5'jt, Sm. ; jn-troit', K. Wb.] n. [intro'it,

Fr.] A psalm sung, in the Catholic service, while
the priest enters within the rails of the altar.

IN-TRQ-MIS'SIQN, (-mlsh'un) n. [intromissio, L.] Act of

sending in
;
admission. (Scottish law) The act of inter-

meddling with another's effects.

IN-TRQ-MIT', v. a. [intromitto, LJ [i. INTROMITTED
; pp

INTROMITTING, INTROMITTED.] To send in
;
to let in

;
to

admit
;
to allow to enter.

IN-TRQ-MIT', v. n. (Scotch law) To intermeddle with the
effects of another. Stuart.

IN-TRQ-PRES'SIQN,* (-presh'un) n. Internal pressure. Bat-
tie. [R.]

IN-TRQ-RE-CEP'TIQN, n. Act of admitting into.

IN-TRORSE',* a. (Bot.) Turned inwards. Brande.

IN-TRQ-SPECT', v. a. [introspectus, L.] To view within ;

to look into.

IN-TRQ-SPEC'TIQN, n. A view of the inside. Hale.

IN-TRQ-SPEC'TJVE,* a. Viewing inwardly. JV. A. Rev.

flN-TRQ-suME', v. a. To suck in. Evelyn.
IN-TRQ-SUS-CEP'TIQN, n. Act of taking in. Smith.

flN-TRQ-VE'Nl-ENT, a. Entering. Browne.

IN-TRQ-VER'SIQN, n. The act of introverting. Berkeley.

IN-TRQ-VERT', V. a. [L INTROVERTED } pp. INTROVERTING,
INTROVERTED.] To turn inwards. Cowper.

iN-TRfJDE', v. n. [intrudo, L.] [i.
INTRUDED

; pp. INTRUD-

ING, INTRUDED.] To thrust one's self into a place or busi-

ness; to enter without invitation or permission; to en-
croach.

IN-TRODE', v. a. To force or thrust in rudely, or without

right or welcome ;
to cast in ; to obtrude

;
to infringe.

iN-TRttD'ER, 7i. One who intrudes; interloper.

IN-TRO D'ING,* p. a. Making intrusion
; thrusting in.

JN-TRrj's.iQN, (in-tru'zhun) n. [Fr. ; intrusio, L.] The act

of intruding; encroachment; unwelcome entrance or

transaction ; obtrusion.

lN-*Rtr's.iQN-IsT,* (jn-tru'zhun-ist) n. One who intrudes

or favors intrusion. Chalmers.

iN-TRfJ'siVE, a. Intruding upon ; apt to intrude
; obtrusive.

IN-TRDST', v. a.
[i. INTRUSTED; pp. INTRUSTING, INTRUST-

ED.] To deliver in trust ;
to confide to the care of.

IN-TV-!"TIQN, (In-tu-Ish'un) n. The act of the mind by
which a truth is immediately perceived, and, as it were,
beheld, without any previous process of analysis or rati-

ocination ; act of seeing at once by the mind
; intuitive

perception.
IN-TU'I-TIVE, a. [intuitivus, low L.] Seen by the mind im-

mediately, without the intervention of argument or testi-

mony ; perceiving at once
; seeing, or seen, at once with

clearness.

IN-TU'I-TI^E-LY, ad. By intuitive perception.

IN-TU-MESCE',* ^in-tu-mes') v. n. To swell; to become
tumid with heat. Smart.

IN-TV-MES'CENCE, n. [intumesco, L.] A swelling; a tu-

mor
;
tumid state. Browne.

IN-TU-MES'CEN-CY, n. Same as intumescence.

jlN-TO'MU-LXT-ED, a. [intumulatus, L.] Unburied. Cock-

,
n. [in and turgesco, L.] Act of swell-

ing ; turgid state. Browne.

IN-TVS-SUS-CEP'TIQN,* n. (Med.) The introduction of one

part of the intestinal canal into another ; introsusception.

Dunglison.
jlN'TUSE, 7i. [intusus, L.] Bruise. Spenser.

IN-TWINE', v. a. [i. INTWINED ;pp. INTWINING, INTWINED.]
To twine together ;

to twine around ;
to twist or wreath

together.

IN-TW!NE'MENT,*TI. The act of intwining. Todd.

IN-TWIST'L
* v. a. To twist together; to intwine. Smart.

IN-V-EN'DO, n. See INNUENDO.
IN'U-LA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of composite plants;

elecampane ;
starwort.

lN'y-L,i'NE,*n. (Chem.) A peculiar vegetable substance ex-

tracted from inula helenium, or elecampane. P. Cyc.
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jN-uM'BRATE, v. a. [inumbro, L.] [/. i NUMERATED ; pp. IN-

UMBRATING, INUMBRATED.] To shade
; tO COV6F with

shade. Bailey.

fjN-uNCT'ED, a. [inunctus, L.] Anointed. Cockeram.

flN-uNC'TlQN, n. Act of anointing. Burton.

lN-tJNCT-u-6s'i-TY,* n. Want of oiliness. Smart.

JN-UN'DANT, a. Overflowing. Shenstone. [R.]
iN-tJN'DATE, v. a. [inundo, L.] [i. INUNDATED;^. INUN-
DATING, INUNDATED.] To overflow with water; to over-
whelm

;
to submerge.

IN-UN-DA'TION, n. Act of inundating ;
state of being in-

undated
;
overflow

;
flood

; deluge.
flN-UN-DER-STXND'iNG, a. Void ofunderstanding. Pearson.

lN-UR-BANE',*a. Wanting urbanity; uncivil. Scott.

IN-VR-BANE'LY,* ad. In an impolite manner. Dr. Mien.

IN-UR-BXN'I-TY, n. Want of urbanity. Bp. Hall.

JN-URE', (jn-yur') v. a. [i. INURED ; pp. INURING, INURED.]
To habituate

; to make ready by practice ; to accustom.

IN-URE', (in-yur') v. n. (Law) To come into use or power;
to_have effect. Todd.

IN-URE 'MENT, n. Act of inuring ; practice; habit; use;
custom

; frequency. Wotton.

IN-URN', v. a.
[i. INURNED; pp. INURNING, INURNED.] To

intomb
;
to bury. Shak.

IN U-^I-TA'TIQN, n. [inusitatus, L.] Disuse
;
want of use.

Palcy.

fjN-usT'lON, (jn-ust'yun) n. [inustio, L.] Act of burning or

branding. Bailey.

flN-u'TlLE, n. [Fr. ; inutilis, L.] Useless; unprofitable.
Bacon.

iN-y-TlL'l-TY, ?i. Uselessness
; unprofitableness. Hurd.

flN-UT'TER-A-BLE, a. Unutterable. Milton.
/Ar VAC'U-O* [L.] "In avoid," or empty space. Hamilton.

IN-VADE', v. a. [invado, L.] [i.
INVADED

; pp. INVADING,
INVADED.] To enter with a hostile army ;

to infringe ; to

encroach upon ; to attack
;
to assail

;
to assault.

IN-VAD'ER, n. One who invades
;
an assailant.

JN-vXG-I-NA'TION,* n. Intussusception. Palmer.

tlN-VA-LES'cENCE, n. [invalesco, L.] Strength ;
health.

Bailey.

iN-vXL-E-Tu'Di-NA-Ry, a. Wanting health
;
infirm. [R.]

iN-vXL'iD, a. '[invalidus, L.] Not valid ; weak ;
of no

weight; of no legal force.

lN-VA-L!D',*a. [invalide, Fr.l Infirm
;
weak

;
sick. Carpenter.

IN-V^-LID', (in-va-led') n. A person who is disabled, weak,
or infirm

; often applied to a man worn out by warfare.

IN-VA-LID',* v. a. [L INVALIDED ; pp. INVALIDING, INVALID-

ED.] To affect with disease
;
to register as an invalid.

QM. Rev.

iN-VXL'l-DATE, V. a. [L INVALIDATED
J pp. INVALIDATING,

INVALIDATED.] To make invalid
;
to weaken

;
to deprive

of force or efficacy.

IN-VXL-I-DA'TION, n. Act of invalidating. Burke.

jN-VA-LfDE', (-led') n. [Fr.] Prior. See INVALID.

iN-VA-Lfo'l-TY, n. State of being invalid
;
want of validi-

ty or force
;
weakness

; infirmity.
lN-vXL'OR-oDs,*a. Not valorous; cowardly. D. O'Connell.

iN-vXL'u-A-BLE, (In-val'yu-a-bl) a. That cannot be
valued ; above all value

; very precious ;
inestimable.

lN-vAL'u-A-BLY, ad. Inestimably. Bp. Hall.

IN-VXL'VED,* (in-val'yud) a. Inestimable. Maurice.

iN-VA-Ri-A-BiL'i-Ty,* n. In variableness. Digby.
IN-VA'RI-A-BLEJ a.' Not variable

; immutable
; unchange-

able
;
unalterable

;
constant.

.JN-VA'RI-A-BLE-NESS, n. Immutability ; constancy.
XN-VA'RJ-A-BLY, ad. Unchangeably ; immutably.
(.SH-VA'R'IE'D, (-rid) a. Not varying. Blackball.
'

: IN-VA'SIQN, (in-va'zhun) n. [Fr. ; invasio, L,.] Act of in-

shading; hostile entrance or encroachment
;
attack

;
in-

cursion ; irruption ; inroad.

JN-VA'SIVE, a. Making invasion
; aggressive. DrycJen.

fjN-vfic'TiON, n. [invectio, L.] Reproachful accusation
;

invective. Falke.

|N-VEC'TIVE, n. [invective, Fr.] Harsh censure; abuse;
reproach ;

an abusive or angry speech.

JN-VEC'TIVE, a. Satirical; abusive; censorious. Dryden.
|N-VEC'TIVE-LY, ad. Satirically ; abusively. Shak.

JN-VEIGH', (in-va') v. n. [inveho, L.] [i. INVEIGHED
; pp.

INVEIGHING, INVEIGHED.] To utter censure or reproach ;

to rail ;
to declaim.

JN-VEIGH'ER, (jn-va'er) n. One who inveighs. Jaclison.

TN-VEI'GLE, (in-ve'gl) v. a. [invogliare, It.] [i. INVEI-

GLED; pp. INVEIGLING, INVEIGLED.] To persuade to

something bad
;
to wheedle

;
to entice ; to seduce.

JN-VEI'GLE-MENT, (in-ve'gl-morit) n. Seduction
;
entice-

ment.

JN-VEI'GLER, (in-ve'gler) n. A seducer; deceiver.

IN-VEILED', (in-vald')' a. Covered as with a veil. W.
Browne.

iN-VEN-Di-BlL'l-TY,* n. Unsalableness. Browne.

iN-VEND'i-BLE^* a. Unsalable. Ash.

IN-VEN'QM, v. a. See ENVENOM.
JN-VENT', v. a. [inventer, Fr.] [i. INVENTED; pp. INVENT-

ING, INVENTED.] To discover
;

to find out; to excogi-

tate ; to produce something not made before ; to form by
the imagination; to device; to frame

;
to forge; to con-

trive falsely ;
to fabricate

; to feign.
[N-VENT'ER, ?i. One who invents. See INVENTOR.
[N-VENT'FUL, a. Full of invention. Oifford.
JN-VENT'J-BLE, a. Discoverable; capable of being in-
vented.

JN-VEN'TION, (in-yen'shun) n. [inventio, L.] Act of in-

venting ; thing invented
; device ; contrivance

; inge-
nuity ; act or power of producing something new;
forgery ; fiction.

N-VEN'Tioys,* a. Ingenious; inventive. B. Jonson.

|.\-VEN'TIVE, a. [inventif, Fr.] Apt to invent; ingenious;
quick at contrivance

; ready at expedients.
IN-VEN'TIVE-NESS,* n. Quality of being inventive. Chan-

ninor.

-VEN'TpR, ?i. [inventor, L.] One who invents
;
a con-

triver.

lN-VEN-To'Ri-AL,*a. Belonging to an inventory. Maunder.
IN-VEN-TO'RI-AL-L,Y, ad. In the manner of an inventory.

Shak.

IN'VEN-TQ-RY, [in'ven-tur-e, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.
Wb. ; jn-vent'9-re, Johnson, Kenrick.] n. [inventarium,
L.] An account or catalogue of goods or movables.

IN'VEN-TO-RY, v. a. To register; to place in a catalogue.
Shak.

IN-VEN'TRESS, n. [inventrice, Fr.] A female who invents.
Burnet.

IN-VER-I-SI-MIL'I-TUDE,* n. Want of verisimilitude.

Coleridge. [R.l
IN-VERSE', a. [inversus, L.] Inverted; reciprocal; op-
posed to direct. Inverse ratio, the ratio of the recipro-
cals of two numbers. Inverse proportion, the proportion
in which more requires less, and less requires more.

IN-VERSE'LY,* ad. In an inverse order. Maunder.

IN-VER'SION, (in-ver'shun) n. Apt of inverting; state of

being inverted ; change of order or time, so as that the
last is first, and the first last

; change of place, so as that
each takes the room of the other.

LV-VERT', v. a. [inverto, L.] [i. INVERTED; pp. INVERT
ING, INVERTED.] To turn upside down ;

to place in con-

trary position or order to that which was before
;
to place

the last first
; to subvert

;
to reverse.

IN-VER'TE-BRAL,* a. Destitute of a vertebral column. P.

Cyc.

IN-VER'TE-BRATE,* n. (Zool.) An animal which is de-
void of vertebrae, or of an internal bony skeleton. Brands.

IN-VER'TE-BRATE,* ) a. Destitute of a backbone, or of

IN-VER'TE-BRAT-ED,* }
vertebra. Lyell.

IN-VERT'ED,*P. a. Turned upside down; changed by in-

version.

JN-VERT'ED-LY, ad. In contrary or reversed order.

JN-VEST', . a. [investio, L.] [i. INVESTED ; pp. INVESTING,
INVESTED.] To dress

;
to clothe

;
to array ;

to endow ; to

endue
;
to clothe figuratively, as with an office or digni-

ty : to vest
;
to fix or place in something permanent, as

money: to enclose ;
to surround so as to intercept en-

trance, as in a siege.

tlN-VEST'lENT, (in-vest'yent) a. Covering. Woodward.

IN-VES'TI-GA-BLE, a. That may be investigated. Hooker.

JN-VES'TJ-GATE, v. a. [investigo, L.] [L INVESTIGATED;
pp. INVESTIGATING, INVESTIGATED.] To Search OUt

J
to

inquire into; to examine ;
to scrutinize.

|N-VES-TI-GA'TIQN, n. Act of investigating ;
research ;

inquiry; scrutiny; examination.

?N-VES'Ti-GA-TiVE,a.
Searching : making inquiry. Pegge.

N-VES'Ti-Gl-TQR, n. [L.] One who investigates.

IN-VES'T}-TUR.E, n.
[Fr.]

Act or right of clothing with an
office

;
the act of giving legal possession ;

endowment.
IN-VES'TIVE, a. Encircling; clothing. Mirror. [R.]

IN-VEST'MENT, ?*. Act of investing; thing invested:
dress

;
clothes

; garment ;
habit

;
vestment.

JN-VES'TQR,* n. One who invests or makes an invest-

ment. Jacob.

IN-VEST'URE,* (in-vest'yur) n. Investiture. Burnet.

IN-VET'ER-A-CY, n. [inveteratio, L.] State of being invet-

erate
; long continuance of any thing bad, as an ill

habit, disease, &c.
; obstinacy confirmed by time.

IN-VT'ER-ATE, a. [invetfratus, L.] Old
; long-estab-

lished ;
fixed or obstinate by long continuance.

flN-VET'ER-ATE, v. a. [invetero, L.] To fix by long con-

tinuance. Bacon.

IN-VET'ER-ATE-LY,* ad. In an inveterate manner. War-
burton.

IN-VET'ER-ATE-NESS, n. Long continuance; inveter-

acy. Locke.

JN-VET-ER-A'TIQN, n. Act of making inveterate. [R.]

|N-VlD'l-oDs, [in-vid'e-us, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; in-vid'y.is, S. E.

F.K.: in-vid'e-us or' jn-vid'je-us, W.\ a. [invidiosus, L.]
Envious ; malignant ; likely to incur ill-will or hatred.

IN-VID'I-OUS-LY, ad. In an invidious manner.

iN-vlD'i-oDs-NESS, n. duality of being invidious.

iN-viG'i-LANCE,* n. Want of vigilance; carelessness.

Smart!
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,
n. [invig-ilance, Fr.] Sleepiness ;

want
of vigilance. Cotgrave.

f]N-V['G'OR, v. a. To invigorate. Waterhouse.

JN-ViG'Q-UATE, v. a. [in and vigor.] [L INVIGORATED;
pp. INVIGORATING, INVIGORATED.] To give VigOf to j

tO

strengthen ;
to animate.

JN-VIG'O-RAT-ING,* p. a. Adding strength or vigor;

strengthening. .

JN-VIG-O-RA'TION, n. Act of invigorating; strength.

f|W-VlL'LAGED, (jn-vil'ajd) a. Turned into a village.
Browne.

IN-VIN-CI-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being invincible.

iN-vlN'ci-BLE, a. [mvincilrilia, L.] That cannot be van-

quished ; insuperable ; unconquerable.
IN-VIN'CI-BLE-NESS, n. Unconquerableness ; insuperable-

ness.

IN-VIN'CI-BLY, ad. Insuperably; unconquerably.
IN-VI-O-LA-BIL'I-TY, n. State or quality of being invio-

lable'.

iN-vi'p-LA-BLE, a. [Fr. ; inviolabilis, L.] That may not

be violated, broken, profaned, or injured ; insusceptible
of hurt

;
sacred.

lN-Vi'0-LA-BLE-NESS, n. State or quality of being invio-

lable.

IN-VI'O-LA-BLY, ad. Without breach ; without failure.

iN-vI'p-LA-cy,* w. The state of being inviolate. Bul-

iN-Vl'o-LATE, a. [inviolc, Fr.
; inviolatus, L.] Not vio-

lated
;
unhurt ; uninjured ; unprofaned ; unpolluted.

iN-vI'o-LAT-ED, a. Unviolated. Drayton.
iN-vI'o-LATE-LY,* ad. Without violation. South.

IN'VI-OUSJ a. [in'vius, L.] Impassable. Hudibras. [R.]
iN'vi-OUS NESS, n. State of being invious. Dr. Ward. [R.]

IN-VJ-RIL'I-TY, n. Want of virility or manhood. Todd.

{N-vis'cATE, v. a. [in and viscus, L.] To lime; to daub
with glue. Browne.

jN-vis'CER-ATE,t\ a. [inviscero, L,.] To breed; to nour-

ish. Mountague.
IN-VI-J-BIL'I-TY, (in-viz-e-bTl'e-te) n. The state of being

invisible ; ifnperceptibleness to sight.

IN-VI'I-BLE, (in-viz'e-bl) a. [Fr. ; invisibilis, L.] That
cannot be seen ; imperceptible by the sight.

IN-VI'I-BLE-NESS,* 71. State of being invisible. Scott.

iN-Vls'i-BLY, ad. In an invisible manner.

fN-vr TA MI-NER' VA* [L.] (Minerva [the goddess of

wisdom] being unwilling.) Without the aid of genius.
Macdonnel.

IN-VI-TA'TIQN, n. Act of inviting ;
solicitation

;
a bid-

ding ;
a call.

jN-vi'TA-TO-RY, a. Using invitation
; containing invita-

tion.

iJN-vi'TA-TO-RY, 7i. A hymn of invitation to prayer.
Common Prayer.

JN-VITE', r. a. [invito, L.] [i. INVITED
; pp. INVITING, IN-

VITED.] To bid
;
to ask to a place, particularly one's

house; to allure
;
to persuade; to call-, to summon; to

attract.

JN-VITE', v. n. To give invitation ;
to ask.

fjN-VITE'jVlENT, n. Act of inviting ;
invitation. B. Jon-

son.

JN-VIT'ER, n. One who invites.

JN-VIT'JNG, 7i. Invitation. Shale.

|N-VIT'ING,* p. a. Giving invitation; attractive; allur-

ing.

IN-V!T'JNG-LY, ad. In such a manner as invites or al-

lures.'

JN-VIT'JNG-NESS, n. duality of inviting. Bp. Taylor.

IN-VIT'RI-FI-A-BLE,* a. That cannot be vitrified. Smart.

IN'VO-CA'TE/V. a. [invoco, L.] To invoke. Bp. Tay-
lor. [R.]

IN-VQ-CA'TION, n. [invocatio, L.] Act of invoking ;
a call-

ing upon in prayer ; supplication.

IN'VO-CA-TQ-RY,* a. Making invocation ; invoking. Ch.

Ob.

iN'vo'lCE, 7i. A catalogue of the freight of a ship, or a

writing sent with merchandise, particularizing the arti-

cles, prices, and other information.

IN'VOICE,* v. a. [i.
INVOICED ; pp. INVOICING, INVOICED.]

To state or insert in an invoice. Smart.

JN-VOKE', v. a. [invoco, L.] [i.
INVOKED ; pp. INVOKING,

INVOKED.] To call upon with solemnity ; to implore ;
to

pray to
;
to supplicate.

IN'VO-LU-CEL,* n. (Bot.) A partial involucre. London.

Jsf-ro-LV-CEL'LUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A secondary invo-

lucrum ;
involucel. Brande.

IN-VO-LU'CRAL,* a. Relating to an involucre or involu-
crurn. Smith.

IX'VO-LU-CRE,* (in'vo-lu-ker) n. (Bot.) A collection of
bracts placed in a whorl, on the outside of a calyx or

flower-head
;
a bract. P. Cyc.

XN-YO-LU'CRUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A bract; a whorl;
involucre. Brando. See INVOLUCRE.

IN-VOL'VN-TA-RI-LY, ad. Not by choice ;
not spontaneously.

IN-VOL'VN-TA-RI-NESS, n. Want of choice or will.

IN-VOL'UN-TA-RY, a. [involontaire, Fr.] Not voluntary;
not willing; compulsory; reluctant.

IN'VO-LUTE,* n. (Oeom.) A curve traced by the end of a
string in folding it round another curve, or in unfolding
it, with reference to the other, which is called the
evolute. Brande.

IN'VO-LUTE,* ) a. (Bot.) Rolled spirally inwards. P.

IN'VO-LUT-ED,* } Cyc.

IN-VQ-LU'TIQN, n.
[involutio,^.] Act of involving; state

of being involved
; complication ;

that which is wrapped
round any thing. (Gram.) The mingling or insertion
of a clause in a sentence. (Math.) The raising of quan-
tities from their roots to any powers assigned.

IN-VOLVE', v. a. [involvo, L.] [i.
INVOLVED

; pp. INVOLV-
ING, INVOLVED.] To roll or fold round

; to cover with
any thing surrounding ;

to inwrap ; to comprise; to en-

twist; to join ;
to take in

;
to catch

;
to entangle; to im-

plicate ;
to blend ; to mingle together confusedly.

(Math.) To multiply a quantity into itself a given num-
ber of times.

IN-VOLV'ED-NESS, n. State of being involved. Boyle.

IN-VOLVE'MENT,* n. Same as involvedness. Ch. Ob.

iN-vDL-NER-A-Bil/l-TY,* n. State of being invulnerable.
Ash.

IN-VDL'NER-A-BLE, a. [Fr. ; invulnerabilis, L.] That can-
not be wounded ;

secure from injury.

IN-VUL'NER-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being invulner-
able.

lN-vuL'NER-ATE,*a. That is not, or cannot be, wounded ;

unhurt
;
invulnerable. Butler.

IN-WALL,', v. a. To enclose or fortify with a wall. Spen-
ser. [R.]

IN'WARD, ad. Toward the inside; within; concavely or

bending inward
;
into the mind or thoughts.

IN'WARD, a. Internal; placed within; interior; intrinsic;
intimate

;
domestic

;
seated in the mind.

flN'wARD, n. Intimate
;
near acquaintance. Shak.

IN'WARD-LY, ad. In the heart ; internally ; inward.

IN'WARD-NESS, n. Intimacy ;
internal state. More.

IN'WARD^, ad. Same as inward. Milton.

IN'WARD^, 71. pi. The bowels; the parts within. [Rarely
used in the singular.]

JN-WEAVE', (in-wev') v. a. [i. INWOVE or INWEAVED
; pp.

INWEAVING, INWOVEN or INWEAVED.] To weave to-

gether ;
to mix in weaving; to intwine ; to compli-

cate.

IN-WHEEL', r. a. To surround
;
to encircle. Beaum. fy FL

flN'wiT, n. Mind; understanding. Widiffe.

IN-WOOD', (in-wud') v. a. To hide in woods. Sidney.

IN-WORK',* (In-wlirk') v. a.
[i.

INWORKED or INWROUGHT
,

pp. INWORKING, INWROUGHT.] To work in. Smart. [R.]
IN-WORK'ING,* (In-wiirk'jng) n. Operation or working

within. Smart.

IN-WORN',* a. Worn within or wrought within. Milton.

WREATHING, INWREATHED.] To surround as with a
wreath. Milton.

IN-WROUGHT', (jn-rlwf) a. Worked in
;
adorned with

jvork. Milton.

I'o,*?i. [L. oh! ah!] pi. l'o. A triumphal shout. Congrcve.

FO-DATE,* 7i. (Ghent.) A salt composed of iodine, oxygen,
and a base. Smart.

I-OD'IC,* a. Noting an acid containing iodine and oxygen.
Brande.

I'Q-DIDE,* n. A compound of iodine and a metal. Brande.

I'O-DINE,* n. (Gum,) A substance of a bluish-black color,

and metallic lustre, prepared from kelp, and much used
in medicine. Brande.

I'o-Dous,* a. (Chem.) Relating to or containing iodine

and oxygen. Smart.

I-OD'U-RET,* . (Chem.) A combustible, compound sub-

stance, containing iodine. Smart.
.

I'p-LiTE,*7i. (Mill.) A mineral of a violet color, Jameson.

I'QN,* n. ; pi. IONS. The elements into which a body \s

separated when subjected to electroyzation, or electro-

chemical decomposition. Francis.

I-o'Ni-AN,* a. Relating to Ionia or to a cluster of Greek
islands. Murray.

I-5N'ic,* n. An ionic verse or metre. Coleridge.

I-ON'ic, a. Relating to Ionia or the dialect of the lonians:

relating to a sect of philosophers founded by Thales :

relating to an airy kind of music : relating to one

of the five orders of architecture, whose distinguishing
feature is the volute of its capital.

I-O'TA, TI. [iVjra.] The name of a Greek letter : a tittle ;

a jot ; the least quantity assignable.

IP-E-CAC-V-lN'HA, (ip-e-kak-u-an'a) [ip-e-kak-u-an'a,
S.

P. J. E. F. K. 'Sm. ; ip-e-kak-u-a'na, W. ; ip-e-kak-u-a.'-

na, Ja.] n. A root from 'South' America, of emetic vir-

tues, much used in medicine.

IP'Q-CRAS, n. See HIPPOCRAS.
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(p'SE Dlx'iT,* [L.] (He himself said.) A mere assertion.
Mavor. [Ch. Ob.

ip-sls1 SI-MA rER'FA, *
[L.] "The very same words."

If'so FAC'TO* [L.] (Law)
"
By the deed or fact itself

;

"
in the very deed or fact. Hamilton.

I-RA'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Iran or Persia. Latham.
I-RXs-c{-BiL,'j-TY,7i. Propensity to anger. Johnson.

I-RAS'CI-BLE, a. (irascibilis, low L.] Partaking of anger ;

prone to anger; passionate ; hasty.
I-RXs'ci-BLE-NE3S, 7i. State of being irascible.

IRE, n. [ira, L.] Anger; wrath
; rage ; passionate hatred.

lRE'F0L, a. Anfery; raging; furious. Sliak.

IRE'FOL-LY, ad. With ire; in an angry manner. Dray-
ton.

IRE'FGL-NESS,*M. Anger; violent passion. Scott.

I'RE-NARJEH, (I're-nark) n. [eipijvapxijs.] An officer of the
old Greek empire, employed to preserve public tran-

quillity. Todd.

I-REN'I-CAL, a. Promoting peace ; pacific. Todd.

iR'f-DXL,* a. Same as irisated. Smart.

||IR-I-DES'CENCE,* [ir-j-des'sens, K. Wb.; I-rj-des'sens,

Sm.] n. The color of the rainbow. Roget.
||IR-HUES'CENT,* a. Colored as the rainbow

; irisated. Ed.

Ency.
J-RID'I-OM,* n. (Chem.) A metal associated with the ore
of platinum, and not malleable. Brande.

I'RIS, n. [L.] pi. L. IK'I-DE$; Eng. i'Ris-E?. The
rainbow ; any appearance resembling the rainbow

;
the

prismatic circle round the pupil of the eye: the flower-
de-luce.

I'RIS-AT-ED,* a. Exhibiting the prismatic colors. Smart.

I'RISED,*' (Frist) a. Relating to the iris or rainbow. Bonny-
castle.

IR'ISH, n. The Irish language ; a game of elder times
;

liuen made in Ireland. pi. The people of Ireland.

IR'ISH, a. Belonging to Ireland ; produced or made in Ire-
land.

TR'lSH-l^M, n. An Irish idiom
; hibernicism.

tlR'jSH-RY, 7i. The people of Ireland. Bryskett.

J-RI'TIS,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the iris of the eye.

IRK, (urk) v. a. [yrk, Icelandic.] To weary ;
to give pain

to. Scarcely used except impersonally; as, "It irks

me."
XRK'SQME, (iirk'sum) a. Wearisome

; tedious; tiresome.

IRK'SOME-LY, (Urk'sum-le) ad. Wearisomely; tediously.
IRK'SOME-NESS, (urk'sum-nes) n. Tediousness.

IR'ON, (I'urn) [I'urn, S. W. P. J. F. Sm.; I'run, E. Ja. K.

Mires.] n. The most common and useful of the metals,
extremely hard, yet malleable and fusible: an instru-
ment made of iron. pi. Fetters

; manacles.

IR'ON, (I'urn) a. Made of iron
; resembling iron in color;

harsh; stern; indissoluble; hard; impenetrable:
rude and miserable, as opposed to golden or silver in the
sense of happy ; as,

" the iron age."
IR'ON, (I'urn) v. a. [i. IRONED ; pp. IRONING, IRONED.] To
smooth with an iron

;
to shackle with irons.

iR'oN-BoOND.* (I'urn-) a. Encircled with iron. Drayton.
IR'ON-CROWN,* n. The crown of the ancient Lombard
kings; used to signify the crown or sceptre of Italy.

Ency.
IR'ONED, (I'urnd) a. Armed

; dressed in iron
; fettered.

IR'ON-FLINT,* (I'urn-) n. (Min.) A substance containing
oxide of iron, united with silica. Hamilton.

IR'ON-HEART-ED, (I'urn-hart-ed) a. Hard-hearted.

I-RON'IC, a. Ironical. B. Jonson.

l-RON'i-CAL, a. Relating to or containing irony; express-
ing one thing and meaning another.

X-RON'I-CAL-LY, ad. By the use of irony. Bacon.

I-RON'j-CAL-NESS,* 71. State of being ironical, Ash.

I'RON-iST, (I'run-ist) n. One who deals in irony. Hard.
IR'ON-MON-J&ER, (I'urn-mung-ger) n. A dealer in iron.

IR'ON-MOULD, (I'urn-mold) n. A mark or spot on linen,
occasioned by the rust of iron. Juniiis.

IR'ON-SID-ED,* (I'urn-) a. Hardy ; rough ; strong. Forby.
IR'ON-WOOD, (I'urn-wud) n. A very hard and heavy
wood. McCuUoch.

IR'ON-WORK,* (I'urn-wurk) n. ;pZ. IR'OX-WORKS, (I'urn-
wiirks) A place where iron is manufactured

;
manufacture

of iron. Addison.

IR'ON-WORT, (I'urn-wurt) n. A plant. Miller.

IR'ON-Y, (I'urn-e) a. Made of iron
; partaking of iron.

I'RQN-Y, (I'run-e) n. [eipwi/et-j.] A mode of speech in

which the meaning is contrary to the words, or in which
praise is bestowed when censure is intended

;
a delicate

species of sarcasm. ,

jl'Roys, a. Angry ; passionate ; ireful. Clumcer.

j|lR-RA'Di-ANCE, n. [irradio, L.] Emission of rays of

'light on an object; a beam of light emitted.

||IR-RA'DI-AN-CY, n. Same as irradiance. Browne.

IIIR-RA'DJ-ANT,* a. Emitting rays of light. Boyse.

JJIR-RA/DI-ATE, [jr-ra'de-at, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. R.; ir-ra'dyat,'

S. E. F. K.} v. a. [irradio, L.] [i IRRADIATED
; pp. IRRA-

DIATING, IRRADIATED.] To dart rays upon; to adorn

with light ;
to brighten ; to enlighten intellectually ;

to
illuminate

;
to animate by heat or light ;

to decorate with
shining ornaments.

||JR-RA'DI-ATE, v. n. To emit rays ;
to shine. Bp. Hume.

|jlR-RA'Di-ATE, a. Adorned with light or brightness.
Mason.

JR-RA-DI-A'TIQN, 7i. [Fr.] Act of irradiating : illumina-
tion. .

JR-RXD'I-CATE,* v. a. To fix by the root
;
to insert firmly.

ClissoM.

||IR-RX"TION-AL, (ir-rash'un-al) [Ir-rash'un-al, S. W. P. J.
E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; ir-ra'shun-al, Wb.] a. [irrationalis,
L.] Not rational; void of reason or understanding; ab-
surd

; contrary to reason
; foolish.

||IR-RX-TIQN-XL'I-TY, (ir-rash-un-al'e-tc) n. duality of
being irrational; want of reason.

||IR-RX"TION-AI,-LY, (ir-rash'un-al-e) ad. Without reason.

||lR-RX"TipN-AL-NESS,* (ir-r'ash'un-al-nes) 71. Irration-

ality. Scott.

IR-RE-CLAIM'A-BLE, a. That cannot be reclaimed
;
in-

corrigible ; hopeless.

IR-RE-CLAIM'A-BLY, ad. So as not to be reclaimed.

IR-REC-QN-CIL'A-BLE, a. [irrcconciliable, Fr.] That can-
not be reconciled, appeased, or made consistent

; unap-
peasable ; inconsistent.

IR-REC-ON-CIL'A-BLE-NESS, . Impossibility of being rec-
onciled.

IR-REC-ON-CIL'A-BLY, ad. In an irreconcilable manner.
tlR-REc'QN-clLE, v. a. To alienate. Bp. Taylor.

IR-RC'ON-CILED, (ir-rek'on-slid) a. Not reconciled.
Prideaux.

IR-REC'ON-CILE-MENT, n. Want of reconcilement. Wake.

iR-REC-QN-clL-i-A'TIQN, n. Want of reconciliation.

IR-RE-CORD'A-BLE, a. Not to be recorded. Cockeram.

iR-RE-cov'ER-A-BLE, (ir-re-kuv'er-a-bl) a. That cannot
be recovered, restored, or remedied

;
not recoverable.

IR-RE-C&V'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being irrecovera-
ble.

IR-RE-COV'ER-A-BLY, ad. Beyond recover}'.

flR-RE-cu'PER-A-BLE, a. [Fr. ; irrecuperabilis, L.] Irre-

coverable. Cotgrave.
flR-RE-cu'PER-A-BLY, ad. Irrecoverably. Bullokar.

flR-RE-c_URED', (ir-re-kurd') a. Not cured. Rons.

iR-RE-DiiEM/A-BLE,* a. That cannot be redeemed. Cole-

ridge.

IR-RE-DEEM'A-BLV,* ad. So as not to be redeemed. Blair.

IR-RE-DU'CI-BLE, a. Not to be reduced. Boyle.

IR-RE-FL,EC'T}VE,* a. Not reflective. Whewett.

IR-REF-RA-GA-BIL/I-TY, n. Quality of being irrefragable.

||lR-REF'RA-GA-BLE, [ir-ref ra-ga"-bl, S. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.

Rees; ir-re-frag'a-bl, P. E. ; ir-refra-ga-bl or ir-re-friig'a-

bl, W.] a. [irrefragabilis, L.] That cannot be refuted or

overthrown
;
irrefutable ; indisputable.

||lR-REF'RA-GA-BLE-NESS, n. duality of being irrefraga-

lllR-REF'RA-GA-BLY, ad. With force above confutation.

IR-RE-FUT'A-BLE, or IR-REF'V-TA-BLE, [ir-re-fut'a-bl, S.

P. 'Ja. Sm'.; ir-ref'u-ta-bl, J. F. 'K. ; ir-re-fdt'a-bl or ir-

ref'u-ta-bl, W.] a. [irrefutabilis, L.] That cannot be re-

futed ; unanswerable ; indisputable.
iR-RE-FUT'A-Bt.Y,* Or IR-REF'V-TA-BLY,* ad. Without

refutation. Walker.

tlR-RTE-aEN-ER-A'TiON,* n. Unregeneratcd state. JV*. E.

Elders.

IR-REG'V-T.AR, a. [irregularis, L.] Not regular; deviating
from rule, custom, or nature

;
immethodical ;

not re-

strained as to personal conduct
; disorderly.

IR-REG'V-^AR, 7^ One not following a settled rule. Hall.

iR-REGr'v-LAR-IsT,* 7i. An irregular person. Baxter.

IR-REG-V-L,AR'I-TY, n. Want of regularity; deviation

from rule
; disorderly ; disorderly practice ;

vice.

IR-REG'V-LAR-LY, ad. In an irregular manner.

flR-RfiG'U-LATE, v. a. To make irregular. Browne.

flR-REG'y-LOU.s,* a. Licentious; lawless; irregular. Shak

!R-RE-JECT'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be rejected. Boyle.

IR-REL'A-TIVE, a. Not relative
; single ;

unconnected.

IR-REL'A-TIVE-LY, ad. Unconnected ly. Boyle.

IR-REL,'E-VAN-CY, n. State of being irrelevant. Todd.

IR-REL'E-VANT, 'a. Not relevant ;
not assisting the matter

in hand
;

riot being to the purpose ;
not applicable.

IR-REL'E-VANT-LY, ad. Without being to the purpose.

iR-BE-MfiVA-BLE, a. Not admitting relief. Hargravc. _

IR-RE-LIG'JQN, (ir-re-lid'jun) n. Contempt of religion ;
im-

iR-RE-LlG'lQN-tST,* 7t. One who is irreligious. EC. Rrv.

IR-RE-T,I'G'IOUS, (Tr-re-lld'jus). a. Contemning religion;

impious ; contrary to religion ; profane.

IR-RE-LIG'IOUS-IA-, ad. In an irreligious manner.

IR-R'ME-A-BLE,a. [irrcmcabilis, L.] Admitting no return.

lila-RE-ME'Dl-A-BLE, [ir-re-me'de-a-bl,
S. W. J. Ja. Sm.;

ir-re'-med'e-a-bl, P.] a. [Fr.] Admitting no cure
;
not to

be remedied.

|jlR-RE-ME'Di-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of beuig irremediable
DIATING, IRRADIATED.] To dart rays upon; to adorn |JIR-RE-ME'DI-A-BLE-NESS, n. Sti
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||IR-RE-ME'DI-A-BLY, ad. Beyond remedy or cure.

IR-RE-MIS'SJ-BLE, a. [irremissible, Fr.] That cannot be re-

mitted or pardoned.
IR-RE-MIS'SI-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being irremissi-

ble.'

IR-RE-MIS'SI-BLY, ad. So as not to be pardoned. Sherwood.

iR-RE-Mls'sivE,* a. Not to be remitted. Coleridge.

IR-RE-MOV'A-BLE, a. Not removable
;
immovable. Shak.

lR-RE-M6v'A-BL,Y>*/^ Immovably. Evelyn.
IR-RE-MU'NER-A-BLE, a. Not to be rewarded. Cocheram.

IR-RE-NOWNED', (Ir-re-nbund') a. Unrenovvned. Spenser.

IR-REP-A-RA-BIL'I-TY, n. State of being irreparable.

IR-REP'A-RA-BLE, a. [irreparabilis, L.] That cannot be re-

paired or recovered
; irrecoverable.

IR-REP'A-RA-BLE-NESS,*^. State of being irreparable. JJsh.

IR-REP'A-RA-BLY, ad. Without recovery or remedy.
IR-RE-PEAL-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. auality of being irrepealable.

Smart.

IR-RE-PEAL'A-BLE, a. That may not be repealed. Todd.

IR-RE-PEAL'A-BLY, ad. Beyond the power of repeal.

tR-RE-pENT'ANCE, n. Impenitence. Mountague.
IR-RE-PLEV'I-A-BLE, a. (Law) Not to be redeemed ;

irre-

plevisable.

IR-RE-PL;EV'I-SA-BI.E,* a. (Law} Not to be replevied or

redeemed. Bouvier.

IR-REP-RE-HEN'SI-BLE, a. [irreprchcnsibilis, L.] Not rep-
rehensible

;
blameless ; faultless.

IR-REP-RE-HEN'SI-BL,E-NESS,*?I. Quality of being irrepre-
hensible. Smart.

IR-REP-RE-HEN'SI-BLY, ad. Without blame or censure.

IR-REP-RE-ENT'A-BL,E, a. Not representable. Stilliugjlcet.

IR-RE-PRESS'I-BLE, a. That cannot be repressed.

IR-RE-PROACH'A-BLE, (ir-re-proch'?-bl) a. Not reproacha-
ble

;
free from blame

;
free from reproach.

IR-RE-PROACH'A-BLE-NESS,* n. Blamelessness. Smart.

IR-RE-PROACH'A-BLY, ad. Without blame or reproach.

IR-RE-PROV'A-BLE, a. Not reprovable ; irreproachable.
IR-RE-PROV'A-BLE-NESS * n. State of being irreprovable.

4*.
IR-RE-PROV'A-BLY, ad. Beyond reproach. Weever.

lR-REp-Tl"Tioys, (ir-rep-tish'us) a. Creeping. Elphinston.

IR-REP'U-TA-BLE,* a. Disreputable. Bp. Law.

IR-RE-IST'ANCE, (ir-re-zist'ans) n. Want of resistance ;

non-resistance ; gentleness under sufferings. Paley.

IR-RE-IST-I-BIL'I-TY, n. duality of being irresistible.

iR-RE-sIST'i-BLE, (ir-re-zis'te-bl) a. That cannot be re-

sisted ; superior to opposition. [Hall.

iR-RE-ijisT'i-BLE-NESs, n. Power above opposition. Bp.
lR-RE-fST'l-BLY, ad. In a manner not to be opposed.
jlR-RE-iST'i,ESS, a. Irresistible ;

resistless. Glanville.

[Barbarous.]
IR-RE'O-LU-BLE, (Ir-rez'9-lu-bl) a. [in and resolubilis, L.]
That cannot be dissolved or resolved into parts ;

indisso-

luble. Bp. Hall.

IR-RE'Q-LV-BLE-NESS, n . Quality of being irresoluble.

IR-RE^'Q-LUTE, a. Not resolute
; wanting resolution; not

firm ;
timid.

IR-RE'Q-LUTE-L,Y, ad. Without resolution or firmness.

fR-RE^'Q-LUTE-NESS, " Want of firmness
;
irresolution.

XR-RE-Q-LU'TIQN, n. Want of resolution or firmness.

IR-RE-OL-VA-BIL'I-TY,* n. State of being irresolvable.

Museum.
IR-RE-OL'VA-BLE,* a. That cannot be resolved. Herschel.

IR-RE-OLV'ED-L,Y, ad. Without determination. Boyle.

IR-RE-SPEC'TIVE, a. Not respective ; having no regard to

circumstances ; absolute.

IR-RE-SPEC'TIVE-LY, ad. Without regard to circumstances.

IR-RES'PI-RA-BLE,* a. Not respirable. Turner.

IR-RE-SPON-SI-BIL'I-TY, . Want of responsibility.

IR-RE-SPON'SI-BLE, a. Not responsible; not answerable
;

wanting responsibility.

IR-RE-SPON'SIVE,* a. Not responsive. Ed. Rev.

IR-RE-TEN'TIVE, a. Not retentive. Skelton.

IR-RE-TRIEV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be retrieved or re-

paired ;
irrecoverable ; irreparable.

IR-RE-TRIEV'A-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being irretrieva-

ble. Smart.

IR-RE-TRIEV'A-BLY, ad. Irreparably ; irrecoverably.

IR-RE-TURN'A-BLE', a. Not returnable.

IR-REV'ER-ENCE, n. [irreverentia, L.
; irreverence, Fr.]

Want of reverence or veneration.

flR-REV'ER-END, a. Irreverent. Sir C. Cornwallis.

IR-REV'ER-ENT, a. Not reverent
;
not expressing due rev-

erence, veneration, or respect.

IR-REV'ER-ENT-LY, ad. In an irreverent manner.

JR-RE-VERS'I-BLE, a. That cannot be reversed or changed ;

unchangeable.
IR-RE -VERS'I-BLE-NESS, n. State of being irreversible.

IR-RE-VERS'I-BLY, ad. In an irreversible manner.

iR-REy-Q-cA-BlL/i-TY, n. State of being irrevocable
;
im-

possibility of recall.

IR-REV'Q-CA-BLE, a. [irrcvocabilis, L.] That cannot be re-

voked or recalled ; irreversible.

lR-REV'o-CA-BL.E-NESS,7t. The state of being irrevocable.

IR-REV'O-CA-BLy, ad. In an irrevocable manner.
tlR-REv'Q-LU-BLE, a. [irrevolutus, L.] That has no revolu-

tion. Milton. [Smart
lR-RHE-T5R'i-CAl,,* a. Not rhetorical : not persuasive.
IR'RI-GATE, v. a. [irrigo, L.] [. IRRIGATED

; pp. IRRIGAT-
ING, IRRIGATED.] To sprinkle water on: to wet: to

moisteji ;
to water.

IR-RI-GA'TIQN, n. Act of irrigating ; a sprinkling ;
act of

watering lands by drains or channels.

IR-RIG'V-OUS, a. Watery ; watered
; dewy; moist. Milton.

IR-RJS'I-BLE,* a. Not risible; incapable of laughter.

Campbell.

jR-Rl"lpN, (jr-rizh'un) n. [irrisio, L.] The act of laughing
at another ; a laugh. Fotherby.

IR-RI-TA-BJ'LI'I-TY, n. State or quality of being irritable.

IR'RI-TA-BLE, a. [irritabilis, L.] Easily provoked or irri-

tated
; irascible; fretful.

IR'RI-TA-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being irritable. Perry.
IR'RI-TXN-CY,* n. \irritus, L.] (Scotch law) Act of becom-

ing void. Crabb.

IR'RI-TXNT,* n. Something that irritates. Month. Rev.

IR'RI-TXNT, a. [irritans, L.] Irritating. (Law) [irritus, L.J
Rendering void. Hayward.

IR'RI-TATE, v. a. [irrite, L.] [{.
IRRITATED

; pp. IRRITAT-

ING, IRRITATED.] To excite ire or anger in ; to exas-

perate; to provoke; to tease; to fret; to stimulate
; to

heighten ;
to agitate ;

to excite heat or redness in the
skin

by_ friction.

jiR'Rl-TATE, v. a. [irritus, L.] To render null or void.

Bp. Bramhall.

jlR'Ri-TATE, a. Heightened ;
excited. Bacon.

IR'RI-TAT-ING,* p. a. Tending to irritate
; provoking.

IR-RI-TA'TION, n. [irritatio, L.] Act of irritating ; exasper-
ation

; provocation.

IR'RI-TA-TIVE,* a. Tending to irritate. Smart.

IR'RI-TA-TO-RY, a. Stimulating; irritating. Hales.

flR-RO-RA'TlQN,*7t. A bedewing; a sprinkling. Chambers.

iR-Rtl'BRi-CAL,* a. Not rubrical; contrary to the rubric.

Ch. Ob.

jR-Rtjp'TiQN, (jr-rup'shun) n. [Fr. ; irruptio, L.] A sudden
invasion or incursion

;"
forcible entrance ;

inroad.

JR-RUP'TIVE, a. Breaking in. Whitehouse.
Is. The third person singular of the verb To be. See BE.

Is-A-GOG'j-CAL, a. [claa-yuyiKos.] Introductory. Gregory.
FSA-GON,* n. A figure having equal angles. Grier.

Is-jEHl-XD'ic, (is-ke-Ld'ik) a. [i<r%fa<Ji*<5f.] (Jnat.) Relat-

ing to the hip or the parts near it.

Is-HI-XT'lc,* a. Same as ischiadic. Dunglison.
t!s-,eHU-RET'ic, (is-ku-ret'ik) n. (Med.) Medicine for cur-

ing ischury. [urine.
Is'jeHV-RY, (is'ku-re) n. [iaxovpia.] (Mcd.) A stoppage of

Is'E-RlNE,* r>. (Min.) An oxide of titanium. Jameson.

ISH, [isc, Sax.] A termination added loan adjective to express
diminution

; as, bluish, tending to blue. It is likewise
sometimes the termination of a gentile or possessive ad-

jective; as, Swedish, Danish. It likewise notes partici-

pation of the qualities of the substantive to which it is

added ; as, fool, foolish.

I'si-CLE, (I'sjk-kl) n. See ICICLE.

I'iN-GLA"ss, (I'zing-gl&s) n. A pure form of gelatine or
white glutinous substance prepared from parts of the
entrails of certain fresh-water fishes : a name applied
to mica.

I'LAM,* n. The religion of Mahomet
;
Mahometanism or

Mohammedism
;
also the body of Mahometans or of the

faithful; so termed by the Mahometans themselves.
Brande.

I'LAM-iM,* n. Among Mahometans, orthodoxy or the
true faith ; the Mahometan religion ;

islam. Ed. Rev.

I$-LAM-IT'IC,* a. Relating to islamism
;
Mahometan. Salis-

bury.

I'LAM-IZE,* v. a. To conform to islamism
;
to Mahome-

tanize. Salisbury.

TSL'AND, (I'land) n. [insula, L.
; isola, It.] A tract of land

entirely surrounded by water.

ISL'AND-ED,* (I'land-ed) a. Insulated
;
formed as an isl-

and. Shelley.

TSL'AND-ER, (I'land-er) n. An inhabitant of an island.

TSL'AND-Y, (I'land-e)'a. Full of islands. Cotgrave. [R.]

ISLE, (II) 71. [old Fr. ; insula, L.J An island
;
a small island.

It is sometimes incorrectly written for aisle.

ISL'ET, (I'let) n. [islctte, old Fr.] A little island. Wotton.

JS-NA'R'DI-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of aquatic plants. Farm.

Ency. _
T-so-jein'MAL,,* a. Having equal temperature in winter.

Whewcll.
'

T-SQ-CHIM'E-NAL,,* a. Having the same temperature in

winter ;
isochimal. Francis.

I-sp-HRQ-MAT'ic,* a. [i<rog and XPWja.] Having the

same colors. Brande.

I-SOH'RQ-NAL,, a. [IVo? and %p6v'^.] Having equal times
;

performed in equal times. Bp. Berkeley.

I-s6jeH'RO-NiM,* n. Equality of time, as in the vibration

of the pendulum. Hamilton.
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7t. An equal time-keeper, or a sort of

clock which is designed to keep perfectly equal time.
Drielsma.

I-sojeH'Rp-NODs,* a. Performed in equal times; isochro-
nal, drier.

I-s6D'p-MON,*?z. [Gr.] (Arch.) A species of ancient walling,
in which all the courses were of the same height. Elmcs.

I-SO-GE-P-THER'MAL,* a. Having equal temperature be-
low the surface of the earth. Smart.

I-SOG'RA-PHY,* n. Imitation of handwriting. Ency.
||I'p-LATE,* [iz'9-lat, W. J. F. Sm. ; is'o-lat,.E. Wb.', I'so-

lat, K.] v. a,, [i. ISOLATED<;pp. ISOLATING, ISOLATED.] To
place in a detached situation

; to detach
;
to insulate. La-

tham. _ [ton.

||I'p-LAT-ED, a. [isolc, Fr.] Detached
j separate. Warbur-

|lfj'p-LAT-ED-LY,* ad. In an isolated manner. Qu. Rev.

nlij-p-LA'TipN,* n. The state of being isolated. Ed. Rev.

I-soM'E-Rlc,* a. Containing the same elements in the
same ratio, yet exhibiting distinct chemical qualities.
Turner.

I-SOM'E-RIM,* 7i. [iffuj and /I/KJ?.] A compound which
contains the same elements in the same ratio, and exhib-
its distinct chemical qualities. Brande.

I-SP-MET'RI-CAL,* a. Having equal dimensions. Farish.

X-SO-MOR'PHIM,* n. Sameness or equality of form. John-
ston.

I-sp-MOR'pHOys,* a. Equal or similar as to form; preserv-
ing the original form. Brande.

I-SON'P-MY,* Equal law or equal rights. Smart.

I-sp-PER-i-MET'Ri-cAL, a. [i'o-os, ncpi, and pirpov.'}

(Oeom.) Having equal perimeters or circumferences.

X-sp-PE-RlM'E-TRY,* 7i. A branch of high geometry which
treats of the properties of isoperimetrical figures. Hamil-
ton.

I'SQ-PYRE,* n. (Min.) A silicate of alumina, lime, and per-
oxide of iron. Brande.

I-sds'cE-LE, a. [Gr. ; isocele, Fr.] (Oeom.) Having two
legs or sides equal, as a triangle. Harris.

I-Sp-STEM'p-NOiJS,* a. (Bot.) Having stamens equal in

number to the petals. Brande.
I-SOTH'E-RAL * a. Having equal temperature in summer.

Whewett.
'

I-sp-THER'MAL,* a. Having equal heat or temperature.
Isothermal lines are imaginary lines which pass through
those points, on the surface of the earth, at which the
mean annual temperature is the same. Brande.

I-Sp-TON'lc,* a. Having equal tones. Smart.

Is'sy-A-BLE, (ish'shu-a-bl) a. That may be issued
;
so as

to bring to issue or decision. Blackstone.

Is'sy-XNT,* (Ish'u-ant) a. (Her.} Issuing or coming up
from another, as a charge or bearing. Brande.

Is'syE, (ish'shu) 7i. [issue, Fr.] Act of passing out ; exit
;

egress or passage out
;
event

; consequence ;
effect

;
re-

sult
;
termination ; conclusion : a fontanel

;
a vent made

in a muscle for the discharge of humors ; evacuation :

progeny; offspring. (Med.) An artificial ulcer. (Law)
Legitimate offspring ; profit : the point or matter depend-
ing in suit, on which two parties join and put their cause
to trial, and are hence said to join issue; and an issue

upon a matter of fact may be general or special ; general,
when it is left to the jury to determine, guilty or not

guilty ; special, when a material point, alleged by the de-
fendant in his defence, is to be tried, as in assault and
battery, where the defendant pleads that the plaintiff"
struck first.

IS'SUE, (ish'shu) v. n. [i. ISSUED
; pp. ISSUING, ISSUED.] To

come out
;
to pass out ;

to break out ; to proceed ;
to be

produced ;
to arise

;
to flow ;

to spring ;
to emanate.

Is'syE, v. a. To send out
;
to send out judicially.

Is'syE D, (ish'shud) a. Descended. Shak.

Is'syE-LESS, (ish'shu-les) a. Having no issue or offspring.
Is'sy-ER,* (ish'shu-er) n. One who issues. Ed. Rev.

Is'su-lNG, (ish'shu-ing) n. Act of passing or going out
ISTH/MI-AN,* (ist'me-an) a. Noting certain Grecian games,

celebrated at the Isthmus of Corinth. Mitford.
TSTH'MVS, (ist'mus) n. [isthmus, L.] pi. ISTHMUSES. A

neck of land joining a peninsula to the main land, or tw
parts of a continent or of an island together.

IT, pron. (pos. ITS) of the neuter gender, used for the thing
spoken of before. Sometimes there is no definite antece-
dent

; as,
" It rains."

{-TXL'iAN, (jt-tal'yan) n. A native of Italy ;
the language

of Italy.

I-TAI/IAN, (it tal'yan) a. Relating to Italy.

fj-TAL'lAN-ATE, (jt-tal'yan-at) v. n. To make Italian
;
to

Italianize. Wilson.

I-TXL'IAN-IZE, v. n. & a. [Italianiser, Fr.] To speak Italian
;

to make Italian. Cotgrave.

J-TXL'ic,* n. ; pi. J-TAL'ICS. An Italic letter or type. Bos-
worth.

I-TAL'IC, (jt-tal'jk) a. Relating to Italy, but applied partic-
ularly to a type first used by Italian printeis, and now
usually employed to distinguish words or sentences, or
render them emphatical ; cursive.

I-TXL'i-ci'SM,* n. An Italian idiom or phrase. Jodrell.

j-TAL'i-ciZE, v. a.
[i. ITALICIZED ; pp. ITALICIZING, ITAL-

ICIZED.] To represent in Italic letters.

ITCH, 7i. An uneasy sensation of the skin, which is eased
by scratching : a very contagious disease of the skin,
consisting of an eruption of minute itching vesicles

; the

psora: a constant teasing desire.

ITCH, v. n. [i. ITCHED ; pp. ITCHING, ITCHED.] To feel an
uneasiness in the skin, which is removed by rubbing ; to

long; to have continual desire.

ITCH'ING,* n. The state of the skin when one desires to
scratch it

; teasing desire. Qood.

ITCH'ING,* p. a. Feeling the itch : teasing ; irritating.

ITCH'Y, a. Infected with the itch
; uneasy. Donne.

I'TEM, ad. [L.] Also. A word used in catalogues, &c.,
when any article is added to the former.

I'TEM, n. A new article
;
a single entry ; any thing which

might form part of a detail
;
a hint

;
an innuendo.

I'TEM, v. a. To make a memorandum of. Addison.

IT'ER-A-BLE, a. That may be repeated. Sir T. Browne.
tlT'ER-ANCE,* 7i. Repetition. Shak.

IT'ER-ANT, a. Repeating. Bacon. [R.]
IT'ER-ATE, v. a. [itero, L.] [i. ITERATED ; pp. ITERATING,
ITERATED.] To go over or do a second time; to recite

again_; to repeat ;
to utter again.

IT-ER-A'TIPN, n. [iteratio, L.] Act of iterating ; repetition ;

recital over again.
iT'ER-A-TlVE, a. Repeating; redoubling. Cotgrave.
I-TlN'ER-AN-cy,* 71. The act or habit of travelling. //.

More.

I-TIN'ER-ANT,* n. One who travels about; an itinerant

preacher. CA. Ob.

I-TlN'ER-ANT, a. [itinerant, Fr.] Travelling; wandering;
not settled.

I-TlN'ER-A-RY, TO. [itinerarium, L.] A book of travels; a

guide for travelling.

I-TIN'ER-A-RY, <z. Relating to travel
; travelling ;

done on
a journey ;

done during frequent change of place.
I-TlN'ER-ATE, v n. [itineror, itineratus, L.l [i. ITINERAT-

ED; pp. ITINERATING, ITINERATED.] 1 journey j tO
travel. Cockeram.

ITS,* neuter pron. Possessive- case from It.

IT-SELF', pron. The neuter reciprocal pronoun of It.

lTT'NER-iTE,*n. (Min.) A bluish or ash-gray mineral. P.

Cyc.

I'VIED, (I'vjd) a. Overgrown with ivy. Warton.

1'vp-K.Y, n. [ivoire, Fr.] A hard substance, of a fine white

color, being the tusk of the elephant, when removed from
the animal and properly prepared.

I'vp-RY, a. Made of, prepared from, or like, ivory.

I'vp-RY-BL-ACK,* 71. A substance produced by burning and

grinding ivory ;
a fine kind of blacking. Booth.

I'VY, (I've) n. A parasitical plant of different species.

I'VY-BER'RY,* n. The fruit of the ivy. Booth.

I'VY-MAN'TLED,* (-tld) a. Encircled with ivy. Gray.
IX'P-LITE,* n. (Mm.) A mineral found in bituminous coal.

Dana.

IZ'ZARD,* n. Another name of the letter Z. Brockett.

J.

Ja consonant, and the tenth letter of the alphabet, has

5 been heretofore identified with the vowel i, and min-
gled with it in all the English dictionaries, as it still is in

many of them. It has invariably the same sound as g
soft in giant ; as, jet, just.

JXB'BER, v. n. [gabberen, D.] [i. JABBERED ; pp. JABBER-

ING, JABBERED.] To talk rapidly, indistinctly, or idly ;
to

chatter.

JXB'BER, n. Idle talk
; prate ;

indistinct talk. Todd.

JXB'BER-ER, n. One who jabbers.

JAB'BER-MENT, n. Idle talk; prate. Milton. [R.]

JXB'BER-NOWL, n. See JOBBERNOWL.
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/A-BI'RN',* n. A species of wading bird. Brande.

JXB'i-Rt,* 7i. (Ornith.) A genus of wading birds. P. Cyc.

JXB'LE,* (jab'bl) v. n. To bemire ; to wet
;
to jarble or jav-

el. Johnson. [North of Eng.] See JARBLE, and JAVEL.
JXc-A-MAR',* n. A genus of scansorial birds. Brande.

JAc'cp-NET,* 71. A light species of muslin. W. Ency.
JA'CENT, a: [jaccns, L.] Lying at length. Wotton.

JA'CINTII, n. The same with hyacinth. See HYACINTH.
JACK, n. The diminutive of John; used as a general term
of contempt for a saucy or a paltry fellow, or for one who
puts himself forward in some office or employment:
an instrument to pull off boots

;
an engine to turn a spit;

an engine or instrument for raising heavy weights ;
a

wooden wedge : a young pike : a coat of mail ; a cup
made of waxed leather

;
a small bowl thrown out for a

mark to the bowlers : apart of a virginal, a harpsichord,
or a spinet ; a support to saw wood on: the male of

animals, as a jack-a.ss. (Naut.) A flag or colors used
in making signals. (Provincial, Eng.) A pint. Grose. A
half-pint. Pegge.

JACK,* a. Noting those timbers which are shorter than oth-
ers in the same row or line. Francis.

JXcK'-A-oAN'oy, n. A little, impertinent fellow. Todd.

JXcK'AL, [jak'al, S.J.E.F. Sm. ; jak-al', W. P. Ja.] n.

[tschakkal, Ar.] A wild species of dog, of gregarious hab-

its, hunting in packs, found in India and Africa.

JXcK'-A-LAN'TERN,*7t. Same as Jack-with-a-lantern ; ignis
fatuus. Smart. See JACK-WITH-A-LANTERN.

JXCK'A-LENT, n. A sort of puppet, formerly thrown at in
Lent. Shak. A boy, in ridicule.

JXcK'AN-XpES, n. A monkey; an ape: one full ef apish
tricks

;
a coxcomb.

JXcK'iss, n. The male of the ass.

JXCK'-AT-ALL-TRADE,* n. One who is expert at any
business. Cleaveland.

JXcK'-AT-A-Pi'NCH,* n. A poor hackney parson. Grose.

JACK'-BXCK,* n. The largest jack of the brewer. Ure.

JXcK'-BooTS, n. pi. Boots which serve as armor to the legs.

JAcK'-BY-THE-HEDGE, n. A plant ; erysimum.
JXcK/DAW, n. A common English bird of the crow genus.
JXcK'ET, n. Ijaquette, Fr.J A short coat ; a waistcoat.

JAcK'ET-ED, a. Wearing a jacket. Huloet.

JXcK'-m-THE-B6x,* n. A toy : a plant. Smart.

JXcK'-KETcn',* 7i. A common hangman. Grose.

JXCK'KNIFE, (jak'nlf) n. A pocket whittling knife, which
opens and shuts like a penknife.

JXCK'-PF-THE-CLOCK'-HOUSE, n. A figure of a little

man that strikes the quarters in a clock. Shak.

JXcK'-PGD'DjNG, n. A zany ;
a merry Andrew. Guardian.

JXcK'-SAucE, n. An impudent fellow; a saucy Jack.
Shak.

JXcK'-SLAVE,* n. A low servant
;
a vulgar fellow. Shak.

JXcK'SMfTH, n. A smith that makes jacks. Malune.

JXCK'SNIPE,* 7i. A small species of snipe ;
the judcock.

Booth.

JXCK'STRAW,* 7i. A servile dependent. Milton.

JXCK'-WITH-A-LAN'TERN, 71. An ignis fatuus. Johnson.
Called also Jack-a-lantern, and Will-with-a-wisp.

JXc'o-BiN, n. [Jacobin, Fr., from a convent near the
street of St. Jacques, in Paris, (Latin, Jacobus.) A friar

of the order of St. Dominic ; a gray or white friar: a

pigeon with a high tuft: one of a political faction or

club, which bore a distinguished part in the first French
revolution; so named from their meeting in a monastery
of Jacobin friars.

JXc'Q-BiN, a. Jacobinical. Burke.

JXc'p-BlNE, n. See JACOBIN. Ainsworth.

JXc-0-BlN'ic,* a. Relating to Jacobins; Jacobinical. Q.
Rev.

JXc-p-BlN'l-CAL, a. Relating to Jacobinism or Jacobins.

JAC'P-B|N-IM', n. The principles of the Jacobins. Burke.

JXc'p-BlN-lZE, v. a. To infect with Jacobinism. Burke.

JXc'p-BlTE, n. One of a sect of heretics who were an-

ciently a branch of the Eutychians. (English history)
One attached to the cause of James II. after his abdica-

tion, and to the subsequent Pretenders of the Stuart line.

Tatler.

JXc'p-BlTE, a. Of the principles of the Jacobites.

JXc-p-Bi'T'i-CAL,* a. Relating to the Jacobites. Sir W.
Scott.

JXc'p-BiT-tfM, 7i. The principles of the Jacobites.

JA'COB'-LAD'DER, n. A rope-ladder with wooden steps
or spokes. (Bot.) The blue or Greek valerian, or pole-
monium

;
a perennial plant.

JA'CPB'$-STAFF, n. A pilgrim's staff; a staff concealing
a dagger ;

a cross staff; a kind of astrolabe. Cleaveland.

JA-CO'BUS, n. [L.] A gold coin, struck in the reign of
James L, value 25s.

JXc'p-NET,* n. A coarse muslin. Smart. See JACCONET.

JXc-QUARD',* (jak-k'ard') n. A piece of mechanism appli-
cable to silk and muslin looms, for the purpose of weav-
ing figured goods. Brande.

fJXc'TAN-CY, n. A throwing; a boasting. Cockeram.

JAC-TA'TIQN,* n. Act of throwing; jaculation. Temple.

JXc-Tl-TA'TlON, 7i. [jactito, L.] A tossing ;
motion ; vain

boasting. (Canon law) A false pretension to marriage.
JXc'u-LATE, TJ. a. [jaculo, L.] To dart. Cockeram.
JXc-v-LA'TiQN, 7i. [jaculatio, L.] The act of jaculating or

throwing darts, &c.

JXc'y-LA-TpR,* n. The shooting fish: one who darts.
Hamilton.

JXc'y-LA-Tp-RY, a. Throwing out; darted out
; ejacula-

tory.

JADE, n. A horse of no spirit ; a hired horse
;
a hack : a

woman, in contempt ;
a young woman, in irony. (Min.)

The nephrite, a hard silicious mineral, the figure-stone

_of the Chinese.

JADE, v. a.
['. JADED ; pp. JADING, JADED.] To tire

; to har-

ass; to dispirit; to weary; to overbear; to degrade; to

_employ in vile offices.

JADE, v. n. To lose spirit; to sink. South.

JAD'ER-Y, n. Jadish tricks. Beaum. fy Fl. [R.]
JAD'ISH, a. Vicious

;
bad

;
unchaste

; incontinent.

JXG, or JXGG, v. a.
[i.

JAGGED ; pp. JAGGING, JAGGED.] To
cut into indentures, notches, or teeth.

JXG, n. A protuberance, denticulation, or notch. Ray. A
small load, as of hay or grain. Forby.

JXG/.&ED,*p. a. Cut in notches ;
indented.

JXG'JGED-NESS, n. State of being denticulated; uneven-
ness.

JXG'GIIER-RY,* n. A species of coarse, dark-colored su-

gar, obtained from the sap of the cocoa-nut palm. P. Cyc.

JXG'J&ING-IR'ON,* (j
;

ig'ing-I-urn) n. An instrument used

by pastry cooks. Jlsli.

JAG'J&Y, a. Uneven
;
denticulated ;

notched. Addison.

JXG-HI'R-DAR',* or JXG-HIR-DAH',* n. One who holds a

jaghire. Smart.

JXG'HIRE,* ( jag'ger) n. A portion of land, or a share in

the produce of it, assigned, in India, by the government,
to an individual. Malcom.

JXG-y-AR',* n. (Zool.) The largest and most formidable
feline quadruped of America, called the American tiger.
Brande.

JAH,* n. [Heb.] One of the names of God. Psalms.

JAIL, n. [gaiola, low L.
; geole, or gaiole, Fr.] A prison ;

a

place where criminals are confined ;
a gaol. Written

_both jail and gaol. See GAOL.

JAIL'-BIRD, n. One who has been in a jail.

JAIL'ER, n. The keeper of a prison or jail ; gaoler.

JAIL'-KEEP-ER,* n. One who keeps a jail. Savage.
JAKES, n. [of uncertain etymology.] A privy. Shak.

JXL'AP, [jal'yP, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; jSl'up, S. K.] n.

\jdlapium, low L.] A medicinal purgative root, named
from Xalapa, or Jalapa, in Mexico, whence it originally
came.

JXl/A-PlNE,* 7i. The supposed base of jalap. Francis.

JAM, 71. A conserve of fruits boiled with sugar and water:
a sort of frock for children : a thick bed of stone in a

lead mine.

JXM, v. a. [i. JAMMED ; pp. JAMMING, JAMMED.] To com-
press between two bodies

;
to tread down

;
to squeeze

tight. Written also jamb.
JXM'A-DAR,* n. A Hindostanee officer. Maunder.

JA-MAI'CA-PEP'PER, n. See ALLSPICE.

JAMB, (jam) n. \_jambe, Fr.] The side of a door, window,
fireplace, or other opening in a building.

fJXM-BEE', 7i. Formerly, a fashionable sort of cane. Tatler.

JXM'BEUX, (zhiim'bo) n. pi. [jambcs, Fr.] Armor for the

legs ; greaves. Dnjden.
JAM'E-SQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing antimo

ny. Dana.

JANE, n. A coin of Genoa : a kind of fustian.

JANE-OF-APES,* n. A pert girl ;
a female counterpart of

Jackanapes. Massinger.
JXN'GLE, (jang'gl) v. n. [jangler, old Fr.] [L JANGLED

;

pp. JANGLING, JANGLED.] To prate ;
to quarrel; to bicker

in words.

JXN'GLE, v. a. To make to sound discordantly ;
to jingle.

JXN'GLE, n. [janglerie, old Fr.] Prate; wrangle; babble;
discordant sound; jingle.

JXN'GLER, n. A noisy fellow
;
a prater ; a wrangler.

JAN'GLING, n. Babble ; prate ; altercation ; quarrel.

JXN'I-TOR, n. [L.] A donr-keeper ; a porter. IVarton.

JAN-J-ZA'RI-AN, a. Relating to the janizaries. Burke.

JXN'i-ZA-RY,'or JXN'IS-SA-RY, 7i. [Turk.] A soldier of the

Turkish foot-guards, a celebrated militia of the Ottoman

empire, abolished in 1826.

JXN'NQCK, n. Oat bread
;
bannock. [North of Eng.]

JXN'SEN-ISM, n. The doctrine concerning grace which was
held ana taught by Cornelius Jansen, bishop of Ypres,
in Flanders, who dit

Jesuits.

lied in 1538
; opposed to that of the

JXN'sEN-tST, n. One who adheres to Jansenism.

JANT,* v. n. To wander here and there
;
to ramble. See

JAUNT.
JXN'THi-NA,* 7i. (Zool.) A genus of turbinatcd testaceous

mollusks. P. Cyc.

JANT'I-LY,* ad. In a janty manner. Scott.
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JXNT'I-NESS, n. Airiness; flutter
; finicalnes?.

JANT'Y, [jan'te, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. ; zMn'te, S. ; jan'te, F.]
a. [gentil,Fr.] Airy; showy; fluttering; finical.

JXN'U-A-RY, n. [Januarys, L.] The first month of the

year: by some derived from Janus; by others, from

janua, a gate.

JA-PAN', 7i. A varnish
; work figured and varnished, like

that done by the natives of Jnpnn.
JA-PAN', v. a. [L JAPANNED; pp. JAPANNING, JAPANNED.]
To varnish and embellish with gold and raised figures;
to make black and glossy.

JA-PXN',* a. Noting a kind of varnish, or japanned work.
Swift.

JXp-AN-EE',*a. Belonging to Japan. Cook.

JXp-AN-EE',* 7i. sing. & pi. A native or the natives of Ja-

pan. Murray.
JA-PXN'NER, n. One who practises japanning.
JA-PXN'NING,* n. The art of varnishing and drawing fig-

ures on wood, leather, metal, paper, <fcc. Hamilton.

{JAPE, v. n. [geipa, Icel.] To jest. Chaucer.

fjAPE, v. a. To cheat; to impose upon; to sport with.
Chaucer.

fJlPE, w. A jest; a trick. Chaucer.

fjAp'ER, n. A jester; a buffoon. Chaucer.

JA-PHET'IC,* a. Relating to Japhet, the son of Noah. Bos-
worth.

JAR, v. n.
[i. JARRED; pp. JARRING, JARRED.] To strike to-

gether with a kind of short rattle or imperfect vibration
;

to clash
;
to interfere

; to act in opposition ; to quarrel ;

to wrangle ;
to dispute.

JAR, v. a. To make to jar or sound untunably; to shake.

JAR, 7i. A rattling vibration of sound
;
harsh sound

;
dis-

cord; disagreement; quarrel; clash of interests or opin-
ions : a shake : a large earthen or glass vessel or bottle.

A door is a-jar when left unfastened or partly opened.
JXR'BLE, v. a. To bemire; to wet; to javel. Brockctt.

[North of Eng.]
JARDES, [jardz, Ja. ; zhardz, Sm. ; jardz or zhardz, K.~\ n.

pi. [Jr.] Hard, callous tumors on the legs of a horse, be-
low the bend of the ham.

fJXR'GLE, v. n. To emit a harsh sound. Bp. Hall.

JJXR'GOG-LE,* (j'ir'gog-gl) v. a. To jumble; to confuse.
Locke.

JXR'GQN, n. [jargon, Fr.] Unintelligible talk; gabble; gib-
berish. (Min.) A variety of zircon.

JAR-GQ-NELLE', (-nel') n. [Fr.] A species of early pear.
JXR'GOON,* n. (Min.) A variety of zircon. Brande. See
JARGON.

JXR'NUT * n. A tuberous root: the pignut or earthnut.
Booth.

JXR'RING, n. Quarrel; dispute; a clashing; a shaking.
Burnet.

JA'SEY,* (ja'ze) n. A worsted wig. Smart.

JXs'HAWK, n. A young hawk. Ainsworth.

JASMINE, or JAS'MINE, [jaz'min, W. Sm.; jas'mjn, P.Ja.;
jes'mjn, S. K.] n. [jasmin, Fr.] A creeping shrub with
a fragrant flower: a plant of several species, as the
Arabian jasmine, the Persian jasmine, the yellow jasmine,
&x. Often called jessamine.

f-JXsp, n. [iaspis, L.] Jasper. Spenser.

fJXs'pA-HATE,* 7i. Agate jasper. Smart.

JXs'pER, 7i. (Min.) A silicioiis mineral of various colors,
sometimes spotted, banded, or variegated; used in jew-
elry.

JIs'PER-AT-ED,* a. Mixed with jasper. Smart.

JXs'PER-Y,* a. Relating to or containing jasper. Shepherd.
JAS'SA,* n. (Zool.) A genus of amphipodous crustaceans.

P. Cyc.
JAUM, n. See JAMB.

tJXuNCE, (j!ins) v. n. [janccr, Fr.] To jaunt. Shak.

JXUN'DICE, (j'an'djs) 71 [jaunisse, Fr.] A disease accom-
panied by a suffusion of bile, giving the eyes and skin a
yellow hue, and making things appear yellow to the pa-
tient.

JAUN'DICED, (jan'dist) a. Infected with the jaundice:
prejudiced. Pope.

JAUNT, (j'ant) v. n. [jancer, Fr.] [i. JAUNTED ; pp. JAUNT-
ING, JAUNTED.] To ramble

;
to wander here and there

;

to bustle about.

JAUNT, (jant) n. Ramble ; flight ; excursion. [jante, Fr.]
A felly of a wheel.

JXUNT'l-NESS, n. See JANTINESS.

JXUNT'Y, a. Showy; fluttering. See JVNTY.
JXv'EL, v. a. To bemire

;
to soil. Used in Scotland.

tJXv'EL, n. A wandering or dirty fellow. Spenser.
JXVE'LIN, (jav'lin) n. [javcline, Fr.] A spear or half-pike,

nearly six feet long, anciently used by foot or horse.

JAW, n. The bone of the mouth in which the teeth are set;
the mouth ; loud talk

; gross abuse.

JAW, v. a. &; n.
[i.

JAWED
; pp. JAWING, JAWED.] To abuse

grossly ;
to scold.

JAw'BONE,* 7i. The bone in v, hich the teeth are fixed.

Pope.
JAWED, (javvd) a. Having jaws.

JES

,
n. Depression of the jaw : figuratively, de-

pression of mind or spirits. Dr. M. Griffith.

fjAWN, v. n. To open ; to chaun
;
to yawn. Marston.

JAW'TOOTH,* n. One of the grinders. Perry.
JAW'Y, a. Relating to the jaws. Oayton.
JAY, (ja) n. A chattering bird, having handsome plumage.
JA'ZEL, n. A precious stone of an azure or blue color.

JEAL'oys, (jel'us) a. [jaloux, Fr.] Suspicious of a rival,
particularly in love

; suspiciously fearful
; ready to sus-

pect; emulous; full of competition; zealously cautious;
suspiciously vigilant, careful, or fearful.

fJEAL/ous-HOOD,* (jel'us-hud) n. Jealousy. Shak.

JEAL/OUS-LY, (jel'us-le) ad. Suspiciously ; emulously.
JEAL'OUS-NESS, (jel'us-nes) n. State of being jealous ;

suspicion.

JEAL'OUS-Y, (jel'us-e) n. Quality of being jealous ; suspi-
cion in love; suspicious fear

3 suspicious caution, vigi-
lance, or rivalry.

JEAN,* n. A twilled cotton cloth. W. Ency. See JANE.
JEER, v. n.

[i. JEERED ; pp. JEERING, JEERED.] To scoff;

_to flout
;
to make mock.

JEER, v. a. To treat with scoffs
;
to mock. Howell.

JEER, n. Scoff; taunt; biting jest; flout; jibe; mock.
_(JVaw.) A rope for swaying the yards.

JEER'ER, n. A scoffer; ascorner; a mocker.

JEER'ING, n. Mockery. Bp. Taylor.
JEER'ING-LY, ad. Scornfully; with contempt or scorn.

JEERS,* n. pi. (JVaut.) Strong tackles for raising the lower
yards. Brande.

JEF'FER-SQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of the pyroxene.
Dana.

JEG'SET, n. A kind of sausage. Ainsworth.

JE-HO'VAH, n. The Hebrew proper name of God.
Exod. vi.

HJE-JUNE', [je-jtin', 5. w.J. F.: je-jun', P. E. ;je'jun, Ja.;

jud'jon, SOT.; zha-zhun', K.] a. \jejunus, L.] Wanting;
empty; vacant; hungry; dry; bare; barren; unaffect-

ing.

||JE-JUNE'LY,* ad. In a jejune manner. Bp. Taylor.
IJJE-JUNE'NESS, 7i. Penury; dryness; barrenness.

jJE-JUN'j-TY, 7i. Barrenness or dryness of style. Bentley.
JEL/LIED, (jel'lid) a. Glutinous; reduced to jelly.

JEL'JLY, n. [gelatinum, L.] Any thing brought to a gluti-
nous state

; a gelatinous substance ; a sweatmeat in a
state of jelly : a coarse sand : written also gelly.

JEL'LY-BXG, n. A bag through which jelly is distilled.

JEJI'MI-NESS, n. Spruceness; neatness. [Colloquial.]
JEM'MY, a. Spruce; neat; well dressed. Whiter. [Collo

_quial.]
Jt'NlTE,*n. (Min.~) A mineral, called also yenite. Cleave-

land.

JEN'NET, n. A Spanish horse. Prior. See GENET.
JEN'NET-ING, n. [corrupted from Juneating, an apple ripe

in June."] A species of early apple. Mortimer.

jEN'Ni-ZER-EF-FEN'Di,*n. (Turkey} An officer whose
duties are similar to those of a provost-marshal in Eu-
ropean armies. Jameson.

JEN'NY,* n. A machine for spinning; a spinning-jenny
Arkwright.

JEN'NY-ASS,* n. The female ass. Booth.

JEOF'AIL,* (jef'al) n. (Law) A term by which an oversight
in pleading is acknowledged. Blackstone.

JEOP'ARD, (jep'ard) v. a.
[i.

JEOPARDED
; pp. JEOPARDING,

JEOPARDED.] To hazard
;
to put in danger. North.

jEOP'ARD-ER,(jep'ard-er)7i. One who puts to hazard. [R.]

JEOP'ARD-IZE,* v. a. To put in jeopardy; to jeopard.
Richardson. Examiner. A word sometimes used in

England, and oftener in the United States.

jEOP'ARD-ODs, a. Hazardous
; dangerous.

tJop'ARD-otjs-L,Y, ad. In danger; dangerously
JEOP'ARD-Y, (jep'ard-e) n. Hazard

; danger; peril. Spenser.

JER'BQ-A,* n. (Zool.) An animal resembling the dormouse.
Crabb.

'

JE-REED',* or JE-RID',* n. (Oriental) A light javelin.
W. Scott.

JER'FAL-CON,* (jer'fau-kn) n. Booth. See GERFALCON.

JERK, r. a.
[i.

JERKED ; pp. JERKING, JERKED.] To strike

with a quick, smart blow ;
to lash

;
to throw, as a stone,

by hitting the arm against the side: to cut into long
thin pieces and dry, as beef.

JERK, v. n. To strike up; to accost eagerly. Dryden.

JERK, n. A smart, quick lash; a sudden spring; a quick

jolt that shocks or starts ;
a throw ;

a cast.

JERKED,* (jerkt) p. a. Struck. Jerked beef, beef cut in-

to thin slices and dried. Kendall.

JERK'ER, n. One who jerks ;
a whipper. Cotgrave.

JER'KI'N,TI, A jacket; a short coat; a close waistcoat. Shak.

A kind of hawk. Ainsworth.

JER'SEY, (jer'ze) n. Fine yarn of wool. Evans.

JE-RU'SA-LEM XR'Tl-CHdKE, 71. A plant and its root
;
a

species of sunflower.

JER'VINE,* n. (Chem.) A vegetable base, derived from the

roots' of the hellebore. Phil. Mag.
JESS, n. [gcct, old Fr.

; getto, It.] pi. JESSES. A short strap

ale. [R.]
sly. Huloet.
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of leather tied about the legs of a hawk, with which it

is held on the fist
;
a ribbon.

JES'SA-MINE, n. A fragrant flower. Spenser. See JASMINE.

JES'SE, 71. A large branched candlestick in churches, so

called from its resembling the genealogical tree of Jesse,
of which a picture used to be hung up in churches.

JESS'ED, a. (Her.) Having jesses on.

JEST, . n. [gesticulor, L.J [i. JESTED
; pp. JESTING, JEST-

ED.] To divert or make merry by words or actions ;
to

sport; to joke ; to make game.
JEST, n. Any thing ludicrous, or meant only to raise

laughter ;
a joke ;

the object of jests ; a laughing-stock.
JEST ER, n. One given to jesting or sport; a buffoon.

JEST'FUL,* a. Full of jest ; jesting. C. B. Brown. [R.]

JEST'ING, n. Utterance of jests ; joking.
JEST'ING,* p. a. Using jest; sporting; making merry.
JEST'JNG-LY, ad. In jest ;

with merriment. Herbert.

JEST'ING-STOCK, n. A laughing stock. Ooogc.
JE'V-IT, (jez'u-It) n. [Jesuite, FT.] One of a religious and

learned order, called the Society of Jesus, founded by Ig-
natius Loyola in 1534. To the Jesuits, besides the qual-
ities of great learning, policy, and address, have been
attributed those of craft and deceit: hence the mean-
ing usually given to jbsuitism and Jesuitical.

fjES/V-iT-ED, a. Conformed to the principles of the Jesuits.

JE'V-IT-ESS, 7i. A woman of Jesuitical principles.^. Hall.

JE-U-IT'IC, ) a. Belonging to a Jesuit: crafty ;'art-

JE-V-IT'I-CAL, )
ful ; deceitful

; equivoca^ng.
JE-V-IT'J-CAL-LY, ad. In a Jesuitical manner.

JE'V-?T-IM, n. The principles and practice of the Jesuits.

jE'v-iTS'-BARK,* n. Peruvian bark
;
cinchona. Hamilton.

JET, n. A very beautiful fossil, of a fine deep-black color
;

pitch coal, a bituminous carbon : a channel or tube for

introducing melted metal into a mould: a spout or shoot
of water. [A yard. Tasser. Drift

; scope ; gist. Wynd-
ham.]

JET, v. n. [jetter, Fr.] [i. JETTED
; pp. JETTING, JETTED.]

To shoot forward
;
to shoot out

;
to intrude

;
to jut out

;

to strut
;
to throw the body out in walking ;

to jolt.

JET-D'EAU,* (zha-do') n. [Fr.] pi. JETS-D'EAU (zha-
do') An ornamental water-spout; a fountain which
throws up water to some height. Brande.

JET'SAM, n. [jetter, Fr.] (Law) The act of throwing goods
overboard to lighten a ship ;

the goods so thrown after

they have floated ashore.

JET'SQN, or JET'TI-SON, n. Same as jetsam.
JET'TEE, n. \jetee, Fr.J A projection in building. Florio.

A kind of pier. See JETTY.

fjET'TER, n. A spruce fellow ; one who struts. Cotgrave.
JET'TI-NESS,* n. Quality of being jetty ; blackness. Pen-

nant.

JET'TQN,* n. A piece of brass or other metal with a

stamp, used in playing cards; a counter. Gent. Mag.
JET'TV, a. Made of jet; black as jet. Browne.

fjET'TY, v. n. To jut; to jutty. Florio.

JET'TY,* n. A rnole projecting into the sea; a pier; a
mole. Smart. Called also jettee, and jutty.

JET'V-RUS,* n. (Bot.) A disease in plants causing them to

turn yellow. Brande. [Macdonnel.
JEU DE MOTS* (zhu'de-m5') [Fr.] A play upon words.
JE v D>ESPRIT,* (zhu'de-spre') A play of wit : a wit-

ticism. Macdonnel.

JEW, (ju) 71. [from Judah.] A Hebrew ; an Israelite.

JEW'EL, (ju'el) n. [jeweelen, D.] Any ornament of dress
of precious stone, metal, or other valuable material

;
a

precious stone
;
a gem : a name of fondness.

JEW'EL,, v. a.
[i. JEWELLED; pp. JEWELLING, JEWELLED.]

To dress or adorn with j_ewels. B. Jonson.

jEW'EL-HoGsE, or JEW'EL-OF'FICE, n. The place
where the English royal ornaments are reposited. Shak.

JEW'EL-LER, n. A dealer in, or a maker of, jewels.
JEW'EL-LER-Y,* n. Jewels collectively; jewelry. Ure.

Jewellery i the more regularly formed word
;
but jewelry

is perhaps the more common.
JEW'EL-LIKE, a. Brilliant as a jewel. Shak.

JEW'EL-LING,* n. The art or employment of a jeweller.
P. Cyc.

JEW'EL-RY,* (ju'el-re) n. Jewels collectively ;
the manu-

facture of, and trade in, jewels. Smart. See JEWELLERY.
JEW'ESS, (ju'es) n. A female Jew.

JEW'ISH, (ju'jsh) a. Denoting a Jew
; relating to the Jews.

JEW'ISH-LY, (ju'jsh-Ie) ad. In a Jewish manner. Donne.
JEW'ISH-NESS, n. The quality or religion of Jews.
JEW'RY, n. Judea ; a district inhabited by Jews

; whence
probably the street so called in London. Chaucer.

JEW'-EAR, n. A fungus, tough and thin, and, while

growing, of a rumpled figure, like a flat and variously
hollowed cup.

JEW'~HARP, n. A kind of musical instrument held be-
tween the teeth, which gives a sound by the vibratory
motion of a thin metal tongue fixed to its circular base.

JEW-MXL'LOW, (juz-miil'15) n. A plant. Miller.

JE\V'-STONE, or JEW'-STONE, n. The fossil spine of a
large egg-shaped echinus. Brande.

jE\v'-TRt)MP, n. Same as Jews-harp. Beaum. Fl.

JEZ'E-BEL, n. The wife of Ahab: a forward, imperti-
nent, rapacious, or vile woman. Spectator.

JIB, 7i. The projecting beam or arm of a crane. (Naut.)
A large triangular sail between the fore-topmast head
and the boom (thence called jib-boom) which projects
beyond the bowsprit.

JiB, v. a.
[i. JIBBED; pp. JIBBING, JIBBED.] To shift a

boom-sail from one side of the mast to the other.

Jic'-BooM,* TI. (Naut.) A spar run out from the bowsprit,
being a continuation of it, on which the jib is set. Ham-
ilton^

JlB'-DoOR,* (jib'dor) n. (Arch.) A door made flush with
the wall on both sides, without dressings or mouldings,
and having no appearance of a door. Francis.

JIBE, v. a. See GIBE.

JiCK'A-j6G,7t. A shake
;
a push. B. Jonson. [A cant word.]

JIF'FY, n. An instant ; a moment. [Colloquial.]

JIG, n. [giga, It.] A light, quick tune played on a fiddle
;

a light, careless dance
;
a ballad

;
a song.

JIG, v. n. [i. JIGGED ; pp. JIGGING, JIGGED.] To dance care-

lessly ;
to dance. Milton.

JIG'J&ER, 71. One who jigs. (Naut.) A machine to atay
or keep steady the cable in heaving it on board a ship.

JIG'JGJSH, a. Disposed or suitable to a jig. Habington.
JJG'GLE,* v. n. To practise affected or awkward motions

;

to wriggle. Mrs. Farrar.

JiG'fiVM-BOB, 7i. A trinket; a knickknack. Hudibras.

[Low.]
JIG'JOG,* n. A jolting motion

;
a jog ;

a push. Smart.

JIG'-MAK-ER, 74. A player or writer of jigs. Shak.

JiG'-PlN,* n. A pin used by miners to hold the turnbeams
and prevent them from turning. Smart.

JILL, 7t. A woman, in contempt ;
written also gill.

JiL'LET,*n. (Scotland) A giddy girl ; gill-flirt. Jamieson.

JILL'-FLIRT, n. A giddy, light, or wanton girl or woman
;

a flirt. Guardian.

JILT, n. A woman who deceives and disappoints in love ;

a coquette ;
a name of contempt for a woman.

JILT, v. a. [i. JILTED
; pp. JILTING, JILTED.] To trick or

deceive in love affairs
;
to coquet.

JILT, v. n. To play the jilt ;
to practise amorous deceits.

JlM,* or JIM'MY,* a. Neat. Same as jemmy and jimp.
Brockett. [North of England.]

fJiM'MER, n. A jointed hinge. Bailey.

JlMP, a. Neat ; handsome
; elegant of shape. Brockett.

[North of England.] See GIMP.

JlN'GLE, (jlng'gl) v. n.
[i.

JINGL

GLED.] To clink ;
to sound with a kind of sharp rattle.

Shak. "Written also gingle.

JlN'GLE, v. a. To shake so as to make a shrill noise. Pope.
JlN'GLE, 7i. A clink

;
a sharp, rattling sound

;
a rattle.

JiNG'LiNG,* n. A shrill or sharp sound. Blair.

JING'LING,* p. a. Making a jingle ; clinking.
JINK.'ER,* 7i.

" By jinkers," a sort of vulgar oath, a varia-

tion^ of jingo. Brockett.

JIP'PO, n. \juppe, old Fr.] A waistcoat
;
a jacket ;

a kind
of stays worn by ladies, called also a jump.

JOB, n. A petty work or labor ; a piece of chance work
; a

piece of labor undertaken at a stated price ;
an under-

taking set on foot for the purpose of some private, un-
fair, or unreasonable emolument or benefit.

JOB, v. a. [i. JOBBED;^. JOBBING, JOBBED.] To strike,

hit, or chop at ;
to strike. Tasser.

JOB, v. n. To play the stockjobber ;
to buy and sell as a

_broker. P_ope. To work at jobs ; to hire or let horses, &c.
JOB,* or JOBE,* v. a. To chide

;
to reprimand. A cant

word used in the English universities. Scott, Ash, Sfc.

JQ-BA'TIQN,* n. A long, vexatious scolding. Smart. [Low.]
JOB'BER, n. One who jobs ;

a dealer in the funds ; one
who buys of importers and manufacturers, and sells to

retailers. _
JOB'BER-NOWL, n. Loggerhead ;

blockhead. Marston.

JOB'BING,* n. The executing of jobs. Spectator.

JOB'-TEAR', (jobz-terz') n. An herb.

JOCK'EY, (jok'e) n. [from Jack, the diminutive of John,
comes Jackey, or, as the Scotch, Jockey.] One who rides

horses in the race
;
one who deals in horses

;
a cheat

; a
trickish fellow.

JOCK'EY, (jok'e) v. a.
[i.

JOCKEYED
; pp. JOCKEYING,

JOCKEYED.] To play the jockey; to cheat; to trick.

JocK'EY-fM,* 71. The character and practice of a jockey.
Borrow.

JOCK'EY-SHIP,* n. The character or quality of a jockey.
Cowper.

JQ-COSE', a. [jocosus, L.] Merry ; waggish ; given to jests
or jokes ; jocular ; facetious.

JQ-COSE'
.

SE'LY, ad. Waggishly ;
in jest ;

in game.
JQ-COSE 'NESS, n. Waggery; merriment; mirth.

JO-CQ-SE'RI-OUS, a. Partaking of mirth and seriousness.

fJo-cos'i-TY, 7i. Waggery ; jocoseness. Browne.

J6c'v-LAR, a. [jocidaris, L.] Used in jest; merry ; jocose

waggish ;
facetious.

Joc-v-LXR'i-TY, n. Merriment ; disposition to jest.
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JOC'U-LAR-LY, ad. In a jocose or jocular manner.
JOC'U-LA-TQR, TI. \joculator, L.] A jester; a droll; a min-

strel
;
a kind of strolling player. Strutt. [R.]

tJoc'u-LA-TQ-Ry, a. Droll
; merrily spoken. Cockeram.

JOC'UND, a. [jocundus, L.] Merry ; gay ; airy; lively.

Jp-CtJND'j-TY, ?t. Gayety; mirth. Huloet.

JOC'UND-LY, ad. Merrily ; gayly. South.

JOC'UND-NESS, TT. State of beingjocund. Sherwood.

JOG, v. a.
[i. JOGGED ; pp. JOGGING, JOGGED.] To push or

shake, as with the hand or elbow
;

to push ;
to give

notice by a push.
JOG, e. TI, To move by small shocks, as in a slow trot; to

travel idly and heavily.
JOG, n. A push ; a slight shake

; a hint given by a push ;

a rub
;
a small stop ; an irregularity of motion

;
an un-

evenness
;
an indentation or projection ; a jag.

JOG'SER, n. One who jogs or moves heavily and dully.

JOG'JGING, 7i. Act of shaking, or making jogs.

JOG'GLE, Qog'gl) v. a. [i. JOGGLED
; pp. JOGGLING, JOG-

GLED.] To push or shake
;
to disturb by pushing ; to jog ;

to jostle ; to justle : to form a joint in masonry.
JOG'GLE, v. n. To push or shake ; to totter. Beaum. 4" Fl.

JOG'GLE,* n. A push; a jog: a joint in masonry; a

separate piece of hard stone introduced into a joint.
Francis.

JO-HAN'NE?,* n. [L.] A Portuguese gold coin of the value
of about 8 dollars

;
often contracted into joe. Kelley.

Jo-HlN'NiTE,* n. (Jtfm.) A sulphate of the protoxide of
uranium. Dana.

JOHN, (jon) n. A proper name, often used as a common
name, in_contempt; as, a country John. See JACK. Todd.

JOHN-A-NOKES, (jon-) n. A fictitious name made use of
in law proceedings. It is, as well as that of John-a-

Stiles, usually attending it, a subject of humorous dis-

tinction by several writers. Spectator.

JOHN'-&P-PLE, (jon'ap-pl) n. A kind of apple, that keeps
welt.

J6HN-A-STILE, (jon'a-stilz') n. See JOHN-A-NOKES.
JoiiN-Do'RY, n. A kind of fish. See DOREE.
JOHN'ITE,* n. (Jlfw.) A variety of turquoise. Fischer.

JOHN'NY-CAKE,* (jon'e-kak) n. A cake made of Indian

meal,_baked before the fire. Boucher.

JOHN-SO'NI-AN-IM,* n. A peculiarity of Johnson. Ed. Rev.

J6llN''-WORT,* (jonz'wiirt) or ST. J6liN''-WORT,*
. A plant of several varieties. Farm. Ency.

JolN, v. a. [joindre, Fr.] [i. JOINED ; pp. JOINING, JOINED.]
To place in connection with

;
to add to

;
to couple ;

to com-
bine ;

to unite
;
to collide ; to encounter

; to associate
;

to unite in one act, league, or concord.

JOIN, v. n. To adhere
; to be contiguous ; to close

;
to clash

;

to unite in any league; to become confederate; to

league.

JOIN'DER, n. Conjunction. Shak. (Law) Act of joining;
the putting of two or more causes of action into the
same declaration.

JolN'ER, n. One who joins ;
one who makes the wood-

work for finishing houses, especially the interior.

JOIN'E-RY, n. The art or work of a joiner, as doors,
sashes, shutters, &c.

JolN'-HlND,* \
n. A mode of writing with the letters

JotN'lNG-HAND,* \ joined. Jlddison.

JolN'JNG, 7i. Hinge ; joint ; juncture.

JOINT, n. {joint, Fr.l The joining of two or more things ;

the articulation of limbs; juncture of movable bones
in animal bodies

; hinge ;
a knot of a plant ; the junc-

tion of two pieces in one line ; a limb or part of an ani-
mal cut off by the butcher. Out ofjoint, being out of
the socket; going wrong ; disordered.

JolNT,* v. n. To coalesce as joints. Temple.
JOINT, a. Shared by two or more

; combined
; united

;

acting together: used in composition ; as, joint-heirs,

joint-owners.
JblNT, v. a. [i. JOINTED

; pp. JOINTING, JOINTED.] To
form with joints or articulations; to form many parts
into one

;
to join ;

to divide a joint ; to cut into joints.

JolNT'ED, a. Having joints, knots, or commissures.
JOINT'ED-LY,* ad. In a jointed manner. Smith.

JOINT'ER, n. A sort of long plane used by joiners.
JdlNT'-HElR,* (-ar) n. One who is heir with another.

Johnson.

JolNT'iNG,* n. The forming of joints. Mien.

JO^NT'LY, ad. Together; in conjunction or union.

JOINT'RESS, 7i. A woman who has a jointure.

JoiNT'-STOCK,* n. Stock held in company. Marshall.

JolNT'-STOOL, n. A stool made by a nice joining of parts.

J6tNT-TEN'AN-cy,* 7i. (Law} A tenure by unity of title
;

a mode of jointly possessing land or goods under certain

regulations. Blackstone.

JolNT-TEN'ANT,* n. (Law) One who holds any thing in

joint-tenancy. Blackstone.

JOINT'VRE, (jbint'yur) n. [jointure, Fr.] An estate settled

on a wife to be enjoyed aft-- her husband's decease.

JOINT'VRE, (jbint'yur) v. a. [i. JOINTURED ; pp. JOINTURING,
JOINTURED.] To endow with a jointure. Cowley.

JoIST, 7i. [joindre, Fr.] The timber of a floor to which the

boards, or the boards and laths for ceiling, are nailed.

JOIST, v. a. To fit in the joists or beams of a floor.

JOKE, 71. [jocusy L.] A jest ; sport ;
fun ; something not

_serious.
JOKE, v. 7i. [jocor, L.] [i. JOKED

; pp. JOKING, JOKED.] To
sport ;

to make game ;
to jest ; to be merry in words or

_actions.
JOKE,* v. a. To cast jokes at

; to rally. Smart.

JOK'ER, n. One who jokes ; a jester.

JOK'ING, n. Utterance of a joke. Milton.

JOK'ING-LY, ad. In a jesting or joking manner.
JOLE, 7i. The face or cheek. Collier. The head of a fish.

_Howell. Written also jowl.

JOLL, v. a. To beat the head against ;
to clash with. Shak.

JOL-LI-FI-CA'TION,* n. A scene of merriment, mirth, or

festivity. Win. Howitt. [Colloquial or vulgar.]
JOL'LI-LY, ad. In a jolly manner; gayly. Dryden.
fJOL'LJ-MENT, n. Mirth

;
merriment

; gayety. Spenser.
JOL'LI-NESS, n. Gayety ; jollity. Sherwood.

JoL'LI-TY, n. Gayety ;
merriment ; mirth, Addison.

JOL'LY, a. [joli, Fr.] Gay ; merry ; airy ;
cheerful

; jovial ;

plump.

JoL'Ly-BqAT, TI. (Jtozwf.) A term for a ship's small boat;
a corruption of yawl or yawl-boat.

JOLT, v. n. [i.
JOLTED

; pp. JOLTING, JOLTED.] To shake,

_as a carriage on rough ground ;
to agitate.

JOLT, v. a. To shake or agitate as a carriage does.

JOLT, TJ. Shock ;
violent agitation, rfrbuthnot.

JOLT'ER, n. He or that which shakes or jolts.

JOLT'HEAD, (-hed) n. A dolt
;
a blockhead. SJiak.

JOLT'ING,*^. a. Shaking as a carriage on rough ground.
JON-QUILLE', (jori-kwll') [jun-kwil', W. P. J. F. Ja.;

jun-kel', S.; jon-kel', K.; jung'kwjl, Sm. ; jon'kwjl,
Wb.] n. [Fr.] A species of daffodil, of several varieties.

JOR'DEN, (jbr'dn) n. A vessel for chamber uses. Shak.

Jd'RVM, n. A bowl or drinking vessel. Todd.

J6'EPH,n. A riding coat or habit for women with buttons
down to the skirts. Todd.

JO-^EPH-FLOW'ER, n. A plant. Ainsworth.

Jos'TLE, (jos'sl). a. [jouster, old Fr.] [i. JOSTLED; pp.

JOSTLING, JOSTLED.] To knock or rush against; to justle.

Young.
JSST'LING,* (jos'ljng) n. A running against; a shaking.

Smart.

JOT, 7i. [i'wra.] A point ; a tittle
;
an iota; the least quan-

tity.

JOT, v. a.
[i. JOTTED ; pp. JOTTING, JOTTED.] To set down ;

to make a memorandum of. Todd.

JOT'TING, n. A memorandum ; as, cursory jottings. Todd.

j-Jou'i-sXNCE, n. [jouissance, Fr.] Jollity; merriment.

Spenser.

JOUNCE,* 7i. A shake; a jolt. Grose.

JoONCE, v. a. To shake ;
to jolt. Grose.

JofJR'NAL, n. [journal, Fr.] An account kept of daily

transactions; a daily register ;
a diary; a paper published

daily.

fJoiJR'NAL, (jiir'nal) a. Daily ; quotidian. Spenser.

JOUR'NAL-BOOK,* (-biik) 7i. A book for making daily
records. Swift.

JOUR'NAL-I$M,* 7i. The management or conduct of jour-
nals. Sir R. Peel.

JOUR'NAL-IST, ( jur'nal-ist) n. A writer of journals.

JOUR'NAL-IZE, (jiir'nal-ize) v. a. [i. JOURNALIZED; pp.

JOURNALIZING, JOURNALIZED.] To enter in a journal.
Johnson. v. n. To write for a journal.

JoilR'NEY, (jur'ne) n. [journce, Fr.] The travel of a day;
travel generally, but particularly by land; a tour; pas-

sage from place to place.

JOUR'NEY, ( jiir'ne) v. n.
[i.

JOURNEYED ; pp. JOURNEYING,

JOURNEYED.] To travel ;
to pass from place to place.

fJoiJR'NEY-BAT-ED,* a. Fatigued or worn with a journey.
Shak.

JOUR'NEY-ER,* n. One who journeys. EC. Rev.

JOUR'NEY-ING,* n. Act of making a journey ;
travel.

JOUR'NEY-MAN, (jiir'ne-man) n. ; pi. JOURNEYMEN.
[jour7iee(day), Fr. and maw.] A hired workman, mechan-

ic, artisan, or artificer.

JOUR'NEY-WORK, ( jur'ne-wurk) n. Work done for hire.

JOUST, (just) n. [jouste,old Fr.] Tilt
;
tournament ;

mock

fight. Sometimes spelled just.

JOUST, (just)u. n.
[ jouster, old Fr.] [i.

JOUSTED ; pp. JOUST-

ING, JOUSTED.] To run in the tilt.

JoDsT'ER,*7i. One who jousts or takes part in a joust.

Observer.

JOVE,* 7i. One of the names of the heathen deity Jupiter.

J6'v>AL, a. [jovialis, L.] [fBeing under the influence of

Jupiter. Browne.] Gay; airy; jolly; merry; cheerful.

JO'VI-AL-IST, n. One who lives jovially. Bp. Hall.

J5-vi-AL'l-TV,* n. Convivial merriment. Phillips.

Jd'vi-AL-LY,'aZ. In a jovial manner ; merrily.

J6'vi-AL-NESS, n. Gayety ;
merriment. Hewyt.

tJd'vi-AL-Ty, 7i. Merriment ; festivity ; joviality. Barrow.
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JOWL, (jol) H. The head
; as, "cheek by jowl." See JOLE.

JOWL'ER, 01 JOWL'ER, [jol'er, W. Sm.j joul'er S. K.} n.

A hunting dog or beagle. Dryden.
JOW'TER, n. A fish-driver. Carew. [R.]
JOY, (joi) n. [joic, Fr.] Gladness of mind, or delight aris-

ing from the contemplation of present or future good ;

fruition
;
exultation ; gayety ; merriment

; festivity ; hap-

piness ; felicity ; gladness.
JOY, v. ?i.

[i. JOYED ; pp. JOYING, JOYED.] To rejoice ;
to be

glad ;
to exult.

jJoY, v. a. To congratulate; to entertain kindly; to glad-
den ; to enjoy. Milton.

fJoY'ANCE, n. [joyant, old Fr.] Gayety ; festivity. Spen
JOY'FUL, a. Full of joy ;joy ; glad ; exulting ; happy.

a joyful manner
; gladly.JOY'FUL-LY, ad. In a

JOY'FUL-NESS, n. Gladness
; joy; great gratification.

JOY'LESS, a. Void of joy ; feeling or giving no pleasure.

JOY'LESS-LY, ad. Without feeling or giving pleasure.
JOY'LESS-NESS, n. State of being joyless. Donne.

JOY'-MlXT,* a. Blended with delight or joy. Thomson. [R.]

JoY'ous,(jbI'us)a. [joyeux, Fr.] Glad ; gay ; merry; joyful.

JoY'oys-LY, ad. In a joyous manner ;
with joy.

JoY'oys-NESS, ( jbl'us-nes) -n. State of being joyous.

fJui:, n. A bottle ;
a vessel

; jug. Chaucer.

JO'BI-LANT, a. [jubilans, L.] Uttering songs of triumph ;

rejoicing. Milton.

Ju-J3i-LA.'TE,* n. [L.] A name given to the third Sunday
after Easter: a public festival. Brande.

JU-BI-LA'TION, n. [jubilatio, L.] Act of declaring triumph.

Bp'.Hall.

JU'BI-LEE, n. [jubile, Fr. ; jubilum, L.] A public festivity ;

a season of joy : among the Jews, the grand sabbatical

year, which was celebrated after every seven septena-
ries of years.

Jy-cuN'Di-TY, n. [jucunditas,^.] Pleasantness; agreeable-
ness.

JU-DA'JC,* a. Relating to the Jews
; judaical. EC. Rev.

Jy-DA'i-CAL, a. [from Judah.] Jewish; belonging to the

Jews]

JU-DA'I-CAL-LY, ad. After the Jewish manner. Milton.

Jij'DA-iM, n. The religion of the Jews. Bp. Co.s-in.

JU'DA-IST,* n. An adherent to Judaism. EC. Rev.

JU'DA-IZE, v. n.
[i.

JUDAIZED
; pp. JUDAIZING, JUDAIZED.]

To conform to the manners or rites of the Jews.

JO'DA-iz-ER, n. One who conforms to the rites of the

Jews.

JU'DA-IZ-ING,*^. a. Tending or conforming to Judaism.

JU'DAS-TREE, n. A small, beautiful, flowering tree of sev-

eral species.

JUD'COCK, n. A small snipe. Called also the jack-snipe.

JU-DE'AN,* n. A native of Judea. Shak.

JUDGE, (juj) n. [ juge, Fr.
; judex, L.] One who is invested

with authority to determine a question at issue in a court

of law ;
one who presides in a court of judicature; one

who is competent to decide on any thing ;
one who judg-

es or decides. Judge advocate, the prosecuting officer in

a court-martial.

JUDGE, . n. [juger, Fr.] [L JUDGED ; pp. JUDGING, JUDG-

ED.] To pass sentence ;
to form an opinion ; to discern

;

to decide
;
to sentence.

JUDGE, v. a. To pass sentence upon; to examine; to de-

termine finally; to pass severe censure.

JUDG'ER, n. One who judges; a judge. Bale.

JUD<^'E,* n. pi. The name of the seventh book of the Old
Testament. Bible.

Ju'DGE'siiiP, 7i. Office or dignity of a judge. Barrow.

JUDGMENT, ( jiij'ment)?i. [ jugement, Fr.] Act of judging ;

power of judging; administration of law
;
the sentence,

determination, or decision of one who judges ;
discern-

ment
; penetration ;

discrimination ; sagacity ;
intelli-

gence ;
criticism ; opinion ; notion

;
condemnation ; pun-

ishment inflicted by Providence
;
distribution of justice ;

judiciary law ;
statute ; the last doom.

05= The following words, abridgment, acknowledgment,
and judgment, are to be found, with the orthography
here given, in the English dictionaries which preceded
the publication of Mr. Todd's improved edition of Dr.

Johnson's Dictionary. Todd altered Johnson's orthog-

raphy of these words, by the insertion of an e, thus,

abridgement, acknowledgement, judgement; and he re-

marks,
" Several authors have revived this orthogra-

phy, retaining the e to soften, as Lowth observes on

judgement, the preceding g, and as Johnson himself

analogically writes lodgement."
The English dictionaries of Jameson and Smart,

which have appeared since the publication of Todd's
edition of Johnson, also retain the e ; and Smart remarks,
in relation to the three words in question, that "Todd
restores the e in order that they may not exhibit the oth-

wise unexampled irregularity of g soft before a conso-

nant;" and he "
adopts the more correct, however less

usual spelling." Many respectable writers now insert

the e in these words. The omission of it, however, has
been hitherto, and still continues to be, the prevailing

usage ;
but it is perhaps not very improbable that the

usage may yet be changed, and the more consistent or-

thography be generally adopted.
JUDG'MENT-DAY,* TI. The day of final judgment. Milton.

JDD^'MENT-SEAT,* n. The seat of judgment. Glyn.
JU'DI-CA-BLE,* a. That may be judged. Taylor.
Ju'DI-CA-TlVE, a. Having power to judge. Hammond. [R.]
JU'DI-CA-TQ-RY, n. [jadico, L.] The dispensation of jus-

tice
;
court of justice ; judicature. Clarendon.

JU'DI-CA-TQ-RY, a. Dispensing justice; judicially pro-
nouncing.

JU'DJ-CA-TURE, n. [judicaturc,Fi.] The power of dispens-
ing justice ;

a court of justice.

Ju-Di"ciAL, (ju-dish'al) a. [indicium, L.] Relating to a
judge or to justice; practised in courts of justice ; pro-
ceeding from, or inflicted by, a court

; inflicted on as a
penalty.

JU-DI"CIAL-LY, ( ju-dMi'al-le) ad. In a judicial manner.
Jy-Di"ci-A-RY, (ju-dish'e-a-re) a. [judiciarius, L.] Passing
judgment.

JV-DI"CI-A-RY,* ( ju-dish'e-a-re) n. The judiciary power,
or the power that administers justice ; judicature. Judge
Story. This word is often used as a substantive in the
United States

;
but not often so used in England.

Jy-Di"cious, (ju-dish'us) a. [judicieux, Fr.] Acting with,
or regulated by, judgment or discretion

; prudent ;
wise

;

discreet; skilful.

JV-DI"CIQUS-LY, ( ju-dish'us-le) ad. Skilfully ; wisely.
Jy-Dl"cious-NESS, ( ju-dish'us-nes) n. State of being ju-

dicious.

JUG, K. [jugge, Dan.] A vessel with a small mouth and
gibbous belly, for holding liquors.

JC'G, v. n. To emit a particular sound, as certain birds.

JUG, v. a. To cook by putting into a jug immersed
in boiling water: to call by imitating the sound of a

_bird.
Oauden.

JU'GAT-ED,* a. Yoked or coupled together. Maunder.
JUG'GLE, (jug'gl) v- n - \jougler or jongler, Fr.] [L JUG-
GLED

; pp. JUGGLING, JUGGLED.] To play tricks by sleight
of hand

;
to practise artifice or imposture.

JUG'GLE, n. A trick by legerdemain ; imposture ; deception.
JUG'GLE, v. a. To effect by artifice or trick

;
to deceive. SJwJc.

JDG'GLER, 71. One who practises jugglery or sleight of
hand

;
a cheat

;
a trickish fellow.

JUG'GLER-ESS,* TJ. A female juggler. T. Warton.

JUG'GL$R-Y,* n. The feats of a juggler; legerdemain-
Maunder.

JUG'GLING, n. Deception ; imposture. Blount.

JUG'GLING-LV, ad. In a deceptive manner.
Ju' GLAN$,* n. [L.] (Eot.) A genus of plants ;

the wal-
nut-tree. Crabb.

Ju'GV-LAR, a. \jugulum, L.] Belonging to the throat.

JUICE, (jus) n. [jus, FT.
; juys, D.] The sap of vegetables ;

the water of fruit; succulence; the fluid in animal
bodies.

fJuiCE, (jus) v. a. To moisten. Fuller.

JUICE'LESS, (jus'les) a. Dry; without moisture. More.

JUI'CI-NESS, (ju'se-nes) n. Plenty of juice; succulence.

JOl'cy, (ju'se) a. Abounding in juice ; moist
;
succulent.

fJuiSE, (jus) n. Judgment; justice. Oower.

JU'JUBE, 71. A plant and its fruit, which resembles a small

plum, and is used as a sweetmeat or dessert fruit.

fJuKE,tf. n. [jucher,Fr.] To perch, as birds. L'Estrange.
JUKE,* K. (Falconry) The neck of a bird. Booth.

JU'LEP, TI. [julapium, low L.] (Med.) A sweet drink; a

demulcent, acidulous, or mucilaginous mixture.

JUL'IAN, (jul'yan) a. Relating to Julius; noting the reform
of the calendar introduced at Rome by Julius Caesar, and
used in all Christian countries till it was reformed by
Pope Gregory XIII., in 1582: rioting an era in chro-

_nology.
Ju'Lys, n. [i'jtAoj.] (Bot.) A catkin

; an inflorescence of
the willow, hazel, &c. (Jlnat.) The first down on the
chin.

JV-LY', (ju-11') 71. [Julius, L.
; juillet, Fr.] [The month

anciently called quintUis, or the fifth from March, named
July in honor of Julius Caesar: ] the seventh month in
the year from January.

Ju'LY-FLow-ER, n. The gillyflower. See GILLYFLOWER.
JO'MART, n. [Fr.] The offspring of a bull and a mare.

JUM'BLE, (jum'bl) v. a. [i.
JUMBLED

; pp. JUMBLING, JUM-
BLED.] To mix confusedly together.

JUM'BLE, v. n. To be agitated together. Swift.

JUM'BLE, n. A confused mass, mixture, or agitation.

JUM'BLE-MENT, n. Confused mixture. Hancock. [Low.]
JUM'BLER, n. One who mixes things confusedly.
JUM'BLING,* n. The act of mixing confusedly. Swift.

jJu'MENT, n. [Fr. ; jumentum, L.] A beast of burden.
Burton.

JUMP, r. n. [gumpen, Teut.] [i. JUMPED; pp. JUMPING,
JUMPED.] To spring over a distance by raising both feet

j

to leap ;
to skip ;

to jolt ;
to agree ;

to tally ;
to join.

JUMP, v. a. To venture on ; to risk ;
to hazard

;
to leap

over.
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fJDMP, ad. Exactly ; nicely ; jimp. Hooker.

JUMP, n. Act of jumping; a leap; a skip; a bound; a

chance; hazard. [jupe, Fr.] A waistcoat; a kind of
loose stays. (Min.) A fault or dislocation in mineral
strata.

JCMP'ER, n. One who jumps or leaps. Brevint. A tool for

boring holes in stones or rocks.

JUN'CATE, (jung'kat) n. [joncade, Fr.] Cheese-cake; a
sweetmeat

; any delicacy; Spenser. A furtive entertain-
ment. See JUNKET.

JDN'coys, a. [juncosus, L.] Full of bulrushes.

JUNC'TIQN, 7i. [jonction, Fr.] Act of joining ;
union

; joint.

JiJNCT'yRE, (jungkt'yur) . [junctura, L.] The line at
which two things are joined ; joint ;

articulation ;
union ;

_amity ;
a critical point of time

;
a crisis.

JUNE, n. [juin, Fr.
; Junius, L.] The sixth month of the

_year froin January.
JUN'EAT-ING* 7i.'An apple ripe in June; jenneting. P.

Cyc.

JONE'-BR-RY,*7i. A small American tree and its fruit.

Farm. Ency.
JUN'GLE,* (jun'gl) n. A thicketof shrubs and reeds. Ed. Rev.

JUN'GLY,* (jiin'gle) a. Relating to or containing jungle.
EC. Rev.

||JuN'ipR, (jun'yur) [ju'ne-ur, W. P. J. F. Ja. ; ju'ne-ur,
Sm. ; ju'nyur, S. ; ju'nyur, E. K.\ a. [L.] Younger ;

later

born
;

later in office or rank.

IIJON'lpR,* (jun'yur) n. One who is younger than another.

Swift.

||JuN-i6R'f-TY, (jun-yor'e-te) [jun-yor'e-te, K. Wb.j jun-
ne-or'e-te, Ja. SHI.] n. State of being junior.

JO'NI-PER, n. \juniperus, L.] A genus of shrubs
;
a shrub

bearing bluish berries of a pungent sweet taste, used in

medicine.

JUNK, n. A Chinese flat-bottomed vessel with three masts:

pieces of old cable.

JUNK'ET, n. [corrupted from juncate.] A sweetmeat
;
a

stolen entertainment.

JDNK'ET, v. n. [i. JUNKETED ; pp. JUNKETING, JUNKETED.]
To_feast secretly or by stealth ; to feast. South.

JU'NO,* n. (Mythology) A goddess ;
the sister and consort

of Jupiter. (Astron.) An asteroid or small planet dis-

covered by Mr. Harding, in 1804. Hamilton.

Jt?N'TA,n. [Sp.] pi. JUN'TA$. A grand Spanish council
of state

;
a cabal.

JUN'TO, n. [from junta.] pi. JUN'TO. A cabal or faction.

JU'PI-TER, n. The chief god among the Greeks and
Romans; Jove. (Astron.) One of the planets, the

largest in the solar system.
Jyp-PON', or JUP'PPN, 7i. [jupon, Fr.] An under petticoat:

a short, close coat. Dryden.
JU'RAT, n. [juratus, L.

; jure, Fr.] A sort of alderman in

_some English corporations. Sir T. Elyot.

JU'RA-TP-RY, a. Relating to or comprising an oath. Ayliffe.
Ju'RE Di-vI'Nd

t
*

[L.] (Law)
"
By divine right." Hamil-

ton^

Jy-RiD'ic,* a. Relating to jurisprudence ; juridical. Blount.

Jy-RiD'i-CAL, a. [juridicus, L.] Relating to the dispensa-
tion of justice ;

used in courts of justice.

Jy-RlD'i-CAL-LY, ad. With legal authority ;
in legal form.

JU'RIN-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name of hrookite. Dana.

JtJ'RJs-coN-syLT, n. [jurisconsultus, L.] One who gives
his opinion in cases of law, particularly Roman lawj a
civilian.

JO-Ris-Dlc'TlpN, n. [jurisdictio, L.] Legal authority ; ex-
tent of power ;

the district to which the power of dis-

pensing justice, or any authority, extends.

JO-Ris-Dic'TlpN-AL, a. According to legal authority.
JO-Ris-Dlc'TiVE, a. Having jurisdiction. Milton.

JO-RIS-PRC'DENCE, n. [Fr. ; jurisprudentia, L.] The
science of right ;

the science of law.

JU-RJS-PRU'DENT, a. Learned or versed in law. West.

JU-RIS-PRV-DEN'TIAL,* a. Relating to jurisprudence. EC.
Rev.

JO'RIST, 71. [juriste, Fr.] One versed in law, particularly
^Roman or civil law

;
a practitioner or student of law

;
a

'civilian.

JO'RpR, 7i. [juro, L.] One who is empanelled on a jury;
_a juryman.

JO'RY, n. [jurata, L.
; juri or jury, Fr.] A body of men, se-

lected according to law, for the purpose of deciding some
controversy, or trying some case in law. Juries are either

grand or petit juries, the latter consisting of 12 men,
the former of not less than 12, nor more than 23.

JO'Ry-MAN, n. One who is empanelled on a jury; a juror.
JO'Ry-MAsT, n. (Naut.) A temporary mast erected in a

ship, in the room of one that has been carried away by a
tempest, or any other accident.

J&s PEN'TT-UM,* (-jen'she-um) n. [L.] The law of na-
tions. Hamilton.

JYM

JUST, a. [Justus, L.] Conformed to the laws of God
; con-

formed to the laws of man
; conformed to the dictates

of conscience; right; upright; incorrupt; equitable;
honest; exact; proper; accurate; virtuous; innocent;
pure ;

true
; not forged ; regular.

JUST, ad. Exactly ; nicely ; merely ; barely ;
almost.

JUST, n. [jouste, old Fr.] Mock fight on horseback. See
JOUST.

JUST, v. n. To engage in a mock fight ;
to tilt. See JOUST.

JUS'TICE, (jus'tjs) n, [justitia, L.] The quality of being
just; the practice of rendering to every man his due;
opposed to wrong or injury: equity ; retribution

; right ;

vindication of right ; punishment, as opposed to mercy .-

an officer appointed to administer justice ;
a judge, as a

chief justice; a justice of the King's Bench, or justice of
the Common Pleas: a conservator of the peace, a peace
officer; as, a justice of the peace.

fJus'TJCE, v. a. To administer justice. Bacon.

tJus'TicE-A-BLE, (jus'tjs-a-bl) a. Liable to account in a
court of justice. Hayward.

fJus'TlcE-MENT, n. Procedure in courts. Bailey.

fJus'Ti^-ER, n. Administrator of justice. Bp. Hall.

JUS'TICE-SHIP, n. Rank or office of justice. Swift.

Jys-ri"ci-A-BLE, (jys-tish'e-a-bl) a. Proper to be exam-
ined in courts of justice. Bailey.

Jys-Ti"ci-AR,* (jus-tish'e-ar) ) n. A judge; a justice; a
Jys-Ti"ci-ER,* (jus-tTsh'e-er) \ justiciary. Tomlins.

Jys-Ti"ci-A-RY, (jus-tish'e'-a-re) n. [justiciarius, low L.]
An administrator of justice ;

a judge ;
a high officer in

the royal court of the Norman kings of England : the

High Court of Justiciary is the supreme court of crimi-
nal justice in Scotland.

JUS'TI-FI-A-BLE, a. That may be justified; right; just;
defensible by law or reason.

JUS'TI-FI-A-BLE-NESS, 71. Quality of being justifiable.

JUS'TI-FI-A-BLY, ad. In a justifiable manner.
JUS-TI-FI-CA'TIPN, n. [justificatio, low L.] Act of justify-

ing; state of being justified; exculpation; defence;
vindication

; deliverance by pardon from sins past.

Jys-Ti'F'i-CA-TiVE, [jus-tif'e-ka-tiv, W. Ja. Wb. ; jus-te-

fe-ka'tiv, K.] a. Having power to justify ; justifying.

JUS-TI-FI-CA'TQR, n. One who supports or justifies.

Jys-TiF'j-CA-Tp-Ry, a. Tending to justify ; vindicatory.
Johnson.

JUS'TI-FI-ER, n. One who justifies ;
a vindicator.

JDs'Tl-FY, (jus'te-fi) v. a. {justifier, Fr.
; justifico, low L.]

[i. JUSTIFIED ; pp. JUSTIFYING, JUSTIFIED.] To prOVC Or
show to be just ;

to render just ;
to defend

;
to vindicate

;

to free from past sin by pardon. (Printing) To adjust
properly the words, lines, spaces, &c., of a page.

JDs'Ti-FY-iNG,* p. a. That justifies ; clearing from guilt or

blame.

Jys-TlN'l-AN,* a. Belonging to the code of laws insti

tuted by the Roman emperor Justinian. Oibbon.

JUS'TLE, (jus'sl) v. n. [jouster, old Fr.] [i. JUSTLED
; pp.

JUSTLING, JUSTLED.] To encounter
;
to clash; to rush

against each other : also written jostle.

JUS'TLE, (jus'sl) v. a. To push; to force by rushing
against ; to shake

;
to joggle.

JUS'TLE, (jus'sl) n. Shock
; slight encounter.

JUS'TLING, n. Shock ;
act of rushing against.

JUST'LY, ad. Uprightly ;
in a just manner ; properly.

JUST'NESS, n. Justice
; equity ; accuracy ; propriety.

JUT, v. n. [i. JUTTED ; pp. JUTTING, JUTTED.] To push or

shoot out
;
to run against ;

to butt.

JUT,* 7i. A projection ;
a prominence ;

a jutty. Congrevc.
JUT'TING,* n. Act of projecting ;

a projection. Goldsmith.

JUT'TY, v. a. To shoot out beyond. Shak.

JuT'Ty, v. n. To shoot out; to jut. Holland.

JOT'TY, n. A projection ;
a jettee ;

a jetty ;
a pier; a mole.

JOT'-WiN-DOW, (-do) n. A window that juts out.

fJu'VE-NXL,* 71. A youth ;
a young man. Shak.

JU-VE-NA'LI-A,* n. pi. [L.] Certain games among the

Romans, instituted for the health of youth. Ainsworth.

JU-VE-NES'CENCE,* n. Act of growing up; state of

youth: act of growing young again. Good.

Ju'VE-NlLE, [ju've-nll, W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ; ju've-nll, S.

Ja. K.] a. [juvenilis, L.] Relating or adapted to youth ;

young ; youthful.
Ju-VE-NlL'i-TY, 71. Quality or state of being juvenile;

youthfulness.
JO'vi-A,* n. A fruit enclosing the grains called Brazil nuts.

W'.Ency.
JDx-TA-p6'iT,* v. a. To place contiguously or near.

Derham.
JUX-TA-POS'IT-ED,* a. Placed near each other. Beattie.

Jux-TA-pQ-si"TiQN, (jux-ta-po-zlsh'un)
n. [juzta and

positw, L.] State of being placed in nearness or con-

tiguity ; apposition.

JY'MQLD, n. See GIMMAL.
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K.

Kthe
eleventh letter of the alphabet, and borrowed by

) the English from the Greek alphabet, has, before all

the vowels, one invariable sound, as in keen, kill. K is

silent before n ; as, knife, knee.

KA-BXs'sou,* n. (Zool.) A species of armadillo. Goldsmith.

KA-BOB', v. a. See CABOB.
KAK'OX-ENE,* n. (Min.) A mineral with brown or red radi-

ated crystals. Brande.

KALE, or KAIL, n. A kind of cabbage; colewort: a
sort of pottage.

KA-LEI'DO-SCOPE,* n. [x-aXrfj, aJoj, and O-/COTTSW.] An
optical instrument or toy, which exhibits a great variety
of beautiful colors and symmetrical forms, invented by
Sir David Brewster. Ed. Ency.

KA-LEI-DO-SCOP'IC,* a. Relating to the kaleidoscope.
Stone.

KXL'EN-DAR, n. An account of time. Shak. See CALEN-
DAR.

KAL-EN-DA'RI-AL,* a. Relating to the kalendar. London.

KXL'EN-DER, w. A sort of dervise. See CALENDER.
KALE'-YARD,* n. (Scotland) A kitchen garden. Booth.

KA'LI, (ka'le) n. [drab.] A species of salsola, a plant, the
ashes of which are used in making glass : hence the

word alkali. Potassa is sometimes called kali.

KA'LI-UM,* n. (Chem.) Potassium: a term used by Ger-
man chemists. Brande.

KAL-LiG'RA-PHy, n. Beautiful writing. See CALLIG-
RAPHY.

KXL'MI-A, n. (Bot.) A genus of American evergreen
shrubs, having beautiful white or pink flowers; the
American laurel.

KA-LOY'ER, n. See CALOYER.
fKXM, a. 'Crooked ; awry ;

athwart. Shak.

KXM'MER-ER-iTE,* 7i. (Min.~) A reddish violet mineral.
Dana.

KXM'sjN,* n. A noxious wind of Egypt, called also

simoom. Gent. Mag.
KXMT'CHA-DALE,* n. A native of Kamtchatka. P. Cyc.
KXN-GA-ROO', (kang-ga-r6') n. (Zool.) A marsupial
quadruped of New Holland, having short fore legs, and
long hind legs, on which it leaps.

KXN'TI-AN,* a. Relating to Kantism or to the German phi-
losopher Kant. P. Cyc.

KXNT'IM,* n. The doctrine or tenets of Kant. Ed. Rev.

KXNT'isx,* n. A follower of Kant. Ed. Rev.

KA'O-LINE,* n. The Chinese name for porcelain clay.
Brande.

KXR'A-GXN,* n. A species of fox found in Tartary. Booth.

KA'RQB,* n. (With goldsmiths) the 24th part of a grain.
Crabb.

KAR'PHQ-LITE,*?!. (Min.) A hydrated silicate of alumina
and manganese, in stellated crystals. Brande.

KAR-PHO-SID'E-RITE,* n. (Min.) A hydrated phosphate
of iron. Brande.

KARS'TER-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name of anhydrite.
Dana,

KA'TY-DfD,* n. An insect, a species of grasshopper, found
in the United States

; platyphyllum concavum. Dr. T. W.
Harris.

KA-VIER',*TO. See CAVIAR. Booth.

KAw, v. n. To cry as a crow or rook. See CAW.
KAYLE, (kal) n. [quille, Fr.] A ninepin ;

a kettlepin.
The game of kayles is a game played in Scotland with
nine poles and an iron bullet.

jKECK, v. n. [kecken, D.] To heave the stomach
;
to retch

at vomiting. Bacon.

fKECK,* n. An effort to vomit. Cheyne.

KEC'KLE, (kek'kl) v. a. (JVauf.) To defend a cable by
winding a rope round it.

KECK'SY, n. Hemlock : called also kex. Shak.

KECK'YJ a. Resembling a kex. Grew.

KEDGE, v. a. [kaghe, D.] [i. KEDGED; pp. HEDGING,
KEDGED.] (JV<zw.) To bring or drive a vessel down or up
a river with the tide, and set the sails so as merely to
avoid the shore, when the wind is contrary. Mar. Diet.

KEDGE,* n. (Naut.) A small anchor used to keep a ship
steady and clear from her bower anchor, while riding
in a harbor or a river. Mar. Diet.

KEDGE, or KIo&E, \
a. Brisk ; lively ;

hale. Ray. [Local,

KEDG'Y, j England.]
KEDG'ER, n. A small anchor: a fish-man. Grose. See
KEDGE.

KEp'LXcK, n. A weed among corn ;
charlock. Twsser.

KEE, n. pi. of Cow. Kine. Grose. [Provincial, England.]

fKEECH, n. A solid lump or mass, as of tallow. Bp. Percy.
KEEL, n. (JVawf.) The principal piece of timber in a

ship, extending, at the lower part of the hull, exteriorly
from head to stern : a ship ; a low, flat-bottomed vessel

(Bot.) The two lowest petals of some flowers.

KEEL, v. a. [i. KEELED; pp. KEELING, KEELED.] [|To
cool. Shak.] To navigate ;

to turn keel upwards.
Smart.

fKJEEL, v. n. To become cold
;
to lose spirit. Gower.

KEEL'AGE,M. Duty paid for a ship coming into the port
of Hartlepool, in England. Blount.

KEEL'BOAT,* n. A low, flat-bottomed boat. Crabb.

KEELED,* (keld) p. a. (Bot.) Carinated. Smart.

KEEL'ER, n. A small tub
;
a tub for holding stuff for

calking ships ;
a keelman. Crabb.

tKEEL'FXT, n. Cooler; a cooling vat.

KEEL'HALE, [kel'hal, W. E. Ja. K. Sm.; kel'hawl, S. P.

J. ; kel'hal or kel'hawl, F.] v. a. Same as keelhaul.

KEEL'HAUL, v. a. [i. KEELHAULED ; pp. KEELHAULING,
KEELHAULED.] (JVawt.) To punish by hauling the culprit
under the keel of a ship. Mar. Diet.

KEEL'ING, n. A kind of small cod, whereof stockfish is

made. Cotgrave.
KEEL'MAN, n. ; pi. KEELMEN. One who manages the

keels
;
a bargeman. Todd.

KEEL' RAKE,* v. a. (JVauf.) To keelhaul. Mar. Diet.

KEEL'ROPE,* n. A hair rope running between the keelson
and keel of a ship. Crabb.

tKEL, 7i. pi. Same as kayles. Sidney. See KAYLE.
KEEL'SON, or KEEL'SON, (kel'sun or kel'sun) [kel'sun,

J. F. Sm. ; kel'sun, S. W. Ja. K. ; kel'sun or kel'sun, P.]
n. (JVaut.) The piece of timber in a ship, right over her

keel, next above the floor timber.

KEEN, a. Sharp; acute; severe; piercing; eager; pene-
trating; cutting; shrewd.

KEEN. v. a. ToTOarpen. Thomson. [R.]

KEEN'LY, ad. Sharply; vehemently; eagerly; bitterly.

KEEN'NESS, n. State of being keen; sharpness; rigor of
weather ; severity ; asperity ; eagerness ;

vehemence
;

acuteness.

KEEN'-WIT-TED,* a. Having a keen or sharp wit. Scott.

KEEP, v. a. [I/KEPT; pp. KEEPING, KEPT.] To retain; not
to lose ;

to have in possession, in use, in care, or in cus-

tody ;
to hold ; to preserve ;

to protect ;
to guard ;

to re-

strain from flight; to detain; to tend
;
to regard; to at-

tend
;
to practise ;

to copy carefully ;
to observe

;
to main-

tain
;
to support with the necessaries of life ; to have in

the house
;
to restrain ;

to withhold. To keep back, to re-

serve ;
to withhold ;

to retain. To keep company with, to

have familiar intercourse. To keep in, to conceal
;
to re-

strain. To keep off, to bear to a distance
;
not to admit ;

to hinder. To keep up, to maintain without abatement ;

to continue ;
to hinder from ceasing. To keep down or

under, to oppress ;
to subdue.

KEEP, v. n. To remain or continue in some place or state
;

to stay ;
to remain unhurt ; to last ; to dwell ;

to lodge.
To keep from, to abstain

;
to refrain

;
to forbear. To

Jteep on, to go forward. To keep up, to continue unsub-
dued.

KEEP, 71. The donjon or strongest part of the old castles:

custody ; guard ;
care

; guardianship ;
restraint ;

con-
dition ; keeping.

KEEP'ER, n. One who keeps; a defender; a preserver.

Keeper of the Great Seal, or Lord Keeper, an officer of

high dignity in the English government, the same as the

Lord Chancellor. Keeper of the Pricy Seal, styled Lord

Privy Seal, a high officer in the English government,
who keeps the king's privy seal, which is used for

charters, grants, pardons, &c.

KEEP'ER-BXCK,* n. One who holds back. Shak.

KEEP'ER-SHIP, n. The office of a keeper. Carew.

KEEP'ING, n. Charge; custody; care; maintenance.

(Painting} The management of light and shade, so as

to make all the other parts
of a picture keep their proper

relationship to the main part or chief figure.

KEEP'ING-ROOM,* n. The general sitting-room of the

family ;
the common parlor. Forby. [Used in the east-

ern parts of England and in New England.]
KEEP'SAKE, n. A gift in token of remembrance, to be

kept for the sake of the giver.

KEEVE, n. A large vessel to ferment liquors in
;
a large

tub; a mashing tub; keever. Grose. [Local, En g.]

KEEVE, v. a. To put into a tub or keeve; to overturn or

lift up a cart so that it may unload at once. Ray. [Local.]
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KfiEv'ER,* n. A brewing vessel for the liquor to work in

before it is put into the cask
;
a keeve. Crabb.

fKEF'FEL,,* n. The head. Somerville.

KEG, n. [caque, Ft.] A small barrel or cask : written
also caff. See CAG.

KELL, n. [caul, Welsh.] The omentum
;
caul. Wiseman.

A chrysalis. B. Jonson. A sort of pottage. Jliiisworth.

KELP, n. Sea-weed
;
the alkaline calcined ashes of the

weed, used in the manufacture of glass.

KEL'PY, n. A supposed spirit of the waters in Scotland :

described as a quadruped of the form of a horse. Jamieson.

KEL'SQN, n. (Naut.) See KEELSON.
KELT,* n. (Scotland) Cloth with the nap ; generally of

native black wool. Jamieson. See KILT.

KEL'TER, n. [kelter, Danish.] Order; ready or proper state.

Barrow. Written also kilter.

tKEMB, (ke"m) v. a. To comb. B. Jonson.

KEM'BO, a. See KIMBO.

tKEM'E-LlN, 7i. [*//jjAjoi/.] A brewer's vessel
;
a tub.

Chaucer.

KEN, v. a. [i. KENNED ; pp. KENNING, KENNED.] To see at

a distance ; to descry ;
to know. Shak.

KEN, v. n. To look round
;
to direct the eye. Burton.

KEN. n. View_; _sight ;
the reach of the sight. Shak.

KEN'DAL-GREEN, n. A kind of green cloth, made at Ken-
dal, in England. Shak.

KEN'NEL, n. [chenil, Fr.] A cot for dogs ;
a number of

dogs or hounds kept in a kennel : the hole of a fox or

other wild beast. [kennel, D.
; chenal, Fr.

; canalis, L.]
The watercourse of a street. Bp. Hall.

KEN'NEL, v. n. [i. KENNELLED; pp. KENNELLING, KEN-

NELLED.] To lie; to dwell; used of beasts, and of
man in contempt. Milton.

KEN'NEL, v._a. To keep in a kennel. Tatler.

KEN'NEL-COAL, n. See CANAL-COAL.
KEN'NEL-RA'KER,* n. A scavenger. Arbuthnot.

KEN'NING, n. View; sight; ken. Bacon.

KEN'TLE, or KEN'TAL,* n. A hundred weight. See QUIN-
TAL.

KENT'LEDGE,* n. A sort of ballast ; iron pigs used for

ballast.' McCuttoch.

KEPT, t. &. p. from Keep. See KEE
EPT'-MIs'TRESS* n. A woman
cohabi
Booth.

KfiPT'-MIs'TRESS,* n. A woman supported by a man, and
cohabiting with him, though not marRd

;
i

,
an

ubine.

KER-A-MQ-GRXPH'IC,* a. Applied to a globe recently in-

vented by Mr. Addison, which may be used as a slate.

Scudamore.
'

>

KER'A-SITE,* n. (Min.) See CEHASITE.

KE'RATE,* n. (Mitt.) A substance of a corneous nature.
Hamilton.

See CoRB
>
and CURBSTONE.

KER'CHIEF, (ker'chjf) n. A head-dress of a woman
; any

loose cloth used in 'dress.

KER'CHIEFED, (ker'chjft) a. Dressed
; hooded. Milton.

KERF, n. The way or opening made by a saw
;
the sawn-

away slit in timber or wood.
KERI-CHETIB,* n. (Heb.) (Philology) A name given to

various readings in the Hebrew Bible. Brande.

KER'ME, n. sing. &, pi. A small insect, found on the
scarlet oak, in Asia and the south of Europe, used as a
scarlet dye.

KER'ME-MIN'ER-AL,* n. (Min.) A reddish mineral. P.

Cyc.

KERN, n. An Irish foot-soldier; an Irish boor. Spenser.

(Law) An idler; a vagrant. Whishaw. A hand-mill; a

quern.
J-KERN, v._n. To harden, as corn

;
to granulate. Grew.

KERN'-BA'BY, or CORN'-BA'BY, n. An image dressed up
with corn, carried before the reapers to their harvest-
home. Farm. Ency.

KER'NEL, n. The edible substance contained in the shell

of a nut or the stone of a fruit; any thing included in a
husk ;

the seed of pulpy fruits
;
a grain ;

the central part
of any thing.

KER'NEL, v. n. To ripen to or form kernels. Mortimer.

KER'NEL-LY, a. Full of kernels
; having kernels.

KER'NEL-WORT, (-wiirt) n. An herb. Ainsworth.
tKERN'lSH,* a. Boorish

; clownish. Milton.

KER'Q-DON,* n. (Zool.) A species of herbivorous rodents.
Brande.

KfiR'p-LlTE,* n. (Min.) A kidney-shaped mineral. Dana.

KERREY, n. [karsaye, D.] A kind of coarse cloth, usually
ribbed, and woven with long wool.

KER'EY-MERE,* n. A thin, woollen, twilled stuff, gener-
ally woven from the finest wools. It is said to derive its

name from Cashmere, and it is often spelled cassimere.

See CASSIMERE.

KER'^EY-NETTE,* n. A thin woollen or stuff; cassinette.

Adams.

,
v. a. To cut ; to carve. Sir T. Elyot.

fKiJRV'ER, n. A carver. Chaucer.

|KE'AR, n. [Casar, L.] An emperor. Spenser.
fKEST. The old imperfect tense of Cast. Spenser.
KES'TREL, n. A kind of bastard hawk. Spenser. See Cou-

TRIL.

KETCH, n. [caicco, It.] (JVmrf.) A heavy ship; as, a bomb
ketch ; a vessel with two masts, usually from 100 to 250
tons' burden: a hangman. Grose. See JACK-KETCH.

KETCH'DP,* n. See CATCHUP.
KET'TLE, n. A metal vessel in which liquor is boiled.

KET'TLE-DRUM, n. A drum made of metal, except the
head.

KET'TLE-PINS, n. pi. Ninepins ; skittles. Gayton.
KEU'PER,* n. (Geol.) The German term for the upper por-

tion of the new, red sandstone formation. P. Cyc.
KEV'EL,* n. A kind of antelope. P. Cyc (Want.) A
wooden pin on shipboard: a kind of frame formed of
two pieces of timber, used in extending the main-sail.
Mar. Diet.

KEx, n. Hemlock; kecksy : a dry stalk; the stem of
the teasel. Shelton.

KEY, (ke) n. An instrument by which a lock is fastened
and unfastened : a wedge-shaped piece of wood for fast-

ening : an instrument by which something is screwed or
turned: that which solves a difficulty: a mole; a
quay. See Q.UAY. (Mas.) The part of a musical instru-
ment which, being struck by the fingers, produces a re-

quired note ;
the principal or fundamental note in a com-

position. (Arch.) A piece of wood let into the back of
another, to keep it from warping. (Bot.) A husk.

e water.
the key or

[cayes, Fr.] A rock lying near the surface of the water.

EY'AGE, (ke'aj) n. Money paid for lying atKEY
e. Ainsworth.

fuay
; quayag

Y'-BOARD,* n. (Mas.) The series of levers in a keyed
instrument. Brande.

fKEY'cc-LD, a. Lifeless
; cold, as an iron key.

KEYED,* (ked) a. Furnished with keys; set to a key.
Booth.

KEY'HOLE, (ke'hol) n. An aperture or hole for receiving a
key.

KEY'-N5TE,* n. (Mus.) The note or tone adapted to the

composition of a piece of music. Kam.es.

KEY'STdNE, (ke'ston) n. The top or fastening stone of an
arch.

KHAM'SIN,* n. A noxious wind. See KAMSIN.
KHAN, (kan or kan) n. [Turk.] In Persia, a governor or

high- officer ;
in Tartary, a prince or sovereign : an ori-

ental inn or caravansary.
KHA-NXT',* n. A country governed by a khan. P. Cyc.
KHST'BAH,* (kot'ba) n. A Mahometan form of prayer.

Brande.

KIBE, n. An ulcerated chilblain
;
a chap in the heel caused

by cold. Shak.

KlBED, (klbd) a. Troubled with kibes
; as, kibed heels.

Kf-nlT'KA,* n. ; pi. KIBITKAS. A llussi;in vehicle covered
with leather, used for travelling in winter. Heber.

KI'BY, a. Having kibes; sore with kibes. Skelton.

KICK, v. a. [kauchen, Ger.] [i. KICKED ; pp. KICKING, KICKED.]
To strike with the foot. South.

KtCK, v. n. To thrust out the foot ; to resist.

KtcK, n. A blow with the foot. Dryden.
KICK'ER, n. One that kicks or strikes with the foot.

KICK'ING,* n. The act of striking with the foot. Smart.

KICK'SHAW, n. [a corruption of quelque chose.] Something
fantastical ;

a made-up dish of cookery.
fKicK'sHOE,* 7i. A dancer, in contempt ;

a caperer. Milton.

fKICK'sy-wiCK'sY, n. A wife, in contempt. Shale.

KID, n. The young of a goat. [cidweln, Welsh.] A bun-
dle of heath.

KID, v. n. [i.
KIDDED

; pp. KIDDING, KIDDED.] To bring
forth kids. Cotgrave.

|KiD, v. a. To discover ;
to show ; to make known. Qower.

KID'DED, a. Fallen, as a young kid. Cotgrave.
KID'DER, n. An engrosser of corn to enhance its price.

Jlinsworth. A travelling trader. Ray. [Local.]
KIo'DLE, n. [kidellus, low L.] A wear in a river, to catch

fish. Corruptly called, in some places, kittle, or kettle.

Klo'DOW, ?z. A web-footed bird, called also the guillemot,
or o-uillem, the sea-hen, and skout. Chambers.

tKiD^-Fox,* n. A fox. Shak.

Kto'LING, 7i. A young kid. W. Browne.

Ktn'NXp, v. a. [L KIDNAPPED ; pp. KIDNAPPING, KIDNAPPED.]
To steal children ; to steal human beings.

KlD'NXP-PER, 7i. One who kidnaps ; a man-stealer.

KID'NXP-PING,* n. The stealing of human beings. Black-

stone.

KID'NEY, (kid'ne) n. ; pi. KIDNEYS. The two organs or

large glands, which separate the urine from the blood :

a cant term for sort or kind.

KlD'NEY-BEAN, n. A bean much cultivated, shaped like a

kidney.
KID'NEY-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Formed like a kidney.

Pennant.

KID'NEY-VETCH, n. A medicinal plant ; anthyllis.yiVJKKVi;, v. a. xocui; tu cm ve. otr j.jMyut. iviir JXJi Y-VJSJUJII, n. j\ mcuitiimi yiam. , ,*/ju*.
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KID'NEY-WORT, (-wiirt) re. A plant ; starry or hairy saxi-

frage'.

KIE, n;. Kine. [North of Eng.] See KEE.
KlL'DER-KlN, re. [kindeken, D.] A liquid measure contain-

ing eighteen gallons ;
a small barrel.

KILL, v. a.
[i.

KILLED ; pp. KILLING, KILLED.] To deprive
of life

;
to put to death

;
to destroy ; to deprive of active

qualities.

KIL'LAS,* n. (Jlfire.) Clay-slate, so called by Cornish min-
ers. Ure.

KlL'LEN-iTE,* n. (Jtfm.) A mineral, P. Cyc. See KILLINITE.

KlLL'ER, n. One who kills or deprives of life.

KlLL'HERB,* n. A parasitical plant ; broomfape. Booth.

K!LL'JNG,*P. a. Depriving of life
; destroying.

KlL'LiN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of spodumene. Brande.

KIL'LOW, n. A blackish or deep blue earth. Woodward. A
Turkish measure.

KILN, (kil) 71. A stove or furnace for drying or burning ;

commonly annexed to another word
; as, a brick-kiln,

lime-kiln, malt-kiln, or hop-kiln.

KILN'DRY, (kil'dri) v. a. [i. KILNDRIED; pp. KILNDRYING,
KILNDRIED.] To dry in a kiln.

KlLN'DRY-lNG,* 7i. The act of drying in a kiln.

KlL'o-GRXM,*re. [kilogramme, Fr.] A French weight, equal
to 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 5 drs. avoirdupois. Brande.

KILOLITRE,* (kll'9-ll-tur) * [kilolitre, Fr.] A French
measure of a thousand litres. P. Cyc.

KILOMETRE,* (kil'o-me-tur) re. [kilometre^fr.] A French
measure of a thousand metres. P. Cyc.

fKlLT, p. Killed
i hurt; wounded. Spenser.

KILT,* or KELT,* re. A loose dress extending from the belly
to the knee, in the form of a petticoat, worn in the Scotch

Highlands by the men, and in the Lowlands by young
boys; called by the Highlanders fillibeg. Jamieson.

KIL'TER,* n. Condition; order; kelter. HoUoway. See
KELTER.

KlM'Bd, a. Crooked ;
bent

;
arched. Dryden. See A-KIMBO.

KlM'NEL, n. See KEMELIN.
KIN, re. Relationship by blood or marriage ; people related

to each other
; relationship by the nature of the things ;

relations ;
relatives ;

kindred.

KIN, a. Of the same nature
;
kindred. Chaucer.

KI'NATE,* n. (CAem.) Kinic acid with a base. P. Cyc.

||KlND, [kind, P. E.Ja. Sm. Wb.; kylnd, S. W. J. F; kelnd,

JT.] a. Benevolent
;

filled with general good-will ;
favor-

able; beneficent; mild; tender
; indulgent; compassion-

ate; gentle; benignant; gracious; lenient.

||KiND, n. [kund, Goth.] Race; generic class ; genus ; clas-

sjfication ; sort; species; nature
;
manner

; way.
fKlND'ED, a. Begotten. Spenser.

||KiND'-HEART'ED, (klnd'-h'irt'ed) a. Having great be-

nevolence. Thomson.

KIND'-HEXRT'ED-NESS,* n. Kindness of heart. Arbuthnot.

KlN'DLE, (kln'dl) v. a. [cynne or cynneu, Welsh; kyndell,

Goth.] [i. KINDLED; pp. KINDLING, KINDLED.] To set on
fire

;
to light; to make to burn ; to inflame, as the pas-

sions : [to bring forth. Shalt.]

KfN'DLE, v. n. To take fire
;
to grow into rage.

KlN'DLER, n. One who kindles or inflames.

fKlND'LESS, a. Unkind; unnatural. Shak.

KIND'LI-NESS, re. Favor
;
affection

; good-will.

KlND'LJNG,* n. The act of setting on fire.

KIND'LING,*;*. a. Setting on fire; inflaming.

KIND'LY, a. Congenial ;
fit ; proper ;

consonant to nature ;

kind
;
benevolent ;

mild.

KIND'LY, ad. Benevolently ; favorably ; mildly ; fitly.

KIND'NESS, n. The quality of being kind
; humanity; be-

nevolence; beneficence; good-will; favor; love; benefit

conferred ;
a kind act or deed.

JQN'DRED, re. ; pi. KINDRED or KINDREDS. A person or

persons ofthe same descent
;
relation by birth or marriage ;

consanguinity ; people related to each other
; relationship ;

relatives.

KfN'DRED, a. Congenial; related; cognate; of the same
kind.

KINE, n. ; pi. of Cow. Cows. [Obsolete, except in poetry.]
KING, n. The ruler of a nation or kingdom ; a monarch

; a

sovereign : a piece or card representing a king in a game.
King at arms, a principal officer at arms that has the

preeminence of the society ; of whom there are, in

England, three, viz., Garter, Norroy, and Clarencieux.

KING, v. a. To supply with a king ;
to make royal ; to raise

to royalty. Shak. [Ludicrous.]
KiNG'Xp-PLE, re. A kind of apple. Mortimer.

KlNG'cRiFT, re. Craft of kings ;
art of governing. King

James.

KING'CUP, re. A flower; crowfoot. Peacham.

KING'DQM, re. A country or nation governed by a king ;

the dominion of a king; aregion; atract: adivisionin
natural history ; as, the animal or vegetable kingdom.

tKlNG'DQMED, (king'dumd) a. Proud of kingly power.
Shak.

KlNG'FlsH,* n. A fish having splendid colors. Crdbb.

KlNG'FlSH-ER, re. A bird that feeds on fish.
KING'FISH,* n. A nsn navmg spienam colors, uraoo. MM.
KlNG'FlSH-ER, re. A bird that feeds on fish. KITCH'EN,* a. Belongin
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fKiNG'HOOD, (king'hud) re. State of being a king. Gower.

KlNG'-KlLL'ER,*n. One who kills a king ; regicide. Shak.

KING'LIKE, a. Like a king; kingly. Sandys.
KING'LI-NESS,* n. The quality of being kingly. Coleridge.
KING'LJNG,* re. An inferior sort of king. Churchill.

KfNG'LY, a. Belonging to a king ; royal ; regal ; august.
KlNG'LY. ad. With an air of royalty ; as a king.
KlNG'-PosT,* re. (Arch.) The middle post of a framed

roof, reaching from the centre of the tie-beam to the

ridge at top. Brande.
KINGS * n. The title of two books of the Old Testament.

Bible.

KING'S'-BENCH',* re. The English court of judicature in
which the lord chief-justice presides as the king's deputy.
Blackstone.

KING'-E'VIL, (kingz-e'vl) re. The scrofula, a disease for-

merly believed to be cured by the touch of a king.
KING'SHIP, re. Royalty; state of a king. King Charles.

KING''SPEAR, (kings'sper) n. A plant.

Ki'NG''STONE, (kingz'ston) re. A fish. Ainsworth.

KI'NIC,* a. (Chetn.) Denoting a vegetable acid, derived
from cinchona, and sometimes called cinchonic acid. P.

Cyc.

KINK, 71. An entanglement or knot in thread, &c. ; a
twist or turn in a rope or cable. Crabb. A fit of laughter ;

a fit of coughing. Brockett.

KlNK, v. re. [i.
KINKED

; pp. KINKING, KINKED.] To be en-

tangled ;
to run into knots

;
to set fast or stop : [to be

disentangled. Forby. To laugh immoderately. Brockett.]

KlN'KA-jou,* re. (Zool.) A plantigrade quadruped of South

America, of arboreal habits. Brande.

KINK'HAUST, re. The chin-cough. [Lancashire, England.]
KTN'KLE,* re. Same as kink. Francis.

KI'NO,* re. An astringent vegetable extract, containing tan-

nin, gum, and extractive matter. Brande.

KINSFOLK, (kinz'fok) re. Relations
;
kindred. Obsolescent.

KINSMAN, 71.,- pi. KINSMEN. A man of the same race or

family ;
a relative.

KiNS'woM-AN, (klnz'wum-an) n. A female relation.

KlN'TAL, n.'See QUINTAL.
KlNT'LlDGE,*re. (JVaui.) Ballast; kentledge. Mar. Diet.

KI-&SK',* re. [Turk.] A kind of open pavilion or summer-

jiouse x supported by pillars. Brande.

KIPE,* re. An osier basket for catching fish. Crabb.

Kip'PER, a. Lean and unfit for use: a term applied to

salmon when unfit to be taken, and to the time when
they are so considered.

KIP'PER,* a. Lively ;
nimble

; light-footed. Craven Dialect.

KIp'PER-NUT,* re. A tuberous root
;
earthnut. Booth.

KlP'PER-TlME,* re. The time between the 3d and 12th of

May, in which fishing for salmon on the Thames, in Eng
land, is prohibited. Ash.

KIRK, re. (Scotland) A church; the church of Scotland.

KIRK'MAN, re. ; pi. KIRKMEN. One of the church of Scot-

land.

KIRN, re. See KERN.
KlRscn'WAS-SER,*n. (Ger.) An alcoholic liquor obtained

by fermenting and distilling bruised berries. Ure.

KIR'TLE, (kir'tl) n. An upper garment or gown; an outer

petticoat.
KIR'TLED, (kir'tld) a. Wearing a kirtle. Milton.

KIR'WAN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A dark, olive-green mineral.

Dana.

Kiss, v. a. [i.
KISSED

; pp. KISSING, KISSED.] To salute by

applying the lips; to caress; to treat with fondness; to

touch gently.

Kiss, re. A salute by kissing or by joining lips.

KIss'ER, n. One who kisses.

Klss'iNG-CdM'FiT, (-kum'fjt) re. Perfumed sugar-plums
for sweetening the breath. Shak.

KIss'iNG-CROsT, n. Crust formed when one loaf, in bak-

ing, has touched another.

KIsT, re. A chest. [Provincial, north of England.]
KIsT,*7i. (In India) The amount ofa stated payment. Crabb.

KIT, re. A small fiddle : a large bottle : a milking pail :

a sort of churn : a wooden vessel in which salmon is

sent to London : a kitten or young cat : [a soldier's

knapsack and its contents : the tools of a shoemaker:
a sailor's chest and contents. Grose.]

KlT'cAT, a. Applied to a club in London, of which Addi-

son and Steele were members, so named from Christopher

Cat, a pastry-cook, who supplied the club with mutton-

pies: also applied to a portrait about three quarters in

length, such as was used for the members of this club.

KtT'cXT,* re. A game played by three or more players.

Forby.
KlT'cAT-RoLL',* n. A bellied roller for land drawn by a

horse. Forby.
KITCH'EN, (klch'en) n. [kegin, Welsh ; kyshen, Erse.] The
room in a house where the provisions are cooked ;

a uten-

sil or apparatus for cooking.
KITCH'EN, v. a. To entertain with the fare of the kitchen.

Shak.

KITCH'EN,* a. Belonging to or used in the kitchen. Ash.

hard ? as Z; j as gz; THIS.
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KITTENING, KIT-

KTTCH'EN-GAR'DEN, (kich'en-gar'dn) n. A garden in
which vegetables for the table are raised.

KfTCH'EN-MAiD, re. A maid employed in the kitchen.

KlTCH'EN-STUFF, n. The fat collected from pots and drip-

ping-pans. Donne.

KITCH'EN-WENCH, n. [kitchen and wench.] A maid em-
ployed to clean the kitchen instruments of cookery.

KlTCH'EN-WORK, (kich'en-wlirk) n. Cookery; work done
in the kitchen.

KITE, 7i. A bird of prey : a rapacious man : a paper toy
raised by a string and the action of the wind into the air.

JThe belly. Brockett. North of England.]
KlTE's'FOOT, (kits'fut) 7i. A plant. Mnsworth.
KlTH,7i. [fAcquaintance. Gower.}

" Kith and kin," friends
and relatives. Brockett.

KlTH'A-RA,* 7t. A musical instrument
;
cithara. Thomson.

KlT'LiNG, n. [catulus, L.J A young cat; a kitten. Forby.
A whelp ;

the young of a beast. B. Jonson.

KlT'TEN, (kit'tn) re. [kattcken, D.] A young cat.

KlT'TEN, (kit'tn) v. n. [i. KITTENED; pp. KITTE

TENED.] To bring forth young cats.

KIT'TI-WAKE, w. An English bird of the gull kind.

fKTT'TLE, (kit'tl) v. a. To tickle. Sherwood.

fKiVE, n. A washing vat or tub
;
keeve. Sir W. Pei

KIv'ER, v. a. To cover. Huloet. [Obsolete or vulgar.^
KLlCK, V, 71. [i. KLICKED

; pp. KLICKING, KLICKED.] To
make a small, sharp noise; to click: to pilfer or steal

away suddenly with a snatch. Dr. Johnson.

KLlcK'ER,* 7i. He or that which klicks. Bailey.

KLYcK'iNG,* re. A regular, sharp noise. Maunder.

KLlNK'STONE,* 7i. (Min.) A basaltic stone, of the fletz

trap formation. Crabb. See CLINKSTONE.

KLI-NSM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring the in-

clination of stratified rocks, the declivity of mountains,
&c. Hamilton. See CHIROMETER.

KNXB, (nab) v. a. [knappen, D.] [i. KNABBED ; pp. KNABBING,
KNABBED.] To bite

;
to bite something brittle

;
to nab.

JKNXB'BLE, (nab'bl) v. n. To bite
;
to nibble. Browne.

KNXCK, (nak) re. A little machine
; a toy ;

a knick-knack :

a readiness
;
a facility ; a dexterity in some slight opera-

tion.

KNXcK, v. n. [knacken, Teut.] To make a sharp, quick
noise, as when a stick breaks

; to speak finely or affect-

edly. Grose. [R.]

KNXCK'ER, (nak'er) re. [A maker of knacks or toys ;
a har-

ness-maker. Mortimer. A rope-maker. Mnsworth.} One
who buys old horses for slaughter, and cuts them up
for dog's-meat. Smart.

KNXCK'ISH, ) a. Knavish
;

trickish
; practising tricks or

KNXcK'y, j
knacks. More. [R.]

KNACK'ISH-NESS, n. Artifice
; trickery. More. [R.]

KNXCK'-KNEED,*P. a. Having knees which strike against
each other. Brockett.

KNXG, (nag) n. A knot in wood ; a peg ;
a shoot of a deer's

horn : a rugged top of a rock or hill.

KNXG'J&I-NESS,* re. The state of being knaggy. Scott.

KNXG'J&Y, (nag'^e) a. Knotty ; rough ; ill-humored.

KNAP, (nap) n. [cnap, Welsh.] A protuberance ; a hillock.
Bacon. See NAP.

KNXP, (nap) v. a. \knappen, D.] To bite
;
to break short

;
to

gnash. [R.]

KNXP, (nap) v. n. To make a short, sharp noise; to snap;
to knack. Wiseman.

KNXP'BOT-TLE, (nap'bot-tl) n. A plant.

JKNXP'PISH, (nap'pish) a. Snappish ;
froward. Barret.

fKNXp'pLE, (nap'pl) v. n. To break off with a sharp, quick
noise

;
to snap. Mnsworth.

fKNXp'py, (nap'pe) a. Full of knaps or hillocks. Huloet.

KNAP'SXCK, (nap'sak) n. [knappen, Germ.] A bag or
sack in which a soldier carries his provisions on his
back.

KNXP'WEED, (nap'wed) n. A genus of plants ;
black cen-

taury.
KNAR, (n'ar) n. [knor, Germ.] A hard knot. Dryden. [R.]
KNARL,* re. A knot in wood

;
a knurl. Brockett.

KNARL'ED, (n'arl'ed) a. Knotted
; gnarled.

KNSR'RY, (n'ar're) a. Knotty ; stubby. Chaucer.

KNAVE, (nav) n. [fA boy. Wicliffe. A servant. Gower.] A
petty rascal

;
a scoundrel : a card with a soldier painted

on it.

KNAV'ER-Y, (nav'er-e) n. Dishonesty ;
fraud

; petty vil-

lany.

KNAV'ISH, (nav'ish) a. Dishonest; fraudulent; mischiev-
ous.

KNAV'ISH-LY, (nav'ish-le) ad. Dishonestly; fraudulently.
KNAV'JSH-NESS, (nav'jsh-nes) re. Quality of being knav-

ish.

KNAw, (nw) v. Sometimes written for gnaw. See GNAW.
KNEAD, (ned) v. a. [i. KNEADED ; pp. KNEADING, KNEADED.]
To work or press ingredients into a mass, as in making
flour into dough.

KNEAD'ER, (ned'er) re. One who kneads
;
a baker.

KNEAD'ING-TROUGH, (ned'in^-trSf)re. A trough in which
the dough or paste of bread is worked together.

KNE'BEL-ITE,* (ne'bel-It) n. (Min.') An oxide of manga-
nese. Cleaveland.

KNEE, (ne) re. The joint of the leg where it is joined to the
thigh ; something resembling the human knee when bent,
as a crooked piece of timber or metal, or the angle where
two pieces join.

KNEE, (ne) v. a. To supplicate by kneeling. Shak.

KNEE'-CROOK'ING, (ne'kr6k'mg) a. Obsequious. Shak.

KNEED, (ned) a. Having knees or joints; geniculated.
KNEE'-DEEP, (ne'dep) a. So deep as to reach the knees.
KNEED'GRASS, (ned'grfts) n. An herb.
KNEE 'HOLM, (ne'holm) n. A plant, called also knee-holly
and butcher's-broom.

KNEE'-JOINT-ED,* a. (Bot.) Geniculate. P. Cyc.
KNEEL, (nel) v. n. [i. KNELT or KNEELED

; pp. KNEELING,
KNELT or KNEELED.] To bend the knee; to bend or rest
one or both knees on the ground.

KNEEL'ER, n. One who kneels.

KNEEL'JNG,*^. a. Bending the knee.

KNEE'PXN, (ne'pan) n. A little, round bone on the fore part
of the knee.

KNEE/STRING,* n. A ligament of the knee. Addison.

KNEE'-TlM-BER, 7i. Timber with crooks or angles.
KNEE'-TR!B-VTE, (ne'trib-yut) n. Genuflection; worship

or obeisance shown by kneeling. Milton.

KNELL, (nel) re. The sound of a bell rung at a funeral.

KNELL,* v. re. To sound as a bell
;
to knoll. Beaum. Sf Fl.

KNELT,* (neJD i. &- p. from Kneel. See KNEEL.
KNEW, (nu) i. from Know. See KNOW.
KNIFE, (nlf) re.; pi. KN!VE. An instrument with a sharp

edge, for cuttirlg ;
of various forms and for various uses.

KNIFE'HXN-DLE-SHELL,* n. A bivalve shellfish. Booth.

KNIGHT, (nit) n. An attendant; a military attendant. Shak.
A champion. Spenser. A man on whom the king of Eng-
land, or his lieutenant, has conferred the distinction of
being addressed by the style of Sir before his Christian
name ; as,

" Sir William." Knight of the post, a sub-
orned rogue or witness

;
a knight dubbed at the whipping-

post or pillory. Knight of the shire, one who represents
the shire or county in the English parliament.

KNIGHT, (nit) v. a. [i. KNIGHTED ; pp. KNIGHTING, KNIGHT-
ED.] To dub or make a knight.

KNIGHT'AGE,* (nlt'aj) n. The body of knights. J. B.
Burke.

KNiCK'-KNXcK. (nik'nak) n. Any trifle or toy. [Colloquial.]
KNlGHT-BXcH'E-LOR,* w. A young, unmarried man ad-

mitted to the order of knighthood. Booth.

KNlGHT-BXR'0-NET,* re. A baronet ; an hereditary Eng-
lish title and rank. Booth.

KNIGHT-R'RANT, (nlt-er'rant) re. ;pl. KNIGHTS-ERRANT.
(Chivalry) A knight wandering in search of adventures.

KNIGHT-ER'RANT-RY, (nit-er'rant-re) 7^ The character,
manners, and adventures of wandering knights.

KNTGHT-ER-RXT'IC,* a. Relating to knight-errantry. Qw.
Reo.

KNIGHT'HOOD, (nlt'hud) n. The character or dignity of a

knight ;
the order and fraternity of knights.

fKNiGHT'LESs, (nit'les) a. Unbecoming a knight. Spenser
KNIGHT'LI-NESS, (nlt'le-nes) re. Quality of a knight. Spen-

ser.

KNIGHT'LY, (nlt'le) a. Relating to or befitting a knight.
KNIGHT'LY, (nlt'le) ad. In a manner becoming a knight,

KNIGHT'-SER'VIC'E,* n. (English law} A tenure of land.
Blackstone.

KN!T, (nit) v. a.
[i. KNIT or KNITTED : pp. KNITTING, KNIT

or KNITTED.] To make, unite or weave by texture with
out a loom

;
to tie

;
to join ;

to unite.

KNIT, (nit) v. re. To weave without a loom
;
to unite.

KNIT, (nit) re. Act of knitting ;
texture. Shak.

fKNiTCH, (nitch) n. A burden of wood; a fagot. Wicliffe.

KNIT'TA-BLE, fnit't?-bl) a. That may be knit. Huloet.

KNTT'TER, (nit'ter) re. One who weaves or knits.

KNIT'TING, (nit'tjng) n. Junction; the work of a knitter:

a weed.

KNIT'TING,* p. a. Weaving with needles; uniting.

KNTT'TING-NEE'DLE, (nit'tjng-ne'dl) n. A wire used in

knitting.

KNIT'TING-SHEATH,* n. A sheath for knitting-needles.
Jlsh.

KNlT'TLE, (nit'tl) re. A purse-string. (JVauf.) A small

line used for a hammock-string, &c.

KNIVES-;, (nlvz) n. ; pi. of Knife. See KNIFE.

KNOB, (nob) 7i. A protuberance; a hard bunch.

KN6BBED, (nobd) a. Having knobs or protuberances.

KNOB'BJ-NESS, (nob'be-nes)re. The quality of having knobs

KNOB'BY, (nob'be) a. Full of nobs
;
hard ;

stubborn.

KNOCK, '(nok) v. 'n. [i.
KNOCKED ; pp. KNOCKING, KNOCKED.]

To strike or beat with something hard, followed by at; to

clash ; to be driven together. To knockunder, to give in
;

tAiekL
KNOCK, (nbk) v. a. To give blows ;

to beat
;
to strike

; to

collide. To knock down, to fell by a blow. To knock up,

(Printing) To make a pair of balls
;
to make the printed

sheets even at the edges.the dough or paste ot bread is wonted together. sheets even at the edges,
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KNOCK, (nok) re. A sudden stroke
; a blow

j
a loud stroke

at a door for admission.

KNOCK'ER, (nok'er) n. One who knocks) a striker) the

hammer of a door.

KNOCK'JNG, (nok'jng) n. A striking; a beating at the
door.

KNOLL, (nol) v. a. To ring, as a bell for a funeral; to toll.

Shak. The word is now chiefly used in relation to a
funeral.

KNOLL, (nol) v. n. To sound as a bell
;
to knell. Shak.

KNOLL, (n5l) n. A little round hill
; a hillock

;
the top or

cap of a hill or mountain. Wyndham. A turnip. Ray.

tKNOLL'ER, (nol'er) n. One who knolls or tolls. Sherwood.

fKNOP, (nop) n. [knoppe, Teut.] A bud
; a protuberance ;

a knob. Chaucer.

fKNOPPED, (nopt) a. Having knops ;
fastened by knops.

Chaucer.

KNOP'PERN,* (nop'pern) n. A species of gallnut or ex-

crescence formed by an insect upon several species of

oak, and used for tanning and dyeing. Brandc.

fKNOR, (nor) n. A knot; a gnarl; knurl. Todd.

KNOT, (not) n. A complication of a cord or string not

easily disentangled ;
a part which is tied : a place in a

piece of wood caused by the protuberance of a bough,
and a consequent transverse direction of the fibres : a

joint in a plant : a complicated intersection or entangle-
ment: an epaulet: a difficulty ; intricacy : a con-

federacy ;
an association

;
a small band

;
a cluster

;
a col-

lection : a bird of the snipe kind. (Naut.) A division

of the log-line ;
a mile, or the space between one knot

and another, answering to a mile of a ship's progress.

KNOT, (not) v. a. [i.
KNOTTED

; pp. KNOTTING, KNOTTED.]
To complicate in knots ; to entangle ;

to unite
; to tie :

to prevent the knots from appearing in painting.

KNOT, (not) v. n. To form buds, knots, or joints, in vege-
tation: to knit knots for fringes.

KNOT'BER-R,* or KNoGT'BER-Ry,* n. The cloudberry.
Booth.

KN6T'BER-RY-BusH, n. A plant. Ainsworth.

KNOT'GRJtss, (not'gras) n. A plant of several kinds; a

jointed plant; an oat-like grass; a troublesome weed.
KNOT'LESS, (not'les) a. Without knots or difficulty.

KNOT'TED, (nSt'ted) a. Full of knots ; uneven ; knotty.

KNOT'TJ-NESS, (nbt'te-nes) n. Fulness of knots ; uneven-
ness

; intricacy ; difficulty ; a protuberance.

KNOT'TY, (not'te) a. Full of knots ;
hard

; rugged ;
in-

tricate
; perplexed ;

difficult ; embarrassed.

KNOT'WEED,* n. A plant or weed. Farm. Ency.
KNOUT,* (nout) n. An instrument of punishment used in

Russia, consisting of a handle, a leather thong, and a ring
with a strip of hide

; punishment by the knout. Brande.

KNOUT,* 77. a. To punish with the knout or whip. Jameson.

KNOW, (no) v. a. [i. KNEW; pp. KNOWING, KNOWN.] To
perceive intellectually, whether intuitively or by the use
of means ;

to have knowledge of; to be informed of; to

distinguish ;
to recognize ; to be no stranger to

; to have
sexual commerce with.

KNdw, (n5) v. n. To have intellectual perception ; to be
. informed ;

to have knowledge.
KNOW'A-BLE, (no'a-bl) a. That may be known. Bentley.

KNOW'A-BLE-NESS,* n. The quality of being knowable.
Locke.'

KNOW'ALL,* n. One who knows every thing. Tucker.

KNOW'ER, n. One who has knowledge.
KNOW'ING, (no'jng) a. Having knowledge; skilful.

KNdw'JNG, (no'jng) n. Knowledge. Shak.

KNdw'lNG-LY, (no'jng-le) ad. With skill or knowledge.
KNOW'JNG-NESS,* n. The state of having knowledge.

Coleridge.

KNOWLEDGE, (nSl'ej) [nSl'ej, S. P. J. E. Ja. Sm.;

nql'ej or no'lej, W. F.; no'lej or nol'ej, K.] n. Truth as-

certained ;
belief or evidence when it ends in moral cer-

tainty ; certain perception; indubitable apprehension;

learning; erudition; skill; acquaintance; cognizance;
notice

; information
; intelligence.

fKNOWL'EDGE, (nol'ej) v. a. To acknowledge. Wicliffe.
KNOWN,* (n5n) p. from Know. See KNOW
KNOW'-NOTH'ING,* a. Thoroughly ignorant. Forby.

[Colloquial.]

fKNDB'BLE, (nub'bl) v. a. To beat. Skinner.

KNUC'KLE, (nuk'kl) n. A joint of the finger, particularlywhen protuberant by closing the finger; the knee joint
of a calf. [The joint of a plant. Bacon.]

KNUC'KLE, (nuk'kl) v. n. [i. KNUCKLED
; pp. KNUCKLING.

KNUCKLED.] To bend the fingers ; to yield ; to submit
KNDc'KLED, (nuk'kld) a. Jointed. Bacon.

fKNOFF, (nuf) n. A lout ; a clown. Hayward.
fKNUR, (niir) n. [knor, Ger.] A knot

;
a knurl. Huloet.

KNURL, (niirl) n. A knot in wood or timber; knarl. Bailey.
KNURL'ED, a. Set with knurls; knotty. Sherwood.

KNUR'LY,* a. Having knurls or knobs ; hard. Smith.

tKNUR'RY, (nur're) a. Full of knots. Drayton.

KOB,* or KO'BA,* n. (ZooL) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
KOBELLITE,* n. (JWm) A sulphuret of lead and bismuth.
Dana.

K&B'OLD,* n. A German word for spectre or goblin.
Brande.

K5FF,* n. (JVaut.) A Dutch vessel with a main and fore-
mast. Crabb.

KOHL'-RA'BI,* (k51'ra'bj) n. A singular variety of German
cabbage. Farm. Ency.

KOL'LY-RITE,* n. (Min.") A species of clay. Cleaveland.

fKON'jjD. For konned or conned, i. e. knew. Spenser.
KOO'DOO,* n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
KO'PECK,* n. A Russian copper coin, about the size of a

cent. Kelley.

Kd'RAN, n. [Arab.] Alcoran: the same as alcoran, the

prefix al being equivalent to the. See ALCORAN.
KOS'TER,* n. A fish ; a species of sturgeon. Booth.

KoG'PHQ-LlTE,* n. (Jtfin.) A species of zeolite or prehn-
ite, from the Pyrenees, of a yellowish or green color.

Brande.

KRA'AL,* n. A rude hut or cabin of the Hottentots, with
conical or round tops. Campbell.

KRA'KEN,* n. A fabulous marine monster of gigantic
size. Ooldsmith.

KRA'MA,* n. (India) A wooden sandal worn by women.
Crabb.

KREM'LIN,* n. The imperial palace, together with the
arsenal and some other public buildings at Moscow.
Clarke.

KRE'Q-SOTE,* n. (Med.) See CREOSOTE.
KRY'Q-LITE,* n. (Jlfm.) A hydrated fluate of alumina
and soda. Brande.

K^AR, (zar) n. See CZAR.

KU'FIC,* a. An epithet applied to the ancient Arabic

characters, from Kufa, a town on the Euphrates. Brande.

KU'MISS,* ) n. A liquor which is made by the Calmucs,
Kou'Miss,* \ by fermenting mare's milk. Urc.

tKY, n. pi. Kine. SeeKEE
,
and KIE.

KY-AN',* n. A pungent pepper; a powerful condiment
and stimulating medicine ; commonly written cayenne.
Brande. See CAYENNE.

KY'A-NITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, called also distheme and
sappare : also written cyanite. Brande.

KY'A-NIZE,* v. a. [i. KYANIZED
; pp. KYANIZING, KYAW-

IZED.] To preserve timber from the dry rot, by the use
of a solution of corrosive sublimate

;
a process invented

by Mr. Kyan. Francis.

fKv^ r. n. To know. See KID.

KY'LOE,* n. pi. A term applied to the cattle of the Heb-
rides. London.

KYR'I-E E-LE'I-SQN,* [Gr.] "Lord, have mercy on us;"
a form of invocation in the Catholic liturgy. Bailey.

KYR-I-Q-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Applied by Warburton to that
class of Egyptian hieroglyphics, in which a part is con-

ventionally put to represent a whole
; cyriologic. Brande.

L.

Lthe
twelfth letter of the alphabet, is a liquid conso-

^ nant, which always preserves the same sound in

English; as in like, fall. As a numeral, it stands for
50

;
as an abbreviation, for liber, a book

; libra, a pound
in money ; lb., a pound in weight ; LL. D. legum doc-

tor, doctor of laws.

LA, (law) interj. [Sax.] See! look! behold! lo ! Shak.

It is the Saxon form of the interjection lo, often taking
its place in the old English dramas, and in vulgar use.

LA,* n. (Mus.) A note or term of music. Crabb.

fLXB, n. A blab
;
a great talker. Chaucer.

LAB'4-R&M,* n.
[L.]

The Roman imperial standard, on
which Constantine blazoned the monogram of Jesus

Christ, and added a cross. Gibbon.

LXB'DA-NUM, n. A resin which exudes from a shrub

(cistus Creticus) in Crete
;
ladanum.

LAB-E-Fic'TlQN,* n. A weakening or impairing. Smart.

|LXB'E-F Y, v. a. [labefado, L.] To weaken ;
to impair. Bailey.
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LS'BEL, n. [labettum, L.] A name or title affixed to any
thing, or a narrow slip of any material containing a
name or title, and affixed to something to indicate its

nature or contents: a kind of tassel : a codicil: a
thin brass rule used in taking altitudes : an appendage
consisting of fillets to the family arms : a slip of parch-
ment or paper containing a seal affixed to a deed or

writing. (Arch.) A moulding projecting over a door,
window, &c.

LA/BEL, v. a. [i. LABELLED; pp. LABELLING, LABELLED.]
To affix a label to.

LA-BEL'LUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The lower lip of a labiate
corolla. Brande.

LA'BENT, a. [labens, L.] Sliding; gliding; slipping.

Bailey^ [R.]

LA'BE-O,* n. (Teh.) A genus of fishes. P. Cyc.

LA'Bl-AL,a. [labialis, L.] Relating to or uttered by the lips.

LA'BJ-AL,* n. A letter pronounced chiefly by the lips.
The labials are b, p, v,f, m. Brande.

LA'BI-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Resembling lips ;
formed like a lip ;

having lips ;
labiated. P. Cyc.

LA'BI-AT-ED, a. [labium, L.] Having parts resembling lips.

LA-BI-O-DEN'TAL, a. [labium and dentalis.] Formed or

pronounced by the cooperation of the lips and teeth.

LXs'LXB,* n. (Bot.) A genus of leguminous plants. P. Cyc.

tLXB'Q-RXNT, n. A chemist. Boyle.

LXB'p-RA-TO-RY, 7i. A place fitted up for chemical inves-

tigations ;
a chemist's shop or lecture-room.

LA-BO'RI-OUS, a. [laboriosus, L.J Using labor
; requiring

labor
;
industrious ; diligent in work

;
assiduous

;
tire-

some
;
arduous

;
difficult.

LA-BO'Ri-oOs-LY, ad. In a laborious manner
;
with labor.

LA-BO'RJ-OUS-NESS, n. Toilsotneness
; difficulty ;

as-

siduity.

LA'BC-R, n. [labor, L.
; labeur, Fr.] The act of doing what

requires an exertion of strength ; pains ;
toil ;

work ;

performance ; drudgery ;
task

;
exercise : childbirth

;

travail.

LA'BQR, v. n. [laboro, L.] [i. LABORED; pp. LABORING, LA-

BORED.] To make exertion or effort
;
to toil

;
to act with

painful effort
;
to do work

;
to take pains ;

to strive
;
to

move with difficulty ; to be in distress
;
to be pressed :

to be in childbirth; to be in travail. (Naut.) To move
with the action of all its parts, as a ship.

LA'BQR, v. a. To bestow labor on ; to beat
;
to elaborate.

LA'BORED,* (la'bord)^. a. Performed with labor; elabo-

rate ; having the appearance of labor
;
not free or easy.

LA'BOR-ER, n. [laboureur, Fr.] One who labors
;
one em-

ployed in labor
;
a workman.

LA'BOR-ING,* p. a. Performing labor
; working; industri-

ous.

LA'BOR-LESS, a. Not laborious. Brerewood. [R.]

fLA'BOR-ous, a. The old word for laborious. Spenser.

JLA'BQR-qtJS-LY, ad. Laboriously. Sir T.Elyot.
LA'BQR-SAV'ING,* a. Saving or diminishing labor. Smith.

jLA'BQR-SOME, a. Laborious. Abp. Sandys.
LA'SKA, n_. [labio, Sp.] A lip. Shak.

LXB'RAXDOR-ITE,* n. (Min.) Labrador spar; a beautiful

variety of opalescent felspar from Labrador. Brande.

LA'BRXX,* n. A genus of fishes which includes the rock-
fish or striped bass of _the United States. P. Cyc.

LA-BROSE',* or LA'BROSE,* a. Having lips. Ash.

LA'BRUM,* n. [L.] pi. LA'BRA. A lip. Ency.
LA-BUR'NVM, n.

{Bot.)
A shrub ; a tree found on the Alps,

called by botanists the cytisus.

LXB'Y-RINTH, n. [labyrinifius, L.] A place, usually subterra-

nean, full of inextricable windings ;
a maze. (Anat.)

The internal part of the ear. (Metallurgy) A series of

troughs attached to a stamping-mill, through which a
current of water passes.

LXB-Y-RIN'THI-AN, a. Having windings ;
like a labyrinth.

LXB-Y-RIN'THIC* a. Relating to or like a labyrinth;
labyrinthian. Maunder.

LXB-Y-RlN'THI-CAL,* a. Same as labyrinthic. Ed. Rev.

LXB-Y-RlN'THi-FORM,* a. Formed like a labyrinth. Kirby.
LXB-Y-RIN'THINE,* a. Relating to or like a labyrinth. P.

Mag.
LAB-Y-RtN'THO-DON,* n. An extinct genus of reptiles,
supposed to have been of the batrachian order. Brande.

LXc, n. A resinous substance considered as a gum, but
inflammable and not soluble in water. It flows from the

ficus Indica and some other trees. The commercial varie-
ties are stick lac, seed lac, and shell lac.

LXje'cic,* a. (Chem.) Applied to an acid obtained from
stick lac. Brande.

LXjB'ciNE,* n. (Chem.) A hard, brittle, yellow substance,
derived from lac, or shell lac. P. Cyc.

LACE, n. [lacet, Fr ]
An ornamental fabric of fine linen or

cotton thread ; a platted string for fastening female dress
;

ornaments of fine thread, curiously woven
; texture of

thread with gold or silver, [f Spirits added to beverage.
Prior.]

LACE, v. a. [i.
LACED

; pp. LACING, LACED.] To tie
; to bind,

as with a cord
;
to fasten with a string run through eyelet-

holes
;
to adorn, as with lace, gold, silver, or other em-

bellishments ;
to beat, as with a cord or rope's end: to

add spirits to beverage.
LACED'-COF'FEE, (last'-) n. Coffee having spirits in it. Ad-

dison.

tLACED'_-MuT'TON, (last'mut'tn) n. A prostitute. Shak

LACE'MAK-ER,* n. One employed in making lace. Ash.

LACE'MAN, n. ; pi. LACEMEN. One who deals in lace.

LXC'ER-A-BLE, a. That may be lacerated or torn.

LX9'ER-ATE, v. a. [lacero, L.] [i. LACERATED ; pp. LACER-

ATING, LACERATED.] To tear
; to rend.

LXc-ER-A'Tipiv, n. The act of lacerating j
a breach.

LXg'ER-A-TiVE, a. Tearing ; having the power to tear.

LA-CER'TA,* n. [L.] (Zool.) The lizard. (Astron.) A
northern constellation. Brande.

a' Rel*ting to lizards or saurians. Brande.

L4-CER'TUS,*7t. [L.] The lizard fish. Smart.

LACE'-WINGED,* (-Wingd) a. Having wings like lace.

Kirby.
LACE'WOM-AN, (las'wum-an) n. She who deals in lace.

LXcH'Eijf,* n. pi. [l&che, Fr.] (Law) Negligence. Whishaw.

LXjEH'RY-MA-BLE, a. [lachrymabilis, L.] Lamentable. Ld.

JUorley. [R.]

LXjBH'RY-MAL, (lak're-mal) a. [lacrymal, Fr.] Generating
tears. Cheyne.

LXH'RY-MA-RY, a. [lachryma, L.] Containing tears. Ad-
dison.

LA^H-RY-MA'TIQN, n. Act of shedding tears. Cockeram.

LXjen'RY-MA-TO-RY, n. [lacrymatoire, Fr.] A vessel in

which tears are gathered and preserved in honor of the
dead.

LXfiH-RY-MOSE',* a. Producing or shedding tears. Month.
Rev.

LAJEH-RV-MOSE'LY,* ad. With grief or sorrow. Athenceum.

LADING,* n. A binding. (Naut.) A rope or line to con-
fine the heads of sails

;
a piece of compass. Crabb.

LA-ci'N'l-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Cut or divided into segments;
jagged jjaciniated. Loudon.

LA-CIN'I-AT-ED, a. [lacinia, L.] Adorned with fringes.

(Bot.) Jagged.
LXcK, v. a. [lacka, Goth.] [i. LACKED ~,pp. LACKING, LACKED.]
To be destitute of; to want; to need; to be without.

LXCK, v. n. To be in want
;
to be wanting.

LACK, n. Want; need; failure. (Commerce in the East

Indies) A lack of rupees, the sum of 100,000 rupees, or

12,OOOZ. sterling.
LXCK-A-DAI'I-CA:L,* a. Affectedly pensive ;

sorrowful.
Maunder.

LXcK-A-DAY', (Iak-a-da') intcrj. Alas ! alas the day !

LXCK'BEARD,* n. One destitute of beard. Shalt.

LXcK/BRAlN, n. One who wants wit or sense. Shak.

LXCK/ER, n. One who lacks : a yellow varnish. See LAC-
QUER.

LXcK'ER, v. a. To varnish. Pope. See LACQUER.
LXcK'EY, (lak'e) n. [laquais, Fr.] A servant; a footboy ;

a
footman. Shak.

LXCK'EY, (lak'e) v. a.
[i. LACKEYED;^. LACKEYING, LACK-

EYED.] To attend servilely. Shak.

LXCK'EY, (lak'e) v. n. To act as a servant or footboy.
LXCK'LIN-EN, a. Wanting linen or shirts. Shak.

LXCK'LOVE,* 7i. One who is indifferent to love. Shak.

LXCK'LiJs-TRE, (lak'lus-ter) a. Wanting brightness. Shak.

LA-CON'IC, a. [laconicus, L.] After the manner of the La-
cones or Spartans ; pithy ;

concise
;
short ; brief.

LA-CON'IC,* n. Conciseness of language. Addison. [R.]
LA-CON'J CAL, a. [laconicus, L.] Concise

; brief; laconic.

LA-CON'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a laconic manner ; briefly.

LA-CON'I-CI^M,* n. Concise style ; laconism. Pope.
LXc'p-Ni

:

M, [lak'9-nizm, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; la'ko-

nizm, Wb.] n. [iaconismus, L.] A concise style ;
a brief,

pithy phrase or saying.

LXCQ'UER,* (lak'er) n. A yellow varnish, consisting chief-

ly of a solution of pale shell lac in alcohol, tinged with

saffron, arnotto, or other coloring matter. Ure.

LACQ'UER,* (lak'er) v. a.
[i. LACQUERED ; pp. LACQUERING,

r. P. Cy
(l

LACQUERED.] To varnish with lacquer. . yc.

LAC-MI-MO'SO,* [It.] (Mus.) A term implying a plaintive

movement, as if weeping. Hamilton.

fLXc'TAGE, n. [lac, lactis, L.] Produce from animals yield-

ing milk. Shuckford.

LXc'TA-RY, a. [lactarius, L.] Milky ;
full of juice like milk.

LXc'TA-RY, 7i. [lactarium, L.] A milk-house ;
a dairy-house.

Farm. Ency.
LXc'TATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of lactic acid with

a base. P. Cyc.
LAC-TA'TION, n. [lacto, L.] The act or time of giving suck.

||LXc'TE-AL, [Jak'te-al, P> J> &- F- Ja- K- Sm - ; ^ k '^-'.l] or

lak'che-al, W.] a. Milky; resembling milk; conveying
chyle.

||LXc'TE-AL, B. The absorbent of the mesentery ;
a vessel

that conveys chyle.

||LXc'TE-AN, a. [lacteus, L.] Milky; lacteal. Moxon.

LXc'TE-6us, a. Milky ;
lacteal ; conveying chyle. Bcntlcy.
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LAC-TES'CENCE, n. [lactesco, L.] Tendency to milk or

milky color. Boyle.
LAOTKS'CENT, a. Producing milk or a white juice.

LXc'Tic,* a. (Chem.) Produced from milk; as, lactic acid.

P. Cyc.

LAC-TIF'ER-OIIS, a. That conveys or brings milk. Ray.

LAC-TlF'i-
C

CAL,* i

a' Causin g or Producing milk. Ash.

LAC-TOM'E-TER,* n. A glass tube for ascertaining the pro-

portion which the cream bears to the milk
;
a galactome-

ter. Brande.

LA-CU'NA,* n. [L.] pi. LA-CU'NJS. A ditch
;
a pool ;

a fur-

row ; an opening ;
a vacant space. Hamilton.

LA-CJJ'NAR,* n. [L.] A ceiling or soffit ornamented with

panels. Francis.

LXc-V-NOSE',* a. (Bot. &. Zool.) Having depressions or ex-

cavations on the surface. P. Cyc.
LA-cu'NOys,* a. Furrowed; pitted; lacunose. Smart.

LA-cOs'TRlNE,* a. Belonging to a lake. Buckland.

LAD, n. A boy ;
a stripling ;

a youth ;
a young man.

fLAD. The old preterit of Lead ; now led. Spenser.

LXD'A-NUM,* 71. A gum resin obtained from cistus, used by
the Turks as a perfume ;

labdanum. P. Cyc.

LAD-A-VEE',* n. (India) A release or acquittance. Crabb.

LXD'DER, n. A contrivance or machine for facilitating as-

cent
;
a frame with steps between two upright pieces of

timber; any thing by which one climbs
;
a gradual rise.

fLADE, n. The mouth of a river. Gibson.

LADE, v. a. [i. LADED; pp. LADING, LADEN or LADED.] To
load ;

to freight ;
to heave out

;
to throw out.

fLADE, v. n. To draw water. Bp. Hall.

LA'DIE'-TRA'CE,* n. (Bot.) Bigelow. See LADY'S TRA-
CES.

LA'DI-FY, v. a. To make a lady of. Massinger. [R.]
LAD'ING, n. The freight of a ship ;

burden
; cargo ;

load
;

weight.
LXD'KiN, n. A small lad

;
a boy. More.

LA'DLE, (la'dl) n. A large, deep spoon for lading fluids
;
a

vessel with a long handle : the receptacle of a mill wheel.

LA'DLE-FOI.., n. ; pi. LADLEFULS. As much as a ladle

holds. Swift.

LA'DY, n. ;pl. LA'DIE. A well-bred woman ; a mistress of
a family ;

a title of respect. In England the title is cor-

relative to lord, and properly belongs to every woman
whose husband is not of lower rank than a knight, or

who is a daughter of a nobleman not lower than an earl
;

though it is there, as it is here, given to almost all well-
dressed and well-bred women.

LA'DY-BIRD, n. Same as lady-bug: Oay.
LA'DY-BC'G, n. A small, red insect that feeds upon plant lice.

H!Jj2v i

n' An insect
5
same as lady-bu?-

LA'DY-DAY! n. The 25th of March, the day on which the
annunciation of the blessed Virgin is celebrated.

LA'DY-L!KE, a. Becoming a lady ; like a lady ;
delicate.

LA'DY-LOVE,* n. A female sweetheart; a lady who is

loved. Walter Scott.

LA'DY'-BED'STRA\V, n. (Bot.} A species of galium.
LA'DY'-BO^'ER,* n. (Bot.) A climbing plant ;

a species
of clematis. Crabb.

LA'DY'-FlN'fiER,*n. A plant; kidney-vetch. Farm. Ency.
LA'DY-SHIP, n . The title of a lady. S/iak.

LA'DY'-MXN'TLE, n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
alche-

milla.

LA'DY'-SLlp'pER,n. A plant and flower
; cypripedium.

LA'DY'-SMOCK, n. A genus of plants ; cardamine.

LA'DY'-TRA'CE,* n. A genus of plants ;
an orchida-

ceous plant and flower
; neottia. Farm. Ency.

LXG, a. [lagg, Swed.] Coming behind
; slow; tardy; last.

Shak. [R.]
LXG, n. The lowest class

;
the rump ;

the fag-end. Shak.

He that comes last, or hangs behind. Dryden.
LXG, v. n. [i. LAGGED ; pp. LAGGING, LAGGED.] To loiter; to

move slowly ;
to stay behind. Dryden.

LAGAN,* n. (Law) Goods sunk in the sea. Crabb.

LXG'GARD, a. Backward
; sluggish ;

slow. Collins.

LXG'GARD,* n. One who lags behind ;
a loiterer. W. Irving.

LXG'fiER, n. One who lags ;
a loiterer.

LA-GO'MYS,* or LAG'O-MYS,* n. [Aaywj and /m.] (Zool.)
A Siberian rodent, called rat-hare. Brande.

LA-GOON',* n. A large pond or lake
;
a marsh

;
an inlet or

body of water separated from the sea by a strip of land.
Latrobe.

LA-GO'THRIX,* or LAG'Q-THRYX,* n. [Aaywj and 0/>.]
(Zool.) A genus of South American monkeys. P. Cyc.

LA'IC, ?i. [la'ique, Fr.] A layman ;
one of the people, dis-

tinct from the clergy. Bp. Morton.

LA'IC, a. Belonging to the laity ; lay ;
laical. Milton.

LA'I-CAL-, a. [laicus, L.] Lay ; belonging to the laity, not
the clergy ;

laic.

fLA-i-CAL/i-TY,* n. The quality of a layman. Ash.

LAID, i. &. p. from Lay. See LAY.

LAID'LY, a- [laid, Fr.] Ugly; loathsome; foul. Brockctt.

[North of England.]

P,* p. a. Deposited ; laid aside
;
confined to the

bed noting the situation of a ship that is unrigged and
not used. Crabb.

LAIN, (Ian) p. from Lie. See LIE.

LAiR, (lar) n. [laetrher, Teut.] The couch of a boar or other
wild beast. Milton. Grass or pasture land: soil and
dung. Farm. Ency. [Local.]

LAiRD, (lird) n. The lord of a manor in Scotland.

LA'IM,* n. The name of the Buddhist religion in Mongo-
lia and Tibet. P. Cyc.

LAI'TER, n. The whole number of eggs which a hen lays
before she incubates: Written also lafter and lawter
Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

LA'I-TY, n. [Aa<5?.] The people, as distinguished from the

clergy. Swift. The state of a layman. Jlyliffe.

LAKE, n. [lac, Fr. ; lacus;, L.] A large collection or body of
water in the interior of a country. A term applied to

many yellow and red vegetable colors, when made of
aluminous earth and some other coloring matter.

LAKE, v. n. [laikan, Goth.] To play. Ray. [North of Eng.]
LAKE'LET,* n. A small lake

;
a pond. Southcy.

fLA'KEN,* or fLA'KEN,*7i. A diminutive of our lady. Shak.

LAK'ER,* n. A frequenter or visitor of lakes. Wilberforce.

LA'KY, a. Belonging to a lake. Sherwood. [R.]
LAL-LA'TION,* n. The imperfect pronunciation of the let-

ter r, which is made to sound like I. Brande.

LA'MA,* n. The high priest or sovereign pontiff of the Asi-
atic Tartars

;
the head of the Buddhist religion in Tibet

;

called also Dalai Lama or Grand Lama. P. Cyc.
LA'MA,* n. A quadruped. See LLAMA.
LA-MAN'TINE,* n. (Zool.) The sea-cow; a species of her

bivorous cetacea. Lyell.

LXMB, (lam) n. [lamb, Goth. # Sax.] The young of a sheep :

typically, the Savior of the world.

LXMB, (lam) v. n. To bring forth lambs. Sherwood.

LXMB'-ALE, (lam'al) n. A feast at the time of shearing
lambs. Warton.

LXM'BA-TTvE, a. [lambo, L.] Taken by licking ; accompa-
nied by an action as of the tongue in licking.

LXM'BA-TIVE, n. A medicine taken by licking with the

tongue.
LXMB'DA-CIM,* n. The too full pronunciation of the let-

ter I. Crabb.

LAMB-DOID'AL, a. [\&ft&&a and ettos.] Having the form
of the Greek letter lambda, or A.

LXM'BENT, a. [lambcns, L.] Playing about, as the tongue
of a snake

; licking.

LAM'BI-TIVE, a. Taken by licking ; lambative. Bailey.

LXMB'KIN, (larn'kjn) n. A little lamb. Spenser.

LAMB'-LIKE, (lam'llk) a. Mild
;
innocent as a lamb.

LXMBY-LET-TVCE,* n. A plant ; corn salad. Farm. Ency.
LXMB''-dUAR-TER,* 71. Mountain spinach. Farm. Ency.
LXMB''TONGUE,* (lamz'tung) n. A plant. Maunder.

LXMBy-WoOL, (lamz'wul) n. The fleece of a lamb: a
favorite beverage among the common people in England,
formed of ale and roasted apples. JVares.

LAME, a. Crippled ;
disabled in the limbs

; hobbling ;
im-

Srfect
; unsatisfactory ;

not smooth, as a foot of verse.

[E, v. a. [i.
LAMED

; pp. LAMING, LAMED.] To make
lame

;
to cripple. Shak.

LA-MEI/LA,*TI. [L.] pi. LA-MEL'T,*:. (Bot.) A gill, a scale,
or thin plate ;

a foliaceous erect scale appended to the
corolla of some plants. Brande.

LXM'EL-LAR, a. [lamella, L.] Composed of thin scales or

lamellae
;
lamelluted. Kirwan.

LXM'EL-LAT-ED, a. Composed of or covered with scales,

lamellae, or lamina;. Derham.

LA-MEL-Li-BRXN'jem-ATE,* n. An acephalous mollusk.
Brande.

LA-MEL'LI-CORN,* n. One of a family of insects. Brande.

LXM-EL-iJF'ER-ofis,* a. Composed of or producing thin

plates or leaves. Lyell.

LA-MEL/LJ-FORM,* a. Having the form of lamellae. P. Cyc.

LAM-EL-LOSE',* a. Covered with, or in the form of, plates.
Hill.

LAME'LY, ad. In a lame manner; imperfectly.

LAME'NESS, n. The state of being lame
;
loss or inability

of limbs ; imperfection ;
weakness.

LA-MENT', v. n. \lamentor, L.] [i. LAMENTED ; pp. LAMENT-

ING, LAMENTED.] To mourn
;
to wail; to grieve ;

to be-

moan
;
to deplore ;

to regret.

LA-MENT:', v. a. To bewail ;
to mourn

;
to sorrow for.

LA-MENT', n. [lamentum, L.] Lamentation
;
sorrow ;

ex-

pression of sorrow
; elegy.

LXM'EN-TA-BLE, a. [lamentabilis, L.] That is to be lament-

ed ; deplorable; causing sorrow; mournful; sorrowful:

in contempt or ridicule, miserable; despicable.
LXM'EN-TA-BLE-NESS

?
* re. The state of being lamentable.

Scott.

LXM'EN-TA-BLY, ad. With sorrow; mournfully ; pitifully.

LXM-EN-TA'TIO'N, n. Act of lamenting; lament; expres-
sion of sorrow ;

audible grief.

LA-MENT'ED,*P. a. Bemoaned; bewailed.

LA-MENT'ER, n. One who mourns or laments.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6tt
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LA-MN'TINE, n. A fish

;
a sort of walrus, sea-cow, or

manatee. Bailey. See LAMANTINE.
LA-MENT'ING, n. Lamentation; expression of sorrow.

LA'MI-A, n. [L.] A kind of demon among the ancients,
who, under the form of a beautiful woman, was said to
devour children

;
a hag; a witch. Massinger.

LAM'I-NA, n. [L.] pi. LAM'I-NJG. A thin plate; a scale; a
blade

;
one coat or plate laid over another.

LXM'i-NA-BLE,* a. That may be formed into laminae. Ure.

LAM'I-NAR,* a. Consisting of layers. Smart.

LXM'J-NA-RY,* a. Composed of layers. Maunder.
LXM'l-NAT-ED, a. Plated

; consisting of thin plates.

LXM-I-NA'TIQN,* n. State of being laminated. Phillips.

LAM'ISH, a. Slightly lame
; hobbling. A. Wood.

jLXMM, v. a. [lalimen, Teut.] To beat soundly with a cud-
gel. Beaum. $ Fl. [Vulgar.]

LXM'MAS, or LXM'MAS-DAY, n. The first of August.
LXM'MAS,* a. Belonging to the first of August. Ash.

LXM'MAS-TIDE,* n. The first day of August. Shak.

LXMP, n. [lampe, FT.
; lampas, L.] A light produced from

oil with a wick
; the implement containing the oil and

wick
;
a light of any kind.

LXM'PASS, n. [tempos, Fr.] A lump of flesh, about the big-
ness of a nut, in the root of a horse's mouth.

LXM'PATE,* n. (CAem.) A substance formed of lampic acid
with a base. Ure.

LXMP'BLXcK, n. Finely-divided charcoal or soot ; a pig-
ment or soot obtained by the imperfect combustion of res-

in and ofturpentine.
LXM'PER-EEL,* n. A lamprey ;

an eel. Forby.
LXM'PERN,* n. A species of lamprey ; lampron. Hill.

LXM'PER,* n. pi. A disease in horses when the throat is

swelled. Crabb. See LAMPASS.

LXM'Pic,* a. (Chem.~) Denoting an acid obtained from using
a lamp, or from the slow combustion of ether. Ure.

fLXMP'lNG, a. [lampante, It.] Shining; sparkling. Spenser.
LXMP'LESS,* a. Having no lamp. Beaum. fy FL
LAM-POON', n. [tamper, Fr.] A personal satire to vex rather
than reform

;
bitter censure

;
virulent abuse.

LAM-POON', v. a. [L LAMPOONED ; pp. LAMPOONING, LAM-

POONED.] To abuse with personal satire or virulence.

LAM-POON'ER, n. One who lampoons.
LAM-p66N'RY,*7i. Abusive language ; personal satire. Swift.

LXM'PREY, (lam'pre) n. A fish much like the eel. Walton.

LXM'PRON, n. The lamprey, or a fish of the same kind.

LXM'PY-RINE,* n. (Ent.) A coleopterous insect. Brande.

LA'NA-RY,* n. A store-place for wool. Smart.

LA'NATE,*a. Covered with wool, or soft, fine hair. Brande.

LA'NAT-ED,* a. Woolly ; resembling wool. Smart.

LA"NCE, n. [lance, Fr.
; lancea, L.] A long spear, or a weap-

on consisting of a long shaft with a sharp point.

LiNCE, v. a.
[i.

LANCED ; pp. LANCING, LANCED.] To cut
or pierce with a lance

;
to open or cut with a lancet

;
to

cut
; to throw.

LANCE'HEAD,* n. The head of a lance. Blackwood.

tLiNCE'LY, a. Suitable to a lance. Sidney.
LAN-CE'O-LA,* 71. (Zool.) A genus of crustaceans. Say.

LiScIl SS,* i

a' (
B V ShaPed like a lance ' P' ClJc'

LXNCE-PE-SADE', n. [lancia spezzata, It.] An officer under
a corporal. J. Hall.

,
71. One who uses a lance; a soldier who carries

a lance, [f A lancet. 1 Kings.]
XN^'ET, n. [lancette, Fr.] A small, pointed, surgical in-

strument, used for letting blood, &c.
;
a narrow-pointed

window.
LXN'cET-Wl'N'DSw,* ?t. A window having a lancet or

pointed arch. Francis..

LiNCE'wooD,* (lins'wud) n. A genus of evergreen shrubs.
Farm. Ency.

LA"NCH, v. a. [lancer, Fr.] To dart
; to cast, as a lance

;
to

let fly. Dryden. See LAUNCH.
LXN'ci-NATE, v. a. [lancino, L.] [j. LANCINATED ; pp. LAN-
CINATING, LANCINATED.] To tear; to rend; to lacerate:

lancinating pains, shooting pains.

LXN-CI-NA'TION, n. Act of tearing ;
laceration.

LXND, n. A country ;
a district

;
a region ;

a portion of the
earth ; earth, as distinct from water, or as opposed to sea;
ground ;

real estate : nation
; people. [tUrine. Hanmer.]

To make land, to approach land when at sea.

LXND, v. a.
[i. LANDED

; pp. LANDING, LANDED.] To dis-
embark

;
to set on shore. Shak.

LXND, v. n. To come or go on shore. Bacon.
LAN'DAM-MAN,* n. The title of the president of the diet
of the Helvetic or Swiss republic. Brande.

LAN-DAU', [Ian-daw', W. P. J. Ja. K.; lan'd&w, SMI. Wb.}
TI. [Fr.] A coach which opens and closes at the top.

LXN-DAU-LET',* n. A four-wheeled carriage resembling a

post-chaise, and opening as a landau. Ency.
LAND'-BREEZE,* n. A breeze blowing from the land to
the sea. Smollett.

LXND'-CXR-RIAGE,* TI. Conveyance by land. Addison.

LXND'CRAB,* n. A sort of shellfish that frequents the land.
Goldsmith.

fLXND'DXMN, (land'dam) v. a. To damn so as to prevent
living in the land

; to banish. Shak.

LXND'ED, a. Consisting of land
; possessing land.

LXND'-Es-TATE',* n. Property consisting in land
;
landed

estate, Arbuthnot.

LXND'FALL, n. The falling of land or real estate to any
one by a death. (JVaut.) The first land seen after a voyage.

LXND'FlSH,* n. An amphibious animal. Shak.

LXND'-FLOOD, (land'flud) n. An inundation. Clarendon.

LXND'-FORCE, n. A land army ;
a warlike force not naval.

LXND'FOWL,* TI. Birds that frequent land. Booth.

LXND'GRAVE, n. A German title of dominion.
LXND-GRA'v}-ATE,*n. The jurisdiction or territory of a
landgrave. Ency.

LAND'GRA-viNE,*7i. The wife of a landgrave; a lady of
the rank of a landgrave. Booth.

LXND'HOLD-ER, n. One who owns or holds land.

LXND'ING, n. The act of going on shore
; a landing-place.

(Arch.) The top of stairs, or the first pai-t of a floor at
the head of the stairs.

LXND'ING-PLACE, n. A place at which vessels land.

LXND'JNG-WAIT'ER,* n. An English officer of the cus-
toms. P. Cyc.

LXND'JOB-BER, n. One who buys and sells land
;
a specu-

lator in land.

LXND'LA-DY, n. A female landholder ;
a mistress of an inn.

LXND'LEss, a. Without property ; destitute of land. Shak.

LXND'LOCK,* v. a. [i. LANDLOCKED; pp. LANDLOCKING,
LANDLOCKED.] To enclose or encompass by land. P. Cyc.

LXND'LOCKED, (land'lSkt) a. Enclosed with land.

LXND'LO-PER, n. A term of contempt for a landman.

LXND'LORD, n. One who owns and rents or leases lands
or houses

;
the host or master of an inn ; an innkeeper.

fLXND'LORD-RY, n. State of a landlord. Bp. Hall.

LXND'LtJB-BER,* n. One who lives on the land, used in

contempt ; a landloper. Sir J. Hawkins.

LXND'MAN, n. One who lives or serves on land. Burnet.

LAND'MARK, n. A mark to designate the boundary ;
a guide

on land for ships at sea.

LXND'-MON-STER,* n. A monster inhabiting the land.
Hume.

LXND'-NYMPH,* n. A nymph dwelling on the and. Prior.

LXND'-OF-FICE,*TI. An office or place in which the sale and

management of the public lands are conducted. Ing-ham.

LXND'-OWN-ER,* TI. An owner or proprietor of land. C.

Gushing.
LXND'-PlKE,* n. (Zool.) An American animal resembling

a fish, but having legs instead of fins. Crabb.

LXND'-PI-LQT,* n. A pilot or conductor by land. Milton.

LXND'-P_I-RATE,*7i. One who robs on the highway. Asher.

LXND'RAIL,* n. A swift-running bird
;
the corncrake. W.

Ency.
LXND'REEVE,* n. A subordinate officer on an extensive

estate, who acts as an assistant to the land-steward.
Brande.

LXND'-RfiNT,* n. Rent or income from land. Arbuthnot.

LXND'SCAPE, n. A portion of land or territory which the

eye can comprehend at a view
;
a region ;

a picture repre-

senting an extent of country.

LAND'SCAPE,TJ. a. To represent in landscape. Smart. [R.]

LXND'SCAPE-PAINT'ER,* n. A painter of landscapes or

rural scenery. Morgan.
LXND'-SER-VICE,* n. Service on land, not on the sea.

Goldsmith.

fLXND'SKlP,* n. The same as landscape. Addison.

LXND'SLIDE,* n. Same as landslip. Lycll.

LXND'SLIP,* n. A portion of land that has slidden down, in

consequence of disturbance by an earthquake, or from

being undermined by the action of water. Brande..

LXND'MAN,* 71. A novice in the sea-service ; landman.
Smart.

LXND'-STEW-ARD,* n. A steward who has the care of

lands. Steele.'

LXND'STRAIT, n. A narrow strip of land. Mountagu.
LXND'-SVR-VEY'QR* (-va'pr) " A surveyor of lands. Jod-

rell.

LXND'-TXx, n. A tax laid upon land and houses.

LXND'-TOR-TOJSE,* (tbr'tis) n. A tortoise that lives on

land
;
land-turtle. Goldsmith.

LXND'-TiJR-TLE,* n. A turtle that lives on land. Smollett.

LXND'-UR-CHIN,* n. A hedgehog. Carew.

LXND'-WAIT-ER, n. A custom-house officer who waits for

and watches the landing of goods.

LAND'WARD, ad. Towards the land. Sandys.

LXND'-WfND, n. A wind blowing from the land to the

sea. Goldsmith.
LXND'-WORK-ER, (-wurk-er) n. A tiller of land.

LANE, n. [laenJD'.; lana, Sax.] A narrow way between

hedges or fences ;
a narrow street ;

an alley ;
a passage.

LXN'GATE,*n. (Med.) A linen roller for a wound. Crabb.

LXN'GRAGE,* n. A sort of chain-shot ; langrel. Mar. Diet.

LXN'GREL, n. A kind of chain-shot, formed of bolts, nails,

bars, and other pieces of iron, tied together ; langrage ;

called also langrel-shot.Calicu alau lurigrGt-siiui,.
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LXNG'SET-TLE, n. A long wooden settee or bench. Holloway.

[North of England.]
LANG-SYNE',* ad. (Scotch) Long since

; long ago. Jamieson.

LXNG-TER-A-L,66' n. An old game at cards. Toiler.

LAN'GUAGE, (lang'gwaj) n. [lartgage, Fr.] Human speech ;

the speech of one nation
; tongue ; diction

;
dialect 5

style ; manner of expression ;
a nation distinguished by

language.
fLXN'GUAGE ,

v. a. To give language to
;
to express. Lovelace.

LAN'GUA^ED, (lang'gwajd) a. Skilful in language; elo-

quent ; having languages. Pope.
fLXN'GirAGE-LESS,* a. Wanting language or speech. Shak.

LXN'GUA'GE-MAS'TER, n. A teacher of languages.
LAIT-GUEN'TE,* [It.] (Mus.) Noting a soft and languishing
manner. Brande.

LXN'GUET, (lan'get) n. [languette, Fr.] Any thing in the

form of a tongue. [R.I

LANGUID, (lang'gwjd) a. [languidus, L.] Faint ;
weak ;

feeble ;
exhausted

; drooping ;
irresolute ;

dull.

LXN'GUID-LY, ad. In a languid manner ; feebly.

LXN'GUID-NESS, n. Weakness ;
feebleness ;

faintness.

LXN'GUISH, (lang'gwjsh) v. n. [lan<ru.ir, Fr. ; langueo, L.]

[i. LANGUISHED; pp. LANGUISHING, LANGUISHED.] To
grow feeble

;
to pine away; to lose strength, spirit, or

vigor ;
to decline ;

to look with softness or tenderness.

fLXN'GUlSH, v. a. To make feeble ; to depress. Shak.

LAN'GUISH, n. State of pining ; soft appearance. Pope.

LXN'GUJSH-ER, n. One who pines or languishes.
LXN'GUJSH-ING, n. Feebleness ; loss of strength.

LXN'GUISH-ING,*;. a. Growing feeble
; decaying gradually.

LXN'GUJSH-ING-LY, ad. In a languishing manner
; feebly.

LAN'GUISH-MENT,' n. Act of languishing; feebleness;
decay ;

softness. Dryden.
LXN'GUQR, (lang'gwor) n. [languor, L.

; lang-ueur, Fr.] Las-

situde; faintness
;
wearisomeness

;
listlessness

;
softness

;

laxity.

fLXN'GUOR-OuS, a. [langourcux, Fr.] Tedious
;

melan-

choly._Spenser.
fLXN'GURE, v. n. [langueo, L.] To languish. Chaucer.

LA'NI-A-RY, or LAN'IA-RY, n. [lanio, L.] [A flesh-market.

Cockeram.] A long, conical, sharp-pointed tooth, next
behind the incisors

; _canine tooth. Brande.

LA'NI-ATE, or LXN'I-ATE, [Ia'ne-at, S. W. P. J. Ja. ;

lan'e-at, Sm. Wb.] v. a. To tear in pieces ;
to lacerate.

Cockeram.

LA-NlF'ER-ous,*a. Bearing wool, as plants ; woolly. P.Cyc.

fLXN'l-FICE, n. [lanificium,L.] Woollen manufacture.-Bacon.

LA-NI^'ER-OUS, a. [laniger, L.] Bearing wool
; laniferous.

LANK, (iangk) a. [lancke, D.] Loose
;

not filled up ;
not

stiffened out
; not fat

; not plump ; slender ;
faint.

LXNK, v. n. To become lank , to fall away. Shak. [R.]

LANK'LY, (iangk'le) ad. Loosely ; thinly. Sir J. Hill.

LXNK'NESS, (langk'nes) n. Want of plumpness. Sherwood.

LXNK/Y, (langk'e) a. Tall and thin ;
slender

;
lank.

LXN'NER,7i. [lanicr, Fr.
; laniarius, L.] A species of hawk.

LAN'NER-ET, n. A little hawk. Butler.

LAN'SEH,* or LXNG'SAL,* n. A tree and highly esteemed

fruit, found in the Malayan Archipelago. P. Cyc.

LAN'SQUE-NET, (lan'ske-net) n. [Fr. ;
lance and knecht, D.l

A common foot-soldier: a game at cards vulgarly called

lambskinnet.

LXNT, n. The game of loo. Urine. Brockett. [Local.]
LAN-TA'NI-DM,* n. A metallic substance associated with

the oxide of cerium. Brande.

LAN'TER-LOO, n. See LANGTERALOO.
LXN'TERN, n. [lanterne, Fr.

; lanterna, L.] A transparent
case for a candle or lamp ;

a lamp or light with a protec-
tion from the wind

;
a lighthouse. (Arch.) A little tur-

ret or drum-shaped erection on the top of a dome, or on
the top of an apartment, to give light.

LXN'TERN, a. Thin; haggard. Lantern-jaws, a thin vis-

age. Addison.

LXN'TERN,* v. a. To provide or furnish with a lantern. C.

Lamb'.

LXN'TERN-FLY,* n. The glow-worm. Smart.

LA-Nu'91-NoOs, a. [lanuginosus, L.] Downy; covered
with hair.

LXN'YARD, n. (Naut.) A piece of line or rope for fastening
the tackle of a ship.

LXp, n. That part of a person sitting, which reaches from
the waist to the knees, or the clothes covering the part ;

any loose part or flap of a garment.
LXP, v. a. [i.

LAPPED ; pp. LAPPING, LAPPED.] To infold
;
to

wrap ;
to involve : to lick up.

LAP, v. n. To be spread or turned over any thing. Grew.
To feed by quick reciprocations of the tongue. Digby.

LAP'A-RO-CELE,* n. (Med.) A rupture through the side of
the "belly. Crabb.

LXP'DOG, n. A little dog, fondled in the lap.

LA-PEL,', n. That part of the coat which laps over
; facing.

LA-PELLED',* (la-peld'j a. Furnished with lapels. C. Lamb.
LXp'FOLr, n. ; pi. LAPFULS. A quantity that fills the lap.

tLAp'l-clDE, n. [lapicida, L.] A stone-cutter. Bailey.

LXp-j-DA'R|-AN,* a. Inscribed on stone
; lapidary. Croker.

LXp'l-DA-RY, n. [lapidaire, Fr.] One who cuts and polishes
gems or precious stones; one skilled in the nature of

precious stones
;
a dealer in gems.

LXp'j-DA-RY, a. Monumental
; inscribed on stone. Lapi-

dary style, the style proper for monumental and other in-

scriptions ;
a terse, expressive style.

fLXp'i-DATE, v. a. [lapido, L.] To stone; to kill by ston-

ing. Bailey
tLXP-I-DA'TIpN,7i. [lapidatio, L.] Act of stoning. Bp. Hall.

LA-pjfD'E-oDs, a. Of the nature of stone , stony. Ray. [R.]
LXP-I-DES'CENCE, n. [lapidesco, L.] Stony concretion
Browne.

LXp-i-DES'cENT, a. Growing or turning to stone. Evelyn.
LXP-I-DIF'IC, a. Forming stones

; changing to stone. Grew.
LXp-i-DlF'i-CAL,* a. Forming into stone

; lapidific. Ash.

LA-PI'D-I-FI-CA'TION, 71. The act of forming stones. Bacon.
The art of cutting and polishing precious stones.

LA-PJD'I-FY,* v. a. To change into stone. Ure.

LA-PID'I-FY,* v. n. To become stone. Ure.

LAP'I-DIST, n. A dealer in stones or gems ;
a lapidary.

LA-PIL'LI,* n. [L.] pi. ( Geol.) Small volcanic cinders. Lyell.
LA' PIS, n. [L.] pi. JLAP'I-DE$. A stone.

LA'PIS CAL-A-MI-NA' RIS,* n. [L.] (Jlfin.) The calamine
stone

;
the oxide of zinc. Crabb.

LA'PIS LAZ'U-LI, n. The azure stone; a blue mineral,
consisting chiefly of silica, alumina, and soda. It forms
a pigment called ultramarine.

fLXp'LiNG, n. One wrapped in sensual delights. Hewyt.
LXp'pER, n. One who laps or licks.

LXp'pET, n. A little lap or flap hanging loose.

LXP'PJCE,* 7i. The opening or barking of a dog at his

Sme.
Crabb.

S'A-BLE,* a. That may lapse or fall. Dr. H. More.

LXPSE, 71. [lapsus, L.] Flow
;

fall
; glide ;

smooth course :

1 a little fault or error. (Law) A transfer of right from
one to another by some neglect.

LAPSE, r. n. [i. LAPSED; vp. LAPSING, LAPSED.] To glide

slowly; to fall by degrees ;
to fail; to

slip; to slip in

faith or conduct. (Law) To fall by the negligence of one
proprietor to another.

LXPSE, (laps) v. a. To suffer to slip, or to be vacant.

LAPSED, (lapst) p. a. Fallen; transferred; corrupted.
Lapsed legacy, (Law) When the legatee dies before the

testator, the Legacy is lapsed.

LXP'STONE, n. A shoemaker's or a cobbler's stone, on
which he hammers his leather. Toad.

LAP'SUS LIN'GUJK,* [L.J "A slip of the tongue." Mac-
donnel.

LXp'wiNG, n. A bird that flaps its wings much
;
the pewit.

LXP'WORK, (lap'wiirk) n. Work in which one part laps
over another. Grew. _

LAR. n. [L.] pi. LA'RE$. A household god. Lovelace.

LAR'BQARD, (lar'bord) n. (Naut.) The left-hand side to a

person on shipboard lookingtowards the head : it is op-
posed to starboard.

LAR'BQARD,* a. Belonging to the left side of a ship. Ash.

LAR'CE-NY, n. [larcin, Fr.
; latrocinium, L.] (Law) The

theft of another's goods in his absence, or without his

knowledge. It is divided in some of the states into

grand and petit larceny; this depends on the value of

property stolen. In England, if the value of the goods
stolen is less than 12d. it is petty larceny ;

if more, grand
larceny. Mixed larceny includes some atrocious circum-
stance.

LARCH, n. [lariz, L.] A beautiful deciduous tree of the fir

kind, valued for timber.

LARD, n. [lardum, L. j lard, Fr.] The fat of swine melted ;

bacon.

LARD, v. a. [larder, Fr.] [i. LARDED ; pp. LARDING, LARDED.!
To stuff with lard or bacon

;
to fatten

; to mix with

something else by way of improvement ;
to interlard.

LARD, v. n. To grow fat. Drayton.
LAR-DA'CEQUS,* (lar-da'sllus) a. Relating to or containing

lard. Coze.

LARD'ER, n. [lardier, old Fr.] The place where meat is kept.
LAR'DER-ER, n. One who has the charge of the larder.

LAR'DITE,*?I. (Min.) Another name for agalmatolite. Dana.
LAR'DQN, n. [Fr.] A thin slice of bacon. Bailey.

fLARD'RY, (lard 're) n. Same as larder. Warner.

LAKE, n Learning; scholarship. Same as lere. Brockett.

[North of England.]
LARGE, a. [Fr. ; largus,~L.~\ Spread out in size

; extensive:,,

big; bulky; wide; liberal; abundant; plentiful; com-

prehensive; capacious; great. It large, without re-

straint ; diffusely ;
in the full extent. Watts.

j-iAp-j-DA'Ri-AN,-* a. inscnoea on sione; lapmary. Broker. JUAR'GESS, n.
[

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N ; BOLL, BUR, ROLE. 9, G, 9, g, soft ; &,

LARGE'-HEART'ED-NESS, . Largeness of heart.

LAR^E '-LIMBED,* iTarj'llmd) a. Having large limbs. M&xnt.

LAR^E'LY, ad. Widely ; extensively; amply; liberally...

LAR^-E'NESS, n. The state of being large ; bigness ; liberal-

a bounty.
ity ; greatness ; comprehension ; amplitude.

AR'^ESS, n. [largesse, Fr.] A present ;
a gift ;

, g, hard ; as Z
; &\
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LAR-GXET'TO, (lar-get'to) n. [It.] (Mus.) A movement a
little quicker than largo.

fLAR-Gi"TlON, 71. [largitio, L.] The act of giving. Bailey.
LAX' GO, n. [It.] (Mus.) A slow movement.
LARIAT,* n. A noosed cord or rope used for catching wild

horses west of the Mississippi ;
a lasso. W. Irving.

LXR'iN,* 71. An old Persian coin. Crabb.

LARK, n. A small singing bird which rises almost perpen-
dicularly in the air while it sings.

LARK'ER, n. A catcher of larks. Diet.

LARK'LIKE_, a. Resembling the manner of a lark. Young.
LARK'SHEEL, n. A flower called also Indian cress. Tate.

LARK'SPVR, n. A plant and beautiful flower, of several

varieties.

LAR'MI-ER,* n. (Arch.) The flat, jutting part of a cornice
;

the eve or drip of a house
; corona. Brande.

||LXR'VM, or LA'RVM, [lar'um, W. J. E.F. Sin.; la'rum, P.

Ja. : la'rum, K.~\ n. [alarum or alarm.] Alarm
;

noise

noting danger.
IILXR'VM,* v. a. To sound an alarm. Pope. [R.]
LAR'VA,*TI. [L.] pi. LARV/E. A flying insect m a masked

or caterpillar state, when the parts to be unfolded are con-
cealed under the skin : the second state of the insect. P.

Cyc. _
LAR'VAT-ED, a. \larvatus, L.] Covered with a mask;
masked

; closed in a mask, as larva;.

LARVE,* 71.,- pi. LARVES. Same as larva: thus Angli-
cised by Kirby.

LARVE,* a. Relating to, or being in, the caterpillar state.

Kirby.

LA-RYN'GE-AL,* a. Relating to the larynx. London.

LA-RYN'GE-AN,* a. Relating to the larynx; laryngeal. Dr.
TrailL

'_

LXR-YN-GI'TIS,* n. Inflammation of the larynx. Brande.

LXR-YN-GOL'o-GY,*re. A treatise on the larynx. Ditnglison.

LXR-YN-GpPH'Q-NY,* n. The sound of the voice as heard

by applying the stethoscope over the larynx. Brande.

LXR-YN-GOT'O-MY, n. [\dpi<y% and rinvot.] (Med.) The
operation of making an opening into the larynx.

LXR'YNX, or LA'RYNX, [lar'rjngks, P. K. Sm. R. Wb.Ash;
la'ringks, W. Ja.] n. [Xapvy^.] (rfnat.) The upper part
of the trachea, a cartilaginous cavity the superior open-
ing of which is called the glottis.

LAS-CAR', or LXs'CAR, [las-kar', J. Sm.; las'kar, Wb. Todd.]
n. A native seaman of India.

fLAS-cfv'i-EN-CY, 7i. Wantonness. Hallywdl.
JLAS-CIV'I-ENT, a. Frolicsome ;

lascivious. More.

LAS-civ'j-oOs, a. [lascivus, L.] Lewd ;
lustful

;
wanton

;

soft.

LAS-civ'l-oOs-LY, ad. Lewdly ; wantonly ; loosely.

LAS-ciV'l-oOs-NESS, n. Wantonness; looseness.

LA'SER,*TI. [L.] A gum resin obtained from the north of

Africa, greatly esteemed by the ancients. Brande.

LASH, n. [laschen, Germ.] The thong or pliant part of a

whip ;
a scourge ;

a stroke with a whip or thong ;
a stroke

of satire
;
a sarcasm.

LXSH, v. a. [i. LASHED ; pp. LASHING, LASHED.] To strike

with a whip or with any thing pliant ;
to scourge ;

to

strike with a sharp sound; to scourge with satire.

(JVawt.) To tie or bind, as with a lash
;
to lace.

LXSH, v. n. To ply the whip. Spenser. ]Lash out, [lausgan,
Goth.] To break out

;
to become unruly ;

to launch out.

Feltliam.

LXSH'ER, 7i. One who lashes. Sherwood.

LXSH'FREE, a. Free from the stroke of satire. B. Jonson.

LASH'ING,* 71. A beating ;
act of tying ; a rope or band.

Smart.

tLASH'iNG-oOT, n. Extravagance ;
unruliness. South.

LA'SION-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name for wavellite. Dana.

fLXsK, re. [laxus, L.] A looseness
;
a lax ; a flux. Burton.

LXs'KETS,* n. pi. (JVaut.) Small lines like loops, fastened

by sewing them into the bonnets. Crabb.

LAss, n. [from lad is formed laddess, by contraction lass.]A girl ; a maid
;
a country or rustic girl.

LXs'siE,* n. (Scottish) A lass
;
a girl. Pkil. Museum.

LXs'si-TUDE, n. [lassitude, L.] Weariness : fatigue ;
lan-

guor.
Liss'LORN, a. Forsaken by his mistress. Shak.

LAS'SO,* n. [lax, Sp.] pi. LASSOS. A strap, line, or rope
used in South America for catching wild horses, &c. Sir

F. Head.

LAST, a. [superlative. See LATE.] That comes after all the
rest in time

;
that is after all the rest in order of place ;

hindmost ;
that has none beyond ; lowest ; meanest

;

next before the present; utmost; ultimate; latest. Jit

last, in conclusion ;
at the end. The last, the end.

LAST, ad. The last time ; in conclusion. Dryden.
LAsT, v. n.

[i.
LASTED ; pp. LASTING, LASTED.] To endure;

to continue ;
to persevere ; to remain.

LAST,* v. a. To form on or by a last. Simonds.

LAST, n. The mould on which shoes are formed : a load
;

a weight or measure of uncertain quantity, generally es-

timated at 4000 Ibs. A last of corn is 80 bushels, or 8

quarters.

LAsT'AGE, 7!. [lestage, Fr.] Custom or duty paid fot

freightage; ballast.

fLAsT'AGED, (last'ijd) a. Ballasted. Huloet.

tLAsT'ER-Y, n. A red color. Spenser.
LAsT'iNG, p. a. Of long continuance ; durable ; perpetual.
LAST'ING,* n. A woollen stuff, commonly black, used for

shoes. W.Ency.
LAST'ING-LY, ad. Perpetually ; durably. Sir T. Browne.
LAsT'lNG-NESS, n. Durableness

; continuance. Sidney.
LAsT'Ly, ad. In the last place; in conclusion

;
at last.

LXTCH, n. [letse, Teut.
; laccio, It.] A catch or fastening

of a door, moved by a string or handle.

LXTCH, i?. a. [i. LATCHED
; pp. LATCHING, LATCHED.] To

catch; to fasten; to fasten with a latch. ttecher, Fr.l

JTo
smear. Shak.]

TCH'ES, (lach'ez) n.pl. (JVoiti.) Small lines, like loops,
used in connecting the head and foot of a sail.

LXTCII'ET, n. [lacet, Fr.] A sort of shoe-buckle, or fasten-

jng of a shoe.

LATE, a. [comp. later or latter; superl. latest or last.] After
the usual time

;
not early ;

far in the season, the day, or the

night ; tardy ;
slow

;
recent

; existing a little time since ;

last in station, place, or time
; having recently left some

office or station
; recently deceased

; as,
" the late Dr.

Johnson."

LATE, ad. After long delays; after a long time: often

preceded by too ; as,
"
Misery never comes too late :

"

lately ;
not long ago ;

far in the day or night. Of late,

lately ;
in times recently passed.

LATE, v. a. [leita, Icel.] To seek; to search. Brockett.

[North of England.]
fLAT'ED, a. Belated; surprised by the night. Shak.

LA-TEEN'-SAIL,* n. (JYaut.) A triangular sail used by
xebecs and other small vessels in the Mediterranean and
Eastern seas. Mar. Diet.

LATE'LY, ad. Not long ago ; recently.

LA'TEN-CV, n. [latens, L.] The state of being latent or hid-
den

; obscurity ; abstruseness. Paley.

LATE'NESS, n. State or quality of being late
; time far ad-

vanced
; comparatively, modern time.

LA'TENT, a. [latens, L.J Hidden
; occult ; concealed ;

secret.

Latent heat, heat insensible to the thermometer, upon
which the liquid and aeriform states of bodies are sup-
posed to depend. Brande.

LA'TENT-LY,* ad. In a latent manner. Phil. Museum.
LXT'ER-AL,' a. [lateralis, L.] Of or belonging to the side;
proceeding from, or connected with, the side.

fLXT-ER-XL'l-TY, n. The quality of having distinct sides.

Browne.

LXT'ER-AL-LY, ad. By the side
;
sidewise. Holder.

LXT'E-RXN,* n. The pope's palace at Rome. QM. Rev.

fLA'TERED, (la'terd) p. a. Delayed. Chaucer.
LXT ER-i-FO'Ll-otJS,* a. (Bot.) Growing on the side of a

leaf, at the base. Lindley.

LXT-E-RI"TIO\JS, (lat-e-rish'us) Relating to or resem-

bling brick : applied to a sediment deposited by urine.
Brande.

LATE'WARD, a. Backward
; as, lateward fruit. Huloet. [R.]

LATE'WARD, ad. Somewhat late. [R.]
LA' TEX,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The vital fluid of vegetables. P.

Cyc.
LATH, 7i. pi. LATH. A thin cleft or sawed piece of wood
used in tiling, slating, and plastering. [|A part of a

county in Ireland. Spenser.]

LATH, v.a. [latter, Fr.] [i. LATHED; pp. LATHING, LATHED.]
To fit up with laths.

LATH'BRICK,* n. A long kind of brick. Ash.

LATHE, n. A turner's machine
;
an engine by which any

substance, as wood, ivory, &c., is cut out and turned :

a territorial division in Kent, England.
LXTH'ER, w. A foam made of soap and water; foam or

froth,' as the sweat of a horse.

LXTH'ER, (latn'er) v. n. [i. LATHERED ; pp. LATHERING,
LATHERED.] To form a foam.

LXTH'ER, v. a. To cover with lather or foam of water and

soap.
LXTH'ER-REEVE,* re. (Law) An officer who presides over

a division of a county in England. Blackstone.

LiTH'lNG,* n. A covering made of laths. Moxon.

LiTH'Y, (lath'e) a. Thin or long as a lath.

LXTH'y-RUS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants. Farm Ency.
LA-TlB 1

U-LUM,* n. [L.] pi. LATIBVLA. A hiding-place ;

a cave ;
a burrow. Ainsworth.

LXT'l-CLAVE,* n. [latidavius, L.] A broad stripe worn by
Roman senators and patricians on their robes. Brande.

LXT'iN, a. [Latinus,liing of the Laurentes.] Relating to the

Latins or Romans ;
Roman.

LXT'IN, n. The language of the ancient Romans.

tLXT'lN, v. a. To render into Latin. Wilson.

LXT'IN-IM, (lat'jn-izm) n. A Latin idiom or mode of

LXT'iN-IsT, n. One skilled in Latin. Lord Herbert.

LXT-fN-lST'ic,* a. Partaking of Latin or Latinism. Cole-

ridge.

ited at 4000 Ibs. A last of corn is 80 bushels, or 8 LXT-iN-IST'ic,* a. Partaking oi i.aim or jL,aunii

ters. ridge.
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LA-TlN'l-TXs-TER,* n. A smatterer in Latin. Walker.

LA-TIN'J-TY, n- Purity of Latin style; the Latin tongue.
LXT-iN-i-zA'TlQN,* n. The act of rendering into Latin.

Lower.

LXT'IN-IZE, v. n. [i.
LATINIZED

; pp. LATINIZING, LATIN-
IZED ] To use Latin words or phrases.

LXT'IN-IZE, v. a. To give Latin terminations to.

jLXT'lN-LY, ad. So as to understand or write Latin. Hey-
lin,

LA'TION,* n. The translation or motion of a natural body
from one place to another. Crabb.

LXT-I-ROS'TROUS, a. [latus and rostrum, L.] Broad-
beaked. Browne.

LAT'ISH, a. Somewhat late.

LAT'I-TAN-C> n. The state of lying hid. Browne.

LXT'i-TANT, a. Concealed ; lying hid. Browne.
LAT* [-TAT,n. [L.1 (Eng. law) A writ to summon a per-
son as from his hiding-place before the Court of King's
Bench.

tLXT-i-T_A'TlON, n. The state of lying concealed.

LXT'I-TUDE, n. [latitudo, L.] Breadth; width; in bodies

of unequal dimensions, the shorter axis; in equal bodies,
the line drawn from right to left

;
room ; space ;

extent ;

laxity; undefined freedom. (Oeog.) The distance of a

place from the equator, north or south, expressed in de-

grees of the earth's circumference. (Astron.) The dis-

tance of a body from the ecliptic reckoned towards the

poles of the ecliptic, either north or south.

LXT-I-TU'DI-NAL,* a. Relating to latitude. Smart.

LXT-I-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN, a. Not restrained ;
not confined ;

free in opinions, particularly religious opinions; not

rigidly orthodox
;

liberal.

LXT-I-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN, n. One who indulges in latitude

of opinion, particularly religious opinion.
LXT-i-TU-Di-NA'Ri-AN-TM, n. Freedom of opinion.

LXT-i-Tu'DJ-NOUs',*'a. Latitudinarian. M. Van Buren. [R.]

LA'TBANT, a. [latrans, L.] Barking. Tlckell.

tLA'TRATE, v. n. [latro, L.] To bark like a dog. Cock-
eram.

fLA-TRA'TlON, n. The act of barking. Cockeram.

fLA-TREU'TI-CAL,* a. Adapted to serve or minister. By.
Hall.

LA' TRI-A, [la'tre-a, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. ; la-tn'a, Sm. Ash,
Johnson; lat're-a, K.} n. [Aarpaa, Gr.

; latrie, Fr.] The
highest kind of worship, as distinguished from dulia.

The former is sometimes understood as the worship of
God

;
the latter, as adoration paid to saints.

LXT'ROB-ITE,* n. (Mm.) A translucent mineral of a pale
red color. Brande.

fLXT'RQ-ciN-y, n. [latrocinium, L.] Robbery ; larceny.
Stackhouse.

LXT'TEN, n. [lattoen, D.] A fine kind of brass or bronze
;

also iron-plate covered with tin.

LXT'TEN-BRiss,* n. Plates of milled brass. Smart.

LXx'TER, a. Existing after something else
; opposed to

former; mentioned last of two
; modern; recent. It is

an irregular comparative of late, but differs in its use
and application from the regular comparative later, and is

used when no comparison is expressed. See LATE.
LXT'TER-LY, a<Z. Of late; recently. S.Richardson. QZrDr.
Johnson designates this,

" a low word lately hatched."
It is now much used, and by the best writers, as Jlbp.

Whately, Southey, &c.

LXT'TER-MXTH, n. The after or second mowing; the
aftermath.

LXT'TICE, (lat'tjs) n. Uattis, Fr.] A reticulated window
;

a window with leaden frames
; any work of wood or

iron made by crossing laths or thin pieces, and forming
open squares like net-work.

LXT'TICE, (lat'tis) v. a.
[i. LATTICED

; pp. LATTICING,
LATTICED.] To form with cross-bars and open work

;
to

furnish with a lattice.

LXT'TICE-WORK,* (lat'tjs-wurk) ?i. A reticulated work
or partition. Burn.

LA'TUS-REC'TUM,* n. (Conic Sections) Same as parameter.
Brande.

LAUD, ?i. [latis, L.] Praise ;
honor paid ;

that part of wor-

ship which consists in praise. Pope. [Obsolescent.]
LAUD, v. a. [laudo, L.] [i.

LAUDED ;pp. LAUDING, LAUDED.]
To extol ;

to praise ;
to celebrate.

LAuD-A-BlL'i-TY, n. Laudableness. Todd. [R.]

LAUD'A-BLE, a. Deserving praise ; commendable.
LAUD'A-BLE-NESS, n. Praiseworthiness. Stackhouse.

LAUD'A-BLY, ad. In a manner deserving praise.

LAUD'A-NVM, (law'da-numor lod'a-num) [lod'a-num, S. W.
J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; law'da-num, P. E.~\ n. A preparation
of opium ; opium dissolved in spirit, wine, or other liquid.

LAu-DA'TlQN, n. [laudatio, L.] Act of bestowing praise.

Parfre. [R.]

LAUD'A-TIVE, n. [laudativus, L.] Panegyric ; praise. Bacon.

LAu-DX'TOR,* n. One who lauds
;
a lauder. West. Rev.

LAuD'A-TO-RY, a. Containing praise ; bestowing praise.

LAUD'A-TQ-RY, n. That which contains praise. Milton.

LAUD'ER, n. Apraiser; a commender. Cotgrave.

LAUGH, (laf) v. n. \lachcn, Ger.] [t. LAUGHED ; pp. LAUGH-
ING, LAUGHED.] To make that noise which sudden mer-
riment excites ;

to be convulsed by merriment
;
to titter

;

to giggle. (Poetry) To appear gay, pleasant, lively, or
fertile.

LAUGH, (lif) v. a. To deride
; to scorn. To laugh at, to

ridicule ; to deride.

LAUGH, (laf) . The convulsion caused by mirth or merri-

ment; an inarticulate expression of sudden merriment.
LAUGH'A-BLE, (laf a-bl) a. That may be laughed at

;
ridic-

ulous.

LAUGH-AND-LAY-DOWN, n. A game at cards. Skelton.

LAUGH'ER, (lafer) n. One who laughs. Shak.

LAUGH'ING,* (ikfing) p. a. Practising laughter; gay;
mirthful.

LAUGH'ING-LY, (laf'ing-le) ad. In a merry way ; merrily.
LAUGHING-STOCK, (lafjng-stok) 7i. A butt

; an object of
ridicule.

LAUGH'TER, (lafter) n. Convulsive merriment
; an inar-

ticulate expression of sudden merriment ; giggle; titter.

LAUGH'TER-LESS,* (1'after-les) a. Without laughter. QM.
Rev.

fLAuGH'-woR-THY, (lafwiir-tfte) a. Deserving to be
laughed at. B. Jonson.

LAu'MQN^lTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of zeolite. Brande.

LX.UNCE, n. See LANCE.
LAUNCH, (lanch) v. a. [i. LAUNCHED

; pp. LAUNCHING,
LAUNCHED.] To move or cause to slide into the water, as
a vessel ; to send from the hand; to dart; to lance; to

plunge into.

LAUNCH, (lanch) v. n. To move or slide into the water; to

rove at large ;
to expatiate ;

to plunge.
LAUNCH, (lanch) n. The act of launching a ship; a kind
of boat, lower, longer, and more flat-bottomed than a

long-boat.

fLAuND, n. [lande, Fr.] Lawn; a plain between woods.
Chaucer.

LAUN'DER, (lan'der) re. [lavandiere, Fr.] One who washes;
a laundress.

fLAuN'DER, (lan'der) v. a. To wash; to wet. SJmk.

LAuN'DER-ER, n. A man who washes clothes. Butler.

LAUN'DRESS, (1'an'dres) n. A woman whose employment
is to wash and iron clothes

;
a washer-woman.

fLXuN'DRESS, v. n. To do the work of a laundress.
Blount.

LXUN'DRY, (I'an'dre) n. [lavanderie, Fr.] The room in

which clothes are washed and ironed ;
the act or state

of washing.
LAu'RE-ATE, v. a. [laureatus, L.] [i.

LAUREATED ; pp.

LAUREATING, LAUREATED.] To crown with laurel, or

with a token of merit.

LAu'RE-ATE, a. Invested with a laurel or a token of merit.

LAu'RE-ATE, 7i. One crowned with laurel: the poet
of the king of England's household, first so called in

King Edward IV.'s time.

LAU'RE-ATE-SHIP,* n. The office of laureate or poet-laure-
ate. C.Lamb.

LAu-RE-A'TlON, n. The act of laureating; the act of con-

ferring degrees. Warton.

LAU'REL, (ISr'el or law'rel) [lor'rel, S. W. J. E. F.Ja. Sm. ;

law'rel, P. K. Wb.~\ n. [laurus, L.] A genus of evergreen
trees or shrubs

;
the bay-tree.

LAU'REL,* (lor'el or law'rel) a. Belonging to or made
of laurel. Ash.

LAU'RELLED, (lor'eld or law'reld) a. Crowned with laurel.

LAu'RUS-TiNE, n. [laurustinus, L.] An evergreen shrub
;

the wild bay-tree.

LAu'RET,*n. An English gold coin of the time of James I.

Crabb.

LAu'RiNE,* 7i, A fatty matter, of acrid taste, found in the

berries of the common laurel. Brande.

LAU'RUS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of shrubs; laurel.

Farm. Ency.
LAU-RVS-TI'NVS, n. [L.] Same as laurestine. Crabb.

LAU$ DE'O* [L.]
<* Praise be to God." Macdonnel.

LA'VA, or LA'VA, [la'va, W. Sm. ; la'va, Ja. Wb. ; la'v? or

la'va, JT.] 7i. [It.] pi. LAVAS. Matter which is discharged
by volcanoes, and flows down in a melted state.

LXv'A-RET,* n. A fish of the salmon kind. Crabb.

LA-vXT'jc,* a. Consisting of or like lava
;
lavic. Maunder.

LA-VA'TION, n. The act of washing. HakewiU.

LAV'A-TO-RY, n. [lavo, L.] A wash or fluid for washing
diseased parts : a place for washing.

LAV'A-TO-RY,* a. Washing; cleansing by washing. -Month.

Rev.

LAVE, v. a. [lavo, L.] [i. LAVED ; pp. LAVING, LAVED.] To
wash ; to bathe

;
to throw up ;

to lade out ; to bale.

LAVE, v.n. To wash one's self; to bathe. Pope.

fLAVE_'-EARED, (lav'erd) a. Having large ears. Bp. Hall.

fLA-VEER', v. n. [veeren, D.] To change direction, as a ship ;

to veer. Lovelace.

LAVE'MENT,* n. [Fr.] Act of washing. Jos. Johnson. [R.]

LXv'EN-DER, n. [lavendula, L.] A genus of aromatic

plants or shrubs.
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LA'VER, n. [laveur, lavoir, Fr.] One who laves: awash-
injr-vessel; a large basin: an aquatic plant: a vege-
table substance from some marine plants ;

laver-bread.

LA/VER-BREAD,* n. A sort of food made of a sea plant,
sometimes called oyster-green, or sea-lav er-wort. Hamil-
ton.

fLXv'ER-OGK, tt. A lafrk. Chaucer. See LEVEROCK.
LA'VJC,*a. Relating I* or like lava. Fo. QM. Rev.

LXv'iSH, a. Prodigal \ wasteful
; extravagant ;

indiscreet-

ly liberal ; scattered in waste
; profuse ;

wild
;

unre-
strained.

LAV'ISH, v. a. [i. LAVISHED
; pp. LAVISHING, LAVISHED.]

To scatter with profusion ;
to waste.

LXv'iSH-ER, n. One who lavishes
;
a prodigal.

LXv'lSH-LY, ad. Profusely ; wastefully ; prodigally.

LXV'ISH-MENT, n. Prodigality ; profusion. Fletcher. [R.l

LXv'iSH-NESS, n. Prodigality ;
lavishment. Spenser. [R.J

LA-VOLT',* n. A dance
;
lavolta. Shak.

LA-V^L'TA, n. [la volta, It.] An old sprightly dance.
Shale.

LAw, 7i. [loi, Fr.
; lawgh, Erse.] A rule of action ; a de-

cree, edict, statute, or custom, publicly established ;
an

act or enactment of a legislative body ;
a statute ; a body

of rules, or all the rules applicable to a given subject ; ju-
dicial process; jurisprudence; the study of law: the

principle or rule by which any thing is regulated ;
as the

law of nature, of motion, of gravitation, &c.
(Theol.')

The decalogue ;
the Mosaical or Levitical institutions, as

distinguished from the Gospel ;
the Pentateuch and Ha-

giography of the Old Testament, as distinguished from
the Prophet? Divine law, the rule of action enjoined
on mankind either by revealed or natural religion.
Canon law, the law relating to ecclesiastical affairs.

Civil law, municipal law, or the law of a state or coun-

try ; appropriately, the institutes of the Roman law.
Common law, the unwritten law. See COMMON LAW.

LAw,* v. a. To mutilate the claws of a dog. Blackstone.

LAw,* interj. An exclamation expressing wonder
;

la.

Palmer. See LA.

LAw'-BooK,*(-buk) n. A book containing laws, or relating
to laws. Blackstone.

LAw'-BREAK-ER, n. One who violates a law.

LAw'-BREAK'lNG,* a. Violating the law. Ld. Mans-
field.

LAw'-DAY, (-da) n. A day of open court. Shak.

LAw'FOL, a. Agreeable to law ; conformable to law
j
al-

lowed by law
; legal.

LAw'Ff>L-LY, ad. In a lawful manner
; legally.

LAw'Ft)L-NESs, 7i. State of being lawful
; legality.

LAw'j&iv-ER, n. Legislator ; one who makes laws.

LAw'j&Tv-lNG, a. Enacting laws
; legislative.

LAw'jNG,* n. The act of complying with a forest law by
cutting off the claws and balls of a mastiff's fore-feet.

Whishaw.

LAw'-LXN-GUAGE,* n. The technical language of the
law. Hawkins.

LAw'-LXT-iN,* n. A corrupt sort of Latin, used in the
law. Blackstone.

LAW'LESS, a. Unrestrained by law ; not subject to law
j

contrary to law ; illegal.

LAw'LESS-LY, ad. In a manner contrary to law.

LAw'Lijss-NESS, n. Disorder; disobedience to law.

LAw'MAK-ER, n. One who makes laws
;
a legislator.

LAw'MAK-iNG* a. Making law
; legislating. Ld. Mans-

field.

LAw'M^N-fiER, n. A smatterer in law; a pettifogger.
Milton.

LAWN, n. [lande, Fr.
; land, Dan.

; llan, Welsh.] An open
space between woods

;
a plain not ploughed. [linon,

Fr.] A sort of fine linen used for the sleeves of bish-

ops, &c.

LAWN, a. Made of lawn ; resembling lawn. Marston.

LAWN'-SLEEVE,* n. A sleeve made'of lawn
;
a part of a

bishop's dress. Wycherly.
LAwN'-SLEEVED,* (-slevd) a. Having lawn-sleeves.

LAwN'y, a, Having lawns ; made of lawn. Bp. Hall.

LAw'-5F'Fi-CER,* n. An officer vested with legal au-

thority. Jones.

LAw'suiT, (-sut) 7i.. A prosecution of right before a ju-
dicial tribunal ;

an action ; a process in law.

LAW'YER, n. One versed in the laws; a practitioner of
law; an attorney; an advocate; a counsellor.

LAW'YER-LIKE,* a. Resembling a lawyer. Coleridge.

LAW'YER-LY, a. Like a lawyer ; judicial. Milton. [B.]
LXx, a. [laxus, L.] Loose ; not confined

; slack ;
not firmly

united ; not rigidly exact ; vague ; dissolute ; licentious
;

loose ; not healthily retentive in body; diarrhoBtic.

LXx,_w. A looseness ;
a diarrhrea. [|A kind of salmon.]

LAX-A'TIC-N, n. [laxatio, L.] Act of loosening; loose-
ness.

LXx'A-TlVE, a. [laxatif, Fr.] Loosening; relieving cos-
tiveness

; purgative.

LXx'A-TlVE, n. A medicine that relaxes the bowels.

LXx'A-TlVE-NESS, n. Power of easing costiveness. Sher-
wood.

LXx'i-TY, n. [laxitas, L.] Quality or state of being lax ;

want of precision ; slackness
; looseness ; openness.

LXx'LY, ad. Loosely ; without exactness or precision.
LXX'NESS, n. Want of tension or of precision : laxity.

LAY, (la) i. from Lie. See LIE.

LAY, (la) v. a. [i. LAID; pp. LAYING, LAID.] To place ;
to

put ;
to beat down

;
to keep from rising ;

to settle
;
to

still
; to fix deep; to dispose regularly ;

to calm
;
to quiet ;

to allay ;
to prohibit from walking, as a spirit ;

to propa-
gate plants by fixing their twigs in the ground ;

to

wager ;
to stake

;
to reposit any thing ;

to exclude eggs ;

to apply ; to impute ;
to charge ;

to impose ;
to enjoin.

To lay ahold, to bring a ship to lie as near the wind as
she can, in order to keep clear of the land, and get her
out to sea. To lay apart or aside, to put away. To lay

by, to reserve for a future time
; to put from one. To

lay down, to deposit as a pledge ; to quit ;
to resign ;

to

commit to repose ;
to advance as a proposition. To lay

hold of, to seize. To lay in, to store
;
to treasure. To

lay on, to apply with violence; to beat. To lay open, to

show
;
to expose. To lay over, to incrust. To lay out,

to expend ;
to display ;

to discover
;
to dispose ;

to plan ;

to dress in grave-clothes, and place in decent posture :

with the reciprocal pronoun, to exert ;
to put forth. To

lay to, to charge upon ;
to apply with vigor ; to attack.

To lay to heart, to permit to affect deeply. To lay

under, to subject to. To lay up, to confine to the bed or

chamber ;
to store

;
to treasure.

LAY, . n. To produce eggs. [| To contrive. Daniel.] To

lay about, to strike on all sides
;
to act with vigor. To

lay at, to aim at with a blow. To lay on, to strike. To
lay out, to purpose ; to take measures.

LAY, (la) n. A row; a stratum; a layer; a wager: a

song ;
a poem : [a pasture or meadow, properly lea.]

LAY, (la) a. [laicus, L.
; Aadj, Gr.] Not clerical; regarding

or belonging to the laity or people, as distinct from the

clergy ;
laic

;
laical.

LAY'-BRO.TH'ER,* n. A layman admitted into a convent
to. perform the civil services belonging to it. Milton.

LAY'ER, (la'er) n. One that lays; that which is laid; a

stratum, or row
;
a bed ; a twig or shoot laid or put

under ground for propagation.
LAY'ER-ING,* n. An operation by which the propagation
of plants is effected by laying down or bending the

shoots, so that a portion of them can be covered with
earth. P. Cyc.

LAY'ER-C-OT, n. One who expends money. Huloet.

LAY'ER-OP, 7i. One who reposits for future use. Shak.

LAY'ING,* n. The act of placing ;
a coat of any thing, as

of plaster put upon a partition.- Francis.

LAY'-LXND, n. Fallow ground which lies untilled.

LAY'MAN, n. ; pi. LAYMEN. One of the people, distinct

from the clergy ;
a laic : an image used by painters.

LAY'STALL, n. A heap of dung; a dunghill.

LA'ZAR, n. [from Lazarus in the Gospel.] One infected

with a pestilential disease, or with filthy sores
;
a leper.

LXz'A-RET.
n._ [Fr.l Same as lazaretto. Blackstone.

LXz-A-RET'TO, n. [lazzaretto, It.] A hospital ;
a lazar-

house
;

a pest-house.

LA'zAR-HoOsE, n. A house for lazars
;
a hospital.

LXz'A-RlsT,* 71. A missionary, so termed from the priory
of St. Lazarus, at Paris, the head-quarters of the order.

Brande.

a. Full of sores
; leprous. Bp. Hall.

LXz-ZA-RO'Nl,*re.pi. [It.] Beggars; houseless or unshel-

tered 'poor. Ency.
LA'ZAR-WORT, (-wiirt) n. A plant.

|LA2E, v. n. To live idly ;
to be idle. Middleton.

LAZE, v. a. To waste in laziness or sloth. Whately. [R.]
LA'ZI-LY, ad. Idly; sluggishly; heavily. Locke.

LA'ZJ-NESS, 71. Quality of being lazy ;
idleness.

LAZ'ING,* a. Sluggish"; idle. South. [R.]

LXz'i;-Ll, n. The azure stone, the lapis lazuli.

LXz'y-LiTE,* 7i. (Min.~) A blue mineral from Styria and

Tyrol. Brande.

LA'ZY, a. [lijser, Dan.
; losigh, D.] Idle ; sluggish; unwill-

ing to work
;
indolent ; slothful ;

inactive
;
tedious.

LD. An abbreviation or contraction of lord.

LEA, (le) n. An extensive plain; a meadow; a pasture.

LEACH, v. a. [i. LEACHED ; pp. LEACHING, LEACHED.] To
pass water through ashes to form lye; to percolate; to

filtrate : written also leech and letch.

LEACH,* or LEACH-TUB,* n. A tub in which ashes are

leached. See LEECH.
LEAD, (led) n. A soft, heavy, ductile metal, of a dull

whitish color, with a cast of blue ;
a plummet for sound-

ing at sea ; a space line of type metal used in printing.

pi. A flat roof covered with lead.

LEAD, (led) v. a. [i. LEADED; pp. LEADING, LEADED.] To
fit with lead in any manner.

LEAD, (led) v. a.
[i.

LED ; pp. LEADING, LED.] To guide by
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the hand

;
to conduct

; to go before in showing the

way ;
to conduct, as a chief

; to direct
;

to entice ; to

allure
;
to induce

5
to prevail on

; to pass.
LEAD, v. n. To go before

; to take precedence ;
to act as

leader. To lead off, to begin.
LEAD, n. Guidance

;
first place ; precedence ;

direction.

LEAD'EN, (led'dn) a. Made of lead
; heavy 5 unwilling ;

motionless
;
dull

; stupid ; absurd.

LEAD'EN-HEART-ED, (led'dn-hslrt-ed) a. Unfeeling; stu-

pid.

LEAD'EN-HEELED, (led'dn-hdld) a. Slow in progress.
Ford.

LfiAD'EN-STEP-PlNG, a. Slowly moving. Milton.

LEAD'ER, n. He or that which leads; a chief; a com-
mander : the principal wheel in machinery : the fore-

most horse in a team.
LEAD'ER snip,* n. The office of a leader. Qu. Rev.

LEAO'ikfLL-lTE,* n. (J/m.) A carbonate and sulphate of
lead. Dana.

LEAD'ING, p. a. Taking the lead ; principal ; chief.

LEAD'ING, n. Act of guiding or conducting; guidance.
LEAD'ING-LY,* ad. In a leading or directing manner.

LEAD'iNG-STRiXGS, n. pi. Strings by which children are

supported before they can walk without help.

|LEAD'M/>N, a. One who leads a dance. B. Jonson.

LEAD'-MlNE,* n. A mine containing lead, or lead ore.

Drayton.

LEAD^'JUAN,*^.; pi. LEADSMEN. (JVauA.) The man who
heaves the lead. Crabb.

LEAD'SPAR,* n. (.ViM.) A sulphate of lead. Hamilton.

LiiAD'woRT, (led'wurt) n. A genus of flowering plants.

fLEAD'Y, (led'e) a. Of the color of lead. Hidoet.

LEAF, (lef) n.; pi. LEAVE?. The green, deciduous part
of plants and flowers ; a petal ; any thing foliated ; that
which resembles a leaf in thinness and extension, as a

part of a book whose two sides are pages, one side of a
double door, the movable side of a table, gold leaf, &c.

LEAF, (lef) v. n. [i. LEAFED; pp. LEAFING, LEAFED.] To
^hoot out or produce leaves.

LEAF'AGE, n. Leaves collectively ; foliage. [R.J

LEAF'-BRIDGE,* n. A kind of draw-bridge. Francis.

LEAF'-BUD,* n. An organ of a plant, consisting of leaves
in a rudimentary state. P. Cyc.

LEAFED, (left) a. Bearing or having leaves. Hidoet. See

LEAVED, which is chiefly used.

LEAF'I-NESS,* n. The quality of being leafy. Southey.
LEAF'LESS, a. Destitute or bare of leaves.

LEAF'LET,* n. A division of a compound leaf; a small
leaf. P. Cyc.

LEAF'LOUSE,* n. An insect. GMsmith
LEAF'STALK,* (lofstawk) n. The stalk which supports

tiie leaf. Loudoti.

LEAF'Y, (lef'e) a. Full of leaves ; having leaves. Dryden.
LEAGUE, (leg) n.

[ligue,
Fr.

; ligo, L.] A confederacy; a
combination of interest or friendship ;

an alliance
; a

coalition: a measure of distance of three nautical or

geographical miles in length.

LEAGUE, (leg) v. n. [L LEAGUED ; pp. LEAGUING, LEAGUED.]
To form a league or confederacy ;

to unite
;
to con-

federate.

LEAGUED, (legd) a. Confederated. Phillips.

LEA'GVER, (le'gur) n. One who unites in a league. [A
camp ; an investment. Shak.] [R.]

LEA'GVER,* (le'gur) v. a. To besiege ; to beleaguer. Pope.
LEAK, (lek) n. [leke, D.] A hole which lets water in or out.

+LEAK, a. Leaky. Spenser.

LEAK, v. n. [i. LEAKED
; pp. LEAKING, LEAKED.] To let

water in or out ;
to drop through a breach

;
to pass out.

LEAK, v. a. To let out. Hooke.

LEAK'AGE, n. State of a vessel that leaks
; loss by leak-

ing ;
allowance made for accidental loss out of vessels

holding liquids.

LEAK'Y, a. Letting water in or out : revealing secrets
;

loquacious ; not close.

tLEAM, n. A string to hold a dog ;
a leash : a flash. See

LEME.
fLEAM'ER,* n. A dog ;

a sort of hound. Ash.

LEAN, (len) v. n. [i.
LEANED or LEANT; pp. LEANING,

LEANED or LEANT. Leant (lent) is not now much used,
except colloquially.] To incline or deviate from an upright
position ;

to rest against ;
to propend ;

to tend towards
;

to be in a bending posture ;
to bend

; to waver
; to

totter.

LEAN, v. a. To cause to lean. Shale. [|To conceal.

Ray.]
LEAN, (len) a. Not fat

; meagre ; wanting flesh ; not
unctuous ;

thin ; low
; poor ;

in opposition to great or

rich ; jejune ;
not comprehensive ; not embellished

;

shallow ; dull.

LEAN, n. That part of flesh which is distinct from the fat.

LEAN'-FACED,* (len'fast) a. Having a lean or thin face.

Ash.

LEAN'-FLESHED,* (len'flesht) a. Being lean in flesh.

Genesis.

LEAN'LV, ad. In a lean manner
; meagrely.

LEAN'NESS, n. State of being lean
;
want of flesh

; mea-
greness ;

thinness
; poverty.

LEAN'-TO,* n. (Arch.) A building whose rafters pitch
against or lean on another building ;

a shed. Brande.
LEAN'-WIT-TED,* a. Having little understanding. Shak.

J-LEAN'Y, a. Alert
;
active. Spenser.

LEAP, [lep, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; lep, S.] v. n.

[i. LEAPED, (lept or lept) [lept, S. Sm. Mares, Elphinstone ;

lept, K. Wb.~\ pp. LEAPING, JAPED.] To jump; to
move upward or progressively without change of the
feet

; to rush with vehemence ; to bound
;
to spring ;

to
start. 5=

" The past time of this verb is generally
heard with the diphthong short; and, if so, it ought to
be spelled lept, rhyming with kept." Walker. "The
t. and p. are regular in spelling, L e. leaped, but are pro-
nounced lept." Smart.

LEAP, v. a. To pass over, or into, by leaping; to compress,
as the male of certain beasts. Dryden.

LEAP, n. Bound; jump; act of leaping; space passed by
leaping ;

sudden transition
;
embrace of animals

; hazard.

[fA weel for fish
;
a basket. Wicliffe.]

LEAP'ER, n. He or that which leaps or capers.
I LEAP'-FROG, (lep'frog) n. A play of children, in which

they imitate the jump of frogs. Shak.

LEAP'JNG-LY, ad. By leaps. IMoet.

LEAP'-YEAR, n. Bissextile
; every fourth year, which has

one day more than other years, (366 days,) February
having, that year, 29 days. It is so called from its leap-

ing over a day in forming the succession of the days of
the week.

fLiiAR, a. See LERE.
LEARN, (lern) v. a.

[i.
LEARNED or LEARNT; pp. LEARNING

LEARNED or LEARNT.] To gain knowledge of or skill inj
to study and acquire ;

to copy. [To teach. Shak.]
LEARN, (lern) v. n. To gain or receive knowledge.
LEARN'A-BLE,* a. That may be learned. Ed. Rev.

LEARN'ED, (lern'ed) a. Possessed of learning; versed in

knowledge or literature ;
erudite

; knowing.
LEARN'ED-LV, (lern'ed-le) ad. With knowledge; with

skill.

LEARN'ED-NESS, n. The state of being learned. Barclay.
LEARN'ER, (lern'er) . One who learns

;
a pupil. .

LEARN'ING, (lern'ing) n. Erudition; literature; skill in

literature, languages, or sciences.

LEAS'A-BLE, a. Capable of being let by lease. Sherwood.

LEASE, (les) n. [laisser, Fr.] A conveyance, for a fixed

term, of lands or tenements, or a contract for a tem-
porary possession of houses or land ; the instrument by
which the contract is made valid

; temporary possession
or tenure.

LEASB, (les) c. a. [L LEASED
; pp. LEASING, LEASED.] To

let
;
to let by a written contract

;
to let by lease. Ay-

liffe.

LEAE, (lez) v. n.
[i. LEASED

; pp. LEASING, LEASED.] To
glean ;

to gather what harvest-men leave. Dryden. [R.]
LEASE'HOLD, a. Held by lease

; as, a leasehold tenement.
LEASE 'HOLD,* n. A tenure held by lease. Smart.

LEASE'HOLD-ER,* n. A tenant under a lease. Richardson.

LEAS'ER, (lez'er) n. Gleaner. Swift. [A liar. Bp.
Hall.] [a.]

LEASH, TJesh,
W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; leg, &] n.

[lesse, Fr.
; lasche, Ger.] A leather thong, by which a

falconer holds his hawk, or a huntsman his dog ; a band
for tying any thing; three things held together by a
leash, as three greyhounds, three foxes, <Scc.

;
a brace

and a half.

LEASH, v. a. [i. LEASHED
; pp. LEASHING, LEASHED.] To

bind
;
to hold in a string. Shak.

JLEAS'JNG, (lez'jng) n. Lies ; falsehood. Psal. iv.

{LEA'SOW, (le'so) n. A pasture. Wicliffe.

LEAST, (lest) a. The superlative of little; little beyond
others ;

smallest.

LEAST, ad. In the smallest or lowest degree. At least,
At the least, to say no more ; not to speak or affirm more
strongly ; at the lowest degree.

|LEAST'wIE, or AT LEAST'WJE, ad. Least, or at

least. Hooker.

fLEA'Y, (le'ze) a. [loisir, Fr.] Flimsy ;
of weak texture.

Ascham.

LEAT, n. An artificial trench to convey water to or from
a mill. Francis.

LEATH'ER, (leth'er) n. The skin or hide of an animal,
tanned and curried, or prepared for use ; a piece of
leather ; skin, ludicrously.

LEATH'ER, v. a. To beat; to lash, as with a thong of
leather. Grose. [Low.]

LEATH'ER,* a. Leathern
;
made of leather. Ash.

LEATH'ER, or LETH'ER, v. n. To proceed with noise or

violence
;
to push forward eagerly. Todd. [Low.]

LEATH'ER-COAT, . An apple with a tough rind.

LEATH'ER-DRESS-ER, n. One who dresses leather.

LEATH'ER-JACK'ET, n. A jacket of leather : a fish of
the Pacific Ocean.
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LEATH'ER-MoOTHED, (letn'er-m'dutlid) a. Applied to fish

that have their teeth in their throat, as the chub.
Walton.

LEATH'ERN, (letft'ern) a. Made or consisting of leather.

LEATH'ER-SELL'ER, n. One who deals in leather and
vends it.

LEATii'ER-wlNGED, (-wTngd) a. Having leathery wings.
LEATH'ER-WOOD,* (-wud) re.' A small shrub. Fann.Ency.
LEATH'ER-Y, (letn'er-e) a. Resembling or partaking of

leather!

LEAVE, (lev) n. Grant of liberty; permission ; permission
to depart ;

license
;
allowance

;
farewell

;
adieu

; depart-
ure. To take leave, to bid adieu

;
to depart.

LEAVE, (lev) v. a.
[i. LEFT; pp. LEAVING, LEFT.] To quit;

to forsake ;
to desert

;
to abandon

;
to relinquish ;

to give

up ;
to depart from ;

to have remaining at death; not to

deprive of; to suffer to remain
;
not to carry away ;

to re-

ject ;
not to choose

;
to bequeath ;

to give up ;
to resign.

To leave off, to desist from ; to forbear. To leave out,

to omit; to neglect. To be left to one's self, to be de-

serted.

LEAVE, v. n. To cease
;
to desist. To leave off, to desist

;

to stop.

CLEAVE, (lev)t>. a. [lever, Fr.] To levy: to raise. Spenser.

LEAVED, (levd) a. Having leaves; furnished with foliage;
made with leaves or folds.

tLEAVE'LESS, a. Having no leaves
;
leafless. Carew.

LEAV'EN, (lev'vn) [lev'vn, S. P. J. Ja. Wb. ; Jev'en, W. F.

Sm.; le'vn, K.] n. [levain, Fr.] A fermenting mixture;
something used to raise a substance and make it light ;

any mixture which makes a general change in the mass.

LEAV'EN, (lev'vn) v. a. [i. LEAVENED; pp. LEAVENING,
LEAVENED.] To raise or ferment by a leaven

;
to fer-

ment
;
to taint; to imbue.

LEAV'EN-ING, n. Act of imbuing with leaven
;
ferment.

LEAV'EN-oOs, (lev'vn-us) a. Containing leaven; tainted.

Milton.

LEAV'ER, n. One who leaves or forsakes.

LEAVES, (levz) n. ; pi. of Leaf. See LEAF.

LEAVE'-TAK-ING,* n. Act of taking leave
;
a parting sal-

utation. Stiak.

LEAV'I-NESS, n. Leanness. See LEAFINESS. Sherwood.

LEAV'JNG, (IGv'ingz) n.pl. Things left; relics; refuse.

LEAV'Y, a. Full of leaves
; leafy. Sidney. See LEAFY.

LE-cXN'Q-MAN-CY,* 7i. Divination by water in a basin.

Crabb.

fLECH, v. a. To smear or latch. Shak. See LATCH.

LECH'ER, n. [laichen, Ger.] A man given to lewdness.

LECH'ER, v. n. To practise lewdness. Shak.

LfiCH'ER-oDs, a. Practising lewdness; lewd; lustful.

LECH'ER-OUS-LV, ad. Lewdly ; lustfully.

LECH'ER-OUS-NESS, n. Lewdness.
LECH'ER-Y, n. [lecherie, old Fr.] Lewdness

;
lust, rfscham.

LEC-Tl'cA,* n. [L.] A sort of couch or palanquin used by
the Romans. Brande.

LEC'TIQN, (lek'shun) n. [lectio, L.] A reading; a variety

of reading ;
a mode of reading a passage in an author in

which some variation is proposed ;
a lesson or portion of

Scripture read in divine service.

LEC'TI<?N-A-RY, n. [lectionarium, low L.] A book contain-

ing parts" of Scripture which are read fn churches

Warton.

LECT'V-AL,* a. (Med.~) Confining to the bed. Crabb.

LECT'URE, (lekt'yur) n. [Fr.] The act of reading; a dis-

course by reading; a discourse pronounced upon any sub-

ject ;
a magisterial reprimand ;

a pedantic discourse.

?LECT'VRE, (lekt'yur) v. a. [i. LECTURED; pp. LECTURING,
LECTURED.] To instruct formally or by lecture

; to in-

struct insolently and dogmatically.

LECT'VRE, (lekt'yur) v. n. To read in public; to instruct

an audience by a formal explanation or discourse.

LCT'VR-ER, (lekt'yur-er) re. One who lectures; a teacher

by way of lecture ;
a preacher; a preacher in a church

hired by the parish to assist the rector or vicar.

LECT'VRE-SHIP, (lekt'yur-slnp) n. The office or station o

a lecturer.

tLECT'VEN, (lekt'yurn) n. A reading-desk. Cliaucer.

LED, i. from Lead. See LEAD.

LED-CAP'TAIN, (-tjn) re. An humble attendant
;
a favorite

that follows, as if led by a string. Swift.

tLED'EN, or fLED'DEN, n. Language; true meaning

LEDGE, (ledj) n. [leggen, D.] A row; layer; stratum; a

ridge rising above the rest
; any prominence or rising part

LEDG'ER, (led'jer) n. A horizontal pole used in scaffold

ing: an account-book. See LEGER.

LEDG'ER-LINE,* re. (Mus.) A line either above or below
the staff. Brande.

LED'-HORSE, n. A sumpter-horse ;
a horse that is led.

LEE,* a. (JVowt.) Lying under or to the lee of the ship

having the wind blown on it or directed to it; as, "i

Zee shore." Hamilton.

LEE, 7i. (JVau.) A calm or sheltered place ;
that side which

is under the shelter of the ship, or opposite to the quar

lor whence the wind blows
;
the shore on which the wind

blows. pi. Dregs. See LEES.
LEIJ, v. n. To utter a falsehood

;
to lie. Chaucer.

jEii'BOARD,* n. (JVajtt.) A small platform of planks used
to oppose the action of trfe wind, driving a vessel to the
leeward. Brande.

LECH,* or LECH'-T{JB,* n. A vessel to hold ashes for

making lye. Moor.

jEECH, v. a. [i. LEECHED; pp. LEECHING, LEECHED.] To
form lye by percolating or filtering water through ashes.
Moor. To treat with medicament; to heal. Chaucer.
Written also leach and letch. See LEACH.

..EECH, n. A sort of aquatic worm that sucks blood
;
a

blood-sucker. [|A physician. Spenser. The compounds,
cow-leech and horse-leech are still used.]

LCH^C_RA~FT, 7i. The art of healing. Davics.

jEE-CHEE',* w. An East Indian fruit. Hamilton.

liEKCH'-WAY, re. The path in which the dead are carried
to be buried. [Provincial, England.]

LEEF, a. Pleasing; willing. ad. Willingly. Spenser. See
LIEF.

K, n. A biennial plant with a bulbous root. It is

the emblem of Wales, as the rose is of England, the thistle

of Scotland, and the shamrock of Ireland.

LEEL'ITE,* n. (Min.) A pink, silico-alumiuous mineral,
tinged by oxide of manganese. Brande.

LEER, n.
[ (Complexion ;

face
; cheek. Shale.] An oblique

view; a labored cast of countenance.

LEER, v. n. [i. LEERED ; pp. LEERING, LEERED.] To look

obliquely ;
to look archly ;

to smile
;
to squint.

LEER, v. a. To beguile with smiles or leering. Dryden.
fLEER, a. Empty; frivolous; foolish. B. Jonson.

LEER'ING,* p. a. Smiling archly or sneeringly ; squinting.

LER'ING-LY, ad. With a kind of arch smile or sneer.

LEE, (ISz) n. pi. [lie, Fr.] Dregs; sediment : sing, unu-
sual.

tL_E_EE, v. a. To lose ;
to hurt

;
to destroy. fVicliffe.

LEE'-SHORE,*n. (Jtozwt.) The shore upon which the wind
blows. Mar. Diet.

LEE'-SIDE,* n. (JVawt.) That half of a ship, lengthwise,
which lies between a line drawn through the middle of
her length, and the side which is farthest from the point
of wind. Mar. Diet.

LEET, n. A law-day, or the period or day of holding legal

inquiries ;
an ancient English court of jurisdiction.

|LT'-ALE, n. A feast at the time of the leet. Warton.

||L'WARD, (15' ward or lu'urd) [15'wurd, W. P. J. E. F. Ja.

Wb.i 15'wurd or lu'urd, K. Sm.; lu'urd, S.] a. (JYaut.)
Under the wind ; on the side opposite to that from which
the wind blows.

IILEE'WARD,* ad. From the wind; towards the lee. Bow-
ditch.

_'

LEE'WAY,* n. (Naut.) The deviation of the course actually
run by a ship from the course steered upon. Brande.

fLEFE. See LEEF, and LIEF.

LEFT, i. & p. from Leave. See LEAVE.
LEFT, a. [lufte, D.] Sinistrous; not right; weak.

LEFT'-HAND,* re. The hand on the left side. Ash.

LEFT'-HAND,* a. Relating to the left hand
;

sinistrous
;

left-handed. Prior.

LEFT'-HAND'ED, a. Using the left hand, rather than the

right ;
not dexterous ;

not expert; awkward
; unlucky.

LEFT'-HAND'ED-NESS, n. Habitual use of the left hand.

LEFT'-HAND'I-NESS, re. Left-handedness. Ld. Chesterfield.

LEFT'-OFF,*P. a. Laid aside
;
no longer worn. Oent.Mag.

jLEFT'-Wi'T-TED,* a. Dull
; stupid ;

foolish. B. Jonson.

LEG, n. [leg. Dan.] The limb by which we walk, particu-

larly that part between the knee and the foot ;
that by

which any thing is raised from, and supported on, the

ground ;
one of the two shorter sides of a triangle. To

stand on his own legs, to support himself.

LEG'A-CY, re. [legatum, L.] A bequest; a particular thing
or sum of money given by last will and testament.

LEG'A-CY-HUNT'ER, n. One who flatters or uses other arts

in order to get legacies.

LEG'A-CY-HUNT'ING,* . An eager pursuit of legacies.
Hawkins.

LE'GAL, a. [Fr.] Permitted or authorized by law
; legiti-

mate; done according to law; lawful; according to the

law of Moses
; adhering to the law.

LE-GA'LIS Ho 1MO,* [L.] (Law) One who stands rectos in

curia, not outlawed. Crabb.

LE'GAL-ISM * n. Adherence to law ; legal doctrine. Ch.

Ob.'

LE'GAL-IT,* n. An adherent to the law; an adherent to

good works. More.

LE-GAL'I-TY, ?i. [legality Fr.] State of being legal; ad-

herence to law ;
lawfulness.

LE-GAL-I-ZA'TIQN,* re. The act of legalizing. Elliott.

LE'GAL-izE,u.a. [legaliser, Fr.] [t.
LEGALIZED ; pp. LEGAL-

IZING, LEGALIZED.] To make legal or lawful ; to author-

ize.

LE'GAL-LY, ad. Lawfully ; according to law.

LEG'A-TA-RY, n. [legataire, Fr.] Legatee, dyliffe. [R.]is under the shelter of the ship, or opposite to the quar LEG'A-TA-RY, n. [legataire, Fr.] Legatee, dyliffe. [R.]
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LfcG'ATE, [leg'at, S. P. J. K. Wb.; leg'at, W. F. Ja Sm.;

IG'gat, Buchanan.] n. [legatus, L.] A deputy ;
an ambas-

sador
;
an ambassador from the pope to a foreign power,

fenerally_a
cardinal or bishop.

G-A-TEE',?I. [legatus, L.] One to whom a legacy is left.

Dryden.
LEG'ATE-SHIP, n. The office of a legate. Notstock.

LEG'A-TINE, a. Made by or belonging to a legate.

LE-GA'TIQN, n. [legatio, L.] Deputation ; commission ;
em-

bassy ;
the persons deputed on an embassy.

LEG-A-TOR', [leg-a-tor', S. W.Ja. 8m.; le-ga'tor, P. K. Wb.]
n. [lego, L.] One who bequeaths, or makes a will and
leaves legacies ;

correlative of legatee.

LEG'BAIL,* n. A flight or running away from justice:
used in a ludicrous style. Jamieson.

fLEGE, v. a. [allego, L.] To allege ;
to assert: to lighten.

Chaucer.

HLE'GEND, or LEG'END, [le'jend, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ;

led'jend, E. Sm. Wb.Ash.] n. '[Icgenda, L.] A book origi-

nally used at divine service in the Roman church, in

which are recorded the lives of saints and martyrs ;
a

chronicle or register of the lives of saints
; any memorial

or relation; any incredible, inauthentic narrative: an

inscription, as on medals or coins.

||tLE'OEND, v. a. To detail as in a legend. Bp. Hall.

||LEG'EN-DA-RY, [led'jen-da-re, W. P. E. K. Sm. ; le'jen-da-

re, Ja.] a. Fabulous; romantic; partaking of the nature

of a legend.

|]LEG'EN-DA-RY, n. A book or a relater of legends. Sheldon.

LEG'ER, (le'd'jer) n. [legger, D.] Any thing that lies in a

place; as a leg-er ambassador, a resident. Bacon. A
leger-book, the chief book used in merchants' accounts.

LE^'ER-BOOK, (led'jer-buk) n. The chief book used in

merchants' accountsj in which the several accounts are

collected.

LEG-ER-DE-MAIN', n. [Uger and de main, Fr.] Sleight of

hand ; juggle ; power of deceiving the eye by nimble
motion ;

trick.

LEG-ER-DE-MAIN'IST,* n. One who practises legerdemain.
Observer.

LE-GER'I-TY, n. [leg&rete, Fr.] Lightness ;
nimbleness.

'Shak. [R.]'

tLEGGE, (leg) v. a. To lay. Wicliffe.

LEGGED, (legd) a. Having legs; furnished with legs:
used in composition ; as, long-legged. Dryden.

LEG'J&ET,* n. A tool used in thatching houses. London.

LEp-ftj-A'DRd,* [It.] (Mus.) Lively; gay. Hamilton.

LEG'GIN,* n. Same as legging. Murray.
LEG'GING,* n.; pi. LEGGINGS. A covering for the leg.

Cave. A sort of gaiters for protecting the legs, or for

keeping snow out of the shoes. [U. S.]

LE9-i-BiL'i-TY, n. Capability of being read.

LEG'J-BLEJ,
a. [legibilis, L.] That may be read

; readable;
clear in its characters

; apparent ; discoverable.

LEG'J-BLE-NESS, . State or quality of being legible.

LEG'I-BLY, ad. In a legible manner.

LE'GION, (is'jun)w. [legio, L.] A body of Roman soldiers,

consisting generally of about five or six thousand
;
a mil-

itary force ; any great number. Legion of honor, an or-

der instituted by Bonaparte for merit, both military and
civil.

LE.'GION-A-RY, (le'jun-a-re) a. Relating to a legion ;
con-

taining a legion ; containing a great, indefinite number.

LE'GIQN-A-RY, n. One of a legion ;
a soldier. Milton.

LE'^IQN-RY,* n. A body of legions. Polloh. [R.]

LEG'IS-LATE, v. n.
[i. LEGISLATED ;pp. LEGISLATING, J.EG-

ISLATED.] To make or enact a law or laws.

LEG-IS-LA'TION, n. Act of legislating ;
act of making laws.

LEG'is-LA-TlVE, [led'jis-ia-tjv, 8. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ; led-

jis-la'tjv, Ash, Scott, Dyche ; le'jis-la-tiv, Ja.] a. Relating
to a legislature ; making or enacting laws

; lawgiving.
LEG'IS-LA-TIVE-LY,* ad. In a legislative manner. Ch Ob.

LEG'JS-LA-TQR, [16d'jis-la-tur, S. W. J. E. F. Sm.; led-jis-

la'tur, P. Ash; le'jis-ia-tur, Ja.] n. [L.] A lawgiver; one
who makes laws.

LEG-IS-LA-TO'RI-AL,* fl. Relating to a legislature. Ed. Rev.

LEO-IS-LA'TQR-SHIP, n. The office of a legislator ; power
of making laws. Ld. Halifax.

LEG'IS-LA-TRESS, n. A female lawgiver. Shaftesbury.

LEG'is-LAT-VRE,(led'jis-lat-yur)[led'jjs-lat-yur, K- ; led'-

jjs-l'a-chur, S. ; 15d'jjs-ia-chur, W. ; led'jjs-laltur, J. E. F.

R. ; le'ji's-lat-yur, Ja. ; led-jjs-la'lur, P.] n. [Fr.] The
body or bodies in a state in which is vested the power of

making laws. $5= We sometimes hear this word pro-
nounced with the accent on the second syllable, le-gls'-

la-ture, (also legislative, le-*is'la-tlve,) a mode which is

not countenanced by any of the orthoepists.

LE'GIST, n. (legiste, Fr.] One skilled in law
;
a lawyer.

Marston.

LE-GIT'I-MA-CY, n. Lawfulness of birth
;
the state of a

child born in lawful wedlock. (Politics) The accordance
of an action or of an institution with the municipal law
of the land.

,
a. [legitimus, L.] Lawful

;
in a special

sense, lawfully begotten ; born in marriage ; genuine ,

not spurious ; legal.

LE-GIT'I-MATE, v. a. [Id/ritimer, Fr.] [L LEGITIMATED ;pp
LEGITIMATING, LEGITIMATED. 1 To'make lawful or legiti-
mate ; to procure to any one the rights of legitimate birth.

LE-GIT'I-MATE-LY, ad. In a legitimate manner; lawfully;
genuinely. Dryden.

LE-GIT'I MATE-NESS, retl State of being legitimate.

LE-^IT-I-MA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of legitimating ;
lawful

birth.

LE-GiT'l-MA-TlST,* n. An advocate for legitimacy. Month.
Rev.

LE-GlT'l-MlST,* n. The same as legitimatist. Qw. Rev.

LE-^IT'I-MIZE,* v. a. To legitimate. McCulloch.

LEG'LESS,* a. Destitute of legs. JV. A. Rev.

LEG'-L'OCK,* n. A lock for the leg. West. Rev.

LEG'UME, (leg'gum) n. (Bot.) Any kind of fruit like the

pod of a pea; pulse ; legaimen.

LE-GU'MEX, n. [legiimen, L.] pi. L. LE-GU'MI-NA; Eng.
LEGUMENS. Pulse

; peas or beans; legume.
LE-GU'MINE,*W. (Chem.) A substance obtained from pease.

Brande.

LE-Gu'MIN-oDs, a. Belonging to, or consisting of, pulse.

LEI'GER, LEI'GER-BOOK, n. See LEGER, and LEGER-BOOK.

LEl^Q.-THRi'X,* TO. A genus of birds. Swainson.

lltLEi'^UR-A-BLE, (IS'zhur-a-bl) a. Done at leisure; not
hurried

; enjoying leisure
; leisurely. Browne.

||tLEl''svR-A-BL,Y, (15'zhur-a-ble) ad. At leisure. Hooker.

jjLE['yRE,'(le'zhur) [le'zhur,>. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.

Wb.; lezh'ur, Nares, Barclay; la'zhur, E. ; le'zhur or

la'zhur, Kenrick.] n. [loisir, 'Fr.] Freedom from busi-

ness or hurry ; vacancy of mind
;
convenience of time.

35=" Between lei'sure and leis'ure there is little, in point

oj good usage, to choose." Smart.

||LEi'URE, (le'zhnr) a. Free from business ; idle
;
vacant.

j|LEi'URED,* (15'zhurd) a. Having leisure; unemployed.
Ed. Rev.

||LEi'VRE-Ly, (le'zhur-le) a. Not hasty ; deliberate
;
done

without hurry.

||LEI'VRE-LY, (13'zhur-le) ad. Not in a hurry ;
deliber-

ately.

fLE'MAN, [IS'man, P. Ja. K. ; lem'an, Sm.] n. A sweetheart
;

a gallant ; or a mistress. Chaucer.

LE^MAN-ITE,* n. (jVin.~) A species of feldspar. Dana.

fLEWE, n. A ray; a beam ; a flash. Chaucer.

{LEME, v. n. To shine; to blaze. Huloet.

LE'MER,*TI. (Mcd.) A white humor in the eye. Crabb.

LEM'MA, n. [L. ; Ai7//^a.] pi. I.. LEM'MA-TA ; Eng. LM'-
MAS. (Geom.') An assumption or preliminary supposition
laid down for the purpose of facilitating the demonstra-
tion of a theorem, or the construction of a problem.

LEM'MJNG,* n. (Zoo/.) A rodent quadruped, as large as a

rat, with black and yellow fur, very abundant in the
north of Europe. Brande.

LEM'Ni-AN,* a. Relating to Leinnos ; noting a kind of si-

licious earth found in the island of Lemnos. P. Cyc.

LEM-NI'S'CATE,* n. (Oeom.} A curve in the form of the

figure 8. Crabb.

LEM'QN, n. [limon, Fr.] An acid fruit of the lemon-tree
;

the tree that bears lemons.

LEM'QN,* a. Belonging to or impregnated with lemon. P.

Cyc'.

LEM-ON-ADE', n. [Umonadc, Fr.] Liquor made of lemon-

juice, water, and sugar.
jEM'ON-LEM'QN-KA'LI,* n. A beverage combining the properties
of ginger-beer and soda-water. Liv. Chron.

LEM'QN-PEEL,* n. The peel of a lemon. Prior.

LE'MUR,* n. [L.] (Zool.) An animal resembling a monkey ;

one of the family of lemuridce.. Rogst.
-RVf}, n. pi. [L.] Hobgoblins; evil spirits. Milton.

LEND, v. a. [i. LENT ; pp. LENDING, LENT.] To afford or

supply on condition of return or repayment ;
to afford

;
to

grant for a time
;
correlative of borrow.

LEND'A-BLE, a. That may be lent. Sherwood.

LEND'ER, n. One who loiids ; a granter of loans.

LEND'ING, n. What is lent; act of lending.
(LENDS-;, n. pi. Loins. Widiff'e.

L^'GTH, n. The measure or extent of any thing material

Worn end to end
; the longest line parallel to the sides of

a body ; extent, whether of space or duration
;
reach ;

full extent
;
uncontractcd state. It length, at last; in

conclusion.

tLENGTH, v. a. To extend
;
to make longer. Sackvitte.

LENGTII'EN, (leng'thn) v.a. [i. LENGTHENED ; pp. LENGTH-
ENING, LENGTHENED.] To extend in length; to draw out

;

to make longer; to elongate ;
to protract.

LENGTH'EN, (leng'thn) v. n. To increase in length.

LENGTH'ENED,* (leng'thnd) a. Prolonged ; having length.

LENGTH'EN-ING, (leng'thn-ing) n. Protraction.

LENGTH'FT>L, a. Of great length ; long. Pope. [R.]

LENGTH'I-LY,* ad. With length ;
not briefly. Th. Camp-

bell.

LENGTH'I-NESS,* n. The quality of being lengthy or long.
J. Bentham.
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LENGTH'WAY,* ad. Same as lengthwise. Pennant.

LENGTH'W!SE, ad. In the direction of the length.
LENGTH'Y,*a. Having length ; long; not brief

;
tiresome-

Jy long ; applied often to dissertations or discourses
;

as, "a lengthy oration;" "a lengthy speech." This
word is much used in the United States, especially as a

colloquial word ; and it is generally considered as of
American origin. It is to be found in the writings of

Washington, Jefferson, and Hamilton, though most of
our best writers forbear it. It has,

'

however, within
a few years, been considerably used in England, and
has been countenanced by some distinguished English
writers, as Bishop Jebb, Lord Byron, Dr. Dibdin, Mr. Cole-

ridge, Dr. Arnold, Professor Latham, &c. ; also by the
Brit. Crit., Ch. Ob., Ed. Rev., Qu.Rev., Fo. Q,u.Rev.,Ec.
Rev., Gent. Mag., Blackwood's Mag., Sat. Mag., P. Cyc.,
&c. It has also been admitted into the recent English
dictionaries of Knowles, Smart, and Reid

; yet Smart says
of it,

" The word is an Americanism.''

L^'Ni-ENSfy** !
*' Mildness

5 gentleness ; lenity. Ed. Rev.

LE'NJ-^NT, a. [leniens, L.] Assuasive
; softening; mild;

laxative.

LE'NI-ENT, n. That which softens
;
an emollient.

LEN'I-FY, v. a. [lenifier, Fr.] [i. LENIFIED ;pp. LENIFYING,
LENIFIED.] To assuage ; to mitigate. Bacon.

fLEN'l-MENT, n. [lenimentum, L.] An assuaging. Cockeram.

LN'I-TIVE, a. [lenitif, Fr.] Assuaging ;
emollient

;
soften-

ing. Bacon.

LEN'I-T!VE, n. A medicine to relieve pain ;
a palliative.

LEN'J-TIVE-NESS,* n. The quality of being lenitive. Scott.

LEN'I-TY, n. [lenitas, L.] Mildness in temper ; clemency ;

forbearance; mercy; tenderness. Shak.

|LE-NOC'j-NXNT,* a. Enticing to evil
; alluring. More.

LEN, (lenz) n. [L., lentil.] pi. LENS'ES. (Optics) A thin

piece of glass, or other transparent substance, having,
on both sides, polished spherical surfaces, or on one side
a spherical, and on the other a plane surface, and having
the property of changing the direction of the rays of light

passing through it
; a sight-glass.

LENT, i. &. p. from Lend. See LEND.
LENT, TI. The quadragesimal fast, continuing forty days,
from Ash-Wednesday to Easter; a time of abstinence.
Camden. [f A loan. Twells.]

|LENT, a. Slow; mild. B.Jonson.

LENT'EN, (len'tn) a. Such as is used in Lent
; sparing.

LEN'TJ-CELLE,* n. [Fr.] (Bot.) A minute tubercle on a
stem. Brande.

LEN-Tlc'v-LA,* TI. A small concave or convex glass. Crabb.

LEN-TIC'V-LAR, a. Doubly convex
;
of the form of a lens.

LEN'TI-FORM, a. [lens and forma, L.J Having the form of
a lentil or lens

;
lenticular.

LEN-TJ^'I-NOUSJ a. [lentigo, L.] Scurfy; furfuraceous
;

freckly. Chalmers.

LEN-TI'GO, [len-tl'go, S. W. Sm. ; len-te'go, Ja. ; len'te go,
J. K.] n.

[L.J
A freckle, or freckly eruption upon the skin.

LEN'TIL, n.
[tcntille, Fr.] A plant of the vetch kind

;
a sort

of pulse with orbicular seeds, which are generally con-
vex.

LEN-Tls'cys, TI. [L.] The mastic-tree
;
lentisk. Berkeley.

LEN'TISK, n. [lentiscus, L.] The tree which produces mas-
tic.

jLEN'Tl-TUDE, n. [lentus, L.] Sluggishness; slowness.

Bailey.

fLENT'NER, TI. A kind of hawk. Walton.

LEN'TO,* [It.] (Mns.) Slow; a movement between largo
and grave. Hamilton.

LEN'TOR, n. [L.] Viscosity ;
slowness

;
coldness. Jirbuth-

not. (Med.) A viscidity or siziness of any fluid
;
the co-

agulated part of the blood.

LEN'TOVS, a. Viscous
;
viscid

;
tenacious. Browne.

LEN'ZIN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A hydrated silicate of alumina,
white and translucent. Brande.

LE'O, TI. [L.] (J3stron.) The Lion; the fifth sign of the zo-
diac.

fLE'QD, n. The people ;
a nation

; country. Gibson.

j-LE'QF, 7i. Love. Leofwin is a winner of love. Gibson.

LE'Q-HUNT-ER,* n. One who seeks lions or objects olfccu-

riosity ;
lion-hunter. QM. Rev. [Low.]

LEONHARDITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling lau-
monite. Dana.

LE'Q-NINE, a. [leoninus, L.] Belonging to a lion
; having

the nature of a lion. Leonine verses are Latin verses of
which the end rhymes to the middle, so named from Leo,
or from Leoninus, the inventor

; as,
" Gloria factorum temere conceditur horum."

LE'Q-NINE-LY,* ad. In the manner of a lion. Harris.

LE-ON'TQ-DON,* n. (.Bet.) A genus of plants; the dande-
lion. P. Cyc.

LEOP'ARD, (lep'ard) TI. [Ico and pardus,L,.] A spotted beast
of prey, of the felis or cat genus.

LOP'ARD'~BANE, (lep'ardz nan) n. An herb.

LEp'A-DlTE,* n. A cirriped ; the goose-barnacle. Brande.

t,EP-AXDQ-GXs'TER,* n. A species of fish. Brande.

LEP'AL,* n. (Bot.) A sterile stamen. Brande. [R.]
LE'PAS,* n. [L.] (Zool.) An invertebrate animal, of the
genus cirripeda; a barnacle; the limpit of the ancients
P. Cyc.

LEP'ER, n. [lepra, L.] One infected with a leprosy.
LEP'ER-oOs, a. Infected with leprosy; leprous. Shak.

JLEP'ID, a. [lepidus, L.] Pleasant; merry; quick. Barrow.
LEP-I-DQ-DEN'DRQN,* n.; pi. LEPIDODENDRA. (Geol.)A genus of fossil plants found in coal formations. Buck-

land.

LEP'i-DolD,* n. An extinct fossil fish. Buckland.
LEP'I-DQ-LITE,* OT-LE-PID'Q-LITE,*W. [Aertj and Ai'00 S.]

(Min.) A mineral of pinkish color, and granular and foli-
ated texture. Brande.

LEP-I-DOP'TE-RA,* n. pi. [Ae^? and nTcpov.] (Ent.) An
order of insects having four wings, including butterflies
and moths. Brande.

LEP-I-DOP'TER-AL,* ) a. Relating to the lepidoptera
LEP-I-DOP'TER-OCS,* \

Booth.

LEP-I-DO'SIS,* 7i. (Med.) An efflorescence of scales on the
body. Scudamore.

LEP'I-DOTE,* a. (Bot.) Covered with a sort of scurfiness.
P. Cyc.

LEP-I-PHYL'LVM,* n. (Geol.) A fossil leaf which occurs in
coal formation. Brongniart.

LE-pdR'i-rjjE
y
* n . pi. (Zool.) A family of rodent animals,

including the hare, rabbit, &c. P. Cyc.
LEP'Q-RINE, or LEP'Q-RINE, [lep'o-rln, W. J. F. Ja. Sm.;

le'po-rln, S. ; lep'o-rin, K. Wb.] a. [leporinus, L.] Belong-
ing to a hare

; having the nature of a hare.

LE'pRA,*n. [L.] (Med.) A disease affecting the skin; lep-
rosy. P. Cyc.

fLE-FRos'i-TY, TI. A leprous or squamous disease. Bacon.

LEP'RQ-SY, n. [lepra, L.] A loathsome disease of the skin,
characterized by scaly patches of a nearly circular form.
It appears to have been of more frequent occurrence in
ancient than in modern times.

LEP'ROUS, (lep'rus) a. Infected with leprosy ; scurfy.
Lfip'Roys-LY, ad. In the manner of a leper. Tourneur.

LEP'ROUS-NESS, n. State of being leprous. Sherwood.

LEP-TOL'O-GY,* n. A discourse on small matters. Crabb.

LEP-TQ-PHI'NA,* n. A long, slender serpent. Bell.

LEP-TO-SO'MVS,* n. A genus of birds. P. Cyc.
LEP-TUN'TIC,*TI. An attenuating, cutting medicine. Crabb.

LEp'TYN-lTE,*n. (Min.) Same as granulite. Dana.
tLERE,n. A lesson

;
lore

; doctrine; learning ;
skill. Spenser.

fLERE, a. Empty; ready; prepared. Butler.

fLERE, v. a. To learn. Chaucer. To teach. Fairfax.

LE-RIS'TA,* n. A genus of serpents. Bell.

LER-NE'AN,* n. One of the lernaa, a genus of crustaceous

animals, which are parasites of fishes; theepizoa. Brande.

fLER'RY, n. A rating; a lecture. -[Rustic word.]
LES'BI-AN,* a. Belonging to Lesbos. Ency.
LE'SION,* (le'zhun) n. A hurting; an injury. (Law) In-

jury suffered in consequence of inequality of situation.
Whishaw.

LESS. A negative or privative termination. [tes, Sax.]
Joined to a substantive, it implies the absence or privation
of the thing expressed by that substantive

; as, lifeless,

without life.

LESS, a.; camp, of Little. Smaller; not so great.

LESS, n. Not so much
; opposed to more, or to as much.

LESS, ad. In a smaller degree ;
in a lower degree.

fLfiss, conj. Unless
;
lest. B. Jonson.

{LESS, v. a. To make less
;
to lessen. Gower.

LES-SEE', n. The person to whom a lease is given.

LES'SEN, (les'sn) v. a. [i. LESSENED; pp. LESSENING, LES-

SENED.] To make less; to diminish in bulk, degree, or

quality ;
to abate.

LES'SEN, (les'sn) v. n. To grow less ; to decrease.

LESS'ER, a. Less; smaller, fcjr It is a corruption of less,

the comparative of little, of long and established use in

certain cases
; as,

" the Lesser Asia." It may be used in-

stead of less whenever the rhythm can be aided, or the

double occurrence of a terminational * avoided ; as,
" At-

tend to what a lesser Muse indites." Bp. Hard.

tLss'ER, ad. Less. Shak.

J-LES'SES, n. pi. [laissees, Fr.] The dung of beasts left on

the ground. Bailey.

LES'SON, (les'sn) n. [le$on, Fr.; laiseins, Goth.] Anything
read or repeated to a teacher in order to improvement ;

the instruction or lecture given at one time by a teacher ;

a task, exercise, or subject given to a pupil ; precept:

portion of Scripture read in divine service: a rating

lecture.

LES'SON, (les'sn) v. a. To teach ;
to instruct. Shak. [R.]

LES'SOR, or LES-SOR', [les'sbr, S. W. P. E. F. K.; les-sbr',

J. ; les'sbr', Ja. ; les'sor or les-sbr', Sm.] n. One who lets

any thing by lease. 5= This word is a law term, and
when used as a correlative of lessee, is pronounced les-sbr'.

LEST, [lest, P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; lest or 15st, S. W.]

conj. That not
;
for fear that.

LET, v. a. [i. LET, pp. LETTING, LET.] To allow
;
to suffer;

to permit ;
to leave in some state or course ;

to lease
; to
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grant to a tenant ;
to put to hire. In the imperative mood

it denotes entreaty, supplication, exhortation, command,
or permission. It is followed by the infinitive mood
without the sign to; as, "to let go." To let blood, to

cause blood to come out. To let in, or into, to admit, or

cause to corne in. To let off', to discharge. To let out,

to discharge ;
to lease out.

fLET, v. a. [i.
LETTED ;pp. LETTING, LETTED.] To hinder

;

to obstruct ;
to oppose. Spenser.

LET, v. n. [fTo forbear. Bacon.} To be leased or let
; as,

" a

house to let."
" The terse brevity of this is ill replaced

by the apparently more correct form of,
' a house to be

let.'
" Smart.

LET, n. Hinderance ; obstacle ;
obstruction. Hooker. [R.]

LET, the termination of diminutive words, from lyte, Sax-

on, little
; as, rivulet, a small river or stream.

LETCH, [lech, Sm.] n. A vessel for making lye. See LEECH,
and LEACH.

LE'THAL, a. [lethalis, L.] Deadly; mortal. W. Richardson.

fLE-THAL'i-TV, n. Mortality. Atkins.

LE-THAR'GIC, \
a. Affected by lethargy ; sleepy by dis-

LE-THAR'G}-CAL, \
ease

; drowsy ;
dull.

LE-THAR'^I-CAL-LY, ad. In a morbid sleepiness.

LE-THAR'^J-CAL-NESS, n. Morbid sleepiness. More.

LE-THAR'GIC-NESS, . Morbid sleepiness ; lethargy. Herbert.

LETH'AR-UIZE,* v. a. To render lethargic. Coleridge. [R.]

LETH'AR-GIZEU,* (-jlzd) a. Rendered lethargic ; drowsy.

Morgan. [R.]

LETH'AR-G, n. [XriQapyia, Gr.
; lethargic, Fr.] A morbid

drowsiness, of the nature of apoplexy ;
a state of stupor ;

unnatural sleepiness ;
dulness.

fLETH'AR-GY, v. a. To make lethargic or sleepy. Sliak.

LE'THE, n. [A)',0//.] A poetical river of hell : oblivion
;
a

draught of oblivion. Milton. [fDeath. Shale.]

LE-THE'AN, a. Oblivious ; causing oblivion. Milton.

ILE'THEED, a. Oblivious; lethean. Shale.

}LE-THIF'ER-OUS, a. [lethifer, L.] Deadly; bringing death.

Dr. Robinson.

LET'TER, n. One who lets or permits.

LET'TER, n. [lettre, Fr. ; litera, L.] An alphabetic charac-

ter, or a character for expressing sounds to the eye ;
a

type with which books are printed : a written message ;

an epistle ;
a note

;
a billet : verbal expression ;

the literal

meaning. pi. Learning ;
literature. Dead letter, a writ-

ing or precept without authority or force : a letter left in

a post-office and not called for. Letter of credit, a letter

written by one merchant or correspondent to another, re-

questing him to credit the bearer with a certain sum of

money. Letter of license, an instrument by which cred-

itors allow a person,who has failed in his trade, time for the

payment of his debts, and the management of his affairs.

Letters patent, open letters, or a written instrument con-

taining a royal grant. Letters of marque. See MARQUE.
LET'TER, v. a.

[i.
LETTERED ; pp. LETTERING, LETTERED.]

To stamp with letters, Addison.

LET'TER-BOARD,* n. A board on which a printer's types
are placed for distribution. Brande.

LET-TER-CASE,* n. A case for containing letters. Jlsh.

LET'TERED, (let'terd) a. Literate; educated to learning;
learned ; belonging to learning ; suiting letters.

LET'TER-FoOND'ER, n. One who casts types; a type-
founder.

LET'TER-ING,* n. The act of forming or marking with let-

ters
;
the letters used in marking.

LET'TER-IZE,*u. n. To write letters. CA. Lamb. [R.]

fLET'TER-LESS, a. Ignorant ;
illiterate. Waterhousc.

LET'TER-LING,* n. A little letter. J. Bawdier.

LET'TER-OF'FICE,* n. A depository for letters. Black-

stone.

LET'TER-PRESS, n. Letters and words printed, or print
from type,as distinguished from the print from copperplate.

LET'TER-PA'TENT, n. pi. A written instrument con-

taining a royal grant. Blackstone.

LET'TER-WRIT'ER,* n. A writer of letters. Addison.

LET'TVCE, (let'tjs) n. [lactuca, L.] A garden plant used
for salad.

LEU'CA,* n. [L.] (In old records) A league. Crabb.

LEU'CINE,* n. (Chem.) A white pulverulent substance, ob-

tained by the action of sulphuric acid on muscular fibre.

Brande.

LEU-CIS'CVS,* n. (Ich.) A genus of fishes, including the

dace. P. Cyc.
LEO'clTE,*7i. (Min.} A white volcanic mineral. Lyell.

LELJ-CQ-DEN'DRQN,* n. (Bot.~) A genus of plants; the sil-

ver-tree. Hamilton.

LEU-cQ--THi-6p'ic,* a. White and black. Smart.

LEU-CO'MA,* 'n. [Arf<w/*a.] (Med.) A white opacity of the

cornea of the eye. Brande.

LEU-CQ-PHLEG'MA-CY, n. (Med.) A dropsical habit. Ar-

buthiiot.

^LEU-CQ-PHLEG-MAT'IC, a. [\CVKOS and <X>//a.] Dropsi-
cal. Qui/icy.

LEU-COP'Y-RITE,* n. (Min.) Arsenical pyrites. Dana.

LEIJ-CO'THI-OP,* n. An albino. Smart.

LE'VAN-CY,* n. The act of rising up. Burrows. [R.]
LE'VANT, or LE-VANT', [le'vant, E. Wb. Johnson, Ash,

Barclay ; le-vant', K. Dyche, Rees ; leVant, Sm.] a. Re-

lating to the quarter where the sun rises; eastern
; rising

up. Milton.

LE-vlNT', n. [Fr.] The east, particularly the eastern coasts
of the Mediterranean, or those of Asia Minor and Syria.

LE-VANT'ER, n. A strong easterly wind in the Mediterra-
nean : a cant term for one who runs away from his

horse-racing debts. Todd.

LE-vXN'TiNE, or LEV'AN-TINE, [le-van'tjn, Sm. R. Ash,
Bailey, leVan-tln, J. Wb. Todd.]'a. [levantin, Fr.] Be-

longing to the Levant, or that part of the east so called.

LE-VA'RI FA'CI-AS* (-fa'she-as) [L.] (Law) A writ of
execution directed to the sheriff, for levying a sum of

money upon a man's land, tenements, goods, and chat- -

tels, who has forfeited his recognizance. Tomlins.

LE-VA'TOR, n.
[L.J (Med.) A muscle that lifts up ; a sur-

gical instrument for lifting up a depressed part.

fLEVE, a. Agreeable; dear; lief. Qowcr. See LIEF.

fLEVE, v. a. The old form of the word believe. Gower.
LE r<EE, (lev'e) [lev'e, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ;

]e-ve',Ash, Ricliards'oii.] n. [Fr.] Time of rising ; a cere-

monious morning visit or assembly. (U. S.) Used also

for an evening party or assembly ; as,
" the president's

levee;" often pronounced le-ve'. A pier; an em-
bankment to prevent inundation.

LEV'EE,* v. a. To hunt or pursue at levees.
' Warm in pursuit, he levees all the great." Young.

LEV'EL, a. Even; plain; flat; smooth; not having one

part higher than another; being in the same line or plane
with any thing.

LEV'EL, v. a. [L LEVELLED
; pp. LEVELLING, LEVELLED.]

To make even ; to free from inequalities ;
to reduce to

the same height ;
to lay flat ; to aim at ; to point ;

to di-

rect to an end
;
to suit in proportion.

LEV'EL, v. n. To aim
;
to bring the gun or arrow to the

same line with the mark
;
to conjecture ;

to attempt ;
to

be in the same direction ;
to make attempts ;

to become
even or level.

LEV'EL, n. A plane or plain ;
a surface without inequali-

ties
; customary height, rate, or standard ;

a state of equal-

ity ; rule; plan; line of direction: an instrument

whereby masons adjust their work.

LEV'EL-IM,* n. The act or principles of levelling distinc-

tions in society. CA. 06. [R.I

LEV-EL-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of levelling. Gent. Mag. [R.]

LEV'EL-LER, n. One who levels ;
one who endeavors to

bring all to the same level or condition. See TRAVELLER.

LEV'EL-LING,* n. The act of finding or making a level
j

the act of finding a horizontal line. Francis.

LEV'EL-LING,* p. a. Making level; equalizing.

LEV'EL-LY,* ad. Evenly ;'
in a level manner. Hobbes.

LEV'EL-NESS, n. State of being level ; evenness.

LEV'EN, n. [levain, Fr.] Ferment ;
leaven. See LEAVE*.

LE'VER, [le'ver, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; lev'er,

Wb.] n. A bar for raising a great weight by turning on a
fulcrum

;
the second mechanical power.

fLE'VER, a. ; comp. degree of leve, leef, or lief. More agreea-
ble

;
more pleasing. Gower.

tLE'VER, ad. Rather. Chaucer.

LEV'ER-AGE,* n. The use or act of using levers. Loudon.

LEV'ER-ET, n. [lievreteau, Fr.] A hare in the first year of
its age.

LEV'ER-OCK, n. The name of the lark in Scotland. Walton.

fLEv'ETJ n. [lever, Fr.] A blast of the trumpet. Hudibras.

LEV'J-A-BLE, a. That may be levied. Bacon.

LE-VI'A-THAN, n. A great marine animal mentioned in the

book of Job ; by some supposed to be the crocodile, by
I

some the whale, and by others an animal now extinct.

LEV'l-GATE, v. a. \Jsevigo, L.] [i. LEVIGATED; pp. LEVI-

GATING, LEVIGATED.] To polish ;
to smooth; to plane,

to grind to an impalpable powder ;
to mix till the liquor

becomes smooth and uniform. Barrow.

LEV'I-GATE, a. Made smooth ; levigated. Sir T. Elyot.

LEV-J-GA'TION, n. Act of levigating ; smoothing.
tLfiv'iN, 7i. Lightning. Chaucer.

LEV'I-NER,* n. A swift species of hound. Crabb.

LfiV-i-RA'TlON,* 71. [levir, L., a husband's brother.] The act

or custom, 'among the Jews, of a man's marrying the

widovv_of a deceased brother. J. Allen.

LEV-I-TA'TIQN, n. [levitas, levitatis, L.] Act of making
light ; buoyancy. Paley.

LE'VITE, n. [levita, L., from LevL] One of the tribe ofLev) ;

one born to the office of priesthood among the Jews: a

priest, in contempt.
LE-VIT'I-CAL, a. Belonging to the Levites ; making part of

the refigion of the Jews ; priestly. Milton.

LE-VIT'I-CAL-LV, ad. After the manner of the Levites.

LE-Vi'T'i-ctJS,* 71. The third book of Moses. Bible.

LEV'I-TY, n. [levitas, L.] The quality of being light ;
want

of weight, gravity, or seriousness ; lightness ;
inconstan-

cy ; changeableness ;
unsteadiness ;

idle pleasure ; vanity ;

trifling gayety.
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LEV'Y, 75. a. [lever, Fr.] [i. LEVIED ;pp. LEVYING, LEVIED.]
To raise; to collect; to impose: to raise, applied to

men, for an army, sometimes to money.
LEV'Y, 71. Act of raising money or men

;
the quantity,

amount, or number raised.

LEV'Y-ING,* n. The act of raising by a levy.
LEVYNE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized, hydrated alumino-sil-

icate of lime and soda. Brande.

fLEW, (lu) a. [Hew, D.] Tepid ;
lukewarm

; pale ;
wan.

Wiclife.

LEWD, (lud) a. [fLay ; not clerical. Wicliffe.] Wicked
;
bad

;

dissolute. Wliitgift. Lustful
;
libidinous.

LEWD'LY, (lad'Ie) ad. In a lewd manner
; lustfully.

LEWD'NESS, n. Quality of being lewd; wickedness; de-

bauchery ;
lustful licentiousness.

fLEWD'sTER, 71. One given to criminal pleasures. Shak.

LEW'IS,* n. A mechanical instrument consisting of thin

wedges of iron. Hamilton.
LEWIS D'OR, (16'e-dor') n. See Louis D'OR.

LEX-I-COG'RA-PHER,?!. [\%ii<6v and }pd<t>u.] One versed
in lexicography ; a writer of dictionaries. Watts.

LEX-i-CQ-GRXPH'ic,* ) a. Relating to lexicography.
LEX-I-CO-GRXPH'I-CAL,* \

Richardson.

LEX-I-CSG'RA-PHY, 7i. The art or practice of composing,
compiling, or writing dictionaries ; lexicology.

LEX-I-COL'Q-GY,* n. The science of the meaning and just
application of words

; lexicography. Brande.

Lfix'i-cSN, n. [\S%IKOV.] A dictionary; particularly a
Greek dictionary.

LEX-I-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. Representing words ; relating to

LEX-I-GRXPH'I-CAL,* j lexigraphy. Du Ponceau.

LEX-iG'RA-pHY,*n. A representation of words by the com-
bination of other words. Du Ponceau.

LEX NdN SCRJP'TA,* [L.] (Law)
" Law not written ;"

the common law. Lex, scripta, "written law;" stat-

ute law. Scudamore.
LEX TAL-I-O'NIS,* [L.] (Law)

" The law of retaliation."

Whishaw.
LEX TER'RJE* [L.] (Law) "The law of the land."

Scudamore.

LEY, (le) 7i. A field or pasture. Gibson. See LEA.

LEY-DEN-PHI'AL,,* n. (Electricity) A glass phial, or jar,
coated inside with some conducting substance, for the

purpose of being charged and used in making experi-
ments. Hamilton.

LfZE'-MXj'ES-TY,* n. (Law) A crime committed against
the sovereign power in a state. Brande.

LI,* 7i. A Chinese itinerary measure equal to 1879 English
Jfeet.

Hamilton.

Ll-A-BlL'l-TY, n. The state of being liable; liableness.

Richardson. [Modern, but in good use.]

LI'A-BLE, a. [liable, old Fr., from Her.] Answerable;
bound; not exempt ; subject; obnoxious; exposed.

LI'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being liable; obnoxiousness
;

subjection ; liability. Hammond.
LIAISON,* (le'a-zong') n. [Fr.] A binding or fastening to-

gether ;
a bond of union. Q. Rev.

LI'AR, n. One who lies or tells lies.

fLl'ARD, a. [Hart, old Fr.] Gray. Chaucer.

Ll'AS,* n. (Min.) A blue-colored, clayey limestone. Lyell.

LIB, j>.
a. [lubben, D.] To castrate. Chapman. [Local, Eng.]

LI-BA'TION, n. [libatio, L.] The act of pouring wine on
the ground in honor of some deity ;

the wine so poured.
jLlB'BARD, 7i. [libaert, Ger.] A leopard. Spenser.

LIB'BARD'S-BANE, 71. A poisonous plant. B. Jonson.

LI'BEL, n. [libellus, L.
; libelle, Fr.] (Law) A malicious pub-

lication in writing or printing, or by signs, pictures, &c.,
designed to render a person odious; a lampoon: an
original declaration or charge in a civil action.

LI'BEL, v. a.
[i. LIBELLED ; pp. LIBELLING, LIBELLED.] To

defame maliciously ; to satirize ; to lampoon ;
to traduce;

_to vilify (Law) To bring a charge against.

LI'BEL, v. n. To spread defamation, written or printed.
Ll-BEL'LV-LA,* n. (Ent.) A species of fly ;

the dragon-fly.
Brande.

Li'BEL-LXNT,* n. (Law) One who brings or files a libel or

charge in a chancery or admiralty case
; corresponding to

plaintiff in actions in common-law courts. Bouvier.

LI'BEL-LER, n. One who libels
; a lampooner.

LI'BEL-LlNG, 7i. Act of defaming or abusing.
LI'BEL-LOUS, a. Partaking of the nature of a libel

;
defam-

atory.

Ll'BER,*7i. [L., inner bark ; a bvok.](Bot.) The newly-
formed, inner bark of trees or plants. P. Cyc.

LtB'ER-AL, a. [liberalis, L.] Not mean
; becoming a gen-

tleman ; munificent; generous ; bountiful
;
not parsimo-

nious ; candid; catholic; allowing freedom of opinion ;

free to excess ;
latitudinarian.

LIB'ER-AL,* n. An advocate for liberal principles. Ed. Rev.

LiB'ER-AL-IM,* n. The principles or practice of liberals
;

liberal principles ; free-thinking. Brit. Crit.

LfB'ER-AL-IsT,* n. An adherent to liberal principles. Ch. Ob.

LiB-ER-AL-IsT'ic,*a. Relating to liberalism. JV. Y. Rev. [R.]

LtB-ER-XL'i-Ty', n. Quality of being liberal
; munificence;

bounty ; generosity ; generous profusion ;
freedom of

opinion ;
Catholicism ; liberal principle or conduct.

LlB'ER-AL-IZE, V. a. [i. LIBERALIZED ; pp. LIBERALIZING,
,IBERALIZED.] To make liberal

;
to enlarge. Burke.

LiB'ER-AL-Ly, ad. In a liberal manner; bountifully ; freely.

LiB'ER-AL-MiNi>'ED,* a. Having a liberal mind; enlight-
ened

;
catholic. Johnson.

LtB'ER-ATE, v. a. [libero, L.] [i. LIBERATED; pp. LIBERAT-

ING, LIBERATED.] To release
;
to set at large ;

to deliver;
to rescue ; to free

;
to set free. Adam, Smith.

LIB-ER-A'TIQN, n. The act of setting free; deliverance.

LlB'ER-A-TC-R, ?i. One who liberates
; a deliverer.

LIB'ER-TI-CIDE,* n. [liberticide, Fr.] A destroyer of lib-

erty ; destruction of liberty. Southcy.
LIB'ER-TIN-AGE, n. [Fr.] Libertinism. Warburton.

LIB'ER-TINE, n. [Hbertin, Fr.] One who lives dissolutely
or without personal restraint, particularly as regards com-
merce with the other sex

;
a debauchee. (Law) [liberti-

nus, L.] A freedman, or the son of a freednmn. Jlyliffe.

LiB'ER-TlNE, a. Lax in morals
;
licentious. Bacon.

LIB'ER-TIN-]M, 71. The character or conduct of a liber-

tine
;
dissoluteness ; licentiousness.

LIB'ER-TY, 71. \libertas, L.
; libcrtc, Fr.] Power of acting

without restraint
;
the state or condition of society which

secures to every individual the right or power of acting
under no restraint except such as is caused by equitable

laws, operating equally on all the citizens ;
or except

such as is approved and sanctioned by enlightened reason,
and a well-trained conscience

; freedom, as opposed to

slavery; freedom, as opposed to necessity ; privilege; ex-

emption; immunity; license; leave; permission. pi.

The precincts or outer districts of a city. Liberty of the

press, (Law) The right to print and publish the truth from

good motives, and for justifiable ends.

Ll-BETH'EN-lTE,* 7i. (Min.) A phosphate of copper. Dana.
Ll-BiD'l-NiST, 71. One devoted to lewdness. Juntas. [R.]

Ll-Blo'l-NODs, a. [libidinosus, L.] Lewd
;
lustful.

LJ-BID'I-NOUS-LY, ad. Lewdly ; lustfully. Bp. Lavington.
LJ-BlD'i-NOOs-NESS, n. Lewdness

;
lustfulness.

LI'BRA, n. [L.] pi. LIBRA-:. A balance ;
scales. (Astron.)

The Balance ; the seventh sign in the zodiac.

LI'BRAL, a. [libralis, L.] Of a pound weight. Diet. [R.]

LT-BRi'Ri-AN, 7i. [librarius, L.] One who has the care of a

library.

LI-BRA'Ri-AN-SHlp, n. The office of a librarian.

LI'BRA-RY, n. [librairie, Fr.] An arranged collection of

books, public or private ;
a building or apartment in which

the collection is kept ;
a book-room.

Ll'BRATE, v. a. [libra, L.] [i.
LIBRATED ; pp. LIBRATING,

LIBRATED.] To poise ;
to balance

;
to hold in equipoise.

LI-BRA'TIC-N, (H-bra'shun) n. [libratio, L,] Act of librat-

ing ;
state of being balanced. (Matron.) An apparent

irregularity in the moon's motion, by which she seems to

librate about her axis.

LI'BRA-TO-RY, a. Balancing ; playing like a balance.

LI-BRET'TO,* n. [It.] A little book; a book containing
the words of an opera. Chambers.

LJ(B$,* n. [L.] The south-west wind. Shenstone.

LICE, n._; pi. of Louse. See LOUSE.

LICE'BANE, n. A plant.

Ll'cENS-A-BLE, a. That may be licensed. Cotgrave.

LI'CENSE, n. [licentia, L. ; licence, Fr.] Leave
; permission ;

liberty : excess
;
exorbitant liberty ; contempt of neces-

sary restraint : a grant of permission to do some lawful
act

;
the instrument granting permission: often writ-

_ten licence.

LI'CENSE, v. a. [i. LICENSED; pp. LICENSING, LICENSED.]

_To permit by a legal grant ;
to dismiss

;
to send away.

LI'CENSE D,* (ll'senst) p. a. Furnished with a license.

LI-c EN-SEE',* n. One to whom a license is granted. Story.

L!'cENS-ER, 7i. One who licenses or grants permission.

LlCENSURE,* n. Act of licensing ;
license. Godwin.

LI-CN'TI-ATE, (ll-sen'she-at) [ll-sen'she-ftt, P. J. Ja.: II-

sen'she-at, W. F. Sm. ; 11-sen'shet, S. E.] n. [licentiates,

low L.] One who has a license ;
one who has a degree

in a Spanish university ;
one who has a license to preach

or to practise any art or profession.

fLI-CEN'TI-ATE, (11-sen'she-at) v. a. [licencier,Fi.] To per-
mit

;
to license. L1

Estrange.

LI-CEN'TIOUS, (li-sen'shus) a. Using license, in a bad

sense
;
unrestrained by law or morality ;

dissolute ;
lax

;

Joose ; vague ;
unconfined.

LI-CEN'TIOUS-LY, (ll-sen'shys-le) ad. In a licentious man-
ner

; dissolutely; without just restraint.

LI-CEN'Tioys-NESS, (ll-sen'shus-nes) n. Quality of being
licentious.

fLfCH, a. Like
; resembling ; equal. Gowcr.

fLtCH, n. A dead carcass. Webber.

IILI'jeHEN * or LICII'EN,* [ll'ken, Ja. : lichen, K. R. ; lik'

en, Wb. ; lich'en, (as the name of a tetter, ll'ken,) S/w.]

, [Xst X v, Gr. ;' lichen, L. If Fr.] (Bot.) An order of plants

of very low organization, which grow on the bark of

trees, on rocks, and on the ground, containing many
species employed in the arts as pigments, and also us

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, fi, I, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, I, 9, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; nfiiu, HER;
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articles of food, one of which is Iceland moss. (Med.)
An eruption of the skin

;
a cutaneous distemper affect-

ing the head with scabs
;
a tetter. Brands.

&5= The majority of the few English orthoepists who
have given the pronunciation of this word, pronounce it

ITch'eri ;
but as a Greek and Latin word, it is pronounced

ll'ken ;
the French keep the ch hard, pronouncing it 15'-

ken
;
and the pronunciation of ll'ken appears to he sup-

ported by the best usage among American botanists.

]|Li-iiEN'ic,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained from
lichens. P. Cyc.

ILfeH'E-NiNE,* n. (Chem.) A vegetable product obtained
from a species of lichen, and sometimes called lichen

starch. Brandc.

|LueH-EN-p-ORXPii'ic,* ) a. Relating to lichens or

|L!H-EN-c-GRAPH'i-CAL,* \ lichenography. P. Cyc.

|Lj.eH-EN-OG
/

RA-pHisi,* n. One versed in lichenography.
Knowlcs.

||L]jeH-EN-OG'RA-pHY,* n, (Bot.) A description of lichens.

P. Cyc.
Lieu' f,* (lich'e) n. A favorite Chinese fruit, about the

size of an apricot. Malcom.

LICH'-OWL, 71. A sort of owl supposed to foretell death.

Ll9'lT, (lls'jt) a.
[licitus, L.] Lawful. Port Royal Gr. [R.]

Ll9'lT-LY, (lls'jt-le) ad. Lawfully. Throckmorton. [R.]

Li^'lT-NESS, (lis'jt-nes) n. Lawfulness. [R.]

LICK, v. a.
[i.

LICKED
; pp. LICKING, LICKED.] To pass

over with the tongue ;
to lap ;

to take in by the tongue.
[To beat; to strike. Todd. Colloquial in England

and the U. S.J To lick up, to devour.

LicK, n. A blow ;
a stroke. Dryden. Act of licking ;

that

which is licked up. Dryden. A salt spring, so named
from the earth around being curiously furrowed by buffa-

loes and deer which lick the ground on account of the
saline particles ; a salt-lick. Inday. [U. S.]

L'ICK'ER, 7i. One who licks or laps up.

L!CK'ER-ISH, a. Nice in the choice of food; nice; deli-

cate
; dainty ; eager ; greedy.

LICK'ER-ISH-LY, ad. In a lickerish manner. Chaucer.

LlCK'ER-Isii-NESS, 7i. duality of being lickerish.

tLicK'ER-ous, a. Same as lickerish. Bp. Hall.

fLiCK'ER-OUS-NESS, n. Same as lickerishncss. Chaucer.

LicK'lNG,* 7i. A beating; a whipping. Forby. [Vulgar.]
LicK'-SpiT-TLE,* n. A mean, servile flatterer. Hollo-

my. [Low.l
;'0-RKLTc'0-RICE, (llk'9-ris) n. [liquirhia, It.] A root ofsweet taste.

fLic'Q-ROns, a. Lickerish. Bailey.

fLic'Q-ROtJs-NESS, n. Lickerishness. Woolton.
Lie 1 TOR, n. [L.] A beadle or officer among the Romans, who
attended the consuls to apprehend or punish criminals.

LIo, n. A cover; any thing that shuts down over a vessel :

the membrane which, when we sleep or wink, is

drawn over the eye; the eyelid: the calyx that falls

off from the flower in a single piece.

LID'LESS,* a. Destitute of a lid. Shelley.

LIE, (II) 71. A criminal falsehood
;
a falsehood intended to

deceive and mislead
;
a charge of falsehood ;

an un-

_truth ; falsity; a fiction.

LIE, (II) v. n. [i. LIED
; pp. LYING, LIED.] To utter crimi-

nal falsehood
;
to represent falsely ;

to violate truth
;
to

falsify.

LlE, (II) 7'. n.
[i. LAY; pp. LYING, LAIN or LIEN. Lien,

formerly in use, js nearly obsolete.] To rest horizontally
or nearly so

; to be in a state of rest or repose ;
to re-

cline ;
to rest

;
to press upon ;

to be reposited in the

grave ;
to remain

;
to reside

;
to be placed or situated

;

to be in any state
;
to consist ; to be valid. To lie by,

to rest
;
to remain still. To lie down, to rest

;
to sink

into the grave. To lie in, to be in childbed. To lie

under, to be subject to; to be oppressed by. To lie

with, to converse with in bed.

LIE, (II) [II, W. P. J. E. E-Ja. K. Sm. ; le, S.] n. Water
impregnated with alkaline salt. See LYE.

fLlEF, (lef) a. Dear; beloved. Spender.

LIEF, (lef) ad. Willingly ;
with inclination or good will.

LIEGE, (lej) a. \lige, Fr.] Bound by some feudal tenure or

connection; subject; sovereign. Spenser. This word
is joined indifferently to lord or subject, as, liege-lord,
the lord of liege-men, or liege-man, a subject of a liege-lord.

LIEGE, (lej) n. Sovereign; superior lord. Phillips. [R.]

LIEGE'MAN, n. A subject. Spenser. [R.] See LIEGE.

LIEG'ER,' (le'jer) [15'jer, S. W. P. K. ; lej'er, Sm. W>.] n.

A resident ambassador. Denham. Written also leger and
leaner.

LIE'GIAN-CY,* 7i. (Law) Such a duty or fealty as a man
cannot bear or owe to more than one lord. Crabb.

fLI'EN. The old participle of lie. Qen. xxvi. See LIE.

Li'EN,* or Li'EN,* [IS'en, Ja. Sm. ; ll'en, K. ; len, Wb.] n.

[Fr.J (Law) The right of a creditor to retain the prop-
erty of the debtor till the debt is paid ;

or an obligation,

tie, or hold, annexed to any property, without satisfying

which, such property cannot be demanded by its owner.
Brande. .

LI-EN-TER'IC, a. Pertaining to a lientery. Grew.

Ll'EN-TER-y, [ll'en-ter-e, S. W. P. J. K. Sm. Wb. ; li-en'-

ter-e, Bailey, Penning, Dunglison.] n. [Xeiov and E'I-TEJOOI/.]

(Med.\ A flux of the bowels in which the food passe*
with little alteration.

LI'ER, 7i. One who rests or lies down.
LIEU, (lu) n. [Fr.] Place; stead; as, in lieu of; hardly
ever used except in this phrase.

||LIEU-TEN'AN-CY, (lev-tSn'an-se or lu-ten'an-se) n. The
office of a lieutenant

;
the body of lieutenants.

||LlEU-TEN'ANT, (lev-ten'ant or lu-ten'aiit) [lev-ten'ant,
W. Sm.; lif-ten'ant, S. E. Barclay; Ijv-ten'ant, P.J.'h.;
lu-ten'ant, Ja. Wb. ; liv-ten'ant or lu-ten'ant, F. ; lef-

ten'ant, K.} n. [Fr.] (Mil.) One who holds the next
rank to a captain in the army, or to a commander in
the navy ;

one who holds the next rank to a superior of
any denomination

;
a deputy.

||LIE"U-TEN'ANT-COLONEL,* (lev-ten'ant-kur'nel) n. An
officer next below a colonel. Crabb.

IILiEU-TEN'ANT-^EN'ER-AL,* (lev-) n. An officer next be-
low a general. Crabb.

||LiEU-TEN'ANT-G6v'ERN-OR,* 7i. A deputy governor
P. Cyc.

IJLIEU-TEN'ANT-RY,* (lev-) n. Lieutenancy. Shak.

IlLiEU-TEN'ANT-SHiP, (lev-ten'ant-ship) n. Lieutenancy.
LIEVE, (lev) ad. Willingly ;

lief. Shak. See LIEF.

LIFE, n. ; pi. LIVE?. The state of a naturally-organized
bdn<*, in which the organs, or the most important of

them, perform their functions ; union and cooperation
of soul with body ; vitality ; animation ; present state ;

blood, the supposed vehicle of life; conduct; manner of

living; condition; continuance of our present state;
the living form

; exact resemblance
;

the course of

things ; living person ;
narrative of a life past ; spirit ;

briskness; vivacity; sprightliness ; good cheer; resolu-
tion

;
animated existence

; system of animal nature ;

vegetable existence and growth: as a term of endear-

ment, heart or soul.

LIFE-AN-NU'I-TY,*??. A periodical payment or annuity
during the life of the person to whom it belongs. Crabb.

LIFE'BLOOD, (-blad) n. The blood necessary to life.

LiFE'BLpoD,(-blud) a. Necessary as the blood to life; vital.

LIFE'-BOAT,* n. A boat constructed with great strength,
to resist violent shocks, and at the same time possessing
sufficient buoyancy to enable it to float, though loaded
with men and filled with water. P. Cyc.

LIFE'-BUOY,* (-bo!) v. (Naut.) A buoy with a mast to

render it conspicuous, to be thrown into the sea upon
a man's falling overboard. Brande.

LIFE'-DROP,* 7i. A vital drop or particle. Byron.
LiFE'-Es-TATE',* 71. An interest or estate for the term of

life. Blackstone.

LiFE-EV-ER-LisT'lNG, n. A plant or herb. Ainsworth.

LlFE'jGiv-lNG, a. Imparting life ; invigorating.
LIFE'GUARD, (llfg'Ard) n. The guard of a king's person.
LIFE'-HARM-ING,* a. Injurious to life. Shak.

LIFE'-IN'TER-EST,* n. An interest which continues

throug_h life.

LIFE'LEAV-ING,* n. Departure from life. Shak.

LIFE'LESS, a. Destitute of life ; wanting life; dead; un-

_animated ;
inanimate ; spiritless.

LlFE'LESS-LY, ad. Without vigor ; frigidly ; jejunely.
LIFE'L:ESS-NESS,* n. The state of being lifeless. Bailey.

LIFE'LIKE, a. Like life or a living person. Pope.

LlFE'-LiNE,* 71. (JVa.) A rope stretched along for the

safety of the men in bad weather. Brande.

LIFE'-LONG,* a. Continuing through life. Q. Rev.

LiFE'-pRE-fjfERV'iNG,* a. Preserving life. Shak.

LIFE'-RE-NEW'ING,* a. Renewing life; reinimating.
Cowper.

LIFE '-RE XT,* n. A rent for the term of life. Phillips.

LIFE'-RE-STOR'ING,* a. Restoring or recovering life.

Cowper.
LIFE 'STRING, n. A nerve or string imagined to convey life.

LlFE'-sys-xAIN'ING,* a. Supporting or sustaining \ife.Pope.

LIFE'TIME, n. Continuance or duration of life.

LIFE'-WEA-RY, (-we-re) a. Tired of living. Shak.

LIFT, v. a. [i. LIFTED; pp. LIFTING, LIFTED. Lift, for-

merly used as the imperfect tense and participle, is now
obsolete.] To raise from the ground ;

to elevate
;
to bear

;

to support: to hoist; to heave; to erect; to exalt; to

elevate mentally. [|To steal. Dryden.]
LIFT, v. n. To strive to raise. [To steal. B. Jonson.}
LIFT, n. The manner of lifting ;

the act of lifting ; effort;

struggle. (Scottish) The sky. (JVaut.) A rope to raise

or lower a sail.

LIFT'ER,TO. One who lifts or raises.

LlFT'iNG, n. The act of lifting ; assistance. Swift.
LIFT'-LOCK,* n. A portion of a canal enclosed between
two gates, which, on being tilled with water, or emptied,
elevates or depresses a boat, and enables it to pass from
one level to another. Tanner.

LfFT'-WALL,* n. The cross wall of a lock-chamber of a
canal. Francis.

fLi'G, v. n. [liggen, D.] To lie. Chaucer. v
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XT, n. [ligamentum, L.] A strong, elastic mem-
brane or substance connecting the extremities of the
movable bones

;
a cord

;
a bond

; a band.

LTG-A-MEN'TAL, a. Relating to a ligament. Browne.
LTG-A-MEN'TOUS, a. Ligarnental. Wiseman.
LlG'AN,* n. (Law} That which, being thrown upon the

_sea, sinks, unless sustained by a buoy ; lagan. Blackstone.

LI-GA'TION, 7i. [ligatio, L.] Act of binding; state of

being bound.

LIG'A-TURE, n. [ligatura, L.] Any thing tied round an-
other

; bandage ; a cord ; a band.

LIG'J&ER,* n. The horizontal timber of a scaffolding,

jcalled also ledger. Francis.

LIGHT, (lit)
n. That which produces the sense of seeing,

or which renders objects visible; the ethereal medium
of sight, opposed to darkness

;
the transparency of the

air caused by the rays of the sun, &c.
;
the medium by

which objects are discerned : day ;
life : artificial illu-

mination: illumination of mind
; instruction; knowl-

edge; reach of knowledge; mental view: point of
view

; situation ;
direction in which the light falls

; public

view; explanation: any thing that gives light; a pha-
ros

;
a light-house ;

a taper. ( Painting) The part most

Jlluminated ; opposed to shade.

LIGHT, (lit) a. Not tending to the centre with great force
;

not heavy ;
not burdensome

; easy ;
not difficult

;
not

heavily armed; active; nimble; slight; not great; un-

steady ; gay ; airy ; trifling ;
not chaste

;
not regular in

conduct; bright; clear; not dark
; tending to whiteness.

LIGHT, (lit) ad. Lightly ; cheaply. Hooker.

LIGHT, (lit) v. a.
[i.

LIGHTED or LIT
; pp. LIGHTING, LIGHT-

ED or LIT. Lit is obsolete or colloquial.] To kindle
;
to

inflame
;

to set on fire
;
to give light to ; to guide by

light ;
to illumine

;
to illuminate ; to fill with light ;

to

lighten.

LIGHT, (lit) v. n. [i. LIGHTED or LIT ',pp. LIGHTING, LIGHT-
ED or LIT. Lit is used colloquially only.] To happen to

find
;
to fall upon by chance

; to fall in any particular
direction

;
to fall

;
to strike on

;
to descend from a horse

or carriage ;
to alight.

LIGHT'-ARMED, (Ht'armd) a. Not heavily armed. Mil-

ton.

LIGHT'-BEAR-ER, (llt'bar-er) n. A torch-bearer.

LIGHT'BRAIN, n. A trifling, empty-headed person. Mar-
tin.

LlGH'TEN, (ll'tn) v. n.
[i. LIGHTENED; pp. LIGHTENING,

LIGHTENED.] To flash, burst forth, or dart as lightning;
to shine like lightning : figuratively, to dart out words
with vehemence.

LIGH'TEN, (H'tn) v. a. To illuminate; to enlighten; to

make light ; to exonerate
;

to unload
;

to make less

heavy.
LTGHT'ER, (lifer) n. One who lights. (JVauf.) A strong

vessel or barge for transporting goods or stores, usually on
rivers or canals.

LIGHT'ER-A^E,* (llt'er-aj) n. Money paid for carrying

_goods in a lighter. Crabb.
LIGHT 'ER-MXN, n. One who manages a lighter ;

a barge-
man.

LlGHT'-FlN-jGERED, (llt'fin-|erd) a. Nimble in fingering;
thievish.

LiGHT'-FOOT, (llt'fut) a. Nimble
; light-footed.

LIGHT'-FOOT, (llt'fut) ?t. Venison. A cant word.

LIGHT'-FOOT-ED, (llt'fut-ed) a. Nimble in running. Dray-
ton.

LIGHT'-HEAD-ED, (llt'hed-ed) a. Disordered in the head
or brain; delirious; unsteady, thoughtless; weak.

LIGHT'-HEAD-ED-NESS, n. State of being light-headed.

LIGHT'-HEART-ED, (llt'hart-ed) a. Gay ; merry ; cheerful.

LlGHT'-HEELED,* (llt'held) a. Swift of foot. Shah.

LIGHT'-HORSE,* n. Cavalry with light arms or armor.

_Crabb.
LlGHT'-HoOsE, (lit-) n. An establishment or a conspicu-
ous building for the exhibition of light; a landmark to

direct the mariner.

LIGHT'-IN'FAN-TRY,* n. A body of lightly armed men
;

the left flank company of a regiment, which is lightly

_armed for the sake of activity. Booth.

LIGHT'-LEGGED, (Ilt'legd) a. Nimble; swift. Sid?iey.

LIGHT'LESS, (Ilt'les) a. Wanting light ;
dark. Sliak.

LIGHT'LY, (lit'Ie) ad. In a light manner; without weight,
seriousness, or difficulty ; easily ; gayly.

LIGHT'-MIND-ED, (lit-) a. Unsettled; unsteady.
LIGHT'NESS, (ilt'nes) n. State or quality of being light ;

want of weight ; inconstancy ; agility.

LIGHT'NING, n. The flash that attends thunder, or an
electric phenomenon produced by the passage of elec-

tricity between one cloud and another, or between a
cloud and the earth : mitigation ; abatement. Shak.

LiGHT'-RooM,* 7i. (Naut.) A small room from which the

light is afforded to the powder magazine of a ship.
Brande.

LIGHTS, (Hts) n. pi. The lungs ;
the organs of breathing in

brute animals, corresponding to the lungs in men.

LIGHT'SOME, (llt'sum; a. [Luminous; not dark. Dryden.]
Gay; airy; cheerful. South.

LIGHT'SQME-NESS, (llt'sum-ncs) 7i. State of being light
_some ;

cheerfulness
; merriment

; levity. [R.]
LiGHT'-TOiJcii,* (llt'tuch) v. a. To touch or execute with
a light hand. Thomson.

LIGHT'-WINGED,* (lit'wingd) a. Having light wings.
Shak.

LlGN-XL'OE, (lln-al'5z or lig-nal'oz) [lln-al'oz, K. Taylor,
Carr ; lig-nal'oz, S. W. Sm.] n. [lignum aloes, L.] Aloes-
wood. Numb, xx iv. \

LlG'NE-oDs, a. [ligneus, L.] Made of or like wood;
consisting of wood; wooden.

LIG'NI-FORM,* a. Having the form or appearance of wood.
Ure.

LIG'NIN,* n. [lignum, L.] (Chem.) The woody fibre; the

proximate chemical principle of wood. Brande.

LIG-NJ-PER'DOUS,* a. Destroying wood, applied to cer-
tain jnsects. Lyell.

LIG'NITE * n. (Jtfm.) Wood converted into a kind of coal.

Lyell.

LIG'NOVS, a. [lignosus, L.] Wooden
; ligneous. Eve-

lyn [R.]

Lle-NUM-ri'TJK, (lig-num-vi'te) n. [L.] "Wood of
life :

"
guaiacum ;

a very hard wood.
LiG'y-LA,* n. [L.] (Bot. &. Ent.) A membranous expansion
from the top of the petiole in grasses ;

a membranous ap-
pendage. P. Cyc.

LYG'u-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Denoting such flowers as have a

monopetalous corolla slit on one side, and opened flat, as
in the dandelion lilac. P. Cyc.

fLi'GURE, [ll'gur, 5. W. P. J. F. Sm. ; ITg'yyr, Ja. ; ll'gur
or lig'ur, K.} n. A precious stone. Exod. xxviii.

LfG'u-HE$,* n. pi. [L.] The natives of Liguria. Earn-
shaw.

LI-GU'RJ-AN,* a. Relating to Liguria. Ency.
LlG'v-KiTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in talc rock. It

occurs in yellow-green crystals ; and, as a gem, it resem-
bles chrysolite. Brande.

LIKE. A frequent termination of adjectives in English,
from the Saxon form lie, softened into ly, as manlike,

manly.
LIKE, a. Resembling ; similar; alike

; equal ; likely.

LIKE, 71. Some person or thing resembling another: at-

tachment or thing liked, as " likes and dislikes." Near
approach or probability ; as,

" This vehicle had like to

have fallen into the sea." Camper.
LIKE, ad. In the same or similar manner; likely.

LIKE, v. a. [i. LIKED ; pp. LIKING, LIKED.] To choose with
some degree of preference ;

to approve ; to be pleased
with.

LIKE, v. n. To be pleased ;
to choose

;
to list. Jltterbury.

To be in a fair way ;
to come near

; as,
" He Wied to

have fallen." [Colloquial.]
LTKE'LI-HOOD, (Ilk'le-hud) n. Appearance of truth

;
simil

jtude ; probability.

LIKE'LI-NESS, n. Quality of being likely; likelihood.

Hooker.

LIKE'LV, a. Probable; reasonable; credible: that may
be liked

;
that may please ;

handsome. (J7. S.) Respect-
able

; worthy of esteem ;
sensible. [Colloquial.]

LIKE'LY, ad. Probably , as may reasonably be thought.

LiKE'-MlND'ED,* a. Having similar mind or views. Mil-

ton.

LlK'EN, (ll'kn) v. a. [i. LIKENED ; pp. LIKENING, LIKENED.]
To represent as having resemblance ;

to compare.

LIKE'NESS, n. State of being like
; representation ;

com-

parison ; resemblance ;
similitude ; similarity ;

a picture
an image ;

an
effigy ;

form.

LiKE'wIE, ad. In like manner; also; moreover ;
too.

LIK'ING, n. [tPIumpness. SAoA.] Inclination ;
desire

;
de-

light in
; pleasure in.

tLlk'lNG, a. Plump; in a state of plumpness. Dan. i.

Li'LAJe, [H'lak, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. : lil'lnk, Ken-

rick; le'lak or ll'lak, K. ; sometimes, corruptly, la'Iok.] n.

[lilas, Fr.] An ornamental flowering shrub. Of
written lilach.

LI'LA-LJTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral of a violet or li

color. Smart.

LTL,-l-A'cEoys,* (in-e-ii'shus) a. Relating to or partaking
of the lily. Kirby.

LTL'IED, (111 'jd) a. Embellished with lilies. Milton.

LtL-i-PO'TlAN,* 7t. An inhabitant of the imaginary island

of Liliput ': a very diminutive person. Swift.

LlL-I-PU'TIAN,* a. Very small ; pygmean. Lloyd.

fLlLL, v. a. To loll : used of the tongue. Spenser. See

LILT 'v. n. To jerk in gait while dancing, or with the

voice while singing ;
to skip ;

to be active. Pegge.

[Local, Eng.]
LIL'Y, n. llilium, L.] pi. LIL'IE?. A genus of plants and

flowers of many species. Lily of the valley, may-lily ;
a

species of convallaria ;
a plant and flower.

LlL'Y-DXF'FQ-DiL, n. A plant and flower.
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Lfl/Y-HAND-ED, a. Having hands white as the lily. Spenser.

LlL/Y-Hy'A-ciNTH, 7i. A plant and flower. Miller.

LLL'Y-LIV-ERED, (-erd) a. White-livered ; cowardly. ShaJc.

LI-MA'CEoys,* (11-ma'shus) a. Relating to snails
; snaily.

Blount.

LI'MAIL,* n. The filings of a metal
;
limature. Crabb.

Ll'MA-TURE,7i. [limatura, L.] A filing; particles rubbed
off by a file.

LPMAX,* 7i. [L.l The slug or naked snail. Roget.
LIMBJ (llm) n. A jointed or articulated part of an animal

body ;
a branch of a tree

;
a member. [limbe, Fr.]

(jlstron.) A border or edge, as of the sun or moon.

LIMB, (ITm) v. a.
[i. LIMBED

; pp. LIMBING, LIMBED.] To
supply with limbs : to tear asunder; to dismember.

LIM'BATE,* a. (Bot.) Having a colored and dilated surface.

Loudon.

LIM'BEC, n. A still; an alembic. Fairfax.

LIM'BEC, v. a. To strain as through a still. Sir E. San-

dys. [R.]
LIMBED, (limd) a. Having limbs ; as, large-limbed. Pope.

LIM'BER, a. [Zeniper, Dan.] Flexible; easily bent; pliable;

pliant.

LLM'BER-NESS, ?i. State of being limber.

LIM'BER^, n. pi. (Mil.) Two-wheel carriages having boxes

for ammunition. (Jfaut.)
Little square apertures cut in

the timbers of a ship to convey the bilge water to the

pump. Todd. Thills or shafts. Todd. [Local, Eng.]
LIM'BIL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A hard, compact mineral. P. Cyc.

LIMB'LESS, (llm'les) a. Destitute of limbs.

fLlMB^MEAL, (llm'mel) ad. Piecemeal
;
in pieces. Shak.

LIM'BO, n. [limbus, L.] pi. LIM'BO. A border
;
frontier of

hell, or hell itself; a place where there is neither pleas-
ure nor pain ;

a place of misery or restraint. Milton.

LlM'nus, 7i. [L.] A border; limbo. Bp. Patrick. (Bot.)
The broad, expanded part of a petal which is supported
by the unguis.

LIME, re. A calcareous earth, obtained by exposing lime-

stone to a red heat, and used in making mortar and other

cements ; quicklime : a viscous substance laid on

twigs, to entangle, and so to catch birds, called bird-

lime-. a species of lemon; the tree bearing it: also

the linden-tree.

LIME, v. a. [i. LIMED; pp. LIMING, LIMED.] To entangle;
to insnare

;
to smear with lime or birdlime : to cement ;

to manure with Jime.

LIME'-BURN-ER, n. One who burns stones to lime.

Jfuloet.
LIME'HOGND, n. A limmer, or large dog, led by a learn

or string, used in hunting the wild -boar. Spenser.
LIME '-KILN, (-kil) 7i. A kiln for burning lime.

LIME'LESS,* a. Destitute of lime. Savage.
LlME'-PLXNT,* n. A plant, called also May-apple. Farm.

Ency.
LIME'STONE, n. A carbonate of lime

;
calcareous stone

;

_the stone of which lime is made.

LlME'-Twi'G, n. A twig sm'eared with lime.

LIME'-TWIGGED, (-twigd) a. Smeared with lime; pre-

pared to entangle. L. Addison.

LIME'-WA-TER, n. Water impregnated with lime.

LIME'WORT,* (-vvurt) n. (Bot.) A species of dianthus or

pink. Booth.

LIM'IT, n. [limite, Fr.] Bound
; boundary ;

border
;
utmost

reach or extent
;
a determinate quantity.

LlM'lT, v. a. [limiter, Fr.] [i.
LIMITED

; pp. LIMITING, LIM-

ITED.] To confine within certain bounds; to restrain;
to circumscribe-, to bound; to restrict; to confine; to

restrain from a lax or general signification,

LlM'iT-A-BLE,* a. That may be limited. Smart.

fLiM-l-TA'NE-oDs, a. Belonging to the bounds. Bailey.

LIM'I-TA-RY, a. Placed as a boundary, or at the boundary.
Milton.

LIM-I-TA'TIQN, n. [limitatio, L.] Act of limiting; state

of being limited; restriction; circumscription; confine-

ment
;
limited time or space.

LIM'IT-ED,* a. Having limits
; circumscribed; narrow.

LLM'IT-ED-LY, ad. With limitation. Barrow.

LIM'IT-ED-NESS,* n. The quality of being limited. Johnson.

LIM'IT-ER, n. He or that which limits : formerly, one

limited, as a friar who had license to beg or teach within
a certain district. Spenser.

LIM'IT-LESS, a. Unbounded ;
unlimited. Sidney.

LlM'MER, 7i. [limicr, Fr.] A mongrel engendered by a
hound and mastiff; a limehound: a thill, shaft, or

limber; a thill-horse. Sherwood. [Local, Eng.]
LIMN, (lim) v. a. [cnluminer, Fr.] [i.

LIMNED
; pp. LIMN-

ING, LIMNED.] To draw
;
to paint any thing. Shak.

LIM'NER, n. [corrupted from enlumineur, a decorator of
books with initial pictures.] A painter ;

a picture-maker.
Glanville.

LIM'NING,* n. The art of painting in water colors.

Brande.

Ll'MOys, a. [limosus, L.] Muddy ; slimy. Browne.

LIMP, a. ftVapid ;
weak. Walton.] Flexile ; limber. [Local,

England.]

LlMP, v. n.
[i. LIMPED ; pp. LIMPING, LIMPED.J To halt; to

walk lamely. Bacon.

LIMP, n. A halt
;
the act of limping.

LIMP'ER, n. One who limps in his walking.
LiM'pET, 71. A small shellfish, often adhering to oysters.
LiM'Pii), a. [limpidus, L.] Clear ; pure ; transparent.
LIM-PJD'I-TY,* . Quality of being limpid ;

clearness. Ure.

LfM'PJD-NESS, 7t. Clearness
; purity.

LIMP'ING,* . Act of limping ;
a halting.

LTMP'ING-LY, ad. In a lame, halting manner.
fLiM'Pl-TUDE, 71. [limpitudo, L.] Limpidness. Cockeram.

LiM'Y,(lI'me) a. Viscous; glutinous; containing lime.

fLiN, n. A pool from which rivers spring. Drayton.
|LiN, v. n. [linna, Icel.] To yield; to cease; to give over.

Spenser.

LINCH'PIN, n. An iron pin used to prevent a wheel from
sliding off the axle-tree.

LIN'COLN GREEN, (Hng'kun-gren) n. The color of stuff

or cloth originally made at Lincoln, Eng. Spenser.

LINCT'URE, (llnkt'yur) n. [lincturus, L.] Medicine licked

up by the tongue. Burton.

LLNc'Tys, n. [L.I Same as lincture.

LIND, 7i. The linden-tree. Chaucer.

LIN'DEN, n. A large, handsome tree
;
the lime-tree.

LIN'DEN,* a. Belonging to the lime or linden-tree. Ash.

LINE, n. [tinea, L.] Longitudinal extension
;

that which
has length without breadth

;
a thread

;
a string ;

a small
cord : the tenth part of an inch : in French measure,
a twelfth part of an inch : lineament or mark in the

hand or face ;
delineation

;
sketch

;
contour

;
outline :

as much as is written from one margin to the other ;

a verse: rank of soldiers; regular infantry: an ex-

tended defence; trench; extension; limit: equator;
equinoctial circle : a series

;
a succession

;
a course :

a family as traced through successive generations. pi.
A letter ; a series of lines. A ship of the line, a line-of-

battle ship ;
a ship having from 64 to 120 guns.

LINE, v. a.
[i. LINED; pp. LINING, LINED.] To cover on

the inside
;
to put any thing in the inside

;
to mark with

lines; to guard within
;
to cover or defend, as by military

lines; to cover with something soft: to impregnate.
LIN'E-AGE, n. [lignage, Fr.] Race ; house ; generation ;

progeny; genealogy; family, ascending or descending.
LIN'E-AL, a. [linealis, L.] Composed of lines

; descending
in a direct genealogy ; hereditary ;

allied by descent.

LIN'E-AL-LY, ad. In a lineal or direct manner.

LIN'E-A-MENT, n. [Fr.] Feature; form; discriminating
mark.

LlN'E-AR, a. [lincaris, L.l Composed of lines; having
the form of lines

;
like a line ; lineal.

LIN'E-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Marked longitudinally. London.

LTN-E-A'TIQN, 7i. [lineatio, L.] Draught ofaline ; delineation.

LfN'EN, 7i. Cloth made of flax
;
cloth made of hemp ;

the

under part of dress, whether of linen or cotton.

LIN'EN, a. [linens, L.] Made of linen ; resembling linen.

LIN'EN-DRA'PER, re. One who deals in linen. B. Jonson.

LS'lS^N, i

A ""en-draper. B. Jonson.

Li'NG, [Sax.] This termination notes commonly diminu-
tion ; as, kitting ; sometimes a quality ; as, firstZin^, &c.

LING, n. A species ofheath ; long grass : a kind of sea-fish.

LtN'jGEL, re. A little tongue or thong of leather. Crabb.

LlN'jGER, (ling'ger) v. n.
[i. LINGERED

; pp. LINGERING,
LINGERED.] To remain long in hesitation, suspense, in-

activity, languor, or pain ; to hesitate
;
to remain long ;

to loiter ; to lag ; to saunter.

fLiN'j&ER, v. a. To protract ;
to draw out to length. Shak.

LIN'J&ER-ER, (ling'ger-er) n. One who lingers.

LIN'JSER-ING, 7i. Tardiness. Milton.

LIN'JSER-!NG,*P. a. Remaining long ; declining gradually.
LIN'JSER-I'NG-LY, ad. With delay ; tediously. Hale.

LtN'fiET, n. [lingot, Fr.] A small mass of metal. Camden.

fL'i'N'GLE, (ling'gl) n. [lig-ncul, Fr.] A shoe-latchet; a
shoemaker's thread

; lingel. Drayton.
ZLVffd, n. [Port.; lingua, L.] Language ; tongue; speech.

Congreve. [A low word.]
fLlN-GUA'cious, (-shus) a. [linguax, L.J Loquacious. Bailey.

LtN-GUA-DEN'TAL, (ling-gwa-den'tal) a. [lingua and
dens, L.] Uttered by the joint action of the tongue and
teeth. Holder.

LIN'GUAL,* (llng'gwal) n. A letter pronounced by the

tongue. Baxter.

LIN'GUAL,* a. Relating to the tongue. Maunder.

LfN'GUJ-FORM,* a. Having the form of a tongue. London.

LIN'GUIST, n. [lingua, L.] One versed or skilled in lan-

guages.

^ Relating to language- p'

LING'WORT, (-wiirt) n. A plant or herb.

LiN'GV-LATE,*a. (Bot.) Tongue-shaped ; linguiform. Lou-
don.

LI-N!G'ER-OUS,* a. Bearing flax ; producing linen. Scott,

LIN'I-MNT, n. [linimentum, L.] Ointment; balsam; un-

guent.
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LIX'ING, n. The inner covering of any thing ;
that with

which any thing is lined.

LINK, n. [gelencke, Ger.] A single ring or division of a

chain
; any thing doubled and closed together ; any

thing connecting ; any single part of a series or chain of

consequences. Land measure, 7.92 inches. [A torch

made of pitch and tow or hards. Dryden.]
LINK, V. a.

[i.
LINKED

; pp. UNKING, LINKED.] To COmpli-

cate, as the links of a chain ; to unite
;
to conjoin ;

to

join ;
to connect

;
to join by confederacy or contract.

LINK, v. n. To be connected. Burke.

LlNK-BoY, ) n. One who carries a torch or link to accom-

LiNK-MXN, \
niodate passengers with light. More.

LINN,* n. A cascade
;
a waterfall

;
a precipice. Brockett.

[Local, Eng.]
LIN-NJE'AN,* a. Relating to Linnaeus, or his system, ac-

cording to which natural history is divided into five

branches, viz., class, order, genus, species, and varieties
;

the subsequent division being, in each case, subordinate
to the preceding one. Hamilton.

LlN'NET, 7i. A small singing bird that feeds on flaxseed.

Li'Noys,* a. Relating to or in a line. J. Herschel.

LIN'SEED, n. The seed of flax ;
flaxseed.

LlN'sEED-ClL,* n. A pellucid oil expressed from linseed,
much used in painting. P. Cyc.

LIN'SEY, n. [a corruption of linen.} Linsey-woolsey. Bent-

ley.

LlN'SEY-WooL-SEY, (Iin'se-wul-se) n. Stuff made of
linen and wool mixed

;
a light coarse stuff.

LlN'sEY-WopL-SEY, (lln'se-wul-se) a. Made of linen
and wool mixed ;

vile ;
mean ; of bad mixture.

LIN'STOCK, n. A staff or stock holding some lint, and so

forming a match used by gunners.

LINT, 7i. A soft, flaxen substance
;
linen scraped into a soft,

downy substance, to lay on sores.

LIN'TEL, n. [linteau, Fr.] (.flrcA.) A horizontal piece of
timber or stone over a door, window, or other opening
in a house.

LI'QN, n. [lion, Fr. ; Ico, L.] The largest, most formidable,
and most noble of the carnivorous animals, of the genus
felis: a sign in the zodiac.

Ll'QN-ANT,* n. A species of ant. Goldsmith.

LI'ON-CXT,* n. An Asiatic quadruped, the cat of Angora.
Goldsmith.

LI'pN-DoG,* n. A species of dog which has a flowing
mane. Booth.

LI'QN-EL,* n. A lion's whelp; a young lion. Phillips.

LI'QN-ESS, n. A female lion, or a she-lion.

LI'QN-EYED,* (-Id) a. Having the eyes of a lion. Gold-
smith.

LI'QN-HEART-ED,* a. Brave
; magnanimous. Pope.

Ll'QN-iSM,* Ti. The act of attracting notice, as a lion ;
the

_pursuit of curiosities or shows. Gent. Mag.
Li'QN-LEAF, (-isf) n. A plant. Miller. See LION'S-LEAF.

LI[QN-LIKE, a. Resembling a lion. Bp. Hall.

fLI'QN-LY, a. Like a lion. Milton.

LI'ON-ME'T-TLED,* a. Courageous as a lion. Shak.

L]'QN'S-EAR,* n. (Bot.) A plant. Booth.

LI'QN-SHIP,* n. The quality of a lion. Goldsmith.

L!'QN's-LEAF,*7i. A plant; wild chervil. Lee.

Ll'QN'-M60TH,
The names of Plants or herbs -

LI'QN'S-TOOTH,
LI'ON-TOOTHED,* a. Having teeth like those of a -lion.

Smith.

LIP, 7i. The outer part of the mouth
;
the muscles that

shoot beyond the teeth, of so much use in speaking that
their name often stands for all the organs of speech ; the

edge of any thing. (Bot.~) One of the two divisions of
a monopetalpus corolla

;
labellum. To make a Up, to

hang the lip in sullenness and contempt. Shak.

LIP, v. a. To kiss. Shak.

LlP-DE-vo'TipN, (Iip-de-v5'shun) n. Devotion uttered by
the lips, without the concurrence of the heart. South.

LIP'-GOOD, (-gud) a. Good in talk without practice. B.
Jonson.

Lip'-LA-BpR, n. Action of the lips without concurrence
of the mind

;
words without sentiments. Bale.

LfP'LESS,* a. Having no lip. Byron.
LlP'LET,* 7i. A little lip. Kirby.
LlP'p-GRXM,* n. A writing that leaves out or dispenses
with one of the letters of the alphabet. Jlddison.

LlP-p-GRAM-MXT'ic,* a. Applied to works or writings in
which a particular letter is omitted throughout. Brande.

LlP-p-GRXM'MA-TiST,* n. A composer of lipograms. rfddi-
son.

Ll-POTH'Y-MPuS, a. Swooning; fainting. Harvey.
LJ-POTH'Y-MY, n. [Xenrodv/jtia.] Swoon

; fainting fit. Bp.
Taylor.

LIPPED, (lipt) a. Having lips ; as, thick-lipped.

LTP'PI-TUDE, n. [lippitudo, L.] Blearedness of eyes. Bacon.

LlP'-WTs-DQM, n. Wisdom in talk without practice. Sidney.

LIP'-WORK,* (-wiirk) n. Same as lip-labor. Milton.

LfQ'UA-ELE, (Kk'w?-bl) a.

melted.
[liquo, L.] That may be

tLl'QUATE,!?. 7t. To melt; to liquefy. Woodward.
fLl-QUA'TlQN, n. Act of melting ; liquefaction. Browne.
LlQ-UE-FXc'TlpN, (lik-wc-fak'shun) n. [liquffactio, L.
The act_of melting ; the state of being melted. Bacon.

LIQ'UE-FI-A-BLE, (lik'we-fl-a-bl) a. That may be melted.

LIQ'UE-FY, (lik'we-fl) v. a. [liqucfier, Fr.] [i. LIQUEFIED;
pp. LIQUEFYING, LIQUEFIED.] To melt

;
to dissolve.

LiQ'uE-FV, (lik'we-fi) v. 7i. To grow liquid. Addison.

LI-QUES'CEN-CY, (ll-kwes'en-se) n. Aptness to melt.

LI-QUES'CENT, (11-kweVent) a. [linuescens, L.] Melting ;

becoming fluid.

LI-QUEUR', (le-kur') n. [Fr.] Any spirituous and high-
flavored liquid or cordial. Shenstone.

LIQ'UID, (llk'wid) a. [liquidus, L.I Fluid; flowing, like
water

; not solid ; soft
;
clear : flowing readily as a con-

sonant into some other voweS or consonant, sound. [Ca-
pable of being discharged, as a debt.

Jlyliffe.']

LiQ'uiD, (IIk''wid) 7i. A liquid substance ; liquor : a liquid
consonant. The liquids are Z, m, n, and r.

LlQ'UI-DATE, (llk'we-ddt) v. a. [i. LIQUIDATED ; pp. LIQ-
UIDATING, LIQUIDATED.] To clear

;
to adjust, as an ac-

count: to dissolve
;
to lessen or clear away, as debts ^

to decrease
; to diminish.

LIQ-UI-DA'TIPN, (llk-we-da'sbun) n. Act of liquidating;
the adjustment of an account in order to payment.

LlQ'ui-DA-TpR,* n. He or that which liquidates. Ure.

Li-QuiD'i-Ty, (le-kwid'e-te) Thinness; liquidness.
Glanville.

LlQ'uiD-iZE,* (lik'wid-iz) v. a. To make liquid. Ure.

LIQ'UID-LY,* (lik'wid-le) ad. In a liquid manner. Smart.

LIQ'UID-NESS, (lik'wjd-nes) n. Quality of being liquid.

LlQ'ypR, (lik'ur) n. [liquor, L.
; liqueur, Fr.] A liquid or

fluid substance, particularly spirituous liquid; strong
drink.

fLlQ'upR, (lik'ur) v. a. To drench or moisten. Bacon.

LlQ'upR-ICE, (lik'gr-is) n. See LICORICE.

LlQ'upR-IsH, (Hk'or-ish) a. See LICKERISH.

LIR-I-CON-FXN'CY, n. A flower.

LlR-j-p-DEN'DRpN,* n. ; pi. LIRIODENDRA. (Bot.) A
genus of plants ;

the tulip-tree. Hamilton.

tLlR'l-poop, n. [liripipion, old Fr.] The hood of a graduate.
Henry. [Rj

LIR'P-CON-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, generally crystal-
lized. Dana.

Lis,* n. A Chinese long measure, equal to about 180
fathoms. Crabb.

LIs/BpN, n. A light-olored wine exported from Lisbon.

fLisNE, (lln) 7i. A cavity ;
a hollow

;
lin. Hale.

LISP, v. n. [i. LISPED; pp. LISPING, LISPED.] To pronounce
the letters s and 2, and sometimes other consonants, near-

ly as th; to articulate like a child.

Lisp, v. a. To utter with a lisp. Crashaw.

Lisp, 7i. The act of lisping ;
a faulty articulation.

LIsp'ER, 7i. One who lisps. Huloet.

LISP'ING,* n. Imperfect speech or pronunciation.
LISP'ING-LY, ad. With a lisp ; imperfectly. Holder.

LIs'spM, a. Limber ; supple ;
relaxed

;
loose. Pegge. [Lo-

cal,' Eng.]
LIST, 71. [liste, Fr.] A roll; a catalogue ;

a register. [lice,

Fr.] Enclosed ground in which tilts are run and combats

fought; bound; limit; a border : a strip or selvedge of

cloth : a fillet. SeeLisTEL. Desire; willingness; choice.

Shall.

LIST, v. a. [i.
LISTED ; pp. LISTING, LISTED.] To enlist; to

enroll or register; to enclose for combats: to sew to-

gether in such a sort as to make a party-colored show :

to hearken to ; to listen.

LIST, v. n. To choose ;
to desire

;
to be disposed. [Used 33

an impersonal verb
;

it pleases. Spenser.]

LIsT'ED, a. Striped ; party-colored in long streaks. Milton.

LIS'TEL,* n. A list or fillet in architecture. Brande.

LIS'TEN, (llS'stt) V. 71. [i. LISTENED ; pp. LISTENING, LIST-

ENED.] To hearken ; to give attention.

fLIs'TEN, (lis'sn) v. a. To hear ;
to attend. Shak.

LIS'TEN-ER, (lis'sn-er) n. One who listens. Howcll.

,',
a. Attentive

;
heedful. Spenser. [R.]

LIST'ING,* 71. Act of putting on list ;
a kind of border.

LIST'LESS, a. Inattentive
;
careless

;
heedless ; supine.

LIST'LESS-LY, ad. Without thought ;
without attention.

LIST'LESS-NESS, n. Inattention
;
carelessness.

LISTS,* n. pi. A place enclosed for combats, races, w
tlings, &c. Ency. See LIST.

LIT, i. &,p. ttomLif/U. Lighted. See LIGHT.

LlT'X-NY, 71. [XiTavcia.] A general supplication > a form of

supplicatory prayer.

LlTCH'l,*n. A pleasant Chinese fruit. W. Ency. See LICHI.

fLTTE, a. Little. Chaucer.

tLlTE, n. A little ;
a small portion. Chaucer.

LlT'ER-AL, a. Ritteral, Fr. ; litera, L.] Consisting of let-

ters
; according to the letter ; following the exact words

;

plain ;
not figurative.

fLlT'ER-AL, n. Primitive or literal meaning. Browne.

A, , i, o, u, Y, ZOTI^; X, E, I, 5, u, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
; HEIR, HER
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LYT'ER-AL-YM, n. Accordance with the letter. Milton.

LIT'ER-AL-IST, . One who adheres to the letter. Milton.

LIT-ER-AL'I-TY, n. Quality of being literal; literal or

original meaning. Browne. [R.]

LlT'ER-AL-iZE,* v. a. To render literal
;
to conform to the

letter. 'Ec. Rev.

LYT'ER-AL-Ly, ad. In a literal manner; according to the

letter or words
;
not figuratively.

LiT'ER-AL-NESS,* n. Quality of being literal. JV. M. Mag.
LlT'ER-A-RY, a. [literarius, L.] Relating to letters, to liter-

ature, to learning, or to men of letters
;
devoted to litera-

ture
;
learned.

LIT'ER-ATE, a. Versed in letters
; literary. Johnson.

LYT'ER-ATE,* n. One who has received an education out
of a university or college ;

a man educated, but not grad-
uated. Ch. Ob.

LIT-EJR-A 1

TI, n. pi. [litterati, It.
; literatus, pi. literati, L.]

The learned
; literary men. The singular, literatus, is

rarely used.
LlT-ER-A' TIM,* ad. [L.] Letter by letter; literally. Qu. Rev.

LIT'ER-A-TP'R, n. [L.] A teacher of letters or literature ;

a literary man ;
a schoolmaster. Burke.

LIT'ER-A-TURE, n. [litcratura, L.] The results of learning,

knowledge, and fancy, preserved in writing; learning;
skill in letters

; philological learning, as distinguished
from learning in the physical sciences ; letters ;

erudition.

LlT-ER-A'TUsSn. [L.] A man of letters. Fo. Qu. Rev. [R.]
See LITERATI.

fLiTH, n. A joint ;
a limb. Chaucer.

LlTH-XN'THRXx,* n. (Min.) Stone or pit coal. Hamilton.

LlTH'ARGE, n. [lithargyrum, L.] Fused oxide of lead
;
a

vitreous oxide of lead produced in refining silver by
cupellation with lead.

LITHE, a. Limber; flexible; soft; pliant; easily bent.

tLilHE, v. a. To smooth
;
to soften. Chaucer. To listen.

LITHE'NESS, (lith'nes) n. Limberness ; flexibility.

HtLI'THER, [li'ther, Sm. Wb. ; llth'er, P. ; li'ther or lith'er,

K.} a. Soft ; pliant. Shak. Bad
; corrupt. Woolton.

j|tLl'TlIKR-LY,
ad. Slowly ; lazily. Barret.

yfLI'THER-NESS, n. Idleness ; laziness. Barret.

LITHE'SPME,* (llth'sum) a. Pliant
; nimble; limber. Scott.

LiTii'i-A,* n. [Aifletof.j (Chem.) A rare alkaline substance,
found in the mineral petalite, and some other lapideous
bodies. Brande.

Li-THl'A-sls,* TI. (Med.) The stone in the bladder or kid-

neys. Brande.

LITH'I-ATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed from lithic acid
and a base. Ure.

LlTH'ic,* a. (Chem.) Relating to or obtained from stone;
as, lithic acid. Brande.

LlTH'j-tJM,* n. (Chem.) The metallic base of lithia. Brande.

LlTH'p-CARP,* n. A petrified fruit. P. Cyc.

LlTH-p-coL'LA,*7. A glue or cement for writing on stone.

Smart.

LITH-P-DEN'DRPN,* n. A term applied to coral. Brande.

Lf-THdit'Q-Mi)* n. pi. Molluscous animals which bore into

and lodge themselves in solid rocks. Lyell.

LI-THOD'O-MOUS,* a. Relating to the lithodomi. Lyell.

LITH-P-GEN'E-SY,* n. (Min.) The science of the natural

production of minerals, and the causes of their forms and
qualities. Smart.

LITH'P-GLYPH,* n. The art of engraving on precious
stones. Francis.

LI-THOG'LY-PHITE,* 7t. A stone which presents the ap-

pearance of being engraved. Smart.

LlTH'p-GRXPH,* TI. A print from a drawing on stone. Phil.

Mag.
LITH'P-GRXPH,* V. a. [L LITHOGRAPHED ; pp. LITHOGRAPH-

ING, LITHOGRAPHED.] Po represent, draw, engrave, or etch
on stone. Lyell.

LI-THOG'RA-PHER,* n. One who practises lithography.
Qu. Rev.

LlTH-p-GRXPH'lc,* ) a. Relating to lithography. P.

LtTH-p-GRXPH'j-CAL,* J Cyc.

LYTH-p-GRXpH'i-CAL-Ly,* ad. In the manner of lithogra-

phy. Smart.

LI-THOG'RA-PHY, n. [Ai'0o? and ypa^u.} Art of engraving,
drawing, and printing on stone.

LI-THOI'DAL,* a. Resembling stone ; stony. Lyell.

LJTH-p-LOG'jc,* ) a. Relating to lithology ; being of a

LlTH-p-Lo^'l-CAL,* \ stony structure. Lyell.

Ll-THOL'p-GisTJ*n. One who is versed in lithology. Smart.

LI-THOL'P-^Y,* n. The natural history of stones. Smart.

LfTH'p-MXN-cy, [lith'o-man-se, W. J. F. Ja. Sm.j ll'tho-

man-se, S.; lj-thom'fin-se, P. 'K.] n. [\idus and navTcia'.]
Divination or prediction by stones. Browne.

LlTH'p-MARGE,*n. (Min.) Stone-marrow, a variety of talc.

Brande.

LlTH'ON-TRfP-Tjc, n. [Atflo? and rpi8o>.] (Med.) Medicine
to dissolve the stone in the kidneys or bladder.

LiTH'pN-TRYp-Tic,* ) a. Dissolving the stone in the blad-

LITH'P-TRIP-TJC,* \ der; relating to lithotripsy. Loudon.

LITH'PN-TRIP-TIST,* ) n. An operator in lithotripsy or li-

LYTH'p-TRlP-TjsT,* J thotrity ; a lithotritist. Knowles.

LlTH'pN-TRfp-TpR,*n. An instrument for breaking stones
or calculi, in the bladder, into small particles. Brande.

LI-THOPH'A-GI,* n. pi. Animals that eat stones. Lyell.
Ll-THOPH'A-GOUS,*a. Feeding on or eating stones. Smart.
LITH'P-PHYTE,* n. A stone plant; coral. Smart.

LiTH-ps-TRo'TlpN,* n. A sort of fossil
; madrepore. Flem-

ing.

LITH'P-THRYP-TIC,* a. [XtO'if and dpvnrcj.l (Med.) Dis-
solving the stone in the bladder, or preventing its forma-
tion

;
same as lithontriptic. Scudamore. See LITHONTRIPTIC.

LlTH'p-TlNT,* n. A stone tint, dye, or color. Hullmandel.
LiTH-p-TOM'i-CAL,* a. Relating to lithotomy. Med. Jour.
Ll-THOT'p-MiST, TI. One who practises lithotomy.
Ll-THOT'p-MY, TI. [Ai'0oj and rivvw.] The art or practice
of cutting into the bladder for the removal of a stone.

LiTH'p-TRiP-sy,* ; n. The operation oftriturating the stone
LiTii'p-TRlP-TY,* J

in the bladder
; lithotrity. Med. Jour.

Ll-THdT'Rj-TiST,* n. One who practises liihotrity. Knowles.
LlTH'p-TRl-TOR,* n. Same as lithontriptor. Smart.

Ll-THOT'Rl-TY,* orLlTH'p-TRi-TY,* [le-thol'ie-te,Brande,
Dunglison ; lith'o-tri-te, Sm. Wb.} n. (Med.) The operation
of breaking or bruising the stone in the bladder. Dungli-
son.

Li-TH6x'YLE,*n. Petrified wood; lithoxylite. Smart.

LI-THOX'YL-ITE,* 71. Petrified wood. Hamilton.

LITH-V-XN'IC,* a. Relating to Lithuania. Latham.
fLl'Tfiy, a. Pliable; bendin g easily ; lithe. Huloet.

LlT'i-GA-BLE,*a. Subject to litigation. Lyttelton
LIT'I-GXNT, n. [litigant*, L.] One engaged in a suit of law.
LIT'I-GANT, a. Contending in a suit of law. Jiyliffe.

LlT'l-GATE,r. a. [litigo, L.] [i. LITIGATED ; ^.LITIGATING,
LITIGATED.] To contend, dispute, or contest in law.

LIT'I-GATE, v. n. To manage a suit
; to carry on a cause.

LiT-i-GA'TlpN, n. \litigatio, L.] Act of litigating ; judicial
contest ;

suit at law.

LIT'I-GA-TPR,* n. One who litigates. Coleridge.
LI-TIG-I-OS'I-TY,* TI. (Scotch law) The pendency of a suit.

Bouvier.

LI-TIG'IOVS, (le-ttd'jus) a. [litigieux, Fr.] Inclined to liti-

gation ; engaged in lawsuits
; quarrelsome ; wrangling.

LJ-TIG'IOVS-LY, (le-tid'jus-le) ad. In a litigious manner.
LI-TIG'IOVS-NESS, (le-tld'jus-nes) 71. A litigious disposition.
Ll'T'Mys,* n. (Bot.) A lichen used in dyeing ; orchil

;
a

_blue liquid color obtained from the orchil. Francis.

LI'TO-TE?,* n. (Rhet.) A figure by which a speaker seems
to extenuate or lessen what he speaks, though he means
_otherwise. Smart.

LI-TRXM'E-TER,* n. An instrument to ascertain the spe-
cific gravity of liquids. Dr. Hare.

LI'TRE,* (li'tur) n. [litre, Fr.] A French standard measure
of capacity in the decimal system, a little less than an
English quart. Brande.

LIT'TEN, n. A place where the dead are reposited ; a
churchyard. [Local, Eng.] Todd.

LIT'TER, TI. [litiere, Fr.] A carriage with a bed for convey-
ing a person in a recumbent posture : a bed for beasts

;

straw, hay, &c., scattered: the young produced at a
birth by a quadruped, as a sow, bitch, or cat

;
birth of an-

imals.

LIT'TER, v. a.
[i. LITTERED

; pp. LITTERING, LITTERED.]
To bring forth, applied to quadrupeds, as pigs, dogs, and
cats : to cover or scatter about carelessly ;

to cover with
straw ;

to supply cattle with bedding.
LIT'TER, v. n. To be supplied with bedding. Habington.
LIT'TLE, (lit'tl) a. [comp. LESS, (sometimes LESSER. See
LESSER

.,) superl. LEAST.] Small in size, in extent, in du-
ration, or in importance; not great; diminutive; not
much

; not many ; paltry ;
mean.

'LYT'TLE, n. A small space, part, proportion, affair, &c.

LIT'TLE, ad. In a small degree or quantity; not much.
LIT'TLE-NESS, n. Quality of being little ; smallness.

LIT'TP-RAL, a. [littoralis, L.] Belonging to the shore
; on

or ne_ar the shore.

LiT'v-iTE,* TI. (Ocol.) A fossil shell partially coiled up into
a spiral form at the smaller end. Buckland.

LI-TUR'GIC, ) a. Belonging to a liturgy or formulary of

Li-TiiR'^i-cAL, j public devotions.

LI-TUR'^ICS,* 71. pi. The doctrine or theory of liturgies.
EC. Rev.

LI'T'VK-GIST,* n. One versed in, or attached to, a liturgy.
Milton.

LYT'UR-ey, ?(. [\zirovayia.] A form of prayer; a formulary
of public devotions.

LlT'u-us,*n. [L.] A crooked staff resembling a crosier,
used by the ancient Roman augurs ;

a sort of spiral. P.

Cyc.

L'lVE, (liv) v. n. [i. LIVED; pp. LIVING, LIVED.] To have
life

; to be in a state of animation
;
to be not dead ;

to

continue in life
;
to exist

;
to subsist

;
to live, emphati-

cally ;
to be in a state of happiness ; to be exempt from

death, temporal or spiritual ;
to remain undestroyed ; to

continue
;
not to be lost

;
to converse ;

to cohabit ;
to feed

;

to maintain one's self; to vegetate ;
to be unextinguished.

LIVE, (liv) a. Alive; having life
;
not dead; vegetating;
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quick ; active} not extinguished ; vivid; lively, spoken
of color. Live stock, the quadrupeds and other animals

kept on a farm.

[LIVE, n. Life.

LiVED,*(livd) a. Having life: used in composition ; as,

long-toed, short-lived.

fLiVE'LESs, a. Lifeless. Shale.

LiVE'L}-H OD
5 (llv'le-hud) n. Support of life ; mainte-

nance ; means of living; subsistence
; living ;

sustenance.

fLiVE'Li-LY, ad. In a lively manner; lively. South.

LiVE'Lj-NESS, n. State of being lively; vivacity.

fLiVE'LODE, ?i. Maintenance ; livelihood. Spenser.

LIVE'LONG, a. That lives or continues long; tedious.

LIVE'LY, (llv'le) a. Having animation or life; brisk; viva-

cious
; gay ; airy ; representing life

;
active ; agile ;

nim-
ble

; sprightly.

LIVE'LY, ad. With life; briskly. Dryden. [R.]

Liv'ER, n. One who lives. One of the entrails, a viscus

of reddish color, in which the bile is secreted. Liver of

sulphur, fused sulphuret of potassium.
Llv'ER-coL-OR, (liv'er-kul-ur) n. &. a. Dark red. Woodward.

Liv'ER-COL-ORED,* a. Having the color of the liver. Jlsh.

DV'ERED, (llv'erd) a. Having a liver
; as, white-livered.

LIV'ER-GROWN, (-gron) a. Having a great liver.

LIV'ER-WORT, (-vviirt) n. A plant; a lichen; one of the

algae.
Liv'ER- Y, n. [livrer,Fr.] Delivery, or the act of giving pos-

session; release from wardship: the state of being kept
at a certain rate : a uniform or particular dress given to

servants: a garb worn as a token or consequence of any
thing. (London) The collective body ofliverymen. Liv-

ery of seisin, (Law) A delivery of possession of lands, c.

LIVER-Y, v. a. To clothe in a livery. Shak.

Liv'ER-Y-GowN,* n. The gown of the freemen of Lon-
don, tfsh.

LIv'ER-Y-MAN, n. ;pl. LIVERYMEN. One who wears a liv-

ery ;
a servant of an inferior kind. (In London) The liv-

erymen are a number of men belonging to the freemen of

91 companies, which embrace the different trades of the

metropolis.
LIv'ER-Y-STA'BLE,* n. A stable where horses are kept
and let out to hire. Phillips.

LIVES, (llvz) n. ; pi. of Life.

LiVE'-STpcK,*n. The animals necessary for the stocking
and cultivation of a farm. P. Cyc.

LIV'ID, a. (lividus, L.] Discolored, as by a blow j black and
blue.

LI-VID'I-TY, n. Same as lividness. Arbuthnot.

Liv'lD-NESS, 7i. The state of being livid. Scott.

LIv'JNG, a. Having life
; vigorous ;

active
; being in mo-

tion; lively.

LIV'ING, n. Course of life
; support ;

maintenance
;
for-

tune; livelihood; sustenance: the benefice of a clergy-
man.

Llv'lNG-Ly, ad. In the living state. Browne.

LIV-'RAI-${>N',* (Ijv-ra-z8ng') n. [Fr.j A delivery ;
the por-

tion of a book or publication issued and delivered at once.

Gent. Mag.
LI' VRE, (li'vur) [li'vur, S. W. P. J. F. Sm. ; le'vur, E. K. ;

levr, Ja.] n. [Fr.] A French money of account, now dis-

used, of a little less value than a franc, 80 francs being

equal to 81 livres.

Lix-lv'i-AL, (tjk-siv'e-al) a. Impregnated with salts like

a lixivium ; obtained by lixiviation.

LJX-IV'I-ATE,* v. a. To form lye ;
to impregnate with salts

from wood ashes. Ure.

Lix-Iv'i-ATE, ) a. Containing, or impregnated with, lix-

Lix-lv'i-AT-ED, )
ivium.

Lix-Iv-i-A'Ti<?N,*7i. The formation of lixivium or lye. Ham-
'titon.

'

Lix-Iv'l-oOs,* a. Belonging to lye ;
lixivial. Scott.

LfX-Jr'f-v'M, n. [L.] pi. Lix-lv' I-A. Lye, or alkaline salt

in solution. A term used by the old chemists.

LIZ'ARD, n. [lizard, Fr.] Lacerta
;
a reptile whose body is

scaly and its feet palmate, resembling a serpent with legs
added. The genus includes the crocodile and alligator.
Calmet.

LIZ'ARD-STONE, 71. A kind of stone.

LIZ'ARD-TAIL, n. A perennial plant.

LLA'MA,* (la'm^) n. A South American animal resembling
the camel, very useful to man. P. Cyc. Written also lama.

LL. D. [legum doctor.] A doctor of laws.

L6, interj. Look ! see ! behold I

LOACH, (loch) n. [loche, Fr.] A little fish inhabiting small,
clear streams, and excellent for food.

LOAD, (lod) n. A burden; a freight; lading; weight; pres-
sure ;

encumbrance. (Mining) A metallic or mineral
vein ;

also written lode.

LOAD, (lod) v. a.
[i.

LOADED ; pp. LOADING, LOADED, LAPEN,
OT-LOADEN. Loaden is now very rarely used.] To bur-

den
;
to freight ;

to encumber ; to charge, as a gun
LOAD'ER, (lod'er) 7i. One who loads. Dryden.

fLoAD'HiN-AGE, (15d'm&n-jdj) n. Pilotage ; the art of nav-

igation. Chaucer.

aucer
the cynosure ;

the
fLoAD'MAN, (lodz'man) n. A pilot. Ch
LOAD'STAR, (lod'star) n.The pole-star;
Reading or guiding star. Sidney. [R.]

LOAD'STONE, (lod'ston) n. The magnet; an oxide of iron
which has the property of attracting iron, and by which
the needle of the mariner's compass is directed.

LOAF, (lof) n.; pi. LOAVE. A large cake or mass of bread
as formed by the baker

; any thick mass.
LOAF'ER,* 7i. [laufer, Ger., a runner; a running footman.]
An idle or mischievous person ; an idler

;
a vagrant

Stevens.

LOAM, (lorn) 71. Dark-colored, rich vegetable mould or earth ;

mould
;
marl.

LOAM, (16m) v. a. To smear or cover with loam
;
to clay.

LoAM'y, (I5m'e) a. Consisting of, or like, loam
; marly.

LOAN, (Ion) n. Any thing lent ; money lent on interest ;

sum lent
;
time during which any thing is lent.

LOAN, (Ion) v. a.
[i. LOANED; pp. LOANING, LOANED.] To

lend. "A gentleman loaned him a manuscript." Sat.

Mag., London, 1839. 3= This verb is inserted by Todd
on the authority of Huloet (1552) and Langley (1664), and
rioted,

" Not now in use." It is, however, much used in
this country, though rarely in England.

LOAN'A-BLE,* a. That may be lent. M. Gouge. [R.]

LOAN'ER,* n. One who lends money. C. Green. [R.]

LOATH, (loth) [loth, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; loth, Wb.]
a. Unwilling; disliking; not ready ;

not inclined.

LOATHE, (loth) v. a.
[i.

LOATHED ;;;;?. LOATHING, LOATHED.]
To feel nausea or disgust for

;
to abhor

;
to detest

;
to

abominate
;
to hate.

LOATHE, v. n. To feel nausea, disgust, or abhorrence.

LOATH'ER, (loth'er) n. One who loathes. Sherwood.

LOATH'FOL, (loth'ful) a. Abhorring ;
abhorred. Spe/wer.R.

LOATH'ING, (loth'jng) n. Disgust : disinclination.

,*^. a. Feeeling disgust ; hating from disgust.

LOATH'ING-LY, ad. With disgust or aversion.

jLoATH'Li-Nfiss, n. What excites hatred or abhorrence.

ILOATH'LY, a. Hateful; abhorred. Chaucer.

LOATH'LY, (loth'le) ad. Unwillingly; without liking.

Sidney.

LOATH'NESS, (loth'nes) n. Unwillingness. Shak.

LOATH'SQME, (loth'sum) a. Disgusting; abhorred; destest-

able
; causing disgust ;

abhorrent.

LOATH'SQME-LY, (16th'sum-le) ad. So as to excite disgust.

LOATH'SQME-NESS, n. duality of being loathsome.

LOAVE, (lovz) 7i. ; pi. of Loaf.

L6B,n. Any one heavy, clumsy, or sluggish ;
a large worm.

Shak. Lob's pound, a prison. Addison.

L5B, v'a. To let fall in a slovenly or lazy manner. Shak.

,*
a' Bein8 in tne form of a lobe ' P" Cyc'

LOB'BY, K. \laube, Ger.] An opening hall before a room, or

a way or passage to a principal apartment, presenting con-

siderable space from the first entrance.

LoB'cScK, 7i. A sluggish, stupid person; a lob. Breton.

,, n. [lobe, Fr.
; Ao/?o'f, Gr.] A division; a distinct

part ;
used for a part of the lungs, also for the lower soft

part of the ear.

LOBE'LET,* n. A little lobe. London.

LO-BE'LI-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the cardinal-

hower.' Crabb.

LOB'LJNG,* n. A large kind of fish. Ash.

L6B'JL6L-LY, n. (JVttwt.) Water-gruel or spoon-meat. Cham-
bers. A luxuriant, flowering, evergreen American tree;

a species of bay-tree and of fir-tree. Farm. Ency.

LOE'LOL-LV-BOY,* n. (Naut.) A surgeon's attendant.

Mar. Diet.'

LO'BQ-ITE,* . (Min.) A species of idocrase. Cleaveland.

LoB'scoGsE,* 7i. A sort of sea-dish, made of salt beef

minced with onions, &c. Grose.

LOB'STER, n. Acrustaceous fish, or shell-fish, black before

being boiled and red afterwards. Bacon.

LoB'ULE, n. A little lobe. Chambers.

LOB'WORM,* (lob'wurm) . A worm used in angling. Cralb.

LO'CAL, a. [Fr. ; locus, L.] Relating to place; limited or

confined to, or having the properties of a place.

L6-CALE',* 71. [local, Fr.] A place ; locality. Mirror [R.]

Ld'cAL-IM,* n. A word or phrase limited to a particular

place ;
a local community or interest. EC. Rev.

LQ-CAL'I-TY, . State of being local ;
situation ;

existence

in place ;' relation of place or distance; place; geo-

graphical position, as of a mineral or plant.

LO-CAL-I-ZA'TION,* n. The act of making local. Dr. Th.

Chalmers.

L6'CAL,-IZE,* v. a. [L LOCALIZED; pp. LOCALIZING, LOCAL-

IZED.] To place ;
to make local. P. Mag.

LO'CAL,-LY, ad. In a local manner ;
in a place.

L6'CATE,'. a. [i. LOCATED; pp. LOCATING, LOCATED.] To

place. Cumberland. " The climate in which they are lo-

cated." QM. Rev. To establish ;
to set off, as land. [Used

in this manner in the U. S.]

LO'CATE,* v. n. To reside ;
to be placed ;

to adopt or form

a fixed residence. Minutes of the Meth. Epis. Cti. [R.]
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Lp-cA'TION, n. [locatio, L.] Act of locating ;
state of be-

ing placed; situation. (U. S.) Land set off and sur-

veyed; that which is located. (Civil law) A leasing on
rent.

LoH, (lok) n. [loch, Gael.] A lake, in Scotland
;
same as

lough in Ireland.

LoH, n. (Med.) Liquid confection. Same as lohoch.

LOCHE_S, n. pi. [XoxcTa,] Same as lochia. See LOCHIA.
Lp-jEHA'BER-AxE,* n. A tremendous weapon, formerly
used by the Scotch Highlanders. Crabb.

LOJBH'AGE,* n. [\o\ayos.] An officer who commanded a

lochos, or a certain body of ancient Greek soldiers. Mit-

ford.

Lp-Hl'A,* (lo-ki'a) n. pi. [Ao^^a.] (Med.) Evacuations
which follow childbirth. Du-nglison.

LO'^HI-AL,* a. Relating to lochia, or to discharges conse-

quent on childbirth. London.

LOCK, 7i. An instrument containing springs and bolts, used
to fasten doors, drawers, chests, &c.

; any thing that fast-

ens : the part ofthe gun by which fire is struck : a hug ;

a grapple : a quantity of hair or wool hanging together ;

a tuft : an enclosure in a canal, between two floodgates,
to confine water, by means of which a boat or vessel is

transferred from a higher to a lower level, or from a low-
er to a higher.

LOCK, v. a. [i.
LOCKED

; pp. LOCKING, LOCKED.] To shut or

fasten with locks
;
to shut up or confine, as with locks

;

to close fast.

LOCK, v. 7i. To become fast by a lock
;
to unite by mutual

insertion
;
to interlock.

LOCK'AGE,* 7i. The construction of locks ; materials for

locks'; the quantity of water used for filling a lock and

passing a vessel through it ; toll paid for passing locks.

Brande.

LOCK'-CHAM-BER,* n. The cavity of a canal-lock. Francis.

LOCKED'-JAW,* (lokt'jaw) n. (Med.) A spasmodic affec-

tion of the jaw ;
tetanus. Same as lock-jaw. Crabb.

L6cK'ER, 7i. He or that which locks; any thing closed
with a lock

;
a drawer

;
a box or cupboard.

LScK'ET, n. [loquet, Fr.] A small lock
; any catch or

spring to fasten a necklace or other ornament
;
a little

case attached to a necklace.

LocK'tsT,* n. A follower of John Locke. D. Stewart.

LOCK'JAW,* n. (Med.) A spasmodic affection of the jaw ;

tetanus. Brande. See TETANUS.
LOCK'LESS,* a. Destitute of locks. Byron.
LOCK'RAM, n. A sort of cloth made of coarse locks. Shak.

LOCK'RON, n. A kind of ranunculus, called also golden
knap or nap.

L6cK'sMiTH, n. A man whose trade it is to make locks.

fLocK'Y, a. Having locks or tufts. Sherwood.

Lo'cp-CES'sipN,* (lo'ko-sesh'un) n. (Law) A yielding; a

giving place. Crabb.

L5'cp-DE-scRlP'TiVE,* a. Descriptive of particular places.
Maunder.

Lo-cp-MO'TlpN, n. Power or act of changing place.

Ld-cp-Mo'TiVE, a. [locus and moveo, L.] Changing place ;

having the power of removing or changing place ; raov-

mg forward, as a steam-engine.

Lo-cp-Mo'TiyE,* n. A locomotive engine ;
an engine for

moving a railroad car. EC. Rev.

Lo-co-Mp-Tlv'l-TY, n. Power of changing place. Bryant.
L6c'u-LA-MENT,* 7i. (Bot.) The cell, in the pericarp of a

plant, in which the seed is lodged. London.
LOC'U-LAR * a. (Bot.) Having one or more cells. Farm. Ency.

LOC'U-LI-CI'DAL,* a. (Bot.) Opening with the cells broken

through at the back. P. Cyc.

L6c'u-LOUS,* a. Having cells
;
locular. Brande.

LO'CUM TE'NEN$,* [L.] A deputy; a substitute; lieu-

tenant. Macdonnel.

Lo'cysT, n. [locusta, L.] (Ent.) A migratory, devouring
insect, of several species. (Bot.) A tree of several

varieties.

Lp-ctJs'TA,* n. (Bot.) A spikelet or collection of florets of
a grass. P. Cyc.

L6'CUST-TREE, n. An ornamental tree
;
locust.

fLo-cu'TlpN, n. Discourse ;
mode of speech ; phrase. Bale.

LODAM,* n. A game at cards. Mason.

LODE,* 72. (Mining) A metallic or mineral vein. Ure.

Written also load.

LoDE'SHlP,*7i. (WauL) A small fishing-vessel. Crabb.

L5DE'sTAR, n. See LOADSTAR.

LdDE'sTONE, n. The magnet. See LOADSTONE.

L5DGE, (loj) v. a. [i. LODGED ; pp. LODGING, LODGED.] To
set, lay, or place for keeping or preservation ;

to afford a

temporary dwelling ;
to plant ;

to fix
;
to settle

;
to harbor

or cover
;
to afford place to

;
to lay flat, as grain.

L6DGE, (ISj) v. n. To reside ;
to take a temporary habita-

tion, or a residence at night ;
to lie flat.

LODGE, (loj) n. [logis, Fr.] A small house
;
a den

;
a cave

;

any small

lodge.

any small house appendant to a greater ; as,
" a porter's

tLoDGE'A-BLE, a. That affords lodging. Sir J. Finett.

LSDGE'MENT, n. [logement, Fr.] Disposition or colloca-

tion
; accumulation

; collection
; the establishing of a

post in the advances towards a besieged place.
LODG'ER, (loj'er) 7i. One who lodges or resides.

LODGING, n. A temporary residence or habitation :

rooms hired in the house of another: place of resi-
dence : a bed

; harbor
; covert.

LoDG'iNG-HoftsE,* n. A house to lodge in. Smollett.

LODG'ING-ROOM,* 71. A room to lodge in. Smollett.

fLoFFE, (lof ) v. n. To laugh. Shak.

LOFT, 7t. [loft, Goth.] An elevation; a story in a building
over another

;
a floor ; a part of a building under tha

roof; cockloft.

L5F'TI-LY, ad. In a lofty manner ; on high ; proudly.
LOF'TI-NESS, n. duality of being lofty ; elevation.

LOF'TY, a. High ; hovering ;
elevated in place, condition,

or character ; tall
;
exalted

; sublime
; proud ; haughty.

LOG, n. A bulky piece of wood ; part of the trunk of a
large tree : a piece of wood which, with a line, serves to
measure the course of a ship at sea : a Hebrew meas-
ure, about five sixths of a pint.

LOG, v. n. [i. LOGGED ; pp. LOGGING, LOGGED.] To move to
and fro. Polwhele. [Local, Eng.] To get logs for timber.
JV. A. Rev. [U. S.]

LSG'AN,* ) n. A rocking-stone ;
a large rock so balanced

LOG'GAN,* { as to be easily moved. Qu. Rev. Used al-

so as an adjective ; as, a logean stone. Ch. Ob.

LOG'A-RITHM, 71. [\6yos and api#//j.] A rational number,
or a number having a ratio or proportion to another num-
ber. Logarithms are a series of numbers in arithmeti-
cal progression, answering to another series of numbers
in geometrical progression.

LOG-A-RITH-MET'IC,* ) a. Relating to logarithms ; log-

LoG-A-RiTH-MET'i-CAL,* \
arithmic. Crabb.

LOG-A-RITH-MET'I-CAL-LY,* ad. By the use of logarithms.
Jlsh.

LoG-A-RtTH'Mic, ) a. Relating to or consisting of log-

L6G-A-RITH'MI-CAL, j arithms.

LOG'-BOARD, (-bord) n. A table or board containing an ac-

count of a ship's way measured by the log.

LOG'-BOOK, (log'buk) 7i. (Want.) A book or register into

which are transcribed the contents of the log-board, &c.

LOG'GATS, n. pi. An ancient game like ninepins. Hanmer.

LOG'JGER,* ?i. A man employed in getting logs or timber,
in America. Minofs Hist, of Mass.

LOGGER-HEAD, (-bed) 7i. A dolt ;
a blockhead

;
a thick-

skull. Shak. (Naut.) A spherical mass of iron with a

long handle, used for heating tar. Mar. Diet. To fall

or go to loggerheads, to scuffle ;
to fight without weapons.

L'Estrange.
LOG'J&ER-HEAD-ED, e. Dull

; stupid ; doltish. Shak.

LOG'ICJ (lod'jjk) v. [logica, L.] The science or art of rea-

soning, or the science of the laws of thought, and the

correct or just connection of ideas.

LOG'I-CAL, a- Pertaining to logic; conformed to logic, or

to correct principles of reasoning ;
versed in logic.

Lo&'i-CALi-LY, ad. According to the laws of logic.

Lc-Gf"oiAN, (lo-jlsh'an) n. [logiden, Fr.] A teacher or

professor of logic ; one versed in logic.

Lo-<f?s'Tic,* a. Applied to certain logarithms of sexages-
/mal numbers or fractions, used in astronomical calcula-
tions. Crabb.

Lo-Gls'Ti-cAL,* a. Logistic ; logarithmic. Ash.

LOG'-LINE, n. (Naut.) A line of about 150 fathoms, fastened
to the log. Mar. Diet.

LOG'MAN, n. One who gets or carries logs ; logger. Shak.

LO-GOG'RA-PHY,* n. The art or act of taking down the
words of an orator without having recourse to short-
hand : a method of printing, in which whole words
in type are used, instead of single letters. Brande.

tLoG'o-GRi'PH, (logVgrif) n. [\6
of riddle. B. Jonson.

[\6yos and A sort

Lo-GOM'A-HlsT,*7t. One who contends in words. Knowles.

LQ-GOM'A-jeiiy, (lo-gom'a-ke) n. [\oyoyLa\ia.} A war of
words

;
a contention in or about words. Howell.

LO-GOM'E-TER,* n. A scale for measuring chemical equiv-
alents. Gent. Mag.

LOG-O-MET'RIC,* ) a. Relating to a scale for measuring
LOG-O-MET'RI-CAL,* \

chemical equivalents ; noting a
scale for measuring ratios. Dr. Black.

LOG'O-THETE,* n. An accountant; a receiver or treasurer
of the public money. Oibbon.

LOG'O-TYPE,* n. Two or more letters cast in one piece;
as

) Jfj ffl, &, v, &c. Francis.

LOG'WOOD, (-wud) n. Wood of a very dense and firm

texture, found in the tropical part of America, much used
in dyeing and calico-printing.

L6'HQj0H, (I5'h9k) n.
[At.] (Med.) A medicine of a con-

sistence between a soft electuary and a sirup; loch.

Lot'Mic,* a. Relating to the plague or contagious disorders.

Brande.

LOIN, 7i. [ttwyn, Welsh.] The back of an animal, cut for

food. pi. The reins, or the lower part of the human
back adjoining the hip on each side.

LoI'TER, v. n. [loteren, Teut.] [i.
LOITERED

; pp. LOITER-

MtEN, S'fR; M6VE, NOR, S$N; BOLL, BUR, RULE. y, G, c, *, soft ; , G, C, g",
hard : as Z

;
as gz ;
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ING, LOITERED.] To be idly slow in moving ; to lag; to

linger ;
to idle.

LOI'TER, v. a. To consume in trifles
; to waste carelessly.

LoI'TER-ER, n. One who loiters
;
a lingerer.

LoK,* n. (Northern myth.} A malevolent deity. Brande.

LQ-LI'GO,* n. [L.] pi. LQ-LIG'I-NE, (Ich. & Oeol.) The
ink-fish ;

the cuttle-fish
;
a fossil fish. Buckland.

Lo'Ll-OM,* n. (Bot.) A genus of grasses ; rye-grass. P. Cyc.

LOLL, v. n. [lolla, Icel.J [i. LOLLED ;pp. LOLLING, LOLLED.]
To lean idly ;

to rest lazily against any thing ;
to hang

out the tongue. Dryden.
LOLL, v. a. To put out, as the tongue. Dryden.
L6I/LARD, n. [lollaerd, Teut.] An early religious reform-
er ; a follower of Wicliffe. First applied as a term
of contempt.

LoL'LARD-IM,*7i.The principles of the Lollards. EC. Rev.

LoL'LARD-y, 7t. The doctrine of the Lollards. Oower.

LoL'LER, n. Same as Lollard. Chaucer. [R.]

LSl/LQP, v. n. To loll. Brocket*. [Vulgar and local.]

LSM'BARD,* 7i. A native of'Lombardy; a goldsmith or
banker. P. Cyc.

LOM-BARD'IC, a. Relating to Lambardy and the Lombards
;

also to an alphabet introduced into Italy in the sixth

century.
LO'MENT,* n. [lomentum, L.] (Bot.') A kind of legume,

falling in pieces when ripe. London.

LO-MEN-TA'CEOUS,* (-shus) a. (Bot.) Bearing loments or

pericarps.
Loudon.

Lp-MEN'TVM,* n. (Bot.) A species of legume ;
loment.

P. Cyc.
LSM'O-NITE * n. (Min,) A mineral of the zeolite family.

Crabb.

L6MP, (lump) 7t. A kind of roundish fish.

L5N'DQN-ER, n. A native or an inhabitant of London.
L&N'DON-IM, 7i. A mode of expression peculiar to London.
L&N'DQN-IZE,* v. a. &. 7i. To conform to the manners or

character of London. Smart.

L&N'DON-PRIDE,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

LONE, a. Solitary; lonely; retired; standing alone; sin-

gle ;
not conjoined ; unmarried, or in widowhood.

LONE, ; n. A lane. Todd. [Local. North of Eng.]
LON'NIN, j

See Lorn NO.

LONE'LI-NESS, n. State of being alone
;
solitude.

LONE'LY, a. Solitary ; being alone, or in solitude.
LONE 'NESS, n. Solitude; seclusion. Fletcher. [R.]
LONE'SOME, (lon'sum) a. Solitary ; secluded; lonely; dis-

mal; unhappy by being alone.

LONE'SOME-LY, ad. In a lonesome manner.
LONE'SOME-NESS, n. State of behg lonesome.
LONG, a. [longus, L.I [comp. LONGER, (long'ger) sup. LONG-

EST, (long'pest)]
Extended ; not short

; having length ;

drawn out in a line, or in time
;
of any certain measure

in length: dilatory; tedious in narration: longing;
desirous

; as, a long look : protracted ; as, a long note.

L6NG, ad. To a great length ;
to a great extent

> not for a
short time

;
not soon ;

at a point of time far distant
; all

along ; throughout. It is used in composition ; as, long-
armed, long-legged, Jo7ig--necked, &c.

L5NG, n. A character of music, equal to two breves. The
long and the short, the whole of a thing, embracing all hs

parts.

LONG, V. 71.
[t. LONGED J pp. LONGING, LONGED.] To desire

earnestly; to wish with eagerness continued.

tLoNG, TJ. 7i. [langen, Ger.] To belong. Chaucer.

LON-GA-NIM'I-TY, n. [longanimitas, L.] Forbearance
; pa-

tience in enduring offences. Woolton. [R.]

.L6NG'-XRMED,* (-iirmd) a. Having long arms. Goldsmith.

LONG'-BACKED,* (-bakt) a. Having a long back. Cowper.
LSNG'BdAT, (-bot) n. The largest boat belonging to a ship.
,,SNG'-BOD'IED,* (-id)

a. Having a long body. Hitt.

\ L6xG'BOW,* 72. An irrstrum'ent for shooting arrows. Dray-
tan.

LONG'-BREATHED,* (-brStht) a. Having a long or good
breath

; long-winded, Ash.

LdNpE, (lunj) n. [Fr.] A thrust with a sword
; allonge.

Smollett. A long, leathern thong. Loudon.

L6NGE,* (lunj) v. n. To make a pass with a rapier ; to al-

longe. Smart.

LSNG'-EARED,* (-erd) a. Having long ears. Pope.
L5NG'ER,* n. One who longs for something. Smart.

LON'J&ER,* (long'ger) a. comp. See LONG.
LQN-GE'VAL, a. [longavus, L.] Living long; long-lived.

Pope.
LON-GEV'I-TY, n. Length of life

; long life.

LON-9E'votJS, a. Long-lived; longeval. Browne.
LoNG'-llXND-ED,* a. Having long hands. Johnson.

LdNG'-HfiAD-ED,* a. Having a long head
; wise. Bailey.

LONG'-HORNED,* (-hbrnd) a. Having long horns. Pennant.

LoN'GI-CORN,* n. (Ent.) A coleopterous insect. Brande.

LON-^iM'A-NOijS, a. [longirrantis, L.] Having long hands.

LQN-^IM'E-TRY, n. [longus, L., and uerpiu, Gr.] The art

or practice of 'measuring distances.

LSNG'iNG, n. Earnest desire
;
continual wish.

L6NG'iNG-LY, ad. With incessant desires or wishes.

fLpN-GlN'QUl-TY, TJ. [longinquitas, L.] Great distance.
Barrow.

LON-GI-PN'NATE,* n. A long-winged, swimming bird.

Brande.

L5N-Gi-ROS'TER,* n. A long-billed, wading bird. Brande.

LONG'JSH, a. Somewhat long.

LON'GI-TUDE, n. [longitudo, L.] Length ;
the greatest di-

mension. (Gcog.) The circumference of the earth,
measured east and west

;
the distance of any part of

the earth, to the east or west, from a meridian or from any
place, estimated in degrees. (Astron.) The distance of
a heavenly body from the first degree of Aries, reckoned
on the ecliptic.

LON-GI-TU'DI-NAL, a. Relating to longitude ; measured by
the length ; running in the longest direction.

LON-GI-TU'DI-NAL-LY,* ad. In a longitudinal direction.
P. Cyc.

LON-GI-TU'DI-NAT-ED,* a. Extended in length. Gold-
smith. [R.]

'

LONG'-LEAVED,* (-levd) a. Having long leaves. Drayton.
LONG'-LEGGED,* (-legd or leg'ged) a. Having long legs.

Hill.

LONG'LEGS,* . An insect having long legs. Hamilton.

LONG'LIVED, (-livd) a. Having great length of life.

fLoNG'Ly, ad. Tediously ; longingly. Shak.

LONG'-NECKED,* (-nekt or nek'ed) a. Having a long neck.

Drayton.
fLoNG'NESS, n. Length; extension. Cotgrave.
LONG'-PAT-ED,* a. Long-headed ; sagacio.us. Johnson.

LoNG-PRlM'KR,* n. (Printing) A sort of type interme-
diate between small pica and bourgeois. Brande.

LoNG-PRlM'ER,* a. Noting a kind of type of a size inter-

mediate between small pica and bourgeois. Crabb.

LoNG'-RfJN,* n. The ultimate result; the issue. EC. Rev.

LoNG'sniNKED, (-shankt) a. Having long legs.

LONG-SIGHT'ED,* a. Seeing far or to a great distance;
sagacious. Farrar.

LONG-SIGHT'ED-NESS,* n. Quality of being long-sighted.

Dunglison.

JLoNG'soME, a. Tedious
;
wearisome. Bacon.

LONG'spijN, a. Carried to an excessive length ;
tedious.

LoNG-sGF'FER-ANCE, n. Clemency; long-suffering. Com-
mon Prayer.

LoNG-stJF'FER-lNG, a. Patient
;
not easily provoked.

LONG-SIJF'FER-ING, n. Patience of offence
; clemency.

LONG'TAIL, n. A gentleman's dog, or one qualified to

hunt, other dogs formerly having their tails cut. Cut
and long-tail, a cant phrase for gentlefolks and others.

Shak.

LONG'TAIL,* a. Having the tail uncut, as a dog. Smart.

LONG'TAILED,* (-laid) a. Having a long tail. Addison.

LONG'-TONGUED, (-tungd) a. Having a long tongue ;
bab-

bling.

LONG'-VI^-AGED,* (-ajd) a. Having a long face. Hawkins.

LONG'WAY, ad. Longwise ; lengthwise. Addison. [R.J

LONG-WIND'ED, a. Long-breathed ;
tedious. Swift.

L5NG'-wlNGED,* (-wingd) a. Having long wings. Pope.

LONG'WI^E, (-wiz) ad. In the longitudinal direction;

lengthwise. Bacon.

LONG'WORT,* (-wiirt) n. A species of herb. Ash.

LON'ING, n. A lane. [Local. North of Eng.] See LONE.

LON'ISH, a. Somewhat lonely. Life of A. Wood. [R.]

L36, n. A game at cards. Pope.
Loo, TJ. a. To beat the opponents by winning every trick at

the game. Shenstone.

LOO'BI-LY, a. Awkward
; clumsy ; lubberly. L1

'Estrange.
LOO'BY, 7i. A lubber

;
a clumsy clown

; booby. Swift. [R.]

||LOOF, (luf) n. [lof, Fr.] (JVairf.) The after part of a ship's
bow, or where the planks begin to be incurvated as they
approach tho stern.

||LOOF, (luf) [luf, S. W. P. J.; 16f, Ja. K. Sm.] v. a. To
bring a ship close to the wind

;
to luff. See LUFF.

||LOOK, (luk) [luk, S. P. J. Sm. Wb. ; 16k, W. E. F. Ja. K.}
v. n. [i. LOOKED

; pp. LOOKING, LOOKED.] To direct the

eye ;
to see

;
to direct the intellectual eye ;

to expact ; to

take care
;
to watch : to seem to the look of others ; to

have a particular appearance, air, or manner
;
to appear.

To look about one, to be alarmed
;
to be vigilnnt. To

look after, to attend
;
to take care of. To look black, to

frown. To look for, to expect. To look into, to exam-
ine

;
to sift. To look on, to esteem

;
to regard ;

to con-

sider; to conceive of; to be a spectator. To look over,
to examine ;

to try one by one. To look out, to search
;

to seek ; to be on the watch. To look to, to watch
; to

take care of; to behold.

||LooK, (luk) v. a. To seek
;
to search for; to turn the eye

upon ;
to influence by looks.

HLOOK, (luk) interj. See ! lo ! behold ! observe !

JJLOOK, (luk) n. Air of the face
;
mien ;

cast of the counte-
nance ; act of looking ;

view
;
watch.

HLOOK'ER, (luk'er)n. One who looks. Looker-on,a spec-
tator ; one who is not an agent.

||LOOK'ING,* (IQk'ing) p. a. Using the eye ; expecting;
having an appearance.
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nLoOK'iNG-FOR,
(luk'ing-for) n. Expectation. Hebrews.

LooK'JNG-GLAss, (luk'ing-glas) n. A glass which shows
forms reflected ;

a mirror.

||LOOK'-50T,* (luk-) n. Observation; a habit of observ-

ing ; a place of observation. Q. Rev.

LOOM, n. A frame or machine for weaving cloth : that

part of the oar in rowing which is within the boat : a

large-sized bird.

LOOM'-GALE, . (JVaMf.) A gentle, easy gale of wind.
Mar. Diet.

LOOM, v. n. To appear large at sea, as a ship.

LOOM'ING,* n. (JWnrt.) An enlarged, indistinct view of

an object ; an apparent elevation of objects into the air
;

an optical illusion
; mirage. P. Cyc.

LOON, 7i. A sorry fellow ; a scoundrel
;
a lown. Dryden. A

bird, the great speckled diver. P. Cyc.

Loop, n. [loopen, D.] A doubling or folding of a string or

like substance through which another string may be

drawn ; a noose
;
a loophole ;

a small aperture.

L66PED, (lopt) a. Full of holes. Shak.

LOOP'HOLE, n. Aperture ;
hole to give a passage, particu-

larly to fire-arms : a shift
;
an evasion.

L66p'HOLED, (-hold) a. Full of holes or openings.

LOOP'ING,* n. (Metallurgy) The running together of the

matter of an ore into a mass when the ore is heated only
for calcination. Ure.

fLoORD, n. [luyaerd, Teut.] An idle, slothful fellow
;
a

drone. Spenser.

tL6d, n. [laus, L.] Praise
;
renown. Chaucer.

LOOSE, v. a.
[i.

LOOSED
; pp. LOOSING, LOOSED.] To un-

bind
;
to untie

;
to relax

;
to free

;
to set at liberty ;

to

disengage ;
to unloose.

LOOSE, v. n. To set sail
;
to depart by loosing the anchor.

LOOSE, a. Unbound
;
untied

;
not fast

;
not fixed

;
not

tight ;
not crowded

;
not close

;
not concise

; vague ;
in-

determinate
;
not strict

;
not rigid ; slack ;

unconnected
;

rambling ;
lax of body ; not costive

;
lax in personal

conduct
;
wanton ; unchaste. To break loose, to gain

liberty. To let loose, to set at liberty. At loose ends,

having no regular employment. Hunter.

LOOSE, n. Liberty ;
freedom from restraint. Dryden.

LOOSE'LY, ad. In a loose manner; not fast
;
not firmly;

irregularly ; negligently ; carelessly.

Loos'EN, (16'sn) v. a.
[i.

LOOSENED
; pp. LOOSENING,

LOOSENED.] To make loose; to untie; to free from

tightness, restraint, or costiveness
;
to loose.

LOOS'EN, (16'sn) v. n. To become loose
;
to part.

LOOSE'NESS, n. State of being loose; irregularity; neg-
lect of laws

; laxness ; unchastity ;
diarrhoea ;

flux.

LOOSE'STRIFE, n. A four-leaved plant ; a name of several

plants, most of them perennials, with yellow flowers.

Loos'jSH,* a. Somewhat loose. Earl of Pembroke.

Lop, v. a. [laube, Ger.] [i. LOPPED
; pp. LOPPING, LOPPED.]

To cut on, as the top or extreme part ;
to cut or shorten.

L6p, n. That which is cut from trees: a flea.

fLoPE, i. from Leap. Leaped. Spenser. See LEAP.

LOP'ER,* n. A machine for laying lines. Crabb.

LQ-PHI'Q-DON, or LOPH'I-O-DON,* n. [\<xl>os and u&bj.]
(Geol.) A genus of animals in a fossil state, resembling
the tapir and rhinoceros. P. Cyc.

LOP'PARD,* ?i. A tree with the top lopped or cut off.

Mien.

Lop'pED-MTfLK,* n. Milk that is sour arid curdled. Same
as loppered milk. Farm". Ency. [Local.]

LSp'PER, n. One who lops or cuts trees.

LOP'PERED, (-perd) a. Coagulated ; as, loppered milk.
Jiinsworth. [Local. Scotland.]

LOP'PJNG, n. That which is cut off, Cotgrave.
Lo-QUA'cioys, (19-kwa'shus) a. [loquaz,!*.] Full of talk ;

talkative; garrulous.
LO-QUA'CIOUS-LY,* ad. In a loquacious manner.
LQ-QUA'CIOUS-NESS, (lo-kwa'shus-nes) n. Loquacity.
L?-QuX^'i-Ty, (lo-kwas'e-te) n. [loquacitas, L.] A propen-

sity to talk much
; talkativeness-; too much talk.

LQ-RAN'THVS,* n. (Bot.) A perennial plant. P. Cyc.

LO'RATE,* a. (Hot.) Shaped like a thong or strap. London.

LORD, n. A monarch; ruler; governor; master; supreme
person : the Supreme Being : a husband. In England,
a nobleman or peer of the realm

; specially a baron, as

distinguished from the higher degrees of nobility; by
courtesy, the son of a duke or marquis, and the eldest

son of an earl
; officially, the mayor of London, of York,

and of Dublin, and a judge while presiding in court:

[a ludicrous title, given by the vulgar to a hump-
backed person ; traced, however, to the Greek \<>p$6{,

crooked.]
LORD, t?. 7i. [i. LORDED ; pp. LORDING, LORDED.] To domi-
neer

;
to rule despotically.

LORD, v. a. To invest with the dignity and privileges of a
lord. Shak.

LORD'DQM,* n. The dominion of lords. JV. M. Mag.
fLoRD'iNG, 7i. Fir

; master; an ancient mode of address.
Chaucer. A little lord. Same as lordling. Shak.

LORD'-LIEU-TEN'ANT,* (-Kv-tSfi'filt) n. The chief ex-

ecutive officer or viceroy of Ireland. Lord-lieutenant of
a county, in England, an officer who has the chief man-
agement of the military affairs of the county. Booth.

LORD'LIKE, a. Lordly : like a lord
; proud. Dryden.

LORD'LI-NESS, n. duality of being lordly ; pride.
LORD'LING, n. A little lord

;
a lord, in contempt.

LORD'LY, a. Befitting a lord
; proud ; haughty ;

im-
perious.

LORD'LY, ad. Imperiously ; despotically; proudly. Dryden.
LORD'SHJP, n. State, quality, or dignity of a lord

;
domin-

ion; seigniory; a title of honor given to lords, judges,
&c., in England. See LORD.

LORE, n. Learning; erudition
;
lesson

; doctrine ;
instruc-

tion. (Ornith.) The space between the bill and the

eye.

fLoRE, L&p. [loren, Sax.] Lost
;

left. Spenser. See LORN.
,

7i. A scoundrel
;
a vagrant ;

a losel. Chaucer.

N, n. An instructor. Qower.
n. [L.] A cuirass or crest of mail, made of

leather, and set with plates of metal. Brande.

LOR'I-CATE, n. a. [loricatus, L.] [i. LORICATED; pp. LORI-

CATING, LORICATED.] To plate over
;
to cover, as with a

crust or coat of mail. Ray.
LOR-I-CA'TION, n. Act of loricating ; a surface like mail.

fLoR'l-MER, n. [larmier, Fr.] A saddler
;
a bridle-maker,

fLoR'i-NER, or maker of bits, spurs, and metal-mount-
ings. Chalmers.

fLoR'lNG, n. Instructive discourse. Spenser.

LOR'I-OT, n. [Fr.] The bird called a witwal. Cotgravc.
LOR'I-PED.* n. (Conch.) A species of crustacean. Kirby.
LO'RIST,* a. A bird fabled to cure the jaundice. Crabb.

fLORN, i. & p. [loren, Sax.] Left
;
lost

; forlorn. Spenser.

LO'RY,* n. A bird of the parrot kind. Crabb. A sort of

monkey. Goldsmith.

LOS'A-BLE, a. That may be lost. Boyle.

L6E, (loz) v. a. [i.
LOST

; pp. LOSING, LOST.] To cease to

have in possession; to be dispossessed of; to forfeit; to

be deprived of; to possess no longer; to miss, so as not
to find

;
to separate or alienate

;
to ruin ; to bewilder; to

deprive of; not to enjoy ;
to squander ;

to throw away ;

to suffer to vanish from view
;
to employ ineffectually j

to miss
;
to part with.

LOSE, (loz) v. n. Not to win
j
to decline

;
to fail.

|L6'SEL, (16'zl) [l&'zl, Jo. Sin.; loz'el, P.] n. A scoundrel
j

a sorry, worthless fellow. Spender.

fLos'KN-GER, 7i. A deceiver; a flatterer. Chaucer.

LOS'ER, (lo'z'er) n. One who loses or forfeits.

LO'ING, (l&z'ing) n. Loss
; deprivation ; diminution.

Lo^'lNG,* p. a. Suffering loss
; failing ; declining.

Loss, ?). Detriment; the contrary to gain ; damage; miss;
privation ; deprivation ;

forfeiture
;

destruction
;
useless

application. To be at a loss, to be in difficulty, or unable
to proceed or determine.

fLOss'VOL, a. Detrimental ; noxious. Bp. Hall.

fLoss'LESS, a. Exempt from loss. Milton.

LOST, L '&. p. from Lose. See LOSE.

LOT, ?. That which comes to one as his portion ; fortune
;

state assigned ; destiny ;
fate

;
doom

;
a chance : a die,

or any thing used in determining chances: a portion or

parcel ; one division of an aggregate : proportion of

taxes; as, to pay scot and lot. (U. S.) A division or

portion of land measured off; a ground plot, or ground
for a house. P. Mag.

LOT, t!. a. [l.
LOTTED

; pp. LOTTING, LOTTED.] To assign J

to set apart ;
to distribute into lots

;
to catalogue ;

to

portion.

LOTE, or LoTE-TREE, it. [lote, Fr.] (Antiquity) A tree of
two kinds, one found in Africa, and the other in Italy j

the lotos. (Modern) The nettle-tree.

LOTE, n. The eel-pout ;
a fish resembling the eel.

LOTH, a. See LOATH.

LO'TIQN, n. [Ictio, L.] A wash for medical purposes.
L6'TOS,orLo'Tijf!,n. [L.] A plant and tree; the water

lily of the Nile ; the lote-tree. See LOTE.

LOT'TER-Y, 7i. [loterie, Fr., from lot.] A game of hazard
in which small sums are ventured for the chance of ob-

taining a greater value
;

a sortilege ; distribution of

prizes and blanks by chance. [f Allotment. Shak.]

LOUD, a. Strong or powerful in sound
; striking the ear

with great force
; noisy ;

clamorous
;
vociferous

;
turbu-

lent.

LOUD, ad. So as to sound with force
; noisily.

LoOo'LY, ad. In a loud manner; noisily.

LoOo'NESS, n. Noise ; force of sound ; turbulence.

LOUD'-VOJCED,* (-vb'Tst) a. Having a loud voice. Pope.

LOUGH, (ISk) [18k, S. W. P. J. Jo.. K. Sm.} n. [louch, loch,

Irish.] A lake in Ireland
;
same as loch in Scotland.

fLoUGH, (lof) i. from Laugh. Laughed. Chaucer.
Louis D'OR, (lo'e-dor') n. [Fr.J A French gold coin, first

struck in the reign of Louis XIII., valued at about 20s.

sterling. Spectator.

LOUNGE, (lounj) v. n. [longis, old Fr.] [i. LOUNGED
; pp.

LOUNGING, LOUNGED.] To idle ;
to loll ;

to live lazily.

LOUNG'ER, (Ibun'jer) n. One who lounges; an idler.
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,*;;. a. Indulging idleness; indolent.

LoOR, v. n. See LOWER.
LOUR'DAN, n. A loord. !?ee LUKDAN.
LoOsE, 71.; pi. LICE. A small insect, of which there are

many species that live on animal bodies.

LoO^E, (Ibuz) v. a. To clean from lice. Spenser.
LoOsE'woRT, (-wurt) n. The name of a plant.

LoG'l-LY, ad. In a paltry, vile manner.
LOT)'I-NESS, (lou'ze-nes) n. The state of being lousy.

L6G'Y, (Ibu'ze) a. Infested with lice; vile; dirty; bred
on the dunghill ;

mean
; contemptible.

LoOT, re. [leute, Ger.J An awkward fellow ;
a bumpkin ;

clown.

f-LpOT, v. n. To pay obeisance ; to bend
;
to bow. Oower.

fLpOT, v. a. To overpower. Mirror fur Magistrates.

Lo'Ox'iSH, a. Clownish
;
awkward

; bumpkinly.
LoOT'isn-LY, ad. In the manner of a lout or clown.

LoOT'lSH-NESS, n. Clownishness. Todd.

LOU'VER, (16'ver) n. [Fouvert, Fr.] An opening in the

roof of a cottage for the smoke to escape. Spenser. A
window in a church steeple left opeii or crossed by bars.

LOV'A-BLE, (luv'a-bl) a. Worthy to be loved ; amiable.

LOV'AGE, (luv'$tj) n. A genus of aromatic plants, of sev-

eral species.
L6VE, (luv) v. a.

[i.
LOVED

; pp. LOVING, LOVED.] To regard
with good-will, with affection, or with tenderness ; to

regard with the affection of a lover, a husband or wife,
a parent, a child, a friend, or near connection; to be
fond of; to be pleased with

;
to delight in.

L6vE, (luv) v. n. To delight; to take pleasure. Bacon.

L&VE, (luv) 7i. The passion between the sexes, between

parents and children, or between friends ;
affection ;

at-

tachment; fondness; kindness; good-will; friendship;

courtship ;
tenderness ; parental care

; object beloved :

picturesque representation of love: a word of endear-
ment : due reverence to God.

LOVE.* a. Relating to or partaking of love. Johnson.

LSvE'-Ap-PLE, re. A plant and its fruit ; tomato.

L6vE'-BRpK-ER,* 7i. A negotiator in matters of love. Shak.

fLoVE'-DAY, n. A day, in old times, appointed for the

amicable settlement of differences. Chaucer.

L6vE'-FA-voR, 7i. Something given to be worn in token
of love. Bp. Hall.

LSVE'-FEAT,* n. An amour; a deed of gallantry. Shak.

LoVE '-GRASS,* n. A beautiful kind of grass. Farm. Ency.
L6vE-lN-I'DLE-NESS, n. A kind of violet. Shale.

L&VE'-KNOT, (luv'not) n. A complicated knot
;
a sort of

love-favor.

L6VE'-LA-BORED,* a. Labored through love. Milton.

LoVE'-LAss, n. A sweetheart
;
lass beloved.

L6vE'LEss, a. Void of love or affection. Milton.

LOVE'-LET-TER, n. Letter of courtship ;
a billet-doux.

L6vE-LiE-A-BLEED'iNG, 7i. A species of amaranth.

L6vE'Li-LY, ad. In a lovely manner. Otway. [R.]

L6vE'Ll-NESS, ?t. duality of being lovely ;
amiableness.

L6vE'-L5cK, 71. A particular sort of curl, worn by the

men of fashion in the reigns of Elizabeth and James I.

Lily.

L(5vE'LORN, a. Forsaken of one's love or lover. Milton.

L6vE'LY, a. Worthy of love ;
amiable

; delightful ;
charm-

ing.

L6vE'L.Y, ad. Charmingly. Phillips. [R.]

L6vE'MoN-j&ER, n. One who deals in affairs of love. Shak.

,
a. Eager through love. Daniel.

L6v'ER, n. One who loves
;
an admirer

;
a friend.

LO'VER, ?i. An opening for smoke. See LOUVER.

L6v'ER-LlKE,* a. Being in the manner of a lover. Milton.

L6vE'-SE-CRET, 7i. A secret between lovers.

LSvE'snAFT, 7i. The arrow of Cupid.
L&VE'SICK, a. Disordered or languishing with love.

L6vE'sicK-Nss,* n. Sickness caused by love. Wycherley.
+L6VE'SOME, a. Lovely. Drydcn.
L6vE'soNG, . An amorous song ;

a song expressing love.

LOVE'SUIT, (luv'sut)Ti. Courtship. Shak.

L6vE'-TALE, n. Narrative of love. Milton.

L<$VE'-THOUGHT, (luv'tliawt) 7i. Amorous fancy. Shak.

LovE'-To-KEN, (-kn) ?i. A present in token of love. Shak.

L6VE'-T6Y, (luv'tbi) 7i. A love-token. Arbuthnot.

L&VE'-TRlcK, n. An artifice expressive of love.

L6v'iNG, a. Feeling or expressing love
; affectionate.

L6v'iNG-K.iND-NESs, 7i. Tenderness
;

favor
; mercy.

Psalms.

L6v'lNG-LY, (luv'jng-le) ad. Affectionately ;
with kind-

ness.

L6v'lNG-NESS, 7i. Kindness
; affection. Sidney.

Low,' (15) a. [lau, Dan.
; lo, Icel.] Not high ;

not rising far

upwards; not elevated ;
not coming up to some mark or

standard : humble ; lowly ;
base

; mean ; abject : de-

pressed or mean in rank, in importance, in sentiment, in

speech, intellect, &c. : not rising into antiquity : not
near the north or south pole : not amounting to much in

price, number, or quantity : not carrying a principle very
far or to extremes: grave in music, as opposed to

high or acute; soft, as opposed to loud.

Low, (15) aa. Not aloft
;
not on high ;

not at a high price
down ; softly as to voice.

Low, (15) n. [lohe, Ger.] Flame; fire; heat. Brockett

[North of Eng.]
fLow, (15) v. a. To
Low, (15) [15, S. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. Scott, Barclay ; Ibu, P

^o make low
;
to lower. Chaucer. Swiff.

Nares, Kenrick ; Ibu or 15, W.] v. n.
[i.

LOWED
; pp. LOW-

ING, LOWED.] To bellow, as a cow.
LOW'ANCE,* v. a. To put upon an allowance; to limit;

to allowance. Holloway. [Local.]
LOW'BELL, (16'bel) n. A net with a bell attached, used
with a light at night for catching birds.

Low'BfiLL, v. a. To scare as with a lowbell. Hammond.
LOW'BORN,* a. Having a mean birth. Johnson.

LOW'BRED,* a. Having a mean education
; vulgar. Oar-

rick.

Low'-CHtJRCH,* a. Not carrying the principles or the

authority of the church or of episcopacy to extremes
;

opposed to high-church. Ch. Ob.

LOWE, the termination of local names, comes from the
Saxon hleaw, a hill, heap, or barrow. Gibson.

L5w'ER, (I5'er) v. a. [i. LOWERED
; pp. LOWERING, LOW-

ERED.] To bring or make low or lower
; to humble

; to
reduce

; to degrade ;
to lessen

;
to make less in price or

value.

LOW'ER, (lo'er) v. n. To grow lower or less; to fall: to
sink.

LOW'ER, (Ibu'er) v. n. [loeren, D.] [i. LOWERED ; pp. LOW-
ERING, LOWERED.] To appear dark, stormy, and gloomy;
to be clouded ; to frown

;
to look sullen.

fLow'ER, (Ibu'er) n. Cloudiness
; gloominess. Sidney.

LOW'ER-CASE,* n. A printer's case of boxes that hold
the small letters of printing type. Francis. Used as an

adjective
to denote small letters, as opposed to capitals.

LOW'ER-ING,* a. Cloudy; overcast; gloomy.
Low'ER-fNG-LY, ad. With cloudiness } gloomily. .

Low'ER-M5sT, a. Lowest. Bacon.

LOW'ER-Y, a. Threatening to be wet; overcast. Todd.

LOW'ING, n. The cry of black cattle. See Low.
Low'LXND, 7i. Country that is low

; marsh.

fLow'Li-HOOD, (lo'le-hud) n. A low state. Chaucer.

LOW'LI-LY, ad. In a lowly manner; humbly.
LOW'LI-NESS, n. Quality of being lowly ; humility : free-
dom from pride ;

want of dignity.

LOW'LY, a. Humble; meek: mean; wanting dignity;
not great ;

not lofty ;
not sublime

;
not elevated

; low.

LOW'LY, ad. Not highly ; meanly ; humbly ; meekly.
LOW'-MIND-ED,* a. Having a low and vulgar mind;
mean ; base. Johnson.

LOWN, (Ibun or Ion) n. A scoundrel ; a rascal ; a heavy,
stupid fellow. Shak. See LOON.

LOWND, a. [logn, Icel.] Calm and mild
;
out of the wind

j

under cover or shelter. [North of England.]
LOW'NESS, n. State of being low; meanness; want of

elevation, rank, dignity, or sublimity; depression; de-

jection.
Low-PRESS'yRE ,* (-presh'ur) a. Applied to a steam-engine,
the motion or force of which is produced by forming a
vacuum within the cylinder by drawing off the steam
into a condenser. Francis.

LOW'-PRICED,* (-prist) a. Having a low price. Ed. Rev.

LOW'-ROOFED,* (-roft) a. Having a low roof. Collins.

Low-splR'iT-ED, a. Dejected ; depressed ; not lively.

LOWT, n. <fc v. See LOUT.

LOW-THOUGHT'ED, (l5-th&wt'ed) a. Mean of sentiment.

LOW'-VOICED,* (-vblst) a. Having a low voice. Shak.

Low'-WA'TER,* n. The lowest point to which the tide

ebbs; ebb-tide. Crabb.

L6w'-wA-TER,* a. Relating to the ebb of the tide. Pen-
nant.

Low-WlNE,* n.pl. The product obtained by a single dis-

tillation of molasses, or of fermented saccharine and
spirituous liquid. Francis.

Low'-WoRM,* (-wiirm) n. A disease in horses like the

shingles. Crabb.

LOX-Q-DROM'JCS, 71. pi. [A^tfs and Jpfyoj.] The art of

oblique sailing by the rhomb
;
a table of rhombs with a

table of latitudes and longitudes.

LOX-Q-DROM'IC,* a. Relating to oblique sailing. Lozo-

dromic curve or spiral, a kind of logarithmic spiral traced

on the surface of a sphere. Brande.

LOX-OD'RO-MI^M,* 7i. The tracing of a loxodromic curve
or line. Ed. Rev.

LOX-OD'RQ-MY,* n. (JVouf.) The line which a ship de-

scribes in sailing on the same collateral rhomb. Hamil-
ton.

LOY,* n. A long, narrow spade, used in stony lands

Farm. Ency.
LOY'AL, (Ibl'al) a. [Fr.] Faithful or true to a prince or

superior; obedient; devoted ;
faithful in love.

LoY'AL-ISM,* 71. Loyalty. EC. Rev. [R.]

LOY'AL-IST, n. One who is faithful to his sovereign.

LOV'AL-LY, ad. In a loyal manner
;
with fidelity.

LOY'AL-NESS,* n. Same as loyalty. Stow. [R.]
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LOY'AL-TY, n. [loyaulte, old Fr.] Quality of being loyal j

fidelity to a prince, a superior, a lady, or a lover.

Lo'ZEL, (lo'zl) 71. See LOSEL.

LOZ'ENGE, (loz'enj) n. [losange, Fr.] (Geom.) An oblique-

angled parallelogram, or rhomb. (Mcd.) A form of med-

icine, to be held in the mouth till melted : a cake of pre-
served fruit. (Her.) A bearing in the shape of a paral-

lelogram, with two obtuse and two acute angles.

LOZ'ENGED, (-enjd) a. Having the shape of a lozenge.

LOZ'EN-GY, a. (Her.) Having the field or charge covered
with lozenges.

LP. A contraction for lordship.

Lu, n. A game at cards. Pope. See Loo.

LUB'BARD, n. A lazy, sturdy fellow
;
a lubber. Swift.

LUB'BER, 7t. A sturdy drone; an idle, fat, bulky booby.
LUB'BER-LY, a. Lazy and bulky. Shak.

LUB'BER-LY, ad. Awkwardly ; clumsily. Dryden.
LU'BRIC, a. [lubricus, L.] Slippery ;

smooth ; unsteady ;

wanton; lewd.

LU'BRI-CAL,* a. Smooth ; slippery ;
lubric. B. Jonson.

Lu'BRi-cXNT,* 7t. Any thing which lubricates. Knowles.

Lu'BRI-CATE, v. a. [lubricus, L.] [i.
LUBRICATED ; pp. LU-

BRICATING, LUBRICATED.] To make smooth or slippery ;

to smooth. Arbuthnot.

LU'BRI-CA-TQR, n. He or that which lubricates. Burke.

fLy-BRlc'i-TATE, v. a. To smooth
;
to lubricate.

LV-BRIC'I-TY, n. [lubricus, L.] Slipperiness ;
smoothness ;

uncertainty; instability; wantonness; lewdness.

LU'BRI-COUS, a. Slippery; uncertain; lubric. Qlanville.

Lu-BRi-FXc'TlQN, n. [lubricus and facio, L.] The act of

lubricating. Bacon.

LU-BRI-FI-CA'TION, n. [lubricus and fio, L.] The act of

smoothing. Ray.
LUCAMA,* n. A fruit of Chili, like a peach. Farm. Ency.
LUCE, 7i. [lucius, L.] A pike full grown. Walton.

fLu'CENT, a. [lucens, L.] Shining; bright; splendid; lu-

cid. B. Jonson. /

Lu'CERN, n. [luzerne, Fr.] A plant of several species ; a

species of grass cultivated for fodder.

LU-CER'NAL,* a. Relating to a lamp or candle ; noting a

species of microscope. Francis.

LU'CID, a. [lucidus, L.] Shining; bright; transparent;
clear

; perspicuous ; bright with the radiance of intellect
;

not darkened with madness
; rational.

Ly-clD'i-TY, n. Splendor; brightness. Turner. [R.]

LU'CID-NESS, ?i. Transparency" ;
clearness. W. Mountague.

LU'CI-FER,* n. A name of the devil; a fallen angel:
the name of the planet Venus when she is the morning
star. Hamilton.

tLu-cl-F_E'Ri-AN, a. Relating to Lucifer ;
devilish.

LU-CI-FE'RI-AN,* n. A follower of Lucifer, bishop <

ari, in the 4th century, who believed the soul to be of a
carnal nature, or material.

Lu-clF'ER-oOs, a. [luctfer, L.] Giving light; making clear.

Boyle.

LV-CIF'ER-OUS-LY, ad. So as to enlighten. Browne. [R.]
Lv-clF'l'c, a. [lux and facio, L.] Producing light. Grew.

Lu'ci-FORM, a. Having the nature of light. Bp. Berke-

ley.

LU-CIM'E-TER,* n . An apparatus for measuring the inten-

sity of light ; photometer. Hamilton.

LUCK, n. [geluck, D.] That which happens by chance
;

chance
;
accident

; hap ; fortune, good or bad.

LUCK'I-LY, ad. In a lucky manner
; fortunately.

LUCK'J-NESS, n. State of being lucky ; good fortune.

LUCK'LESS, a. Unfortunate; unhappy. Spenser.

LUCK'PEN-NY,* n. A small sum given back by a person
who receives money in consequence of a bargain. Jamie-
son. [Local.]

LUCK'Y, a. Fortunate; successful
; happy by chance.

LU'CRA-TIVE, a. [lucratious, L.] Gainful
; profitable ;

bringing money.
Lu'CRE, (lu'ker) n. [lucrum, L.] Gain; profit; pecuniary
advantage.

fLu'CRE, (lu'ker) v. n. To have a desire of gain. Ander-
son.

jLu-CRlF'ER-ous, a. [lucrum and fero, L,] Gainful
; prof-

itable. Boyle.

;Lu-CRiF'ic,

a. Producing gain.

LVC-TA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Struggle; effort; contest. Faring-
don.

tLucT'y-AL, a. [luctus, L.] Lamentable. Sir O. Buck.

Lu'cy-BRATE, v. n. [lucubror, L.] To watch or study by
candle-light. Cockeram.

LU-CU-BRA'TIQN, n. [lucubratio, L.] Study by candle-

light; nocturnal study; any thing composed by night.

Lu'cy-BRA-TQR,* 7i. One who makes lucubrations. Spec-
tator.

Lu'cy-BRA-TQ-RY, a. Composed by candle-light. Pope.
Lu'cy-LENT, a. [luculentus, L.] Clear; transparent; lu-

cid
;
evident.

LV-CUL'LITE,* n. (Min.) A black limestone, often polished
for ornamental purposes. Brande.

fLv-Di'B'Rl-Ous, a. Sportive; ridiculous. Todd.

LU'DI-CROUS, a. [ludicer, L.] Burlesque; sportive; excit-

ing laughter; ridiculous
; laughable ; comical.

LU'DI-CROUS-LY, ad. In a ludicrous manner.
LU'DI-CROUS-NESS, ?. Burlesque ; sportiveness.
jLu-Di-Fi-CA'TiQN, n. [ludiftcatio, L.] Act of mocking

Bailey.

tLy-piF'l-CA-TQ-RY, a. Mocking ; making sport. Barrow.

LU'E$,* n. [L.] A poison or pestilence ; a plague. Brande.

LUFF, v. n. [i. LUFFED
; pp. LUFFING, LUFFED.] (JVaut.)

To keep close to the wind. Sometimes written loof.

LUFF,* n. (Naut.) A sailing close to the wind
;
weather-

gage ;
the roundest part of the bow of a ship ; the fora

or weather part of a sail. Mar. Diet.

LUFF, 71. [lofa, Goth.] The palm of the hand. [North of

Eng.]
LuFF'TXc-KLE,* n. A large tackle. Mar. Diet.

LUG, v. a. \lugga, Su. Goth.] [i.
LUGGED

; pp. LAGGING,
LUGGED.] To haul or drag ;

to pull with effort or violence :

to pull by the ears. Pegge.
LUG, v. n. To drag ; to come heavily. Dryden.
LUG, n. A kind of small fish. Carew. The ear. More. A
land measure ; a pole or perch. Spenser. [R.]

LDG'GAGE, n. Any thing cumbrous that is to be carried

away ; a traveller's packages or baggage.
LuG'j&ER,*7i. (JYaut.) A small vessel carrying two or three

masts, with a running bowsprit. Mar. Diet.

LUG'SAIL, n. (Naut.) A quadrilateral sail bent upon a

yan[ which hangs obliquely from the mast.

LU-GU-BRI-OS'I-TY,* n. Sorrowfulness ;
sadness. Q-u.

Rev. [R.]

LV-GU'BRI-OUS, a. [lugubris, L.] Mournful ; sorrowful.
Hammond.

fLuKE, a. Not fully hot
;
lukewarm. Prompt. Pan.

fLuKE'NESS, 71. Moderate warmth. Ort. Vocab.

LUKE'WARM, a. Moderately warm, but not at all hot ;

tepid : indifferent
;
not ardent

;
not zealous.

LUKE'WARM-LY, ad. In a lukewarm manner or state.

LUKE'WARM-NESS, n. State of being lukewarm; indiffer-

ence.

LUKE'WARMTH,* n. Moderate warmth; lukewarmness ;

indifference. Addison.

LULL, v. a. [lula, Danish
; Mlo, L.] [i.

LULLED
; pp. LULL-

ING, LULLED.] To compose to sleep by a pleasing sound ;

to quiet ;
to put to rest.

LULL, n. Power or quality of soothing. Young.
LUL'LA-BY, n. A song to'still babes. Fairfax.

LULL'ER, 7i. One that lulls
;
a dandier. Cotgrave.

LtJM, n. The chimney of a cottage. Pegge. [Local.]

Lu'MA-HEL,* 7i. (Min.) A calcareous stone composed of
shells and coral conglutinated. Smart.

LU-MA-JBHEL'LA,* n. Shell marble, sometimes called fire-

marble ; lumachel. Brande.

LyM-BXG'l-NOUS,* a. Relating to the lumbago. Med. Diet.

LVM-BA'GO, n. [lumbi, L.] (Med.) Pain in the loins; a
rheumatic affection of the muscles about the loins.

LtJM'BAL, a. Same as lumliar. Todd. [R.]

LUM'BAR, a. (Anat.) Relating to the loins.

LUM'BER, n. Any thing useless, cumbersome, or bulky.

[Harm; mischief. Pegge.] (U. S.) Timber in general,
as boards, shingles, staves, &c. Pitkin.

LUM'BER, v. a. [i. LUMBERED ;pp. LUMBERING, LUMBERED.]
To heap, like useless goods, irregularly.

LUM'BER, v. n. To move heavily, as burdened with its

own bulk. Dryden. (U. S.) To get lumber or timber

from the forest.

LDM'BER-ER,* n. One employed in getting or obtaining
lumber or timber

;
a woodcutter. Chambers.

LuM'BER-HoOsE,*
1

7i. A house or room for lumber or va-

LuM'BER-RooM,* )
rious matters. Pope.

LLT

M'BER-LNG,* n. The act of getting lumber or timber.

Chandler.

LuM'BRl-CAL, a. [lumbricus, L.] (Anat.) Applied to small

muscles in the hands and feet
;
also to the earthworm.

LUM-BRI^'I-FORM,* a. Shaped like a worm. Smart.

LU'MI-NA-RY, n. [luminare, L.] He or that which gives or

diffuses light, or enlightens; a luminous body; an en-

lightener ; an instructor.

fLu'Ml-NATE, v. a. [lumino, L.] To illuminate. Cockeram.

jLu-MJ-NA'TiON, n. Illumination. Bailey.

JLO'MiNE, v. a. To illuminate. Spenser.

Lu-Mi-NlF'ER-ous,*a. Producing or sustaining light ;
lu-

ciferous. Whewell.

Lu-Mi-N6s'i-TY,* n. The state of being luminous. Brande.

LU'MJ-NOUS, a. [lumineux, Fr.] Shining ; emitting light ;

enlightened; bright.

LU'MI-NOUS-LY, ad. In a bright or luminous manner.

LU'MI-NOUS-NESS, 7i. Brightness; emission of light.

LDMP, n. [lombe, Teut.J A small mass of matter ;
a mass

;

the whole together ; the gross.

LUMP, v. a.
[i. LUMPED ; pp. LUMPING, LUMPED.] To throw

or unite in the gross ;
to take jn the gross.

LuMP'EN,*7i. A long, greenish fish. Smart.

LUMP'FISH, 71. A sort of fish, thick, and very ill shaped,
called also the sucker, and the sea-owl.
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LUMPING, a. Large ; heavy ; great. Jirbuthnot. [Low.]
LUMP'ISH, a. [lompsch, Teut.] Heavy ; gross; dull; unac-

tive; bulky.
Li)MP'lSH-LY, ad. With heaviness

;
with stupidity. Sher-

wood.

LUMP'ISH-NSS, n. Stupid heaviness. Harmar.
LUMP'Y, a. Full of lumps ;

full of compact masses. Mortimer.

LU'NA,*II. [L.] The moon. (Cfiem.) Silver. Crafii.

Lu'NA-CdR'NE-A,* n. (CAew.) A muriate of silver. jffam-

ilton.

Lu'NA-cy, n. [luna, L.] Insanity or gteat disorder of the

mind, generally periodical and regular ; formerly supposed
to be influenced by the moon: madness in general;
derangement.

LU'NAR, a. [lunaris, L.] Relating to the moon ;
measured

by the moon
; as, a lunar month : resembling the moon.

LU'NAR,.CAUS'TIC,* n. (Chem.) A nitrate of silver, or ni-
tric acid in combination with silver. Hamilton.

LU-NA'RI-AN,* n. An inhabitant of the moon. Herschel.

LU'NA-RY, a. Relating to the moon
;
lunar.

Lu'NA-RY, n. [lunaria, L.] A plant, called also moonwort.

LU'NATE,* a. (BoQ Formed like a crescent. P. Cyc.
LU'NAT-ED, a. Formed like a crescent or half-moon ; lunate.

LU'NA-TIC, a. [lunaticus, L.] Under the influence of the

moon, as was formerly supposed of persons affected with
a sort of madness : relating to lunatics or to insanity ;

insane
; mad ; deranged.

LU'NA-TIC, n. A person affected with lunacy ;
a madman.

LV-NA'TIQN, n. [lunaison, Fr.] The revolution of the
moon

;
the time from one new or full moon to the next.

LCNCH, n. [lonja, Sp.] A small or partial rneal between
breakfast and dinner: formerly it was between dinner
and supper: a little food

;
luncheon.

LUNCH,* v. n.
[i. LUNCHED ; pp. LUNCHING, LUNCHED.] To

eat a lunch
;
to take refreshment. Gent. Mag.

LUNCH'EQN, (lunch'un) n. Same as lunch.

LUNE, n. [luna, L.] Any thing in the shape of a half-moon :

[pi. fit of lunacy. Sliak.] A leash
; as, the luneof a hawk.

LU'NET, n. A little moon, or satellite. Bp. Hall.

LU-NETTE', (Iu-nef) n. [Fr.] A small half-moon. (Fort.)A small half-moon, or work similar to a ravelin. (Arch.)
An aperture for the admission of light ;

lunet.

LUNG, 71. ; pi. LUNG?. The viscera or organ by which res-

piration is carried on in man; in brute animals, the

lights. The right lung is divided into three lobes, the
left into two Formerly, an alchemist's attendant who
puffed his coals.

LUNGE, n. A thrust or pass. See LONGE, and ALLONGE.
LUNGED, (lungd) a. Having lungs; having the nature of

lungs.

LUN'GE-OUS, a. Spiteful ;
malicious. Grose. [Local.]

LUNG'-GROWN, a. (Med.) Having the lungs grown fast to
the membrane that lines the breast. Harvey.
LuN'Gls, n.

[longis, Fr.] A lubber
;
a lounger. Cotgrave.

DNG'LESS,* a. Destitute of lungs. Good.

LUNG'WORT, (-wiirt) n. A genus of perennial plants ; pul-
monaria.

LU'NI-FORM,* a. Shaped like the moon. London.

LU-NI-SO'LAR, a. [luna and Solaris, L.] Combining the mo-
tions or revolutions of the sun and moon. A lunisolar

period is that after which the eclipses again return in the
same order.

LU'NI-STICE,* n. The farthest point of the moon's north-
ing or southing. Cyc.

LttNT, n. [lonte, D.] The match-cord with which guns are
fired.

LU'NU-LAR,* ) a. (Bot.) Shaped like a crescent or moon.
LU'NV-LATE,* \ London.
LU'NULE,* n. Lune. Crabb. See LUNE.
Ly-PER'cAL,* n. The feast of Pan in ancient Rome__ a.

Relating to the lupercalia or feasts of Pan. Shakspeare
accents itjncorrectly Lu'per-c;il.

LV-PER-CA'LI-A,* n. pi. [L.'] Tne ancient feasts celebrat-
ed in honor of Pan. Hamilton.

LU'PIN-XS-TER,* n. The bastard lupine. Hamilton.

LU'PINE, n. [lupinus, L.] A genus of plants ;
a legumi-

nous plant; a kind of pulse.
Lu'PjNE, a. Wolfish

; like a wolf. Gauden.
Lu'pjN-lNE,* n. A substance of gummy appearance, ob-

tained from lupines. Ure.

LU'PIN-ITE,* n. A bitter substance extracted from the
leaves of the white lupine. Brande.

Lu'POUS,* a. Wolfish
; like a wolf. Maunder. [R.]

LU'PU-LINE,* n. The active principle of the hop; called
also lupulite. Brande.

Lu'PV-LlTE,* 71. A peculiar principle extracted from hops.
P. Cyc.

LURCH, n. A helpless state; deserted condition. (JVaut.)A heavy roll of a ship at sea To leave in the lurch, to
leave in a forlorn or deserted condition. Denham.

LURCH, v. n. [locren, D.] [i. LURCHED
; pp. LURCHING,

LURCHED.] (JVaut.) To roll suddenly to one side, as a

ship. Smart. To shift; to play tricks. Shak. To lurk.
L'Estrange.

f
L

LURCH, v. a. [lurcor, L.] To devour greedily. Bacon. To
defeat

; to disappoint. South. To steal ;
to pilfer. [R.]

LURCH'ER, n. One who lurches, or watches to steal
; a

dog that watches for his game. [lurco, L.] A glutton.
fLUR'DAN, n. [lourdin, old Fr.] A clown

;
a blockhead

;
a

lazy person. Florio.

tLllR'Sy,

N
'

\

a- Stu P id 5 ^zy; sluggish. Cotgrave.

LURE, n. [leurre, Fr.] Originally, something held out to
call a hawk

;
a bait

; any enticement
;
allurement.

LURE, v. a.
[i. LURED; pp. LURING, LURED.] To bring

hawks to the lure
;
to attract

;
to entice

;
to allure.

LURE, v. n. To call hawks. Bacon.

LU'RID, a. [luridus, L.] Gloomy ; dismal
; of a color be-

tween a purple, yellow, and gray. Thomson.
LURK, v. n. [lurcr, Danish.] [i. LURKED

; pp. LURKING,
LURKED.] To lie in wait

; to lie hid
;
to keep out of sight ;

to skulk.

LURK'ER, n. pne who lurks, skulks, or lies in wait.

LURK'ING-HOLE,* v. A hole or place to hide in. Jiddison.

LURK/ING-PLACE, n. A hiding-place ;
secret place.

fLuR'RY, n. A confused heap. Milton.

LOs'cioys, (lush'us) a. Sweet, so as to nauseate; sweet
in a great degree ;

delicious.

Lus'ciovs-Ly, (lush'us-le) ad. In a luscious manner.
L&s'cio US-NESS, n. Immoderate sweetness.

Lu'siJRN, n. A kind of wolf, called the staff-wolf; a lynx.
fLOsii, a. Juicy; full; succulent; rank. Golding.
fLiJSK, a. [lachc, Fr.] Idle

; lazy ;
worthless. Sir T. More.

JLusK, n. A lubber
;
a sot

;
a lazy fellow. Bale.

fLusK, v. n. To be idle, indolent, or unemployed. Warner.

fLusK/iSH, a. Inclined to laziness or indolence. Marston.

fLDsK'jsH-LY, ad. Lazily; indolently.
fLGsK'lSH-NESS, 7i. A disposition to laziness. Spenser.
fLu-so'Rl-ous, a. [lusorius, L.] Used in play ; sportive.

Bjirton.
tLu'sc-RY, a. Used in play ; lusorious. Bp. Taylor.
LUST, n. [fDesire ; inclination

;
will. Exod. Vigor ; power.

Bacon.] Carnal desire
; any violent, irregular, or unlawful

desire.

LUST, v. n. [i. LUSTED; pp. LUSTING, LUSTED.] To desire

carnally ; to desire vehemently ;
to have irregulai de-

sires or dispositions.

LUST'-DI-ET-ED,* a. Pampered by lust. Shak. [R.]
LUST'ER, TI. One inflamed with lust.

LOST'FUL, a. Libidinous; having irregular desires; pro-
voking to sensuality ; inciting to lust.

LUST'FUL-LY, ad. In a lustful or irregular manner.
LUST'F&L-NESS, n. Libidinousness. Sherwood.

fLusT'i-HEAD, (-hed) I
n. Vigor ; sprightliness ; corporal

fLtJST'l-HOOD, (-hud) J ability. Spenser.

LUST'I-LV, ad. Stoutly ;
with vigor ;

with mettle. Fox.

LUST'I-NESS, n. Stoutness; strength; vigor of body.
LUST'ING,* n. Eager desire ; impure desire.

fLusT'LESS, a. Not vigorous ;
weak. Gower.

LUS'TRAL, a. [lustralis, L.] Relating to purification. Garth.

fLDs'TRATE, v. a. [lustra, L.] To purify; to survey. Ld.
Herbert.

LUS-TRA'TIQN, n. Purification by water ; a cleansing.

LOs'TRE, (lus'ter) n. [lustre, Fr.] Brightness ; splendor;
glitter ; splendor of birth, of deeds, or of fame : a bright
brass chandelier suspended from a ceiling; a sconce with

lights : a lustrum.

LUS'TRE-LESS,* (lus'ter-les) a. Having no lustre. Walsh.

LDs'TRf-CAL,* a. Relating to purification. Middleton.

LUSTRING, (IQs'trjng or lut'strjng) [lus'tring or lut'string,
W. F.Ja. ; lut'strlng, S. ; lus'tring, J. Sm. ; lu'string, K.]
n. A shining silk. Corruptly written lutestring. See
LUTESTRING.

Lus'TROys, (lus'trus) a. Bright ; shining ;
luminous.

LOs'TROys-LY,* ad. In a lustrous manner. Fo. Qu. Rev.

Lus' TRi/M, n. [L.] pi. LUH'TRA. A space of five years,
or of fifty complete months, among the Romans; so

called from the periodical lustration of the city at that time.

LuST'-STAINED,* (-stand) a. Stained by lust. Shak.

LDsT'-WEA-RiED,* a. Satiated with lust. S/uik.

LUST'WORT, (-wiirt) n. An herb.

LUST'Y, a. [lustigh, Teut.] Stout ; corpulent ; vigorous ;

healthy ;
able of body, [fHandsome. Gower. Pleasant.

Spenser. Saucy. Shak.]
Lu'sys JVA-TU'R^E,* [L.]

"
Play or sport of nature :

"

in natural history, a monster, or something monstrous.

Qw. Rev.

LUT'AN-IST, n. One who plays upon the lute. Taller.

Lu-TA'Ri-oDs, a. [lutarius, L.] Living in mud
;
of the col-

or of mud.
LU-TA'TIQN, n. [lutatus, L.] Act of luting or cementing.

LUTE, TI. [luth, lat, Fr.] A stringed instrument of music,
of the guitar species. Shak. [lutum, L.] A sort of paste
or clay, with which chemists close up their vessels.

LuTE, v. a. [i. LUTED ; pp. LUTING, LUTED.] To coat or

close with lute.

LuTE'-CASE,* n. A case for a lute. Shak. [weld. Ure.

LU'TE-Q-LINE,* n. A yellow coloring matter, found in
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n' A Player on the lute
'
a lutanist -

LtJTE'sTR'fNG, 7i. The string of a lute. Sherwood. A kind
of silk ; properly, lustring-. See LUSTRING.

LU'THER-AN, n. A follower of Luther
; one of a denomi-

nation of Christians that had its origin in the preaching
of Luther.

LU'THER-AN, a. Relating to Luther or Lutheranism.

LU'THER-AN-IM, n. The doctrine or tenets of Luther.

,
7i. Same as Lutheranism. A. Wood.

LU'THERN, n. [lucerna, L.] (Arch.) A sort of window
over the cornice, in the inclined plane of the roof of a

building ;
same as dormer.

LUT'ING,* 7i. The coating of a vessel, or materials for it.

Ure.

tLOT'v-LENT, a. [lutulcntus, L.] Muddy ;
turbid. Bailey.

fLOx^v. a. [luxo, L.] Same as luxate. Pope. [R.]

LOx'ATE, v. a. [i. LUXATED; pp. LUXATING, LUXATED.] To
put jiut of joint ;

to disjoin! ;
to dislocate.

LVX-A'TION, 7i. The act of luxating or disjointing ; any
thing disjointed.

jLuXE, n. [Fr. ; luxus, L.] Luxury. Prior.

I|LVX-U'RJ-ANCE, (lug-zu're-ans) ) n. State of being lux-

||Lu-u'Ri-AN-CY, (iug-zu're-an-se) \
uriant

;
exuberance

;

the act of expanding with unrestrained freedom.

HLyx-u'Ri-ANT, [lug-zu're-ant, W. J. Ja. Sm. ; lugz-u're-

ant, P. F. ; Iug-zh8're-ant, S. ; luks-ur'yant, K.} a. [lux-

urians, L.] Exuberant
; very abundant

; superfluously
plenteous. .

jILyx-u'Ri-ANT-LY, ad. Abundantly.
jJLvx-u'Rl-ATE, v. n. [liixurior, L.] [i. LUXURIATED ; pp.

LUXURIATING, LUXURIATED.] To grow luxuriantly or

exuberantly -,
to shoot with superfluous plenty.

ULyx-u'Ri-oDs, [lug-zu're-us, W. J. Ja. Sm. ; "lugz-u're-us,
P.P.; iug-zho're-us, S.'; luks-ur'yus, K.] a. 'Delighting
in the pleasures of the table

; administering to luxury ;

voluptuous ;
devoted to pleasure ; luxuriant

;
exuberant.

||Lvx-0'Rl-oiJs-LY, ad. In a luxurious manner.

j|LVX-0'R!-ous-NESS, n. Quality of being luxurious.

fLDx'v-Rist,* n. One given to luxury. Sir Wm. Temple.

LCx'y-RY, (luk'shu-re) n. [luxuria, L.] Voluptuousness ;

addictedness to pleasure or indulgence ; luxuriance ;
ex-

uberance
;
delicious fare or food

;
a delicious morsel

;
a

dainty.
LY. When ly ends an adjective or adverb, it is contracted
from the Saxon lie, like; as, beastly, beastlike; plainly,
plainlike. See LIKE.

fLY'AM, 7i. A leam, leash, or string : a dog. Drayton.
LY-CAN'THRO-PY, n. [\VKS and avQo<^^.] A kind of
madness in which men have the qualities of wolves and
other wild beasts.

LY-CE'UM,* n. [L.] pi. L. LY-GK'A ; Eng. LY-CE'UMS.
The place where Aristotle gave his instructions : in
modern use, a literary seminary ;

an association for lec-
tures on science or literature. Hamilton.

LYJBH'NIS,* n. (Dot.) A plant of several varieties. Lee.

LYjBH'NiTEj* n. An ancient name of marble. Brande.

LYH'NQ-BITE,* n. One who transacts business by day
and sleeps by night. Dr. Black.

LYC'Q-DON,* n. A genus of serpents. P. Cyc.
LY-CO-PER'DQN,* 71. (Bot.) A genus of plants; the puff-

ball. Hamilton.

Lv-co-Pdo-i-A'ciE-JS,* n. pi. (Bot.) An order of plants
of inferior organization to the cornifene, called, in Eng-
lish, club-mosses. Lyell.

LY-COP'O-DITE,* n. A species of fossil plant. P. Cyc.
LYD'I-AN, a. Relating to the Lydians ;

soft and effeminate,
as music or an air.

LYD'I-AN-STONE,* n. (Min.) A species of tough flint;
flint-slate. Ure. [Touchstone. Holiiishead.}

LYE, (II) [IT, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; le, S.j n.

Water impregnated witli alkaline salt imbibed from tha
ashes of wood.

LY'ING, n. Art of telling lies: recumbence.
LY'ING,* p. a. Falsifying; addicted to tell lies: being
recumbent. From lie. See LIE.

LY'ING-IN,* n. The act or state of childbirth. Smart.

LY'ING-LY, ad. Falsely ; without truth. Sherwood.
LY'JNG-TO,* p. a. (JVaitt.) Denoting the state of a ship when

the sails are so arranged as to counteract each other, and

pjevent her progress. Hamilton.

jLYKE, a. Like. Spenser. See LIKE.

JLYM, 7i. A dog held by a leam
;
a bloodhound. Shak.

LYMPH, (limf) n. [lympha, L.] The liquor contained in the

lymphatics ;
a transparent, colorless liquor.

fLYMPH'AT-ED, a. [lymphatus, L.] Frightened to mad-
ness. [R.1

LYM-PHXT'JC, (Ijm-fat'jk) n. (Anat.) An absorbent vessel
which carries lymph from all parts of the body, and ter-

minates in the thoracic duct, [fA lunatic. Shenstone.]

LYM-PHAT'JC, a. Relating to lymph, or the vessels which
convey it. [fMad ; raving ;

enthusiastic. Ld. Shaftes-

bury.]
LYMPH'E-DtJcT, n. [lympha. and ductus, L.] A vessel which
conveys the lymph ; a lymphatic.

LYM'PHY,* a. Containing or resembling lymph. Phren. Jour.

LyN-cE'AN,* a. Like a lynx ; sharp-sighted. Bp. Hatt.

LVNCH,* V. a. [i. LYNCHED
J pp. LYNCHING, LYNCHED.] To

condemn and execute in obedience to the decree of a
multitude or mob, without a legal trial ; sometimes prac-
tised in the new settlements in the south-west part of the
U. S. Qw. Rev.

LYNCH'ET,* n. A line of greensward which separates
tracts of ploughed lands from each other. Farm. Ency.
[Provincial, Eng.]

LVNCH'-LAW,* n. An irregular and revengeful species of

justice, administered by the populace or a mob, without

any legal authority or trial. Brande.

LYN.eH'NiTE,*7i. A term anciently applied to Parian mar-
ble. Cleaveland.

LYNCH'PIN,* n._Farm. Ency. See LINCHPIN.

LYN'DEN-TREE, n. See LINDEN.
LfNX, n. [L.] (Zool.~) An animal of several species be-

longing to the cat tribe, remarkable for speed and sharp
sight. _

LYNX'EYED,* (links'Id) a. Having the eyes of a lynx;
sharp-sighted. Park.

LY''R!T-
E
E'D,* \

a- (
BotJ Formed like a ty*6 - Farm- EncV'

LYRE, n.' [lyra, L.] A musical instrument; the harp of
the ancients

;
a musical instrument of the Egyptians,

Greeks, &c. : a constellation.

LYRE'-BIRD,* n. An Australian bird. Brande.

LYRE'-SIIAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like a lyre. Smith.

Lv R'IC, ) a. [lyricus, L.] Pertaining to a harp or lyre,

LYR'I-CAL, \
or to odes or poetry sung to a harp ; singing

to a harp.

LYR'IC, n. A poet who writes songs to the harp. Addison.

pi. Lyric poetry. Coleridge.

LYR'I-CIM,* n. A lyrical construction of language. Cole-

ridge.

LY'RIST, [ll'rist, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; lir'jst, P.] n. [ly-

ristes, L.] A musician who plays upon the lyre or harp.

LYS-i-MA'jein-A,* 77. (Bot.) Loosestrife
;
a genus of plants.

Hamilton.

LY-TE'RI-AN,* a. Indicating the solution or termination of
a disease. Smart.

Ly-THOG'E-NoCs,* a. Producing stones. Lyell.

LYTH'RODE,* n. (Min.) A mineral found in Norway
Dana.

M.

Mthe thirteenth letter of the alphabet, is a liquid con-
5 sonant, and has, in English, one unvaried sound,

formed by the compression of the lips ; as, mine, tame,
camp ; and, in proper English words, it is never mute.
It is a numeral for 1000. As an abbreviation, it stands
forMagistcr, Master, Majesty, Monsieur, Manuscript, Medi-
cine, Member, Meridiem,'and Mtindi, (world.)

MXs, 71. The imaginary queen of the fairies. Sluik. A slat-
tern. Ray.

MXs, v. 7t. To dress carelessly. Ray. [Local.]
MXB'BLE, v. 7i. To wrap up. Sandys. See MOBLE.
MXc.* A Scotch term signifying son, prefixed to many sur-

names
; as, Mac Donald, &c. It is synonymous with

Fitz in England, and O in Ireland. Brande.

MAC-XD-AM-I-ZA'TION,* n. The act or art of macadamiz-
ing. Gent. Mag.

MAC-XD'AM-IZE,* v. a. [i. MACADAMIZED ; pp. MACADAM-
IZING, MACADAMIZED.] To cover, as a road or street, with
stones broken into small pieces; so named from the

projector, Mac Adam. Qzt. Rev.

MA-CXN'DQN,* n. (Bot.) A coniferous tree of Malabar.
Crabb.

MAC-A-RO'NT, n. [Fr. ; maccheroni, It.] A paste formed
chiefly of flour, and moulded into strings, used for food :
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a medley j something extravagant : a droll

;
a fool

;
a

fop ;
a coxcomb.

MAc-A-Ro'Ni-ANj* a. Of a confused mixture ; macaronic.
Richardson.

MAc-A-RON'ic, n. A confused heap or mixture. Cotgrave.
MAc-A-RON'ic, a. Applied to a kind of burlesque poetry,
intermixing several languages, Latinizing words of vul-

gar use, and modernizing Latin words. Warton.

MAC-A-ROON', n. [macaron, Fr.] A kind of sweet biscuit,
made of flour, almonds, eggs, and sugar : a pert, med-
dling fellow

;
a fop j

a macaroni. Donne.
MA-cAw', n. AJarge, beautiful species of parrot
MA-CAW'-TREE, n. A species of the palm-tree, from the
nut of which palm-oil is obtained. Miller.

MAc'cp-BOY,* re. [macouba, Fr.] A species of snuff. Adams.

MAc-CV-BAU',* n. Same as maccoboy. Smart.

MACE,n. [fA club. Chaucer.] An ensign of authority carried
before magistrates : the heavier rod used in billiards :

a kind of spice, from the middle bark of the covering of
the nutmeg.

MACE'ALE, n. Ale spiced with mace. Wiseman.

MACE'BEAR-ER, n. One who carries the mace in a proces-
sion, or before a magistrate.

MACE '-PROOF,* a. Secure against arrest. Shirley.

MA'CER,* n. (Med.) A medicinal bark, useful in dysentery.
P. Cyc. _

MXc'ER-ATE, (mas'er-at) v. a. [macero, L.] [i. MACERATED ;

pp. MACERATING, MACERATED.] To make lean
;
to wear

away ; to mortify ;
to steep in water almost to solution.

MAC-ER-A'TION, n. [Fr.J The act of macerating, making
lean, or steeping ; mortification; infusion.

MACE'-REED, n. A perennial plant; great cat's-tail.

MA-CHAI'RQ-DUS,* n. (Oeol.) An extinct mammal allied

to the bear. Brande.

MAjEH-i-A-VEL'iAN, (mak-e-a-v51'yan) [mak-e-a-vel'yan,
K. Sm. R. Wb. ; mak-e-a-vel'yan, Ja.\ n. A follower of
the opinions of Nicholas Machiavel, or Machiavelli, a
Florentine of the fifteenth century, and author of a work
entitled " The Prince :

" a refined, artful, or unprinci-
pled politician.

MAjCH-i-A-VEL'iAN, (mak-e-a-vel'yan) a. Relating to Mach-
iavel ; crafty ;

subtle
; roguish. Bp. Morton.

MAH'l-A-VEL-IM, n. The principles of Machiavel; cun-

ning; roguery.
MA-CHIC 'o-LAT-ED,* a. [machicoulis, Fr.] (Arch.) Having
parapets projecting beyond the faces of the walls, and

supported by arches ; having apertures or open work, as

in a battlement of a wall or gate. Brande.

MACH-I-CO-LA'TION,* n. [macchicolatum, low L.] An open-
ing or aperture in the parapet of a fortified building : the

act of pouring down, in old castles, heavy or burning
substances, through apertures, on assailants. P. Cyc.

MAH'l-NAL, or MA-CHI'NAL, [mak'ke-nal, S. W. J. F. Ja.

K.j mash'e-nal or mak'e-nal, P.; ma-she'nal, Sm.] a.

[machina, L.] Relating to machines. Bailey.

MAjBH/I-NATE, v. a. [machinar, L.] [i. MACHINATED
; pp.

MACHINATING, MACHINATED.] To plan; to contrive.

MAH-I-NA'TION, n. [Fr.] Artifice; contrivance; scheme.

MA^H'I-NA-TQR, n. [L.] One who plots or forms schemes.

MACHINE', (ma-shen') n. [machina, L.
; machine, Fr.] An

artificial work which serves to apply or regulate moving
power, or to produce motion

;
an engine ;

a piece of
mechanism. [Supernatural agency in a poem, Addison.]

MACHINE',* v. n. To be employed upon or in machinery.
Dryden. [R.]

MAcH-i-NEEL.',* n. A large West Indian tree. Maunder.
MA-CHiN'ER-Y, (ma-shcn'er-e) 71. Machines collectively;

the works of a machine; enginery; the superhuman
beings and their actions introduced into a poem.

MA-CIIIN'ING, (ma-shGn'ing) a. Denoting the machinery
of a poem. Dryden.

MA-ciiiN'iST, [ma-shen'jst, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. ,

mak'e-nist, K.~\ n. [machinist*, Fr.] A constructor or
director of machinery or engines.

MACIGNO,* (ma-chSn'yo) n. [It.] (Min.~) A hard, silicious
sandstone. Brande.

fMAc'l-LEN-cy, n. Leanness. Bailey.

fMAc'l-LENT, a. [macilentus, L.] Lean. Bailey.
MAC-KAW'-TREE,* n. See MACAW-TREE.
MAcK'ER-EL, n. [mackerecl, D.] A small, well-known sea-

fish, having- a streaked or spotted back; a pander; a
pimp.

MACK'ER-EL-GALE, n. A strong breeze. Dryden.
MAcK'ER-EL-MiNT,*n. Another name of spearmint. Booth.

MACK'ER-EL-SKY, n. A sky streaked or marked like a
mackerel.

MAc'KLE,* v. a. To sell weavers' goods to shopkeepers.
Bailey. [Local.]

MA'CLE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, called also chiastolite,
found in prismatic crystals, embedded in clay slate.

Brande.

MAC-LfJRE'lTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral of yellowish or

brown color, and vitreous lustre, called also chondrodite.

P. Cyc.

MAC-RO-BI-OT'IC,* a. [naKp6> and /?<o>.] (Med.) Living a
long time. Dunglison.

MA'CRO-COM, [ma'krp-kozm, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm,,
mak'rg-kozm, Ja. Wb.] n. [^a/cpo'j and KO^OJ.] The
great or whole world, or visible system, in opposition to
the microcosm, or little world of man.

MA-CROL'O-GY, n. [//a*pdj and Aovoj.] Long and tedious
talk, with little matter

;
a tco diffuse style. Bullokar.

MA-CROM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring the
distance of inaccessible objects by means of two refiec
tors. Hamilton.

MAc-RQ-PO'Di-AN,* n. (Zool.) A species of crustacean an
imal. P. Cyc.

MAC 'RO -PL'S,* n. [na*p6s and n-ofi?.] (ZooZ.) The generic
name of the kangaroo (Ent.) A genus of beetles.
Brande.

MA-CRoO'RAN,* n. (Zool.) A species of decapod crusta-
ceans

;
the lobster. Brande. ,

MA-CRoO'ROUS,* or MA-CRti'ROVS,* a. (Zool.) Relating
to the lobster; long-tailed. P. Cyc.

MAC-TA'TIQN, n. [mactatus, L.] Act of killing for sacri-

fice. Shuckford.

MAC'V-LA, n. [L.] pi. MAC' ff-LJE. A spot; a spot upon
the skin

; a spot upon the sun, moon, or planets.

MAc'V-LATE, v. a. [macula, L.] [i. MACULATED ; pp. MAC-

ULATING, MACULATED.] To stain
;
to spot. Sir T. Elyot.

MAc'V-LATE, a. Spotted ;
maculated. Shak.

MAc-V-LA'TlON, n. Act of maculating ;
stain

; spot.

MAc'uLE_, n. A spot ; a stain
;
macula. [R.]

MAc-V-LOSE',* a. Spotted ;
maculated. Bailey.

MAD, a. [mod, Goth.] Disordered in the mind
;
distracted

;

insane
; crazy ; raging with passion ; enraged ; furious.

MAD, v. a. To make mad
;
to madden. Dryden. [R.]

MAD, v. n. To be mad
;
to be furious. Milton. [R.]

MADE I

n- An earthworm - RaV'

MAD'AM, n. [madame, Fr.] The term of compliment used
in address to a gentlewoman ;

also to ladies of every de-

gree ; a title given to a respectable, elderly lady.

MA-DAME',* n. [Fr.] pi. MESDAMES, (me-dain') Mad-
am

; ladyship ;
a title of respect for a married lady. Bo-

yer.
MAD'BRAIN * n. A giddy person ;

one disordered in mind.
Ash.

MAD'BRAIN, a. Disordered in mind ;
madbrained. Shak.

MAo'BRAiNED, (-brand) a. Disordered in mind
;'

hot-

headed.

MAo'cAp, n. A madman ;
a wild, hot-brained fellow.

MAD'DEN, (-dn) v. a.
[i.

MADDENED ; pp. MADDENING, MAD-

DENED.] To make mad. Thomson.

MAD'DEN, (-dn) v. n. To become mad ; to act as mad.

MAo'DER, n. A plant, or the prepared root of the plant,
used as a red dye-stuff.

MADE, i. &. p. from Make. See MAKE.
MAo'E-cAss,* n. ; pi. MAD-E-cAs-SE. A native of Mada-

gascar. Earnshaw.

tMAD-E-FAc'_TIpN, n. The act of making wet. Bacon.

JMAD-E-FI-CA'TION,* n. Same as made/action. Smart.

fMAD'E-FY, v. a. [madefio, L.] To moisten ;
to make

MA-DI'RA, (ma-de'ra or ma-da'ra) [ma-de'ra, Ja. K. Sm.

Bigland,

'

Earnshaw ; ma-da'ra, Wb.] n. A rich wine
made in the island of Madeira.

MAD-EM-OI-$ELI.E', (mad-em-wa-zel') n. [Fr.] The

daughter of the French king's brother: the compella-

tion of a young, unmarried French lady ; a young lady ;

a young girl.

MAi)(?E-HoO'LET, n. [machette, Fr.] An owl. [R.]

MAD-HEAD'ED, a. Hot-headed ;
full of fancies. Shak.

MAD'HbOsEJ n. A house for lunatics; an insane hospital.

MA'DI-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of composite plants of Amer-

ica, 'useful as a source of vegetable oil. Brande.

tMAD'lD, a. [madidus, L.] Wet; moist; dropping. Bailey.

MAD'L'Y, ad. With madness ; furiously ; wildly.

MAD'MAN, n. ; pi. MAD'MEN. A man void of reason ;
a

maniac.

MAo'NESS, n. Violent and confirmed insanity ;
want of

reason ; frenzy ; lunacy ;
distraction

; fury ;
wildness ;

rage
Same as madonna.MA-DO' NA, n. [Sp.l Same as

MA-DON'NA, n. [It.] pi. MA-DON'NA?. Madam: a

name given to pictures of the Virgin Mary.

MAD'RE-PORE,* n. [madrepore, Fr.] A submarine sub-

stance like coral, inhabited by a small animal ;
a genus

of corals, but generally applied to all the corals distin-

guished by superficial, star-shaped cavities. Lyett.

MAD'RE-PQ-RITE,* n. (Miii.-)
A species of columnar

carbonate of lime, found in Norway and Greenland.

MAD-RIE'R', or MAD'RI-ER, [mad-rer', Ja. Wb. Ash; mad'-

re-er, K. Sm.] n. [Fr.] (Mil enginccrimf) A thick plank
armed with iron plates, having a cavity sufficient to re-

ceive the mouth of a petard when charged, with which
it is applied against a gate or any thing intended to be
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broken down : a long plank used in sapping and min-

ing. Chambers.

MAD'RI-GXL, n. A pastoral song; any light, airy song.
MXD'RI-GAL-LER,* n. A writer of madrigals. Wycherley.
MAD'WOM-AN,* (rnad'wum-an) n. A woman deprived of

reason. Ash.
MXn'WORT, (mad'wiirt) n. A perennial plant ; called

also mad-apple,

MjE-NU'RA,* n. (Ornith.) A singular genus of birds found
in New South Wales ; the lyre-bird or lyre-tail. P. Cyc.

MA-ES-TO'SO, [ma-es-to'so, K. ; ma-es-to'z5, Sm. ; ines-to'-

zo, ,/a.J ad. [It.] (Mas.) With grandeur, strength, and
firmness.

fMXF'FLE, v. n. [maffelen, Teut.J To stammer. Barret.

fMXF'FLER, n. A stammerer, Ainiworth.

MXG'A-LAiZE,* ?i. (Min.) A shining mineral like antimo-

ny. Crabb.

MAG-A-ZINE', (mag-a-zSn') n. [magasin, Fr.] A storehouse,
commonly for gunpowder, ammunition, or arms; some-
times for provisions: a periodical literary, scientific, or

miscellaneous publication or pamphlet, distinct from a

newspaper and a review. The oldest publication with
this title is the Gentleman's Magazine, which first appeared
in London in 1731.

MX&-A-ziN'ER, n. A writer for a magazine. Goldsmith.

fMXG'BOTE,* n. (Law} In ancient times, a compensation
for murdering one's kinsman. Whishaw.

MAG'DA-LEN,* n. An inmate of a female penitentiary. Fo.

Qw. Rev.

MAG-DA'LE-ON,*;I. (Med.) A roll of plaster or salve. Crabb.

fMAGE, (maj) n. [magus, L.
; mage, Fr.] A magician; a

magian. Spenser.

MXG-EL-LXN'jc,* a. Applied to three nebulte in the south-
ern hemisphere, named after Magellan, who first discov-
ered them. Brande.

MAfr-pio'RE,* (ma-jo're) a. [It.] (Mus.) Greater. Crabb.

MAG-'GQT, n. A worm or grub, particularly the egg of the

green or blue fly, which turns into a fly. Ray. A whim
;

caprice ;
odd fancy. Shak,

MAG'GQT-I-NESS, n. The state of abounding with maggots.
MAG'GQT-Y, a. Full of maggots ; capricious ; whimsical.

MAG'GOT-Y-HEAD'ED, a. Having a head full of fancies.

MA'ffi, n. pi. [L.] Wise men of the East : a caste of priests

among the Persians and Medes : magians ; magicians.
MA'GI-AN, a. Relating to the magi or magians.
MA'GI-AN,* n. One of the ancient Magi ;

one of a caste of

hereditary priests among the ancient Medes and Per-
sians. Dr. Campbell.

MA'GI-AN-IM,* n. The doctrines of the Magi. Smart.

MAG'IC, 71. [magia, L.] The art practised by the Magi ;

tho art of putting in action the power of spirits, or the
occult powers of nature; sorcery; enchantment.

MXa'ic, ) a. [magicus, L.] Done or produced by magic ;

MX^'i-cAL, ) proceeding from magic ; enchanted ;
necro-

mantic.

MAG'I-CAL-LY, ad. Ey magic or enchantment.
MA GI"CIAN, (ma-jisb'an) n. [magicien, Fr.] One who prac-

tises, or is skilled in, magic; an enchanter; a necro-
mancer.

MXG'JC-LAN'TERN,* ?i. An optical instrument by means
of which small pain-ed figures are magnified at pleas-
ure on the walls of a dark room. Francis.

MAGILP,* n. A gelatinous compound of linseed oil and
mastic varnish, used by artists as a vehicle for colors.

Brande. Written also magilph and megilph.
MAG'I-LUS,* n. (Zool.) A genus of testaceous mollusks

;

a gastropod. Brande.

MA-pJti'TER,* n. [L.] Contracted to Master, Mister, or

Mr., a title of power or authority. An appellation given,
in the middle ages, to persons of scientific or literary
distinction

; equivalent to the modern title of Doctor.
Brande.

MAG-IS-TK'RI-AL, a. [magister, L.] Pertaining or suitable

to a master; authoritative; domineering; lordly; majes-
tic

; lofty ; arrogant ; proud; insolent; despotic. (Al-
chemy) Prepared, as a magistery.

MXG-JS-TE'RI-AL-LY, ad. In a magisterial manner.
MAG-JS-TE'RI-AL-NESS, n. Haughtiness ;

air of a master.

fMAG'ls-TER-Y, n. [magistcrium, L.] (Alchemy) A powder,
or precipitate, produced by the dilution of certain solu-

tions with water.

MAG'is-TRA-cy, n. [magistratus, L.] Office or dignity of a

magistrate ;
the body of magistrates. .

jMXG'js-TRAL, a. (Med.) Prepared extemporaneously, as

medicine. Dunglisnn. Magisterial ; masterly. B.Jonson.

fMAo'is-TRAL, 7i. A sovereign medicine. Burton.

tMXG-is-TRAL'i-TY, 7i. Despotic authority in opinions. Ba-
co.u

fM)iG'ls-TRAi,-LY, ad. Magisterially. Bp. Bramhall.

MXU'JS-TRATE, n. [magistratus, L.] A public civil officer

invested with authority; a president; a governor; a

justice of the peace.
MXG-IS-TRAT'IC, a. Having the authority of a magistrate.

Bp. Taylor.

MXG-IS-TRXT'I-CAL,* a. Relating to a magistrate Macau-
lay.

MX?'IS-TRAT-VRE,* 7i. The office or dignity of a magis-
trate

;
the body of magistrates. West. Rev. [R.]

MAG'MA,* n. [L.] A crude mixture of mineral or organic
matters in a thin pasty state. Ure.

MAG'NA PHAR'TA, (mag'na-kar'ta) n. [L.] (English his-

tory) The "Great Charter of the Realm," signed by King
John, in 1215, and confirmed by his successor, Henry III.

tMAG-NAL/i-TY, n. [magnolia, L.] A great thing; some-
thing great. Browne.

MXG-NA-NIM'J-TY, n. Greatness of mind
; bravery ;

eleva-
tion of soul ; magnanimous disposition ; generosity.

MAG-NX N'l-MO us, (mag-n&n'e-mus) a. [magnanimus, L.]
Great of mind

;
elevated in sentiment ; noble

; generous ;

liberal
;
brave.

MAG-NXN'I-MOUS-LY, ad. With magnanimity ; bravely.

MAG'NATE,* n. [magnus, L.
; magnates, pi., low L.] pi.

MAG'NATES. A grandee ;
a nobleman ; a man of rank,

opulence, or fashion : the title of the noble estate in the

nationaj representation of Hungary. Lockhart.

^MAo-'NES) n. [L.] Magnet. Spenser. See MAGNET.
MAG-NE'I-A, (mag-ne'zhe-a) 7i. [magnesie, Fr.] (CAem.) A

primitive earth
;
a white, tasteless, earthy substance,

gently purgative, used in medicine.

MAG-NE'I-AN,* (mag-ne'zhe-an) a. Relating to or contain-

ing magnesia. Brande.

MAG'NE-siTE,*n. (Mm.) Carbonate of magnesia, or native

magnesia. Brande.

MAG-NE'i-tJM,* (mag-ne'zhe-um) n. (CAcm.) The metallic
base of magnesia. Brande.

MXG'NET, 71. [magnes, L.] The loadstone ; one of the ox-
ides of iron, which possesses peculiar properties, and at-

tracts iron.

MAG-NET'IC, ) a. Relating to the magnet or magnetism ;

MAG-NET'I-CAL, j containing magnetism ; having power
to attract

;
attractive.

MAG-NET'I-CAL-LY, ad. By the power of attraction.

MAG-NET'J-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being magnetic.
fMAG-NET'lc-NESS, 7i. MagnetJcalness. Waterhouse.

MAG-NET'ICS,* n. pL The principles or science of magnet-
ism. Smart.

MXG'NET-JM, n. [magnctisme, Fr.] The science which
investigates the phenomena presented by natural and
artificial magnets, and the laws by which they are con-
nected : power of attraction.

MXG'NET-IST,,* n. One versed in magnetism. Qu. Rev.

MAG-NET-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of magnetizing. Jour, of
Science.

MAG'NET-IZE,* v. a. [i. MAGNETIZED
; pp. MAGNETIZING,

MAGNETIZED.] To impregnate or imbue with magnetism.
Brande.

MXG'NET-IZ-ER,* n. He or that which magnetizes. P. Cyc.

Y,* n. That branch of natural

philosophy which is established on the ascertained fact,
that magnetism and electricity have certain principles in

common. Faraday.
MAG-NE'TO-MO'TOR,* n. A voltaic series of two or more

large plates, employed to exhibit electro-magnetic phe-

nomena._ Brande.

MXG'NI-FI-A-BLE, a. That may be magnified or extolled.

MAG-NfF'lc', ) a. [magnificus, L.] Great
;
noble

;
illus-

MAG-NIF'I-CAL, \
trious ; grand. Fulke.

MAG-NIF'I-CAT,* n. [L.] The song or thanksgiving of the

Virgin Mary.^ Gent. Mag.
JMAG-NIF'J-CATE, v. a. To praise or commend highly
Marston.

MXG-NJF-I-CA'TIQN,* 7i. The act of magnifying. Coleridge.

MAG-NIF'I-CENCE, n. [magnificentia, L.] State of being
magnificent; grandeur of appearance ; splendor; pomp.

MAG-NIF'I-CENT, a. Grand in appearance; splendid ; pom-
pous ;

fond of splendor; showy ; majestic.

MAG-NIF'I-CENT-LY, ad. With magnificence ; splendidly.
,
n. fit.] A grandee of Venice. S/iak.

MXG'NI-FI-ER, n. He or that which magnifies ;
an extoller

MXG'NI-FY, v. a. [magnifico, L.] [i. MAGNIFIED ;#p. MAGNI-

FYING, MAGNIFIED.] To make great; to exaggerate ;
to in-

crease the bulk to the eye, as by a convex glass ;
to praise

greatly ;
to extol highly ; to exalt

;
to elevate ;

to raise in

pride or pretension, [fv. n. To have effect: a cant use.

Spectator.]

MXG'NI-FY-ING,* p. a. That magnifies ; making great.

MXG'NJ-FY-iNG-GLA'ss,* n. A glass that magnifies. Hali-

fax.

MAG-NII/Q-QUENCE, n. [magniloquentia, L.] Pompous or

lofty language ; boasting.

MAG-NIL'Q-QUENT,* a. Big in words
; lofty in speech. EC.

Rev.

MAG-NIL'Q-QUENT-LV,* ad. With pompous language. EC.

Rev.

MAG-NiL'Q-QuoGs,*a. Big in words; magniloquent. Smart.

MAG'NI-TUDE, n. [magnitudo, L.] Greatness; grandeur;

comparative size or bulk.

MAG-NO'LI-A, TI. A tree and shrub, of several species, of
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great beauty, usually with evergreen leaves and large,

fragrant flowers.

MAG'OT-PIE, n. See MAGPIE.
MXG'PIE, (mag'pi) n. A bird of the crow tribe, having

black and white feathers, sometimes taught to talk.

MA'GVS,* n. [L.] pi. MA'pi. An ancient Oriental philoso-

pher; one versed in magic ;
a magician. Littleton.

MXc^'y-DARE, (maj'e-dar) n. [magudaris, L.] An herb.

Ainsworth.

MA-HAB'RA-TA,* n. A great Indian epic poem, the subject
of which is a long civil war between two dynasties of
ancient India. P. Cyc.

M'A'HA-Dd,* n. A name of one of the Indian deities, from
whom the Ganges is fabled to spring. Brande.

MAHALEB,* n. A shrub, the fruit of which affords a violet

dye. Ure.

MAHA-RAT'CTAIJ;,* (ma-rat'taz) n. pi. Natives of Maharatta.
Earnshaw.

MAH-B trs',* n. A Turkish gold coin answering to the se-

quin. Crabb.

MA-H6G'A-Ny, n. A hard, reddish wood, from the tropical

parts of 'America, valued for cabinet furniture.

MA-HOM'E-DAN, n. A Mahometan. See MAHOMETAN.
MA-HOM'E-TAN, n. A follower or disciple of Mahomet ;

a

Mohammedan
;
a Mussulman : written also MOHAMME-

DAN, which see.

MA-HOM'E-TAN, a. Relating to Mahomet or Mahometans.

MA-HOM'E-TAN-I^M, n. The religion of Mahometans, or

the religion taught by Mahomet and contained in the Al-
coran ; Mohammedanism.

MA-HOM'E-TAN-IZE, v. a. To render conformable to Ma-
hometanism. Swinburne.

fMA'HO-MET-iM, n. Prideaux. i

JMA-HOM'ET-RY, n. Sir T. Herbert. > See MAHOMETANISM.
fMA'HV-MET-lM, n. Fanshaw. )

fMA-HOM'ET-isTjTt. See MAHOMETAN. Fulke.

MA-HONE',* n. A Turkish ship of great burden. Crabb.

fMA'HoGND, n. A contemptuous name formerly used for

Mahomet
; sometimes also for the devil. Skelton.

fMA-HtlM'E-TAN, n. See MAHOMETAN. Cole.

MA'IAN,* (ma'yan) n. (Zool.) A tribe of brachyurous crus-

taceans. P. Cyc.
MAID, (mad) n. An unmarried woman ;

a virgin ;
a female

servant ;
a female

;
a maiden.

MAID,* a. Female
; as,

" a maid-servant,"
" a maid-child."

Leviticus.

MAID, n. A species of skate-fish. Drayton.
MAID'EN, (ma'dn) n. An unmarried woman

;
a virgin ; a

maid : a washing machine : a sharp-edged instrument

formerly used in Scotland for beheading criminals.

MAID'EN, (ma'dn) a. Relating to or consisting of virgins ;

fresh ;
new

;
unused

; unpolluted. [fStrong ; impregna-
ble, as a castle. JVarton.]

MAID'EN, (ma'dn) v. n. To act like a maiden. Bp. Hall.

MAID'EN-AS-SIZE',* n. (Law) An assize at which no per-
son is condemned to death. Hamilton.

MAID'EN-HAIR, (ma'dn-har) n. A delic.ate and beautiful
fern

;
adiantum.

MAID'EN-HEAD, (ma'dn-hed) n. Virginity; maidenhood.

JMAID'EN-HODE, (ma'dn-hod) n. Maidenhood.

MAID'EN-HOOD, (ma'dn-hud) n. The state of a maid
; vir-

ginity ; virgin purity ;
freedom from contamination

;
fresh-

ness.

MAID'EN-LIKE, (ma'dn-lik) a. Maidenly. More.

MAID'EN-LI-NESS, (ma'dn-le-nes) n. The behavior of a
maiden

; gentleness ; modesty. Sherwood.

MAID'EN-LIP, (ma'dn-lip) n. An herb. Jiinsworth.

MAID'EN-LY, (ma'dn-le) a. Like a maid
; gentle ; modest.

MAID'EN-LY, (ma'dn-le) ad. Like a maid. Skelton.

MAID'EN-PINK,* n. A species of dianthus. Booth.

MAID'HOOD, (mad'hud) n. Maidenhood. Shak.

MAID-MA'RI-AN, (mad-ma're-an) [mad-mar'yan, S. W. K. ;

mad-ma're-an, Sm. R.] n. A kind of dance ; the queen of
May ;

a buffoon or boy dressed in girl's clothes to dance
a Morris dance

;
a malkin.

MAID'-PALE, a. Pale like a sick virgin. Shak.

MAID'-SER-VANT, n. A female servant. Swift.

tMAl-Eu'Ti-CAL,* (ma-yu'te-kal) a. Obstetrical. Cudworth.

MAIL, (mal) n. [maille, Fr.] A coat of steel network worn
for defence ; any armor : a bag ; particularly a bag in

which letters, &c., are enclosed for public conveyance ;

the person or carriage which carries the bag. [A spot ;
a

mole : a tribute, rent, or money, (black mail) paid to free-

hooters. North of England.]
MAIL, v. a. [i.

MAILED
; pp. MAILING, MAILED.] To arm de-

fensively ;
to cover, as with armor : to bundle in a

wrapper : to send by mail.

L'A-

mail. Mcrrick.

MAIL'-COACH,* n. A coach which carries the mail. Smart.
MAILE * n. A silver halfpenny of the time of Henry V.

Crabb.

fMAiLED, (maid) a. [maelen, Teut.] Spotted; speckled.
Sherwood.

MAIM, (mam) v. a. [mehaigner, old Fr.] [i. MAIMED ; pp.
MAIMING, MAIMED.] To deprive of any necessary part; to

cripple by loss of a limb
; to mutilate

;
to mangle.

MAIM, 71. Privation of some essential part ;
lameness pro-

duced by a wound or amputation ; injury ;
defect. As a

law term it is written mayhem.
MAIM'ED-NESS, n. State of being lame or maimed. Bolton.

MAIN, (man) a. Principal; chief; leading; mighty; sub-
stantial

; important; belonging to a continent; as, "the
main land: "

directly and forcibly applied; as, "by
main strength."

MAIN, n. The gross ;
the bulk

;
the greater part ;

the sum ;

the whole : the ocean; the great sea, as distinguished
from bays and rivers : the continent, as distinguished
from neighboring islands: a great duct, as distinguished
from smaller ones: a ditch: violence; force: a
hand at dice : a cockfighting match : a hamper.

MAIN'-BOD-Y,* n. The second line or corps of an army
Booth.

MAIN'-BOOM,* n. The spar of a small vessel on which the
mainsail is extended. Booth.

MAIN'-HAMP-ER,* re. A hand-basket to carry grapes to the
press. Crabb.

MAIN'LXND, n. A continent. Spenser.
MAIN'LY, ad. Chiefly ; principally ; greatly ; mightily.
MAIN'MAST, n. (JVaut.) The chief or middle mast.

MAIN'OR,* n. (Law) A thing stolen by a thief and found in
his hands. Whishaw.

MAI-NOT'TT,* / n. pi. The natives of Maina in Greece.

MAI'NOTES,* \
Earnshaw.

MAIN'PER-NA-BLE, a. (Law) Bailable
;
that may be bailed.

MAIN'PER-NQR, n. (Law) One to whom a man is delivered
out of prison or custody on becoming bound for his ap-

pearingj surety ; bail.

MAIN'PR!E, n. [main and pris, Fr.] (Law) Delivery into
the custody of a friend upon security given for appear-
ance

;
bail.

MAIN'PRIE, (man'priz) v. a. [i. MAINPRISED; pp. MAIN-

PRISING, MAINPRISED.] (Law) To take into custody and
give surety for appearance ;

to bail.

MAIN'SAIL, n. The principal sail of a ship ;
the sail of the

mainmast.

MAIN'SHEET, n. The rope attached to the lower corner of
the mainsail. Dryden.

MAIN'SWEAR, (man'swar) v. n. (Law) To swear falsely.
Blount.

MAIN-TAIN', (man-tan' or man-tan') v. a. [maintenir, Fr.]

[i. MAINTAINED; pp. MAINTAINING, MAINTAINED.] To
preserve ; to keep ;

to defend ;
to assert

;
to sustain

;
to

vindicate
;
to justify ; to continue

; to keep up ;
to sup-

port.

MAIN-TAIN', (man-tan') v. n. To assert as a tenet. Dryden.
MAIN-TAIN'A-BLE, (man-tan 'a-bl) a. Defensible; justifiable.

MAIN-TAIN'ER, (man-tan'er) n. Supporter; cherisher.

MAIN-TAIN'QR,* n. (Law) One who maintains or seconds
a cause depending between othe? by furnishing money,
&c. Whishaw.

MAIN'TEN-ANCE, [man'ten-ans, P. J.E. F. Sm. R.; mn'-
ten-ans, Si W.] n. [Fr.] The act of maintaining; liveli-

hood
;
subsistence

; support ;
defence

; supply of the ne-

cessaries of life ;
sustenance. (Law) An officious inter-

meddling in a suit by assisting either party with money
or otherwise.

MAIN'TOP, n. (Naut.) The top of the mainmast.

MAIN'YARD, n._(JYaut.)
The yard of the mainmast.

fMAls'TER, (mas'ter) n. A master. Spenser.

fMAls'TRESS, (mas'tres) n. Mistress. Chaucer.

MAIZE, (maz) n. A plant and grain ;
Indian corn. (Bo-

tanical name, zea mays.)

fMXj-ES-TXT'lC,
JMAJ-ES-TXT'I-CAL,

a. Majestic. Pococke.

MA-JES'TIC,
MA-JES'TI-CAL

a. Having dignity or majesty ; august ;

grand ; imperial ; regal ; stately ; pom-
pous ; splendid ;

sublime ; elevated ; lofty ; magnificent.

MA-JES'TI-CAL-LY, ad. With dignity ; with grandeur

MAJ'ES-TY, (mad'jes-te) n. [majestas, L.] Dignity ; gran-

deur; greatness of appearance ; power; sovereignty;

magnificence ; elevation of manner; the style or title of

kings and queens.
MA'JOR, a. [L.] Greater in number, quantity, or extent;

greater in dignity. (Logic) The major term, in a syllo-

gism, is the predicate of the conclusion ; the major prem-
ise is that which contains the major term.

MA'jpR, n. He who is greater or older. (Mil.) A field of-

ficer, next in rank above a captain and below a lieuten-

ant-colonel. [f A mayor of a town.] (Logic) The first

proposition of a syllogism, containing some generality.

MA-JO-RAT',* (m'a-zho-ra') n. [Fr.] Birthright ;
a privilege

inherited by birth
;
the right of succession to property ac-

cording to age. Brande.

MA'JQR-ATE,* n. The office of major ; majority. Booth.

,
n. Increase ; enlargement. Bacon.Sherwood. |MXJ-QR-A'TIQN, n. Increase ; enlargement. Jiacon.
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MA-JO R'cAN,* n. A native of the island of Majorca. Earn-
shaw.

MA'JQR-D5'MO, n. [major domus, L.J The master of a
house ;

one who holds occasionally a station in a house
next to the master; a steward. In the courts of kings,
in the middle ages, a great officer of the palace. Brande.

MA'JOR-^EN'ER-AL, n. A military officer, next to a lieu-

tenant-general. Hume.

MA'JQR-EN'ER-AL-SHIP,* n. The office of a major-gen-
eral. QM. Rev.

MA-JOR'J-TY, n. The state of being greater ;
the greater

number; the part of any number which is greater than
the other part, or than the sum of all the other parts ;

the
excess of the greater part of a number above the other

part or parts. A plurality is the greatest of the several
numbers or parts into which any number may be divided ;

whereas a majority is a number greater than the sum of
all the other parts. Full age ;

the state or condition of
a person at full age ;

end of minority : the rank or of-

fice of a major.
MA-JUS'CULE,* n. ; pi. MAJUSCULES, [majuscula: liters, L.]

(In diplomatics or ancient manuscripts) Capital letters, such
as were used in ancient manuscripts. Hamilton.

MAK'A-BLE, a. Effectible
;
feasible. Cotgrave. [R.]

MAKE, v. a. [L MADE
; pp. MAKING, MADE.] To create

;
to

form
;
to compose ;

to produce or effect
;
to perform ;

to

cause; to keep; to force; to constrain; to compel; to

reach
;
to gain. To make away, to destroy ;

to transfer.

To make account, to reckon. To make account of, to es-

teem. To make free with, to treat without ceremony.
To make good, to maintain ; to fulfil ; to accomplish. To
make light of, to consider as of no consequence. To make

love, to court. To make merry, to feast. To make much
of, to cherish. To make of, to understand

;
to produce

from
;
to consider; to account ; to esteem

;
to cherish.

To make over, to transfer
;
to place with trustees. To

make out, to clear
;
to explain ; to prove ;

to evince. To
make sure of, to consider as certain

;
to secure. To make

up, to get together ;
to reconcile

;
to compose ; to repair ;

to shape ; to supply ; to make less deficient
;
to compen-

sate
;
to balance

;
to settle ; to adjust; to accomplish ;

to

conclude ;
to complete. To make water, to void urine.

(Naut.) To make the land, to discover land. To make sail,
to increase the quantity of sail. To make stern-way, to

retreat or move with the stern foremost. To make

water, to leak, by letting in water.

MAKE, v. n. To tend
; to travel

;
to contribute

;
to have ef-

fect ; to operate ; to act as a proof, or argument, or cause
;

to show
;
to appear ; to compose. To make away with, to

destroy ;
to kill

;
to make away. To make bold, to pre-

sume
;
to use freedom. To make for, to advantage ;

to

favor. To make up for, to compensate ;
to be instead of.

To make with, to concur.

MAKE, n. Form; structure; shape; texture; nature. [fA
companion ;

a mate. Spenser.]
MAKE'BATE,TI. A breeder of quarrels. Sidney.
tMAKE'LESS, a. Matchless; without a mate. Shak.

MAKE'PEACE, n. Peacemaker; reconciler. Shak.

MAK'ER, n. One who makes
;
the Creator.

MAKE'SH!FT,* n. An expedient adopted to serve a present
purpose or turn ; a temporary substitute. Ed. Rev.

MAKE'WEIGHT, (mak'wat) n. That which assists to make
up weight, or that contributes to something not sufficient

of itself.

MAK'JNG, n. Composition ; structure ; form ; formation.

MXL,* [male, L. ; mal, Fr.] A prefix. See MALE.
MXL'A-CA-TUNE',* n. A kind of peach ; melocoton. Kcnrick.

MAL'A-HITE, (mal'a-kit) n. [>aAa,\>] (Min.) Native car-

bonate of copper, either blue or green.
MXL'A-CQ-DERM,*n. (Ent.) Aserricorn beetle. Brande.

MXL'A-co-LiTE,*n. (Min.) A variety ofgreen aug\te.Brande.
MXL-A-COL'O-GY,* n. [fia\'iKt<i and Ao

} o?.] The natural

history or science of mollusks or molluscous animals, or
of shells and shell-fish, including conchology. Swainson.

MXL-A-COP-TE-RYG'I-AN,* w. (/eft.) A species of fish.

Brande.

MXL-A-COS'TO-MOUS,* a. Soft-jawed, as fish. Swainson.

MXL-A-c6s'TRA-cXN,* n. j>aAavdj and oarpamn'.] (Zool.)
A species of crustacean. Brande.

MXL-AD-MlN-IS-TRA'TIQN, n. See MALEADMINISTRATION.
MXL'A-DY, n.

'

[maladie, Fr.] An illness; a disease; a dis-

temper ; disorder.

MA'LA FI'DE* [L.]
" In bad faith " : with a design to

deceive. Macdonnel.

MXL'A-GA, 7i. A wine from Malaga in Spain.
MA-LXG'MA,* n. (Med.) A poultice. Brande.
M'A'LA IN' SE,* n. pi. [L.] "Evils in themselves." See
MALUM IN SE.

MXi'AN-DER, n. [malandre, Fr.] pi. MXL'AN-DER. A
disease in the feet of horses. See MALLINDERS.

MXL'A-PERT, a. Saucy; impudent; quick with impu-
dence

; sprightly ; without respect or decency. Shak.

MXL'A-PERT-LY, ad- Impudently ; saucily. Skelton. [R.]
MXL'A-PERT-NESS, n. duality of being malapert.

MAL-AP-RO-POS', (mal-ap-pro-po') ad. [mal d propos, Fr.]
Unseasonably ; unsuitably. Dryden.

MA'LAR,* a. [mala, L.J Belonging to the cheek. Smart.

MAL-A'RI-A,* n. [mal' aria, It.] An exhalation from marshy
districts, which produces intermittent fever or disease ; a
noxious exhalation. Brande.

MAL-A'Rl-oDs,* a. Relating to or containing malaria. Ed.
Rev.

MA'LATE,*n. (Chem.) A salt formed of malic acid with a
base. P. Cyc.

fMA-LXx'ATE, v. a. OaXarrw.] To soften. Bailey.
tMXL-AX-A'TiON, (mal-aks-a'shun) n. The act of softening.
MA-LAY',* n. A native of Malaya or Malacca. Murray.
MA-LAY'AN,* a. Relating to Malaya or Malacca. Murray.
MAL-DA'NI-AN,* n. (Zool.) A family of sedentary annelids.

P. Cyc.

MALE, a. [Fr.] Of the sex that begets young ;
not female :

applied to a screw with a spiral thread.

MALE, n. The he of any species.

MXLE, [mal, S. P. Ja. K. Sin. R. Scott, Kenrick; mal, W. J.

F.] [male, L.
; mal, Fr.] A prefix from the Latin, which,

in composition, signifies ill or evil. This syllable, as a pre-

fix, is almost always pronounced short
;
and the e, which

is sunk in the pronunciation, is often omitted in the or-

thography. Dr. Webster spells this prefix mal; but al-

most all other lexicographers spell it male. There are
words in which male has the same origin and meaning ;

but the letters are not so separable as to have the charac-
ter of a prefix ; as, malefactor.

MXLE-AD-MtN-is-TRA'TiON, n. Bad management ofaffairs.

MALE-CON-FOR-MA'TION,* n. An ill or defective confor-
mation. Smart. Written also malconformation.

MALE'CQN-TENT, 71. One who is dissatisfied. Written
also malcontent.

Bai-

MXLE-CQN-TENT'ED-LY, ad. With discontent.

MXLE-CQN-TENT'ED-NESS, n. Discontentedness. Spectator.

fMXL-E-Di'cEN-cy, n. [maledicentia, L.] Reproachful
speech. Atterbury.

fMXL-E-Di'cENT, a. Speaking reproachfully. Sir E. Sandys.
JMXL-E-DICT'ED, a. Accursed. Bailey.

MXL-E-Dlc'TiON, n. [maledictio, L.] A curse
;
execration

,

denunciation.

MXL-E-FXc'TiON, n. A crime ; an offence. Shak.
[R.]

MXL-E-FXc'TpR, n. An offender against law ;
a criminal j

a culprit ;
a felon ; a convict.

MXLE-FEA'?ANCE,* [mal-fe'zans, K. WT>. ; mal-fa'zans,

Sm.] n. (Law) Evil doing; an evil deed. Whishaw.

fMA-LEF'lc, a. [malejlcus, L.] Mischievous ;
hurtful.

ley.

fMXL'E-FlCE, (mal'e-fis) n. [Fr., sorcery.] An evil act

or deed. Chaucer.

MA-LEF'I-CENCE,*. Active ill-will
; injury. Maunder. [R.]

MA-LEF'I-CENT, a. [malejlcus, L.] Wicked
; doing evil.

Burke. [R.]

fMXL-E-Ff"ci-ATE, (mal-e-fish'e-at) v. a. To bewitch.
Burton.

MXL-E-FI-CI-A'TION, (mal-c-fisb-e-a'shun) n. Witchcraft.

Bp. Hall.
'

MALE-FQR-MA'TION,* n. Ill or wrong formation. Good.

tMA-LEN'G}NE, n. [malengin, Fr.] An evil contrivance ;

guile ; deceit. Milton.

MALE-O'DOR,* n. A bad odor or smell. Qw. Rev.

MXLE-PRXc'TlcE, n. Practice contrary to rules
;
bad con-

duct. Written also malpractice.

MALE-SPIR'IT-ED, a. Having the spirit of a man. B.
Jonson.

fMXL'ET, n. [malette, Fr.] A budget; a portmanteau. Shel-

ton.

MXLE-TREAT',a. a. [i. MALETREATED ; pp. MALETREATING,
MALETREATED.] To treat ill

; to abuse. See MALTREAT.
MXLE-TREAT'MENT, n. Ill usage. See MALTREATMENT.
MA-LEV'Q-LENCE, n. Ill-will

; malignity ; malice.

MA-LEV'O-LENT, a. [malevolus, L.] Ill-disposed towards
others; wishing ill

; malicious; malignant.
MA-LEV'Q-LENT-LY, ad. Malignantly ;

with ill-will.

fMA-LEV'p-LOtJS, a. Malevolent; malicious. Warburton.

MA'LIC,* a. (Chem.) Derived from apples ; as,
" malic acid."

Brande.

MXL'iCE, (mal'is) n.
[malice,

Fr.l A wicked intention to do

injury; badness of design ;
deliberate mischief; ill in-

tention
; malignity ;

ill-will ; spite.

fMXL'lCE, v. a. To regard with ill-will. Spenser.

JMXL'i-CH5,*n. [malhccho, Sp.] Mischief; injustice. Smart.

MA-Lt''ciOVS, (ma-llsh'us) a. [malicieux, Fr.] Full of

malice; partaking of malice
; ill-disposed; intending ill

j

malignant ; malevolent.

MA-LI"CIOVS-LY, (ma-lish'us-le) ad. With malice or ma-

lignity.

MA-Li"ciOVS-NEss, (ma-lish'us-nes) n. Malice; malignity.

MA-LIGN', (ma-lln') a. \maligne, Fr.] Having malice and

envy ; unfavorable
; ill-disposed ;

malicious ; malignant ;

fatal ; pestilential.
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MA-MGN', (ma-IIn') v. a. [i. MALIGNED ; pp. MALIGNING,
MALIGNED.] To regard with envy or malice ; to hurt

;
to

harm
;
to defame ;

to vilify.

tMA-LiGN', (ma-lin') v. n. To entertain malice. Milton.

MA-LIG'NAN-CV, 71. Malevolence; malice; unfavorable-
ness ;

destructive tendency ; malignity.
MA-LIG'NANT, a. [malignus, L.J Partaking of malice and
envy; malign; envious; malicious. (Med.) Hostile to

life; threatening death to the patient ; as, malignant fevers.

MA-LIG'NANT, 7i. A malevolent person: a term applied
to Cavaliers by the Puritans in the time of Cromwell.

MA-LIG'NANT-LY, ad. With ill intention ; maliciously.
MA-LIGN'ER, (ma-lln'er) n. One who maligns.
MA-LlG'Nl-TY, 7t. [malignite, Fr.)

Malice
;
maliciousness

;

malevolence ; contrariety to life
;
destructive tendency ;

evilness of nature.

MA-LIGN'LY, (ma-lm'le) ad. Enviously ;
with ill-will.

MA-LlN'GER-iNG,*. [malingre, FT.] (Mil.) Sickly: linger-

ing ; being long in recovering health. Ed. Rev.

MXL'J-SON, (mal'e-zn) n. A malediction. Chaucer. EC. Rev.

1839.

MAL'KIN, (maw'kjn) n. A kind of mop made of clouts for

sweeping ovens
;
a frightful figure of clouts dressed up ;

a dirty wench. See MAIDMARIAN.
MALL, [mSlll, P. J. E. Ja. Wb. ; mal, S. W. F. Sm. ; mal or

m?.wl, K.] n. [malleus, L.] A kind of hammer or beetle
;

a heavy wooden hammer
;
a mallet.

MILL, [mil, S. P. Sm. Wl. * mel, W. E. Ja. ; mal or mawl,
K.~\ n. A public walk. Pall Mall, a street in London, is

pronounced pel mel. W. &. Sm.

MALL, v. a.
[i.

MALLED
; pp. MALLING, MALLED.] To beat or

strike with a mall
;
to maul.

MXL'LARD, n. [malart, Fr.] The drake of the wild duck.
Shak.'

MXL-LE-A-BIL'I-TY, n. Quality of being malleable.

MXL'LE-A-BLE,a. [malleable, Fr.] Capable of being spread,

extended, or drawn out by being beaten with a hammer.
MXL'LE-A-BLE-wEss, n. Malleability ; ductility.

MAL'LE-ATE, v. a.
[i.

MALLEATED
; pp. MALLEATING, MAL-

LEATEDJ To beat with a hammer
;
to hammer.

MXL-LE-A'TipN, 71. [old Fr.] Act of beating or hammering.
MXL'LET, n. [maillet, Fr.] A wooden hammer. Boyle.

MXL'LIN-DER,* n. pi. A_disease in horse's feet. London.

MXL'LOW, re. ; pi. MXL'LOW. An annual plant. Seldom
used but in the plural form.

MALMSEY, (mam'ze) n. A luscious white wine, prepared
in various places, particularly in the island of Madeira,
but originally from Malvasia in the Morea : a rich sort

of grape.

MALOPE,* n. (Bot.~) A genus of malvaceous plants. P. Cyc.

MAL-PI&'HI-A,* n. (Bot.) The Barbadoes cherry ;
a genus

of plants. Hamilton.

MALT, n. Grain, commonly barley, steeped in water and
made to germinate, then dried on a kiln.

MALT, (malt) v. a. [i. MALTED ; pp. MALTING, MALTED.] To
make into malt. v. 71. To become malt.

MALT,* a. Made of or containing malt. Gent. Mag.
tMXL'TAL-ENT, n. Ill humor

; spleen. Chaucer.

MALT'DRfNK, n. Beverage made of malt. Flayer.

MALT'nOsT, n. The dust or remains of malt.

MAL-TE',* n. sing. &. pi. A native or natives of Malta.

Murray.
MAL-TEE',* a. Belonging to Malta. Oent. Mag.
MALT'FLOOR, (malt'fior) n. A floor on which malt is dried.

MXL'THA,* n. (Min.) A mineral pitch ;
a soft, glutinous

substance. Ure.

MALT'HORSE, n. A horse employed in grinding malt.

MALT'iioGsE * 7i. A house in which malt is made. Maun-
der.

MALT'KlLN,* (-kil) 7i. A kiln or oven for drying malt.
Francis.

MALT'MAN, n. A maltster.

MALT'MlLL,* n. A mill for grinding malt. Perry.
MXL-TREAT', v. a.

[i. MALTREATED; pp. MALTREATING,
MALTREATED.] To treat ill

;
to use roughly; to abuse.

Written also maletreat.

MAL-TREAT'MENT,* n. Ill usage ;
bad treatment. Black-

stone.

MALT'STER, n. One who makes malt.

MALT'WORM, (maU'wiirm) n. A tippler. Shak.

J\fA'LUM(p\. MA' LA) IN SE,* n. [L.] (Law) A thing that

is wrong or evil in itself; an offence at common law.
Tomlins.

MA'LVM PRO-HlB'i-T&M,* [L.] pi. MA'LA PRO-H?B'I-
TA. '(Law} A thing or act that is wrong because'it is for-

bidden. Tomlins.

MXL-vA'cEoys, (inal-va'shus) a. [malva, L.] Relating to

mallows.

MSL-VER-SA'TION, n. [Fr.] Bad shifts; mean artifices.

Burke.

MXM, 77. [contracted from mamma.] Mamma. Bailey.

MXM'E-LUKE, n. [Mamluc, Arab.] A name applied to the
male slaves who were imported from Circassia into Egypt,
and once formed the military force of the country.

MAM-MA', n. [mamma, L.] The fond word for mother, used
especially by young children.

MAM1MA,* 71. [L.] pUje2jM*JUE. (Anat.) The breast; a
glandular part of a female in which milk is prepared. Roget.

MAM'MAL,* n. (Zool.) n. An animarl that suckles its young ;

one of_the class of mammalia. P. Cyc.
MAM-MA'LI-A,* n. pi. [mamma, L.] (Zool.) The class of

animajs that suckle their young; mammals. P. Cyc.
MAM-MA'LI-AN,* a. Relating to mammalia or mammals.
Kirby. [p. Cyc.

MAM-MAL'Q-GIST,* n. One who is versed in mammalogy.
MAM-MXL'Q-^Y,* n. [mamma, L., and Xfyos, Gr.] The
science which has for its object the study and classifica-
tion of animals that suckle their young; mazology. P. Cyc.

MXM'MA-RY,* a. Relating to the breast
; noting an artery

or gland which supplies the breast. Kirby.

MAM-ME'_A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of American trees. P. Cyc.
MAM-MEE', (mam-m5') n. A tree so called; mammea.

Milter.

jMXM'MER, v. n. To be in suspense ;
to hesitate. Drant.

MXM'MET, n. A puppet ;
a figure dressed up. Shak.

MXM'MI-FER,* n. (Zool.) An animal with breasts for nour-
ishing its young ;

a mammal. P. Cyc.
MAM-MIF'ER-OUS,* a. Having breasts. Lycll.

MXM'MI-FORM, a. [mamma and forma, L.] Having the form
of breasts, paps, or dugs. P. Cyc.

MXM'MIL-LA-RY, [mam'mil-la-re, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb.
;

mam-mil'a-re, S. E. K. ; mam-mil'a-re or mam'mjl-la-re,
P.] a. \mammUlarin, L.] Belonging to the breasts, teats,

nipples, paps, or dugs ; resembling breasts or nipp.es ;

protuberant. $2r See CAPILLARY.

MXM'MIL-LAT-ED,* a. Having small nipples or little glob-
ules like nipples. London.

fMXM'MQCK, n. A shapeless piece. Sir T. Herbert.

fMXM'MQCK, . a. [i.
MAMMOCKED

; pp. MAMMOCKING, MAM-
MOCKED.] To tear

;
to break

;
to pull to pieces. Milton.

MAM'MON, n. [Syriac.] Riches
; worldly riches or gain j

the demon of riches. St. Luke xvi.

MXM'MQN-IST, n. One devoted to worldly gain. Hammond.
MAM'MQTH,* n. A fossil elephant : the term is also often

applied to an extinct animal of huge dimensions, known
only by its fossil remains, called the mastodon. Lycll.
See MASTODON.

MXN, 7i. [man, mon, Sax.] pi. MEN. A human being, in
which sense it is of both genders ; a male of the human
race, as distinguished from a woman

;
an adult male, as

distinguished from a boy ;
a husband, as,

" man and
wife;" a person having manly qualities; a servant;
an individual: a piece at chess, draughts, &c. Man-
of-war, a ship of war.

MXN, v. a. [i.
MANNED ; pp. MANNING, MANNED.] To furnish

with men ;
to guard with men ; to fortify ;

to strengthen.

[fTo tame, as a hawk ;
to wait on, as a servant

;
to direct

m hostility. Shak.]
MXN'A-CLE, (mSn'a-kl) n. [manicm, from manus, L.] pL
MXN'A-CLE, (man'a-klz) Shackles or chains for the

hands.

MXN'A-CLE, (mSn'na-kl) v. a. [i. MANACLED ; pp. MANA-

CLING, MANACLED.] To handcuff; to chain the hands
;
to

shackle.

MXN'AGE, v. a. [menager, Fr.] [i. MANAGED ; pp. MANAG-
ING, MANAGED.] To conduct

;
to carry on

;
to govern ;

to

make tractable ;
to wield

;
to direct

;
to contrive

;
to

concert
;
to husband ;

to treat with caution or decency ;

to train to graceful action, as a horse.

MAN'AGE, i\ n. To superintend or conduct affairs.

MXN'AGE,n. [menage,Fr.] Conduct; administration; use.

H-Horsemanship ;
a riding-school. Shak. Now manege.]

MAN-AGE-A-BlL'l-TY,* n. Manageableness. L. Jour. Set.

MXN'A<?E-A-BLE, a. That may be managed ; governable.

MXN'A^E-A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being manageable.
MXN'AGE-A-BLY,* ad. In a manageable manner.' Chalmers.

MXN'AGE-LESS,'* a. Unmanageable. Wilson. [R.]

MXN'AGE-MENT, . [menagement, Fr.] Act of managing ;

superintendence ;
direction ; economy ; charge ;

con-

duct
;
administration ; practice ;

transaction.

MXN'A-GER, n. One who manages ;
a director.

tMXN'A-a'ER-Y, 7i. Conduct; direction; administration;

husbandry ; management. Clarendon.

MXN'A-KlN,* 7i. (Ornith.) A group of birds remarkable for

the rich tints of their plumage. P. Cyc.

MXN'A-KlN, n. See MANIKIN.

MXN-A-TEE',* n. An herbivorous cetacean : the sea-cow.

Written by some maniti Brande. See MANATUS.

MXN'A-TlN,* n. (Zool.) Same as manatus. Kirby.

fMA-NA'TiQN, 7i. [manatio, L.] Act of issuing from some-

tbingelse: emanation. Bailey.

MA-NA'TVS,* n. [manus, L.] (Zool.) A genus of herbivo-

rous cetaceans, including the species called sea-cows.

Brande.

MAXCHE, (mansh) n. [Fr.] A sleeve ;
a maunch.

fMXNCH'ET, n. A small loaf of fine bread. Bacon.

MAN'-CHILD * n. A male child. Ash.

MXNCH-I-NEEL', n. [mancanilla, L.] A tree of the West
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Indies, noted for its poisonous qualities ;

valued for

timber.

MXN'CI-CATE,* a. (Bot.) Having hairs interwoven into a
mass. P. Cyc.

MXN'ci-NlTE,*n. (Min.) A brown silicate of copper. Dana.

fMXN'ci PATE, v. a. [mancipo, L.] To enslave. Burton.

MAN-CI-PA'TIQN, n. Slavery ; servitude. [R.]
MXN'cj-PLE, (man'se-pl) n. [manceps, L.] The steward of

a community ;
a purveyor, particularly the purveyor of a

college.

MXN'cys,* n. A Saxon coin of about the size of a half-

crowm Spelman.
MAN-DA'MUS, n. [L.,

" We command."] (Law) A writ
issued from a superior court directed to a person, corpo-

ration, or an inferior court.

MXN-DA-RiN', (man-da-rin')?i. [mandarim, Port.
; mandarin,

Fr.] A Chinese nobleman, magistrate, or public officer,

either civil or military.

MXN'DA-TA-RY, n. [mandataire, Fr.] (Law) One to whom a

mandate, command, or charge is given : a priest who
holds_a mandate from the pope for his benefice.

MXN'DATE, n. [mandatum, L.] Command ; precept ;
in-

junction ; charge; commission. (Law) A bailment of

personal property, in regard to which the bailee engages
to do some act without reward. [Jlyli.

~

MAN-DA' TOR, n. [L.] A director: a bailor of gc

MXN'DA-TQ-RY, a. Preceptive ; directory. Abp. Usher.

MXN'DA-TQ-RY, n. Same as mandatary. Fell.

MAN'DER, v. n. See MAUNDER.
MAN'DE-RIL,* n. A sort of wooden pulley belonging to a

turner's lathe
;
mandrel. Crabb.

MXN'D}-BLE, n. [mandibula, LJ The jaw ; the instrument
of manducation. (Zool.) The lower jaw of animals ;

applied to both jaws of birds, and to the upper pair of

jaws of insects.

MAN-DIB'U-LAR, a. Belonging to the jaw. Oayton.
MAN-DIB'V-LATE,* n. (Ent.) One of a class of insects

which preserve their organs of mastication in their last

or perfect stage of metamorphosis. Brande.

MAN-DIB'V-LATE,* a. That masticates ; using jaws. Elrby.

JMXN'DJL, n. [mandille, Fr.] A sort of mantle. Herbert.

MAN-DtL'lQN,(man-dil'yun) n. [mantiglione,l\..] A soldier's

coat
;
a loose garment ; a sleevele_ss jacket. Ainsworth.

MAN-DlN'GO,* Ti. ; pi. MAN-D!N'GOE. A native of Man-
dingo. Earnshaw.

MXN'Disc,* n. The American name of the plant called

cassava, and by botanists, jatropha manihot. Tapioca is

one of its products. Brande.

fMAND'MENT, n, [mandement, Fr.] Commandment. Wicliffe.

MXN'DQ-LIN, n. [mandoline, Fr.] A kind of cithern or harp.
MXN'DORE,* n. A musical instrument of four strings, of

the lute kind. P. Cyc.

MAN-DRXG'Q-RA, n. Same as mandrake. Shak.

MAN'DRAKE, n.' A species of melon. Taylor. A. plant
about which fabulous stories are related, said to resemble
the human form. The mandrake mentioned in Genesis
is supposed, by some, to have been an herb or plant which
was used as a philtre ;

but what it was is unknown.
Dr. Adam Clarke.

MXN'DREL, n. [mandrin, Fr.] A revolving shank to which
turners affix their work in a lathe ; manderil.

MXN'DRILL,* n. A catarrhine monkey ;
a baboon

;
the

largest, most brutal, and ferocious of the baboons. Brande.

MXN'DV-CA-BLE, a. That may be chewed or eaten.

MXN'DV-CATE, v. a. [manduco, L.] [i. MANDUCATED
; pp.

MANDUCATING, MANDUCATED.] TO CheW
J

to Cat. Bp.
Taylor.

MAN-DV-CA'TIQN, n. Act of chewing or eating.

MANE, n. [maene, D.] The long, coarse hair, which hangs
down on the neck of horses and some other animals.

MXN'EAT-ER, n. One who eats human flesh
;
a cannibal.

MANED, (mand) a. Having a mane.

MA-NEGE', (ma-nazh') n. [Fr.] A place where horses are

trained, or horsemanship taught ; a riding-school: the

art of horsemanship.
MA-NEGE',* (ma-nazh') v. a. To train a horse for riding or

to graceful motion. Diet, of Arts.

MA'NEH,* n. A Hebrew weight of gold consisting of 100
shekels ;

a weight of silver consisting of CO shekels.

Eiekiel.

MA-NE'RI-AL, a. Manorial. Warton. See MANORIAL.

MlfNifj (ma'nez) n. pi. [L.] A ghost ;
shade

; a departed
soul

;
the remains of the dead.

MANE'-SHEET,* n. A sort of covering for the upper part
of a horse's head. P. Cyc.

MXN'pOL, a. Becoming a man; manly; bold; stout;

daring.
MXN'FUL-LY, ad. As it becomes a man

; boldly.

MXN'FOL-NESS, n. Quality of being manful. Bale.

MXNG, n. Barley and oats ground with husks for swine,
&c. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

MXN-GA-NESE', [mang-ga-nez', Sm. R. ; mang-ga-nes', K. ;

mang'ga-nes, Ja. Wb.] n. [manganesia, low L.J (Chem.) A
black mineral: a metal of gray color, hard, brittle, and

difficult of fusion: a native black oxide of a metallic
substance : a mixed substance used in clearing glass.

MXN-GA-NE'I-AN,* (man-ga-ne'zhe-an) a. Relating to

manganese. Ure.

MXN'GA-NITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral composed chiefly of
an oxide of manganese, useful in the manufacture of

glass. Dana.

MXNG'CORN, n. [mcngcn, D.] Corn of several kinds
mixed.

MANGE, (manj) n. [demangeaison, Fr.] The itch or scab in

cattle, dogs-, &c. See CHANGE.
MXN'GEL-WiJR'ZEL,* (mang'gl-wur'zl) n. Literally, root
of scarcity, because used as a substitute for bread in

times of scarcity; a root of the beet kind, cultivated

chiefly for food for cattle. Brande.

MAN'GER, n [mangcoire, Fr.] A trough in which horses
and cattle are fed with grain. (Naut.) A sort of trough
in a ship to receive the water that beats in from the
hawse-holes

MAN'GER-BOARD,* n. (JVauC.) The bulk-head of a ship's
deck that separates the manger Brande.

MAN'GI-NESS, n. Infection with the mange. Sherwood.

MXN'GLE, (man'gl) v. a. \mangden, D.] [i. MANGLED ; pp.
MANGLING, MANGLED.] To lacerate ; to cut or tear piece-
meal ;

to hack
;
to butcher : to polish or smooth

;
to

press in order to smooth.

MXN'GLE, (man'gl) n. An instrument or rolling-press for

smoothing linen
;
a sort of calender.

MXN'GLER, n. One who mangles ;
a hacker.

MXN'GLI'NG,* n. The act or business of pressing and
smoothing linen with a mangle. Ure.

MXN'GO, (.mang'go) nf A very large fruit-tree of the East
and West Indies; also its fruit: a pickle; a green
muskmelon stuffed and pickled.

fMXN'GQ-NEL, (mang'go-nel) n. [mangoneau, Fr.] An
engine for throwing large stones, and battering walls.

Chaucer.

tMXN'GQ-NlM,n. [mangonisme, Fr.] The art of polishing
and rubbing. Evelyn.

fMXN'GQ-NIZE, (mang'g9-nlz) v. n. [mangoniio, L.] To
polish and rub up for sale. B. Jonson.

MXN-GOOSE',* or MXN-GOOZ',* n. A sort of monkey
P. Cyc.

MXN'GQ-STXN,* n. Same as mangosteen. W. Ency.
MXN'GQ-STEEN,* n. (Bot.) The fruit of the garcinia man-

gostana, growing in Java and the Molucca islands. It is

about the size of the orange, and of most delicious flavor.

Brande.

MXN'GROVE, (mang'grov) n. A tree which forms dense

groves in the tropical parts of the globe : also a plant
which grows in and near salt water.

MAN'GY, (man'je) a. Infected with the mange ; scabby.
MXN-HA/DEN,* n. A species of herring, called also men-

haden, bony-fish, mossbanker, marsbanker, hardhead, and

pauhaugen. Farm. Ency.
MXN'HAT-ER, n. One who hates mankind

;
a misanthrope.

MXN'HOLE,* n. An opening to a cess-pool, drain, &c.,
large enough to admit a man to clean it out. London.

MXN'HOOD, (-hud) n. State or quality of being a man ;

not womanhood or childhood
;
man's estate ; human

nature
; virility. [Courage ; bravery. Sidney.]

MA'NI-A, n. [L. ; n<ivia, Gr.] Violent insanity ;
madness ;

rage or vehement desire for any thing.

tMXN'l-A-BLE, a. [Fr.] Manageable ;
tractable. Bacon.

MA'NI-AC, a. Affected with mania
;
maniacal.

MA'NJ-Xc, n. A person affected with mania
;
a mad person

MA-NI'A-CAL, a. [maniacus, L.] Affected with mania or

madness; raving; mad; insane.

MAN-I-JBHE'AN, a. Relating to the Manichees. Wollaston.

MXN-i-jeHE'AN, (man-e-ke'an) > n. A follower of Manes, a

MXN-i-HE', (man-e-ke') \
Persian of the 3d cen-

tury, who taught tliat there were two deities and two
principles of all things, coeternal and coequal, the one

good, and the other evil.

MXN-i-jeHE'iM, Ti. The doctrine of the Manichees.

MXN-l-jCHE'lST,* n. Same as Manichee. Brande.

MXN'i-HORD,(man'e-kord) a. [manichordion,Fr.] A musi-
cal instrument sounded by the hand, like a spinet.

MX_N'i-CON, n. [L.] A kind of nightshade. Hudibras.

fMA'NiE, (ma'ne) n. Mania. Chaucer.

MXN'I-FEST, a.

'

[manifestiLs, L.] Plain; open; evident j

not concealed
; apparent ; visible

;
obvious ; detected.

MXN'I-FEST, n. (Com.) An invoice ;
a draught of a cargo

of a ship, showing what is due for freight. [fA mani-

festo.]

MXN'I-FEST, v. a. [manifesto, L.] [i. MANIFESTED; pp.

MANIFESTING, MANIFESTED.] To make appear ;
to make

public ;
to show plainly ;

to discover ;
to declare ;

to

reveal ; to evince.

MXN-I-FES'TA-BLE, a. That may be manifested. More.

MXN-I-FES-TA'TIQN, n. Act of manifesting; state of being
manifested

; discovery ; publication ;
show.

MXN'I-FEST-ED-NESS * n. State of being manifested. EC.

Rev'.
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MXN-|-FS'TI-BLE, a. See MANIFESTABLE.
MXN'i-FEST-LY, ad. Clearly ; evidently ; plainly.
MXN'|-FEST-NESS, n. Perspicuity; clear evidence.

MXN-}-FES'TO, n. [It.] pi. MXN-I-FES'TOE. (Polities') A
declaration of a sovereign, or a government, containing
reasons for some public proceeding, as the entering into
a war;_a public protestation.

MXN'I-FOLD, a. Of- different kinds; many in number;
multiplied ; complicated.

fMXTf-l-FOLD'ED, a. Having many complications. Spen-
ser.

MXN'l-FOLD-LY, ad. In a manifold manner.
MXw'j-FOLD-NESS, n. State of being manifold. Sherwood.

MA-NIGL'IQN, (ma-nll'ypn) n. ; pL MANIGLIONS. (Gun-
nery) Two bandies on the back of a piece of ordnance.

MiN'I-HOT, n. See MANIOC.
MXN'i-KlN, n. [manneken, Teut.] A little man

;
a dwarf.

MA-NIL'IO, (ma-nil'yo) n. [maniglio, It.] An ornament for

the hand, wrist, or leg, worn in Africa. Sir T. Herbert.

MA-N'fL'LA,* n. Ring-money, a sort of coin. Oent. Mag.
MA-NILLE', (ma nil') n. [Fr.] Same as manilio.

MA'NJ-OC, n. The Indian name of a starch obtained from
the shrub called jatropha manihat ; cassava or tapioca.

MXN'l-PLE, (man'e-pl) n. [manipulus, L.J A handful; a

small body, as of soldiers
;
a fanon

;
a kind of ornament

worn about the arm of the mass priest.

MA-Nlp'y-L^R, a. Relating to a maniple.
MA-NlP'v-LATE,* v. a. &, n. [i. MANIPULATED ; pp. MANIP-

ULATING, MANIPULATED.] To operate or work with the

hands; to handle. Phren.Jour.

MA-NIP-U-LA'TIQN, n. Work by the hand
;
manual oper-

ation in a chemical laboratory ;
manner of digging ore.

MA-Nip'y-LA-TlvE,* a . Relating to manipulation. /. Tay-
lor.

MA'NIS,* n. pi. MXN'I-SE. (Zoo/.) An edentate mammal,
covered with large, strong, horny scales. Brande.

MXN'i-TRuNK,* ?i. (Ent.) The anterior segment of the
trunk. Brande.

MXN'-KILL-ER, n. One who kills men
;
murderer.

MXN'-KILL-ING, a. Destroying men; murderous. Dry-
den.

MXN-KlND', [man-kind', S. E. Ja. Sm. ; man-kyind', W.
J. F. ; man-kelnd', K. ; man'klnd, Ash, Bailey.] n. The
race of man

;
the human race

;
men collectively.

05= Both syllables of mankind are fully pronounced ;
and

when it is used in opposition to womankind, the accent is

on the first syllable.

,
a. Resembling man, not woman. Frobisher.

MXNKS,* n. The language of the Isle of Man. Ch. Ob.
See MANX.

MXN'LESS, a. Without men
;
not manned. Bacon.

MXN'LIKE, a. Becoming a man
;
like man

; manly.
MXN'LI-NESS, n. Quality of being manly ; dignity.

fMXN'LjNG, n. A little man ;
manikin. B. Jonson.

MXN'LY, a. Becoming a man
;
manful

;
firm

;
brave

; stout :

undaunted; undismayed; not womanish; not childish.

MXN'LY, ad. With courage like a man
;
like a man. [R.]

MXN'-MID'WJFE, [man'mid'jf, W. Ja.; man'mid'wlf,
K.; man-mid'wif, SOT.] n. A physician who practises
midwifery ;

an accoucheur. Tatltr.

MXN'-MIL'LJ-NER,* 7i. A man who makes millinery.
Carlyle.

MXN'NA, n. [Heb.] (Antiquity) A substance given by God
to the Israelites for food in the wilderness. (Modern)
A saccharine substance which exudes from the bark of
the fraxinus ornus, and some other species of ash, natives
of the south of Europe, used in medicine.

.MXN'NER, n. [maniere, Fr.] Form
;
method

; custom
;

habit
; fashion

; way ;
mode ; certain degree ;

sort
; kind ;

mien; air; look; aspect; appearance. pi. Morals; be-
havior. See MANNERS.

JMXN'NER, v. a. To instruct in morals
;
to form. Shak.

MXN'NERED,* (man'nerd) a. Having manners. Temple.
MXN'NER-iM,* n. Sameness of manner. Richardson.

MXN'NER-IsT, n. An artist who adheres to one manner.
MXN'NER-LI-NESS, n. Civility ;

ceremonious complai-
sance. Hale.

MXN'NER-LY, a. Civil
; ceremonious ; complaisant.

MXN'NER-LY, ad. Civilly ; without rudeness. Shak.

MXN'NER?,* n. pi. Morals; polite behavior; habits; be-
havior considered as decorous or indecorous, polite or

impolite, pleasing or displeasing. More.

MXN'NER-BlT,* 7i. A portion of a dish left by guests, that
the host may not feel himself reproached for insuffi-

cient preparation. Hunter, f
Local.]

MXN'NI-KIN, n. [manneken, Teut.] See MANIKIN.

MXN'NJSH, a. Human
;
like a man

;
bold

; masculine.

MXN'NITE,* n. A species of sugar obtained from manna.
P. Cyc.

MA-NGEtJ'VRE, (ma-nu'ver) n. [Fr.] A stratagem ;
a plot ;

dexterous management; canning contrivance: adroit

management or operation in naval or military affairs.

MA-NCEtJ'VRE, (ma-nu'ver) v. n. [manauvrer, Fr.] [i. MA-
NOEUVRED ; pp. MANCEUVRING, MANOEUVRED.] To perform

m.iiicpuvres; to act by stratagem or manoeuvres', to

manage military or naval tactics adroitly.
MA-NOitJ'VRER,* n. One who manoeuvres. West. Rev.

MAN'-QF-WAR',* n. A ship of war : a large ship of war,
carrying from 20 to 120 guns. Mar. Diet. Another name
for the bird albatross. P. Cyc.

MA-NOM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for measuring the
rarefaction and condensation of elastic fluids. Orier.

MA'NON,* n. A genus of zoophytes. P. Cyc.
MAN'QR, n. [manoir, Fr.] A district, jurisdiction, or land
of a court baron, lord, or great personage; a mansion
or dwelling-house and lands attached to it; a large
lapded estate.

MAN'QR-HOUSE, / n. The house of the lord or owner of
MXN'QR-SEAT, ]

a manor. Cowley.
MA-NO'RI-AL, a. Belonging to a manor; denoting a
manor.

MXN'O-SCOPE,* n. An instrument for showing the

changes in the rarity and density of the air
;
a manome-

ter. Dr. Black.

tMXN'QUELL-ER, 71. A murderer
; manslayer. Wlcliffe.

MAN'SARD,* a. (Arch.) Applied to a roof; same as curb-

roof. Brande.

MXNSE, ?!. [maison, Fr.
; mansio, L.j A farm-house and land.

Warton. A parsonage-house, particularly in Scotland.

MXN'siQN, (man'shun) n. [mansio, L.I The lord's house
in a manor

;
a large house of residence

;
a house

;
an

abode.

fMXN'siQN, (man'shun) v. n. To dwell, as in a mansion.
Mede.

MXN'siQN-HoOsE,* 71. A large house oT residence. Black-
stone.

fMXN'siQN-RY, (man'shun-re) n. Place of residence.
Shak.

MXN'SLAUGH-TER, (man'slaw-ter) n. The killing of a
man. (Law) The unlawful killing of a man, though
without malice or deliberate intention, as in a sudden
quarrel.

MXN'SLAY-ER, n. One who has killed a man.
MAN'STEAL-ER, n. One who steals and sells men.

MXN'STE^VL-ING, n. The act of stealing men.
fMXN'suETE, (man'swet) a. [mansuetus,1i.] Mild

; gentle;
tame. Ray.

IMXN'suE-TUDE, (man'swe-tiid) n. [mansuetudo, L.] Mild-
ness

; gentleness ;
lameness. Bryskctt.

MXN'SWEAR, v. n. See MAINSWEAR.
MAN'TEAU,*(mzn'to) n. [Fr.] pi. MANTEAUX, (man'toz)
A cloak

;
a mantle. Dr. Johnson.

MXN'TEL, (man'tl) n. [mantel, Ger.] A beam or timber

resting on the jambs of a fireplace to support the work
above: written also mantle.. See MANTLE.

MXN-TE-LET', [man-te-lef, S. W. F. Ja.; inan'te-let, J.

K. Sm.; mant'let, P.] n. [Fr.] A little covering; a

cloak. (Fort.) A movable parapet constructed of

boards, covered with tin, iron, or leather.

MXN'TEL-PiECE,* (man'tl-pGs) 71. The shelf placed
against the mantel, often called the mantel simply. Hun-
ter. See MANTLE.'

MXN'TI-.GER, [man-ti'|er, S. W. ; man'tl-fer, Sm. ; man'-
- te-er, Wb. ; man'te-jer, K.] n. [mantichora, L.

;
mantichore

t

Fr.] A monkey or baboon. Arbuthnat.

MAN-TIL'LA,* n. [Sp.] A woman's head covering ; a

light covering thrown over the dress of a lady. New-
man.

MXN'Tis,* 7i.
,- pi. MXN'TI-SE. [pavri$.] (Ent.) An or-

thopterous insect. Brande.

MXN-Tis'sA,* n. The decimal part of a logarithm. Brande.

MXN'TLE, (man'tl) n. [manteau, Fr.] A kind of cloak or

garment thrown over the rest of the dress. Shak. (Zool.)
The external fold of the skin of the mollusks. Brande.

(Arch.) A beam resting on the jambs of a fireplace, and

supporting the wall or brick-work above : called also

mantle-tree and mantle-piece, or mantd-trce and mantel-

piece, and often written mantel. Britton.

MXN'1:L,E, (man'tl) v. a.
[i.

MANTLED
; pp. MANTLING,

MANTLED.] To cloak
;
to cover

,
to disguise. Spenser.

MAN'TLE, (man'tl) v. n. To spread the wings as a hawk;
to revel ;

to expand ; to spread luxuriantly : to gather a

covering on the surface
;
to froth

;
to ferment; to be in

sprightly agitation.

MXN'TLE-PiECE,* I
n. A beam resting on the jambs of a

MAN'TLE-TREE,* \ fireplace. Cowpcr. See MANTLE.

MXNT'LET,* n. Same as mantelet. Richardson.

MXN'TLING, n. (Her.) The drapery about a coat of arms.

MAN'TOJ n. [It.] pi. MAN'TO. A robe ;
a cloak. Ricaut.

MAN-TOL'O-GY,* n. The gift or art of prophecy. Mason.

MAN'-TRAP,* n. A trap for ensnaring a man when com-

mitting a trespass. Ocnt. Mag-.

MXN'TUA, (man'tu-a or man'tu) [rnan'tu-a, J. F. Ja. ;

man'ta, S. E. ; man'chu-a, W. ; man'tu, K. Sm.] n.

[uaviiiias, Gr.
; manto, It.] A lady's gown or dress.

MXN'TUA-MAK'ER, (man'tu-mak'er) n. One who makes

gowns or dresses for women ;
a dress-maker.

i f, I, o, u, Y, long; X, E, 1, o, tJ, Y, short; A, E, i, 9, y, y, obscure .FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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MXN'U-AL, (m*n'yu-al) a. [manualis, L.] Relating to the
hand

; performed by the hand
; used by the hand

MXN'U-AL, n. A small book, such as may be carried in the
hand

;'
the service-book of the Roman church.

MXN'u-AL-TsT,* n. An artificer
; a workman. Maunder. [R.]

JMXN'v-A-RY, a. Performed by the hand
;
manual. Fotherby.

fMA-NU'BI-AL, a. [manubia, L.] Belonging to spoil ;
taken

in war. Bailey.

MA-ifu'BRi-tfM,n. [L.] A handle. Boyle. [R.]
MXN-V-DUC'TIQN, n. [manuductio, L.] Guidance by the
hand. Browne.

MXN-u-nDc'TQR, n. Conductor
; guide. Jordan.

JMXN'u-FXcT, n. Any thing made by art. Maydman.
MAN-V-FXc'TO-RY, n. [|Manufacture. Lord Bolingbrokc.]
A building or place where a manufacture is carried on.

MXN-y-FXc'TO-RY, a. Relating to manufactures Swift.

MXN-v-FXcT'u-RAL,* a. Relating to manufactures. Maun-
der.

[R.J
MXN-U-FACT'URE, (man-u-fakt'yur) n. [manus and facio,

L.] The process of making any thing by art, or of re-

ducing materials into a form fit for use by the hand, or

by machinery ; any thing made or manufactured by hand
or manual dexterity, or by machinery.

MXN-U-FXCT'URE, v. a. [manufacturer, Fr.] [<'.
MANUFACT-

URED
; pp. MANUFACTURING, MANUFACTURED.] To form

by manufacture or workmanship, by the hand or by
machinery ; to make by art and labor

;
to work up.

MXN-U-FXcx'URE, v. n. To be engaged in manufacture.

MXN-u-FAcT'UR-ER, (man-u-fakt'yur-er) n. One who man-
ufactures ;

an artificer.

JMXN'u-MlSE, v. a. [manumitto, L.] To manumit. Waller.

MXN-V-Mls'siON, (man-yu-mish'un) n. [manumissio, L.]
The act of manumitting ; liberation from slavery ;

eman-
cipation ; enfranchisement.

MXN-U-MIT',TJ. a. [i. MANUMITTED ; pp. MANUMITTING, MAN-

UMITTED.] To set free
;
to release from slavery.

MA-NUR'A-BLE, a. That may be manured or cultivated.

Hale.

tMA-NUR'AGE, n. Cultivation. Warner.

fMA-NUR'ANCE, 7t. Agriculture 5 cultivation. Spenser.
MA-NURE', v. a. [manwuvrer, Fr.] [i. MANURED ; pp. MANUR-

ING, MANURED.] [fTo cultivate by manual labor. Milton.]
To cultivate or fertilize by manure, dung, or compost ;

to

enrich; to dung.
MA-NURE', n. Dung or compost, or any thing that fertilizes

land.

tMA-NURE'MENT, n. Cultivation
; improvement. Wotton.

MA-NUR'ER, n. One who manures or fertilizes.

MAN'U-SCRIPT, n. [manuscriptum, L.] A book or paper
written, not printed ;

a writing.
MXN'u-SCRlPT,*a. Written

; written, not printed. Barney.
fMXN-U-TEN'EN-CY, n. [manutenentia, L.] Maintenance.

Jlbp. Saneroft.

MXNX,* or MANKS,* n. The language of the Isle of Man.
McCulloch.

MXNX,* a. Relating to the Isle of Man or its language. W.
Scott.

MAN'Y, (men'e) a. [comp. MORE
; superl. MOST.] Consisting

of a great number ; numerous ; more than few. Q^T It

is used distributively before a noun in the singular num-
ber; as, "many a time," "man?/ a day."

MAN'V, (men'e) n. Many persons or people ;
the bulk of the

people ; the multitude
; as,

" the many;
" " a great many."

[magnie, old Fr. f Retinue of servants
;
household

;

family. Chaucer.] Many is used much in composition ;

as, many-colored, many-sided, &c.

MAN'Y-c6L-OREl>, (men'e-kul-urd) a. Having various col-

ors.

MAN'Y-COR-NERED, (men'e-kor-nerd) a. Polygonal; hav-

ing many corners, or more than twelve.

MAN'V-HEAD-ED, (mSn'e-hed-ed) a. Having many heads.

MAN-Y-LXN'GUA^ED, (men-e-lang'gwajd) a. Having
many languages. Pope.

MAN'Y-LEAVED,* (men'e-levd) a. Having many leaves.
Smart.

MAN-Y-PEO'PLED, (men-e-pe'pld) a. Populous. Sandys.
MAN'Y-PET-ALLED,* (men'e-pct-ald) a. Having many

petals. Loudon.

MAN'Y-TIME, (men'e-tlmz) ad. Often ; frequently.
MAN'Y-TWlNK-LJNG,* a. Gleaming variously. Gray.
MXP, 7i. [mappa, low L.l A geographical picture or deline-

ation of any portion ot land and water, accompanied with
lines of latitude and longitude; a plan or delineation of
the earth or any part of it

;
a chart.

MAP, v. a. [i. MAPPED ; pp. MAPPING, MAPPED.] To deline-

ate geographically ; to set down.
MA'PLE, (ina'pl) n. A tree, of many species.

MA'PLE,* a. Relating to or derived from the maple. Jlsh.

MXp'pER-Y, n. The art of planning and designing maps ;

mapping. Shak.

MAP'PING,* n. The art of delineating maps. Jlrrowsmith.

MXp'-SELL-ER,* 7i. One who sells maps or charts. Jodrell.

MAR, v. a. [i. MARRED ; pp. MARRING, MARRED.] To injure ;

to spoil ;
to hurt ; to damage ;

to deface.

fMAR, n. A blot
;
an injury, jlscham. A mere. Grose.

MAR-A-BOUT',* . [Fr.] A house or edifice for worship
among the Mohammedans, containing the tomb of a saint.
Jackson. A term for a saint among the Moors. Campbell.

MAR-A-NATU'A, [mar-a-riath'a, W J. F. Ja. ; mar-a-n'a'-

tha, K. Sm.; ma-rin'a-tha, S.] n. [Syriac, the Lord comes.]A curse or form of anathematizing among the Jews. It

signifies
" the Lord will come," i. e., to take vengeance.

Merivale.

MA-RXN'TA,* n. (Bot.~) Indian arrow-root, a genus of plants.
Crabb.

MXR-AS-jBHi'NO,* n. A liquor distilled from the cherry. W.
Ency.

MA-RX'MVS, n. [//a^a^/x^i.] (Med.) Atrophy; emaciation.

Harvey.
MA-RAUD',**. n. [i. MARAUDED; pp. MARAUDING, MARAUD-

ED.] To lay waste ; to rove as a freebooter or soldier in

quest of plunder. Jlddison.

MA-RAUD'ER, [ma-r3iw'der, J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; ma-
ro'der, W. P.] n. [maraudeur, Fr.] A plunderer; a pillager;
a freebooter.

MA-RAuD'iNG, a. Roving about in quest of plunder ; rob-

bing ; plundering.
MA-RAUD'ING,* n. The act of roving about in quest of
plunder Maunder.

MXR-A-VE'DI, n. [Arab.] A small Spanish copper coin, of
less value than a farthing ; now disused.

MAR'BLE, (mar'bl) n. [marbre, Fr.
; marmor, L.] A lime-

stone or carbonate of lime of many varieties, having a

granular and crystalline texture, and capable of a high
polish: that which is made of marble or stone: a
little ball which boys play with: a stone remarkable
for some sculpture or inscription ; as, the Arundelian
marbles.

MAR'BLE, a. Made of marble : variegated like marble.

MAR'BLE, (mar'bl) v. a. [marbrer, Fr.] [i. MARBLED
; pp.

MARBLING, MARBLED.] To variegate or vein like marble.

Boyle.

MAR'BLE-BREAST'ED,*a. Insensible; hard-hearted. Shak.

MAR'BLE-CON'STANT,* a. Firm or hard as marble. Shak.
MAR'BLE-HEART-ED, (mar'bl-hart-ed) a. Cruel

;
hard-

hearted.

MJVR'BLING,* n. The act of variegating, as marble. Smart.
MAR'BL y,* a. Containing or resembling marble. Mrs. Jame-

son.

MARC,* n. Matter which remains after the pressure of any
fruit, or of any substance that yields oil ; pomace. Farm.
Ency.

MAR'CA-SITE, n. (Min.) A mineral body having metallic

particles in it, as gold, silver, or copper, called by the Cor-
nish miners mundic ; a variety of iron pyrites.

MXR-CA-slT'i-CAL,*a. Relating to or containing marcasite.

Boyle.

MAR-cXs'siN,* n. (Her.} A wild boar represented in a coat
of armor. Crabb.

MAR-CES'CENT,* a. (Bot.) Fading; withering, but not

falling. Farm. Ency.
MAR-cs'ci-BLE,*a. Liable to fade. J3sh. [R.]

MXRCH, 7i. [from Mars.] The third month of the year.

MARCH, v. n. [marcher, Fr.] [i. MARCHED
; pp. MARCHING,

MARCHED.] To move by steps, or in military form ;
to walk

in a grave or stately manner, [f To border upon. Gower.]
MARCH, v. a. To put in military movement ;

to bring in

regular procession.
MARCH, n. [marche, Fr.] A military movement ; journey of

soldiers
;
a stately or regulated walk or step ;

a signal to

move. pi. Borders. See MARCHES.
MARCH'ER, n. One who marches: the president of the
marches or borders. Davies.

MXRCH'E,*n. pi. Borders, limits, or confines of a country.
Shak.

MARCH'ING, n. Military movement ; passage of soldiers.

MAR'CHIQN-ESS, (m'ar'shun-es) [mar'shun-es, W. Sm. R.
Wb. Kcnrick ; mar'chun-e's, S. J. E. F. Ja. ; m'ar'chun-es or

m'ar'shun-es, K.] n. The wife of a marquis ;
a lady of the

rank of marquis. fcj~ Marchioness, as it stands in its al-

phabetical place in the different editions of Walker's Dic-

tionary, is pronounced mar'chun-e's ; but this is doubtless
a misprint ;

for in his " Principles," No. 288, he spells it

for pronunciation mar'shun-es
;
and again, No. 352, for

the pronunciation of ch, he classes marchioness with chaise,

chevalier, machine^ &.c.

MARCH'PANE, n. [massepain, Fr.] A kind of sweet bread
or biscuit.

MXR'ciu,a. [marcidus, L.] Lean ; pining ; withered. Harvey.

MAR-CJD'I-TY,* n. Leanness; meagreness. Perry.

MAR'CIQN-ITE,* (mar'shun-It) n. A follower of Marcipn,
a heretic of the second century, who adopted the notion

of two conflicting principles, one good and the other evil.

Ency.
MXR'COR, n. [marcor, L.] Leanness. Browne. [R.]

MARD, . See MERD.
MARE, re. The female of the horse. [from mara, a spirit.]

An incubus; nightmare. See NIGHTMARE.LU apuii y
lu iiuii j
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MXR'E-KAN-ITE,* n (Min.) A variety of obsidian. Brande.

MARE'sqHAL, (mar'shal) u. [marechal, Fr.] A chief com-
mander of an army. Prior. See MARSHAL.

MAREY-MiLK,* 7i. The milk of a mare. Booth.
MAREY-NEST,* n. Something ridiculously absurd ;

a
hoax. Fo. _Q"- #<">.

MARE''-TAIL,* n. An aquatic plant ; the hippuris or
horse-tail. Booth.

MAR'GA-RATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of margaric acid
and a base. P. Cyc.

MAR-GXR'IC,* a. (Chem.) Noting a fatty acid prepared from
hog's-lard and potash, or from soap made of olive oil and
potash. P. Cyc.

MAR'GA-RTNE,* n. A solid, fatty matter, obtained from
olive oil and some other vegetable oils. Brande.

MAR'GA-RITE, n. [margarita, L.l (Min.) A pearl ;
a min-

eral.

MAR'GA-RITES, n. An herb. Ainsworth.

MAR-GA-RIT'IC,* a. (Chem.) Noting a fatty acid. Brande.

MXR-GA-Ri-Ti'F'ER-oijs,* a. Producing pearls. Maunder.
MXR'GA-RON,* n. (Chem.) A white, solid, fatty matter,
which is obtained by distilling margaric acid with excess
of lime. P. Cyc.

MAR'GA-ROVS,* a. Noting a fatty acid
; margaric. Brande.

fMXRGE, n. [margo, L.
; marge, Fr.] Margin. Spenser.

fMAP/GENT, n. Margin. Shak.

jMAR'^ENT, v. a. To margin. Mirror for Mag.
MAR'GIN, n. A border ; brink

; verge , edge, particularly
the blank edge, or border of the page of a book.

MXR'GIN, v. a. To note in the margin ;
to border. Bourne.

MAR'^IN-AL, a. [Fr.] Relating to or being on the margin.
MAR-^IN-A'LI-A,* n. pi. Notes written on the margin of
books. Coleridge.

MXR'GlN-AL-Ly, ad. In the margin. Jlbp. Newcome.
MAR'^IN-ATE, v. a. To make margin. Cockeram.

MAR'^IN-AT-ED, a. Having a margin.
MARGINED,* (mar'jind) a. Having a margin. Goldsmith.

MAR'GRAVE, n. [march and graff, Get.] A title of sover-

eignty or rank formerly used in Germany, and equivalent
to the English marquis.

MAR-GRA'vi-ATE,*7i. The jurisdiction of a margrave. Ency.
MAR'GRA-VINE,* n. The wife of a margrave. Maunder.

MA'Ri-XN,* a. Relating to Mary, Virgin or Queen. Southey.
MA'RI-T, n.; pi. MA'RI-ETS. A kind of* violet.

MXR'l-GdLD, [mar'e-goid, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; ma're-

gold, & J5T.]
n. [Mary and gold.] A yellow flower, of sev-

eral varieties. Marigold windoics, circular windows
often found in cathedrals.

MXR'l-NATE, v. a. [mariner, Fr.] [L MARINATED
; pp. MAR-

INATING, MARINATED.] To dip in the sea or salt water
;
to

salt and preserve. King.

MARINE', (ma-ren') a. [marinus, L. ; marin, Fr.] Belong-
ing to the sea; serving at sea; maritime; naval;
nautical.

MA-RINE', (ma-ren') n. Sea affairs
;
a navy ; the whole na-

val force : a soldier employed on shipboard.
MXR'l-NER, 7i. [marinier, Fr.] One who gains his living at

sea
;
a seaman

;
a sailor.

MA-RI-OL'A-TRY,* n. The worship of the Virgin Mary.
Ch. Ob.

fMAR'lsii, 7i. A bog : a fen
;
a swamp ; a marsh. Hayward.

fMAR'ISH, a. Fenny ; boggy ; swampy. Bacon.

MXR'i-TXL, [mar'e-tal, S. W. P.J. F. E.Ja. ; ma-rl'tal, Sm.;
ma-rl'tal or mar'e-tal, K.] a. [maritus, L.] Pertaining to
a husband. Ayliffe.

fMXR'i-TAT-ED, a. Having a husband. Bailey.

MA-RtT'i-MAL, [ma-rit'e-mal, S. W. P. Ja.; mar'e-tl-mal,
Sm.] a. Maritime. Raleigh. [R.]

MXR'l-TlME, (mar'e-tim) a. [maritimus, L. ; maritime, Fr.]
Relating to the sea

; performed at sea
; bordering on or

near the sea; marine ; naval
; nautical.

MAR'JOR-AM, n. [majorana, It.] A fragrant plant of many
kinds.

MARK, n. [marc, Welsh.] A token by which any thing is

known
;
a stamp ;

an impression ;
a print ; a sign ; note ;

symptom ; indication
; vestige ;

track
;

trace
; badge ;

stigma ; notice
; a proof, as of a horse's age ;

an evi-
dence

; any thing at which a missile weapon is direct-
ed : a cross or character made by one who cannot write
his name. [marc, Fr.] An old English coin, value 13s.
4d. ; a German coin, value Is. 4d. sterling : a weight for

gold, silver, &c. [marque, Fr.] A license, commonly
written marque. See MARQUE.

MARK, v. a. [merken, D.] [f. MARKED ; pp. MARKING, MARK-
ED.] To impress with a token or evidence

;
to notify as

by a mark or stamp ; to note
;
to take notice of; to heed

;

to notice ;
to observe

;
to show

;
to point out

;
to indicate

;

to impress ;
to stamp ;

to brand.

MARK, v. n. To note
;
to take notice

; to observe.

fMXRK'A-BLE, a. Remarkable. Sir E. Sandys.
MARKED,* (markt) p. a. Impressed with a mark; noted;
prominent.

MAR-KEE',* n. See MARQUEE.
MARK'ER, n. One who marks or notes.

MAR'KET, n. [mcrcatus, L.
; marche, Fr.] A public place

and appointed time for buying and selling ;
a place for

buying and selling, especially provisions; a mart; pur-
chase and sale : rate

; price.

MAR'KET, v. n.
[i. MARKETED

; pp. MARKETING, MARKET-
ED.] To deal at a market ; to buy or sell. v. a. To sell.

MAR'KET-A-BLE, a. Current in or fit for sale in the mar-
ket

; such as may be sold.

MAR'KET-A-BLE-NESS,* n State of being marketable.
Coleridge.

MAR-KET-BELL', n. A bell to give notice of the time of a
market.

MAR'KET-CRI'ER,* n. A crier of or in the market. Lee.

MAR'KET-CROSS', n. A cross set up where a market is

held.

MXR'KET-DAY', n. The day on which a market is held.

MXR'KET-FOLKS, (mar'ket-foks) [See FOLK.] n. P l. People
who go to the market. Shak.

MAR'KET-MAID, re. A woman or girl who goes to market.
MAR'KET-MXN, n. ; pL MAR'KET-MEN. A man who goes

to market.

MAR'KET-PLACE, n. A place where a market is held.

MAR'KET-PRICE, ) n. The price at which any thing is cur-

MAR'KET-RATE, \ rently sold.

MAR'KET-TOWN, n. A town that has a stated market.

MAR'KET-WoM-AN,*(mar'ket-wum-an)re. ;pZ.MAR'KET-
WOM-EN. A woman who goes to market. Ash.

MARK'ING-INK,* n. Ink for marking cloth, &c. Hooker.

MXRK'MAN, n. Same as marksman. Shak.

MXRKS'MAN, n. ; pi. MARKSMEN. A man skilful to hit a
mark : one who cannot write his name, but makes his
mark for it.

MXRKs'MAN-SHlp,* 7i. Dexterity of a marksman. Silliman.

MARL, 71. [?naH,Welsh.] A fertilizing earth, or a sort of cal-

careous earth compounded of carbonate of lime and clay.
MXRL,t>. a.

[i. MARLED ; pp. MARLING, MARLED.] To manure
with marl. (JVaut.) To fasten or wind marlines.

MXR'LEQN, n. See MERLIN.
MXR'LINE, (mar'lin) n. (JVoirt.) A small line of two strands,

but little twisted, used for winding round ropes or cables,
to prevent their being fretted.

MAR'LINE-SP!KE, n. (JMmt.) A little piece of iron used in

splicing small ropes.
MARL'ING,* n. The act of winding with marlines. Smart.

MARL'ING-SPIKE,* re. Same as marlinespike. Hamilton.

MAR'LITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of marl. Ure.
MXR-LtT'ic.* a. Relating to or containing marlite. Smart.

MARL,'-plT,'n. A pit out of which marl is dug. Woodward.

MXRL'STONE,* n. (Geoi.) A sandy, calcareous, and irony
stratum, which divides the upper from the lower lias clays.
P. Cyc.

MARL/Y, a. Abounding with o'r like marl.

MAR'MA-LADE, n. [marmelade, Fr.] A confect made of

quinces or other fruit, boiled to a consistence with sugar.
tMXR'MA-LET, re. Marmalade. Johnson.

MXR'MA-LlTE,* n. (Min.) A black sulphuret of zinc.
Dana.

MAR-MITE',* n. [Fr.] A French cooking vessel. W.Ency.
MXR'MO-LJTE,* n. (Mm.) A foliated variety of serpentine.
Dana.

jMAR-Mp-RA'TlQN, n. [marmor, L.] Incrustation with mar-
ble.

MAR-MO-RA'TUM,* n. [L.] A cement formed of pounded
marble and lime. Brande.

MAR-MO'RE-AN, a. Made of or like marble. Hamilton.

MXR'M6sEJ*7t. (Zool.) An animal resembling the opossum,
but less. Ency.

MAR-MO-SET', re. [marmouset, Fr.J A small monkey. Shak.

MAR'MQT, or MAR-MOT', [mar-mot', S. W. ; m'ar'mot, Ja.

K. R.Jsh, Wb.: mar-mot', P. Sm.} n. [Fr. ; marmotto,It.]
The Alpine mouse

;
a rodent animal nearly allied to the

squirrel.

MAR-M&T'TO, n. [It.] The marmot. Ray.
MXR'pN-iTE,* n. A follower of Maro ; an inhabitant of Lib-

anus and Antilibanus in Syria. Brande.

MA-ROON',* n. A free negro, or a runaway negro slave, in

the West Indies, living in the mountains. Ed. Rev.

MA-ROON',*!'. a. [i.
MAROONED ;pj>. MAROONING, MAROONED.]

(JVairf.) To leave, as sailors, on a desolate island ;
to place

in the condition of maroons. Crabb.

MARQUE,* (mark) n. [Fr.] (Law) A license ; reprisal.

Letters of marque and reprisal are commissions or letters

which authorize reprisals on a foreign state, particularly
on the merchant vessels of an enemy. Crabb.

MAR-QUKE',* (m'ar-ke') n.
[Fr.]

A field-tent, or covering,
made of strong canvas, to keep off the rain. Crabb.

MAR'QUESS, (mar'kwes)?!. [marques, Sp.] Same as marquis.
Sclden. $& Till of late, marquis was the usual and almost

only ibrm
;
but marquess has now become common.

MXR'QUET-Ry, (mar'ket-re) n. [marqueterie, PV.] (Arch.)
Inlaid work consisting of different pieces of divers col-

ored woods; checkered work; an ornamental kind of

wood flooring ;
inlaid wood-work ; parquetry. W. Ency.

MAR'QUIS, (mar'kwjs) re. [marquis, Fr.] A title of dignity

I, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, E, Y, 6, ti, Y, short; A, E, j, 9, y, V, obscure. FARE, FAR, FisT, FALL
; HEIR, HER;
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in England, France, and Germany, next in rank to that

of duke, ft A marchioness: marquise, Fr. Shak.]

MAR'QUI-ATE, (m'ar'kwjs-at) n. [marquisat, Fr.J The
seigniory of a marquis.

MAR-QUI^E',* (mar-kez') n. [Fr.] The wife of a marquis;
a marchioness. Cooke.

MAR'RER, n. One who mars, spoils, or hurts. Jlscham.

MX_R'RJ-A-BLE,a. [mariable, Fr.] Marriageable. Huloet. [R.]

MXR'RIAGE, (mar'rjj) n. [mariage, Fr.] The act of marry-
ing, or uniting a man and woman for life

; matrimony ;

wedlock; wedding; nuptials. It is sometimes used as

an adjective, and it is often used in composition; as,

marriage-articles, marriage-bed, &c.

MXR'RiAGE-A-BLE, (mar'rjj-a-bl) a. Fit for wedlock; of

age to be married
; capable of union.

MXK/RIAGE-A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being marriageable.
Ash.

MXR'RIAGE-POR'TION,* n. A portion given to a woman
at her marriage. Burrows.

MAR'RIED, (mar'rjd)a. United in marriage ; conjugal ;
con-

nubial.

MAR'RI-ER,* n. One who marries, jinn. Reg.
MAR-RdN<,*a. [Fr.] Of a chestnut color. Hunter.

MAR'RQT,* n. A name of the auk, a sea-bird. Booth.

MXR'ROW, (mar'ro) n, A soft, oleaginous substance, con-

tained in the bones of animals ; pith : the essence or

best part of any thing. [A fellow
;
a companion. Ray.

North of England.]
fMAR'ROW, v. a. To fill as with marrow ;

to glut. Quarles.

MXR'RQW-BONE, n. A bone containing marrow. pi. (in

burlesque") The knees. Dryden.
MAR'RQW-FAT, n. A rich kind of pea.

MXR'RQW-ISH, a. Of the nature of marrow. Burton.

MAR'RQW-LESS, a. Void of marrow. Sliak.

MXR'ROW-Y, a. Medullary ; pithy. Cotgravc.
MAR'RV, v. a. [warier, Fr.] [L MARRIED; pp. MARRYING,
MARRIED.] To join or unite in marriage ;

to give in mar-

riage ;
to take for husband or wife.

MXR'RY, v. n. To enter into the conjugal state.

MAR'RY, interj. Indeed; forsooth: originally, By Mary ;

that is, by the Virgin Mary. Chaucer.

MXR, n. [L.] (Mythol.) The heathen god of war. (Astron.)
A planet, the fourth in the order of distance from the
sun.

(
Old chem.) Iron.

MARSH, n. A fen
; bog ; swamp ; a watery tract of land.

MAR'SHAL, n. [marechal, Fr.] A title of honor in many
European countries, applied to various dignities and high
offices

;
a chief officer of arms, or of an army j a field-

marshal ;
the master of horse : an officer who regulates

combats in the lists : one who regulates rank or order at

a feast, or other assembly ;
a master of ceremonies, or of

a public celebration : a herald ; a harbinger ;
a pursui-

vant.

MAR'SHAL. v. a.
[i. MARSHALLED ; pp. MARSHALLING, MAR-

SHALLED.] To arrange ;
to rank in order ;

to lead, as a

harbinger.
MAR'SHAL-I/ER, n. One who marshals or arranges.

MAR'SHAL-SEA, (-se) n. A prison in Southwark, Eng., be-

longing to the marshal of the king's household.

MAR'SHAL-SHIP, n. The office of a marshal.

MARSH'-L-DER, n. A gelder-rose, of which it is a species.

MARSH7-HAR-RJ-ER,* 71. A bird ; the harpy-falcon. Booth.

MARSH'LXND,* n. Swampy or marshy land. Drayton.
MARSH-MXL'LQW, n. A genus of plants ; hollyhock ;

al-

thffia.

MARSH-MAR'I-GOLD, n. A perennial plant and flower.

MARSH-ROCK'ET, n. A species of watercress.

MARSH'-TRE-FOIL,* 71. A plant ;
buckbean. Farm. Ency.

MARSH/ v, a. Boggy; wet; fenny; swampy.
MAR-SU'PI-AL,* n. [marsupium, L.] (Zool.) One of the

marsupialia, a mammiferous quadruped, the female of
which has a sort of pouch, which serves as a temporary
abode for her young. Brande.

MAR-SU'PI-AL,,* a. Having a sack or pouch under the belly
for carrying young, as certain animals. Lyell.

MAR-SU-PI-A'LJ-A,* n. pi. (ZooZ.) A class of animals, the

females of which are furnished with a marsupium or

pouch for carrying their young. Buckland. See MARSU-

PIAL^
MAR-su'PHLN,* a. &. n. Same as marsupial. Kirby.

MAR-su-pi-X'TA,* n.pl. (Zool.) Same as marsupialia. P.

Cyc.
MART, n. A place of public traffic; a market. [tBargain.

Shak.]

fMART, v. a. To traffic
;
to buy or sell. Shak.

tMART, v. n. To trade dishonorably. Shale.

MAR'TA-GON, n. A kind of lily. Sir T. Browne.

fMAR'TEL,, v. 7i. To strike ;
to make a blow. Spenser.

MAR-TEL'LO,* a. Applied to a tower, or circular building
of masonry. Martello towers were erected along the
different parts of the British coasts, as a defence against
the meditated invasion of Bonaparte. The name is sup-
posed to be derived from a fort in Martella Bay, Corsica.

Brande.

MAR 'TEN, n. [marte, martre, Fr.] A large and beautiful
kind of weasel, whose fur is much valued : a bird

; a
kind of swallow. See MARTIN.

fMXR'TERN, n. Same as marten.

MXR'TIAL, (mar'shal) a. [martial, Fr.
; martialis, L.] Relat-

ing to Mars or war
;
warlike

; given to war
;
brave

;
mil-

itary ; not civil. (Old chem.) Having the qualities of
iron.

JMAR'TIAL-I^M, n. Bravery ; warlike exercises. Prince.

IMAR'TIAL-IST, n. A warrior. Browne.

MAR'TIN,* n. A sort of swallow that builds its nest in
the eaves of houses; called also martlet and martinet:
a large weasel. Crabb. Written also marten. See
MARTEN.

MAR'TIN-ET, n. [martinet, Fr.] A kind of swallow; a
martin. (Mil ) A very severe disciplinarian (Naut.)
A small rope or line fastened to the leech of a sail

;
a

martnet.

MAR'TIN-GXL, or MAR'TIN-GALE, n. [martingale, Fr.] A
strap passing between the fore legs of a horse, from the
nose-band to the girth, to prevent his rearing. (JVaut.)
A rope to confine the jib-boom.

MAR'TIN-MAS, ?. The feast of St. Martin
;
the llth of No-

vember
;
often called martilmas, or martlemas.

MART'LET, n. A swallow; same as martin. (Pier.} A
fanciful bird, depicted without feet, noting a fourth
son.

MART'NET, n. ; pi. MART'NETS. (JVaai.) Small lines fast-

ened to the leech of the sail, to bring that part of the
leech which is next to the yard-arm close up to the yard.

MAR'TYR, (m'ar'tur) n. [^aoru/).] One who dies for the

truth, or who suffers death or persecution on account of
his belief.

MAR'TYR, (mar'tur) v. a.
[i.

MARTYRED
; pp. MARTYRING,

MARTYRED.] To make a martyr of by putting to death
;

to torment ; to murder
;
to destroy.

MAR'TYR-DOM, n. The death of a martyr; the honor of a

martyr ; testimony borne to truth by voluntary submis-
sion to death.

MAR'TYR-IZE, v. a. [martyriser, Fr.] To make a martyr of.

Spenser. [R.]

MAR'TYR-LY, a. Relating to martyrs or martyrdom. Bp.
Oauden.

tMXR'TYR-o-LOGE, n. [udpTVp and A<5j/oj.] Martyrology.
Bp. Hall.

MAR-TYR-O-LOG'I-CAL, a. Relating to inartyrology. Os-
borne.

MXR-TYR-oL'p-GlsT, n. A writer of martyrology.

MAR-TYR-OL'Q-^Y, n. A register of martyrs ;
a book treat-

ing of the names, lives, acts, and sufferings of martyrs.

MAR'VEL, n. [merveille, Fr.] A wonder
; any thing aston-

ishing ;
a prodigy ;

a monster ;
a miracle.

MAR'VEL,, v. n. [i.
MARVELLED ; pp. MARVELLING, MAR-

VELLED.] To wonder ; to be astonished. Shak.

MAR'VEL-LIZE,* v. a. To render marvellous
;
to represent

as marvellous. Fo. Q.U. Rev. [R.]

MAR'VEL-LOUS, a. Wonderful ; strange ; astonishing ;
ex-

traordinary ; surpassing credit. The marvellous is used,
in works of criticism, to express any thing exceeding
natural power ; opposed to the probable.

MAR'VEL-LOUS-LY, ad. Wonderfully ; strangely.
MAR'VEL-LOUS-NESS. n. State of being marvellous.

MXR'VEL-5F-PE-RfJ', n. A flower and perennial plant.
Tate.

MA'RY-BUD, n. The marigold. Shak.

MASCAGNIN,* (rnas-k'an'yjn)
n. (Min.) Native sulphate of

ammonia, in volcanic districts. Brande.

MXs'jBLE, (mas'kl) n. (Her.) A bearing in the form of a

lozenge perforated.

IMXs'cu-LATE, v. a. [masculus, L.] To make strong. Coclt-

eram.

MAS'CU-LINE, a> [masculin, Fr.] Male; not female; re-

sembling man; virile; not soft; not effeminate.

(Gram.) Considered of the male gender.
MAS'CU-LTNE-LY, ad. In a masculine manner. B. Jonson.

MAs'cu-LiNE-NESS, n- duality of being masculine.

MXs-cy-LlN'i-TY,* n. The quality of being masculine.

Wakley.
MZs'DEV* n. [Fr.] A species of French wine. W.

Ency.
MXsH, ?. [masche, D.] A mixture of ingredients beaten

together ;
a mixture for a horse

; a mesh. See MESH.

MXSH, v. a. [mascher, old Fr.] [i. MASHED ; pp. MASHING,

MASHED.] To mix or beat into a confused mass ;
to mix

malt and water together in brewing.
MXsii'-TuB,* n. A large vessel or tun, used by brewers

for holding ground malt and water. IV. Ency.

MXsH'-VXT,* n. Same as mash-tub. Maunder.

MXsH'Y, a. Of the nature of a mash. Tliomson.

MXsK, 71. [masque, Fr.] A cover to disguise the face ; a vis-

or
;
a cloak

;
a blind ; any pretence or subterfuge : an

entertainment, in which the company is masked ; a

masquerade ; a revel ; a piece of mummery : *a species
of drama, which, on account of the allegorical personse. 01 uriuua, wincii, on account ui mo uni-gui"
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introduced, required the actora to be masked : a hide-
ous face or visor in sculpture. Often written masque.

MASK, v. a. [masquer, Ft.] [i. MASKED
; pp. MASKING,

MASKED.] To disguise with a mask or visor
5
to cover ;

to hide.

MASK, v. n. To revel; to play the mummer; to be dis-

guised.

MASKED,* (m&sk'ed or miskt) p. a. Covered with a mask ;

so covered as not to create suspicion or distrust. Crabb.

MAsK'ER, n. One who revels in a mask
;
a mummer.

jMAsK'ER-Y, re. Dress or disguise of a masker. Marston.

MAsK'noGsE, ?i. A place where masks are performed.
MXs'LAjEH,* n. (Med.) A medicine prepared from opium.

Crabb.

MX'LJN,* n. A mixture of different sorts of grain, as rye
and wheat. McCulloch.

MX^'LIN, a. [masteluyn, Teut.j Composed of various kinds
;

as, maslin bread, made of wheat and rye. Written also

mastlin, meslin, and mislin.

MA'SON, (ma'sn) n. [mafon, Fr.] A builder in stone or

brick
;
one who prepares or cuts stone : one of a society

bearing the epithet of free and accepted; a freemason.

MA-SON'IC, a. Relating to masons or freemasons.

MA'SON-!TE,* n. (Min.) A sort of foliated hornblende.
Dana.

MA'SON-RY, n. [ma$onnerie, Fr.] The craft of a mason
;
the

work of a mason ; freemasonry.
MAs'Q-RAH, n. [Heb.] (Jewish theol.) A critical work con-

taining remarks on the verses, words, letters, and vowel-

points of the Hebrew text of the Bible, by several learned
rabbins. Written also massora, and masora.

MXs-Q-RET'|C,* a. Same as masoretical. Chambers.

MXs-Q-RET'j-CAL, a. Belonging to or employed in the
Masorah.

MXs'p-RiTE, n. One of those who composed the Maso-
rah.

||MXs-QUER-ADE', (mas-ker-ad') n. [mascarade, Fr.
;
mas-

cherata, It.] A diversion, amusement, or ball, in which
the company is masked

; disguise.

||MXS-QUER-ADE', V. n. \L MASQUERADED ; pp. MASQUERAD-
ING, MASQUERADED.] To go in disguise ; to assemble in

masks.

IIMXs-QUER-ADE', v. a. To put into disguise. Killingbeck.
HMXS-QUER-AD'ER, n. A person in a mask

; a buffoon.

MAss, n. [masse, Fr. ; massa, L.] A body ;
a lump ;

a quan-
tity ;

bulk
;
avast body ;

a heap ; congeries ; confused as-

semblage ; gross body ;
the general ;

the whole quantity.

[messe, Fr.
; missa, L.] The celebration of the Lord's

supper in the Roman Catholic church. High mass is the

performance of this service accompanied with music.

jMAss, v. n. To celebrate mass. Bale.

tMAss, v. a. To thicken
;
to strengthen. Hayward.

MAS'SA-CRE, (mas'a-ker) n, [Fr.] Butchery; carnage;
slaughter ;

indiscriminate destruction
;
murder.

MXs'SA-CRE, (mas'a-ker) v. a. [massacrer, Fr.] [i. MASSA-

CRED; pp. MASSACRING, MASSACRED.] To butcher
J to

slaughter indiscriminately.
MXs'sA-CRER, (mas'a-krer) n. One who massacres. Burke.

MXs'SA-cRiNG,* 7i. Act' of slaughtering indiscriminately.
Month. Rev.

MAss'-BoOK,* (-buk) re. A book of divine service among
the Roman Catholics. Milton.

fMAss'ER, n. A priest who celebrates mass. Bale.

MAs'SE-TER, n. [masseter, Fr.
; /*uo-ado/*a(, Gr.] (j3nat.) A

muscle of the lower jaw.
MXs-SE-TER'ic,* ) a. Belonging to the masseter. Dungli-
MAS'SE-TER-INE,* j

son.

MAss'-H50sE,*n. A Roman Catholic church. Hume.
MXs'si-coT, re. [Fr.] (CAem.) A yellow color, being an

oxide of lead
;
when slowly heated, so as to take a red

color, it is called minium.

MAs'sJ-NEss, ?t. State of being rnassy ; weight.
MAs'sivE, a. [massif, Fr.] Bulky ; weighty ; ponderous ;

massy.
MAS'SIVE-NESS, n. State of being massive

;
massiness.

MAs'SY, a. Bulky ; weighty ; ponderous ; massive.

MAs'sy-PROOF,* a. Capable of sustaining a great weight.
Milton.

MAsT, n. [mast, mat, Fr.] A large and long piece of timber
raised nearly perpendicularly to the keel of a vessel, to

support the yards or gaffs on which the sails are extend-
ed. The fruit of the beech, oak, and chestnut. In this

sense used only in the singular.

MAST'ED, a. Furnished with masts.

MAs'TER, n. [magister, L.] One who has servants or oth-
er persons in subjection ;

one who has any rule or direc-

tion over others
;
a governor ; owner ; proprietor ;

a rul-

er
; chief; head ; possessor; an adept; the commander

of a trading vessel
;
one uncontrolled : a compilation

of respect formerly, but now generally applied to an infe-

rior, to a young gentleman in his minority, or to a hoy ; as,
Master Henry : one who teaches

;
a teacher

;
one who

has obtained superiority in some art or science: atitleof

dignity in the universities ; as, master of arts
;
an official

title in the law
; as, master of the rolls, a master in chan-

cery. It is used in composition to denote superiority.
Master in chancery, an officer in the court of chancery.
Master of ceremonies, one who receives and conducts am-
bassadors, &c.,to the audience of the king, &c. Master
of the mint, an officer who oversees every thing belonging
to the mint. Master of ordnance, an officer to whom the
care of the ordnance and artillery is committed. Master
of the rolls, an officer who assists the lord-chancellor in
the English high court of chancery, and, in the absence
of the chancellor, hears causes there, and also at the
court of the rolls. Wliishaw.

$5=
" When this word is only a compilation of civili-

ty, as, Mr. Locke, Mr. Boyle, &c., the a is sunk, and an
i substituted in its stead, as if the word were written

mister, rhyming with sister." Walker. But when applied
to a boy, it is pronounced mas'ter. See MESSIEURS.

MAS'TER, V. a.
[i. MASTERED J pp. MASTERING, MASTERED.]

To be a master over ; to rule ; to govern ;
to conquer ; to

overpower ; to execute with skill.

MAs'TER, v. n. To excel or be skilful in any thing. B. Jon-
son.

MAs'TER,* a. Belonging to a master; chief; principal.
rfsh.

MAs'TER-BuiLD'ER * n. A chief builder; an architect.

jtti*

MAs'TER-jCHORD,* ?t. The principal chord. Moore.

MAs'TER-DOM, n. Dominion
;
rule. Shak. [R.]

tMAs'TER-F0L, a. Imperious; like a master; artful. Mil-
ton.

MAs'TER-FGL-Ly,* ad. In an imperious manner. Month.
Rev.

[R.J
MAs'TER-HXND, n. A man or hand eminently skilful.

MAs'TER-jEST, n. A principal jest. Httdibraa.

MAs'TER-KEY, (-ke) n. A key which opens many locks ;

a clew outpf many difficulties.

MAs'TER-LEAV'ER,* n. One who leaves his master.
Shak.

MAs'TER-LESS, a. Wanting a master
; ungoverned.

MAs'TER-Ll-Nfiss, n. Eminent skill.

MAs'TER-LY, a. Suitable to a master; executed with the
skill of a master ; skilful ; imperious.

MAs'TER-LY, ad. With the skill of a master. Shak.

MAs'TER-MA'soN,* n. A superior or head mason. Fenton.

MAs'TER-MlND,* n. A predominant intellect. Pope.
MAs'TER-PXs'siQN,* (-pash'un) n. A predominant passion.

Pope.
MAS'TER-PIECE, n. An excellent performance or piece of

workmanship in any art
;
chief excellence.

MAs'TER-SHip, n. The office of a master ; mastery ;
do-

minion ;
rule

; power ; superiority ; preeminence ;
skill.

MAs'TER-SfN'EW, (-sln'nu) n. A large sinew that sur-

rounds and divides the hough of a horse.

MAs'TER-SPiR'lT,* n. A predominant mind. Milton.

MAs'TER-SpRlNG, n. The spring which sets in motion or

regulates the jvhole work or machine.

MAS'TER-STROKE, re. Capital performance or achieve-

ment; masterpiece.
MAs'TER-TooTH, re. ; pi. MASTER-TEETH. One of the

3rincipal teeth.

As'TER-ToOcH, (-tuch) re. The finishing touch
; capital

performance. Toiler.

MAS-TER-WORK (-wurk) re. A chief work.

MAs'TER-WORK'MAN,* (-wurk'man) n. The head or chief

workman.
MAs'TER-WORT, (-wiirt) re. A plant.

MAs'TER-Y, n. Dominion ;
rule

; superiority ; preeminence ;

skill; dexterity; mastership.

MAsT'FOL, a. Abounding in mast, or fruit of beech, &c.

Dryden.
MAST'HEAD,* re. The top of the mast of a ship. Wood.

MXs'Tic, n. [mastic, Fr.] The lentisk-tree ;
a gum or pecu

liar resin which exudes from the tree, used in varnishes :

a kind of mortar or cement.

MXs'TJC,* a. Gummy ; adhesive, as gum. Qarth.

MXs'TJ-CA-BLE,* a. That can be masticated. Jour. Sci.

MXS'TJ-CATE,* V. a. [t.
MASTICATED : pp. MASTICATING,

MASTI
MXs-

or chewing. Ray.
MXs'Ti-CA-Tg-RY, 71. A medicine to be chewed only, not

swallowed. Bacon.

MXs'Ti-CA-TO-RV,* a. Grinding or chewing with the teeth.

London.

MAS'TI-COT, n. See MASSICOT. Dryden.

MAs'TJFF, n. [mastin, old Fr.
; mastino, It.] pi. properly,

MASTIFFS, Dryden and Sicift; MASTIVES, Johnson. A
large, fierce species of dog, of great strength and cour-

MXs-Ti-GOPH'Q-ROus,* a. [>aoTiyo0<fpf.] Carrying a

wand, scourge, or whip. EC. Rev.

prii
MAs
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j
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INSTIGATED.] To chew'; to crush with the teeth. Cotton.

i-Tl-CA'TIQN, re. [masticatio, L.] The act of masticating

MAS-TI'TJS,* re. (Med.) Inflammation of the

breast of women.
MAST'LESS, a. Having no mast ; bearing no mast.

dignity in the universities ; as, master of arts
;
an official MAST'LESS, a. Having no mast ; Dearmg no mast.

A, E, I, 5, u, Y, long; X, , I, 6, u, Y, short; A, E, j, <?, y, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAsT, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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MXST'LIN, (maz'ljn) n. Mixed corn. See MASLIN, and MES-

LI'N.

MAS'TQ-DON,* n. [uaardg and dJotJ?.] A huge, mammif-
erous, pachydermatous, extinct quadruped, known only
by its fossil remains ;

allied to the elephant. Lyell.

MAs'TQ-DON-SAu'RUS,* n. A gigantic, extinct saurian. P.

Cyc.

'

MAs'ToiD,* a. (Anat.} Noting cells of the temporal bone
;

like a breast or nipple. Roget.
MAS-TOL'Q-GY,* n. (Zool.~) The natural history of mam-
mals or mammalia; mammalogy; mazology. P. Cyc.

fMAs'TRESS, n. [maistresse, old Fr.J A mistress. Chaucer.

MAH-TVR-BA'TION,* n. Self-pollution. Dunglison.
flMAsT'y, a. Full of mast; stored with acorns. Sherwood.

MAT, n. [matta, L.] A texture of sedge, flags, rushes, straw,
or other material, used for wiping the feet.

MAT, v. a.
[i. MATTED ; pp. MATTING, MATTED.] To cover

with mats ; to twist together; to join like a mat.

MAT,* v. n. To grow thick together ;
to become matted. Ash.

MA T'A-pjffN, (mat'a-shen) n. [Fr.] An old dance. Sidney.

MAT-A-DORE', n, [Matador, Sp.] One of the three princi-

pal cards in the games of ombre and quadrille. Pope. A
bandit; a bull-fighter.

MATCH, /i.. [meche, Fr.] Any thing that catches fire, gen-
erally a card, rope, or small piece of wood, dipped in sul-

phur, phosphorus, or some unctuous or resinous sub-

stance.

MATCH, n. One equal to another; one able to contest with

another; one that suits or tallies with another: a mar-

riage ;
a union by marriage ;

one to be married : a con-
test

;
a game.

MATCH, v. a. [i. MATCHED ; pp. MATCHING, MATCHED.] To
be equal to ;

to show an equal to
;
to oppose as equal ; to

suit
;
to proportion ; to marry ;

to give in marriage to.

MATCH, v. n. To be married
;
to suit; to be proportionate ;

to tally.
MATCH"'A-BLE, a. Suitable ; equal ;

fit to be joined.

MATCH'A-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being matchable. B.
Jonson.

MATCH'CLOTH,* n. A coarse woollen cloth for the Indian
trade. Washington.

MATCH'COAT,* n. A large, loose coat make of matchcloth.

Washington.
MATCH'JCORD,* n. A line composed of matches. Johnson.

MATCH'ER, n. One who matches or joins. Todd.

MATCH'LESS, a. Having no equal ; unequal ;
not matched.

MATCH'LESS-LY, ad. In a manner not to be equalled.
MATCH'LESS-NESS, n. State of being without an equal.

MATCH'LOCK, n. The lock of the musket in former times,
holding the match prepared to retain fire.

MATCH'-MAK-ER, n. One who makes matches.

MATCH'-MAK-ING,* a. Tending to make matches. Con-

greve.
MATCH'-MAK-ING,* n. The act of making matches. Ash.

MATE,W. [maet, D.] A husband or wife. Spenser. A com-
panion, male or female

;
the male or female of animals

;

an associate ;
one in fellowship or intimacy with another.

The situation of the king, in the game of chess, when
the game is won. (Naut.) The second in subordination
in a merchant vessel. The first below the captain is first
mate ; the second, second mate, &c. In a ship-of-war, an
assistant

; as,
" the surgeon's mate."

MATE, v. a. [i. MATED ; pp. MATING, MATED.] To match
;
to

marry. Spenser. To be equal to
;
to oppose ; to equal.

[mater, Fr. ; matar, Sp. fTo subdue; to confound ; to

crush. Bacon.]
M'A 1

TE,* ?i. The Paraguay name of a plant called by bota-

nists ilex paraguensis, whose leaves are used extensively
in South America as a substitute for tea. Brande.

MATE'LESS, a. Without a companion ; wanting a mate.

MXT-E-OL'Q-GY,* n. Unmeaning discourse; useless sci-

ence. Ash.

MXT-E-Q-TEH'NY,* n. A vain or unprofitable art or sci-

ence. Dr. Black.

MA' TER,* n. [L.] The Latin word for mother. See ALMA
MATER, DURA MATER, PIA MATER.

MA-TE'RI-AL, a. [materiel, Fr.] Consisting of matter; cor-

poreal ; not spiritual ; substantial, not formal
; important ;

momentous
; essential, not formal.

MA-TE'RI-AL, n. :
pi'. MA-TE'RI-AL. Any thing composed

of matter : the substance or matter of which any thing
is made.

MA-Tii'Ri-AL-lijM, 7i. The theory that the material uni-
verse is self-existent and self-directed, and that the func-
tions of life, sensation, and thought, arise out of modifi-

cations of matter ; or the metaphysical theory which is

founded on the hypothesis that all existence may be
resolved into a modification of matter.

MA-TE'RI-AL-IST, n. One who believes in or adheres to

materialism.

MA-TE-RI-AL-IS'TIC,* a. Relating to or partaking of mate-
rialism. QM. Rev.

MA-TE-RI-AL-IS'TI-CAL,* a. Same as materialistic. Bib.

Repository.

MA-TE-RI-XL'I-TY, 7i. State of being material or important ;

corporeity ; material existence.

MA-TE'RI-AL-IZE, v. a. [L MATERIALIZED
; pp. MATERIAL-

IZING, MATERIALIZED.] To reduce to a state of matter;
to regard as matter; to form into matter or substance.
Taller.

MA-TE'RI-AL-LV, ad. In a material manner, form, or state
;

not formally ; essentially.

MA-TE'RI-AL-NESS, n. State of being material.
MA-TE'RI-A MED'I-CA,* [L.] (Med.) That division of
medical science which treats of the knowledge of medi-
cines, their action on the animal economy, and mode of
administration. Dunglison.

tMA-TE-Ri-A'Ri-AN,* n. A materialist. Cudworth.

IMA-TE'RI-ATE, ) a. [materiatus, L.] Consisting of mat-
JMA-TE'RI-AT-ED, \

ter ; material. Bacon.

jMA-TE'Rl-ATE,*7i. A thing formed of matter. Johnson.

fMA-TE-Rl-A'TiQN, n. Act of forming matter. Browne.

MA-TE'RI-EL',* n. [Fr.] The provisions, arms, equipage,
&c., of an army or navy. Preston.

tMA-TE'Rl-oijs,*a. Material. Milton.

MA-TER'NAL,,a. [maternus, L.] Motherly ; befitting a moth-
er

; relating to a mother.

MA-TER'NI-TY, n. The state, character, or relation of a
mother.

MXT'-FEL-QN, n. A species of knap-weed growing wild.

MAT'-GRA"ss,* n. An inferior sort of grass; heath mat-
weed. Farm. Ency.

MATH, . A mowing. Used in composition ; as, after-

math. Todd.

MATH-E-MAT'IC, I
a. [mathematicus, L.] Relating to

MATH-E-MAT'I-CAL, \ mathematics
;
demonstrative

;
ac-

cording to the doctrine of the mathematicians.
MATH-E-MAT'I-CAL-LY. ad. In a mathematical manner.

MATH-E-MA-Ti"ciAN, (-tish'an) 7i. One who is versed in
the mathematics.

MATH-E-MAT'ICS, n. pi. [jta0iiparix$.]
That science which

treats of magnitude and number, or of whatever is capa-
ble of being measured or numbered. It is divided into
two parts : pure, where geometrical magnitude or num-
bers are the subject of investigation ; and mixed, where
the deductions are made from relations which are ob-
tained from observation and experiment.

MATH'ER, n. See MADDER.
MATH'E, n. An herb. Ainsworth.

MA-TH'SJS, [ma-tbS'sis, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm.; ma-the'-

sis or math'e-sTs, Ja. ; math'e-sis, K. Wb.] n. [juafl/jtrtj.]

The doctrine of mathematics. Pope.

MAT'm, a. Morning ;
used in the morning. Milton.

MAT'lN, n. [matin, Fr.] Morning. Shak.

MAT'INS, n. pi. [matines, Fr.] The earliest hours of prayer
in Catholic worship ; morning prayers or worship.

MAT'RASS, n. [matras, Fr.] A bolt-head
;
a chemical vessel

employed in sublimations, &c., now superseded by a
flask.

MAT'RESS,* n. A quilted bed. See MATTRESS.

MAT-RT-CA'RI-A,* 71. (But.) A genus of plants ; feverfew.
Crabb.

MA'TRICE, (ma'trj?) [ma'trjs, S. W. P. Ja. Sm.] n. [Fr. ;

matrix, L.] The matrix
;
the womb; the cavity where the

foetus is formed.

MAT'RICE, [rMt'ris, W. P. Sm.] 71. A mould ; a mould or

form in which printers' letters are cast
;
a mould in which

coin is cast : a term in dyeing applied to mother colors,
or the five simple colors, ft^r In these senses, it is pro-
nounced mat'rjce. See MA'THICE.

MAT-RI-CI'DAL,* a. Relating to'matricide. Ed. Rev.

MAT'RJ-CIDE, [mat're-sTd, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.;

ma'tre-sidj-P.J n. [matricidium, L.] The murder of a moth-
er

;
the murderer of a mother.

MA-TRlc 1

'V-LA,* n. [L.] A roll or register-book in which
the names of persons are recorded

;
a matriculation-book.

Crabb.

MA-TRfc'V-LATE, v. a. [malricula, L.] [i. MATRICULATED ;

pp. MATRICULATING, MATRICULATED.] To enter or admit
to a membership of a university, college, institution, or

society ;
to enlist.

MA-TRIC'V-LATE, TJ. One who is matriculated.

MA-TRIC'V-LATE., a. Matriculated
;
admitted

;
enrolled.

MA-TRIC-V-LA'TIQN, n. Act of matriculating; admission.

MAT-RI-MO'NI-AL, a. Suitable to marriage ; relating to mar-

riage ; connubial; nuptial; hymeneal.
MAT-RI-MO'NI-AL-LY, ad. In a matrimonial or nuptial man-

ner.

fMAT-Rl-MO'Ni-oDs, a. Matrimonial. Milton.

MAT'Ri-Mp-NY, n. [matrimonium, L.] The state of those

who are married ; wedlock
; marriage ;

the nuptial state ;

nuptials.

MA'TRIX, n. [L.] Womb ;
a place where any thing is gen-

erated or formed
;
matrice.

MA'TRON, [ma'trun, S. W. P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. R.; m!U'-

run, Wb.} n. [matrona, L.] A married woman ;
a mother

of a family; a wife
; an old woman ;

a female superin-
tendent or chief nurse in a hospital.
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MXT'ROX-AGE,* n. The quality of a matron

;
the body of

matrons. Burke.

MAT'RON-AL, ar MA'TRQN-AL, [rna'trun-al, S. Jo. K. Sm. ;

mat'run-al or ma-tro'nal, W. F. ; ma'trun-al or mat'run-al,
P. ; mat'run-al, R. Wb. Ash, Scott.] a. [old Fr.J Relating or

suitable to a matron ; motherly.
MA'TRQN-HOOD,* (-hud) n. State of a matron. Jewsbury.
MAT'RQN-IZE, v. a.

[i. MATRONIZED; pp. MATRONIZING,
MVTRONIZED.] To render matronly or sedate.

MA'TRQN-LIKE, a. Becoming a matron
; matronly.

MA'TRQN-LY, [ma'^n-le, S. W. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; mat'run-

le, Wb.~\ a. Grave; becoming a wife or matron.

MA-TROSS', n. , pi. MA-TROSS'E. (Mil.) An artillery-man,
or sort of soldier, under a gunner, who assists in travers-

ing the guns, and sponging, firing, and loading them.

MATTE,* (miit) n. [Fr.J The French name of Paraguay tea.

Boiste. See MATE.
MAT'TED,* a. Twisted together; entangled. Clarke.

MAT'TER, n. [matiere, Fr.
; materia, L.] That which is vis-

ible or tangible; that which occupies space; body; sub-

stance
;
a substance extended and divisible

; elementary
substance perceptible by any of the senses, usually divided
into four kinds, solid, liquid, aeriform, and impondera-
ble : materials ;

that of which any thing is composed :

subject ; thing treated of; the whole
;
the very thing sup-

posed ; affair; business
;
cause of disturbance

; subject of

suit or complaint : import; consequence; importance;
moment : thing ; object ;

that which has some particular

relation; question considered; space or quantity nearly
computed : substance excreted

; pus ; purulent running.
$3=

" Of the ultimate nature of matter, the human facul-

ties cannot take cognizance ;
nor can data he furnished,

by observation or experiment, on which to found an in-

vestigation of it. All we know of it is its sensible prop-
erties." Brande.

MAT'TER, v. n. To be of importance ;
to import. B. Jonson.

To generate matter by suppuration. Sidney.

tMAT'TER, v. a. To regard not to neglect. Bramston.

MAT'TER-LESS, a. Void of matter. B. Jonson.

MAT'TER-QF-FAcT, 71. A reality, as distinguished from
what is fanciful, hypothetical, or hyperbolical. a. Treat-

ing of facts or realities. Matter-of-fact man, one who
adheres strictly to fact, or never wanders beyond realities.

MAT'TER-Y, a. [flrnportant; full of matter. B. Jonson.]
Generating pus or matter.

MAT'TQCK, n. A tool of husbandry used for digging, and
for grubbing up roots of trees and weeds

;
a kind of pick-

axe having the ends of the iron part broad.

MAT'TRESS, [mat'tres, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.]
n. [materas, old Fr.

; mattrass, Welsh.] A quilted bed,
stuffed with hair, wool, or other soft material, instead of
feathers. It is sometimes incorrectly pronounced ma-tras'.

MAx'u-RANT,* n. (Mod.) A medicine that promotes suppu-
ration, pood.

MAT'y-RATE, (mat'yu-rat) v. a. [maturatus, L., from matu-

rO.] [i.
MATURATED

; pp. MATURATING, MATURATED.] To
ripen ;

to bring to suppuration.
MAT'u-RATE,* v. n. To grow ripe ;

to suppurate.

MAT-V-RA'TIQN, n. Act of maturating ;
state of being mat-

urated ; ripeness ; suppuration.

||MAT'v-RA-TivE, [mach'u-ra-tiv, W. J. ; mat'u-ra-tjv, K.
Sm. ; ma-tu'ra-tiv, S. P.] a. Ripening ;

conducive to ripe-
ness

;
conducive to suppuration.

||MAT'v-RA-TiVE,* n. (Med.) A medicine that promotes
maturation. Dunglison.

MA-TURE', a. [maturus, L.] Perfected by time
; perfect in

growth, in years, or in condition; complete ; ripe ;
well-

digested
MA-TURE', v. a. [i. MATURED ; ^.MATURING, MATURED.]
To ripen ;

to advance to ripeness ; to advance towards

perfection.

MA-TURE', v. n. To become ripe ; to be perfected.

MA-TURE'LY, a</. Ripely ; completely ; considerately; early.

MA-TURE'NESS,* n. Maturity ;
mature state. Knowles.

MAT-V-RES'CENT,* a. Approaching to maturity. Smart.

MA-TU'RI-TY, n. [maturitas, L.] Mature state; ripeness;
completion. (Law) The time when a note or bill of ex-

change becomes due.

MAT'v-Tl-NAL, [mat'u-tl-nal, Ja. Sm. Wb.; ma-tu'tj-nal,

K.} a. [mututinu.it, L.] Relating to the morning. Pegge.
fMAT'U-TlNE, a. Same as -matutinal. Sir T.Herbert.

MAT'WEED,* n. A plant of the genus lygeum. Crabb.

fMAu'DLE,* v. a. To put out of order
;
to besot. Phillips.

MAUD'LliV,a. [The corrupt appellation of Magdalen, who is

drawn by painters with swollen eyes and disordered look."

Drunk ;
fuddled. Southerne.

MAun'LiN, 77. A perennial plant; sweet milfoil.

MAu'GRE, (maAV'gur) ad. [malgrc, Fr.] In spite of; not

withstanding. Shak. [Now used only in burlesque.]
MAu'KjN, 71. A dish

;
a clout

;
a drag to sweep an oven

-,
a

malkin
;
a scarecrow ;

a coarse or dirty wench
;
calle

"

also, vulgarly, a mawks. Barton. [Low.]
MAUL, 7i. [malleus, L.] A heavy, wooden hammer; a mall
See MALL.

MAUL, v. a. [i. MAULED ; pp. MAULING, MAULED.] To beat
,

to bruise ;
to hurt in a coarse manner. Burton. See MALL.

MAyL'-STiCK, n. [mahlen, Ger. ; maela, Su. Goth.] Th .

stick by which painters keep their hand steady in work-
ing.

fMXuNCH, (mansh) n. A sort of loose sleeve; manche.
Sir T. Herbert.

HMAUND, (mand) [miind, W. Ja. Sm. ; m&wnd, P. E. J. K.}
n. A basket or hamper ;

a hand-basket. Shak. A weight,
in India, variable in quantity from 6 Ibs. to 74.

HfMXuND, (m'and) v. n. [mendier,Fr.] To mutter, as beggars
do

;
to mumble

;
to use unintelligible terms

;
to maun-

der. B. Jonson.

HtMAUN'DER, (man'der) [man'der, W. F. Ja. Sm. ; m3Lwn'-

der, S. P. J. K.] v. n. To grumble ;
to murmur; to beg.

Wiseman.

HtMAUN'DER, (man'der) n. A beggar. Broome.

HtMAUN'DER-ER, (m'in'der-er) n. A murmurer
;
a grum-

bler.

HtMXuN'DER-lNG, (m'an'der-ing) n. Complaint. South.

MAUN'DRILL,* 7i. (In coal mines) A pick with two shanks.
Brande.

MAUN'DY-THUR^'DAY, (maun'de thiirz'de) 71. The Thurs-

day preceding Good-Friday and Easter, on which the king
of England distributes alms to a certain number of poor
persons at Whitehall ;

so named from maunds, or baskets

in which the gifts were formerly contained. Brande.

MAU-SO-LE'AN, a. Relating to a mausoleum. Burton.

MAV-SO-LE'IJM, [maw-s9-le'um, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm. Wb.; malw-so'le-um, Barclay.]^ n. [L.J pi. L. MAU-
SQ-LE'A; Eng., rarely, MAU-SQ-LE'VM. A sepulchral

building, or a magnificent tomb or monument, so called

from Jftausolus, king of Caria, to whom such a monu-
ment was erected about 353 B. C.

MAu'THER, n. A foolish young girl. B. Jonson. [Local,

Eng.]
MAUVAISE HONTE,* (mo-vaz'onf) [Fr.] False modesty.

Qjt. Rev.

MA'vis, 71. [mauvis, Fr.] A thrush, or bird like a thrush

Spenser,

MAw, n. The stomach of animals ;
the craw of birds: an

old game at cards.

MAWK, n. A maggot. Grose. A slattern
;
a maukin

;
called

also a mawks. [Vulgar and local.]

MAW'KIN, n. See MAUKIN.
tMAwK'lNG-LY, a. Slatternly. Bp. Taylor.

MAWK'ISH, a. Apt to give satiety ; apt to cause loathing.

MAwK'isH-LY,* ad. In a mawkish manner. Dr. Allen.

MAWK'JSH-NESS, n. Aptness to cause loathing.

MAWKS,* n. A large, awkward, ill-dressed girl. Smart.

MAW'KY, a. Maggoty ;
full of maggots. Grose. [Local.]

fMAw'MET, it. [a corruption of Mahomet.] Originally an

effigy to represent Mahomet
;
a puppet ;

an idol. Wicliffe.

fMAw'MET-RY, n. The religion of Mahomet; idolatry.

Chaucer.

MAw'MjSH, a. Provoking disgust ;
nauseous. L'Estrange.

MAw'skiN,* n. The stomach of a calf prepared for making
cheese

;
rennet. Farm. Ency. [Local.]

MAw'-WORM, (mOlw'wurin)n. A worm infesting the stom-
ach.

MAX-JL'LA* n. [L.] (Anat.) The jaw-bone; the upper
jaw-bone. Brande.

MAX-IL'LAR, orMAx'lL-LAR, [max-il'lar, S. W. Ja. ; max'-

jl-lar, P. K. Sm. Wb.] a. [mazillaris, L.] Same as maxil-

MAx'lL-LA-RY, [max'jl-la-re, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

max-il'la-re, Ash, Kenrick.] a. Relating to the maxilla or

jaw-bone. ^r See CAPILLARY.

MAX-IL/L-I-FORM,* a. In the form of a jaw-bone. Dr. Al-

ien.

MAx'iM, n. [maxime, Fr.
; maximum, L.] An axiom

;
a gen-

eral principle; a leading truth; an adage; an aphorism;
a proverb.

MAx'iM-iST,* 71. One who deals in maxims. Qit. Rev.

MXx'JM-iZE,* v. a. To increase to the highest degree. QM.
Rev. [R.]

MAX'I-MUM, n. [L.] pi. MAXIMA. The greatest quantity
or degree attainable in any given case, as opposed to min-

imum, the smallest.

MAY, (ma) auxiliary verb. [i. MIGHT.] To be at liberty ;
to

be permitted ;
to be allowed

;
to be possible ;

to be by

|

chance : used to express desire
; as,

" May you pros-

per." Formerly used for can. Spenser.

MAY, (ma) n. [Mains, L.] The fifth month of the year:
the early or gay part of life. [|A virgin ;

a maid. Chaucer.]

MAY, v. n. To gather flowers on May morning. Sidney.

MAY'-AP-PLE,* n. A plant with a tuberous root
;
wild man-

drake ; hog-apple. Farm. Ency.

MAY'-BE, ad. Perhaps ;
it may be that. Spenser.

MAY'-BEii-TLE,* n. A name of the cockchafer. Booth

MAY'BLOOM, (ma'blom) n. The hawthorn.

MAY'-BUG, n. An insect ;
the chafer.

MAY'-DAY, (ma'da) n. The first day of May. Shak.See MALL. MAY'-DAY, (ma'da) n. The first day of May. Shak.
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MAY'-FLOW-ER, w. A flower that blossoms in May.
MAY'-FLY, (m'a'fll) n. An insect

;
the water-cricket.

MAY'-GAME, n. A game fit for May-day ;
diversion.

MAY-HAP', ad. It may happen ; perhaps. Ed. Rev._[R.]
MAY'HEM, (ma'hem or mam) [ma'hem, Ja. K. ; mam, Sm.]

n. (Law) Privation of some essential part ;
lameness ;

maim. See MAIM.
MAY'ING,* n. The act of gathering flowers in May, or

May-day. Cowper.
MAY'-LA'DY, . The queen of May, in old May-games.
MAY'-LJL-Y', n. The same as lily of the valley.

MAY'-MORN,* n. Morning of May ;
freshness. Shak.

MAY'OR, (ma'ur) [ma'ur, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; mar, K.}
n. [ma'tcnr, old Fr.

; major, L.] The chief magistrate of a

city or borough.
MAY'QR-AL-TY, (ma'ur-al-te) n. The office of a mayor.
MA-YOR-'AZ'GO,* n. [Sp.] The right of the eldest born to

inherit property ; majorat. Brande.

MAY'QR_-ESS, (ma'ur-es) n. The wife of a mayor. Toiler.

MAY'-POLE, n. A high pole to be danced round on May-
day.

MAY'-WEED, n. A plant; a species of camomile which

grows wild.

MAZ'ARD, n. [mdchoire, Fr.] [f A jaw. Shak.] A dark-col-

ored cherry.
tMXz'ARD, v. a. To knock on the head. B. Jonson.

MAZ-A-RINE',* n. A deep blue color: a particular way
of dressing fowls : a little dish set in a larger. Crabb.

MAZE, 7^. A" labyrinth ;
a place or state of perplexity ; con-

fusion of thought ; uncertainty ; perplexity.

MAZE, v. a. To bewilder ;
to amaze. Oower.

{MAZE, v. n. To be bewildered or amazed. Chaucer.

[MAZ'ED-NESS, n. Confusion ;
astonishment. Chaucer.

j-MA'ZER, n. [maeser, D.] A broad cup or bowl
;
a maple

cup. Dryden.
MA'ZI-LV,* ad. In a mazy or perplexed manner. Dr. Allen.

MA'ZJ-NESS,* re. State of being mazy. Dr. Mien.

MA-ZOL'Q-GY,* n. [^a^s and b6yos.] (Zool.) The natural

history of mammalia ; mammalogy; mastology. Ed. Ency.
See MAMMALOGY.

MA'ZY, a. Perplexed with windings ;
confused. Spenser.

MAZ'ZARD,* n. A dark cherry. Ash. See MAZARD.
M. D. [medicince doctor.] Doctor of medicine or physic.

M, pron. ; objective case of /.

MEA'COCK, (me'kok) n. [mes, i. e. mal, and coq, Fr. Skinner.]

A_n effeminate man ;
a coward. [R.]

{MEA'COCK, a. Tame ; timorous; cowardly. Shale.

MEAD, (med)n. A kind of drink made of water and honey :

meadow ;
used in poetry for meadaw.

MEAD'OW, (med'5) n. Land unploughed, green with grass,
and variegated with flowers ; grass land annually mown
for hay. In the United States it is often applied to mow-
ing lands which are marshy or too wet to be ploughed, and

producing a coarse kind of hay, which is called meadow

hay, in distinction from that which grows on uplands,
which is called English hay*

MKAD'OW,* a. Belonging to or obtained from a meadow.
Ash.

MEAD'QW-FOX'TAIL,*TI. A species of foxtail. Farm. Ency.
MEAD'ow-GRjtss,* ?. A genus of grass; poa : grass

growing in a meadow. Farm. Ency.
MEAD'QW-PINK, * n. A species of dianthus, BootJi.

MEAD'QW-RtlE,*7i. A plant. Booth.

MEAD'OW-SXF-FRON, (.uted'o-saf'furn) n. A genus of bul-

bous plants ;
a plant. Miller.

MEAD'QW's-Q,U_EEN,*7i. A flower. B. Jonson.

MEAD'QW-SWEET, n. A perennial plant; queen of the
meadow.

MEAD'OW-WORT, (med'p-wurt) . A plant. Drayton.
MEAD'OW-Y,* a. Containing or resembling meadows. Smart.

MEA'GRE, (me'gur) a. [maigrc, Fr.] Lean
;
thin

; wanting
flesh; emaciated ; poor; hungry.

fMEA'GRE, (ine'gur) v. a. To make lean. Knolles.

AIEA'GRE-LY, (me'gur-le) ad. Poorly; thinly; barrenly.

MEA'GRE-NESS, (me'gur-ncs) n. Leanness; thinness.

jMEAK, (mek) n. A hook with a long handle. Tusscr.

MEAL, (mel) n. A repast ;
the food eaten at one time : the

flour or edible part of corn or grain.

MEAL, (mcl) v. a. To sprinkle with meal; to mingle. Shak.

MEAL'I-NESS,* n. The quality of being mealy. Ash.

MEAL'MAN, n. ; pi. MEALMEN. One who deals in meal.

MEAL'MON-J&ER,* n. One who deals in meal. Booth.

MEAL'-TIME,* n. The time for eating a meal. Ruth.

MEAL'Y, (me'le) a. Having the taste or quality of meal
;

resembling meal
; besprinkled, as with meal.

MEAL'Y-MOOTHED, (me'le-mbutnd) a. Using soft words
;

not expressing the plain truth ;
bashful or soft of speech.

MEAL'y-MoOTH'ED-NESS, (me'le-mbuth'ed-n6s) n. Qual-

ity of being mealy-mouthed.
MEAN, (men) a. Wanting dignity or rank ; low-minded

;

base
; ungenerous ; spiritless ; contemptible ;

low in worth
or power ; abject ;

vile ;
sordid

; penurious ; niggardly.

[moyen, Fr.] Middle
;
moderate ;

without excess
; inter-

vening ;
intermediate.

MEAN, n. [moyen, Fr.] pi MEAN. A middle state between
two extremes; mediocrity; middle rate; medium:
instrument. pi. Income ; resources. See MEANS.

MEAN, v. n. [i. MEANT ; pp. MEANING, MEANT. Meaned,i.&
p., is rarely used.] To have in the mind

;
to purpose ;

to

think; to intend ; to design. [To moan. Brockett. Local.]
MEAN, w. a. To purpose ; to intend

;
to design ;

to signify ;

to denote ; to imply ;
to import ; to hint covertly.

MEAN'-BORN,* a. Of low or mean birth. Shak.

ME-XN'DER, n. A winding like that of the river Meander,
in Phrygia ;

a winding course
; maze ; labyrinth ;

flex-

uous passage.
ME-XN'DER, v. a. [i. MEANDERED ; pp. MEANDERING, ME-
ANDERED.] To wind

;
to turn round ; to make flexuous.

ME-XN'DER, v. n. To run in windings ; to be intricate.

M-XN'DER-lNG,*2>. a. Running with a serpentine course
;

winding.
ME-XN'DRI-AN, a. Winding; flexuous. King: [R.]
ME-XN'DROVS, a. Winding; meandering. Fuller. [R.]

iME-XN'DRY, a. Winding ; meandering. Bacon.

MEAN'ING, 7t. Intention; sense; signification; import.
MEAN'JNG-LESS,* a. Destitute of meaning. C. Lamb.

MEAN'LY, ad. With meanness ; poorly ; ungenerously.
MEAN'NESS, n. Want of excellence or dignity ; baseness ;

lowness of mind
;
sordidness

; niggardliness.

MEAN,*n. sing. &. pi. An instrument; method; mode;
way; that which is used in order to any end. In this

sense it is generally used in the singular number, with a
verb or adjective singular ; but if more than one thing is

referred to, it is plural.
" By this means." Pope.

" By that

means." Addison. "This is one of those anomalies which
use has introduced and established, in spite of analogy :

we should not be allowed to say,
' a mean of making men

happy.'
"

Bp. Hurd. pi. Revenue
;
income

;
fortune ;

resources. By all means, without doubt
; certainly.

By no means, in no way ; not at all. By any means, in

any way. By no manner of means, not at all
;
not in any

way. A colloquial pleonasm, in use for the sake of em
phasis.

MEAN'-SPIR-IT-ED,* a. Having a mean spirit ;
base. Shen-

stone,

MEANT,_(ment) i. & p. from Mean. See MEAN.
MEAN'TIME, ad. In the intervening time; meanwhile.

Dryden.

ME_AN'WHII.E, ad. In the intervening time. Addison.

fMEAR, 7i. A boundary. See MERE.
J-MEAR, v. a. See MERE.
MEASE, [mes, S. W. Ja.; mez, P. K. Sm.] n. [mass, Ger.]
The quantity or number of five hundred, applied to her-

rings ; as,
" a mease [500] of herrings."

tM_EA'LE, (me'zl) n. [mas, masel, Ger.] A leper. Widiffe.

MEA'LED, (me'zld) a. Infected with the measles.

MEA'LED-NESS, (me'zld-nes) n. State of being measly.
MEA'LE, (rne'zlz) n. pi. A contagious disease, usually

characterized by small, red spots : also a disease in
swine and in trees.

MEA'LV, (me'zle) a. Infected with the measles. Swift.

MEA'i)-RA-BLE,'(mezh'u-ra-bQ a. That may be measured ;

moderate
; being in small quantity.

MEA'V-RA-BLE-NESS, (mezh'-ra-bl-nes) n. The quality
of admitting to be measured.

MEA'V-RA-BLY, (mezb/u-ra-ble) ad. Moderately.
MEA'VRE, (mezh'ur) n. [mesure, Fr.] That by which any

thing is measured ; a standard
;

a rule
; degree ;

that
which is measured or dealt out ; proportion ; quantity
settled

;
a stated quantity ; sufficient quantity ; allotment ;

portion allotted. (Mus.~) The number counted in each
bar or cadence, (Poetry) The number counted in each
foot or verse. (Dancing) The proportion of the stops to
each other. pi. Ways ; proceedings ; expedients; means
to an end. Hard measure, hard treatment.

MEA'URE, (mezh'ur) v. a. [mesurer, Fr.] [i. MEASURED;
pp. MEASURING, MEASURED.] To compute as to quantity
or extent by a rule or standard ; to pass through ;

to judge
of quantity, or extent, or greatness ;

to adjust ;
to propor-

tion ; to mark out, allot, or distribute by measure.

MEA^'VRE-LESS, (mezh'ur-les) a. Immeasurable.

MEAS'VRE-MENT, (mezh'ur-ment) n. Act of measuring ;

mensuration. Burke.

MEA'UR-ER, (mezh'ur-er) n. One who measures.
MEA'VR-ING, (mezh'ur-ing) a. That measures, or is meas-
ured : applied to a cast. Waller.

MEAT, n. [|Food in general. Bible.] Flesh to be eaten.

MEAT'ED, a. [fFed ; foddered. Tusser.] Having meat.

MEATH, (meth) n. A drink like mead, or the same. Milton.

Option ; preference. Grose. [Local.]
MEAT'LESS,* a. Destitute of meat. Th. More.
MEAT'-OF-FER-ING ,* n. An offering consisting of food.

Exodus._
MEAT'-PIE,*TI. A pie made of meat; a mince-pie. Ash.

, (rne'te) a. Fleshy, but not fat. Grose. [Local.]

MEA'ZLING, (me'zling) p. See MIZZLING. Arbuthnot.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BflLL, BUR, RtlLE.
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ME-HXN'IC, (me-kan'nik) n. One employed in mechani-

cal or manual labor
;
an artificer.

ME-HXN'iC, > a. [mechanicus, L.
; unxa vfl, Gr.] Relat-

ME-JCHXN'I-CAL, \ ing to mechanics or mechanism ; hav-

ing the properties of a machine; employed in manual la-

bor ;
skilled in mechanics : mean

;
servile. Shak. The

six mechanical powers are the lever, wheel and axle, pulley,
inclined plane, wedge, and screw. Francis. Brande, in

enumerating the six mechanical powers, omits the inclined

plane, and adds the funicular machine.

tME-jeHAN'l-CAL-IZE, v. a. To render mean or low. Cot-

grave.

ME-j0HAN'|-CAL-LY, ad. According to the laws of mechan-
ism.

ME-JEHAN'I-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being mechanical.

MEjeH-A-m"ciAN, (mek-a-nish'an) n. [mecanicien, FT.] A
maker of machines.

ME-HXN'ICS, n. pi. The science of the laws of matter
and motion, particularly as applied to the construction of

machines; the science that treats of forces and powers,
and their action on bodies, either directly or by the inter-

vention of machinery.
MEjeH'AN-IM, (mek'an-izm) n. [mecanisme, Fr.] Action

according to mechanic laws ; the construction of a ma-
chine, or the parts of a machine adapted to the intended
effect.

MjeH'AN-fsT, (mek'an-ist) n. A mechanician
;
a maker

of machines : a philosopher who refers all the changes
in the universe to the effect merely of mechanical forces.

MEJEH'AN-IZE,* (mek'an-Iz) v. a. To form mechanically.
Coleridge. [R.]

ME-jeHA-NQ-GRXpH'ic,* a. Treating of mechanics. Maun-
der. [R.]

MEJEH'LIN,* (mek'ljn) n. Lace made at Mechlin. Smart.

MEjBH'LfN, a. Relating to or made at Mechlin, as a kind
of lace._

MEH-LO'JC,* (mek-15'jk) a. (Chem.) Noting an acid

formed by passing chlorine gas over fused meconine. P.

Cyc.

ME-CHO'A-CAN, or ME-JBHO'A-CXN, [me-ko'a-kan, J. K.
Sm. Wb.} n. A large root or white jalap from Mechoacan
in Mexico, a rnild purgative. Hill.

MEC'Q-NATE,* n. A salt formed of meconic acid and a

base. Brande.

ME-CON'IC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained from opi-
um. Brande.

MEC'O-N!NE,* or ME-CO'NI-A,* n. A white, fusible sub-

stance obtained from opium. Brande.

ME-c6'Nl-tJM, 7i. [urjKcaviov.] The juice of the white pop-
py ; opium : the first faeces of children.

MED'AL, n. [medaille, Fr.] An ancient coin: a piece of

metal, in the shape of a coin, with figures and devices,
struck in memory of some person or event.

MED'AL-LET,* n. A little medal. Pinkerton.

ME-DAL'LIC, a. Pertaining to medals. Jlddison.

ME-DXL'LIQN, (-yun) n. [medaillon, Fr.] A large antique
stamp or medal

;
the representation of a medal in paint-

ing or sculpture.

MED'AL-LIST, n. [mtdailliste, Fr.] One skilled or curious
in medals: one who gains a prize-medal. Ed. Rev.

MED'AL-LiJR-9Y,*7u The art of making and striking med-
als and coins. Brande.

MED'DLE, (med'dl) v. n. [middelen, Teut.] [i. MEDDLED;
pp. MEDDLING, MEDDLED.] To have to do

;
to interpose ;

to act in any thing ;
to interpose or intervene officiously ;

to interfere.

fMED'DLE, v. a. [m&ler, Fr.] To mix
; to mingle. Spenser.

MED'DLER, n. One who meddles
;
a busy-body.

MfiD'DLE-sSME, a. Intermeddling ; officious.

MED'DLE-SSME-NESS, n. An intermeddling ; officious-

ness.

MED'DLING, n. Officious interposition. South.

MED'DLING,* p. a. Interfering importunately ;
officious.

ME'DI-A, n.pl. See MEDIUM.

ME'DI-AL,* a. Noting a medium or average ;

ME'DI-AN,* a. (Anat.) Middle; situated in t

Tie median Ivtf. is a vertical line supposed

AL,* (med-e-e'val) a. Relating to the middle

ages. EC. Rev Written also medieval.

Mp-i-.aE'vAL,* n. One belonging to the middle age. Ed.

mean. Smart.
the middle.

ipposed to divide the

body longitudinally into two equal parts. Dunglison.
ME'DI-XNT,* n. (Mas.} The chord which is a major or mi-
nor third higher than the key-note, according as the mode
is major or minor. Brande.

ME-DI-XS'TINE, n. [mcdiastin, Fr.
; mediastinum, L.] (Anal.)

Same as mediastinum. Jlrbuthnot.

ME-DI-AS-TI'NVM,* n. [L.] (Anat.) The duplicature of the

pleura, whjch divides the cavity of the thorax into two
parts.JBrande.

MK'DI-ATE, v. n. [me<Ziu., L.] [i. MEDIATED ; pp. MEDIAT-
ING, MEDIATED.] To ii.cerpose, as a common friend, be-
tween two parties ; to intercede

;
to be between two.

ME'DI-ATE, v. a. To effect by mediation.

ME'DI-ATE, a. [medial, Fr.] Intervening; middle; be-
tween two extremes.

ME'DI-ATE-LY, ad. By a secondary or intervening cause.
MK'DI-ATE-NESS,* n. State of being mediate. Bannister.

ME-DI-A'TIQN, n. [Fr.] The act of mediating ; interposi-
tion

; intervention
; agency interposed ; intercession.

ME-DI-XT-I-ZA'TION,* n. The annexation of smaller sov-
ereignties to larger contiguous states, as in Germany, af-
ter the dissolution of the German empire in 1806. Brande.

ME'DI-A-TIZE,* v. a.
[i. MEDIATIZED;^. MEDIATIZING,

MEDIATIZED.] To annex a small state, governed by a sov-
ereign prince, to a larger one, yet allowing the ruler of
the small state to retain his princely rank, rights, and
privileges. P. Cyc.

ME'DI-A-TQR, n. [mediator, L.
; mcdiateur, Fr.] One who

mediates
; an intercessor

;
one of the characters of our

blessed Savior.

ME-DI-A-TO'RI-AL, a. Belonging to mediation or a media-
tor ; intercessory.

ME-DI-A'TQR-SHJLP, n. The office of a mediator. Pearson.

ME'DI-A-TQ-RY, a. Mediatorial. Bp. Hopkins. [R.]
ME-DI-A'TRESS, n. A female mediator. Sheldon. [R.]
ME-DI-A'TRIX, n. A female mediator. Warton.

Mfip'ic, n. A genus of herbaceous plants ;
a kind of tre-

foil. [\pl. The science of medicine. Spenser.]
MfiD'ic,* a. Medical. Pomfret. [R.]

MED'I-CA-BLE, a. [medicabttis, L.] That may be healed.

Bailey.

MED'I-CAL, a. [medicus, L.] Relating to medicine or the
art of healing; medicinal.

MED'I-CAL-LY, ad. Physically ; medicinally.
MED'I-CA-MENT, [med'e-kfit-ment, S. P. J. Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

med'e-ka-ment or me-dik'a-ment, W. F. ; me-dik'a-ment,
K.] n. [medicamentum, L.] Any thing used in healing ;

a

topical application.

MED-I-CA-MENT'AL, a. Relating to medicaments.
MED-}-CA-MENT'AL-LY, ad. After the manner of medi-

cine. Browne.

MED'i-cXs-TER, n. [medicastre, Fr.] A pretender to medi-

cine; a_ quack. Whitlock.

MED'l-CATE, v. a. [medico, L.] [i. MEDICATED ; pp. MEDI-

CATING, MEDICATED.] To tincture or impregnate with
any thing medicinal.

MED-I-CA'TIQN, n. Act of medicating ;
use of physic.

MED'i-CA-TiVE,*a. Tending to cure
; medicinal. Stewart.

ME-DI^'IN-A-BLE, a. Useful for healing; sanative.

ME-Dl^'j-NAL, [me-dis'e-nal, P. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; me-dis'-
e'-nal or med-e-sl'nal, S. W. J. Ja.} a. [medicinalis, L.]

Having the power of healing ; belonging to physic or

medicirtfe
;

sanative. {fc5= Sometimes pronounced, in

poetry, med-j-cl'nal.

ME-Bf(,:'l-NAL-LY, ad. By means of medicine.

MED'I-CINE, [med'de-sln, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. ; med'sin, S.

K. Elphinstone; med'e-sin, colloquially med'sin, Sm.] n.

[medicina, L.] That branch of physic which relates to

the healing of diseases ; physic ;
a drug or other sub-

stance used as a remedy for disease. Prov. xvii. [mede-
cin, Fr. j-A physician. Shalt.]

JMED'I-CINE, v. a. To restore or cure by medicine. Shak.

ME-DI'E-TY, n. [mediett, Fr.] Middle state
; participation

of two extremes
;
half. Browne.

[R.J
ME'DI-O-CRAL.,* a. Of middle quality; mediocre. Addi-

son.

ME'DI-O-CRE, (me'de-o-kur) [me'de-o-kur, K. Sm. J.; me-

de-o'kr', Ja. Maunder ; me-di'<?-kur, Todd.] a. [Fr., from

m'ediocris, L.] Of moderate degree ;
of middle rate

;
mid-

dling. Pope.
ME'DI-O-CRE,* (me'de-o-kur) n. One of middling quality,

talents, or merit
;
mediocrist. Southey.

ME'DI-O-CRIST, [me'de-5-krjst, Sm. Wb.; mS-de-o'krist.

K.; me-dl'9-krist, Todd, Maunder.} n. [mediocre, Fr.J
One of middling abilities. Swift.

ME-DI-OC'RI-TV, [mS-de-ok're-te, P.J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; me-
de-Sk're-te or me-je-ok're-te, W. ; me-jok're-te, S.] n.

[mediocritas, L.
; mcdiocrite, Fr.] Middle state, rate, or

degree ; moderate degree ;
moderation.

MED'I-TATE, v. a. [meditor, L.] [i. MEDITATED ; pp. MEDI-

TATING, MEDITATED.] To plan ;
to contrive ; to think on

;

to revolve in the mind ;
to contemplate.

MED'I-TATE, v. n. To think ;
to muse

;
to contemplate.

MED-J-TA'TION, n. [mcditatio, L.] Act of meditating ; deep

thought ;
close attention ;

contrivance ; contemplation ;

thought employed upon sacred objects ;
a series of

thoughts.
MED'I-TA-TIVE, a. Addicted to meditation ; reflecting.

MED'I-TA-TIVE-LY,* ad. With meditation. Coleridge.

MEO'I-TA-TIVE-NESS,* n. Quality of being meditative.

Coleridge.
tMED-l-TER-RANE', a. .Mediterranean. Brerewood.

MED-I-TER-RA'NE-AN, a. Encircled by land, as a sea; ly-

ing between lands ;
inland ;

remote from the sea : not-

ing the sea lying between Europe, Africa, and Asia.

MED-I-TER-RA'NE-OUS, a. [medium and terra, L.
;
mcditer-

rane'e, Fr.] Mediterranean. Burnet. [R.]
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M'Di-DM, [m5'<le-Qm, P. J. Ja. Sm. R. ; me'dyum, S. E.

F. K. ; me'de-urn or me'je-um, W.] n. [L.] PL L. ME<-
DI-A ; En;;. ME'DI-UM. That through which a body, not

in contact with another, must pass to reach it; space or

substance passed through; any thing intervening: the

number between two extremes
;
a mean

;
middle place

or degree.
MED'LAR, n. A genus of large, ornamental fruit-trees; the

fruit of the tree.

fMfiD'LE, (med'dl) ) v. a. To mingle. L.Addison. SeeMzD-
tMED'LY, (med'le) \

OLE.

MED'LEY, (med'le) . A mixture
;
a miscellany ;

a mixed

MED'LEY, (med'le) a. Mingled ;
confused. Chaucer.

ME-DOC',* n. An excellent, red, French wine. W. Ency.

fMiiD'SYPP,* . A harvest supper formerly given, in Eng-
land, to laborers at harvest-home. IVhlshaw.

ME-DUL'LA,* n. [L.] (Anat.) Marrow. (Bot.) Pith.

Crabb.

ME-DOL'LAR, a. [medullaire, Fr.] Relating to marrow; med-
ullary. Cheyne.

MED'UL-LA-RY, [med'ul-lat-re, W. Ja. PTb. Dunglison ; me-

dul'la-re, S. P. K. Sm.] a. [medulla, L.
; medullaire, Fr.]

Pertaining to the marrow or pith. See CAPILLARY.

ME-DCL'LINE,* 71. That form of lignin which constitutes

the pith of certain plants, as the pith of the sunflower.
Brande.

ME-DU'SA,* n. [L.] pi. ME-DU'S^E. (Antiquity} One of

the Gorgons. Lempriere. (Zool.) A genus of marine,
radiated animals, without shells. Lyell.

MEED, n. Reward
; recompense ; gift. Shak.

fMEED, v. a. To merit
;
to deserve. Heywood.

MEEK, a. [mitikr, miuk, Icel.] Mild of temper; not proud ;

no^ easily provoked; soft; gentle ; quiet; humble.

tM_EEK, v. a. To humble
;
to meeken. Widiffe.

MEEK/EN, (me'kn) v. a. To make meek
;
to soften. Browne.

MELK'-EYED,* (-Id) a. Having a mild aspect. Thomson.

MEEK'LY, ad. In a meek manner; mildly.

MEEK'NESS, n. Gentleness ;'mildness ; humility.
MEEK'-SPIR-IT-ED,* a. Having a meek spirit; gentle.

Psalms.

MEER, a. & n. See MERE.
fMEERED, (merd) a. Relating to a boundary. Shak.

MEER'SCHAUM,* (mer'shoum)n. [Ger.] (Min.) Asilicated,
light, and soft magnesian mineral, used in Germany in

the manufacture of tobacco-pipes. Brande.

MEER'ZA,* n. See MIRZA.

MEET, a. Fit
; proper ; suitable ; seemly ; qualified. [\Meet

with, even with. Shak.]
MEET, v. a. [L MET ; pp. MEETING, MET.] To come together
from opposite or different directions ; to come face to face

;

to encounter ;
to encounter in hostility or unexpectedly ;

to join another in the same place ; to find.

MEET, v. n. To encounter; to close face to fafc; to en-
counter in hostility ;

to assemble
;
to come together. To

meet with, to light on
;
to find

; to join ; to suffer unex-

pectedly ; to encounter
;
to advance half way ;

to join.

MET'EN,* (me'tn) v. a. To make meet or fit
; to prepare.

Ash.

MEET'ER, n. One who meets.

MEET'ING, n. An assembly ;
a convention ;

an interview
;

a conflux; a company ;
a congregation ;

an auditory : an
assembly for public worship, applied, in England, to the
Dissenters.

MEET'ING-HOUSE, (met'jng-hbus) n. A house of public
worship. In England, used for a house of public worship
for Dissenters, as distinguished from a church.

MEET'LY, ad. Fitly ; properly ; suitably. Shak.

MEET'NESS, n. Fitness
; propriety ;

suitableness. Bp. Bull.

MEG'A-CO^M, n. [/uyaj and K^O^OS.] The great world;
macrocosm. Bp. H. Croft.

MEG-A-LE'SIAN,* a. Noting games among the Romans in
honor of Cybele. Brande.

MEG-A-LteH'THYS,* n. (Min.) An extinct genus of fishes.
Brande.

MEG'A-LO-NYX,* n. [uiyas and dw*.] (Geol.) A large,
extinct mammal, whose fossil bones have been found in

Virginia. Brande.

tMEG-A-LOP'SY-HY,* n. Greatness of mind. Maunder.
MEG-A-LOP'TE-RAN,* n. [niyas and irrtoov.] (Ent.) A
neuropterous insect. Brande.

MEG-A-LQ-sAu'RUS,* n. [M yaj and aavpos.] (Geol.) A fos-

sil, gigantic, amphibious animal, of the saurian, or lizard
and crocodile, tribe. Lyell.

ME-GXPH'Y-TON,* n. (Geol.) A genus of extinct fossil

plants. Buckland.

jME-GAp'p-Lis, n. [nfyas and n-dAtj.] A principal city;
metropolis. Herbert".

MEG'A-SCOPE,* n. f/^eyaj and ffKfilirM.] An optical instru-
ment for examining bodies of considerable magnitude.
Brande.

MEG'A-STOME,* n. A univalve shell with a large aperture.
Brande.

MEG-A-THE'Ri-uM,*n. [neyas and drjpiov.] (Geol.) A large,

extinct animal, whose bones have been found in South
America. Buckland.

ME-GATH'E-ROI'D,* ?i. One of a family of extinct mammif-
erous quadrupeds. P. Cyc.

MEG'LIP,* n. A color for painting in imitation of oak. Lou-
don.

ME'GRIM, n. HtpurjMwfa, Gr.
; migraine, Fr.] (Med.) A vio-

lent, intermitting pain affecting one side of the head;
vertigo.

MEI-BO'MI-AN,* a. (Anat.) Noting glands situated at the

edge of the eyelids. Roget.
fMEiNE, (men) v. a. To mingle. Chaucer.

{MEIN'Y, (men'e) [men'e, Sm. ; me'ne, P.] n. [mesnie, old

Fr.] A family ;
a retinue or household of servants. Shak.

MEI'O-CENE,* a. (Geol.) See MIOCENE.
MEI'Q-N!TE,* n. (JJfin.) A mineral occurring in grains, or

small, shining crystals, found at Mount Somma, near
Vesuvius. Brande.

MEI-O'SIS, (ml-5'sis) [ml-o'sis, K. Wb. Crabb; mi'g-sis,

Sm.] n. [ntu>oi$.] (Rhet.} A figure of speech by which a

thing is hyperbolically lessened.

MEI'WELL,* n. A small sort of codfish. Crabb.

ME'LAM,* n. A substance consisting of carbon, nitrogen,
and hydrogen, formed during the distillation of a mixture
of sal-ammoniac and potassium. Brande.

MEI/AM-PODE, n. [melampodium, L.] The black hellebore.

Spenser.

ME-LXN'A-GOGUE, (me-lSn'a-gog) n. [piXavos and ayw.]
(Med.) A medicine for expelling black bile, choler, or mel-

ancholy.
jMEL-AN-jeH6'Li-AN, n. One afflicted with melancholy.

Scott.

MEL'AN-jeHSL-ic, a. Disordered with melancholy; hypo-
chondriacal

; gloomy ; dismal
; melancholy.

MEL'AN-JEHOL-IC, n. A person diseased with melancholy.
[t A gloomy state of mind. Ld. Clarendon.]

MEL'AN-BHOL-I-LY, ad. With melancholy. Keeps. [R.]
MEL.'AN-,eHOL-I-NESS, n. Melancholy. Aubrey. [R.J

tMEL-AN-jeHo'Ll-oDs, a. Melancholy; gloomy. Gower.

MEL'AN-J0HOL-IST, n. A melancholy person. Glanvitte. [R.]

tMEL'AN-H9-LlZE, v. n. To become melancholy. Burton.

,
v. a.To make sad or melancholy. More.

MEL'AN-JEHOL-Y, (mel'an-kol-e) n. [/iAaj>o? and xoXfi.] A
disease of the mind, chiefly characterized by ungrounded
fear, and apprehension of evil

; depression of spirits j

gloomy state of mind
; gloominess ; hypochondria.

MEi/AN-jeii6L,-Y, a. Diseased with melancholy ; habitually
dejected ; gloomy ;

dismal
;
sad

;
melancholic.

ME-LANPE', (ma-rinzh') n. [Fr.] A mixture
;
a medley.

ME-LA'NI-AN,* n. One of a family of fluviatile, testaceous

moHusks. P. Cyc.

MEL'AN-ITE,*TI. (Min.) A species of black garnet. Brande.

MEL-AN-IT'JC,* a._ Relating to melanite. Smart.

MEL-AN-5H'RQ-lTE,*7i. (Min.} An ore of lead. Dana.

MEL-AN-OP'SJS,* n. A genus of fresh-water, testaceous
mollusks. P. Cyc.

MEL-A-NO'SIS,* n. [neXag.] (Med.} A malignant disease
characterized by deposition of black matter. Brande.

MEL-AN-OT'IC,* a. Relating to melanosis. P. Cyc.

ME-LAN'TER-ITE,* n. (Min.} A native sulphate of iron.

Brande.
ME'LAS,* n.

[Gr.] (Med.} An endemial disease of Arabia,
characterized by dark or black spots on the skin. Brande.

ME-I,XS'MA,* n. (Med.) A disease of aged persons, in which
a black spot appears upon the skin, and forms a foul ul-

cer. Brande.

ME-L,Xs'T9-MA,* n. [n&as and <rrfya.] (Bof) A genus of

evergreen trees. Lyell.

ME-LEE',* (ma-la') n. [Fr.] A battle
;
a contest ; an affray.*

Gent. Mag.
MEL'IC,* a. [psXiKos.] Relating to song; lyric. Beck.

MEL-I-CE'RIS, n. [pEXncnpis.] (Med.) An encysted tumor,
filled with matter resembling honey.

ME-Li'9'ER-oOs,* a. Having matter like honey. Smart.

MEL'I-CET,* n. A species offish. Crabb.

MfiL'ic-GRiss,* n. A genus of perennial grasses. Farm.

Ency.
MEL-J-CQ-TOON',* n. A sort of peach ; malacatune. Crabb.

MEL'I-LOT, n. [melilotus, L.] The honey lotus
;
a sort of

trefoil or clover.

MEL-I-LO'TVS,* n. [mel and lotus, L.] A plant called the

sweet-scented clover ; melilot. Farm. Ency.
||MEL'IO-RATE, (mel'yo-rat) [me'le-o-rat, W. P. J. Ja. ; me'-

lyo-rat, S. E. F. K. Sm.] v. a. [meliorer, Fr.] \i. MELIORAT-
ED ; pp. MELIORATING, MELIORATED.] To mane better; to

improve ;_to ameliorate.

PIEL'IO-RAT-ER,* 71. One who meliorates. Jinn. Reg.
||MEL-IQ-RA'TIQN, (mel-yo-ra'shun) ?. [Fr.] Act of mel-

iorating ; amelioration; improvement.
fMEL-iOR'l-TY, (mel-yor'e-te) n. State of being better. Ba-

con.

fMELL, v. n. [mSler, se meler, Fr.] To mix ; to meddle Spen
ser.

,
n. [mel, L.] Honey. Warner.

KiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S&N ; BOLL, BUR, RtJLE. ?, ?, <;, g, soft ; K, &, , f, hard ; as Z
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MEL'LATE,* . (CAem.) A salt formed of mellitic acid and
a base. Ure.

MEL-LlF'ER-oBs, a. Producing honey.
MEL-LIF'IC,* a. Making or producing honey. Phillips.

MEL-LI-FI-CA'TION, n. [mellifico, L.] The making or the

production of honey. Arbuthnot. [R.]
MEL-LIF'LU-ENCE, ?i. A flow of honey or sweetness.

MEL-LIF'LV-ENT, ; a. [mel and fluo, L.] Flowing as with

MEL-LfF'LV-oOs, J honey ; flowing with sweetness.
Shak.

MEL-LfG'E-NOtJs,*a. Having the qualities of honey. Smart.

MEL'LI-LITE,* n. (Min.) Same as mellite. Brande.

MEL-LlL'p-QUENT,* a. Speaking sweetly. Maunder. [R.J
MEL'LI-TATE,* n. (CAem.) A compound of mellitic acid
anda base. Turner.

MEL'LITE,* n. [ptXi and Ai'flo?.] (Min.) The honey-stone,
a yellow, crystallized mineral composed of mellitic acid
and alumine. Brande.

MEL-LlT'ic,* a. Relating to the honey-stone. Brande.

MEL'LON,* n. A lemon-yellow substance composed of car-

bon and nitrogen. Brande.

MEL'LOW, (mel'lo) a. Soft with ripeness; fully ripe:
soft in sound

;
soft to the taste, to the touch, or tread, or

to the_eye ;
soft with liquor ; drunk.

MEL'LOW, (mel'lo) v. a. [L MELLOWED
; pp. MELLOWING,

MELLOWED.] To make mellow
;
to soften

;
to ripen ;

to

mature.

MEL'LOW, (mel'low) v. n. To be soft, ripe, or mature.

MEL'LPW-LY,* ad. With mellowness. Mrs. Butler.

MEL'LOW-NESS, n. State of being mellow; softness. Hart.

ML'Lpw-Y, (mel'lo-e) a. Soft; unctuous. Drayton.
MEL-O-CO-TON', n. [melocoton, Sp.] A quince: a kind
of peach ;

malacatune. Bacon.

HME-Lo'Dl-oDs, [me-15'de-us, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; me-lo'dyus, S.

E. F. K. ; me-lo'de-us or ine-16'je-us, W.] a. Having mel-

ody ;
musical ; harmonious.

IIME-Lo'Dj-ous-LY, ad. Musically; harmoniously.
ME-Lo'DJ-oOs-NESS, n. Sweetness of sound

;
musicalness.

MEL'p-DlsT,* n. One versed in melody ;
a musician. Dr.

Mien.

MEL'p-DlZE,* v. a.
[i. MELODIZED ; pp. MELODIZING, MEL-

ODIZED.] To make melodious
;
to reduce to the form of

melody. Langhorne.
IJMEL-O-DRA'MA,* n. Same as melodrame. Dickens.

|JMEL-p-DRA-MAT'ic,* a. Relating to a melodrame. Gent.

Mag.
||MEL-p-DRAM'A-TlsT,* n. One who is versed in melo-
drame. QM. Rev.

HMEL'O-DRAME, [mel'9-dram, Ja. ; me'ty-driim, K. ; m5'-

lo-dram, Sm. ; mel'o-dram, Wb.~\ n. [Fr., from //fAoj and
ipauta.] A dramatic performance accompanied with songs
or music

;
a sort of pantomime.

MEL'O-DY, n. [pcAww*.] The arrangement, in succession,
of different sounds for a single voice or instrument

;
mu-

sic
;
sweetness of sound ; harmony ;

concord.

MEL'ON, n. [melon, Fr.
; melo, L.] A plant of several vari-

eties, and its fruit.

MfiL'pN-THls'TLE, (-si) 71. A plant. Miller.

MEL-P-P<E'IA,* (mel-o-pe'ya) n. The art of melody. Bur-

ney.

MEL'ROE, n. [mel and rose.] The honey of roses.

MELT, v. a. [i. MELTED ; pp. MELTING, MELTED. The old

preterit, molt, is obsolete
;
and the old participle, molten,

is now used only as an adjective.] To change from a solid

to a liquid state
;
to dissolve ; to make liquid ;

to soften
to love or tenderness

;
to waste away.

MELT, v. n. To become liquid ;
to dissolve

;
to be softened

to pity or tenderness
;
to lose substance

;
to be subdued.

MELT, n. See MILT.
MELT'ED,* p. a. Dissolved

; softened; made liquid or
tender.

MELT'ER, n. One who melts metals, &c.
MELT'ING,*P. a. Dissolving; softening; affecting.
MELT'ING, n. Act of dissolving or softening ; inteneration.

MELT'ING-LY, ad. Like something melting.
MELT'ING-NESS, M. Disposition to melt or be softened.

MEL'v-sfNE',* n. [Fr.] An imaginary beautiful nymph or

fairy. Brande.

MEL'WEL, n. A kind offish.

MEM'BER, n. [membrum, L.
; membre, Fr.] A part of any

thing ;
a limb ; a part appendsrit to the body ; a part of a

discourse or period ;
a head

;
a clause

; any part of an in-

tegral ; one of a community, society, or association.

MEM'BERED, (mem'berd) . Having limbs. (fler.) Ap-
'plied to the beak and legs of a bird, when of a different
tincture from the body.

MEM'BER-SHIP, n. State of being a member
; union.

MEM-BRA-NA'CEOUS, (mem-bra-na'shus) a. Constructed as
a membrane

;
membranous. Crabb.

MEM'BRANE, n. [Fr. ; membrana, L.] The expansion of
any of the tissues of the body into a thin layer; a web of
several _sorts of fibres interwoven together.

AfEM-BRA'NE-oDs, a. Consisting of membranes
; membra-

nous. Boyle.

MEM-BRA-NTF'ER-orjs,* a. Having or producing mem-
branes^ Buckland.

MEM-BRA'NI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a membrane
or parchment. Smart.

MEM-BRA-NOL'P-G,* n. The science of the membranes
Crabb.

MEM'BRA-NOUS, a. Relating to or consisting of mem
branes

;
formed as membranes

; mejnbraneous. Ray.
ME-MEN'TO, n. [L.] pi. ME-MEN'TOS. A memorial ; a no-

tice ; a hint. [nd.
ME-MEN'TO Mo'Ri,*[L.]

" Remember death." Macdon-
UME-MOIR', (me-mblr' or mem'war) [me-mbir' or mem'-
war, W. P. F. Ja. ; rne-mbir' or me'mwar, S. ; mem'war,
J. K. Sm.] n. [memoire, Fr.] pi. MEMOIRS. A notice of

something remembered
;
a biographical notice

; a short

essay ; an account of transactions or events familiarly
written, or as they are remembered by the narrator.

||ME-MolR'iST,* n. A writer of memoirs. Carlyle.
MEM-O-RA-BIL'I-A,* n. pi. [L.] Things worthy to be re-
membered or recorded. Ency.

MEM'Q RA-BLE, a. [Fr. ; memorabilis, L.] Worthy of re-
membrance

; signal ; extraordinary ;
remarkable.

MEM'Q-RA-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being memorable.
Ash.

MEM'O-RA-BLY, ad. In a manner worthy of memory.
MEM-O-RAN'DUM, n. [L.] pi. L. MEMORANDA; Eng.
MEMORANDUMS. A note to help the memory ;

a memo-
rial notice.

MEM-Q-RAN'DUM-BOOK,* (-buk) n. A book in which mat-
ters are recorded to assist the memory. Boswell.

fMEM'Q-RATE, v. a. [memoro, L.j To make mention of a

thing. Cockeram.

fMEM^O-RA-TlVE, a. Preserving memory. Hammond.
ME-MO'RI-AL, n. A monument; something to preserve
memory; a remembrancer; an address of solicitation ;

an address containing an exposition of facts and circum-

stances, and soliciting attention to them.

ME-MO'RI-AL, a. Preservative of or contained in memory.
ME-MO'RI-AL-IST, n. One who writes, presents, or signs a
memorial.

ME-MO'RI-AL-IZE,*. a. [i. MEMORIALIZED ; pp. MEMORIAL-
IZING, MEMORIALIZED.] To address by a memorial. CA.
Oft.

ME-MO'RI-A TE^H'NI-CA* [L.] Artificial memory ; a
method of assisting the memory by certain contrivances

;

mnemonics. Scudamore.

fMEM'Q-RlST, n. One who memorizes. Browne.

ME-MdR'i-TER,* ad. [L.] From memory; by heart. EC
Rev.

MEM'<?-RIZE, v. a. [i. MEMORIZED ; pp. MEMORIZING, MEM-
ORIZED.] To record

;
to cause to be remembered. SAa&.

MEM'p-RY, n. [memoria, L.] The power or capacity of hav-

ing what was once present to the senses or the under-

standing, suggested again to the mind, accompanied by a
distinct consciousness of past existence ;

the power of re-

taining or recollecting things past ;
retention ;

remem-
brance

;
reminiscence ; recollection ; exemption from ob-

livion ;
time of knowledge or remembrance ; attention.

fMEM'p-RY, v. a. To lay up in the memory. Chaucer.

MEM'PHI-AN,* a. Relating to Memphis ; Egyptian. Smart.

MEN, n. ; pi. of Man. See MAN.
MEN'ACE, v. a. [menacer, Fr., from minax, minacis, L.] [i.

MENACED; pp. MENACING, MENACED.] To threaten; to

threat.

MEN'ACE, n. [Fr.] A threat; a denunciation of ill.

MEN'A-CER, n._
One who menaces; a threatener.

ME-NAjeH'AN-lTE,* n. (Min.) Ferruginous oxide of tita-

nium. Brande.

MEN'A-CING, n. Act of threatening; threat.

MEN'A-CING-LY,* ad. By the use of threats. Brooke.

ME-NAGE', (nie-nazh') n. [Ft.] A menagery; manege.
Addison. [R.] See MANEGE, and MANAGE.

ME-JJAGE',* (me-n'azh') v. a. To train horses
;
to manege.

Spenser. See MANEGE.
MEN-A^'E-RIE, (me-na'zhe-re) or MEN-AG'E-RY, [men-

azh-er-e'j W. Ja. ; rhe-na'zhe-re, P. K. Sm. ; me-nazh'e-re,
E. ; fnen'a-jer-e, Wb.] n. [Fr.] A collection of foreign or

wild animals ;
'the place in which they are kept.

MEN'A-GSGUE, (men'a-gog) n. [(irjvf.s and a> w.] (Med.~) A
medicine to promote the flux of the menses.

a' Variegated 5 spotted. Cotgrave.

MEND,' v. a. [emcndo, L.] [i.
MENDED

; pp. MENDING, MEND

ED.] To repair from breach or decay ;
to correct ; to

help ; to improve ;
to rectify ;

to reform ;
to amend

; to

emend.
MEND, v. 11. To grow better ;

to advance in any good.

MEND'A-BLE, a. Capable of being mended. Sherwood.

MEN-DA'cioys, (men-da'shus) a. [mendax, mendacis, L.]
False

; lying ;
deceitful ;

fallacious.

MEN-DXg'|-TY, (men-das'e-te) n. A habit of lying ;
a false-

hood ;
a lie; untruth.

MEND'ER, n. One who mends.

MEN'DI-CAN-CY, n. Beggary ; mendicity. Burke.
MEM-BRA'NE-oos, a. Consisting ot membranes; membra- MEND'ER, n. One who menas.

nous. Boyle. MEN'DI-CAN-CY, n. Beggary ; mendicity. Burke.
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. [mendicans, L.] Begging ; poor to a

state of beggary ; belonging to a begging fraternity.

MEN'DI-CANT, n. A beggar ;
one of a begging fraternity.

fMEN'r>i-CATE, v. a. [mendico, L.J To beg; to ask alms
Cockeram.

MEN-DI-CA'TIQN,* n. The act of begging. Browne.

MEN-Dlc'l-TY, n. [mendicitas, L.] Act of begging; habit

of begging; condition of habitual beggars; mendicancy
tMEND'MENT, n. Amendment. Bp. Gordon.

MEN-DO'9AN,* (men-do'sanz) n. pi. The natives of the

Marquesas. Earnshaw.

|M_END, n. for Amends. Shale.

ME'NE.* A Chaldaic word, which is used in Daniel, and
signifies numeration. Dr. A. Clarke.

MEN-HA'DEN,*7i. A fish. Storer. See MANHADEN.
ME'NJ-AL, a. Belonging to a train of servants; low with

respect to office or employment ;
servile.

ME'NI-AL, n. One of a train of servants; a domestic ser-

vant.

MEN'IL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral allied to opal. Brande.

ME-NIN'^E?, n. pi. [/*r/j'i>.] (Anat.) Two membranes
that envelop the brain, called the pia mater and duramater.

ME-Nls'cAL,* a. Relating to a meniscus. Enfield.

ME-NIS'CVS,* n. A lens, convex on one side, and concave
on the other. Brande.

MEN-J-SPER'MUM,* re. (Bot.) A genus of plants, having
fruit of a crescent-like form. P. Cyc.

MEN'I-VER, n. [menu-vair, Fr.j A small Russian animal
with fine_white fur; the fur itself. Chaucer.

MEN'NQN-ITE,* n. One of the followers of Menno, a con-

temporary of Luther, who held opinions similar to those
of the Anabaptists. P. Cyc.

ME-NOL'P-^V, n. [nr)vo\'6fiov.] A register of months.

Stillingjleet.

MEN'Q-POME,* re. An amphibious animal. Brande.

MEN'6w,_n. A fish. See MINNOW.
MEN'-PLEA'ER, n. One too careful to please ;

a flatterer.

MEN'-PLEA-ING,* n. Act of endeavoring to please oth-

ers, or to gain popular favor. Milton.

MEN'SA ET THO'RO,* [L.] (Law) "From board and bed."
A divorce a mensa et thoro, is when the parties are

allowed to live separate, though the marriage is not dis-

solved. Whishaw.

MEN'SAL, a. [mensalis, L.] Belonging to or transacted at

table. Richardson. Monthly. Month. Rev.

MENSE, n. Propriety ; decency ;
manners. Brockett. [Pro-

vincial, north of England.]
MENSE'FOL, a. Graceful

; mannerly. Brockett. [Local.]
MENSE'LESS, a. Indecent ; uncivil. Brockett. [Local.]
MEN'SES,* n.pl. [L.] Months. (Med.) The catamenial or

monthly discharges. Crabb.

MEN'STRU-AL, a, [nenstrutu, L.] Monthly; happening
once a month; lasting a month; pertaining to a men-
struum.

MEN'STRV-ATE,* v. n. [i. MENSTRUATED ; pp. MENSTRUAT-
ING, MENSTRUATED.] To discharge the menses. Med.
Journ.

MEN-STRU-A'TION,* n. The flow of the menses. Crabb.

MEN'STRV-OIJS, a. Monthly ; having the catamenia.

MEN'STRV-OM, n. [L.] pi. MEN'STRV-A. A fluid substance
which dissolves a solid body ;

a solvent.

MENS-V-RA-BIL'I-TY, n. Capacity of being measured.

MENS'V-RA~BLE,. (mens'yu-ra-bl) [men'shu-ra-bl, W. P.

J. F. K.' Sm.; men'su-ra'-bl, Ja.] a. [mensura, L.] That
may be measured

; measurable.

MENS'V-RA-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being mensurable.
Ash.

MENS'U-RAL, (mens'yu-ral) a. Relating to measure.

fMENS'u-RATE, v. a. To measure. Bailey.

MEN-SU-RA'TION, n. Act of measuring; measurement.

(Geom.) The art or act of ascertaining the extension,
solidity, and capacity of bodies, by measuring lines and

angles.

MEN'TAL, a. [mental, Fr.
; mentis, L.] Relating to the

mind
; existing in the mind ; intellectual

; ideal.

MEN'TAL-LY, ad. Intellectually ;
in the mind.

MEN-Ti-ctJLT'u-RAL,* a. Cultivating the mind. Maun-
der. [R.]

MEN'TIQN, (men'shun) n. [mention, Fr.
; mcntio, L.] Act

of mentioning ;
notice or remark signified by words, oral

or written
;
a recital

;
hint.

MEN/TIQN, (men'shun) v. a. [mentionner, Fr.] [i. MEN-
TIONED; pp. MENTIONING, MENTIONED.] To notice Or

signify in words
;
to express ;

to name.

MEN'TIQN-A-BLE,* a. That may be mentioned. Qw. Rev.

MEN'TOR,*'n. The faithful friend of Ulysses: a wise
counsellor. Fenelon.

MEN-TO'RI-AL,* a. Containing advice
;
monitorial. Smart.

ME-PHIT'IC, ) a. [mephitis, L.] Relating to mephitis ;

ME-PHIT'I-CAL, j
foul

;
noxious.

ME-PHI'TIS,* [me-fi'tis, Amsworth, Crabb, Brande,_ Dun-
glison; mef'j-tis^ Sm. K. Wb.} n. [L.] pi. ME-PHI'TE,
( Chem.) A noxious exhalation, particularly applied to car-

bonic acid gas. Brande.

MEPH'I-TIM,* n. Any noxious exhalation ; mephitis
Dunglison.

fME-RA'cioys, (rae-ra'shus) a. [meracus, L.] Strong j

racy. Bailey.

fMER/CA-BLE, a. [mercor, L.] That maybe sold or bought.
Bailey.

^MER-CAN-TAN' TE, [mer'kan-t&nt, W. P.; mer'kan-tan-
ta, Ja. ; mer-kan-tan'ta, K. Sm.] n. [mercatante, It.]A foreign trader ; a merchant. Shak.

MER'CAN-TILE, [mer'kan-til, W. J. F. Ja. ; mer'kan-til,
E. K. Sm.] a. Relating to trade or commerce; trading j

commercial. ftS" This word is often incorrectly pro-
nounced in this country, mcr-can'tile and mer' can-tile' ;

but these modes have no countenance from the orthoe-

pists.

MER-cXp'TAN,* n. (Chem.) A liquid composed of sulphur,
carbon, and hydrogen, which acts powerfully on mer-
cury. Brande.

jMER'cAT, n. [mercatus, L.] Market; trade. Sprat.

JMER'CA-TURE, n. [mercatura, L.] Commerce. Bailey.

MER'CE'-NA-RI-NESS, n. Quality of being mercenary;
venality.

MER'CE-NA-RY, a. [mercenaire, Fr. ; mercenarius, L.]
Serving for pay; venal; hired; sold for money; sor-
did

; avaricious
;
too studious of profit.

MER'CE-NA-RY, n. A hireling ; one serving for pay.
MER'cER,'n. [merrier, Fr.] One who deals in silks and
woollen cloths.

MER'CER-SHTP, n. The business of a mercer. Howell.

MER'CER-Y, n. [mercerie, Fr.] Trade, goods, or wares of
mercers.

fMER'CHAND, c. n. [marchander, Fr.] To transact by
traffic. Bacon.

MER'CHAN-DIE, n. [marckandise, Fr.] Traffic; commerce}
trade

; goods ;
wares

;
commodities

; any thing to be

bought or sold.

MER'CHA]V-D!E, v. n. To trade
;
to traffic. Harmar.

tMER'CHAN-DRY, n. Merchandise. Bp. Sanderson.

MERCHANT, [mer'chant, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.;
mar'chant, S.1 n. [marchant, old Fr., then marcJiand,
from mercans, L.] One who traffics to foreign countries

;

one who carries on commerce; an iirporter; a wholesale
trader. [fA ship of trade. Dryden.'} In the U. S.

merchant is often used for a retail-trader. 3=
" Mr.

Sheridan pronounces the e, in the first syllable of this

word, like the a in march ; and it is certain that about

thirty years ago, [i.
e. 1770,] this was the general pro-

nunciation ; but since that time the sound of a has been

gradually wearing away ;
and the sound of e is so fully

established, that the former is now become gross and
vulgar, and is only to be heard among the lower orders
of people. Sermon, service, &c., are still pronounced by
the vulgar as if written sarmon and sarvice ; but this

analogy is now totally exploded, except with respect to

clerk, serjeant, and a few proper names." Walker. See
CLERK, and SERJEANT. .

MER'CHANT,* a. Relating to trade or commerce. P. Cyc.
tMER'CHANT, v. n. To traffic. L. Addison.

MER'CHANT-A-BLE, a. Passing current in trade; fit to be

bought or sold ; marketable.

MER'CHANT-LIKE, a. Like a merchant. Ainsworth.

tMER'CHANT-LY, a. Relating to a merchant. Bp. Gauden.

MER'cHANT-MXN,n.;pZ. MERCHANT-MEN. A merchant-

ship ;
a ship of trade. Bp. Taylor.

MER'cHANT-SHlP,* re. A ship engaged in commerce.
Swift.

MER'CHANT-TAI'LQR,* n. A tailor who furnishes cloths
and other materials for the garments which he makes.
Ency.

JMER'CHET,* n. (Law) A fine anciently paid in England
by inferior tenants to lords, for liberty to dispose of their

daughters in marriage. Whishaw.

fMER'ci-A-BLE, (mer'se-a-bl) a. Merciful. Gower.

MER'CVFGL, a. Full of mercy; compassionate; tender
j

kind; gracious; benignant.
MER'CI-FOL-LY, ad. In a merciful manner; tenderly.
MER'CI-FUL-NESS, n. Tenderness; willingness to spare.

JMER'CI-FY, v. a. To pity. Spenser.

MER'CI-LESS, a. Void of mercy ;
hard-hearted

;
cruel.

MER'CKLESS-LY, ad. In a merciless manner.
MER'CI-LESS-NESS, n. Want of mercy or pity.

MER-CU'RI-AL, a. [mercurialis, L.] Consisting of mercury j

containing mercury or quicksilver ;
active

; sprightly :

giving intelligence.

fMER-cu'Ri-AL, n. An active, sprightly, gay person.
Bacon.

MER-CU'RI-AL-YST, n. One under the influence of Mer-

cury ;
one resembling Mercury in character. Dean

King:
MER-CU'RI-AL-IZE, v. n. [fTo be humorous, gay, or

spirited. Cotgrave.] v. a. To render mercurial; to im-

pregnate with mercury.
MBR-CU'RI-AL-LY,* ad. In a mercurial manner. Hawkins.

MER-cu'Ri-Ai,?, n.pl. (Med.) Preparations of mercury.
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MER-CU-RI-FJ-CA'TIQN, n. Act of mercurifying. Boyle. [R.]
MER-CU'RI-FY,* v. a. To impregnate with mercury ;

to
obtain mercury from by means of a lens. Boyle. [R.]

MER'CV-RY, n. [Mcrcurius, L.] (Mythology) An ancient
heathen deity, the messenger of the gods. (Jstron.)
The planet which is nearest to the sun. (Chem.) A
metal, which is fluid at common temperatures ; quick-
silver. Sprightliness ; sprightly qualities : a messen-

ger ;
an intelligencer ; a carrier of news

;
a newspaper.

MER'CV-RY, n. [mercurialis, L.] (Bot.) A plant. Hill.

fMER'cv-RY, v. a. To wash with a preparation of mer-

cury. B. Jonson.

MER'cV-RV'S-FlN-gER, re. Wild saffron.

MER'CY, n. [merci, FT.] Tenderness towards an offender
;

favor or kindness to one who deserves punishment ;

pity ; willingness to spare and save
; clemency ; grace ;

pardon ; power of being merciful.

MER'CY-SEAT, n. The covering of the ark of the cove-

nant, in which the tables of the law were deposited,
which was deemed the special throne of God: the
throne of God.

*MERD, n. [merde, Fr.
; merda, L.] Ordure. Burton.

MERE, a. [merus, L.] That or this only ;
such and nothing

else
;
this only ; absolute ;

entire.

MERE, n. A pool; a large pool; a lake; as, Wlnander
mere. Camden. [/m/>o>, to divide.] A boundary; a

ridge. Spenser.

fMERE, v. a. To limit; to bound ; to divide. Spenser.
MERE'LY, ad. Simply ; only ; solely ; barely; absolutely.

tMERE'-STONE,* n. A stone to mark a boundary. Wood.

MER-E-TRl"ciOUS, (mer-e-trish'us) a. [meretricius, mere-

trix, L.} Alluring by false show, as the finery and
complexion of a harlot

;
lewd

;
false

;
fallacious

; gaudy.
MER-E-TR!"CIOVS-LY, (me"r-e-trish'us-le) ad. In a mere-

tricious manner
; whorishly. Burke'.

MER-E-TRI"CIOVS-NESS, (mSr-e-trish'us-nes) n. False

allurement, like that of prostitutes.

MER-GXN'SER,* n. (Ornith.) A sort of water fowl;
goosander. Pennant.

MERGE, (me'rj) v. a. [mergo, L.] [7. MERGED ;pp. MERGING,
MERGED.] To immerge ;

to immerse
;
to plunge ; to in-

volve. J. Harris.

MERGE, v. n. To be swallowed up or lost
;
to be sunk.

MERG'ER,* n. He or that which merges. (Law) The act

of merging or being merged. Blackstone.

ME-Rln'i-AN, [me-rid'e-an, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; me-rid'yan. E.
F. K.I me-rid'e-an or me-rid'je-an, W.\ me-rfdzh'un,
S.] n. [meridicn, Fr.

; meridies, L.] Noon ; midday : an

imaginary great circle of the sphere, passing through the
earth's axis and the zenith of the spectator: the ter-

restrial meridian is an imaginary great circle passing
through the poles, and perpendicular to the equator:
the highest place or point of any thing : place relatively
to other situations.

ME-R!D'I-AN, a. Being at the point of noon ; extended
from north to south

;
raised to the highest point.

ME-RID'I-<?-NXL, [me-rid'e-o-nal, W. P. J. Ja.; me-rid'-

yun-al, S. F. K. Sm.] a. [Fr.] Relating to the meridian
;

southern ; southerly ; having a southern aspect.

ME-RTD-I-QN-XL'I-TY, n. Position in or aspect towards the
south.

,-ME-RlD'l-0-NiL-LY, ad. In the direction of the meridian.

MR'IL, n. pi. [merellcs, Fr.] A boyish game, called five-

netiny morris. See MORRIS.

JflE-.t'NO,* n. [Sp.] A species of sheep, originally raised
in Spain, noted for the superior fineness of their wool;
cloth made of the wool. Brande.

ME-Ri'NO,* a. Noting a species of fine-woolled sheep.
Parry.

MfiR'lT, n. [meritum, L.
; merite, Fr.] Desert

; excellence

deserving honor or reward ; worth
; reward deserved

;

claim
; right ;

desert of good or evil.

MfiR'lT, v. a. [meriter, Fr.] [i. MERITED; pp. MERITING,
MERITED.] To deserve

;
to have a right to claim any

thing as deserved
;
to earn ; to be entitled to.

fMER'rr-A-BLE, a. Deserving of reward. B. Jonson.

MfeR-l-Tp'Rl-oDs, a. [ineritoire, Fr.] Having merit
; worthy ;

deserving of reward.

MER-i-To'Ri-oOs-LY, ad. In a meritorious manner.
MER-i-TO'Ri-oCs-NESS, n. The state of being meritori-
ous ;

desert.

tMER'l-Tp-RY, a. Meritorious. Gower.
MER'l-TOTj w. A play used by children, in swinging
themselves on ropes or the like, till giddy. Speght.

MERK,* n. An ancient Scotch silver coin, of the value
of 13.9. 4d. sterling; not now current. Jamieson.

MER'KIN,* n. A mop to clear cannon with. Crabb.

MERLE, n. [Fr. ; merula, L.] A blackbird. Drayton.
MER'LIN, n. [merlin, Teut.] A kind of hawk. Bale.

MER'LdN,* Ti. (Fort.) The part of a parapet, or epaule-
ment, included between f.vp embrasures. Brande.

MER'MAID, n. [mer and maid.] A sea-woman
; a fabled

animal, the fore part woman, the hinder part fish. The
animals, whose appearance, when seen at a distance,

has been supposed to have originated the idea of the

mermaid, are the cetaceous dugong and manatee.

MER'MAID'^-TRUM-PET, n. A kind of fish, jimsworth.

MER'MXN, n. ; pi. MERMEN. The male of the mermaid.
ME-ROP'I-DXN,* n. (Ornith.) One of a family of insesso-

rial birds, of which the bee-eater is the type. Brande.

ME'ROPS,* 71. [L.] (Ornith.) A genus of birds; the bee-
eater. P. Cyc.

ME'ROS,* B. [Gr.] (Jrch.) The plane face between the
channels in the tri glyphs of the Doric order. Brande.

MER'RI-LY, ad. Gayly; airily; cheerfully; with mirth.

MER'RI-MENT, n. Mirth; gayety ; cheerfulness ; laughter.
MER'KI-NESS, n. Mirth

; merry disposition. Shak. [R.]
MER'RY, a. Gay; mirthful; loudly cheerful; jovial;
laughing; causing mirth or laughter; brisk. To make
merry, to be jovial.

MER'RY, n. The wild, red cherry. Todd.

MER'RY-AN'DREW, n. A zany; a buffoon: so named
from Andrew Borde, a physician in Henry VIII.'s time,
who attracted notice by facetious speeches to the multi-
tude.

MER'RY-MAKE, n. A festival
;
a meeting of mirth. Spen-

MER'RY-MAKE, v. n. To feast; to be jovial. Gay.
MER'RY-MAK-iNG,*.n. A convivial entertainment; a mer-

ry bout
or_

festival. Jodrell.

MER'RY-MEET-ING, n. A meeting for mirth
; a festival.

MER'RY-THOUGHT, (-thawt) n. A forked bone at the neck
of a fowl, which two persons pull at in play, when the
one who breaks off the longest part has the omen of
being first married. Echard.

MER'SIQN, (mer'shun) re. [mersio, L.] Act of merging;
immersion.

ME-Rtf'LI-DAN,* re. [merula, L.] (Ornith.) One of a family
of birds

;
the thrush. Brande.

MER-Y-CQ-THE'RI-OM,* re. A genus of extinct fossil mam-
mals. P. Cyc.

MESCH'-FAT,* re. A mashing vessel for brewing. Crabb.

ME-SEEM', impersonal verb. (An old phrase for) it seems
to me

;
methinks. Sidney.

ME-SEM-BRY-XN'THE-MtJM,* re. (Bot.) A genus of succu-
lent plants from the Cape of Good Hope, many of which
have beautiful flowers. Brande.

ME-EN-TER'IC, a. Relating to the mesentery.
ME'EN-TER-Y, (mez'en-ter-e) n. [psaEvriptuv..] (Jnat.)A membrane by which the intestines are attached to the
vertebra.

ME-E-RA'IC, a. [/iro-dpaiof.] Belonging to the mesentery ;

mesenteric. Browne.

MESH, n. [maesche, D.] The space between the threads of
a net

;
interstice of a net. Carew.

MESH, 75. a. [L MESHED ; pp. MESHING, MESHED.] To catch
in a net; to insnare.

MESH'Y, a. Having meshes
;
reticulated.

MES'L-IN, (meVljn) n. Mixed corn
; as, wheat and rye ;

maslin. Hooker. A union of flocks. London.
ME-MR'IC,* a. Relating to mesmerism or animal mag-
netism. Chambers.

MEs'MER-IM,* re. Another term for animal magnetism,
magnetic sleep, somnambulism, or clairvoyance, so called

from Anthony J\fesmer, who first brought it into notice at

Vienna, about the year 1776. Brande.

ME'MER-!ST,* re. One who practises mesmerism. Marli-
neau.

ME'MER-!ZE,* v. a. [i. MESMERIZED
; pp. MESMERIZING,

MESMERIZED,] To put into a state of mesmeric or unnat-
ural sleep. Dr. J. Elliotson.

ME'MER-IZ-ER,* n. One who mesmerizes. Townsend.

MESNE,* (men) a. (Law) Middle; intervening; interme-

diate, as one between a tenant and his superior lord.

Mesne process, an intermediate process, which issues

pending the suit, or which intervenes between the be-

inning and end of a suit. Hamilton.

S-Q-CO'LQN,* re. (rfnat.) The mesentery of the colon.

Brande._
MES'O-LABE,* re. An instrument employed by the ancients

to find two mean proportionals between two given
lines. Brande.

MESOI..E,* re. (Min.) A mineral which occurs massive,
globular, or reniform, found in Sweden and the Faroe
Islands. P. Cyc.

MES-O-LEU'CQS, re. [/^o-dXsu^oj.] A precious stone, black,
with a streak of white in the middle. Diet.

MES-Q-LOG'A-RITIIM, re. [/*fajf, Adj/o?, and <ipiO/jt6s.] A
logarithm of the co-sine, or anti-logarithm; or a logarithm
of the co-tangent, or differential logarithm. Harris.

MES'Q-LYTE,* n. (Min.) A hydrated silicate of alumina,
lime, and soda; called also needle-stone. Brande.

ME-SOM'E-LAS, [me-som'e-las, K. Sm. fVT>. ; me-s5'me-las,
Ja.; mes-o-7ne'las, Ash.] n. [/jeo-oncXus.] A precious

stone, with a black vein parting every color in the midst.

MES-QM-PHA/L,I-ON,* n. (Jlnat.) The middle navel. Crabb.

MES-Q-THO'RAX,* n. The middle thorax or trunk of an
insect. Roget.
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MES'O-TYPE,* 7t. (Min.) A hydrated silicate of alumina
and soda

;
called also natrolite. Brande.

fMES-PRiSE', -n. [mapris, old Fr.] Contempt; scorn.

Spenser.

MESS, n. [mass, Ger.] A dish
;
a quantity of food sent to

table together, or for a certain number; a hotch-potch;
a mixture

;
an allowance of food

;
an ordinary, as of

military men : a number of persons who eat together at

the same table; a company; a crew : a medley; a
mass

;
a set.

MESS, v. n. [i. MESSED
; pp. MESSING, MESSED.] To take

meals in common with others
; to contribute to support

a common table ; to eat
;
to feed.

MES'SAGE, n. [Fr.] An errand; a mission; any thing
committed to another to be told to a third. (V. S.) An
address or communication of a president, or a governor,
on public affairs, to the legislature.

IMKn'sA-frER,* n. [Fr.] A messenger. Oower.

MES'SEN-^ER, n. [messager, Fr.] A bearer of a message ;

an emissary. (Naut.) A hawser or small cable wound
round the capstan.

MES-sI'AD,* n. The modern epic poem of Germany, writ-

ten by Klopstock, relating to the sufferings and triumph
of the Messiah. Brande.

MES-SI'AH, n. The Hebrew of the Greek word Christ; the

Anointed
;
the Christ.

MES-si'AH-SHlP, 7i. The office of the Messiah. Soutk.

MES-SI-AN'IC,* a. Relating to the Messiah. EC. Rev. [R.]

MESSIEURS, (mesh'urz or mes'yerz) [mes'surz, S. ; mesh'-
shorz or mesh-sh6rz', W. ; mes'serz, P. ; mesh-shurz',
J. ; mes-serz', E. ; mesh'urz, F. ; mesh'sherz, Ja. ; mes'-

yerz, Sm.] n. [Fr. ; pi. of monsieur or Mr.] Sirs
; gentle-

men
; plural of Mr. ; abbreviated to Messrs. See MAS-

TER.

MESS'MATE, n. One who eats at the same table.

MES'SQ-RE-LIEF',* n. Francis. See MEZZO-RILIBVO.
MES'SUAGE, (mes'swaj) n. [messuafivm, low L.] (Law}
The dwelling-house, adjoining land, offices, &c., appro-
priated to the use of the household

;
the site of a manor.

MES-TEE',* n. (West Indies) The offspring of a white and
a quadroon : written also mustee. P. Cyc.

MES-TI'NO,* n. The offspring of a Spaniard or Creole and
a native Indian ; a mestizo. Brande^

MES-Ti'z5,* n. [Sp.] pi. MES-Tl'ZO. (Spanish America)
The offspring of a Spaniard or white person and an
American Indian ; a mestino. Murray.

ME-SYM'NI-CUM,* n. A repetition at the end of a stanza;
refrain. Walker.

MET, i. &,p. from Meet. See MEET.
MET,* 7i. A measure of four pecks. Hunter. [Provincial,

Eng.]
META,* [ucTd.] A prefix in words of Greek origin, signify-

ing beyond, over, after, with, between ; frequently answer-

ing to the Latin trans. Smart,

ME-TAJB'A-sIs, n [Gr.] (Rhet.) A figure by which the
orator passes from one thing to another

;
a transition.

ME-TAB'Q-LA, n. [uTa.3o\n.] (Mcd.) A change of time,
air, or disease.

MET-A-BO'LI-AN,* n. (Ent.) An insect that undergoes a

metamorphosis. Kirby.
MET-A-CAR'PAL, a. Belonging to the metacarpus. Sharp.
MET-A-CAR'pys, n. [utTaicdpiriov.] (Anat.) The part of

the hand between the wrist and the fingers.

ME-TAj0H'R9-NfM, (me-tak'ro-nizm) n. [uerd and xpovS-]
An error in chronology by placing an event after its prop-
er time.

MET'A-CIM,* n. The too frequent occurrence of the letter

m. Maunder.
MET-A-GXL'LATE,* n. A salt formed from metagallic acid
and 'a base. P. Cyc.

MET-A-GAL/LIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained by
a partial decomposition of gallic acid. P. Cyc.

ME'TAGE, n. Measurement of coals
; price of measuring.

MET-A-GRAM'MA-Ti'iM, n. [fisra and ypdjiua.] The art or

practice of transposing letters so as to form new words
;

anagrammatism.
MET'AL, (met'tl or met'al) [met'tl, S. W. P. E. Wb.;

met'al, F. Ja. K. Sm.; met'tul, J.] n. [Fr. ; metallum, L.]
An undecompounded body, of peculiar lustre, insoluble
in water, fusible by heat, and capable, in the state of an

oxide, of uniting with acids, and forming with them me-
tallic salts. The metals known to the ancients were
seven, viz. : gold, silver, iron, copper, mercury, lead, and
tin

;
but chemical science now reckons forty-two metals.

Brande. [Courage ; spirit. Clarendon. See METTLE.]
MET-A-L,EP'SIS,n. [/4raX)lZ/(f.]pi.MET-A-LEP'SE. (Rhct.)
A continuation of a trope in one word through a succes-
sion of significations.

MET-A-LEP'TIC,* ) a. Acting transversely ; relating to

MET-A-LEP'TI-CAL,* \ metalepsis. Maunder.

MET-A-LEP'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In a metaleptical manner.
MET'AL-I/ED, (mut'tld) a. See METTLED.
ME-TAL'LIC, a. Relating to metal; containing metal;

consisting of metal; resembling metal.

MET
ME-TAI/LI-CAL, a. Metallic. Wotton. [R.]
MET-AL-LiF'ER-OL'S, a. [metallam and/cro, L.] Producing

metals. Bailey.

ME-TXL'L,I-FOR>I,* a. Having the form of a metal. Smart.

MET'AL-LINE, [met'al-lin, W. J. Wb. ; met'al-lin, E. F.;
me-tal'ljn, S. Ash; me-tal'lln or met'al-lin, Ja. K.] a. Im-
pregnated with metal

; consisting of metal
;
metallic.

MET'AL-LIST, n. A worker in, or one skilled in, metals.

MET-AL-LI-ZA'TIQN,* n. [metallisation, Fr.] Act of chang-
ing into metal. Francis.

MET'AL-LIZE* v. a.
[i. METALLIZED;^. METALLIZING,

METALLIZED.] To give a substance metallic qualities.
Smart.

MET-AL-L-ojeH'RO-MY,* n. The art of coloring metals
JVobili.

MET-AL-LOG'RA-PHY, n. [metallum, L., and ypd<pw, Gr.]
An account or description of metals.

MET'AL-LOID,* n. (Chem.) Anon-metallic, inflammable

body, as sulphur, phosphorus, &.c. ; applied also to the
metallic bases of the fixed alkalies and alkaline earths.

Brande.

MET'AL-Loto,* a. Relating to metalloid ;
like metal. Buck-

land.

MET-AL-LUR'GIC,* ) a. Relating to metallurgy. EC.

MET-AL-LUR'^I-CAI,,* }
Rev.

MET'AL-LUR-GisTJ n. A worker in metals.

MET'AL-LUR-GY, [met'al-liir-je, W. P. E. F. K. Sm. Ash,
Wares, Wb. ; me-tal'lur-je, J. Ja. Johnson ; met-al-liir'je,

S.] n. [metallum, L., and 'epyov, Gr.] The art of working
metals, or separating them from their ores.

MET'AL-MAN, n. A worker in metals.

MET-A-MOR'PHIC,* a. Noting change ; changeable.
(Min.) Noting a class of rocks, called also stratified pri-

mary rocks. Lyell.

MET-A-MOR'PIIIZE,* v. a. To transform
;

to metamor-

phose. Wollaston.

MET-A-MOR'PHOSE, (met-a-mor'fps) v. a. [//ra//op$<>o>.]

[i. METAMORPHOSED
J pp. METAMORPHOSING, METAMOR-

PHOSED.] To change the form or shape of.

MET-A-MOR'PHQSE,* . A transformation
; metamorpho-

sis. Thompson.
MET-A-MOR'PHO-SER, n. One who metamorphoses.
MET-A-MOR'PHQ-SJC, a. Transforming ; changing form.

MET-A-MOR'PHQ-SfS, 71. [utra^pfiuaiS.] pi. MET-A-MOR'-
PHQ-SE. Transformation

; change of form or shape.
MET'A-PH<?R, n. [usTatpopd.] (Rhet.) A comparison or sim-

ile comprised in a word
;
a figure by which a word is

transferred from a subject to which it properly belongs,
to another, in such a manner that a comparison is implied,

though not formally expressed ; as,
" the silver moon "

is

a metaphor;
" moon bright as silver," a comparison.

MET-A-PHOR'IC, ) a. Relating to or partaking of meta-

MET-A-PHOR'I-CAL, ] phor ; not literal; figurative.

MET-A-PHOR'I-CAL-LY, ad. Figuratively ;
not literally.

MET-A-PHOR'I-CAL-NESS,* n. duality of being metaphor-
ical. Jish.

ME-TlPH'p-RtST, or MET'A-PHOR-fST, [me-tafo-rist,
Todd, Maunder ; met'a-for-ist, K. Wb. ; met'a-f or-jst, Sm.]
n. A maker of metaphors.

MET'A-PHRASE, (met'a-fraz) n. [uT<i([>paori$.] A transfer

of phrases or idioms, without alteration, into another lan-

guage ;
a mere verbal translation.

MK-TAPH'RA-SIS,* n. [Gr.] A merely verbal translation ;

a metaphrase. Crabb.

MET'A-PIIRAST, n. [/jfira0pa<rr?ff.]
A maker of a meta-

phrase ;
a literal translator

;
an interpreter.

MET-A-PHRXS'TIC, a. Close in interpretation ; literal.

MET-A-piiY'i-c9-THE-9-Lo&'i-CAL,,* a. Embracing met-

aphysics and theology. D'Isradi.

MET-A-PHY'ic, n. Same as metaphysics. Watts. [R.]

MET-A-PHY'IC, ) a. Versed in metaphysics; relating

MET-A-PHYS'I-CAL, j
to metaphysics; existing only in

thought ;
abstract

; general ; beyond nature
; supernatural.

MET-A-PHY'I-CAL-L,Y, ad. In a metaphysical manner.

MET-A-PHY-s/fciAN, (met-a-fc-zlsh'an) n. One versed in

metaphysics.
MET-A-pHYf-f'ics, (met-a-f iz'jks) n. pi. [jueTWMcfc] The
philosophy of mind, as distinguished from that of matter;
a science of which the object is to explain the principles

jiad-causes .of all things existing: according to Brande,
"the science which regards the ultimate grounds of be-

ing, as distinguished from its phenomenal modifications ;"
a speculative science which soars beyond the bounds of

experience: intellectual philosophy; ontology; psy-

chology.

ME-TAPH'y-sTs,*7i. Transformation
; metamorphosis. Ham-

ilton.

MET'A-PL,XM, n. [u^ra^aff^s.] (Rhet.) A figure by
which words or letters are transposed contrary to their

natural order.

ME-TXS'TA-SIS, n. [uSTUffTturiS.] pi. ME-TXS'TA-SE.

(Mcd.) The removal of the seat of a disease from one

place to another.

MET-A-STXT'IC,* a. Relating to metastasis. Dunglison.
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MET-A-T\R'sAL,, a. Belonging to the metatarsus. Sharp.

MT-A-TAR'svs, n . [fisra and rurxrdj.] (Atiat.) The in-

step ;
the sole of the foot between the toes and the ankle.

ME-TXTH'E-SIS, n. ; pi. ME-TXTH'E-S. (Rkct.) The
transposition of words or letters.

MET-A-THET'I-CAL,* d. Relating to, or containing, trans-

position. Forby.
MET-A-THO'RAX,* n. [Gr.] The third thorax or trunk of
an insect. Roget.

MET'A-TOME,* . (Arch.) The space between one dentil

and the next. Brande.

METE, v. a. [metior. L.] [i.
METED

; pp. METING, METED.]
To measure ; to reduce to measure.

tME-TEMP'SY-H6E, v. a. To translate from body to

body. Peacham.

ME-TEMp-SY-jenS'sis, (me-temp-se-k5'sis) n. [itTC*f&-
X**tf.l The transmigration of th'e soul from one body
to another, or through different successive bodies.

MET-EMP-TO'SIS,* n. A falling or happening a day after

the time, or "the day after the fair." Brande.

ME'TE-QR, [me'te-ur, P. J. Ja. K. Sm. ; me'tyur, S. E. F. ;

me'te-ur or m5'che-ur, W.] n. [/icrswpa.] Any natural

phenomenon in the atmosphere or clouds
;
a fiery or lu-

minous body occasionally seen moving rapidly through
the atmosphere ;

a fire-ball, called also a falling star :

anything that transiently dazzles or strikes with wonder.

ME-TE-OR'IC,* a. Relating to meteors; bright, dazzling,
and transient. Brande.

ME-TE-OR'|-CAL,* a. Meteoric. Bp. Hall.

ME'TE-PR-ITE,* n. A meteoric stone
;
a
meteprolite. Ure.

(ME'TE-OR-IZE,* v. n. To ascend in evaporation. Evelyn.

ME-TElp-ROG'RA-pHY,* n. A description of the weather
;

meteorology. Month. Rev.

ME-TE-OR'Q-LITE,* [me-te-or'o-llt, Sm- m5'te-9-ro-Ht, K.

Wb.] n. (Min.) A meteoric stone ;
a semi-metallic mass

falling from the atmosphere. Brande.

ME-TE-Q-RQ-LOG'IC,* a. Meteorological. Smart.

ME-TE-p-R<j)-L6<^'i-CAL, a. Relating to the atmosphere
and its phenomena : 'relating to meteorology ; registering
the weather.

ME-TE-Q-ROL'P-GTST, n. One versed in meteorology.
ME-TE-P-ROL'P'-GY, n. [pterswpa and At/w.] The science

of meteors; the science of the atmosphere and its vari-

ous phenomena, particularly the state of the weather.

ME-TE-OR'P-MXN-CY,* n. Divination by meteors. Smart.

ME-TE-OR'O-SCOPE',* or ME-TE'P-RP-SCOPE,* [me-te'o

ro-skop, W. ; me'te-or'<?-skop, Sm.] n. An instrument for

taking the magnitude and distances of heavenly bodies.

ME-TE-pR-6s'cp-py,* 7i. That part of astronomy which
treats of the differences of the remote heavenly bodies,
their distances, &c. Crabb.

?

tME-TE'p-ROiis, a. Having the nature of a meteor. Milton.

MET'ER, n. One who metes or measures
; as, a coal-meter,

a land-meter.
METE '-STICK,* n. (JVaut.) A staff to measure the height
of the hold of a ship, and to level the ballast. Crabb.

fMETE'wAND, (-wond) n. A meteyard. Ascham.

JMETE'YARD, n. A measuring rod
;
a yard.

ME-THEG'JLTN, n. [meddyglyn, Welsh.] A beverage made
of honey and water, fermented by yeast.

ME-THINKS', v. impersonal, [i. METHOUGHT.] I think
;

it

seems to me. Spenser. Addison.

METH'OD, n. [pfdodns.] A suitable or convenient arrange
ment with a view to some end

;
a regular order; way;

manner
; system ;

rule
;
mode ; regularity.

ME-THOD'IC, a. [mcthodique, Fr.] Having method ; regu-
lar ; methodical.

ME-TiiSo'i-CAL, a. Having method; regular; orderly;
systematic ;

exact
;
methodic.

ME-THOD'I-CAL-L, ad. According to method and order.

METii'pD-lijfM, n. The system or principles of the Meth-
odists.

METH'PD-IST, n. An observer of method. (Med.) A phy-
sician who practises by method or rule. (Theol.) One
of a religious denomination, who date their rise from 1729,
at the English university of Oxford. The leaders were
John Wesley and George WhitefieM.

METH-PD-IST'IC,* a. Methodistical. Month. Rev.

METH-PD-TST'I-CAL, a. Relating to the Methodists.

METH-QD-IS'TI-CAL-LY,* ad. In a methodistical manner
CA. Ob.

METH'QD-TZE, . a. [i. METHODIZED ; pp. METHODIZING
METHODIZED.] To regulate ;

to dispose in order.

METH'OD-IZ-ER,* n. One who methodizes. Stewart.

METH-OD-OL'P-^Y,* n. A discourse concerning method
Month. Rev.

ME-THOUGHT', (-thawf) i. from Methinlcs. I thought.
METH'Y-LENE,*n.[/^0t)and uA?.] (CAm.) A peculiar liquid

compound of carbon and hydrogen, extracted from pyrox
ilic spirit. Ure.

MET'IC,* w. [ptrmicos.] One living with others in theii

dwelling or city. Mitfurd.

tME-Tic'y-LoOs, a. [meticulosus, L.] Fearful
;

timid

Coles.

ME-Tlc'v-LOtfs-LY, (-liis-le) ad. Timidly. Browne
HET'LA,* n. (Bot.) An American plant. Tate.

ME-TON'IC,* a. Relating to Meton, or a cycle of 19 yea's,
so named from Meton, an Athenian. Ency.

VIT-P-NYM'IC,* a. Relating to metonymy; metonymical.
Ash.

MET-O-NYM'I-CAL, a. Put for something else ; not literal.

MET-P-NYM'I-CAL-LY, ad. By metonymy ;
not literally.

ME-TON'Y-MY, or MET'P-NYM-Y, [me-ton'e-me, P. J. F.

Rees, Ash; met'9-nim-e, S. E. K. Sm. JVares; me-ton'e-
me or met'9-nim-e, W. Ja.} n. [pcmty{.] (Rhet.) A
figure by which the name of one idea or thing is substi-

tuted for that of another, to which it has a certain rela-

tion
; as, "gray hairs," for "old age."

WET'P-PE, n. [/^era and 0/117.] (Arch.) A square space be-
tween triglyphs in the frieze of the Doric order, often or-

namented with sculpture.

MET-p-pp-sc6p'i-CAL,* a. Relating to metoposcopy. W.
Scott.

VlET-p-Pos'cp-PisT, n. One versed in metoposcopy.
MET-O-POS'CQ-PV, n. [/UTWTTOV and CTKOTTSW.] The art of

divination by inspecting the forehead
;
the study of phys-

iognomy. Burton.

ME'TRE, (me'ter) n. [metrum, L.; ftirpov^ Gr.] The sub-
division of a verse

;
measure as applied to verse ; verse.

[Fr.] The unity of the French measure of length, equal
to 39.37 English inches.

MET'RI-CAL, a. [metrlcus, L.] Pertaining to metre or num-
bers

; having metre or rhythm ;
measured

; consisting of
verse.

MET'RI-CAL-LY,* ad. In a metrical manner. Jodrett.

.""E-TRl"ciAN, (me-trish'sm) n. A versifier; a poet. Hall.

MET'Rl-Fi-ER,* n. Ametrist; a versifier. Southey.

ME'TRiST, n. A versifier; a poet. Bale. [R.]

ME-TROL'Q-GV,* n. [piTpov and Ao'j/of.] A treatise on, or

exposition of, weights and measures. Kelly.

MET'RQ-NOME,* re. [nerpov and
i><5//<>5.] (Mas.) An instru-

ment or pendulum used for determining the movement,
i. e., the quickness or slowness, of musical compositions.
P. Cyc.

ME-TROP'p-LlS, n. [metropolis, L.
; /*J?rr/p and w<5Xtf, Gr.]

The mother city of a colony : the chief city of a coun-

try.

ijMfcT-RO-Pol/l-TAN, [met-r<?-pol'e-tan, W. J. F. Ja. R.
Wb. ; me-trp-pol'e-tain, S. P. K. Sat.] n. A bishop of the

mother church
;
an archbishop.

||MET-Rp-p6L'|-TAN, a. Belonging to a metropolis, or an

archbishopric.
fME-TROP'o-LiTE, n. A metropolitan. Barrow.

IjtMET-RQ-POL/i-Tfc, a. Chief; archiepiscopal. Seldcn.

HMET-RQ-PO-LIT'I-CAL, a. Chief; principal; archiepisco-

pal. Bp. Hall.

MET'TLE, (met'tl) n. [corrupted from metal] Tempera-
ment easily warmed or excited

;
ardor

; spirit ; courage ;

.. substance.

IHET'TLED, (-tld) a. Ardent; fiery; brisk; gay.

MET'TL,E-s6ME, (met'tl-sum) a. Ardent; lively; gay;
brisk.

MET'TLE-SOME-LY, ad. Ardently ; briskly.

MET'TLE-SSME-NESS,* n. duality of being mettlesome.

Bailey.

MET'WAND, (-wond) n. Burke. See METEWAND.
ME' VJH E T TV' UM* [L.] (Law)

" Mine and thine
;

"

used in law for the proper guides of right. WhisJiaw.

MEW, (mu) n. [mue, Fr.] pi. MEW, (muz) A sea-fowl:

a cage for hawks
;
an enclosure. pi. Stables or places

for horses
; as,

" the king's mews."

MEW, (mu) v. a. [i. MEWED ; pp. MEWING, MEWED.] To
shut up; to confine; to enclose : to shed, as feathers;
to moult.

MEW, v. n. [rawer, Fr.] To change feathers ;
to cry, as a

cat
;
to mewl.

MEW'ING, n. The cry of a cat ;
a moulting.

MEWL, (mul) v. n. [miauler, Fr.] [i.
MEWLED

; pp. MEWL-

ING, MEWLED.] To cry, as an infant
;
to squall.

MEWL'ER, n. One who squalls or mewls.

MEW,*' (muz) n. pi. Places for enclosing horses ;
stables.

Originally, they were places for hawks. Qu. Rev.

Mfix'l-cXN,* ?i. A native of Mexico. Murray.
MEX'J-CAN,* a. Relating to Mexico. Tudor.

fMEYNT, a. Mingled. See MEINE.

ME-ZE'RE-QN, n. A species of daphne or spurge-laurel ; a

shrub that flowers very early.

MEZ'ZA-NINE,* n. (Arch.) A story of small height intro-

duced between two higher ones. Brande.

MEZZO* (med'zo or mez'z5) . [It.]
Middle ;

mean. Smart.

MEz'zd-Ri-LiE'vo, (med'zo-re-15'v5 or mez'zo-re-le'vo)

n. [It.] Middle relief, or demi-relief, between bass-relief

and high-relief.

MEZ'ZQ-TINT,* n. A kind of engraving; mezzotinto.

Mezzotint is the Anglicized form, and is used by some

respectable authorities. Gent. Mag.
MEZ-ZQ-TIN'TER,* n. One who practises mezzotinto.

Walpole.
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[IMEZ-ZQ-TiN'TO, (med-zo-tiu'to or mez-zo-tin'to) [met-so-

tm'to, S. W. P. J. F.; met-Z9-tin'to, Ja. Sm. ; mez-o-tln'to,
E. K. Wb.] n. [It.] A kind of engraving on copper, re-

sembling drawings in Indian ink.

||Mz-ZQ-TiN'T6,* v. a. To engrave or represent in mez-
zotinto. Gent. Mag. [R.]

MEZ'ZP-TINT-PAINT'ER,* n. One who paints in mezzo-
tint. Gent. Mag.

MHORR,* (inbr) n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

MI-AR'GYR-ITE,*K. (Min.} A species of rare mineral. Dana.

MJ'XM,
'

[ml'azm, S. W. K. Sm. Wb.; mG'azm, Ja.] n.

[/iiouKxi.J pi. Ml'XM. A noxious or infectious exhala-

tion or particle floating in the air ;
miasma. Harvey.

Mi-As'MA,* 7i. [niaapa] pi. MI-A'MA-TA. A noxious par-

ticle, substance, or exhalation floating in the air: same
as iniasm. Qu. Rev. See MIASM.

Ml-A'MAL,* a. Same as miasmatic. James Johnson.

MI-A-MAT'IC,* ) a. Relating to or containing miasma

Ml-^ij-MAT'i-CAL,* \
or miasms. QM. Reo.

MI-A$'MA-TIST,* ?t. One versed in miasmata. Barton.

MI'CA, n. [L.] (Min.) A mineral generally found in thin,

smooth, elastic, transparent lamina;
;

talc
; glist. See

GRANITE.
MI-CA'cEOys, (ml-ka'shus) a. Partaking of, or like, mica

;

glitteringj shining.

Mi'cA-ScHiST,* (-shist) 71. (Jtftn.) Mica-slate. Ure. See
MICA-SLATE.

Mi'cA-SLATE,* n. (Min.~) One of the lowest of the strati-

fied rocks, composed of quartz and mica. Brande.

MICE, n.; pi. of Mouse. See MOUSE.
Mi'jeHA-EL-lTE,* n. (Min.) A variety of opal. Dana.

MijeH'AEL-MAS, (mik'el-mas) n. [Michael and mass.] The
feast of the archangel Michael ;

the 29th of September.

fMfCHE, (mich) v. n. To pilfer ;
to skulk. Spenser.

fMiCH'JGR, [mich'cr, S. P. J. Sm. ; ml'cher, W.\n. [miche,
old Fr.] A thief; a pilferer; a skulker. Sidney.

JMlCH'ER-Y, n. Theft ; cheating ; skulking. Gower.

MiCH'JNG,* p. a. Pilfering ; lying hid
; being concealed.

Shak.

Mic'KLE, (mik'kl) a. Much. Spenser. [Obsolete, except in

Scotland.]
Ml'co,* n. (Zool.) A species of small monkey. P. Cyc.

MI'CRQ-c6M, [ml'kr9-kozm, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.

R.] n. [i*iK()6s and KOO-/XOS-] The little world
;
man con-

sidered as an epitome of the macrocosm, or the great
world.

MI-CRQ-co'Mlc,* a. Same as microcosmical. Brande.

MI-CRO-co'Ali-CAL, a. Pertaining to the microcosm.

MI-cRQ-cp-M6G'RA-PHY,* n. The description of man as

a little vyorld.
Gent. Mag.

Ml-CRQ-c60s'T}c,* a. Increasing the intensity of sound.

Dunglison.
MI'CRQ-DON,* 7i. A genus of extinct fishes. Brande.

MI-CROG'RA-PHY, [ml-krog'ra-fe, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; rnl'-

krp-graf-e, S. K.] n. [^IK/JOJ and yp&tiic.] The description
of such objects as are too minute to be seen without the

help of a microscope.
MI'CRp-LiTE.,* 7i. (Miii.') A mineral having very small crys-

tals. Dana.

MI-CROM'E-TER, n. [/UK,OOJ and pirpov.] An instrument

applied to telescopes and microscopes for measuring very
small distances, or the diameters of objects which sub-

tend very small angles.

MI'CRQ-PHONE,* n. (Mus.) An instrument for increasing
the intensity of low sounds. Brande.

MI'CRO-PYLE,* 71. (Bot.) A perforation through the skin of

a seed over against the apex of the nucleus. Brande.

MI'CRQ-SCOPE, [ml'krp-skSp, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.

R.] 71. [piKpos and CXOTICM.] An optical instrument, which
enables us to see and examine objects which are too mi-

nute to be seen by the naked eye.

MI'CRQ-SCOPE,* v. a. To examine with a microscope.
Month. Rev.

tMi-CRQ-sco'Pi-AL,* a. Microscopic. Bp. Berkeley.

MI-CRO-scop'lC, } a. Relating to, or resembling, a mi-

MI-CRQ-scoP'l-CAL, J croscope ; very minute.

Ml-CRQ-sc'OP'i-CAL-LY,* ad. In a microscopic manner.

Qu. Rev.

MI'cRQ-sco-PlST,* n. One versed in microscopy. Maunder.

Ml-CR6s'cp-py,* 7i. The art by which small objects are

made to appear large. Maunder.

MIC-TV-RI"TION,* (mik-tu-rlsh'un) n. The voiding of

urine. Smart.

MiD, a. Middle ; equally between two extremes. Pope. It

is much used in composition ; as, muZ-day. [R.]

MiD,* n. Middle
; midst; as,

" the mid of night." Dryden
MI'DA, 71. [>i'(W.] A worm producing the bean-fly.

tMiD'-AGE, 71. The middle age of life. Shak.

MiD'-AlR,* n. The middle of the sky. Milton.

MI'DAS,* n. (Zool.) A species of South American monkey.
P. Cyc.

MID-CHXN'NEL,* n. A way across, or in the middle of, a

channel. Crabb.

Ml'D'-cduRSE, (mid'kors) n. Middle of the way. Milton.

Mm'-DAY, (mid'da) a. Meridional; being at noon. Sidney.
MID'-DAY, (mid'da) n. Noon

;
the meridian. Donne.

MID'DEN, (mid'dn) n. A dunghill. Brockett. [North ofEng.]
MID'DEN-CROW,*. A name given, in some parts of Eng-

land, to the common crow. Booth.

tMiD'DEST, a. ; superl.ofMid. Middlemost. Spenser.
MlD'DlNG, n. Same as midden. Phillips. [R.]
MID'DLE, (mld'dl) a. Equally distant from the two ex-
tremes ;

intermediate
; central

; mean
;
medial ;

inter-

vening. Middle ages, a period comprising about seven

hundred, or a thousand, years, from the 5th or the 8th

century to the 15th century of the Christian era. Middle

finger, the longest finger. Middle passage, or mid-passage,
the passage of a slave-ship from Africa across the Atlan-
tic Ocean.

MID'DLE, (mtd'dl) n. The part or place equally distant

from the extremities or from the verge ;
the midst

;
the

centre.

Mlo'DLE-AGE,* a. Belonging to the middle ages ;
mediae-

val. Halliwell.

MID'DLE-AGED, (mld'dl-ajd) a. Of the middle period of
life

; placed about the middle of life.

MID'DLE-EARTH, n. The earth, as considered between
heaven and hell. Shak.

MiD'DLE-MiN,* n. ; pi. MID'DLE-MEN. A man who has
the disposal or sale of goods, or of renting of lands or es-

tates. McCulloch. (Mil.) One who stands in the middle
of the

file._
Crabb.

MID'DLE-MOST, a. superl. Being in the middle. More.

MID'DLE-SIZED,* (-slzd) a. Being of middle or average
size. Hawkins.

tMiD'DLE-wi'T'TED, a. Of moderate abilities, /z. Walton.

MID'DLING, a. Of middle rank, degree, or quality ;
of mod-

erate size, extent, or capacity ; passable ;
mediocre.

MID'DLING-LY, ad. Passably ; indifferently. Johnson.

MID'-EARTH,* n. The middle of the earth. Fairfax.

MlD'GXL-LEY,* n. (JVrtuf.) The middle of a ship. West.

MIDGE, (rmj) 7t. A gnat. Percifs Rcl.

MlD'-HEAV-EN, (mid'hev-vn)'n. The middle of heaven or

of the sky : the point of the ecliptic which is at the

meridian at any time. Crabb.

MID'-HOOR,* (mid'bur) n. The middle part of the day.
Milton.

MID'LAND, a. Remote from the coast or sea; interior; sur-

rounded by land
;
mediterranean.

MID'LEG, n. The middle of the leg. Bacon.

MID'LENT, n. The middle of lent. Wheatley.

MID'LENT-ING, a. Visiting at midlent. Wheatley.

MiD'MdsT, a. ; superl. of Mid. Middlemost. Dryden.
MI'D'NIGIIT, (mid'nlt) n. Twelve o'clock at night; the

middle or depth of night.

MID'NIGHT, (mid'nlt) a. Being in the middle of the night.

Mfo'-NOON,* 7i. The middle of the day. Milton.

MlD'RiB,* n. (Bot.~) The middle rib or vein of a leaf. Crabb.

MID'RIFF, n. (Anat.) The diaphragm ; the skin or mem-
brane which separates the heart and lungs from the low-
er belly. Quincy.

MID'-SEA, (mid'se) n. The middle of the sea. Dryden.
MlD'sHlP, 7i. , pi. MIDSHIPS. (JVaut.) The middle of the

ship, with reference to length or breadth.

MiD'siltP,* a. Belonging to the middle of the ship. Smart.

MID'SHIP-MAN, n. ; pi. M!D'SHIP-MEN. (Jfaut.) A kind of

naval cadet, or an inferior young officer on board a vessel

of war. A passed midshipman is one who has passed
an examination in seamanship, &c.

MiD'sHlPS,*ad. (Naut.) In the middle of the ship. Wilkes.

Mfo'-SKY,* 71. The middle of the atmosphere. Milton.

MIDST, n. The middle. Bp. Taylor.

jMiDST, a. Midmost ; being in the middle. Milton.

MIDST, prep. Poetically used for amidst.

MID'STREAM, n. The middle of the stream. Dryden.
MlD'sDM-MER, ?i. The middle of summer ;

the summer
solstice, June 21st or 22d. Midsummer-day >

June 24th,
the festival of St. John the Baptist.

MID'WALD,* 71. A bird that eats bees. Ash.

tMiD'wARD, a. Being in the middle.
MID'WAY, 71. The middle of the way or passage.

MIo'WAY, a. Being in the middle between two places.

Ml'D'WAY, ad. In the middle of the passage. Dryden.
MlD'wlFE, [mid'wlf, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; mid'vvlf or

mid'wif, K.] n.; pi. MfD'wiVE. A woman who assists

women in childbirth. Donne.

MID'WIFE, v. a. To assist in childbirth. Brcvint.

MID'WIFE, v. n. To act as a midwife. Warburton

MID'W|FE-RY, [mid'jf-re, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. ; mid'wif-

re, K. Sm.'; mid'wlf-re, Wb.] n. Assistance given at

childbirth
;
trade of a midwife

;
obstetrics.

MiD'wiF-isH,*a. Relating to midwifery ;
obstetric. Johnson.

Mi'D'wfN-TER, n. The middle of winter ;
the winter- sol-

stice,_December 21st, 22d, or 23d.

MID'WIVE, v. a. Same as midwife. Bp. H. King.

MID'-WOOD, (-wud) a. In the middle of a wood. Thomson.

MT'E-MITE,* n. (Min.) A magnesian carbonate of lime, of

a green color, from Miemo in Tuscany. Brande.
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MIEN, (men) n. [mynd, Goth.] Air; look} aspect; appear-
ance

; manner.
MIFF, TI. Slight resentment or offence. Pegge. [Colloquial.]
MlFF,* V. a. [i. MIFFED ; pp. MIFFING, MIFFED.] To give d

slight offence ; to displease. Jennings.
MIFFED,* (mift) a. Slightly offended; displeased. Smart.

MIGHT, (mlt) L from May. Could
;
had power to do.

MIGHT, (mlt) n. Power
; strength ; force. With, might and

main, with might or utmost strength. [Colloquial.]
MIGH'TJ-LY, (ml'te-le) ad. Powerfully; forcibly; very
much.

MlGH'Ti-NESS, (ml'te-nes) n. Power; greatness; height of

dignity. Sftak.

MfGH'TY, (ml'te) a. Powerful by command, by influence, or

by number ; strong in any respect ; having might or force ;

potent ;
vast

; important ;
momentous.

MlGH'Ty, (ml'te) ad. In a great degree. Prior. [Colloquial.]"
Mighty good sort of people." Wilberforce.

MIGN'IARD, (min'yard) a. [mifnard, Fr.] Soft; dainty;
pretty. B. Jonson. Written also milliard.

JM1GN-O-N&TTE 1

, (min-yp-net') n. [mignonnette, Fr.] A
plant and flower prifed for its sweet scent.

Mr&ttANT,* a. Changing place ; migratory. Pennant.

MI'GRATE,. n. [migro, L.] [i.
MIGRATED

; pp. MIGRATING,
MIGRATED.] To pass to a place of residence in another

country or district
;
to remove

;
to change residence.

MI-GRA'TION, n. [migratio, L.] Act of migrating; change
of residence

; removal.

MI'GRA-TO-RY, a. Removing from place to place ; changing
residence.

MlL-AN-ESE',* n. sing. & pi. A native or natives of Milan.
P. Cyc.

MILCH, a. Giving milk; as, "a milch cow." [fSoft ;
ten-

der
; merciful ;

" miZc/t-hearted." Shak.]
MILD, a. Kind ; tender

; indulgent ; clement ; soft
; gentle ;

not violent
;
not harsh

;
not acrid

;
not sharp ;

mellow ;

sweet
;_ pleasant.

MIL'DEW, (mil'du) n. A disease in plants ; a rusty or

mouldy appearance, which causes blight, decay, or death
of plants ;

sometimes called rust and blight. It is produced
by innumerable minute fungi.

MIL'DEW, (mil'du) v. a. [i. MILDEWED ; pp. MILDEWING,
MILDEWED.] To taint with mildew

;
to blight. Shak.

MlL'DEWED,*(mil'dud)p. a. Injured by mildew. Maunder.

MILD'LY, ad. In a mild manner; tenderly ; gently.

MILD'NESS, n. duality of being mild
; gentleness ;

tender-
ness ; clemency.

MILD'-TEM-PERED,* (-perd) a. Of a mild temper. Fox.

MILE, n. {mille passuum, L.] The usual measure of roads.
An English statute mile is 8 furlongs, or 320 rods, or 1760

yards. The ancient Roman mile (mille passuum) was
1000 paces, or 1600 yards. The German mile is 6859 yards.

MILE'AGE,* n. Fees paid for travel by the mile. Gent. Mag.
MILE '-POST,* n. A post set up to mark the miles. Hayward.
MILE '-STONE, n. A stone or post set to mark the miles.

MiL'FolL, n. [millefolium, L.] A perennial plant ;
the yar-

row or maudlin.

MlL-l-A'Rl-A,* n. [milium, L.] (Med.) A disease attended

by an eruption resembling millet-seed
; miliary fever.

MIL'IA-RY, (mil'ya-re) a. [milium, L.] Small ; granulated ;

resembling a millet-seed. Cheyne. The miliary fever,

(Mcd.) a disease attended by an eruption resembling mil-
let-seed. See MILIARIA.

, (me-les') n. [Fr.] Militia. Temple.
MI-LI'O-LA,* n. An extinct mollusk or zoophyte. Brande.

Mi-Ll'Q-Li'TE,* 7). (Min.) A microscopic shell.' Ure.

MiL-i-o-LlT'lc,* a. Relating to, or containing, miliolites.
Smart.

tMiL'i-TAN-cy, TI. Warfare. W. Mountague.
MIL'I-TA'NT, a. [militans, L.] Fighting; engaged in war-

fare. The church militant, the church on earth engaged
in warfare with hell and the world, distinct from the
church triumphant in heaven. Hooker.

fMlL'1-TAR, a. [militaris, I..] Military. Bacon.

MIL'I-TA-RI-LY, ad. In a military or soldierly manner.
tMiL'l-TA-Ri'sT,* n. A military man. S/iak.

MlL'l-TA-RY, a. Belonging to the army ; relating to arms
or war; professing arms; soldierly; warlike; martial.

MlL'l-TA-RY, n. pi. The soldiery; the body of soldiers or
of military men ; the army.

MIL'I-TATE, v. n. [milito, L.] [i. MILITATED; pp. MILITAT-
ING, MILITATED.] To war or contend; to oppose; to oper-
ate against. Blackburn.

Ml-Li"TlA, (ine-lish'ya) n. [L.] A body of citizens regular-
ly enrolled and trained to military exercises; the enrolled
soldiers ;

the trainbands ; the standing force of a nation.

Mi-Li"TiA-MAN,* (me lish'a-man) n. ; pi. MILITIA-MEN.
One who serves in the militia

;
a private soldier. Ash.

MILK, 7). A fluid secreted by peculiar glands in the breasts
or udders of mammiferous animals, and with which such
animals feed their young ;

emulsion or juice of plants.
MILK, v. a. [i.

MILKED ; pp. MILKING, MILKED.] To draw
milk by the hand

;
to suck.

fMiLK'EN, (mllk'kn) a. Consisting of milk. Temple.
MiLK'ER1 7i. One who milks: a cow that gives milk.
MILK'-FE-VER,* n. (Med.) Puerperal fever. Crabb.
MILK'HEDGE,* n. (Bot.) An East Indian plant. Hamilton.
MILK'I-NSS, n. duality of being milky ; softness.

MlLK'-Llv-ERED, (niilk'llv-erd) a. Cowardly. Shak.

MILK/MAID, n. A woman who milks
;
a dairymaid.

MILK'MAN, n. ;pl. MILKMEN. A man who sells milk.
MILK'PAIL, n. A vessel or pail for receiving milk.
MiLK'pAN, n. A vessel in which milk is kept in the dairy.
MiLK'-PARs'LEY,* 7t. (Bot.) A plant of several varieties.

Crabb.

MILK-POR'RIDGE,* 71. Food made by boiling milk and
water with meal or flour; milk-pottage. Mason.

MILK-POT'TAGE, n. Food made of milk, water, and meal
or flour

;_ milk-porridge.
MlLK'-scoRE, M. Account of milk supplied or received.

MiLK'-siCK-NESS,* n. A malignant disease of the Western
United States, affecting cattle, and also persons who
make use of the flesh or dairy products of infected cat-
tle. Farm. Ency.

MILK'SOP, 7i. A piece of bread sopped in milk : a soft, ef-

feminate, feeble-minded man.
MlLK'-THts-TLE, (-this-sl) n. A biennial plant.
MILK'-TOOTH, TI. ; pi. MILK-TEETH. A small fore tooth
which a foal cuts at about three months old, and casts
before he is three years old : one of the first teeth of a
child.

MlLK'-TRE-^olL, n. An herb or plant.
MILK'VETCH, 7i. A genus of herbaceous and shrubby plants.
MiLK'-wARM,* a. Warm as milk in its natural state. Smol-

lett.

MILK'WEED, n. A plant of several varieties.

MILK'-WHITE, (milk'hwlt) a. White as milk. Sidney.
Mi'LK'woM-AN, (milk'wum-an) n. ; pi. MILKWOMEN. A
woman who sells milk.

MlLK'WORT, (milk'wurt) n. A genus of plants.
MlLK'y, a. Made of or yielding milk ; having the qualities

of, or resembling, milk
;
soft

; gentle ; tender ; timorous.

MiLK'y-WAY, (milk'e-wa) 71. A broad and irregular zone
that surrounds the heavens, supposed to be the blended
light of innumerable fixed stars

;
the galaxy.

MILL, n. An engine for grinding corn, &c.; a machine or

engine whose action depends chiefly on circular motion,
used for various purposes ; as, a bark-?niZZ, cotton-wtiZZ,
flour-miZZ, oil-mtZZ, saw-mill, &c. : one tenth of a cent in
United States money.

MILL, v. a.
[i. MILLED ; pp. MILLING, MILLED.] To grind :

to stamp with a mill ; to prepare by fulling with a mill :

to beat with the fists.

MILL'-COG, n. The cog or tooth of a mill-wheel.
MlLL'-DiM, n. The mound by which the water is kept up

for turning a water-mill.

MILLED,* (mild) p. a. Having undergone the operations of
a mill

; stamped. Ency.
MlL'LE-GRXM,* n. [milligramme, Fr.] A thousandth part
of a gram, in French measure. Smart.

MIL-LEN-A'RI-AN,* a. Relating to the millennium or to
millenarians. EC. Rev.

MIL-LEN-A'RJ-AN, n. [millenarius, L.] One who expects or
believes jn the millennium.

MIL-LEN-A'RI-AN-IM,* 7i. The doctrine of the millena-
rians. EC. Rev.

tMiL'LE-NA-RlM,* n. Millenarianism. Bp. Hall.

MIL'LE-NA-RY, Ti. The space of a thousand years: a
millenarian.

MlL'LE-NA-Ry, a. Consisting of a thousand, rfrbuthnot.

MiL-LEN'i-AN-lM,* n. Millenarianism. Wood.

MiL-LEN'i-A-RiM,* n. Millenarianism. Gent. Mag.
fMiL'LE-NlST, TI. A millenarian.

MIL-LEN'NI-AL, a. Pertaining to the millennium. Burnet.

MIL-LN'NI-UM, n. [L.] A thousand years ; particularly
the reign of Christ with the saints upon earth for the

space of 1000 years, an idea supposed, by many, to be

supported by Rev. xx. and other passages of Scripture.

MlL'LE-PED, TI. [7iZ/e and pes, L.] pi. MIL'LE-PJD. An
insect having a thousand or a great many feet

;
the

wood-louse. 95" This word is often written in the plu-
ral millepedes, and pronounced, by different orthoepists,

mU'le-pedz, mll'le-pedz, and mjl-lep'e-dez. See SOLI-
FED.

MiL'LE-p5RE,*n. A genus of lithophytes,
which have their

surface perforated with numerous little holes. Kirby.

MlL'LE-Pp-RlTE,* n. (Geol.) Fossil millepores. Kirby.

MfL'LER.n. One who tends a mill. (Ent.) Ally; a moth.

MiL'LER-GRAss,* n. (Bot.) A kind of grass ; a genus of

plants. Ash.

MIL'LER'S-THUMB', (-lerz-thum') n. A small fish; bull-

head.

MJL-LES'I-MAL, a. [millesimus, L.] Thousandth
; consist-

ing of thousandth parts. Watts.

MfL'LET, n. [milium, L.] A plant and its grain ;
a genus

of grasses: a kind of fish.

MlLL-HXND,* n. A workman employed in a mill. P. Cyc.

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , I, o, t', Y, short; A, E, i, o, y, Y. obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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MILI/-HORSE, n. A horse that turns a mill.

MILL'-HOUSE,* n. A house containing a mill. Ash.

MlL'LJ-A-RY,* a. Relating to or denoting a mile. Smart.

MiL''Ll-Ll-TRE,* (mil'e-li-ter) n. [millililre, FT.] In French

measure, a thousandth part of a litre. Ency.
MiL'Ll-ME-TRE,* (mil'e-mS-ter) n. [millimetre, FT.} In

French measure, a thousandth part of a metre. P. Cyc.

MjL'L}-NER, n. One who makes or sells head-dresses for

women.
MiL'Li-NER-y,*7i. The work or employment of a milliner;
the goods made or sold by milliners. Burke.

MIL'LI-NER-Y,* a. Relating to or made by a milliner. Ash.

MILL'ING,* n. The act of using a mill; act of fulling:
the last preparation of silk befure dyeing: act of box-

ing or beating. Hamilton.

MILL'ION, (mil'yun) n. [Fr.] A thousand thousand, or ten

hundred thousand ; any very great indefinite number.

MiLL'lON-A-Ry,* (mil'yun-a-re) a. Consisting of millions.

Smart.

MILL'IONED, (mil'yund) a. Multiplied by millions. Shak.

MILLIONNAIRE** (mil-yuii-ar') n. [Fr.] A person pos-
sessed of property of the value of one or more millions.

Qa. Rev.

MILLIONTH, (mll'yunth) a. The ten hundred thousandth.

MiLL'-M60N-TAiN,'(-tinz) n. An herb.

MiLL'-POND,* n. A head of water dammed up for a mill.

Smollett.

MlLL'-POOL,* TI. A mill-pond. Whishaw. See MILL-POND.

MJLL'RA,* or MILL/REE,* n. A Portuguese coin, of the

value of a thousand reas, or about 3s. 6d. sterling. Crabb.

MiLL'-six'pENCE, 71. One of the first milled pieces of

money used in England, and coined in 1561. Douce..

MiLL'-STdNE, n. The stone of a mill which crushes the

substance to be ground.
MILL'-TOOTH, 71. , pi. MILL-TEETH. A grinder.

MILL'-WHEEL,* n. A wheel used in a mill. Pilkington.
MILL'WRIGHT,* (mil'rlt) n. A carpenter who constructs

mills. P. Cyc.
MI-LORD'.* Sometimes used for my lord. Qu. Rev.

MlL'sEY,* n. A sieve for straining milk. London. [Local,

Eng.]
MILT, n. [mildt, D.] The spleen, a viscus situated in the

left hypochondrium, under the diaphragm: the sperm
of the male fish.

MILT, v. a. [i. MILTED ; pp. MILTING, MILTED.] To impreg-
nate the roe or spawn of the female fish.

MILT'ER, n. A male fish, the female being called spawner.

Mii.-TdN'ic,* a. Relating to Milton or his poetry. Webb.

AliLT'woRT, (-wiirt) n. (Sot.) A plant ;
the spleenwort.

MiL'viNE,* w. One of a class of raptorial birds, including
the kite. Brande.

MiL'ws,*n. [L.] (Ornith.) The kite. (7cA.) A kind of
fish. Crabb.

MiME, 71. [Fr. ; /ii>o?, Gr.
; mimits, L.] One who mimics

;

one who amuses by gesticulations ;
a buffoon. [fA

farce. Milton.]
MIME, v. n. To play the mime

;
to mimic. Milton.

MIM'ER, n. A buffoon
;
a mime. Perry. [R.J

MI-M'SIS,* TI. [/jt/xr/7(j.] (Khct.) A figure of speech
whereby the actions and words of others are represented.
Crabb.

MI-MET'IC,* ) a. [pu/jrjr45j.] Prone to mimic or imi-

M!-MET'I-CAL, \
tate

;
imitative. Hurd.

Miai'ic, 71. [mimicus, L.] A servile imitator; a sportive or

ludicrous imitator; a buffoon.

MlM'ic, a. Imitative
; mimical. Milton.

Miai'jc,??. a.
[i.

MIMICKED
; pp. MIMICKING, MIMICKED.] To

imitate for sport ; to ridicule by a burlesque imitation.

Miai'l-CAL, a. [mimicus, L.] Relating to mimicry or a
mimic ;

imitative.

MlM'i-CAL-LY, ad. In imitation
;
in a mimical manner.

MlM'ick-iNGJ* n. The act of playing the part of a mimic.
Ash.

MiM'lc-RY, TI. Act of mimicking ; playful imitation.

Mi-MdG'RA-PHER, TI. [pt//oy and y/xi0w.] A writer of
farces. Sir T. Herbert.

MI-MO'SA,* n. (Bot.~) A genus of plants ;
the sensitive

plant. Rogct.
MIM'V-LUS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants; the

monkey-flower. Crabb.

MI-NA'CIOUS, (me-na'shus) a. [minaz, L.] Full of threats.

More. [R.]

MI-NAC'I-TY, (me-nas'e-te) n. Disposition to use threats.

MfN'A-RET,' n. [minor,' Turkish.] A slender and lofty tur-

ret or spire in a mosque of Mohammedan countries.

MIN'A-TO-RI-LY, ad. With threatening. Hacket.

MI'N'A-TQ-RY, [inln'a-tur-e, W. P. J. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; mi'-

na-tur-e, S. E. Ja.] a. [minor, L.] Threatening; menac-

ing.

MJNCE, v. a. [mincer, old Fr.] [i.
MINCED

; pp. MINCING,
MINCED.] To cut into very small parts: to mention

scrupulously by a little at a time ; to palliate ;
to

extenuate ; to speak with affected softness
;
to clip and

half pronounce.

MINCE, v. n. To walk nicely by short steps; to act or

speak with affectation or affected delicacy.
MINCED'-MEAT,* ; n. Meat chopped into very small

MlNCE'-MEAT,* \ pieces. Merle.
MiNCE D'-PIE, (minst'pi) TI. Same as mince-pie. Spectator.
MINCE'-PIE, (-pi) 71. A pie made of mince-meat, or of
meat cut into small pieces, with other ingredients.

MINC'JNG,* p. a. Speaking or acting affectedly.
ll parts; affectedly.,

ad. In smal

MINC-TU'RI-EN-CY,* n. The act of discharging urine;
micturition. Cobbett. [R.]

MIND, TI. The intelligent or intellectual faculty in man ;

that by which we receive sensations, understand, and
are affected with emotion or passion ; the soul

;
intel-

lect
;
intellectual capacity; liking; choice; inclination;

affection
; disposition ; thoughts ;

sentiments
; opin-

ion
; memory ;

remembrance.

MIND, v. a. [i. MINDED ; pp. MINDING, MINDED.] To mark
;

to attend
;

to heed
; to regard ; to notice

;
to put in

mind; to remind.

MIND, v. n. To incline
;
to be disposed. Spenser.

MIND'ED, a. Disposed; inclined; affected: used in

compounds ; as, high-minded.
MIND'ED-NESS,* n. State of being minded. South. [Used

chiefly in composition.]
MlND'FOL, a. Attentive; heedful; having memory.
MiND'F0L-Ly, ad. Attentively; needfully.

MIND'FUL-NESS, n. Attention
; regard. Sherwood.

MIND'ING,* n. The act of taking heed
; attention; regard.

McKnight
MIND'LESS, a. Destitute of mind or attention; inatten-

tive; stupid; unthinking. Shak.

MIND'-STRICK-EN, (-strlk'kn) a. Affected in mind.

MINE, pronoun possessive, from /. (used aftera. noun) Of
or belonging to me

; as,
" This book is mine." In the sol-

emn style it is used as a pronominal adjective, before
words beginning with a vowel or a vowel sound, instead

of my; as, "Mine eyes have seen thy salvation."
" When this word is used adjectively, before a word

beginning with a vowel or h mute, as in saying, 'On
mine honor,' the complete absence of accentual force,
and a style quite colloquial, will permit the shortening
of the sound into mm.

1" Smart.

MINE, 71. [7n/7ie, Fr.
; mwyn, or mwn, Welsh.] A subter-

raneous work or excavation for obtaining metals, metallic

ores, or other mineral substances
;
a pit ;

a cavern : an
excavation for lodging gunpowder in order to blow up
something above.

MINE, v. n. [i. MINED
; pp. MINING, MINED.] To dig ores,

mines, or burrows; to practise secret means of injury.

MINE, r._a.
To sap ; to ruin by mines

;
to undermine.

MINE'-DI-AL,* n. A box and needle used by miners. Jl^h.

MINE'MAN,* 71. One who works in mines. Johnson.

MIN'ER, TI. [mineur, Fr.] One who mines, or is employed
in mining.

MIN'ER-AL, n. [minerale, L.] A body destitute of organi-

zation, and which naturally exists within the earth or on
its surface ; a term including all inorganic substances, 01

those which constitute the earth itself, as earths, stones,,

fossils, metals, sulphur, &c.

MIN'ER-AL, a. Relating to minerals
; consisting of, or im-

pregnated with, minerals.

MiN'ER-AL-isT, n. One skilled in minerals. Boyle.

MiN-ER-AL-l-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of mineralizing. Ure.

MlN'ER-AL-IZE,* v. a. [i. MINERALIZED;^;. MINERALIZ-

ING, MINERALIZED.] To convert into, or combine with, a
mineral ;

to combine with a metal in forming an ore or

mineral. Ure.

MIN'ER-AL-IZ-ER,* n. He or that which mineralizes
; a

substance with which minerals are combined in their

ores. Brande.

MIN-ER-A-LOG'IC,* j
a. Relating to mineralogy. Ed,

Ml'N-ER-A-L6G'l'-CAL,* \ Ency.
Ml'N-ER-A-L6<^'l-CAL-LY,* ad. In a mineralogical manner.

Ency.
MiN-ER-XL'Q-GiST, TI. One who is versed in mineralogy.

MiN-ER-AL'o-^Y, n. [mineral and \6yog. J
The science of

minerals ;
the science which teaches the properties, com-

position, and relations of mineral bodies, and the art of

distinguishing and describing them.

MlN'E-VER, n. An animal and its fur. See MENIVER.

MIN'GLE', (ming'gl) v. a. [i. MINGLED; pp. MINGLING,
MINGLED.] To mix; to join ;

to compound; to blend ;
to

confound ; to confuse; to contaminate.

MIN'GLE, (mlng'gl) v. n. To be mixed
;
to be united with.

MlN'GLE, (ining'gl) n. Mixture ;
confused mas?. Shak. [R.]

MIN'GLE D-LY, (ming'gld-le) ad. Confusedly. Barret.

MIN'GLE-MA'N'GLE, (rning'gl-mang'gl) n. A medley; a

hotch-potch. Hooker. [R.]

MIN'GLE-MENT,* n. Act of mingling. Moore. [R.]

MIN'GLER, (ming'gler) n. One who mingles.

MIN'IAR'D, (mm'yard) a. Soft ; dainty. See MIGNIAHD.

fMiN'iARD-iZE, (niin'yard-ix) v. a. [mignardiser, Fr.] To
render soft, delicate, or dainty. Hoiocll.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N
; BOLL, BUR, Ru^LE. C, G, 9, g, soft ; 0, G, g, g, hard; as Z

; 5 as gz; THIS
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MTfN'l-ATE, v. a. [miniare, It., from minium, L.] To paint
or tinge with vermilion. Warton.

HMYN'IA-TURE, or MIN'I-A-TURE, [min'e-tur, W. J. F. Ja.
Sm. ; min'it-chur, S. ; min'e-a-t.ur, P. ; min'yji-tQr, E.]
n. [miniature, Fr.

; miniatura, It.] [Red letter
;
a paint-

ing in vermilion.] A representation of nature on a very
small scale

;
a very small or minute portrait, likeness,

or picture. Miniature painting is generally executed on
ivory, or on vellum or paper.

||MiN'iA-TURE,* a. Representing nature on a small scale
;

diminutive. Brande.

MiN'l-Ki'N, a. [mignon, Fr.] Small
;
diminutive. SJyli.

MIN'I-KIN, n. A darling ;
a favorite : a small sort of pin.

MlN'lM, n. [minimus, L.] A small being ;
a dwarf. Milton.

A small fish : one of an order of friars who called
themselves Minimi: anciently, the shortest note in mu-
sic

; half a semibreye. Shak. A little song or poem. Spen-
ser. The smallest liquid measure: a small type. See
MINION.

MlN'l-MENT, n. (Law} Evidence or writings, whereby a
man is enabled to defend the title of his estate

; proof ;

muniment. Whishaw.
MIif' i-MUM, n. [L.] pi. MINIMA. The least quantity :

opposed to maximum.

MJN'I-MUS, n. [L.] pi. MINIMI. A being of the least

size. Shak.

MIN'ING,* n. The business of working in mines. P. Cyc.

MlN'iNG,*p. a. Relating to the working of mines. P. Cyc.
MIN'IQN, (min'yun) n. [mignon, Fr.] A favorite, in an ill

sense
; alow, mean dependant: a small printing type

next below brevier
; sometimes called minim.

MlN'iQN, (min'yun) a. Small; delicate. [fTrim; dainty;
fine; elegant; pleasing; gentle. Huloet.]

fMlN'lpN, n. [minium, L.] Vermilion. Burton.

fMiN'lQN-iNG, (min'yun-ing) n. Kind treatment. Mars-
ton.

MlN'lQN-LiKE, (min'yun-llk) ; ad. Finely; daintily ;
af-

MlN'iQN-Ly, (mm'yun-le) \ fectedly. Camden.

fMiN'ipN-siiip, (inin'yun-shjp) n. State of a minion.
Howell.

tMlN'ioys, (min'yys) a. [minium, L.] Of the color of red
lead or minion. Browne.

JMiN'iSH, v. a. To lessen
;
to diminish. Exodus v.

MlN'is-TER,n. [L.] One who ministers or administers
;
one

who acts by delegated authority; one employed in the
administration of the government ;

an ambassador from
one court or government to another; a delegate; an
agent: one who administers the rites of religion; a

clergyman ;
a priest.

MlN'}S-TER, v. a. [ministro, L.] [i. MINISTERED ;pp. MINIS-

TERING, MINISTERED.] To give ; to supply ; to afford.

MIN'IS-TER, v. n. To attend
;

to serve in some office,

clerical, religious, or other office
;

to give supplies of

things needful
;
to give assistance.

MIN-IS-TE'RI-AL, a. Relating to ministers of state, the

ministry, or the sacerdotal office; attendant; acting
under authority ;

sacerdotal.

MIN-IS-TE'RI-AL-LY, ad. In a ministerial manner.

fMlN'is-TER-y, n. Now contracted to ministry. Milton.

fMiN'is-TRAL, a. Pertaining to a minister.

MWis-TRANT, a. Attendant
; acting at command. Mil-

ton.

MIN-IS-TRA'TION, n. Act of ministering; agency; ser-

vice
; office

;
ecclesiastical function ; administration.

MIN'IS-TRA-TIVE,* a. Affording service; assisting. Perry.

MIN'IS-TRESSJ n. She who ministers or supplies. Jlken-

side.

MIN'IS-TRY, n. [ministerium, L.] The office of a minister;
the body of ministers

; agency ;
service : the sacerdotal

function : the body of persons employed to administer
the government.

MiN'is-TRY-siiip,* 7i. The office of a minister. Swift.

MIN'I-UM, or MIN'IUM, [mln'yum, S. W. J. K. ; min'e-um,
P. Sm.] n. [L.] (Painting} A red color, being a calx or red
oxide of lead.

MIN'I-VER,* 71. White fur from the belly of the Siberian

squirrel. Crabb. See MENIVER.
MINK,* 7i. An American water-rat

;
a minx. P. Cyc.

MlN'NE-KlN, 7i. See MINIKIN.
tMlN'NQCK, n. Shalt. See MIMIC.

MIN'NOW, n. [menuisc, from menu, Fr.] A very small fish
;

minim; a pink. Walton.

MI'NQR, a. [L.] Less; smaller; inferior; petty; inconsid-
erable

; opposed to major (Logic) Minor term, the sub-

ject of the conclusion in a categorical syllogism.
MI'NOR, n. One under age ; one less than twenty-one years
of age: a Franciscan friar, called also a minorite.

(Logic) The second or particular proposition of a syllo-

gism, orjthat
which contains the minor term. See MAJOR.

fMfN'p-RATE, v. a. [minor, L.] To lessen
; to diminish.

Browne.

JMIN-Q-RA'TION, n. The act of lessening ; diminution.
Walsatt.

MI'NQR-lTE, n. A Franciscan friar. Milton. See MINOR.

the

MI-NOR'I-TY, n. The state of being a minor or of boing
under age ; the state of being less

;
the smaller number,

opposed to majority.

MlN'o-TAUR, [mIn'9-tSLwr, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; inl'no-
tawr, S. K.} n. [minos and taurus. L.I A fabled monster,
half man and half bull.

MIN'STER, n. A monastery : the church of a monastery
or convent

;
a cathedral church.

MiN'sTREL, n. A musician of the middle ages, who was
also a poet and singer ; a musician

; a bard ; a singer.
MiN'sTREL-sy, n. Music

; instrumental music
; a band of

musicians. Milton.

MINT, n. [moneta, L.] A place where money is coined, or
where the coin of a country is manufactured : any place
of invention. [mentha, L.] An aromatic plant.

MINT, v. a.
[i. MINTED ; pp. MINTING, MINTED.] To coin ;

to stamp money ; to invent
;
to forge.

MINT'AGE, n. That which is coined
; duty for coining.

MiNT'ERj n. A coiner. Camden. An inventor. Oayton.
MlNT'-Ju-LEp,*n. A drink made of brandy, or other spirit,

sugar, and water, with an infusion of mint; a drink
used in Virginia, &c. Capt. Marryatt.

MINT'MAN, n. One skilled in coinage. Bacon. [R.]
MINT'MA'S-TER, n. One who presides in coinage ;

master
of the mint: one who invents. Locke.

MIN'V-ET, n. A stately, regular dance
;
a tune to which a

minuet is danced.

MIN'VM, n. A printing type, now called minion. (Mus.)A short note, called also a minim. Bailey.
MI'NUS,* a. [L.I (Algebra) Signifying less} noting t!

sign of subtraction, thus ( ) ; as, 10 6 = 4. Crabb.

Mi-NDs'cuLE,* 7i. [minusculum, L.l A small or minute sort
of letter or character used in MSS., in the middle ages.
Gent. Mag. See MAJUSCULE.

Mi-NDs'cuLE,* a. Small; minute; relating to a kind of
letter so called._Oent. Mag.

MI-NUTE', or MI-NUTE', [me-nut', S.J.F.K.; mi-nut',
Ja. Sm.] a. [minutus, L.] Very small; little; slender;
trifling.

MIN'UTE, (min'ut or min'it) [mTn'nut, J. Ja. ; min'it, S.

E. F. K. ; min'njt or min'nut, W. Sm.] n. [minutum', L.]
The sixtieth part of an hour: the sixtieth part of a de-

gree: the sixtieth part of the diameter of a column :

any small space of time : the first draught of a writing;
a short note of any thing done or to be done : a minute
detail of things singly enumerated.

MIN'VTE,* a. Showing the minutes
; repeated every min-

ute. Perry.
MlN'VTE, v. a.

[i. MINUTED ; pp. MINUTING, MINUTED.] To
set down in short hints. Spectator.

MiN'vTE-BELL,*n. A bell sounded every minute. Ash.

MiN'uTE-BooK, (min'jt-buk) 7i. A book of short hints.

MiN'VTE-GLAss, n. A glass of which the sand measures
a minute.

MlN'yTE-GtJN,* n. A gun fired every minute. Maunder.

MIN'VTE-HAND, 71. The hand of a clock or watch that

points out the minutes.

MiN'VTE-JXcK, n. Jack of the clock-house. Shak.

MIN'VTE-LY, a. Happening every minute. Hammond.
tMlN'VTE-LY, ad. Every minute. Hammond.
MI-NUTE'LYJ (see MI-NUTE'.) ad. To a small point; exact-

ly to the least part; nicely.

MiN'UTE-MXN,* 7i. ; pi. MIN'VTE-MEN. A man enlisted
as a soldier, and held bound to march at a minute's

warning. Dr. A. Holmes.

MI-NUTE'NESS, 7i. Quality of being minute; smallness.

M/N'UTE-WATCH, (-woch) n. A watch for measuring
minutes, or on which minutes are distinctly marked.

Boyle.

MJ-NU'TI-JE, (me-nu'she-e) n. pi. [L.] Minute or small

particulars. Dr. Maxwell.

MINX, (mingks) n. (Zool.) An animal of the otter kind.
Crabb. A she-puppy: a pert, wanton girl. Skak,

MJ'NY, a. Relating to mines; subterraneous. Thomson.

MI'<?--CENE,* a. (Oeol.) Relating to the second division of

the tertiary epoch, succeeding the eocene period, or to ge-

ological formations containing a minority of fossil shells

of recent species. Brande.

fMi-RXB'j-LA-RY,* n. A writer or relater of wonders. Ba-
con.

MI-RAB'I-LE Die' TV,* [L.]
" Wonderful to be told."

Scudamore.

fMI'RA-BLE, a. [mirabilis, L.] Wonderful ;
admirable.

S/iak.

MiR'A-CLE, (mir'a-kl) [mir'a-kl, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.

Wb.; mer'a-kl, S.] n. [miraculum, L.] An effect of which
the antecedent cannot be referred to any secondary cause ;

a deviation from the established laws of nature
;
some-

thing not only superhuman, but preternatural ;
a wonder

;

a prodigy: a play, or theatrical representation of mira-

cles, or of some legend, in the middle ages.

jMiR'A-CLE, v. a. To make wonderful. Shak.

MiR'A-CLE-M6N'j&ER, (-ruung'ger) n. A pretender to the

performance of miracles. Hallywell.
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,* v. a. To represent as a miracle. Shafles-

bury.
MI-RAC'V-LOUS, a. [miraculeux, Fr.] Having the nature of

a miracle ; supernatural ; very wonderful.

Mi-RAc'y-LODs-LY, ad. In a miraculous manner.

MJ-RAC'V-LOUS-NESS, n. The state of being miraculous.

MIR-A-DOR', n. [Sp.l A balcony or gallery. Dryden.
MURAGE,* (mS-razh') n. [Fr.] An optical illusion, pre-

senting an image of water in sandy deserts, or of a village
in a desert, as if built on a lake

; also of objects on the

earth or sea, as if elevated into the air. Ency.
MIRE, n. [moer, D.] Mud; dirt mixed with water, [myr,
Welsh. |A pismire. Johnson.]

MIRE, v. a.
[i. MIRED ; pp. MIRING, MIKED.] To whelm in

the mud -

t to soil with mud. v. n. To sink in mire.

MIRE'-CROW,* n. (Ornith.) The laughing gull. P. Cyc.

MIRE'DRUM,* n. A bird ; the bittern. Goldsmith.

tMl-RtF'f-CENT,* a. Producing wonder. More.

MlR'l-NESS, n. Dirtiness; fulness of mud or mire.

|MiRK, a. Dark
;
obscure ; murky. Chaucer.

tMlRK'SQME, a Dark
; murky. Spenser.

fMiRK'sc-ME-NESS, n. Obscurity. Mountagu.
MI'RK'Y, a. Dark

; wanting light ; murky. See MURKY.
MIR'RQR. n. [miroir, Fr.} A looking-glass, or speculum, or

any other polished body capable of reflecting the images
of objects : a pattern ;

an exemplar.
MIR'RQR,* v. a. To represent or exhibit by means of a

mirror. Talfourd.

MIR'RC-R-STONE, n. A stone which reflects images.
MIRTH, n. Merriment ; jollity ; gayety ; festivity ; joviality ;

hilarity : sport ; gladness.
MIRTH'FUL, a. Merry ; gay ; joyful ; jovial ;

cheerful.

MIRTH'FUL-LY, ad. In a mirthful or merry manner.

MIRTH'LESS, a. Joyless ;
cheerless. Chaucer.

MIRTH'-MOV-ING,* a. Exciting mirth. Shak.

MIR'Y, a. Full of mire
; muddy ; consisting of mire.

MIR'ZA,* n. The common style of honor in Persia, when
it precedes the surname of an individual

;
when append-

ed to a surname, it signifies a prince, and is given to the

son of the emperor. Brande.
Mis. A Saxon prefix, having the same origin with the verb

to miss, to be in error
;
and it gives this signification to

the words with which it is compounded ; as, judge, mis-

judge. Mis, an initial syllable of many words, is from
the Oreek word fjuaiw, I hate .- hence misanthrope, a hater
of mankind. _

Mls-Xc-CEp-TA'TlQiV, n. Act of taking in a wrong sense.

MiS-AD-vNT'VRE, (mis-sid-vent'yur) n. [mesaventure, Fr.]
Mischance ; misfortune

; ill luck
;
bad fortune.

MIS-AD-VENT'VRED, (-yurd) a. Unfortunate. Shak.

MIs-AD-VENT'VR-ous,* a. Unfortunate; unlucky. Cole-

ridge.

MIs-AD-vlCE',* n. Ill advice
; bad counsel, dsh.

MIs-AD-vJsE',* v. a. To give bad advice to. Bailey.

*ns-AD-vIED', (-vlzd) a. Wrongly advised.

tMis-AF-FECT', v. a. To dislike. Milton.

Mis-AF-FECT'ED, a. Ill-affected ; ill-disposed. Burton.

Mls-AF-FlRM', v. a. To affirm falsely. Milton.

MIS-AIMED', (-aind') a. Not aimed rightly. Spenser.
MIS-XL-LE-<JA'TIQN, n. A false statement. Bp. Morton.

Mis-AL-LEGE', (-lej') v. a.
[i. MISALLEGED ; pp. MISALLEG-

ING, MISALLEGED.] To allege or cite falsely. Bp. Hall.

Mls-AL-Li'ANCE, n. Improper association. Hard.
MIS-AL-LIED', (-)id') a. Ill-associated. Burke.

MIs-AL-LOT'MENT,* n. A wrong allotment. Coleridge.

MIS'AN-THROPE, n. [/u<rui/0pco<r.] A hater of mankind ;

a misanthropist.
MIS-AN-THROP'IC, ~) a. Relating to or containing misan-

MiS-AN-THR5p'i-CAL, \ thropy ; hating mankind.
MIS-AN'THRQ-PIST, n. A hater of mankind; a misan-

thrope.
MIS-XN'THRO-PIZE,* v. a. To render misanthropical. Qu.
Rev. [R.]

fMls-XN'THRQ-Pos, n. l^iardi'OpcjTroi.] A misanthrope.
Shak.

MIS-AN'THRO-PY, n. Nuu8pr{a.] Hatred of mankind
;

aversion to mankind.
MIS-AP-PLJ-CA'TION, n. A wrong application. Browne.

MIS-AP-PLY', v. a. [i. MISAPPLIED ; pp. MIS APPLYING, MIS-
APPLIED

.]
To apply incorrectly or to a wrong purpose.

MIS-AP-PRE'CI-AT-ED,* (mis-^p-pre'she-at-ed) a. Not well

appreciated. Blackwood.

MIS-XP-PRE-HEND', v. a.
[i. MISAPPREHENDED ; pp. MISAP-

PREHENDING, MISAPPREHENDED.] To misunderstand.

Mis-Xp-PRE-HEN^SlQN, n. Misunderstanding ; mistake.

MIS-AP-PRO-PRI-A'TION,* n. A wrong appropriation. Ch.
Ob'.

MlS-AR-RANGE',* V. 0. [i. MISARRANGiED
; pp. MISARRANG-

ING, MISARRANGED.] To arrange wrongly ;
to derange.

Clarke.

MIs-AR-RANGE'MENT,* 7t. A wrong arrangement. Cow-

MJS-AS-CRIBE', v. a. To ascribe falsely. Boyle.

MI&-AS-SIGN', (-sin') ?'. a. To assign erroneously.

fMIs-AT-TEND', v. a. To disregard. Milton.

MIs-BE-c6ME', (mis-be-kum') v.a.
[i. MISBECAME ; pp. MIS-

BECOMING, MISBECOME.] Not to become
; to be unseemly

to ; not to suit.

MIs-BE-coM'iNG,* a. Unbecoming; unseemly. Locke.

Mis-BE-coM'iNG-NESS, n. Unbecomingness. Boyle.
Mis-BE-FlT'TiNG,* a. Unsuitable; not fitting. Jewsbury.
Mis-BE-GOT', a. Misbegotten. Shak.

MIS-BE-GOT'TEN, (-tn) a. Unlawfully or irregularly begot-
ten. Dryden.

Mis-BE-HAVE', v. n.
[i. MISBEHAVED

; pp. MISBEHAVING,
MISBEHAVED.] To act ill or improperly. Johnson.

MIS-BE HAVE', v. a. To conduct ill or improperly. Jin-tin.

MIS-BE-HAVED', (-havd') a. Ill-bred; uncivil. Shak.

MIs-BE-HAV'lpR, (mis-be-hav'yur) n. Misconduct.

MIS-BE-HOLD'EN,* a. Offensive
;
unkind. Holloway. [North

of England.] According to Forby, misbeholding is used
with the same meaning in the east part of England, ap-
plied only to words ; as,

" I never gave her one misbe-

holding word." The word misbeholden is sometimes
thus used colloquially in the United States.

Mfs-BE-LlEF', (mis-be-lSf) re. Wrong belief.

Mis-BE-LiEVE', (mls-be-16v') v. n. To believe erroneously.
MIs-BE-LlEV'ER, n. One who believes wrongly.
fMIs-BE-SEEM', v. a. Not to become. Bp. Hall.

MIS-BESTOW', (mis-be-sto') v. a. To bestow improperly.
MI'S'BORN, a. Born to misfortune or evil. Spenser.

MIS-CAL'CV-LATE, v. a.
[i. MISCALCULATED ; pp. MISCAL-

CULATING, MISCALCULATED.] To calculate or reckon erro-

neously.
Mfs-cXL-cy-LA'TlON, n. Wrong calculation.

MiS-CALL', v. a. [i. MISCALLED ; pp. MISCALLING, MISCALL-

ED.] To call or name improperly.
Mis-cXR'RiAGE, (mis-kar'rij) n. The act of miscarrying ;

ill conduct ;
failure

;
mischance : abortion.

MlS-CXR'RY, V. 71. [L MISCARRIED
; pp. MISCARRYING, MIS-

CARRIED.] To fail
;
not to have the intended event: to

have an abortion.

Mis-clST', v. a. [i. MISCAST ; pp. MISCASTING, MISCAST.] To
cast erroneously or badly.

Mis-CEL-LA-NA'Ri-Xif,* 11. A writer of miscellanies ; mis-
cellanist. Shaftesbury.

tMIs'CEL-LANE, n. Mixed corn
; meslin. Bacon.

Mis-CEL-LA'NE-pOs, a. Mingled ; composed of various
kinds

; embracing many sorts
; diversified

;
various.

MIS-CEL-LA'NE-OUS-LY,* ad. In a miscellaneous manner.
Ed. Rev.

Mis-CEL-LA'NE-oDs-NESs, n. State of being miscellaneous.

Mis-cEL'LA-NlsT,* 7i. A writer of miscellaneous essays or
treatises. D'Israeli.

MIs'CEL-LA-NY, [mis'sel-la-ne, & W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R. Wb. ; mjs-sel'lj-ne, Kenrick.] n. [miscellaneus, L.]
Something mixed

;
a collection of short literary composi-

tions or extracts
;
a mixture

;
a medley ;

a diversity.

fMis'CEL-LA-Ny, a. Miscellaneous. Bacon.

{MIS-CEN'TRE, (nus-sen'ter) v. a. To concentrate amiss.
Donne.

MIS-CHANCE', n. Ill luck
;
misfortune

; mishap.
Mis-jeiiAR'Ac-TER-iZE,* v. a. To characterize falsely.

Smart.

MIS-CHARGE', v. a. To charge erroneously. Hale.

MIS-CHARGE',* n. An erroneous charge. Smart.

Mis'cHiEF, (mis'chif) n. [meschef, old Fr.J Harm; hurt;
whatever is ill or injurious ;

ill consequence ; vexatious

affair; misfortune; injury; damage.
fMis'cHlEF, (mls'chjf) v. a. To hurt

;
to harm. Milton.

MIS'CHIEF-MAK'ER, n. One who causes mischief.

Mis'cHJEF-MAK'lNG, a. Causing harm. Rowe.

||Mis'cHiEV-oDs, [mls'che-vus, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.
Wb. ; ims'che-vus or mjs-che'vus, P.] a. Harmful

;
hurt-

ful
; destructive; noxious; pernicious; injurious ;

wick-
ed

;
malicious. 95" "Old authors, and the modern vul-

gar, accent the second syllable of mischievous." Smart.

||Mis'c;H]EV-Ous-LY, (mis'che-vus-le) ad. Noxiously ;
hurt-

fully; wickedly.
||Mis'ciilEV-ous-NESS, (mis'che-vus-nes) n. Hurtfulness.

MlacH'NA, (mish'na) n. [Heb.] The text of the Jewish
Talmud. Mather.

MlS-CH66E',* 77. a. [i. M1SCHOSE
; pp. MISCHOOSING, MIS-

CHOSEN.
J
To choose wrongly. Stow.

MIS-CHRIS'TEN,* (-sn) v. a. To christen wrong. Qjt. Rev.

fMis-ci-BfL'l-TY,* n. Capacity of being mixed. Maunder.
tMis'c|-BLE,a. [misceo, L.] That may be mixed. Arbuthnot.

MIS-CI-TA'TIQN, n. Incorrect or false citation or quotation.
MIS-CITE', v. a. To cite or quote wrong.
MIS-CLAIM', n. Mistaken claim. Bacon.

Mis-coG'Ni-zXNT,* a. (Law) Ignorant; not knowing.
Jacob.

MIS-CQL-LCT',* v. a. To collect wrongly. Hooker.

Mis-coM-pRE-HEND',* v. a. To comprehend incorrectly.
Hunter.

MIS-COM-PV-TA'TIC-N, 71. Incorrect computation ;
false

reckoning.
MIs-cc-M-PUTE',* v. a. To compute erroneously. Browne.
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tion.
', (mTs-kon-set') n. A false opinion or no-

MIs-CON-CEIVE', (mis-kon-sev') v. a. [i. MISCONCEIVED ;

pp. MISCONCEIVING, MISCONCEIVED.] To misjudge; to
have a false notion of.

MTs-CQN-CEiVE', v. n. To have a wrong or mistaken idea.

MIS-CON-CEIV'ER,* n. One who misconceives. Beaam.
$ FL

MIS-CON CEP'TION, n. A wrong notion or idea.

MIS-CON'DUCT, n. Bad conduct
;

ill behavior.

MlS-CON-DUCT', V. a. [L MISCONDUCTED
; pp. MISCONDUCT-

ING, MISCONDUCTED.] To conduct or manage ill.

Mts-cQN-jECT'URE, (mis-kpn-jekt'yur) n. A wrong guess.
MIS-CQN-JECT'VRE, v. a. To conjecture or guess wrong.
MIS-CON-JECT'URE, v. n. To make a wrong guess.
Mis-coN-SE-cRA'TiON,* n. A wrong consecration. More.

MIS-CQN-STRUCT',* v. a. To construct or interpret wrong.
Fox.

Mis-cQN-STRuc'TipN, n. A wrong construction.

Mis-coN'sTRtJE, (mis-kon.'stru) v. a.
[i.

MISCONSTRUED
;

pp. MISCONSTRUING, MISCONSTRUED.] To construe or in-

terpret wrong.
MIS-CON'STRU-ER, n. One who misconstrues.

tMls-cON-Ti'N'v-ANCE, n. (Law) The continuation of a
suit by improper process. Whishaw.

MIS-CQR-RECT',* v. a. To mistake in correcting. Smart.

MIS-COUN'SEL, v. a. To advise wrong. Spenser.

MIS-COUNT', v. a. [i. MISCOUNTED ; pp. MISCOUNTING, MIS-

COUNTED.] To reckon wrong; to count wrong.
MiS-co&NT', v. n. To make a false reckoning. Bp. Pat-

rick.

MIS-COUNT',* n. An erroneous reckoning. Smart.

tMIs'cRE-ANCE, ) n. [me'screance, old Fr.] Unbelief; false

fMis'cRE-AN-CY, j faith; misbelief; adherence to a false

religion ;
vileness. Spenser.

Mis'cRE-ANT, 7i. [miscreant, old Fr.] [fOne who holds a
false faith

;
an infidel. Hooker.] A vile wretch. Shak.

}Mfs-CRE-ATE', a. Miscreated. Shak.

Mis-CRElAT'ED, a. Created or formed wrong. Milton.

MI'S-CRE-A'TIVE,* a. That creates amiss. Shelley.

M'fs'cy,* n. A kind of Indian dentifrice. Scudamore.

MIS-DATE', v. a.
[i. MISDATED; pp. MISDATING, MISDATED.]

To date erroneously.
MIS-DATE',* n. An erroneous date. Smart.

MIS-DEED', n. An evil deed
;
wicked action

; fault.

MIs-DEEM', v. a. [i. MISDEEMED; pp. MISDEEMING, MIS-

DEEMED.] To judge ill
;
to mistake.

MIs-DE-MEAN', (mis-de-men') v. a. To behave ill. Shak.

Mis-DE-MEAN'pR, n. 'An offence; ill behavior. (Law)
An offence less atrocious than a crime.

MIS-DE-RIVE', v. a. To derive improperly. Bp. Hall.

Mis-DE-scRlBE',* v. a. To describe falsely. West. Rev.

tMis-DE-_ERT', (mTs-de-zerf) n. Ill desert. Spenser.

MIS-DE-VO'TION, n. Mistaken piety. Donne.

tMis-Dl'ET, n. Improper diet or food. Spenser.

Mis-DI-RECT', v. a.
[i.

MISDIRECTED
; pp. MISDIRECTING,

MISDIRECTED.] To direct or guide wrong.
MTs-Di-REc'TIQN,* 7i. A wrong direction. Blackstone.

MTs-Dis-Pp-f"TiQN, (mis-dis-p9-zish'un) n. Inclination to

evil. Bp. Hall. [R.]

Mfs-Dis-TiN'GUjSH, (mls-djs-ting'gwjsh) v. a. To distin-

guish wrong. Hooker. [Rj
Mls-Djs-TRiB'UTE,* v. a. To distribute wrong. Latham.

Mls-Df-VIDE',* v. a. To divide wrong. Latham.

MIs-Dl-vi's/lQN,* (-de-vizh'un) n. A wrong division. La-
tham.

MIS-DO', v. a.
[i.

MISDID ; pp. MISDOING, MISDONE.] To do
wrong; to commit.

MTs-DO', v. n. To commit faults. Milton.

MIS-DO'ER, n. An offender
;
a criminal

;
a malefactor.

Mfs-Do'lNG, n. Offence; deviation from right.

fMis-DbOBT', (-dout') v. a. &. n. To suspect of deceit or

danger. Sidney.

fMis-DoOBT', (-dbut') 7i. Suspicion of crime or danger.
Shak. Irresolution; hesitation. Shak.

fMIs-DOUBT'FUL, (-dout'ful) a. Misgiving. Spenser.

JMts-DREAD', (-dred') n. Dread of evil. Bp. Hall.

\Ml$E t (mSz) n. [Fr.] (Law) Expense, cost, or disburse-
ment : a point or issue in a court of law. Cowel.

fMis-EASE', (-Gz') 71. Uneasiness; want of ease. Chaucer.

JM!s-E-Dl"TlON, (-dish'un) n. A spurious edition. Bp.
Hall.

Mfs-ED'v-CATE,* -a. a. To educate amiss. Month. Rev.

MIS-EM-PLOY', V. a. [L MISEMPLOYED
; pp. MISEMPLOYING,

MISEMPLOYED.] To use to wrong purposes.
MIS-EM-PLOY'MENT, 71. Improper employment.
MIS-EN'TRY, n. A wrong entry, as in an account.

MI'ER, (ml'zer) n. [miser, L.] [fA wretch
; a mean fel-

low. Shak.] A wretch through covetousness
; one who

lives miserably through fear of poverty, and hoards be-

yond a prudent economy ;
a person excessively penuri-

ous.

Mi?'ER-A-BLE, a. [Fr.] Full of misery ; unhappy ;
calam-

itous
;
wretched ;

worthless
; despicable ; mean.

MIYER-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being miserable.
Mfs'ER-A-BLY, ad. Unhappily ; wretchedly ; meanly.
MI'SER-LY,* a. Avaricious in the extreme. Smart.
Mis'ER-Y, (miz'er-e) n. [miseria, L.] A state of being

miserable, or suffering evil
; wretchedness

; unhappi-
ness

; calamity ; misfortune.

fM-Is-Es-TEEM', 71. Disregard ; slight.
Mis-ES'Tl-MATE,* TJ. a. To estimate erroneously. Smart.
Mis-EX-PLi-CA'TiQN,* n. A wrong explication. Baxter.

MIS-EX-PQ-I"TIQN,* (-zish'un) n. A wrong exposition.
Milton.

MIs-EX-Pof)ND',* v. a. To expound incorrectly. Hooker.

MTs-EX-pREs'siQN,* n. A wrong expression. Baxter.

tMIS-FALL', v. n. To befall unluckily. Spenser.
fMIs-FARE', v. n. To be in an ill state. Oower.
fMIs-FARE', n. Ill state

; misfortune. Spenser.
MlS-FASIl'lQN, V. a. [L MISFASHIONED

; pp. MISFASHIOW-
ING, MISFASHIONED.] To fashion or form wrong.

Mis-FEA'ANCE,*7i. (Law) A misdeed
; malfeasance. Tom-

lins.

fMis-FEiGN', (-fan') v. n. To feign with an ill design.
Spenser.

MIS-FORM', v. a.
[i. MISFORMED; pp. MISFORMING, MIS-

FORMED.] To form ill or improperly.
MIS-FORT'U-NATE,* a. Unfortunate

; unhappy. Locke. [R.]
MIs-FORT'VNE, (mls-fort'yun) [mis-for'chun, W. J. ; mis-

for'tun, F. Ja. Sm. ; mis-for'chun, S. ; mis-for'tyun, E.
K.; mis-for'tun, P.] n. Calamity; ill luck; want of
good fortune

; harm ;
ill

; disaster.

fMis-FORT'uNED, (mis-fort'yund) a. Unfortunate. Milton.

MIs-filVE', v. a. [i. MISGAVE ; pp. MISGIVING, MISGIVEN.]
To fill with doubt

;
to deprive of confidence ; to give

amiss.

Mis-jelv'lNG, 7i. Doubt ; distrust
;
hesitation.

MIs-GOT'TEN, (-tn) a. Unjustly obtained. Spenser.
MlS-G6v'ERN, V. a.

[i. MISGOVERNED J pp. MISGOVERNING,
MISGOVERNED.] To govern ill

;
to administer unfaith-

fully.

Mls-G6v'ERN-XNCE, n. Bad government. Spenser.
MIS-GOV'ERNED, (-guv'ernd) a. Rude

; uncivilized.

Mis-G6v'ERN-MENT,7i. Bad government; ill management;
inordinate behavior.

Mis-GRiFT', v. a. To graft amiss. Shak.

MIs-GROUND', v. a. To found falsely. Bp. Hall.

Mfs-GROWTH',* n. A wrong growth. Coleridge.
MIS-GUID'ANCE, (mTs-|I'd?ns) n. A wrong guidance.
MIS-GUIDE', (mis-gid') v. a. [i. MISGUIDED ; pp. MISGUID-

ING, MISGUIDED.] To guide wrong; to direct ill.

Mis-nXp', n. Ill chance
;

ill luck
; calamity.

fMis-HXp'pEN, (-pn) v. 71. To happen ill. Spenser.

fMls-HAVED',* (-havd') a. Misbehaved. Shak.

MIS-HEAR', v. n.
[i. MISHEARD

; pp. MISHEARING, MIS-

HEARD.] To hear erroneously or imperfectly. Shak.

MISH'MXSH, 7i. A mixture
; hotchpotch. Sir T. Herbert.

MISH'NA,* n. Clarke. See MISCHNA.

MIS-IM-PROVE',* v. a. To use or improve to a bad purpose.
South.

MIs-iM-PROVE'MEjfT,* 7i. Bad use or employment. South.

MIS-JN-FER', v. a. To infer wrong. Hooker.

MiS-lN-FORM', v. a. [i. MISINFORMED ; pp. MISINFORMING,
MISINFORMED.] To inform erroneously; to deceive by
false accounts.

MIs-lN-FORM', v. n. To give false information.

MIS-JN-FORM'ANT,* n. One who misinforms. Wdberforce.
MIS-IN-FOR-MA'TION, n. Erroneous information.

MIS-IN-FORM'ER, n. One who misinforms.

MIs-iN-STRDcT', v. a. To instruct improperly. Hooker.

M'fs-JN-STRDc'TlQN, 7i. Ill or erroneous instruction.

Mls-iN-TfiL'Li-GENCE, n. Misinformation
;
false accounts.

MIs-JN-TER'PRfT, v. a.
[i. MISINTERPRETED; pp. MISIN-

TERPRETING, MISINTERPRETED.] To interpret wrong; to

explain wrong.
MIs^iN-TER'pRE-TA-BLE, a. Liable to misinterpretation.
Donne.

MIS-JN-TER-PRE-TA'TIQN, n. Wrong interpretation.

MIS-IN-TER'PRET-ER, n. One who misinterprets.

MIS-JOIN', V. a. [L MISJOINED \pp. MISJOINING, MISJOINED.]
To join unfitly or improperly.

MIs-JUDGE', (mls-juj') v. n.
[i. MISJUDGED ; pp. MISJUDG-

ING, MISJUDGED.] To judge erroneously; to form false

opinions.
MIS-JUDGE', . a. To mistake; to judge erroneously.

MIS-JUD^'MENT, 7i. Erroneous judgment.
jMIs-KEN', v. a. To be ignorant of; not to know.

JMts'KlN, 7i. A little bagpipe. Drayton.
MI'S-KLN'DLE, v. a. To kindle wrong. Bp. Hall.

fMls-Kivow', (-no') v. a. To be ignorant of.

Mfs-KNOWN',* (-non') a. Unknown. Ed. Rev.

Ml's-LAY', v. a. [i.
MISLAID ; pp. MISLAYING, MISLAID.] To

lay in a wrong place.

MIS-LAY'ER, n. One who mislays. Bacon.

Mis'LE, (miz'zl) v. n. [i.
MISLED ; pp. MISLING, MISLED.]

To rain in imperceptible drops, like a thick mist. Writ-

ten also mistle, and mizzle.

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; A, , I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, p, V, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
; HEIR, HER

;
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MT'LE, (miz'zl) 7i. A small misty rain; thick mist. Todd.

MIS-LEAD', (mis-led') v.a. [i. MISLED ; pp. MISLEADING, MIS-

LED.] To lead or guide wrong; to betray to mischief or

mistake.

MIS-LEAD'ER, n. One who misleads.

jMis-LEARN'Ep, a. Not properly learned. Bp. Hall.

MI'LEN,_7i. Mixed corn. See MASLIN, and MESLIN.
Mi'LE-TOE, (miz'zl-to) n. See MISTLETOE.
MIS-LIKE', v. a. To disapprove ; to dislike. Sidney. [R.]
MIS-LIKE', v. n. Not to be pleased. Milton. [R.]
MIS-LIKE

,
n. Disapprobation; dislike. Shak. [R.]

Mis-LiK'ER, n. One who dislikes, jischam. [R.]
Mis-LiVE', v. n. To live ill. Bp. HalL [R.]
Mls-LtJcK', 7i. Misfortune; bad luck. Wodroephc. [R.]

MlS-MAN'AGE, v. a.
[i. MISMANAGED;^. MISMANAGING,

MISMANAGED.] To manage ill.

MIS-MAN'AGE-MENT, n. Ill management; ill conduct.

MIS-MAN'A-GER,* n. One who manages badly. Spectator.

MIS-MARCH',* v. n. To march ill or wrong. Maunder. [R.]

MIS-MARK', v. a. To mark with the wrong token. Collier.

Mis-MATCH', v. a,
[i. MISMATCHED ; pp. MISMATCHING, MIS-

MATCHED.] To match unsuitably.
MlS-MEA'VRE, (mis-mezh'ur) v. a. [i.

MISMEASURED ; pp.

MISMEASURING, MISMEASURED.] To measure incorrectly.

MIS-MEAS'VRED,* (-inezh'urd) a. Measured erroneously.

Mis-NAME', v. a. [i.
MISNAMED

; pp. MISNAMING, MISNAMED.]
To call by the wrong name.

MIS-NO'MER, n. (Law) A misnaming ; the act of using a

wrong name, by which an indictment is vacated.

MIS-QB-SERVE', v. a. To observe wrong. Locke.

Mis-QB-ERV'ER,* n. One who inisobserves. Milton.

M|-s6G'A-MlsT,7i. [maiu* and }d/'0j.] A hater of marriags.
Mi-soG'A-MY,* 7i. Hatred of marriage. Blount.

||Mi-soG'Y-NiST, (me-soj'e-mst) n. [/no-eoj and yvvrj.] A
woman-hater. Fuller.

||Mi-s6G'Y-NY, [me-soj'e-ne, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; me-sog'e-
ne, S. K.] n. Hatred of women.

Mi's'-o-PiN'iON, (-yun) 71. Erroneous notion. Bp. Hall.

fMis-OR'DER, v. a.' To conduct ill ;
to disorder. Ascham.

More.

MIS-PELL', (mis-speV) v. a. See MISSPELL.

MIS-PEND', v. a. See MISSPEND.

Mis-pER-CEP'TiON,* n. A wrong perception. Wollaston.

Mis-pER-suADE', (-swad') v. a. To bring to a wrong no-
tion. Hooker.

MIs-PER-suA'ijIQN, (-swa'zhun) 71. A wrong notion; false

opinion. Bp. Taylor.

M}S-Plc_K'EL,*n. (Min.) Arsenical pyrites. Brande.

Mis-PLACE', v. a. [i. MISPLACED; pp. MISPLACING, MIS-

PLACED.] To put in a wrong place; to place wrong.
MIS-PLACE'MENT,* n. The act of misplacing. Collinson.

MIS-PLEAD'ING,* n. (Law) The omission of any thing in

pleading, which is essential to the action or defence.
Wliishaw.

MIS-POINT', v. a. To point incorrectly.

MIS-POL'|-C,* n. A bad policy ; impolicy. Qu. Rev.

MIS-PRINT', V. a.
[i. MISPRINTED

; pp. MISPRINTING, MIS-

PRINTED.] To print wrong.
MIs-pRlNT', n. An error in printing, or of the press.

jMis-pRiSE', v. a. [mtsprendre, mcpriser, Fr.] To mistake;
to slight ; to despise. Shak.

Mis-pRis/iON, (mis-prizh'un) n. [fScorn ; contempt; mis-
take. Shak.

I (Law) Neglect ; negligence ; oversight.
Misprision of treason is the bare knowledge and conceal-
ment of treason, without any degree of assent to it.

Misprision offelony is the concealment of felony, which
a man knows, but never has assented to.

Mts-FRQ-CEED'iNG, n. An erroneous proceeding.
MIs-PRQ-Ffiss', v. a. To profess wrong or falsely. Donne.

MIS-PRO-NOUNCE', V. n.
[i. MISPRONOUNCED J pp. MISPRO-

NOUNCING, MISPRONOUNCED.] To pronounce or speak
wrong.

MIs-PRQ-NoONCE'. v. a. To pronounce improperly.
MIS-PRQ-NUN-CI-A'TION,* (-she-a'bhun) n. Erroneous pro-

nunciation. Maunder. See PRONUNCIATION.
MTS-PRO-POR'TION, v. a. To join without due proportion.
tMis-pRoGD', a. Viciously proud. Sliali.

Mfs-QUQ-TA'TiON,* 7t. An erroneous quotation. Johnson.

MIs-QUOTE', (-kw5t') v. a.
\i. MISQUOTED ',pp. MISQUOTING,

MISQUOTED.] To quote incorrectly.

MIs-RATE', v. a. To make a false estimate. Barrow.

MIs-RE-CEiVE', v. a. To receive amiss or wrong. Todd.

MIs-RE-cI'TAL, n. A wrong recital. Hale.

MIS-RE-CITE', v. a.
[i. MISRECITED

; pp. MISRECITING,
MISRECITED.] To recite erroneously. Bp. Bramhall.

MlS-RECK'ON, (-kn) v. a. [i. MISRECKONED ; PP.
%
MISRECK-

ONING, MISRECKONED.] To reckon wrong. Swift. [Rev.
Mls-REC-QL-LEc'TlON,* 71. Erroneous recollection. QM.
MIS-RE-FORM',* v. a. To reform erroneously. Milton.

MIs-RE-LATE', v. a.
[i. MISRELATED; pp. MISRELATING,

MISRELATED.] To relate incorrectly or falsely. Boyle.

Mis-RE-LA/TiON, n. False relation
; inaccurate narrative.

MIS-RE-MEM'BER, v. a. To fail of remembering correctly.

Boyle.

MIS-RE-MEM'BER,* 77. 7i. To mistake in what one endeav-
ors to remember

;
to err by failure of memory. Locke.

MIS-RE-PORT', v. a. [i. MISREPORTED ; pp. MISREPORTING,
MISREPORTED.] To report incorrectly or falsely ;

to give a
false account of.

MIS-RE-PORT', n. A false report. Denham.

MIS-REP-RE-ENT', V. tt. [i. MISREPRESENTED ; pp. MISREP-

RESENTING, MISREPRESENTED.] To represent falsely or

incorrectly ;
to injure by erroneous statements

;
to fal-

sify ;
to misstate.

Mis-REP-K,E-EN-TA'TlON, 7i. Act of misrepresenting ;
a

false representation ;
account maliciously false.

MIS-REP-RE-ENT'A-TIVE,* a. Representing wrongly
StDJft.

MIS-REP-RE-ENT'ER, 7i. One who misrepresents.

Mis-RE-PUTE',* v. a.
[i.

MISREPUTED ; pp. MISREPUTING,
MISREPUTED.] To repute wrongly. Milton.

Mis-RULE', 7i. Tumult; confusion ;
bad government.

tMis-Ru'LY, . Unruly ;
turbulent, Bp. Hall.

Miss, n. Loss ;
want

;
failure

;
omission ;

error ;
mistake.

SJtak. [fHurt ;
harm. Spenser.]

Miss, 7i. [contracted from mistress.] pi. MISSES. A young
girl ; a term of respectful address to an unmarried fe-

male, prefixed to the name ; as, Miss Smith, Miss Olivia:

an unmarried female kept in concubinage ;
a kept-mis-

tress. [" Miss, at the beginning of the last century, was

appropriated to the daughters of gentlemen under the age
o ten. Mistress was then the style of grown-up unmar-
ried ladies, though the mother was living; and, for a

considerable part of the century, maintained its ground

against the infantine term of Miss." Todd.] See MIS-

TRESS.

5= With respect to the use of this title, when two or

more persons of the same name are spoken of or ad-

dressed, there is a good deal of diversity. Some give the

plural form to the name ; as,
" The Miss Smiths ;

"
others,

to the title; as, "The Misses Smith." In conversation,
the former prevails ;

in written or printed composition,

usage is divided ;
and in addressing letters, the latter is

the more common. The following authorities are given
in favor of the former mode, as used in composition :

"The Miss Cotterels." James Northcote; James Boswett.
" The Miss Wilkinsons." Ed. Malone. " The Miss

Penns." Richard Rush. " The Miss Porters." Eclectic

Review. "The two Miss Smiths." Chambers's Journal.

The following are in favor of the latter form: " The
Misses More." Bp. Home. " The two Misses Porter."

Sir E<r. Bryd<res. "The Misses Porter." Charles Lamb.

"The* Misses"Gosset." Sir Robert Peel. Those gram-

marians, who treat of the subject, generally favor the for-

mer mode, (Miss Smiths
; ) though some make an excep-

tion in addressing letters.
" ' The Miss Smiths ' much

preferable to ' The Misses Smith.' " Grant's Grammar.
The following remarks are quoted from Dr. Crombie's

Grammar :
" Two or more substantives in concordance,

and forming one complex name, or a name and title, have

the plural termination annexed to the last only ; as,
' The

two Miss Louisa Howards,'
' The two Miss Thomsons.'

Analogy, Dr. Priestley observes, would plead in favor of

another construction, and lead us to say,
' The two Misses

Thomson,'
' The two Misses Louisa Howard ;

' for if the

ellipsis were supplied, we should say, 'The two young
ladies of the name of Thomson,' and this construction,

he adds, he has somewhere met with. The latter form

of expression, it is true, occasionally occurs ;
but general

usage, and, I am rather inclined to think, analogy like-

wise, decide in favor of the former ; for, with a few ex-

ceptions, and these not parallel to the examples now giv-

en, we almost uniformly, in complex names, confine

the inflection, to the last substantive. We say, indeed,
* Messrs. Thomson ;

' but we seldom or never say, 'The
two Messrs. Thomson,' but ' The two Mr. Thomsons.' "

Hiley, in his Grammar, says, "In conversation the

plural termination is annexed to the last noun only. But

in composition and addressing letters to individuals of

the same name, we pluralize the title ; as,
' To the Misses

Howard;'
' To Messrs. Thomson.' But both in conver-

sation and in composition we pluralize only the name of

married ladies ; as,
' Mrs. Wilsons were there ;

' 'To Mrs.

Howards.' " Thus also Dr. Watts :
" May there not be

Sir Isaac JVewtons in every science? You must not sup-

pose the world is made up of Lady Aurora Granvilles."^

Miss, v. a.
[i. MISSED ; pp. MISSING, MISSED.]

To fail of hit-

ting, reaching, finding, or obtaining ;
to mistake ;

to omit ;

to perceive want of. To miss stays, (JYaut.) to fail to

come up in the direction of the wind, as the head of a

ship.

Miss, v. n. To commit an error
;
to fail in some act or de-

sign ;
not to hit ; to mistake

;
to miscarry.

MIS'SAL, n. [missale, L.] The Roman Catholic mass-book.

MIS-SAY', (mis-sa') v. n. [i. MISSAID;^. MISSAYING, MIS-

SAID.] To say wrong, ill, or falsely.

MIEN, SIR
; MOVE, NOR s6N
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MIs-SAY', r. a. To censure. Chaucer. To utter amiss.
Donne.

Ml's-SAY^iNG, n. Improper expression ; a bad word. Milton.

tMIs-SEEM', v. n. To appear false
;
to misbecome. Spenser.

Miij'ijEL-BiRD, (miz'/I-bird) n. A kind of thrush.

Mt?'EL-DlNE, (miz'zl-dln) n. The mistletoe. Barret.

Mi!j>'EL-T6E, (mlz'zl-to) n. A plant. See MISTLETOE.
tMis-SEM'BLANCE,*TO. False resemblance. Spelman.
MIS-SEND', v. a.

[i. MISSENT; pp. MISSENDING, MISSENT.]
To send amiss or incorrectly. Todd.

MIS-SERVE', v. a. To serve unfaithfully. Bacon.

MfS-SHAPE', V. a.
[i. MISSHAPED} pp. MISSHAPING, MIS-

SHAPED or MISSHAPEN.] To shape ill
;
to form ill.

M!S'SHAPE,*TO. A bad or incorrect form. Wordsworth.
MIS-SHA'PEN,* (-pn)p. a. Ill-shaped ; badly formed.

MIS-SHEATHE',* v. a. To sheathe erroneously. Shak.

Mfs-SHEATHED',* (-shetfid') a. Wrongly sheathed. Skak.

MIs'siLE, a. [missilis, L.] That may be thrown
;
that is

sent by the hand, as a weapon ;
missive.

MIs'siLE,* TO. A weapon thrown by the hand or by a ma-
chine. Crabb.

Mfs'siNG,*p. a. Absent; wanting; not present.
Mls'siNG-LY,* ad. With omission ;

not constantly. Shak.

MIs'siON, (mish'un) TO. [missio, L.] Act of sending ;
the

state of being sent
; delegation ;

commission
;

the per-
sons sent to perform any service, especially for propa-
gating religion.

MIs'sipN-A-RY, (mish'un-ar-e) n. A person who is sent, es-

pecially to propagate religion.

Mfs'siON-A-RY,* (mish'un-a-re) a. Relating to missions or

missionaries ;
sent abroad. Temple.

MIs'siQN-ATE,* v. a. To perform the duties of a missiona-

ry. Missionary Man: [Rare and unauthorized.]
fMIs'siQN-ER, (mish'un-er) TO. [missionnaire, Fr.] A mission-

ary. Dryden.
MIS'SIVE, a. [missive, Fr.] Fit for sending ;

such as is sent.

^MYs'sjVE,n. [Fr.] A letter sent
;
a messenger. Shak.

MIs-SPEAK', v. a. To speak wrong. Donne.

Mfs-spEAK', v. TO. To blunder in speaking. Shak.

MIs-SPELL,',* v. a. [i. MISSPELT or MISSPELLED; pp. MIS-

SPELLING, MISSPELT or MISSPELLED.] To spell wrong.
MIs-SPELL'lNG,* TO. Erroneous orthography. Smart.

Mts-SPEND', v. a.
[i. MISSPENT

; pp. MISSPENDING, MIS-

SPENT.] To spend ill; to waste.

MIs-SPEND'ER, TO. One who misspends or wastes.

tMIs-SPENSE', n. Waste
; ill-employment. Bp. Hall.

MIS-STATE', V. a.
[l. MISSTATED ; pp. MISSTATING, MISSTAT-

ED.] To state wrong; to falsify; to misrepresent.
MIS-STATE'MENT, TO. Act of misstating ;

an erroneous or

wrong statement.

Mts-sTAY',* v. TO. (Want.) To fail of going about from one
tack to another. Dana.

MIS-STAYED',* (mis-stad') a. (JVaw.) Not brought up in
the direction of the wind, so as to be on the other tack,
as a ship. Mar. Diet.

MIs-svM-MA'TiON,* TO. A wrong summation. Scott.

MfS-SWEAR',* v. TO. [i. MISSWORE ; pp. MISSWEARING, MIS-

SWORN.] To swear falsely. Smart.

MIs'sY,* n. (Min.) A mineral substance
;
a sulphate of

iron when it has lost its water of crystallization, and is

calcined so as to become yellow. Smart.

MTfST, TO. A cloud that comes close to the ground ; a small,
thin rain, not perceived in single drops ; any thing that
dims or darkens.

Mtsx, v. a. To cloud
;
to cover with a vapor. Shak.

MtST,* v. TO. To shed down mist
;
to mizzle. Mien.

MIs-TA'EN', (mis-tan') p. A poetical contraction for mis-
taken. Shak.

MKs-TAK'A-BLE, a. Liable to be mistaken. Browne.

Ms-TAKE', v. a.
[i.

MISTOOK ; pp. MISTAKING, MISTAKEN.]
To understand or conceive wrong ; to take something for
that which it is not

;
to misunderstand

;
to misjudge.

95 Mistaken, or to be mistaken, is often used in a pecu-
liar manner, when applied to persons ; as,

"
I am mista-

ken,"
" He is mistaken," i. e., wrong in judgment or opin-

ion : but, "My opinion, or my remark, is mistaken,"
implies that I am mistaken, or misunderstood, by my
hearers.

MIS-TAKE', v. TO. To err in judgment or opinion ; not to

MIS-TAKE', n. Misconception; error. Milton.

Mfe-TA'KEN,* (-kn) p. from Mistake. See MISTAKE.
MIS-TA'KEN-LY, (-kn-le) ad. In a mistaken sense.

MIs-TAK'ER, TO. One who mistakes.

MiS-TAK/iNG, ra. Error ;
act of erring. Bp. Hall.

MIS-TAK'ING-LY, ad. Erroneously : falsely. Boyle.
MIs-TEACH', v. a. [i. MISTAUGHT; pp. MISTEACHING, MIS-

TAUGHT.] To teach wrong.
MTfs-TELL', v. a. [i.

MISTOLD
; pp. MISTELLING, MISTOLD.]

To tell wrong.
MTS-TEM'PER, v. a. To temper ill ; to disorder. Shak.

MtST-EN-cDM'BEREB,* a. Loaded with mist. Smart.
MIs'TER.* The pronunciation of the title Mr., the abbre-

viation of Master. 5=
" This form of the word master

seems to have been adopted, or at least promoted, for ths
sake of analogy with mistress; for mistress, among our
old writers, often had the form of mastress, in order to
suit with master, which was then used where we now
find mister." Smart. See MASTER, Miss, and MISTRESS.

fMis'TER, a. [mcstier, old Fr.] Sort of; as, what mister.
what kind of. Spenser.

tMTs'TER, v. TO. To signify; to import. Spenser.

MIS-TERM',_V. a. To term erroneously. Shak.

MIST-EX-HAL'ING,* a. Exhaling mist. Scott.

MIST'FUL, a. Clouded, as with a mist. Shak.

fMfs-THiNK', v. a. To think wrong. Shak.

tMIs-THpUGHT', (-th^wf) TO. Wrong notion. Spenser.
MIS-THRIVE',* v. TO. To thrive badly. E. Ercing.
MTs'Tic,* or MYS'TIC,* n. A kind of boat. Cooper.
MIST'J-LY, ad. In a misty manner; cloudily.
MIs-TlME', v. a.

[i. MISTIMED ; pp. MISTIMING, MISTIMED.]
To time wrong ;

not to adapt properly with regard to
time.

Mfs-TiME', v. TO. To neglect proper time.

MfsT'i-NESS, n. State of being misty ; cloudiness.

fMiST^ON, (-yun) ra. Mixtion. Browne.

MIs-Ti'TLE,* v. a. To call by a wrong title. Smart.

MIS'TLE, (miz'zl) v. n. See MISLE, and MIZZLE.

MI'S'TLE-TOE, (miz'zl-to) n. A parasitical plant or shrub
that grows on trees, frequently on the oak and apple-tree.

It is common in England, and was held in great ven-
eration by the Druids.

MIST'LIKE, a. Resembling a mist. Shak.

MIS-TOLD', i. & p. from Mistell. See MISTELL.

Mis-TOOK', (mis-tuk') i. from Mistake. See MISTAKE.
MIS-TRAIN', v. a. To educate or train amiss. Spenser.

MIs'TRAL,* TO. A squall or gust of wind. Cooper.

MlS-TRANS-LATE', V. a. [L MISTRANSLATED
; pp. MISTRANS-

LATING, MISTRANSLATED.] To translate incorrectly.

M'fs-TRANS-LA'TiON, TO. An incorrect translation. Leslie.

Mts-TREAD'iNG,* TO. An erroneous treading or step. Shak.

Mts-TREAT',* v. a. To treat ill. E. Erving. [R.]

MIS-TREAT'MENT,* TO. Ill treatment
;
maltreatment. Cole-

ridge.

Mfs'TRESS, (mis'tres ; colloquially, in connection with a

proper name, mls'sis ; as, Mistress, or Mrs., (mis'sis)
Smith) n. [maltresse, Fr.] A woman who governs ; cor-

relative to subject or to servant, and the feminine of mas-
ter: she who has something in possession ; she who has
skill in something; a female teacher

;
an instructress:

she who is beloved and courted : a woman kept in con-

cubinage ;
a concubine. $5" It is the proper style of every

lady who is mistress of a family, or married, and not en-
titled by birth, or in right of her husband, to a higher
style. As a prefix or title it is, in writing, commonly
abbreviated into Mrs. ; as, Mrs. Siddons. See Miss.

05=-
" The same haste and necessity of despatch, which

have corrupted Master into Mister, have, when it is a title

of civility only, contracted Mistress into Missis. Thus,
Mrs. Montague, Mrs. Carter, &c., are pronounced Missis

Montague, Missis Carter, &c. To pronounce the word
as it is written, would, in these cases, appear quaint and

pedantic." Walker.

MIS'TRESS, v. n. To court or wait upon a mistress. Donne

Mls'TRESS-SHIP, re. Female rule or power. Bp. Hall.

MIs-TRi'AL,* TO. (Law) A false or erroneous trial. Whishaw.

MIS-TRUST', TO. Want of trust or confidence ; distrust.

Mis-TRUST', v. a. [i. MISTRUSTED
; pp. MISTRUSTING, MIS-

TRUSTED.] To suspect ;
to doubt

;
to regard with distrust

or suspicion.
MIS-TRUST'ER,* TO. One who mistrusts. Milton.

MiS-TRtJST'FUL, a. Diffident ; doubting ;
distrustful.

Mts-TRUST'FUL-LY, ad. With suspicion ;
with mistrust.

MIS-TRUST'FUL-NESS, n. Distrustfulness
;
doubt. Sidney.

Mts-TRUST'lNG-LY, ad. With mistrust.

MTs-TRUST'LESS, a. Confident; unsuspecting. Carew.

MIS-TUNE', v. a. [i.
MISTUNED ; pp. MISTUNING, MISTUNED.]

To tune amiss ;
to put out of tune. Skelton.

fMIs-TURN', v. a. To pervert. Wicliffe.

Ml's-Tu'TOR, v. a. To tutor or instruct amiss. Edwards.

MIST'Y, a. Filled with mist ; clouded; obscure; dark.

MfS-UN-DER-STXND', V. a. [i. MISUNDERSTOOD J pp. MISUN-

DERSTANDING, MISUNDERSTOOD.] To understand wrong ;

to misconceive.

MIS-UN-DER-STAND'ING, TO. An erroneous understanding;
misconception; dissension; disagreement; difference.

MIS-US'AGE, (-yuz'aj) TO. Abuse
;

ill use
;
bad treatment.

MS-USE', (mis-yuz') v. a. [mesuser, Fr.] [i.
MISUSED

; pp. MI

USING, MISUSED.] To treat or use improperly ;
to abuse.

Mts-usE', (mis-yus') TO. Wrong or erroneous use
;
abuse.

MIS-US'ER,* TO. One who misuses. (Law) Abuse. Black-

stone.

Mis-WEAR', (mis-war') v. n. To wear ill. Bacon.

MIS-WED',* v. a. &. n. To wed or marry improperly. Smart.

fMTfs-WEEN', v. TO. To misjudge; to distrust. Spenser.

jMIS-WEND', v. TO. To go wrong. Spenser.

MKs-WRlTE', (mis-rlf) v. a. [i.
MISWROTE ; T>P.MISWRITING,

MISWRITTEN.] To write incorrectly. Bp. Cosin.viation of Master, JJQT" This torm ot the word master MISWRITTEN.] To write incorrectly, op. u
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MIs-WRiT'lNG,* (mis-rlt'jng) n. Erroneous writing. Bax-

ter.

Mis-WROUGHT', (mis-rlwt') p. Badly worked. Bacon

Mi'sy,_7i. (Min.) A mineral substance. Hill. See Missr.

MIs-YOKE', v. a. &. n. To yoke or join improperly. Milton.

fMIs-ZEAL'oys, (mis-zel'us) a. Mistakenly zealous. Bp.
Hall.

MI'TA,* n. [Sp.] A conscription, or a division made by
drawing lots, among the Indians, for any public service

;

tribute paid by the Indians to their caziques. Stevens.

MlTCH'ELL,* n. A Purbeck stone, from 15 to 24 inches

square, and hewn ; used in building. Francis.

MITE, n. [mite, Fr.
; mijt, D.] A small insect found in cheese

or corn; a weevil : something very small
;

a particle:
the twentieth part of a grain: a very small piece of

money. Mark.
MI-TEL'LA, n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of perennial plants.

(Med.) A scarf for suspending the arm when hurt.

MI'THRAS,* n. The grand deity of the; ancient Persians,
supposed to be the sun, or god of fire, to which they paid
divine honors. Brande.

MlTH'RI-DATE, n. [mithridate, Fr.] (Med.) A confection or

medicine, said to.be an antidote to poison, invented by
Damocrates, physician to Mithridates, king of Pontus.

(Bot.) Common mustard, an annual plant.

MIT'I-GA-BLE, a. Capable of mitigation. Barrow.

MIx'i-G-XNT, a. Lenient
;
lenitive

; mitigating.

MlT'i-GATE, v. a. [mitigo, L.] [i.
MITIGATED

; pp. MITIGAT-

ING, MITIGATED.] To render mild, moderate, less intense,
painful, or severe ; to alleviate ; to temper ; to mollify.

MiT-i-GA'TiON, n. [mitiffatio, L.] Act of mitigating; alle-

viation
;
an assuaging.

MlT'l-GA-TlVE, a. [mititratif, Fr.] Lenitive ; having power
to alleviate or mitigate ; mollifying ; assuaging.

MlT'l-GA-TOR, v. One who mitigates; an appeaser.
MIT'I-GA-TO-RY,* a. Tending to mitigate ; softening. Mack-

intosh.

MI'TRAL,* a. (Anat.) Applied to the valves of the left ven-
tricle of the heart. Brande.

Ml'TRE, (mi'tur) n. [Fr. ; mitra,L.] An ornament for the
head worn by the pope and cardinals

; also, on solemn oc-

casions, by Protestant archbishops and bishops : an epis-
copal crown : the rank of- bishop or abbot. (Arch.) A
junction of two boards, or two pieces of wood, at an an-

gle, by a diagonal fitting ;
an angle of 45 degrees. Miller.

Ml'TRE-B6x,* (ml'tur-box) n. A machine used by joiners
in cutting off any thing at an angle of 45 degrees. Ash.

MI'TRED, (mi'turd) a. Adorned with a mitre.

MI'TRE-WHEEL,* 71. A wheel fitted in a particular man-
ner, so as to work into another. Farm. Ency.

MIT'RI-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Conical; hollow; open at the
base. P. Cyc.

MlT'TEN, n. [mitaine, Fr.] pi. MITTENS. A cover for the
hand

;
a glove for the hand without separate covering for

the fingers. To handle one without mittens, to use one
roughly.

fMlT'TENT, a. [mittens, L.] Sending forth; emitting. Wise-
man.

Mix* Tf-Mfts, n. [L., we send.] (Law) A writ for transfer-

ring records from one court to another : a warrant by
which a justice of the peace commits an offender to

prison.

MITTS,* n. pi. (Commerce) Mittens or gloves. McCulloch.
A provincial word, in England, for mittens, or long gloves.
Hunter.

Ml'Ty,*a. Having insect mites; as, "mity cheese." Smart.

Mix, . a. [miscco, mixtus, L.] [i. MIXED; pp. MIXING,
MIXED. i. &,p. sometimes MIXT.] To mingle with some-
thing else

;
to mingle ;

to blend
;
to join ;

to confound.

Mix, v. n. To be blended or united into one mass.

MIXED,* (mixt) p. a. Mingled together; united into one
mass. (Law) A mixed action is a suit partaking of the
nature of a real and of a personal action.

MIx'ED-LY,* orMiXED'LY,*arf. In a mixed manner. Smart.

fMIx'EN, (mik'sn; n. A dunghill ;
a compost heap. Chaucer.

MIX'ER, n. One who mixes
;
a mingler. Cotgrave.

Mix TI-LIN'JE-AR, a. [mixtus and linearis, L.] Consisting of
a line, or lines, part straight and part curved. Bp. Berke-

ley.

MIXT'ION, (mixt'yun) n. Act of mixing ;
mixture.

MlXT'LY, ad. Bacon. See MIXEDLY.

MIXT'yRE, (mixt'yur) n. [mixtura, L.] The act of mixing;
the state of being mixed

;
a mass formed by mixing ;

an

ingredient mixed ;
a medley.

MIZ'MAZE, n. A cant word for a maze ; a labyrinth. Locke.

MIz'ZEN, (mlz'zn) n. [mezaen, D.] (Naut.) The hindmost
of the fixed sails of a ship.

MIz'ZEN-MisT,* . The mast which supports the hindmost

sails, being nearest the stern of a ship. Mar. Diet.

MIz'zLE, (miz'zl) v. n. To rain in imperceptible drops ;
to

misle. Spenser. Written also misle and mistle.

MIZ'ZLE, n. Small rain
; mist; misle. Brockett.

Miz'ZLY,*a. Misty ; drizzly. Palmer. [Local, Eng.]
Mlz'zy, n. A bog ;

a quagmire. Ainsworth. [R.]

MNE-MON'IC, (ne-mon'jk) ) a. Relating to mnemort
MNE-MON'I-CAL, (ne-mon'e-kal) \

ics
; assisting memory.

MNE-MON'ICS, (ne-mon'iks) n. pi. [/^mioj/t*/}.] The art
of improving and using the memory.

MNEM'C-TEJBH-NY,* (nem'9-tek-ne) n. The art of memo-
ry, or an artificial method of improving the memory.
JV*. A. Rev.

|Mo, a. More. Spenser. [Used with nouns plural.]
JM6, ad. Further; longer. Shak.

MOAN, (mon)f. a. [L MOANED; pp. MOANING, MOANED.] To
lament

;
to deplore ; to mourn

;
to bemoan. Prior.

MOAN, (mon) v. n. To grieve ;
to make lamentation. Shak.

MOAN, (m5n) n. Lamentation
;
audible sorrow. Shak.

MOAN'FOL, a. Lamentable
; mournful. Hammond.

MOAN'FGL-LY, ad. With lamentation. Barrow.

MOAN'JNG,* n. An audible lamenting. Smart.

MOAT, n. [motte, Fr.] A ditch round a house or castle, filled

with water, for defence.

MOAT, v. a. [matter, Fr.] To surround with a ditch or ca-
nal. Shak.

fMOATE,* . 7i. To dung, as birds
;
to mute. Dryden.

MOB, n. [contracted from mobile, L., or from mobility.] A
tumultuous rout; the populace ;

a crowd excited to the

performance of some violent or unlawful act: a kind
of female undress cap, called also a mob-cap.

MOB, v. a. [i. MOBBED ; pp. MOBBING, MOBBED.] To harass;
to overbear by violence and tumult : to wrap up, as in
a veil or cowl

;
to moble. More.

MOB'BISH, a. Relating to or resembling the mob. Drurn-
mond.

fMoB'BY, n. A sort of drink made of potatoes. Bailey.

tMo-BiLE', fmo-bel', W. P. Ja. K. ; mo'bjl, S. Wb. ; mob'-

il, SOT.] n. [L. # Fr.] The populace ;
the rout ; the mob.

South. See MOB.
fMQ-BiLE', (ni9-bel') a. [FrJ Movable. Sttelton.

MO-BIL'J-TY, n. [mobilitc, Fr.
; mobilitas, L.] The power

of being moved ;
nimbleness

; activity ;
fickleness. [The

populace, and, by contraction, the mob. Dryden.]
tM6B'LE,orMo'BLE,[mob'bl, S.Ja.Sm. Wb.; mo^bl, W.J.

F. K.] v. a. To wrap up, as in a hood or veil ;
to mob. Shak.

MOB'-STO-RY,* n. A vulgar story or tale. Addison.

MOC'CA-SON,* n. An Indian shoe, made of soft leather,
without a stiff sole, and commonly ornamented round
the ankle. Murray. It is an Indian word, and often
written moccasin, and also often written and pronounced
moggason.

Mo'HA-ST5NE, (mo'ka-ston) n. [from Mocha.] (Min.)
The dendritic or moss agate, a silicious mineral often cut
for brooches, rings, &c.

MOCK, v. a. [moquer, Fr.] [i.
MOCKED

; pp. MOCKING,
MOCKED.] To imitate in derision

;
to mimic in contempt;

to deride
;
to laugh at

;
to ridicule; to defeat

;
to elude ;

to fool ;
to tantalize

;
to banter.

MOCK, v. n. To make contemptuous sport ;
to sneer.

MOCK, n. Mimicry ;
ridicule

;
act of contempt ;

sneer
; gibe.

MOCK, a. False; counterfeit; feigned; not real. Dryden.
MOCK'A-BLE, a. Exposed to derision. Shak. [R.]

jMocK'AGE, n. Mockery. Sir T. Elyot.

JMocK'EL, or MO.EH'EL, (mok'kl) a. Much. Spenser.

MOCK'ER, n. One who mocks
;
a scorner

;
a scoffer.

MOCK'ER-Y, 71. [moquerie, Fr.] Act of mocking; derision
;

scorn
;
ridicule ; sport ; subject of laughter ; vanity of at-

tempt ;
vain effort; imitation; counterfeit appearance ;

vain show.
MOCK'-HE-RO'JC,* a. Burlesquing an heroic poem. Addison.

MOCK'ING, n. Scorn ;
derision

;
insult. Ezek. xxii.

MoCK'JNG-BYRD, n. A species of thrush ; a fine American

song-bird which has the faculty of imitating almost any
sound.

MOCK'ING-LY, ad. With mockery ; insultingly.

MOCK'JNS-STOCK, n. A butt for merriment.

MocK'-'-PRlv-ET, n. (BoL) A plant of the genus phillyrea.

Mont'-WlL-Low, 7i. (Bot.) A plant or shrub. Ash.

MO'DAL, a. [module, Fr.
; modalis, L.] Relating to the form

or mode, not the essence
; existing only in other things.

Mo'DAL-IST,* n. (Theol.) One who adheres to modal form
or existence. Jared Sparks.

Mo-DXL'i-TY, ?i. Difference in mode or form
;
modal fornij

state, or accident.

fMoo'DER, 7i. A wench or girl. Huloet. See MAUTHER.
MODE, n. [Fr. ; modus, L.] External variety ;

accidental
discrimination ; accident ; degree ;

manner
; way ;

means ;

course
;
method

;
form

; fashion
;

state
;
custom ; any

thing that constitutes manner, whether in logic, mu-
sic, or existence : a sort of thin silk : the manner of

conjugating a verb, called also mood. See MOOD.
MOD'EL, [mod'el, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.: mod'dl, Wb.]

n. [modele, Fr. ; modulus, L.] A pattern of something to

be made
;
a copy to be imitated ;

a mould ;
a mould or

representation taken from something ;
a standard ;

an ex-

ample ; a pattern ; specimen ; archetype.

MOD'EL, v. a. [modeler, Fr.] [i.
MODELLED ; pp. MODELLING,

MODELLED.] To plan ;
to shape ;

to mould ;
to form ; to

delineate.
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M6D'EL-LER, n. One who models

;
a planner.

MoD'EL-LfNG,* n. The art or practice of forming models,
as in statuary, &c. QM. Rev.

MO'DER,* M. (Mechanics) The matrix, or principal place of
an astrolabe, into which the other parts are fixed. Crabb.

tMoD'ER-A-BLE, a. [moderabilis, L.] Moderate. Cockeram.

M6D'ER-ATE, a. [moderates, L.] Being between extremes ;

of middle rate, quality, or temperament ; temperate ;
not

excessive ;
not hot of temper ; not luxurious

;
reasona-

ble
;
deliberate

;
cool

;
mild.

MOD'ER-ATE, v. a. [moderor, L.] [i. MODERATED ; pp. MOD-

ERATING, MODERATED.] To regulate ;
to restrain

;
to still

;

to pacify ;
to quiet ;

to repress ;
to make temperate : to

reside over, decide, direct, or regulate, as a moderator.

D'ER-ATE, v. n. To become less violent or intense
;
to

preside as a moderator. Bp. Barlow.

MOD'ER-ATE-LY, ad. With moderation ; temperately.
MOD'ER-ATE-NESS, n. State of being moderate.

M5D-ER-A'TION, n. State of being moderate ; restraint ;

forbearance
; temperance ; sobriety 5 modesty ;

calmness ;

frugality.MSD-ER-A' TO,* [It.] (Mus.) Noting a moderate time,
neither quick nor slow. Hamilton.

MOD'ER-A-TOR, n. [L.] One who moderates
;
one who

presides in a public assembly where there is discussion.

M6D-ER-A'TRix,*n. A woman who moderates or governs.
War'burton.

Mdo'ERN, n. [moderns, Fr., from modernus, low L.] pi.

MODERNS. A person of modern times
;
not an ancient.

The moderns are the nations which arose out of the ruins

of the empires of Greece and Rome, and of other ancient
nations.

MOD'ERN, a. Late; recent; not ancient; not antique;
novel; new.

MOD'ERN-IJSJM, n. A modern phrase, idiom,or mode ofspeech.
MOD'ERN-IST, n. One who admires the moderns. Swift.

MOD-ERN-I-ZA'TION,* n. Act of modernizing. Southey.

MoD'JJRN-IZE, v. a.
[i. MODERNIZED; pp. MODERNIZING,

MODERNIZED.] To render modern; to adapt to modern
taste or usage. Bp. Percy.

MOD'ERN-IZ-ER, n. One who modernizes.

MOD'ERN-JJESS, n. State of being modern.

MOD'EST, a. [modestus, L.] Restrained by a sense of pro-

priety or of self-distrust; moderate; chaste; diffident;
bashful

;
reserved ;

not arrogant ;
not presumptuous ;

not

impudent; not forward; not loose; not unchaste.

MSD'EST-LY, ad. In a modest manner
; chastely ;

moder-

ately ;
not arrogantly ;

with decency.
MOD'ES-TY, n. [modcstie, Fr.

; modestas, L.] The quality
of being modest

;
freedom from arrogance or presump-

tion
;

not impudence ;
moderation

; decency ; chastity ;

purity of manners.

MoD'Es-TY-PiECE, 7i. A narrow lace, worn by females

along the upper part of the stays before. Addison.

fMo-Di-A'TlpN, n. [modiatio, L.] A measure. Tovey.

tMp-Dl^'i-TY, n. [modicite, Fr.] Moderateness ;
littleness.

Cotgrave.

MoD'l-cOM, n. [L.] A small portion ; pittance. Dryden.
M6D-j-Fl'A-BLE,a. [old Fr.] That may be modified. Locke.

Mo-DlF-{-CA-BiL'i-TY,* u. Capability of being modified.

Coleridge. [R.]

fMo-DlF'l-CA-BLE, a. Diversifiable by various modes.

{MOD'l-FI-CATE, v. a. To qualify. Pearson.

MOD-I-FI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of modifying; form
;
mode.

"MOD'I-FIED,* p. a. Changed in form
; moderated ; qualified.

MSo'i-Fl-ER,* 71. He or that which modifies. Hume.
M6D'i-FY,'r. a. [modifier, Fr.] [{.MODIFIED; pp. MODIFY-

ING, MODIFIED.] To change the qualities or accidents of;
to formj to soften ; to moderate

;
to qualify.

:M6D'i-FY, v. n. To extenuate. UEstrange.
Mp-DlL'LiQN, (mo-dil'yun) n. [modillon, Fr.] (Arch.) A

console or bracket ;
an ornament, sometimes square on its

profile, and sometimes scroll-shaped, placed under the
cornice of a building.

Mo-olL'LON, (m9-dil'yun) n. [Fr.] Same as modillion.

M6D'l-o-LAR,* a. Bushel-shaped. Smart.

MO'DISH, a. Conformed to the mode
; fashionable.

MO'DISH-LY, ad. In a modish manner
; fashionably.

Md'DJSH-NESS, n. Affectation of the fashion.

MO'DJST,* n. A follower of the mode or fashion. Qit. Rev.

MOD'V-LATE, (mod'yu-Iat) [mod'u-lat, J. F. Ja. ; mod'u-
lat or mod'ju-lat, W. ; mod'ju-lat, S.] v. a. [modular, L.]
[i. MODULATED; pp. MODULATING, MODULATED.] To in-

flect or adapt, as the voice or sounds; to form sounds
with relation to a certain key.

M6D-V-LA'TION, n. [Fr.] The act of modulating; adapta-
tion of sound ; harmony ; melody.

MOD'V-LA-TQR, n. One wr:t modulates
;
a tuner.

MOD'VLE, (mod'yul) [motijul, S. W. ; mod'ul, J. F. Ja.]
n. [Fr. ; modulus, L.] An external form

; a model
; a

measure, size, or some one part in architecture, for reg-

ulating the proportions of the whole building.

fMoD'ULE, r. a. [modular, L.] To model ; to modulate.

Drayton.

MO'DUS, n. [L.] pi. MO'DUS-E. Mode
;
manner. (Law)

A compensation made in lieu of tithes
; a compensation.

MO'DUS t>p-E-RAN!

Di,* [L.] "The mode of operating:
the manner in which a thing is effected. Hamilton.

MoiVWALL, . A bird that destroys bees. Huloet.

|MOE, a. More
;
a greater number. Hooker. See Mo.

fMoE, 7i. A distorted mouth. See Mow.
MCE-SQ-GOTH'IC,* a. Relating to the Goths of Mcesia. Dr.

Crombie.

MOG'GAN,*TJ.;?Z. Long sleeves for women's arms, wrought
like stockings : hose without feet, or boot-hose. Jamie-
son. [Used in Scotland.]

MOG'GA-SON,* n. See MOCCASON.
MO'GO,* n. An Indian tomahawk. Crabb.

Mo-GOL', or GREAT MO-GUI/, n. The title of the chief
of the Moguls, or of the empire which was founded in

Hindostan, by Baber, in the 15th century, and which ter-

minal..^ in 1806.

Mo-GtiN'TiNE,* a. Belonging to Mentz (anciently Mogun-
tium or Moguntia.) Ash.

MO'IIAIR, (mo'har) n. [moire, Fr.] The soft, fine hair of
the Angora goat, of which camlets, &c., are made

;
cloth

made of the hair.

MO-HXM'ME-DAN, n. A follower of Mohammed
;
Mahom-

etan. See MAHOMETAN.
Mo-iilM'ME-DAN-iSM,* n. The system of religion taught
by Mohammed or Mahomet. See MAHOMETANISM.

MO-HAM'MK-DAN-IZE,*^. a. To conform to Mohammedan-
ism. Reid. See MAHOMETANIZE.

MO'HOCK, or MO'HAWK, n. The name given to certain

ruffians who once infested the streets of London ; so
named from the Mohawk Indians in America. Spectator.

Moiis'iTE,*n. (Min.) A hard, rare mineral. Dana.

MO'HUR,* n. A British-Indian gold coin, of the value of
15 rupees. Malcom.

MoI'DER, v. a. To puzzle; to perplex. Brockett. [Local.]
Moi'DdRE, [mbi-dor', S. W. J. E. Ja. K. ; mbi'dSr, P. Sm.
Wb. Johnson, Ash.] n. [moeda rf'oro, Port-] A Portuguese
gold coin, of the value of 27s. sterling.

MoI'E-TY, 7i. [moitie, Fr.] Half; one of two equal parts.

MOIL, v. a. To daub with dirt
;
to weary. Spenser. [R.]

MojL., v. n. To labor; to toil; to drudge. Dryden. [R.]

fMofL, n. A spot. Upton. Toil
;
labor. Burns. A mule. See

MOYLE.
MM'NEAU* (mbi'no) n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A small, flat bastion

raised in front of an intended fortification. Brande.

MOIST, a. [moite, Fr.J Wet in a small degree ;
not dry; damp.

tMoi'ST, v. a. To moisten. Sfiak.

Mois'TEN, (moi'sn) v. a. [i. MOISTENED; pp. MOISTENING,
MOISTENED.] To make moist or wet

;
to damp.

MOI'S'TEN-ER, (mol'sn-er) n. He or that which moistens.

tMoiST'F&L, a. Full of moisture
;
moist. Drayton.

MOIST'NESS, n. Dampness ;
moderate wetness.

MOIST'VRE, (moist'yur) n. State of being moist
;
moderate

wetness
; dampness.

fMoi'ST'Y, fl. Drizzling; moist. Mirror for Mag.
MO'KAH,* n. The title of a doctor of laws in Turkey.
Month. Rev.

|MOKE, n. The mesh of a net. Amsworth.

JM5'KY, a. Dark ; murky ; muggy. Aiiisworth.

MO'LAR, a. [molaris, L.] Having power to grind ;
used for

grinding; as, the molar teeth, i. e. the double teeth.

MO'LAR,* n. A tooth, generally having a flattened, triturat-

ing surface, and situated behind the incisors
;
a molar

tooth. Brande.
MO-LA'RIS* n. [L.] pi. MO-LA'RE^, (Anat.) A grinder

or double tooth
;
a molar. Crabb.

Mo'LA-iiY,* a. Grinding ;
molar. Kirby.

Mo-L.issE',* 7i. (Min.) A sandstone belonging to the tertiary

strata, employed by the Swiss for building. Ure.

MQ-L,Xs'sE, (mo-las'ez) 'n. sing, [melassa, It. ; mclasscs,

Port.] Treacle, or a sirup which drains from sugar; a

brown, viscid, uncrystallizable portion of sugar. By
some written molasses and molasses.

MoLD'wARP, 7i. See MOULDWARP.
MOLE, n. [Fr. ; molen, Teut.

; Tnota, L.] A mound ;
a dike

;

a pier; a massy work of large stones laid in the sea for

protecting ships in a harbor. (Mcd.) A mass of fleshy

matter growing in the uterus : "a natural spot or discol-

oration of the skin. (ZooZ.) A little quadruped that

works up the ground, of the genus talpa ; a mould-

warp.
MOLE, v. n. To clear the ground from molehills. Pegge.

[Local.]
MOLE'BAT, n. A fish. Ainsworth.
MOLE 'cAST, n. A hillock cast up by a mole. Mortimer.

MoLE'-C&TCli-ER, 71. One who catches moles. Tiisser.

MoLE'-CRlcK-ET,* n. A destructive insect, called also

churr-wonn, jarr-worm, eve-ch&rr, and earth-crab. Farm.

Mo-LEC'v-LAR,* a. Relating to or resembling molecules

Prout.

Mo-LEc-u-LXR'l-TY,* 7i. State or quality of being molecu-

lar. P. Cyc.

i, E, 1, 6, u, v, long; X, E, Y, o, 0, ?', short; A, E, i, 9, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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M5L'E-CULE, [mol'e-kul, W.Ja. K. Sm. ; mol'kul, WT>.] n.

[molecula, L.'t A very minute particle of matter, or of
a mass or body ;

an atom
;
a corpuscle.

MOLE'-EYED,* (-Id) a. Having very small eyes. Smart.

MOLE'HILL, n. A hillock thrown up by the mole.

Mp-LfiN-Dj-NA/CEoys,* (-shus) a. Shaped like the sail of
a windmill. Smart.

Mp-LEST', v. a. [molesto, L.J [i. MOLESTED ;pp. MOLESTING,
MOLESTED.] To disturb

;
to trouble ; to vex

;
to annoy ;

to

incommode ;
to tease

;
to make uneasy.

M6L-ES-TA'TlpN, n. [molcstia, L.] Act of molesting; vex-

ation; trouble; disturbance.

MP-LEST'ER, n. One who molests or disturbs

Mp-LEST'FGL, a. Vexatious
;
troublesome. Barrow. [R.]

MOLE'TRXCK, n. The course of the mole under ground.
MOLE'-TREE,* n. A biennial plant ; caper-spurge. Farm.

Ency.
MSLE'WARP, 7i. A mole. Drayton. See MOULDWARP.

JMp-LfM'l-NOtJS, a. [molimen, L.] Very important. More.

Mo'LlN-1fM,* n. The system of opinions on the subject of

grace and predestination taught by Louis Molina, a Span-
ish Jesuit

; opposed to Jansenism. Brande

MO'LIN-IST, n. A follower of Molina; an adherent to Mo-
linism.

MO'LI-SITE,* n. (Min.) A crystallized titaniate of iron.

Brande.

M&L'L'AH,* n. The title of the higher order of judges in

the Turkish empire. Brande.

MOL'LIENT, or MOL'LI-ENT, [mol'yent, S. W. J. Ja. K.

Sm.; inSI'le-ent, P.] a. [mottiens, L.] Softening ; tending
to mollify or soften. Bailey. [R.]

MOL'LI-FI-A-BLE, a. That may be mollified or softened.

MpL-LJ-Fl-CA'TipN, n. [Fr.] Act of mollifying; a soften-

ing; pacification; mitigation. Shak.

M6L'LI-FI-ER, ?!. He or that which mollifies.

MoL'LJ-FY, v. a. [mollio, L.] [i. MOLLIFIED; pp. MOLLIFV-

iwo, MOLLIFIED.] To soften ; to make soft
;
to assuage ;

to appease ; to pacify ;
to quiet ;

to qualify.

MOL'LI-NET,* n. A small mill. Crabb.

MpL-LOs'cA,* n. pi. [molluscus, L., soft.] (Zool.) A division

or class of animals having soft bodies, and no internal

skeletons, as shell-fish. Lyell. See MOLLUSK.

MPL-LUS'CAN,* I
a. Relating to the mollusca or mol-

MpL-LOs'coys,* J
lusks. Kirby.

MSL'LUSK,* n. (Zool.) A molluscous animal, or an animal

having a soft body, and no internal skeleton. The term
is applied by Cuvier to the great primary division of the

animal kingdom, which includes all those species having
a gangliated nervous system, with the ganglions or med-
ullary masses dispersed more or less irregularly in differ-

ent parts of the body, which is soft and inarticulate.

Brande.

MO-LOSSE', (mo-los') n. [molossus, L.] (Rhet.) A metrical

foot consisting of three long syllables. Blackwall.

Mp-LOS'SE, n. See MOLASSES.

MoL'p-THR&s,* n. (Ornith.) A Mexican bird. Swainson.

fMoLT, i. from Melt. Melted. P. Fletcher.

JMOLT'A-BLE, a. Fusible. Huloet.

MOLT'EN, (mol'tn) a. Melted
;
made of melted metal.

From Melt. See MELT.
MO'LY, n. [L. Sf Fr.] A sort of wild garlic ;

a medicinal

plant. Mortimer.

MO-LYB'DATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt composed of molybdic
acid and a base. Brande.

MP-LYB'DEN,* n. Same as molybdena. Ure.

M6L-YB-D'NA,* n. (Min.) A mineral ore, which is a com-
mon sulphuret of molybdenum. Ure.

Mp-LYB'DE-NlTE,*7t. (Min.) A mineral containing molyb-
denum. Dana.

Mp-LYB'DE-NOtis,* a. Relating to molybdena. Brande.

MOL-YB-D'NUM,* n. (Min.) A sort of brittle metal, min-
eralized by sulphur. Brande.

MO-LYB'DIC,*
J
a. Relating to or derived from molybde-

Mp-LYB'obys,* \
num. Brande.

|M6ME, n A. dull, stupid blockhead
;
a mumchance. Spen-

ser.

MO'MENT, n. [moment, Fr.
; momentum, L.]

A very small,
or indefinitely small portion of time ; an instant: con-

sequence ; importance ; weight ;
value

;
force ; impul-

sive weight ; actuating power ;
momentum. See MOMEN-

TUM.

fMp-MEN'TAL, a. [old Fr.] Important ; momentous. Breton.

fMp-MEN'TAL-LY, ad. Momentarily ; momentously.
Browne.

fMo-MEN-TA'NE-ous, a. [momentancus, L.] Momentary.
Bailey.

tMo'MEN-TA-NY, a. [momentant, Fr.] Momentary. Shak.

MO'MEN-TA-RI-LY, ad. Every moment. Shcnstone.

MO'MEN-TA-RJ-NESS,* n. The state of being momentary.
Scott.

M6'MEN-TA-Ry, a. Lasting for a moment ;
done in a mo-

ment.
M6'MENT-LY,*a. Momentary. ad. Every moment. Cole-

ridge.

Mp-MENT'oys, a. Important; weighty ;
of consequence.

MO-MEN* TUM, n. [L.] P l. L. MQ-MEN'TA. [Eng. Mp-
MEN'TyM, rare.] (Mech.) The force possessed by matter
in motion, or the quantity of motion in a moving body.

M6M'ME-RY, n. See MUMMERV.
MON'A-^HAL, (mon'a-kal) a. [monachalis, L.] Living

alone, as a monk
; solitary ; monastic.

M6N'A-jeHi'M, n. The state of monks
;
monastic life.

MON'AD, [mon'ad, S. P. J. F. Sm. R.; mon'ad or mo'nad,
W. ; mo'nad, K.] n. [pava*;.] An ultimate atom ;

a sim-

ple substance without parts ;
a primary constituent of

matter A term of metaphysics.
MON'A-DELPH,* 71. (Bot.) A plant whose stamens are
united into one parcel or body by filaments. Loudon.

MON-A-DEL'PKPN,* n. (Bot.) A stamen of which the fila-

ments are combined into a single mass. Brande.

MoN-A-DEL'pHoys,* a. (Bot.) Having stamens united in-
to one parcel. P. Cyc.

MO-NAD'IC,* a. Relating to monads. According to the
monadic theory of Leibnitz, all bodies are compounded by
aggregation of monads, which are simple substances with-
out parts. P. Cyc.

MP-NXD'I-CAL, a. Relating to monads. More.

MO-NXN'DER,* n. (Bot.) A plant having only one stamen.
Smart.

MO-NXN'DRI-A,* n. (Bot.) A class of plants having only
one stamen. Crabb.

Mp-NXN'DRoys,* a. Having only one stamen. P. Cyc.

MON'ARJEH, (mon'ark) n. [/^di/apx ?-] One wno rules

alone
;

a king ;
a sovereign ; an emperor ;

a prince ;
a

potentate : one superior to the rest of the same kind.

MP-NARJBH'AL, a. Suiting a monarch
; regal ;

monarchi-
cal. Drayton. [R.]

MoN'ARjEH-ESS, n. A female monarch. Drayton. [R.1

Mp-NARH'l-AL, a. Regal ;
monarchical. Burke. [R.J

Mp-NARjen'ic', a. Vested in a single ruler. Warburton.

Mp-NARjeH'i-CAL, a. Relating to monarchy ; regal ;
vested

in a single ruler.

Mp-NAR<3ii'j-CAL-Ly,* ad. In a monarchical manner. Har-

rington.

MoN'ARf3H-YM,* n. The principles of monarchy. Jeffer-
son. [R.]

MoN'ARjEH-lfsT, n. An advocate for monarchy. Barrow.

MON'ARJBH-IZE, v. 7t. To play the king. Shak.

MdN'ARH-iZE, v. a. To rule over as king. Drayton.
MoN'ARjBH-y, n. [{ioMipX(a.].The government of a single

person; kingdom; empire. Monarchies are of four

kinds, absolute, limited or constitutional, hereditary,
and elective.

MON-AS-TE'RI-AL,* a. Relating to a monastery. Maunder.

M6N'AS-TER-y, [mon'as-ter-e, S. P. E. Ja. K. Sm.; mon'-
as-teV-e or mon'as-tre, W. F.; mon'as-tre, J.] n. [monas-
terium, L.] A house appropriated to monks and nuns, es-

pecially the former
;
convent ; abbey ;

cloister.

Mp-NXs'Tic, n. A monk. Sir T. Herbert.

MP-NAS'TIC,
\
a. Relating to monks or nuns, or to mon-

Mp-NXs'Tl-CAL, \
asteries ; religiously recluse.

Mp-NXs'Ti-cAL-Ly, ad. In the manner of a monk.
Mp-NXs'T{-c'iM,* 71. Monastic life. Smart.

Mp-NXs'Tl-coN,* n. A book giving an account of monas-

teries, or monastic institutions. Maunder.

MON'A-ZITE,* n. (Min.) A brown, reddish mineral. Dana.

M6N'i)AY, n. [monan-darr, Sax., the day of the moon.] The
second day of the week.

MdNDE, (mond) n. [Fr.] The world ;
a circle of people ;

a globe, as an ensign of royalty. Beau monde, the fash-

ionable world.

Mp-NEM'E-ROPf,* n. (Mcd.) A kind of eye-water or eye-
salve. Danrrlison.

MON'E-TA-RY,* [mon'e-ter-e, K. R. VSb.; mun'e-tar-e, Sm.]
a. Relating to or consisting of money. Gent. Mag.

MON'EY, (mun'ne) n. [monnaie, Fr. ; moneta, L.] pi. MON-
EYS : rarely used in the plural. Stamped metal, gener-

ally gold, silver, or copper, used in traffic, or as the meas-
ure of price; coin; bank notes exchangeable for coin.

fM6N'EY, v. a. To supply with money. Tyndal.

MON'EY-A^E,* n. (Law) A tax formerly paid, in England,
every three years, for preserving the coinage of the realm.

Crabb.

M6"N'EY-BXG, n. A large purse. ShaJ:.

MoN'EY-BiLL,* ra. A bill for raising money. Harcourt.

MdN'EY-Box, n. A till
;
a repository for money.

M6ivT

'EY-BR5'KER, n. A broker or changer of money.
MON'EY-CHAN^'ER, n. A broker in money, jlrbuthnot.

MON'EYED, (mun'ed) a. Rich in money ;
able to command

money ; consisting of money.
MON'EY-ER, n. [monnoyeur, Fr.] One who deals in money ;

a banker
;
a coiner of money. Hale. [R.]

MON'EY-LEND'ER, 7?. One who lends money. Burke.

MON'EY-LESS, a. Wanting money ; penniless.

MON'EY-MAT'TER, n. Something in which money is con-

cerned ; account of debtor and creditor.

MdN'EY-ScRfVE'NER, n. One who raises money for oth-

ers. Jlrbuthnot..
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MoN'EY-spTx-NER, n. A small spider, vulgarly so called.

M&N'EY'ijS-WoRTH, (mun'ez-wurth) n. Something worth
the cost ;

full value. L*Estrange.
M6N'EY-WORT, (-wiirt) n. A perennial plant.
MSNG'coRN, (mung'korn) n. Mixed corn: maslin. Bp.

Hall. [Local, Eng.]
MON'GER, (mung'ger) n. A dealer; a seller. Seldom used
except in composition ; as, fishmonger.

MON-GOOZ',* n. (Zool.) A sort of lemur ; mangoose.
Crabb.

, (mung'grel) a. Of a mixed breed ; hybrid.
M^N'GREL, n. Any thing of a mixed breed.

M6N'IED, a. See MONEYED.
Mp-NiL'i-FdRM,* a. (Bot.) Resembling a necklace. P. Cyc.

jMoN'l-MENT, n. [monirnentum, or monumentum, L.] A me-
morial ; a mark

;
a superscription ;

an image ;
a monu-

ment. Spenser.

fMoN'iSH, v. a. To warn
;
to admonish. Chaucer.

JMoN'iSH-ER, n. An admonisher
;
a monitor.

fMoN'iSH-MENT, n. Admonition. Sherwood.

MQ-m''TiQN, (m9-nish'un) n. [monitio, L.] Information
;

hint
;
admonition

; instruction ; warning.
MON'I-TIVE, a. [monitus, L.I Admonitory ; monitory.
MoN'i-TpR, n. [L.] One wno warns or admonishes: a
student in a school or seminary appointed to instruct or

observe others. (Zool.) A species of lizard or saurian in

a fossil_state. (JVaut.) A small fishing-vessel.

MoN-i-Td'Rl-AL,* a. Relating to or taught by a monitor ;

teaching or taught mutually, or by monitors Bell.

MoN'f-TQ-RY, a. [monitorius, L.] Conveying instruction ;

giving admonition or warning; admonitory.
MON'I-TQ-RV, n. Admonition; warning. Bacon. [R-]

MON'I-TRESS, n. A female monitor
;
an instructress.

MSw'l-TRlx,* n. A female monitor; a monitress. Somcr-
mlle.

MdNK, 7i. [//ova^oj.] One of a religious community, with-
drawn from general intercourse with the world

;
one liv-

ing in a monastery.
M6NK'ER-Y, n. The life and state of monks. Bale.

M6N'KEY, (mung'ke) n. [monicchio, It.] A quadrumanous
animal, having a long tail; an ape; a baboon: a ma-
chine for driving large piles into the earth.

MON'KEY-FJLOW'ER,* n. A plant; a species of mimulus.
Crabb.

M6N'KE-IM,* n. The quality of a monkey. Blackwood.

MSNK'F/SH,* n. A fish resembling a monk's cowl. Hill.

MONK/HOOD, (munk'hud) n. The state of a monk.
M6NK/JSH, a. Pertaining to monks

; monastic.

M6NK's'-Hoon, (-hud) n. A perennial plant.

MoNK's-RHtr'BARB, (-ro'bjrd) n. Patience-dock.

M6NK's'-SEAM,* n. (JVaut.) A seam made by laying the

selvages of sails over one another, and sewing them on
both sides. Crabb.

MON-Q-CAR'PQN,* re. [ptivos and *ap7rdj.] (Bot.) A plant
that perishes after having once borne fruit. Brandc.

M6N-Q-CAR'POys,* a. Bearing one single fruit; bearing
fruit once only. Maunder.

MQ-NOC'E-ROS, ) n. [//<5i/->f and xipas.] The Unicorn
;
a

tMQ-NOC'E-R5T, \ constellation. Burton.

M6N-Q-HLA-MVD'E-ous,*a. (Bat.) Having a single cov-
er. Smith.

MON'Q-HORD, (-kord) n. [nov >s and xP^-] (Mas.) An
instrument of one string ;

an harmonical canon.

MON-O-JEHRO-MXT'IC,* a. Having but one color
; noting

a species of lamp giving a yellow light. Brande.

MON'Q-JBHROME,* 71. [><5i/0j and xf'w/'"-] A painting exe-
cuted in a single color. Brande.

MON-Q-COT-Y-LE'DQN,* [mon-o-kot-e-is'don, Sm. Wb.
Brande, P. Cyc. ; mon-9-ko-til'e-don,' K.~\ n. (Bot.) A

Slant
having only one seed-lobe

; an endogen. P. Cyc.
N-o-coT-ir-liEiyp-MOus,* a. Having but one seed-lobe.

Lyell.

Mo-Noc'RA-cy,* H. Government by one person. EC. Rev.

MON'Q-CRAT,* n. One who rules alone
;
a monarch. Jef-

ferson. [R.]

MQ-NOC'V-LAR,
j
a. [><5j"jj, Gr., and ocidus, L.] One-

MQ-NOC'V-LOUS, \ eyed ; having only one eye. Howell.

MON'Q-CULE,* n. An insect having only one eye. Smart.

MQ-N&C' V-LUS* n. [L.] pi. MO-NOC'V-LI. An animal
or insect having but one eye ; a monocule. Roget.

MON'Q-DELPH,* n. [paws and
(kA^iij.] (Zool.) A mam-

mal which brings forth its young in so mature a state, as
not to require the protection of a pouch. Brande.

MoN'p-DlST,* 7i. One who sings or utters a monody. Oent.

Mag.
MON'Q-DON,* 7i. [rfvus and Hofe] (Zool.) The sea-uni-

corn ;
narwhal. P. Cijc.

MON-Q-DRA-MAT'JC,* a. Relating to a monodrame.
Smart.

MON'O-DRAME,* n. A dramatic performance by only one
person. Smart.

MON'Q-DY, n. [/ttw4fa.] A poem or song, sung by one

person, to express his grief or feeling.

MQ-NCE'CIAN,* (mo-ne'shan) n. (Bot.) One of the moncecia,

a class of plants, which have the stamens and pistils, in

separate flowers, on the same individual. ^3. Gray.
M<?-N(E'ciovs,* (mo-ne'shus) a. (Bot.} Having the one
sex in one flower, and the other in another. London.

MoN'Q-GXM,* n. (Bot.'} A plant which has but one flower.
Smart.

MQ-NOG'A-M!ST, n. [^ovog and ya^og.] One who disallows
second marriages. Goldsmith.

MQ-NOG'A-M, n. [uovos and yaniw.] Marriage of one
wife only, or the condition or restraint of not marrying a
second wife after the death of the first.

MoN-Q-GXs'TRjc,* a. Having but one stomach. Dunglison.
MSN'Q-GRXM, n. [ptivos and y/xi////a.] One character or

cipher in writing: an abbreviation of a name by means
of a cipher or figure composed of an intertexture of let-

ters : a picture drawn in lines without color. Hammond.
MON'Q-GRAM-MAL, a. Relating to a monogram.
MSN'p-GRXPH,* n. [fjiov 0? and ypd'iw.] A treatise or me
moir on a single subject, of a brief kind. Brande.

MQ-NOG'RA-PHER,* n. One who practises monography.
Fo. Qu. Rev.

M5N-o-GRXpH'jc,* n. A description of a single object.
Pennant.

M5N-Q-GRXPH'IC,* \
a. Relating to monography j

MoN-<?-GRXPH'i-cAL,* j
drawn in plain lines. Maun

der.

MQ-NOG'RA-PHlST,* n. A monographer. Keith.

MQ-NOG'RA-PHV,* n.
|><>j/oj

and ^pd^w.j A representation
simply by lines. P. Cyc.

MON'P-GYN,* n. (Bot.) A plant having only one style or

stigma. Lindley.

MoN-Q-HEM'E-RODs,* a. (Med.~) Lasting but one day.
Crabb.

Mp-NOL'E-pIs,* n. A genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.

M6N'Q-LlTH,* n. [fi6vos and Affloj.] An obelisk, or monu-
ment, formed of a single stone. Oent. Mag.

MoN'p-LlTH-AL,* a. Formed of a single stone. Francis.

MoN-Q-iA'TH'jc,* a. Consisting of only one stone. Cather-
wood.

Mp-NOL'Q-oTfsT,* 7i. One who soliloquizes. EC. Rev.

MSN'O-LOGUE, (mon'9-log) [mon'e-log, W. P. J. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R. ; mon'9-l5g, S.] n. [><Wy and \6yof.] That which
is spoken by one person ;

a soliloquy.

MQ-Noiw/A-jeHlST,* n. A single combatant. JV. A. Rev.

MQ-NOM'A-HY, [ni9-nom'a-ke, W. P. J. K. Sm. R. ; mon'-

9-ma-ke, Johnson.] n. [iiofo^axia.] A duel
;
a single com-

bat.

MSN'Q-MANE,* n. One afflicted with monomania; a mon-
omaniac. Month. Rev.

MON-Q-MA'NI-A,* n. (Mcd.) Insanity upon one particular

subject, the mind being in a sound state with respect to

other matters. Brande.

MoN-Q-MA'NJ-Xc,* 7i. One affected with monomania.
Clissold.

MON'QME, n. [Fr.] (Algebra) An expression composed of
a single term, or a series of factors, all of which are

single terms.

MQ-NOM'E-TER,* n. One metre. Beck.

MO-NO'MI'-ALJ* a. Consisting of only one term or letter.

Francis.

MoN-Q-oO'siAN,* ) a. Having identically the same nature

MoN-Q-oO'sibvs,* \
or essence. Cudioorth.

MQ-NOP'A-THY, n. [n6v<>s and Trutfo?.] Solitary sensibility;

solitary suffering. Whitlock.

MON-Q-PER'SQN-AL,* a. Having but one person. Meadows.

M6N-Q-pT'A-Lobs, a. {><5)/of and n-e'raAoi/.] (Bot.)

Having but one petal: noting a corolla, the petals of
which so cohere as to form a tube.

MO-NOPH'THONG,* n. A simple vowel sound, as distin-

guished from a proper diphthong. Crombie.

MON-OPH-THON'GAL,* (mon-op-thong'gal) a. Relating to a

monophthong. Crombie.

M6N-Q-PHT?L'LoCrs,*a. (Bot.) Having one leaf. Lindlc.y.

MQ-NOPH'Y-SITE,* n. (Theol.) One who maintains that

Christ has but one nature. Ency.
MON-Q-PHY-SIT'J-CAL,* a. Relating to the Monopbysites

Smart.

MQ-NOP'Q-DY,* n. (Latin or Greek grammar) One foot. Beck.

fMQ-NOP'Q-LER, 7i. A monopolist. Sherwood.

MQ-NOP'Q-LIST, n. One who monopolizes ;
an engrosser.

MQ-NOP'Q-LIZE, v. a. [u6vo$ and irwAfw.] [i.
MONOPO-

LIZED ; pp. MONOPOLIZING, MONOPOLIZED.] To buy up so

as to be the only purchaser ;
to obtain sole possession of

a commodity or of a market ;
to obtain the whole of; to

engross.
MO-NOP'O-LIZ-ER, TO. A monopolist. Milton.

MQ-N6p'Q-L,y, n. The exclusive possession of any thing,
as a commodity or a market; the sole right of selling.

MON-Q-POL/V-LOGUE,* 7i. An entertainment or perform-
ance in which a single actor sustains many characters.

Brande.

MQ-NOP'TE-RAL,* a. (Arch.) Having but one wing, gen-
erally applied to a circular building, with one wing and
a roof supported only by pillars. Ency.
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MO-N6P'TE-RON,* n. [u6vo$ and irrtpov.] (Arch.) A

temple, or edifice, consisting of a circular colonnade,

supporting a dome, without any enclosing wall, and
consequently without the cell that there is in other tem-

ples. Francis.

MON'QP-TOTE, [mon'op-t5t, S. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; mon 'op-
tot or mo-nop'tot, W. P.] n. [povos and rrrwaij.]

((Tram.) A noun used only in one case. Clarke.

MON-Q-PYR'E-NOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having but one kernel.
Crabb.

M6N'p-RHYME,*7i. A composition inverse, in which all

the lines end with the same rhyme. Brande.

MON-P-SEP'A-LOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having only one sepal.
Reid.

M6N-p-SPER'MOys,*a. Having a single seed. Crabb.

MON-P-SPHER'I-CAL,* a. Consisting of, or having, a single

sphere. Ency.
MoN'Q-STij0H,M. [uov6(iTixoi>.] A composition of one verse.

MON-P-STROPH'IC, a. [uosos and arpo^fj.] Having but 01

sort of stanza
;
free from the restraint of any pai

metre, or forming but one great stanza.

MON-P-SYL-LXB'IC,* a. Consisting of only 01

monosyllabical. Crombie.

MON-P-SYL-LXB'I-CAL, a. Having only one sy!

MoN-p-SYL'LA-BiM,* n. A predominance of monosylla-
bles. EC. Reo.

MON'P-SYL-LA-BLE, n. [/i6t>os and <ruAXa/?ij.] A word of

only one syllable.

MON-P-SYL'LA-BLED, (mon-9-sil'la-bld) a. Monosyllabical.
Cleaveland.

MON-P-THXL'A-MXN,* n. (Conch.') A univalve shell, which
has but one chamber or cell. Brande.

MON-P-THAL'A-MOUS,* a. Having one chamber or cell.

Roget.
MON'P-THE-ISM,* 71. The belief in only one God. Coleridge.

MdN'p-THE-iST,* 7i. A believer in monotheism. Cogan.
MON-P-THE-IST'IC,* a. Relating to monotheism. EC. Rev.

MON'P-TONE, n. \jt4ns and rdt/os.] Uniformity of sound
;

a single key or musical sound : a tone in speech which
varies little from one musical key.

MON-P-TON'I-CAL, a. Monotonous. Chesterfield. [R.]

Mp-NOT'p-NoBs, a. Having monotony ; wanting variety
in cadence

;
uniform in sound.

Mp-N5T'p-NY, n. Uniformity of sound ; an irksome same-

ness, either in speaking or composition.
MON-P-TRI'GLYPH,* n. (Arch.) Such an intercolumnia-

tion in the Doric order, as brings only one triglyph over it.

Brande. -

MP-NOX'Y-LON,* n. A boat made of a single piece of
wood. Maunder.

MON'RAD-ITE,* n. A pale, yellowish mineral. Dana.
MONSEIGNEUR* (mong''sGn'yur) n. [Fr.l A title given

in France, before the revolution, to the dauphin ;
also a

title of courtesy, which was prefixed to the titles of dukes
and peers, archbishops and bishops, and some other ex-
alted personages, and used in addressing them. Brande.

MONSIEUR, (rn5-seu' or mon-ser') [mo-seu, Surenne;
mo'su, F. ; m6ng's5or, K. ; mongs-yor' or m'os-yuV, Sm. ;

mos'ser, Wb.] n. [Fr.] pi. MESSIEURS. Sir; the com-
pellation of a French gentleman : the title of the
French king's eldest brother: a term of reproach for a
Frenchman. See MESSIEURS.

MQN-SOON', n. [monson, mongon, Fr.] A periodical wind
;

a modification or disturbance of the regular course of
the trade winds in the Arabian and Indian seas.

MoN'STER, n. [ monstrum, L.
; monstre, Fr.] Something

out of the common order of nature
; an animal having

some ill or strange formation ; a person or thing horrible
for deformity, wickedness, cruelty, or mischief.

fMoN'sTER, v. a. To make monstrous. Shak.

MP.\-STR(F'ER-OUS,* a. Producing monsters. Maunder.
MON-STROS'I-TV, n. The state of being monstrous.
MoN'sTROys, a. [monstrosus, L.] Deviating from the
order of nature ; unnatural; strange; wonderful ; enor-
mous ; shocking ;

hateful ; horrible.

MoN'sTROys, ad. Exceedingly ; very. Dryden. [Vulgar.]
MoN'STROys-LY, ad. In a monstrous manner; horribly.
MON'STRO US-NESS, n. State of being monstrous.
t-MoN-STRy-os'i-TY, 7i. Monstrosity. Shak.

MpN-TXN'icy* a. [montanus, L.] Relating to mountains.
Smart.

MoN'TA-Nl^ai, n. The tenets of Montanus, a Phrygian of
the second cental y, who pretended to a new revelation.

MON'TA-NIST, n. A follower of Montanus.

MON-TA-NIS'TI-CAL, a. Belonging to the Montanists. Bp.
Hall.

MON'TA-NIZE, v. n. To follow the opinions of Montanus.
Hooker.

M6N'TANT,n. [Fr.] A term in fencing. Shak. (Arch.)
An upright piece in a system of framing. Brande.

MON'TEM,* n. The name of an ancient custom, still

prevalent among the scholars of Eton College, England,
which consists in their proceeding every third year, on
Whit Tuesday, to a tumulus (L. ad montem) near the

Bath road, and exacting money for salt, as it is called,
from all persons present or passers by. The salt money is

given to the captain, or senior scholar, to assist in defray-
ing his expenses at the university. Brande.

MON-TE'Ro,n. [Sp.] A horseman's cap. Bacon.
MON-TETH', or MON'TETH, [mon-teth', Wb. Kenrick;

m<?n-tSth', K. ; mon'teth, Sm.] n. A vessel for washing
glasses, so named from the inventor.

MONTH, (munth) n. The 12th part of the calendar year ;

the space of four weeks : the calendar month has 30 or
31 days, except February, which has 28, and in leap-
year 29

;
the solar month, nearly 30 days ;

the lunar,
the time of the revolution of the moon, about. 29.V days.

M6NTH'LlNG,*n. Something which lasts a month." Words-
worth.

MONTH'LY, (munth'Je) a. Continuing a month
; performed

in a month
; happening every month.

H'LY, ad. Once in a month
; every month.

H's MIND, 71. A celebration in remembrance of a

son, a month after his decease, practised in
Bale. An eager desire or longing. Nares.

E,* n. (Min.) A yellowish mineral. Dana.
A hillock ; a small hill. Maunder. [R.]

MpN-Tlc'y-LATE'*' a. Having little projections or hills.

Smart.

TVlpN-Tlc'y-LOus,* a. Full of little hills. Maunder. [R.]

MpN-TlG'EN-oOs,* a. Produced on mountains. Scott. [R.]
Mojy-roiR 1

, (mon-twbr') n. [Fr.] (Horsemanship) A stone
or block used for assisting in mounting a horse.

MPN-TROSS', n. An under gunner ;
matross. Bailey. [R.]

MoN'y-MENT, n. [monumentum, L.
; monument, Fr.] A

structure or device placed as a memorial of a person de-

ceased, or of a remarkable event
;
a memorial

;
a re-

membrancer; a tomb ;
a cenotaph.

MON-V-MEN'TAL, a. Relating to a monument
;
memorial.

MoN-y-MEN'TAL-LY, ad. In memorial. Gayton.
Moo, v. n. To make the noise of a cow

;
to low, imitated

from the sound : written also muc. [A child's word.]
Moo,* ?i. The noise of a cow: act of lowing. Jamieson.

MOOD, 7i. [modus, L.
; mode, Fr.] The form of an argu-

ment. Watts. Style of music. Milton. Temper ofmind ; state

of mind as affected by any passion ; disposition ; humor ;

anger; mode. (Gram.) The manner of conjugating a
verb. In English Grammar, there are commonly reck-
oned five moods, (called also modes,') the infinitive, indic-

ative, imperative, potential, and subjunctive.
MOOD'I-LY, ad. Sadly ; pensively. Cotgrave.

MOOD'I-NESS, n. Indignation ;
vexation. Transl. of Boc-

calini.

MOOD'Y, a. Angry; out of humor; sad; pensive; satur-
nine. Shale.

MOOD'Y-MXD,* a. Mad with anger. Shak.

MOOL'LAH,* n. Perkins. See MOLLAH.
MOON, n. [iifivri,

Gr.
; mona, Sax.] The changing luminary

of the night ;
the satellite of the earth: a satellite of

a primary planet : the period of the revolution of the

moon, or the time from one new moon to another
;
a

lunation
;
a month. (Fort.) Half-moon, a crescent, or

a structure or outwork resembling a crescent in form.

MOON'-BEAM, n. A beam or ray of lunar light. Bacon.

MOON'BLIND,* a. Dim-sighted ; purblind. Scott.

MOON'-CALF, (-kaf) n. A monster.; a false conception or

mole in_the womb ;
a dolt ; a stupid fellow.

MOON'-DI-AL,* n. A dial to show the time by the moon. Ash.

MOON'ED, 'a. Moon-like ; like the new moon
; bearing a

crescent ;
lunated.

MOON'ET, 7i. A little moon. Bp. Hall.

MOON'-EYED, (-id) a. Having eyes affected by the revolu-
tions of the inoon ; dim-eyed ; purblind.

MOON'FERN, u. A plant. Ainsworth.

MOON'-FISH, 7i. A fish, of which the tail fin is shaped
like a half-moon. Grew.

MOON'ISH, a. Like, or variable as, the moon. Shak.

MOON'LJSSS, a. Destitute of a moon.
MOON'LI'GHT, (-lit) n. The light of the moon.
MOON'LIGHT, (-lit) a. Illuminated by the moon.
MOON'LJNG, n. A simpleton. B. Jonson.

MOON'-S'EED, n. A perennial plant. Miller.

MOON'SHE,* n. A Mussulman professor of languages.
Malcom.

MooN'SHlNE, 7i. The light of the moon: show with-
out substance ; pretence. In burlesque, a month. Shak.

M66N'?HlN
E
y, j

a. Illuminated by the moon.

MOON'STONE, n. (Min.) A variety of adularia, or resplen-
dent felspar. Brande.

MooN'STRDcKj a. Lunatic
;
affected by the moon.

MOON'-TRE'FOIL, n. An annual plant ;
a species of medic.

MOON'WORT, (-wiirt) n. A kind of fern; an annual

plant of the genus lunaria ; station-flower.

MOON'Y, a. Relating to or like the moon, or a crescent ;

lunated. Sylvester. [R.]

MOOR, 71. [moer, Teut. $ Icel.] A marsh ; a fen ; a
I bog ;

a tract of low and watery ground. [Maurus, L.
;
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pavpus, Gr.j A native of Mauritania, also of that part of
Africa now called Barbary, including Morocco, Algiers,
Tunis, and Tripoli : a blackamoor. [d mart, Fr.J To
blow a moor, to sound the horn at the fall of a deer.

MOOR, v. a. [i. MOORED ; pp. MOORING, MOORED.] To secure

or^ confine, as n ship, in a station, by anchors, cables, &c.
MOOR, v. n. To be confined by anchors and cables or

chains.

MOOR'AGE, n. A place or station for mooring. Todd.

MOOR'BRED,* a. Produced in marshes. Drayton.
MooR'-BDz-ZARD,* n. A sort of hawk or buzzard. Gold-

smith.

MOOR'-COCK, n. A fowl of the grouse tribe, that feeds in

fens, but is not web-footed.

MOOR'ESS,* n. A female of the Moorish people. Campbell
MOOR'-FOVVL,* n. A name of the red grouse. P. Cyc.
MOOR'-GAME, n. Red game ; grouse. Johnson.

MooR'-GRAss,* n. An inferior sort of grass. Farm. Ency.
MOOR'-HEN, n. A species of grouse, the female of the
moor-cock.

MpOR'}NG,*7i. ; pi. MOOR'ING. The act of securing a ship
in a harbor by anchors, &c. : weights or anchors, and
chains laid across a river or harbor to confine a ship.
Burke.

MOOR'ISH, a. Fenny ; marshy; watery: relating to the
Moors. Congrece.

MOOR'LAND, n. Marsh
;

fen
; watery ground. Mortimer.

MOOR'STONE, it. A whitish kind of granite.

MooR'y, a. Marshy ; fenny ; watery ; moorish. Fairfax.

MOOSE, n. The largest animal of the deer kind
;

called
also the elk.

MOOSE'WOOD,* (-wud) 71. A species of maple ; striped
maple. Farm. Ency.

Mdds-TA-Blrj',* n. A high priest or chief mollah among
the Turks. Perkins.

MOOT, v. a. [i. MOOTED; pp. MOOTING, MOOTED.] To de-
bate ;

to discuss
;
to plead a,

mock cause
;
to state a point

of law by way of exercise.

MOOT, v. n. To argue or plead upon a supposed cause in

law by way of exercise.

MOOT, n. Case to be disputed; a debate; dispute. Bacon.

MOOT,* a. Debatable. Moat case, or point, a case or point
unsettled and disputable, or one to be disputed. Moot
court, an exercise of arguing imaginary cases. Story.

MOOT'A-BLE,* a. That may be mooted. Dibdin.

MOOT'ED, a. (Her.} Plucked up by the roots, as trees.

MOOT'ER, n. A disputer of moot points.

MOOT'-HALL, ) n. Council-chamber ; town-hall. Widiffe.

ModT'-HoOsE, \
The place where moot-cases were an-

ciently argued.
MOOT'ING, n. The exercise of pleading a mock cause.

MOOT'MXN,* n. ; pi. MOOT'MEN. (Law) A student in law
who moots or argues cases. Crabb.

MOP, n. [moppa, Welsh.] A utensil for cleaning floors, as

pieces of cloth or locks of wool fixed to a handle : a
wry mouth or grin made in contempt. Shak.

MOP, v. a. [i. MOPPED; pp. MOPPING, MOPPED.] To rub or
clean with a mop.

fM5p, v. n. To make wry mouths in contempt. Shak.

MOPE, v. n. [i. MOPED ; pp. MOPING, MOPED.] To be stupid ;

to drowse; to be in a state of gloom, inattention, or

stupidity.

MOPE, r. a. To make spiritless, gloomy, or stupid. Burton.
MdPE. n. A spiritless and inattentive person. Burton.

MOPE'-EYED, (m5p'id) a. Purblind. Bp. Bramhall.

MoPE'F0L,* a. Drowsy; stupid ; dull. C. B. Brown.
MOP'ING,* p. a. Drowsing ; drowsy ; sluggish. Qrey.
MOP'JSH, a Spiritless ;

inattentive
; dejected.

MSp'iSH-LY,* ad. In a mopish manner. Dr. Mien.
MOP'ISH-NESS, n. Dejection ; inactivity. Coventry.
M$P'LAH,* n. A Mahometan inhabitant of Malabar.

Brande.

MOP'PET, 7i. A puppet made of rags or cloths : a fondling
name for a little girl. Dryden.

MOP'SEY, n. Same as moppet.
MOP'SI-CAL, a. Mope-eyed ; blind of one eye. Bailey.
MO'PVS, n. A drone

;
a dreamer

; a mope. Swift.

M8R'AL, a. [moralis, L.] Relating to rational beings and
their duties to each other, as right or wrong; relating to

morality ; obligatory in its own nature, and not depend-
ing on legislative enactment or positive institution :

subject to a moral law
; accountable ; voluntary ; good, as

estimated by a standard of right and wrong ; virtuous
;

just; honest: probable; supported by the customary
course of things, as moral certainty, moral evidence, a
moral argument. The moral law, the law of the Ten
Commandments, in distinction from the ceremonial law.

MOR'AL, n. The doctrine or practical application of a
fable: morality. Prior. See MORALS.

tMoR'AL, v. n. To moralize. Shak.

JMOR'AL-ER, n. A moralizer. Shak.

MoR'AL-IsT, n. \morallite, Fr.] One who teaches morality
or trie duties of life. Wotton. A mere moral man. Ham-
mond.

Mp-RAL'i-TY, n. [moralitt, Fr.] The doctrine or practice
of the duties of human life; morals; ethics; virtue

;
the

quality of an action as estimated by a standard of right
and wrong. An old kind of drama, in which the virtues
and vices were personified. Warton.

MOR-AL-I-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of moralizing. Sir T. Elyot.
M6R{AL-IZE, v. a. [moraliscr, Fr.] [i. MORALIZED ; pp. MOR-
ALIZING, MORALIZED.] [To make moral. Browne.] To ap-
ply to moral purposes ;

to explain in a moral sense.

MOR'AL-IZE, v. n. To speak or write on moral subjects ; to
make moral reflections.

MOR'AL-IZ-ER, n. One who moralizes; moralist. Slier-

wood.

MOR'AL-LY, ad. In a moral sense or manner
; ethically.

M5R'AL, n. pi. The doctrine or practice of the duties of
life

; morality ;
ethics.

MO-RASS', n. [marisaiws, Goth.] A fen
;
a bog ; a moor

;
a

marsh.

Mo-RXss'y, a. Moorish
; marshy ; fenny. Pennant.

MO-RA'V{-AN, 7i. One of a religious s'ect, called United
Brethren and Herrnhuters, founded by Count Zinzen-
dorf, the earliest of them belonging to Moravia.

MP-RA'VI-AN, a. Relating to Moravia or the Moravians.

M9-RA'vi-AN-iM,* n. The principles of the Moravians.
Ch. Ob.

MOR'BID, a. [morbidus, L.] Diseased
; sickly ;

unsound j

unhealthy.
MOR-BI-TJEZ'ZA,* (mb'r-be-det'sa) 71. [It.] (Painting") Soft-

ness and delicacy of style. Brande.

MQR-BID'I-TY,* n. The state of being morbid. Month. Rev.

MOR'BID-LY,* ad. In a morbid manner. EC. Reo.

MOR'BID-NESS, n. State of being diseased or morbid.

MQR-BIF'IC, ) a. [morbus and /ado, L.] Causing dis-

MoR-Bi'F'i-CAL., }
ease. Arbuthnot.

MQR-BIL'LOVS,* a. Having the character or appearance of
the measles. Dunglisnn.

MOR-BOSE', a. [morbosus, L.] Diseased
;
not healthy ; mor-

bid. Ray. [R.J

fMOR-Bos'i-Ty, 71. A diseased state. Browne.

M'dR-pEAU1 *'
(mor-so') n. [Fr.] pi. MORCEAUX, (mor-

soz') A small piece ; a morse/. Boiste.

MOR-DA'CIOVS, (m9r-da'shus) a. [mordax, L.] Biting ; apt
to bite : sarcastic

;
severe. Evelyn.

MQR-DA'CIOVS-LY, (m9r-da'shus-le) ad. Bitingly ; sarcas-

tically.

MOR-DX^'I-TY, n. [mordacitas, L.] A biting quality. Ba-
con.

MOR'DANT,* n. A substance used in dyeing, which com-
bines with and fixes colors: an adhesive for fixing
old-leaf. Brande.

R'DANT,* v. a. To imbue or supply with a mordant.
Brande.

MOR'DANT,* a. Biting ; tending to fix. Ency.
MOR'DANT-LY,* ad. In the manner of a mordant. Mu-
seum.

tMoR'Dl-CAN-CY, n. Mordacity. Evelyn.
fMOR'DJ-CANT, a. Biting ;

acrid
;
mordacious. Boyle.

MOR-DJ-CA'TION, 71. Act of corroding or biting. Bacon.

MORE, a. ; comp. of Many, Much, and Some. Greater in quan-
tity or number ; greater ;

added ; additional.

MORE, ad. To a greater degree ; again. No more, no long-
er ; not again. It is used, before an adjective, to form
the comparative degree ; as, more wise, same ae wiser.

MORE, n. A greater quantity ; a greater degree ; greater

thing ;
other thing.

tMoRE, v. a. To make more. Oower.

MORE_, 7i. A hill : a root. Upton. [Local, Eng.]
MO-REEN', n. A kind of stuff used for curtains and bed-

hangings.
MO-REL', n. [morille, Fr.] A plant ; a fungus or mushroom
used in gravies, soups, &c. : a kind of cherry. See
MoRELLO.

MdRE'LANp, n. A mountainous or hilly country.

MQ-REL'LO,* n. A species of acid, juicy cherry. P. Cyc.
Mo'RE MA-JO'RUM,* [L.]

" After the manner of our an-

cestors." Hamilton.

tMoRE'NESS, n. Greatness. Widiffe.

MoRE-o'VER, ad. Beyond what has been mentioned ;
fur-

ther
;
besides

;
likewise ;

also ;
over and above.

MQ-RESQUE', or MO-RESK', (mo-resk') a. [moresque, Fr.,
from Maurtis, L.I Done after the manner of the Moors ;

Moorish : applied to fancy ornaments, in painting and

sculpture, of foliage, flowers, fruits, &c. : written also

mvrisco.

MO-RESQUE',* (mo-rSsk') n. (Painting-) A species of orna-

mental painting, in which foliage, fruits, flowers, &c. are

combined by springing out of each other
;

first practised

by the Moors. Brande.

MOR-GA-NXT'IC,* a. [jnorg-anatiquc, Fr.] Applied to a

marriage, otherwise called a Irft-handcd marriage. 4

morganatic marriage is one between a man of superior,
and a woman of inferior, rank, in which its is stipulated
that the latter and her children shall not enloy the rank,
nor inherit the possessions, of her husband. iBrande.
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MOR'GAY,* n. The rough houndfish
;
a species of shark.

Booth.

fMpR'GLAY, n. A broadsword
; glaymore. JJinsworth.

MORGUE,* (mbrg) TO. [Fr.] A place, as in many French

towns, where the bodies of persons found dead are ex-

posed, in order to be recognized and owned by their

friends. JSrande.

fMoR'T-BDND,* a. About to die
; ready to die. Bailey.

fMp-RiG'ER-ATE, v. n. [morigero, L.] To be obsequious.
Cockeram,

fMp-RlG-ER-A'TlpN, n. Obedience
; obsequiousness. Ba-

con.

fMp-RtG'ER-Ous, a. Obedient ; obsequious; civil. Bullokar.
MOR'IL.* TO. A mushroom of the size of a walnut. Smart.

Mp-RlL'LpN,* n. (Ornith.) A fowl of the duck kind. Crabb.

MO'RI-ON, TO. [Fr.] An iron or steel cap without beaver or

vispr ;
a helmet. Raleigh.

Mp-Rlfs'c6, TO. [morisco, Sp. ; morisque, old Fr.] The Moor-
ish language: a Moorish dance; morris dance: a
da"hcer of the morris or Moorish dance. Shalt.

Mp-Ris'co, a. See MORESQUE.
Mo'RISK, n. See MORISCO, and MORESQUE.
fMpR'KiN, n. [murken, Swed.] A wild beast dead through

sickness or mischance. Bp. Hall.

MOR'LING, ) n. [mort, Fr.] Wool plucked from a dead

MORT'LING, j sheep. Ainsworth.
T?. A cancer or gangrene. B. Jonson.

\MpR'Md, n. [nopuw.] Bugbear ;
false terror. Hammond.

MOR'MON,* n. (Ornith.} A short-winged, web-footed bird,

commonly called puffin. Brande. A name of a religious
sect that first appeared in the United States about 1830,
founded by Joseph Smith, who was murdered in 1844.

MORN, n. The first part of the day ;
the morning. [Poetry.]

MORN'ING, n. The first part of the day, from 12 o'clock at

night till 12 at noon
; the time from dawn to the end of

the first fourth part of the sun's daily course above the
horizon ; the time before dinner; the early part.

MORN'ING, a. Being in the early part of the day.
MoRN'iNG-GowN, n. An undress gown for the morning.
MORN'JNG-STAR, n. The planet Venus, when she rises

before the sun.

Mo'RO,* n._ (Med.) A small abscess or tumor. Dunvlison.

MQ-ROC'CO, n. A fine sort of leather, so called from its

being first prepared in Morocco.

Mp-Roc'co,* a. Relating to Morocco or a kind of leather.
Ash.

Mo'RQN,* n. An animal of the salamander kind. Goldsmith.

MO-RONE',* n. The color of the unripe mulberry; a deep
crimson. Smart.

MP-ROSE', a. [morosus, L.] Sour of temper ;
severe

; peev-
ish

;
sullen.

MP-ROSE'LY, ad. Sourly ; peevishly ; severely.

MQ-ROSE'NESS, n. Sourness
; peevishness ; severity.

JMo-ROs'i-TY, n. Moroseness
; peevishness. Sliak.

MOR'OX-ITE,* n. [moms, L.] (Min.} A native phosphate
of lime, of a mulberrv color. Brande.

Mp-R6x'Y-LATE,*?z. (Chem.) A salt formed of moroxylic
acid and a base. Hamilton.

MOR-OX-YL'IC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid procured from
the white mulberry. Ency.

MOR'PIIEW, (mbr'fQ) n. [morphce, old Fr.] A scurf on the
face.

MOR'PHEW, (mbr'fu) v. a. To cover with scurf. Bp. Hall.

MOR'PHI-A,* n. (Chem.) The narcotic principle of opium ;

a substance extracted from opium ; morphine. Brande.

MOR'PHINE,* n. (Chem.) A narcotic substance derived
from opium; morphia. Prout.

MpR-PH5i/p-GY,* n. [uoinfif] and AOJ/OJ.] (Bot.) That part
of the science of botany, which treats of the metamorpho-
sis of organs. Brande.

MOR'RHU-A,* M. A genus of fishes which includes the cod-
fish. P. Cyc.

MOR'RIS, ?i. A kind of play. Shak. See MORRIS-DANCE.
MdR'RJs-DiNCE, n. [Moorish or Morisco dance.] A dance

practised in the middle ages, the performers having bells

fixed to their feet. N~ine men's morris, a kind of play
with nine holes in the ground. Shak.

MOK'RIS-DAN^-ER, -n. One who dances the morris-dance.

Mou'Ris-DiNg-lNG,* n. Act of dancing the morris, Ash.

M6li'Rl_s-PiKE, n. A Moorish pike. Shak.

MOR'ROW, (mor'ro) n. The day after the present day ; any
day with reference to another preceding it. To-morrow,
ad. & n. Oti the day after this current day : the day after
this day.

MORSE, M. A sea-horse, or walrus, of the Arctic regions.
MOR'SEL, n. [morsel or morcel, old Fr.] A piece fit for the
mouth

;
a mouthful

;
a bite

;
a piece ; a small meal:

a small quantity. Boyle.

fMoR-sl-TA'TJON,* 71. Act of gnawing ;
morsure. Seairer.

JMoR'suRE, (inor'shur) n. [morsure, Fr.
; morsura, L.] The

act of biting.

MORT, n. [mart, Fr.] A tune sounded at the death of the

game. Shak. [morgt, Icel.] A great quantity : a salmon
in its third year. [Local, Eng.]

MOR'TAL, a.
[nwrteZw,!,.] Subject to death ; deadly; d<*

structive
; fatal

; causing death
; belonging to death

; pun-
ishable by death

;
not venial

; human ;
extreme

;
violent.

MOR'TAL, n. Man
; human being. Tickell.

MpR-Tli/i-TY, n. State of being mortal, or of being sub-

ject to death
;
death

; destruction
; frequency of death ;

number of deaths in proportion to population : human
nature.

MOR'TAL-IZE, v. a. To make mortal. A. Brome. [R.]
MOR'TAL-LY, ad. In a mortal manner; fatally ;

irrecovera-

bly ;
to death ; extremely ; to extremity.

MOR'TAR, n. [mortarium, L.] A strong vessel in which
substances are pounded and pulverized with a pestle:
a short, wide piece of ordnance for throwing shells,

bombs, grape-shot, &c. : cement for the junction of
stones and bricks, usually made of lime, sand, and water.

MOR'TAR-PIECE,* n. A sort of short, thick cannon
;
a

mortar. Shak.

fMoR'TER, TO. [morticr, Fr.] A lamp or light ;
a chamber-

lamp. Chaucer.

MORT'GAGE, (mbr'gaj) TO. [mort-gage, Fr.] (Law) A pledge ;

a grant or deed of an estate or property to a creditor, as

security for the payment of a debt, till the debt is paid ;

the state of being pledged.
MORT'GAGE, (mbr'gaj) v. a. [i. MORTGAGED ; pp. MORTGAG-

ING, MORTGAGED.] To make over to a creditor as security
for the payment of a debt ; to pledge.

MORT-GA-GJEE', (mbr-git-ju') TO. A person to whom a mort-

gage is given.

MORT-GAGE-OR',* (mbr-gaj-or') TO. (Law) One who gives
a mortgage ; correlative of mortgagee. Blackstone. $jF The
orthography of mortgagor, which is generally used in

legal language, is not found at all in the common Eng-
lish dictionaries

;
and Dr. Webster says it

" is an orthog-
raphy that should have no countenance." Mr. Smart

says that the word, when used " with reference to mort-

gagee, is written and pronounced mort-gage-or'." The
insertion of the e, however uncommon it may be, seems

necessary, in order to avoid a violation of an invariable

principle of English pronunciation, which requires g
to be hard, when immediately followed by o.

MORT'GA-GER, (mbr'ga-jer) [mbr'gfi-je'r, & P. J. Ja. K.
Sm. R. ; mbr-ga-je'r', W.\ n. One who gives a mortgage.
See MORTGAGEOR.

MPR-TIF'ER-OUS, a. [mortifer, L.] Deadly; destructive.

Hammond.
MoR-Ti-Fi-cA'TipN, TO. Act of mortifying; state of being

mortified
;
local death, or loss of vitality of some part of

the body ; gangrene : humiliation
;
vexation

; chagrin ;

trouble.

MOR'TI-FIED,*^. a. Humbled
; subdued ; vexed.

MOR'TI-FI-ED-NESS, 71. State of being mortified. Bp. Taylor.

MoR'Ti-Fl-ER, TO. One who mortifies. Sherwood.

MoR'TI-FY, v. a. [mortifter, Fr.] [i.
MORTIFIED ; pp. MOR-

TIFYING, MORTIFIED.] To destroy vital qualities; to affect

with gangrene : to macerate or harass, in order to reduce
the body to compliance with the mind

;
to subdue or de-

stroy inordinate passions or appetites ; to humble ;
to de-

press ;
to vex

;
to chagrin.

MOR'TI-FY, v. n. To lose vital heat and activity ; to gan-
grene ;

to corrupt : to be subdued ;
to practise severities.

MOR'TI-FY-ING,* p. a. Tending to mortify ; humbling.
MOR'TJSE, (mbr'tjs) TO. [mortaise, Fr.] A hole cut into wood

that a tenon or another piece may be put into it. Ray.
M6R'TlsE,(mbr'tis)?j. a. [i. MORTISED ;pp. MORTISING, MOR-

TISED.] To cut a hole or mortise in
;
to join with a mor-

tise.

MORT'MAIN, TO. [main-morte, Fr.] (Law) An alienation of
lands and tenements to any corporation or fraternity
and their successors

;
an unalienable possession.

fMoRT'PAY, TO. Dead pay ; payment not made. Bacon.

fMoR'TRESS, ?i. [morticr de sa^es.ve, Fr.] A dish of meat of
various kinds beaten together. Bacon.

MORT'U-A-RY, (mbrt'yij-fi-re) w. [mortuairc, Fr. ; mortuari-

um, L.] A burial-place. Wh'dlock. (Law) A fee paid to

the incumbent of a parish, by custom peculiar to some
places, on the death of a parishioner.

MORT'U-A-RY, a. Belonging to the burial of the dead.

Md'iius,* n. [L.] (But.) A genus of plants, of which there

are many varieties} the mulberry -tree. Crabb. Morus

multicaulit!, a species of mulberry-tree, cultivated for feed-

ing tlu! silk-worm.

MOR'VANT,* n. A species of sheep. SmcUie.

MOR'VEN-ITE,* TO. (JUin.) Another name for phillipsite.

Dana.

Mp-A'}C,* or Mi;-!=>A'lC,* TO. [uovaatKOv.] (Painting) A
species of representation of objects by means of very mi-

nute pieces of colored glass, or of stones or pebbles, of

different colors, carefully inlaid. Brande.

MO-A'IC, ) a. Noting painting or representation of ob-

Mp-SA'i-cAL, \ jects in small stones or pebbles, &c., of

different colors.

Mp-A'io, I
a. Relating to Moses, the Hebrew lawgiver,

MP-A'I-CAL, \
or his writings and institutions.
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M<?-SA/I-CAL-LY,*a<f. In the manner of mosaic work. Ster-

ling'.

MQ-SXN'DRITE,* TO. (Min.~) A grayish brown mineral. Dana.
MOS'SHA-TEL, (mos'ka-tel) n. [moschatcllina, L.] A peren-

nial plant.

MOS'JEHVS,* n. (Zool.) An animal resembling the chamois.

1000.
MO-$ELLE',* n. A species of white German wine. W. Ency.
MOS'LEM,* n. A Mussulman

; a Mahometan. EC. Rev.

M6-so-sAu'RUS,* n. (Geol.) The fossil remains of a great
animal found near Maestricht in Belgium. Buckland.

MOSQUE, (mosk) n. [medsched, Ar.] A Mohammedan or
Mahometan temple or place of worship.

MOS-QUI'TO,* (m9S-ke'to) n. [mosquito, Sp.] pi. MpS-QUl'-
TOS. A very troublesome insect, of the genus culex; a

large kind of gnat. Ency. It is variously written musqui-
to, musquctoe, mosc/ieto, moschetto, mosquetoe, mosquetto,
muscheto, muschetto, musketoe, muskitto, musqueto, and
imisquitto.

Moss, n. A family of plants, with leafy stems, and narrow,
simple leaves

; any minute, small-leaved cryptogamic
plant, such as grows on trees, rocks, &c. ; a lichen. [A
morass or boggy place. Evelyn.]

Moss, v. a. To cover with moss. Shak.

Moss'-BXNK,* n. A bank covered with moss. Collins.

yttleton.

th moss.
iacon.

Moss'-LAND,* n. Land abounding in moss or peat-moss.
Farm. Ency.

Mpss'-RoE,* n. A beautiful kind of rose, so named from
its moss-like pubescence. Booth.

Moss'TROop-ER,* n. A bandit; one of a rebellious class
of people in the north of England who lived by rapine.
Tomlins.

Moss'y, a. Overgrown or abounding with moss.

MOST, a.: superl. of More, (whether used as the compara-
tive of many or of much,.) Greatest in number or in

quantity.
MOST, ad. In the greatest degree. It is used to form the

superlative degree, instead of the termination cat; as,
most lovely, for loveliest.

MOST, n. The greatest number, part, value, or quantity.
tMos'TicK, n. A corruption of maulstick.

MOST'LY, ad. For the greatest part ; chiefly.

fMbsT'WHAT, (most'hwot) ad. For the most part. Ham-
mond.

MOT, n. [Fr.] A certain note of a hunting horn, [fA word
;

a motto. Bp. Hall.\
MoT-A-ciL'LA,* 71. [L.] A bird

;
the wagtail. Hill.

fMo-TA'TlQN, n. Act of moving. Bailey.MOT DU GVET,* (mo'du-ga') [Fr.] A watchword. Boh-tc.

MOTE, n. A small particle ; any thing very little
;
a spot.

fMoTE, n. A meeting; used in composition; as, burgmofe.
fMoTE, [moet, D.l Must. Chaucer. Might. Spenser.
MO'TER. See MOTOR.
Mp-TET', n. [Fr. ; mottctto, It.] (Mas.) A composition con-

sisting of from one to eight parts, of a sacred character;
a short strain.

MOTH, 7^ ; pi. M6TH!jf. A small insect or worm which eats
cloths and furs

;
a silent consumer.

MOTH'-EAT, v. a. To prey upon, as a moth. Sir T. Herbert.

MOTH'-EAT-EIV, (moth'e-tn) a. Eaten of moths. Job xiii.

tMdTH'EN, (moth'n) a. Full of moths. Fulke.

MdTH'ER, (muth'er) n. She that has borne offspring; a fe-
male parent ; correlative to son or daughter ; that which
has produced any thing : that which has preceded in
time

; as, a mother church to chapels : a familiar term of
address to a matron or old woman. [moeder, D.] A thick,
slimy substance formed in liquors, especially in vin-
egar. Tusser.

MbTH'ER, (mutn'er) a. Had at the birth : native ; natural
;

received by birth
; received from parents or ancestors

;

vernacular.

MOTH'ER, (muth'er) v. a.
[i. MOTHERED ; pp. MOTHERING,

MOTHERED.] To adopt as a son or daughter.
MOTH'ER, (muth'er) v. n. To gather concretion. Dryde.n.
Moi-H'ER CA'RY'S CHICK'EN,* . A small bird which is

seen at sea
;
the storm-petrel. Hamilton.

MOTH'ER-HOOD, (mutu'er-hud) n. The office or character
of a mother. Donne.

MdlH'ER-fNG, (muth'er-Ing) n. To go a-mothcring- is to
visit parents on Midlent Sunday; midlenting. IJerrick.

[England.]
MOTH'ER-IN-LAW, n. The husband or wife's mother.
MOTH'ER-LESS, (inuth'er-les) a. Destitute of a mother.
M6TH'ER-LI-NESS,* n. Quality of being motherly. Ash.

M6TH'ER-LY, (muth'er-le) a. Belonging to a mother; suit-

able to a mother ;
tender ; affectionate.

MOTH'ER-LY, (muth'er-le) ad. In the manner of a mother.
MOTH'ER-OF-PEARL', (muth'er-ov-perl ) 71. The shell in
which pearls are generated, being a coarse kind of pearl ;

a hard, brilliant, internal layer of several kinds of shells.

MOTH'ER-PF-THYME, (-tim) n. A plant. Miller.

3 MOU
MOTH'ER-QUEEN,* n. The mother of the reigning king
queen-mother. Shak.

MoTii'ER-ToNGUE,* (muth'er-tung) n. A language to
which other languages owe their origin ;

one's native lan-

guage. Crabb.

MOTH'ER-WA'TER,* n. (Chem..) The residue of a saline

solution that does not crystallize. Ure.

MoTH'ER-wl'T,* n. Common sense
; natural wit. Q. Rev.

M6TH'ER-wORT, (muth'er-wiirt) n. A biennial plant.

MoTH'ER-y, (muth'er-e) a. Concreted
; slimy ; dreggy ;

feculent.

MOTH-MUL'LEIN, (moth-mul'ljn) n. A biennial plant.
MOTH'WORT, (moth'wiirt) n. An herb.

MOTH'Y, a. Full of moths. Shak.

MP-TIF'IC,* a. Producing motion. Good.

MP-TIL'J-TY,* n. Power of moving ; contractility. Dungli-
son.

Mo'TipN, (mo'shun) n. [Fr. ; motio, L.] The act of moving
or changing place ;

a continued and successive change of

place ;
movement

; change of posture ; action ; military
march or remove ; agitation ;

intestine or peristaltic ac-

tion
; impulse communicated or felt : proposal made, as

in a public assembly, [f A puppet-show ;
a puppet. Shak.]

Mo'TipN, v. a. To propose ; to move. B. Jonson. [R.I

Mo^ripN, v. TO. To make proposal ; to move. Milton. [R.]

fMd'TiQN-ER, n. A mover. Cotgrave.
Mo'TiQN-IsT,* n. A motioner

;
a mover. Milton. [R.]

MO'TIQN-LESS, a. Being without motion ; being at rest.

Mp'TlVE, (mo'tjv) a.
[motivus, L.] Causing motion ; tend-

ing to move. Motive power is the propelling force by
which motion is obtained.

MO'TIVE, (mo'tjv) n. That which determines the choice ;

that which incites the action ;
cause ;

reason
; principle.

Mp-Tlv'j-TY * n. Power of moving ; power of producing
motion. Locke.

MOT'LED,* (mot'tld) a. Having various colors
; motley.

Kirby.
MOT'LEY, (mot'le) a. Of various colors ; diversified.

MOT'LEY-MIND'ED,* a. Variously inclined. Shak.

MoT'M6T,*7i. (Ornith.~) A bird of Brazil. Crabb.

Mo'TQR, n. [motor, L.
; moteur, Fr.] A mover. Davies.

(Jlnai.) A moving muscle.

Mo'TQ-RY, a. [motorius, L.] Giving motion. Ray.
MOT-TET'Td,* n. [It.] (Mas.} See MOTET. Crabb.

MOT'TO, n. [It.] pi. MOT'TOES. A sentence or word add-

ed to a device
;
a sentence prefixed to any thing written

or printed.

MoucH, v. See MUNCH.
MOUF'LON,* n. [Fr.] A kind of sheep or ram. Smcllic.

fMouGHT, i. from the old verb Mowe. Fairfax.

MOULD, (mold) n. [mouMer, Fr.] A kind of concretion on
the top or outside of things kept motionless and damp.
[mold, Sax.] Earth ; upper stratum of earth ;

loam ; soil
;

ground in which any thing grows: matter of which any
thing is made. [molde, Sp.] The matrix in which any
thing is cast or receives its form ;

a model ; cast
;
form :

the suture or contexture of the skull: a spot; as, an

iron-mould^ [mal, Sax.] more correctly, iron-TnoZe.

MOULD, (mold) v. n. [i. MOULDED ; pp. MOULDING, MOULD-

ED.] To contract or gather mould ;
to rot.

MOULD, (mold) . a. [mauler, Fr.J To form ;
to fashion ; to

shape ;
to model ;

to knead, as bread : to supply or cover

with mould
;
to corrupt by mould.

MOULD'A-BLE, a. That may be moulded. Bacon.

MOULD'BOARD,* (mold'bord) n. A wooden board on a

plough to turn over the furrow. Jamieson.

MOVLDRBAERT,* 7i. An implement used in Flanders for

transporting mould, compost, &c. Farm. Ency.

MOULD'ER, (mold'er) n. One who moulds.

MOULD'ER, (mold'er) v. n. [i. MOULDERED; pp. MOULDER-

ING, MOULDERED.] Tocrumble into earth or dust; to wear
or waste away.

MOULD'ER, (mold'er) v. a. To turn to dust
;
to crumble.

MOULD'ER-ING,* p. a. Crumbling into dust; wasting

away.
M6uLD'ER-y,* a. Partaking of or like mould. London.

MOULDS-NESS, (mold'e-nes) TO. State of being mouldy.

MOULDING, (moki'ing) n. (Arch.) An ornamental line,

either projecting or depressed ;
a cavity or projection.

MOULD'WARP, (mold'warp) n. A mole ;
a small animal

that throws up the earth.

MOULD'Y, (mold'e) a. Covered with or having mould.

MOULT, (molt) v.' n. [i. MOULTED ; pp. MOULTING, MOULT-

ED.] To shed or change the feathers or hair
;

to lose

feathers.

MOULT,* (molt) n. The shedding or changing of feathers

Jardine.

MOULT'JNG,* n. The act of changing feathers or hair.

Smart.
'

fMbUN. May ;
must. Chaucer. See MOWE.

jMoONCH, v. a. [macher, Fr.] To chew. Chaucer. See

MUNCH.
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MOU MOW
MOI)ND, n. Something raised ; a bank of earth

; something
raised to defend, as a bank of earth or stone.

MOUND, v a. To fortify with a mound. Dryden.
MOUNT, n. [munt, Sax.

; mont, Fr.] A mountain ;
a hill ; an

artificial hill raised in a garden or other place. [A bank ;

a mound. Bacon.]
MOUNT, v. n. [monter, Fr.] [i. MOUNTED ; pp. MOUNTING,
MOUNTED.] To arise; to rise on high; to tower; to be
built up ;

to get on horseback
;
to amount.

M60NT, v. a. To raise aloft ; to ascend
;
to get upon; to

climb
; to place on horseback

; to furnish with horses :

to enhance or embellish with ornaments. To mount
guard, to do duty and watch at any particular post. To
mount a cannon, to raise or set it on its wooden frame.

Mo0NT'A-BLE, a. That may be ascended. Cotgrave.
MoON'TAiN, (mbun'tjn) n. [montaigne,o\d Fr.] A very large

hill
;
a vast protuberance of the earth

; any thing prover-
bially large.

MoON'TAiN, (mbun'tjn) a. [montanus, L.] Pertaining to

mountains; growing or found on mountains.

MOUN'TAIN-ASH,* n. A beautiful forest-tree. Dryden.
MOUN'TAIN-BLUE,* n. A species of blue color; a carbon-

ate of copper. Smart.

MOUN'TAIN-CAT,* 71. A ferocious animal ; catamount.
Booth.

MOUN'TAIN-COCK,* n. A species of bird. Hamilton.

MOUN'TAIN-CORK,* 7i. A species of asbestos. Crabb.

MOUN'TAIN-DEW,* n. A cant term for Scotch Highland
whiskey that has paid no duty. Jamieson.

Mo UN'TAIN-EB'Q-NV,* n. (Bot.) An evergreen shrub. Crabb.

MOUN-TAIN-EER', 7i. An inhabitant of the mountains
;
a

savage; a freebooter; a rustic.

fMouN'TAlN-ER, n. A mountaineer. BentUy.
tMdUN'TAlN-ET, n. A hillock ; a small mount. Sidney.

MoUN'TAiN-FLXx,* n. A species of asbestos
;
amianthos.

Crabb.

MOUN'TAIN-GREEN,* n. A species of green : a carbonate
of copper. Francis.

MoON'TAiN-HiiATH,* n. (Bot.} A plant; the saxifrage.
Crabb.

MOUN'TAIN-LAU'REL,* n. A species of laurel or kalmia.
Farm. Ency.

MoON'TAiN-MA-HOG'A-NY,* n. Black birch. Farm. Ency.
MOUN'TAIN-MILK,* n.' (Min.) A very soft, spongy variety

of carbonate of lime. Brande.

M6pN'TA}N-ous, (mbun'tjn-us) a. Abounding in moun-
tains

; hilly ; large as mountains ; huge.
MOUN'TAIN-OUS-NESS, n. State of being mountainous.
MOUN'TAJN-PARS'LEY, n. A plant.

MouN'TAiN-RpSE, (mbun'tjn-roz) n. A plant and flower.

MOUN'TAIN-SOAP,* n. A soft, brownish, unctuous chalk.
Francis.

MOUN'TAIN-TAL'LOW,* n. A mineral substance. Hamilton.

MopNT'ANT, a. [montant, Fr.] Rising on high. Shak. [R.]

MoUN'TE-BlNK, n. [montare in banco, It.] A doctor who
mounts a bench in the market, and boasts his infallible

remedies and cures
; a quack ;

a charlatan
; any false

'

pretender.
fMouN'TE-BlNK, v. a. To cheat by false pretences. Skak.

tMouN-TE-BANK'ER-Y, n. Quackery. Hammond.
MoUNT'ED,* a. Seated on horseback; furnished with
guns ; raised

; enhanced
;
finished with embellishment.

tMoUN'TE-NAUNCE, 71. Amount of a thing. Spenser.

MOUNT'ER, n. One who mounts. Drayton.

MopNT'iNG, n. Ascent; ornament; embellishment.

MoUNT'lNG-LY, ad. By ascent. Massiii<rer.

MOUNT'LET,* n. A small mountain ;
a hill. P. Fletcher.

MOUNT QF PI'E-TY,* A sort of pawnbroker's shop in

Italy, where money is lent out to the poor on moderate
security. Hamilton.

MqpNT-8AlNT',* n. Formerly a game at cards. Machin.

tMpON'TY, n. [montce, Fr.] The rise of a hawk. Sidney.
MOURN, (morn) v. n. [i. MOURNED; pp. MOURNING,
MOURNED.] To grieve; to lament; to be sorrowful; to

wear the habit of sorrow
;
to preserve the appearance of

grief.

MOURN, (morn) v. a. To grieve for; to lament; to utter in

a_sorrowftil mariner. Milton.

fMouRNE, (morn) n. [morne, Fr.] The round end of a

staff; the part of a lance to which the steel part is fixed.

Sidney.

MOURN'ER, n. One who mourns
;
a lamentcr.

MOURN'FUL, a. Causing sorrow; afflictive; sorrowful;
feeling sorrow ; betokening sorrow

; expressive of grief;
sad

;
lamentable

; grievous.
MOURN'FUL-LY, ad. In a mournful manner.

MOURN'FUL-NSS, n. Sorrow
; grief: show of grief.

MOURN'ING, n. Grief; sorrow
;
the dress of sorrow.

MOURN'ING,* p. a. Indicating sorrow or grief.

MOURN'TNG-LY, ad. With mourning or sorrow.

MOURNING-RING,* n. A ring worn as a memorial of a
deceased friend. Boswcll.

MOUSE, n. [mus, L.J pi. MICE. A little animal which in-
fests houses and granaries; a little rodent quadruped of

i

the genus mus. (JVawk) A hump or knot worked on a
rope.

MOUSE, (mbuz) v. n.
[i. MOUSED

; pp. MOUSING, MOUSED.]
To catch mice : to be sly and insidious. ISEstrange.

MOUSE, v.a. To tear in pieces, as a cat a mouse. Shak.

MOUSE'-COL-OR,* ji. A color resembling that of a mouse.
Pennant.

MOUSE'-COL-ORED,* a. Having the color of a mouse.
Pennant.

MOUSE '-EAR, . A plant with a downy leaf; chickweed ;

scorpion-grass.
MoUSE'-HAWK, n. A hawk that devours mice.

MousE'-HdLE, n. A hole for mice
;
a small hole.

MoCsE'-HDNT, n. A hunt for mice: a kind of weasel.
Sliak.

MOUS'ER, (mbuz'er) 7i. One that catches mice. Swift.

MopsE'TAiL, n. An annual plant or herb.

Mo USE'-TRAP, 71. A snare or trap for catching mice.

Mous-TA^HE',* 7t. [Fr.] pi. M6us-TA9H'E$. Hair on the

upper lip. See MUSTACHE.
MOUTH, n.;pl. MOUTHS. The aperture in the head of a
man or an animal at which food is received, and the voice
emitted: the opening of a vessel

; entrance; the instru-

ment of speaking : a speaker, in burlesque language :

cry ; voice : distortion of the mouth ; wry face. Down
in the mouth, dejected ;

mortified. ^Estrange.
MOUTH, v. n.

[i.
MOUTHED

; pp. MOUTHING, MOUTHED.] To
speak in a big or swelling manner ;

to vociferate.

MOUTH, v. a. To utter with a voice affectedly big or swell-

ing ;
to grind in the mouth

;
to seize in the mouth ; to

form by the mouth
;
to insult. See SOOTHE.

MOUTHED, (mbuthd) a. Furnished with a mouth : used
in composition ; as, foul-moutAetZ, contumelious, &.c.

MOUTH'ER,* n. One who mouths; an affected speaker.

MqUTH'-FRlEND,n. A mere professing friend. Shak.

MopTH'FUL, n.; pi. MOUTH'FULS. What the mouth con-
tains at once: a proverbially small quantity.

MopTii'-HpN-OR, (-on-ur) n. Civility outwardly expressed,
without sincerity. Shak.

MOUTH'LESS, a. Being without a mouth.

MOUTH'-MADE,* a. Expressed by the mouth; not sin-

cere. Shak.

MOUTH'-PIECE, (-p5s) n. The part of a wind instrument
d: om

name of several persons.

to which the mouth is appliet e who speaks in the

MoO'ZLE,* v. a. To rumple ;
to handle freely. Congreve.

MOV'A-BLE, a. That may move or be moved; not fixed;
portable ; changing from one time to another ; changeable.

M6v'A-BLE, 71. [meuble, Fr.] pi. MOV'A-BLES (rnov'^i-blz)
Personal goods ;

furniture ; things that may be moved,
as distinguished from lands, houses, &,c.

MOV'A-BLE-NSS, 71. duality of being movable.

Mpv'A-BLy, ad. So that it may be moved.

MOVE, v. a. [moveo, L.] [i. MOVED ; pp. MOVING, MOVED.]
To put out of one place into another ;

to put in motion
;

to propose ;
to recommend ;

to persuade ; to prevail on
;

to affect ; to touch pathetically ;
to incite

;
to affect in

any way ; to actuate
;
to induce.

MOVE, v.'n. To change place or posture ;
to stir; not to be

at rest
;
to have motion ; to have vital action ;

to walk
;

to march ; to go forward.

MOVE, n. Movement ; act of moving, as at chess.

MOVE'LESS, a. Unmoved
;
immovable. Boyle.

MOVE'MENT, n. [mouvement, Fr.] Act or manner of mov-
ing ; motion; excitement: the train of wheel-work
of a clock or watch. (Music) Any single strain or part

having the same measure.

tMo'VENT, a. [movens, L.] Moving. Grew.

MO'VENT, n. That which moves another. Glanville. [R.]
MOV'ER, 71. He or that which moves ;

a proposer.

MOV'ING, n. Motive; impulse; motion. South.

MOV'JNG, a. Pathetic
; touching ; affecting ; exciting.

MOV'ING-LY, ad. So as to move
; pathetically.

MOV'ING-NESS, 7i. Power to affect the passions. Boyle.

Mow, (mbu) 71. A compartment in a barn for hay or grain ;

a heap of corn or hay; when laid up in a barn, it is

said to be in mow ; when heaped in a field, in rick.

Mow, (mbu) v. a.
[i. MOWED; pp. MOWING, MOWED.] To

put in a mow.
Mow, (mo) v. a.

[i. MOWED
; pp. MOWING, MOWN or

MOWED.] To cut down with a scythe ; to cut as with a

scythe.
Mow, (mo) v. n. To cut grass; to gather the harvest.

Waller.

fMow, (mbu) 7i. A wry rnouth. Common Prayer.

{Mow, (mbu) v. n. To make mouths, as an ape. Shak.

MOW'BURN, v. n. To ferment and heat in the mow. Mor-
timer.

owE,^. n.
[i. MOUGHT.] May. WicUffe. The old form

of may and must. The forms of mowe, mowen, and moun,
are still used in the north of England. Todd.

MOW'ER, /i. Om who mows. Tusser.
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MOW'ING, n. The act of cutting with a scythe ;
that

which is cut down ; a meadow or field to be mowed.
MOX'A, n. An Indian moss, used in the cure of the gout,
by burning it on the part aggrieved. Temple. A cottony
substance used in cauterizing. Dunglison.

MOX-I-BUS'TIQN,* n. (Med.) Cauterization by using rnoxa.

Dunglison,
MOY'A,* 7i. Mud poured out from volcanoes. Brande.

JMOYLE, 7?. A mule. Carew.
MR.* An abbreviation of master. See MASTER, MISTER,
MESSIEURS, and Miss.

MRS.* An abbreviation of mistress See MISTRESS, and Miss.

MtJCH, a. [mucho, Sp.] [com. MORE
; supcrl. MOST.] Large

in quantity ; long in time
; opposed to little. [jMany ;

as,
" much: people." Acts.]

MDcH, ad. In a great degree ; by far
;
to a certain degree ;

to a great degree ; often, or long ; nearly.

MUCH, 7i. A great quantity, opposed to a little
;
abun-

dance
; more than enough : an uncommon thing ;

some-

thing strange. Bacon. To make much of, to treat with

regard ;
to fondle

; to pamper. Sidney. . \J\luch at one,

nearly of equal value. Dryden. Much is often used in

composition ; as, muck-loved.

tMucH'EL, a. Much. Spenser.
MUCH'NESS, n. Quantity. Whatsly. [Obsolete or vulgar.]
tMBcH'WHAT. (-hwot) ad. Nearly. Olanville.

Mu'cic,* a. (Chem.) Obtained from gum; as, mucic acid.

Brande.

Mu'ciD, a. [mucidus, L.] Slimy ; mouldy. Bailey. [R.]

MU'CID-NESS, 7i. Sliminess; mustiness. Ainsworth. [R.]
Mu'ciL-AGE, n. [Fr.] A slimy or viscous mass

;
an aque-

ous solution of gum ;
the liquor which moistens and lu-

bricates certain parts of animal bodies.

MU-CI-LAG'I-NOUS, (mu-se-laj'e-nus) a. Partaking of or

resembling mucilage ; slimy ;
viscous. Ray.

MU-CI-LXG'I-NOUS-NESS, n. Sliminess
; viscosity.

MU'CITE,* ?i. A substance in which mucic acid is com-
bined with something else. Smart.

MDCK, a. Damp; moist; rank. Mead. [R.]
MUCK, T*. Dung for manure of grounds ; manure ;

filth
;

a mass of filth : simply, a heap. Spenser. To run a

muck, (a phrase derived from the Malays,) to run about

frantically and attempt to kill all one meets.

MUCK, v. a. To manure witli muck : to dung. Tusser.

fMucK'EN-DER, ) n. [mocador, Sp.] A handkerchief. B.

fMucK'lN-GER, j
Jonson.

fMucK'ER, v. a. To hoard
;
to get meanly. Chaucer.

fMDcK'E_R-ER, n. A miser
;
a niggard. Chaucer.

MDCK'HEAP, n. A dunghill. Favour.

MucK'Hi'LL, n. A dunghill. Burton.

MOCK'I-NESS, 7i. Nastiness
; filth. Bailey.

fMtJCK'LE, (muk'kl) a. Mickle
;
much. Spenser.

MuCK'Mlp-DEN, (-dn) n. A dunghill. [North of England.]
MUCK'-RAKE,* n. A rake for raking dirt or muck. Banyan.
MOcK'-swEAT, ?i. Profuse sweat. [Vulgar.]
MUCK'-WORM, (-wiirm) n. A worm that lives in dung :

a miser
;
a curmudgeon. Swift.

MUCK'WORT,* (-wiirt) n. (Bot.) A plant. Ash.

MUCK'Y, a. Nasty ; filthy. Spenser.

My-cos'i-TY,* n. Mucousness
; sliminess. Buchanan.

Mu'coys, a. [mucosus, L.] Slimy ;
viscous ; containing

mucilage: applied to a membrane which lines all the
canals and cavities of the body, which open externally.

MC'coys-NESS, n. Slime
; viscosity.

Mu'CRO,n. [L.] A sharp point. Browne.

MU'CRQ-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Tipped by a hard point. P. Cyc.

MO'cRQ-NAT-ED, a. Narrowed to a sharp point. Wood-
ward.

MU'CV-LENT, a. [mucus, L.] Viscous
; moist. Bailey.

Mu'cys, 7i. [L.] (Anat.) A viscid fluid secreted by the
mucous membrane

; animal mucilage, as that which
flows from the nose.

MOD, n. Earth or soil mixed with water ; moist, soft

earth, such as is found at the bottom of still water.

MpD, v. a. [i. MUDDED ; pp. MUDDING, MUDDED.] To bury
in mud

;
to pollute, dash, or soil with mud or dirt

; to

muddy.
MOD,* a. Made of mud

; slimy. Wood.
MU'DAR,* n. (Bot.) A plant of India, of the order of as-

clepias, used in scrofulous cases. Brande.

MU'DA-RINE,* n. (Chem.) A peculiar principle, having the

singular property of softening by cold, and hardening by
heat. Brande.

MDu'DiED,* (mud'jd) a. Turbid
;
soiled

; cloudy; con-
fused. Smart.

MUD'DI-LY, ad. Turbidly ; with foul mixture.

MUD'DJ-NESS, n. State of being muddy ; turbidness.

MUD'DLE, (-mud'dl) v. i
[i. MUDDLED

; pp. MUDDLING,
MUDDLED.] To make turbid

;
to make half drunk

;
to

cloud or stupefy.

MUD'DLE, (mucl'dl) v. n. To contract filth ; to be in a

dirty, low, degraded, or confused state. Swift.

MUD'DLE, (mud'dl) 7i. A confused or turbid state
; dirty

confusion.

MUD'DLED,* (mud'dld) a. Half drunk
; tipsy. Maunder.

MUD'DY, a. Turbid
;
foul with mud

; gross; soiled with
mud : dark ; not bright ; cloudy in mind

; dull.

MUD'DY, v. a.
[i. MUDDIED ; pp. MUDDYING, MUDDIED.] To

make muddy; to cloud ; to disturb. Grew.

MUD'DY-BRAINED,* (-brand) a. Dull of apprehension;
stupid. Smart.

MUD'DY-HEAD'ED, a. Du|l of apprehension ; stupid.
MDD'DY-MET-TLED,* (-tld) a. Sluggish; spiritless. Shak.

MuD'-Flsii,* n. A sort of fish which lies much in the
mud. Crabb.

MUD'-STONE,* n. A local name for a part of the upper
Silurian rocks. P. Cyc.

Muo'sOcK-ER, 71. A sea fowl. Derham.
MOD'-wALL, 11. A wall built without mortar, by throwing
up mud, and suffering it to dry : a bird. Ainsworth.

MUD'-WALLED, (-wald) a. Having a mud-wall.
MOD'WORT,* (-wurt) 71. An aquatic plant. Hamilton.

MUE, 15. a. [miter, Fr.] To change feathers
;
to moult.

[muhen, Ger.] To low, as a cow. See MEW, and Moo.
Mu-Ez'zijy,* n. A clerk or officer of a mosque, in Mahom-

etan countries, whose duty it is to proclaim the ezam, or
summons to prayers, at the five canonical hours

;
viz. at

dawn, noon, 4 o'clock P. M., sunset, and nightfall.
Brande.

MUFF, 7i. [muff, Swed.] A soft cover, generally of fur, for
the hands in winter.

MUF'FIN, n. A kind of light cake.

MuF'FLE, (muf'fl) v. a. [mufle, Fr.J [i. MUFFLED
; pp.

MUFFLING, MUFFLED.] To wrap or cover, particularly the
face or a part of it

;
to conceal

;
to involve

;
to wrap up :

to wind something round a sonorous instrument in
order to deaden the sound.

MUF'FLE, v. n. {maffelcn, moffelen, D.] To speak inwardly
or indistinctly.

MUF'FLE,* n. The tumid and naked portion of the upper
lip and nose of animals of the bovine and deer kind. Au-
dubon. An earthen oven, or earthenware case or box, for

receiving cupels and protecting them in assay furnaces.
Ure.

MUF'FLER, n. He or that which muffles : a part offemale
dress for muffling the face.

MuF'Tf, n. The Turkish title of a doctor of the law of
the Koran. The mufti of Constantinople is the head of
the ecclesiastical establishment or religion of Turkey.

MDG, n. An earthen or metallic vessel or cup to drink
from.

MUG'GARD, a. Sullen
; displeased. Grose. [Local, Eng.]

MDG'GISH, a. Damp and close : same as muggy. Mortimer.

MuG-GLE-To'N}-AN, (mug-gl-to'ne-an) n. A follower of Lo-
dowick Muggleton, an English journeyman tailor, who,
about the year 1G57, set up for a prophet. Grey.

MDG'GY, a. Damp ; moist ;
close ; misty and warm : often

applied to the atmosphere. Byrun.
MUG'HOUSE, 7i. An alehouse

;
a low house for drinking.

Tatter.

fMu'GJ-ENT, a. [mugiens, L.] Bellowing. Browne.
MU'GIL, 71. [mugil, L.] A name for the mullet. Browne.

MDG'WORT, (mag'wiirt) n. A plant ;
a species of arte-

misia.

MU-LAT'TO,TI. [mulato,Sp.; mulatre, ~Fr.]pl. My-LXT'TOE.
The offspring of parents, of whom one is white and the
other black.

MU-LAT'TRESS,* ?i. A female mulatto. Chandler.

MUL'BER-RY, 71. A tree of several varieties; the fruit of
the tree.

MDLCH, 7i. Straw, leaves, litter, &c., half rotten. Brande.

MDLCH,* v. a.
[i. MULCHED; pp. MULCHING, MULCHED.]

To cover with litter or half-rotten straw, or with manure.
London.

MULCT, 71. [mulcta, L.] (Law) A fine of moneybimposed
for some fault or misdemeanor

;
a penalty.

MULCT, v. a. To punish with fine or forfeiture. Bacon.

MDLc'TA-RY,*a. [mulcta, L.] Consisting of fines or forfeit-

ures ; mulctuary. Temple.
MDLC'TV-A-RY, a. Punishing with fine. Overbury.
MULE, 71. [mill, Sax.

; mula, L.] An animal of mongrel
breed, but particularly the offspring of an ass and mare,
or of a horse and she-ass. (Bot.) A hybrid plant. Ham-
ilton. A spinning-machine. McCulloch.

MULE'-DRIV-ER,* n. A driver of mules
;
a muleteer. John-

son.

MULE'-JEN'NY,* n. A spinning machine, invented in 1775

by S. Crompton. McCulloch.

MU-LET-EER', n. [muletier, Fr.] A mule-driver; a horse-

boy.'

MO-LI-EB'RI-TY, n. [muliebris, L.] Womanhood ; the qual-

ity of being woman, corresponding to virility ; effeminacy.
MU'LI-ER,* n. [L.J A woman ; a wife. (Law) Used to

designate one born in wedlock, in distinction from one
born out of matrimony ;

in particular, one born in wed-

lock, though begotten before. Whishaw.

MUL'ISH, a. Like a mule
;
obstinate as a mule. Cowper.

MuL'}SH-LYj*ad. In a mulish manner; obstinately. Booth.:onfusion. MuL'}SH-LY,*aa. In a mulish manner; obstinately. Booth.
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MUL'JSH-NESS,* w. The quality of being mulish. Booth.

MULL, n. [tDust; rubbish. Oower.] A snuff-box made of

the small end of a horn. [Scottish.]

MC'LL,* n. A name applied to a species of muslin. W. Ency.
MULL, v. a. [mullitus, L.] [i MULLED ; pp. MULLING, MULLED.]
To soften and reduce the strength or spirit of

;
to heat,

sweeten, &c., as wine.

MttL'L'A,* 71. ; pi. MUL'LA$. A priest, or one of sacerdotal

order, in Tartary. The Tartar mulla and Turkish mollali

are of common origin, though their offices are distinct.

Brande.

MUL-LA-GA-TAW'NY,* n. An East-Indian curry soup, be-

ing a decoction of pepper. Hamilton.

MUL'LEIN, (mul'ljn) 7). A genus of annual plants with a

soft, woolly leaf and yellow flowers
; verbascum.

MIJL'LER, 71. [mouleur, Fr.] He or that which mulls: a
stone held in the hand with which any powder is ground
upon a flat stone ; often called mullet.

MUL'LET, n. [mulct, Fr.] A sea-fish, of several varieties,
valued for food. See MULLER.

MtJL'Ll-ciTE,* ?t. (Min.} Another name for vivianitc. Dana.

MUL'L}-GRDB, 7i. pi. Twistings of the intestines
;

ill hu-
mor or sullenness. Beaum. fy Fl. [Vulgar.]

MUL'LIQN, (mul'yun) n. [moulure, Fr.] (Arch.) The up-
. right post, or bar, dividing two lights of a window.
MUL'LIQN, (mul'yun) v. a. [i. MULLIONED ; pp. MULLIONING,
MULLIONED.] To form with mullions. Stukeley.

tMGL'LQCK, 74. Rubbish
;
mull. Chaucer.

MULSE, 7i. [mulsum, L.] Wine boiled and mingled with

honey. [R.J
MULSH,*/;. &; v. a. Soe MULCH.
MCLT-ANG'V-LAR, a. [multua and angulus, L.] Having
many angles ; polygonal.

MOLT-ANG'V-LAR-LY, ad. Polygonally ;
with many angles

or corners.

MyLT-Ai\G'v-LAR-NESS, M. State of being multangular.
MyL-Tu'l-TY,* 71. Multiplicity. Coleridge. [R.]

MuL-Ti-AR-Tic'V-LATE,* a. (Zool.) Having many joints.
Brande.

MuL-Ti-cXp'sy-LAR, a. [multus and capsula, L.] Having
many capsules.

MuL-Tl-CAR'l-NATE,*a. (Conch.) Having many keel-like

ridges. Brande.

MOL-Tl-CA'voys, a. [multus and cavus, L.] Having many
holes or cavities.

MDL-TI-DEN'TATE,* a. Haying many teeth. Brande.

MDL-TI-FA'RI-OUS, a. [multifarius, L.] Having many vari-

eties of modes or relations; having great multiplicity or

diversity ; diverse
;
numerous

;
manifold.

MOL-Ti-FA'Ri-oDs-LY, ad. In a multifarious manner.
MDL-Tl-FA'Ri-ous-NESS, 71. State of being multifarious.

MuL'Ti-FiD,*a. (Bot.) Having many divisions. P. Cyc.
MvL-TiF'i-DoDs, [mul-tif'e-dus, P. Sm. Wb. Ash, Rees;

mul-tj-fl'dus, Ja.] a. [multifidus, L.] Having many di-

visions or partitions. *

MDL-TI-FLO'ROUS,* [mul-te-fio'rus, K. Sm. ; mul-tlf'lg-

riis, Wb.] a. [multifiorus, L.j (Bol.) Having many flowers.
P. Cyc.

MUL'TI-FOIL,* n. (Arch.) A leaf ornament of more than
five divisions. Francis.

MUL'TI-FOLD,* a. Diversified
;
manifold. Coleridge.

MUL'TI-FORM, a. [multifor/nis, L.] Having many forms or

appearances.
MuL-Ti-FdRM'l-TY,n. [miMfornwiy L.] State of being mul-

tiform.

MUL-TI-FORM'OUS,* a. Multiform. Lee.

MUL-TJ-GEN'ER-OUS,* a. Having many kinds. Smart.

MyL-TJj'y-GOUS,* [mul-tij'u-gus, Sm.; mul-te-ju'gus, K.

Wb.] a. Consisting of many pairs. Smart.

MDL-TI-LXT'ER-AL, a. [multus and lateralis, L.] Having
many sides. Reid.

MuL-Ti-LlN'E-AL, a. [multus and linea, L.] Having many
lines. Steevens.

MDL-TI-LOC'V-LAR,* a. Having many cells. Buckland.

MVL-TIL'Q-QUENCE,* n. Loquacity. J. Q. Adams.
MVL-TIL'Q-QUOUS, a. [multiloquiis, L.] Loquacious.
MDL-TI-NO'DATE,* ) a. Having many knots

; many-knot-
MuL-TJ-NO'Doys,* \ ted. Smart.

MDL-TI-NO'MI-AL, a. (Algebra) Having several terms or
names. Brande.

MUL-TI-NOM'I-NAL, a. Same as multinomial. Johnson.
[R.J

MDL-TI-NOM'I-NOUS, a. [multus and nomen,, L.] Multino-
mial. Donne. [R.]

MyL-Tlp'A-ROUS, a. [multiparus, L.] Producing many at a
birth. Browne.

MyL-Tlp'AR-TiTE,* a. (Bot.) Divided into many parts or
lobes. P. Cyc.

MDL'TI-PED, 7?. [multipeda, L.] An insect with many feet.

MUL'TI-PLE, (mul'te-pl) 71. [multiplex, L.] (Arith.) A num-
ber which exactly contains another number several times

;

as, 12 is a multiple of 3. A common multiple is one that is

a multiple of two or more numbers
; as, 12 is a common

^ multiple of 3 and 4.

!, a. Manifold; comprising several times.

MUL'TI-PLEX,* a. (Bot.~) Having many folds. Smart.

MUL/TI-PLJ-A-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may be multiplied.
MtJL-Ti-pLi'A-BLE-NESS, 71. Capacity of being multiplied.
fMuL'Tj-PLl-CA-BLE, a. Multipliable. Bp. Taylor.
MDL,-Ti-PL}-cXiN

T

D', n. (Arith.~) The number to be multiplied.
MVL-TIP'LI-CATE, [niyl-tlp'l?-kat, S. P.; mul-tlp'le-kat,

W. Ja. ; mul'te-ple-kat, Sm. Wb. Ash.] a. Consisting of
more than one. Derham.

MUL-TI-PLI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; multiplicatio, L.] The act of

multiplying; state of being multiplied__ (Jlrith.') The
process of finding the amount of a given number orquan
tity, called the multiplicand, when repeated a certain num-
ber of times, expressed by the multiplier. Multiplication
table, a small table containing the product of all the sim-

ple digits, and onwards up to 12 times 12.

MDL'Ti-PLl-CA-TlVE,*a. Tending to multiply. Smart.

MDi/Ti-PLi-cA-TpR, n. The number by which another
number is multiplied ; multiplier.

tMuL-Tl-PLi"cio ys, (mul-te-plish'us) a. Manifold. Browne.

MDL-T}-pL,Ig'l-TY, ?i. [multiplicite, Fr.] State of being
many ;

state of being more than one of the same kind.

MUL'TI-PLJ-ER, 7i. One who multiplies: the multiplica-

tor, or the number by which another number is to be

multiplied.

MUL'TI-PLY, v. a. [multiplier, Fr.
; multiplico, L.] [i. MUL-

TIPLIED
; pp. MULTIPLYING, MULTIPLIED.] To increase in

number; to make more by generation, accumulation, or

addition
;
to perform the process of arithmetical multipli-

cation.

MUI/TI-PLY, v. n. To grow in number
;
to increase.

MyL-T'fp'<?-TENT, a. [multus and potens, L.] Having man-
ifold power. Shak.

MUL-TI-PRES/ENCE, (rnul-te-prez'ens) n. [multus and prai-

sentid, L.] The power or act of.being present in many
places at once.

|MyL-Ti"scioys, (mul-tish'us) a. [multiscius i 'L.'] Knowing
much. Johnson.

MUL-TI-SIL/I-QUOUS, a. [multus and siliqua, L.J Having
many seed-vessels.

MyL-Tis'Q-NoCs, a. [multisonus, L.] Having many sounds,

Bailey.
Mt'L-Ti-SPl'RAL,,* a. Having many spiral coils. Brande.

MtJL-TJ-STRl'ATE,* a. (Zool.') Marked with many streaks.

Brande.

MOL-TI-SYI/LA-BLE, n. [multus, L., and syllable.] A poly-
syllable ;

a word of many syllables.

MDl/Tl-TUDE, n. [Fr. ; mulLitudo, L.] The state of being
many ;

a great number ;
a number collectively ; many ; a

swarm
;
a throng ;

a,crowd
;
the populace ; the vulgar.

MuL-Tl-TO'Dl-NA-RY,* a. Multitudinous. Mitfurd.

MOL-Ti-Tu'Di-NoDs, a. Consisting of or belonging to a
multitude ;

numerous ;
manifold.

MuL-Ti-Tu'Df-NOOs-NESS,* n. State of being multitudi-

nous. EC. Rev.

fMyL-Tiv'A-GANT, a. [multivagus, L.] Wandering abroad
much. Bailey.

tMvL-Tiv'A-GOUs, a. Same as multivagant. Bailey.

MDi/Ti-vXLVE,* ?i. An animal or shell having more than
two valves. Roget.

MUL-TI-VER'SANT,* a. Having many changes. Hamilton.

tMuL-Tlv'i-Ous, a. [multus and via, L.] Having many
ways. Bailey.

MUL-TO'CA,* n. The name of the code of laws by which
the Turkish empire is governed, consisting of precepts of
the Alcoran, &c. Brande.

MuLT-6c'y-LAR, a. [multus and oculus, L.] Having more

eyes than two. Derham.
MUL'TVM IN P'AR'vd,* [L.]

" Much in little ;

" a great
deal said in a few words. Macdonnel.

MVLT-UN'GV-LATE,* a. [multus and ungula, L.] (Zool.)

Having the hoof divided into more than two parts. Brande.

MULT'VRE, (mult'yur) n. [moulture, old
Fr.j

A grist, or

grinding ;
the corn ground ;

also the toll or fee for grind-

ing. Cotgrave. [Local, Eng.]
MtJM, interj. Silence ! hush ! Spenser.

MDll, a. Silent; not speaking. Shak.

MUM, n. [mumme, Ger.] Ale brewed with wheat; a strong

liquor made in Germany. Mortimer.

MUM, v. 71. See MUMM.
MUM'BLE, (miim'bl) v. n. [mommelcn, Teut.J [i. MUMBLED ;

pp. MUMBLING, MUMBLED.] To speak with the lips or

mouth partly closed
;
to grumble ;

to mutter ;
to chew ;

to

bite softly.

MUM'BLE, (mum'bl) v. a. To utter with a low, inarticulate

voice
;
to utter imperfectly ;

to mouth gently ;
to slubber

over; to suppress.
MUM'BLE-NEW, (mum'bl-nuz) n. A tale-bearer. Shak.

MUM'BLER, n. One who mumbles ;
a rnutterer.

MCM'BLING,* 71. Suppressed, indistinct speech. Bp. Hall.

MDM'BLING- LY, ad. With inarticulate utterance.

MtJM'-BtJDG'ET, interj. Be silent and secret ! [Used in a

ludicrous manner.] Fulke.

MiEK, si'll; MOVE, NOR, SON
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MCM'-CHiNCE, .. A game of hazard with dice. Cavendish.
One stupid and silent

;
a fool. Grose.

MDMM, v. n. [mumme,Ger. 4" Dan.] [i. MUMMED ; pp. MUMM-
ING, MUMMED.] To mask

;
to frolic in disguise. Spenser.

MUM'MER, n. Originally, one who gesticulated, without

speaking ;
a masker

;
a performer in masks

;
a buffoon.

MDM'ME-RY, n. [momeric, Fr.] Masking; frolic in masks;
foolery ;

a farcical show
; folly.

MPM-MI-FI-CA'TIQN,* ?i. The act of making mummies.
Land. Jour.

MUM'MI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a mummy. Brande.

MDM'Mi-FY, v. a. [mummy amdfio, L.] [i. MUMMIFIED ; pp.

MUMMIFYING, MUMMIFIED.] To preserve, as a mummy;
to make a mummy of.

MGM'MING,* n. An ancient Christmas pastime in England,
consisting of a species of masquerading. P. Cyc.

MOM'MING,*^. a. Masking; relating to masking.
MUM'MY, 7. [mumie, Fr. ; mumia, L.] A dead body pre-
served in a dry state from the process of putrefaction, by
any means, and especially by the Egyptian art of embalm-
ing : the liquor which distils from mummies; gum.
(Among gardeners) A sort of wax used in grafting. To
beat to a mummy, to beat soundly. Ainsworth.

MUM'MY,* v. a. To embalm
;
to mummify. Month. Rev.

MUMP, v. a. [liiompden, Teut.] [i. MUMPED ; pp. MUMPING,
MUMPED.] To nibble; to bite quick ;

to chew: to talk

low and quick ;
to beg ;

to deceive. Otway.
MUMP, v. w. To chatter ; to make mouths; to grin like an

ape ; to implore or beg with a false pretence. Burke.

MUMP'ER, n. One who mumps ; a beggar.

MUMP'I'NG, n. Foolish or begging tricks
; mockery. Bentley.

MUMP'ISH,* a. Sullen
; sulky ; obstinate. Maunder.

MUMP'ISH-NESS,* n. Sullenness. Ash.

MDMPS, n. pi. [mompelen, D.] Sullenness ;
silent anger.

(Med.) A disease in which the glands about the throat

and jaws are swelled, (cynanche parotid&a.)
MtJN, v. Must. Brockett. [North of England.] See MOWE.
MC'N, n. The mouth. Todd. [Vulgar.] See MUNS.
MUNCH, v. a. [manger, Fr.] [i. MUNCHED ; pp. MUNCHING,
MUNCHED.] To chew by great mouthfuls. Shak. [Vulgar.]
Written also mounch.

MUNCH, v. n. To chew eagerly by great mouthfuls. Dry-
den. [Vulgar.]

MUNCH'ER, n. One who munches
;
a gross feeder.

MUN'DANE, a. [mundanus, L.] Belonging to the world;
earthly ;

terrestrial. Skelton.

IMyN-uXN'i-TY, 71. Secularity. W. Mountague.
fMyN-DA'TlQN, n. \mundus, L.] Act/of cleansing. Bailey.
MUN'DA-TO-RY, a. Having the power to cleanse.

MUN'DIC, n. (Min.) A Cornish name for iron pyrites.
Brande.

MyN-DiF'j-cXNT,* n. (Med.) A cleansing and healing oint-

ment. Brande.

MUN-DI-FI-CA'TIC-N, n. [mundus&n&facio, L.] Actof cleans-

ing. Quincy.
MyN-DiF'i-CA-TiVE, a. [mundtfcatif. old Fr.] Cleansing;
tending to cleanse. Browne.

MyN-DlF'i-CA-TlVE, n. A medicine to cleanse. Wiseman.

tMuN'Dl-FY,t'. a. [mundijicr, old Fr.] To cleanse ; to make
clean. Browne.

tMyN-Dlv'A-GXNT, a. [mundivagus, L.] Wandering through
the world. Bailey.

MUN-DUN'GUS, n. Stinking tobacco. Phillips. [Vulgar.]
jMu'NER-A-RY, a. Having the nature of a gift. Bailey.

JMU'NER-ATE, v. a. [munero, L.] To remunerate. Coles.

fMu-NER-A'Tic-N, n. A remuneration. Lemon.

MUNG'-CORN, n. Mixed corn. See MANG-CORN.
MUN'GREL, (mung'gril) n. &. a. See MONGREL.
My-Nlc'j-PAL, a. [Fr. ; municipalis, L.] Belonging to a cor-

poration or a city ; relating to a state, kingdom, or na-
tion. Municipal law, the law of a city, state, or nation.

Mu-Nic-i-pXL'i-Ty, n. A district or its inhabitants
;
the lo-

cal government of a town or district. Burke.

My-Nic'i-pAL-isM,* n. Municipal state or condition. EC.
Rev.

fMy-NlF'l-CATE, v. a. [munifico, L.] To enrich. Cockeram.

My-NiF'l-CENCE, n. [munificentia, L.] Liberality ; act of

giving ; bounty ; beneficence
; generosity.

MU-NIF'J-CENT, a. [munificus, L.] Liberal
; generous ;

boun-
tiful ;

beneficent.

My-NlF'i-CENT-LY, ad. Liberally; generously.
fMO'Nl-FY,* v. a. To fortify. Drayton.
Mu'NI-MENT, n. [manimentum, L.] Fortification

; strong-
hold ; support; defence. (Law) A deed; a charter, as of
a public body.

fMy-NlTE', v. a. [munio, L.] To fortify ;
to strengthen.

Bacon.

Mu-Nl"TlQN, rmu-nish'un) n. [Fr. ; munitio, L.] Fortifica-
tion

; strong-hold ;
ammunition

; materials for war or for

commerce.
tMO'Ni-TY, TI. Security ; immunity. W. Mountague.
MPN-jfifix',* . A species of madder produced in India.
McCulloch.

MuN'NIQN, (mun'yun) 71. Same as mullion. See MULLION.

MUNS, 7t. pi, The mouth and chops. Ray. [Vulgar.]
MUN'TIN,* or MUN'TING,* n. (Arch.) The central, vertical

piece that divides the panels of a door. London.
MONT'jXc,* n. (Zool.) A species of deer. P. Cyc.
MU'RAGE, n. [murus, L.] (Law) A toll, tax, or money paid

to keep walls in repair. Whishaw.
Mu'RAL, a. [muralis, L.] Pertaining to a wall. (Astron.)
Mural arch, a wall, or walled arch, placed exactly in the

plane of the meridian, for placing a quadrant, sextant,

&c.j to observe the meridian altitude of the heavenly
bodies. Mural circle or quadrant, an instrument used for

measuring angles.

MtJRC,* n. (Bot.) Husks of fruit after the juice is expressed ;

also written murk. Crabb. See MARC.
MURCH'I-SQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of crystallized fel-

spar. Brande.

MiiR'DER, n . The act of killing a human being with mal-
ice prepense or aforethought. Used interjectionally when
life is in danger.

MUR'DER, v. a. [i. MURDERED ; pp. MURDERING, MURDERED.]
To kill a person with malice prepense : to kill

;
to assas-

sinate
;
to destroy : to abuse or violate grossly ; as, "to

murder language."
MUR'DER-ER, n. One who has committed murder.

(JVaut.) A small piece of ordnance in ships of war, called
also a murdering-piece.

MUR'DER-ESS, n. A woman who has committed murder.
Donne.

MuR'DER-lNG-PiECE, 71. A small piece of ordnance Shalt.

fMuR'DER-MENT, n. Act of committing murder. Fairfax.

MUR'DER-OUS, a. Guilty of murder; addicted to blood.

MUR'DER-OUS-LY, ad. In a bloody or a cruel manner.

fMuRE, n. [mur, Fr.
; murus, L.] A wall. Heywood.

fMuRE, v. a. To enclose in walls
;
to immure. Bp. Hall.

MU'REN-GER, n. An overseer of a wall. Ainsworth.

MU'REX,* n. [L.] (Conch.) A mollusk having a univalve

spiral shell, noted for its purple dye. Roget.
Mu'Rl-A-clTE,* n. (Min.) An anhydrous sulphate of lime,
containing a little common salt. Brande.

MU'RI-ATE,* 7^ (Chem.) A salt composed of muriatic acid
and a base : common salt is a muriate of soda. Brande.

MU'RI-AT-ED, a. [muria, L.] Put in brine
;
combined with

muriatic acid.

MU-RI-AT'IC, a. Partaking of the nature of brine or salt.

Muriatic acid, an acid obtained from common salt.

MU'RI-CATE,* a. (Zool. &. Bot.) Having a surface armed
with short, but not closely set, cones, with a sharp apex ;

muricated. Brande.

MU'RI-CAT-ED,* a. (Bot. &. Zool.) Covered with short,

broad, sharp-pointed tubercles, or short, sharp points or

cones
;
muricate. P. Cyc.

Mu'Rl-clTE,* 7i. (Min.) A genus of shells
;

fossil remains
of murex. Roget.

Mu'Rl-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Resembling the bricks in the wall
of a house. P. Cyc.

MU'RINE,* n. [mus, L.] pi. MU'RINE. A tribe of rodent

quadrupeds, of which the mouse is the type. Brande.

MU'RINE,* a. Relating to mice. Booth.

MURK, n. [morck, Dan.] Darkness. Shak. Husks of fruit.

jiinsworth. See MARC.
MiJR'Ky, a. Dark

; cloudy ; wanting light. Shak.

MUR'MUR, n. [L.] A low, continued, or frequently re-

peated sound
;
a complaint half suppressed.

MtJR'MVR, v. n. [murmuro, L.] [i. MURMURED ; pp. MURMUR-

ING, MURMURED.] To give a low, continued sound
;
to

grumble ;
to utter secret and sullen discontent ;

to com-

plain ;
to repine ;

to mutter.

MUR-MU-RA'TIQN, n. Act of murmuring; a low sound.

Skelton. [R.]
MuR'MyR-ER, n. One who murmurs ;

a repiner.

MUR'MUR-ING, TI. A low sound ; a continued murmur; a

confused noise
; complaint half suppressed.

MuR'MUR-1'NG-LY, ad. With a low sound ; mutteringly.

MfJR'My-ROus, a. Exciting murmur ; murmuring. Pope.

fMiJR'Nl-VAL, n. [mornijle, Fr.] Four cards of a sort. Skin-

ner.

fMu'RR, n. A catarrh. Gascoig-ne.

MUR'RAIN, (mur'rjn) n. [morrina, Sp.] A malignant epi-

demic, or influenza, which sometimes makes terrible

havoc among cattle ;
the plague in cattle.

MUR'RAIN, (mur'rjn) o. Infected with the murrain. Shak.

JMURRE', (mur) n. A kind of bird ; the auk. Carew.

fMuR'REY, (mur're) a. [morie, old Fr.] Darkly red. Bacon.

MUR'RHINE,* (mur'rin) a. Made of murrhine-stone ;
not-

ing a delicate sort 'of ancient ware, as vases and cups.

P. Cyc.

MUR'RHINE,* TI. A sort of stone or porcelain ;
a delicate

sort of'ware, anciently brought from the East ;
a cup or

vase. Hamilton.

MUR'RI-QN, n. A helmet. See MORION.

fMuRTH, n. Plenty, as of grain. Ainsworth.

MUR'THER,* r. a. Sec MURDER.
MuR'ZA,*n. An hereditary nobleman amon g the Tartars ;

not to be confounded with mirza .- which see. Brande.
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MUS MUS
n. [L.] (ZooL) A genus of animals

;
the mouse.

Crabb.

Mu'siPH,* n. A book among the Turks which contains
their law. Crabb.

fMu'SARD, n. [Fr.] A dreamer
;
a muser. Chaucer.

MOS'CA-DL, n. [muscat, muscadel, Fr.] A sort of sweet

grape ;
a sweet wine

;
a sweet pear.

Mus'cA-DlNE, n. A sweet wine
;
a sweet pear ;

muscadel.

MITS'CAT,* n. A sort of French wine and grape ;
musca-

del. Crabb. See MUSCADEL.
?!US'CA-TL,* MUS'CA-DEL,* or MOs'cXx,* a. Noting a
sweet wine or grape. Booth.

MOscii'Ei,,* (mush'el) 71. (Min.) A limestone of the red
sandstone group. Scudamore.

MOSCH'EL-KXLK,* n. (G.) (Min.) A calcareous rock, often

containing organic remains. P. Cyc.
MOs'cLE, (mus'sl) 7i. [Fr. ; musculus, L.] pi. MUSCLES

(mus'slz). A fleshy fibre susceptible of contraction and
relaxation; flesh. The muscles are the instruments of
motion in animal bodies, acting voluntarily or involun-

tarily. A bivalve shell-fish. See MUSSEL.*

MOs'CLED,* (muVsld) a. Having muscles. Oay.
Mys-cos'i-Ty, n. [muscosus, L.] Mossiness. [R.]
Mus-cp-VA'DO,* a. [mascabado, Sp.] Raw

;
unrefined

;

applied to sugar, and noting the common brown sugar
cf the shops. Edwards.

MOs-co-VA'oo,* 71. Unrefined or moist sugar. Ency.
MOs'cy-LAR, a. [musculus, L.] Relating to muscles

; per-
formed by muscles

; strong ; brawny.
MUS-CU-LXR'I-TY, n. The state of being muscular. Grew.

MUS'CV-LOUS, a. Full of muscles
; brawny; muscular.

MUE,* n. [iwiicra, Gr.
; musa, L.] pi. MUS/E. In Greek

and Roman mythology, nymphs or inferior divinities,
nine in number, distinguished as the peculiar protec-
tresses of poetry, painting, rhetoric, music, and generally
of the belles-lettres and the liberal arts. Addison.

MUSE, (muz) n. Deep thought ;
absence of mind

;
brown

study ;
reverie

;
the deity or power of poetry or song.

MuE, (muz) v. n. [muser, Fr.] [i. MUSED ; pp. MUSING,
MUSED.] To ponder ;

to think close
;
to study in silence

;

to be absent of mind
;
to be in a brown study or reverie

;

to meditate ;
to reflect.

MUJJE, (muz) v. a. To meditate ; to think on. Thomson.

MUE'FUI,, a. Musing; silently thoughtful. Dryden.
MfiE'LESS, a. Regardless of poetry. Milton.

MUS'ER, 71. One who muses.

fMu'SET, 71. (Hunting} A gap in a hedge. Shak.

MU-ETTE',* n. [Fr.] A musical instrument; a bagpipe.
Hamilton.

MV-$E'VM, [mu-ze'um, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K._Sm. Wb.]
n. [n'lvasluv, Gr.

; museum, L.] pi. L. Mp-$E rA ; Eng.
MU-E'VM. A collection of curious objects iii nature
and art; a building or room for such a collection.

Sometimes erroneously pronounced mu'seum.
MUSH,* 7i. The dust or dusty refuse of any dry substance

;

any thing decayed or soft. Brockett. (U. S.) Hasty pud-
ding, or food made of the flour of maize boiled in
water.

MUSH'ROOM, 71. [mouscheron, old Fr.] A spongy plant of sev-
eral kinds, that springs up suddenly on dunghills, moist,
rich earth, &c.

;
a kind of agaric used in sauces; cham-

pignon: an upstart.

MUSH'ROOM,* a. Of sudden growth and decay; ephem-
eral. W. Pitt.

MOSH'ROOM-STONE, n. A kind of fossil. Woodward.

M0'ic, 7i. [povaiKfi, Gr.
; musique, Fr.] The art of com-

bining sounds agreeable to the ear; the science of har-
monical sounds

; instrumental or vocal harmony.
Mu'i-CAL,, a.

[Fr.] Belonging to or containing music
;
har-

monious; melodious; sweet-sounding.
MU'I-CAI,-:L,Y, ad. In a musical manner.

MU'SJ-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being musical.

My-i"ciAN, (mu-zlsh'an) n. [musicien, Fr.] One skilled

in music ; a performer on a musical instrument.

MC'lc-MAs'TER,*n. A teacher of music. Dryden.
MU-IC-OG'RA-PHY,* n. The symbolical writing of music.
De 'Stains.

MOVING, n. Meditation
; contemplation. Shak.

MUSK, 7i. [moscha, Arab.] A very powerful perfume, pro-
cured from a little bag near the navel of an animal in-

habiting some of the mountainous parts of Asia; the
animal that produces musk, called also the musk-deer :

a moss or mossy flower ; grape-hyacinth or grape-flower.
MUSK, v. a. To perfume with musk. Cotgrave.

MDSK'-AP-PLE, 71. A fragrant apple. Jinsworth.

MusK'-BXG,* n. A bag or vessel containing musk. Gold-
smith.

MusK'-cXT, n. [musk and cat.} The musk or musk-deer.
See MUSK.

MUSK/-CHER-RY, n. A sort of cherry. Ainsworth.

MUSK'-DKER,* n. [moschus moschiferus, L.] sing. & pi. A
species of deer that produces musk. Kirby.

MUS-KE-L,DN'JEH,* n. A large kind of fish found in the

great lakes of North America. Blois.

MOs'KET, n. [mousquet, Fr.] The fire-arm used by in-

fantry ; a soldier's hand-gun : a male hawk of a small
kind.

MOs-KET-EER', 7i. A soldier whose weapon is his mus-
ket.

MDs-KET-ooN', n. [mousqueton, Fr.] A species of short,
thick musket, with a large bore; a blunderbuss: one
whose weapon is a musketoon.

MOs'KET-RY,* 7?. Muskets collectively. Smart.

MOsK'l-Nlss, n. Quality of being musky.

<in'.-kS'W) n. See MOSQUITO.

MOSK'-MEL-QN, 7t. A melon of musky odor, of several
varieties.

MtrsK'-ox,* n. An animal from which musk is procured ;

musk-deer. Booth.

MOsK'-pEAR, (musk'par) n. A fragrant, delicious pear.
MUSK'-RXT,* n. (Zool.) Another name for musquash. Dr
Godman.

MOSK'-ROE, n. A kind of rose, so called from its fragrance.
MOSK'SEED,* n. The seed of the hibiscus abelmoschus, used

by the Arabians to flavor their coffee. Ljundstedt.

MOSK'-WOOD,* (-wud) 7i. A West-Indian tree, of a

musky smell. Booth.

MUSK'Y, a. Containing or resembling musk
; fragrant :

sweet of scent. Milton.

MOs'LlM,* n. A Moslem or Mussulman. Lane.

MO'LIN, 7i. [movsseline, Fr.] A fine thin stuff or fabric,
made of cotton, named from Mosul, in Asia, where it was
originally made.

MO'LIN,* a. Made of, or consisting of, muslin. Jish.

MO^'LIN-DE-LAINE',* n. [mousseline de laine, Fr.] A
woollen or a cotton and woollen fabric, of very .light
texture. W. Ency.

MDs/LiN-ET,* 7i. A coarse muslin ; a cotton stuff. Ure.

'^Vs'MiD,* 71. (East Indies') A throne
;
a chair of state.

Hamilton.

|
MGs'QUASH,* (-kw<5sh) 71. (ZooZ.) An American quadru-
ped, the fur of which is used for making hats

;
musk-

rat. Dr. Richardson.

MO'ROL, [muz'rol, P. K.; miis'rol, Sm.] n. [muserolle, Fr.]
The noseband of a horse's bridle.

fMOss, n. [mousche, old Fr.] A scrafflble
;
an eager contest.

Stiak.

MOs'SEL, (mus'sl) n. [mussale, old Fr.] A bivalve shell-

fish. Sometimes written muscle.

MDs'sEL-BED,* (mus'sl-bed) n. A bed or repository of

mussels._ Goldsmith.

fMOs-sl-TA'TlON, n. [mussito, L.] Murmur; grumble.
Young.

Mus'slTE,* n. (Min.~) A variety of augite, of a pale green.
Brande.

MOs'syL-MXN, 71. [Arab.] pi. MOs'syL-MXNS. A follower
of Mahomet or Mohammed

; a Mahometan or Moham-
medan.

MOs'syL-MXN-lsH, a. Mahometan. Sir T. Herbert.

MOST, v. (a defective verb, used as auxiliary to another

verb, and having no inflection) [muessen, Teut.] To be

obliged ;
to be by necessity.

MOST, n. [mustum, L.] New wine pressed from the grape,
but not fermented.

MOST, v. a. [mws, Welsh.] To mould
;
to make mouldy.

Mortimer.

MOST, v. 71. To grow mouldy.
Mys-TAHE', (mus-tash' or mus-tash') pi. Mys-TA'HE

or Mys-TA'giiEij., [mus-ta'shiz, S. W. P. J. F. ; mus-ta'-

shjz, Ja. K.; mds-t'a'shjz, Sm.] n. [moustache, Fr.
;
mos-

tacchio, mustacchi, It., from the Greek jwcraf.] The hair

when suffered to grow on the upper lip.

ys-TA'^HIo, (mus-ta'sho) n. Same as mustache. Milton.

I MUS-TA^H'I-OED,* (-6d) a. Wearing mustaches. E. Sidney.

MOs'TARD, n. [mwstard, Welsh ; moustarde, old Fr.] A
genus of plants ; the seed of the common mustard plant
beaten and mixed into a soft mass for a condiment.

MDs'TARD-poT,* n. A vessel to hold mustard. Ash.

MDS'TARD-SEED,* n. The seed of mustard. Jlsh.

Mys-TiiE', * n. See MESTEE.
MUS'TER, v. a. [mousteren, D.] [L MUSTERED ; pp. MUS-

TERING, MUSTERED.] To assemble for military duty ;
to

bring together.
MDs'TER, v. n. To assemble as soldiers ;

to meet together.
Shak.'

MOs'TER, 7i. An assembling of troops for a review ; an

assembling; a review
;
a register of forces; a collection.

To pass muster, to be allowed, or to pass without cen-
sure. SoutJi.

MOs'TER-BOOK, (-bftk) 7i. A book in which the forces are

registered.

MOs'TER-FiLE,* n. A muster-roll or register. Shak.

MOs'TER' Mis-TER, n. One who keeps an account of the

troops, or superintends the muster to prevent frauds.

MUS'TER-ROLL, n. A register of forces. Pope.

MOs'Tl-LY, ad. In a musty state or manner.

MOs'Ti-NESs, 7i. State of being musty.
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MOs'xy, a. Affected with must
; mouldy ; spoiled with

damp or age ;
moist and fetid

; stale
; vapid ;

dull
; heavy ;

wanting practice ; rusty.

MU-TA-BIL,'|-TY, TO. [mutabilite, Fr.] Quality of being
mutable

; changeableness ; inconstancy ; instability.

MU'TA-BLE, a. [mutabilis, L.] Subject to change ; change-
able; alterable; inconstant; unsettled

; ficklf; variable;
unstable; wavering; unsteady.

Mu'TA-BLE-wEss, 71. Changeableness ; instability.

MtJ'TA-BLY,* ad. Inconstantly ; variably. Ash.

MU'TAGE,*^. A process used for arresting the progress
of fermentation in the must of grapes. Ure.

MV-TAX'JDA,* n. pi. [L.] Things to be changed. Ham-
iUonL

My-TA/TlQN, n. [Fr. ; mutatio, L.] Change ;
alteration.

MV-TA'TIS MU-TAN'DIS,* [L.]
" The necessary changes

being made ;

" after making the necessary changes. Qu.
Rev.

MUTE, a. [mutus, L.] Silent; not vocal ; not pronounced;
not speaking ; dumb ; uttering no sound.

MUTE, M. One who cannot or does not speak ;
a mute

character in a play : a dumb executioner of a seraglio :

a dumb attendant at a funeral: a consonant which
affords no sound without the help of a vowel. The
mutes are b, d, ft, p, t, and c hard, and g hard : a little

utensil to deaden the sound of a musical instrument :

the dung of birds. (Law) One who refuses to plead to

an indictment for felony, &c.

MUTE, v. n. [mutir, Fr.] To dung, as birds. Tab. ii.

MUTE'LY, ad. Silently; not vocally. Milton.

MUTE'NESS, n. Silence ; aversion to speak. Milton.

MU'TI-L,XTE, v. a. [mutiler, Fr. ; mutilo, L.] [i. MUTILATED ;

pp.. MUTILATING, MUTILATED.] To cut off a limb, or a

part ; to deprive of some essential part.

MO'Ti-LATE, a. Deprived of some part; mutilated.

MU'TJ-LAT-ED,*^. a. Deprived of some limb or essential

part.

MU-XJ-LA'IIQN, n. Act of mutilating; deprivation.
MU'TJ-LA-TQR, n. One who mutilates. Qu. Rev.

fMO'TiNE, n. [mutin, Fr.] A mutineer; a mover of in-

surrection. Shak.

tMu'xjNE,_. n. [mutiner, Fr.] To mutiny. Burton.

MU-TI-NEER', n. One who joins in a mutiny ; insurgent.
MU'TJNG, n. The dung of birds

;
mute. More.

Mu'Ti-NOOs, a. Rising in mutiny ; exciting or promoting
mutiny ; seditious

; insurrectionary ; turbulent.

MO'Tj-NOOs-LY, ad. Seditiously ; turbulently.

Mu'Ti-NOtJs-NESS, n. Seditiousness ; turbulence.

Mu'TI-Ny, v. n. [mutiner, Fr.] [i. MUTINIED
; pp. MUTINY-

ING, MUTINIED.] To rise against authority, particularly
against military or naval authority ; to move sedition.

MO'TI-NY, n. Insurrection, particularly against military or
naval authority ; sedition.

M&T'TER, v. n. [mutirc, L.
; muttra, Su. Goth.] [i. MUT-

TERED
; pp. MUTTERING, MUTTERED.] To speak indis-

tinctly ; to grumble ; to murmur.
MDT'TER, v. a. To utter indistinctly ;

to grumble forth.

MCT'TER, n. Murmur
;
obscure utterance. Milton.

MOT'TER-ER, n. One who mutters
;
a grumbler.

MtJT'TER-lNG, n. Murmur ;
utterance in a low voice.

MCx'TER-lNG-Ly, ad. In a muttering or grumbling man-
ner.

MOT'TON, (mut'tn) n. [mouton, Fr.] The flesh of sheep
dressed for food. [|A sheep. Bacon.]

MtfT'TON-BROTH,* n. Broth made from mutton. Ash.

MCT'TON-CHOP,* n. A slice of mutton for broiling.
Johnson.

:MtJT'TON-FlsT, n. A large, red, brawny fist.

MOT'TON-PIE,* 71. A jie made of mutton. Booth.

MUT'V-AL, (mut'yu-al) [mu'chu-al, S. W. J. ; mu'tu-al, P.
F. Ja. K. Sm.] a. [mutucl, Fr.] Reciprocal; each 'acting
iji

return or correspondence to the other.

MuT-u-AL'i-Ty, n. Quality of being mutual.

MUT'V-AL-LY, ad. Reciprocally ; in return. Holder.

fMOT-y-A'TiQN, n. [mutuatio, L.] Act of borrowing. Bp.

tM0T-v-A-Tl"TIOVS, (mut-yu-si-tlsh'iis) a. Borrowed.
More.

MUT'VLE,* TO. (Arch.) A flat, square block, placed on a
soffit of a Doric cornice, answering to a modillion of the
Corinthian order. Francis.

MOx, n. [a corruption of muck.] Dirt. Grose. [Local,
Eng.]

MGx'y, a. Dirty ; gloomy. Lemon.
[Local, Eng.]

MUZ'A-RAV* n. [Arab.] A Christian living under the

sway of the Arabs : a term formerly used by the Moors
in Spain. Brande.

MCZ-A-RXB'1C,* or MOz-XR'A-Blc,* a. Relating to the

Muzarabs, or to a liturgy preserved by the Christians in

Spain. P. Cyc.

MDz'ZLE, (muz'zl) TO. [museau, Fr.] The nose or mouth
of an animal or of any thing : a fastening for the mouth
to prevent biting.

MDz'ZLE, r. a. [i.
MUZZLED ; pp. MUZZLING, MUZZLED.]

To bind the mouth to prevent biting; to restrain from
hurting ;

to fondle with the mouth.
MOz'ZLE, v. n. To bring the mouth near. L'Estrange.
MtJZ'ZY, a. Half-drunk; stupefied; absent; dreaming
Holloway. [Local and vulgar, England.]

MY, or MY, (ml or ine) [ml, Ja. E. K. Wb. ; ml or me, S,

W. P. F. Sm.] a. possessive or adjective pronoun. Belonging
to rne. 55= Pronounced my, whenever distinctness is

needed
; as,

" My pen is worse than yours."
My-cXN'THA,* n. (Bot.) A plant; the butcher's-broom.
Maunder.

MY-CQ-LOG'IC,* ) a. Relating to mycology or to the

MY-CQ-LO^'I-CAL,* \ fungi. P. Cyc.
MY-COL'Q-GY,* n. A treatise on, or the science of, the

fungi. P. Cyc.

MY-DRI'A-SIS,* n. [Gr.] (Med.) A paralytic affection of
the iris of the eye. Brande.

fMYN'cilEN, n. A nun or veiled virgin. Bailey.

MYN-HEER', n. [D.] Sir, Mr., or my lord, among the
Dutch : in English use, a Dutchman.

Relating to nyogiBphy. Smart.

MY-OG'RA-PHI'ST,* 71. One skilled in myography. Smart.

MY-OG'RA-PHY, 71. [nvoypa<pia.] A description of the
muscles.

MY-Q-LSG'I-CAL,* a . Relating to myology. P. Cyc.

MY-oi/p-^y, re. [/xOj and X6yo$.] That part of anatomy
which treats of the muscles.

MY'OPE, n. [Fr.; //iko^, Gr.] pi. MY'OPES. A short-

sighted person : same as myops. Adams.
MY-Q-POT'A-MDS,* n. (Zool.) A quadruped ;

the coypou.
P. Cyc.

MY'QPS,* n. One who is near-sighted or purblind ; myope.
Brande.

MY'O-PY, 77. Shortness of sight ; near-sightedness.
MY-OT'O-MY,*H. The dissection of the muscles. Crabb.

MYR'I-AD, (mir'e-&d) n. [uvpias.] The number of ten
thousand

; proverbially, any great number. Milton.

M?R-I-A-GRAMME',* n. [Fr.] Ten thousand French
grammes. Boiste.

MYR-I-A-L,I'TRE,* (mir-e-a-ll'tur) n. [Fr.] A French meas-
ure of capacity equal to ten thousand litres, or to 610,280
cubic inches. Brande.

MYR-I-A-ME'TRE,* (rmr-e-a-me'tur) n. [Fr.] A French
measure equivalent to ten thousand metres, or to two
leagues of the old measure. Brande.

MYR'I-A-POD,* n. [/*vpij and TTOV;.] An articulate animal,
having an indefinite number of jointed feet. Brande.

MYR'I-ARJEH,* n. A commander often thousand men. Ash.

MY-RI'CA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

MY-RI'CINE,* Tt. That portion of wax that is insoluble
in alcohol. Brande.

MYR i-p-RA'MA,*n. [fjivptas
and opa/^a.] Literally, a myriad

of views : an optical machine presenting a great num-
ber of views. Scudamore.

MYR'MI-DSN, (mTr'me-d8n) n. [nvpurjfiwv.] Originally one
of the soldiers of Achilles: a rough soldier; a rude
ruffian.

MY-ROB'A-LXN, n. [myrobalanus, L.] A bitterish, austere

fruit, brought from India, formerly used in the arts and
in medicine.

My-Rop'p-LlsT, 7i. [nvpov and wwAfw.] One who sells

ointments or perfumery.
MY-RQ-SPER'MVM,* n. A tree which yields the balsam of

Peru. P. Cyc.
MYRRH, (mir) n. [myrrha, L.] A strong aromatic gum-

jjesin, imported from Arabia and Turkey, used for in-

cense and perfumes, and as a medicine.

MYR'RHINE, a. [myrrhinus, L.] Made of the myrrhine
stone. Milton. See MURRHINE.

MYR'RHINE,* n. A kind of precious stone. Milton.

MYR'RHITE,* n. (Min.) A precious stone having the color

of myrrh, and a fragrant smell. Crabb.

MYR'TJ-FORM, (mir'te-fdrm) a. Formed like a myrtle.

Mi'R'TLE, (mi'r'tl) n. [myrtus, L.] A genus of plants or

shrubs; an evergreen fragrant shrub, anciently regarded
as sacred to Venus.

MYR^TLE-BER-RY,* n. The fruit of the myrtle-tree.
Maunder.

My-SELF', (me-self or mi-self) [me-self, S. W. P. J. F.

Sm. ; mi-self, Ja. ; me-self or mi-self, K.] pron. used
for / or me with emphasis ; also the reciprocal of /.

MY-SO'RIN,* n. (Min.) An oxide of copper, found at Mysore.
'Dana.

MYS-TA-GOG'IC,* ) a. Relating to the interpretation of

Mi?s-TA-G6<^'i-CAL,,* \ mysteries. Digby.
MYS'TA-GOGUE, (mis'ta-gog) n. [^ufrraywytf?.] One who

interprets divine mysteries ;
one who keeps or shows

church relics.

fMYs'TA-GQ-Gy,* n. The interpretation of mysteries.
Maunder.

fMys-TE'Ri-AL, a. Mysterious. B. Jonson.

Mys-T'Ri-XRH, (-ark) n. [pvaTfipiov and dpxfj.] One
who presides over mysteries.
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Mys-TE'Rl-ous, a. Containing mystery ; inexplicable ;
not

made known
; unexplained ; awfully obscure ; artfully

perplexed ;
secret.

Mys-TE'Rj-oDs-LY, ad. In a mysterious manner ;
ob-

scurely.
Mys-TE'Rl-oDs-NESS, n. duality of being mysterious.

tMYs'TE-RlZE, v. a. To explain, as enigmas. Browne.

MYS'TE-RY, (mis'te-re) n. [//vor/jpioi/, Gr.
; mystere, Fr.]

Something secret, 'obscure, inexplicable, or unexplained ;

something above human intelligence ;
an enigma: a

trade
;
an art ; a calling : a kind of ancient dramatic

representation.
Mfs'Tic, 7i. One of a religious sect who profess to have

direct intercourse with the spirit of God
;
one imbued

with mysticism ;
one professing a sublime devotion.

M'YS'Tic, ) a. [mysticus, L.] Relating to or containing

MYS'TI-CAL, j mysticism; sacredly obscure ;
emblemat-

ical
;
obscure

;
secret.

MYS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In a mystical manner.

MYS'TI-CAL-NESS, n. duality of being mystical.

MYS'TI-CISM, n. A view or tendency in religion which im-

plies a direct communication between man and God,
through the inward perception of the mind} the tenets

of the Mystics ;
enthusiasm.

MYS-TI-FI-CA'TIQN,* n. The act of mystifying. Q. Rev.

MYS'TJ-FI-CA-TOR,* . One who mystifies. Qu. Rev.

MYS'TI-FY,* v. a. [i. MYSTIFIED ; pp. MYSTIFYING, MYSTI-

FIED.] To involve in mystery ; to render obscure or diffi-

cult. Qu. Rev.

MYTH,* n. [//tifloj.] A fable
;

a fabulous story. Ar-
nold.

MYTH-HIS'TQ-RY,* n. History interspersed with fable.

Maunder.

MYTHICAL, \

"" RelatinS to fable > fabulous. Shuckford.

My-THbG'RA-pHER, n. [/i59yf and ypdQco.] A writer of
fables ;

a inythologist. Warton.

MY-THOL'O-<^ER,* n. A inythologist. P. Cyc.

MYTH-O-LOG'IC, ) a. Relating to mythology j
fabu-

MYTH-9-LO^'i-CAL, \
lOUS.

MYTH-P-LO^'J-CAL-LY, ad. In a mythological manner.

My-THOL'Q-GfeT, n. One versed in mythology.
MY-THOL'O-GIZE, v. rt. To relate or explain the fabulous

history of the heathens.

MYTH-Q-LOG'RA-PHER,* n. A writer on mythology. War-
ton.

MYTH'O-LOGUE,* (mith'9-lSg) n. Same as mythologist.
Oeddes. [R.]

MY-THOL'Q-GY, n. [>09of and \6yo$ .]
A system of, or a

discourse on, fables
;
the collective body of traditions of

any heathen nation, respecting its gods and other fab-

ulous supernatural beings. Classical mythology is that of

Greece and Rome.
MY'THQ-PLASM,* n. A narration of fable. Maunder. [R.]

MYT'I-LITE,* n. (Min.) A petrified shell. Smart.

MYX'INE,* n. A species of fish ;
the gastrobranchus. Ro-

Blfxx'QN,* n. A fish of the mullet kind ; myxine. Ash.

N.

Nthe
fourteenth letter, and the eleventh consonant, of

9 the alphabet, is a liquid, a semivowel, and a nasal
letter. As an abbreviation, it stands for north and num-
ber. N. B. [nota bene.] Note well. JV. S. New style.

NXB, v. a. [nappa, Swed.] [i.
NABBED

; pp. NABBING,
NABBED.] To catch or seize unexpectedly, or without
warning ;

to knab. [Colloquial.]
NXB, ?i. The summit of a rock or mountain. Grose. [Lo-

cal, Eng.]
NA'BIT,* n. A powdered sugar-candy. Crabb.

NXB'LVM,* n . (Mas.) A Hebrew musical instrument
;

called also nabel and nebel. Crabb.

NA'BOB, [rfa'bob, F. J. 8m. Wb. Ash, Todd, Rees ; n?i-bob',
-S.; na'bob or na'bob, K.] n. The title of an East-Indian
prince: or a European who has enriched himself in
the East

;
a man of great wealth.

NXc'A-RXT,* n. A pale red color, with an orange cast: a

crape, or fine linen fabric, dyed of the above color. Ure.
NXcHE. See NATCH.
NXcK/ER, n. A harness-maker. Lemon. [Local, Eng.]
NACK'ER, or NXK'ER, n. [nacre, Fr.l See NACRE.
NXc-9-DAR',* re. The captain of an Arab vessel. Malcom.
NA'CRE,* (na'kur) n. [Fr.] Mother of pearl, or the white

substance in the interior of a shell
; sometimes written

nacker and naker. Hamilton.

NA'CRE-OUS,* a. Having a pearly lustre
;
like nacre; iri-

descent. Roget.
NA'CRITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral of pearly lustre, usually
occurring in mica-slate, taking the place of mica. P.

Cyc.
NA'DIR, n. [nazeer, Ar.J (Astron.) The point of the heavens

directly under our feet, opposite to the zenith The
zenith and nadir are the poles of the horizon.

tNjEVE, (nev). [neve, old Fr.
; -ntevus, L.] A spot. Dryden.

NXFF, or NXFT, n. A kind of tufted sea-bird.

NXG, n. A small horse for the saddle
;
a horse, in familiar

language : a paramour, in contempt. Shak.

NXG'jSY, a. Ill-humored ; knaggy. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]
NA'GQR,* n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
NA'IAD, (na'yad) [nay'ad, W. Ja. Sm. ; na'yad, S. K.] n.

[Naiade, Fr.
; Jfaias, L.] pi. NAIADS. (Myth.) A female

deity who presided over fountains, rivers, brooks, <fcc.
;

a water-nymph. (Conch.) A fresh-water shell-fish; a
conchifer.

NA'IANT,* a. (Her.) Represented as swimming. Crabb.

NAIF,* a. [Fr.l (Jewellers) Natural; of quick, natural ap-
pearance, as diamonds and jewels. Bailey.

NAIL, (nal) n. The horny substance at the ends of the fin-

gers and toes
;
the talon of a bird

;
the claw of a beast :

a spike of metal, by which things are fastened together ;

a stud
;
a boss: a measure of length, 2^ inches, or a six-

teenth of a yard. On the nail, readily ; without delay.
v. a. li. NAILED ; pp. NAILING, NAILED.] To fasten

or stud with nails
;
to spike or stop, as the vent of a can-

non
;
to bind.

NAlL'-BROsH,* n. A brush for the nails. Booth.

NAII/ER, n. One who nails
;
a nail-maker.

NAIL'ER-Y, n. A manufactory for nails. Pennant.

NAIL'-HEAD,* n. (Arch.) A Gothic ornament. Francis.

NAIL'WORT,* (nal'wiirt) n. A plant. Ash.

NAIN'SOOK,* n. A species of muslin. W. Ency.

JfA'lvE,* (na'ev) a. [naif, naive, Fr.] Ingenuous ;
artless

;

having native simplicity. Dibdin.

NX'iVE-Ly,* or NAIVE'LY,* ad. With naivete ; with sim-

plicity ; ingenuously. Pope. [R.I

Jf'A'fYE-TE', (na'ev-ta') n. [Fr.J Simplicity ;
innocence ;

unconscious plainness ;
frankness ; ingenuousness. Gray.

, (-kn)
' To make naked " Tourneur'

NA'KED, a. Having no clothes on
;
unclothed ;

uncovered ;

bare
;
unarmed

;
defenceless ;

not assisted with glasses ;

rude; plain; mere; simple.
NA'KED-LY, ad. Without covering ; simply; merely.

NA'KED-NESS, n. State of being naked
; nudity; want of

covering or concealment.

NALL, 71. A nawl or awl. Tusser. [Local, Eng.]
NA'MAZ,* n. The common prayer of the Turks. Maunder.

NXM'BY-PAM'BY, . Having little, affected prettinesses ;

affected and showy ;
finical. Ash. [Colloquial and low.]

NXM'BY-PAM'BY,* n. A ridiculous or worthless person or

thing. Pope.

NAME, n. That by which any person or thing is called
;

appellative ; appellation ;
denomination

;
title

; person ;

reputation; character
;
renown ;

fame ; celebrity : qual-

ity, office, or power, inherent in the person named. To
call names, to give opprobrious names to.

NAME, v. a. [i.
NAMED

; pp. NAMING, NAMED.] To discrim-

inate by a particular appellation ;
to mention by name ;

to specify ;
to denominate ;

to style ;
to designate ;

to

nominate
;
to mention

;
to entitle.

NAME'LESS, a. Destitute of a name ;
not named.

NAME'LY, ad. Particularly; specially; that is to say; by
name

;
to mention by name.

NAM'ER, n. One who names or calls by name.
NAME 'SAKE, n. One who has the same name with another.

NXN,* interj. How ! what do you say ? Forby. [Local, Eng.J
NXN'DU,* ?i. (Ornith.) The American ostrich. Brande.

NiH-KEEN', [nan-kGn', Sm. Wb. Todd, Rees ; nan'ken,

Ja.] n. A yellowish or buff-colored cotton cloth, first

manufactured at Nankin in China. Sometimes written

nankin.

NXp, n. A short sleep: down or villous substance on
cloth

;
the downy substance on plants : a knob; a pro-

tuberance : the top of a hill. Carew.

NXp, v. n.
[i. NAPPED ; pp. NAPPING, NAPPED.] To sleep;

to slumber
;
to drowse

;
to be drowsy or secure. Wicliffe.NAIL, v. a. [j. NAILED ; pp. NAILING, NAILED.] To fasten to slumber

;
to drowse

;
to be drowsy or secure. Wicliffe.
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Having a

NX?,* v. a. To raise a kind of clown, or nap, on cloth.

jtsk.

NAPE, n. The joint of the neck behind. Bacon. See NEAP.
fNA'PER-y, 71. [nappa^ It.] Linen for the table

;
linen in

general. Skelton.

NA'PHEW, (na'fu) n. [napus, L.] A plant. See NAVEW.
NXPH'THA, (nap'tha) [nap'tha, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. ;

naf'tha, S.J n. [naphtha, L.] A limpid bitumen, or very in-

flammable bituminous substance, which exudes from the

earth, or is collected on the surface of water, on the
shores of the Caspian Sea, and some other places. It

is a hydro-carbon.
NAPH-THAL/A-MIDE,* n. (Chem.) A compound obtained

by distilling naphthalate of ammonia. Brande.

NAPH'THA-LASE,* n. (CAe/n.) A substance composed of
carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen. P. Cijc.

NXPH'ISIA-LATE,* 71. (Chem.) A salt composed of naph-
thalic acid and a base. P. Cyc.

NAPH-THAL/JC,* a. (Chem.) Applied to an acid obtained
from naphthaline, or naphtha. Brande.

NXPH'THA-LfNE,* (Chem.) A substance deposited from

naphtha, and obtained from coal-tar, resembling concrete
essential oil. Brande.

NXp'l-FORM,* a. Shaped like a turnip. Farm. Ency.
NA'p}-tJM,* n. (Bot.) Nipplewort ;

a plant Crabb.

NAP'KIN, n. A cloth used at table to wipe the hands. [A
pocket-handkerchief. Shak.]

NXP'LESS, a. Having no nap ;
threadbare. Shak.

NA-PO'LE-c-N-lTi:,* n. A variety of felspar. Dana.

NXp'p-LlTE,* n. (Min.^ A blue mineral from Vesuvius.
Brande.

NXp'pj-NESS, n. The quality of being nappy, or sleepy.

NXp'py, a. [An old epithet applied to ale. Ga^.
nap ; hairy ; full of down.

NXp'-TAK-}NG, 71. Surprise ;
seizure on a sudden. Carew.

Nl'pys,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A nave \v or turnip 3
the French

turnip. Hamilton.

|NAR, a. Old comparative of JVear. Nearer. Spenser.

NARAS,* n. An excellent kind of fruit. Alexander.

NAR-cXpH'THON,* 7i. The bark of an aromatic tree, for-

merly brought from India, used in fumigation. Dungli-
son.

NAR-CE'IA,* (nar-se'ya) n. (Chan.') A vegeto-alkaline base
contained in opium. Brande.

NAR-CIS'SINE,* a. Relating to or like the narcissus. Ash.

N^R-ci's'sys, n. [L.J pi. NAR-CIS'SVS-E. (Bot.) A genus
of bulbous plants, with fragrant flowers ; including the
daffodil and jonquil.

JV4R-cd'sis,n. [i/up/fw<nj.] (Med.) Privation of sense, as
in paralysis, &c.

NAR-COT'IC, n. (Med.) A medicine producing lethargy,
stupor, drowsiness, or sleep.

NAR-COT'IC, ) a. [vapriw, Gr.
; narcotique, Fr.] Pro-

NAR-COT'I-CAL, J ducing drowsiness, sleep, torpor, or

stupefaction.

NAR-COT'I-CAL-LY, ad. By producing torpor or sleep.

NAR-CST'IC-NESS, n. The quality of being narcotic.

NAR'CQ-TINE,* [nar'k9-tin, Sm. Wb.; nar'ko-tln, K. ; n'ar-

ko'tin, Brande.} n. [Fr.] The narcotic principle of opium ;

a crystallized substance. Brande.

NAR'CC-TIM,* n. Effect produced by narcotic substances ;

narcosis. Dunglison.
NARD, n. [i/a/jjyj.] An aromatic plant, usually called

spikenard, valued by the ancients as a perfume and med-
icine

;
an unguent prepared from it.

NAR'DVS,* n. [L.J (Bot.) A genus of plants; a kind of

grass. Ency.
fNARE, n. [naris, L.

; pi. na'res.] A nostril. Ilttdibras.

NA'ME$,* n. pi. [L.] (Anat.) The nostrils. Crabb.

jNXR'RA-BLE, a. [narro, L.J That may be related. Cock-

NXR'RATE, [nar'rat, W. J. Ja. R. Wb. ; nar-iSt', 8. P. F.
K. Sin.~\ v. a. [narro, L.] [L NARRATED

; pp. NARRATING,
NARRATED.] To give an account of; to relate

;
to tell, as

an event, a story, or history. Boswell. $5= Johnson says
of this word, that it is "only used in Scotland." It is

now in respectable use in England.
NAR-RA'TION, n. [narratio, L.] Act of narrating or relat-

ing ;
a narrative ; account

;
relation

; history.
NXR'RA-TIVE, a. [narratif, Fr.] Relating; giving an ac-

count; story-telling; apt to relate ; talkative. Pope.
NXR'RA-T'iVE, n. A relation; an account; a story ;

narra-
tion.

NXR'RA-TlVE-LY, ad. By way of relation. Ayliffe.

NAR-RA'TQR, n. One who narrates; a relater.

NXR'RA-TO-RY, a. Giving a relation of things. Howdl. [R.]
fNXR'Rl-FY,* v. a. To relate

;
to give account of. Shak.

NXR'ROW, (niir'ro) a. Havinyr but a small distance from
side to side; not broad or wide; confined; straitened;
limited ; contracted : covetous

; ungenerous : near
;

close
^ vigilant; attentive. Milton.

NXR'ROW, v. a. [L NARROWED; pp. NARROWING, NAR-

ROWED.] To lessen the breadth of; to contract; to con-

fine; to limit.

NXR'ROW, v. n. To grow narrow or of smaller breadth.

(Farriery") Not to take ground enough, as a horse in
his paces ;

a horse is said to narrow, when he does not
take ground enough. Farrier's Diet.

NXR'ROW,* n. ; pi. NXR'ROW. (Commonly used in the

plural.) A strait or narrow passage between two lands.
Scott.

NXR'RQW-ER, n. The person or thing that narrows. Calebs.

NXR'Rpw-lNS,* n. Act of making narrow
;

a narrow
place. Ash.

NXR'RQW-LEAVED,* (-levd) a. Having narrow leaves.
Pennant.

NAR'RQW-Ly, ad. With little breadth
; contractedly ;

close-

ly ; vigilantly ; nearly ; avariciously ; sparingly.

NAR'ROW-MIND'ED,* a. Illiberal; of contracted views.
Blaclcstone.

NXR'RQW-MIND'ED-NESS,* n. Illiberality ;
contracted

ness. Johnson.

NXR'ROW-NESS, n. State of being narrow
; want of

breadth, extent, or comprehension ;
contractedness

;

meanness
;_ poverty.

NXR'ROW-SOULED,* (-sold) a. Illiberal; void of generosi-
ty. Milton.

NXR'RQW-SPHERED,* (-sferd) a. Having a narrow sphere
C. Lamb.

NXR'RQW-STERNED,* (-ste'rnd) a. Having a narrow stern

Johnson.

NAR'VAL,*n. (ZooZ.) The narwhal. Crabb. See NARWHAL.
NAR'WHAL, n. A cetacean allied to the whale tribe, hav-

ing a single, long, protruded tusk; the monodon. It is

also written narwhale, narwal, and narval. Browne.

|NX. Has not. (contracted from ne has.) Spenser.

NA'AL, (na'zal) a. [nasiis, L.] Belonging to the nose
;

uttered through the nose.

NA'AL, n. A medicine operating through the nose: a
letter or sound uttered as through the nose. The nasal

letters are m and n in French, and ng in English, as in

ring.

NA-XL'i-Ty,* n. duality of being nasal. Sir W. Jones.

NA'AL,-IZE,* v. n. To speak through the nose or with na-
sal sounds. CA. O&.

NAS'CAL, n. [nascale, low L.] A kind of medicated pessa-

ry. Ferrand.

NXs'cEN-cy, 7i. Beginning of growth ; production. Todd.

NAS'CENT, a. Beginning to exist or grow ; growing.

NXsH,* a. Weak; feeble; easily hurt. Ray. [Local, Eng.j
See NESH.

NX'f-COR-NOVS, [naz'e-kor-nus, Sm. Wb. ; na'ze-kor-nus,
P. K.} a. [nasus and corn.it, L.] Having the horn on the

nose. Browne.

NX'l-FORM,* a. Shaped like a nose. Smart.

NXs'Ti-LY, ad. Dirtily; filthily; nauseously; grossly.

NAS'TI-NESS, n. Dirt
;

filth ; obscenity ; grossness.

NAS-TUR'TIUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A pungent herb; the

cress. P. Cyc.

Nis'TY, a. [nass, Get.] Dirty; filthy; foul; sordid; nau-
seous

;
obscene.

fNA'suTE, a. [nasutus, L.l Captious ;
critical. Bp. Oauden.

NA'TAL,, a. [Fr. ; natalis, L.] Relating to birth or nativity ;

native
; indigenous.

NA-TA-LI"TIAL, (-lish'al) a. [natalities, L.] Relating to a

birthday ;
consecrated to the nativity of a person ;

natal.

Evelyn.
NA-TA-L,I"TIOT;S,* (-lish'us) a. Relating to nativity, or the

day of one's nativity; natal ;
natalitial. Cartwright.

fNA'TAL, 7i. pi. Time and place of nativity. Fitzgcffry.

NA'TA'NT,* a. [nato, L.] (Bot.) Lying upon the water;
floating ; swimming. Hamilton.

NA-TA'TI.ON, n. [natatio, L.] Act of swimming. Browne.

NA-TA-TO'RI-AL,* a. Adapted to swimming. P. Cyc.

NA'TA-Tp-Ry, a- Enabling to swim
; swimming ;

natatorial.

Brit. Crit.

NATCH, n. That part of the ox which lies near the tail or

rump, between the two loins. Marshall.

NXTCH'BONE,* n. The rump-bone of an ox, also called

aitchbone and edgebone. Booth.

NXTCH'Q-NY,* rt. (Bot.) An East-Indian plant. Hamilton.

tNXTii'L^ss, ad. Nevertheless. Spenser.

JNXTH'MORE, ad. Never the more. Spenser.

NA'TIQN, (na'shun) n. [Fr. ; natio, L.] A people distinct

from others ;
a people born under the same government,

and generally distinguished from other people by differ-

ence of language ;
a great number, emphatically.

||NA"TION-AL, (nash'un-al) [niish'un-al, S._W. P. J. E. F.

Ja. Sm.; na'shun-al or nash'un-al, K. ; na'shun-al, Wb.
J?. See RATIONAL.] a. [Fr.] Relating to a nation ; pub-
lic ; general ;

not private ; bigoted to one's country.

||NX"TIQN-AL,-IM,* n. A national idiom or phrase. Hamil-

||NA''TION-AL-?ST,* (nash'un-al-ist) n. (Theology) One who
holds to the electfon of nations in contradistinction tc

individuals. Qit. Reo.

IINX-Tic-N-XL'i-TY, (nash-un-al'e-te) n. Quality of being
national ;

national bias, partiality, or character Howdl.
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||NX-TIQN-AL-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of nationalizing. White.

||NX"TIQN-AL-IZE, (nash'un-al-iz) v. a. [i NATIONALIZED;
pp. NATIONALIZING, NATIONALIZED.] To render national

;

to distinguish nationally.

||NX"TI<?N-AL-LY, (nash'un-al-le) ad With regard to nation.

[)Ni"TiON-AL-NESs, n. Nationality.
NA'TIVE, (na'tjv) a. [nativus, JL,.] Annexed to existence

or birth ; produced by nature
;

not artificial ;
natural

;

original ; pertaining to the time, country, or place of
birth

;
born in

;
born with ; congenial ; indigenous ;

in-

trinsic ; real ; genuine.
NA'TIVE, n. One born in a place or country; an original

inhabitant
;
that which grows in a country.

NA'TIVE-LY, ad. Naturally ; not artificially ; originally.

NA'TJVE-NESS, n. State of being produced by nature.

NA-TIV'I-TY, n. [nativite, Fr.] Birth
; time, place, or man-

ner of birth
;
state or place of being produced.

NA'TRI-UM,* n. (Chem.) Sodium; a term of German
chemists. Francis.

NA' TRJx,* n. [L.] One of a family of snakes. P. Cyc.

NAT'RQ-LITE,* n. (Min.) A hydrated silicate of soda and

alumina, occurring in small rounded masses of a yellow-
ish color. Brande.

NA'TRON, n. Native carbonate of soda, and the German
name of soda; named from Lake Natrum in Egypt,
where it abounds.

NXT'TER-JXCK,* n. A species of toad. Pennant.

NAT'TY,* a. Neat
; tidy; nice. Qit. Rev. [Provincial, Eng.]

NAT'U-RAL, (nat'yu-ral) [nat'chur-al, S. ; nat'chu-ral, W.
J.; nat'u-ral, E. Ja.; nat'yur-al, K.] a. [naturel, Fr.l

Relating to or produced by nature
;
bestowed or dictated

by nature ;
not acquired ; agreeable or conformed to na-

ture; not forced; not far-fetched : discoverable by reason,
not revealed : tender

;
affectionate by nature

;
unaffect-

ed ;
consonant to nature

; opposed to violent, as, a natural

death : illegitimate ;
not legal ; as, a natural son.

Natural history is a description of the various produc-
tions of the earth, comprising the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdoms ;

and it includes zoology, botany, and

mineralogy. Natural philosophy is the science which
treats of the powers of nature, the properties of natu-
ral bodies, and their mutual action upon one another;
called also physicu. Watural religion, or Natural theolo-

gy, an inquiry relating to the nature and attributes of

God, and his relations to man, independent of revelation,
from data furnished by the constitution of nature.

NAT'U-RAL, (nat'yu-ral) n. An idiot; a fool. [Native; na-
ture. B. Jonson.]

NXT'y-RAL-TijM, (nat'yu-ral-izm) n. Mere state of nature :

the religion of nature, as distinguished from revelation.

NXT'u-RAL-IsT, (nat'yu-ral-ist) n. One versed in the

knowledge of nature, or natural philosophy, more es-

pecially of natural history ; an adherent to nature or
naturalism.

NXT-v-RXL'l-TY, n. Naturalness. Smith. [R.]

NXT-u-RAL-i-ZA'TiQN, 7i. The act of naturalizing ; state

of being naturalized. Bacon.

NXT'V-RAL-IZE, (nat'yu-ral-iz) v. a.
[i. NATURALIZED; pp.

NATURALIZING, NATURALIZED.] To make natural; to in-

vest with the privileges of native citizens
;
to adopt.

||NAT'v-RAL-LY, (nat'yu-ral-le) ad. In a natural manner;
according to nature

;
without affectation; spontaneous-

ly ;
without art.

||NXT'u-RAL-NESS, (nat'yu-ral-nes) n. The state of being
natural ;

natural state or manner.

UNAT'VRE, (nat'yi.ir) [na'chur, S. J. ; na'chur, W. ; na'tur,
F. ; nat'yur, Ja. K.; na'tyur, Scott; na'tur, colloquially

na'chor, Sm.] n. [Fr. ; natura, L.] The visible creation,
with the laws by which it is governed ; the system of the

world, or of all things created
;
the universe ; an imaginary

soul or active principle of the universe
;
the constitution

of the world, or of any part of it, or of any being or

thing ;
the native state or properties of any thing, hy

which it is discriminated from others
; disposition of

mind
; temper ;

the regular course of things ; natural

affection; natural feeling: sort; species: adaptation
to reality, fgf

" There is a vulgar pronunciation of this

word as if written na-ter, which cannot be too carefully
avoided." Walker.

jltNAT'URE, v. a. To endow with natural qualities. Oower.

IJNAT'VRED,* (nat'yi.ird) a. Disposed by nature; having a
nature or disposition ;

used in composition; as, good -

natured, \\\-natured. Johnson.

||tNAT'yRE-L,ESS,* a. Not consonant to nature. Milton.

litNAT'VR-iST,* (nat'yur-Ist) n. One who adheres to nat-
ure. Boyle.

fNA-TO'Rl-TY, n. State ofbeing produced by nature. Browne.

tNAu'FRAGEJ (naw'fraj) n. [Fr. ; naufragium, L.] Ship-
wreck. Bacon.

tNAu'FRA-GOUS, a. Causing shipwreck. Bp. Taylor.

NAUGHTJ (nawt) a. Bad
; corrupt ;

worthless. Hooker.

NAUGHT, (nawt) n. [ne and aught.] Nothing. It is often
written nought, to distinguish it from naught, a., bad.

NAUGH'TI-LY, (naw'te-le) ad. Wickedly ; corruptly.

r NAY
NAUGH'TI-NESS, (naw'te-nes) n. Wickedness

;
badness.

fNAuGHT'LY, (nawt'le)' ad. Badly; corruptly. Mirror for
Mag.

NAUGH'TY, (naw'te) a. Bad
;
wicked

5 corrupt; mischiev-
ous. Shak. [Colloquial.]

NAu'LAGE, n. [Fr. ; from naulum, L.] Money paid for pas-
sage in a ship. [R.]

NAu'MA-HY, (naw'ma-ke) n. [naumachia, L.] A naval

combat; generally applied to a mock combat.

NAus'cp-PY, n. The art of discovering the approach of

ships, or other objects, at a distance. Todd.

NAu'sE-A, (naw'she-a) n. [L.] Literally, sickness on board
a ship: disposition to vomit; qualm; sickness; a

loathing.
NAu'SE-XNT,* (naw'she-ant) n. A substance that excites

nauseaL Dunglison.
NAu'SE-ATE, (naw'she-at) v. n. [nausea, L.] [i. NAUSEAT-

ED;^. NAUSEATING/NAUSEATED.] To I'eel disgust, or m-
clination to vomit

;
to grow squeamish.

NAu'SE-ATE, (naw'she-at) r. a. To loathe
;
to reject with

disgust ;
to strike with disgust. Swift. ,

NAU'SE-AT-ING,* (naw'she-a-tjng) p. a. Exciting nausea
or disgust.

NAU-SE-A'TIQN,* (naw-she-a'shun) n. Act of nauseating.
Bp. Hall.

NAU'SE-A-TIVE,* (naw'she-a-tiv) a. Causing nausea. Bai-

ley.

NAu'sEOys, (naw'shus) a. Loathsome ; disgusting.

NAu'SEOys-LY, (naw'shus-le) ad. Loathsomely; disgust-

ingly.

NAU'SEOUS-NESS, (naw'shus-nes) n. Loathsomeness.

NAu'Tlf, ) a. [nauticus, L.] Relating to ships or navi-

NAU'TI-CAL, j gation, to sailors or seamen
; naval; ma-

rine
;
maritime.

NAu'Tl-LiTE,* TO. (Min.) A fossil nautilus. P. Cyc.

NAu'TI-LUS, n. [L.J pi. L. NAU'Tf-LI; Eng. NAy'TI-LUS-E. (Conch..") A genus of cephalopods, including those

which have a chambered shell
;

a shell-fish furnished
with something analogous to oars and a sail.

NA'VAL, a. [Fr. ; navalis, L.] Consisting of ships ; belong-
ing to ships ;

marine
;
maritime

;
nautical.

tNA'VAL, n. pi. Naval affairs. Ld. Clarendon.

NA'VARJEH,* n. A commander of a fleet in Greece. Mit-

ford.

NA'VARjBH-y, n. [navarchus, L.] The science of managing
ships. Sir W. Petty.

NAVE, n. The middle or centre of the wheel, from which
the spokes radiate;. a hub or boss: the middle part or

body of a church or cathedral, extending from the inner
door to the choir.

NA'VEL, (na'vl) n. The centre of the belly or lower abdo-

men, or the point where the umbilical cord passed out of
the fuetus. [An incense pan. Crabb.]

NA'VEL-GALL, n. A gall or bruise on a horse's back, over

against the navel.

NA'VELLED,*, (na'vld) a. Furnished with a navel. Byron.

NA'VEL-STRING,* 7i. (Jinat.~) The umbilical cord. Dry-
den.

NA'VEL-WORT, (na'vl-wiirt) n. A genus of plants or

shrubs.

NA'VEW, (na'vu) n. [naveau, old Fr.] A plant, like a turnip,
but smaller, of the cabbage tribe.

NA-v'ic'v-LAR, a. [navicularis, L.] Belonging to a small ship
or boat. (Anat. &. Bot.) Shaped like a boat

^ applied to

the third bone of the foot, also to some plants ; cyinbi-
form.

NXv-i-GA-B/L'i-TY,* n. The state of being navigable. Liv-

erpool Courier.

NXVi-GA-BLE, a. [navigable, Fr.] That may be navigated ;

capable of being passed by ships or boats.

NAv'i-GA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being navigable.

NXv'l-GATE, v. n. [navigo, L.] [i. NAVIGATED ; pp. NAVI-

GATING, NAVIGATED.] To pass on the water by a ship or

vessel
;
to sail.

NXV'I-GATE, v. a. To pass by ships or boats
;
to sail on or

over.

NXv-l-GA'TlON, u. [Fr.] Act of navigating; state of being

navigable ;
the art or practice of conducting ships over

the ocean, or on water; ships collectively: nautical

science.

NXv'i-GA-TOR, TO. One who navigates ;
a sailor; seaman.

NA'VY, ?i. [jiavis, L.] An assemblage of ships ; a fleet of

ships ;
a military marine ; a mercantile marine ;

the

whole of the ships of war belonging to a nation ;
the

officers and seamen belonging to the ships.

NA'VY-BOARD,* n. The court of admiralty ;
a board of na-

vy commissioners. Mead.

jNAWL, 7i. An awl. Fotherby. See NALL.
NAY, ad. No

;
an adverb of negation or refusal : in this

sense superseded by no. Not only so, but more; a word
of amplification.

fNAY, n. Denial
;
refusal. Raddiffe.

|NAY, v. a. To refuse. Holinshed.

INAY'WARD, n. Tendency to denial. Shak.
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fNAY'woRD, (-wurd) n. A proverbial reproach j
a by-word ;

a watchword. Shak.

NXz-A-RENE',* n. A native of Nazareth : a follower of
Jesus of Nazareth

; applied in contempt to the early
Christians. Matthew.

NXz'A-RiTE,* n. [nazar, Heb.] One separated to the Lord
by a vow, or separated from others for the performance
of special religious duties. Clarke.

NAZE,* n. A promontory; a head-land: (same as ness
in Scotland.) Smart. See NESS.

fNE, (n5 or ne) ad. [Sax.] Neither; not. Spenser.
tNEAF, (nEf)'n. [HP/I, Icel.] A fist. Shak.

NEAL, (nel) v. a.
[i. NEALED ; pp. NEALING, NEALED.] To

temper, as glass or metals, by heat
;
to anneal.

NEAL, (nGl) v. n. To be tempered in fire. Bacon.

NEAP,* or NAPE,* n. A wooden instrument with three

feet, to support the fore part of a loaded cart or wagon.
Holioway. Neap is used, in some parts of New England,
for the tongue or pole of a cart or wagon.

NEAP, (nCp) re. Low tide, or the time of it. Hakewill. [R.]

NEAP, a. Low
;
decrescent : applied to the tide. Bp. Hall.

Neap tides are the lowest tides, being produced when
the attractions of the sun and moon are exerted in differ-

ent directions. They take place four or five days before

new and full moon.
NEAPED, (nept) a. (JVaut.) Kept from floating by want of

sufficient depth of water
; beneaped.

NE-A-POL'I-TAN, n. A native of the kingdom of Naples.
Sh'ak.

NE-A-POL'J-TXN, a. Belonging to Naples. Addison.

NEAP'-TIDE,* n. The low tide which happens on the sec-

ond and last quarters of the moon. Crabb. See NEAP.

NEAR, (ner) a. Not far distant in time, place, or degree ;

nigh ; adjacent ; contiguous ;
advanced towards the end

;

direct
; straight ;

close ; closely related ;
intimate ;

famil-

iar
; touching; pressing; affecting; dear: parsimoni-

ous : left, with respect to a horse or team
; as,

" a near
horse."

NEAR, ad. Almost; at hand ;
not far off; within a little.

NEAR, (ner) prep. At no great distance from
;
close to

;

nigh.
NEAR, v. a. [i. NEARED; pp. WEARING, NEARED.] To ap-

proach ;
to he near to. Heywood.

NEAR, v. n. To draw near: a naval expression.

NEAR'LY, ad. At no great distance ; closely ; almost.

NEAR'NESS, n. State of being near; closeness; not re-

moteness
;
alliance : tendency to avarice.

NEAR-SIGHT'ED, (ner-slt'ed) a. Seeing but a short dis-

tance ; short-sighted. Gent. Mag.
NEAR-SIGHT'ED-NESS * n. State of being near-sighted.

Sat. Mag.
NEAT, (net) n. An animal of the bovine kind. Seldom
used for an ox, cow, or calf, taken singly, except in such

phrases as a neat's tongue, a neat's foot, &c.

NEAT, (net) a. [net, FT.] Elegant, but without dignity ;

cleanly ;
clean

; pure ;
free from impure words : clear,

after deductions. In this last sense, now written net.

See NET.
NEAT'-CAT-TLE,* n. Oxen and cows ; black-cattle.

Booth.

NEAT'HERD, n. One who has the care of cattle. Tasser.

NEAT'LXND,* n. Land granted or letlo yeomanry. Crabb.

NEAT'LY, ad. In a neatlnanner
; cleanlily.

NEAT'NESS, n. State of being neat
;
cleanliness.

tNEAT'RESS, n. She who takes care of cattle. Warner.

NEAT'S'-FOOT,* (-fut) n. The. foot of an ox, bullock, or

cow. Scott.

NEB, 7i. Nose
;
beak

;
mouth. Bacon. See NIB.

NE'BEL,* n. A musical instrument among the Hebrews.
Same as nablum. Crabb.

NEB'-NEB,* n. The East-Indian name for the rind or

shell which surrounds the fruit of the mimosa cineraria;
called also bablah. Ure.

JfEB'u-LA, n. [L.] pi. NEB'U-L^. A little cloud; a
dark spot, as in the eye, or on the body ; a cluster of
stars not separately distinguishable ;

a cloudy or hazy ap-
pearance.

NEB'VLE,* n. (Arch.) An ornament of a zigzag form, but

withou^ angles. Francis.

NEB-V-LOSE',* a. Misty; cloudy; foggy ; nebulous. Der-
ham.

NEB-V-LOS'I-TY,* n. duality of being nebulous. Phil. Mag.
NEB'IJ-LOUS, a. [nebulosua, L.] Misty ; cloudy ; hazy ; re-

lating to or containing nebulae. Bucldand.

NEB'U-LOUS-NESS, ?i. Mistiness ; cloudiness. Smart.

NEC-ES-SA'RI-AN, n. Necessitarian. Priestley.

NEO'ES-SA-RJE'S, (-riz) n. pi. Things necessary; things not

only convenient, but needful. Hammond. See NECESSARY.
NEC'ES-SA-RI-LY, ad. Indispensably ; by inevitable conse-

quence ; by fate
;
not freely.

NE^'ES-SA-RI-NESS, n. The state of being necessary.

NEC'ES-SA-RY, a. [necessarius, L.] That must be
; needful

;

indispensably requisite ; indispensable; essential: act-

ing from necessity or compulsion, as opposed to free; not

free
;

fatal
; impelled by fate

;
inevitable

; conclusive j

decisive by inevitable consequence.
NEC'ES-SA-RY, n. ; pi. NECESSARIES. Any thing necessa-

ry ; a necessary house or place; a privy. pi. Things
needful orjndispensable.

NE-CES-SI-TA'RI-AN,* n. An advocate for the doctrine of

philosophical necessity. Priestley.

NE-CES'SI-TATE, v. a. [i. NECESSITATED
; pp. NECESSITAT-

ING, NECESSITATED.] To make necessary ;
to compel ; not

to leave free.

NE-CES-SI-TA'TIC-N, n. Act of making necessary. Bram-
hall.

tNE-CES'si-TlED, (-tid) a. Being in want. Shak.

NE-CES'si-TODs, a. Being in want or need
; poor ; needy.

NE-CES'SI-TO_OS-NESS. u. Poverty; want; need. Bui-net.

fNE-cfis'si-TUDE, 7i. [necessitudo, L.] Want; need. Hale.

NE-CES'SI-TY, n. [necessitas, L.] State of being necessary ;

cogency ; compulsion ; fatality ;
want

; need
; poverty ;

cogency of argument ;
inevitable consequence ;

violence ;

compulsion. The metaphysical doctrine of necessity is

that scheme, which represents all human actions and
feelings as links in a chain of causation, determined by
laws analogous to those by which the physical universe
is governed. Brande.

NECK, n. That part of an animal body which connects the
head with the trunk : the corresponding part in inani-
mate

things_.

fNECK'A-TEE, n. A neckerchief. Johnson.

NECK'-BEEF, n. The coarse flesh of the neck of cattle.

Swift.

NECK'CLOTH, n. A cloth or handkerchief for the neck.

NECKED, (nek'ed or nekt) a. Having a neck
;

used in

composition, figuratively and literally; as, stiff-necked.

Denham.
NECK'ER-CHIEF, (-chif ) n. A kerchief for the neck.

NECK'-HXND'KER-CHIEF,* (-hang'ker-chif) n. A hand-
kerchief for the neck. Ash.

NECK'LACE, n. An ornamental chain, or string of beads,
&c., worn round the neck.

NECK'LACED, (-last) a. Having a necklace.

NECK'LXND, n. A long, narrow strip of land. Hakewill.

NECK'PIECE,* -. An ornament or defence for the neck.
Jlddison.

NECK'-VERSE, n. The verse which was anciently read to

entitle the party to benefit of clergy ;
said to be the be-

f
inning of the 51st Psalm,

" Miserere md," &c. Tindal.

CK'WEED, n. Hemp, in ridicule. Johnson.

NEC'RQ-LITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral of fetid odor, found
in small nodules in limestone. Brande.

NEC-RO-LOG'IC,* ) a. .Relating to necrology. Gent.

NEC-RQ-LOG'I-CAL,* \ Mag.
NEC-ROL'Q-GIST,* n. A writer of necrology. Smart.

NEC-ROL'Q-^Y, n. [vsxpos and X6yos.] A register or an ac-

count of persons deceased ;
an obituary.

NEC'RQ-MAN-CER, n. [vcitpos and //dirt?.] One who prac-
tises necromancy ;

a conjurer ;
an enchanter.

NEC'RO-MXN-CY, n. Divination by consulting the spirits

of the dead
;
enchantment

; conjuration.

NEC'RC-MAN-TIC, n. Trick
; conjuration. Young.

NEC'RQ-MXN-TIC, a. Belonging to necromancy. Warton.

NEC-RC-MXN'TI-CAL, a. Necromantic. Browne.

NEC-RQ-MXN'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. By necromancy; by conju-
ration.

NEC'RQ-NITE,* n. (Min.) Fetid felspar; necrolite. Hayden.
NEC-ROPH'A-GXN,* 7i. (Ent.) A species of beetle. Brande.

NEC-ROPH'A-GC-OS,* a. Feeding on dead animals. Roget.

NEC-R6PH'o-RiJs,* 71. (Ent.) An insect ; the interrer or

corpse-carrier. Roget.
NEC-RO-SCOP'IC,* \

a. Relating to the examination of

NEC-RQ-sc6p'i-CAL,* \
a dead body, or to autopsy, or

post-mortem examinations. Scudamore.

NE-CRO'SIS, n. [vtKp .xrtj.] (Med.) The mortification of

the bones.

NEC'TAR, n. [vrKrao, Gr.
; nectar, L. 4" Fr.] In mytlol-

offij, the supposed 'drink of the gods: any pleasant

liquor. Shak.

SIcS'SI-IS;!*
^sembii g" ectar '

deiid us -

NEC'TARED, (-tard) a. Imbued with nectar.

NEC-TA'RE-oOsj a. Resembling nectar ; delicious. Pope.

NEC-TAR-IF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing nectar or honey. Lou-

don.

Nc'TAR-tNE, a. Sweet as nectar; delicious. Milton.

NEC'TAR-INE, n. [Fr.] A fruit resembling the peach ;

the tree that bears the fruit.

fNEc'TAR-IZE, v. a. To sweeten. Cockeram.

NEC'TAR-OIJS, a. Sweet as nectar ;
nectarine. Mdton.

NEC'TAR-Y,* n. [nectairc, Fr.] (Sot.) The melliferous part

of a flower ;
an organ that secretes honey. P. Cyc.

NEC-TU'RUS,* n. (Zool.) A genus of animals resembling

serpents and frogs ;
found in the great North American

lakes. P. Cyc.

fNED'DER, n. An adder. Chaucer.

NEED, /'. Exigency ; necessity ; want; poverty; indigence.
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NEED, v. a. [L NEEDED ;pp. NEEDING, NEEDED.] To want;
to lack ; to be in want of; to require.

NEED, v. n. To be wanted or necessary; to be in want. Locke,

NEED'ER, n. One who needs or wants any thing.
NEE D'FUL, a. Necessary; indispensable ; requisite; wanted.

NEED'FCL-LY, ad. Necessarily. B. Jonaon.

NEED'FUL-NESS, . State of being needful.

NEED'I-LY, ad. In poverty; poorly.

NEED'J-NESS, n. Want; poverty. Bacon.

NEE'DLE, n. A small instrument, pointed at one end, and

perforated at the other to receive a thread, used in sew-

ing; a small, slender pointer, as the steel pointer of the

mariner's compass ; any thing like a needle.

NEE'DLED,* (ne'dld) a,. Doric with or having a needle.
Brooke.

N2E'DLE-FfsH, 7i. A sea-fish with an hsxangular body.
NEE'DLE-FUL, n. pi. NEEDLEFULS. As much thread as is

put at once in the needle.

NEE'DLE-FURZE,* n. A plant ;
a species of genista 5 pet-

ty-whin. Booth.

NEE'DLE-MAK/ER, n. One who makes needles.

NEE'DLE-MON-EY,* n. Money to purchase needles. Jiddi-

son.

NEE'DLER, ?. One who makes or deals in needles.

NEE'DLE-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like a needle.

Smith. ^>

NEED'LESS, a. Unnecessary ;
not requisite ;

not wanting.
NEED'LESS-LY, ad. Unnecessarily ;

without need.

NEED'LESS-NESS, n. Unnecessariness. Locke.

NEE'DLE-STONE,* n. (Min.) A species of acicular zeo-

lite. Brande.

NEE'DLE-WORK, (ne'dl-wiirk) n. Work executed with the

needle
, embroidery by the needle.

NEE'DLY,* a. Relating to or resembling a needle. Sat.

Mag.
fNEED'MENT, n. Something necessary ;

need. Spenser.

NEEDS, ad. Necessarily ; by compulsion ; indispensably.

NEED'Y, a. Poor; necessitous ;
distressed by poverty.

fNEEL, n. [nael, Icel.
; naael, Dan.] A needle. Shak.

Written also neeld and neld.

JNEELD, n. A needle. Shak. See NEEL.
NE'ER, (nar) [nar, W. Ja. K. Sm. ; nar, P.; ner, S.] ad.

Contraction for never. Hudibras.

tNE_t;E, v. 7i. To sneeze. 2 Kings iv.

NEEJ>E'WORT, (nCz'wiirt) n. An herb. Sherwood.

tNE'}NG, n. The act of sneezing. Job xli.

JY EX'E-AT REG'NO,* [L.] (Law) A writ to restrain a

person from going out of the country. Whishaw.

r.] T
,

77. [Fr.] The body of a church
;
the nave. Addison.

{NE'FAND, a. [nefandus, L.] Same as nefandous. Sheldon.

\NE-FAN'DOUS, a. Not to be named
;
abominable. Sheldon.

NE-FA'RI-OUS, a. [nefarius, L.] Wicked
;
abominable

;
vile.

NE-FA'R}-oDs-LY, ad. Abominably ; wickedly. Milton.

NE-FA'RI-OUS-NESS,* n. State of being nefarious. Allen.

NE-GA'T'IQN, 7i. [negatio, L.] Act of denying; denial; the

contrary to affirmation : a description by denial, or exclu-

sion, or exception.
NEG'A-TIVE, a. [ntgatif, Fr.

; negativus, L.] Implying ne-

gation, opposed to affirmative: denying; implying only
the absence of something; not positive; privative j

hav-

ing the power to withhold.

NEG'A-TIVE, n. A proposition by which something is de-
nied

;
the denial of an asserted fact

;
the power or act of

preventing an enactment: a particle of denial
; as, not.

NEG'A-TIVE, v. a. [i. NEGATIVED ; pp. NEGATIVING, NEGA-

TIVED.] To dismiss by negation ;
to vote or decide

against.
NEG'A-T!VE-LY, ad. In a negative manner

;
with denial

;

in the form of denial
;
not affirmatively.

fNEG'A-TO-RY, a. [negatoire, Fr.] Belonging to negation.
Cotgrave.

NEG-LECT', v. a. [neglectus, L.] [i. NEGLECTED ; pp. NEG-
LECTING, NEGLECTED.] To omit by carelessness or de-

sign ;
to slight ;

to disregard ; to postpone.
NEG-LECT', n. Omission; forbearance; slight; inatten-

tion
; negligence ;

state of being unregarded.
NEG-LECT'ED-NESS,* n. State of being neglected. More.

NEG-LECT'ER, n. One who neglects. South.

NEG-LECT'FUL, a. Heedless; careless; inattentive; neg-
ligent.

tNEG-LECT'FUL-LY, ad. With heedless inattention.

NEG-LECT'ING-LY, ad. Carelessly; inattentively. Shak.

tNEG-LEC'TlON, n. The state of being negligent. Shak.

fNEG-LEC'TlVE, a. Inattentive to
; regardless of. Bp. Hall.

NEG-LI-GEE', (neg-le-zha') n. [neglige, Fr.] A sort of
old-fashioned gown or dress fitting easily to the shape.
Goldsmith.

NEG'LI-GENCE, n. [negligence, Fr.] Act of neglecting;
habit of omitting by heedlessness, or of acting careless-

ly ; carelessness; inattention.

NEG'LI-GENT, a. [negligent, Fr. ; negligens, L.] Careless
;

heedless
; inattentive ;

remiss ; regardless.

NEG'LI-GENT-LY, ad. Carelessly; heedlessly; inatten-

tively.

NK-GC-Ti-A-BlL'i-TY,* (ne-go-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of
being negotiable. H. Clay.

NE-GO'TI-A-BLE, (ne-gs'she-a-bl) a. [negotium, L.] That
may be negotiated, transferred, or exchanged.

tNE-Gd'Ti-ANT, (ne-go'she-ant) n. A negotiator. Raleigh.
NE-GO'TI-ATE, (ne-go'she-at) v. n. [negocier, Fr.] [i. NE-
GOTIATED

; pp. NEGOTIATING, NEGOTIATED.] To transact
business

;
to hold intercourse respecting a treaty or con-

vention
;
to traffic

;
to treat.

NE-GO'TI-ATE, (ne-go'she-at) v. a. To manage ;
to con-

clude by bargain, treaty, or agreement.
NE-GO-TI-A'TION, (ne-go-she-a'shun) vi. [negotiation, Fr.]
The act pf negotiating; a transaction of business be-
tween governments or states; the matter negotiated; a
treaty.

NE-GO'TI-A-TOR, (ne-g_o'she-a-tur) [ne-go'she-a-tur, W. P.
Ja. K. Sm. ; ne-go-sha'tur, S.] n. [negociateur, Fr.] One
who negotiates.

NE-GO'TI-A-TO-RY,* (ne-go'she-a-to-re) a. Relating to ne-

gotiation. Maunder.

NE-GO-TI-A'TRIX,* n. A female who negotiates. A*h.

NE'GRESS,* n. A female of the black race of Africa. Cyc.

NE'GRO, n. [Sp.] pi. NE'GROE. One of the black race of

Africa; a blackamoor. $5= "Some speakers, but those
of the very lowest order, pronounce this word as if writ-
ten ne-gur." Walker.

NJJ'GRO,* a. Relating to negroes ;
black. Montgomery.

NE-GUN'DO,* n. A genus of American trees. P. Cyc.

NE'GVS, n. A mixture of wine, water, sugar, lemon, and
nutmeg; named from the inventor, Colonel Negus. Ma-
lone.

NEIF, (nef) n. The fist or hnml
;
written also neaf. Shak.

Still in use in the north of England. Brockett.

fNEIFE,*.cr jNEIF, (nef) n. (Law) A female in a state of
feudal vassalage. Blackstone.

NEIGH, (na) v. n. [i. NEIGHED
; pp. NEIGHING, NEIGHED.]

To utter the voice of a horse or mare ; to whinny.
NEIGH, (na) n. The voice of a horse or mare. Shak.

NEIGH'BOR, (na'bur) 7i. [neh-bur, nehe-bur, Sax.
; nachbar,

Ger.] One who lives near to another : one who lives in

familiarity with another ; a term of civility ; an intimate
;

one who shows kindness
;
one near in nature or qualities.

NEIGH'BOR, (na'bur) a. Near to another; adjoining; next.

NEIGH'BQR, (na'bur) v. a. [i. NEIGHBORED;/^. NEIGHBOR-

ING, NEIGHBORED.] To adjoin to
;
to border on. [|To ac-

quaint with
;
to make near to. Shak.]

NEIGH'BQR, (na'bur) v. n. To inhabit the vicinity. Da-
vies.

NEIGH'BOR-HOOD, (na'bur-hud) n. Place or small district

near ; vicinity ;
state of being near

;
those that live near.

NEIGH'BOR-ING,* (ua'bur-ing) a. Near
; being in the vi-

cinity. JZsh.

NEIGH'BOR-LI-NESS, (na'bur-Ie-nes) n. State or quality of

being neighborly._Scott.
NEIGH'BQR-LY, (na'b'ar-le) a. Becoming & neighbor; friend-

ly ; obliging ;
kind ; civil ;

attentive.

NEIGH'BQR-LY, (na'bur-le) ad. With social civility.

NEIGH'BQR-SHIP, (na'buf-ship) n. fc-tate of being near each
other. Miss Baillie.

NEIGH'ING, (na'jng) n. The voice of a horse or mare.

||NEI'THF.R, (ne'ther) [ne'tfier, S. W. P. J. E. F.Ja. Sm. R.
Wb. ; nl'ther, Win. Johnston; ne'tfier or ni'ther,AT.] conj.
Not either ;

nor : commonly used in the first branch of

a sentence instead of nor, when the latter branch or

branches are to commence with nor. It is also often used
instead of nor in the second branch of a negative or of a

prohibition ; as,
" Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye

touch it." $?j
:' Neither and either conform to the same

rule in pronunciation. See EITHER.

IjNEl'THER, (ne'tfier)*pron. Not either ;
nor one nor other.

NEM'A-LITE,* n. (Min.) A magnesian mineral. Dana.
N&M. C&N., [a contraction for nemine contradicente, L.]" No one contradicting ;

"
unanimously.

NEM. vJs.,* [a contraction for nemine dissentiente, L.]
" No one dissenting." Brande.

NEM'O-RXL,* a. Relating to a grove ; woody. Scot.t. [R.I

NEM'O-ROUS, a. [nemorosusjlj.] Relating to woods
; woody.

Evelyn. [R.]

fNEMp'NE, (nem'ne) v. a. To name. Chaucer.

NEMS,*TI.' The Arabic name of the ichneumon. Booth.

^NE'Ni-A,n. [Gr.] A funeral song; an elegy. Todd.

NEN'U-PHAR, (nen'u-f ar) n. The yellow water-lily.

NE-OD'A-MODE,* n'. (Ancient Greece) A newly-made citi-

zen. Mitford. [R.]

NE-OG'A-MI'ST,* n. One who is newly married. Jl*h.

NE-OG'RA-PHY,* n. A new system; new writing. Gent.

Mag.
NE-O-LO'GI-AN,* n. A neologist. Brit. Crit.

NE-O-LO'^I-AN,**!. Relatin g to neology ; neological. CA. Ob.

NE-p-L6'9i-AN-IM,* 71. Neologism. EC. Rev.

NE-Q-LOG'JC,* a. Relating to neology ; neological. Fo. QM.
Rev.

NE-Q-LO^'I-CAL, a. [ncologique, Fr.] Relating to neology;

new; novel.
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NE-OL'P-GI^M, T?. [ncologisme, Fr.] Anew word or phrase;
neology. Brit. Crit.

NE-OL'p-GlST,* 77. One who introduces new terms or doc-
trines

;
an advocate for neology. Ch. Ob.

NE-oL-p-Gls'Tic,* ) a. Relating to neology ; neological.

NE-OL-P-^IS'TI-CAL,* j
EC. Rev.

'

npN,* n. Act of neologizing. Jefferson. [R.]

s-ifiA,*,- v. n. To introduce new words or tenets.

Jefferson. [R.]

NE-OL'P-GY, n. [ncologic, Fr., from the Greek vio$ and
\6yo$.] A new word or phrase ;

the introduction or use
of new words or phrases; a new interpretation : a term

applied to a modern system of interpretation of the Scrip-
tures in Germany.

NE-P-ME'NI-A,* n. [veounv.] Time of new moon. Chambers.

N'p-NlM,* 7t. A new word, phrase, or idiom. Hunter.

NE-P-NO'MI-AN* n. One who holds to Neonomiantem.

Buck._
NE-P-NO'MI-AN,* a. Relating to the Neonomians. Buck.

NE-p-N6'Mi-AN-iM,* 7i. The doctrine that the gospel is a
new law. Ash.

NE-P-PHI-LOS'O-PHER,* n, A new philosopher, or a phi-

losopher having new principles or views. Fo. Qu. Rev.

NE'P-PHYTE, (ne'9-flt) n. [neophyte, Fr. ; vios and <{>vw,

Gr.] One regenerated; a convert: applied, in the

primitive church, to a new convert.

NE'P-PHYTE, a. Newly entered on some state. B. Jonson.

NE-P-PLA-TP-NI"CIAN,* (-nish'an) T?. Same as neoplato-
nist. Brande.

NE-P-PLA'TP-NTST,*TI. A mystical philosopher of the school
of Ammonius Saccus and Plotinus, who mixed some of
the tenets of ancient Platonism with other principles.
Brande.

NE-O-RA'MA,* n. An optical machine representing the in-

terior of a large building. Sat. Mag.
NE-P-TER'IO, n. [neotericus, L.] One of modern times.

Burton.

NE-O-TER'IC, \
a. Recent in origin; modern; novel;

NE-P-TR'J-CAL, j
late. Bacon.

NEP, n. [nepeta, L.] The herb catmint or catnep. Bp. Hall.

Nfip-Au-LESE',* n. The natives of Nepaul. Earnshaw.

NE-PEN'THE, n. [i///-and TrevQus.] A drug that drives away
all pain ;

a plant. Milton.

NEPH'E-LTfNE,* 7i. (Min.) A mineral from Mount Somma,
near Vesuvius, sometimes called sommite. Brande.

NEPH'EW, (nev'vu) n. [nepos, L.
; neveu, Fr.j The son of a

brother or sister. [fThe grandson. Hooker. Descendant,
however distant. Spenser.]

NEPH'RITE,* n. (Min.) A hard, tough mineral, of greenish
color, composed chiefly of silica, with lime, soda, and
potash. Brande.

NE-PHRIT'IC,* n. (Med.) A medicine for diseases of the

kidneys or for the stone. Crabb.

NE-PHRIT'IC, > a. [J^/JITIK^.] Relating to nephritis,
NE-PHRlT'i-CAL, i or to the kidneys; diseased in the

kidneys ; good against the stone.

NE-PHRI'TIS,* n. (Med.) An inflammation of the kidneys.
Crabb.

NEPH-ROG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of the kidneys.
Dunglison.

NEPH-Rp-LlTH'lc,* a. (Med.) Belonging to calculi in the

kidneys. Dunglison.
NE-PHROL'O-GY,* n. A treatise on the kidneys. Dungli-

son.

NE-PHRQT'P-MY,* n. (Med.) The operation of extracting
the stone from the kidneys. Brande.

NE PL&S fL'TRA,* [L.] "Nothing more beyond:"
the utmost extreme of any thing. Qu. Rc.v.

||NEP'p-TlsM, [nep'o-tizm,
W. J. F. Sm. ; ne'po-tizm, S. P.

JK.] n. [nepotisme, Fr.] Fondness for nephews. Addison.

IjNEp'p-TlsT,*
77. One who practises nepotism. QM. Ren.

NEP-TU'NI-AN,* n. One who, in opposition to the Plu-
tonic theory, maintains that the present form of the
earth has been produced by water 01' aqueous solution.

Ency.
NEP-TU'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Neptune or the ocean;
formed by aqueous solution. Smart.

NEP'TU-NlST,* w. Same as Neptunian. Ch. Ob.
NE QUID NI'MIS,* [L.]

" Not too much ;" a caution

against excess ; as,
" There may be too much of a good

thing." Macdonnel.

NE'RE-ID, n. [Nereis; pi. Nereides, L.] pi. N'RE-1D. A
sea-nymph. Shak. An annellidan ; nereidian. P. Cijc.

NE-RE-lD'l-AN,*7). (Zoo?.) A class of annellidans,of which

the_genus nereis is the type. Brands.

NE-RI'TA,* n.
[L.]

A sea-snail
;
a shell-fish. Hamilton.

NR'p-LI,* n. The essential oil of orange flowers. Ure.

NERVE, (nerv) n. [nenus, L.] One of the organs of sen-
sation and motion, which piss from the brain to all parts
of the body : a tendon

;
a sinew. Pope. Force

; strength.
(Bot.) The strong vein of a leaf.

NERVE, (nerv) r. a.
[?'.

NERVED; pp. NERVING, NERVED.]
To invigorate ; to strengthen.

NERVED,* (nerv'ed or nervd) a. Having nerves (Bot.)

Having vessels simple and unbranched, extending from
the base towards the tip ; as, a nerved leaf. Loudon.

NERVE'LESS, a. Without nerve, force, or strength.
NER'VI-MO'TIQN,* n. The power of motion in leaves.
Loudon.

NER'VJNE,* n. (Med.) A medicine for nervous affections.
Brande.

NEK'VJNE,* a. Good for the nerves
;
nervose. Smart.

NER-VOSE',* a. Composed of nerves
; nervine. Loudon.

NER-VOS'I-TY,* . The quality of being nervous or ner-
vose. Hawkins. [R.]

NER'VOVS, a. [nervosus, L.] Relating to the nerves; full

of nerves. Barrow. Well strung ; strong ; vigorous. Pope.
In popular use, having weak or diseased nerves;

morbidly fearful
; agitated by trifles. Dr. Cheyne.

NER'voys-LY, ad. In a nervous manner; vigorously; with
force.

NER'VOVS-NSS, n. State of being nervous
; vigor.

fNER'VY, a. Strong; vigorous; nervous. Shale.

NES,* or NESS,* n. A promontory. See NESS.

NES'CI-ENCE, (nesh'e-e'ns) n. [nescio, L.] Ignorance ; the
state of not knowing. Bp. Hall. [R.]

NESH, a. Soft ; tender ; of feeble health
; easily hurt. Chau-

cer. [Local, Eng.] Written also nosh.

Nfiss. A termination added to an adjective to change it into
a substantive, denoting state or quality ; as, good, good-
ness ; from nisse, Sax. The termination of many names
of places where there is a headland or promontory ;

from
nese, Sax, a nose of land, or headland.

NEsT, n. The bed or place of retreat formed by a bird for

laying her eggs, &c.
;
a place where insects and animals

are produced: an abode; residence; a warm, close

habitation: a collection of receptacles closely put to-

gether, as of boxes or drawers.

NEST,* v. a.
[i. NESTED

; pp. NESTING, NESTED.] To place
in a nest. South.

NEST, v. n. To build or occupy a nest. Howett.

NEST'EGG, n. An egg left in the nest to keep the hen from

forsaking it.

NES'TLE, (nes'sl) v. n. [i. NESTLED; pp. NESTLING, NES-

TLED.] To settle; to lie close and snug, as a bird in her

nest; to move about.

NES'TLE, (nes'sl) v. a. To house, as in a nest
;
to cherish,

as a bird her young. Chapman.
NEST'LING, (nes'ling) n. A young bird in the nest, or just
taken from it. [fA nest. Bacon.]

NEST'LING, (nSs'ling) a. Newly hatched or deposited.

NES-TO'RJ-AN,* B. A follower of Nestorius, who, in the
fifth century, taught that Christ was divided into, or con-
sisted of, two persons.

NES-To'Ri-AN,*a. Relating to Nestorius, or to Nestor. Ency.

NES-TO'RJ-AN-ISM,* n. The doctrine of the Nestorians.
Buck.

NET, n. A texture of twine or thread woven with large in-

terstices or meshes, commonly used as a snare for fish,

birds, &c.
; any thing made as a net ;

a snire.

NET. v. a.
[i. NETTED ;pp. NETTING, NETTED.] To bring us

clear produce.
NET, v. n. To knit a net

;
to knot. A. Sfward.

NET, a. [Fr. ; netto, It.] Clear; clear of charges ;
clear of

tare and tret; clear after all deductions are made; as,
" net weight,"

" net profits."

NETH'ER, . Lower; not upper; being beneath
;
infernal.

NETH'ER-MOST, a.; supcrl. of Nether. Lowest.

fNETH'ER-STScKS,* ?i. pi. Stockings. Shak.

NETH'i-NlM,* n. A servant of the Hebrew priests or Le-

vites, employed in the meanest orfices about the temples.
.Brande.

NE'TQP,* n. (Indian) A friend or crony. Pickering.

NET'TING, n. Reticulated work
;
network.

NET'TLE, . A genus of plants ;
a well-known, perennial,

stinging plant or weed.

NET'TLE, (net'tl) v. a.
[i. NETTLED; pp. NETTLING, NET-

TLED.] To sting ;
to irritate ; to provoke.

NET'TLER, n. One who nettles or stings.

NET'TLE-RXSH,* n. (Med.) An eruption on the skin.

Brande.

NET'TLE-TREE,* n. A tree or shrub
; sugar-berry. Farm.

Ency.
NET'-TR)?P,*7J. A sort of trap or net to catch birds. Jodrell.'

NET'TY,* a. Like a net
;
netted. Browne.

NJET'WORK, (net'wurk) n. Any thing resembling the work
of a net

;
reticulated work.

NEU-RXL'pr-A,*n. [veiipov and a\yo$.] (Med.} An acute,

painful affection in the course of the nerves, one of
the most distressing forms of which is the tic douloureux.

Brande.

NEU-RXL'GIC,* a. Relating to neuralgia. Oppcnhclm.

NETJ-ROG'KA-PHY,* n. A description of the nerves. Cham-
bers.

NEU-RQ-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to neurology. Smart.

NEO-ROL'p-oisT,* 7i. One who describes the nerves. Ash.

NEU-ROL'O-GY, (nu-rol'o-J?) n- [vcvpov and A<>; o 4 .] That

part of animal physiology which treats of the nerves.
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NEU-ROP'TER,* n. (Er.t.) One of the neuroptera; an in-

sect with four transparent wings. Smart.

NEU-ROP'TE-UA,* n. pi. [vevpov and irrepdv.] (Ent.) A
genus of insects having four membranaceous, articulated

wings, without a sting. Rogct.
NEU-ROP'TE-RAL,* a. Relating to the neuroptera. Booth

NEU-ROP'TER-ODS,* a. Belonging to the neuroptera. Roget.
NEU'RQ-SPAST, n. [vzvpoairaaTsw.] A puppet ; a figure put

in_
motion. More. [R.]

NEU-ROT'IC,* a. Relating to the nerves
;
nervine. Ash.

NEU-ROT'JCS,* n. pi. (Med.) Medicines for the nerves.

Crabb.

NEU-RQ-TOM'J-CAL,* a. Relating to neurotomy. Smart.

NEU-ROT'O-MY, n. [veijpuv and rf/ui/w.] The anatomy or

cutting of the nerves.

NEO-RYP-NOL'O-GIST,* n. One versed in neurypnology.
Athenaum.

NEU-RYP-NOL'O-GY,* n. A treatise on nervous sleep ;
mes-

merism. Braid.

NEU'TER, (nu'ter) a. [L.] Not of either side or party; in-

different
;
neutral. (Gram.) Not masculine or feminine

;

applied to nouns: not active or passive; applied to

verbs.

NEU'TER, (nu'ter) n. One indifferent or neutral
;
one of

neither sex, as a working bee.

NEO'TRAL,(nu'tral)a. [neittre, Fr.] Indifferent; not of ei-

ther side ; taking no part in a contest ;
neither good nor

bad: neither acid nor alkaline, applied to salts. 6.

neutral nation, a nation, in time of war, that takes no part
with either of the belligerent or contending parties.

NEU^TRAL, 7^ One who is not on either side.

fNEjj'TRAL-isT, 7*. One who is neutral. Bidlokar.

NEU-TRAL'I-TY, (nu-tral'e-te) n. [ncutralitc, Fr.] The state

of being neutral or neuter ; a neutral state or conduct;
indifference; inaction: the condition of a state that

does not take part in a war between other states.

NEU-TRAL-|-ZA'TlON,*7i. [Fr.] Act of neutralizing. Brandc.

NEU'TRAL-IZE, r. a. [neutraliser, Fr.] [i. NEUTRALIZED;
pp. NEUTRALIZING, NEUTRALIZED.] To make neutral, in-

different, or inactive : to render inert or imperceptible
by chemical combination.

NEU'TRAL-IZ-ER,* ?t. He or that which neutralizes. Ency.
NEU'TRAL-LY, ad. Indifferently ;

on neither part.

NEV'ER, ad. Not ever; at no time; in no degree. It is

much used in composition ; as, 7iever-ending.
NEV-ER-I-HE-LESS', ad. Notwithstanding that

; yet ;
how-

ever.

NEW, (nu) a. [neu, Ger. ; neuf, Fr.] Not old
;
fresh

;
novel

;

not being before
;
modern

;
recent

;
different from the

former
;
not antiquated ; having the effect of novelty ;

not habituated
;
not familiar ; renovated ; not of ancient

extraction : used adverbially, in composition, for newly ;

as, new-born.

{NEW, (nu) v. a. To make new ; to renew. Gower.

NEW'-BORN,* a. Lately bom ; born anew. Watts.

NEW-COME,* (nu-kiim) a. Lately arrived
; recently come.

Perry. ^
NEW-COM'ER,* n. One who has lately come to a place.

Perry.
NEW-CRE-ATE',* v. a. To create anew. ShaJe.

NEW'EL, n. (Arch.) An upright post, or space, round
which the steps of a staircase are turned about. [fA
new thing. Spenser.]

tNEW-FAN'GLE,a. Desirous of new things. Chaucer.

fNEW-FAN'GLE, v. a. To introduce novelties. Milton.

NEW-FAN'GLED, (nu-fang'gld) a. Formed or done with
vain or foolish love of novelty ;

new-fashioned. Shak.

NEW-FAN'GLED-NESS, n. State of being newfangled.
Carcw. [R.]

INEW-FAN'GLE-NESS, 7i. Newfangledness. Spenser.

[NEW-FXN'GLIST, n. One desirous of novelty. Tooker.

NEVV-FASH'ION,* (nu-fash'un) a. Recently come into use;
new-fashioned. Swift.

NEW-F&SH'IONED,* (nu-fash'und) a. Lately come into

fashion. EC. Rev.

NEW'ING, n. Yest or barm. Ainsworth.

NEW'JSH, a. Rather new ;
not old. Bacon.

NEW'kiRK-iTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral in the form of

ne_edles.
Dana.

NEW'LY, ad. Freshly ; lately ;
in a new manner.

NEW-MAKE',* v. a. [i. NEW-MADE ;pp. NEW-MAKING, NEW-
MADE.] To make anew. Shak.

NEW-MOD'EL,* (nu-mod'el) v. a. [i. NEW-MODELLED ; pp.

NEW-MODELLING, NEW-MODELLED.] To model anew. Ash.

NEW-MOD'ELLED,* (nu-mod'eld) p. a. Formed after a

ne_w model
;
modelled anew.

NEW'NESS, n. State of being new; freshness; lateness;
recentness ; novelty.

NEW, (nuz) n. sing. &. pi. ; commonly singular. Fresh

account; tidings; intelligence; fresh information, gen-

erally from a distance, ^f Grammarians differ some-
what with respect to the number of news. Crombie says,
"It is sometimes construed as a singular, and sometimes
as & plural noun; the former far the more general."

" Evil news rides fast, while good news laits." Milton.
This word has been fancifully derived from the four
cardinal points of the compass, North, East, West, and
South.

NEW'-MON-ER, (nuz'mung-ger) n. One who deals in
news.

NEW'PA-PER, n. A printed paper or sheet published at
stated intervals, for conveying intelligence on passing
events ;

a gazette.

NEWSROOM,* n. A room where newspapers are read.
Jodrell.

NEW'VEND-ER,* n. One who deals in news or news
papers. Sat. Mag.

NEWS'-WRIT-ER,* (nuz'rlt-er) n. A writer of news. Ash.

NEWT,_(nut) n. An eft; a small lizard. Shak.

NEW-TO'NI-AN,* n. A follower of Sir Isaac Newton in

philosophy. Ency.
NEW-TO'NI-AN,* a. Belonging to Sir Isaac Newton or his

philosophy. Ency.

NEW'-Y_AR,* a. Relating to the beginning of the year. Pope
NEW-YEAR'-GI'FT, n. A present made on the first day

of the year. SJiak.

fNEx'i-BLE, a. [nexibilis, L.] That may be knit together
Cockeram.

NEXT, (nekst) a. ; superl. of Nigh. Nearest in time, place,
degree, or order.

NEXT, ad. At the time or turn immediately succeeding.
fNi'AS, n. A young hawk

;
an eyas. B. Jonson.

NIB, n. The bill of a bird
; the point of any thing, as of a

pen : the handle of a scythe.
NIBBED, (nlbd) a. Having a nib.

NlB'BLE, (nib'bl) v. a.
[i. NIBBLED

; pp. NIBBLING, NIB-

BLED.] To bite by little at a time
; to eat slowly ;

to bite

as a fish does the bait.

NlB'BLE, v. n. To bite at
;
to carp at

;
to find fault.

NIB'BLE, n. A little bite or half bite, as of a fish.

NIB'BLER, n. One that nibbles
; a carper.

NIB'BLING,* 71. A biting ;
a bite; a nibble

;
a small quan-

_tity.
JodrelL

NI'CA,* n. (Zool) A long-tailed crustacean. P. Cyc.

NICE, a. Accurate; exact; fine; delicate; scrupulously
cautious; fastidious; squeamish; precise; particular;
formed with minute exactness

;
effeminate

; delicious ;

handsome; pleasing. To make or be nice, to be scru-

pulous or difficult.

NICE_'LY, ad. Precisely ; exactly ; minutely ; delicately.
NI'CENE, a. Relating to Nice, a town of Asia Minor:

applied to the creed commenced by the council of Nice,
A. D. 325, and completed by the council of Constantino-

ple, A. D. 381.

NICE'NESS, n. Accuracy; minute exactness; nicety.
NI'CE-TY, [nl'se-te, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; nls'te, Wb.}

n. Quality of being nice; any thing nice; minute ac-

curacy; fastidious delicacy ; squeamishness ; punctilious
discrimination

; subtilty ; effeminate softness ;
a dainty.

NI'^HAR, (nl'kar) n. A plant. Miller.

NICHE, (nich) n. [Fr.] A hollow or recess in a wall to

place a statue in.

NICHED,* (nich'ed or nicht) a. Placed in a niche. Ash.

NlCK, 7i. [nicke, Teut.] Exact point of time
;
a notch

;
a

score; a reckoning. [niche, Fr. A winning throw.

Prior.] (Northern mythology) An evil spirit of the
waters : hence Old Nick, for the devil, in vulgar dis-

course.

NICK, v. a. [i. NICKED
; pp. NICKING, NICKED.] To hit ; to

touch luckily ; to perform by some artifice
;
to notch ; to

suit, as tallies : to defeat or cozen, as at dice : to cut
under the tail of a horse.

NicK'EL, (nik'e4) n. A whitish metal, ductile, malleable,
and very hard. It is attracted by the magnet, and, like

iron, may be rendered magnetic.
NIC-KKL'IC,* a. Relating to or containing nickel. Smart.

NICK'ER, 7*. One who nicks
;
a pilferer ;

a knave.

MCK'NACK,* 71. A trifle. See KNICKKNACK.
NicK-NAcK'E-RY,* n. A trifle

;
a toy ;

a knickknack.
Franklin.

NICK'NAME, n. [nom de nique, Fr.] A name given in de-
rision ; an opprobrious name or appellation.

NICK'NAME, v. a. [i. NICKNAMED; pp. NICKNAMING, NICK-

NAMED.] To call by an opprobrious name.
NIC-Q-LA'I-TAN,* n. One of a sect of the early Christians,
named from Nicolas, and charged with licentiousness.
Rev. ii.

Nf-c6'TiAN, (ne-k5'shan) n. [nicotiane, Fr.] Tobacco:
so named from Nicot, who, about 1560, first sent it to

France.

NI-CO'TIAN, (ne-ko'shan) a. Relating to tobacco. Hall.

NI-CO'TI-A-NINE,* (ne-ko'she-a-nin) n. An oil or principle
extracted from the leaves of tobacco, which possesses
the smell of tobacco smoke. Ure.

Nic'o-TlN,* n. (Chem.) A peculiar principle extracted from
tobacco ; nicotianine. Brands.

NIC'TATE, v. a. [nicto, L.] To wink ;
to nictitate. Ray. [R.]

NIC-TA'TIQN, n. A winking ;
nictitation. Cockeram.
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MC'TI-TATE,* v. n. To wink
; to nictate. Derham.

NIc'Ti-TAT-iNG, a. Applied to a thin membrane, with
which some animals can protect their eyes, without a
total obstruction of vision. Paleij.

NIc-Ti-TA'TipN,* n. The winking of the eyes. Brande.

NlDE, n. [nidus, L.
; nid, FT.] A nest

;
a brood

; as, a nide
of pheasants.

NID'^ET, (nid'jet) n. [corrupted from nitldng or niding.]
A coward; a trifler. Camden. [R.]

NlD'l-Fl-CATE,* v. n. To build nests, as birds. Brande.

NIp-l-FI-CA'TlQN, n. [nidtficatio, L.] Act of building nests.

fNi'DlNG, n. A coward
;
a dastard

5
a base fellow; anidget.

Camden.

Nl'DQR, n. [nidor, L. ; nideur, Fr.] Scent
;
savor

;
smell

of roast meat. Bp. Taylor.

fNI-DQR-os'l-Ty, n. Eructation with the taste of roast
meat. Floycr.

NI'DpR-otJs, a. Resembling the smell or taste of roast
meat.

NID'U-LANT,* a. (BoQ Nestling, or lying loose in pulp or

cotton. London.

fNlD'y-LATE, v. n. [nidulor, L.] To build a nest. Cock-
eram.

Ni D-y-LA'TiQtt, n. Time of remaining in the nest.

JVI'Dus,* 7i. [L.l A nest of birds
;
a nide. Smart.

NIECE, (nes) n. [niece, Fr. ; neptis, L.] The daughter of a
brother or sister.

JVY-gi'iO,* n. [It.] A method of engraving on gold and
silver plate. Brande.

fNi'FLE, (nl'fl) 7i. [nifle, Norm. Fr.] A trifle. Chaucer.

Nf-f*fji,'2,A,*n. [It.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the fennel-

flower. Crabb.

NIG'GARD, n.
[niuggr, Icel.J

A miser; a sordid fellow.

NIG'GARD, a. Sordid
; parsimonious ; niggardly.

NIG'GARD, v. a. To stint
;
to supply sparingly. Shak. [R.]

tNiG'GARD-lE, n. Niggardliness; avarice. Spenser.
NiG'GARD-IsH, a. Having some disposition to avarice

;

parsimonious. Barret.

NIG'GARD-LI-NESS, n. Avarice
;
sordid parsimony.

NIG'GARD-LY, a. Avaricious
;
sordid

; parsimonious.
NIG'GARD-LY, ad. Sparingly; parsimoniously. Shak.

fNlG'GARD-NESS, 7i. Avarice; sordid parsimony. Sidney.
fNiG'GARD-SHJp, n. Avarice. Sir T. Elyot.

fNlG'GARD-y, 7i. Niggardliness. Qower.

NIG'GLE, (nig'gl) v. a. [i. NIGGLED; pp. NIGGLING, NIG-

GLED.] To mock
;
to play on. Beaum. fy Fl.

NIG'GLE, v. n. To play with
;
to trifle. Massinger.

NIG'GLER, n. One that niggles. Smart.

NIGH, (ni) a. [comp. NIGHER, superl. NEXT.] Near; not

distant; not remote
;
allied closely.

NIGH, (ni) prep. At no great distance from
;
near. Mil-

ton.

NIGH, (ni) ad. Not far off"; near ; nearly ; almost.

tNiGH, (ni) v. n. To approach ;
to draw near. Wicliffe.

JNlGH, (n!) o. a. To come near to
; to near. Chaucer.

fNlGH'LY, (ni'le) ad. Nearly ;
within a little. Locke.

NIGH'NESS, (nl'nes) n. Nearness. A. Wood. [R.]

NIGHT, (nit) n. the time of darkness
;
the time from

sunset to sunrise
;
darkness

; obscurity ; ignorance ;
ad-

versity ;
death : used much in composition ; as, night-

fall. To-night, ad. this night.

NIGHT-BIRD, (nit-) n. A bird that flies by night.
NIGHT'-BORN, a. Produced in darkness.

NIGHT'BRAWL,* (nlt'bralwl) 71. A riot or quarrel in the

night. Holiday.

NlGHT'BRAWL-ER, n. One who raises disturbances in

the night. Shak.

NlGHT'-BREEZE,*7i. A breeze blowing in the night. Mason
NiGHT'cAp, n. A cap worn in bed. Bacon.

NIGHT'-CROW, 7i A bird that cries in the night.
NIGHT'-DEW, 7i. Dew that falls in the night.
NJGHT'-DOG, n. A dog that hunts in the night.
NIGHT'-DRESS, n. Dress worn at night. Pope.
NlGHT'ED, a. Darkened

; black
; benighted. Shak.

NIGHT'FALL, (nit'fal) n. The close of day ; evening.
NIGHT'FAR-ING, n. Travelling in the night. Oay.
NIGHT'FIRE, TJ. A fire in the night: ignis fatuus.

Herbert.

NlGHT'-FLi-ER,* 7i. An insect or bird that flies in the

night. Kirby.
NIGHT'-FLY, n. A moth that flies in the night.
NiGHT-FoON'DERED, (-derd) a. Lost in the night.
NIGHT'GOWN, n. A loose gown used for an undress.

NIGHT'-GUARD,* n. A watch or guard in the night. Pope.
NIGHT'HAG, n. A witch supposed to wander in the

night.

NIGHT'HAWK,* n. A hawk that flies by night. Ash.
NiGHT'iN-GALE, (nlt'jn-gpl) n. A small bird that sings
sweetly in the night ;

the sweetest of song-birds ; pliilo-
mel : a word of endearment.

tNlGHT'lSH, a. Belonging to the night. Turbervile.

NIGHT'-JAR,* (nlt'jar) n. A British bird remarkable for
the wide gape of its beak: called also the goat-sucker.
Brande.

NIGHT'LESS,* a. Having no night. E.i. Phren. Jour.

NlGHT'LY, (nlt'le) a. Done by night; happening by
night. Dryden.

NIGHT'LY, (nlt'le) ad. By night ; every night. Milton.

NlGHT'MXN, 7t.
,

:

pi. NIGHTMEN. One who empties
privies in the night.

NIGHT'-MARCH,* 7i. A march in the night. C. J. Fox.

NlGHT'MARE, n. [night, and mara, Su. Goth., a spirit;

nacht-mahr, Ger.] An oppressive sensation and struggle
during sleep, commonly produced by indigestion; in-

cubus.

NlGHT'MAsK,* n. A nocturnal mask or visor. Drayton.
NIGHT'-PIECE, (nlt'pes) n. A picture colored for candle-

light effect, or so colored as to be seen to the best advan-

tage by candle-light.

fNlGHT'-RAiL, n. A loose cover thrown over the dress at

night. Massinger.
NIGHT'-RA-VEN, (nlt'ra-vn) n. A sort of owl. Spenser.
NIGHT'-REST, 7i. Repose of the night. Shak.

NIGHT-ROB'BER, 7?.. One who robs by night.
fNiGHT'-RttLE, n. A frolic of the night; night-revel. Shak.

NIGHT'-SEA-ON,* (nit'se-zn) n. The time of night.
Psalm.

NIGHT'SHADE, 7i. The darkness of the night.. (Bot.)
A genus of plants and shrubs, some of which are very
poisonous ; a perennial plant, deadly nightshade, or

belladonna, or dwale.

NIGHT'-SHIN-JNG, a. Showing brightness in the night.

NIGHT'-SHRIEK, (nlt'shrek) n. A cry in the night. Shak.

NIGHT'-SOIL,* 7i. Human excrement and urine used as

manure
;
called also night-manure. Farm. Ency.

NIGHT'-SPELL,, 7^ A charm against harms of the night.
Chance):

NlGHT'-swfiAT,-* n. A sweat or perspiration in the night.
Mead.

NIGHT'-TRIP-PING, a. Going lightly in the night. Shak.

NIGHT'-VIS-ION, (nlt'vlzh-un) n. A vision of the night.

NIGHT'-WAK-ING, a. Watching during the night. Shak.

NIGHT'-WALK, (nlt'wuk) n. A walk in the night.

NIGHT'-WALK-ER, (nlt'wak-er) n. One who walks in the

iiight: commonly used in an ill sense.

NlGHT'-WALK-]NG,(nit'wak-ing) a. Roving in the night.

NIGHT'-WALK-ING, (nlt'wak-jng) n. The act of walking
in sleep or in the night; noctambulation.

NiGHT'-wAN-DER-ER, TJ. One that wanders by night.

NiGHT'-wAN-DER-iNG, a. Roving in the night. Shak.

NIGHT'-WAR-BLING, a. Singing in the night.

NIGHT'WARD, a. Approachrng towards night.

NIGHT'-WATCH, (nlt'w<5ch) n. A guard or watch at night ;

a period in the night during which the men on guard are

not changed.
NIGHT'-\VATCH-ER, (nit'woch-er) n. One who watches

in the night.

NlGHT'-WiTCH, ?i. A night-hag. Huloet.

NI-GRES'CENT, a. [nigrescens, L.] Growing black ; ap-

proaching blackness.
Ni'G-Ri FI-CA'TIQN, n. [niger and facio, L.] The act of

making black.

NI'GR|NE,*n. (Min.) A silico-calcareous oxide of titanium.

Brande.

NI'HiL-i^M,* 7i. Nothingness ; nihility. Dwight. [R.]

Nl-Hi'L'l-TY, 7i. [nihilite, Fr.
; niltilum, L.] Nothingness ;

the state of being nothing.

+NILL, v. a. [ne will] Not to will ; to refuse. Spenser.

fNiLL, v. n. To be unwilling ;
not to agree. Shak.

NtLL,, n. The shining sparks that come off of brass when
melted in a furnace.

NT-LbM'E-TER,* n. A structure by which the ancients

measured the rise of the waters of the Nile. Gent. Mag.
NIM, v. a. To take

;
to pilfer ;

to steal. Hudibras. [Obsolete
or vulgar.]

NiM-BiF'ER-oDs,* a. Bringing clouds or storms. Ash.

NfM'BLE,' a. auick ;
active ; ready ; speedy ; lively ; agile.

NIM'BLE-FOOT-ED,* (nim'bl-fut-ed) a. Swift of foot. Shak.

N/M'BLE-NESS, n. Quickness ; activity ; speed ; agility.

tNlM'BLESS, n. Nimbleness. Spenser.

NIM'BLE-WIT-TED, a. Q.uick ; eager to speak. Bacon.

NiM'Br,Y, ad. Quickly ; speedily ; actively.

N/M-BOSE',* a. Cloudy ; stormy ; tempestuous. Ash. [R.]

J\TLif'BUS,*n. [L.] A rain cloud! (Painting & Sculpture) A
circular disk round the heads of divinities, sovereigns,
and saints

;
an aureola. Brande.

fNl-Mi'E-TY, 71. [nimietas, school L.] The state of being
too much. Bailey.

NlM'MER, M. A thief; a pilferer. Hudibras. [R.J

NlN'cQM-POOP, n. [a corruption of the Latin non compos.]
A fool

;
a trifler. Addison. [Vulgar.]

NINE, a. One more than eight.

NINE, 71. pi. The number nine; the nine muses. Pope.

NiNE'FdLD, a. & n. Nine times ;
nine times as much.

NINE'IIOLE, n. pi. A game in which nine holes are made
in the ground, into which a pellet is to be bowled.

NINE-MKIN'JJ-MOR'RIS, n. Game of ninepins. See MOR-
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NINE'PENCE, n. ; pi. NINE'PEN-CES. A silver com valued

at nine pence : the sum of nine pennies. Qay.
NINE 'PINS, 71. pi. A game played with pieces of wood, to

be thrown down by a bowl.

NINE'SCORE, a. Nine times twenty, Addison.

NINE'TEEN, a. & n. Nine and ten
; one less than twenty.

NINETEENTH, a. Ordinal of nineteen
;
the ninth after the

_tenth.
NINE'TI-ETH, a. The ordinal of ninety ;

tenth nine times
told.

NINE'TY, a. & n. Nine times ten
; eighty and ten.

NiN'NY, 7i. [7iino, Sp.] A fool
;
a simpleton ; ninnyham-

mer. Shak. [Vulgar.]
Nl'N'NY-iiAM-MER, 71. A fool

;
a simpleton; a ninny.

Arbutlmot. [Vulgar.]
NIN'SIN,* . A bitter root possessed of the medicinal quali-

ties of ginseng. Brando.

NINTH, a. The ordinal of nine
;
that follows the eighth.

NINTH,* n. (Mas.') A dissonant interval, being properly the
second double. Brande.

NINTH'LY, ad. In the ninth place. Sherwood.

NlP, v. a. [nijpen, Teut.] [i.
NIPPED

; pp. NIPPING, NIPPED.]
To pinch off with something that has sharp ends or nibs,
as the nails, a beak, teeth, pincers, &c. ; to blast; to de-

stroy before full growth; to pinch, as frost
;
to vex; to

bite
;
to satirize

;
to taunt sarcastically.

NlP, 7i. A pinch with something sharp, as the nails, &c.
;
a

small cut: a blast: a taunt
;
a sarcasm.

NIP'PER, n. He or that which nips : one of the fore teeth

of a horse.

Nip'PER-KiN, n. A little cup ; a small tankard. Lye. [R.]

NJP'PER<S, n. pi. Small pincers. (Naut.) Small ropes or

selvages for attaching the messenger to the cable.

NlP'PlNG,*;?. a. Pinching; biting; satirizing.

Nip'PiNG-LY, ad. With pain, injury, or sarcasm.

NIP'PLE, (nlp'pl) 7i. That which the sucking young takes
into the mouth; the teat; dug; pap: the orifice at

which any animal liquor is separated.

Nip'PLE-woRT, (iup'|jl-wurt) n. An annual plant or weed.

|Ni, [nc is ; nis, Sax.] Is not. Spenser.

Nl'SAN,* [nl'san, K. Sm. ; nls'an, Wb.] n. A month of the

Jewish calendar, answering nearly to March. Ash.
NI'sI PR!' us, n. [L.] (Law] The name of a court: the

name of a writ directed to a sheriff, beginning with the

words Nisi Prius, the purport of which, in English, with
those that immediately follow, is,

" Unless the justices
shall first come to these parts to hold the assizes."

NIT, n. The egg of a louse or of other small insects.

NI'TEN-CY, n. [niteo, L.] Lustre; clear brightness.

[nitor, L.] Endeavor; spring to expand itself. Boyle. [R.]

tNi'TH'iNG, 7i. A coward ; dastard; poltron. See NIDING.

NIT'JD,' [nit'jd, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; nl'tjd, P. K.] a. [nit-

idus, L.] Bright ; shining ; gay ; spruce ;
fine. Reeve. [R.]

NI'TRATE,* n. (CAem.) A salt formed of nitric acid and a
base. Brande.

NI'TRAT-ED,* a. Combined with nitre. Smart.

NI'TRE, (nl'ter) n. [nitre, Fr. ; nitrum, L.] Nitrate of po-
tassa or potash ; saltpetre ;

a salt consisting of 54 parts of
nitric acid and 48 of potassa ;

used in the manufacture
of gunpowder, for preserving meat, &c.

NI'TRic,* a. (CAem.) Relating to or containing nitre. Ni-
tric acid, also called aquafortis, is a heavy liquid, of a yel-
low color, composed of 30 parts of nitrogen and 70 of ox-

ygen. It is a very powerful oxidizing agent. P. Ctjc.

Nitric oxide or Nitrous gag, a gas fatal to animal life.

of
Farm. Ency.

NIT-RI-FJ-CA'TION,* . Act of nitrifying ; eremacausis.

M'TRI-FY,* v. a. To convert into nitre. Ure.

NI'TRITE,* n. A salt formed of nitrous acid and a base.
Brande._

NI-TRO-A-E'Ri-AL,* a. Containing nitre and air. Ray.
NI-TRO-BEN'ZIDE,* 7i. (Chem.) A yellowish liquid ob-

tained from benzine and nitric acid. P. Cyc.

NI'TRQ-GEN, n. (Chem.) A gas, called also azote. It con-
stitutes 79 hundredths of the bulk of atmospheric air,

though, of itself, it is destructive of life. Ure.

Nl-TRp-^E'NE-ous,* a. Relating to nitrogen ; producing
nitre. Smart'.

NI-TROM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for ascertaining the

quality or value of nitre. Ure.

NI'TRO-MU-Ri-lT-ic,* a. Nitric and muriatic combined.
Ure.

NI-TRO-NAPH'THA-LASE,* n. (CAem.) A compound result-

ing from the action of nitric acid on naphthaline. Brande.

JNl-TROs'i-TY, 7t. duality of nitre. Cotgrave.

Ni'TRO-svL-PHu'RE-oDs,* a. Containing nitre and sul-

phur. Ray.
NI'TROUS, a. [nitrcux, Fr.] Partaking of nitre. Nitrous

acid has less of oxygen than nitric acid. Nitrous oxide,

(Chem.) a gas which is obtained by heating nitrate of am-
monia, and which, when respired, produces an exhila-

rating effect, somewhat similar to intoxication Impreg-
nated with nitre.

NI'TRY, a. Partaking of nitre
;
nitrous. Gay.

NJ'T'TI-LY, ad. In a nitty manner; K'.usily. ITayward.
NJT'TY, a. Abounding with nits or the eggs of lice.

NI'TV-RET,*W. (Chem.) A body consisting of oxygen, hydro-
gen, and carbon, with one atom of nitrogen. Francis.

Nl'VAL, a. [nivalis, L.] Abounding with snow. Bailey. [R.]
NTv'E-o&s, [niv'e-us, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; niv'yus, K.]

a. [niveus, L.] Snowy ; resembling snow. Browne.
NI-ZAM',* 71. A governor of a province, or a sovereign

prince, in Hindostan. Mackintosh.

fNI'ZY, a. [nessi, Norm. Fr.] A dunce; a simpleton. Anon.
No, ad. The word of refusal or denial

; contrary to yes.
No, a. Not any ;

none
; as,

" no man." No one, not any one.

No,* 7i. A denial; the word of denial. Gent. Mao-. A
vote, or one who votes in the negative ; as,

" The noes
have it." Hastel.

NQ-AJCH'I-AN.* a. Relating to the patriarch Noah. Cole-

ridge.

jNp-BiL'i-TATE, v. a. [nobilito, L.] To ennoble; to make
noble. Bullokar.

jNo-BiL-l-TA'TiON, 7i. The act of ennobling. More.
No-ElL'1-TY, ft. [nobilitas, L.] The state or quality of be-

ing noble; nobleness; dignity; the persons collectively
who are of noble rank. Nobility, in England, comprises
five orders or ranks, viz., dukes, marquises, earls, vis-

counts, and barons.

NO'BLE, a. [Fr. ; nobilis, L.] Belonging to one of the or-
ders of nobility ;

exalted in rank ; great; worthy; illustri-

ous
;
exalted

;
elevated

;
sublime

; magnificent; generous ;

liberal
; principal ; capital.

NO'BLE, n. One of high rank
;
a person belonging to one of

the orders of nobility : an ancient coin rated at 6s. Sd.

fNo'BLE, v. a. To ennoble. Chaucer.

NO'BLE-LIV'ER-WORT, 7i. A plant; a lichen, esteemed

good for curing the ringworm.
NO'BLE-MAN, n. ; pi. NOBLEMEN. One of the nobility.

NO'BLE-MIND'ED,* a. Possessed of a noble mind. Milton.

NO'BLE-NESS, (no'bl-nes) n. (duality of being noble; no-

bility ; greatness ;
worth

; dignity ; magnanimity.
NO'BLE-SPIR'IT-ED,* a. Having an excellent spirit. Ar-

buthnot.

fNo-BLESs', [no-bles', S. W. J. F. Ja. K. ; no'bles, P. Sm.]
[noblesse, Fr.] Nobility ; noblemen collectively. Dryden.

Nb'BLE-woM-AN, (nS'bl-wum-anl 71. A female of noble
rank. Cavendish. [R.]

NO'BLY, ad. In a noble manner; greatly; illustriously j

magnanimously ; splendidly.
N6'BOD-Y, 74. No person ; no one

; not any one.
NO'CENT, a. [noccns, L.] [Not innocent; guilty. Bacon.]

Hurtful
; injurious. Milton.

fNo'cENT, n. One who is criminal. Sir E. Coke.

JNo'ciVE, (no'siv) a. [nocivus, L.] Hurtful; destructive.
Hooker.

fNocK, 7i. A slit; a notch; the fundament. Hudibras.

fNocK, t-. a. To place upon the notch. Chapman.
JNOCK'ED, a. Notched. Chaucer.

NQC-TAM-BV-LA'TION, 71. The act of walking in sleep or
in the night ; somnambulation. Bailey.

NQC-TAM'BV-LIST,* n. One who walks in sleep. Ash.

fNoc-TAM'BV-LO, n. [nox and ambulo, L.] A noctambulist.
Arbuthnot.

NOC'THQ-RA,* 7i. (Zool.) An American quadrumanous an-

imal, or species of monkey. P. Cyc.

NOC-TID'IAL, a. [notis and dies, L.] Comprising a night
and a day. Holder.

fNoc-TiF'ER-ous, a. [ttozand/erOjL.] Bringing night. Bai-

ley

N6c-Tl-Lu'cA, n. [nox and luceo, L.] An old name of phos-
phorus. Boyle. [R.]

NQC-TIL'U-COUS, a. Shining in the night. Pennant.

NQC-TIV'A-GANT, a. [nociivagus, L.] Wandering in the

night. [R.]
NOC-TI-VA GA'TIQN, n. Act of wandering in the night.

Gayton.
Noc-Tiv'A-GOUs,*a. Moving in the night. Buckland.

NOC'TU-A-RY, n. [noctus, L.] An account of what passes
by night.

NOC'TULE,* n. A large kind of bat. Smart.

NOC'TURN, n. An office of devotion, consisting of psalms
and prayers performed in the night. Stillingjleet.

NOC-TUR'NAL, a. [nocturnus, L.J Relating to the night ;

nightly.

NQC-TUR'NAL, n. An instrument by which observations
are made in the night. Watts.

fNoc-U-MENT, 71. [nocumentum,, L.] Harm. Bale.

JNoc'V-oDs, a. [nocuus, L.] Noxious
;
hurtful. Bailey.

NOD, v. n.
[i. NODDED ; pp. NODDING, NODDED.] To decline

the head with a quick motion
;
to pay a slight bow; to

bend quickly ;
to be drowsy.

N6D, v. a. To bend
; to incline

;
to shake. Shak.

NOD, n. The act of one who nods
;
a quick declination, as

of the head
;
a slight obeisance.

NO'DAT-ED,* a. Knotted
; containing knots. Smart.

NO-DA'TION, n. [nodo, L.] The state of being knotted, or

I

act of making knots. Cockeram. [R.]
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fNoD'DEN, (nod'dn) a. Bent
; declined. Thomson

NOD'DER, n. One who nods ; a drowsy person.
NOD'DLE, (nod'dl) n. A head, in contempt. Shak.

NOD'DY, n. [naudin, Norm. Fr.j A kind of sea-fowl, easily
taken: a simpleton ;

an idiot: a game at cards. B.
Jonson.

NODE, n. [nodus, L.] A knot
;
a knob: a knot or in-

trigue of a poem or other piece. (Med.) A swelling or

tumor upon a bone. (Matron.) pi. The two points in

which the orbit of a planet intersects the plane of the

ecliptic. Brande. A point or hole in the gnomon of a
dial

L ( Geom.) A small oval figure.

NO-DOSE',* a. Knotty ;
full of knots

;
nodous. Hill.

Np-DOS'l-TY, n. [nodosite, Fr.] Complication ;
knot. Browne.

tNo'DOV?
VSj

j

* I" *"3
'
L-l Knotty ;

nodose. Browne.

NOD'V-LAR,* a. Formed of or resembling nodules. Smart.

N6D'ULE, (nod'yul) [nod'jul, S. J.; nod'jul, W. ; nod'ul,
Jo. K. Sm.J n. [nodulus, L.] A little knot or hump.

NOD'ULED, (nod'yuld) a. Having little nodules.

NO'EL, n. See NOWEL.
tNo-E-MAT'i-CAL,* a. Mental ;

intellectual. Cadworth.

NO-ET'JC, a. [v'oririKOs.] Relating to the understanding or

to thought; perceiving: intelligent. Waterhouse. [R.]

NOG, 7i. [abbreviation of noffin.] A little mug; liquor; ale.

Swift. (Naut.) A treenail. (Arch.) A wooden brick

inserted in the wall of a house. JVoo- of a mill, the little

piece of wood which, rubbing against the hopper, makes
the corn fall from it. Cotgraxe.

fNOG'j&EN, a. Hard; rough ;
harsh. Escape of K. Charles.

N6G'jGlN, n. A small mug or cup. Heywood.
NOG'-GJNG, n. (Arch.) A partition framed of timber scant-

lings, with the interstices filled up by bricks. Mason.

fNoi'ANCE, n. See NOYANCE, and ANNOYANCE.
fNolE, v. a. See NOY, and ANNOY.
JNoi'NT, v. a. [oint, Fr.] To anoint. Huloet.

fNoi'oys, a. See NOYOUS.

N6IE, (nbiz) n. [noise, Fr.] Any kind of sound; out-

cry ;
clamor ; boasting or importunate talk

;
talk.

NoiE, v. a. [i. NOISED; pp. NOISING, NOISED.] To spread
by rumor or report. Bentley.

NOISE, v. n. To sound loud. Milton.

f
N
NoiijfE'FOL, a. Clamorous ; noisy. Feltham.

' without noise or sound. Shak.NolSE'LESS, a. Silent; without noise or sou

N6lE'LESS-LY,* ad. Without noise. Bryant.
NOISE'-MAK-ER, n. Clamorer. U Estrange.

mischiev-
ous ; unwholesome; pernicious; offensive

;
fetid.

NOI'SOME-LY, (nbi'sum-le) ad. Noxiously ; offensively.

NOI'SPME-NESS, (nbl'sum-nes) n. Disgust ;
offensiveness.

N6i'y, (nbl'ze) a. Making a noise
;
clamorous

;
loud

;

sounding loud.

JVo'zBJVtf vo'LENi},* [L.]
"
Willing or not willing:

"

at all adventures, whether willing or not willing. Smart.

Jfd'Li ME TAN'pE-RE, [L.,
" Do not touch, me."] n.

(Med.) An inflamed corrosive ulcer or cancer. (Bot.) A
thorny plant; yellow balsam.

Np-l/f'TipN, (no-llsh'un) n. [nolitio, L.] Unwillingness;
opposed to volition. Hale.

fNoLL, n. A head
;
a noddle. Shak.

JVOz/ZE PR&S'E-QUI,* [L.] (Law) An acknowledgment
or an agreement by the plaintiff, that he will not further

prosecute his suit. Tomlins.

NOM'AD, a. [vouas, vonaoi>c6s.] Wandering ; pastoral ;
no-

madic. Brit. Crit.

NSM'AD, or NOM'ADE, rt. One who leads a wandering
or pastoral life. Todd.

No-MXo'ic, a. Relating to nomads
; having no fixed abode

;

wandering; pastoral ;
rude. Brande.

N6l'AD-iM,* 7t. Wandering life
;
state of a nomad. Fo.

Qu.'Rev.
No'MAN-cy, n. [nomen, L., and navrtia, Gr.

; nomancic,
Fr.l Divination by the letters of a name. [R.]

NOM'ARJKH,* n. An ancient Egyptian magistrate. Ash.

NSM'BLES, (num'blz) n. pi. The entrails of a deer; umbles.

NOM'BRIL,* n. The centre of an escutcheon. Smart.
WOM I>E GUERRE,* (nom'de-gar') [Fr.] A fictitious or
assumed name. Qu. Rev.

NOME, n. [vo/io;.] The Greek name for the provinces into
which Egypt was anciently divided

; a province. [no-
men, L.] (Algebra) A simple quantity affixed to some
other quantity by its proper sign.

NO'MEN-CLA-TOR, or NO-MEN-CLA'TOR, n. [L. ;
nomen-

clateur, Fr.] One who gives names to persons or things ;

one whose office it is to call persons by their proper names.
NO-MEN-CLA'TRESS, n. A female nomenclator. Addison.

No'MEN-CLAT-yRE, (no'rr.en-klat-yur) [no-men-kla'chur,
S. ; nom-en-kla'chur, W. ; n5-men-kla'tur, J. ; no-me'n-

klat'yur, Ja. K. ; no'men-kla-tur, Sm. R. Wb.\ n. [nomen-
clature, Fr.

; nomenclatura, L.] The whole of the terms,
or the language, peculiar to an art or science; a vocab-

ulary

No-MEN-CLAT'yR-isT,* n. One who forms, or is versed

in, nomenclatures. Brande.

NO'MI-AL,* n. A nome, name, or single term in algebra.
Smart.

NOM'I-NAL, a. [nominalis, L.] Pertaining to a name or
names

; existing in name only ;
titular.

fNoM'l-NAL, 7i. A nominalist. -B. Jonson.

OM'I-NAL-IM,* n. The doctrine of the nominalists. Brit.

Crit.

NOM'I-NAL-IST, n. One of a scholastic sect of philosophers
who arose in the eleventh century, and who maintained,
in opposition to the realists, that the universals in logic
were names only, and not realities.

NoM-l-NAL-is'Tic,*a. Relating to nominalism. EC. Rev.

NoM'i-NAL-iZE, v. a. To convert into a noun. Ins. for Or-

atory. [R.]
NOM'I-NAL-LY, ad. By name

; only in name
; titularly.

NoM'l-NATE, v. a. [nomino, L.] [i. NOMINATED ; pp. NOMI-

NATING, NOMINATED.] To name publicly; to propose for

an office or station
;
to propose or mention by name.

tNoM'j-NATE-LY, ad. Particularly ; by name. Spclman.
NoM-i-NA'TlpN, n. The act of nominating ;

state of being
nominated

; power of nominating ;
the person nominated.

NoM'i-NA-TlVE, a. (Gram.) That names, and nothing
more ; applied to the first case of nouns.

NOM'I-NA-TIVE,* n. The form of a noun that designates
the person or thing that governs the verb. Murray.

NSM'I-NA-TOR, n. One who nominates or names.

NOM-I-NEE', n. A person nominated to a place or office.

NOM'I-NOR,* n. (Law) One who nominates. Blackstone.

Np-M6G'RA-pHY,* 71. A treatise on laws. Dr. Black.

N6M-p-THET'lc',* a. Legislative ;
nomothetical. Smart.

N6M-p-THET'l-CAL, a. [yo/i<0erj.] Legislative. Bp. Bar-
low.

NdN, ad. [L.] Not. It is never used separately, but

alwnys as a prefix, giving a negative sense to words
; as,

7io7i-residence, ?i ore-performance.

NoN-A-BlL'i-TY,* w. Want of ability. Crabb.

N6N-AC-CEPT'ANCE,*7i. A refusal to accept. Blackstone.

N6N-Ac-QUl-ES'cENCE,*7i. A refusal of compliance. Haw-
kins.

NoN-AD-Mls'sipN,* (non-ad-mish'un) n. Refusal to admit.

Ayliffe.

NoN-A-DtJLT',* 7i. One not arrived at adult age. Haw-
kins.

NON'AGE, n. The time of life before legal maturity, or be-

fore the age of 21 years ; minority.
N6N'AGED, (n5n'?jd) a. Being in nonage. Browne.

NON-A-GES'I-MAL,* a. (Astfon.) The ninetieth. Crabb.

NSN'A-GON,* n. A figure having nine angles. Crabb.

NoN-AL-iEN-A'TipN,* (-al-yen-a'shun) n. State of not

being alienated. Blackstone.

NON-AP-PEAR'ANCE,* n. A failure of appearance. Ash.

NoN-AP-p6tNT'MENT,*7i. Neglect of appointment. Smart.

N&N AS-SUMP'SfT,*n. [L.] (Law) A plea whereby a man
denies that he has made any promise. Whishaw.

NON-AT-TEND'ANCE, n. Want of attendance.

NoN-AT-TEN'TipN,* 71. Want of attention. Ash.

fN6NCE, n. Purpose ;
intent ; design. Spenser.

NONCHALANCE,* (nSn'sha-l'ans') n. [Fr.] Indifference;
carelessness

;
coolness. Qu. Reo.

NONClfALANT,*(non'sha.-\a.ng')a. [Fr.] Indifferent; care-

less. EC. Rer.

NON'-CLAIM,* n. (Law) An omission of a claim. Black-

stone.

NoN-cpM-Mls'sipNEB,* (non-kom-mish'nnd) a. Having
no commission. Crabb.

NSN-COM-PLI'ANCE, n. Failure of compliance.
N&N C&X'PQS MEN'TIS,* [L.] (Law) Noting a person

not sound of mind, memory, or understanding. Whi-shaw.

NoN-cpN-ciiR',* v. a. To refuse concurrence to. Th.

Hutchinson.

NdN-cpN-c&R'RENCE,* n. A refusal of concurrence.

Ash.

NoN-cpN-DfJCT'lNG,* fl. Not conducting. Smart.

N5N-cpN-DUCT'pR,*7i. A substance that does not conduct

or transmit : particularly, one that does not conduct the

electric fluid
;
an electric. Ency.

NON-CPN-FORM'ING, a. Wanting conformity.

NON-CON-FORM'IST, 71. One who does not conform;

specially, one who refuses to conform to the established

or national religion or church
;
a dissenter.

NoN-cpN-FORM'f-TY, TO. Want of conformity ; refusal to

join in the established religion or worship.
NON-CPN-TENT',* 7i. One who votes in the negative in

the British House of Lords. Hostel.

NoN-cpN-TRlB'y-Tp-RY,* a. Not contributing. J. Bailey.

NON-DE-LIV'E-RY,* 7i. The omission of delivery. Black-

stone.

NON'DE-SCR'I'PT, a. Not yet described ; undescribed.

NON'DE-SCRIPT,* n. Any thing, as a plant or animal,
not yet described or classed. P. Cyc.

N&N DET'I-NET,* [L.] (Law) The general issue in an

action of detinue. Tomlins.
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NON
N6NE, [nun, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.; non, Wb.]

a. & pron. [ne one.] No one
;
not one

;
not any ; not any

one
;

used of persons or things.
N6N-E-LECT',* n. [sing. &. pi.] A person or persons not

elected. Faber.

NON-E-LEC'TRIC,* n. A substance not electric, but which
conducts the electric fluid. Brande.

NON-E-LEC'TRIC,* j
a. Not electric, and therefore con-

NoN-E-LEC'TRi-CAL,* J ducting the electric fluid. Brande.

NSN-EN'TI-TY, n. State of not existing; non-existence
;
a

thing not existing.

NONE, n. pi. [nonus, L.] A day in each month of the

Roman calendar, so called as being the ninth inclusive

before the ides. It corresponds to the 7th of March, May,
July, and Oct.

;
and to the 5th of all the other months :

Prayers, formerly so called.

NONE'-SQ-PRET'TY,* (nuu's9-prit'te) n. The London-
pride saxifrage. Farm. Ency.

NONE-SPAR'ING,* a. Sparing no one. Ska-k.

.YO-V ST I'X-VEN'TUS,* [1.., "He has not been found."]
(Law)The return made by the sheriff when the defend-
ant is not to be found in his bailiwick. Whishaw.

N6NE'sucH, (nun-) n. A thing unequalled or extraordi-

nary : a kind of apple.

NoN-E^-l'ST'ENCE, n. State of not existing ; nonentity.
N6N-E$-IST'ENT,* a. Not having existence. Arbuthnot.

NON-EX-PQR-TA'TION,* n. Failure or suspension of ex-

portation. Perry.
No.v-FEA'i-fANCE,* n. (Law'] An offence of omission of
what ought to be done. Tumlins.

NON-FVL-FIL'MENT,* n. A failure of fulfilling or per-

forming. Coleridge.

NQ-NILL'IQN,* (n9-nil'yun) n. The number of nine
millions of millions. Smart.

NON-IM-POR-TA'TION,* n. Failure or suspension of im-

portation. Perry.
NoN-iN-HAB'j-TANT,* re. One who is not an inhabitant.

Ld. Stowett.

NON-JU'RANT,* a. Nonjuring ;
Jacobite. Chambers.

NON-JUR';NG, a. [non and jure, L.] Not swearing al-

legiance, as a nonjuror.
NON'JU-ROR, or NON-JU'RQR, [non'ju-ror, W. F. K. Sm.;

non-ju'rer, S. P. J. Ja. Wb.] n. (English history) One
who, conceiving James II. unjustly deposed, refused to

swear allegiance to those who succeeded him.

NoN-NlT'y-RALS, n. pi. [non and naturalia, L.] A term ap-

plied by the old physicians to certain things which are

necessary to life, but do not form a part of the living body;
as air, food, sleep, excretions, exercise, and the passions.

NON'NY, 71. A ninny; a simpleton. Stevens.

NON-OB-!J>ERV'ANCE,* n. A failure to observe. Smart.

JVdx-QB-STAN'TE, [L.] (Law)
"
Notwithstanding;

" not-

withstanding any thing to the contrary : a clause in a

patent, &c., licensing a thing to he done, which some
former statute would otherwise restrain. Whishaw.

NON-PA-REIL', (-rel') n. [nonpareil, Fr.] Excellence un-

equalled. Shak. A kind of apple : a very small print-

ing type, smaller than minion: a kind of liquor, or
cordial.

NON-PA-REIL,', (-rel') a. Peerless
; unequalled.

NoN-PA-Ri'SH'iON-ER,* n. One who is not a parishioner.
Sir J.'Nichol.

NON-PAY'MENT,* n. Omission of payment. Blackstone.

NON-PER-FORM'ANCE,* n. Neglect of performance.
Blackstone.

NON'PLDS, n. [non and plus, L.] A puzzle; inability to say
or do more.

NoN'PLUS, . a. [i.
NONPLUSSED

; pp. NONPLUSSING, NON-

PLUSSED.] To confound ;
to puzzle. Olanville.

NoN-PREiy-EN-TA'TiQN,*n. Failure of presentation. Toller.

N6N-PR9-Fi"ciEN-CY,* n. Want of proficiency. Jlsh.

N6N-PRQ-Fl"ciENT,'(non-pro-fish'ent) n. One who has
made no progress in an art or study. Bp. Hall.

N&N-PR&S,* n. [abbreviation of non prosequitur, L.] (Law)
The name of a judgment rendered against a plaintiff, for

neglecting to prosecute his suit, according to law and the

rules of the court. Bouvier. When a nonsuit, or non

prosequitur, is offered, the plaintiff is said to be non-

prossed. Whishaw.

NON'-PROSSED,* (-prost) a. (Law) Permitted to be

dropped. Blackstone.

NON-RE-GARD'ANCE,* n. Slight; disregard. ShaJc.

NON-RES'J-DENCE, n. State of being non-resident
; neg-

lect or failure of residence.

NON-RES'I-BENT, 7i. One who does not reside at the

place of his official duty.

NON-RE'|-DNT, a. Not residing, or not residing at the

place of one's official duties
; applied to clergymen who

live away from their cures.

NON-RE-SIST'ANCE, n. State of making no resistance
;

the doctrine that it is unlawful or wrong to resist, by
force, the commands of a prince, magistrate, or govern-
ment : passive obedience.

NoN-RE-^isT'ANT, a. Not resisting; unopposing.

5 NOR
NdN-RE-IST'fNG,* a. Making no resistance. Jlddison.

NON'SANE,* a. (Law) Not sane; not of sound mind
Blackstone.

NON'SENSE, n. Unmeaning language; folly; trifles.

NON'SENSE-VERSE,* n. Verse made of words taken pro-
miscuously, without regard to any thing except meas-
ure. Crabb.

NON-SEN'SI-CAL, a. Unmeaning; foolish; trifling.

NON-SEN'SI-CAL-LY, ad. Foolishly ; ridiculously.
NON-SEN'SI-CAL-NESS, n. Ungrammatical jargon ; folly.
NON-SEN'SI-TIVE, n. One wanting sensation. a. Insen-

sible. Feltham. [R.]
JV&A- SEQ'UI-TVR,* (non-sek'we-tur) [L., "It does not fol-

low."] (Law) A conclusion not warranted by the prem-
ises. QM. Rev.

NON-SO-LU'TIQN, n. Failure of solution. Broome.
NON-SOL'VEN-CY, n. Inability to pay ; insolvency. Swift.
NON-SOL'VENT, . Unable to pay debts; insolvent.

NON-SPAR'ING, a. Merciless. Shak. See NONE-SPARING.

NoN-syB-Mis'siON,* n. Want of submission. Burn.
NON'SUIT, (-sut) n. (Law) The renunciation of a suit by

the plaintiff, most commonly upon the discovery of
some error or defect, when the matter is far proceed-
ed in.

NON'SUIT, v. a.
[i. NONSUITED; pp. NONSUITING, NON-

SUITED.] To stop or quash in legal process.

NON-TEN'VRE,* n. (Law) A plea in bar to a real action, by
saying that he (the defendant) holds not the lands men-
tioned in the plaintiff's count or declaration. Whishaw.

NON'-TERM,* n. (Law) X vacation between two terms
of court. Bouvier.

NON'TRON-ITE,* n. (Mm.) A silicate of iron, found in
small nodules imbedded in the ore of manganese. P. Cyc.

NON-U'ANCE,* n. Neglect of use. Blackstone.

NON-U'ER,* w. (Law) A not using; neglect. Blackstone.

NOO'DLE, fno'dl) n. A fool
;
a simpleton ;

noddle. [Low.]
NOOK, n. A corner ;

a small recess or retreat. (Law)
About twelve and a half acres of land. Cowel.

NOON, n. The middle of the day ;
the time when the sun

is in the meridian
;
twelve o'clock

; mid-day.
NOON, a._

Meridional ; mid-day. Young.
NOON'DAY, n. Mid-day; noon; noontide. Shak.

NOON'DAY, a. Meridional. Jlddison.

NOON'ING, n. Repose or rest at noon; repast at noon.
Jlddison. Work at noon or during dinner hours. Farm.

Eiicy.

fNooN'sHUN,* n. A place to retire to at noon. Browne.

JNOON'STEAD, (-sted) n. Station of the sun at noon
Drayton.

NooN'TiDE,n. Mid-day; time of noon. Shak.

NOON 'TIDE, a. Meridional ; mid-day. Shak.

N66E, or NOOSE, [noz, S. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; n5s, W.
F.] n. A running knot, which binds the closer the more
it is drawn.

N66E, (n6z) v. a. [i. NOOSED; pp. NOOSING, NOOSED.] To
tie in a noose ;

to catch
;
to entrap.

No'PAL,,* n. (Bot.) A Mexican plant; the cactus opuntia,

upon which the cochineal insect breeds. Ure.

NOPE, 7t. A bird ;
the bulfinch or redtail. Drayton. A

blow on the head. Hunter. [Local, Eng.]
NOR, conj. A negative particle, correlative to not, and to

neither ; as,
" neither this nor that."

NORM,* n. [norma, L.] A model
;

rule
; pattern. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

NOR'MAL, a. [norma, L.] According to rule or principle;
perpendicular: teaching rules or first principles; ele-

mentary: employed as a rule or standard. Normal
group, a group of rocks taken as a standard. Lyell.
Normal school, a school for training schoolmasters.

NOR'MAN, n. [old Fr.] A northman, applied first to a
Norwegian ; then, to a native of Normandy. (Naut.)A wooden bar on which the cable is fastened to the
windlass.

NOR'MAN, a. Relating to Normandy or the Normans.
NOR'ROY, n. [nord, and refold Fr.] (Her.) The title of the

third of the three kings at arms, or provincial heralds.
Burke.

NORSE,* n. The language formerly spoken in ancient

Scandinavia; the Scandinavian Gothic language. Bos-
worth.

NORSE,* a. Relating to the language of Scandinavia. QM.
Rev.

NORTH, n. One of the four cardinal points; the point op-
posite to the south, or to the sun when in the meridian.

NORTH, a. Northern ; being in the north.

NORTH-EAST', (north-esf) n. The point midway between
the north and east.

NORTH-EAST', a. Being midway between the north and
east.

NORTH-EAST'ERN,* a. Relating to the point between the

north and east. Jour, of Science.

NORTH'ER-LI-NESS,* n. The state of being northerly.
Booth.

NORTH'ER-LY, a. Being in or towards the north
; northern.
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NORTH'ERN, a. Being in or towards the north.

NORTH'ERN,* n. An inhabitant of the north, of a northern

country, or northern part of a country. EC. Rev.

NORTH'ERN-ER,* n. One living in the north
; opposed to

southerner; a northern. Dr. Abbot.

NORTH'ERN-LY, ad. Towards the north. Hakewill.

NORTH'ERN-MOST,* a. Farthest to the north. Ed. Rev.

NORTH'I'NG,* n. (Naut.) The difference of latitude which
a ship makes in sailing towards the north pole. (Astron.)
The motion or distance of a planet from the equinoctial
northward. Brande.

NORTH'MXN,* n. ; pi. NORTH'MEN. An inhabitant of the

north of Europe. Coleridge.

NORTH-POLE',* n. An imaginary point in the northern

hemisphere, ninety degrees from the equator. Ency.
NORTH-STJVR', n. The polestar ;

the lodestar.

NOR-THOM'BRI-AN,* a. Relating to Northumberland,
Eng. Ency.

NORTH'WARD, a. Being towards the north.

NORTH'WARD-LY,* a. &, ad. Being in a north direction,
towards the north. E. Everett.

NORTH-WEST', re. The point midway between the north

and west.

NORTH-WEST'ER-LY,* o. Tending or being towards the

north-west
;
north-western. HUdreth.

NORTH-WEST'ERN,* a. Being between the west and
north. Drayton.

NORTH-W!ND', n. Wind that blows from the north.

NPR-WE'GI-AN, n A native of Norway
NQR-WE'OI-AN, a. Belonging to Norway.
fNoR-WE'VAN, a. Norwegian. Shale.

NoE, (noz)'n. The prominence on the face, which is the

organ of scent and the emunctory of the parts near it
;

the end of any thing, as of a bellows
;
scent

; sagacity.
To lead by the nose, to drag by force, as a bear by his

ring; to lead blindly. To thrust one's nose into any
affair, to meddle impertinently with it. To put one's

nose out ofjoint, to put one out in the affections of an-

other.

N5E, v. a. To scent
;
to smell. Shak. To thrust the nose

as in face of; to face. A. Wood.

fN5E, v. n. To look big; to bluster. Shak.

No^E'BAND,* n. A strap passing over the nose. Booth.

NOE'BLEED, n. A bleeding at the nose : a plant.

NdED, (n5zd) a. Having a nose; as, long-reo-sed, flat-

nosed.

No^E'GAY, n. A bunch of flowers
;
a posy.

NOE'LESS, a. Wanting a nose
; deprived of the nose.

NOJE'SMXRT, n. A pungent plant ; the cress
;
nasturtium.

JNOSE'THRIL, w. See NOSTRIL.

Nos'lNG,* 7i. (Arch.} The moulding upon the upper edge
of a step. Francis.

NOS/LE, (nSz'zl) n. See NOZLE.

jjNp-soG'RA-PHY,* 7i. [v6ao$ and }|od$o>.] A description of
diseases. Dunglison.

j|N6s-p-LOG'l-CAL,* a. Relating to nosology. Dunglison.
HNp-soL'p-i&isT,* n. One versed in nosology. P. Cyc.

||Np-SOL'p-9Y, or Np-OL'p-GY, [ro?-sol'9-j?, S. J. K. Sm.
Wb. ; np-zol'o-je, W. P.Ja. R.]n. [v6ao$ and Adyoy.] (Med.)
The doctrine of diseases

;
the classification and nomen-

clature of diseases.

||fNo-Sp-Pp-ET'lc, a. [v6cms and TTOIE'W.] Producing dis-

eases. Arbuthnot.

.Nps-TXL'Gl-A,* n. [v6cTos and aXyo?.] (Med.) A species
of melancholy resulting from absence from home and

country ;
homesickness. Brande.

Nps-TXL'oic,* a. Relating to nostalgia ;
homesick. P. Mag.

NOS'TRIL, n. One of the cavities in the nose.

N6s'TRUM, n. [L.] pi. N6s'TRUM. A quack medicine

kept for profit in the hands of the inventor, or of his

assignee.

N6T, ad. The particle of negation or refusal: it denotes

cessation; not only. JVo guilty, (Law) the general
issue

;
the plea of a defendant in a criminal action or

prosecution.
|N6T, a. Shorn. See NOTT.
Jfo'TA BE'JVE,* [L.] Mark well: used to point out

something that deserves particular notice; commonly
abbreviated to JV*. B. Macdonnd.

Nd'TA-BlL'l-TY,* n. Notableness; a person or society of

high or noble rank. Chaucer. QM. Rev.

N6T'A-BLE, [not'a-bl, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm.] a. [no-
table,Fr.; notabilis, L.] Industrious; careful; thrifty;
bustling: more commonly applied to women.

NOT'A-BLE, [n5t'a-bl, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm.; not'a-bl, S. E.]
a. Worthy of notice ;

remarkable
; memorable.

NOT'A-BLE, n. A person or thing worthy of notice. Addi-
son. One of the men of rank, or deputies of the states,

appointed and convoked by the king of France on cer-

tain occasions under the old regime.

NST'A-BLE-NESS, n. Carefulness ; industry ; thrift.

NOT'A-BLE-NESS, n. Remarkhbleness ; importance.

NOT'A-BLY, ad. Carefully : thriftily ;
with bustle.

}
ad. Remarkably ;

so as to be noted.
NO-TAN' DA,* n. pi. [L.] Things to be observed. Ifaw-

kins._

NP-TA'RI-AL, a. Relating -to or done by a notary.
NO'TA-RY, n. [notarius, L.] An officer among the ancient
Romans employed to take notes of contracts, trials, and
public proceedings : in modern usage, an officer au-
thorized to attest writings of any kind which may con-
cern the public; a notary-public. Hooker.

No'TA-RY-PiJB'Lic,* n. (Law) A notary or officer, who
publicly attests documents, or writings, to make them
authentic in foreign countries ; a notary. Brande.

Np-TA'TipN, n. [notatio, L.] The act or manner of noting
or marking: act or practice of signifying any thing by
marks or characters, as numbers by their appropriate
signs in arithmetic and algebra: the notice or knowl-

edge of a word which is afforded by its original use
and etymology ;

an argument from etymology. B. Jonson.

NOTCH, n. [noche, Teut.
; nocchio, It.] A nick; a hollow

cut; indentation.

NOTCH, v. a.
[i. NOTCHED ; pp. NOTCHING, NOTCHED.] To

form notches or cuts in
;
to cut in small hollows.

NOTCH'BOARD,* n. (Arch.) The board which receives the

ends of the steps in a staircase. Brande.

NOTCH'WEED, n. An herb called also orach.

fN'OTE, [for ne wote.l Know not ; could not. Spenser.

NOTE,?), [nota, L.] A mark or token by which something
is known; notice; heed; reputation; account ; informa-
tion ;

state of being observed : tune; voice; harmonic or

melodious sound; single sound in music: short hint
;
ab-

breviation ; symbol : a short remark or commentary; an-

notation ;
observation : a minute or memorandum: a

short letter
;
a billet

;
a diplomatic communication: a

subscribed paper acknowledging a debt and promising

payment ;
a promissory note.

NOTE, v. a. [noto, L.
; noter, Fr.] [i. NOTED ; pp. NOTING,

NOTED.] To mark
;
to distinguish ;

to observe
;
to re-

mark
;
to heed

;
to attend

;
to take notice of ;

to make a
memorandum of; to enter in a book

;
to set down ;

to

set down in musical characters. [To push or strike.

Bay. Local, Eng.]
NOTE'-BOOK, (not'buk) n. A book containing notes.

NOT'ED, a. Remarkable ;
eminent

;
celebrated ; notorious.

NOT'ED-LY, ad. With observation ;
with notice. Shak.

NOT'ED-NSS, n. State of being noted. Boyle.

NOTE'LESS, a. Having no note ;
unknown. Decker.

NOTE'LET,*??. A short note; a billet. C.Lamb.

NOT'ER,'TJ. One who notes; an annotator.

N5TE'WOR-THY, (n5t'wur-tne) a. Deserving notice. Shak.

||N6TH'ING, (nuth'ing) [nuth'ing, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.

Sm.; rioth'ing, Wb.} n. [no and thing.} Negation of be-

ing; nonentity; universal negation: not any thing,

opposed to something; a thing of no proportion or value ;

trifle.

HNOTH'ING, ad. Not
;
in no degree ; as,

"
nothing loath."

Milton.

||NOTH-ING-A'RI-AN,* n. One who is of no particular be

lief or denomination. C/t. Oft.

||N6TH'ING-]M,* n. Nothingness. Coleridge. [R.]

IJNoTH'iNG-KESS, (nuth'jng-nes) n. Nihility ;
non-exist-

ence.

NO'TICE, (no'tis) n. {notice, Fr.] Remark ; heed
;
obser-

vation ; regard; advice; warning; information; in

telligence.

NO'TICE, TJ. a.
[i. NOTICED; pp. NOTICING, NOTICED.] To

note ; to heed
;
to observe ;

to regard ;
to attend to; to

mind
;

to take notice of. T. Howard, (1C08,) Bp.

Home, Dr. Warton, &.c. A word that has been disputed,
but long since used in England, and now in common use.

NO'TICE-A-BLE,* a. That may be noticed; worthy of
notice. Wordsworth. [A modern word, in good use.]

NO'TICE-A-BLY,* ad. In a noticeable manner. Blackwood.

NO'TI-CER,* n. One who notices. Pope.
NO-TJ-FI-CA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of notifying; informa-

tion ;
notice given ; representation by marks.

No'TI-FY, v. a. [notifier, Fr. ; notifico, L.] [i.
NOTIFIED ;

pp. NOTIFYING, NOTIFIED.] To declare ; to make known,
with to. "Such protest must be notified, within four-

teen days after, to the drawer." Blackstone. In the

United States, it is often used in the sense of to inform,
to give notice to ; as,

" / notified him of this matter ;

"

instead of,
" / notified this matter to him." This use was

long since censured by Dr. Witherspoon.
No'Tlpx, (no'shun) n. [notio, L.] Thought; representa-

tion of any thing formed by the mind; idea; image;
conception; sentiment; opinion; sense; understand-

ing. [pi. Small wares or trifles. Colloquial, U. S.]

No'TipN-AL, a. Imaginary ; ideal ; visionary ;
not real.

NO'TION-AL/I-TY, n. Quality of being notional.

NO'TION-AL-LY, ad. In idea; mentally.

N5'TlpN-ATE,*<z. Notional; fanciful. Month. Rev. [R.J

N6'TipN-isT, . One who holds an ungrounded opinion ;

a visionary. Bp. Hopkins.NOT'A-BLE-NESS, n. Remarkhbleness ; importance. a visionary. Bp. Hopkins.
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N5-TO-NEC'TA,* n. An insect that swims on its back.

ma.
No-TO-Rl'E-Ty, n. [notoricte, Fr.] State of being notorious ;

public knowledge ; public exposure.
NO-TO'RI-OUS, a. [notorius, L.] Publicly known ;

evident
to tile world; apparent} not hidden

; "conspicuous ;
dis-

tinguished ;
noted : commonly, but not always, used in

a bad sense
; as, a notorious crime

;
a notorious villain ;

a notorious fact.

NQ-TO'RI-OUS-LV, ad. In a notorious manner
; publicly.

NQ-TO'RI-OUS-NESS, 7i. Public fame
; notoriety.

fNoTT, a. Smooth
;
shorn. Chaucer.

fNoTT, v. a. To shear. Stowe.

No'TUS,n. [L.] The south wind. Milton.

NST'wHEAT, (-hvvet) n. Smooth, unbearded wheat.

NOT-WITH-STXND'JNG, conj. Although j as,
u He is rich

notwithstanding- lie has lost much." Addison. Neverthe-

less; however. Hooker. It is now little used, in either

of the above senses, by good writers. See the next article.

N6T-WiTH-STXND'iNG,* prep. Without hinderance or ob-

struction from
;
not preventing ;

in spite of. 9^p In these
senses notwithstanding has obviously the force of a prep-
osition

; yet it is, when thus used, designated by Ash as

an adverb, and by the other English lexicographers, it is

designated, in all the forms in which it is used, as a

conjunction. Dr. Johnson remarks upon it as follows:
" This word, though, in conformity to other writers, called

here a conjunction, is properly a participial adjective, as it is

compounded of not and withstanding, and answers ex-

actly to the Latin non obstante. It is most properly and

analogically used in the ablative case absolute, with a

noun; as, 'He is rich notwithstanding his loss.'
" Dr.

Webster considers notwithstanding, in all cases, as a par-

ticiple,
; '

constituting, either with or without this or that,
the case absolute or independent." It obviously has
the nature of a participle, rather than of a participial ad-

jective. In the above example,
" He is rich notwithstand-

ing his loss," notwithstanding may be regarded as a preposi-
tion governing loss in the objective case

;
or it may be

construed as a participle in the case absolute with loss.

NOUGHT, (nfliwt) n. Nothing [ad. In no degree. Fair-

fax.} To set at nought, to slight ;
to scorn. 5= It has

been somewhat common to write this word nought, in

order to distinguish it front naught, bad ; but naught
(nothing) is the more proper orthography, and corre-

sponds to aught, (any thing.) See NAUGHT.
fNouL, n. The crown or top of the head

;
the head

j
noil.

Spenser.

fNoULD, (nuld) [nc would.] Would not. Spenser.

NOUN, n. [nom, Fr.
; nomen, L.] (Gram.) The name of

any thing that exists, or of which we have any idea
or notion. A proper noun is the name of an individual

person or thing; as, John, London, &c. Common nouns
are names of sorts or kinds, containing many individuals ;

as, man, city, &c.

fNouR'iCE, (nur'rjs) n. [nourrice, Fr.] A nurse. Sir T. El-

yot.

NouR'lSH, (nur'jsh) v. a. [nourrir, Fr.
; nutrio, L.] [i.

NOURISHED : pp. NOURISHING, NOURISHED.] To feed and
cause to grow; to promote growth and strength ; to cher-
ish

;
to nurture

;
to support by food

;
to support ;

to main-
tain

;
to encourage ;

to educate.

fNouR'lSH, (nur'ish) v. .-;. To gain nourishment. Bacon.

JNoCR'lSH, (nur'jsh) 71. A nurse. Lydgate.
NoDR'iSH-A-BLE, (nur'ish-a-bl) a. That may be nourished.

NofJR'lSH-ER, (nur'jsh-er) n. He or that which nourishes.

NoDR'|SH-iNG,*y. a. Affording nourishment
;
nutritious.

NofTR'isH-MENT, (nur'ish-ment) n. [nourrisscment, old Fr.]
That which nourishes

;
state of being nourished

;
food

;

sustenance ;
nutriment

;
sustentation.

fNotJR'l-TURE, (nur'e-tur) n. [nourriture, Fr.] Education;
nurture. Spenser.

fNoiJR'SLE, (niir'sl) v. a. To nurse up. Spenser.

JNoiJRs'LiNG, (niirs'ling) n. A nursling. Spenser.

Nous,* n. [Gr.J Mind; understanding; used ludicrous-

ly. Smart.

tNou^'LE, or Nou'EL, (nuz'zl) v. a. To nurse. Shah.

JNou$'L.E, or NOU'EL,. (nuz'zl) v. a. To entrap ; to muz-
zle.

NQ-vAc'y-L,iTE,* n. (Min.) An argillaceous stone used for

hones and whetstones ;
the razor-stone. Hamilton.

NP-VA'TIAN,* (-shan) . A follower of Novatus or Nova-
tiarius, contemporaries, and religionists of the 3d century,
who declared it sinful to admit to the eucharist persons
who had once lapsed.

NP-VA'TIAN-ISM,* (-shan-izm) n. The opinions of the
Novatians. Bp. Hall.

fNp-VA'TlON, n. [norat.io, I,.] Innovation. Mp. Laud.

\No-VA 1 TOR, n. [L.] An innovator. Bailey.

Nov'EL, [nov'el, S. IV. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.] a. [nouvcl,
Fr.

; noocllus, L.] New
;
not ancient : of recent origin or

introduction. (Civil law) Appendant to the code, and
of later enaction. Ayliffe,. JJ-

" Walker says,
'

Nothing
is so vulgar and childish as to hear swivel and heaven with

the c distinct, and novel and chicken with e suppressed.'
Either the remark is a little extravagant, or prejudices
are grown a little more reasonable since it was written."
Smart. It is often pronounced nov'vl in the U. S.

NOV'KI,, n. [nouvelle, Fr.] [fNoveHy. Sylvester.] A species
of fictitious composition in prose; a tale. (Roman law)
A supplementary constitution, as of some emperors ;

a
law annexed to the code.

tNov'EL,-lM, 7i. Innovation. Sir E. Bering.
Nov'EL-TfsT, n. [Innovator ;

an assertor of novelty. Bacon.
A writer of news. Tatler.] A writer of novels or tales.

fNov'EL-lZE, v. a. To innovate. Browne.

Nov'EL-TY, 7t. [nouvellete, old Fr.] State of being novel j

something new ;
newness ; freshness.

NP-VEM'BER, n. [L.] The eleventh month of the year :

[the ninth month of the Romans, reckoned from March.]
||Nov'EN-A-RY, [nov'en-a-re, W. P. Ja. Sm. ; no-ven'na-re,

S. ; n5'veri er-e, K.] n. [novenarius, L.] Number of nine
;

nine, collectively. Browne.

||Nov'EN-A-RY,* a. Belonging to the number nine. Phillips.

NP-VEN'N{-AL, a. [novenr.is, L.] Done every ninth year.
Potter.

NP-VER'CAI,, a. [novercalis, from noverca, L.] Relating to,
or suitable to, a stepmother.

NOV'ICE, n. [novice, Fr.; novitius, L.] One who is new in

any business; a beginner; one in the rudiments; one
who has entered a religious house, but not yet taken
the vow; a probationer.

Nov'iCE-SHlP,* 7i. The state of a novice. Scott.

No'V}-LfJ-NAR,* a. Relating to the new moon. Bampfield.

NQ-VI"TI-ATE, (ng.-vish'e-at) n. [noviciat, Fr.] The state

of a novice
;
time for learning the rudiments

;
the time

spent in a religious house on probation, before the vow is

taken.

jNo-VJC'TlOVS, (no-vlsh'us) a. [nocitius, L.] Newly in-

vented. Pearson.

fNov'i-TY, n. [novitas, L.] Newness; novelty. Browne.

Now', ad. At this time
;
at the time present ;

at this time,
or only a little while ago ;

at one time
;
at another time.

It is sometimes a conjunction or particle of connec-

tion, expressing a connection between two propositions :

as,
" If this be true, he is guilty ;

now this is true,

therefore he is guilty." Now and then, at one time and
another.

fNo^, n. The present moment. Cowley.
NOW'A-DAY, (nou'^-daz) ad. In the present age.

Nd'wlY, (nS'wa) ) ad. Not in any manner or degree ;

N5'WAY, (nS'waz) j
nowise. Campbell.

NOW'ED, (no'ed) a. [nouc, Fr.] (Her.) Knotted
;

in-

wreathed.

tNow'EL, (no'el) n. [noVl, novM, Fr.] A cry of joy; origi-

nally, a shout of joy at Christmas. 'Chaucer.

tN6\VE, (noz) 71. [nou, old Fr.] The marriage knot
;
noose.

Crashaw.

NO/WHERE, (no'hw&r) ad. Not in any place ;
in no place.

No'wI^E, (no'wlz) c,d. Not in any manner
;
in no man-

ner.

fNo\VL, n. See NOUL.

Nox'ious, (nok'shus) a. [noxius, L.] Hurtful
;
harmful

;

baneful; unwholesome; mischievous; pernicious:
guilty.

Nox'ioys-LY, (nok'sh(is-le) ad. Hurtfully ; perniciously.

NOX'IOUS-NESS, (nok'shus-nes) 71. Hurtfulness; insalu-

brity.

'

fNoY, v. a. [noyen, Tent.] To annoy. Widiffc.

JNoY, n. Annoyance. Hixt. of Sir Clyomon.
fNoY'ANCE, n. Annoyance. Spenser.
NOYAV* (no'yo) n. [Fr.] A rich cordial. Smart.

fNoY'ER, ?^ One who annoys; annoyer. Tusser.

jNoY'FuL, a. Noisome
;
hurtful

; annoying. Bale.

JNofoys, a. [noioso, It.] Hurtful; troublesome; annoy-
ing. Widiffe.

fNov'sANCE, n. Offence; trespass; nuisance. Chaucer.

Noz'LE., or Noz'ZLE, (noz'zl) n. [nazal, old Fr.] The
nose; the snout

;
the end. JJrbuthnot. The extremity of

something, as of a bellows; a portion of a steam-engine.
NUB,* v. a. To touch gently ; to give a hint by a touch; to

nudge. Ilolloway. [Local, Eng.j
NU'BA,* n. A species of manna or dew. Crabb.

tNC'B'BLE, v. a. To beat; to knubble. Ainsworth.

NU-BKC'U-LA,* n. [L.] A little cloud. (Med.) A white

speck in the eye. Crabb.

,
a. \nnbifer, L.] Bringing clouds. Bailey.

,* a. Produced by clouds. Maunder.

tNC'BI-LATE, v. a. [nubilo, L.J To cloud. Bailey.

NU'BILE, a. [Fr. ; nubilis, L.] Marriageable; fit for mar-

riage. Prior.

NU-BII/I-TY,* T>. The state of being marriageable Month
Rev.

INif-Bl-LosE',* a. Cloudy ; abounding in clouds. Scott.

tNO'Bi-LOus, a. Cloudy. Bailey.

NU-C*A'-MEN-TA'CEOUS,* (-shus) a. (Bot.) Having long ex-

crescences. P. Cyc.

tNu-ciF'ER-oCs, a. Bearing nuts. Bailey.
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NV-CLE'I-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Formed like a nucleus. P. Cyc.
NO'CLE-Os, n. [L.] pi. L. JVU'CLE-I; Eng. NU'CLE-US-ES.
The kernel of a nut: that about which something is

gathered and conglobated ; the body or head of a cornet.

NU'CULE,* n. (Hot.) A small, hard, seed-like pericarp. P.

Cyc._
fNy-DA'TiQN, 71. The act of making bare or naked.

NUDE, a. [nud, old Fr.
; nudus, L.] Bare

;
naked. Huloet.

(Law) Void ; of no force.

NUDGE,* v. n. To touch gently ;
to give a hint or signal

by a private touch with the hand, elbow, or foot; to

nub. Ld. Eldon.

NU-DI-FI-CA'TION,* n. A making naked. West. Rev.

NU'DI-TY, n. [nudite, Fr.] State of being naked
;
naked-

ness
;
naked parts: poverty: pi. (Fine arts') Figures,

or parts of figures, entirely divested of drapery
PAC'TUM,* [L.] (Law) A bare, naked contract,

without a consideration. Tomlins.

NU'EL, n. See NEWEL.

Ny-GA^'i-TY, (nu-gas'e-te) n. [nugax, nugacis, L.] Futil-

ity 5 trifling talk or behavior. More.

JVu'pjE,* n. pi. [L.] Trifles
; silly verses ; things of little

value. Oent. Mag.
jNv-GA'TlQN, n. \nugor, L.] Act or practice of trifling.

Bacon.

Nu'GA-TO-RY, a. Trifling ;
futile

; insignificant ;
useless.

NU'GI-FY',* V. n. To trifle. Coleridge. [R.]

NUI'S'ANCE, (nu'sans) n. [old Fr.] Something noxious or

offensive. (Law) A public nuisance is something that an-

noys the community or public ; a private nuisance, some-

thing that annoys, or injures the property of, an individ-

ual.

NUI'SAN-CER,* n. One who causes an injury or nuisance.

Blackstone.

NiJL,* a. (Laic) Not any; none; as, nul disseizin. Black-

stone.

NOLL, v. a. [nuttus, L.] To annul. Milton. [R.]

NOLL, a. Void
;
of no force

;
ineffectual

;
invalid. Dryden.

Nt'LL, 7i. Something of no power, or no meaning. Bacon.

fNiJL-Li-Bl'E-Ty, n. [nullibi, L.] The state of being no-
where. Bailey.

NUL-LI-FI-CA'TIQN,* n. Act of nullifying. Perry.
NuL-LJ-Fio'i-AN, a. [nullas and fides, L.] Of no honesty ;

of no religion ;
of no faith. Feltham.

NOL-Ll-FlD'j-AN,* n. A person destitute of faith. Ask
NOL'LJ-Fl-ER,* n. One who nullifies. J. C. Calhoun.

NUL'LI-FY, v. a. [nullus, L.] [L NULLIFIED; pp. NULLIFY-

ING, NULLIFIED.] To make null
;
to annul ; to make void.

South.

NUL'LI-FY-ING,* n. The act of making void. Davenport.
NUL'LJ-PORE,* n. A lithophytous polype, having no visible

pores on its axis. Brandt.

NUL'LI-TY, n. [nuUitc, Fr.] Want of force or efficacy ;
non-

existence.

NUL'LVM AR-BfT'Ri-uM,* [L.] (Law)
" No award ;"

the plea of the defendant prosecuted on an arbitration-

bond, for not abiding by an award. Whishaw.

NUMB, (num) a.. Torpid ;
chill

;
motionless ;

benumbed ;

deadened in motion or sensation : benumbing. Shak.

NOME, (num) v. a. [t.
NUMBED ;;?;>. NUMBING, NUMBED.]

To make torpid or numb ; to deaden ;
to stupefy.

fNuMB'ED-NESS, n. Torpor ;
numbness. Wiseman.

NuM'BER, v. a. [nornbrcr, Fr.
; numero, L.] [i. NUMBERED ;

pp. NUMBERING, NUMBERED.] To COUnt
J
to tell; to TCCk-

on how many ;
to reckon as one among many ;

to calcu-

late ; to compute.
NUM'BER, 71. [iwmbre, Fr. ; numerus, L.] That which is

counted and told
; multitude, as distinguished from mag-

nitude ;
a unit

;
one

;
an aggregate of units, as even or

odd; many; more than one
;
a multitude. pi. Harmony;

proportions calculated by number ; verses
; poetry.

(Gram.) The consideration of an object as one or more,
or the mode of signifying one or more than one.

NOM'BER-ER, n. One who numbers.

fNuM'BER-FCL, a. Many in number. Watcrhousc.

NUM'BER-LESS, a. Innumerable
;

more than can be
counted ;

countless.

NUM'BER?, 71. pi. The fourth book in the Old Testament.
NBMB'FJSH,* (num'f ish) n. The torpedo. Perry.
NOM'BLE, (-biz) n. [nombles, Fr.] See NOMBLES.
NUMB'NESS, (num'nes) n. State of being numb ; torpor;

interruption of action or sensation.

NU'MER-A-BLE, a. Capable of being numbered. Herbert.

NO'MER-AL, a. [numeral, Fr.] Relating to, or consisting of,
number. The numeral letters are the seven Roman capi-

tals, viz. : I, V, X, L, C, D, M ;
the numeral figures. ].

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 0.

Nu'MER-AL, n. A numeral .raracter or letter. Jlstle.

Nu'MER-AL-LY, ad. According to number. Browne.

NO'MER-A-RY, a. Belonging to a certain number, rfyliffe.

NO'MER-ATE, v. n. To reckon
;
to enumerate. Lancaster.

NU-MER-A'TIQN, n. The art of numbering ; number con-
tained. (Jtritk.)

The notation of numbers, and the art

or act of writing and reading numbers.

Nu'MER-A-TOR, 7i. [L.] One who numbers. (Arith.) The:

number, in vulgar fractions, which is placed above tli j

line, and shows how many parts of the unit are taken.

NV-MER'IC, a. Numerical
;
the same in species and num-

ber. Hudibras.

NV-MER'I-CAL, a. Relating to or denoting number ;
tbe

same not only in species, but number.
NU-MER'I-CAL-LY, ad. With respect to number.

fNp'MER-TsT, n. One who deals in numbers. Browne.

NU'ME-RO,* n. [It. Sf Fr.] Number. ( Com.) The figure
or mark by which any of a number of things is distin-

guished ; abbreviated to No. Crabb.

fNu-MER-'Ss'l-TY, n. State of being numerous; flow.
Parr.

NU'MER-OUS, a. [numerosus, L.] Containing many ;
con-

sisting of many ; not few
; many : consisting of poetic

numbers
; melodious ;

harmonious. Dryden.
Nu'MER-oOs-LY.* ad. In or with great numbers. Cowley.
Nu'MER-oDs-NESS, n. The state of being numerous.
NU-MI-MA.T'IC,* ) a. Relating to numismatics, or the

NU-MI-M!T'I-CAL,* \
science of coins and medals. P.

Cyc.

NU-MI-MAT'ICS, [nu-mjz-mat'jks, K. Sm. R. Wb. Brandc ;

nu-miz'ma-tiks, Ja. Todd.] n. pi. [numismata, L.] The
science of coins and medals ; numismatology.

NV-MI'MA-TIST,* n. One versed in numismatics
;
numis-

matologist. Oent. Mag.
Ny-Mls-MA-TOL'Q-oisT,* 7!. One versed in numismatolo-

gy. Smart.

Nv-Mt-MA-TOL'Q-GY,* n. The history or science of coins
and medals

;
numismatics. Oent. Mag.

NuM'MA-Ry, a. [nummus, L.] Relating to money ; nummu-
lary, drbuihnot.

NUM'MU-LAR, a. [nummularius, L.] Relating to money ;

nummulary.
NUM'MU-LA-RY,* a. Relating to money ; monetary. P. Cyc.
NUM'MV-LITE,* n. An extinct molluscous animal, of a

thin, lenticular shape, divided internally into chambers or

cells. Brande.

NUMPS, n. A weak, foolish person. Bp. Parker. [Low.]
NtJM'SKDLL,, n. A dullard

;
a dunce

;
a dolt

;
a blockhead.

Arbuthnot. The head, in burlesque. Prior.

NuM'SKULLED, (-skuld) a. Dull
; stupid. Jrbuthnot.

NUN, n. [nunne, Sax.
; nonne, Fr.] A female devotee, among

the Roman Catholics, who, like a monk of the other sex,
secludes herself in a religious community, and makes
profession of perpetual chastity. Swift. The blue tit-

mouse
;
a small kind of pigeon. Sherwood.

fNuN'cHlQN, (nun'shun) n. A meal eaten about noon, or

between other meals
;
a luncheon. Browne.

NUN'CJ-ATE,* (nun'she-at) n. A messenger; a nuncio.
Hoole. [R.]

fNDN'ci-A-TURE, (nun'she-a-tur) n. The office of a nun-
cio. Clarendon.

NUN'Cl-d, (nun'she-o)
n. [nunzio, It.

;
from nuncio, L.] pi.

2?uiv'ci-d}$. A messenger; a public envoy from the pope
to negotiate on ecclesiastical affairs.

fNuN'cv-PATE, v. a. [nuncupo, L.] To declare publicly
Barrow.

tNuN-cu-PA/TlQN, 7i. The act of naming. Chaucer.

NUN-cu'PA_-Ti'VE, [nun-ku'pa-tTv, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ;

nun'ku-pa-tjv, Sm.] a. [nuncupatus, L.] Publicly or sol-

emnly declaratory; verbally pronounced, not written.

(Law) A nuncupative will is a will orally delivered by the

testator.

fNUN-cu'PA-TO-RY, a. Nuncupative. Swift.

NUN'DI-NAL, a. [nundinal, Fr., from nundincB, L.] Relating
to a fair or market, or to the ninth day. Among the Ro-

mans, a nundinal letter was one of the first eight letters

of the alphabet, which were repeated successively from
the first to the last day of the year, in such a manner
that one of these letters always expressed the market

day, which returned every ninth day.

tNuN'Di-NA-RY, a. Nundinal. Bailey.

jNuN'oi-NATE, v. n. To buy and sell, as at fairs. Cock-

cram.

tNDN-Dl-NA'TlQN, n. Traffic at fairs and markets. Bram-
hall.

Nfm'NER-Y, n. A house or convent of nuns
;
a cloister.

|NDN'NISH-NESS,* n. The state of nuns. J. Fox.

NU'PHAR,* n. (BoL) The yellow pond or water lily ; nen-

uphar. Hamilton.

NDP'TIAL, (-shal) a. [nuptial, Fr.
; nuptialis, L.] Pertain-

ing to' marriage ; constituting marriage; used or done in

marriage.
NUP'TIALS, (-shalz) n. pi. Marriage ; ceremony of mar-

riage.

NURSE, n. A woman who has the care of infants, or of

another's child; a mother during the time of suckling
her child ;

a woman who has the care of a sick person ;

one who breeds or educates: an old woman, in con-

tempt; the state of being nursed: a sea-fish, called

also the sleeper. Used in composition adjectively ; as, a

nwrse-child.
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NfJRSE, v. a. [i. NURSED ; pp. NURSING, NURSED.] To tend
as a nurse ;

to cherish or bring up, as a child ; to feed
;

to tend the sick
;
to pamper ;

to manage economically so

as to increase. [Smart*
NURSE '-CHILD,* n. A child that is nursed

; nursling.

NURSE'-MAID,* n. A maid-servant employed in nursing
children. Ash.

NURSE'-POND,* n. A pond for young fish. Maunder,

NURS'ER, n. One who nurses
;
a promoter.

NURS'ER-Y, n. Act or office of nursing. S/iak. The object
of a nurse's care ;

a place of nursing ;
a place where

young children are nursed and brought up: a place
where plants and young trees are propagated for trans-

plantation.

NiiR'SE-RY-MXN,* n. One employed in the cultivation of
nurseries of shrubs and trees. London.

NURS'ING,* n. The act of bringing up young; act of tak-

ing care of the sick. Ash.

NilRS'LiNG, ?i. One that is nursed ; an infant; a fondling.

NURS'TLE,* v. a. To nuzzle. See NUZZLE.

NURT'VRE, (niirt'yur) n. [nourriture, Fr.] That which
nourishes; food; diet: education; instruction.

NtiRT'VRE, (niirt'yur) v. a. [i. NURTURED ; pp. NURTURING,
NURTURE_D.J To educate ;

to train
;
to bring up.

Nus'siER-lTE,*n.(JJft/J.) A phosphate oflead and lime.Dana.

NDs'TLE, (nus'sl) v. a. To nurse. See NUZZLE.

NUT, n. The fruit of certain trees and shrubs, consisting
of a kernel enclosed by a hard shell. (Meek.) A small

cylinder or body with teeth, which correspond with the

teeth of wheels. Nut of a screw, a piece of iron used
in connection with a bolt.

NOT, v. n. [i.
NUTTED

; pp. NUTTING, NUTTED.] To gather
nuts. A. Wood.

NV-TA'TIQN, n. [nutatio, L.] (Astron.") A tremulous motion
of the axis of the earth.

NGT'BROWN, a. Brown like a nut kept long. Milton.

NOT'cRXcK-ER, 71. ; pi. NUTCRACKERS. An instrument
for cracking nuts : a species of bird.

NUT'GALL, 7i. Hard excrescence of an oak. Browne.

NuT'uXTCH, 7i. A shy, solitary British bird, of the genus
sitta.

NUT'HOOK, (-huk) n. A pole with a hook, to pull down
the boughs of nut-trees. [A cant name for a pilferer.

Shah.}
NOT'JOB-BER, n. A bird ; same as nuthatch.

NOT'MEG, n. [nut, and muguette,o\A Fr.] An aromatic nut,
used in cookery ;

the name also of the tree, which grows
in the Molucca Islands, and yields nutmegs and mace.

NUT'MEGGED,* (nut'megd) a. Seasoned with nutmeg.
Warton.

NUT'PECK-ER, n. Same as nuthatch.

myopotamus, valued lor tur. JvicCalloc!

tNO-TRJ-CA'TlON, ji. [nutricatio, L.] Nu
NU'TRI-ENT,* a. Nourishing; nutritious

Nu'TRl-MENT, re. [nutrimcntum, L.] That

NO'TRi-A,*7i. A term applied to the skins of the coypou, o
myopotamus, valued for fur. McCulloch.

Nutrition. Browne.
nutritious. Brande.

it which nourishes
,

food
;
aliment

; nutrition.

NU-TRI-MENT'AL, a. Nourishing; nutritious.

Ny-TRl"TlQN, (nu-trlsh'un) n. [nutritio, L.] The act of
nourishing; that which nourishes; support; nutriment.

NU-TRI"TIOVS, (nu-trlsh'us) a. Having the quality of nour-
ishing; nourishing; nutritive.

NU^TRI-TIVE, a. Nourishing; nutritious; alimental.

fNu'TRl-TURE, n. The power of nourishing. Harvey.
NUT'SHELL, n. The shell of a nut; something of small

compass,^ or of little value.

NUTT'AL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral associated with calc-

spar, occurring in prismatic crystals. Brande.

NijT'TlNG,* n. The act of gathering nuts. Browne.
NUT'TING,*P. a. Relating to the gathering of nuts. Newton.
NUT'-TREE, n. A tree that bears nuts.
Nux V&M'I-CA,* [L.] A poisonous nut; the fruit of a

species of strychnos, remarkable for containing the vogeto-
alkali strychnia. Ure.

NDz'ZLE, (-zl)r. a. [. NUZZLED
; pp. NUZZLING, NUZZLED.]

To nurse
; to foster. Sidney. To nestle , to house. Stafford.

To ensnare in a noose or trap ;
to put a ring in the nose.

Smart.

NIJZ'ZLE, 77. 7i. To go with the nose down, like a hog.
NYC'TA-LOPS, n. [ouvrdA -,)!!/.]

One who sees distinctly
only in the twilight, or in the dark.

Nyc'TA-Lo-PY, n. A disease or indisposition of the eye,

[n which a person sees better by night than by day.
NYE, n. A nide or brood, as of pheasants.
NYL-GHAU',* (nll-glw') n. (Zool.) A large species of an-

telope. P. Cyc.

NYMPH, (nimf ) n. [vv^pr,, Gr. ; nympha, L.] A female be-

ing, in Greek mythology, partaking of the nature of gods
and men

;
a goddess of the woods, meadows, or waters :

in poetry, a lady (Ent.} The chrysalis or pupa of an
insect. See NYMPHA.

NFM'PHA,* 7i.
[L.J pi. NYMPHJE. (Ent.') The chrysalis,

pupa, or aurelia of an insect. Crabb. [Hamilton.
NYM-PHJE'A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;

the water-lily.

NYM-PHIP'A-ROUS,* a. Producing nymphse. Kirby.
NYMPH'ISH, a. Relating to nymphs ; ladylike.
NYMPH'LIKE, a. Resembling a nymph. Milton.

NYMPH'LY, a. Like a nymph ; nymphlike. Drayton.
NYM-PHQ-MA'NI-A,* ) n. (Med.) A disease in females which
NYM'PHO-MA-NV,* \

is attended with an irresistible de-
sire of sexual intercourse. Danylison.

NY, or Nl, [corruption of ne is.] None is
;
not is. Spenser

O.

0(6)
a vowel, and the fifteenth letter of the alphabet,is

) used as an abbreviation
; as, O. S., old style ;

Ob. for

obivit, obiit, or obit, died. It has various sounds, as in

note, not, move, nor. Before Irish names, it signifies son,

equivalent to Fitz in England, and Mac in Scotland.

0, interj. Oh ! expressing a wish, exclamation, or emotion.

O, n. A cipher, or nought. [A circle or oval. Shak.] (Music)
The O, circle, denotes a semibreve.

f6AD, (6d) n. Woad; a plant used in dyeing. B. Jonson.

OAF, (of) 71. A changeling ; a foolish ch'ild left by the fairies

in place of one more witty or bright ;
a dolt ; a blockhead.

CAF'JSH, (of 'jsh) a. Stupid; dull; doltish. Bailey. [..]

OAF'ISH-NESS, (of'jsh-nes) n. Stupidity; dulness.#<zi7ei/.[R.]

OAK, (6k) n. A forest-tree, of many varieties; the wood of
the tree, valued for timber.

CAK'-AP-PLE, (ok'ap-pl) n. A spongy excrescence on the
leaves or tender branches of the oak.

OAK'-BARK,* n. The bark of the oak-tree, much used in

_ tanning. Booth.

OAK'-CLEAV-ING,* a. Cleaving oaks. Shak.

OAK'EN, (o'kn) a. Made of oak; obtained from oak. Bacon.

OAK'EN-PIN, (o'kn-pin) n. A sort of hard apple.

OAK-Ev'ER-GREEN, n. The live oak
;
the ilex.

OAK'LING, n. A young oak. Evelyn.

OAK'yk, (6'kum) 7i. Loose hemp obtained by untwisting
old ropes, with which, being mingled with pitch, leaks

are stopped.
OAK'Y, (6'ke) a. Like oak ; hard as oak. Bp. Hall.

OAR, (or) n. A long pole, or piece of timber, with a broad
end or blade, by which boats are rowed.

OAR, (5r) v. 71. [i.
OARED

; pp. OARING, OARED.] To impel a

boat or vessel with an oar
;
to row.

CAR, (5r) v. a. To impel by rowing. Skak.

OAR'-FOOT-ED,* (6r'fut-ed) a. Having feet used as oars.

Burnet.

SAR^'MXN,* (orz'man) n. ,- pi. OAR'MEN. One who man-
ages oars. Noah.

OAR'Y, (or'e) a. Having the form or use of oars. Milton.

d'A-sJs, re. [L.] pi. O'A-SE$. A fertile spot surrounded by
an arid desert. Todd. A word originally appropriated to

a place in the western part of Egypt, but now generally
applied.

OAST, (5st) n. A kiln for drying hops. Mortimer.

OAT, (6t) n.; pi. OATS. A coarse kind of grain, raised

chiefly for horses. It is rarely used in the singular num-
ber, except in composition ; as, oaf-straw. [A pipe of an

oater^ straw. Milton.] See OATS.

OAT'CAKE, 71. Cake made of the meal of oats. Pcacham.

OAT'EN, (6'tii) a. Made of oats
; bearing oa_ts.

Shak.

OATH, (oth) re. [aith, Goth. ; ath, Sax.] pi. OATH!?. An af-

firmation, negation, or promise, made by calling on God
to witness what is said, with an invoking of his ven-

_ geance, or a renunciation of his favor, in case of falsehood.

OATH'A-BLE, a. Fit to be sworn. Shak. [R.]
OATH'-BREAK-ING. n. Perjury ;

the violation of an oath.

Shak.

OAT'-MALT, (ot'mait) n. Malt made of oats. Mortimer.

OAT'MEAL, (ot'mel) [ot'mel, S. P. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; ot'mel or

ot'mel, W. ; ot'mel, Nares.] n. Flour made from oats: a

plant.

OATS, (5ts) n. pi. A kind of grain generally given to horses.

OAT'-THis-TLE, (ot'this-sl) n. An herb. Ainsworth.

|OB-XM'BV-LATE,.7t. [obambulo, L.] To walk about. Cock-

eram.

, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RtfLE. C, G, , g, soft; k,, G, C, g, hard; as Z
;

as gz ;
THIS
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fOB-AM-BU-LA'TiQN, n. The act of walking about. Gay-
ton.

^B-BLI-GA'TO,* a. [It.] (Mus.) Made, or on purpose
for, the instrument named j indispensably connected.
Brande.

OB-COR'DATE,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a heart placed in-

versely. London.

tOB-DOR-Mi"T!ON, n. [obdormio, L.] Sleep. Bp. Hall.

OB-DUCE', v. a. [obduco, L.] To draw over as a covering."

Hale. [R.]
tOB-DticT',* v. a. To draw over

;
to obduce. Browne.

OB-DUC'TION, n. [obductio, L.] Act of covering. Cockeram.

|[OB'DU-RA-CY, or OB-DU'RA-CY, [9b-du'ra-se, S. P. Ja. K. ;

6b'dii-ra-'se, J. Sm.' Wb. : ob'jii-ra-se or9b-du'ra-se, W. ; ob'-

du-ra-se or ob-du'ra-se, F.] n. Quality of being obdurate ;

obstinacy ;
inflexible wickedness

; impenitence ;
hardness

of heart.

IJOB'DU-RATE, or OB-DU'RATE, [ob-du'rat, S. P. J. E. K.j
ob'ju-rat or ob-du''rat, W. ; ob'du-rat or 9b-du'rat, F. ; ob-

du'rat, Ja. .-'bVdu-rat, Sm. Wb'. Bailey, Entick, Rees.] a.

[obduratus, L.] Hard of heart; inflexibly obstinate in ill ;

hardened; impenitent; stubborn; harsh; rugged; cal-

lous; unfeeling; insensible.

OB'DU-RATE, v. a. To harden
;
to make obdurate. More.

B'DU-RATE-LY, ad. Stubbornly ; inflexibly; impenitently.

JJOB'DU-RATE-NESS, n. Stubbornness
; obduracy. Hammond.

fOB-DU-RA'TiON, n. Act of making obdurate ;
hardness of

heart
;
stubbornness. Hooker.

fOB-DURE', v. a. [obduro, L.] To harden; to render inflex-

ible ;
to make obdurate. Bp. Hall.

fOB-DUR'ED-NESs, n. Hardness; stubbornness. Bp. Hall.

IIO-BE'DI-ENCE, [o-bu'de-ens, P. J. Ja. Sm.; 9-b5'dyens, S.

'E. F. K.; o-bS'je-ens,'fF.] n. [obedience, FT.] The act of

obeying ;
submission to authority. Passive obedience, un-

qualified submission or obedience to authority, however
unreasonable or unlawful the commands may be.

||O-BE'DI-ENT, a. [obediens, L.] Submissive to authority ;

'compliant with command or prohibition ;
dutiful

;
obse-

quious.

!|O-BE-Dl-Els'TIAL,a. [ob:dicnciel,Fr.] Obedient. South. [R.]

6-BE'DJ-ENT-LY, ad. With obedience
; submissively.

||O-BEI'SANCE, (o-ba'sans or 9-be'sans) fo-ba'sans, W. J. F.

'Ja. K. Sm. R. ; o-be'sans, S. P. E. Wb.] n. [obcissancc, Fr.]
A bow

;
a courtesy ;

an act of civility or reverence made
by inclination of the body or knee.

IIO-BEl'SAN-CY,* n. Sanv; as obeisance. Pollok.

||6-BEi'SANT,* (o-ba'sant or 9-be'sant) a. Submissive to au-

'thority ; reverent ; obedient. Scott. [R.] [R.]

OB-E-Lts'cAL, a. Having the form of an obelisk. Stukeley.

OB'E-LISK, 7i. [obeliscus, L.] A lofty, quadrangular, mono-
lithic column, ditninishing upwards, or a square stone

growing smaller from the base to the summit, generally
set for a memorial : a mark in a book for reference, &c.,
thus [ f ]

OB'E-LISK,* r. a. To mark with an obelisk. Ch. Ob. [R.]
OB'E-LIZE,* v. a. To mark with an obelus

;
to mark as spu-

rious or as suspicious. Ed. Rev.

8B'E-L&s,*n. [L.] pi. SB'E-LI. A spit or spear. (D ;
plo-

mdtics) A mark to denote a suspected passage in a book
or manuscript ; usually thus

( ) or thus (-=-;. Brande.

fOB-EQ'ui-TATE, (9b-ek'we-tat) v. n. [obequito, L.] To ride

"about. Cockeram.

fOB-EQ-ul-TA'TiON, n. The act of riding about. Cockeram.

OB'E-RON,* n. The fabled king of the fairies. Brande.

tOB-ER-RA'TlON, 71. [oberro, L.] Act of wandering. Bailey.

O-BESE', a. [obesus, L.] Fat; fleshy; gross; corpulent.

Gayton.
O-BESE'NESS, n. Obesity. Bp. Gauden.

O-BES'I-TY, n. Fatness; fleshiness; excessive fatness.

(*)-BEY', (o-ba') v. a. [obcir, Fr.] [i. OBEYED ; pp. OBEYING,
OBEYED.] To yield obedience or submission to; to com-
ply with, from reverence to authority.

O-BEY'ER. (o-ba'er) n. One who obeys. Price.

fOs-FiRM',L
v. a. To resolve

;
to harden in. Bp. Hall.

fOB-FlR'aiATE, v. a. [objirmo, L.] To resolve; to obfirm.

'Sheldon._
OB-FDs'CATE, v. a. [ob and fusco, L.] [i. OBFUSCATED ; pp.

OBFUSCATING, OBFUSCATED.] To darken; to cloud. Water-
house.

OB-FUS'CATE, a. Darkened
;
obfuscated. S<r T. Elyol.

OB-FUS-CA'TIQN, n. The act of darkening. Donne.

O'BIT, or OB'JT, [o'bjt, W. P. E. K. Sm.; ob'jt, S. F. Wb.]
71. [a corruption of the L. obiit, or obivit.] A funeral cer-

emony or office for the dead
;
a death. Post-obit, [post

obitum, L.] after death.

O-BIT'U-AL,* a. Relating to deaths
; obituary. Smart.

6-BiT'u-A-RY, n. [obituaire, Fr.] A register of deaths
;
an

account of deceased persons or of a deceased person ;

necrology.
O-BIT'U-A-RY,* a. Relating to deaths or funerals. Gibbs.

QB-JECT', v. a. [objecter, Fr. ; objicio, objectum, L.] [i.
OB-

'

JECTED ; pp. OBJECTING, OBJECTED.] To propose adverse-

ly ;
to urge against ;

to oppose ; to present in opposition.

OB'JECT, n. [objet, Fr.
; objectum, L.] That about which

one is employed ;
that which is presented to the

to raise an affection or emotion
; design ;

end
;
ultimate

purpose: that of which we are conscious; oppos >d

to subject. (Gram.) Any thing influenced by something
else, as a noun governed by a verb.

fOB'jECT, a. Opposed ; presented against. Jlbp. Sandys.
tOB-jECT'A-BLE, a. Objectionable. Bp. Taylor.
OB'JECT-GLA"ss,7i. The glass of a telescopejor microscope,
which is nearest to the object, and farthest from the eye.

OB-JC'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; objectio, L.] The act of objecting ;

thing objected ; adverse argument; difficulty ; exception ;

doubt; hesitation; a fault; criminal charge.
OB-JEC'TION-A-BLE, a. Exposed or liable to objection.
6s'jECT-TsT,* 71. One versed in the objective philosophy

or doctrine. EC. Ren.

OB-JEC'TIVE, [9b-jek'tiv, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sin.; ob'jek-tiv,
S.1 a. [objectif, Fr. ; objectus, L.] Placed over against some-

thing : relating to the object of thought, and not to tiie

thinker; opposed to subjective: having the quality of

coming in the way; as, objective, certainty, i. e., certainty in

outward things, in distinction from subjective certainty.

(Gram.) Noting the case which follows a verb or parti-

ciple active, or a preposition ; accusative.

OB-JEC'TIVE-LY, ad. In an objective manner: applied to
'

the manner or state of an object, as existing externally
with respect to the mind.

OB-JEC'TIVE-NESS, n. The state of being an object. Hale.

6B-JEc-Tiv'{-T\
r

,* n. The quality or state of being objec-
ti ve. Coleridge.

OB'JECT-LESS,* a. Having no object. Coleridge.

OB-JECT'QR, n. One who offers objection.

6B-jy-RA'Tlo;\
r

,* n. The act of binding by oath. Maunder.

OB-JUR'GATE, p. a. L.] [i. OBJURGATED ; pp. OB-'urgo, 1*1

JURGATING, OBJURGATED.] Tochide; to reprove. Cockeram.

OB-JUR-GA'TION, n. [Fr. ; objur<ratio, L.] Reproof; repre-
hension. Bramliall.

OB-JUR'GA-TQ-RY, a. Reprehensory ; culpatory ; chiding.

OB-LATE', a. [oblatus, L.] Compressed or flattened at the
'

poles, or at parts over against each other; used of a

spheroid. The earth is an oblate spheroid. Cheyne.

OB-LA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; oblatus, L.] An offering ; a sacrifice.

tOB-LA/TiQN-ER, n. One who makes an oblation. More.

|6n-LA'TRATE, v. n. [oblatro, L.] To bark or rail against.
Cockeram.

fOB-LEC'TATE, v. a. [oblecto, L.] To delight. Cotgrave.

tOB-LEC-TA'TlQN, 7i. Delight ; pleasure. Feltham.

OB'LI-GATE, v. a. [oblige, L.] [i.
OBLIGATED

; pp. OBLIGAT-

ING, OBLIGATED.] To bind by contract or duty ;
to oblige.

Bailey. $3= Richardson, in speaking of oblige and obli-

gate, says,
" Among the common people, obligate is the

more usual word." The " British Critic " styles it
" a low,

colloquial inaccuracy;" and Smart says "it is a word
never heard among people who conform to the modern
idiom of the upper classes." It is much used in the U. S.

OB-LI-GA'TION, n. [obligatio, L.] That which binds ; the

binding power of an oath, vow, duty, or contract; an act

which binds to some performance ;
a favor by which one

is bound in gratitude; engagement; contract; bond.
&V-LI-GA' TO, a. [obbligato, It.] See OBBLIGATO.

OB'LI-GA-TQ-RI-LY,* ad. In an obligatory manner
; by

obligation. Johnson.

OB'LI-GA-TO-RI-NESS,* n. duality of being obligatory. Scott.

OB'LJ-GA-TQ-RY, [ob'le-ga-tur-e, W. J. F. Ja. R. ; ob'le-ga-

tur'e, S. E.; ob'le-gat-9-re, K. Sm.] a. [obligatoire, Fr.]

Imposing or implying an obligation ; binding ;
coercive.

IIO-BLlGE', or O-BLlGE', [o-bllj' or o-blej', S. W. P. F. ;

V-bjIJS
Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; o-blej', J. E.] v. a. [oblige,; Fr. ;

obligo, L.] [i. OBLIGED ; pp. OBLIGING, OBLIGED.] To bind

by a legal or moral tie; to lay under an obligation of grat-
itude

;
to please ;

to gratify ;
to compel ;

to engage ;
to

force
;
to necessitate. {/=" The word oblige, which was

formerly classed with marine, &c., is now pronounced
regularly." Smart.

OB-LI-^CE', n. (Law) The person to whom another, called

tlie obligor, is bound by a contract. CoweL

jltQ-BLlGE'MENT, 7i. Obligation. Milton.

P-BLIG'ER, . He or that which obliges.

Jid-BLK^'lNG, a. [obligeant, Fr.] Disposed to confer favors;
'civil

; complaisant ; respectful ; engaging ; binding ;
forc-

ing.

BLIG'ING-LY, ad. Civilly ; complaisantly. Mdison.

__ -BLI^'ING-NESS, 7i. Obligation ; civility ; complaisance.

B-LI-GOR', n. (Law) One who binds himself by contract

to another. See OBLIGEE.

fOB-Ll-QUA'TlON, n. [obliquatio, L.] Declination ; obliqui-

ty. JVewton.

IIOB-LIQUE', (ob-lek' or9b-lik') [9b-lik', S. W. F. Wb. ; ob-

'15k', J. E. Ja. Sm. ; ob-\uk' or 9b-lik', P. ; ob-llk' or ob-lSk',

K.] a. [Fr. ; obliquus,L.] Not direct
;
not perpendicular ;

not parallel ;
indirect

; by a side glance. (Gram.) Not-

ing any case in nouns except the nominative.

||OB-L'iQUE'LY, or OB-LlQUE'LY, a.d. In an oblique man-

'ner; not directly; not perpendicularly. Fell.

||OB-LlQUE'NESS, or OB-LlQUE'NESS, n. Obliquity.

A, E, I, 5, U, Y, long } X, E, I, 6, tj, Y, short ; A, E. i, Q, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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OB-LYQ'ITI-TY, (ob-lik'we-te) n. [obliquitf, Fr.] State of be-
'

ing oblique ;
deviation from physical or moral rectitude.

OB-LIT'ER-ATE, v. a. [oblitero, L.] [i,
OBLITERATED ; pp.

OBLITERATING, OBLITERATED.] To CFaSC
J
tO rub OUt ;

tO

efface ; to destroy.

OB-LIT-ER-A'TION, ?. Act of obliterating; effucement; ex-
'

tinction.

tQB-Liv'j-Al,,* a. Forgetful ;
oblivious. Maunder.

OB-i.iv'1-pN, n. [oblivio, L.] Forgetfulness ;
cessation of

'

remembrance; amnesty ;
a general pardon of crimes.

OB-LIV'J-OUS, a. [oblioiosus, L.] Causing forgetfulness.'

Shak. 'Forgetful. Cavendish.

OB-LIV'I-OUS-NESS,* n. State of being oblivious. Fryth.

fOB-LOC'V-TQR, 71. [L ]
One guilty of obloquy. Bale.

OB'L-ONG, a. [Fr. ; oblojig-us, L.] Extended in length ; lo

er than broad. Harris.

OB'LONG,* n. A rectangular or quadrangular figure longer
than it is broad. Chambers.

OB'LONG-LY, ad. In an oblong form or manner.

OB'LONG-NESS, n. The state of being oblong.
OB'LONG-O'VATE,* a. (Bot.) Between the oblong and the

ovate. Crabb.

fOB-LO'QUI-OUS, a. Reproachful. Naunton.

OB'LO-QUY, 7i. [obloquor, L.] Censorious speech ; blame;
slander ; reproach ;

cause of reproach ; disgrace.

fOB-Lyc-TA'TlpN, 7i. [obluctor, L.] Opposition ;
resistance.

Fotherby.
OB-MU-TES'CENCE, n. [obmutesco, L.J Loss of speech.
Browne. Observation of silence. Paley.

OB-NOX'loys, (ob-nok'shus) a. [obnoxius, L.] Subject ;
li-

'

able to punishment; exposed, with to: reprehensible;
odious ; offensive ; unpopular. $5= The use of obnoxious,
in the latter senses, has been objected to

; but it is sup-

ported by common usage and good authority.
" One is

popular ;
another obnoxious." Blackstone.

OB-NOX'IOVS-LY, (ob-nok'shus-le) ad. In an obnoxious
*

manner or state ; with exposure.
OB-NOX'IOUS-NSS, (9b-nok'shus-nes)n. State of being ob-
'

noxious ; subjection ;
liableness.

tQB-Nu'Bi-LATE, v. a. [obnubilo, L.] To cloud
;
to obscure.

'Burton.

,fOB-NU-Bi-LA'TlON, n. Act of obnubilating. Waterhouse.

O'BO-E,* n. [It.] A musical instrument shaped like a clari-

onet, and sounded through a reed
; hautboy. Brande.

OB'OLE, n. [obolus, L.] Twelve grains, or, according to

some, ten grains. See OBOLUS.

&B'o-LUS,*n. [L.] pi. 6s'o-Lf. An obole : a small
Greek coin, the sixth part of a drachm, equal to about
two cents : a weight, the sixth of a drachm. Leverett.

OB-O'VATE,* a. (fiot.) Having the shape of an egg. P. Cyc.

6B-REP'Tippf, 71. [obreptio, L.] Act of creeping on
;
act of

coming on by surprise. Cudworth. [R.]

OB-REP-Ti"Tioys, (ob-rep-tish'us) a. Obtained or done by
surprise _or

in secrecy.

fOB'RO-GATE, v. a. [obrogo, L.] To annul
;
to abrogate.

Bailey.

OB-SCENE', (ob-sen') a. [obscene, Fr.
; obscenus, L.] Offen-

*

sive to chastity ;
indelicate ; impure ; filthy ;

immodest
;

causing lewd ideas
; disgusting.

OB-SCENE'LY, ad. In an obscene manner.

QB-SCENE'NESS, (pb-sen'nes) n. Impurity ; obscenity. Dry-'

den.

QB-SCEN'I-TY, n. [obscenite, Fr.] Quality of being obscene;
impurity of thought or language ; unchastity ; lewdness.

OB-SCU'RANT,*TI. One who opposes the progress of knowl-

edge, or advocates ignorance : applied to a class in Ger-

many. Brande.

OB-SCU-RXNT'IM,* n. The doctrine or influence of obscu-
rants. Brande.

OB-SCIJ-RA'TION, n. [obscuratio, L.] The act of darkening;

state_of being darkened or obscure; darkness.

OB-SCURE', a. [obscurus, L.] Dark ; unenlightened ; gloomy ;*

dim
;
indistinct

; living in the dark
;
not easily understood ;

abstruse; not noted ;
little known; unknown.

OB-SCURE', v. a. [obscuro, L.] [t. OBSCURED
; pp. OBSCUR-

'

ING, OBSCURED.] To darken
;
to make dark ; to make less

visible, less intelligible, less glorious, less beautiful, less

illustrious, or less known
;
to conceal.

tQB-scURE',* n. Obscurity; darkness. Milton.

OB-SCURE'LY, ad. In an obscure manner
;
not brightly ;

darkly ; out of sight ; privately ;
without notice

;
not

clearly.

tOB-scuRE'MENT,*7?. Darkness; obscuration. Pomfret.

OB-SCURE'NESS, n. State of being obscure
; obscurity.

6B-scuR'ER,'7i. He or that which obscures. Todd.

OB-SCU'RI-TY, n. [obscuritas, L.] State of being obscure ;'

an obscure place, state, or condition; darkness
;
want of

light; privacy; darkness of meaning.
tOB'sE-cRATE, v. a. [obsecro, L.] To beseech. Cockcram.

OB-SE-CRA'TIQN, n. Entreaty ; supplication. Stillingfleet.

t&B'SE-QUENT, a. [obsequens, L.] Obedient
;
dutiful. Foth-

erby^
tOB-SE'QUl-ENCE,* n. Obsequiousness. Maunder.

OB'SE-QUIE, (ob'se-kwiz) n. pi. [obseques, Fr.] Funeral

rites
,
funeral solemnities : rarely used in the singular.

Milton.

OB-SE'QUI-OCs,(ob-s5'kwe-us)a. [obsequium, L.] Obedient;
compliant ;

not resisting ; meanly complying ; basely sub-
missive ;

servile. [|Funereal. Shak.]
OB-SE'QUI-OIJS-LY, ad. In an obsequious manner.
OB-SE'QUI-OUS-NESS, n. Obedience

; compliance.
jOB'sE-Quy, (ob'se-kvve) n. [obsequium, L.] Funer.al cere

mony. Milton. Obsequiousness ; compliance. B. Jonson.

tOB'sE-RATE, v. a. [obsero, L.] To lock up; to shut in.

Cockeram.

OB-JJERV'A-BLE, (ob-ze'rv'a-bl) a. That may be observed ;

worthy of notice ;
remarkable

; noticeable.

OB-ERV'A-BL,E-NESS,* n. The quality of being observa-
'

ble. Scott.

OB-^ERV'A-BLY, ad. In a manner worthy of note.

OB-ERV'ANCE, (ob-zerv'ans) ?.. [Fr. ; observo,!*.] Act of

observing; respect; ceremonial reverence; form; cere-

mony ;
rite ; attention ; obedience ; observation.

tOB-ERV'AN-cy, 71. Observance. Shak.

o']3-(f$R-vAj\'' DA, n. pi. [L.] Things to be observed.

OB-^ERV'ANT, a. [obsercans, L.] Attentive
; watchful

;*

mindful
; respectful.

tOB-ijERV'ANT, n. A slavish attendant ;
an observer. Shak.

OB-IER-VA'TIQN, n. [observatio, L.] The act of observing ;

that which is gained by observing; show; exhibition;
note ; remark ; animadversion ;

observance.

OB'J;K-VA-TQR, n. One who observes ;
a remarker.

OB-ERV'A-TP-RY, n. A place or building for making as-

tronomical or physical observations.

OB-SERVE', (ob-zerv') v. a. [observo, L.] [i. OBSERVED; pp.

OBSERVING, OBSERVED.] To see or behold with purpose or

attention
;
to notice

;
to remark ;

to watch
;
to regard at-

tentively ;
to find by attention ; to note

;
to regard or keep

strictly ; to fulfil ; to obey ; to follow.

-ERVE', v. n. To be attentive
;
to make a remark.

-ERV'ER, TJ. One who observes ;
a close remarker.

-^ERV'ING,*^. a. Making observation
; watchful.

-ERV'ING-L.Y, ad. Attentively ; carefully. Shak.

jOB-sEss', v. a. [obsideo, obseasus, L.] To besiege ; to com-
pass about. Sir T. Elyot.

OB-SES'SION, (ob-sesh'un) 71. [obsessio, L.] The act of be-
'

sieging; 'the first attack of an evil spirit antecedent to

possession. Burton.

OB-SID'I-AN,* n. (Min.) A volcanic substance resembling
common green bottle glass. Lyell.

OB-SID'I-C-NAL, [ob-sid'e-9-nal, P. Ja. ; ob-sid'yun-al, S.K.
Sm. ; ob-sid'e-9-nal or pb-sid'je-o-nal, W.] a. [obsidionalis,

L.] Belonging to a siege. Browne.

fOB-siG-iL-LA'TiON,* n. The act of sealing up. Maunder.

fOB-SiG'NATE, v. a. [obsigno, L.] To ratify ;
to seal up.

Barrow.

fOB-siG-NA'TlON, n. Act of sealing; confirmation. Bp.
Taylor.

tOB-siG'NA-TC-RY, a. Ratifying. Dr. Ward.

OB-SO-LES'CENCE,* 7;. State of being obsolescent. Smart.

OB-SO-LES'CENT, a. [obsolcscens, L.] Becoming obsolete;
going out of use.

||OB'sp-LETE, [6b'so-15t, W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; ob'so-Iet,
S. P.] a. [obsolctus, L.] Worn out of use

;
disused

;
un-

fashiona_ble. (Bot.) Obscure.

HOB'SO-LETE-NESS, n. State of being obsolete or out of
use.

OB'STA-CLE, (ob'sta-kl) n. [Fr. ; obstaculum, L.] Something
standing in the way or hindering; hinderance

; obstruc-
tion

; difficulty ; impediment.
fOB'STAN-CY, n. [obstantia, L.] Obstruction; obstacle. B.
Jonson.

OB-STT'RIC, a. [obstetrix, L.] Relating to midwifery or

obstetrics; befitting a midwife.

OB-STET'RI-CAL,* a. Relating to obstetrics
;
obstetric. Pen-

nant.

OB-STET'RI-CATE, ?>. n. [obstetricor, L.] To perform the
'

office of a midwife. Evelyn. [R.]

OB-STET'RI-CATE, v. a. To assist as a midwife. Water-
'

house. [R.]
OB-STET-RI-CA'TIQN, n. The office of a midwife. Bp. Halt.

6B-STE-TRl"ciAN,* (ob-ste-trish'an) TJ. One who practises
obstetrics ;

a man-midwife
;
a midwife. Dr. Blundel.

OB-STE-TRI"CIOUS,* (ob-ste-trlsh'us) a. Obstetric. Cud-
worth. [R.]

OB-STET'RICS,* 71. pi. (Med.) The art or science of deliv-
"

ering women in childbirth; midwifery. Dun^lison.
OB'STI-NA-CY, n. [obstinatio, L.] Quality of being obsti-

nate
; stubbornness ; contumacy ; pertinacity.

OB'STI-NATE, a. [obstinatus, L.] Stubborn ;
contumacious

;

inflexible ; perverse ; pertinacious ; headstrong.
OB'STI-NATE-LY, ad. Stubbornly ; inflexibly ; perversely.

OB'STI-NATE-NESS, n. Stubbornness ; obstinacy.

OB-STi-pA'TlpN, n. [obstipo,L.] Act of stopping up; cos-

tiveness.

OB-STREP'ER-OUS, a. [obstreperus, L.] Loud; clamorous;
noisy; turbulent; vociferous. Dryden.
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Os-STREp'ER-oCs-'NESS, n. Loudness
; clamor

;
noise.

0B-STRlc'TipN, n. [obstrictus, L.] Act of binding; obliga-
tion ; bond. Milton.

OB-STROcT', v. a. [obstruo, L.] [L OBSTRUCTED ; pp. OB-

STRUCTING, OBSTRUCTED.] To block up ;
to bar

;
to be in

the way of; to prevent ; to impede ;
to oppose ;

to retard
;

to hinder.

OB-STRUCT'ER, n. One who obstructs or hinders.

OB-STRDc'TlQN, n. [obstractio, L.] Act of obstructing ;

that which obstructs
;
state of being obstructed ;

hinder-
ance

; difficulty; obstacle; impediment; act of blocking
up, as any canal or passage, natural or artificial.

OB-STROC'TIVE, a. [obstractif, Fr.] Hindering ; causing
obstruction.

OB-STRUC'TIVE, w. Impediment; obstacle; he or that which
obstructs.

OB'sTRy-ENT, a. [obstrucns, L.] Hindering ; blocking up.

OB'sTRy-ENT,* n. That which blocks up ;
obstruction.

Smart.

tQB-STU-pE-FAc'TiQN, ?i. [obstupefatio, L.] Act of stupefy-
ing ; stupefaction.

tOB-STU-PE-FAc'TiVE, a. Stupefying. Abbot.

OB-TAIN', (ob-tan') v. a. [obtineo, L.J [i. OBTAINED ; pp.

OBTAINING, OBTAINED.] To gain by effort or entreaty ;
to

win_; to earn
;
to acquire ;

to procure.
OB-TAIN', v. n. To continue in use

;
to be established ;

to

subsist in nature or practice ;
to succeed.

OB-TAIN'A-BLE, a. That may be obtained
; procurable.

OB-TAIN'ER, n. One who obtains.

fOB-TAiN'MENT, 7i. Act of obtaining. Milton.

OB-TECT'ED,* a. [obtectus. L.] Covered. Kirby.

fOB-TEM'PER-ATE, v. a. [obtempcro, L.] To obey. Bailey.

OB-TEND', v. a. [obtendo, L.] [i.
OBTENDED ; pp. OBTEND-

ING, OBTENDED.] To place against or in opposition ;
to op-

pose. [|To pretend. Drydcn.]
jOB-TEN-E-BRA'TiON, 71. [ob and tcnebra, L.] Darkness

;
act

of darkening. Bacon.

OB-TEN'SIQN, (gb-ten'shun) n. Act of obtending. [R.]

OB-TEST', v. a. [obtestor, L.] [i. OBTESTED ; pp. OBTESTING,"

OBTESTED.] To call upon earnestly ;
to beseech

;
to sup-

plicate. Dryden.

fOB-TEST\ v. n. To protest. Wnterho-a.se.

OB-TES-TA'TIQN, n. Supplication ; entreaty. Bp. Hall.

fOB-TREC-TA'TlQN, n. [obtrecto, L.] Slander
;
detraction.

Barrow.

tOB-TRt"Ti<?N,* 77. A wearing away by friction. Maunder.

OB-TRtlDE', v. a. [obtrudo, L.] [i.
OBTRUDED

; pp. OBTRUD-
*

ING, OBTRUDED.] Tothrust into by force or imposture ;
to

offer when not wanted ; to intrude.

OB-TRU"D'ER, jt. One who obtrudes. Boyle.

OB-TRfJN'cATE, v. a. [obtrunco, L.] To deprive of a limb;'

to lop. Cockeram.

OB-TRUN-CA'TIQN, n. Act of lopping or cutting. Cockeram.

OB-TRtr'iON, (9b-tru'zhun)7j. [obtrusut, L.] Act of obtrud-

ing ;
intrusion.

OB-TRU'SIVE, a. Inclined to obtrude; intrusive.

OB-TRfi'siVE-LY,* ail. In an obtrusive manner. Henry.
<!)B TUND', v. n. [obtundo, L.] [i. OBTUNDED ; pp. OBTUND-

ING, OBTUNDED.] To make blunt; to blunt; to dull; to

quell ;
to deaden. Milton.

OB-TIIN'DENT,* n. (Med.} A mucilaginous or oily medi-
'

cine, to deaden pain. Brands.

fOB-Ty-RA'TIQN, n. [obturatus, L.] Act of stopping up. Cot-

grave.
OB-TU-RA'TQR,* n. (Awrt.1 A muscle of the thigh. Crabb.

OB-TUSE', a. [obtusus, L.] Not pointed ; not acute
; dull

;*

stupid ;
not shrill : -r greater than a right angle. An ob-

tuse angle is an angle containing more than 90 degrees.
OE-TUSE-AN'GLED,* (-gld) a. Having an obtuse angle;

obtusangular. Chambers.

OB-TUS-XNG'V-LAR, (ob-tus-ang'gu-lar) a. Having an ob-
tuse angle, or an angle larger than a right angle.

OB-TUSE'LY, ad. In an obtuse manner
; dully.

OB-TUSE'NESS, n. Quality of being obtuse
; bluntness.

OB-TU'I<?N, (ob-tu'zhun) n. Act of dulling ;
dulness.

6B-OM'BRATE, v. a. [obumbro, L.] To shade
;
to adumbrate.

*

Howell.

OB-yM-BRA'Ti<?N, TJ. Act of shading ; adumbration. More.

OB-tJN'coys,* a. Very crooked. Maunder.

fOB-VEN'TiQN, n. [obvenio, L.] Incident; casual benefit.

Spenser.

fOB-VER'SANT, a. Conversant : familiar. Bacon.

OB'VERSE,* n. (Numismatics) The side of a coin or medal
that has the face or head upon it, the other side being the
reverse. Hamilton.

OB-VERSE',* a. (Bot.) Having the smaller end turned to
'

the stock, as some leaves. Smith.

OB-VERSE'LY,* ad. In an obverse manner. KM.
6B-VERT', v. a. [obvcrto, L.J [i. OBVERTED ; pp. OBVERT-
*

ING, OBVERTED.] To turn the face towards
;
to turn to-

wards. Boyle.

OB'VI-ATE, v. a. [obvius, L.
; obvier, Fr.] [i. OBVIATED ; pp.

OBVIATING, OBVIATED.] To meet in the way ;
to prevent

by interception ;
to remove.

OB-VI-A'TION,* n. The act of obviating. Scott. [R.]
OB'VI-OUS, a. [obvius, L.J Opposed in front to any thing

as meeting it
; open ; exposed ; plain ;

evident
; apparent ;

risible; clear; manifest.

OB'VI-OUS-LY, ad. In an obvious manner
; evidently.

OB'VI-OUS-NESS, n. State of being obvious or evident.

OB'VQ-LUTE,*C. (Bot.~) Rolled or turned in or into. Gray.
Oc,* 7i. An arrow used by the Turks. Crabb.

OC-CA'IQN, (ok-ka'zhun) n. [occasio, L.] Occurrence
;
cas-

ualty ;
incident ; opportunity ; a particular time

;
conve-

nience
; need

; exigence ; necessity.
OC-CA'IQN, (gk-ka'zhun) v. a.

[i. OCCASIONED ; pp. OCCA-
SIONING, OCCASIONED.] To cause incidentally ;

to cause
;

to produce ;
to influence.

fOc-CA'ipN-A-BLE, a. That may be occasioned. Barrow.
OC-CA'ION-AL, (ok-ka'zhun-al) a. Incidental

;
casual ; pro-

ducing or produced by occasion or accident
;
accidental.

Oc-CA'IQN-AL-lM,* n. (Metaphysics) The system of oc
casional causes ; a name given to certain theories of the
Cartesian school of philosophers. Brande.

Oc-c A-IQN-XL'I-TY,* 71.Quality of being occasional.Seaff-cr.

Oc-CA'iQN-AL-Ly, ad. Incidentally ; at times
;
now and

then.

OC-CA'IQN-ER, (ok-ka'zhun-er) n. One who occasions.

OC-CA'SIVE,* a. Falling or descending, as the sun. Smart.

OC-CE-CA'TION, n. [occ&catio, L.] The state of blinding or

making blind
;
state of being blind. Bp. Hall. [R.]

OC'C{-DENT, 7i. [occidens, L.] Place of the sun's setting;
the west.

OC-CJ-DENT'AL, a. Western ; opposed to oriental.

tQc^lD'y-ous, a. [occiduus, L.l Western
;
occidental.

Oc-cip'i-TAL, a. Placed in the hinder part of the head.

bc'pi-pffT, n. [L.] The back or hinder part of the head.

fOc-ci"iQN, (gk-sizh'un) n. [occisio, L.] Act of killing.

fOc-CLUDE', v. a. [occludo, L.] To shut up. Browne.

OC-CLU'DENT,* a. That shuts up or closes. Sterne. [R.]

tQc-CLUSE', a. [occlusus, L.l Shut up; closed. Holder.

OC-CLU'SION, (ok-klu'zhun) n. Act of shutting up. Ho-io-

ell. [R.j

OC-CULT', a. [occultus, L.] Secret; hidden; unknown;
latent

;
abstruse.

Oc-cyL-TA'TiON, n. Act of hiding. (Astron.) The ob-
scuration of a star or planet by the interposition of an-
other body, as the moon, &c.

tOc-CuLT'ED, a. Secret; hidden. Skak.

OC-CULT'NESS, 71. Secretness ; state of being hid or occult.

OC'cy-PAN-CY, n. Act of taking possession ; occupation.
Oc'cy-PXNT, 7i. [occupans, L.] An occupier ; a possessor.

fOc'cy-pATE, v. a. [occupo, L.] To possess; to hold; to

take. Bacon.

Oc-cy-PA'TipN, n. The act of occupying, or of taking pos-
session

;
the employment to which one devotes himself;

business ;
trade

; calling ; vocation.

Oc'cy-Pi_-ER, n. One who occupies ; a possessor.

Oc'cy-PY, v. a. [occupo, L.] [i. OCCUPIED ; pp. OCCUPYING,
OCCUPIED.] To possess ; to keep ; to take up ; to bold

;
to

busy; to employ. [To follow, as business. Psalm
cvii. To_use; to expend. Exodus xxxviii.]

fOc'cy-PY, v. n. To follow business. St. Luke xix.

Oc-CUR', v. n. [occurro, L.] [i. OCCURRED; pp. OCCUR-

lappen ;
to appear ;

to clash ; to strike
j OCCURRED.] To come to the mind or memory ; to

be met with
;
to hapj

against.

OC-CUR'RENCE, n. [Fr.] Act of occurring; that which oc-
'

curs or happens ;
an event ; a casualty ;

incident
;
acci-

dent; presentation.

OC-CUR'RENT,* a. Incidental; coming in the way. Ash.

fOc-CUR'RENT, n. [Fr. ; occurrens, L.] Incident; occur-

'rence. Hooker.

jOc-cilRSE', n. A meeting. Burton.

^C-CUR'SION, n. [occursus, L.] Clash
;
mutual blow. Boyle.

CEAN, (6'shan) n. [ocean, Fr.
; oceanus, L.] The vast

body of salt water which encompasses the great divis-

ions of the earth ;
the largest extent of water, nowhere

entirely separated by land ; the main
;
the great sea; any

immense expanse.
O'CEAN, (6'shan) a. Relating to the ocean

;
oceanic. Milton.

O-CE-AN'IC, (5-she-an'jk) a. Pertaining to the ocean.

O-CEI.'LA-TED, or OC'EX-LAT-ED, [p-sel'la-ted, S. W. P.
'

J. F.Ja. Sni. ; o'sel lat-ed, K. Wb.~\ a. [ccellatus, L.] Hav-

ing or resembling little eyes.

O'CE-LOT,* 71. (Zool.) The Mexican panther. Booth.

O.CH'I-MV, 7i. [corrupted from alchymy.] A mixed base

metal.

OH-LOC'RA-CY,* n. A government by the multitude or

mob. Warburton.

OH-LO-CRXT'IC,* ) a. Relating to an ochlocracy, or gov-

0H-LO-CRAT'f-CAL,* \
eminent by the mob. Qu. Rev.

OJCH-LQ-CRXT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In an bchlocratical manner.

Tit. Walker.

OJBH-LOC'RA-TY, n. Government by the mob. Downing.
O-jCHRA'cEoys',* (o-kra'shus) a. Having the color of
'

ochre or clay. London.
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:, (o'ker) n. [a>tp.] A variety of clay dsoply col-

ored by the oxide of iron
;
a paint or painter's color, of

various hues, prepared from a kind of earth.

5'HRE-ous, (6'kre-us) a. Consisting of or containing
ochre

; ochrey.
6'jBHREy, (6'kre) a. Pertaining to ochre. Woodward.
Ojen'Rp-lTE,* re. (Min.) An ore of cerium. P. Cyc.
OCOROME,* re. A South American quadruped. Smellie.

O'CRE-A,* re. (Bot.) One of the two stipules united round
the stein of certain plants. P. Cyc.

OC'TA-JEHORD,* re. (Mus.) An instrument or system of

tight sounds. Burney.
OC'TA-GON, n. [OKTCJ and yatvia.] (Geom.) A plane figure
having eight sides and eight angles. (Fort.) A place
having eight sides or bastions.

OC-TAG'P-NAL, a. Having eight angles and sides.

OC-TA-HE'DRAL,* a. Having eight equal sides. Smart.

OC-TA-HE'DRITE,* re. (Min.) The pyramidal ore of tita-

nium. Dana. See OCTOEDRITE.
OC-TA-HE'DRON,* n. [dxrcj and edpa.] (Geom.) One of

the five regular solids, the surface of which consists of

eight equal and equilateral triangles. Frajicis.

OC-TXN'DRI-A,* n. (Bot.) A class of plants having eight
stamens. P. Cyc.

OC-TAN'DRI-AN,* a. (Bot.) Having eight stamens
; octan-

drous. Smart.

OC-TAN'DROVS,* a. (Bot.) Having eight stamens. P. Cyc.

6c-TXfJ'Gy-LAR, a. [octo and auguliu, L.] Having eight
angles.

Oc-TAN'Gy-LAR-NESS, re. Quality of having eight angles.
Oc'TANT,w. (Geom.) The eighth part of a circle (Astron.)
An aspect, or an intermediate position, as of the moon,
when she is between her syzygies and quarters.

Oc-TA'Nys,* re. (Med.) A fever which returns every eighth
day. Brande.

OC'TA-PLA,* n. A polyglot Bible, arranged in eight col-

umns, or comprising eight languages. Crabb.

Oc'TA-TEUjeii, (ok'ta-tuk) re. [OKTU and TEVXOS-] A name
for the first eight books of the Old Testament. Haunter.

OC'TAVE, re. [Fr. ; octatus, L.] The eighth day after some
ecclesiastical festival, the feast day itself included

; eight
days together after a festival. (Mus.) An harmonica! in-

terval containing five tones and two semitones
; called by

ancient authors diapason.

Oc'TAVEj a. Consisting of eight. Dryden.
OC-TA'VO, re.

[L.} pi. OC-TA'VO. A book formed by Fbld-*

ing the sheets into eight leaves each; commonly con-
tracted into 8vo.

OC-TA'VO,* a. Having eight leaves to a sheet. Dibdin.

()C-TEN'NI-AL, a. [octennium, L.] Happening every eighth
year; lasting eight years.

Oc'TlLE, n. (Astron.) Octant. See OCTANT.
OC-TO'BER, n. [L.] The tenth month of the year. [The

eighth month of the Romans, numbered from March.]
OC-TO-DEC'I-MAL,* a. (Min.) Eight and ten

; applied to a

crystal whose prisms exhibit eight faces in the middle
part, and, with the two summits, ten faces. Smart.

OC-TP-DKN'TATE,* a. Having eight teeth. Smart.

Oc-Tp-ED'R]-cAL,a. Having eight sides
; octahedral. Bailey.

OC-TP-L'DRITE,*?I. (Min.) The octahedral or pyramidal
oxide of titanium

; octahedrite. Brande.

OC'TP-FID,* a. Divided into eight parts. Smart.

OC-TP-GE-NA'RI-AN, 71. One who is eighty years old.

OC-TOG'E-NA-RY, or OC'TP-GE-NA-RY, [ok-toj'e-n?-re, W.
P. K. Sm. ; 5k't9-je-n si-re, Ja. Wb.] a. '[ocLogcni, L.] Eighty
years of age.

OC-TOG'Y-NOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having eight styles. London.

Oc-TO-HJi'DRON,* re. Same as octahedron. Brande.

OC-TP-LOC'V-LAR,* a. (Bot.) Having eight cells for seeds.
Smart.

Oc'Tp-NA-RY, a. [octonarius, L.] Belonging to the number
eight. Bailey. [R.]

Oc-xp-NOc'y-LAR, a. [octo and oculus, L.] Having eight
eyes. Derham.

OC-TO-PET'A-LOUS, a. [OKI-CO and irra\oi/.] Having eight
petals.

OC'TO-POD,* n. [d\rw and 7^%.] (Ent.) An insect having
eight feet. Brande.

OC-TP-RA'DI-AT-ED,* a. Having eight rays. Smart.

Cc-Tp-spiiR'Moys,* a. (Bot.) Having eight seeds. Lindsley.
OC'TO-STYLE, n. [OKTM and arvXns.] (Arch.) A range of

eight columns
;
a portico, or the face of a building, hav-

ing eight columns.

OC-TO-SYL-LAB'IC,* ) a. Consisting of eight syllables ;

fJC-TO-SYL-LXB'l-CAL,* \ octosyllable. Ed. Rev.

OC-TP-SYL'LA-BLE,
'

. [octo, L.,"and syllable.] Consisting
of eight syllables. Tyrwhitt.

OC-TP-SYL'LA-BLE,* n. A word of eight syllables. Clarke.

OCTROI,* (ok-trwa') n. [Fr.] A duty levied on the en-
trance of goods and merchandise in French towns. Ham-
ilton.

Oc'Ty-pLE, a. [octuplus, L.] Eight-fold. Bailey.
OC'U-LAR, a. [oculaire, Fr.

; oculus, L.] Relating to or de-

pending on the eye ;
known by the eye ; evident.

Oc'y-LAR-Ly, a,i. By means of the eye.
OC'U-LATE, a. [ocu.la.tus, L.] Having eyes ; knowing by

the eye ; opening as eyes ; oculated.

OC'V-LAT-ED,* a . Full of eyes or holes
; oculate. Hill.

Oc'u-Li-FORM,* a. Having the form of an eye. Smith.

Oc'y-LisT, H._One skilled in diseases of the eyes.
8c'

'

U-LUS ISE'LI, n. [L.] A precious stone
;
a variety o(

agate. Woodward.

09-y-po'Dj-AN,* n. (Zool.) A swift-running crustacean.
P. Cyc.

ODD, (od) a. [udda, Swed.] Not even ; not divisible into

equal numbers
;
not expressed in a round number; not to

be numbered or taken with others
; having no one asso-

* ciated or united
; left out of the number or account:

strange ; unaccountable; fantastical
; uncommon; partic-

ular
; singular ;

eccentric
;
whimsical.

ODD'I-TY, n. Singularity; particularity, applied both to per-
sons and things ;

an odd person or thing.

ODD'Ly, ad. In an odd manner; not evenly ; strangely.
ODD'NESS, n. The state of being odd

; strangeness.
ODD, (odz) n. sing. &. pi. Inequality ;

excess of a thing ;

more than an even wager ; advantage ; superiority ; quar-
rel

; dispute. Jit odds, at variance. Odds and ends, ref-

use
; scraps ; remnants.

ODE, n. [wjr/.] A poem to be sung to music ; a lyric poem.
ODE^-MAK-ER,* n. A maker or composer of odes. Pope.
Q-DE' pAr

,* ?i. [cutkioi/.] The music theatre at Athens. Ham-
ilton. Same as ODEUM. ft^This word, when applied
to a modern building, is often incorrectly pronounced
6'de-on.

OD'ER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of black mica from Swe-
den. Brande.

9-JDE'r/M,* n. [L.] A music theatre; a building appropria-
ted to music. Crabb. See ODEON.

fO'Dl-BLE, a. Hateful. Bale.

||0'Dioys, (6'dyus or 6'de-us) [6'dyus, S. E. F. K. ; o'de-us,
P. J. Ja. ; 6'de-us or 6'je-us, W. Sm.] a. [odiosus, L.J Hate-
ful

; detestable ; abominable
; exposed to hate

; causing
hate or hatred

;
invidious.

||O'DIOUS-LY, ad. In an odious manner; hatefully.

||O'Dioys-NESS, n. Hatefulness
;
state of being odious.

JJO'DI-UM, (6'de-um or 6'dyum)re. [L.] Invidiousness
; qual-

ity of provoking hate
;
hatred.

O'DI-UM THE-Q-L&P'I-CUM,* [L.] "Theological ha-
tred ;" the hatred of polemical divines. Scudamore.

O-DOM'E-TER,* n. [oJoj and ^erpov.] An instrument for

measuring distances
;
an instrument attached to the wheel

of a carriage, by which the distance passed over is meas-
ured. Crombie.

O-D6:M'E-TRoDs,*a. Relating to odometry. Geol. Tracts.

6-DOM'E^rRY,* n. The measurement of distances. Allen.

\\O-DON-TAL'fli-A* n. [>6ovs or <5c5o>j/and aA/uj.J (Med.)
The toothache

; odontalgy. Brande.

HO-DON-TAL'GJC, [o-dpn-tal'jjk, P. Ja. K. Wb.; od-pn-tal'-

jik, Sm.] a. [d'jwi/and aXyvs.] Pertaining to the toothache.

HO-DON-TAL'^IC,* n. (Med.) A remedy for the toothache.

Diuiglison.

||O'DON-TAL-GY,* re. The toothache ; odontalgia. Smart.

O-DON'TA-L1TE,* n. A fossil tooth or bone. CLeaveland.

6-DON'TO,* n. A dentifrice; a kind of vegetable white
'

powder for the teeth, prepared of oriental herbs. Rowland.

g-DON-TdG'RA-PHY,* n. A treatise on the teeth. Owen.

O-DON-TOL'o-Gy,* n. [aiW? and Ay>oj.J The anatomy or

science of the teeth. Brande.

O'DQR, n. [odor, L.
; odcur, Fr.] Scent, whether good or

bad
;
smell

; fragrance ; perfume ;
sweet scent.

fO'DOR-A-MKNT, n. Perfume
; strong scent. Burton.

O'DOR-ANT,* a. [Fr.] Affording smell or odor ; fragrant.

O'DOR-ATE, a. [odoratus, L.] Scented ; having a strong

_ scent, whether fetid or fragrant. Bacon. [R.]

O-DO-RiF'ER-oDs, a. [odurifcr, L.j Diffusing odor, usually
sweet odor

; fragrant ; perfumed. Bacon.

O-DQ-RIF'ER-OUS-IS'ESS, n. Sweetness of scent; fragrance.

O'DOR-INE,* n. A product of the redistillation of the vola-

tile oil obtained by distilling bone, having a very diffusi-

ble odor. Brande,

O'DOR-LESS,* a. Having no odor. Millman.

O'DOR-OUS, a. [adorns, L.] Having odor; fragrant; per-
fumed

;
sweet of scent

; odoriferous.

ODS'FISH,* interj. Noting surprise. Prior. [Vulgar.]
OD'YS-SEY,* [6d'e-se, W. Scott, Ash, Martin ; 9-dIs'se,

Dyche.} n. An epic poem of Homer, in which the adven-
tures of Ulysses are celebrated. Cowper.

CE. This digraph, found in words adopted into the Eng-
lish language from the Greek, is to be esteemed a mere

equivalent to e.

GEc-Q-NOM'jcs, n. pi. [viKovuuiKds, Gr. ; aconomique, Fr.]
Household affairs. See ECONOMICS.

CEc-y-MfiN'i-CAL, a. [aucuv/wyiKdj.] General. See ECU-
MENICAL.

CEc-y-MEN'i-CAL-LY,*a<Z. In an oecumenical manner. Bol-

ingbroke.

GE-DE'MA, (e-de'ma) n.
[ u'J^a.] (Med.) A tumor. Quinaj.

tCED-E-MAT'lc, a. Edemtitous. Harvey.

SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6N
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Relating to osdema. See EDEMATOUS.

CE-iL'lAD,(e-il'yad or el'yad) [e-il'yad, W. F. R. ; 9-e'lyad,
S. K. ; al'yad, P. ; Il'yad, Sm.] n. [ceillade, Fr.] A glance ;

wink of the eye. SAa*. [R.]

O'ER, (or) [contracted from over.] Addison.

(ES-O-PHA'GE-AL,* a. Belonging to the cesophagus._/Zoo-et.
(E-SOPH'A-GUS, (e-sof'a-gus) n. i pi. CE-SOPH'A-GJ. [iu
and 0d>co.] The gullet; the tube by which food is con-

veyed from the mouth to the stomach. Quincy.
CE'THRA,* (G'thra) n. (Zool.) A genus of swift-running

crustaceans. Leach.

OF, (ov) prep. Noting the cause, source, or origin ; proceed-
ing from

; owing to ; with regard to ; belonging to
;
from

;

out of. Of late, in late times Of old, formerly. Of
course, in natural or regular order.

||OFF, (of or auf) [of, S. W. P. E. F. Ja. Sm. : auf, K. J.

Wb. JVares.] ad. Noting separation or distance ; from, in the
sense of distance ; frequently opposed to on. Off hand,
at once

; without study. Off and on, now remiss or away
from the matter, now intent on it. To come off, to escape
by some accident or subterfuge. To get off, to make es-

cape. To go off, to desert ; to abandon. To go off, ap-
plied to guns, to take fire and be discharged. Well or ill

off, fortunate or unfortunate.

!|OFF, interj. Away! begone! depart!
jjOFF, prep. Not on; distant from; as, "off the coast."
Addison.

||OFF,* a. Most, distant; opposed to near; as, "the off

side,"
"

off horse." Smart.

OF'FAL, n. [offfall, that which falls from the table.] Waste
meat from the table, but more commonly the refuse parts
of animals killed for food

;
carrion

;
refuse ;

rubbish.

OF-FENCE', n. [offense, Fr.
; offensa, from offendo, L.] A

crime
;
a trespass ;

a misdeed
;
a transgression ; injury ;

insult
; indignity ; affront

; displeasure given or con-
ceived

; anger; attack; act of the assailant.

tQF-FENCE'FGL, a. Injurious ; giving displeasure. Shak.

OF-FENCE'LESS, a. Unoffending ;
innocent. Milton.

9F-FEND',t>. a. [offendo, L.] [i. OFFENDED ; pp. OFFENDING,
OFFENDED.] To make angry ; to displease ;

to transgress ;

to violate
;
to disturb

; to vex.

OF-FEND', v. n. To sin
; to transgress the law; to cause

anger; to commit transgression or offence.

OF-FEND'ER, n. One who offends; a criminal.

0F-FEND'REbS, n. A woman who offends. Shak.

tOF-FEN'si-BLE, a. Hurtful. Cotgrave.
OF-FEN'SIVE, a. [offensif, Fr., from offensus, L.] Causing

anger, pain, or disgust; disgusting; abusive; insolent;
rude

; displeasing ; injurious : assailant
;
not defensive

;

making the first attack
; as, "offensive war."

OF-FEN'siVB-LY,arf. In an offensive manner; injuriously;
by way of attack

;
not defensively.

OF-FN'SIVE-NESS, n. Quality of being offensive.

OF'FER, v. a. [offero, L.] [i. OFFERED ; pp. OFFERING, OF-

FERED.] To present; to exhibit; to sacrifice; to immo-
late

; to bid, as a price or reward
;
to tender

;
to propose.

OF'FER, v. n. To be present ;
to be at hand

;
to present it-

self ; to make an attempt.
OF'FER, n. [offre, Fr.] A proposal to be accepted or reject-
ed

;
that which is offered

; proposition ; first advance
;

price bid
;
act of bidding; attempt ; endeavor; essay.

OF'FER-A-BLE, a. That may be offered. W. Mountag-ue.
CF'FER-ER, 71. One who offers or makes an offer.

OF'FER-ING, n. Act of one who offers; presentation ;
that

which is offered
;
oblation

;
a sacrifice.

OF'FER-TQ-RV, n. [offertoire, Fr.] An anthem chanted in
the Catholic service, being the first part of the mass, in

which the priest prepares the elements for consecration.
In the communion service of the Church of England, the
sentences read while the alms or offerings are collected

;

the act of_offering.
fOF'FER-TURE, 7i. An offer; an overture. K. Charles.

C/FF'-HAND,* a. Done without study or hesitation ; unpre-
meditated. Qu. Rcc.

OFF'-HAND,* ad. At the moment
;
without deliberation or

delay. Qw. Rev.

OF'FICE, (of'fjs) n. [Fr. ; officium, L.] The station, condi-
tion, or employment of an officer; a public charge or

employment ; magistracy ; agency ;
business

; function
;

peculiar use
; charge ; duty ; service ; benefit ;

act of wor-
ship ; formulary of devotions : a room, house, or place
of business.

tOF'FiCE, v. a. To perform ; to discharge ;
to do. Shak.

OF'FI-CEK, n. [officier, Fr.] A person invested with an office,
either civil, military, or ecclesiastical; a magistrate; a
commander in the army or navy.

OF'FI-CER,* v. a.
[i. OFFICERED; pp. OFFICERING, OFFI-

CERED.] To furnish with officers. Smart.

OF'FI-CERED, (of'fe-serd) p. a. Supplied with officers.

QF-F!"CIAL, (pf-fIsh'al) a. [officiel, Fr.] Derived from the

proper office or officer, or from the proper authority; acting
by virtue of office; conducive; appropriate. Official value,
of merchandise, in England, is the value settled as early
as 1096, by which all the articles of export are ascertained

without regard to any subsequent variation in tha mir
ket price of the articles themselves

;
and it differs from

the dcclared,real, or supposed actual value, at the time and
place of importation or exportation. T. Pitkin.

OF-FI'"CIAL, (of-f ish'al) . [Fr.] One invested with an office,

particularly
with authority to take cognizance of causes

in ecclesiastical jurisdiction ;
a deputy of a bishop, &c.

OF-FI"CIAL-LY, (9f-f Ish'al-le) ad. In an official manner;
by authority ; by virtue of an ofiice.

tOF-Fl"ciAL-TY, (9f-flsh'al-te) n. [officialitc, Fr.] Post of
an official

;
an ecclesiastical court.

OF-FI"CI-A-RY,* (of-f Ish'e-a-re) a. Relating to an office ;

official. Pilkington.

OF-Ff"ci-ATE, (of-fIsh'e-at) v. n. [i. OFFICIATED
; pp. OF-

FICIATING, OFFICIATED.] To discharge an office; to per-
form an office for another

;
to act.

tOF-Fl"ci-ATE, v. a. To give or furnish in consequence of
office. Milton.

OF-FI"CI-A-TQR,* (of-flsh'e-a-t9r) n. One who officiates.

Wm. Jay.
OF-FI-CI'NAL, or OF-FIC'I-NAL, [6f-fe-sl'nal, J. F. Ja, Sm.

JJ.;9f-fIs'e-nal, 'P.E.K. Wb.} a. [officina, L.] Relating to,

used, or sold in a shop or place of business, as medicine.

OF-F1"CIOVS, (9f-fIsh'us) a. [officiosus, L.] [fKind ; doing
good offices. Milton.] Active

; importunately forward ;

meddling; busy; obtrusive; assuming.

OF-Fl"cioys-LY, (of-flsh'us-le) ad. In an officious man-
ner

; busily ; obtrusively.

OF-Fi"cioys-NESs, (of-flsh'us-nes) n. Quality of being of-

ficious
;
forwardness of civility.

OF'FING, n. (Natti.) That part of the sea which is at a con-
siderable distance from the shore, where there is deep
water, and a pilot is not needed.

OFF'scoOR-lNG, 71. That which is scoured off; refuse
;
rec-

rement.

OFF'SCUM,* n. Refuse; offscouring. Smart.

OFF'SCUM, a. Refuse; vile ; rejected. Todd.

OFF'SET, n. A sprout ;
shoot of a plant. Locke. A sum set

off against another
;
an equivalent ; a set-off. Smart.

(Surveying") A narrow, irregular slip of ground, on the out-
side of lines which include the main portion : a perpen-
dicular, let fall from the stationary line: a staff or rod
used in surveying Francis. (Arch.) The superior sur-

face left uncovered by the continuation upwards of a

wall, where the thickness diminishes, forming a ledge.
Sfrande.

OFF'SET,* v. a. [i. OFFSET; pp. OFFSETTING, OFFSET.] To
cancel by a contrary account or sum

;
to set one thing

against another. Smart.

OFF'SHOOT,* n. An offset or shoot
;
a branch. EC. Rev.

OFF'SPRING, n. Propagation ; production ;
a child or chil-

dren ;
a descendant or descendants , issue

; progeny.
fOF-FUS'CATE, v. a. [offasco, L.] To cloud. Wodrocphc.
See OBFUSCATE. ^

tOF-Fys-CA'TlQN,n. Act of darkening; obfuscation. Donne.

OFF'WARD,* a. (JVajrf.) Inclining with the side to the wa-
ter, as a ship when aground ; leaning off. Crabb.

||OFT, (oft or awft) [oft, W. P. E. F. Ja. Sin. ; awft, S. J. K.

JVare*-.] ad. Often
; frequently. [Little used, in modern

times, except in poetry.]

HOF'TEN, (of'fn or aw'f'n) [offn, S. W. P. E. Ja. Sm. ; aw'-

fn, J. K. Nares.] ad. [cornp. OFTENER; superl. OFTENEST.]
Frequently ; not seldom

; many times.

||OF'TEN, (offn) a. Frequent. 1 Tim. v. [Rare and im-

proper.]

jlfOF'TEN-NESS, (offn-nes) n. Frequency. Hooker.

||OF'TEN-TfME, (of'fn-tlmz)ad. Frequently ;
often. Hooker.

([OFT'TIMES, (oft'tlmz) ad. Frequently ;
often. Milton.

[R.]
OG-DO-As'Tl.CH, n. [o}6uu; and CTIXOS-] A poem of eight

lines.

O-GEE', n. (Arch.) A particular kind of moulding; cima.

Brande.

tOG-GA-Nf'TlQN, (og-ga-nlsh'un) 7i. [oggannio, L.] The act

of snarling like a dog ; murmuring ; grumbling. Mountagu.
OG'HAM, n. A kind of steganography, or secret writing in

cipher, practised bv the ancient Irish. Astle.

O-GIVE', [o-jiv', Si*.; 6'jjv, Ja.] n. [Fr.] (Arch.) A rib in a

Gothic vault, that crosses diagonally from one angle to

the opposite. Francis. The term used by the French for

the pointed arch. Brande.

O'GLE, (5'gl) v. a. [oogh, D.] [i. OGLED ; pp. OGLING, OGLED.]
To view with side glances, as in fondness, or with a de-

sign to be noticed only by the individual.

O'GLE, n. A side glance ;
a look of fondness. Addison,

O'GLER, 7i. One who ogles ;
a sly gazer.

O'GLING, n. Practice of viewing with side glances.

OG'LJ-6, (5'le-o)n. [It.; olla, Sp.] A medley. See OLIO.

O'GRE, (6'gu'r) 71. [ogre, Fr.] An imaginary monster of the

East. Arabian Nights.
O'GRESS, n. A female ogre or imaginary monster.

O'GRESS, n. (Her.) A cannon ball of a black color. Ashmole.

O-GY<?'I-AN,* a. Relating to Ogyges,ora deluge in fabulous
*

history. Lyell.

OH, (5) interj. Denoting pain, sorrow, or surprise.

A, , I, o, U, Y, long', A, fi, I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, i, p, V , Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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O;L, n. [eel, Sax.; oleum, L.] Any fat, greasy, unctuous,

thin matter, generally inflammable, expressed either from

vegetable or animal substances. The fixed oils are cf
either vegetable or animal origin, and are compounds of

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. The volatile oils are

generally obtained by distilling certain vegetables with
water ; and they are chiefly used in medicine and in per-

fumery. Oil of vitriol, the old name of sulphuric acid.

OIL, v. a. [i.
OILED

; pp. OILING, OILED.] To smear or lubri-

cate with oil. Wotton.

OIL'-CAKE,* n. The marc, or substance which remains
after the oil has been expressed from the seeds of flax and
rape. Farm. Ency.

OIL'-CLOTH,* n. A cloth or canvas, having on one side a
thick coat of oil paint. W. Ency.

OIL'-COL-OR, (-kul'ur) n. A color made by grinding a col-

ored substance in oil. Boyle.

OlL'ER, n. One who oils : an oilman. Huloet. [R.]
OIL'E-RY,* n. The commodities of an oilman. London.

OI'LET-HOLE,* n. See EYELET-HOLE. Crabb.

O'/L'I-NESS, n. Quality of being oily; unctuousness.

OlL'MXN, n.; pi. OILMEN. One who deals in oils, or in

both oils and pickles.

OlL'-PAiNT-lNG,* n. Painting in which the medium for

using the colors is oil. Bran.de.

OIL'-SHOP, 7i. An oilman's shop. Johnson.

Oi'ii'y, a. Consisting of oil; containing oil; having the

qualities^ of oil ; fatty ; greasy.

OiL'Y-GRAlN, (oll'e-gran) n. A plant. Miller.

OIL'Y-PALM, (8Il'e-pam) n. A tree. Miller.

OiNT, v. a. [oindre, Fr.] [i. OINTED; pp. DINTING, OINT-

ED.] To smear with ointment or with something unctu-
ous

;
to anoint. Dryden.

OiNT'MENT, n. Unctuous matter used for smearing the

body or healing a diseased part ; unguent.
5l'SAN-lTE,* re. (Min.) An ore of titanium. Brande.

OKE,* >i~ A Turkish weight of about 2J pounds. Smart.

O'KER, n. A color. Sidney. See OCHRE.
O'KRA,* n. A tropical plant, the pods of which are used in

the mucilaginous soup called gumbo. Farm. Ency. It is

the hibiscus esculentus, and is also written ochra, okro,
and n era.

OLD, a. [comp. OLDER or ELDER; superl. OLDEST or ELDEST.]
Advanced far in age ; having existed long ;

not young ;

not new
;
ancient ; not modern ; decayed by time

;
an-

tique ; antiquated; long-practised: shrewd; cunning.
Of old, long ago ;

from ancient times.

OLD'-AGE,* n. The advanced period of life
; senility. Milton.

fOLu'EN, (61'dn) a. Old
; ancient; as, "the olden time."

Shak. Now used only in imitation of archaic language.
OLD-FASH'JQNED, (-und) a. Formed according to obsolete
custom

;
out of fashion. Dryden.

OLD'ISH, a. Somewhat old. Sherwood.

OLD'-MAID,* n. An unmarried woman advanced in life.

Ouardian.

OLD'NESS, n. State of being old
; antiquity.

tOLD'SAlD, (old'sed) a. Long since said. Spenser.

OLD'WIFE, n. A contemptuous name for an old, prating
woman. 1 Tim. iv. A kind of fish ; the wrasse.

C-LE-XG'i-NOUS, a. [oleaginus, L.] Oily ;
unctuous.

O-LE-XG'J-NOUS-NESS, 71. Oiliness.

OL-E-A'MEN,* n. (Med.) A liniment composed of oils.

Crabb.

O-LE-AN'DER, n. [olcandre, Fr.] A beautiful evergreen
flowering shrub ; the rose-bay.

O-l.E-Xs'TER, n. [L.] The wild olive
;
a species of olive.

Miller.

O'LE-ATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of oleic acid and a
base. Ure.

O-LEF'I-ANT,* [p-Ief'c-ant, Brande ; 6'le-fl-ant, Sm. ; o-le-

fl'ant, Wb.~\ a. (CAem.) Relating to or designating a gas,

which, combined with chlorine, produces a compound re-

sembling oil. Brande.

6'LE-ic,*a. (CAem.) Noting an acid derived from a soap
made by digesting hog's lard in potash lye. P. Cyc.

C'LE-INE,* n. (CAem.) A fusible or liquid oil expressed
from fat, formerly called clain. P. Cyc.

O'LE-ON,* n. (CAem.) A substance obtained by distilling
oleic acid mixed with lime. P. Cyc.

O-LE-Q-SAC'JEHA-RUM,* n. A mixture of oil and sugar.
Crabb.

O-LE-RA'CEOVS, (o-le-ra'shus) a. [oleraceus, L.] Relating
to or like potherbs ; esculent ;

eatable. Browne.

tQL-FXcT', v. a. [olfactus, L.] To smell. Hudibras. [Bur-

lesque.]
QL-FXc'TIQN,* n. The sense of smell. Dunglison.
OL-FAC'TQ-RY, a. [olfactflire, Fr.] Relating to or having

the sense of smell.

OL-FAC'TO-RY,* n. The power or sense of smelling. Ash.

0-Lln'A-NUM,* n. A gum resin which exudes from a tree

found in Arabia and India; the frankincense of the an-
cients. Brande.

a"
[

lid^^-] Stinking; fetid. Browne.

OL'I-GARCH,* n. One of a few in power; an aristocrat. EC.
Rev.

fiL'i-GAR-X3HAL,*a. Relating to an oligarchy; oligarchical
Qu. Rev.

OL-I-.GARjBH'jc,* a. Same as oligarchical. Ann. Reg.
OL-I-GAK.'III-CAL, a. Belonging to or denoting an oligar-

chy.
OL'I-GAR-CHY, n.

[dA^.ipxiVi.]
A state in which the sove

reign power is lodged in the hands of an exclusive class
;

the government, or the persons who have the power of

governing, in an oligarchy; aristocracy. Sidney.

g-Li'G'o-DON,*
n. A species of small serpent. P. Cyc.

'Ll-6, (o'le-5 or 61'yo) [o'le-o, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. ; 6'lyo, S.

E. F. K.~\ n. [oglio, It.; olla, Sp.] A mixture; a medley.
Dryden.

OL'I-TO-RY, a. [olitor, L.] Belonging to the kitchen gar
den. Evelyn.

OL-I-VA'CEOUS,* (ol-e-va'shus) a. Relating to or partaking
of the olive-tree, or of olives. P. Cyc.

QL-l-vXs'TER, a. [olivastre, old Fr.] Of the color of olive
;

brown ; tawny.
OL'IVE, (SI'iv) n. [olive, Fr.

; olea, L.] A plant or tree
;

the fruit of the tree, from which olive oil is produced :

the color of the olive : the tree is the emblem of peace.
OL'IVE,* a. Relating to the olive

;
of the color of the olive;

brown tending to a yellowish green. Ash.

OL'IVE-BRANCH,* n. A branch of the olive-tree; an em-
blem of peace. Shak.

OL'IVED, (ol'jvd) a. Decorated with olive-trees. Warton.

OL'J-VEN-ITE,* n. (Min.) An arseniate of copper. Jame-
son.

O"L'I-V!LE,* 7?, An amylaceous or crystalline substance ob-
tained from the gum of the olive-tree. Brande.

OL'J-VINE,* 7i. (Min.') A variety of chrysolite, of an olive-

green color. Lyell.

OL'LA, n. [Sp.] An olio. B. Jonson. See OLIO, and OLLA
PODHIDA.

&L'JLA PO-DRI'DA,* r>. [Sp.] A dish composed of various
kinds of meats boiled together. B. Jonson.

5L'LlTE,*7i, (Min.~) The potstone. Hamilton.

OL'Q-GRAPH,* 71. (Law) See HOLOGRAPH.
O-LVAI'PI-AD, n.. [olympias, L.] A Grecian epoch of four
"

years, being the interval between the celebration of the

Ol\mpic games.
O-LYM'PI-AN,* a. Relating to Olympia; Olympic. Usher.

6-LYM'pic',* a. Noting public Grecian games, celebrated
at Olympia after the completion of every four years, dur-

ing five days, in honor of Jupiter. P. Cyc.

O-LYM-PI-ON'IC,* 71. An ode on an Olympic victory. John-
son.

OM'BRE, (om'bur) [orn'bur, W. P. J. Ja. K. Sm. ; om'bur, & ;

am'bur, E. ; 5m'bur, F. Wb.] n. [hombre, Sp.] A 'game
of cards played by three. Taller.

M-BROM'E-TER,* n. A rain-gauge ; a pluviometer. Brande.

-ME'GA, [o-me'g?., S. W. P. J. F. E. Wb.; o-meg'a, Ja.

Sm. ; Sm'e-ga or 9-me'ga, K. ; 6'me-ga, Taylor's Calmet.]
n. [o it sj'a-t The last letter of the Greek alphabet, as

alpha is the first.

OME'LET, (om'let) [om'let, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ; om'e-let
or om'let, Sm. , om'e-let, Wb.] n. [omelette or amelettc, Fr.]
A fritter, or sort of pancake, made with eggs, &c.

O'MEN, n. [omen, L.] A sign or indication, good or bad: a

prognostic.
O'MENED, (5'mend) a. Containing prognostics. Pope.
p-JfJta'rpar. n'. [L.] (Anat.) The caul or adipose mem-
brane attached to the stomach, and lying on the anterior
surface of the intestines.

O'MER, n. A Hebrew measure. Bailey. See HOMER.
jOM-l-LET'i-CAL, a. Mild; friendly; humane. Farrindon.

tOM'i-NATE, v. n. [oromor, L.] To foretoken
;
to show a

prognostic. Decay of Chr. Piety.

fQM'l-NATE, v. a. To foretoken. Seasonable Sermon.

|pM-l-NA'TiON,
n. Prognostic. Brorone.

OM'I-NOIJS, a. Containing omens; exhibiting tokens of good
or evil ; indicative; foreboding evil

; inauspicious.
OM'i-NoDs-LY, ad. In an ominous manner.
OM'i-NOus-NESS, ?/. Quality of being ominous. Burnet.

O-Mls'si-BLE,* a. That may be omitted. Smart.

6-Jttts'siON, (9-mish'un) n. [omissus, L.] Act of omitting;
state of being omitted

;
failure to do something; neglect.

O-MIS'SIVE, a. Leaving out. Stackhousc.

6-Mi'T', v. a. [omitto, L.] [i. OMITTED ;pp. OMITTING, OMIT-

TED.] To leave out
;
not to mention

;
to pass by ;

to neg-
lect.

,

gD-MiT'TANCE,
7i. Forbearance ; omission. Skak.

M'Nl-sDs,* n. [omnibus, L., for all.] pi. 6M'Nl-Bt?s-E. A
well-known public carriage for conveying passengers, for

short distances, at. a cheap rate. They were first intro-

duced into use in Paris, in 1825, and afterwards in other
cities in Europe and America.

fOM-Ni-coR'Pp-RAL,* a. Embracing all matter. Cudwortk.

OM-NI-FA'RI-OOS, a. [omntfer, L.] Of all varieties or kinds.

BLLEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RtfLE. <?, o, ^, g, soft; jC, G^ c, g, hard ; as Z; % as gzj THIS.
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s,a. [omnis and /ero,L.] Producing all things."

Bailey.

OM-NIF'IC, a. [omnis and/acio, L.] All-creating. Milton.

OM'NI-FORM, a, [omnis and forma, L.] Having every form.

OM-NI-FORM'I-TY, n. Quality of possessing every shape.
More.

OM-NiG'E-NoOs, a. [omnigenus, L.] Consisting of all kinds.

Bailey. _
a. Bringing forth or producing all

things ; all-bearing. Scott.

OM-NI-PAR'I-TY, n. [omnis and par, L.] General equality.
White.

OM-Ni'p'A-ROt;s,* a. All-bearing ; omniparient. Perry.
OM-Nj-pER-ctp'i-ENCE, ) ?i. [omnis and percipio, L.] Per-

Oivi-Ni-pER-cTp'l-EN-CY, ) ception of everything. More.

OM-NI-PER-CIP'I-ENT, a. Perceiving every thing. More.

OM-Nfp'p-TENCE, )n. [omnipotentia,!*.] Almighty power ;

OM-Nip'o-TEN-cy, \
unlimited power.

OM-NIP'P-TENT, a. [omnipotent, L.J Almighty 5 all-pow-"

erful ; powerful without limit.

OM-NTP'P-TENT, ?, The Almighty : one of the appella-
tions of God. Milton.

AI-NJP'P-TNT-LY, ad. Powerfully ;
without limit. Young:

M-NJ-PRES'ENCE, (orn-ne-preVens) n. [omnis and presen-
tia, L.] The quality of being present at all places at the
same time

;
universal presence ; ubiquity.

tOM-NI-PREs'EN-CY, 71. Omnipresence. More.

OM-Ni-pREJjf'ENT, a. Present every where at the same
time

; ubiqnitnry.

tOM-Nl-pRE.-EN'TiAL,, a. Omnipresent. South.

|jOM-Ni"sci-ENCE, (9m-nlsh'e-ens or pm-nish'ens) [?m-
nish'e-ens, W. J. Ja. Sm. ; om-nish'ens, S. P. F. K. R.]
n. [omnis and scientia, L.] The power or quality of know-
ing all things ;

boundless knowledge ;
infinite wisdom.

||O;vr-Ni"sci-EN-CY, (om-nish'e-en-se) n. Omniscience.

||OM-NT"sci-ENT, (om-nish'e-ent) a. [omnis and scio, L.]
'Knowing all things.

fOM-Nl"sciovs, (gm-nish'us) a. Omniscient. HakewilL

O'u-Nf-SPEC'TIVE,* a. Able to see all things. Boyce.
Cbi'm-OM, n. [L.J (Finance) The aggregate of the differ-

ent stocks in the English public funds, in which a loan is

now usually funded.

OM/Nj-OM-GXTii'ER-OM, TI. A cant term for a miscellane-
ous collection of things or persons. Selden.

OM-NIV'A-GXNT,* a. Wandering about every where. Maun-
'

der.

OM-Nfv'O-ROOs, a. [omnis and voro, L.] Eating food of

every sort ; all-devouring.

O-MpG'RA-PHY,* n. A new art of representation of objects,"

being a substitute for engraving, lithography, and paint-

ing. Dr. R. H. Black.

Oai'p-PLATE, 71. (Anat.) The shoulder-blade or scapula.

OM'PUA-clNE,* n. A juice or oil extracted from green ol-

ives, with which ancient wrestlers were anointed. Smart.

8M-PHAI/IC,*
a. Relating to the navel. Smart.

M'pHA-Lp-CELE,*n. (Med.) A rupture of the navel. Crabb.

OMXPHA-LOP'TER,* n. An old name for a convex lens.

Francis.

jOM-PHA-LOP'Tic, n. [6>tfaAo*f and fcmxtff.] An optic

glass that is convex on both sides, commonly called a con-
vex lens.

OM-PHA-LOT'A-MY,* n. The division of the navel-string.
Brande.

OM'PHA-ZTT,* n. (Mia.) A variety of pyroxene. Dana.

OM'RAH,* n. A Hindoo title of preeminence. Goldsmith.

O'MV, a. Mellow ; spoken of land. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
ON, prep, [ana, Goth.

; an, Ger.
; aen, Teut.j Above and in

contact with, either literally or figuratively ; noting near-
ness of place and time ;

not off; near to
;
at

; upon.
ON, ad. Above, or next beyond ;

in succession
;
in progress ;

forward
;
onward ;

not off. On shipboard, in a ship.

ON, i.nterj. A word of incitement
; proceed !

dx'A-ffER,* n. [L.] The wild ass : a military engine for

discharging stones. Ainsworth.

O'NAW-i^M,* n. Self-pollution; masturbation. Clarke.

ONCE, (wuns) ad. Onetime; a single time
; formerly; at

a former time
;

used substantively in such phrases as at

once, this once, that once.

ON-cto'i-OM,* n. (Bot.) An American tropical flowering
plint ; the butterfly-plant. P. Cyc.

ON-COT'O-MV,* n. (Med.) The opening of a tumor. Dun-
glison.

Oxf-DiT,* (on'dc) n. [Pr.] A flying report; a rumor. Qu.
Rev.

ONE, (wun) a. [unus, L.
; uno, It. <$ Sp. ; un, Fr.

; an,
mn, am, Sax.] One of two; any; single; individual; di-

verse ; some, as opposed to anotlier. To be one, to be
united. --9.11 one, all the came.

ONE, (wun) pron. Any single person, often including the

speaker's self; as,
" One ought to take care of one's self."

One another, two persons or things taken reciprocally ;

as in the phrase
" They love one another," i. e., each

person loves the other.

ONE, (wun) n. ; pi. ONE, (wunz) A single person ; a per-

son indefinitely; a person distinctively ; a unit. When
used in the plural, it commonly stands for persons indef-

initely ; as,
" The great ones of the world."

ONE'-ARCHED,* (wun'archt) a. Having a single arch. Mrs
Butler.

ONE'BER-RY, (wun'ber-re) n. The plant wolPs-bane.
ONE'-EYED, (wun'id) a. Having only one eye.
ONE'-HORSE,* (wun'hors) a. Drawn by a single horse.

Seward.

O-NEi-Rp-CRfT'ic, n. An interpreter of dreams. Addison.

O-NEI-RO-CRIT'IC,* a. Interpreting dreams; oneirocriti-
cal. Ash. [R.]

O-NEi-RO-CRlT'l-CAL, a. [oveipoKpirirfs.] Interpretative
of dreams. Addison. [R.]

O-NEl-Rp-CRi'T'lcs, n. pi. The art or science of interpret-
ing dreams. Bentley.

O-NEi'Rp-MXN-cy, n. [ovetposand navTcia.] Divination by
dreams. Spenser.

O-NEI-ROS'CP-PIST,* n. An interpreter of dreams. Ash.

O-NEl-Ros'cp-py.* n. The art of interpreting dreams.
Maunder. [R.]

fONE'MENT, (wun'ment) n. State of being one. Bp. Hall.

ONE'NESS, (wun'nes) n. State or quality of being one ; unity.

ON'E-RA-RY, a. [onerariits, L.] Relating to or fitted for bur-
dens.

fON'E-RATE, v. a. [onero, L.] To load
;
to burden. Bailey.

fpN-E-RA'TipN, n. The act of loading. Bailey.

ON-E-ROSE',* . Burdensome ; onerous. Ash. [R.]

ON'ER-C-DS, a. [oncrosus, L.] Burdensome
; oppressive ;

heavy.
ONE-SID'ED,* (wun-sld'ed) a. Relating to or having but
one side

; partial. EC. Rev.

ONE-SID'ED-NESS,* (wun-) n. State of being one-sided ;

partiality. Howitt.

ON-GO'ING,* n. Proceedure ; a going-on. Ed. Rev.

SN'ION, (un'yun) n. [oignon, Fr.] A well-known plant,
with a bulbous root of strong flavor, used in cookery.

SN'ION-SHELL,,* n. A species of oyster, of roundish form.
Booth.

ON'LI-NESS,* n. State of being single or alone. Cudworth.

ON'LY, a. Single ; one, and no more
; this, and no other

;

this, above all other
;
alone.

SN'LY, ad. Simply ; singly ; merely ; barely.

O-NOL'P-GY,* n. A foolish way of talking. Dr. Black.

6N'p-MXN-cy, n. [$voua and uavTsia.] Divination by the
letters of a name

; nomancy. Camden.

ON-O-MXN'TI-CAL, a. Relating to onomancy. Camden. [R.]

ON-p-MA-TEjeH'NY,*7t. Divination by the letters ofa name j

onomancy. Rowbotham.

ON-P-MXT-O-PCE'IA,* (-pS'ya) n. [L.] (Rhet.) The use of a
word or phrase, the sound of which corresponds with or
resembles the thing signified. Crabb.

O-NOM'p-MXN-CY,* n. Same as onomancy. Brande.

6N'SET, 71. A rushing or setting upon ; attack; storm
j
as-

sault ;
first brunt

;
a beginning.

tON'sET, v. a. To set upon ;
to begin. Carew.

ON'SLAUGHT, (on'sllwt) n. Attack
;
onset. Hadtbras. Qu.

Rev. Johnson designates this word as " not in use
;

"

but its use is, in a degree, revived.

ON'STEAD, n. A single farm-house. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
ON'TO,* prep. Noting entrance upon a place ;

on
; upon ;

to
; as,

" They went out on to the Mount of Olives." Mark
x\v. 26. Sharpens Translation. {p This word is in pro-
vincial use in England, and in colloquial use in the Unit-

ed States ;
but it is little authorized by the use of good

writers. Forby, in his "
Vocabulary of East Anglia,"

says,
" For the preposition upon we use onto .- (why not as

good as into 7) EC. ' Throw some coals onto the fire.'

Into is now generally, and probably has always, in a great

measure, been used with respect to in, as denoting mo-
tion. We use onto with a like relation to on ; so, proba-

bly, do other provincials, and on the same warrant of an-

tiquity. The analogy is certainly good."
ON-TP-LOG'IC,* ; a. Relating to ontology. Lord

ON-TP-LO^'I-CAL,* \ Brougham.
ON-TP-LOG'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In an ontological manner. Dr.

Allen.

ON-TOL'O-GIST, n. One who is versed in ontology ;
a met-

aphysician.
ON-TOL'P-GY, n. [oWaand A<5yoj.] The science of being, in
'

itself, or its ultimate grounds and conditions ; metaphysics.

d'irus,* n. [L.] pi. &N'E-RA. A burden ; a load. Q*. Rev
PRO-BAN' DI,* [L.] (Law) "The burden of prov-

D an of

Tomlins.
ing:" the obligation of establishing by evidence.

ON'WARD, ad. Forward
; progressively ;

farther.

ON'WARD, a. Advanced
;
increased

; leading forward.

ON'WARDS, ad. Same as onward. Bp. Hall.

ON'Y-jeHA, [on'e-ka, W. Ja. Wb. ; o'ne-k?, S. K. Sm.] n.

The odoriferous snail, or shell of the onyx-fish : the

stone onyx.
ON-Y-CHON'P-MY,* n. Divination by the nails. Maun-

der. [R.J

O'NYX, (o'nlks) n. [6Vt>(.] (Min.) A precious stone ; a reg-

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, Y> obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
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ularly banded agate, much prized for cameos. (Med,~)

_ An abscess of the cornea of the eye.
O'P-LITE,* ?i. (Min.) A species of limestone, composed of

globules clustered together, commonly without any visi-

ble cement or base. Ure.

O-p-LiT'ic,* a. Relating to or resembling oolite. Ure.

O-OL/p-^Y,* n. [wv and Aoyoj.J The science of, or a trea-
tise on, eggs.

66'Ml-Xc,* ft. A large Esquimaux boat. Maunder.
COST,* n. Oast. Ure. See OAST.

OOZE, n. Soft mud
;
mire at the bottom of water ; slime ;

soft flow
;
a spring : the liquor of a tanner's vat

OOZE, v. n.
[i. OOZED; pp. OOZING, OOZED.] To flow gen-

tly ;
to percolate, as liquid through the pores of sub-

stances, or through small openings.
OOZ'Y, a. Miry ; muddy ; slimy. King.
fO-PA'CATE, v. a. [opaco, L.] To shade; to cloud

;
to dark-

en. Boyle.

Q-pXg'i-TY, 7i. [opacity Fr.
; opacitas, L.] State of being

opaque ; cloudiness
; want of transparency. Browne.

O-PA'coys, a. [opacus, L.J Obscure
; not transparent ;

opaque. Digby.
O-PA'coys-NESS, n. The state of being opaque. Evelyn.
O-PAKE',*a. Dark; obscure

;
not clear. Nares. See OPAQUE.

O-?AKE'NESS, . Darkness. More,. See OPAQUENESS.
O'PAL, [6'pal, S. W. P. Ja. K.} n. (Jtfia.) A hard and brit-

tle mineral, of great beauty, of a milky white, and re-

markable for its changes of color, or its iridescent reflec-

tion of light.

O-PAL-ESCE',* v. n. To emit the lustre of opal. Cleaveland.

6-PAL,-Es'cENCE,* n. The shining lustre of opal. Hamilton.

G-PAL-ES'CENT,* a. Resembling opal ; reflecting a bright
lustre, as opal. Ure.

6'PAL,-INE,* a. Relating to or resembling opal. Hamilton.

O'PAL-IZE,* v. a.
[i. OPALIZED ; pp. OPALIZING, OPALIZED.]

To convert into opal ; to form like opal. LyeU.
O-PAQUE', (o-pak') a. [Fr. ; opacus, L.] Dark

; impervious*

to light ;
not transparent ; not clear ; cloudy; obscure.

Often written opake.

O-PAQUE', (9-pak') n. Opacity. Young. [E.]
6-PAQUE'NESS, (9-pak'nes) n. State of being opaque.
OPE, (5p) v. a. &, n. To open. Pope. [Used only in poetry.]

tpPE,
a. Open. Dryden. [Obsolete, or used only in poetry.]

O'PEN, (5'pn) v. a. [i. OPENED ; pp. OPENING, OPENED.] To
unclose

;
to unlock

;
the contrary of to shut ; to expand ;

to show
;
to discover

; to divide
;
to explain ; to disclose

;

to begin.
5'PEN, (o'pn) v. n. To unclose itself: not to remain shut;

to begin : to bark, a term of hunting.
O'PEN, (o'pn) a. Unclosed; not shut; plain; apparent;
evident; not wearing disguise; clear; artless; sincere;
candid : frank ; ingenuous ;

not clouded
; not hidden ;

exposed to view
;
not restrained

;
not denied

;
not pre-

cluded ; not bound by frost
;
uncovered

; exposed ;
with-

out defence.

O'PEN-ER, (o'pn-er) n. He or that which opens.
O'PEN-EYED, (o'pn-id) a. Vigilant; watchful. Shak.

O'PEN-HAND'ED, a. Generous
; liberal ;

munificent. South.

O'PEN-HEAD'ED, (o'pn-hed'ed) a. Bare-headed. Chaucer.

O'PEN-HEART'ED, a. Generous; candid ; frank ; artless.

G'PEN-HEART'ED-NESS, n. Frankness; generosity.
O'PEN-lNG, (o'pn-ing) n. Act of unclosing; aperture;
breach

; discovery at a distance
;
faint knowledge ; dawn.

O'PEN-LY, (o'pn-le) ad. In an open manner; publicly ; not

secretly ; in sight; plainly ;
without disguise.

O'PEN-MOOTHED, (5'pn-moutfid) a. Having the mouth
open ; greedy ; ravenous ; clamorous

;
vociferous.

C'PEN-NESS, (o'pn-nes) n. State of being open ; plainness ;

clearness
;
freedom from disguise.

OP'E-RA, n. [It.] pi. OPERAS. A musical drama, in which
the music forms an essential part, and not merely an
accompaniment ; or, according to Dryden,

" a poetical
tale or fiction, represented by vocal and instrumental

music, adorned with scenes, machines, and dancing."
fOP'E-RA-BLE, a. [operor, L.] To be done; practicable.
Browne.

Op'E-RA-GLiss,* n. A small telescope used in theatres.

Cowper.
OP-E-RXM'E-TER,* n. An apparatus used in dressing cloth,

patented by S. Walker, of Leeds, in 1829. Ure.

OP'ER-ANCE,* n. Act of operating ; operation. Cole-

ridge. [R.]
OP'E-RXN-CY,* n. Same as operance. Coleridge. [R.]
OP'E-RXNT,'a. [Fr.l Active; operative. Shak.

OP'ER-ATE, v. n. [operor, L.] [i. OPERATED; pp. OPERAT-

ING, OPERATED.] To work; to act
;
to have agency ;

to

produce effects : to perform a surgical operation.

OP'ER-ATE,* v. a. To work ;
to produce ; to effect. Kames.

,* \

a- Relatin8 to tne Pera- Oent' MaS'

,
'. [operatio, L.] Act of operating ; agency ;

work; a working; influence; action; effect: motion
of an army : a surgical performance with instruments.

OP'ER-A-TIVE, a. Having the power of acting; having for-

cible agency : active
; vigorous ;

efficacious ; practical ;

working.
OP'ER-A-TIVE,* n. A laboring man ;

one employed in man-
ufactures

;
an a/tisan. Qu. Rev.

OP'ER-A-TIVE-LY,* ad. In an operative manner. Cud
worth.

OP'KR-A-TPR, n. [L. ; operateur, Fr.] One who operates ;

one Who performs a surgical operation.

tOp'ER-A-TQ-RY,* 71. A laboratory. Cowley.
O-PER'C y-LAR,* a. (Bot.~) Covered with a lid. Loudon.

. Smart.

6p-ER-cu'Ll-FORlvi,* a. Formed as a cover. Loudon.

Q-P'VR'CV-L&M,* ?i. [L.] pi. OPERCULA. (Bot.) A cover
j

the lid of the theca of a moss. P. Cyc.

OP-ER-OSE', a. [operosus, L.] Laborious ; full of labor;
tedious. Burnet.

OP-ER-OSE'LV,* ad. In a laborious manner. E. Erving.
OP-ER-OSE'NESS, n. State of being operose. More.

tOP-ER-os'l-TY, 71. Operation ;
action. Bp. Hall.

fOp'ER-oDs,* a. Operose. Baxter.

fOP-ER-TA'NE-oOs,* a. Secret; private. Smart.

JOPE'TIDE, n. The ancient time of marriage, from Epiph-
any to Ash-Wednesday. Bp. Hall.

OPH-I-CAL'CIC,* n. (Jtfm.) A rock composed of marble and
serpentine. Hamilton.

OPH'I-CLEIDE,* n. [o0<s and xXeis.] (Mus.) A newly-in-
vented, musical wind-instrument, used in the orchestra
and in military bands. It is a long, conical tube, made
of brass or copper. P. Cyc.

O-PHio'i-lN,* 71. A serpent. P. Cyc.

a- Relatin s to serpents or snakes -

-Pirio'-pN,* n. A sea-fish resembling a serpent. Hill.
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OPH-I-OL'P-^IST,* 7i. One versed in ophiology. Knowles.

OPH-I-OL'P-^Y,* w. [&/HJ and \6yo$.] That part of natural

history which treats of reptiles or serpents. Ed. Eacy.
OPH'l-p-MXN-CY,* n. Divination by serpents. Brande.

OPH-i-p-MOR'PHoys,* a. Having the form of a serpent.
Smart.

fOPH-i-oPH'A-GOus, a. [o>itf and ^uj'to.] Serpent-eating
Browne.

OPH'I-OPS,* n. (Zool.) A genus of lacertians. P. Cyc.

OPH-I-SAU'RVS,* n. (Zool.) A genus of reptiles. P. Cyc.

O'PHlTE,* ra.
[fltyit?.] (Min.) The serpentine stone. Dyer.

Q PHi'TEif, n. [L.J (Min.) The serpent-stone ; green por-
phyry ; ophite. Crabb.

OPH-i-O'jEHys, (of-e-u'kus) n. [oQtovxos.] A constellation
of the northern hemisphere ;

the Water-bearer.

IIOPH-THXL'MIC, (9p-thal'mjk or9f-thal'mjk) [op-thal'mjk,
'W. P. J. Ja. 'Sm. ; of-thal'injk, S. E. K. R. See TRIPH-

THONG.] a. Relating to ophthalmy or to the eye.

||OPH-THAL-MOG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of the eye.

Dunglison.
||OPH-THAL-MOL'p-(jtfsT,* 7i. One versed in ophthalmol

ogy. Good.

IIOPH-THAL-MOL'p-^y,* n. [c)(/0aX^(Jj and \6yos-] A trea-

tise on the eye. Geiit. Mag.
IIOPH-THAL-MOs'cp-PY,* n. A branch of physiognomy,

limited to the observation of the eyes. Smart.

||OPH-THAL-MOT'P-MY,* n. The dissection of the eye.

Dunglison.
||OPH'THAL-MY, (op'thal-me or oT'thal me) n. [dipQaXptf.]
An inflammation of the eye, or of parts connected with it.

O'PI-ATE, n. [from opium.] A medicine producing sleep.

O'P|-ATE, a. Producing sleep ; somniferous; narcotic.

O'P{-ATE,* v. a. To lull to sleep; to ply with opiates. Fen-

ton^
O'pi-AT-ED,* p. a. Affected by opiates; containing opiates.
Martineau.

fOp'i-FlcE, n. [opificium, L.] Workmanship ;
handiwork.

Bailey.

fO-Pi'F'i-CER, n. [opifex, L.J One that performs a work
;

"artist. Bentley.

jO-plN'A-BLE, a. [opinor, L.] That may be thought. Bailey.

t6p-l-NA'TlpN, n. Opinion ;
notion. Scott.

tO-PlN'A-TiVE, a. Opinionative. Burton.

|6-P1N'A-TPR, n. One who holds, or is tenacious of, an

"opinion. Glanville.

Q-PINE', v. n. [opinor, L.] [i. OPINED ;,pp. OPINING, OPINED.]
To think

;
to judge ;

to be of opinion. South. [Antiquat-
ed.J

jO-piN'ER, n. One who holds an opinion. Bp. Taylor.

|O-PiN-j-Xs'TER,* re. A dogmatical person. Milton.

t6-PlN-I-Xs'TRE, (9-pin-ye-as'ter) J
a. [opiniastre, old

j6-PiN-'i-Xs'TRoys, (o-pin'-ye-as'trus) j Fr.J Opinionativcs.

Raleigh.

tQ-PlN'}-ATE, (9-pin'ye-at) v. a. To maintain obstinately.

O-PfN'l-A-TlVE, (9-pIn'ye-a-tIv) a. Stiff in opinion ; posi-
tive

; dogmatical ;
obstinate ; opinionated. Sandys.

O-PlN'l-A-TIVE-NESS, (9-pin'ye-a-tIv-nes)
n. Inflexibility

of opinion ; obstinacy. Raleigh.

as gz ;
THIS
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}O-PfN-I-A'TOR, (o-pin-ye-a'tur) n. [opinidttre, Fr.] One
"fond of his own notion

;
a dogmatist. Raleigh.

\o-PlN-i-'A' TRE, (9-pin-ye-a'tur) a. [Fr.] Opinionative.
Milton. _

tO-PlN-j-A'TRE, (9-pin-ye-a'tur) n. A dogmatist. Barrow.

jO-PlN-l-A'TRE-TY, (9-pin-ye-a'tre-te) ; 71. Obstinacy; in-

j(|>-p[N'l-A-TRY, (9-pin'ye-a-tre) \ flexibility. Browne.

fO-PlN'lNG, n. Opinion ;
notion. Bp. Taylor.

O-PlN'lON, (9-pin'yun) n. [Fr. ; opinio y L.] That which,
'

when there is no certain knowledge, is thought ; per-
suasion of the mind

; judgment 5
notion

;
favorable judg-

ment ; reputation.

tO-PlN'lQN, (9-p!n'yun) v. a. To opine ;
to think. Browne.

O-PIN'IQN-A/TE, (9-pin'yun-at)_a. Opinionated. Bp. Bedell.

O-PlN'lON-AT-ED, (9-pin'yun-at-ed) a. Obstinate in opin-
ion ; dogmatical ;

conceited.

O-PlN'jQN-ATE-LY, (9-pin'yun-at-le) ad. Obstinately ;
con-

ceitedly. Feltham.

IQ-PlN'ipN-A-Ti'ST, n. One who is obstinate in opinion.
Fenton.

O-PlN'iQN-A-TlVE, (9-pTn'yun-a-tiv) a. Fond of precon-'

ceived notions
;
stubborn ; dogmatical ;

conceited.

O-PlN'ipN-A-TlVE-LY, (p-pin'yun-a-tiv-le) ad. Stubbornly.

6-p'iN'lQN-A-TiVE-NESS, (9-pin'yun-a-tiv-ries) n. Obsti-

nacy.
O-PlN'lQNED, (o-pln'yund) a. Attached to particular opin-'

ions
;
conceited. South.

O-PlN'lON-lsT, (9-pTn'yun-ist) n. [opinioniste, Fr.] One
"

fond of his own notions. Glanville.

fO-PlP'A-ROtJS, a. [opiparus, L.] Sumptuous. Bailey.

O-P'fs'THO-DOME,* n. An apartment, or place, in the back
"

part of a Grecian house. Mitford.

O-PIS-THOG'RA-PHY.,* re. [diriaQe and ypa.$w.] The act of

writing on both sides of the paper, the back as well as

the front. Scudamore.

fO-PlT-V-LA'TlQN, n. [opitulatio, L.J An aiding ;
a help-

*ing. Bailey.

O'Pl-tJM, n. '[L. ; oiriov, from 6n6s.] The inspissated or con-
crete juice of a species of poppy. Its taste is bitter,

warm, and somewhat acrid; and it is of intoxicating
and narcotic properties.

G'PLE-TREE, n. [opulus, L.] The witch-hazel. Ainsworth.

OP-Q-BAL'SAM, n. [opobalsamum, L.] A juice; balsam or

balm of Gilead ;
balsam of Peru.

OP-O-DEL'DOC, n. A plaster used by Paracelsus.

(Modern') A liniment made by dissolving soap in alco-

hol, with the addition of camphor and volatile oils.

O-POP'A-NXx, n. [opopanax, L.] A gum resin, of a strong,*

disagreeable smell, and acrid taste, resembling gum am-
moniac, formerly used in medicine.

o-Pd'Ri-CE,*n. [L.] (Med.~) A conserve made of ripe fruits.

Crabb.'

O-p6s'suM, n. ; pi. OPOSSUMS. An American marsupial'

quadruped, characterized by its prehensile tail, and the
abdominal pouch of the female.

Qp'Pj-DXN, n. [oppidanus, L.] A townsman
;
an inhabitant

of a town. A. Wood. At Eton, England, a student not
on the foundation, as distinguished from a King's scholar.

Op'pl-oXN, a. Relating to a town. Howell.

tQp-PfG'NER-ATE, v. a. [oppignero, L.] To pledge; to

"pawn. Bacon.

tOP'Pl-LATE, v. a. [oppilo, L.
; oppiler, Fr.] To heap up

obstruction. Cockeram.

'tOp-Pl-LA'TiQN, n. Obstruction
;
matter heaped up. Bur-

ton.

'j-Qp'pl-L.A-'rtVE, a. Obstructive. Sherwood.

tOP-PLETE',* a. Full ;
filled. Bailey.

fOp-PLET'ED, a. [oppletus, L.] Filled; crowded. Bailey.

t6p-PLE'TlON,* n. Fulness
;
act of filling up. Ash.

J0P-PONE', v - a' [oppono, L.] To oppose. B. Jonson.

OP-PO'NEN-CY, n. Act of opposing; the opening of an
academical disputation ;

an exercise for a degree. Todd.

OP-PO'NENT, a. That opposes ; opposite ;
adverse.

(!)P-P5'NENT, fop-po'nent, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.~\'

n. [opponens, L.] One who opposes; one who opposes him-
self in argument to a proponent ;

correlative to defend-
ant or respondent : an antagonist ;

an adversary.
ft^T This word is sometimes erroneously pronounced
5p'po-nent.

<3p-POR-TUNE', a. [opportun, Fr.
; opportunus, L.] Season-

able ;
convenient ; fit

; well-timed.

fOP-PQR-TUNE',v. a. To suit; to accommodate. Dr. Clarke.

OP-POR-TUNE'LY, ad. Seasonably; conveniently; prop-
erly.

OP-PQR-TUNE'NESS,* n. State of being opportune. Ash
Op-POR-TU'Nl-TY, n. [opportunitas, L,.] Fit time

;
fit

place ;
occasion ;

time ; suitableness of circumstances.

OP-POS'A-BLE,* a. That nr.v be opposed or counteracted.
'

P. Cyc.
tQP-PO!='AL, n. Opposition. Sir T. Herbert.

OP-POE', (op-poz') v. a. [opposer, Fr.
; oppono, L.] [L OP-

POSED ; pp. OPPOSING, OPPOSED.] To act against; to be

adverse to; to hinder; to resist. To be opposed to, to

oppose ;
to be hostile to. Qu. Rev. fcrDr. Franklin, inoppose ;
to be hostile to. Qu. Rev. jgrDr. Franklin, in

A, E, 1, 6, u, Y, long; X, , I, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, |,

1789, censured this use of to be opposed ; but it has long
been in good use. " To which Mr. O. is an muck op-

posed as he is himself." Ch. Ob. " He was opposed to it."

Sir Robert Inglis.
" A principle to which I am totally

opposed.''' Dr. T. Arnold.

OP-POE', v. n. To act against in a controversy ;
to ob-

ject.

OP-POSED',* (op-pozd') p. a. Resisted; being against; op-
posite. Pope. "A vacuist, opposed to a pluriist." Dr.
Johnson.

tQp-POSE'LESS, a. Irresistible
;
not to be opposed. Shak.

OP-POS'ER, n. One who opposes; an antagonist; rival.

OP'PO-ITE, (op'p9-zlt) a. [Fr. ; oppositus, L.] Placed in

front
; facing each other

;
adverse

; repugnant ;
con-

trary.

OP'PQ-!TE, n. He or that which is adverse
; opponent.

Op'p<?-iTE-ijY, ad. In an opposite manner; adversely.
OP'PQ-SITE-NESS, n. The state of being opposite.
OP-PQ-S!"TION, (op-po-zish'un) n. [Fr. ; oppositia, L.]
Act of opposing; state of being opposite; hostile re-

sistance
; position so as to front something else

;
con-

trariety ; inconsistency ;
contradiction. (Politics) The

party that opposes the administration or the party in

power.
p-PO-si"TiQN-IST,* (op-9-zTsh'un-ist) n. One of the op-

position, or one of the party that is opposed to the ad-
ministration. Gent. Mag.
p-p6$'i-TiVE,_a. That may be put in opposition. Hall.

P-PO^'I-TQ-FO'LI-OUS,* a. (Bot.) Noting a peduncle
placed opposite to the leaf. Smart.

OP-PRESS', v. a. [oppresses, L.] [i.
OPPRESSED

; pp. OP-

PRESSING, OPPRESSED.] To crush by a heavy burden,
hardship, or severity ;

to overpower; to subdue.

OP-PRES'SION, (op-presh'un) n. Act of oppressing ;
cruel-

'

ty ; severity ;
state of being oppressed ; misery ;

hard-

ship ; calamity ; dulness of spirits.

OP-PRES'SIVE, a. Causing or inflicting oppression ; cruel ;

inhuman
; unjustly severe ; heavy.

OP-PRES'SIVE-LY, ad. In an oppressive or severe manner.

OP-PRES'SIVE-NESS,* n. Quality of being oppressive.
Richardson.

OP-PRESS'QR, n. [oppresseur, Fr.] One who oppresses ;
an

'

extortioner.

OP-PRO'BRi-oDs, a. [opprobrium, L.] Reproachful ;
dis-

'

graceful ; causing infamy; scurrilous; abusive; inso-

lent ; blasted with infamy.
OP-PRO'BRI-OOS-LY, ad. Reproachfully; scurrilously.
OP-PRO'BRI-O&S-TST

ESS, 71. Reproachfulness ; scurrility.

6p-PR5'BRJ-tJM, 71. [L.] Reproach; disgrace ; infamy.
6p'PRQ-BRY, 71. Opprobrium. Johnson. Todd. [R.]

OP-PUGN', (op-pun') v. a. [oppuyno, L.] [i.
OPPUGNED

; pp.

OP.PUGNING, OPPUGNED.] To oppose ;
to attack

;
to resist.

Hooker.

tOP-PUG'NAN-CY, n. Opposition. Shak.

OP-PUG'NANT, a. Opposing ; contrary ; repugnant. War-
'

burton. [R.]
OP-PUG'NANT,* n. An opponent. Coleridge. [R.]

6p-PUG-NA'TlplV, n. Opposition ;
resistance. Bp. Hall. [R.]

Op-PfJGN'ER, (9p-pun'er) [9p-pun'er, W. Ja. K. Sin. Wb. ;
'

9P-pug'ner, S. ; 9p-pun'er, P.] n. One who opposes or

oppugns.
OP-SIM'A-THY, n. [oTpinaOeia.] Education begun late in
'

life ;
late erudition. Hales.

OP-SI-OM'E-TER,* n. [o'x//<$
and pirpov.] An instrument

for measuring the extent of limits of distinct vision in

different persons ; optometer. Brande.

fOp-so-NA'TION, 71. [opsonatio, L.] Act of catering; a buy-
ing of provisions. Bailey.

fOp'TA-BLE, a. Desirable
;
that may be wished. Cockeram.

fOp'TXTE, v. a. [opto, L.] To choose; to wish for; to de-

sire. Cotgrave.
fOP-TA'TlON, n. The expression of a wish. Pcacham.

O'p'TA-TiVE, [op'ta-tlv, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.: op'ta-

tiv 'or 9p-ta'tjv, ft
r
.; 9p-ta'tiv, Kenrick.] a. [optativus, L.]

Expressive of desire. (Gram.) Applied lo a mood of the

verb in Greek, which expresses desire.

OP'TA-TIVE,* n. A mood of the Greek verb, expressing
desire. Harris.

SP'TA-TIVE-LY,* ad. In an optative manner. Bp. Hall.

OP'TIC, n. An instru.nent or organ of sight. Browne..

OP'TIC, I
a. [OTTTIKIJS.] Relating to vision or sight; re-

Op'Ti-CAL, 5 lating to the science of optics ;
subservient

to vision
;
visual.

OP'TI-CAL-LV,* ad. In an optical manner. Dr. Allen.

OP-Ti"ciAN,' (op-tish'an) n. One skilled in optics; one
'

who makes or sells optic glasses or spectacles.

OP'TICS, 7i. pi. That branch of physical science which

treats of light and vision.

OP'TI-MA-CY, n. [optimates, L.] Nobility ; body of nobles.

Raleigh.
OP'TI-MATE,* a. Noble ; belonging to the nobility. EC. Rev.

&p-Tr-MA'TE$,* n. pi. [L.] The best or chief men in a

state : the patrician party in ancient Rome ; opposed to

populares. Crabb.poputares. uraoo.

o, y, y, obscure. FARE, FJVR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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top' TI-ME,* n. [L.] A term applied in the university of

Cambridge, England, to those who hold, next after the

wranglers, the highest rank as scholars. There are two
classes, senior optimes and junior optimes. Dr. Lee.

OP'TI-MIM. n. [optimus, L.j The doctrine that every
thing is ordered for the best, or the system which regards
physical and moral evil as elements in the universal
order of things ;

so that every thing is good in relation to

the whole, all being made to promote the general good.
Op'Ti-MlST,* n. A believer in or an adherent to optimism,
D. Stewart.

OP-TIM' I-TY, n. The state of being best. Bailey. [R.]
OP'TIQN, (op'shi.m)

n. [optio, L.] Choice ;
election ; power

of choosing. (Law) A choice which an English arch-

bishop has of any ecclesiastical preferment in the gift of
his suffragan bishop, on the promotion of such bishop to

another see.

OP'TIQN-AL, a. Depending on choice
;
elective.

OP'TJQN-AL-LY,* ad. By way of choice or option. Dwight.
OP-TOM'E-TER,* 71. (Optics) An instrument for measuring*

the limits of distinct vision ; opsiometer. Hamilton.

CP'V-LENCE, n. [opulentia, L.] Wealth; affluence
;
riches.

OP'V-LEN-CY, n. Same as opulence. S/iak. [R.]

OP'V-LENT,a. [opulentus, L.] Rich
; wealthy ;

affluent.

OP'V-LENT-LY, ad. Richly; with affluence.

O-PJN'TJ-A,* n. (Bat.) A genus of cactaceous plants; a

species of Indian fig. P. Cyc.

O-pDs'cLE,* (o-pus'sl) n. A little work ; opusculum. Scott.

O-PUS'CULE,* n. A little work ; opusculum. Blount.

Q-pus'cy-LifM:,* n. [L.] pi. Q-PUS'CV-LA. A little work.

Qu. Rev.

OR, conj. A disjunctive particle that marks an alternative,

generally corresponding to either; as, "either this or

that." In poetry, it is often used for either. Or ever,

(an antiquated phrase,) before ever ; before the time.

OR, n. [Fr.l (Her.) Gold
;

a term of heraldry. Phillips.

O'RA,* 7i. A money of account among the Anglo-Saxons;
in Domesday Book, valued at 20 pence. P. Cyc.

OR'AC H, n. (Dot.} A genus of plants, one species of which is

spinach.
OR'A-CLE, (or'a-kl) n. [Fr. ; oraculum, L.] A response de-

livered by an ancient heathen divinity, or by supernatural
wisdom

;
the place where, or person of whom, the de-

terminations of Heaven are inquired; a place where, or

person by whom, certain decisions are obtained
;
one

famed for wisdom.

OR'A-CLE, (or'a-kl) v. n. To utter oracles. Milton*

O-RXc'v-LAR, a. Uttering oracles; resembling oracles;"

positive ;
authoritative ; obscure ; ambiguous.

O-RXc'v-LAR-Ly, ad. In an oracular manner.

6-RXc'y-LAR-NESS,* n. Quality of being oracular. Scott.

6-RAC'V-LOUS, a. Same as oracular. Pope.
6-RXc'V-LOUS-LY, ad. Oracularly. Dryden.
6-RAc'V-LOus-NESS, 71. The state of being oracular.

SK'AI-ON, (or'e-z9n) n. [oraison, Fr.
; oratio, L.] Prayer.

Temple. See ORISON.

O'RAL, a. [Fr. ; os, oris, L.] Uttered by the mouth ; spoken,
not written

;
verbal.

O'RAL-LY, ad. By mouth
;
without writing ;

in the mouth.

OR'ANGE, 71. [Fr.] A tree, of warm climates, which pro-
duces a well-known fruit; the fruit of the tree

;
the color

of an orange.
OR'ANGE,* a. Belonging to or made of orange ;

of the
color of orange ;

reddish yellow. Ency.
OR-ANGE-ADE',* ?t. A dri'nk made of orange-juice ; sher-

bet
;
lemonade. Smart.

ORANGEAT,* tor'an-zhat) ?i. [Fr.] Candied orange peel.
Surenne. A sirup made of almonds and orange flower
water. W. Ency.

OR'ANGE-COL'QRED,**!. Of the color of an orange. Smith.

OR'AN<E-J&IRL,* n. A girl that sells oranges. Hawkins.

OR'ANGE-LIST,* n. A species of wide baize. Booth.

OR'ANE-MXN,* n. One of a society instituted in Ireland,
in 17U5,to uphold the Protestant religion and ascendency,
and to oppose the Catholic religion and influence. Brande.

OR'ANGE-MUSK, n. A species of pear.

OR'ANGE-PEEL,* n. The peel of an orange. Mason.

OR'AN-GER-, [or'an-jer-e, P. Ja. K. 8m. Wb. Recs ;

9-rawn'zher-e, S. W.F. ; 9-ran'zher-e, J. E.] n. [orangerie^

Fr.] A plantation of orange-trees, or a gallery to pre-
serve orange-trees in the winter.

OR'ANGE-TAW-NY,?I. A color between yellow and brown.

OR'ANGE-TAW-NY, a. Partaking of yellow and brown in

color.

QR'ANGE-WIFE, n. A woman who sells oranges. Shak.

O-RXNG'-OU-TXNG',* or O'RANG-OU'TANG,* [o-rarig'6-

tving', Sm. ; o-ran-o'tang, P.; o'r'ang-o'tang, K. ; o-rfing-

bu'tang, Wb.~\ n. A large species of ape much resembling,
in form, the human species. Ency.

O-RXNG'-y-TXw',* n. Same as orang-outang. P. Cyc.

O-RA'TipN, n. [old Fr.
; oratio, L.] A public speech ; a

'

speech of art and some display, delivered on a special
occasion

;
an address ;

an harangue ;
a declamation.

fO-RA'TiQN, v. n. To make a speech ;
to harangue. Donne.

OK'A-TOR, n. [L.] A public speaker ;
an eloquent speaker ;

one appointed to speak for others.
( Chancery) A peti-

tioner.

OR-A-TO'RI-AL, a. Rhetorical
; oratorical. Swift. [R.]

OR-A-TO'RI-AL-LY, ad. Oratorically. Swift.

OR-A-TOR'I-CAL, a. Rhetorical; befitting an orator; elo-

quent.
OR-A-TOR'J-CAL-LY,* ad. In an oratorical manner. Camp-

bell.

dR-A-TO'Rl-O, n. [It.] pi. &R-A-TO'RT-d$. (MllS.) A
sacred musical composition, consisting of airs, recitatives,
duets, trios, choruses, &c., the subject of which is gen-
erally taken from the Scriptures.

tOR-A-To'Rl-ous, n. Oratorical. Bp. Taylor.

tpR-A-To'Rl-OiJS-LY, ad. Oratorically. Bp. Taylor.
OR'A-TQR-IZE,* v. n. To act the orator. Qu. Rev. [R.]
OR'A-TQ-RY, n. [oratoria ars, L.] The art of speaking

well
; rhetoric ;

elocution
; eloquence ; rhetorical ex-

pression : a room or place set apart for prayer.

A female orator>

ORB, ?i. [orbe, Fr.
; orbis, L.] An orbicular or circular

body ;
a spliere ; mundane sphere ; celestial .body ; circle

;

the revolution of a circular body. [Period. Milton.}
ORB, v. a. [i. ORBED; pp. ORBING, ORBED.] To round; to
form into a circle. Milton.

OR'BATE,*a. Childless
; bereaved

;
destitute. Maunder. [R.]

JOR-BA'TIQN, n. State of being orbate ; privation. Cockeram.

ORBED, (b'r'bed or brbd) a. Round ; circular; orbicular.

OR'BIC, a. [orbicus, L.] Circular ; spherical. Bacon.

OR'BI-CAL,* a. Spherical; orbicular; orbic. Cole.

OR'BJ-CLE,* (or'be-kl) n. A small sphere. O. Fletcher. [R.]
OR-B/C'V-LAR, a. [orbiculaire, Fr.J Spherical ; circular.

rfddison.

OR-BTc'v-LAR-LY, ad. Spherically ; circularly.

(JR-Bfc'v-LAR-NESS, 7i. The state of being orbicular.

OR-BIC'V-LATE, a. (Bot.) Spherical ; orbicular. Graft*.

OR-Blc'v-LAT-ED, a. Moulded into an orb.

OR-BIC-V-LA'TIQN, n. State of being orbicular. More.
OR'BIT, n. [orbite, Fr.

; orbita, L.] The line or path which
any celestial body describes, by its proper motion or
'revolution: the cavity in which the eyeball is im-
bedded : the skin which surrounds the eye of a bird.

PR'BI-TAL,,* a. Relating to an orbit. Smart.

OR'BI-TAR,* a. Relating to the orbit
; orbital. Dunglison.

OR-Bi'T'o-LlTE,* n. A species of millepore. P. Cyc.
OR-BIT'V-AL,* a. Orbital. Smart. [R.]

OR'BI-TODE, ) n. [orbitudo, orbitas, L.] Loss or want of
OR'BI-T y, \ parents or children; privation. Bp. Hall. [R. j
fOR'sy, a. Resembling an orb. Chapman.
ORC, 7. [area, L.

; o.] A sea-fish; a species of whale.

Drayton.
OR-CA'DI-AN,* a. Relating to the Orkney Islands, ancient-

ly called Orcades. Maunder.

OR'^HAL, n. See ORCHIL.

pR'HA-NET, n. An herb. Mnsworth.

OR'CHARD, n. An enclosure devoted to the cultivation of

fruit-trees, as of apple-trees.

OR'CHARD-GRASS,* n. A kind of grass ;
cock's-foot. Farm.

F.ncy'.

OR'CHARD-ING, n. Cultivation of orchards. Evelyn.

pii'CHARD-iST, ft. One who cultivates orchards.

pR'jeHEL,,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling alum. Crabb.

pR-jeHE-s6G'RA-PHY,*n. A treatise on dancing. Dr. Black.

OR'PHES-TRA, or OR-PHES' TRA, [br'kes-tra, P. K. Wb.
Ash, Recs, Brande; pr-kes'tra, W. Ja. Sin. Nares.] n. [dp-
\fJTTpa.] That part of an ancient theatre, situated imme-
diately between the stage and the^place assigned for the
audience

; the place appropriated to the chorus, its evolu-
tions and dancing. (Modern) A place appropriated to

musicians, or to the performers in a concert ;
a band of

musicians.

OR'jSHEs-TRAij,* a. Relating to or befitting an orchestra.
Smart.

OR'jenES-TRE, (br'kes-ter) n. [Fr.] A place for musicians.
Same as orchestra. Smith.

OR-,eHES'TRic,*a. Relating to theorchestre or to dancing;
orchestral. Oillies.

OR-CHI-BA'CEOVS,* (br-ke-da'shus) a. Relating to the

orchidacecB, an order of herbaceous, endogenous plants,
which includes the orchis. Morris.

R-jeHlD'E-oOs,* a. Relating to the orchis. London.

R'JCHIL,* or QR-HL'LA,* n. A plant, a species of

lichen, and a dye which the plant yields: called also

archil. P. Cyc.

OR'JEHIS, n. A plant of several varieties
;
foolstones.

OR'CINE,* n. (Chem.) A crystallizable coloring principle ob-

tained from a species of lichen. Brande.

fORi), n. An edge, or sharpness. Gibson. Ord, in old Eng-
lish, signified beginning. Chaucer.

OR-DAIN', (or-dan') v. a. \ordino, L.] [i.
ORDAINED ; pp. OR-

DAINING, ORDAINED.] To appoint; to decree; to estab-

lish
;
to settle

; to institute ; to order ; to prescribe ; to in-

vest with ministerial function or sacerdotal power.
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)R-DAIN'A-BLE, a._
That may he ordained. Bp. Hall.

)R-DAIN'ER, (or-dan'er) n. One who ordains.

)R-DAIN'ING,*P. a. That 01

500 OKI

it ordains ; instituting:; appointing.
)R-DAIN'MENT~* . A decree

; ordination. Milton. Ed. Rev.

6R'DE-AL, fbr'de-al, P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; br'dyal, S. E. ; br'-

de-al or brje-al, W.~\ n. A form of trial among the ancient
rude nations of Europe, to determine, by a supposed ref-

erence to the judgment of God, the guilt or innocence
of persons accused, by exposing them to the danger of

drowning in water, or of being burnt by fire or hot iron :

any severe trial.

OR'DER, n. [ordo, L.J Method ; regular disposition ;
estab-

lished process ; proper state ; means to an end; regular-
ity; settled mode ; rule; regulation : mandate ; precept ;

command : regular government : degree; class; a rank;
a dignified or privileged class: a religious fraternity ;

the religious orders are three, monastic, military, and
mendicant. pi. Hierarchal state

;
admission to the priest-

hood ; holy orders. (Arch.) A system or assemblage of

parts subject to certain uniform established proportions,
regulated by the office each part has to perform. There are
five orders of columns, with their entablatures, three of
which are Greek, viz., the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian

;

and two Italian, viz., the Tuscan and Composite.
OR'DER, v. a. [L ORDERED ; pp. ORDERING, ORDERED.] To

regulate ;
to adjust ;

to manage ;
to conduct

;
to method-

ize
;
to direct

;
to command.

OR'DER, v. n. To give command or direction. Milton.

OR'DER-ER, n. One who orders or regulates.

OR'DER-!NG, n. Disposition ; distribution.

OR'DER-LESS, a. Disorderly ;
out of rule. Shak.

OR'DER-LI-NSS, re. Regularity; methodicalness.

OR'DER-LY, a. Methodical ; regular , systematic ; observ-
ant of order; not tumultuous; well regulated : contain-

ing military regulations or orders
; performing subordinate

military duties.

OR'DER-LY, ad. Methodically; according to order. Hooker.

OR'DER-LY,* n. A non-commissioned military officer; one
who does orderly duty. Gent. Mag.

OR'DER,* n. pi. The ecclesiastical office ; ordination or
admission to the priesthood. Ch. Ob. See ORDER.

tOR-Dl-NA-BiL'i-Ty, n. Capability of ordination. Bp. Bull.

JOR'DI-NA-BLE, a. [ordino, L.] That may be appointed.
Hammond.

OR'DJ-NAL, a. [ordinal, Fr. ; ordinalis, L.] Noting order; as,

second, third, fourth, &c. Holder.

OR'DI-NAL, n. [ordiiiale, L.] A number denoting order;
as, second, third, &c.

;
a book containing orders; a rit-

ual.

OR'DI-NAL-YM,* n. The quality of being ordinal. Latham.

OR'DJ-NANCE, n. [ordonnancc., Fr.] A decree; law; rule;
prescript; observance commanded; appointment ;

a prac-
tice ; rite ; ceremony. [A cannon ;

now written ordnance.

Shak.}
OR'Df-NXND,* n. (Ecclesiastical antiquities') One about to re-

ceive orders. Brande.

OR'DI-NXNT,* n. A prelate conferring orders. Brande.

fOR'Dl-NXNT, a. [ordinans, L.] Ordaining; decreeing.
Sliak.

||OR'DI-NA-RI-LY, ad. According to established rules
;
ac-

cording to settled method
; commonly ; usually.

||OR'Di-NA-RY, [br'de na-re, P. E. Ja. K. Sm.; br'de-na-re
or brd'na-re, W. J. F.] a. [ordinarius, L.] Established

;

regular ; common ; usual ; mean ; of low rank
; vulgar;

indifferent; ugly; not handsome.

IJOR'DI-NA-RY, ?i. An established judge of ecclesiastical
causes

;
settled establishment

;
actual and constant office ;

a judge in the court of sessions of Scotland : a clergy-
man who officiates in a prison, as Newgate, London.
(Her.) A portion of an escutcheon contained between
straight and either lines. (JVairf.) The establishment of
the shipping not in actual service.

OR'DI-NA-RY, or ORD'INA-RY, [or'de-na-re, P. J. Ja. K.
Sm. R. ; brd'na-re, W. E. F. ; br'ner-e, &] n. Regular
price of a meal

;
a place of eating, or a regular meal, es-

tablished at a certain price.

tOli'DI-NATE, v. a. [ordinatus, L.I To appoint. Daniel.

OR'DI-NATE, a. Regular; methodical; orderly. Ray.
OR'DI-NATE, 7i. (Geom.) A straight line drawn from any

point in a curve, perpendicularly, to another straight line,
which is called the absciss.

OR'DI-NATE-LY, ad. In a methodical manner. Skelton. [R.]
OR-DI-NA'TIQN, 71. [ordinatio, L.] Act of ordaining; ap-
pointment ;

established order
; the act of investing a man

with the ministerial office or with sacerdotal power.
jOR'Dl-NA-TlVE, a. Directing ; giving power. Cotgrave.

JOR'DI-NA-TQR,* n. An ordainer. Baxter.

ORD'XANCE, n. Cannon
; applied to all sorts of great guns

used in war, as cannons, mortars, howitzers, carronades,
&c. Siak.

OR'DON-NANCE, [br'don-nans, S. W. F. J. K. R. ; pr-don'-

nans, P. Sm.] n. [Fr.] Disposition of figures in a picture ;

the proper disposition or arrangement of the parts of a

building or of any work of art.

OR'DQN-NXNT,* a. Relating to or implying ordonnance.
Colerid<re

ORD'VRE, (brd'yyr) [br'jur, S. W. ; ord'yur, Ja. ; br'dur, J.

_ F. Sm.] re. [Fr.] Dung; filth; excrement. Shak.

ORE, 71. A mineral body or substance from which metal is

extracted ; metal yet in its fossil state. [Metal. Milton.]
O'RE-Xo, n. [o/>oj.] pi. o'RE-Xo. A nymph of the moun-

tains. Milton.

n - A sea-weed. Care*.

,
7i. (Eng. law) The restitution of goods or money

taken away by a thief by violence, if the robbery was
commuted in the day-time. Jlinsworth.

fOR'FRAY?, (br'fraz) n. [or/raw, old Fr.] Fringe of gold.
Chaucer.

OR'GAL, n. Lees of wine
; argal. See ARGAL.

OR'GAN, w. [organe, Fr.
; Spyavnv, Gr.] An instrument; a

natural instrument
; as, the tongue is the organ of speech.

(Mus.) A large musical wind-instrument, or a machine
containing a collection of instruments or pipes, under the
command of a single performer's fingers on the key-
board.

{OR'GAN, v. a. To form organically. Mannyngkam.
OR'GAN-BulLD'ER,*7i. One who makes organs. Webb.

OR-GXN'IC, ) a. [organique, Fr.
; organicus, L.] Relating

OR-GXN'I-CAL, \ to or containing organs; acting by means
of organs ; consisting of various parts cooperating with
each other; instrumental; acting as instruments of na-
ture or art to a certain end. Organic disea.se, a disease

affecting the organs. Organic remains, fossil remains of
organized bodies, whether animal or vegetable.

OR-GXN'I-CAL-LY, ad. By means of organs or instruments.

OR-GXN'|-CAL-NESS, n. State of being organical.
OR-GAN-IF'IC,* a. Forming or producing organs. Coleridge.
OR'GAN-IM, n. Organical structure. Grew.

OR'GAN-IST, re. One who plays on the organ.
OR-GAN-I'ZA-BLE,* a. That may be organized. P. Cyc.

OR-GAN-I-ZA'TN?N, n. Act of organizing ;
state of being

organized ; regular construction of parts.

OR'GAN-IZE, v. a. [organiser, Fr.] [i. ORGANIZED ; pp. OR-

GANIZING, ORGANIZED.] To form with suitable organs ;
to

form organically ;
to prepare and put in operation. Locke.

ffo distribute into parts and appoint the proper officers, as
a military body. Smart. To establish and appoint the

proper officers of, as a legislative body, a society, &c.

Ramsay.
OR'GAN-LOFT, n. The loft where the organ stands. Tat-

ler.

OR-GAN-O-GRAPH'IC,* a.Relating to organography.-ffno?^.
OR-GAN-OG'RA-PHY,* re. [S^avov and ypaj>u.] (Bot.) A

description of the organs or structure of plants. Brande.

OR'GA-NON,* or OR'GA-NUM,* n. [L.] An instrument;
method

; rule. Bacon.

OR'GAN-PIPE, 7i. The pipe of a musical organ. Shale.

OR'GAN-REST,* n. (Her.) A figure of uncertain origin.
Smart.

OR'GAN-STOP,* n. A collection of pipes, similar in tone and

quality, which run through the whole, or a great part, of
the compass of the instrument. Crabb.

OR'GA-NY, n. [origanum, L.] An herb ; origan. Gerarde.
OR'GAN- zlNE,* n. A thread used for the warp of the best

silk. W. Ency. A particular kind of silk. Smart.

OR'GXM, . [6pyaff^6f.] Immoderate excitement or ac-

tion.

OR'GEAT, (br'zhat) [br'zhat, K. Sm.
,- br'je-at, ./a.] n. [Fr.]

A liquid extracted from barley and sweet almonds. Ma-
son.

OR'GE-IS, re. A. sea-fish, called likewise organling. Mns-
worth.

OR'GIE, (br'jjz) n. pi. [orgia, L.] Frantic revels in honor
of Bacchus

; disorderly or nocturnal rites or revelry.

,
a. Proud; haughty. Shak.-, . . .

ORGUE,* (brgz) n. pi. [Fr.] (Fort.) Long, thick pieces of

timber, forming a portcullis for the defence of a gate;
also a machine composed of several musket barrels unit-

ed. Craft*.

R'GY,* n. ; pi. ORGIES. Revelry. Letters from the Baltic.

Rarely used in the singular. See ORGIES.

(3R'i-jCliXLj0ii, (or'e-kalk) n. [orichalcum, L.] Mountain
brass. Spenser.

O'RI-EL, . Anciently, a sort of recess. (Arch.) A bay-

window, or a window projecting, in a triagonal or pentag-
onal form, beyond the wall, and supported upon brackets.

O'Ri-EL-WiN'DOW,* n. See ORIEL.

O'RJ-EN-CY, 7i. Brightness of color. Waterhouse.

Q'RJ-ENT, a. [oriens, L.] Rising, as the sun
; eastern; ori-

ental; bright; shining; glittering; sparkling.

O'RI-ENT, re. The east
;
the part where the sun first appears.

O-Rf-ENT'AL, a. Eastern
; placed in or proceeding from the

east.

RI-ENT'AL, n. An inhabitant of the east. Grew.

5-RJ-ENT'AL-IM, 7i. An eastern or oriental idiom or mode
of speech. Warton. The oriental race or character. Salis-

bury.
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O-RT-N'TAL-TST, n. One versed in oriental literature
;
an

inhabitant of the East.

tp-RJ-EN-TAL'i-TY, n. State of being oriental. Browne.

O-RI-EN'TAL-IZE,* v. a. To render oriental
;
to conform to

oriental manners or character. Fo. QM. Rev.

6-Rf-EN-TA'TiON,* n. An eastern direction or aspect; the

act of placing a church, so as to have its chancel point to

the east. Goodwin.

O'Ri-EN-TA-TpR,* n. An instrument used for placing a
church so as to have an exact eastern direction. Airy.

OR'J-FICE, (or'e-f is) n. [Fr. ; orificium, L.] An opening ;
a

small hole
;
a perforation ; aperture.

OR'I-FLXIVIB, (or'e-flam) n. [oriflamme, old Fr.] A golden
standard

;
the ancient royal standard of France. Ains-

worth.

GR'I-GXN, n. Wild marjoram. Spenser.
OR'I-GEN-]'M,* n. The doctrines of Origen. Milner.

OR'|-<?EN-IST,* n. A follower of Origen, a presbyter of Alex-

andria, and a learned Christian father of the third cen-

tury.

Ou'l-GlN, w. [origo, L. ; origine, Fr.] Beginning; first ex-

istence
;
cause of existence ;

source
;
fountain ; deriva-

tion
;
rise

; original.

O-RIG'I-NAL, n. That from which any thing is transcribed
*

or copied ;
first copy ; archetype ; origin ;

an original

person or thing.
O-RIG'I-NAL, a. [originel, Fr.

; originalis, L.] Primitive
;

pristine; first; primary; having new ideas. Original
sin, (Theol.) the first sin that the first man committed ;

also the imputation of it to his posterity, or that deprava-
tion of nature which is its consequence.

O-RiG'i-NAL-iST,* n. A person of original genius. Month.
'

Rev.
'

O-RIG-I-NXL'I-TY, 7?. Quality or state of being original.

6-Ri'G'i-NAL-LY, ad. In an original manner; primarily;
from the beginning ;

at first.

O-RIG'I-NAL-NESS, TI. Originality. [R.]

O-RIG'I-NXNT,* a. That originates ; original. Coleridge.

Q-R%'i-NA-RY, a. [originate, Fr.] Productive
; original.

Cheyne. [R.]

O-RIG'I-NATE, v. a. [i.
ORIGINATED ; pp. ORIGINATING,*

ORIGINATED.] To bring into existence.

O-RIG'I-NATE, v. n. To begin or take existence. Burke.

6-Ri9-l-NA'TipN, n. [originatio, L.] Act of originating;*

first production.
O-RtG'i-NA-TpR,* w. One who originates. Brit. Grit.

Q-RlL'LpN,* n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A mound of earth faced with
a wall, to cover a cannon. Crabb.

O'Ri-OLE,* TI. A genus of birds, of the family of the meru-

lida, or thrushes. P. Cyc.

9-Ri'oN, n. [L.J (Astron.) A constellation of the southern

hemisphere.
OR-IS-MOL'P-GY,* n. [bpia^s and Xo^oj.] That branch of

natural history which relates to the technical terms of the
science

;
an explanation of technical terms

; glossology ;

terminology. Brande.

OR'I-SON, (or'e-zun) [or'e-zun, S. W. P. J. F. Jo. K. Sm.]
71. [old Fr.] A prayer; a supplication. Shak. 53= Some
poets place the accent of orison on the second syllable.

ORK, TI. A very large sea-fish. See ORC.

ORLE,* n. (Her.) An ordinary in the form of a fillet round
the shield, or an escutcheon voided. (Arch.) A plinth,
or fillet. Written also orlct, and same as orlo. Crabb.

OR'LO,* n. [It.] (Arch.) The plinth to the base of a column
or a pedestal. Brande.

OR'LPP, 71. [overloop, D.] (JVawZ.) A lower temporary deck
in a ship of war: in small ships, a kind of platform in

midships. *

OR'Mp-LfJ,* n. [Fr.] Bronze or copper gilt. Brande.

OR'NA-MENT, n. [ornamentum, L.] Embellishment
; deco-

ration
;
honor ;

that which confers dignity or honor.

OR'NA-MENT, v. a. [i. ORNAMENTED
; pp. ORNAMENTING,

ORNAMENTED.] To embellish
;
to bedeck

; to adorn.

OR-NA-MENT'AL, a. Containing or bestowing ornament;
serving for decoration

; giving embellishment.

OR-NA-MENT'AL-LY, ad. By means or use of ornament.

OR'NATE, a. [ornaias, L.] Having ornament
; decorated;

fine._
fOR'NATE, v. a. [orno, L.] To adorn

;
to garnish. Sir T.

Elyot.

OR'NATE-LY, ad. With decoration
;
with embellishment.

OR'NATE-NESS, TI. Finery; state of being embellished.

{OR'NA-TURE, TI. Decoration. B. Jonson.

fOR-Ni
:

s'cp-PlST, n. [opi'ts and tawna..] One who observes
and divines by birds. Johnson.

OR-NiTH-iH'NiTE,* n. (Oeol.) The foot-mark of a bird
on stone. Dr. Hitchcock.

OR-NiTH-fjCH-NOL'p-Gy,* 72. A treatise on petrified birds,
or marks of birds in stone. Dr. Hitchcock.

8R-NlTH'p-LlTE,*
71. A petrified bird. Hamilton.

R-NI-THP-LOG'IC,* ) a. Relating to ornithology. Pen-

OR-Ni-THO-LOG'i-CAL,* j Tiant.

OR-NI-THOL'P-GIST, TI. [ornithologiste,Fr.] One versed in

ornithology.

OR-NI-THOL'O-GY, n. [Sovtf and Ao>oj.] That part of nat-
ural history which treats of birds.

OR-NITH'O-MXN-CY,* n. Divination by the flight of birds.

Brande.

OR-NJ-THp-RHYN'jCHUS,* n. [Spvts and pvy\<>$.] (Zoo?.)
A genus of mammals, found in Australia, whose mouth
resembles the bill of a duck. Brande.

OR-O-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. Relating to orography ; descrip-
OR-P-GRXPH'I-CAL,* j

tive of mountains. Hamilton.

O-ROG'RA-PHY,* n. [dpoj and j/pd^u-.] A description of
mountains. Qreenough.

OR-P-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to orology. Smart.

O-ROL'P-GY,* n. [opus and yptyw.] A treatise on, or a

_ knowledge of, mountains. Smart.

O-RO-TJJND',* a. (Rhet.) Noting a manner of uttering the
elements of speech, which exhibits them with fulness,
clearness, and strength. P. Cyc.

OR'PHAN, (or'fan) n. [Ap^avos.} A child bereaved of father
or mother, or both.

OR'PHAN,* v. a. To reduce to the state of an orphan.
Young.

OR'PHAN, a. Bereft of parents. Sidney.

OR'PHAN-AGE, (or'fan-aj) n. [orphdinage, Fr.] State of an
orphan. Blacltstone.

OR'PHANED, (or'fand) a. Bereft of parents. Young.
OR'PHA-NT,* n. A young or little orphan. Drayton.
OR'PHAN-TM, n. Orphanage. Bailey. [R.]

OR-PHAN-ST'RP-PHY, n. [oo^avas and r//o0;j.] A hospi-
tal for orphans. Bailey. [R.]

OR-PHE'AN,* [or-fe'an, K. Sm. ; or'fe-an, Wb. Ash.} a.

Relating to the ancient poet and musician Orpheus; mu-
sical and poetical. P. Cyc.

OR'PHIC,* a. Relating to the Orphica; relating to Orphe-
us

; Orphean. P. Cyc.

OR'PHI-CA,* n. pi. [L.] Certain works or mystic poems,
falsely ascribed to Orpheus. P. Cyc.

OR'PI-MENT, n. [auripigmentum, L.] A yellow sulphuret
of arsenic, which forms the basis of a yellow paint; a

pigment.
OR'PINE, n. [orpin, Fr.] A succulent, herbaceous plant;

rose-root. (Painting) A yellow color, of various de-

grees of intensity, approaching also to red. Brande.

OR'RE-RY, n. A machine for representing the motions and
relative magnitudes and distances of the bodies compos-
ing the solar system ;

so named from the Earl of Or-

rery, who patronized Mr. Rowley, the inventor.

OR'RIS, n. [iris, L.] (Bot.) A plant and flower, the root of
which is sometimes used in perfumed powder. Brande.
A gold fringe or lace. See ORFRAYS.

ORSEDEW,* or ORSIDUE,* n. An inferior sort of gold-
leaf, manufactured at Manheim, and sometimes called

Manheim or Dutch gold. McCuUoch.

ORT, n. ; pi. ORTS. Fragments or refuse, as of fodder.
Shak. See ORTS.

OR'THITE,* n. (Min.) A silicate of cerium, iron, &c. P.

Cyc.

OR-THO-CER'A-TlTE,*n. A multilocular fossil shell. Buck-
land.

OR'THO-DOX, a. [6p06s and ^vcsw.] Conformed to the
doctrines of the catholic or universal church

;
in accord-

ance with orthodoxy; not heterodox ; sound in opinion
or doctrine.

|OR-THp-D6x'AL, a. Orthodox. White.

jOR-THp-Dox'AL-LY,* ad. In an orthodox manner. Milton.

OR'THP-DOX-LY, ad. In an orthodox manner. Bacon.

|OR'THp-DOX-NESS, n. Orthodoxy. Killingbeck.

OR'THP-DOX-Y, 'n. [drfoJoHaJ The state of being ortho-

dox
;
the standard of doctrine maintained by the catholic

or universal church; soundness in opinion and doctrine.

OR-THO-DROM'IC,* a. Sailing in a direct course. Ash.

OR-THP-DROM'ICS, n. pi. [6p
f
);'>$ and rLf>// )?.] The art of

sailing on a right course, or on the arc of some great cir-

cle, which is the shortest distance between any two
points on the surface of the globe.

OR'THP-DROM-Y, n. Art of sailing on a straight course.

OR-THP-EP'I-CAL,* a. Relating to orthoepy. Martin.

OR'THp-E-pfST' n. One who is skilled in orthoepy. Walker.

OR'THO-E-PY, [br'th9-e-pe, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. Wb. Recstqr-
tho'e-pe or br'tho-e-pe, F. ; or-th5'e-pe, K.} n. [op06s and

7ros.] That part of prosody which treats of the pronun-
ciation of words ; pronunciation.

OR'THP-GON, n. [60665 and yuvin.] A rectangled figure.

OR-TiiSa'p-NAL, a. Rectangular ; perpendicular. Selden.

6R-THOG'RA-PHER, n. One who is skilled in orthography.

OR-THP-GRAPH'IC,* a. Relating to orthography; ortho-

graphical. Ash.
'

OR-THO-GRXPH'I-CAL, a. Relating to orthography: de-

lineated according to the elevation, not the ground-plot.

OR-THP-GRAPH'I-CAL-LY, ad. According to the rules of

spelling : according to the orthography, or the elevation.

OR-THOG'RA-PHlsT,* n. One versed in orthography ;
an

orthographer. Scott.

OR-THOG'RA-PHY, n. [dpO<>s and ypaciw.j The part of
'

grammar which' teaches 'the nature and power of letters,ornitnology. grammar which teaches the natun
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and the proper method of spelling words ; the apt of spell-

ing. (Arch.) The geometrical representation of an ele-
vation or section of a building.

OR-THOL'<?-GY, n. [dp0oj and Adyoj.] Right naming or

description of things.

OR-THOM'E-TRY,* n. The laws of versification. Johnson.

6R'THQ-NYX,* W. (Ornith.) A genus of birds. P. Cyc.
OR-THQ-PD'IC,* ) a. Relating to orthopedy or the art

OR-THQ-PED'I-CAL,* j
of curing natural deformities in

children. Dr. Brown.

OR-THOP'E-DY,* n. [6pQ6s and Ta?j.] (Med.) The art of

curing or remedying deformities in the bodies of chil-

dren, or, generally, in the human body. Dr. V. Mott.

OR-THQP-NCE'A, (br-th9p-ne'a) n. [dptfo7ri/o<a.] (Med.) A
difficulty of breathing, which is increased by any devia-
tion from an erect posture.

OR-THOP'TE-RA,* n. pi. [opdo$ and irrtuov ] (Ent.) An or-

der of insects, comprising cockroaches, crickets, grass-

hoppers, &c. P. Cyc.

OR-THOP'TE-RXN,* n. (Ent.) One of the orthoptera. Brands,.

QR-THOP'TE-ROUS,* a. (Ent.) Relating to the orthoptera ;

having two straight wings. Hamilton.

OR'THQ-STYLE,* n. A straight range of columns. Francis.

OR'TIVE, a. [ortivus, L.] (Astron.) Relating to the rising
of a planet or star ; eastern. Brande.

CR'TQ-LAN, n. [Fr.] A small bird, much esteemed for the

delicacy of its flesh.

CRTS, ?i. pi. Refuse, as of hay ; things left or thrown away.
OR'VAL, n. [orvala, L.] The herb clary.

OR-VI-E'TAN, n. [oroieta.no, It. So called from a mounte-
bank at Orvieto in Italy.] An antidote for poison.

Bailey.

OR-YCT-NOG'NP-SY,* n. Mineralogy. Francis, [R.]
OR-YC-TOG'NP-SY,* n. Same as oryctology. Brande.

OR-YC-TOL'P-GY,* n- The branch of zoological science
which treats of fossil, organic remains: mineralogy,
or the nomenclature and classification of minerals

;

oryctnognosy. Brande.

Q-RY>ZA,*n. [L.] (Bot.) Rice; the rice-plant. P. Cyc.

6s'HElp-CELE, n. [ocrxeov and *>jA/?.] (Med.) A scrotal

hernia or rupture.

Os'ciL-LXN-cy,* n. State of moving backwards and for-

wards. Scott.

OS'CIL-LATE, v. n. [oscillo, L.] [i.
OSCILLATED

; pp. OSCILJ

LAYING, OSCILLATED.] To vibrate, as a pendulum; to

move backward and forward.

Os-ciL-LA'TipN, n. [oscillum, L.] The act of oscillating;
vibration.

OS'CJL-LA-TP-RY, or OS-ClL'LA-Tp-RY, [gs-Sil'a-tur-e, S.

W. P. ; Ss'jl-at-9-re, K. Sm. ; os'se-la-to-re, R.] a. Mov-
ing backwards and forwards, like a pendulum.

Os'ci-TXN-cy, n. [oscitantia, L.] Act of yawning ; unusu-
al sleepiness ;

dulness
;
carelessness.

Os'ci-TXNT, a. [oscitans, L.] Yawning; gaping; sleepy;
sluggish.

OS'CI-TANT-LY, ad. Sluggishly ; carelessly. More.

OS'CI-TATE,* c. n. To yawn ; to gape. Johnson.

OS-CI-TA'TIQN, n. [oscito, L.] Act of yawning ; oscitancy.
Os'cy-LXNT,* a. Tending to embrace

; adhering close.

Kirby. _
Os'cy-LATE,* v. a. To salute with a kiss

;
to kiss. Blount.

To touch or come in contact, as two curves. Brande.

Os-cy-LA'TipN,* n. The act of osculating; the contact
between a curve and its osculatory circle. Brande.

OS'CV-LA-TP-RY,* a. Touching; kissing; coming in con-
tact. Crabb.

OVcy-LA-Tp-RY,* n. A tablet with a picture of Christ and
the Virgin, which, in ancient churches, was kissed by
the priest and people. Smart.

O'SIER, (S'zher) . [osier, Fr.] A species of willow with
flexible shoots, much used in basket-making.

5'IER,* (6'zher) a. Made of osier or twigs; like osier.
Warton.

O'SIERED,* (o'zherd) a. Covered with osiers. Collins.

Oij'MA-zoME,* n. (Chem.) A spirituous extract of meat. P.
Cyc.

0'MEL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A species of mineral. Dana.

O'Ml-pM,* n. (Min.) A metallic substance found associat-
ed with the ore of platinum. Brande.

0'MVND, n. A plant; a species of fern.

O'NA-BURG, n. A coarse linen, first made at Osnaburg in

Germa_ny.
OS-PHRE-I-OL'P-GY,* n. (Med.) A treatise on olfaction
and odors. Danglison.

OS'PRAY, n. A bird, of the eagle kind, which lives chiefly
on fish

;
a large, blackish hawk. Written also osprey.

OS'SE-LET, n. [Fr.] A hard substance, like a little bone,
growing on the inside of a l^orse's knee.

OS'SE-OUS, (osh'e-us) a. [osscus, L.] Bony; resembling a
bone.

OS'SI-CLE, (Ss'se-kl) n. [ossicultim, L.] A small bone.

Os-sic'y-LAT-ED,* a. Furnished with small bones. Hill.

Os-sTF'ic, a. [ossa and facio, L.] Having power to ossify.
Wiseman.

Os-si-Fl-CA'TlpN, n. Act of ossifying; change into bony
su bstance.

Qs'si-FRAGE, n. [ossifraga, L.] A bird, which is said to

break the bones of animals to get the marrow
;
a kind of

eagle. Lev. xi.

Os-siF'RA-GoDs,* a. Breaking the bones. Ash. [R.]
6s'si-FY, v. a.

[i. OSSIFIED
; pp. OSSIFYING, OSSIFIED.] To

convert or change to bone. Sharp.
Os'si-F Y,* v. n. To change to bone

; to become bone. Jameson.

Os-sYv'p-RPDs, a. [ossa and voro, L.] Feeding on bones.
Derliam.

Os'sy-A-RY, (os'shu-a-re) n. [ossnarium, L.] A charnel-
house

;
a place where the bones of dead people are kept.

OST, n. A hop-kiln. Written also oust and oast. See OAST.

Os-TEN'Sf-BLE, a. [ostendo, L.] Held forth to view
;
col-

'

orable
; professed ; pretended ; apparent ; plausible.

OS-TEN'SI-BLY,* ad. In an ostensible manner. Burke.

OS-TEN'SIVE, a. [ostensif, Fr.] Showing; betokening ; ex-

hibiting.

OS-TEN'SIVE-LY,* ad. In an ostensive manner. Lloyd.
OS-TENT', n. [ostcntum, L.] That which is extended or
shown outward, or in front

; appearance ;
mien ; show ;

a portent. Shak.

fOs-TEN'TATE, v. a. [ostento, L.] To display ostentatious-

ly. Bp. Taylor.

OS-TEN-TA'TIQN, n. [ostentatio, L.] Ambitious display ;

boast
;
vain show; parade ; high pretension ;

a show. Shak.

Os-TEN-TA'Tioys,(os-ten-ta'shus)o. Ambitious of display ;

boastful
;
vain

;
fond of show.

OS-TEN-TA'TIOUS-LY, ad. In an ostentatious manner.

Os-TEN-TA'Tioys-NESS, 71. Ostentation ; vanity.

fOs'TEN-TA-TQR, 7i. [ostentatewr, Fr.] One fond of show.
Sherwood.

fOs-TEN'TOys, a. Fond of show; ostentatious. Feltham.

OS'TE-O-CELE,* 71. (Med.) A hernia in which the sac is

cartilaginous and bony. Duna-lison.

OS'TE-Q-COL-LA, n. [dorejv and KoXXau.] An old term for

an incrustating carbonate of lime; said to have the

property of uniting fractured bones.

OS-TE'O-COPE, or OS'TE-Q-COPE, [os-te'9-kop, W. J. Ja. ;

os-te-d'k9-pe, K. ; os'te-9-kop, Sm. Wb.~\ n. [oo-rtoj/ and
/fdrrffco.] Pain in the bones, or in the nerves and mem-
branes that encompass them.

OS-TE-OG'E-NY,* n. The formation or growth of bone.
Brande.

Os-TE-OG'RA-Pny,* n. A description of the bones. Crabb.

Os-TE-6L/o-GER, 7i. One versed in osteology.

Os-TE-p-t,6G'-CAl,-l.Y,* ad. In an osteological manner.
P. Cyc.

OS-TE-OL'Q-GIST,* w. One versed in osteology. Smart.

OS-TE-OL'P-GY, n. [darcov and \6yog.] A description, or
the doctrine, of the bones.

OS-TE-OP-TE-RU'GI-OUS,* a. Having bones in the fins.

Rowbothani.

OS-TE-OT'Q-MY,* n. (Med.) The dissection of bones. Dun-
gitson.

OS'TI-A-RY, (os'te-a-re or ost'yar-e) [os'te-a-re,- P. Ja. R. ;

6st'y?r-e, S. K. Sm.] n. [ostium, L.I The mouth or opening
by which a river discharges itself into the sea or lake.

Browne. [Formerly, an ecclesiastical officer. Weaver.]
OsT'LER, (os'ler) n. [hostdier, old Fr.] A hostler. Swift,
See HOSTLER.

OST'LER-Y, (os'ler-e) n. [hostclerie, old Fr.] See HOSTELRY.

OST'MEN,' n. pi.' Eastman, as ths Danish settlers in Ire-

land were called. Ld. Lyttelton.

OS-TRA'CEAN,* (gs-tra'shan) n. [ostrea, L.] A bivalve fish
;

the oyster. Brande.

OS-TRA'CIQN,* (<?s-tra'shun) n. [<iarp<iKiw.'] A genus of
fishes

;
the trunk-fish. Roget.

Os'TRA-ci^iM, n. [dffrpaL*icu6<.]
A form of banishment,

by writing the name of the person proposed to be
banished on a shell, practised at ancient Athens, by
which persons considered dangerous to the state were
exiled for ten years ; banishment; public censure.

OS'TRA-CITE, n'. The oyster in its fossil state.

Os'TRA-ClZE, 1>. a.
[?'.

OSTRACIZED ; pp. OSTRACIZING, OS-

TRACIZED.] To banish; to expel. And. Marcel.

OS'TRAN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A species of mineral. Dana.

Os'TRJCH, 71. [autruche, Fr. ; strut/do, L.] The largest
known bird, found in Africa and Arabia. It has short

wings, used for running, not for flight, and its fjathera

are much esteemed for ornament.

OS'TRQ-GOTH,* n. An Eastern Goth. Ency. See VISIGOTH.

OT-A-c60s'Tic,* a. Relating to, or assisting, the sense of

hearing, rfsh.

OT-A-coOs'Tic, n. [<7>Ta and a*s'o).] An instrument that

assists the hearing ;
an ear-trumpet. Hammond.

OT-A-c60s'TI-CON, n. Sams as otaconstic. Tomkins.

O-TXL'GI-A,* 71. [ojf and aAynj.] (Med.) Pain in the ear;
the earache. Danglison.

O-TXL/GIC,* 71. (Med.) A remedy for the earache. Dungli-'

son.

A., E, I, O, 0, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, u, Y, short; A, E, I, Q, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, F!ST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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<")'TXL-?y,* n. The earache ; otalgia. Smart.

CTH'ER, (utfi'er) pron. &. a. Not the same; not this, dif-

ferent; not this, the contrary: not I or he, but some
one else : correlative to each. Eack and other often

come together, as if a compound word. Other, used as

a pronoun, takes the plural form, others.

foTH'ER-GATES, ad. In another manner. Sliak.

6TH'ER-GUiE, (uth'er-glz) a. & ad. (Sometimes corrupt-
ed into otherguess.') Of another kind. [Vulgar or local.]

, (uth'er-hwar) ad. Elsewhere. Hooker.

toTH'ER-wmLE, (uth'er-hwil) ; ad. At another time, or

t6TH'ER-WHlLE, (uth'er-hwilz) \ other times. Homilies.

&TH'ER-WJE, (uth'er-wlz) [uth'er-wlz, S. J. F. Ja. K.
Sm. ; uth'er-wlz or uth'er-wlz, W.] ad. In a different

manner; in an

spects

other way ; by other causes; in other re-

C-TI-OSE',* (5-she-os') a. Idle
; unemployed ; being at rest

or ease. Paley.

O-Tl'Tis,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the ear. Brande.
O'TI-UM* (6'she-um) n. [L.] pi. O'TI-A, (o'she-a) Rest;

leisure. Often used in the phrase otiutn cum dignitate, rest

with dignity or respect ; dignified leisure. Clarke.

O-TOG'RA-PHY,*n. (Med.) A description of the ear. Dun-
Alison.

O-TOL'O-GY,* n. [ovs and \6/os-] A treatise on the ear.

Dunglison.
OT-O PLXs'Ti-CE,* n. [Gr.] (Med.) An operation for restor-

ing the ear. Dtmglison.
OT'TAR,* or OT'TO,* n. A corruption of otr, an Arabic

word, signifying quintessence, and usually applied to the

oily aromas extracted from flowers
; as, the ottar of roses,

the essential, volatile, or odorous oil of roses. Brande.

OT'TER, . An amphibious quadruped that preys upon fish,

and is valued for its fur.

Ox'TER-HoOiVD,* n. A variety of hound employed in the
chase of the otter. P. Cyc.

OT'TQ-MAN,* n. ; pi. OT'TQ-MXN. A native of Turkey ;
a

Turk: a kind of stool or hassock, such as is used in

Turkey. Ency.
OT'TQ-MXN.* a. Relating to the Turks or Turkey; from
Othman, or Osman, a commander or sultan of the tribe,
who ascended the throne early in the 14th century. Ency.

PT'TREL-ITE,* n. (Mm.) A dark-colored mineral. Dana.

OO'BDsr, \

n- A sort of caterpillar. Scott. [R.]

Oj72Ji7rrjB,*(o'ble-et') n. [Fr.] A vaulted dungeon with

only one aperture in the top for the admission of air.

Gent. Mag.
OOcii, 7i. An ornament of gold ;

the collet of a jewel ; a
carcanet. Spenser. The blow given by si boar's tusk. [R.]

OUGHT, (Iwt) n. Any thing, Milton. See AUGHT.
OUGHT, (&wt) verb defective. (Originally the past tense of
owe , now used in the present and imperfect tenses, with
no other inflection than oughtest, for the second person
singular.) To owe or to be owed; to be bound by duty;
to be obliged ;

to be fit or necessary.
OUNCE, n. [once, Fr. ; uncia, L.] A small weight : in troy

weight, the 12th part of a pound; in avoirdupois, the 16th

part : a gold coin of Sicily, and a silver coin of Malta.
Crabb. (Zool.) An animal of the panther kind ; a lynx.

tOOND'TNG, j

a' WavinS imitating waves. Chaucer.

IOUPHE, (of ) n. [alf, Teut.] A fairy ;
a goblin. Shak.

tou'PHEN, (6'fn) a. Elfish. Shak.

COR, pron. or a. Belonging to us. In this form it is regard-
ed by grammarians as an adjective pronoun or a pronom-
inal adjective. When it takes the form ours, it is a pro-
noun of the possessive case. See OURS.

OO-RAN-6G'RA-PHlsT,*n. One who describes the heavens.
Ash.

OO-RAN-5G'RA-PHY, n. [6vpavo$ and x/>d$w.] A descrip-
tion of the heavens and the heavenly bodies.

OO-ROL'o-GY,* n. [ovpov and A^oy.] (Med.) The judgment
of diseases from the examination of the urine. Brande.

OO-ROS'co-PY,* n. Same as ourology. Brande.

OUR,* pron. (The possessive case plural of the personal pro-
noun /; plural, we.) Belonging to us.

OOil-SELVE', (bur-selvz') reciprocal pron. ; pi. of Myself.
We

;
not others : us

;
not others. The singular num-

ber, oursclfi is used only in the regal style.

6uE, (6z)n. See OOZE.

OU'IJEL, (6'zl) . A species of bird. See OUZEL.

OUST,?J. a. [ouster, oter, Fr.] [i. OUSTED ; pp. OUSTING, OUST-

ED.] To vacate
;
to take away ;

to deprive ;
to eject. Hale.

OOsT'ER, n. (Law) Dispossession. Blackstone.

OOST'ER-LE-MAIN, n. [old Fr.] (Old Eng.law)The deliv-

ery of lands out of the king's, or out of a guardian's,
hands. Blackstone.

OOT, ad. Not in ; opposed to in , not within
;
abroad

; not at

home: not in office; not in employment; away; to the
end

;
at a loss. Out, and out, thorough-paced ; extreme;

going to the extremes. Out at the heels, having the heels
bare ; wanting income or thrift. Out of pocket, sustain-

ing loss. Out of hand, forthwith ; immediately. Out to

out, (Carp.) noting a measurement which is taken from
the outermost bounds of an object Out of, from; pro-
ceeding from ; without

;
not in

; noting exclusion, dis-

mission, absence, or dereliction. Out of is accounted a
compound preposition ; yet of is the only real preposi-
tion, out retaining, substantially, its original import.
Out is much used in composition, and generally signi-
fies something beyond or more than another

;
but some-

times it betokens emission, exclusion, or something ex-
ternal.

OOT, interj. Expressing abhorrence or expulsion.
OUT, v. a. To eject ;

to oust. Dryden. [R.]
OOT-X.CT', v. a. To do beyond. Otway.
OOT-AR'GUE,* n. a. To overcome in argument. Johnson.

OUT-BXB'BLE,* v. a. To surpass in idle prattle. Milton.

OOT-BXL'ANCE, v. a. To overweigh ; to preponderate.
OUT-BAR', v. a. To shut out by fortification. Spenser.

OUT-BID', v. a. [L OUTBADE
; pp. OUTBIDDING, OUTBIDDEN,

OUTBID.] To surpass, or to overpower, by bidding a higher
price.

OUT-BID'DER, n. One who outbids.

OUT-BLOWN', a. Inflated
;
swollen with wind. Dryden.

OOT-BLOsH', v. a. To exceed in rosy color. Shipman.
OOT'BOARD,* n. (Naut.) Any thing that is without the

ship. Crabb.

OUT'BORN, a. Foreign ; not native. [R.]

OCT'BoOND, a. Outward bound. Dryden.
OUT-BRAVE', v. a. To bear down and defeat by being more

daring, insolent, or splendid. Shak.

OOT-BRA'ZEN, (out-bra'zn) v. a. To bear down with im-

pudence.
OUT'BREAK, n. A breaking forth ; eruption ;

outburst.

OUT'BREAK-ING, n. Act of breaking forth : eruption.
OUT-BREATHE', (but-br5th') v. a. To weary by having bet

ter breath. Shak. To expire. Spenser.

OOT-BRIBE',* v. a. To exceed in bribery. Blair.

OOT-Bftp', v. 7i. To put forth buds. Spenser.
OOT-BUILD', (but-bild') v. a.

[i. OUTBUILT or OUTBUILDED ;

pp. OUTBUILDING, OUTBUILT Or OUTBU ILDED.] To BXCCed
in building; to build more durably. Young.

OOT'-BUILD-ING,* n. A building subordinate to, or con-
nected with, the main building or house. Dibdin.

OOT-BURN', v. a. To exceed in burning. See BURN. Young
1

.

.OOT'BURST,* 7i. An outbreak
;
an explosion. Qu. Rev.

OOT-CANT',* v. a. To surpass in canting. Pope.
OOT'cisT, p. a. Thrown away ;

cast out ; expelled.
OOT'cAsT, n. Exile; one rejected; one expelled.
fOOT-CEPT', conj. Except. ~B. Jonson.

OOT-CLlMB', (but-klim') v. a. To climb beyond. Davenant.

OOT-c6M'pAss, v. a. To exceed due bounds.

OOT-CRAFT', v. a. To excel in cunning. Shak.

OOT'CROP,* 7i. (Oeol.) The exposure of strata at the earth's

surface. Brande.

OUT'CRY, n. A loud cry or noise; cry of distress; clamor;
clamor of opposition ; clamor of detestation.

OUT-DARE', v. a. To venture beyond. Shak.

tOOT-DATE', v. a. To antiquate. Hammond.

O0T-DO', v. a.
[i. OUTDID; pp. OUTDOING, OUTDONE.] To

excel
;
to surpass ;

to perform beyond.
OOT'-DOOR, * a. Being out of the house or in the open air;

exterior; as, "out-door amusements." Sir E. Brydges.
OOT'-DOOR',* or OOT-OF-DOOR,* ad. In the open air

;

abroad. Black.

O0T-DRINK/, v. a. To exceed in drinking. Donne.

fOGT'DURE,* v. a. To outlast ;
to endure beyond. Beaum.

trFL
OUT-DWELL', r. a. To dwell or stay beyond. Shak.

OOT'ER, a. Belonging to the outside ;
exterior

;
that is with-

out
; opposed to inner.

OOT'ER-Ly, ad. Towards or on the outside. Grew.

OOT'ER-MOST, a. ; supcrl. from Outer. Remotest from the
middle or midst ; outmost ; uttermost. Bacon.

OUT-FACE', v. a. To outbrave ; to stare down.
OUT'FALL,* n. The lower end of a watercourse. Loudon.

|OuT-FXNG'THEF,* 7i. (Law) The right or claim of a lord

of a fee to try a felon at his own court. Crabb.

OOT-FAWN', v. a. To excel in fawning. Hudibras.

OOT-FEAST', v. a. To exceed in feasting. Bp. Taylor.

OOT'-FiELD,*n. A field at a distance from the homestead.
London.

OOT'FlT, n. Act of fitting out or preparing for a voyage or

expedition ; equipment; means or money furnished for

an expedition: allowance to a public minister of the

United States on going to a foreign country, which can-
not exceed a year's salary. [Mag.

OOT'FiT-TER,*7i. One who fits or makes an outfit. Cons.

OOT-FLXNK', v. a. To outreach the flank of an army.

OOT-FLY', v. a. [i. OUTFLEW : pp. OUTFLYING, OUTFLOWN.]
To leave behind in flight.

OOT-FOOL', v. a. To exceed in folly. Young.
fOOT'-FORlvr, n. External appearance. B. Jonson.

OOT-FROWN', v. a. To overbear by frowns. Shak.

OOT'-GATE, 71. Outlet
; passage outwards. Spenser.

OOT-GEN'ER-AL, v. a. [i. OUTGENERALLED ; pp. OUTGENES-
-

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S&N
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ALLING, OUTGENERALLED.] To exceed in military skill

or manoeuvre. Ld. Chesterfield.

COT-ervE', (-|Iy')
v. a. To surpass in giving. Dryden.

COT-GO', v. a. [i. OUTWENT; pp. OUTGOING, OUTGONE.] To
surpass ;

to go beyond ;
to leave behind

;
to circumvent.

COT-GO'ER,* n. One who outgoes ; one whc leaves any
place, territory, or land. Farm. Ency.

COT-GO'ING, n. The act of going out ; the state of going
forth: expenditure; outlay. Frazer's Mag.

COT'-GRoOND,* n. Ground lying without, or at some dis-

tance from, the main or central ground. Gent. Mag.
OOT-GROW', (-gro') v. a.

[i. OUTGREW ; pp. OUTGROWING,
OUTGROWN.] To surpass in growth; to grow too great or

too old for.

COT'-GUARD, (but'gard) n. A guard posted at a distance
from the main body as a defence.

CGT-nAuL'ER,* 71. (JVaut.) A rope for hauling out the
tack of a jib. Mar. Diet.

COT-HER'po,* v. a. [i. OUTHERODED ; pp. OUTHERODING,
OUTHERODED.] To overact or surpass the character or cru-

elty of Herod. S/iak.

COT'HbOsE, n. An out-building, as regards the dwelling-
house

; as, a barn, stable, coachhouse, &c.

COT-jfiST', v. a. To exceed or overpower by jesting. Shak.

COT-JILT',* v. a. To surpass in jilting. Congreve.
CGT-JUG'GLE, v. a. To surpass in juggling. JBp. Hall.

COT-KNAVE', (-nav') v. a. To surpass in knavery.
fOuT'LAND, a. Foreign. Strutt.

tCOT'LXND-ER, 7i. A foreigner. A. Wood..

COT-LXND'jSH, a. Not native
; foreign ; strange. Jlddison.

COT-LAsT', v. a. To surpass in duration. Bacon.

COT'LAw, n. (Law) One excluded from the benefit, aid, or

protection of the law
;

a robber; a bandit. Shak.

COT'LAW, V. a. [L OUTLAWED ; pp. OUTLAWING, OUTLAWED.]
To deprive of the benefit and protection of the law.

OUT'LAW-RY, n. (Law) A decree or punishment by which
a man is deprived of the protection of the law. "In the

United States, outlawry in civil cases is unknown ;
and if

there are any instances of outlawry in criminal cases,

they jire very rare." Bouvicr. [out. Qu. Rev.

COT'LAY,* n. Expenditure ;
sum expended ;

act of laying

COT-LEAP', v. a. To pass by leaping ;
to start beyond.

COT'LEAP, (-15p) n. Sally ; flight ; escape. Locke.

COT-LEARN',* v. a. To surpass in learning, Jlsh.

COT'LET, n. Passage outwards; discharge outwards;
egress ; passage of egress.

COT'LlcK-ER, 7i. (JVaut.) A small piece of timber fastened

to the top of the poop, and standing right out astern.

COT-LIE', (-11') v. a. To surpass in lying. Bp. Hall.

COT'Ll-ER, 71. One who lies not, or is not resident, in the

place with which his office or duty connects him. (Min.~)
A portion of a rock or stratum detached at some distance

from the principal mass.

COT'LlNE, 7. Contour; a line by which any figure is

defined ;
a sketch

;
delineation

;
exterior line

; extremity.

COT'LlNE,* . a.
[i.

OUTLINED ipp. OUTLINING, OUTLINED.]
To form an outline or sketch. Month. Rrv.

COT-LIVE', v. a. To live beyond ;
to survive. Shak.

COT-Llv'ER, n. One who outlives; a survivor.

COT-LOOK', (but-luk') v. a. To face down; to browbeat; to

look out ;
to select. Cotton.

COT'LOOK, 7. A vigilant watch ; a look-out ; vigilance.

fCOT'LOPE, n. An excursion. Florio.

COT-Ltrs'TRE, (-tur) v. a. To excel in brightness. Shak.

COT'LY-ING, p. a. Being out of the common place or order.

COT-MXri'TLE,* v. a. To surpass in dress or ornament.

Cowper.
COT-MARCH', v. a. To leave behind in the march.

COT-MAS'VRE, (out-mezh'iir)?;. a. To exceed in measure.

COT'MOST, a. Remotest from the middle. Milton.

COT-NAME', v. a. To exceed in naming. Beaum.
<$'

Fl.

COT'NESS,* 71. An external form or show. Coleridge. [R.]
COT-NuM'BER, v. a. To exceed in number, Jlddison.

COT'-PF-DOOR',* a. Being out of the house, or in the open
air: same as out-door. Southey. See OUT-DOOR.

COT'-PF-THE-WAY',* a. Uncommon
;
unusual. Jlddison.

CGT-PF-TRIM',* a. (JVaut.) Applied to a ship when she is

not properly balanced for navigation. Mar. Diet.

COT-PACE', v. a. To outgo ;
to leave behind. Chapman.

COT-PAR'A-MOUR, (-mor) v. a. To exceed in keeping mis-
tresses. Shak.

COT'-PAR-ISH, n. Parish not lying within the walls or limits.

COT'-PART, n. Part remote from the centre or main body.
COT'-PA-TIENT,* 71. A patient not in the hospital. Jodrell.

COT-PEER'.* v. a. To surpass in nobleness. Shak.

COT-p6iE', v. o. To outweigh. Howell.

COT'-PORCH, 71. An entrance. Milton.

COT'PORT, n. A port at somf: distance from a city or town.

COT'POST, n. A post or station without the limits of the

camp, or at a distance from the army ; troops placed at

such a station.

COT-POUR', (but-p5r') v. a. To pour out
;
to emit.

COT-POUR'{NG,* n. Act of pouring out ; effusion. CA. 04.

COT-PRAY', v. a. To exceed in prayer. Dryden.

COT-PREACH', v. a. To exceed in preaching.
tOOT-FRiZE', v. a. To exceed in the value set. Shak.

COT'RAGE, [oQt'raj, S. P. : b'ut'raj, W. J. Ja. K. R.] n.

[outrage, Fr.] Open violence
;
wanton abuse or mischief j

a grave injury ; enormity.
COT'RAGE, [but'raj, S. P. Ja. R. ; but-riij', W. K.} v. a.

[outrager,Fi.] [i. OUTRAGED; pp. OUTRAGING, OUTRAGED.]
To injure violently; to abuse or insult roughly or inde-

centlyj to treat or perform abusively.

jCOT'RAGE, v. n.. To commit exorbitancies. Jlscham.

COT-RA'^Eoys, (-jus) a. Violent; furious; raging; exor-
bitant

; tumultuous
; turbulent

; excessive ; enormous.
CGx-RA/GEoys-LY, (-jus-le) ad. Violently ; furiously.

COT-RA'GEOys-NESs, (jus-nes) n. Fury ; violence.

COT-RXN',* f. from Outrun. See OUTRUN.
COT-RXp',* v. a. To surpass in rapping. Pope.
COT-RA7E', v. a. To root out entirely. Sandys.
QVTR (o-tra') a. [Fr.] Extravagant ; out of the common
limits

;
overstrained. Dr. Qeddes.

COT-REACH', v. a. To go beyond ; to overreach.

COT-REA'ON, (but-re'zn) v. a. To excel in reasoning.
COT-RECK/ON, (-kn) v. a. To exceed in reckoning.
COT-REIGN', (out-ran') v. a. To surpass in reigning; to

reign through or beyond the whole of. Spenser.

COT'-RICK,* n.A heap of hay or corn in the open air. Penman*.

COT-RIDE', v. a. [i. OUTRODE ; pp. OUTRIDING, OUTRIDDEN,
OUTRID.J To surpass by riding; to ride beyond.

COT-RIDE', v. n. To travel or ride about. Jlddison.

OQT'RIDE,* n. A place for riding. Somerville.

COT'RID-ER, 7t. One who outrides, or rides abroad
;
a ser-

vant on horseback who precedes or accompanies a car-

riage : a sheriff's summoner.
COT-RlG'jSER, 7t. (J\fauQ A projecting spar or piece of tim

ber for extending ropes or sails, or for other temporary
purposes.

COT-RIGHT', (but-rif) ad. Immediately ; completely.
COT-RISE',* v. a. To rise earlier than another. Scott.

COT-Rl^VAL, v. a. To surpass in excellence. Jlddison.

tOOT'ROAD, 7i. Excursion
;
an outride. 1 Mace. xv.

COT-ROAR', (but-r5r') v. a. To exceed in roaring. Shak.

COT-ROOT', v, a. To extirpate ;
to eradicate. Rowe.

COT-RUN', v. a.
[i. OUTRAN;/)/;. OUTRUNNING, OUTRUN.] To

leave behind in running; to exceed.

COT-SAIL', v. a. To exceed or leave behind in sailing.

fCOT'scAPE, n. Power of escaping. Chapman.
COT-SCOLD',* v. a. To surpass in scolding. Shak.

COT-SCORN', -o. a. To bear down by contempt. Shak

COT-scoOR'lNG,* n. Offscouring. Smart.

COT-SELL', v. a. [i. OUTSOLD; pp. OUTSELLING, OUTSOLD.]
To'exceed in selling, or in the prices for things sold

;
to

sell at a higher rate ; to gain a higher price. Shak.

COT'-SEN-TRY,*W. A sentry to guard an avenue. Chesterfield.

COT'sET, 7i. Opening ; beginning. Mason.

COT-SET'TLER,* n. One who settles at a distance from the

main body. Kirby. [lustre.

COT-SHINE', v. n. To emit lustre. Shak. v. a. To excel in

COT-SHONE',* i. from Outshine. See OUTSHINE.

COT-SHOOT', v. a. To exceed in shooting.

COT-SHuT', v. a. To exclude ;
to shut out. Donne.

COT'slDE. n. The part or side exposed to the atmosphere ;

superficies ; surface
;
external part ;

extreme part ; super-
ficial appearance ;

outer side
;
the utmost.

COT'slDE,* a. Belonging to the superficies ;
exterior ; being

without; consisting in show. Jish.

COT-SIN', v. a. To exceed in sinning. Killmgbeck.
COT-SIT', v. a. To sit beyond the time of any thing.

COT-SKIP', v. a. To avoid by flight. B. Jonson.

COT'SKIRT, 71. A suburb; border; outport ; outpost.

COT-SLCEP', v. a. To sleep beyond. Shak.

COT-SOAR', (-s5r') v. a. To soar beyond.
COT-soOND', v. a. To exceed in sound. Hammond.

OCT-SPAR'KLE,* v. a. To exceed in sparkling. Byron.

pfJT-spAK', v. a. To exceed in speaking. Sliak.

COT-SPORT', v. a. To sport beyond. Sha/c.

COT-SPREAD', (-spred') v. a. To extend ;
to diffuse.

COT-STXND', v. a.
[i.

OUTSTOOD ; pp. OUTSTANDING, OUT-

STOOD.] To resist ; to stand beyond the proper lime. Shak.

COT-STAND', v. n. To protuberate from the main body.

OUT-STXND'ING,* a. Existing abroad
;
unsettled ; unpaid ;

as,
tc
outstanding debts." CA. Ob.

COT-STARE', v. a. To face down ;
to browbeat ;

to outface.

COT-STEP',* v. a. To step or go beyond. Smart. See STEP.

COT-STORM',* v. a. To overbear by storming. Smart.

COT'-STREET, n. A street in the extremity of a town.

COT-STRETCH', v. a. To extend ;
to spread out. Shak.

COT-STRETCHED,* (but-strech'ed or but-strecht')^- Ex-

tended
;
stretched out. Deuteronomy.

COT-STRIDE', r. a. To surpass in striding. B. Jonson.

COT-STRIP', v. a. [i.
OUTSTRIPPED ; pp. OUTSTRIPPING, OUT-

STRIPPED.] To outgo ;
to leave behind in a race.

COT-SWEAR', v. a. To overpower by swearing. Shak.

COT-SWEET'EN, (-swet'tn) v. a. To excel in sweetness. Shak.

COT-SWELL', v. a. To swell beyond ;
to overflow.

fCGT-TAKE', prep. Except. Gower.
COT-POUR'JNG,* n. Act of pouring out; effusion. CA. 04. COT-SWELL', v. a. To swell beyond; to overflow. HewyL

COT-PRAY', v. a. To exceed in prayer. Dryden. jCGT-TAKE', prep. Except. Gower.

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, E, Tf, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, j, p, y, ,
ofecure. FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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OuT-TALK', (-tawk') v. a. To overpower by talk. Shak.

tCOT'TERM,* n. Outward figure. B. Jonson.

COT-THROW',* v. a. To throw beyond. Spenser. See
THROW.

COT-TONGUE', (-tung') v. a. To bear down by noise. Shak.

C50T-TOP', v. a. To overtop ; to surpass. Williams.

fCOT-u'URE,* (but-yu'/hur) v. a. To surpass in exacting
usury. Pope.

OOT-VAL'VE, (-val'yu) v. a. To transcend in price. Boyle.
COT-VEN'OM, v. a. To exceed in poison. Sfiak.

COT-vlE', (-vl') v. a. To exceed
;
to surpass ;

to outstrip.

COT-vfL'LAlN, (-Ijn) v. a. To exceed in villany. Shak.

CUT-VOICE', v. a. Tooutroar; to exceed in clamor. Shak.

COT-VOTE', v. a. To conquer or exceed by voting.
COT-WALK', (-wak') v. a. To exceed in walking.
COT'-WALL, n. Outward wall of a building; superficial ap-

pearance. Shale.

COr'WARD, a. External ; exterior, opposed to inward; vis-

ible
;
extrinsic

; not inward
;
not internal; not spiritual.

COT'WARD, n. External form. S/'iak. [R.]
COT'WARD, ad. To the outward parts; to foreign parts;

as,
" a ship outward bound."

OOT'WARD-LY, ad. Externally ;
not inwardly ;

in appear-
ance.

COT'WARD-NESS,* n. State of being outward. Coleridge.

COT'WARD^, ad. Same as outward. Newton.

COT-WATCH', (-woch') v. a. To surpass in watchfulness.

COT-WEAR', (-war') v. a. [i. OUTWORE ; pp. OUTWEARING,
OUTWORN.] To wear out; to exceed in wearing: to

pass tediously. Pope.
OUT-WEED', v. a. To extirpate, as a weed

;
to surpass in

weeding. Spenser.

COT-WEEP', v. a. To exceed in weeping. Dryden.
COT-WEIGH', (but-wa') v. a. To exceed iri gravity; to

preponderate ;
to excel in value or influence.

tCOT-wfiLL', v. a. To pour out. Spenser.

COT-WENT', i. from Outgo. See OUTGO.
COT-WHORE',* v. a. To exceed in lewdness. Pope.
COT-WIN', r. a. To surpass. [fTo get out of. Spenser.]
COT-wiND', v. a. To extricate

;
to unloose. More.

COT-WING', v. a. To outstrip ;
to outgo. GartK.

COT-wiT', v. a. To cheat
;
to overcome by stratagem.

COT-WORK',* (-wurk') v. a. [i. OUTWORKED, OUTWROUGHT ;

pp OUTWORKING, OUTWORKED, OUTWROUGHT.] To BXCCed
in working; to outdo. B. Jonson.

COT'WORK, (but'wurk) n. (Fort.} A work raised on the
outside of the ditch of a fortified place ; a work raised

outwardly for defence ; the part of a fortification next
the enemy.

COT-WORN', p. from Outwear. Milton. See OUTWEAR.
tCOT-WORTH', (-wiirth') v. a. To excel in value. Shak.

JCUT-WREST', (-rest') v. a. To extort by violence. Spenser.

COT-WRITE',* v. a. To surpass or excel in writing. Addison.

COT-W_ROUGHT', (-rawf) p. from Outwork. B. Jonson.

COT-ZA'NY, >. a. To exceed in buffoonery. B. Jonson.

OU'ZEL,* (o'/.I) n. (Ornith.) A water-fowl of the rail kind.

_ Crabb. A blackbird. Smart.

O'VAL, a. [ovale, Fr.
; ovum, L., an egg.} Oblong and cur-

vilinear; resembling the longitudinal section of an egg.
Oval window, one of the holes in the hollows of the

ear.

O'VAL, 71. A figure resembling an ellipse, or the transverse

section_of an egg; an egg-shaped superficies.
OV-AL-BU'MEN,* n. The albumen or white of an egg.

Brande.

O'VAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of an oval. Scott.

O'VAL-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Having the form of an oval.
London.

O-VA'RI-OUS, a. Consisting of eggs. Thomson.

Q-VA'RI-UM,* n. [L.] pi. O-VA'RI-A. (Anat.) The two or-

gans which contain the female ova (Bot.) A hollow
case enclosing ovules or young seeds, situated in the cen-
tre of a flower. Brande. See OVARY.

O'VA-RY, n. [ovaire, Fr. ; oearium, L.] (Anat.} An organ
containing the female ova, or in which impregnation is

performed. (Bot.) A hollow case enclosing ovules or

young seeds. See OVARIUM.
C'VATE, a. [ovatus,L.] Of an oval figure ; egg-shaped ; oval.
O'VAT-ED,* a. Of an oval or egs form ; ovate. Pennant.

O-VATE-LXN'CE-O-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Formed like an egg
and a lance. Lindley.

O-VA'TION, n, [Fr. ; ovatio, L.] An inferior kind of tri-

umph among the Romans, granted to distinguished mili-

tary leaders, in which sheep were sacrificed instead of
bullocks.

O-VA-TQ-OB'LONG,* a. Oblong as an egg. S:nart.

tOv'EL-TY,* 7i. (Law) Whishaw. See OWELTY.
OV'EN, (uv'vn) n. An arched cavity, of brick or stone

work, for baking bread, &x.
;
a cavity in a stove for bak-

ing-

OV'EN-LESS,* (uv'vn-les) a. Destitute of an oven. Qu. Rev.

O'VER, prep. Above ; above, with motion
;
across

; upon ;

through ; throughout ;
more than.

O'VER, ad. Above the top ;
so as to be upper or above

;

more ; throughout ; from beginning to end ; from side to

side. Over and above, besides
; beyond what was first

supposed or immediately intended. Over against, oppo-
site. Ocer and over, with repetition. To give over, to

cease from
;
to attempt to help no longer. Over is much

used in composition, and with various meanings; but
more commonly with the signification of too, too much,
more than enough, excess, abundance.

O'VER, a. Being past or beyond: upper; being on the

_ outside
; as, over leather. Todd.

O'VER, v. a. To get over. Pegge. [North of Eng.]
O-VER-A-B60ND', v. ?i. To abound more than enough.
O-VER-ACT', v. a. &. n. To act more than enough.
O'VER A-GAINST',* (-gensf) prep. Opposite to, with an in-

tervening space. Raleigh.
O-VER-XG'f-TATE, v. a. To agitate too much.
O'VR-ALL,* n. pi. A kind of loose trousers covering
another dress. Smart.

O-VER-XNx'ioys,* (-ank'shus) a. Too anxious. Maunder.

O-VER-ANX'IOUS-LY,* ad. In a too anxious manner. Ash.

O-VER-ARCH', v. a. To cover as with an arch.

O-VER-AWE', v. a.
[i.

OVERAWED
; pp. OVERAWING, OVER-

AWED.] To keep in awe ; to intimidate.

O-VER-BXL'ANCE, v. a. To weigh down ; to preponderate.

O'VER-BXL-^.NCE,7i. An excess
;
more than an equivalent.

tp-VER-BAT'TLE, a. Too fruitful ; exuberant. Hooker.

O-VER-BEAR', (-bar') v. a. [i. OVERBORE ; pp. OVERBEARING,
OVERBORNE.] To bear down by power, severity, or pride;
to repress ; to subdue

;
to prostrate.

O-VER-BEAR'JNG,* p. a. Bearing down ; oppressive ;
des-

_ potic.

O-VER-BEND', v. a. [i. OVERBENT ; pp. OVEBBENDING,
OVERRENT.] To bend too much, or too intensely.

O-VER-Bfo', v. a. [i. OVERBADE; pp. OVERBIDDING, OVER-

BID.] To_bid more, or too much.
O-VER-BLOW', v. n. [i. OVERBLEW

; pp. OVERBLOWING,
OVERBLOWN.] To blow with too much violence. Spenser.

6-VER-BLOW', v. a. To drive away. Waller.

5'VER-BOARD, ad. Off the ship ; out of the ship.

O-VER-BblL',* v. a. To boil too much. Harte.

O-VER-BOLD',* a. Too bold ; impudent. Ash.

6-VER-BORNE',*p. from Overbear. See OVERBEAR.
O-VER-BREED',* v. a. To breed to excess. Fo. QM. Rev.

O-VER-BROW', v. a. To hang over. Collins.

O-VER-BUlLD',* v. a. To exceed in building ;
to build over.

Black. See BUILD.

O-VER-BUILT', i. &, p. from Overbuild. See OVERBUILD.
IO-VER-BULK', v. a. To oppress by bulk. Shak.

O-VER-BUR'DEN, (-dn)c. a. To load with too great weight.
O-VER-BUR'DEN-SOME,* a. Too burdensome. Raleigh.
O-VER-BUs'y,* (-blz'e) a. Too busy ;

officious. Swart.

O-VER-BUY', (-hi') v. a. To buy too dear or too much. Bp
_ Hall.

O-VER-CAME',* i. from Overcome. See OVERCOME.
O-VER-cXN'o-py, v. a. To cover as with a canopy. Shak.

O'VER-CARE,* /i. Excessive care
; anxiety. Dryden.

O-VER-CARE'FUL,* a. Careful to excess. Smart.

O-VER-CAR'RY, v. a. To carry or hurry too far. Ilayward.

O-VER-c&sT', v. a. [i. OVERCAST; pp. OVERCASTING, OVER-

CAST.] To cloud
;

to darken : to cast or compute at too

_ high a rate : to sew over ;
to encircle with a thread.

O'VER-cAsT,* a. Clouded; cloudy; obscured. Maunder.
Cautious to excess. Swarf.O-VER-CAU'TIOVS,* (-shus) a. C

6-VER-CHARGE', V. a. ft. OVERC
ING, OVERCHARGED.] To charge to excess; to rats too

high ;
to load too heavily ;

to caricature.

O'VER-CHARGE,* n. Too great a charge. Oascoigne.

O-VER-CLIMB', (-kllm') v. a. To climb over. Ld. Surrey.

O-VER-cLoOo', v. a. To cover with clouds. Abp. Laud.

O-VER-CLOY', v. a. To fill beyond satiety. Shak.

O'VER-COAT,* 71. An outside coat ;
a greatcoat. Collier.

O-VER-COME', (-kum') v. a. [overcomen, D.] [i.
OVERCAME ;

pp. OVERCOMING, OVERCOME.] To subdue ;
to conquer ;

to

vanquish ; to surmount, [f'fo invade. Shak.]

O-VER-COME', (-kum') v. n. To gain the superiority.

O-VER-COM/ER, (-kum'er) n. One who overcomes.

O-VER-cSai'lNG-LY, ao\ In the manner of a conqueror.
S-VER-CON'FI-DENCE,* n. Too great confidence. Ash.

O-VER-CON'FI-DENT,* a. Too confident
; presumptuous.

Ash.

O-VER-coONT', o.,a. To rate or count too high.
O-VER-cov'ER, v. a. To cover completely. SAaAr.

O-VER-CREU'V-LOUS,* a. Credulous to excess. Milton.

O-VER-CROW', 7). a. To crow as in triumph. Spenser.

O'VER-DAR-ING,* a. Too daring. SAafe.

0-VER-DATE', v. a. To date beyond the proper period.

O-VER-DEL'I-CATE,* a. Delicate to excess. Bp. Hall.

t6-VER-DiGHT'', (-dlf) p. a. Covered over. Spenser.

O-VKR-DI'L'I-^ENT,* a. Excessively diligent. Ash.

O-VER-DO', V. a. [L OVERDID
J pp. OVERDOING, OVERDONE.]

To do more than enough.
O-VER-DO', v. 71. To do too much. Grew.

O-VER-DOSE',* v. a. To load with too large a dose. Ash.

O'VER-DOSE,* n. An excessive dose. Ency.

SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RtTLE. C, G, c, g, soft ; G, G, C, g, hard; as Z
;
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5-VER-DRAW',* v. a. [i. OVERDREW; pp. OVERDRAWING,
OVERDRAWN.] To draw too much, or beyond one's credit

or authority : to represent too strongly. Qu. Rev.

6-VER-DRAW'iNG,* n. The act of drawing too high, or be-

yond one's credit.

6-VER-DRESS', v. a. To dress too much or lavishly. Pope.
O-VER-DRiMt', v. n. To drink too much or to excess.

O-VER-DRIVE', v. a. To drive too hard, or beyond
strength.

O-VER-DRY', v. a. To dry too much. Burton. ^

O-VER-EA'JSER, (-e'ger) a. Too eager; too vehement.

C-VER-EA'JGER-LY, ad. With too much eagerness. Milton.

O-VER-EAR'NEST,* a. Excessively earnest. Shak.

O-VER-EAT',* v. n. To eat too much. Ash. See EAT.

O-VER-EMP'TY, (-em'te) v. a. To make too empty.
O-VER-ES'TI-MATE,* n. Too high an estimation. Norton.

O-VER-ES'TJ-MATE,* v. a. To estimate too high. Scott.

O-VER-EX-CIT'ED,* a. Excited too much. Coleridge.

O-VER-EYE', (6-ver-I') v. a. To superintend; to observe;
to remark. Sliakl

O'VER-FALL, n. A cataract. Raidgh. (JVaui.) A shoal or

bank near the surface of the sea. Crabb.

O-VER-FA-TIGUE',* v. a. To fatigue too much. Ash.

O-VER-FEED',* v. a. To feed too much. Dryden. See
FEED.

O-VER-FtLL',* v. a. To fill too full. Ash.

O-VER-FLOAT', v. a. To cover, as with water. Dryden.
C VER-FLOOR'ISH,* v. a. To flourish or adorn superficial-

ly. Shak.

C-VER-FLOW', (-fl5') v. n. [i. OVERFLOWED; pp. OVER-

FLOWING, OVERFLOWED, wrongly OVERFLOWN.] To be
more than full ; to flow over the banks or limits

;
to

exuberate
; to abound.

6-VER-FLOW', v. a. To fill beyond the brim
;
to deluge;

to drownj to inundate.

C'vER-FL,ow, n. Inundation
;
exuberance

;
more than ful-

ness
;
such a quantity as runs over.

6-VER-FLOw'iNG, 7i. Exuberance ; copiousness.
C-VER-FLOW'ING,* p. a. Inundating; exuberant; abun-

dant.

O-VER-FLOW'ING-LY, ad. Exuberantly. Boyle.
O-VER-FLOWN',*p. from Overfly. See OVERFLY.
O-VER-FLfjSH',* v. a. To flush too high. Smart.

O-VER-FLY', v. a. [i. OVERFLEW ; pp. OVERFLYING, OVER-
FLOWN.] To cross by flight. Dryden.

O-VER-FOND',* a. Too fond. Milton.

O-VER-FOR'WARD,* a. Forward to excess. Strong:
O-VER-FOR'WARD-NESS, n. Too great forwardness.

O-VER-FREE',* a. Too free
; too familiar. Ash.

0-VER-FREIGHT', (-fraf) v. a.
[i. OVERFREIGHTED ; pp.

OVERFREIGHTING, OVERFREIGHTED.] To freight Or load
too heavily.

(-frut'ful) a. Too fruitful.

To reach ; to come up with. Sidney.fp-VER-.GET',
v. a.

O-VER-jGlLi>', v. a. To gild over; to varnish.

O-VER-jRJRD', v. a. To bind too closely. Milton.

C-VER-GLiNCE', v. a. To look hastily over. Shak.

0-VER-GO', v. a.
[i. OVERWENT; pp. OVERGOING, OVER-

GONE.] To go over or beyond ;
to surpass; to excel.

O-VER-GONE', p. from Overgo. Surpassed. [flnjured.
Shak.]
VER-GORGE', v. a. To gorge too much. Shak.

tO-VER-GRissED', (-gr&st') a. Having too much grass;

overgrovvn_ with grass. Spenser.

O-VER-GREAT', (-graf) a. Too great. Locke.

C-VER-GREED'Y,* a. Greedy to excess. Ash.

O-VER-GROW', V. a. [L OVERGREW
; pp. OVERGROWING,

OVERGROWN.] To grow beyond ; to cover with growth.
O-VER-GROW', v. 7i. To grow beyond the natural size.

C'VER-GROWN,* p. a. Grown too large ; grown over.

O'VER-GROWTH, . Exuberant growth.
O-VER-HALE', (-hawl') v. a. To examine. See OVERHAUL.
tO'VER-nXND,* n. Superiority; upperhand. Sir Th. More.
O-VER-HAN'DLE, v. a. To mention too often. Shak.

O-VER-HANG', v. a.
[i. OVERHUNG; pp. OVERHANGING,

OVERHUNG.] To jut over; to impend over. Shak.

O-VER-HANG', v. n. To hang or jut over. Milton.

OVER-HARD',* a. Excessively hard. Ash.

O-VER-HARD'EN, (-dn) v. a. To make too hard.

O-VER-HAS'TI-LY, ad. In too great a hurry. Hales.

O-VER-HAS'TI-NESS, n. Too much haste. Reresby.
O-VER-HAS'TY, a. Too quick ; too hasty. Hammond.
O-VER-HAUL', v. a. (JVYnit.) To unfold or loosen, as the

tackle of a ship: to pull or turn over unceremoniously ;

to examine over again.

6-VER-HEAD', ad. Above the head
; aloft

; in the zenith
;

above.

6-VER-HEAR', v. a.
[i. OVERHEARD; pp. OVERHEARING,

OVERHEARD.] To hear privately or by chance
; to hear

what was not meant to be heard.

f}-VER-HEARD',*p. a. Heard as by accident. Oilman.

O-VER-HEAT', v. a. To heat too much. Addison.

tO-VJ>R-HELE', v. a. To cover over. B. Jonson.

IO-VKR-HEND', v. a. To overtake; to reach. Spenser.

O-VER-Tfs'suE,* (-Tsh'shu) n. An excessive issue, as of bank
notes. D. Webster.

O-VER-JEAL'OUS,* a. Jealous to excess. Shak.

6-VER-jov', v. a. To transport; to ravish. Bp. Taylor.
O'VER-JOY, n. Transport; ecstasy. Shak.

O-VER-JOYED',* (-jbld') p. a. Filled with joy or trans

port.

O-VER-KIND'NESS,* n. Excessive kindness. Shak.

6-VER-LA'BQR, v. a.
[i. OVERLABORED; pp. OVERLABORING,

OVERLABORED.] To execute with too much labor or care ;

to harass with toil.

O-VER-LADE', V. a.
[i. OVERLADED J pp. OVERLADING, OVER-

_ LADEN.] To overburden
;
to lade too much. Suckling.

O'VER-LAND,* a. Performed or carried on by land, not by
sea. Ed. Rev.

O'VER-L,XN.D-ER,* n. One who travels over regions or

_ lands. Tail.

O-VER-LXP',* v. a. To lap or fold over. Smart. See LAP.

O-VER-L.ARGE', a. Too large. Collier.

fO-VER-LASJi', v. n. To exaggerate. Barrow.

tp-VER-LASH'iNG-LY, ad. With exaggeration. Brerewood.

O-VER-LAY', (-la') v. a.
[i. OVERLAID; pp. OVERLAYING,

OVERLAID.] To lay something upon; to oppress by too
much weight or power ; to smother with too much or too
close covering; to smother

;
to crush

;
to overwhelm :

to cover the surface, as of a work in wood, with a
metal.

O-VER-LAY'ING, n. A superficial covering. Exod. xxxviii.

O-VER-LEAP', v. a. To pass over, as by a jump. Shak.

O'VER-LEATH-ER, (-letft-er) n. Upper-leather. Shak. [R.]

6-VER-LEAV'EN, (-lev'vn) v. a. To swell out too much. B.
Jonson. To mix too much with

;
to corrupt. Shak.

O-VER-LJE',* v. a. [i. OVERLAY; pp. OVERLYING, OVER-

LAIN.] (Oeol.) To lie upon or over. Phillips.

O-VER-LIGHT', (-lit') n. Too strong light. Bacon.

O-VER-LIVE', v. a. To survive
;
to outlive. Sidney,

6-VER-LlVE', v. ??. To live too long. Milton.

O-VER-Liy'jER, 71. One who overlives
;
survivor. Bacon.

6-VER-LOAu', v. a.
[i. OVERLOADED; pp. OVERLOADING,

OVERLOADED.] To load with too much
;
to burden.

O-VER-LONG', a. Too long. Boyle.
O-VER-LOOK', (-luk') v. a. [i. OVERLOOKED ; pp. OVERLOOK-

ING, OVERLOOKED.] To view from a higher place; to view
fully ;

to peruse ;
to superintend ,

to oversee ;
to revitw :

to pass by indulgently ; to neglect ;
to slight.

O-VER-LOOK'ER, (-luk'er) 7u One who overlooks.

6'VER-LOOP, n. (JVawi.) Orlop. Raleigh. See ORLOP.

O-VER-LOVE', v. a. To love'too much. Bp. Hall.

O'VER-LY, a. [fCareless ; negligent ; slight. p. Hall.] Cur-

sory ; superficial. Kames. [Scotticism.] Excessive
;
too

much. Coleridge. [R.]

tp'VER-LY,* ad. Carelessly ; slightly. Bailey.

O-VER-MiST'ED, a. Having too much mast. Dryden.
6-VER-Mis'TER, v. a. To subdue

;
to govern. SAafc.

O-VER-MATCH', v. a. To be too powerful for
;
to conquer

Milton.

O'VER MATCH, n. One of superior powers ; superiority.

6-VER-MEA'VRE, (-mezh'ur) v. a. To measure or estimate
too largely. Bacon.

O'VER-MEA-VRE, (-mezh'yr) n. Something given over the

due measure
;
a surplus.

O-VER-MKR'RY,* a. Excessively merry. Shak.

tO-VER-Micii'LE, (-mlk'kl) a. Overmuch.
O-VER-niTx', v. a. To mix with too much. Creech.

O-VER-MOD'EST, a. Too b ishful ; too reserved. Haley.

fO'VER-MOST, a. Highest; over the rest. Ainsworth.

O-VER-MticH', a. Too much
;
more than enough. Locke.

O-VER-MDcn', ad. In too great a degree. Hooker.

5-VER-AiDcH', n. More than enough. Milton.

t6-VER-M(TCH'NESS, n. Superabundance. B. Jonson.

fO-VER-MOL/Ti-TUDE, v. a. To exceed in number. Milton

O-VER-NAME', v. a. To name over in a series. Shak.

O-VER-NIGHT', (-nif) n. Night before bed-time. Shak.

O-VER-NIGHT',* ad. Through the night ;
in the evening,

or in the evening before. Turbervile.

fO-VER-NoISE', v. a. To overpower by noise. Cowley.

fO-VER-OF'FlCE, v. a. To lord by virtue of office. Shak.

5-VER-OF-Fi"cious, (-<?f-fIsh'us) a. Too officious.

O-VER-PAINT', v. a. To color too strongly.

tC-VER-pART',* v. a. To assign too high a part to. Shak.

O-VER-Piss', v. a. [i. OVERPASSED, OVERPAST; pp. OVER

PASSING, OVERPASSED, OVERPAST.] To cross
;
to overlook ,

to pass with disregard ;
to omit ; not to receive.

5-VER-pAsT',p. a. Gone; past. Shak.

C-VER-PAY', (-pa') v. a.
[i.

OVERPAID.] To pay too much.
OVERPAID; pp. OVERPAYI.X

IO-VER-PEER', v. a. To overlook ;
to hover above. Shak.

{6-VER-PERCH^, v. a. To fly over. Shak.

O-VER-PER-SUADE',* v. a. To persuade too much, or

against inclination. EC. Rev.

C-VER-PIC'TURE, v. a. To exceed in representation. Shak.

O'VER-PLUS, n. Surplus ;
what remains more than enough.

O-VER-PLY', v. a. To employ too laboriously. Milton.

,
v. a. To outweigh. Browne.IO-VER-HEND', v. a. To overtake; to reach. Spenser. 6-VER-Poi.?E', v. a. To outweigh. Browne.
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O'VER-POISE, n. Preponderant weight. Dryden.
O-VER-POI/ISH, v. a. To finish too nicely. Blackwall

O-VER-PON'DER-OUS, a. Too weighty. Milton.

O-VER-POST', v. a. To get quickly over. Shak.

O-VER-POW'ER, v. a.
[i. OVERPOWERED; pp. OVERPOWER-

ING, OVERPOWERED.] To vanquish by force
;

to bear
down

;
to overthrow ; to be predominant over ; to op-

press by superiority.

6-VER-pbw'ER-iNG,* p. a. Bearing down by superior
power.

O-VER-PRESS', v. a. To overwhelm
;
to crush

;
to over-

come by entreaty ;
to press or persuade too much.

OVER-PRIZE', v. a. To value at too high a price. Wotton.

OVER-PROMPT',* a. Prompt to excess. Smith,.

O-VER-PROMPT'NESS, n. Hastiness; precipitation. Hales.

O-VER-PRQ-POR'TIQN,* v. a. To make too great a propor-
tion. Smart.

OVER-QUI'ET-NESS, n, A too quiet state. Browne.

OVER-RAKE',* v. a. (JVaut.) To break in upon, as waves
over a ship while at anchor. Mar. Diet.

OVER-RAN',* i. from Overrun. See OVERRUN.
OVER-RANK', (-rangk') a. Too rank. Mortimer.

OVER-RATE', V. a. [L OVERRATED
; pp. OVERRATING, OVER-

RATED.]^ To rate at too much or too high.
OVER-REACH', v. a. To rise above

;
to deceive

;
to go be-

_ yond ; to circumvent.

OVER-REACH', v. n. To strike the hinder feet too far for-

ward, (as a horse,) so that the toes strike against the fore

_ shoes.

O'VER-REACH,* 7i. Act of overreaching ;
a strain

;
a swell-

ing of the master-sinew of a horse. Crabb.

OVER-REACif'ER, 71. One that overreaches
;
a cheat.

fO-VER-READ', v. (f. To peruse. Shak.

O-VER-RCK'ON,* (-rcck'kn) v. a. To reckon too much.
Jink.

^OVER-RED', v . a. To smear with red. Shak.

OVER-RIDE', v. a.
[i. OVERRODE ; pp. OVERRIDING, OVER-

RIDDEN, OVERRODE, 07- OVERUID.] To ride over
;
to ride

too much. (Law) To supersede.
O-VER-Ri^'jD,* a. Too rigid ;

too strict. Ask.
O VER-RIPE',* a. Too ripe. Milton.

OVER-RI'PEN, (-ri'pn) v. a. To make too ripe.

OVER-ROAST', (-rost) v. a. To roast too much. Shak.

OVER-RtlLE',7J. a.
[i. OVERRULED J pp. OVERRULING, OVER-

RULED.] To control or influence
;
to influence by predom-

inant power ; to govern with high authority ; to superin-
tend

;
to supersede. (Law) To make void

;
to reject.

OVER-RtlL/ER, n. One who overrules
; director.

O-VER-RtlL'iNG,* p. a. Governing with superior power;
directing.

OVER-RUN', v. a.
[i. OVERRAN;^?. OVERRUNNING, OVER-

RUN.] To harass by incursions
;
to ravage ;

to outrun
;

to pass behind
; to overspread ;

to cover all over
;
to do

mischief by great numbers ; to injure by treading down.

(^Printing)
To run beyond the proper length by means

of insertions
;
to change the disposition of lines or pages.

OVER-RUN', . n. To overflow; to be more than full.

OVER-RUN'NER, n. One who overruns.

tp'VER-scuxcHT,* a. Much flogged or whipped. Shale.

OVER-SEA, a. Foreign ; from beyond sea. Wilson. [R.j
O-VER-SEE', v. a.

[i. OVERSAW; pp. OVERSEEING, OVER-
SEEN.] To watch over; to observe carefully ; to superin-
tend

;
to overlook.

OVER-SEEN', p. Superintended. [fDeceived. Hooker.]
5-VER-SE'ER,n. One who oversees

; a superintendent; an
officer who has the care or superintendence of any mat-
ter, as a literary seminarv, the poor, &.c.

OVER-SE'ER-SHip,*7i. The office or station of an over-
seer. Qu. Rev.

6-VER-SELL',* V. a. [i. OVERSOLD ; pp. OVERSELLING, OVER-
SOLD.] To sell at too high a price ;

to sell too much. Dryden.
OVER-SET', v. a. [i. OVERSET; pp. OVERSETTING, OVERSET.]
To turn bottom upwards ;

to throw off the basis
;

to
subvert ; to overturn.

OVER-SET', v. n. To fall off the basis
; to turn over.

OVER-SHADE', v. a. To cover with a shade. Shak.

OVER-SHAD'OW, (-shad 'do) v. a. To throw a shadow over ;

to shelter ; to protect.

6-VER-SHXD'c-w-ER, n. One who overshadows. Bacon.

OVER-SHlNE',* v. a. To outshine. Shak.

OVER-SHOOT', is. n. To fly beyond the mark. Collier.

O-VER-SHOOT' V. a. [i. OVERSHOT
; pp. OVERSHOOTING,

OVERSHOT.] To shoot beyond ;
to pass swiftly over

; to
venture too far : to have water so shot over that one

part (as of a wheel) is loaded and turns, while the other
is empty.

C'VER-SHOT-WHEEL',* w. A wheel which is turned by
water flowing on the top of it. Francis.

C'VER-SIGHT, (-sit) n. Superintendence ; inspection :

_ mistake; error: inattention
; inadvertency.

OVER-SIZE', v. a. To surpass in bulk
;
to plaster over. Shak.

6-VER-SKTfp', v. a. To pass by leaping ; to escape.
OVER-SLEEP', (-sleep') v. a. To sleep too long.
6-VER-SLlp', v. a. To let slip by ;

to neglect. Carew.

fO-VER-SLOw', v. a. To render slow
;
to check. Hammond.

j_O-VER-SNOW', (-sno') v. a. To cover with snow. Shalt.

OVER-SOLD', i. & p. from Oversell. Dryden. See OVERSELL.
OVER-SOON', ad. Too soon. Sidney.

tp-VER-soR'ROW, v. a. To afflict too much. Milton.

OVER-SPEAK', 77. a. To say too much. Hales.

OVER-SPENT', p. a. Wearied
; harassed ; forespent. Dryden.

OVER-SPREAD', (-spred') v. a.
[i. OVERSPREAD; pp. OVER-

SPREADING, OVERSPREAD.] To cover over
; to fill

; to scat-

_ter
over.

IO-VER-STAND', v. a. To stand too much upon conditions.

Dryden.
OVER-STARE', v. n. To stare wildly or too much. Jlscham.

O'VER-STATE,* 77. a. To state too high; to exaggerate
Paley.

O-VER-STATE'MENT,* n. Too high a statement. Wilkins.

O-VER-STEP',* v. a. To step beyond. Shak. See STEP.
OVER-STINK',* i;. a. To surpass in stench. Shalt.

OVER-STOCK', 77. a. [i. OVERSTOCKED; pp. OVERSTOCKING,
_ OVERSTOCKED.] To fill too full

;
to crowd.

O'VER-STOCK,* ?i. Too great a stock
; superabundance.

Leonard.

OVER-STORE', v. a. To store with too much. Hale.

O-VER-STRAIN', 77. n. [i. OVERSTRAINED; pp. OVERSTRAIN-

ING, OVERSTRAINED.]_TO make too violent efforts.

OVER-STRAIN', 77. a. To strain or stretch too far.

OVER-STREW', (-stro') v. a. To spread over. See STREW.
O-VER-STRICT',* a. Excessively strict. Prynne.
tOVER-STRiKE', 77. a. To strike beyond. Spenser.

OVER-SWAY', 77. a. To overrule ; to bear down. Hooker.

OVER-SWELL', 77. a. To rise above. Shak.

O'VERT, a. [ouvert, Fr.] Open; manifest; public; appa-
rent

;
not secret

;
not concealed.

6'VERT-ACT,* n. (Law) An open act, capable by law of

being manifestly proved. Whishaw.

5-VER-TAKE', 77. a. [i. OVERTOOK; pp. OVERTAKING, OVER-

TAKEN.] To catch by pursuit ;
to come up to something

going before
;
to take by surprise.

6-VER-TAsK', t7. a. To burden or task too much.
O-VER-xAx', 77. a. To tax too heavily.
O-VER-TE'D}-OUS, a. Excessively tedious. See TEDIOUS.

O'VER-TEEMED,* a. Worn down with teeming. Shak.

C-VER-THROW', V. a.
[i. OVERTHREW J pp. OVERTHROWING,

OVERTHROWN.] To turn upside down ;
to overturn

;
to

throw down; to ruin; to demolish; to defeat; to con-

quer ;
to vanquish ;

to destroy ;
to subvert.

O'VER-THROW, n. Subversion
;

ruin
;

destruction j de-

_ feat
;
discomfiture.

O-VER-THROW'ER, re. One who overthrows.

O-VER-THwART', a. Opposite ; being over against ;
cross-

ing perpendicularly ;
adverse. Dryden. [R.]

fO'vER-THWART', n. An adverse circumstance. Ld. Surrey.

6-VER-THwART',prej7. Across; transverse. [R.]

fO-VER-THWARX', r. a. To oppose. Stapleton.

JO-VER-THWART'LY, ad. Across
; transversely ; perversely.

tp-VER-THWART'NESS, n. Posture across
; perverseness.

O-VER-TIRE', 77. a. To subdue with fatigue. Milton.

OV?R-Tl'TLE, 77. a. To give too high a title to. Fuller.

O'VERT-LY, ad. In an overt manner ; openly.

O-VER-TOOK', (-tuk') i. from Overtake. See OVERTAKE.

O-VER-TOP', 77. a.
[i. OVERTOPPED; pp. OVERTOPPING,

OVERTOPPED.] To rise above the top or head
;
to excel j

to surpass ;
to obscure.

5-VER-Tow'ER, 77. n. To soar too high. Fuller.

O-VER-TRADE',* 77. n. To trade too much. JV. Biddle.

O-VER-TRAD'ER,* n. One who trades too much. Baker.

O-VER-TRAD'ING,* n. Excessive trading or traffic. Bacon.

6-VER-TRlP', 77. a. To trip over; to walk lightly over. Shak.

t6-VER-TROw', t7. 7i. To think too highly. Widiffe.

6-VER-TRUST', 77. a. To trust too much. JBp. Hall.

O'VER-TURE, n. [ouverture, Fr.] [An opening ;
disclosure.

Shak.] A proposal; an offer; something offered to con-
sideration. (Mas.) An introductory piece of music pre-
fixed to an oratorio, concert, or opera.

OVER-TURN', 77. a. [i. OVERTURNED; pp. OVERTURNING,
OVERTURNED.] To throw down

;
to overthrow ;

to sub-

vert
;
to ruin

;
to overpower ;

to conquer.
O'VER-TURN, n. A subversion

;
overthrow ;

revolution.

O-VER-xiJRN'A-BLE, a. That may be overturned.

O-VER-TURN'ER, n. One who overturns.

O-VER-VAL'VE, (5-ver-val'yu) v. a. [i.
OVERVALUED ; pp.

OVERVALUING, OVERVALUED.] To rate at too high a price.

O-VER-VEIL', (-val') 77. a. To cover. Shalt.

tp'VER-viEW,* n. An overlooking ; inspection. Sliak.

O-VER-VOXE', 77. a. To outvote. King Charles.

OVER-wAxcn', (o-ver-woch') 77. a. & n. To watch over:
to watch too long. Dryden.

O-VER-WAXCHED', (-wochf) a. Tired with too much
watching. Sidney.

OVER-WEAK', a. Too weak
;
too feeble.

OVER-WEAR',* 77. a. To wear too much. Dryden.

O-VER-WEA'RY, (o-ver-we're) 77. a. To subdue with fatigue.

O-VER-WEATH'ER, (b-ver-w'eth'9r) 77. a. To batter by vio-

lence of weather. Shak. [R.]
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D-VER-WEEN', v. n. To think too highly or with arrogance;

to reach beyond the truth in thought, especially in the

opinion of a man's self. Shale. [Little used as a verb.]
O-VER-WEEN'ING,* a. Thinking too highly of one's self;

conceitedj arrogant; opinionated. Q. Rev.

O-VER-WEEN'ING-LY, ad. In an overweening manner.
OVER-WEIGH', (6-ver-wa') r. a. To outweigh. Hooker.

O'VER-WEIGHT, (5'ver-wat) n. Preponderance.
OVER-WHELM', (5-ver-hwehn') v. a.

[i. OVERWHELMED ;

pp. OVERWHELMING, OVERWHELMED.] To spread over and
cover or crush with something; to immerse and bear

down, as a fluid
;
to overpower ;

to subdue ;
to crush.

tO-VER-WHELM', n. Act of overwhelming. Young:
O-VER-WHELM'iNG,* p. a. Covering; bearing down or

_ crushing every thing beneath.

O-VER-WHEL,ML'ING-L,Y, ad. In a manner to overwhelm.

O-VER-WHELM'iNG-NESS,*7t. duality of being overwhelm-
ing. Coleridge.

fOVER-WING', v. a. To outreach
;
to outflank. Milton.

O-VER-WIE', a. Wise to affectation: conceited.

O-VER-wIiJE'NESS, n. Pretended wisdom. Raleigh.

O-VER-WOOD'Y,* (o-ver-wud'e) a. Abounding too much in

wood. Milton.

f5-VER-wORD', (5-ver-wUrd') v. a. To say too much. Hales.

OVER-WORK', (o-ver-wurk')?>. a.
[i.
OVERWORKED or OVER-

WROUGHT
J pp. OVERWORKING, OVERWORKED Or OVER-

WROUGHT.] To work too much
;
to injure or tire by labor.

O'VER-WORK',* (6'ver-wlirk') n. Excessive work or labor.

Ed. Rev.

OVER-WORN', p. Worn out; spoiled by time, toil, or use.

O-VER-WRES'TLE, (5-ver-res'sl) v. a. To subdue by wrest-

ling. Spenser.

OVER-WROUGHT', (5-ver-rawt') i. & p. from Overwork.
Labored too much ;

worked all over. Pope.

f5-VER-YEARED', (o-ver-yerd') a. Too old. Fairfax.

tOVER-ZEALED', (-zGld') a. Ruled by too much zeal.

OVER-ZEAL'OVS, (5-ver-zel'us) a. Too zealous. Locke.

O'VI-BOS,* 7i. A species of ox having wide horns. P. Cyc.

O-viD'l-AN,* a. Relating to or resembling Ovid. Johnson.

6'vi-pbcT, n. [ovum and dtictus, L.] (Anat.) The tube
which conducts the ovum from the ovary to the uterus, or

to an external outlet.

O-vlF'ER-ous,* a. (Zoo/.) Bearing or containing eggs.
Brande.

O'VI-FORM, a, [ovum and forma, L.] Having the shape of
an egg.

O-vlG'ER-OtJS,* a. Bearing or carrying eggs. Brande.

6'viNE,* a. Pertaining to sheep. Ency.
O-vlP'A-ROtrs, a. [ovum and pario, L.] Bringing forth or
*

producing young by eggs ; not viviparous. More.

O-Yi-PO'}T,* v. a. (Ent.) To lay or deposit eggs. Kirby.
O-vip-Q-sl'"TIpN,* n. (Ent.) Act of laying eggs. Kirby.

6-vi-PO?'l-TQR,* n. (Ent.) The instrument by which an
insect conducts its eggs to their appropriate nidus. Brande.

6'vi-sXc,* n. The cavity in the ovary, which contains the
ovum. Brande.

6'volo,* a. Formed like an egg ; egg-shaped. London.
O r

VO-LO,* [6'vo-lo, Sm. Wb. Maunder; 6v'9-16, Ash ; ?-v5'-

19, Crabb.] n. [It.] (Arch.') A convex moulding, or quar-

terround, usually a quarter of a circle, and frequently
cut with a representation of a string of eggs. Crabb.

O-vo-vi-vlP'A-RoDs,* a. An animal is said to be ovovivip-
arous when the egg is hatched within the body, and the

young one excluded alive. P. Cyc.

O'VULE,* 7i. (Bot.) A rudimentary seed. P. Cyc.

O'VVM,* ?i. [L.] pi. o'rA. (Nat. hist.) An egg. (Arch.)
An ornament in the form of eggs. Hamilton.

OWE, (o) v. a. [i.
OWED

; pp. OWING, OWED.] To be held
or bound to pay to

;
to be indebted to; to be under obliga-

tion for
; to have from, as a consequence of a cause.

tOWE, (5) v. n. To be bound or obliged. Bp. Fisher.

Gw'EL-Ty,* n. (Law) The difference which is paid, or se-

cured by one coparcener to another, for the purpose of

equalizing a partition. Boumer.
OW'ING, p. &. a. Due as a debt

; consequential ; imputable
to, as an agent; imputable as an effect.

OVVL, n. [ide. Sax. ; hulotte, Fr.] A bird, of several varie-

ties, that flies chiefly in the night, lives in hollow trees,
and eats mice: a variety of pigeon.

OWL,,* v. n. (Law) To carry on a contraband or unlaw-
ful trade ;

to skulk about with contraband goods. Perry.
OvVL/ER, [oul'er, S. W. P.Ja. K. ; ul'er, Sm.] n. (Law) One
who carries contraband goods ;

one who carries out wool
illicitly.

OWL'ET, n. An owl
;
a small owl.

OWL'ING, n. (Law) An offence in carrying wool or sheep
to the sea-side, in order to export them. Blackstone.

OWL'JSH, a. Resembling an owl. Gray.
OwL'lLiGHT, (oul'llt) n. Glimmering light. Warburton.

OWL'-LIKE, a. Resembling an owl. Donne.
OWN, (on) a. Belonging; possessed; peculiar; proper to

;

as, "my own," belonging or peculiar to me. It is added
by way of emphasis to the possessive pronouns, my, thy,

his, her, our, your, their.

OWN, (on) v. a. [i. OWNED; pp. OWNING, OWNED.] To pos-
sess or hold by right ;

to acknowledge ; to avow for one's
own

;
to avow

;
to confess

; to recognize.
OWN'ER, (on'er) n. One to whom any thing belongs.
OWN'ER-SHIPJ (on'er-ship) n. Rightful possession.

{OvvRE, (Bur) n. A large beast; urus. Ainsworth.

O\VE,* 71. Oak bark beaten small, used by tanners; the

liquor of a tan-vat
;
ooze. See OOZE. Crabb.

Ow'ER,* 7i. Same as owse ; ooze. Crabb.

Ox, (oks) 7i. ; pi. OXEN. A castrated bull
;
a bullock : a ge-

neric name for the bovine genus of animals.

OX'A-LATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed by a combination of
oxalic acid with a base. Brande.

Ox-Xl/ic,* a. Relating to or extracted from sorrel
; as, oz-

'

alic acid. P. Cyc.

Ox'A-Lls,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
a sharp, acid

plant ; sorrel. Crabb.

Ox'A-MlDE,*or Ox-XL'A-MT[DE,*7i. (Chem.) A substance ob-
tained by heating oxalate of ammonia in a retort. P. Cyc.

Ox'BANE, n. A plant. Ainsworth.

Ox'BlRD,* n. A species of wading bird. Hamilton.

OX'BOW,* 7i. A bow which encloses the neck of the ox
when yoked. Ash.

OX'EYE, (oks'I) 71. A plant or shrub ;
a flower

;
a daisy.

OX'-EYED, (oks'Id) a. Having eyes like those of an ox.

OX'FLY, n. A fly hatched under the skin of cattle.

jOx'GiNG, n. (Law) As much land as an ox can plough in

a year, commonly taken for 15 acres, but varying from 6

to 40 acres. Whishaw.

OX'GOAD,* n. A rod with a point or goad for driving oxen.

Judges.
Ox'-HXR-ROW,* TO. A large sort of harrow. Farm. Ency.
OX'HEAD,* n. The head of an ox. Shdk.

Ox'HEAL, (5ks'h5l) 71. A plant. Ainsworth.

OX'HIDE,* n. The skin of an ox: a measure of land.

Gent. Mag.
OX'I-DA-BLE,* a. Oxidizable. Phil. Mag.
Ox'l-DATE,* v. a. & n.

[i.
OXIDATED ; pp. OXIDATING, OXI-

DATED.] To turn to the state of an oxide; to oxidize. Ure.

See OXIDIZE.

OX-I-DA'TIQN,* . The act of oxidizing; act of combining
with oxygen ;

the act of turning to the state of an oxide ;

oxidizement. Brande.

OX'I-DA-TOR,* 7i. A contrivance to throw an external cur-

rent of air upon the flame of an argand lamp. W. Ency.
OX'IDE,* n. (Chem.) A substance combined with oxygen
without being in the state of an acid

;
the combination of

a metal with oxygen ; as, rust is an oxide of iron. Ure.

55= This word, (which is derived from the Greek dt5c,)
and others of the same family, are, by some, written with
a y, as oxyde, or oxyd, oxydate, &c., and this orthography
is in accordance with etymology ; yet the orthography of

oxide, oxidate, &c., seems to be established by common
usage, especially in chemical and scientific works.

Ox-lD-l'ZA-BLE,* a. That may be oxidized. Brande.

Ox'lD-iZE,* v. a.
[i.

OXIDIZED ; pp. OXIDIZING, OXIDIZED.]
To change to the state of an oxide ;

to impart oxygen to.

Brande.

Ox'iD-iZE-MENT,* TJ. The act of oxidizing. Henry.

Ox-l-6r>'ic,* a. Relating to, or consisting of, the compound
of oxygen and iodine. Brando.

OX'-LIKE, a. Resembling the ox. Booth.

OX'LIP, 71. A vernal flower
;
the same with cowslip. Shah.

Ox-5'Ni-AN,* n. A member, or a graduate, of the University'

of Oxford, in England. Q. Rev.

OX'PECK-ER,* n. A species of bird. P. Cyc.

Ox'-STALL, n. A stand or stall for oxen.

OX'TER, n. The armpit. Brockett. [North of England.]
Ox'xbNGUE, (oks'tung) 71. An annual plant.

Ox-y-jeHL,o'Ric,* a. Noting an acid procured by the par-
tial decomposition of chloric acid; perchloric. P. Cyc.

OX'Y-CRATE, n. [<JvK/)aro>.] A mixture of water and vin-

egar. Wiseman.

OX'Y-GEN, n. [6%vs and ystvopai.] (Chem.) A gas which

generates acids and oxides, and forms the vital part of

common air. It is an elementary, gaseous body, color-

less, tasteless, and a little heavier than common air. It

is essential to respiration, and the chief supporter of com-
bustion. By combination with hydrogen, it forms water,
and with nitrogen, common air. This important ele-

ment was discovered in 1774, by Dr. Priestley ;
and it has

been termed dcphlogisticated air, -vital air, and empyreal air.

OX'Y-GEN-ATE,* v. a. To acidify by oxygen ;
to oxygenize.

Brande.

OX-Y-GEN-A'TIQN,* n. The act of oxygenating. Hamilton.

Ox'Y-GEN-lZE,* . a. [i.
OXYGENIZED ; pp. OXYGENIZING,

OXYGENIZED.] To acidify by oxygen ;
to impregnate with

oxygen. P. Cyc.

x-\'9'E-NOUS,* a. Relating to or containing a\ygen.Brande,

x'Y-G6N, n. [o^vs and j/wi/ia.] A triangle having three

acute angles.
OX-YG'O-NAL,,* a. Having three acute angles. Francis.

dx-y-Gd'Nl-AL,,* a. Same as oxygonal. Maunder.

Ox'y-MEL, n. <it^Xi.] A mixture of vinegar and honey.ms, tier, our, your, mcir. OX'Y-MEL, n. [O^EA*.] A mixiure

i, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; i, fi, I, o, ti, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, V, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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OX-Y-MO'RC-N, n. [dtfuupov.] (Rhet.) A figure by which a
word or phrase is used, which is pregnant with meaning,
though senseless, if interpreted literally ; as, "cruel kind-

ness;^'
" home is home."

Ox-Y-Mu'Rl-ATE,*7i. A salt formed of oxymuriatic acid and
a base. Brande. Ozymuriate of lime, chloride of lime, a
valuable bleaching compound. [Crabb.

OX-Y-MU-RI-XT'IC,* a. Noting an acid, called also chlorine.

Ox-YPH'p-Ny,* n. Acuteness of voice. Smart.

Ox-YR'RHQ-DlNE, (oks-ir'<?-din) 7i. [olvppodivov.] A mix-
ture of two parts of oil of roses with one of vinegar ofroses.

Ox'y-SEL,* n. A salt consisting of an oxygenated acid and
oxide. Ure.

OX'Y-TONE,* n. A word with an acute sound, or having an
acute accent on the last syllable. Smart.

O'YER [6'yer, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; ae'yer,.^. ; oy'er, &
Wb.] n. [oyer, Norm. Fr., to hear.] (Law) A hearing; al-

ways joined with terminer. A court of oyer and terminer,
a court for hearing and determining causes.

0-Yfis', [5-yeV, S. Sm. R. ; o-yls', W. P. F. ; 6'yes, E. ;

6'ya, Ja.] intcrj. [oyez, Fr., hear ye.] (Law) "Hear ye;"
a call for attention, used by a sheriff or crier, as an in-

troduction to a proclamation. It is thrice repeated.
OY'LET-HOLE, n. See EYELET. Prior.

CY'sAN-iTE,*7t. (JMi'n.) A species of mineral. Brande.
0?S'TER, n. [ostrea, L.] A bivalve, testaceous fish

;
an os-

tracean.

OYS'TER-BED,* n. A bed or breeding-place of oysters.
Pennant.

CYS'TER-SHELL,* n. The shell of an oyster. Pope.
OYS'TER-WENCH, n. A woman who sells oysters.

O-ZJE'NA, (o-ze'na) n. [t$atva.] (Med.) An ulcer in the

nose, which discharges a fetid, purulent matter.

Oz'MA-z6ME,*n. See OSMAZOME. Hamilton.

OZOCERITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling resinous
wax in consistence and translucency. Dana.

Pthe
sixteenth letter of the alphabet, is a labial conso-

} nant, formed by a slight compression of the anterior

part of the lips ;
as in pull, pelt. It forms, with h following

it, a digraph equivalent to/. Abbreviations, P. M., [post
meridiem,] afternoon; P. S., [ post scriptum,] postscript.

{PA'A<^E, n. [paage, old Fr. ; paagium, low L.] A toll for

passage through the grounds of another person. Burke.
See PEACE.

PXB'U-LAR, a. Relating to food
;
alimental.

PXB-V-LA'TIC-N, n. Act of feeding; fodder. Cockeram.

PXB'u-LoOs, a. Alimental ; affording aliment ; pabular.
PAE'v-LUM,n. [L.] Food; aliment; fodder; support.
PA'CA,* n. (Zool.) A quadruped of South America, of the
lama tribe, called also alpaca. Smettie.

PA'CAL,* n. (Bot.) A tree of Peru, having medicinal qual-
ities. Crabb.

fPA 'CAT-ED,* a. Pacified
; appeased. Ash. [ridge. [R.]

PA-CA'TIQN, n. [paco, L.] Act of appeasing. Bailey. Cole-

PACE, n. [pas, Fr.] A step ; gait ;
manner of walking ; degree

of celerity ;
advance in any business : a linear measure

of uncertain extent, assumed by some to be 5 feet, by
others, 4 and 4 tenths: the length of one movement of
the foot in walking, computed at 2 feet

;
one fifth of a

rod, or 3 feet and 3 tenths : a particular movement of a

horse, in which the legs on the same side are lifted to-

gether.

PACE, v. n. [i. PACED ; pp. PACING, PACED.] To move on

slowly; to move: used of horses, to move by raising

_the legs on the same side together.
PACE, v. a. To measure by steps ;

to regulate in motion.

PACED, (past) a. Having a gait or pace, spoken of horses;
and thence applied to persons, generally in a bad sense

;

as, thorough-paced.
PA'CER, n. One that paces ;

a pacing horse.

PA-CHA',* [pa-sha',^. Sm. R. Wb. ; pa'sha, Brande, Gather-

wood.] n. A title of a high officer in Turkey ;
a governor

of a pachalic : sometimes written pasha, and, as applied
to Barbary, bashaw. Ency.

PXCH-A-CA ;MAC,* n. The name of the divinity or being
worshipped by the idolaters of Peru as the creator of the
universe. Brande.

PA-CHA'LIC,* [pa-sha'Ijc, Sm. JR. Wb.; pa-sbal'jk, K.; pa'-

sha-lik, Maunder.} n. A province in Turkey; the juris-
diction or government of a pacha. Dr. Walsh.

PXH'Y-DERM,* n. (Zool.) A thick-skinned quadruped;
one of the pachydermata. Kirby.

PXH-Y-DER'MA-TA,* 71. pi. [rm^S and Jfp/ia.l (Zool.) An
order of quadrupeds having thick skins, as the elephant,
rhinoceros, hog, &c. Lycll.

PXjeH-y-DER'MA-ToOs,* a. Having a thick skin; belong-
ing to the pachydermata. Lyell.

PA-CIF'IC, a. [pacificus, L.] Promoting peace; peaceful;
peaceable; peace-making; mild; gentle; appeasing.

PA-CIF'I-CAL, a. [pacificus, L.] Mild
; gentle ; pacific. Sir

'H. Wotton.

PA-clF'{-CAL-LY,* ad. In a pacific manner. Qent. Mag.
PXc-i-Fi-cA'TIPN, or PA-CIF-I-CA'TIC-N, [pas-e-fe-ka'shun,

W. P.'J. F. ; pa-slf-e-ka'shun, Ja. K. Sm. R.] n. [Fr.] Act
of making peace or pacifying. _

PXc-i-Fi-CA'TOR, or PA-CIF'I-CA-TQR, [pas-e-fe-ka'tur, W.
P. J. 'E.; pa-sife-ka-tur, S. Ja. K. Sm. R.] n. [pacifica-

teur, Fr.] A peacemaker ; a pacifier. Bacon.

PA-CIF'I-CA-TP-RY, a. Tending to make peace. Barrow.

PX^'j-pl-ER, n. One who pacifies.

PAc'f-FY, v. a. [pacifier, Fr.
; pacifio, L.] [i. PACIFIED ; pp

PACIFYING, PACIFIED.] To restore to peace ; to tranquil-
lize

; to calm
;
to still

;
to appease ;

to quiet.

PAC'jNG,*p. a. Moving with apace ; as, spacing horse.

PXcK, 7i. [pack, Teut.] A large bundle tied up for carriage ;

a burden
; a load : a pack of wool is a horse-load, or 240

pounds: a complete assortment of playing cards: a
number ofhounds hunting together: a number of people
confederated : any great number, as to quantity and
pressure; as, "a pack of troubles;" vulgarly, "a peck
of troubles."

PXCK, v. a. [packen, Teut.] [i. PACKED
; pp. PACKING,

PACKED.] To bind and press together, as goods for car-

riage : to send off in a hurry : to bring together and
select or unite, in order to secure some partial or bad end,
as a jury : to sort cards improperly or with ill design.

PXcK, v. n. To tie up goods : to go off in a hurry ;
to re-

move in haste : to concert bad measures ;
to confeder-

ate in ill. Carew.

PXcK'A^E, n. A bale
;
a parcel of goods packed ; a charge

made for packing goods.
PXCK'CLOTH, n. A cloth in which goods are tied up.

PXcK'-DucK,* n. A coarse sort of linen for pack-cloths,
&c. H. B. Com.

PXCK'ER, 71. One who packs ;
one who prepares merchan-

dise for transit ; one who packs herrings', &.c.

PXcK'ET, n. [paquet, Fr.] A small pack ; a mail of letters;
a small bundle : a vessel that carries mails and letters

periodically ;
a post-ship or vessel which carries letters,

despatches, or passengers, and also merchandise.

PXCK'ET, V. a. [i. PACKETED J pp. PACKETING, PACKETED.]
To bind up in parcels. Swift.

PXcK'ET-BoAT,* 71. A boat or vessel employed to carry

letters, &c., from one place to another. Maunder.

PXcK'ET-SHlp,* w. A ship that sails at stated times for car-

rying passengers, letters, packages, &c. QM. Rev.

PXCK'FONG,* n. The Chinese name of the alloy of nickel
and copper, commonly called German silver. Brande.

PXCK'HORSE, n. A horse for carrying packs or burden.

PXcK'iNG, n. The act of one who packs : a trick.

PXcK'kXN, n. ; pi. pXcK'MEN. One who' carries a pack ;
a

pedler. Todd.

PXcK'sXb-DLE, 7i. A saddle on which burdens are laid.

PXcK'sTiFF, n. A staff to support or carry a pack.
PXcK'THRfiAD, (pak'thred) n. Strong thread or twine used

in tying up parcels. Bacon.

PXcK'wXx, n. A tendon or tendinous substance in the neck
of brute animals: written also paxwax. Ray.

PA'CO,* n. (Zool.) Booth. See PACA.

PA'CC-S,* n. The Peruvian name of an earthy-looking ore,
which consists of a brown oxide of iron, and particles of
native silver. Brande.

PXCT, 7i. [pacte, Fr.
; pactum, L.] A contract; a bargain ;

a covenant. Bacon. [ward. [R.]

PXc'TipN, n. [Fr. ; pactio, L.J A bargain ;
a pact. Hay-

PXc'TipN-AL, a. Settled by bargain ;
conditional. Sanderson.

PAC-TI"TIOVS, (pak-tish'us) a. [pactio, L.] Settled by cov-

enant.

PXD, n. A road ; a footpath : an easy-paced horse : a rob-

ber that infests the roads on foot : a soft saddle or bolster.

PXo, v. n. To travel gently ;
to rob on foot. Pope. [R.]

PXD,* v. a.
[i. PADDED; pp. PADDING, PADDED.] To beat

smooth or level ; to stuff; to furnish with a pad ;
to im-

pregnate with a mordant, as cloth. Brande.

MIEN, SIR; M6VE, NOR, S$N
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fPXD'AR, n. Grouts
;
coarse flour. Wotton.

fPXD'DER, 7i. A robber; a footpad. Hudibras.

PXo'DiNG,* n. The act of impregnating cloth with a mor-
dant. Brande.

PXD'DLE, (pad'dl) v. n. [patrouiller, Fr.] [i. PADDLED; pp.
PADDLING, PADDLED.] To beat the water as with the hand
open ; to row

; to beat water as with oars
;
to play in the

water
;
to finger.

PXo'DLE, (pad'dl) v. a. To feel
;
to play with

;
to toy with ;

to propel as by an oar.

PAD'DLE, n. An oar such as is used by a single rower in a

boat
; any thing broad, like the end of an oar : one of

the flies that propel a steam-vessel.

PXp'DLE-BOX,* n. One of the wooden projections on each
side of a steamboat or steam-vessel, within which are the

paddles, or flies, that propel the vessel. Ency.
PXD'DLER, n. One who paddles.
PXD'DLE-STA"FF, 7^ An implement used by ploughmen to

free the share from earth, stubble, &x.

PXD'DQCK, n. A small enclosure for deer or other animals.

Evelyn. A great frog or toad.

AD'DQCK-STONE,* n. A Druidical charm. Mason.

AD'DQCK-STOOL,* n. (Scotland") A mushroom or toad-
stool. Booth.

PXD'DY,*TI. Rice in the husk: a species of heron: a
cant term for an Irishman, a contraction of Patrick.

Orose.

PXD-E-Li'QN, n. [pas de lion, Fr.] A plant ;
lion's foot

;

called also padowpipe.
PXD'E-soY,* n. See PADUASOY.
PA-Dl'sHA,* n. A title of the Turkish sultan and Persian
shah. Brande. [a staple.

PXD'LOCK, re. [padde, D.] A lock with a link to hang it on

PXD'LOCK, t\ a. To fasten with a padlock. Milton.

PXo'-NXG, n. An ambling nag. Dr. Pope.

PAo'pw-PiPE, (pad'o-pip) A plant. See PADELION.
PXD-VA-SOY', (pad-u-sbl') [pad-u-sSI', K. Sm. ; pad-u-a-soY',

Ja.] n. [soye, Fr.] A kind of silk stuff named from' Padua.

PJE'AN, (pe'an) n. [rraiai>.] A hymn in honor of Apollo; a

song of triumph ;
a war-song : an ancient poetic foot of

four syllables.

PJS-DQ-BXP'TIM,* n. See PEDOBAPTISM.
PA-GXcK',* n. A Russian wine measure, equal to about ten

gallons Winchester measure. Crabb.

PA'GAN, n. [paganus, L.] A heathen ; a gentile ; a worship-
per of idols or false gods ;

one not a Jew, Christian, or

JVlahometan.
PA'GAN, a. Relating to pagans ;

heathenish.

PA'GAN-ISH, a. Heathenish. Dp. King.
PA'GAN-TS!, n. The religion of pagans ;

heathenism.

PA'GAN-IZE, v. a. To render heathenish. HallyweU.
PA'GAN-IZE, v. n. To behave like a pagan. Milton.

PAGE, n. [page, Fr.
; pagina, L.] One side of the leaf of a

book; the writing on, or contents of, a page: a boy-
child

;
a youth attached to the service of a royal or noble

_personage.
PAGE, r. a. [i. PAGED

; pp. PAGING, PAGED.] To mark the

pages of a book. [To attend as a page. Shak.]
HPAG'EANT, or PAGEANT, [paj'ent, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. ;

pa'jent, P. E. R. Wb.; pa'je-rmt or paj'ent, Ja.] n. A pub-
lic representation or exhibition of a showy and splendid
character

; a statue in a show
;
a show

; a spectacle of

entertainment; any thing showy and transient.

JPXG'EANT, a. Showy; pompous ; ostentatious ; superficial.

.jtPAG'EANT, v. a. To exhibit in show
;
to represent. Shak.

PX9'EAN-TRY, (paj'en-tre) n. Pomp ; show; a spectacle.

^E'HOOD,* (-hud) n. State or condition of a page. Scott.

Ap'i-XA* n. [L.] pi. PAP'J-NJK. A leaf or page. (Sot.)
The surface of a leaf. Brande.

PXo'i-NAL, 7i. [pagina, L.] Consisting of pages. Browne.
n. Act of paging; marks or figures on

The act of markin:ing the pa
dol or tem

ges of a book. Ash.
pages. Lowndes.

PAG'ING,* n.

PA'GOD, n. An East Indian idol or temple ; pagoda. Pope.
PA-GO'DA, n. [a corruption of poutghad, Persian.] An East
Indian temple, containing an idol

; also the idol itself:
an Indian gold coin, (value $1.94,) and also a silver coin.

PAG'OD-ITE,* n. (Min.) A species of steatite or serpentine,
which the Chinese carve into figures. Brande.

P\-Gy'Ri-AN,*7t. (ZooZ.) A macrurous decapod crustacean;
a. kind of crab-fish. Brande.

PAID, (pad) i.& p. from Pay. See PAY.
PAl'GLE, (pa'gl) n. A kind of cowslip. B. Jonson.

PAIL, (pal) n. [paila, Sp.] A wooden vessel for milk, wa-
_ter, &c.

PAIL'BRCSH,* 7t. A hard brush furnished with bristles at
the end, to clean the angles of vessels. Farm. Ency.

PAIL'FUL, n. ; pi. PAILFULS. The quantity that a pail will
hold.

PAILLASSE,* (pal-yas') n. [Fr.] A straw bed. Sullivan.

PAIL-MAIL', (pel-mel') n. See PALLMALL. Digby.
P\IN, (pan) i. [peine, Fr.] pi. PAIN. An uncomfortable

bodily sensation, various in degree, from slight uneasiness
to extreme torture ;

uneasiness of body or mind
; anguish ;

agony ;
distress

; suffering ; punishment ; penalty ;
a prui'r ;

a throe. pi. The throes of childbirth. Pains and penal-
. ties, (Laio) punishment as inflicted by law. See PAINS.

PAIN, v. a.
[i. PAINED ;pp. PAINING, PAINED.] To afflict with

pain ;
to make uneasy.

PAIN'FGL, a. Full of pain ; miserable
; giving pain ;

afflic-

tive ; distressing; hard to be borne; difficult. [Industri-
ous ; laborious

; as,
" a painful husbandman." Dryden.]

PAiN'FflL-Ly, ad. In a painful manner
;
with pain.

PAIN'FGL-NESS, n. Quality of being painful; grief.

fPAl'NlM, (pa'njm) n. \paienimr,, old Fr.] A pagan. Hooker

fPAl'NlM, (pa'njm) a. Pagan ; infidel ; paynim. Milton.

PAIN'LESS, a. Free from pain ; void of trouble. Fell.

PAIN,* n. Labor
;
work

;
toil

;
care

; trouble. ft^r Accord-

ing to the best usage, the word pains, though of plural

form, is used in these senses as singular, and is joined
with a singular verb

; as,
" The pains they had taken was

very great." Clarendon. " No pains is taken." Pope.
*' Great

pains is taken." Priestley.
" Much pains." Bolingbroke.

PAIN'TAK-ER, 7i. A very careful or laborious person. Gay.
PAIN'TAK-ING, a. Very laborious

;
industrious. Harris.

PAIN'TAK-ING, n. Great labor, industry, or care.

PAINT, (pant) v. a. [peint, from peindre, Fr.] [i.
PAINTED:

pp. PAINTING, PAINTED.] To represent by delineations and
colors; to lay on a coloring substance; to describe; to

represent ; to depict ;
to delineate

;
to color or to diversify

_to
the mind.

PAINT, v. n. To practise painting; to color the face.

PAINT, n. A coloring substance or pigment ;
color.

PAINT'ED,*^. a. Covered or colored with paint; colored.

PAINT'ER, n. [peintre, Fr.] One who practises painting;
one who represents by delineation and colors : one who
paints houses, furniture, &c. (JVawt.) A rope employed
_to

fasten a boat alongside of a ship, wharf, &c.

PAINT'JNG, n. The art or work of a painter ; the art of rep-

resenting objects by delineation and colors
;
a picture ;

ji painted resemblance
;
colors laid on.

PAINT'RESS,* n. A female who paints. Mackintosh.

PAINT'VRE, (pant'yur) n. [peinture, Fr.] Art of painting.

Dryden. [R.]

PAIR, (par) n. [poire, Fr.
; par, L.] Two things suiting one

another
; as, a pair of gloves, a pair of horses : two of

a sort
;
a couple ; a brace

;
a man and wife.

PAIR, v. n.
[i. PAIRED ; pp. PAIRING, PAIRED.] To be joined

in pairs ;
to couple; to suit ; to fit as a counterpart. To

pair off, in parliamentary language, to absent themselves
from divisions or voting, as two members of opposite
parties.

PAIR, v. a. To join in couples ;
to unite as correspondent or

opposite. [|To impair. Spenser.]

PAlR'lNG-TiME,* n. The time when birds couple. Cowper.

PAL'ACE, n. [palatium, L.
; palais, Fr.] The house or resi-

dence of a king, prince, or other great personage ;
a splen-

did house.

PAL'ACE-CouRT, n. (Law} A court held under the stew-
ard of the royal household of England, with a jurisdic-
tion of twelve miles round the palace. [R.]

PA-LA'cioys, (pa-Ia'shus) a. Royal ;
noble ; magnificent.

PAL'A-DIN,* n. [palat'mus, L.] (Romances of the middle ages)
A lord or chieftain : a knight of the round table. Brande.

PA-LJE-OG'RA-PHY,*^. See PALEOGRAPHY.

PA-LJE-ON-TOL'O-^Y,* n. See PALEONTOLOGY.

PA-L^E-p-zo'ic,* a. (Oeol.~) Noting fossiliferous strata of
earlier geological date than the carboniferous system and
the mountain limestone. P. Cyc.

PA-L^ES'TRA,* (pa-les'tra) . [L.] pi. PA-LJES' TRJE. A
place for performing athletic exercises

;
a gymnasium.

Jlbp. Whately.
PAL-AN-QuiN', (pil-an-ken') n. [palkee, Ind.] A covered

carriage, for conveying a person, used in the East, and

supported on the shoulders of men.

PXL'A-TA-BLE, a. Pleasing to the taste
; savory ;

relishable.

PXL'A-TA-BLE-Nfiss,* n. Quality of being palatable. Smart.

PXL'A-TAL,* n. A consonant pronounced chiefly by the

palate. The palatals are d, g,j, k, I, n, and q. Brande.

PXL'A-TXL,* a. Relating to, or uttered by, the palate. Booth.

PXL'ATE, (pal'at) n. [palatum,L.] The roof of the mouth;
the 'organ of'corporeal taste, popularly so considered,

[f Mental or intellectual taste. Taylor.] (Bot.) The con-
vex base of the lower lip of a personate corolla.

tPXL'ATE, D. a. To perceive by the taste. Shak.

PA-LA'TIAL, (pa-la'shal) a. [palatium, L.] Belonging to a

palace ; belonging to the palate.

PA-LXT'IC, [pa-lat'ik, S. W. P. Ja.; pal'a-tTk, K. Sm. R.

'Wb.] a. Belonging to the palate. Holder. [R.]

PA-LXT'I-NATE, n. [palatinatus, L.] The county or seign-

'iory of a palatine -. formerly the name of two states of

Germany, Upper and Lower Palatinate, or the Palatinate

of the Rhine.

PXL'A-TINE, n. [palatinus, L.] One invested with royal

privileges and rights.

PXL'A-TfNE, a. Possessing royal privileges.

|PXL'A-TlVE, a. Pleasing to the taste. Browne.

PA-LA'VER, [pa-la'ver, K. Sm. R. Wb.] n. [supposed to he
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from the Spanish palabra, a word.] Superfluous, idle, or

deceitful talk
; gross flattery: a public deliberation or

conference among negroes.
PA-LA'VER,* v. a. & re. [i. PALAVERED ; pp. PALAVERING,
PALAVERED.] To flatter grossly or offensively ; to use

superfluous, tiresome, or deceitful language. Gross. [A
low word.]

PA-LA'VER-ER,*n.One who palavers. Mrs. 5itiZer.[Vulgar.]
PALE, a. [Fr.; palidus, L.] Not ruddy; wan; white of
look

;
not high-colored 3 not bright ;

not shining ; pallid ;

jlim.
PALE, n. [pal, Sax.

; palus, L.] A stake or narrow piece of
wood joined above and below to a rail, to enclose

grounds : any enclosure
;
a district or territory. [Pale-

ness. Milton.} A circular instrument for trying the qual-
ity of cheese. Jamieson. (Her.) A perpendicular stripe

jn an escutcheon.

PALE, a. a. [i. PALED; pp. PALING, PALED.] To enclose with

pales ;
to enclose

;
to encompass : to make pale. Shak.

PA'LE-A,* n. [L.] pi. PA.'L,E-JE. (Sot.) Chaff; a sort of in-

jlorescence. P. Cyc.

PA-LE-A'CEOVS,* (-shus) a. Relating to, or consisting of,

palea or chaff. P. Cyc.
PAL'ED, a. [from pole, in heraldry.] Striped. Spenser.

PALE'-EYED, (pal'ld) a. Having dim eyes. Milton.

PALE'-FACED, (pal'fast) a. Having a pale face. Shak.

PALE'-HEART-ED, (pal'hart-ed) a. Dispirited. SKak.

PALE'LY, ad. Wanly ;
not freshly ;

not ruddily.

tPXL'EN-DAR, n. A kind of coasting vessel. Knolles.

PALE 'NESS', n. State of being pale ; wanness.
PA-LE-O-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. Relating to paleography.
PA-LE-<P-GRXPH'I-CA.L,* \

Gent. Mag.
PA-LE-OG'RA-PHIST',* n. One versed in paleography. T.

Rood.

PA-LE-OG'RA-PHY, n. [ira\ai6g and ypd<pM.] The art or
science of deciphering ancient inscriptions, including a

knowledge of the various characters, used at different

periods by the writers and sculptors of different nations
and languages, their usual abbreviations, initials, &c. ; a

description of ancient writings ;
ancient writings collec-

_tively.

PA-LE-5L'o-GlfsT,* n. One versed in paleology. Knowles.

PA-LE-OL'Q-^Y,* n. [s-aXatrfj and Xw^oj.] A treatise on,
or the science of, antiquities. Smart.

PA-LE-ON-TO-LO^'J-CAL,* a. Relating to paleontology.
Conrad.

PA-LE-pN-ToL'o-GTsT,* n. One versed in paleontology.
Warburton.

PA-LE-QN-TdL'Q-GY,* n. [ira\ai6s, 5v, and Xo>of.] The
science that treats of fossil remains, both animal and

^vegetable. Lyell.

PA-LE-Q-sAu'Rys,*n. A genus of fossil saurians. P. Cyc.
PA'LE-0-THERE,*re. Same as paleotherium. Lyett.

PA-LE-P-THE'RI-AN,* a. Relating to the paleotherium.
Buckland.

PA-LE-P-THE'RI-UM,* n. [na\ai6$ and Oripiov.] (Geol.) A
genus of extinct pachyderms ;

a huge extinct animal,
found in the fossil state. Brande.

PA'LE-OUS, a. [palea, L.J Husky; chaffy. Browne. [R.]
PXL-ES-TlN'E-AN,* a. Belonging to Palestine. Q. Rev.

PA-LES'TRIC,
|
a.

[TraXato-rpa.J Belonging to the palms-
PA-LES'TRI-CAL, \ tra, to wrestling or athletic exercises.

Bryant.
fPAL'ET, 71. [pelote, Fr.] The crown of the head. Skclton.~"

P. Ja. K. Sm. ; pa let',
or tablet on which a

paints : written also

pallet.

PAL'FREY, or PXL'FREY, [pal'fre, J. F. Wb. Scott, Ken-
rick ; pal'fre, S. P. E. K. Sm. ; pal'fre or pal'fre, W.] n.

[palefroi, Fr.] A small, gentle horse, fit for ladies.

PAL/FREYED, (-fred) a. Riding on a palfrey. Tickdl.

PXL-J-Fl-CA'Tipif, n. [palus, L.] The art or practice of

making ground firm by driving piles into it. Wotton.

PA-LIL'P-^Y,* n. [na\iv and \iyw.] (Rliet.) The repeti-
tion of a word, or fragment of a sentence, for the sake of

greater energy ; epanalepsis ; epizeuxis. Brande.

PXL'lMP-sfiST,* n. [ird\iv, again, and i//<>., to scrape.]
Parchment, from which that which was first written on
it has been erased, so as to admit of its being written on
anew

;
a re-written manuscript. Brande.

PXL'IN-DROME, n. [-rraAcp^o/uu.] A word, verse, line, or

sentence, which is the same reacf backwards or forwards ;

as, madam ; or this sentence, Subi dura a rudibus.

PAL'ING, n. A kind of fence-work made of pales, for

parks, gardejis, and grounds. Crabbe.

PXL-IN-GE-NE'I-A,* (pal-in-je-nS'zhe-a) n. [iraXtv and
*

yii'(T(f.] A new or second birth ; regeneration.

PAL'IN-ODE, n. [-n-aXivwAia.] A poem in which the author
retracts the invectives contained in a former satire

;
a

recantation.

tPXL'lN-6-DY, n. Same as palinode. A. Wood.
PAL-i-NUfRVS* n. [i,., a pilot.] pi. PAL-I-NU'Rl. (Zool.) A
genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.

fir Ai^'JiM., vt. ipciuic, rr.j me crown
PXL'ETTE, (pal'et) [pal'et, S. W. 1

Brande.] n. [Fr.] A light board

painter holds his colors, when he

PXL-J-SADE', V. a.
[i. PALISADED ; pp. PALISADING, PALISAD

ED.] To enclose with palisades.

PAL-i-SADE', n. [palissade, Fr.] (Fort.} A defence formed
by pales or stakes driven into the ground, and sharpened
at the_topL [palisade.

PXL-I-SA'DO, n. [palizada, Sp.] pi. PALISADOES. Same as

PXL-I-SA'DO,* v. a. To inclose with pales or palisades; to

palisade. Swift. See PALISADE.

PAL'ISH, a. Somewhat pale. Bp. Hall.

PAL'KEE,* n~ A Bengal term for a palanquin. Malcom.
PALL, n. A cloak or mantle of state : the mantle of an
archbishop: the covering thrown over the dead: a
detent, click, or small piece of metal that falls between
the teeth of a racket-wheel. (Her.) A figure in the
form of the letter Y.

PALL, v. n. [palleo, L.] [i. PALLED
; pp. PALLING, PALLED.]

To become vapid ;
to lose spirit, strength, taste, or relish ;

to become insipid, tasteless, or flat.

PALL, v. a. To make insipid or vapid; to dispirit; to
"weaken

;
to impair ;

to cloy. [[To cloak. Shak.]
fPALL, n. A nausea or nauseating. Ld. Shaftesbury.

PAL-LA'DI-UM, n. [L.l pi. L. PALLADIA ; Eng. PALLA-
DIUMS. A statue of Pallas in ancient Troy, on the pres-
ervation of which the safety of the city was deemed to

depend : any security or protection. ( Chem.) A whit-
ish metal, very hard, but ductile and malleable.

PXL'LAH,* n. (Zoo/.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

PXL'LAS,* n. (Astron.} A small planet or asteroid, dis-

covered by Dr. Olbers of Bremen, in 1802. Ency.
PAL'LAT,* n. A part of a watch. Scott. See PALLET.

PXL'LET, n. [paille, palette, Fr.] A small bed
;
a mean

bed : a piece connected with a pendulum or balance in
a clock or watch: an instrument used in gilding:
a painter's board ;

a palette : a handicraft tool
;
a sort

of shovel. (Her.) A little pale or post.

PALL'-HoLD-ER,* n. One who carries or holds a pall at a
burial. Smith.

PXL'LI--AL,* a. (Conch.) The pallial impression is a mark
formed in a bivalve shell by the pallium or mantle. P. Cyc.

fPXL'Ll-A-MENT, n. [pallium, L.] A dress
;
a robe. Shak.

JPXLL'IARD, (pal'yard) n. [paillard, Fr.] A lecher. Drydcn.
fPXLL'ijiRD IE, n. Fornication. Sir G. Buck.

PXL'LI-ATE, v. a. [pallia, L.
; pallicr, Fr.] [i.

PALLIATED
;

pp PALLIATING, PALLIATED.] [|To clothe. Herbert.]
To cover with excuse ; to extenuate

;
to soften by favor-

able representations; to mitigate; to cure imperfectly or

temporarily, not radically; to ease, not cure
;
to gloss; to

varnish.

fPXL'Li-ATE, a. Eased
;
not perfectly cured. Fell.

PAL-LI-A'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of palliating; extenuation;
alleviation ; favorable representation ;

excuse ; imperfect
cure

; mitigation.

PXL'Lj-A-TJfVE, a. [palliatif, Fr.] Tending to palliate, miti-

te, or extenuate
; relieving ; extenuating.

'Ll-A-TiVE, n. Something that palliates ; mitigation.
PlL'LiD, a. [paUidiis, L.] Pale; wan; not high-colored;

not bright.

PAL-LI'D'I-TY, -n. Paleness; pallidness. Bailey. [R.]
PXL'LIB-LV, ad. Pmely ; wanly. Bp. Taylor.

PXL'LJD-NESS, . Pabness. Fcltham.

PXL-LI-FI-OA'TIQN,* w. Act of strengthening the ground-
work with piles. Crabb.

PALL'IXG,*/?. a. Cloying ; insipid from repetition. Ash.

PAL'LI-UM,* n. [L.] pi. PAL'LI-A. The outer garment of
the Greeks: an episcopal mantle

;
a cloak; a pall.

Hamilton.
PALL MALL', (pel-mel') [pol-meT, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm.]

n. [pila and malleus, L. , pale maille, old Fr.] A play in

which a ball is struck with a mallet through an iron

ring; the mallet used; the place where the game is

played : a street in London. See MALL.
PAL'LOR, n. [L.] Paleness. Bp. Taylor.

PALM,'(pam) n. [palm, Sax.
; palma, L.J A tree of various

species, of which the branches were anciently worn in

token of victory ; it therefore implies superiority : vic-

tory. [palme, Fr.] The inner part of the hand ;
the

hand spread out: a measure of length : a Roman palm
was about

8.^ inches; an English palm is 3 inches.

(JVaut.) A sail-maker's thimble, suited to the palm of the

hand.

PALM, (pam) v. a. [i. PALMED ; pp. PALMINO, PALMED.] To
conceal in the palm as jugglers; to impose by fraud ;

to

handle; to stroke with the hand.

PXL'MA-teHRis'Tl,* n. A plant ;
the castor-oil plant. Wattcr.

PXL'MAR,* n. (Anal.) Relating to the palm of the hand ;

palmate. Dunglison.
PAL'MA-RY, [pal'ma-re, K. Wb. ; pam'a-re, Sm.]

marts, L.] Principal ; capital ; palmar. Bp. Hun
PXL'MATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of palmic

PAL'MATE,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a palm; similar to digi-

tate, but with divisions more shallow and broader. P. Cyc.

PXL'MAT-ED, a. [palmatus, L.] Having the shape of the

hand or palm ; webbed, as the feet of aquatic birds.

MlEN, SIRj MOVE, NOR, S^N; BOLL, BUR, ROLE. 9, G, c, g, soft; K, &, , f, hard; as Z
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PXLM'ER, (p'a'mur) n. A sort of pilgrim, or crusader, re-

turning from Palestine, carrying a branch of 'a palm-
tree : a ferule. Huloet.

PALM'ER-VYORM, (-wurm) n. A kind of locust.

PAL-MET'TO, n. A species of American dwarf palm ;
cab-

bage-tree.

PXL'Mic,* a. (Chem.*) Noting an acid obtained from pal-
mine. P. Cyc.

PAL-MIF'ER-OUS, a. [palma and fero, L.] Bearing palms.
Bailey. [R.]

PXL'MINE,* n. (CAem.) A substance obtained from castor-
oil. P. Cyc.

PXL'MJ-PED, a. [palma and pes, L.] Web-footed 5
fin-

footed
; applied to birds.

PXL'MI-PED,* n. A natatory or swimming bird. Brande.

PXL'MIS-TER, n. One who deals in palmistry. Bp. Hall.

PXL'MIS-TRY, n. [palma, L.] The art of telling fortunes by
the lines in the palm of the hand ;

a trick with the hand.

PALM-OIL,* (pam-oil') n. A thick, unctuous liquid obtained
from the fruit of different palm-trees in Africa. Ham-
ilton.

PALM'-SON-DAY, (pam'sun-da) n. The Sunday next be-
fore Easter, so called in commemoration of Christ's tri-

umphal entry into Jerusalem, when the multitude
strewed palm branches in his way.

PALM-WINE',* (p&m-wln') n. A juice obtained from a

species of palm-tree in the East Indies, where it is called

toddy. Hamilton.

PALM'Y, (pam'e) a. Bearing palms; flourishing; prosper-
ous

;
victorious.

PXLp,*re. fpoipttj.pl. palpi, L.] (Ent.~) A jointed sensifer-
ous organ or feeler of an insect. Brande.

PXL-PA-BiL'i-TY, n. Quality of being palpable. Arbuthnot.

PXL'PA-BLE, a. [palpable, Fr.] Perceptible by the touch
;

that may be felt
;
obvious ; gross ; plain ; easily detected

;

easily perceptible.

PXL'PA-BLE-NESS, 7t. duality of being palpable.
PXL'PA-BLY, ad. In a palpable manner; plainly. Bacon.

PAL-PA'TIQN, n. [palpatio, L.] Act of feeling. Glanville.

PAL'PE-BRXL,* a. .Relating to the eyebrows. Dunglison.
PXL'PI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a palp. Kirby.
PAL-PIG'ER-O&S,* a. Bearing or producing palps. JTirby.

PXL'PI-TATE, v. n. [palpito, L.] [i. PALPITATED
; pp. PAL-

PITATING, PALPITATED.] To beat as the heart; to pant ;

to flutter ; to go pit-a-pat.

PXL-PJ-TA'TIQN, n. Act of palpitating ;
a convulsive mo-

tion of any part, as of the heart
;
a panting.

PALSGRAVE, (pdlz'grav) n. [paltsgraff, Ger.] A count or

earl, who has the oversight of a prince's palace.
PAL-GRA-viNE',* re. The wife of a palsgrave, or a lady
of the rank of a palsgrave. Booth.

PAL'I-CAL, (pal'ze-kai) a. Afflicted with the palsy; para-
lytic. Bailey. [R.]

PALSIED, (pal'zjd) a. Diseased with palsy ; paralytic.
PAL'Y, (pal'ze) n. [paralysis, L.] A privation of voluntary
motion or feeling, or both

; paralysis.

PAL'Y, v. a. [i. PALSIED
; pp. PALSYING, PALSIED.] To

strike with the palsy ; to paralyze. Todd.

PAL'SY-WORT,* (-wiirt) 71. A plant once thought good for

palsy. Booth.

PAL'TER, v. n. [i. PALTERED; pp. PALTERING, PALTERED.]
To shift

;
to dodge ;

to play tricks. Sliak.

|PAL'TER, v. a. To squander ; as,
" He palters his fortune."

Beaum. $ Fl.

PAL'TER-ER, n. One who palters or shifts. Sherwood.

PAL'TRI-NESS, 71. The state of being paltry.

PAL'TRY, a. [pallor, Su. Goth.
; or palt, Teut.] Sorry ;

worthless
; contemptible ;

mean ; vile ;
base.

PA-LU'DAL,* a. [pains, L.] Relating to marshes or fens. .7.

Johnson.

PA-LV-DA-M&N'TIJII,* n. [L.] A Roman military cloak.
Crabb.

PAL'Y, a. Pale : used only in poetry. Shak.

PAM, ?i. The knave of clubs at loo. Pope.
PAM'PAS,* n. pi. Extensive plains in South America, par-

ticularly in Buenos Ayres, covered, like the prairies of
North America, in their natural state, with rank grass,
and affording pasturage for numerous cattle and horses.
Sir F. Head.

PXM'PER, v.a. [pamprer, old Fr.] [i. PAMPERED ;pp. PAMPER-
ING, PAMPERED.] To glut ;

to fill
;
to feed luxuriously ;

to

gratify to the full
;
to satiate.

PXM'PERED, (pam'perd)p. a. Full-fed
; overfull. Milton.

PiM'PER-ED-NESS,* 71. State of being pampered. Bp. Hall.

PXM'PER-ER,* n. One who pampers. Cowper.

PXM'P^R-'ING, n. Luxuriancy. Fidke.

PXM-PE'RO,* n. ; pi. pXM-Pii'ROij. A violent wind which
sweeps over the pampas f: Jin the west or south-west,
often doing much injury on the coasts. Sir W. Parish.

PXM'PHLET, (pam'flet) . [par un filet, Fr.J A small book,
printed, stitched, and sold unbound.

PXM'PHLET, (pam'flet) v. n. To write small books. Howcll.

PAM-PHLET-EER', (pam-fiot-Gr') n. A writer of pamphlets;
a collector, or a collection, of pamphlets.

PXM-PHLET-EER'ING,* n. The act of writing pamphlets
Athenaeum.

PXM-PHLET-EER'ING,* a. Writing pamphlets. Jsh.
PXM'PRE,* (pam'per) n. [Fr.] (Sculpture) An ornament

consisting of vine leaves and grapes. Brande.

PXN, 7i. A vessel broad and shallow, used for baking, for

holding provisions, &c.
; any thing hollow : the part of

the lock of the gun that holds the priming: the hard
earth or bed on which vegetable soil or loam lies.

tPXN, v. a. To close or join together. Jlinsworth.

PXN-A-CE'A, n. [iravaKeia, Gr. ; panacea, L.J pi. L. PAIf-A-
CE'^E ; Eng. PXN-A-CE'A. (Med.) A medicine pretended
to cure all sorts of diseases : an herb, called also all-heal.

PXN-A-CE'AN,* a. Healing all diseases. Whitehead.

PA-NA'DA, n. [Sp.] Same as panado.
PA-NA'DO, [pa-na'do, S. W. P. E. F. K. Sm. ; pa-n3.'do, Ja.]

n. [Sp. ; pants, L.] Food made by boiling bread in water.
Wiseman.

PXN'CAKE, n. A thin cake baked or fried in a pan.
PAN-CARTE',* n. [Fr. ; pancharta, L.] (Diplomatics) A royal

charter, in which the enjoyment of all his possessions is

confirmed to a subject. Brande.

PXN'cHA-TXN'TRA,*n. A celebrated collection of fables
in the Sanscrit language. P. Cyc.

PANCH'-WAY,* n. A Bengal four-oared boat for passen-
gers. Malcom.

fPAN-CRA-Tl-Xs'Tjc,* a. All-powerful ; pancratic. West.

fPAN-CRXT'lC, ') a. [n-oV and Kpdrof.] Excelling in all

fPAN-CRXT'j-CAL, J
the gymnastic exercises. Browne.

PXN'cRA-TlsT,* n. One skilled in gymnastic exercises.
Ash.

PAN-CRA'TI-OM,* (-she-um) n. (Bot.) A genus of plants
having a funnel-shaped flower, with a long tube. P. Cyc.

PXN'cRE-Xs, (pang'kre-as) n. [rnzi/ and */>aj.] (Anat.) A
glandular viscus of the abdomen, situated under and
behind the stomach

;
the sweetbread.

PXN-CRE-XT'ic, a. Relating to the pancreas. Ray.
PXN'cy, n. A kind of violet. See PANSY.

PXN'DA,* n. (ZooZ.) A quadruped of the genus aliurus
P. Cyc.

fPXN'DAR-TZE, v. n. To act the part of pander. Cotgrave.
fPXN'DA-ROOs, a. Acting as a pander. Middleton.

PXN'DECT, re. [pandecta, L.] A treatise that comprehends
the whole of any science. pi. The digest of the civil

law published by Justinian.

PAN-DM'IC, a. [nds and <%ioj.] Incident to a whole
people. Harvey.

PXN-DE-MO'NI-tJM,* n. ; pi.
'

PAN-DE-M6'NI-tJM. The
great hall, council-chamber, or palace of all the demons
or infernal spirits. Milton.

PXN'DER, re. [Pandarus, the pimp in the story of Troilus

and Cressida.] A pimp ;
a male bawd

;
a procurer. Shak.

PXN'DER, v. a.
[i. PANDERED; pp. PANDERING, PANDERED.]

To pimp ;
to be subservient to lust or passion. Shak.

PAN'DER, v. n. To act the part of a pander or pimp. Mil-
ton.

PXN'DER-fipM, n. The employment of a pander. Bp. Hall.

PXN'DER-LY, a. Pimping; pimplike. Shak. [R.l

PAN-DJfc'v-LAT-ED,* a. Stretched out; extended. Maun-
der.

PAN-Dlc-V-LA'TiQN, n. [pandiculans, L.] (Med.) The rest-

'lessness, uneasiness, and yawning that accompany the
cold fits of an intermitting fever. Flayer.

PAN-DORE', 7. [iravtiovpa.] An old sort of lute: some-
times written bandore. Drayton.

PAN-DOUR',* re. A kind of light infantry, formerly organ-
ized as a separate corps in the Austrian service. Brande.

PXN-Dd$r

'DY,* n. Food made of bread and apples baked

together. Lang.
PXN'DRESS,* n. A female who panders. Middleton.

PXN'DV-RAT-ED,* a. (Bot.) Panduriform. Gray.

PXN-DU'RI-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a violin
; round-

ed at the end, and narrowed in the middle. Gray.

PANE, n. [pare, panneau, Fr.] A square, especially of glass ;

a distinct light in a window: a piece in variegated
work: a part of a meadow between the trench and

trench-drain, that is, the part on which grass grows, that

is mown for hay.
PANED, (pand) a. Variegated ; composed of small squares.

||PXN-E-GYR'ic, [pan-e-jlr'ik, P. J. F. R.; pan-e-jer'jk, A
W. Ja. K. Sm.] re. [xanfiyvpis.] A eulogy ;

an encomium
;

an encomiastic piece. J^r Though Smart pronounces

squirrel and panegyric, squer'rel and p-in-e-jer'jk, yet he

says, "The irregular sound of t and y, in squirrel and

panegyric, we may hope in time to hear reclaimed ;
a

correspondent reformation having taken place in spirit

and miracle, which were once pronounced sper'it and

mer'a cle."

|PAN-E-GYR'IC, \
a. Encomiastic; eulogistic; contain-

|PXN-E-GYR'i-CAL, \ ing praise. Donne.

JPXN-E-YR'I-CAL-LY,* ad. By way of panegyric. Mack-

intosh.

tPA-NEG'Y-Rls, n. [Travfiyvpts.] A festival ;
a public met

ing. Milton.

ic meet-
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||PXN-E-GYR'iST, 7i. A writer of panegyrics ;
a eulogist ;

encomiast.

PXN'E-GyR-lZE, v. a. [xayrjyvpigtj).] [i. PANEGYRIZED ; pp.

PANEGYRIZING, pANEQYiuzED.] To commend highly ; to

bestow great praise upon. Evelyn.
PXN'EL, n. [panneau, Ft.] A square, or piece of any matter

inserted between other bodies, as in a wall or wainscot ;

one of the faces of a hewn stone. [panella,panellum, L.]
(Law) A roll containing the names of such jurors as the
sheriff returns to pass on a trial.

PXN'EL, v. a.
[i.

PANELLED
; pp. PANELLING, PANELLED.]

_To form into panels ; as, to panel wainscot.

PANE'LESS, a. Wanting panes of glass. Shenstone.

PAN'EL-LJ(NG,* n. Panel-work; act of making panels. Qu.
Rev.

PANG, n. [either from pain, or bang, D.j Extreme pain ;

sudden paroxysm of pain ; anguish ; agony ;
distress.

PANG, v. a. To torment cruelly. Shak.

PANGOLIN,* n. (Zool.) The scaly ant-eater. P. Cyc.

PXN'ic, Ji. A sudden and groundless alarm
;
sudden fear

or fright: a plant. See PANNIC.

PXN'ic, a. [traviK.6$.] Sudden, groundless, and violent
;

applied to fear.

fPAN'j-CAL, a. Same as panic. Camden.

PXN'lc-Fi)L,* a. Full of panic ;
fearful. C. B. Brown. [R.]

PXN'}-CLE,* n. [panicula, L.] (Bot.) A form of inflores-

cence
;
a raceme bearing branches of flowers in place

of simple or single ones. Brande.

PXN'JC-STRUCK,* a. Struck with sudden fear. Jfecle.

PA-NIC'V-LATE,* i a. (Bot.) Furnished with panicles.

PA-NIC'V-LAT-ED,* } Crabb.

PXN'l-cOM,* . [L.] (Hot.) A genus of grasses, including
millet. P. Cyc.

PA-NIV'O-ROUS,* a. Subsisting upon bread. Maunder.

PAN-NADE', n. The curvet of a norse.

PXN'NAGE, n. [pannagium, low L.
; panage, Fr.] (Law)

Food that swine feed on in the woods, as mast of beech,

acorns, &c.
;

called also pannage : license for pan-
nage : a tax on cloth.

PXN'NA-RY,* a. Useful for making bread. London. [R.]

PXN'NEL,'n. [panneel, D.J A kind of rustic saddle. Tus-
ser. The stomach of a hawk. Jlinsworth. See PANEL.

fPXN-NEL-LA/TiQN, n. Act of empanelling a jury. A.
Wood.'

PXN'Njc, n. A plant; same as panmcle: written also

panic.

PXN'NJ-CLE, n. [panicum, L.] A plant of the millet kind,
the seeds of which are, in some countries, used for mak-

ing bread.

PXN'NIER, (pan'yur or pan'nj-er) [pan'yer, S. W.J.F.Ja.
K. R.; pan'e-er, P. Sm.] n. [panier, Fr.J Originally, a
bread-basket: a basket or a vehicle consisting of two
baskets thrown across a horse, in which fruit, &c., are

carried.

PXN'NIERED,* (pan'yurd) a. Having panniers. Someroitte.

fPXN'Nl-KEL, n. [pannicule, Fr.] The brain-pan; the skull.

Spenser.

PXN'o-PLlED,* (panVplid) a. Furnished with panoply ;

armed. Fo. Qu. Rev.

PXN'Q-PLY, TI. [iravoirXia.] Complete armor for every part
of the body.

PAN-OP'TI-CON,* n. [irav and 6iiTiK6v.] A prison, or peni-

tentiary,' constructed on such a plan, that the inspector

may see the prisoners, at all times, without being seen
himself. J. Bentham.

PXN-O-RA'MA, [pan-9-ra'ma, Sm. R.; pan-o-ra'rna, Ja. K.

Wb.] n. [irav and opaua.] A large, circular painting or pic-

ture, in which all the objects of nature that are visible from
a single point, are represented on the interior surface of a

round, cylindrical wall, the point of view being in the

axis of the cylinder.

S^SiSk* i

a- Relating to a panorama- * Rev -

PAN-PHAR'MA-CON,* n. (Med.) A universal medicine. Sir

'W. Scott.

PAN-s6PH'{-CAL, a. Knowing every thing. Wortkington.
PXN'so-PHY, re. [irav and a-o^ia.] Universal wisdom. Hart-

lib.

PAN-STE'RE-P-RA'MA,* 71. [mil/, o-rpdf, and 6/ww.] In

rilievo, a 'model of a town or country in cork, wood,
pasteboard, or other substance. Brande.

PAN'Y, n. [pensce, Fr.] The garden violet; heart's-ease.

PANT, v. re. [panteler, old Fr.] [i. PANTED ; pp. PANTING,
PANTED.] To palpitate ;

to beat, as the heart
;
to have the

breast heaving, as for want of breath
;
to gasp ; to play

with intermission : to long ;
to wish earnestly.

PANT, n. Palpitation ;
motion of the heart. Shak.

fPXNT'A-BLE, re. A corruption of pantofle. Sandys.

PXN'TA-GRAPH,* n. [irilv
and ypd(jx<>.] An instrument for

copying, reducing, or enlarging plans or designs. Often
written pantograph. Brande. See PENTAGHAPH.

PXN-TA-LET',* n. A woman's garment ;
a sort of garment

worn by western Indians. Catlin.

PXN-TA-LOON', n. [pantalon, Fr.] pi. PANTALOONS. One

of the chief characters in pantomimic representations ;
a

buffoon
;
an old man or buffoon dressed in pantaloons.

pi. Trousers ; a part of a man's dress, covering the lower
limbs.

PXN'TA-MORPH,* n. [irav and /topr/';.] That which has
all shapes. Scudamore.

PXN-TA-MOR'PHIC,* a. Assuming all shapes. Smart.

PAN-TEH'NI-CON,* re. [irav and rt'xi"?-] A place in which
every species of workmanship is collected and exposed
for sale. Brande.

PANT'ER, n. One who pants. [fA net. Chaucer.]
PANT'ESS, n. Difficulty of breathing in a hawk, ^ins-

worth.

PAN'THE-YM,* n. The doctrine or theory which identifies

nature or the universe, in its totality, with God. Brande.

PXN'THE-IST, [pan'the-ist, Sm. Wb. ; pan-tho'jst, Ja.

Todd.] n. [irav and fcd?.] One who adheres to panthe-
ism ; one who confounds God with the universe.

PAN-THE-IS'TIC, a. Relating to pantheism ; confounding
God with the universe.

PXN-THE-IS'TI-CAL,* a. Relating to pantheism ; pantheis-
tic. Coleridge.

PXN-THE-oL'p-GlST,* n. One who is versed in pantheolo-
gy. Scott.

PAN-THE-OL'O-GY,* n. An entire system of divinity.
Cole.

PAN-THE'QN, [pan-the'?!!, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.,
as an English, word; as a classical word, pan'the-5n, W.
Sin. ; pan-the'gn or pan'the-on, Carr and others.] n. [irav
dciov or 7rui'0oi'.] A temple dedicated to all the gods.
There were two magnificent pantheons in antiquity, one
at Athens, the other at Rome, still standing. See PAN-
THEON in the Claxsical Vocabulary.

PXN'THER, n. [xdvOrip, Gr.
; panthera, L.] A spotted, fero-

cious animal ; a pard.

PXN'THER-INE,* a. Belonging to the panther. Cole.

PXN'TILE, n. A gutter tile. Bryant.
PANT'ING, n. Act of one who pants ; palpitation.

PANT'JNG-LY, ad. With palpitation. S/iak.

PXNT'LER, n. [panetier, Fr.] The officer, in a great family,
who has the charge of the bread. Shak.

PXN-Tp-jEHRO-NOM'E-TER,* 71. [jraf , XP 0l/ S a d /JiCTpov.]

An astronomical instrument, which is a combination of
the compass, the sun-dial, and the universal time-dial, and

performs the office of all three. Dr. Black.

PAN-TO'FLE, (pan-t6'fl) n. [pantoufie, Fr.] A slipper.

PXN'TO-GRXPH, n. [irav and ypd(pw.] A mathematical in-

strument for copying all sorts of drawings and designs.
See PANTAGRAPH, and PENTAGRAPH.

PXN-TO-GRXPH'IC,* |
a. Relating to pantography

PXN-TO-GRXPH'l-CAL,* J
Knowles.

PAN-TOG'RA-PHY,*'7i. [ndv and ypdtpai.] A complete de-

scription ; an entire view of a thing. Smart.

PXN-TO-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to pantology. CA. Eng.
Qa. Rev.

PAN-TOL'Q-GlsT,* n. One who treats of or is versed in

pantology. Fo. Qu. Rev.

PAN-TOL'Q-GY,* n. [irav and \6y>s.] A work or treatise of
universal instruction or science; universal knowledge;
a discourse relating to all things. Park.

PAN-TOM'E-TER, n. [n-Sv and uTp<n.] An instrument for

measuring all sorts of angles, elevations, and distances.

PAN-TOM'E-TRY,* n. The art of measuring all things.
'Cole.

PXN'TQ-MIME, n. [rrav and /*<><K.] A species of theatrical

entertainment, in which the whole action of the piece is

represented by gesticulation, without the use of words ;

a dumb show : a theatrical performer skilled in mim-
icry ;

a mimic
;
a buffoon.

PAN'TO-MIME, a. Representing hy gesticulation.

PXN-Tp-MiM'iC, I
a. Representing only by gesture or

PXN-TQ-MiM'i-CAL, \
dumb show

; mutely mimicking.
PXN'TO-MI-MJST,* n. One who performs pantomimes.

Gent. Mag.
PXN'TQN, n. A sort of horse-shoe, contrived to recover a
narrow and hoof-bound heel; panton-shoe. Farrier'1s Diet.

PXN'TON-SfiOE,* n. A shoe contrived for recovering nar-

row and hoof-bound heels in horses. Scott.

PXN'TRY, TJ. [paneterie, Fr.] A room or apartment for pro-
visions.

PAN-UR'GY,* n. Skill in all kinds of work or craft. Smart.

PAP, TI. [pappa. It.
; pappe, D. ; papilla, L.] The nipple of

the breast; a teat: food for infants, made with bread

boiled
;
soft food or substance ; pulp of fruit.

PAP, v. a. To feed with pap. Beaum. 4- Fl.

PA-PA', TI. [TrdTTraj, Gr.
; papa, L.] [A spiritual father. See

PAPE, and POPE.] A fond name for father. Swift.

PA'PA-CY, n. [papautc, Fr.] The office of pope ;
the suc-

cession of popes in the see of Rome ; popedom.
PAP'A-GAY,* n. (Ornith.) A species of parrot. Hamilton.

PA'PAL, a. [papal, Fr.] Relating to the pope or to the pa-

pacy ; popish.

fPA'PA-LiN, n. A papist. Sir T. Herbert.

IPA'PAL-IST,* n. A papist. Baxter.
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PA'PAL-IZE,* . a. &, n. To conform to the papacy. Cow-
per.

tPA'pAL-TY,* n. The papal sovereignty ;
the papacy. Mil-

ton.

PA-PA-PHO'BI-A,* n. A dread of the pope. Bisset. [R.]
PA-PA'VEM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;

the poppy.
P. Cyc.

PA-PXV-E-RA'CEOUS *
(-shus) a. Relating to the poppy. P.

'Cyc.

PA-pXy'ER-ofJS, a. [papaver, L.] Having the quality of

poppies ; resembling popies.
A-pAw', n. [papaya, low L.] A shrub or tree of warm cli-

fruit of the tree used for food.

f, Gr.] The pope ;
a spiritual father.

mates
;
the

fPAPE, n. [Fr. ;

Ricaut.

PA'PER, n. [papier, Fr. ; papyrus, L.] A thin, flexible sub-

stance, used for writing and printing on
; piece of paper ;

a single sheet, printed or written
;
a newspaper; a writ-

ten instrument.

PA'PER, a. Made of paper ; thin
; slight.

PA'PER, v. a. [i. PAPERED ; pp. PAPERING, PAPERED.] To
cover with paper ;

to fold in paper. [|To register. Shak.]

PA'PER-CRED'JT, w. Any transfer made to the credit of

another by means of a written paper, containing evi-

dence of debt, as bills of exchange, promissory notes,
&c.

;
written evidences of debt.

PA'PER-CUR'REN-CY,* n. Bank-notes or bank-bills. Crabb.

PA'PER-FACED, (-fast) a. Having a face as white as paper.

PA'PER-HXNG-ING,* n. pi. Stained or colored paper, for

Drapery, to cover the walls of rooms. Ure.

PA'PER-KITE, n. A machine or plaything of paper, resem-

bling a kite in the air. Dr. Warton.

PA'PER-MAK'ER, n. One who makes paper.

PA'PER-MAK'ING,* n. The business of making paper.
Ure.

PA'PER-MTLL, n. A mill in which paper is made.
PA'PER-M&N'EY, (-mun'e) n. Written evidences of debt;

bills of exchange ;
bank-notes

; promissory notes.

PA'PER-STAIN'ER,* n. One who stains or stamps paper.

Ency.
PA-PS'CENT, a. Containing or resembling pap ;

soft.

PA'PESS, n. A female pope. Bp. Hall. [R.]

PA'PHI-AN,* n. An inhabitant of Paphos ;
a Cyprian.

Ency.
'

PA'PHI-AN,* a. Relating to Paphos in Cyprus, or to Venus,
who was worshipped there

;
venereal. Ency.

PAPIER-MACH&,* (pap'ya-ma'sha) n. [Fr.j A substance
made of paper and reduced to paste or pulp, used for

making various domestic utensils
;
articles manufactured

of paper reduced to pulp. Brande.

pA-PJtL'lo, (pa-pll'yo) n. [L. ; pap'dlon, Fr.] A butterfly ;
a

moth of various colors. Ray.
PA-PIL-IO-NA'CEOUS, (pa-pll-yo-na'shus) a. [papilla, L.]

(Ent.) Relating to or resembling the butterfly. (Bot.)

Consisting of a standard, wings, and keel, like a pea-
flower: noting a class of plants, aa beans, peas, and
other pulse.

PA-PlL'LA* n. [L.] pi. PA-PlL'LJE. (Anat.~) A nipple ;

a teat. Crabb.

PXP'IL-LA-RY, [pip'jl-la-re, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; pa-pll'-

la-re, S. P.' E. K.] a.' [papilla, L.] Relating to or resem-

bling a nipple or pap ; having paps or nipples. J/= See
CAPILLARY.

PlP-fL-LOSE',* a. Resembling a papilla or pap. Hill,

PA-piL'LOys, or PXp'}L-LoOs, [pa-pll'lus, S. W. P. Ja.

K. ; pap'e-lus, Sm. Wb.] a. Same as papillary.

PA'PI^M, (pa'pjzin) n. Popery. Bp. Bedell. [R.]

PA'PIST, ?i. [papiste, Fr.
; papista, L.] One who holds to

the supremacy of the pope; a Roman Catholic: often
used by Protestants as a term of reproach.

PA-PIST'IC, ) a. Relating to the pope, papacy, or papis-
PA-PIST'J-CAL, \ try ; popish.
PA'PIS-TRY, n. Popery ; the doctrine, ceremonies, and au-

thority of the Roman Catholic church
;

used by Protest-

ants_as a term of reproach. Ascham.
fPA'PlZED, (-plzd) a. Adhering to popery. Fuller.

PAP-POOSE',* 7i. An Indian word for a child. Carver.

PAP-POSE',* a. Relating to pappus; pappous. Phillips.

PXp'Poys, a. [run-Toy.] Relating to pappus; soft and
downy.

PXP'pys,* n. [L.] (Bot.} The calyx of a composite flower,
or the soft, downy substance that grows on the seeds of
certain plants. P. Cyc.

PXp'py, a. Relating to pap ; papescent ; succulent.

PXp'y-A,* n. pi. pXp'y-A. A negro of the Eastern Archi-

pelago. P. Cyc.

PAP'U-LA, n. [L.] pi. PAP'V-LJE. (Med.) An eruption on
the skin ;

a pimple.
PXP-y-LOSE',* a . Having papula: or pimples. London.

PXp'y-LoOs, a. Full of pustules or pimples ; pimply.
PXp-y-RA'cEoys,* (-shus) a. Belonging to the papyrus;

papyrean. Hill.

PA-PYR'E-AN,* a. Relating to or made of papyrus. Dodsley.
PA-P flips,* n. [L.] pi. PA-PTpRi. An Egyptian reed or [

bulrush, used by the ancients for forming a substance to
write upon ;

a written scroll. Papyrus is the parent of
the modern word paper. Ency.

PXR, 7i. [L,] State of equality ; equivalence ; equal value
;

much used as a term of traffic : a small fish.

PA-JRA',* n. A small Turkish copper coin, less than a half,

penny in value. Crabb.

PXR'A-BLE, n. [7rupu,#uA5.] A method of conveying in-

struction by the use of short fables or tales
;

a fable

conveying instruction
; a comparison ;

a similitude.

fPXR'A-BLE, v. a. To represent by a parable. Milton.

fPXR'A-BLE, a. [parabilis, L.] Easily procured. Browne.

PA-RXB'O-LA, n. [L.] pi. PA-RXB'O-LA. (Gleam.) One of
the conic sections, formed by the intersection of the cone
by a plane parallel to one of its sides.

PXR-A-BOL'IC, ) a. Relating to or having the nature of

PXR-A-BpL'i-CAL, \
a parable, figurative: relating to

or having the form of a parabola.

PXR-A-BOL'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a parabolic form or manner.
PXR-A-BOL'I-FORM,* a. Having the form of a parabola. Ash.

PA-RXB'o-L'i^M:, n. (Algebra) A reduction to an equivalent
state, as when the terms of an equation are divided by a
known quantity, that is involved or multiplied in the first

term. Bailey.

PA-RXB'9-LOlD,n. [rrapafiuXf]
and ?Jos.] (Gco;n.) A higher

order of parabola: a solid formed by the rotation of a

parabola about its axis
; a parabolic conoid.

PXR A-CEL/SIAN, (-shan) 7i. A follower of Paracelsus, a
Swiss physician and alchemist, who died in 1541.

PXR-A-CEL'SIAN, a. Relating to Paracelsus.

PXR-A-cEL'siST,*n. A follower of Paracelsus in medicine,
physics, and mystical science. Brande.

PXR-A-CEN-TE'SIS, n. r*apurrijffif.] (Med.~) The opera-
tion of tapping any of the cavities of the body, for the

purpose of withdrawing the contained fluid.

PAR-A-CEN'TRIC, / a. [irupd and /W/j0i<.] (Oeom.)
PXR-A-CEN'TRJ-CAL, \ Noting a sort of curve line : not

ing the motion of a planet towards the sun or the centre
of attraction.

PA-RXii'RO-Nf!j3vl,* n. An error in chronology, by which
an event is placed later than it should be. Dr. Black.

PXR-A-^HUTE',* n. [Fr.] An apparatus belonging to a bal-

loon, which resembles a common umbrella, but of far

greater extent, designed to enable the aeronaut to drop to

the ground, from his balloon, without injury. Brande.

PXR'A-CLETE, n. [n-a/xi/cAtyroj.] A title of the Holy Spirit,
as an advocate, intercessor, or comforter of mankind

; an
intercessor

;
a monitor.

PXR-Ac-MXs'Tic,* a. (Med.) Gradually decreasing. Dun-
glison.

PXR-A-CROS'TIC,* n. A poetical composition, in which the
first verse contains, in order, all the letters which com-
mence the remaining verses of the poem or division.

Brande.

PAR-A-CY-XN'Q-^EN,* n. (Chem.) A brown, solid matter,
obtained by decomposing cyanuret of mercury by heat.

Brande.

PA-RADE', n. [Fr.] Show; ostentation; display; ostenta-
tious display : procession ; military order or show:
a place where troops assemble for military duty or ex
ercise.

PA-RADE', v. n. [L PARADED
; pp. PARADING, PARADED.] To

assemble, as troops, for the purpose of being inspected or

exercised ;
to make a military show.

PA-RADE', v. a. To exhibit in a showy or ostentatious man-
ner. Todd. To assemble, as troops, for inspection and
military exercises. Smart.

PXR'A-ul'GM, (-dim) n. [Ttapa^.tyna.] (Rftr.t..) An example;
illustration ;

a fable or parable used for illustration.

PXR-A-D}G-MAT'j-CAL, a. Exemplary. More.

PXR-A-DIG-MXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. By paradigm. Annot. TV.

fPXR-A-DlG'MA-TlZE, v. a. To set forth as a model. Ham-
mond.

fPAR-A-Di-GRAsi-MXT'i-CE,* n. The forming of figures
in plaster. Francis.

PXR'A-DI-SAL * a. Relating to paradise; paradisiacal. S.

Jtoi.ra.]
PXR'A-DiSE,n. [irapaAetffns.] The blissful region, in which

the' first human pair was
placed; the garden of Eden ;

heaven ; anyplace of happiness. See BIRD OF PARADISE.

tPXR-t-S5|?/N
N)

i

(Par-M^h/y*n ) a. Paradisiacal. J. Hall

PXR-A-D|-sI'AC,^ a. Relating to paradise ; paradisiacal. Fo.

Qu. Rev.

PXR-A-DI-I'A-CAL, a. Relating to or befitting paradise ;

blissful. More.

PXR-A-Di'lAL,,* (-yal) a. Relating to paradise ; paradisia-
cal. Hoyt.

PXR-A-Dis'ic,* ) a. Relating to paradise; paradisiacal.

PXR-A-Dis'i-CAL,* )
Wm. Law. [R.]

PAR'A-DOX, n. [itupa3o$a{.] A proposition or assertion that

seems to be absurd, or at variance with common sense,

yet true in fact ;
a seeming contradiction ;

an assertion

contrary to appearance.
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PAR-A-DOX'I-CAL, a. Having the nature of a paradox; ap-
parently absurd, yet true ; contrary to received opinions.

PAR-A-DOX'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a paradoxical manner.
PAR-A-D6x'i-CAt,-NESS, 7i. State of being paradoxical.
tPAR-A-DOX-OL/o-GY, 7i. Use of paradoxes. Browne.

PAR'A^DOX-Y,* n. State of being paradoxical. Coleridge. [R.]

PAR'A-DROME,* 7t. An open gallery or passage. Maunder.

PXR'AF-FlNE,* 7i. (Chem.) A substance contained in the

products of the distillation of the tar of beech wood.
Brande.

PXR'AGE,* n. (Law) Equality of name, blood, or dignity;
but more especially of land, in a division among heirs.

Whishaw.

PXR-A-GO'GE, n.
[Ttnpayu) n.] (Rhet.) A figure whereby a

letter or syllable is added at the end of a word, without

altering its meaning ; as, innocence, innocency.

PXR-A-GOG'JC, / a. Belonging to, or added by, the fig-

PXR-A-GO^'j-CAL, \
ure called paragoge.

PXR'A-GON, n. [paragon, from parage, old Fr.
; paragone,

It.] A perfect model
; a pattern ; something supremely

excellent. [Companion; fellow: emulation; a match
for trial of excellence. Spenser.]

PXR'A-GON, v. a. [paragonner, old Fr.] [i. PARAGONED; pp.

PARAGONING, PARAGONED.] To compare ;
to equal

PAR'A-GON, v. n. To pretend equality. Skelton. [R.]

PXR-A-GOR'ic,* n. Crabb. See PAREGORIC.

PXR'A-GRAai, n. [Trapdj/pa/^a.] A kind of play upon
words; a pun. Addison.

PAR-A-GRAM'MA-TIST,* n. A punster. Spectator.

PAR-A-GRAN'l>l-NE,*n. [It.] An instrument to avert hail-

stones. Francis.

PAR'A-GRAPH, (par'a-griif) n. [paragraphe, Fr. ; trapa-

ypa(j>fi, Gr.] A small subdivision of a connected dis-

course, indicated or separated by a sign. The mark or

sign [thus, IT] which indicates such subdivision
;
a por-

tion of written or printed matter indicated by a break or
indentation at the beginning and end. " Form yourself
to reflect on what you read, paragraph by paragraph."
Coleridge.

PAR'A-GRAPH * v. a. To form into paragraphs. Evelyn.
PXR-A-GRXPH'JC,* ) a. Relating to or containing para-

PXR-A-GRXPH'I-CAL, \ graphs ;
formed into small divis-

ions. CrutweU.

PXR-A-GRXPH'I-CAL-LY, ad. By paragraphs.
PXR-A-LI-POM'E-NA,* n. pi. [rrapaXsinoneva.] (Bibliogra-
phy) Supplementary works. Brande.

PAR-A-LiP'sis,* n. [iraptiXsiibis.] (Rhet.) A figure by
which a speaker pretends to omit what in reality he
mentions. Brande.

PXR'AL-LXx, n. [n-apdAXa^f.] (dstron.) A change of place
or aspect : the difference between the apparent place of
a celestial object, and its true place ;

or an arc of the

heavens, intercepted between the true and apparent place
of the sun, a planet, or a star, viewed from the surface
of the earth.

PXR'AL-LEL, a. [irapa\\rj\os.] Extended in the same di-

rection, and preserving always the same distance
;
hav-

ing the same direction or tendency; continuing the re-

semblance through many particulars ; equal ;
like. Par-

allel lines, straight lines which are in the same plane, and,
being produced ever so far both ways, do not meet.

PAR'AL-LEL, n. A line equally distant throughout from
another line ;

that which is parallel : a line marking the
latitude: resemblance; likeness; comparison made.

PAR'AL-LEL, v. a. [i. PARALLELED ; pp. PARALLELING, PAR-

ALLELED.] To place so as to be parallel ; to keep in the
same direction ;

to level
;
to correspond to ; to be equal

to ; to resemble ;
to compare.

fPAR-AL-LEL'A-BLE, a. That may be equalled. Bp. Hall.

PAR-AL-LEL-E-PIP'ED, n. [napaXXnX-siriTretov.] (Oeom.)
Brande. See PARALLELOPIPED.

PAR'AL-LEL-fM, n. [parallelisme, Fr.] The quality or
state of being parallel ; resemblance

; comparison.
fPAR'AL-LEL-LESS, a. Not to be paralleled. Beaum. $ Fl.

PAR'AL-LEL-LY, ad. With parallelism. Scott.

PAR-AL-LEL'O-GRAM, n. [n-apuXAr/Aof and ypdnna.}
(Oeom.) A right-lined, quadrilateral figure, whose oppo-
site sides are parallel and equal. It may be a square, a

rectangle, a rhombus, or rhomboid.

PXR-AL-LEL-O-GRAM'IC,* a. Relating to a parallelogram ;

parallelogrammatic. Crabb.

PAR-AL-LEL-9-GRAM'l-CAL, a. Relating to a parallelogram.
PAR-AL-LEL-p-GRAM-kXT'ic,* a. Relating to a parallelo-

gram. Brande.

PXR-AL-LEL-o-Pi'PED, [par-al-lel^-pl'ped, W. Ja. K. R.

Wi>.] par-al-lel-o-pip'ed, Sm.] n. [parallclipipede, Fr.]

(Oeom ) A solid figurej or body, comprehended under six

parallelograms, the opposite sides of which are equal and

parallel.

PXR-AL-LEL-Q-Plp'E-DON,* [par-al-lel-9-pip'e-don, P.

Jlsh.] n. Same as parallelepiped. Orier.

PA-RXL'Q-GIIVI, [pa-ral'9-jizm, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm.; par'-

a-lvjizm, S. K. Ash.] n. [?rapaXo)'j<7^<5j.j (Logic) False

reasoning, or an illogical deduction; the opposite of ayl-

logism..

PA-RAL/Q-GIZE,*?;. 7i. To reason sophistically. Walker.
PA RXi/p-^Y, n. False reasoning ; paralogism. Browne.
PA-RXL'Y-SIS, n. [apdAwf.] (Med.) A diminution or

loss of power or motion in the body or a part of it, very
often of one side only ; a palsy.

PAK-A-LYT'IC, n. One struck by paralysis. Bp. Hall.

PAR-A-LYT'IC, ) a. Relating to, or atfected by, paralysis :

PAR-A-LYT'I-CAL, 1 palsied.

PAR-AL-y-zX'fiQN,* n. The act of paralyzing. Qu. Rev.

PAR'A-LYZE, v. a. [paralyser, Fr.] [i. PARALYZED ; pp. PAR-

ALYZING, PARALYZED.] To strike, as with paralysis or

palsy; to make torpid; to benumb; to render Useless.
Todd. [A modern word.] [com.

PAR-A-aiAT',* 7i. A Birman dissenter from Buddhism. Mal-
PA-RAM'E-TER, n. (Oeom.) A constant straight line, be-

longing to each of the three conic sections, otherwise
called the latus rectum. In the parabola, the parameter
is a third proportional to the absciss and its correspond-
ing ordinate. In the ellipse and hyperbola, the parameter
of a diameter is a third proportional to that diameter and
its conjugate.

PA-RA'MO,* n. [Sp.] A mountainous district covered with
stunted trees, exposed to damp, cold winds, as in the el-

evatad regions of South America. Brande.

||PAR'A-Moi)NT, [par'a-mount, S. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.;
par-a-mbunt', W. P. J.] a. Superior ; having the highest
jurisdiction, as, lord paramount, the chief of the seign-
iory ; eminent ; of the highest order.

||PAK'A-MOUNT, n. The highest in rank
;
the chief, [ridge.

||PAR'A-M00NT-LY,* ad. In a paramount manner. Colc-

PAR'A-MOUR, (par'a-mor) n. [par and amour, Fr.] [A lover
or wooer. Spenser. A mistress. Shak.] At present used
for a lover or wooer only in an ill sense.

PAR-A-NApH'THA-LiNE,*7i. A substance resembling naph-
thaline. Brande.

PA-RAN'THINE,* n. (Min.) A rare mineral. Brande. Same
as scapolite.

PXR'A-NYMPH, (-nimf) n. [7rapd>t>j<0o?.] A person who
waited on the bride at an ancient wedding ; a bridesman :

one who countenances or supports. Milton.

PXR'A-PGM, (-pe"m) n. [rraoa^^-yna.] pi. PARAPEGMS. A
brazen table fixed to a pillar, on which laws and procla-
mations were anciently engraved: a table contain-

ing an account of the rising and setting of the stars,

eclipses of the sun and moon, the seasons of the year,
&c. Phillips.

PXR-A-PEG'MA,* n. [L.] pi. PAR-A-PG'MA-TA. Same
as parapegm. Crabb.

PXR'A-pfiT, n. [Fr. ; parapetto, It.] A breast-wall or railing
on the edges of bridges, quays, &c., to prevent people
from falling over

;
a balustrade. (Fort.) A breast-work

or wall, raised on the edges of ramparts, bastions, &c.

PXR'A-PET-ED,* a. Furnished with a parapet. Fo. QM. Rev.

PXR'APH,* n. [paraphe, Fr.] (Diplomatics or manuscripts)
The figure formed by the flourish of the pen at the
end of a signature. Brande.

PXR-A-PHER'NAL,* a. Relating to paraphernalia. Bouvier.

PAR-A-PHER-NA' LI-A, n. pi. [L. ; paraphernanx, Fr.]

(Law) The apparel, jewels, &c., of a wife, which are

held to belong to her as a species of separate property,
and which she has a right to retain after her husband's
death. Bouvier. Apparel and ornaments of a wife :

ornaments of dress
; equipage.

PXR-A-PHI-MO'SIS, 7i [7ra/ja0'//a)o-(j.] (Mcd.) A disease
when the prepuce cannot be drawn up over the glans.

PXR-A-PHD'NI-A,* n. An alteration of the voice
;
the re-

verse of antiphony. Burney.
PXR'A-PHRAE, (par'a-fraz) n. [irapa<pnacng.] A loose or

free translation
;
a translation containing illustrations

and explanations not found in the original.

PXR'A-PHRAE, v. a.
[i.

PARAPHRASED ; pp. PARAPHRASING,
PARAPHRASED.] To translate or interpret loosely, diifuse-

ly, or by comments; to explain in many words.

PXR'A-PHRASE, v. n. To make a paraphrase. Felton.

PAR'A-PHRAST, n. [irapa'ppaaTfis.] One who makes a par-

aphrase.
PAR-A-PHRXs'Tjc, ) a. Relating to a paraphrase ;

free
;

PAR-A~PHRAs'T|-CAL, )
not literal

;
diffuse ;

not verbal.

PAR-A-PHRAs'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. In a paraphrastical manner.

PAR-A-PHRE-NI'TIS, n. [-rrapa and ^p^irs.J (Med.) An
inflammation of the diaphragm ;

delirium ; frenzy. Ar-
buthnot.

PAR'A-PLEG-Y,* n. (Med.) A paralysis of the lower half

of the body. Smart. Written also paraplegia. Brande.

PAR-AP'Q-PLEX-Y,* n. (Med.) A soporous state resembling

apoplexy. Dungtison.
PAR-A-QUl'TO, (par-a-ke'to) n. A paroquet. Shak.

PXR'A-sXNG, n. [parasantra, low L.] A Persian measure
of length, reckoned differently by different authors:

according to Herodotus, 30 stadia, or about 3| English
miles : according to some, 60 stadia.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N
; BOLL, BUR, RtlLE. 9, G, c, g, soft ; 6, G, , g, hard ; ? as Z
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\f,* n. [L.] The tiring-room of tlie an-
cient theatre, called also the postscenium ; equivalent to

the modern green-room. Brande.

fPXR-A-scEy-Xs'Tic, (par-a-su-as'tjk) a. Preparatory.
\PAR-A-SCE' VE, n. [L.; napiiaKevf).] Preparation. Donne.
The Sabba_th-eve of tlie Jews. (Rkcirn Transl.)

PXR-A-SE-LE'NE,* n. [napaatXfirri.] (Astron.) A mock
moon

;
a meteor in a watery cloud, resembling the

moon. Francis.

PXR'A-SITE, 71. [parasite, Fr. ; parasitu.3, L.] One who flat-

ters the rich, or who frequents rich tables, and earns his

welcome by flattery ;
a sycophant: an animal of para-

sitical habits. (Bot.) A parasitical plant.

PXR-A-slT'ic, ) a. Partaking of the character or habits

PXR-A-siT'i-CAL, I
of a parasite ; flattering ; fawning.

(Bot.) Living on another plant.

PXR-A-siT'}-CAL-Ly, ad. In a parasitical manner.

PXR-A-SIT'I-CAL-NESS,* 71. Quality ofbeingparasitical.ScoW.

PXR'A-slT-i$M, 7i. The character or behavior of a parasite.

PXR'A-SOL, or PXR'A-SOL, [par'a-sol, W. Ja. ; par'a-sol, S.

J. E. F.i par-a-sol', Sm.] n. [Fr.] A small canopy or um-
brella to shelter from the sun.

PXR-A-sy-NEX'fS, n. (Civil law) An unlawful meeting.
PXR-A-TXx'ls,* n. [rruptiraij.] (Gram.) The mere ranging

of propositions, one after another, without marking their

connection
; opposed to syntax. Brande.

PA-RATH'E-sIs,* n. [Ttipa0<n j.J ( Gram.) Same as apposition.

(Rhet.) A parenthetical notice, generally of something
to be afterwards expanded (Printing) The matter con-
tained between two crotchets, marked thus, [ ]. Crabb.

PXR-A-VAIL', a. [per and availe, Fr.] (Law) Holding for

profit ;
the epithet for the lowest kind of tenant in the feu-

dal system, implying that he held of a mediate lord, and
not of the king, or in capite.

tPXR'A-VAUNT, ad. [par avant, Fr.] In front. Spenser.

PAR'BOlL, V. a. [L PARBOILED ; pp. PARBOILING, PARBOILED.]
To half-boil ; to boil in part. Bacon.

fPAR'BREAK, (p'ar'brak) v. n. To vomit. Skelton.

fPAR'BREAK, v. a. To eject from the stomach. Bp. Hall.

tPAR'BREAK, (p'ar'brak) n. Vomit. Spenser.

PXR'Btic-KLE,* n. *

(Naut.) A contrivance formed with

ropes, similar to a pair of slings, for hoisting up casks, &c.
Crabb.

PAR'CEL, [p'ar'sel, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Often, in this

country, pronounced p'ar'sl.] n. [parcelle, Fr.] A small
bundle

;
a part ;

a portion ;
a quantity or mass

;
a number

of persons or things, often in contempt.
PAR'CEL, v. a. [{.PARCELLED ;pp. PARCELLING, PARCELLED.]
To divide into portions ; to make up into a mass or bun-
dle. (Naut.) To parcel a seam is to lay canvas over it

and daub it with pitch.

tPAR'CEL-BAwD,* 71. A half-bawd. Shak.

PAR'CE-NA-RY,7t. [parsonnier, Fr.] A holding or occupying
of lands by parceners or coparceners ; joint tenancy.

PAR'CEN-ER, 71. (Law) One who holds an equal share with
others of an inheritance

;
a coparcener ;

a joint owner.

PARCH, v. a.
[i. PARCHED

; pp. PARCHING, PARCHED.] To
burn slightly and superficially ;

to scorch
;
to dry up; to

roast in the ashes, as corn.

PARCH, v. n. To be scorched
;
to become very dry.

PARCHED>* (parch'ed or parcht) p. a. Dried and scorched

by fire.

PARCH'ED NESS, n. State of being dried up. More.

PARCH'MENT, 71. [parchcmin, Fr.] The skin of a sheep or

goat dressed for writing upon. The skin of a calf, and
sometimes that of a kid or lamb, thus dressed, is called
vellum.

PARCH'MENT-MAK-ER, n. One who dresses parchment.
jPAR'CJ-Ty, n. [pardtc, old Fr.

; partita*; L.] Sparingness.
Cotgrave.

PARD, n. [pard, Sax.
; pardus, L.] The leopard : in poe-

try, any spotted beast.

fPAR'DALE, n. Same as pard. Spenser.
PAR'DON, (p'ar'dn) v. a. f pardonner, Fr.] [L PARDONED ; pp.
PARDONING, PARDONED.] To forgive, as an offender; to
set free or clear from penalty ; to excuse

;
to remit

;
to

acquit ;
to absolve. Pardon me is a phrase of civil denial

or slight apology.
PAR'DON, (p'ar'dn) n. [pardon, Fr.] Forgiveness of an of-

fender; forgiveness of a crime
; absolution

;
remission of

penalty ;
an official warrant of penalty remitted.

PAR'DON-A-BLE, (p'ar'dn-a-bl) a. Venial
;
excusable.

PAR'DON-A-BLE-NESS, (par'dn-a-bl-nes) n. Venialness.
PAR'DON-A-BLY, (par'dn-a-ble) ad. Veiiially ; excusably.
PAR'DON-ER, (p'ar'dn-er) n. One who pardons. (Laze) A

retailer of the pope's indulgences. Cowel.

PARE, v. a. [parer, Fr.] [i. PARED ; pp. PARING, PARED.] To
cut off the superficial substance or the extremities

;
to

peel ;
to cut away by little and little; to diminish.

PAR-E-GOR'IC, n. [irafnyoftiK6s.] (Med.) That which allays
pain ;

an assuaging medicinal preparation ; anodyne.
PAR-E-GOR'IC, a. Assuaging; mollifying.
PA-REL'CON,* n. [napi\Kov.] (Rhet.) A figure by which a
word is lengthened by a syllable or word added. Crabb.

PA-REL'LA,* n. (Bot.) A crustaceous lichen. P. Cyc.

PA-REM'BQ-LE,* n. [irapenfloXfi.] (Rhet.) A sort of pa
renthesis, or figure by which a sentence is inserted foi

explanation, that may be removed without injury to the
sense ; called also paremptosis. Brande. [Brande.

PAR-EMP-TU' sis,* n. [vaplpwr&mf.] Same as parcmbule.
PA-REN'JEHY-MA, [pa-ren'ke-ma, W. K. Sm. (Vb. Johnson;

par-en-ki'ma, Ja. rfsh, Crabb, Brande.] n. [irapiyxvHa']
The spongy and cellular tissue of animals and vegetables;
a spongy and porous substance ; pith.

PXR-EN-jeiiYM'A-ToDs, J a. Relating to the parenchyma;
PA-REN'jeHY-MOUS, J spongy; pithy. Grew.

PA-REN'E-SIS, [pa-ren'e-sis, W. K.; pa-re'ne-sis, S. Sm.\
n. [irafjaiveiTis.] Persuasion

; exhortation.

PXR-E-NET'ic,
j
a. [napaivtTiKos.] Containing exhorta-

PXR-E-NET'l-CAL, \
tions

; hortatory; encouraging. Potter.

PAR'ENT, (par'ent) n. [parens, L.] He or she that produces
young ; a father or mother

;
cause

; source.

PAR'ENT-AGE, or PXR'ENT-A^E, [par'ent-aj, S. W. P. J.

E. F.; pa'rent-aj, Ja. ; pa'rent-aj, K. Sm.] n. [parentage,
Fr.] Extraction

;
birth

;
condition with respect to the

rank of parents.

PA-RENT'AL, a. Relating to, or resembling, a parent ;
be-

coming parents ; cherishing, as a parent ; tender.

tPXR-EN-TA'TiON, 71. [parento, L.] Something done or said
in honor of the dead : a word derived from Parentalia,
Roman feasts and sacrifices in honor of deceased par-
ents, &c.

PA-REN'THE-SIS, n. [L. ; irapcvOf.ffis.] pi. PA-REN'TIIE-
s. A series of words inserted in a sentence for expla-
nation, having no grammatical connection with those
which precede or follow : also the marks (thus), enclos-

ing the words inserted.

PXR-EN-THET'IC, ) a. Relating to, or partaking of, pa-
PXR-EN-THET'J-CAL, i

renthesis
; using parentheses.

PXR-EN-THET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In or by a parenthesis.
PA-REN'TI-CIDE,*'?!. The murder or murderer of a parent

Scott.

PAR'ENT-LESS, a. Deprived of parents. Mirror for Mag.
PAR'ER, n. He or that which pares ;

a tool to cut away the
surface. Tusser.

fPXR'ER-(^y, w. [irapd and epyov.] Something unimpor-
tant

; something done by the by. Browne.
PA'RES,* n. pi. [L., pi. of par.] (Law) A man's peers or

equals. Whishaw.

PAR'GAS-"iTE,*n. (Min.) A variety of actinolite. Brande.

fPAR'^ET, 71.
[spargo, L.] Plaster laid upon roofs of rooms ;

gypsum ; paint. Dryden. .

,
v. a. To plaster ;

to paint. Bp. Hall.

,
v. n. To lay paint on the face. B. Jonson

|PAR'^ET-ER, n. A plasterer Barret.

n. A plastered object. Milton.
n. A native of Parga in Albania. Ed. Rev.

PAR-H'LI-QN, or PAR-HEL'IQN, [par-he'le-un, W. P. J.
F. Ja. Sm. ; par-h6'lyun, S. E. K. Wb.~\ n. [irapd and
fjAtoj.] pi. PAR-HE'LI-A. A meteor appearing as a very
bright light near the sun

;
a mock sun.

PAR-HE 'LI-DM,* n. Same as parhelion. Francis.

PA'RI-AII,* n. One of the wretched class of hereditary out-
casts in the south of Hindostan. Murray.

PA-RI'AL, [pa-rl'al, Sm. Wb. Todd; pa're-al, Ja.] n. A cor-

ruption of pair-royal, the name of three cards of a sort in
certain games. Butler.

PA'RI-AN,* a. Belonging to the island of Paros. Ency.
PA-RI'E-TAL, [pa-n'e-tal, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.

,-

par-e-5'tal, Jiati.] a. [paries, L.] Relating to waits or sides,
as of houses

; noting two lateral bones of the skull.

PA-Rl'E-TA-RYjTi. [parietairc, Fr.] A medicinal plant; wall

pellitory.

fPA-Ri'E-Ti'NE, n. A piece of a wall
;
a fragment. Burton.

PAR' IM' FAR,* n. [even, odd.] The game "of even or odd,
among the Romans. Brande.

PAR'JNG, . A cutting; that which is pared off; the rind.

PA'RI PAS' su,* [L.]
" With equal step ;

"
by similar gra-

dation. Macdonncl.

PXR'is, 7i. A plant ; true-love, or one-berry.

PXR'ISH, n. [parochia, low L. ; paroisse, Fr., from the Greek

Mp*i(o.] An ecclesiastical district; the particular charge
of a priest, clergyman, or Christian minister.

PAU'ISH, a. Belonging to a parish ; parochial.

PAR'ISH-CLERK,* (-klirk or-klerk)7{.The lowest officer of

tlie cliurch in a parish in England. Whishaw. See CLERK.

PA-RISH'IQN-AL,* (pa-rlsh'un-al) a. Belonging to a parish ;

parochial. Bp. Hall.

PA-IUSH'ION-ER, (pa-rish'un-er) n. [paroissien, Fr.] One
who belongs to a parish.

PA-RI''!$I-AN,* (pa-rlzh'e-an) n. A native of Paris. Coleridge.

PXR-i-s6L'Q-^Y,*7i. [^-apiffujand \6}o$.] The use of equiv-
ocal words. Campbell.

PAR-I-SYL-LAB'IC,*
|
a. Having an equal number of syl-

PXR-i-syL-LXB'i-CAL,* )
tables. Scott.

PXR'i-TQR, n. A beadle ; a summoner ;
an apparitor. Dryden.

PXR'i-TY, 7i. [parite, Fr.
; paritas, L.] Equality; resem-

blance
;
likeness.

A, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X, fi, T, 6, tJ, Y, snort; A, E, I, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FA"ST, FALL ; HEIR, HER,
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PARK, n. [pare, Fr.] A piece of ground consisting of pas-
ture and woodland, used for the chase or other recrea-

tions, and stored with deer and other animals. (Mil.)
Park of artillery, the whole train of artillery belonging
to an army.

PARK, v. a. To enclose, as in a park. SJiak.

PARK'ER, n. A keeper of a park. Skelton.

PARK'iSH,*a. Relating to, or resembling, a park. Southey.

PARK'-KEEP-ER,* n. One who has the custody of a park.
JMMM.

PAR'LANCE, n. Conversation
;
talk

; discourse. North.

tPARLE, (purl) v.n. [parlcr, Fr.] To talk; to discuss ;
to

parley. Shak.

fPARLE, (p'.irl) 7i. Conversation
; oral treaty ; parley. Shalt.

PARK/LEAVER, (park'lGvz) n. An herb, jiinsworth.

PAR'LEY, (par'le) v. n. [parler, Fr.J [i.
PARLEYED

; pp. PAR-

LEYING, PARLEYED.] To treat by word of mouth; to talk
;

to discuss any thing orally ; to discourse
;
to confer.

PXR'LEY, n. Oral treaty ; talk; conference. Milton.

PAR'LIA-MENT, (piir'le-mcnt) n. [parliamentum, low L.
;

parlemeiit, Fr.] The supreme legislative assembly of Great
Britain and Ireland, consisting of the king, or sovereign,
the house of lords, and house of commons

;
but it is often

used for the two houses only, without the king or sove-

reign.

PAR-LIA-MEN-TA'RJ-AN, n. One who sided with the parlia-
ment against Charles I.

PAR-LIA-MEN-TA'RI-AN, a. Adhering to the parliament in

the time of Charles I.

PAR-LIA-MEN'TA-RY, (p'Ar-le-men'tst-re) a. Relating to par-
liament ; conformed to the rules of parliament.

JPAR-LIA-MEN-TEER', n. Same as parliamentarian. A. Wood,.

PAR'LOR, n. [pat-loir, Fr.] [A room in monasteries where
monks and nuns used to give interviews to their visitors.]
A room in houses, commonly on the first floor, furnished
for the reception of visitors, <fcc.

;
a sitting-room in a pub-

lic house.

fPAR'LOUS, a. Perilous. Bale. Kt;en
;
shrewd. Milton.

IPAR'LOUS-NESS, n. Quicknsss; keenness of temper.
fPAR-MA-CIT'Y,. Corruption ofspermaceti^ which see. Shak.

PAR-ME-SAN', a. [Parmesan, Fr.] Relating to Parma in It-

aly ; applied to a delicate sort of cheese made at Parma.

PAR-NAS'SI-AN,* (par-nash'e-an) a. Relating to Parnassus,
a Grecian mountain

; poetical. Pope.
fPAR'NEL, n. [diminutive of puttanella, It.] A punk; a

slut. Skinner.

PA-Ro'jeiHi-AL, a. [paroclialis, low L.] Belonging to a par-
ish ; parishional.

fPA-R6-jeH}-Xt,'l-TY, n. State of being parochial. Dr. Mar-
riot.

PA-Ro'jeiii-AL-iZE,* v. a. To render parochial ;
to form to

parishes. Brit. Crit.

PA-ROJjeHi-AL-LY, ad. In a parish ; by parishes.
fPA-RO'jeHl-AN, a. Parochial. Bacon.

tPA-Ro'jeni-AN, 7J. A parishioner. Ld. Burlsi<rh.
PA-ROD'IC,* ) a. Relating to, or consisting of, parody.
PA-ROD'I-CAL,* \ Warton.

PAR'O-DIST,* n. One who uses or makes parodies. Ch. Ob.

PXR'Q-DY, n.
[Tr,ip:>6i<i.] A kind of writing, in which the

words of an author are so imitated as to render the com-
position ludicrous, or adapted to anew purpose ;

a turning
of what is serious into burlesque.

PXR'O-DY, v. a. [parodier, Fr.] [i. PARODIED
; pp. PARODY-

ING, PARODIED.] To imitate by parody ;
to burlesque.

PXR'QL, [pir'ol, Sin. R. ; par'ol, Ja. K.] a. Done by word
of mouth ; oral

; as, parol evidence, distinguished from
written evidence.

PA-ROLE', n. [parole, Fr.] Word of honor or promise, par-
ticiilarly by a prisoner of war, conditionally set at large.

PA-ROLE',* a. ^ame as parol. Perry. See PAROL.

XR-O-MOL'o-c^y,* n. (Rhct.) A figure by which an orator
concedes something to an adversary, in order to strength-
en his own argument. Cra,b.

PXR-Q-NO-MA'st-A, (pir-p-ng-ma'zhe-a) n. [ITapuvo Baffin.]
(Rhct.) A figure by which a word is used in different

senses, or similar words are set in opposition to each

other; a play upon words. [More.
PXR-Q-NO-MAS'TI-CAL, a. Belonging to a- paronomasia.
tPXR-p-N5Al'A-SY, 71. Same as paronomasia. B. Jonson.

PAR-Q-NYJCII'I-A,' (par-o-nik'e-a) n. [raped i^x*"-] (Med.) A
whitlow.

PXR'P-NVME,* n. A paronymous word. Smart.

PA-RON'Y-MOUS,* a. [irapMvvims.1 Alike in sound, but dif-

fering in orthography and signification ; as, air and heir :

having the same derivation. Watts.

PA-RON'Y-MY,* n. Quality of b^ing paronymous. Smart.

PXR'Q-QUET, (par'o-ket) n. [perroquet, Fr.] A small spe-
cies of parrot.

PA-ROT'ID, [pa-rot'id, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wl>. ; pa-
ro'tid, P.] a. [irapwri;.] (Anat.) Noting a large gland,
situated under the ear, which secretes saliva ; salivary.

PA-RO'TIS, n. [L. ; irapwrig, Gr.] pi. PA-R5T'i-DES. (Anal.)
A gland under the ear. (Mtd.) A tumor in the parotid
gland.

PXR-Q-Ti'Tis,*n. (Med.) Inflammation of the parotid gland ,

the mumps. Brande.

PAR'PX-YSM, (par'9ks-izm) n. [>ap0ua//o?.] The periodical
exacerbation of a disease

;
a fit or turn of pain or great

suffering ;
convulsion.

PXR-px-YS'MAL,* a. Relating to paroxysms ;
convulsive.

Q. Rev.

PAR'QUET-RY,* n. Inlaid wood-work ; marquetry. Francis.

PARR,* re. The young of the salmon, less than two years
old. Brande.

PAR'RAL, or PAR'REL, n. (Jfaut.) A collar of greased rope,
or trucks, by which the yard is confined to the mast
while it slides up and down.

PXR-RI-cI'DAL, a. [parricida, L.] Relating to, partaking
of, or committing, parricide.

PXR'RJ-CIDE, n. [Fr. ; parricida, L.] The murder of a fa-

ther
;
the murderer of a father; also the murder or mur-

derer of any near relative, as a husband, wife, mother,
&.C., or of a distinguished or sacred person or benefactor.

tPXR-RI-ciD'l-oDs, a. Parricidal. Browne.

PXR'RIED,* (par'rjd)p. a. Warded off; turned aside.

PAR'ROT, n. [perroquet, Fr.] A party-colored bird, having
a hooked bill, and remarkable for imitating the human
voice.

PXR'RpT-FisH,* n. A fish of the Pacific Ocean. Cook.

PXR'ROT-RY,* n. Habit of imitation, as of a parrot. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

PXR'RV, v. n. [parer, Fr.
; paera, Icel.] [i. PARRIED : pp.

PARRYING, PARRIED.] To ward off thrusts; to fence.

PXR'RV, v. a. To turn aside ; to ward off.

PARSE, v. a. [pars, L.] [i.
PARSED ; pp. PARSING, PARSED.]

To resolve by the rules of grammar ;
to resolve into the

grammatical elements, or parts of speech.
PAR'SEE,* n. One of the Persian refugees, Guebres, or fire-

worshippers, driven from Persia by the persecutions of

the Mahometans, now inhabiting parts of India. Brande.

PAR-SI-MO'NJ-QJIS, a. Covetous; too frugal; sparing; pe-
nurious ; avaricious

; niggardly ; miserly.

PAR-SI-MO'NI-OUS-LY, ad. Covetously ; sparingly.
PAR-SI-MO'NI-O US-NESS, T?. Q,uality of being parsimonious.
PAR'si-MO-NY, n. [parsimonia, L.] Excessive frugality;

covetousness
; niggardliness; penuriousness ;

avarice.

PARS'ING,* n. The act of resolving a sentence into gram-
matical elements or parts.

PARS'LEY, (pars'le) n. [persli, Welsh.] A garden plant or

herb. [ parsnep.

PARS'NIP, n. A garden vegetable or root: written also

PAR'SON, (par'sn) n. [ecclesiae persona, L.] A clergyman ;

a priest ;
a minister. (English law) One who has full

possession of all the rights of a parochial church.

PAR'SON-A<^E, (p'ir'sn-aj) n. [The benefice of a parish, dd-

dison.} The house of a parson or clergyman.
PAR'SONED,* (par'snd) a. Furnished with a parson ;

relat-

ing to or done by a parson. Young. [R.]

PAR-SON'IC,* I a. Relating to a parson or clergyman ;

PAR-SON'I-CAT.,* }
clerical. Chesterfield. [R.]

PAR'S ON-isii,* a. Relating to or like a parson. Ch. Lamb.

PAR$ PRO TO' TO,* [L.] (Law) "Part for the whole."
Hamilton.

PART, .. [pars, L.] Something less than the whole ; a por-
tion ; a quantity helping to form a larger quantity ; a

piece ;
a share

;
a division : a member ; particular ;

in-

gredient ; proportional quantity : concern ;
side

; party ;

interest ; particular office : any one of the characters of

a play : business
; duty ; action ;

conduct : something
relating or belonging; reciprocal relation. pi. Qualities,

powers, faculties, or accomplishments: quarters; re-

gions ; districts. In good part, as well done. In ill part,
as ill done. For the most part, commonly.

PART, ad. Partly ;
in some measure. Shak. [R.]

PART, v. a. [i. PARTED ; pp. PARTING, PARTED.] To divide ;

to share
-,
to distribute ; to separate ;

to disunite ; to break
into pieces ;

to keep asunder; to separate or refine, as the

precious metals.

PART, v. n. To be separated; to quit each other; to take
or bid farewell. [partir, Fr.] To go away. To part
with, to quit ;

to resign ;
to lose.

PART'A-BLE, a. That may be parted or divided. Camdcn.

PART'A^E, n. [Fr.] Division
;

act of sharing or parting.
Locke.

PAR-TAKE', v. n. [i. PARTOOK
; pp. PARTAKING, PARTAKEN.]

To take part with others
;
to have a share

;
to partici-

pate ;
to be admitted.

PAR-TAKE', v. a. To share
;
to have part in ; to admit to.

PAR-TAK'EN,* (pjr-ta'kn) p. from Partake. See PARTAKE.

PAR-TAK'ER, 71. One who partakes ;
a partner in posses-

sions ; a sharer
;
an associate

; accomplice.
PAR-TAK'ING, n. Combination; act of taking part.

(Law) Union in some bad design.
fPART'ED, a. Possessing accomplishments. B. Jonson.

PART'ER, n. One who parts or separates.

PAR-TERRE', (piir-tir') n.
[Fr.]

A level piece of ground,
or a system of beds, in which flowers are cultivated, con-

nected together, with intervening spaces for walks.

Ml,MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S&N
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FAR-TilE'xj-XD,* 7i. A poem in honor of a virgin. Har-

rington.
P'AivTHE-NftN,* n. [napOevuv.] The magnificent temple
of Minerva at Athens. Eiicy.

PAR-THE-NO'PI-AN,* n. (Zool.) A genus of crustaceans.
P. Cyc.

PAR'TIAL, (p'ar'shal) a. [Fr.] Inclined antecedently to

favor one party in a cause, or one side of a question,
more than the other ;

biased to one party ;
not impartial :

comprising a part ;
not total

;
not general ; affecting only

one part ; subsisting only in a part.

fPXR'TlAL-IST, n. One who is partial. Bp. Morton.

PAR-TI-AL'I-TY, (par-she-are-te) n. [partialitc, Fr.] State

of being partial ;
an undue bias

; unequal state of the

judgment._
fPAR'TlAL-IZE, (par'shal-Iz) v. a. [partialiscr, Fr.] To
make partial. Shak.

PAR'TIAL-LY, ad. With partiality; in part; not totally.

PXR-TI-BIL'I-TY, n. Divisibility ; separability.

PART'J-BLE', a.' That may be parted or divided
;

divisi-

ble
; separable. Bacon.

PAR'TI-CEPS CRiM'i-NJs* [L.] (Law) A partner in a
crime ; an accomplice. Hamilton.

PAR-TJ^'I-PA-BLE, a. That may be participated. Norris.

PAR-Tlc'l-PANT, a. [Fr.] Sharing ; having share or part.
Bacon.

PAR-TI^'I-PANT, n. A partaker. Warburton.

P.fR-Tl^'1-PATE, v. n. [participo, L.
; participer, Fr.]

[i. PARTICIPATED; pp. PARTICIPATING, PARTICIPATED.]
To partake ; to have share or part.

PAR-TI<? 'J-PATE, v. a. To partake; to have part of; to

share.

PAR-Ti'g-l-PA/TlpN, n. [Fr.] State of sharing ;
act of par-

ticipating ;
a share or part; distribution.

PAR-Tlg'i-PA-TiVE, a. Capable of partaking.

PAR-TI^'I-PA-TOR,* n. One who participates. Smith.

PXR-Ti-ci'P'l-AL, a. [participialis, L.] Having the nature or

form of a participle.

PXR-Ti-cfp'i-AL-IzE,* v. a. To form into a participle.
Richardson.

PAR-TI-CIP'I-AL-LY, ad. In the manner of a participle.

PXR'TJ-CIP-LE, (p'ar'te-sip-pl) n. [participium, L.J (Gram.)
A word derived from a verb, and partaking of the quali-
ties of a verb and an adjective.

PAR'TI-CLE, (p'ar'te-kl) n. [particule, Fr.
; particula, L.]

A minute part or portion ; something very small
;
a

corpuscle; an atom. (Gram.) An indeclinable word or

part of speech, of constant use in sentences
;
an article,

adverb, preposition, or conjunction.
PAR-TIC'V-LAR, a. [particulier, Fr.] Not belonging to the

whole, but to one person ;
not general ;

individual
; one,

distinct from others
;
attentive to minute things; pecu-

liar
; singular ;

odd
; appropriate ;

exclusive
;
close

;
exact

;

nice ; punctual ; specific ; minute
;
circumstantial.

PAR-Tlc'v-LAR, n. A single instance, point, or matter; a

single thing; individual person; a minute division or

part. In particular, peculiarly ; distinctly.

PAR-TIC'V-LAR-J$M,* n. State of being particular ; par-

ticularity. Coleridge. [R.]
PAR-TIC' y-LAR-Isf,* 71. (Theol.) One who holds the doc-

trine of God's particular decrees of salvation and repro-
bation: also a Baptist who adheres to particular com-
munion. Brande.

PAR-TiC-y-L,AR'l-TY, n. [particularite, Fr.] duality of

being particular ;
exactness

;
distinct notice or enumera-

tion ; petty account ; something peculiar.

PAR-TIC-V-LAR-I-ZA'TION,* n. Act of particularizing.

Coleridge. [R.]_
PAR-Tlc'V-LAR-lZE, v. a. [particulariser, Fr.] [i. PARTICU-

LARIZED; pp. PARTICULARIZING, PARTICULARIZED.] To
mention distinctly ;

to detail
;
to show minutely.

PAR-Tlc'y-LAR-lZE, v. n. To be particular. Herbert.

PAR-TIC'V-LAR-LY, ad. In a particular manner; distinctly.

fPAR-Tlc'v-LATE, v. 7i. To make mention singly; to

particularize. Camden.

PART'ING, n. Division; separation. (Chem.) A separa-
tion of gold and silver from each other. (Naut.) State
of being driven from the anchors, when a ship has
broken her cable.

PAR'TI-AN, (par'te-zan) [pir'te-zan, S. W. P. J. F. Ja.
Sm. ; par-te-zan', jfiTJ

n. [pertuisane, Fr. fA kind of

pike or halberd. Shak.] [partisan, Fr.] An adherent to a

party or faction; a follower; a disciple : the com-
mander of a detachment of an army: a commander's
leading staff. Ainsworth.

PAR'TI-SXN-SHIP,* n. The zeal or feeling of partisans.
Q. Rev.

PXR'TITE,* a. (Bot.) Divided
; separated. Smart.

PAR-TI"TIQN, (par-tish'un) n. [Fr. ; partitio, L.] Act of

dividing; state of being divided; that which divides;
division ; separation ; separate part.

PAR-Tl"TIQN, (par-tish'un) v. a. [i. PARTITIONED
; pp.

'PARTITIONING, PARTITIONED.] To separate by partition ;

to divide.

PAR'TI-TlVE,*n. (Gram.] A partitive word. Adam.
PAR'TI-TIVE,* a. Distributive

; making distribution
Adam.

PAR'Tl-TlVE-LY,* ad. Distributively. Adam.
fPXRT'LET, n. A ruff or band formerly worn by women:

a hen. Shak.

PART'LY, ad. In some measure or degree ;
in part.

PART'NER, n. One who is associated with another, as in

trade, or as a husband or wife: a partaker; sharer;
associate : one who dances with another.

fPART'NER, v. a. To join ;
to associate as partner. Shak.

PART'NER-SHIP, n. Joint interest or property ;
the union

of two or more in the same trade, business, or concern.

PAR-TOOK', (par-tuk')p. from Partake. See PARTAKE..

PAR'TRJDGE, n. [perdrix, Fr.
; petris, Welsh.] A well-

known bird of game.
PAR'TRIDGE-WOOD,* (-wud) 71. A kind of wood much
esteemeu for cabinet work. P. Cyc.

PARTS,* 71. pi. Faculties ; abilities
;
mental accomplish-

ments : quarters; regions; districts. Lowth. See PART.

fPXRT^VRE, (part'yur) n. Departure. Spenser.

PAR-Tu'Rl-EN-cy,* n. Parturition. Grant.
[R.]

PAR-TU'RI-ENT, a. [parturiens, L.] Bringing forth; about
to bring forth.

PXR-Ty-Rl"TlON, (par-tu-rish'un) n. [parturio, L.] Act of

bringing forth young ;
childbirth

; delivery.

PAR'TY, n. [parti, partic, Fr.] A number of persons in a com-
munity united in opinion or design in opposition to

others ;
a body of men united under some leader, or

leaders, in politics, religion, or other matter of interest
;
a

faction: one of two litigants: one concerned in any
affair: side; cause: a select assembly: particular

person ;
a person distinct from or opposed to another :

a detachment of soldiers from the main body.
PAR'TY,* a. Pertainin.g to a party or sect ; partial ; as," a party measure." Ch. Ob.

PAR'TY-cSi/QRED, (-kul'urd) a. Having diversity of
colors. Shak.

PAR'TY-JU-RY, n. (Law) A jury composed of one half

natives, and one half foreigners.

PAR'TY-MXN, n. ; pi. PARTY-MEN. A man devoted to the
interests of a party ;

a factious person.

PXR'TY-SplR'jT,* i. The temper or spirit of partisans.

Coleridge.

PAR'TY-SPIR'IT-ED,* a. Having the spirit of party. CA.

Ob.

PXR'TY-WALL, n. A wall that separates two houses.

PA-RU'LIS,* 7i. (Med.) A gum boil. Brande.

PAR'rE-Ntf',* n. [Fr.] One who has recently come into

notice ;
an upstart. Brit. Crit.

\P'AR'ris,n. [Fr.] A church or church porch. Chaucer.

PAR'VISE,* n. [parvisa, L.] An afternoon's exercise, or

moot, for the instruction of young students. Whishaw.

fPXR'vl-TUDE, n. [parvus, L.] Littleness; minuteness.
Glanville.

fPAR'vi-TY, n. Littleness; minuteness. Ray.
PAS, (p

:

a) n. [Fr.] A step; a pace; precedence. Arbuth-
not.

fPXsjEH, (pask) n. [pasque, old Fr.
; paska, Goth.

; Trao-^a,

Gr.] The passover ;
the feast of Easter. Widiffe.

PXs'jeilAL, (pas'kal) a. [old Fr. ; paachalis, L.] Relating to

the passover ; relating to Easter.

PXsH'-fiGG, (prisk'eg) n. An egg dyed or stained, pre-
sented about Easter. [North of England.]

PASH'-FLOW-ER, (pask-) See PASQUE-FLOWER.
fPXsn, v. a. [THUW, iraivu.] To strike

;
to push against.

Shak.

fPXsH, 71. A blow
;
a stroke. Sherwood.

PA-SHA',* PA SHA'LIC.* See PACHA, and PACHAHC.
PXs-l-GRXPH'lC,* ) a. Relating to pasigraphy. Classical

PXs-i-GKXPH'i-CAL,* \
Journal.

PA-stG'RA-PHY,* n. [vas and ypd^w.] An imaginary uni-

versal language, designed to be spoken and written by
all nations. Brande.

PASQUE'-FLOW-ER, (pask'flba-er) 7J. The caster-flower;
anemone.

fPXs'QUlL, (pas'kwjl) n. Same as pasquinade. Taller.

tPXs'QUJL, (pas'kwjl) v. a. To lampoon. Burton.

PXs'QUi-LXNT,* n. A lampooner. Coleridge. [R.]

tPXs'QUlL-LER, n. A lampooner. Burton.

PXs'QUiN, n. [Pasquino, a statue at Rome.] Pasquinade.

Dryden.. See PASQUINADE.
PAs'QUlN, v. a. To lampoon ;

to pasquinade. Swift.

PXs-QUlN-ADE', n. [pasquinata, It.] A satirical writing, so

called from the name (Pasqvino) given to a mutilated

statue of a gladiator in Rome, on which it was usual to

paste satirical papers ;
a lampoon.

PXs-QUlN-ADE',* v. a. To lampoon ;
to vilify. Smart..

PASS, v. n. [passer, Fr.
; passus, L.J [i.

PASSED ; pp. PASS-

ING, PASSED, or PAST. Pass is a regular verb ; and past,

for passed, is a correct pronunciation, but a wrong orthog-

raphy for the proper participle, though a correct orthog-

raphy for the adjective, preposition, and voun. Smart. See

PAST.] To move onward ;
to be progressive ;

to proceed ;to divide. PAST.] To move onward ;
to be progressive ;

to proceed ;

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, E, !f, o, tf, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; IIIR, HER
,
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to be current ; to vanish ; to occur
; to be enacted ;

to be

transacted. To pass away, to be lost
;
to glide off; to

vanish.

PAss, v. a To go beyond ; to go through ;
to exceed ;

to

spend ;
to live through ; to cause to move onward ;

to

transfer ; to utter: to enact
; to give authority to : to

omit ; to admit
; to allow : to thrust

;
to surpass. To

pass away, to spend ; to waste. To pass by, to excuse ;
to

forgive ;
to neglect. To pass over, to omit; to let go un-

regarded.
PAss, n. A narrow entrance

;
an avenue ; passage ; road :

a permission to go or come any where ; a permit j
an order

by which a person is passed onward to some other desti-

nation, as a slave or pauper: push ;
thrust in fencing :

state; condition.

PAss'A-BLE, a. [passable, Fr.] That may be passed or trav-

elled over
; that may pass without objection ;

current
;

tolerable
;
allowable.

PXss'A-BLY, ad. Tolerably ; moderately.
PAS-SA'DO, [pas-sa'do, S. W. P. J. E. F.; pas-si'do, J. K.

Sm.] n. [passata, It.
; passade, Fr.] A pass in fencing ;

a

push ;
a thrust. S/iak.

PAs'SA<^E, 7i. [Fr.] Act of passing; travel ; course; jour-

ney ; ferriage ;
sum paid for passing ;

a way over water
;

a voyage made over the sea or other water ;
movement

from place to place ;
road

; way ;
entrance or exit ; liberty

to pass : occurrence ;
unsettled state. Temple. Incident ;

transaction. Hayward. Management ;
conduct. JDavics.

Part of a book ; single place in a writing. Addition. The
passing or enactment of a law or bill by a legislative body.
Marshall.

PXs'sANT, a. [passant, Fr.] (Tier.) Walking, as a beast,

[jdirsory ;
careless. Barrow.] En passant, (ang'-p'as-

sang) [Fr.] By the way ; slightly.

PAss'-BooK,* (-buk) 7i. A book in which a merchant, or

trader makes an entry of goods sold to a customer. Bou-
vier.

PASSED, (p^st) t. &. p. from Paw*. See PASS.

PAS'SEN-(^ER, n. [pasnagcr, Fr.] A traveller ;
one who is

upon a journey, on the road, or in a vehicle on land, or
in a vessel on water

; a wayfarer.
PXs-SEN-GER-FAL'cON, (-fa/kn) n. A migratory hawk.
PASSE-PAR-TdUT1

,* (pa~s-par-t6') 71. [Fr.J Master-key:
A plate or wood-block used by an engraver. Brande.

PAss'ER, 7i._One who passes ;
a passenger. Carew.

PAss'ER-BY,* n. One who passes by. Coleridge.

PXs'sE-RiNE,* n. (Ornith.} One of an order of birds, in-

cluding the sparrow. Brande.

PXS'SE-RINE,* a. Noting a class of birds, which include the

sparrow. P. Cyc,

PXs-si-BfL'l-TY," n. [passibilite, Fr.] Quality of being pas-
sible

; passibleness.
PXs'si-BLE, a. [Fr. ; passibilis, L.] That may feel or suf-

fer
; susceptible, of suffering or of impressions from exter-

nal agents. Hooker.

PXs'si-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being passible.

PAs-si-FLo'RA,* n. (Bot.} A genus of flowers ;
the passion-

flower. Crabb.

PAS'SIM,*- ad. [L.] Everywhere; here and there; used
as a word of reference. Hamilton.

PAss'lNG, p. a. Surpassing ;
eminent. Fairfax. [R.]

PAss'iNG, ad. Exceedingly ; as,
"
passing strange." Shak.

PAss'iNG,* n. The act of going by.
PASSING- BELL, 7i. A bell tolled at the death of a person ;

formerly rung to obtain prayers for the dying, now rung
after decease.

fPAss'lNG-LY, ad. Exceedingly ; surpassingly. Wicliffe.

PAss'iNG- N6TE,* n. (Mus.} A softening note between two
others ;

a grace wherein two notes are connected by
smaller intervening notes. Brande.

PXs'siQN, (pash'un) n. [Fr. ; passio, L.] Any effect caused

by external agency ;
mental excitement

;
violent or strong

emotion of the mind; love; anger; grief; fear; zeal;
ardor; eagerness: passibleness; suffering; emphati-
cally, the last suffering of Christ. Acts.

fPAs'siON, (pash'un) v. n. [pasxionner, Fr.] To be extremely
agitated. Shak.

'

PXs'siON-A-RY, (pash'iin-a-re)??. [passionnaire, Fr.] A book

describing the sufferings of saints and martyrs. Warton.

PXs'siON-ATE, (pash'un-at) a. [passionnc, Fr.] Moved by
passion ; feeling or expressing great emotion of mind

;

easily moved to anger; irascible ; excitable ; angry ;
has-

ty; hot-tempered.
j-PXs'siON-ATE, v. a. To affect or express with passion.

Spenser.
PXs'siON-ATE-LY, (pash'un-at-le) ad. In a passionate man-

ner
;
with passion ; angrily.

PXs'siON-ATE-NESS, 7i. State of being passionate.

fPXs'siONED, (pash'urid) a. Disordered; excited. Spenser.

P&S'SION-FLOW-ER, (pish'un-flbu-er) n. A twining plant,
of several varieties, (genus passiflora,) with showy flow-
ers.

PXs'siON-LESS, a. Void of passion ;
cool.

PAs'siQN-WEEK, (pash'un-wek) n. The week before Eas-

ter, in which the sufferings and crucifixion of Christ are
commemorated

PAs'siVE, (pas'sjv) a. [passif, Fr.
; pa.tsicus, L.] Receiving

impression from some external agent j unresisting; not
opposing; suffering; not acting; not active; quiescent;
submissive; patient. (Gram.) Having that form, as a
v;:rb, by which the accusative of the active voice be-
comes the nominative

; as, doccor, I am taught.
PXs'siVE-LY, (pas'sjv-le) ad. In a passive manner; with-
out agency. (Gram.} According to the form of a verb
passive.

PAs'siVE-Nfiss, n. Quality of being passive ; passibility j

patience ;
calmness.

PAs-siv'!-TY, 7i. Passiveness. Hammond. [R.]
PASS'LESS, a. Having no passage. Cowlcy.
PAss'd-VER, n.

[pasc/ia, L.] A festival among the Jews
which derives its English name from God's passing over
the houses of the Israelites, and sparing their first-born,
when those of the Egyptians were put to death

;
the sac-

rifice killed.

PAss-PA-ROLE',* n. [passe-parole, Fr.] A command, given
at the head of an army, to be passed on to the rear

; pass-

word.^ Smart.

PAss'PORT, n. [passe-port, Fr.] A warrant of protection
and authority to travel, granted to persons moving from

place to place ; permission of passage.
PAss'-woRD,* ipls'wurd) 71. A word used as a signal ;

a
watchword. Q. Rev.

PAss'woRT,* (pis'wiirt) n. A plant ; palsywort. Booth.

PXs'SY-MEA'yRE, (pls'se-mezh-ur) n. [passamezzo,lt.] An
old, stately kind of dance

;
a cinque-pace. Sliak.

PAST, p. a. & a. [from Pass. See PASS.] Having formerly
been

; not present ;
not to come ; spent ; gone by.

PAST, 71. The time gone by ; past time. Fenton.

PAST, prep. Beyond; above; after; more than. Some-
times incorrectly used for by ; as, "to go past." Mrs.
Hemans.

PASTE, (past) n. [old Fr.J Any thing mixed up so as to be vis-

cous and tenacious : flour and water mingled for cement
or for food : artificial mixture, in imitation of gems or

precious stones.

PASTE, v. a. [paster, Fr.] [i. PASTED ; pp. PASTING, PASTED.]
To cement or fasten with paste.

PASTE'BOARD, (past'bord) n. Thick, stiff paper, made by
macerating paper or other substance, and casting it in

moulds, or by pasting sheets of paper together.

PASTE'BOARD, (past'bSrd) a. Made of pasteboard.
PAS'TEL, n. [Fr.] An herb or plant ;

woad
;
a dyestuff al-

lied to indigo : a colored crayon.
PXs'TERN, n. [pasturon, old Fr.] The part of a horse's

foot under the fetlock to the heel : a patten. Dryden.
PASTICCIO, (pas-tich'6) n. [It.] An oglio ;

a medley.
(Painting} A picture painted by a master in a style differ-

ent from his customary style. Brande.

PAs'TiL, 7^ [pastillus, L.] Lozenge or roll of paste: a

crayon. See PASTEL, and PASTILLJE.

PAs'TlL,*T\ a. To administer or treat with pastils. Qu. Rev.
PAs-TlLLE'* n. [pastille, Fr.] A roll of paste hardened,
as those which are made of sweet-scented resins and ar-

omatic woods for perfuming chambers; a pastil: a su-

gared confection. Ure.

PAs'TiME, 7i. [pass and time.] Sport; amusement; diver

sion
; recreation ; play; entertainment.

fPAs'TlME, r. n. To sport; to take pastime. Huloet.

PAs'TQR, n. [pastor, L.
; pasteur, Fr.] A shepherd. Dryden.

A clergyman or minister who has the care of a flock.

PAS'TOR-A^E,* n. The office or jurisdiction of a pastor.
Month. ROD.

PAs'TQR-AL, a. [pastoralis, L.] Relating to a pastor; re-

lating to a shepherd ;
rural

; relating to the care of souls.

PAs'TOR-AL, 71. A poem descriptive of shepherds and their

occupations, or of a country life
;
an idyl ;

a bucolic
;
a

book relating to the care of souls.

PAS-TOR-A'LE,* n. [It.] (Mus.) An air of a pastoral char-

acter
;
a figure of a dance. Smart.

PAs'TQR-AL-LY,* ad. In the manner of a pastor. Smart.

PAs'TQR-ATE,* n. The office or body of pastors. EC. Rev.

PAs'TQR-LESS,* a. Destitute of a pastor. Dr. Allen.

PAs'TQR-LiKE, a. Becoming or like a pastor. Milton.

PAs'TpR-LlNG,* n. An inferior pastor. Bp. Hall.

PAs'TQR-LY, a. Becoming or like a pastor. Milton.

PAs'TQR-siklP, ?i. The office or rank of a pastor. Bp. Bull.

PAS'TRY, n. Food made of or with paste, as pies, tarts, &c.

baked paste.

PAS'TRY-COOK, (pas'tre-kvik) n. One who makes and sells

pastry, or things baked in paste.

PAsT'v-RA-BLE, (pist'yu-ra-bl) a. Fit for pasture.
PAsT'v-RAGE, n, [old Fr.] The business of feeding cattle;

lands grazed by cattle
; grass or feed for cattle.

PAsT'VRE, (p&st'yur) n. [pasture, old Fr.] Food for cattle
;

land grazed by cattle
;
act of feeding. [fHuman culture.

Dryden.]
PAST'URE, (p&st'yur) v. a. [i. PASTURED; pp. PASTURING,

PASTURED.] To feed on grass ;
to place in a pasture.
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PAsT'yRE, r. re. To graze or feed on grass. Qower. [greve.
PAST'VRE-LXND,* n. Land appropriated to pasture. Con-

||PXs'TY, or PAS'TY, [pas'te, S. W. E. F. Ja. K. ; pas'te, P.

_Sm. Wb,] n. A pie of crust raised without a dish. Shak.

PAS'TY,* a. Resembling or like paste ; doughy. Maun-
der.

PAT, a. [pas, Teut.] Fit; convenient; exact. " It lieth in

pat allusion." Barrow. [Colloquial.]
PAT, ad. Just in the nick

; exactly ; fitly. SJiak. [Collo-
quial.]

PIT, n. [patte, Fr.] A light, quick blow; a tap; a small

lump of matter beaten into shape with the hand.

PAT, v. a.
[i. PATTED

; pp. PATTING, PATTED.] To strike

lightly ;
to tap. Bacon.

PA-TApJfE', (pa-tash') 71. [Fr.] A small, light ship or ves-
sel

;
a sort of stage-coach.

PAT-A-COON', n. [patacon, Sp.] A Spanish coin worth
somewhat more than a dollar.

PAT-A-GO'NI-AN,* n. A native of Patagonia. Murray.
PlT-A-viN'i-TY,* re. A provincial idiom in speech, so named
from the idiom of Licy, the historian, from his being
born in the provincial town of Patavium. Brande.

PXTCii, M.
[ pe^^o, It.] A piece sewed on to cover a hole : a

piece inserted in variegated work : a small spot of black
silk put on the face : a small parcel, as of land

;
a small

piece ;
a part.

PATCH, . a. [pudtzer, Dan.
; pezzare, It.] [i.

PATCHED ; pp.
PATCHI.\o, PATCHED.] To put a patch on ;

to cover with a

patch ;
to mend clumsily ;

to make with patches or pieces.

PXTCH'ER, n. One who patches ; a botcher.

PATCH'E-RY, n. Botchery; bungling work. Shale. [R.]

PATCH'WORK, (pach'wiirk) ?. Work or something com-
posed of pieces ; a made-up, clumsy thing.

PATCH' Y,* a. Full of patches. Jlthenamm.

PATE, n. The head. Spenser. [Now used in ridicule.]

PAT'ED, a. Having a pate. It is used only in composition ;

as, \ong-pated, cunning; shaUow-pated, foolish.

PXT-E-FAc'TipN, n. [patefactio, L.] Act or state of open-
ing. Pearson.

PA-TEL'LI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a dish. Smith.

PA-TEL'LA* n. [L.] pi. L. PA-TEL'LJE; Eng. PA-T'EL'-
LAS. The cap of the knee ; the knee-pan : a univalve
shell-fish. Crabb.

PXT'EL-LlTE,* n. The fossil remains of the patella. Ure.

PXT'EN, n. [patina, L.] A stand or saucer for a chalice
to rest on : a vessel on which the sacramental bread is

placed : a plate. See PATTEN.
jjPXT'ENT, or PA'TENT, [pat'ent, S. P. J. E. F. K. Sm.
Wb. ; pat'ent or pa'tent, W. Ja'.] a.

[ patens, L. ; patent, Fr.]

Spreadingj as a leaf; apparent; manifest -. secured by
a patent : open to the perusal of all ; as, letters patent.

IJPXT'ENT, n. A writ or privilege granted by authority, con-

veying to a person the sole right to make use, or dispose
of some new invention or discovery, for a limited period.

fjPXT'ENT,* V. 0. [i. PATENTED ; pp. PATENTING, PATENT-

ED.] To secure by patent. Bouvier.

||PXT-EN-TEE', n. One who holds a patent.
PAT'E-RA* n. [L.] pi. PAtfE-R*:. A goblet; a broad
bowl. Crabb.

PA-TER'NAL, a. [paternus, L. ; paternel, Fr.] Relating to,
or becoming, a father

; fatherly ;
kind

;
derived from a fa-

ther; hereditary.
PA-TER'NI-TY, 7i. [patemite, Fr.] The quality, state, or re-

lation of a father
; fathership.

PA'TER-N&S'TER, n. [L., our Father.] The Lord's

prayer. (Jlrck.) A sort of ornament in the shape of

beads, or of an oval form.

PATH, n. ; pi. PATHS. Way ;
road

;
track

; any passage ;

usually, a narrow way.
PATH, V. a. [i. PATHED

; pp. PATHING, PATHED.] To gO
over

; to cause to go ;
to make way for. Shak.

PATH-E-MAT'lc,* a. [iradrifjia.] Suffering. Chalmers. [R.]
PA-THET'IC, ) a. [iradriTiicos.] Relating to pathos; af-

PA-THET'J-CAL, \ fecting the passions ;
addressed to the

passions ; moving; affecting ; touching ; exciting the feel-

ings.

PA-THET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a pathetic manner.

PA-TIIET^-CAL-NESS, ?i. Quality of being pathetic.
PATH'FLY, n. A fly found in footpaths.
PXTH'ic,* n. A person abused contrary to nature. Drayton.
PATH'LKSS, a. Destitute of a path; untrodden.
PA-THOG'E-NY,* n. (Med.) The production of disease.

Dunglison.
Pv-THOG-NQ-MON'jc,a. [raflo; v^ovi^g.} (Med.} Applied

to symptoms which are peculiar to particular diseases, and
by which they are recognized ; not merely symptomatic.

PA-THOG'NQ-MY,* n. [naOos and
yi/w/jr?.] The expression

of the passions; the science of the signs by which the
state of the passions is indicated

; the natural language
or operation of the mind, as indicated by the motions of
the soft and mobile parts of the body. Combe. [Blount.

PATH-Q-LOG'IC,* a. Relating to pathology ; pathological.

PXTH-Q-LO^'j-CAL, fl. Relating to pathology ; pathologic.
PA-Tii6L'Q-GisT, n. One who treats of pathology.

PA-THOL'Q-GY, n. [v&%g and Ao>o?.] (Med.} The doctrine
of diseases, together with their causes, effects, and differ-
ences ;

a treatise on diseases.

PATH-Q-POE'IA* (path-o-pS'ya) n. (Rhet.} A figure of
speech by which the passions are moved. Crabb.

PA'THOS, n. [>utf?.] Passion; vehemence of feeling ; ex-

pression of deep feeling ; that which excites the emotions,
especially the tender emotions of the mind.

PATH'WAY, n. A road
;
a narrow way to be passed on foot.

fPXT'1-BLE, a. That may be suffered. Bailey.
PA-TiB'u-LA-RY, a. [patibulaire, Fr., from patibulum, L.]

Relating to a cross, gibbet, or gallows.
PA'TIENCE, (pa'shens) n. [Fr. ; patientia, L.] Quality of

being patient; act of suffering without complaint; calm
endurance; resignation; perseverance; continuance of
labor. (Bot.) An herb or plant.

PA'TIENT, (pa'shent) a. [patient, Fr. ; patient, L.] Pos-
sessed of patience ; suffering pain, affliction, hardship, or
insult with equanimity ; calm; persevering; not hasty.

PA'TIENT, (pa'shent) n. [Fr.] That which receives impres-
sions from external agents ;

an invalid : a person suffer-

ing under disease
; commonly used of the relation between

a sick person and a physician. [inson.
tPA'TlENT, (pa'shent) v. a. To compose to patience. Rob-
PA'TIENT-LY, (pa'shent-le) ad. With patience ;-calmly
PAT'IN, re. [patina, L.] See PATEN, and PATTEN.
PX T'I-NA* re. [L.] (JVk*ima*e) The fine rust with which
coins become covered by lying in certain soils. Brande.

PAT'LY, ad. Commodiously ; fitly. Barrow. See PAT.

PAT-'NESS, n. Convenience
; suitableness. Barrow.

PATOIS,* (pat-wa') n. [Fr.] A dialect peculiar to the peas-
antry or lower classes; a rustic or provincial dialect.
Brande.

PA'TREtf C8N-sCRlp'Ti,*pl. [L.]
"
Conscript fathers;"

the senators of ancient Rome. Hamilton.

PA'TRl-ARjEH, (pa'tre-ark) 71. [patriarclta, L.] One who
governs by paternal right, applied in general to the an-
cient fathers of mankind

;
the father or head of a family :

a dignity of the highest rank in the Oriental churches,
superior to archbishops.

PA-TRI-AR'JEHAL, (pa-tre-ar'kal) a. Belonging to patriarchs ;

such as is or was possessed or enjoyed by patriarchs.

PA-TRl-XR'jeHATE,(pa-tre-ar'kat)?*. [patriarchal, Fr.] The
o_ffice, dignity, rank, or jurisdiction of a patriarch.

fPA'TRl-ARjEH-DOM,* n. Dominion of a patriarch. Milton.

PA-TRI-AR.EH'{C,* a. Patriarchal. Bryant.
PA'TRi-ARjeH-isM,* n. Patriarchal state or religion. CA. Ob
PA'TRl-ARjeH-SHiP, n. Same. as patriarchate.

PA'TRI-AR-JEHY, . Patriarchate. Brerewood.

PA-TRI"CIAN, '(pa-trish'an) n. [patricius, L.] One of the

nobility, among the ancient Romans
;
a nobleman :

one who is versed in or adheres to patristic theology.
Coleridge. [beian.

PA-TRI"CIAN, (pa-trish'an) a. Noble, senatorial ; not ple-

PA-TRI"CIAN-IM,* n. The rank or character of patricians.
EC. Rev.

PXT-Ri-cI'DAL,,* a. Relating to patricide ; parricidal. Booth.

PAT'R|-clDE,*7i. The murder or murderer of a father; par-
ricide. Booth.

PAT-RI-MO'NI-AL, a. Relating to a patrimony ; possessed
by inheritance ;

claimed by right of birth
; hereditary.

PAT-RI-MO'NI-AL-LY, ad. By inheritance.

PAT'RI-MQ-NY, n.
[ patrimonium, L.] A right or estate in-

herited from one's fathers
; a patrimonial estate.

||PA'TRI-<?T, [pa'tre-ot, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.; pat'-

re-ot, Wb. Reeg.] n.
{ patriote, Fr., from patria, L.] One

who loves and faithfully serves his country. It is some-
times used ironically for a factious disturber of the gov-
ernment.

|PA'TRi-QT, a. Actuated by the love of one's country.

JPA-TRI-OT'IC, or PAT-RJ-OT'|C, [pa-tre-ot'ik, E. Ja. K.
Sm.; pat-re-ot'jk, J. F. R. Wb.} a. Relating to or full of

patriotism.

UPA-TRI-OT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a patriotic manner. Burke

JJPA'TRI-OT-ISM, [pa'tre-ot-Izm, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K
Sm. R.; pat're-ot-I/.m, Wb.] n. Love of one's country;
zeal for one's country.

PA-TRl-pAs'siAN,* (pa-tre-pash'an) 71. (Theol.} One who
holds that God the Father himself suffered on the cross.

Brande. [Clissold.

PA-TRi-pXs'siAN-i'ijflvi,* n. The tenets of the Patripassians.

PA-TRi's'Tic,*' ) a. Relating to the Fathers of the primi-

PA-TRIS'TI-CAL,* \
tive Christian church. Brit. Grit.

Patristic theology, the theology of the early Christian

Fathers.

tPA-TR09'l-NATE.*r. a. [patrocinor, L.] To patronize. Diet.

JPA-TRO^-I-NA'TION, re. Countenance ; support. Bp. Hall.

tPAT'RO-ciN-Y, re. Patronage ; support. Waterhonse.

PA-TRdL', n. [patrouillc, Fr.] The act of going the

rounds, in the streets of a garrison town, to repress dis-

order; the persons or soldiers who go the rounds.

PA-TROL', v. n. [patrouiller, Fr.] [i. PATROLLED; pp. PA-

TROLLING, PATROLLED.] To go round a place or district aa

a patrol.
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PA-TROL',* v. a. To pass through ; to go round, as a guard.
Jisk.

||PA'TR9N, [pa'trun, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; pat'-

run, Wb.\ n. [Fr. ; patronus, L.] One who patronizes,
countenances, supports, or protects : a guardian saint :

one who has the donation of ecclesiastical preferment.
IIPA'TRQN,* a. Affording tutelary aid. Warburton.

PAr'RQN-A^E, [pat'run-aj, S. W. P. J. E. F. K.; pa'trun-
aj, Ja. Sm.] n. [Fr.] Act of patronizing; support; pro-
tection ; guardianship: donation of a benefice ; right o

conferring a benefice.

tPAT'RQN-A^E, r. a. To patronize. Shak.

PAT'RQ-NAL, [pat'r9-nal, W. P.J. E. F.; pa-tro'nal, S.Ja.;
pa'trun-al, K. Sin.] a. [Fr. ; patronus, L.J Relating to, or

acting as, a patron; protecting; supporting.
PA'TRON-ESS, [pa'trun-es, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; pat'run-cs,

S. K. Wb.~\ n. A female patron, or a female who patron-
izes, defends, countenances, or supports.

||PAT'RQN-IZE, [pat'run-iz, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ; pa'trun-
Iz, Sm."] o. a. [i. PATRONIZED; pp. PATRONIZING, PATRON-

IZED.] To protect ;
to support ;

to defend
;
to countenance.

IIPAT'RPN-IZ-ER, n. One who patronizes or supports.
PA'TRQN-LESS, a. Having no patron. Shaftesbury.
PAT-Rp-NYM'jc, n. [iraTpovvniKos.] A name formed from

the name of a father or ancestor; as, Pelides, the son of
Peleus

; Fitzjames, the son of James.

PAT-RQ-NYM'IC,* a. Derived, as a name, from an ancestor ;

patronymical. Dr. Black.

PAT-RC-NYM'I-CAL,* a. Expressing the name of a father
or ancestor

; patronymic. Robertson.

PA-TROON',* n. [patroon, D.J A large landed proprietor,
holding estates occupied by a tenantry. Barnard. [Local,

PAT-TEE',* n. (Her.) A cross, small in the middle and
wide at the ends. Crabb.

PAT'TEN, n. [patin, Fr.J The foot or base, as of a pillar:
a shoe of wood with an iron ring, worn under the sole

of the common shoe by women, to keep them from the
dirt or water.

PAT'TEN-MAK-ER, n. One who makes pattens.
PAT'TER, v. n. [patte, Fr.] [i. PATTERED ; pp. PATTERING,
PATTERED.] To strike with a quick succession of small

sounds, as the quick steps of many feet, or the beating
of hail.

PAT'TER, v. a. [paetra, Sw.
; patteren, Arm.] To recite or

repeat hastily. Chaucer. [R.]
PAT'TERN, n. [patron, Fr.

; patroon, D.] The original pro-
posed for imitation ; archetype ;

that which is to be cop-
ied ; a model

;
an exemplar: a specimen ;

a part shown
as a sample of the rest

; an instance : a shape or form cut
in paper, &c.

PAT'TERN, v. a. [patronner, Fr.] To imitate, as from a
pattern ;

to copy ;
to serve as an example. Shak.

PAT'TY, n. [pate, Fr.] A little pie ; as, a veal-patty.
PAT'TY-PAN, n. A pan to bake a little pie in.

PAT.'v-LOOs,* a. Spreading ; expanded. London.

tPAu-ciL'p-QUENT,* a. Using few words. Ash.

PAu-ciL'p-QUY, n. [pauciloquium, L.] Sparing and rare

speech. Bailey. [R.J
PAu'ci-Ty, n.

[ paucitas, L.] Fewness; smallness of num-
ber ; smallness of quantity.

PAu'Li-AN-isT,* n. (Theol.) A follower of Paul of Samos-
ata, a divine of the third century. Brandt.

PAy-Li"ci-AN,* (paw-lish'e-an) n. One of a sect of Chris-

tians, named from their leader Paulus, whose history is

interwoven with that of the Greek church of the 9th and
10th centuries. Brande.

PAy'LiNE,* a. Relating to St. Paul. Coleridge.
jPAUM, (pam) v. a. To palm. Swift. See PALM.
fPAUNCE, (pans) n. A pansy. Spenser. See PANSY.
PAUNCH, (pinch or pawnch) [panel), W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm.;
pawnch, S. E. K.} n.

[ panse, Fr.] The belly ;
the abdomen.

PAUNCH, v. a. To exenterate
;
to eviscerate. Shak.

PAu'PER, n. [L.] A poor person ; one who is supported by
alms, or by public provision.

PAy'PER-lM, n. State of being a pauper; poverty ; condi-
tion of paupers which requires a legal provision.

PAU'PER-IZE,* V. a.
[i. PAUPERIZED

; pp. PAUPERIZING,
PAUPERIZED.] To reduce to pauperism ; to treat as pau-
pers. CA. Ob.

PAuE, (pawz) n. [Fr. ; pausa, low L.
; Travu, Gr.] A stop;

a place or time of intermission ; suspense ; cessation : a

mark, thus ( ), for suspending the voice: a stop in music.

PAuE, v. n.
[i. PAUSED ; pp. PAUSING, PAUSED.] To wait;

to stop ; not to proceed ;
to forbear for a time

; to delib-

erate
; to demur

;
to hesitate.

PAus'ER, n. One who pauses or deliberates.

PAu'iNG-LY, ad. After a pause ; by breaks. Shak.

PAuT,* n. (Bot.) An East-Indian plant. Hamilton.

fPA-VADE',* n. A sort of weapon. Chaucer.

fPAv'AN,7i. [pavana, Sp.J A slow, stately dance, practised in

Spain, and formerly practised in England.
PAVE, v. a. [pavio, L.] [i.

PAVED
; pp. PAVING, PAVED.] To

lay with brick or stone
;
to floor with stone.

lormeu 01 sione, or uricn, or

tPAVE'MENT, v. a. To floor
;

PAV'ER, n. One who paves 01

PAV-E-SADE',* n. [Fr.] A kinc

PAVE'MENT, n. [pavimentum, L.] A floo'r or causeway
formed of stone, orjmck, or other hard material.

;
to pave. Bp. HalL

or forms pavements ; a pavier.
kind of defence, or a cloth hung

round a galley to cover the rowers. Crabb.

jPAv'ESE,* n. A kind of shield, covering the whole body j

used_in the middle ages. Sir Th. More."

fPAv'EsE,* v. a. To shield
;
to cover. Berners.

PA'VI-AGE,* ?i. (Law) A contribution or tax for paving the
streets or highways. Boumer.

PAVIER, (pav'yur)~n. One who paves. Same as paver.
PA-VIL'IQN, (pa-vll'yun) n. [pavilion, Fr.] A projecting
apartment on the flauk of a building ; a building with a
dome : a summer-house in a garden : a military tent.

PA-VIL'IQN, (-yun) v. a. To furnish with tents
;
to shelter

by a tent. Pope.
fPAv'lN, n. Same as pavan. See PAVAN.

PAV'ING, n. Act of making a pavement ; pavement.
PAV'lpR,* (-yur) n. Same as paver, or pavier. Gay.

"L.] (Ornith.~) A genus of birds;

(Astron.) A southern constellation. Crabb.

PAV'IQR* (-y

PA'vo,*n. [I

(Astron.)

fPA-VONE', n. [pavo, L.;pavone, It.] A peacock. Spen-
ser.

PAv'Q-NlNE,* n.
(Painting)

Peacock-tail tarnish. Hamilton.

PAW, n. [pawen, Welsh.] The foot of a beast of prey, in-

cluding the dog and the cat : the hand, in contempt.
PAW, v. n. [i. PAWED ; pp. PAWING, PAWED.] To draw the

fore foot along the ground ;
to dig with the foot.

PAw, v. a. To strike with a drawn stroke of the fore foot ;

to handle, as with paws.
PAWED, (pawd) a. Having paws ;

broad-footed.
PAwK * n. A sort of small lobster. Travis.

PAwK'Y, a. Arch ; cunning ;
artful. Grose. [North of

England.]
PAwL,* 7i. (JVaut.) A piece of iron in a ship to keep the

capstan from recoiling. A small piece of money in

Guinea. Crabb.

PAWN, n. [pand, Teut. ;pan, old Fr.] Something given as a

security for repayment of money, or fulfilment of a prom-
ise

;
a pledge; state of being pledged. [pion, Fr.] A

common man at chess.

PAWN, v. a. [i. PAWNED; pp. PAWNING, PAWNED.] To
pledge; to give in pledge.

PAwN'BROK-ER, n. One who lends money upon pledge ;

a sort of banker who advances money, at a certain rate

of interest, upon the security of goods deposited in his

hands.

PAwN'BR5K-iNG,* n. The business of a pawnbroker. Ld.

Glenelg.
PAWN-EE', n. One who receives a pawn.
PAwN'ER,* 7i. One who pawns. Smart.

PAX, n. [pax, L., peace.] A sort of little image of Christ,
or a metallic plate with a crucifix engraved on it, which,
in old times, the people used to kiss after the service was

ended, that ceremony being considered as the kiss of

peace. The word has been often confounded with pit.

PAx'wAx, n. See PACKWAX.
PAY, (pa) v. a. [payer, Fr.] [i.

PAID
; pp. PAVING, PAID.] To

discharge as a debt
;
to give what is due

;
to reward ; to

recompense ;
to give an equivalent for. (JVaut.) To

smear with pitch, resin, turpentine, tallow, and the

like.

PAY, /i. Wages ;
hire

; money for service or debt ; payment.
PAY'A-BLE, a. [payable, Fr.] That may be paid; that is to

be paid ;
due.

PAY'-DAY, (pa'da) n. The day on which payment is to be

made.
PAY-EE',* n. (Law) A person to whom a bill or note is to

be paid. Blackstone.

PAY'ER, 71. [payeur, Fr.] One who pays.

PAY'MAs-TER, n. One who pays or makes payment : an
officer of the army by whom the officers and soldiers are

paid.
PAY'MAS-TER-GEN'ER-AL,* n. An officer of the army
who is intrusted with 'the funds for paying the salaries

of the officers, the wages of the soldiers, &c. Brande.

PAY'MENT, n. Act of paying ;
that which is paid ; pay.

PAY'Mls-TRESS,* 71. A woman who pays money. JodrelL

PAY'NJM, n. See PAINIM.

fPAYSE, (paz) v. n. [peser, Fr.] To poise. Spenser.

}PAY'ER, (pa'zur) n. One that weighs or poises. Carew.

PEA, (p'e) . [pisum, L.] pi. PEAS or PEASE. A plant; its

frdit, which grows in a pod. 5^7=- In the plural, peas is

used when number is referred to ; as, "ten peas;" and

jpeo.se when species or quantity is denoted
; as,

" a bushel

of pease." See PEASE.

PA'-BUG,* or PEA'-WEE-VIL,* n. A small insect or bee-

tle that breeds in peas. Harris.

PEACE, (pCs) . [paix, Fr. : pax, L.] A state of tranquillity

or freedom from war or disturbance ; respite from war
a state not hostile; tranquillity; rest; quiet; content

freedom from terror; heavenly rest; stillness; silence. -

(Law) That general security and quiet which a king,

MiEN, s'l'R; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RULE. C, <?, ^, g, soft ; ,' , &, C, |, hard ; as 7.
;
X as g7.; THIS
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ruler, or government warrants to those who are under
the government.

PEACE, (pes) intcrj. Silence! a word commanding si-

lence.

PEACE'A-BLE, a. Free from war or tumult; peaceful; pa-
cific; quiet ;

undisturbed
; promoting peace ; not quarrel-

aome
;
mild

; gentle.

PEACE'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quietness
; disposition to peace.

PEACE'A-BLY, ad. In a peaceable manner.
PJSACE'BREAK-ER, n. One who disturbs the peace.
PEACE'FOL, a. Quiet; pacific; mild; undisturbed; still.

PEACE'F()L-LY, ad. In a peaceful manner
; quietly.

PEACE'FOL-NESS, n. Quality of being peaceful; quiet.

PEACE'LESS, a. Wanting peace ; disturbed. Sandt/s.

PEACE'MAK-ER, 7t. A promoter of peace ;
a reconciler.

PEACE'MAK-ING,* n. The act of making peace. Milton.

PEACE'MAK-ING,* a. Reconciling differences. Ch. Ob.

PEACE'-OF-FER-ING, n. An atoning sacrifice among the

Jsraelites, or an offering to procure peace.
PEACE'-OF-FI-CER,* n. A justice of the peace, constable,

or other civil officer, whoss duty it is to keep the peace.
Ash.

PEACE'-PART-ED, a. Dismissed or separated in peace.
Sliak.

PEACE'-RE-STOR'ING,* a. Recovering peace. Cowper.
PEACH, (pech) n. [pcche, Fr.] A well-known fruit.

fPEACH, v. n. [corrupted from impeach.] To impute guilt.

Dryden.
jPEACH, v. a. To impeach. Old Mor. of Hycke Scorner.

PEACH'-C^L-ORED, (pech'kul-urd) a. Of the color of the

peach-blossom ; pale red. Shak.

fPEACH'ER, n. An impeacher. Fox.

PEA'cHicK,_(p5'chIk) n. The chick of a peacock.
PEACH'-TREE,* n. A tree that bears peaches. Pike.

PEACH'Y,* a. Containing or resembling peaches. Barry.
PEA'COCK, (pg'kSk) n. A fowl distinguished for the beau-

ty of his feathers, and particularly of his tail.

tPE'AGE,* n. A toll or tax paid by passengers for protec-
tion. J. Fox. See PAAGE, and PEDAGE.

PEA'HEN, n. The female of the peacock.
PEA'-JACK-ET,* n. A loose, coarse jacket, or short gar-
ment worn by mariners, fishermen, &c. Brockett.

PEAK, n. The top of a hill, eminence, or mountain
; a

point ; any thing acuminated
;
the rising forepart of a

head-dress. (.Want.) The upper corner of an extended
sail.

PEAK, v. n. To look sickly, or mean : to sneak. Shak.

PEAK,* v. a. (Naut.) To raise a yard or gaff more obliquely
to the mast. Falconer.

PEAK'ED,* a. Having a peak or point; picked. Holloway.
PEAK'ISH, a. Having peaks ; situated on apeak: thin and
emaciated, as from sickness. Drayton.

PEAL, (pel) n. A succession of loud sounds, as of bells,

thunder, cannon, or loud instruments
;
a loud noise.

PEAL, (pel) v. TO. [. PEALED
; pp. PEALING, PEALED.] To ut-

^er solemn and loud sounds. Milton.

PEAL, v. a. To assail with noise. Milton. To cool
; as,

" to

peal the pot." Grose. [North of Eng.]
PE'AN-ISM,* n. A triumphal song. Smart.

PEAR, (par) n. [poire, Fr.] A fruit of many varieties.

PEAR, v. n. See PEER.

PEARCH, (perch) n. See PERCH.

PEARCH'-STONE, n. A sort of stone.

PEARL, (perl) n. [perle, Fr.
; perla, Sp.] A white or whit-

ish, hard, smooth substance, usually round, and of a pe-
-culiar lustre, found chiefly in a kind of oyster or bivalve
i-znollusk in the Asiatic seas: poetically, any thing round
.and clear, as a fluid drop: a white speck or film grow-
ing on the eye: the smallest printing typs except
diamond.

>PEARL,* (perl) v. a. To adorn with pearls. Smart.

PEARL, v. n. To resemble pearls. Spenser.

PEARL,* a. Relating to or made of pearls. Goldsmith.

PEARL'XSH,* n. Impure carbonate of potash. Brande.

PEARL'-DIV-ER,* n. One who dives to get pearls. Cole-

ridge.

PEARLED,_(perld) a. Adorned with or resembling pearls.

PEARL'-EYED, (perl'Id) a. Having a speck in the eye.
PEARL'oRAss, 71. A plant.

PEARL'-Ots-TER,* n. A testaceous fish that produces
pearls. P. Cyc.

PEARL'PLXNT, n. A plant.

PEARL'SIN-TER,* n. (Min.) A silicious mineral, found in

volcanic tufa, called also fiorite. Brande.

PEARL'SPAR,* n. (Min.) A kind of brown spar. Phillips.

PHARL'STONE,* n. (Min.) A variety of obsidian. Jameson.
PEARL'WHITE,* 7i. rCham.) A submuriate of bismuth. Ure.

PEARL'WORT, (-wiirt) n. An annual plant or weed; sa-

gina.
PfcARL'y, a. Abounding with pearls; containing pearls;
resembling pearls. Drayton.

PEAR-MAIN', (par-man') n. [parmain, Fr.] An apple.

PEAR'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like a pear. Smith.

PEAR'-TREE, n. The tree that bears pears.

PEASANT, (pez'ant) n. [paisant, old Fr.] One of the lowni
class of people, in distinction from the nobility and gen-
try ;

a rural laborer
; a hind

;
a boor; a rustic.

PEAS'ANT, (pez'ant) a. Rustic
; country. Spenser.

PEAS'ANT-L!KE, (pez'ant-llk) a. Rude
;
like a peasant ;

rustic.

tPEAS'ANT-LY, a. Like a peasant ;
rustic. Milton.

PEAS'ANT-RY, (pez'ant-re) n. A body of peasants ; peas-
ants collectively ;

rustics.

PEAS'COD, or PEAS'COD, [pez'kod, S. P. E. K. Sm. , pes'-
kod, W. J. F. Ja.] n. The husk of the pea.

PEASE, (pez) n. [pois, Fr J pi. of Pea. Peas collectively,

_used for food, or spoken of in quantity. See PEA.
PEA'SHLL, n. The shell or husk of the pea.
PEA'STONE,* n. (Min.) A variety of limestone, composed
of globular concretions of the size of a pea, called also

pisolite. Brande.
PEAT, (pet) n. A species of turf, composed of an accumu-

lation of vegetable matter, used for fuel, [tA darling ; a
pet. Shak.]

PEAT'-BOG,* n. A bog or marsh containing peat. Gent.

Mag.
PEAT'y,* a. Containing or resembling peat. Brande.

PEB'BLE, n. A small, roundish stone ; a rounded nodule,
especially of silicious minerals, as rock-crystals, agates,
&c. (With opticians) A transparent rock-crystal or

quartz, used instead of glass for spectacles.

PEB'BLE-CRYS'TAL, n. A crystal in the form of nodules.

PEB'BLED, (peb'bld) a. Abounding with pebbles.
PEB'BLE-STONE, n. A small stone. See PEBBLE.
PEB'BLY, a. Full of pebbles ; having pebbles. Thomson.

PE-CAN',* n. An American tree and its fruit, resembling the
walnut. Michaux.

PEC-CA-BlL'i-Ty, 7i. State of being peccable or liable to sin.

PEC'CA-BLE, a. [pecco, L.] That may sin
;
liable to sin.

PEC-CA-DIL'LO, -. [pecadillo, Sp. ; pcccadille, Fr.J pL
PECCADILLOES. A petty fault

; a slight crime
;
a venial

offence. [|A sort of stiff ruff. Bp. Taylor.}
PEc'cAN-cy, n. A bad quality. [Offence. W. Mountague.}
Pfic'cANT, a. [peccant, Fr. ; peccans, L.] Guilty ; criminal ;

ill-disposed ; corrupt ;
bad : injurious to the body or to

health; corrupting; diseased: wrong; deficient; in-

formal.

fPEc'CANT, n. An offender. Whitlock.

PEC'CA-RY,* n. A Mexican animal ; musk-boar. Booth.

PEC-CA'VI, [L., "I have sinned."] A colloquial expres-
sion

j, as,
" He cried peccavi." Aubrey.

PEC'CO,* n. A kind of black tea. Adams. See PEKOE.

PECH'BLENDE,*TI. (Min.) An ore ofuranium
; pitchblende.

Brande.

PECK, n. The fourth part of a bushel. A great deal; as," a peck (or pack) of troubles." [Low.j See PACK.

PECK, v. a. [bccquer, old Fr.
; piclcen, D.

; picka, Su. Goth.] fi.

PECKED ;pp. PECKING, PECKED.] To strike with the beak,
as a bird

;
to pick up food with the beak

;
to strike with

any pointed instrument; to strike.

PECK,* v. n. To strike
;
to carp ;

to find fault. South.

PECK'ER, n. One that pecks ; a bird
;
the \vooA-pecker.

fPEC'KLED, (-kl(l) a. Spotted; speckled. Walton.

PEC'TATE,* n. (Chcm.) A salt composed of pectic acid and
a base. Phil. Mag:

PEC'TEN,* n. A vascular membrane in the eyes of birds :

a genus of bivalve shells ; the clam. Brande.

PEC'TIC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to pectine ; noting an acid
found in many vegetables. Ure.

PEC'TI-NAL, . [pecten, L.] A fish whose bones resemble
the teeth of a comb.

PEC'TI-NAL,* a. Resembling a comb. Ash.

PEC'TI-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Formed like the teeth of a comb
;

pectinated. P. Cyc.

PEC'TI-NAT-ED, a. Formed like the teeth of a comb.

PEC-TJ-NA'TION, n. State of being pectinated. Browne.

PEC'TJNE,* n. The gelatinizing principle of certain vege-
tables, such as currants, apples, &c. Brande.

PEC'TQL-lTE,*n. (Min.) A grayish mineral. Dana.

PEC'TO-RAL, a. [pectoralis, L.J Belonging to the breast.

PEC'TP-RAL, n. [pectorale, L.
; pectoral, Fr.] (Mcd.) A

medicine for diseases of the breast. A breastplate.

PJSc'TQ-RAL-LY,* ad. In a pectoral manner. Chester-

field.

PEC'TO-RI-LO'QUI-AL,* a. Relating to pectoriloquy. Mu-
seum.

PEC-Tp-RYL'p-QuTsM,* 71. Speech or voice coming from
the chest or breast ; pectoriloquy. Du.na-lison.

PEC-TO-RIL'O-QUY,* n. A sound from the chest or breast :

a phenomenon in the state of diseased lungs, ascer

tained by means of the stethoscope. Scudamorc.

PE'CUL,* n. An East-Indian measure, equal to 132 Ibs.

avoirdupois. Crabb.

PEC'U-LATE, v. a. Sc. n. [peculor, L.] [i.
PECULATED ; pp.

PECULATING, PECULATED.] To embezzle, as public money,
by an officer ; to rob or defraud the public. Burke.

tPEc'V-LATE, n. Peculation. Bitrnet.

PEc-V-LA'TipN, n. [peculatus, L.] Act of peculating.
-
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(Law} Embezzlement, or unlawful appropriation, of pub-
lic money by a public officer.

PEC'V-LA-TOR, n. [L.] One who peculates ;
a robbsr of the

public.

IIPE-CUL'IAR, or PE-cu'Ll-AR, (pe-kQl'yar or pe-ku'le-ar)

[pe-ku'lyar, S. E. F. K. ; pe-ku'le-ar, W. P. J. Ja, Sm.] a.

[pecaliaris, L.] Belonging to only one, not common to

many; singular; appropriate; particular; single. To
join most with peculiar is improper.

||PjE-cOL'lAR, 71. Property ; the exclusive property. Milton.

(Canon law) A particular parish or church which has
the probate of wills within itself.

HPJE-CU-LI-AR'I-TY, (pe-kul-ye-ar'e-te) n. duality of being
peculiar ; particularity ; something found only in one.

[|PE-CUL'1AR-IZE, (pe-kul'yar-Iz) v. a. [i.
PECULIARIZED ;

pp. PECULIARIZING, PECULIARIZED.] To appropriate ;
to

make peculiar.

||PE-cuL'lAR-LY, ad. Particularly; in a peculiar manner.

||PE-cuL'iAR-NESS, n. Peculiarity. Mede. [R.]
PE-CU'LI-UM,* n. [L.] (Law) Peculiar or exclusive prop-

erty. Blackstone. [Reo.
IIPE-CUN'IA-RI-LY,* ad. Jn a pecuniary manner. West.

||PJE-CUN'IA-R, or PE-cO'N}-A-Ry, (pe-kun'ya-r? or pe-

ku'ne-a-re) [pe-ku'nyar-e, S. E. F. K. ; pe-ku'ne-a-re. W.
P. j'.Ja.'Sm.] a. [pecuniarius, L.] Relating to money;
consisting of money ; monetary. [wood.

fPE-cu'Nj-oDs, a. [ptcunieux, Fr.] Full of money. SAer-

fPED, n. A basket ; a hamper; a pad. Tusser.

fPED'AGE,* n. A toll paid by passengers., PAiWips. See PE-
AGE.

!|PED-A-GOG'lc, a. Same as pedagogical. Warton.

IJPED-A-GOG'i-CAL, [ped-a-goj'e-Tcal, Sm. R. ffft.;pSd--
go'je-kal, Ja. ; ped-a-gog'e-kal, K.] a. Belonging to a
schoolmaster. South.

||tPED'A-GO-Gl?M, [ped'a-g9-jizm, R. Wb.; ped'a-gog-Tzm,
Sm.

K.~\^
n. Office or character of a pedagogue.

PED'A-GOGUE, (ped'a-gg) [wuaoywj'dfJ One who
teaches boys; a schoolmaster; a pedant. Sir M. Sandys.

fPED'A-GOGUE, (ped'a-gog) v. a. [TraiSayuyiu.] To teach,
as a pedagogue. Prior.

JJPED'A-GOG-Y, n. [naiSaywyia.] The employment of a

schoolmaster; teaching. Wltitc.

PE'DAL, [pe'dal, S. IV. P. Ja. ; ped'al, K. Sm.] a. [pedalis,
L.I Belonging to a foot. Brande.

PED'AL, n. ; pi. PED'AL. A key, acted upon by the foot,
in a musical instrument, as an organ or piano-forte ; a
lever acting on the swell of the organ.

PE-DA'LI-AN,* a. Relating to the feet
; pedal. Maunder.

PE-DAL'j-TY,* 7i. The act of measuring by the foot or

by paces. Ash. [R.]

fPE-DA'NE-oOs, a. [pedaneus, L.] Pedestrian. Bailey.

PED'ANT, n. [pedant, Fr.] A schoolmaster; a vain pre-
tender to learning ;

one full of pedantry ; a man vain or

awkwardly ostentatious of his learning.

PE-DAN'TJC, I a. [pedantesque, Fr., from psdant.] Re-

PJJ-DXN'TI-CAL, ) lating to pedantry or a pedant; re-

sembling a pedant; ostentatious of learning.
PE-DAN'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In a pedonjic manner.

PE-DAN'TIC-LY, ad. Same as pedantically. More.

fPED'ANT-iMJ* n. Office or quality of a pedant. Bailey.

fPED'ANT-IZE, v. n. [pcdantiser, Fr.] To act or play the

pedant. Cotgrave.
PED'AN-TRY, n. Character or quality of a pedant ; awk-
ward or vain pretension to learning ; ostentation of learn-

ing ;
an obstinate addiction to the forms of some profes-

sion or line of life, with contempt of other forms.

tPED'AN-TY,* n. An assembly of pedants. Milton.

PE-DA'RI-AN,* n. A Roman senator who voted by walk-

ing over to the side which he espoused. Smart.

PED'ATE,* a. (Bot.) Palmate, with the lateral sections

lengthened and lobed. P. Cyc. [don.
PE-DAT'I-FID,* a. (Bot.) Cut into lobes irregularly. Low-

PED'DLE, (ped'dl) v. n. [L PEDDLED
; pp. PEDDLING, PED-

DLED.] To sell as a pedler. [fTo trifle; to piddle. Ains-

worth.]
PED'DLE,* v. a. To carry about and sell

; to retail, as a

peddler. Smart.

PED'DLER,* n. One who peddles.
PED'DLER-ESS, n. A female peddler. Overbury.
PED'DLER-Y, n. The articles sold by peddlers. AHlton. The
employment of selling petty articles. Johnson.

PED'DLER-Y, a. Sold by peddlers. Swift. [R.]
PED'DLING,* n. The employment of a peddler. P. Mag.
PED'DLJNG,?. a. Retailing. [fPetty ; trifling. Bp. Taylor.]
PED'K-RAST,* n. One addicted to pederasty. Barney.
PED'E-RAS-TY,* n. Unnatural love for boys. Jink.

PED-E-RE'RO, n. [pedrero, Sp.] A small cannon managed
by a swivel ;

a sort of swivel gun : frequently written

peterero. /

PED'ES-TAL, n. [piedestal, Fr.] (Arch.) The foot, base, or
substruction of a column, statue, pillar, or wall. It con-
sists of the base, die, and cornice.

PE-DS'TRI-AL, a. [pedestris, L.] Belonging to the foot;
pedestrian. Mosclcy.

PE-DES'TRI-AN, a. Using the feet
; going on foot.

PE-DS'TRI-AN, n. One who goes or journeys on foot.

PE-DES'TRI-AN-I$M,* n. The act of travelling on foot.
Browne.

PE-DES'TRI-AN-IZE,* v. n. To travel on foot. EC. Rev.

PE-DES'TRI-ODS, a. Going on foot; pedestrian. Browne.
PED'I-CEL,* n. (Bot.) An ultimate branch of a peduncle.

P. Cyc.
PED'I-CEL-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Supported by a pedicle.

Gray.
PED'I-CLE, (ped'e-kl) n. [pcdis, L.

; pcdicule, Fi.](Bot.) The
footstalk which supports one flower. Bacon. Pedicel.

PE-DIC'V-LAR, a. [pedicularis, L.] Having the phthiriasis
or lousy distemper; lousy.

PE-Di'&'ER-p&s,* a. Having feet. Kirby.
PED'I-GREE, n. Genealogy ; lineage ; account of descent.

PED'J-MENT, n. [pedis, L.] (Arch.) The triangular part
over the entablature at the end of a building ; a similar

part over a portico, door, window, &c.

PKD'J-PXLP,* n. (Zool.) One of an order of animals or

reptiles, which includes the scorpion. Kirby.
PED'LER, n. One who peddles: written also peddler and
pedlar. See PEDDLER.

PE-DQ-BXP'TIM, [pe-dg-bap'tlzm, S. P. E. K. Sm. Wb.;
ped-9-bap'tJzm, tY.} n. [>ut(5tfj and /?a7T7(cr/xa.] The bap-

_tism of infants or children. Featley.

P-D<?-Bip'TlsT, n. Inaidos and /ftumcrr/jj.] One that

holds or practises infant baptism.

PED'Q-MAN-CV,* n. Divination by the soles of the feet.

Smart.

PE-DOM'E-TER, n. [pes, L., and ^irpov, Gr.
; pedomdtre,

Fr.] An instrument for the purpose of registering
the number of paces taken by a man in travelling or

walking, and thus ascertaining the distance. \

PE-DDN'CLE,* [pe-dun'kl, K. Sm. Wb. ; ped'un-kl, Ash,
'Dunglison.} n. (Bot.) The flower-stalk of a' plant. P.

Cyc. [Cyc.
PE-DtJN'cv-LAR,* a. Relating to or like a peduncle. P.

P-_DUN'CV-LATE,* a. Growing out of a peduncle. Smith.

PEE, v. n. To look with one eye; to peep. Ray. [North of

England.]
PEED, a. Blind of one eye. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
PEEK,* n. See PEAK.

PEEL, v. a. [peler, Fr.
;
from pettis, L.] [i.

PEELED
; pp.

PEELING, PEELED.] To strip off the skin, or bark; to

decorticate ; to flay. [piller, Fr. To plunder ;
to pill.

Isaiah xviii.]

PEEL, n. [pellis, L.] The skin or thin rind of any thing:
a broad board with a handls, or a shovel, used by

bakers to put bread in and out of the oven: an in-

^trument for hanging up printed sheets to 'dry.

PEEL,* v. n. To be separated, or come off, in flakes.

Swift.

PEELED, (pGld) a. Sae PIELED.

PEEL'ER, n. One who peels or strips ; a robber.

PEEL'-HoOsE,* n. A small tower. Sir W. Scott. [R.]

PEEL'ING,* ?i. The skin or rind ; the peel. Forby.

PEEP, v. n. [i.
PEEPED ; pp. PEEPING, PEEPED.] To begin

to appear ;
to look slyly or curious, as from a hiding-

place : to chirp ;
to cry as young birds

; to pip.

PEEP, 71. A beginning to appear ;
a sly look.

PEEP'ER, n. One who peeps: an eye : a young chicken.

PEEP'-HOLE, n. A note to paep through. Prior.

PEEP'ING-HOLE, n. A hole to peep through ; a little hole.

PEER, n. [pair, Fr.] An equal; one of the same rank; a

companion : a nobleman
; particularly, a nobleman en-

titled to a seat in the British House of Lords, or upper

Jiouse of parliament
,

i;. ?i. [percr, Norm. Fr.] [i. PEERED; pp. PEERING,
.] To com

p.

e just in sight; to look narrowly; to

PEER, v. a. To make equal or of the same rank. Heylin.
PEER'AGE, n. [pairie, Fr.J The dignity or rank of a peer;

the body of peers.

tP_E^ER'D9M, n. Peerage. Bailey.

PEER'ESS, n. Lady of a peer ;
a woman ennobled.

PEER'LESS, a. Unequalled; having no peer ; matchless.

PEER'LESS-LY, ad. Without an equal ; matchlessly.
PEEH'LESS-NESS, n. State of being peerless.

PEE'TSEE,* n. A species of Chinese water chestnut.
Farm. Ency.

PEE'VISH, a. Apt to complain ; querulous; cross; fretful;

jnorose ; petulant ; waspish. [fSilly. Sfiak.]

PEE'VISII-LY, ad. In a peevish manner ; querulously.

PEE'VISH-NESS, n. Irascibility; querulousness ;
fretful-

ness.

PEE'VIT,* n. A bird, called also the blackcap or gray larus.

Hill. 'See PEW!T.
PEG, 71. [pegghe, Teut.] A piece of wood serving as a

nail ; a small wooden pin : the pin or part of an instru-

ment on which strings are strained : the nickname of

Margaret. To take a peg lower, to depress ; to sink.

PEG, v. a. [i. PEGGED;^. PEGGING, PEGGED.] To fasten

with a peg.
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PEG'A-sffs,*n. (Astron.) A constellation in the northern

hemisphere, figured in the form of a flying horse. Crabb.

PEG'GER, n. One who pegs. Sherwood.

fPEGM, (pSm) n. [Trrjy/ju.] A sort of moving machine in the
old pageants. B. Jonson.

PEG'MAT-lTE,* n. (Min.) .A primitive granite rock. Ham-
ilton.

PEG'-STRIK-ER,* n. One who catches turtles by striking
them with an iron peg having a string attached to it. Hoi-
brook.

PE-GU'ER,*7i. A native of Pegu. Earnshaw.
PEI-RXM'E-TER,* n. An instrument which shows the
amount of resistance offered by the surfaces of roads, to

the passing of wheel-carriages. Francis.

PEi-RXs'Tic,* a. Attempting. Smart.

jPEiE, (plz) n. [pesa, Sp.j A weight; poise; a blow.

Spenser.

|PEiE, (plz) v. a. [peser, Fr.] To poise ;
to balance. Sidney.

PE'KAN,* n. (Zool.) An American weasel. Booth.

PE'KE-A,* n. (Bot.) A South American plant which
yields an excellent nut, called saouari or sawarra. P. Cyc.

PEK'OE,* n. The finest species of black tea. Davis.

PEL'AGE,* n. The covering of a wild beast, consisting of

hair, fur, or wool. Thompson.
PE-LA'GJ-AN, n. A follower of Pelagius, a British monk of
the 5th century, who denied the doctrine of original sin,
and maintained free-will, and the merit of good works.

Bp. Hall.

PE-LA'GI-AN, a. Relating to Pelagius or Pelagianism :

belonging to the sea.

PE-LA'G{-AN-IM, ?i. Doctrine of Pelagius and his fol-

lowers.

PE-LXG'IC,* a. Belonging to the sea ; marine. Lyell.

PEL'E-COID,* n. A peculiar-shaped curve. Francis.

PELF, n. Money ; riches, in a bad sense.

tPEL'FRY, or PEL'FRAY, n. Pelf. Cranmer.

PEL'J-CAN, or PEL'E-CAN, n. [rrtXsKdv, Gr. ; pelicanus,
low L.] A genus of swimming birds : a large bird with
a pouch from which it supplies its young with water

;

whence it has been supposed to permit its young to suck
blood from its breast. (Chem.) A blind alembic, or a

glass vessel from which two opposite beaks pass out and
reenter at the belly of the cucurbit. (JWed.) An instru-

ment for extracting teeth.

PEL'}-dM,* 71. (J/m.) A variety of iolite
; pelioma. Phillips.

PEL-I-O'MA,* n. (Min.) A variety of iolite; peliom.
(Med.) A iivid spot or bruise. Smart.

PE-JLlsSE', (pe-lcs') n. [Fr.] A robe or cloak; a silk

habit worn by females.
'

PEL-LA'GRA,* n. [pellis, L., and aypa, Gr.] (Med.) A dis-

ease chiefly affecting the skin. P. Cyc.

PfiL'LET, n. [pi/a, L.
; pelots, Fr.] A little ball ; a bullet :

shreds used as pellets, in dressing wounds. (Arch.) A
Gothic ornament.

PEL'LET, v. a. To form into little balls. Shalt.

PEL'LET-ED, a. Consisting of pellets or bullets. Shak.

PEL'LI-CLE, n. [petUcula, L.] A thin skin or membrane.

(Chem.) A film of sailor other substance which forms
on the surface of liquors or solutions.

PEL'LI-T<?-RY, ?t. A perennial medicinal plant.

PELL-MELL', ad. [pele-mclc, Fr.] Confusedly; tumultu-

ously ; with hurrying confusion. Shak.

PELL, (pel/.) n. pi. [pellis, L., a skin.] Parchment rolls or
records made of skins. Clerk of the pells, an officer of
the English exchequer, who enters every teller's bill into
a parchment roll, called pcllis acceptorum.

PEL-LU'CID, a. [pellucidus, L.] Clear; transparent; not
dark. Milton.

PEL-LU-CiD'l-TY, 7i. Pellucidmiss. Locke.

PEL-LU'C ID-NESS, n. duality of being pellucid. Ke,il.

PELOKONITE,* n. (Min.) A bluish-black mineral. P. Cyc.
PELT, n. [pellis, L.] An undressed skin or hide of an ani-

mal. [pelte, Fr. ; pella, L.] A buckler or target ; more
correctly, pelta. Addison. [A blow

;
a stroke. Colloquial.]

PELT, v. a. [i. PELTED
; pp. PELTING, PELTED.] To strike

with something thrown
;
to heat ; to throw

; to cast.

PEL'TA,*n. A sort of light shield or buckler; a pelt.

(Bot.) A flat fructification on some lichens. Crabb.

PEL'TATE,* a. (But.) Formed like a round shield; fixed
to the stock by the centre. Brande.

PELT'ER, n. One who pelts. [fA paltry wretch. Huloet.]
JPELT'ING, a. Mean

; paltry ; pitiful. Shak.

PELT'ING, n. A beating; assault; violence. Shak.

PELT'-MON-GER, (-mung'ger) n. A dealer in furs and
skins. Richardson.

PEL'TRY, n. [pelleterie, Fr.] Furs collectively; skins
with the fur on.

PELT'-WOOL,* (pelt'wul) n. Wool taken from the skin
or pelt of a dead sheep. ft',iishaw.

PEL'VIC,* a. Belonging to the pelvis. Dunglison.
PEL'VIS, n. [L.] (Anat.) The lower part of the abdomen.
PEM'MJ-CXN,* n. Meat or food cooked and prepared for

use in long voyages, or journeys. Smart.

PEN, n. [penita, L.J Primarily a feather; a large feather.

Spenser. An instrument for writing, mado of a quill, or

of a metallic substance.
[pennan, Sax.] A small enclos-

ure ; a coop, as for sheep, fowls, &c.

PEN, v. a. [i- PENT or PENNED; pp. PENNING, PENT or

PENNED.] To coop; to shut up ;
to incage ;

to imprison
in a narrow place.

PEN, v. a. [i. PENNED ; pp. PENNING, PENNED.] To write;

^o compose, as an author.

PE'NAL, a. [penal, Fr., from p&na, L.] That punishes;
relating to or inflicting punishment; vindictive.

PE'NAL-CODE,* n. (Law) A code or system of laws re-

lating to the punishment of crimes. Ed. Rev.

tP_E-NXL'l-Ty, n. [penalite, old Fr.] Penalty. Browne.

PE'NAL-LY,* ad In a penal manner; by penalty. La.
Stowell.

PEN'AL-TY, n. [pdnalite, old Fr.] Punishment; judicial
infliction

;
a fine

;
a mulct; a forfeiture for wrong omis-

sion or commission.

PEN'ANCE, n. [penance, old Fr.] Suffering, voluntary or

imposedI for sin or offences ; repentance.
PE-NA'TE$,* n. pi. [L.] The household gods of the
Romans. Clarke.

PEN'CASE,* n. A case to carry pens in. Johnson.

PENCE, n. ;pl. of Penny. See PENNY.
PENCHANT,* (pan-shing') n. [Fr.] Declivity ; inclina-

tion
;
bias. EC. Rev.

PEN'CIL, n. [penicillum, L.] An instrument made of black

lead, or other substance, for writing or marking without

ink; a small brush made of hair, used by painters; the
art of painting : any instrument for writing without
ink. (Optics) A collection of rays of light converging
to a point.

PEN'CIL, v. a. [i. PENCILLED; pp. PENCILLING, PENCILLED.]
To mark or draw with a pencil ;

to paint.

PEN'CILLED,* (-sjld) p. a. Painted
;
marked with a pen-

cil ;
drawn with' black-lead marks.

PEN'cjL-LlNG,* n. The act of forming sketches with a

pencil ;
a sketch. Qu. Rev.

PEN'CRAFT,* n. The use of the pen. M. Bruce.

PEN'-CUT-TER,* n. One who makes pens. Sir J. Hawkins.

PEN'DANT, n.
[Fr.J Something which hangs ;

a jewel iii

the ear; an earring: something corresponding to an-

other thing symmetrically. (Naut.) A streamer or flag
from the mast-head of a ship. (Arch.) An ornamented

piece of stone or timber hanging from the vault or roof.

PEN'DENCE, n. Slopeness ; pendency. Wotton.

PEN'DEN-CY, n. Slopeness ; suspense ; delay of decision.

PEN'DENT, a. [pendens, L.] Hanging ; pendulous ; jutting

over; sloping; supported above the ground.
PEN-DEN' TE LI' TE,* [L.J (Law)

"
During the trial or

dispute ;

" while the suit is undetermined. Hamilton.

PEN-DN'TIVE,* n. (Arch.) A spandrel or triangular space
between the arches, or arch-headed walls, supporting a

dome, which is continued down to the springing of such
arches. P. Cyc.

PEN'DICE, n. See PENTICE.

PEN'DI-CLE,* n. A pendant; an appendage. Jamieson.

PEND'ING, a. Depending; remaining yet undecided. "At
the period when the treaty was pending-.'" Brit. Grit.

PEND'ING,* prep. For the time of the continuance of;

during; as, "pending the suit." "Pending the negotia-
tion." Ayliffe.

PEN'DRO,* n. A disease in sheep; hydatid. Loudon.

fPEN'DULE, 7i. [Fr.] A pendulum. Evelyn.

PEN-DV-LOS'J-TY, n. Pendulousness. Browne. [R.]

PEN'oy-LODs, [pen'du-lus, S. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; peV-
ju-lus, W.~\ a. [pendulas, L.] Pendent; hanging; not

supported below. [|Doubtful. Bp. Bull.]

PEN'DV-LOUS-NESS, n. State of hanging ; suspension.

PEN'DU-LDM, n. [pendulus, L.
; pendule, Fr.] pi. PENDU-

LUMS. Any heavy body so suspended that it may vibrate

or swing backwards and forwards about some fixed

point ;
of which the great law is, that its oscillations are

always performed in equal time ;
a suspended, vibrating

body, belonging to a clock.

PEN-E-TRA-BIL'I-TY, n. Quality of being penetrable.

PEN'E-TRA-BLEJ a. [Fr. ; penetrabilis, L.] That may be

penetrated, pierced, perforated, or entered; susceptive
of impression. Shak.

PEN'E-TRA-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being penetrable.
Ash.

PN'E-TRA-BLY,* ad.
rn a penetrable manner. Cudworth.

tPfiN'E-TRAiL, n. [pe/k 'ralia, L.] Interior part; recess.

Harvey.
PEN-E-TRA'LE*n.[L.] pi. 'EN-E-TRA 1 LI-A. A sacred

place in the interior part of an ancient temple. Crabb.

PEN'E-TRAN-CY, n. Power of entering or piercing. Ray.

PEN'E-TRANT, a. [Fr.] Having power to pierce; sharp;
subtile. Boyle.

PiiN'E-TRATE, v. a.
r

pcnetro, L.] [i.
PENETRATED ; pp.

PENETRATING, PENETRATED.] To pierce ; to enter be-

yond the surface ; to perforate ;
to bore ;

to affect the

mind
;
to reach the meaning. Ray.

PEN'E-TRATE, v. n. To make way ;
to pass ;

to enter.
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PEN'E-TRAT-ING,* p. a. Piercing ; having penetration ;

discerning.
PEN-E-TRA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] The act of penetrating; men-

tal power of penetrating ;
discernment

;
discrimination j

acuteness ; sagacity.

PEN'E-TRA-TIVE, a. Piercing; acute; sagacious; dis-

cerning; penetrating.
PEN'E-TRA-TIVE-NESS, n. The quality of being penetra-

tive.

PEN'GUIN, (pSn'gwjn) n. A large aquatic bird: a fruit

common in the West Indies.

PEN-i-clL'LATE,* a. (Zool.) Supporting one or more small
bundles of diverging hairs

; shaped like a pencil or tuft.

Kirby.

||PEN-~iN'su-LA, [pen-in'shu-la, S. W. J. F. ; pen-in'su-la,
P. Ja. K. Sm.] n. [peninsula, pene insula, L.] yi. PENINSU-
LAS. A piece of land almost surrounded by water, but

joined by a narrow neck to the continent or main land.

||PEN-iN'sv-LAR,*a. Relating to or like a peninsula. Napier.

IJPEN-IN'SU-LJLTE,* v , a. To form a peninsula. Smart.

IJPEN-IN'SV-LAT-ED, a. Almost surrounded by water.

Wyndham.
PEN'I-TENCE, n. [Fr. ; panitentia, L.] Quality of being
penitent; repentance; sorrow for sin or crimes; con-
trition

; compunction.
PKN'I-TEN-CY, n. Same aspenitence. Taylor.

PEN'J-TENT, a. [Fr. ; pcnitens, L.] Suffering pain or sor-

row of heart on account of sin
; repentant ;

contrite.

PEN'I-TENT, n. One who is penitent or sorrowful for

sin. [One under censures of the church, but admitted to

penance. Stillingfleet.]

PEN-I-TEN'TIAL, (pen-e-ten'shal) a. Proceeding from, or

expressing, penitence ; enjoined to penance.
PEN-I-TEN'TIAL, n. [penitentiel, Fr.

; pcenitentlale, low L.]
A book directing the degrees of penance. Ayliffe.

PN-I-TEN'TIA-RY, (pen-e-teii'sha-re) n. [pa:tiitentiarius,
Jow L.] One who prescribes the rules of penance.
Bacon. A penitent ;

one who does penance. Carew. A
place where penance is enjoined ;

a house of correction :

a prison in which convicted criminals are subjected to

a course of discipline and instruction with a view to their

reformation.

PEN-I-TEN'TIA-RY, (pen-e-ten'sha-re) a. Relating to the
rules and measures of penance. Bp. Bramhall.

PEN'{-TENT-LY, ad. In a penitent manner.

PEN'KNIFE, (pen'nif ) n. A knife for making pens.

PEN'MAN, . ; pi. PENMEN. One who practises writing; a

writer ;
an author.

PEN'MAN-SHIP, n. The use of the pen ; art of writing.

PEN'NA^IIED, (pen'nasht) a. [panache, Fr.] (Bot.) Diver-
sified with natural stripes of various colors, as flowers.

PEN'NANT, n. [pennon, Fr.] A tackle for hoisting things
on board a ship. Ainsworth. A small flag. See PENDANT,
and PENNON.

PEN'NATE,* a. (Bot.) Same as pennatcd. Browne.

PEN'NAT-ED, a. [pennatus, L.] Winged. (Bot.) Having
leaves that grow directly, one against another, on the
same rib or stalk.

PEN'NED, a. Winged ; having wings ; plumed. Huloet.

PENNED,* (pend) p. from Pen. Written .-enclosed;
pent.

PEN'NER, re. One who pens or writes. [A pencase.J
PEN'NI-FORM,* a. Resembling the fibres in the shaft of a

pen or feather
; shaped like a pen or feather. Roget.

PEN-NIG'ER-OUS,* a. Bearing feathers. Kirby.

PEN'NI-LESS, a. Moneyless; poor; wanting money.
PEN'NING, n. Act of penning c-.r writing ;

written work.

FEN'NJ-STONE,* n. A coarse woollen stuff or frieze.

Booth.

PEN'NON, n. [Fr.] A small flag, streamer, or banner:
the banner of a knight, baronet, or esquire. [penna,
L. A pinion. Milton.~\

PEN'NY, n.;pl. PENCE or PENNIES. An English copper
coin, (formerly silver ;) four farthings; one twelfth of a

shilling: a small sum; money in general. {J^/= The plu-
ral form of pennies is used only when the pieces of coin
are meant.

PEN'NY-A-L.IN'ER,* n. A writer or author who furnishes

copy for a penny a line. Q. Rev.

PEN'NY-COKD,* n. A small cord or rope. Sliak.

PEN'NY-GRiss,* n. A species of grass ; pennyroyal. Dyer.
PEN'NY-MAIL,*?!. (Scotland) Rent paid in money! Jam ieson.

PEN'NY-POST,* n. A post in a
city, by which letters are

conveyed to the different parts of it. Gent. Mag.
PEN-NY-ROY'AL, n. An annual aromatic or spicy plant,

called also penny-grass.
PEN'NY-WEIGHT, (-wat) n. A weight equal to 24 grains,

or the twentieth part of an ounce troy. It was the

weight of a silver penny in the time of Edward I.

PEN'N-WIE', a. Saving small sums at the hazard of lar-

ger ; saving on improper occasions.

PEN'NY-WORTH, (pen'ne-wiirth) [peu'ne-wiirth, & P- &
Ja. K. ; pen'ne-wurth or pen'nurth, W. J. F. ; pen'ne-

wurth, colloquially pen'nurth, Sm.] n. As much as is

bought for a penny; any purchase; a bargain; rate; a
small quantity.

PEN'SJLE, (pen'sil) a. [pensilis, L.] Suspended ; supported
above the ground.

PEN'SILE-NESS, n. The state of being pensile.

PEN'SIQN, (pen'shun) n. [Fr.] A payment of money ;
a

rent
;
an allowance : an allowance or annual sum paid

for public services, literary merit, &c.

PEN'SION, (pen'shun) o. a. [^PENSIONED ; pp. PENSIONING,
PENSIONED.] To grant a pension to.

PEN'SIQN-A-RY, a. [pensionnaire, Fr.] Consisting of, or
maintained by, pensions.

PEN'SIQN-A-RY, w. One receiving a pension ;
a pensioner.

PEN'SIQN-ER, (pen'shun-er) n. One who has a pension ;
a

dependant. (At Cambridge University, Eng.) One who
pays for his commons out of his own income

; the same
as commoner at Oxford.

PEN'SIVE, (pen'sjv) a. [pensif, Fr.
; pensico, It.] Thought-

ful with melancholy or sadness
;
sorrowful

; serious; sad.

PEN'SIVE-LY, ad. In a pensive manner; sadly.

PEN'SIVE-NESS, n. duality of being pensive.

PEN'STOCK, n. An instrument or trough for supplying wa-
ter to a mill or wheel

;
a pentrough ;

a sort of sluice
;
a

flood-gate.

PENT, i. &,p. from Pen. Shut up. See PEN.

PENT,* n. A confined accumulation
;
enclosure. Milton.

PEN-TA-CAP'SV-LAR, a. [TTJ>T and capsular.] Having five

cells or cavities.

PfiN'TA-jBHORp, n. [-ci'iTE and %op<5r/.J An instrument
with rive strings.

PEN-TA-COC'COUS,* a. (Bot.) Five-grained ; having grains
or seeds in five united cells, one in each. Crabb.

PEN-Tlc'RiN-iTE,* n. (Geol.) A fossil animal body resem-

bling the star-fish. Buckland.

PEN'TA-CROS-TIC,* n. A set of verses so arranged as to

exhibit an acrostic of one name five times over. Smart.

PiiN'TA-DXc-TyL,,* n. (Bot.) A five-fingered plant.
Smart.

PEN'TA-GON, n. [TTCVT and ywvia.~\ (Oeom.^A plane figure

having five angles and five sides.

PEN-TAG'Q-NAL, a. duinquangular; having five angles.
PEN-TAG'o-NAL-L.Y,*ad. In a pentagonal manner. Browne.

PEN'TA-GRXPH,* n. An instrument for copying designs ;

written also pantagraph and pantograph. Crabb.

PEN-TA-GRXPH'IC,*
|
a. Relating to a pentagraph ;

PEN-TA-GRAPH'I-CAL,* \ pantagraphical. Knowles.

PEN-TA-GYN'I-A,* n. pi. (Bot.) An order of plan's, which
have five pistils. Crabb.

PEN-TA-GYN'I-AN,* a. Having five pistils or styles. P
Cyc.

'

PEN-TXG'Y-NOIJS,* a. (Bot.) Having five styles. London.

PEN-TA-HE'DRAL,* a. Having five sides; pentahedrous.
Smart.

PEN-TA-HED'RI-CAL,* a. Having five sides. Ash.

PEN-TA-HE'DRQN,* n. ; pi. PEN-TA-HE'DRA. A figure

having five sides. Smart.

PEN-TA-HE'DROVS, a. [TTEVTE and t'opu.] Having five

sides ; pental edral. Woodward.

PEN-TA-HEX-^ -HE'DRAL,*a. (Crystallography) Exhibiting
five ranges of faces, one above another, each range con-

taining six fa ;es. Smart.

PEN-TAM'E-TLR, n. [pentametrum, L.] A Greek or Latin
verse of five feet

;
a series of five metres.

PEN-TXM'E-TER, a. Having five metrical feet. Warton.

PEN-TXN'DRI-A,* n, (Bot.) A class of plants which have

hermaphrodite flowers, with five stamens. Crabb.

PEN-TAN'DRI-AN,* a. Having five stamens; pentandrous.
Smart.

PEN-TXN'DROVS,* a. Having five stamens. P. Cyc.

PNT-AN'GL,E,* n. A figure having five angles; a penta-
gon. Crabb.

PENT-AN'GV-LAR, a. [/reWf, and **fular<t] Having five

angles.

PEN-TA-PET'A-LODS, a. [nsvTc and TriVaXo*'.] Having five

petals or leaves.

PEN-TA-PHYL'LOVS,* a. (Bot.) Five-leaved. Smart.

PEN-TXP'O-DY,* n. A series of five feet. Beck.

PEN'TA'RJEH-Y, n. [nivre and dpx>'i.] A government exer-
cised by five.

PEN'TA-SPAST, n. [pentaspaste, Fr.
;

TTEVTC and o-n-dw, Gr.]
An engine with five pulleys.

PEN-TA-spER'MOVS,*a. (Bot.) Having five seeds. Smart.

PEN'TA-STijBH, [pen'ta-stik, Ja. Sm. Wb. ; pen-tas'tjk,

Johnson, Ash, Crabb.] n. [TTCVTS. and arixs.] A poem, po-
etical passage, or stanza, consisting of five verses or lines.

PEN'TA-STYLE, n. [ITKVTE and ortjA-^.] (Arch.) A building

having five columns in front; a portico of five col-

umns.

PEN'TA-TEUJBH, (pen'ta-tuk) n. [KCI>TS and *.] The
five books of Moses, or first five books of the Bible.

PEN-TA-TEO'jEHAL,,* a. Relating to the Pentateuch. Wil-

liams.

PEN'TE-CON-TER,* n. A fifty-oared vessel of ancient

Greece. Mitford.
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PEN'TE-C5ST, [pen'te-kost, P. E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; pen'te-
kost, S. W. J. F] n. [ircvrsKoarfi.] A feast among the

Jews, so called because it was celebrated on the fiftieth

day after the feast of unleavened bread, i. e., the 15th of
the month Nisan, and the next day after the feast of the
Passover ; Whitsuntide.

PEN'TE-COS-TAL, a. Belonging to Pentecost or Whitsun-
tide.

PN'TE-COS-TAL, n. pi. Oblations formerly made at

Pentecost, by parishioners to their parish-priest. Cowel.

PEN'TE-COS-TER,* n. A commander of fifty men in

Greece. Mitford.

PEN'TE-COS-TYS,* n. AGrecian body of fifty men.Mitford.
PENT'HoOsE, n. [pent, from pente, Fr., and house.] A shed

hanging out aslope from the main wall.

PEN'TlCE, n. [pendice, It.] A sloping roof. Wotton. [R.]

fPJ&N'Tl-CLE,* n. A pentice. Fairfax.

PEN'T!LE, n. A tile formed to cover the sloping part of a
roof: they are often called pantiles. Moxon.

PfiN'TROUGH,* (pen'trof) n. Same as penstock. Francis.

PE'NULT,* n. Penultima: so shortened by some writers.
Brande.

PE-NUL'TI-MA,* n. The last syllable but one of a word
;

penultimate. Walker.

PE-NUL'TI-MATE, a. [penultimns, L.] Noting the last syl-
lable but one.

PE-NDL'TJ-MATE,* n. The last syllable but one of a word ;

penultima. Carr.

PE-NOM'BRA, n. [pene and umbra, L.] A faint shade.

(rfstron.) An imperfect shadow, as of the earth, occa-
sioned by the apparent magnitude of the sun's disk.

(Painting) The boundary of shade and light.

PE-NU'RI-OUS, a. [penuria, L.] Niggardly; sparing; not

liberal; sordid; mean; parsimonious; avaricious.

PE-Nu'Ri-oOs-LY, ad. In a penurious manner.

PE-NU'RJ-OUS-NESS, n. Niggardliness ; parsimony.
PN'u-RY, n. [penuria, L.] Extreme poverty; want; indi-

gence.
PEN'WOM-AN,* (-vvum'fin) n. A female writer. Johnson.

PE'ON, n. (In India) Afoot-soldier; a servant.

PE'Q-NY, n. [p&onia, L.] A plant and flower: written
also piony.

PEO'PLE, (pe'pl) n. [peuple, Fr.
; populus, L.] pi. PEOPLE

or PEOPLES. A nation ; those who compose a communi-
ty ;

the commonalty, not the princes or nobles ; the vul-

gar ; persons of a particular class
; persons in general.

(/= Tl e plural form peoples is rarely used
;
and people is

sometimes, though now very rarely, used with a singu-
lar-verb

; as,
" My people doth not consider." Isaiah.

PEO'PLE, (pe'pl) v. a. [peupler, Fr.] [i. PEOPLED ; pp. PEO-

PLING, PEOPLED.] To stock with inhabitants.

fPEO'PLlSH, (pe'pljsh) a. Vulgar. Chaucer.

fPE-pXs'Tjc, n. [weiraiva).] A peptic medicine. Bailey.

PEP-ER-1'Nd,* n. [It.] A kind of volcanic rock, formed

by cementing together sand, cinders, &c. Brande.

PEP'PER, n. [peppor, Sax.
; piper, L.] An aromatic, pun-

gent plant, seed, or spice. There are three kinds of

pepper, the black, the white, and the h ng, which are

produced by three distinct plants.

PEP'PER, v. a. [i. PEPPERED
; pp. PEPPERING, PEPPERED.]

To sprinkle with pepper. [To beat; to mangle with shot
or blows. Shak.]

PEP'PER-BIRD,* n. A bird that is very fond of pepper. Hill.

PEP'PER-BOX, n. A box for holding pepper.
PEP'PER-BRAND,* n. A disease in grain. Farm. Ency.
PEP'PER-CAKE, 71. See PEPPER-GINGERBREAD.
PEP'PER-CORN, n. A seed of the pepper-plant; any thing
of inconsiderable value.

PEP'PER-GIN'GER-BREAD, 7i. Hot-spiced gingerbread.
PEP'PER-GRA~SS,* n. An .aromatic or spicy plant. Crabb.

PEP'PER-IDGE,* 71. A plant or shrub
; the barberry : ap-

plied sometimes to the bluck-gum. Farm. Ency.
PEP'PER-ING, a. Hot; fiery; angry. Swift.

PEP'PER-MINT, n. An aromatic plant or herb
;
a liquor im-

pregnated with it.

PEP'PER-sXx'i-FRAGE,* n. A worthless herbaceous plant.
Farm. Ency.

PEP'PER-WA'TER,* n. A liquid prepared from powdered
black pepper, used in microscopical observations. Smart.

PEP'PER-WORT, (-wiirt) n. An annual plant; a cress.

PEP'PER-Y,* a. Relating to, or containing, pepper. Jltke-

PEP'TIC, a. [T~THO$.] Promoting digestion ; dietetic.

JUnswortfi.

PEP'TIC,* n. A substance that promotes digestion. Dungli-
son.

PER,* prep. [L.] By; for; through. This Latin preposi-
tion is often used in certain forms or phrases, and some-
times precedes an English word

; as, per day, perforce, per
man. " A loaf per man ;

"
i. e. a loaf for each man :

sometimes it precedes a Latin word
; as, per annum, per

cent, or centum. " A man per se ;" i. e., a man who, for

excellence, stands by himself, or alone. As a prefix,

especially in chemistry, per is often used to amplify the

meaning; as, peroxide is a substance containing a max-
imum of oxygen. Smart.

PER-A-CUTE', a. [peracutus, L.] Very sharp ; very violent.

Harvey.
PER-AD-VENT'VRE, (per-?d-vent'yur) ad. [par aventure,

Fr.] Perhaps ; may be
; by chance. [Obsolescent.]

tPER-AD-VENT'URE,* n. Doubt
; question. B. Jonson.

fPER'A-GRATE, v. a. [peragro, L.] To wander over. Bai-
ley.

tPER-A-RA'TiQN, n. The act of passing through. Browne.
PER-XM'BU-LATE, v. a. [perambulo, L.] [i. PERAMBULAT-
ED

; pp. PERAMBULATING, PERAMBULATED.] To Walk
through ; to survey by passing through.

PER-XM-BU-LA'TIQN, n. Act of perambulating; a travel-

ling survey; a district; limit of jurisdiction ; survey of
the bounds

o_f
a district or parish.

PER-XM'BV-LA-TOR, n. One who perambulates : a ma-
chine for measuring distances on roads; an odometer.

PER A_N'NVM,* [L.J
"
By the year."

PER-BI-SUL'PHATE,* n. (CJUm.) A sulphate with two pro-
portions of sulphuric acid, combined with an oxide at the
maximum of oxidation. Smart.

PER-CAR'BV-RET-TED,* a. (Chem.) Combined with a max-
imum of carbon. Ure.

JPER-CASE', ad. Perchance
; perhaps. Bacon.

fPER'cE-ANT, a. [perfant, Fr.] Piercing; penetrating.
Spenser.

PER-CEIV'A-BLE, (per-s5v'?-bl) a. Perceptible. Locke.

PER-CEJV'A-BLY, (per-sev'fi-ble) ad. Perceptibly.
fPER-CEiv'ANCE, . Perception. Milton.

PER-CEIVE', (per-sov') v. a. [percipio, L.] [i. PERCEIVED;
pp. PERCEIVING, PERCEIVED.] To discover by some sen-
sible effects

;
to discern

;
to get knowledge of by the bod-

ily senses, or by the mind
;
to distinguish ;

to observe.

PER-CEIV'ER, (per-sGv'er) n. One who perceives.
PER-CNT'AGE,* 71. A rata or estimate by the hundred.

Tweddell.
PER CEN'TUM,* [L.]

"
By the hundred :" commonly

abbreviated per cent.

PER-cEp-Ti-BiL'i-Ty, 7i. State of being perceptible.
PER-CEP'TI-BLE, a. [Fr. ; percepts, L.] That may be per-

ceived, seen, heard, felt, tasted, or smelt; observable;
discernible

; capable of perception.
PER-CEP'TI-BLY, ad. In a perceptible manner.
PER-CEP'TION, n. [Fr. ; perceptio, L.] Act of perceiving ;

power of perceiving ; knowledge ; conscious observation }

notion
; idea

; conception ; sensation.

PER-CEP'TIVE, a. [perceptns, L.] Having the power of
perceiving ; perceiving.

PER-CEP-TIV'I-TY, n. Power of perception. Locke.

PERCH, n. [perca, L.
; pcrcfte, Fr.] A fresh-water fish.

PERCH, n. [pertica, L.
; perclie, Fr.] A measure of length,

16.^ feet, or 5 yards ;
in land measure, a fortieth part of

a rood: a rod; a pole: something on which birds
roost or sit.

PERCH, v. n. [i. PERCHED; pp. PERCHING, PERCHED.] To
sit or roost, as a bird

;
to roost. Spenser.

PERCH, v. a. To place on a perch. More.

PER-CHANCE', ad. Perhaps; perad venture. Shak.

PERCH'ER, n. He or that which perches : one of an or-

der of birds. [A sort of wax candle, also a Paris candle

formerly_used in England. Bailey.]

PER-^HLO'RATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt composed of per-
chloric acid and a base. P. Cyc.

PER-JCHLO'RIC,* a. An epithet applied to chloric acid
when chlorine is combined with a maximum of oxygen.
Ure.

PER-JEHLO'RIDE,* n. A compound of chlorine with phos-
phorus. Crabb.

PER-CIP'I-ENCE,* n. Act of perceiving ; perception. Has-
lam.

PER-cl'P'i-TiNT, a. [percipiens, L.] That perceives; per-

ceiving ; having the power of perception. Bentiey.

PER-CIP'J-ENT, n. One who perceives. More.

|PER-CLOE', n. Conclusion; last part. Raleigh.
PE R'co-LATE, v. a. [percolo, L.] [i. PERCOLATED ; pp. PER-

COLATING, PERCOLATED.] To filter; to strain through.
PER'CO-LATE,* v. n. To pass by filtration. Swift.

PER-CO-LA'TION, 71. Act of percolating , filtration.

PER'CQ-LA-TOR,* n. A filterer ;
a filtering machine. Fran-

cis.

PER-CIJSS', r. a [percussus, L.] To strike against. Bacon.

PER-CUS'SION, (per-kush'un) n. [percu^io, L.J Act of

striking; the striking of one body against another; col-

lision.

PER-CUS'SIVE,* a. Striking; striking against. Jlsh.

PJSR-CU'TIENT, (per-ku'sheut) a. [percutiens, L.] Striking ;

having the power to strike. Bacon. [R.]
PER DI'EM* [L.]

" By the day."
PER'DI-FOIL,* n. A tree or plant which periodically loses

its leaves
;
a deciduous tree. Smart.

PER-Dl"TIQN, (per-dlsh'un) n. [perditio, L.] State of be-

ing utterly lost
;

destruction
;

ruin ; death
;

eternal

death.especially i'n chemistry, per is 'often used to amplify the' death.
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PER-TJJ("TIQN-A-BLE,* (per-dish'un-a-bl) a. Fitted for per-
dition. Pollok. [R.]_

fPER-Du', or PER-DUE', [per-du', S. W. J. Ja. ; per'du, P.

K. Sm,] a. [perdu, Fr.] Desperate ; abandoned ; given up
as lost. Abp. Sancroft.

tPER-Du',?i. One who is placed in ambush, or on the watch.
Shak.

', ad. In concealment; in ambush. South.

-LoDs, a. [pcrdo, L.] Lost; thrown away. Bram-
hatt.

JPER'DU-RA-BLE, a. [Fr. ; perduro, L.] Lasting ; long-con-
tinued. ShaJc.

fPER'DU-RA-BLY, ad. Lastingly; durably. Shak.

JPER-DU-RA'TIQN, n. Long continuance, rfinsworth.

fPER-DY', (per-dG') ad. [a corruption of the French oath par
Dieu.] Certainly; verily ;

in truth. Spenser. [Frequent in

old English poetry.]
tPER'E-G&L, a. [per, and egal, Fr.] Equal j equal in all re-

spects. Spenser.

fPER-E-GRA'TioN,* n. See PERAGHATION.

PER'E-GRI-NATE, v. n. [peregrines, L.] [i. PEREGRINAT-
ED

; pp. PEREqRINATING, PEREGRINATED.] To travel ; tO

live in foreign countries. Bailey. [R.]

tPER'E-GRI-NATE,* a. Foreign ;
travelled. Shak.

PER-E-GRI-NACTION, n. Act of travelling ; foreign travel.

tPER'E-GRI-NA-TOR, 7i. A traveller. Caaaubon.

PER'E-GRiNE, a. [peregrin, Fr.
; peregrinus, L.] Foreign ;

not native
;
not domestic. Bacon. [R.]

PER'E-GRINE,* n. A species of falcon. Selden.

tPR-E-GRlN'l-Ty, n. [pcrsgrimte, Fr.] Strangeness.
Cockeram.

fPER-EMPT', (per-emf) v. a. [pcremptus, L.] (Law) To
kill

;
to crush. Ayliffc.

tPER-EMp'TlQN, n. [peremptio, L.] (Law) Act of destroy-

ing ;
extinction. Jlyliffe.

UPER'EMP-TQ-RI-LV, ad. In a peremptory manner; abso-

lutely ; positively ; decisively.

||PER'EMP-TO-RI-NESS, n. duality of being peremptory ;

positiveness ;
absolute decision

; dogmatism.
||PER'EMP-TQ-RY, [per'eni-tur-e, S. J. E. F. K. Sm. Wb. ;

per'em-tur-e or pe-rem'tp-re, W. P. Ja.] a. [peremptorius,
low L.] That puts an end to all debate; decisive; posi-
tive ; dogmatical ;

absolute.

PER-EN'NI-AL, a. [perennia, L.] Lasting through the

year; perpetual; unceasing. (Bot.) Living more than
two years.

PER-EN'NI-AL, n. (Bot.) A plant that lives more than two
years ; or a plant whose roots remain alive more years
than two, but whose stems, flowers, and leaves perish an-

nually.

tPER-EN'N}-TY, ?i. [perennitas, L.] duality of being peren-
nial. Derham.

tPER-ER-RA'TiQN, 71. [ percrratus, L.] Travel; act of ram-
bling through various places. Ho-well.

PER FAS ETJYE'FXS,* [L.] "Through rightand wrong."
PER'FECT, a. [parfait, Fr. ; pcrfectus, L.] Possessing per-

fection
; having no defect ;

faultless : entirely finished
;

complete ; consummate : pure ; blameless ;
immaculate.

Perfect number, a number equal to the sum of all its divi-

sors. ( Gram.) Past or finished. The perfect tense is that
form of the English verb denoted by the auxiliary have;
as,

" I have done."

([PERFECT, [per'fekt, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; per'-
fekt or per-fekt', Ja.] v. a.

[i.
PERFECTED

; pp. PERFECT-
ING, PERFECTED.] 1 o make perfect; to finish; to com-
plete ;

to consummate.

||PER'FECT-ER, n. One who makes perfect.

PF.R-FEC-TI-BTL'I-AN,* n. An adherent to perfectibility.
Ed. Rev. [R.]

PER-FEC-Ti-BiL'i-Ty,* n. Capability of arriving at perfec-
tion

; capacity of being made perfect ; state of perfection.
Dr. JV. Drake.

PER-FEc'Ti-BLE,*a. Capable of becoming perfect. P.Mag.
PER-FEC'TIQN, n. [pcrfectio, i,.] The state of being per-

fect
; supreme excellence ; something that concurs to pro-

duce perfection : an attribute of God. In this last

sense it has a plural.

PER-FEC'TION-AL, a. Relating to perfection. [Made com-
plete. Pearson.]

PER-FEC'TION-ATE, v. a. [perfectionner, Fr.] To perfect.
'Dryden. [R.] _

PER-FEC-TION-A'TION,*TZ, Act of making perfect. Fo. QM.
'Rev. [R.]

PER-FEC'TION-ISM,* n. The principles of the perfection-
ists. Ch. Ob.

PER-FEc'TiON-tsT, n. One who holds to the possibility of

attaining perfection : one pretending to perfection ;

formerly applied to a Puritan. South.

PER-FEC'TIQN-MENT,* n. Act of making perfect. Dr.

Henry. [R.]

PER-FEC'TIVE, a. Conducing to bring to perfection.

PR-FEC'TJVE-LY, ad. So as to bring to perfection.
PER'FECT-LY. ad. In a perfect manner ; completely.
PER'FECT-NESS, n. Completeness ; perfection ;

skill.

PER-FY"OIENT,* (per-f ish'ent) n. One who performs a per-
manent work, or who endows a charity. Smart.

PER-FI"CIENT,* (per-flsh'ent) a. Effectual ; performing.
Blackstone

||PER-Fi'D'{-OUS, or PER-FlD'ioys, [per-f id'yus, S. W. E.
F. K. Sm.; per-f id'e-iis, J. Ja. Wb'.] a. [perfidus, L.]
Guilty of perfidy ;

faithless
; treacherous

;
false to trust.

||PER-FiD'i-oys-Ly, ad. Treacherously ; by breach of faith.

||PER-FiD'i-oys-NESS, n. The quality of being perfidious.

PER'FI-DY, n. [ perfidia, L. ; perfidie, Fr.] Treachery ;
breach

of faith or trust
;
faithlessness.

fPER'FLA-BLE, a. [perflo, L.] Having the wind driven

through.
fPER-FLATE', v. a. [perflo, L.] To blow through. Harvey.
JPER-FLA'TION, n. Act of blowing through. Woodward.

PER-FO'LI-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Surrounding the stem by the
base of the leaf, which grows together where the margins
touch. P. Cyc.

PER-FO'LI-AT-ED,* a. Resembling leaves. Hill.

PER'FQ-R'ATE/TJ. a. [pcrforo, L.] [i. PERFORATED; pp. PER-

FORATING, PERFORATED.] To bore through ;
to pierce with

a tool.

PER-FO-RA'TION, n. Act of perforating; a hole.

PER'FQ-RA-TIVE, a. Having power to pierce or perforate.

PER'FQ-RA-TOR, n. He or that which perforates ;
a borer.

PJRR-FORCE', ad. By force; violently. Spenser.

PER-FORM', [per-f brm', S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; per-
form' or per-form', W.] v. a. [performo, low L.] [i. PER-

FORMED; pp. PERFORMING, PERFORMED.] To CXBCUte ; to

do
;
to discharge ;

lo achieve
;
to accomplish ;

to produce ;

to fulfil.

PER-FORM', v. n. To succeed in an attempt to act a part.

PER-FORM'A-BLE, a. That may be performed ; practicable.

PER-FORM'ANCE, n. Act of performing; completion ; exe-

cution ; production ;
work

;
deed

; exploit ;
achievement ;

action ; something done.

PER-FORM'ER, 7. One who performs.
PER-FORM'ING,* n. A performance ;

act of doing.

IPER'FRI-CATE, v. n. [perfrico, L.] To rub over. Bailey.

PER-FU'MA-TO-RY, a. That perfumes. Leigh.
PER-FUME', or PER'FUME, [per'fum, S. W. J. F. Ja. R.;

per-fum', E. K. Sm.; per-fum' or per'fum, P.] n. [parfum,
Fr.] Volatile, fragrant effluvia

;
a substance emitting such

effluvia
;
sweet odor

; fragrance ;
scent.

| PER-FUME', v. a.
[i.

PERFUMED : pp. PERFUMING, PER-

FUMED.] To scent
;
to impregnate with perfume or sweet

odor.

PER-FUM'ER, n. One who perfumes or sells perfumes.
PER-FUM'E-RY,* n. The art of perfuming; perfumes in

general. Ure.

||PER-FUNC'TO-RI-LY, ad. In a perfunctory manner.

PER-FUNC'TQ-RI-NESS, n. Negligence; carelessness.

IJPER-FDNC'TP-RY, or PJER'FyNc-TQ-RY, [per-f unk'tQ-re,
W. P.J. F.; per'funk-tQ-re, S. K. Sm.] a. [perfunctorius,

L.] Done with the sole purpose of getting through ;
care-

less how done
; relating to work done carelessly or negli-

gently ;
indifferent

; slight ; negligent.

PER-FUE', v. a. [perfusus,~L.] To tincture
;
to overspread.

Harvey. [R.] [der.

PER-FU'ION,* (per-fu'zhun) n. Act of pouring out. Maun-

PER-FU'siVE,*a. Overspreading; diffusive. Coleridge. [R.]

PER-GA-ME'NE-oiJS,*a. (Ent.) Consisting of a thin, tough,

semi-transparent substance; like parchment. Brande.

PER'GQ-LA, n. [It.] A kind of arbor. Finett.

PER-HAPS\ ad. Peradventure ;'it may be
; perchance.

PER-I-A'GO,* PER-I-A'GUA,* or PER-I-AU'^ER,* 7*. A
small boat or canoe; a pirogue. Ligon. See PIROGUE.

PER'I-ANTH,* ?. (Bot.) A collection of floral envelopes,

among which the calyx cannot be distinguished from the

corolla, though both are present. P. Cyc.

PER-I-AN'THI-UM,* n. [-repi and ai>8o<;.] (Bot.) An enve-

lope that surrounds the flower
;
a perianth. London.

PER'I-APT, n. [-rrepianTw.] Amulet
;
charm. Shak. [R.]

PE-RtB'o-L6s,* n. [!Tpi and /teAA'.*.] (Jirch.) A court or

enclosure entirely round a temple, surrounded by a wall.

Brande.

PER-I-CAR'DI-AC,* a. Relating to the pericardium; peri-
cardie. JWcd. Jour.

PER-l-CAR'Dl-AL,*a. Relating to the pericardium. Buckland.

PER-I-CAR'DI-AN,* ) a. Belonging to the pericardium. Phil-

PER-I-CAR'DIC,* ) lips.

PER-i-CAR'Di-tJM, n. [rrcpi' and xapdia, Gr.
; pericarde, Fr.]

(jinat.) A thin membrane, or membranous sac, which
surrounds the heart.

PER'I-CARP,* n. (Bot.) The shell or covering of a fruit ;

pericarpium. P. Cyc.

PER-I-CAR'PIVM, n. [/jfand Kap^s ,
Gr.

; pericarpc, Fr.]

(Bot.) The same as pericarp. Ray.
PER-} jeHjE'TlAL,*a. Relating to the perichsetium. Brande.

PER-i-^H.E'TI-UM,* (-she-urn) n. [rreoi and \airri.] (Bot.)
The leaves at the base of the stalk of the fruit of a

moss. P. Cyc.
PER-I-JEHQ-RE'SIS,* n. [Gr.] A going round about

;
a rota-

tion. Bp. Kaye.
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,* n. (Min.) A magnesian mineral. Dana.
tPE-Rlc'Ll-TATE, v. a. [periditor, L.] To hazard. Cock-

tram.

tPE-Ri'c-LI-TA'TlON, n. Danger ; hazard
;

trial. Cockeram.

PER-I-CRA'NI-UM, n. [rrcpi and K^tvluv.] (Aiiai.) A mem-
brane that covers the skull.

,
a. [periculosus,'L.] Dangerous ;

hazardous
;

perilous. Browne.
a. Having twelve sides all

round, or when all are counted, applied to a crystal.
Smart.

PER'I-DOT,* n. (Min.) The prismatic chrysolite. Brande.

PER'I-DROME,* n. [irtpi and c'pfyoj.] A gallery or an alley
between columns or walls. Francis.

PER-I-E'CIAN,* (per-e-S'shans) n. pi. Same as periaci.
Smart. See PERIOSCI.

PER-I-ER'<^Y, n. [rtpt and epyov.] Needless caution in an
operation; bustle

;
trouble. (Rhet.) A bombastic or

over-labored style. Crabb. [R.l
PfiR'!-EE, n. [TT/;I and

j fj, Gr.
; perigee, Fr.] (Astron.)

That point of the moon's orbit which is nearest to the
earth ;_opposed to apogee.

PER-l-?E'yM, n. [L.] Same as perigee. Browne.
PER'J-GONE,* n. Same as perianth. P. Cyc.
PER-i-<j5'Ni-tJM,* 7^ [rrept and yiivonai.] (Bot.) Same as

perianth. Brande.

PER'I-GORD,* 7i. (Jlfi/i.) An ore of manganese. Ure.

PER'I-GRXPH,* n. A careless or imperfect delineation
;

a sketch. Diet. Arts.

PE-RtG'y-NoDs,* a. (Bot.) Growing from the sides of a ca-

lyx. P. Cyc.
PR-I-HE'LI-ONV* n, ; pi. PERIHELIA. (Astron.) The point

in the orbit of a planet or comet which is nearest the sun
;

opposed to aphelion. Brande.

PER-I-HE'LI-UM, n. [L.; n-coi and fiAio?, Gr.
; pcrihelie,

Fr.] Same as perihelion. Cheyne.
PER-i-HEx-A-HE'DRAL,* a. Applied to a crystal whose

primitive form has four sides, and its secondary six. Smart.

PR'JL, n. [peril, Fr.] Danger ;
hazard

; jeopardy ;
risk ; de-

nunciation
; danger denounced or threatened.

PER'IL.,* v. a. [i. PERILLED; pp. PERILLINO, PERILLED.] To
endanger ;

to put in peril. QM. Rev.

fPER'}L,w.7i. [pcriller, old Fr.] To bs in danger. Milton.

PER'iL-oijs, a. [perilleuz, Fr.] Dangerous; hazardous
;
full

of peril.

PfcR'lL-otis-LY, ad. With peril; dangerously.
PER'IL-OUS-NESS, n. Dangerousness.
PER'i-LYMPH,* n. (Anat.) A transparent, watery, or thin

gelatinous fluid. Roget.
PE-RIM'E-TER, n. [ircpt and jiErpsM, Gr.

; perimetre, Fr.]
The circuit or boundary, or the length of the bounding
line, of a plane figure.

PER-I-OC-TA-HE'DRAL,* a. Applied to a crystal whose
primitive form has four sides, and its secondary eight.

_Smart.
PE'RI-OD, n. [periode, Fr.

; ropfojof, Gr.] An interval of
time at the end of which the same phenomenon again takes

place, as the revolution of a planet : a cycle, a circuit:

a series of years ; length of duration : the end or conclu-
sion

;
termination : a complete sentence, from one full

stop to another, or a passage or series of words developed
in properly connected parts: a mark or dot, thus [.],
placed at the end of a sentence.

tP'RI-QD, v. a. To put an end to. SAafr.

PE-RI-OD'IC, j
a. [pcrindique, Fr.J Relating to a period

PE-RI-OD'J-CAL, \
or periods; happening at regular or

stated times; performed in a circuit; circular; regular.

PE-RJ-OD'I-CAL,* n. A publication issued periodically, as a

review, a magazine, &c. Ed. Rev.

PK-RI-OD'I-CAL-IST,* n. A writer in a periodical work. JV.

M. Mag.
PE-RI-OI>'!-CAL-LY, ad. At regular or stated periods.
P-Ri-6D'i-cAL-NESS,* 71. State of being periodical. Ash.
Pii-Ri-p-Dic'j-TY,* n. The quality of being periodical Ld.

lrou.triiam.
PER-J-(E'CI* 7i. pi. [L.] People who live under the same

parallel of latitude, but in opposite meridians. Crabb.

PER-I-OS'TE-UM, 71. [irspi and oarcuf.] (Anat.) A fibrous
membrane which invests the bones.

PR-I-PA-TET'IC, n. One of the followers of Aristotle.
The Peripatetics were so named from the walks in 'the

Lyceum where Aristotle taught: ludicrously, a great
walker

;
an itinerant preacher.

PER-I-PA-TET'IC, a.
[irf/jurar^rj/ctfj.] Belonging to the Per-

ipatetics ;
Aristotelian ; walking about.

PER-J-PA-TET'I-CAL, a. Same as peripatetic. Hales.

PER-f-PA-TET'i-ci$!>l, n. Notions of the Peripatetics.

PE-RiPH'E-RAL,*a. Relating to the periphery ; peripherical.
Smart.

PER-I-PHER'IC,* \
a. Relating to or consisting of a pe-

PER-I-PHER'I-CAL,* \ riphery. Smart.

PE-RIPH'E-RY, n. [rs^f and <pipw,Gr. ; periphcrie, Fr.] Cir-
cumference of a circle, ellipse, or other curvilinear

figure.

PR'i-PHRAT3, v. a. To express by circumlocution. Bailey
PER'I-PHRA^E,* . Same as periphrasis. Smart.

PE-RIPH'RA-SIS, 71. [xtpi+i**if, Gr.
; periphrasis, L.

; p&-
riphrase, Fr.] pi. PE-RIPH'RA-SE. Circumlocution

;
the

use of many words to express the sense of one
; as, for

death, we may say, the loss of life.

PER-j-PHRls'Tic,*a. Circumlocutory; periphrastical. Scott.

PER-I-PHRXS'TI-CAL, a. Using circumlocution
; circumloc-

utory ; expressing the sense of one word in many.
PfiR-i-PHRls'Tl-CAL-LY, ad. With circumlocution.

PER'I-PLDS, n. [L. ; -itepi and rAovs, Gr.] A voyage round a
certain sea or sea-coast

; circumnavigation. Dr. Vincent.

PR-lP-NEV-Md'Nl-A,n. [L.] Peripneumony. Hervey.
PER-iP-NEV-M6N'i-CAL,*a. Afflicted with peripneumony.

Jlnh.

PER-JP-NEU'MQ-NY, -n. [irepl and TrraJ/jwy, Gr.; peripneu-
monie, Fr.] An inflammation of the lungs.

PER-I-PQ-LYG'P-NAL,* a. Having many sides. Scudamore.

PE-Rfp'TE-RAL,* a. (Jlrch.) Encompassed with columns or

battlements; peripterous. P. Cyc.

PE-RYP'TE-ROUS,* a. Encompassed with columns; perip-
teral. Crabb.

PE-Rfp'TE-Ry,* n. (Arch.') A building surrounded with a
wing, aisle, or passage, or with a single row of columns.
Brande.

PERIPUTIST,* n. A small, tin, cooking apparatus. Welles.

PE-Rlp'y-Rlsx,* n. A newly-invented cooking apparatus.
-Scuo'amore.

PE'RI,* n. ; pi. PE'RIS. (Persian mythology) A class of im-

aginary beings closely allied to the elves or fairies of more
northern latitudes. Brande.

PE-RIS'CIAN, (pe-rish'yjn) a. Having shadows all around.
Browne.

PE-RIS'CIAN,* (pe-rish'yan) n. ; pi. PERISCIANS. Same as

periscii. Browne.

PE-Rls'cf-l,(pe-Tish
r
e-I) n. pi. [L. ; irspiaKim, Gr.] Peo-

ple whose shadows move all round, as the inhabitants
within the Arctic and Antartic circles.

PER'I-SCOPE,* n. A view all round. Smart.

PER-i-scop'iC,* a. Looking or viewing all around ; applied
to a kind of spectacles. Dr. Wollaston.

PER-I-SCOP'I-CAL,* a. Same as periscopic. EC. Rev.

PER'ISH, v. n. [pcrir, Fr. ;pereo, L.] [i. PERISHED
; pp. PER-

ISHING, PEHISHED.] To die
;
to be destroyed ;

to be lost
;

to come to nothing ; to expire ;
to decay.

,
v. a. To destroy ;

to bring to decay. Shak.

ER-JSH-A-BTL-'I-TV,* 7. Perishableness. Sylvester.

PER'|SH-A-BLE, a. Liable to perish; subject to decay.
PER'JSH-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being perishable.

PER'ISH-MENT,* n. Act of perishing. Ld. Stowell.

PER'I-SPERM,* n. The testa or albumen of a seed. Brande.

,

PER-IS-SOL'Q-^Y, n. [TE/HCTO-OA^JU.] (Rhet.) Redundance
j

macrology.
PER-I-STAL'TIC, a. [TrepiorcXXw, Gr.

; pcristaltique, Fr.]

(Jliiat.) Applied to the peculiar motion of the intestines,

by which their contents are gradually propelled from one
end of the canal to the other.

PfiR-is-TE'Rj-QN, n. The herb vervain.

PE-RI'S'TE-RITE,* . '(Min.) A variety of felspar. T7iomson.

PER'J-STOME,* n. (Bot.) A set of processes surrounding
the orifice of the thcca of a moss

; poristomium. P. Cyr..

PER-I-STO'MI-UM,*?!. (Bot.) A ring or fringe of bristles or

teeth, which are seated immediatsly below the opsrcu-
lum of mosses, and close up the orinceof the seed vessel:

same as peristome. P. Cyc.

PER-I-STRPII'IC,* a. An epithet applied to panoramic
paintings, exhibited in parts, by being fixed on two cylin-
ders

; revolving. Dr. Black.

PER'I-STYLE, 71. [peristyle, Fr.] (rfrch.) A building encom-

passed with columns on the inside. Francis. A circular

range of pillars, jirbuthnot.

PER-f-STi'L'l'UM,* n. [L.] pi. PERISTYLIA. A court,

square, or cloister, with columr
'

imns on three sides. Brande.

A place surrounded with pillars ; peristyle. Ainsworth.

PiiR-I-SVS'TQ-LE, uf [irepi and <rucrrfAJj.] (Med.) The pause
that ensues on the contraction of the heart, before the di-

astole or dilatation can follow.

fPE-RlTE', . [peritus, L.] Skilful. Whitaker.

PER-I-TQ-NE'AL,*a. Relating to the peritoneum. P. Cyc.

PER-i-TO-NE'UM, . [rrrpirovaioi'.} (Anal.) The membrane
which envelops the abdominal viscera, and lines the cav-

ity of the abdomen.
PEII-I-TRO'PHI-UM,* n. Ospirpoxdw.] (Mech.) Awheel

or circular frame of wood, fixed upon a cylinder or axle,

round which a rope is wound
;
and the wheel and cylin-

der being movable about a common axis, a power applied

to the wheel will raise a weight attached to the rope with

so much the greater advantage, as the circumference of

the wheel is greater than that of the cylinder. This me-

chanical power is called the axis in peritrochio. The wind-

lass and capstan are constructed on the same principle j

wheel and axle. Brande.ID. WilCCl HIIU CI.V10. Ji U.ff.U'O.
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PE-RIT'RO-PAL,* a. Turning around
; rotary. Hooker.

P:R'i-wi&, 7i.
[ perruque, Fr.J A peruke ;

a wig ;
false hair

for the head.

PER'J-WIG, v.a. To dress in false hair. Sylvester. [R.]
PER'i-WiG-MAK-ER,* 7i. One who makes periwigs. Booth.

PER'I-WIN-K:LE, (per'e-wing-kl) 71. A small shell-fish; a
kind of fish-snail : a perennial evergreen plant.

PER'jyRE, v. a. [perju.ro, L.] [i. PERJURED ; pp. PERJUR-
, ING, PERJURED.] To forswear

;
to taint with perjury. It

is used with the reciprocal pronoun.
fPER'jyRE, 71. [perjurus, L.] A perjured or forsworn per-

son. Skak.

PER'JURED,* (per'jurd) p. a. Guilty of perjury ;
obtained

by perjury ;
sworn falsely.

PER'jy_R-ER, n. One who perjures or commits perjury.
fPER-JU'Ri-oOs, a. Guilty of perjury. Sir E. Coke.

PER'JV-RY, n. [perjurium, L.] A false oath or swearing.
(Law) A wilful false oath, taken in a court of justice, by

^ a witness lawfully required to depose the truth.

KERK, v. n. To hold up the head with an affected brisk-

jjess ;
to perch. More.

PEteK, v. a. To dress
;
to prank. Shak.

1'iiRK, a. Pert
;
brisk

; airy ; lively ; proud. Spenser.
" Perk

as a peacock." Forby. (Local and colloquial.]

PttR-LA'cEoys,* (-shus) a. Resembling a pearl. Pennant.

PER'L.ATE,*O. (C/tem.) Applied to an acid or salt, which is

a phosphate of soda. Francis.

fPER'JjOys, a. [from perilous.] Dangerous ; perilous. Spenser.

PER-LVS-TRA'TION, n. [pertustratus, L.] Act of viewing
all over. Howell. [R.]

PER'MA-<?y,-re. A little Turkish boat. [R.]

PEK'MA-NENCE, In. State of being permanent ; duration ;

PER'MA-NEN-CV, ) continuance; lastingness.

PER'MA-NENT, a. [permanent, Fr.
; permanent, L.] Dura-

ble; not decaying; unchanged; of long continuance;
lasting.

PER'MA-NENT-LY, ad. Durably ; lastingly. Boyle.

fPER-MAN'siON, 7t. [permaneo, L.] Permanence. Browne.

PER-ME-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. duality of being permeable. Dr.
Ritchie.'

PER'ME-A-BLE, a. [permeo, L.] That may be permeated or

passed through.
tPER'ME-ANT, a. [permeans, L.] Passing through. Browne.

PER'ME-ATE, v. a. [permeo, L.] [i. PERMEATED ; pp. PER-

MEATING, PERMEATED.] To pass through the pores or in-

terstices of; to pass through.
PER-ME-A'TION, n. The act of passing through. Bp. HalL

"fPER-Mis'ci-BLE, a. [permisceo, L.] That may be mingled.
fPER-M/ss','* n. Permission. Milton.

PER-MJS'SI-BLE, a. That may be permitted; allowable.

PER-MIS'SI-BLY,* ad. By permission. Dr. Mien.

PER-MIS'SION, (per-mish'un) n. [Fr. ; permissus, L.] Act
of permitting ; leave; license ; allowance ; grant of lib-

erty ;
a permit.

\PER-Mis'aiVE, a. [permitto, permissus, L.] Granting liberty,
\ not favor; not hindering, though not approving; grant-
ed; suffered without hinderance

; permitted, notauthor-
I ized or favored.

/PER-MIS'SIVE-LY, ad. By permission ;
without hinderance.

PER-MIST'ION, (per-mlst'yun) n. [permistus, L.] Act of

mixing ; permixtion.
PER-MIT', v. a. [permitto, L.] [i.

PERMITTED
; pp. PERMIT-

TING, PERMITTED.] To allow, without command
; to suf-

fer, without authorizing or approving, to allow; to suf-
fer

;
to admit

;
to consent to

;
to tolerate.

PER'MIT, or PER-MIT', [per'rnit, S. W. J. E. F. K. Sm. ,

per-mlt', P. J<^ Wb. Rees.] n. An order
; permission ; a

written permission from an officer of the customs, au-

thorizing the removal of goods, subject to duties, from
one place to another.

PER-MIT'TANCE, n. Allowance; permission. Derham. [R.]

PER-MIT-T',* n. One to whom permission or a permit
has been granted. Ritchie.

PER-MlT'TER,* n. One who permits. Edwards.

PER-MIXT'IQN, (per-mikst'yun) 71. [permistus, L.] Act of

mingling; state of being mingled.
PER-MG'TA-BLE,* a. Changeable. Buckingham. [R.]
PER-My-TA'TlON, n. [pcrinutatio, L.] Exchange of one for

another. Bacon. (Algebra) The arrangement of any de-
terminate number of things or letters, in all possible or-

ders, pne after the other.

PER-MIJTE', v. a. [permuto, L.] To exchange. Huloet. [R.]

PER-MUT'ER, n. An exchanger. Huloet. [R.]

PR'NAN-CY,* n. (Law) A taking or receiving. Tithes
in pernancy are tithes taken, or that may be taken, in

kind. Wldshaw.

tPER-Ni"ciQN,* (per-nTsh'un) n. Destruction. Hudibras.

PER-Ni"cioys, (per-nish'us) . [perniciosus, L.] Mischiev-
ous in the highest degree ; very hurtful

; ruinous
;
de-

structive. [pernix, L. Quick. Milton.]
PER-Ni"cious-l,v, (per-nish'us-le) ad. In a pernicious man-

ner; destructively; mischievously; ruinously.

PER-m"cioys-NESS,(-nIh-)7i. duality of being pernicious.

tPER-Ni9'l-TY, n. [pernix, L.] Swiftness; celerity. Ray.

? PER

PER-NQC-TA'TIQN, n. [pernoctatioy L.] Act of watching
through the night. Bp. Taylor.

PER'NOR,* n. (Law) He who receives the profits of land,
<Scc. Jacob.

PEK'Q-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Laid thickly over with a woolly
substance, ending in a soft meal. P. Cyc.

PER-Q-RA'TIQN, 71. [peroratio, L.] (Rhet.) The concluding
part of an oration, in which the arguments are briefly re-

capitulated, and earnestly enforced.

PEROVSKITE,* n. (Jtfin.) A mineral containing titanium
and lime. Rose.

PER-OX'IDE,* n. (Chem.) A substance having a maximum
of oxygen ;

the highest oxide of any metal. Ure.

PER-OX'J-DIZE,*?;. a. To oxidize to the highest degree. Ure.

JPER-PEND', v. a. [perpendo, L.] To weigh in the rnind
; to

consider. Shak.

PER-PENB'ER, or PER'PEND-STONE, n. A coping-stone.
PER-PEN'D}-CLE, n. [perpendicule, Fr.J Any thing hanging
down by a straight line. [R.]

PER-PEN-DIC'V-LAR, a. [perpendicidaris, L.] Crossing an-
other line at right angles; falling at right angles on the
plane of the horizon

; standing at right angles; upright.
PER-PEN-Dic'y-liAR, 7i. A line falling on the plane of

the horizon at right angles ;
a line falling-upon or inter-

secting another line, so that the angles formed by the
intersection are equal, and each of them a right angle.

PER-PEN-Dic-y-LAR'i-Ty, n. State of being perpendicular.
PJER-PEN-Dic'y-L,AR-L,y, ad. In a perpendicular manner ;

at right angles ; in the direction of a straight line up and
down.

fPER-pEN'siQN, (-shun) 7i. Consideration. Browne.
jPER-PEN'si-xy,* n. Consideration

;
a pondering. Swift.

IPER-PES'SIQN, (per-pesh'un) 71.
[ perpessio, L.] Suffering.

Pearson.

PER'PE-TRATE, v. a. [perpetro, L.] [i. PERPETRATED \pp.
PERPETRATING, PERPETRATED.] To commit

; to perform:
always used in an ill sense.

PER-PE-TRA'TIQN, TU The act of perpetrating ;
the com-

mission of a crime.

PER'PE-TRA-TQR,* n. One who perpetrates. Richardson.

PER-PET'V-AL, (per-pet'yu-al) a. [perpetuel, Fr.
; perpetuus,

L.] Never-ceasing; eternal, with respect to futurity ; con-
tinual

; uninterrupted ; perennial ; lasting; constant
;
in-

cessant
; unceasing. Perpetual screw, a s"crew which acts

against the teeth of a wheel, so that the action can al-

ways go on.

PER-PK'r'y-AL-LY, ad. Constantly; continually; inces-

santly.

PER-PET'y-ATE, (per-pet'yu-at) . a. [perpetuer, Fr.; per-
petUO, L.] [i. PERPETUATED ; pp. PERPETUATING, PERPET-
UATED.] To make perpetual ;

to preserve from extinction ;

to continue without cessation or intermission.

PER-PET-V-A'TIQN, n. The act of perpetuating ;
act of

making perpetual ; incessant continuance.

PER-PE-TU'J-XV, n. [perpetuite, Fr.
; perpetaitas, L.] State

of being perpetual; duration to all futurity; eternity;
something of which there is no end : a sum of money
that will purchase a perpetual annuity.

PER-PHOS'PHATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt in which phosphoric
acid is combined with an oxide, at the maximum of oxi-
dation. Ure.

PER-PLEX', v. a. [perplexus,~L.] [i. PERPLEXED ; pp. PER-
PLEXING, PERPLEXED.] To disturb with doubtful notions;
to entangle ;

to make anxious
; to distract

; to embarrass;
to puzzle ; to harass; to confuse

;
to make intricate; to

involve
;
to vex.

fPER-PLEx', a. [perplexe, Fr.
; perplezus, L.] Intricate ; dif-

ficult ; perplexed. Olanville.

PER-PLEX'ED-LY, ad. Intricately; with involution. Bp.
Bull.

PER-PLKX'ED-NESS, n. Intricacy ; difficulty ; perplexity.
Locke.

PER-PLEX'ING,*P. a. Embarrassing; difficult; intricate.

PER-PL.x'j-Ty, n. [perplexite, Fr.] Anxiety; distraction of
mind; embarrassment; difficulty; entanglement; intri-

cacy.

tPER-pLEX'L,y, ad. Perplexedly. Milton.

tPER-po-TA'TiQN, w. [per and poto, L.] Act of drinking
largely. Bailey.

PER'QU|-siTE,(per'kwe-zit) n. [perquisitus, L.] Something
obtained by a place or office over and above the settled

salary ;
a gift or allowance in addition to wages.

tPER'QUl-iT-ED, a. Supplied with perquisites. Savage.
PER-QUi-i"TiON, (per-kvve-zish'un) 71. An accurate inqui-

ry ;
a thorough search. Bp. Berkeley. [R.]

PER'RI-ER,* n. [Fr.] An engine for throwing stones.

Hakluyt.
PER'RON,* n. (Arch.) A staircase outside of a building.

Hamilton.

PER'RQ-QUET,* (per'r9-ket) TJ. See PAROQUET.
PER-KfJ' QUt-Eii,* (per-ru'ke-er) n. [Fr.J A wig-maker.

Brit. Crit.
'

PER'RY, n. [poire, Fr.] A fermented liquor made of pears.
PER SAL'TUM,* [L.]

" By a leap or jump."
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PER-scRU-TA'TiQ?f,* n - A thorough search. Smart.
PER SE, [L.] By himself; by herself; by itself; by them-

selves : abstractedly; alone. (Logic) Things are said
to be considered per se when they are taken in the ab-
stract. Crabb.

PER'SE-CUTE, v. a. [persccuter, Fr.
; persecutus, L.] [i.

PER-
SECUTED ; pp. PERSECUTING, PERSECUTED.] To harass with

penalties, generally on account of opinions in religion or

some other subject of interest or importance ;
to harass

;

to pursue with malignity ;
to pursue with repeated acts of

vengeance or enmity ;
to importune much.

PER-SE-CU'TION, n. [Fr. ; persecutio, L.] Act of persecut-

ing ;
state of being persecuted ; malignant prosecution.

PER'SE-CU-TIVE,* a. Persecuting. Scott. [R.]

PER'SE-CUT-QR, n. One who persecutes.

PER'SE-CU-TRIX,* n. A female who persecutes. EC. Rev.

fPER-SEV'ER,* v. n. To persevere. This word is repeat-

edly found so spelt and accented by Shakspeare, as well

as by Spenser.
PER-SE-VER'ANCE, n. [Fr. ; perseverantia, L.] Act of per-

severing; persistence in any design; steadiness in pur-

suits; constancy. (Theol.) Continuance in a state of

grace.

PER-SE-VER'ANT, a. [Fr. ; perseverans, L.] Persisting;
constant

; persevering. Bp. Prideaux. Coleridge. [R.]

tPER-SE-VER'ANT-LY, ad. With constancy. Spiritual Con-

quest.

PER-SE-VERE', v. n. [persevero, L.] [{.PERSEVERED;^.
PERSEVERING, PERSEVERED.] To persist in an attempt; to

hold on
;
to be constant ; to continue

;
to pursue ;

to pros-
ecute ;

to insist
;
not to give over.

PER-SE-VER'ING,*?. a. Persisting ;
resolute.

PER-SE-VER'ING-LY, ad. With perseverance. Bp. Bull.

PER'SIAN,* (per'shan) n. A native of Persia. Moricr.

(Arch.} A male figure, instead of a column, to support
an entablature. Francis. See PERSIC.

PER'SIAN,* a. Relating to Persia; of Persia. Persian

wheel, an engine for watering lands. Crabb.

PER'SIC,* a. Relating to Persia : noting an order of archi-

tecture in which an entablature is supported by the

statues of men. Scott.

PERSICOT,* (par'se-ko') n. [Fr.] A kind of liquor or cor-

dial. W. Ency.
PERSIFLAGE,* (par-se-flizh') n. [Fr.] Idle talk, in

which all the subjects are treated with levity or banter.

QM. Rev.

PER-siitt'MpN,* n. (Bot.) A tree and its fruit, found in the

Middle and Southern United States of America. Michaux.

PER'SI^M,* n. A Persian idiom.

PER-SIST', v. n. [persisto, L.
; persister, Fr.] [i.

PERSIST-

ED
; pp. PERSISTING, PERSISTED.] To persevere ;

to con-

tinue firm, inflexible, or steadfast
;
not to give over.

PER-SIST'ENCE, > n. State of persisting ; constancy; per-

PER-SIST'EN-CY, \ severance ; obstinacy ; contumacy.

(.Optic*) The duration of the impression of light on the

retina, after the luminous object has disappeared.

PER-SIST'ENT,* a. Remaining; not falling off. London.

PER sfs'TlVE, a. Steady; firm; persevering. Shak.

PER'SON, (per'sn) [per'sn, W. P. J. F. Ja. ; per'sun, S. K. ;

per'sun, colloquially per'sn, Sm.] n. [persona, L.
; per-

sonne, Fr.] Originally, a mask used by Roman actors;

whence, character assumed ;
exterior appearance ;

the

body; shape: an individual
;
a human being; a man

or woman; an individual, intelligent being; one.

(Gram.} The character which a noun or pronoun bears,
as denoting the speaker, the person spoken to, or the

person or thing spoken of.

PER'SQN-A-BLE, a. Handsome; graceful; of good ap-

pearance__ (Law) That can appear and maintain pleas
in court.

PER'SQN-AGE, n. [personnage, Fr.] A person of distinction ;

exterior appearance ; character assumed or represented.

PER'SQN-AL, [per'sun-al, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.] a.

f
personnel, Fr.

; personalis, L.] Relating to the person or

ndividual
; relating to one's private actions or charac-

ter : belonging to men or women, not to things : pecu-
liar ; proper to him or her : present ;

not acting by repre-
sentative ;

done by one's self, not by another : exterior ;

corporal. (Law) Movable; appendant to the person, as

money; not real, as land. (Gram.) Having the modifi-
cations of the three grcimmatical persons.

PER'SQN-AL,, n. (Law) Movable property, or goods ; in op-
position to lands and tenements, or real estate.

PER'SQN-AL-I^M:,* 7i. Quality of being personal. QM. Rcr>.

State of being a person ; quality of

being personal; individuality: a reflection or remark
directly or offensively applied.

PER'SON-AL-IZE,* v. a. To render personal. Warburton.

PER'SQN-AL-LY, ad. In a personal manner
;
in person ;

in

presence ; not by representative ; particularly.

PER'SQN-AL-TY,* n. (Law) A name for things personal, in

distinction from things real : an action is in personalty
when it is brought against the right person, or the per-
son against whom in law it lies. Whithaw.

PER'SON-ATE, v. a.
[i. PERSONATED; pp. PERSONATING,

PERSONATED.] To represent by a hctitious or assumed
character, so as to pass for the person represented ; to

represent by feigning a character
; to act

;
to counterfeit ;

to feign. [To describe. Shak. persona. L. To celebrate

loudly. Milton.}
PER'SQN-ATE, v. n. To play a fictitious character. Buck.

PER'SON-ATE,* a. (Sot.) Labiate, with the palate of the
lower lip pressing against the upper lip. P. Cyc.

PER-SON-A'TIQN, n. Act of personating; a counterfeit.

PER'SON-A-TOR, M. One who personates ;
a performer.

PER-SQN-E'l-Ty,* n. Personality. Coleridge. [R.]
PER-SON-I-FI-CA'TION, n. Act of personifying. (Rhet.)
A figu/e by which inanimate objects are represented as
endued with life and action

; prosopopoeia.
PER-SON'I-FY, v. a.

[i. PERSONIFIED
; ^p. PERSONIFYING,

PERSONIFIED.] To represent with the attributes of a
person ; to change from a thing to a person.

fPER'SQN-lZE, v. a. To personify. Richardson.

PERSONNEL,* (par'so-nel') n. [Fr.] The rank, appoint-
ment, and duties of the persons, men, or officers belong-
ing to an army, as distinguished from the materiel, or

provisions, arms, equipage, &c. McCulloch.

PER-SPEC'TIVE, [per-spek'tiv, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

per'spek-tiv, Johnson.] n. [perspective, Fr.
; perspicio, L.]

A glass through which things are viewed
;
a vista

;
a

view; a prospect: the act of delineating, on a plane,
objects as they appear to an eye placed at a given height
and distance. &3=

" This word, as may be seen in

Johnson, was generally accented by the poets on the first

syllable ;
but the harshness of this pronunciation has

prevented it from gaining any ground in prose." Walker.

PER-SPEC'TIVE, a. Relating to the science of vision
; optic.

PER-SPEC'TJVE-LY, a<L Optically ; through a glas. Shak.

PER-SPEC'TQ-GRA'PH,* n. An instrument for taking the

points and outlines of objects. Bigelow.

fPER'spi-qA-BLE, a. [perspicabilis,!,.] Discernible. Herbert.

PER-SPl-CA'cioys, (per-spe-ka'shus) a. [perspicax. L.]
Quick-sighted ; sharp of sight ; discerning ; acute ;

ckjar.

PER-SPI-CA'CIOVS-LY,* ad. In a perspicacious manner.
Johnson.

PER-SPJ-CA'CIOVS-NESS, (per-spe-ka'shus-nes) n. Perspi-
cacity.

PER-SPI-CA^'J-TV, n. ^perspicacite, Fr.] Quality of being
perspicacious ; acuteness of sight or discernment.

tPMR'SPl-CA-CY,7i. [perspicacia, L.] Perspicacity. B.Jonson.

fPER-SPi"ci-ENCE ) (per-spish'e-ens) n. [perspiciens, L.]
Perspicacity.

fPER'SPf-ciL, n. [perspicUlum, L.] An optic glass. Cra-

shaw.

PER-SPI-CU'I-TY, n. [pcrspicuite, Fr.] ^Transparency.
Browne.] Quality of being perspicuous ;

clearness to the

mind
;

easiness to be understood
;

freedom from ob-

scurity.

PER-spJc'v-oOs, a. [perspicuus, L.] That may be seen

through ; easily discerned ; transparent ; clear ;
clear to

the understanding; easily understood
;
not obscure.

PER-spic'V-oOs-LY, ad. In a perspicuous manner
;
clear-

ly ;
not obscurely.

PER-SPIC'V-OUS-ISESS, n. Freedom from obscurity; per-

spicuity.

PER-SPIR'A-BLE, [per-spirVbl, S. W. P. Ja. K. Sm.] a.

That may bs perspired. [Emitting perspiration. Bacon.]
PER-SPI-RA'TIQN, n. Act of perspiring; excretion by the

cuticular pores. Arbuthnot.

PER-SPIR'A-TIVE, a. Performing the. act of perspiration.

PER-SP!R'A-TO-RY, a. Perspirative. Bp. Berkeley.

PER-SPIRE', v. n. [perspiro, L.] [i. PERSPIRED ; pp. PER-

SPIRING, PERSPIRED.] To exude by or through the skin or

pores ^ to perform excretion by the pores ;
to sweat.

PER-SPIRE', v. a. To emit by the pores. Smollett.

PER-STRIIN^E', v. a. [perstringo, L.] To touch or glance

upon. jBurton.
PER-SUAD'A-BLE, (per-swad'a-bl) a. That may be per-
suaded ; persuasible. [R.]

fPER-SUAD'A-BLY, ad. So as to be persuaded. Sherwood.

PJE'R-SUADE', (per-swad') v. a. \jtenuadee* L.] [i. PER-

SUADED ; pp. PERSUADING, PERSUADED.] To counsel or

advise with effect; to draw or incline the will ;
to cause

to act; to influence by argument or expostulation; to

entice ;
to exhort

;
to prevail upon.

fPER-suADE', 7^ Persuasion. Soliman and Perseda.

PER-SUAD'ER, n. One who persuades.

||PER suA-si-Bil/j-TY, n. Capability of being persuaded.

||PER-suA'si-BLEJ [per-svva'se-bl, S. P. F. Sm. Wh. ; per-

swa'ze-bl, W. J. Ja. K. R.] a. [pcrsuasibilis, L.] That

insij' be persuaded. [R.]

!|PER-SUA'SI-BLE-NESS, 71. Quality of being persuasible.

PER-SUA'^IQN, (per-swa'zhun) n. [Fr.] Act or art of per-

suading ; exhortation; enticement; state of being per-

suaded; creed; belief; opinion.

PER-SUA'SIVE, a. [persuasif, Fr.] Having power to per-

suade
; influencing the will or passions ; hortatory.

PER-SUA'SIVE, n. Exhortation ; argument ; importunity.
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PER-SUA'SIVE-LY, ad. In such a manner as to persuade.
PER-SUA'SJVE-NESS, 71. Quality of being persuasive.
PER-SUA'SO-RY, a. [persuasorius, L.J Having power to

persuade ; persuasive. Browne.

PER-SUL'PHATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt composed of sul-

phuric acid and a peroxide. Ure.

PER-SVL-TA'TIQN,* n . An eruption of the blood. Scott.

PERT, a. [pert, Welsh; pert, D.J [fLively ;
brisk

,
smart.

Milton.] Saucy; forward
; bold and loquacious.

PERT, n. A pert or over-forward person. Goldsmith. [R.]

tPERT^Tj. 7i. To behave pertly or impudently. Bp. Gatulen.

PER-TAIN', v. n. [pertineo, L.J [i. PERTAINED
; pp. PER-

TAINING, PERTAINED.] To belong ;
to relate ; to appertain.

tPER-TER-E-BRA'TIQN, n. [per and terebratio, L.J Boring
through. Bailey.

PERTH'ITE,*TI. (Mi>i.) A variety of felspar. Thomson.

PER-TI-NA'CIOVS, (per-te-na'shus) a. Obstinate
;

stub-
born

; perversely resolute. [Resolute ; steady. South.]

PER-Ti-NA'cioys-Ly, (per-te-na'shus-le) ad. In a pertina-
cious manner; obstinately; stubbornly.

PER-TI-NA'CIOVS-NESS, n. Pertinacity. Bp. Taylor.

PER-TJ-NA^'I-TY, n. [pertinacia, L.J Quality of being per-
tinacious

; obstinacy ; stubbornness
; persistency.

fPER'Tl-NA-CY, n. [pertinax, L.] Obstinacy; constancy:
pertinacity. Bp. Taylor.

PER'TI-NENCE, ) n. \pertineo, L.] Quality of being per-

PER'TI-NEN-CY, }
tinent

;
fitness

; propriety to the pur-

pose ; relevancy ; appropriateness ; appositeness.
PER'TI-NENT, a. [pertinens, L.

; pertinent, Fr.] Related to

the matter in hand
; just to the purpose ;

not useless to

the end proposed ; apposite ; fit
; relevant

; appropriate.

PEJR'TI-NENT-LY, ad. Appositely ;
to the purpose.

PER'TI-KENT-NESS, n. Appositeness ; pertinence. [R.]

tPER-TiN'9ENT,a. [pertingens, L.J Reaching to; touching.
PERT'LY, ad. In a pert manner ; smartly ; saucily.

PERT'NESS, n. Quality of being pert; sauciness.

tPER-TRAN'siENT, a. [pertransiens, L.J Passing over. Bailey.

PER-TURB', v. a. [perturbo, L.J [i. PERTURBED;^. PER-

TURBING, PERTURBED.] To disquiet ;
to disturb; to dis-

order. BP . Hall. [R.]
PER-TUR'BANCE,* n. Perturbation ; disturbance. Sharp.
fPER-TUR'BATE, [per-tiir'bat, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.;

per'tur-bat, Wb.] v. a. To disquiet ;
to disturb

;
to per-

turb. More. See CONTEMPLATE.
PiiR-TyR-BA'TlON, n. [perturbatio, L.] Disquiet of mind;

disturbance; disorder; confusion; cause of disquiet;
commotion of passions. Hooker.

PER'TUR-BA-TOR, n. [L.] One who disturbs.

PER-TURB'ER, n. A disturber. Sir G. Paul.

PER-TUSE',* a. Bored through ; perforated. Bailey. [R.]
|PER-TUED', (per-tuzd') a. [pertusus, L.J Bored; pierced
with holes. Scott.

PER-TU'ION, (per-tu'zhun) n. Act of piercing, hole
made by piercing ;

a perforation. Bacon.

PER-TUS'SIS,* n. (Med.) The whooping-cough. Brande.

PER'OKE, n. [pcrruque, Fr.] A cap of false hair; a peri-
wig.

PER'CKE, v.a. To furnish with perukes or wigs. [R.]
PER'CKE-MAK-ER, n. A maker of perukes; a wig-
maker.

PER'ULE,* n. (Bot.) The cover of a seed. Hamilton.

PE-RtJ'AL, 7i. Act of perusing; examination.

PE-RCiJE', C. a. [i. PERUSED
', pp. PERUSING, PERUSED.] To

read
;
to observe

;
to examine.

PE-Rts'ER', ?t. One who peruses ; a reader.

PE-Rtrvi-AN, a. Belonging to Peru. Peruvian bark, or

cinchona, a bark from a Peruvian tree, much used in

medicine. Brande.

PER-VADE', v. a. [pervado, L.J [i. PERVADED
; pp. PER-

VADING, PERVADED.] To permeate ; to pass through the
whole extent of; to extend through.

PER-VAD'ING,* p. a. Passing through ; penetrating.
PER-VA'SION, (per-va'shun) n. The act of pervading;

state_of being pervaded. Boyle.

PER-VA'SJVE, a. Having power to pervade. Shcnstone.

PER-VERSE', a. [pervcrs, Fr. ; pcrcersus, L.J Distorted
from the right; obstinate in the wrong; stubborn; un-
tractable; untoward; spiteful; petulant; vexatious.

PER-VERSE'LY, ad. In a perverse manner; spitefully.

PER-VERSE'NESS, n. Quality of being perverse.

PER-VER'SION, (per-ver'shun) n. [Fr.] Act of perverting;
state of being perverted ; change to something worse.

PER-VER'SI-TY, n. [perversitc, Fr.J Quality of being per-
verse

; ill disposition ; perverseness ; crossness.

PER-VER'SIVE, a. Tending to pervert or corrupt.

PER-VERT', v. a. [pervcrto, L.J [i. PERVERTED
; pp. PER-

VERTING, PERVERTED.] To distort from the true end
or purpose ;

to corrupt ;
to turn from the right; to entice

to ill.

PER-VERT'ED,*^. a. Turned aside from right ; corrupted.
PER-VERT'ER, n. One who perverts; a corrupter.

PER-VERT'J-BLE, a. That may be perverted. Mountagu.
fPER-VEs'fi-GATE, v. a. [pervestigo, L.] To search out.

Cockeram.

, . [pervcstigaiio, L.] A thorough 01

diligent search. Chilling-worth.

fPER-vj-CA'cioys, (per-ve-ka'shus) a. [pervicax. L.J Spite-
fully obstinate

; peevishly contumacious. Denham.
tPER-vl-CA'cioys,LY, ad. With spiteful obstinacy.
fPER-vi-CA'cioys-NESS, ) n. Spiteful obstinacy ;

contuma-
tPER-VI-CA'j-TY, i cy. Bentley.
fPER'vj-CA-CY, n. [pervicacia, L.J Same as pervicadty.

Bailey.

PER'vi-oGs, a. [peroius, L.J That may be permeated,
penetrated, or passed through; admitting passage; per-
nieable. [Permeating. Prior.

J

PER'VI-OUS-NESS, n. Quality of being pervious.
PER'VIS, n. See PARVIS.

PE-SADE', [pe-s'ad', Ja. ; pe-zad', Sm.] n. [Fr.] The motion
which a horse makes in raising or lifting up his fore

quarters. Farrier's Diet.

PES'SA-RY, 71. [pessaire, Fr.J (Med.~) A small roll of some-
thing, as of lint, medicated for thrusting into the uterus
on extraordinary occasions, rfrbuthnot.

PES'SI-MIST,* n. A universal complainer ; opposed to op-
timist. Smart.

PES'SQ-MAN-CY,* n. [TCO-O-OJ and navrcta.] Divination by
means of pebbles. Smart.

PEST, n. [peste, Fr. ; pestis, L.] Plague ; pestilence ;
a per-

son or thing mischievous or destructive.

PES'TER, v. a. [pester, Fr.J [i.
PESTERED

; pp. PESTERING,
PESTERED.] To disturb

;
to perplex; to harass; to en-

cumber.

PES'TER-ER, n. One who pesters or disturbs.

jPEs'TER-oDs, a. Encumbering; cumbersome. Bacon.

PEST'-HOUSE, n. A hospital for persons infected with

any pestilential disease. South.

PES'TI-DOCT, n. [pestij and duco, L.J That which conveys
contagion. Donne.

PES-TIF'ER-OUS, a. [pestifer, L.] Propagating pestilence;
destructive ; mischievous ; pestilential ; malignant ;

in-

fectious.

PES'TI-LENCE, n. [Fr. ; pestilcntia, L.] A contagious or

infectious disease, which is epidemic, or endemic, and
mortal

;
the plague ; pest ; contagious distemper.gue ; pes

PES'TI-LENT, a. [Fr. ; pestilens, L.J Producing pestilence

lignant ; pestilentitial ;
mischievous

;
de-or plagues ;

mal
structive.

PES-TI-LEN'TIAL, (pes-te-len'shal) a. [pestilentiel, Fr.] Par-

taking of the nature of 'pestilence or of the plague ; pro-

ducing pestilence ; infectious ; contagious ;
mischievous ;

destructive
; pernicious ; pestilent.

PES-TI-LEN'TIAL-LY,*^. By means of pestilence. Qw. Rev

PES-T}-LEN'Tl6ys 5

*' a. Pestilential. Sidney. [R.J

PES'TI-L.ENT-:LY, ad. Mischievously ; destructively.

tPES-TiL-LA'Ticw, n. Act of pounding in a mortar. Browne.

UPES'TLE, (pes'sl or pes'tl) [pes'tl, S. W. P. J. F. K. ; pes'-

sl, Sm. Wb.] n. [pesteil, old Fr.
; pistillum, L.J An instru-

ment with which any thing is broken in a mortar. .

pestle of pork, a gammon of bacon. Huloet.

IIPES'TLE, (pes'sl) v. n. To use a pestle. B. Jonson. [R.J
PET, n. A slight anger or passion ;

a slight fit of peevish-
ness : a lamb taken into the house, and brought up by
hand ; a cade lamb

; any creature or person that is fon-

dled and indulged.
PET, v. a.

[i. PETTED ; pp. PETTING, PETTED.} To treat as a

pet ;
to fondle ; to indulge.

PET'AL, or PE'TAL, [pet'al, S. P. E. Sm. ; pe'tal or pet'al,
W. 'J. F. ; pS'tal, Ja. K.] n. [iriTaX'jv.] (Bot.) A flower

leaf; a division of the corolla of a plant.

PET'A-LINE,* a. (Bat.) Relating to or like a petal. Smith.

PET'AL-IM, n. [ffraXr//os.J A form of banishment

among the Syracusans, for five years, by writing the

name of the obnoxious person on a leaf.

PET'AL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A rare mineral, having a foliated

structure. Brande.

PET'ALLED,* (pet'ald) a. Furnished with petals. Barrett.

PET'A-LOIII,* a. (Bot.) Resembling a petal. P. Cyc.

PET'A-LOUS, a. Having petals.

PET'AL-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Shaped like a petal. Gray.
fPE-TAR', n. Same as petard. Shak.

PE-TARD', n. [petard, Fr.
; petardo, It.] (Mil.) An engine,

charged with powder, resembling in shape a high-crowned
hat, formerly much used for breaking gates, barricades, &c.

PET-ARD-EER',* n. One who manages a petard. Crabb.

PET'A-SUS,* n. [L] A broad covering for the head ;
Mer-

cury's winged cap. (Arch.) A cupola in the form of a
broad-brimmed cap. Crabb.

PE-TAU'R}ST,*T?.. (Zool.) A marsupial animal which has the

power of taking extensive leaps through the air. Brande.

PE-TE'PJII-JE, (pe-t5'ke-5) n.pl. [L.] (Mcd.) Small, red,

pestilential spots.'

PE-TE'jem-Ai,, [pe-te'ke-al, W. J. F. Ja. ; pe-tek'e-al, P.

Sm. ; pe-tek'yal, S.^.J a. Pestilentially spotted. Arbuthnot.

PET-E-RA'RO,* n. See PEDERERO. Falconer.

PET'E-REL, n. A sea-bird. Hawkesworth. See PETREL.''
n. A fisherman poaching on the Thames.

Mason.Cockeram.
j

Mason.
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PE'TER-PENCE, n. pi. A tribute of a penny from every
house in England, otherwise called Rome-scot, formerly
paid to the pope, at Lammas-day. Bp. Hall.

PE'TER-WORT, (-wurt) n. A plant.

PfiT'l-o-L^R,* a. Of or belonging to a petiole. P. Cyc.
PET'J-O-LATE,* a. Growing out of petioles. London.

PT'i-6LE,* n. (Bat.) The stalk of a leaf. P. Cyc.
PET'I-P'-LULE,* n. (Bot.) A little petiole. London.

PETIT, (pe-tf;t', pet'e, or pet'it) [pe-tet' or pet'e, Sm. ; pet'it
or pe-tet'', Ja. ; pe-t'et' or pe-ite', K. ; pet'e, R. Wb.] a. [Fr.]
Small

;
little

;
inconsiderable

; petty. Harmar. $f " In
the sense of petty, as opposed to important, grand, or

high, it is generally pronounced petty, even when the

spelling is petit, as petit or petty larceny, petit or petty
treason." Smart.

PE-T!"TIQN, (pe-tish'un) n. [petitio,^.] A request; en-

treaty ; supplication ;
a single part or article of a prayer.

PE-Tl"TIQN, (pe-tish'un) v. a. [i. PETITIONED
; pp. PETI-

TIONING, PETITIONED.] To solicit
;
to supplicate ;

to en-
treat.

PE-Tl"TipN-A-Ri-LY, (pe-tish'un-a-re-Je) ad. By way of

petition, or begging the question. Browne.

PE-Tl"TlON-A-Ry, (pe-tish'un-a-re) a. Supplicatory; com-
ing with petitions ; containing petitions or requests.
.Hooker.

PE-TI"TION-ER, (pe-tish'un-er) n. One who petitions.
PE-Tfri-o 'pRiN-clp'f-I,* (pe-tish'e-5) [L.] (Logic)" A begging of the question ;

" or the taking of a thing for

true, which is false, or which requires to be proved. Ency.
PETIT-MAITRE,* (pet'5 ma'tr) n. [Fr.] A coxcomb

;
a

fop. Chesterfield.

fPET'i-TO-RV, a. [petitorius, L.] Petitioning; petitionary.
Brewer.

PET'IT-TREA'JJON,* (pgt'e-tre'zn) n. See TREASON.
PET'MAN ,* n. The smallest pig of the litter. Forby. [Pro-

vincial, Eng.]
PE'TRE, (pe'ter) n. [petra, L.] Nitre; saltpetre. Browne.

PE-TRE'AN,* a. Relating to a rock or stone. Ure.

PE'TREL,* n. A sea-fowl, or bird of the class of procella-

ritB, the appearance of which around a vessel is said to be
a presage of a storm ; called also storm-petrel, storm-bird,
and Mother Gary's chicken. Brande.

PE-TRES'CENCE,* n. Act of being turned to stone. Scott.

PE-TRES'CENT, a. [petrescens, L.] Becoming stone ; pet-

rifying.

PET-RI-FXC'TION, n. [petrifacio, L.] The act of petrify-

ing; state of being petrified or turned to stone; that

which is petrified or made stone.

PET-RJ-FXc'TlVE, a. Having the power to petrify.

PE-TRIF'IC, a.
[ pctrificus, L.] Having power to change to

stone
; petrifactive.

jPE-TRlF'l-CATE, v. a. To petrify. J. Hall.

PET-RI-FI-CA'TIPN, n. Petrifaction. HallywelL
PET'Ri-FY, -v. a. [petrifier, Fr.

; petra and fio, L.] [i. PET-
RIFIED

; pp. PETRIFYING, PETRIFIED.] To Change tO

stone
;
to make callous, obdurate, or hard

;
to fix.

PET'RJ-FY, v. n. To become stone. Dryden.
PET'RiL-iTE,*7t. (Min.) A sort of felspar. Crabb.
PE 'TRINE,* a. Relating to St. Peter. EC. Rev.

P'TR6L, [pe'trol, S. W. Wb.; pe-trf\',Ja. Sm.] n. [pe-

trolc,JFr.] Same as petroleum. Woodward.
PE-TRO'LE-OM, n. A brown liquid bitumen, found in Per-

sia, the West Indies, and other parts of America, and
several parts of Europe. It is called also rock-oil and
Barbadoes tar,

PET'RO-LINE,* n. A substance obtained by distilling pe-
troleum. Brande.

PE-TROL'P-GY,* n. [-rrsrpos and \oyos.] A discourse con-

cerning rocks. Phil. Mag.
PET'RO-NEL, n. [pctrinal, Fr.] A pistol; a small gun used
by a horseman ; pettrel. Spenser.

PE-TRO-SI'LEX,* n. (Min.) Hornstone, or compact felspar.
Cleaveland.

PE'TRoys,*a. Stony; resembling stone. Dunglison.^
PET'TI-COAT, 7t. The lower part of a woman's dress.

PET'TI-COAT,* a. Belonging to a petticoat ;
female. Jlsh.

PET'TI-FOG, Vf m_
j-^ PETTIFOGGED; pp. PETTIFOGGING,

PETTIFOGGED.] To play the pettifogger. Milton.

PET'Tl-FdG-jSER, 7i. A petty, small-rate lawyer. Carew.

PET'TI-FOG-GER-Y, n. Practice of a pettifogger; trick.

PET'TI-NESS, n. Smallness
; littleness

; unimportance.
PET'TISH, a. Fretful : peevish ; petulant. Burton.

PET'TJSH-LY, ad. In a pet ; petulantly ; fretfully.

PET'TISH-NSS, n. Fretfulness
; peevishness. Collier.

PET'TI-TOE, (pet'te-toz) n. pi. The feet of a young pig :

ludicrously, the toes generally.
PET1

TO, n. [It.] The breast: figuratively, privacy ; as," in petto," i. e., in reserve
;
in secrecy. Ld. Chesterfield.

PET'TREL,* n. A breastplaio for a horse
; petronel. Sidney.

PET'TY,' a. [petit, Fr.] Small; inconsiderable; inferior;
little

; trifling ;
trivial ; frivolous ; futile.

PET'TY-CHAPS, (-chops) n. A kind of wagtail, called, in

some parts, the beam-bird.

PET'TY-cdv, n. An herb. Jiinsworth.

PET'TY-WHIN,* n. A plant, called also needle-fane. Booth,

PET'U-LANCE,
}
n. [petulance, Fr.

; petulantia, L.] (duality

PET'V-LAN-CY, }
of being petulant ;

sauciness ; peevish
ness; ill temper ; fretfulness

; wantonness.
PET'V-LANT, (pet'yu-lant) a. [Fr. ; petulans, L.] Saucy; per-

verse
;
abusive

; pettish ;
fretful ; pert ;

wanton.

PET'U-LANT-LY, ad. In a petulant manner ; pertly.
tPE-TtJL'coys, a. [petulcus, L.] Wanton; frisky. Cane.

PE-TiiNSE',* n. (Min.) Porcelain clay ;
a variety of felspar.

Ure.

PE-TtJNTSE',*orPE-TGNTZE',*(pe-tuns') n. (Chinese') See
PETUNSE. Brande.

PEU-CED'A-N!NE,* n. (Chem.) A peculiar principle ob-
tained from the peucedanum officinalc, or sea-sulplmrwort.
P. Cyc.

PEUR'MI-CXN,* . Potted beef. Maunder. See PEMMICAN.
PEW, (pu) n. A seat, or several seats enclosed together, in

a church.

PEW, v. a. To furnish withnews. Jlsh.

PEW'-DOOR,* (pu'dor) n. Tne door of a pew. Guardian.

PE'WIT, or PE'WET, [pe'wet, S. W. F. Ja. Sm. ; pu'et, P.

K. Wb.~\ n. [piewit, D.] A water-fowl; the lapwing.
PEW/FETJ-L.OW, n. A companion. Bp. Hall.

PEW'TER, n. [peauter, Teut.] An artificial metal, being
an alloy of tin and lead, together with a little antimony,
zinc, or copper: the pewter plates and dishes in a house.

PEW'TER,* a. Relating to or made of pewter. Scott.

PEW'TER-ER, n. A smith who works in pewter. Boyle.

PEW'-WOM-AN,* (pu'vvum-?n) n. A woman who conducts

strangers to a pew in a church. Ed. Rev.

PEX'I-TY, n. [pecto, L.] The nap or shag of cloth. Coles.

PFEN'NING,* (fen'jng) n. A small German copper coin, of
the value of only about one twelfth of a farthing. Crabb.--, a. (Bot.~) Having flowers and seeds

that are visible. P. Cyc.

PH^-NOM'E-NON, n. See PHENOMENON.
PHA'E-TQNJ n. A kind of lofty, open chaise, upon four

wheels
;

so- named from Phae'tm, the fabled driver of the

chariot of the sun.

PHXG-E-DE'NA, n. [tpayefiaiva, Gr.
; phagedana, L.] (Med.~)

An uicer that eats away the flesh.

PHXo-E-DEN'lc,a. [phagedana, L., an ulcer.'] Relating to or

curing an ulcer
; corroding ;

ulcerous. Dunglison.
PHXG-E-DE'NOys, a. Same as phagedenic. Wiseman.
PHA-LXN'GE-AN ,* a. Relating to a phalanx : noting certain

bones in the fingers and toes. Low.

PHA-LXN'GER,* n. (Zool.) A genus of marsupial animals.

PHA-LXN'Gi-oGs,* a. [phalangium, L.] Relating to a genus
of spiders. Smart.

PHA'LXNX, or PHXL'ANX, [fa'lanks, S. E. Ja. K. ; fa'tenks

or fal'fmks, W. P. J. F.; ttU'anks, Sm.] n. [L.] pi. L.

pirA-LAN'frE$ ; Eng. PHA'L.XNX-E, or PHXL'ANX-
'

A close, compact body of men
; originally applied

to a Macedonian troop. The classical plural, phalan-
,
is applied to the small bones in the fingers and toes.

The pronunciation phal'anx is the more general;
it pha'lanx is the more analogical." Walker.

PHXi/A-Rls,* n. (Bot.) A small genus of grasses, one spe-
cies of which produces Canary-seed. P. Cyc.

PHA-LE'CIAN,* (fa-15'shan) a . Noting verses of eleven syl-

lables. Crabb. Written also phaleucian.

PHXL'E-ROPE,* n. (Ornith.) A species of wading bird

Brande.
PHXN-E-RO-GXM'IC,* ) a. [({>avepn$ and y&p{.] (Bot.)

PHXN-E-ROG'A-MOUS,* \ Having the reproductive organs
visible. Lyell.

PHANTAGIN,* n. (Zool.) A quadruped covered with scales.

Goldsmith. _
PHXN'TA-SCOPE,* . An optical instrument. Sctidamore.

See PHANTASMASCOPE.

PHXN'TX^M, n. An appearance, generally a vain and airy

appearance ; something appearing to the imagination ;
a

vision ; a spectre ;
a phantom.

PHAN-TA'MA, n._ [0dpra<r^o.l Same as phantasm.
PHAN-TXiJ-lvtA-GO'Rl-A,* n. [c/iaj/rao-jua and ayopaoiiai 1

An optical apparatus, by means of which the images of

objects can be magnified or diminished at pleasure, and
motion given to them, whereby a strong illusion is pro-
duced

;
a sort of magic lantern. Brande.

PHAN-TX-MA-GO'RI-AL,* a. Phantasmagoric. JV. A. Rev.

PHAN-TAfj-MA-GSR'ic",* a. Relating to phantasmagoria.
Coleridge.

PHAN-TX'MA-Gq-RY,*7i. Same as phantasmagoria. Qu. Rev.

PHAN-TX^'MA-SCOPE,* n. \<j>avTuan<i and oxon-toi.] An op-
tical instrument, inventea by Dr. Roget, which gives the

appearance of motion to figures. Roget.
PHAN-TX^-MA-TSG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of celestial

appearances, as the rainbow, &.c. Crabb.

PHAN'TA-SY, n.' See FANTASY.

PnXN'TpM, 7i. [ phantome, fantSme, Fr.] A spectre; an

apparition ;
a ghost ;

a phantasm ;
a fancied vision.
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PnXN-TQM-XT'ic,* a. Relating to or like a phantom ;
fan-

tastic. Coleridge. [R.]

PnXR-A-ON'ic,* a. Relating to the Pharaohs. Smart.

tPHARE, n_. [Fr.] A pharos. Bailey. Written also pharo.
IIPHAR-I-SA'IC, ) a. Relating to or like the Pharisees;
(|PHAR-I-SA'I-CAL, )

attentive to external ceremonies; rit-

ual
; externally religious ;

formal
; hypocritical.

JPHXR-I-SA'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a Pharisaical manner. Allen.

PHXR-I-SA'I-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being pharisaic.

|JPHXR'I-SA-ISM ? [far'e-sa-izm, S:n. R. Wb. ; f ar-e-za'izm,
Ja. K.} n.jNotions and conduct of a Pharisee.

| fPHXR-l-SE'AN, a. Pharisaic. Milton.

I PHXR'I-SEE, (far'e-s5) [fiir'e-se, W. Sm.R. Wb. ; far'e-ze,
Ja. K.} n. [pharash, Heb.] A separatist among the Jews,
or one of a sect who separated themselves from the rest

of the people, pretending to peculiar holiness, from their
strict observance of ceremonies.

||PHAR-MA-9EU'Tlc, [far-ma-su'tik, W. E. Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

far-ma-ku'tjk, S. K.] a. Relating to pharmacy, or prepa-
ration of medicines.

IIPHAR-MA-^EU'TI-CAL, a. [<a/>/tfat>rjictfj.] Same asphar-
maceutic.

||PHAR-MA-9Eu'Tics,* 71. pi. (Med.) The science of prepar-
ing medicines, and of the effect of medicines; pharmacy.
Smart.

PiiAR-MA-co'L'o-^fsT, n. One who is versed in pharma-
cology. Woodward.

PHXR-MA-COL'O-(?Y, n. foipjioroy and \6yo$.] A treatise
on pharmacy, or on medicines.

PHAR-MA-CQ-PCE'IA, (far-ma-kp-pe'ya) n. [<pdpnaKov and
TToiiM.] pi. PHARMACOPCEIAS. A dispensatory ;

a book
containing directions for the preparation of medicine

(aKov and
s.

AnPHAR-MA-COP'p-Ll'ST,
apothecary ;

a druggist.
PHAR'MA-CY, n. [0<ipjiairoi>.] The art or practice of prepar-

ing medicines
;
the trade of an apothecary or druggist.

PHAR-MXK'P-LITE,* n. (Mm.} Native arseniate of lime.
Brande.

fPHA'RO, n. Same as pharos. Sir T. Herbert.

PIIA'ROS, 7i. [L.] A watchtower
;
a lighthouse for directing

mariners
;
so named from the famous one on the island of

Pharos, near Alexandria, in Egypt.
PllAR'sXNG,7i. See PARASANG.

PHA-RYN'GE-AL,* a. Relating to the pharynx. Roget.
PHXR-YN-GSG'RA-PHY,* TO. ['pdpvy^ and ypdQto.] (Anat.)
A description of the pharynx. Dunglison.

PnXR-YN-G6L'p-GY,*7i. The part of anatomy which treats

of the pharynx. Dunglison.
PHXR-YN-GOT'O-MY, (far-jn-got'o-me) n. [papvyt and

TEUISW.] The operation of making an incision into the

pharynx.
PHAR'YNX,* [far'jnks, P. Sm. Wb.; fa'rjnks, W.] n.

[</,d,,t)>.] (Anat.) The back part of the mouth, or the

upper part^of the gullet, below the larynx. Brande.

PnXs'cp-LOME,* n. (Zoo/.) A marsupial quadruped ;
the

wombat. Brande.

FHA$E,* (faz) [faz, Sm. R. ; fas, Wb.] n. [Fr. ; 0d<nf.]
pi. PHA'E. The appearance of any celestial body, es-

pecially of the moon or an inferior planet, as seen by an
observer

;
the appearance or state of any phenomenon that

undergoes a periodical change ; phasis. Brande.

PHA'^EL, (fa'zel) n. [phaseolus, L.] A French bean
;
a

kina of pulse. Ainsworth.

PHA'SIS, n. [L. ; 4>dais,Gr. ; phase, Fr.] pi. PHA'SES. An ap-
pearance of a body at a particular time, particularly of a

planetary body. See PHASE.

tPiiXs^viA (

"* [ (
t>afflJLa']

A phantasm. Hammond.

PHEASANT, (fez'ant) n. [faisan, Fr.] One of a family of

gallinaceous birds, originally from Asia
;
a wild cock.

PHEA'ANT-RY,* n. A coop or collection of pheasants.
Maunder.

jPHEjER, n. A companion. Drayton. See FEAR, and FERE.
PHEEE, (fez) v. a. To comb ; to fleece

;
to curry ;

to les-

sen in bulk. Shak. [R.] See FEAZE.
PHEE'Y* Fretful

; querulous ;
irritable

; sore. Forby.
A provincial word in England. Pheese, n., a fit of fret-

fulness, is a colloquial, vulgar word in the United States.

PHEN'A-CITE,* T. (Min.~) A mineral resembling quartz.
HartwaU.

PHEN'GITE,* n. (Min.~) A species of bright and beautiful

alabaster. Phillips.

PHEN'I-C!NE,* n. A purple powder, which is precipitated
when a sulphuric solution of indigo is diluted with water.
Brande.

PHEN'I-COP-TER, n. [4>(nvtK6irTpos.] A bird with purple
wings. Hakewill.

PHE'NIX, (fe'njks) n. [<t>oivi%, Gr.
; phoenix, L.] Milton. See

PHOENIX.

PHEN-P-GA'MI-AN,* a. (Bot.~) Having visible pistils and
stamens ; pheenogamous. Brown.

PHE-NOM'E-NAL,* a. Relating to phenomena. EC. Rev.

PHE-NOM'E-NAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of a phenome-
non. Coleridge.

* PHI

PHE-NOM'E-NOX, n. [^aivfysvov.] pi. PHENOMENA. An
appearance ; any thing as it appears to the senses. It is

commonly applied to those appearances of nature of
which the cause is not immediately obvious, such as
the phenomena of light, electricity, magnetism, &c., pro-
duced by experiments ;

or to unusual natural appearances,
as meteors, comets, &c. 0^= Smart says,

" This word
has a regular plural, as having been long adopted in our

language ;
but the classical plural, phenomena, is more

common in works of science." The plural form of phe-
nomenons is not common, and in works of science very
rarely, if ever, used.

PHE'PN, n. (Her.) The barbed iron head of a dart.

Plri'AL, (fi'al) n. [phiala, L.
; phiole, Fr.] A small bottle;

a_vial : an electrical jar ; as,
" a Leydcn phial." Newton.

PHI'AL, v. a. To keep in a phial. Shenstone.

PHIL-A-DEL'PHI-AN,* n. One of the sect called the Fami-
ly of Love : a citizen of Philadelphia. Buck.

PHIL-AN-THROP'IC, i a. Relating to or possessed of

PHIL-AN-THROP'I-CAL, \ philanthropy ; loving man-
kind

;
benevolent.

PHlL-AN-THROP'i-CAL-Ly,* ad. In a philanthropical man-
ner. Oodwin.

PHlL-AN-THROP'j-Njf!=>M,* n. A name given in Germany to

a system of education on natural principles, as it is

termed. Brande.

PHiL-AN-THROP'l-NlST,* n. An advocate for philanthrop-
inism. Brande.

PHI-LXN'THRP-P!ST, n. A person possessed of philan-

thropy ;
a lover or benefactor of mankind.

PHI-LXN'THRP-PY, n. [>iAo> and ai/0/;omoj.] Love of
mankind generally ; general benevolence.

fPHfL'Au-TY,* n. [0Aavri.] Love of one's self; self-

love. Beaumont.

PHlL-HAR-MdN'lc,* a. Loving harmony or music. Maun-
der.

PHIL-HEL-LEN'{C,* a. Friendly to Greece. Maunder.

PH!L'I-BEG, n. See FILLIBEG.

Pill-Llp'Pic, n. An invective ; violent declamation
;

so

named from the invectives of Demosthenes against Philip
of Macedon.

PHIL' IP-PIZE, v. n. To declaim against ;
to utter invectives.

Burke.

PHI-LIS'TINE,* n. An inhabitant of ancient Canaan: a
term applied by German students to those who are not
members of the university. Russell,

Pm-Lis'TiN-lsM,* n. The character or manner of the Phi-

listines/ Carlyle.

PHfL/LlPS-lTE,* n. (Min.~) A silicious mineral. P. Cyc.
PHIL-LY-RE'A, n. An evergreen plant. Evelyn.

PHI-LOL'P-GER, n. [</>tAoAo^oj.] One versed in philology ;

a philologist.

PHfL-p-LO&'ic, I
0" Relating to philology or language;

PHIL-O-LO^'I-CAL, \
critical ; grammatical.

PHtL-p-LSo'i-CAL-LY,* ad. In a philological manner. Dr.
Allen.

PHI-LOL'P-^TST, n. One versed in philology ; a critic.

Plli-LOL'p-GlZE, v . n. To offer criticisms. Evelyn. [R.]

PHJ-LOL'P-GY, n. [<jnXo\uyl<i.] The knowledge and study
of the languages, or the branches of learning connected
with the languages. It comprises, in the common use
of the term, etymology, grammar, and literary criticism;

or, etymology, grammar, rhetoric, poetry, and criticism ;

belles-lettres. The province of philology has of late

been enlarged, and been made to comprehend phonol-
ogy, etymology, and ideology. Brande.

PlII'L'p-MXTH, [fil'9-math, P. K. Sm. Ash, Rees; flV
math, Ja. Wb.] n. [<j>i\:>naOfii.] A lover of learning.

PHTL-O-MXTH'JC,* ) a. Relating to philomathy ;
fond

PHiL-p-MXTH'i-CAL,* 1 of learning. Smart.

Plll-LOM'A-THY,* n. Love of learning. Maunder.

PHlL'p-MEL, ff il'o-mel, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm.

mel, Ja. Wb.] n. The nightingale. Shak.

PH!L-P-ME'LA, n. [Gr.] A nightingale ; philomel. Pope.

PHfL'p-M5T, a. [corrupted from feaille morte, a dead leaf.]
Colored like a dead leaf. Addison. See FILEMOT.

PHl-Lp-PRp-GEN'l-TlVE-NESS,* n. (PArcn.) The love of

offspring. Combe.

PHf-L&s'p-PHXs-TER,* n. A pretender to philosophy. H.
More.

fPHl-LOS'p-PHATE, v. n. [philosophatus, L.] To philoso-

phize. Barrow.

fPHl-LOS-p-PHA'TlpN, n. Act of philosophizing. Sir W.

Petty.

tPHl-LOS'p-PHEME,7i. [<l>i\off6^r)jja.] A principle of reason

ing; theorem. Watts.

PHI-LOS'P-PHER, n. [philosophus, L.] One who is versed

in philosophy.
Piii-L,os'p-PHER'-ST6NE, 71. A stone which was fancied

by the alchemists to convert base metals into gold. Milton.

IIPHIL-p-SOPH'lC, or PHIL-p-SOPIl'JC, [f Il-o-zofjk, S. W.
J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; f il-o-sofjk, P. Wb.] a. [philosophique,

Fr.] Relating to philosophy ; philosophical.

||PHlL-p-?6pH'!-CAL, a. Relating to philosophy ; becoming
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a philosopher ; formed by philosophy ; rational

;
calm

;

wise
; philosophic.

|]PHiL-p-6pH'i-CAL-LY, ad. In a philosophical manner.
}jPHfL-p-opH'i-CAL-NESS,*n. Quality of being philosophi-

cal. Ch. Ob.

PHl-L6s'p-PHiivr,* 71. Sophistry: false philosophy. Car-

lyle.

PHl-Los'p-PHlsT,* n. A pretender to philosophy. Eus-
tace.

PHf-L5s'p-PHlZE, v. n. [i. PHILOSOPHIZED
; pp. PHILOSO-

PHIZING, PHILOSOPHIZED.] To act the philosopher 5
to rea-

son ; to moralize.

PHI-Lps'p-PHY, (fe-I5s'o-fe) n. [<pt\i and ao^ia, Gr. ; philo-

sophia, L. ; philosophic, Fr.j Literally, the love of wisdom :

the sum total of systematic human knowledge : knowl-
edge, natural or moral, consisting of three departments, viz.

natural philosophy, or physics ; intellectual or mental philos-

ophy, or metaphysics ;
and moral philosophy, or ethics.

PHIL-O-STOR'GY,* n. Affection for offspring. Crabb.

PHlL-p-TEH'Nic,* ) a. Fond of the arts; friendly to

PHfL-p-TEjCH'NI-CAL,* )
the arts. Maunder.

PHlL'TER, n. \l\rfovt
Gr.

; philtre, Fr.J Something to

cause love
;
a charm.

PHlL'TER, v. a. To charm to love. Brooke.

Plitz, (f iz) n. [a ludicrous contraction from physiognomy.]
The face or visage, in contempt. [Vulgar.]

PHLE-BOG'RA-PHY,* ji. [<f>\ty and ypd^w.j (Anal.) A de-

scription of the veins. Dunglison.
PHLE-BOL'P-GY,* n. The anatomy of the veins. Dungli-

son.

PHLE-BOT'p-MtsT, 7i. [<f>Mip and
rt/xyo).] One who lets

blood ;
a bloodletter.

PHLE-BOT'O-MIZE, v. a. To let blood. Howell.

PHLE-B5T'p-MY, (fle-botVme) n. [$Aarafc.1 The op-
eration of opening a vein for the purpose of taking away
blood ; bloodletting.

PHLEGM, (flern) n. [tfXtyjua.] The watery humor of the

body ;
the thick, viscid matter discharged from the throat

in coughing : dulness
;
coolness

; indifference (Chem.)
The water of distillation.

PHLEG'MA-GOGUE, (fleg'ma-gog) n. [<t>\ypa and aj/w.]
(Med.~) Medicine for carrying away phlegm.

PHLEG-MAT'IC, or PHLEG'MA-TIC, [fleg-mat'ik, P. F. K.
8m'. Wb. Ash, Rees ; fleg'ma-tik, S. W. J. Ja. ; fle'ma-tik,
E.] a. [QXeyiJiartKo's.] Abounding in phlegm ; generating
phlegm ; watery : dull

;
cold ; frigid. 5= "Phlegmatic,

though more frequently heard with the accent on the an-

tepenultimate, ought, if possible, to be reduced1

to regu-
larity." Walker.

PHLEG-MAT'I-CAL,* a. Same as phlegmatic. Ash.

PHLEG-MXT'T-CAL-LY,* ad. In a phlegmatic manner. Lee.

PHLEG-M.XT'IC-LY, ad. With phlegm ; coolly. Warburton.

HLEG'MQN, n. [fyXeyiiovfi

burning tumor. Wiseman.
(Med.) An inflammation; a

PHLEG'MP-NO&S, a. Inflammatory. Harvey.
PHLEME, (flem) n. See FLEAM.
PHLQ-GIS'TIC, (flo-jis'tjk) a. [phlogistique, Fr.] Partaking

of phlogiston.
PHLp-Gts'TI-CATE,* V. O.

[i.
PHLOGISTICATED

; pp. PHLO-

GISTICATING, PHLOGISTICATED.] To combine with phlogis-
ton. Henry.

PHLP-GIS'TON, [flo-jis'ton or flo-gis'ton, W. P. J. F. Ja. ,

fiVjis'ton, E. K. SOT. Wb. ; flo-gis'ton, S.] n. [0Aoyior<$?.]

(CAem.) The matter of fire fixed in combustible bodies;
an imaginary principle by which Stahl and the chemists
of his school account for the phenomena of combustion :

the old name for caloric.

PHLQ-RET'IC,* a. (CAewt.) Noting an acid containing phlor-
izine. P. Cyc.

PHLOR'I-Z!NE,* n. (CAem.) A peculiar vegetable matter
that exists in the bark of apple, pear, cherry, and plum
trees. P. Cyc.

THL5x,*re. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants and flowers, com-
prising many species. Ency.

'PHO'CA,* n. [L.] pi. PHO'CM. (Zool.~) A genus of animals;
the seal. Sir W. Scott.

'PHO-CA'CEAN,* (fo-ka'shan) re. [phoca, L.J (ZooL) One of
a tribe of carnivorous, amphibious mammals, of which the
seal is the type ; one of the seal tribe. Brande.

>PHp-CE'NiNE,* n. (CAem.) A peculiar fatty matter con-
tained in the oil of the porpoise. It yields phocenic acid.

Brande.

Pn6'ciNE,*a. Relating to the phoca or seal. P. Cyc.

PHCE'NIX,* (fe'niks) n. (Myth.} A fabled bird of great
celebrity among the ancients, which was supposed to

live for a long period, to exist single, to burn itself, and
-to rise again from its own ashes. (Ast.ron.) A southern
constellation. (Bot.) A genus of palms ;

the date-tree :

written also phenix.

PHO-LA'DE-AN,* n. A bivalve shell-fish. Brande.

PH5'LAR-lTE,*7i. (Min.~) A hydrated silicate of alumina.
P.

Cjjfi.

PHQ-NA'TION,* n. The physiology of the voice. Dunglison.
PHO NET'IC,* a. Applied to that sort of writing in which

the signs used represent sounds
; opposed to ideographic.

Brande.

Pllp-NET'l-cAL,* a. Same as phonct ic. Sharps.
PHp-NET'l-cAL-LY,*a<. In a phonetic manner. Sharpe.
PHO-NET'ICS,* n. The doctrine of sounds

;
the representa-

tion of sounds
;
the science which treats of the sounds of

the human voice. Latham.

PHON'IC,* ; a. Relating to phonics ; relating to sound.
PHON'I-CAL,* | CA. Ob.

PHON'ICS, [fon'jks, P. J. F. W. Sm.; fo'njks, Ja. K.] n. pi.

[iwffj.] The doctrine of sounds
;
acoustics.

PHO-NQ-CAMP'TIC, a. [0orjj and *a/inrw.] Able to inflect
sound. Derham.

PHO'NQ-GRXPH,* 7i. A type or character for expressing
sound

;
a character used in phonography. Pitman.

PHO-NOG'RA-PHER,* n. One versed in phonography. Pit-
man.

PHO-NO-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. Relating to phonography. An-
PHO-NQ-GRAPH'I-CAL,* \

drews.

PHO-NP-GRAPH'J-CAL-LY,* ad. According to phonography.
Pitman.

PHQ-NOG'RA-PHY,* n. [<buvri and yp<i0f,>.] The art of ex-

pressing sounds by characters or symbols ;
a brief system

of short-hand writing, used instead of stenography. Pit-

man. The art of expressing ideas harmoniously and mu-
sically. Sudre.

PHO'NQ-LITE,* n. (Min.~) A species of compact, sonorous
basalt. Brande.

PHO-NQ-LOG'IC,* a. Same as phonological.

PHO-NQ-LS^'I-CAL,* [fS-ng-loj'e-kal, K. Sm. ; fon-o-loj'e-
kal. Wb.] a. Relating to phonology, or the doctrine of
sounds. Brande.

PHQ-NSL'O-GIST,* n. One versed in phonology.
PHQ-NOL'Q-^Y,* n.

[(puvfj
and Myos.] The science of

sounds
; phonics ;

a treatise on the sounds of the human
voice. Brande.

PHO'NQ-TYPE,* n. A type or character used in phonotypic
printing. Pitman.

PHO-NQ-TYP'IC,* ) a. Relating to phonotypes or pho-
PHO-NQ-TYP'I-CAL,* \ notypy. Pitman.

PHP-NOT'Q-PY,* n. The act or art of printing by sound, or

by types or characters representing the sounds of the voice.
Pitman.

PHOR'MtNX,* n. (Mus.) An ancient lyre. Burney.
PHSR-Q-No'MI-A,* n. Same as phoronomics. Brande.

PHOR-Q-NOM'ICS,* n. pi. The science of motion. Brande.

PHOS'GENE,* a. Applied to a gas compounded of chlorine
and carbonic oxide, formed in bright daylight or sunshine.
Brande.

PHOS'PHATE,* n. (CAem.) A salt formed of phosphoric acid
and a base. Brande.

PHOS'PHITE,* n. A salt formed of phosphorous acid and a
base. Brande.

PHOS'PHOR, n. Same as phosphorus. Addison. [R.]

PHOS'PHO-RATE,* v. a. [i. PHOSPHORATED; pp. PHOSPHO-

RATING, PHOSPHORATED.] To combine or impregnate with

phosphorus._ Brande.

PHOS'PHQ-RAT-ED, a. Impregnated with phosphorus. Kir-
wan.

PHOS-PHp-RfiscE',* (-res') v. n.
[i.

PHOSPHORESCED
; pp.

PHOSPHORESCING, PHOSPHORESCED.] To emit a phosphoric
light, or a feeble light without heat. Brande.

PHOS-PHO-RES'CENCE,* n. The emission of light by sub-
stances at common temperatures, or below red heat.
Brande.

Pii6s-PHO-REs'cENT,* a. Emitting phosphoric light ; lu-

minous. Ure,

PHOS-PHOR'IC,* ) a. Relating to, or containing, phos-
Piips-PH5R'l-CAL,* | phorus ; noting an acid in which
phosphorus is combined with two degrees of oxygen.
Brande.

PHOS'PHO-RITE,* n. (Min.) Native phosphate of lime.

Brande.

Pnos'pHp-ROGs,* a. Noting an acid in which phosphorus
is combined with but one degree of oxygen. Brande.

PHOS'PHp-Rfjs, n. [phosphorus, L.] (CAem.) A substance
which exists in minerals and animals, and is commonly
obtained from bones and urine. When exposed to the

air, at a temperature of about 100 degrees, it burns with
intense brilliancy. (Astron.) The morning star. Pope.

PHOS'PHV-RET,* n. A compound formed of phosphorus,
combined with some other substances. Brande.

PHOS'PHV-RET-TED,* a. Combined with phosphorus.
Brande.

PHO'TEL,*T?.(BO.) A tree resembling the banana-tree. Crabb.

PHO'TI-ZITE,* n. A magnesian spar. Dana.

PHO-Tp-GEN'iCj*<z. Produced by the light of the sun : ap-

plied to a species of drawing performed by exposing metal

plates, properly prepared, to intense light. Brandf.

PHP-TOG'E-NY,* n. [0c3? and yiyvn^ai.] The art or act

producing fac-similes, or representations of objects, by the

chemical action of light on a prepared metallic tablet:

called also daguerreotype, from M. Daguerre, the inventor.

P. Cyc. See DAGUERREOTYPE.
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PHO'TQ-GRXPH,* n. A fac-simile or likeness produced by
photogeny or daguerreotype. Month. Rev.

PHO'TQ GRAPH,* v. a. To produce fac-similes or likenesses

by photogeny. Month. Rev.

PHO-TO-GRAPH'IC,* > a. Relating to photography.
PHO-TQ-GRAPH'J-CAL,* \ Month. Rev.

PHQ-TOG'RA-pHy,* i. [</>w? and ypo^o).] The art of delin-

eating objects by means of light ; photogenic drawing
or representation ; photogeny ; daguerreotype. Brande.

PHO-TO-LOG'I-CAL,,* a. Relating to photology.
PHQ-TOL'Q-GY,* n. [/>wj and Ad; oj.] The science of, or a

treatise on, light. Smart.

PHO-TOM'E-TER, n. |>d>j and nirpov.] A light-measurer ;

an instrument for measuring the relative illuminating
powers of different sources of light. P. Cyc.

PHO-TO-MET'RIC,* ) a. Relating to photometry 5
meas-

PHO-TO-MET'RI-CAL,,* \ urmg light. Brande.

PHQ-T6M'E-TRY,*'?i. [0wj and nsrpov.] The science or act

of measuring light. Brande.

Pilp-TOP'sy,* n. [0w9 and ctytj.] A morbid affection of
the eyes, in which coruscations of light seem to play be-

fore them. Smart,

PHRASE, (fraz) n. [^pdo-ij.] An expression consisting of
two or more words, and forming in general a part of a

sentence
;
manner of expression ; mode of speech ; style ;

an idiom.

PHRAE, (fraz)v. a.
[i. PHRASED;^. PHRASING, PHRASED.]

To style ;
to call

;
to term.

PHRAE, (fraz) v. n. To employ peculiar phrases.
PHRAE'-BOOK,* (-buk) n. A small book in which phrases,

or the idioms of a language, are explained. Ash.

PHRA^E'LESS,* a. Destitute of phrases ; speechless. Shak.

PHRAE'MANj* n. One who makes phrases. Coleridge.

PHRA-E-o-L,OG'lC,* a. Same as phraseological. Smart.

PHRA-E-Q-L,6^'i-CAL, a. Peculiar to a language or phrase.

PHRA-E-6L'o-GiST,*n. A stickler for a particular phrase-
ology. More.

PHRA-^E-OL'O-GY, n. [>/>ao-i? and A<5/o?.] Manner of ex-

pression }
diction

; style ;
a collection of phrases.

PHRE-NET'IC, [fre-net'jk, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; fren'-

e-tik, S.] a. [ypEviriKos, Gr.
; phrenetique, Fr.] Disordered

with phrensy ;
affected in the brain

;
mad

;
frantic.

PHRE-NET'IC, n. A madman
;
a frantic person. Selden. [R.]

PHREN'IC,* a. (Anal.) Belonging to the diaphragm. P. Cyc.

PHRE-NI'TIS, n. [^/wvfrif.J (Mod.) Inflammation of the
brain ;

madness.

PHRE-NOL'Q-GER,* n. A phrenologist. Phren. Jour.

PHREN-0-LOG'|C,* / a. Relating to phrenology ; partak-

PHREN-9-L,6(/'l-CAL,* \ ing of phrenology. Combe.

PHREN-P-LO^'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a phrenological manner.
Combe.

PHRE-NOL'o-GlsT,* n. One who is versed in phrenology.
Ch'. Ob.

PHRE-NOL'Q-GY, n.
[<ppfii> and \6yo$.] The doctrine, ac-

cording to Dr. Spurzlieim, of the special faculties of the

mind, and of the relations between their manifestations
and the body, particularly the brain

; or, according to Mr.

Combe, the science of the brain, as connected with the

intellectual, moral, and sensual dispositions and qualities
of the individual: craniology.

PIIRN'Y,* v. a. To make frantic
;
to infuriate. Byron.

PHREN'y, (fren'ze) n. [</>pj/7(nj,Gr. ;phrenesie, Fr.J Mad-
ness ;

franticness. See FRENZY.
tPHREN'Tic, a. Same as phrenetic. B. Jenks.

fPHREN'Tjc, n. A madman. Woodward.

fPHRON'Tis-TE-Ry, ft. [4>povri<rTijptOi/.J A school
;
a sem-

inary of learning. Corah's Doom, 8fc.

PHRY^'I-AN, (frlj'e-an) a. Relating to Phrygia : denot-

ing, among the ancients, a sprightly and animating kind
of music.

PHTHl-Rl'A-sfs,* n. [L,.] (Mcd.) The lousy disease. Brande.

PHTH!'}C, (tiz'jk) n. [yOicris.] (Med.) A consumption}
phthisis. Milton.

PHTHI^'I-CAL,, (tlz'e-kaJ) a. [i/;0r(\-dj.] Consumptive ;

wasting. Harvey.
PHTHi'lCK-y,* (tiz'e-ke) a. Having the phthisic or phthi-

sis ; phthisical. Maunder.

PHTHl'sis, (thl'sis or tl'sjs) [thi'sis, S. W. F. Ja. K. ; tl'sjs,

Sm. ; thls'is, P.] n. [Gr. ; phthisis, L.] (Med.) A pulmona-
ry consumption.

PHY-Llc'TKR, ft. Same as phylactery. Sandys.

PHy-LAc'TERED, (fe lak'terd) a. Wearing phylacteries;
dressed like the Pharisees. Green.

PHYL-AC-TER'I-CAL, a. Relating to phylacteries. [R.]

PHY-LAC'TE-RY, n. [</>vAarf7/Hoi'.] A slip of parchment in-

scribed with vrses of the Jewish law, and worn on the
arm or between the eyes of a Jew; an amulet for preser-
vation against infection.

PHY'L-ARJEH,* n. [(/wAupxo?.] An Athenian officer appoint-
ed for each phyle or tribe, to superintend the registering
of its members, &c. Brande.

PHYL'LITE,*n, (Mm.) A petrified leaf. Ure.

PHYL-LO'DI-OM,* n.; pi. PHYLL.ODIA. (Bot.) A petiole
transformed into a flat, leaf-like body. P. Cyc.

PHYL-L,6PII ;

A-GXN,* 7i. [<pv\\ov and <payw.] (Zool.) One
of a tribe of marsupials. (Ent.) One of a tribe of bee-

tles. Brande.

PHYL-LOPH'Q-RODS,* a. Bearing leaves. P. Cyc.
PHYL'LO-POD,* n. [tvXXuv and TIOVS.] One of a tribe of

crustaceans. Brande.
PH^L'LQ-STOME,* n. A species of bat. Brande.

PHY'LQ-LITE,* n. (Min.) A petrified plant. Ure.

PHY'A-LTTE,*?I. (Min.) A mineral that swells with heat
j

a species of topaz. Ure.

PHY$'K-TER,* n. A filtering machine, consisting of a tub,
with 'an air-tight perforated stage. Francis. (/cA.) A
large species of whale

;
the cachalot. Hamilton.

PHY$'|C, (fiz'jk) 7i. [0UCHKI7.] The science of medicine or

the art of healing : medicines collectively : a purging
medicine ;

a cathartic.

PHY'IC, (fiz'jk) v. a. [L PHYSICKED
; pp. PHYSICKING,

PHYSICKED.] To purge : to treat with physic : to cure.

Shak.

PHY'J-CAL, (flz'e-kal) a. [physique? Yr.] Relating to phys-

ics, to nature, or to natural philosophy; natural, not
moral. [Medicinal ; helpful to health. Shale.]

PHY'i-CAL,-Ly, ad. In a physical manner; according to

nature
; by natural operation ;

not morally.

PHYS'I-CAL-NESS,* 71. The quality of being physical. Scott.

PHY-i"c'lAN, (fe-zish'an) 71. [physiden, Fr.J One who
professes or practises physic or the art of healing.

PHiiji'l-cfsT,* n. One versed in physics. Phil. Mag. [R.]

PHY-i-co-L5G'ic,*7i. Logic illustrated by physics. Smart.

PHY^J'I-CO-MATH-E-MAT'ICS,* n. pi. Mixed mathematics.
Crabb. _

PHY'f-co-THE-OL,'Q-Gy > n. [from physicus and theology.}
Natural theology, or theology enforced or illustrated by
natural philosophy.

PHYSICS,* 7i. pi. [0uo-(v7.J The science of nature
;
natu-

ral philosophy; natural science : that department of sci-

ence which has for its subject all things that exist inde-

pendently of the mind's conception of them, and of the

human will, and thus standing distinct from metaphysics,
or the science which has for its subject the notions that

exist in the mind only.

PHY-I-OG'NO-M;ER, n. A physiognomist. Pcacham. [R."|

G-NOM'ICS,* ?i. pi. Physiognomy. Chambers.

G'NQ-MiST, 7t. One who is versed in physiog-
nomy.

tPnv^-i-OG-NQ-MON'ic, a. Physiognomic. Johnson.

PiiY-l-6G'NO->iy, [f iz-e-og'no-me, S. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. ;

f Izh'e-og-no-me, W. ; fI^e-o^'Mo-me or f iz-e-on'o-me,

Ja.] it. [(/)ifftoxi'a)^oi/ta,Gr.j The art of discovering the

temper and character by the outward appearance, espe-

cially by the features of the face
;
the countenance 5

the

face ;
the cast

o_f
the look.

PHV^-I-OG'NO-TYPE,* n. A machine for taking casts and

imprints of human faces or countenances. Observer.

PHVS-I-OG'Q-NY,* n. The production or birth of nature.

Coleridge.
PHY-I-OG'RA-PHY,* 71. A description of nature. Coleridge.

||Pnv-l-6L'o-GER, . A physiologist. Aubrey.

IJPHV^-i-Q-LOG'ic, (
a. Relating to physiology, or the

l|PHYij-j-9-L6tt'i-cAL, \
doctrine of nature; physical

||PHY^-i-o-L,6G'i-CAL,-i,y,* ad. In a physiological manner.

QenLMag.
||PHY-I-6L/Q-G1ST, n. One versed in physiology.

j|PHV-l-5L'Q-GY, [fiz-e-ol'9-je, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.;
f izh-e-ol'o-je, W.\ n. [ipvtrts and A.'^OJ, Gr. ; physiologic,

Fr.] The science of things generated or alive ;
the doc-

trine of vital phenomena ; the science of natural organi-

zation, or of organized beings. Animal physiology, the

science of animals, or zoology. Vegetable physiology, the

science of vegetables, or botany.
fPHY'NQ-MY, 7i. Physiognomy. Spenser.

PIIY^'Q-GRADE,* n. (Zool.) One of the tribe of acalepha;.
Brande.

tPnvij'V, n. The same with fusee. Locke.

PHY-TIPH/A-GAN,* 7i. [r/urov and tpa^o}.] (Zool.) A ceta-

ceous mammal. Brande.

Pny-Tiv'9-Rous, a. Feeding on plants. Ray.
PHYT-Q-.WiiEM'is-TRy,* n. Vegetable chemistry. Philos.

Mag.
PHy-TOG'RA-pHY, n. [$vrov and j/p<i0w.] A description of

plants ;
a branch of botany.

PnvT'Q-LiTE,*ft. (Min.) A petrified plant. Scudamore.

PIIYT-O-LOG'I-CAL,,* a. Relating to phytology or to plants.

Lyell.

Piiy-TOL'Q-Gtsx, n. One versed in phytology. Evelyn.

PHy-TOL'p-GY, n. [<J>VTOI> and Afyw.J The doctrine of

plants ;
a discourse on botany ; botany; a book contain-

ing herbs and plants.

tPHv'TQN-Es, n. See PYTHONESS.

PHY-T6pn'A-GODs,*a. [0ur<5/ and <pdyw.] Eating or sub-

sisting on plants. Brande.

PHYT-Q-SAU'RVS,* n. A genus of fossil saurians. P. Cyc.
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PHYZ, . See PHIZ.

tPi'A-CLE, n. [piacidum, L.] An enormous crime. Bp. King.
Pl-Ac'y-LAR, a. [piacularis, L.j Expiatory; making ex-

?iation

: criminal
; atrocious. Bp. Hall.

-Xc'y-Lous, a. Piacular. Browne.
PI'A MA'TER, n. [L.] (Aunt.) A thin, vascular membrane
covering the convolutions of the brain, and the spinal
marrow.

PI'A-NET, TO. A small kind of woodpecker ;
also the magpie.

Pl-X'NiST,* [pe-a'nist, K. Sm. Maunder; pi'a-nist, Wb.] n.

A performer on the piano-forte. Gent. Mag.
Pi-'A'NO,* [It.] (Miis.) Soft. ?i. Sometimes used for piano-
forte. Observer.

PI-A'NQ-FOR'TE, [pe-a'n<?-f or'te, E. Ja. R. ; pe-a'np-for'ta,
K. ; pe-an'o-for'te, Sm. ; pe-a'no-f ort, Wb.] n. [It.] pi.
PIANO-FORTES. A musical stringed instrument, played
by keys. It is often pronounced pe-an'9-fort.

PI'A-RiST,* n. One of a religious order founded at Rome
in the 17th century, bound by a special vow to devote
themselves to education. Brande.

Pl-Xs'TERjW. [piastra, It.
; piastre, Fr.] An Italian coin, of

the value of nearly 5s. sterling.

IPi-A'TlQN, TO. [piatio, L.] Expiation. Cocker.

Pi-Xz'ZA, n. [It.] pi. PIAZZAS. (Arch.} A square, open
space, surrounded by buildings; an open walk around a

building, usually enclosed by columns and covered by a

projecting story ; a walk under a roof supported by pillars.

tPiB'BLE-pAB'BLE,* n. Idle talk ; tattle. Shak.

PJB'CORN,* TO. A species of musical pipe in Wales. Smart.

Pl'BRXjBH, (pl'brak) n. Same as pibroch. Tytler.

PI'BROjeH, [pl'brok, Ja. R. ; pe'brok, K. Sm.] n.' A Highland
air, or martial music produced by the bagpipe of the
Scotch Highlanders ;

the instrument or bagpipe.
PI'CA, n. A bird

; the pie, or magpie. (Med.} A vitiated

appetite. (Printing} A type of two sizes, pica, and small

pica, small pica being the size next larger than long primer.
Plc-A-DOR',* n. [Sp.] A riding-master ;

a breaker of horses :

the horseman in a bull-fight. QM. Rev.

PIC'A-MAR,* n. (Chem.} The bitter principle of tar. Brande.

Pic-A-ROON', n. [picaron, Sp.] A robber; a plunderer
on the sea. Howell. See PICKEROON.

tPlc'CA-iML, n. Same as piccadiily. Bp. Corbet.

Plc'cA-DiL-LY^i. [piccadille, Fr.] A ruff or border of points
like spear-heads, worn in the time of James I.: hence
the name of the street in London.

PI'C'CA^E, TO.
[ piccagium, low L.] (Law} Money paid at fairs

for breaking ground for booths. Jlinsworth.

PICE,* TO. (India) A small copper coin. Malcom.

PiCH'y-RiM,* n. A sort of bean, or oblong, heavy seed,
brought from Brazil, and used medicinally in the cure of
the colic. Brande.

PICK, v. a. [pickcn, D.] [i. PICKED
; pp. PICKING, PICKED.]

To cull ; to choose ; to select
;
to glean ;

to gather -here

and there
;
to take up; to gather; to find industriously;

to separate by gleaning; to clean by gathering off, grad-
ually, any thing adhering. [piquer, Fr.] To pierce ; to
strike with a sharp instrument. [pycan, Sax.] To strike
with bill or beak; to peck ;

to mark. [piccare, It.] To
rob ; to open a lock by a pointed instrument. To pick a
hole, in one's coat, to find fault. To pick in, (Painting} to

restore any unevenness in a picture by using a small pen-
cil.

PICK, v. n. To eat slowly and by small morsels ; to do any-

thing nicely and leisurely. Drydsn.
PICK, TO. [pique, Fr.] A sharp-pointed iron tool for dress-

ing millstones, &c. : a toothpick: selection: that
which is picked out, or requires to be picked out, as foul
matter in type.

PicK'A-PACK, ad. In the manner of a pack. L'Estrange.
[Low.]

tPlCK'AR-DiL, TO. Same as piccadiily. B. Jonson.
PICK'AXE, (pik'aks) n. An axe or tool with a sharp point.
PlCK'BACK, ad. On the back

; pick-pack. Hudibras. [Low.]
PICK/ED, a. Pointed; sharp; peaked. [Smart; spruce.

Shak.]
PICKED,*(pikt)p. a. Selected; culled : from Pick.

PiCK'ED-NESS, 71. State of being pointed or picked. [{Fop-
pery ;_ spruceness. B. Jonson..]

fPlC-KEER', v. n.
[ picorcr, Fr.] To pillage ;

to rob. Jlinsworth..

PiCK'ER, 71. One who picks ;
a pickaxe ;

an instrument to

pick with.

PICK'ER-EL, TO. _A fresh-water fish ; a small pike.
PicK'ER-EL-WEED, TO. A water-plant, from which pikes

are fabled to be generated. Walton.

PicK'ER-jD(^E,* n. A tumor on the back of cattle
; wornal.

London.

PicK'ER-JNG-lTE,* . (Min.} A magnesian alum. Hayes.
PicK-E-Rb6i\',* n. (Naut.} A pirate-ship. Crabb. See
PICAROON.

PfcK-E-ROON',* v. . (Mil.) To skirmish before the main
battle begins, as light horsemen. Crabb.

PICK'E-RY,* n. (Scotland) The stealing of trifles. Whishaw.
PlCK'JiT, TO. [piquet, Fr.] (Fort.} A stake used, in laying
out grounds, to mark the bounds and angles. (Mil.} A

guard posted before an army, to give notice of an ene-

my's approach.
PiCK/ET, V. a. [i. PICKETED

; pp. PICKETING, PICKETED.]
To place as a picket ;

to fasten to a picket.

PlCK-ET-TEE',* n. (Bot.} A fine, variegated carnation. Crabb

PICK'ING,* TO. Act of culling or choosing ;
a gleaning ; thing

left.

PIC'KLE, (pik'kl) TO. [pekcl, Teut.] Any kind of salt liquor,
or vinegar, in which flesh or vegetables are preserved ;

the substance pickled. [Condition ;
state. Shak. Ludicrous.]

Pic'KLE, v. a.
[i. PICKLED; pp. PICKLING, PICKLED.] To

preserve in pickle : to season or imbue highly with any
thing bad.

PIC-KLE-HER'RING, TO. A salted herring : formerly, a

merry-andrew ;
a buffoon. Shale.

PICK/LOCK, n. An instrument for picking locks : a person
who picks locks.

PiCK'pocK-ET, TO. A thief who steals by putting his hand
privately in the pocket.

PICK'POCK-ET, a. Privately stealing. South.

PICK'PURSE, . Same as pickpocket. Shak.
PICK'SY,* TO. A fairy. Gent. Mag. See Pixy.

PICK'THXNK, TO. An officious person ;
a whispering parasite.

PICK/TOOTH, n. A toothpick. Swift. [R.]

Pic'LE, or Pic'KLE, (pik'kl) n. [piccolo, It.] (Eng. law} A
little close ;

a small parcel of land enclosed with a

hedge : written also pycle, pightel, and pingle. Cowcl.

PIC'NIC, TO. An assembly or entertainment in which each
person contributes to the general supply of the table.

Pi' CO, (pe'ko)TO. [Sp.] Peak; point. Bentley.

PIC'ROL-ITE,* TO. (Min.} Bitter-stone; a carbonate of mag-
nesia. Dana.

Plc'RO-MEL,* n. [xiKpos and
ui\i.]

The chemical princi-

S'e,

of a sweetish bitter taste, which exists in the bile.

rande.

PIC'RQ-PHYLL,* TO. (Min.} A species of serpentine. Dana.
PICROSMINE,* TO. (Jlfira.) A silicious mineral. P. Cyc.

Pic-RQ-Tox'iNE,* n. (Chem.) The bitter and poisonous
principle of the cocculus Indicus. Hamilton.

PICT, TO. [pictus, L.] A painted person ;
one of a Scythian

or German race who anciently settled in Scotland; so
named from their painting their naked bodies. Lee.

PicTT
iSH,* a. Relating to the Picts, anciently of Scotland.

Ed. Reu.

PIC-TO'RI-AL, a. [pictor, L.] Produced by a painter ;
hav-

ing pictures ; illustrated by paintings or pictures. Browne.

PIC-TO'RI-AL-LY,* ad. In a pictorial manner. Observer.

PIC-TOR'IC,* ) a. Relating to the art of painting; rep-
PIC-TOR'I-CAL,* \

resented by pictures. Maunder. [R.]

PicT'yR-A-BLE,* (pikt'yur-a-bl) a. That may be pictured or

painted. Coleridge.

PICT'VR.-A.L, (plkt'yu-ral) TO. A representation. Spenser. [R.]
PICT'VR-AL.,* a. Relating to or represented by pictures. Fo.

Qu. Rev.

PICT'VRE, (pikt'yur) TO. [pictura, L.] A representation of a

person or thing in colors
;
a painting ;

a likeness
; an im-

age ;
an effigy; any resemblance or representation.

Pic'T'URE, (pikt'yur) v. a. [i.
PICTURED

; pp. PICTURING,
PICTURED.] To paint; to represent by painting; to rep-
resent.

PICT'^RE-FRAME,* 71. A frame for a picture. Morgan.
PicT'VRE-LlKE, a. Like a picture. Shak.

PicT'VR-ER, TO. A painter; a maker of pictures. Fuller.

PiCT-y-nSSQUE', (pikt-yu-resk') a. [pittoresco, lt.;pittc-

resque, Fr.] Having fit combination of form and color for

the imitation of the painter; like a fine picture; wild
and beautiful ; giving vivid impressions of reality or nat-
ure

; graphical.
PICT-V-RESQUE',* (pikt-yu-resk') n. A picturesque assem-

blage, in general ; picturesqueness. Brande.

PicT-v-K,sQUE'L.y,* (plkt-yu-resk'le) ad. In a picturesque
manner. Hamilton.

PICT-V-RESQUE'NESS, n. Quality of being picturesque.

PicT'v-RlzE,* v. a. To adorn or represent by pictures. EC.
Rev. [R.]

PIC'VL,* n. A Chinese weight of 133| Ibs., containing 100

catties, or 1600 taels. Malcom.

PID'DLE, (pid'dl)u. n. [i. PIDDLED , pp. PIDDLING, PIDDLED.]
To pick at table; to feed squeamishly; to trifle; to be

busy about small matters. Swift.

PIB'DLER, TO. One who piddles, or is busy about trifles.

PiD'DLiNG,*^. a. Trifling; being busy about trifles.

PIE, (pi) M. A crust baked with something in it for food ;

pastry. [pica, L.] A magpie; a party-colored bird:

the old Catholic service-book : printer's type, when the

different letters are mingled together. A mound or pit,

for preserving potatoes, &c.
;

a compost heap. Farm,

Ency.
PIE 'BALD, a. Of various colors : diversified in color.

PIECE, (pesj . [piece, Fr.] A patch ;
a part of the whole

;

a fragment; a single thingor part ; a portion : a picture ;

a composition ; performance : a gun, large or small : ,-

coin. [|A castle; any building. Spenser.] Jl-piece,
'

each. Of a piece with, like ;
ot the same sort.
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PIECE, (pes) v. a. [i. PIECED
; pp. PIECING, PIECED.] To

patch ;
to enlarge by the addition of a piece ;

to join ;
to

unite. To piece out, to increase by addition.

PIECE, v. n. To join ;
to coalesce

;
to be compacted.

PIECE'LESS, a

o join ;
to

. Whole; not made of separate pieces.

tPiECE'Ly, ad. In pieces. Huloet.

PIECE'MEAL, (pes'mel) ad. In pieces ;
in fragments.

PIECE'MEAL, (pes'mel) a. Single; separate; divided.

jPlECE'MEAL, n. A fragment ; a morsel. R. Vaaghan.
fPlECE'MEAL,* r. a. To divide into parts. Jodrell.

fPiECE'MEALED, (pes'meld) a. Divided into pieces. Cot-

grave.
PIECE'NER,* n. One who supplies the rolls of wool to the

slubber, in the woollen manufacture. P. Mag.
PlE9'ER, n. One who pieces; a patcher.

PIECE'WORK,* (pSs'wiirk) n. Work done by the piece or

job ;
task-work. Farm. Ency.

PIED, (pid) a. Variegated ; party-colored. Mbot.
PIED'NESS, (pld'nes) 71. Variegation ; diversity of color.

Shak.

fPlELED, (peld) a. [pele, FT.] Bald; bare; peeled. Shak.

PlEP, (pep) v. n. To peep. Huloet. See PEEP.

PIE'POW-DER-COURT, or PlE'POU-DKE-COURT, n. [pied
poudreux, Fr. 1 (Eng. law) A court established to decide,
on the spot, disputes arising at fairs and markets.

PlER, (per) n. [pierre, Fr.] A column on which the arch
of a bridge is raised : the solids between the openings of
a building : that part of the wall of a house which is be-

tween the windows : a mole projecting into the sea, to

break the force of the waves.

PIER'A<^E,* n. Toll paid for using a marine pier. Smart.

||PlERCE, or PIERCE, [pers, P. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; pers or pers,
W. J. F. ; pers, S.] v. a. [percer, Fr.] [i. PIERCED ; pp.

PIERCING, PIERCED.] To penetrate ;
to enter; to force a

way into ; to touch the passions ;
to affect.

||PlERCE, v. n. To make way by force into or through any
thing; to affect; to enter; to dive, as into a secret.

'IER9E'A-BLE, a. That may be pierced or penetrated.

PIER^'ER, n. He or that which pierces ;
a perforater.

PIERCING, 7i. Act of penetrating ; penetration. Prov. xii.

PIERCING,* p. a. Penetrating; affecting; sharp; se-

vere.

|IPlER9'|NG-LY, ad. Sharply. Sherwood.

liPlER9'iNG-NESS, n. Power or act of piercing. Derham.

PiER'-GLiss,* n. A large looking-glass between windows.
Smart. _

PIER'-TA-BLE,* n. A table placed between windows.
Smart.

PI'ET, or PI'OT, n. A magpie. [Local, Eng.]
PI'ET-!SM, n. The principles or practice of the Pietists.

PI'ET-IST, n. One of a sect that sprung up in Germany in

the 17th century, noted for strict devotion and great
purity of life : a kind of mystic.

Pl-E-Tis'Tic *
) a. Relating to, or partaking of, pietism.

Pf-E-Tls'TI-CAL,* \
Fo. Qu. Rev.

PI'E-Ty, n. [pietus, L.
; piete, Fr.] The filial sentiment felt

by man to the Father of all
; duty to God; duty to pa-

rents or those in superior relation.

Pl-E z5M'E-TER,* n. [niEgu and utrpov.] An instrument
for ascertaining the compressibility of liquids. Brande.

PIF'FE-RO,* 7i. [It.] (Mus.) An instrument resembling a

hautboy: a fife. Crabb.

PIG, 7i. [bigge, Teut.
; pic, Sax.] The young of swine

;
a

young boar or sow. (Mining) A separated mass of un-

forged metal, about 250 Ibs., as of iron, or of lead.

PIG, v. n. To farrow
;
to bring pigs.

PiG^EON, (pij'un) n. [pigeon, Fr.] A bird of several spe-
cies, often bred tame in a cot, or dove-cot.

PI^'EQN-FOOT, (plj'un-fut) n. An herb. Jiinsworth.

PI'EON-HEART-ED, a. Timid
; frightened.

Ply'EON-HOLE, n. A hole in a dove-cot : a small hole or

cavity for papers, &.c. pi. An old English game; so
called from the arches in the machine, through which
balls were rolled.

PI^'EON-LIV-ERED, (-erd) a. Mild
; soft; gentle; timid.

PI<^'EON-RY,* (pij'un-re) n. A house or cage for pigeons.
London.

PIG'-EYED,* (-id) a. Having small, sunken eyes; having
eyes like those of swine. Booth.

PIG'J&ER-Y,* n. A place or receptacle for pigs ;
a sty. Lou-

don.

PJG'JGIN, n. A small wooden vessel.

PIG'J&ISH,* a. Relating to or like pigs ; swinish. Qu. Rev.

PIG'-HEAD-ED, a. Having a head like a pig, or a large
head

; stupid ;
obstinate.

fPlGHT, ((It) i. & p. obs. from Pitch. Pitched
;
fixed. Spenser.

fPlGHT, (pit) v. a. To pierce. Wicliffe.

fPlGH'TEL, (pl'tel) n. [piccolo, It.] A little close. Cowel.
See PICLE.

PlG'-iR-ON,* (-I-urn) re. Iron melted from the ore into large
lumps. Perry. See PIG.

PlG'-LEAD,* n. Lead in large masses from the furnace.
Booth. See PIG.

PIG'MENT, n. [pigmcntum, L.] Paint; any color used by

artists: a mucous secretion that covers the iris of the

eye.

PIG'MY, n. [pygm<Eusi
'L.-

) irvyuaTos } Gr.] A dwarf. Hey-
lin. See PYGMY.

PiG-NQ-RA'TlQN, n. [Fr., from pignus, pignoris, L.] (Law)
The act of pledging; a pledge of property or of person.
Cockeram. [R.]

PiG'NQ-RA-TiVE, a. Pledging; pawning. BaUokar. [R.]
PIG'NDT, 7i. The earth-nut or ground-nut; a bulbous root

Shak. _

PIG'QT-!TE,* n. (Min.) A massive, brownish mineral.
Dana,.

fPiG'NEY, (pigz'ne) M. A word of endearment to a girl.
Chaucer.

PIG'STY,* n. A place where pigs are kept; a piggery.
Boot'i.

PIG'TAIL, n. A cue
;
the hair tied behind in a ribbon, so as

to resemble a pig's tail ; tobacco twisted so as to have a
similar resemblance : a species of baboon.

PIG'WID-G^EQN, (-jun) n. A fairy; a cant word for any
thing petty or small. Cleaveland.

PIKE, n. [pique, Fr.] Something pointed: a fresh-water

fish, having a sharp snout : a long lance, formerly used

by foot-soldiers ; a fork used in husbandry ; a pitchfork :

a peak; a point: one of two iron springs for fast-

ening the work to a turning-lathe.

PIK'ED, (plk'ed) [plk'ed, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. ; pe'ked, K. ;

pekt or plk'ed, Sm.] a. [pique, Fr.] Ending in a point;
picked ; peaked. See PICKED.

PlKE'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a sharp-pointed head. Pen-
nant.

PIKE'LET, ) n. A light cake
;
a kind of muffin. Scward's

PlKE'LlN, j
Letters. [North of Eng.]

PIKE'MAN, n. A soldier armed with a pike. Knolles.

PIKE 'STAFF, n. The wooden pole of a pike. Tatler.

tPI'LA<^E,* 71. The natural coat or hair on animals. Bacon.

Pl-Lls'TER, n. [pilastre, Fr.
; pilastro, It.] (Arch.) A

square column or pillar set or engaged in a wall, usu-

ally projecting not more than a fifth or sixth part of its

width.

Pi-LAs'TERED,* (pe-lls'terd) a. Furnished with pilasters.
Fo. Qu. Rev.

PILCH, re. A coat of skins
;
a furred gown ;

a pikher.
Chaucer. *

PILCH'ARD, n. A fish resembling the herring, but thicker
and rounder, yet smaller

;
called also pilcher.

PI'LCH'ER, n. A furred gown or case ; any thing lined with
fur. Shak. A fish

; pilchard. Milton.

PILE, n. [pil, Sax. ; pile, Fr.
; pyle, D.] A stake, or strong

piece of wood, or timber, driven into the ground to make
a firm foundation : a heap ;

an accumulation ; any thing
heaped together to be burned: an edifice; a building; a
mass of building. [pilus, L.] Hair; shag; hairy sur-

face
; nap. [ pilum, L.] The head of an arrow. [pile^

Fr.
; pila, It.] One side of a coin, the cross being the oth-

er. pi. Hemorrhoids. See PILES. Galvanic or Voltaic

pile, a series of circles or elements acting in unison; a

galvanic battery. Pile engine, a machine for driving

piles into the ground; a pile-driver.

PILE, v. a. [i. PILED
; pp. PILING, PILED.] To heap; to co-

acervate
;
to fill with something heaped ;

to lay on. Shak.

To break off, as the awns of barley. Farm. Ency.
PlL'E-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Having a cap like that of a mush-
room ; pileated. London. .

PIL'E-AT-ED, a. [pileus, L.] Having the form of a cover
or hat ; pileate.

PlLE'-DRiv-ER,* n. An engine for driving piles into the

ground. Brande.

fPiLE'MENT, n. Accumulation. Bp. Hall.

PI-LE-OP'SIS,* n. (Conch.) A species of shell
;
the fool's

cap. Roget.
PI'LE-ous,* a. Relating to the hair ; pilous. Dimglison.
PIL'ER, n. One who piles or accumulates.

PILES,* n. pi. (Med.) A disease originating in a morbid
dilatation of the veins in the lower part of the rectum ,

_hemorrhoids. Dunglison.
PI'LE-US,* n. (Bot.) The cap of a mushroom. P. Cyc.

PILE'WORT, (-wiirt) n. A plant ; lesser celandine.

PIL'FER, v. a. [piller, Fr.] [i.
PILFERED

; pp. PILFERING,
PILFERED.] To steal in small quantities ;

to get by petty
theft

;
to filch.

PIL'FER, v. n. To practise petty theft. Milton.

PIL'FER-ER, n. One who pilfers or steals petty things.

PiL'FER-iNG, n. Act of stealing ;
a petty theft.

PIL'FER-ING-LY, ad. With petty larceny ; filchingly.

PIL'FER-Y, n. Petty theft. L>Estrange. [R.]

PIL-GAR'LIC, n. One whose hair is fallen off; a wretched

person ;
one fleeced and forsaken. Stevens. [Low.] See

PlLLED-GARLIC.

PiL'GRlM, n. [pelgrim, D.
; peregrinus, L.] A traveller; a

wanderer : one who travels on a pilgrimage, or on a re-

ligious account, or to hallowed places.

fPiL'GRjM, v. n. To wander
;
to ramble. Grew.

PIL'GRIM,* a. Relating to pilgrims; travelling. Cowley.
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PfL'GRiM-AGE, Ti. [pclerinage, Fr.] A journey, undertaken
for devotional purposes, to some hallowed place ;

a long
journey; travel.

fPlL'GRiivFiZE, v. re. To journey like a pilgrim. B. Jon-
son.

Pl-LfF'ER-ous,* a. Bearing hairs. London.

PlL'l-FORM,* a. (Bot.~) Having the form of hairs or down.
London.

Pj-LfG'ER-oOs,* a. Producing hair. Kirby.
PlL'{NG-lR-QN,* (-I-urn) n. A tool for breaking off the
awns of barley. Farm. Ency.

PILL, n. [pilula, L.] Medicine made up into a little ball ;

any thing nauseous.

PILL, v. a. [piller, Fr.] [i. PILLED; pp. PILLING, PILLED.]
To take off the rind

;
to peel ;

to strip; to rob; to plun-
der

;
to pillage. Dryden. [R.]

PiLL, o. n. To be stripped away ; to come off in flakes
;
to

peel ; to commit robbery. L'Estrange. [R.l

PlL'LAGE, n. [pillage, Fr.] Plunder; spoil; act of plun-
dering. (Arch.} A pillar standing behind a column to

bear up the arches. Crabb.

PJlL'LAGE, v. a.
[i. PILLAGED; pp. PILLAGING, PILLAGED.]

To plunder; to sack
;
to rob

;
to spoil.

PlL'LAG-ER, n. One who pillages ;
a plunderer.

PlL'LAR, n.
[ pilier, Fr.

; pilar, 6p.J (Arch.) A columnar or

vertical support in a building; an irregular column, or

one haying the same diameter at the base and capital ;

something that supports.

PlL'LARED, (-lard) a. Supported by pillars or columns.

PfL-LAu',* n. A common Turkish dish, made of boiled

rice and mutton fat. Walsh.

PILLED'-GAR'LIC, (pild'-) n. One whose hair is fallen

off by disease
;
a forlorn wretch. Steevens. [Low.] See

PIL-GARLIC.

fPiL'LER, n. [piUeur, Fr.] A plunderer; a robber. Chau-
cer.

tPlL'LE-RY, n. [pillerie, Fr.] Rapine; robbery. Huloet.

PlL'LEZ,* n. The name in Cornwall, England, for a spe-
cies of naked barley raised there. P. Cyc.

PlL'LipN, (pil'yun) n. A cushion or soft saddle for a wom-
an to ride on, behind a person on horseback

;
the pad of

a saddle
;
a low saddle.

PlL'Lp-RY, n. [pilori, Fr.
; pillorium, low LJ A wooden

frame or engine on which criminals or offenders were
formerly exposed to public view, and generally to public
insult.

PlL'Lp-RY, v. a. [pilorier, Fr.] To punish with the pil-

lory.

PlL'LOW, (pil'15) n. A bag of feathers, or something soft,
laid under the head to sleep on

;
that which supports

something laid on it.

PlL'Ldw, v._a.
To rest any thing on a pillow.

PiL'Lpw-BEER, or PIL'LPW-BEAR, n. A pillow-case.
Chaucer.

PIL'LOW-CASE, n. A cover or case for a pillow.
PI-LOSE',* a. (Zool. &. Bot.) Hairy; covered with hair;

pilous. Brande.

PJ-LOS'I-TY, (pe-los'e-te) n. [pilosus, L.] Hairiness. Ba-
con.

PI'LQT, TI. [pilote, Fr.
; piloot, D.J One whose business it

is to conduct ships or vessels in or out of harbors, or
wherever the navigation requires local knowledge.

PI'LQT, v. a. [i. PILOTED; pp. PILOTING, PILOTED.] To
steer; to direct in the course.

PI'LOT-AGE, n. [Fr.] The employment, office, or pay of a

pilot.

PI'LQT-BiRD,* n. A bird found about the Caribbee Islands.
Crabb.

PI'LQT-FfsH,* 7i. A fish that attends on the shark. Crabb.

tPI'LOT-lM, TI. Pilotage ;
skill of a pilot. Sherwood.

fPl'LpT-RY, n. Pilotage. Harris.

Pl'LOUS, a. [pilosus, L.] Hairy ; full of hairs. Robinson.

PfL'sER, TI. The candle-moth. Ainsworth.

Pl'LUM,* n: [L.] A missile weapon ;
a javelin. Crabb.

PM'EL-iTE,* TI. (Min.) A green, hydrated, silico-alumin-
ous mineral. Brande.

fPI'MENT, TI. [pimentum, low L.] Wine mixed with spice
or honey. Chaucer.

PI-MEN'TA, ) n. [piment, Fr.] Jamaica pepper; allspice; a
Pl-MEN'TO, $ berry, the produce of the myrtus pimenta, or

eugenia pimenta, a native tree of the West Indies.

PiMP, n. [pinge, Fr.] One who provides gratifications for
the lust of others : a procurer ;

a pander.
PiMP, v. -n. [i.

PIMPED
; pp. PIMPING, PIMPED.] To procure,

as a pimp ;
to pander.

PIM'PER-NEL, n. [pimpernclla, L.] A plant of several vari-
eties.

PJM/PI-NEL-LA, n. (Bot.) A genus of plants, mostly peren-
nials, including burnet.

fPiMP'lNG, a. Little ; petty ; as, a pimping thing. Skinner.

PIM/PLE, (-pi) n. A small red pustule ;
a blotch.

PIM'PLED, (pim'pld) a. Having pimples or pustules.

PiM'PLY,* a. Full of pimples ; spotted. Pennant.

fPlMP'SHlP,* n. The office of a pimp. Oldham.

Pi'N, n. [pennum, low L.] A short, pointed piece of wire,
with a head, used for fastening clothes : any tiling driven
to hold parts together ;

a peg ;
a bolt

; any slender thing
fixed in another body ;

tliat which locks the wheel to the

axle ;
a linchpin ;

the central part ;
a peg by which mu-

sicians stretch or relax their strings. A horny induration
of the membranes of the eye. Hanmer. A cylindrical
roller made of wood. Corbet. A noxious humor in a
hawk's foot. Ainsworth. [State of being almost drunk.
Grose. Note ; strain

;
whim. L'Estrange.]

PlN, V. a. [L PINNED
; pp. PINNING, PINNED.] To fasten

with pins ;
to fasten

;
to make fast; to join ;

to fix
;
to

shut up ;
to pen.

PIN'A-FORE,* n. A sort of garment or apron, worn by chil-

dren or laborers to protect their clothes
;
a child's apron ;

a scuffle. P. Mag.
Pi-NXs'TER, TI. [L.] The wild or mountain pine. Anon.

PIN'CASE, n. A case for pins ; a pincushion.
PIN'CER, [pin'serz, S. fV. P. J. F. Ja.] n. [pincette, Fr.]
An instrument by which any thing is griped in order
to be drawn out, as a nail. $3 " This word is frequently
mispronounced pinchers." Walker. See PINCHERS.

PINCH, v. a. [pincer, Fr.] [i.
PINCHED

; pp. PINCHING,
PINCHED.] To squeeze between two small hard bodies,
as the fingers, teeth, or parts of a utensil ;

to press ;
to

gall ;
to fret

;
to gripe ;

to oppress ;
to straiten

; to dis-

tress
;
to pain ; to try thoroughly.

PINCH, v. n. To act with force, so as to be felt
;
to bear

hard
;
to be puzzling; to spare ;

to be frugal.

FINCH, n. [pinion, Fr.] The act of one who pinches; a

painful squeeze ; a gripe: as much as is pinched up by
the fingers: oppression; distress inflicted

; difficulty;
time of distress.

PINCH'BECK, n. An alloy of copper and zinc
;
a gold-col-

ored mixed metal, named from the inventor.

PINCH'ER,* n. He or that which pinches. Ash.

PINCH'ER,* n. pi. An instrument by which any thing is

griped in order to be drawn out ; pincers. Smart. This
word is very often used instead of pincers, and it is pre-
ferred by Dr. Webster and Mr. Smart.

PINCH'FIST, ) n. A sordid person ;
a niggard ;

a miser.

PlNCH'PEN-NY, |
Huloct.

PINCH'ING,* p. a. Griping ; oppressing ;
covetous. Ash.

PINCH'-SPOT-TED,* a. Discolored by having been pinched.
Shak.

PiN'cOsH-iQN, (-kush-un) n. A cushion to keep pins in.

PIN-DAR'IC, n. An irregular ode
;
an ode in imitation of

the odes of Pindar. Addison.

PIN-DAR'IC, a. Relating to, or resembling, Pindar.

PJN-DAR'i-CAL,* a. Relating to Pindar ; Pindaric. Cowlcy.
PiN'DAR-iM,* TI. An imitation of Pindar. Johnson.

PIN'DAR-IST,* n. An imitator of Pindar. Johnson.

Pi'N'DDsT, n. Metal dust in a pin manufactory.
PINE, n. [pinus, L.

; pin, Fr. ; pinn, Sax.] A large evergreen
tree of many varieties, valued for timber : a pine-apple.

PINE, v. n. [i.
PINED

; pp. PINING, PINED.] To languish ;

to wear away with any kind of misery ;
to flag ; to

_droop ;
to waste away.

PINE, v. a. To wear out ;
to grieve for. Milton. [R.]

tPlNE, TI. Woe; want; suffering of any kind. Spenser.

PIN'E-AL, [pln'-al, W. P. J. Ja. in.; pln'yal, S. K.; pl'-

ne-al, Sm.] a. [pineale, Fr.] Resembling a pineapple.

(Anat.~) Applied to a protuberance or gland of the brain

PlNE'AP-PLE, n. The ananas, a delicious tropical fruit,

resembling, in shape, the cone of a pine.

PlNE'-As-TER,* n. The wild pine. Hamilton. See PINASTER.

PlNE'-BAR'REN,* n.pl. A term applied to level, sandy
tracts covered with pine-trees in the Southern United
States. Darby.

fPlNE'FfiL, a. Full of woe
;
sorrowful. Bp. Hall.

PlNE'-MAR-TEN,* n. (Zool.) A marten valued for its fur.

Booth.

PIN'E-RY, n. A place where pineapples are raised.

PIN'EY,* a. Abounding in pines. See PINY. Ure.

PIN'-FEATH-EK,* n. A feather, from its size, assimilated to

a pin ;
a feather beginning to shoot, or not fully grown.

Smart.

PIN'-FEATH-ERED, (-erd) a. Having pin-feathers.

PIN'FOLD, n. A place for confining beasts ;
a pound.

PIN'-FOOT-ED,* (pln'fut-ed) a. Having the toes or feet bor-

dered by a membrane. Kirby.

fPl'N'GLE, (ping'gl) n. A small enclosure. Ainsioorth.

PfN-GUE'ad,*n. [L.] (Anat.) Fat of animals lying undt

the skin. Crabb.
PIN-GUED'I-NOUS * a. Fat. Dr. Cogan. [R.]

fPiN'GUlD,' (plng'gwjd) a. [pinguis, L.J Fat
;

unctuous.

Morti>ncr._
fPiN'GUl-Fy,* v. a. To fatten

;
to make fat. Cudicorth.

PlN'eulTE,* 7t. (Min.) An oil-green mineral. Dana.

PiN'GUl-TUDE,* TI. Fatness ; obesity. Sir W. Scott. [R.]

PIN'HO'LD,* n. A place where a pin makes fast. Smart.

PiN'HOLE, n. A hole or perforation, sucli as is made by a

PIN'IQN, (pin'yun) n. [pignon, Fr.] The joint of the

i, E, I, O, U, Y, long; X, E, I, 5, C, Y, sAort; A, E, I, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR,
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wing remotest from the body ;
a f.:ather or quill of the

wing ;
a wing : a fetter or bond for the arm : a small,

toothed wheel which plays in the teeth of a larger one.

PlN'lQN, (pln'yun) v. a.
[i. PINIONED; pp. PINIONING,

PINIONED.] To confine or bind, as the wings or pinions ;

to disable the pinion ;
to confine by binding the arms or

elbows to the sides
;
to shackle

;
to bind.

PiN'iONED, (pin'yund) a. Furnished with pinions. Dryden.

JPUc'lQN-IST, (pin'yun-ist) re. Any bird that flies. Browne.

PlN'lTE,*?*. (Min.) A soft, crystallized mineral. Brande.

PINK, n. [pink, D.] A small, fragrant flower of many varie-

ties ;
the dianthus

;
the usual color of the Hower ; a light

crimson; a color of reddish hue: the summit of ex-

cellence : a little eye; a little fish; the minnow.

[pincke, Danish
; pinque, FT.] A kind of heavy, narrow-

sterned ship : hence the sea-term pink-stcrned.

PlNK, v a. [pink, D.I
[i. PINKED; pp. PINKING, PINKED.]

To work in eyelet-holes ;
to pierce ;

to stab. Mdison.

PiNK, v. n. [pincken, D.] To wink with the eyes. L'E-

strange.

PINK,* a. Resembling the most usual color of the pink ;

light crimson. Smart.

PINK'-COL-ORED,* (-yrd) a. Having the color of the pink.
Moore.

PINK'-EYED, (-Id) a. Having little eyes. Holland.

PlNK'-NEE-DLE, 71. A shepherd's bodkin. Sherwood.

PINK'-STERNED, (-stemd) a. (Naut.) Having a narrow

stern, as a ship.

PIN'-MAK-ER, 71. One who makes pins.

PIN'-MON-EY, ^-rnun-e) n. Money allowed to a wife, as

for pins, that is, for her private expenses.

PlN'NACE, ?i. [pinasse, Fr.] (Naut.) A small, light vessel

with sails and oars : a boat belonging to a ship of war.

PlN'NA-CLE, (pin'na-kl) n. [pinacle, Fr.; pinna, L.] (Arch.) A
small square or polygonal pillar or turret on a building,

generally on an angle of a building ;
a turret or elevation

above the rest of the building: a high, spiring point.

PiN'NA-CLE, v. a. To furnish with pinnacles. Warton.

PiN'NA-CLE D,* (-kid) a. Having a pinnacle. Mason.

tPiN'NAGE, n. Poundage of cattle. Huloet.

PIN'NATE,* a. (Bot.) Divided into a number of pairs of

leaflets. P. Cyc.

PIN'NAT-ED, a. \pinnatus, L.] (Bot.) Feathered
; having

leaflets ; pinnate.

PJN-NAT'I-FID,* a. (Bat.) Divided in a pinnated manner,
nearly down to the midrib. P. Cyc.

PIN-NAT'I-PED,* a. Fin-footed ; having the toes bordered

by a membrane. Hamilton.

PlN-NlT'i-PED,* 7i. A fin-footed bird. Brande.

PlN'NER, n. One who pins ;
a maker of pins : the lappet

of a 'head-dress which flies loose. [A pounder of cattle.

Warton.}
PIN'NET,* n. Apinacle; awing. Scott.

PIN'NI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a fin. Hill.

PIN'NING,* n. The act of fastening with pins: the low

masonry which supports a frame of stud-work. Forby.
See UNDERPINNING.

PIN'NI-PED,* n. A species of crab. Brande.

PIN'NQCK, . The tomtit; a small bird. Jiinsworth. A
tunnel under a road to carry off the water ; a culvert.

Hulloway. [Local, England.]
PIN'NU-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Subdivided into leaflets; pin-

nate. Booth.

PIN' N OLE,* n. A small fin. Hill.

PINT, n. Half a quart; the eighth part of a gallon; a

liquid measure. Dryden.
PIN-TA'DO,* n. A bird of South America. Hawkesicorth.

PiN'TAlL,* n. A kind of duck, with a pointed tail. Pennant.

PJN'TLE,* n. An iron pin which keeps a cannon from re-

coiling : a hook, or bolt, for hanging a rudder. Crabb.

PlNT'-PoT,* n. A measure of a half a quart. Shak.

PlN'yLE, n. One of the sights of an astrolabe.

Pi'NY, a._ Abounding with, or resembling, pines.

PI-o-NEER', n. [pionier, from pion, Fr.] A soldier or person
whose business it is to clear a roaa before an army, to

sink mines, and throw up works and fortifications : one
who removes obstructions, or prepares the way for those

who follow.

PI-O-NEER',* v. n. [i. PIONEERED; pp. PIONEERING, PIO-

NEERED.] To act as pioneer; to clear the way. QM. Rev.

PI-o-NEER',* v. a. To remove obstacles from
;
to clear for

passage. More.

PI'O-NIED,* (pl'o-njd) a. Furnished with pionies. Shak.

fPl'o-NiNG, 7i. Works of pioneers ;
a pioneering. Spenser.

PI'Q-NY, 71. [pionie, Sax. ; pesonia, L.] A perennial plant
with a large flower : written also peony. See PEONY.

PI'ous, a. [pius, L.] Partaking of piety; possessing piety;
dutiful to God

;
devout ; godly ; religious : dutiful to par-

ents or other near relations. Pious fraud, a fraud or

a wrong done with a professedly religious motive.

PI'oys-Ly, ad. In a pious manner; religiously.

PlP, 7i. [pippe, D.] A disease in fowls, being a defluxion or

a horny pellicle that grows on the tip of their tongues:
a spot on playing cards : the seed of an apple

PIQUE, (pGk) n. [Fr.] An ill-will ; an offence
;
a slight re-

sentment
; grudge: a point ;

a punctilio : a doubling
of the points at piquet. [A depraved appetite. See PICA.]

Pip, v. n. [pipio, L.] To chirp or cry as a bird
;
to peep. Boyle

PIPE, n. [pib, Welsh ; pipe, Sax.] Any long, hollow body ;

a tube: a tube of baked clay or other substance for

smoking tobacco: a wind-instrument of music: the

organs of voice and respiration ; as, the wind-pipe.- the

key or sound of the voice: a large cask; a liquid or
wine measure, from 105 to 140 gallons. (Law) A roll, or

great roll, in the English exchequer. (Min.) An ore

running endwise in a hole. Crabb.

PIPE, v. n. [i. PIPED; pp. PIPING, PIPED.] To play on the

pipe ;
to emjt a shrill sound

;
to whistle.

PIPE, v. a. To play upon a pipe. 1 Cor. xiv.

PlPE'-CHAM-BER,* 7i. A receptacle for water. Tanner.
PIPE '-CLAY,* 7i. (Min.) A species of clay employed in

the manufacture of earthenware. McCulloch.

PIPED,* (pipt) a. Formed with a pipe; tubular. Cyc.

PiPE'-FIsH,* 7i. A small sea-fish. Storer.

PIP'ER, 71. One who plays on the pipe: a long, slender
fish.

PiP'ER-iDGE,* n. (Bot.) The barberry bush, a shrub.
Johnson. See PEPPERIDGE.

PIP'ER-INE,* n. (Chem.) The active principle of black

pepper. P. Cyc.

PlPE'-TREE, re. The lilac-tree.

PIP'ING, a. That pipes in speech as from sickness:
weak

;
feeble

; sickly : that pipes in the act of boiling ;

hence the vulgar phrase piping hot.

PIP'KIN, 7i. A small earthen boiler. Pope.

PIP'PIN, 7i. [pvppyitfhe, D.] A kind of apple; an excellent
winter apple.

||PIQ'UAN-CY, (pik'an-se) n. State of being piquant;
sharpness ; pungency ; severity.

||Pi'Q'UANT, (pik'ant) [pik'ant, IV. P. J. F. Ja. ; pE'kant, S.

S//i.] a. [Fr.] Pricking; piercing; stimulating to the

taste, corporeal or mental
; sharp; pungent; severe.

[JPIQ'UANT-LY, (pTk'ant-le) ad. Sharply ; pungently.
\n ill-will ; an offence

;
a slig

a point ;
a punctilio : a doubling

t. [A depraved appetite.

PlQUE, (pek) v. a. [piqucr, Fr.] [i. PIQUED; pp. PIQUING,
PIQUED.] To touch with envy ;

to put into a fret
; to kin-

dle to emulation; to offend; to irritate: to value: to

pride, with the reciprocal pronouns.
PIQUE, (pek) v. n. To cause irritation. Toiler.

fPlQU-EER', v. n. See PICKEER.

tPJQU-EER'ER, (pjk-er'er) n. A robber; a picaroon. Swift.

PI-QUET', (pe-kot')'Ti. [piquet, Fr.] A game at cards. See
PICKET.

PI'RA-CY, n. [weipaTcin, Gr.
; piratica, L.] The crime of

robbery on the sea
; the crime or employment of pirates :

any robbery ; particularly literary theft. Johnson.

P|-riA'GUA,* n. A rude canoe. See PIROGUE.

PI'RATE, (pi'rat) n. [netparYis, Gr. ; pirata, L.] One who
practises piracy ;

a sea-robber
;
a ship employed in pira-

cy : any robber, particularly a bookseller who steals a

copyright.
PI'RATE, v. a.

[i.
PIRATED

; p/?. PIRATING, PIRATED.] To
_take by theft or robbery ; to rob by sea. Arbuthnot.

PI'RATE, v. n. To practise piracy or robbery.
PI'RAT-ED,*P. a. Taken by piracy, or robbery, or theft.

PI-RAT'I-CAL, a. Relating to piracy; plundering; preda-
tory ; robbing.

Pi-RlT']-CAL-LY, ad. In a piratical manner; by piracy.

PIR-I-ME'LA,* n. (Conch.) A genus of crabs. Dr. Leacli.

PIRN,* n. The wound yarn that is on a weaver's shuttle.

Francis.

PI-ROGUE',* (pe-rog') n. [Fr.] A canoe formed of one large
tree

;
a small boat used on the western waters of the

United States. Flint. Written also periaffo and periagua.
PlR-du-ETTE 1

,* n. [Fr.] A twirl, as in dancing. Smart.

PIR-OU-ETTE',* v. n. To twirl, to turn round on one foot.

Maunder.

fPlR'RY, 71. A rough gale or storm. Sir T. Elyop.

Pi'AN,* w. A native of Pisa. Earnshaw.

PIs-AS-PHlL'TUM,* n. Mineral pitch. Brande. See Piss AS-
PHALT.

Pis'CA-RY, n. (Law) The right or liberty of fishing. Crabb

fPls-CA'TlQN, 71. [piscatio, L.] The act of fishing. Browne.

PIS-CA'TOR,* n. [L.] A fisherman; an angler. Oent.

PIS-CA-TO'RI-AL,* a. Relating to fishing ; piscatory. OenL
Mag.

PIs'cA-TQ-RY, a. Relating to fishes or fishing. Addison.

Pls'CElf, (pis'sez) n. pi. [L.] Fishes. (Astron.) The 12th

sign of the zodiac, represented by two fishes joined
together.

PIs'ci-NAL,* a. Belonging to a fish-pond. Ash. [R.j

PIs'ciNE,*a. Relating to fish. Smart.

Pis-civ'0-RoDs, a. [piscis and voro, L.] Fish-eating: living
on fish. Ray.

PISE,* (pe'za) 7i. [pise, Fr.] A kind of clay. (Arch.) A
species of wall constructed of stiff earth or clay, carried

up in moulds, and rammed down, as the work is carried

up. Brande.a spot on playing carols : tne seed 01 an apple. up. Brande.
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PISH, interj. Pshaw ! a contemptuous exclamation.
PISH, v. n. To express contempt. Bcaum. $ Fl.

Pisu'-PXsn,* 71. A confused medley. EC. Rev. [Low.]
PI'SI-FORM,* [pl'se-form, Sm.; pis'e-fbrm, Wb.\ a. Formed

like a pea. Smart.

PISMIRE, or Pls'MlRE, [plz'mlr, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; pis'-

mlr, S. P. E. K.] n. [pismiere, D.] A small insect
;
an

ant
j
an emmet.

Pl'89-l/iTE,* [pl'39-lit, Sm. ; pisyilt, Wb.} n. (Mm.) The
pea-stone, a mineral resembling an agglutination of

peas. Lyell.

Piss, v. n. [pisser, Fr.
; pissen, Teut.J To make water.

Dryden.
Piss, ft. Urine

;
animal water. Pope.

Piss'A-BED, n. A yellow flower growing in the grass.
PIs'SAS-PHALT. 71. [niaaa and acr0aAr<H,Gr. ; piasasphaltus,

L.] Mineral pitch, an indurated bitumen.

PIss'-BURNT, a. Stained witli urine.

Pis-TA'CHid, [pjs-ta'sho, & W. E. Ja. K. R. ; pis-ta'cho, J.

Sm. ; pjs-ta'cho or pjs-ta'sho, F.] n. [pistacke, Fr. ; pis-

tacckio, It.
j pistacia, L.] A nut ot an oblong figure, of a

sweetish and unctuous taste, the fruit of the pistacia

vera, a kind of turpentine-tree. Bacon.

PIs'TA-clTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, called also epidote.

Brande._ _
PIs-TA-REEN',* n. A small Spanish silver coin, of the

value of 17 cents ; formerly valued at 20 cents. Bouvier.

PlSTE, (pest) n. [Fr.] A track or footstep. Johnson.

fPIs'Tic,* a. [rriffTixus.] Pure ; genuine. Sir Th. Browne.

PIS'TIL,* n. (Bot.) The pointal of a female flower, adher-

ing to the fruit, for the reception of the pollen, and con-

sisting of three parts, the ovary, style, and stigma. P. Cyc.
Pis-TiL-LA'cEoys,* (pis-tjl-la'shus) a. (But.) Growing on

the germ or seed-bud of a flower. Smart.

Pis'TiL-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Having, or consisting of, a pistil.
London.

fPis-TiL-LA'TlpN, n. [pistillum, L.] The act of pounding.
Browne. See PESTILLATION.

PiS-TiL-LiF'ER-oDs,*a. (Bot.) Having a pistil. Smith.

PIs'TC-t,, 71. [pistolet, Fr.] A small hand-gun ;
the smallest

firearm.

PIS'TQL, v. a. [pistoler, Fr.] To shoot with a pistol. Aubrey.
Pis-TC-LADE',* n. [Fr.] Ihe shot or discharge of a pistol.

Crabb.

PJS-TOLE', 71. [Fr.] A gold coin of Spain, Germany, &.c.,
of difl'erent degrees of value.

Pfs-TC-LET', 7t. A little pistol ;
a coin.

Pis'TQL-lTE,* n. (Min.) The pea-stone, a carbonate of

lime, existing in globules. Brande.

PIs'TQN, n. [Fr.] A sliort cylinder of wood or metal,
which fits exactly the cavity of a pump, or of other hy-
draulic machines, as an air-pump, dtc., and works up and
down, causing suction

;
an embolus.

PIT, 71. A hole in the ground ;
an abyss ;

the grave : the floor
or middle portion of the audience part of a theatre : any
hollow, as of the stomach

;
the arm-pit: the arena on

which cocks fight: a mark made by a disease: the
stone of a fruit, as of a cherry or peach. [Local, U. S.]

PIT, v. a. [i. PITTED
; p/>. PITTING, PITTED.] To lay in a

pit : to mark with holes or spots ; to indent : to set in

opposition or competition, as cocks in a pit.

PIT'A-PAT, 7i. A flutter
;
a palpitation ; a light, quick step.

PIT-A-PAT',* ad. With a fluttering palpitation. Smart.

PITCH, TI. [pic, Sax.
; pit, L.] The residuum which re-

mains after boiling tar in an open iron pot, much used
in ship-building ; asphalt or asphaltum ; bitumen : size

;

stature; degree ; rate. (Mug.) The degree of acuteness
or graveness of a note. (Arch.) The inclination of

sloping sides to the horizon, as of a roof.

PITCH, v. a.
[i.

PITCHED
; pp. PITCHING, PITCHED.] To

fix
;
to plant ; to order regularly ; to set to a key-note ; to

throw
j
to cast ; to throw headlong ;

to cast forward:
to smear with pitch.

PITCH, v. n. To light ; to drop ;
to happen ;

to fall
;
to fall

headlong ; to fix choice, with upon ; to fix a tent.

PiTCH'-B^XcK,* a. Black as pitch. Allen.

PlTCH'BLENDE,* 71. (Min.) A compound of the oxides of
uranium and iron

;
a mineral found in Saxony. Brande.

PITCH'COAL,* n. (Min.) Jet; a hard, black substance.
Jameson.

PiTCH'ER, TI. [picker, Fr.] He or that which pitches: an
instrument for piercing the ground: an earthen ves-
sel ;

a water-pot.
PITCH'-FAR-THING, n. A play (otherwise called chuck-

farthing) of pitching copper money into a round hole.

PITCH'FORK, n. A fork with which hay or grain is pitched.
PlTCH'l-NESS, n. Blackness

; darkness.

PITCHING,* n. The rising and falling of the head and
stern of a ship ;

act of throv\ ing, as with a pitchfork.

PITCHING,* a. Descending abruptly ; declivous; steep.

PITCH'PIPE, n. An instrument to regulate the voice, and
to give the leading note of a tune. Spectator.

PITCH'STONE,* 7i. (Min.) A volcanic rock resembling in-

durated pitch. Lyell.

PITCH'Y, a. Smeared with pitch ; having the qualities o.

pitch: black; dark; dismal. Stiak.

PIT'-COAL, (plt'kol) n. Fossil or mineral coal, so callec
because it is obtained by sinking pits in the earth.

||PiT'E-ous, [plt'e-us, P. J. Ja. Sm.; pit'yus, S. E. F. K.;
pltch'e-us, W.} a. Sorrowful

; mournful
;' exciting pity ;

woful ; doleful; compassionate ;
tender. [tPitiful. Milton.]

||PlT'E-ous-LY,
ad. In a piteous manner.

IJPiT'E-oDs-NESS, TI. Sorrowfulness
; tenderness.

PIT'FALL, 71. A covered or concealed pit, liable to be fallen
into ; a sort of gin or trap for catching wild beasts.

fPiT'FALL, v. n. To lead into a pitfall. Milton.

PITH, TI. The soft, spongy substance in the centre of the
stem of plants: the marrow of animal bodies:

strength ;
force

; energy ; cogency : closeness
; impor-

tance
;
moment ; principal part ; quintessence ;

chief part.

PITH'I-LY, ad. With strength ;
with cogency or force.

PITH'I-NESS, n. State of being pithy ; energy.
PITH'LESS, a. Wanting pith, strength, or force.

PIT'-HOLE, n. A mark made by disease
;
a cavity ; a hole.

PITH'Y, O" Consisting of pith; abounding with pith;
strong; forcible; energetic.

PiT'{-A-BLE, a. [pitoyable, Fr.] That may be pitied ; ex-

citing pity ; deserving pity.

PiT'l-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of deserving pity. Kettlewett.

jPiT'i-ED-LY, ad. In a situation to be pitied. Felt/iam.

PlT'l-ER, 71. One who pities. Bp. Oauden.

PiT'i-FOL, a. [Tender, compassionate. Shak. Melancholy,
moving compassion. Spenser.] Paltry; contemptible; des-

picable; base; worthless: now commonly used in a
bad sense.

PIT'I-FGL-LY, ad. In a pitiful manner; basely.

PI'T'I-FOL-NESS, 71. Quality of being pitiful.
PIT' J-LESS, a. Wanting pity or compassion ;

merciless.

PIT'I-LESS-LY, ad. Without pity or mercy. Sherwood.

PiT'i-LESS-NESS, n. Unmercifulness.

PIT'MAN, n.; pi. PITMEN. One who, in sawing timber,
stands in a pit : an appendage to a forcing pump.

PIT'SAW, 71. A large saw used by two men, of whom one
is in a pit.

PIT'TA-CALL,* or PlT'TA-cXL,* n. One of the curious six

principles found in wood-tar, of a dark blue, solid sub-

stance, somewhat like indigo. Ure.

PIT'TANCE, n. [pitance, Fr.] A small allowance; a small

portion ;
a little quantity ;

a trifle.

PIT'TED,* p. a. Marked with indentations or pits; in

dented.

PiT'Tiz-iTE,*7i. (Min.) Vitriol ochre. Dana.

Pj-TU'l-TA-RY, a. Relating to or conducting phlegm.
PiT'V-lTE, (pit'yu-It) n. [pituitc, Fr. : pituita, L.] Phlegm j

mucus. Arbuthnot.

PI-TU'J-TOUS, a. Consisting of, or discharging, mucus or

phlegm. Browne.

PIT'Y, >1 '
[pitie,

Fr. ; pietd, It.] The feeling of a humane
person excited by the distress of another

; commiseration ;

compassion; sympathy with misery. ft ground of pity,
a subject of pity or of grief, in which sense it has, collo-

quially, a plural ; as, "a thousand pities." L'Extrange.
PiT'Y, [pitoyer, old Fr.] [i. PITIED; y/>. PITYING, PITIED.]
To have compassion for

;
to compassionate ;

to regard
with pity ;

to commiserate.

PIT'Y, v. /i. To be compassionate. Jcr. xiii.

PIV'OT, n. [pivot, Fr.] A pin or short shaft on which any
thing turns. (Mil.) The officer or soldier upon whom
the wheelings, in evolutions, are made.

Pix, 71. [pizis, L.] A little chest or box. See PYX.

Pix'Y,* TI. A sort of fairy or imaginary being. Jennings.

[A word common in the south-v/est part of England.]
Piz'ZLE, n. The male organ in quadrupeds.

||PLA-CA-BlL'l-TY, ) n. Quality of being placable; possi-

|
PLA'CA-BLE-NESS, \ bility to be appeased.

||PLA'CA-BLE, [pla'ka-bl, S. W. J. E F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.;
plak'a-bl, P. Kenrick.] a. [plucabilis,L,.] That may be ap-

peased ; appeasable.
PLA-CARD', n. [plakaert, D. ; placard, Fr.] A written

printed paper posted up in some place of public resort;
edict

;
a declaration

;
a public notification.

PLA-CARD', v. a. [placarder,Fr.] [/.PLACARDED;^. PLA-

CARDING, PLACARDED.] To advertise or give notice of by

placards ; to publish by posting up ; to post up.

PLA-CART', n. Same as placard. Hoioclt. [R.]

PLA'CATE,
Forbes.

PLACE, 7
u

space ; locality ;
situation ;

station ; position ; site; spot;

local relation
;
local existence

; -space in general ; separate

room ;
a seat

;
residence ; mansion ; passage in writing ;

ordinal relation ;
state of actual operation ;

ell'ect ;
exist-

ence ;
rank ;

order of priority ; precedence ;
office

; pub-

lic employment ; post ; charge ;
function ;

room ; way ;

ground ;
station in life : a public square in a city.

PLACE, v. a.
[ placer, Fr.] [i.

PLACED ; pp. PLACING, PLACED.]
To put in any place, rank, condition, or office ;

to fix
;
to

settle ;
to establish

;
to set ;

to lay ;
to dispose ;

to order.

V.-CART', n. Same as placard. Howcu. [R.J

L'CATE, c. a. [placo, L.] To appease ;
to reconcile

'orbcs. Ch. Ob. [A word used in Scotland.]

ICE, 71. [place, Fr. ; plaice, Sax.] A particular portion o

PlTCH'STONE,* 71. (Min.) A volcanic rock resembling in- To put in any place, rank, condition, or office ;
to nx

;
to

durated pitch. Lyell. settle ;
to establish ;

to set
;
to lay ;

to dispose ;
to order.
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PLA-CE'BO,* n. (Med.) A medicine or prescription which
is designed to please, rather than benefit, the patient. Crabb.

PLACE'LESs,*a. Having no place or office. Ed. Rev.

PLACE'MAN, n. ; pi. PLACEMEN. One who has a place or

office under a government.
PLA-OEN'TA, n. [L.] A cake. (dnat.) A circular, flat,
vascular substance, that serves to convey nourishment
from the mother to the foetus in the womb, and comes
away after the birth ;

the after-birth (Bot.) The part of
the ovary to which the ovules are attached

;
a cellular

tissue.

PLA-CEN'TAL,,* a. Relating to the placenta. Smart.

PLAc-EN-TA'TiON,* 7i. (Bot.) The disposition of the coty-
ledons in tlie germination of seeds. P. Cyc.

PL A^-EN-TIF'E ii-ous,* a. (Bot.) Bearing the placenta. Gray.
PLA'CER, n. One who places. Spenser.

PLAC'ID, a. [placidus, L.] Gentle
; quiet; serene; calm;

not turbulent; soft ; kind; mild.

PLA-CID'I-TV, ) n. State of being placid ; mildness
; gen-

PLAC'ID-NESS, \
tleness. Chandler.

'iD-Ly, ad. Mildly; gently; with quietness.

'jT, .
[ placitam, L.] (Law) Decree or decision of some

court or government. Olanville.

PLAp'f-TA,* n. pi. [L.] Public courts or assemblies in

the middle ages. Brande. (Law) A decree
;
a decision :

pleas; pleadings. Crabb.

PLX'I-TO-RY, a. (Law) Relating to the act or form of

pleading in courts of law. Clayton.

fPLAcK'ET, or PLAQ'UET, (plak'et) n. A petticoat. Skak.

PLA-FOND',* n. [Fr.] (Arch,.} A ceiling of a room ; a sof-

fit. Francis.

PLA'GAL,* a. [jrAaytof.] (Mus.) Noting a kind of melody ;

a term in the old ecclesiastical music. P. Cyc.

||PLA'&i-A-RiM, n. [plagium, L.] The act of taking, with-
out acknowledgment, in literary composition, the thoughts

or_words of another; literary theft.

HPLA'GI-A-RIST,* n. One who commits plagiarism ;
a plagi-

ary. Qu. Rev.

||PLA'GI-A-RIZE,* v. a. & 7i. To commit literary theft; to

steal literary property. Qa. Rev.

||PLA'GI-A-R, or PLA'GlA-Ry, [pla'je-a-re, P. J. E. F. Ja.

R.; pla'je-re, S. W. K. Sin.] n. [plaa-ium, L.
; plagiaire,

Fr_.]
One wlio commits plagiarism. [fPlagiaristn. Browne."]

yPLA'GJ-AjKYj a. Relating to plagiarism or literary theft.

PLA-91-HE'DRAL,* a. Having oblique sides. Smart.

PLA/I^I-ON-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing lead, an-

timony, and sulphur. Dana.

PLA'GI-OS-TOME,* n. A cartilaginous fish: a univalve
mollusk. Brande.

PLAGUE, (plag) n. [plaga, L.
; TtXriyrj, Gr.] A disease emi-

nently contagious and destructive; pestilence: state of

misery : any thing troublesome or vexatious
; trouble.

PLAGUE, (plag) v. a.
[i. PLAGUED;^. PLAGUING, PLAGUED.]

To infect with pestilence ; to oppress with calamity ;

to trouble
;
to tease

;
to vex

;
to harass

;
to torment

; to

afflict ;
to distress

;
to torture

;
to embarrass

; to excru-
ciate

;
to annoy ; to molest.

tPLAGUE'FOL, (plag'ful) a. Infecting with plague; abound-

ing with plagues. Mirror fur Mag.
PLA'GUER,* (plag'er) n. One who plagues or vexes. Browne.

PLA'GUJ-LV, (plag'e-le) ad. Vexatiously ; horribly. [Low.]
PLA'GUY, (plai'e) a. Vexatious ; troublesome. [Low.] Donne.

PLAICE,' (plas) n. [plate, D.J A sort of flat fish, valued for

food.

PLAICE '-Mo OTH, n. A wry mouth. B. Jonson.

PLAID, (plad) 71. [plat, M. Goth.] A striped or variegated
cloth, much worn by the Highlanders of Scotland, and
forming a predominant part of the national costume.

PLAIN, (plan) a. [planus, L.] Smooth
; level ; flat

; plane :

open ;
clear ;

evident ; not obscure
; void of ornament

;

simple ;
artless

; honestly rough ; open ;
sincere

;
not soft

in language : mere; bare. Plain chart, a chart on which
the degrees of latitude and longitude are made of equal
length. Plain sailing, the method of sailing by a plain
chart.

PLAIN, ad. Not obscurely ; distinctly ; frankly ; plainly.

PLAIN, n. [plains, Fr.] Level ground; open field; flat

expanse ; often, a field of battle ;
a plane superficies.

$y~ Plain and plane are often used indiscriminately; in

science and the arts, the word is generally written plane;
but for a level, open field or expanse, plain.

PLAIN, v. a. To level ;
to make plain. See PLANE.

jPLAIN, v. n. [plaindre, Fr.] To lament
;
to wail

; to com-

plain. Milton.

fPLAlN, v. a. To lament. Spenser.

tPLAlN'A_NT,* n. A plaintiff. Butler.

PLAIN'DEAL-ER,* n. One who deals plainly or frankly.
Lecnford.

PLAIN'DEAL-ING, a. Honest
; open ; acting without art.

PLAIN'DEAL-ING, n. Management void of art; sincerity.

PLAIN'ER,* n. One who plains. Chapman.
PLAiN'HEART-ED,a. Having a. sincere, hcnest heart ; frank.

PLAIN'HEART-EIJ-NESS, (plan'h'art-ed-nes) 71. Frankness.

G, re. Complaint. Skak.

PLAIN'LY, ad. In a plain manner
; frankly ; sincerely : in

earnest ; evidently ; clearly ; not obscurely.
PLAIN'NESS, n. Quality of being plain ;

flatness ;
want of

show
; openness ;

artlessness ; simplicity ;
frankness.

PLAIN'SOJNG, n. The plain, unvaried chant in church ser-

vice, in distinction from prick-song, or variegated music

sung by note. Sliak.

PLAIN'-SPO-KEN, (plan'spo-kn) a. Speaking frankly.

PLAINT, (plant) n. [plainte, Fr.] [Complaint; lament;
expression of sorrow. Milton.] (Law) The propounding
or exhibiting of any action, personal or real, in writing.
Cowel.

tPLAiNT'FOL, a. Complaining ; plaintive. Sidney.

PLAIN'TIFF, [plan'tjf, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; plan'tjf,

Kenrick, Scott.] n. [plaintif, Fr.]
'

(Law) One who, in a

personal action, commences a suit, or seeks a remedy for

an injury to his rights ; opposed to defendant.

fPLAlN'TiFF, a. Complaining ; plaintive. Prior.

PLAIN'TIVE, a. [plaintif, Fr.] Complaining; lamenting;
expressive of sorrow ;

sorrowful ;
mournful ; sad.

PLAIN'TIVE-LY, ad. In a manner expressing grief or sorrow.

PLAJN'TJVE-NESS, 71. duality of being plaintive.

fPLAiNT'LESS, a. Without complaint; unrepining. Savage.

PLAIN'-WORK, (plan'wiirk) n. Work not difficult:

common needlework, as distinguished from embroidery.
PLAIT, (plat) n. [ pleth, Welsh.] A fold ;

a double, as of cloth.

PLAIT, v. a. [placta, Su. Goth.] [i. PLAITED ; pp. PLAITING,

PLAITED.] To fold ;
to double

;
to weave ;

to braid ; to en-

tangle; to plat. [QO"" Often wrongly pronounced plet,"
Smart. A vulgar pronunciation in the United States.]

PLAIT'ER, (plat'er) re. One who plaits.

PLAN, n. [ plan, Fr.] A scheme
;
a form

;
a model

;
a device ;

contrivance; project: a plot of a building: a repre-
sentation of something drawn on paper, or on a flat surface.

PLAN, v. a.
[i. PLANNED ; pp. PLANNING, PLANNED.] To de-

vise ;
to scheme

;
to form in design.

fPLA/NA-RY, a. Pertaining to a plane. Bailey.

PLANCH, v. a. [plancheicr, Fr.] [i.
PLANCHED

; pp. PLANCH-

ING, PLANCHED.] To plank ;
to cover with board or planks.

Berners. [R.]

fPLANCii'ED, a. Made of boards. Shak.

PLANCH'ER, n. One who planches : a floor; a plank.

fPLANCH'ER, v. a. To make a wooden floor. Sancroft.

PLANCH'ING, 71. (Carp.) The laying of floors; a wooden
flooring.

PLANE, re. [planus, L.] (Oeom.) A completely flat or even
surface or superficies. [plane, Fr.] (Carp.) A tool for

making straight, smooth, or even surfaces on wood:
the sycamore-tree. See PLAIN.

PLANE,?;.a. [ planer, Fr.] [t.
PLANED ;pp. PLANING, PLANED.]

To level ; to smooth
;
to make smooth with a plane.

PLANE,* a. (Oeom.) Level ; even
; plain. Francis.

PLAN'ER, n. One who planes : an American tree. MicJiaux.

PLAN'ET, n. [planeta, L.J A celestial body that revolves

about another and larger body; a wandering star, as dis-

tinguished from such as are fixed. A primary planet
is one which revolves round the sun. A secondary

planet is one which revolves round a primary planet.

PLAN-ET-A'RI-UM,* n. (Jlstron.) An orrery, or astronomi-

cal machine which exhibits the motions of the planets
Harris.

PLAN'ET-A-RY, a. [planetaire, Fr.] Pertaining to the plan-
ets ;

under the dominion of a planet; produced by the

planets ; having the nature of a planet ;
erratic.

fPLAN'ET-ED, a. Belonging to, or having, planets. Young.
tPLA-NETM-CAL, a. Planetary. Browne.

PLANE'-TRJiE, n. [plane, platane, Fr.] A large tree, of ma-

jestic appearance, called in America the sycamore, or but-

ton-wood. (Scotland) The maple.
PLAN'ET-STRUCK, a. Struck by a planet ;

blasted.

PLAN'E-TULE,* 71. A little planet. Conybeare.

PLAN-I-FO'LI-OUS, a. [planus and folium, L,.] (Bot.) Con-

sisting of plain leaves, set together in circular rows round
the centre.

PLAN-I-MET'RJ-CAL, a. Relating to planimetry.
PLA-NiM'E-TRY, n. [planus, L., and nerpeu,Gr.] That part

of geometry which treats of plain figures.

PLAN-l-PET'A-LOOs, a. [planus, L., and TTE.TO.\OV, Gr.] (Bot.)

Having flat petals or leaves
;
flat-leaved.

PLAN'ISH, v. a. [i. PLANISHED ; pp. PLANISHING, PLANISHED.]
To polish ;_

to smooth.

PLAN'I-SPHERE, n. [planus, L., and sphere.] A sphere pro-

jected on a plane : a map of one or both hemispheres.
PLANK, (plangk) n. [planche, Fr.] A broad piece of timber

thicker than a board ; a board from l.| to 4 inches thick, and
more than 9 in width. Those of fir or pine are called

deals in England.
PLXNK, (plangk) v. a.

[i.
PLA NKED

; pp. PLANKING, PLANKED.]
To cover or lay with planks.

PLANK'Y,* a. Constructed of planks. Rowe.

PLAN'LI?SS,* a. Destitute of a plan. Coleridge.

PLAN'NER, n. One who forms a plan or design.

PLA'NQ-CON'CAVE,* a. Flat on ona side, and concave on
the other. Francis.
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PLA'NO-coN'l-CAL,a. [ planus and conus, L.] Level on one

side, and conical on the other.

PLA'NO-CON'VEX, a. [planus and convezus, L.] Flat on the
one side, and convex on the other. [position. Smart.

PLA'NO-HOR-I-ZON'TAL,* a. Having a level, horizontal

PLA-NOK'BIS,* n. (Zudl.) A univalve mollusk. Ruget.
PLA'N<?-SU'B<;-LATE,* a. (Hot.) Plain, and awl-shaped.

PLANT, n. [plant, Sax.
; plant, Fr.

; planta, L.] An organ-
ized being destitute of sensation ; any thing produced
from seed

;
a vegetable ; any vegetable production ;

a sap-

ling. [planta, L.] The sole of the foot. Chapman.
PLANT, v. a. [planto, L.

; planter, Fr.] [i.
PLANTED

; pp.

PLANTING, PLANTED.] To put into the ground in order to

grow, as seeds
;

to set
;

to cultivate ;
to generate ; to

place ; to fix
; to settle

; to establish ;
to fill or adorn with

something planted : to lay the first course of stone in

building ;
to direct.

PLANT, a. n. To perform the act of planting. Bacon.

fPLANT'AGE, n. [plantago, L.] An herb, or herbs in gen-
eral. S/lak.

PLAN'TAIN, (plan'tjn) n. [Fr. ; plantago, L.] A medicinal

plant : a tree of the West Indies, and its fruit, which re-

sembles the banana.

fPLAN'TAL, a. Pertaining to plants. Glanville.

PLAN-TA'TION, n. [plantatio, L.] Act of planting ;
the

place planted ;
a piece of ground planted with trees for

timber : land appropriated to the production ofimportant
crops, as the sugar-cane, cotton, rice, tobacco, coffee, &c. ;

a large farm : a colony ;
establishment.

PL,ANT'-CANE,* w. Sugar-cane from the seed. Smart.

PJ^ANT'ED, p. a. Settled; well-grounded. Shak.

PLANT'ER, n. One who plants ; a cultivator : a proprietor
and cultivator, as in the Southern States or West indies.

PLAN'TI-CLE,* n. A small, young plant. Darwin.

PLAN'TI-GRAIJE,* 7i. An animal that walks on the whole

foot, as the bear. Kirby.
PLAN'TJ-GRADE,* a. Walking on the whole foot. Kirby.
PLANT'ING, n. Act of one who plants ; plantation.

PLANT'LESS,* a. Destitute of plants. Ed. Rev.

PLANT'LET,* n. A little plant ;
a plantule. Keith.

PLANT'-LIKE,* a. Resembling plants. Kirby.

PLANT'-LOUSE,* 7i. An insect that infests plants. Lee.

PLAN-TOC'RA-CY,* n. A body of planters. EC. Reo. [R.]

PLAN'TOLE,* n. A little plant or germ ;
a plantlet. Paley.

PLANX'TY,* n. An Irish dance. Smart.

PLASH, n. [plaache, Teut.
; platz, Dan.] A pond ;

a puddle:
a branch partly cut off and bound to other branches.

PLASH, v. a. [plasschen, Teul.] [. PLASHED
; pp. PLASHING,

PLASHED.] To dash with water
;
to disturb the water

;
to

splash. [plesser, old Fr.] To interweave branches.

Evelyn.
PLASH'Y, a. Watery ;

filled with puddles; splashy.

PLASM,' n. [n\auuu.] A mould; a matrix in which any
thing is cast or formed. Woodward.

PL As,'MA,* 7t. (Mm.) A species of green gem. Hamilton.

PLA^-MAT'I-CAL, a. Having the power of giving form.
More. [R.']

PLis'TEK, n. [piastre, old Fr.
; TrAdffo-w, Gr.] A composi-

tion of water, lime, and other things, for overlaying
walls : a substance, generally formed of gypsum, for cast-

ing figures and ornaments. (Med.) A composition for

external application ; a kind of salve Planter of Paris,

gypsum, or calcined gypsum.
PLAS'TER, v. a. [plastrer, old Fr.] [i.

PLASTERED
; pp. PLAS-

TERING, PLASTERED.] To overlay or cover, as with plaster ;

to smooth over. [plaster.

PLAS'TER-ER, n. One who plasters or forms figures in

PLrts'TER-iNGj n. Work done in plaster. Ecclus. xxii.

PLis'TER-STONE,* n. Gypsum used for making plaster. Ure.

PLAs'Tjc, a. Giving form
; moulding, as with plaster.

PLAs'T}-CAL, a. [7rAucT(Ko$.] Plastic. More. [R.]
PLAs'TIC-CLAY,* ?t. (Geol.) One of the beds of the eocene

tertiary period. Beck.

PLAS-TIC'I-TY,* 71. The quality of being plastic. Brande.

PLAS-TOG'RA-PHY,* n. The art of forming figures in plas-
ter : counterfeit writing. Maunder.

PLAS'TRQN, n. [Fr.] A piece of leather stuffed, forming a

texture for the breast, which a fencing-master uses for

protection while teaching.

PLAT, v. a. [plaeta, Su. Goth.] [i. PLATTED ; pp. PLATTING,
PLATTED.] To weave

;
to make by texture

;
to plait.

PLAT, 7t. [platt, Su. Goth.
; plat, Teut.l A map of a piece

of land : a smooth or level portion of ground ;
also called

a plut : work performed by platting.

fPLAT, a. Plain ;
flat. Chaucer.

fPLAT, ad. [plat, Teut.] Downright; smoothly. Drant.

PLAT'ANE, n. [platanus, L.
; nXdravos, Gr.] The plane-

tree. Spenser.

PLAT'A-NIST,* ?i. [platanista, L.] A kind of fish: a spe-
cies of dolphin. Brande.

PLAT'BAND,*7i. (Arch.} A square moulding, projecting less

than its height or breadth. Brande.

PLATE, n. [plate, Teut. ; plat, Fr.] A flat, extended piece

of metal
;
a vessel, almost flat, on which provisions are

eaten at table: armor in flat pieces, distinguished from
mail. [plata, Sp.] Silver and gold wrought into articles
of household furniture. (Arch.) A piece of timber lying
horizontally on a wall, for the reception of the ends of

girders, joists, &c.

PLATE, v. a.
[i. PLATED; pp. PLATING, PLATED.] To cover

or overlay with plate or silver, or a coating or wash of
silver: to arm with plates. S/iak. To beat into laminae
or plates. Dryden.

PLATEAU,* (pla-to') [pla-to', K. Sm.; plat'o, Maunder.] n.

[Fr.j pi. Fr. PLATXAUX; Eng. PLATEAUX or PLA-
TEAUS, (pli-toz') A large ornamental dish, for the cen-
tre of a table; a table; an elevated plain; table-land.
P. Cyc.

PLAT'ED,* p. a. Covered with plate or silver ; as, plated
ware. Ure. [hold. Boawell.

PLATE'FUL,* n. ; pi. PLATEFULS. As much as a plate will

PLATE'-GLXSS,* /t. A fine kind of glass, cast in plates,
used for looking-glasses, the better kind of windows, <fcc.

Francis.

PLAT'EN, n. The plate or flat part of a printing press, on
which the impression is made.

PLAT'FORM, n. [platteforme, Teut.] A level formed by con-
trivance : a plan or ichnography of an intended build-

ing : aflat floor, of wood or stone, raised above the

ground ;
a level floor

;
a foundation : a scheme

;
a plan.

fPLA'Tjc, a. (Astrology) Applied to an aspect or ray cast

from one planet to another, not exactly, but within the
orbit of its own light. Bailey.

PLAT'I-NA, [plat'e-ria, W. Ja. K. Sm. ; pla-tl'na, Dunglison.]
n. [platina, Sp.] (Min.) The heaviest of metals ; now
more commonly written platinum. See PLATINUM.

PLAT'ING,* n. Act of covering with plate; a coat of silver.

PLAT'J-NODE,* n. (Galvanism) The cathode or negative
pole of a galvanic battery. Francis.

PLAT'J-NIJM,* n. (Min.) A metal, of whitish color, very
hard, exceedingly ductile, malleable, and difficult uf fu-

sion. It is the heaviest substance known, the specific

gravity being 21.5. Brande.

PLA-TON'IC,* n. A follower of Plato; a Platonist. Pope.

PLA-TON'IC, ; a. Relating to Plato, to Platonism, or to the

PLA-TON'}-CAL, \ philosophy of Plato. Platoiuc love, a

love between the sexes wholly spiritual, or unmixed with
carnal desires.

PLA-TON'J-CAL-LY, ad. After the manner of Plato.

||PLA'TC-NISM, n. The philosophy of Plato. " The leading
doctrine ofPlatonism is the independence of God, or spirit,

and matter, as the two distinct and eternal principles

by which all things exist, the one operating formatively
on the other, but not creatively." Smart.

IIPLA'Tp-NJSTjpla'to-nistjJa. K. Sm. Wb.; plat'o-rust, w.

P.] n. One who adheres to Platonism.

||PLA'TQ-NlZE, V. n. pp. PLATONIZING,
PLATONIZED.] To reason or think like Plato. Enfield.

|IPLA'TQ-NIZ-ER, n. One who Platonizes. Young.
PLA-TOON', n. [a corruption ofpeluton, Fr.] (Mil.) A small,

square body of musketeers, drawn out from the main

body, in order to strengthen the angle of a larger square,
or to do duty in ambuscade, defiles, ,c. ;

a body separate
from the main body.

PLAT'TER, n. One who plats: a large dish for holding

provisions for the table.

PLAT'TING,* n. Bark, cane, straw, &c., woven or plaited

for making hats. McCullocli.

PLAT-V-CEPH'A-LOUS,* a. Broad-headed. Smart.

PLAT-Y-CRI'NITE,* n. A broad, lily-shaped fossil animal.

Smart.

PLAT-Y'Q-DON,* n. A broad-toothed animal. Smart.

PLAT'y-PUS,* ;i. (Zool.) A flat-footed quadruped of New
Holland, with a mouth like a duck's bill

;
nuw called

ornithorhynchus. P. Cyc.

PLAT'V-RHINE,* 71. A species of monkey. Brande.

PLAu'DjT, n. [plauditc, L.] Applause; acclamation; a

shout of applause or approbation.

PLAu'DI-TQ-Ry,* a. Giving applause ; laudatory. Maunder.

PLAU-SI-BIL'I-TY, n. Quality of being plausible.

PLAU'si-BLE; (plavv'ze-b)) a. [plausible, Fr.
; ptausilnlis,

L.] Having the appearance of truth; apparently right;

superficially pleasing ;
colorable ; specious ; popular.

PLAU'I-BLE-NKSS, n. Speciousness ;
show of right.

PLAU'SJ-BLYj ad. In a plausible manner ; speciously.

PLAU'SIVE, a. Applauding. [tPlausible. Shale.]

PLAY, (pla) v. n. [i.
PLAYED

; pp. PLAYING, PLAYED.] lo

sport; to frolic; to do, not as ;i task, but for pleasure ;

to act or operate with the easy effect of nature, of ikill,

or of contrivance ;
to act as if for sport ;

to toy ;
to

to mock : to game ;
to contend at some game : to touch

a musical instrument, to operate; to wanton; to move ir-

regularly : to personate a drama ;
to represent a charac-

PLAY, v. *a. To put in action or operation ;
to use an instru-

ment of music
;
to perform ;

to act
;
to exhibit dramati-

cally. _
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PLAY, (pla.) n. Action or occupation for pleasure or amuse-
ment ; pastime; amusement; sport; jest, not earnest :

a drama
;
a comedy or tragedy : a game ; practice of gam-

ing ;
contest at a game : practice in any contest ; employ-

ment : office; practice; action; manner of acting:
room for action

; liberty of acting: act of touching an
instrument.

PLAY'BILL,* n. An advertisement of a play or dramatic
performance. Johnson.

PLAY'BOOK, (pla'buk) n. A book containing plays.
PLAY'DAY, n. Day exempt from tasks or work. Swift.

PLAY'DEBT, (plii'det) n. Debt contracted by gaming.
PLAY'ER, (pla'er) n. One who plays ; an actor

;
a gamester.

PLAY']?EL-LOW, n. A companion in play.
tPLAY'FERE, n. A playfellow. Oower.

PLAY'FUL, a. Full of play ; gay ; merry ; sportive ; lively.

PLAY'FUL-LY,* ad. In a playful manner. Boswell.

PLAY'GAME, n. Amusement or game of children.

PLAY'-GO-ER,* n. A frequenter of plays. Mrs. Butler.

PLAY'-GO-ING,* a. Frequenting the. theatre. Dames.
fLAY'noOsE, n. A house for dramatic performances.
PLAY'MATE, n. Playfellow ; companion in amusement.
tPLAY'pLEA!j>-VRE,(pl;I'plezh-ur) n. Idle amusement. Ba-

con.

fPLAYSE'MoOTH,* n. A wry mouth. B. Jonson.

tPLAY'SQME, (pla'sum) a. Wanton
; playful. Shelton.

fPLAY'spiVIE-NESS, n. Wantonness; levity. B. Jonson.

PLAY'THING, n. A toy; a thing to play with. Locke.

PLAY'WRIGHT, (pla'rlt) n. A maker of plays. Pope.
PLAY'WRIT-ER,* n. A writer of plays. Chambers.

PLEA, (pie) n. [plaid, Fr.] (Law) The act or form of

pleading; that which a party alleges for himself in a
cause tried in court; the argument of a lawyer or coun-
sel in a cause in court: an allegation; an apology;
argument ; defence ; an excuse.

JPLEACH, v. a. [plesser, old Fr.
; TrAfvw, Gr.] To bend

;
to

interweave ; to plat. Sliak.

Pl^iAD, (pled) v. 7i. [plzdier, plcder, old Fr.
; plaider, mod-

ern.] [i. PLEADED; pp. PLEADING, PLEADED.] To offer

pleas or allegations, as arguments for or against some-
thing ; to argue before a court of justice ;

to reason with
another ; to be offered as a plea ;

to reason. j5= It is a
regular verb

; yet the Scotch use pled, or plSad, for the

imperfect tense and past participle, instead of pleaded; as
also do many Americans, especially in conversation.

PLEAD, v. a. To defend
;
to discuss

;
to allege in pleading

or argument; to offer as an excuse.

PLEAD'A-BLE, a. That may be alleged in plea. Howell.

PLEAD'ER, n. One who pleads ;
an advocate.

PLEAD'ING, . Act or form of pleading. pi. (Law) The
altercations of litigants ;

the allegations of parties to suits,
when they are put into a proper and legal form ; pleas.

|PLEA'ANCE, (ple'zans) n. [plaisance,Fr.] Gayety ; pleas-
antry. Spenser.

PLEASANT, (plez'ant) a. [plaisant, Fr.] Delightful ; grate-
ful to the senses

; cheerful; agreeable; pleasing: fitted

to raise mirth
; jocose ; facetious

; gay ; lively ; merry.
PLEA'ANT-LY, (p]ez'ant-le) ad. In a pleasant manner;

agreeably ; gayly ; merrily ;
in good humor

; lightly.
PLEAS'ANT-NESS, n. State of being pleasant ; gayety.
PLEA'ANT-RY, (plez'an-tre) n [plaisanterie, Fr.] Gayety ;

merriment; a sprightly saying ; lively talk ; light humor.
PLEASE, (plez) v. a. [placeo, L.] [i. PLEASED

; pp. PLEAS-

ING, PLEASED.] To delight ; to gratify ; to humor; to sat-

isfy. To be pleased with, to approve. To be pleased, to

like; to condescend. [A word of ceremony.]
PLEAE, (plez) v. n. To give pleasure ; to gain approba-

tion
;
to like

;
to choose

;
to condescend

;
to comply. [A

word of ceremony or entreaty.]
PLEAS/ED-LY, ad. In a way to be delighted. Feltham.

fPLEASE'MAN, n. A pickthank ;
an officious fellow. Shak.

PLEAS/ER, n. One who pleases or endeavors to please.
PLEAS'ING,*;P. a. Affording pleasure ; agreeable.
PLEA'ING-LY, ad. In such a manner as to give delight.
PLEAS/ING-NESS, n. Quality of giving delight. Feltham.

PLEAS'yR-A-BLE, (plezh'ur-a-bi) a. Delightful; full of

pleasure; affording pleasure; pleasing.
PLEAS'UR-A-BLE-NESS, (plezh'ur-a-bl-nos) n. Pleasure.

PLEAS'VR-A-BLY, (plezh'yr-a-ble) ad. With pleasure.

PLEA^'yRE, (plezh'ur)Tz. [plaisir, Fr.] That which pleases ;

gratification of the senses, or of the mind
; transient en-

joyment ; comfort; delight: loose gratification : ap-
probation: what the will dictates; choice; arbitrary
will. Jit pleasure, according to choice or desire ; as one
pleases.

PLEASURE, (plezh'ur) v. a. To please ; to gratify. Shak. [R.]

PLEA'VRE,* (plezh'ur) v. n. To pursue pleasure. C. Lamb.

PLAS'VRE-BOAT,* (pluzh'ur-bot) n. A boat used for excur-
sions of pleasure. Clarke.

PLEAS'URE-CAR'RIAGE,* (plezh'ur-kar'jj) n. A carriage
used for pleasure. Jldams.

tPLEAs'URE-FOL, (plezh'ur-ful) a. Delightful. Abbot

PLEAS'yRE-GRoGND, n. Ground, near a mansion, devoted
to ornamental purposes and recreation.

fPLEAi-j'uR-IST, 7t. One devoted to pleasure. Browne.
PLE-BE'IAN, (ple-be'yan) n. [plcbcien, Fr.

; plcbeius, L.]A free citizen of ancient Rome, belonging to the lower
class

; not a patrician : one of the common people ; a
rustic.

PLE-BE'IAN, (ple-be'yan) a. Belonging to the plebeians or
common people; vulgar; low; common.

fPLE-BE'iANCE, (-yans) n. Commonalty. Du Bartas. (1621.)
PLE-BE 'IAN-ISM,* (ple-be'yan-izm) n. The qualities of a
plebeian ; vulgarity. Foster.

PLE-BE'IAN-IZE,* (ple-be'yan-Iz) v. a. To render plebeian
or common. Ch. Ob.

PLEB-I-FI-CA'TION,* n. Act of making plebeian. Cole-

ridge. [R.J

PLEBISCIT,* n. [plebiscitum, L.] A law or order made by
the Roman plebeians or commonalty, on the requisition
of a tribune. Bouvier.

PLEC-TOG-NXTH'IC,* a. Applied to fishes having fixed

jaws. Scudamore.
PLEC' TRUM,*n. [L.] An instrument used by the ancients

for playing on the lyre. (Anat.) The styloid process of
the temporal bone. Crabb.

PLED,* i.&,p. from Plead. Erroneously used for pleaded.
Sir David Brewster. See PLEAD.

PLEDGE, (plej) n. Any thing put to pawn ;
a gage ; any

thing given as security; a pawn; a surety; a bail; a

hostage ;
a deposit : an invitation to drink, or a health

in drinking.
PLEDGE, (plej) v. a. [pleger, old Fr.

; pfledgen, Ger.] [i.
PLEDGED

; pp. PLEDGING, PLEDGED.] To put in pawn ; to

give as warrant or security ;
to secure : to invite to drink

by a pledge, or by accepting the cup or health after another.

PLED^-EE',* n. The person to whom a pledge is given. P.

Cyc.

PLEDGE'LESS,**!. Having no pledges. Qw. Rev.

PLEDGE OR',* n. (Law) One who gives a pledge ; correl-
ative of pledgee. Blackstone. [R.] See MORTGAGEOB.

PLEDG'ER, n. One who pledges or offers a pledge.
PLEDG'E-RY,* n. (Law) Suretyship ;

an answering for.

Whishaw.

PLEDG'ET, n. [plagghe, D.] (Mod.) Aflat tent, or small
mass of lint.

|JPLE'IA-DES, (plS'ya-dez)Ti.pZ. [pleiades, L. ; IL\jd(5j,Gr.]
(Myth.) The seven daughters of Atlas, who were trans-
formed to stars : the seven stars. See PLEIADS.

IIPLE'IADS, (ple'yadz) [ple'yadz, W. P. F. Sm. Wb. ; pla'-

adz, E.Ja.; pll'adz, S. K.] n. pi. The Seven Stars; a
northern constellation. Dryden.

fPLE'NAL, a. [plenus, L.] Full; complete ; plenary. Beau-
mont.

UPLEN'A-RI-LY, ad. In a plenary manner ; fully.

||PLEN'A-Ri-NESS, n. Fulness
; completeness.

PLEN'AR-TY, n. [plenus, L.] (Eng. law) The state of a ben-

efice, office, &c., when full; in opposition to vacancy.
Blackstone.

|PLEN'A-RY, or PLE'NA-RY, [plen'a-re, S. P. J. E. F. K. R. ;

fle'na-re,

Ja. Sm. Wb.; plen'a-re 'or ple'na-re, W.~\ a.

plenus, L.] Full; complete ;
entire. Plenary inspira-

tion, (Theol.) that kind or degree of inspiration which
excludes all mixture of error.

|PLEN'A-RY, or PLE'NA-RY, n. (Law) Decisive procedure.
Jhjliffe. _

PLEN-I-LU'NAR,* a. Relating to the full moon
; pleniluna-

ry. Campbell. [R.]

PLEN-I-LU^NA-RY, a. Relating to the full moon. Browne.

fPLEN'l-LUNE, n.
[ plenilu.niu.rn, L.] A full moon. B.Jon-

son.

PLE-NIP'Q-TENCE, ) n. [plenus and potcntia, L.] Fulness

PLE-NIP'O-TEN-CY, \ of power. Milton. [R.]

PLE-NIP'O-TENT,' a. [plenipotens, L.] Invested with full

power. Milton.

PLEN-I-PO-TEN'TI-A-RY, (plen-e-po-ten'she-a-re) n. [plc-
nipolentiaire, Fr.] An ambassador, envoy, commissioner,
or negotiator, invested with full power.

PLEN-I-PO-TEN'TI-A-RY, (plen-e-po-ten'she-a-re) a. Invest-
ed with full powers, as a negotiator. Cowley.

'

[PLEN'ISH, v. a. [plenir, old Fr.] To replenish. Reeve.

PLE'NIST, n. [plenus, L.] One who holds all space to be
full of matter

; opposed to vacuist. Boyle.
PLEN'I-TUDE, n. [plenitudo, L.; plenitude, Fr.] State of

being full; the contrary to vacuity: repletion; fulness;

plethoryj abundance
; completeness.

PLEN-I-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN,* n. One who allows no vacuum
to exist in nature

; a plenist. Shaftesbury. [R.]
IPLEN'TE-OIJS, [plen'te-us, P. J. Ja. Sm.; plen'tyus, E. F.
K. ; plen'chus, S. ; plen'che-us, W.} a. [plentieux,'old Fr.]

Copious; exuberant; abundant; plentiful; fruitful.

|PLEN'TE-ous-LY, ad. Copiously; abundantly; plenti-

fully.

|PLEN'TE-oDs-NESS, 7i. Abundance; plenty.
PLEN'TI-FI)L, a. Copious ; abundant ;

exuberant ;
fruitful

;

ample ; plenteous.

PLEN'TI-FI)L-LY, ad. Copiously; abundantly; exuber-

antly.
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PLN'TI-FUL-NESS, n. State of being plentiful ;
abun-

dance.

PL,EN'TI-NESS,* n. Plentifulness. Raymond. [R.]
PLEN'TY, n. [plentc, old Fr.] Abundance ; such a quantity

as is more than enough ; fruitfulness
; exuberance. Of-

ten used colloquially, but not correctly, as an adjective
for plentiful ; as,

" water is plenty." Tusser.
PLE'NUM,* n. [L.J Fulness of matter in space, in distinc-

tion from vacuum, i. e., empty state or space. Crabb.

PLE'Q-DONT,* n. A lacertian lizard : a kind of saurian.
P. Cyc.

PLE'O-NA$M, (ple'o-nazm) n. [ pleonasmus, L.] (Rhet.) A
redundant phrase or expression ;

the use of more words
than are necessary.

PLE-Q-NAS'TIC,* a. Redundant
; pleonastical. P. Cyc.

PLE-O-NAS'TI-CAL, a. Relating to pleonasm ;
redundant.

PLE-O-NAS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. Redundantly. Blackwall.

fPLE-ROPH'o-RY, n.
[ irAijpo^'j/Htt.]

Firm persuasion. Dp.
Hall.

JPLESH, n. A puddle ;
a plash. Spenser.

PLE-SI-0-MOR'PHl$M,* n. [TrAr/criy? and pop^.] A close

resemblance of the forms of crystallized substances to

each other. Brande.

PLE'si-O-sAuR,* n. Same as plesiosaurus. Brande.

PLE-si-Q-sAu'RVS,* n. [n^ai^ and caijpa.] pi. PLESIO-
SAURI. (Geol.) A genus of extinct marine saurians, re-

markable for a Ions, neck. P. Cyc.

FLETH'Q-RA, [pleth'g-ra, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ple-

tho'ra, R.] n. [7rA/0woa.] (Med.) A redundant fulness

of the blood-vessels
;
too great fulness of blood or hu-

mors.

PLETH-O-RET'IC, a. Plethoric. Johnson.

PLE-THSR'IC, or PLETH'Q-RIC, [ple-thor'ik, S. W. P. J.

F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; pleth'o-rik, Wb. Ash, Crabb.] a. Affected

by plethora; haying a full habit. Arbuthnot. {^Al-
though all the principal English orthoepists place the ac-

cent of this word on the second syllable, yet Mr. Todd
says,

"
it is now usually placed on the first."

PLE-THOR'I-CAL,* a. Full in habit; plethoric. C. Lamb.

PLE-THOR'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a plethoric manner. C.

Lamb.

PLETH'O-RY, n. Plethora. Bp. Taylor. See PLETHORA.
PLE'THRVM,* n. An ancient Greek measure, of, as sup-
posed by some, 240 feet. Smart.

PLEU'RA,* n. [L.] (JLnat.) A double membrane, which
covers the internal cavity of the thorax. Crabb.

PLEU'RI-SY, (plu're-se) n. [n-Aeupirty, Gr.
; pleuresie, Fr.]

(Med.) An inflammation of the pleura ; a disease which
begins with fever, cough, pain in the side, and a hard
and strong pulse.

PLEU-R!T'IC, ) a. Diseased with a pleurisy ; relating to

PLEU-RIT'I-CAL, \ pleurisy.

PLEU-RI'TIS',* n. [Gr. ; pleuritis, L.] (Med.) Inflamma-
tion of the pleura ; pleurisy. Brande.

PLEU'RO-DONT,* n. An iguanian lizard. P. Cyc.

fPLEv'lN, n. [plevine, old Fr.
; plevina, low L.] (Law) A

warrant. See REPLEVIN.

PLEX'URE,* n. An interweaving ; a texture. Brooke.
PLEX' ys,* n. [L.] (Anat.) A weaving ;

a union of fibres,
&c. Crabb.

PLI-A-BIL'{-TY, n. Flexibility ; pliableness.

PLI'A-BLE, a. [pliable, Fr.l Easily folded or bent; easily
persuaded ; pliant ;

flexible.

PLI'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being pliable.

PLI'A-BLY,* ad. In a pliable manner. Wood.

PLI'AN-CY, n. Easiness to be bent
; pliableness.

PLl'ANTj'fl. [pliant, Fr.] Bending; tough; flexile; flexi-

ble; pliable; complying; easily persuaded.
PLI'ANT-NESS, n. Flexibility ; toughness. Bacon.

PLI'CA, n. [L.] (Med.) A disease in which the hair be-
comes matted and inextricably entJingled; said to be al-

most peculiar to Poland, and called plica Polonica.

PLI'CATE,* or PLI'CAT-ED,* a. Platted or folded. Smart.

jPLI-cA'TipN, n. Act of folding ;
a fold. Richardson.

tPLic'A-TURE, [plik'a-tur, Ja. Sm. Wb.; plik'a-chur,
W. ; pll'ka-ch6r, S.

,- pli'ka-tur, P. J n. [plicatura, L.1 A
fold ; a double. More.

PLI'ER, n. pi. An instrument for holding something in
order to bend it.

PLIGHT, (plit) v. a. [i. PLIGHTED ; pp. PLIGHTING, PLIGHT-
ED.] To pledge; to give as surety. [fTo plait. Chaucer.]

PLIGHT, (plit) n. Condition; state; good case; pledge;
gage. Shak. [fA fold

;
a plait ;

a garment. Chapman.]
PLIGHT'ER, (pilfer) n. He or that which plights.

PLIM, v. n. To swell; to increase in bulk: to plumb.
Grose. [Local, England.]

PLINTH, n. [n-Afi/ftos, Gr.
; plinthe, Fr.] (Arch.*) The square

part under a pedestal, or the lower member of the base
of a column, wall, &c., in tho shape of a brick or tile.

PLl'Q-CENE,* n. & a. [irteiuv and Kaiv6 s .] (Geol.) Noting
the most modern division of the tertiary period of geolo-
gists, subsequent to the miocene. It is divided into two
parts, the older pliocene and newer pliocene. Lyell.

PLOD, v. n. [plocghen, D.] [i. PLODDED; pp. PLODDING,

PLODDED.] To toil; to drudge ;
to labor; to travel labori

ously ; to study closely and dully.

PLOD'DER, n. One who plods ; a dull, laborious man.
PLOD'DING, n. Act of a plodder ;

dull labor.

PLON'KET,* n. A kind of coarse woollen cloth. Crabb.

PLOT, ?i. A small extent of level ground ;
same as plat.

[plat, Teut.] A form
;
a scheme

;
a plan. [complot, Fr.]

A conspiracy ; a secret design ; combination
;
an in-

trigue ;
a stratagem ; contrivance ; an affair complicated

and embarrassed, with the intention of being unravelled,
as the story of a play.

PLOT, v. n.
[i. PLOTTED

; pp. PLOTTING, PLOTTED.] To
form schemes of mischief against another, commonly
against those in authority ;

to contrive
; to scheme.

PLOT, v. a. To plan; to contrive; to project; to describe

according to ichnography.
PLOT'-PROOF,* a. Proof against plots. Shak.

PLOT'TER, n. One who plots ; conspirator.
PLOUGH, (plbu) n. An implement of husbandry, by which

the soil is cut and turned up in furrows: a sort of

plane for making grooves : a bookbinder's instrument
for cutting the edges of paper, books, &c. : tillage;
culture of land : by some written plow.

PLOUGH, (plbfi) v. n.
[i. PLOUGHED; pp. PLOUGHING,

PLOUGHED.] To turn up the soil with a plough: to use
the plough.

PLOUGH, (plb'u) v. a. To turn up with a plough ;
to bring

to view by the plough; to furrow; to divide
;
to tear;

to smooth with a bookbinder's instrument.
PLOUGH'A-BLE,* a. That may be ploughed ;

arable. E.
Johnson.

PL60GH'-ALM, (plou'amz) n. An ancient contribution
to the church of one penny for every carucate.

PLOUGH'BOTE,* n. (Law) Wood allowed to a tenant for
the repair of the instruments of husbandry. Whishaw.

PLOUGH'BOY, (plbu'bbl) n. A boy that follows the plough;
a rude, rustic, ignorant boy. Watts.

PLOUGH'ER, (plbu'er) n. One who ploughs.
PLOUGH'GATE,* (plbu'gat) n. A quantity of land, com-
puted at about 30 acres. Q. Rev.

PLOUGHING, (plbu'jng) n. Operation by the plough.
PLOUGH'LAND, (plbu'land) n. [A carucate. Hale.] Land

that is ploughed ;
corn-land.

PLOUGH'MAN, n. ; pi. PLOUGHMEN. One who ploughs;
an agricultural laborer ; a rustic.

PLOUGH-MON'DAY, (plb&-mun'da) n. The Monday for

beginning work after the 12th day, or the termination of
the Christmas holidays.

PLOUGH'SHARE, (plbu'shar) n. The iron part of a plough,
which cuts the ground.

PLOOGH'-TAIL,* (plbu'tal) n. The handle of a plough.
Dryden. [lapwing.

PLOV'ER, (pluv'er) n. [pluvier, Fr.] An aquatic bird
;
the

PLbtf-,*n. An agricultural implement. South. See PLOUGH.

PLUCK, v. a.
[i. PLUCKED

; pp. PLUCKING, PLUCKED.] To
pull with force ; to snatch

;
to pull ;

to draw
;
to force on

or off; to force up or down
;
to strip off. To pluck up

heart or spirit, to resume courage.
PLUCK, n. A pull; a draw. Ray. [plughk, Erse.] The

heart, liver, and lights of an animal killed for food :

courage; spirit. Hunter. [Vulgar.]
PLUCK'ER, n. One who plucks. Mortimer.

PLUG, n. [plugg, Swed.
; plugghe, Teut.] Any thmg to

stop a hole larger than a peg ;
a stopple.

PLUG, V. a. [L PLUGGED ; pp. PLUGGING, PLUGGED.] To
stop with a plug.

PLUM, n. A fruit with a stone
;
a grape dried in the sun

;
a

raisin. In cant language, now obsolescent, the sum of

100,000 sterling; a person possessing 100,000. Addi-
son. A kind of play. Jlinsworth.

fPLpM, a. The old word for plump. Florio.

PLU'MAGE, n. [plumage, Fr.] The feathers of a bird
;
suit

of feathers.

PLtJ-MAS-siER',* n. [Fr.] One who prepares feathers for

ornamental purposes. Louden.

PLUMB, (plum) n. [plomb, Fr.
; plumbum, L.l A heavy

body, usually of lead, suspended at the end of a line,

by which perpendicularity is ascertained ;
a plummet.

PLUMB, (plum) ad. Perpendicularly to the horizon. To
fall plumb down, often erroneously written plump.

PLUMB,* (plum) a. Perpendicular to the horizon. Reid.

PLUMB, (plum) v. a.
[t.

PLUMBED ; pp. PLUMBING, PLUMBED.]
To sound

;
to search by a plumb-line ;

to regulate by the

plummet.
PLUM-BA'GINE,* n. A vegetable principle existing in the

root of the plumbago Europcea, or leatherwort. P. Cyc.

PLUM-BA'GO,* n. (JV/m.) A mineral consisting of carbon

and iron, commonly called black-lead; called also graphite.

Brande.

PLUM'BANE,* n. (Min.) A chloride of lead. Brande.

PLUM'BE-AN, > a. [plumbeus, L.] Consisting of lead : re-

PLUM'BE-OUS, | sembling lead ; heavy : dull. Ellis.

PLUMB'ER, (plum'er) n. [plombier, Fr.] One who plumbs ;

a worker in lead.
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PLUMB'ER-Y, (plum'er-e) n. Lead-works
;
the manufac-

tures of lead, or of a plumber. Bp. Hall.

PLOM-BlF'ER-oOs,* a. Producing lead. Smart.

PLOMB'ING,* (plum'ing) n.(Min.) The operation of sound-

ing or searching among mines. Ure.

PLUMB'-LINE,* (plum'lin) n. A line perpendicular to the

plane of the horizon, made by dropping a plummet. Ham-
ilton.

PLUM'-BROTH,* n. A liquid containing plums. Pope.

PLOM-CAKE', n. Cake made with plums or raisins.

PLUME, n. [Fr. ; pluma, L.] A feather of a bird ; a feather

worn as an ornament; a crest: token of honor; prize
of contest; pride; towering mien. (Bot.) A plumule.
See PLUMULE.

PLUME, v. a. [i. PLUMED ; pp. PLUMING, PLUMED.] To pick
and adjust feathers

;
to feather

;
to place as a plume ;

to

adorn with plumes : to make proud ;
to pride ;

to value.

[plumer, Fr.] To strip off, as feathers ;
to strip. Dryden.

PLUME-AL'UM, n. Feathery alum, a kind of asbestos.

PLUME'LESS, a. Having no plume ; without feathers.

PLU-MfG'ER-otJS, a. [pluma and gero, L.] Having feathers.

PLO'MI-PED, n. [pluma and pes, L.] A fowl that has feath-

ers on the feet.

PLU'MI-PED,* a. Having the feet covered with feathers.

Smart.

PLUM'MET, n. [plomet, old Fr.
; plumbata, L.] A weight of

lead attached to a string or plumb-line, by which depths
are sounded, and perpendicularity is ascertained: a

pencij wholly of lead.

PLU-MOSE',* a. Feathery; downy; plumous. Crabb.

fPLU-Mos'i-Ty, ?i. The state of having feathers. Bailey.

PLU'MOUS, a. [plumosus, L.] Feathery ; plumose. Wood-
ward.

PLUMP, a. Full with substance ;
round and sleek with ful-

ness of flesh
; fleshy ; fat

;
sleek.

fPLUMP, n. A cluster; things formed into a Jump or mass;
now written clump. Bacon.

PLUMP, v. a. To fatten; to swell : to make large: to let

tfall suddenly: to vote for one candidate only, when
more than one are to be elected. Smart.

PLUMP, v. n. To grow plump: to fall or sink down, as a

stone, or something solid.

PLUMP, ad. [plompen, Tent.] With a sudden or heavy fall.

B. Jonson.

PLUMP'ER, n. He or that which plumps: something worn
in the inouth to swell out the cheeks: at elections, a

vote fora single candidate, when more than one are to be

elected: something large and full. [A downright lie.

Low.]
PLDMP'-FACED,* (-fast) a. Having a plump face. Specta-

tor.

PLUM'-PIE,* n. A pie having plums in it. Maunder.

PLUMP'LY, ad. Roundly ; fully. Cotgrave.
PLUMP'NESS, n. State of being plump ;

fulness.

PLUM-POR'RIDGE, n. Porridge with plums. Jlddison.

PLUM-PUD'DING, n. Pudding made with plums or raisins.

PLUM-PUD'DING-STONE,* n. (Mm.) See PUDDING-STONE.
PLUMP'Y, a. Plurnp; fat. Shak.

PLUM'-TREE,* n. A tree that bears plums. London.

PLU'MU-LA,* n. [pluma, L.] (Bot.) The growing point of
the embryo, or the rudiment of the future stem of a

'plant; plumule. Brande.

PLU'MULE,* n. (Bot.) The rudiment of a stem in the em-
bryo. P. Cyc.

PLU'MY, a. Feathered ;
covered with feathers. Milton.

PLUN'DER, v. a. [plundem, Get.; plonderen, Teut.]

E.
PLUNDERED ; pp. PLUNDERING, PLUNDERED.] To pil-

ge ; to rob in warfare, or as a thief; to strip ;
to sack.

PLUN'DER, n. Pillage ; spoil taken in war or by theft.

[Luggage or baggage; so used, as a cant term, in some

parts of the U. S.]

PLON'DER-AGE,* n. (Law) The embezzlement of goods on
board a ship. Bouvier.

PLUN'DER-ER, n. One who plunders ;
a spoiler; a robber.

PLUNGE, (piunj) v. a. [plonger, Fr.] [i. PLUNGED ; pp. PLUNG-

ING, PLUNGED.] To put suddenly into water or into any
liquid ;

to put into any state suddenly ;
to hurry or force

in suddenly ; to overwhelm ;
to immerse.

PLUNGE, v. n. To sink, fall, or rush, as into water; to dive:

to throw the body forward and the hind legs up, as a
horse.

PLUNGE, n. Act of plunging ;
sudden fall

; distress.

PLUN'GEQN, (plun'jun) n. A sea-bird. Ainsworth.

PLUNG'ER, n. One who plunges; a diver: the forcer of

a pump. Grier.

fPLUN'GY, a. Wet. Chaucer.

PLUN'KET, (plung'ket) n. A kind of blue color. Jiinsworih.

PLU'PER-FECT,* a. '(Gram.) Noting the tense of a verb
which expresses what had already taken place at some past
time mentioned ; as,

" I had seen him before." Murray.
PLO'RAL, a. [pluralis, L.] More than one

; expressing more
than one.

PLtJ'RAL,* n. A number containing more than one. Harris.

PLfj'RAL-tSM,* n. The quality of being plural: the sys-

tem or act of holding more than one living or benefice.
CA. 06.

PLtT'RAL-tsT, TO. [pluraliste,Fr.] A clergyman, or ecclesias-

tic, who holds more than one benefice, with cure of souls.

PLV-RAL'i-Ty, n. [pluralite, Fr.l The state of being plural ;

a number more than one
; the greater number, or the

greatest of several numbers. A candidate, in an elec-

tion, receives a plurality of votes, when he receives more
than any other candidate

;
and he receives a majority ot

votes, when he receives more than all others. (Canon
law) More benefices than one, or the holding of more than
one benefice.

PLtJ'RAL-IZE,* V. a. ft. PLURALIZED ; pp. PLURALIZING,
PLURALIZED.] To make plural ;

to express in the plural
form. Hiley.

PLC'RAL-LY, ad. In a sense implying more than one.

PLfJ'RJ-E,* n. [L.] (Law) A species of writ. Blackstom

itive sign, noting addition, and marked thus, [+.] Crabb.

PLDSH, n. [peluche, Fr.] A villous or shaggy cloth; wool-
len velvet.

PLUSH'ER, n. A sea-fish. Carew.

PLUS-QUAM-PER'FECT,* a. (Gram.) Same as pluperfect.
See PLUPERFECT. Jlsh.

PLU-TO'NI-AN,* \
n. One who adopts the theory that the

PLU'TC-NIST,* \ formation of the earth, in its present
state L was effected by igneous fusion. Ency.

PLV-TO'NI-AN,* \
a. Relating to Pluto, to fire, or to the re-

PLV-TON'IC,* | gions of fire. Plutonic theory, the the-

ory that ascribes the formation of the earth to the action
of fire. Ency.

PLU^VI-AL, a. [pluvia, L.] Rainy; relating to rain. [R.]

fPLu'vi-AL, n. [pluvial, Fr.] A priest's cope or cloak.

Ainsworth.

PLU-V!-AM'E-TER,*TI. [pluvius and metrum, L.] An instru-

ment for measuring the quantity of water that falls in

rain
;
a rain-gauge : written also pluviometer. Brande.

PLU'VI-OUS, a. Relating to rain
; pluvial. More. [R.]

PLY, (pll) v. a.
[i. PLIED

; pp. PLYING, PLIED.] To work on

closely ; to employ with diligence ;
to keep busy 3 to set

on work ; to practise diligently or earnestly.

PLY, v. n. To work, or offer service ; to go in haste
;
to busy

one's self; to be employed or active. [plier, Fr. To
bend. Gower.} [R.]

PLY, n. Bent
;
turn

;
cast

;
bias : plait j

fold. Jlrbuthnat.

PLY'ERS, n. pi. See PLIERS.

PLY'|NG, n. Act of one who plies (JVaut.) Act of work-

ing against the direction of the wind.

PNEU-MAT'JC, (nu-mat'ik) j
a. [irvcvuanrfs.] Relat-

PNEU-MXT'I-CAL, (nu-mat'e-kal) \ ingto theair,to wind,
to breath, to spirit, or to pneumatics ; atmospherical.

PNEU-MXT'lcs,(nu-mat'ik3)TO.pZ. [ pneumatique, Fr.
;
wcv-

pa, Gr.] The science which treats of the mechanical prop-

erties, as the weight, pressure, elasticity, &c., of elastic

fluids, and particularly of atmospheric air: pneumatol-
ogy.

PNEU-MXT'O-CELE,* n. (Med.) A hernia from wind in

the_ scrotum. Crabb.

PNEU-MA-TQ-L5G'i-CAL,* a. Relating to pneumatology.
Doddridge.

PNEU-MA-TOL'o-GlsT,* n. One versed in pneumatology.
Sjnart.

PNEU-MA-TOL'Q-GY, (nu-ma-tol'g-j?) n. [TrvsvuaToloyia.]
The doctrine of the properties of elastic fluids: the doc-
trine of spiritual existence. Reid.

PNEU-MOG'RA-PHY,* n. [nvevnuv and ypa<f>u.] (AnaL) A
description of the lungs. Dunglison.

PNEU-MOL'Q-GY,* n.
[TTVCVUWV

and A<fyo?.] The anatomy
of the lungs. Dunglison.

PNEU-MO'NI-A,*?I. (Med.) An inflammation of the lungs.
Crabb.

PNEU-MON'IC,* (nu-mon'jk) a. Relating to the lungs. Dun-

glison.

PNEU-MON'ICS, (nu-mon'jks) n. pi. [TTVCV///.] (Med.) Medi-
cines for diseases of the lungs.

PNEU'MO-NY,* w. The same as pneumonia. Crabb.

PO'A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of grasses ; meadow-grass. Brande.

POACH, (poch) v. a. [pocher, Fr.] [i.
POACHED

; pp. POACH-

ING, POACHED.] To soften or cook by boiling; to boil

slightly; to make mellow or soft: to stab. [poche,

Fr.] To steal ; to plunder by stealth.

POACH, (poch) 'v. n. [poche, Fr.] [i.
POACHED

; pp. POACH-

ING, POACHED.] To steal game ;
to carry off game private-

ly, as in a bag. [To be damp ;
to be swampy. Mortimer.]

POACH'ARD, (poch'ard) n. A kind of water-fowl.

POACH'ER, n. One who poaches or steals game.
POACH'I-NESS, n. Marshiness; dampness. Mortimer.

POACH'ING,* n. The act of stealing game ;
a boiling.

POACH'Y, (poch'e) a. Damp ; marshy. Mortimer.

POAKE,* n. Waste arising from the preparation of skins,

composed of hair, lime, and oil. Farm. Ency.

PO'CARD,* n. A Mexican bird of the duck kind. Crabb.

MIEN, si'Rj M6VE, NOR, S^N
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POCK, n. A pustule from an eruptive distemper, as the

small-pox; a disease; cow-pox or kine-pock. pi. Pus-

tules; pox. See SMALL-POX, and Cow-Pox.
POCK'BRO-KEN,* a. Marked with the small-pox. Same as

pockfretten. Forby.

P6cK'ET, n. [pochette, Fr.] A pouch or small bag in a gar-
ment

;
a pouch: a small quantity: a large bag for

hops.
PdcK'ET, v. a. [pocheter, Fr.] [i. POCKETED ; pp. POCKET-

ING, POCKETED.] To put in the pocket To pocket up, to

put out of sight ;
to take without examination or com-

plaint.

POCK'ET-BOOK, (-buk) n. A book, or note-case, for the

pocket.
POCK'ET-FLXp,*n. The piece that covers the pocket-hole.
Ash.

P6cK'ET-Ff)L,* n. As much as a pocket will hold. Jodrcll.

PocK'ET-GLiss, n. A glass carried in the pocket.
POCK'ET-HOLE,* n. An aperture to a pocket. Johnson.

P6cK'ET-MON-EY,*n. Money for casual expenses. Wyman.
POCK'ET-PICK-ING,* n. Act of picking the pocket. Sterne.

PocK'ET-Pis-TpL,* n. A pistol to be carried in the pocket.
Booth.

POCK'ET-VOL-VME,* n. A portable volume. Jodrell.

POCK/FRET-TEN, (pok'fret-tn) a. Having pock-holes.

P6CK'-HOLE, n. A pit or scar made by a pock or the small-

pox.
POCK'I-NESS, n. The state of being pocky.
POCK'-MARK, n. A mark made by the small-pox. Todd.

PocK'-PiT-TED,* a. Marked with the small-pox. Booth.

POCK/Y, a. Having pocks ;
infected with the pox.

PO-CO'SON,* n. A little swamp, marsh, or fen. Washington.
[A, word used in Virginia and other Southern States.]

fPOC'V-LENT, a. [poculum, L.] Fit for a cup or drink. Bacon.

P6D, n. [bode, boede, D.] The capsule, or case of seeds, of

leguminous plants.
PtiDiA-GRA* or PQ-DAG'RA* [po-dag'ra, Ash, Crabb;

p5d'a-gra, Brande, Dunglison.] n. [L.J (Mcd.) The gout in

the feet. Crabb.

PO-DAG'RI-CAL, a. [iro<5a}/pj/c<Js.] Relating to the gout ;

gouty.
POD'DER, n. A gatherer of pods. London.

PO-DES'TA,* n. [It.] One of the chief magistrates of Gen-
oa or Venice

;
a magistrate. Brande.

|P6DGE, n. A puddle ;
a splash. Skinner.

Pp-DOL'p-GY,* n. [TTOVS and Aoyoj.] A treatise on the foot.

Dunglison.
PO'EM, n. [poema,~L.; rofajta, Cfe.]

The work or produc-
tion of a poet; a poetical composition ;

a piece of poetry.

P6-EM-XT'IC,* a. Relating to a poem ; poetical. Coleridge.

P6'E-sy, n. [poesie, Fr.
; poesis, L.; iniriais, Gr.] The art

or skill of writing poetry or poems; poetry: a short

_conceit engraved on a ring ;
a posy. See POSY.

PO'ET, n. [poete, Fr.
; poeta, L. ; noinrris, Gr.] An author

of poetry ; a writer of poems.
PO'ET-AS-TER, n. [pottastre, Fr.] A vile, petty poet. B.

PO'ET-ESS, n. [ poetesse, old Fr.] A female poet. Bp. Hall.

Pp-ET'lC, ) a. [iruiriTiK6$, Gr.
; poUticus, L.] Relating to

PP-ET'I-CAL, } poetry ; partaking of poetry ; expressed
in poetry ;

suitable to poetry.

PP-ET'I-CAL-LY, ad. With the qualities of poetry ; by po-
etry.

'

Pp-ET'ics, n.pl. That branch of criticism which treats of
the nature and laws of poetry ; poesy.

Po'ET-lZE,t>. n. [poetiser, Fr.] To write like a poet. Donne.

P6-ET-LAu'RE-ATE,* n. A king's poet. Southcy. See LAU-
REATE.

jPo'ET-RESS, n. [poetris, L.] A poetess. Spenser.
. Po'E-TRy, n. [ poeterie, old Fr.] A composition in metrical

language, produced or embellished, more or less, by a cre-

ative imagination, the end of which is to afford intellec-

tual pleasure, by exciting elevated, agreeable, or.pathetic
emotions ; composition uniting fiction and metre

; verse ;

metrical composition ; poems collectively.

'Po'ET-siitP,* n. The state or rank of a poet. Cowper.
PoG'j&y,* 7i. A kind of American fish. Hale.

POH,* interj. An exclamation of contempt or aversion. John-
son.

j|PolG'NAN-CY, (pbi'njn-se) n. The power of stimulating
the palate ; sharpness ; asperity ; point.

jjPoiG'NANT, (pbl'nant) [pbi'nsint, W. P. E. Ja. R. Sm. ;

pwbl'nant, S. J. F.] a, [poignant, Fr.] Sharp; penetrat-
ing ; stimulating the palate ;

severe
; painful ; irritating ;

keen.

jjPoiG'NANT-Ly, (pbi'nant-le) ad. In a poignant manner.
Poi-Ki-LiT'ic,* a, [TTCUKI'AOS.] (Geol.) Applied to the new
red sandstone formation. Brande.

PolNT, n. [poinct, point, Fr. ; punctum, L.] The sharp end
of any instrument ; any tiling

which pierces, pricks, or
wounds : that which has position, but no dimensions :

the smallest possible space or magnitude : an end of a
line: a spot where two or more lines meet: a string
with a tag : headland ; promontory; a cape : a sting of

an epigram ;
a sentence terminated with some remarkable

turn of words or thought : an indivisible part of space or
of time ; a moment: punctilio; nicety :- exact place;
degree ;

state: note of distinction, in writing , n stop or
dot used in printing or writing : a spot ;

a part ofa surface
divided by spots ;

the ace point: one of the degrees into
which the circumference of the horizon, and the mariner's

compass, is divided : the particular place to which any
thing is directed : particular ; particular mode ; an aim ;

act of aiming : the particular thing required : instance ;

example ;
a single position ;

a single assertion; a single part
of a complicated question ; a single part of any vvhola : a

note, in music. Acting point, in physics, the exact spot
at which any impulse is given. Point-blank, the white
mark at which aim is taken

; as, an arrow is shot to the

point-blanlf, or white mark : used adverbially for directly.
Point devise, or device, originally a sort of lace or fine

needlework: something very nice and exact. Point

of sight, (Perspective) that which is exactly opposite to the

eye. The melting or fusing points of solids, and the

boiling and freezing points of liquids, are those degrees of
heat at which melting, boiling, and freezing, respect-

ively commence. Point of incidence, the place where, by
striking a resisting or refracting surface, the motion is

changed in direction. Point of view, the place from
which an object is seen.

PolNT, v. a. [i. POINTED; pp. POINTING, POINTED.] To
sharpen ;

to forge or grind to a point : to direct with the

point towards ; to aim
;
to direct the eye or notice ;

to

show, as by directing the finger; to indicate
;
to direct

towards : to distinguish by stops or points : to fill with
mortar and smooth with a trowel. [fTo appoint. Spenser.]

PolNT, v. n. To note, by pointing the finger: to distinguish
words or sentences by points ;

to indicate, as dogs do to

sportsmen ;
to show distinctly.

POINT'AL,* n. (Bot.) The pistil of a flower. Crabb. See
PISTIL.

POINT'-BLANK,* ad. ( Gun.) Denoting that when the piece is

levelled, the shot goes directly forward, and does not

move in a curved line: directly; straight forward to

the mark. Crabb. n. A white mark. See POINT.

POINT'ED, a. Sharp; having a point or points; directed

with personality ; epigrammatical.
POINT'ED-LY, ad. In a pointed manner ; sharply.

PoifNT'ED-NESS, n. duality of being pointed ; sharpness.

POIN'TEL, 71. [pointille, Fr.] A kind of pencil or styFe ; any
thing on a point. Derham.

POINT'ER, n. He or that which points : a dog that points
out the game to sportsmen.

PoiNT'iNG,*7i. A sharpening; punctuation : the act of

filling with mortar
;
the mortar used for pointing. Harris.

PolNT'iNG-STOCK, n. An object of ridicule. Shak.

POINT'LESS, a. Having no point : blunt ; not sharp.

POISE, (pblz) n. [paid*, Fr.] Force tending to the centre ;

weight ;
balance

; equilibrium ; equipoise.

PofE, (pbiz) v. a. [peser, Fr.] [L POISED ; pp. POISING,

POISED.] To balance ; to hold or place in equiponderance ;

to load with weight ;
to be equiponderant to

;
to weigh ;

to examine by the balance.

P6l'ON, (pbi'zn) n. [ poison, Fr.] A juice, drug, gas, or

other substance, that disturbs, suspends, or destroys life,

or one or more of the vital functions
;
venom ; any thing

infections or malignant.
Poi'SON, (poi'zn) v. a. [i.

POISONED ; pp. POISONING, POI-

SONED.] To infect with poison ;
to attack, injure, 01 kill

by poison given ;
to corrupt ; to taint.

Pol'sON-A-BLE, (pbi'zn-a-bl) a. That may be poisoned.
Todd.

POI'SON-ER, (pbi'zn-er) n. One who poisons.

P6i'sON-ER-ESS,*7t. A female who poisons. Grencway.
fP6l''sON-F0L, (pbi'zn-ful) a. Poisonous. Dr. White.

Poi'soN-lNG, (pbi'zn-ing) n. Act of giving poison.

P6i''pN-oDs,(pbI'zn-us)a. Containing poison ;
venomous ;

having the qualities of poison.

Poi'ijON-otJs-LY, (pbl'zn-us-le) ail. Venomously. South.

Poi'ON-oiJS_-NESS, (pbl'zn-us-nes) n. Venomousness.

P6i'ON-TREE, (pbl'zn-tre) n. A plant. Miller.

PoI'TREL, n. [poitrail, Fr.
; pettorale, It. ; pectorale, L.] Ar-

mor for the breast of a horse. Skinner. [|A graving tool ;

a pointel. Ainsworth.]
PoIZE, 7i. [poisce, pesee, old Fr.

; poids, later.]
See POISE.

POKE, n. [pocca, Sax.; poche, Fr. ; poke, Icel.j The act of

one who pokes : a bag ;
a sack. A plant ; garget.

POKE, . a.
[ poka, Swed.l [i.

POKED ;pp POKING, POSED.]
To put or thrust forward, as the hand, a stick, or the horn

of a brute ;
to feel in the dark

;
to search witli a long in

strument.

POK'ER, n. He or that which pokes; an iron bar for stir-

ring the fire. [A bugbear. Vulgar and colloquial, U. S.]

POK'ER-ISH * a. Frightful ; causing fear, especially to chil-

dren. Dr. V. Mott. [A childish or colloquial word.]

POK'ING, a. Drudging; servile. Gray. [Colloquial.]

POK'ING-STICK, n. An instrument anciently made use of

to adjust the plaits of ruffs. Middlcton.

A, E, I, 5, V, y, long; X, E, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, E, I, <?, y, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FisT, FALL; HEIR,HER;
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Po-LXc'CA,* n. A Levantine vessel with three masts ;

written also polacre and polaque. Bratide. See POLACRE.
PQ-L'A'CRE, (p9-la'ker) [p9-ia'ker, K. Sm. : po'la-ker, Ja.

Todd, Rees ; p9-la'ker, Wb. Barclay.} n. [Ft.] (Want.) A
Levantine vessel

;
a peculiar rig of a vessel, having no

pole masts, no tops, and sometimes no cross-trees. Brande.
See POLACCA.

PQ-LAQUE', (po-lak') n. [Fr.] Polacre or polacca. Boyer.
PO'LAR, a. [polaire, Fr.] Relating to the pole or poles;
being near the pole ; issuing from the pole.

PSi/AR-jBHy,* n. A government by many. Maunder.

PQ-LXR'I-SCOPE,* n. An apparatus, or instrument, for ex-

hibiting the polarization of light. Francis.

PQ-LXR'I-TY, n. Tendency to the pole ;
that property of

bodies in consequence of which they tend or point to

_given poles.

PO-LAR-IZ'A-BLE,* a. That may be polarized. Phil. Mag.
PO-LAR-I-ZA'TIQN,* . (Optics) Act of polarizing; state

of being polarized ; the modification of light, by causing
it to undergo certain reflections and refractions, in conse-

quence of which it no longer presents the same phenom-
ena of reflection and transmission, as light which has not
been subjected to such action. Brande.

PO'LAR-IZE,* V. a.
[l. POLARIZED ; pp. POLARIZING, POLAR-

IZED.] To render polary ;
to render light incapable of

reflection and transmission in certain directions, with an
allusion to an imaginary conformity to the poles of a

magnet. Phil. Mag.
PO'LA-RY, a. [polaris, L.] Tending to the pole ;

directed
toward the poles.

PSL'DER,* n. A salt marsh, as in Holland. London.

POLE, n. [polus, L.
; pole, Fr.] One of the extremities of

the imaginary axis of the earth
;
the extremity of any axis

of rotation, or of the axis of a sphere : the point in a body
in which its attractive or repulsive force appears to be con-
centrated : a measure of length containing 16.| feet, or

5^ yards ; a perch ;
a rod: an instrument for measur-

ing ;
a long stake

;
a long staff: a long, slender piece of

"timber: a tall piece of timber erected: a native of
Poland.

POLE, v. a.
[i. POLED ; pp. POLING, POLED.] To furnish with

poles ; to carry with poles ;
to push forward by poles, as

a boat.

POLE'-AXE, n. An axe fixed to a long pole.

POLE'CAT, n. [Pole or Polish cat.] A fetid animal of the
weasel tribe ; the fitchew.

tPoLE'DA-VY, n. A sort of coarse cloth. Howell.

POLE'-LATHE,* n. A simple sort of lathe. Francis.

P6L'E-MARjeH,*7i. [:r(5Af//
(;j and px<5$.] Arulerof an army;

an Athenian officer who had under his charge all stran-

gers in Athens, and the children of those who had lost

_their lives in their country's service. Crabb.

POLE^MAST,* n. (Naut.) A mast formed of a single tree.

Crabb.

PO-LEM'IC, n. A disputant ;
controversialist. Pope.

PQ-LEM'IC, ) a. [7ruA/*(/c<5f.] Controversial ; disputa-
PQ-LEM'I-CAL, \

tious
; contentious ; disputative.

PQ-LEM/ICS,* n. pi. Controversy ;
controversial treatises

;

theological controversy. EC. Rev.

POL'E-MIST,* 71. A controversialist
;
a polemic. Qu. Rev.

Pp-LEM'Q-SCOPE, n. [n-oA^oj and ovco-ew.] (Optics) A kind
of crooked or oblique perspective glass or instrument,
for seeing objects which cannot be seen by direct vision.

PQ-LEN'TA,* n. [It.] An Italian food made of unripe
roasted maize. W. Ency.

POLE'STAR, n. The north star; a star near the pole,

by which navigators compute their northern latitude
;

_cynosure ; lodestar; a guide.

Po'LEY-GRAss,* 7i. (Bot.) A plant ;
an herb. Smart.

PO'LEY-MOUN'TAJN, n. A plant. Miller.

PO-LICE', (P9-1&V)' n. [Fr.] The regulation and govern-
ment of a city, town, or country, so far as regards the

inhabitants, or so far as relates to the maintenance of

good order, cleanliness, health, &c. ;
the body or civil

force by whose means these objects are effected.

Pp-LiCED', (p9-Iest') fp9-lest', S. W. P. K.} a. [police, Fr.]
Regulated ; governed. Thomson. See POLICIED.

Pp-LlcE'-MAN,* n. ; pi. PO-LICE'-MEN. One of the ordi-

nary police of a town or city. EC. Rev.

PP-LICE'-OF'FI-CER,* n. An officer of the civil govern-
ment. Lewis.

Po-Li"ciAL,* (po-lish'al) a. Relating to the police. Poe. [R.]

P6L'i-ciED, (pol'e-sid) a. Regulated by laws; governed;
policed. Young:

P6L'i-cy, n. [iroXirda, Gr. ; politia, L.] The art of gov-
ernment ; rule; management of public affairs, foreign or

domestic : art; prudence ; management of common af-

fairs ; stratagem. [poliga, Sp.] A warrant for money in

the public funds; a ticket: a warrant for some peculiar
kinds of claim: an instrument or writing given by in-

surers to make good the thing insured. (Scotland) The
pleasure-grounds about a gentleman's mansion.

tPoL'i-cv,* v. a. To reduce to order, or regulate by laws.
Bacon.

POL'ING,* n. The act of using poles for any purpose ;

urging forward a boat by poles : a small board for sup-
porting the earth while a tunnel is formed. Francis.

PoL'isiI, v. a. [polio, L.
; pulir, Fr.] [i.

POLISHED
; pp.

POLISHING, POLISHED.] To smooth
; to brighten by at-

trition
;
to gloss ; to refine

;
to make elegant of manners.

POL/ISH, ?>. 7i. To become smooth, bright, or glossy.
POL'ISH, n. [poli, polissure, Fr.] Artificial gloss ; elegance
_of manners

; politeness.

PO'LISH,* a. Relating to Poland or its inhabitants. Murray.
POL'ISH-A-BLE, a. Capable of being polished. Cotgrave.
POL'ISHED,* (pol'isht) p. a. Made smooth and bright: re-

fined in manners
; polite.

POL'ISH-ED-NESS, n. State of being polished. Donne.

POL'ISH-ER, n. He or that which polishes.

POL'ISH-ING, n. Act of giving a gloss or polish.

POL'JSH-MENT, n. Act of polishing; polish. Waterhouse.

PQ-LITE', a. [politus, L.] Of polished or refined manners
;

genteel; courteous; civil; elegant; polished; refined.

PQ-LITE'LY, ad. In a polite manner; genteelly.

PO-LITE'NESS, n. [polilesse, Fr.] Quality of being polite ;

good breeding ; good manners
;
refinement

; elegance of
manners

; gentility ; civility ; courtesy.
POL-I-TESSE',* n. [Fr.] Politeness; over-acted polite-

jiess.
Smart. [An affected word.]

PoL'j-Tic, a. [TT'/XITIKOS.] Wise; sagacious; shrewd;
cautious; prudent; artful; cunning: political, as in

the phrase,
"
body politic."

tPoL'i-Tic, 7i. A politician. Bacon.

Po-L'iT'i-CAL, a. [iroXiTtKos.] Relating to government,
polity, or politics ; relating to public affairs ; national ;

public ;
civil. Political economy, the science which treats

of the wealth of nations and the causes of its increase
or diminution

;
the principles of government.

PQ-L1T'I-CAL-1M,* n. Political zeal or partisanship. Ch. Ob.

PP-LIT'I-CAL-LY, ad. With relation to politics.

Po-Lix-T-cXs'TER, 71. A petty, ignorant politician. L>E-

strange. [R.]
P6L-i-Ti"ciAN, (pol-e-tish'an) n. [politicicn, Fr.] One
versed in politics; one devoted to politics; one who is

much in public life
;
a statesman

;
a man of artifice.

tP6L-i-Ti"ciAN, (pol-e-tish'an) a. Politic. Milton.

PoL'l-Tlc-LY, ad. In a politic manner ; artfully.

PoL'i-Tfcs, n. pi. The art or science of government; po-
litical science

;
the administration of public affairs : pub-

lic affairs ; the conduct and contentions of political parties.

fPoL'i-TiZE, P. n. To play the politician. Milton.

fPoL'i-TURE, 71. [politure, old Fr.] Gloss
; polish. Donne.

POL'I TY, n. [nuXtrsiu.] The science or art of govern-
ment

;
a form of government ;

civil constitution ; poli-

cy ;
art ; management.

POLL, n. [pulle,,p'ul, D.] The head ; the back of the head
;

a catalogue or list of persons ; a register of heads ;
an

_election ;
act of voting: the chub-fish or cheven ; pollard

POLL, V. a. [i. POLLED
; pp. POLLING, POLLED.] To lop off

the head or top of any thing:, as trees
;
to cut off hair

from the head; to clip; to shear; to crop. [To plunder;
to strip. Shale.] To take a list or register of persons ;

to

enter one's name in a list or register; to insert into a
number as a voter

;
to receive or give, as votes. Polled

sheep, sheep without horns.

PSL'LARD, n. A tree lopped or polled : a clipped coin :

the chub fish : stag that has cast his horns : a mixture
of bran and meal.

POL'LARD, v. a. To lop off; to poll. Evelyn. [R.]

POL'LEN, n. A fine bran ; farina. (Bot.) The powder or

pulverulent substance contained in the anther of a
flower.

POL-LEN-A'RI-OUS,* a. Consisting of pollen or meal.
Maunder. [R.]

tP6L'LEN-<?ER, n. Brushwood. Tusser.

POL'LEN-INE,* H. (Chem.) A substance prepared from the

pollen of tulips. Brande.

POL'LEN-TUBE,* n. (Sot.) A membranous tube emitted

_by pollen after falling on the stigma. P. Cyc.

POLL'ER, n. One who polls ;
a clipper; a robber.

POLL'E-VIL, (p5l'S-vl) n. A swelling or inflammation in

a horse's poll or in the nape of the neck. Farrier's Diet.

PQL-LKJ-I-TA'TION, n. (Civil law) A promise not yet ac-

cepted by the person to whom it is made. Bouvier.

POL-LINC'TQR, 7*. [L.] One who prepared materials for

embalming the dead. Gree.nhiU.

POL'LI-WI'G,* n. A tadpole ; a porvviggle. Forby. [Pro-
vincial in England ;

in the United States vulgarly
called polliwog.]

POL'LOCK, n. A fish of the cod kind.

POLL'-TAX,* n. A tax assessed by the head or poll. Crabb.

PQL-LUTE', v. a. [polluo, L.] [i. POLLUTED ; pp. POLLUT-

ING, POLLUTED.] To make unclean; to defile; to taint;
to corrupt ; to contaminate ;

to infect ;
to vitiate.

fPQL-LUTE', a. Polluted. Milton.

PQL-LGT'ED-LY, ad. With pollution. Todd.

POL-LUT'ED-NESS, n. The state of being polluted.

PpL-LUT'ER, n. One who pollutes; defiler.
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PQL-LU'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; pottutio, L.] Act of polluting; state
of being polluted ; taint; defilement.

Pt'i&-x,* n. (Astron.) A fixed star : one of the twins
forming the constellation Gemini/ Crabb. See CASTOR.

Pd-LO-nAit>E',(\>o-\<}-n*2.')n. [Fr.] A kind ofwoman's robe
or dress, adopted from the fashion of the Poles. (Mus.)A

Polisjh
air and dance.

Pp-LO-NESE',*74. The Polish language. a. Relating to
Poland. P. Cyc.

POLT,* n. A blow
;
a stroke

;
a push. Scott. [Colloquial.]

POLT'-FOOT, (polt'fut) n. A crooked or distorted foot.

POLT'-FOOT, (polt'fut) ) a. Having distorted feet. B.

POLT'-FOOT-ED, (-fut'ed) ) Jonson.

PSL'TIN,* n. A Russian coin of the value of about 20d.

sterling. Crabb.

PpL-TROON', n. n, Fr.] A coward
;
a scoundrel.

jPpL-TRodN', a. Base
; vile

; contemptible. Hammond.
POL-TROON'ER-Y, n. [poltroneria, It.] Cowardice; base-

ness. B. Jonson.

PpL-TROON'isH,* a. Resembling a poltroon ; cowardly.
H. R. Hamilton.

fPpL-TROON'Ry, n. Poltroonery. Warburton.

POL'VER-INE,* n. Calcined ashes of a plant of the Levant

^hat have the nature of pearl-ashes. Ure.

PO'LY, n. [polium, L.] A plant or herb. JUnsworth. See
POLEY-GKASS.

POLY, [iroXv.] A prefix in words of Greek origin, signify-
ing many, multiplication, plurality, &c.

; as, polygon, a

figure of many angles.
POL Y-A-coOs'Tic, a. [VoAiJj and dKovw.] That multiplies
sounds

; increasing sounds.

PoL-y-A-c6us'Tlcs,*ji. pi. The art of multiplying sounds
;

instruments for multiplying sounds. Maunder.
PoL-Y-A-DEL'PHj-A,* 7i. (Bot.) A class of plants. Crabb.

PdL-Y-A-DEL'pHiTE,* n. A variety of garnet. Dana.

PoL-y-A-DEL'pHoys,* a. (Bot.) Having stamens combined
into more than two parcels. P. Cyc.

POL-Y-XN'DRI-A,* n. (Sot.) A class of plants. Crabb.

PoL-y-XN'DRoys,* a. (Bot.) Having more than twenty
hypogynous stamens. P. Cyc.

POL-Y-XN'DRY,* n. [noXvs and ai/r/o.] A plurality of hus-
bands. Bouvier.

PoL-y-XN'THys, [po-le-an'thus, S. W. P. J. F. K.; pol-e-

Jin'thus, Ja. Sm. R.' Wb.} 'n. [jroAvf and a/0oj.] pi.
POLYANTHUSES. A plant and flower of many hues;
a primrose: sometimes written polyanthos.

PoL'y-XR-jBHfsT,* n. An advocate for polyarchy. Cudworth.

POL'Y-AR-JBHY,* n. [rrvXvs and upx 1
?-] A government by

many, opposed to monarchy , a democracy; an oligarchy;
polycracy ; polygarcliy, Cudworth.

'OL-Y-AR'Gn
'

P6L-y-AR'GiTE,*?t. (Mbi.) A mineral allied to rosite. Dana.
PdL-y-Au-TOG'RA-pHY,* 7i. The art of multiplying copies

or autographs ; a kind of lithography. Gent. Mag.
Po-LYB'A-siTE,* n. (Min.) A sulphuret of silver. Dana.

PoL-Y-CAR'Poys,* a. (Bot.) Bearing much fruit. Maunder.

tPoL-Y-eHOJR'A-Ny,* n. [TToXvx-npuvia.] A government
by many chiefs or princes ;

an aristocracy. Cudworth.

PoL'Y-jBHREST, n. [TroXv> and x9Wri-} (Ckem. & Med.)
Any thing of multifarious virtues, or having various
uses. Evelyn.

PoL'Y-HR.o-lTE,* n. [rroAiJf and xp6<i.] (Chem.) The
coloring matter of saffron. Brande.

POL'Y-CHRO-MY,* 74.
[n-oAvs and x/'w/w.] The ancient art

or practice of coloring statues and exteriors of build-

ings. P. Cyc.

PdL-y-cOT-y-LED'p-NOiJS,* a. (Bot.) Having more than
two cotyledons. P. Cyc.

Pp-LYC_'RA-cy,* n. A government by many rulers. Smart.

PoL-Y-ii'DRpN, n. See POLYHEDRON.
PoL'y-FOl'L,* n. (Arch.) Same as multifoil. Francis.

PO-LVG'A-MIST, n. An advocate for polygamy; one who
has more than one wife.

Pp-LYG'A-MoGs,* a. Relating to polygamy. (Bot.) Hav-
ing male and hermaphrodite, or female and hermaphro-
dite, or male, female, and hermaphrodite flowers on the
same or different individuals. P. Cyc.

Pp-LYG'A-MY,n. [palygamir., Fr.
; TroXnynuia, Gr.] Plurality

of wives ; the act or custom of having more than one
wife, or more than one husband, at the same time.

POL'Y-GAR-HY,* 7i. A government by many. Smart.

POL'Y-GLOT, . [VoA-OyAwrrof, Gr.
; polyglotte, Fr.] One

who understands many languages ;
a book containing a

work, as the Bible, in several languages.
POL'Y-GLOT, a. Having many languages.
POL'Y-GON, n. [troXvs and yuivia.} A figure of many an-

gles': a range of buildings with several corners or di-

visions.

Pp-LYG'p-NXL, a. Having many angles.

PoL-Y-Gp-NOM'E-TRy,* n. The doctrine or properties of

polygons. Brande.

PO-LVG'O-NY, n. [polygonum, i,.] Knotgrass. Spenser.

PoL'y-GRXM, n. [-oAti? and ^papua.] A figure consisting
of many lines.

PoL'y-GRXPH,* n. [iroXvs and ypd</>cj.] An instrument for

multiplying copies of a writing. Smart. (Bibliography)
A collection of different works either by one or several
authors. Brande.

PoL-y-GRXPH'jc,* > a. Relating to polygraphy or to pol-

POL-Y-GRXPH'I-CAL,* \ ygraphs. Smart.

PO-LYG'RA-PHY, n. [mMs and >pa</>i%] The art of writ-

ing in various ciphers, and of deciphering them.

P6l/y-GYN,* 7i. (Bot.) A plant having many pistils. P. Cyc.
Pp-LYG'y-NoDs,*a. (Bot.) Having many styles. London.
PO-LYG'Y-NY,* n. A plurality of wives

; polygamy. Smart.

PO-LY'HAL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral from Ischel in
Austria

;
a mineral containing many salts. Brande.

PoL-y-HE'DRAL,* a. Having many sides. Turner.

POL-Y-HED'RI-CAL, \
a. [iroXvetous, Gr. ; polyddre, Fr.]

PoL-y-HE'DRoys, ) Relating to a polyhedron ; having
many sides.

POL-Y-HE'DRQN, n. ; pi. POLYHEDRA. (Geom.) A figure or
a solid body_of many sides : a multiplying glass.

POL-V-HY'DRITE,* n. (Min.) A silicate of the peroxide of
iron. Dana.

P6L'Y-LlTE,*n.(.M/i.) A mineral allied to pyroxene. Dana.
fPo-LYL'o-Gy, n. [TTO\.VS and X6y<>s.] Talkativeness.

Granger.
Pp-LYL'o-QUENT,* a. Talking much; talkative. Smart.

PoL-y-MXTH'jc,* a. Relating to polymathy. Smart.

tPp-LYM'A-THiST,* n . A man of various learning. Howell.

PQ-LYM'A-THY, n. [iroXvs and uar6di>M.] The knowledge
of many arts and sciences

;
various learning. Hartlib.

PoL-y-Mi'G'NlTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral occurring in pris-
matic crystals, of metallic lustre, found in Norway. Brande.

P6L-y-MOR'PHOVS,* a. Having many forms. EC. Rev.

POL'Y-MOR-PHY,* n. [iruXvs and ftopipfi.] State of having
many forms. EC. Rev.

POL-Y-NE'SI-A,* (pol-e-ne'zhe-a) n. A space in the Pacific

Ocean w.hich includes many clusters of islands. Ency.
PoL-y-NE'l-AN,* (pol-e-nS'zhe-anl a. Relating to Polyne-

sia. Cyc.

PoL-y-NO'ivii-AL,* a. Having many names or terms; multi-
nomial. Francis.

POL-Y-ON'O-MOUS,* a. Having many names. Cudworth.

PoL-y-SN'o-MY,* n. A multiplicity of names. Cudworth.

POL-Y-OP'TRON,* n. [iroXvs and Snrw.] (Optics') A glass

through which objects appear multiplied, but not dimin-
ished ; a multiplying glass. Brande.

PoL-y-OP'TRyM,* 7t. Same as polyoptron. Crabb.

POL-Y-O-RA'MA,* n. Literally, many views; an optical ma-
chine presenting many views. Hale. See PANORAMA.

POL'YPE, n. ; pi. POL'YPES. The name of an extensive

group of radiated animals, in- the system of Cuvier, asso-
ciated together by the common character of a fleshy body,
of a conical or cylindrical form, commonly fixed by one ex-

tremity, and with the mouth situated at the opposite end,
and surrounded by more or less numerous arms or tenta-
cles : written also polypus. Brande.

P6L-y-PE'AN,*a. Relating to the polype or polypus. P. Cyc.

POL-Y-PET'A-LOUS, a. [rroXvs and niruAof.] (Bot.) Having
many petals.

Pp-LYPH'A-GOijs,* a. Feeding on many things. Kirby.
POL-Y-PHAR'MA-CY,* n. A pharmacy embracing many in-

gredients. Everett.

POL-Y-PHO'NI-AN,* n. A musical instrument Gent. Mag.
PoL-y-pHON'jc',* a. Having many sounds. Smart.

Pp-LYPH'p-NiSM, 71. [iroAvj and <wi/i}.] Multiplicity of
sound. Derham.

Pp-LYPH'p-NlsT,* n. One producing many sounds. Black.

Pp-LYPH'p-NoDs,* a. Having many sounds. Dr. Black.

Pp-LYPH'p-NY,* 7i. [noXvs and 0aw;.] A multiplicity of
sounds. Smart.

POL-Y-PHYL'LOUS,* a. Having many leaves. London.

PoL-y-pJF'ER-oDs,* a. Producing polypes. Phillips.

P6L'yp-lTE,* n. A fossil polypus or polype. Smart.

PoL'y-PODE, n. (Ent.) A milliped. Crabb. Polypody.
Drayton.

PP-LYP'P-DY, 7i.
[ polypodium., L.] (Bot.) A genus of orna-

mental ferns, of several species.

Pp-LYP'p-RiTE,* n. A plant having many pores. Smart.

Po-LYP'Q-RoCs,* a. Having many pores. Arbuthnot.

PoL'y-PoDs, a. Relating to or partaking of the polypus.

P6L'y-pCs, n. [iroXvirovs.] pi. L. p&L'y-Pl; Eng. POL'Y-

P0s-E!j>. One of a group of radiated animals; a polype.
See POLYPE. (Med.) A fleshy tumor, as in the nostrils or

uterus.

PoL-y-SjKHE'MA-TiST,*a. Having many forms. Beck.

P6I/V-SCOPE, n. [TroAtJf and aKoirw.] (Optics) A lens, con-

sisting of several plane surfaces disposed under a convex
form

;
a multiplying glass.

P6L-y-SEP'A-LoOs,* a. Having many sepals. Reid.

P6L'y-spXsT, 7i.
[ polyspaste., Fr.] A machine having many

pulleys.

POL'Y-SPERM, n. [rroAvj and a-xto/tci.] A tree with fruit of

many seeds.

POL-Y-SPER'MOUS, a. (Bot.) Having many seeds.

POL'Y-STYLE,* n. [noXvs and crrvXos.] (Arch.) An edifice

having many columns. Brande.
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P5L-Y-syL-r,XB'|C, j
a. Having many syllables ; per-

PoL-y-SYL-LXB'i-cAL, \ taining to a polysyllable.

P6L-y-SYL,-LAB'l-ciM,*7i. State of having many syllables.
Annual Register.

P6L,'y-SYL,-LA-BLE, 7i. [no\v<; and o-v\\aftfi.] A word of

many syllables or of more than three syllables.

POL-Y-SYN'DE-TON, n. [iroXvcvv&eTov.] (Rhet.) A figure by
which conjunctions are often repeated ; as, "I came, and

saw, and overcame." See ARYNDETON.
PoL-y-SYN-THET'{C,* ) a. Forming a manifold com-
PoL-y-syN-THET'i-CAL,* \ pound or composition. EC.

Rev.

PoL-y-TEjeiT'Nlc,* a. \TTnXvs and
rexyf}.] Comprising many

arts. Polytechnic school, a school in which many of the
liberal arts are taught. Black.

'H'Nj-cAL,* a. Same as polytechnic. Clarke.

-iSM, [pol'e-the-Tzm, W. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb.;
pol-e-the'izm, S. P.'; po-]S'the-izm, K.] n. [troXvs and
fooj.] The doctrine of a plurality of gods.

PoL'y-THE-lsT, [pol'e-th5-ist, W. Ja. Sm. Wb.; pol-e-the'-

ist, S. P. Ash : p9-le'the-Ist, K.] n. A believer in polytheism.
PoL-y-THE-is'Tic, ) a. Relating to polytheism ; holding
P5L,-y-THE-is'Ti-CAL,, )

a plurality of gods.

PoL-y-THE-is'TJ-CAL-LY,* ad. In a polytheistical manner.
Dr. Allen.

F5L-y-zd'NAL,* a. Having many zones or belts : applied
to a burning lens constructed of several zones or rings.
Brandt.

P6L,-y-zo'ON,* n. [TroAtij and $&ov.] (Zool.) A species of

compound animal. Brands.

P^M'ACE, (pum'as) n. [pomaceum, L.] The substance of

ground apples after the cider is expressed.

Po-MA'CEoys, (pp-ma'shus) a. \pomum, L.] Consisting of

apples ; relating to or like apples. Philips.

Po-MABE', [po-mad', S. W. P. J. F. Sm. ; po-mad', Ja.] n.

[pontmade, Fr.
; pomata, It.] A fragrant ointment.

PO-MAN'DER, [po-man'der, W. J. Sm. R. ; pom'an-der, S. F. ;

po'man-der, P. K. Wb.] n. [pomme d'ambre, Fr.] A per-
fumed bail or powder. Shah.

PO-MA'TVM, n. [LJ An unguent or ointment for the hair.

,
v. a. To apply pomatum to the hair.

JPOME, v. n. [pommer, Fr.] To grow to around head, like

_an apple.

POME,* n. t-Bot.) An apple, or fruit like that of the apple,
pear, &c. P. Cyc.

POME-CIT'RQN, (pum-sit'ron) n. [pome and citron.] A cit-

ron apple.
P6ME-GRAN'ATE, (pum-gran'at) n. [pomum granatum, L.]
A tree and its fruit, which is as large as an orange, filled

with numerous seeds, each surrounded with pulp: an
ornament like a pomegranate.

PQ-MEI/ION,* n. The hindmost knob of a cannon; the
cascabel. Falconer.

POME 'ROY, (pum'rb'I) ) n. A sort of apple. Ains-

P6ME-ROY'AL, (pum-roi'al) \ worth.

P6ME'WA-TER, n. A large, juicy apple.

Po-MlF'ER-ous, a. [pomifer, L.] Producing apples, or the

large fruits, including gourds, &c.

PO"M'MAGE,* n. The substance of apples ground, before or
after the cider is expressed ; pornace. London.

POMME,* (pum) n. [Fr.] (Her.) A device, or part of a de-

vice, like an apple. Crabb.

POM'MEL, (pum'mel) n. [pomellus, low L.] A ball or knob;
the knob on the h'ilt of a sword

;
the protuberant part of

a saddle-bow.

P&M'MEL, (pum'mel) v. a. [pommeler, Fr.] [i. POMMELLED ;

pp. POMMELLING, POMMELLED.] To beat with any thing
thick or bulky ;

to beat black and blue
;
to bruise.

POM'MELED, (pum'meld) a. (Her.) Denoting the pommel
of a sword or dagger.

P6M-0-L6G'l-CAL,*a. Relating to pomology or fruit. Down-
ing.

Po-MOL,'o-GlisT,* n. One who is versed in pomology ;
a

cultivator of fruit or fruit-trees. Downing:
PO-MOL'O-GY,* n. [pomum, L., and Aoyw?, Gr.] The art of

cultivating fruit and fruit-trees
;
a treatise on fruit. Maun-

der.

POMP, n. [pompe, Fr.
; pompa, L.

; TTO^TT^, Gr.] A proces-
sion of parade and splendor. Mdton. Splendor ; exterior
show ; magnificence ; grandeur ; pride ; pageantry.

fPoM-pXT'ic, a. [pompatus, L.] Pompous ; ostentatious.

Barrow.

POM'PET, 7i. [pompette, Fr.] An old name for a printer's

blacking ball. Cotgrave.
POM'PHO-LYX, n. [iron<l>6\v%.] (Alchemy] White oxide of

zinc. HdL A small spark, which, while brass is trying,
flies upwards and sticks to the roof or sides of the work-
shop. Crabb.

P6M'P|-QN, (pum'pe-un) n. [pompon, old Fr.] A pumpkin.
See PUMPKIN.

fPoM'PlRE, (pum'pir) n. [pomus and pyrus, L.] An ap-
ple ;

a sort of pearmain. Ainsworth.

PQM-POS'I-TY, n. duality of being pompous ;
ostentatious-

ness ; boastfulness. Aikin.

PoM'POys, a. [pompeux, Fr.J Splendid ; magnificent ;

showy ;
inflated ; affecting great show ; stately ; grand.

^POM'POUS-LY, ad. In a pompous manner; splendidly.
POM'POU-S-NESS, n. Quality of being pompous.
PON'CHO,* n. [poncho, Sp., soft.} A sort of cloak, or loose

garment, worn by the Indians, and also by many of the
Spanish inhabitants, of South America. Sir F. Head.

POND, n. A small lake
;
a small collection of water ; a nat-

ural or an artificial basin of water
; a pool. Milton.

P6ND'-D0CK,* n. A species of duck. Goldsmith.

PON'DER, v. a. [pondcro, L.] [L PONDERED ; pp. PONDERING,
PONDERED.] lo weigh mentally; to consider

; to think
upon.

PON'DER, v. n. To think ; to muse
;
to reflect, with on.

PoN-DER-A-Bil/l-Ty,* n. The quality of being ponderable.
Coleridge.

PON'DER-A-BLE, a. [pondero, L.] That may be pondered
or weighed.

PON'DER-A-BLE-NESS,* 71. State of being ponderable. Dr.
Allen.

PON'DER-AL, a. Estimated by weight, not by number.
P6N'DER-ANCE,*7i. Weight; heaviness. Smart.

fPoN-DER-A'TipN, 7i. The act of weighing. Bp. Hall.

PON'DER-ER, n. One who ponders. Whitlock.
PON'DER-ING-LY, ad. With due estimation. Hammond.
fPoN'DER-MENT,* n. The act of pondering. Byrum.
PoN-DER-os'l-Ty, n. [ponderosite, Fr.] Weight; gravity;

heaviness.

PoN'DER-oDs, a. [ ponderosus, L.] Heavy; weighty; im-
portant ;

momentous
;
forcible

; strongly impulsive.
P6N'DER-oDs-L,y, ad. With great weight.
PON'DER-OUS-NESS, n. Heaviness

; weight ; gravity.
POND'WEED, n. A perennial, herbaceous plant.

PO'NENT, a. [ponente, It.] Setting, or western, with refer-
ence to the sun-setting. Milton. See LEVANT.

PON-<^E'_,* 71. A kind of silk made in China. Stone.

PON-GHEE',* (pong-p') n. A Birman priest of the higher
order. Malcom.

PON'GO,* (pong'go) 71. A species of orang-outang. Sm.ellic.

PON'IARD, (p5n'yard) n. [poignard, Fr.] A dagger ;
a stab-

bing weapon ;
a dirk.

PON'IARD, (pon'yard) v. a. To stab with a poniard. Cot-

grave.
fPoNK, n. [puke, Icel.] A nocturnal spirit. Spenser.

PoN'TAc,* 7i. A fine sort of claret. Henderson.

PoN'TAGE, n. [pontage, Fr. ; pontagium, low L.] Duty paid
for re_pairing bridges. Ayliffe. Toll of a bridge. Coke.

PON'TEE,*TJ. (Glass manufacture) An iron instrument by
which the hot glass is taken out of the glass-pot. Brande.

PON'TIFF, n. [pontife, Fr.
; pontifex, L.] The highest sacer-

dotal title
;
a high priest ;

the pope.

PON-TIF'IC, a. Relating to a pontiff or to the pope ; pontifi-
cal.

PON-TIF'I-CAL, a. [pontifical, Fr.
; pontificalis, L.] Belong-

ing to a high priest, pontiff, or pope ; popish : splendid.

[from pons and facio. Bridge-building. Milton.]
PoN-TiF'l-CAL, n. [pontifieale, L.] A book of ecclesiastical

rites and ceremonies. pi. The full dress of a priest or

bishop.

tP6N-TiF-J-CAL'l-Ty, n. The papacy. Abp. Usher.

PON-TIF'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a pontifical manner.

PON-TJF'I-C-^TE, n. [pontifical, Fr.
; pontificates, L.] The

state or office of a pontiff or high priest ;
the papacy ;

popedom. Addison.

PON'TI-FI'CE, n. [pans and facio.] Bridge-work; the con-
struction of a bridge ;

the edifice of a bridge. Milton. [R.]

tP6N-Tl-Fl"ciAL,, (pon-te-fIsh'al) a. Pontifical. Burton.

jP6N-Ti-Fl"ciAN, (pon-te-fish'an) a. Pontifical. Bv. Hall.

JPON-TJ-FI
J

"CIAN, (pon-te-fish'an) n. A papist. Mo'untague.
PON'TINE,* n. An epithet applied to a large marsh between
Rome and Naples. Ency.

PONT'LE-VIS, n. (Horsemanship) A disorderly action of a
horse that rears up so as to be in danger of coming over.

PON-TON', [pon-ton',
S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. ; pon'tgii, Ja.

Recs.] n. [Fr.] A flat-bottomed boat. See PONTOON.

PON-TQ-NIER',* n. [Fr.] A constructor of pontoons.
Maunder.

PON-TOON',* re. [ponton, Fr.] A flat-bottomed boat, used for

making temporary floating bridges; a floating bridge.

PO'NY, -n. A small horse ; a nag.

POOD,* n. A Russian weight of 33 pounds. Crabb.

POO'DLE,* n. A small dog with long, curly hair
;
a sort of

lap-dog ;
a barbet. Booth.

POOL, n. A small collection of water; a pond: a recep-
tacle for stakes at certain games of cards

;
also the stakes.

Written also poule.

POOL'ER,* n. A tanner's instrument for stirring vats.

Crabb. _

POOL'SNIPE,* n. A bird, called also redshank. Pennant.

POO'NAH-LITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral allied to natrolite

Dana.

POOP, n. [poupe, Fr.
; pitppis, L.] (Want.) A partial deck

extending close aft, above the complete deck of the ves-

sel
;
the hindmost part of the ship.
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FOOP, v. a. (JVaMt.) [i. POOPED; pp. POOPING, POOPED.] To
run the head, bowsprit, or jib-boom of one vessel into
the stern of another : a ship is said to be pooped when a
sea comes over the stern. Mar. Diet.

POOPED,* (pop'ed or popt) a. Having a poop ;
struck on

the poop by the shock of a heavy sea. Smart.

POOP'ING,* 7i. (JVawt.) A breaking of the sea over the taf-

frail on the poop. Mar. Diet.

POOR, a. [pauvre, FT.
; pobre, Sp.l Not rich ; indigent ;

necessitous : barren, as soil
;
not fertile : lean, not fat

;

emaciated: wretched; low; of little dignity, force, or
value

; paltry; mean
; contemptible : unhappy; uneasy;

pitiable : often used in a sense of pity, and sometimes
as a word of tenderness.

POOR, n. pi. Indigent people collectively ;
that portion of

the population of a country, or those persons, who are

destitute of wealth or property, and are often assisted by
charity ; the opposite of the rick. " The rich and the poor
meet together." Proverbs.

POOR'-BOX,* n. A box to receive money for the poor. Pope.

POOR'-HOUSE,* n. A house for the poor; an almshouse.

QM. Rev.

POOR-JOHN', (p8r-jon') ?i. A sort of fish. Burton.

POOR'-LAW,* n. A law relating to the poor, or providing
for the support of the poor. Qu. Rev.

POOR'LY, ad. Without wealth, spirit, or merit; meanly.
POOR'LY, a. Somewhat ill

;
feeble

; indisposed. [Collo-

quial.] "I have, for a longtime, been very poorly." Dr.
S. Johnson.

POOR'NESS, ?i. State of being poor; poverty.
POOR'-RATE,* n. A tax for the support of the poor. Qw. Rev.

POOR-SPIR'IT-ED, a. Mean
; cowardly. Dennis.

POOR-SPIR'JT-ED-NESS, n. Meanness ; cowardice. South.

POP, n. [ poppysma, L.] A small, smart, quick sound. Addison.

POP, v. n.
[i. POPPED

; pp. POPPING, POPPED.] To appear to

the eye suddenly ;
to move or enter with a sudden motion.

POP, v. a. To offer, present, or to put out or in suddenly,
slyly, or unexpectedly ;

to shift.

POP, ad. Suddenly; unexpectedly. Beaum. fy Fl.

POPE, n. [papa, L.
; Tra-xnas, Gr.] The title of the bishop

of Rome, the supreme head of the Roman Catholic church ;

j;he sovereign pontiff: a small fish.

POPE'DOM, n. The office, jurisdiction, or territory of the

jjope ; papacy ; papal dignity.

POPE'-JOAN', (pop'j5n') n. A game at cards. Jcnner.

fPoPE'LJNG, 7i. One who adheres to the pope: an infe-

jior pope. Bp. Hall.

Pop'ER-y, n. The religion of the church of Rome ;
used

by Protestants often as a term of reproach, or to denote

_the priestcraft of the Roman Catholic church.

POPES'EYE, (pops'I) n. A gland surrounded with fat in a

leg of mutton.

Pop'eON, 7i. A child's gun for making a noise.

POP'JN-JAY, 7i. [papegay, D.] A parrot ;
a woodpecker:

POP'ISH, a. Relating to the pope, or to popery. Hooker.

POP'ISH-LY, ad. In a popish manner. Jlddison.

POP'LAR, re. [ peuplier, Fr.
; populus, L.] A tree of several

varieties.

POP'LAR,* a. Belonging to, or made of, poplar. Jlsh.

POP'LARED,* (-Ifird) a. Covered with, or containing, pop-
lars. Jones.

Pdp'LiN, 7i. A kind of stuff made of silk and worsted-

POP-LIT'E-AL,* a. (Anat.) Relating to the posterior part of
the knee-joint or ham. Brande.

POP-LIT'}C,* a. Same as popliteal. Crabb.

POP'PET, n. See PUPPET.

POP'PLE,* n. The poplar-tree. Forby. [Provincial, Eng.]
PSp'py, n. [papaver, L.] A genus of soporific plants and

flowers, from a species of which ophim is obtained.

PoP'y-LACE, n , [Fr., from populus, L.] The vulgar; the
multitude

;
the people ; the mob

;
the rabble.

tPoP'y-LA-CY, n. The multitude; populace. King Charles.

PoP'y-LAR, a. [populaire, Fr.
; popularis, L.j Relating to

the people ; prevailing among the people ; pleasing to, or
beloved by, the people ; adapted to the paople or to the

understanding of the people ; generally acceptable or es-
teemed ; easily understood

;
not profound or abstruse

;

familiar; not critical ; vulgnr; common.
Pop-y-LlR'l-TY, 7i. [popularitas, L.] State or quality of be-

ing popular ;
state of being generally beloved or esteemed

;

general esteem.

POP-V-LAR-I-ZA'TION,* 7t. Act of making popular. Q.H.
Rr.v. [R.]_

PoP'y-LAR-IZE,* V. a. [L POPULARIZED
; pp. POPULARIZING,

POPULARIZED.] To render popular; to make common
or easy. Ed. Rev. [Modern.]

Pop'y-L.AR-LY, ad. In a popular manner.
POP'y-LATE,* V. a. [L POPULATED

; pp. POPULATING, POPU-
To people ;

to furiush with inhabitants. Gent.LATED.]
Mag. [Mag. [Modern.]

POP'V-LATE, v. n. [populus, L.J To breed people. Bacon.

POP-U-LA'TION, n. The inhabitants or people of a town,
district, country, &c.

;
the people, comprising all classes.

Law of population, the law or rule according to which
the population of a country increases.

Pop'y-Li-clDE,* 7i. The murder of the people. Ec.Rcv. [R.]
Pop'y-LiNE,* n. A crystallizable substance, separated from

the bark of the poplar. Brande.

fPop-y-LOS'i-TY, n. [populositc, old Fr.] Populousness.
Browne.

Pop'y-LoCs, a. [populosus, L.] Having population, or a
dense population ; full of people ; numerously inhabited.

POP'V-LOUS-LY, ad. With much population or people.

POP'V-LOUS-NESS, n. The state of being populous.
POR'BEA-GLE,* n. A species of shark. Pennant.

POR'CATE,* a. [porca, L.] Having longitudinal ridges.
Brande.

POR'CA-TED,* a. Having ridges ; ridged ; porcate. Smart.

||P6R'cE-LAiN, or POR'CE-LAIN, [por'se-lan, S. W. J. F.
;

pbr'se-lan, E. Ja. : pors'lin, K. ; pdrs'lan, Sm. ; pbr'se-lp.n,

R.] n. [ porcelaine, Fr. ; porcellana, It.] The finest species of
earthen ware, or pottery, originally imported from China,
but now made in Europe; china ware; fine dishes.

[portulaca, L. An herb
; purslain. Jlinsworth.]

||P6 R'CE-LAIN,* a. Belonging to or consisting of porcelain.

Dryden.
UPoR'cE-LAiN-iTE,* n. (JlTtn.) An opaque, brittle variety of

jasper. Brande.

||P6R-CE-LA/NE-ofts,* a. Relating to, or containing, porce-
lain. Brande.

PORCH, ?i. [porche, Fr.
; portions, L.] A vestibule or roof

supported by pillars before a door; an entrance, a por-
tico.

POR'CINE, a. Relating to swine
; like a hog. Smart.

POR'cy-PINE, n. [pore-epic, portc-cpine, Fr.] An animnl
of about the size of a rabbit, having a bristly hide, full

of spines : a sort of hedgehog. Hill.

PoR'cy-PlNE-FlSH,* 71. A prickly fish. Scott.

PORE, n. [pore, Fr.
; TTOOOJ, Gr.] A spiracle, particularly in

Jhe skin
;
a passage for perspiration ; a small hole.

PORE, v. n.
[i. PORED ; pp. PORING, PORED.] To look or ex-

amine with steady or continued attention.

fPdRE'BLlND, a. Shortsighted ; purblind. Bacon.

POR'ER,* n. One who pores ;
an intense student. Temple.

PO'RIME,* n. (Geom.) A theorem or proposition in geom-
etry, so easy to be demonstrated as to be almost self-evi-

dent. Crabb. See PORISM.

POR'I-NESS, n. Fulness of pores. Wiseman.

P6'R'iM,* n. [Trdojcr^a.] (Geom.) A proposition affirming
the possibility of finding such conditions as will render
a certain problem indeterminate, or capable of innumer-
able solutions

;
a general theorem drawn from another

theorem already demonstrated. Playfair.

PQ-R!S'TIC, a. [noptcTiKOs.] (Math.) Applied to a method
of determining the several ways of solving a problem.

Po'RlTE,* n. A species of coral. Smart.

PORK, ra. [pore, Fr.
; porcus, L.] The flesh of swine, fresh

_or salted. [A hog ; a pig. Milton.]
PORK/EAT-ER, 7i. One who feeds on pork. Shak.

PORK/ER, n. A hog ; a pig ; a pig for eating fresh.

PORK'ET, n. A young hog ;
a porkling; a porker. Dryden.

PORK'LING, n. "A young pig. Tusser;

PQ-ROS''I-TY, n. [parasite, Fr.] State or quality of being
porous.

PO'ROUS, a. [poreux, Fr.] Having small pores, spiracles,
or passages.

PO'ROUS-NESS, ra. The quality or state of having pores.

fPoR'PEN-TlNE,* 7i. Another name for the porcupine. Shak.

POR'PESS,* n. The porpoise. See PORPOISE.

tPbR'PHYRE, (por'fer) n. Porphyry. Locke.

POR-PHY-RIT'IC,* ]
a. Relating to, or containing, por-

PoR-PHY-RiT'i-cAL,* J phyry. McCidlock.

POR'PHY-RY, (pbr'fe-re) n.
[iruptivjM,

Gr.
; porphyrites, L.

;

porphyre, Fr.] A hard stone, of different colors, susceptible
of a high polish. (Geol.) An unstratified or igneous
rock.

POR'PQISE, (pbr'pus) n. [ pore poisson, Fr.] The sea-hog ;

a sort of dolphin or unwieldy cetaceous mammal.
POR'pys, 7i. Same as porpoise. Swift.

PQR-RA/CEOys, (-shus) a. [porraceus, L.] Green like a
leek.

PQR-RECT',* a. (Bot. & Zool.) Extended forward. London.

fPQR-REc'TIQN, 7i. [porrectio, L.J Act of reaching forth.

POR'RET, n. [porrum, L.] A leek ;
a small onion

;
a seal-

lion

PoR'RiD9E, n. A kind of broth
; pottags ;

food made by
boiling flour in water, or in milk and water.

PSR'RiD^E-PoT, 7i. The pot in which porridge or food is

boiled.

PoR-Rl'Gd*n. [L.] (Med.) The ringworm or scald-head.

Brande.

POR'RIN-GER, n. A vessel in which porridge, milk, broth,

_soupj &c., are eaten
;
a child's dish.

PORT, 71. [port, Fr.
; portus, L.] A harbor; a station for

ships ;
a haven. [porta, L.

; porte, Fr.] A gate ;
the ap-

erture, in a ship, at which the gun is put out ; a port-hole

[port, Fr.] Carriage; air; mien; manner; bearing.
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A kind of wine, from Oporto. The Ottoman court,

commonly written porte. See PORTE.

fPoRT, v. a. [porto, L.
; porter, Fr.] To carry in form. Mil-

ton.

POR-TA-BIL'I-TY,* n. duality of being portable. EC. Rev.

PORT'A-BLEJ a', [portabilis, L.] That may be carried,

borne, or supported ; manageable by the hand
; sup-

_portable.
PORT'A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being portable.

PORT'AGE, n. [portage, Fr.] Carriage; act of carrying ;

price of carriage. jjPorthole. SAa/c.] A carrying-place
round waterfalls, or from one navigable river, or water,
to another. Q. Rev.

POR'TAL, n. [portal, Sp. ; portail, Fr.] Agate; the arch

over a door or gateway ;
the frame of a gateway : the

smaller of two gates.

fPoRT'ANCE, n. [port, Fr,] Air; mien
; port; demeanor.

Spenser.

JPoR'TASS, n. A breviary ;
a prayer-book. Chaucer.

fPoRT'A-TlVE, a. [portatif,Fr.] Portable. Chaucer.

fPoRT-cAN'NQN,* n. An ornament for the knees. Hudi-
bras.

JPoRT'CLUSE, n. Same as portcullis.

PORT'-CRAY-QN,* n. A case to carry a pencil. Francis.

PORT-C&L'LIS, n. [porte coulisse, Fr.] A frame of iron or

wooden bars, placed over a gateway, to let down as a pro-

jection to the gate.

PoRT-cDL'Ljs, v. a. To bar
;
to shut up. Shak.

PoRT-ctJL'LisED, (-list) a. Having a portcullis.

PORTE,* n. The Ottoman or Turkish court, or government,
so called from the gate of the sultan's palace, where jus-
tice is administered. Ency.

fPoRT'ED, a. Having gates. B. Jonson.

PORTE-FEUILLE,* (port'f ul'ye) n. [Fr.] A portfolio; the

office, charge, or department of a minister of state.

Bolste.

POR-TEND', v. a. [portendo, L.] [i.
PORTENDED ; pp. POR-

TENDING, PORTENDED.] To foretoken ;
to foreshow, as

omens; to presage ; to forebode; to betoken. Hooker.

fPQR-TEN'siQN, 71. The act of foretokening. Browne.

POR-TENT', n. [portentum, L.] Omen of ill; an ill-boding

prodigy ;
a presage.

fPOR-TEN'TiVE,* a. Foreshowing; portentous. Browne.

POR-TEN'TOUS, a.
[ portentosus, L.] Foretokening ill; om-

jnous ;
monstrous

; prodigious ;
wonderful.

POR'TER, n. [portier, Fr., from porta, L.] One who has

charge of a gate, or who waits at a gate or door. [portcur,

Fr., from porto, L.] One who carries burdens for hire.

A kind of strong beer, or strong malt liquor.

POR'TER-AGE, n. Carriage ; money paid for carriage.

Poji'TER-Ly, a. Like a porter ;
coarse ; vulgar. Bray.

fPoR'TESSE, (por'tes) n. A breviary. See PORTASS.

PORT'-FIRE,* n. (Gunnery) A paper tube filled with pow-
_der, &c., used to fire guris instead of a match. Brande.

PORT-FO'LI-6, or PORT-FOL'IO, (-yo) n. [portefeuille, Fr.]

pi. PORTFOLIOS. A case, of the size and form of a large

book, to keep loose papers or prints in. See FOLIO.

PORT'GLAVE, n. [porter and glaive, Fr. # Erse.] A sword-
bearer. Jlinsworth.

fPoRT'GRAVE, ) re. (Law) The principal magistrate of a

fPORT'GREVE, \ port-town. See PORTREEVE.
PORT'HOLE, n. A hole cut like a window in the sides of a

ship of war, in which the guns are placed.
PORT'-HOOK,* (-huk) 71. (Want.) A hook driven through
the side of a ship and clinched, for the purpose of hook-

jng the hinges that are fastened to the port-lids. Crabb.

POR'TI-CO, n. [portions, L.
; portico, It.] pi. POR'TI-CO.

(Arch.) A series of columns at the end of a building; a

place for walking under shelter ; a projection supported
by columns, placed before a building.

f POR'TI-CUS, n. [L.] Same as portico. B. Jonson.

POR'TION, (pSr'slum) 7i. [Fr. ; portio, L.J A part ;
a part

assigned; an allotment; a dividend; a share; a quanti-
ty : part of an inheritance given to a child

;
a fortune

;

_a
wife's fortune.

POR'TION, v. a. [i. PORTIONED
; pp. PORTIONING, POR-

TIONED.] To divide; to parcel: to endow with a for-

tune or inheritance.

POR'TION-ER, n. One who portions.

POR'TlQN-tST, n. [ portioniste, Fr.] One who has a certain

academical allowance or portion ;
the incumbent of a

_benefice that has more rectors or vicars than one.

POR'TION-LESS,* a. Destitute of a portion. Ed. Reo.

PORT'LAND-STONE,* 71. (Min.) A species of oolite
;
an

alkaline, vvbitish_sandstone, used for building. Franc'is.

PoRT'LiST,* or P6R'TOIE,*n. (JYaut.) Same as gunwale.
Mar. Diet.

PORT'-L^D,* n. (JVauf.) A sort of hanging door that shuts
in the ports at sea. Crabb.

PORT'LI-NESS, 7i. Quality of being portly ; bulkiness.

PORT'LY, a. Grand of mien; bulky; swelling; corpulent.

PORT'MAN, n. A burgess of a port-town, or of one of the

English Cinque Ports. Diet.

PORT-MXN'TEAU, (port-m&n't5) n. [portemanteau, Fr.] pi.

Fr. PORTEMANTEAVX; Eng. PORT-MXN'TEAU?, (-toz)
A case or bag for carrying clothes and other things neces-

sary in travelling ;
a valise.

PORT'MXN-TLE,* n. A portmanteau. " This seems to ba
the old English orthography." Carr's Craven Dialect.

[Portmantle is countenanced by the Dictionaries of Bai-

ley, Dyche, Ash, and Martin
; and somewhat also by vul-

_gar, though not by good, use.]
PORT'MOTE, n. A court held in port-towns. Blackstone.

POR'TOIE, (por'tjz) n. (JVaut.) A ship is said to ride a
portoise, when she rides with her yards struck down to
the deck, when at anchor in a gale of wind : gunwale.
See PORTLAST.

POR'TRAIT, (por'trSt) n. [portrait, Fr.] A picture or rep-
resentation of a person or an individual, or of a face,
painted from real life.

jPoR'TRAiT, v. a. [portraire, Fr.] To draw; to portray.
Spenser.

POR'TRAIT-PAINT'ER,* n. A painter of portraits. Twed-
dell.

POR'TRAIT-PAINT'ING,* n. The art of painting portraits
or human faces. Boswell.

POR'TRAI-TDRE, n. [Fr.] A painted resemblance
;
a por-

trait.

fPoR'TRAl-TURE,* v. a. To paint ;
to portray. Shaftcsbury.

POR-TRAY', (por-tra') v. a. [portraire, Fr.] [('.
PORTRAYED

;

]>[>. PORTRAYING, PORTRAYED.] To represent or draw in

_colors to describe by picture ;
to adorn with pictures.

POR-TRAY'ER,* n. One who portrays. Richardson.

PORT'REEVE, n. A bailiff, or mayor, of a port-town.
POR'TRESS, n. A feuuilu porter or keeper of a gate. Mil

ton.

I PoRT'RtlLE,* n. An instrument which regulates the mo-
tion of a rule in a machine. Morse.

fPoR'wiG-GL,E, (pbr'vvig-gl) n. A tadpole ; a young frog.

_
-Called also polliwig and polliwog. Browne.

PO'RY, (po're) a. [ poreux, Fr.] Full of pores ; porous. Dry-
den.

fPosE, n. A cold
;
a catarrh

;
a rheum. Chaucer.

PoE, (poz) v. a. [i.
POSED

; pp. POSING, POSED.] To puz-
zle; to gravel; to put to a stand or stop. [fTo oppose; to

interrogate. Bacon.]
PO'ER, 7i. One who poses ; something that puzzles.
P6'IT-ED, a. [positu.s,L.] Placed; deposited. Hale.

PQ-I"TION, (po-zish'un) n. [Fr. ; positio, L.] State of be-

ing placed ; situation; posture; bearing: principle laid

down; advancement of any principle. (Gram.) The
state of a vowel placed before two consonants, as pom-
pous, or a double consonant, as axis. (Jlrith.) A rule of

supposition, called also rule of false, divided into single

position and double position.

Po-l"TlQN-AL, (po-zlsh'un-al) a. Relating to position.
Browne.

Pos'l-TlVE, (poz'j-tiv)
a. [positivus, L.

; positif, Fr.] Real
;

absolute
; explicit ;

actual
;
certain

;
assured ; affirmative ;

direct; not implied ; notnegative: confident; dogmati-
cal

; ready to lay down notions with confidence : settled

by arbitrary appointment, as opposed to natural Positive

degree, (Gram.) the simple form of an adjective, or the
first degree of any quality expressed by an adjective. -
Positive electricity, a state of bodies having more than
their natural quantity of electricity.

P6'i-TivE, n. That which is capable of being affirmed
;

that which settles by arbitrary appointment ; reality.

PO'I-TIVE-LY, ad. In a positive manner; absolutely.

PO'I-TIVE-NESS, 7t. State of being positive.

Pos-i-Tiv'l-TY, n. Confidence ; positiveness. Watts. [R.]

tPo'l-TURE, n. [positura, L.] Position
; posture. Brainhall.

|P6'NET, n. [bassinet, Fr.] A little basin
;
a porringer; a

skillet. Bacon.

PO-SOL'O-GY,* n. (Med.) That part of medicine which
teaches the right administration of doses. Crabb.

Poss, ?j. a. To dash into the water. Brockett. [Local.]

Pds'sE, n. [L.] An armed power; a number. Locke.

PSs'se Com-i-td'tus, [L.] (Law) the power of the county,
which the sheriff is empowered to raise in case of riot,

or resistance to lawful authority.

Pp-ESS', (p9Z-zeV) v. a. [possessus, L.] [i. POSSESSED;
pp. To havf to be

master of ;
to enjoy or occupy actually ;

to hold
;
to seize

;

to obtain
;
to make master of; to have power over, as an

unclean spirit.

Po-Es'siQN, (poz-zesh'un) n. [Fr. ; possess, L.] The
state or act of possessing ;

that which is possessed ; prop-

erty ;
madness caused by the internal operation of an evil

spirit.

tPo-SEs'siQN, v. a. To invest. Carew.

Pos-Es'siON-A-RY,*a. Relating to or implying possession

Blomefield.

tPo-SES'siON-ER, n. Possessor. Sidney.

PO-ES'SIVE, a. [possessivus, L.] Having possession ; de-

noting possession. (Eng. gram.) Noting a case of nouns,

implying possession, and "answering to the genitive in

Latin.
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PO?-SES'SIVE,* n. A pronoun denoting possession. Ash.

Fr.] Having possession. Howell. Possessory action, (Law}
an action in which the right of possession is contested.

POS'SET, 71. [posca, L.] Milk curdled with wine or other

liquor.

fPos'SET, v. a. To turn
;
to curdle, as milk with acids. Shak.

POS-SI-BIL'I-TY, n. [possibilite, Fr.] State of being possi-
ble

; power of being or doing ; practicability.

POS'SI-BLE, (pos'se-bl) a. [Fr. ; possibilis, L.] That may
exist, or be, or be done

;
not contrary to the nature of

things; practicable.

POS'SI-BLY, ad. By any power existing ; perhaps.
POST, 7i. [paste, Fr.] A hasty messenger; a courier ;

a pub-
lic letter-carrier

; quick course or manner of travelling :

a French measure of distance, equal to 5.52 English
miles. [paste, Fr., from positus, L.] Situation; seat;

military station ; place ; employment ;
office. [postis,

L.] A piece of timber, or of stone, set erect. Post and

pair, an old game at cards. B. Jonson. Knight of the

post, [aposte, Fr.] a fellow suborned or procured to do
a. bad action. Fuller.

POST, a. Used in travelling quickly ; speedy, [aposte, Fr.

fSuborned. Sandys.]
POST, v. a. [i. POSTED; pp. POSTING, POSTED.] To fix on a

post. [poster, Fr.] To place in the line of promotion ;

to station : to register methodically : to transcribe from
one book into another, or from the waste-book or journal
into the leger: to send with speed, or by means of

_post-horses.
POST, v. n. [poster, Fr.] To travel with post-horses, or with

speed.
POST.* ad. Hastily, or as a post. Smart.

POST'A-BLE, a. That may be posted. Mountague.
POST'A^E, n. Money paid for conveyance by post, as letters.

POST'AL,* a. Relating to posts, posting, or mails. Times.

P6ST-AND-PAlR,* n. A game at cards. T. Heywood.
POST'BOY, n. A courier; a boy who rides post. Taller.

P5ST'CHAIE, (-shaz) n. A travelling carriage with four

wheels
;
a stage-coach.

POST'COACH,* n. A coach hired for travelling. Boswell.

PoST'DATE, v. a. [post, L., and date.] [i. POSTDATED; pp.

_POSTDATING, POSTDATED.] To date later than the real time.

POST'DAY,* n. A day on which the post arrives. Johnson.

POST DPEM,* [L., after the day.} (Law) The return of a

writ after the day assigned. Crabb.

PdST-Di-Lu'vi-AL,*a. After the flood ; postdiluvian. Smart.

PdsT-DJ-Lti'vi-AN, a. [post and diluvium, L.] Posterior to, or

_after,
the flood.

POST-DI-LU'VI-AN,TO. A person living since the flood. Grew.

PdST-Dis-SEi'zJN,* n. (Law) A writ that lies for him who,
having recovered lands or tenements by force of novel

disseizin, is again disseized by the former disseizor.

Whishaw.

Pos'TE-A,*n. [L., afterward.] (Law) A record of what is

done in a cause subsequent to the joining of issue and

awarding of trial. Whishaw.

POST'ER, n. One who posts ;
a post ;

a courier : a bill or

advertisement posted.
POS-TE'RI-QR, a. [L. ; posterieur, Fr.] Later; subsequent

in time or place; happening after; placed after; back-
ward.

PQS-TE-RI-OR'I-TY, TO. [ postcriorite, Fr.] The state of be-

ins; posterior ; opposite to priority.

PQS-T'RI-QR-LY,* ad. In a posterior manner
;
behind.

Dunglison.
POS-TE'RI-OR, TO. pi. [posteriora, L.] The hinder parts.

POS-TER'I-TY, 71. [ posteritas, L.] Succeeding generations ;

descendants
; opposed to ancestors.

POS'TERN, n. [poternc, Fr.
; posterne, D.] A small gate ;

a

little door.

POS'TERN,* a. Being behind or in the rear. Dryden.
fPosT-E^-tST',* v. n. To exist or live after. Cudworth.

PosT-EX-IST'ENCE, TO. Subsequent existence.

PdsT-E-iST'ENT,* a. Existing after. Cudworth.

POST'FACT, a. That which represents or relates to a fact

_that
has occurred. Todd.

POST'FINE,* n. (English law) A duty to the king for a fine

acknowledged in his court, paid by the cognizee after the

fine is fully passed. Whishaw.

POST'FIX,* 7). A particle added at the end of a word
;
an

affix. Bosworth.

PdsT-HACK'NEY, n. A hired post-horse. Wotton.

POST-HASTE', ra. Haste, like that of a post or courier.

POST-HASTE',* ad. With the haste of one who rides post.
Ash.

POST'-HORSE, TO. A horse for tho use of couriers.

POST'- HoOsE, TO. Post-office ;
a house with a post-office.

tPoST'HyME, a. Posthumous. Purchas.

P5sT'HV-MOUS, [post'hu-mus, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.

Wb. ; p5st'hu-mus, P.I a. [posthumus, L.] Done, had, or

published after one's death ;
born after a father's death.

POST'HV-MOUS-LY, ad. After one's death.

tPos'Tic, a. [postir.us, L.] Backward. Browne.

fPos'TlL, 7i. [pastille, Fr.
; postilla, L.] Gloss

;
a marginal

note. Bale.

|P6s'TlL, v. n. To comment; to add notes. Sliehon.

fPos'TlL, 7?. a. To illustrate with marginal notes. Bacon.

Pos-Ti'L'lQN, [pos-til'yun, S. J. F. Ja. Sm. : pos-til'yun, W.
E. K."\ n. [postilion, Fr.] One who guides, or rides on,
one of the leaders in a coach, postchaise, or other car-

riage.

fPos'TiL-LER, n. One who glosses or comments. Browne.

POST'ING,* n. The act of travelling post; the business of

furnishing post-horses. JMcCidloch.

PQS-TIQUE',* (pos-tek') a. [pastiche, Fr.] Superadded ;

done after the work is finished : applied to an ornament

_of sculpture or architecture. Francis.

POST-LI-MIN'I-AR, t a. [postliminium,!^.] Existing, done,
POST-LI-MIN'I-OUS, j

or contrived subsequently. South.

PdsT-Li-MlN'i-UM,* n. [L.] (National law) The right by
virtue of which, persons taken by an enemy return to

their former state of freedom, with their former rights
and property. Brande.

PoST-LlM'j-NY,* n. (Laic) The English form of postlimin-
ium. See POSTLIMINIUM. Scott.

POST'MAN, n.; pi. POSTMEN. A post ;
a courier; a letter-

carrier. Oranger. In the English court of exchequer,
two of the most distinguished barristers are called post-
man and tubman, from the places they occupy. Whishaw.

POST'MARK,* n. A mark on a letter by a postmaster.
Oreene.

POST'MARK,* v. a. [i. POSTMARKED; pp. POSTMARKING,
POSTMARKED.] To put the mark of the post-office on a

letter, <Scc. Oardiner.

P6sT'Mis-TER, n. One who has charge of a post-office.

PdsT'Mis-TER-(?EN'ER-AL, n. A public officer, who has
the superintendence and direction of the post-office es-

_tablishment of a country or nation.

PosT-ME-RlD'l-AN, a. [postmeridianus, L.] Relating to, or

being in, the afternoon.
POST MOR'TEM,* [L., after death.] done or happening
jifter d_eath ; as, "a post mortem examination." Oent. Mag.

POST'NATE, a. [post and nutus, L.] Born after. Bp. Taylor.

POST'-NOTE,* TO. A promissory note of a banking compa-
ny, payable at a distant period, and not on demand; a

_cash-note to be sent by post. Bouvier.

POST-O'BIT,* n. [post obitum, L.] (Law) A bond given for

the purpose of securing a sum of money, on the death of

some specified individual. Brande.
%

POST-O'BIT,* a. After death
; posthumous. Smart.

PosT'-OF-FfCE, n. A place for the reception and distribu-

_tion of letters, despatches, newspapers, &x.

POST'PAID,* a. Having the postage paid. Oreene.

POST-PONE', v. a. [postpono, L.] [i.
POSTPONED

; pp. POST-

PONING, POSTPONED.] To put off; to delay ;
to set in value

below something else
;
to procrastinate ;

to defer; to pro-

Jong ;
to protract.

POST-PONE'MENT, n. Act of postponing ;
state of being

postponed ; delay.

POST-PO'NENCE, T?. Dislike. Dr. Johnson. [R.]

PosT-p5N'ER, n. One who postpones or puts off. Todd.

POST-PQ-I''TIQN, (post-p9-zish'un) n. [postpositu.s, L.]
State of being put back

;
a back position. Mcde.

P6sT-POS/I-Ti'VE,* a. Being placed after. Hurnc Tooke

POST-PRAN'DI-AL,* a. Happening after dinner. Bulwpr.

POST'-ROAD,* n. A ro,ad on which the post, or mail, is

conveyed. Sterne.

POST-SCE'NI-VM,* n. [L.] The back part of a theatre.

Hamilton.

POST'SCRIPT, n. [post and scriptum, L.] That which is

written after; a paragraph added to a letter.

PosT'scRiPT-ED,* a. Having a postscript; written after-

_wards. J. Q. A dams. [R.]

POST'-TOWN, n. A town having a post-office or post-house.

Pos'TU-LXNT,* 7i. A candidate. Chesterfield. [R.]

POST'U-LATE, (post'yu-lat) v. a. [postulo, L.] To beg or

assume without proof; to invite ;
to require by entreaty.

Burnet. [R.]
POST' y-L ATE, n. [postulatum, L.] A position assumed with-

out proof; postulatum.
POST-V-LA'TIQN, n. [postulatio, L.] Act of supposing with-

out proof; postulate. Hale. Supplication. Pearson. Suit
;

cause. Burnet.

PosT'y-LA-TQ-RY, a. Assuming or assumed without proof.

POST-U-LA'TVM, n. [L.] pi. L. POSTULATA; Eng. POS-

TULATUMS. A position assumed without proof; a postu-

late.

POST'VRE, (post'yur) n. [Fr. ; positura, L.] Place ;
situation ;

state : -collocation of the parts of the body with respect

to each other
;
attitude ; gesture.

POST'URE, (post'yur) v. a. To put in any posture. Brook.

PSST'VRE-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes postures or con-

tortions. Spectator.

P6sT'VRE-Mis-TER, (post'yur-mis-ter)
n. A teacher of

postures or attitudes.
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P5'y, (po'ze) 7z. [contracted from poesy.] A poetic motto,
as on a ring, &c. ;

a bunch of flowers ;
a bouquet.

POT, n. [pot, Fr. $ D.] A vessel in which meat is boiled

on the tire
;
a vessel, commonly of earthenware, for va-

rious purposes: a cup: the quantity contained in a

pot : definitely, a quart. To go to pot, to go to destruc-

tion. Arbuthnot. [Vulgar.]
POT, v. a.

[i.
POTTED ; pp. POTTING, POTTED.] To preserve

in pots ;
to enclose in pots of earth.

fPoT,* v. n. To tipple ;
to drink. Shak.

PO'TA-BLE, a. [Fr. ; potabilis, L.] That may be drunk
;

_drinkable. Shak.

PO'TA-BLE, n. Something which may be drunk. Philips.

PO'TA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being potable.

POT'A-GER, n. A porringer. Grew. [R.]

PO'TANCE,* n. The stud in which the lower pivot of the

verge of_a watch is placed. Crabb.

PQ-TAR'GO, n. A sauce or pickle from the West Indies.

PoT'ASH, ?i. [potasse, Fr.] A saline matter, or an impure,
fixed, alkaline salt, obtained from lixiviating the ashes of

wood. It is of great use in the manufacture of soap and

glass, in bleaching, &c.

PC-TAS'SA,* n. (Cheni.) An alkaline, salt substance ;
a pro-

toxide of potassium. Brande.

Pp-TAs'sj-DM,* (p9-tash'e-um) n. (Chem.) The metallic base

of potassa; an extraordinary metal discovered, in 1807,

by Sir Humphry Davy. It is the lightest known solid,
and is very combustible. Brande.

Pp-TA'TlpN, n. [potatio, L.] Act of drinking; a drinking
bout

; draught : a species of drink. Shak.

Pp-TA'TO, n. [Sp. batata, and patata, corrupted from the

Indian.] pi. Pp-TA'TOE. A well-known plant, and escu-

Jent root.

Po'TA-xp-RY,* a. Relating to drinking. Bulwer. [R.]

POT'BEL-LIED, (-lid) a. Having a large belly.

POT'BEL-LY, n. A protuberant belly. ArbutJinot.

jPOTCH, v. n. [pocher, Fr.] To thrust ; to push. SJiak.

POTCH, v. a. [pocher, Fr.] To poach. Wiseman. See POACH.

PoT'-cpM-PAN'ipN, (-kum-pan'yun) n. A fellow-drinker.

Pp-TEEN',* or POT-TEEN',* n. [Irish.] Whiskey. Gent.

Mag.
P6'TE-L5T,* n. (Min.) A sulphuret of molybden. Ure.

PO'TENCE,* ) n. (Her.) A sort of cross which terminates

PO'TENT,* )
like the head of a crutch. Crabb.

Pd'TEN-cy, n. [potentia, L.] Power
;
influence ; authority ;

Jbrce ; energy ; efficacy ; strength.

PO'TENT, a.
[potens, L.J Having great authority or domin-

ion; powerful; forcible; strong; efficacious.

fPo'TENT, n. A, potentate. Shak. A crutch. Chaucer.

tP6'TEN-TA-CY, 7i. Sovereignty; potency. Barrow.

PO'TEN-TATE, [po'ten-tat, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.] n.

[potentat, Fr.J A monarch ; prince ; sovereign. Q^f Some-
times incorrectly pronounced pot'en-tat.

PP-TEN'TIAL, (pg-ten'shal) a. [potentiel, Fr.
; potentialis, L.]

Existing in possibility, not in act. [fEfficacious; powerful.

Shak.] (Eng. gram.) Noting a mood of the verb, which

implies possibility or liberty, power, will, or obligation, or

the possibility of doing any action.

PO-TEN-TJ-AL'I-TY, (po-ten-she-al'e-te) n. duality of being
potential; possibility. Bp. Taylor.

PP-TEN'TIAL-LY, ad. In power or possibility; not in act,

or positively ;
in efficacy, not in actuality 1

PP-TEN'TJ-ATE,* (po-ten'she-at) v. a. To give power to.

Coleridge. [R.]

PO'TENT-LY, ad. Powerfully; forcibly. Bacon.

PO'TENT-NESS, 71. Powerfulness
; might ; power.

fPp-TES'TA-TiVE, a.
[ potestativus, low L.] Authoritative.

Pearson.

fPoT'GUN, 7i. Popgun. Bp. Hall. See POPGUN.

POT'HANG-ER, n. A hook to hang a pot on
;
a pothook.

tPoTH'E-CA-RY, n. [boticario, Sp.J The old word for apothe-

cary. Chaucer.

IJPoTH'ER, [poth'er, E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; puth'er, S. W. P. J.

F.] n.
'[ poudre, Fr.] Bustle ; tumult ;

flutter ; bother. Shale.

||P6''H'ER, V. n. [i.
POTHERED ; pp. POTHERING, POTHERED.]

To make a blustering, ineffectual effort.

IIPoTH'ER, v. a. To turmoil ; to puzzle ;
to bother. Locke.

POT'HERB, (pot'erb) n. An herb tit for the pot. Tatler.

POT'HOOK, (pot'huk) n. A hook or branch on which a pot
or kettle is hung over the fire

; any thing like it in shape.

PoT'HoOsE, n. An alehouse ;
a drinking-house. Warton.

Po'TipN, n. [Fr.; potio, L.] A draught, commonly of medi-

cine. Milton.

POT'LID, n. A cover of a pot. Derham.

POT'LUCK,* n. Dinner; food from the pot.
" To take pot-

luck, to partake of the family dinner." Carr. Craven

Dialect. [Colloquial.]
POT'MAN, n. [A pot companion. A. Wood.] A servant at a

public house.

PoT'-MAR-l-GOLD,* n. A plant used in broths and soups.
W. Ency.

'

POT'MT-AL,* n. An alloy of lead and copper. Brande.

tPoT'sHARE,ortP6T'SHARD,w. Same as potsherd. Spenser.

POT'SHERD, n. A fragment of a broken pot. Spenser. [

P6T'STONE,*n. (Min.) A tough variety of steatite. Brande.
POT'TAGE, n. [potage, Fr.] Food boiled in a pot ; any thing

boiled or decocted for food.

PpT-TiiEN',* ?i. Irish whiskey. W. Ency. Written also po-
teen.

POT'TER, n. [potier, Fr.] A maker of earthen pots or ves-
sels.

POT'TER,* v. n. [i. POTTERED ; pp. POTTERING, POTTERED.]
To busy or perplex one's self about trifles

;
to trifle ;

to

pudder. Qw. Rev. $5= The verb to putter is used collo-

quially, in the United States, in the same sense.

POT'TER, v. a. To poke; to push; to disturb; to pother.
Wilbraham.

POT'TERN-ORE, n. Ore with which potters glaze earthen

POT'TER'-CLAY,* n. (Min.) A substance which differs

from pipe-clay, by containing a greater proportion of lime
and oxide of iron. Hamilton.

POT'TE-RY, 7*. [poterie, Fr.J The manufactory of a potter;
the manufactures of a potter ;

all kinds of earthenware.

POT'TING, n. Act of putting in pots. [Drinking. Shak.]
POT'TLE, (pot'tl) n. A liquid measure containing four pints ;

a tankard
;
a fruit-vessel or basket.

fPoT'u-LENT, a. [potulentus,^.] Inebriated; fit to drink.

PoT-vXL'lANT, (pot-val'yant) a. Courageous from the ef-

fects of liquor only. Addison.

POT-WAL'LQ-PER,* (pot-wol'o-per) n. A person entitled to

vote, in certain boroughs in England, from having boiled
a pot in it. QM. Rev.

PoOcH, 7?. [poche, Fr.] A small bag; a pocket. Applied
ludicrously to a big belly or paunch.

PoOcH, v. a. To pocket. Tusser. To swallow : to pout.
Derham. [R.]

P6GCH'-L1KE,* a. Resembling a pouch. Smith.

PdOcH'-MoCTH,* n. A mouth with blubbered lips. Ash.

PoOcH'-MoOi'HED, (-moutlid) a. Blubber-lipped.

P6u-HONG',*n. A species of tea. Adams.

POU-DRETTE',* (po-dret') n. [Fr.] Manure prepared from
human ^xcrement; dried night-soil. Farm. Ency.

fPouL'DA-vis, n. A sail-cloth. Ainsworth. See POLEDAVV.

Pof)L'DER, v. a. See POWDER.
P60L/DRQN, n. See POWLDRON.
PduLE, (pol) n. [Fr.] The stakes played for at some games

of cards : written also pool. Southerne.

the flesh of domes-
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POULT, (p51t) n. [poulet, Fr.] A chicken ;
a pullet. King.

tPoui/TER, (pSl'ter) 7i. Same as poulterer. Shak.

POUL'TE'R-ER, (p6l'ter-er) n. A dealer in poultry.

POUL'TICE, (pol'tis)Ti. [pulte, old Fr.; pult'is, L.] An applica-
tion to sores of flour, bread, &c., to remove inflamma-

_tion ;
a cataplasm ; a soft, mollifying application.

POUL'TICE, (pol'tis) v. a. [i. POULTICED; pp. POULTICING,
I-OULTICED.] To apply a poultice to.

fPoui/TiVE, n. A poultice. Temple.

POUI/TRY, (pol'tre) 71. Domestic fowls;
tic fowls used for food.

PoONCE, n. [punzone, It.] The claw or talon of a bird of

prey : the powder of gum sandarach
;
a powder used to

prevent ink from spreading after erasures^and other pur-
poses. [ponce, Fr.] Cloth worked in eyelet-holes.

P60NCE, v. a. [punzellare, It.] [i.
POUNCED

; pp. POUNCING,
POUNCED.] To pierce ;

to perforate : to pour or sprinkle
with powder through small perforations: to seize with
the pounces or talons, as a bird of prey.

POUNCED, (pbunst) a. Furnished with talons. Thomson.

POUN'CET-BOX, n. A small box perforated. Shale.

PbOND, n. A weight, being 12 ounces troy, and 16 ounces

avoirdupois. In money, the sum of 20 shillings. A
pinfold, or enclosure for cattle or strayed animals.

PoOND, v. a. [i. POUNDED ; pp. POUNDING, POUNDED.] To
beat; to grind, as with a pestle: to shut up ;

to imprison,
as in a pound.

PoOND'AGE, n. A sum deducted from a pound : payment
rated by the pound : confinement of cattle in a pound.

PoOND'BREACH,*7t. (Law) The breaking of a public pound.
Crabb.

POUND'COV-ERT,* n. (Law) A place of enclosure. Blacfc

stone.

PofJND'ER, n. He or that which pounds ;
a pestle ;

a large

pear : that which has or carries pounds ; as, a ten-pound-

er, &c., applied to cannon fitted for a ball of so many
pounds.

POUND-FOOL'ISH, a. Neglecting the care of large sums in

attending to little ones. Burton.

PSOND'Q-VERT',* n. (Law) An enclosure in the open air.

Blackstone.

POUND'RATE,* n. (Law) A rate or payment by the pound.
Toller.

Pou NX'A,* n. (Chem.) Impure borate of soda. Francis.

POU'PE-TQN, (po'pe-t9n) n. [poupee, Fr.] A puppet; a

tPdt/p'ics, (pS'piks) 7i. pi. Veal steaks and slices of bacon.

Bailey.

||P5UR, (p5r) [por, E. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. Wares ; p6r, 8. P. J. ;

pour, W. ; por, por, or pour, F.] v. a. [i.
POURED ; pp. POUR-

hard; ? as Z
;
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ING, POURED.] To let out of avessel, as a liquid; to shed;
to spill ;

to empty ;
to effuse

;
to emit

;
to give vent to

;

to send forth
;
to let out.

||PdUR, (por) v. 7i. To stream; to flow
;
to rush tumultuous-

ly. Gay.

[IPoUR'ER, (p5r'er) n. One who pours.
PoiJR'LiEU, (piir'lu) n. See PURLIEU.
POUR-PAR'TY,* n. (Law) A division or share of lands

which, before the partition, were held jointly by parcen-
ers. Whishaw.

PoUR-PREST'VRE,* (por-prest'yur) n. (Law) The act of

wrongfully taking and appropriating to one's self any
thing, whether it be jurisdiction, land, or franchise.

Brande.

POUR-TRAY', (por-tra') v. a. See PORTRAY.

tPbussE, (pbus) n. Pulse
; pease. Spenser.

P60T, n. A fresh-water fish
;
the whiting pout: a kind of

bird : a fit of sullenness. [Colloquial.]
POUT, v. n. [boutcr, Fr.] [i.

POUTED
; pp. POUTING, POUT-

ED.] To look sullen by thrusting out the lips ;
to shoot

put ; to hang prominent.
POUT'ER, n. One who pouts: a kind of pigeon. Todd.

See POWTER.
PoOT'iNG, n. Act of one that pouts ;

sullenness.

POV'ER-TY, n. [pauvrete, Fr.] The state or condition of

being poor ; penury ; indigence ; necessity ;
want ;

bar-

renness
;
defect.

P6w,* intcrj. An exclamation of contempt ; as, "pow wow."
Shak. See Powwow.

POW'DER, 7i. [poudre, FT.] Dust, as of the earth ;
dust

; any
substance or body pulverized ; gunpowder ;

dust or per-
fumed flour for the hair.

POW'DER, v. a. [poudrer, Fr.] [i. POWDERED; pp. POWDER-

ING, POWDERED.] To reduce to dust; to comminute; to

grind small ;
to pulverize ;

to sprinkle, as with dust.

POW'DER, v. n. To fall to dust : to come with tumult.

POW'DER-BOX, 7i. A box for keeping powder for the hair.

POW'DER-CHEST, n. (Naut.) A chest or box filled with

gunpowder, pebble-stones, and such like materials, set on
fire when a ship is boarded by an enemy.

Pdw'DER-FLjtsK, n. A flask for gunpowder; a powder-
horn.

POW'DER-HORN, n. A horn or case for gunpowder.
POW'DER-ING-TDB, n. A vessel in which meat is salted;
a place in which any thing is kept from putrefaction.

POW'DER-IVIILL, n. A mill in which gunpowder is made.

POW'DER-MINE, n. A cavern in which powder is placed,
so as to be fired at a proper time. Rowley.

POW'DER-ROOM, n. (JVaut.) A room in a ship for gun-
powder.

POW'DER-Y, a. [poudreux, Fr.] Covered with powder;
dusty.

POW'-DIKE, n. A sort of dike in a marsh or fen. Black-

stone.

POW'ER, n. [pouvoir, Fr.] Ability to do something ; ability
to endure or suffer

; capacity ; mental faculty ;
com-

mand
; authority ;

dominion ;
influence

; prevalence ;
force ;

strength; might; sway; animal strength; natural

strength: the moving force of an engine: govern-
ment; right of governing : sovereign; potentate; one
invested with dominion: army: military force: the

force which tends to produce motion, when applied to

an engine or machine. [A great number. Low.] (Alge-
bra &. Arithmetic) The product arising from a number
multiplied into itself. Power of attorney, (Law) The
authority which one man gives another to act for him.

fPow'ER-A-BLE, a. Capable of performing. Camden.

Powr'ER-FUL, a. Having power; strong; potent; forcible;

mighty ;
efficacious.

POW'ER-FI}L-LY, ad. In a powerful manner ; forcibly.

POW'ER-FGL-NESS, n. State of being powerful ;
force.

POW'ER-LESS, a. Having no power ; weak.
POW'ER-LESS-NESS,* 7i. State of being powerless. Chal-

mers.

POW'ER-LOOM,* n. A loom worked by steam. McCulloch.

POW'ER-PRESS,* 7i. A printing-press worked by steam,
by water, or by other power. Ency.

POWL'DRON, n. (Her.) That part of armor which covers
the shoulders. Sandys.

POW'TIJR., n. Large-breasted pigeon : written also pouter.
Pow'wow,* v. n. To use magical arts

;
to conjure ;

to di-

vine. Boucher.

P6w'wow,* n. An Indian dance : a sort of conjurer, sor-

cerer, or diviner, among the Indians. Brainard.

Pox, (poks) 7i. [properly pocks.] Pustules
; syphilis : an

eruptive disease, as the small-pox or cow-pox : without
a prefix it means syphilis, or the venereal disease.

POY, 7i. [apoyo, Sp. ; appui, poids, Fr.] A rope-dancer's
pole ; a pole to impel a boat.

PoY'-BiRD,* n. A bird of Nr^v Zealand. Cook.

POZE, v. a. To puzzle. See POSE. Shak.

POZ-ZU-P-LA'NA,* w. Volcanic ashes used as mortar for

buildings: so named from Pozzuoli, from which it is

shipped. Brande

PRAAM,* (pram) n. A flat-bottomed boat. See PRAM.

fPRXc'TIc,a. [Tr/JUKT-ixo'j.l Practical; sly ;
artful. Spenser

PRAc-Ti-CA-BiL'i-TY, n. State of being practicable ; prac-
ticableness ; possibility.

PRAC'TI-CA-BLE, a. [praticable, Fr.] That may be per-
formed, practised, or accomplished ; performable ;

feasi-

ble
; possible ;

assailable
;

fit to be assailed.

PRXC'TI-CA-BLE-NESS, 7i. State of being practicable.
PRAc'Ti-CA-BLy, ad. In a practicable manner.
PRXC'TJ-CAL, a.

[ practicus, L.] Relating to action or prac-
tice ; designed for practice ; that is to be acted, per*
formed, or practised ;

not merely speculative.
PRAC-TI-CAL'I-TY,* n. duality of being practical. Fo. Qiu

Rev.

PRAC'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. In a practical manner ; by practice.

PRAC'TI-CAL-NESS, n. The quality of being practical.

PRAC'TICE, (pnik'tjs) n. [TTPUKTIK^, Gr. ; pratique, Fr.] The
habit of doing any thing ; such use as begets a habit ; cus-

tomary use
; dexterity acquired by habit

; actual perform-
ance, distinguished from theory; method ; custom; hab-
it; manner; use: medical treatment of diseases; exer-
cise of any profession, as that of medicine : a rule, in

arithmetic, for expeditiously solving questions in propor-
tion.

fPRAc'Tl-ANT, n. A practiser. Shak.

PRAc'TlSE, (prak'tis) v. a. [npatcriicds, Gr. ; pratiquer, Fr.]

[i. PRACTISED ; pp. PRACTISING, PRACTISED.] To do habit-

ually or repeatedly ;
to exercise actually ;

to do, not mere-

ly to profess ;
to transact : to perform or attend to, as, to

practise law or physic.

PRXC'TISE, v. n. To form a habit
; to exercise a profession ;

to transact ; to negotiate secretly ; to use arts or stratagem.
PRXc'Tls-ER, n. One who practises; a practitioner.

PRAc'TJS-ING,*/>. a. Doing ; exercising ; engaged in practice.

PRAC-TI"TION-ER, (prak-tlsh'un-er) n. One actually en-

gaged in the exercise of any art or profession, as that of
medicine.

PRJK, (pre) [L.] "Before:" a prefix which occurs in

compound words adopted from the Latin
; as, prteco^nita.

See PRE.

PRjE^'i-PE,* (pres'e-pe) n. (Law) Written instructions,

given by an attorney or plaintiff, to the clerk of a court,
for making out a writ. Boumer. An original writ. Whishaw.

PRJt-cdG'Ni-TA, n.pl. [L.] Things previously known, in

order to understanding something else. Locke.

PRJK-COR'DI-A* n. pi. [L.] (Anat.) The parts adjoining
to the heart

;
the diaphragm, the abdominal viscera, and

the epigastrium. Dunglison.
PRjEF-LO-RA/TiQN,* (pref-ty-ra'shun) n. (Bot.) Estivation.

P. Cyc. See ^ESTIVATION.." [R.]

PRJEL-I-OG'RA-PHY,* n. A description of battles. Harris.

PRjEM-U-Nl'RE, (prem-u-nl're) n. [L.] (Law) A writ, or an
offence of the nature of contempt against government, for

which the writ is granted. See PREMUNIRE.

PRj-Nd'MEN,*n. [L.] The first name of a person among
the Romans, prefixed to the general family name. Ainu-
worth.

,* n. [L.] A long, white, Roman robe, worn
by boys till the age of 17, and by girls till they were mar-
ried. Brande.

PRJE-TO'RI-UIM,* n. [L.] pi. PRJETORIA. The hall or

court where the Roman praetor administered justice ;
also

a general's tent. Crabb.

PRAG-MAT'IC, ) a. [Tpay^ara, Gr.
; pragmatique, Fr.]

PRAG-MAT'I-CAL, } Meddling ; impertinent ; impertinent-

ly busy ; assuming airs of business
;
officious ;

dictato-

rial. Pragmatic sanction, (Civil law) a rescript, or answer
of a sovereign, delivered, by the advice of his council, to

some college, order, or body of people. The Pragmatic
Sanction, famous in history, was the rescript of Charles

VI., in 1724, by which he settled his hereditary domin-
ions on his daughter Maria Theresa. Ency.

PRAG-MAT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a pragmatical manner.

PRAG-MXT'I-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being pragmatical.

tPRXG'MA-T'isT, n. A busybody. Bp. Reynolds.

PRAHME, (pr'am) See PRAM.
PRAI'RIE,* (pra're) n. [Fr.] A large natural meadow, or

tract of country, bare of trees, and covered with grass, such

as are common in many parts of the Mississippi valley. P.

Cue

PRAI'A-BLE, a. That may be praised. Widiffc.

PRAI$'A-BLY,* ad. So as to deserve praise. Oxford Lat

Gram.
PRAISE, (praz) n. [prijs, Teut.

; prez, Sp. ; prezzo, It.
; prew,

Ger.] Commendation; encomium; eulogy ; panegyric ;

fame ; glorification ;
tribute of gratitude ;

laud
; ground

or reason of praise.

PRAISE, (praz) v. a. [prijsen, D.] [i.
PRAISED ; pp. PRAISING,

PRAISED.] To commend ;
to applaud ; to celebrate; to ex-

tol
;
to eulogize ;

to glorify in worship.

tPRAISE'F0L, a. Laudable; commendable. Sidney.

PRAIE'LESS, a. Wanting praise ;
without praise. Sidney.

PRAIS'ER, n. One who praises; a commender.

PRAI?E'WOR-THI-LY, ad. In a manner worthy of praise.
buildings: so named from Pozsuoli, from which it is PRAIS'ER, n. One who praises ;

a co uer.

shipped. Brande PRAI?E'WOR-THI-LY, ad. In a manner worthy of praise.
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PRAIE'WOR-THI-NESS, (praz'wur-the-nes) n. State of be-

ing praiseworthy.
PRAIE'WOR-THV, (praz'wiir-tne) a. Worthy of praise ;

deserving commendation
; commendable.

PRAM, or FRAME, n. [pram, Icel.
; prame, Tent.] (JV*au.) A

liglit sort of boat used in Holland and the Baltic for

loading and unloading ships.

PRANCE, v. n. [pronken, D. ; prangen, Ger.J [i.
PRANCED ;

pp. PRANCING, PRANCED.] To spring and bound in high
mettle, as a horse

;
to ride or move in a warlike or showy

manner.
PRA~NC'jNGr, n. The act of bounding, as a horse.

PRAN'GSs,* n. (Bot.) An East Indian, herbaceous, peren-
nial plant. Hamilton.

PRANK, (prangk) v. a. [pronken, D.] [i. PRANKED ; pp.

PRANKING, PRANKED.] To decorate
;
to dress to ostenta-

tion ;
to prink.

PRANK, (prangk) n. [pronk, D.] A frolic; a wild flight; a

ludicrous trick ; a mischievous act. Spenser. [Low.]
fPRANK, (prangk) . Frolicsome

;
full of tricks. Brewer.

PRANK'ER, n. One who pranks or prinks. Burton.

PRANK'JNG, n. Ostentatious dress ; prinking. Mure.
PRANK' isil,* a. Full of pranks ;

mischievous. Gent. Mag.
PRAE,*7(. (Mm.} Green quartz, asilicious mineral. Brait.de.

PRASEOLITE,* n. (Min.) A green, imperfectly crystallized,

Norwegian mineral. Dana.
PRAs'l LITE,* n. (j\Iin.) A soft, green, fibrous mineral,
found in Scotland. Dana.

tPRA'sON, (pra'sn) n. [jrpuffoi'.] A leek
;
a sea-weed. Bailey.

PRATE, v. n. [praten, D.] [t. PRATED
; pp. PRATING, PRAT-

ED.] To talk carelessly and foolishly ;
to babble

;
to chat-

ter ;
to be loquacious ;

to prattle.

PRATE, n. Tattle
;
babble

;
idle talk

; unmeaning loquacity.

PRATE,* v. a. To utter foolishly or boisterously. Smart.

PRAT'ER, n. One who prates; an idle talker.

PRAT'IC, 71. [ pratique, Fr.
; prattea, It.] (JVatrf.) A license

for the master of a ship to traffic in the European ports
of the Mediterranean, after having performed quarantine.

PRAT'ING, n. Chatter ; idle talk ; prate. Bacon.

PRAT'}NG-COLE,*n. A bird of Coromandel, with a hooked
bill. Crabb.

PRAT'ING-LY, ad. With tittle-tattle
;
with loquacity.

PRAT'TLE, (prat'tl) v. n. [diminutive of prate.] [i. PRAT-

TLED; pp. PRATTLING, PRATTLED.] To talk childishly or

lightly ;
to chatter.

PRAT'TLE, n. Childish, puerile, or trifling talk ; chat.

PRAT'TLE-MENT,* n. Prate; idle or light talk. Hayley.
PRAT'TLER, n. One who prattles; a chatterer.

PRAv'l-Ty, 71. [pravitas, L.] Corruption ; depravity. Milton.

PRAWN, 7i. A small crustaceous fish, of the crab kind, re-

sembling a shrimp, but larger.

PJRAX'IS, n. [L.] Use ; practice ; requisition ;
the subject

or matter of exercise. Coventry.

PRAY, v. n. [prier, Fr. ; praier, old Fr.] [i. PRAYED ; pp.

PRAYING, PRAYED.] To make petitions or entreaty; to

make prayer to God ; to entreat
;
to ask submissively.

To pray in aid, (Law) to call in for help one who has an
interest in the cause in question. Ipray, or pray, that is,

/ pray you to tell me, or pray tell me, is a sort of adverbial
or expletive phrase, or a slightly ceremonious form of in-

troducing a question.

PRAY, (pra) v. a. To supplicate ; to implore ; to ask for ;
to

entreat.

PRAY'ER, (pri'?r or prar) [pra'er, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. ;

pra'er, P.j prar, S. K.\ n. [praier, old Fr.
; priere, mod-

ern.] A petition to God
;
a petition ; a form of supplica-

tion
; request; a suit

; entreaty. ftCpIt may be doubted,
with respect to prayer, whether it should be regarded as a

dissyllable or a monosyllable. By most
prtlioepists,

it is

noted as a dissyllable ; but in poetry, it is commonly
used as a monosyllable ;

and it rhymes exactly with

care, fair, pair, &c. A similar difficulty relates to various

other words ending in cr ; as, for example, the dissylla-
bles go'er and hlgh'er, are pronounced exactly, or near-

ly, like the monosyllables gore and hire.

PRAY'ER,* n. One who prays. Smart.

PRAY'ER-BOOK, (pra'er-buk) n. A book of public or pri-
vate devotion, containing forms of prayer.

PRAY'ER-FGL,* a. Using prayer; praying ; devout. Ch. Ob.

PRAY'ER-FOL-LY,* ad. In a devout manner. EC. Rev.

PRAY'ER-FGL-NESS,* n. State of being prayerful. McKean.
PRAY'ER-LESS, a. Not praying or using prayer ; indevout.

Orton. 9^j=This word, also prayerful and prayerfully,

though modern, are now much used.

PRAY'ER-MEET-ING,* n. A meeting for prayer. EC. Rev.

PRAY'ING-LY, (pra'jng-le) ad. With supplication. Milton.

PRE, [prcB, L.] A particle or prefix, whose original Latin

form, prtB, is still retained in some words scarcely natural-

ized. It signifies before or previous, in time or place ;
also

above, superior.

PREACH, (prech) v. n. [prcedico, L.
; prcchcr, Fr.] [i.

PREACHED
; pp PREACHING, PREACHED.] To discourse

publicly on the gospel, &c.
;
to pronounce a public dis-

course upon a sacred subject.

PREACH, v. a. To proclaim or publish in religious orations
or sermons; to inculcate publicly; to teach.

fPR_EACH, n. [prSche, Fr.] A discourse; a sermon. Hooker.

PREACH'ER, 7?. [precheur, Fr.] One who preaches.
PREACH'ER-SHIP, n. The office of a preacher. Bp. Hatt.

PREACH'ING, n. The employment or act of a preacher.
PREACH'MAN, n. A preacher, in contempt. Howell.

PREACH'M^NT, n. A sermon, in contempt. Shak.

PRK-AC-QUAINT'ANCE, n. Previous acquaintance
PRE-AD-AM'|C,*<Z. Anterior to Adam. /. Taylor.

PRE-AD'AM-!TE,* n. One supposed to have lived before

Adam:' one who holds there were persons existing
before Adam. Crabb.

PRE-AD-MIN-IS-TRA'TIQN, n. Previous administration.

PRE-AD-M6N'}SH, V. a. [i. PREADMONISHED J pp. PREADMOU
ISHING, PREADMONISHED.] To caution or admonish be-

forehand.

PRE-AD-MQ-NI' /TIQN,* n. A previous warning. Smart.

PRE ;

AM-BLE,W. [ prcambule, Fr.] Something previous; in-

troduction; preface. (Law) The introductory matter to

a statute, bill, or act of a legislative body.

PR^AM-BLE, v. a. To preface ;
to introduce. Feltham. [R.]

fPRE-AM'BV-LA-RY, a. Introductory. Pearson.

PRE-AM'BV-LATE, v. n. To walk or go before. Jordan. [R.]

jPiui-AM-BV-LA'TiQN, n. A going before. Chaucer.

PRE-AM'BV-LA-TO-RY, a. Going before. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

tPRE-AM'BV-LODs, a.' Introductory. Browne.
PRE -AN-NO ONCE',* a. a. To announce before. Coleridge.

PRE-AN-TE-pE-NUL'Ti-MATE,*a. Fourth from the last syl-
lable. Walker.

PRE-AP-PRE-HEN'SION, n.-A previous apprehension.

fPREA^E, (pr5z)n. Press; crowd. Chapman.
fPREA'|NG, a. Crowding. Spenser.

PRE-AU'DJ-ENCE, n. A previous audience ;
the right or

state of being heard before another. Blackstone.

PREB'END, n. [prabenda, low L.
; prebende, Fr.] A stipend

or share in the estate of a cathedral or collegiate church
received by a prebendary: sometimes, but improperly,
used for a prebendary. Johnson.

PRE-BEND'AL, a. Of or belonging to a prebend.
PREB'EN-DA-RV, n. [prebendarius, L.] A stipendiary of a

cathedral who has a prebend ;
an officiating canon.

PREB'EN-DA-R-SHIP, n. The office of a prebendary.

fPREE'END-SHiP,* n. The office of a prebendary. Fox.

PRE-CA'RI-oOs, a. [precarius, L. ;precaire, Fr.] Uncertain,
because depending on the will of another

;
held by cour

tesy ; dependent ;
doubtful ; dubious.

PRE-cA'Ri-oOs-LY, ad. In a precarious manner.

PRE-cA'RJ-otJS-NESS, 7i. State of being precarious.

IPR'E-CA'TIC-N,* n. Supplication ; entreaty. Cotton.

PREC'A-TIVE, a. [precativus, L.] Suppliant; submissive.

Harris. [R.]

PREC'A-TC-RV, a. Suppliant ; beseeching. Bp. Hopkins. [R.J

PRE-cAu'TlQN, n. [Fr., from pracautus, L.] Previous care;

preservative caution ; preventive measures.

PRE-CAU'TIQN, v. a. [precautionner, Fr.] [i.
PRECAUTIONED j

pp. PRECAUTIONING, PRECAUTIONED.] To warn before-

hand. Locke.

PRE-cAu'TiQN-AL, a. Precautionary. W. Mountague. [R.J

PRE-CAU'TIQN-A-RY,* a. Implying or using precaution.
Coleridn-e.

PRE-CAU'TIOVS,* a. Relating to or using precaution ; pre-

cautionary. Guardian.

fPRE-CE-DA'NE-ous, a. Previous
; preceding. Hammond.

PRE-CEDE', v. 'a. [precede, L. ; precedcr, Fr.] [i.
PRECEDED ;

j>p. PRECEDING, PRECEDED.] To go before in order of time ;

to go before in place or rank.

PRE-CE'DENCE, |
n. [prascedo, L.] The act or state of go-

PRE-CE'BEN-CY, \ ing before; priority; adjustment of

place ;
the foremost place ;

the relative rank in the eti-

quette of society. 8gr These words are sometimes erro-

neously pronounced with the accent on the first syllable,

a mode not countenanced by any of the orthoepists.

PRE-CE'DENT, a. [Fr. ; pratcedcns, L.] That precedes ; pre-

ceding; former; going before.

PREC'E-DNT, n. That which, going before, is an example
or rule for following times or practice; an example.

(Law) An authority to be followed in a court of jus-

tice, &c.

PRC'J?-DENT-ED, a. Having a precedent or example.
PRE-CE'DENT-LY, ad. Beforehand

; formerly.

PRE-CED'ING,*P. a. Going before
; being earlier in time.

JPRE-CEL'LENCE, ) n. [prccellence, old Fr., from prcecello,

}PRE-CEL'LEN-CY, \ L.] Excellence. Sheldon.

PRE-CEN'XC-R, n. [prcecentor, L. ; preccnteur, Fr.] (Mus.}
One who leads a choir; a chanter. (Scotland) A clerk.

PitE-cEN'TQR-sniP,* n. The office of precentor. Roscoe.

PRf 'CEPT, [pre'sept, S. W. P. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; pr5'-

sept or pres'ept,

'

J. ; pres'ept, Kenrick.] n. [precepte, Fr. ;

pr&ceptum, L.] Anile authoritatively given ;
a mandate;

a direction; a command ; an order ;
a doctrine ;

a princi-

ple ;
a maxim

;
a law. (Law) A warrant of a magistrate.

fPRE-CEP'TlAL, (-shal) a. Containing precepts. S/iak.

fPRE-CEP'TipN, n. [pr<zceptio,L,.]
A precept. Bp. Hall.
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PRE-CP'TIVE, a. [preccptivus, L.] Containing precepts ;

giving precepts ; teaching; instructive; didactic.

PRE-CEP'TQR, n. [prceceptor, L. ; precepteur, Fr.] A head
master or principal of an academy or other seminary ; a

teacher; a tutor.

PRE-CEP-TO'RI-AL,* a. Relating to a preceptor or to teach-

ing ; preceptive. Smart.

PRE^'EP-TO-RY, [pres'ep-tur-e, W. ; prS'sep-tur-e, Jo. SOT. ;

pre-sep'tur-e, K. Wb'.} d. Giving precepts'; preceptive.

tPRE<^Ep-TO-RY,n. A subordinate religious house. Clayton.
PRE-CEP'TRESS,* n. A female who teaches. Cowper.
PRE-CS'SIQN, (pre-sesh'un) n. [precede, precessus, L.]
The act of going before ;' an advance

;
a movement for-

ward, particularly applied to the advancing of the equi-
noctial points.

tPRE-ci-DA'NE-ous,* a. Cut before
;
killed before. Jlsh.

PRE'CINCT, [pre'singkt, S. P. E. K. Sm. Wb.; pre-singkt',
W. Ja. ; pre'singkt or pre-singkt', J. F.] n. [pracinctus, L.]
Outward limit; boundary ; a territorial district. Hooker, i

fPRE-ci-os'l-TY, (pre-she-os'e-te) n. [pretiosus, L.] Value;
preciousness. Browne.

PRE"cioys, (presh'us)a. [predeux, FT.
; pretiosus, L.] Val-

uable
; being of great worth ; costly ; of great price ; as,

"a precious stone." [Often used ironically.]

PRE"CIOUS-LY, (presh'us-le) ad. Valuably ;
to a great price.

PRE"cioys-NESs, (presh'us-nes) n. Value
;
worth

; price.

PR'I-PE,*?*. (Law) See'PR-KciPE.

PRE^'I-PICE, (pres'e-pis) n. [pracipitium, L.
; precipice, Fr.]

A headlong steep; an abrupt or steep descent or declivi-

ty ; a fall nearly perpendicular.
PRE-CIP'I-TA-BLE,* a. That may be precipitated. Brande.

PRE-cIp'j-TANCE, > re. Rash haste
; headlong hurry ;

rash-

PRE-clp'i-TAN-CY, j
ness. Milton.

PRE-cip'i-TANT, a. [pracipitans, L.] Falling or rushing
headlong ; hasty ; rash

; precipitate.

PRE-CIP'I-TANT-LY, ad. In headlong haste or hurry.

PRE-CIP'I-TANT-NESS,* n. Quality of being precipitant.
Maunder.

PRE-ciP'l-TATE, a. a. [precipito, L.] [i.

To throw headlong ;
to

PRECIPITATED
; pp.

PRECIPITATING, PRECIPITATED.] To throw headlong ;
to

urge on violently ;
to hasten unexpectedly ;

to hurry.
(Chem.) To throw to the bottom, as a solid substance in

a liquid.

PRE-CI'P'I-TATE, v. n. To fall headlong; to proceed hastily.

(Chem.) To fall to the bottom, as a sediment.

PRE-CIP'I-TATE, a. Steep ; headlong ; hasty ;
rash

;
violent

;

thoughtless ; heedless.

PRE-CIP'I-TATE, n. A substance or medicine thrown down,
as a solid in a liquid, by chemical decomposition.

PRE-CIP'I-TATE-L Y, ad. In a precipitate manner ; headlong.
PRE-cIP-i-TA'TipN, n. [Fr.] The act of precipitating; blind

haste. (Chem.) Sediment; subsidency.
PRE-clP'j-TA-TC-R, n. [pracipitator, L.] One who precipi-

tates.

tPREC-i-pI"Tioys, (pres-e-plsh'us) a. Steep; headlong.
Herbert.

tPREC-i-pl"Tioys-LY, (pre-s-e-pish'us-le) ad. Headlong.
PRE-dP'l-TOus, a. Headlong; steep; precipitate; hasty;
sudden

; rash.

PRE-cip'j-TOus-TjY, ad. In a precipitous manner.
PRE-clP'l-TOus-NESSjTi. Rashness. Hammond.
PRE-CISE', a. [precis, Fr. ; prcedsus, L.] Exact; strict;

rigidly nice ; scrupulous ; accurate ; correct
;
nice

; hav-
ing strict limitations

;
formal

;
too particular ;

finical.

PRE-CLSE'LY, ad. In a precise manner; exactly; nicely;
accurately ; with too much scrupulosity.

PRE-CISE'NESS, n. Exactness
; rigid nicety. Bacon.

PRE-C?'IAN, (pre-sizh'an) n. One who is precise, very ex-

act, or superstitiously rigorous. Watts.

pRE-ci'iAN-i>M, (pre-sizVan-izm) n. Superstitious rigor;
finical or unreasonable exactness. Milton.

PRE-c!'lAN-IsT,*7i. One very precise ;
a precisian. EC. Rev.

PRE-CIS'IQN, (pre-sizh'un) n. [Fr.] State of being precise ;

exactness ; exact limitation.

fPRE-ci'siVE, a. [precisus, L.] Cutting off; exactly limit-

ing. Watts.

PRE-CLUDE', v. a. [pracludo, L.] [i. PRECLUDED ;pp. PRE-
CLUDING, PRECLUDED.] To shut out or hinder beforehand

;

to hinder; to prevent; to obviate.

PRE-CLU'ION, (pre-klu'zhun) n. [pneduaio, L.] Act of
precluding; hinderance by some anticipation.

PRE-CLU'SIVE, a. Hindering by anticipation. Burke.
PRE-CLU'SIVE-LY, ad. With hinderance by anticipation.
PRE-CO'CIoys, (pre-ko'slms) a. [pracoz, pracocis, L.

; pre-
coce, Fr.] Ripe before the natural time

; early ripe, as

plants ; applied alsoto the mental or bodily powers.
PRE-CO'CIOUS-LY,* ad. In a precocious manner. Qw. Rev.
PRE-CO'CIOUS-NESS, (pre-ko'shus-nes) n. Precocity.
PRE-CO^'I-TY, n. State of heinj: precocious; ripeness be-

fore the natural time
; early ripeness.

PRE-CO^'I-TATE, v. a. [pracogito, L.] To consider or
scheme beforehand. Sherwood.

n. Previous cogitation. Maunder.
TIQN, (pre-kpg-iush'un) n. [old Fr.

; pro. and

cognitio, L.] Previous knowledge (Scotch law) A pre'fn-

quiry whether there is ground for prosecution.
PRE-CQM-POE', v. a. To compose beforehand. Johnson.

PRE-CQN-CEIT', (-set') n. [pra and conceit.] An opinion
previously formed. Hooker.

PRE-CQN-CEIVE', (-sev') v. a. [i. PRECONCEIVED ; pp. PRE-

CONCEIVING, PRECONCEIVED.] To conceive beforehand
;

to imagine beforehand.

PRE-C<?N-CP'TIQN, n. A previous conception.
PRE-CON-CERT',* v. a. [i. PRECONCERTED; pp. PRECON-
CERTING, PRECONCERTED.] To concert beforehand. Qit.
Ren.

PRE-CQN-CERT'ED, p. a. Concerted or settled beforehand.

PRE-CQN-CERT'ED-LY,* ad. In a preconcerted manner.
Dr. Mien.

PR-CQN-CERT'ED-Nfiss,* n. State of being preconcerted.
Coleridge.

PRE-CON-CER'TIQN,* n. Act of preconcerting. Dwivht. [R.]
PRE-cpN-DEMN',*(pre-k9n-dgm').a. Tocondemn before-
hand. Prynne.

PRE-CQN-FORM'I-TV,* n. Antecedent conformity. Cole-

ridge.

jPRE-cox-i-ZA'TlON, 7i. [praconium, L.] Proclamation
Bp.Hall.

PRE-CQN-SIGN',* (pre-kpn-sln') v. a. To make over, or con-

sign, beforehand. Jlsh.

PRE-c9N-s6L'i-i)AT-ED,*a. Consolidated previously. Phil

lips.

PRE-CON'TRACT, n. A previous contract. Shak.

PRE-CQN-TRACT', v. a.
[i. PRECONTRACTED

; pp. PRECON-
TRACTING, PRECONTRACTED.] To contract or bargain be-
forehand.

fPRE-cilRSE', 71. [pracurro, L.J
A forerunning. Shak.

PRE-CUR'SQR, 7i. [precursor, L.] A predecessor ;
forerun-

ner
; harbinger ;

a messenger.
PRE-ctiR'SQ-RY, a. Preceding ; introductory ; previous. Ba-

con.

fPRE-quR'sQ-RY, 7i. An introduction. Hammond.
PRE-DA'CEAN,* (pre-da'shan) n. An animal of prey. Kirby
PRE-DA'CEoys, (pre-da'shus) a. [prceda, L.] Living by

prey.

fPRE'DAl,, a. [prteda, L.] Robbing; predatory. Boyse.
PRED'A-TQ-RY, a. [pradatorius, L.] Plundering; practis-

ing rapine ; hungry; preying; rapacious; ravenous.

PRE-DE-CEASE', v. a. To die before. Shak.

PRE-DE-CEASE',* n. The decease of one before another.

Brougham.
PRE-DE-CEASE D', (-sest') a. Dead before. Shak..

PRED-E-CES'SOR, [pred-e-sgs'sur, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. ; pre-

de-ses'sur, P. Ja.~\ n. [prddecesseur, Fr.
; pns and decedo,

L.] One who precedes ; one who, dying first, leaves an-
other in his place ; an ancestor.

PRE-DE-CLARI:D',* (-klard') a. Declared beforehand
Burke.

PRE-DE-FINE' * v. a. To define or limit beforehand. Bp
Hall.

'

PRE-DE-LIN-E-A'TIQN, n. A previous delineation. Todd.

PRE-DES-TI-NA'RI-AN, n. One who believes in predesti-
nation.

PRE-DES-TI-NA'RI-AN, a. Of or belonging to predestination.
PRE-DES'TI-NATE, v. a. [predestiner, Fr.

; pra and des-

tino, L.] [i. PREDESTINATED;^. PREDESTINATING, PRE-

DESTINATED.] To predetermine ;
to foreordain

;
to pre-

destine ; to a_ppoint beforehand by an irreversible decree.

PRE-DS'TI-NATE, v. n. To hold predestination. Dry-
den. [R.]

'

PRE-DES'TI-N^TE, a. Predestinated. Burnet.

PRE-DES-TI-NA'TIQN, n. Act of predestinating; the doc-

trine or belief that God has from all eternity decreed
whatever comes to pass ; preordination.

PRE-DES'TI-NA-TIVE,* a. That predestinates; foreordain-

ing. Coleridge.

PRE-DES'TI-NA-TOR, n. One who predestinates ;
one who

holds the doctrine of predestination ; predestinarian.

PRE-DES'TINE, (pre-des'tin) v. a. [predestiner, Fr.] [i.
PRE-

DESTINED
; pp. PREDESTINING, PREDESTINED.] To decree

beforehand ; to predestinate. Milton.

PRE-DE-TER'MIN-A-BL,E,* a. That may be predetermined.
Coleridge.

PRE-DE-TER'MI-NATE, a. Before determined. Richardson.

PRE-DE-TER-MI-NA'TIQN, 71. Previous determination.

PRE-DE-TER'MINE, v. a.
[i. PREDETERMINED; pp. PREDE-

TERMINING, PREDETERMINED.] To determine beforehand.

PRE-DE-TER'MlNE,*zj.7i. To determine beforehand. Smart.

PRE'DI-AL, a. [prtedium, L.] Consisting of, or relating to,

farms.

PRED-I-CA-BIL'I-TY, n. State of being predicate. Reid.

PRED'I-CA-BLE; a. [Fr. ; predicakilis, L.] That may be predi-

cated
;
that may be affirmed of something.

PRED'I-CA-BLE, (pred'e-kfi-bl) n. [pradicabile, L.] (Logic)
That which can be affirmed of any thing ;

viz. genus,

species, difference, property, and accident, called the

Jive predicables. Watts.

PRE-Dic'A-MENT, n. [Fr. ; pradicamentum, L.] A class ; a
PRE-cS^-l-TA'TIC-N,* n. Previous cogitation. Maunder. Jive predicates. Watts.

PRE-CQG-NI"TIQN, (pre-kpg-iush'un) n. [old Fr.
; pros and PRE-DIC'A-MENT, n. [Fr. ; proEdicamentum, L.] A class ; a

I, E, I, 6, 0, Y, long; A, E, I, O, u, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, Y ,
ofecwre. FARE, FAR, FiST, FALL; HEIR, HERj
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kind ;
situation

; condition
;
state. (Logic) A category ;

one of the Aristotelian divisions or predicaments ;
viz.

substance, quantity, quality, relation, space, time, situa-

tion, possession, action, suffering.
PRE-DIC-A-MEN'TAL, a. Relating to predicaments. Bp. Hall.

tPRKD'i-cXNT, n. [pr&dicati*, L.] One who affirms. Hooker.

PRED'J-CATE, v. a. [pradico, L.] [i. PREDICATED ; pp.

PREDICATING, PREDICATED.] To affirm of something.
PRED'I-CATE, v. n. To affirm something of another

thing ; to affirm.

PRED'|-CATE, n. [prtedicatiim, L.] (Logic) That which is

affirmed or denied of ths subject ; as,
" Man is rational."

Here man is the subject, is the copula, and rational the

predicate.

PKED'i-CATE,*a. Predicated; affirmed. J.Marshall. [R.]
PRED-I-CA'TION, n. [pradicatio, L.] Affirmation concern-

ing any thing ; declaration of any position. Locke.

PRED'J-CA-TQ-RY, a. Affirmative
;
decisive. Bp. Hall.

PRE-DICT', v. a. [prcedictu,.-;, L.J [i. PREDICTED
; pp. PRE-

DICTING, PREDICTED.] To foretell
;

to foreshow j to

prophesy ; to prognosticate.

PRE-DIC'TION, n. [pradictio, L.] Act of predicting ; proph-
ecy ; declaration of something future.

PRE-DIC'TIVE, a. Prophetic ; foretelling. More.

PRE-DI'C'TIVE-LY,* ad. By way of prediction. Sibley.

PRE-DIC'TQR, n. One who predicts ;
foreteller.

PRE-DI-OES'TION, n. Digestion too soon performed. Bacon.

PRE-pi-Lfic'TiQN, n. A preference or liking beforehand
;

inclination to favor ; partiality ; preference.
PRE-DIS-PO'NEN-CY,* . A prior disposition. Perry.
PRE-DIS-PO'NENT,* a. Predisposing. Smart.

PRE-DIS-POE', v. a. [i. PREDISPOSED
; pp. PREDISPOSING,

PREDISPOSED.] To incline beforehand
; to adapt pre-

viously.

PRE-DIS-PO-I"TIQN, (pre-dis-rw-zish'un) n. State of

being predisposed ; previous adaptation or inclination.

PRE-DOM'I-NANCE, I n. State of being predominant ;

PRE-D5Ai'j-NAN-CY, \ prevalence j superiority ;
ascend-

ency ; superior influence.

PRE-DOM'I-NANT, a. [Fr. ; pra and dominor, L.] Preva-
lent; prevailing; supreme; superior; ascendant.

PRE-DOM'I-NANT-LY, ad. With superior influence.

PRE-DOM'l-NATE, v. n. [predominer, Fr.
; prat and dominor,

L.] [i. PREDOMINATED; pp. PREDOMINATING, PREDOMI-
NATED.] To be first or superior in rule or power ;

to have
rule or sway ; to prevail ; to be ascendant.

PRE-DOM'I-NATE, v. a. To rule over. Davies.

PRE-DOM-J-NA'TION, n. Superior influence. Browne.

PRE-D66MED',*(-d6md')rt. Doomed beforehand. Coleridge.
PR-E-LECT', v. a. [i. PREELECTED

; pp. PREELECTING,
PREELECTED.] To choose or elect beforehand.

PRE-E-LEC'TION, n. Previous choice or election.

PRE-M'I-NENCE, n. [preeminence, Fr.] State of being pre-
eminent

; superiority of excellence, power, or influence
;

precedence ; priority of place.

PR-EM'I-NENT, a. [preeminent, Fr.] Having preeminence ;

eminent or excellent above others.

PRE-EM'I-NENT-LY, ad. In a preeminent manner.
PRE-EM-PLOY',* v. a. To employ previously. S/iak.

PRE-EMP'TIQN, n. [praemptio, L.] The first buying of a
thing ;

the right or privilege of purchasing before others.

PRE-EMP'TOR,* (pre-em'tgr) n. One who practises pre-
emption. Judge Story.

PREEPf, v. a. [i. PREENED
; pp. PREENING, PREENED.] To

clean, as with a preen ; to trim feathers, as birds. Warton.
PREEN, n._A forked instrument used by clothiers.
PRE-EN-GAGE' v. a. [i. PREENGAGED ; pp. PREENGAGING,

PREENGA_GED.J To engage beforehand.

PRU-EN-GAGE'MENT, n. A previous engagement.
PRii-ES-TXB'LISH, v. a. [i. PREESTABLISHED

; pp. PREES-
TABLISHING, PREESTABLISHED.] To establish or settle be-
forehand.

PRI:-ES-TXB'LISH-MENT, n. A previous establishment.

PRE-EX-XM-I-NA'TION, n. Previous examination.

PRE-EX-AM'INE,* v. a. To examine beforehand. Chitty.
PRE-EX-IsT', (pre-egz-isf) v. n.

[i.
PREEXISTED

; pp. PRE-
EXISTING, PREEXISTED.] To exist beforehand.

PRE-EX-fsT'ENCE, n. The existence of a thing before an-
other

; previous existence: the existence of the soul
before its union with the body. (Theol.) The existence
of Christ before his human birth.

PRE-EX IST'ENT^ a. Existing beforehand : preceding.
fPRE-EX-is-Tl-MA'TiON, n. [prog and existimatio, L.] Es-
teem beforehand. Browne.

PRE-EX-PEC-TA'TION,* n. A previous expectation. Smart.

PREF'ACE', (prefgis) n. [Fr.; prasfatio, L.] Observations

prefixed to a literary work intended to inform the reader

respecting its design, plan, &c.
; something spoken be-

fore ; introduction ; prelude ; proem.
PREF'ACE, v. a. [i. PREFACED ;pp. PREFACING, PREFACED.]
To introduce by preliminary remarks.

PREF'ACE, v. n. To say or do something introductory.

PREF'A9-ER, n. One who prefaces, or writes a preface.

PREF-A-TO'RI-AL,* a. Introductory ; prefatory. Oilpin. [R.]

,
a. Introductory ; serving to introduce.

PRE'FECT, n. [prafectus, L.] One placed over others ; a

governor of a province ; the mayor of a town or city : an
officer who has the direction of the police establishment
in a department in France : a commander

;
a superin-

tendent.

PR'FECT-SHIP,* n. The office of prefect. Wood.

PREF'EC-TURE, [prefek-tur, W. P. J.F.; pre'fek-tur, E.
Ja. Sin. R. Wb. ; pre'fek-chur, S.] n. [prefecture, Fr.

;

prafectura, L.] The office of a prefect ; command.
25 " Though I have agreed with all our orthoepists in

making the first syllable of prefect long, I cannot follow
them so implicitly in the accent and quantity of this

word. All [i. e. who preceded Walker] but Mr. Sher-

idan, W. Johnston, and Mr. Perry, place the accent on
the second syllable ;

and the two first of these writers

make the first syllable long, as in prefect. Mr. Perry,
alone, has, in my opinion, given this word its true pro-

nunciation, by placing the accent on the first syllable,
and making that syllable short. This is agreeable to that

general tendency of our language to an antepenultimate

accentuation, with a short quantity on every vowel
butw." Walker.

PRE-FER', v. a. [preferer, Fr.
; prafero, L.] [i. PREFERRED;

pp. PREFERRING, PREFERRED.] To regard or esteem more
than something else

;
to place or put before j to choose j

to advance ; to exalt ; to raise ; to promote.
PREF'ER-A-BLE, a. [Fr.J That is to be preferred; de-

serving preference ; eligible before something else.

PREF'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being preferable.

PRF'ER-A-BLY, ad. In preference; by choice.

PREF'ER-ENCE, n. [Fr.] The act of preferring; estima-

tion, choice, or election of one thing before another.

PREF-ER-EN'TIAL,* a. Implying preference. J. Story. [R.]

PRE-FER'MENT, n. Act of preferring ;
advancement to a

post of honor or profit ;
exaltation

; preference.
PRE-FER'RER, n. One who prefers.

fPREF'l-DENCE,* n. Previous confidence. Baxter.

fPREF'i-DENT,* a. Confident beforehand. Baxter.

|PRE-Fie'y-RATE, v. a. To prefigure. Orafton,

PRE-FI&-V-RA/TIQN, 7i. Act of prefiguring; antecedent

representation. Burnet.

PRE-FIG'V-RA-TIVE, a. Foreshowing by figures. Barrow.

PRE-FlG'VRE, (pre-fig'yur) v. a. [i. PREFIGURED ; pp. PRE-

FIGURING, PREFIGURED.] To exhibit by antecedent rep-
resentation.

PRE-FIG'VRE-MENT,* n. The act of prefiguring. Ch. Ob.

fPRE-FlNE', v. a. [prefinir, Fr.
; prafinio, L.] To limit be-

forehand. Knolles. [R.]

|PREF-l-Ni"TiQN, (pref-e-nish'un) re. [pnefinitio, L.] Previ-

ous limitation. Fot/ierby.

PRE-Flx', v. a. [prcBJigo, L.] [i. PREFIXED ; pp. PREFIXING,
PREFIXED.] To fix or put before something else

;
to ap-

point beforehand
;
to settle.

PRE'FIX, n. [prafixum, L.] A particle or something placed
before another word to make with it a new word.

fPRE-Fix'iON, (pre-fIk'shun) n. The act of prefixing.

PRE-FLQ-RA'TION,* n. A previous flowering. Smith.

fPRE-FORM', v. a. To form beforehand. Shak.

PRE-FDL'GEN-CY, n. [prafulgens, L.] Superior brightness.
Barrow.

tPREG'NA-BLE, a. [prenable, Fr.] Expugnable ;
that may

be taken. Cotgrave.
PREG'NANCE, n. Inventive power ; pregnancy. Milton.

PREG'NAN-CY, n. State of being pregnant or with young ;

fertility ;
fruitfulness

;
inventive power.

PREG'NANT, a. [Fr. ; praa-nans, L.] Being with young;
teeming ; breeding ; fruitful ; fertile

;
full of consequence.

[f.Plain; clear; full; free; kind; ready; witty. S/iak.]

PREG'NANT-LY, ad. In a pregnant manner
; fruitfully.

JPREG'RA-VATE, v. a. [pragravo, L.] To bear down; to

depress. Bp. Hall.

PRE-GUS'TANT,* a. Tasting beforehand. Ed. Rev.

PR-GVS-TA'TION, n. Act of tasting before another.

PRE-HEN'SI-BLE,* a. That may be taken hold of. Law-
rence.

PRE-HEN'SILE,* a. Adapted to seize or grasp ; taking hold.
P. Cyc.

PRE-HEN'SION,* n. Act of taking hold
; grasp. Roget.

PRE-HEN'SO-RY,* a. Prehensile. Kirby.
PREHN'ITE,* (pren'It) n. (Min.~) A mineral of greenish

color. Brande.

PRE-IN-STROCT', V. a. [l. PREINSTRUCTED
; pp. PREIN-

STRUCTING, PREINSTRUCTED.] To instruct previously.
More.

PRE-JODGE', v. a. [prejuger, Fr. ; pra> and judico, L.] [i.

PREJUDGED
J pp. PREJUDGING, PREJUDGED.] To judge

previously; and, generally, to judge unfavorably; to de-
termine beforehand.

PRE-JUDG'MENT, n. Previous judgment.
tPRE-ju'Dl-CA-cy, n. Prepossession ; prejudice. Blount.

tPRE-Ju'DJ-cXNT,* a. Having a previous opinion. Milton.

PRE-JU'DI-CATE, v. a. [pros and judico, L.] To prejudge.

Sandys.
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PRE-JU'DI-CATE, v. n. To form a judgment beforehand.

Sidney.

PRE-JU'DI-CATE, a. Prejudiced ; prepossessed. Bp. Hall.

PRE-JU'DI-CATE-L,Y,* ad. With prejudice. Derham.

PRE-JU-DI-CA'TION, n. Act of prejudging. Sherwood.

PRE-JU'DI-CA-TIVE, a. Judging without examination.
More.

PREJ'V-I>ICE, (pred'ju-dis) n. [Fr. ; prejudicium, L.] Pre-

vious and unfavorable bias or judgment ; prepossession :

mischief; detriment; hurt; injury.

PREJ'U-DICE, (pred'ju-dis) v. a. [L PREJUDICED ; pp. PREJ-

UDICING, PREJUDICED.] To prepossess against; to fill

with prejudice ;
to injure ;

to hurt; to impair.
PRfij'V-DiCED,* (pred'ju-dist) p. a. Influenced by preju-

dice ;
biased j injured ; 'wanting candor or fairness.

PREJ-V-Dl"ciAL, (pred-ju-dlsh'al) a. [prejudiciel, Fr.]
Obstructed by prejudice; mischievous; hurtful; injuri-

ous; detrimental.

PRJ-V-DI"CIAL-LY,* (pred-ju-dish'al-le) ad. In a prejudi-
cial manner. Jackson.

PREJ-V-I>I"CIAL-NESS, (pred-ju-dish'al-nes) n. Injury ;

hurt.

PRE-KNOWL'EDGE,* n. Foreknowledge. Coleridge. [R.]

PREL'A-CY, n. The dignity or office of a prelate ; episco-

pacy ; the order of bishops ; bishops collectively.

PREI/ATE, [preJ'at, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; pre'lat,

Wb.] n. [prclat, Fr.
; pralatus, L.] A bishop, or an arch-

bishop ;
a dignitary of the church : seldom applied to

one lower than a bishop.

fPREL-A-TE'l-TY,* n. Prelacy. Milton.

PREL'ATE-SHIP, n. Office of a prelate ; prelacy. Harmar.

PREL'AT-ESS,* n. A female prelate. Milton.

PRE-LAT'IC, ) a. Relating to prelates or prelacy ; epis-

PRE-LAT'I-CAL, \ copal ; haughty. Bp. Morton.

PRE-LAT'J-CAL-LY, ad. With reference to prelates. Milton.

tPRE-LA'TlQN, n. [pralatus, L.l Preference. More.

fPREL'A-TiM,* n. The office of a prelate ; prelacy. Milton.

PREL'A-TIST, n. One who supports prelacy. Stewart.

tPREL'AT-IZE * -v. n. To perform the duties of a prelate.
Milton.

fPREL'A-TRY,* n. Prelacy. Milton.

fPREL'A-TURE, ) n. [preelatura, L.
; prelature, Fr.]

fPREL'A-TURE-SHlP, J
The state or dignity of a prel-

ate. Bailey.

tPREl/A-TY, n. Episcopacy ; prelacy. Milton.

PRE-LECT', v. n. [pralego, prtelectus, L.] To discourse; to

lecture. Bp. Horsley. [R.]

PRE-LEC'TIQN, n. [pralectio, L.] Act of reading; lecture
;

discourse.

PRE-LEC'TQR, n. [pralector, L.] A reader
;
a lecturer.

PRf-Li-BA'TlON, ?i. [pralibo, L.] A previous taste
;
fore-

taste; antepast; anticipation.

PRE-LIM'I-NA-RI-LY,* ad. Antecedently. Maunder.

PRE-LlM'i-NA-Ry, a. [preliminaire, Fr.
; prie limine, L.]

Previous
; introductory ; preparatory ; antecedent ; pro-

emial.

PRE-LIM'I-NA-RV, n. That which precedes ;
a preparatory

act or measure ; something previous.
PREL/UDE, [prel'ud, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; pre'lud,

Wb.~\ n. [prelude, Fr.
; prceltidium, L.] Something intro-

ductory ;
an introduction; something that only shows

what is to follow. (Mas.) A preface or introduction
to a movement or performance.

IIPRE-LUDE', or PREL'UDE, [pre-lud', S. W. P. J. F. K.
Wb. ; prel'ud, Ja. Sm.] v. n. [pr'cluder, Fr.

; praludo, L.]
[i. PRELUDED ; pp. PRELUDING, PRELUDED.] To serve as
an introduction

;
to be previous to.

UPRE-LUDE', v. a. To play a prelude to. Mason.

iJPRE-LUD'ER, or PREI/UD-ER, n. One who plays a pre-
lude.

fPRE-LU'Dl-oOs, a. Previous
; introductory. More.

PRE-LU'TJI-UM, n. [L.] Prelude. Bp. Taylor.
PRE'-LOM'B'AR,* a. (Anat.) Placed before the loins. Du,n-

glison.

PRE-LU'SIVE, a. Previous
; introductory. Thomson.

PRE-LU'SO-RY, a. Introductory; prelusive. Bacon.

HPRE-MA-TUR'E', [pr5-ma-tur', S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Wb. ,

prem'a-tur, Sm.] a. [pramaturus, L.] Ripe too soon
; ex-

isting, done, said, or undertaken too soon
;
too early ; not

prepared ; unprepared ; not ready.

J|PRE-MA-TURE'JL.Y, ad. Too early ;
too soon ; too hastily.

J|PRE-MA-TURE'NESS, ) n. [prematurite, Fr.] State of be-

JJPRE-MA-TU'RI-TV, { in g premature ; too great haste
;

unseasonable earliness.

PRE-MED'I-TATE, v. a. [prcemeditor, L.] [i. PREMEDITAT-

ED; pp. PREMEDITATING, PREMEDITATED.] To Contrive,
form, conceive, or meditate beforehand.

PRE-MED'I-TATE, v. n. To meditate or think beforehand.

J-PRE-MED'I-TATE, a. Premeditated. Burnct.

PRE-MED'I-TAT-ED,* p. a. Meditated or contrived before-

hand.

PRE-MED'I-TATE-I,Y, ad. With premeditation. Feltham.

PRE-MED-J-TA'TIQN, n. [prameditatio, L.] Act of premed-
itating ; previous reflection, consideration, or thought.

PRE-MER'JT, v. a. [premereor, L.] To deserve before. King
Charles. [R.]

|PRM'I-CE, n. [primitia, L.
; premices, Fr.] First fruits.

Dryden.
\\PRE'Ml-ER, or PREM'IER, a. [Fr.] First; chief. Cam-

den.

||PR'MI-ER, or PREM'IER, [prem'yer, W. F. Ja. ; prem'-
yer, S. J. E. R. ; pre'me-er, P. Sm.]' n. [Fr.] The prime
minister

;
the prime minister of England.

||PRE'Mi-ER-SHfp,* n. The office of premier. EC. Rev.

PRE-MIE', (pre-iniz') v. a. [prtemissus, L.] [i.
PREMISED ;

pp. PREMISING, PREMISED.] To explain previously ;
to lay

down premises. [|To send before. Shak.]
PRE-MIE', v. n. To make antecedent propositions. Swift.

PREM'fSE, n.
[ pramissum, L.

; premisses^ Fr.] pl~ PREM'-
IS-E. A thing premised. pi. (Logic} The first two propo-
sitions of a syllogism. (Law) Statements which have
been before made: that part, in the beginning of a

deed, in which are set forth the names of the parties,
with their titles and additions, and other matters : lands
and houses or tenements.

PREM'ISS, n. (Logic) Premise. Watts. See PREMISE.

PRE'MJ-UM, n. [prarmium, L.
; pi. pra.mia.] pi. PRE'MJ-

uMS. Something given to invite a loan or a bargain ;
a

reward; a recompense; a bonus: value above the

original price or cost, as opposed to discount.

PRE-MON'ISH, v. a.
[i.

PREMONISHED ; pp. PREMONISHINO,
PREMONISHED.] To warn or admonish beforehand.

PRE-MON'ISH-MENT, n. Previous admonition. Wotton.

PRE-M<?-NI"TIQN, (pre-mo-nlsh'un) n. Previous notice or

warning ; previous intelligence. Chapman.
PRE-MON'I-TQR,* n. One who gives premonition. Bp.

Hall.

PRE-MON'I-TQ-RY, a. \.pr< and moneo, L.] Previously ad-

vising or warning.
PRE-MON'STRANT, n. [Pramonstratenses,!*] One of an or-

der of monks from Premontre, in the Isle of France, com-

monly called White Canons.

jPRE-MON'STRATE, v. a. To show beforehand. Hearing-
ton.

tPRE-MQN-STRA/TlQN, n. Act of premonstrating. Shel-

ford.

PRE-MSN'STRA-TQR,* n. He or that which premonstrates.

Kirby.
PRE-MORSE',* a. (Bot.) Bitten off, as it were, at the end.

Crabb.

PREM'U-NI-RE, n. [L.] (Law) A writ. See PR.EMUMRE.

tPREM/V-NlTE,a. a. [prtemunio, L.J To fortify. Fotherby.

|PRE-MU-Nl"TIpN, (pre-mu-nish
r
un) n. [pramunio, L.] An

anticipation of objection.

PRE-MU'NI-TQ-RV, a. Defining a penalty that may be in-

curred. Hody.
PREN'DER,* n. (Law) The power or right of taking a thing

before it is offered. Wliixhaw.

PRE-NOM'I-NATE, v. a. [pranomino, L.] To forename.

Shak. [R.]
PRE-NOM'I-NATE, a. Forenamed. Shak. [R.]

PRE-NOM-I-NA'TION, u. State of being named first.

PRE-NO'TIQN, n. [prenotion, Fr.] Foreknowledge. Browne.

jPREN-SA/TlpN, n. [prensatus, from prenso, L.] A violent

seizing. Barrow.

PREN'TICE, n. [contracted from apprentice.] Apprentice.
Shak. See APPRENTICE.

PREN'TICE-SHIP, n. Pope. See APPENTICESHIP.

JPRE-NUN-CI-A'TIQN, (prc-niin-she-a'shun) n. [prcenunciot

L.] Act of'telling before. Bailey.

PRE-OC'CV-PAN-CY, n. The right or act of taking posses-

sion before another.

tPRE-oc'cv-PATE, v. a. To preoccupy. Bacon.

PRE-OC-CV-PA'TIQN, n. Act of preoccupying ; preposses-
sion.

PRE-OC'CV-PY, v. a. [preoccuper, Fr.
; pr&occupo, L.] [t.

PREOCCUPIED J pp. PREOCCUPYING, PREOCCUPIED.] TO
take previous possession of; to prepossess; to occupy

previously.
fPRE-OM'i-NATE, v. a. To prognosticate. Browne.

PRE-o-plN'lQN, (-yun) n. Opinion antecedently formed ;

prepossession. Browne.

PRE-OP'TIQN, n. The right of first choice. Stackhouse.

PRE-OR-DAIN', v. a. [{.PREORDAINED;^. PREORDAINING,

PRE'ORDAINED.] To ordain beforehand ;
to foreordain.

PRE-OR'DI-NXNCE, n. Antecedent or first decree. Shak. [R.J

tPRE-OR'DJ-NATE, a. Preordained. Sir T. Elyat.

PRE-OR-DI-NA'TIQN, n. The act of preordaining. Fotherby.

fPREP'A-RATE, a. [ preparatus, L.] Prepared.

PREP-A-RA''TIQN, -n. [preparatio, L.] Act of preparing;

state of being prepared ; thing prepared ;
readu

equipment; previous measures; ceremonious introduc-

tion; accomplishment; qualification.

PRE-PAR'A-TiVE, a. [preparatif, Fr.] That prepares; mak-

ing ready ; qualifying ; fitting.

PRE-pXR'A-TiVE, n. [preparatif, Fr.] That which has the

power of preparing ;
that which is done in order to some-

thing else.

i, E, I, 5, V, Y, long) A, E, I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, J, 9 , V , Y,
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PKE-pXR'A-TlVE-Ly, ad. By way of preparation.
PREP'A-RA-TQR,* n. One who prepares Goldsmith. [R.]
PRE-PAR'A-TO-RY, a. [preparatoire, Fr.] Introductory ;

previous; preliminary; antecedent.

PRE-PARE', v. a. [praparo, L.] [i. PREPARED ; pp. PREPAR-

ING, PREPARED.] To make ready; to fit for any thing; to

adjust to any use
;
to qualify for any purpose ;

to form ;

to make ;
to provide; to equip.

PRE-PARE', v. n. To take previous measures
;
to make all

things ready ;
to put things in order

;
to make one's self

ready.
tPRE-pARE' n. Preparation ; previous measures. Shak.

PRE-PARED',* (pre-p&rd') p. a. Being in a state of prepa-
ration ; ready.

PRE-PAR'ED-LY, ad. In a state of preparation.
PRE-PAR'ED-NESS, n. State or act of being prepared.
PRE-PAR'ER, n. He or that which prepares.
PRE-PAY',* v. a.

[i. PREPAID;^. PREPAYING, PREPAID.] To
pay beforehand. R. Hill.

PRE-PAY'MENT,* n. Act of paying beforehand
;
sum pre-

paid. EC. Rev.

fPRE-PENSE', v. a. To weigh beforehand. Sir T. Elyot.

fPRE-PENSE', v. n. To deliberate beforehand. Spenser.

IPRE-PENSE', a. (Law] Premeditated; preconceived; con-
trived beforehand

; as, malice prepense.

PRE-PENSE'LY,* ad. In a prepense manner. Qu. Rev.

PRE-POL'LENCE, ) n. [pnepaO&u, L.] Prevalence; supe-

PRE-POL'LEN-CY, \ riority of force. Coventry.

PRE-POL'LENT, a. Superior in force or value. Huntingford.
tPRE-PON'DER, v. a. To outweigh. Wotton.

PRE-PON'DER-ANCE, n. Superiority of weight ;
act of out-

weighing.
PRE-PON'DER-AN-CY, n. Preponderance. Locke.

PRE-PON'DER-ANT, a. [prceponderans, L.] Outweighing.
Reid.

PRE-PSN'DER-ATE, v. a. [prapondero, L.] [. PREPONDER-
ATED

; pp. PREPONDERATING, PREPONDERATED.] To Ollt-

weigh ; to overpower by weight or by stronger influence.

PRE-PON'DER-ATE, v. n. To exceed in weight, or in influ-

ence.

PRE-PON-'DER-A'TION, n. Act or state of preponderating.

Watts._

tPRE-PdsE', v. a. [preposcr, Fr.
; prapono, L.] To put be-

fore. W. Percy.

PREP-Q-i"TION, (prep-o-zish'un) n. [Fr. ; prapositio, L.
|

(Gram.) A particle or part of speech which serves to con-
nect words with one another, and to show the relation

between them. Prepositions, in English grammar, gov-
ern the objective case of nouns and pronouns.

PREP-<?-I"TIQN-AL,* (-zish'un-al) a. Relating to, or like, a

preposition. Latham.

PRE-PO'I-TIVE,* 7i. A word or particle put before anoth-
er word. Home Tooke.

PRE-PO'I-TOR, n. [prapositor,~L.] A scholar appointed

by the master to overlook the rest
;
a monitor.

PRE-PO'I-TURE, n. [prapositu.ra, L.] A provostship.
Lowth.

PRE-PO-SESS', (pre-poz-zes') v. a.
[i. PREPOSSESSED

; pp.
PREPOSSESSING, PREPOSSESSED.] To preoccupy; to take

previous possession of; to bias or influence beforehand
;

to prejudice.

PRE-PQ-ES'SION, (pre-poz-zesh'un) n. Preoccupation ;

first possession ; prejudice ; preconceived opinion.
PRE-PQ-ES'SOR, n. One who prepossesses.
PRE-p6s'TER-oDs, a. [pr&poxterus, L.] Having that first

which ought to be last; perverted; irrational; wrong;
absurd ;

foolish.

PRE-p6s'TER-oijS-LY, ad. In a preposterous manner.

PRE-POS'TER-OUS-NESS, n. State of being preposterous.

fPRE-po'TEN-CY, n. [praipotentia, L.J Superior power;
predominance. Browne.

fPRE-po'TENT, a. Mighty; very powerful. Plaifere.

fpRE-PROP'iCR-oOs, a. [praproperus, L.] Over-hasty. Ray.
PRE'PUCE, n. [prepuce, Fr.

; praeputium, L.] The skin
which is removed by circumcision

;
foreskin.

PRE-PU'TIAL,* a. Relating to the prepuce or foreskin. Cor-
bet.

PRE-RE-MOTE',* a. Remote with respect to the antecedent
order or time. Smart.

PRE-RE-QUIRE', v. a. To demand previously. Hammond.
PRE-REQ'ui-iTE, (pre-rek'we-zit) a. Previously neces-

sary.

PRE-REQ'UI-?TTE, (pre-reVwe-zit) n. Something pre-
viously necessary. Dryden.

PRE-RE-SOLVE', v. a. To resolve previously. Sir E. Dcr-

ing.
PRE-RQG'A-TIVE, n. [prerogative, Fr.

; prccrogativa, low

L'."]
Jfn ex'clYi'.tivG'or peculiar privilege, right, or authori-

ty ;
the special right or preeminence of a king.

PRE-ROG'A-TiVE,* a. Having special privileges. Harring-
ton. Prerogative court, a court, belonging to the arch-

bishop of Canterbury, in England, in which all testa-

ments are proved, and administrations granted. Black-

PRE-ROG'A-TTVED, (-tivd) a. Having prerogative. Shak.

PRES'A^E, [pres'aj, S. W. P. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; pres'aj or pre'-
s?j, J. ; pres'aj or pre-saj', F. ; pre'saj, Wb.] n. [presage,
Fr.

; praisagium, L.] Something that foreshows; afore-
boding; an omen

;
a token; prognostic; indication.

PRE-SA(^E', v. a. [presager, Fr.
; prcesagio, L.J [i.

PRE-
SAGED

; pp. PRESAGING, PRESAGED.] To forebode
;
to fore-

tell ; to prophesy ;
to foretoken ; to foreshow.

,
a. Foreboding; full of presage. Thomson.

NT, n. Foreboding ; presage. Wotton.

PRE-SA<'ER, n. One who presages ; foreteller. Shak.

PRE'BYTE,* re. [Fr. ; TrprcfJvms.] One who sees objects
only at a distance

;
a long-sighted person. Prof. Farrar.

PRE'BY-TER, n. [presbyter, L.
; Trptr(JvTpos, Gr.] Elder;

a member of a presbytery ;
a priest. [fA Presbyterian.

Butler.]

PRE-Bi'T'E-RAL,*a. Relating to a presbyter or presbytery.
Jinn. Reg.

PRE-BYT'ER-ATE,* / n. The office or station of a presby-
PRE'BY-TER-,SHIP,* )

ter. Hcber.

PRE^'BY-TER-ESS,* n. A female presbyter. Bale.

PRE$-BY-T'RI-AL, a. Presbyterian. Holyday.
PRE-BY-TE'RJ-AN, a. [ncisafivreijoc.] Relating to presby-

terianism or the Presbyterians; consisting of elders;
a term for a form of ecclesiastical government.

PRE-BY-TE'RI-AN, n. One who adheres to the form of
church government that is conducted by presbyteries, or

by clerical_and lay presbyters : a Calvinist.

PRE-BY-TE'RI-AN-JM, n. The principles and discipline
of Presbyterians. Addison.

PRES'BY-TER-Y, (prez'be-ter-e) [prez'be-ter-e, S. W. P. J.

E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.] n. That form of ecclesiastical pol-

ity which vests church government in a society of cleri-

cal and lay presbyters, or of ministers and lay elders, all

possessed, officially, of equal rank and power: a body
of clerical and lay presbyters: a district comprising a
number of parishes. {)/= This word is sometimes erro-

neously pronounced pres-byt'e-ry, a mode which is not
countenanced by any of the orthoepists.

UPRE'SCI-ENCE, (pre'she-ens) [pre 'she-ens, W. J. F. Ja.

Sm.; pro'shens, A'. K. , presh'ens, P.] n. [prescience, Fr.]

Foreknowledge ; knowledge of future things.

||PRE'sci-ENT, (pre'she-ent) a. [pnesciens, L.J Foreknow-
ing; prophetic. Bacon.

PRE-SCIND', (pre-sind') v. a. [pragcindo, L.] To cut off ;

to abstract. Pearson. [R.]

PR^-SCIND'ENT, a. Abstracting. Cheyne.

PRE'sci-oDs, (pre'she-us) a.
[ prcsscius, L.] Foreknowing;

prescient. Bp. Hall.' [R.]

PRK-SCRIBE', v. a. [prcescribo, L.] [i.
PRESCRIBED ; pp.

PRESCRIBING, PRESCRIBED.] To set down authoritatively ;

to order
;
to direct; to direct medically; to appoint; to

ordain
;
to dictate.

PRE-SCRIBE', v. n. To influence arbitrarily or by long cus-

tom
;
to give law. [prescrirc, Fr.] To form a custom

which has the force of law: to write medical direc-

tions.

PRE-SCRIB'ER, n. One who prescribes.

PRK'SCRIPT, a.
[ prtescriptus, L.] Directed by precept; pre-

scribed.

PRE'scRiPT,n. [ pra-tcriptum, L. J Direction; precept; mod-
el

; prescription.
PRE-SCRIP-TI-BII/I TY,* n. duality of being prescriptive.

J. Story.

PRE-SCRIP'TI-BLE,* a. That may be prescribed. Orafton.

PRE-SCRip'xiQN, ?z. [prtescriptio, L.] A medical recipe ;
a

direction; a rule. (Law) A title, acquired by use and

time, to incorporeal hereditaments, such as a right of

way, of common, &c.
; long use or usage.

PRE-SCRIP'TIVE, a. [priBscriptus, L.] Relating to prescrip-
tion : pleading the authority of custom. Hard.

PjRE-ticniP'TUM,* n. [L.] pi. PRESCRIPTA. A thing

prescribed ; a prescription ;
a prescript.

Month. Rev.

fPRE-s'ANCE, n. [preseance, Fr.] Priority of place in sit-

ting. Carcw.

PRES'ENCE, (prez'ens) n. [Fr. ; prasentia, L.] State of be-

ing present : contrary to absence . approach face to face

to a great person ;
state of being present to a great per-

sonage : the persons so present: the chamber or place
of such presence : port ;

air
;
mien

;
demeanor : read-

iness at need
; quickness at expedients ; as, "presence of

mind."
PRE'ENCE-CTIAM'BER, ) n. The room in which a grerU

PRfi$'ENCE-R66ai,
'

\ person receives company.
Locke.

PRE-SEN-SA'TIQN, n. Previous sensation. More.

fPRE-SEN'siQN, n. [proBsensio, L.] Presentiment. Browne.

PRESENT, a. [Fr. ; prasens, L.] Being face to face ; ready
at hand

;
not absent

;
now existing; not past; not future;

quick in emergencies ;
attentive

;
not neglectful ; propi-

tious.

PRESENT, n. [an elliptical expression.] The present time.

M'dton. Qt present, at the present time ;
now.

PRESENT, n. A gift; a donative; a donation ;
a benefac-
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tion. (Law} pi. Letters
; writings ; as,

" these presents,"
these letters now present.

PRESENT', v. a.
[ prasento, low L.

; presenter, Fr.] [i. PRE-
SENTED

; pp. PRESENTING, PRESENTED.] To place in the
presence of; to exhibit to view or notice

;
to offer; to ex-

hibit: to give formally; to put into the hands of another
in ceremony: to favor with gifts, as to present a person
with something : to prefer to ecclesiastical benefices :

to offer openly : to lay before a court of judicature as an
object of inquiry : to point a missile weapon before it is

discharged: to offer in the way of battle.

PRE-ENT'A-BL,E, a. That may be presented or exhibited.

tPRES-EN-TA'NE-oDs, a. [prcEscntaneus, L.] Ready; quick;
immediate. Harvey.

PRfis.-EN-TA'TiQN, n. The act of presenting; representa-
tion; exhibition: act of offering any one to an ecclesi-
astical benefice.

PRE-s.ENT'A-TlvE, a. Relating to. or admitting, presenta-
tions.

PRE-EN-TEE', n. [present?, Fr.] (English law") One pre-
sented to a benefice. Ayliffe.

PRE-ENT'ER, n. One who presents.

fPRE-EN'TlAL, (pre-zen'sh?!) a. Supposing presence. JVor-
ris.

tPRE-SEN-Ti-Xi/i-TY, (-she-al'-) n. State of being present.
South.

tPRE-SEN'TiAL-Lv, (-sh^l-le) ad. In a way which supposes
actual presence. More.

tPRE-s.EN'Tl-ATE, (-she-at) v. a. To make present. Grew.

fPRE-EN-TlF'lc, a. [prasens and facio, L.] Making pres-
ent. More.

tPRE-EN-TlF'lc-LY, ad. So as to make present. More.

PRE-SEN'Ti-MENT,'tt. [ pressentiment, Fr.] A previous no-

tion, idea, or sentiment.

PRE-SEN-TI-MN'TAL,* a. Relating to or having presenti-
ment. Coleridge.

tPRE-SEN'TlON, n. See PRESENSION.
PRES/ENT-LY, ad. [At present. Hooker.] Immediately;
soon ; before long.

PRE-ENT'MENT, n. Act of presenting ; any thing present-
ed ; presentation. (Law) The notice taken by a grand
jury, of their own knowledge, without any bill or indict-
ment found before them, of any offence, nuisance, libel,
&c. : an information made by a jury in a court; an in-

quisition of office and indictments.

jPRE 'E NT-NESS, n. Presence of mind
; quickness. Claren-

don.

PRE-S.ERV'A-BLE, a. That may be preserved.
PRE-ER-VA'TIQN, n. Act of preserving; state of being

preserved ; protection ;
care to preserve.

PREFER'VA-Ti'VE, n. [presercatif, Fr.] That which pre-
serves

;
a preventive.

PRE-ERV'A-T!VE, a. Having power to preserve; conserv-
ative.

PREFERV'A-TQ-RY, n. A preservative. Whitlock.

PRE-ERV'A-TQ-Ry, a. That preserves ; preservative. Bp.
Hall.

PRESERVE', (pre-zerv') v. a. [prceservo, low L.] [i. PRE-
SERVED; pp. PRESERVING, PRESERVED.] To keep or save
from destruction or injury; to protect: to share; to

keep: to season or pickle, as fruits, &c., so as to

keep them fit for food.

PRESERVE', n. Fruit preserved in sugar ; a sweetmeat:
a place set apart for the preservation of game.

PRE-ERV'ER, n. One who preserves.

PRE-ERV'ER-ESS,* n. A female who preserves. Daniel.

PRESIDE', (pre-zld') [pre-zld', Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; pre-sid', S.

W. P. J. F.] v. n. [praisidio, L.
; presidcr, Fr.] [i'.

PRESID-
ED ; pp. PRESIDING, PRESIDED.] To be set over

; to have
authority over others ;

to act as president or chairman.
PRES/i-DEN-cy, n.

[ prdsidence, Fr.] The office of president ;

the term of the office ; superintendence.
PRE'I-DENT, n. [pra>,sidens, L.] One who presides ; one
who is placed in authority over others : the chief officer
of a society, university, college, corporation, or state:
the chief magistrate of the United States.

PREijf-i-DEN'TiAL,, a. Presiding over. Glanville. Relating
to a president or presidency. Qu. Rev.

PRES'J-DENT-SHIP, n. The office of president ; presidency.
PRE S.ID'ER,* 7i. One who presides. Williams.
PRE-SID' I-AL, a.

[ presidial, Fr. ; presidium, L.] Relating to
or having a garrison.

PRE-SID'I-A-RY, a. Of or belonging to a garrison. Sheldon.

PRE-si'G'Nl-F{-CA'TlON, n. [prxsignificatio, L.] Act of pre-
signifying. Barrow.

PRE-SIG'NI-FY, v. a.
[i. PRESIGNIFIED ; pp. PRESIGNIFYING,

PRESIGNIFIED.] To mark or show out beforehand. Pearson.
PRESS, v. a. [presser, Fr. ; prcmo, prcssus, L.] [i. PRESSED

;

pp. PRESSING, PRESSED.] To squeeze ; to crush; to dis-
tress

;
to crush with calamities

;
to gripe ;

to constrain ; to

compel ;
to impose by constraint

; to drive by violence
;
to

affect strongly; to enforce; to inculcate with argument
or importunity ; to urge ; to bear strongly on : to make
smooth

;
to compress ;

to hug, as in embracing: to act

. .

T, 7t. [prest, old Fr.] Ready money ;
a loan. Bacon.

,* n. (Law) Duty in money to be paid by the sheriff

i upon with weight ; to force, as into some service
;
to im-

! press.

PRESS, v. n. To act with compulsive violence
;
to urge ; to

go forward with violence to any object ;
to crowd

;
to

throng ;
to come unseasonably or importunately; to urge

with vehemence and importunity; to act upon or influ-
ence. To press upon, to invade

;
to push against.

PRESS, n. [pressoir, Fr.] An instrument or machine by
which any thing is pressed : a wine-press ;

a cider-press :

the instrument used in printing ; the art of printing ;
the

literature of a country : a case or frame in which clothes,
&c., are kept ;

a clothes-press : crowd
; throng ; violent

tendency: a commission to force men into naval or
military service : used for impress. See IMPRESS.

PRESS'-BED, n. A bed that shuts up in a case.

PRESS'ER, n. He or that which presses.
PRESS'GXNG, n. A detachment from a ship's crew, or a
number of men, for impressing men into naval service.'

PRESS'ING,*^. a. Squeezing; urgent; importunate.
PRESS'ING-L,Y, ad. With force

; closely. Howell.

fPRES'siON, (presh'un) n. Act ofpressing ; pressure. Newton.
fPRES'si-TANT, a. Gravitating ; heavy. More.
fPRESS'Ly, ad. [presse, L.] Closely. More.
PRESS'MAN, n. ; pi. PRESSMEN. A printer who works at

the press : one of a pressgang.
PRESS'-MSN-EY, (preVmun-e) n. Money given to one who

is impressed. Gay. See PREST-MONEV.
fPRESS'NESS,* n. Closeness

; compression. Young.
PRESSURE, (presh'ur) n. Act of pressing; state of being

pressed ;
the force or weight which presses ; gravitation ;

weight acting or resisting :-~ violence inflicted; oppres-
sion

; affliction
; grievance ;

distress : impression ;

stamp ; character made by impression.
PRESS'WORK,* (pres'wiirk) n. The operation of taking im-

pressions from types, by means of the press. Brande.

fPREST, a. [prest or pret, Fr.] Ready; not dilatory; neat;
tight. Tusser.

fPREST, 7t.

PREST,
upon his account in the exchequer, or for money left in
his hands. Crabb.

PRES'TA-BLE,* a. Payable ;
that may be made good. Sir W.

Scott. [A word used in Scotland.]
PRES-TA'TIQN,* n. An annual payment ; a tax. RusselL

PRES'TER, n. [trpriaTfjp.] A kind of exhalation, thrown
from the clouds downwards with such force as to be set
on fire by the collision.

PRES'TIGE, n. [prestige, Fr. ; prcestioium, L.] pi. PRES'-
TI-GE. Illusion ; imposture j juggling tricks. Warburton.

tPRES-TiG-i-A'TlQN, n. [prastigiator, L.] A deceiving;
legerdemain.

|
fPRES-TiG'i-A-TpR, 7i. A juggler ;

a cheat. More.

fPRES-Tl^'l-A-TO-RY, a. Juggling ; illusory. Barrow.

tPRES-TfG'i-bus', a. 'Juggling ; practising tricks. Bale.

PREST'-M6N-EY,* 7i. Earnest money given to a soldier
when he is enlisted ;

so called because it binds the receiver
to be ready for service at all times appointed. Whishaw.

PRES'TO, ad. [It.] (Mus.) Quick ;
at once

; gayly.

fPRE-STRlc'TiQN, 7i. [prastrictus, L.] Dimness; a dazzling.
Milton.

PREST'-SAIL,* n. (JVatrf.) All the sail which a ship can

carry. Crabb.

PRE-UM'A-BI.E, a. That may be presumed ; credible ; prob-
able.

PRE-UM'A-BLY, ad. Without examination
; probably.

PRE-UME', (pre-zum') v. n. [presumer, Fr.
; pra>.sumo, L.]

[i.
PRESUMED i pp. PRESUMING, PRESUMED.] To take be-

forehand
;
to take for granted ;

to suppose ;
to believe

;

to venture without positive leave
;
to form confident or

arrogant opinions.
PRE- UM'ER, n. One who presumes ;

an arrogant person.

PRE-UM'ING,* p. a. Supposing: confident; arrogant;
presumptive.

PRE-s.OMP'TIpN, (pre-zum'shun) n. [pratsumptus, L.
; pr6-

somption, Fr.] Act of presuming ; the thing presumed;
inclination to presume ; supposition ;

confidence ground-
ed on any thing presupposed ;

an argument strong, but

not demonstrative; a strong probability : arrogance ;

unfounded reliance
;
unreasonable confidence.

PRE-IJ]VIP'TIVE, (pr?-zum'tiv) a. [ presomptif, Fr.] Taken

by previous supposition: confident; arrogant: prov-

ing circumstantially, not directly ;
circumstantial ; as,

"presumptive evidence:" supposed, not apparent; as,

"heir presumptive." See HEIR.

PRE-S.UMP'TJVE-LY, ad. In a presumptive manner.

PRE-s.DMPT'u-oOs, (pre-zumt'yu-us) a. [prcsomptueux^Fr.]
Arrogant; unreasonably confident ;

insolent. &5~ There
is a vulgar pronunciation of this word in three syllables,

(pre-zum'shus,) which should be carefully avoided.

PRE-DMPT'v-oOs-LY, (pre-zumt'yu-us-le) ad. In a pre-

sumptuous manner ; arrogantly ; confidently.

PRE-OMPT'V-OUS-NESS, n. Quality of being presumptuous.

PR-syp-pos/AL, n. Presupposition. Hooker.

PRE-SVP-POE', v. a. [presupposer, Fr. ; pro; and suppose.]smooth
;
to compress ;

to hug, as in embracing: to act
j PRE-syp-POE', v. a. [presupposer, Fr. ; pro; and suppose.
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ft.
PRESUPPOSED ; pp. PRESUPPOSING, PRESUPPOSED.] To

suppose beforehand
;
to suppose as previous; to imply

as antecedent.

PK.f-sCP-PO-sT"TlON, (pre-sup-po-zish'un) n. Supposition*
previously formed. Sherwood.

PRE-SVR-MI$E', n. Surmise previously formed. Shak.

PRE-TENCE', n. [prcetensus, L.] A false argument, ground-
ed upon fictitious postulates ;

act of pretending, or of

showing or alleging what is not real
;
unfounded claim

;

pretension ; pretext ;
show

; appearance ; assumption ;

claim.

PRE-TENCE'LESS,* a. Having no pretension. Milton.

PRE-TEND', v. a. [pratendo, L.J [i. PRETENDED; pp. PRE-

TENDING, PRETENDED.] To hold out, with false or delu-

sive appearance ;
to make a show of ; to feign ; to affect ;

to simulate
;
to allege falsely; to claim

;
to design.

PRE-TEND', v. n. To hold out an appearance ;
to make pro-

fession
;
to put in a claim, truly or falsely ;

to presume.
PRE-TEND'ED,*P. a. Feigned ; making false claims.

PRE-TEND'ED-LY, ad. By pretence or false appearance.
PRE-TEND'ER,7t. One who pretends or claims : one who
pretends to a right to a crown from which he is exclud-

ed : the name by which Charles Stuart, ths grandson of

James II., of England, is generally known.
PRE-TEND'ING,*;;. a. Making pretensions ; simulating.

PRE-TEND'ING-LY, ad. Arrogantly; presumptuously.
PRE-TENSED', (pre-tenst') a. [pratensus, L.] (Law) Pre-

tended
; as,

"
apretensed right to land which is in posses-

sion of another."

PRE-TEN'SION, (pre-ten'shun) n. [prftauw, L.] Claim,
true or false ; assumption ; pretence.

fPRE-TEN'TA-TiVE, a. That may be previously tried. Wot-
ton.

PR^-TEN.'TIOVS,* a. Making pretensions. QM. Rev. [R.]

PRE'TER, n. [prater, L.] A particle, in words of Latin or-

igin, signifying beside, by, beyond, beyond in time.

PRE-TE'RI-ENT,* a. Past through ; anterior. Observer. [R.]
PRK-TER-IM-PER'FECT, a. (Gram.") Imperfectly past ; ap-

plied to a tense which, in its primary use, signifies a time
that icas passing ; otherwise called imperfect.

||PRET'ER-iTE, or PRE'TER-ITE, [pret'er-it, S. K. Sin. R. ;

pr5'ter-it. W. J. Ja. Wb.} a. [preterit, Fr.
, prcsteritus, L.J

Past
; noting the past or perfect tense of the verb

; as,
"1 wrote :

" written often preterit.

||PnfiT'ER-'iTE,*7i.
The past tonse. Ash.

||PRET-KR-I"TION, (prtt-er-Ish'un) n. [Fr.] The act of go-

ing past ;
the state of being past. B;>. Hall.

HPRJiT'ER-iTE-Niiss, n. Slate of being preterite or past.

Bentley.

PRE-TER-LXPSED', (pre-ter-llpst') a. [praterlapsus, L.]
Past and gone.

PRK-TER-LE'GAL, a. Exceeding legal limits. K. Charles.

PRE-TER-MI'S'SION, (pru-ter-mlsh'un) n. [Fr. ; pratermis-
sio, L.] Act of pretermitting. Donne.

PRE-TER-MIT', v. a. [pratermitto, L.] [i. PRETERMITTED ;

pp. PRETERMITTING, PHETERMITTED.] To Oinit
; tO paSS

by ;
to neglect.

PR-TER-NXT'V-RAL, (pre-ter-nat'yu-ral) a. Beyond what
is natural

;
out of ordinary nature ; unnatural; irregular.

tPRE-TER-NAT-u-RXL'l-TY, n. Preternaturalness. Smith.

PRE-TER-NAT'V-RAL-LY, ad. In a preternatural manner.
PRE-TER-NXT'V-RAL-NESS, n. State of being preternatural.
PRE-TER-PER'FECT, a. [preteritum perfection, L.] (Gram.)

Perfectly past ; applied to a tense which denotes time

absolutely past; as,
" / have done-." otherwise called

simply perfect.

PRE'TER-PLU-PER'FECT, a. [preeteritum plusquam perfec-

tum, L.] (Gram.) More than perfectly past; applied to

a time past before some other past time
; as,

" / had
done :

" otherwise called simply pluperfect.

fPRE-TEX', v. a. [pretexo, L.] To cloak
;
to conceal. Ed-

wards.

PRE-TEXT', or PRE'TEXT, [pre-texf, S. W. P. E. F. Ja.

Sm. Wb. ; pre-texf, or pre'text, J. ; pre'text, K. Ash.] n.

[prateztum, L.] Pretence
;
false appearance ; false alle-

gation ; pretension ;
excuse. Shak.

PRE-TEX'TA,* n. See PRJETEXTA.

PRE'TOR, n.'[praetor, L.] A Roman magistrate ranking in

dignity next to the consuls; a general; a commander;
a judje.

PRE-TO'RI-AL, a. Relating to a pretor ; judicial. Burke.

PRE-TO'RI-AN, a. [pretorianus, L.] Judicial
; exercised by

the pretor.

PRE-TO'RI-AN,* n. A member of a pretorian cohort. Gib-
bon.

PRE'TC-R-SIIIP, n. The office of pretor. Dr. Warton.

||PRET'TI-LY, (prit'te-le) ad. With prettiness; neatly; ele-

gantly ;' pleasingly without dignity or elevation.

||PRET'TI-NESS, (prit'te-nes) n. Beauty without dignity;
neat elegance without elevation ; neatness.

HPRET'TY, (prit'te) [pnt'te, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.;
pret'te, R.] a.

[p'ra;t,
Sax.

; pretto, It.
; prat, praUi<rh, D.]

Pleasing; pleasing without being striking; moderately
beautiful : beautiful without being elegant or elevated ;

handsome; neat; trim: applied in contempt or irony
to men, &c. ; as,

u A pretty fellow !
"

UPRET'TY, (prit'te) ad. In some degree ; moderately ;
con-

siderably : less than very.

||PRET'TY-IM,* (prlt'te-izm) n. Affected prettiness. Ed.
Rev. JR.]

PRE-TYP'I-FY, v. a. To prefigure. Pearson.

PRE-VAIL', v. n. [prevaloir, Fr.
; prcevalere, L.] [i.

PRE-

VAILED; pp. PREVAILING, PREVAILED.] To be prevalent;
to be in force ;

to have effect, power, or influence
;
to

overcome ;
to gain the superiority ;

to gain influence ; to

operate effectually: to extend; to become common.
To prevail upon or with, to persuade ;

to induce.

PRE-VAIL'ING, a. Predominant; having most influence;
widely extended ; prevalent.

PRE-VAIL'ING-LY,* ad. Predominantly; chiefly. Saunders.

fPRE-VAiL'MENT, n. Prevalence. Shak.

PREV'A-LENCE, ) n. [prevalence, old Fr.
; prxvalentia, low

PREV'A-LEN-CY, | L.] State of being prevalent ; superi-

ority; influence; predominance; efficacy; force; va-

lidity.

PREV'A-LENT, a. [pravalens, L.] Predominant; power-
ful

;
efficacious

;
common.

PREV'A-LENT-LY, ad. Powerfully ; forcibly. Prior.

HPRE-VAR'I-CATE, rpre-var'e-kat, S. W. P.J. F. Ja.K. R.;

pre-va're-kat, Sm.] v. n. [prxvaricor, L.I
[i. PREVARICATED ;

pp. PREVARICATING, PREVARICATED.] To evade the truth ;

to quibble ;
to cavil

;
to shuffle.

HfPRE-vAR'l-CATE, v.a. To pervert ;
to evade by a crooked

course. Bp. Taylor.

||PRE-vlR-l-CA'TioN, ??. [proivaricatio, L.] Act of prevari-

cating ;
a cavil ; a quibble.

||PRE-VAR'I-CA-TOR, n. [prcKvarica.tor, L.] One who pre-

varicates; a caviller. (Civil law) A sham-dealer.

(Cambridge, Eng.) A sort of occasional orator.

fPRE-VENE', v. a. [prccvenio, L.] To hinder. Phillips.

PRE-VE'NI-ENT, a. [praveniens, L.] Preceding ; prevent-
ive. Milton.

PRE-VENT', v. a. [prcevenio, L.] [i. PREVENTED;;?;?. PRE-

VENTING, PREVENTED.] [fTo go before
; to precede ; to

succor. Bible. To anticipate. Pope.] To hinder; to obvi-

ate
;
to obstruct

;
to impede ; to preclude.

fPRE-VENT', v. n. To come before the usual time. Bacon.

PRE-VENT'A-BLE,a. That maybe prevented. Bp. Reynolds.
PRE-VEN'TA-TIVE,* n. That which prevents: incor

rectly used for preventive. Pilkington.

PRE-VENT'ER, n. One who prevents ;
a hinderer.

PRE-VENT'ING-LV, ad. In a way so as to prevent. Dr.
Walker.

PRE-VEN'TION, n. [prevention, Fr., from preventum, L.]
Act of preventing; state of being prevented; hinder-
ance ; obstruction.

fPRE-VEN'Ticm-AL, a. Tending to prevention. Bailey.

PRE-VENT'IVE, o. Tending to hinder; preservative; hin-

dering.

PRE-VENT'IVR, n. A preservative ;
that which prevents.

PRE-VENT'IVE-LY, ad. In a preventive manner.

PRE'VI-OUS, a. [prcevius, L.] Antecedent; going before
j

prior; introductory; preliminary; anterior.

PRE'VI-OUS-LY, ad. Beforehand; antecedently; before.

PRE'vi-oOs-NESS, ?t. State of being previous.

jPRE-vi"lON, (pre-vizh'un) n. [prcsvisus, L.] Foresight.
Pearson.

PRE-WARN', v. a. [i. PREWARNED
; pp. PREWARNING, PRE-

WARNED.] To warn beforehand. Beaum. Sf Fl.

PREY, (pra)n. [prada, L.] Something seized, or liable to be

seized, in order to be devoured
; rapine ; booty ; spoil ;

plunder; ravage; depredation. A beast or animal of

prey is one that lives on other animals.

PREY, (pra) v. n. [pratdor, L.] [i.
PRE r ED ; pp. PREYING,

PREYED.] To feed by violence; to plunder; to rob; to

corrode.

PREY'ER, (pra'er) n. A robber; devourer; plunderer.

PRl'A-p'iM, n. [priapismus, L.] A preternatural tension.

PRICE, 7i. [prix, Fr.
; prew, Ger.

; pris, Goth.] The sum
for which any thing may be bought; an equivalent paid
for any thing; value rated in money; cost; charge;
expense ;

worth
;
estimation ;

rate ; reward.

PRICE, v. a. [i. PRICED; pp. PRICING, PRICED.] [To pay
for. Spenser.] To put a price on

;
to value.

PRICE-CDR'RENT,* n. A list or enumeration of various

articles of merchandise with their present market prices
stated. McCulloch.

PRICED,* (prist) a. Having a fixed price ;
rated at a price.

P. Mag.
PRICE'LESS, a. Invaluable; without price. Shak.

PRtCK, v. a.
[i. PRICKED

; pp. PRICKING, PRICKED.] To
pierce with a small puncture : to erect, as the ears : to

fix by or hang on a point : to nominate by a puncture or

mark : to spur ;
to goad ; to impel ;

to incite ;
to pain ;

to wound or cut : to make acid : to mark a tune.

PRICK, v. n. To dress
;
to come upon the spur: to prink ;

to aim at a point.

PRICK, n. A sharp, slender instrument ;
a thorn

;
a point ;beautiful: beautiful without being elegant or elevated; PRICK, n. A sharp, slender instrument ;
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a goad ;
a puncture ; a point at which archers aim: the

print of a hare in the ground.
PR!CK'ER, n. He or that which pricks ; a sharp point; a

prick ; a prickle.

PRICK'ET, 7i. A buck in his second year. Shak.

PRiCK'iNG, n. Sensation of being pricked.
PRlcK'LE, (prik'kl) n. A small, sharp point, or pointed

shoot growing from the bark, as in the brier or goose-
berry ;

a pricker. [|A basket made of briers. B. Jonson.]

PRic'KLE-BXcK, (prlk'kl-bak) n. A small fish : called also

stickleback.

PR(CK'LJ-NESS, 7i. Fulness of prickles or sharp points.

PRICK/LOOSE, n. A tailor, in contempt. DEstrange.
PRICK'LY, a. Full of prickles or sharp points.

PRI'CK'LY-PEAR,* n. (Bot.) A plant having sharp thorns ;

the Indian fig; cactus opuntia. Crabb.

PRlcK'MXo-AM, n. A species of houseleek.

PRICK'-POST,* n. (Arch.} A post framed into the breast-

summer. Crabb.

PRICK/PUNCH, n. A pointed tool, of tempered steel, to

prick a round mark in cold iron.

PRICK'SSNG, n. A song pricked down, or set to music ;
va-

riegated music, in contradistinction to plainsong.

PRICK/WOOD, (-wfid) n. A tree. JLinsworth.

PRIDE, n. Inordinate self-esteem; behavior which indi-

cates too little esteem of others
; haughtiness ;

loftiness

of air; arrogance; conceit; vanity; insolence; insolent

exultation
;
elevation ; dignity ;

ornament
;
show

; splen-
dor

; ostentation : the state of a female beast soliciting
the male : a sort of fish.

PRIDE, v. a. [i. PRIDED ; pp. PRIDING, PRIDED.] To make
proud ; to rate high, followed by the reciprocal pronoun.

fPRIDE'FOL, a. Insolent; proud. W.Richardson.

fPRIDE 'LESS, a. Without pride. Chaucer.

PRID'ING-LY, ad. In pride of heart. Barrow.

tPRlE', (prl)'n. Probably an old name of privet. Tusser.

fPRIEF, (pref) n. Proof. Spenser.

PRI'JER, n. One who pries or inquires narrowly.
PRIEST, (prest) n. One who officiates in sacred offices ;

a

clergyman; an ecclesiastic, above a deacon, below a

bishop.
PRIEST'CRATT, n. The arts and management of priests
and ecclesiastical persons, to gain power ; religious
fraud or artifice.

PRIEST'CRA"FT-Y,* a. Relating to, or possessed of, priest-
craft. Ch. Ob.

PRIEST'ESS, n. A woman who officiated in heathen rites.

PRIEST'HOOD, (prest'hud) n. The office and character of
a priest ;

the order of priests ;
the second order of the hi-

erarchy, in episcopacy.
fPRiEST'iNG,* n. The office or duty of a priest. Milton.

PRIEST'IM,* n. The character, influence, or government
of the priesthood. EC. Rev.

PRIEST'LESS,* a. Having no priest. Pope.
PRIEST'LI'KE, a. Resembling a priest. Shak.

PRIEST'LI-NESS, n. The quality of being priestly.

PRIEST'LY, a. Relating to or becoming a priest ; sacerdo-
tal.

PRIEST'RID-DEN, (-dn) a. Managed or governed by priests.

Swift.

fPRIEVE, (prev) v. a. To prove. Chaucer.

fPRJG, v. n. [prachgen, D.] To steal
;
to filch. Barret.

PR!G, ?i. [fA thief. Shak.] A pert, conceited, saiicy, prag-
matical little fellow

;
an upstart. Taller. [A cant word.]

PRIG'JGER-Y,* n. The qualities of a prig; pertness ; con-
ceit. Qu. Rev.

PRlG'j&isil, a. Vain
;

conceited
;
coxcomical ; affected.

Brockett.

PRIG'XJJSH-LY,* ad. In a priggish manner; conceitedly.
Booth.

,
n. The qualities of a prig ; conceit. Qu. Rev.

PRILL, 71. A birt or turbot
;

called also brill. Ainswortk.
PRILL'IQN,* (pril'yun) n. Tin extracted from the slag of

the furnace. Hamilton.

PRIM, a. Formal
; precise ; affectedly nice. Sioift.

PRlM, v. a. [i. PRIMMED ; pp. PRIMMING, PRIMMED.] To deck
up with great or affected nicety ; to prink.

PRI'MA-CY, n. [primaute, Fr.
; primatus, L.] The office or

dignity of primate ; the chief ecclesiastical station
;
su-

premacy.
PRI'MA D^N'NA,* n. [It.] A singer who performs the

first female part in an Italian opera ;
a first-rate female

singer, or actress. Grant.
'

PRI'MA FA'CI-E* (prl'ma-fa'she-e) [L.]
" On the first

face or view
;

" at first sight.

PRI'MAGE, 71. (Com.) An allowance paid by a shipper or

consigner of goods to the master and sailors of a vessel,
for loading it. Jlinsworth.

PRl'MAL, a. [primus, L.] First; primary. Shak.

tPRl-MAL'i-TY,* 71. State of being the first. Baxter.

PRI'MA-RI-LY, ad. Originally; at first; in the first place.

PRI'MA-RJ-NESS, w. State of being primary. JVorris.

PRI'MA-RY, . [primarius, L.] First in time, place, or rank
;

first in intention or meaning; primitive; original; first;

chief; principal. Primary planet, a planet which re-
volves around the sun, and not round another planet.

PRI'MA-RV,* n. A principal thing. Pennant.
PRI'MATE, n. [primat, Fr.

; primus, L.] An ecclesiastical

chief; a prelate of superior dignity or authority ;
an arch-

bishop.

PRl'MATE-SHlp, n. Office of a primate ; primacy.
PRT-MAT'I-CAL, a. Belonging to a primate. Barrow.
PRIME, n. [primus, L.

; prim, Sax.] The first part of the
day; the dawn ; the morning; the beginning; the early
days ; spring ;

the spring of life
; the first or best part :

the height: the first canonical hour. Prime of the

moon, the new moon at her first appearance.
PRIME, a. Early; blooming; principal; first-rate; first;

original ; excellent. Prime vertical, a vertical circle
which is perpendicular to the meridian. Prime num-
bers, numbers which have no divisors, or which cannot
be divided into any less number of equal integral parts,
than the number of units of which they are composed;
such are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, <fcc.

PRIME, v. a. [i. PRIMED; pp. PRIMING, PRIMEDJ To put
powder in the pan of a gun. [primer, Fr.] To lay the
ground or first coat on a canvas fur painting.

PR!ME 'LY, ad. Originally; primarily; excellently: well.

PRlME'-MiN'js-TER,* n. The head of a ministry or cabi-
net

;
the premier. Bolingbroke.

PRIME 'NESS, n. The state of being first
; excellence.

fPRIM'ER, a. [primarius, L."] First; original. Mountain.
PRIM'ER, n. [primarius, L.j A first book for children

;
a

book of devotion in the Roman Catholic church: a

printing type, called long primer, larger than bourgeois,
and smaller than small pica.

PRJ-ME'Rd,n. [ primera, Sp.] A game at cards. Shak.

PRI-ME'VAL, a. [primasvus, L.] Original; of the earliest

ages ; primitive ; first.

fPRl-ME'voys, a. Primeval Bailey.

fPRI-Ml-GE'Nl-AL, a. First-born
; primogenial. Glanritte.

tPRi-Mi-GE'Ni-oDs, a. [primitrenius, L.] First-born ; pri-

mogenial. Bp. Hall.

PRI'MINE,* TO. (Bot.) The external integument of the
ovule. P. Cyc.

PRIM'JNG,* n. Powder for the pan of a gun : the first col-

ojing or coat of painting. Crabb.

PRI-Mlp'l-LAR, a. [primipilaris, L.] Of, or belonging to,
the captain or leader of the van-guard of a Roman ar-

my. Barrow.

PRI-MI"TI-JZ,* (pri-mish'e-e) 71. pi. [L.] The first fruits
of the year. (Law) The profits of a church living for

o_ne year after it becomes void. Crabb.

PRI-MI"TIAL, (prl-mish'al) a. [primitive, L.] Primitive;
first, dinswort/i. [R.]

PRlM'l-TiVE, a. [primitif, Fr.
; primitivus, L.] Ancient;

original ; primary ;
not derivative

; established from the

beginning ; formal ; imitating the supposed gravity or ex-
cellence of early times; grave ;

solemn. Primitive colors.

the seven prismatic colors, now more properly restricted
to three, viz., red, yellow, and blue.

PRIM'I-TIVE, n. An original or primitive word.

PRIM'I-TIVE-LY, ad. Originally: at first; primarily.

PRIM'I-TI'VE-NESS, n. State of being primitive ; antiquity.
jPRlM'i-TY, 7i. [primitus, L.] State of being first

; primi-
tiveness. Pearson.

PRIM'LY,* ad. With primness; precisely. Smart.

PRIM'NESS, 71. Affected niceness or formality. Gray.

PRl'Md,*_[lt.] (Mas.} The first. Hamilton.

PRI-MQ-^E'NI-AL, a. [primisenius, L.] First-born
; origin-

al
; primary; primitive; constituent; elemental.

PRl-MQ-GEN'i-TiVE,* 7i. Primogeniture. Shale.

PRI-MQ-EN'I-TIVE,* a. Relating to primogeniture. Month.
Rev.

PRI-MQ-GEN'I-T<?R, n. An ancestor ; forefather. Gayton.
PRI-M<?-EN'I-TURE, n. [primogeniture, Fr., from primo-

genitus, L.] The state of being the first-born
;
the right

of the eldest son, or of the first-born; seniority; elder-

ship.

PRI-MQ-GSN'I-TURE-SIITP, n. Right of eldership.

IIPRl-MOR'Di-AL, [pri-mbr'de-al, P. J. F. Sin. ; pri-mbr'-

dyal, E. F. K. ; prl-mor'de-ai or prl-mor'je-al, IV.] a. [pri-

mordium, L.] Original ; existing from the begiqning. Bp.
Bull.

|PRI-MOR'DI-AL, n. Origin ;
first principle. More.

JPRI-MOR'DI-AN, n. A kind of plum.
IPRI-MOR'DJ-ATE, a. Original; primordial. Boyle.

PRl-MOR'Df-UJf,* n. [L.] pi. pRl-JfOR'JOf-A. Begin-

ning; origin. Qu. Rev.

PR!MP, v. n. To behave in a ridiculously formal or affected

manner. [Cumberland, Eng.]
PRIM'ROSE, n. A plant and early flower; a species of daf-

fodil. [a. Flowery. Shak.]

PRlM'ROED,* (-rozd) a. Adorned with primroses. War-
ton.

PRI'MUM M&B'r-LE,* [L.] "The first mover :" that

which puts everything in motion. (Ptolemaic astron.)

The outermost sphere of the universe, which gives mo-nrsi in imenuoii or meaning; primitive ; urigmai; nrst
;

me outermost spnere or me universe, iruicn gives mu-

i, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, ti, Y, short; A, E, j, 9, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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tion to all the others, anil carries them round with it, in

its diurnal revolution. Its centre is the centre of the
earth. Brande.

PRI'MUS JN'TF.R PA'RE,* [L.] "The first among
equals." Scudamore.

fPRi'MY, a. Blooming; tarly. Shak.

PRINCE, n. [Fr. ; princeps, L.] A chief of any body of
men

;
a chief; a ruler; a sovereign : a sovereign of a

principality, and of lower rank than a king: the son of
a king, specially the eldest son. [fA princess. Cam-
den.]

fPRiNCE, v. n. To play the prince ;
to take state. Shak.

PRINCE'AGE,* n. The body of princes. Month. Reo. [R.]

PRINCE'UQM, (prlns'dum) n. The rank, estate, or power
of a prince ; sovereignty ; principality. Milton'

PRINCE'LIKE, a. Becoming, or like, a prince. Shak.

PRINCE'LKNESS, n. State, manner, or dignity of a prince.

PRINCE'LJNG,* n. A small or petty prince. J0**g.
PRINCE'LY, a. Relating to a prince; becoming a prince;
having the rank of a prince ; royal ;

noble
;
honorable

;

grand ; august.
PRINCE'LY, ad. In a princelike manner.

PRiN'cE-FEA'fH.'ER, M. A plant and flower; a species of
amaranth.

PRIN'CE-MT'AL, n. A kind of factitious metal, com-
posed of fine brass and tin or zinc. Todd.

PR!N'CESS, ?i. [princesss, Fr.] A sovereign or royal lady ;

the wife of a prince ;
the daughter of a king.

PRIN'CI-PAL, a. [principal, Fr. ; principals, L.] Chief;
first; capital ; essential; important; main; most consid-
erable ; greatest in amount or importance.

PRI'N'CI-PAL, n. A head; a president; the first officer in a

seminary: a leader
;
a chief, not a second: one pri-

marily engaged, not accessory or auxiliary: a capital
sum placed out at interest. (Arch.") A main timber
in a building.

PRlN-ci-PXL'i-TY, n. [principality Fr.] The state, rank,
office, or domain of a prince ; sovereignty : supreme
power: the country which gives title to a prince; as,
the principality of Wales.

PRIN'CI-PAL-LY, ad. Chiefly ;
above all ;

above the rest.

PRiN'ci-PAL-NESS, n. The state of being principal or
chief.

fPRlN'cj-PATE, 7i. [principatus, L.] Principality; supreme
rule. Barrow.

PRiN-clp'i-A,* n. pi. [L.] First principles ; elements.
Newton.

fPRlN-clP'l-AL,* a. Initial
; elementary. Bacon.

PRTN-CIP'I-ANT,* a. Relating to the beginning or first prin-

ciples. Coleridge. [R.]

fPRJN-ciP-l-A'TiQN, 7i. [principium, L.] Analysis into ele-

mental parts. Bacon.

PRIN'CI-PLE, (prin'se-pl) n. [principium, L.] An element
;

constituent part; original cause; being productive of
other being ; operative cause

; fundamental truth ; ori-

ginal postulate ; first position from which others are de-
duced

; ground of action
;
motive ; r tenet on which

morality or religion is founded
;
doctrine ; rule of action

or conduct
;
foundation of morality or religion.

PRIN'CI-PLE, v. a. [L PRINCIPLED
; pp. PRINCIPLING, PRIN-

CIPLED.] To establish or fix firmly in the mind, as a prin-
ciple ;

to educate in good principles ;
to indoctrinate.

PRIN'CI-PLED,* (-pld) p. a. Having principles; fixed in

opinion.
fPRiN'cocK, a. Pert; coxcomical. Florio.

fPR!N'COX, 7i. A coxcomb ; a conceited person ;
a pert young

rogue. Shak. [Rare or local.]

PRIN'I-A,* n. (Ornith.) The name of a genus of birds of
Java. Horsfield.

PR!NK, (pringk) v. n. [pronken, D.] i. PRINKED ;pp. PRINK-

ING, PRINKED.] To prank ; to dress for show. Howell.

PRINK, v. a. To dress or adjust to ostentation. Cowper.
PRINT, v. a. [imprimer, ernpreint, Fr.] [i. PRINTED

; pp.
PRINTING, PRINTED.] To mark by pressure; to impress
any thing, so as to leave its form

;
to form by impression ;

to impress on paper by means of letters or types ; to

stamp.
PRINT, v. n. To use the art of printing ; to publish a book.

PRINT, n. [empreinte, Fr.] A mark or form made by impres-
sion or printing ; any thing printed : that which, being
impressed, leaves its form ; as. a butter-print : a cut, in

wood or metal, to be impressed on paper ; the impression
made ; a picture ;

a stamp: the letters in a printed book:
a printed work or sheet : a newspaper.

PRINT'ER, n. One who prints books, &c.
;
one employed

in printing.

PRINT'ER'-!NK,* or PRINT'ING-INK,* n. Ink used for

printing, commonly made of linseed oil, boiled to a var-

nish, and lampblack. Hamilton.

PR!NT'E-RY,* n. An establishment for printing cottons, &c.
;

print works. Pitkin. [R.]

PRINTING, n. The business of a printer ; the art or process
of impressing letters or words

; typography: the process
of staining linen with figures.

PRINT' ING-HOUSE,* n. A house where printing is execut-
ed. Johnson.

PRINT'ING-MA-CHINE',* n. A machine for performing,
with rapidity, the operation of printing by steam-power.

PRINT'ING-PRESS,* n. A press or machine for printing.
UTG*

PRINT'LESS, a. That leaves no impression. Milton.

PIUNT'-SELL-ER,* n. One who sells prints. Gent. Mag.
PRJNT'-SHOP,* n. A shop where prints are sold. Davies.
PRI-ON'O-DON,* n. (Zool) A quadruped, of feline form,
found in Java. Horsfield.

PRI'OR, a. [L.] Former
; being before something else; an-

tecedent; anterior; previous; preceding.
PR!'OR, n. [prieur, Fr.] The head of a priory, or of a mon-

astery, in rank below an abbot.

PRI'OR-ATE, -n. [priuratus, low L.] Office or government
of a prior. Warton.

PRI'QR-ESS, n. The head, or lady superior, of a convent of
nuns.

PRI-SR'I-TY, n. The state of being prior or first
;
antece-

dence in time or place ; precedence.
PRI'OR-LY, ad. Antecedently. Geddcs. [R.]
Pui'oR-siiiP, u. The state or office of a prior.

PRI'O-RY, u. A convent, in dignity below an abbey.

PRI'A(^E, n. [prisau-e, old Fr.] (English law) The king's
share or custom of lawful prizes, usually one tenth.

Prl'sa&e, an ancient duty, now called butlcrage, by which
the king took, at his own price, a certain portion of the

cargoes of wine brought into certain ports. Cowel.

PRIS-CIL'LIAN-IST,* n. A follower of Priscillian, bishop
of Atila in Spain, in the 4tli r.-ntury. Brande.

PRIE,* v. & n. See PRIZE, and PRY.
One who contends for a prize. Shak.

RISM, (prizm) n.
[ prisme, Fr.

; ^pia/jut, Gr.] A geometri-
cal figure or solid, whose two ends are parallel, equal,
and straight, and whose sides are parallelograms: an

optical instrument or prism of glass, whose ends are tri-

angles.
PRI-MAT'IC, a. [prismatique, Fr.] Relating to, or formed

as, a prism. Prismatic colors, or primary colors, the seven
colors into which a ray of light is decomposed, when re-

fracted from a prism ; viz., red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, purple, and violet.

PRI^-MAT'J-CAL,* a. Formed as a prism ; prismatic.
Ash.

PRI-MAT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In the form of a prism. Boyle.

PRIS-MA-TOID'AL,* a. Resembling a prism. Smart.

PRI^'MOID, n. An imperfect prism ;
a figure resembling the

form of a prism.
PRL'MY,* a. Like a prism ; prismatic. Jodrell. [R.]

PRIS'O-DON,* n. (Conch.) A fresh-water conchifer or shell.

P. Cyc.

PRISON, (priz'zn) n. [Fr.] A place of confinement ;
a

house for prisoners ;
a jail.

PRISON, (priz'zn) v. a. To imprison ; to confine. Shak.

PRI'ON-BASE, (prTz'zn-bas) n. A kind of rural play;-
called also prisoners-base, and prison-bars. Sandys.

PRI'ON-ER, (priz'zn-er) n. [prisonnicr, Fr.] One who is

confined in prison, or under arrest
;
a captive ;

one taken

by the enemy.
PRI^'ON-HOUSE, (priz'zn-hbus) n. A jail ;

a prison.

fPRis'ON-MENT, (priz'zn-ment) n. Imprisonment. Shak.

PRIS'TINE, a. [priitine,o\A Fr.
; pristinus, L.] First; an-

cient
; original ; primitive.

PRIS'TIS,* re. A genus of fishes
;
the saw-fish. Crabb.

PRITH'EE. A familiar corruption of pray thee, or, / pray
thee. Rowe.

PRIT'TLE-PRXT'TLE, 7lt idi e or empty talk; trifling lo-

quacity. Bp. Bramhall.

PRI'VA-CY, [pri'va-se, P. E. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; prl'va-se or

pnv'a-se, W. J. F.'; priv'a-se, S. K.} n. State of being
private or secret ; secrecy ; retirement ;

retreat
;
seclu-

sion. [priraute, Fr. Privity; joint knowledge; great
familiarity. Arbuthnot.]

^PRi-vA'Dd, n. [Sp.] A secret friend. Bacon.

PRI'VATE, a. [privatus, L.] Not open ;
secret

;
alone

;
not

accompanied ; single ; individual ; particular ;
not pub-

lic; belonging to an individual, not to the community,
as, private property: not noted or known as of public
or general concern. In private, secretly ;

not publicly.

PR!'VATE, n. [|A secret message. Shak.] A common sol-

djer.

PRI-VA-TEER', n. An armed ship or vessel, belonging to

one or more private individuals, licensed by government
to take prizes from an enemy.

PRI-VA-TEER', v. n. To fit out and manage privateers.

PRI-VA-TEER'ING,* n. The employment of taking prizes
or property, on the ocean, from an enemy, by means of

privateers. Ash.

PR!-VA-TEER'MAN,* n. One engaged in privateering.

Kingsley.

PRI'VATE-LY, ad. In a private manner; secretly.

PRI'VATE-NESS, n. The state of being private ; privacy.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RtTLE. 9, <?, 5, g, soft; K, G, , g, hard; S as Z
; f as gz; THIS
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PRI'VATE-WAY,* v. (Lav) A right possessed by one or

more persons of going over the land of another. Whixhaw.

PRI-VA'TION, n. [Fr. ; privatw, L.] State of being desti-

tute, or deprived, of something; loss of something; ab-
sence ; deprivation.

||PRiv'A-TiVE, [privVtiv, S. W. J. K. F. Ja. K Sm. ; pri'-

va-tiv, P.] a. [priratif, Fr.
; privativus, L.] Causing pri-

vation
; taking away ; consisting in the absence of some-

thing; not positive. Privative is in things what nega-
tive is in propositions.

&5=
" Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Mr. Scott,

W. Johnston, and Entick, make the first syllable of this

word short, us I have done
;
and Mr. Perry and Buchan-

an make it long. In defence of the first pronunciation,
it may be observed, that this word is not like primacy
and primary ; the tirst of which is a formative of our
own ; and the second derived from the Latin primarius,

which, in our pronunciation of the Latin, does not short-

en the i in the first syllable, as privativus does ;
and there-

fore these words are no rul ; for the pronunciation of this,

which, besides the general tendency of the penultimate
accent to shorten every vowel it falls on but u, seems to

have another claim to the short vowel from its termina-
tion ;

thus sanative, donative, primitive, derivative, &c., all

plead for the short sound.'" Walker.

||PRiv'A-TiVE, ?i. That which has metaphysical existence,

by the absence of something; as, silence, which exists by
the absence of sound. (Gram.) A letter or syllable pre-
fixed to a word, which changes it from an affirmative to a

negative sense.

|jPRiv'A-Tl'vE-LY,
ad. By privation ; negatively.

||PRiv'A-TlVE-NEss, n. Quality of being privative.

PRIV'ET, n. An evergreen plant or shrub.

PRIV'I-LE(^E, n. [Fr. ; privileg-ium, L.] A law, or an excep-
tion from the common provisions of law, in favor of an
individual or a body ; a peculiar advantage or benefit; an

exemption ; immunity ;
a right not universal.

PRiv'l-LE^E, (prlv'e-lej) v. a. [i.
PRIVILEGED ; pp. PRIVI-

LEGING, PRIVILEGED.] To invest with rights or immuni-
ties ; to grant a privilege to

;
to exempt from censure, in-

jury, danger, tax, &c. ; to excuse.

PRiv'i-LE(fED,* (priv'e-Iejd) p. a. Possessed of privileges.

PRlv'i-Ly, ad. Secretly; privately. Spenser.

PRIV'I-TY, n. [prinauti, Fr.] Private communication ; con-
sciousness

; joint knowledge ; private concurrence. [jPn-
vacy. Spenser.'] pi. Secret parts.

PRiv'Y, a. [price, Fr.] Private; not public ; secret; clan-
destine

;
done by stealth : conscious ; privately know-

ing : admitted to secrets of state. Privy council, (Eng-
land) the principal council belonging to the king, the mem-
bers of which are styled prioy councillors. Privy seal, or

privy signet, (England) the king's seal, which is first set to

such grants or things as pass the great seal. ffhishaw.
PRiv'vr

,
n. A place of retirement ; a necessary house.

PRIZE, n. [preis, Ger.
; pri.i, Goth.] A reward gained or

taken by contest or contention
;
a reward gained by any

performance; something taken by adventure; any thing
captured by a belligerent during uWar.

PRIZE, v. a. .[priser, Fr.
; appreciare, L.] [i. PRIZED; pp.

PRIZING, PRIZED.] To set a price on
;
to appraise ;

to hold
in high esteem

;
to rate

;
to esteem ; to value highly.

PRIZE,* v. a. To apply a lever to move^any weighty body,
as a cask, anchor, or cannon. Mar. Diet. To force up or

open, as the lid of a chest, a door, &.c. Forby.
PRIZE,* or PR!E,*H. A lever used for the purpose of forc-

ing or raising heavy bodies. " This instrument is some-
times called a pry.'" Forby. $3= In the United States, it

is generally called a pry, and the same word is used as a
verb to denote the use of it. See PRY.

PRlZE'-FlGHT-ER, n. One who fights publicly for a re-
ward.

PRIZ'ER, n. [priseur, Fr.] One who prizes. [fA prize-fight-
er. Shall.]

PRO, [L.] For
;
in defence of. Pro and con, [Cor pro and

contra,} for and against. Clarendon.

PRO'A, n. A long, narrow vessel, or sort of canoe, in the
Eastern seas : a Malay boat : sometimes written proe.

FRQ-Au'Ll-QN,* n. (Arch.) A vestibule. Brandt.

PROB'A-BlL-1'ijM,* n. (Theology &; Ethics) The theory
of probability, or a theory that it is right to follow, in
doubtful cases, a probable opinion, though there may be an
opinion still more probable. Hallam.

PROB'A-BIL-IST,* n. One who adheres to probabilism.
Brande.

PROB-A-BlL'l-TY, n. [probabilitas, L.] State of being prob-
able ;

that degree of evidence, or appearance of truth,
which induces belief, but not certainty ; likelihood

;

chance.

PROB'A-BLE, a. [Fr. ; probabilis, L.] [fThat maybe proved.
Milton.] That may be

; having probability ; likely ; having
more evidence than the contrary.

PROB'A-BLY, ad. Likely ;
in likelihood

;
it may be.

PRO'BANG,* n. (Med.) A flexible piece of whalebone, with
a sponge at the end, used for probing the throat. Brande.

PRO'BATE,?T. [probatum^.} [fProof. Skelton.] (Lair) The
proof, or the act of exhibiting and proving, of wills and tes-

taments: the official copy of a will, with the certificate

of its having been proved. Blackstune.

PRO'BATE,* a. Relating to the proof or establishment of
wills and testaments

; as, probate court. W. Phillips.

PRO-BA'TION, n. [probatio, L.] Act of proving; proof ;
ev-

idence
; testimony, [probation, Fr.] Trial; examina-

tion
; moral trial

;
term or time of trial or of proving ;

no
vitiate.

PRO-BA'TIQN-AL, a. Probationary. Bp. Richardson.

PRQ-BA'TIQN-A-RY, a. Relating to, or implying, probation ;

serving for trial.

PRO-BA'TIQN-KR, n. One who is upon trial or probation.
PRO-BA'TIQN-ER-SHIP, 7i. State of a probationer; novi-

tiate. Locke.

tPR.O-BA'TlON-SHlP, 7i. State of probation. TransL of Boc.

PRO'BA-TIVE, a. [probatus, L.] Serving for trial; proba-
tionary. South.

PRQ-BA'TQR, n. [L.] An examiner; an approver. Mayd-
man. (Law) An accuser

;
one who undertakes to prove

a_charge against another. Cowel.

PRO'BA-TQ-RY, [pro'ba-tur-e, S. P. E. K. Sin. Wb. ; prob'a-
tur-c, W. Ja. R.] a. [probo, L.] Serving for trial. Bram-
liall. ^Serving for proof. Bp. Taylor.

PRO-BA'TUJI JEST, [L.] "It has been tried; it has been
proved ;

" an expression added at the end of a receipt or
a demonstration.

PROBE, n. [probo, L.] A surgical instrument, generally of
silver wire, for examining wounds ; something that probes
or examines.

PROBE, v. a. [probo, L.] [i. PROBED ~,pp. PROBING, PROBED.]
To try with a probe; to search or try thoroughly ;

to ex-
amine.

PROBE '-ScT'^QR, (prob'siz'zurz) n. pl< Surgical scissors,
used to open wounds. Wiseman.

PROB'I-TY, n. [probitc, Fr.
; probitas, L.] Honesty; upright-

ness; integrity; sincerity; veracity.

PROB'LEM, n.
[ probleme, Fr.

; Trpo{3,\r]ua, Gr.] A question
to be solved

;
a proposition requiring some operation to be

performed, or something to be demonstrated.

PROB-LEM-AT'I-CAL, a. Uncertain ; unsettled ; disputable.

PROB-LEM-AT'J-CAL-LY, ad. Uncertainly; doubtfully.
tPROB'LEM-A-TiST, n. One who proposes problems. Evelyn.
JPROB'LEM-A-TJZE, v. n. To propose problems. B.Jonson.

PROB-OS-CID'I-AN,* n. (Zocl.) A mammal having a pro-
boscis. Brande.

PRQ-BOS'cjs, n. [Gr. ; proboscis, L.] pi. PRQ-BOS'ci-DE. A
prehensile organ formed by the- prolongation of the nose,
as the trunk of an elephant; a snout.

PRO-CA'cioys, a. [procax, L.] Petulant; saucy; pert. Bar-
row.

PRQ-cXv'l-TY, Petulance ; pertness. Barrow. [R.]
PRO-C!T-ARC'TIC, a. [npuKaTdOKTiK^i,.] Relating toprocat-

arxis ; forerunning.
PRO-CAT-ARX'JS, n. [xydrapf|$,] (Med.) The preexistent

cause of a disease.

PRO-CE-DKN'DO,* n. (Law) A writ which lies where an
action is removed from an inferior to a superior court.

Whishaw.

PRO-csiD'yiiE, (pro-s5d'yur) n. [Fr.] Act of proceeding;
manner of proceeding ; management ;

conduct
; progress ;

proce_ss; operation. [tProduce. Bacon.]
PRQ-CEED', o. n. [procedo, L.

; proceder, Fr.] [i. PROCEED-
ED ; pp. PROCEEDING, PROCEEDED.] To gO OH

;
tO gO Or

come forward or forth ;
to tend to the end designed ;

to

advance ;
to make progress ;

to issue ;
to arise ; to ema-

nate
;
to take effect ;

to be transacted
;
to be produced :

to carry on a judicial process.

PRQ-CEED'ER, n. One
%
who proceeds.

PRO-CKED'ING, n. [precede, Fr.] Process
; conduct; trans-

action
; legal procedure.

PRO-'CKD, or PRO-CED', [pro-sCdz', W. P. K. Wb.;
pro'sedz, Ja. : pros'edz, Sm.] n. pi. Produce; income;
rent ; money arising out of a commercial transaction.

, (pros-e-lus-mat'ik)a.

K<5,.] Encouraging by a song, call, or speech. Johnson.

fPRQ-CEL'LOys, a. [procellosus, L.] Stormy. Bailey.

fPRQ-CEP'TlQN, n. Preoccupation. Kin* Charles.

PRO'CER,* n. An iron hooked at the end. Crabb.

fPRQ-CERE', a. [procerus, L.] Tall ; of high stature. Evelyn.

fPRQ-CER'l-Ty, ?!. [proceritc, Fr., from proccrus, L.] Tall-

ness ; height of stature. Bacon.

PROC'ESS, (pros'ea) [pros'es, S. W. P. J. F. E. Ja. Sm.;

prS'ses or pros'es, K.} n. [proces, Fr.
; processus, L.] A

proceeding or moving forward
; progressive course ; grad-

ual progress ; course ; methodical management ; arrange-
ment ; operation. (Law) The proceedings in an action or

prosecution; a course of law. (Anat.) The prominent

part of a bone.

PRQ-CES'SION, (pro-sesh'un) n. [Fr. ; processio, L.] Act of

proceeding ; an issuing forth ; a retinue ;
a company, a nu-

merous body, or train, marching in ceremonious solemnity.

PRQ-CKS'SIQN, (pr9-sesh'un) v. n. To go in procession. [R.]
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PRQ-CES'siON-AL, (prp-sesh'un-?!) a. [proccssionnal, Fr.] Re-
lating to a procession ; moving or formed as a procession.

PRQ-CES'SION-AL, (pro-sesh'un-al) n.
[ processionale, L.] A

book relating to the processions of the Romish church.

Gregory. [Davies. [R.]

PRQ-CES'SION-AL-IST,* n. One who walks in a procession.

PRO-CES'SIQN-A-RY, (pr9~sesh'un-a-re) a. Consisting in pro-
cession. Hooker.

PRO-CES'SIQN-IJSG,* n. (Law) A term used, in Tennessee,
to denote the act of ascertaining the boundaries of land.

Bouvier.

PRO-CES'SIVE,* a. Going forward
; advancing. Coleridge.

PROCES VERBAL,* ipros-sa-ver-bal') [Fr.]
" Verbal pro-

cess." (French, jurisprudence) An authentic written
minute or report oi'an official act or proceeding, or a state-

ment of facts. Brande.

PRO'PMEIN,* (pro'shen) a. [Fr.] (Law) Near
5 next; as,

proctiein amy, next friend. Whishaw.
PRO'HRON-IIVI, 71.

[7Tfjn\p!>i'iffu6f.] An error in chronolo-

gy, by dating a thing before it happened. Gregory.
PROC'J-DENCE, or PRO'CI-DENCE, [pro'se-dens, Ja. R.

Wb.'; pros'e-dens, K. Sm.] n. [procidentia,' L,.] (Med.) A
falling down of any part. Ferrand.

PRQ-cip'V-oDs,* a. That falls from its place. Smart. [ton.

fPRO-c'fNCT', n. [procinctus,~L.] Complete preparation. Mil-

PRO-CLAIM', v. a. [prodamo, L.] [i. PROCLAIMED
; pp. PRO-

CLAIMING, PROCLAIMED.] To promulgate; to pronounce
publicly ;

to publish , to announce
; to declare

;
to tell

openly ;
to outlaw by public denunciation.

PRQ-CLAIM'ER, n. One who proclaims.
PROC-LA-MA'TION, n. [proclamatio, L.] A public decla-

ration by government or public authority ;
a public notice

;

a decree
;
an edict. [/car.

tPRQ-CLlVE', a. [proclivis, L.] Inclining or inclined. Bu.Uo-

PRO-CLiv'l-TY, n. [proclivitasjL,.] Tendency; natural in-

clination; propension ; proneness ;
readiness.

tPRQ-CLi'vovs, a. Inclined
; tending by nature. ..Baby.

PRQ-CON'SVL, n. [L.] A Roman officer who governed a

province with consular authority.
PRQ-CON'SV-LAR, a. Belonging to a proconsul ;

under the
rule of a proconsul. Milton.

PR9-c6N'sv-L,A-RY,*a. Proconsular. Grceneway.
PRO-CON'SV-LATE,* n. Proconsulship. Maunder.

PRQ-coN'syL-SHiP, n. The office of a proconsul.
PRO-CRAS'TI-NATE, v. a. [procrastino, L.] [i. PROCRASTI-
NATED ; pp. PROCRASTINATING, PROCRASTINATED.] To put
off from day to day, or from time to time : to defer; to

delay ;
to prolong ;

to postpone.
PRp-CRAs'Ti-NATE, v. w. To be dilatory ; to delay.
PRC-CRXs-Ti-NA'TiQN, n. Act of procrastinating; delay;

dilatoriness.

PRO-CRAS'TI-NA-TOR, n. A dilatory person.
PRO-CRAS'TI-NA-TO-RY,* a. Implying procrastination. EC.

Rev. [Sliak.

fPRO'cRE-ANT, a. [procreans, L.] Productive ; pregnant.
fPRO'CRE-ANT, 7i. That which generates. Milton.

PRO'CRE-ATE, v. a. [procreo, L.] [i.
PROCREATED ; pp. PRO-

CREATING, PROCREATED.] To generate ;
to produce.

PRO-CRE-A'TION, n. [Fr. ; procreatio, L.] Act of procre-
ating ; generation ; production.

PRO'CRE-A-TIVE, a. Generative
; productive. Hale.

PRO'CRE-A-TIVE-NESS, n. Power of generation.
PRO'CRE-A-TOR, n. One who procreates ; generator.
PRQ-CRUS'TE-AN,* a. Relating to Procrustes, a robber,
of ancient Greece, who accommodated the length of
his guests or victims to the length of his bed, by
either stretching them longer or cutting them shorter:

stretched, or contracted, to cover a given extent. Ch. Ob.

PRQ-CROS'TE-AN-IZE,* t>. a. To stretch or contract to a

ghren or required extent or size. CA. Ob.

PRO-CRVS-TE'IAN,* a. Relating to Procrustes ; Procrus-
tean. Qu. Rev.

PROC'TQR, n. [procurator, L.] A manager of another man's
affairs: an attorney in a spiritual court, or in a court of

admiralty j
a procurator: an officer in a university or

college.

PROC'TOR, v. a. To manage. Warburton. [A cajit word.]
fPROc'TQR-AGE, 71. Management, in contempt. Milton.

PRpc-TO'Rl-AL,* a. Relating to a proctor. Watcrhouse.

fPRQc TOR'I-CAL,, a. Belonging to a proctor ; magisterial ;

proctorial. Pridcaux

PROC'TOR-SHIP, n. The office or dignity of a proctor.

PRO-CUM'BENT, . [procuinbens, L.] Lying down; prone.
(Bot.) Trailing on the ground.

PRO-CUR'A-BLE, a. That may be procured ; obtainable.

tPROc'y-RA-cy, 7i. Management of any thing. Holinshed.

PROC-U-RA'TIQN, n. The act of procuring : management
of affairs for another person : a sum paid by an incum-
bent to

a_ bishop, at visitations.

PROC-U-RA'TION-MON'EY,* n. (Law) Money for procuring
a loan. Blackstone.

PHOC'V-RA-TQR, n. A Roman provincial magistrate : one
who undertakes to manage any legal proceedings for an-
other

;
an agent ; manager ; a proctor.

PROC-U-RA-TO'RI-AL, a. Relating to, or done by, a proctor.
Jyliffe.

PROC-V-RA'TQR-SHIP, n. The office of a procurator.
PRO-CU'RA-TQ-RY, [pro-kQ'ra-tur-e, S. W. P.J.K.; prok'-

u-ra-tur-e, Sm. ; pro'ku-ra-t9-re, Wb.} a. Tending to proc-
uration. J. Fox. [R.]

PRO-CURE', v. a. [procure, L.] [i. PROCURED ; pp. PROCUR-
ING, PROCURED.] To manage ;

to transact for another
;
to

obtain ;
to acquire ; to gain ;

to win
; to earn ; to per-

suade
;
to contrive ;

to forward.

PRQ-CURE', . n. To bawd
;
to pimp. Dryden.

PRO-CURE'MENT, n. The act of procuring. Sir T. Elyot.

PRO-CUR'ER, n. One who procures ; a pimp; pander.
PRO-CUR'ESS, n. She that procures; a bawd. Q^p These
words, in their ill sense, Smart says,

" are mostly pro-
nounced proc'u-rer and proc'u-ress." All the other prin-

cipal orthoepists place the accent on the second syllable.

PROD, n. A goad : an awl. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
PROD'I-GAL, a. [prodigus, L.] Profuse.; wasteful; expen-

sive
;
lavish ; extravagant.

PROD'I-GAL, n. A waster
;
a spendthrift ;

a lavisher.

PROD-J-GXL'I-TY, n. [prodigality Fr.]
State of being prod-

igal ; excess; extravagance; profusion; waste.

tPROD'l-GAL-iZE, v. n. To play the prodigal. Sherwood.

PROD'T-GAL-LY, ad. In a prodigal manner ; profusely.

fPROD'l-GENCE, 71. [prodigcntia, L.] Indigence. Bp. Hall.

PRQ-DI^'IOUS, (pr9-dlj'us) a. [prodigiosus, L.] Wonder-
ful ; amazing ; astonishing ; portentous ;

enormous
;
mon-

strous.

PRO-DIG'IOUS-LY, (prg-dij'us-le) ad. In a prodigious man-
ner ; amazingly ; astonishingly.

PRC-DIG'IOUS-NESS, (pr9-dlj'us-nes) n. State of being pro-
digious ; portentousness.

PROI>'|-GY, 7i. [prodige, Fr. ; prodigium, L.] Any thing out
of the ordinary course of nature; portent; any thing as-

tonishing ; a wonder ; a monster.

tPRC-Di"TiQN, (prg-dlsh'un) n. [proditio, L.] Treason ;

treachery. Bp. Hall.

iPRdD'f-TOR, n. [L.] A traitor. Shak.

JPROD-I-TO'RI-OUS, a. Traitorous ; treacherous. Wotton,

PROD'I-TP-RY, a. (Law) Treasonable; treacherous. Milton.

fPRO'UROME, 71. [prodrome, Fr.
; prodromus, L.] A forerun-

ner. Coles.

fPROD^RQ-MOUs, a. Forerunning. Mien.

PRO-DUCE', v. a. [produco, L.] [i. PRODUCED ; pp. PRODUC-

ING, PRODUCED.] To bring forth ;
to yield ;

to afford
;
to

give ; to impart ; to offer to view
;
to exhibit to the pub-

lic
;
to bear

;
to cause ;

to effect
;
to generate ; to extend.

PROD'UCE, (prod'dus) [prod'dus, W. Ja. Sm.; prod'jus, 8. ;

prod'us, J. E. F.; pro'dus, Jlsh.] n. That which is pro-
duced

;
that which any thing yields or brings ; product ;

amount
; profit ; gain.

tPRQ-DUCE'MENT, n. Production. Milton.

PRQ-DUC'ENT, n. One who exhibits or offers. Ayliffe. [R.]
PRQ-DUC'ER, n. One who produces.
PRQ-DU-CI-B!L/I-TY, n. Mate of being producible. Barrow.

PRO-DU'^I-BLE, a. That may be produced or exhibited.

PRO-DU'CI-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being producible.

PROD'VCT, [prod'ukt, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb.; pro'-

dukt, K. Jish..] n. [productus, L.] Something produced
by nature or art; produce; production; work; compo-
sition

;
effect of art or labor

; performance ; result.

(Arith.) The result or quantity produced by multiplying
one number by another; sum.

PRV-DUC'TA,* n. (Geol.) A genus of extinct, fossil, bi-

valve shells. Brande.

PRQ-DUC'TI-BLE,* a. That may be produced ; producible.
Maunder. '[R.]

PRQ-DUC'TILE, a. That may be drawn out
; tensile.

PRO-DUC'TION, n. Act of producing ; any thing produced :

fruit
; product ; composition ;

a literary work
;
a work of

art
;
a performance.

PRO-DUC'TJVE, a. That produces; causing production;
having power to produce ;

fertile ;
efficient.

PRO-DUC'TIVE-LY,* ad. In a productive manner. Allen.

PRO-DUC'TIVE-NESS, n. State of being productive.

PROD-uc-Tiv'i-TY,* . Power of producing. Coleridge.

PRQ-DUC'TRESS,* n. A female who produces. Harris.

PRO'EM, 7t. [irpWiiMv, Gr.
; proamium, L.] Preface; in-

troduction ; exordium.

fPRO'jEM, v. a. To preface. South.

PRQ-E'MI-AL, a. Introductory ; prefatory. Hammond. [R.]

PKO-EMP-TO'SIS,* [pro-em-to'sjs, Sm. Crabb ; pro-em 't9-sia,

K. Wb. Jisk.] n. [jf**lr.] (Astron.) A happening
too soon: applied as a name of a lunar equation, or

addition of a day, to prevent the new moon from hap-

pening too soon. Brande. [good to you. Shak.

fPRQ-FACE', interj. [provface, old Fr.
; prd faccia, It.] Much

tPKOF'A-NATE,* v. a. To profane. Bp. Tuiistall.

PHOF-A-NA'TION, 71. [profano, L.J Act of profaning; vio-

lation of things sacred ;
irreverence.

PRO-FANE', a. [profanus, L.] Irreverent to sacred names
or things; impious; irreligious; polluted; not pure:
secular

; not sacred
; as, "profane history."
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PRO-FANE', v. a. [profane, L.
; profaner, Fr.] [i. PRO-

FANED J pp. PROFANING, PROFANED.
j
To violate

;
tO pol-

lute ;
to desecrate ;

to put to a degrading or wrong use.

PRO-FANE'LY, ad. With irreverence to what is sacred.

PRO-FANE'NESS, n. Irreverence of what is sacred.

PRO-FAN'ER, ?;. One who profanes ;
violator.

PRO-FXN'I-TY,* n. Profaneness. Brit. Critic, EC. Rev., Ch.

Ob., &c. frCr Mr. Smart says that this word is
"

little

authorized." It is in common use in America and in

Scotland, and it is also used by respectable English
authors.

fPRO-FEC'TIpN, 7i. [profcctio, L.] Advance. Browne.

PR6-FEC-Ti"Tiovs,* (pro-fek-tlsh'us) a. Proceeding from.
Gibbon.

PRO 1PERT,* n. [L., he brings forward.} (Law} A bringing

forward, an exhibition, or record, in curia, i. e. in a court.

Crabb.

PRO-FESS', v. a. [professir, Fr.
; professus, L.] [i.

PRO-

FESSED; pp. PROFESSING, PROFESSED.] To make open or

public declaration of; to declare openly, publicly, or in

strong terms
;
to avow

;
to maintain.

PRQ-FESS', v. n. To declare openly ; to enter into a state

of life, secular or religious, by a public declaration.

PRO-FESSED',* (pr9-fest') p. a. Avowed
;
declared publicly.

PRO-FESS'ED-LY, ad. With open declaration or profession ;

avowedly ; undeniably.
PRQ-FES'SION, (pro-fesh'un) n. [Fr.] Act of professing : that

which is professed; declaration: a calling; vocation;
an employment requiring a learned education, as those

of divinity, law, and physic.

PRO-FES'SION-AL, (pro-fesh'un-al) a. Relating to a calling
or profession ;

done by a professor.

PRO-FEs'sipN-AL-IST,* 7i. One who practises, or belongs
to, some profession. Month. Rev. [R.]

PRQ-FES'SION-AL-LY, (pr9-fesh'un-al-le) ad. By profes-
sion ;

as a professor.

PRO-FES'SOR, n. [professeur, Fr.] One who professes ;
a

public teacher of some science or art, in a university,

college, &c.
;
one who makes profession of any thing;

one visibly or professedly religious.

PRO-FES-SO'RI-AL, a. [professorius, L.] Relating to a pro-
fessor. Bentley.

^RO-FES-s6'Ri-AL-Is.M,* n. The character or quality of a

professor. EC. Rev. [R.]

PRP-FES'SOR-SHIP, n. The station or office of a professor.

tPR9-FES'so-RY, a. Professorial. Bacon.

PROF'FER, v. a. [profero, L.] [i.
PROFFERED ; pp. PROFFER-

ING, PROFFERED.] To propose ; to offer to acceptance;
to attempt of one's own accord.

PROF'FER, n. Something proposed to acceptance; offer.

PRSF'FER-ER, n. One who proffers.

PRQ-FI"CIENCE, (pro-fish'ens) n. Same as proficiency.

PRQ-Fl"ciEN-cy, (pro-flsh'en-se) n. [proficio, L.] Ad-
vancement; improvement gained; progress.

PRQ-FI"CIENT, (pro-fish'ent) n. [proficiens, L.] One who
has made advancement or proficiency in any study or

business
;
an adept.

tPRQ-Fl'c'y-ous, a, [proficuus, L.] Advantageous; useful.

Harvey.
HPRO'FILE, PRO-FiLE', or PRO'FILE, [pro-fel', S. P. J. F.

K.; pro'fcl, E. Ja. Sm.; pro'fil, or pro-fel', W.] n. [profil,

Fr.]The outside or contour of any thing, such as a figure,

building, ornament, the face, &c.
;

a head or portrait

represented sideways ;
the side-face

;
half-face.

I|PRQ-F1LE',* v. a. To draw an outline of. Holland.

IJPRQ-FIL'IST,* [prg-fel'jst, K. Sm. ; prof'e-llst, Maunder.]
n. One who draws a profile. [Modern.]

PROF'JT, n. [Ft.] Pecuniary gain ; opposed to loss: the

surplus money which remains to a dealer, above that
with which he began ;

benefit
; advantage ; proficiency.

PROF'JT. v. a. [profiler, Fr.] [i. PROFITED; pp. PROFITING,
PROFITED.] To benefit ; to advantage ; to advance.

PROF'JT, v. n. To gain advantage ; to make improvement.
PROF'IT-A-BLE, a. [Fr.] Affording profit; beneficial

; gain-
ful

; lucrative
;
useful

; advantageous.
PROF'IT-A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being profitable.

PROF'IT-A-BLY, ad. Gainfully ; advantageously.
PROF'JT-LESS, a. Void of profit, gain, or advantage.
PROF'LI-GA-C, n. State of a profligate ; vice; abandoned
conduct

; depravity.
PROF'LJ-GATE, a. [profligatns, L.] Abandoned to vice

;

openly vicious ;
lost to virtue and decency ;

shameless.

PROF'LI-GAJE, n. An abandoned or profligate person.
tPROF'Lj-GATE, v. a. [profligo, L.] To drive away ;

to

overcome.

PRSF'LJ-GATE-LY, ad. In a profligate manner.
FROF'M-GATE-NESS, n. The quality of being profligate.

fPROF-Ll-GA'TIQN, n. Defeat
; rout. Bacon.

PRSF'LV-ENCE, 7i. Progress; coi'rse. Wotton. [R.]

PROF'LU-ENT, a. [profluens, L.] Flowing forward. Mil-

ton. [R.l
PRO-FLU' ri-fiM* n. [L.] pi. PRO-FLd'vi-A. (Med.~) A
morbid discharge or flux. Crabb.

PRO FOR'MA,* [L.]
" For form's sake/'

[PRO-FO&ND', TJ. 7i. To dive; to penetrate. Olanville.

PRO-FOOND'LY, ad. In a profound mam
R,O-F6GND'NESS,
edge ; profundity.

5 PRO

PRO-FO|>ND', a. [profundus, L.] Having great depth ; deep j

*

descending far below the surface ; low, with respect to
the neighboring places : intellectually deep ; learned :

deep in contrivance
;
hidden : lowly ;

humble
;
submis-

sive.

The deep; the sea; the abyss. Milton,
rate. Olanville

nner; deeply.
PRO-FOGND'NESS, n. Depth of place; deptli of knowl-
edge ; profundity.

PRQ-FUN'DI-TY, n. State of being profound; depth of

place_or knowledge.
PRO-FUSE', a. [pnifusus, L.] Lavish

; too liberal
; prodi-

gal ; e_xtravagant ; overabounding ; exuberant.

KPRQ-FU$E',* v. a. To pour forth
;
to make abundant.

Armstrong-.
PRQ-FUSE'LY, ad. In a profuse manner; lavishly.
PRO-FUSE'NESS, n. State of being profuse ; profusion.
PRQ-FU'ijlON, (pro-fu'zhun) n. [profasio,i,.] State of being

profuse ; lavishnees
; prodigality ; profuseness ;

excess
;

extravagance; lavish expense: abundance; exuberant
plenty.

PROG, v. n. To go a begging ;
to procure by beggarly

tricks
; to steal

;
to shift meanly for provisions. More.

[Low.]
PROG, n. Victuals ; provision of any kind. Swift. [Low.]
fPRO-GEN'ER-ATE, v. a. [progenero, L.] To beget. Cotgrave.

RO-^EN-ER-A'TiON, 7t. The act of begetting; propa-
gation. Johnson.

PRQ-GEN'I-TOR, n. [L.] One from whom another de-
scends in a direct line

;
a forefather

;
an ancestor.

PR6G'E-NY, 71. [progeiiie, old Fr.
; progenies, L.] Offspring j

descendants; issue; race.

PROG-NO'SJS,* n. [Trpuj-vaxn?.] (Med.) That part of medi-
cine by which the progress and termination of diseases
are judged of by their symptoms. P. Cyc.

PROG-NOS'TIC, a. [Trpovvwcm/cdj.] Foreshowing: fore-

tokening disease or recovery ; as, a prognostic symptom.
PROG-NOS'TIC, n. A prediction ;

a token : the judgment
formed of the event of a disease.

fPRQG-NOS'Tic, v. a. To prognosticate. Bp. Hacket.

PRQG-N5s'Ti-CA-BL,E, a. That may be foreknown or fore-
told. Browne.

_
PROG-NOS'TI-CATE, v. a. [i. PROGNOSTICATED ; pp. PROO-

ED.] To foretell
;
to foreshow.

PRQG-NOS-TI-CA'TION, 77. Act of prognosticating; that
which is prognosticated ; prediction ;

a foretelling.

PRQG-NOS'TI-CA-TOR, n. One who prognosticates; fore-

teller.

PRO'GRAM,* n. [proyramma, L.
; programme, Fr.] A bill or

plan exhibiting an outline of an entertainment or public

performance, as at a college or university ;
an advertise-

ment
;
an edict. Bailey. This is the English form of the

word
;
but the Latin programma and the French pro-

gramme are often used. See PROGRAMME.
PRQ-GRAM'MA, n. [L. ; programme, Fr.] See PROGRAMME.
PRO'GRAMME,* n. [Fr.] A university term, signifying an

outline of the speeches and orations to be delivered on a

particular occasion : an outline of any entertainment or

public ceremony. Brandc. See PROGRAM.

PROG'RESS, [prog'gres, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. Wb.; pr5'-

gres, Ja. K. Entick.] n. [progres, Fr.
; progrcssus, L.]

Course ; procession ; passage ;
advancement ; motion

forward ;
intellectual improvement ;

advancement in

knowledge ; proficiency ;
removal from one place to an-

other ; a journey of state.

IPROG'RESS, v. n. To move forward
;
to advance. Shak.

IPROG'RESS, v. a. To go round. Milton.

PRO-GRESS',* v. n. [i. PROGRESSED ; pp. PROGRESSING, PRO-

GRESSED.] To make progress ;
to advance ;

to proceed ;

to move forward. J)^ The verb prog'ress, with the ac-

cent on the first syllable, is found in Shakspeare ;
and

Dr. Johnson inserted it in his Dictionary, noted as "not
in use." The. word is also found in Milton, used in an
active, sense

; as,
" to progress a circle ;

" in this sense,

however, it is entirely obsolete. But the neuter verb

progress', with the accent on the second syllable, is of

modern origin or revival
; and it has generally been

regarded as an Americanism. It often occurs, both in

conversation and in published writings, though a great

part of our best writers forbear the use of it. It has of late

been much used in England, and by writers of high

respectability. Among the numerous English authorities

that may be brought forward for the use of it, are the

following: Sir Robert Peel, O'ConneU, Coleridge,

Dick, Hood, Bulwer, Dickens, the British Critic, the

Edinburgh Review, the Quarterly Review, the Monthly
Review, the Eclectic Review, the Dublin Review, the

Gentleman's Magazine, the Christian Observer, and the

Penny Cyclopedia ;
and it is also inserted in the late

English Dictionaries of Maunder, Knovvles, Smart, and

Reid.
PRO GRES'SIQN, (pro-gresh'un) n. [proffrcssio, L.] Regular
and gradual advance ; gradual motion forward ; course :PRO FOR'MA* [L.]

" For form's sake." and gradual advance ; gradual motion forward ; course : -
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intellectual advance ; progress. (Jlrith.) A series of
numbers increasing or decreasing by equal differences.

PRO-GRES'SIQN-AL, (pro-gresh'uri-al) a. Implying progres-
sion

; advancing ; progressive. Browne.

PRp-GREs'siVE, a. [progressif, Fr.] Going forward
;
mak-

ing progress; advancing.
PRQ GRES'SJVE-LY, ad. By regular course or advance.

PRO-GRES'SIVE-NESS, n. The state of advancing.
PRO JFIAC yl'CE,* [L.]

" For this turn." Macdonnel.

'IT, v. a. [prohibeo,I, L.J ft. PROHIBI

IIBITING, PROHIBITED.] To forbid
;
to int

thority ; to debar ; to hinder.

TED
; pp. PRO-

terdict by au-

PRQ-HIB'IT-ER, 71. One who prohibits ;
forbidden

PRO-HI-BI"TIQN, (pro-he-bish'un) n. [Fr. ; prohibltio, L.]
Act of prohibiting; interdiction; interdict. (Laic) A
writ issued by one court to stop the proceeding of another.

PRO-HI-BI"TIQN-IST,* n. An advocate for prohibitory meas-
ures. Fo. Q. Rev.

PRQ-HIB'I-TIVE, a. Implying prohibition; prohibiting; pro-

hibitory. Barrow.

PRO-HiB'i-TO-RY, a. Implying prohibition ; forbidding.

fPROlN, v. a. [provigner, Fr.] To lop; to trim
;
to prune.

Chaucer.

fPROiN, v. n. To be employed in pruning. Bacon.

PRQ-JECT', v. a. [projectus, L.] [i.
PROJECTED

; pp. PRO-

JECTING, PROJECTED.] To throw or cast forward ;
to ex-

hibit a form, as of the image thrown on a mirror. [pro-

jetter, Fr.] To scheme
;
to form in the mind

;
to contrive;

to plan.

PRQ-JECT', v. n. To jut out ;
-to shoot forward

;
to extend.

PRSJ'ECT, n. [projet,Fr.] Scheme; design; contrivance.

PRO-JEC'TILE, n. A body projected or put in motion.

PRQ-JEC'TJLE, a. [Fr.J impelled or impelling forward.

PRO-JEC'TIQN, n. Act of projecting ; that which is project-
ed

;
that which projects ; a part jutting out, as in a build-

ing: a plan ;
delineation

;
scheme ; the representation

of any object on a plane. (Old cAc/n.) The crisis of an

operation.

fPRQ-jECT'MENT, n. Design ;
contrivance. Clarendon.

PRQ-JECT'QR, n. One who projects ;
a schemer.

PRQ-JECT'VRE, (pr9-jekt'yur) n. [Fr. ; projectura, L.]

(Arch.) A projection ;
a jutting out. Bailey.

PROJET,* (pro-zha') n. [Fr.] A plan ;
a project ;

the draft

of a proposed treaty or convention. Bouvier.

PRQ-LAPSE',* v. a. To protrude. v. n. To extend out.

Ash. [R.]

PRQ-LATE', . a. [prolatum, L.] To pronounce ;
to utter.

Howell. [R.]

PRO'LATE, [pro'Iat, E. Wb. Ash; prol'at, W.; prg-lat',

Sm.] a. [prolatus, L.] Extended or brought out beyond
an exact figure or sphere. A sphere drawn out at the

poles is prolate ; one flattened at the poles is oblate.

PRQ-LA'TIQN, n. Utterance ;
act of bringing out. B. Jonson.

Delay j
act of deferring. Jlinsworth.

PRO'LEG,* n. A kind of false or spurious leg of certain in-

sects. Roget.
PRSL-E-GOM'E-NA, n. pi. [irpo^y6neva.} Preliminary ob-

servations prefixed to any work. Prolegomenon, the sin-

gular, is rarely used.

PRSL-E-GOM'E-NA-RY,* a. Introductory ; prefatory. Ec.Rcv.

PRQ-LEP'SIS, n. [npfttiipif.] (Rhet.) A figure by which ob-

jections are anticipated and answered, anticipation.

(CAron.) An error in chronology by which events are
dated too early. Theobald.

PRO-LEP'TIC, ) a. Previous; antecedent: applied to

PRO-L,EP'TI-CAL,, j
certain fits of a disease. Gregory.

PRQ-LEP'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. By way of anticipation. Beniley.

fPROL-E-TA'NE-oDs,* a. Having a numerous offspring.
Cole.

tPROL-E-TA'RI-AN, a. Mean ; vile
; vulgar. Hudibras.

fPROL'E-TA-RY, 7i. [proletarian, L.] A mean person. Burton.

PROL'I-CIDE,* n. The destruction of human offspring ;
in-

fanticide or foaticide. Bouvier.

PRO-LfF'ER-oCs,* a. (Bot.) Producing progeny; prolific.
Smart.

PRQ-UF'IC, a. [proMque, Fr.
; proles and facio, L.] Pro-

ducing offspring; fruitful; productive; promising fecun-

dity.

PRQ-LIF'I-CAL, a. Fruitful
; prolific. Pearson.

PRO-LIF'I-CAL-LY, ad. Fruitfully ; productively.
PRO-LIF-I-CA'TION, n. Generation of children

; production.
PRQ-L'IF'IC-NESS, n. The state of being prolific Scott.

PRQ-Llx', [pro-llks', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; prp-IIks'

orpro'ljks, Wb.} a. [prolixus, L.] Long ; tedious; diffuse
;

not concise ; tiresome.

fPRQ-Lix'loys, (pr9-lik'shus) a. Tedious; prolix. Shale.

PRp-Lix'l-TY, n. [prolixite, Fr.] (iuality of being prolix;
tiresome length.

PRO-LIX'LY, ad. At great length ; tediously. Dryden.
PRQ-LIX'NESS, n. Tediousness ; prolixity. A. Smith.

||PROL'p-cii-TOR, [prol'o-ku-tur, S. Sm. ; pro-ly-ku'tur, P.
Ja.; prp-lok'u-tur, J. F. K. R. Wb. ; prol-9-ku'tur, W.] n.

[L.] One who speaks before or for others ; the foreman
or speaker of a. convocation.

||PROL-o-cu'TQR-SHfp, n. Office or dignity of a prolocu
tor.

fPROL'o-GiZE, v. n. To deliver a prologue. Beaum. $ Fl.

PR6l/9-Glz-ER,*7^ One who makes prologues. Lloyd. [R.l

||PR6L'6GUE,(pr51'og) [prol'og, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ; pro'-

log, Ja. K. Wb.} n. [7rp<5Aoyoj, Gr.
; prologue, Fr.] A

piece in verse recited before the representation of a play ;

a preface ;
introduction to any discourse or performance.

HfPROL'OGUE, (prol'og) v. a. To introduce formally. Shak.

PRQ-LONG', v. a. [prolonger, Fr.
; pro and lonrrus, L.] [i.

PROLONGED
j pp. PROLONGING, PROLONGED.] To lengthen

out ;
to continue

;
to put off to a distant time

;
to protract ;

to delay.
PRO-LQN-GA'TIQN, [pro-lon-ga'shun, S. P. Ja.K. Sm. Wb. ;

prol-9n-ga'shtm, W. J. F.] n. [Fr.] Act of prolonging; pro-
traction ; delay.

PRQ-LONG'ER, n. He or that which prolongs.

tPRQ-LONG'MENT,* n. The act of prolonging. Shaftesluvry.

PR<?-L,0'I<?N, (pro-lu'zhun) n. [prolusio, L.j A prelufle 5

an introduction ;
an essay. Hakewill. [R.]

\\PROM-E-NADE', or PRSM-E-JVADE', [prom-e-nad', Ja.

K. Sm. R.; prom-e-nad', Wb.] n. [Fr.] A walk
;
a place

for walking ;
a walk for pleasure or show. Burke.

IJPROM-E-NADE',* V. a. [i.
PROMENADED

; pp. PROMENADING,
PROMENADED.] To walk

;
to take a walk. Qu. Rev.

||PROM-E-NAD'ER,* 71. One who promenades. Observer.

tPRQ-MER'jT, i\ a. [promereo, L.] To oblige; to deserve.

Bp. Hall.
'

PRQ-ME'THE-AN,* n. A small glass tube containing con-
centrated sulphuric acid, surrounded with an inflamma-
ble mixture. Brande.

PRQ ME'THE-AN,* a. Relating to Prometheus ; having the

life-giving quality of the fire which be stole from heaven.

Ency.
PROM/I-NENCE, n. [prominence, Fr. ; prominentia, L.] State

of being prominent; a projection ; conspicuousness ; pro-
tuberance ;

extant part.

PROM'l-NEN-cy, 7i. Same as prominence.
PROM'J-NENT, a. [prominens, L.] Standing out beyond the
other parts; protuberant; full ; conspicuous.

PROM'J-NENT-LY, ad. Jn a prominent manner.

PRQ-Mis'cy-oiJS, a. [promisctius, L.] Mingled; indiscrimi-

nate ;
common ;

confused
; undistinguished.

PR9-Mis'cy-ous-L,Y, ad. In a promiscuous manner.^3
"

PRQ-MIS'CV-OUS-NESS, n. State of being promiscuous.
PROM'ISE, n. [prominsum, L.] A declaration which binds

the one who makes it ; a declaration of some benefit to

be conferred ; engagement ; word ; that which is prom-
ised ; performance of a promise ; hope ; expectation.

PROM'ISE, v. a. [promitto,L.] [L PROMISED ;pp. PROMISING,
PROMISED.] To declare a purpose to do something de-

sired ;
to assure by promise ;

to make declaration of

good, and sometimes of ill.

PROM'ISE, v. n. To excite hope or expectation; to make a

promise ; to bid fair.

IPROM'ISE-BREACH, n. Violation of promise. Shak.

PROM'ISE-BREAK'ER, n. A violator of promises. Shak

PROM'ISE-CRAMMED,* (-kramd) a. Filled with promises
SAaA.'

PROM-ls-EE',_*_n. One to whom a promise is made. Paley.

PROM'ISE-KEEP'ING,* n. Adherence to promise. Shak.

PROM'I'S-ER, n. One who promises.
PROM'is-iNG,* a. Giving promise ; affording hope of good.

I PROM'JS-QR,* or PROM-IS-OR',* n. (Law) One who prom-
ises. It is pronounced' prom-js-or' when used in opposi-
tion to promisee. Chitty.

I
PROM'IS-SQ-RY, a. [ projnissorius, L.] Containing a prom-

ise. Promissory note, a note or writing containing a

promise to pay a specified sum, or perform a specified act.

PKOM'IS-SQ-RI-LY, ad. By way of promise. Browne.

fPROM'ONT, 7i. A promontory. Fcltham.

PROM'QN-TO-RY, n. [ promontorium, L.] A headland; a

cape ;
a point of land, commonly high, projecting into the

sea.

PRQ-MOTE', v. a. [ promoveo, promotes, L.] [{.PROMOTED;
pp. PROMOTING, PROMOTED.] To forward ;

to advance ;
to

elevate ; to exalt ;
to prefer ;

to raise in rank or office.

PRO-MOT'ER, n.
[ prom,oteur, Fr.] One who promotes ;

ad-

vancer
;
forwarder ; encourager.

PRQ-MO'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of promoting; state of being

promoted; advancement; encouragement; exaltation to

some_new honor or rank ; preferment.

PRQ-MO'TIVE,* a. Tending to promote ; helpful. Hume.

fPRQ-M6vE',T. a. [promoveo, L.] To advance
;
to promote

Suckling.
PROMPT, (promt) a. [Fr. ; promptus, L.] Quick ; ready ;

acute ; easy ; agile ; alert ;
brisk

; lively ; sprightly ;
un-

obstructed
;
immediate ; prepared ; wanting no new mo-

tive : ready ;
told down

; as, prompt payment.
PROMPT, (promt) v. a. [prontare, It.] [L PROMPTED ; pp.

PROMPTING, PROMPTED.] To incite; to assist when at a

loss, particularly for words ;
to dictate ;

to excite ;
to in-

stigate ;
to remind.

PROMPT'S R, (pr5mt'er) n. One who prompts.
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PRSMP'TI-TUDE, (prom'te-tud)n. [Fr. ; promptus,'L.] State
of being prompt ;

readiness
; quickness.

PROMPT'LY, (prSmt'le) act. Readily ; quickly ; expeditiously.
PROMPTNESS, (promt'nes) w. Readiness

; quickness.
PROMPT' U-A-RY, (promt'yu-a-re) n. [promptuarium, L.] A

storehouse
;
a repository ; a magazine. Bp. Kino-.

fPROMPT'VRE, (promt'yyr) n. Suggestion. Shak.

PRQ-MOL'GATE, v. a. [promulgo, L.] [i.
PROMULGATED ;

pp. PROMULGATING, PROMULGATED.] To publish ;
to make

known by open declaration
;
to promulge.

PRdM-UL-GA'TlOiV, n. [promulgatio, L.] Act of promulgat-
ing ; declaration

; publication.

PROM'VL-GA-TQR, or PROM-VL-GA'TOR, [prom-ul-ga'tur,
W. J. F. ; pro-mul-ga'tur, E. Ja. ; 'prp-mul'ga-tur, S. ;

prom'ul-ga-tur, Sm.] n. One who promulgates ; publisher.
PRO-M&LGE', v. a. [promulgo, L.] [i.

PROMULGED ; pp.

PROMULGING, PROMULGED.] To promulgate; to publish;
to teach openly.

PRp-MfJLG'ER, n. One who promulges ; prornulgator.
PRO-NA'OS,* n. [>pc5 and j/.Jj.] (.^rc/i.) The front porch of

a temple or of a church. Brandt.

PRO-NA'TIQN, n. The position of the hand in which the

palm is turned downward. Smith.

PRO-NA'TOR, n. (Anat.) A muscle used in turning the palm
of the hand downwards.

PRONE, a. [old Fr.
; pronus, L.] Lying with the face down-

wards, as opposed to supine; bending downward; not
erect

; precipitous ; sloping ;
inclined

; mentally disposed,
commonly in an ill sense.

PRONE'LY, ad. In a prone manner; downward. Todd.

PRONE'NESS, n. The state of being prone ;
descent

;
decliv-

ity ;
inclination

; disposition to ill.

PRONG, n. [prion, Icel.j A spike of a fork ; a fork.

PRONG'BDCK,* n. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P..Cyc.
PRONGED,* (prongd) a. Having prongs ;

forked. Jodrett.

tPRO'NI-TY, n. Proneness. More.

PRQ-NOM'I-NAL, a. [pronominalis, L.] Relating to a pro-
noun ; having the nature of a pronoun.

PRO-NOM'I-NAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of a pronoun.
Smart.

fPRON'p-TA-RY,* n. Prothonotary. See PROTHONOTART.
Bouvier.

PRo'MoflN, n. [pronomen, L.J
A word that is used instead

of a noun, to avoid the too frequent repetition of the same
word. Personal pronouns are used as substitutes for

nouns that denote persons : they are /, thou, he, she, it,

with their plurals, we, you or ye, and they. Relative pro-
nouns, In general, relate to some word or phrase going
before, called the antecedent : they are who, which, what,
and that. Who, which, and what, when used in asking
questions, are called interrogative pronouns. Adjective
pronouns partake of the properties both of pronouns and
adjectives, and are subdivided into the possessive, the dis-

tributive, the demonstrative, and the indefinite. The pos-
sessive are my or mine, thy or thine, his, her, our, your, their :

the distributive, each, every, either, neither: the de-

monstrative, this, that, these, those: the indefinite, some,
other, any, one, all, such, &c.

PRP-NOUNCE', v. a. [prononcer, Fr.
; pronuncio, L.] [i.

PRONOUNCED; pp. PRONOUNCING PRONOUNCED.] To ar-

ticulate ; to speak ;
to utter; to form or articulate by the

organs of speech; to utter rhetorically ;
to declare

;
to af-

firm.

PRQ-NqpNCE', v. n. To speak with confidence or authority.
fPRO-NouNCE', n. Declaration. Milton.

PRQ-NoONCE'A-BLE, a. [pronon$able, old Fr.] That may
be pronounced. Cotgrave.

PRO-NOUN^'KR, n. One who pronounces.
PHQ-NOON'ING,* p. a. Uttering ; relating to pronunciation.
PRO-NU'BI-AL,* a. Presiding over marriage. Congreve. [R.]
HPRQ-NUN-CI-A'TIQN, (prg-nun-she-a'shun) [pro-nun-she-

a'shun, W. J. E. F. Ja. ; pro-nun-sha'shun, S. ; pro-nuri-
se-a'shun, P. K. Sm.] n. [pronunciatio, L.] Act of pro-
nouncing ;

mode of pronouncing; utterance; delivery
of a discourse. 3-

" This word is regularly pronounced
pro-nun-she-a'shun, and by all speakers would probably
be so sounded if it were related to any such verb as to

pronunciate, in the same way as association and enuncia-
tion are related to associate and enunciate. In the absence
of any such related verb, most speakers say pro-nun-se-
a'shun, and so avoid the double occurrence of the sound
ofsh in the same word." Smart. Walker says, "The
very same reasons that oblige us to pronounce partiality,
propitiation, speciality, &c., as if written parsheality, pro-
pishcashun, speshcality, &c., oblige us to pronounce pro-
nunciation as if written pronunsheashun."
The majority of the authorities above given are in fa-

vor of the sound of sh ; and the Rev. Dr. N. II. Wheaton
says, in his " Travels in England."

"
I was a little morti-

fied at having my Yankee origin detected, by my omitting
to give the full sound of sh in the word pronunciation."

UtPRQ-NDN'ci-A-TivE, (pro-nun'she-a-tlv) a. Dogmatical.
Bacon.

n. One who pronounces. Ch. Ob.

||PRp-NUN'c!-A-Tp-RY,* (pro-nun'she-a-t9-re) a. Relating
to pronunciation. Earnshaw.

PROOF, n. That by which something is proved ; evidence
;

testimony; reason
; argument ; demonstration: experi-

ence
;

test
; trial

; experiment: that which lias been
proved : firm temper ; impenetrability. (Printing) The
trial-sheet for examination or correction

;
a proof-sheet.

PROOF, a. Impenetrable ;
able to resist

; having been
proved able to resist something: taken from a copper-
plate before it is at all worn.

PROOF'LESs,_a. Unproved ; wanting evidence or proof.
PROOF'-SHEET,* n. (Printing) The first impression of a

printed sheet for correction
;
a proof. Boswell.

PROP, v. a. [proppen, D.] [{. PROPPED
; pp. PROPPING,

PROPPED.] To support by placing something under or

against; to support; to sustain.

PROP, n. [proppe, D.] A support; a stay ;
that which sus-

tains.

PRO-PJE-DEU'TICS,* n. pi. [71750 and Trai^io).] Preliminary
learning, connected with any art or science. Brande.

PROP'A-GA-BLE, a. That may be propagated or spread.
Piiop-A-GXiv'nA,* n. The name of a Roman Catholic as-

sociation, called the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide, or
"
Society for propagating the Faith." Ency.

PROP-A-GXN'DI^M,* n. A system of measures for the prop-
agation of opinions or principles ; proselytism. QM. Reo.

PROP-A-GAN'UIST,* n. One employed to propagate opin-
ions. Q. Rev.

PROP'A-GATE, v. a. [propago, L.] [i. PROPAGATED
; pp.

PROPAGATING, PROPAGATED.] To continue or spread by
generation or successive production ;

to extend
;
to circu-

late
;
to diffuse

;
to disseminate

;
to promote ;

to increase
j

to generate.

PROP'A-GATE, v. n. To have offspring or increase. Milton.

PROP-A-GA'TION, n.
[ propagatio, L.] Act of propagating ;

state of being propagated; generation; production; in-
crease

; extension.

PROP'A-GA-TQR, n. One who propagates ;
a spreader.

PRQ-PEL', v. a. [propello, L.] [i.
PROPELLED

; pp. PROPEL-

LING, PROPELLED.] To drive forward ;
to urge on

;
to im-

pel.

PRQ-PEND', v.n. [propendo, L.] To incline
;
to be disposed

Shak. [R.J

PRO-PEN'DEN-CY, n. Inclination or tendency ;
attentive

deliberation
; pt-rpendency. Hale. [R.]

PRQ-P ND'E NT,* a. Hanging forward or downward. London
PRP-PENSE', a. [propensus,!^.] Inclined; disposed. Hook-

er. [R.]

fPRQ-PENSE'NESS, n. Natural tendency. Donne.

PRO-PEN'SIQN, (pro-pen'shun) n. [propensio, L.] Same as

propensity. Temple. [R.]
PRO-PN'SI-TY, n. Natural tendency ;

bent of mind ; bi-

as; inclination
; disposition to any thing, good or bad.

PROP'ER, a. [propre, Fr.
; proprius, L.] Peculiar; belong-

ing or peculiar to the individual
;
not belonging to more

;

not common
; noting an individual

;
one's own ; natural ;

original ;
fit

;
accommodated

; adapted ;
suitable

; quali-
fied

;
exact ; accurate

; just ;
strict

; right ;
real

;
not fig-

urative. [Elegant ; pretty. Heb. fMere ; pure ;
tall ; lus-

ty ; well-made
; good-looking ; personable. Shak.]

jPROP'ER-ATE, v. a. [propero, i,.} To hasten. Cockeram.

jPROP-E-RA'TlQN, n. [ properatio, L.
J

Act of hastening ;

haste. Bailey.

PROP'ER-LY, ad. In a proper manner ; strictly ; fitly ;
suit-

ably ; in a strict sense.

PROP'ER-NESS, n. The quality of being proper.

PROP'ER-TY, n. A peculiar quality; quality; attribute;

disposition : that which is one's own ; right of posses-
sion ; possession held in one's own right ; thing pos-
sessed

; estate; goods: something appropriate to the

character played, or which an actor uses in playing his

part.

fPROP'ER-TY, v. a. To invest with properties ;
to hold. Shak.

PROPII'A-SIS, (profa-sls) n. [n-ju<J0afrf.] (Med.~) Progno-
sis. Bailey.

PROPH'E-CY, (profe-se) n. [n-/)o^?r(a.] A foretelling of

something' that is 'to 'take place in a future time; that

which is foretold
; prediction.

PROPH'E-SI-ER, n. One who prophesies.

PROPH'E-SY, (prof'e-sl) v. a. [i. PROPHESIED; pp. PROPHE-

SYING, PROPHESIED.] To foretell what is to take place at

some future time
;
to predict ;

to foretell ;
to prognosti-

cate ;
to foreshow.

PROPH'E-SY, v. n. To utter predictions. [fTo preach,

EzekieL]
PROPH'E-SY-ING,* n. Act of foretelling. [Act of preaching.

Bp. T'dylor.]

PROPU'ET, (profet) n. [prophete, Fr.
; npo^r^S, Gr.] One

who prophesies ;
one who foretells future events ;

a pre-

dicter; a foreteller; a writer of prophecies ;
the writing

of a prophet. pi. The portion of the Old Testament

written by the prophets.
PROPH'ET-ESS, n. [prophctesse, Fr.] A woman who proph-

esies or foretells.
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PRQ-PHET'IC, j
a. [prophetique, Fr.J Relating to a

PRQ-PHET'J-CAL, ] prophet ; relating to a prophecy ;

foreseeing; foretelling.

PRO-PHET-I-CXL'I-TY,* n. Propheticalness. Coleridge. [R.]

PRO-PHET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of a prophecy.
PRO-PHET'J-CAL-NESS,* 7i. duality of being prophetical.

Scott.

fPROPH'ET-jZE, v. n. [prophetiscr, Fr.] To give predic-
tions. Daniel.

PROPH'ET-LIKE, a. Like a prophet. Shak.

PROPH-y-LXc'Tlc, 71. (Med.) A preventive. Fordyce.
PROPH-y-LXc'Tic, / a. [frp0t>A<um<rfc.] Preventing
PROPH-Y-LXc'Tl-CAL, \

disease
; preventive. Ferrand.

fPROP-i-NA'TiQN, K. [propinatio, L.] Act of pledging or

offering a cup. Potter.

tPRQ-PlNE', v. a. [propino, L.] To offer in kindness, as

the cup when we drink to any one; to expose. Fotherby.

fPRO-PlN'QUATE, r. 7i. [propinquo, L.] To approach ;
to

draw near. Cockeratn.

PRO-PIN'QUI-TY, (pro-ping'kwe-te) n.
[ propinquitas, L.]

Nearness
; proximity. Ray. Kindred

;
nearness of blood.

Shak.

PROP-l-THE'cys,* n. (Zoo/.) A quadruped allied to the le-

mur. Bennett.

PRQ-PI"TI-A-BLE, (prp-pTsh'e-a-bl) a. [propitiabilis, L.]
That may be propitiated or made propitious ; placable.

PRQ-PI"TI-ATE, (pr9-pish'e-at) v. a. [propitio, L.l
[i.

PRO-
PITIATED

; pp. PROPITIATING, PROPITIATED.] To make
propitious or favorable

;
to appease ; to reconcile ; to

gain ;
to conciliate.

PRQ-PI"TI-ATE, (pro-plsh'e-at) v. n. To make propitiation
or atonement. Young.

PRO-PI-TI-A'TION, (prg-pish-e-a'shun) [pro pish-e-a'shun,
W. P.J. F. Ja. K. Sm.; pr5-pe-sha'shi.in, S. See PRO-

NUNCIATION.] n. [propitiation, Fr.] Act of propitiating;
that which propitiates ;

reconciliation
; atonement.

PRQ-Pi"Ti-A-TOR, (pr9-pish'e-a-tur) n. One who propiti-
ates.

PR9-Pi"TJ-A-TO-RY, (pro-pish'e-a-tg-re) a. [propitiatoire,

Fr.] Having the power to make propitious ; conciliatory.

PRQ-PI"TI-A-TQ-RY, (pr9-pish'e-a-to-re) n.' The mercy-
seat

;
the covering of the ark in the Jewish temple.

Pearson.

PRQ-Pi"Tloys, (pro-pish 'us) a. [propitius,~L.] Favorable
5

kind; benign; benevolent.

PR9-Pi"Tloys-Ly, (pro-pish'us-le) ad. Favorably; kindly.
PRO-pI"Tioys-NESS, (pro-pTsh'us-nes) n. Favorableness.

PRO'PLXijM, n. [TTf>6 and TrXd^a.] Mould
;
matrix. Wood-

ward. [R.]

PRQ-PLAS'TIC,* a. Forming a mould or cast. Coleridge.
PRQ-PLAS'TICE, [pro-plas'tjs, P. K. Sm. Wb. ; pro-plas'te-

se, Sco/t.] 7i. [rrporrXuffri/cJj.] Art of making moulds for

casting. Bailey. [R.]

PROP'Q-LIS, [pro'po-lls, Ja. Sm. Wb. ; prop'o-lTs, K.] n. [L.]
A glutinous substance, with which bees close the holes
and crannies of their hives.

PRQ-PO'NENT, n. [proponens, L.] (Law) One who pro-
pounds or makes a proposal. Dryden.

PRQ-POR'TIQN, (-shun) n. [Fr. ; proportio, L.] Compara-
tive relation of one thing to another

; equality of ratios;

size, always in comparison ; ratio
;

rate
; equal degree ;

harmonic relation; symmetry; adaptation of one to an-
other. (Arith. & Qeom.) An equality or similarity of ra-

tio ; that is, if the ratio of 6 to 3 be the same as that of
24 to 12, then 6, 3, 24, and 12, are in proportion, which
is denoted by placing the quantities thus, 6 : 3 : : 24 : 12,
and is read, as 6 is to 3, so is 24 to 12. This, because
three of the numbers are usually given to find a fourth,
is often called the Rale of Three, and divided into direct

and inverse. In direct proportion, the second term, if

greater or less than the first, requires the fourth to be,
in like manner, greater or less than the third, as in the
above example. In inverse proportion, more requires
less, jind less requires more.

PRO-POR'TIQN, v. a. [ proportionner, Fr.] [i. PROPORTIONED ;

pp. PROPORTIONING, PROPORTIONED.] To adjust by com-
parative relation

;
to form symmetrically. ,

PRQ-POR'TIQN-A-BLE, a. That may be proportioned ; pro-
portional. Tillotson.

PRO-POR'TIQN-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being proportion-
able.

PRQ-POR'TION-A-BLY, ad. According to proportion.
PRQ-POR'TION-AL, a. [proportionnel, Fr.] Relating to the

proportion which objects, quantities, and numbers bear
to each other; having due proportion or a settled com-
parative relation

; proportionate ; symmetrical.
PRQ-POR'TIQN-AL,* n. A quiintity in proportion. Maunder.
PRQ-POR-TION-AL'I-TY, n. Quality of being proportional.
PRO-POR'TIQN-AL-LY, ad. In a proportional degree.
PRO-POR'TION-ATE, a. Adjusted to something else, ac-

cording to a comparative relation ; proportional.
PRQ-POR'TIQN-ATE, v. a. [i. PROPORTIONATED

; pp. PRO-

PORTIONATING, PROPORTIONATED.] To adjust relatively j

to adjust according to settled rates.

PRQ-POR'TIQN-ATE-LY, ad. In a proportionate manner.

PRO-POR'TION-ATE-NESS, n. State of being proportion-
ate. Hale.

PRO-POR'TIQN-LESS, a. Wanting proportion or symme-
try. _

PRO-POR'TION-MENT,* n. The act of proportioning. Moly-
neux.

PRQ-PO'AL, n. That which is proposed; a scheme; de-

sign ]
offer

; proposition.

PRQ-POE', (pro-poz') v. a. [proposer, Fr. ; propono, L.] Ft.

PROPOSED
; pp. PROPOSING, PROPOSED.] To put forward ;

to bid
;
to tender; to offer to the consideration.

PRQ-POE', (pr9-p5z') v. n. [fTo converse. Shak.] Sometimes
incorrectly used for purpose.

fPRQ-POSE', n. [propos, Fr.] Talk; discourse. Shak.

PR9-PO'ER, n. One who proposes.
PROP-O-I"TIQN, (prop-9-zIsh'un) n. [Fr. ; propositio, L.]
A thing proposed ;

an offer ;
a proposal : a sentence in

which something is affirmed, particularly one of the three

members of a syllogism.

PR6p-p-fji"TiQN-AL, (prop-o-zish'un-al) a. Relating to, or

implying, a proposition. Watts.

PllQ-PoOND', v. a. [propono, L.] [i. PROPOUNDED ; pp. PRO-

POUNDING, PROPOUNDED.^ To offer to consideration
;
to

propose ;
to offer; to exhibit.

PRQ-POUND'ER, n. One who propounds; proposer.

PRO-PRI'E-TA-RY, n. [proprietaire, Fr.] A possessor in his

own right ;
a proprietor ;

a body of proprietors.

PRQ-PRI'E-TA-RY, a. Relating to a certain owner or propri-
etor. Grew.

PRQ-PRI'E-TQR, n. [proprius, L.] A possessor in his own
right ;

an owner.

PRp-PRl'E-TOR-SHlP,* n. The state or right of a proprie-
tor. Locke.

PRQ-PRI'E-TRESS, n. A female proprietor ;
a mistress.

PRQ-PRl'E-TY, n. [propriete, Fr.
; proprietor, L.] Peculiar

or exclusive right ; property. Milton. State of being prop-
er

;
fitness

;
suitableness ; justness.

PROPT, p. from Prop; contracted from propped. See PROP.

Pope.
PRQ-PUGN', (prg-pun') v. a. [propugno, L.] To defend : to

vindicate
;
to contend for. Hammond. [R.] [ell.

fPRp-PuG'NA-CLE,n. [propugnaculum, L.] A fortress. How-

tPRO-PVG-NA'TlQN, n. \propug-nalio, L.] Defence. Shak.

PRQ-PUGN'ER, (pro-pun'er) n. A defender. Cudworth.

fPRO-PVL-SA'TlQN, n. [propulsatio, L.] The act of repel-

ling. Bp. Hall.

, v. a. To drive away ; to repel. Cotgrave.

,
n. [ propulsus, L.] Act of driving forward.

Bacon.

PRQ-PUL'SIVE,* a. Driving on
; propelling. Coleridge.

PR&P-Y-L'JE'VM* n. [L.] pi. PR&P-Y-LJE'A. (^
The porch of a temple; the vestibule of a house.

Brande.
PRO RAiTA* [L.] (Com.) "According to the rate;" in

proportion.
PRORE,K. [prora, L.] The prow of a ship. Pope. [R.J

PRO-REC'TOR,* n. An officer in a German university who
presides in the senate or academic court. Month. Rev

PRO-REC'TQ-RATE,* n. The office of prorector. Wm. How-
ett.

PRO RE NA'TA,* [L.] As occasion may arise; of, as mat-
ters have turned. Macdonnel.

PRQ-REP'TIQN,* . Act of creeping on. Smart.

PRO'RQ-GATE,* . a. To prorogue; to put off. Lord

Brougham. [R.]

PRO-RQ-GA'TIQN, n. [prorogatio, L.] Act of proroguing ;

act of deferring or putting off, as the session of parlia-

mentj continuance ; prolongation.
PRp-ROGUE 7

, (pr9-rog') v. a. [prorogo, L.] [i.
PROROGUED ;

pp. PROROGUING, PROROGUED.] To protract ;
to prolong;

to put off; to delay, as the further session of parliament ;

to adjourn.
PRQ-RDP'TIQN, n. [proruptus, L.] The act of bursting out
Browne.

PRP-A'IC, a. [prosa'ique, Fr.
; prosa'icus, L.] Relating to or

consisting of prose ;
written in prose ;

not poetical.

PRO-A'I-CAL,* a. Consisting of prose ; prosaic. Cudworth.

PRQ-A'i-CAL-LY,* ad. In a prosaic manner. Southey.

PRQ-A'i-ciM,* n. Prosaic manner. Anna Seward. [R.]

PRQ-A'isT,* [pr9-za'ist, K. Sm. ; pro'za-ist, Wb.] n. A
writer of prose. J. Bell. [Modern.]

tPRO'AL, a. [prosa, L.] Prosaic. Sir T. Browne.

PRQ-SCE'NI-UM,* n. [L.] The place before the scene

where the actors appeared ; the stage. Crabb.

PRQ-SCRIBE', v. a. [proscribo, L.] [i. PROSCRIBED ;pp. PRO-

SCRIBING, PROSCRIBED.] To set down in writing for de-

struction ; to punish with civil death
;
to condemn ;

to

outlaw ; to doom
;
to interdict.

PRQ-SCRIB'ER, n. One who proscribes.

PRO'SCRIPT,* 71. One who is proscribed. Maunder. [R.]

PRQ-SCRIP'TIQN, n. [proscriptio,Li.] Act of proscribing;
state of being proscribed ;

doom to death, to civil death,
or to confiscation.
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PRp-SCRlfP'TiVE, a. [proscriptus,!*.] Tending to proscribe;
proscribing.

PROE, (proz) 7i. [prose, Fr.
; prosa, L.] Discourse or com-

position without metre or poetic measure
; all composi-

tion or language not in verse. [A prayer of the Romish
church, used on particular days. Harmar.]

PROE, v. n. [L PROSED ; pp. PROSING, PROSED.] To write

prose. Milton. To speak tediously. Mason.
PROE,* a. Relating to, or consisting of, prose ; prosaic ;

not poetic. Addison.

PR6s'E-cuTE, v. a. [prosecutus, L.] [i.
PROSECUTED ; pp.

PROSECUTING, PROSECUTED.] To pursue ;
to continue en-

deavprs after
; to continue

;
to carry on

;
to apply to with

continued purpose ; to pursue by law
;
to sue as a crimi-

nal
; to indict.

PROS'E-CUTE, v. n. To carry on a legal prosecution.
PR5s'E-cuT-lNG,* p. a. Pursuing; conducting prosecu-

tions.

PROS-E-cu'TipN, re. Act of prosecuting; state of being
prosecuted ; pursuit ;

endeavor to carry on ;
a criminal

suit.

PROS'E-CU-TQR, n. One who prosecutes ;
a pursuer.

PR5s'E-cu-TRix,* n. A female who prosecutes. Collinson.

PRds'E-LYTE, n. [VooarjAuTos.J One who is proselyted ;

one brought over to a new opinion, particularly in reli-

gion ; a convert.

PROS'E-LYTE, v. a. [i. PROSELYTED ; pp. PROSELYTING, PROS-

ELYTED.] To bring over to a new opinion ;
to convert.

PR6s'E-LY-TlM, n. Act of proselyting ; conversion ;
zeal

for making proselytes. Hammond.
PR6S'E-L.Y-TIZE, V. a. [t.PROSELYTIZEDJ pp. PROSELYTIZ-

ING, PROSELYTIZED.] To convert ;
to proselyte. Burke.

PROS'E-LY-TIZE, v. n. To proselyte. Z. Addison. [R.]

fPRQ-SEM-l-NA'TiQN, TO. [proseminatus, L.] Propagation by
seed. Hale.

PROS-EN-NE-A-HE'DRAL,* a. Having nine faces on two ad-

jacent parts, as a crystal. Smart.

PROPER, n. [A writer ofprose. Drayton.] One who proses ;

a tiresome relater.

PRP-SIL'I-EN-CY,* n. [prosilio, L.] Act of leaping forward.

Coleridge. [R.]

PRp-slM'!-A,*n. (Zool.) A species of lemur. P. Cyc.

PRO'I-NESS,* n. duality of being prosy or dull. Gent. Mag:
PROS'ING,* n. Dull and tiresome discourse or writing.

Qw. Rev.

PROVING,* a. Dull ; tiresome ; prosaic. EC. Rev.

PRds-p-Di'A-CAL,* a. Of or relating to prosody. Walker.

PR5s-p-Dl'A-CAL,-l,Y,* ad. In a prosodiacal manner. Smart.

PRP-SO'DI-AL,,* a. Relating to prosody ; prosodical. Browne.

PRQ-SO'DI-AN, [pro-so'de-am, W. J. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; pro-so'-

dyan, S. E. F. K.
; pro-sod'e-?n, P.] TO. One skilled in

metre or prosody ;
a prosodist. [ton.

PRQ-SOD'I-CAL, a. Relating to prosody ; prosodiacal. War-

PROS'p-nisT, n. One who is versed in prosody.
PROS'P-DY, n. [n-p-jo-wJui.] The science, or the part of

grammar, which treats of quantity, accent, versification,
and the laws of harmony, both in metrical and prose
composition.

PR6s-p-pOG'RA-PHy,* n. (Rhet.) A description of ani-

mated objects. Brande.

PR6s-p-Hp-L,EP'sy,* TO. Prejudice from the first view of a

person ; personal partiality. Cudwortfi.

PR6s-p-Pp-PCE'lA, (pros-o-po-pe'ya) 71. [ironfffiiiroTToi'ia.^

(Rhet.) A figure by which inanimate objects, or abstract

ideas, are personified ; personification.
PRds'pECT, TO. [prospectus, L.] A view of something dis-

tant
;
a place which affords an extended view

;
a land-

scape ;
a survey ;

series of objects open to the eye ;
ob-

ject of view
;
view delineated ; a representation of a

landscape: view into futurity, opposed to retrospect:

ground of expectation ; regard to something future.

^PROS'PECT, v. n. [prospectus, L.] To look forward. Diet.

PRp-spEC'TipN, TO. Act of looking forward, or providing
for the future. Palcy.

PRP-SPEC'TIVE, a. Looking forward; acting with fore-

sight ; distant
;
future.

PRQ-SPEC'TIVE,* TO. A view seen at a distance. Wotton.

PRP-SPEC'TIVE-NESS,* TO. duality of being prospective.
Coleridge.

PRP-SPEC'TUS, n. [L.] pi. PRO-SPEC'TUS-E?. An outline
of any plan, or a proposal submitted to the public ; com-
monly applied to a literary undertaking, or a proposed
work or publication.

PR6s'PER, v. a. [prospero, L.] [i. PROSPERED ; pp. PROSPER-

ING, PROSPERED.] To make prosperous or successful
;
to

cause to succeed ;
to favor.

PROS'PER, v. TO. \prosperer, Fr.] To be prosperous ;
to be

successful ;
to thrive ;

to flourish.

PRQS-PER'I-TY, TO. [prosperitas, L prosperity Fr.] State
of being prosperous ;

success ; good fortune
; welfare.

PR6s'PER-oOs, a. [prosperus. L.] Successful; fortunate,
thriving; flourishing; lucky.

PR6s'pER-Ous-LY, ad. Successfully; fortunately.

Pa&s'pER-oOs-NESS, TO. Prosperity; success.

, (pro-spish'e-ens) n. [prospicio, L.J The
act of looking forward.

PROSS, ?i. Talk
; gossip. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

tPROS-TER-jVA'TipN, ?i. [prosterno, L.] Dejection; de-

pression. Feltham.

tPROS-TE'THls, TO.
[TrpoffT^is.] (Mod.) A filling up with

flesh, as a fistulous ulcer. Bailey.
PROs'THE-sls,* TO. [TroJo-fcen?.] (Gram.) A figure by which
one or more letters are prefixed to a word ; as, loved,
ie-loved. Brande. See PROTHESIS.

PRQS-THET'IC,* a. Prefixed to a word or letter. QM. Rev.

PROS'TJ-TUTE, v. a. [prostituo, L.] [i. PROSTITUTED ; pp.
PROSTITUTING, PROSTITUTED.] To put forward to sale,

always in a bad sense
;
to sell wrongfully ;

to appropri-
ate to a bad use or purpose ;

to expose upon vile terms.

PROS'TI-TUTE, a. [prostitutus, L.] Vicious for hire; sold
to vice or_infamy ; perverted ; degraded ;

vile.

PROS'TI-TUTE, n. A person sold to vice; a hireling; a
mercenary ; one who is set to sale ; a public strumpet.

PROS-TI-TU'TION, TO. [Fr.] The act of prostituting; state
of being prostituted ;

the life of a prostitute ; lewdness.

PROS'TI-TU-TPR, n. One who prostitutes. Hard.

PROS'TRATE, a. [prostratus, L.] Lying at length ; lying at

mercy; prostrated; thrown down; lying in humble
adoration.

PROS'TRATE, v. a.
[i.

PROSTRATED
; pp. PROSTRATING,

PROSTRATED.] To lay flat
;
to throw down

;
to throw or

cast down in adoration.

PROS-TRA'TION, re. Act of prostrating; state of being
prostrated ;

loss of strength ; dejection ; depression.
PRO'STYLE, TO. [prostyle, Fr.

; irpoffrvXos, Gr.] (Arch.) A
range of columns before an edifice.

PR6'Y,*a. Partaking of the nature of prose ; dull; tire-

some. Brit. Crit.

PRO-SYL'LQ-^M, n. (Logic) A form of argument in
which the conclusion of one syllogism becomes the

major of the next. Watts.

PRO-TXG'O-NIST,*TO. A prime contender or fighter. Dryden.
PRO TAN' TO,* [L.] (Law) "For so much." Hamilton.

PROT'A-sJs, [prot'a-sis, Sm. R. ; pro-ta'sjs, W. P. Ash,
Crabb; pro'ta-sis, Ja. K. Wb.] re. [rro<5ru<ri<;.] (Rhet.) The
first, of two parts of a period, the other or second part be-

ing the apodosis: a maxim or proposition: in the
ancient drama, the first part or opening of the plot.

PRO-TAT'IC, a. [jrporarj/fdy.] Serving to introduce; pre-

vjous. Dryden.
PRO'TE-A,* re. (Bot.) A genus of plants. Crabb.

PRO'TE-AN,* [pr5'te-sm, K. Wb._ Richardson; pro-te'an,

Sm.] a. Relating to Proteus, (a sea-deity who possessed
the power of changing himself into different shapes ;)

assuming different shapes. Cudworth.

PRO'TE-AN-LY,* ad. In the manner of Proteus. Cudworth.

PRO-TECT', v. a. [protectus, L.] [i. PROTECTED ; pp. PRO-

TECTING, PROTECTED.] To defend; to cover from evil;
to shield

; to support ;
to cherish

;
to harbor ; to shelter

;

to foster ;
to guard ;

to countenance
;
to vindicate.

PRQ-TEC'TION, re. [Fr.] Act of protecting; state of being
protected ;

defence
;
shelter

;
a passport ; exemption.

PRQ-TEC'TIVE, a. Serving to protect ;
defensive.

PRO-TEC'TOR, TO. [protectcur, Fr.] One who protects ;
de-

fender; supporter; guardian: one appointed to protect
or govern a kingdom during the king's minority or dur-

ing an interregnum: the title of Cromwell while at

the head of the commonwealth of England.
PRO-Tfic'TO-RAt,,* a. Relating to a protector ; protectoriai.

EC. Rev.

PRO-TEC'TO-RATE, TO. Government or office of a pro-
tector ; protectorship.

PRO-TEC-TO'RI-AL, a. Relating to a protector. Noble.

PRp-TEC'TpR-siiiP, ?i. Office of a protector; protectorate
Burnet. .

PRO-TEC'TRESS, TO. [protectrice, Fr.J A woman who pro
tects. Bacon.

PRO-TEC'TRIX,* re. [L.] A protectress. Scott.

PROT&G&',* (pro-te-zha') 71. [Fr.] One who is protected
or patronized by another ;

a dependent. Ed. Rev.

PROT&6P.E,* (p~ro-te-zha') TO. [Fr.] A female who is pro-
tected. QM. Rev.

PRO TEM'PO-RE,* [L.] "For the time or occasion."
'

Booth.

fPRp-TEND', v. a. [protendo, L.] To hold out
;
to stretch

forth. Dryden.
fPRp-TENSE', re. [protendo, L.] Extension. Spenser.

PRdT-p-Rp-sAu'RUS,* re. (Geol.) The fossil monitor of

Thuringia. P. Cyc.

PRO-TER'VI-TY, re. [protervitas, L.J Peevishness ; petu-

lance. Bullokar. [R.]

PRp-TEST', v. re. [protestor, L.] [i.
PROTESTED ; pp. PRO-

TESTING, PROTESTED.] To give a solemn declaration of

opinion or resolution ;
to remonstrate.

PRO-TEST', v. a. [fTo prove ;
to show. SAafc.] To call as a

witness; to disown. To protest a bill, to cause a notary-

public to make a formal declaration against the drawer

on account of non-acceptance or non-payment.
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PRO'TEST, or PROT'EST, [pro'test, J. E. Ja. K. Wb. ; pro-
test' or prot'est, W. ; prot'est, Sin. R. Ash, Nares, Entick ;

pr9-test', S. P. F.] n. A solemn declaration of opinion,
commonly against something; a paper containing reasons
of dissent. (Com.) A writing drawn by a master of a

vessel, stating that any injury which the vessel has suf-

fered is not owing to his misconduct or neglect : a notifi-

cation written upon a copy of a bill of exchange, note,
or order, for its non-payment or non-acceptance. Black-

stone. ft5=
" The first pronunciation [pro-test'] of this

word is adopted by Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick,
Mr. Smith, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, Barclay, Bailey, and
Penning; and the second [prot'est] by Mr. Nares, Dr.

Ash, Dr. Johnson, and Entick. As this substantive was
derived from the verb, it had formerly the accent of the
verb

;
and that this accent was the most prevailing, appears

from the majority of authorities in its favor. But the re-

spectable authorities for the second pronunciation, and the

pretence of distinguishing it from the verb, may very
probably establish it, to the detriment of the sound of
the language, without any advantage to its significa-
tion." Walker.

PROT'ES-TANT, n. [protestant, Fr.] Originally, one of the
Reformers or Lutherans, who protested against a decree
of the imperial diet held at Spires in 1529, and appealed
to a general council : one of the reformed religion ; one

belonging to some denomination of Christians not with-
in the pale of the Roman Catholic or Greek church.

PROT'ES-TANT, a. Belonging to Protestants. Addison.

PROT'ES-TANT-ISM, n. The principles or religion of Prot-
estants.

PROT'ES-TANT-LY, ad. In conformity to Protestants. Milton.

PROT-ES-TA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of protesting ;
a solemn

declaration or protest.

PRO-TEST'ER, n. One who protests.
PRO' TE- us, n. [L.] (Myth.) A marine deity of the heathens,
who was said to appear in various forms : one who as-

sumes any shape. Maundrell. (Zool.) A genus of infu-

sqries : an amphibious reptile.

PRO-THA-LA'MI-ON,* n. A piece written to celebrate a

marriage ;
an epithalamium. Drayton.

PROTH'E-sfs,* n. [rp<50o-<s.] (Med.) The addition of
some artificial part to the human body, as a wooden leg.

Dunglison.
PRO-THON'P-TA-RY, n. [protonotarius, L.] A chief notary
of the Greek empire: formerly a register or clerk of
the Court ofthe King's Bench, Eng. : the clerk of a court.

PRP-THON'P-TA-RY-SHIP, n. The office of prothonotary.
PRP-THO'RAX,* n. [TrpotiupaKiov.] The first thorax or

trunk of an insect.
Roget.

PRO' TO,* [npwros, first] Used as a prefix in the English
language to express priority ; as, proto-mnrtyr, the first

/

'

martyr. Hamilton.

i PRO'TP-COL, n. [rrpwroj and *oAA*?.] The original copy
or rough draught of a writing, as of a treaty, despatch,
or other document

;
a record

; a register.

PRO'TP-COL,* v. n. To form propositions or first draughts.
Ch. Ob.

PRO'TO-COL-IST,* n. (Russia) A register; a clerk. Smart.

PRO-TO-MAR'TYR, 77. [n-pwros and ^dpn>p.] The first

martyr; a term applied to St. Stephen: any one who
suffers first in a cause. Dryden.

PRO'TO-PLXST, n. [^pwrof and TrAaord?.] A thing first

formed as a model, to be followed afterwards. Howell.

PRO-TP-PLAS'TIC, a. First formed. Howell.

PRO-TOP'TE-ROS,* n. An extraordinary animal supposed
by Mr. Owen to belong to the class of malacopterygious
fishes. P. Cyc.

PRO-TP-S&L'PHATE,* n. (Chem.) A combination of sul-

phuric acid with a protoxide. Brande.

PRO'TP-TYPE, n. [npwroTviruv.] The original pattern or

model of a thing that may be copied ; exemplar ; archetype.
PRO-TOX'IDE,* n. (Chem.) A substance combined with

oxygen in the first degree. Brande.

PRO-Tdx'i-DiZE,* v. a. To oxidize in the first degree.
Brande.

PRO-TRXCT', v. a. [protractus, L.l [t. PROTRACTED
; pp.

PROTRACTING, PROTRACTED.] To draw out
;
to delay ;

to

lengthen ;
to spin to length ;

to prolong ; to put off.

tPRO-TRXcT', ti. Tedious continuance. Spenser.

PRO-TRXCT'ER, TI. One who protracts. See PROTRACTOR.

PRO-TRXc'TlpN, TI. The act of protracting; continua-
tion.

PRp-TRXc'T{VE,a. Dilatory ; delaying; spinning to length.

PRp-TRXc'TpR, 71. One who protracts: an instrument for

laying down and measuring angles.
tPRp-TREP'Tl-CAL J

a. [Trpor.otnru-oj.] Hortatory. Ward.

PRp-TRfJDE', v. a. [proirudo, L.] [i. PROTRUDED; pp.

PROTRUDING, PROTRUDED.] To push on or forward
; to

thrust forward.

PRp-TRfJDE', v. n. To thrust or move forward. Bacon.
PRO TRtJ'siON, (pro-tru'zhun) 71. [protrusiis, L.] Act of

protruding or thrusting forward ; thrust
; push.

PRP-TRU'SIVE, a. Thrusting or pushing forward.

PRP-TU'BER-XNCE, n. [protubero, L.] A part projecting
out

;
a swelling ; prominence ; tumor.

PRP-TU'BER-XNT, a. Swelling; prominent. Glanville.

PRP-TU'BER-ANT-LY,* ad. In a protuberant manner. Dr.
Mien.

PRP-TU'BER-ATE, v. n. [protubero, L.] To bulge; to swell
oil t. Sharp.

PRO-TU-BER-A'TIPN, n. Act of protuberating ;
a swelling.

Cooke._
tPRp-Tu'BER-oOs, a. Protuberant. Smith.

PROUD, a. Possessing pride, or inordinate self-esteem,
overvaluing one's self; arrogant; haughty; assuming;
conceited ;

vain
; daring ; presumptuous ; lofty ; grand

of mien or person ; ostentatious ; grand. [Salacious ;

eager for the male: appliea to female brutes.] Proud

flesh, flesh exuberant and fungous, from the healing of a
wound.

PROUD'-HEXRT-ED,* a. Having a proud spirit. Shah.

PROUD'}SH,* a. Somewhat proud. Ash.

PRopD'LY, ad. In a proud manner
; haughtily ; arrogantly.

fPRoOD'-MiND-ED,* a. Proud in mind
; haughty. Shak.

PROV'A-BLE, a. That may be proved. Chaucer.

PROV'A-BLY, ad. In a manner capable of proof. Huloet.

fPROv'AND, fPROV'END, or fPROv'AftT, n. Provenderj
provision. Drayton.

PROVE, v. a. [prouver, Fr.
; probo, L.] [i. PROVED; pp.

PROVING, PROVED: in Scotland, PROVEN.] To make that

appear certain which was doubtful ;
to evince ;

to show
by argument or testimony; to demonstrate ;

to manifest:
to try ; to bring to the test

;
to experience ;

to endure :

to publish, according to the law of testaments, before

the proper officer.

PROVE, v. n. To make trial; to be found by experience;
to succeed ; to turn out.

PRO-VED'I-TPR, n. [proveditore, It.] An officer who fur-

nished supplies and provisions for the army ; purveyor
Bp. Taylor.

fPROV-E-DORE', 7t. A proveditor. Friend.

PROV'EN,* (prov'vn) p. from Prove. Proved. See PROVE.

$3= The participle proven is used in Scotland and in

some parts of the United States, and sometimes, though
rarely, in England.

" There is a mighty difference be-

tween not proven and disproven." Dr. Th. Chalmers.
" Not proven.^' Qu. Rev.

PROV'ENCE-R_OE,* j
71. A common rose, called also cab-

PROV'JNCE-ROE,* \ bage-rose. Booth.

PRO-VEN'CIAL, (pro-ven'shal) a. [Provencal, Fr.] Of, or

belonging to, Provence, in France. Todd.

PROV'EN-DER, n. [provande, D.
; provendc, Fr.] Dry food

for brutes
; hay, corn, or oats.

PROV'ER, n. One who proves or shows. Shak.

PROV'ERB, n. [proverbe, Fr.
; proverbium, L.] A short sen-

tence often repeated; a common saying; a maxim; an

aphorism ;
a saw ;

an adage ;
a by-word. pi. One of

the books of the Old Testament.

fPROV'ERB, v. n. To utter proverbs. Milton.

fPROV'ERB, 7). a. To mention in a proverb. Milton.

PRp-VER'Bl-AL, a. [Fr.] Mentioned or comprised in a

proverb ; resembling or suitable to a proverb.

PRO-VER'BI-AL-ISM,* n. A proverbial phrase or maxim.
J\T. A. Rev.

'

PRO-VER'BI AL-IST,* n. One who utters proverbs. Cun-

ningham.
PRO-VER'BI-AL-IZE,* v. a. & n. To make proverbs. Cole-

ridge.
PRO-VER'BI-AL-LY, ad. In a proverbial manner.

PRP-VIBE',V. a. [provideo, L.] [i.
PROVIDED ; pp. PROVID-

ING, PROVIDED.] To procure beforehand ;
to get ready;

to prepare ;
to furnish ;

to supply ;
to stipulate ;

to make
a conditional limitation ;

to foresee. To provide against,
to take measures against. To provide for, to take care of

beforehand. Provided that, a conjunctive phrase, intro-

ducing a saving clause or condition ; upon these terms
;

this stipulation being made.

PROV'I-DENCE, n. [Fr. ; providentia, L.] Quality of being

provident ; prudence ; frugality ; foresight ; timely care :

the divine superintendence over all created beings;
the Divine Being considered in this relation.

PRSV'I-DENT, a. [providcns, L.] Forecasting; careful for

the future; cautious; prudent.
PROV-I-DEN'TIAL, a. Relating to, or effected by, Provi-

dence.

PROV-I-DEN'TIAL-LY, ad. By the care of Providence.

PR6v']-DENT-LY, ad. In a provident manner.

PRO-VID'ER, n. One who provides or procures.

Pltdv'lNCE, n. [Fr. ; provincia, L.] A subject country:
a region ; a tract : a district ;

a part or division of a coun-

try : a tract over which an archbishop or other officer

has jurisdiction : the proper office or business ofany one.

PRO-VIN'CIAL, (pro-vTn'shstl) a. [Fr.] Relating to a prov-
ince

; appendaut to the principal country ; belonging to

a province, not to the mother country: rude ; unpol-
ished : belonging only to an archbishop's jurisdiction :

-rnot fficumenical.
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PRO-VjfN'ciAL, (pro-vln'shal) n. One belonging to a prov-
ince ; an ecclesiastical governor. Burke.

PRO-viN'ciAL-l'M, (pr9-vin'shal-izm) n. A provincial
idiom, word, or phrase. Bp. Marsh.

PRO-viN'ciAl,-iST,*7i. An inhabitant of a province. CA. Ob.

PRO-viN-ci-Ai/i-Ty, (pr9-vln-she-fel'e-te) n . auality of be-

ing provincial : a peculiarity of language.
jPRQ-viN'ci-AXE, (pr9-vin'she-at) v. a. To turn to a prov-

ince. Howell.

PRQ-vlNE', v. n. [provigner, Fr.] To lay a branch of a

vine, or of any tree, in the ground for propagation.
PRQ-VI'IQN, (prp-vizh'un) n. [Fr. ; provisio, L.] Act of

providing ; thing provided ; terms settled
;
care taken ;

measures taken beforehand.; accumulation of stores be-

forehand ; stock collected :*- victuals ; food
;
fare.

PRO-Vl'lQN, (pro-vlzh'un) . a.
[i. PROVISIONED ; pp. PRO-

VISIONING, PROVISIONED.] To supply with provisions.
PRQ-vI'lON-AL, (pro-vizh'un-al) a. [prooisionnel, Fr.] Tem-

porarily established ; provided merely for present need.

PRO-VI'ION-AL,-LY, (pro-vizh'un-al-le) ad. By way of pro-
vision

;
for the present occasion.

PRQ-VI'I9N-A RY, (pr9-vlzh'un-a-re) a. Making provision
for the occasion

; provisional. Burke.

PRO-VI'O, 7i. [L.] pi. pRO-yi'5. An article in which a
condition is introduced

; stipulation ;
caution

; provisional
condition.

PRO-Vl'OR, n. [L. ; prociseur, Fr.] A purveyor. Cowel. An
officer in the ancient French universities : a person ap-
pointed to a benefice by the pope before the death of the
incumbent. [a proviso.

PRO-V!'O-RY, a. [provisoire, Fr.] Conditional
; including

PROV-Q-CA'TIQN, n. [provocatio, L.] Act of provoking ;

state of being provoked ;
cause of anger ;

irritation
;
in-

citement.

||PRO-VO'CA-TIVE, [pr9-vo'ka-tiv, S. W. P. J. F. Ja.K. R.;
pr9-vok'a-tTv, S//i.] a. That provokes or incites

;
stimulat-

ing ; inciting.

||PRQ-yo'cA-TivE, n. Any thing which provokes, incites,
or stimulates ; something that excites an appetite.

|IPRO-vo_'cA-TivE-NESs, n. Quality of being provocative.

IIJPRQ-VO'CA-TO-RY, n. [provocatoire, old Fr.] A challenge;
provocative. Cotgrave.

PRQ-VOK/A-BLE, a. That may be provoked. Rawlins.

PRQ-VOKE', v. a. [proooco, L.] [i. PROVOKED; pp. PROVOK-

ING, PROVOKED.] To rouse ; to excite by something offen-

sive
;
to awake ;

to enrage ;
to offend

; to incense ;
to ir-

ritate ;
to aggravate ;

to exasperate ;
to excite

;
to cause

;
to

challenge ,
to induce by motive

; to move
;
to incite.

PRO-YOKE', . n. To appeal ; to produce anger. [R.]
PRO-VOK'ER, n. One who provokes ; an inciter.

PRQ-VOK'JNG,*^. a. Tending to provoke ; irritating; vexa-
tious.

PRO-VOIC'ING-LY, ad. In such a manner as to raise anger.
PROV'OST, [prov'ust, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sin.] n. [prc-

vost, old Fr.] The chief or head of any body ; as, the

provost of a college. (Scotland) The head of a royal burgh.
PROVOST, (pro-vo

;

) [pr9-vo', S. W. F. ; prov'ust, P. Ja. K.

Srn.] n. [corrupted from the Fr.
prevCt.]

The executioner
of an army. Provost-marshal, an officer, of the Eng-
lish navy, who has the charge of prisoners taken at sea.

Whishaw.

PROV'OST-SHIP, n. The office of a provost. HakewiU.

PROW, (prbu or pro) [prou, P. J. E. F. Wb. ; pro, S. Ja. Sm. ;

prbu or pro, W. K.\ n. [prune,, Fr.
; proa, Bp.] The head

or fore part of a ship : the beak of a vessel or galley.

fPROW, a.
[ preux, old Fr.] Valiant. Spenser.

PROW'ESS, [prbu'es, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ; prou'es or pro'-

es, W."K.] n. [proaesse, Fr.] Bravery; courage; valor;
military gallantry.

fPROw'EST, a. Bravest; most valiant. Spenser.

HPRoWL, [proul, S. E. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; prol, P. Wares ; prbul
or prol, W. Ja.] v. a. [i. PROWLED ; pp. PROWLING, PROWL-
ED.] To rove over

;
to scour or search.

I|PRO WL, v. n. To rove about for plunder or prey ;
to prey.

PRO\VL,, n. Ramble for plunder. Todd.

MPROWL'ER, n. One who prowls or roves about for prey.
PROX'ENE* n. An officer, in ancient Sparta, who had the

charge of superintending strangers. Brande.

FROX'I-MATE, a. [proximus, L.] Next in the series; near;
immediate ; opposed to remote and mediate.

PROX'I-MATE-LY, ad. Immediately ; without intervention.

JPROX'IME, (proks'jm) /i. [proximus, L.] Next. Watt*.

PRQX-IM'I-TY, -n. [proximttc, Fr.] State of being proxi-
mate ; nearness.

PROX'Y, ?(. [contracted from procuracy.] The agency of an-
other ; the agency of a substitute

; the person substituted
or deputed ; a substitute, whether a person or a written

paper. (Rhode Island and Connecticut) Improperly used
for an election, or time of an eh ction. Pickering.

PROX'Y,* v. n. To vote or act by the agency of another. Sir

J. Mackintosh.

PROX'Y-SHIP, n. Office of a proxy. Brevint.

PRUCE,TI. [old name for Prussia.] Prussian leather. Dryden.
,

n. [prude, Fr.
; prude, Sax.] A woman over-scru-

pulous , a woman of affected reserve, coyness, and stiff-

ness.

PRC'DENCE, n. [prudence, Fr. ; prudentia, L.] Quality of

being prudent ; wisdom applied to practice ; caution.

PRtJ'DENT, a. [prudent, Fr. ; prudens, L.] Cautious and
wise in measures and conduct ; discreet

; provident ; prac-
tically wise

;
careful.

PRU-DEN'TIAL,, a. Eligible on principles of prudence ;
hav-

ing superintendence, direction, and care. South.

PRV-DEN'TIAL-IST,* n. One who adheres to, or is governed
by, prudence. Coleridge.

PRV-DN-TI-XL'I-TY, (pru-den-she-al'e-te) n. Eligibility on
principles of prudence. Browne. [R.]

PRV-DEN'TIAL-LY, ad. According to the rules of prudence.

PRV-DEN'TiAL,^,(pru-den'shalz)rt.pi. Maxims of prudence
or practical wisdom. Watts.

PRO'DENT-LY, ad. In a prudent manner
; discreetly.

PRfJ'DER-Y, n. The quality or conduct of a prude; over-
much nicety or reserve in conduct.

PRUDISH, a. Affectedly reserved, shy, or precise.

-LY,* ad. In the manner of a prude. Pope.
PRfJNE, v. a. [provigner, Fr.] [t. PRUNED; pp. PRUNING,
PRUNED.] To lop; to divest, as trees or vines of their su-

perfluous branches
;
to clear from excrescences

;
to trim.

PR&NE, v. n. To dress ; to prink. Dryden. [Ludicrous.]
PRCNE, n. [ prune, pruneau, Fr.

; prunum, L.J A dried plum ;

a plum. Bacon.

PRtVNEL, n. [prunella, L.l An herb. Jlinsworth.

PRV-NEL'LA,* n. [L.] (Med.) [Dryness of the throat in fe-

vers. Crabb.] (Bot.) A medicinal plant. Crabb. A prep-
aration of_purified nitre. Maunder.

PRV-NEL'LO, n. A stuff of which clergymen's gowns are

made; often written prunella: a plum; prune.
PRtnv'ER, n. One who prunes.
PR*JNE'-TREE,* n. The tree that bears prunes. Hamilton.

PRU-NIF'ER-OUS, a. [prunum arid/ero, L.] Bearing prunes
or plums. [Cliambers.

PRtJN'lNG,* n. Act of lopping or trimming ; a cropping.
PRfJN'JNG-HOOK, (-huk) n. A hooked knife for pruning.
PRtm'iNG-KNiFE, n. A knife for pruning trees.

PRTJN'ING-SHEAR,* n. pi. Shears for pruning shrubs, &c.
Brande.

PRU'RI-ENCE, ) n. [prurio, L.] An itching; an eager de-

PRtJ'Ri-EN-cy, )
sire or appetite for any thing. Burke.

PRC'RI-ENT, a. [ pruriens, L.] Itching; having an itching
or uneasy desire

; uneasy.
PRU-RIG'I-NOUS, a. [prurigo, L.] Relating to, or partaking

of, the itch. Greenhill.

PRU-Ri'Gd,n. [L.] (Med.) An Itching of the skin, with
an eruption of pimples ;

itch
;
irritation ; psora.

||PRUSSiAN,* (pru'shan or prush'au) [pru'sh^n, P. K. Wb. ;

pru'she-an or prush'e-an, Earnsliaw ; prush'an, Sm.] n. A
native of Prussia. Murray.

||PR(JS'SIAN,* or PRUS'SIAN,* a. Relating to Prussia.

Prussian blue is a color of a fine blue tint. Brande.

|jPRtJs'si-ATE,* or PRUS'SI-ATE,* n. A salt formed of prua-
sic acid and a base. Brande.

||PRus'sic,*orPROs'sic,* [prus'sjk,/T. Wb. ; prus'sjk, Sm.]
a. (Chem.) Noting an acid which is called also hydrocyanic
acid, and forms the coloring matter of prussian blue. It is

acrid to the taste, of pungent odor, and very poisonous.
Brande. [Brande.

IJPROs'siNE,* or PRb'S'sjNE,* n. A gaseous substance.

PRY, (pri) v. n. [L PRIED; pp. PRYING, FRIED.] To peep
narrowly ; to inspect officiously, curiously, or imperti-

nently.

PRY, w. Impertinent peeping. Smart's Poems.

PRY,* 7i. A large lever employed to raise or move heavy
substances. [A word used in the United States and in

some parts of England.] See PRIZE.

PRY,* v. a.
[i.

PRIED ; pp. PRYING, PRIED.] To move or

raise by means of a large lever ; to prize. [A word used
in the United States.] See PRIZE.

PRY';NG-LY, ad. With impertinent curiosity.

PRY'T-A-NE'IJM,* n. [L.] The senate-house at Athens,
where the Prytanes assembled. Crabb.

PR yT'A-Nls,* n. [Gr.] pi. PRYT'A-NE$. One of the se-

lect senators of Athens, being 50 in number, selected

from 500. Crabb.

PSALM, (sim) ?i.
[ psalm, Sax.

; il>aXu6$, Gr.] A sacred song.

PSAL'MIST, (sal'mist or sam'jst) [sal'mist, W. J. F. ; sal'-

mist, S. E. Ja.; sam'jst, P. K. Sm. Wb.\ n. [psalmiste,

Fr.] A writer of psalms or sacred songs ; specially ap-

plied to David, king of Israel. [Milton.

PSAL'MJS-TRY,* (sal'mis-tre) n. The act of singing psalms.

PSALM'ITE,* (s'im'It) n. (Min.) A species of sandstone.

Swart.

PSAL-MOD'IC, (sal-mSd'jk) J
a. Relating to psalmo-

PsAL-MOD'i-CAL, (sal-mod'e-kal) i dy. Warton.

PSAI.'MO-DIST, (sal'mo-dlst) n. One who sings holy songs.

PSAI,'MQ-DIZE,* v. 7i. To practise psalmody. Cooper.

PSAL'MO-DY, (sal'mo-de) [sal'mo-de, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K.

Sm. R'.; s'am'9-de, Wb'.] n. [^a\n<o6(a.] The act or prac-

tice of singing sacred songs. Hammond.
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PSAL-MSG'RA-PHER, (sal-mog'ra-fer) n .

0w.] A writer of psalms. Loe. (1614.)

PsAL-M6G'RA-pHlST,* n, A writer of psalms. Ash.

PSAL-MOG'RA-PHY, (sal-mog'ra-fe) n. The act of writing

psalms. Bailey.

PSALM'-SING-ING,* (sam'sing-jng) n. The singing of

psalms. Gent. Mao-.

PSAL'TER, (sawl'ter) [sal'ter, S. W. P. J. F. E. Ja. K. R. ;

sal'ter, Sm.] n. [psalter, Sax. ; psautier, Fr.
; ipaXrfipiov,

Gr.l The book of Psalms ; a psalm-book.
PSAI/TER-Y, (sawl'ter-e) n. A musical stringed instru-

ment, in use among the Jews
;
a kind of harp. Skak.

PsEU-JDE-piG'RA-PHY,* (su-de-pig'ra-fe) 71. [i//wJ>75 and

iiriypd<pfi.] The ascription of false names of authors to

works. Brande.

PSEUDO, (su'd5) ?i. [i//fi<5oj.] A prefix, from the Greek,
which signifies false, or counterfeit; as, pseudo-apostle, a

false apostle.
PSEU'DO-A-POS'TLE,* n. A false apostle. Scott.

PSEU'DO-BLEP'SIS,* n. [ipevtijsand (JXtyts.] False vision.

Brande.

PSEU'DQ-BIJLB,* n. (Bot.) The solid, above-ground tuber of

some of the orchidue. P. Cyc.

PSEU'DQ-CHI'NA,* n. The false china root. Smart.

PSEU'DQ-E_-PIS'CO-PA-CY,* n. A false episcopacy. Milton.

PsEU-DC---VAN-9EL'l-ciM,* n. A false view of evangel-

icaj
doctrine.' Brit. Grit. [ Ure.

PSEU'DQ-GA-LE'NA,*. (Min.) False galena, or black-jack.

PSEU'DC-GRAPH, (su'dp-graf ) n. Pseudography. Cockeram.

PsEy-Doo'RA-PHY, . False writing; false spelling. B.
Jonson.

PsEy-DOL'o-eiST,* n. A retailer of falsehood. Maunder.

PsEy-D6L'Q-GY, (su-dol'9-j?) n. [i//i><5oAoj-tu.] Falsehood
of speech, Arbuthnot.

PSEU'DO-MAR'TYR,* n. A false martyr. Blount.

PsEu'DQ-ME-TXi/Lic,* a. (Min.) Affording a lustre only
when held to the light, as a mineral. Smart.

PsEu'DO-MOR'PHOys,* a. Of deceptive form ; having de-

rived its form from some other substance. CLeavdand.

PSEU'DQ-NYME,* (su'do-nlm) n. A false name. Qu. Rev.

PsEy-DON'y-MoBs,* a. Having a false name or signature.
EC. Rev.

PSEU'DO-PHi-Los'o-PHER,*n. A false philosopher. Smart.

PSEU'DC-PHI-LOS'Q-PHY,* n. False philosophy. Cfi. Ob.

PSEV-DOTH'Y-RON,* n. [\psv6fis and tiiipa.] (Arch.) A false

door. Brande.

PsEU-DO-TlN'E-Ayfrtt. An insect that feeds on wax. Kirby.
PSEU'DP-VQL-CA'NO,* n. A volcano which emits smoke
and sometimes flame, but never lava. P. Cyc.

PSHAW, (shaw) interj. Poh ! expressing contempt or

dislike.

Psi-LlN'THRC-PlST,* (si-lan'thr9-pist) n. [i//<Aoj and av-

0pw;roj.] One who believes Christ to have been a mere
man

;_
a humanitarian. Smart.

PsiT-TA'cEOys,* (sjt-ta'shus) a. Of the parrot kind. P. Cyc.
PSO'AS, (sS'as) n. t^/da.l pi. PSOJE. (Anat.) The name of a
muscle in the loins, of which there are two.

Pso'RA, (so'rri) n. [tyupa.] (Med.) A cutaneous, contagious
eruption of very minute pimples; the itch.

PSQ-RI'A-SIS,* (so-ri'a-sis) n. (Med.) A rough, scaly state of
the cuticle. Brande.

PSO'RIC,* (so'rjk) a. (Med.) Relating to psora. Herring.
PSO'RIES,* n. pi. (Med.) Medicine for the itch. Smart.

PSY-jeHl'A-TRY,* n. Medical treatment of diseases of the
mind. Month. Rev.

PsY'jeni-CAL,* (si'ke-kal) a. Relating to the soul
; psycho-

logical. Fo. Qit. Rev.

PSY-JEHQ-LOG'IC, (sl-ko-loj'ik) ) a. Relating to psy-
PSY-JEHC-LOG'I-CAL, (si-k9-loj'e-kal) j chology, or the

soul; mental. [Coleridge.
PSY-jeHC-LOG'j-CAL-LY,* ad. In a psychological manner.

PSY-H6L'Q-G'tST,* n. One versed in psychology. Bailey.

PSY-jBHOL'p-^Y, (sl-kol'o-je) n. [4/vxn and X6y<><;.] The
doctrine of the soul or mind ; a treatise on the s

J

oul or

mind
;
mental philosophy ; metaphysics.

PsY-jeHOM'A-jeny,* (sl-kom'a-ke) n. A conflict of the
soul with 'the body. Walker.

PsY'Hp-MiN-cy,* (sl'ko-man-se) n. Divination by con-

sulting the spirits or souls of the dead. Walker.

PsY-HR6M'E-TER,* n. [i^u^/A and nerpriv.] An instru-

ment for measuring the tension of the aqueous vapor con-
tained in thejatmosphere. Brande. [der.

PsY-.eHRC-PHo'Bi-A,*7i. A dread of any thing cold. Maun-
PTAR'MI-GAN, (tar'fne-gan) n. The white grouse game.
PTER-O-DXC'TYL,* (ter-o-dak'til) n. (Geol.) An extinct

genus of flying reptiles, adapted to fly in the air, of the

order of saurians. Buckland.

PTER'C-POD,* (ter'o-pod) n. (Zool.) One of a wing-footed
class of mollusks. Brande.

PTER'V-GOID,* fter'e-gold) a. Wing-shaped. Brande.

PTISAN, (tjz-zan' or tiz'an) [tjz-zan', S. W. F. Ja. K. ; tiz'-

an, P. J. Sm. Wb.] n. [ptisane, Fr.
; TTTJCTUIT/, Gr.] (Med.)

A medicinal drink made of a decoction of barley with
other ingredients.

MlEN, Si'Rj MOVE, NOR, S&N; BOLL, BIJR, RfJLE.
, G,

PTOL-E-MA'IC, (tSl-e-ma'jk) a. Relating to Ptolemy the
astronomer, or his system of the universe, in which the
earth is supposed to be the centre.

PTY'A-LtM, (ti'a-lizm) ?i. [TTTvaXiff^s.] (Med.) A flow ot
saliva

;
salivation.

PTY'3VlA-GOGUE,(tiz'ma-g5g)7J. [irrfffna and ayw.] (Med.)
_A medicine which causes a discharge of saliva or spittle.

PU'BER-TY, n. [pubertas, L.] The time of life in which the

generative faculties begin to be developed; ripe age.
(Law) The age of 14 in men, and 12 in women.

Py-BEs'CENCE, n. [pubesco, L.] The state of arriving at

puberty : soft, downy hair on insects or plants.
Py-BES'cENT, a. [pubesccns, L.] Arriving at puberty:
covered with down or hair.

Pu'Bic,*, a. (jinat.) Denoting a bone of the pelvis. Rogct.
PDB'Lic, a. [public, Fr. ; publicus, L.] Belonging to a

state or nation ;
not private ; common to many ; belonging

to the community ; common ; open ; notorious
; general-

ly known
; general ; open for general use or entertain-

ment
; as, a public road, a public house.

PDB'LIC, n. The people at large; the community. Open
view

; general notice
; as, in public.

PIJB'LI-CAN, n. [publicus, L.] A Roman officer of the reve-

nue, employed in collecting taxes or tribute ; a tax-gather-
er. Matthew. Now, a keeper of a public drinking or eat-

ing house. [Low.] Johnson.

PUB-LI-CA'TIQN, 71. [Fr. ; publico, L.] Act of publishing;
that which is published ; any literary work published ;

an
edition

; proclamation.
PUB'LIC-HEART'ED, a. Public-spirited. Clarendon.

PDB'LJc-HoOsE,* n. An inn or tavern. " An inn or tav-

ern, in ordinary language, is called a public house."
Booth.

PuB'Li-ctsT,* w. A writer on the laws of nature and na-
tions. Burke.

PyB-Llg'i-TY, n. [publicitff, Fr.] State of being public; pub-
lic notice

; notoriety.

POB'LIC-LY, ad. In a public manner
; openly.

PUB'LJC-MIND'ED-NESS, 71. Public spirit. South.

PDB'Lic-NESS, n'. State of being public ; publicity. Boyle. [R.]
PuB'Lic-SPlR'iT-ED, a. Having regard to the public inter-

est apart from private good ; generous ;
liberal.

PuB'Lic-sptR'lT-ElJ-NESS, n. Regard to public good.
PDB'LISH, v. a. [publier, Fr.

; publico, L.] [i. PUBLISHED ;

pp. PUBLISHING, PUBLISHED.] To make public; to make
generally known ;

to announce ; to advertise
;
to declare

openly ;
to promulgate ; to reveal

;
to disclose : to print

and offer for sale, as a book, newspaper, &c.

PUB'LISH-A-BLE,* a. That may be published. Qw. Rev.

PDB'LJSH-ER, n. One who makes publicly or generally
known ;

one who publishes books, &c.

PtiB'LISH-MENT,* n. Act of publishing. Fabyan. In the

United States, it is used for an official notice, made by a

town-clerk, of an intended marriage. Judge Jer. Smith.

Pyc-cooN',* n. A red vegetable pigment, used by the

American Indians: a papaveraceous plant that pro-

jluces the pigment. P. Cyc.

PUCE, a. [Fr.] Of a flea color; dark brown
;
brown purple.

Pu'CE-AN,* n. The plant-louse. Smart.

Pu'CEL-A^E, n. [Fr.] A state of virginity. Robinson. [R.]

PU'CE-RON,* n. (Ent.) A genus of insects; the vine-fretter
;

plant-louse. London.

PUCK, n. [puke, Icel. $f Su. Goth.] In the mythology of
the middle ages, a sort of mischievous fairy, hobgoblin,
or sprite ; called also Robin Goodfellow. Shak.

PDcK/BlLL, 71. A kind of mushroom full of dust
; puff-

ball.

PDCK'ER, v. a. [i. PUCKERED ; pp. PUCKERING, PUCKERED.]
To gather into corrugations or small folds ; to wrinkle.

PUCK'ER, r. A small fold or plication ; a wrinkle.

PIJCK'ERED ,* (puk'erd) p. a. Gathered into puckers ;
wrin-

kled.'

POcK'ER-ER,* n. He or that which puckers. Ash.

PDcK'FisT, 71. Same as puckball. B. Jonson.

PUD'DER, n. A tumult
;
a bustle

;
a bother. Locke. [Low.]

PUD'DER, v. n.
[i. PUDDERED ; pp. PUDDERING, PUDDEP.ED.]

To make a tumult or bustle
;
to rake

;
to potter. Locke.

PDD'DER, v. a. To perplex ;
to confound

;
to pother. Locke.

POD'DING, n. [boudin, Fr. ; pudina-, Swed.] A kind of food

very variously compounded, of flour, milk, eggs, fruit,

&c., boiled or baked: something of the consistence of

pudding: a bowel stuffed with edible ingredients: a

proverbial name for food.

Puo'DiNG-BiG,* n. A bag in which a pudding is boiled.

Arbuthnot.

PUD'DING-FISH,* n. A species of fish. Hamilton.

POD'DJNG-GROSS, n. A plant.

POD'DJNG-HCAD'ED,* a. Dull; stupid. Sterne. [Low.]
POD'DJNG-PIE, n. 'A pudding with meat baked in it.

POo'DiNG-SLilEVE, 7i. A full sleeve, as of a clergyman
in full dress. Swift.

PGo'DiNG-STdNE,* n. (Min.) A stone or rock consisting
of fragments, or small stones, conglutinated by a sort of

cement; conglomerate; breccia. Ure.

*, i>cft; , JG, , |, hardj as Z; f as gz; THIS.
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JD'DQCK, n. A small enclosure
;
a paddock ;

also writ-
ten purrock. [Local, Eng.]
j'DEN-cYjtt. [pudens,Ij.].Modesty; shamefacedness. Shak.

U-DEN'DA* n.pl. [L.] The private parts. Crabb.

/-Dl^'i-TY, 7i. [pudicitc, Fr. ; pudicitia, L.] Modesty;

PuD'pmG-TiME, n. The time of dinner; the time at
which pudding, anciently the first dish, is set upon the
table. Johnson. Nick of time

; critical minute. Hadibras.

PUD'DLE, (pud'dl) 71. [puteolus, L.
; pwl, Welsh.] A small

pool of dirty water
; a muddy plash : a mixture of clay

and sand reduced to a semi-fluid state.

PDD'DLE, v. a.
[i. PUDDLED ; pp. PUDDLING, PUDDLED.] To

make muddy or foul
;
to mix with dirt and water : to

fill or stop up with a mixture of clay and sand, in or-
der to exclude or stop water: to convert cast iron into

wrought iron.

PDD'DLE, v. n. To make a dirty stir. Junius.

PIJD'DLING,* n. A process of changing cast iron into

wrought iron : act of using a mixture of clay and sand
for confining water. Francis.

PUD'DL Y, a. Muddy; dirty; miry. Carew.

PUD'DQCK, n. A small enclosure
;
a paddock; also writ-

ten purrock. [Local, En
"

PC'
PU-DEN
PV-

chastity. 'Howell.

PuE'FEL-LOW, n. See PEWFELLOW.
PU'E-RJLE, a. [puerilis, L.] Childish; boyish ; youthful ;

juvenile; trifling.

PO-E-RlL'l-TY, n. [puerilitas, L. : puerilitd, Fr.] Childish-
ness

; boyishness.
Py-ER'pE-RAL, a. [puer and pario, L.] Relating to, or hap-
pening after, childbirth

; as, the puerperal fever.

PV-ER'pE-ROijs,* a. Bearing children. Smart.

PU'ET, n. A kind of water-fowl. See PEWET.
PUFF, 71. [pof, bof, Teut.] A quick blast with the mouth

;

a small blast of wind : a fungous ball filled with dust
;

any thing light and porous: something with which to

sprinkle powder on the hair: exaggerated praise, as in

a public notice or advertisement.

PDFF, v. n. [boffen, D.] [i. PUFFED; pp. PUFFING, PUFFED.]
To swell the cheeks with wind

;
to blow with a quick

blast
;
to blow with scornfulness

;
to breathe thick and

hard
;
to move with hurry ; to swell with wind or air.

PUFF, v. a. To inflate, as with wind
;
to inflate or swell

with air; to drive with a blast: to swell or blow up
with pride or praise: to praise extravagantly.

POFF'-BALL,* n. Lycoperdon; a puffin, or a species of

fungus ;
a mushroom filled with dust

; puckball. P. Cyc.

PUFF'-BIRD,* n. The barbel or kingfisher. P. Cyc.
PUFF'ER, n. One who puffs: a person employed by the
owner of property to bid it up in order to raise the price :

a small sea-fish.

PUFF'E-RY,* n. Act of puffing ; extravagant praise. W. C.

Bryant.
PUF'FIN, n. [puffin, Fr.] A water-fowl

;
a kind of fish :

a kind of fungus filled with dust
;
a puff-ball.

PDF'FIN-AP'PLE, n. A sort of apple. Ainsworth.

PUFF'I-NESS, n. State or quality of being turgid or puffy.
PUFF'ING,* n. Inflation

; extravagant praise. Burke.

PDFF'ING-LY, ad. In a puffing manner; tumidly.
PUFF'Y, a. Windy ;

flatulent
;
tumid

; turgid.
PCs, 7i. A puck: a monkey : a small dog; a fondled dog

or other animal.

PUG,* a. Like a monkey; notin'
. '.> .

Ash.
PDG'-DOG,* n. A small dog which bears a miniature re-
semblance to the bull-dog.

" It is the common lap-dog
of Italy." Booth.

POG'-FACED,* (pug'iast) a. Having a monkey-like face.
Palmer.

ED, (pug'gerd) a. Complicated ; puckered. More.
PUGH, (poll) interj. Poll ! expressing contempt.
PU'GIL, ?i. [pugillc, Fr.] A small handful ; a large pinch,

or as much as can be held between the thumb and first

two fingers. Bacon.

PO'GTL-IsM, (pu'jjl-izm) n. [pitg-il, L.] The act or practice
of boxing, or fighting with the fist.

PU'GIL-IST, n. A fighter with the fist
; a boxer.

PU-GIL-IST'IC,* a. Relating to pugilism or boxing. Q. Rev.
PyG-NA'cioys, (-shus) a. [pugnaz, L.] Inclined to fight ;

quarrelsome; fighting; contentious.

PyG-NA'i-TY, n. Quarrelsomeness; inclination to fight.
POG'-NOijED,* (pug'nozd) a. Having a short and thic

nose. Palmer.
thick

Puis'NE, (pu'ne) a. [puisne, Fr.] (Law) Young; young-
er

; inferior
;
lower in rank

; petty ; small ; puny. ft^= It
is written puny, when it is not used as a technical word.

Puisne judge, a term applied to the judges and barons
of the King's Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer, in

England, with the exception of the chief justices and
chief baron.

PO'lS-sXNCE, [pu'is-sans, S. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.; pu-
is'sans, P. , pu'js-sans or pu-Is's;'.ns, W.] n. [Fr.] Pow-
er

; strength ;
force. Spenser.

JJPO'JS-SXNT, [pu'js-sant, 8. W. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ; pu-
is'sant, P. K. Ash, Scott, Entick.] a. [Fr.] Powerful;
strong ; forcible. Shak.

||PO'js-sXNT-LY, ad. Powerfully; forcibly. Berners.

PUKE, n. A vomit
;
medicine causing vomit

;
an emetic.

PUKE, v. n [i. PUKED ; pp. PUKING, PUKED.] To spew: to
vomit. Shak.

PUKE, a. Of a color between black and russet
; puce. Shak.

See PUCE.
PUK'ER, n. One who pukes ;

an emetic. Garth.

PDL'JCHRI-TUDE, n. [pulchritude, L.] Beauty ; grace ;

jiandsomeness. More.

POLE, v. n. [piauler, Fr.] [i. PULED ; pp. PULING, PULED.]
To cry like a chicken. Cotgrave. To whine

; to cry ; to

whimper. Shak.
FijiLEX* n. [L.] (Ent.) A genus of insects

;
the flea.

Crabb.

Pu'Lic, 7i. A plant or herb. Ainsworth.

Pu'LI-CENE,* a. Relating to fleas; pulicous. Maunder. [R.]
PU-LI-COSE', a. [pulicosus, L.] Abounding with fleas. [R.I
PO'Ll-cous,* a. Relating to fleas; pulicose. Smart. [R.]
PUL'ING, 7i. The cry as of a chicken, or child

; a whine.
PUL'ING-LY, ad. With whining ; with complaint.
Pu'Ll-oL, n. A plant or herb. Ainsworth.

PDLK,* n. A compact company or collection: a hole fuH
of mud. Forby. [Local, Eng.]

PuLK'H'A*n. A Lapland sledge. Smart.

POLL, v. a. [i. PULLED; pp. PULLING, PULLED.] To draw
violently towards one

; opposed to push, which is to drive
from one

; to draw forcibly ;
to haul

;
to drag ; to pluck ;

to gather ; to tear: to impress by pulling at a printing-
press. To pull down, to subvert

;
to demolish. To puU

up, to extirpate ;
to eradicate.

PULL, n. Act of pulling; contest; struggle; pluck.
PULL'BACK, 74. That which keeps back ; a restraint.

fPUL'LEN, n. [poulaille, Fr.] Poultry. Beaum. $ Fl.

PULL'ER, n. He or that which pulls.

POL'LET, n. [poulet, Fr.] A young hen. Browne.

PUL'LEY, n. [poulie, Fr.J One of the six simple machines
or mechanical powers, consisting of a wheel movable
about an axis, and having a groove cut in its circumfer-

ence, over which a cord passes, for raising weights.
PGL'LEYED,* (pul'ed) a. Furnished with pulleys. Howell.

PUL'LV-LATE, v. n.
[ pullulo, L.

; pulluler, Fr.] To germi-
nate ; to_bud. Granger.

PUL-LV-LA'TIQN, n. The act of budding or growing.
More.

PUL'MO-NA-RY, a. [pulmo, L.] Relating to the lungs ;
af-

fecting the lungs ; pulmonic.
PtJL'MQ-NA-RY, n. [pulmonaria, L.] The herb lungwort.
Ainsworth.

PyL-M6N'jc, n. One diseased in the lungs. Arbuthnot.

PyL-MdN'lc, a. [pulmo, L.] Belonging to the lungs; pul-
monary.

PVL-MON'I-CAL,* a. Relating to the lungs ; pulmonic.
Blount.

PuL-MQ-N'iF'ER-oOs,* a. Having or producing lungs. Gent.

Mag.
PULP, n. [pulpa, L.

; pulpe, Fr.] Any soft mass; the soft

part of fruit.

PDLP,* v. a. [i. PULPED ; pp. PULPING, PULPED.] To reduce
a vegetable substance to pulp. Dunglison.

fPDL-PA-TOON',* 7i. A sort of confection or cake. Wares.

PUL'PI-NESS,* n. State of being pulpy. Jos. Johnson.

POL'PJT, [pul'pjt, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; pul'pit, P.]
n. [pulpitum, L.] A structure, or a raised part, in a
church or public building, from which a sermon or ora-

tion is delivered
;
a rostrum. Drydcn.

PUL'PIT-EER,* n. A preacher, in contempt. Dr. South.

POL'PJT-EL'Q-QUENCE,* n. The eloquence or oratory of

preachers. Booth.

PuL-pfT'i-CAL,* a. Relating or suited to the pulpit.
Ash. [R.]

PUL-PIT'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In the manner of the pulpit. Ld.

Chesterfield. [R.]
PuL'piT-lSH,* a. Relating to, or like, the pulpit. Chalmers.

PDL'poys, a. [pulpeuz, Fr.J Soft; pappy; pulpy. Phil-

lips.

PuL'POys-NESS, n. The quality of being pulpous.

PC'L'PY, a. Consisting of pulp; soft; pappy.
PULQUE,* (pul'ka) n. [Sp.J A vinous beverage resembling

cider, obtained from the Mexican aloes or American

agave. P. Mag.
P&L'SA-TJLE, a. [pulsatilis, L.] Fit to be struck, beaten,

or acted on by pulsation, as a drum or tabor.

PUL-SA'TION, n. [pulsatio, L.] The act of beating or strik-

ing ;
motion of the pulse ;

a throbbing.

'SA-TlVE,*a. Having an impelling p

PyL-sX'TQR, n. [L.] Striker ; a beater. [R.]

se; th

.

PDL'SA-TlVE,*a. Having an impelling power. Goldsmith.

PyL-sX'TQR, n. [L.] Striker ; a beater. [

PuL'SA-T9-RY, a. Beating like the pulse robbing. Wot-

.

PDLSE, n. [pulsus, L.] pi. PijLs'E?. The pulsation or mo-
tion of an artery, depending on the impulse given to the

blood by the action of the heart ;
a slight stroke ;

a throb
;

oscillation ; vibration. To feel one's pulse, to try to

know one's mind artfully. [puls, L.J Leguminous
plants, cultivated for their pods or -seeds, as the pea,

bean, vetch, lupin, &c.
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,
r. n. To beat, as the pulse. Ray. [R.]

PULSE, v. a. To drive, as the pulse is driven. Smith. [R.]

PDLSE'LESS,* a. Destitute of pulse. Wordsworth.

PUL-SI'F'IC, a. [ptilsus and facio, L.] Moving or exciting
the pulse. Smith. [R.]

PUL'SIQN, (pul'shun) n. [pulsus, L.] The act of driving or

of forcing forward, in distinction to suction or traction.

More._
PVL-TA'CEOVS,* (pul-ta'shus) a. Resembling pap ; macer-

ated. Hamilton.

fPuL'TiSE, n. [pultis, L.] A poultice. Burton.

POL'VER-A-BLE, a. [pulceris, L.] That may be pulverized;
pulverizable. Boyle.

fPiJL'VER-ATE, v. a. To pulverize. Cockeram.

PtJL'vER-iNE,* n. The ashes of barilla. Ure.

PUL'VER-I-ZA-BLE,* a. That may be pulverized. P. Mag.
POL-VER-I-ZA'TIQX, n. Act of pulverizing; state of being

pulverized ;
reduction to dust.

PtJL'VER-IZE, v. a. [pulvero, L. ; pulveriser, Fr.] [i. PUL-
VERIZED ; pp. PULVERIZING, PULVERIZED.] To reduce tO

powder or dust.

PuL'vER-ous,*a. Consisting of dust or powder. Smart.

PUL-VER'U-LENCE, n. [pulverulentia, L.] Dustiness;
dust.

PVL-VER'V-LENT,* ffl. (Bot.) Dusty ; powdery. P. Cyc.

PUL'VIL, n. [pulvillum, L.] Sweet-scented powder.
Oay.' [R.]

tPiJL'viL, v. a. To sprinkle with pulvil. Congreve.
PUL-VIL'LO,* n. ; pi. PULVILLOS. A small bag or cushion

stuffed with perfumes. Addison.

PUL-VI'NAR,* n. [L.] (Med.) A medicated cushion. Crabb.

PUL'VI-NATE,* a. Cushion-shaped ; pulvinated. London.

PDL'VI-NAT-ED,* a. (Arch.) Swelled
; swelling as a pil-

low. Brands.

PU'MA,* 7i. (Zool.) A ferocious American animal, of the

genus felis. Ency.
PU'MI-CATE,* v. a. To smooth with pumice. Maunder.

||Pu'MICE, or PtJM'lCE, [pu'mjs, S. J. F. Sm. ; pum'is, P.

E. Ja. K. Wb.; pu'mjs or piim'js, W.] n. [pumez, pumi-
cis, L.] A substance frequently ejected from volcanoes,
lax, spongy, and porous ; a slag or cinder of some fossil.

PV-MI"CEOUS,* (pu-mlsh'us) a. Having the nature of pu-
mice. Smart.

IJPu'MicE-STONE,* n. The cinder of a fossil. Ash.

PtJM'MACE,* n. Apples ground. Forby. See POMACE.
PDM'MEL, n. See POMMEL.
POMP, n. [pompe, D. fy Fr.] An engine or machine by
which water is drawn up from wells : a shoe with a
thin sole and low heel. The suction, or sucking, pump,
the common household pump. The force, or forcing,

pump, a pump which is capable of driving a stream of
water above the pump-barrel, by means of compressed
air. The chain-pump, a pump used in ships of war.

Air-pump. See AIR-PUMP.

POMP, v. TO. \_pompen, D.] [i. PUMPED; pp. PUMPING,
PUMPED.] To work a pump ;

to throw out water by a

pump.
PDMP, v. a. To raise or throw out, as by means of a pump :

to elicit or draw out artfully, or by any means.

POMP'-BRAKE,* n. (JVaut.) The handle of a pump in a

ship. Crabb.

POMP'-cXN,*n. A vessel for pouring water into a- pump, to

make it work. Crabb.

POMP'-DALE,* ) w. (Naut.) A trough into which the water
POMP'-VALE,* ]

runs that is pumped out; a tube used
with a chain-pump. Crabb.

PUMP'ER, 7i. He or that which pumps.
PUM'PER-NICK'EL,* n. A kind of bread eaten by the peas-
ants of Westphalia, made of bran. It has a little acidity,
but is agreeable to the taste. Brandt.

PtJMP'jGEAR,* n. Materials for pumps. Smart.

PUMP'-HOOD,* (-hud) n. A head or covering for a chain-

pump. Mar. Diet.

PtJMP'iQN, (-yun) n. [pompon, Fr.] A plant and its fruit.

PDMP'KIN, 71. A plant and its fruit ; the pumpion. Pump-
kin, though a corrupted orthography, is now the most
common.

PUMP'-MA_K'ER,* n. One who makes pumps. Gent. Mag.
PUMP'-SPEAR,* n. The bar to which the upper box of a

pump is fastened. Ure.

PUN, n. A play upon words, the wit or point of which de-

pends on some resemblance of sound, with a difference
of meaning ;

a quibble ;
a witticism

;
a conceit.

PDN, V. 71. [L PUNNED
J pp. PUNNING, PUNNED.] To play On

words so as to make puns ; to quibble.

PUN, v. a. To affect or persuade by a pun. Addison.

PDNCH, v. a. [poin$onner, Fr.
; punchar,pungir, Sp., from the

Latin pungere.] [i. PUNCHED; pp. PUNCHING, PUNCHED.]
To bore or perforate with a sharp instrument ; to push or
strike with the fist.

PDNCH, 7i. A pointed instrument for making small holes
;

a borer : a blow or push: a liquor made by mixing
spirit with water, sugar, and the juice of lemons.

[pulcinello, It.] The buffoon or harlequin of a puppet-

show
; punchinello: a short, thick-set man : a horse

well set and well knit, having a short back and thiii

shoulders, with a broad neck, and well lined with fat.

PDNCH'y, [

a- Sllort
5 thick; fat. Todd. [Vulgar.]

PUNCH'-BOWL, (-bol) n. A bowl to hold punch.
PUNCH'EQN, (punch'un) n. [pompon, Fr.] An instrument;

a sort of puncher or punch: a short post: a large
cask

;
a measure for liquids, containing from 84 to 120

gallons.

PDNCH'ER, n. He or that which punches ; an instrument
that makes an impression or hole.

PUN'CHIN,* n. A short piece of timber, placed to support a

weight. Crabb._
PDN-CHI-NEL'LO, n. [ polichinelle, Fr.

; pulcinello, It.] A sort
of buffoon

; a punch. Tatler.

PDNC'TATE,* a. (Zool.) Having many points or minute im-
pressions, which do not perforate the surface. Brande.

PUNC'TAT-ED, a. [punctatus, L.] Drawn into a point;
full of small holes

,
dotted.

PUNC'TI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a point. London.

PDNC-Til/io, (punk-til'yo) 71. [puntiglio. It., from punctum,
L.] pi. PUNC-TIL'IO^. A nicety; a nice point in behav-
ior

;
a nice point of exactness.

HPuNC-TiL'ious, (punk-tll'yiis) [punk-til'yus, S. W. J. F.
Ja. K. Sm. ; punk-tll'e-us, P.] a. Nice

; very exact
; pre-

cise
; scrupulous; punctual or exact to excess.

||PuNC-TiL'ioys-LY, (punk-til'yus-lc) ad. With great nicety.

IJPDNC-TlL'iovs-Niiss, (punk-til'yus-nes) 71. Nicety; ex-
actness.

PDNC'TIQN, (pungk'sbun) n. [punctio, L.] A puncture.
PUNC'TO, n. [punto, Sp.j Nice point of ceremony ; punc-

tilio. Bacon. The point in fencing. Shak.

PUNCT'V-AL, (pungkt'yu-al) a. [punctuel, old Fr.] Comprised
in a point ; done at the precise time

; observing the ex-
act time

; exact
;
nice

; punctilious.

PuNCT'y-AL-isT,7z. One very exact or ceremenious. Mihon.

PDNCT-v-AL'i-TY, (pungkt-yu-al'e-te) 71. (iuality of being
punctual ; nicety ; scrupulous exactness.

PUNCT'V-AL-LY, ad. Nicely; exactly; scrupulously.

PUNCT'U-^L-NESS, n. Exactness
; punctuality.

PDNCT'y-ATE, (pungkt'yu-at) v. a. [punctuer, old Fr.] [i.

PUNCTUATED : pp. PUNCTUATING, PUNCTUATED.] To mark
with written points ;

to point.
PijNCT-v-A'TiON, re. [old Fr.] The art of dividing words
and sentences by means of marks or points ;

the act of

pointing.
DNCPDNCT'V-A-TQR * n. One who punctuates; punctuist. S.

Phelps.

PuNCT'y-Isj,* n. One skilled in punctuation. Smart.

PDNCT'V-LATE, v. a. [punctulum, L.] To mark with small

spots. Woodward.

PUNCT'VRE, (pungkt'yur) n. [punctus, L.] A small, sharp
point ; a small prick ;

a hole made with a sharp point.

PUNCT'VRE, v. a. [i. PUNCTURED ; pp. PUNCTURING, PUNCT-

URED.] To prick ;
to pierce with a small hole.

PUN'DIT,* n. (East, Indies) A learned Brahmin. Hamilton.

fPDN'DLE, n. A short and fat woman. Ainsworth.

PUNG,* n. A rude sort of sleigh, or oblong box, made of

boards, and placed on runners, used in the United States

for drawing loads on snow by horses. JV. A. Ren.

PUN'GAR, (pung'gar) n. A crab-fish.

PCJN'GEN-CY, n. The quality of being pungent; sharpness ;

heat or sharpness to the tongue; smartness; acridness ;

acrimoniousness ; keenness.

P&N'GENT,a. [pungens, L.] Pricking ; sharp or acrid to the

tongue or palate ; smart; piercing; sharp; acrimonious;
biting.

PDN'GENT-LY,* ad. In a pungent manner. Clarke.

PO'Nic',* a. Relating to the Carthaginians : faithless ;

treacherous
; as,

'' Punic faith," ironically used for treach-

ery. Milton.

PO'Nic,* n. The language of the ancient Carthaginians.

Ency. [ery.

Pv'Ni-ci FI'DEiy,* [L.]
"
Carthaginian faith :

" treach-

fPO'NICE, (pu'njs) n. A wall-louse ;
a bed-bug. Hudibras.

Py-Nl''cEOVS, (pu-nish'us) a. [puniceus,^.] Scarlet. Bailey.

PU'NI-NESS, n. State of being puny ; smallness.

PUN'ISH, v. a. [punio, L.J [i. PVNISHED ; pp. PUNISHING,
PUNISHED.] To chastise

;
to afflict with penalties fir death

for some fault or crime
;
to correct ; to chasten

;
to disci-

pline.

PUN'ISH-A-BL,E, a. \_punissable, Fr.] That maybe punished;
liable to punishment.

PtJN'JSH-A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being punishable.

PUN'ISH-ER, n. One who punishes.
PUN'isH-MKNT, n. Act of punishing; any infliction of

suffering or pain imposed on one who has committed a

fault or crime
;
a penalty : correction.

fPV-Ni"TlON, (pu-nlsh'un) n. [Fr. ; punitw, L.J Punish-

ment. Mirror for Man-.

PO'Nl-Ti'VE, a. [pM?uo,L.] Relating to punishment; inflict-

ing punishment ; penal. Hammond.

fPu'Nl-TQ-RY, a. Punishing; punitive. Bailey.
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PUNK, n. A common prostitute ;
a strumpet. Shak. A kind

of fungus used for tinder. -2sA. Rotten wood
;
touch-

wood.
PDN'NING,* n. The art or practice of making puns. Tatler.

PVN-NOL'Q-GY,* n. The art of punning. Pope. [R.]
PUN'STER, n. One given to punning ;

a quibbler ; a wit.

PfjNT, 7i. A flat-bottomed boat.

PUNT, v. n. To play at basset and ombre. Addison.

PUNT'ER,* n. [pointeur, Fr.] One who plays at faro or bas-

set, with the banker or keeper of a faro bank. Bouvier.
PU'NY, a. [puisne, Fr.] Young; inferior; inferior in rate

or size ; petty; little; puisne. See PUISNE.
PU'NY, 7i. A young, inexperienced person. Bp. Hall.

POP, v. n.
[i. PUPPED ;pp. PUPPING, PUPPED.] To bring forth

whelps ;
used of a bitch bringing forth young.

PUP,* n. A puppy ; a whelp. Smart.

PU'PA, n. [L.j pi. PVPJS. Chrysalis. Paley. A genus of
land snails.

PUPE,* 7i. [pupa, L.] The oviform nymph of certain in-
sects

; chrysalis. Brande.

PU'PIL, n. \pupilla, L.] The apple of the eye. Bacon.

[pupille, Fr. \pupillus, L.] A scholar; one under the care
of a tutor

;
a student : a ward ; one under the care of a

guardian. ( Civil law) One under the age of 14, if a male,
or 12, if a female.

PU'PIL-AGE, n. State of being a pupil ; wardship.
PU-PIL-AR'I-TY, n. [pupillarite, Fr.] (Law) The state of in-

fants before puberty ; pupilage. Cotgrave.
PU'PIL-A-RY, a. Pertaining to a pupil or ward. See CAPIL-
LARY.

PV-PIP'A-ROUS,* a. Bringing forth pupse or pupes. Kirby.
Py-Plv'Q-ROtJS,* a. Feeding on pupae or larva;. Smart.

PUP'PET, n. [poupee,Fr.] A little image moved by a wire
in a show or mock drama : a word of contempt.
(Turnery) The upright parts for supporting the mandrel.

PUP'PET-MXN, ) n. The owner or maste;- of a puppet-
PUP'PET-Mis'TER, j

show.

PUP'PET-PLAY,* n. A play with puppets ;
a mock drama.

Johnson.

PUP'PET-PLAY-ER, n. One who manages puppets. Hales.

PUP'PET-QUEEN,* 7i. A mock queen. Rowe.

jPUP'PET-Ry, n. Affectation. Marston.

PDp'PET-SHOW, w. An exhibition of puppets.
PUP'PY, 7i. [poupce, Fr.] A whelp ; progeny of a bitch ;

a

young dog : a name of contemptuous reproach to a man.
Sliak.

PUP'PY, v. 7i. To bring forth puppies ;
to pup.

PtJP'py-JM, n. Extreme affectation ; conceit.

PliR, or PURR, n. A gentle noise made by a cat. Shak.

PUR, v. n.
[i. PURRED ; pp. PURRING, PURRED.] To murmur,

as a cat or leopard in pleasure. Oay. Written also purr.
PUR, or PURR, v. a. To signify by purring. Oray. [R.]
PV-RA'NA,* n . [Sanscrit.] pi. PV-RA'NA. The sacred books

of India, which contain the explanation of the Shaster.
Brande.

PiiR'BfiCK-SxoNE,*n. (Min.) A hard stone found at Pur-

beck, in Dorsetshire, England. Ure.

PUR'BMND, a. [corrupted from poreblind.] Near-sighted ;

short-sighted ; dim-sighted. Shak.

PiJR'BLlND-NESS, n. Shortness of sight. Cotgrave.
PtiR'cHAS-A-BLE, a. That may be purchased or bought.
PiJR'CHASE, v. a. [pourchaser,o\d Fr.] [i. PURCHASED ; pp.
PURCHASING, PURCHASED.] To bargain for; to acquire, not
inherit ; to buy for a price ; to obtain at any expense ; to

expiate or recompense by a fine or forfeit; to gain some
mechanical advantage. (Naut.) To raise or move heavy
bodies by means of mechanical powers.

PiJR'CHASE, n. Ipourchas, old Fr.] Act of buying ; thing
bought ; any thing purchased or obtained otherwise than
by inheritance : a mechanical advantage. [fRobbery ;

plunder. Shak.]

PiJR'cHASE-MoN-EY, n. Money laid out for a purchase.
POR'CHAS-ER, 7t. One who purchases ;

a buyer.
PUR'CON,* n. An oriental priest of fire-worship. Bryant.
PORE, a. [pur, Sax.

; pur, pure, Fr.
; purus, L.] Clear

;
not

dirty ;
not muddy ;

free from mixture with any thing else
;

free from dirt, stain, or guilt; not filthy; not sullied;
unmingled ; genuine ; real

; unadulterated
; unpolluted ;

clean ; guiltless ; holy ; chaste
; mere

;
not vitiated, cor-

rupted, or mixed : not connected with any thing extrin-

sjc ; as, pure mathematics.

fPflRE, v. a. To purify ; to cleanse. Chaucer.

PURE'LY, ad. In a pure manner
; merely ; completely.

PURE'NESS, n. State of being pure ; purity ; clearness.

PUR'FJLE, (pur'fil) n. [pourfilee, Fr.] A sort of ancient

trimming for women's gowns, made of tinsel and thread
;

purfle. Bailey.

jPuR'FLE, v. a. [pourfiler, Fr.] To decorate with purfile ;
to

embroider. Spenser.

tPiJR'FLE, v. n. To be trimmed with purfile. Sir T. Herbert.

PUR'FLE, ; n. A border of embroidery ; same as purfile.

tPUR'FLEW, \
Shelton.

PUR'FLE D,* (piir'fld) p. a. Embroidered. Milton. Richly
sculptured. Francis.

tPEJR'GA-MENT,* n. A cathartic
; purgation. Bacon.

PUR-GA'TIQN, n. [purgatio, JU] Act of cleansing or purify
ing ; purification ; evacuation

; a cleansing ; a clearing.
PiJR'GA-TiVE, a. [purgatif, Fr.

; purgativus, L.] Serving to
cleanse or purge ; cathartic; cleansing.

PyR'GA-TlVE, n. A cathartic medicine. Burton.

PUR-GA-TO_'RI-AL, a. Relating to purgatory ; purifying.
fPuR-GA-To'Rl-AN, a. Same as purgatorial. Mede.
PUR-GA-TO'RI-AN,* n. A believer in purgatory. Johnson.

PUR'GA-T<?-RY, n. [purgatorium, L.] A place of expiation
or purification: according to Roman Catholics, an in-
termediate state of the souls of the penitent after death,
and before the final judgment, during which they are

supposed to expiate, by certain punishments, the guilt
which they have incurred through life.

PiJR'GA-TQ-RY, a. Cleansing ; expiatory. Burke.
PURGE, v. a. [purser, Fr. \ purgo, L.] [i. PURGED ; pp. PURG-

ING, PURGED.] To make clear or pure ;
to cleanse

;
to clear

from impurities or from guilt ;
to defecate

;
to evacuate

the body by cathartics.

PURGE, v. n. To grow pure ; to have frequent evacuations.

PiiR<^E, 7i. [jiurge, Fr.] A cathartic medicine
;
a medicine

that evacuates the body by stool.

PURG'ER, n. One who purges ; purge ; cathartic.

PURG'ING,* n. Purgation ;
lax state of the bowels.

PURG'ING-FLAX,* n. Dwarf wild flax; a medicinal plant.
Farm. Ency.

PO-RI-FI-CA'TlpN, n. [purificatio, L.] Act of purifying ;

state of being purified; a cleansing; a Hebrew rite" after
childbirth.

tPy-RlF'i-cA-TlvE, a. [purificatif, old
'

Fr.] Tending to

jiurify. Cotgrave.
PU-RI-FI-CA'TQR,* n. A purifier. Blackwood's Mag.
Py-RiF'i-CA-TO-RY, a. Having power to purify. [R.]

Py'Ri-Fi-ER, n. He or that which purifies ; cleanser.

Pu'RJ-FORM,* a. (Med.) Having the form of pus. Dunglison.
Pu'Ri-FY, v. a. [purifier, Fr.

; purifico, L.] [i. PURIFIED ; pp.
PURIFYING, PURIFIED.] To make pure ; to free from any
extraneous admixture

;
to free from guilt or pollution ;

to

Cleanse ;
to clarify ; to clear from barbarisms.

Py'Rj-FY, v. n. To grow pure. Burnet.

PU'RI-FY-ING, n. Act of making pure ; purification.
Pu'RiM,* n. The feast of lots, among the Jews, in com-
memoration of their deliverance from Hainan's conspira-
cy. Crabb.

Pu'RiM,* 7i. [purisme, Fr.] Rigid purity ; niceness in the
use of words. Mitford.

PU'RIST, 7i. [puriste, Fr.] One scrupulously nice in the use
of words.

PU'RI-TAN, n. An advocate for purity in religion : one of
a class of dissenters from the church of England, in the
time of Elizabeth and the first two Stuarts, who were ad-
vocates for a greater purity of doctrine and discipline in
the church.

PU'RI-TAN, a. Of or belonging to Puritans. Milton.

PU-RI-TAN'IC, I a. Relating to Puritans; strict; rigid ;

Py-Ri-TAN'i-cAL, | precise.

Py-Ri-TAN'i-cAL-LY, ad. In a Puritanical manner.

Pu^Rl-TAN-iM, n. Doctrine and practice of Puritans.

fPu'Ri-TAN-iZE, v. a. To conform to the Puritans. Moun-
tagu.

Pu'RI-TY, n. [purete, Fr.
; puritas, L.] State of bi-ing

pure ;
freedom from guilt or impurity ; freedom from mix-

ture
; cleanness; innocence; chastity.

PURL, n. [contracted from purfle.] An embroidered and
puckered border : a soft flow, as of a stream: mant-
ling of liquor: medicated malt liquor: ale or beer in
which wormwood is infused.

PURL, v. n. [porla, Swed.] [i. PURLED ;pp. PURLING, PURLED.]
To murmur; to flow with a gentle noise

;
to rise or ap-

pear in undulations. Sftak.

PiJRL, v. a. To decorate with a purl. B. Jonson.

PUR'LIEU, (pur'lu) 7i. [pur and lieu, Fr.] pi. PUR'LIEU^.
The grounds on the borders of a forest; border; enclos-
ure

;
district.

PUR'LIEU-MAN,* n. A man who has the care of a purlieu.
Blackstone.

PiJR'LlN, n. ; pi. PUR'LIN. (Arch.) A horizontal piece of
timber lying on the main rafters, to support the common
rafters, in the middle of their length.

PURLING, n. The gentle noise of a strenm. Bacon.

PyR-LOIN', v. a. [i. PURLOINED; pp. PURLOINING PUR-

LOINED.] To steal
;
to take by theft. Spenser.

PUR-LOIN', v. n. To practise theft. Tit. ii.

PyR-LOiN'ER, n. One who purloins ; a thief.

PUR-LOI'N'ING, 71. Act of stealing; theft. Bacon.

PUR'PAR-TY, n. (Law) A share or part of an estate. See
POUR-PARTY.

PiJR'PLE, a. [ pourpre, Fr.
; purpureus, L.] Red tinctured

with blue. (Poetry) Red.

PUR'PLE, 7i. A color produced by the mixture of red and
blue : the color which distinguished the Roman empe-
rors ; hence imperial sovereignty : the color of a car-

dinal's cloak
;
hence a cardinalate : a pu/rple drscuipiurea. fTanas, dinars cloak

;
hence a cardmalate : a pu,rple dress.
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PiJR'PLE, v. a. [ purpuro, L.] [i. PURPLED; pp. PURPLING,
PURPLED.] To color with purple. Shak.

PuR'PLE-c6"L'QRED,* (pur'pl-kururd) a. Having the color

of purple._SAa&.
PUR'PLE-HUED,* (-hud) a. Same as purple-colored. Shah.

livid red color, whichPiJR'PLE, (pUr'plz) n. pi. Spots of a
break out in malignant fevers

; a purple fever.

PtJR'pLE-TiNGED,* (-tinjd) a. Tinged with purple. Pope.

PUR'PLISH, a. Inclining to, or somewhat, purple.
PUR'PORT, n. [old Fr.] Design ; meaning ; signification ;

intent
; tendency of a writing or discourse.

PUR'PORT, v. a. [i. PURPORTED ; pp. PURPORTING, PURPORT-

ED.] To intend
;
to tend

;
to show.

PUR'PQSE, (pur'rjos) n. [propos, Fr. ; propositum, L.] In-

tention ; design ;
effect

; object ; view ;
aim

;
reason ;

the

end desired. pi. A kind of enigma or riddle. On pur-
pose, for of purpose, designedly ; intentionally.

PUR'POSE, v. a.
[i. PURPOSED ; pp. PURPOSING, PURPOSED.]

To intend
;
to design ;

to resolve.

PUR'POSE, v. n. To have an intention or design.

PUR'PQSE-LSS, a. Having no purpose or aim. Bp. Hall.

PUR'POSE-LY, ad. By design ; by intention. Hooker.

PUR-PREST'VRE,*H. (Law) See POURPRESTURE. Blackstone.

PlJR'PRl^E, (piir'priz) n. [pourpris, old Fr.
; purprisum, law

L.] A close or enclosure
;
as also the whole compass of a

manor. Bacon.

PUR'PU-RA,* n. [L.] (Med.) An eruption of small purple

specks and patches, caused by extravasation of blood un-
der the cuticle. (Zool.) A univalve gasteropod. Brande.

PUR'PV-RATE,* n. Salt formed of purpuric acid and a

base. Brande.

PUR'PV-RATE,* a. Relating to purpura. More.

PiJR'piJRE,* n. (Her.) Purple ;
one of the colors used in

blazonry. Brande.

PVR-PU'RE-AL,* a. Purple ;
beautiful. Jlkenside. [R.]

PVR-PU'RIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid, obtained by
treating uric or lithic acid with dilute nitric acid. Ure.

PiJR'PV-RfNE,* n. A coloring principle supposed by Ro-

biquet to exist in madder. Ure. [PuR.
PURR, n. A sea-lark. Ainsworth. The noise of a cat. See

PtJRR, v. n. [i. PURRED ; pp. PURRING, PURRED.] To mur-
mur as a cat, &c. See PUR.

PUR'RING,* n. The murmuring noise of a cat. Bailey.
PURSE j TI. [bourse, Fr.

; pwrs, Welsh.] A small bag for

money ;
a sum of money.

PURSE, V. a. [i.
PURSED

; pp. PURSING, PURSED.] To put
into a purse ;

to contract as a purse. Shak.

PURSE'-BEAR-ER,* n. One who carries the purse. Blount.

PiiRSE'FGL,*w.';pJ.pURSEFULS. As much as a purse will

hold. Dryden.
PURSE'NET, n. A purse made of network ; a net of which

the mouth is drawn together by a string.
PURSE '-PRIDE, n. Pride which springs from wealth.

PiJRSE'-PRoOD, a. Puffed up or made proud with money
or wealth. Bp. Hall.

PURS'ER, n. An officer of the navy who keeps the accounts
of tlie vessel to which he belongs, and also acts as pur-

veyor.
PURSE '-TAK-ING,* n. The act of stealing a purse. Shak.

PUR'SI-NESS, n. Cluality of being pursy. Sherwood.

fPilR'siVE,* a. Fat and short-breathed ; pursy. Ash.

fPiJR'sivE-NESS, n. Same as pursiness. Bailey.

PiJRS'LAlN, (-liii)_w. [ porcdlana, It.] A plant; a weed.

PURS'LAIN-TRLE, (-Ijn-trG) n. A shrub proper for a hedge.
PVR-sO'A-BLE, a. That may be pursued. Sherwood.

PVR-SU'ANCE, n. Prosecution ; process ; consequence.
PVR-SU'ANT, a. Done in consequence or prosecution of

any thing ; consequent ; conformable.

PUR-SU'ANT,* ad. Conformably; in consequence of. Swift.

PVR-SUE', (pur-sii') v. a.[poursuiore, Fr.] [L PURSUED
; pp.

PURSUING, PURSUED.] To follow fur some end
;
to perse-

cute
_;

to chase ; to prosecute ;
to continue

;
to imitate.

PVR-SUE', (pur-su') v. n. To go on
;
to proceed ;

to persist.

Boyle.

PVR-SU'ER, n. One who pursues or follows.

PUB-SUIT', n. [ponrsuite, Fr.] Act of pursuing ;
that which

is pursued ;
a following ;

a chase
; employment ;

occu-

pation.
PiJR'SUI-VANT, (pur'swe-vant) n. [poursuivant, Fr.] (Law)
A state messenger. (Her.) A kind of probationer in the

Heralds' College of England. [Shak.

PUR'SY, (piir'se) a. [poussif, Fr.] Fat and short-breathed.

PUR'TE-NANCE, n. [appurtenance, Fr.] The pluck of an
animal. Ex. xii.

7
|

TI. Pus
; generation of pus or matter.

||PO'RV-LENT, [pu'ru-lent, S. W. P. .7. E. F. K. Sm. ; pur'u-

lent, Ja.] a. [purulcntus, L.] Consisting of pus ;
full of

j)us ; resembling pus.

Pu'Ry-LfiNT-Ly,* ad. In a purulent manner. Coleridge.
PVR-VEY', (pur-va') v. a. [pourvoir, Fr.] [i. PURVEYED '.pp.

PURVEYING, PURVEYED.] To provide with
;
to procure.

PVR-VEY', (pur-va') v. v. To buy in provisions ;
to provide.

PVR-VEY'ANCE, (pur-va'ans) n. Act of purveying ; provis-

ion. (English law) The providing of necessaries for
the king's house.

PVR-VEY'QR, (pur-va'ur) n. One who purveys: a pro-
curer

;
a pimp an officer who provides provisions and

supplies_for an army.
PUR'VIEW, (pur'vu) n. [pourvu, Fr.] Proviso; condi-

tion. (Law) The body of a statute distinct from the

preamble.
PCs, n. [L.] (Med.) Matter, or a yellowish fluid, secreted

in abscesses or sores, when they are healing.
PU'SEY-IM,* (pu'se-izm) n. The principles of a class of

divines of the church of England, so termed from Dr. E.
B. Pusey, professor of Hebrew in the university of Ox-
ford ;

called also, by some, Newmanism, from the Rev. J.

H. Newman, another prominent theologian of this class.

Their views, in relation to the doctrine and discipline
of the church, are exhibited in various publications,
especially in a series of "Tracts for the Times;" and
they are, in many particulars, much more assimilated
to the views of the Roman Catholic church, than are the
views of most Protestants. Ch. Ob.

PUSH, v. a. [pousser, Fr.] [i. PUSHED ; pp. PUSHING, PUSHED.]
To press against with force ; to urge or press forward

; to

strike with a thrust
;
to force ;

to enforce ; to drive to a
conclusion ; to importune.

POSH, v. n. To make a thrust or effort
;
to rush.

POSH, n. Thrust ; an impulse ;
force impressed ;

assault
;

attack ; a forcible onset; a strong effort: exigence ; trial ;

extremity. [pustula, L. A pimple ;
an eruption. Bacon.]

POsu'ER, n. One who pushes.
POSH'ING, a. Urging on ; enterprising; vigorous.
POsH'pi'N, n. A child's play, in which pins are pushed.
Pu-SIL-LA-NlM'l-TY, n.

[pusillanimite, Fr.J
State of being

pusillanimous ;
cowardice

;
want of spirit. Bacon.

PU-SIL-LAN'I-MOUS, a. [pusillus and animus, L.] Having
_no spirit; mean-spirited; cowardly; timid; fearful.

PO-siL-LAN'l-MoOs-LY, ad. With pusillanimity.

Pu-sJL-LlN'i-MOus-Niss, 7i. Pusillanimity.

POss, n. The fondling name of a cat. Watts. The sports-
man's term for a hare. Oay.

Pus'sy,* n. A fondling name for a cat; the diminutive of

puss. Booth. [tulate. Maunder.

PUST'U-LAR,* a. Having, or covered with, pustules ; pus-

PE'ST'u-LATE, (pust'yu-lat) v. a. [pustulatus, L.] To form
into pustules or blisters. Stackhouse.

PusT'u-LATE,*a. Covered with pustules ; pustular ; pustu-
lous. Loudon.

PDST'ULE, (pus'tul or pust'yul) [pus'tul, E. F. Ja. K.

Sm.; pfis'chul, W. .7.; pus'chul, &.} n. [pustula, L.] A
small swelling; a pimple ;

an efflorescence.

PDsT'V-LOOs, a. Full of pustules ; pimply. Cockeram.

POT, v. a. [pwt, pwtian, Welsh.] ['. PUT; pp. PUTTING,

PUT.] To lay or reposit in any place ;
to place in

any situation
;
to place in any state or condition ;

to

set ; to apply ; to propose ;
to state

;
to offer ;

to re-

duce. To put about, to turn round. To put by, to

turn off
;
to divert; to thrust aside. To put down, to

repress; to crush; to degrade; to confute. To put

forth, to propose ;
to extend ;

to emit, as a sprouting

plant ; to exert. To put in, to interpose ;
to drive

;
to

enter ;
to offer as a claim

;
to harbor. To put in practice,

to use
;
to exercise. To put off, to divest

;
to lay aside ;

to defeat or delay with some artifice or excuse ;
to delay ;

to defer ;
to procrastinate ;

to discard ; to dispose of; to

leave land. To put on, to assume ;
to forward ;

to in-

cite. To put on or upon, to impute ;
to invest with

;
to

impose ;
to inflict

;
to assume ; to take. To put over, to

refer. To put out, to place at interest ; to extinguish ; to

emit, as a plant ; to extend
;
to protrude ;

to expel ;
to

drive from ; to make public ;
to disconcert ; to disap-

point ;
to offend. To put to, to lay by ;

to assist with;
to punish by ;

to refer to
;
to expose. To put to it, to

distress ;
to perplex ;

to press hard. To put to death, to

kill. To put together, to accumulate into one sum or

mass. To pat up, to pass unrevenged or unnoticed : to

start from a cover ; to hoard ; to hide : to expose pub-

licly ; as,
" These goods are put up to sale." Put case,

an old elliptical phrase, signifying, suppose the case to be.

POT, [put, S. P. .7. E. F. Ja.
,- put or put, W.} v. n. To

move ;
to shoot or germinate ;

to steer a vessel. To put

forth, to leave a port ; to germinate ;
to bud. To put in,

to enter a haven. To put in for, to claim. To put in, to

offer a claim. To put off, to leave land. To put over,

to sail across. To put to sea, to set sail. To put up, to

offer one's self as a candidate ;
to advance to; to bring

one's self forward : to take lodgings or stop. Soutliey.

To put up with, to suffer without resentment.

POT, [put, S. W. P. E. F. K. Sm. ; put, Ja.] n. An action of

distress ;
a forced action. L'Estrange. A rustic ; a clown.

Bramston. A game at cards. Put on, excuse ;
shift ;

evasion. [woman's part.

PU'TA^E, n. [putain, Fr.] (Law) Prostitution on the

PV-TA'MKN,* n. (But.) The inner coat, or shell, or stone

of a fruit, commonly called the endocarp. Brande.
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Pu'TA-NlM, 7i. [puianusme, Fr.] The trade of a prostitute.

PU'TA-TIVE, a. [putatif, Fr., from puto, L.] Supposed ;
re-

puted ;
not real. Ayliffe.

PUTCH'QCK,* n. The root of a plant which grows in

Sinde, is imported into China, and is burnt as incense
in Chinese temples. McCulloch.

PIJTCH'UK,* n. Same as putchock. P. Cyc. See PUTCHOCK.
PU'TJD, a. [putidus, L.] Mean

;
low

5
worthless. Bp. Tay-

lor. [R.l

Pu'TlD-NESS,7i. Meanness; vileness. [R.]
P(JT'L6G, n. (Arch.) A piece of timber used for a brick-

layer's platform, or in scaffolding.

POl'-OFF, 7i. An excuse; an evasion; delay. King
James.

Py-TKED'l-NoOs, a. [putredo, L.] Stinking; rotten; putrid.

Flayer.

Pu-TRE-FXc'TIQN, n. [putrefaction, Fr.
; putris and facto,

L.] Act of putrefying ; rottenness
; decomposition of an

animal substance by exposure.
PO-TRE-FXc'TiVE, a. Causing putrefaction ; making rot-

ten.

Pu-TRE-FXc'TlVE-NESS,* n. State of being putrefactive.
Scott.

PO'TRE-FY, v. a. [putrcfier, Fr.
; putrefado, L.] [i.

PUTRE-
FIED ; pp. PUTREFYING, PUTREFIED.] To maKC rotten Of

putrid, as an animal substance ; to corrupt with rotten-

ness.

PU'TRE-FY, v. n. To rot
;
to become putrid.

PV-TRES'CENCE, n. [putresco, L.] Act of growing putrid
or rotten

;
rottenness.

PV-TRES'CENT, a. [putrescens, L.] Growing rotten or pu-
trid.

PV-TRES'CI-BLE, a. That may grow rotten or putrefy.

PU'TRID, a. [putride, Fr.
; putridus, L.] Rotten

; corrupt ;

tainted or decomposed, as animal substance. (Med.)
Noting a kind of fever

; typhus.
Py-TRto'i-Ty,* n. State of being putrid ; putridness. Dun-

glison.

PU'TRID-NESS, n. Rottenness. Flayer.

PU-TRI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. State of becoming rotten.

fPO'TRY, a. Rotten; putrid. Marston.

PGT'TE'R, n. One who puts. Putter on, inciter. Shak.

PUT'TER,* v. n. See POTTER.

PGT'TING-STONE, n. A stone for the trial of strength.
Pope.

PDT'TpcK, n. [bnteo, L.] A hawk; a kite. (JVawt.) A
small shroud. Phillips. Properly fattock. See FUTTOCKS.

PuT'Ty, n. A very fine cement of lime, used by plasterers :

a cement or composition, chiefly of whiting and oil,
used by glaziers.

PUT'TY,* v. a. To lay on a cement or putty. Ash.
PUY. See POY.

POz'ZLE, (puz'zl) v. a. [pussa, pulsa, Icel. and Su. Goth.]
[i. PUZZLED

; pp. PUZZLING, PUZZLED.] To perplex ; to

confound ; to embarrass
;
to entangle ;

to put to a stand
;

to tease
;
to bewilder ; to make intricate

;
to entangle.

PT"TZ'ZLE, v. n. To be bewildered or perplexed.
POz'ZLE, (puz'zl) n. A toy to try ingenuity; anything

that puzzles ; embarrassment
; perplexity.

PDz'ZLE-HEAD-ED, a. Full of confused notions. John-
son.

PUZ'ZLER, n. One who puzzles.
POz'ZLlNG,*^. a. Perplexing ; confusing ;

intricate.

POz'ZQ-LAN,* ) n. A porous, volcanic substance. Smart.

PCz-ZQ-LA'NA,* \
See POZZOLANA.

PYC'NITE,* n. (Min.) Shorlous topaz, a prismatic mineral
;

shorlite. Brande.

P?C'NQ-STYLE,* n. (Arch.) An arrangement of columns,
in which the intercolumniations are equal to one diam-
eter and a half of the columns. Brande.

PYE. See PIE.
PYE'BALD. See PIEBALD.

PY'GARG, n. A kind of eagle, having a white tail:
a beast with white buttocks.

PyG-ME'AN, [pig-me'an, S. W. Ja. K. Sm. ; pig'me-an, P.]
a. Belonging to a pygmy, dwarfish.

PYG'MY, n. [pyg-treee, Fr.
; pygnueus, L. ; irvyuaTos, Gr.]

[One of a nation fabled to be only three spans high.
Bentley.] A dwarf; any thing little

;
a species ofmonkey.

PYG'MY, a. Dwarfish
; small ; pygmean.

PJL'A-GORE,* n. [mjAa^d/yaj.] A representative of a Gre-
cian city, in the council of the Amphictyons. Mitford.

Py-L6R'ic,*a. Relating to the pylorus. Roget.
PY-LO'RVS, n. [Kv\>,ip6s.] pi. PY-LO'R!. (AnaL) The low-

_er
orifice of the stomach.

PY'QT. See PIET.

PYR'A-CXNTH, n. [pyracaiitha, L.] A plant ; a kind of
thorn. Mason.

PY-RXL'LQL-ITE,* w. (Min.) A mineral which changes its

color by heat. Dana.

Py-RXM'A-DblD,* n. A figure resembling a pyramid.
Crabb.

PYRAME,* n. A small water-spaniel. Booth.

PYR'A-MlD, 7i. [pyramide, Fr.; irvpanis, Gr.] A solid figure,

standing on a polygonal, square, or triangular base, and
terminating in a point at the top, the sides being plane
triangles.

PY-RXM'I-DAL, a. Relating to or formed as a pyramid.
Py-RAM'i-DAL-Ly,* ad. In the form of a pyramid. Browne.
PYR A-aiiD'jc, ) a. Relating to or like a pyramid ; py-
P?R-A-MID'I-CAL, { ramidal. Locke.

PYR-A-MlD'j-cAL-Ly, ad. In the form of a pyramid
Broome.

PVR-A-MID'J-CAL-NESS,* n. duality of being pyramidical.
Scott.

^PYR'A-Mls, n. [L., pi. PY-RAM'l-DEif.} A pyramid. Ba-
con.

PY-RAR'GIL-LITE,* 7i. (Mm.) A mineral found in four-sid-
ed prisms. P. Cyc.

PYRE, n.
[pyra, L.] A pile to be burnt ; a funeral pile.

PVR-E-NE'AN,* a. Relating to the Pyrenees in Spain. Earn-
shaw.

PfR-E-NE'lTE,* n. (Mm.) A mineral from the Pyrenees ;

a kind of garnet. Written also pyrenite and pyrenaitc.
Brande.

Py-RET'ics * n. pi. Medicines for fevers. Smart.

PYR-E-TOL'p-Gy,* 7t. [TTuperdj and A<5X oj.] (Jfed.) The
doctrine of, or a treatise on, fevers. Brande.

PY-REX'I-AI* n. pi. [L.] (Med.) Fevers. Brande.

PY-REX'I-CAL,,* a. Relating to fever
j febrile. Dr. Emer-

son.

PYR'J-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a pear. P. Cyc.
PYR'ITE,* n. ; pi. PYR'ITES. (Min.) The fire-stone

;
a sul-

phuret of iron or other metal. Darwin. This Anglicized
form of this word, though modern, is now in good use.
Smart.

Py-Rl'TE, [pe-rl'tez, S. J. E. F. Ja, K. Sm. ; pe-rl'tSz or

pir'e-tez, W.'P.} n. sing. & pi. [L.] Fire-stone
;
a sul-

phuret of iron or other metal ; pyrite. See PYRITE.

Py-RlT'ic,* ) a. Relating to, or consisting of, pyrites
Py-RTT'l-CAL,,* \ or pyrite. Cleaveland.

PYR-IT-JF'ER-OUS,* a. Containing or producing pyrites.
Eaton.

PYR'I-TOUS,* a. Containing pyrite ; pyritic. P. Cyc.

PY-R&B'o-Li*n.pl [L.] Fire-balls, or other sorts of fire-

works used by the ancients. Crabb.

PfR'Q-jeHLORE,* n. (Min.) A reddish-brown, or black

mineral, occurring in octahedral crystals. P. Cyc.

PvR-p-clT'Ric,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained by
distilling citric acid. Ure.

Py-R5G'E-NoOs,* a. Causing fire
; igneous. Phillips.

PYR'Q-LA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the winter-green.

Crabb.

Py-ROL'A-TRY, n. [niip and Xarpcia.] Adoration or wor-

ship of fire. Young.
PYR-Q-LlG'NE-oDs,* a. Noting an acid obtained from wood ;

same as pyrolignous. Brande.

PYR-Q-LIG'NIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained by
the distillation of wood. Hamilton.

PYR-O-LIG'NOUS,* a. Noting an acid obtained from wood.
Ure.

PYR-Q-LlTH'lc,*a. Noting an acid obtained from uric acid-

Smart.

PY-ROL'Q-GJ-,* 71. A treatise on heat or fire. Smart.

PYR-Q-LU'SITE,* n. (Min.) Common black manganese, or

a binoxide of manganese. P. Cyc.

PYR'O-MXN-CY, [pir'9-man-se, W. J. F. Sm.; pi'rg-man-

s, S. E. Ja. K. i pe-rom'an-se or pir'o-mzn-se, P.] n.

[wvprinnirrla.] Divination by fire. Ayliffe. [bert.

PfR'Q-MXN-Tic, n. One who practises pyromancy. Her-

PY-ROM'E-TER, [pe-rom'e-ter, E. W. K. Sm. Crabb; pl'ro-

me-ter, Ja.] n. [pyrometre, Fr.
; irvp and //fr/soi/, Gr.] Aa

instrument for measuring the degrees of heat, or of the

expansion of bodies by heat.

PYR-Q-MbR'PHiTE,* 7i. (Min.) Native phosphate of lead
;

a species of mineral. Brande.

PYR-Q-MU'CITE,* n. A salt formed of pyromucous acid and
a base. Crabb.

PS'R-Q-Mu'coys,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained from

sugar, gum, and mucilage. Crabb.

PVR'QPE,* n. (Min.) A fiery, brilliant-red garnet. Brande.

PY-ROPH'A-NOUS,* a. Rendered transparent by heat.

Smart
PVR-Q-PHOR'IC,* a. Relating to pyrophorus. Brande.

Py-RdPH'o-RDs,* n. A substance which spontaneously
takes fire when exposed to air. Brande.

PYR-Q-PHYI/LJTE,* n. (Min.) A foliated mineral. Dana.

PfR-Q-PNEU-MXT'IC,* a. Noting a kind of lamp for pro-

ducing instantaneous light, by the action of inflammable

air upon a metallic substance ;
invented by Mr. Garden.

Black.

Py-RORTH'lTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling ortnite

Brande.

PYROSCLERITE,* n, (Mir,.) A greenish mineral. Dana.

PYR'Q-SCOPE,* n. An instrument for measuring the inten-

sity of heat radiating from a fire. Francis.

P-RO'SIS,* ?i. [>i5pw<nf.] (Med.) A burning redness in

the face. Crabb.
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Py-R5s'MA-LlTE,* n. (Min.) A native submuriate of iron.

PYR'Q-SOME,* n. (Ent.) A sort of compound ascidian,
which is remarkable for emitting phosphoric light. Brande.

PYR-O-TAR-TXR'IC,* a. Noting an acid obtained by distil-

ling pure tartrate of potassa. Brande.

||PYR-Q-TEjeH'Ni-AN,*
) ?t. A maker of fire-works; a

IIP?R-Q-TEjeH-Nl"ciAlv,* \ pyrotechnist. Scott.

||PYR-o-TEjeH'Nlc,* a. Relating to fire-works
; pyrotechni-

cal. P. Cyc.

||PYR-o-TEjeH'Nl-CAL, a. Relating to pyrotechny or fire-

works.

||PYR-O-TEH'NICS, 7t. pi. [TTVJI and rxi"j.J Art of fire-

works
; pyrotechny.

UPVR-Q-TEJEH'NIST, n. One who is versed in pyrotechny.
||PiR'o-TEH-Ny, [pir'o-tek-ne, w. P.J.F. Sm. ; pl'r9-tek-

ne, E. Ja. K.] n.
[ pyrotechnic, Fr.] The art of manag-

ing fire, particularly as applied to the art of war, and
more especially the making of ornamental fire-works for

amusement.

Py-ROT'}C, n. [pyrotique, Fr., from Trupow, Gr.J (Med.) A
caustic medicine.

Py-ROT'i_c,*a. Caustic; burning. Ash.
P?R'OX-NE,* . (Min.) The augite ; a crystallized miner-

al. Brande.

PYR-OX-YL'IC,* a. (Chcm.) Applied to a spirit produced by
the destructive distillation of wood. Brande. [Ure.

Py-R5x'y-LlNE,* n. A substance found in pyroxylic spirit.

PJR'RHic,* (plr'ik) n. An ancient, military, quick dance,
invente*'pby Pyrrhus : a poetic foot of two short sylla-
bles. Srrtdrt.

PYR'RHIC,* a. Relating to Pyrrhus, or to a dance invented

by him. Brande.

PyR-RHlCH'i-AN,* a. Noting a military dance invented by
Pyrrhus ; pyrrhic. Crabb.

P YR'RHITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral of an orange yellow. Dana.

PYR-RHQ-NE'AN,* a. Relating to Pyrrho. Shaftesbury.
PyR-RHQN'ic,* (pe-ron'jk) a. Relating to Pyrrhonism.

Smart.

PYR'RHQ-NI^M, (pir'p-ruzm) n. Scepticism ;
the doctrine

or principles of Pyrrho, the founder of the sceptical phi-
losophy.

PYR'RHQ-N!ST, n. A follower of Pyrrho ;
a sceptic. Mars-

ton.

||Py-TiiXG-p-RE'AN, [pe-thagH?-re'an, W. Ja. K. Sm.; pith-

a-go're-an, Wb.] a. Relating to Pythagoras or his philos-

ophy.
||Py-TiiXG-o-RE'AN, n. A follower of Pythagoras the phi-

losopher.
||Py-THXG-Q-R'AN-IM,* n. The doctrine of Pythagoras

Bailey.

PYTH-A-GOR'IC, a. Same as Pythagorean. Warburton.

PYTH-A-GOR'J-CAL, a. Same as Pythagorean. More.

Py-THXG'o-RiM, n. The doctrine of Pythagoras. More.

PYTH'I-AN,* a. Relating to Pythia, the priestess of Apollo;
also to Grecian games celebrated, in honor of the Pythian
Apollo, at Delphi. Crabb.

PYTH'O-NESS, [plthVnes, K. Sm. Wb.: pi'thp-nes, Ja.] n.

[Pythonissa, L., from Ilvtfwi/, Gr.] The priestess of Apollo
'

at the oracle of Delphi : a sort of witch. Bp. Hall.

Py-THON'ic, a. [rdtuructt*] Pretending to foretell future

events. Ricaut.

PYTH'O-NISM,* n. The art of foretelling future events by
sorcery. Cole.

PYTH'Q-NIST, n. A conjurer. Cockeram.

PY-OL'CON,* n. ; pi. PY-UL'CA. (Med.) A surgical instru-

ment for extracting pus from'a cavity. Dunglison.
PYX, 71. [pyxis, L.] The box in which the host is kept by
Roman Catholics : a box used for the trial of gold and
silver coin.

f\ a consonant, and the 17th letter of the alphabet, is

\c
} always followed by u. It has the sound of k or c

hard, and the u which follows it, when not silent, is

sounded as w ; as, quail, pronounced kwail. Q is used as
an abbreviation of queen, question, and query.

duAB, (kwob) 7i. [quabbe, or queppe, Teut.] A sort of
fish.

QUACK, (kwak) v. n. [quacken, Teut.] [i. QUACKED ; pp.
QUACKING, QUACKED.] To cry like a duck: to chatter

boastingly ;
to brag loudly ; to talk ostentatiously.

QuXcK, n. The cry of a duck : a vain, boastful pretender
to a science or art which he does not understand, par-
ticularly medicine; an irregular, tricking practitioner in

physic. Pope.
QuXcK, a. Falsely pretending, or falsely alleged, to cure

diseases
; as, a quack doctor

;
a quack medicine.

QuXcK'ENED, (kwak'knd) p. a. Almost choked
; quack-

led. Lemon. [Local, Eng.j

Q,yXcK'ER-y, n. The character and practices of a quack ;

irregular practice ;
vain and false pretensions.

QuXcK/isH, a. Boastful and trickish
; like a quack.

Burke.

QuXcK'i?M, n. The practice of quackery. Auk. [R.]
QuXc'KLE,* v. a. & n.

[i. QUACKLED ; pp. QUACKLING,
QUACKLED.] To interrupt in breathing: to almost choke

;

to suffocate. Holloway. [Provincial in England, and col-

loquial in America.]
QuXc'KLED, (kwak'kld) p. a. from Quackle. Almost
choked. Pcgge. See Q.UACKLE.

Q.UACK'SAL-VER, [kwak'sal-ver, S. W. P. Ja. R.; kwak'-
sa-ver, Sm.] n. [quack and naive.] A quack who deals

chiefly in salves and ointments
;
a medicaster

;
a charla-

tan. Burton.

, (kwod) a. [quaed, Teut.] Evil
;
bad. Oower.

QUAD'RA,* (kwod'ra) n. (Arcli.) A square moulding,
frame, or border, encompassing a bass-relief. Francis.

Q,UAD'RA-GENE, (kwod'ra-jen) n. [quadragena, L.] A
papal indulgence, multiplying the remission of penance
by forties. Bp. Taylor.

Q.UAD-RA-GEs'i-MA,* (kwod-) n. [L., fortieth..] The season
of lent, so called because it consists of 40 days. Quad-
ragesima Sunday, the first Sunday in lent. Brande.

dUAD-RA-GEs'l-MAL, (kvvod-ra-jes'e-msil) a. [quadragesima,
L.] Relating to Lent

;
lenten.

QyAD-RA-GEs'i-MAL, (kwod-rst-jes'e-malz) n. pi. Offer-

ings formerly made, on mid-lent Sunday, to the mother
church.
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QUAD'RXN-GLE, (kwod'rang-gl) n. [quadratus and angu-

Ins, L.] A plane figure, having four angles and four

sides
;
a square.

QUAD-RXN'GV-LAR, a. Square ; having four angles.

auAD'RANT, (kwod'rant) [kwa'drant, S. W. E. F. Ja. K. ;

kwbd'r'ant, P. J. Sm.] n. [quadrans, L.] The fourth part;
the quarter : the quarter of a circle ; an arc of 90 de-

grees : a mathematical instrument for taking altitudes,

formerly much used in astronomy and navigation : an
instrument used in gunnery, for elevating and pointing

cannon, <fcc.

Q,UA-DRXN'TAL, a. Relating to a quadrant. Quadrantal

triangle, a spherical triangle, having a quadrant or arc of

90 degrees for one of its sides. Derham.

duA-DRXN'TAL,* n. A figure which is every way square,
like a die. Crabb.

dUAD'RAT,* (kwod'rat) n. [Fr.] (Printing) A square piece
of metal to fill up a void space between words and
letters. They are either 7/t-quadrats, which are whole

squares ; or n-quadrats, half squares. Crabb.

dUAD'RATE, (kwSd'rat) a. [quadratus or quadrans, L.]

Square'; having four equal sides : square, in a figurative
sense ; equal ; exact.

Q.UAD'RATE, (kwod'rat) n. A square ;
a mathematical in-

strument. (Astral.) [quadrat, Fr.] An aspect: same
as quartile.

QUAU'RATE, (kwod'rat) v. n. [quadra, L.
; quadrer, Fr.l

To suit
;
to correspond ;

to be accommodated to. Bp. Bull.

Q,UA-DRXT'lc, a. Square; belonging to a square. Qua-
dratic equation, (Algebra) an equation of the second

degree, or one which involves the square of the unknown
quantity.

Q.UADRATRIX,* (kwod-ra'trlks or kwod'ra-triks) [kwod'-
ra-triks, K. Sm. Wb. ; kwod-ra'triks,^sA, Crabb, Brande.]
n. (Gcom.) A mechanical line, by means of which right

lines are found equal to the circumferences of circles or

other curves. Crabb.

dUAD'RA-TURE, (kwod'ra-tur) n. [Fr. ; quadratura, L.J
The act of squaring ;

a quadrate; a square. (Geom.)
The determination of the area of a curve, or the finding
of an equal square ;

the finding of a square equal to the

area of another figure, as a circle. The quadrature of the

circle is a problem of great celebrity in the history of

mathematical science. (Astro/i.) The position of the

moon when she is 90 degrees from the sun, when enter-

ing the second or fourth quarter. [stone. Crabb.

QUAD'REL,* (kwod'rel) n A kind of artificial square
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, a. See QUADRIENNIAL.

QUAD-REN'NI-AL-LY,* ad. Every four years. Smart.

QUAD'RI-BLE, (kwod're-bl) a. [quadro, L.] That may be

squared. Derliam.

QUAD-Ri-cXp'su-LAR,* (kwod-re-kap'su-lar) a. (Bat.) Hav-
ing four capsules to a flower. London.

QUAD'RI-COKN,* (kwod're-korn) n. (Ent.) The name of a

family of insects, having four antennae. (Zool.) A four-
horned antelope. Brande.

QUAD-Ri-cdR'NOVS,*(kwod-) a. Having four horns. Smart.

QuAD-iu-DEg'i-JiAL,* (kvvod-re-des'e-mal) a. Having four
faces to each of the two summits, as a crystal. Ure.

QUAD-Ri-DfiN'TATE,* a. (But.) Having four teeth. P. Cyc.

QUAD-RI-EN'NI-AL, (kwod-re-en'ne-al) a. [quadriennium,
from quatuor and annus, L.] Comprising four years ;

happening once in four years. Todd.

QUAD-RI-FA'RI-OUS,* (kwod-re-fa're-us) a. Arranged in

four rows or ranks. London.

QUAD'Ri-Fjfo, (kwod're-fid) a. [quadrifidls, L.] Cloven
into four divisions.

QUAD'RI-FOIL,* (kwod're-foil) a. Having four leaves.

Pennant.

QUAI>'RI-FUR-CAT-ED,* (kwSd're-f ur-cat-ed) a. Having
four forks. Pennant.

QyAD'Ri-GE-:NA'Ri-ous,*(kwod're--je-na're-us) a. Consist-'

ing of forty. Maunder.

QUAD-Rlj'v-GoDs,* (kwod-rij'u-gus) a. (Bvt.) Having
four pairs of leaflets. Crabb.

QUAD-RI-LXT'ER-AL, (kvvod-re-lat'er-al) a. [quatuor and
latus, L.] Having four sides.

Q,UAD-RI-LXT'ER-AL,* (kwod-re-lat'er-al) n. A figure hav-

ing four sides. P'. Cyc.

QUAD-RI-LAT'ER-AL-NESS, (kwod-re-lat'er-al-nes)n. State
of being quadrilateral.

QuAD-Ri-LlT'ER-AL,* (kwod-re-llt'er-al) a. Consisting of
four letters. P. Cyc.

QUA-DRjfLLE'. (ka-drll') n. [quadrilla, Sp.] A game at

cards, played by four persons. Pope. A kind of dance, a
cotillon.

QUA-DRlLLE',* (ka-dril') v. n. To play at quadrille. Quin.
QUAD-RlLi/ipN,* (kwpd-rll'yun) n. The fourth power of
a million

; or, according to the French, only the square
of a million. Francis.

QUAD-RI-LO'BATE,* (kwod-re-lo'bat) a. (Bot.) Having four
lobes. London.

QuAD-Ri-Loc'y-LAR,* (kw5d-re-lok'u-lar) a. (Bat.) Having
four cells. London.

tQuAD'RlN, (kwod'rjn) n. [quadrinus, L.] A mite
;
a small

piece of money. Bailey.

Q,UAD-Ri-N6'Mi-AL,* (kwod-re-no'me-al) a. (Algebra)
Having four terms. Crabb.

QUAD-Rf-NOM'l-CAL, (kwBd-re-nom'e-kal) a. [quatuor and
nomen, L.] Consisting of four denominations.

QuA-DRlP'AR-TiTE, a. [quatuor and partitus, L.] Having
four parts ;

divided into four parts.

QUA-DRIP'AR-TITE-LY, ad. In a quadripartite distribution.

QyAD-Ri-PAR-Tl"TiQN, (kw5d-re-par-t!sh'un) n. A divis-

ion by four, or into quarters ; a quarter. [R.]

QUAD-Ri-pXs'jBHAL,,* (kwod-re-pas'kal) a. Including four

passovers. Carpenter.

QUAD-RJ-PEN'NATE,* (kwod-) a. Having four wings.
Brande.

QUAD-Ri-PHYL'LOys,(kw6d-re-fil'lus)a. [quatuor, L., and
<t>v\\ov, Gr.] Having four leaves.

QUAD'RI-REME, (kw5d're-rem) n. [quadriremis, L.] A galley
with four banks of oars.

QUAD-RI-SYL'LA-BLE, (kwSd-re-sTl'la-bl) n. [quatuor and

syllable.] A word of four syllables.

Ql'AD'Rl-vXLVE,* a. (Bot.) Having four valves. London.

QUAD'Rf-vXLVE, (kwbd-) n.pL [quatuor and voloce,!,.]
Doors with four folds.

QUAD-RIV'I-AL, (kwod-riv'e-al) a. [quadrivium, L.] Having
four ways meeting in a point. B. Jonson.

QUAD-RIV'I-AL,* (kwpd-rlv'e-al) n. A forum with quad-
rivial streets. B. Jonson.

QUAD-RlVJ-UM,* n. [L.] (In the language of the schools)
the four lesser arts, arithmetic, music, geometry, and
astronomy. Brande.

QUAD-ROON',* (kwod-ron') n. A quarter-blooded person ;

the offspring of a mulatto woman by a white man. P. Cyc.
QUAD-RU'MA-NA,* ?i. pi. (Zool.) The second order of mam-
miferous animals in Cuvier's system, which includes

monkeys. P. Cyc.

QUAD'R(T-MANE,* (kwod'ru-man) n. [quadrumanus, L.]
One of the quadrumana ;

a mammal, having four limbs
or extremities terminated by hands. Kirby.

Q,UAi>-RC'MA-NOOs,*[kw9d-ru'ma-nus, JfiT. Wb. ; kwod'ru-

man-us, Sm.] a. Having four limbs, each of which serves

as a liand, as the monkey triue. P. Cyc.

Q,UAD'RV-PED, (kwod'ru-ped) n. [quadrupcdc, Fr.
; quadru-

pes, L.] A four-footed animal
;
a mammal having four feet.

Q,UAD'RV-PD, (kwod'ru-pcd) a. Having four feet. Watts.

dUAD-RtJ'pE-DAL,* (kwod-ru'pe-dal) a. Having four feet.

P. Cyc.

QUAD'RU-PLE, (kwod'ru-pl) a. [quadruplus, L.] Four-
fold ;

four times told.

QUAD'RU-PLE D,* (kwod'ru-pld) a. Made fourfold. Ash.

QUAD-RtT'PLl-CATE, (kwod-ru'ple-kat) v. a. [quadruplico,
L.J [i. QUADRUPLICATED ; pp. QUADRUPLICATING, QUAD-
RUPLICATED.] To double twice

;
to make fourfold.

QUAD-RU-PLI-CA'TIQN, (kwod-ru-ple-ka'shun) 7^ The
taking a thing four times

;
a fourfold quantity.

QUAD'RU-PLY, (kwod'ru-ple) ad. To a fourfold quantity.
QUJERE, (kwe're) [L., v. imperative; inquire.] Inquire;
search; seek: often placed, (or its abbreviation Qu.)
before something held in doubt, or to be inquired into.

QuXFF, (kwaf) v. a.
[i. QUAFFED ; pp. QUAFFING,

QUAFFED.] To drink
;
to swallow in large draughts.

QuXFF, (kwaf) v. n. To drink luxuriously. Shak.

QuXFF'ER, (kwafer) n. One who quaffs.

fQuXF'FER, (kwafer) v. a. To feel out. Derham.
QuXG,* 71. A shaking, wet soil ; a quagmire. Cowper.
QuXG'GA,* n. (Zool.) A solipedous, African quadruped, of

the species eqtius or horse, allied to the zebra. Brande.

QuXG'ey, a. Boggy; soft and wet; not solid.

QUXG'MIRE, n. A soft, yielding marsh or bog.

QuXG'MlRE, v. a. To whelm in a quagmire. Todd.

QuA-HAUG',* n. A large species of American clam,
written also quahog and quauhog. Jour, of Science.

fQUAID, a. Quailed
; depressed. Spenser.

QUAIL, n. [quanta, It.] A bird, nearly allied to the par-

tridge. Ray.
QUAIL, (kwal) v. n. [quelen, Teut.] [i. QUAILED ; pp. QUAIL-

ING, QUAILED.] To sink in spirit or by dejection ;
to lan-

guish. [To curdle. Forby. Local, Eng.]
QUAIL, v. a. To crush

;
to quell ;

to depress. Spenser. [R.]

QUAlL'-cALL,* n. Same as quail-pipe. Booth.

QuAlL'-FlGHT-lNG,* 7i. A combat of quails. Goldsmith.

QUAIL'JNG, n. Act of failing ;
declination ; decay.

QUAIL'-PIPE, n. A pipe with which fowlers allure quails.

QUAINT, (kwant) a. [coint, Fr.; comptus, L.] Nice; exact

with petty elegance ;
odd through nicety ; fine-spun ;

fantastic ; affected
; having some point or conceit : hav-

ing point, though not elevated
;
fanciful. Chaucer. [Neat;

pretty. Shak.]
QUAINT'LY, ad. In a quaint manner ; nicely.

QUAINT'NESS, n. Quality of being quaint ; nicety.

QUAKE, v. n.
[i. QUAKED; pp. QUAKING, QUAKED.] To

shake with cold or fear ;
to tremble ;

to shake
;
not to be

solid or firm.

fQUAKE, v. a. To frighten ; to cause to tremble. Shak.

QUAKE, n. A shudder
;
a shake; a trembling.

QUAK'ER, 7i. One who quakes. (Theol.)
A Friend:

applied (originally in derision) to the religious denomina-
tion of Friends, who were founded about the middle
of the 17th century by George Fox.

QUAK'ER-ISH,* a. Relating to, or resembling, Quakers. C.

Lamb'.

QUAK'ER-IM, n. The principles of the Quakers.

QUAK'ER-LY, a. Relating to or resembling Quakers.

IQUAK'ER-Y, n. Same as Quakerism. Hallywell.

QUAK'ING, TI. A trembling ; trepidation. Ezek. xii.

QUAK'{NG-GRA"S3, TI. A species of grass having little

pendulous, trembling spikelets ;
an annual plant. Hamilton.

.lUAL'l-Fl-A-BLE, (kwol'e-fi-a-bl) a. That may be qualified.

QUAL-i-Fj-CA'TlQN, (kwol-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of quali-

fying; that which qualifies; state of being qualified;

legal ability ; possession of the requisite qualities ;
fit-

ness ; accomplishment : abatement ;
diminution.

||QUAL'I-FIED,* (kwore-fid) p. a. Having qualification ;

fit : furnished : parti'al ;
limited ;

not complete.

IIQUAL'j-Fl-ER, (kwSl'e-fl-er) n. He or that which quali-

fies.

||QUAL'J-FY, (kwol'e-fl) [kwol'e-fi, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

kwal'e-fl, S. E.] v. a. [qualifier, Fr.] [i. QUALIFIED ; pp.

QUALIFYING, QUALIFIED.] To make fit, capable, or fur-

nished ; to fit for ; to furnish with qualifications ;
to

make capable of any employment, office, or privilege :

to abate ; to soften ; to ease ;
to assuage ;

to modify ;

to regulate ;
to limit.

HQuAL'i-FV,* (kwol'e-fl) c. n. To become qualified or fit

Qu. Rev.

fQUAL'j-TlED, (kwol'e-tid) a. Disposed as to qualities.

Hales.

QUAL'I-TY, (kwol'e-te) [kw81'e-te, W. P. J. R-Ja- Sm. ;

kwal'e-te, S. E.] n. [qualitas, L.
; qualits, Fr.] Ihe

nature of a thing, relatively considered ; property

thing ;
attribute ; disposition ; temper ;

virtue

character; comparative or relative rank: dist

fashion ;
rank

; superiority of birth or station ; pen-

IIQUALM, (kwam or kwam) [kwam, P. J. Ja- Sm. Wb. ;

kwam, W. E. F.] n. A sudden fit of sickness ;
a sudden

seizure of sickly languor ;
nausea.

HQUALM'iSH, (kwam'jsh) a. Seized with sickly languor ;

queasy ; squeamish.
||QUALM'!SH-LY,* (kWam-) ad. In a qualmish manner

Dr. Allen.
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QUALM'ISH-NESS,* (kwam'jsh-nes) n. State of being
qualmish. Smart.

QUAM'DI-V SE JBE'NE PES'SE-RIT,* [L.] (Law) "As
long as he shall behave himself well ;

" a clause often
inserted in letters-patent of the grant of offices, that the

party shall hold the same during good behavior. Whishaw.
QUAM'0-CLIT.* n. (Bot.) A plant or shrub. Crabb.

QUAN-DA'RY, (kw9n-da're or kvvon'da-re) [kwQn-da're, S.

W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sin. ; kwon'da-re,'*Fi. Maunder'.] n.

[Qu'ere dirai-je, Fr.] A doubt; a difficulty ; an uncertain-

ty ; perplexity. [A low word.]
jQuAN-DA'RY, (kwgn-da're) v. a. To perplex. Otway.
QUANT,* n. A small piece of board at the bottom of a jump-

ing-pole, to prevent the pole from sinking into the earth
or mud. London.

fQuAN'Ti-TA-TivE, (kwon'te-tj-tlv) a. Quantitive. Bp.
Taylor.

IQUAN'TI-TIVE, (kwon'te-tiv) a. Rated by quantity. Digby.
QUAN'Tf-TY, (kwon'te-te) [kwon'te-te, W. P. J. F. Ja.

Sin.; kwan'te-te, S. E.] n. [quuntite,' Fr.
; quantitas, L.]

That property of any thing which may be increased or
diminished

; any tiling capable of estimation or measure-
ment ; bulk; weight; measure; a portion; a part; a

deal;. a large portion. (Prosody) The measure of time
in pronouncing a syllable.

QtTAW'TUllf, (kwon'turn) n. [L.] Quantity ;
amount. Swift.

QUAN'TVMMER'v-lT*[L.}(Law) "As much as he has

deserved;" an action on a case grounded upon the

promise of another to pay the plaintiff, for doing any thing,
so much as he should deserve or merit. Whishaw.

QUAN'TUM SUF'FI-CIT,* [L.] A sufficient quantity.
QUAP, (kwop) v. n. To throb. Chaucer. See QUOB.
QuAR, /i. See QUARRE.
QUAR-AN-TINE', (kwor-an-tSn') [kwor-an-ten', S. W. J.

F. Ja. K.; kwor'an-ten, Sm. Wb.; kar'an-ten, P.] n.

[quarantaine, Fr.,from the Italian quarantina, Lent, or the
term of forty days.] The space of forty days, applied to

the season of Lent. Bailey. (Com.) A period of time, va-
riable in length, during which a ship or vessel, supposed
to be infected with certain diseases, is not allowed to com-
municate freely with the shore. (Law) A benefit allowed,
by the law of England, to the widow of a man dying
seized of land, whereby she may challenge to continue
in his capital messuage forty days after his decease.

QUAR-AN-TINE',* (kwor-an-ten') v. a. To put under quar-
antine

; to prohibit from intercourse with a town or its

inhabitants. Black.

fQuARRE, (kwbr) n. A quarry. Drayton.
QUAR'REL, (kwor'rel) n. [querelle, Fr.] A breach of con-
cord

;
a brawl

;
a petty fight ; a scuffle

;
a dispute ;

a con-
test : a cause of contention

; altercation ;
a broil

;
a feud

;

something that gives a right to reprisal ; objection ;
ill-

will. [quarreau, old Fr. ; quadrello, It. An arrow with a
square head. Camden.] [quadrum, L A square of glass.
Sherwood. The instrument with which a square or pane
of glass is cut ; the glazier's diamond. Douce.]

QUAR'REL, (kwor'rel) v. n. [quereller, Fr.J [{.QUARRELLED;
pp. QUARRELLING, QUARRELLED.] To dispute violently or
with anger; to debate

; to scuffle
; to squabble ;

to fight ;

to combat; to find fault
; to disagree. See TRAVEL.

fQuAR'REL, (kwor'rel) v. a. To quarrel with. B. Jonson.

QUAR'REL-LER, (kwor'rel-er) n. One who quarrels.
QUAR'REL-LING, (kwor'rel-Ing) n. Breach of concord

;

dispute ; dissension
; contention

;
a wrangling.

QUAR'REL-LOUS, (kwor'rel-us) a. [querellcur, Fr.] Petu-
lant ; quarrelsome. Shak. [R.]

QUAR'REL-SOME, (kwor'rel-sum) a. Disposed to quarrel ;

contentious ; easily irritated
;

irascible
;
choleric

; petu-
lant.

QUAR'REL-SOME-LY, (kwor'rel-sum-le) ad. In a quarrel-
some manner

; petulantly ; cholericly!

QUAR'REL-S&ME-NESS, (kwor'rel-sum-nes) n. Choleric-
ness ; petulance.

QUAR'RJ-ER,* (kwor're-er) n. One who quarries. Chan-
dler.

QUAR'RY, (kwor're) n. [carriere, Fr.] A stone mine
;
a place

where stone, slate, or chalk is dug. [quarre, Fr.] A
diamond-shaped piece of glass, to be used as a window-
pane. [A small square, made for paving. Mortimer.]
[quarreau, quadre, Fr. An arrow with a square head ;

quarrel. Fairfax. Game flown at by a hawk. Dryden. A
heap of game killed. Shak.]

QUAR'RY, (kwor're) v. a.
(i. QUARRIED ; pp. QUARRYING,

QUARRIED.] To dig out of a quarry. Goldsmith.

tQUAR'RYj (kwor're) v. n. To prey upon. L'Estrange.
QUAR'RY-lNG,* (kwor're-ing) n. The act of one who
quarries : a small piece, broken or chipped off, found
in quarries. Francis.

QUAR'RY-MAN, (kwor're-man) n. One who digs in a

quarry.
QUART, n. [Fr.] [fA fourth part ; a quarter. Spenser.] The

fourth part of a gallon ;
a vessel which holds a quart.

QUART, (kiirt) n. [quarte, Fr.] A sequence of four cards
at piquet. Johnson.

QuAR'TAN, n. [febris quartana, L.] (Med.) An intermittent
fever or ague which returns every fourth day.

QUAR'TAN,* a. (Med.) Coming every fourth day, as an
ague. Good.

QUAR-TA'TIQN, 7i. Act of quartering. (Metallurgy) The
separation of silver from gold, by means of nitric acid:
an operation by which the quantity of one thing is made
equal to the fourth part of the quantity of another.

QUAR'TER, n. [quart, quarter, Fr.] A fourth part : a region
of the skies, as referred to the seaman's card

;
a particu-

lar region of a town or country ;
a section

;
a district ;

a
station : the fourth part of a lunation : remission of
life

; mercy granted by a conqueror : a square panel :

the after part of a ship's side : a measure of eight bush-
els of grain : a square timber four inches thick, [fAm-
ity ;

concord. Shak.] pi. Stations for a ship's crew in

time of action: stations for soldiers or an army; lodg-

ings. To give quarter, to give or spare life. False quar-
ter is a cleft or chink in a quarter of a horse's hoof, from

top to bottom.

QUAR'TER, v. a. [i. QUARTERED ; pp. QUARTERING, QUAR-
TERED.] To divide into four parts or quarters ;

to divide ;

to brealc by force; to divide into distinct regions: to

station or lodge, as soldiers; to lodge ;
to fix on a tempo-

rary dwelling : to bear as an appendage to the heredita-

ry arms : to punish by tearing in pieces by four horses,
one attached to each limb of a criminal.

QUAR'TER,* v. n. To remain in quarters; to abide. Swift

QUAR'TER-A<E, . A quarterly allowance. J. Fox.

QUAR'TER-DAY, n. The day that begins or completes a

quarter of the year, on which rent is paid.

QuAR'TER-DECK, n. (JVawt.) The portion of the upper-
most deck of a ship between the main and mizzen masts.

QUAR'TER-ING, n. A dividing into quarters : station
;

ap.pointment of quarters : a partition.

QUAR'TER-LV, a. Occurring every quarter, or four times in

a year ; containing a fourth part.

QUAR'TER-LY, ad. Once in a quarter of a year.

QuAR'TER-LY,* ?i. A publication issued once a quarter.
EC. Rev.

QuAR'TER-Mis'TER, n. (Mil.) An officer whose business
it is to look after' the quarters of the soldiers, and to at-

tend to their clothing, bread, ammunition, <fcc. (Navy)
A petty officer, who, besides other duties of superintend-
ence, cuns the ship, and attends to her steerage. Brande.

QuAR'TER-Mis-TER-(jrEN'ER-AL,* n. An officer of the

army, whose duty it is to define the marches, to mark out
the encampments, to choose head-quarters, &c. Crabb.

QuAR'TERN, n. A gill ;
fourth part of a pint : the fourth

part of a peck of corn.

QuAR'TER-PolNT,* n, (Naut.) The fourth part of the

measure of one of the principal points of the compass.
Francis.

QuAR'TER-RoOND,* n. A moulding whose contour is ei-

ther a perfect quadrant, or a quarter of a circle, or what
approaches to that figure. Crabb.

QUAR'TER-SES'SION, (-sesh'unz) n. pi. (Law) A court

held by at least two justices, commonly for the trial of
criminals.

QuAR'TER-STiFF, n. A staff of defence.

QuAR-TET', n. [quartetto, It.l (Mus.) A piece of music

arranged for four voices, or for four instruments. Brande.

(Poetry) A stanza of four lines. Mason.

QUAR'TILE, n. (Jlstrol.) An aspect of two planets whose
positions are at a distance of 90 degrees on the zodiac.

QUAR'TINE,* 71. (Bot.) The fourth envelope of the vegeta-
ble ovulum, beginning to count from the outside. Brande.

QuAR'TO, 71. [quartus, L.] pi. QUAR'TO or QUAR'TOE.
A book composed of sheets of paper each folded into

four leaves
;
abbreviated to 4to.

QuAR'Td,* a. Having four leaves in a sheet. Ed. Rev.

QUAR'TRAIN,* 71. (Poetry) A stanza of four lines, rhym-
ing alternately. Hamilton.

QuAR'TRiDGE,* /^. Quarterly allowance; quarterage.
Swift.

QUARTZ, 7i. (Min.) Rock-crystal; a transparent mineral

composed of pure silex; a silicious stone
;
one of the in-

gredients of granite.

QUART'ZOSE,* (kwbrt'zos) a. Relating to, or containing,
quartz. Rogers.

QuARTZ'-Sm-TER,* 7i. (Min.) A substance found in the

form of silicious concretions. Hamilton.

QuART'ZY,*a. Relating to quartz ; quartzose. Ure.

||QUASH, (kwosh) [kwosh, S. W. J. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; kwash,
P. E. F.] v. a.

[i. QUASHED ; pp. QUASHING, QUASHED.]
To crush

;
to squeeze; to subdue suddenly. (Law) To

annul
; to nullify ;

to make void.

IIQUASH, (kwosh) v. n. To be shaken with a noise. Ray.

llQUASH, (kwosh) n. Squash, jiinswortfi. See SQUASH.

QUA' si,* [L.] "As if;" just as if ;
alaiost. Quasi

contract, (Law) an implied contract. Crabb. It is used
in the sense of pretended, not real.

QuXs-l-MO'DO,* n. (In the Roman Catholic calendar) The
first Sunday after Easter. Brande.
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QUASS,* TO. A mean sort of fermented liquor, made by
pouring warm water on rye or barley meal, and drunk by
the peasantry of Russia. Clarke.

QUAS-SA'TIQN, n. [quassatio, L.] The act of shaking ;
the

state of being shaken. Oaijton.

QUAS'SI-A, (kwosh'e-a) n. A tall tree of South America
and the'West Indies

;
the wood or bark of the tree

;
a very

bitter infusion obtained from the wood and bark.

QUAS'SINE,* n.(Chem.) The active, bitter principle of quas-
sia. JfM. Mag.

|QUAT, (kwot) n. A pustule ;
a pimple. Shak.

QUA'TER-COU?-INS, (ka'ter-kuz-znz) n. pi. Those within
the first four degrees of kindred

;
friends.

QUA-TER'NA-RY, n. [quatcrnarius, L.J The number four ;

quaternity. Boyle.

QUA-TER'NA-RY, a. Consisting of four. F. Gregory.
QUA-TER'NI-QN, n. [quaternio, L.] The number four; a

file of four soldiers.

fQuA-TER'Nj-QN, v. a. To divide into files. Milton.

tQUA-TER'N{-TY,7i. [quatemus, L.] The number four; qua-
ternary. Browne.

QUA-TORZE',* TO. [Fr.] A game of cards. (At piquet}
Four cards of the same denomination. Maunder.

QUAT'RAIN, (kwSt'ran) n. [quatrain, Fr.] A stanza of four

lines rhyming alternately. Dryden.
QUAT-TRi'Nd,* n. [It.] A small copper coin

;
a quadrin.

Crabb.

QUAVE, v. n. To shake
;
to quaver. Pepge. [Local.]

fQUAVE'MIRE, TO. A quagmire. Mir. for Mag.
QtJA'VER, . TO. [l. QUAVERED ; pp. QUAVERING, QUAVERED.]
To shake the voice ; to produce a shake on a musical in-

strument
;
to tremble ;

to vibrate.

QUA'VER, n. (Mus.) A shake of the voice, or of a sound from
an instrument : a musical note, equal to half a crotchet.

QUA'VERED, (kvva'verd) a. Distributed into quavers.

QUA'VER-ER, n. One'who quavers ;
a warbler.

QUA'VER-ING, TO. Act of shaking the voice ;
a shake.

||QUAY,' (ke) [ke, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb.; ka, S.] n.

[quai, Fr.
; kaey, Dan.] A key ;

an artificial bank or

whan, by the side of the sea or a river, for more con-

veniently loading and unloading vessels : written also

key.

HQUAY'AGE,* (ke'aj) n. Money paid for the use of a quay.
Smart.'

fQUEACH, n. A thick, bushy plot. Chapman.
j-QUEACH, v. TO. To stir

;
to move. Bacon.

QUEACH'YJ a. Shaking ; quaggy; unsolid ; unsound.

Drayton'. Thick; bushy. Cockeram. [Obsolete or local.]

QUEAN, (kwen) [kwen, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; kwan, S. K.\
TO. [quens, Goth.] A worthless woman

;
a strumpet.

Sfiak. [R.]

QUEA'I-NESS, . The sickness of a nauseated stomach.

Q,UA'Y
? (kwe'ze) a. Sick with nausea; fastidious;

squeamish ;
delicate ;

tender. Shak.

JQUECH, v. n. To stir. Bacon. See QUICK, and QUEACH.
QUEEN, (kwen) n. The wife of a king ;

a woman who is

sovereign of a kingdom ;
a female regent; a female chief.

Queen bee, the largest and governing bee of a swarm.

QuEENj v. TO. To play the queen. Shak.

QUEEN'-AP-PLE, TO. A species of apple. Mortimer.

QuEEN'-CdN'soRT,* TO. The wife of the reigning king.
Blackstone.

QuEEN'-Dow'A-GER,* TO. The widow of a deceased king.

Wellington.

QUEEN'GOLD,* TO. A royal duty or revenue formerly be-

longing to the queen of England. Blackstone.

QUEEN'ING, n. A species of winter apple. Mortimer.

QUEEN'LIKE, a. Becoming or resembling a queen ; queen-
ly. Drayton.

( QUEEN'LY, a. Becoming a queen ; suitable to a queen.
<QUEEN'-M6TH'ER,* TO. The widow of a deceased king,

and mother of the reigning king. Temple.
QUEEN'-RE'GENT,* TO. Same as queen-regnant. Blaclistonc.

tQUEEN'-REG'NANT,* 7i. A queen who reigns in her own
right ;

a queen-regent ;
a queen-sovereign. Coke.

QUEEN'SHIP,* TO. The state or condition of a queen. Be-
tham.

QUEER, (kwer) a. Odd
;
droll

; strange ; original ; singular.

QUEER'ISH,* a. Somewhat queer ; odd. Oent. Mag.
QUEER'LY, ad. In a queer manner; oddly.
QUEER'NESS, n. Oddness; strangeness; particularity.

QUEEST, (kwest) TO. [questus, L.] A ringdove ;
a kind of

wild pigeon.

jQUElNT, (kwent) i. &.p. from Quench. Quenched. Cower.

QUELL, v. a. [i. QUELLED ; pp QUELLING, QUELLED.] To
quiet; to crush ;

to subdue: originally, to kill. Milton.

QUELL, v. n. To abate
;
to diminish. Spejiser.

fQuELL, TO. A killing ;
murder. Shak.

QUELL'ER, TO. One who quells, Brushes, or subdues. Milton

QUELQUE-CHOSE, (kek'shoz) TO. [Fr.] A trifle
;
a kick

shaw. Donne.

fQUEME,r. a. To please. Oower.

QUENCH, v. a. [i. QUENCHED ; pp. QUENCHING, QUENCHED."
To extinguish ;

to still ;
to stifle ;

to allay ;
to destroy

QUI

QUENCH, v. n. To cool
; to,grow cool. Shak.

QUENCH'A-BLE, a. That may be quenched. Sherwood.

tiUENCH'ER, 71. One who quenches ; extinguisher.
QUENCH/LESS, a. Unextinguishable. Shak. [Urc.
QUER-CIT'RINE,* n. The coloring principle of quercitron.
lUER-ciT'RQN,* or QuER-ciT'RQN-BARK,* TO. The bark
of an American oak, (quercus tinctoria, or yellow oak,)
which furnishes an excellent yellow dye-stuff. Brande.

QUER'CUS,* A. [L.] (Bot.} A genus of trees; the oak.
Brande.

^u&KE. SeeQuJERE.
QUE'RELE, . [querela, L.

; querelle, Fr.] (Low) A com-
plaint to a court. Ayliffe.

QUE'RENT, n. [querens, L.] (Law} A complainant; plain-
tiff. [qiuerens, L.] An inquirer ; querist. Aubrey.
QUER-l-MO'Nl-ODs, a. [querimonia, L.] Querulous. Coclt-

eram.

QUER-I-MO'NI-OUS-LY, ad. Querulously. Denham.

QUER-I-MO'NI-OUS-NESS, TO. Complaining temper.
IUE'RIST, n. [qiuero, L.] An inquirer ;

an asker of ques-
tions ;

an interrogator.
QUERK. 7*. See QUIRK.
QUER'KENED, (kwer'knd) a. Choked. Carr. [Local, Eng.]
QUERN, _w.

A hand-mill for grinding grain. Shak.

QUER'PO, TO. [cuerpo, Sp.] Bodily shape : a dress close to

the body ;
a waistcoat. Dryden. See CUERPO.

QUER'RY, n. A groom ; equerry. Bp. Hall. See EQUERRY.
QUER-V-LEN'TIAL,* a. Complaining. Cumberland.

iUER'y-LOOs, a. [querulus, L.] Disposed to find fault or

to complain; whining; habitually complaining. [ner.

QUER'V-LOUS-LY, ad. In a querulous or complaining man-
iUER'y-LOUS-NESs, n. Quality of being querulous.
QUE'RY, 71. [qu(ere, L.] A question ;

an inquiry to be re-

solved
; interrogatory.

QUE'RY, v. n. [qucKro, L.] [i. QUERIED ; pp. QUERYING,
QUERIED.] To ask questions ;

to express doubts ; to

question.

QUE'RY, v. a. To examine by questions ; to doubt of.

|-QUEE,* v. a. To search after. Milton.

QUEST, w. [queste, old Fr.] Search ; act of seeking ; pur-
suit. [Inquest; a jury. Sliak. Inquiry; request. Herbert.']

fQuEST, v. TO. [quester, old Fr.] To go in search. B. Jonson.

{QUEST, v. a. To search for ; to seek for. Sir T. Herbert.

{QUES'TANT, TO. [questant, old Fr.] A seeker; a searcher.

Shak.

fQUES'TER,* TO. A seeker; a searcher. Rowe.

QUES'TIQN, (kwest'yun) n. [question, Fr.
; quastio, L.]

That which is asked, and which requires an answer j

interrogatory ; any thing inquired ; inquiry ; disquisition ;

a dispute ;
a subject of debate

;
affair to be examined ;

doubt
; controversy ; judicial trial ;

examination by tor-

ture; state of being the subject of present inquiry. [fAct
of seeking. Shak.]

QUES'TIQN, (kwest'yun) v. n. [i. QUESTIONED; pp. QUES-

TIONING, QUESTIONED.] To inquire; to ask; to debate

by interrogatories.

QUES'TIQN, (kwest'yun) v. a. [qucstionner, Fr.] To exam-
ine one by questions ;

to interrogate ;
to doubt

;
to be un-

certain of; to have no confidence in
;
to mention as not

to be trusted.

QUES'TIQN-A-BLE, (kwest'yun-a-bl) a. That may be ques-
tioned or doubted ;

doubtful ; disputable.

QUES'TIQN-A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being ques-
tionable.

QUES'TIQN-A-RY, a. Inquiring; asking questions. Pope.

QUES'TIQN-A-RY,* TO. An itinerant peddler of relics. Sir W.
Scott.

QUES'TIQN-ER, (kwest'yun-er) n. An inquirer; querist.

QUES'TIQN-ING,* TO. Interrogation ;
the putting of ques-

tions. Fox.

QUES'TION-IST, TO. A questioner; an inquirer. Bp. HalL

One vvlio is examined. Month. Rev. [R.]

QUES'TIQN-LESS, ad. Certainly ;
doubtless. Raleigh.

QUEST'MAN, TO. One legally empowered to make quest of

certain matters, as a churchwarden.

QUEST'M6NG-ER, (-mung-ger) n. [quest and monger.] One
who delights in litigation ;

a starter of lawsuits. Bacon.

QUES'TQR, TO. [quaestor, L.] An officer among the Romans,
who had the management of the public treasure.

QUES'TQR-SHIP, TO. Office of a questor. Milton.

JQUES'TRIST, TO. [questeur, old Fr.] Seeker; pursuer. Shak.

QUEST'V-A-RY, (kwest'yu-a-re) a. [quamtus, L.] Studious

of profit. Browne.

QUEST'y-A-RY, n. One employed to collect profits. Taylor.

QUEUE, (ku) TO. See CUE.

tQuiB, 71. A sarcasm ;
a bitter taunt ; a quip. Ainsworth.

QuiB'BLE, (kwlb'bl) n. A slight cavil ;
a start or turn from

the point in question ;
an evasion ;

aconceit ;
a sort of pun.

QUIB'BLE, (-bl) V. TO. [i. QUIBBLED J pp. QUIBBLING, QUIB-

BLED.] To evade the point in question by some play up*

on words ;
to cavil ;

to pun.
QulB'BLER, TO. One who quibbles ;

a punster.

QulB'BLlNG,* w. A playing upon words ;
a cavil.

QuICE, TO. See QUEEST.
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fQ.UICH, v. n. To stir
;
to move. Spenser.

QUICK, (kwlk) a. Moving; living; allalive
; pregnant :

swift; nimble; speedy; active; sprightly ; ready ;
brisk

;

prompt; expeditious.
QuICK, ad. Nimbly ; speedily ; readily ; quickly. Shak.

QuIcK, 7i. [fA live animal. Spenser.] Living plants, as in a

hedge. Mortimer. The living flesh
;
the sensible parts of

the body.
fQufCK, TJ. a. To make alive

; to quicken. Chaucer.

fQUICK, v. 7i. To become alive
;
to quicken. Chaucer.

QUICK'BEAM, or QU!CK'EN-TREE, n. A species of wild
ash.

QUICK'EN, (kwik'kn) v. a. [i. QUICKENED; pp. QUICK-
ENING, QUICKENED.] To make alive : to hasten; to ac-
celerate ; to despatch ;

to sharpen ;
to excite.

QUICK'EN, (kwik'kn) v. n. To become alive
; to be in that

state of pregnancy in which the child gives indications
of life : to move with activity.

QuIcK'EN-ER, 71. He or that which quickens.
QUICK'EYED, (kwik'Id) a. Having sharp sight.

QufcK'GRiss, 7i. Dog-grass.
QUICK'HXTCH,* n. A name of the wolverine. Booth.

QuIcK'LlME, n. Fresh-burnt lime; lime unquenched;
pure caustic lime. Hill.

QuIcK'Ly, ad. Soon ; speedily ;
without delay. South.

QuiCK'MXTCH,* ?i. A match used by artillery-men. Smart.

QUICK'NESS, n. Quality of being quick ; speed; celerity.

QulcK'sXND, n. Moving sand
;
unsolid ground.

QuIcK'scENT-ED, a. Having keen scent.

QUICK'SET, v. a. To plant with living plants. Tusser.

QUICK'SET, n. A living plant set to grow, as a hawthorn.

Quickset hedge, a hedge formed of living plants or
shrubs.

QUICK'SET,* a. Composed of living or young plants. Forby.
QuTfcK'siGHT-ED, a. Having sharp sight.

QuIcK'siGHT-ED-NESS, n. Sharpness of sight.

QulCK'siL-VER, n. A heavy, fluid metal
; mercury.

QuIcK'slL-VERED, (-verd) a. Overlaid with quicksilver.

QuIcK'wlT-TED, a. Having ready wit. Shak.

QUID, n. Something chewed
;
a cud. Pegge. [Vulgar.]

QuFDAM, n. [L.] (French law) "Somebody;" "some
one

;

" used to denote an unknown or nameless person.
Spenser.

fQuIo'DA-NY, n. Marmalade
;
confection of quinces, &c.

Bailey.

QUID'DIT, n. [corrupted from quidlibet, L.] A subtilty ;
an

equivocation. Shak. [Low.]
QulD'DJ-TV, n. [quidditas, low L.] Essence

;
that which is

a proper answer to the question, Quid est? (What is it .')

the essence of a thing inquired after; a trifling nicety ;
a

cavil : a scholastic term.

QUID'DLE,* v. n. To be busy about trifles
;
to piddle. [Ool-

loquial, U. S.]

QUID'DLE,* ; n. One who busies himself about trifles.

QulD'DLER,* ) [Colloquial, U. S.I

QulD'-NUNC,* n. [L.,What now ?] One who is continually
asking "What now?" or "What news?"; a news-
gossiper ;

a politician, in contempt. Oent. Mag.
QulB PRO Quo,* [L., what for what.] (Law) "Something

for somewhat :
" the giving of one thing of value in re-

turn for another thing. Whishaw.

Qui-ES'CENCE, n. [quiesco, L.] Rest; repose; quiet.

QUI-ES'C?NT, a. [quiescens, L.J Resting; being at rest;
not moving ;

silent
; quiet.

QuI'ET, a. [quiet, Fr.
; quietus, L.] Still; free from dis-

turbance; peaceable; calm ; silent
;
smooth

;
not ruffled.

QuI'ET, n. [quies, L.] Rest; repose; ease; calm; calm-
ness

; tranquillity ; peace ; stillness.

QuI'ET, v. a. [i. QUIETED ; pp. QUIETING, QUIETED.] To
calm ; to lull

; to pacify ;
to put to rest

;
to still

;
to satisfy.

QUI'ET-ER, n. The person or thing that quiets.

QuI'ET-IsM, n. The religious views of the Quietists, who
make religion consist chiefly in devout contemplation, a
sect of which Molinos, a Spanish priest, author of " The
Spiritual Guide," (1675,) was the reputed founder.

QuI'ET-iST, n. One who loves quiet: a believer in, or an
adherent to, Quietism.

QUI'ET-LY, ad. In a quiet manner; calmly ;
at rest.

QUI'ET-NESS, n. State of being quiet ;
stillness.

tQuI'ET-s6ME, a. Calm; still; quiet. Spenser.

fQuI'E-TUDE, n. [quietude, Fr.] Rest
; repose ; tranquilli-

ty; quiet. Wotton.

QUI-E'TVS, n. [L.] (Eng. law) A final discharge ; complete
acquittance. Shak.

QUILL, 7i. The large, strong feather of the wing of a goose
or other fowl; a pen ;

the instrument of writing: that

which resembles a quill, as the dart or prick of a porcu-

pine, or the reed on which weavers wind their threads :

the instrument with which musicians strike their strings.
To

plait ; to form in plaits or folds, like quills.

.

QUILL, v. a.
[i. QUILLED ; pp. QUILLING, QUILLED.] To

QulL'LET, 7i. [quidlibet, quilibet, and quodlibet, L.
; quoli-

bet, Fr.] Subtilty; nicety; a scientific quibble; petty

cant; quodlibet. Shak.

QUILL'WORT,* (-wart) n. A plant of the fern tribe. Booth
QUILT, n. [kalcht, D.J A cover or coverlet made by stitching
one cloth over another, with some soft substance between
them.

QUILT, v. a. [i. QUILTED ; pp. QUILTING, QUILTED.] To
stitch one cloth upon another with something soft be
tween them.

QUILT'ER,* n. One who quilts. Booth.

QUILT'ING,* n. The act of quilting; the substance quilted.
Barnes.

QuI'NA-RY, a. [quinarius, L.] Consisting of five. Boyle.
Qui'NATE,*a. (Bot.) Combined of fives. P. Cyc.
QUINCE, (kwlns) n. [com, Fr.

; qaidden, Ger.] A fruit-tree
the fruit of the tree.

QUINCE'-PIE,* n. A pie made of quinces. Butler.

fQuiNCH, v. n. [the same with quick.] To stir. Spenser.
QUIN'CITE,* n. (Min.) A magnesian mineral. Dana.
QulN-cuN'ciAL, (kwjn-kung'shail) a. Having the form of
a quincunx. Ray.

QufN'ctJNX, (kwlng'kungks) n. [L.1 pi. L. qvlrfcuN-
CE$; Eng. QUIN'CUNX-E. An order or arrangement of
jive; a peculiar arrangement of anything in rows, as

trees, so that the articles in one row are riot opposite to
those of the other, but opposite to the intervals between
them.

QUIN-DEC'A-GSN,* 7i. A plane figure, with fifteen angles
and fifteen sides. Crabb.

QulN-DE-CEM'VIR,* n. [L.] pi. QUfW-DE-CEM' VI-RI.
One of a body of 15 magistrates who presided over
Roman sacrifices. Arnold.

QuiN'l-A,* or Qui'NA,* n. (Med.) A vegetable alkali, ob-
tained from cinchona, or cinchona cordifolia, Peruvian or

yellow bark, much used in medicine
;
called also quinine.

See QUININE. P. Cyc.

QUI-NINE',* or QUIN'INE,* [kwe-nln', Sm.; kwin'in, K. .

kwl'nln, Wb.] n. (Med.) An alkaline substance prepared
from cinchona or yellow bark, much used in medicine as
a tonic and febrifuge. See QUINIA. Brande.

Qulw-QUA-pES'f-MA, n. [L., fifty.] Quinquagesima Sun-
day, which is the seventh Sunday, and about the fiftieth

day, before Easter; Shrove Sunday.
QuiN-QuANG'v-LAR, a. [quinque and angulus, L.J Having

five angles or corners.

Qu'/N-QUAR-Tic'u-LAR, a. [quinque and articulus, L.] Con
sisting of five articles. Sanderson.

QulN-yuE-cAp'su-ZAR,* a. (Bot.) Having five capsules
Crabb.

QulN-QUE-DEN'TATE,* ) a. (Bot.} Having five teeth or

QUIN-QUE-DEN'TAT-ED,* j indentations. Pennant.

QuiN-QUE-FA'Rl-oOs,* a. Opening into five parts. London.

QulN'QUE-FlD, a._[quinque andfindo, L.] Divided into five.

QyiN-QUE-Fo'Li-AT-ED, a. [quinque and folium, L.] Hav-
ing five leaves.

QuiN'QUE-LOBED *
(-lobd) a. (Bot.) Having five lobes.

P. Cyc.

'

QuiN-QUE-Loc'u-LAR,* a, (Bot.) Having five cells. P. Cyc.
QuiN'-QUfiN'NI-AL, (kvvin-kwen'e-fil) a. [quinquennis, L.]
Embracing, or lasting, five years ; happening once in five

years.

QUIN-QUN'NI-UM,* n. The space of five years. Fo. Qu. Rev
QuiN-QUEP'AR-TlTE,* a. (Bot.) Divided into five parts.
Loudon.

QUIN'QUE-REME,* 7i. A galley having five seats or banks
of oars. Brande.

QulN-QUE-si'L'LA-BLE,* n. A word of five syllables. Os-
wald.

Qul'N'QUE-VALVE,* n. A shell having five valves. Jodrett.

QuiN-QUE-vXL'vv-LAR,* a. Having five valves. P. Cyc.
QulN' quF.-v'iR,*n. [L.J pi. QUJN-qu&v4 I-RI. One of the
board of five commissioners or magistrates in Rome. Ains-
worth.

QUIN-QUI'NA,* T?. A name of Peruvian bark or cinchona.
Brande.

Quliv'^y, (kwTn'ze) n. [squinancie, Fr.] Corrupted from
squinancy. (Med.) Inflammation of the tonsils; inflam-

matory sore throat.

Qui'NT, (kwlnt) n. [quint, Fr.] A set of five. Hudibras.

Qui'N'TAlN, /?. [qitintainc, Fr.
; gwyntyn, Welsh.] A post:

an ancient pastime, in which a post was erected, with
a cross-piece turning upon a pivot on the top of it, to one
end of which a sand-bag was suspended, and at the other
a board was fixed. The play consisted in riding or tilting

against the board with a lance, and passing, without being
struck behind by the sand-bag.

QuiN'TAL, n. [quintal, Fr.] A hundred weight; equal to
112 pounds: written also kentlc.

QUIN'TAN,* n. [quintana, L.J A fifth day fever or ague. P.

Cyc.

QUIN-TES'SENCE, or QuiN'TES-SENCE [kwTn'tes-sSns, S.

P. J. E. F. ; kwjn-tes'sens, Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. Rees, Jlsh,
kwin'tes-sSns or kwjn-tes'sens, W.] n. [quinta essentia,

L.] A fifth being. Watts. An extract from any thing, con-

taining all its virtues in a small quantity ;
essence

; tinc-

ture.
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Qui'N-TEs-SEN'TiAL, a. Consisting of quintessence.
QUIN'TJLE,* n. (Astron.) The aspect, of planets when dis-
tant from each other the fifth of a circle. Crabb.

QUIN-TILL'ION,* n. The fifth power of a million. Francis.

Qui'N'TlN, n. See QUINTAIN.
QufN'TJNE,* n. (Hot.) The innermost integument of the

ovule. P. Cyc.

QulNT-ROON',* n . The offspring of a white man by a mus-

tiphini, or a woman who has one sixteenth part of negro
blood. Booth.

QUIN'TU-PLE, (kwin'tu-pl) a. [quintuplus, L.] Fivefold.
Oraunt.

QuiN'Ty-pLED,*a. Increased fivefold. Coleridge.
QuiN'ZAlNE,* 7i. (Chron.) The 14th day after a feast-day,

or the 15th, if the day of the feast is included. Brande.

QUIP, (kwip) 7i. A sharp jest; a taunt
;
a sarcasm. Shalt.

fQuiP, v. a. To scoff at
;
to insult

;
to taunt. Spenser.

QUIP, v. 11. To scoff. Sir H. Sidney.

Qui'po,* (ke'po) n.
,- pi. QUI'PO,* n. [Sp.] Cords having

various colors and knots, used by the ancient Peruvians
for records and accounts. Robertson.

(JuiRE, (kwlr) n. [cayer or quayer, old Fr.] A bundle of pa-
per containing 24 sheets. [chozur, Fr.

; coro,It.] A body
of singers; a chorus; a choir. Now commonly written
choir.

Q.UIRE, v. n. To sing as in a choir. Shak.

QuiR'is-TER, n. Chorister. See CHORISTER.

jQuiR-l-TA'TlQN, n. [quiritatio, L.] A cry for help. Bp.

Qui'RK, (kwerk) n. Quick stroke
;
smart taunt : a slight

conceit
; flight of fancy ; subtilty ;

a quibble ; nicety ;

artful distinction: a loose, light tune. Pope. (Arch.)
A piece of ground taken out of any regular ground-plot or

floor. Quirk moulding, a moulding which is increased

by an additional turn or twist.

QUIRK'ISH, a. Consisting of quirks ;
subtle

;
artful.

QUIT, (kwit) v. a. [quitter, Fr.l [i. QUITTED or QUIT ; pp.

QUITTING, QUITTED or QUIT.] To leave ; to relinquish ;
to

give up ; to resign ; to forsake ;
to leave at liberty ; to free

from obligation ;
to discharge : to be even with. [|To ac-

quit. Shak. To requite. Fairfax.] JT Tne regular form
of this verb, quitted, is now chiefly used.

QulT,* a. Free
;
clear

; discharged. Ash.

,***- QuI TAM,* a. [L.] (Law) A term applied to penal actions

brought by common informers. Dane.

QulTCH'GRAss, n. Dog-grass ; quick-grass. Mortimer.

QulT'cLAiM,* n. (Law) The release or acquitting of a
man for any action which the releaser has, or may have,
againstJiim : a release of claim by deed. Whishaw.

QUlT'CLAIM, V. a.
[i. QUITCLAIMED ; pp. QUITCLAIMING,

QUITCLAIMED.] To release or yield up by quitclaim. Todd.

QUITE, (kwit) ad. [quitte, Fr.] Completely ; perfectly ; to-

tally ; thoroughly. Hooker. 25" The definition here given
of -quite is that of Johnson, and it is its proper meaning,
and accords with the best English usage ; yet it is often

used, in this country, in the sense of very; as, "quite
warm;" "quite cold ;" and it is sometimes so used by
English writers

; as,
"

quite recent." EC. Rev. "
Quite ex-

traordinary." McCulloch.

QUIT'RENT, n. (Law) A rent paid by the tenant of a free-

hold, by which he is discharged from any other rent. Bou-
vier.

QulTS, intcrj. An exclamation implying that claims are set-

tled, and parties are even.

QUIT'TA-BLE, a. That may be left or relinquished. Todd.

fQuiT'TAL, n. Return
; repayment. SJiak.

QulT'TANCE, n. [quittance, Fr.] A discharge from a debt or

obligation ;
an acquittance ; recompense ;

return
; repay-

ment. Shak.

tQUiT'TANCE, v. a. To repay ; to recompense. Shak.

QUIT'TER, n. One who quits. -~(Mcd.} Discharge from a
wound : an ulcer formed in a horse's foot between the
hair and the hoof. See QUITTERBONE. Scoria of tin.

Ainsworth.

QulT'TER-BdNE n. A hard, round swelling upon the cor-

onet, between a horse's heel and the quarter. Farrier's
Diet. [Spenser.

QUIV'ER, n. [couvrir, Fr.] A case or sheath for arrows.

fQuiv'ER, a. [quivan, Goth.] Nimble
;
active. Shak.

QUIV'ER, v. n. [i. QUIVERED ; pp. QUIVERING, QUIVERED.]
To quake ;

to quaver ;
to shiver

;
to shudder. Sidney.

QuIv'ERED, (kwiv'erd) a. Furnished with a quiver. Mil-
ton.

Quiv'ER-tNG,* n. Act of shaking ; a tremulous motion.

QUI-VIVE,* (ke'vev') [Fr.] Who goes there ? The cry of
a sentinel.

" He is on the qui-vive," i. e. on the alert.

Blessing-ton. [Qu. Rev.

QuIx-oT'lc,* a. Like Don Quixote; absurd; extravagant.
QuIx'QT-iM, n. Romantic and ..osurd notions or actions,

like those of Don Quixote, the celebrated hero of Cer-
vantes.

. .

[L.I Having been formerly.

vantes. Whishaw.

A, E, I, o, u, 2, long; X, E, 1, 6, U, Y, short; A, E, j, p, y, Y, obscure FARE, FAR, FisT, FALL; HEIR,

QU'IX'OT-RY,* n. Quixotism. Scott.

Quiz,* n. An imposition ; a hoax
; something to puzzle :

an odd fellow. Gent. Mag. [Colloquial and low.]
Quiz,*v. a.

[i.
QUIZZED ;pp. QUIZZING, QUIZZED.] To hoax;

to play a trick upon ;
to puzzle. Qu. Rev.

QUIZZ'ER,* 7i. One who quizzes. Wllbcrforcc.

QUIZ'ZJ-CAL,* a. Relating to or containing a quiz or hoax ;

farcical. White. [Colloquial or low.]
QuiZZ'lNG,* p. a. Imposing upon; fitted for quizzing.
Quizz'iNG-GLAss,* 7i. A small eye-glass. Smart.

Q uo'AD HOC* [L.] (Law)
" As to this

;

" " as far as this :
"

used in pleadings to signify that, as to the thing named,
the law is so and so. Whishaw.

Quo AN'I-MO,* [L.]
" With what mind:" with what

intention
;
with what meaning. Hamilton.

fQuoB, v. n. To move, as an embryo ;
to throb. Chaucer.

fQuoD. The same as quoth ; said. Chaucer. See QUOTH.
Qu6D'zi-BET,n. [L.] A nice point; a subtilty. Prior. [R.]

tQu5D-LiB-E-TA'Ri-Aiy, n. One who disputes. Bailey.

fQuoD-Ll-BET'j-CAL, a. Such as you will. Fulke.

fQu5D-Ll-BT'l-CAL-Ly, ad. On whatever side. Browne.

||QuolF, [kwbif, S. W. P. J. F. K. ; kolf, E. Ja.] n. [coiffe,
Fr.l A cap for the head

;
a coif. See COIF.

IJQubiF, v. a. [coiffer, or coeffer, Fr.] To cap ;
to dress with

a head-dress. Addison.

IjQuoiF'FURE, n. [coiffure, Fr.] A coiffure. See COIFFURE.

QUOIN, (kwoin or koin) [kwbin, P. K. ; kbin, E. Ja.] n.
r

coin, Fr.] Corner; a wedge used by printers, &c.

Arch.) A corner or angle of a building (Gunnery) A
oose wedge placed below the breech of a cannon to adjust
its elevation.

(jQUOlT, (kwolt) [kwblt, S. W. P. J. F. K. Srn. ; kbit, E. Ja.]
n.

[coete, D.] Something, as a flat iron ring, or a flat stone,
to be pitched from a distance to a certain point, as a trial

of dexterity. pi. A game with quoits.

||QuolT, v. n.
[i. QUOITED ; pp. QUOITING, QUOITED.] To

throw quoits ;
to play at quoits. Dryden.

llfQuoTT, v. a. To throw. Shak.

||QuoiTS,* n. pi. A game in which quoits are thrown. Ash.

Quo JU'JRE,* [L.] "By what right." Hamilton.

Qu5N'DAM, (kwon'dam) a. [L.I Havi
Shak. [Colloquial.]

fQuoOK, (kwuk) i. from Quake. Quaked. Spenser.

JQuSP, v. n. See Quou. Cleaveland.

QUO'RVM, (kwo'rum) n. [L.] (Law) A bench of justices:
such a number of an assembly, committee, or other

body of men, as is sufficient to transact business, and
give validity to their acts.

QUO'TA, (kwo'ta) 7i. [quotus, quota, L.] A share
;
that part

which each member of a society or community has to con-
tribute or receive, in making up or dividing a certain sum

[|Qu6T'A-BLE,* a. That may be quoted. Ch. Ob.

IjQuo-TA'TiON, (kwo-ta'shun) n. Act of quoting; a pas-

sage quoted ;
that which is quoted ;

citation : the price
of merchandise, as stated in a price-current.

IIQUQ-TA'TipN-i'ST, re. One who makes quotations. Milton.

IIQuoTE, (kvvot) [kwot, W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.; kot, S. P.]
v.a. [quoter, Fr.J [i. QUOTED; pp. QUOTING, QUOTED.] To
cite or adduce in the words of another. [|To note.

Shak.]

[IfQuoTE, n. [quote, Fr.] A note upon an article. Cotgrave.

HQUOT'ER, ?. One who quotes ;
a citer.

QUOTH, (kwfith or kw5th) [kwoth, F. Ja. K.; koth, S.c

kwuth or kwoth, W. ; k5th or kuth, P. ; kwuth, J. Sm.] v.

n. defective. Said. It is used only in the imperfect tense,
and in the first and third persons ; as,

"
quoth /," said I

;

"
quoth he," said he. Sidney. $5=

" Mr. Sheridan, Dr.

Kenrick, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Mr. Nares, Mr. Perry,
and Mr. Smith, pronounce the o in this word long, as in

both ; but Buchanan short, as in moth. This latter pronun-
ciation is certainly more agreeable to the general sound
of o before th, as in broth, froth, cloth, &c.

;
but my ear

fails me if I have not always heard it pronounced like the

o in doth,ns if written kwuth, which is the pronunciation
Mr. Elphinstone gives it, and, in my opinion, is the true

one." Walker.

||QuQ-TiD'i-AN, [kwo-tid'e-an, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; kwo-tid'yan,
E. F. K.} kwo-tlj'e-an, W. ; kwo-tidzh'an, S.] a. [quoti-

dien, Fr.
; quotidianus', L.] Daily ; happening every day.

||Quo-Ti'D'j-AN, n. A quotidian fever ;
a fever which re-

turns every day : anything which returns every day.
Milton.

QUO'TIENT, (kwo'shent) [kwo'shent, W. J. E. F. Ja. K.

Sm. ; kS'shent, S. P.] n. [Fr. ; quoties, L.] (Arith.) The
result of division, or the number resulting from the divis-

ion of one number by another.

Quo WAR'AN-TO* [L.]
"
By what warrant or author-

ity." (Law) A writ against one who claims or usurps
an office, franchise, or liberty, to inquire by what author-

ity he supports his claim, in order to determine the right.

Whishaw.
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R.

Rthe eighteenth letter of the alpnabet, a consonant, a

t liquid, and a semivowel, has a rough sound, and is

never silent As an abbreviation, R stands for rex,

(king,) royal, rare.

fRA-BATE', v. n. [rabattre, FT.] (Falconry) To recover a
hawk to the fist again. Ainsworth. [Shak.

tRA-BA'Td, ?i. [rabattre, Fr.] A neck-band
;
a kind of ruff.

RXB'BET, v. a. [rabatre, raboter, Fr.] [i.
RABBETED ; pp.

RABBETING, RABBETED.] To pare down, as the edge of a

board, so as to receive the edge of another ;
to unite.

RXB'BET, n. A joint, cut, or groove, in the edge of a board.

RAB'BI, (rab'be or rab'bl) [rab'be or rab'bl, W. F. Ja. ; rab'-

be, S. P. J. ; rab'bl, E. Sm.] n. A He.brew term for doctor

or teacher; an expounder of the Jewish law, and of the
Talmud. $3= "In reading the Scripture, it should be

pronounced rab'bl." Walker.

RXB'BJN, n. Same as rabbi.

RAB-BIN'JC,* a. Relating to the rabbies or rabbins ;
rabbin-

ical. Cudworth.

RAB-BIN'J-CAL, a. Relating to the rabbies or rabbins, or to

their principles. Milton.

RXB'BIN-!IVI,* n. The doctrines of the rabbins. EC. Rev.

RXB'BiN-fsT, re. One who adheres to, or is versed in, the
doctrines of the rabbins, or the Talmud.

RXB'BIT, n. [robbe, robbekin, D.] A small rodent quadru-
ped, of the hare tribe, that burrows in the ground.
Welsh rabbit, bread and cheese toasted; corrupted from
rare-bit. Orose.

RXB'BIT-RY,*H. A place for rabbits. London.

RAB'BIT-WAR-REN,* (-wor-ren) n. An enclosure for rab-
bits

;
a rabbitry. Maunder.

RXs'BLE, (rab'bl) n. [rabula, L.
; rabulare, low L.] A tu-

multuous crowd ; an assembly of low people ;
a mob ;

populace.
RXB'BLE, v. n. To speak in a confused manner. Todd.

RXB'BLE-CHXRM-ING,* a. Charming the rabble. South.

fRXB'BLE-MENT, n. A crowd of low people ;
a rabble.

Spenser.

RXB'BLE-RoGT,* n. A tumultuous assembly. Jodrell.

RAB-DOL'C-GY,* n. A contrivance of J. Napier to facilitate

the performance of multiplication and division by means
of rods : called also Napier's bones or Napier's rods. P.

Cyc.

RXB'DQ-MXN-cy,* 7i. See RHABDOMANCY.
RXB'iD, a. [rabidus, L.] Fierce

;
furious

;
mad

; raging.
RXfi'fD-NESS, n. Fierceness

;
furiousness. Feltham.

RXs'j-NET, n. A kind of small ordnance. Jlinsworth.

RA'GA,* n. A Syriac word, signifying vanity or folly, and
used to express extreme contempt : a miscreant. Camp-
bell.

RAC-COON', n. An American quadruped, valued for its fur.

RACE, n. [Fr. ; from radice, L.] A family collectively ;
a

family ascending ;
a family descending ; ancestry ; proge-

ny ; lineage ;
house

; a generation ;
a particular breed :

a contest in speed or running ; course ; passage ; progress ;

train : fa particular strength, taste, or flavor; as, a race

of wine. Steevcns.] A root
; as,

" a race (i. e. root) of gin-

ger." A cut or canal along which water is conveyed to

a water-wheel. Francis.

RACE, v. n. [i. RACED ; pp. RACING, RACED.] To run as in a
race

;
to run swiftly. Pope.

RACE'-COURSE,* n. The ground or path on which races
are run : a cut or course for water. Francis.

RACE'-GROGND,* n. Ground appropriated to races-. Booth.

RACE'-HORSE, n. Horse bred to run in the race for prizes.

RXc-E-MA'TION, n. [racematio, L.] A cluster, like that of

grapes : the cultivation of the clusters of grapes.

RA-CEME',* n. [racemus, L.] (Bot.) A form of inflorescence
in which the flowers are arranged along an axis, as in

the_hyacinth or currant. Brande.

RA-CEMED',* (ra-semd') a. (Bot.) Racemose. Smith.

RA-CEM'ic,*a. (Chem.) Noting an acid found, together with
tartaric acid, in the tartar obtained from certain vineyards
on the Rhine. Brande. [ters.

RXc-E-MlF'ER-ous, a. [racemus anAfero, L.] Bearing cltis-

RX^-E-MOSE',* o. Growing or flowering in racemes. London.

RX^'E-MoDs,* or RA-CE'MOVS,* [ra-se'mus, Sin.; ras'e-

mus, K. Wb.] a. Growing in clusters. Smart.

RA'CER, n. One who races ; a race-horse.

tRXcH, n. A hunting or setting dog. Gentlemen's Recreation.

RA'CHIS,* n. (Bot.) The axis of inflorescence ;
a petiole of

a leaf. P. Cyc.

RA-JEHI'TIS,* n. [p<i%(?.] (Med.) The rickets, a disease

affecting children. Brande.

RI'CJ-NESS, n. The quality of being racy. Blackstone.

RXCK, n. [racke, D.] An engine or instrument of torture :

torture; extreme pain; exaction: any instrument by
which extension is performed; a distaff: a motion or

pace of a horse. (JVaut.) A frame of timber on a ship's
bowsprit. A wooden grate or frame to hold hay for cat-
tle

;
a grate on which bacon is laid : a toothed wheel or

bar of metal in machinery : a neck or crag of mutton.
[fThin vapor ; a flying cloud

;
a track

;
a trace. Shak.] A

spirituous liquor ;
arrack. See ARRACK.

RXCK, v. a. [i.
RACKED

; pp. RACKING, RACKED.] To tor-

ment
; to harass ; to harass by exaction

;
to screw

; to
force to performance ;

to stretch ;
to extend

;
to defecate

;

to draw off from the lees : to move with a quick amble,
as a horse.

fRXcic, v. n. To stream or fly, as clouds before the wind.
Shak.

RXcK'ER, ?i. One who racks ;
a wrester. Barret.

RXcK'ET, n. An irregular, clattering noise. Shak. A confused
talk. [raquette, Fr.] The instrument or bat used at ten-
nis. Sliak. A little net. Sullivan. A snow-shoe. [U. S.]

RXcK'ET, v. a.
[i.

RACKETED ; pp. RACKETING, RACKETED.]
To strike, as at the game of racket

;
to cuff; to toss.

RXcK'ET, v. n. To make a racket or noise
;
to frolic. Gray.

RXcK'ETS,* n. pi. Snow-shoes: sometimes so called in
the Northern States of America. Pickering-.

RXcK'ET-Y, a. Making a noise
; noisy. Todd. [Vulgar.]

RXCK'ING, n. The use of the rack
; torture

; process of

stretching or of defecating.

RXcK'iNG-PACE, n. The same as an amble, except that it

is a swifter time and a shorter tread. Farrier's Diet.

RXCK'-RENT, n. Annual rent raised to the uttermost.

Swift.

RXcK'-RENT-ER, n. One who pays rack-rent. Locke.

RA'CY, a. Having strong flavor, indicating its origin ;
excit-

ing or stimulating to the mental taste
;
flavorous ; tasting

of the soil
; high-seasoned.

fRXD. The old prct. and part, of Read. Spenser.

RXD'DLE, v. a. To twist together. Defoe.

RXn'DLE, n. A long stick used in hedging. A raddle

hedge is a hedge of twisted twigs or boughs. Tooke.

RXD'DOCK, . See RUDDOCK.
RADEA u,* (fa-do') n. [Fr.] A float of timber

;
a raft. Hutch-

inson.

RA'DE-QL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of natrolite. Dana.

HRA'DI-AL,* a. Relating to a radius, a ray, or a rod; shoot-

ing out from a centre
; having rays. Bonnycastle.

HRA'DI-ANCE, j
n. [radiarc, L.l Sparkling lustre; glitter j

RA'DI-AN-CY, } effulgence. Shak.

DRA'DJ-ANT, [ra'de-ant, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; ra'dyant, E. F. K. ;

ra'jent, S. , ra'de-ant or ra'je-ant, W.] a. [radians, L.]
Dispersed in rays or by radiation

; shining ; sparkling ;

emitting rays.

||RA'DI-ANT,* n. (Geom.) A straight line proceeding from a

given point, or fixed pole, about which it is conceived to

revolve. Brande.

j|RA'Di-ANT-LY, ad. With glitter ;
with sparkling lustre.

|JRA'DI-A-RY,* n. ; pi. RA'DI-A-RIE. (Zoul.) A worm or an-
imal having a radiated form ;

the lowest organized being
of the primary divisions of the animal kingdom. Brande.

||RA'DI-ATE, [ra'de-at, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; ra'dyat, E. F. ; ra'-

jat, S. ; ra'de-at or ra'je-at, W.] v. a. [radio, L.] [i. RADI-
ATED ; pp. RADIATING, RADIATED.] To send out in rays as

from
a^ centre; to irradiate; to fill with brightness.

||RI'Di-ATE, v. n. To emit rays; to shine
;
to sparkle.

||RA'D'I-ATE,* a. (Bot.) Radiated; having florets set round
in thejbrm of a radiant star. London.

J|RA'DI-AT-ED, a. [radiatus, L.] Adorned with rays. Addi-
son.

PA-DI-A'TIQN, 7i. [radiatio, L.] Act of radiating ; beamy
lustre ; emission of rays.

||RA'DI-A-TOR,* n. He or that which radiates; a body or

substance from which rays emanate or radiate. Francis.

RXo'j-CAL, a. [radical, Fr.] That regards the root, origin,
or first principles ; native ;

fundamental ; primitive ; origi-

nal ; serving to originate. (Algebra) Radical sign, a

symbol noting the extraction of a root.

RAD'I-CAL,* n. An advocate for radical reform in govern-
ment

;
a political reformer or agitator. Q. Rev. (Chem.)

The base, as applied to acids
; as, sulphur is the radical of

sulphuric acid. Brande.

RXD'l-CAL.-TM,* n. The principles of radicals. Brit. Crit,

RXD-i-cXL'l-TY, 71. Origination ; radicalness. Browne. [R.]

RXo'i-CAL-LY, ad. In a radical manner ; primitively.
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,
n. The state of being radical.

RXD'i-cXNT,* a. (Bot.) Producing roots from the stem
London.

RXD'i-CATE, v. a. [radicatus, L.] To root ;
to plant deeply.

Hammond. [R.]

JRXD'i-CATE, a. Deeply infixed. South.

RXD-I-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] The act of taking root. Hammond.
RXD'l-CLE, n. [radiculc, Fr.] A little root; that part of

the seed of a plant which becomes a root; the fibrous

part of a root.

RXD'J-CULE,* n. [Fr.] (Bot.) That end of the embryo
which is opposite to the cotyledons. Loudon.

RA'DJ-Q-LITE,* n. A fossil shell, the inferior valve of
which is in the shape of a reversed cone, the superior
valve convex. Brande.

RA-DI-SM'E-TER,* 7i. An instrument for taking altitudes.

Crabb.

RXn'iSH, 7i. A root, commonly eaten raw.

RA'Dl-t;s, [ra/de-iis, P. J. Ja. Sin.; ra'jus, S.; ra'dyus, E.
F. K.; ra'de-u's or ra'je-us, W.] n. [L.] pi. L. RA 1

DI-l,

Eng. RA'Di-Os-E. The semi-diameter of a circle: a

spoke of a wheel : the bone of the forearm, which ac-

companies the ulna from the elbow to the wrist (Bot.)
The outer part of the circumference of a compound
radiate flower. The Latin plural radii is chiefly used.

RA'DIX,II. [L.] pi. RA-DI'CE$. Root; the base.

fRXFF, v. a. [rafer, old Fr.] To sweep ;
to huddle

;
to take

hastily without distinction. Careio.

RXFF, n. A confused heap ;
a jumble. Barroio. Refuse.

Forby. A low fellow. Riff-raff, the mob. Grose.

RXF'FLE, (-fl) 71. (rdtfle, Fr.] A species of game or lottery,
in which many stake a small part of the value of some
single thing, for the chance of gaining it by casting, or

otherwise.

RXF'FLE, (-fl) v. n. [i. RAFFLED; pp. RAFFLING, RAFFLED.]
To try the chance of a raffle

;
to cast dice for a prize, for

which every one lays down a stake. Young:
RXF'FLE-NET,* n. A sort of fishing-net. Crabb.

RAF-FLE'I-A,* (raf-flg'zhe-a) n. (Bot.) A parasitical plant
of Sumatra. P. Cyc.

RAFT, n. A frame, or float, formed of logs or planks fast-

ened together, so as to be conveyed down a stream, or

upon water.

gliFT,
p. Bereft

;
rent

; severed. Spenser.

AF'TER, n. [rafter, D.] (Arch.) A sloping or inclined

piece of timber in the side of a roof.

RJLF'TER,* v. a. To form into rafters: to plough up
one half of the land, by turning the grass side of the

ploughed furrow on the land that is left unploughed.
iMudon.

RiF'TERED, (rafterd) a. Built with rafters. Pope.
RXFT'y, a. Damp ; misty; musty; stale. Forby. [Local, Eng.]
RXG, n. A piece of cloth torn from the rest

;
a tatter

;
a

fragment : a stone that breaks into ragged or jagged
pieces. [fA vulgar person. Spenser.] pi. Worn-out
clothes ;

mean attire
;
tatters.

RXG, v. a To rate
;
to scold opprobriously. Pegge. [Local,

Eng.]
RXG-A-Mf'F'Fm, n. A paltry, mean fellow

;
a blackguard.

RXG'-BOLT,* n. An iron pin full of barbs or jags.
Crabb.

RAGE, n. [rage, Fr.] Violent anger; vehement fury ;
chol-

er
;
vehemence of any thing painful ; violent desire

;
ea-

gerness ;
vehemence of mind. [Fashion ;

mode
; as," It

is all the rage." Colloquial.]
RAGE, v. n. [i. RAGED ; pp. RAGING, RAGED.] To be furious

;

to be heated with excessive anger ;
to ravage ;

to act with
mischievous or destructive impetuosity.

fRAGE'rOL, a. Furious ; violent. Sidney.

fRX<j^E-RY, 7i. Wantonness. Chaucer.

RXG'JSED, a. Rent into tatters
;
tattered

;
dressed in rags ;

torn
;
uneven

; rugged ; not smooth.

RXG'JGED-LY, ad. In a ragged condition. Bp. Racket.

RXG'SED-NESS, n. State of bein'g ragged ; unevenness.
RXG'J&Y,* 7i. An East Indian plant. Hamilton.

RAG'ING, n. Violence ; impetuosity. Psalm Ixxxix.

RA^'ING-LY, ad. With vehement fury. Bp. Hall.

RXG'MAN, n. j pi. RAGMEN. One who deals in rags.

fRXG'MAN-ROLL, n. See RIGMAROLE.
RAGOUT, (ra-go') 7i. [Fr.] A highly-seasoned dish or food.

RAG'STONE, n. A dark-gray, silicious sandstone, which
has a rough or uneven fracture.

RXG'-WHEEL,* 7i. A wheel furnished with cogs or pins.
Francis. [cies.

RAG 'WORT, (-wiirt) n. An annual plant of several spe-
RAIL, (ral) n. [riegel, Ger.] A bar of wood or iron extend-

ing from one upright post to another : the horizontal part
in"a piece of framing or panelling : an aquatic bird

; the
water-rail. [|A woman's uppei garment. Beaum. fy FL]

RAIT,, v. a. [i.
RAILED ; pp. RAILING, RAILED.] To enclose

with rails
;
to range in a line. Bacon.

RAIL, v. 7i. [railler, Fr.] To use insolent and reproachful
language; to utter reproaches [fTo flow. Spenser.]

RAIL'ER, n. One who rails ;
one who reproaches.

RAIL'ING, n. Insolent and reproachful language: a se-

ries of rails
;
rails which enclose a place ; as, an iron rail-

ing.

RAIL'ING-LY, ad. Scoffingly ;
like a scoffer. Huloet.

RXiL'LER-y, (ral'ler-e) [ ral'ler-e, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K.
Sm.; ral'er-e, Wb.] n. [raillerie, Fr.] Slight satire

;
satir-

ical merriment
; banter

; good-humored irony.
$3"

" We must not suppose this word to be the offspring
of the English word to rail, however nearly they may be
sometimes allied in practice. Raillery comes directly
from the French word raillerie; and, in compliment to
that language for the assistance it so often affords us,
we pronounce the first syllable nearly as in the original.
This, however, is not a mere compliment, like the gen-
erality of those we pay the French ; for, were we to pro-
nounce the first syllable like rail, it might obscure and
pervert the meaning. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Ken-
rick, Mr. Nares, W.Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith,
pronounce it as I have marked it." Walker.

RAILLEUR, (ra-el-yiir') n. [Fr.] One who uses raillery ;

a jester ;
a mocker. Sprat. [R.]

RAIL/ROAD,* n. A road made nearly level, and construct-
ed of tracks of iron, called rails, on which the wheels of

carriages roll, and to which they are confined by ledges
or flanges, raised either on the rail or on the tire of the

wheelsj a railway. Brande.
RAIL'WAY,* 71. Same as railroad. P. Cyc. Railway is the
more common term in England ;

and railroad is the more
common in the United States.

RAI'MENT, (ra'ment) 7?. Vesture; vestment; dress.

RAIN, (ran) v. n.
[i. RAINED;;^. RAINING, RAINED.] To

fall in drops from the clouds
;
to fall as rain. It rains,

the water falls from the clouds.

RAIN, v. a. To pour down as rain. Psalm Ixxviii.

RAIN, n. The water or moisture that falls in drops from the
clouds

; any shower or fall of water from the clouds. [A
furrow. Wynne. Local, Eng.]

RAIN'BEAT, a. Injured by rain. Bp. Hall.

RAIN'BOW, n. The iris
; the brilliant-colored arch, which

is seen when rain is falling in the region of the sky op-
posite to the sun, and when the sun is shining at the
same time.

RAIN'BOWED,* (ran'bod) a. Furnished with a rainbow.

Dwight.
RAIN'DEER, n. See REINDEER.
RAIN'GAUGE,*?*. An instrument formeasuring the quantity
of rain that falls

; a pluviameter. Crabb.

RAIN'{-NSS, n. The state of being rainy or showery.
RAiN'-wA-TER, n. Water which falls in rain from the

clouds.

RAIN'Y, a. Abounding in rain
; showery; wet.

RAIP, 71. A rod to measure ground. Diet. Rust. [R.]
RAI'A-BLE,* a. That may be raised or produced. Hard-

wick.

RAI5E9 (raz) v. a. [resa, Swed. ; reiser, Dan.] [i. RAISED;
pp. RAISING, RAISED.] To lift; to set upright; to erect

; to
build up ;

to exalt
;
to elevate

;
to amplify ;

to enlarge ;

to increase in current value ; to heighten; to advance;
to promote ;

to prefer; to excite
;
to put in action; to ex-

cite to war or tumult
;
to stir up; to aggravate ; to give

beginning of importance to ; as,
" He raised the family ;

"

to bring into being ; to call into view from the state of sepa-
rate spirits ;

to bring from death to life
;
to occasion

;
to

begin ; to set up; to utter loudly ; to collect ;
to obtain a

certain sum
;
to assemble

;
to levy ;

to give rise to : to

make light or spongy, as dough or paste : to procure to

be bred or propagated ; as,
" He raised sheep :

" to cause
to grow ; to grow ; as,

" He raised wheat." To raise a

spirit, to call it into view. To raise a siege, to relinquish
a siege. Q^= In the Southern States, to raise is used in

the sense of to bring up; as, "The place in which he
was raised." Jefferson.

RAIL'ER, n. One who raises : a board set on edge under
the foreside of a step, a stair, &c.

RAI'^IN, (ra'zn) [ra'zn, S. E. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; ra'zin, P.

Ja.; re'zn, W. J. ; razn or rezn, F.] n. [raisin, Fr.] A
dried grape. t3= Walker pronounces this word re'zn

;

and he regards the pun contained in the following quota-
tion from Shakspeare, "If reasons were as plenty as

blackberries, I would give no man a reason upon compul-

sion," as a proof that raisin and reason were pronounced
exactly alike in his time

;
but they are now pronounced

differently.

RAIDING,* n. An exnlting ;
art of lifting up.

RAIS'ONNE,* (ra-zo-na') a. [Fr.] Rational ;
accurate ; sup-

ported by reason : arranged and digested systematical-

ly ; as,
" a catalogue rats-unite." Coleridge.

RA'JAH, (ra'ja or ra'ja) [ra'ja, Ja. K. ; ra'ja, Sm.] n. A
Hindoo native prince or chief.

RAJ-POOT',* ?i. (India) A person belonging to the military

order. Malcom.

RAKE, n. [raca, race, Sax.] An instrument with teeth and

a handle, used in haymaking and gardening. [racaille,

Fr.
; rekel, D.] A loose and dissolute man

;
a debauchee ;

i, E, i, 6, u, Y, long; X, , I, 6, ft, Y, short; A, E, j, <?, y, y, obscure. FARE, F;\R, FAST, FALL; HEIR, KERJ
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one devoted to vicious pleasure. (JVairt.) The inclina-

tion of a mast from the perpendicular.
RAKE, v. a. [i. RAKED ;pp. RAKING, RAKED.] To gather with

a rake ;
to clear with a rake

; to draw or heap together :

to scour
;
to search with eager and vehement diligence:

to pass swiftly and violently over. (Naut.) To fire into

the head or stern of a ship in the direction of her length,
or along her decks. To rake up, to cover with ashes, as

the fire.

RAKE, v. n. To use a rake
;
to search

;
to grope ;

to pass
with violence

;
to play the part of a rake. (JVattt.) To

incline, as a mast, stem, or sternpost.

RAKE'HELL, n. A wild, worthless, dissolute person ;
a

rake. Swift. [Low.]
tRAKE'HELL, a. Base; wild

; outcast; worthless. Spenser.

fRAKE'HELL-Y, a. Wild
;
dissolute. B. Jonson.

RAK'ER, n. One who rakes.

fRAKE'SHAME, n. A base, rascally fellow. Milton.

RAKE 'STALE,* n. The handle of a rake. Halloway.

RAK^lNa,* 71. Act of one who rakes: a cannonading:
dissoluteness. (Arch.) A substance placed on a sur-

face at an irregular angle. Francis.
,

RAK'JSH, a. Loose-, lewd; dissolute. Richardson.

RAK'ISH-NESS,* n. Dissoluteness ;
lewdness. Scott.

RXL'LI-ANCE,* n. Act of rallying ; rally. Jefferson. [R.]

RAL'LI-ER,* n. One who rallies. Hudibras.

RXL'LY,' v. a. [rallier, Fr.] [i. RALLIED ; pp. RALLYING,

BALLIED.] To put disordered or dispersed forces into or-

der
;
to recover : to treat with raillery, irony, or satire ;

to banter
;
to joke.

RXL'LY, v. 7i. To come together in a hurry ;
to come again

into order: to recover strength or vigor: to exercise

satirical merriment.

RXL'LY, n. Act of recovering order: act of recovering

strength : exercise of slight satire; banter; a joke; a

jest.

RXLPH'ITE,* n. (Min.) A sort of fibrous hornblende. Dana.

RXM, n. A male sheep : the vernal sign Aries : a war-
like engine; a battering-ram: an hydraulic engine ; a
water-ram.

RXM, v. a.
[i.

RAMMED
; pp. RAMMING, RAMMED.] To drive

by violence, as with a battering-ram : to push in or fill

something, as a gun ;
to press or force in

;
to drive or

force down.
RAM-A-DAN',* n. The name given to the great fast, or lent,
of the Mahometans. It commences with the new moon
of the ninth month of the Mahometan year ; and, while
it continues, the day is spent in prayers and other devo-
tional exercises

;
and a strict abstinence from food and

drink, from the first appearance of daybreak till sunset.

It is also written r/iamadan, ramadhan, and ramazan.
Brande fy P. Cyc.

fRXM'A^E, n. [ramage, Fr.] Boughs or branches of trees
;

warbling as on boughs. Drummond.

tftXM'A^E, a. [ramage, old Fr.] Wild
; shy. Chaucer

RXM'A(^E, v. a. See RUMMAGE.
RAM-A-YA' ifA,* n. The oldest of the two great Sanscrit

epic poems, which describes the life and actions of the he-

ro Rama and his wife Sita. Brande.

RXM'BLE, (-bl) v. n. [rammelen, D.] [i.
RAMBLED

; pp. RAM-
To

wander.

RAM'BLE, n. A wandering; an irregular excursion.

RXM'BLER, 71. One who rambles
; a wanderer.

RXM'BLING, n. A wandering ;
an irregular excursion. South.

RXM'BL}NG,*y. a. Wandering; roving; irregular.

RXM'BLING-LY,* ad. In a rambling manner.

fRXM-B66E', 7i. "A compound drink, in most request at

Cambridge, [England,] commonly made of eggs, ale,

wine, and sugar, but in summer, of milk, wine, sugar,
and rose-water." BlounVs Glossography.

fRXM-Btr^E', n. Same as ramboose. Bailey.

fRXM'E-KiN, n. [ramequin, Fr.] (Cookery') A small slice of

bread, with farces of cheese and eggs. Bailey.

RA'MENT, n. [ramenta, L.] [fA shaving or scraping.]
(Bot.) A ramentum. See RAMENTUM.

RXM-EN-TA'cEOys,* (-shus) a. (Bot.) Covered with ra-

menta. London.

RA-MEN'TUM,* n. [L.] pi. RA-MEN'TA. (Bot.} Soft, rag-

ged, chaff-like hairs, growing upon the petiole of ferns
;

rament. P. Cyc.

RA'ME-oOs,* a. Relating to a branch
; ramous. Smart.

tRXM'E-QuiN, (-kin) n. [Fr.]
Same as ramekin. Crabb.

RAM-I-FI-CA'TIQN, n. [ramification, Fr., from ramus, L.]
Act of ramifying or branching; separation into branches

;

a branch, Arbuthnot.

RAM'I-FY, v. a. [ramifier, Fr.] [i. RAMIFIED ; pp. RAMIFY-

INGJ RAMIFIED.] To separate into branches
; to branch.

RAM'I-FY, v. n. To shoot into branches
;
to branch.

RA'MJST,* ) n. (Philosophy) A follower or disciple of Pe-

RA'ME-AN,* j
ter Ramus, professor of rhetoric and phi-

losophy at Paris. Brande.

RXM'-LINE,* n. A long line, used to gain a straight middle
line on a mast or a tree. Mar. Diet.

MBLE, - v. n. rammeen, . . RAMBLED
; pp. RA

BLING, RAMBLED.] To rove loosely and irregularly;

RXM'MER, n. He or that which rams
;
an instrument with

which any thing is driven hard; a ramrod.

RXM'MISH, a. Like a ram: strong-scented. Chaucer.

RAM'MY, a. Resembling a ram
;
rammish. Burton.

RA-MOSE',* a. Full of branches
; ramous. Hill.

RA'MOUS, a. [ramus, L.] Branchy; branched*; consisting
of branches

;
ramose.

RXMP, v. n. [ramper, Fr.] [i. RAMPED ; pp. RAMPING, RAMPED.]
To climb as a plant ; to leap with violence ; to sport ; to

play ;
to romp. Milton.

RAMP, 71. Leap ; spring ;
a romp. Shak. (Arch.) Aeon-

cave bend or slope in the cap or upper member of any
piece of workmanship. Brande.

fRAM-pXL'LlAN, (ram-pal'yan) n. A mean wretch. Shak.

RXM'PAN-cy, n. Prevalence
;
exuberance. More.

RXM'PANT, a.
[Fr.J

Exuberant ; overgrowing restraint ;

rebounding; exulting. (Her.) Rearing, as if to leap;
applied to lions, tigers, &c.

RXM'PANT-LY,* ad. In a rampant manner. Dr. Allen.

RXM'PJVRT, n. [rempart, Fr.] (Fort.) The wall which sur-

rounds a fortified place ; a mound
;
a platform behind a

parapet: the void space between the walls of a city and
the nearest houses.

v ' a" To fortify with ramparts. Shak. Sidney.

RXM'piER,or RXM'PIRE, w. Same as rampart. Pope.

RAM'PI-Q\, n. A creeping, biennial plant, with an esculent
root.

RXM'RSo,* n. The rammer of a gun. Crabb.

RXM'SON, 77. A species of garlic. Ainsworth.

RXN, i. from Run. See RUN.
RAN-CES'CENT,* a. Becoming rancid. Smart.

fRXNCH, v. a. To sprain ;
to wrench. Dryden.

R/VN'CID, a. [rancidus, L.] Having a rank smell ; rank ;

fetid
;
sour

; offensive, as butter or oils too long exposed.

RAN-CID'I-TY, ) n. State of being rancid
;
a rank smell ;

RXN'CID-NESS, \
fetid scent.

RXN'COR, (rang'kur) n. [rancor, L. $ Sp. ; rancore, It. ;

rancceur, old Fr.] Inveterate malignity ;
malice

;
stead-

fast implacability; standing hate; virulence; hatred;
enmity ; animosity.

RXN'CQR-OUS, (rang'kur-us) a. Full of rancor
; virulent;

malignant ; malicious ; spiteful in the utmost degree.

RXN'cOR-ous-LY, (rang'kur-us-le) ad. With rancor
;
ma-

lignantly.

fRXND, 71. A border
;
shred

; piece cut out. Beaum. <$"
Fl.

RXN'DQM, n. [randon, Fr.] An attempt without direction
;

want of direction
;
want of rule or method ;

chance
;

hazard
; roving motion.

RXN'DOM, a. Done by chance ; roving without direction.

RXN'DY, a. Riotous ; disorderly. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
fRXN'FORCE, n. The ring of a gun next to the touch-hole

Bailey.

RXNG, i. from Ring. Rung. See RING.

RANGE, v. a. [ranger, Fr.] [i. RANGED; pp. RANGING,
RANGED.] To place in order

;
to set in rows or ranks ;

to arrange: to rove over. [rangen, D.] |To sift. Hu-

loet.] See CHANGE.
RANGE, v. n. To rove at large; to wander: to be placed

in order
;
to lie or stand in a particular direction.

RANGE, n. [rangde', Fr.] A rank ; anything placed in a

line : a step in a ladder: a kitchen grate or cooking ap-

paratus: a beam between two horses in a coach: a

class; an order: excursion; wandering; room for ex-

cursion; compass taken in by any thing excursive, ex-

tended, or ranked in order. (JVaut.) A length of cable

equal to the depth of water. --
( Gunnery) The horizontal

distance to which a shot or other projectile is carried.

IRANGE'MENT,* 7i. The act of ranging; arrangement.
Waterland.

RANKER, n. One who ranges ;
a rover : a dog that beats

the ground : an officer who superintends a forest of

the king of England ;
an English officer of state.

RANG'ER-SH!P, n. The office of a ranger, or keeper of a

park or forest. [tongue.
Ash.

RA'NINE,* a. Relating to a frog, or to the veins under the

RANK, (rangk) a. [ranc, Sax.] High-growing ; strong ;
lux-

uriant
; fruitful; bearing strong plants ; rampant; raised

to a high degree. [rancidus, L.] Strong-scented ;
rancid ;

high-tasted; strong in quality; gross; coarse: taking

strong hold ; cutting deep. The iron of a plane is set

rank, when the edge is so placed that it will take off a

thick shaving.
RXNK, ad. Strongly ; violently ; fiercely. Spenser.

RXNK, n. A row
;
a line, particularly of soldiers: range

of subordination
;
class

; order; degree of dignity; em-
inence ; dignity ; high place. pi. Order of common sol-

diers. Rank and file, all in an army who carry fire-locks.

RXNK, v. a. [ranger, Fr.] [i. RANKED ; pp. RANKING, RANKED.]
To place abreast

;
to range in a class ;

to arrange method-

ically ;
to class.

RXNK, v. n. To be ranged ;
to have a certain order.

RXNK'ER, n. One who ranks or arranges.

RXN'KLE, (rang'kl) v. n.
[i.

RANKLED ; pp. RANKLING, RAN-

MlEN, SIR; MOVE. NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RtLE. 9, <?, 9, g, soft, ; B, &, C, g, hard; as Z
;
X as gz; Tins.
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KLED.J To fester
;
to corrode

; to become sore or fretful
;

to be inflamed in body or mind.

RXN'KLE,* (rang'kl) v. a. To make sore
;
to irritate

;
to

inflame. Hume.
RXNK'LING-,* n. A festering ; inflammation

;
irritation.

RXNK'LY, ad. Luxuriantly ; rancidly ;
with rankness.

RXNK'NESS, n. State of being rank
; exuberance.

RXN'NY, n. The shrewmouse. Browne.

RXN'sXcK, v. a. [ransaka, Su. Goth.] [t. RANSACKED ; pp.
RANSACKING, RANSACKED.] To plunder ; to pillage: to

search narrowly. [fTo ravish. Spenser.]

RXN'spM, n. [ranfon, Fr.
; ransoen, D.] Price paid for re-

demption from captivity or punishment ; redemption ;

release
;
rescue

; deliverance.

RXN'SQM, v. a. [ranfonner, Fr.] \i. RANSOMED
; pp. RAN-

SOMING, RANSOMED.] To redeem from captivity or punish-
ment

;
to set free ; to rescue

;
to liberate.

RXN'SQM-ER, 7i. One who redeems.

RAN'SQM-LESS, a. Being without ransom. Shak.

RXNT, v. n. [randen, D.J [i. RANTED ; pp. RANTING, RANT-

ED.] To rave in violent or high-sounding language ;
to be

boisterous, abusive, or virulent.

RXNT, 7i. Violent language ; empty declamation ;
bluster.

RXNT'ER, n. One who rants : one of a religious sect that
first appeared in England, about the middle of the 17th

century._
RXN'TI-POLE, a. Wild

; roving; rakish. Congreve. [A low

word.]
RXN'TI-POLE,* n. A rude, romping boy or girl. Grose.

RXN'TJ-POLE, v. n. To run about wildly, rfrbuthnot.

RANT'JSM, n. Tenets of the Ranters. Bp. Rust.

RXNT'y, a. Wild; mad. [Cumberland, Eng.] Todd.

RAN<v-LA,n. [L.] A little frog. (Med.) An inflammato-

ry tumor under the tongue.
RA-NDN-cy-LA'cEOys,* (-shus) a. (Bot.) Relating to the

ranunculus. P. Cyc.

RA-NON'CU-LOS, n. [L.] pi. L. RA-N&N' cy-Lf ; Eng. RA-
NtJN'cy-LOs-E. (Bot.) A plant and its flower; the
crows-foot.

RANZ DES CACHES,* (r'anz-da-Vash') n. [Fr.] A favor-

ite air which the Swiss shepherds play upon the Alpine
horn. Brande.

RXP, n. [rapp, Su. Goth.] A quick, smart blow
;
a knock.

[Counterfeit coin: a sort of cant term, perhaps from

rapparec. Swift.]

RXP, v. n.
[i. RAPPED ; pp. RAPPING, RAPPED.] To strike

with a quick, smart blow ; to knock.

RAP, v. a. To strike with a quick, smart blow
;
to knock.

To rap out, to utter with hasty violence, as an oath.

In the United States, to rip out is often used in the
same manner.

RXP, v. a. [i. RAPPED ; pp. RAPPING, RAPPED or RAPT.] To
affect with rapture : to snatch away ;

to seize by vio-

lence. To rap and rend, to seize with violence.

RA-PA'cioys, (ra-pa'shus) a. [rapace, Fr.
; rapax, L.] Given

to plunder ; seizing by violence ; ravenous ;
voracious

;

greedy.
RA-PA'cioys-LY, (-shus-) ad. In a rapacious manner.

RA-PA'CIOUS-NESS, (-shus-) n. Rapacity. Burke.

RA-PA'I-TY, n. [raparitas, L.] Quality of being rapacious ;

addictedness to plunder ;
ravenousness.

RAPE, n. A plant belonging to the cabbage family, from
the seed of which oil is expressed : one of the six di-

visions of the county of Essex, England. [rapt, Fr.
;

raptus, L.] A seizure; a taking away. (Law} Violent
seizure and carnal knowledge of a woman against her will.

RAPE'-CAKE,* n. The refuse, or marc, remaining after the
oil has been expressed from rape or cole seed. Farm. Ency.

RAPE'-SEED,* n. The seed of the rape from which 'oil is

obtained. Ure.

RA'PHE,* n. [/W')-] (Bot.) The line of communication be-
tween the hilum and chalaza. P. Cyc.

RXPH'I-DE,* n. pi. [f$a0ij.] (Bot.) Acicularand other

crystals scattered in vegetable tissue. P. Cyc.
RAPH'IL-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral occurring in diverging,

acicular crystals. Dana.

RXp'iD, a. [rapidus, L.] Quick; swift; moving fast; fleet;

speedy.
RXp'JD,* n. ; pi. RXp'ii>. A swift current in a river where

the channel is descending; commonly used in the plu-
ral. QM. Rev.

RA-plD'l-Ty, n. [rapiditc, Fr.] Quality of being rapid;
celerity ; velocity ; swiftness.

RXP'iD-LY, ad. Swiftly ;
with quick or rapid motion.

RXp'fD-NESS, 7i. Celerity ;
swiftness

; rapidity.

RA'PJ-ER, (ra'pe-er) n. [rapier, Get.] A sort of sword used
for thrusting.

RA'PI-ER FISH, n. The sword-fish. Grew.

RXp'JNE, (rap'in) n. [rapina, L.
; rapine, Fr.] Act of plun-

dering ; plunder; pillage; violence; force.

fRXp'lNE, (rap'jn) v. a. To plunder. Sir J. Buck.

RAP-PA-REE', n. A wild Irish plunderer, so called from his

being armed with a half-pike, termed a rapery. Burnet.

RAP-PEE',* [rape, Fr.] n. A coarse sort of snuff. F. Sales.

RXP'PEN,* n. A small Swiss coin, equal to about half a

farthing. Crabb.

RXP'PER, . One who raps: the knocker of a door. [An
oath or a lie. Bp. Parker.]

fRAP-PORT', n. [rapport, Fr.] Relation
;
reference

; propor-
tion. Temple.

fRXPT, v. a. To ravish ; to put in ecstasy. Chapman.
fRXPT, n. A trance. Bp. Morton. Rapidity. Browne.

RXPT-,* p. a. from Rap. Seized with rapture. See RAP.

fRXPT'pR, or fRXPT'ER, n. [raptor, L.] A ravisher
;
a plun-

derer. Drayton.
RAP-TO'RI-AL,* a. Rapacious ; living by rapine or prey ;

as, raptorial birds, i. e., birds of prey. P. Cyc.
RAP-TO'RI-OtJS,* a. Same as raptorial. Kirby.
RXPT'URE, (rapt'yur) n. [fViolent seizure. Chapman. Ra-

pidity. Milton.] Ecstasy ; transport ; delight ; enthusiasm
RXPT'VRED, (rapt'yurd) a. Enraptured. Thomson. [R.J
tRXpT'yR-isT, (rapt'yur-ist) . An enthusiast. Spenser.

, (rapt'yur-us) a. Full of rapture ; delightful;
ecstatic

; transporting.
RXpT'VR-Otrs-Ly,* ad. In a rapturous manner. Booth.

RARE, a. [rarus, L.
; rare, Fr.J Thin ; not dense ; thinly

scattered
;
scarce

;
uncommon

;
not frequent : excellent ;

incomparable ; valuable to a degree seldom found :

nearly raw
;
not perfectly roasted or boiled

;
underdone.

Dryden.
RA'REE-SHOW, (rir'e-sho) n. A rare-show

;
a peep-show ;

a show carried in a box. Pope.
RXR-E-FXc'TlQN, n. [Fr.] Act of rarefying; state of being

rarefied
; extension of the parts of a body ;

the opposite
to condensation.

RXR'E-FI-A-BLE, a. Admitting rarefaction.

RXR'E-FY,' [rar'e-fl, S. W. J. F. K.; rar'e-fi, P. ; ra're-fl,
Ja. Sm.] v. a. [rarefier, Fr.

;
rarus and fio, L.] [i.

RARE-
FIED

; pp. RAREFYING, RAREFIED.] To make thin
;
contra-

ry to condense ; to expand.
RXR'E-FY, v. n. To become thin. Dryden.
RARE'LY, ad. In a rare manner ; seldom; not often

;
not

frequently; finely; nicely; accurately.

RARE'NESS, n. State of being rare ;
uncommonness

;
infre-

quency ;
thinness ; distance from each other.

RARE'RlFE,* n. An early peach or other fruit : corrupted
from rath-ripe. Downing.

RAR'l-xy, [ra're-te. S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; rar'e-te, P. ;

rar'e-te, W b.} n.' [rarite,r. ; raritas,l,.] Uncommonness;
infrequency ;

a thing valued for its scarcity.

RXR'l-xy, [rar'e-te, W. F. ; ra're-te, S. J. Ja. K. Sm.] n.

Thinness ; subtilty ; the contrary to density.

RSs'CAL, n. A mean fellow ; a scoundrel ; a villain ; a

sorry wretch. [A lean deer. Still in use. Drayton.]
RAs'cAL, a. Mean

;
low

;
vile

;
villanous. Spenser.

RAS-cXjL'l-xy, n. [|Low, mean people. Glanville.] Petty
villany ; knavery ;

vile conduct.

RAS-cXi/LlQN, (ras-kal'yun) n. A vile wretch. Hudibras.

RSs'cAL-LY, a. Mean; sorry; base worthless. Shak.

RAE, or RASE, [raz, P. Ja. Sm. ; raz or ras, W. F. K.] v.

a. [rascr, Fr.
; rasus, L.J [i. RASED; pp. RASING, RASED.]

To skim ; to erase
;
to raze. Milton. See RAZE.

|RAE, n. A slight wound ;
a grazing ; erasure. Hooker.

RASH, a. [rascli, D.
, rask, Dan. & S\v.] Hasty ;

violent ,

precipitate ; acting without caution or reflection ; fool-

hardy ; thoughtless. [Dry and crumbling, as corn. Orose.]

RXsH, n. [raschia, It.] [fSatin. Minshew.] A cutaneous erup-
tion or efflorescence ;

a breaking out. [Spenser.

tRXsn, v. a. [raschiare, It.] To cut into pieces ;
to divide.

RASH'ER, n. A thin slice of bacon or pork. Shak.

RXsu'LiNG, n. One who acts rashly. Sylvester.

RXsu'LY, ad. Hastily; violently ;
without consideration.

RXsn'NESS, n. Quality of being rash
; temerity.

RAS-KdL'NiKS,* n. pi. The largest and most important class

of dissenters from the Greek church in Russia. Brande.

Risp,tt. [raspa, It.] A large, rough file, for filing wood. [fA
raspberry. Bacon.]

RA"SP, v. a. [raspen, Ger. ; rasper, old Fr.] [i. RASPED ; pp.

RASPING, RASPED.] To file with a rasp ;
to rub to powder.

RAsp'A-TQ-RY, n. [raspatoir, Fr.] A surgeon's rasp.

[IRAsp'BER-RY, (ras'ber-e) [rftz'ber-e, P. J. F. ; ras'ber-e,

S. W. Ja. ; ra'z'ber-e, K. Sm.] n. A shrub and its fruit ; u

delicious berry, of severnl varieties.

||RAsp'BER-RY-BOsH, (raVber-e-bush) n. A shrub that bears

raspberries ; a bramble.

RAsp'ER, 7i. One who rasps ;
a scraper.

RA'SVRE, (ra'zhur) . [rasura, L.] Erasure ;
razure. See

RiT, n. [ratte, D. ; rat, Fr.] An animal of the, mouse (or

mus) kind, that infests houses and ships. To smell a rat,

to suspect something, and be on the watch'for it.

RXT,* v. n. [i.
RATTED ; pp. RATTI NO, HATTED.] 1 o act base-

ly ;
to forsake friends, or a party, from unworthy motives;

to leave a falling party or cause. Fo. Qu. Rev,

RA-TA-BIL'I-TV,* n. Quality of being ratable. Month. Mag.
RA'TA-BLE', a. That may be rated ;

set at a certain value.

RA'TA-BLY, ad. By rate ; proportionably.

, (rat-a-fS'a or rat-a-fe') [rat-a-fe'a,
S. W. P. F.
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Ja. K. ; rat-a-fe', J. Wb. ; rat-a-fe'a or rat-a-fe', Sm.] n.

A spirituous liquor flavored with kernels of apricots ; any
liquor compounded with alcohol, sugar, and the odorif-

erous or flavoring principles of vegetables.
RA-TXN', (ra-tan') n. A branch or shoot of the calamus ra-

tang, a plant found in the Asiatic islands : a small cane
;

a small walking-stick. Brande.

RXT'-cXTCH-ER,* n. One that catches rats. Pennant.

RXTCH, n. (Clock-work) A ratchet
; a ratchet-wheel. See

RATCHET, and RATCHET-WHEEL.
RXTCH'ET,* n. A small tooth or piece of mechanism in a
clock or watch, which abuts against the teeth of the ratch-

et-wheel, or which keeps the fusee from going back in

winding up. Brande.

RATCH'ET-WHEEL,* n. A wheel having teeth like those
of a saw. Brande.

RATE, n. [ratus, L.] Price or value of things as estimated
in proportion to other things ;

allowance or price in rela-

tion to a standard
; comparative value

; proportion ;
ra-

tio; quota; degree; rank; estimation: a tax; a parish
tax.

RATE, v. a. [i. RATED ; pp. RATING, HATED.] To settle or fix

the value, rank, or degree ; to estimate
;
to value

; to ap-
praise : to scold ; to chide hastily and vehemently. Shak.

RATE, v. n. To make an estimate. Kettlewell.

RAT'ER, n. One who rates; one who makes an estimate.

fRATH, n. A hill. Spenser.

fRATH, a. Early ;
soon ; coming before the time. Wicliffe.

j-RATH, ad. Soon
;
betimes ; early. Chaucer.

RXTH'ER, [rath'er, S. P. J. E. F. R. Wb. ; rath'er orra'ther,
W. ; ra'ther, Ja. K. Sm.] ad. [Originally the camp, from

Rath.] More willingly ; preferably to the other; with bet-

ter reason ; in preference ;
more properly ; especially.

To have rather, to desire in preference. {J^p" Dr. John-
son tells us that this word is the comparative of rath, a
Saxon word signifying soon, and that it still retains its

original signification ; as we may say,
'
I would sooner do

a thing,' with as much propriety as 'I would rather do
it.' Some very respectable speakers pronounce this word

. with the first syllable like that in ra-ven ; and Mr. Nares
has adopted this pronunciation. Dr. Ash and Bailey seem
to be of the same opinion ;

but all the other orthoepists,
from whom we can certainly know the quantity of the

vowel, as Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinstone, Mr. Scott, Dr.

Kenrick, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, and Entick,
make it short. There is a pronunciation of this, and
some few other words, which may not improperly be
called diminutive. Thus, in familiar conversation, when
we wish to express very little, we sometimes lengthen the

vowel, and pronounce the word as if written leetle. In
the same manner, when rather signifies just preferable, we
lengthen the first vowel, and pronounce it long and slen-

der, as if written rayther ; and this, perhaps, may be the
reason that the long, slender sound of the vowel has so
much obtained

;
for usage seems to be clearly on the

side of the other pronunciation, and analogy requires it,

as this word is but the old comparative of the word rath,
soon." Walker.

RXTH'OFF-ITE,* n. (Mm.) A species of garnet found in

Swedeji. Brande.

RXTH'RIPE,* n. An early fruit
; rareripe. Ray. [Local, Eng.]

RXTH'RIPE,* a. Coming early to maturity ; rareripe. Forby.
RXT-l-Fi'A, (rat-e-f5'a or rat'e-fe) n. See RATAFIA.
RXT-I-FI-CA'TION, n. The act of ratifying , state of being

ratified
;
settlement

; confirmation.

RAT'I-FI-ER, n. The person or thing that ratifies.

RXT'l-FY, v. a. [ratifier, Fr. ; ratuin facia, L.] [i. RATIFIED ;

pp. RATIFYING, RATIFIED.] To confirm; to settle; to es-

tablish. [Taylor.
tRXT-i-HA-Bi"TlON,* n. Ratification

; approbation. Bp.
RAT'IN, n. Act of one who rates

; chiding : valuation.

RA'TI-O, (ra'she-o) n. [L.] pi. RA'TI-OS, (ra'she-oz) Liter-

ally, reason : the relation or proportion of two or more
things of the same kind, as to limit, quantity, magnitude,
or quality ;

the relation which one thing has to another
;

proportion.

||RX-Ti-6'i-NATE, (rash-e-os'e-nat) [rash-e-os'e-nat, W. P.
E. Sm. ; ra-sho'se-nat, S. ; ra-she-os'e-nat, Ja.] v. n. [ra-
tiocmor, L.] To reason

;
to argue. Sir W. Petty. [R.]

HRX-Tl-S^-i-NA'TiQN, [rash-e-os-e-na'shun, W. P. .7. E. F.

Sm.; ra-sho-se-na'shun, S. ; ra-she-os-e-na'shun, Ja.] n.

Act or process of reasoning.

||RX-Ti-S?'i-NA-Ti'vE, (rash-e-os'e-na-tiv) a. Argumenta-
tive

; advancing by process of discourse Hale. [R.]

RA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] An allowance or portion of food, am-
munition, &c., assigned daily to each soldier.

I|RX"TIQN-AL, (rash'un-al) [rash'un-al, S. W. P. J. E. F.
Ja. K.' Sm. R. ; ra'sjiun-al, Wb.} a. [rationnel, Fr. ; ratio-

nalis, L.] Having the power of reasoning ; endowed with

reason; agreeable to reason; wise; judicious. (drith.
&. Algebra) Having a definite root; not surd. (Geog.)
Real, opposed to sensible, as applied to the horizon. $5= It

is very common, in this country, to pronounce rational

and national with the first syllable long, rational, na'-

tional; but this mode is not countenanced by any of
the English orthoepists.
R.X"TION-AL,. (rash'un-al

7i. [L.] A detail with reasons
;
a theoretical solution or

explanation.

||RX"TioN-AL-I?M,* (rash'un-al-izm) n. The principles of
rationalists

; adherence to reason, as distinct from rev-
elation ; interpretation of Scripture on the principles of
human reason. Brit. Crit.

||RX"TiON-AL-IsT, (rash'un-al-ist) n. One who adheres to
reason

;
one who adheres to rationalism.

||RX"TION-AL-IST,* a. Relating to rationalism
;
rationalis-

tic. Hoppus.

||RX-TiQN-AL-Is'Tic,* ) a. Relating to, or accordant
||RX-TlON-AL-is'Tl-CAL,* j with, rationalism. Brit. Crit,

i|RX-TiQN-AL-is'Tj-CAL-LY,*ad. In a rationalistic manner.
EC. Rev.

||RX-Ti-Q-NXL'!-T, (rash-e-o-nal'e-te) n. Quality of being
rational

;
the power of reasoning ; sanity of mind

; rea-
sonableness. _

||RA"TION-AL-IZE,* V. n. [L RATIONALIZED ', pp. RATIONAL-
IZING, RATIONALIZED.] 1 o reason

;
to act the rationalist.

QM. Rev. v. a. To make rational. Warburton. [son.
||RA"Tl9N-AL-Ly, (rash'un-al-le) ad. Reasonably ; with rea-

||RX"TIQN-AL-NESS, (rash'un-ai-nes) n. Rationality.
RXT'LINE,* n. (Naut.) Small, horizontal lines or ropes,
extending over the shrouds, thus forming the steps of

ladders, for going up and down the rigging and masts.
Brande.

RXT'LING,* n. pi. (Naut.) See RATLINES.
RXTS'BANE, n. Poison for rats

;
arsenic. L'Estrange.

RXTs'BANED, (rats'band) a. Poisoned by ratsbane. Junius.

RXT'TAIL,* n. pi. A virulent disease in horses. Crabb.

RAT-TXN',* n. An East Indian cane. See RATAN.
RAT-TEEN', n. A thick, quilted or twilled, woollen stuff.

RAT'TLE, (rat'tl) v. n. [ratelen, D.J [i. RATTLED ; pp. RAT-

TLING, RATTLED.] To make a quick, sharp noise, by fre-

quent collision, as of small, round bodies
;
to speak noi-

sily; to clatter.

RXT'TLE, v. a. To move any thing so as to make a rattle or
noise

;
to stun with a noise

;
to drive with a noise

;
to

scold ; to rail at. (JVawt.) To rattle the rigging, to fix

the ratlines.

RXT'TLE, n. A quick noise nimbly repeated ; empty and
loud talk

;
an instrument, or child's toy, for making a

sharp noise : a plant ; lousewort.

RXT'TLE-BRAINED,* (-brand) a. Giddy ; wild, jiddison.

RXT'TLE-HEAD-ED, (rat'tl-hed-ed) a. Giddy ; not steady.

RXT'TLE-SNAKE,'n. A deadly-poisonous serpent, so called

on account of its being furnished with a rattle, or rat-

tling instrument, at the end of its tail, formed of several
flattened horny rings or nodules.

RXT'TLE-SNAKE-RooT', n. A plant, polygala senega, used
as a remedy_ against the bite of a rattlesnake. [Crabb.

RXT'TLE-SNAKE-WEED',* n. (Bot.) A perennial plant.

RXT'TLING, n. Noise produced by a rattle, or by the wheels
of a carriage in swift motion.

RAT-TOON',* n. A raccoon. Walker. See RACCOON.

RlujEH-wXcK'E,* n. (Oeol.) A calcareous formation of

Germany, equivalent to the magnesian limestone forma-
tion in England. P. Cyc.

RAU'CI-TY, n. [raucus, L.] A loud, rough noise. Bacon. [R.]
RAu'cbus, a. Hoarse

;
harsh. Tr. of Buffon. [R.]

fRAUGHT, (rawt) The old i. &. p. from Reach. Reached.

Spenser.

fRAUNCH, v. a. See WRENCH.
RAV'AC^E, . a. [ravager, Fr.] [i.

RAVAGED
; pp. RAVAGING,

RAVAGED.] To lay waste
;
to desolate

;
to sack

;
to ran-

sack
;
to spoil ; to pillage ; to plunder.

RXv'A^E, n. Spoil ;
ruin

; waste ; desolation ; devastation.

RXv'A<^-ER, 7i. One who ravages ; plunderer.
RAVE, v. n. [reven, D. ; rever, Fr.] [i. RAVED ; pp. RAVING,
RAVED.] To be mad, furious, or delirious

;
to talk irra-

tionally or furiously ;
to dote.

RXv'EL, (rav'vl) v. a. [ravelen, D.] [i. RAVELLED ; pp. RAV-

ELLING, RAVELLJED.] To entangle; to entwist ;
to make

intricate; to involve: to unweave. Shak. To ravel

out, to untwist ; to unravel. Shak.

RXv'EL, (rav'vl) v. n. To fall into perplexity or confusion ;

to work in perplexity. Milton. To be unwoven or unrav-
elled. Spenser.

RXVE'LIN, (rav'ljn) n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A detached work, com-

posed of two embankments, forming a salient angle.

RA'VEN, (ra'vn) n. A large, black, voracious bird, allied to

the crow.

RA'VEN,* (ra'vn) a. Like a raven
;
black. Dryden.

IlXv'EN, (rav'vn) v. a. [i. RAVENED
; pp. RAVENING, RAV-

ENED.] To obtain by violence ; to devour with rapacity.

RXv'EN, (rav'vn) v. n. To prey with rapacity. Gen. xl.

RXv'EN,* (rav'vn) n. Prey ; plunder ; rapine. Johnson.

RXv'EN-ER, n. One who ravens or plunders. Oower.

RXv'EN-iNG, (rav'vn-ing) n. Violence; a plundering.
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,* p. a. Devouring ; rapacious.
RXv'EN-oDs, (rav'vn-us) a. Furiously voracious; hungry

to rage.

RXv'EN-oOs-LY, (rav'vn-us-le) ad. With raging voracity.

RXv'EN-ous-NESs, (rav'vn-us-nes) n. Furious voracity.
RAV'ER, n. One who raves. Sherwood. [RAVEN.
RXv'iN, (rav'vn) n. Prey ; plunder ; rapine. Ray. See

fRXv'lN, (rav'vn) a. Ravenous. Skak.

RA-viNE', (ra-ven')n. [Fr.] A long, deep hollow, usually
formed by a stream or torrent of water ; a deep pass.

RAV'JNG, n. Madness
; fury ; furious exclamation.

RAv'iNG,*a. Furious; distracted; frenzied.

RAV'ING-LY, ad. With frenzy ;
with distraction. Sidney.

RAv'lSH, v. a. [ravir, Fr.] [i.
RAVISHED

; pp. RAVISHING,
RAVISHED.] To violate by force

;
to deflower by violence ;

to take away by violence: to enrapture; to charm; to

delight ;
to transport.

RXv'iSH-ER, n. [ravisseur, Fr.] One who ravishes.

RAV'JSH-ING, . Ravishment; rapture; transport.

RXv'iSH-iNG,* ;?. a. Delighting; affording joy or transport.

RXv'isH-iNG-LY, ad. With ravishment or transport.

RXy'lSH-MENT, n. [ravissement, Fr.] Act of ravishing ;
for-

cible violation; rape; violence: transport; rapture;

ecstasy ; enravishment.

RAW, a. [raa, Dan.
; rouw, D.] Not subdued by the fire or

heat
;
not cooked or concocted : bare of skin or flesh

;

sore: green in years or experience ; crude; immature:

unripe ;
unseasoned

; unripe in skill ;
new : bleak ;

chill; cold with damp: not spun or twisted ; as, raw
silk: not mixed; as, raw spirits: not worked up,

manufactured, or prepared for use ; as, raw materials.

RAW'BONE, a. Having little flesh on the bones. Spenser.

RAw'BONED, (-bond) a. Having little flesh on the bones.

Shak.

RAW'HEAD, n. A spectre mentioned to frighten children.

RAw'iSH, a. Somewhat raw. Marston.

RAw'LY, ad. In a raw manner ; crudely ; unskilfully.

RAw'NESS, n. State of being raw
;
unskilfulness.

RAw'ppRT,* n. (JVaut.) A port-hole, in small vessels, for

working an oar in a calm. Smart.

RAY, (ra) n. [raie, rayon, Fr.] A beam or portion of light
from any luminous body ; any lustre, corporeal or intel-

lectual. [raye, Fr.
; raia, L. A fish, jlinsworth. An herb.

rfinsworth.] [Array or order. Spenser. Array or dress. B.

Jonson.] A disease in sheep. London. (.Bet.) Same as

radius. See RADIUS.

RAY, (ra) v. a. [rayer, Fr.] [i. RAYED ; pp. RAYING, RAYED.]
To streak ; to shoot forth. [|To foul

;
to bewray. Spenser.

To array. More.]
RA'YAH,* n. A term applied by the Turkish government to

its non-Mahometan subjects, who pay the capitation tax.

Dr. Walsh.

RAYED,* (rad) p. a. Streaked ;
marked with lines ; radiat-

ed
; applied to a class of invertebrate animals. P. Cyc.

RAY '-GRASS,* n. A species of grass. Pilldngton.
RAY'LESS, (ra'les) a. Dark

;
without a ray. Young.

RAZE,'W. Race, a root. See RACE. Shak.

RAZE, v. a. [raser, Fr.
; rasus, L.] [i.

RAZED ; pp. HAZING,
RAZED.] To demolish ; to dismantle

;
to destroy ;

to over-
throw ; to ruin

;
to subvert. [To extirpate ;

to erase. Shak.]

RA-ZEE',* n. [rasee, Fr.] (JVaut.) A ship of war cut down
to an inferior class, or made smaller ;

as a seventy-four
cut down to a frigate. Brande.

RA-ZEE',* v. a. [i. RAZEED
; pp. RAZEEING, RAZEED.] To

cut down or reduce to a lower class, as a ship. Brande.

RA'ZQR, n. [rasoir, Fr.J A knife, or sharp instrument, for

shaving the beard. Razors of a boar, a boar's tusks.

RA'ZQR-A-BLE, a. Fit to be shaved. Shak. [R.]

RA'ZC-R-BILL, n. A web-footed, aquatic bird; the alka.

RA'ZC-R-FISH, n. A small, bivalve shell-fish.

RA'ZOR-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes razors. Jodrell.

RA'ZQR-SHELL,* n. (Conch.) A bivalve shell, of the genus
solan. P. Cyc.

RA'ZC-R-STRSP,* n. A piece of leather, or other substance,
for sharpening razors : written also razor-strap. Spectator.

RA'ZVRE, (ra'zhur) n. [rasure, Fr.
; rasura, L.] Act of

erasing; erasure. Shak. [R.]
RE, a prefix or an inseparable particle, borrowed from the

Latin, denoting repetition, iteration, or backward action
;

as, to return, to come back
; to revive, to live again ;

re-

percussion, the act of driving back. It is used abun-
dantly before verbs and verbal nouns.

RE-AB-SORB', v. a. To absorb anew
; to swallow up

again.
RE-AB-SORP'TIQN,* n. The act of ^absorbing. Ure.

RE-AC-CESS', n. A new or fresh access.

RE-AC-CUE',* v. a. To accuse again. Daniel.

REACH, (rech) v. a.
[i.

REACHFD
; pp. REACHING, REACHED :

JRAUGHT.] To touch with the hand extended
;
to ar-

rive at ; to attain by the hand or by any instrument, or

by effort ;
to strike from a distance

;
to hand from a place

not far off, and give ;
to hold out ; to stretch forth ; to

attain ;
to gain ;

to obtain ;
to penetrate to

; to extend to.

[|To overreach. South.]

to>eturn an act or impulse.

REACH, v.n. To be extended; to. penetrate : to strive

to make an effort to vomit. See RETCH.
REACH, n. Act or power of reaching ;

the distance or space
that can be reached ; compass ; power of attainment or

management; power; limit of faculties; intellectual

power ; contrivance ; deep thought ;
a fetch ; an artifice

;

tendency ; extent
; distance between two points.

REACH'A-BLE,* a. That may be reached. H. Martineau.

REACH'ER, n. One who reaches.

REACH'ING-POST,* n. A post used in rope-making, fixed
in the ground at the lower end of a ropewalk. Crabb.

REACH'LESS,* a. That cannot be reached. Hall.

RE-XcT', v. a.
[i. REACTED

; pp. REACTING, REACTED.] To
act or do again ; to reciprocate.

RE-XCT',* v. n. To act again ; to>
Ency. ~)

RE-AC'TIC-N, n. [reaction,. Fr.] An action reiterated or re-

turned
;
the reciprocality of force exerted by two bodies

or things which act mutually on each other.

RE-XC'TIQN-A-RY,* a. Implying reaction. Black.

RE-AC'TIVE,* a. Relating to or causing reaction. Black-
more.

RE-XC'TIVE-LY,* ad. By way of reaction. Foster.

READ, n. Counsel; saying; sentence. Spenser. [Obsolete
or local.]

READ, (red) v. a. [i. READ ;pp. READING, RAD.] To peruse,
as a book or any thing written; to discover by charac-
ters or marks

;
to learn by observation. [fTo know fully.

Sliak. To advise
;
to suppose ;

to guess. Spenser.]
READ, v. n. To perform the act of reading ; to peruse

books. [To tell
; to declare. Spenser.]

READ, (red) a. [from read.] Skilful by reading; acquaint-
ed with books

; as,
" well-read."

READ'A-BLE, a. That may be read; fit to be read; legi-
ble.

READ'A-BLE-NESS,* n Quality of being readable. EC.
Rev.

'

RE-AD-DRESS',* v. a. To address or direct again. Boyle.

fRE-AD-EP'Ti9N, n. Recovery ;
act of regaining. Bacon.

READ'ER, n. One who reads; one who reads or corrects
for the press ;

one whose office it is to read prayers in
churches.

READ'ER-sn'fP, n. The office of a reader of prayers. Swift.

READ'I-LY, (red'e-le) ad. In a ready manner; quickly;
promptly.; willingly.

READ'I-NESS, (red'e-nes) n. State of being ready ; prompti-
tude ; facility; freedom from obstruction; willingness;
preparation.

READ'ING, (red'jng) n. Perusal of books; a lecture; a

prelection ; public recital : variation in copies of books
or manuscripts, or a particular interpretation of a pas-
sage ; as,

" various readings."
READ'ING-DESK,* n. A desk at which reading is per-

formed. Johnson.

READ'ING-ROOM,* n. A room appropriated to reading.
Qu. Rev.

RE-AD-JOURN', (-jiirn') v. a. To put off or adjourn again.
RE-AD-JIJST', v. a. To put in order or adjust again.

RE-AD-JUST'MENT,* n. A new or repeated adjustment.
Smith.

RE-AD-MJs'siQN,(re-ad-mIsh'un) n. Act of admitting again.

RE-AD-MIT', v. a. To admit or let in again. Milton.

RE-AD-MIT'TANCE, n. A new or repeated admittance.

RE-A-DOPT', v. a. To adopt again. Young.
RE-A-DORN', v. a. To decorate again ; to adorn anew.

RE-AD-vANCE',* . n. To advance again. B. Jonson.

RE-AD-VER'TEN-CY, n. Act of reviewing. Norris.

REA'D'Y, (red'e) a. Prepared ; prompt ;
fit for a purpose ;

not to seek; accommodated to any design; willing;
eager ; quick ;

not distant ;
near

;
about to do or be

;

being at hand
;
next to hand

; apt ; dexterous
; facile

;

easy ; opportune ; nimble
;
not embarrassed

;
not slow.

To make ready, to make things ready ;
to prepare.

READ'Y, ad. Readily ;
without delay. Numbers. [R.]

READ'Y, n. Ready money. Arbuthnot. [Vulgar.]
READ'Y, v. a. To set things in order. Brooke. [Local, Eng.]
READ'Y-MADE,* a. Made ready; prepared beforehand.

EC. Rev.

RE-AF-FIRM',* v. a. & n. To affirm again. R. Fletcher.

RE-AF-FIRM'ANCE, n. A second affirmation. JJyliffe.

RE-AF-FOR'EST-ED,* a. (Lain] Converted anew into a

forest. Crabb.

RE-A'GENT,* n. (Chem.) A substance employed to precipi-
tate another in solution, or to detect the ingredients of a

mixture
;
a chemical test. Ure.

RE-AG-GRA-VA'TION,* n. (Catholic church) The last mon-
itory published after three admonitions, and before the

Jast excommunication. Ash.

fREAK, (rek) ?i. A rush. Drant.

RE'AL, a. [reel, Fr.
; realis, L.] Actually being or existing ;

not imaginary; not fictitious ;
true

; genuine ;
actual

;

positive; certain -.relating to things, not persons; not

personal. (Law) Consisting of things immovable, as

land. Real action, an action relating to real property.

A, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X, E, 1, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, I, p, y, Y, obscure. --p^nE, FAR, FAST, FALL ; HEIR, HER;
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RE'AL, n. [real, Sp.j A Spanish silver coin, of the value

of'about 10 or 12 cents. [tA realist. Burton.]
R'XL-GAR, 71. (Chem.) Red sulphuret of arsenic.

R'AL-IM,* n. The doctrines of the realists. Brit. Critic.

RE'AL-IST, n. One of the sect of scholastical philosophers,
who maintained, in opposition to the nominalists, that

the universals in logic were things or realities, and not

merely names.

RE-AL-IS'TIC,* a. Relating to realism. EC. Rev.
RE-AL'I-T :

,
n. [realite, Fr.] Slate of being real; fact;

truth
; verity ;

what is, not what merely seems
;
some-

thing intrinsically important.
RE'AL-IZ-A-BLE,* a. That may be realized. EC. Rev.

RE-AL-I-ZX'TION, n. [realisation, Fr.] Act of realizing;
state of being realized

;
act of making real.

RE'AL-lZE, v. a. [realiscr, Fr.] [i. REALIZED
; .pp. REALIZ-

ING, REALIZED.] To make real
;
to bring into being or

act; to convert into land, as money; to accomplish; to

achieve; to fulfil; to effect; to complete; to consum-

mate; to make real: to make certain or substantial. Mi-
son. 25s" This word, in the sense of to make certain or

substantial, has been reputed an Americanism ;
but

Dr. Dunglison says of it, that "
it is universal in Eng-

land in this very sense." It is also used, in America,
in the sense of to gain, as, "to realize profit;" like-

wise, in the sense of to feel or bring home to one's mind as

a reality ; and this latter sense is not without English au-

thority ; as,
" To realize our position." EC. Rev.

RE'AL-IZ-ER,* n. One who realizes. Coleridge.

R-AL-LE(jJE', (re-al-lej') v a. [realleguer, Fr.] To allege

again. Cotgrave.
R'AL-L, ad.. With reality ; actually ; truly ;

indeed.

REALM, (relm) 71. [realme, Sp.] A kingdom; a king's do-

minion
;
an empire ;

a state.

RE'AL-NESS,* . The quality of being real. Coleridge.

RE'AL-TV, n . [Loyalty. Milton. Reality. More.] (Law) An
abstract of real, as distinguished from personalty. Realty
relates to real property, as lands and tenements. Bouvier.

REAM, (rem) n. A quantity of paper consisting generally
of 20 quires, of 24 sheets each. A printer's ream, in

England, contains 2H quires, or 516 sheets. Brande.

RE-AN'J-MATE, v. a. To revive; to restore to life. Olan-

ville.

RE-AN-NEX', v. a. To annex again. Bacon.

RE-XN-NEX-A'TIQN,* n. Act of reiinnexing. J. K. Polk.

RE-A-NOINT',* v. a. To anoint again. Drayton.
RE-XN'SWER,* v. a. To answer again. Shak.

REAP, (rep) v. a.
[i.

REAPED
; #p. REAPING, REAPED.] To

cut with a sickle, at harvest ; to harvest
;
to gather ;

to

obtain.

REAP, v. n. To use the sickle ;
to harvest.

REAP,* n. A company of reapers. Forby. A parcel of corn
laid down by reapers. Holloway. [Local, Eng.]

REAP'ER, n. One who reaps.

REAP'ING,* n. The act of cutting standing corn, &c. Swift.

REAP'JNG-HOOK, (-huk) n. A sickle. Dryden.
RE-AP-PAR'EL, v. a. To apparel or clothe again. Donne.

RE-AP-PEAR',* v. n. To appear again. Scott.

RE-AP-PEAR'_ANCE, n. A second or new appearance.
RE-AP-PLI-CA/TIQN, 7i. A second or new application.

RE-AP-POYNT',* v. a. To appoint anew
;
to renew the ap-

pointment of. Jodrell.

RE-AP-POINT'MENT,* n. A renewed appointment. Fox.

REAR, (rer) n. [arrierc, Fr.] That which is behind
;
the

hind part, as of an army or fleet: the last class; the

last in order.

fREAR, v. a. To place so as to protect the rear. Scott.

REAR, a. Behind ;
hindermost ; last

; as,
" rear rank."

Brande. [Raw ;
underdone

;
rare. Sir T. Elyot. See

RARE.]
REAR, ad. Early; soon. Gay. [Provincial, Eng.]
REAR, v. a.

[i. REARED; pp. REARING, REARED.] To raise

up ;
to lift up ;

to bring up to maturity ;
to educate ;

to in-

struct ;
to exalt ; to elevate

;
to raise

;
to breed. [jTo

achieve ;
to obtain. Spenser.]

REAR,* v. n. To assume an erect posture; to rise up.

i

REAR-AD'MI-RAL,* n. An officer who is next in rank to

the vice-admiral, and carries his flag at the mizzen top-
mast head. Crabb.

REAR'ER,* n. One who rears or raises. Lewis.

REAR'-FR6NT,*7i. (Mil.') A company or body of men when
faced about, and standing in that position. Crabb.

REAR'-GUARD,* n. That part of an army, a regiment, or

a battalion, which marches after the main body. Brande.

RE-AR'GUE,* v. a. To argue again. Burrows.

REAR'ING,* n. The act of rearing or bringing up. Dryden.
REAR'MOUSE, n. The leather-winged bat. Abbot.

REAR'-RANK,* n. The last rank of a battalion when drawn
up in open order. Brande.

REAR'WARD, n. The last troop; the end
;
a train behind;

the latter part.

RE-AS-CEND', v. n. To climb or ascend again.

RE-AS-CEND', v. a. To mount or ascend again.

RE-AS-CENT',* n. The act of reascending. Cowper.
REA'ON, (re'zn) n. [raison, Fr. ; ratio, L.] That faculty in
man of which either the exclusive, or the incomparably
higher, enjoyment distinguishes him from the rest of the
animal creation ;

that power of the perception of truth, in
the human mind, to which all reasonings may be re-

ferred
;
the power of producing one proposition from

another
;
the rational faculty ; discursive power : effi-

cient cause
;
final cause

; purpose ;
end

; argument ; proof;
ground of persuasion ;

motive
; ratiocination

;
discursive

act : clearness of faculties
; reasonable claim

; just view
of things; rationale ; just account ; moderation ; moderate
demands: absolute right, truth, or justice.

REA'ON, (re'zn) v. n. [raisonner, Fr.] [i. REASONED; pp.
REASONING, REASONED.] To apply the faculty of reason in
order to understand something, or to make another un-
derstand

;
to argue rationally ; to debate

; to discourse.

REASON, (re'zn) v. a. To examine rationally ;
to argue.

REA'ON-A-BLE, (re'zn-a-bl) a. Having the faculty of rea-

son ; endued with reason
; partaking of reason

; con-
formed to reason

; acting, speaking, or thinking rational-

ly; just; rational ; agreeable to reason; not immoderate
j

honest ; equitable ;
fair.

REA'ON-A-BLE-NESS, (re'zn-a-bl-nes) n. State or quality
of being reasonable; the faculty of reason; compliance
with reason ; rationality ; moderation.

REA'ON-A-BLY, (re'zn-a-ble) ad. In a reasonable manner;
agreeably to reason ; moderately.

REA'ON-ER, (re'zn-er) n. One who reasons
;
an arguer.

REA'SON-ING, (re'zn-ing) n. Ratiocination
; argument.

JREA'SON-IST,* (re'zn-ist) n. A follower of reason
; a ra-

tionalist. Waterland.

BKA'IJON-LESS, (re'zn-les) a. Void of reason. Shak.

RE-AS-SEM'BLA^E, n. A renewed assemblage. Harris.

RE-AS-SM'BLE, v. a. To collect or assemble anew.
RE-AS-SERT', v. a. To assert anew ; to reaffirm.

RE-AS-SER'TION,* n. A repeated assertion. J. Q. Adams.

RE-AS-SESS'MENT,* n. A renewed assessment. Burrows.

RE-AS-SIGN',* (re-as-sin') v. a. To assign again. Ash.

RE-AS-SIGN'MENT,* n. A repeated assignment. Chandler.

RE-AS-SO'CI-ATE,* (re-as-so'she-at) v. n. To associate again.

Fabyan.
R.E-AS-SUME', v. a. \reassumo, L.] To resume

;
to take

again. Milton.

RE-AS-sOMP'TlON,* (-stim'-) n. Act ofre'issuming. Maunder.

RE-AS-stR'ANCE,* (re-as-shur'ans) n. Renewed assurance.
Blackstone.

RE-AS-stJRE', (re-as-shur') v. a. [ras$urer, Fr.] To assure
anew

;
to free from fear.

REAS'TI-NESS, n. State of being rancid. Cotgrave. [Local.]

REAS'TY, (res'te) a. Rusty, as bacon
;

rancid. Skelton.

[North of England.]
REATE, (ret) n. A kind of long, small water-grass. Wal-

ton.
[R.J

RE-AT-TACH'MENT,* n. A second attachment. Whishaw.

RE-AT-TAIN',* v. a. To attain again. Daniel.

RE-AT-TEMPT', (-temt') v. a. To try again. More.

fREAVE, (rev) v. a. [i. REFT ; pp. REAVING, REFT.] To take

away by stealth or violence ;
to bereave. Spenser.

RE-A-VOW',* v. a. To avow again. Clay.

RE-A-WAKE',* v. n. To awake again. Messenger.
RE-BXP-TI-ZA'TIQN, 71. Renewal of baptism. Hooker.

RE-BAP-TIZE', v. a. [rebaptiser, Fr.] To baptize again.

RE-BAP-TIZ'ER, n. One who baptizes again. Howell.

RE-BAR'BAR-izE,* v. a. To reduce again to barbarism. An-
nual Reg.

RE-BATE% v. a. [rebattre, Fr.] [i. REBATED ; pp. REBATING,
REBATED.] To blunt

;
to make obtuse: to abate: to

rabbet. Dryden. [R.I See RABBET.

RE-BATE',* n. (Arch.) The groove, recess, or channel sunk
on the edge of any piece of material. Brande. A kind of
freestone : a piece of wood to beat out mortar : an
iron tool somewhat like a chisel. Elmes. (Mer. law) Dis-

count ;
abatement of interest on account of prompt pay-

ment. Bouvier.
RE-BATE '_ME NT, n. Diminution

;
abatement. 1 Kings. [R.j

fRE-BA/TO, n. A sort of ruff. See RABATO. Burton.

RE'BEC, n. [rebec, Fr.
; ribeca, It.] A three-stringed instru-

ment; a sort of violin introduced by the Moors into Spain.
RE-BEC'CA,* n. A gate-breaker or riotous person : a title

given to the leader of an anti-turnpike conspiracy, which
was commenced in Wales, in 1839, by breaking down the

turnpike gates, the leader assuming the guise of a wom-
an. The name was derived from a strange application of
a passage in Genesis xxiv. 60. Annual Register.

REB'EL, n. [rebelle, Fr.
; rebellis, L.] One who resists by

violence lawful authority ;
a revolter ; an insurgent.

REB'EL, a. [rebellis, L.] Rebellious. Milton.

RE-BEL', rj. n. [rebello, L.] [i. REBELLED ; pp. REBELLING,
REBELLED.] To rise in rebellion

;
to resist lawful author-

ity ;
to revolt.

RE-BELLED', (re-beld')p. a. Guilty of rebellion. Milton.

jRE-BEL'LER, 71. One who rebels ;
a rebel. Parfre.

RE!BEL'LIQIV, (re-bel'yun) n. [rebellion,
Fr.

; rebettib, L.]

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S^N
; BOLL, BUR, ROLE.
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Insurrection against lawful authority; sedition; revolt;
contumacy.

RE-BEL'LIOVS, (re-bel'yus) a. Resisting, or contrary to,
lawful authority ;

seditious
; insurrectionary ;

contuma-
cious, [ner.

RE-BEL'Lious-Ly, (re-bel'yus-le) ad. In a rebellious man-
RE-BEL'LIOVS-NESS, (re-bel'yus-ries) n. The quality of be-

ing rebellious. Bp. Morton.

R-BEL'LOW, (re-bel'15) v. n. To bellow again; to bellow
in return

;
to echo back a loud noise. Spenser.

RE-BLOOM',* v. n. To bloom or blossom again. Crabbe.

fRE-BQ-A'TlON, n. [reboo, L.I Return of a loud sound.
Patrick. [T. Elyot.

RE-BO'IL', v. n. [rebullio, L.] To boil anew : to be hot. Sir

RE-BOUND', v. 7i. [rebondir, Fr.
;
re and bound.] [i.

RE-
BOUNDED

; pp. REBOUNDING, REBOUNDED.] To spring back
;

to be reverberated
;
to fly back in consequence of motion

impressed and resisted ; to recoil.

RE-BOUND', v. a. To reverberate
;
to beat or force back.

RE-BoOND', n. The act of rebounding; resilience.

RE-BRACE', v. a. To brace again. Gray.
RE-BREATHE', (re-breth') v. a. To breathe again.
RE-BUFF', n. [rebuffade, Fr.

; rabbuffo, It.] Repercussion ;
a

beating back
;
a sudden check or resistance

;
a refusal.

RE-BUFF', V. a.
[i. REBUFFED ; pp. REBUFFING, REBUFFED.]

To beat back
;
to oppose with sudden violence

;
to repel ;

to reject ; to oppose.
RE-BU"F'FET,* v. a. To buffet again ;

to beat back. Rowe.

RE-BUlLD', (re-blld') v. a. [L REBUILT
; pp. REBUILDING,

REBUILT.] To
BUILD.

build anew ;
to reedify ;

to repair. See

RE-BUILD'ER, (re-bild'er) n. One who rebuilds. Todd.

RE-BUK'A-BLE, a. That may be rebuked ; reprehensible.
RE-BUKE', v. a. [reboucher, Fr.

; rebech, Arm.] [i. REBUKED ;

pp. REBUKING, REBUKED.] To chide
;

to reprehend; to

reprove ; to reprimand ;
to check.

RE-BUKE', n. Reprehension ; objurgation ; reproof; a check.

fRE-BUKE'FUL, a. Abounding in rebuke. Huloet.

tRE-BUKE'FUL-LY, ad. With reprehension. Sir T. Elyot.

RE-BUK'ER, n. One who rebukes
;
a chider.

RE-BVL-LI"TION, (re-bul-lish'un) n. [rebullio, L.] Act of

reboiling.

RE-BUOY',* v. a. To buoy, raise, or sustain again. Byron.
RE-BUR'Y, (re-ber're) v. a. To bury or inter again.
RE'BVS, n. [rebus, L.] pi. RE'BVS-ES. An enigmatical rep-

resentation of a name by pictures and emblems ; a sort of
riddle or enigma.

,
v. a. [rebuter, Fr.] [i. REBUTTED ; pp. REBUTTING,

k
;
to repel ;

to oppose by argu-

.] (Law} To return an

REBUTTED.] To beat bac
ment.

RE-BUT', v. n. [fTo retire.

answer.

RE-BUT'TER, n. He or that which rebuts. (Law) The
fifth stage of the pleadings in a suit, or the plaintiff's an-
swer to the defendant's surrejoinder. Whishaw.

RE-CXL'CI-TRXNT,* a. Kicking back
; kicking again. Ed.

Rev.

RE-cXL'ci-TRATE,* v. a. To kick ; to kick again. Smart.

RE-CXL-CI-TRA'TION,* n. Act of kicking ;
act of kick-

ing back or again. Ed. Rev.

RE-cALL', v. a.
[i. RECALLED; pp. RECALLING, RECALLED.]

To call back
; to annul

;
to revoke

;
to repeal.

RE-CALL, v. a. To call again. Davis.

RE-CALL', n. Revocation
;
act or power of recalling.

RE-cXNT', v. a. [recanto, L.] [i.
RECANTED

; pp. RECANT-
ING, RECANTED.] To retract, as an opinion or declaration

;

to revoke
;
to abjure ;

to recall.

RE-cXNT', v. n. To retract an opinion or declaration; to

make a recantation.

RE-CAN-TA'TIC-N, n. Act of recanting ;
that which is re-

canted; retraction.

RE-CANT'ER, n. One who recants. Shak.

RE-CA-pXc'j-TATE, v. a. To qualify again. Atterbury.

RE-CA-PlT'y-LATE,(re-ka-pit'yu-lat) v . a. [recapituler,Fr. ;

re and capitulum, L.] [i. RECAPITULATED ; pp. RECAPITU-
LATING, RECAPITULATED.] To repeat the heads or sum of
what has already been said

;
to recite

;
to rehearse.

RE-CA-PlT-U-LA'TiON,7i. Act of recapitulating ;
that which

is recapitulated ; repetition.

RE-CA-PIT'U-LA-TO-RY, a. Repeating again. Barrow.
RE-cXP'TiON,* n. (Law} A second caption, distress, or

seizure : the act of a person who has been deprived of
the custody of another, to which he is legally entitled, by
which he regains custody of such person. Bouvier.

RE-cXPT'URE, (re-kapt'yur) n. Act of taking again ;
recov-

ery of a prize. [take.
Rg-cXPT'VRE, (rS-kSpt'yur) v. a. To capture anew ; to re-

RE-CAR'NI-PY, v. a. To convert again into flesh. Howctt.

RE-cXR'RY, v. a. To carry again ; to carry back.

R-CfcT', v. a. [i. RECAST; pp. RECASTING, RECAST.] To cast

again ;
to mould anew.

RE-CEDE', v. n. [recede, L.] [i. RECEDED;^. RECEDING,
RECEDED.] To fall back ;

to retreat; to desist; to relax

any claim
;
to retire

;
to withdraw ; to retrograde.

RE-CEIPT', (re-set') n. [recepte, old Fr. ; reccpta, low L.J Act
ofreceiving ; place ofreceiving ; reception ; a prescription ;

a recipe ; a writing acknowledging the reception ofmoney
or goods.

RE-CEIPT',* (re-set') v. a.
[i. RECEIPTED ;pp. RECEIPTING,

RECEIPTED.] To give a written acknowledgment for

money or property received
; to give a receipt for. Chan-

dler. $3=" It is in common use, as a verb, in the United
States, but not found in the English dictionaries.

RE-CEIPT'-BOOK,* (re-set'buk) n. A book containing re-

ceipts. More.

RE-CEIPT'OR,* (re-se'tur) n. One who gives a receipt; one
who becomes surety for goods attached. Curtis.

RE-cElv-A-BlL'i-Ty,* n. Quality of being receivable. Dan-
iel Webster.

RE-CEIV'A-BLE, (re-sev'a-bl) a. That may be received.

RE-CEIV'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being receivable.

RE-CEIVE', v. a. [recevoir, Fr.
; recipio, L.] [i. RECEIVED;

pp. RECEIVING, RECEIVED.] To take or obtain by a volun-
tary act

;
to take by an involuntary act

; to accept ; to
embrace intellectually ;

to allow
; to admit

;
to entertain.

RE-CEIV'ED-NESS,TI. General allowance ; reception. Boyle.
RE-CEIV'ER, n. [recevear, Fr.] One who receives; that
which receives

;
a partaker ;

an officer appointed to re-
ceive public money : one who cob'perates with a robber
or thief, by taking the goods which he steals: a vessel of
the air-pump, out of which the air is exhausted, in order
to receive the subjects of experiment : any vessel for re-

ceiving the product of an operation, as of distilling.

RE-CEL'E-BRATE, v. a. To celebrate anew. B. Jonson.

RE'cEN-CYj n. [recens, L.] State of being recent ; newness;
new state. Wiseman.

RE-CENSE', v. a. [recenser, Fr.] To review
;

to revise.

Bentley. [R.]

RE-CEN'SIQN, (re-sen 'shun) re. [recensio, L.] Enumeration;
review : a review of the text of an ancient author by
a critical editor.

RE'CENT, a. [recent, Fr.
; recens, L.] New

;
not of long ex-

istence
;
late

; fresh
;
novel

;
modern.

RE'CENT-LY, ad. Lately; newly; freshly. Arbuthnot.
RE 'CENT-NESS, n. Newness; freshness. Hale.

RE-CEP'TA-CLE, [re-sep'ta-kl, P. E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. J3sh,

Kenrick, Wares; res'ep-ta-kl, S. J. F.; res'ep-ta-kl or re-

sep'ta-kl, W.] n. [re'ceptaculum, L.] A vessel or place into
which any thing is received

;
a reservoir

;
a cistern.

ft^T
" The pronunciation rec'ep-ta-cle is by far the more

fashionable; but re-cep'ta-cle more agreeable to analogy
and the ear." Walker. (1804.)

" The accent used to be on
the first syllable." Smart. (1840.)

fREc'Ep-TA-Ry, 7i. A thing received. Browne.

RE-CEP-TJ-BIL'I-TY, n. Possibility of receiving. Glanvttle.

RE-CEP'TION, (re-sep'shun) n. [reception, Fr.
; receptus, L.]

Act of receiving ; power of receiving ;
state of being re-

ceived
;
admission of any thing communicated ; accepta-

tion ; receipt ; admission
;
act of containing ;

welcome
;

entertainment.

RE-CEP'TIVE, a. Having the power of receiving or admit-

ting.

REC-Ep-Tlv'l-TY,n. [receptivite, Fr.] State of being recep-
tive. Fotherby. [R.]

REC'EP-TO-RY, orRE-CEp'TO-RY, [reVep-tur-e, S. W. J. F.

/Z.;re-sep'to-re, P. K. Sm. Wb.]' a. Generally 'admitted or

received. Browne. [R.]

RE-CESS', rre-ses', S. W. P.J. F.Ja. K. Sm. Wb.] n. [reces-

sus, L.] Retirement; retreat; a withdrawing; place of
retirement: a cavity in the face of a wall; a niche:

place of secrecy ; private abode
; privacy ;

secret part :

remission or suspension; intermission: a decree of
the German diet. 95= Although all the orthoepists ac-

cent this word on the second syllable, yet we often

hear it pronounced with the accent on the first.

RE-CESSED',* (re-s5st') a. Furnished with recesses. P. Cyc.

RE-CES'SIQN, (re-sesh'un) n. [rccessio, L.] Act of reced-

ing; act of relaxing ;
a retreat : a going back.

RE'HAB-lTE,* n. One of a religious sect among the an-

cient Jews. Jeremiah.

RE-CHANCE', v. a. [rechanger, Fr.] To change again. Dry-
den.

RE-CHARGE', v. a. [recharger, Fr.] To charge again : to

accuse in return.

RE-CHAS'TEN,* (ru-chas'sn)a. a. To chasten again. Moore.

RE-CHEAT', n. [racJiat, old Fr.] (Hunting) A recall by the

horn to the dogs. Shak.

RE-CHEAT', (re-chef) v. n. To blow the recheat. Drayton.

R-CHOOSE',* v. a. To choose again ;
to reeled. Johnson.

jREC-i-Dl'vATE, v. 7i. To fall back ;
to backslide. Bp. An-

tRE-cYD-i-VA'TlQN, n. [reddivus, L.] Backsliding; a re-

lapse. Bp. Hall.

tREC-i-Di'voys, a. Subject or liable to fall again. Bailey.

REC'I-PE, (res'e-pe) n. [L.] A medical prescription; any
prescription.

RE-CIP'I-EN-CY,* n. Act or capacity of receiving ; recep-
tion. Bp. Wilson.
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RE-cIp'i-ENT, n. [recipient, L.] A receiver
;
a vessel which

receives.

RE-CIP'RQ-CAL, a, [rcriprocus, L.] Acting in vicissitude

or by turns ; alternate
;
mutual

; mutually interchangea-
ble. Reciprocal figures, (Geom..) two figures of the

same kind, as triangles, parallelograms, &c., so related,
that two sides of the one form the extremes of an analo-

gy of which the means are the two corresponding sides

of the other. Reciprocal proportion is, when, of four

numbers or terms taken in order, the first has to the

second the same ratio that the fourth has to the third, or

when the first has to the second the same ratio which the

reciprocal of the third has to the reciprocal of the fourth.

RE-CIP'RQ-CAL, n. (Jlrith.) The quotient resulting from
the division of unity by any number. [An alternacy.

Bacon.]
RE-CIP-RQ-CXL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being reciprocal.

Coleridge.

RE-CIP'RQ-CAL-LY, ad. Mutually ; interchangeably.

RE-cfp'RQ-CAL-NESs, n. Mutual return
;
alternateness.

RE-CIP'RQ-CATE, v. n.
[i. RECIPROCATED; pp. RECIPRO-

CATING, RECIPROCATED.] To act interchangeably ;
to al-

ternate.

RE-CIP'RQ-CATE, v. a. To exchange mutually ;
to inter-

change.
RE-clP-RQ-cl'TlON, n. [reciprocatio, L.] Act of recipro-

cating; alternation ;
action interchanged.

REC-l-PR6c'l-T, (res-e-prSs'e-te) n. [reciprocity, Fr.] Re-

ciprocal act, right, or obligation ; interchange. Black-

stone.

RE-dP-RQ-coR'Noys,* a. Having horns turned backwards
and forwards, as those of a ram. Scott.

RE-CIR'CVM-CIE,* v. a. To circumcise again. Barrow.

RE-cfs"lQN, (re-sizh'un) n. [Fr. ; recwus, L.] Act of cut-

ting off.

RE-CI'TAL, n. Act of reciting ;
account ;

relation
;
narra-

tive
; repetition; rehearsal; narration; recitation; de-

tail.

REC-I-TA'TIQN, n. Act of reciting ;
that which is recited

;

recital ; rehearsal.

REC-I-TA-TIVE', (res-e-tj-tev') n. [rccitatif, Fr.] (Mus.) A
kind of singing differing but little from ordinary speak-

ing; a sort of tuneful pronunciation ;
a chant.

REC-J-TA-TIVE',* a. Uttered musically ; chanting. Addison.

RE^-l-TA-TlVE'LY, ad. After the manner of recitative.

R&p-f-TA-Ti'ro,' (r&3-e-ta-te'v9) n. [It.] Same as recita-

tive. Pope.
RE-CITE', v. a. [recito, L.

; rdciter, Fr.] [i.
RECITED

; pp.

RECITING, RECITED.] To rehearse ; to repeat; to enu-
merate ;

to tell over
;
to recapitulate.

RE-CITE',* v. n. To make a recital or recitation. Smart.

fRE-ciTE', n. [rdcit, Fr.] Recital. Temple.

RE-CIT'ER, n. One who recites. Burton.

RjJCK, v. a. To heed; to care for. Sidney. It recks, (im-

personal.) to care for or concern
; as,

" It recks me not."
Milton.

fRECK, v. n. To care
;
to heed

; to mind. Spenser.

RECK'LESS, a. Careless
;
heedless

; thoughtless ;
rash.

RECK'LESS-LY,* ad. In a reckless manner. Udal.

RECK/LESS-NESS, n. Carelessness
; negligence. Sidney.

RECK/ON, (rek'kn) v. a. [i. RECKONED
; pp. RECKONING,

RECKONED.] To compute ; to number ; to count ;
to

esteem ;
to account ; to estimate

;
to calculate : to assign

in an account. $3"
" To reckon, to suppose ;

to conjec-
ture ;

to conclude
; as,

' / reckon he'll come.' " Brockett.
"' I reckon, I guess,' are idiomatic in Devonshire."

Palmer. " To reckon is used in some of the Southern
States as guess is in the Northern." Pickering. The
provincial use in some parts of England, with respect to

this word, is the same as the colloquial use in some parts
of the United States.

RficK'ON, (rek'kn) v. n. To compute; to calculate; to

state an account
;
to charge to account ;

to give an ac-

count ;
to pay a penalty ; to call to punishment ;

to lay
stress or dependence upon.

RECK'ON-ER, (rek'kn-er)n. One who reckons.

RECK'ON-I'NG, (rek'kn-ing) n. Computation ;
calculation

;

account of time ;
account of debtor and creditor

; money
charged by a host or landlord

;
account taken

; esteem
;

account; estimation. (Naut.) The estimated place of a

ship calculated from the rate, as determined by the log,
and the course, as determined by the compass.

RECK'oN-lfNG-BooK, (rek'kn-Tng-buk) n. A book in which
money received and expended is set down.

RE-CLAIM', (-klSm') v. a. [reclamo, L.] [i. RECLAIMED; pp.

RECLAIMING, RECLAIMED.] To call back from error or

vice
;
to reform ;

to correct. [reclamer, Fr.] To reduce
to the state desired ; to recall ; to recover.

RE-CLAIM', v. n. To exclaim. Pope. [R.]

RE-CLAIM',* v. a. To claim anew. Parker.

tRE-cLAiM', n. Reformation. Hales. Recovery. Spenser.

RE-CLAIM'A-BLE, a. That may be reclaimed
; recoverable.

RE-CLAIM'ANT, n. A contradicter. Waterland. [R.]
RE CLAIM'LESS, a. That cannot be reclaimed. Lee.

REC-LA-MA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Recovery ;
demand. Bp. Hall.

RE-CLASP',* v. a. To clasp or embrace again. Paley.
REC-LI-NA'TIQN, n. Act or state of leaning or reclining.
RE CLlNE', v. a. [reclino, L.

, recliner, Fr.J [i. RECLINED;
pp. RECLINING, RECLINED.] To lean back

;
to lean side-

ways.
RE-CL!NE', v. n. To rest

;
to repose ; to lean. Shenstone.

RE-CLINE', a. [reclinis, L.] In a leaning posture. Mil-
ton. [R.]

RE-CLIN'ER,* n. He or that which reclines: a dial

whose plane reclines from the perpendicular. Francis.

RE-CLOSE', (re-kloz') v. a. To close again. Pope.
RE-CLUDE', v. a. [recludo, L.] To open. Harvey. [R.]

RE-CLUSE', [re-klus', S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.} n.

[reclus, recluse, Fr.] A retired person ;
a person secluded

from the world
;
a hermit.

RE-CLUSE', a. Shut up; retired
; solitary. Prior.

fRE-CLUSE', v. a. To shut up. Donne.

RE-CLUSE'LY, ad. In retirement; like a recluse.

RE-CLUSE'NESS, n. Retirement. Feltham.

RE-CLU'SIQN, (re-klu'zhun) n. [Fr.] State of a recluse.

RE-CLU'SIVE, a. Affording concealment. Shak.

R-CQ-XG-y-LA'TiON, n. A second coagulation. Boyle.

fRE-cocT', v. a. [recoctus, L.] To cook or vamp up. Bp.
Taylor.

RE-COC'TIQN,* n. A repeated coction or boiling. Scrape.

REC-OG-Nl"TIQN, (rek-9g-nish'un) n.
[recognitio, L.] Act

of recognizing; state of being recognized; review; ren-
ovation of knowledge; acknowledgment.

||RE-c6G'Nl-TOR,* n.;pl. RE-COG'NI-TPRS. (Law) A jury
empanelled on an assize

;
so called because they ac-

knowledge a disseizin by their verdict. Whishaw.

RE-COG'NI-ZA-BLE, [re-kog'ne-za-bl, Ja.; re-k5n'e-za-bl,
K. Wb. ; rek'9g-nl-za-bl, Sm.]' a. That may 'be acknowl-
edged or recognized.

HRE-COG'NI-ZANCE, [re-kog'ne-zans, W. J. F. Sm.; re-

k'on'e-zans, S. P. K. 'Wb. ; re-kog'ne-zans or re-kSn'e-

zans, Ja.] n. [reconnaissance, Fr.] An acknowledgment J

recognition. (Law) An acknowledgment of a debt upon
record: an obligation which a man enters into before
some court or magistrate to do some act : also an ac-

knowledgment by the recognizor of something due to the

recognizee. $/=
" In the general sense, the g is sound-

ed
;
in professional legal use, it is usually sunk." Smart.

RE-COG-NI-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of recognizing. Blackstone.

||REc'QG-NlZE, [rek'og-nlz, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; re-kpg-
nlz', S. ; rek'gn-iz, P. Wb. .- sometimes incorrectly

pronounced re-kog'niz.] v. a. [recognosco.Li.] [i. RECOG-
NIZED

J pp. RECOGNIZING, RECOGNIZED.] To TCCOVer the

knowledge of; to know again; to acknowledge; to

avow ;
to confess

;
to own ; to review ;

to reexamine.

REc'QG-NlZE,* v. n. To enter into recognizance. Phillips.

HRE-COG-NJ-ZEE', n. (Law) A person to whom one is

bound byjecognizance.
IIREC'QG-NIZ-ER,* n. One who recognizes. Shaftesbury.

IJRE-COG-NI-ZOR', n.(Laio) One who gives a recognizance.
RE-COIL', v. n. [reculer, Fr.] [i. RECOILED; pp. RECOILING,
RECOILED.] To rush or fall back in consequence of resist-

ance ; to rebound ;
to reverberate : to fail

;
to shrink.

fRE-colL', v. a. To cause to recoil. Spenser.

RE-colL', n. A falling or springing back
; resilience : the

rebound of firearms, or of a piece of ordnance, when
discharged.

RE-COIL'ER, n. One who recoils or falls back. Todd.

RE-colL'lNG, n. Act of shrinking back
; revolt

; recoil.

RE-colL'JNG-LY, ad. With retrocession. Huloet.

RE-colN', v. a. To coin over again. Addison.

RE-CO!N'AGE, n. Act of coining anew; a new coinage.
RE-colN'ER,* n. One who recoins.

REc-QL-LECT', v. a. [recollectus, L.] [i. RECOLLECTED ; pp.

RECOLLECTING, RECOLLECTED.] To recall to mind or

memory ;
to remember ; to recover to memory.

RE-CQL-LECT', v. a. To collect or gather again. Donne.

REC'QL-LECT,* ) n. [recollet, Fr.] A monk of a reformed

REC'QL-LET,* }
order of Franciscans. Weever.

REC-QL-LEC'TIQN, n. Act of recollecting ;
reminiscence ;

remembrance
; memory ; recovery of notion

;
revival in

the memory. Locke. [Smart.
REc-QL-Lfic'TlVE,* a. Implying or causing recollection.

RE-COL-O-NI-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of recolonizing. Everett.

RE-COL'Q-NIZE,* v. a. Tr colonize anew. P. Cyc.

RE-CQM-BINE', v. a. To combine or join together again.

RE-c6M'FQRT, (-kum-) v. a. To comfort again.
JRE-COM'FQRT-LESS, a. Being without comfort. Spenser.

JRE-c6M'FQR-TURE,* n. Renewal of comfort. Skak.

RE-CQM-MENCE', v. a. [recommencer, Fr.] To commenct
or begin anew.

RE-CQM-MENCE',* . n. To commence again. Howett.

RE-cQM-MENCE'MENT,*n. A renewed beginning. Johnson.

REC-QM-MEND', v. a. [recommander, Fr.] [i.
RECOMMEND-

ED
; pp. RECOMMENDING, RECOMMENDED.] To Commend

or praise to another : to make acceptable ;
to commit

with prayers.

REC-QM-MEND'A-BLE, a. That may be recommended.
. -r , nnot be reclaimed. Zee. REC-QM-MEND'A-BLE, a. That r
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RC-OM-MND'A-BLE-NESS, n. Desert of praise. More.

RC-OM-MND'A-BLY, ad. So as to deserve praise. Sher-
wood.

Rc-QM-MEl?-DA'TION, n. [recommandation, Fr.] Act of

recommending; that which recommends; a favorable

representation ;
a commendation

;
a credential.

tRc-QM-MEN'DA-TlVE,* n. A recommendation. Jodrell.

RC-OM-MN'DA-TO-RY, a. Conveying praise ; laudatory.
RC-OM-MEND'ER, n. One who recommends.
RE-COM-MIT', v. a. To commit anew. Clarendon.

RE-COM-MIT'MENT,* n. A new commitment. J)sh.

RE-CQM-MIT'TAL,* n. A new or second committal. Oent.

Mag.
RE-coM-pXcT',_t>. a. To join or compact anew. Donne.

fRfic-OM-PEN-sA'TiON, n. Recompense. Huloet.

REC'QM-PENSE, v. a. [recompense, Fr.] [i.
RECOMPENSED ;

pp. RECOMPENSING, RECOMPENSED.] To pay back an equiv-
alent; to repay; to requite; to give in requital ;

to com-

pensate ;
to remunerate ; to redeem.

Rc'QM-pNSE,n. [Fr.] Reward ; requital; compensation ;

remuneration
; satisfaction ;

amends.

REC-QM-PENS'ER,* n. One who recompenses. Fox.

RE-CQM-PILE'MENT, n. New complement. Bacon.

RE-CQM-POE', v. a. [recomposer, Fr.] To compose, form,
or quiet anew.

onciled, conciliated, or made consistent ; consistent.

REC-ON-CIL'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being reconcilable.

REC'QN-CILE, v. a. [rtconcilier, Fr.
; reconcilio, L.] [i.

REC-
ONCILED

; pp. RECONCILING, RECONCILED.] To make to

like again ;
to make to be liked again ;

to conciliate ;
to

propitiate ;
to make consistent ;

to restore to favor. [fTo
purify. Puller. To reestablish. Spenser.]

fREc'oN-ciLE, v. n. To become reconciled. Abp. San-

REC'ON-CILE-MENT, n. Reconciliation. Milton.

REC'QN-CIL-ER, n. One who reconciles.

Rfic-ON-clL-j-A'TlON, 71. [reconciliatio, L.] Act of recon-

ciling ;
state of being reconciled

;
renewal of friendship ;

solution of seeming contrarieties ; atonement.

Rfic-ON-clL/i-A-Tp-KY, a. Tending to reconcile. Bp. Hall.

RE-CQN-DENSE', v. a. To condense anew. Boyle.

REC'QN-DITE, or RE-CON'DITE, [rek'gn-dlt, W. J. Ja.

Wb. ; re-k9n-dlt', S. K. ; re-kon'djt, P. Sm. R. ; rek'9n-dlt
or re-kon'djt, F.] a. [reconditus, L.] Hidden

;
secret

;

profound ; abstruse ; deep ;
interior

;
hard to be under-

stood.

3= "Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Barclay,
Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Mr. Fry, and Entick, accent this

word on the second syllable ;
Mr. Sheridan and Bailey on

the last; and Penning, only, on the first. But, notwith-

standing so many authorities are against me, I am much
deceived if the analogy of pronunciation be not decided-

ly in favor of that accentuation which I have given. We
have but few instances in the language where we receive

a word from the Latin, by dropping a syllable, that we
do not remove the accent higher than the original. Thus
recondite, derived from reconditus, may with as much pro-

priety remove the accent from the long penultimate, as

carbuncle from carbunculus, calumny from calumnia, detri-

ment from detrimentum, innocency from innocentia, contro-

versy from controversia, and a thousand others. The word
incondite must certainly follow the fortunes of the present
word ;

and we find those orthoepists, who have the word,
accent it as they do recondite, Mr. Sheridan on the last

syllable, but Mr. Penning, inconsistently, on the second."
Walker. [R.]

RE-CON'DI-TO-RY,*?!. A storehouse
;
a repository. Maunder.

'RE-CQN-DtJCT', v. a. To conduct again. Dryden.
:RE-CQN-Duc'Ticm,* n. Act of reconducting. (Law') A

renewing of a former lease. Bouvier.

RE-CQN-FlRM', v. a. To confirm or establish again.
RE-CQN-JblN', v. a. To conjoin or join anew. Boyle.
RE-C&N'NOIS-SANCE'* n. [Fr.] An examination of a

tract of country or of the sea-coast, preparatory to the
march of an army, the construction of a railroad, canal,
&c., or the embarcation of troops. P. Cyc.

Rc-QN-NoI'TRE, (rek-on-oi'tur) [rek-on-ol'tur, Ja. Sm. R. ;

re-kon-bi'tur, Wb. Davis; rek-on-a'tur or rek-on-bi'tur,

JT.] v. a. [reconnoitre, Fr.] [i. RECONNOITRED ; pp. RECON-
NOITRING, RECONNOITRED.] To view

; to survey, particu-
larly for military purposes; to examine. Addison.

RE-c5N'QUER, (re-k5ng'ker) v. a. [reconquerir, Fr.] To
conquer again.

RE-CON'QUEST,* n. A renewed conquest. Dryden.
RE-CON'SE-CRATE, v. a. To consecrate anew. Ayliffe.

RE-c6N-SE-CRA'TlON,*n. A renewed consecration. Burn.

RE-CON-SID'ER, v. a. To consider again ;
to review

;
to re-

new the consideration of; to retract.

RE-CQN-SID-ER-A'TION,* n. Act of reconsidering. John-
son.

,
u. a. To comfort again. Wotton.

4 REG
RE CQN-SOL-I-DA'TION,* n. A second consolidation. De

la Beche.

RE CON-STRUCT',* v. a. To construct again ; to rebuild
Tucker.

RE-CQN-STRUC'TIQN,* n. Act of reconstructing. Belsham.

RE-CPN-TIN'U-ANCE,* n. Act of recontinuing. Drayton.
RE-CON-TIN'UE,* c. a. & n. To continue again. Stirling.
RE-CQN-VENE', v. n. To assemble anew. Clarendon.

RE-CQN-VEN'TION,* n. (Civil law) An action brought by a
party who is defendant, against the plaintiff, before the
same judge. Bouvier.

RE-CQN-VER'SIQN, ?i. A second conversion.
RE-CON-VERT', v. a. To convert again. Milton.

RE-CON-VEY', (-va') v. a. To convey again. Denham.
RE-CON-VEY'ANCE,* (re-kfln-va'ans) n. A repeated con -

veyance. Blackstone.
[dell.

RE-COP'Y,* v. a. To copy anew ;
to transcribe again. Twed-

RE-CORD', v. a. [recorder, L.
; recorder, Fr.] [i. RECORDED ;

pp. RECORDING, RECORDED.] To register any thing, so
that its memory may not be lost

;
to celebrate

;
to cause

to be remembered
;
to enroll. [fTo recite

;
to tune

;
to call

to mind. Spenser.}

fRE-cc-RD', v. n. To sing a tune
;
to play a tune. Shak.

REC'ORD, [rek'ord, P. J. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; rekVdorre-
kord', W.J. F.] n. [Fr.] Register; an authentic memorial;
an enrolment ; a memorandum. 5= "Old authors ac-
cent the noun as the verb, and this accentuation is some-
times still retained

;
as in the phrase,

' A court of re-
cord'S " Smart. But, in the United States, it is common-
ly, in this_phrase, pronounced rSc'qrd.

tRc-QR-DA'TlON, n. [recordatio, L.] Remembrance. Shak.

RE-CORD'ER, n. One who records ; one who registers any
event: the chief judicial officer of a city: a musi-
cal instrument somewhat resembling a flageolet. Bacon.

RE-CORD'ER-SHIP,* n. The office of recorder. Sir J. Mack-
intosh.

RE-COUCH', v. n. To couch or lie down again. Wotton.

RE-COUNT', v. a. [rcconter, Fr.] [i. RECOUNTED ; pp. HE-

COUNTING, RECOUNTED.] To relate in detail ; to tell dis-

tinctly ;
to recapitulate ; to enumerate ;

to describe.

RE-COUNT',* v. a. To count again. J. Lovering.
fRE-coUNT'MENT, n. Relation

;
recital. Shak.

RE-COUP',* or RE-COUPE',* v. a. [recouper, Fr.] To cut

again. (Law) To make a set-off, defalcation, or dis-

count, as by a defendant to the claim of a plaintiff.
Bouvier.

RE-c6up'ER,* n. One who recoups or keeps back. Story.

fRE-couRE', v. a. To recover. Spenser. See RECURE.
RE-COURSE', (re-kors') n. [recursus, L.

; recours, Fr.] [fFre-
quent passage; access. Shak. Return. Barrow.] [recours,

Fr.] _Application, as for help or protection ;
resort.

IRE-COURSE', rre-k5rs') v. n. To return. Fox.

fRE-c5uRSE'FUL, a. Moving alternately. Drayton.
RE-C&V'ER, (re-kuv'er) v. a. [recouvrer, Fr.

; recupero, L.]
[i. RECOVERED; pp. RECOVERING, RECOVERED.] To re-

store from sickness or disorder ; to repair ;
to regain ;

to

retrieve
;
to recruit; to get again.

RE-c6v'ER, v. n. To gain health or strength.
RE-c6V'ER,* v. a. To cover again. Blade.

RE-c6v'ER-A-BLE, a. [recoucrable, Fr.] That may be re-

covered
; possible to be regained.

RE-c6y'ER-A-BLE-Nfiss,* n. State of being recoverable.

Examiner.

RE-C&V'ER-ER,* n. One who recovers. Clarke.

RE-COV-ER-OR',* n. (Law) One who obtains a claim, in a
suit of common recovery, from the defendant or the re-

coveree'. Blackstone.

RE-COV'ER-Y, n. Act of recovering ; state of being recov-

ered ; restoration from sickness. (Law) The act of cut-

ting off an entail
;
act of obtaining any thing by trial of

law.

Rc'RE-ANT, o. [recreant, old Fr.] Cowardly; mean-spir-
ited

; apostate ;
false

;
faithless.

Rc'RE-ATE, v. a. [recreo, L.l
[i.

RECREATED
; pp. RECRE-

ATING, RECREATED.] To refresh after toil
;
to amuse or

divert
;
to delight ;

to gratify ;
to relieve

;
to revive.

REC 'RE-ATE, v. n. To take recreation. L. Addison.

RE-CRE-ATE', v. a. To create anew. Donne.

REC-RE-A'TIQN, n. Act of recreating; relief after toil or

pain; amusement in sorrow or distress; refreshment;
amusement; diversion; entertainment; sport; pastime.

RE-CRE-A'TION,* n. Act of recreating ;
a new creation.

Walker.

REC'RE-A-TIVE, a. Serving to recreate ; refreshing; giv-

ing relief after labor or pain ; amusing ; diverting.

REC'RE-A-TIVE-LV, ad. With recreation ;
with diversion.

REC'RE-A-TIVE-NESS, n. The quality of being recreative.

REC'RE-MENT, n. [recrementum, L.] Dross ; spume ;
su-

perfluous matter cast off.

Rfic-RE-MENT'AL, a. Drossy ;
recrementitious ; refuse.

Rfic-RE-MEN-Tji"TIOVS, (-tlsh'us) a. Drossy ; spumy; con-

sisting; of refuse. Boyle.

RE-CRtM'l-NATE, v. n. [rccriminer, Fr.
;
re and criminor,

L.] [i. RECRIMINATED; pp. RECRIMINATING, RECRIMINA.T-
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ED.] To criminate or reproach mutually ; to return one
accusation with another.

RE-CRlM'i-NATE, v. a. To accuse in return.

RE-cRlM-i-NA'TiQN, n. [Fr.] Act of recriminating; return
of one accusation with another.

RE-CRlM'l-NA-TlVE,* a. Returning crimination. Q.U. Rev.

RE-CRIM'I-NA-TQR, n. One who recriminates.

RE-CR!M'I-NA-TC-RY, o. Retorting accusation. Burke.
tRiJ-CRu'DEN-CY, n. Recrudescency. Bacon.

fRE-CRU-DES'CEN-CY, n. [recrudescence, Fr.
; recrudesce,

L.] State of becoming sore again ; a sort of relapse.
Bacon.

tRE-cRU-DES'cENT, a. [recrudescens, L.] Growing sore or

painful again. Bailey.
RE-CRtttT', (re--kruf) v. a. [recruter, Fr.] [i. RECRUITED ;

pp. RECRUITING, RECRUITED.] To repair by new supplies ;

to supply an army with new men
;
to regain ;

to recover
;

to retrieve
;
to replace ;

to refresh.

RE-CRtflT', (re-krut') v. n. To raise new soldiers: to
receive new strength ; to grow again.

RE-cRtilT', (re-krut') n. Supply of any thing wasted: a

newly enlisted soldier.

RE-CRUIT'ER, n. One who recruits. Wood.

RE-CRUIT'MENT,* n. Act of recruiting. Smart. [R.J
REC'TAN-GLE, n. [rectangulus, L.J A right-angled paral-

lelogram ; any geometrical figure containing one or more
right angles.

REC'TXN-GLE, (rek'tang-gl) a. Rectangular. Browne.

REC'TXN-GLED, (rek'tang-gld) a. Rectangular.
Rfic-TAN'GV-LAR, (rek-tang'gu-l?r) a. Right-angled ;

hav-
ing one or more angles of ninety degrees.

REC-TAN'GV-LAR-LY, ad. With right angles. Browne.

REC-TAN'GU-LAR-NESS,* ) n . The quality of being rectan-

REC-TAN-GV-LAR'I-TY,* \ gular. Ash.

REC'TJ-FI-A-BLE, a. that may be rectified or set right.

REC-TI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] The act of rectifying or set-

ting right. (Math.) The finding of a right line equal to
a proposed curve. (C/tem.) The act of strengthening
and purifying spirituous liquors by repeated distillation.

REC'TI-FI-ER, n. One who rectifies
;
that which rectifies :

an instrument that shows the variation of the com-
pass.

Rc'Tj-FY, v. a. [rectifier, Fr.
;
rectus and facio, L.] [i.

RECTIFIED
j pp. RECTIFYING, RECTIFIED.] To make

right ; to reform
;
to redress

;
to amend

;
to correct

; to
mend: to exalt and improve by repeated distillation;
to redistil.

REC-TJ-LIN'E-AL,* a. Bounded by right lines ; rectilinear.

Brande.

REC-TJ-LYN'E-AR, a. [rectus and linca, L.] Consisting of

right lines
; bounded by straight lines ; rectilineal.

REC-TI-LIN-E-AR'I-TY,* n. State of being rectilinear, or in

right lines. Coleridge.

REC-Ti-LlN'E-oDs, a. Rectilinear. Ray. [R.J
REC'TI-TUDE, n. [rcctitudo, L.] State of being right;

straightness, not curvity ; freedom from moral curvity
or obliquity; uprightness; right judgment; due delibera-
tion and decision.

REC'TO,* n. (Law) A writ of right. Whishaw.
REC'TQR, n. [recteur, Fr.

; rector, L.] [Ruler ; governor.

Hale.] A clergyman who has the care and charge of a
parish church : the head of a literary seminary.

REC'T2-RATE,* n. The office of rector. Wm. Howitt.

REC-TO'RI-AL, a. [rectoral, Fr.] Relating to a rectory or
rector.

REC'TQR-SHIP, n. The rank or office of rector.

REC'TQ-RY, n. The benefice of a rector
;
the church of a

rector ;
the station, living, rights, and perquisites of a

rector
;
a rector's house

; parsonage.

tj[!c'TR?x,

8
'

j

* [rectrix, L.] Governess. B. Jonson.

REC'TUM,* n. (Jlnat.) The last portion of the large intes-

tines, terminating in the anus. Crabb.
REG' TVS IN CU'RI-A* [L.] (Law)

"
Right in court :

one who stands at the bar and no man objects against him,
on account of any offence. Hamilton.

REC-U-BA'TIC-N, n. [recubo, L.] Act of lying. Browne.

fRE-cuLE', v. n. [reculer, Fr.] To fall backward
; to recoil.

Barret.

JRE-CUMB', (re-kum') v. n. [recumbo, L.] To lean
; to re-

pose. Mien.

RE-CUM'BENCE, n. Act or posture of lying ; recumbency.
RE-CUM'BEN-CY, n. The posture or act of lying ; rest

;
re-

pose.

RE-COM'BENT, a, [recumbens, L.] Lying; leaning; reclin-

ing ; reposing ;
inactive

;
listless.

RE-CUM/BENT-LY,* ad. In a recumbent posture. Dr. Al-
len.

tRE-cu'pER-A-BLE,* a. Recoverable. Chaucer.

RE-CU'PER-ATE,* v. a. To recover; to regain. JV. Bid-
die. [R.]

tRE-cu-PER-A'TlQN, n. [recuperatio, L.] Recovery of a

thing lost. More.

RE-cO'pER-A-TlVE, a. Restorative
; recovering. Cockeram.

RJE-CU'PER-A-TQ-RY, a. Same as recuperaKoe. Bailey.
RE-CUR', v. n. [recurro, L.] [i. RECURRED ; pp. RECURRING,
RECURRED.] To come back to the thought ;

to revive in
the mind. [recourir, Fr.] To have recourse ; to resort ;

to occur or happen again.

fRE-cuRE', u. a. To recover from sickness or labor. Spen-
ser.

fRE-cURE', n. Recovery; remedy. Sackville.

JRE-CURE'LESS, a. Incapable of remedy. Bp. Hall.

RE-cOR'RENCE, n. Act of recurring ; return.

RE-CUR'REN-CY, n. Return ; recurrence.

RE-CUR'RENT, a. [recurrent, Fr.
; recurrens, L.] Returning

from time to time
; coming again. Harvey.

tRE-cuR'siQN, n. [recursus, L.] Recurrence. Boyle.
KE-CUR'VATE, v. a. [recurvatus, L.] [i. RECURVATED ; pp.
RECURVATING, REcuRVATED.] To bend back

; to recurve.

Pennant._
RE-CVR-VA'TIQN, n. Act of recurvating ; flexure back-
wards.

RE-CURVE', v. a. [recurvo, L.] To bow or bend back. Cock-
eram.

RE-CUR'VI-TY, n. A bending or flexure backwards.
RE-CUR'VOVS, a. [recurvus, L.j Bent backwards. Derham.
||RE-cu'AN-cY. re. The tenets or practice of a recusant

;

nonconformity. Coke.

||RE-CU'ANT, or REC'V-ANT, [re-ku'zant, P. J. E. Ja.
R. Wb.j rek'ku-zant, S. K. Sm.; re-ku'zant or rek'ku-

zant, W.~\ n. [recusans, L.] (English history) One of those
who refused to acknowledge the king's supremacy as
head of the church, chiefly Catholics : a nonconformist.

||RE-cu'ANT, a. Relating to or implying recusancy.
REC-V-A'TI9N, ?i. [fRefusal. Cotgrave.] (Law) Act of

recusing a judge ;
that is, of requiring him not to try a

cause in which he is supposed to be personally interested.

RE-CUE', v. a. [recuser, Fr.; recuso, L.] (Law) To re-

fuse ; to challenge that a judge shall not try a cause.

Digby. [R.]

RE-CUS'SIC-N,* (re-kush'un) n. Act of beating back. Maun-
der.

RED, a. Having the color which is like blood, the varie-
ties of which are scarlet, vermilion, crimson, &c.

RED, n. Red color
;
one of the primitive colors.

E-DlcT', v. a. [redactus, L.J To force ;
to reduce into

form. Drummond.
RE-oXc'TiQN,* re. Act of digesting or reducing to form.

Ed. Mag. [R.]

RE'DAN,* n. (Fort.) A kind of rampart placed in advance
of the principal works to defend the least protected parts.
Brande.

RED'-ANT,* n. A small species of ant. Booth.

fRE-DAR'GVE, v. a. [redargue, L.] To refute. Hakewill.

JRED-AR-GU'TIQN, 7i. [redargutio, L.] A refutation. Ba-
con.

RfiD'-BicKED,* (-bakt) a. Having a red back. Pennant.

RED'-BAY,* n. A species of American bay or laurel. Farm.

Ency.
RED'-BER-RJED, a. Bearing red berries

; as, the red-berried

shrub cassia.

RED'-B'iRD,* re. A bird of a red color. Blackmore.

RD'-BOOK,* (-buk) n. The name given to a book contain-

ing the names of all the persons in the service of the Brit-

ish government. Brande.

RED'BREAST, n. A bird, so named from the color of its

breast.

RED'-BREAST-ED,* a. Having a red breast. Pennant.

RED'-BUL>,* n. The Judas tree. Farm. Ency.
RED'-CAP,* n. A spectre with long teeth, supposed to

haunt old houses in Scotland. Jamieson.

RED'-CAP,* n. A name of a species of goldfinch. Booth.

RED'-CHALK,* (-chavvk) re. Chalk of a red color. Smart.
RED'-CHEEKED,* (-chekt) a. Having red cheeks. Lee.

RED'COAT, n. An English soldier, in contempt.
RED'-COAT-ED,* a. Having a red coat. Scott.

RED'DEN, (red'dn) v. a.
[i. REDDENED

; pp. REDDENING,
REDDENED.] To make red. Dryden.

RED'DEN, (red'dn) v. n. To grow red. Dryden.
RED-DEN'DUM,* [L.

" To be yielded."] (Law) A term
used in a deed, whereby the grantor reserves something
new to himself, out of what he had before rented. Bouvier.

RED'DISH, a. Somewhat red
; inclining to red.

RED'DJSH-NESS, re. Tendency to redness. Boyle.

RED-Di"TlQN, (red-dish'yn) n. [reddition, Fr., from reddo,

L.] Restitution
;
a rendering ; explanation ; representa-

tion. Milton.

RED'DI-TIVE, a. [redditivus, L.] Answering; render-

RED'DLE, re. (Min.) A soft, argillaceous mineral, deeply

tinged with red by oxide of iron ; red chalk.

fREDE, n. Counsel
;
advice. Spenser. See READ.

REDE_,JJ. a. To advise. Burns. See READ.

RE-DEEM', v. a. [redimo,!^.] [i.
REDEEMED ; pp. REDEEM-

ING, REDEEMED.] To ransom j
to relieve from forfeiture

or captivity by paying a price ;
to rescue ;

to recover
;
to

recompense; to compensate; to make amends for; to
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pay the penalty of: to recover from sin and its conse-

quences.
RE-DEEM'A-BLE, a. That may be redeemed

;
recoverable.

RE-DEEM'A-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being redeemable.

RE-DEEM'ER, n. One who ransoms or redeems
;
a ransom-

er : the Savior of the world.

RE-DE-LIB'ER-ATE, v. a. To reconsider. Cotgrave.
RE-DE-LIV'ER, v. a. To deliver again or back. Ayliffe.

RE-DE-LIV'ER-Y, n. A second or new delivery.
RE-DE-M.JND', v. a. To demand back or again. Addison.

RE-DE-MIE',* v. a. [i. REDEMISED ; pp. REDEMISING, RE-

DEMISED.] (Law) To regrant lands before demised for a

long time
; to convey back. Whishaw.

RE-DEMP'TIQN, (re-dem'shun) n. [Fr. ; redemptio, L.] The
act of redeeming ;

state of being redeemed ;
ransom ;

release: the recovery of mankind by the mediation of
Christ.

RE-DEMP'TIQN-A-RY,* n. One who is redeemed, or set at

liberty, by paying a compensation. Hakluyt.
RE-DEMP'TIQN-ER,* n. A foreign emigrant, who sells

his services for a term of time to pay for his passage from

Europe to America. J. Boucher.

RE-DEMP'TIVE,* (re-dem'tjv) a. Relating to or implying
redemption. Coleridge.

RE-DEMP'TQ-RIST,* (re-dem'to-rlst) n. One of a monastic

religious order, founded in 3732, at Naples, by Lignori,
and sometimes called Lignorists. Brande.

RE-DEMP'TQ-RY, (re-dem't9-re) a. Redeeming; paid for

ransom. Chapman.
RE-DE-SCEND', v. n. To descend again. Howell.

RED'EYE,* (rSd'l) n. (Ich.) A sort of carp with red fins.

Crabb.

RED'GUM, n. A disease incident to children newly born :

a disease in grain ;
a kind of blight.

RED'-HAIRED,* (-hard) a. Having red hair. Orton.

RED'HEAD-ED,* a. Having a red head. Goldsmith.

RED-H}-B!"TIQN,* (red-he-bish'un) n. (Law) The avoid-
ance of a sale on account of defect in the thing sold.

Bouvier.

RED'HOT, a. Heated to redness
; very hot.

RE-DJ-GEST',* v. a. To digest again. Good.

RE-DIN'TE-GRATE, v. a. [redintegro, L.] To restore; to

make new. B. Jonson. [R.] [Bacon.
tRE-DlN'TE-GRATE, a. Restored

;
renewed

;
made new.

KE-DlN-TE-GRA'TlQN, n. Renovation
; restoration.

(Chem.) The restoring of a mixed body, whose form
has been destroyed, to its former state.

RE-DIS-BURSE', (-blirs') v. a. To repay. Spenser.
RE-DJS-c6v'ER,* v. a. To discover a second time. Salmon.

RE-DIS-POE', v. a. To adjust or dispose anew. A. Baxter.

RE-DIS-SEIZE',* (-sez') v. a. (Law) To disseize anew. Coke.

RE-DIS-SEI'ZIN,* n. (Law) A disseizin made by one who
before was found to have disseized the same man of his

lands or tenements, for which a special writ lay, called a
writ of redisseizin. Crabb.

RE-DJS-SEI'ZQR,* n. One who disseizes again. Blaclcstone.

RE-DI-SOLVE',* v. a. &, n. To dissolve or melt again. Boyle.
R-Dls-TRlB'VTE, v. a. To distribute anew. Cotgrave.
RE-DJ-VIDE',* v. a. To divide again. Bp. Hall.

RED-LEAD', (-led) n. The red oxide of lead, used as a pig-
ment; an oxide intermediate between the protoxide and
peroxide of lead

; minium.
RED'-LEGGED,* (-legd) a. Having red legs. HiU.

RED'-LET-TERED,* (-terd) a. Printed with red letters.

Savage.
RED'LY, ad. With redness. Cotgrave.
RED'-MINT,* n. A species of mint. Booth.

RED'NESS, n. The quality of being red. Browne.

RED'Q-LENCE, \
n. Quality of being redolent ; sweet

RED'Q-LEN-CY, | scent; odor.

RED'Q-LENT, a. [rcdolens, L.] Diffusing an odor, smell,
scent, or savor ; odoriferous

;
sweet of scent.

RE-DOUB'LE, (re-dub'bl) v. a. [redoubler, Fr.] [i. REDOUB-
LED ;pp. REDOUBLING, REDOUBLED.] To increase by doub-
ling ; to repeat in return, or often.

RE-DOUB'LE, (re-dub'bl) v. n. To become twice as much.
RE-DOOBT', (re-dbut') n. [redoute, Fr.

; ridotto, It.] (Fort.)
An outwork

; a work intended to fortify a military posi-
tion ; a fortress.

RE-DOUBT'A-BLE, (re-dbQt'a-bl) a. [redoutable, Fr.] For-
midable; terrible to foes

; terrible; dreadful. Pope.
RE-DOUBT'ED, a. [redoutd, Fr.] Formidable. Spenser.
RE-DOUND', v. n. [redundo, L.] [i. REDOUNDED

; pp. RE-
DOUNDING, REDOUNDED.] To be sent back, as a wave, by
reaction

;
to conduce in the consequence ;

to proceed in
the consequence ; to contribute

;
to tend.

RED'POLE,* n. (Ornith.) A sort of finch ; a species of lin-

net. Crabb.

RED'POLL,* n. Same as redpole. Booth.

RE-DRESS', v. a. [redresser, Fr.] [i. REDRESSED
; pp. RE-

DRESSING, REDRESSED.] To set right ; to amend
;
to recti-

fy ;
to correct ;

to repair ; to relieve ; to remedy ;
to ease.

RE-DRESS', n. Relief; remedy ; amends; reparation ; com-
pensation for injury ;

remuneration.

RE-DRESS'ER, n. One who redresses or affords relief.

RE-DRES'SIVE, a. Affording remedy. Thomson. [R.]
RE-DRESS'LESS, a. Without redress or relief. Sher-

wood. [R.]

RE-DRESS'MENT,* n. Act of redressing. Jefferson. [R.]
RED'-ROOT,* n. A worthless weed

; stoneweed : New
Jersey tea : a plant ; puccoon root, turmeric, or Indian
paint. Farm. Ency.

RED-SEAR', (red-ser') v. n. To break or crack under the
hammer, as iron when redhot. Mozon.

RED'SHXNK, n. A name of contempt, formerly given to the
Scotch Highlanders. Spenser. A bird. Ainsworth.

RED'-SNOW,* n. Snow having a red tinge. Scoresby. (Bot.)An arctic plant or fungus ; uredo nivalis. Hamilton.

RED'START, n. A bird resembling the robin-redbreast.

RED'STREAK, n. A kind of apple ; cider made of it.

RED'TAIL, n. A bird
;
same as the redstart.

RED'-TAILED,* (-laid) a. Having a red tail. Pennant.

RED'-TA-PJST,* n. One employed in a public office, who
binds parcels with tape. QM. Rev.

RED'THROAT-ED,* a. Having a red throat. Pennant.

RED'TSP,* 71. A common species of valuable grass. Farm.
Ency.

RE-DUCE', v. a. [reduco, L.] [i. REDUCED ; pp. REDUCING,
REDUCED.] To bring back

; to bring to the former state
;

to bring into a state of diminution; to degrade; to sub-
due ;

to diminish
;
to lower

; to curtail
;
to shorten.

(Arith.) To bring or change from a higher to a lower, or
from a lower to a higher, denomination or state. To
reclaim to order : to subject to a rule

;
to bring into a

class
; as, the variations of language are reduced to rules

;

insects are reduced to tribes.

RE-DUCE'MENT,TI. Act of reducing; reduction. Bacon.[R.~\
RE-DU'CENT,* n. That which reduces. Good.

RE-DUC'ER, n. One who reduces.

RE-DU'CJ-BLE, a. That may be reduced. South.

RE-DU'CI-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being reducible. Boyle.
fRE-DUCT', v. a. [reductus, L.l To reduce. Warde.

RE-DUCT', n. (Arch.) A quirfc, or a little place, taken out
of a larger, to make it more uniform and regular. Cham-
bers.

RE-DUC'TI-O ZD AB-sVu'DVM* (re-duk'she-5-) [L.]
(Logic) A species of argument which proves not the

thing asserted, but the absurdity of whatever contra-
dicts it. P. Cyc.

RE-DUC'TIQN, n. [Fr.] The act of reducing ; state of be-

ing reduced
;
diminution. (Arith.) The changing of

quantities from one denomination to another, or of

bringing them to one denomination (Chem.) The
process of converting a metallic oxide into metal, by
expelling its oxygen.

RE-DUC'TJVE, a. [reductif, Fr.] Having the power of re-

ducing.
RE-DUC'TJVE, n. That which has power to reduce. Hale.

RE-DOc'T}VE-LY, ad. By reduction
; by consequence.

RE-DUN'DANCE,
j

n. [redundantia, L.] State of being re-

RE-DUN'DAN-cy,J (lundaiit
; excess; superabundance;

exuberance ;
diffuseness.

RE-DRN'DANT, a. [redundans, L.] Superabundant ;
exu-

berant
; superfluous ;

excessive ;
diffuse

; using too many
words or images.

RE-DUN'DANT-LY, ad. Superfluously ; superabundantly.
RE-DU'PLJ-CATE, v. a. [i. REDUPLICATED;^. REDUPLI-

CATING, REDUPLICATED.] To double
;

to double again.
Pearson.

RE-DU-PLI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of doubling. (Rhet.) A fig-

ure by which a verse ends with the same word with
which the following begins.

RE-DU'PLJ-CA-TIVE, a. [reduplicatif, Fr.] Double
;
doub-

iing again. Watts.

RE-DU'PLI-CA-TJVE,* n. A reduplicative word. Philosoph-
ical Museum.

RED'W!NG, n. A bird
;
a sort of thrush.

RED'WINGED,* (-wingd) a. Having red wings. Blackmore.

REE, v. a. To riddle ; to sift. Mortimer. [Local, Eng.]
REE,* ?i. A small Portuguese copper coin. Crabb.

REE'BSK,* 7i. (Zool.) A species of antelope; rheebok.
P. Cyc.

RE-EH'O, (re-k'6) v. n. [i. REECHOED ; pp. REECHOING,
REECHOED.] To return an echo ;

to echo back.

E-EH'o,* (re-ek'6) n. An echo returned or sent back.

Browne.

|R_EECH'y, a. Smoky; sooty; sweaty; reeky. Shak.

REED, n. A common name of many aquatic plants, which
have a hollow, knotted stalk ; a cane : a small pipe, ori-

ginally made of a reed : a part of a loom which resem-
bles the teeth of a comb : an arrow, as made of a reed.

REED'ED, a. Covered or furnished with reeds.

REED'EN, (re'dn) a. Consisting of reeds. Dryden.

REED'-GRAss, 71. A plant; bur-reed; canary-grass.

RE-ED-I-FI-CA'TIQN, 71. [retdification, Fr.] Act of rebuild-

ing ;
state of being rebuilt

;
a new edification.

RE-ED'I-FY, v. a. [recdifier, Fr.] To edify again ;
to re-

build. Spenser.
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REED'ING,* n. (Arch.*) A number of beaded mouldings
united together, as in chimney jambs, wooden pilasters,
common picture-frames, &.c. Francis.

REED'L^SS, a. Being without reeds. May.
REED'MACE,* n. A plant that grows near water. Booth.

REED'P!PE,* n._ A musical pipe made of reed. Jodrell.

REED'-SPXR-ROW,* n. A bird living among reeds. Pen-
nanit.

REED'Y, _ Abounding with reeds. Blackmore.

REED'Y-TONED,* (-tond) a. (Mas.) Noting a voice that is

somewhat thick, or partakes of the tone of a reed. Crabb.

REEF, n. [D.] (Naut.) A certain portion of a sail which,
by eyelet-holes, can be so drawn together as to reduce the
surface of the sail. [riff, Ger.] A chain of rocks in the
ocean lying near the surface of the water. Wallis.

REEF, v. a.
[i. REEFED ;pp. REEFING, REEFED.] (Naut.) To

diminish or reduce the surface of the sails, by taking in
one or more of the reefs, on the increasing of the wind.

REEK, n. [reac, Sax.] Smoke ; steam ; vapor. Scott. [reke,
Ger. A pile of corn cr hay, commonly pronounced rick.

Dryden.]
REEK, v. n.

[i. REEKED ; pp. REEKING, REEKED.] To smoke
;

to steam
;
to emit vapor. Shak.'

REEK'Y, a. Smoky; tanned
;
black ; dark. Shak.

REEL, n. A turning frame, upon which yarn or thread is

wound into skeins from the spindle : an angler's imple-
ment to wind his line on : a lively Scotch dance.

REEL, v. a.
[i.

REELED
; pp. REELING, REELED.] To gather

yarn off the spindle.

REEL, T. n. [rollen, D ; ragla, Swed.] To stagger ;
to in-

cline, in walking, first to one side and then to the other;
to totter : to wind in dancing with constant circles.

RE-E-LECT',* v. a. To elect again ;
to rechoose. Junias.

RE-E-LEC'TIQN, n. A repeated election.

RE-EL'E-VATE,*V. a. To elevate again. Coleridge.
RE-EL'I-GI-BLE,* a. Capable of being reflected. Knowles.

REEL'ING,* n. A vacillating walk
;
a staggering. Cowper.

REEM,* n. A quadruped. Young-.
RE-EM-BARK',* v. a. & n. To embark again. Belsham.

RE-EM-BXT'TLE, v. a. To range again in battle array. Mil-
ton.

RE-EM-BSp'Y,* v. a. To embody again. Ash.

RE-EM-BRACE',* v. a. To embrace again. Young.
RE-E-MERGE',*?J. 7i. To emerge again. Potter.

RE-EN-XCT', v. a. To enact anew. Arbuthnot.

RE-EN-COUR'AGE-MENT,* n. Renewed encouragement.
Browne.

RE-EN-DONY',* v. a. To endow again. Jodrell.

RE-EN-FORCE', 77. a. [i. REENFORCED ; pp. REENFORCING,
REENFORCED.] To enforce anew

;
to strengthen with new

assistance or support. Shak.

RE-EN-FORCE'MENT, n. Act of reenforcing ; supply of
new force

;
fresh assistance ; new help.

RE-EN-GAGE',* v. a. To engage again. Scott.

RE-EN-GA^E'MENT,* n. Renewed engagement. Ash.

RE-EN-GRAVE',* v. a. To engrave again. Jodrell.

RE-EN-JOY', v. a. To enjoy anew, or a second time. Pope.
RE-EN-KIN'DLE, v. a. To enkindle anew. Bp. Taylor.
RE-EN-LIST',* v. a. To enlist again, or a second time. Ency.
RE-EN-L!ST'MENT,* n. A repeated enlistment. Dr. Allen.

RE-EN-STXMP',* v. a. To enstamp anew. Tappan.
RE-EN'TER, v. a.

[i. REENTERED; pp. REENTERING, REEN-
TERED.] To enter again ;

to enter anew. Milton. (En-
graving) To deepen the incisions of a plate, which are not

sufficiently^ bitten in by aqua-fortis.

RE-EN-THRONE', v. a. To replace in a throne. Southern.

RE-EN'TRANCE,TI. The act of entering again. Hooker.

RE-EN'TRY,* n. A renewed entry. Barry.
REER'MOUSE, n. A bat. See REARMOUSE, and REREMOUSE.
RE-ES-TXB'LISH, v. a. To establish again. Locke.

RE-ES-TXB'LISH-ER, n. One who establishes anew.
RE-ES-TXB'LJSH-MENT, n. Act of reestablishing ;

state of
being reestablished

;
a new establishment.

RE-ES-TATE', v. a. To reestablish. Wallis. [R.]
REEVE, n. A steward

;
a peace-officer. It is used in com-

position ; as, borough-reeue, port-reeue, &c. Dryden.
RE-EX-XM-I-NA'TIQN,* n. Renewed examination. Maunder.
RE-EX-XM'INE, v. a. To examine anew.
RE-EX-CHANGE',* v. a. To exchange again. Smart.

RE-EX-CHAN?E',* n. A second exchange. Bouvier.

RE-EX-PORT',* v. a. To export again ;
to export what has

been imported. Smith.

RE-EX-PQR-TA'TIQN,* n. Act of reexporting. Smith.

fRE-FECT', v. a. [rcfectus, L.] To refresh
; to restore after

hunger. Browne.

RE-FEC'TION, n. [refection, Fr.] A repast; a spare meal;
refreshment after hunger or fatigue. Browne.

RE-FEC'TIVE,* a. Tending to refresh
; restorative. Smart.

RE-FEC'TQ-RY, [re-fek'tur-e, P.E.Ja.K. Sm. R. Wb. Wares,
Todd, Rees; ref 'ek-tur-e, S. J. F.: re-fek'tur-e or ref 'ek-

tur-e, W.] n. [rcfectoire', Fr.] An apartment in which re-

freshment or meals are taken
;
an eating-room.

RE-FEL', v. a. [refe.llo, L.] To refute ; to repress. Shak. [R.]
RE-FER', v. a. [rcfero, L.

; referer, Fr.] [i. REFERRED
; pp.

REFERRING, REFERRED.] To direct to another for informa-
tion or judgment ; to send to ;

to betake to for decision
;

to reduce to
;
to reduce, as to a class.

RE-FER', v. n. To respect; to have or bear relation ; to al-

lude ; to hint ; to appeal.

REF'ER-A-BLE, a. That may be referred
;
referrible. More.

REF-?R-EE', n. One to whom some matter in dispute is re-

ferred, in order that he may settle it
;
an arbitrator.

REF'ER-ENCE, ?i. Act of referring ; relation
; respect ;

al-

lusion to
;
dismission to another tribunal : a trial or de-

cision by referees : act of referring, or a person referred

to, in order to establish credit.

REF-ER-EN'DA-RY, n. [rcferendus, L.] A referee. Bacon.

[referendarius, L.] An officer who delivered the royal an-
swer to petitions. Harmar.

REF-ER-EN'TIAL,* a. Relating to or having reference.

Smart.

REF-ER-EN'TIAL-LY,* ad. By way of reference. Smart.

tRE-FER'MENT, n. A reference. Abp. Laud.

RE-FER-MENT', v. a. To ferment anew. Blackmore.

RE-FER-MENT',* v. n. To ferment again. Maunder.

RE-FER'RER,* n. One who refers. Scott.

RE-FER'RI-BLE, a. That may be referred ; referable. Of-
ten written referable.

RE-FIG'VRE,* v. a. To figure or represent again. Milton.

RE-FILL',* v. a. To fill again. Browne.

RE-FIND', v. a. To find again. Sandys.
RE-FINE', v. a. [raffiner, Fr.] [i.

REFINED ; pp. REFINING,
REFINED.] To purify; to clear from dross; to make ele-

gant ;
to polish ; to make accurate.

RE-FINE', v. n. To improve in point of accuracy or delica-

cy ; to grow pure ; to affect nicety.

RE-FINED',* (re-find') p. a. Purified; polished; purej
delicate

; possessing refinement.

RE-FIN'ED-LY, ad. With refinement or affected elegance.

RE-F!N'ED-NESS, n. State of being refined
; purity. Barrow.

RE-FINE'MENT, n. Act of refining; state of being refined;

purity ; polish ;
affectation of nicety ;

cultivation ; improve-
ment

;
civilization.

RE-FIN'ER, n. One who refines ; a purifier of metals.

RE-FIN'ER-Y,* n. A place for refining, as sugar. Smith.

RE-FIN'ING,* n. The employment of a refiner.

R-FlT'j v. a. [refait, Fr.
;
re and fit.] [i.

REFITTED ; pp. RE-

FITTING, REFITTED.] To fit or prepare anew ;
to repair ;

to

restore after damage.
RE-FIT'MENT,* n. Act of refitting. Ld. Ellenborough.

RE-Flx',* 'v. a. To fix again. Wollaston.

RE-FLECT', ?>. a. \reflecto, L.] [i.
REFLECTED ; pp. REFLECT-

ING, REFLECTED/) To throw back ;
to cast back.

RE-FLECT', v. n. To throw back light ;
to bend back : to

consider attentively ; to ponder ;
to think ;

to muse : to

throw reproach or censure
;
to bring reproach.

RE-FLECT'ENT, a. [reflectens, L.] Bending back
; flying

back. Dig-by.

RE-FLECT'ING,* p. a. Making reflection ;
considerate ;

thoughtful. Reflecting telescope, a telescope in which
the rays from the object to be viewed are first received on
a speculum, or reflecting surface, thence passing to anoth-
er speculum, and so to the eye. Crabb.

RE-FLECT'ING-LY,* ad. With reflection. Swift.

RE-FLEC'TION, n. Act of reflecting; a rebound of a body,
or of light, heat, or sound, from an opposing surface ;

that

which is reflected : thought thrown back upon the past,
-or the absent, or on itself; the action of the mind upon it-

self; attentive consideration
;
meditation ; cogitation :

reproach; censure.

RE-FLECT'IVE, a. Throwing back images: considering

things past ; musing : tending to reproach. Reflective
verb is one which returns the action upon the agent.

RE-FLECT'IVE-LY,* ad. In a reflective manner. Smart.

RE-FLECT'IVE-NESS,* ?t. duality of being reflective. EC.

Rev.

RE-FLECT'QR, n. He or that which reflects : a reflecting

telescope.

RE'FLEX, a. [reflezus, L.] Directed backward. Hale.

RE'FLEX, n. [fReflection. Hooker.] (Painting) The illu-

mination of one body by light reflected from another.

fRE-FLEX', v. a. To reflect. Shak.

RE-FLEX-i-BfL'i-Ty, Quality of being reflexiblo.

RE-FLEX'I-BLE, a. That may be reflected or thrown back.

fRE-FLEX'lVE, a. Reflective. South. See REFLECTIVE.

fRE-FLiix'lVE-LY, ad. Reflectively. South.

|R_E-FLOAT', (re-flof) 7i. Ebb; reflux. .BacoTi.

RE-FLO-RES'CE'NCE,* n. A reblossoming. London.

RE-FLOUR'ISH, (re-flur'jsh) v. n. To flourish anew. Milton.

RE-FLOW', (re-flo') v. n. [refluo, L.] To flow back or anew.
W. Browne.

RE-FLOw'ER,* v. n. To flowe' again. Butler.

REF'LU-ENCE, n. Same ns-r'Jluency. Da Bartas.

REF'LV-EN-CY, 71. State of rtowing back. W. Mountague.

REF'LU-ENT, a. [rcfluens, LJ Running back ; flowing back.

Arbuthnot.

RE'FLUX, n. [reflux, Fr.
; refluxus, L.] Backward course of

water. Milton.
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tRE-FO?'lL-LArE, v. a. [refodller, Fr.
j refocillo, L.] To

strengthen by refreshment. Aubrey.
tR_E-F69-?L-LA'TiON,n. Restoration of strength. Middleton.

RE-FQ-MENT', r. a. To foment or warm again. Cotgrave.
RE-FORM', v. a. [reformo, L.

; reformer, Fr.J [i. REFORMED ;

yp. REFORMING, REFORMED.] To change from worse to bet-

ter
;
to mend

;
to amend

; to correct
;
to improve ;

to rec-

tify ;
to restore.

RE-FORM', v. n. To pass by change from worse to better.

RE-FORM', n. [reforme, Fr.J A new form
;
reformation

;
a

change for the better
; a political reformation. Burke.

RE-FORM', v. a. To form anew. Oower.

REF-QR-MA'DO, n. [Sp.] A monk adhering to the refor-

mation of his order. Weever. An officer retained in a regi-
ment when his company is disbanded. B.Jonson.

REF-OR-MA'DO,* a. Penitent; reformed. Fenton.

fRE-FOR'MAL-iZE, v. 7i. To affect reformation. Loe.

REF-OR-MA/TION, n. [Fr.] Act of reforming; state of be-

ing reformed
; improvement ; amendment ;

correction
;
re-

form ; change from worse to better : the change of relig-
ion effected by Luther and others in the sixteenth century.

RE-FOR-MA'TION, ?t. The act of forming anew. Pearson.
RE-FORM'A-Tp-RY,* a. Relating to, or causing, reformation.
Maunder.

RE-FORMED',* (re-fdrmd') p. a. Changed for the better ;

amended: having renounced the doctrines of the Ro-
man Catholics, and embraced those of the Protestants

;

Calvinistic.

RE-FORM'ER, n. One who reforms: one who assisted in

the reformation of religion ; one belonging to a reformed
church : one who promotes or urges political reform.

RE-FORM'IST, n. One who reforms
; a reformer. Howell.

fRE-Fos'siQN, (re-fosh'un) n. [refossus, L.] Act of digging
up. Bp. Hall.

RE-Fot)ND', v. a. To found or cast anew. Warton.

RE-FOUND'ER,* n. One who refounds. Southey.
RE-FRXcT', v. a. [refractus, L.] [i. REFRACTED ; pp. RE-

FRACTING, REFRACTED.] To break or oppose the direct

course of, as rays of light ; to turn aside.

RE-FR.XC'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of refracting ; change of di-

rection. (Optics') The deviation of a ray of light from
its original path in entering a medium of different den-
sity.

RE-FRACT'IVE, a. Having the power of refraction.

RE-FRXC'TO-RJ-LY,* ad. In a refractory manner. Ash.

RE-FRXc'TO-Ri-NESS, n. State of being refractory.

RE-FRXC'TO-R, a. [refractaire, Fr.
; rcfractarius, L.] Ob-

stinate
; perverse 5 contumacious; unruly ; ungovernable.

RE-FRXc'TQ-RY, n. An obstinate person. Bp. Hall. [R.]

||REF'RA-GA-BLE, [ref'ra-ga-bl,
S. W. J. K. Sm. ; re-frag'-

a-bl or ref'ra-ga-bl, P.] a. \refragabilis, L.] Capable of
confutation

;
refutable. Bailey. [R.]

|]REF'RA-GA-BLE-NESS,* . State of being refragable. Ash.

RE-FRAIN', (re-fran') v. a. [refrener, Fr.
;
re and frtenum,

L.] ft. REFRAINED; pp. REFRAINING, REFRAINED.] To
hold back

;
to keep from action

;
to withhold.

RE-FRAIN', v. n. To forbear ; to abstain
;
to spare.

RE-FRAIN', n. [refrain, Fr.] The burden of a song or piece
of music

;
a kind of musical repetition. Mason.

fRE-FRAIN'MENT,* 7i. Act of refraining; abstinence.

Shaftesbury.

RE-FRAME', v. a. To frame or put together again.
RE-FRXN-Gi-BfL'i-TY, n. Quality of being refrangible ; the

disposition of the rays of light to be refracted or bent in

passing obliquely from one transparent body or medium
into another.

RE-FRXN'GI-BLE, a. Capable of being refracted.

RE-FRXN'GI-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being refrangible.
Ash.

fREF-RE-NA'TiON, n. Act of restraining. Cotgrave.
RE-FRESH', v. a. [refraischir, old Fr.] [i. REFRESHED ; pp.
REFRESHING, REFRESHED.] To recreate

;
to relieve or re-

vive after pain, fatigue, or want : to improve by new
touches any thing impaired : to renovate

; to renew :

to refrigerate ;
to cool.

fRE-FRESH', n. Act of refreshing. Daniel.

RE-FRESH'ER, n. He or that which refreshes. Thomson.
RE-FRESH'FOL,*a. Full of refreshment

; refreshing. Thom-
son.

RE-FRESH'ING, n. Relief after pain, fatigue, or want.
RE-FRSH'ING,*P. a. Affording refreshment

; reviving.
RE-FRESH'MENT, n. Act of refreshing; that which re-

freshes ;
relief after pain, want, or fatigue ;

rest
; food.

fRE-FRET', n. The burden of a song; refrain. Bailey.
RE-FRiG'ER-ANT, a. [Fr.] Cooling ; mitigating heat. Ba-

con.

RE-FRIG'ER-ANT, n. Something that cools, as a medicine
or drink.

RE-FRiG'ER-ATE, v. a. \ref-igcro, L.] [i. REFRIGERATED ;

pp. REFRIGERATING, REFRIGERATED.] To COOl. Bacon.

RE-FRIG-ER-A'TION, n. \refrig eratio, L.] Act of cooling;
state of being cooled.

RE-FRi'G'ER-A-TivE,* n. A cooling medicine. Scott.

RE-FRl^'ER-A-TlVE, a. \refrigeratif, Fr.
; refrigeratorius.

3 REG

L.] Cooling ; having the power to cool
; refrigeratory.

Ferrand.

RE-FRiG'ER-A-TOR,* n. A cooler
;
an apparatus for pre-

serving matters by means of ice
;
an apparatus to cool the

worts of a brew-house. Francis.

RE-FRIG'ER-A-TO-RY, n. Any thing that cools; that part
of a distilling vessel which is placed about the head of a
still, and filled with water to cool the condensing vapors ;

a refrigerator.

RE-FRIG'ER-A-TO-RY, a. Having a cooling quality; re-

frigerafive^ Scott.

\REF-RI-PE'RI-UM, n. [L.] Cool refreshment. South.

fREFT, p. from Reave. Deprived ;
taken away. Ascham.

REFT, n. A chink. See RIFT.

REF'UGE, (ref 'fuj) . [Fr. ; refugium, L.] A shelter from

any danger or distress
; protection ;

an asylum ;
a retreat

;

that which gives shelter
;
an expedient in distress

; expe-
dient in general.

fREF'UGE, v. a. [refugier, Fr.] To shelter; to protect. Shalt.

fREF'uGE, v. n. To take refuge. Sir J. Finett.

REF-V-GEE', n. [refagie, Fr.] One who flies to shelter or

protection ;
one who flees from religious or political per-

secution, in his own country, to take refuge in another.

Dryden.
RE-FuL'9ENCE, ) n. Brilliant light ; radiation of light ;

RE-FDL'^EN-CY, } splendor; brightness.

RE-FtJL'GENT, 'a. [refulgent, Fr. ; rcfulgens, L.] Emitting
light; bright; shining; glittering; splendid.

RE-FUL'GENT-LY, ad. In a refulgent or shining manner.

RE-FUND', v. n. [refundo, L.] [i. REFUNDED; pp. REFUND-
ING, REFUNDED.] To pour back ;

to repay what is received
j

to restore.

RE-F0ND',* v. a. To fund anew. D. Treadwell.

RE-FUND'ER, n. One who refunds or repays. Todd.

RE-FUR'NISH,* v. a. To furnish anew. Sir T. Elyut.

RE-FUS'A-BLE, a. That may be refused
;

fit to be refused.

RE-FU^AL, n. Act of refusing; rejection; denial of a re-

quest, petition, or demand
; denial : preemption ; right

of having or choosing before another
;
offer ; option.

tRE-F_0E', (re-fuz') n. A denial
;
refusal. Fairfax.

RE-FUE', (relfuz') v. a. [refuser, Fr.] [i. REFUSED; pp. RE-

FUSING, REFUSED.] To deny what is solicited or required;
not

J;o comply with
;
to decline

;
to reject.

RE-FUE', v. n. Not to accept ;
not to comply.

REF'OSE, [ref 'us, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; ref'fuz, S. P.

E.~\ n. [refus, Fr.] That which remains disregarded when
the rest is taken ; worthless remains

; dregs ; dross.

REF'USE, . Left when the rest is taken; worthless.

R?-FU$'ER, n. One who refuses.

RE-FU'^IQN,* ?i. A renewed fusion ; restoring. Warburton

RE-FU'TA-BLE, a. That may be refuted. See IRREFUTABLE.

tRE-Fu'TAL, n. Refutation. Diet.

REF-V-TA'TIQN, n. [refutatio, L.] Act of refuting; act of

proving false
;
contutation ; disproof.

RE-FU'TA-TQ-RY,* a. Relating to, or containing, refutation.

Abp._ Whately.
'

RE-FUTE', v. a. [refuto, L. ; refuter, Fr.] [i. REFUTED; pp.

REFUTING, REFUTED.] To prove false or erroneous; to

confute
;
to disprove.

RE-FUT'ER, 71. One who refutes. Bp. Hall.

RE-GAIN', v. a. [reo-agner, Fr.] [i.
REGAINED

; pp. REGAIN-

ING, REGAINED.] To recover ;
to gain or get anew.

RE'GAL, a. [regale, Fr. ; regalis, L.] Relating to a king ;

royal ; kingly.

fRE'GAL, n. [regale, Fr.] A musical instrument; a sort of

portable organ. Bacon.

RE-GA'LE, n. [L.] pi. RE-GA'LI-A. A royal prerogative

ensign. See REGALIA.
RE-GALE', v. a. [regalcr, Fr.] [i.

REGALED ; pp. REGALING,

REGALED.] To refresh; to entertain ;
to gratify; to feast.

RE-GALE', v. n. To feast; to fare sumptuously. Shenstone.

RE-GALE', n. An entertainment
;
a regalement. [R.]

RE-GALE'MENT, n. Refreshment ;
entertainment ;

a treat.

Phillips.

RE-GA'LI-A, n. pi. [L.] The privileges, prerogatives, and

rights of a sovereign ; ensigns of royalty.

RE-GXL'I-TY, n. [regalis, L.] State of being regal ; royalty ;

sovereignty ;
an ensign of royalty.

RE'GAL-LY, ad. In a regal manner. Milton.

RE-GARD',' v. a. [regarder, Fr.] [i.
REGARDED ; pp. REGARD-

ING, REGARDED.] To value
;
to attend to, as worthy of

notice ;
to esteem ;

to respect : to observe ;
to remark ;

to mind
;

to heed
;
to pay attention to : to have rela-

tion to.

RE-GARD', n. Attention ; esteem ; respect ; reverence
;

concern
;
care

;
note ;

eminence ;
account ;

relation
; ref-

erence ; look. [Matter demanding notice. Spenser.]

jRE-GARD'A-BLE, a. Observable; worthy of notice. Ca-

RE-GAR'DANT,* a. Watching. (fler.) Looking behind.

Crabb.

RE-GARD'ER, n. One who regards, [f Anciently, an officer

or overseer of the forests of England. Howell.]

RE-GARD'FOL, a. Attentive ; taking notice of. HaywardRE-FRiG'ER-A-Ti'VE, a. \refrigeratif, Fr.
; refrigeratorius. RE-GARD'FOL, a. Attentive ; taking notice of. Hayward
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,
ad. Attentively : heedfully ; respectfully.

RE-GARD'iNG,*pre/>. Having regard to ; respecting. Hiley.

RE-GARD'LESS, a. Heedless; negligent ;
inattentive. [Not

regarded ; slighted. Spectator.]

RE-GARD'LESS-LY, ad. Carelessly ;
without heed.

RE-GARD'LESS-NESS, n. Heedlessness
;
inattention.

R-GXTH'ER,* v. a. To gather or collect anew. Hakluyt.
RE-GAT' TA, n. [It.] A boat-race for public amusement.

Rf'GEL,* or Ri'GEL,* n. (Astron.) A star of the first

magnitude, constituting the left heel in the constellation

Orion. Brande.

RE'GEN-CY, (re'jen-se) n. The government of a regent;
the office or jurisdiction of a regent; rule; vicarious

government: a collective body administering the gov-
ernment ; as,

" The regency transacted affairs in the

king's absence." Johnson.

RE-GEN'ER-A-CY, n. State of being regenerate. Hammond.
RE-GEN'ER-ATE, v. a. [regenero, L.j ft. REGENERATED;
pp. REGENERATING, REGENERATED.] "I O produce anew J

to cause to be born anew
;
to renew, as to the affections.

RE-GEN'ER-ATE, a. [regeneratus, L.] Reproduced; regen-
erated ;

born anew by grace to a Christian life.

RE-GEN'ER-ATE-NESS, n. The state of being regenerate.

RE-GEN-ER-A'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of regenerating; state

of being regenerated ;
new birth

;
birth by grace unto

righteousness.
RE-GEN'ER-A-TlVE,*a. Producing regeneration. Coleridge.
RE 'GENT, n.

'

[regens, L.] One who exercises the powers
of a sovereign during the absence, incapacity, or minori-

ty of the sovereign : a ruler
;
one ruling for another :

an officer of high authority in a university ;
a governor;

a director: a subordinate officer in some American

colleges.

RE'GENT, a. [Fr. ; regens, L.] Ruling; exercising vica-

rious authority ; regnant.

RE'GENT-ESS, n. [regente, Fr.] A female regent. Cotgrave.
RE 'GENT-SHIP, n. The office of a regent ; regency. Shak.

RE-GfiR'Ml-NATE,*B.n. To germinate or bud anew. Bailey.

RE-GER-M'I-NA'TION, n. Act of sprouting again.

JRE-GEST', n. [regestum, L.] A register. Milton.

JREG'l-BLE, (rej'e-bl) a. Governable. Bailey.

REG-l-cT'DAL,* a. Belonging to a regicide. Warburton.

REG'i-clDE, n. [regicida, L.] The offence or crime of

murdering or slaying a king or sovereign ;
a murderer or

slayer of a king.

REG'I-CIDE,* a. Relating to the murder of a king. Burke.

REGIME,* (re-zhem') n. [Fr.] Government; rule. EC. Rev.

REG'i-MEN, n. [L.] (Med.) The method to be observed by
a patient with respect to diet ; regulation of diet or

food
;
diet. ( Gram.) The government of nouns by verbs,

and other words, which determine the case.

REG'I-MENT, n. [regiment, Fr.] [{Government ;, rule ;

authority. Hale.] A body of troops under the command
of a colonel.

REG'I-MENT,* . a. To form into regiments. A. Smith. [R.]

REG-I-MEN'TAL, a. Belonging to a regiment; military.

REG-J-MEN'TAL, n. pi. The military dress of a regiment.

RE'GION, (re'jun) n. [Fr. ; regio, L.] A tract of land ;

country; tract of space ; district; quarter; space: part
of the body ; place. [|Rank. Shak.]

REG'IS-TER, n. [registre, Fr.
; registrum, L.

;
a corruption

of regestum.] An account of any thing regularly kept; a
record ;

a catalogue ;
a list

;
a roll

;
a chronicle. [regis-

trarius, low L.] An officer whose business it is to write

and keep a register; a registrar. A plate or shutter of
iron in a stove, furnace, or chimney, to regulate the heat

or quantity of air to be admitted: a sliding board in

an organ by which the vents are opened or shut : a part
of a mould by which accuracy in casting is secured : a

regulation of the forms in printing, by which the lines of

pages, which are back to back, are adjusted: a con-
trivance for noting down or calculating the performance
of an engine, or the rapidity of a process.

REG'IS-TER, v. a. [registrer, Fr.] [i. REGISTERED; pp.

REGISTERING, REGISTERED.] To record
;
to enroll

;
to set

down in a list or register.

REG'is-TER-SHlP, 7?. The office of register. Abp. Laud.

REG'is-TRAR, n. [registrarius, law L.] One who writes

and keeps a register ;
a register.

REG'is-TRAR-siilP,* n. The office of registrar. Ed. Rev.

REG'JS-TRAR-Y, n. A registrar. Abp. Laud. [R.]

RE^-is-TRA'TlpN, n. Act of registering ; registry.

RE^'is-TRY, n. [registrum, L.] Act of registering; the

place where a register is kept: a series of facts record-

ed
;
a record ;

a register.

RE'&f-&8,* a. [L.] Royal; kingly. Regius professor is

a professor appointed by the king. Scudamore.

RE-filVE',* v. a. To give again. Young.
^REG'LE-MENT, (reg'gl-ment) n. [Fr.] Regulation. Bacon.

REG'LET, n. A ledge of wood by which printers separate
lines in pages. (Arch.) A flat narrow moulding ;

a fillet.

REG'NAN-CY,* n. The act of reigning; rule. Coleridge. [R.]

REG'NANT, a. [Fr.] Reigning; actually ruling; regent;

having regal authority ; predominant ; prevalent.

RE-GORGE', v. a. [re and gorge.] [i. REGORGED ; pp. RE-

GORGING, REGORGED.] To vomit up ; to throw back
; to

swallow eagerly. [re/orger, Fr.] To swallow back.

IRE-GRADE', v. n. [regredior, L.] To retire. Dr. Hales.

RE-GR^FT', v. a. To graft again. Bacon.

RE-GRiNT', v. a. To grant anew ; to grant back. Ayliffe.

RE-GRATE', v. a. [regrater, Fr.] [t. REGRATED
; pp. RE-

GRATING, REGRATED.] [fTo grate or offend. Derham.]
(Law) To buy provisions and sell again at or near the
same market; to enhance the price of; to forestall.

(Masonry) To take off the outer surface, &c., as of an
old hewn stone wall.

RE-GRA'TOR, n. [regratier, Fr.] (Law) One who regrates
or forestalls ;

one who buys and sells provisions or wares
at the same market ; an engrosser ; a huckster.

RE-GREET', v. a. To resalute
;
to greet a second time.

tRE-GREET', n. Return or exchange of salutation. Shak.

RE-GRESS', n. [regrds, Fr. ; regressus, L.] Passage back
;
a

return. Burnet.

|RE'GRESS, v. n. To go back : to return. Browne.

RE-GRES'SION, (re-gresh'un) 7i. Act of returning; return.

RE-GRES'SIVE,* a. Passing or going back. Smart.

RE-GRES'SIVE-LY,* ad. In a regressive manner. Johnson.

RE-GRET', n. [regret, Fr. ; greitnn, Goth.] Vexation or

grief on account of something past; grief; sorrow
; dis-

satisfaction.

RE-(JRT', v. a. [regretter, Fr.J [i. REGRETTED; pp. RE-

GRETTING, REGRETTED.] To grieve at; to lament; to bo

sorry for ;
to repent of.

RE-GRET'FI)L, a. Full of regret ; sorrowful. Fanshawe,

RE-GRET'FUL-LY, ad. With regret. Greenhill.

|RE-GUER'DON, v. a. To reward. Shak.

|RE-GUER'DON, n. Reward. Shak.

REG'U-LAR, a. [regulier, Fr.
; regularis, L.] Conformable

to rule ;
conformed to strict regulations ;

methodical
; or-

derly ;
exact

;
correct: instituted or initiated according

to established forms. (Oeom.) Having the sides or sur-

faces composed of equal figures or lines.

REG'U-LAR, n. [regulier, Fr.J
One in a monastery who

has taken the three vows of poverty, chastity, and obe-

dience : a soldier belonging to a permanent army.
REG-V-LAR'J-TY, n. [regularitd, Fr.] State or quality of

being regular; conformity to rule or regulations ;
certain

order ; method.

REG'U-LAR-IZE,* v. a. To make regular. Qw. Rev. [R.]

REG'U-LAR-LY, ad. In a regular manner; exactly.

REG'V-LATE, 'v. a. [regula, L.] [i. REGULATED
; pp. REGU-

LATING, REGULATED.] To adjust by rule or method
;
to

direct ;
to put in good order

;
to keep in order

;
to dis-

pose ;
to rule

;
to govern.

REG-U-LA'TIQN, n. Act of regulating ; method; state of

being regulated ;
effect of being regulated ; rule

; order.

REG'V-LA-TIVE,* a. Tending to regulate. Coleridge.

REG'U-LA-TQR, n. One that regulates ;
that part of a ma-

chine which produces uniform movement.

REG'U-LtNE,* a. Belonging to regulus. Smart.

REG'U-LIZE,* v. a. To reduce to regulus. Smart. [R.]

REG'V-LUS, n. [L. ; regale, Fr.] pi. L. REG'U-LI, Eng.
REG'u-LOs-ES, (Chem.) Pure metal freed from impuri-

ties, applied by the old chemists to some of the inferior

metals, as antimony, bismuth, &c. : antimony.
RE-GUR'GI-TATE, v. a. [re and gurgcs, L.] [i. REGURGI
TATED ; pp. REGURGITATING, REGURGITATED.] To tlirOW

back ; to pour back.

RE-GUR'GI-TATE, v. n. To be poured back. Harvey.

RE-GUR-GI-TA'_TIQN, 7^ Act of regurgitating ; re'ibsorption.

RE-HA-BIli'l-TATE, v. a. [re and habilitate ; rehabiliter,

Fr.] [t.
REHABILITATED J pp. REHABILITATING, REHA-

BILITATED.] To restore a delinquent to former rank,
privilege, or right; to qualify again ;

to reinstate. Chambers'.

RE-HA-BIL-I-TA'TION, n. (Law) Act of rehabilitating; a
reinstatement of a person in his former rights, which
have been forfeited or lost by judicial sentence.

RE-HEAR', v. a. ft. REHEARD; pp. REHEARING, REHEARD.]
To hear again. Chambers.

RE-HEAR'ING, n. A second hearing. Addison.

|

RE-HEARS'AL, (re-hers'al) n. Act of rehearsing; repeti-
tion: a recital in private, previous to public exhibition.

RE-HEARSE', (re-hers') v. a.
[i. REHEARSED; pp. REHEARS-

ING, REHEARSED.] To repeat; to recite; to relate; to

tell: to recite previously to public exhibition.

RE-HEARS'ER, (re-hers'er) n. One who rehearses.

RE-HIRE',* v. a. To hire again. Lord Mansfield.

REI'GLE, (re'gl) n. [reigle, old Fr., from regula, L.] A hol-

low or groove formed for any thing to run in : a rule.

Carew.

|REI'GLE-MNT,* n. A rule; a canon; a mark; regula-
tion

; a reigle. Bp. Taylor.

REIGN, (ran) v. n. [regno, L.
; rdgner, Fr.] [i. REIGNED ;

pp. REIGNING, REIGNED.] To enjoy or exercise sovereign

authority ; to rule as a king or sovereign ;
to be predomi-

nant
;
to prevail.

REIGN, (ran) 77. [regne, Fr.
; regnum, L.] Royal authority;

sovereignty; a king's government ;
time of a king's gov.
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eminent; kingdom; empire; dominion; power; influ-

ence.

KEIGN'ER, (ran'er) n. Oae who reigns. Sherwood.

REIGN'J'NG,* (rah'jng) p: a. Exercising sovereign power ;

ruling.

RE-IL-LU'MINE,* v. a. To illuminate anew. Cowper.
RE-IM-BOD'Y, v. n. To imbody again. See REEMBODY.
RE-JM-BURsi/, v. a. [rembourser, Fr.] [i. REIMBURSED ; pp.

REIMBURSING, REIMBURSED.] To repay ;
to repair loss or

expense by an equivalent.
RE-IM-BURSE'MENT, n. Act of reimbursing ; repayment.
RE-IM-BURS'ER, n. One who reimburses or repays.

RE-IM-BURS'I-BLE,* a. That may be reimbursed. Hop-
kins.

RE-IM-MERGE',* v. a. To immerge again. Jodrell.

RE-IM-PLANT', v. a. To implant or graft again. Bp. Taylor.

RE-IM-PPR-TUNE', v. a. To importune or entreat again.

RE-IM-POE',* v. a. To impose or place anew. Smith.

RE-IM-PO-I"TION,* (-zlsh'un) n. Act of reimposing.
Smith.

RE-IM-PREG'NATE, v. a. To impregnate anew. Browne.

RE-}M-PRSS',* v. a. To impress again. Johnson.

RE-JM-PRES'SION, (re-im-presh'un) n. A new impression.

Rf-lM-PRtNT', v. a. To imprint again. Spelman.
REIN, (ran) n. [rSne, Fr.] The strap or part of a bridle,

which extends from the horse's head to the driver's or

rider's hand; an instrument for curbing or restraining;
restraint

; government. To give the reins, to give li-

cense.

REIN, (ran) v. a. [i. REINED ;p;?. REINING, REINED.] To
govern by a bridle

;
to restrain

;
to control.

tREiN,* (ran) v. n. To obey the reins. Shak.

RE-IN-CENSE',* v. a. To incense or kindle anew. Daniel.

RE-JN-CITE',* v. a. To incite again. Lewis.

RE-JN-COR'PQ-RATE,* v. a. To incorporate anew. Jodrell.

RE-IN-CUR',* v. a. To incur again. Witherspoon.

REIN'DEER, (ran'der) n. [rennthier, G.] A species of

deer which has high horns, inhabits Lapland, and is

used for drawing sledges. P. Cyc. Sometimes written

raindeer and ranedeer.

REIN'DEER-MSSS',* n. A lichen, or Lapland moss, which
furnishes food for the reindeer. Booth.

REI'NEC-KE,* n. [Ger., The Fox.] A celebrated German
epic poem, in high repute in the latter part of the middle

ages. Brande.

RE IN-FEC'TA* [L.] "The affair or business not having
been done or accomplished." Scudamore.

RE-IN-FORCE',* n. (Artillery) That part of a gun nearest

to the breech. Brande. See REENFORCE.
RE-IN-FORM',* v. a. To inform again. Scott.

tRE-lN-FDND',* v. n. To flow in again. Swift.

R-IN-FU?E',* v. a. To infuse anew. Oldham.

RE-JN-GRA'T{-ATE, (re-jn-gra'she-at) v. a. To ingratiate

again.
RE-IN-HAB'IT, v. a. To inhabit again. Mede.

REIN'LESS, (ran'les) a. Without rein
;
unchecked.

REINS, (ranz) n. pi. [rencs, L.
; reins, Fr.] The kidneys;

the lower part of the back.

RE-JN-SERT', v. a. To insert again.
RE-IN-SP!RE', v. a. To inspire anew. Milton.

RE-JN-sptR'lT,* v. a. To inspirit again. Foster.

RE-IN-STALI/, v. a. [i. REINSTALLED
; pp. REINSTALLING,

REINSTALLED.] To install anew ; to put again in posses-
sion.

RE-IN-STATE', v. a. [i. REINSTATED ; pp. REINSTATING, RE-

INSTATED).] To instate or invest anew.
RE-JN-STATE'MENT,* n. Act of reinstating. Bp. Horsley.
RE-IN-STRUCT',* v. a. To instruct anew. Waterland.

RE-IN-SOR'ANCE,* (re-jn-shur'ans) n. Second insurance.

(Law) An insurance made by a former insurer in order
to protect himself, or his estate, from the risk of his
former insurance. Bourier.

RE-lN'TE-GRATE, v. a. [reintdgrer, Fr. ; re and integer,

L.J
To renew. Bacon. See REDINTEGRATE.

RE-IN-TE-GRA'TI_QN,* n. Act of reintegrating. Maunder.

RE-IN-TER'RO-GATE, v. a. To interrogate again. Cot-

grave.
RE-IN-THR5NE^, v. a. See REENTHRONE.
tRE-lN-THRON'iZE, v. a. To reenthrone. Howell.

RE-JN-TICE',* v. a. To intice again. Warner.

RE-IN-TRQ-DUCE',* v. a. To introduce again. JV. A. Rev.

RE-IN-TRQ-DUC'TION,* n. A repeated introduction. Black-
stone.

RE-IN-UN'DATE,* v. a. To inundate again. Caldwell.

RE-JN-VEST', v. a. To invest anew. Donne.

R-JN-vs'Tj-&ATE,* v. a. To investigate again. M.
Stuart.

RE-JN-VES-TI-GA'TIQN,* n. A repeated investigation.
Stuart.

RE-IN-VIG'QR-ATE,* v. a. To invigorate again. Smith.

RE-IN-VOLVE',* v. a. To involve anew. Milton.

REIS-EF-FEN'DI,* n. The title of one of the chief Turk-
ish officers of state. He is chancellor of the empire, and
minister of foreign affairs. Brande.

RE-IS'SV-A-BLE,* (re-Tsh'u-a-bl) a. That may be reissued
Jodrell.

RE-fs'sys,* (re-ish'u) v. a. &, n. To issue again. Jodrell.

|REIT, (ret) 71. Sedge or sea-weed. Bp. Richardson.

REIT'BOK,* n. (Zoo/.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
fRElT'ER, (rit'er) n. [reiter, Ger.] A rider; a trooper. See
RUTTER.

RE-IT'ER-ATE, v. a. [re and itero, L.
; rditerer, Fr.] [i. RE-

ITERATED
; pp. REITERATING, REITERATED.] To repeat

again and again.

RE-IT'ER-AT-ED-LY,* ad. By reiteration
; repeatedly. Phil.

Mag.
RE-IT-ER-A'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of reiterating; repetition.
RE-JECT', v. a. [rejecter, Fr.

; rejicio, rejectus, L.] [i.
RE-

JECTED ; pp. REJECTING, REJECTED.] To refuse
}

tO
throw away ; to dismiss without complying with the

proposal or accepting the offer
; to cast back

;
to cast off;

to decline
;
to repel ; to discard

;
to refuse.

RE-JECT'A-BLE, a. That may be rejected. Cotgrave.
fRE-jEC-TA'NE-ous, a. [rejectaneus, L.] Not chosen ; re-

jected. More.

RE-JECT'ED,*JP. a. Refused; cast off
; thrown aside.

RE-JECT'ER, n. One who rejects ; a refuser.

RE-JEC'TIQN, n. [rejectio, L.] The act of rejecting ;
refu-

sal
; repulsion.

tRE-jEc-Ti"Tiovs, (re-jek-tlsh'us) a. Implying rejection.
Cudworth.

RE-joICE', v. n. [rtjouir, Fr.] [i. REJOICED; pp. REJOIC-

ING, REJOICED.] To be joyful ; to feel joy or gladness ; to

joy ; to exult. [ful.

RE-jqtcE', v. a. To exhilarate
;
to gladden ;

to make joy-
,
n. Act of rejoicing. Browne.

,
n. One who rejoices.

G, n. Expression of joy ; subject of joy.

-LV, ad. With joy; with exultation. 'Sheldon.

RE-JOIN', v. a. [rejoindre, Fr.] [i. REJOINED
; pj?. REJOIN-

ING, REJOINED.] To join again ;
to meet one again.

RE-JOIN', v. n. To answer to an answer. Dryden.
RE-JOIN'DER, n. (Law) The fourth stage in the pleadings

of an action, being the defendant's answer to the plain-
tiff's replication ; an answer to a reply.

fRE-jotN'DER, v.'n. To make a reply. Hammond.
tRE-joi'N'DORE,* n. A joining again ; reunion. Shak.

RE-jolNT', v. a. To reunite the joints. Barrow. To fill up
the old joints of walls with fresh mortar.

fRE-jOLT', n. [rejaiUir, Fr.] Shock
;
succussion. South.

fRE-jOLT',* . a. To reverberate ; to rebound. Locke.

JRE-JOURN', (re-jurn') v. a. [reajourner, Fr.] To re'ad-

journ. Burton.

R-jCDGE',_p. a. To judge anew
; to reexamine.

RE-JU'VE-NATE,* ?>. a. To restore youth to
;

to make
young again. Ed. Reo.

RE-JU-VE-NES'CENCE, n. Renewal of youth. Chesterfield.

RE-JU-VE-Nfis'cEN-cy, n. [re and juoenescens, L.] Same
as rejuvenescence. Smith. [Mag.

RE-JU-VE-NES'CENT,* a. Becoming young again. Oent.

RE-IUN'DI,E, v. a. To kindle or set on fire again. Cheyne.

RE-LADE',* v. a. To lade anew
;
to load again. Pennant.

RELAIS,* (re-la') n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A narrow walk, four or

five feet wide, left without the rampart. Brande.

RE-LAND',* v. a. & n. To land again. Smith.

RE-LAPSE', v. n. [rclapsus, L.] [i. RELAPSED ; pp. RELAPS-

ING, RELAPSED.] To slip back; to slide or fall back; to

fall back into vice or error; to fall back, from a state of

recovery, to sickness.

RE-LAPSE', n. Act of relapsing ;
a falling back into vice,

error, or sickness
; regression ;

return to any state, f|A
relapser. J. Fox.]

RE-LAPS'ER, n. One who relapses. Bp. Hall.

RE-LATE', v. a. [relatus, L.] [i. RELATED; pp. RELATING,
RELATED.] To tell; to recite; to unfold

;
to recount ; to

detail ;
to describe

;
to narrate. [|To bring back : a Lat-

inism. Spenser.]

RE-LATE', v. n. To have reference, relation, or respect ;
to

belong ;
to pertain ;

to refer.

RE-LAT'ED,* p. a. Allied by kindred
;
connected ;

de-

clared ; told.

RE-LAT'ER, n. [relateur, Fr.] One who relates
;
a narrator.

(Law) A person who suggests or states facts.

RE-LAT'JNG,*P. a. Having relation or reference; belong-

ing ; respecting ; pertaining.

RE-LA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of relating ;
that which is re-

lated ;
recital

;
narrative ; narration ;

detail ;
account

;

respect; reference; regard: connection between one

thing and another : kindred ; alliance by blood or mar-

riage ;
a relative

;
kinsman ;

kinswoman.

RE-LA'TION-AL,* a. Having, or implying, relation. Ck. Ob.

RE-LA'TION-(ST,* n. A relative; relation. Browne. [R.]

RE-LA'TipN-SHiP,n. State of being related, either by birth

or marriage ;
connection ;

alliance.

REL'A-TiVE, a. [relativus, L. ; relatif, Fr.] Having rela-

tion ; respecting; belonging to; connected with: con-

sidered not absolutely, but as belonging to, or respect-

ing, something else.
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RL'A-T!VE, n. Relation; kinsman; a person related; a

thing related ; connection : a pronoun answering to an
antecedent.

REL'A-T|VE-LY, ad. In relation to something else.

REL'A-TIVE-NESS, n. The state of having relation.

REL-^-Tlv'i-Ty,* 7i. Relativeness. Coleridge. [R.]
RE-LA'TQR,* n. (Law) A rehearser ;

a teller. Bouvier.

RE-LA'TRIX,* n. (Law) A female who relates. Judge Story.

RE-LXx', v. a. [relazo, L.] [i. RELAXED; pp. RELAXING,
RELAXED.] To slacken

;
to remit ;

to make less severe,

rigorous, or tense
;
to loose

;
to mitigate ;

to ease j to di-

vert ; to unbend.

RE-LXx', v. n. To be mild ; to become remiss or careless.

fRE-LAX', n. Relaxation. Feltham.
RE-LXx'A-BLE, a. That may be relaxed. Barrow. [R.]

RE-LXX'ANT,* n. (Med.) A relaxing medicine. D
son.

REL-AX-A'TION, n. [relaxatio, L.] Act of relaxing ;
state

of being relaxed
; diminution of tension or restraint ;

re-

mission
;
abatement of rigor.

RE-LXx'A-TiVE, n. [relazatus, L.] That which relaxes. B.
Jonson.

RE-LXX'A-TIVE,* a. Tending to relax; relaxing. Oood.

RE-LAX'ING,* p. a. Remitting ; tending to relax or weaken.

RE-LAY', n. [relais, FT.] [Hunting-dogs, kept in readiness
to relieve others. B. Jonson.] Fresh horses on the road to

relieve others in a journey ;
a new supply.

RE-LEAS'A-BLE, a. Capable of being released. Selden.

RE-LEASE', (re-les') v. a. [relacher, relaxer, Fr.] [i. RE-
LEASED

; pp. RELEASING, RELEASED.] To set free ; to set

at liberty ;
to free from servitude, confinement, or obliga-

tion ; to let go ; to discharge ;
to dismiss.

RE-LEASE', n. [rel&che, Fr.] Act of releasing; a setting
free

;
dismission

; discharge ; liberation
;
relaxation of a

penalty ;
remission of a claim ; acquittance from a debt,

legajly signed ;
a legal method of conveying land.

RE-LEASE'MENT, n. Act of releasing; release. Milton. [R.]

RE-LEAS'ER, n. One who releases or sets free.

fREL'E-GATE, 77. a. [releguer, Fr.
; relego, L.] To banish.

Cotgrave.
JREL-E-GA'TIQN, n. [relegatio, L.] Exile

; judicial banish-
ment. Jlyli/e.

RE-LENT', v. n. [ralentir, Fr.] [i. RELENTED ; pp. RELENT-

ING, RELENTED.] To soften
;
to grow less rigid or hard

;

to yield ; to melt
; to grow less intense ; to soften in tem-

per; to grow tender; to feel compassion.
fRE-LENT', v. a. To slacken

;
to soften

;
to mollify. Spenser.

fRE-LENT', a. Dissolved
;
relented. Vulg. Hormanni.

fRE-LENT', n. Remission ; stay. Spenser.

RE-LENT'ING,* n. Act of softening; return of kindness.

RE-LENT'LESS, a. Unrelenting; unpitying; unmoved by
kindness, tenderness, or pity ;

cruel ; unmerciful.

RE-LENT'LESS-LY,* ad. In a relentless manner. Ed. Rev.

RE-LENT'_L_ESS-NESS,* n. State of being relentless. Millman.

RE-LES-SEE',* n. (Law) One to whom a release is execut-
ed. Blackstone.

RE-LES-SOR',* n. (Law) One who executes a release

to a relessee. Blackstone.

RE-LET',* v. a. To let again. QM. Rev.

REL'E-VAN-CY, n. State of being relevant. Bp. Burnet.

(Law) The evidence applicable to the issue joined.

(Scotch law) Sufficiency to infer the conclusion.

REL'E-VANT, a. [Fr.] Relieving ; lending aid
; affording

something to the purpose ; pertinent ; applicable. Charles I.

fREL-E-VA'TiQN, 71. [relevatio, L.] A lifting up. Bailey.

RE-Ll-A-BiL'i-TY,* n. State of confidence; trust. Cole-

ridged [Modern.]
RE-LI'A-BLE,* a. That may be confided in. Sir R. Peel.

RE-LI'ANCE, n. Act of relying; that which is relied on
;

trust; dependence; confidence; repose.

REL'IC, n. [reliquice, L.
; rcliquc, Fr.] That which remains

;

that which is left after the loss or decay of the rest
;
that

which is kept in memory of another. pi. The body or

remains of a deceased person : the remains of saints, or

of their garments, &c., which are held in veneration by
the Roman Catholic church.

tREL'ic-LY, ad. In the manner of relics. Donne.

REL'ICT, n. [relicta, L.J A woman whose husband is dead
;

a widow.
RE-LICT'ED,* p. a. (Law) Left uncovered, as land by the

retreat of the sea or of any water. Bouvier.

RK-LIC'TION,* n. (Law) An increase of land by a sudden
retreat of the sea or a river. Bouvier.

RE-LIEF', (re-lef) n. [relenimn, low L.
; relief, Fr.] Allevi-

ation of calamity, pain, or sorrow
;
that which frees from

pain or sorrow
;
succor

;
assistance

; remedy ; mitigation ;

redress: the raising or replacing of a sentinel: the

prominence of a figure or picture ; rilievo.

RE-LIEF'LESS,* a. Destitute of relief. Sacagc.
RE-LI'ER, n. One who places reliance.

RE-LI f:v'A-BLE, (re-]5v'a-bl) a. Capable of relief. Hale.

RE-LIEVE', (re-lev') v. a. [relevo; L.
; relever, Fr.] [i. RE-

LIEVED
; pp. RELIEVING, RELIEVED.] To ease pain or sor-

row
; to succor by assistance; to support; to assist; to ^aw) s\ remnant 01 an coit
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alleviate
; to aid

;
to help ; to succor: to afford relief to

by supplying the place, as of a sentinel. (Law) To re-
dress

; to right by law.

tRE-Li_EVE'MENT,*?i. Release; relief. Weever.

RE-LIEV'ER, (re-lev'er) n. One who relieves.
RE-LIE' vo, ^re-le'vo) n. [rilievo, It.] The prominence or

raising of a figure in sculpture or painting. See RILIEVO.
RE-LIGHT', (re-llf) v. a. To light anew. Pope.
RE-Llo'lQN, (re-lld'jun) n. [Fr. ; religio, L.] Duty to God

;

the bond which ties man to the Deity ; practical piety :

a system of faith and worship, as distinguished from oth-
ers

; as,
" a view of different religions." [pi. Religious

rites. Milton.]

RE-LlG'iON-A-RY, a. Relating to religion ; pious. Bp. Bar-
low.

RE-LlG'iQN-ER,* n. A religionist. Southey. [R.]
RE-LIG'ION-ISM,* n. Religious feeling or zeal. Qu. Rev.

RE-Li<?'iON-IsT, (re-lid'jun-ist) n. A devotee or bigot to
some religion ; a religious person. More.

RE-LIG-I-OS'J-TY,* n. State of being religious. Fo. Qu.
Rev. [R.]

RE-LiG'ioys, (re-lid'jus) a. [religiosus, L.] Attentive to

religion, or practising its duties; pious; devout; holy;
reverent; strict: among Catholics, bound by monastic
vows, or the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience.

RE-LiG'ioys, (re-lld'jus) n. One, among the Roman Cath-

olics, bound by monastic vows. Addison.

RE-Ll^'ioys-LY, (re-lid'jus-le) ad. In a religious manner
;

piously ; reverently ; exactly.

RE-LiG'ioys-Nfiss, (re-lld'jus-nes) n. The quality or state

of being religious. Sir E. Sandys. [R.]
RE-LlN'QUISH, (re-llng'kwjsh) v. a. [relinquo, L.] [i. RE-

LINQUISHED j pp. RELINQUISHING, RELINQUISHED.] To
forsake ; to abandon

;
to leave with reluctance, applied

to things ; to desert
;
to quit ;

to release ;
to give up ;

to

forego ;
to renounce

;
to abdicate ; to resign.

RE-LIN'QUISH-ER, n. One who relinquishes.

RE-LIN'QUISH-MENT, n. Act of relinquishing ;
abandon-

ment; release.

RE-Ll" QVf-jE,* n. pi. [L.] (Geol.) Fossil remains of sub-
stances found in different parts of the globe. Hamilton.

RE.L'1-QUA-RY, 7i. [reliquaire, Fr.] A casket or receptacle
for relics. Gray.

RE-LIQUE',* (re-lek') n. [FrJ A relic. Dwight.
REL'ISH, n. [relecher, Fr.J Taste

;
the effect of any thing

on the palate; a pleasing taste; flavor; savor; zest:
a small quantity just perceptible : liking ; delight in any
thing ; sense ; power of perceiving excellence ; delight
given by any thing.

REL'ISH, v. a.
[i. RELISHED

; #p. RELISHING, RELISHED.]
To give a taste to

;
to taste; to like the taste of; to use

with pleasure ; to enjoy.
REL'ISH, v. n. To have a pleasing taste

;
to give pleasure ;

to have a flavor.

REL'ISH-A-BLE, a. That may be relished ; gustable.

REL'ISH-ING,*P. a. Giving a relish ; palatable; savory.
RE-LIVE', v. n. To revive

;
to live anew.

tR_E-L!VE', v. a. To bring back to life. Spenser.

RE-LOAD',* v. a. To load again. Cook.

REi.-0-CA'TiQN,* 71. (Law) Renewal of a lease. Whishaw.

RE-LSVE', . a. To love again. [fTo love in return.

Boyle.]
RE-LU'CENT, a. [relucens, L.] Throwing back light; shin-

ing ; transparent ; pellucid. Thomson.

RE-L.UCT', c. n. [relucter, Fr.; reluctor, L.] To struggle

against. Walton. [R.]
RE-LDc'TANCE, n. [reluctor, L.] Unwillingness; repug-
nance

;
aversion.

RE-Ltjc'TAN-CY, n. Unwillingness; reluctance. Dryden.
RE-LUC'TANT, a. [reluctans, I*.] Striving against ;

unwill-

ing ;
averse ; backward ; loath.

RE-LUC'TANT-LY, ad. With resistance
;
with unwilling-

ness.

fRE-Luc'TATE, v. n. [reluctor, L.] To resist; to struggle
against ;

to reluct. Decay of Piety.

fREL-yc-TA'TiON, 7i. Repugnance ; unwillingness. Bacon.

RE-LUME', ?;. a. [rallumer, Fr.] To light anew; to rekin-
dle. Ska*.

fRE-Lu'MiNE, v. a. To light anew; to relume.

RE-LY', v. n. [i. RELIED; pp. RELYING, RELIED.] To lean

upon with confidence
;
to put trust in

;
to rest or depend

upon ;
to confide.

RE-MAIN', v. n. [remaneo, L.] [i.
REMAINED ; pp. REMAIN-

ING, REMAINED.] To continue
;
to endure; to be left in a

particular state, or out of a greater number
;
to stay ;

to

sojourn ;
to abide.

RE-MAIN', v. a. To await; to be left to. Milton. [R.]

fRE-MAiN', 7i. [remain, old Fr.] That which is left: a

relicj abode. Sliak. See REMAINS.
RE-MAIN'DER., a. Remaining ;

refuse left. Shak.

RE-MAIN'DER, n. That which remains ;
what is left

; rem-

nant; thereat; residue. (Aritli.) The difference of two

quantities, left after the less is subtracted from the greater.

(Law) A remnant of an estate, or a future estate in

as Zj ? os gz; THIS
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lands, tenements, or hereditaments, limited to arise after

the determination of another estate.

RE-MAIN'DER-MAN,* n. (Law) One entitled to an estate, to

take effect after another estate is determined. Burrows.

RE-MAIN',* n. pi. Relics
;
the body of a deceased person ;

a corpse ; things left by a person deceased. Jiddison.

RE-MAKE', v. a.
[i. REMADE ; pp. REMAKING, REMADE.] To

make anew.
RE-MAND', v. a. [remander, Fr.

;
re and mando, L.] [i.

RE-
MANDED

; pp. REMANDING, REMANDED.] To send back
;
to

call back.

REM'A-NENCE,* ) n. Act or state of remaining; a remain-

REM'A-NEN-CY,* { der. Bp. Taylor. [R.]
fREM'A-NENT, . [remancns, L.] The remnant. Bacon.

fREM'A-NENT, a. Remaining; continuing. Bp. Taylor.
RE-MARK', n. [remarque, Fr.] Observation ; note ; notice

taken
;
comment

; annotation
; suggestion ;

hint.

RE-MARK', v. a. [remarquer, Fr.] [i. REMARKED ; pp. RE-

MARKING, REMARKED.] To note
;

to observe
;

to notice
;

Jo express in words
;
to mark.

RE-MARK',* v. n. To make observation ;
to observe. Swift.

RE-MARK'A-BLE, a. [r*marquablc, Fr.] Observable ; worthy
of note

; uncommon ; extraordinary; singular; noticeable.

RE-MARK'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being remarkable.

RE-MARK'.J.-BLY, ad. Observably ;
in a remarkable manner.

RE-MARK'ER, n. One who remarks
;
an observer.

RE-MAR'RY, v. a. To marry again, or a second time.

REMBLAI,* fram-bla') n. [Fr.] (Fort.) The earth or ma-
terials used in filling up a trench. Brande. [fax.

RE-MEA'VKE,* (re-mezh'ur) v. a. To measure anew. Fair-

RE-ME'DI-A-BLE, [re-me'de-a-bJ, W. J. Ja. K. Sm. ; re-me'-

dya-bl, S. F.; re-med'e-a-bl, P.] a. Capable of remedy;
curable.

RE-ME'DI-AL, a. Affording remedy ; relieving. Burke.

RE-ME'DJ-AL-LY,* ad. In a remedial manner. Burke.

tRE-ME'Dl-ATE, a. Medicinal
; affording a remedy. Shak.

HREM'E-DJ-LESS, or RE-MED'J-LESS, [rem'e-de-les, S. W.
J. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; re-ined'e-Jes, P. Wb. Ash, Rees; rSm'e-
de-les or re-med'e-les, F.] a. Not admitting remedy ;

ir-

reparable ;
incurable.

{j-
"
Spenser and Milton place the accent upon the sec-

ond syllable of this word ; and, as Mr. Nares observes,
Dr. Johnson has, on the authority of these authors, adopt-
ed this accentuation. ' But this,' says Mr. Nares,

'
is ir-

regular ;
for every monosyllabic termination, added to a

word accented on the antepenult, throws the accent to

the fourth syllable from the end.' With great respect for

Mr. Nares's opinion on this subject, I should think a
much easier and more general rule might be laid down

f
for all words of this kind, which is, that those words
which take the Saxon terminations after them, as er, less,

ness, Iess7iess, ly, &c., preserve the accent of the radical

word; therefore this and the following words ought to

have the same accent as remedy, from which they are
formed." Walker.

IjREM'E-DI-LESS-LY,* ad. Without remedy. Sidney.

IJREM'E-DI-LESS-NESS, n. Incurableness.

REM'E-DY, n. [remedium, L.] That which procures a cure
or recovery from disease or other evil

;
a restorative

;
cure ;

that which counteracts any evil
; reparation ;

an effica-

cious medicine
;
a cure.

REM'E-DY, v. a. [remedier,Fr.] [i. REMEDIED; pp. REMEDY-
ING, REMEDIED.] To cure

;
to heal

;
to repair or remove

some evil.

RE-MELT',* v. a. To melt again, dsh.

RE-MEM'BER, v. a. [remembrer, old Fr.
; rimembrare, It.] [i.

REMEMBERED
; pp. REMEMBERING, REMEMBERED.] To bear

in mind ; not to forget ; to recollect
;
to call to mind

;
to

keep or hold in mind ; to preserve from oblivion ; to men-
tion ; to put in mind

;
to remind.

RE-MEM'BER-A-BLE,* a. That may be remembered. Cole-
rid ere. [Southey.

RE-MEM'BER-A-BLy,* ad. So &s to be remembered.
RE-MEM'BE R-ER, n. One who remembers. Wotton.

RE-MEM'BRANCE, n. [Fr.] Act of remembering; state of
being remembered

; retention in memory; memory; rec-
ollection ; revival of any idea ; reminiscence ; account
preserved ; memorial

; power of remembering ; a note to

help memory.
RE-MEM'BRAN-CER, n. One that reminds

;
he or that which

puts in mind
; a memorial

; a monument ;
a memento :

a recorder or officer of the English exchequer.
fRE-MEM'p-RATE, v. a. [rcmemoratus, L.] To remember.

Bryskctt.

fRE-MEM-p-RA'TipN, n. Remembrance. Mountain.
RE-MEM'Q-RA-TIVE,* a. Calling to mind. Watcrland. [R.]
fRE-MER'CY, v. a. [remercier, Fr.] To thank. Spenser.
REM'I-FES>* n. pi. [remex, pi. remiges, L.] The quill

feathers of the wings of a bird. Brande.

||REM'I-GUATE, or RE-Ml'GRATE,[rem'e-grat, W. P. J. E.
F. Ja. K. Sm.; re'me-grit, S. ; re-ml'grat, Wb.] v. n. [re-
mi<rro, L.] To remove back again. Boyle. [R.]

J|REM-I-GRA'TION, or RC-MI-GRA'TIQN, n. Removal back
again. Hale.

v. a.
[I. REMINDED; pp. REMINDING, REMINDED.]

To put in mind
;
to cause to remember. South.

RE-MIND'ER, n. One who reminds. Johnson.

REM-I-NIS'CENCE, n. [reminiscence, Fr.
; rcminiscens, L.]

Recollection ; recovery of ideas
; memory.

REM-J-NIS'CEN-CY, n. Same as reminiscence. Smith.

REM-l-Nls'cENT,*n. One who calls past events to mind.
Charles Butler.

REM-I-NIS-CEN'TIAL, o. Relating to reminiscence. Browne.
REM'I-PED,* re. [remus and pes, L.] (Ent.) One of an order
of coleopterous insects. Brande.

RE-MISE',* v. a. [remiser, Fr.] [i. REMISED ; pp. REMISING,
REMISED.] (Law) To give or grant back; to release a
claim. Bouvicr.

RE-MISS', a. [remissus, L.] Slack
; slothful

; careless ; neg-
ligent ; inattentive

; heedless ; thoughtless.
RE-Mis-si-BlL'i-TY,* n. duality of being remissible. Ash.
RE-MIS'SI-ELE, a. [Fr.] That may be forgiven or remit-

ted. Feliham.

RE-MIS'SION, (re-mish'un) n. [remissio, L.] Act of remit-

ting; that which is remitted; abatement; relaxation;
moderation

; cessation of intenseness
; release : pardon ;

forgiveness. (Med.) Abatement of a disorder, but with
quick return.

RE-MJS'SIVE, a. Forgiving; yielding. Hacket.

RE-MISS'LY, ad. Carelessly ; negligently ; slackly.

RE-Mlss'NEss, n. State of being remiss; inattention; care
lessness

; negligence ;
slackness.

RE-MIT', v. a. [remitto, L. ; remettrc, Fr.] [i. REMITTED ;

pp. REMITTING, REMITTED.] To free from punishment or
fine ; to relax

;
to abate

;
to forgive ;

to pardon : to give
up ;

to resign ; to defer
;
to refer : to put again in custo-

dy : to send to a distant place, as money.
RE-MIT', v. n. To slacken ; to grow less intense; to abate.

(Med.) To grow by intervals less violent.

RE-MIT'MENT, n. The act of remitting; remission. Milton.

RE-MTT'TAL,* ft. Act of remitting ;
remission. Smart.

RE-MlT'TANCE, ?/. Act of remitting ;
sum or money re-

mitted ; any thing sent
;
remission.

RE-MIT'TENT,* a. Ceasing, or abating, fora time. Hamilton.

RE-MlT'TER, n. [remettre, Fr.]
One who remits. (Law)

The restitution of a more ancient and certain right of pos-
session, to a person who comes into possession through a
defect of title in the previous possessor.

RE-MIT'TOR,* . (Law, One who makes a remittance.
Bourier.

RE-MIX',* v. a. To mix again. Jtsli.

REM'NANT, n. [corrupted from rcmaiient.] Residue
;
that

which is left
;
remainder.

RfiM'NANT, a. Remaining ; yet left. Prior. [R.]
RE-MOD'EL, v. a. To model anew. Churton.

RE-MOL'TEN, (ro-mol'tn) p. a. Melted again. Bacon.

RE-MON'STRANCE, n. [old Fr.] [fShow. Shak.] A strong
representation, or statement of facts and reasons, against
something complained of or opposed ; expostulation.

RE-MON'STRANT, n. [remonstrans, L.] One who joins in a
remonstrance: a title given to the Arminians from
their remonstrance made in 1618.

RE-MON'STRANT, a. Expostulatory ; containing reasons.

RE-MON'STRATE,?:. n. [remonstro, L.] [i.
REMONSTRATED

;

pp. REMONSTRATING, REMONSTRATED.] To make a strong
representation ;

to show reasons against something com-
plained of; to expostulate.

RE-MSN'STRATE, v. a. To show by a strong representa-
tion. Young. [R.]

REM-QN-STRA'TIQN, n. Act of remonstrating. Todd. [R.]

RE-MON'STRA-TQR, n. One who remonstrates. BurneL [R.J

R'EM'O-RA, n. [L.] An obstacle. Rowe. A sucking-fish ;
a

fish or sea-worm, so called because it was supposed to re-

tard the passage of ships, by sticking to them. Spenser.

|REM'p-RATE, v. a. [remoror, LJ To hinder ; to delay.

JRE-MORD', . a. [rcmordeo, L.] To rebuke
;
to excite to re-

morse. Skelton.

fRE-MORD', v. n. To feel remorse. Sir T. Elyot.

RE-MOR'DEN-CY, n. [rcmordens, L.] Compunction. Killing-
beck.

HRE-MORSE', [re-mars', S. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; re-mors'

or re-mors', W. P.] n. [remoraus, L.] The pain of guilt ;

the reproach of conscience ; compunction ; penitence.

[fPity. Shak.] [Hall.

||tRE-MORSED', (re-morst') a. Struck with remorse. Bp.

JlRElMORSE'FOL, a. Full of a sense of guilt. [[Tender.

Shak.] [Allen.

|RE-MOR8E'FOL-LY,* ad. In a remorseful manner. Dr.

'RE-MORSE'LESS, a. Unpitying; cruel; savage. Milton.

RE-MORSE'LESS-LY, ad. Without remorse. South.

RE-MORSE'LESS-NESS, n. Savageness ; cruelty. Beaumont.

E^MOTE', a. [remvtus, L.] Distant in pi rice, time, or con-

nection ; far off; not near; not connected ;
disconnected

;

foreign ; alien ;
not agrceiim ;

abstracted.

RE-MOTE'LY, ad. Not nearly ; at a distance ; far off.

RE-MOTE'NKSS, n. State of "being remote ;
distance.

fRE-Md'TiON, n. [rcmotu.1, L.] Act of removing; move-
ment. Shak.

A, , I, 0, U, Y, long; X, , I, 5, 0, Y, short; A, E, I, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
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;

RK-MOUNT', v. 71. [remonter, Fr.] To mount again. Dryden.
RE-MOV'A-BLE, a. That may be removed : movable.

RE-MOV'AL, n. Act of removing; state of being removed;
remove

;
dismission from a post or office.

RE-MOVE', v. a. [removeo, L.] [i. REMOVED ; pp. REMOVING,
REMOVED.] To put from its place; to take or put away;
to place at a distance.

RE-MOVE', v. n. To change place : to go to another place.

RE-MOVE', n. Act of moving; state of being removed ;
re-

moval
; change of place ;

a step in the scale of gradation ;

a small distance: act of putting a hor.se's shoes upon
different feet : a dish to be changed, while the rest of
the course remains.

RE-MOVED', (re-movd') p. a. Remote. Shak.

RE-MOV'ED-NESS, n. State of being removed. Shak.
RE-MOV'ER, n. One who removes. (Law) The removal
of a cause or suit out of one court into another. Bouvier.

REM'PHAN* n. An idol worshipped by the Israelites, while
in the wilderness. Acts.

RE-MO'GI-ENT, a. [remugiens, L.] Rebellowing. More. [R.]

RE-MU-NER-A-BiL'i-Ty, 71. State of being remunerate.
Pearson*

RE-MU'NER-A-BLE, a. That may be remunerated.

RE-MU'NER-ATE, v. a. [remunero, L.
; remunerer, Fr.] [i.

REMUNERATED; pp. REMUNERATING, REMUNERATED.] To
reward for service; to repay ;

to requite ;
to recompense;

to compensate.
RE-MU-NER-A'TION, 71.

[Fr. ; remuneratio, L.] Act of re-

munerating ; compensation ; satisfaction
;
reward

; requi-
tal

; recompense ; repayment.
RE-MU'NER-A-TIVE, a. Affording remuneration or reward.

RE-MU'NER-A-TO-RY, a. Affording recompense or reward.

RE-M(JR'MVR, v. a. [L REMURMURED
; pp. REMURMURING,

REMURMUREU.] To murmur again ;
to utter back in mur-

murs
;
to repeat in low, hoarse sounds.

RE-MUII'MUR, v. n. [remurmuro, L.] To murmur back or

again ;
to echo a low sound.

RE'NAL, a. [renalis, L.] Relating to the reins or kidneys.
REN'ARD, n. [Fr.] The name of a fox in fable. Dryden.
Written also reynard. See REYNARD.

RE-N.XS'CENCE,* \
n. [renascens, L.] State of being renas-

RE-NAS'CEN-CY, \ cent. Browne.

RE-NXS'CENT, a. [renascens, L.] Produced again ; rising
again into being; reviving.

fRE-NAs'cj-BLE, a. [reiiascor, L.] Possible to be produced
again. Bailey.

R-NATE',*_a. Born again; revived. Beaum. $ Fl. [R.]
RE-NAV'I-GATE, v. n. To sail or navigate again.
REN-COUN'TER, n. [rencontre, Fr.] Clash

;
collision

; per-
sonal opposition ;

an unexpected or casual engagement ;

a sudden combat or conflict.

REN-COON'TER, v. a. [rencontrer, Fr.] To attack hand to
hand ; to encounter. Spenser. [R.]

REN-COUN'TER, v. n. To clash; to collide; to fight. [R.]

REND, v. a.
[i. RENT; pp. RENDING, RENT.] To tear with

violence
;
to lacerate

;
to break ; to rack.

REND, v. n. To separate; to be disunited. Bp. Taylor. [R.]
REND'ER, n. One who rends; a tearer.

REN'DER, v. a. [raiaVe, Fr.] [/. RENDERED; pp. RENDER-
ING, RENDERED/] To return ; to pay back

;
to restore

;
to

give back
;
to yield ;

to afford
;
to give upon demand :

to invest with qualities; to make: to represent; to
exhibit

;
to translate. [fTo surrender. Sliak.]

IREN'DER, v. n. To show
;
to give an account. Shak.

REN'DER, n. [fAn account. Shak.] A recital ; payment.
REN'DER-A-BLE, a. That may be rendered. Sherwood.

REN'DER-ER, n. One who renders or returns. Todd.

REN'DER-ING,* n. Act of giving up or returning. (Arch.}
The first coat of plastering on walls. Francis.

|:RENDEZVOUS, (ren'de-vo or ren'de-voz') [ron'de-v3, S.
'

J. K.; ran'de-vo, E. ,-'run'de-vo, Sin. ; ren-de-voz', W. F.

Ja.] n. [rendez-vous, Fr.] ^.'RENDEZVOUSES. A meeting
appointed ;

a place of meeting or resort, particularly for

troops. ft^T"
" I know not," says Bp. Kurd, "how this

word came to make its fortune in our language. It is an
awkward and ill construction even in French." It is

not often used in the plural, yet is so used (rendezvouses')
by Bp. Sprat, Swift, and the Quarterly Review.

jjRENDEZVOUS, (ren'de-vo or ren-de-voz') [ron'dc-vo,
S. J. K. ; ran'de-vo, E. ; ren'de-vo, Sm. ; ren-cfe-voz/, W.
F. Ja.] v. n. [i. RENDEZVOUSED

; pp. RENDEZVOUSING,
RENDEZVOUSED.] To meet at a place appointed. Herbert.

HRENDEZVOUS, (ren'de-vo or ren-de-voz') 7;. a. To bring
together to a place appointed. Echard.

REN'DI-BLE, a. That may be rent: that may be ren-

dered, translated, yielded, or restored. Coin-rare. [R.]
REN-D!"TION, (ren-dlsh'un) n. A surrendering; the act of

yielding. Fairfax. Translation. South. [R.]

REN'E-GADE, n. An apostate; a vagabond ;
a revolter;

a renegado. $g/~ This word, in the old English authors,
is rcnegatc, and runagate.

REN-E-GA'DO,_7i. [Sp. ; reneg-at, Fr.
; rcnegatus, low L.] pi.

REN-E-GA'DOE. An apostate from the faith; a revolter
to the enemy ;

a vagabond ; a renegade.

IJtRE-NEGE', orRE-NEGE', [re-n5g', S. W. P. K.; re-nej
r

,

Sm. R. Wb.\ v. a. [renego, L.
; renier, Fr.] To disown

;

to renounce. Shak.

|JtRE-NE.GE',
or RE-NEGE', v. n. To deny. Shak.

RE-NERVE',* v. a. To nerve or strengthen anew. Byron.
RE-NEW', (re-nu') v. a.

[i. RENEWED; pp. RENEWING, RE-

NEWED.] To renovate; to begin again; to repeat; to

make new
;
to transform to new life.

RE-NEW',* v. n. To grow afresh
; to begin again. Pope.

RE-NEW-A-BIL'I-TV,* 71. Quality Of being renewable. John

Tyler._ FR.]

RE-NEW'A-BLE, a. That may be renewed. Swtft.

RE-NEW'AL, n. Act of renewing ; renovation.

RE-NEWED,* (re-nud') p. a. Formed anew
;
renovated.

RE-NEW'ED-LY,* ad. Anew
; again ; once more. John Davit

A word often used by American preachers, but not sup
ported by good English use.

RE-NEW'ED-NESS, ?t. State of being made anew.

RE-NEW'ER, n. One who renews. Sherwood.

RE-NEW'JNG,* p. a. Making new; restoring to a former
state.

REN'I-FORM,* [ren'e-form, K. Wb.; rc'ne-form, Sm.] a.

Having the form of kidneys. Ure.

| RE-NI'TENCE, n. Same as renitcncy. Wollaston.

| RE-N!'TEN-CY, [re-nl'ten-se, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ren'-

e-ten-sej P. Wb.~\ n. The resistance which solid bodies

oppose to any force that is exerted upon them
;
resistance

;

opposition.

||RE-Ni'TENT, [re-nl'tent, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ren'-

e-tent, P. Wb.}'a. [r'enitens, L.] Acting against any im-

pulse by elastic power. Ray.
REN'NET, n. The prepared inner membrane of a calf's

stomach, used for turning milk to curds and whey.
Written also runnet. See RUNNET.

-

RE-NO ONCE', v. a. [renoncsr, Fr.
; rcnuncio, LI.] [i.

RE-

NOUNCED; pp. RENOUNCING, RENOUNCED.] To disown J

to abnegate ;
to disclaim ; to give up, as a right or claim

;

to abandon ; to forsake
;
to abdicate : to relinquish ;

to

resign ;
to quit upon oath.

RE-NOUNCE', r. n. [To declare renunciation. Dryden.]
(At cards') Not to follow the suit led, though the player
has one of the suit in his hand.

RE-NOUNCE', re. Act of renouncing at cards. Whist, a Poem.

IRE-NoONCE'MENT, n. Act of renouncing ;
renunciation.

Shak.

RE-NOUN^'ER, re. One who renounces, disowns, or de-

nies.

RE-NOUNC'ING, n. Act of disowning; apostasy.

RN'O-VATE, v. a. [renovo, L.] [i. RENOVATED ; pp. RENO-

VATING, RENOVATED.] To make new; to renew; tore-

store to the first state.

REN'O-VAT-ER,* n. One who renovates. Foster.

REN-Q-VA'TION, n. [rcnovatio, L.] Act of renovating;
state of being renovated ; renewal.

RE-NO ur

N', n. [renommee, Fr.] Fame ; celebrity ; great rep-
utation ; notoriety ; high honor

; great eminence.

RE-NO\VN', v. a. [renommcr, Fr.] [i. RENOWNED
; pp. RE-

NOWNING, RENOWNED.] To make famous ;
to celebrate.

RE-NOWNED', (re-nbund') a. Famous ; celebrated
;
emi-

nent; highly distinguished.

RE-NOWN'ED-LY, ad. With celebrity; with fame.

RE-NOWN'ER,* n. One who gives renown. Chapman.
RE-NOWN'LESS, a. Inglorious; without renown. Huloet.

RENS-SE-L,AR'ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral allied to pyrox-
ene. Dana.

RENT,* i. &cp. from Rend. Torn ; lacerated. See REND.

jRiiNT, v. . To tear; to lacerate; to rend. Hooker. Rend
is the word in modern use. See REND.

fRENT, v. n. To bluster; to rant. Hadibras. See RANT.

RENT, TI. [rent, Sax.; rente, Fr.] Revenue; annual pay-
ment; a sum paid for any thing held of another: a
break

;
a laceration.

RENT, v. a. [renter, Fr.] [t. RENTED ; pp. RENTING, RENT-

ED.] To hold by paying rent-, to take by lease. Addison.

To let to a tenant
;
to lease. Swift.

RENT'A-BLE, a. That may be rented.

RENT'AGE, n. [rentage, old Fr.] Rent. P. Fletcher.

RENT'AL,, n. A schedule or account of rents
;
a rent-roll ;

aggregate of rents.

RENT-AR-REAR',* n. Unpaid rent. Blackstone.

RENT'-CHARGE,* n. A charge on an estate. Maunder.

RENT'-DAY,* n. The day for paying rent. Somerviile.

RENT'ER, n. One who rents, or holds by paying rent.

RENT'-ROLL, v. A list or schedule of rents, or revenues j

rental. Hakcwill.

RE-NU'MER-ATE,* v. a. To recount. Maunder.

RE-NUN-CI-A'TION, (re-iiun-she-a'shun) [re-nun-she-a'-

shun, W. P. J. F. Ja. ; re-nun-sha'shun, S. ; re-nun-se-

a'shun, K.] n. [renunciatio, L.] The act of renouncing j

abnegation ;
recantation ; abjuration. See PRONUNCIA-

TION.

fREN-VERSE', v. a. [renverser, Fr.] To reverse. Spenser.
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REN-VERSE',* a. (Her.') Reverse ; having the head down-
wards. Crabb.

tRjGN-VERSE'MENT, 71. [Fr.] Act of reversing. Stukdij.

RE-QB-TAIN', v. a. To obtain again. Mir. for Mag.
RE-QB-TAIN'A-BLE, a. That may be obtained again.
RE-OC'CV-PY,* v. a. To occupy anew. Wraxall.

RE-O'PEN,* (re-6'pn) v. a. To open again. Everett.

RE-QP-POfE',* v. a. To oppose again. Browne.
RE-QR-DAIN', v. a. [rdordonncr, Fr.J To ordain again.

RE-OR'DER,_* v. a. To order again. Daniel.

RE-OR-DI-NA'TIQN, n. A second or repeated ordination.

RE-OR-GAN-J-ZA'TIQN,* n. A new organization. Davis.

RE-OR'GAN-IZE,* v. a. To organize anew. Scott.

RE-pXc'l-FY, v. a. To pacify again. Daniel.

RE-PXCK',* v. a. To pack again. Smith.

RE-PAID', i. & p. from Repay. Paid anew. See REPAY.
RE-PAINT',* v. a. To paint anew. Reynolds.
RE-PAIR', (re-par') v. a. [reparo, L. ; reparer, Fr.] [i.

RE-
PAIRED ; pp. REPAIRING, REPAIRED.] To restore after inju-

ry or dilapidation ;
to amend by an equivalent ;

to fill up
anew

;
to retrieve. [To recover. Spenser.]

RE-PAIR', n. Reparation ;
state of being repaired ; supply

of loss
;
restoration after dilapidation. Shak.

RE -PAIR', (re-par') v. n. [repairer, Fr.] To go to
;
to betake

one's self.

jRE-pAlR', n. [repaire, Fr.J Resort; abode ; retreat. Dryden.
fRE-pAlR'A-BLE, a. That may be repaired : reparable. Cot-

grave.
RE-pAiR'ER, n. One who repairs ; arnender.

RE-PAND',* a. (Bot.) Having the margin undulated and

unequally dilated. London.

RE-pXN'DOys, a. [repandus, L.] [Bent upwards, or back.

Browne.] (Bat.) Having a sinuous margin ; repand.
REP'A-RA-BLE, a. [Fr.;reparabilis, L.] That may be re-

paired ; retrievable.

REP'A-RA-BLY, ad. In a reparable manner.

REP-A-RA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; reparatio, L.] Act of repairing ;

state of being repaired ;
instauration

; recompense for in-

jury ;
amends ; remuneration.

RE-PXR'A-TIVE, n. Whatever makes amends or repara-
tion.

RE-PlR'A-TtVE, a. Amending defect, loss, or injury. Tay-
lor.

REP-AR-TEE', n. [repartie, Fr.] A smart reply ;
a witty re-

tort to a jocose observation.

REP-AR-TEE', v. n. To make smart replies ;
to retort. Den-

ham.

RE-PAR-TI"TIQN,* (-tish'tin) n. A division into smaller

parts. Maunder.

R-pAss', v. a. [repasser, Fr.] To pass again ;
to pass or

travel back.

R-PAss', v. n. To go back in a road. Dryden.
RE-pXs'SA^E,* n. Act of passing anew. Hakluyt.

RE-pAST'', n. [repas, Fr.] A meal ; act of taking food ;

food ; a feast.

tRE-PAsT', v. a. [repaistre, old Fr.] To feed
;
to feast. Shak.

RE-PAST',* r. n. To take food ;
to feast. Pope. [R.]

tRE-pAsT'yRE, (re-pSst'yur) n. Entertainment. Shak.

fRE-PA'TRI-ATE, v. a. [repatrier, old Fr.
;
re and patria, L.]

To restore to one's own home or country. Cotgrave.

fRE-pA-TRl-A'TlQN,* 71. Return to one's country. Wotton.

RE-PAY', v. a. [repayer, Fr.] [i. REPAID
; pp. REPAYING,

REPAID.] To pay back in return, in requital, or in re-

venge ;
to recompense ;

to requite good or ill
;
to reim-

burse ;
to return.

RE-PAY',* v. a. To pay again, or a second time. Clarke.

RE-PAY'A-BLE,* a. That may be repaid. Smart.

RE-PAY'MENT, n. Act of repaying ;
the thing repaid.

RE-PEAL', (re-p51') v. a. [rappeler, Fr.] [i. REEALED ; pp.

REPEALING, 'REPEALED.] To reverse by authority ; to an-
nul

;
to call back legally ;

to abrogate ;
to revoke.

RE-PEAL.', n. Act of repealing ; abrogation of a law
;
re-

call_;
revocation

; abrogation.

RE-PEAL'A-BLE,* a. That may be repealed. Scott.

RE-PEAL'ER, n. One who repeals or revokes. Burke. An
advocate for the repeal of the union of Ireland with Eng-
land. D. O'Connell.

RE-PEAT', (re-pet') v. a. [repeto, L. ; repeter, Fr.] [i. RE-
PEATED ; pp. REPEATING, REPEATED.] To iterate; to do,
perform, or speak again ;

to recapitulate ;
to recite

;
to re-

hearse.

RE-PEAT', n. A repetition. (Mas.) A mark or character

denoting the repetition of the part which it bounds.

RE-PEAT'ED,*P. a. Spoken again; done again; iterated.

RE-PEAT'ED-LY, ad. Over and over
;
more than once.

RE-PEAT'ER, n. He or that which repeats : a watch that
strikes the hour, on the pressing of a spring.

jREP-E-DA'TIQN, n. [repedatus, L.] A going back. More.

RE-PEL', v. a. [repeUo, L.] [i. REPELLED ; pp. REPELLING,
REPELLED.] To drive back

; to repulse ;
to resist

;
to drive

away.
RE-PEL', v. n. To act with force contrary to force im-

pressed ;
to make resistance. (Med.) To act with re-

pelling power, by preventing a tumor, &c

RE-PEL'LENT, n. [repellens, L.] (Med.) An application to

the surface of the body, designed to cause a disorder to
retreat inwards.

RE-PEL'LENT, a. Having power to repel. Bp. Berkeley.
RE-PEL'LER, n. One who repels.

RE-PENT', v. n. [repentir, Fr.] [i. REPENTED ; pp. REPENT-
ING, REPENTED.] To feel pain or sorrow on account of
something one has done or left undone

;
to be penitent ;

to be sorry ;
to have such sorrow for sin as produces

amendment of life
;
to change one's course.

RE-PENT', v. a. To remember with sorrow. Shak. [se re-

pentir, Fr.] [It was formerly used with the reciprocal
pronoun ; as, "To repent one's self."]

RE'pENT,*a. [repens, L.] (Zool.) Creeping; moving with
the body close to the ground. Brande.

RE-PENT'ANCE, n. [repentance, Fr.] Act of repenting;
sorrow for something done or left undone ;

sorrow for

sin, such as produces newness of life
; penitence : con-

trition.

RE-PENT'ANT, a. [repentant, Fr.] Sorrowful for sin
; peni-

tent.

RE-PENT'ANT, n. One who repents; a penitent. Light-
foot.

tRE-PENT'ANT-LY,* ad. Penitently. Orafton.
RE-PENT'ER, re. One who repents. Donne.

RE-PENT'ING, n. Act of repentance. Has. xi.

RE-PENT'ING-LY, ad. With repentance.
RK-PEO'PLE, (re-pe'pl) v. a. To stock with people anew.
RE-PEO'PLING, (re-pe'pljng) n. Act of peopling anew. '

.

fRE-PER-ctJss', 7). a. [repcrciitio, repercussus, L.] To beat
or drive back. Bacon.

RE-pER-cOs'siQN, (-kush'un) n. [repercussio, L.] Act of

driving back
;
rebound. Bacan.

RE-pER-ctis'siVE, a. [repercusstf, Fr.] Driving back
;
re-

pellent, rebounding.
fRE-PER-cDs'siVE, n. A repellent. Bacon.

tREP-ER-Ti"TlOUS, (rep-er-tlsh'us) a. [repertus, L.] Found.
Bailey.

REP'ER-TQ-RY, [rep'er-tur-e, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.
Wb. ; re-per'to-re, E. Bailey, Ash.] n. [repcrtorium., L.] A
treasury ;

a magazine ; a book or a place in which any
thing is to be found.

REP-E-TND',* n. (Aritli.} That part of a circulating deci-

mal which is continually repeated. Francis.

REP-E-T!"TIQN, (rep-e-tish'un) n. [Fr. ; repetitio, L.] Act of

repeating ;
state of being repeated ; tautology ;

iteration
;

recital. (Law) A recovery, or a demanding back again.
Pothier.

REP-E-TI"TIQN-AL, (-tish'un-al) ) a. Containing rep-

REP-E-TI"TIQN-A-RY, (-tlsh'un-a-re) I etition. Biblioth

BibL

REP-E-TT"TIOUS,* (rep-e-tTsh'us) a. Containing repetition ;

repetitional. JV. A. Ren. R. Anderson. [R.]
REP'E-Tl-TlVE,* a. Containing repetitions ; repeating ;

repetitional. Andrews Norton.

REP-E-TI'TQR,* re. [L.] A private teacher in a German
university. Gent. Mag.

RE-PINE', v. n. [re and pine.] [i.
REPINED ; pp. REPINING,

REPINED.] To murmur
;
to complain ;

to fret ; to be dis-

contented
;
to envy.

RE-PIN'ER, re. One who repines or murmurs.
RE-P!N'ING, re. Act of murmuring or complaining.
RE-plN'jNG-LY, ad. With complaint ;

with murmuring.
RE-PLACE', v. a. [replacer, Fr.] [i. REPLACED; pp. REPLAC-

ING, REPLACED.] To put again in a place ;
to put in a new

place. [replacer, Fr.] To put another in the place of
that taken away ;

to substitute.

RE-PLACE',* v. a. To place anew. Williams.

RE-PLACE'MENT,* n. Act of replacing. Qu. Rev.

RE-PLAC'ING,* n. The act of replacing or placing anew.

RE-PLAIT', v. a. To plait anew ;
to add another fold.

RE-PLXNT', v. a. [replanter, Fr.] To plant anew. Bacon.

RE-PLANT'A-BLE, a. That may be replanted. Cotgrave.

RE-PLAN-TA'TION, n. Act of planting again. Hallywell.

RE-PLEAD',* v. n. To plead a second time. Ash.

RE-PLEAD'ER,* ?i. (Law) A second pleading. Blackstone.

RE-PLfrN'lsil, v. a. [repleo, from re and plenus, L.] [i. RE-

PLENISHED; pp. REPLENISHING, REPLENISHED.] To SUD-

ply ;
to stock

;
to fill. [fTo complete. Shak.]

fRE-pLEN'iSH, v. n. To recover the former fulness. Bacon.

RE-PLEN'ISH-ER,* n. One who replenishes. Hakluyt.

RE-PLEN'isH-MENT,* n. Act of replenishing. Ch. Ob.

RE-PLETE', a. [replct, Fr. ; rcplctus, L.] Full
; completely

filled
; quite full.

RE-PLETE'NESS,* n. Fulness ; repletion. Scott.

RE-PLE'TIQN, n. [Fr.] The state of being too full
;
ful-

ness. Bacon.

RE-PLE'TIVE, a. [rcpletif, old Fr.] Replenishing; filling.

Cot<rra.ve. [R.] *
RE-PLE'TIVE-LY, ad. So as to be filled. Summary of Du,

Bartas.

RE-PLEV'I-A-BLE, a. [replcgiabilis,
low L.] That may be

feplevied ;
bailable.

RE-PLEV'IN,* n. (Law) An action of tort, in which thepellmg power, by preventing a tumor, ace. K.E-PLEVIN,* n. (Law) An action ion, m win
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plaintiff seeks the recovery of goods illegally distrained;
a writ by which a distress is replevied. Brande.

RE-PLEV'IN, v. a. [pleviner, old Fr.] Same as replevy. Hudi-
bras.

RE-PLEV'IS-A-BLE, a. Same as repleviable. Hale. [R.]
RE-PLEV'Y, v. a. [rcplegio, low L.] [i. BEPLEVIED ; pp.
REPLEVYING, REPLEVIED.] (Law) To take back, by
writ, things distrained or illegally seized.

RE-PLEV'Y,* n. (Law) Replevin. Junius. See REPLEVIN.
Rfip'Lj-cXNT,* w. One who makes a reply. CA. Oh.

REP'LJ-CATE,* a. Folded back ; replicated. Loudon.

REP'LI-CATE,* re. (Mus.) A repetition. Burney.
REP'LI-CAT-ED,* a. Folded back. Pennant.

REP-LJ-CA'TION, re. [rcplico, L.] [A rebound. ShaJc.] A
reply; answer. Shak. (Law) The third stage in the

pleadings in an action : the plaintiff's answer to the de-
fendant's plea.

RE-PLI'ER, w. One who replies.

RE-PLY', (re-pll') v.-n. [repliquer, Fr.] [t. REPLIED ; pp. RE-

PLYING, REPLIED.] To make a return to an answer; to

respond , to answer.

RE-PLY', v. a. To return for an answer. Milton.

RE-PLY', n. [replique, Fr.] That which is said in return to

an answer or remonstrance ; return to an answer
;
a re-

joinder.

RE-POL'ISH, v. a. [repolir, Fr.l To polish again. Donne.

RE-PONE',* v. a. [repono, L.J To replace. Jamieson. [Used
in Scotland.]

RE-PORT', v. a. [rapporter, Fr.] [i. REPORTED ; pp. REPORT-

ING, REPORTED.] To noise by popular rumor
;
to relate ;

to give an account of; to return.

RE-PORT', n. Rumor; popular fame; repute; hearsay:
sound

;
loud noise; repercussion: an account of the

operations, proceedings, or condition of any institution
or matter

;
an account of a law case

;
a statement made

by a committee or public officer.

RE-PORT'ER, Ti, One who reports. (Law) One who re-

port^ the proceedings of courts or public bodies.

fRE-pORT'iNG-LY, ad. By report or common fame. Shak.

RE-PO^AL, re. Act of reposing ; support ; repose.
tRE-PO'ANCE, (re-po'zsins) re. Reliance. J. Hatt.

RE-POE', v. a. [repono, repositus, L.] [i. REPOSED ; pp. RE-

POSING, REPOSED.] To lay to rest; to place, as in confi-
dence or trust

; to lodge j to lay up.
RE-POE', v. n. [reposer, Fr.] To sleep; to beat rest or

ease
;
to rest

; to recline.

RE-POE', re. [repos, Fr.] Sleep; rest; quiet; ease; cause
of rest : in a picture, that kind of harmony when noth-

ing js out of keeping either in the shade, light, or coloring.
RE-PO'ED-NESS, n. State of being at rest. PR.]
RE-PO'IT, (re-poz'jt) v. a. [repositus, L.] [i. REPOSITED ;

pp REPOSITING, REPOSITED.J To lay up ;
to lodge, as in a

place of safety ;
to deposit.

|RE-pQ-i"TiON, (re-po-zish'un) re. The act of repositing.
Bp. Hall. The act of replacing. Wiseman.

RE-p6'l-TO-RY, re. [repositoire, old Fr.
; repositorium, L.] A

place where any thing is safely laid up ;
a depository.

RE-PO ESS', (re-poz-zes') v. a. To possess again. Spenser.
RE-PQ-ES'SIQN, (re-pez-zesh'un) n. A new possession.
RE-POUR', (-por') v. a. To pour anew. See POUR.

REP-RE-HEND', . a. [reprehendo, L.l
[i. REPREHENDED ;

pp. REPREHENDING, REPREHENDED.] To reprOVC J tO Chide ;

to blame
; to censure

;
to charge with, as a fault.

REP-RE-HEND'ER, re. One who reprehends ;
a censurer.

RP-RE-HEN'SI-BLE, a. [reprehensible, Fr.
; reprehcnsus,

L.] Deserving reprehension ; blamable
; culpable ;

cen-
surable.

REP-RE-HEN'si-BLE-Nss,7J. Blamableness
; culpableness.

REP-RE-HEN'SJ-BLY, ad. Blamably ; culpably.
REP-RE-HEN'SIQN, (rep-re-hen 'shun) re. [reprehensio, L.]
Act of reprehending; reproof; censure ; blame.

REP-RE-HEN'SJVE, a. Given to reproof; containing re-

proof; reprehensory. South.

REP-RE-HE N'SJVE-LY,* ad. With reprehension. Cudworth.

REP-RE-HEN'SO-RY,* a. Containing reproof. Johnson.

REP-RE-ENT', v. a. [repr<esento, L.
; representer, Fr.] [i.

REPRESENTED
J pp. REPRESENTING, REPRESENTED.] To

exhibit, as if the thing exhibited were present ; to de-
scribe ; to show in any particular character: to person-
ate

; as,
" The parliament, or congress, represents the peo-

ple :
" to exhibit

;
to show dramatically; as,

" The trage-
dy was represented very skilfully :

" to fill the place of an-
other, or of others

;
to act as a substitute for others, or for

constituents, in conducting public affairs or government.
REP-RE-ENT'A-BLE,*a. That may be represented. Cole-

ridge.

JREP-RE-SENT'ANCE, n. Representation ; likeness. Donne.
REP-RE-ENT'ANT,* a. Representing ; having vicarious

power. Latham.

tREp-RE-ENT'ANT, n. A representative. Wotton.

REP-RE-EN-TA'TION, re. [Fr.] Act of representing; state
of being represented ;

that which represents; a body of
representatives: a description; image; likeness:
declaration

; public exhibition.

REP-RE-NT'A-T!VE, a. [represcntatif, Fr.] Affording rep.
resentation

; exhibiting a similitude
; acting for others.

REP-RE-ENT'A-T]VE, n. He or that which represents, or
exhibits a likeness

;
a substitute

;
one authorized to act

for others
;
a deputy ;

an elected member of a legislative
body.

REP-RE-ENT'A-TlVE-LY, ad. By representation; vicari-

ously.

REP-RE-ENT'ER, n. One who represents; a representa-
tive.

REP-RE-ENT'MENT, n. Image ; representation. Bp. Tay-
lor.

[R.]
RE-PRESS', v. a. [repressus, L.] [i. REPRESSED ; pp. REPRESS-

ING, REPRESSED.] To crush
;
to put down ;

to subdue
;
to

restrain
;
to suppress.

RE-PRESS'ER, re. One who represses. Sherwood.

RE-PRES'SIQN, (re-presh'un) n. Act of repressing.

RE-PRES'SIVE, a. Having power to repress ; repressing.
RE-PRES'SIVE-LY,* ad. In a repressive manner. Allen.

fRE-PRiEV'AL, (re-prev'al) n. Reprieve. Overbury.
RE-PRIEVE', (re-p'rev') v. a. [reprendre, repris, Fr.] [i. RE-
PRIEVED

; pp. REPRIEVING, REPRIEVED.] To respite after

sentence of death
;
to give a reprieve or respite.

RE-PRIEVE', (re-prev') re. The suspension of the execution
of a sentence for a certain time

;
a respite after sentence

of death.

REP-Rl-MiND', v. a. [reprimander, Fr.
; reprimo, L.] [i. REP-

RIMANDED ;pp. REPRIMANDING, REPRIMANDED.] To Chide J

to check ;
to reprehend ;

to reprove ;
to rebuke ; to cen-

sure.

Rfip'Rl-MND, n,. [reprimande, Fr.] Reproof; reprehension ;

censure
;
rebuke : a censure which a public officer pro-

nounces against an offender.

RE-PRlNT', v. a. [i. REPRINTED ; pp. REPRINTING, REPRINT-

ED.] To print again ;
to renew the impression of.

RE'PRlNT, re. A reiinpression ;
a new impression.

RE-PRI'AL, n. [represalia, low L.
; represaille,Fr.~l Some-

thing seized or done by way of retaliation of wronger in-

jury, particularly by one nation against another. See

MARQUE, LETTERS OF.

RE-PRJE', n. [reprise, Fr.] The act of taking something
in retaliation of injury ; reprisal. Dryden. (Law) pi. De-
ductions or payments out of the value of lands, as rent-

charges or annuities.

tRE-pRiE', v. a. [reprendre, repris, Fr.] To take again ;
to

recompense. Spenser.

RE-PRIZE',* . a. To prize anew. Burke.

RE-PROACH', (re-proch') v. a. [reprocher, FrJ [i.
RE-

PROACHED
; pp. REPROACHING, REPROACHED.] To censure

in opprobrious terms ; to charge with a fault in severe

language ;
to upbraid ;

to blame
;

to reprove ;
to con-

demn ; to vilify ;
to revile.

RE-PROACH', (re-pr5ch') n. [reproche, Fr.] Censure
;
infa-

my ; shame ; reproof ; abuse; opprobrium.
RE-PROACH'A-BLE, a. [reprochable, Fr.] Worthy of re-

proach ;
censurable.

RE-PROACH'ER,* n. One who reproaches. Browne.

RE-PROACII'FOL, a. Scurrilous ; opprobrious ;
insolent ;

insulting ;
abusive

;
offensive

;
shameful

;
vile.

RE-PROACH'FOL-LY, ad. Opprobriously j scurrilously j

shamefully.
RE-PROACH'FUL-NESS,* re. Quality of being reproachful.

Scott.

REP'RO-BATE, a. [reprobus, L.] Lost to virtue,; lost to

grace ;
abandoned

;
vitiated

; profligate ; corrupt ;
de-

praved ; rejected as base.

REP'RO-BATE, n. One lost to virtue
;
an abandoned wretch.

REP'RQ-BATE, v. a. [reprobo,!,.] [i.
REPROBATED ; pp. REP-

ROBATING, REPROBATED.] To disallow ; to reject; to con-
demn

;
to censure

;
to abandon to ruin or destruction.

REP'RO-BATE-NESS, n. The state of being reprobate.

REP'RQ-BAT-ER, re. One who reprobates. Noble.

REP-RO-BA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of reprobating; state of be-

ing reprobated ;
condemnation : the act of abandoning,

or the state of being abandoned, to eternal destruction j

opposed to election.

REP-RQ-BA'TIQN-ER, re. One who holds to reprobation.
South.

RE-PRO-DUCE', v. a. To produce again or anew. Browne.

RE-PRp-DU9'ER, re. One who produces anew. Burke.

RE-PRO-DUC'TIQN, n. The act of producing anew.

REP'RO-BA-TIVE,* ) a. Condemning in strong terms j

REP'RQ-BA-TQ-RY,* j criminatory. Maunder. [R.]

RE-PRO-DDc'TQ-RY,* a. Producing anew. Lyell.

RE-PROM-VL-GA'TIQN,*?!. A second promulgation. EC. Reo.

RE-PROOF', n. Blame to the face
; reprehension ;

rebuke.

RE-PRO v'A-BLE, a. Deserving reproof ;
blanmble.

RE-PROV'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being reprovable. Dr.

Mien.

RE-PROV'AL,* n. Act of reproving ; reproof. Qent. Mag.
RE-PROVE', v. a. [reprouvcr, Fr.] [t.

REPROVED ; pp. RE-

PROVING, REPROVED.] To blame; to censure; to charge
to the face with a fault

;
to check ;

to chide
;
to repre-

hend
;
to reprimand ;

to rebuke. [fTo disprove. Shak.]
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RE-PROV'ER, n. One who reproves ;
a repreliender.

lE-PRONE', v. a. To prune a second time. Evelyn.
REP-TA'TIQN,* . The act of moving or creeping, as ser-

pents. Brande.

REP'TILE, [rep'tjl, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. ; rep'tll, Jo.]
n. [reptilis, L.l An animal that creeps upon the ground,
moving on its belly or with short feet, as a serpent, a tor-

toise, or a toad. See ERPETOLOGY. A mean, grovelling
wretch.

REP'TILE, a. Creeping on the ground, or on many feet.

REP-TIL,'I-AN,* a. Relating to reptiles ; reptile. Silliman.

RE-POB'LI-CAN, a. Relating to a republic ;
conformed to a

republic.

RE-PUB'LJ-CAN, n. One who favors a republican govern-
ment; a citizen of a republic.

RE-PUB'L,J-CAN-IM, n. Attachment to a republican form
of government ; republican principles.

RE-pt)B'Li-CAN-IzE,* v. a. To render republican. M.
Young.

RE-PUB'LJC, n. [respublica, L.
; rtpublique, Fr.] That form

of government in which the supreme power is vested in

the people, or in representatives elected by the people ;
a

commonwealth. A republic may be either a democracy
or an aristocracy. In the former, the supreme power is

vested in the whole body of the people, or in representa-
tives elected by the people ;

in the latter, it is vested in a

nobility, or a privileged class, of comparatively a small
number of persons. Republic of letters, the whole body
of people who apply themselves to study and learning,
or to literature and science.

RE-PUB-LJ-CA'TIQN, n. A reimpression of a printed work.

(Law) A second publication.

RE-PUB'LISH, v. a. To publish anew. Mountagu.
RI-POB'LJSH-ER,* n. One who republishes. Warburton.

RE-PU'DI-A-BLE, a. That may be repudiated or rejected ;

fit to be rejected. Bailey. [R.l
RE-pO'Dl-ATE, v. a. [repudeo, L.

; repudier, Fr.] [i. REPUDI-
ATED

; pp. REPUDIATING, REPUDIATED.] To divorce ;
tO T6-

ject ;
to put away. Bp. Horsley. To disown or refuse to

pay_, as a debt. JUcJVutt.

RE-PU-DI-A'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of repudiating ; divorce
;

rejection. Martin. Disavowal or refusal to pay a debt.

Sydney Smith.

RE-PU'DI-A-TOR,* n. One who repudiates. Foster.

IRE-PUGN', (re-pun') v. n. [repugno, L.
; repugner, Fr.] To

oppose ;
to make resistance. Sir T. Elyot.

fRE-puGN', (re-pun') v. a. To withstand ; to resist. Sfiak.

RE-PUG'NANCE, ) n. [repugnance, Fr.] Inconsistency ;
con-

RE-ppG'NAN-cy, \ trariety ;
reluctance

;
resistance

j op-
position ; aversion

; unwillingness.
RE-PUG'NANT, a. [Fr. ; repugnans, L.] Contrary ; opposite ;

inconsistent
j reluctant; adverse

;
hostile

;
inimical.

RE-PUG'NANT-LY, ad. Reluctantly ; contradictorily.

tRE-POG'NATE,* v. a. To oppose ; to resist. Taylor.

RE-POL'LU-LATE, v. n. [repullulcr, Fr.] To bud again.
HoweU.

RE-PULSE', n. [repulsa, L.] State of being repulsed ;

check
; refusal

; repulsion.
RE-POLSE*, v. a. \repulsus, L.] [i.

REPULSED
; pp. REPULS-

ING, REPULSED.] To beat back
;
to drive off; to repel.

RE-PULS'ER, n. One who repulses or beats back.

RE-PUL'SIQN, (re-pul'shun) n. [FrJ Act of repelling; re-

pulse ;
act of driving or beating off.

RE-ptJL'siVE, a. Driving off; tending to repel ; repelling.

RE-POL'SQ-RY,* a. Tending to repulse ; repulsive. Ash.

RE-PUR'CHASE, v. a. To buy or purchase again.

RE-PU'RI-FY,* v. a. To purify again. Daniel.

Rp'u-TA-BLE, a. Having good repute; respectable; cred-
itable

; honorable.

REP'V-TA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being reputable.

REP'U-TA-BLY, ad. In a reputable manner.
REP-U-TA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Good repute; credit; honor;
fame

; character, good or bad.

tRE-pu'TA-TiVE-LY,* ad. According to repute. JV. E. El-
ders.

RE-PUTE', v. a. [reputo, L.
; reputer, Fr.] [i. REPUTED ; pp.

REPUTING, REPUTED.] To hold
;

to account
;

to think
;

to estimate
;
to esteem. Shak.

RE-PUTE', n. Character
; reputation ;

credit.

RE-PUT'ED,* a. Having repute ;
estimated

;
esteemed.

RE-PUT'ED-LV, ad. In common estimation; by repute.
fRE-PUTE'LESS, a. Disreputable ; disgraceful. Shak.

RE-QUEST', (re-kwest') n. [requeste, old Fr.] Petition
;
en-

treaty ; prayer ;
suit ; demand : repute ;

credit : state

of being desired.

RE-QUEST', (re-kvvest') v. a. [i, REQUESTED ; pp. REQUEST-
ING, REQUESTED.] To ask

;
to solicit

;
to entreat; to de-

mand.
RE-QUEST'ER, n. One who requests ; petitioner.

EN, (re-kwik'kn) v. a. To reanimate. Shak.

, (re'kwe-em or rek'we-em) [re'kwe-em, S. W.
P. J. F. Ja. K. Wb. ; rek'we-em, Sm.] n. [requies, accusa-
tive requiem, L. "

rest."] A hymn in which rest is im-

plored for the dead. It is called requiem, because the

introits in the masses for the dead begin with this word.
Rest

; quiet ; peace.

jRE-QUl'E-TQ-Ry, w. [requietorium ,
low L.] A sepulchre.

Weever.

RE'QUJN,* n. [Fr.] A species of shark. Kirby.
RE-QUIR'A-BLE, a. That may be required. Hale.

ask as of

RE-QUIRE', (re-kwlr') v. a. [require, L.
; rcquerir, Fr.] [i.

REQUIRING, REQUIRED.] To demand; to

;
to make necessary ; to need ; to request.

RE-QUIRE'ME NT,* n. That which is required ; requisition.
Bailey's Diet., John Foster, Cli. Ob., EC. Rev., &c. A word
much used in the United States : less used, though now in

good_use, in England.
RE-QUIR'ER, (re-kwir'er) n. Orie who requires.
REQ'UI-!TE, (rek'we-zlt) a. [requisites, L.] Necessary;
needful

; required by the nature of things; essential; ex-

pedient.

REQ'UI-SITE, (rek'we-zit) n. Any thing necessary.
RQ'ui-?TE-Ly, (rek'we-zit-le) ad. In a requisite man-

ner.

REQ'ui-sTTE-NEss, n. State of being requisite.

RfiQ-u'l-$I"TiON, (rek-we-zish'un) n. [Fr.] Act of requir-

ing ;
that which is required ;

demand
; application for a

thing as of right.

REQ-UI-$I"TIQN-IST,* (rek-we-zish'un-ist) n. One who
makes requisition. Fo. Q. Rev.

RE-QUIS/I-TIVE, (re-kwTz'e-tlv) a. Indicating demand.
Harris.

RE-QUI'I-TIVE,* n. He or that which makes requisition.
Harris.

RE-QUI'I-TQ-RY, a. [requisites,!,.] Sought for; demand-
ed. [R.]

RE-QUI'TAL, n. Act of requiting ;
return for any good or

bad office ;
reward

; recompense ; compensation ;
retri-

butioji ;
amends

;
satisfaction.

RE-QUITE', (re-kwif) v. a. [i. REQUITED ; pp. REQUITING,
REQUITED.] To repay; to retaliate good or ill; to recom-

pense ; to reward.

RE-QUIT'ER, (re-kwlt'cr) n. One who requites.

RERE'MoOsE, n. A bat. See REARMOUSE.
RERE'WARD,* n. See REARWARD.
RE-SAIL,', v. a. To sail again ;

to sail back. Pope.
RE'SALE, n. A second sale

;
sale at second hand.

RE-SA-LUTE', v. a. [resaluto, L. ; resalaer, Fr.] To salute

anew
;
to salute in return.

fRES'cAT,* n. A ransom; a release. Hakluyt.
RE-SCIND', (re-sind') v. a. [resdndo, L.

; rescinder, FrJ [f.

RESCINDED J pp. RESCINDING, RESCINDED.] To CUt offj tO

abrogate, as a law
;
to abolish.

RE-SclND'A-BLE,* a. That may be rescinded. Story.

RE-SCIND'MENT,* n. Act of rescinding. Story.

RE-SCI'I(?N, (re-sizh'un) n. [rescision, Fr. ; rcscissus, L.]
A cutting off; abrogation. Bacon.

RE-SCl'p-RY, [re-siz'zur-e, W. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; res'sis-

sur-e, S. ; re-sis'so-re, P.] a. Having the power to cut off

or abrogate. Burnet. [R.J
Rfis'covs,* or RES'CUE,* n. (Law') An illegal taking away
and setting at liberty of a distress taken, or of fc person
arrested by process of law. Beuvier. A writ which lies

for a rescue. Whishaic.

RE-SCRIBE', (re-skrlb') v. a. \rcscribo, L.] [i.
RESCRIBED ;

pp. RESCRIBING, RESCRIBED.] To write back
;
to write over

again. HowelL

Rii'scRlPT, 7i. [rescrit, Fr. ; rescriptum, L.] An answer of

an emperor when consulted, having the force of an edict ;

an edict. Bacon. A counterpart. Bouvier.

RE-scRlP'TiQN,7i. Act of writing or answering back. Todd.

RE-scRlP'TlVE-Ly,* ad. By rescript. Smart.

RES'CU-A-BLE, a. [rescouable, old Fr.] That may be res-

cued.

RES'CUE, (res'ku) . a. [rescuo, low L.] [i.
RESCUED ; pp.

RESCUING, RESCUED.] To set free from any violence, con-

finement, or danger ;
to set free

;
to liberate ;

to save :

to take by illegal rescue.

RES'CUE, (res'ku) n. [rescousse, old Fr.
; rescussus, low L.]

Deliverance from violence, danger, or confinement.

(Law) A forcible retaking of goods or persons detained by

legal authority.

RES'CU-ER, n. One who rescues.

RES-CVS-SEK',*. (Law) One in whose favor a rescue 13

made. Crabb. [R.]

RES-CUS'SOR,*W. One who makes a rescue ;
rescuer. Crabb.

RE-SEARCH', (re-se'rch/)
n. [recherche, Fr.] Inquiry ;

search
;

examination; investigation; scrutiny.

RE-SEARCH', v. a. To examine ;
to inquire ;

to search.

'Wotton.

RE-SEARCH'ER, n. One who makes research or inquiry.

RE-SEARCH'FOL,* a. Making or implying research. Cole-

ridge.
RE-SEAT' v. a. To seat again. Dryden.

RE-SEC'TIQN, n. [old Fr.] Act of cutting or paring off.

RE-SEIZE', (re-se/') v. a. To seize or lay hold on again.

RE-SEIZ'ER, (re-s5z'er) n. One who seizes again.
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RJE-slz'VRE, (re-se'zhyr) n. Repeated seizure. Bacon
RE-SELL',* v. a. To sell again. Clarke.

fRE-SEM/BLA-BLE, a. That may be compared. Oower.

RE-SEM'BLANCE, (re-zem'blans) n. [ressemblance, Fr.]
Likeness

;
similitude

; representation ; similarity.

RE-SEM'BLE, (re-zem'bl) v. a. [ressemblcr, Fr.] [i.
RESEM-

BLED
; pp. RESEMBLING, RESEMBLED.] [To represent as

like something else. Raleigh.] To be like; to have like-

ness to ;
to appear similar to.

RE-SEM'BLER,* n. One who resembles. Swift.

RE-SEND', v. a. To send again ;
to send back. SliaJc.

RE-SENT', v. a. [ressentir, Fr.] [i. RESENTED ; pp. RESENT-
ING, RESENTED.] [fTo take well or ill. Bacon.] To take
ill

;
to consider as an injury or affront

;
to be angry in

consequence of.

RE-SENT'ER, n. One who resents.

RE-NT'FI)L, a. Feeling resentment
; angry ; malignant;

easily provoked to anger; irascible.

RE-SENT'ING-LY, ad. With resentment
;
with anger.

JRE-SENT'IVE, (re-zent'jv) a. Ready to resent. Thomson.

RE-SENT'MENT, n. [resaentiment, Fr.] Act of resenting ;

deep sense of injury; anger prolonged; indignation;
wrath.

RES-ER-VA'TION, . [Fr.] The act of reserving ;
state

of being reserved
; any thing kept in reserve ; reserve ;

concealment in the mind
; something kept back

;
cus-

tody.
tRE-SERV'A-TiVE, a. Reserving. Cotgrave.
RE-SERV'A-TQ-RY, n. [reservoir, Fr.] A place in which

things are reserved
; depository ; repository.

RE-SERVE', (re-zerv') v. a. [reserver, Fr.; reserve, L.] [i.

RESERVED ; pp. RESERVING, RESERVED.] To keep in store
;

to save to some other purpose ;
to retain

; to keep ;
to

hold ;
to preserve.

RE-SERVE', (re-zerv') n. Store kept untouched
; something

reserved or kept for exigence ; something concealed in

the mind
; reservation ; exception ; prohibition ; excep-

tion in favor; retention: the habit of keeping back or

being silent ; silence
; taciturnity: modesty; caution

in personal behavior.

RESERVED', (re-zervd') a. Modest; not loosely free:
not communicative ; taciturn; not open ;

not frank.

RE-SERV'ED-LY, ad. With reserve; not frankly ; coldly.
RE-SERV'ED-NESS, n. Want of frankness

;
reserve.

RES-ER-VEE',* n. (Law) One to whom something is re-

served
; opposed to reservor. Story.

RE-SERV'ER, (re-zerv'er) . One who reserves. Wotton.

RES-ER-VOIR', (rez-er-vwbr') n. [Fr.] A place where any
thing is kept in store, as water

;
a cistern

;
a pond.

RES-ER-VOR',* n. (Law) One who reserves. Story.

RE-SET',* v. a. (Scotland) To harbor; to receive stolen

goods. Jamieson.

RE-SET',* n. (Scotch law") The act of receiving stolen goods.
Bouvier. The act of harboring an outlaw. Crabb.

RE-SET',* v. a. To set or compose anew. Burncy.
RE-SET'TER,* n. (Scotch law) A receiver of stolen goods.

Bouvier.

RE-SET'TLE, v. a. To settle again. Swift.

RE-SET'TLE-MENT, n. Act of settling again ;
new settle-

ment.

RE-SHAPE',* v. a. To shape anew. Ed. Rev.

||tRE'!-ANCE, [rez'e-ane, Sm. ; re'she-ans, Ja. ; re-si'ans,
S.

,- rez'yans, K.} n. [resscantise, Fr.
; reseancia, low L.]

(Law) Residence; abode; dwelling. Bacon.

IjtRES'i-ANT,
a. Resident; present in a place. Spenser.

|JtRE'l-ANT,*n. [resscant, Fr.] A resident; an officer resid-

ing in a distant place. Sir J. Hawkins.

RE-^IDE', (re-zld') v. r. [resideo, L.
; residcr, Fr.] [i.

RESID-
ED

; pp. RESIDING, RESIDED.] To have abode
;
to live; to

dwell; to inhabit; to sojourn. [rvsido, L. To sink; to

subside
;
to fall to the bottom. Boyle.]

RES'I-DENCE, n. [residence, Fr.] Act of dwelling in a

place; place of abode
; dwelling; domicile; habitation;

abode. [{Sediment. Bacon.]
RES'I-DEN-CY, n. Same as residence. Hale.

RES'I-DENT, a. [rcsidcns, L.J Dwelling ; having abode in

any place ; stationary ; residing ;
fixed.

REs'i-DENT, n. One who resides in a place : a minister
of state sent to continue, for some time, at the court of a

foreign prince or state.

RES'I-DENT-ER,* n. One who resides
;
a resident. CA. 06.

RES-i-DEN'TIAL,* a. Relating to residence. JVaterland.

RES-i-DEN'Tl-A-RY> (rez-e-den'she-a-re) a. Holding resi-

dence. More.

RE^-I-DEN'TI-A-RV, (rez-e-den'she-a-re) n. An ecclesiastic

who keeps a certain residence. [Wood.
RES-I-DEN'TI-A-RY-SHIP,* n. The station of a residentiary.

RE-SID'ER, n. One who resides ; a resident.

RE-slD'V-AL, (re-zid'yu-al) a. [residuum, L.] Relating to

the residue ; remaining. Crabb. [R.]

Rr.-siD'y-A-RY, (re-zld'yu-a-re) a. Residual. (Law) Re-

iating to, or entitled to, the residue or remainder. Re-

siduary legatee, one who has the residue of an estate after

all other legacies and demands are paid

REs'l-DUE, (rez'e-du) n. [residu, Fr. ; residuum, L.] The
remaining part; that which is left; remainder; the
rest. /

RE-SID'V-DM,* n. [L.] (Chem.) The residue, remainder, or
what is left, in any chemical process. Crabb.

RE-SIGN', (re-zin') v. a. [resigner, Fr.
; resigno, L.] [t. RE-

SIGNED ; pp. RESIGNING, RESIGNED.] To give up ;
to yield

up ;
to give up in confidence

; to renounce
;
to relinquish ;

to abdicate
;
to submit, particularly to Providence.

fRjs-siGN', (re-zin') n. Resignation. Beaum. Sf Fl.

RE-SIGN',* (rG-sin') v. a. To sign again. Ency.
RES-IG-NA'TION, (rez-jg-na'shun) n. [Fr.] Act of resign-

ing ;
state of being resigned ; patience ; endurance ;

sub-
mission ; acquiescence ;

submission to Providence.

RE-SIGNED',* (re-zlnd') p. a. Having made a resignation :

feeling resignation; submissive.

RE-SIGN'ED-LY, (re-zln'ed-le) ad. With resignation.
RES-IGN-EE',* (rez-e-nS') n. (Law) The party to whom a

thing is resigned. Bailey.

RE-SIGN'ER, (re-zln'er) ?i. One who resigns.

jRE-siGN'MENT, (re-zin'ment) n. Resignation. Wotton.

fRE-lLE', v. n. To start back ; to fly from a purpose. El-
lis.

||RE-siL'}-ENCE, (re-zil'e-Sns) ) n. [resilio, L.] The act

||RE-lL'i-EN-CY, (re-zil'e-en-se) \
of starting or leaping

back. Bacon.

||RE-siL'i-ENT, [rc-zll'e-ent, W. P. Ja. Sm.; re-sil'yent, S.

F. K.] a. [resiliens, L.] Starting or springing back.

RES-I-LI"TION, (rez-e-llsh'un) n. [resilio, L.] Resilience.

RJE^'IN, n. [resine, Fr.; resina, L.] A vegetable principle

exuding from certain trees, inflammable, hard when
cool, viscid when heated, insoluble in water, but soluble

in alcohol
; inspissated turpentine ;

rosin.

RES'IN-I-FORM,* a. Having the form of resin. Smart.

RES-l-NiF'ER-oOs,* a. Yielding resin. Ure.

RES'I-NO-E-LEC'TRIC,* a. Exhibiting what was formerly
called negative electricity. Ure.

RES'IN-OUS, a. [resineuz, Fr.] Containing resin
; consisting

of resin; resembling resin. Resinous electricii.y ,
that

kind of electricity which a tube of resin exhibits by
friction on a rubber of wool, otherwise called negative
electricity ; opposed to vitreous electricity.

REs'iN-oDs-NEss, n. The quality of being resinous.

RES-i-Pls'CENCE, 71. [Fr. ; resipiscentia, low L.l Wisdom
after the fact

; repentance. W. Mountague. [R.J

RE-SIST', v. a. [resisto, L.
; register, Fr.] [t.

RESISTED ; pp.

RESISTING, RESISTED.] To oppose ;
to strive or act against;

to withstand ;
to thwart

;
not to admit impression or

force from.

RE-SIST', v. n. To make opposition. Shak.

RE-IST'ANCE, n. [resistance, Fr.] Act of resisting ; oppo
sition

;
the quality of not yielding to force or external im-

pression : a resisting force, or a power that acts in op-

position to another, so as to destroy or diminish its effect.

fRE-lsT'ANT, n. He or that which resists. Pearson.

RE-SIST'ER, n. One who resists. Austin.

RE-IST-I-BIL'I-TY, n. Quality of being resistible

RE-SIST'J-BLEJ a. That may be resisted.

RE-SIST'IVE, a. Having power to resist. B. Jonson.
[R.J

RE-stsT'LESS, a. Irresistible ; that cannot be resisted or

opposed : that cannot resist
; helpless.

RE-SIST'LESS-LY, ad. So as not to be opposed or denied.

RES'O-LU-BLE, [rez'Q-lu-bl, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.
,-
re-s51'-

u-bl, S.] a. [resoluble, Fr.
;
re and solubiKs, L.] That may

be melted, dissolved, or resolved ;
resolvable.

RES'O-LU-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being resoluble.

Boyle.
REs'o-LUTE,a. [re.iolu, Fr.] Determined ;

decided ;
fixed ;

constant ; steady ;
firm

; persevering ;
unshaken.

RES'Q-LUTE, n. A determined person. Shak. [R.]

RES'O-LUTE-LY, ad. In a resolute manner ; firmly.

Rfis'o-LUTE-NEss, ?(. Quality of being resolute.

RES-O-LU'TIQN, (rez-o-la'shun) n. [resolutio, L.] Act of re-

solving ; state of bsing resolved ; that which is resolved ;

fixed determination ;
settled thought ; constancy ;

firmness ;

steadiness : the act of clearing of difficulties; analy-

sis; act of separating anything into constituent parts;
dissolution: determination of a cause in court; decla-

ration passed by a public body.
RES-O-LU'TIQN-ER, n. One who makes a resolution. Bur-

net. [R.]
RKS O-LU'TION-IST,* n. One who makes a resolution. Qw.

Reii. [R.]

RES'O-LU-TIVE, a. [resolutif, Fr.] Having the power to dis-

solve. Holland. [R.]
RE-SOLV'A-BLE, a. That may be resolved, referred, or re-

duced
; admitting separation of parts; dissolvable; ca-

pable of solution
;
solvable.

RE-SOLVE', (re-zolv') v. a. [resolvo, L.] [i.
RESOLVED ; pp

RESOLVING, RESOLVED.] To inform : to free from a doubt

or difficulty ;
to solve ; to clear ;

to settle in an opinion ;

to determine
;
to purpose ;

to fix
;
to confirm : to reduce

into component parts ;
to analyze ;

to melt
;
to dissolve

;

to relax.all other legacies and demands are paid. to relax.
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RE-SOLVE', (re-zolv') v. n. To determine
;
to decree with-

in one's self; to be fixed : to melt; to be dissolved.

RE-?OLVE', (re-zolv') n. A resolution
;
fixed determination

;

a declaration of a public body.
RE-OLVED',* (re-zolvd') a. Determined

;
firm

;
resolute.

RE-OLv'ED-Ly, ad. With firmness and constancy.
RE-$OLV'ED-NESS, n. Resolution; constancy; firmness.

RE-OLV'END,* n. (Arith.) A number which arises from

increasing the remainder after subtraction, in extracting
the square or cube root. Crabb.

RE-s.6Lv'ENT, n. [resolvens, L.] That which causes solu-

tion : a substance used to disperse a tumor.

RE-OLV'ENT,* a. Having power to dissolve. Louden.

RE-$OLV'ER, n. He or that which resolves.

RE-^OLV'ING,* n. Resolution
;
determination.

R'o-NXNCE, (rez'o-nans) . [Fr. ; resono, L.] A return
of sound

;
resound : broncophony. Boyle.

Rfi$'o-NANT, a. [Fr. ; rcsonans, L.] Resounding; return-

ing sound. Milton.

RE-SORB', v. a. [rcsorbeo, L.] To swallow up. Young.
RE-SOR'BENT, a. [resorbens, L.] Swallowing up. Wodhutt.

RE-ORT', v. n. [ressortir, Fr.] [i.
RESORTED ; pp. RESORT-

ING, RESORTED.] To have recourse
;
to go often ; to re-

pair. (Law) To fall back. Hale.

RE-ORT', n. [ressort, Fr.] Frequency ; assembly ; meet-

ing ;
concourse

;
confluence

; act of visiting ; movement ;

resource. Last resort, last resource; the highest tribu-

nal. Dernier resort, last resource.

RE-ORT'ER, n. One who resorts or frequents.

RE-bOND', (re-zbund') v. a. (resono, L.
; resonner, Fr.]

[i. RESOUNDED ; pp. RESOUNDING, RESOUNDED.] To CCho
;

to sound back: to return as sound; to celebrate by
sound

;
to sound ; to tell so as to be heard far.

RE-OUND', v. n. To be echoed back
;
to be much and

loudly mentioned.

REWOUND', n. Echo
;
return of sound. Beaumont. [R.]

RE'SOGND,* v. a. To sound again.

RE-SOURCE', (re-sors') n. [ressource, Fr.] Any source of
aid or support ;

an expedient to which many resort
;

means
;
resort.

RE-SOURCE'LESS, (re-s5rs'les) a. Wanting resource.

RE-SOW', (re-sb') v. a. To sow anew. Bacon.

RE-SPEAK', v. n. To speak again ;
to answer.

RE-SPECT', v. a. [respectus, L.
; respecter, Fr.] [i. RESPECT-

ED
; pp. RESPECTING, RESPECTED.] To esteem ; to honor;

to prize ;
to regard ;

to have regard to
;
to consider with

honor or a degree of reverence : to have relation to
;
to

look toward.

RE-SPECT', n. [Fr. ; respectus, L.] Regard ;
attention

;
rev-

erence
;

honor
;

deference
;
esteem

; good-will ; partial

regard; manner of treating others; consideration; esti-

mation
; motive ; relation

; reference.

RE-SPECT-A-BIL'I-TY, n. duality of being respectable.

RE-SPECT'A-BLE, a. [respectable, Fr.J Worthy of respect ;

venerable
; reputable ;

estimable
;
of good quality ;

mod-
erately good.

RE-SPECT'A-BLE-NESS, n. State or quality of being re-

spectable ; respectability.

RE-SPECT'A-BLY, ad. In a respectable manner ; reputably.

RE-SPECT'ED,*P. a. Regarded or treated with respect.

RE-SPECT'ER, n. One who respects.

RE-SPECT'F()L, a. Full of respect ; civil; obedient; duti-

ful
; ceremonious.

RE-SPECT'FUL-LY, ad. In a respectful manner.

RE-SPECT'FOL-NESS, n. The quality of being respect-
ful.

RE-SPECT'ING,* prep. Having respect to; concerning.
Hiley.

RE-SPEC'TIVE, (re-spek'tjv) a. Particular; relating to par-
ticular persons or things ;

not collective, but several.

[respcctif, Fr.] Relative ; not absolute. [fWorthy of rever-
ence ; respectable. Shak. Careful. Hooker.]

RE-SPEC'TIVE-LY, ad. In a respective manner; particu-
larly ;

as each belongs to each
; relatively ;

not absolute-
ly; partially.

RE-SPECT'LESS, a. Having no respect ; disrespectful. [R.]
RE-SPECT'LESS-NESS, n. State of being respectless. Stiel-

ton.

JRE-SPERSE', v. a. [rcspersvs, L.] To sprinkle; to dis-

perse in small masses. Bp. Taylor.
RE-SPER'SION, (re-sper'shun) 'n. [rcspersio, L.] Act of

sprinkling. [R.]

RE-splR-A-BlL'l-TY,* n. State of being respirable. Med.

Jour._
RE-SPIR'A-BLE, [re-splr'a-bl, Ja. Sm. Wb. Todd; res'pe-

ra-bl, P.. K.
]

a. That can respire ;
that can be respired.

RES-PI-RA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; respiratlo, L.] Act of respiring ;

act of breathing: the function by which the nutrient,
circulating fluid of an organized body is submitted to the
influence of air, for the purpose of changing its proper-
ties. Brande. Relief from toil

; interval. Bp. Hall.

RE-SPIRE', v. n. [respiro, L. ; respirer., Fr.] [i. RESPIRED ;

pp. RESPIRING, RESPIRED.] To breathe; to inhale; to
catch breath

;
to take breath

;
to rest.

RE-SPIRE', v. a. To breathe out
;
to send out in exhala-

tions.

RES-PI-RA'TIQN-AL,* a. Relating to respiration. Ch. Ob.

RES'PI-RA-TPR,* n. An instrument formed of flattened
silver or gilt wires, fitted to cover the mouth, over which
it is retained by proper bandages ;

used as a safeguard
for weak lungs. Brande.

RE-SPIR'A-TO-RY, a. Having power to respire. Hunter.

RES'PITE, (res'pjt) n. [respit, old Fr.] Delay, as for breath-

ing; pause; interval: reprieve; suspension of a capi-
tal sentence.

RES'PJTE, (res'pit) v. a. [respiter, old Fr.] [i. RESPITED ;

pp. RESPITING, RESPITED.] To relieve by a pause; to sus-

pend ;
to delay ; to reprieve.

Lustre ; brightness; splendor.

RE-SPLEN'DENT, a. [resplendens, L.] Bright; shining;
having a fine lustre.

RE-SPLEN'DENT-L, ad. With lustre; brightly; splendid-

RE-SPOND', v. n. [respondeo, L.] [i. RESPONDED
; pp. RE-

SPONDING, RESPONDED.] To answer
; to reply; to cor-

respond ;
to suit.

RE-SPOND', n. A short anthem, corresponding in senti-

ment, though interrupting for a time some other service.

RE-SPON'DENCE,* n. Act of responding ;
unison. Parncll.

RE-SPON'DEN-CY * n. Act of responding; respondence.
Chalmers.

RE-SPON'DENT, n. [respondent, L.] He who answers the

opponent in a set disputation ;
one who answers objec-

tions. (Law) One who makes an answer to a bill or
other proceeding in chancery.

RE-SPON'DENT,* a. Answerable; corresponding. Pope.
fRE-SPON'SAL, a. Answerable

; responsible. Heylin.
IRE-SPON'SAL, n. One responsible : response. Barrow.

RE-SPONSE', n. [responsum, L.
; response, old Fr.] An an-

swer
;
a reply to an objection in a formal disputation ;

an
oracular answer

;
an alternate answer: an answer by

the congregation, made alternately with the priest or

minister, in public worship.
RE-SP6N-SI-BIL'I-TY, n. [responsabilite, Fr.] State of being

responsible; obligation; responsibleness ; ability to dis-

charge obligations. Bp. Horslcy.
RE-SPON'SI-BLE, a. [responsus, L.] Answerable; account-

able
;
amenable : capable of discharging an obligation ;

able to pay all demands.
RE-SPON'SI-BLE-NESS, n. State of being responsible ;

re-

sponsibility.

fRE-spoN'siQN, n. [responsio, L.] Act of answering. Bai-

ley.

RE-SPON'SIVE, a. [responsif, Fr.] Making response; an-

swering; making answer; correspondent.
RE-SPON'SIVE-LY,* ad. In a responsive manner. Sir W.

Scott. [R.]
RE-SPON'SO-RY, a. [responsorius, L.] Containing answer.

RE-SPON'SO-RY, n. A response. Crashaw. [R.]

REST, n. [rest, Sax.] Cessation of motion or labor; quiet;
stillness; ease; peace; intermission; stop; sleep; re-

pose ;
death : support ;

that on which any thing leans or

rests
; place of repose. [reste, Fr.

; quod rcstat, L.] Re-

mainder; what remains; others; those not included;
residue; remnant. (Music) An interval, during which
the sound or voice is intermitted. (Poetry) A pause or
rest of the voice ;

a caesura.

REST, v. n. [restan,Sax.] [i. RESTED ;pp. RESTING, RESTED.]
To sleep ;

to be asleep ; to slumber ; to die
;
to be quiet

or still
;
to be at peace ;

to be without disturbance
;
to be

fixed in any state or opinion ;
to cease from labor

;
to be

satisfied: to lean; to recline for support or quiet.

[resto, L.
; restcr, Fr.] To be left ;

to remain.

REST, 11. a. To lay to rest
;
to place as on a support.

fRE-STAG'NANT, a. [restagnans, L.] Remaining without
motion. Boyle.

fRE-srXG'NATE, v. n. To stand without flow. Wiseman.

tR-STAG-NA'TiON, n. A standing still
; stagnation.

Rs'TANT,*a. (Bot.) Remaining, as footstalks. London.

RESTAURANT,* (res-to-rang') n. [Fr.] An eating-house.
Brit. Crit.

RESTAURATEUR* (res-tor'a-tur') <*. [Fr.] One who
keeps an eating-house. P. Cyc.

fRJis-TAU-RA'TlON, n. [re.stauro, L.] Restoration. Hooker.

RE-STEM', v. a. To stem back against the current. Shak.

REST'FOL, a. Quiet ; being at rest. Shak. [R.]

tREsT'FOL-Ly, ad. In a state of quiet. Sir T. Ehjot.

REST'FOL-NESS,* n. State of being restful. EC. Rev. [R.]

REST-IIXR'ROW, n. An herbaceous plant or shrub; cam-
mock.

RES'TIFF, a. [restif, old Fr.
; resiio, It.] Unwilling to stir;

resolute against going forward
;

obstinate ; stubborn j

restive. See RESTIVE.

RES'TIFF-NESS, n. Obstinate reluctance; restiveness.

fRE-STlNc'TlQN, (re-stlngk'shun) n. [restinctus, L.] Act
of extinguishing.

REST'ING-PLACE, n. A place of rest. Coventry.catch breath
;
to take breath

;
to rest. REST'ING-PLACE, n. A place of rest. Coventry.
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Field.
,

v. a. [restinguo, L.] To extinguish. Dr.

Hall.

o recover;
RE-ST!P-V-LA'TIQN,* n. A new stipulation. Bp.
fRES'Tl-TUTE, v. a. [restituo, restitutes, L.] T

to restore. Dyer.
Rs-Tl-TU'TlON, n. [restitutio, L.] Act of restoring what

is lost or taken
;
state of being restored

; thing restored :

the act of returning or giving back something to the

proper owner.

REs'Tf-TU-TOR, w. [L.] A restorer. Oayton.
RES'TIVE, a. Unwilling to stir

; obstinate ; stubborn ;
res-

tiff. Browne. Restive, which has been discountenanced

by some, has been long in use, and is now more com-
mon than restiff. See RESTIFF. \Bacon.

RS'TIVE-NESS, n. State of being restive; restiffness. Ld.

REST'LESS, a. Being without rest
; wanting rest; unquiet ;

unsettled ; not still
;
in continual motion.

REST'LESS-LY, ad. Without rest
; unquietly. South.

REST'LESS-NESS, n. State of being restless
;
want of rest

;

unquietness ; agitation.

RE-STOR'A-BLE, a. That may be restored. Sioift.

fRE-STO'RAL, n. Restitution. Barrow.

RES-TQ-RA'TIQN, n. Act of restoring; state of being re-

stored
; recovery. (English history') The restoring of the

monarchy, in the person of Charles II., in 1660.

REs-TQ-RA'TlON-ER,* ) n. One who holds to the doctrine

RES-TO-RA'TION-IST,* \ of the final restoration of all

men to happiness. Adams. [Willis.

RES-TO-RA'TIPN-IM,* n. Doctrine of the Restorationists.

RE-STO'RA-TIVE, a. That has the power to restore or re-

cruit; restoring; curative.

RE-STO'RA-TIVE, n. A medicine that restores strength.
RES'TO-RA-TOR,* n. [restaurateur, Fr.] A keeper of an

eating-house. Ford.

RE-STO'RA-TP-RY,* a. Restorative. Jour. Cong. [R.]
RE-STORE', v. a. [restaurer, Fr.

; restauro, L.] [{.RESTORED ;

pp. RESTORING, RESTORED.] To return what has been

taken, lost, or given ; to return
;
to repay ;

to give back
;

to bring back
;
to retrieve; to cure

;
to recover from dis-

ease
;
to recover from corruption, as passages in books.

tRE-STORE', re. Restoration. Spenser.

fRE-STORE'MENT,* n. Restoration. Milton.

RE-STOR'ER, n. One who repairs or restores.

RE-STRAIN', v. a. [restreindre, Fr.] [i. RESTRAINED ; pp.

RESTRAINING, RESTRAINED.] To hold back
;
to keep in

;

to repress ;
to keep in awe

; to hinder
;
to abridge ;

to

hold in
;
to limit

;
to confine

;
to coerce

; to restrict.

RE-STRAIN'A-BLE, a. That may be restrained. Browne.

RE-STRAIN'ED-LY, ad. With restraint.

R^-STRAIN'ER, n. One who restrains or withholds.

RE-STRAINT', n. [restreint, Fr.] Act of restraining ;
state

of being restrained ; that which restrains
; prohibition ;

restriction
;
limitation ; hinderance ; constraint.

RE-STRICT', v. a. [restrictus, L.] [i.
RESTRICTED

; pp. RE-

STRICTING, RESTRICTED.] To limit; to confine; to re-

strain. [straint ;
constraint.

RE-STRlc'TIpN, n. [Fr.] Confinement; limitation; re-

R?-STR!C'TIVE, a. Tending to restrain
; expressing limita-

tion. [restrict!/, Fr.] Styptic; astringent.

RE-STRIC'TIVE-LY, ad. In a restrictive manner.

RE-STRlN<jrE', v. a. [restringo, L.] [i. RESTRINGED ; pp. RE-

STRINGING, RESTRINGED.] To confine; to contract
;

to

astringe. Bailey. [R.]

RE-STRiN'c^EN-cy, n. Power of contracting ; astringency.
RE-STRINGENT, 7i. [restringens, L.] An astringent medi-

cine ;
a styptic. Harvey.

RE-STRtN'^ENT,* a. Having a contracting quality. P. Cyc.
RE-STRlVE', v. n. To strive anew. Sir E. Sackville.

RES'TY, a. [restif, old Fr.] Obstinate in standing still; res-

tiff; restive. Milton. See RESTIFF, and RESTIVE.

RE-SVB-JEC'TION, n. A second subjection. Bp. Hall.

RE-stJB-Ll-MA'TlpN,* n. Act of resubliming. Boyle.
RE-SUB-LIME', v. a. To sublime another time. Newton.

RE-SU-DA'TIPN, n. [old Fr.
; resudatus, L.] Act of sweat-

ing out again.

RE-ULT', (re-zulf) v. n. [resulto, L.J [i. RESULTED ; pp.

RESULTING, RESULTED.] [To fly back. Pope.] [resulter,

Fr.] To come, as by force or necessity, from premises ;
to

be produced as the effect of causes jointly concurring.
[To come to a decision, as an ecclesiastical council. Aus-
tin. U. S. See RESULT, n.]

RE-ijiULT', (re-zulf) re. [fResilience. Bacon.] Consequence ;

effect produced by the con6urrence of cooperating causes ;

issue; event; inference from premises. [Resolve; de-
cision. "Rude, passionate, and mistaken results have,
at certain times, fallen from great assemblies." Sioift.

This use of result Johnson pronounces to be "
improp-

er." In the United States, it is often used in this sense,
as applied to the decision of an ecclesiastical council.
The Eclectic Review remarks,

" Result and to result, in

the technical sense peculiar to American ecclesiastics,
deserve to be exploded."]

RE-UL'TANCE, n. Act of resulting. Ld. Herbert.

RE-IJL'TANT,* n. (Mcch.) The force which results from

the composition of two or more forces acting upon a
body. Brande. [Francis.

RE-UL'TANT,* a. Combined of two or more forces

RE-stJLT'FOL,* a. Having results
; effectual. Examiner.

RE-UM'A-BLE, a. That may be resumed or taken back.

RE-ijuME', (re-zum') v. a. [resumo, L.] [i.
RESUMED ; pp

RESUMING, RESUMED.] *To take back
;
to take again; to

take part : to begin again after interruption.
ESUME,* (rez'u-ma') n. [Fr.] A summary. Sir D. Barry

RE-SUM'MPN,* n. A second summons. WTiishaw.

RE-UMP'TlpN, (re-zum'shun) n.
[resumption, Fr. ; resump*

tus, L.] Act of resuming ;
that which is resumed.

RE-^OMP'TJVE, (re-zum'tiv) a. [resumptus, L.] Taking
back. Johnson. [R.]

RE-UMP'TIVE,* re. (Jlfed.) A restoring medicine. Crabb.

RE-SU'PI-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Inverted
;
bent backwards; re-

supinated. P. Cyc.

RE-SU'PI-NAT-ED,* a. Lying with the face upwards. Hill.

RE-SU-PI-NA'TION, n. [resupino, L.] Act of lying on the
back. Wotton.

RE-SUR'^ENCE,* n. The act of rising again. Coleridge.

RE-SUR'^ENT,* a. Rising again, or from the dead. Cole-

ridge.

RE-SVR-PRI?E',* v. a. To surprise anew. Bacon.

RE$-UR-REC'TION, n. [Fr. ; resurrectum, L.] Act of rising

again, especially after death; revival from the dead; re-

turn to life from the grave.

REijf-yR-REc'TipN-iST,* 7^ One who disinters human bod-
ies for dissection. Qu. Rev. [Campbell.

RE$-VR-REC'TION-MAN,* n. Same as resurrectionist. Th.

RE-SVR-VEY', (-va') v. a. To survey again; to review.

RE-SUS'CI-TA-BLE,* a. That may be resuscitated. Boyle.

RE-sus'ci-TATE, v. a. [resuscito, L. ; ressuscitcr, Fr.] [i.

RESUSCITATED;^. RESUSCITATING, RESUSCITATED.] To
stir up anew ;

to restore to life
;
to revive. Bacon.

RE-sOs'ci-TATE,7>. 7i. To awaken: to revive. Feltham.

RE-SUS-CI-TA'TIPN, re. Act of resuscitating; state of be-

ing resuscitated
; revival.

RE-sDs'ci-TA-TlVE, a. [ressuscitatif, Fr.] Tending to re-

suscitate; reviving. Cotgrave.
RET,* V. a. [i. RETTED

J pp. RETTING, RETTED.] To SOak J

to macerate in water or in moisture; to rot or partially

putrefy, as flax. Ure.

RE-TAIL,', [re-tal', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; re-tal' or

re'tal, Wb.} v. a. [retailler, Fr.] [t.
RETAILED ; pp. RE-

TAILING, RETAILED.] To sell m small quantities, in

consequence of selling at second hand
;
to sell in broken

parts, or at second hand, fcjr
" This verb is sometimes

accented on the first syllable, and the noun on the last."

Walker.

RE'TAIL, [re'tal, W. P. Ja. Sm. ; re-tal', S. J. F. K.] n.

Sale by small quantities, or at second hand.

RE-TAIL'ER, or RE'TAIL-ER, n. One who retails.

RE-TAIN', (re-tan') v. a. [retineo, L. ; rctenir, Fr.] [/'.
RE-

TAINED
; pp. RETAINING, RETAINED.] To keep; tO hold

J

to detain
;
to reserve

;
to keep in pay ;

to hire.

RE-TAIN', v. n. To belong to
;
to depend on ;

to continue.

RE-TAIN'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being retained. Ash.

RE-TAIN'ER, 71. One who retains : one who is retained :

an adherent
;
a dependant ;

a hanger-on. ( Old English
law) A servant, not a menial dwelling continually in the

house of his master, but only wearing his livery, and at-

tending sometimes on special occasions : act of keeping
dependants. (Law) A retaining fee, or a fee to secure

a lawyer or counsellor, or prevent him from pleading for

the opposite party.

RE-TAIN'ING,* p. a. Withholding ; securing ; keeping
back. Retaining wall, a wall used for the support and
maintenance of a body of earth. (Law) Retaining fee, a

fee given to a lawyer to secure his services, or prevent
his acting in favor of the opposite party; a retainer.

Whishaw.

RE-TAKE', v. a. To take again. Clarendon.

RE-TXL'}-ATE, . a. [re and talio, L.] [L RETALIATED ; pp.

RETALIATING, RETALIATED.] To return by giving like for

like ; to repay ;
to requite, either with good or evil ;

but

commonly used in an ill sense ;
to revenge.

RE-TlL-i-A'TiQN, re. Act of retaliating ; requital ;
return

of like for like ; repayment ; revenge. [ West. Rev.

RE-TXL'I-A-TIVE,* a. 'Returning like for like
; retaliatory.

RE-TAL'J-A-TQ-RY,* a. Implying retaliation ; retaliating ;

revenging. George Canning.
RE-TARU', v. a. [retardo, L. ; retardcr, Fr.] [i. RETARDED;

pp. RETARDING, RETARDED.] To hinder; to obstruct in

swiftness of course; to delay; to put off; to defer; to

protract ; to prolong ; to postpone ;
to procrastinate.

fRE-TARD', v. n. To stay back. Browne.

RET-AR-DA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of retarding ; delay; hin-

derance.
RE-TAR' DA-TIVE,* a. Having power to retard. Maunder.

RE-TARD'ER, n. One who retards; hinderer.

RE-TARD'MENT, re. Retardation ; delay. Cowley. [R.]

RETCH, (recii or rech) [rech, E. Ja. K. Sm. ; rgch, S. P. Wb. ,

rech or rech, W. F.] v. n. [i. RETCHED; pp. RETCHING,
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; BOLL, BuR, RtTLE. C, 9, C, /t; R, G, , g, hard; $ as Z

; 3 as gz; THIS
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RETCHED.] To make an effort to vomit
j

to strive:
often written reach.

fRETCH'LESS, a. Reckless. Dryden. See RECKLESS.
RE-TE'ciovs,*(re-te'shus) a. Resembling net-work. Maun-

der. [R.]

tR_E-TE~c'TipN, 7i. [retectus, L.] Act of discovering. Boyle.
RE-TELL,', v. a. [L RETOLD

; pp. RETELLING, RETOLD.] To
tell again. Shak.

RE'TE MU-co'sUM*n. [L.] (Anal.) The soft and appa-
rently fibrous matter, or layer, situated between the cu-
ticle and cutis. It is the seat of the color of the skin.
Brando.

RE-TEN'TION, n. [Fr. ; retcntio, L.] Act of retaining ;

power of retaining : memory : act of withholding any
thing; preservation; custody; confinement; restraint.

RE-TEN'TIVE, a. \rctentif, Fr.] Having power to retain;
capacious; preserving; holding much or long.

fRE-TEN'TiVE, n. Restraint. Bp. Hall.

RE-TEN'TIVE-LY,* ad. In a retentive manner. Dr. Allen.

RE-TEN'TIVE-NESS, n. Quality of being retentive.

fRE-TEX', v. a. [retexo, L.] To unweave; to undo. Hackct.

RE-TEXT'VRE,* irS-text'yur)H. A renewed texture. Carlyle.

RE'TI-A-RY,* (re'she-a-re) a. [retiarius, L.] Arnjed with a
trident and net, as 'a 'gladiator. Coleridge. [R.]

RET'I-CENCE, n. [Fr. ; rcticentia, L.] Concealment by si-

lence. Southey.

RET'I-CLE, (ret'e-kl) n, [reticu.lu.rn, L.] A small net; a bag ;

a reticule.

RE-TIC'V-LAR, a. Having the form of a small net.

RE-Tlc'v-LATE,* n. (Zool.) A species of lithophyte.
Brande.

RE-Tlc'v-LATE,* a. Resembling net-work
; having a sur-

face intersected by lines. Lyell.

RE-TIC'V-LAT-ED, a. [reticulatus, L.] Made of net-work
;

formed like a net.

RET'I-CULE,* n. A small work-bag, or net; reticle. In
a telescope, a net-work dividing the field of view into a
series of small, equal squares. Brande.

RET'I-FORM, a. [retiformis, L.] Having the form of a net,
or net-work.

RET'I-NA, n. [L.] pi. RET'I-NJS. The pulpy or net-like

expansion of the optic nerve, on the interior surface of
the eye. It is the seat of vision.

RET-I-NAS-PHAL'TVM,* n. A resinous substance, found in

some kinds of coal ; retinite. Francis.

RET'I-NITE,* re. (Min.) An inflammable, resinous sub-

stance, found in some coal-mines. Dana.

RET-I-NI'TIS,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the retina. Brande.

RE-TIN'O-LITE,*, (Min.) A mineral substance. Dana.

RET'J-NUE, [ret'e-nu, P. E. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; ret'e-nu or

re-tin'nu, W.J.'F. Ja.; re-tin'nu, S.] n. [revenue, 'Fr.] A
number attending upon a principal person ; a train of at-

tendants. $3=
" This word was formerly always accent-

ed on the second syllable ;
but the antepenultimate accent,

to which our language is so prone in simples of three syl-

lables, has so generally obtained as to make it doubtful to

which side the best usage inclines. Dr. Johnson, Sheridan,
Ash, Kenrick,Nares, Bailey, and Penning, accent the sec-

ond syllable ;
and Buchanan, W. Johnston, Perry, Barclay,

and Entick, the first. Scott accents both, but prefers the
first. In this case, then, analogy ought to decide for plac-

ing the accent on the first syllable." Walker. All the

principal English orthoepists, more recent than Walker,
give the preference to placing the accent on the first syl-
lable. See REVENUE.

RET-I-RADE',* n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A retrenchment. Crabb.

RE-TIRE', . re. [retirer, Fr.] [i. RETIRED ; pp. RETIRING,
RETIRED.] To retreat ;

to withdraw
;
to go to a place of

privacy ; to go from a public station . to go off froin*com-

pany ; to recede
;
to retrograde ; to secede.

fRE-TiRE', v. a. To withdraw
;
io make to retire. Sidney.

fRE-TiRE', n. Retreat
;
retirement. Milton.

RE-TIRED', (re-tlrd') a. Withdrawn; secret; private.

RE-TiRED'LY,'(re-tird'1e) ad. Insoliti-.de; in privacy.
RE-TIRED'NESS, (re-tlrd'nes) re. Solitude

; privacy.
RE-TIRE'MENT, n. Act of retiring ;

state of being" retired ;

private abode
; private way of life ; privacy ; seclusion.

RE-TIR'ER,* n. One who retires or withdraws. Gagcoigne.
RE-TOLD', p. from Retell. See RETELL.
RE-TORT', v. a. [retortus, L.] [i.

RETORTED
; pp. RETORT-

ING, RETORTED.] To throw or twist back
;
to rebound

;

to return, as an argument, censure, or incivility.

RE-TORT',* v. n. To make a returt
;
to rebound. Pope.

RE-TORT',* n. [retorte, Fr.
; retortum, L.] A censure or in-

civility returned ;
a severe, short answer or reply ; a rep-

artee. A chemical glass or earthen vessel, with a bent

neck, for holding solids or liquids for distillation, &c.
RE-TORT'ER, n. One who retorts.

RE-TORT'I'NG, n. Act of casting back, as a censure or in-

civility.

RE-TOR'TION, n. Act of retorting; retaliation. Warburton.

RE-TOR'TIVE,* a. Making retort. Barlow. [R.]

RE-T6ss', v. a. To toss again ;
to toss back. Pope.

RE-ToCcil', (re-tuch') v. a. [retoucher, Fr.] [i. RETOUCHED ;

pp. RETOUCHING, RETOUCHED.] To touch again j
to im

prove by new touches. Drydcn.
RE-TRACE', or RE-TRACE', v. a. [retracer, Fr.] [i. RE-
TRACED ; pp. RETRACING, RETRACED.] To trace again ;

to

trace back: to renew, as the outline of a drawing
RE-TR.XCT', o. a. [retractus, L.

; retracter, Fr.] [i. RETRACT-
ED

; pp. RETRACTING, RETRACTED.] To recall
;
to recant ;

to take back; to revoke
j to abjure; to unsay; to re-

sume.
RE-TRXCT', _u.

n. To unsay ; to withdraw concession.

jRE-TRAC'TATE, v. a. [retractatus, L.] To retract. Trans-
lators of the Bible.

RET-RAC-TA'TION, re. [Fr. ; retractatio, L.] Recantation ;

retraction. Browne. [R.]

RE-TRXc'Ti-BLE,* a. That may be retracted. S.-nith.

RE-TRAC'TILE,* a. Capable of being drawn back. Smart.

RE-TRAC'TIQN, re. [Fr.] Act of retracting; something re-

tracted ;
recantation

;
declaration of change of opinion.

RE-TRAC'TIVE, n. That which withdraws. Bp. Hull.

fRE-TRAlCT', (re-trakt') re. [retraicte, old Fr.] Retreat.
Bacon. [ture. Spenser.

fRE-TRAlT', n. [ritratto, It.] A cast of countenance ;
a pic-

RE^TRANS LATE',* v. a. To translate again. Chesterfield.

RE-TRAX'IT,* n. [L.] (Law} A withdrawal of a suit in

court, by which the plaintiff loses his action. Whighaw.

RE-TREAD',* v. a. To tread again. Wordsworth.

RE-TREAT', (re-trot') re. [retraite, Fr.] Act of retreating ;

state of privacy ; place of privacy ; place of safety ;
with-

drawal ; retirement ;
shelter

; refuge ; asylum.
RE-TREAT', v. re.

[i.
RETREATED

; pp. RETREATING, RE-

TREATED.] To withdraw
;
to move back to a place ;

to go
to a private abode ; to take shelter

;
to go to a place of se-

curity ;
to retire from a superior enemy ;

to recede; to

retire

RE-TREAT'ED, p a. Retired
; gone to privacy. Milton.

RE-TREAT'MENT,* n. Retreat. John Tyler. [.]
RE-TRENCH', v. a. [retrancher, Fr.] [t. RETRENCHED ; pp.

RETRENCHING, RETRENCHED.] ToCUtoffj to pare aWay J

to confine
;
to lessen ; to diminish.

RE-TRENCH', v. n. To live with less show or expense.
RE-TRENCH'ING, n. A cutting off; a purposed omission.

RE-TRENCH'MENT, re. [retranchemcnt. Fr.] Act of re-

trenching ;
curtailment

;
diminution. (Fort.) Any raised

work to cover a post.

RE-TRIB'UTE, [re-trlb'ut, W. P. J. E. Ja. Sm. R.: ret're-

but, S. K. : re-trlb'ut or ret're-but, F.] v. a. [rctribuo, L.';

retribitcr, Fr ] [i. RETRIBUTED ; pp. RETRIBUTING, RETRIB-

UTED.] To pay back
;
to make repayment of; to requite.

RE-TRIB'V-TER, n. One who makes retribution.

RET-RI-BU'TI'QN, re. [Fr.] Act of retributing ;
that which

is retributed or awarded : repayment ; requital ; 'reward ;

recompense ;
return accommodated to the action.

RE-TRIB'V-TIVE, a. Making retribution ; repaying.

RE-TRIB'V-TO-RY, a. Repaying; retributive. Bp. Hall.

RE-TRIEV'A-BLE, a. That may be retrieved ; recoverable.

RE-TRIEV'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being retrievable. Ash.
RE-TRIE v'AL,* n. Recovery ;

restoration. Coleridge.

RE-TRIiiVE', (re-tri5v') v. a. [rctrouver, Fr.
; ritrovare, It.]

[i.
RETRIEVED ; pp. RETRIEVING, RETRIEVED.] To make

up for, as a loss ;
to recover ;

to restore
;
to repair ;

to re-

gain ; to recall
;
to bring back.

fRE-TRiEVE', n. A discovery ; recovery. B. Jonson.

RE-TRIEV'ER,* re. One who retrieves. Harrington.
RE-TRiM',* v. a. To trim again. Wordsworth

RET'Rl-mfcNT,*7i. Dregs; refuse. Scott. [R.]

|R-TRO-XCT',* v. n. To act backward. Wm. Johnson.

JRE-TRO-Xc'TlQN, re. [retro, L., and action.] Action back-

ward.

HRE-TRQ-Xc'TIVE, cr RET-Rp-Xc'TIVE, [ro-tro-ak'tiv, K.
Sm. R. : ret-ro-ak'tjv. P. Wb.} a. Acting in regard to things

past. Gibbon. Acting backwards. Scott.

j|Rii-TRO-Xc'TlVE-LV,* ad. By acting backwards. Smart.

IJRE'TRQ-CEDE,* or RL-T'RQ-CEDE,* [r5'tro-sd, S. Ja. K.

Sm. R. ; ret'ro-sod, W. P. J. F. Wb.] v. a. [i.
RETROCEDED

;

pp. RETROCEDING, RETROCEDED.] To cede back again ; to

restore to^he former state. Qw. Rev.

||RE'TRO-CEDE,* v. n. To go back again. Scott.

||RE-TRQ-CE'DENT,* a. (Mcd.) Moving from one part of the

body to another, as some diseases. Brande.

||RE-TRO-cEs'siON, (-sesh'un) n. [retrocession, L.] Act of

retroceding ;
action of going back

;
recession.

HRE-TRO-DUC'TION,* re. Act of bringing back. Smart.

|RET'RQ-FLEX,'* a. (Bot.) Bent this way and back. Smart.

j|RE-TRQ-FRXcT'ED,* a. (Bot.) Hanging back and down,
as if broken. Smart.

||RET-RQ-<xRA-DA'TlQN, n. [Fr.] Act of going backward.

(w3o-fron.)'A motion of a planet when it appears con-

trary to the order of the signs.

||RET'RQ-GRAbE, [ret'ro-grad, W. P. J. E. F. K. R. Wb.',

re'tro-grad, Ja. Sm.] a. [retrograde, Fr.
;
retro and gradior,

L.] 'Going backward; declining to a worse state.

(Jlstron.) Apparently moving in an order contrary to that

of the signs, as a planet.

||RET'RQ-GRADE, v. w. [rcirogradcr, Fr.] [i. RETROGRAD-

I, , I, o, u, Y, long; X, , I, 6, u, Y, short ; A, E, j, o, y, Y, obscure. F!RE, FAR, F!ST, FALL; HEIR,
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XD ; pp. RETROGRADING, RETROGRADED.] To gO backward
J

to recede.

RET'RQ-GRADE, v. a. To cause to go backward. Sylvester.

RET-RQ-GRAD'ING-LY,* ad. By retrograde motion. Qu.
Rev.

||RET-RQ-GRES'siQN, (ret-ro-grosh'un) n. [retro and gres-

sus, L.] Act of going backwards.

||RET-RO-GRES'SIVE,* a. Going backwards. Coleridge.

IJRET-RQ-MIN'GE'N-CY, n. [retro and mingo, L.] Quality of

staling backwards.

HRET-RQ-MIN'GENT, n. An animal staling backward.
Browne.

||RET-RO-MtN'GENT,* a. Staling backwards. Ash,

||RET-RO-PUL'SIVE,* a. Driving back ; repelling. Smart.

RE-TRORSE'LYJ* ad. In a backward direction. Smart.

HR'ET'RP-SPEC'T, [ret'ro-spekt, W. P. J. F. R. Wb. ; re'trp-

spekt, S. E. Ja. K. Sm.] n. [retro and specio, L.] A look

thrown back upon things behind or things past ;
a view

of the past.

||RET'Rp-spcT,* v. n. To look back. D. Clinton. [R.]

JRET-RQ-SPEC'TIQN, 7i. Act or faculty of looking back.

JRET-RQ-SPEC'TJVE, a. Looking back; viewing the past.

RET-RQ-SPEC'TIVE-LV,* ad. By retrospection. EC. Rev.

IJRET.RQ-VER'sipN,* Act of retroverting ; change of

position ; displacement. Dunglison.
||RET'RO-VERT,*a. a. To turn back; to place that before

which is behind. Smart.

RE-TRfJDE', v. a. [retrudo, L.] [i.
RETRUDED

; pp. RETRUD-
ING, RETRUDED.] To thrust back. More.

fRE-TRUSE', a. [retrusus, L.] Hidden; abstruse. Heywood.
RET'TING,* n. The act of preparing flax for the separation
of the woody part from the harl or filamentous part, by
soaking it in water, or by exposure to dew

;
also called

rotting. Ure.

fRE-TDND', v. a. [retando, L.] To blunt ;
to turn. Ray.

RE-TURN', v. n. [retournei; Ft.] [i. RETURNED ; pp. RETURN-

ING, RETURNED.] To come again to the same place or

state ; to go or come back
;
to make answer ;

to come

again ;
to revisit

;
to revert

;
to retort.

RE-TURN', v. a. To give back what has been borrowed or

ient
;
to repay ; to give in requital ;

to give or send back
;

to restore : to give account of; to transmit.

RE-TURN', n. Act of returning; that which is returned;

retrogression ;
act of coining back to the same place or

state ; revolution ; vicissitude ;
restoration : profit ;

ad-

vantage : remittance
; repayment ; retribution; requital ;

restitution ; relapse. report ;
account returned ; as,

" the

sheriff's return." (Arch.} A projecture, moulding, or

wall, continued in an opposite or different direction.

Return days, (Law} Certain days during which all original
writs are returnable, and the defendant is to appear in

court.

RE-TURN'A-BLE, a. That may be returned; allowed to be

reported back.

RE-TURN'ER, n. One who returns or remits.

RE-TURN'ING,*J>. a. Going or giving back; making a re-

turn.

RE-TURN'LESS, a. Admitting no return ; irremeable.

RE-TUSE',* a. (Bot.) Blunt, and turned inwards more than
obtuse ; abruptly blunt. P. Cyc.

RE-UN'ION, (re-yun'yun) n. [reunion, Fr.] A renewed union
;

return to concord or cohesion. See UNION.

RE-U-NITE', (re-yu-nif) v. a. [i. REUNITED ; pp. REUNIT-

ING, REUNITED.] To unite again ; to join again ;
to recon-

cile ; to make those at variance one.

RF:-v-NlTE', v. n. To unite or cohere again.

fRE-v-Nl"TiQN, (r5-yu-nlsh'un) n. A new union. Knatch-
liM.

RE-iJRGE',* v. a. To urge again. C. B. Brown.

REfrss'lTE,* ?i. (Min.) A substance containing sulphates
of soda and magnesia. Dana.

RF.-VAL.-U-A'TIQN, n. A fresh valuation. Shencood.

fREVE, n. A bailiff of a franchise or manor. See REEVE.

RE-VEAL', (re-vel') v. a. [rcvelo, L.
; reveler, Fr.] [i.

RE-
VEALED

; pp. REVEALING, REVEALED.] To discover
;
to lay

open ;
to disclose

;
to make known

;
to divulge ;

to com-
municate ;

to impart from heaven, as divine truth.

RK-VEALED',* (re-vld') p. a. Laid open; made known;
imparted from heaven.

RE-VKAL'ER, n. One who reveals ; a discoverer.

fRE-VEAL'MENT, 7i. Act of revealing ; revelation. South.

RE-VEG'E-TATE,* v. n. To vegetate a second time. Booth.

REVEILLE, (re-val' or re-val'ya) [re-val' or re-val'ya, Sm. ;

re-vel'ya, Ja. ; re-vel' or re-vel'ya, K.] n. [reveiller, Fr.,
tii awake: reveil, Fr., a waking.] (Mil.) A name given
to the practice of the European armies of beating the
drum at daybreak, to awake the soldiers, and put a

stop to the challenging of the sentries.

REV'EL, v. n. [receiller, Fr.] [i.
REVELLED

; pp. REVELLING,
REVELLED.] To feast wi
ment

;
to carouse.

with loose and clamorous merri-

RKV'EL, n. A feast with loose and noisy jollity ; carousal.

(Arch.) The space between the exterior surfa

wall and the frame of a recessed window or door.

r

,
v. a.[revello, L.] [i. REVELLED

; pp. RETELLING^
REVELLED.] To retract ; to draw back. Harvey.

REV-E-LA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of revealing ;
that which \a

revealed
; discovery; communication: communication

of sacred or religious truths by a teacher from heaven, or

by divine inspiration ;
the truths thus communicated :

the Apocalypse of St. John.

REV'EL-LER, n. One who revels.

REV'EL-L!NG, n. Loose jollity ; revelry. 1 Pet. iv.

REV'EL-MENT,* n. Act of revelling. Blockwood. [R.]
REV'EL-ROUT, n. A mob

;
a rabble

; tumultuous festiv-

ity. Rowe.

REV'EL-RY, n_.
Loose jollity ; festive mirth

; carousal.

RE-VN'DI-CATE,* v. a. To claim that which has been
taken, or been seized by an enemy. Smart.

RE-VEN-Di-CA'TlQN,*n. The act of revendicating. (Civil
law) A claim legally made to recover property by one
claiming as owner. Brande.

RE-VENGE', v. a. [revancher, Fr.] [i. REVENGED
; pp. RE-

VENGING, REVENGED.] To inflict pain or injury for injury
received

;
to return an injury ;

to wreak one's wrongs on
him who inflicted them

;
to retaliate

;
to avenge. In-

juries are revenged ; crimes avenged.
RE-VENGE', n. [revanche, Fr.] Return of an injury ; malig-

nity, malice, or anger, settled, and waiting to retaliate an

injury ; retaliation. Revenge is an act of passion ;
ven-

geance of justice.

RE-VENGE'FUL, a. Full of revenge ;
vindictive

;
malicious

;

malignant; resentful. [lively.

RE-VENGE'FUL-LY, ad. In a revengeful manner; vindic-

RE-VEN^E'FUL-NESS, n. Quality of being revengeful.
RE-VENGE'LESS, a. Unrevenged. Marston.

fRE-VENGE'MENT, n. Revenge. Spenser.

RE-VENG'ER, n. One who revenges.

RE-VEN^'ING-LY, ad. With revenge ; vindictively.

REV'E-NOE, [rev'e-nu, P. Sm. Wb.; rev'e-nu or re-ven'nn,
S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. R.] n. [revenu, Fr.]' The income of a

state derived from duties, customs, taxation, excise, and
other sources ; income ;

annual profits from lands or other

funds. 3= "This word seems as nearly balanced be-

tween the accent on the first and second syllable as pos-
sible ; but as it is of the same form and origin as avenue

and retinue, it ought to follow the same fortune. Retinue

seems to have been long inclining to accent the first syl-

lable, and avenue has decidedly done so, since Dr. Watts
observed that it was sometimes accented on the second

;

and, by this retrocession of accent, as it may be called, we
may easily foresee that these three words will uniformly
yield to the antepenultimate accent, the favorite accent
of our language, conformably to the general rule, which
accents simples of three syllables upon the first. Dr. John-

son, Mr. Nares, and Bailey, are for the accent on the sec-

ond syllable ;
but Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Buchanan, W.

Johnston, Perry, Barclay, Fenning, and Entick, accent
the first. Mr. Sheridan gives both, but places the antepe-
nultimate accent first." Walker. All the principal Eng-
lish orthoepists, more recent than Walker, give the pref-
erence to placing the accent on the first syllable. See
RETINUE.

fRE-VERB', v. a. [reverbero, L.] To resound
;
to reverber-

ate. Shall.

RE-VER'BER-ANT, a. Resounding; beating back.

RE-VER'BER-ATE, v. a. [reverbero, L.] [?'.
REVERBERATED

;

pp. REVERBERATING, REVERBERATED.] To beat back
J
to

force back ;
to return, as sound.

RE-VER'BER-ATE, v. n. To bound back
;
to rebound

;
to re-

sound.

fRE-VER'BER-ATE, a. Resounding ;
reverberant. Shak.

RE-VER-BER-A'TIQN, 7i. [Fr.] Act of reverberating ;
are-

sounding.
RE-VER'BER-A-TQ-RY, a. Returning; beating back , rever-

berating. Moxon.

RE-VER'BER-A-TO-RY, n. A reverberating furnace. Cot-

grave.
RE-VERE', v. a. [rcvercr, Fr. ; revereor, L,] [i. REVERED ;

pp. REVERING, REVERED.] To reverence ; to honor; to

venerate , to regard with awe ; to adore.

REV'ER-EN-CE, n. [Fr. ; revcrcntia, L.] Veneration
;
awful

regard ;
awe

;
dread

; respect ; honor ; act of obeisance ;

bow ; courtesy: the title of the clergy.
REV'ER-ENCE, v. a.

[i. REVERENCED; pp. REVERENCING,
REVERENCED.] To regard with reverence; to revere.

REV'ER-EN-CER, n. One. who regards with reverence.

REV'ER-END, a. [Fr. ; re.veren.dus, L.] Venerable; deserv-

ing reverence : the title of respect given to the clergy.
A clergyman is styled reverend, a dean, very reverend, a

bishop, right reverend, an archbishop, most reverend.

fRKV'ER-END-LY,* ad. Reverently. Fox.

REV'ER-ENT, a. [revcrens, L.] Humble; expressing sub-

mission; testifyin" veneration ;
reverential. Milton.

REV-ER-N'TIAL, (rev-er-en'shal) a. [rci-ercntielle, Fr.]

Expressing reverence ; proceeding from awe and venera-

tion.

REV-ER-EN'TIAL-LY, ad. In a reverential manner.wall and the frame of a recessed window or door. REV-ER-EN'TIAL-LY, ad. In a
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REV'ER-ENT-LY, ad. In a reverent manner} with rever-
ence.

RE-VR'ER, n. One who reveres or venerates.

REV-E-RIE', (rev-e-re') n. [reverie, Fr.] A deep musing; a

wandering thought ;
a revery. See REVERT.

RE-VER'SAL, 71. Act of reversing; repeal; alteration;

change of sentence ; reversion.

RE-VER'SAL, a. Implying reverse
; intended to reverse.

RE-VERSE', v. a. [reverser, old Fr.
; reversus, L.] [i.

RE-
VERSED

; pp. REVERSING, REVERSED.] To turn upside
down

;
to overturn

;
to subvert ; to invert

;
to turn back

;

to contradict
; to repeal ;

to turn to the contrary ;
to re-

turn
;
to put each in the place of the other ;

to recall.

"lE-yERSE', v. n. To return
;
to revert. Spenser.

E-VERSE', n. [revers, Fr.] Change; vicissitude; a con-

trary ;
an opposite. (Numismatics) The opposite to the

obverse or face of a coin or medal.

RE-VERS'ED-LY, ad. In a reversed manner. Lowth.

RE-VERSE'LES?, a. Irreversible. Seward.

RE-VERSE'LY, ad. In a reverse manner ;
on the other hand.

RE-VERS'ER,* n. One who reverses. Bouvier.

RE-VERS'I-BLE, a. [Fr.] Capable of being reversed.

RE-VER'SIQN, (re-ver'shun) n. [Fr.] Act of reverting; that
which reverts. (Law) A returning, as of a possession to

a former owner : the right to the possession of an estate

after the death of the present possessor, or after the de-
termination of some other estate : an annuity which is

not to commence till after a certain number of years.
RE-VER'SIQN-A-RV, (r<vver'shun-a-re) a. Relating to a re-

version
;
to be enjoyed in succession.

RE-VER'SION-ER, n. One who has a reversion.

RE-VERT', v. a. [reverto, L.] [i. REVERTED
; pp. REVERT-

ING, REVERTED.] To turn back
;
to change ; to turn to the

contrary ;
to reverberate.

RE-VERT', v. n. [revertir, old Fr.] To return
; to fall back.

RE-VERT', n. (Mus.) Return; recurrence. Peacham.

RE-VER'TENT,* n. (Med.) A medicine which restores the
natural order of inverted action in the body. Good.

RE-VERT'ER,* n. He or that which reverts. (Law) A kind
of writ. Bouvier.

RE-VERT'I-BLE, a. That may revert ; returnable.

RE-VERT'IVE, a. Changing ; turning to the contrary.
REV'E-RV, or REV-E-RIE', [rev'er-e, S. W. J. F. Wb. Ash;

rev-er-e', Ja. K. Sm. Eniick, Ree's; rev'er-e or rSv-er-e', P.]
n. [rSvcrie, Fr.] A fit of wandering thought or deep mus-
ing ;

a wild fancy ;
meditation. $5 Both the orthogra-

phy and pronunciation of this word are unsettled, some
good writers and speakers using one form, and some the
other. " This word seems to have been some years float-

ing between the accent on the first and last syllable, but
to have settled at last on the former. It may still, how-
ever, be reckoned among those words, which, if occasion

require, admit of either. It may, perhaps, be necessary to

observe, that some lexicographers have written this word
reverie, instead of revery, and that, while it is thus writ-

ten, we may place the accent either on the first or last

syllable ; but, if we place the accent on the last of revery,
and pronounce the y like e, there arises an irregularity
which forbids it

;
for y, with the accent on it, is never so

pronounced. Dr. Johnson's orthography, therefore, with
y in the last syllable, and Mr. Sheridan's accent on the

first, seem to be the most correct mode of writing and
pronouncing this word." Walker.

RE-VST', v. a. [rcvestir, revStir, Fr.
; revestio, L.J To clothe

again ;
to reTnvest. Spenser.

RE-VEST'I-A-RY, (re-vest'ye-a-re) n. [revestiaire, Fr.] A
place where dresses are reposited. Camden.

RE-VETE'MENT,* n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A strong wall built
round the lower part of the rampart, to support the earth.
Brande.

RE-VI'BRATE,* v. n. To vibrate back or again. Shenstone.

fRE-vlc'TlON, n. [revictum, LJ Return to life. Bp. Hall.

RE-VICT'UAL, (ro-vlt'tl) v. a. To victual or store again.
fRE-viE', (re-vl') v. a. To accede to the proposal of a stake

at cards, and to overtop it. B.Jonson.

fRE-viE^, v. n: To return the challenge at cards
; to retort.

RE-VIEW', (re-vu') v. a. [re and view.] [i. REVIEWED ; pp.
REVIEWING, REVIEWED.] To look back

j
to see again ;

to
consider over again ;

to reexamine
;
to retrace

;
to survey :

to inspect, as troops: to examine critically, as a
book

;
to write a notice or review of.

RE-VIEW', (re-vu') n. [revue, Fr.] Act of reviewing; sur-

vey ;
examination : an inspection of a body of troops or

soldiers : a critical examination of a literary work : a
periodical publication, giving an analysis of books, a char-
acter of them, and remarks upon them

; as, the Monthly
Review, (the oldest of the name, begun in 1749;) the Ed-
inburgh Review, (1802;) and the Quarterly Review, (1812;)
the North American Review, (i815.)

RE-VIEW'A-BLE,* (re-vQ'?-bl) a. That may be reviewed.
QM. Rev.

RE-VIEW'AL,* n. A review of a book
;
a critique. Southey.

RE-VIEW'ER, (re-vu'er) n. One who reviews
; one who

writes reviews or critical notices of books.

fRE-vi&'Q-RATE, v. a. [rcvigourer, old Fr.] To reinvig
orate. Cotgrave.

RE~vlLE', v. a. [re and vile.} [i. REVILED
; pp. REVILING,

REVILED.] To reproach; to vilify; to treat with contu-
mely ; to abuse

;
to traduce.

fRE-viLE', n. Reproach ; contumely. Milton.

RE-VILE'MENT, n. Act of reviling ; reproach. More.
RE-VIL'ER, n. One who reviles. Milton.

RE-VIL'ING, n. Act of reproaching ;
a vilifying.

RE-VIL'ING-LV, ad. In an abusive manner; with contu-
mely.

tRV-i-RES'CENCE,*-77, Renewal of strength or of youth.
Warburton.

RE-vI'?AL, 7i. Review
; reexamination

; revision. Pope.
RE-VI?E', (re-vlz') v. a. [recisus, L.J [i. REVISED

; pp. RE-

VISING, REVISED.] To review; to reexamine in order to
correct

;
to inspect carefully ; to overlook. Pope.

RE-VIE', (re-vlz')n. Review
;
reexamination. (Printing)A second or further proof of a printed sheet corrected.

RE-VI'ER, n. [reviscur, Fr.] One who revises
; examiner

;

superintendent.
RE-vI'lpN, (re-vizh'un) n. [Fr.] Act of revising; a re-
view ; a revisal

; reexamination.

RE-V!'IT, v. a. [revisiter, Fr.
; revisito, L.] To visit again.

RE-vfs-i-TA'TlpN, n. [Fr.] Act of revisiting. CAgrave.
RE-vI'p-RY,* a. Relating to, or making, revision. Story.
RE-V!' VAL, n. Act of reviving ;

renewal of life
;
recall from

a state of languor, oblivion, or obscurity. Warton.

(Theol.) A renewed or increased attention to religion; an
awakening. Edwards.

RE-VI'VAL-I]>I,* n. A revival of religion ;
excited feeling

or interest with respect to religion. Qw. Rev. [Modern.]
RE-yI'VAL-IST,* /i. A promoter of, or an advocate for, re-

ligious revivals. Gallon.

RE-V!VE', v. n. [revivre, Fr. ; revivo, L.] [i. REVIVED ; pp.
REVIVING, REVIVED.] To return to life

;
to return to vigor,

activity, or fame.

RE-vIVE', v. a. To bring to life again ; to raise from any
state of lowness

;
to reanimate

;
to renew

;
to quicken ;

to renovate
;
to refresh

;
to restore to hope ;

to bring again
into notice

;
to recover.

RE-VIV'ER, n. He or that which revives.

fRE-viv'l-Fi-CATE, v. a. [re and vivifico, L.l To recall to life.

RE-VIV-I-'FI-CA'TIQN, n. The act of recalling to life. More.

RE-vfv'i-FY, v. a. To vivify again ;
to recall to life.

RE-VIV'JNG, n. Act of restoring or coining to life.

RE-vIv'JNG,*^. a. Returning to life
; animating.

REV-I-VIS'CENCE, n. [reviviscentia, L.] Renewal of life or
existence. Bp. Burnet.

REV-I-VIS'CEN-CY, n. Same as reviviscence. Bp. Pearson

RE-VI'VOR,* 71. (Law) The revival of a suit after the death
of any of the parties. Whishaw.

REV'P-CA-BLE, a. [Fr. ; revocabilis, L.] That may be re-

voked
;
that may be repealed. Milton.

REV'P-CA-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being revocable.

fREv'p-CATE, v. a. [revoco, L.] To recall
;
to revoke. Daniel.

REV-p-CA'TlpN, n. [rcvocatio, L.] Act of revoking; that

which is revoked ; repeal , reversal
; as, the revocation of

the edict of Nantes, by Louis XIV., in 1685.

Rv'o-CA-TQ-Ry, a. Revoking ; recalling. Todd.

RE-VOKE', v. a. [reooquer, Fr.
; revoco, L.] [i. REVOKED ; pp.

REVOKING, REVOKED.] To reverse by authority; to call

back solemnly ;
to repeal ;

to recall.

RE-VOKE', v. n. To renounce at cards. Todd.

RE-VOKE', n. Act of renouncing at cards, or the act of fail-

ing to follow suit, when the player can follow. Todd.

fRE-voKE'MENT, n. Revocation ; repeal ;
recall. Shak.

HRE-VOLT', or RE-VOLT', [ re-volt', S. P. E. K. Wb. Kenrick ;

re-volt', J. F. Ja. Sm. ; re-volt' or re-volt', W.] v. n. [rd-

volter, Fr. ; rivoltarc, It.J [i. REVOLTED; pp. REVOLTING,
REVOLTED.] To fall off from one to another; to renounce

allegiance ;
to desert; to rebel.

:-VOLT', or RE- VOLT', v. a. [rivoltarc. It. ; revolvq, L.]
'o turn

;
to overturn. Spenser. To disgust ;

to shock.

Burke.

IJRE-VOLT', or RE-ySLT', 7i. [revolte, Fr.] Gross departure
from duty or allegiance ; an insurrection ;

a rebellion ; de-

sertion ; change of sides. [fA revolter; one who changes
sides. Shak.]

||RE-VOLT'ED, p. a. Having swerved from duty. Jer. v.

IIRK-voLT'rR, or RK-VOLT'ER, n. One \vhorevolts.

||RE-VOLT'I'NG,-*P. a. Repelling; shocking; disgusting.

REV'O-LV-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may revolve. Cotgrave.

REV'9-LUTE,*a. (Zool. &. But.) Rolled outwards or back-

wards. Brande.

REv-Q-Lu'TioN, n. [Fr. ; rcvolutus, L.] Act of revolving ;

rotation ;
circular motion ;

motion backward ; motion of

a point or line about a centre ;
course of any thing which

returns to the point at which it began to move
; space

measured by some revolution. (Politics) An extensive

change in the political constitution or government of a

country ;
as the English revolution of 1688, the American

revolution of 1776, and the French revolutions of 1789

and 1830.
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Rv-9-LiJ'TiQN-A-RY, a. Relating to a revolution ; promot-
ing or favoring a revolution.

REV-Q-LU'TION-ER,* n. A revolutionist. Cralb.

REV-O-LU'TIQN-IST, n. A favorer of revolutions. Burke.

REV-O-LU'TIQN-IZE,* V. 0. [i. REVOLUTIONIZED J pp. REV-

OLUTIONIZING, REVOLUTIONIZED.] To effect a change in

the form of government ;
to change thoroughly ;

to over-
turn. EC. Rev.

RE-VOLVE', (re-volv') v. n. [revolver, old Fr.
; revolvo, L.]

[i. REVOLVED J pp. REVOLVING, REVOLVED.] To roll in a
circle

;
to perform a revolution : to fall back ; to return.

RE-VOLVE', v. a. [revolvo, L.] To cause to turn or roll

round
;
to roll round

;
to consider

;
to reflect on.

RE-VOLV'EN-CY, n. Constant revolution. Cowper.
RE-VOM'IT, v. a. [revomir, Fr.] To vomit again. Hake-will.

RE-V{JL'SIQN, (re-vul'shun) n. [Fr. ; revulsus, L.] Act of

revelling or throwing back: the turning of a disease
from one part of the body to another.

RE-VUL'SIVE, n. That which has the power of subducting
or withdrawing, as the humors of the body. Fell.

RE-VDL'SIVE, a. Having the power of revulsion.

fREW1 (r6) M. A row; a rank Spenser.
RE-WAKE',* v. a. &. n. To wake again. Richardson.

RE-WARD', v. a. [regucrdonner, Fr.] [i. REWARDED
; pp.

REWARDING, REWARDED.] To repay ; to recompense; to

requite ;
to gratify by a gift in token of desert or ap-

proval.

RE-WARD', n. A gift in token of approved merit; recom-
pense ; requital, in a good or ill sense

;
retribution.

RE-WARD'A-BLE, a. That may be rewarded. Hooker.

RE-WARD'A-BLE-NESS, n. Worthiness of reward. Good-
man.

RE-WARD'ER, n. One who rewards.

RJJ-WARD'FUL,* a. Bestowing reward ; recompensing.
Thomson. [R.]

RE-WARD'LESS,* a. Having no reward. Pollok.

REW'ET,* (ru'et) n. The lock of a gun. Scott. [R.]

RE-WORD', (re-wiird') v. a. To repeat in the same words.

RE-WRITE',* v. a. To write anew. Young.
REY'NARD,* (ren'ard or ra'nard) n. The name of a fox in

fable. Booth. Written also renard.

RHA-BAR'BA-RATE, (ra-b'ar'ba-rat) a. [rhabarbara^ L.] Im-
pregnated or tinctured with rhubarb. Flayer.

RHA-BAR'BA-RINE,* (ra-bar'ba-rln) n. The purgative prin-
ciple of rhubarb. Francis.

RHAB-DOI/O-^Y,* (rab-dol'9-je) n. The art of computing
by rods or bones. Napier. See RABDOLOGY.

RHAB'DQ-MAN-CY, (rab'd9-man-se) n. [pafiSos and /xai/-

Tta.| Divination by a wand or rod. Browne.

RHA-PON'TI-CINE,* n. (Chem.) A substance obtained from
the rheum rhaponticum, in the form of yellow scales.

Brande.

tRHiP'so-DER,* (rap's9-der) n. A rhapsodist. Shaftesbury.

RHAP-SOD'I-CAL, (rap-sod 'e-kal) a. Partaking of rhapsody ;

unconnected
; rambling.

RiiAp-soD'i-CAL-Ly,* ad. In the manner of rhapsody.
Hawkins.

RnXp'SQ-DlST, (rap'so-dist) n. One who recites or sings
rhapsodies or extempore verses

;
a writer of rhapsodies,

or of wild_, irregular compositions. .

RnXp'so-DiZE,* (rap's9-dlz) v. n. To recite rhapsodies ;

to act as a rhapsodist. Athenaium.

RHAP'SQ-DY, (rap'so-de) n.
[paifscplia.]

A collection of

songs, or verses, joined without natural cohesion
;

a

wild, rambling, incoherent composition.
RHE'A,* (re'a) n. (Ornith.) A species of bird. Sat. Mag.
RHEIN'-BER-RY, (ran'ber-5) n. Buckthorn ; a plant.

RHE'INE,* (rS'jn) n. An inodorous, bitterish substance, of

yellow color, obtained from rhubarb by nitric acid.

Brande.

RHEN'JSH,* (ren'jsh) a. Relating to the Rhine. Bulwer.

RHEN'JSH, (ren'jsh) n. Wine from the vineyards on or

near the Rhine. Shak.

RHE-OM'E-TRY,* (re-om'e-tre) n. [pew and ^.rpov.] (Math.)
The differential and integral calculus

;
fluxions. R. Park.

RHE'TI-AN,* (re'she-an) a. Relating to the Rhstii, the an-
cient people of Tyrol, and to a part of the Alps. P. Cyc.

RHE' TOR, (re'tor)n. [L. ; pfirwp, Gr.] A rhetorician. Butler.

RHET'Q-RIC, (ret'9-rik) n. [p//ropui}, Gr.
; rhetorique, Fr.]

The art of persuasion, or of oratory ;
the art of addressing

public assemblies
; oratory ; eloquence : the art of prose

composition generally ; philological criticism.

RHE-TOR'I-CAL, (re-tor'e-kal) a. [rhetoricus, L.J Pertain-

ing to rhetoric ; oratorical ; figurative ; persuasive.

RHE-TOR'I-CAL-LY, (re-tor'e-kal-le) ad. In a rhetorical

manner
;
like an orator ; figuratively.

RHE-TOR'I-CAL-NESS,* n. duality of being rhetorical. Ash.

tRliE-TOR'l-CATE, v. n. [rhetoricor, low L.] To play the
orator. Waterland. [land.

fRiiE-xoR-l-CA'TlON, n. Rhetorical amplification. Water-

RHET-O-RI''CIAN, (ret-9-nsh'an) n. [rhetoricien, Fr.] One
versed in rhetoric

;
a teacher of rhetoric ;

an orator.

fRHET-9-Ri"ciAN, (ret-9 rish'an) a. Rhetorical. Black-
more.

fRHET'p-RiZE, (reVo-rlz) v. n. To act the orator. Cot

RHET'Q-RIZE, (ret'9-rlz) v. a. To represent by a figure of
oratory. Milton. [&.]

RHEtJM, (rum) n. [jcvpa, Gr.
; rheuma, L.] A thin, seroua

fluid, secreted by mucous glands; defluxion : an in-

flammatory action of certain glands, as in a cold, by
which the excreted fluids are altered and increased ; a
catarrh. (But.) A genus of plants ; rhubarb.

RHEU-MAT'IC, (rfi-mat'jk) a. [psv^ariKos.] Proceeding
from rheum, or a peccant, watery humor : relating to

rheumatism; afflicted with rheumatism.
RHEti'MA-TlsM, (ru'ma-tlzm) n. [pev^nc^s, Gr.

;
rheu-

matismus, L.] A painful disease, affecting the joints with
swelling ana stiffness, also affecting the muscular, tendi-

nous, and fibrous textures of the body.
RHEtr'Mic,* a. (C&em.) Noting an acid obtained from rhu-

barb stalks. Hamilton.

RHEO'MY, (ru'me) a. Affected by, or relating to, rheum.
RHIME, n. See RHYME.
RHINE'LAND-ROD,* n. (Fort.) A measure of 12 feet.

Crabb.

RH!'NO, (rl'n5) . A cant word for money. Wagstaffe.
RHI-NQ-CER'I-CAL,* a. Relating to the rhinoceros. Addison.

RHl-Nog'E-Ros, (rl-nos'e-ros) n. [piv and xe'paj, Gr.
; rhi-

noceros, Fr.] pi. RHl-NO9'E-R6s-E. An oriental pachy-
dermatous quadruped, of great size, characterized by one
or two horny productions upon the nose. (Ornith.) A.

species of hornbill.

RHI-NO-PLAS'TIC,* a. Relating to the operation for form-

ing a new nose, or rhinoplasty. Dtmglison.
RHI'NO-PL,XS-TY,* n. (Med.) The operation for forming a
new nose. Med. Jour.

Rm-Plp'TE-RAN,* n. [p*(7rif and irrep6v.'] (Ent.) One of
the rhipiptera, otherwise called strepsiptera, an order of
insects. Brande.

RHI-ZO'MA,* n. (Bot.) A creeping stem, or rootstock, like
that of the iris. P. Cyc.

RHI-ZQ-MOR'PHA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of fungi. P. Cyc.
RHI-ZOPH'O-RA *w. (Bot.) A genus of plants; mangrove

P. Cyc.

RHO'DI-AN,* (ro'de-an) a. Relating to Rhodes. Ency.
RHO-DI'TE,* n. [L.] (JJftn.) A stone of rose color. Cyc.

RHO'DI-CM,* n. (C'Aem.) A metal obtained from the ore of

platinum, of a whitish color, and very hard. It has been
used for the points of metallic pens. Brande.

RHOD'J-ZITE *
(rod'e-zlt) n. A mineral substance. Dana.

RHOD-O-DEN'DRQN, or RHO-DO-DEN'DRQN, [rod-9-den'-
dron, Ja. R.; r5-d9-den'dr9n, K. Sm. Wb.] n. [pojoj/ and
6iv6pov.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;

the bay laurel ; a
fine flowering shrub.

RHOD-O-MON-TADE', n. See RODOMONTADE.
||RHOMB, [rumb, W. P. J. F. ; romb, S. Ja. K. Sm.] n. [rhom

bus, L.; poju/^oj, Gr.] (Oeom.) A quadrilateral figure
whose sides are all equal, and its angles not right an-

gles ;
same as rhombus. See RHOMBUS.

j|RHOM'B}C, (rum'bjk orrom'bjk) a. Shaped like a rhomb.

JIRHOM-BO-HE'DRAL,* a. Rhomboidal. Ed. Rev.

JJRHOM-BQ-HE'DRQN,* n. (Geom.) A solid figure of six

sides. Konig.
||RH6M'BolD, n. [pop/Soi^jj.] (Geom.) A quadrilateral fig-

ure, with the opposite sides equal, but not the adjacent
sides, and the angles not right angles.

HRHQM-BOI'DAL, a. Relating to a rhomb
; resembling a

rhomb. Woodward.

||RHQM-Boi'DE, n. Rhomboid. Milton.

||RH6MB'-SPAR,* . (Min.) A crystalline, magnesian carbo-

nate of lime. Brande.

URHOM'BVS,* (rom'bus) n. [L.] (Geom.) A plane figure,
bounded by four equal straight lines, the opposite lines

parallel, and the angles oblique. When the angles are

right angles, it becomes a square. Brande.

RHtJ'BARB, (ru'barb) n. [rhubar, Persian
; rhubarbarum, L.]

A perennial plant with a root much used as a purgative
medicine.

RHV-BAR'BA-RINE,* n. Smart. See RHABARBARINE.

RutJ'BAR-By,* a. Relating to or containing rhubarb. But-

ler.

RHOMB,* (rumb) n. (Naut.) A vertical circle of any given

place, or the intersection of any such circle with the ho-

rizon ;
in which latter sense it means the same as a point

of the compass. Mar. Diet. See RHOMB.
RHUMB'-LINE,* n. (Naut.) The track of a ship which cuts

all the meridians at the same angle, called also the loxo-

dromic curve. Brande.

RHtis,* (rus) n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
sumach.

Hamilton.

RHYME, (rim) n. [rim, ryma, Su. Goth.] The correspond-
ence of the sound of the last word or syllable of one
verse or line, to the sound of the last word or syllable of

another
;
an harmonical succession of sounds : poetry ;

a poem ;
a word chiming with another word. Rhyme or

reason, verse or sense.

RHYME, (rim) v. n. [rimer, Fr.
; rimer, Dan.; reimen,
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Ger.] [i.
RHYMED ; pp. RHYMING, RHYMED.] To agree

in_
sound

;
to make verses. Shak.

RHYME, (rim) v. a. To put into rhyme. Wilson.

RHYME'LESS, (rlm'les) a. Not having rhyme. Bp. Hall.

RHYM'ER, (rlm'er) n. A maker of rhymes ;
a versifier.

Dryden. [Rev.
RHYM'E-RY,* (rlm'e-re) n. The art of making rhymes. EC.

RHYME'STER, (rim'ster) n. A maker of rhymes ;
a versifi-

er
;
a poet, in contempt ;

a rhymer. Shak.

RHYM'IST,* n. A maker of rhymes ;
a rhymer. Cowper.

RHYN'CHOPS,* n. (Ornith.) The black skimmer. Roget.

((RHYTHM, (rlthm or rithm) [rithm, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. R. ;

rlthm, K. Sm.] n. [rhythmus, L.
; pvQjtds, Gr.J The con-

sonance of measure and time in poetry, prose composi-

tion, and music; also in dancing: metre; verse;

numbers; proportion applied to any motion whatever.

||RHYTH'MI-CAL, (rlth'me-kal) a. [pu0//u<5j.] Relating to

or having rhythm ;
harmonical.

IRliYTH'Mi-CAL-LY,*

ad. In a rhythmical manner. Beck.

RHYTHM'LESS,* a. Destitute of rhythm. Coleridge.

RHyTH-MdM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for marking time
to movements in music. Gent. Mag:

Rl'AL, (re'?l) n. [real, Sp.] A piece of money. See REAL.

RIANT, (re-an') a. [Fr.] Laughing; exciting laughter;

gay ; smiling : applied figuratively to the arts. Burke.

RIB, n. One of the twelve bones on each side of the verte-

bra of the human body ; the corresponding bone in other

animals : a piece of timber in the roof of a building or

the side of a ship : a part that strengthens the side of

any thing: the continuation of a petiole in a leaf: a

narrow strip : a wife, with allusion to the creation of
Eve.

RIB, v. a. [i. RIBBED
; pp. RIBBING, RIBBED.] To furnish

with ribs; to enclose, as the body, by ribs. Shak. To
plough imperfectly. London.

RlB'ALD, n. [ribauld, oh'

brutal wretch. Spenser,

n. [ribauld, old Fr.
; ribaldo, It.] A loose, mean,

RlB'ALD, a. Base
;
mean

;
loose

;
vile

;
obscene. Shak.

tRlB'ALD-ISH, a. Disposed to ribaldry. Bp. Hall.

RIB'ALD-RY, n. Vile, brutal, ribald language ; obscenity.

RlB'AND, (rib'an) n. [ruban, Fr.] A fillet ofsilk. See RIBBON.

RIB'AND, (rib'sin) v. a. B. Jonson. See RIBBON.

RIB'AND-ED,* a. Adorned with ribands or ribbons. Smart.

RIB'BAND,* or RIB'AND,* n. (Naut.) A long, narrow, flex-

ible piece of timber, nailed on the outside of the ribs of
a ship. Mar. Diet.

RIBBED, (ribd) a. Furnished with ribs. Gay.
RfB'BiNG,* n. (Car.) The timber-work for sustaining a

vaulted ceiling. Crabb.

RIB'BLE-RAB'BLE,* n. A rabble; a mob. Ash.

RIB'BQN, n. A fillet of silk
;
a slip of silk or satin used for

ornament, or as a badge. (Her.) An ordinary which is

the eighth part of a bend. ^j=- This word, formerly writ-

ten riband, is now commonly written ribbon.

RlB'BQN,* v. a.
[i.

RIBBONED
; pp. RIBBONING, RIBBONED.]

To furnish or adorn with ribbons. Beaum. fy Fl.

RlB'BQN-GRAss,* TZ. An ornamental grass, having striped
leaves. Farm. Ency.

RlB'-GRASS,* n. A plant ; ribwort ; plantain. Farm, Ency.
fRIs'lBE, n. A sort of stringed instrument. See REBECK.
RiB'l-BLE,* n. (Mus.) A small viol with three strings. Crabb.

RlB'LESS,* a. Having no ribs. Smith.

RlB'ROAST, (-rost) v. a.
[i.

RIBROASTED
; pp. RIBROASTING,

RIBROASTED.] To beat soundly : a burlesque word.
Butler. [ridge.

RIB'ROAST-ING,* n. A sound beating ;
a cudgelling. Cole-

RlB'woRT, (rib'wiirt) n. A plant; rib-grass.

Rlc, n. Ric denotes a powerful, rich, or valiant man. So
Alfric is altogether strong. Gibson.

RICE, n. friz, ris, Fr.
; riso, It.; oryza, L. ; 8pv$a, Gr.] A

plant and very valuable grain, raised in immense quanti-
ties in tropical climates. [worth.

RICE'-BIRD,* n. A species of East Indian bird. Hawlces-

RlCE'-MlLK,* n. Milk boiled and thickened with rice. Ash.

RICE'-PA-PER,* n. A substance imported from China, said
to be a membrane of a species of the bread-fruit tree, and
used for drawing-paper. Hamilton.

RicE'-pGD-DiNG,* n. Pudding made of rice. Ash.

RICH, a. [riche, Sax. ; riche, Fr.] Possessed of riches
;

wealthy ; abounding in wealth
; abounding in posses-

sions
; opulent; opposed to poor: valuable; estimable;

precious ; splendid ; sumptuous : having ingredients or

qualities in a great quantity or degree ; having something
precious : fertile

; fruitful : abundant
; plentiful ;

abounding; plentifully stocked; as, "pastures rich in
*

flocks." It is sometimes used as a collective noun, for
rich persons ; as,

" The rich and the poor meet together."
tRtCH, v. a. To enrich. GOUT.
R!CH'E, n. pi. [richesse, Sax.

; richesse, Fr.] Wealth
;

money or possessions ; treasures
; opulence ;

affluence.

Jfc5= It was formerly sometimes used as in the singular
number

; as,
" For in one hour so great riches is come to

nought." Rev. xviii. 17.

RICH'LY, ad. With riches; plenteously ; abundantly.

,
n. Quality of being rich

; opulence; wealth v

finery ; fertility ; fruitfulness
; abundance.

RI-CIN'IC,* a. (Chem.) Applied to an acid obtained from
castor-oil. Brande.

RTcK, 7i. A pile of corn or hay, regularly heaped up and
sheltered

; sometimes, a small pile just gathered.
RICK,* v. a. To pile up hay or grain. Ash.

RfcK'ETS, 7i. pi. [rachitis, L.] A disease, generally confined
to childhood, known by a large head, protruded breast-

bone, flattened ribs, tumid belly, emaciated limbs, and
great general debility ; rachitis.

RlCK/ET-Y, a. Diseased with the rickets; feeble ; tottering.
RICOCHET.* (rlk-o-sha') a. [Fr.] An epithet applied to

the firing of a piece of ordnance, by which a shot or shell
rolls or bounds along the opposite rampart. Brande.

fRiCT'VRE, (rlkt'yur) n. [rictura, L.] A gaping. Bailey.

RIc'Tys,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The opening between the lips of
a labiate flower. Crabb.

Rio, p. from Ride. See RIDE.

RID, v. a. [i RID
; pp. RIDDING, RID.] To set free

;
to deliver

;

to disencumber
;
to drive away ;

to remove by violence.

RID'DANCE, n. Act of ridding ; deliverance; disencum-
brance

; loss of something one is glad to lose.

RKD'DEN, (rld'dn) p. from Ride. See RIDE.

RlD'DER,* n. One who rids : a kind of sieve. Phillips.

RID'DLE, (-dl) n. An enigma ;
a puzzling question ; a dark

problem; any thing puzzling: a coarse or open sieve.

RID'DLE, (rid'dl) v. a. [i. RIDDLED ; pp. RIDDLING, RIDDLED.]
To solve

;
to unriddle : to separate by a coarse sieve.

RID'DLE, v. n. To speak ambiguously or obscurely.
RID'DLER, n. One who riddles; one who speaks obscurely.
Rlo'DLlNG-LY, ad. In the manner of a riddle

; secretly.

RlDE, V. 71.
[i. RODE ; pp. RIDING, RODE, RID, RIDDEN.] To

travel on horseback ;
to be conveyed on a horse, or other

animal, or in any sort of carriage ; to be borne, not to

walk ;
to manage a horse: to be supported, whether in

motion or at rest, by something ; or on water, as a ship.

95= The use of the word ride, both as a verb and a

noun, in the sense of being conveyed in a carriage, has
been regarded as an Americanism

;
and it has been

maintained that the English use, and the proper mean-

ing of ride, is a conveyance on horseback
;
and that a

conveyance in a carriage is not a ride, but a drive ; and
it is thus used in the following quotation from Cowper.
" Sometimes I get into a neighbor's chaise, but generally
ride;" (i. e., on horseback.) The Quarterly Review re-

marks upon what has been called the American use of

the word, that "it has been, for a hundred years, a noted

vulgarism in England." This " noted vulgarism
" has

been countenanced, for more than " a hundred years,"
by the English dictionaries ; and it is sanctioned by the

most eminent English lexicographers. Bailey defines the

verb to ride, "to go on horseback, in a coach, wagon,
&c. ;" Johnson,

" to travel on horseback; to travel in a

vehicle;" Richardson,
" to convey or carry on a horse,

-or other animal, or in any sort of carriage ;
to sit upon

such an animal, or in such a carriage, whether the mo-
tion be slow or fast;

" and Todd defines the noun ride,,
" an excursion in a vehicle or on horseback ; as,

' to take

a ride.'
" "He made him to ride in the chariot." Gen.

xli. 43.

RIDE, v. a. To sit on so as to be carried. Milton. To man-

age insolently at will. Collier.

RIDE, 77. An excursion on horseback or in a vehicle. Todd.

[See the verb RIDE.] A place for riding ;
a road, generally

in pleasure-grounds ;
a riding. Todd. [A saddle-horse ;

a little stream. Grose. Local, Eng.]
RIDEAU,* (re-do') 7i. [Fr.] (Fort.) An elevation of the

earth along a plain, serving to protect a camp. Brande.

RID'ER, n. One who rides; one who manages or breaks

horses: an addition to a manuscript or document
after its completion ;

a clause added to a bill passing

through a legislative body.
RID'ER-LESS,* a. Being destitute of a rider. Herbert.

RIDGE, n. The back, or top of the back ;
the rough top of

any thing, resembling the vertebrae of the back ; a pro-

tuberance : the ground thrown up by the plough:
the top of the roof rising to an angle.

RIDGE, v. a. [i.
RIDGED

; pp. RIDGING, RIDGED.] To form
as a ridge or with a ridge ;

to form into ridges ;
to wrinkle.

RYDGE'B.XND,* n. The part of a harness that crosses the

back of a horse. Ash.
RlD'GEL. (rid'jel) n. An animal half castrated. Dryden.

RIDGE'LET,* n. A little ridge. London.

RID^E'LING, n. Same as ridgel. Dryden.

RlDG'iNG-LY, ad. After the manner of ridges. *

RIDG'Y, a. Rising in or having ridges.

RID'I-CULE, n. [ridicule, Fr. ; ridiculum, L.] Wit of that

species which provokes laughter, and is designed to brfhg
the subject of it into contempt ;

derision ;
satire

;
sar-

casm
; mockery ; burlesque ;

ridiculousness. &J=
" This

word is frequently mispronounced by sounding the first

syllable like the adjective red; an inaccuracy which can-

not be too carefully avoided." Walker.
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fRIo'l-CULE, a. Ridiculous. Aubrey.
RlD'l-CULE, v. a.

[i. RIDICULED; pp. RIDICULING, RIDI-

CULED.] To laugh at with good humor; to expose to

laughter ;
to rally ;

to treat with contemptuous merri-
ment ; to deride ; to jeer ; to mock

;
to satirize.

RlD'l-CUL-ER, n. One who ridicules. Clarke.

Ri-Dic'v-LOps, a. Worthy of being laughed at; exciting
laughter; risible

; absurd ; preposterous ; ludicrous; droll.

Ri-Dlc'y-LoDs-LY, ad. In a manner to excite laughter.
Rj-Dlc'v-LOus-NESs, n. Quality of being ridiculous.

RID'ING, p. a. Employed to travel on any occasion.

RID'ING, n. A ride. (England) A district visited by an
officer : one of the three divisions of Yorkshire

;
cor-

rupted from trithing or triding, a third.

RIJD'ING-CLERK,* (-klerk or -klark) n. A mercantile trav-
eller : one of the six clerks in the English chancery.
Smart. See CLERK.

RID'ING-CLOAK,* n. A cloak used for riding. Ash.

RID'ING-COAT, n. A coat used in riding on a journey.
_Swift.

RID'ING-HXB'IT, n. A dress for women, when riding on
horseback.

RID'ING-HOOD, (-hud) n. A woman's riding-dress.
RlD'lNG-HOUSE, n. A riding-school. Ld. Chestcrjield.

RID'ING-SJCHOOL, n. A school or place where the art of

riding is taught.

RI-D&T'TO, n. [It.] pi. pf-D$T'To$. An assembly; a
public entertainment of music and dancing. Rambler.

RlE, n. Miller. See RYE.
RIFE, a. [ryfe, Sax.; rijf, D.] Prevalent; prevailing;
_common; abundant: chiefly used of diseases.

RlFE'Ly, ad. Prevalently; abundantly. Ktwlles.

RIFE'NESS, n. Prevalence; abundance. Bp. Hall.

RlFF'RXFF, 7u The refuse of any thing ;
the rabble. Bp.

Hall.

RI'FLE, (-fl) v. a. [riffer, rifier, Fr. ; rljffelen, Teut.] [i.
RI-

FLED
; pp. RIFLING, RIFLED.] To rob

\
to pillage ;

to plun-
der

;
to take away.

RI'FLE, (-fl) n. [rijjfelen, Teut.] A gun or musket of which
the barrel, instead of being a clear cylinder inside, is fur-
rowed with spiral channels: a sort of whetstone or
instrument for sharpening a scythe.

RI'FLE-MAN, n. ;pl. RIFLEMEN. A man armed with a rifle.

RI'FLER, n. One who rifles; robber; pillager.
RlFT, 7/. A cleft

;
a fissure

;
a breach

;
an opening. Spenser.A rapid or broken fall in a river. Bulwer.

RIFT, v. a.
[i. RIFTED ; pp. RIFTING, RIFTED.] To rive ; to

split. Shak.

RlFT, TJ. n. To burst ; to open. Shak. To belch
; to break

wind. Brockctt. [North of England.]
RIG, n. A wanton

;
an impudent woman ; a strumpet. Da-

vies. A bluster. Burke. A ridge ;
a rib. Forby. Dress:

a trick
;
a jeer. (JVawf.) The manner of fitting the

masts and rigging to the hull of a vessel. To run a rig,
to play a trick of gayety or merriment. Cowper. To run
the rig upon, to practise a joke upon.

RIG, v. a.
[i. RIGGED ; pp. RIGGING, RIGGED.] To dress; to

accoutre ; to fit with tackling, cordage, or accoutrements.
RIG, v. 71. To be wanton

;
to play. Hollowaij. [Local, Eng.]

RlG-A-DOON', 7i. [rigodon, Fr.] A kind of brisk dance, per-
formed by one couple, said to be brought from Provence.
Ouardian.

fRl-GA'TlON, n. [rigatio, L.] Act of watering ; irrigation.
Swinburne.

[pulley.
RlG'^ER,7i. One who rigs : a cylindrical or drum-shaped
RlG'^lNG, n. (JVauk) The cordage or ropes by which the
masts are supported, and the sails extended or taken in.

tRlG'jGISH, a. Wanton
; whorish. Shak.

RlG'GLE, v. n. See WRIGGLE.
RIGHT, (rit) a. [riht, relit, Sax.

; recht, Ger.
; rectus, L.]

Straight ; direct
; upright : fit

; proper ; becoming ; suita-
ble : rightful ;

true
;
not erroneous

; not wrong ; not mis-
taken

; just ; honest ; equitable ; proper ; correct ; conven-
ient : not oblique : not left : an epithet applied to the

stronger leg, foot, arm, or hand, or the side on which they
are placed. Right angle, an angle of 90 degrees. Right
line, a straight line. Right sphere, the position of a sphere
when the equator cuts the horizon at right angles. Right
ascension. See ASCENSION, RIGHT.

RIGHT, (rit) inter}. An expression of approbation. Pope.
RIGHT, (rit) ad. In a right manner; in a direct line

; prop-
erly ; justly ; exactly ; just; very. It is used in titles;

_as, right honorable
; right reverend.

RIGHT, (rit) n. That which is right ;
the contrary to wrong .-

the contrary to left .- justice ; goodness ; freedom from
error : just claim ;

that which justly belongs to one; prop-
erty ; prerogative ; immunity ; privilege. To rights, with
deliverance from error

;
in order. Writ of right, (Law)

the highest writ in law, which lies only of an estate in
fee simple.

RKJHT, (rit) v. a. [i. RIGHTED; pp. RIGHTING, RIGHTED.]
To do justice to; to relieve from wrong; to rectify.

(JVaut.) To restore a ship to her upright position ;
to put

any thing in its proper position ; as, to right the helm.

RIGHT, (rit) v. n. (Jfaut.) To rise with the masts erect, as
a ship, after having been pressed down on one side. Fal-
coner.

RIGHT'-XN-GLED,* (rlt'Sng-gld) a. Having right angles,
rectangular: having one right angle. Phillips.

fRiGHT'EN, (rl'tn) v. a. To do justice to. Isaiah i.

||RiGHT'EOVS, (rl'chus) [rl'chus, S. Wb.; rlt'yuSjjE. F. K.
Sm.; ri'che-us, W. P. J.; rl'te-us, Ja.] a. Just; honest;
virtuous

; equitable ; upright ; agreeing with right.

jlfRlGHT'E-ousED, (rl'che-ust) a. Made righteous. Bale.

JRlGHT'EOys-Ly, (ri'chus-le) ad. Justly; honestly.

|JRlGHT'EOy.s-NESS, (ri'chus-nes) n. State of being right-
eous; justice; honesty; virtue; goodness; integrity.

RIGHT'ER, (rlt'er) n. One who rights or sets right.

RIGHT'FUL, (rlt'ful) a. Having the right; having the just
claim; honest; just; agreeable to justice; equitable.

RIGHT'FOL-LY, (rlt'ful-le) ad. According to justice or right.

RIGHT'FUL-NESS, n. Quality of being rightful. Sidney.
RlGHT-HXND, (rit-hand) n. The hand on the right arm or

right side ; not the left hand.

RIGHT'-HXND,* a. Situated on the right hand. Addison.

RIGHT'-HXND-ED,* a. Using or inclined to use the right
hand. Jodrell.

RIGHT'-HXND-ED-NESS,* n. Dexterity. Bailey.

RIGIIT'LY, (rifle) ad. In a right manner; properly; suita-

_bly ;
not erroneously ; honestly ; uprightly ; equitably.

RIGHT'-MIND-ED,* a. Well disposed ;
of good principles.

More.

RIGHT'NESS, (rlt'nes) n. Conformity to truth
;
rectitude.

RIG'ID, (rlj'id) a. [rigide, Fr.
; rigidus, L.J Having rigor ;

stiff; not to be bent; unpliant; inflexible: severe;
strict

; rigorous ;
unremitted

; cruel.

Rf-GlD'i-TY, 7i. [rigidite, Fr.] State of being rigid ;
stiff-

ness
;
want of easy or airy elegance ; severity ;

inflexibil-

ity ;
resistance to change of form.

RIG'ID-LY, ad. In a rigid manner; stiffly; severely.

Ri^'JD-NESS, 7t. Stiffness; severity; inflexibility.

RiG'LET, n. [reglet, Fr.] A flat, thin, square piece of
wood

; a_reglet. Moxon. See REGLET.

RlG'MA-ROLE, 71. A repetition of idle words ; a succession
of long, foolish stories

;
foolish talk. Goldsmith. [Collo-

quial.]

RIG'MA-ROLE,* a. Tedious and nonsensical. Grose.

fRI'GQL, 7i. A circle; a diadem. Shak.

RlG'OR, n. [rigor, L.
; rigueur, Fr.] Quality of being rigid;

stiffness
; severity ;

sternness
; voluntary pain ; austerity ;

strictness ; unabated exactness
;
harshness

; cruelty ;
hard-

ness (Med.) Convulsive shuddering with cold.

RIG'QR-!M,* 7i. Rigid principle or practice. Qw. Rev.

RfG'QR-i'sT,* n. A person of rigid principles or practice.

Coleridge. A term applied to a Jansenist. Mosheim.

RlG'QR-oOs, a. [rigoureiiz,Fr.] Full of rigor; stern ; rigid;
severe

; allowing no abatement
;
exact

; scrupulously nice.

RiG'OR-ofis-LY, ad. In a rigorous manner; severely.

RJG'QR-O OS-NESS, n. Quality of being rigorous. Ash.

RILE,* v. a. [i. RILED; pp. RILING, RILED.] To render tur-

bid by stirring up the sediment
;
to vex

;
to make angry ;

to roil. See ROIL. It is spelled rile by Brockett, Forbyy

and Hollowaij. [Provincial in England, and colloquial in

America.]
RlLL, n. [abbreviation of the Latin rivulus, viz. rillus.] A

small brook
;
a little streamlet. Milton.

RILL, v. n. [i. RILLED; pp. RILLING, RILLED.] To run in

small streams. Prior.

fRiL'LET, 71. A small stream or rill. Carew.

RIM, n. A border; a margin; an edge; that which encir-

cles something else.

RIME, n. Hoar-frost. [rima, L. A hole; a chink. Browne.
A step of a ladder. Grose.]

RIME, v. n-. To freeze with hoar-frost. [R.]
RIME, 71. See RHYME.
RIMMED,* (rimd) a. Having a rim or border. Pennant.

RI-MOSE',* a. Full of chinks
;
rimous

; having small, nar-

row, nearly parallel excavations, as the bark of trees.

Brande.

RI-MOS'I-TY,* n. State of being rimose or full of chinks.
Scott.

RI'MOUS,* a. (Bot.) Full of clefts or chinks; rimose.
Smart.

RIM'PLE, n. A wrinkle
; a fold

;
an undulation

;
a ripple.

RiM'PLE, v. a. [i. RIMPLED
; pp. RIMPLING, HIMPLED.] To

pucker ;
to wrinkle

;
to ripple. Chaucer.

RIM'PLING, 71. Uneven motion ; undulation. Crabbe.

RJji'V-LA,* n. [L.] (Conch.) The name of a genus of tes-

taceous mollusks. P. Cyc.

RI'MY, a. Frosty ; foggy ;
full of frozen mist. Harvey.

RIND, 71. [rind, Sax.; rinde, D.] Bark
; husk; coat; peel:

hide
;
the skin, as of pork. Spenser.

RIND, v. a. To decorticate; to bark; to husk. Bailey.

RING, n. A circle; an orbicular line; a circle of gold or

some other matter worn as an ornament ;
an annulet; a

circular figure or instrument of metal or other substance ;

a circle of metal, as a handle: a circular course: a
circle of persons ;

a community of persons; a class of per-, .
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sons or people : a chime or sound, as of bells or any
other sonorous body.

RING, v. a. [i.
RUNG or RANG

; pp. RINGING, RUNG.] To strike

a bell or any other sonorous body so as to make it sound ;

to cause to sound.

RING, v. n. To sound, as a bell or sonorous metal ;
to prac-

tise the art of making music with bells
;
to sound

;
to re-

sound
;
to utter as a bell

;
to tinkle

;
to be filled with a re-

port or talk.

RING, V. fl.
[?'.

RINGED
J pp. RINGING, HINGED.] To encircle J

to fit with rings, as the fingers, or a swine's snout.

RING, v. n. To form a circle. Spenser.

RlNG'-BoLT,* 7i. A bolt with a ring at one end. Mar. Diet.

RING'-BONE, n. A hard, callous substance growing in the

hollow circle of the little pastern of a horse, above the
coronet.

RlNG'-CH&CK,* 7i. A chuck, or appendage, to a lathe,
with a brass ring fitted over the end. Francis.

RlNG'DALL,*7i. An injury received by a young tree, which
causes the bark to grow into the substance of the wood.
Crabb.

RlNG'-Di-AL,* 7i. A pocket sun-dial, in the form of a ring.
Jlsh.

RlNG'DdvE, (ring'duv) n. A kind of pigeon. Mortimer.

RIN'GENT,* a. (Bot.) Gaping; same as personate. P. Cyc.

RlNG'ER, n. One who rings.
RING'HEAD * 7i. An instrument for stretching woollen

cloth. Crabb.

RING'ING, 71. Art or act of making music with bells.

RlNG'LEAD, (ring'Ied)c. a. To conduct.

RlNG'LEAD-ER, n. [One who leads the ring. Barrow.] The
head of a riotous body or multitude

;
leader.

RING'LET, n. A small ring ; a small circle; a curl.

RlNG'ou-ZEL,* n. A bird of Great Britain. Pennant.

RING'-SAIL,* n. (JVattt.) A small and light sail set on a

mast, on the taffrail ; also a studding-sail set upon the gaff
of a fore and aft sail. Brande.

RING'-STREAKED, (-strekt) a. Circularly streaked.

RING'TAIL, n. A bird
;
a kind of kite with a whitish

tail.

RING'-TAILED,* (-tald) a. Having a streaked tail
; applied

to a species of eagle. P. Cyc.

RING'WORM, (ring'wurm) n. A circular tetter; a disease

which appears in circular patches upon the neck, fore-

head, or scalp.

RINSE, v. a. [rein, Ger.
; /treins, M. Goth.] [i. RINSED ; pp.

RINSING, RINSED.] To wash
; to cleanse by washing ; to

clear of the soap used in washing clothes
;
to wash the

soap out of clothes.

RlNS'ER, 71. One who washes or rinses.

RlNS'lNG,* n. The act of cleansing by water.

Rl'QN-lTE,*n. (Jlfin.) A substance containing selenium and
zinc. Dana.

RI'QT, 71. [riote,Fr.; riotta, It.] Wild and loose festivity;
a sedition

;
a tumult by a mob. (Law) A tumultuous

disturbance of the peace by three or more persons assem-

bling together, and executing some improper purpose or

enterprise, in a violent and turbulent manner. To run

riot, to act without restraint.

Rl'OT, v. n. [rioter, old Fr.] [i. RIOTED ;pp. RIOTING, RIOT-

ED.] To revel
;
to luxuriate; to be tumultuous; to ban-

quet with noisy mirth ; to raise a sedition or uproar.

RI'OT-ER, n. One who riots or is engaged in riot.

RI'pT-lNG,* n. Act of revelling ;
a riot.

j-RI'QT-IsE, n. Dissoluteness; luxury. Spenser.

Rl'OT-oOs, a. [rioteux, Fr.] Practising riot
; partaking of

_riot ; violent; licentious; seditious; turbulent.

Rl'QT-oDs-LY, ad. In a riotous manner; turbulently.

Rl'QT-oOs-NEss, n. The state of being riotous. Raleigh.
Rl'QT-RY,* n. Riotous conduct

;
riot. H. Taylor. [R.]

RIP, v. a. [i. RIPPED ; pp. RIPPING, RIPPED.] To separate by
cutting or tearing ;

to tear
;
to lacerate

;
to cut asunder

;

to take away by laceration ;
to disclose

;
to search out

;
to

tear up. To rip out, to utter hastily, as an oath. See RAP.

RIP, n. A laceration : a wicker basket to carry fish in.

Cowel. [Refuse ;
a worthless person or thing. Holloway.

A profane swearer. Forby. A low word.]
RIP,* v. n. To swear profanely ;

to be violent. Forby. [Vul-
gar.]

Rl-PA/Rl-AN,* a. Relating to, or bordering on, the banks of
rivers or watercourses. Bouvier.

RIPE, a. Brought to maturity, as fruit ; mature
; resembling

the ripeness of fruit; finished; consummate; fully ma-
tured

; fully qualified ; perfect.

fRlPE, v. n. To ripen ;
to be matured. Shak.

fRlPE, v. a. To make ripe ;
to ripen. Shak.

RIPE'LY, ad. With ripeness ; maturely ;
at the fit time.

RI'PEN,' (rl'pn) r. n. [i.
RIFEX \D

; pp. RIPENING, RIPENED.]
To grow ripe ;

to be matured.

RI'PEN, v. a. To mature ;
to make ripe. Dryden.

RIPE'NESS, n. State of being ripe ; maturity ;
full growth ;

puberty.
RI-PHE'AN,* a. Relating to a range of mountains in the

north of Asia : written Rhipean and Ripean. Ency.

lT-PlD'OL-lTE,*n. (Jlfin.) Another name for chlorite. Dana.
RIp'l-ER, n. [ripariusy low L.] One who carried fish to
market. Cowel.

lip'pER, n. One who rips ;
one who tears.

Jlp'piNG, 71. Act of tearing or opening.
Ri'p'PLE, (rTp'pl) v. n.

[i. RIPPLED ; pp. RIPPLING, RIPPLED.]
To fret on the surface, as water running swiftly.

Elip'pLE, v. a. To form into ripples: to deprive of seed
vessels, as flax or hemp. London.

RTp'PLE, (rip'pl) n. Agitation or fretting of the surface of

running water ; rimple : a large comb for cleaning flax.

RIP'PLE-MARK,* 71. (Oeol.~) An undulation on the surface
of some rocks, resembling ridges and hollows left on
mud and sand by the passage of water. P. Cyc.

Elip'pLET,* 71. A small ripple. Qu. Rev.

Rlp'PLjNG, n. The ripple dashing on the shore. Pennant.
A method of cleaning flax.

f
RIP'TO\V-EL, ra. A gratuity, or reward given to tenants,
after they had reaped their lord's corn. Bailey.

E, (rlz) v. n. [reisan, Goth.] [i. HOSE; pp. RISING, RIS-

EN.] To change a jacent or recumbent to an erect pos-
ture; to get up from the ground, from a bed, from a

chair, &c. : to grow ; to increase
;
to spring ; to arise

;
to

ascend; to move upwards; to mount; to climb: to

break out from below the horizon, as the sun
;
to appear

in view ;
to come into existence; to be excited; to be

produced: to break out into military commotions
; to

make insurrections : to be roused
;

to be excited to

action: to make a hostile attack : to grow more or

greater in any respect: to increase in price: to be

improved: to elevate the style: to be revived from
death : to come by chance

;
to come.

RISE, (ris) [ris, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; rlz, P. E. jr.] n. Act
of rising, locally or figuratively ; the act of mounting
from the ground ;

ascent: elevated place : appearance,
as of the sun in the east : increase

;
increase of price:

origin; source; beginning; original ; elevation. [fA
bough ;

a branch. Chaucer.] Q^p-
" This word very prop-

erly takes the pure sound of s to distinguish it from the

verb, but does not adhere to this distinction so inviola-

bly as the nouns use, excuse, &c. ; for we sometimes hear
' the Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire,'

' the rise

and fall of provisions,' &c., with the s like z. The pure
s, however, is more agreeable to analogy, and ought to be

scrupulously preserved in these phrases by all correct

speakers." Walker.

RI'EN, (riz'zn) p. from Rise. See RISE.

RI'ER, (riz'er) n. One who rises. Chapman.
Ris-i-BiL'i-TY, (riz-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being risible.

IIRis'i-BLE, [rlz'e-bl', W.
'

P'. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; ris'jbl, S. ;

rt'sjbl, E. ; ri'se-bl, JVb.] a. [risible, Fr.; risibilis, L.]
Having the faculty or power of laughing ; exciting laugh-
ter

;
ridiculous.

RI'I-BLE-NSS,* n. duality of being risible. Dr. Allen.

RISING, n. Act of getting up; first appearance of the

sun, a planet, or a star in the eastern horizon; an
ascent : a tumor : insurrection : resurrection.

Rl'lNG,* prep. Surpassing; exceeding ; upwards of ; as," It cost rising 3000 dollars." Lord. Used colloquially
in the United States, but not supported by good usage.

RISK, TJ. [risque, Fr.
; rischio, It.] Hazard

; danger; chance
of harm.

RISK, v. a. [risquer, Fr.] [i.
RISKED

; pp. RISKING, RISKED.]
To hazard ;

to put to chance ;
to endanger.

RIsK'ER, n. One who risks. Butler.

fRIssE. The obsolete preterit of Rise. B. Jonson.

RITE, n. [rite, Fr. ; ritus, L.] A formal act of religion; ex-

ternal observance ; form ; ceremony ;
observance.

RI-TOR-NEL'LQ, n. [It.] The refrain, repeat, burden, or

return, of an air or song. Mason.

RlT'y-AL, (rlt'yu-al) a. [rituel, Fr.] Relating to, or pre-

scribing, rites or ceremonies
;
ceremonial.

RlT'y-AL, 7i. A book of religious rites or ceremonies.

RlT'y-AL-lSM,* n. Adherence to the ritual. Ch. Ob.

RlT'y-AL-Is'r, n. One skilled in the ritual or rites.

RlT'y-AL-LY, ad. In accordance with the ritual.

^RWApE, 7i. [Fr.] A bank ;
a coast; the shore. Spenser.

RI'VAL, n. [rivalis, L.] One who is in pursuit of the same

object as another; one striving to excel another; an an-

_tagonist ;
a competitor.

RI'VAL, a. Standing in competition ; pursuing the same

object; making the same claim; emulous.

RI'VAL, v. a. [i. RIVALLED; pp. RIVALLING, RIVALLED.] To
strive in competition with

;
to emulate ;

to endeavor to

equal or excel.

RI'VAL, v. n. To be competitors ;
to compete. Shak.

Rl-VAL'|-TY, 7i. [rivalitas, L.] Equal rank; competition;
rivalry. D'Israeli. [R.]

RI'VAL-RY, n. State of being rivals; competition; emula-
tion.

Rl'vAL-SHfP, 7i. State of a rival ; rivalry. B. Jonson.

RIVE, v. a. [i. RIVED; pp. HIVING, RIVEN.] To split; to

cleave ; to divide by a blunt instrument
;
to force asun-

der.north of Asia : written Rhipean and Ripean. Ency. der.
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RlVE, v. n. To be split; to be divided by violence.

RlVE, n. A rent; a tear. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]
Rfv'EL, (riv'vl) v. a.

[i. RIVELLED; pp. RIVELLING, RIVEL-

LED.] To contract into wrinkles and corrugations. Qouccr.

fRIv'EL, (riv'vl) n. A wrinkle. Widiffe.
RIV'EN, (riv'vn)p. from Rive. See RIVE.

RIV'ER, n. [riviere, Ft.
; rivus, L.] A large stream of

water flowing into the sea, a lake, or another river ; a
stream larger than a brook.

Riv'ER, n. One who rives or cleaves. Echard.

RIv'ER-BED,* n. The bed of a river. Lycll.

Riv'ER-CHAN'NEL,* n. The channel of a river. Lyell.

Rfv'ER-CQN-FER'VA,* n. (But.) A plant; the crowsilk.
Booth.

Rl'v'ER-DRXG'QN, 7j. A crocodile. Milton.

RIv'ER-ET, n, A small stream
;
a rill

;
a rivulet. Drayton.

RIv'ER-GoD, n. A tutelary deity of a river.

RIV'ER-HORSE, ?i. The hippopotamus. Milton.

Rl'v'ER-WA-TER,* ?i. Water from a river. Smart..

fRTv'ER-y,* a. Having rivers
;
like a river. Drayton.

RIv'ET, n. [rivet, FT.] A fastening pin clinched at both
ends.

RIv'ET, v. a.
[i. RIVETED ; pp. RIVETING, RIVETED.] To

fasten with rivets
;
to fasten strongly ;

to clinch.

RI-VOSE',* a. (Zool.} Marked with furrows not parallel.
Brande.

RIv'y-LET, n. [rivulus, L.] A small river
;
a brook; a

streamlet.

fRix-A'Tlox, n. [rixatio, L.] A brawl
;
a quarrel. Cock-

eram.
RlX-A' TRlX,* n. [L.] (Law) A common scold. Bouvier.

Rix-DOL'LAR, n. A silver coin of Germany, Denmark,
and Sweden, of different value in different parts, vary-
ing from about 75 to 100 cents.

ROACH, (roch) n. A fresh-water fish. (Naut.~) A curve or

arch, which is generally cut in the foot of some square
sails. [roche, Fr., a rock ] As sound as a roach, firm

;

stout.
Pegge. [Apparently a corrupt phrase.]

ROAD, (r5d) n. [rade, Fr.
; route, Fr.] A broad, open way to

be passed or travelled over; a public passage ;
a course ;

path : inroad
;
incursion : journey ;

the act or state of

travelling : a place of anchorage for ships ;
a roadstead.

ROAD-BED,* n. That part of a railroad upon which the

superstructure reposes. Tanner.

ROAD'STEAD, (rod'sted) re. A place of anchorage for ships.

ROAD'STER,* n. Ahorse fit for travelling. Smart. (Naut.)

_A ship riding at anchor. Brande.

ROAD'-WAY, n. Course of the public road
; highway.

Shak.

ROAM, (r5m) v. n. [i. ROAMED
; pp. ROAMING, ROAMED.]

To wander ;
to ramble

;
to rove

;
to stroll.

ROAM, (rom) v. a. To range ;
to wander over. Milton.

ROAM, (rom) n. Act of wandering ;
a ramble. Young.

ROAM'ER, (rom'er) n. One who roams
;
a rover.

ROAM'ING, (rom'ing) n. Act of wandering. More.

ROAN, (ron) a. [rouen, Fr.] Bay, sorrel, or dark color, with

gray or white hairs, or small spots, interspersed very
thick. Farrier's Diet.

ROAN,* n. A_dark color variegated with spots. Ash. .

ROAN'-TREE, n. The mountain-ash. Loudon.

ROAR, (ror) v. n. [i.
ROARED

; pp. ROARING, ROARED.] To
cry as a lion or other wild beast

;
to cry as in distress

;

to sound as the wind or sea
; to make a loud noise.

ROAR, (ror) n. The cry of a lion or other beast
;
an out-

cry of distress
;
a clamor of merriment

;
the sound of the

wind or sea
; any loud noise.

ROAR'ER, n. One who roars
; a noisy man.

ROAR'ING, n. Act of making a roar or outcry ;

disease among horses.

ROAR'Y, (r5're) a. Roral
; rory. Fairfax. See RORY.

ROAST', (rostj v. a. [rostir, rdtir, Fr.
; rosten, Ger.] [t.

ROASTED; pp. ROASTING, ROASTED or ROAST. Roast, as a

participle, is nearly obsolete
;
but it is still used as a par-

ticipial adjective ; as, roast beef.] To cook, as meat, by
placing and turning it before a fire

;
to dress at the fire

without water
;
to heat violently ; to parch ;

to dry :

to jeer ;
to banter. Atterbury.

ROAST, a. Roasted, used instead of roasted; as, "roast
beef." Addison. " Roast pig." C. Lamb.

ROAST, (rost) re. That which is roasted. [Banter Collo-

quial.] To rule the roast, to govern ;
to manage. Tusscr.

ROAST,* v. n. To become roasted, or fit for eating, at the
fire. Pope.

ROAST'ER, n. One who roasts : a gridiron ;
an apparatus

for roasting meat, &c.

R5B, n. [Ar.] Inspissated juice of any ripe fruit.

RSB, v. a. [robber, old Fr.
; rubare, It.

; rauben, Ger. # Teut.]
[i. ROBBED ; pp. ROBBING, ROBBED.] To deprive of any
thing by unlawful force or by secret theft

; to take by
violence or force ;

to plunder.*

ROB'BER, n. One who robs; a plunderer; a thief.

R8B'BER-y, 71. [robberie, old Fr.] Act of robbing; act of

plundering; theft by violence or with privacy. (Law)
The act of feloniously taking money or goods from the

ing a roar or outcry ; outcry : a
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person of another, or in his presence, against his will,
by violence, or by putting him in fear.

R6B'BIN, n. pi. [raaband, Swed.] (JVawt.) Small ropes hav-
ing an eye at one end, for fastening the sails to the yards j

corrupted from rope-bands.

ROBE, n. [robe, Fr.
; roba, It.] A gown of state; a dresa

of dignity. Shak. Master of the robes, an officer in the

English royal household, whose duty consists in ordering
the sovereign's robes.

ROBE, v. a. [i. ROBED ; pp. ROBING, ROBED.] To dress in a
robe ; to invest. Pope.

tR5B'ERD-MXN, ) re. One of Robin Hood's men, a famous
fR6B'ERTs-MXN, j

robber: in old English statutes, a
night robber.

ROB'ERT, n. An herb ; stork-bill. Ainsworth.

RSB'ER-T'INE,* n. One of an order of monks, named from
Robert Floyer, their founder, in 1137.

ROB'IN, re. A bird having a red breast. The English robin
is a bird of the genus motacilla; the American, one of the
genus turdus, or a species of thrush.

ROB'IN-GOOD'FKL-LOW, (rob'in-gud'fel-16) n. An old do-
mestic goblin; a fairy; a friend: called also Puck

t

Puar, and Pouke.

RoB'iN-RfiD'BREAST, re. Same as robin.

ROB'JN-WAKE,* n. A plant; the arum maculatum; wake-
robin. Crabb.

ROB'O-RXNT,* re. A strengthening medicine. Maunder.

RoB'p-RXNT,* a. Giving strength ; strengthening. Smart.

tRoB-Q-RA'TiON,re. [roboration, Fr.] A strengthening. Coles.

fRp-Bo'RE-AN,* a. Made of oak; roboreous. Scott.

JRp-Bd'RE-oOs, a. [robur,'L.] Made of oak
; strong. Bailey.

Ro-BtJST', a. [robustus, L.] Strong; sinewy; vigorous;
firm

; sturdy ; hardy.

Rg-BpST'ioys, (ro-bust'yus) a. Robust : violent ; rude.

Swift. [Now rare and low.] [ardson.

tRo-BfjST'iovs-LY, (rp-busryus-le) ad. With vigor. Rich-

tRp-BOST'ioys-NESS, (ro-bust'yus-nSs) re. Vigor. Sandys.
RO-BOST'NESS, 7i. State of being robust

; vigor.

Roc,* or RtJKH,* re. A fabulous, monstrous bird, of Arabian

mythology, of the same fabulous species as the simurg of
the Persians. Brande.

Roc'AM-B5LE, re. Spanish or wild garlic. Mortimer.

ROCHE-AL'VM, (roch-al'um) n. [roche, Fr.J Pure alum. See
ROCK-ALUM.

Rp-CHELLE'-SALT,* re. A tartrate of soda and potassa, a
salt used in medicine. Brande.

ROCH'ET, [roch'et, P. K. R. Wb.; r5k'et, Sm. ; ro-cheV, -E.1

re. [rochet, Fr.] [fAn outer garment or frock. Chaucer.} A
surplice ;

a'linen habit, now peculiar to a bishop: a fish j

the roach
; usually written ratchet. Chambers.

ROCK, n. [roc, roche, Fr. : rocca, It.] A large mass of stone,
or stony matter, fixed in the earth: figuratively, protec-
tion

;
defence

; strength. [rocfc, Dan. ; rocca, It. fA dis-

taff held in the hand, from which the wool was spun by
twirling a spindle or ball below. B. Jonson.]

R5cK, v. a. [rocquer, Fr.
; hrocka, Icel.] [i. ROCKED ; pp.

ROCKING, ROCKED.] To shake
;
to move backwards and

forwards
; to move as a cradle or in a cradle

;
to lull ; to

quiet.

ROCK, v. re. To move backwards and forwards
;
to reel.

ROCK'-AL-UM,* n. The purest kind of alum. Ash. Written
also roche-alum.

R5cK'-BA-siN,*re. A basin supposed to have been cut for

Druidical rites. Smart.

ROCK'BOT-TER,* n. (C/tem.) A subsulphate of alumine.
Smart.

R6cK'cRESS,* re. A plant. Craoo. [Ure.

R6cK'-CRYS-TAL,*re. (Min.) Limpid or crystallized quartz.

R6cK'-DoE, (rSk'do) re. A species of deer. Grew.

RSCK'ER, n. One who rocks: a part of a cradle, chair,

<fcc., by means of which rocking is performed.
ROCK'ER-Y,* re. A hillock formed of stones, earth, &c., for

plants. Carter.

ROCK'ET, re. frocchetta, It.] An artificial fire-work, or mili-

tary projectile, which, being lighted, is carried by its own
conflagration to a considerable distance, and finally ex-

plodes, scattering sparks or burning materials in every di-

rection. The most destructive were invented by SirWm.
Congreve, and called from him Congreve rockets. (Sot.)
An annual plant; a species of brassica.

ROCK'FISH,* re. A species of fish. Clarke.

R5cK'-HE ART-ED,* a. Hard-hearted
; unfeeling. Cowley.

ROCK'I-NESS, re. State of being rocky. Bp. H. Croft.

ROCK'ING, n. State of shaking or being shaken.

R6cK'iNG-STONE,* re. A large stone, or rock, so balanced

on another rock as to be easily moved ;
a logan or

loggan. Gent. Mag.
R6cK'LESS, a. Being without rocks. Dryden.

R6CK'L]NG,* re. A species of fish
;
the sea-loach. Booth.

R6cK'6tL,* w. Another name for petroleum. Ency

R6cK'-PlG-EpN, (r5k'pij-un) n. A pigeon which builds on

rocks.

R6cK'-PLXNT,* re. A plant which grows on or among
naked rocks. P. Cyc.
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R6cK/ROE, n. A plant ;
a species of cystus: a fish.

R6CK/-RU-BY, 71. A name sometimes given to the garnet.

ROCK'-SALT, n. Common salt, or muriate of soda, found
in masses in beds or salt mines.

ROCK/WORK, (rok'wiirk) n. Masonry wrought in imitation

of rough stone, used in basements of buildings, &c. : a
hillock formed of stones, earth, <fec., for certain plants ;

a

rockery.
RocK/y, a. Full of rocks

;
hard

; stony ;
obdurate.

R6D, n. [roede, D.] A long twig or shoot of any woody
plant ;

an instrument of punishment ;
a verge ;

a sceptre ;

a wand, or long, slender stick, as for fishing or measur-

ing : a perch ; a measure of length, 5| yards, or 16 feet.

tRSo'Dy, a. Full of rods or twigs. Cotgrave.

RODE, i. &, p. from Ride. See RIDE.

(RODE, n. The cross; a crucifix. Chaucer. See ROOD.

RO'DENT,* n. (Zool.) An animal that gnaws, as the bea-

ver. Kirby.
RO'DENT,* a. That gnaws ; gnawing, as an animal. P. Cyc".

\R$D'Q-M&NTt
n. [Rodomontc, a blustering hero in the

Orlando Furioso of Ariosto.j A vain boaster. S(> T. Her-

bert.

tRSD'o-MONT, a. Bragging; vainly boasting. B. Jonson.

R6D-0-MQN-TADE', n. [from a boastful, boisterous hero of

Ariosto, called Rodomonte.] n. Noisy bluster ; empty boast ;

rant.

ROD-P-MON-TADE', v. n. To brag thrasonically ; to boast.

RoD-p-MpN-TA'ojST, n. A noisy boaster or blusterer. Terry.

RoD-p-MQN-TA'DO, n. Same as rodomontade. Herbert.

R6D-p-MpN-TA/DOR, n. Same as rodomontadist. Guthrie.

ROE, (ro) n. Called also the roebuck: a species of deer;
the female of the hart : the seed or spawn of fishes :

that of the female is hard, of the male soft.

ROE'BDCK,* M. A kind of deer : the male of the roe. Scott.

RoED,*_(rod) a. Impregnated with roe or sperm. Pennant.

ROE'STONE,* n. (Min.) A mineral resembling fish roe.

RO-GA'TIQN, n. [Fr., from rogo, L.] Litany ; supplication.
Hooker. Rogation-week, the second week before Whit-

Sunday, in which are the three rogation-days, Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, next before Ascension-Day, or

Holy Thursday.
ROGUE, (r5g) n. [fA beggar; a vagrant. Spenser.] A knave

;

a dishonest fellow ;
a villain ; a thief : jocularly, a wag ;

a sly fellow : also used as a word of slight bantering,

tenderness, or endearment
fRoGUE, (rog) v. n. To act the rogue or knave. Spenser. To

play knavish tricks. Beaum. fy FL
RoG'UER-y, (rojjj'er-e) n. Character and conduct of a rogue ;

knavery; waggery.
ROGUE'SHJP, (rog'shjp) n. The qualities or personage of a

rogue, in mockery. Dryden.
ROGU'ISH, (rof'jsh) a. Relating to or like a rogue ;

knav-
ish

; fraudulent; waggish; slightly mischievous: spu-
rious, applied to plants.

ROGU'ISH-LY, (rog'jsh-le) ad. Like a rogue ; knavishly.
RdGU'JSH-NESS, (rog'jsh-nes) n. The qualities of a rogue.
fRoGU'y, (ro|'e)

a. Knavish
; roguish. Marston.

Roll,,* v. a.
[i.

ROILED
; pp. ROILING, ROILED.] To render

turbid by stirring up the sediment : to make angry ; to

rile. JV. Ward. To perplex ;
to fatigue. Grose. [Provin-

cial in England, and colloquial in the United States.]
Same as rile. See RILE. [Colloquial.]

'Rbl'Ly,* a. Turbid ; having the sediment stirred up ; rily.

|RolN, n, A scab
;
a scurf. Chaucer.

fRolN, v. a. See ROYNE.
RolN'iSH, a. See ROYNISH.
RolNT, interj. Begone. Grose. [Local.] See AROYNT.
fRoIST, v. n. [hrist, Icel.] To bluster

;
to roister. Shak.

'Rols'TER, v. n. To be turbulent
;
to bluster. Swift. [R.]

tRots'TER, 7t. A turbulent, blustering fellow. Mp. Laud.

RoTs'TER-ER,* 7i. A turbulent, blustering fellow. Brockett.
; Rols'TER-LY, a. Turbulent; blustering. Hacket.

fRo'KY, a. [roock, Teut.] Misty ; cloudy. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
ROLL, (rol) v. a. [rouler, Fr.

; rotten, D.] [i. ROLLED
; pp.

ROLLING, ROLLED.] To cause to turn circularly ;
to move

in a circle
; to revolve

; to involve ; to inwrap; to flatten

or smooth by a roller
;
to form by rolling.

ROLL, v. n. To move or turn circularly ; to turn round
;
to

run on wheels
;

to perform a periodical revolution ;
to

move ;
to float in rough water; to fluctuate

;
to involve

on an axis
;
to be moved with violence.

ROLL, n. [role, Fr.] Act of rolling ;
state of being rolled

;

thing rolled ; thing rolling ;
a cylinder ;

mass made ground :

writing rolled upon itself; a volume. [rotulus, L.] A
public writing ;

a list
; aregister; acatalogue; chronicle.

jtOffice ; part. L'Estrange.]
ROLL'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being rolled. Jish.

ROLL'ER, n. [rouleau, Fr.] He or that which rolls
;
a heavy

rolling stone, used to level walks: a bandage ; fillet:

a bird : an instrument by which printers ink their types.
RdLL'jNG,*^. a. Revolving: undulating; varied by small

hills 'and valleys, as land: so used in the Western
States. Flint. [U. S.]

ROLL'ING,* n. A circular motion
;
the motion of a revolving

body. (JVaut.) The lateral oscillation of a vessel. Brandt.

SLL'ING-MILL,* n. A mill for rolling or forming iron and
other metals into plates or sheets. Ure. [roll paste.

ROLL'ING-PJN, n. A round piece of wood, or cylinder, to

R,OLL'ING-PRESS, n. A cylinder rolling upon another cyl-

inder, by which printing is performed on engraved plates ;

a copperplate printing-press.

ROLL'V-POOL-Y, n. A sort of game, in which, when a ball

rolls into a certain place, it wins. JlrbuthnuL

R6M'AGE, (rum'aj) See RUMMAGE.
Rp-MA'jc,* H. The language of the inhabitants of the East-

ern Empire of the Romans
;
the modern Greek. Brande.

Rp-MA'ic,* a. Relating to the modern Greek language. P.Cyc.
RO'MAN, n. [Romanus, L.] A native of Rome; a Roman

citizen : a Roman Catholic
;
a Papist; a Romanist.

RO'MAN, a. Relating to Rome; papal: noting the com-
mon printing letter; not Italic.

RO'MAN-CATH'Q-LIC,* n. One belonging to the church of
Rome. Ency. [lies. CA. Ob.

Ro-MAN-CXTH'o-L?c,* a. Relating to the Roman Catho-

Q-MXNCE', 7i. [roman, Fr.
; romanzo, It.] A work of fic-

tion, in prose or verse, containing a relation of a series of

adventures, either marvellous or probable ;
a tale of wild

adventure of war and love
;
a fiction

; a fable
;
a novel :

a falsehood. $r~ This term was derived from the name
given to the language in which fictitious narratives, in

modern times, were first widely known and circulated.

See ROMANCE, and ROMANESK.
Ro-MlNCE/, v. n. [i. ROMANCED; pp. ROMANQING, RO-

MANCED.] To lie
;
to forge. Richardson.

RO-MANCE', ) n. A language which was formed by
RO-MAN-ESQUE',* \

the mixture of Latin with the lan-

;uages of the barbarous nations that overran the Western
Loman Empire. Mitford.

RO-MANC'ER, n. A writer of romances : a liar
;
a forger.

Ro-MXN'9iST,* re. A writer of romance
;
romancer. Month.

Rev.

tRo-MXN'cy, a. Romantic. Life of A. Wood.

Rd-MAN-Esk',* a. &. 71. See ROMANESQUE. Mitford.

R6-MAN-ESQUE',* (ro-man-esk') a. (Painting') Relating to

fable or romance. (Literature) Belonging to the dialect

of Languedoc and some other districts of the south of

France, a remnant of the old Romance language. Brande.

Ro-MXN'ic,* a. Relating to Rome, the Romans, or the Ro-

manesque language. Ency.
Ro'MAN-lsH,* a. Relating to Romanism. CA. Ob.

RO'MAN-!M, n. Tenets of the church of Rome. Brevint.

RO'MAN-IST, 7i. A Roman Catholic
;
a Roman. Bp. Hall.

Rd'MAN-lZE, v. a. [i. ROMANIZED; pp. ROMANIZING, RO-

MANIZED.] To Latinize ;
to change to the Roman language;

to convert to the Roman Catholic church. [idiom.
R6'MAN-IZE, v. n. To follow a Romish opinion, custom, or

Rp-MJtNSCH',* n. A corruption of the Latin, spoken in the

Grisons of Switzerland: called also Rumonsch, a dia-

lect of the Romance or Romanesque. P. Cyc.

RO-MAN'TIC, a. Relating to, or resembling, tales ofromance ;

wild
; extravagant ; fanciful ; fantastic; improbable ;

false.

RO-MXN'TI-CAL, a. Romantic. Cudworth. [R.]

RQ-MXN'TI-CAL-LY, ad. Wildly; extravagantly. Pope.

Ro-MAN'Ti-ciM,* n. Romantic or fantastic notions or feel-

ings ;
a fantastic or unnatural novel or production. Brande.

Ro-MXN'Ti-dST,* 71. One imbued with romanticism. QM.
Rev.

RO-MXN'TIC-NESS, n. State or quality of being romantic.

Rp-MXN'ZQF-iTE,*n. (Min.) A brown mineral from Fin-

land. Brande.

RdME,* [rom, SOT. ; rom or rom, F. ; rom, W. P. J.] n. The
capital city of ancient Italy : the seat of the pope.

5=
" The o, in this word," says Walker,

" seems irrev-

ocably fixed in the English sound of that letter in move;"
but Smart calls it the "old pronunciation, which modern

practice has discontinued."

fRoME'KiN,* n. A kind of drinking-cup. Davcnant.

ROM'ISH, a. Roman
;
Roman Catholic ; papal.

fRoM'lST, ?. A Romanist ; a Papist. South.

ROMP, n. A rude girl, fond of boisterous play.

ROMP, v. 7i. [i.
ROMPED ; pp. ROMPING, ROMPED.] To play as

a romp ;
to play rudely.

ROMP'JNG,* 7i. Rude, noisy play. Maunder.

ROMP'ISH, a. Inclined to rude or rough play. dsh.

RoMp'isii-NEss, 7i. Disposition to rude sport. Spectator.

R&N-DEAU', (ron-do') n. [Fr.] pi. Fr. RONDEAUX; Eng.

RONDEAUS, (ron-doz') (French poetry) A little poem, of

thirteen verses, divided into three unequal strophes, with

two rhymes, with eight verses in one rhyme and five in

another; roundelay. (Jtfiw.) A light air, in which the

first strain forms the burden, and as such is frequently

repeated : written also rondo.

RSN'DEL,* n. (Fort.) A small, round tower, erected, in

some particular cases, at the foot of the bastion. Brande.

fRoN'DLE, (ron'dl) n. [rondelle, Fr.] A round mass. Peacham.

i, E, I, 6, , y, long; X, , I, 5, 0, Y, short; A, E, i, o, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR,



ROP ROS

[It.] (Mus.) A kind of air
5
rondeau P. Cyc.

See RONDEAU.
fRoN'DURE, n. [rondeur, Fr.] A circle

;
a round. Shak.

fRoNG, i. &. p. from Ring. Now rung. Chaucer.

R6N'ION, or RON'YQN, (run'yun) n. [rogne, royne, Fr.] A
mangy, scabby animal ; a scurvy fellow : a drab. Sliak.

R6NT, n. A stunted animal. See RUNT.
ROOD, n. The fourth part of an acre, in square measure, or

40 square poles, [fA rod or pole. Milton.] The cross, or im-

age of Christ on the cross, with the Virgin and St. John
on each side of it

;
a crucifix.

ROOD'LOFT, n. A gallery, in a church, with the rood.

ROOF, n. The cover or upper part of a building ;
a house :

the arch of a vault : the upper part of the mouth.

ROOF, v. a. [i. ROOFED ; pp. ROOFING, ROOFED.] To cover
with a roof; to enclose in a house.

ROOF'ER,* n. One who roofs or makes roofs. Pict. Jinn.

ROOF'ING,* n. A roof, or materials for a roof. P. Mag.
ROOF'LESS, a. Wanting a roof : uncovered. Hughes.
ROOF'LET,* n. A small roof or covering. London.

ROOF'Y, a. Having roofs. Dryden.
IJR66K; (rok or ruk) [r6k, S. W. P. E.Ja. K. ; ruk, J. F. Sm.

Wb.] n. A bird resembling a crow. It feeds not on carri-

on, but often robs cornfields. The castle, or one of the

chief pieces used at the game of chess: a cheat; a

trickish, rapacious fellow.

||R6oK, v. n. [i. HOOKED ; pp. ROOKING, ROOKED.] To rob; to

cheat : to squat ;
to cower ;

to ruck. Locke.

||R66K, v. a. To cheat
;
to plunder by cheating : to move,

as the rook in chess. Aubrey.

[[RooK/ER-y, n. A nursery of rooks. Pope. A place for

rogues and prostitutes : a bustle. Holloway.

||R66K'WORM,* (-wiirm) n. A species of worm or insect.

Booth.

IIRooK'Y, a. Inhabited by rooks. Shak.

ROOM, n. Space ; extent of place, great or small
; space or

place unoccupied ; way unobstructed : place of another;
stead : an apartment in a house ;

a chamber.

ROOM,* v. n. To occupy a room ;
to lodge. Bowen. [Often

used at American colleges.]

fRooM'AGE, n. Space; place. Wotton.

JROOM'FUL, a. Having much room. Donne.

ROOM'FUL,* n. ; pi. ROOMFULS. As much, or as many, as

a room will hold. Swift.

ROOM'I-NESS, n. State of being roomy ; space.

ROOM'LESS,* a. Having no room. Udal.

IROOMTH, n. Space ; place ;
room. Drayton.

fRooMTH'Y, a. Spacious ; roomy. Fuller.

apacious ; ample ;
we ; large.

A hoarseness. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
h a bird sits to sleep ; the act of

sleeping as a bird. Derham.

ROOST, v. n. [roesten, D.] [i.
ROOSTED : pp. ROOSTING, ROOST-

ED.] To sleep as a bird
;
to lodge, in burlesque.

ROOST'ER,* n. One that roosts. W. Browne.

ROOT, [r6t, S. W. P. J. E. F.Ja. K. Sm.; rut, Wb.] n. [roet,

Swed. ; roed, Dan.] That part of a plant which is in

the earth, and nourishes the parts above ;
the esculent part

of many plants, as of a potato, turnip, &c. ;
a plant whose

root is esculent: the bottom
;
the lower part; the origi-

nal
;
the first cause

;
first ancestor : fixed residence

;

deep impression.
ROOT, v. n.

[i. ROOTED ; pp. ROOTING, ROOTED.] To fix the

root ;
to strike far into the earth ; to turn up earth

; to

search in the earth
; to sink deep : to seek preferment

or favor, by flattery or mean arts. Meadley.
ROOT, v. a. To fix deep in the earth; to impress deeply: to

turn up out of the ground ,
to eradicate

;
to extirpate ; to

exterminate ;
to destroy ;

used with up and out.

RooT'-BoOND, a. Fixed to the earth by a root. Milton.

RdOT'-BUlLT, (rot'bilt) a. Built of roots. 'Shenstone.

ROOT'-EAT-ER,* n. An animal that eats roots. Kirby.
ROOT'ED, a. Fixed by the roots; fixed deep; radical.

Hammond.
ROOT'ED-LY, ad. Deeply ; strongly. Shak.

ROOT'ED-NESS,* n. The quality of being rooted. Booth.

ROOT'ER, n. One who roots. South.

RooT'-noOsE, n. An edifice of roots. Doddey.
ROOT'ING,* n. Act of fixing the root; eradication: the

act of seeking promotion by flattery or mean arts. Meadley.
ROOT'LESS,* a. Having no root. Sir Th. More.

ROOT'LET,* n. A small root; fibre of a root. Loudon.

ROOT'STOCK,* n. (Bot.~) A prostrate, rooting, thickened

stem, which yearly produces young branches or plants.
Brande.

ROOT'Y, a. Full of roots. Chapman.
Rp-pXL'ic,* a. Formed like a club. Smart. [R.]

ROPE, 7i. [rap, Sax.
; reep,roop,D.] A large cord

;
a string; a

halter
;
a cable; ahalser : any row of things depending;

as, a rope of onions : an intestine of a bird. Upon the

high ropes, elated ;
in high spirits. Grose.

ROPE, v. n.
[i. ROPED; pp. ROPING, ROPED.] To draw out

into viscous threads ;
to concrete into glutinous filaments.

ROPE'-BAND,* n. pi. (JVawt.) Pieces of small ropes having

,
. . .

ROOM'Y, a. Spacious ; capacious ; ample ;
wide ; large.

ROOP, 71. [hroop, Icel.] A hoarseness. Ray. [Local, E
ROOST, n. That on which a bird sits to sleep ; the act

an eye at one end : commonly pronounced rubbins. Mar
Diet. SeeRoBBiNs.

RoPE'-oiN-CER, n. One who walks or dances on a rope.
RoPE'-DiN-ciNG,* it. The act of the rope-dancer. Johnson,

ROP'ER, n. A rope-maker. Johnson.

ROPE'-LXD-DER, n. A portable ladder made of rope.
ROPE'-MAK-ER, n. One who makes ropes. Shak.

ROPE'-MAK-ING,*. The business of making ropes. Ure.

ROPE'-PUMP,* n. A machine for raising water, having a
rope with the two ends joined together. Francis.

ROP'ER-Y, n. [fRoguery. Shak.] A place where ropes are
made

;
a rope-walk.

fRopE'-TRicK, n. A trick that deserves the halter. Shak.

ROPE'-WALK, (rop'wak) TO. A walk or place where ropea
are made.

RO'PI-NESS, n. Viscosity ; glutinousness.
RO'PISH,* a. Tending to ropiness ; ropy. Scott.

RO'PY, a. Viscous
;
tenacious

; glutinous. Dryden.
ROQUELAURE, (rok-e-lor') [rok-e-lor', W. J. Sm. ; rok'e-

16, P. F. ; rok'lo, S.] n. [Fr. ;
called so after the duke of

Roquelaure.] A cloak for men. Oay.
ROQUELO, (rok'e-lo) n. See ROQUELAURE. Crabb.

fRo'RAL, a. [roralis, L.] Dewy. Green.

fRp-RA'TiQN, 7i. A falling of dew. Bailey.

fRSa'lD, a. [roridus, L.] Dewy. Granger.
Rp-RlF'ER-oDs, a. [ros and fero, L.] Producing dew. Bai-

ley. [R-]
fRp-RlF'LV-ENT, a. [ros and fluo, L.] Flowing with dew

Bailey.
RO'RY * a. [rores, L.] Dewy ; roary. Smart. See ROAKY.

RO-A'CEOVS,* (ro-za'shus) a. Resembling or consisting of
roses. P._Cyc.

ROS'AM-BOLE,* n. A bulbous root resembling garlic ;
roc-

ambole. W. Ency.
R6'A-RY, n. [rosarium, L.] A bed of roses; a chaplet:

a string of beads
; strictly, 150 ave-maries, and 15 pater-

nosters, tacked together, with buttons on a string.

fRos'ciD, a. [roscidus, L.] Dewy; abounding with dew.
Bacon.

R5E, (roz) n. [rose, Sax.; rose, Fr. ; rosa, L.] A plant or

shrub, and a.well known flower, universally cultivated,
of many varieties : a knot of ribbons in the fornj of a-

rose. Under the rose, with secrecy. Bp. Hall.

RO^E, i. from Rise. See RISE.

|ltRo'E-AT,, (ro'zhe-al) a. [roseus, L.] Rosy. Sir T. Elyot.

||Rd'!;E-ATE, (ro'zhe-jt) Jro'zhe-at, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. ; ro7-

zhet, S. E.] a. [rosat, Fr.] Resembling a rose in bloom,
beauty, color, or fragrance ; rosy ;

full of roses
;
bloom-

ing ; fragrant.

RO?E'BAY,* n. (Bot.) A plant or shrub ; oleander. Crabb.

ROE'-BIJI>,* 71. The bud of the rose. Prior.

ROE'-BL?G,* n. An insect, a sort of beetle, which is a

scourge to roses and to gardens. Farm. Ency.
RoE'-BOsu,* 71. The shrub that bears the rose. Loudon?

Ro^E'-CAlM-Pl-ON,* n. A plant. Gardiner.

ROE'-OHAF-ER,*?Z. Rose-bug. Farm. Ency. See ROSE-BUG.

RO^E'-COL-QRED,* (-urd) a. Having the color of the rose.

Pennant.

RO^ED, (rozd) a. Crimsoned; flushed; rosy. Shak.

R6E'-FiSH,* 7i. The Norway haddock. Storcr.

ROE'-FLY,* n. A species of fly. Booth.

ROSJE'GALL,* n. An excrescence on the dog-rose. Smart.

RO^E'-KNOT,* ?i. An ornamental bunch of ribbons, plaited
so as to represent a rose. Booth.

ROE'-L'IPPED,* (roz'Iipt) a. Having rosy or red lips. Shak.

TE,* n. (Min.) Arart- crystallized mineral. Dana.
XL-LOW (r5z'mal-lo) n. A large kind of mallow.

ROE'MA-RY, n. [rusmarinus, L.] A sweet-smelling, ever-

green shrub.

RoijE'-NO-BLE, (roz'no-bl) ?i. An ancient English gold
coin, of the value of Gs. 8d., first coined in the reign 0%.
Edward III.

RO-E'O-LA,* n. (Mcd.) A rash, so called from its rose-col-

or. Brande.

R5E'-QUARTZ,*n. (Min.] A reddish kind ofquartz. Dana.
ROSE'ROOT* n. (Bot.) A plant. Smart.

R6'ET, n. [rosette, Fr.] A red color. Peacham. See RO-
SETTE.

RQ-ETTE',* n. [Fr.] A rose-shaped Gothic window: an
artificial rose: an ornament in the form of a rose:
a red color. Ed. Ency.

Ro<jE'-wA-TER, 7i. Water distilled from roses. Shak.

RO^E'WOOD,* (r5z'wud) n. A fine kind of wood, highly
esteemed for cabinet work, brought from Brazil, Siam,
and the Canary Islands, &c. McCulloch.

ROF.'WORT,* (roz'vvlirt) n. A plant ;
roseroot. Booth.

RO-I-CRU'CIAN, (roz-e-kru'shan) n. [
Rosenkreuz .- rosa

and crux, L.] One of a sect of visionary philosophers or

speculators, that appeared in Germany, about the end of
the sixteenth century : an alchemist ;

a quack.

Ro-i-CRC'ciAN, a. Relating to the Rosicrucians.

RO'SJED *
(ro'zjd) a. Adorned with roses or their color.

Shak.

tR6'l-ER,(ro'zhe-er) n. [rosier, Fr.] A rose-bush. Chaucer.

:
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R5'lN, (roz'jn) n. [resine, Fr.
; resina, L.] A substance

obtained from the distillation of turpentine ; inspissated
turpentine; resin. Resin is the scientific term; but rosin
is the name of the substance, (the commonest resin in

use,) when employed in a solid state for ordinary pur-
poses.

ROS'IN, v. a. To rub with rosin. Gay.
RO'I-NSS, n. State or quality of being rosy.
ROS'JN-Y, a. Resembling rosin. Temple.
Ro'lTE,* n. (Mln ) A red, granulated mineral. Dana.
fRos'LAND, n. Heathy land

;
also moorish land. Bailey.

R6'MA-RiNE,*-n. Rosemary. Sfienstone.

Ross,* n. The outer, rough, dead bark of large trees. It

is an accumulation of epidermis. [Local, U. S.]

Ros'SEL, n. Light land. Mortimer.

Ros'sEL-liY,* a. Light and loose, as land. Mortimer. [R.]
Ros'TEL,* n.

(Bot.) Same as rostellum. Crabb.

ROS-TEL'LI-FORM,* a. Formed as a rostel or rostellum.
Smith.

Ros-TEL'LUM,*n. [L.] A little beak. (Bot.) An elevated
and rather thickened portion of the stigma of orchida-
ceous plants. Brande.

R6s'T?R,* n. A plan or table by which the duty of milita-

ry officers is regulated. Brande.

ROS'TRAL, a. [rostrum, L.] Resembling the beak of a

ship, or rostrum. Taller.

ROS'TRATE,* a. (Bot.) Furnished with a beak. P. Cyc.

ROS'TRAT-ED, a. [rostratus, L.J Adorned with the beaks
of ships, or birds. (Bot.) Having a beak

;
beaked.

ROS'TRI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a rostrum. Kirby.
Rds'TRUM, n [L.] pi. ROS'TRA. The beak of a bird :

the beak of a snip : the scaffold, pulpit, or pleading place
in the Roman forum, which was decorated with prows
of vessels taken from the enemy: the pipe which con-

veys the distilling liquor into its receiver in the common
alembics. (Bot.) Any prolongation of a plant.

Ro'v-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Having the leaves arranged in lit-

tle rose-like clusters. P. Cyc.

R6'Y, a. [roseus, L.] Resembling a rose in bloom, beauty,
color, or fragrance ; blooming ;

red
; flushed.

RO'Y-COL-QRED,* a. Having the color of the rose. Dryden.
RO'Y-CRO\VNED,* (-kround) a. Crowned with roses. Gray.
ROT, v. n. [rotten, D.] [i. ROTTED ] pp. ROTTING, ROTTED.]
To putrefy; to lose the cohesion of parts; to decay.

ROT, v. a. To make putrid ; to bring to corruption.
ROT,* v. a. To destroy; to sentence to evih An impre-

catory term
; as,

" Rot it." Craven Dialect.

R6T, n. A distemper among sheep, in which their lungs
are wasted : putrefaction ; putrid decay.

Ro'TA, n. [L.] A wheel : a court of Papal jurisdiction,
consisting of twelve doctors. Burnet. A club of English
politicians, who, in 1659, were for establishing govern-
ment by rotation. Hudibras.

RST'A-CIM,* n. A vicious pronunciation of the letter r,
common in the north of England. Dunglison.

R6'TA-RY, a. [rota, L.] Turning on its axis, as a wheel
;

whirling; rotatory.

RS'TATE,* v. n.
[i. ROTATED ; pp. ROTATING, ROTATED.] To

move round
;
to revolve. TiUoch.

RO'TATE,* a. (Bot.) Wheel shaped ;
circular. Crabb.

RO'TAT-ED, a. [rotatus, L.] Wheel-shaped ; whirled
round ; rotate.

RQ-TA'TION, n. [rotatio, L.] Act of whirling round like a
wheel

;
state of being turned round

;
whirl

;
vicissitude

of succession.

Rd'TA-TlVE,* a. Implying or causing rotation. P. Cyc.

RQ-TA'TO-PLANE,* a. (Bot.) Wheel-shaped and flat.

Smart.

Rp-TA'TpR, K. [L.] That which gives a circular motion
;

a muscle.

RO'TA-TQ-RY, a. [rotatus, L.] Turning round on an axis
;

whirling; running round. Paley.
RO'TA-TO-RY,* n. (Ent.) An animal, or animalcule, that
moves by rolling or revolving. Kirby.

ROTCH'ET,* n. A kind of fish. Chambers. See ROCHET.
ROTE, 7t. [rote and ratine, old Fr., from the L. rota.] An

old musical instrument, played with a wheel ;
a sori of

hurdygurdy : repetition, as by a wheel in motion. By
rote, by mere mechanical repetition, without exercise of
the understanding.

|R6TE, v. a. To learn by rote, without understanding. Shak.

ROTE, v. n. [rota, L.] To go out by rotation or succession.

Grey. [R.]

RoT'GtJT, 7i. Bad small-beer. Harvey. [Low.]
fRoTil'ER, a. Lowing, as an ox or cow

; bovine. Rothcr-
'

beasts, horned cattle. Golding.
'

RoTH'ER-NAIL, n. [a corruption of rudder.} (JYaut.) A
nail with a very full head, u^?d for fastening the pintles
to the rudder; rudder-nails. Bailey.

fRoTIl'ER-SolL, n. The dung of rother-beasts. Bailey.

ROT'{-FER,* n, [rota and fero, L.] A highly-organized in-

fusorial animal, commonly called the wheel animalcule.
Brande.

ROT'TE&, (-tn) a. Putrid ; putrefied ; decayed ; carious
;

not sound
; corrupt ;

not firm ; not trusty ;
not to be

trusted

ROT'TEN-NESS, (rot'tn-nes) n. The state of being rotten.

ROT'TEN-STONE,* n. A soft stone used for polishing.
Hamilton.

Rp-TuifD', a. [rotmidus, L.] Round; circular; spherical.
tfddison.

Rp-TON-Dj-FO'Ll-oOs, a. [rotundus and folium, L.] Hav-
ing round leaves.

RQ-TDN'DJ-TV, n. [rotunditas, L.
; rotonditc, Fr.] Round-

ness
; sphericity ; circularity.

RO-TUN'DO, n. [rotondo. It.] A building formed round both
in the inside and outside, as the Pantheon at Rome.

ROU'BLE,* (ro'bl) n. A Russian coin. See RUBLE.
ROUE,* (ro-S') n. [Fr.] A dissipated person ; a person de-
voted to a life of pleasure and sensuality, but not so viti-

ated as to be excluded from society ;
a rake. Brande.

ROUET,* (ro-a') 71. [Fr.] A small solid wheel, formerly
fixed to the pans of firelocks for firing them off. Crabb.

ROUGE, (rozh) n. [Fr.] Red paint for the face
;
a cosmet-

ic
;
a species of lake prepared from the dried flowers of

the safflower.

RdUGE, (rozh) a. [Fr.] Red. Dames
R6UGE, (rozh) v. n. [i. ROUGED

; pp. ROUGING, ROUGED.]
To lay rouge upon the face

; as,
" She rouges." Toad.

ROUGE, (rozh) v. a. To paint or color with rouge ; as,
" She

was rouged." Todd.

ROUGE-DRXG'PN,* (rozh-) n. [Fr.] A herald. Burke.

ROUGH, (ruf) a. Not smooth
; rugged ; having inequalities

on the surface : uncivil
;
austere

;
harsh to the ear

;

rugged of temper; inelegant of manners; not soft;

coarse; not civil; severe; not mild; rude; not gentle j

harsh to the mind
;
hard-featured

;
not delicate

;
unfin-

ished ; unpolished ;
not polished ;

not finished by art,

as, a rough diamond : terrible
;
dreadful

;
disordered in

appearance ; tempestuous ; stormy ;
boisterous : hairy ;

covered with hair or feathers. It is used in composition.
fRouGH, (ruf) 7i. Rough or stormy weather. P. Fletcher.

RoOGH,* (ruf) v. a. To go through in spite of obstacles or
bad weather ; as,

" to rough it." Qu. Rev. To break in,
as a horse. Crabb.

RoDGll'cAsT, (rufk&st) v. a.
[i. ROUGHCAST ; pp. ROUGH-

CASTING, ROUGHCAST.] To mould or form coarsely; to

form with asperities and inequalities.

RoD-GH'cisT, (rufkast) n. A rude model ;
a form in its

rudiments: a kind of plaster, containing lime, shells,

pebbles, &c., for covering the exterior of buildings.

RoOGH'cAsT-ER,* (ruf'kist-er) n. One who roughcasts.
Jlsh. [son.

RouGH'-cr,XD,*(ruf'klad)a. Having coarse apparel. Thom-

RoDGii'DRAUGHT, (rufdr&ft) TO. A draught in its rudi
rhents

;
a sketch

;
an outline. Dryden.

RotJGH'DRAW, (ruf'draw) v. a. [i. ROUOHDHEW ; pp. ROUGH-
DRAWING, ROUGHDRAWN.I To draw an outline of; to

trace coarsely. Dryden.
RouGH'EN, (ruffn) v. a.

[i. ROUGHENED; pp. ROUGHEN-
ING, ROUGHENED.] To make rough. Dryden.

RotJGH'EN, (ruffn) v. n. To grow rough. Thomson.

RoDGH'-FOOT-ED, (ruffut-ed) a. Feather-footed.

RoiJGH-HEW', (ruf-hu') v. a',
[i.

ROUGHHEWED ;pp. ROUGH-

HEWING, ROUGHHEWNJ To new rudely, for first purposes.

ROOGH'HEW-ER,* (rufhu-er) n. One who roughhews.
Gent. Mag.

ROUGH-HEWN', (ruf-hun')p. a. Rugged ; unpolished; un-
civil

;
unrefined ; not yet nicely finished.

RoDGH'iNG, (ruf'jngz)n. pi. Grass after mowing or reap-

ing; rowen. Holloway. [Local, Eng.]
ROUGH'ISH,* (ruf'jsh) a. Somewhat rough. Grainger.

RotJGH'Ly, (rufle) ad. In a rough manner
;
with uneven

surface; harshly; uncivilly; rudely; severely.

ROUGH'NESS, (rufnes) n. State or quality of being rough ;

unevenness of surface ; .austereness ;
harshness to the

ear ; ruggedness ;
rudeness

;
coarseness of manners

;

coarseness of behavior and address
; severity ;

violence
j

inelegance of dress or appearance: tempestuousness.

ROUGH-RJD'ER,* (ruf-nd'er) n. One who breaks horses

for riding.

ROUGH'-SHOD, (ruf'shSd) a. Having the feet shod with

roughened shoes, or shoes fitted for travelling on ice:

used of horses.

fRouGHT, (rawt) Old pret. of Reach. Reached. Shak.

ROUGH'WORK, (rQf wlirk) v. a. [i. ROUGHWROUGHT, ROUGH-
WORKED ;pp. ROUGHWORKING, ROUGHWROUGHT, Or ROUGH-

WORKED.] To work coarsely, without finish.

ROULEAU, (ro-lo') n. [Fr.] pi. ROULEAUX, (ro-lo//) A
little roll

;
a roll of current coins, making a certain sum

;

a bundle of fascines tied together.

Rdu-LETTE',* (ro-le^/)
n. [Fr.] A little wheel : a game

at hazard. Grant.

fRoON, . 7i. To whisper. Gower.

fRofJN, v. a. To address in a whisper. Breton.

RoONCE,* n. The handle of a printing-press. Brande.

RoON'CE-vXL, 71. [from Roncesvalles, a town at the foot of

the Pyrenees.] A species of pea. Tusser.
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RoOND, a. [rotundus, L.
; rond, FT.; rondo, It.] Cylindri-

cal j
circular ; spherical ; globular ; orbicular ;

"rotund :

plump ; full ; whole : not broken
; as, a round number :

'

large or full
; as, a round sum or price, a round pace

or rate : full and clear
; as, round in speech or sound.

RoOND, n. A circle
;
a sphere ;

an orb ;
a globe : a circuit

;

a tour : a rundle ; step of a ladder: that which passes
round : the time in which anything has passed through
all hands, and comes back to the first : a revolution ;

a
course ending at the point where it began ;

rotation ;
suc-

cession in vicissitude : a walk performed by a guard or

officer, to survey a certain district: the discharge of his

gun by each man in a military body: a dance: a

roundelay ;
a song.

R60ND, ad. Everyway; on all sides; in a revolution; in

a round manner ; around
; circularly ;

not directly.

RoOND, prep. On every side of; about; all over; around.

R60ND, 77. a. [rotunda, L.J [i. ROUNDED
; pp. ROUNDING,

ROUNDED.] To surround
;
to make spherical, circular, or

cylindrical; to move about any thing; to make protuber-
ant : to make full, smooth, or swelling in sound.

RopND, v. n. To grow round
;
to go round. Milton.

fRoGND, v. a. To address in a whisper. Spenser. See
ROUN.

RoOND'A-BoOT, a. Ample; extensive; circuitous; indi-

rect
;
loose. Locke. It is also colloquially used as an ad-

verb and a preposition.
RoOND'A-BbOT,* 7t. A horizontal wheel on which chil-

dren ride : an outer garment ; a surtout. Smart.

RoON'DEL, n. [rondelle, Ft.] A round form or figure; a

roundelay._ Spenser.

RoON'DE-LAY, n. [rondeau, Fr.] A poem of thirteen verses,

eight in one rhyme, and five in another; a shepherd's
song; a roundel; a rondeau. [rondelle, Fr.] A round
form or figure. Bacon.

ROUND'-FACED,* (-fast) a. Having a round face. Hudibras.

ROOND'HEAD, 7i. A Puritan, in the time of Charles I.

and of Cromwell, so named in derision, from the prac-
tice of cropping the hair round.

RoOND'-HEAD-ED, a. Having a round head or top. Lowth.

RoOND'noOsE, n. The constable's prison, so called from
its usual form. Pope.

RoOND'jSH, a. Approaching to roundness.

RqpND'LET, n. A little round or circle. Gregory.
tRoOND'Ly, a. Somewhat round

;
round. W. Browne.

RdOND'Ly, ad. In around form; in a round manner;
openly ; plainly ;

without reserve
; briskly ;

in earnest.

RoCND'NEss, n. State of being round
; rotundity; circu-

larity ; sphericity.

RoOND'-RoB-jN, n. [ruban rond, Fr., round-ribbon.] A
written petition, remonstrance, address, or other instru-

ment, signed by several persons round a ring or circle, so

that it cannot be seen who signed first.

RoGND'SHOUL-DERED,* (-shol-derd) a. Having roundness
on the shoulders. Davies.

RoOND'TOP,* 7i. (JVaut.) A round frame of boards near
the top of the mast. Wood.

ROUP,* n. A Scotticism for auction. Brande.

ROUP,* v. a To sell by auction. Sir John Sinclair. [Scot-

tish.]

R6GE, (rbuz) v. a. [i. HOUSED ; pp. ROUSING, ROUSED.] To
wake from rest or inaction; to awaken; to stir up; to

provoke ;
to excite to thought or action

;
to put into ac-

tion
;
to start, as a beast from his lair.

RopE, v. n. To awake ;
to be excited

;
to start up.

jR60E, n. \rausch, Ger.] A large glass filled to the utmost,
in honor of a health proposed. Shak.

RoO'ER, 7i. One who rouses. Shelton.

RoGsT,* n. (Orkneys') A strong tide or current. Jamieson.

RoGT, n. [route, Fr. ; rot, Teut.] A clamorous multitude
;

a rabble: a fashionable assembly, or large evening
party: a crowd. The disorder or confusion of an
army defeated or dispersed. To put to rout, to defeat
and disperse in disorder.

ROUT, v. a. [i. ROUTED ; pp. ROUTING, ROUTED.] To dis-

perse and put into confusion by defeat
;
to disperse. To

rout out, to search out. Smart.

fRoOT, v. n. To assemble in clamorous crowds. Bacon.

fRoCT, or ROWT, v. n. To snore in sleep. Chaucer.

jlloOT, v. n. To search in the ground, as a swine
;
to root.

Edwards.

ROUTE, (rot or rout) [rot, S. J. F. K. Sm. R. ; rout or rot,
W. Ja. ; rout, P. E. Wb.] n. [route, Fr.] Road

; way ;

passage ; course. Gay.
$3r

"
Upon a more accurate observation of the best

usajje, I must give the preference to the first sound [rout]
of this word, notwithstanding its coincidence in sound
with another word of a different meaning; the fewer
French sounds of this diphthong we have in our language
the better. Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Smith make a differ-

ence between rout, a rabble, and route, a road
;
Mr. Scott

gives both sounds, but seems to prefer the first
;
W. John-

ston, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, pronounce both alike,
and with the first sound." Walker. Most of the orthoe-
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pists more recent than Walker, give the preference to the

pronunciation rot.

ROU-TINE', (ro-ten') n. [Fr.] The ordinary, beaten way;
regular practice ; custom. Butler.

ROUT'OUS-LY,* ad. (Law) In the manner of a rout. Bow-
vier.

ROVE, v. n. [roffcer, Dan.
; roouera, Teut.] [i. ROVED ; pp.

ROVING, ROVED.] To ramble; to range; to wander; to'

stroll
;
to roam. [|To shoot. Spenser.]

ROVE, v. a. To wander over. Milton. To plough into ridges,
by turning one furrow upon another. [U. 8.1

ROVE,* n. A roll of wool drawn out and slightly twisted;
a slub : a ramble

;
a wandering. Booth.

ROV'ER, n. One who roves; a wanderer
;
a robber; a pi-

rate : a kind of arrow. It rovers, without any partic-
ular aim. Jibp. Cranmer. At random. Addison.

ROV'ING, 7t. Act of rambling or wandering. Barrow.
Row, (ro) 7i. A rank or file ;

a number of things in a line.

Row, n. A riotous noise ;
a drunken debauch. [Low.]

Row, (ro) v. it.
[i. ROWED ; pp. ROWING, ROWED.] To impel

a boat or vessel in the water by oars.

Row, v. a. To drive or help forward by oars. Milton.

ROW'A-BLE, a. That may be rowed or rowed upon. B.
Jonson.

ROW'AN-TREE,* n. A species of pints, a graceful tree,
called also the royne-tree, roun-tree, fowler's service-tree,
and the mountain-ash. P. Cyc.

Rdw'-BoAT,* n. A boat impelled by oars. Smollett.

ROWED,* (rod) a. Placed in rows ; having rows. Parnell.

ROW'EL, n. [rouclle, Fr.] A little flat ring or wheel in
horses' bits: the points of a spur turning on an axis :

a seton ;
a roll of hair, silk, or other substance, put into a

wound, to hinder it from healing, and provoke a dis-

charge.
Row'EL, v. a.

[i. ROWELLED ; pp. ROWELLI'NG, ROWELLED.]
To pierce through the skin, and keep the wound open by
a rowel.

ROW'EN, n. [A field kept up till after Michaelmas, that
the corn left on the ground may sprout into green. . Tus-

ser.] The second crop of grass, called also aftermath and
lattermath. P. Cyc.

ROW'ER, n. One who rows or manages an oar.

ROW'ETT,* n. Aftermath
;
rowen. See ROWEN. P. Cyc.

ROW'LQCK,* (ro'lok, colloquially rul'pk) n. (Naut.) That

part of a boat's gunwale on which the oar rests in row-
ing. Mar. Diet.

ROY'AL, a. [royal, Fr.] Kingly ; belonging to a king or to

royalty; becoming a king ; regal; noble; illustrious.

R6?'AL,n. A shoot of a stag's head. Bailey. (JVauf.) The
highest sail of a ship. (Artillery) A kind of small mor-
tar: one of the soldiers of the first British regiment of

foot, ( The Royals,) said to be the oldest regular corps in

Europe.
ROY'AL-IM, n. [royalisme, . Fr.] Attachment to the cause
of royalty.

ROY'AL-IST, n. [royaliste, Fr.] An adherent to a king or to-

royalty.^

ROY'AL-IZE, v. a. To make royal. Shak.

ROY'AL-LY, ad. In a royal manner ;
as becomes a king.

ROY'AL-TY, n. [royault^, old Fr.] iState or quality of being
royal ; state, character, or office of a king ; kingship ;

emblem of royalty.

RoY'LE-A,* n. (Bot.) A Himalayan genus of plants. P. Cyc.

{RoYNE,* n. A stream
;

a passage of running water.

Cowel.

fRoYNE, v. a. [rogner, Fr.] To gnaw ;
to bite. Spenser.

fRoYN'lSH, a. [rogncux, FT.] Paltry; mean ;
rude. Shak.

.

ROVTS'TON-CROW,* n. The hooded-crow. P. Cyc.

fRb V'TE-LET, n. A little or petty king. Heylin.

JRbY'TISH, a. Wild
; irregular. Beaumont.

ROB, v'. a. [rhubio, Welsh
; reiben, Ger.] [i.

RUBBED ; pp.

HUBBINO, RUBBED.] To move against by friction ;
to clean

or smooth any thing by passing something over it; to

scour
;

to wipe ;
to polish ;

to retouch ;
to remove by

friction
;
to touch hard ;

to chafe
;
to fret

;
to gall. To

rub down, to clean or curry. To rub up, to excite ;
to

awaken
;
to polish ;

to refresh.

ROB, v. n. To fret; to make a friction ;
to get through diffi-

culties.

RUB, ??.. Act of rubbing; friction
;
unevenness of surface;

collision ; that against which something rubs ;
obstruc-

tion
; difficulty ; cause of uneasiness ;

severe rebuke.

fRDB'BA(;iE, re. Rubbish. Wotton.

RDB'BER, 71. He or that which rubs ;
that with which one

rubs
;'
a coarse file

;
a whetstone : gum-elastic or caout-

chouc : a game ; a contest
;
two games won out of

three. pi. A disease in sheep.

tRuB'Birx^E, 71. Rubbish. Bp. Taylor.

RUB'BISH, n. Offscourings ;
refuse ;

whatever is cast away;
ruins of building ; fragments of matter used in building;

mingled mass
; any thing vile and worthless.

RUB'BLE, n. Small stones, brickbats, and the like, used to

confine water
;
builder's rubbish. Crabb.

RUB'BLE-STONE, n. Stone rubbed and worn by the water
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RUB'BLE-WORK,* (-wiirk) n. A rough sort of masonry.
Francis.

RUB'BLY,* a. Abounding in small stones. Buckland.

RtJ-BE-FA'ciENT,* (-shent) n. (Med.) A medicine or an
external agent, which causes redness of the part to

which it is applied. P. Cyc.
RtJ-BE-FA'lENT,* (-shem) a. Producing redness. Dungli-

son.

RtJ'BEL-LiTE,* n. (Min.) Red schorl or tourmaline.
Brande.

RV-BE'<?-LA,* n. (Med.) The measles. Brande.

RV-BES'CENT,* a. Growing or becoming red. Scott.

BE-z'AuL,* n. A famous fabulous spirit of the Riesen-

sbirge in Germany, celebrated in ballads, tales, &c.

Rt'Bl-cXN, a. [rubican, Fr.] Red predominating over

gray, in the color of a horse; or bay, sorrel, or black,
with a light gray or

vyhite upon the flanks, but not pre-
dominant there. Farrier's Diet.

RO'Bi-CEL,* n. (Min.') A term applied to the Brazilian ru-

by. Brande.

RtJ'Bl-cOND, a. [rubicond, Fr.
; rubicundus, L.] Inclining

to redness. Douce.

RtT-Bf-cCN'Di-Ty, n. Disposition to redness. Scott.

Rtr'BJED, (ru'bjd) a. Like a ruby ;
red as a ruby.

RV-BiF'lc,_a. Making red. Grew.

Rti-Bi-Fi-CA'TlQN, TI. [ruber and facio, L.] Act of making
red. Howell.

RtJ'Bi-FORM, a. [ruber, L., and form.] Having the form of
red. Newton.

Rft'BI-FY, v. a. [i. RUBIFIED
; pp. RUBIFYING, RUBIFIED.]

To make red. Chaucer.

tRV-Bi'G'lN-ous,* a. Rusty ;
mildewed. Bailey.

JRti'Bl-OuS, a. [rubeus, L.] Ruddy ;
red. Shak.

Ktr'BLX.* (ru'bl) n. A Russian silver coin, of the value of

about half a crown. McCulloch.

RtJ'BRIC, n. [rubiique, Fr.
; rubrica, L.] Any writing or

printing in red ink : the order of the liturgy of the Cath-
olic church, and of the Protestant Episcopal church :

the directions printed in books of law, and in prayer

books, are so termed, because they were originally dis-

tinguished by being in red ink.

Rt'BRic, a. Red
;
rubrical. JVewton.

RO'BRic, v. a. To adorn with red
;
to rubricate. Johnson.

Rfj'BRJ-CAL, a. [rubrica, L.] Red : placed in or conformed
to the rubrics.

RtJ'BRl-CATE, v. a. [rubricatus, L.] To make red
;
to mark

with red. Herbert.

RO'BRI-CATE, a. Marked with red. Spelman.
RO-BRi"ciAN,* (ru-brish'sm) n. One versed in the rubric

;

an adherent to or advocate for the rubric. Qu. Rev.

RuB'-STdNE, 71. A stone to scour or sharpen Tastier.

RtT'BY, 7i. [rubi, rubis, Fr., from ruber, L.] A precious
stone ;

a crystallized gem of various shades of red, very
hard, and valuable: a printing-type between pearl and

nonpareil: any thing red
;

a carbuncle
;

a red pim-

Ru'BY, a. Of a red color. Shak.

fRtl'BY, v. a. To make red. Pope.
RDcK, v. n. To cower; to sit close; to squat; to rook.

Oower. To set a hen on eggs. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
RUCK, n. A fold

;
a crease : a heap of stones. Tooke.

[Local.]
RVC-TA'TI<?N, n. [ructo, L.] A belching ;

an eructation.
Cockeram.

fRtJD, a. [rood, Su. Goth.] Red
; ruddy ; rosy. Percy's Rel.

ROD, TI. [jRedness ;
blush. Chaucer.] Ruddle; red ochre

used to mark sheep. Grose. A river fish, a kind of small
roach. Walton.

v. a. To make red. Spenser.

ER, n. [roeder. Teut.] .(JVauf.) The instrument or
frame of wood by which a ship is steered

j any thing
that guides or governs.

RUD'DI-NESS, n. The quality of being ruddy.
RUD'DLE, n. [rudul, Icel.] Red earth; red ochre; a red

iron ore.

RUD'DLE-AIAN, n. One employed in digging ruddle. Bur-
ton.

RtiD'DQCK, n. A bird, called redbreast. Spenser.
RtJD'DY, a. Approaching to redness; pale red; florid:

yellow ; as,
"
ruddy gold." Dryden.

RDD'DY,* v. a. To make ruddy. Scott. [R.]
RtJDE, (rud) a. [rude, Fr.

; rudis, L.] Untaught; barba-

rous; savage; rough; coarse of manners; unpolished;
saucy; impudent; insolent; impertinent; uncivil; bru-
tal

;
harsh

;
inclement: ignorant ; raw; untaught:

rugged ; uneven; shapeless: artless; inelegant; such
as may be done with strength without art

; as, rude work.
RtlDE'LY, (rtid'le) ad. In a rude manner; coarsely: un-

skilfully.

RtfDE'NESS, (rfid'nes) 7?. [rudessc, Fr.] Quality of being
rude; coarseness; incivility; ignorance; unskilfulness

;

artlessness : inelegance.

Rt'DEN-TURE, n. [Fr.] (Arch.) The figure of a rope or

staff, with which the flutings of columns are sometimes
filled up ; by some called cabling. Francis.

jRtJ'DE-RA-RY, a. [rudera, L.] Belonging to or formed of
rubbish. Bailey.

fRu-DER-A'Tigk, TI. Act of paving with pebbles. Bailey
RUDELY, (rudz'be) n. A rude fellow. Shak. [R.]
RO'DJ-MfiNT, n. [Fr. ; rudimentmn, L.] First, unshapen
beginning ; first principle ; the first elements of a
science

;
first part of education.

tRft'Df-KBNT, v. a. To settle in rudiments. Gayton.
RO-Di-MEN'TAL, a. Initial

; relating to rudiments. Spectator.

RC-Di-MEN'TA-Ry,* a. Relating to, or containing, rudi-

ments; rudimental. P. Cyc.
RU-DOL'PHINE,* a. Belonging to a set of astronomical ta-

bles computed by Kepler, and named for the Emperor
Rudolph II. Brande.

ROE, (ru) v. a.
[i. RUED

; pp. RUING, RUED.] To grieve
for

;
to be sorry for

;
to regret ;

to lament. Milton.

, (ru) v. n. To have compassion. Chaucer.

fE, (ru) TI. Sorrow
; repentance. Shak.

RUE, (ru) n. [rue, Fr.
; ruta, L.

; rude, Sax.] A plant or

herb, called herb of grace, because holy water was for-

merly sprinkled with it. Tusser.

RtJE'FuL, a. Mournful
;
woful

;
sorrowful

;
sad

; dismal.

RfJE'FGL-Ly, ad. Mournfully; sorrowfully. More.

RtlE'FUL-NESS, n. Sorrowfulness
; mournfulness. Spen-

ser.

\RU-ELLE', n. [Fr.] A circle; an assembly at a private
house. Dryden.

Ry-FEs'cENT,* a. [rufesco, L.] Becoming red. Cyc.
RUFF, 7i. A puckered linen ornament, formerly worn about

the neck; any thing collected into puckers: a small
river fish : a bird, so called from its tuft of feathers

[ronfle, Fr.] At cards, the net of trumping.
RUFF, V. a. [L HUFFED

J pp. RUFFING, RUFFED.] To ruffle
;

to disorder. Spenser. At cards, to put on a trump instead
of following suit ; to trump any other suit of the cards
at whist.

ROFF'IAN, (rufysm) n. [ruffiano, It.; rufen, Fr.
; rofwa,

Su. Goth.] A brutal, boisterous, mischievous fellow ; a
cutthroat; a robber.

RUFF'IAN, (rQf'y^n) a. Brutal
; savagely boisterous. Sluik.

fRuFF'lAN, (rufyftn) v. n. To play the ruffian.. Shak.

RuFF'lAN-iM,* (ruf'yan-izm) n. The quality or conduct
of a ruffian

; brutality. Sir J. Mackintosh.

RUFF'IAN-L!KE, (ruf'yan-) a. Like a ruffian. Fulke.

RDFF'IAN-L, (rufyan-le) a. Like a ruffian
; brutal. Bp.

Hall.

RuF'FLE, (ruf'fl) v. a. [ruffelen, Teut.] [i. RUFFLED; pp.
RUFFLING, RUFFLED.] To disorder; to put out of form;
to make less smooth

;
to discompose ;

to disturb
;
to put

out of temper ; to put out of order
; to surprise ;

to throw
disorderly together : to contract into plaits or ruffles.

RC'F'FLE, v. n. To grow rough or turbulent
; to flutter

;
to

jar.

RUF'FLE, n. Plaited linen or fine cotton cloth, used as an
ornament; fine cloth ruffled: disturbance; tumult;
a flourish upon a drum in presenting arms.

RUF'FLE-LESS,* a. Having no ruffles. G. Mellen. [R.]
RtJF'FLE-MENT,* TI. State of being ruffled. Wilberforce.

RUF'FLER, n. One who ruffles : a bully. Bale.

RDF'FLING,TI. Commotion
; disturbance: act of plaiting.

RC'FOVS,* a. Red
;
reddish

; orange-colored. Loudon.

tRDF'TER-HOOD, (-hud) n. (Falconry) A hood worn by a
hawk when first drawn. Bailey.

ROG, n. A coarse, nappy, woollen cloth or coverlet: a

shaggy carpet for the hearth or feet, [fA rough, woolly
dog. S/iak.]

RUG'JKED, a. [ruggig, Swed.
; rugueuz, Fr.] Rough; of

uneven surface ; shaggy ; not neatly formed ; uneven :

savage; brutal; Imrsh
; stormy; rude; sour; violent;

boisterous. [Hardy; healthy. Colloquial, U. S.]

RUG'J&ED-LY, ad. In a rugged manner; roughly.

RuG'jGlJp-NESS, n. State of being rugged ; roughness.-
ROG'--GOWNEi), (-gound) a. Wearing a coarse gown.
Beaum. $ Fl.

RO'GIN, (ru'jjn) TI. A nappy cloth. Wiseman.

Rt'GlNE, (ru'jen) n. [Fr.] A surgeon's rasp. Sharp. [R.]
Ry-GOSE', a. [rugosus, L.] Full of wrinkles. Wiseman.

Ry-GOS'l-TY, TI. State of being wrinkled. Smith. [R.]

RU-GU-L'OSE',* a. Finely wrinkled. Loudon.

RC'JN, 71. [mine, Fr. ; ruina, L.] A fall ; overthrow
;
de-

struction : that which is ruined ; remains of buildings
or cities demolished: loss of happiness or fortune; a

pest ; mischief; bane.

RC'IN, v. a. [ruiner, Fr.] [i. RUINED ; pp. RUINING, RUINED.]
To subvert ; to demolish

;
to destroy ;

to deprive of feli-

city, fortune, or honor; to impoverish.
Rtr'lN, v. n. To fall in ruins; to run to ruin. Locke. [R.]
Rfl'JN-A-BLE,* a. That may be ruined. Watts.

fRtl'lN-ATE, v. a. To subvert
;
to demolish ; to ruin. Shak.

JRtMN-A'TlQN, 71. Subversion; demolition; ruin. Cam-
den.

RC'JN-ER, TI. One who ruins. Chapman.
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RO'JNG, 7t. Act of grieving ; lamentation. Sir T. Smith.

RO'JN-J-FORM,* a. (JJfin.) Having the form or appearance
of ruins. Col. Jackson.

RO'|N-oOs, a. Fallen to ruin
; demolished : causing ruin

;

mischievous ; pernicious ; destructive.

RO'jN-oOs-LY, ad. In a ruinous manner ; destructively.
RO'iN-oOs-NESS, n. State of being ruinous.

ROL'A-BLE,* a. That may be ruled ; governable. Bacon.

ROLE, (rul) n. [regula, L.] Government; empire; sway;
supreme command: an instrument for drawing lines

or measuring : a guide ; regulation ;
method

;
canon ;

precept by which the thoughts or actions are directed ;
a

law ; an order. Rule of Three, (drith.) a rule by which
three numbers are given to find a fourth ; proportion.

ROLE, V. a. [t. RULED ; pp. RULING, RULED.] To gOVCm J

to control ;
to manage ;

to conduct
;

to guide ;
to set-

tle as by a rule
;
to mark with lines.

ROLE, v. n. To have power or command; with over.

(Laic) To establish or settle a rule or order of proceed-
ing.

ROLE'LESS,* a. Being without rule. Spenser.

ROL'ER, n. One who rules
; governor : an instrument for

drawing lines
;
a rule.

ROL'jNG,* p. a. Governing; predominant; prevailing;
prevalent.

RO'LY, a. Moderate ; quiet ; orderly. Cotgrave.

RDM, 7i. [A queer or old-fashioned person, particularly a

parson. Swift.] A kind of spirituous liquor distilled

from molasses.

ROM, a. Old-fashioned ;
odd

; queer. Nichols. [A cant

term.]
ROM'BLE, (rum'bl) v. n. [romelen, Teut.

; rameler, Fr.
;

rombare, It.] [i.
RUMBLED

; pp. RUMBLING, RUMBLED.] To
make a hoarse, heavy, low, continued noise or sound,
as a body moving over a rough surface.

RUM'BLER, n. The person or thing that rumbles.

ROM'BLING, n. A hoarse, low, continued noise.

RUM'BOUGE, n. See RAMBOOZE.
R&MEN,* n. [L.] (JJnat.) The paunch, or first cavity of

the complex stomach, of a ruminant quadruped. Brande.

RffMEX,* n. [L.] (Bot.~) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

RVM-GUM'TIOUS,* (rum-gum'shus) a. Sturdy in opinion ;

rough and surly. Forby. [Provincial and vulgar, Eng.]
RtVMl-NXNT, a. [ruminant, Fr.

; ruminans, L.] Having the

property of chewing the cud.

RO'MJ-NANT, n. An animal that chews the cud. Derham.

RO-MJ-NX.N'TI-A,.* n. pi. (Zool.) A class of animals which

ruminate, or chew the cud. Lyell.

RO'MI-NATE, v. n. [ruminer, Fr.
; rumino, L.] [t. RUMI-

NATED J pp. RUMINATING, RUMINATED.] To CheW the CUd,
as an animal : to muse; to think again and again.

RfJ'MJ-NATE, v. a. To chew over again : to muse on
; to

meditate over and over again.

RO'MI-NAT-ED,* a. (Bot.) Pierced by numerous perfora-
tions ;

full of chaffy matter, like a nutmeg. P. Cyc.

RU-MI-NA'TIQN, n. Act of ruminating; meditation.

RO'MI-NA-TQR, n. One who ruminates
;
a thinker.

ROM'MAGE, (rum'maj) v. a. [raumen, Ger.] [i. RUMMAGED;
pp. RUMMAGING, RUMMAGED.] To search among many
things by turning them over; to search

;
to examine.

RuM'MAGE, v. n. To search places. Dryden.

ROM'MA^E, n. Search
;
act of tumbling things about. Dry-

den.

RCM'MA-GER,* n. One who rummages. Hakluyt.

JRuM'MER, n. A glass ;
a drinking-cup. Phillips.

RO'MQR, n. [rumor, L.
; rumeur, Fr.] Flying or popular

report ;
current hearsay ;

fame.

RO'MQR, v. a.
[i.

RUMORED ; pp. RUMORING, RUMORED.] To
report abroad ;

to circulate ; to bruit.

RO'MQR-ER, n. Reporter ; spreader of news. Shak.

tRO'M<?R-oCs, a. Famous ;
notorious. Bale.

ROMP, n. [rumpf, Ger.
; romp, D.] The end of the back-

bone of beasts, and (in contempt) of human beings ;
the

buttocks: the fag end of a thing which lasts longer
than the body. It is an epithet given, in derision, to the

remnant of the English Long Parliament, which, after the

resignation of Richard Cromwell, was called by a coun-
cil of officers, and assembled in 1659.

fRuMP'ER, n. One who favored the rump parliament ;
one

who had been a member of it. Life of A. Wood.

RUM'PLE, (rum'pl) n. A pucker ;
a wrinkle; a crumple.

RUM'PLE, v. a. [i. RUMPLED; pp. RUMPLING, RUMPLED.]
To disorder by rumples ;

to crush together out of shape.

RUMP'LESS,* a. Having no rump. Lawrence.

RUM'PUS,* n. A riot ;
a quarrel ; confusion

;
a great noise

;

disturbance. R. B. Sheridan. [Vulgar.]

RON, v. n. [i.
RAN ; pp. RUNNING, RUN.] To move swiftly;

to move on the ground with the swiftest action of the

legs ;
to make haste ;

to pass with quick pace ;
to move

in a hurry ;
to pass ;

to go away ;
to go forward

;
to

proceed ;
to flee

;
to have a course or currency ;

to flow
;

to emit
;
to let flow ;

to melt ;
to be liquid ; to leak out

;

to discharge ;
to pass ;

to proceed: to flow as periods
or metre

;
to have a cadence

; as,
" The lines run
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smoothly:" to have a legal course; to be practised,
to have a course in any direction

;
to pass in thought

or speech ;
to be mentioned cursorily or in few words :

to have a continual tenor of any kind: to have re-

ception, success, or continuance
; as,

" The pamphlet
ran much among the people :

" to go on by a succession
of parts ;

to be generally received
; to have a track or

course; to make a gradual progress; to be predomi-
nant: to excern pus or matter. To run after, to
search for

;
to endeavor at. To run away with, to car-

ry ofT
;
to adopt hastily ; to hurry. To run in with, to

comply. To run on, to be continued
; to continue the

same course. To run over, to overflow
; to recount

cursorily; to consider cursorily; to run through. To
run out, to be at an end

;
to spread exuberantly ;

to be
wasted or exhausted.

RON, v. a. To pierce ;
to stab

;
to force

;
to drive

;
to melt

;

to fuse; to incur; to fall into; to venture; to hazard;
to import or export without duty ;

to push ;
to direct and

form. To run down, to chase to weariness
;
to crush

;
to

overbear; to reproach. To run in, (Printing} to place
the carriage with the form of types, so as to obtain an
impression. To run out, to withdraw the carriage after

an impression.
RON, n. Act of running ; course

;
motion

;
flow

;
cadence

;

process ; way ;
will

;
state or condition

; long reception ;

continued success: clamor; popular censure. Swift.
A small stream of running water. Nares. (JVaut.) The
hinder part of a ship's bottom ; the distance a ship has
sailed. M or in the long run, in the final result.

RON'A-GATE, 7i. [renegat, Fr.] A fugitive ; apostate ; a ren-

egade. Shak.

RON'A-WAY, (run'a-wa) n. One who flies from danger ;

one w_ho departs by stealth
;
a deserter ; a fugitive.

tRVN-CA'TioN, 7i [runcatio, L.] Act of clearing away
weeds. Evelyn.

RON'ci-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Hook-backed
; saw-shaped.

Brande.

RUN'DLE, n. A little round ; a step of a ladder
;
a peritro-

chium
; something put round an axis.

RUND'LET, n. A cask for liquors from 3 to 20 gallons.
Crabb. A small barrel

;
a runlet. Bacon.

RONE, n. The Runic character, or letter. Temple.
RUNG, i. &p. from Ring. See RING.

RONG, 7i. [A spar ;
a round or step of a ladder. Bp. An-

drews.} (Naut.) One of the timbers in a ship, which
constitute her floor, and are bolted to the keel.

RO'Njc, a. Relating to the Goths, Scandinavians, and other
nations of ancient Europe, or their language. Temple.

RO'Nfc,* n. The language of the Goths, Scandinavians,
and other ancient northern nations. Crabb.

RUN'LET,* n. A measure of wine, oil, &c., containing
18,| gallons. Whishaw. A little run or stream of water.
Butler. See RUNDLET.

RON'-MXN,* 7^ A runaway from a ship of war. Crabb.

RUN'NEL, n. A rivulet
;
a small brook ;

a run. Fairfax.

RUN'NER, n. One who runs
;
that which runs ;

a racer; a

messenger : a plant or stem that runs on the ground ; a

sprig : a single movable pulley; a rope: the upper
or moving stone in a mill: a bird.

RDN'NET, n. The prepared inner membrane of a calfa

stomach, used for coagulating milk, and converting it in-

to curd and whey : written also rennet.

RUN'NING, a. Kept for the race
; moving swiftly ; flowing.

Running title, a title of a book, continued from page to

page, on the top.

RUN'NING, n. Act of moving on with celerity : discharge
of a wound or sore.

RUN'NING-FIGHT,* 71. An action or battle in which the

enemy endeavors to escape. Crabb.

RUN'NING-RIG'.&ING,* n. (JVaut.) That portion of a ship's

rigging which passes through the blocks, to dilate, con-

tract, or traverse the sails. Hamilton.

RUNN'IQN, (run'yun) n. A paltry wretch. See RONION.

RUNT, 71. [runte', 'Teut.] A small or stunted animal ;
a

small Welsh cow ; a heifer.

RV-PEE', n. An East Indian silver coin, worth about 55.|

cents, though differing in different parts.

RUP'TIQN, . [Fr. ;
from ruptus, L.] Breach

;
a rupture; a

disruption. Wiseman.

RUPT'VRE, (rupt'yur) n. [Fr., from ruptus, L.] Act of

breaking; state of being broken: a breach of peace;
open hostility : fracture

;
the bursting of something per

taining to the body, as an intestine ; hernia.

RuPT'URE, (rupt'yur) v. a.
[i. RUPTURED; pp. RUPTURING,

RUPTURED.] To break
;
to burst ;

to suffer disruption.

RUPT'VRE-WORT, (-wiirt) n. A shrubby plant.

RO'RAL, a. [Fr. ; ruralis, L.] Relating to, existing in, or be-

fitting the country; pastoral; rustic; country. Rural

economy, management of landed property ; agriculture.

RO'RAL-DEAN'ER-Y,* 7i. (England) A subdivision of an

archdeaconry. Rural deans, an order now almost ex

tinct, had the care and inspection of districts, now called

deaneries. Crabb.
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Rti'RAL-TfST, n. One who leads a rural life. Coventry. [R.J
RV-RAL'J-TY, n. Ruralness. Bailey. QM. Rev. [R.]
Rtf'RAL-LY, ad. In a rural manner. Wakefield.
RC'RAL-NESS, n. duality of being rural. Bailey.

fRy-Rlc'Q-LYsT, n. [ruricola, L.] An inhabitant of the

country. Bailey.

fRv-Rl^'f
-N0us

>
a- t""" and ^'5^) I-] Born in the coun-

try. Bailey.
R P$E, (ruz) n. [Fr.] Artifice

; stratagem ;
trick ;

fraud
;
de-

ceit. Ray.
RUSE DE GUERRE* (rfiz'de-gar') [Fr.] A trick of war;

a stratagem. Ed. Rev.

RtJSH, 7i. A plant of many species, with a long stem or

stalk, growing plentifully in wet places; the flowering
rush, a handsome herbaceous plant : any thing prover-
bially worthless.

RUSH, v. n. [i. RUSHED ; pp. BUSHING, RUSHED.] To move
with violence or tumultuous rapidity ; to enter with eager
ness

;
to hurry or drive forward.

RUSH, v. a. To push forward with violence. [R.]

RUSH, n. Violent course
;
a driving forward

;
a struggle.

RUSH'-BEAR-JNG,* n. A name, in some parts of England,
for a country wake. P. Cyc.

RUSH'-BOT'TQMED,* a. Having a bottom of rushes. Ir-

ving.
RCsH-cXN'DLE, n. A small, blinking taper, made by dip-
ping a rush in tallow. Shak.

RUSHED, (rusht) a. Abounding with rushes. Warton.

RUSH'ER, n. One who rushes.

RGsH'-GRiss,* n. A sort of coarse grass. Booth.

RITSH'I-NESS, 7i. State of being full of rushes. Scott.

RUSH'ING, n. Act of moving with violence.

RUSH'LIGHT,* n. A rush-candle, or the light of it; a small

taper. Tweddell.

RUSU'-LIKE, a. Resembling a rush
; weak ; impotent.

RUSH'-MXT,* n. A mat composed of rushes. Swift.

RuSH'y, a. Abounding with rushes
; made of rushes.

RUSK, n. A light, hard cake or bread. Raleigh.

RD'MA, n. A depilatory used by Turkish women.
R0ss,*'n. A Russian. a. Russian. Murray.
RDs'SET, a. [rousset, Fr.

; russus, L.] Reddish ly brown; the
color of apples called russetings ; gray ; coarse

; homespun ;

rustic. Shak.

RUS'SET, n. Country dress : russeting, an apple.

Rtrs'sET, v. a. To give the russet color to. Thomson.

RUS'SET-ING, n. An apple, of several varieties, having a

rough skin, and commonly of a
brovynish, rusty color..

RCs'SET-y, a. Of a russet color
; reddishly brown.

((RUSSIAN,* (ru'shsin or rush'an) [ru'shan, P. K. ; rush'an,
Sm. ; rti'shan or rush'an, Earnshaw.] n. A native of
Russia. Clarke.

[[Rus'siAN,* or Rus'siAN,* a. Relating to Russia. Lyell.

RuST, n. A reddish crust, or peroxide, found on the surface
of iron when exposed to moisture

;
the tarnished or cor-

roded surface of any metal; foul matter collected: loss

of power by inactivity.

RUST, v. n. [i.
RUSTED ; pp. RUSTING, RUSTED.] To become

rusty ;
to gather rust

;
to have the surface tarnished or

corroded ; to degenerate in or by idleness.

RUST, v. a. To make rusty ;
to impair by inactivity.

ROs'Tic, a. [rusticus, L.] Relating to the country ;
rural

;

country: wanting politeness or civility ; rough; rude;
untaught ; inelegant ;

artless : honest
; simple ; plain ;

unadorned. (Jlrch.) Noting a rude sort of masonry.
ROs'Tjc, n. An inhabitant of the country ;

a clown
;
a

swain: rude sort of masonry, in imitation of simple
nature. Pope.

Rus'T|-CAL, a. [rusticits, L.] Relating to the country ; rude ;

rustic. Sidney.

RUS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In a rustic manner
; rudely.

RUS'TI-CAL-NESS, 71. Quality of being rustic
; rudeness.

RCS'TJ-CATE, V. O. [L RUSTICATED
j pp. RUSTICATING, RUS-

TICATED.] To banish into the country; to banish for a
time from college. Spectator.

RUS'TJ-CATE, v. n. [rusticor, L.] To reside in the country.
Pope.

RUS-TI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of rusticating ; state of being rtis-

ticated
;
a residence in the country ;

a temporary banish-
ment from college.

Rys-Tl'j-TY, TJ. [rusticite, Fr.
; rusticitas, L.] State of be-

ing rustic
;
want of polish or refinement

; artlessness ;
rude-

ness.

RUS'TJC-LY,* ad. In a rustic manner. Chapman
RUST'I-LY, ad. In a rusty state. Sidney.
RUST'I-NESS, n. The state of being rusty.

RUS'TLE, (riis'sl) v. n. [i. RUSTLED ; pp. RUSTLING, RUSTLED.]
To make a noise, as by the rubbing of silk or dry leaves

,

to make a low, continued rattle.

RUS'TLE,* (riis'sl) n. The noise of things shaken
;
a rus-

tling. Idler.

RUS'TLER,* (rus'ler) n. One who rustles. Scott

RUS'TLJNG, n. A noise, as of leaves in motion.

RijST'y, a. Covered with rust; infected with rust; rusted:

impaired by inactivity : surly; morose.

RUT, 71. [ruit, rut, Fr.
; rugitus, L.] The track made in the

earth by a wheel : copulation, as of deer.

ROT, v. n. [i. RUTTED ; pp. ROTTING, RUTTED.] To lust or

copulate, as a deer or sheep.
RUT,* v. a. To cut a line in the soil with a spade ;

to mark
with ruts. Loudon. To cover

;
to tup. Dryden.

RU'TA-BA'GA,* n. A vegetable root of the turnip kind ; the
Swedish turnip. Loudon.

fRfJTH, n. Mercy ; pity ; tenderness ;
sorrow. Spenser.

fRflTH'FUL, a. Merciful; tender; sorrowful. Carew.

fRuTH'FUL-Ly, ad. Wofully; sadly; sorrowfully. Spen-
ser.

RtTH'LESS, a. Cruel
; uncompassionate ;

barbarous.

RUTH'LESS-LY, ad. Without pity ; cruelly ; barbarously.
RUTH'LESS-NESS, n. Want of pity ; cruelty.

RU-TJ-DO'SIS,* 7i. [purtf.] (Jtfcd.) A disease of the eye, in
which the cornea appears shrunk and puckered. Brands.

fRtJ'Ti-LANT, a. [rutilans, L.] Shining. Evelyn.
fRC'Ti-LATE, v. n. & a. [rutUo, L.] To shine

; to make
bright. Cockeram.

RU'TJLE,* n. (Min.) A reddish or reddish-brown mineral,
containing titanium. Dana.

Rtf'Ti-LiTE,* n. (Min.) Native oxide of titanium. Brande.

RUT'TER, n. [ruyler, Teut.
; renter, Ger.] One that ruts.

[fA horse-soldier; a trooper. Bale.}

fRuT'TER-KlN, 7i. A crafty old -knave. Cotgrave.
JRUT'TJ-ER, n. [routier, Fr.] A direction for the route or

course by land or sea
;
an old traveller

;
an experienced

soldier. Cotgrave.
RUT'TISH, a. Wanton; libidinous: rutty.

Shak.

RUT'TJSH-NESS,* n. Quality of being ruttish. Maunder.

fRuT'TLE, n. Rattle in the throat. Burnet.

RuT'Ty,* a. Full of ruts ; cut by wheels. Hogarth.
RY-XC'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) A name of glassy felspar.
Brande.

RY'DER,* n. A clause added. Mason. See RIDER.

RYE, (ri) n. A species of grain or bread-corn, coarser than

wheat, to which it is the nearest allied : a disease in a

hawk. Ainsicorth.

RYE'-BREAD,* n. Bread made of rye. jfsA.

RYE'-GR^SS, (rl'gr&s) n. A coarse kind of grass: called

also ray-grass. Mortimer.

RYN'CHOPS,* n. An aquatic, palmiped bird. P. Cyc.

RYND,* TI. A piece of iron that goes across the hole in an

upper mill-stone. Francis.

RY'QT,* n. (India) A peasant ;
a cultivator of the soil ; a

farmer. Qu. Rev.

RYTH,* n. A ford. Scott. [R.]

RYT'I-NA,* n. [purij.] (Zool.) An herbivorous cetacean.

Brande.

s.

Sthe
nineteenth letter of the alphabet, abounds more,

in English, than any other consonant. It has two
sounds: first, its genuine sibilant or hissing sound, like
c soft, as in set, son; secondly, the sound of z, which it

often has in the middle, and at the end of words, as in

wise, has. As an abbreviation, S stands for south, society,

shitting, &c.

SXB-A-DlL'LA,* n. (Bot.) A plant from which veratria is

obtained ;
cevadilla. Phil. Mag. See CEVADILLA.

SXB-A-DlL'LjNE,* TI. A peculiar crystalline substance, ex-
tracted from the root of the sabadilla or cevadilla. Francis.

,* n. Same as Sabian. Ed. Ency. See SABIAN.

SA-BJE'AN-IM,* n. Same as Saba'ism and Sabianism. Ed.

Ency.
'

SA/BA-fM,* n. A system of religion, which anciently pre-

vailed in Arabia and Mesopotamia. It was one of the

earliest and simplest forms of idolatry, embracing the doc-

trine of the unity of the Deity, together with adoration

of the sun, moon, and stars ;
Sabianism. P. Cyc.

SA-BA'QTH, or SAB'A-OTH, [sa-ba'<?th, P. J. F. K. Sm.

'Johnson, Ash, Barclay, I>yche, Rees, Maunder ; s&b'a-8th,
W.Ja. Wb. Ent.ick.] n. [Heb.] Hosts; armies: used
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as a designation of the Almighty ;

" the Lord of Saba-
oth."

SXB-BA-TA'RJ-AN, n. One wlio observes the seventh day of
the week, instead of the first: one who observes the
Sabbath _with great strictness.

SAB-BA-TA'RI-AN, a. Of or belonging to Sabbatarians.

SAB-BA-TA'Rl-AN-lsai, n. The tenets of Sabbatarians. Bp.
Ward.

SXB'BATH, n. [Heb.] Literally, rest; time of rest: the

day of cessation from labor, consecrated to religious wor-

ship, enjoined upon, and observed by, the Jews on the
seventh' day of the week, because " in six days God cre-

ated the heavens and the earth, and rested on the seventh

day," and also in commemoration of their deliverance
from Egyptian bondage, from which their seventh day
was dated : but the Christian Sabbath is observed on the
first day of the week, in commemoration of the resurrec-
tion of Christ on that day.

SXB'BATH-BREAK-ER, n. A violator of the Sabbath. [Ob
SAB'BATH-BREAK-ING,* n. Violation of the Sabbath. Ch.

SXB'BATH-LESS, a. Without a Sabbath or rest. Bacon.

SAB-BAT'JC, > a. [sabbaticus, L.
; sabbatique, Fr.] Re-

SAB-BAT'I-CAL, \ sembling the Sabbath ; belonging to

the Sabbath. Sabbatical year, every seventh year, among
the Israelites, because during that year the land was al-

lowed to lie fallow.

SXB'BA-TIM, n. [sabbatum, L.] Observance of the Sab-
bath

;
rest More.

SA-BEL'LIAN,* (sa-bel'yan) a. Relating to Sabellius or Sa-
bellianisrn. Pearson.

SA-BEL'LIAN,* (sa-bel'yan) n. A follower of Sabellius, who
denied the distinction of persons in the Godhead, and
held the scheme that has been known, in modern times,
as that of the modal trinity.

SA-BEL'LIAN-!M,* (sa-bei'yan-Tzm) n. The doctrine of
Sabellius.

SA'BI-AN,* n. One of a sect of idolaters more ancient than

Moses, who believed in one God, and paid adoration to

the sun, moon, and stars, or to angels who were sup-
posed to reside in them, and govern the world under
God. Ed. Ency. Called also Sabtean. - One of an early

_Christian sect.

SA'BJ-AN-IM,* n. The doctrine of the Sabians. Ed. Ency.
See SABAISM.

SAB'INE, (sab'jn) n. [sabins, Fr.
; sabina, L.] A plant or

shrub
;
savin. Mortimer.

SA'BLE, (sa'bl) n. [zibella, L.] A small quadruped of the
weasel kind, allied to the marten-cat, celebrated for its

_fur ;
the fur of the sable

;
fur. Peacham.

SA'BLE, a. (Her.} Black. Spenser. [Pope.
SA'BLE,* v. a. To darken; to make black, sad, or dismal.

SA'BLE-Mo0SE,*n. A name applied to the lemming. Booth.

SA'BLE-STOLED,* a. Wearing a sable stole or long vest.

Milton.

SABLIERE, (sab'le-ar) n. [Fr.] A sand or gravel pit.

(Arch.) A piece of timber as long, but not so thick, as a
beam. Bailey.

SA-EOT', (sa-bo') n. [Fr. ; zapato, Sp.j A sort of wooden
_shoe. Bramhall.

SA'BRE, (sa'ber) n. [Fr.] A kind of sword, with a broad,
heavy blade, falcated or crooked towards the point ;

a cim-

jjter ;
a falchion.

SA'BRE, (sa'ber) v. a. To strike with a sabre. Burke.

SXB-y-LOs'l-TY, n. Grittiness
;
sandiness. Bailey. [R.]

SXB'y-LOUS, a. [sabulum, L.] Gritty; sandy. Bailey. [R.]
SXc, n. In natural history, a bag ;

a pouch ; a receptacle ;

a sack. (Law) One of the ancient privileges of the lord
of a manor. See Soc.

SAC-CADE', n. [Fr.] An old term, in horsemanship, for a

jerk with the bridle. Bailey. [P.-Ct/c.
SXc'CATE,* a. (Bot. &. Anal.) Formed like a sac or bag.
SAC-HAR'ic,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained from

sugar. Brande.

SAc-HA-RiF'ER-OUS, a. [saccharum and fero, L.] Produc-

ing sugar.
SXc'HA-RINE, (sak'a-rin or sak'a-rin) [s&k'a-rin, S. W.
F.Ja.K.; sak'a-rin, J. Sm.] a. [saccharin, Fr.] Having
the taste or other qualities of sugar ;

sweet.

SXc'^HA-RIZE,* v. a. To form into sugar. Gramger.
SAC'HA-ROID,* a. (Min.) Resembling the texture of loaf-

sugar. 'Lyell.

SAc'jEHA-RoiD,* n. A stone resembling loaf sugar. Smart.

SXc-jeHA-ROlD'AL,* a. Resembling sugar, or a loaf of su-

gar ;
same as saccharoid. Jlinsworth.

SXc-HA-ROM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for ascertaining
the strength of worts, and the richness of saccharine sub-
stances. Chevalier.

SXc-jKHQ-LXc'Tic,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained
from the sugar of milk. P. Cyc.

SXc'jeiio-LATE,* n. A salt formed of saccholactic acid and
a base. P. Cyc.

HSX^-ER-Dd'TAL, [sas-er-do'tal, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. JVb. ;

sa-ser-do'tal, P.] a. [Fr. ; sacerdotalis, L.] Belonging to

the priesthood or a priest ; priestly.

||SXc-ER-Do'TAL-LY,* ad. In a sacerdotal manner. Dr
Allen.

SAcH'EL, n. [sacculits, L.] A small sack or bag. See SATCH-

JEL.
SA'CHEM,* n. An American Indian chief or prince ;

a chief
of a tribe. Mason. [R.]

SA'CHEM-DOAI,* n. The jurisdiction of a sachem. Dwight.
SA'CHEM-SHIP,* n. The office or jurisdiction of a sachem.

Miles.

SXcK, n. [vciKKos, Gr.
; saccus, L.] A bag ;

a pouch ; com-
monly a large bag; the measure of three bushels: a
loose robe, formerly worn by women. [saco, Sp.] The
sacking of a town

;
storm or pillage of a town ; plun-

der. [sec, Fr.] Canary wine; sherry wine. S/iak.
" The sack of Shakspeare is believed to be what is now
called sherry." Johnson. It is called by FalstafF Shcrris

sack, i. e., sack from Xeres.

SXcK, v. a. [i.
SACKED

; pp. SACKING, SACKED.] To put into
sacks or bags. [sacar, Sp.j To take by storm

;
to pil-

lage ; to plunder.
,
n. Act of sacking or plundering. Feltham.

SXcK/BUT, n. [sacquebutte, old Fr.] A wind instrument of
the trumpet species ;

the trombone of the Italians. Shak.

SXCK'CLOTH, n. Cloth of which sacks are made ; coarse,
rough cloth, sometimes worn in mortification.

SXcK'cLOTHED, (sak'klothd) a. Wearing sackcloth. Bp.
Hall.

SACK'ER, n. One who sacks a town. Barret.

SACK'FOL, n.; pi. SACKFULS. As much as a sack wil.

hold.

SXcK'iNG, 7i. Act of plundering a town. Barret. Coarse

cloth, fastened to a bedstead, and supporting the bed;
cloth of which sacks are made.

SXcK'LESs, a. Innocent
; weak ; simple. Brockett. [North

of England.]
SXcK-Pos'sET, n. A posset made of milk, sack, &,c.

SXc'RA-MENT, [sak'ra-ment, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.

Wb.] n. [sacrement, Fr.
; sacramentum, L.] The military

oath taken by a Roman soldier. (Theology) A religious
rite or ceremony ; an outward and visible sign of an in-

ward and spiritual grace; the eucharist; the Lord's sup-
per. Among Protestants, there are two sacraments, viz.,

baptism and the eucharist or Lord's supper: among
Catholics, seven, viz., baptism, confirmation, eucharist,

penance, orders, matrimony, and extreme unction.

J)c5=
" This word, with sacrifice, sacrilege, and sacristy,

is sometimes pronounced with the a in the first syllable

long, as in sacred ; but this is contrary to one of the clear-

est analogies in the language." Walker. The English or-

thoepists are unanimous against the practice.

fSXc'RA-MENT, v. a. To bind by an oath. Mp. Laud.

SXc-RA-MEN'TAL, a. Relating to a sacrament ; partaking
of the nature of a sacrament ; sacredly binding.

SXc-RA-MEN'TAL, n. Something having the nature of a
sacrament. Bp. Morton. [R.]

SXc-RA-MEN'TAL-i, y, ad. After the manner of a sacrament.

SAc-RA-MEN-TA'Ri-AN, n. One who differs in opinion, as

to the sacraments, from the Roman Catholics
; applied by

them reproachfully to Protestants. Tindal.

SXc-RA-MENT'A-RY, 7i. [sacramentarium, low L.] A sacra-

mental prayer-book. Mp. Usher. Sacramentarian. Stapleton.

SXC-RA-MENT'A-RY, a. Relating to the sacramentarians or

sacraments.

fS_A'CRATE, v. a. [sacro, L.] To consecrate. Waterhouse.

SA'CRED, a. [sacre, Fr.
; sacer, L.] Immediately relating to

God
;
divine ; devoted to religious uses

; holy ; dedicated ;

consecrated ; relating to religion ; relating to the Scrip-
tures

;
not profane ; not secular ;

venerable ; inviolable.

SA'CRED-LY, ad. In a sacred manner; inviolably.
SA'CRED-NESS, n. State of being sacred ; sanctity.

SA-CRIF'IC, ) a. [sacrificus, L.] Employed or used in

SA-CRIF'I-CAL, \
sacrifice. Cockeram. [R.]

tSA-CRiF'i-c'A-BLE, a. That may be sacrificed. Browne.

tSA-CR'l'F'l-CANT, n. [sacrificans, L.] A sacrifices Hallywell.
tSXc-Rl-F|-CA'TOR, n. A sacrifices Browne.

SA-CRiF'i-CA-TQ-Ry, a. [sacriftcatoire, Fr.] Offering sacri-

fice. Sherwood.

||SXc'Ri-FlcE, (sak're-flz) [sak're-flz, S. W. P.J. F. Ja. K.
Sm. R. Wb.] v. a. [sacrifier, Fr.; sacrifico, L.] [i. SACRIFICED ;

pp. SACRIFICING, SACRIFICED.] To offer to Heaven ;
to im-

molate as an atonehient or propitiation ; to destroy or give

up for the sake of something else
;
to destroy ;

to kill ;
to

devote with loss.

95s" In the words sacrifice, suffice, and discern, c is al-

lowed, by the common consent of orthoepists, and by gen-
eral usage, to take the sound of z. Some speakers, how-

ever, pronounce sacrifice with the proper sound of c soft,

and Smart countenances this pronunciation of it when
used as a noun ; yet he says it is

" the practice of most

speakers [to pronounce it sacrtfzc], and according to this

practice is the word marked in all former pronouncing
dictionaries." See SACRIFICE, n., and SACRAMENT.

||SXc'R}-FICE, (sak're-flz) v. n. To offer sacrifice.

JJSXC'RI-FICE, tsak're-flz) [sak're-flz, S. W. P. J. F. Ja.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RtfLE. 9, 9, ^ g, t ; R, G, c, g, hard ; $ as Z
A A A

as gz; THIS.
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K. R.; sak're-fls, Sm.] n. [Fr. ; sacrificium, L.] Act of

sacrificing ;
that which is sacrificed

;
an offering made to

God
; any thing given up for something else deemed of

thinless value; any
||SAc'Ri-Fi-CER, (sak're-fiz-er) n. One who sacrifices.

SAc-Ri-Fi"ciAL, (sak-fe-fish'al) a. Relating to sacrifice;
included in sacrifice

; performing sacrifice.

SAc'Rl-LEGE, (sak're-lej) n. [Fr. ; sacrilegium, L.] The
crime of appropriating to one's self, or to secular use,
what is devoted to religion ; the crime of violating or

profaning things sacred. See SACRAMENT.
c-Rl-L^'Gloys, (sak-re-le'jus) a. [sacrilegus, L.] Relat-

ing to, o_r implying, sacrilege ; violating things sacred.

SXc-Ri-LE'Gioys-LY, (sak-re-le'jus-le) ad. With sacrilege.

SAc-Ri-LE'Gloys-NESS, (-ji.is-) ?!. Sacrilege.

SAc'Ri-LE-<jHLST, ?!. One wlio commits sacrilege. Spelman.
fSA'CRJNG, a. Consecrating ; sacred. Shak.

SA'CRING-BELL,* n. A bell rung before the host. Shak.

SA'CRIST, n. A sexton ; sacristan, Ayliffe.

SXc'RIS-TAN, 7i. [sacristain, Fr.] One who has the care of
the vessels and movables of a church

;
a vestry-keeper ;

a sexton. Bailey. [R.]

SXc'Ris-TY, n. [sacristie, Fr.] An apartment in a church
for keeping the sacred utensils

; vestry-room, dddiaon.

fSA'cRQ-sXNCT, a. Inviolable
;
sacred! More.

SAD, a. Full of grief; sorrowful; gloomy ; heavy; melan-

choly; dull; mournful; depressed; cheerless; calami-

tous; afflictive: in burlesque, bad ; vexatious; trouble-

some
; inconvenient.

SXD'DEN, (sad'dn) v. a. [t. SADDENED; pp. SADDENING,
SADDENED.] To make sad

;
to make sorrowful, melan-

choly, or gloomy.
SXD'DEN, (sad'dn) v. n. To become sad. Pope.
SAD'DER,* n. A summary of the Zendavesta in Persian.
Brande.

SXo'DLE, n. The seat which is put upon a horse, for the
accommodation of the rider

; something like a saddle.

SAD'DLE, v. a.
[i. SADDLED; pp. SADDLING, SADDLED.] To

cover or furnish with a saddle ;
to load

;
to burden.

SAD'DLE-BACKED, (sad'dl-bakt) a. Low in the back, with
an elevated head and neck, as a horse. Farrier's Diet.

SAD'DLE-BXG,*n.yZ. Leathern bags carried on horseback.
Gent. Mag.

SAD'DLE-BOW, (sad'dl b5) n. The arch at the upper part
of the saddle, which is to fit the horse's back.

SAD'DLE-CLOTH,* 71. A covering for a saddle. Boswell.

SAD'DLE-GALL,* n. An injury caused by a saddle. Crabb.

SAD'DLE-HORSE,* n. A horse used for riding with a sad-
dle. Booth.

SAD'DLE-MAK-ER, n. One who makes saddles.

SAD'DLER, n. One whose trade it is to make saddles.

SAD'DLE-RY,* (sad'le-re) n. The manufacture of saddles
;

materials
for_ making saddles. McCulloch.

SAD'DLE-TREE,* n. The frame of a saddle. Cowper.
SAD-DV-CE'AN,* a. Relating to the Sadducees. Jlsh.

SAD'oy-CEE, n. [Heb.] One of an ancient sect among the

Jews, who denied the resurrection of the dead, and the
existence of angels and spirits.

SAD'DU-cIM, n. The tenets of the Sadducees. More.

SAD'DU-CIZE,* . n. To conform to the Sadducees. Atter-

bury.

SAD'-EYED,* (sad'Id) a. Having a sad countenance. Shak.

SAo'-HEART-ED,* a. Sorrowful
; melancholy. Shak.

SAD'LY, ad. With sadness
; sorrowfully ; mournfully.

SAD'NESS, TJ. State of being sad
; sorrowfulness.

SAFE, a. [saitf, Fr.
; salvus, L.J Free from danger, hurt,

or injury ; secure : trusty ; trustworthy : reposited
out of the power of doing harm.

SAFE, n. A place of safety ;
a place for repositing things

where they will be secure from fire, from insects, &c. :

a buttery.

fSAFE, v. a. To render safe
;
to procure safety to. Shak.

SAFE-coN'oycT, n. [sauf-conduit, Fr.] That which gives
a safe passage ;

a pass-warrant ;
a convoy ;

a guard
_through an enemy's country , a safeguard.

SAFE'GUARD, (saf'gard) n. Defence
; protection ; security;

convoy ;
a guard through an interdicted road granted by

the possessor ; pass ; warrant to pass ;
a safe-conduct__

_An outer petticoat worn by women on horseback. Mason.
SAFE'GUARD, (saf'gard) v. a. To guard ;

to protect. Shak.

SAFE-KEEP'JNG,* n. The act of keeping safely. Wyman.
SAFE'LY, ad. In a safe manner ; without danger or hurt.

SAFE'NESS, n. Exemption from danger , safety. South.

SAFE-PLEDGE,* n. (Laic) Security given for a man's ap-
pearance at a day assigned. Whishaw.

SAFE'TY, n. State of being safe; freedom from danger;
_exemption from injury ; security.

SAFE'TY-LXMP,* n. A lamo, invented by Sir H. Davy,
which is so constructed as to burn without danger in an

_explosive atmosphere, as in coal mines. Brande.

8AFE'TY-VALVE,*7i. A valve in a steam-engine that opens
outward from the boiler, facilitating the escape of steam,
in order to guard against accidents by the steam obtaining
too high a pressure. Francis.

SXF'FLOW, (saf 'flo) n. Same as sqfflower. Mortimer.

SXF'FLOW-ER, n. An annual plant ; bastard saffron, used
as a dye-stuff, and for making rouge.

HSXF'FRON, (saffurn or safrun) [saf 'furn, W. P. J. F. }

saf'run, S. Ja. K. Sin.] n. [saphar, Ar.] A plant and
flower; the prepared stigmata of the flowers, used in

medicine, confectionery, &c.

j|SAF'FRON, (saf 'furn) a. Yellow
; having the color of saf-

fron. Shak.

JSXF'FRON, (saffurn) v. a. To tinge with saffron. Chaucer.

JSAF'FRON-BA'S'TARD, n. A plant ;
safflower. Miller.

|!SXF'FRON-Y, a. Resembling or containing saffron. Todd.

SAG, v. n.
[i. SAGGED

; pp. SAGGING, SAGGED.] To sink in
the middle when supported at both ends, as a long pole ;

to sink down by its weight ;
to hang heavy, or on one

side
;
to bend

; to fail
;
to swag. Shak. See SWAG.

fSAo, v. a. To load
;
to burden. Johnson.

SAG,* or SAGGING,* n. The state or act of sinking in the
middle when supported at both ends, as a long piece of
timber. Francis. _

SA'GA,*n.; pi. SA'GAS. The general name of those an-
cient compositions, which comprise both the history and
mythology of the northern European nations. Brande.

SA-GA'cioys, (sa-ga'shus) a. [sagax, L.] ""Quick of scent.

Milton.] Quick in mental penetration; discerning ;
acute

;

wise
; sage ; judicious.

SA-GA'cioys-LY, (sa-ga'shus-le) ad. In a sagacious manner.
SA-GA'CIOVS-NESS, (sa-ga'shus-nes) n. Sagacity.
SA-G A^'l-TY, 72. [sagacite, Fr. ; sagacitas, L.] duality of

being sagacious ; penetration ; quick discernment.

SXG'A-MORE, n. The title of a chief or ruler among some
of the American tribes of Indians ; a sachem : a juice
used in medicine. Johnson.

SXG'A-PE_N,* n. A Persian, fetid gnm-resin. McCulloch.

SAG-A-PE'NiJM,*n. [L.] Sagapen. SCCSAGAPEN. McCulloch.

SA'GAR,* n. A species of ancient weapon. Bryant.
SAG'A-THY, n. A kind of serge ; slight woollen stuff. Tatler.

SAGE, n. [saugfi, Fr.] A garden plant or herb, of several
sorts.

SAGE, a. [sage, Fr.
; saggio, It.] Wise

; grave ; prudent ;

sapient ; sagacious ; discerning.
SAGE, n. A philosopher ;

a man of gravity and wisdom.
SAFE'LY, ad. Wisely; prudently; sagaciously. Spenser.

SAFE'NESS, n. Gravity ; prudence. Ascham.

SAG'EN-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name for rutile. Dana.

SA^E'RO^E,* n. A plant and flower. Ash.

SAG'^ER,* n. A clay used in making the pots in which
earthenware is baked. The pots are called saggers or

seggers. Brande.

SXG'jGiNG,* n. The act of sinking or hanging down.
(JVttwt.) The arching downwards of the middle part of
the keel and bottom of a ship. Hamilton.

SXG'I-NATE, v. a. To pamper; to glut; to fatten. John
son. [R.]

SAG'IT-TAL, [sad'je-tal, W. P.Ja. Sm. Wb. , sa-jlt'tal, S. K.]
a. [sagittalis, L.] Belonging to an arrow : resembling an
arrow, as a suture of the skull.

SAG-IT-TA'RI-US, n. [L.] (Jstron.) The Sagittary, or

Archer; one of the signs of the zodiac. Moxon.
SAG'JT-TA-RY, n. [sagittarius, L.] A centaur ; an animal

half man, half horse, armed with a bow and quiver ; an
archer. Shak.

SAG'IT-TA-RY, a. Belonging to an arrow. Browne. [R.]
SAG'lT-TATE,* a. (Bot.) Resembling the head of an an-

cient arrow. P. Cyc.

SA'GO, n. A species of nutritious fecula or starch, extracted
from the pith of a species of East Indian palm-tree, called
the sago -palm.

SA-GOIN',* n. (ZooZ.) An animal of the genus simia. Jour.
Science. Called also sagouin.

SA'GUM,* n. [L.] The military dress of the Roman magis-
trates and dignitaries; a cloak fastened at the breast with
a clasp. Brande.

SA'GY, a. [sauge, old Fr.] Full of sage ;
seasoned with

sage. Cotgrave.
SAHL'ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of augite from Sweden.
Brande.

SA'IC, or SA'lK, n. [satque, Fr.] A Turkish merchant-ves-
sel of the Levant, having but one mast, and that very high.

SAID, (scd) i. & p. from Say. Mentioned; related
; afore-

_said ;
declared

;
showed. See SAV.

SAI'GA,* n. (Zovl.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

SAIL, (sal) 7i. [scyhel, se.yl, D.] A surface obtained by can-

vas, mat, or other material, by the action of the wind on

which, when extended, a vessel is moved on water: a

ship ; a vessel
;
a collective word for a number of ships ;

in this sense it is used as a collective noun in the plural
number ; as, "a fleet of twenty sail." In poetry, wings.

To strike sail, to lower the sail
;
to abate pomp or supe-

jiority.
SAIL, v. n.

[i. SAILED; pp. SAILING, SAILED.] To be moved
by the wind with sails ;

to pass by sea
;
to swim

; to pass
smoothly along.

SAIL, v. a. To pass by means of sails
;
to fly through.

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , Y, 6, 0, y, short; A, E, j, p, y> ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FXsx, FALL; HEIR, HER,
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SAII/A-BLE, a. Navigable ; passable by shipping. Cotgrave.
SAIL,'-BORNE,* a. Carried by sails. Falconer.

SAIL'-BROAD, (sal'brawd) a. Expanding like a sail. Milton.

SAIL'-CLOTH,* n. Cloth used for sails. McCalloch.

SAII/ER, n. He or that which sails
;
a sailing vessel.

SAIL/FISH,* 7i. A name applied to the basking-shark. Booth.

SAIL'ING,* n. (JYauQ The act of one who sails
;
the move-

ment by which a vessel is impelled upon the water, by the

action of the wind on the sails
;
the art or act of naviga-

tion. Mar. Diet.

SAIL'ING-MAS'TER,* n. (JYaut.) A subordinate officer on
board a ship of war, who has the charge of the navi-

gating of a ship under the direction of the captain.
Park.

SAII/LESS,* a. Destitute of sails. Pollok.

SAIL'-LOFT,* n. A place where sails are made. King.
SAIL'-MAK-ER,* n. A maker of sails. Shak.

SAIL'OR, n. One of the crew of a ship or vessel, usually
one of those before the mast

;
a seaman ; a mariner.

SAIL'OR-LIKE,* a. Like a sailor. Abbot.

SAlL'y, a. Like a sail. Drayton. [R.]
SAIL/YARD, n. A pole on which a sail is extended.

SAIM, 7i. [saim, W.] Lard
; goose-grease. Brockett. [Local,

England.]
fSAlN, i. 4- p. from Say. Used for saw. Spenser. Said. Shak.

SXiN'Foi'N, or SAIN'FOIN, [san'foin, W. J. F.; sen'fbln,
S. E. ; san'foin, K. S,n. Wb.\ n. [sainfoin, Fr.l A peren-

_nial plant, similar to lucern, cultivated for fodder.

SAINT, (sant) n. [Fr. ; sancttis, L.] A person eminent for

piety and virtue
;
one of the blessed in heaven ;

one can-

onized
;
a sanctimonious or very religious person.

SAINT, v. a. [i. SAINTED; pp. SAINTING, SAINTED.] To num-
ber among saints

;
to reckon among saints by public de-

gree ; to canonize. South.

SAINT, v. n. To act with a show of piety. Pope.
SAINT-AN'DREW'-CROSS,* n. A shrub. Crabb.

SAlNT-AN'THO-N\"-FiRE,* n. (Med.) Erysipelas. Ilobhjn.
SAINT-BAR'NA-BY'S-TIIIS'TLE * n. An annual plant.

Onbb.
SAINT'ED, a. Holy: pious; virtuous; sacred. Shalt.

JSAINT'ESS, n. A female saint. Bp. Fisher.

SAINT'FOlN, n. Same as sainfoin.

SliNT'iijM,* 7i. The quality or character of saints. Wood.

SAINT-JOHNY-BREAD,* n. A plant; the carob. Miller.

SAlNT-JoiiN's'-WORT, (-wiirt) 7i. A plant and shrub.

SAiNT'-LiKE/a. Becoming a saint ; resembling a saint.

SAINT'LI-NESS,* n. Quality of being saintly. Ash.

SAINT'LY, a. Like a saint
; becoming a saint. Milton.

SAIN-TOL'Q-GIST,* n. One who treats of the lives of the
saints. Ch. Ob.

SAINT-PE'TER'-WORT,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

SAINTS'-BEL-L, n. The smaller church bell, so called be-

cause formerly it was rung when the priest came to those

words of the mass, Sancte, Sancte, Sancte, Deus Sabaoth,

_that
all pejsons absent might fall on their knees. Bp. Hall.

SAINT'-SEEM-ING, a. Appearing like a saint. Mountagu.
SAINT'SHIP, n. The character or qualities of a saint.

SAINT-Vl'Tys'-DANCE,* . (Med.~) (Chorea Sancti Viti)
A convulsive or irregular and involuntary motion of the

limbs, a disease that commonly occurs in childhood. Dun-

flison.
SAKE, 71. [sac, Sax.

; saeke, D.] Final cause
;
end

; purpose ;

reason ;
account

; regard to any person or thing.

SA'KER, n. [sacre, Fr.] A species of hawk: a piece of

artillery. Dcrham.

SXK'ER-ET, n. The male of a saker-hawk. Bailey.

SAL,H. [L.] Salt: the scientific term for salt, used in

chemistry and pharmacy. Floyer.

SAL'A-BI.E, a. That may be sold; vendible; fit for sale
;

marketable.

SAF^'A-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being salable.

SAI/A-BLY, ad. In a salable manner.
SA-LA'cio'ys, (sa-la'shus) a. [salax, L.

; salace, Fr.] Lust-
ful ;

lecherous ;
lewd ; wanton. Dryden.

SA-LA'CIOUS-LY, (sa-la'shus-le) ad. Lecherously ; lustfully.

SA-LA'CIOVS-NESS,* n. Quality of being salacious. Bailey.

,
n. [salacitas, L.] Lust ; lechery. Browne.

1

SXL'AD, 7t. [salade, Fr. ; salaet, Ger.] Food of raw herbs,

generally dressed with vinegar, salt, oil, <Scc. Vulgarly
corrupted to sallet.

SXL'AD-'iNG,* 7t. Vegetables used for salad. Sat. Ma<r.

SALAL-BERRY,* n. A fruit from the valley of the Oregon,
about the size of a common grape, of a dark purple color,
and of sweet, pleasant flavor. Farm. Ency.

SA-LAM', n. [Per.] A Persian salutation. Sir T. Herbert.

A Hindoo salutation or act of worship. Malcom.

SXl/A-aiXN-DER, re. [salamandre, Fr. ; salamandra, L.] The
name of a genus of batrachian reptiles, which have some
affinity to lizards. The salamander has been fabled to

live in fire, and to be very poisonous.
SAL'A-MXN-DER'-HAIR', or -WOOL, n. Asbestos. Bacon.

SAL-A-MXN'DRINE, a. Resembling a salamander.

SXi.-AM-Mo'Ni-Xc,* " (Cliem.) Muriate of ammonia, a salt

formed from muriatic acid and ammonia. Brande.

7 SAL

SALAJNTSTONE,* n. (Jl/m.) An ornamental stone, which oc-
curs in small transparent crystals : a species of sapphire
Ure.

SXL'A-RIED,* (sal'a-rid) p . a . Having a salary. Qu. Rev.

SAL'A-RY, n. [salaire, Ft.
; solarium, L.] An annual or pe-

riodical payment for services
; stipend; wages; hire

;
al-

lowance.

SAL'A-RY,* v. a. [L SALARIED; pp. SALARYING, SALARIED.]
_To fix a salary ;

to pay a stipend to Ch. Ob.

SALE, n. [sat, Icel.] Act of selling ; state of being sold
;

state of being venal
;
vent

; power of selling ;
market }

auction, [fA wicker basket. Spenser.]

fSAL-E-BROs'i-Ty, n. [salebrosus, L.] State of being rough
or rugged. FeltJiam.

jSXL'E-BRoDs, a. [salebrosus, L.] Rough ; uneven; rugged.
Cotton.

SA-LEP', [sa-lep', Sm.i sa'Iep, Wb.] n. [Turk. <$ Fr.] A
powder prepared from the roots of a plant of the orchis
kind: called also salop and saloop. McCulloch. See
SALOP.

_
SAL-E-RA/TVS,* n. A sort of refined pearl-ash. Adams.

SALESMAN, n. ; pi. SALESMEN. One who sells goods or

merchandise; one employed in selling.

SAL'ET, n. See SALLET.
SALE'WORK, (-wiirk) n. Work for sale; work carelessly

^lone for sale. Shak.

SA'LI-ANT, a. [saiilant, Fr.] (Her.) Being in a leaping
posture, as a lion. See SALIENT.

SXL'IC, [siil'jk, P. Sin. Wb. Jink.]. a. [salique, Fr.] Exclud-

ing females from inheriting. The salic law is a funda-
mental law of the French monarchy, by which females
are excluded from succeeding to the throne.

SXl/l-clNE,* n. A febrifuge substance of bitter taste, ob-

tained, in prismatic crystals, from the bark of the willow.
Ure.

SA'LI-ENT, [sa'le-ent, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. R. ; sal'yent, S. E.
F. ; sal'yent, K.] a. [saliens, L.] Leaping ; bounding ;

moving by leaps; shooting; projecting; springing or

shooting with a quick motion. (Her.) Being in a leap-

ing posture. Salient angle, an angle of a polygon pro-

jecting outwards.

SA-LiF'ER-oOs,* a. Producing salt. (Oeol.~) The salifer-

ous system denotes the series of calcareous, argillaceous,
and sandy strata, locally and frequently productive of
rock salt or brine springs, and of gypsum. P. Cyc.

SXL'I-FI-A-BLE,* a. Capable of being converted into salt.

Brande.

SAL-I-FI-CA'TION,* n. The act of salifying. Ure.

SAL,'}-FY,* v. a. [i. SALIFIED
; pp. SALIFYINQ, SALIFIED.]

To convert or form into salt. Ure.

SAL'I-GOT, n. [saligot, Fr.] The water-thistle.

SXL'JN,* n. A dry, saline, reddish substance, obtained from
the ashes of potato leaves, <fcc. Loudon.

SAL-J-NA'TION, n. [salinator, L.] Act of washing with
salt liquor. Orcenhill.

SA-LlNE', [sa-lln', S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; sa-lln'

or sa'lin, W.] a. [salinus, L.] Consisting of salt
; impreg-

nated with salt; containing salt.

SA-LINE',* n. A repository of salt
;
a salt-pit. Scott.

SA-L!NE'NESS,* 7i. The state of being saline. Smart.

SA-LiN'l-FORM,*_a. Having the form of salt. Smart.

SA-LI'NO-TER-R;L.NE',* a. Partaking of salt and earth.

Smart. [Browne. [R.]

SA-LI'NOUS, a. [salimis, L.] Containing salt; saline.

SA-LIQUE', (sa-lek') a. [Fr.] Same as salic. See SALIC.

SA-LI'VA, n. [L.] pi. SA-Ll'y./E.
The fluid that is secreted

into the mouth by the salivary glands ; every thing that

is spit up.

SA-LI'VAL, [sa-ll'val, S. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; sal'e-val or

sa-ll'val, W.] a. Relating to saliva
; salivary.

SXL'l-vXNT,* a. Promoting salivation. Caldwell.

SXL'i-VA-RY, a. Relating to saliva or spittle. Grew.

SXl/I-VATE, V. 0. [i.
SALIVATED

; pp. SALIVATING, SALIVAT-

ED.] To purge by the salivary glands. Wiseman. To
produce a flow of saliva.

SXL-I-VA'TIQN, n. Act of salivating ;
excessive flow or

secretion of saliva, as produced by mercury, &c.

SA-Ll'voys, [sa-II'vus, S. F. J. K. Sm. R. ; sa-H'vus or

'sal'e-vus, W. P.] a. Relating to, or consisting of, saliva

or spittle. [willow. P. Cyc.

SA'LIX,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants or trees ;
the

SXL'LET, n. [salade, Fr.] A helmet. Chaucer.

SXL'LET, re. A corruption of salad. Boyle. See SALAD.

SXL'LET-ING, n. Same as sallet and salading. Mortimer.

fSXL'Ll-ANCE, n. Act of issuing forth; sally. Spenser.

SXL'LOW, (sal'16) 77. [saule, Fr.] A small tree comprising
several species of salii,, resembling the willow or osier.

SXL'LOW, a. [salo, Ger.; sale, Fr.] Yellow, as from illness
j

yellow ; pale ; sickly.

SXL'LOW-NESS, (scil'19-nes) n. Yellowness; sickly pale-

ness. [Ency.

SXL'LOW-Til6RN,*tt. An ornamental tree or shrub. Farm.

SAL'LY, n. [saillie, Fr.] An eruption or issue, as from a

place besieged ; quick egress ;
excursion ; flight ; spright-

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RtlLE. <?, G, $, g, soft ; K, &, , g, hard; as Z
; $ as gz; THIS.
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ly exertion

; escape : levity ; extravagant flight ;
frolic

;

wild gayety.
SXL'LY, v. 7i.

[i. SALLIED; pp. SALLYING, SALLIED.] To
issue out suddenly ;

to make an eruption.
SXL'LY-PORT, n. A gate at which sallies are made ;

a

postern gate : in fire-ships, the place of escape for train-

firers.

SAL-MA-GUN'DI, n. A mixture of chopped meat, with oil,

vinegar, pepper, and onions; a mixture of chopped meat
and seasonings ;

a medley. Cotgrave.
SXL'Ml-Xc,* n. Sometimes used, as a contraction forsaZ-

ammoniac. Francis.

SXLM'ON, (sain'un) n. [saumo, L.
; saumon, Fr.] A fish

highly valued for food.

SALM'QN-ET,* (sam'9-net) n. A little salmon ;
a samlet.

Johnson. [Brande.
SXL'Mp-NotD,* n. (Teh.) A soft-finned, ahdominal fish.

SXLM'QN-PlPE,* ra. A device for catching salmon. Crabb.

SXLM'plv-TRoOT, (sam'un-trbut) n. A trout that has some
resemblance to a salmon. Walton.

SA-LOON', n. [salon, salle, Fr., from the Ger. sal.] A spa-

_cious hall or room
;
a state-room.

SA'LQP, or SA-LOOP', n. [salep, Turk.] A powder prepared
from the roots of a plant of the orchis kind, sometimes
used as food : called also salep.

SXL'PI-CON, or SAL-PI'CPN, [sal'pe-kon, Sm. Wb. ; sal-

pe'kon, K. Johnson.] n. A kind of farce or stuffing, put
into holes cut in legs of beef, veal, or mutton. Bacon.

SXL'plNX,* n. [<ruA7T(}f.] (dnat.) The eustachian tube,
or channel, between the mouth and the ear. Brande.

SXL-PRU-NEL'LA,* n. (Chern.) Fused nitre, cast into cakes
or balls. Ure.

fSXL-SA-MEN-TA'RI-Ous, a. [salsamentarius, L.] Being
salt or salted. Bailey.

SAL-SEIGNETTE,* (sal-san-yef) n. (Chem.) Tartrate of

potassa and soda ; Rochelle salt. Brande.

SXL'si-FY, n. [L.] An esculent garden vegetable ;
the

oyster plant ; goat's beard.

SAL-siL'LA,* n. [Sp.] An herbaceous plant from Peru, the
roots of which are eaten like the potato. Farm. Ency.

SAL-sp-X^'fD, a. [salsus and acidus, L.] Having saltness

and sourness. Flayer.

SXL'sp-LA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
saltwort. Crabb.

SAL-su'GJ-NOOs, a. [salsugincuz, Fr., from salsugo, L.]
Saltish

;
somewhat salt. Boyle.

SALT, re. [salt, Goth.] Common salt, a substance used for

seasoning, being a muriate of soda
;
that which seasons

or preserves from corruption : taste
;
smack

;
wit

;
merri-

ment. (Chem.) Any substance formed by the combina-
tion of an acid with an alkaline or salifiable base. pi.

Popularly used for salts taken as medicine
; as,

"
Epsom

salts."

SALT, a. Having the taste of, or preserved by, salt
; as,

salt fish ; impregnated with salt; abounding with salt.

[salax, L. Lecherous
;
salacious. ShaJc.]

SALT, v. a.
[i. SALTED ; pp. SALTING, SALTED.] To season

with salt. St. Matt. v. v. n. To become impregnated
with salt.

fSXLT, 7i. [sault, old Fr.
; saltus, L.] Act of leaping ; a

skip ;
a leap. B. Jonson.

tSXL'TANT, a. [saltans, L.] Jumping ; dancing. Holland.

SAL'TATE,*??. n. [salto, L.] To leap; to jump; to skip.
Month. Rev.

SAL-TA'TION, 7^. [saltatio, L.] Act of leaping or jumping;
beat

; palpitation. Wiseman.

SXL-TA-TO'Rl-otts,* a. Saltatory. Kirby.
SXi/TA-TQ-RY,* a. Adapted to leaping; jumping ; skip-

ping. Brande.

SALT'-BOX,* n. A sort of musicnl instrument. Boswell.

SALT'-cXx, TI. A lump of salt, made at the salterns, which
attracts pigeons ; a mixture given to pigeons.

SALT'CEL-LAR, n. [salicrc, Fr.] A small vessel for hold-

mg salt on the table.

SALT'ER, n. One who salts
;
one who sells salt.

SALT'ERN, n. A salt-work ; a place for making salt.

SALT'-GREEN.* a. Sea-green ; green like the sea. Shak.

SXL'TIER, or SXL'TiRE, n. [saultoir, Fr.] (Her.) A cross
with two feet, as if capable of leapinc, as an X, or an
ordinary in the form of the cross of St.~Andrew.

fSXLT-lN-BXN'cp, n. [saltare in banco, It.] A quack or
mountebank. Browne.

SALT'iNG,* 7i. Act of impregnating with salt: a salt-

water marsh. London.

SALT'ISH, a. Somewhat salt. Mirror for Magistrates,
SALT'I.ESS, a. Having no salt

; insipid.
SALT'LY, ad. With taste of salt; in a salt manner.
SALT'-MARSII,* n. A marsh sometimes overflowed with

salt-water. Jlsfi.

SALT'-MINE,* 7t. A place where salt is found. McCulloch.
SALTINESS, n. State of being salt

; taste of salt.

SALT'-pXN, n. Same as salt-pit. Bacon.

SALT-PE'TRE, C-pC'ter) n. Nitre
; nitrate of potash. Bacon.

8ALT'-plT, n. A pit or place where salt is obtained
;
a

salt-mine
;
salt-work

SALT'-RHEtJM,* (-rum) TI. A kind of herpes ;
an affection

of the skin. Dr. Relfe.

SALT'-wA-TER,* n. Water containing salt. Brande.

SALT'-WA-TER,* a. Relating to, or used at, sea. Shak.

SALT'-WORK, (-wiirk) n. ; pi. sALT'-WORKS, (-wurks)A saltern
;
a place where salt is made.

SALT'WORT,* (-wurt) n. A genus of plants growing on
the sea-coast ; salsola. Crabb.

fSALT'Y, a. Somewhat salt. Cotgrave.
SA-LU'B'RI-OUS, a. [salubris, Lj Wholesome

;
healthful

;

promoting health
; healthy ; salutary.

SA-LU'BRI-OUS-LY, ad. So as to promote health. Burke.

SA-LU'BRI-OUS-NESS,* n. Quality ofbeing salubrious. Mien.
SA-LU'BRI-TY, n. [salubrits, Fr.] Quality of being salubri-
ous ; wholesomeness

; healthfulness.

SXL'U-TA-RJ-LY,* ad. In a salutary manner. Ed. Rev.

SXL'U-TA-RI-NESS, n. Quality of being salutary.
SXL'V-TA-RY, a. [salutaire, Fr.

; salutaris, L.] Wholesome
;

healthful ; safe
; advantageous ; contributing to health or

safety ; beneficial.

SXL-u-Tl'TipN, n. [Fr. ; salutatio, L.] Act or style of salut-

ing ;
a salute

;
an act of civility ; greeting ; address.

SA-LU'TA-TP-RY,* a. Containing salutations
; greeting ,

as, 'j
a salutatory oration." Kirkland. [U. SJ

fSA-LU'TA-TP-RY, u. [salutatorium, low L.] Place of greet-

ing. Milton.

SA-LUTE', v. a, [saluto, L.
; saluer, Fr.] [i. SALUTED; pp.

SALUTING, SALUTED.] To greet ;
to show civility or respect

to
;
to hail

;
to please ;

to gratify ;
to kiss.

SA-LUTE', n. Salutation
; greeting; a kiss. (Mil.) An ex-

hibition of respect and honor, performed in different ways.
SA-LUT'ER, n. One who salutes.

SXL-U-T!F'ER-OUS, a. [saluttfer, L.] , Healthy ; bringing
health

; salutary. Ricaut.

SXL-u-TlF'ER-ous-LY,*ad. In a salutiferous manner. Cud-
worth.

SXL-VA-BlL'l-TY, TI. State of being salvable. Sanderson.

SXL'VA-BLE, a. [salvo, salvus, L.] That may be saved j

that may be kept safe.

SXL'VA-BLE-NESS,* n. Salvability. Ash.

SXL'VAGE, TI. [salvage, Fr.] (Mercantile law) A compen-
sation for saving or preserving a vessel or merchandise
from wreck or utter loss.

fSXL'VAGE, a. [saulvage, old Fr.] Rude; cruel: now,
savage.

SXL-VA-TEL'LA,* n. (Anat.) A vein of the arm, terminat-

ing in the fingers. Brande.

SAL-VA'TIQN, n. [salvatio, low L.] Act. of saving; state of

being saved ; deliverance from any evil, especially from
eternal death ; reception to heaven.

SAL'VA-TO-RY, n. A place where any thing is preserved.

IISALVE, (sav or salv) [sav, P. E. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; salv, W. J.

F. ; salv or sav, Ja.] n. [sealf, Sax. ; salbon, Goth.] A gluti-

nous composition or ointment applied to wounds and
hurts ; help ; remedy. {)3=

" Dr. Johnson tells us that

this word is originally and properly salf; which, having
salves in the plural, the singular, in time, was borrowed
from it

; sealf, Saxon, undoubtedly from salvus, Latin.

There is some diversity among our orthoepists about the

I in this word and its verb. Mr. Sheridan marks it to be

nnounced
;
Mr. Smith, W. Johnston, and Barclay, make

mite
;
Mr. Scott and Mr. Perry give it both ways ;. and

Mr. Nares says it is mute in the noun, but sounded in the

verb. The mute I is certainly countenanced in this word

by calve and halve; but, as they are very irregular, and are

the only words where the / is silent in this situation, (for

valve, delve, solve, <fec., have the Z pronounced,) and as this

word is of Latin original, the I ought certainly to be pre-
served in both words

; for, to have the same word sound
ed differently to signify different things, is a defect in

language that ought, as much as possible, to be avoided."

||SALVE, (sav or s'Alv) v. a. [salbon, Goth.; salben, Ger.] [i.

SALVED ; pp. SALVING, SALVED.] To cure with medicaments

applied ;
to help ;

to remedy. [To help or save by a salvo

or an excuse. Hooker.]
SXL'VER, [sal'ver, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.] n. A

plate on which any thing is presented.
SXL'VI-A * TI. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;_the sage. P. Cjc.

SAL'r'd', n. [salvo jure, L.] pi. SXL'VOES or SAL'VO?.
Something reserved when other things are granted ; an

exception ;
a reservation ; an excuse.

SXL-Vo-LXT'l-LE,*fl. Asesquicarbonate of ammonia. Ure.

SXL'vOR,*n. '(Law) One who saves a ship or cargo from

impending wreck or destruction. Bouvicr.

SA-MA'RA,* n. (Bot.} An indehiscent, superior fruit or nut,
or a kind of one-seeded, indehiscent pericarp, with a wing
at one end. Brande.

SA-MXR'I-TAN, n. An inhabitant of the city or district of

'Samaria ;
one of a sect of the Jews, who believed in the

Pentateuch only, and with whom other Jews refused to

have dealings.
SA-MXR'i-TAN,ffl. Pertaining to Samaria or the Samaritans

;

denoting a sort of Hebrew alphabet.

I, E, I, 5, ti, Y, long} X, fi, I, 6, u, Y, short; A, E, j, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FisT, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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SXM'A-Rofo,* a. Resembling a samara. Brandt.

BA-MXR'RA, n. See SIMAR.

SXai'Bd,* n. ; pi- sXM'Bd or sXM'B5E. The offspring of
a neg_ro and mulatto. Enry.

SXai'BUKE,*?i. [sambuca, L.] A musical instrument. Ascham.
SAME, a. [same, Icel.

; sama, samo, M. Goth.] Identical; not
different

;
not another

; being of the like kind, sort, or de-

gree ;
that which was mentioned before.

(SAME, ad. Together. Spenser.

SAME'NESS, n. State of being the same
; identity.

SA'MI-AN,* a. Relating to the island of Satnos. Gent. Mag:
SA'MI-EL,* n. [Ar.J A hot, arid wind, common in Africa,
and Arabia, Syria, &c. ; the simoom

;
the kamsin. P. Cyc.

fSA'MlTE, n. [samit, Fr.] A sort of silk stuff. Chaucer.

SXM'LET, n. A small fish, called also the parr and salmo-
net ; the fry of the salmon.

SAM-Q-THRA'CIAN,* n. A native of Samothracia. Ency.
SXM-6?-EDE',* (sam-oi-edz') n. pi. A people of Tartary.
Earnshaw.

SXMP,* n. Indian corn broken coarse and boiled, to be eat-

en with milk or butter: from the Indian word naw-

saump. R. Williams.

SXM'PHlRE, (sam'f ir) n. [Saint Pierre, Fr.] A plant which
grows on rocks washed by the sea, used for pickling.

SAM'PLE, n. A part shown as a specimen of the whole
;
a

specimen ; example ; pattern.

fSXM'PLE, v. a. To show as a specimen ;
to exemplify. Mede.

SXM'PLER, n. [exemplar, L.] A pattern of work
;
a speci-

men, particularly of a girl's improvement in needlework.

SXM'SHV,* n. A Chinese spirit distilled from rice. Stuart.

IISXN-A-BiL'i-TY,*

n. duality of being sanable. Med. Jour.

[SXN'A-BLE, [san'a-bl, & W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.; sa'na-bl,

JVares, Buchanan.] a. [sanable, old Fr.
; sanabilis, L.] That

may be cured
; curable. More, [it.]

HSXN'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being sanable. rfsh.

fSA-Ni'TION, n. [sanatio, LJ Act of curing. Wiseman.

SXN'A-TiVE, a. [sano, L.] Powerful, or tending to cure
;

healing ; sanatory.
SXN'A-TIVE-NESS, n. Quality of being sanative.

SXN'A-TQ-RY,* a. Relating to health
;
sanative. Dr. Fran-

cis.

fSXNCE'BELL, n. A corruption of saintsbell; which see.

[SXNC'TI-FI-CATE, v. a. [sanctifico, low L.] To sanctify.
Barrow.

SXNC-TI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of sanctifying; state of

being sanctified or made holy ;
consecration.

SXNC'TI-FI-ER, n. One who sanctifies : the Holy Spirit.

SXNc'TI-FY, (sangk'te-f I) v. a. [sanctifier, Fr.
; sanctifico, L.]

[t.
SANCTIFIED

; PP/SANCTIFVING, SANCTIFIED.] To free
from the power of sin

;
to in;ike holy; to make a means

of holiness
;
to make free from guilt ;

to consecrate
; to

purify.

SXNC-Ti-Mo'Nl-oDs, (sangk-te-mo'ne-us) a. [sanctimonia,

L.] Saintly ; having the appearance of sanctity. Milton.

SXNC-Tl-MO'NI-Otrs-LiY, ad. In a sanctimonious manner.
SXNC-Ti-Mo'Ni-oOs-NESS, 7i. State of being sanctimoni-

ous.

SXNC'TI-MQ-NV, n. [sanctimonia, L.] Holiness
; scrupulous

austerity ; appearance or pretence of holiness.

SXNC'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; sanctio, L.] That which sanctions,
confirms, or renders obligatory ; act of confirming or

sanctioning; confirmation; ratification.

SANC'TIQN, (sangk'shun) v. a, [i. SANCTIONED
; pp. SANC-

TIONING, SANCTIONED.] To give a sanction to
;
to counte-

nance ;
to support ;

to authorize. Burke.

SXNC'TI-TODE, n. [sanctus, L.] Holiness
; sanctity. Milton.

SXNc'Tf-TY, (sangk'te-te) ji. [sanctitas, Lr] Holiness
;
state

of being holy ; goodness ; purity ; godliness ;
a holy being.

{SXNCT'y-A-RlzE, (sangkt'yy-a rlz) v. a. To shelter by
means of sacred privileges. Sfiak.

SXNCT'V-A-RY, (sangkt'yu-a-re) n. [sanctuaire, Fr.
; sanctu-

arium, L.] The penetralia, or most retired and sacred njrrt

of a temple ;
a holy place ; a temple ;

a consecrated buld-

ing ; holy ground ;
an asylum sacred from the reach of

civil power j
shelter ; protection.

SANC'TPM SANC-TO'RUM* [L.] "The Holy of Holies."
The innermost or holiest place of the Jewish templa,
where the ark was kept ;

the sanctuary. Crabb.

SXND, n. [sand, Sax.
; sand, Dan. 4* D.] Particles or powder

arising from the breaking or crumbling of stone
;
minute

grains of stone. pi. Barren country covered with sand.

SAND, v. a.
[i. SANDED; pp. SANDING, SANDED.] To sprinkle

with sand
;
to drive on sands.

SXN'DAL, n. [sandale, Fr. ; sandalium, L.] A loose shoe
;
a

sort of slipper. Milton.

SXN'DAL-WOOD,* (-wud) n. The heart of a small oriental

tree resembling the myrtle, remarkable for its fragrance,
and used for dyeing. It is called also red saunders, or

sanders wood. Ure.

SXN'DA-RXjEH, n. [sandaraca, L.] A gum resin which oozes
from the common juniper, used in making varnish

;

when pulverized, sometimes called pounce.- a native

fossil, of a bright red color; a combination of arsenic and
sulphur.

SXND' BXG,* 7t. A bag for sand; repository for sand. Soak-

SXND'-BXNK,* re. A bank of sand. Goldsmith.

SXND'-BATH,*TI. A vessel filled with heated sand, for dry-
ing precipitates, &c. : a bath made of warm sand.
Francis.

SXND'-BLIXD, a. Having a defect in the eyes, by which
small particles appear to fly before them. Shak.

SlND'-sox,* n. A box for holding sand. Owen.
SXND'BOX-TREE', n. A tree whose pericarp bursts, and

scatters its seeds.

SXND'-BtJG,* n. An insect. Smart.

SXND'-CRXcK,* 71. A fissure in a horse's hoof. London.

SXND'EDj^a. Covered with sand; barren; sandy.
SAND'-EEL, n. A kind of eel found under the sand.

SAN-DE-MA'NI-AN,* n. A follower of Robert Sandeman, a
Scotch divine: in Scotland called Olassite, from John
Glass. Buck.

SAN-DE-MA'NI-AN-I?M,* n. The principles of the Sande-
manians. EC. Rev.

SXN'DE R-L.ING, n. A sort of moor-fowl, similar to the pewit
SXN'DER, n. [santalum, L.] See SANDAL-WOOD.
SXND'-Fi,6oD,* (sand'flud) n. A flowing of sand in a des

ert. Smart.

SXND'-FLY,* n. A minute, troublesome fly.

SXND'-GLiss,* n. An hour-glass. Boswell.

SXND'-HEAT, n. Heat of warm or hot sand.

SXND'-HlLL,,* n. A hill of sand, or a hill covered with sand.
Pennant.

SXND'HOP-PER,* re. A little crustaceous animal. Roget.
SXND'I-NESS, re. The state of being sandy. South.

SXND'ISH, a. Like sand
; loose

;
not compact. Evelyn. [R.]

SAND'I-VER, n. Saline matter, or impurities which rise as a
scum upon glass, during its fusion in the furnace:
called also glass-gall.

SAN'olx,* or SAN'DYX,* n. [L.] A kind of minium. Crabb.

SXND'-MAR-TIN,* n. A species of swallow. Pennant.

SXND'pIp-ER,* re. A bird allied to the snipe. P. Cyc.

SXND'STONE, n. Stone composed of agglutinated particles
or grains of sand, of different varieties, some calcareous,
and some silicious

;
a species of freestone.

SXND'-STORM,*re. A violent commotion of sand. Goldsmith.

SXND'WI'CH,* (sand'wldj) n. Two slices of bread with a
slice of meat between them. Bulwer.

SXND'-WORM,* (-wiirrn) re. A species of worm. Pennant.

SXND'WORT,* (-wiirt) n. A genus of small plants j arena-
ria. Farm. Ency.

SXND'Y, a. Abounding with sand ;
full of sand

;
unsolid.

SANE, a. [sanus, L.] Sound ; healthy; not insane : gen-
erally applied to the mind.

SANE'NESS,* n. The state of being sane
; sanity. Bailey.

SXNG, z.'from Sing. See SING.

SAN-GA-REE',* re. A beverage made of wine, water, and
sugar. Dr. Madden.

SANG-FROID, (s'ang'frwa') n. [Fr.] Cold blood; coolness;
freedom from ardor or warmth ;

indifference. Sheridan.

SXN'Gi-Xc,* re. A Turkish officer, governor of a sangiacate,
or a district forming part of a pachalic. Brande. See
SANJAK.

SXN'GI-A-CATE,* re. The jurisdiction of a sangiac. Ency.
SAN-GUlF'ER-oOs, (sang-gwif 'er-us) a. [sanguifer, L.]
Conveying blood ; as,

" a sanguiferous vessel." Derham.
SXN-GUI-FI-CA'TIQN, (sang-gwe-fe-ka'shun) n. [Fr. ; sun-

guis and /acio, L.] Production of blood
;
the conversion

of the chyle into blood.

SXN'GUI-FI-ER, (sang'gwe-f i-er) re. [sanguis and facio, L.]
A producer of blood ;

that which sanguifies. Floyd.
SXN'GUI-FY, (sang'gwe-f I) v. n. [sanguis and facio, L.] [i.

SANOUIFIED ; pp. SANGUIFYING, SANGUIFIED.] To prOQUCe
blood. * [Maunder.

SXN'GUJN-A-RI-NESS,* n. Quality of being sanguinary.
SAN'GUIN-A-RY, (sang'gwin-a-re) a. [sanguinarius,Li.] Cru-

el : bloody ; bloodthirsty ; murderous.

SXtf'GUlN-A-RY, re. [sanguinaire, Fr.] An herb. Ains-
toorth.

SAN'GUINE, (sang'gwjn) a. [sanguin, Fr.
; sanguineus,from

sanguis, L.] Red; of the color of blood
; abounding with

blood : warm
;
ardent

;
confident

;
inclined to expect

much.
SXN'GUlNE,re. Blood color. Spenser. Bloodstone. Cotgrave.
fSXN'GUJNE, v. a. To stain with blood; to ensanguine
Fanshawe.

SAN'GUINE-LY, (sang'gwjn-le) ad. Ardently ; confidently.
SXN'GUJNE NESS, n. Ardor; state of being sanguine.
SAN-GUi'N'E-orjs: (sang-gwln'e-us) a. [sanguineus, L.]

Constituting blood
; abounding with blood; plethoric.

fSAN-Gu:fN'l-TY, re. Sanguineness. Swift.

SAN-GUIN'O-LEN-CY,* n. Bloodiness. More.

SAN-GUiN'p-LENT,*a. [Fr.] Tinged with blood. Dunglison.

SXN'GUI-sOGE,*re. A leech or bloodsucker. Smart.

SAN'HE-DRIM, [san'he-drim, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ;

san-he'drjm, Taylor's Calmct.] n. [Heb.] The highest ju-
d'icial tribunal, or chief council, among the Jews, consist-

ing of 71 members, including the high-priest, who pre-
sided.
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E, (san'e-kl) n. [Fr. ; sanicula, L.] A perennial
plant; self-heal.

SA'WI-?, (sa'nj-Sz) n. [L.] (Med.} A thin, unhealthy, pu-
rulent discharge from wounds and sores.

SA'NI-OUS, a. Emitting sanies ; ichorous ; serous.

SXN'i-TA-RY,* a. Relating to health
; sanatory. EC. Rev.

SXN'}-TY, n. [sanitas, L.] State of being sane
;
soundness

of mind- Shak.

SXN'jXK,* 71. A military division of the Turkish empire ;

the commander of the division: called sanjak, sanjak

bey, or simply bey ; sangiac. P. Cyc. See SANGIAC.

SXNK, (sangk) i. from Sink. See SINK.

SAW.?, (siinz) prep. [Fr.] Without ;
destitute of. Shak.

SXN'scRlT, n. [sanscrita, i. e. polished.] The learned lan-

guage of Hinuostan and of the Bramins. It is the pa-
rent of most of the East Indian languages.

SANS-CUJLOTTE,* (sang'ku-lot') n. [Fr., without breeches.]
A man shabbily dressed

;
a ragamuffin. Ed. Rev.

SXNS-cu'LQT-IiSM* n. Dress and manners of sans-culottes.

Carlyle.

SANS-Souci,* (s'ang-so-se') [Fr.] Without care. Ency.
SXN'TA-LINE,* 7i. The coloring matter of red sandal or

saunders wood. Brande.

SAN'TER, v. n. See SAUNTER.
SXN'TQN, n. A Turkish priest ;

a kind of dervise.

SXN'TQ-NlNE,* n. A vegetable principle possessing acid

properties, obtained from the seeds of artemisia santonica,
or southern-wood. P. Cyc.

SXP, n. The vital juice of plants and trees, or the fluid

which is absorbed by the roots, and sent upwards into the

stem, branches, and leaves. (Mil.) A trench for under-

mining: sap-wood. See SAP-WOOD.
SXP, v. a. [saper, Fr. ; zappare, It.] [i.

SAPPED
; pp. SAP-

PING, SAPPED.] To undermine
;
to subvert by digging ;

to

dig, as a trench.

SXp, v. n. To proceed by mine
;
to proceed invisibly.

SXP'A-JO,* or SXp-A-jou',* n. [Fr.] An American animal
Of the genus simia. Jour. Sci.

SAPA-WOOD,* (-wud) n. A kind of wood similar to

Brazil-wood, found in India, used for dyeing and irilay-

ing. Ure.

SXp'rOL,* a. Full of sap; containing sap; sappy. Coleridge.

SXP'GREEN,* n. A pigment prepared by evaporating the

juice of buckthorn berries to dryness, mixed with lime.
P. Cyc.

SA-PHE'NA,* n. [aa<pfi;.] (Anat.) The large vein of the leg,
'which ascends over the external ankle. Brande. (Min.)
A bluish mineral substance. Crabb.

SXPH'lRE, n. See SAPPHIRE.

SXp'iD, a. [sapidus, L.] Tasteful
j palatable ; stimulating

the palate. Arbuthnot.

SA-PlD'i-Ty, ) 71. Tastefulness
; power of stimulating the

SXP'JD-NESS, \ palate. Browne.

SA'PI-ENCE, n. [Fr. ; sapientia, L.] Wisdom; sageness.
Grew.

SA'PI-ENT, a. [sapiens, L.] Wise
; sage. Milton.

SA-PJ-EN'TIAL, a. Teaching wisdom. Richardson. [R.]
tSA-Pl-EN'TlAL-LY,* ad. In a wise manner. Baxter.

SA'PI-EN-TIZE,* 73. To grow or make wise. Coleridge. [R.]

SXP'LESS, a. Wanting sap ; wanting vital juice ; dry j
old

;

husky. Dryden.
SXP'LJNG, n. A young tree

;
a young plant. Shak.

SXP-Q-NA'cEOys, (sap-o-na'shus) a. [sapo, L.] Having the

qualities of soap ; resembling soap ; soapy.
j-SXp'o-NA-RY, a. Saponaceous. Boyle.

: SA-PON'I-FI-A-BLE,* a. That may be saponified. Phil. Ma?.
.SA-PON-I-FI-CA'TIQN,*?^ The act of making soap, or of

changing into soap. Brande.

SA-p6N'j-FY,* v. a. [i. SAPONIFIED ; pp. SAPONIFYING, SA-

PONIFIED.] To convert into soap. P. Cyc.
SXp'Q-N'iNE,* 7i. A peculiar substance contained in the

root of the saponaria officinalis, producing lather. Brande.

SXp'o-NiTE,*7t. (Min.) A soft, white mineral. Dana.

SA'POS,n. [L.] Taste; power of affecting the palate.
SXP-Q-RIF'IC, a. [saporifque, Fr.

; sapor and facio, L.J Pro-

ducing taste, flavor, or relish.

SXp-Q-RiF'ic-NESS,* n . Quality of being saporific. Scott.

SXp'Q-ROOs, a. Savory ;
tasteful. Bailey. [R.]

SXP'PARE,* or SXP'PAR,* n. (Min.) A term applied to the

cyanite. Brande.

SXp'PER, n. [sapcur, Fr.] One who saps; one who digs a
trench or undermines

;
a kind of miner.

SXp'PHic, (saf 'f jk) a. [Sapphicus, L., from Sappho.] Denot-

ing a kind of verse, said to have been invented by the
Greek poetess Sappho, consisting of eleven syllables.

SXP'PHIC,* (saf 'fjk) 7i. A sapphic verse. Ed. Rev.

||SXP'PHIRE, (saf 'f jr) [saf 'fir, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; saf 'fir,

P.] n. [sapphirus, L.] A precious stone, or very hard

gem, consisting essentially of crystallized alumina, of va-
rious colors

;
the blue variety being generally called sap-

phire ;
the red, the oriental ruby ; and the yellow, the

oriental topaz.

JJSXP'PHIRE,* (saf'f jr) a. Resembling sapphire. Milton.

SXP'PHIR-INE, (saf 'f jr-in) a. Made of, or like, sapphire.

SXP'PHIR-INE,* (saffir-In) n. (Min.) A mineral resem-
bling sapphire. Dana.

SXP'PI-NESS, n. State of being sappy ; juiciness.
SXp'py, a. Abounding in sap ; juicy ; succulent

; young j

not firm
; weak ;

soft
; silly ;

foolish.

^Ap'-RoTj* n. A disease of timber. See DRY-ROT.
SAP'SA-GO,* n. [sdiabzieger, Ger.] A kind of Swiss cheese,
of a dark olive-green color. Written, also chapsager
Farm. Ency.

SXp'-woOD,* (-wud) 7t. The alburnum of a tree, being the

newly-formed and light-colored wood which is next to
the bark, and through which the sap flows most freely.
Brande.

SXR'A-BA-iTE,* n. A kind of oriental monk or coenobite.

IVaddington.
SAR'A-BAND, n. [zarabanda, Sp. ; sarabande, Fr.] A Span-

ish dance: a musical composition in triple time, similar
to a minuet.

SAR'A-CEN,* 71. A name adopted by the Arabs after their
settlement in Europe ; a Mahometan. Ency.

SXR-A-CEN'fc, I a. Relating to the Saracens, or to their

SAR-A-CEN'I-CAL, } architecture ; called modern Gothic.

SAR'BAC,* 71. (Zool.) The grunting ox of Tartary. Booth.

SAR'cAljM, n. [sarcasme, Fr.
; sarcasmus, L. ; crap/cd^w, Gr.]

A keen reproach ; a taunt
; a cutting jest ;

satire personal
and severe

;
a gibe.

fSAR-cXs'Moys,* a. Reproachful ;
sarcastical. Hudibras.

SAR-cXs'Tic, ) a. Relating to, or containing, sarcasm ;

SAR-cXs'Ti-CAL, j
keen

; taunting ;
severe.

SAR-cXs'Ti-cAL-LY, ad. In a sarcastic manner ; severely.
SAR'CEL,* n. The pinion or outer joint of a bird's wing.

Booth.

SARCE'NET, (s'ars'net) n. Fine, thin, woven silk.

SAR'CLE, (s'ar'kl) v. 'a. [sarcler, Fr.
; sarculo, L.] To weed

corn. Ainsworth. [R.]
SAR'CO-CARP,* n. (Bot.) The intermediate fleshy layer, be-
tween the epicarp and endocarp. P. Cyc.

SAR'CO-CELE,TO. [o-dp and *jAi7, Gr.
j sarcocele, Fr.] A tu-

mefaction of the testicle.

S>IR-CO-COL'LA,* n. [L.] A tree, and a gum resin which
exudes from the tree, and is used for flesh-wounds. Brande.

SAR'CQ-LITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of zeolite, of a flesh-

color. Brande.

SAR-CO-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to sarcology. Smart.

SAR-cSL'o-&isT,* n. One versed in sarcology. Dunglison.
SAR-COL'O-^Y,* n. [o-i/^ and Atf/oj.] That part of anato-

my which treats of the fleshy parts of the body. Brande.

SAR-CO'MA, n. [vapxu>u<i.] A'fleshy excrescence or lump j

a morbid tumor. Bailey.

SAR-coM'A-ToDs,* a. Relating to sarcoma. Dunglison.
SAR-coPH'A-GoDs,a. [adpf and </>uyw.] Flesh-eating; feed-

ing on flesh.

SAR-C&PH'A-GUS, n. [L.] pi. L. SAR-C&PH'A-PI; Eng.
'sAR-c6PH'A-GiJS-E; the former plural is the more
common. A stone coffin or receptacle for a dead body.

SAR-COPH'A-<?Y, (sar-kof'a-je) n. [ffdp and 0d^w.] The
practice of eating flesh. Browne.

SAR-COT'IC, n. [adp, Gr.
; sarcotique, Fr.] A medicine

which fills up ulcers with new flesh ;
same as incarnative.

Wiseman.

SAR-COT'IC,* a. Generating or breeding new flesh. Ash.

tSAR-cV-LA'TiON, 7i. [sarculus, L.] The act of weeding.
Bailey.

SARD,* n. (Min.) A mineral, which, when held up to the

light, is of a deep red color : a fish. Ure.

SAR'DAN,* TJ. A fish like the herring. Smart. [dine.

SAR'DEL,, n. A fish : a stone : called also sarda and *ar-

USAR'DINE,* or SAR'DINE,* [sar'din, P. F. K. ; s'ar'dln,

S. W. J. Ja.} a. Relating to the sardius ; as, the sardine

stone. Ency. [scales. McCulloch.

IJSAR'DINE,* or SAR'DINE,* n. A fish with gold-colored
SAR-D

V

IN'I-AN,* a. Relating to Sardinia. Murray.

SAR'DJ-iis, n. A sort of precious stone. Rev. xxi.

SAR'DOIN.* n. (Min.) Same as sard. Smart.

SAR-DO'NI-AN, a. Same as sardonic. Bp. Hall.

SAR-DON'IC, a. Forced or feigned, as applied to laughter,

smiles, or grins. Spenser. Sardonic laugh, a convulsive

laugh, said to have been first observed in those who ate

the herb sardonia, which grows in Sardinia.

SAR'DQ-NYX, [sUr'dp-nix, W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; sar-d5'nix,
5. E.] 71. A precious stone

;
a chalcedony or carnelian, of

a reddish-yellow or orange color.

SARK, n. A shirt or shift. Arbuthnot. [North of England.]
SARK'ING,* H. Thin boards for lining, &c.; boarding for

slates. London.

SAR-MEN-TA'CEOVS,* (-shus) a. (Bot.) Twiggy; sarmen-
tose. Hamilton.

SAR-MEN-TOSE',* a. (Bot.) Having leaves in bunches, and

only at the joints. Crabb.

SARN, n. A pavement, or stepping-stone. [Local, Eng.]
SA'R&s,*n. An ancient astronomical period or cycle, the

origin and length of which are unknown. Brande.

SAR'PLAR,* n. Half a pack of wool, containing 40 tods.

Crabbl
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SAR'PLIER, (sar'pler) n. [sarpillie're, old Fr.] A piece of
canvas for wrapping up wares

;
a packing-cloth. Bailey.

SXR'RA-slNE, n. A plant; a kind of birth-wort. (Fort.)
A kind of portcullis or hearse.

SXR'SA, n. Sarsaparilla. Johnson.

SAFX.-SA-PA-R!L'LA, n. A medicinal plant and its root; a

species of smilax
;
a drug.

fSXRSE, n. [sassure, old Fr.] A fine lawn sieve; a searse.
Barret. [Bailey.

fSARSE, v. a. [sasser, Fr.] To sift through a sarse or searse.

fSART, n. Wood-land turned into arable land. Bailey.
SAR-TO'Rl-Os, n. [sartor, L., a tailor.] (Anat.) The muscle
which serves to throw one leg across the other

;
called

the tailor's muscle. Paley.

SASH, n. A band
;
a belt worn for ornament ;

a silken
band worn by officers in the army, and by the clergy
over their cassocks

;
and also as a part of female dress.

(droli.) A piece of frame-work for holding the squares of

glass in a window
;
a window so formed as to be let up

and down by pulleys.

SASH, v. a. [i. SASHED
; pp. SASHING, SASHED.] To dress

with a sash : to furnish with sash-windows.

SXSH'-FRAME,* TI. (Arch.) A wooden frame into which a
sash is fitted. Brande.

fSXsH'odN, n._
A leather stuffing in a boot. Ainsworth.

SXsH'-WlN-DOW,* n. A window made of a wooden
frame and large squares. Ash.

SASIN,* n. A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

SXs'sA-FRXs, TI. [sasafras, Sp.] A tree, the wood and bark of
which are aromatic and medicinal.

fSXssE, (sas)
n. [sas, D.] A kind of sluice or lock. Pepys.

SXs'sQ-LINE,* TI. (Chem.) Native boracic acid from Sasso,
in the Florentine territory. Brande.

SXT, i. & p. from Sit. See SIT.

SA'TAN, [sa'tan, S. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; sa'tan or

sat'an, W. ; sat'an, Wares.] n. [Heb.] The adversary ;

the devil. 05=
" This word is frequently pronounced

as if written Sattan ; but making the first syllable long
is so agreeable to analogy, that it ought to be indulged
wherever custom will permit, and particularly in proper
names. Cato, Plato, &c., have now universally the penul-
timate a long and slender

;
and no good reason can be

given why the word in question should not join this

class. Mr. Nares and Buchanan, only, adopt the second
sound

;
but Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick,

Mr. Scott, W.Johnston, Mr. Perry, Entick, and Dr. Ash,
the first." Walker.

SA-TXN'IC, ) a. Belonging to, or proceeding from, he

SA-TXN'I-CAL, \
devil

; diabolical ; evil
;
false.

SA-TAN'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a satanic manner
; diabolically.

SA-TXN'I-CAL-NESS,* n. Quality of being satanical. Ash.

SA'TAN-ISM, n. Extreme wickedness. [R.]

SA'TAN-IST, n. A wicked person. Granger. [R.]
SXTCH'EL, ?i.. [seckel, Ger.

; sacculus, L.] A little bag or

^ack, commonly a bag used by schoolboys. Shak.

SATE, v. a. [satio, L.] [i. SATED
; pp. SATING, SATED.] To

satiate
;
to glut ;

to pall. Milton.

SATE 'LESS, a. Insatiable. Young: [R.]

SXT'EL-LITE, [sat'el-It, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; sa-tel'-

\t, Kenrick.] n. [satelles, L.
; satellite, Fr.] pi. sXT'EL-

LITES. A small planet revolving round a larger ; or a

secondary planet which revolves about a primary planet ;

an attendant
;
a follower.

D^=" Pope has, by the license of his art, accented the

plural of this word upon the second syllable, and, like
the Latin plural, has given it four syllables :

' Or ask of yonder argent fields above,
Why Jove's satellites are less than Jove.' Essay on Man.

This, however, is only pardonable in poetry, and, it may
be added, in good poetry." Walker.

SXT-EL-L1"TIOVS, (sat-el-ish'us) a. Consisting of satel-

lites. Cheyne.
SA'TI-ATE, (sa'she-at) v. a. [satio, L.] [i. SATIATED; pp.
SATIATING, SATIATED.] To satisfy; to fill; to glut; to

pall ;
to fill beyond natural desire

;
to saturate ; to cloy.

SA'TI-ATE, (sa'she-at) a. Glutted
;
full to satiety. Pope.'

SA-TJ-A'TIQN, (sa-she-a'shun) n. Act of satiating ; state

of being filled. Wliitaker. [R.]

SA-TI'E-TV, [sa-tl'e-te, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ; sa-sl'-

e-te, S. ; sa'she-te, E.] n. [satietas, L. ; satietc, Fr.]
State of being satiated

;
fulness beyond desire or pleas-

ure
;
more than enough ;

excess ; wearisomeness ofplenty.
SXT'lN, n. [Fr. ; sattin, D.] A thick, closely-woven, glossy

silk.

SXT'iN,* a. Belonging to or made of satin. Ash.

SAT'I-NET, n. A sort of slight or thin satin: a twilled

stuff, or cloth, made of wool and cotton.

SXT'IIS-FLOW-ER,* n. (Bot.) A plant and flower. Hamil-
ton!

SXT'IN-SPAR,* TI. (Mln.) Fibrous limestone. Hamilton.

SXT'iN-WooD,* f-wud) n. A fine, hard, lemon-colored,
East-Indian wood, having a fragrant odor. Francis.

SXT'{N-y,* a. Resembling, or partaking of, satin. P. Cyc.

SATIRE, (sa'tur, sat'Ir, or sat'ur) [sa'tur, S. P. J. F. ; sat'ur,

K. Sm. JVares, Entick
; sat'Ir, Wb. ; sa'tur, sat'ur, sa'tir,

or sat'Ir, W. ; sa'tur, Ja. : sa'tir, Kenrick.] n. [satyra or
satira, L,.] A composition, commonly in poetry, in which
vice or folly is censured or exposed to hatred or con-
tempt ; if personal, it becomes a lampoon: ridicule;
sarcasm

;
wit

; irony ; humor. $3=
" The first mode

[sa'tur] of pronouncing this word is adopted by Mr.
Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Ash, and Mr. Smith. The short
quantity of the first vowel is adopted by Mr. Nares,
Mr. Elphinston, Buchanan, and Entick

; but the quantity
of the second syllable they have not marked. The third

[sa'tir] is adopted by Dr. Kenrick
; and for the fourth

[sat'Ir] we have no authorities. But, though the first

mode of pronouncing this word is the most general and
the most agreeable to an English ear, the second seems
to be that which is most favored by the learned, because
say they, the first syllable in the Latin satwra is short."
Walker.

SA-TIR'IC, ) a. [satiricus, L.] Belonging to, or contain-
SA-TfR'i-CAL, J ing, satire

; censorious ; severe ; sarcastic.

SA-TIR'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a satirical manner; severely.
SA-TIR'>

I-CAL-NESS,* n. duality of being satirical. Fuller.

SXT'iR-IsT, n. One who writes or makes use of satire.

SXT'iR-iZE, v. a. [satiriser, Fr.] [i. SATIRIZED
; pp. SAT-

IRIZING, SATIRIZED.] To expose by satire
;
to censure,

as in a satire
;
to ridicule.

SXT-is-FXc'TlQN, n. [satisfaction L.] Act of satisfying*
state of being satisfied

;
that which satisfies

;
content-

ment
; compensation ; remuneration; requital; convic-

tion; gratification; amends; atonement for a crime;
recompense for an injury.

SXT-p-FXc'TlVE, a. [satisfactus, L.] Giving satisfaction j

satisfactory. Browne. [R.]
SXT-is-FXc'Tp-Ri-LY, ad. In a satisfactory manner.
SXT-is-FXc'TQ-Ri-NESS, TI. duality of being satisfactory.

SXT-is-FXc'TO-RY,- a. Giving satisfaction
; giving content;

gratifying ; pleasing ; making amends.
SXT'IS-FI-ER, n. One who satisfies.

SXT'lS-FY, v. a. [satisfacio, L.] [i. SATISFIED
; pp. SATIS-

FYING, SATISFIED.] To please fully; to content; to feed
to the full

;
to gratify ; to satiate

;
to glut ;

to recom-
pense ;

to appease ;
to free from doubt, perplexity, or

suspense ;
to convince.

SXT'lS-FY, v. n. To give content or satisfaction. Locke.

SA'TIVE, a. [sativus, L.] Sown ;
fit for sowing. Evelyn. [R.]

SA'TRAP, [sa'trap, J. K. Sm. Rees ; s'a'trap, Ja. ; sat'rap,
Wb.] n. [Per.] A Persian viceroy or governor of a province.

SXT'RA-PAL,* a. Relating to a satrap or satrapy. Smart.

SXT'RA-PY, [sat'ra-pe, Ja. K. Wb. ; sa'tra-pe, Sm.] n. The
government or jurisdiction of a satrap. Milton.

SXT'U-RA-BLE, a. That may be saturated. Grew.
SXT'y-RXNT, a. [saturans, L.] Having power to saturate.

SXT'y-RATE, (sat'yu-rat) v. a. [saturo, L.] [i. SATURATED ;

pp. SATURATING, SATURATED.] To impregnate till no more
can be received or imbibed ; to fill full.

SXT'U-RATE,* a. Being full; saturated. Copper.
SXT-V-RA'TIQN, n. Act of saturating; state of being satu-

rated
; repletion ;

fulness.

SXT'VR-UAY, n. [from Saturn; dies Saturni, L.] The sev-

enth_and last day of the week.
jSA-TU'Rl-TY, TI. [saturite, old Fr.] Repletion. Warner.

SXT'VRN, [sat'urn, P. E. Sm. R. Wb. Rees; sa'turn, S. J.
F. ; sa'turn, Ja. ; sa'turn or sat'urn, W. K.] n. [Satumus,
L.] (Mythol.) An ancient Italian deity, under whom the
golden age is fabled to have existed. (Astron.) A planet
in the solar system, supposed the most remote of the

planets, before the discovery of Uranus. (Alchemy) The
emblem of lead. (Her.) Black color in coats of arms.
ftCr" "The first pronunciation of this word [sa'turn J is

not the most general, but by far the most analogical,
and for the same reason as in Satan; but there is an
additional reason in this word, which will weigh greatly
with the learned, and that is, the a is long in the origi-
nal. Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Kenrick, Perry, and Entick,
adopt the second pronunciation [sat'urn] of this word

;

and Mr. Sheridan, Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, and
Dr. Ash, the first." Walker.

SAT-UR-IVA'LI-A,* n.pl. [L.] An ancient festival of Sat-

urn, celebrated at Rome about the middle of December.
Brande.

_
SXT-VR-NA'LI-AN, a. [Saturnalia, L.] Sportive; loose,

like the feasts of Saturn. Burke.

SA-TUR'NI-AN, a. [saturnius, L.] Happy ; golden, as in the

reign of Saturn : applied also to a sort of Iambic verse.

SAT'UR-NINE, a. [saturninus, L.] Not light or mercurial,
but gloomy and grave, as if born under the influence of

^Saturn ; melancholy : heavy ;
sad.

tSXT'UR-NlsT, 7(. One of saturnine temper. Browne.

SXT'VRN-ITE,* 7*. (Min.) A metallic substance separated
from lead in torrefaction. Ure.

SA'TYR, (sa'tur or sat'jr) [sa'tur, S. P. J. F. Wb. ; sat'ur,
Sm. ; sa'tur,

'

Ja. ; sa'tur or sat'ur, W. K.] n. [satyrus, L.]

(Mythol.) A sylvan god, supposed by the ancients to be
rude and lecherous.
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SXT-y-Ri'A-sis, n. (Mod.) Lascivious madness
; priapism ;

an excess of seminal secretion. Flayer.
SA-TYK'JC,* a. Relating to satyrs. Bryant.
SA-TVR'I-QN, ?). [L.] A provocative plant ; ragwort. Pope.
SAUCE, (saws) n. [sauce, Fr.

; sa:sa. It. ; salsus, from salto,

L.] Something eaten with food to improve its relish;

something stimulating. Shak Impudence ; sauciness.

Forby. [Vulgar.] An}' son of vegetable eaten with flesh

meat. Forby. [This use is provincial in England, and col-

loquial or vulgar in the United States.] To serve one the

same sauce, to retaliate one injury with another. [Vulgar.]
SAUCE, v. a.

[i. SAUCED ; pp. SAUCING, SAUCED.] To season
;

to stimulate. [fTo gratify with rich tastes. Shak.]
SAUCE-A-LONE',* n. A plant; jack-by-the-hedge. Booth.

SAucE'Bdx, 7J. An impertinent or saucy fellow. Brewer.

SAUCE'PAN, n. A metal pan, or cooking vessel, with a han-
dle.

SAu'CER, n. [sauciere, Fr.] A small pan or platter for a tea-

cup, &c.
SAu'ci-LY. ad. Impudently ;

in a saucy manner.

SAu'ci-NESS, n. Impudence ; petulance ; impertinence.
SAu'cIssE, (sau'ses) n. [Fr.] Same as saucisson.

SAu'CfS-sdN, n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A long pipe or bag filled

with gunpowder, for the purpose of firing a mine.

SAu'cy, (saw'se) a. [salsus, L.] Pert
; petulant ; contempt-

uous of superiors ;
insolent

; impudent ;
rude

; imperti-
nent.

SA UER-KRA VT* (sbur'krout) n. [Ger.] Salted or pickled
cabbage, which has been fermented, a German dish;
sour-krout. W. Ency.

tSAuL, n. Old spelling for soul. Brockett. See SOUL.

SAUN'CING-BELL,, n. See SANCEBELL.

SAUN'DERS-WOOD,* (-wud) n. Same as sandal-wood. See
SANDAL-WOOD.

||SXuN'TER, or SAUN'TER, [s'an'ter, J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb.;
sawn'ter, S. P. K. ; san'ter or sawn'ter, W.] v. n. [i. SAUN-
TERED

; pp. SAUNTERING, SAUNTERED.] [From idle people
who roved about the country and asked charity, under

pretence of going d la sainte terre ; or from sauter, Fr.,
to leap.] To wander about idly; to loiter; to linger.

|)5="The fi rst mode of pronouncing this word [s'an'terj
is the most agreeable to analogy, if not in the most gen-
eral use

; but where use has formed so clear a rule as in

words of this form, it is wrong not to follow it. Mr. El-

phinston, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, and Mr. Scott, are for

the first pronunciation ;
and Mr. Sheridan and W. John-

ston for the last." Walker.

HSAUN'TER, or SAUN'TER, n. An idle walk or ramble.

Young.
IISAUN'TER-ER, or SAUN-TER-ER, n. One who saunters.

SAu'Rl-AN,* 71. (Zool.) The name of a family of reptiles ;

the lizard. P. Cyc.

SAu'RJ-AN,* a. Relating to, or resembling, lizards. BucJdand.

SAu'RolD,* a. Like saurians
;
saurian. Buckland.

SAu'RQ-PHls,* n. (Zoo/.) A genus of lizards. P. Cyc.

SAu'RV,* 7i. A species of fish. Pennant.

SAu'SA<^E, [saw'saj, P. Ja. Sm. ; saw'sij, E. ; sSs'sjj, J. K. ;

sas'sij, S. ; saw'sij or sas'sij, W.] n. [saucisse, Fr.] A roll

of seasoned minced meat, enclosed in a skin. 93r" This
word is pronounced in the first manner [saw'sjj] by cor-

rect, and in the second by vulgar, speakers. Among this

number, however, I do not reckon Mr. Sheridan, Mr.

Smith, and Mr. Scott, ~who adopt it
; but, in my opinion,

Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Perry, who prefer the first, are not

only more agreeable to rule, but to the best usage." Walker.

SAUS'SUR-ITE,* 71. (Min.) A variety of nephrite, found on
the banks of the lake of Geneva. Brande.

SAUTERNE,* (so-tern') n. [Fr.] A species of French wine.

Qu. Rev.

SAUYEGARDE,* (sov'g'ird) n. [Fr.] (Zool.) The monitory
lizard or safeguard. P. Cyc.

SAv'A-BLE,rt. That may be saved; salvable. Chillingworth.

SAV'A-BLE-NESS, n. Capability of being saved
; salvability.

Chillingworth.

SXv'AGE, a. [sauvage, Fr.
; selvapgio, It.] Wild; unculti-

vated ; untamed ;
cruel

;
uncivilized

;
ferocious

;
fierce

;

very barbarous ; untaught ; brutal.

SXv'AGE, 7i. A man wholly uncivilized
;
a barbarian.

fSXv'AGE, v. a. To make barbarous, wild, or cruel. More.
SXv'AGE-LY, ad. Barbarously ; cruelly. Shaii.

SXv'A^E-NESS, 7i. State of a savage ; barbarousness
;
cru-

elty. [R.]
SXv'AGE-RY, n. Cruelty ; barbarity ;

wild growth. Shak.

SA-VAN'NA, n. [sabana, Sp.l An open plain, or meadow,
Without wood ; a prairie. Locke.

SAVE, v. a. [salvo, L.
; sauver, Fr.] [i. SAVED

; pp. SAVING,
SAVED.] To preserve from any evil, particularly from
eternal death ;

to preserve ; to protect ; to rescue
;
to de-

liver
;
not to spend or lose , to hinder from being spent or

_lost ;
to reserve or lay by ;

to spare ; to excuse.

SAVE, v. n. To be cheap; to prevent loss. Bacon.

SAVE, prep. Except ; not including ; as,
"

forty stripes save

one." 2 Cor. conj. Except; unless; as,
" Save he that

had the mark." Rev.

SAVE'ALL, n. A small pan inserted into a candlestick to
save the ends of candles. Howell

SAV'ER, n. One who saves
; preserver.

SXv'fN, 71. [sabina, L ; savinier, sabine, Fr.] A plant ;
a

species of juniper.
SAV'ING, a. That saves

; frugal ; parsimonious ;
not lavish.

SAV'ING, prep. With exception in favor of; excepting.
SAV'JNG, n. Something saved

; escape of expense.
SAV'ING-LY, ad. So as to be saved

; with parsimony.
SAV'ING-NESS, n. Quality of being saving; frugality.

SAV'lNGij-BXNK,* ra. A bank, or provident institution, in
which small sums, or savings, are placed for security, and

Accumulation by interest. Oent. Mag.
SAv'lQR, or SAV'IOVR, (sav'yor) n. [soJ.vator, L.

; sauveur,
Fr.] One who saves

;
the Redeemer of mankind.

$</= This word is sometimes written, in this country,
savior, and sometimes saviour, but more commonly savior,
in accordance with the pretty generally adopted rule
which excludes u from words ending in or or our; as,

error, favor, honor, &c. These words, error, favor, and
honor, are derived directly from the Latin, without any
change in the orthography; but it is not so with savior;
and the omission of the u is offensive to the eyes of many,
who are accustomed to see it inserted ; and the principal
reason in favor of its omission is conformity to the gen-
era} rule relating to words of this class.

SA'VQR, n. [sapor, L,.; saveur, Fr.] A scent; odor; taste
j

_flavor ; relish. .

SA'VQR, v. n. [sapor, L.
; savourer, Fr.] [i.

SAVORED
; pp.

SAVORING, SAVORED.] To have a smell or taste ; to beto-
ken

;
to have an intellectual taste.

SA'VQR, v. a. To like
;
to taste or smell with delight. Shak.

To perceive ; to consider
;
to taste intellectually. Jlfatt. xvi.

SA'VQR-J-LY, ad. With gust ; with appetite ; with relish.

SA'VQR-I-NESS, n. Quality of being savory ;
relish.

SA'VQR-LESS, a. Wanting savor. Bp. Hall.

SA'VQR-LY, a. Well-seasoned
;
of good taste. Huloet. [R.]

SA^VQR-Ly, ad. With a pleasing relish. Barrow.

tS_A'VQR-ous, a. [savoureux, Fr.] Sweet; pleasant. Chaucer.

SA'VQR-Y, n. [savoree, Fr.] An aromatic or spicy plant.
Summer savory, an annual plant. Winttr savory, an ev-

_ergreen perennial.
SA'VQR-Y, a. [savoureux, Fr/] Pleasing or exciting to the

taste or smell
; relishing; piquant.

SA-VOY', n. A sort of curled winter cabbage.
SA-VOY'ARD,* n. A native of Savoy. Earnshaw.

SAW, t. from See. Stee SEE.

SAw, 7i. [sawe, Dan.] A dentated, cutting instrument. [A
saying ;

a maxim
;
an axiom

;
a proverb. Shak.]

SAW, v. a.
[i. SAWED; pp. SAWING, SAWED or SAWN.] To cut

with a saw.

SAw,* v. n. To use a saw ;
to be under the cut or opera-

tion of a saw. Smart.

SAW'DUST, n. Dust made by the attrition of a saw.

SAw'ER, 7t. One who saws; now corrupted to sawyer.
SAw'FlSH, n. A fish with a kind of dentated horn.

SAw'FLY,* n. A genus of flies, of many species ;
an insect

with a saw-like sting. Kirby. [Ency.
SAw'GRlss,* n. A kind of coarse grass ; bog-rush. Farm.

SAw'-MlLL,* 71. A mill for sawing timber. P. Cyc.

SAW'NY,* n. A witless clown : a nickname for a Scotch-
man. Grose.

SAW'-PlT, n. A pit over which timber is laid to be sawed.
SAw'TRY,* 7i. A musical instrument ; psaltery. Dryden.
SAw'woRT, (-wiirt) n. A perennial, serrated plant.

SAw'-WREST, (-rest) n. An instrument for setting the

teeth of a saw.

SAw'YER, n. One who saws. A large tree with its roots

fastened in the bottom of a river, the top moving up and
down by the action of the current : common in the

Mississippi and its tributaries. Flint.

SXx'A-TtLE,* a. Relating to, or living among, stones or

rocks. Smart.

SXx'l-FRAGE, (sak'se-fraj) n. \saxifraga, L.] A genus of
beautiful Alpine plants ;

a medicinal plant, reputed good
for the stone.

SXx'l-FRA^E-MEAD'ow, n. A plant.

SAX-tF'RA-GOOs, o. [sazifragus,
saxum and frango, L.]

Dissolvent of stone in the bladder. Browne.

SXx'QN, n. [Saxo, L.] One of the people who inhabited

the northern part of Germany, obtained footing in Brit-

ain about the year 440, and afterwards subdued a great

part of the island : the language of the Saxons.

SXx'oN, a. Belonging to the Saxons, or to their language.
SXx'QN-BLUE,* 71. A solution of indigo in concentrated

sulphuric acid, much used as a dye-stuff. Brande.

SAx'QN-fM, n. A Saxon idiom or phrase. Warton.

SAX'QN-IST, n. One who is versed in the Saxon language.

SAY, (sa) v. a. [i. SAID (sed); pp. SAYING, SAID: he SAYS

(seV,).] To speak ;
to utter in words ;

to tell
;
to allege ; to

repeat ;
to rehearse ; to speak, not sing.

SAY, (sa) v. n. To speak ; to tell
;
to utter; to relate. In

poetry, say is used before a question ; tell. Milton.

SAY, (sa) n. A speech ;
what one has to say ;

a remark
; an

i, E, I, 5, u, Y, long', X, , I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, <?, V, ,
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observation. L'Estrange. [for assay.] Sample. Sidney.
Trial by a sample. [soie, Fr. fA thin sort of silk. Spen-

ser.] [sayette, Fr.] A kind of woollen stuff. Bp. Berkeley.

SAY'ING, n. Act of speaking ; expression; an opinion ;
a

proverb ;
a maxim

; adage ; aphorism.
SAYS,* (sez) Third person singular of Say. See SAY.

ScXB, n. [scab, Sax. ; scabbia, It.
; scabies, L.] An incrusta-

tion over a sore : a disease incident to sheep : the itch

or mange of horses : a dirt)', paltry fellow. Shak.

ScXB'BARD, (skab'bard) n. [schap, Ger.
; schabbe, Belg.]

The sheath of a sword.

SCABBED, (skab'bed or skabd) a. Covered or diseased with
scabs ; scabby ; paltry ; sorry ; vile ; worthless.

SCXB'BED-NESS, n. The state of being scabbed. Huloet.

SCXB'BI-NESS, n. The state of being scabby. Sherwood.

ScAB'sy, a. Full of scabs; diseased with scabs
;
scabbed.

SCA'BI-OUS, (ska'be-us) a. [scabiosus, L.] Itchy; leprous.
Arbuthnot.

ScA'BJ-oOs, n. [scabieuse, Fr.
; scabiosa, L.] A genus of

plants, mostly perennial. Evelyn.
fScA-BRED'j-Ty, 71. [scabredo, L.] Unevenness

; rugged-
ness. Burton.

ScA'BROys, a. [scabreux, Fr. ; scaber, L.] Rough ; rugged ;

rough to the touch ; covered with hard, short projections
from the cuticle, or with granules: harsh; unmusical.

Dryden.
ScA'BRoys-Nfiss, n. "State of being scabrous

; roughness.
ScXB'WGRT, (-wiirt) n. A plant. Jiinsworth.

ScXo, n. A fish
;
the shad : the horse-mackerel. Carew.

ScXr'FOLD, n. [echafaud, Fr.
; schavot, Teut.] A tempo-

rary gallery or stage, as for shows, for the execution of a

criminal, for builders to stand on while at work, or for

hay, grain, &c. ; scaffolding. [timber.
ScXF'FQLD, v. a. To furnish with a scaffold or frames of

tScXF'FOLD-A(^E, n. Gallery ;
hollow floor

;
scaffold. Skak.

SCXF'FQLD-JN&, 74. A temporary frame or stage ;
a scaffold

;

a temporary frame or support for builders to stand on
;
a

building slightly erected.

ScA&L-i-o'LA* (skal-ye-o'la) n. [It.] (jirch.) A sort of arti-

ficial stone, or composition, formed chiefly of pulverized
gypsum, and made to imitate the colors of marble. Brande.
See SCALIOLA.

SCA'LA-BLE, a. That may be scaled with a ladder.

SCA-LADE', n. [escalade, Fr.
; escalada, Sp., from scala, L.]

An assault upon a place by means of ladders
;
an esca-

lade. Jlrbuthnot. See ESCALADE.
SCA-LA'DO, n. Same as scaladc. Bacon.

ScXL'A-RY, [skal'a-re, W. J.Ja. R. ; ska'la-re, S. P. K. Sm.]
a. [scala, L.I Proceeding by steps, like those of a ladder.
Browne. [R.]

SCALD, v. a. [scaldare, It.] [i. SCALDED; pp. SCALDING,
SCALDED.] To burn or injure with hot liquor; to parboil.

[To scorch. Forby. Local, Eng.]
SCALD, n. Scurf on the head

;
a burn

;
a hurt or burn

caused by hot liquor.

SCALD, a. Paltry ; sorry ; scurvy ; scabby ;
scalled. Shak.

||ScXLD, or SCALD, [skald, Ja. K. R.; skald, Sm.] n.

[Dan. ($ Su.] An ancient Scandinavian poet.

||SclL'DER, [skal'der, K. Sm. ; skal'der, R. Wb.] n. A Scan-
dinavian poet ;

a scald. Warton.

SCALD'HEAD, TO. A kind of local leprosy, in which the
head is covered with a continuous scab

;
the ringworm

of the scalp; a scalled head.

[IScXL'Dic,
a. Relating to the poets called sc;ilds. Warton.

SCALE, n. [scale, Sax.] A balance
;
a vessel suspended by

a beam against another vessel, for weighing ; generally
used in the plural : the sign Libra in the zodiac.

[skulja, Goth.] The small shells or crusts which, lying
one over another, make the coats of fishes; any thing
exfoliated or desquamated ;

a thin lamina; an abortive
leaf. [scala, L.] A ladder

; means ofascent
;
act ofstorm-

ing by ladders
; regular gradation : an instrument, line,

or any thing marked or made up of parts at equal dis-

tances, and used for the purpose of measuring other lin-

ear magnitudes ;
an instrument for ascertaining propor-

tions. (Mus.) A progressive series of sounds.

SCALE, v. a. [scalare, It.] [i. SCALED ; pp. SCALING, SCALED.]
To climb, as by ladders

;
to mount

;
to ascend : to meas-

ure or compare ;
to weigh. Shak. To strip of scales

;
to

take off in a thin lamina ; to pare off a surface. [To
spread, as manure. Brockett. North of Eng.] (JVauf.)
To cleanse the inside, as of cannon. Mar. Diet.

SCALE, v. n. To peel off in scales: to ascend.

ScALE'-BoARD,* n. (Printing') A thin slip of wood, em-
ployed in justifying a page to its true length. Crabb.

Commonly pronounced scab'board.

SCALED, (skald) a. Squamous; having scales; scaly. Shale.

SCALE'LESS, a. Wanting scales. Cotgrave.
SCA-LENE', n. [Fr. ; scalenas, L.

; aKa\riv6$, Gr.] (Qcom.}
A triangle having the three sides unequal. Bailey.

SCA-LEXE',* a. Having three unequal sides, as a triangle ;

oblique, or having the axis inclined to the base, as a cone.
Brande. [lene. Chambers.

ScA-Lii'NOys,* a. Like a scalene; of unequal sides
;
sca-

SCA-LE'NUS,* ri. (Jinat.) A muscle of the neck. Brando.

SCAL'ER,* n. He or that which scales. Ency.
SCA'LI-NESS, n. The state of being scaly.
SCAL-I-O'LA,* 7i. [scagliola, It.] (^rc/t.) An ornamental

plaster-work, produced by applying a pap made of cal-
cined gypsum, mixed with a solution of Flanders glue,
upon a figure formed with laths, or upon brickwork, be-

ing made to imitate marble. Ure. See SCAGLIOLA.
SCALL, n. Leprosy ;

morbid baldness
; scald. Leo. xiii.

SCALLED, (skawld) a. Scurfy; scabby; paltry.
ScXLL'iON, (skal'yun) n. [scalogno , It.] A kind of imper-

fect onion.

||SCAL'LQP, (skol'lup) [skSl'lup, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm. Wb. ;

skal'lup, E. Ja.] n. A fish with a hollow, rounded shell

pectinated : a hollow, or round, at the edge of any thing.
3= "This word is irregular; for it ought to have the

a in the first syllable like that in tallow; but the deep
sound of a is too firmly fixed by custom to afford any ex-

pectation of a change. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Ken-
rick, Mr. Nares, arid Mr. Smith, pronounce the a in the
manner I have given it." Walker.

||SCAL'LOP, (skol'lup) v. a. [i. SCALLOPED ; pp. SCALLOPING,
SCALLOPED.] To mark or diversify at the edge with hol-
lows.

||ScAL'LOPED,* (skol'opt) p. a. Having the edge indented.

SCALP, n. [schelpe, Teut.] The skin on the top of the head,
on which the hair grows ; sometimes, the skull.

SCALP, v. a. [scalpo, L.] [i. SCALPED; pp. SCALPING, SCALP-

ED.] To deprive of the skin or scalp.

ScXL'pEL, ?i. [Fr. ; scalpellum, L.] A dissecting knife; a
surgeon's instrument.

SCXLP'ING-KNIFE,* n. A knife used by the Indians in

taking off the scalps of their prisoners. Drake.
ScAL'PRUM* n. [L.] A knife. (ZooZ.) The cutting edge
of the incisor teeth. Brande.

SCA'LY, a. Covered with scales; paltry; mean: scald.
Milton.

ScXM'BLE, p. n. [skyma, Icel.] [i. scAMBLED ; pp. SCAM-

BLING, SCAMBLED.] To be turbulent
;

to scramble; to

struggle ;
to get by struggling with others. Tusser. To

shift awkwardly. More.

ScXM'BLE, v. a. To mangle ; to maul. Mortimer. [R.]
ScXM'BLE,* n. A struggle with others

;
a scramble, rfsh.

ScXM'BLER, 7i. One who scambles. [Scottish.] A bold
intruder upon one's table or generosity. Steevens.

ScXM'BLlNG-Ly, ad. With turbulence or intrusion. Sher-
wood.

SCAM-MO'NI-ATE, a. Made with scammony. Wiseman.

ScAM'MQ-Ny, n. [L. ; scamonee, Fr.] A species of Asiat-
ic convolvulus (convolvulus scammonea ) : a gum resin
obtained from it, used as a drastic purge.

ScXMP,* 71. A knave
;
a swindler; a worthless fellow. Qu.

Rev. A modern, colloquial, low word.

SCAM'PER, v. n. [schampen, Teut.; escamper, Fr.
; scam-

pare, It.] [i. SCAMPERED; pp. SCAMPERING, SCAMPERED.]
To run with hurry or speed ;

to run through fear
; to

scud.

ScXM'PER,* n. A hasty flight ;
act of running. Blackwood.

ScXMP'lSH,* a. Like a scamp ;
knavish. Palmer. [Low.]

ScXN, v. a. [scander, Fr.
; scando, L.] [i. SCANNED; pp.

SCANNING, SCANNED.] To measure, as verse
;
to examine

a verse by counting the feet
;
to examine nicely.

SCXN'DAL, n. [ctKav6^v, Gr.
; scandale, Fr.] Offence given

by the faults of others ; reproachful aspersion ; disgrace ;

reproach; discredit; infamy; opprobrium.
fScAN'DAL, v. a. [scandaliser, Fr.] To reproach ;

to scan-
dalize. Shale.

tScXN'DALED* (skan'dald) a. Infamous; scandalized.
Skak.

ScXN'DAL-iZE, v. a. [aKav5aXi$M, Gr.
; scandaliser, Fr.]

[L SCANDALIZED;^. SCANDALIZING, SCANDALIZED.] To
offend by some criminal or vile action. Hooker. To
reproach ; to disgrace ; to defame ; to asperse ;

to calum-
niate

; to slander
;
to vilify. Blackstune.

SCAN'DA-LOUS, a. [scandaleux, Fr.] Giving public offence
;

opprobrious; disgraceful: shameful; vile; infamous;
defamatory.

ScXN'DA-Lof;s-Ly, ad. In a scandalous manner ;
shame-

fullv.
'

ScXN'DA-LoDs-NESS, n. duality of being scandalous.
SCAN'DA-LUM MAG-NA'TVM, n. [LJ (English law) An
offence done to a peer, or a great officer, by scandalous
words or reports : an action for words spoken in deroga-
tion of a peer, a judge, or other great officer.

SCAN'DENT,* a. (Bat.) Climbing by help of tendrils. Scott.

SCXN-DI'-NA'VI-AN,* a. Relating to Scandinavia, the an-
cient name of Sweden and Norway; or to the ancient

literature of the north-west part of Europe. P. Cyc.

ScXN-Di-NA'vi-AN,* n. A native of Scandinavia. P. Cyc.

SCXN'NING,* n'. Act of counting the feet in a verse;
scansion. Adam.

SCAN'SIC-N, n. [scansio, L.] Act of scanning. Bp. Percy.

SCAN-SO'RI-AL,* n. (Ornitli..)
A climbing bird. The

climbing birds are called scansorials or scansores. Brands.
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ScXNT, v. a.
[i. SCANTED; pp. SCANTING, SCANTED.] To

limit
;
to straiten. Shak.

ScXNT, v. n. (Naut.) To fail
; as, The wind scants.""

fScXNT, n. Scarcity ; scantiness. Carew.

ScXNT, a. Not plentiful ;
scarce ; less than what is proper

or competent; scanty; not liberal; parsimonious. Shak.

(Naut.) Not fair
;
unfavorable ; as,

" a scant wind."

JScANT, ad. Scarcely; hardly. Camden.
ScXNT'i-LY, ad. Narrowly; not plentifully ; sparingly.
ScXNT'i-NESS, n. State of being scanty ; narrowness.
tScXN'TLE, v. n. To be deficient ; to scant. Drayton.
ScXN'TLE, v. a. [eschanteler, old Fr.

; schiantare, It.] To di-

vide into little pieces; to shiver. Ld. Chesterfield. [R.
ScXNT'LET, n. A small pattern ;

a little piece. Hale.
'

ScXNT'LlNG, n. [echantilloii, Fr.] A quantity cut

particular purpose ;
a certain proportion ;

a small quanti-
ty : the measure of breadth and thickness of timber :

a piece of timber under five inches square : timber used
for the quartering of partitions, as posts, tie-beams, raft-

ers, &c.

ScXNT'LlNG, a. Not plentiful ;
small

;
scant. Shenstone. [R.]

ScXNT'LY, ad. Scarcely : hardly ; penuriously. Dry-
den. [R.]

ScXNT'NESS, n. Narrowness; scantiness. Hayward. [R.]
ScXNT'y, a. Narrow

;
small

;
short of quantity sufficient

;

too small for the purpose intended , not copious ; not am-
ple ;

scant
; sparing ; parsimonious.

SCAPE, v. a. [contracted from escape.] To escape. Shak.

SCAPE, v. n. To get away; to escape. Dryden.
SCAPE, 7i. [{Escape; means of escape; evasion; freak;

loose act. S/iak.] (Bot.) A peduncle ; the flowering stem
of a plant.

SCAPE-GXL'LOWS,* n. One who has escaped, though de-

serving, the gallows. Carr.

SCAPE'-GOAT, 71. The goat set at liberty, by the Jews, on
the day of solemn expiation, and banished into the wil-

derness, loaded with the imprecations of the high-priest,
representing the sins of all the people.

SCAPE'-GRACE,* n. A vile or worthless fellow; a knave.
Brit. Critic.

SCAPE'MENT, 7i. (Clockwork) See ESCAPEMENT.
ScXPH'lTE,* 7i. [ffKa<pfi.] (Conch.) An elliptical-chambered

shell, belonging to the family of the ammonites. Brande.

ScAp'Q-LiTE,* n. (Min.) A silicious mineral which occurs

crystallized and massive
; pyramidal felspar. P. Cyc.

SCAP'V-ZA, n. [L.] pi. SCAPULAE. (Anat.) The shoulder-
blade.

ScXp'y-LAR, ) a. [scapulaire, Fr.] Relating to the scapu-
SfiXp'v-LA-Ry, )

la or to the shoulders.

ScXp'v-LA-Ry, 7t. Part of the habit of a friar, consisting
of two narrow slips of cloth, of which one crosses the
back or shoulders, and the other the stomach.

SCA'PUS,* n. [L.] (Ornith.) .The stem or trunk of a feath-

er, including the quill. (Arch.) The shaft of a column.
Brande.

SCAR, n. [eaxaoa.] A mark of a wound
;
a cicatrix : a

divided part ;
the detached protrusion of a rock. [scarus,

L.] A sea-fish
;
the scarus.

SCAR, v. a.
[i. SCARRED ',pp. SCARRING, SCARRED.] To mark

as with a scar, sore, or wound.
ScXR'AB, 7i. A beetle ; an insect

;
a scarabee. Derham.

ScXR'A-BEE, n. [scarabteus, L.
; scarabee, Fr.] A beetle

;

an insect of the genus searabaus, with sheathed wings.
ScXR'A-MoOcil, 7i. [scaramuccia, It.; scaramouche, Fr.]
A buffoon in motley dress

;
a character in the puppet-

show, originally from Italy.

SCAR'BRO-ITE,* n. (Min.) A hydrated silicate of alumina,
massive, and white. P. Cyc.

||ScARCE, [skars, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; skers, S.; skars,
P. ; skars, E.] a. [scarso, It.] [{Parsimonious ; not liber-

al; stingy. Chaucer.] Not plentiful; not copious 3 rare;
not common.

1

ScARCE, ad. Hardly; with difficulty ; scarcely.
ScARCE'LY, ad. Hardly ; barely ;

with difficulty.

ScARCE'MENT,*7i. A rebate or set-back in building walls,
or in raising banks of earth. London.

||ScARCE'NESS, 71. State of being scarce
; scarcity.

||ScAR9'i-TY, n. State of being scarce
;
want of plenty ;

want ; penury ; rareness
; infrequency.

||ScARC'i-TY-R66T,* 71. The root of scarcity, or mangel
wurzel. Farm. Enc.

SCARD, 71. A shard. [North of Eng.]
SCARE, v. a. [scorare, It.

; skiar, Icel.] [i. SCARED
; pp.

SCARING, SCARED.] To frighten; to affright; to terrify;
to alarm

;_
to strike with sudden fear.

ScARE'cROW, n. An image, clapper, or other thing, set

up to frighten birds
; any vain terror: a bird of the sea-

gull kind; the black gull. Pennant.

fScARE'FlRE, 7i. An alarm caused by fire. Holder.

SCARF, n. A piece of dress that hangs loose upon the
shoulders ;

a sort of shawl. (Arch.) A junction of two
pieces of timber.

SCARF, v. a.
[i.

SCARFED
; pp. SCARFING, SCARFED.] To

throw loosely on. Shak. To dress in any loose vesture.

(Arch.) To piece ;
to unite two pieces of timber together

by notching them into each other at the ends.
SCARF'JNG,* n. (Arch.) The act of covering with a scarf :

the act of joining two pieces of timber, by notching
or indenting, so as to appear but one. P. Cyc.

SCARF'SKIN, n. The outermost lamina of the skin; the
cuticle

;
the epidermis.

ScXR-I-Fl-CA'TiON, n. [scarificatio, L.] Act of scarifying ;

incision of the skin with a scarificator.

SCXR'J-FI-CA-TOR, 71. One who scarifies ; an instrument
consisting of ten or twelve lancets, used in cupping.

ScXR'i-Fl-ER, n. One who scarifies; a scarificator: a
machine to excoriate or disturb the surface of the earth.

ScXR'l-FY, v. a. [scarifico, L.
; scarifier, Fr.] [i. SCARIFIED

,

pp. SCARIFYING, SCARIFIED.] To let blood by incisions of
the skin, not so deep as to open the large veins, as with
a scarificator.

SCA-RI-OSE',* a. (Bot.) Dry and shrivelled ; scarious.
Crabb.

ScA'Ri-oOs,* a. (Bot.) Dry, thin, and shrivelled. P. Cyc.
SCAR-LA-Ti'NA,* n. (Med.) Scarlet fever

;
an eruptive fe-

ver, accompanied with sore throat, and often appearing
as an epidemic. P. Cyc,

SCAR'LESS,* a. Free from scars. Drummond.
SCAR'LET, n. [escarlate, old Fr.

; scarlatto, It. ; scharlach.

Ger.] A color compounded of red and yellow ;
a bright red

color
;
cloth or dress of scarlet.

SCAR'LET, a. Of the color of scarlet
;
red tinged with yel-

low.

ScXR'LET-BEAN, n. A red bean, and the plant.

SCAR'LET-FE'VER,* n. A fever or disease accompanied
with an etHoresconce, or red flush ; scarlatina. Brande.

SCAK'LET-FISH* 71. A Chinese fish
; the telescope carp

Booth.
'

SCAR'LET-OAK', n. A species of oak
;
the ilex.

w- A skirmish. S^r.
ScARN, n. Cow-dung. Ray. [North of En".]
SCARN'-BEE, . A beetle.' Ray. [Local, Eng.]
SCARP, 7i. [escarpe, Fr.] (Fort.) The interior slope of a

ditch
;
the slope on that side of a ditch which is next to

a fortified place, and looks towards the fields.

SCAR'RY,* a. Having scars; covered with scars. Holins-
hed.

SCA'RVS, n. [L.] pi. SCARI. (fch.) A genus of fishes
; a

sea-fish
;
the scar. Bp. Taylor.

SCA'RV, n. Poor land having a little grass. [Local, Eng.]
ScXT, 7i. A shower of rain. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
fScXTCH, n. [escache, Fr.] A kind of horse-bit for bridles.

Bailey.

fScXTCH'E?, 7i. pi. [chausses, Fr.] A sort of stilts to put the
feet in, to walk in dirty places. Bailey.

SCATE, n. [schaetse, Teut.J A fish of the species of thorn-
back : a shoe with an iron for sliding. See SKATE.
Thomson.

fScXT'E-BROtrs, a. [scatebra, L.] Abounding with springs.
Bailey.

SCATH, [skath, W. Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ; skath, S. K.] v. a. [i.

SCATHED
; pp. SCATHING, SCATHED.] To harm

; to waste
;

to damage ;
to injure ;

to destroy. Milton. [R.]

SfScXTH,

n. Damage ; mischief; depopulation. Spenser.

ScXTH'pOL, a. Mischievous
;
destructive. Shak. [R.]

ScXTH'LESs, a. Without harm or damage. Chaucer. [R.]

CXT'TER, V. 0. [i. SCATTERED
; pp. SCATTERING, SCAT-

TERED.] To throw loosely about
;
to sprinkle ;

to dissi-

pate ;
to disperse ;

to spread thinly.

ScXT'TER, v. n. To be dissipated ;
to be dispersed. Bacon.

SCAT'TER-BRAINED,* (-brand) a. Giddy ; light-headed.
Brockett.

ScXT'TER-BRAlN!-;,* n. A giddy or dissipated person.
CaTT. [Colloquial.]

ScXT'TERED-Ly, (skat'terd le) ad. Dispersedly. Clarke.

SCXT'TER-ER,*'H. One who spatters. Ash.

SCAT'TER-ING, n. A dispersing ;
that which is scattered

ScXx'TER-iNG,* a. Separated ; dispersed ;
not united.

ScXT'TER-TNG-LY, ad. Loosely ; dispersedly. Abbot.

ScXT'TER-LiNG, n. A vagabond ;
a wanderer. Spenser.

fSCA-TU'RI-ENT, a. [scaturiens, L.] Springing, as a foun-
tain. Bailey.

|ScA-TV-RiG'}-NOtJS, a. [scaturig-o, L.] Full of fountains

Bailey.

SCAUP'DUCK,* n. A species of duck. Pennant.

ScXv'AGE,* /i. An impost on merchant strangers, levied

by a mayor or sheriff. Crabb.

ScXv'EN-GER, 71. Originally, a petty magistrate, whose
office it was to see that the streets were clean : now, a
laborer employed in cleaning them.

fScEL'E-RXT, 11. [Fr. ; sceleratus, L.] A villain. Cheyne.

SCE'NA-RY, n. See SCENERY.

SCENE', (s'cn) n. [scene, Fr. ; sccna, L. ; ffxnvfi, Gr.] The
stage of a theatre ; dramatic representation ;

the imagina-

ry place in which the action of a play is supposed to pass :

a division of a drama or play, a subdivision of an act,

or so much of an act of a play as is transacted without

i, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X
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any supposed change of place, or consequent alteration

of the painted scene : the hangings of a theatre, adapted
to the play ; a large painted view : the general appear-
ance of any action

; the whole contexture of objects ;
a

display ;
a series ; a regular disposition ; any series of

action : disorderly action
; exhibition of disorder and

passion, as in an assembly or public body.
fScENE, v. a. To exhibit; to display. Sancroft.

BCENE'FOL,* (sen'ful) a. Abounding in imagery. Collins.

BCENE'-PAINT-ER,* n. One who paints scenes or scenery.
P. Cyc.

SCENE '-PAINT-INS,* n. The art or act of painting scenes,
scenery, or representations for the stage, &c. P. Cyc.

SCE'NER-Y, (se'ner-e) n. The appearance of a place or of

objects ;
a landscape ; a representation ;

the painted rep-
resentation of a spot where an action is performed, as

upon the stage.

SCEN'IC, (sen'jk) [sen'jk, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. R.; se'njk,

Sm.] a. [scenicus, L.
; scenique, Fr.J Relating to scenes or

theatrical representations ;
dramatic ; theatrical.

SCEN'I-CAL, a. Scenic. B. Jonson. [R.]

ScEN-o-aRAPH'ic,* a. Relating to scenography. Park.

SCEN-O-GRAPH'I-CAL, a. [aKnvfi and ypd^w.] Relating to

scenography ; perspective ;
drawn in perspective.

SCEN-P-GRAPH'I-CAL-LY, ad. In or by perspective.

SCE-NOG'RA-PHY, (se-nog'ra-fe) n. [ffxrivfi and ypfyu.]
The art of perspective ; the representation of solids in

perspective.

SCENT, (sent) re. [sentir, Fr.
; sentio, L.] Power of smell-

ing; the object of smell
; odor, good or bad

;
smell

; per-
fume

; fragrance : chase followed by the smell.

SCENT, (sent) v. a.
[i.

SCENTED ; pp. SCENTING, SCENTED.]
To smell

;
to perceive by the nose

;
to perfume, or to im-

bue with odor.

SCENT'ED,*P. a. Perfumed
;
imbued with or having scent.

SCENT'F0L, a. Odorous
; quick of smell. Browne.

SCENT'LESS, (sent'les) a. Inodorous; having no smell.

IJSjeEp'TIC, (skep'tik) [skep'tik, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.;
sep'tik, E.] n.

[{TKSXTIKOS,
Gr.

; sceptique, Fr.] An adher-
ent to the sceptical philosophy ;

a Pyrrhonist ; a doubter
;

one who disbelieves the truths of revelation
;
an infidel.

$5= The old orthography of this word was sceptic; and
it is so printed in the old dictionaries which preceded those
of Dr. Johnson, viz., those of Blount, Phillips, Coles,
Kersey, Bailey, Dyche, Ainsworth, Martin, &c.

;
but Dr.

Johnson introduced the orthography of skeptic, and in this

he has been followed by a majority of succeeding lexicog-

raphers, among whom are Ash, Kenrick, Barclay, Fen-

ning, Barlow, Brown, Entick, Scott, Sheridan, Perry,

Jones, Jameson, and Richardson
; but sceptic is preferred

by Lemon, Walker, Enfield, Fulton and Knight, Rees,
Maunder, Smart, and Reid. In the first edition of Dr.

Webster's large Dictionary, (1828,) the word stands scep-

tic, pronounced sep'tic; but, in the second edition, (1841,)
it is altered to skeptic. In encyclopaedias and dictionaries

of the arts and sciences, the orthography generally used
is sceptic.

Walker, in speaking of the orthography and pronun-
ciation of this word, says,

" Dr. Johnson has not only
given his approbation to the sound of k, but has, contrary
to general practice, spelt the word skeptic. It is not my
intention to cross the general current of polite, and classi-

cal pronunciation, which is, I know, that of sounding the
c like fc ; my objection is only to writing it with the k ; and
in this I think 1 am supported by the best authorities since
the publication of Johnson's Dictionary."

In a notice of Dr. Johnson's Dictionary, in the Monthly
Review, in 1755, soon after its first publication, the fol-

lowing remark is found, in relation to this word :
"

Scep-

tic, he insists, ought to be written skeptic, but without

producing any authority in favor of that mode of spell-

ing." In all the instances, six in number, adduced by John-
son to illustrate the use of the words sceptic, sceptical, and

scepticism, the orthography of sc, and not sk, is used
;
the

same is the fact with respect to all the instances, nine in

number, adduced by Richardson in his Dictionary. The
orthography of sceptic, sceptical, scepticism, continues to be
the prevailing and best usage ;

sc being pronounced hard
like sk in these words, as in the word scirrhus.

|]SEP'TI-CAL, (skep'te-kal) a. Relating to, or partaking of,

scepticism; doubting; not believing ; disbelieving.

PjKEP'Ti-CAL-LY,

ad. In a sceptical manner
; doubtingly.

EP'TI-CAL-NESS, n. Quality of being sceptical. Todd.

EP'Ti-cI?iM, n. [aicirT<>itat.] An ancient system of phi-

losophy, founded by Pyrrho, which introduced universal

doubt, or suspension of assent, with respect to all grounds
of knowledge : tendency or disposition to doubt ; univer-

sal doubt
;
doubt of the truths of revelation

; infidelity.

J|SjeEp'Ti-cIZE, v. n. To doubt of every thing. Ld. S.'iaftes-

bury.

SCEP'TUE, (sep'ter) n. [sceptrum, L. ; sceptre, Fr.] The en-

sign of royalty ;
the staff borne in the hand by kings or

sovereigns as an ensign of authority.

SCEP'TRE, (sep'ter) v. a. To
invest

with a sceptre. Bp. Hall.

SCEP'TRED, (sep'terd) a. Bearing a sceptre. Milton.

SCEP'TRE-LESS,* (sep'ter-Ies) a. Having no sceptre. Mien
SCHAAL'STEIN,* (shal'stin) re. (Min.) Table spar, a min-

eral which occurs in laminated masses or concretions.
Brande.

SCHAH,* (sha) re. The sovereign of Persia. See SHAH.
SjeHE'D!-XM,* (ske'de-Szm) n. [^^iaff^a.] Cursory Writ-

ing on a loose sheet. Walker.

SCHEDULE, (sked'yul, shed'yul, or sgd'yul) [shed'yul, K.
Sm. R.; sed'ul, J. F. ; sked'ul, Wb. Kenrick, Barclay;
sed'jul, S. ; sed'jul or sked'jul, W. ; sked'ul or sed'ul, P. ;

sked'ul or shed'ul, Ja.] re. [o'xto'n, Gr.
; schedula, L.

;

schedule, Fr.] A small scroll
;
a detached or separate in-

ventory ;
a list ; a catalogue ; a writing additional or

appendant ;
a little inventory.

$5=
" In the pronunciation of this word, we seem

to depart both from the Latin schedula and the French
schedule. If we follow the first, we ought to pronounce
the word skedule ; if the last, shedule; but entirely sinking
the ch in schedule seems to be the prevailing mode, and
too firmly fixed by custom to be altered in favor of either
of its original words. Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Perry, and Bu-
chanan, pronounce it skedule ; but Mr. Elphinston, Mr.
Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Nares, Barclay, Fenning, and
Shaw, sedule ; though, if we may believe Dr. Jones, it

was pronounced skedule in dueen Anne's time." Walker.

USCHED'ULE, v. a. To place in a list or catalogue. Todd.

SCHEEL'ITE,* re. (Min.) A tungstate of lime. Dana.

S^HEE'LI-CM,* (s!ie'le-um) n. (Min.) Another name for

tungsten. Brande. [See SCHERERITE.
SCHEER'ER-ITE,* n. (Min.) Resinous naphthaline. Dana.
SCHEIK,* n. See SHEIK.

SjEHE'MA-TlijM, n. [vyyparlapis.} Combination of the as-

pects of heavenly bodies : particular form or disposition
of a thing.

, re. A projector ;
schemer. Fleetwood.

v. n. To form schemes or schematisms.
Blackwood.

SJBHEME, (skem) n. [axnpV'] A combination of various

things into one view, design, or purpose ;
a plan ;

a rep-
resentation of any geometrical or astronomical figure ; a

diagram ;
a system ;

a project ; a contrivance
;
a design ;

an astrological, lineal, or mathematical diagram.
SjCHEME, (skem) v. a.

[i. SCHEMED
; pp. SCHEMING,

SCHEMED.] To contrive
;
to project ;

to plan.

SCHEME, (skem) v. n. To contrive
;
to form or design.

SJCHEM'ER, (skGm'er) n. A projector ;
a contriver

;
schemist.

SJEHE'MIST, (ske'mist) re. A projector ;
a schemer. Cov-

entry. [R.]
SCHER'BET,* n. See SHERBET.
SCHER'ER-lTE,* ?i. (Min.} An inflammable whitish sub-

stance, found in acicular crystals, in beds of lignite ;

resinous naphthaline : written also schcererite. P. Cyc.

SCHER'IF,* (sher'jf; n. [Arab., lord or master.] A title

iven, in the East, to those who are descended from
ahomet through his son-in-law and daughter, Ali and

Fatirna : called also emir and scid. Brande.

SCHE-RO'JIA,* n. [)?,'j;5i.] (Med.) A dryness of the eye.
Brande.

SpHER-zAN'oo,* (sker-tsan'do) [It.] (Mas.) Noting a

sportive style. Crabb.

SJEHE'SIS, (skc'sjs) 7i. [a\itns.] (Med.) Habit or constitu-

tion of the body: habitude; state. (Rhet.) An argu-
ment against an adversary, from the state of mind im-

puted to him.

SJBHEJT'IC,* (sket'ik) a. Constitutional
;
habitual. Crabb.

SCHIEF'ER-SPAR,* n. (Min.) Slate-spar, a foliated car-

bonate of lime. P. Cyc.

SCHIL'LER-SPAR,* n. (Min.) A silicious mineral which
occurs crystallized, in oblique rhombic prisms. P. Cyc.

SjEHlR'RHUS, n. An induration of a gland. Brande. See
SCIRRHUS.

SCHISM, (sizm) [sizm, S. W. P. F. E.Ja.K. Sm. R. Wb.] n.

[schisme, Fr.
; a\iuna, Gr.] A separation from the true

church ; a division or separation, particularly among
those who profess the same religion ;

a division
; sepa-

ration. $5= "The common pronunciation of this word is

contrary to every rule for pronouncing words from the
learned languages, and ought to be altered. Ch, in Eng-
lish words, coming from Greek words with x ought al-

ways to be pronounced like k; and I believe the word in

question is almost the only exception throughout the

language. However strange, therefore, skizm may sound,
it is the only true and analogical pronunciation ;

and we
might as well pronounce scheme seme, as schism sizm,
there being exactly the same reason for both. But, when
once a falsa pronunciation is fixed, as this is, it requires
some daring spirit to begin the reformation ; but, when
once begun, as it has (what seldom happens) truth, nov-

elty, and the appearance of Greek erudition, on its side,
there is no doubt of its success. Whatever, therefore,

may be the fate of its pronunciation, it ought still to re-

tain its spelling. This must be held sacred, or the whole

language will be metamorphosed ;
for the very same rea-

giv
M
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son that induced Dr. Johnson to spell sceptick skeptick,

ought: to have made him spell schism sizm, and schedule

sedule. All our orthoepists pronounce the word as I have
marked it." Walker.

BJEJHIS'MA,* n. Oxford.] (Mus.) An interval equal to half
a comma. Brande.

Sciii^'MA-Tlc, (siz'ma-tik or siz-m&t'ik) [siz'ma-tik, S.

W J. E. F. Ja. Sm. R. Bailey; sjz-mat'jk, P. K. Wb.
Scott, Entick, Ash, Rees.] n. One who practises, promotes,
or adheres to schism

; a separatist.

Scm-MXT'ic, (sjz-mat'jk) [sjz-mat'jk, K. Sm. R. Wb.;
siz'ma-tik, Ja.] a. [schismatique, Fr.] Practising schism

;

schismatical
; dissensious.

SCHI^-MXT'I-CAL, (siz-mat'e-kal) a. Implying schism ;

inclined to, or promoting, schism
; practising schism.

ScHi-MXT'i-CAL-Ly, (siz-mat'e-kal-le) ad. In a schismat-
ical manner.

SCHI-MXT'I-CAL-NESS, (sjz-mat'e-kal-nes) n. State of

being schismatical. More.

ScHl'MA-TiZE, (siz'ma-tlz) v. n. [schismatiser, Fr.] To
practise schism. Cotgrave.

tScHiM'LEss, (sizm'les) a. Without schism. Milton.

SCHIST,* (shist) n. Oxt<7T<5j.] (Min.) A slate rock or stone.

A word originally Greek, but adopted into English from
the German. Brande.

ScHis'TdsE,* a. Relating to, or containing, schist
; having

a slaty texture. Lyell.

SCHIS'TOVS,* a. Relating to schist
;
schistose. London.

Sjenlz'o-POD,* n. [a%{w.] (Zool.) A long-tailed, decapod
crustacean. Brande.

SJEHOL/AR, (skol'ar) n. [scholaris, L.] One who learns of
a master ; a pupil : one who has a learned education

;
a

proficient in learning, particularly classical learning ;
a

man of letters
;
a literary man ;

a man of books : one

who, in an English university, belongs to the foundation
of a college, and who has a portion of its revenues.

fSjeHQ-LXR'i-TY, (sk9-lar'e-te) n. [scholarite,o\d Fr.] Schol-

arship. B. Jpnson.
SjeHOL'AR-LiKE, a. Becoming a scholar

;
like a scholar.

SjEH6L'AR-LY,*a. Relating to, or like, a scholar. Chambers.

SJBHOL'AR-LY,* ad. In the manner of a scholar. Shak.

SJKHOL'AR-SHIP, 7i. Learning ;
literature ; knowledge ;

literary education : an exhibition or maintenance for a

scholar.

SHC-LXs'Tic, a. [schola, scholasticus, L.] Pertaining to

a school or schools, particularly to the schools, learn-

ing, theology, and philosophy of the middle ages : pe-
dantic

; needlessly subtle. Scholastic philosophy, the
method of philosophizing which was practised by the

schoolmen, or in the schools and universities, of the

middle, or dark, ages. Scholastic theology, according to

Hallanij
" was an endeavor to arrange the orthodox

system of the church, such as authority had made it, ac-

cording to the rules and methods of the Aristotelian

dialectics, and sometimes upon premises supplied by
metaphysical reasoning."

SjEHQ-LXs'Tic, n. An adherent to scholastic philosophy
or theology ; a schoolman.

SHp-LXs'Tl-CAL, a. [scholasticus, L.] Relating to the

schools, scholasticism, or scholastics ; scholastic.

SjEHQ-LXs'Ti-CAL-LY, ad. In a scholastic manner.

SjeHO-LXs'Tj-cIM> (sk9-lls'te-sizm) n. The scholastic

philosophy or mode of philosophizing. Warton.

SHd'Ll-XsT, n. [scholiastes, L.] A name given to the
old grammarians, or critics, who used to write notes or

annotations on the margins of the manuscripts of the
ancient classical authors ;

a writer of explanatory notes.

SeHd-Li-Xs'Tic, a. Pertaining to a scholiast. Swift.

fSCHO'Li-AZE, v. n. To write notes. Milton.

jSHOL'i-CAL, a. [scholicus, L.] Scholastic. Hales.

-ftN, (sko'le-on) n. [Gr.] Same as scholium. Spenser.

-UM, (sko''le-um) n. [L.] pi. L. spnd'Li-A;
Eng. SjeHO'Li-pM. An annotation ; an explanatory
note or observation.

(skS'le) n. [scholie, Fr.
; scholium, L.] An ex-

planatory note ; scholium. Hooker.

tSH6'Ly, (sk5'le) v. n. To write expositions. Hooker.

SCHOOL, (skol) n. [schola, L.
; scale, Sax.

; schule, Ger.
;

schole, Teut.] A place for elementary instruction
;
a place

of discipline and instruction ; a seminary ;
a place of

literary education ; an academy ;
a university ;

a state of
instruction : the doctrine, system, or practice of any one
set of teachers : a particular class devoted to any sys-
tem or art

;
as the French school of painting: the age

of the church and form of theology succeeding that of
the fathers ;

so called because this mode of treating re-

ligion arose from the use of academical disputations.

SjBHOOL, v. a. [i. SCHOOLED; pp. SCHOOLING, SCHOOLED.]
To instruct ;

to train
;
to teach with superiority ;

to tutor.

SCHOOL,* a. Relating to a school or to education
;
scholas-

tic ; as,
" school divinity,"

" a school divine." Locke.

SjBHOOL'-BOOK,* (-buk) 7i. A book used in schools. Jod-
relL

SJBHOOL'-BOY, (skol'bbi) n. A boy that attends school.

SJBHOOL'-BRED,* a. Educated in a school. Cowper.
SCHOOL'-DAME, n. A school mistress. Echard.

S^HOOL'-DAY, n. ; pi. SCHOOL'-DAY. Time in which
youth are sent to school. Shak.

SjeHOOL'-Dl-viNE',*7i.One versed in, or supporting, scho-
lastic theology ; a schoolman. Blackstone.

SH66L'-Dl-viN'i-Ty,*n. Scholastic theology. Addison.

tSjBHOOL'ER-y, 7i. Precepts ; schooling. Spenser.
SJEHOOL'-FEL-LOW, (-sk&l'fel-lo) n. One bred at the same
school ; a fellow-student.

SJEHOOL'-JGIRL,* n. A girl that attends school. Roberts.

S.eildoL'-noC'SE, n. A house in which a school is kept.
SHOOL'lN&,n. Instruction; learning at school

; expense
for instruction : a lecture

; a reprimand.
SJCHOOL'MAID, n. A girl at school. Shak.

SjeHOOL'MAN, n. ; pi. SCHOOLMEN. A scholastic; one
versed in, or a writer of, scholastic divinity or philoso-
phy.

SjEHOOL'Mis-TER, n. One who teaches a school.

SJBHOOL'MIS-TRESS, n. A woman who teaches a school.

SJEHOOL'-ROOM,* n. A room in which a school is kept.
Ash.

'

SJEHOOL'-TATJGHT,* (-taut) o. Taught at or in school.
Goldsmith.

SjeHOOL'-THE-OL'O-oy,* n. Scholastic divinity. Clum-
bers.

S^HOON'ER, n. [schuner, Ger.] A small, sharp-built ves-

sel, having two masts, with small top-masts and fore-and-
aft sails. A schooner carries a fore-top and a top-gallant
sail.

SCHORL,* (shbrl) n. [scorl, Swed.] (Min.) A brittle min-

eral, usually occurring in black prismatic crystals. Brande.

SCHORL'JTE,* n. (Min.) A name sometimes given to to-

paz. Dana.

ScHORL'oys,* a. Relating to or containing shorl. Dana.

SjeiiRElGHT, (skret) n. A fish. Ainsworth.

SJEJHRODE,* n. A young or small codfish, split and salted

for cooking : written also strode. C. Brown.

SCI'A-GRXPH,* n. The section of a building to show its

inside ; sciagraphy. Ash.

,

Sci-A-GRXpH'i-CAL-Ly,* ad. According to sciagraphy.
Smart.

Sci-XG'RA-PHY, (sl-Sg'ra-fe) n. [sciagraphie, Fr. ; vKtaypa-
0fa, Gr.] Art of sketching ': the art or act of casting and

delineating shadows: art of dialling. (Arch.) The
section, or profile of a section, of a building, cut in its

length and breadth, displaying its interior : written also

sciagraphy.
Sci-XM'A-jBHY, n. See SCIOMACHY. Johnson.

ScI-A-THER'lc, ) a. [ffKtaOripiKds.] Belonging to a sun-

SCI-A-THR'I-CAL, j
dial. Browne. See SCIOTHERIC.

SCI-A-THER'I-CAL-LY, ad. After the manner of a sun-dial.

Scl-XT'ic,* a. Relating to sciatica; sciatical. Burney.
ScT-XT'lc, n. Same as sciatica. Pope.

ScT-XT'l-CA, (si-at'e-ka) n. [sciatique, Fr. ; ischiadica passio,

L.] n. (Med.) A rheumatic affection of the hip joint ;
the

hip gout.

Sci-Xx'i-CAL, a. Relating to sciatica; afflicting the hip.-

SCI'ENCE, (si'ens) n. [Fr. ; scie/ttia, L.] Knowledge;
knowledge methodically digested and arranged ;

a branch
of knowledge ; a body of truths or principles ; any
species of knowledge or art: one of the seven liberal

arts or sciences of the ancients, namely, grammar,
rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, music, geometry, astrono-

my.--abstract science, the knowledge of reasons ami
their conclusions. Natural science, the knowledge of

causes and effects, and of the laws of nature. Science,

as distinguished from literature, is a branch of knowledge
which is made the subject of investigation with a vivv
to discover and apply first principles.

fSd'ENT, a. [sciens,L.] Skilful; knowing. Cockcram.

SCI-&N' TER,* ad. [L.] (Law) Knowingly. Bnuvier.

tSci-fiN'TiAL, (si-cn'shal) a. Producing science. B. Jon^n.

ScI-EN-Ti'F'lc, a. [scientifique, Fr. ; scicntia and facia, L.]

Relating to science
;
conformed to the rules of science ;

versed in science ; producing certainty ;
learned.

ScI-EN-TiF'l-CAL, a. Relating to science ;
scientific.

SCI-EN-TIF'I CAL-LY, ad. In a scientific manner.
SCIL'I-CET* ail. [L.] (Law) Truly ; certainly ;

that is to

say ;
to wit. Whishaw.

SciL'Li-TJNE,* 71. (Chem.) The peculiar bitter principle
obtained from the squill, or the bulbous root of the scilla

maritima. Brande.

SciM'l-TAR, (sim'e-tar) n. See SCYMETAR and CIMETER.

SclN'coiD,* 11. A short-footed saurian reptile. Brande.

SciN-C9-ii>'l-AN,* 7i. (Zool.) A species of saurian
;
scin-

coid. P. Cyc.

fSciNK, (sink) ?i. An abortive or slunk calf. Ainswnrth.

SCLN'TIL-LXNT, a. [scintillans, L.] Sparkling; emitting

sparks. Green.

SdN'TJL-LATE, V. 71. [sci*$lo, L.] [i. SCINTILLATED J pp.

A., E, I, O, U, Y, long; X, , I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, f, O, V, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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SCINTILLATING, SCINTILLATED.] To sparkle ;
to emit

sparks.
SCIN-TJL-LA'TIQN, n. Act of scintillating ; sparks emitted.

SCI-OG'RA-PHY,* 7i. See SCIAGRAPHY.

SCI'Q-LIS'M, (sl'9-lizm) n. [sciolus, L.] Superficial knowl-
edge or learning. Brit. Crlt.

Sci'p-LlsT, (sl'9-list) re. One of superficial knowledge.
tSci'p-LOUS, a. Superficially or imperfectly knowing.
Ho well

Sci-6M'A-Hy, (si-om'a-ke) [sl-orn'a-ke, W. P. J. F. K.
Sm. W'b.; skl-orn'j-ke, SL] n. [sciomackie, Fr.

;
a>.-id and

paxfi, Gr.] Battle with a shadow. Cowley. Written
also sciamachy.

SCI'Q-MAN-CY,* n. Divination by shadows
;

the art of

raising or calling up ghosts. Crabb.

SCJ'QN, (sl'on) n. [Fr.] A small twig. See CION.

SCI-OP'TIC,* or Scf-op'TRic,* a. Applied to a ball, used
in the camera obscura, for giving motion to a lens. Brande.

ScI-Q-THER'ic,* a. The sciotheric telescope is an instru-

ment for adjusting the time, by means of the shadow.
Crabb.

SCI'RE FA'CI-AS, (sl're-fa'she-as) n. [L.] "Cause it to

be known." (Law) A judicial writ founded upon some
record, and requiring the defendant to show cause why
the plaintiff should not have the advantage of such rec-

ord
; or, when it is issued to repeal letters-patent, why

the record should not be annulled and vacated.

SJEIR-RHOS'I-T?, (skir-ros'e-te) n. State of being scir-

rhous
;
an induration of a gland.

SJEIR'RHOUS, (skir'rhys) a. Having a gland indurated.

SJBIR'RHUS, (sklr'rus) [skir'rus, S. W. Ja. K. Sm.] n.

[scirre, Fr.
; <rrf^oj, Gr.] pi. L. spHlR'Rl, Eng. SHiR'-

Rys-ES. (Med.) An induration of a gland, forming an
indolent tumor not readily suppurating, and at first un-
attended by discoloration of the skin. Sometimes
written schirrhus and sklrrhus. $5=

" This word is

sometimes, but improperly, written schirrus, with the A
in the first syllable instead of the last ; and Bailey and
Penning have given us two aspirations, and spelt it

schirrhus ;
both of which modes of spelling the word are

contrary to the general analogy of orthography ; for, as the
word comes from the Greek a<ippo<;, the latter r, only,
can have the aspiration, as the first of these double let-

ters has always the spiritus lenis ; and the c, in the first

syllable, arising from the Greek *, and not the x, no
more reason can be given for placing the A after it, by
spelling it schirrus, than there is for spelling scene, from

ffxrivfi, schene ; or sceptre, from o-KJjTrp,;i;, scheptre. The
most correct Latin orthography confirms this opinion, by
spelling the word in question scirrhus ; and, according to

the most settled analogy of our own language, and the
constant method of pronouncing words from the Greek
and Latin, the c ought to be soft before the i in this

word, and the first syllable should be pronounced like the
first of syr-inge, Sir-i-us, &c. Whatever might have been
the occasion of the false orthography of this word, its

false pronunciation seems fixed beyond recovery." Walker.

jScis-ci-TA'Tlcm, 7i. [sciscitatus, L.] Inquiry. Bp. Hall.

Scis'SEL,* (sls'sel) 11. The clippings of metals produced
in manufacturing them: slips or plates of metals out
of which circular blanks have been cut for the purpose
of coinage. Brande.

tScis'si-BLE, (sis'se-bl) a. [sciisus, L.] Scissile. Bacon.

ScIs'siLE, (sls'sjl) a. [Fr. ; scissilis, L.] Capable of being
cut or divided smoothly by a sharp edge, rfrbuthnot. [R.]

Sci'?IQN, (sizli'un)Ti. [Fr. ; scissio, L.] Act of cutting.

Sci'4pR, (slz'zgrz) n. pi. [scissor, L.
; ciseauz, Fr.] A cut-

ting instrument, formed like shears, with two blades
movable on a pivot ;

small shears : sometimes written

cisors, cisars, cizars, and scissars.

|Sci'VRE, (sizh'ur) n. [scissura, L.] A crack; a rent; a
fissure. Hammond.

SCITE,* (sit) n. See SITE,

ScI'U-RiNE,* 7i. [sciurus, L.] (Zool.) A rodent of the

squirrel tribe
;
a squirrel. Brande.

SJELA-VO'NI-AN,* n. A native or inhabitant of Sclavonia.

Ency. Written also Slavonian.

SJELA-VO'NI-AN, ) a. Relating to Sclavonia, or the ( Sclavi)

SJELA-VON'IC, ] people of Sclavonia.

SSLE-ROT'IC, a. [scUrotique, Fr.
;

trK \ijpos, Gr.] Hard :

an epithet of one of the coats of the eye. Ray.
SJELE-ROT'IC, n. (Med.) Medicine which hardens and con-

solidates, [eye. Brande.

SJBLE-ROT'I-CA,* n. (Anat.} One of the membranes of the

SCOAT, (skot) v. a. To stop a wheel. Bailey. See SCOTCH.
SC&B$, n.; sing. & pi. [L. sing-.] Raspings of ivory or other
hard substances ; dross of metals

; potashes. Chambers.

Sc6FF, (skof ) v. n. [schoppen, Teut.] [i. SCOFFED
; pp.

SCOFFING, SCOFFED.] To treat with mockery, ridicule, or

contempt ;
to mock; to jeer.

SCOFF, v. a. To jeer ;
to treat with scoffs. Fotherby.

SCOFF, n. Ridicule
; mockery; jeer; expression of scorn.

SCOFF'ER, n. One who scoffs ; ridiculer: saury soorner.

SCOFF'ING,*P. a. Jeering; inclined to scoff.

SCOFF'ING,* n. Act of reviling; jeering. Tillotson.

SCOFF'ING-LY, ad. In contempt; in ridicule. Broome.

SCOLD, v. n. [scliclden, Teut.] [i. SCOLDED
; pp. SCOLDING,

SCOLDED.] To rail with rude clamor ; to speak to another
in reproachful language ;

to quarrel clamorously and rude-

ly. Shak.

SCOLD, v. a. To chide
;
to rate. Howell.

SCOLD, n. A clamorous, rude, foul-mouthed woman. Swift.

SCOLD'ER, n. One 'who scolds or rails. Jlbp. Cranmer.

SCOLD'JNG, n. Clamorous, rude language. South.

SCOLD'ING,*^. a. Using loud and reproachful language.
SCOLO'ING-LY, ad. With rude clamor, like a scold.

SCOL'E-CITE,* n. [o-KwA/^.] (Min.) A crystallized min-
eral ;

the needlestone. Dana,.

SCOL'LQP, n. A shell-fish. Properly scallop. See SCALLOP.
ScoL'LQP.* v. a. See SCALLOP.

SCOL-Q-PEN'DRA, n. [scolopendre, Fr.
; aKoXunzvopa, Gr.]

A venomous serpent ; an earwig. Bryant. [scolopendri-

um, L.] An herb. Jlinsworth.

SCOM'BER,* n. A sea-fish
;
the mackerel. Hill.

SCOM'BE-ROID,* n. A fish of the mackerel tribe. Brande.

fScoam, n. [scomma, L.] A buffoon ;
a mock

; a jeer.

Fotherby.
SCONCE, (skons) n. [schantse, Teut. ; skansa, Su. Goth.]
The head : the head or part of a candlestick in which the
candle is inserted : a pensile candlestick, generally with
a looking-glass to reflect the light. [A fixed seat or shelf

Local.] A mulct, or fine. Johnson. (Fort.) A small fort

for the defence of a pass, a river, &c.

SCONCE, v. a.
[i. SCONCED; pp. SCONCING, SCONCED.] To

mulct
;
to fine. Warton. [Low.]

SCOOP, n. [schoepe, Teut.] A kind of large ladle
;
a vessel with

a long handle, used to lade water: an instrument for

making hollows : a surgical instrument : a sweep ; a
stroke.

SCOOP, v. a. [schoepen, Teut.] [i. SCOOPED; pp. SCOOPING,

SCOOPED.] To lade out
;

to empty by lading ;
to make

hollow ; to remove, so as to leave a hollow.

SCOOP'ER, ?^ One who scoops ;
a waterfowl.

Sc6op'-WHEEL,*7i. A large wheel having scoops fastened
in its periphery, or having buckets around the circumfer-
ence. London.

SCOPE, 7i. [scopus, L.] The limit of intellectual view ; aim ;

intention
;
drift

; thing aimed at
; tendency ;

final end
;

room ; space. [Liberty ; license ;
excess ; sally. Shak.]

SCOP'I-FORM,* a. Having the form of a broom. Smart.

jScop'PET, v. a. To lade out. Bp. Hall.-

tSc6p'?i-

C

c'AL, \

' [<""&] Scoffing. Hammond.

tScop'v-Lo'us', a. [scopulosus, L.] Rocky. Bailey.

fScoR'BUTE, n. [scorbutus, L.] The scurvy. Purchas.

SCOR-BU'TIC, ) a. Relating to the scurvy ;
diseased with

ScOR-BU'TJ-CAL, | scurvy. Wiseman.

SCOR-BU'TI-CAL-LY, ad. With or in the scurvy. Wiseman.

fScoRCE, 7i. Exchange. Spenser. SeeScoRSE.

SCORCH, v. a.
[i.

SCORCHED
; pp. SCORCHING, SCORCHED.]

To burn superficially ; to burn.

SCORCH, v. 71. To be burnt superficially ;
to be dried up.

SCORCII'ING,* p. a. Burning superficially.

SCORCH'JNG-FEN'NEL, n. A plant ;
the deadly carrot.

SCOR'DJ-UM, ?i. [L.] A plant; the water-germander.
SCORE, n. [skora, Icel.] A notch, long incision, or mark,
used to denote a number ; an account kept by notches,

lines, or marks; a mark ; aline ; account: reason ; sake;
motive : the number twenty. (Mus.) The original

draught of the whole composition, in which the several

parts are marked.

SCORE,?;, a. [i. SCORED; pp. SCORING, SCORED.] To mark,
as by incision, or with parallel grooves ; to mark ;

to cut ;

to set down as a debt; to impute ;
to charge.

SCOR'ER,* n. One who scores : an instrument for mark-

ing timber. London.

Scd'RT-A, n. [L.] pi. SCO'RI-JE. Ashes, dross, or slag,

from a smelting furnace
;
dross

; rejected matter ;
volcan-

ic cinders, [dross. Ure.

SCO-RI-A'CEOUS,* (sko-re-a/shus) a. Relating to or like

Sco-Ri-Fj-CA'TiON, n. Act of scorifying ; change to scoria.

SCO'RI-FORM,* a. Resembling scorize. Smart.

SCO'RJ-FY,* v. a. To reduce to scoria or dross. Smart.

ScoR'l-LlTE,* n. (Mm.) A sienitic mineral. Dana.

Sco'Rl-oCs, a. Drossy ; recrementitious. Browne. [R.]

SCORN, v. a. [schemen, Teut.
; escorner, old Fr.] [/.SCORNED ;

pp. SCORNING, SCORNED.] To hold in extreme contempt;
to disdain

;
to despise ;

to slight ;
to contemn.

SCORN, v. n. To show contempt ; to disdain.

SCORN, n. [cscorne, old Fr.] Extreme contempt; act of

contempt ; object of contempt ;
disdain. [jTo think scorn,

to disdain
;

to hold unworthy of regard. Sidney. To

laugh to scorn, to deride as contemptible. Matt.]

SCORN'ER, n. One who scorns; despiser; scoffer.

SCORN'FOL, a. Filled with scorn
; showing contempt; con

tcmptuous; disdainful.

SCORN'FOL-LY, ad. With scorn ; contemptuously.
ScoRN'FOL-Nfiss,*?!. Quality of being scornful. Ash.
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SCORN'ING, n. Act of contempt or disdain. Ps. cxxiii.

fScdRN'Y, a. Deserving scorn. Mirror for Mag.
SCOR'O-DITE,* n. (Min.) An arseniate of copper. Dana.

SCOR'PI-ON, n. [Fr. ; scorpio, L.] An insect, orsmall reptile,

resembling a crab, having in its tail a venomous sting : a

scourge of cruel effect: a sea-fish : the eighth sign in

the zodiac. [annual, and some perennial.

ScoR'Pl-QN-GRAss, n. A genus of plants, some of them

SCOR'PI-ON-SEN'NA, n. A perennial plant ;
the ervum. Miller.

SCOR'PJ-QN'S-TAIL, \
n. Names of plants or herbs, rfins-

SCOR'PJ-ON-WORT, \
worth.

ORSE, v. a. To barter; to exchange; to chase. Spenser.

dRSE, v. n. To deal ;
to barter. B. Jonson.

ORSE, re. Exchange ; barter. Spenser. [Hindmarsh.
iR'TA-TO-RY,* a. Relating to prostitution or lewdness.

SCOR'ZA,* n. [h.J (Min.) A species of epidote. Dana.

SCOR-ZQ-NE'RA,* n. (But.) A genus of plants; viper's-

grass. Crabb.

SCOT, 71. [sceat, Sax.,pari or portion, in the sense of contri-

bution or tax.] Same as escot or shot; a payment ; tax;

reckoning. It is an old word, which is used in some

forms, as scot-free: also "paying scot and lot," (Eng.
law} i. e., paying parochial rates.

SCOT, n. [Scotus, L.] A native of Scotland
;
a Scotchman.

SCOT'ALE,* n. (Law) An offence of which a public officer

was guilty who kept an alehouse in his district. Whishaw.

SCOTCH, v. a.
[i.

SCOTCHED
; pp. SCOTCHING, SCOTCHED.]

To cut with shallow incisions. Shak. To stop a wheel

by putting something, as a stone, under it : to pack, as

hemp.
SCOTCH, n. A slight cut ; a shallow incision. Shak.

SCOTCH, a. Relating to Scotland, its inhabitants, or lan-

guage ;
Scottish.

SCOTCH-COL'LQPS, n. pi. Veal cut into small pieces.

SCOTCHED-COL'LOPS, (skotcht-) 7i. pi. Scotch-collops.
SCOTCH'- FID'DLE,* n. The itch. [A cant term.] Scott.

ScoTCH'-FlR,*7i. A species of fir or pine : more properly

Scotch-pine. Farm. Ency.

ScpTCH'-Hop'pER, n. pi. A play in which boys hop over
lines or scotches in the ground. Locke.

ScoTcii'-R6E,* 71. A species of very thorny rose. Booth.

SCOTCH'-THIS'TLE,* (this'sl) n. A species of thistle : the
emblem in the arms of the Scotch nation. Booth.

SCO'TER,* u. (Ornith.) A species of black duck or diver.

Bran'de.

ScSi'-FREE, a. Without payment; untaxed
;
unhurt.

fSc^OTH,* v. a. To wrap in darkness. Sidney.

SCO'TJ-A,* (sko'she-a) n. (Jlrch.) A semicircular cavity or

channel, between the tori, in the bases of columns; a
hollow moulding; a cavetto. Francis.

SCO'TIST, n. A schoolman or scholastic who followed Duns
Scotus, in opposition to Thomas Aquinas.

ScoT-Q-DiN'i-A,*n. (Med.) Giddiness, with imperfect vis-

ion. Brande.

SCOT'O-GRAPH,* 71. An instrument with which a person
who is blind or who is in the dark may write. Maunder.

SCOT'P-MY, n. [o-xdrw/^a.] A dizziness causing dimness of

sight. B. Jonson.

SCOTS,* a. Scottish
;
Scotch. Sir W. Scott.

SCOT'TER-ING, n. A boyish sport in Herefordshire, Eng-
land, of burning a bundle of pease-straw at the end of
harvest. Bailey.

ScoT'Tl-cIM, n. A Scottish idiom, word, or phrase.

SCOT'TJSH, a. Relating to Scotland, its inhabitants, or

language ; Scotch. Stewart. [Dana.
SCOUL'ER-ITE,* n. (Min.} A mineral allied to Thomsonite.

ScoON'DREL, /i. [scondariwlo, It.] A mean rascal ; a low,
petty villain

;
a knave.

ScoON'DREL, a. Base; disgraceful; vile. Warburton.

ScoON'DREL-IM, 7i. Baseness
; rascality. Cotgrave.

SCOUR, v.a. [skauron, M. Goth.
; sourer, Dan. ; schuren, D.]

[i. SCOURED ; pp. SCOURING, SCOURED.] To rub hard with
sand or any thing rough, its order to clean the surface

;
to

purge violently ; to cleanse ; to remove by scouring ;
to

clear away. [scorrere, It.] To pass swiftly over.

ScouR, v. n. To perform the office of cleaning ;
to clean

;
to

be purged or lax : to range ; to run
;
to scamper.

SCOUR'EK, n. One who scours
; a cleaner; a purge.

||ScotiRGE, (3kiirj) [skurj, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. Wl. ;

skorj, Ja.] n. [escourgee, Fr. ; scoreggia, It. ; corrigia, L.]A whip ;
a lash

; on instrument of discipline : a punish-
ment

;
a vindictive affliction : one that afflicts, harasses,

or destroys : a cause of great injury or destruction.

||SCOURGE, V. 0. [i. SCOURGED ; pp. SCOURGING, SCOURGED.]
To lash with a whip; to whip severely; to punish; to

chastise ; to chasten.

||ScolJRG'ER, (skurj'er) n. One who scourges ; a chastiser.

IJScoiJR^'JNG, (skurj'ing) n. Punishment by the scourge.
ScoOR'iNG, n. A cleansing; a looseness; a flux: a

running.
fScouRSE, (skors) v. a. To barter. See SCORSE.

ScoOT, n. [escoute, old Fr.] One who is sent privily to ob-
serve the state or motions of an enemy ; a spy. [A high
rock. Orose. North of England.]

ScbOT, v. n.
[i. SCOUTED; pp. SCOUTING, SCOUTED.] To go

out in order to observe the motions of an enemy private-
ly : to sneer.

ScoOT,* v. a. To travel over in searching or pursuing.
Swift. To reject with contempt : to hoot out or away ;

to ridicule. Richardson. " Unauthorized till of late years,
but getting into good use." Smart.

Scov'EL,(skuv'vl)?j. [scapa, L.] A sort of mop ;
a malkin.

Scow,* n. A flat-bottomed boat. See SKOW.
SCOWL, u. n.

[i. SCOWLED; pp. SCOWLING, SCOWLED.] To
frown

;
to pout ; to look angry, sour, or sullen.

SCOWL, v. a. To drive scovvlingly. Milton. [R.I
SCOWL, 71. Lookof sullenness or displeasure ; frown.
SCOWL'ING-LY, ad. With a frowning and sullen look.

ScRXB'BLE,(skrab'bl)7j.7t. [krabbelen, schrabben, Teut.] [i.

SCRABBLED; pp. SCRABBLING, SCRABBLED.] To make un-
meaning or idle marks ; to scribble

; to scrawl : to strive
to catch with the hands; to scramble; to struggle; to
claw

;
to crawl or paw, as on the floor or ground. Hol-

loway. [Provincial in England, and colloquial in Amer-
ica.]

SCRAB'BLE,* n. Act of scrabbling ; a scribble
;
a scramble.

Holloway.
SCRAF'FLE, v. n. To scramble

;
to struggle ;

to scrabble.
Brockett. [Local, England.]

SCRAG, n. Anything thin or lean or rough. A scrag of
mutton is the end of the neck.

SCRAG'JGED, a. Rough ; uneven
; rugged ; scraggy.

SCRXG'JGED-NESS, n. State of being scragged.
ScRXG'jei-LY, ad. Meagrely ; leanly ; roughly. Cotgrave.
SCRXG'XJI-NESS, n. State of being scraggy ; roughness.
SCRXG'J&Y, a. Lean

;
thin

; rough ; rugged ;
uneven.

ScRXM'BLE, (skram'bl) v. n.
[i.

SCRAMBLED ; pp. SCRAM-

BLING, SCRAMBLED.] To catch at any thing eagerly with
the hands

;
to catch with haste preventive of another ; to

struggle ; to climb by the help of the hands. Scrabble is

used in the same sense in England and the United States
;

also scraffle, provincially in England. Brockett.

SCRXM'BLE, w. Eager contest with others for something;
act of one who scrambles.

SCRXM'BLER, n. One who scrambles.

SCRANCH, v. a. [schrantsen, D.] To crush between the teeth
with noise ; tocraunch ; to scrunch. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

ScRXNK'y,* a. Lank. Black-wood. See SKRANKY.
SCRXN'NEL, a. Slight; poor; worthless. Milton. [R.]

SCRAP, 7t. A little piece; a fragment; crumb; small parti-

cle, as of meat ; a slip, as of paper, properly scrip. pi.

The husky, skinny residuum of melted fat. Forby.
SCRAP'-BOOK,* (-buk) n. A book composed of scraps or

small pieces cut out of newspapers, &.c. Willard.

SCRAPE, ?;. a. [schrapen, D.] [L SCRAPED; pp. SCRAPING,
SCRAPED.] To deprive of the surface by the light action of

a sharp instrument; to rub the surface from by an edge ;

to clean by rubbing; to erase ;
to act on a surface with a

grating noise ; to gather by penurious or trifling diligence.

SCRAPE, v. n. To make a harsh noise ;
to play ill on a fid-

dle ; to draw the foot on the ground or floor ; to make an
awkward bow. To scrape acquaintance, to curry favor by
bows, or to insinuate into one's familiarity.

SCRAPE, n. Difficulty ; a bad situation or trouble caused by
ill conduct. Warburton. [Low.] The sound of the foot

drawn over the floor
;
a bow.

SCRAP'ER, n. One who scrapes ;
an instrument for scrap-

ing : a miser
;
a scrape-penny : a vile fiddler. Cowley.

SCRAP-I-A'NA,* n. pi. A collection of scraps. EC. Rev. [R.]

SCRAP'JNG,*^. The act of one that scrapes; the portion
or matter scraped off.

ScRXT, 7. An hermaphrodite. Skinner. [Obsolete or local.]

fScRAT, v. a. [escrat, Ang. Nor.] To scratch. Burton.

fScRXT, v. n. To rake
;
to search. Mirrorfor Mag.

ScRXTCH, v. a. [kratzen, Ger. ; kratsa, Su.] [i.
SCRATCHED

;

pp. SCRATCHING, SCRATCHED.] To tear or mark with some-

thing sharp or pointed, as the nails ; to wound slightly;

to hurt slightly with any thing pointed or keen : to rub

with the nails : to write or draw awkwardly.
ScRXTCH, n. An incision ragged and shallow ;

laceration

by scratching, as with the nails
;
a slight wound.

SCRXTCH'ER, n. One who scratches.

SCRXTCH'E, w. pi. Cracked ulcers in a horse's foot.

SCRATCH'ING-LV, ad. With the action of scratching. Sid-

ney.

]ScKAW,n. [Ir. 4- Erse.] Surface or scurf. Swift.

SCRAWL, v. a. [corrupted from scrabble.] [i. SCRAWLED; pp.

SCRAWLING, SCRAWLED.] To draw or mark irregularly or

clumsily ; to scrabble ;
to scribble. Swift.

SCRAWL, v. n. To write badly ; to scribble.

SCRAWL, n. Unskilful and inelegant writing ;
scribble.

SCRAWL'ER, n. A clumsy and inelegant writer.

SCRAY, (skril) 71. A bird called sea-swallow. Ray. [ley

fScRE'A-BLE, a. [screabilis, L.] T.'iat may be spit out. Bai-

SCREAK, (skrek) v. n. [skracka, Ice).; skrika, fc'n. Goth.]

[i.
SCREAKKD J pp. SCREAKING, SCREAKED.] To Ittftke a

shrill or loud noise ;
to shriek ;

to creak. Spenser. [R.]

SCREAK, (skrek) n. A shriek ;
a creak. Bp. Bull.
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SCREAM, (skrein) v. n. [skracma, Swed.] [i.
SCREAMED ; pp.

STEAMING, SCREAMED.] To cry out shrilly, as in terror or

ag'juy ;
to cry shrilly ; to shriek ; to screech.

SCREAM, n. A shrill, quick, loud cry of terror or pain.

SCREAM'ER, n. One who screams : a sort of bird.

SCREECH, v.n. [skraeka, Icel.J [i. SCREECHED ; pp. SCREECH-

ING, SCREECHED.] To cry out, as in terror or anguish ;
to

scream ;
to cry as an owl or a night-owl.

SCREECH, ?i. A cry of horror and anguish ; a scream.

SCREECH'OWL, n. An owl that hoots in the night.

SCREED,* n. (Arch.) A wooden rule for running mould-

ings: the extreme guide on the margin of walls and

ceilings for floating to, by the aid of the rules. Brandn.

SCREEN, n. [cscran, old Fr.] Something to intercept or con-
ceal ; something to exclude light, heat, or cold

;
a slight

partition : a coarse sieve
; a riddle to sift sand.

SCREEN, v. a. [i. SCREENED : pp. SCREENING, SCREENED.]
To protect from heat, light, or cold

;
to cover; to shield

;

to shelter; to conceal, to hide. [cerno, crevi, L.] To
sift

;
to riddle. Evelyn.

SCREW, (skru) n. [scroeoe, I). ; escroue, old Fr.] A cylinder of

wood or metal grooved spirally : one of the mechanical

powers, used in pressing. When the spiral thread is up-
on the outside of the cylinder, it is called a male screw ;

when cut along the inner surface of a hollow cylinder, a

female screw : a nail grooved, which enters on being
turned.

SCREW, (skru) v. a. [L SCREWED ; pp. SCREWING, SCREWED.]
To turn or move by a screw

;
to fasten with a screw:

to deform by contortions
;
to force

;
to bring by violence

;

to squeeze ; to press ; to oppress by extortion.

SCREW'ER, (skru'er) n. He or that which screws.

ScREW'-JXcK,* (s'kru'jak) n. A portable machine for rais-

ing great weights by the agency of a screw. P. Cyc.

SCREW'-PRESS,* (skru'pres) n. A machine for commu-
nicating pressure by means1 of a screw or screws. P. Cyc.

SCREW'-SHELL,* (skru'shel) n. Wreath-shell ;
a sea-shell.

Hamilton.

SCREW'-TREE, (skru'trG) n. A plant of the East and West
Indies.

tScRl-BA'Tioys, a. Skilful in, or fond of, writing. Barrow.

jScRfB'BET,* n. A painter's pencil. Evelyn.
SCRIB'BLE, (skrib'bl) v. a. [scribo, scribillo, L.] [i.

SCRIB-

BLED
; pp. SCRIBBLING, SCRIBBLED.] To write without

care or elegance ;
to fill with artless or worthless writ-

ing ;
to scrawl.

SCRIB'BLE, v. n. To write without care or beauty.

SCRIB'BLE, n. Worthless writing ;
a scrawl. Boyle.

SCRIB'BLE-MENT,* 71. A worthless or careless writing ;

scribble. Southey. [R.]

SCRIB'BLER, TI. One who scribbles
;
a petty author.

ScRlBE, n. [Fr. ; scriba, D.] A writer
;
a clerk

;
a public

notary : a copyist, and, at the same time, an interpreter,

teacher, or doctor of the law, among the Jews.

SCRIBE,* v. a. [i. SCRIBED; pp. SCRIBING, SCRIBED.] (Car.)
To mark and adjust with compasses ;

to fit the edge of a

board, or one piece of timber or wood, to another. Brande.

SCRIB'ING,* re. The act of fitting the edge of one board to

the surface of another. Crabb.

SCRIG'GLE,* v. n. To writhe ;
to struggle or twist about

with more or less force ; to squirm ;
to squiggle. Forbij.

[Lo_cal, Eng.]
fSCRl'MER, n. [escrimeur, Fr.] A gladiator ;

a fencing-
master. Shak.

SCRIMP, a. [krimpen, Teut.] Short; scanty. Brockett. [North
of Eng.]

SCRIMP,* v. a.
[i.

SCRIMPED ; pp. SCRIMPING, SCRIMPED.] To
spare ;

to be niggardly of; to make scant. Brockett. [North
of Eng.]

SCRlMP'NESS,* n. Scantiness ;
small allowance. Bai-

ley. [R.]

'

ScRiMP'TiON,* n. A small portion ;
a pittance. Forby. [Lo-

cal, Eng.] [Spenser

{ScRlNE, w. [.-icrinium, L.] A shrine ; a chest ;
a coffer.

ScRlNGE,* v. n. To shrink
;
to shrivel

;

-

to cringe. Forby.

[Local, Eng.]
ScRlP, n. [skracppa, Icel.] A small bag ;

a satchel. Shak.

[scriptio, L.] A schedule; a small writing; script: a

certificate of stock subscribed, or of shares in a bank, or

other stocks.

fScRip'PAGE, re. That which is contained in a scrip. Shak.

SCRIPT, n. [escript, old Fr.
; scripturn, L.] [|A small writ-

ing ; scrip. Chaucer.] An imitation of writing or manu-

script in print. P. Cyc. (Law) An original instrument.

Bouvier.

ScRlP'TO-RY, a. [scriptorius, L.] Written ; not orally de-

livered! Swift. [R.]

ScRlPT'y-RAL, (skript'yu-ral) a. Relating to, or in accord-

ance with, Scripture ;
biblical.

ScRiPT'y-RAL-iST,* n. Same as scripturist. Smart.

SCR'IPT'U-RAL-XESS,* n. duality of being scriptural. Mien.

SCRIPT'URE, (skrlpt'yur) 7t. [scriptura, L.] Writing:

distinctively, the Holy Scriptures ;
the writings of the

Old and New Testaments ;
the Bible.
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SCRIPT'VRE,* (skript'yur) a. Relating to the Bible or the
Scriptures ; scriptural. Milton.

SCRJP-TU'RI-AN,* n. Same as scripturist. Franklin. [R.]
SCRIPT'VR-TST, TI. One who adheres to, or is versed in, the

Scripture. Jlbp. Newcome.
SCRIVE'NER, (skrlv'ner) [skriv'ner, S. W. P. J. E.F.}

skriv'jn-er, Ja. K. Sm.] n. [scrivano, It.; escrivain, old

Fr.] Formerly, one who drew contracts or any writings :

more recently, one whose business it was to place
money at interest

;
a kind of money-broker. Dryden.

ScRQ-Bic'v-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Having little pits or hollows
London.

SCROF'V-LA, n. [scrofa, L.] (Jtfed.) A disease character-
ized by a chronic swelling of the absorbent glands, or by
indurated glandular tumors, especially about the neck,
struma : vulgarly called the king's evil.

SCROF'V-LOUS, a. Diseased with, or partaking of, the
scrofula.

ScR6F'v-LOuS-Nfiss,* TI. State of being scrofulous. Ash.

SCROG, n. A stunted shrub or bush. Brockett. [North of

Eng.]
SCROLL, (skrol) n. [escroue, old Fr.] A writing rolled 01

wrapped up ;
a roll of parchment. (Arch.) A consoli-

dated or twisted ornament.

SCROLLED,* (skrold) a. Inclosed in a scroll or roll. Pope.

ScRO'TALj* a. Relating to the scrotum. Mead.

SCRO'TI-FORM,* a. (Bot.) Formed like a double bag. iou-
don.

SCROT'O-CELE,* n. (Med.) A hernia descending into the
scrotum. Dunglison.

SCRO'TVM* TI. [L.] (Anat.) The bag containing the tes-

ticles. Crabb.

fSCROYLE, 71. [escrouclles, Fr.] A rascal ; a wretch. Shak.

SCRUB, v. a. [skrubba, Swed. ; schrobben, D.] [{.SCRUBBED;
pp. SCRUBBING, SCRUBBED.] To rub hard with something
coarse and rough ;

to scour. [Smart.
ScRDB,* v. n. To work hard

;
to be industrious and frugal.

SCRUB, n. [schrobber, D.] A stunted or worn-out broom ;

something small and mean : one who works hard and
lives frugally or meanly ; a niggardly person.

SCRUB'BED, a. Mean
;
vile ; worthless

; scrubby. Shale.

SCRUB'BY, a. Mean; vile; like a scrub. Swift.

SCRUFF, 'n. [tThe same with scurf. Bailey.] The hinder

part of the neck ; scuff. Forby. [Local, Eng.]
SCRUNCH,* v. a. To craunch. Jennings. See SCRANCH.
ScRfJ'PLE, (skrii'pl) n. [scrupule, Fr.

; scnipulus, L.] Doubt
;

difficulty of determination
; perplexity; any thing small:

a small weight; 20 grains; the third part of a dram.

(Astron.) A digit. Francis.

ScRti'PLE, v. n.
[i.

SCRUPLED
; pp. SCRUPLING, SCRUPLED.]

To doubt
;
to hesitate.

ScRtJ'PLE, (skru'pl) v. a. To doubt or hesitate about. Locke.

ScRti'PLER, n. One who has scruples; a doubter.

fSCRO'py-Li'sT,* n. One who doubts or scruples. Shaftes-

bury.

tScR&'PV-LiZE, v. a. To perplex with scruples. Mountagu.
ScfttJ-PU-LOs'i-TY, n. State of being scrupulous; doubt;
conscientiousness ;

tenderness of conscience.

ScRfJ'PU-LOiJS, a. [scrupuleux, Fr. ; scrupulosus, L.] Hav
ing scruples or doubts

;
exact

;
hard to satisfy, or be sat-

isfied, in determinations of conscience
; conscientious;

captious ; nice
;
doubtful

;
careful

; vigilant ;
cautious.

Rft'PV-LotJs-LY, ad. In a scrupulous manner ; carefully ;

nicely ; anxiously.
Rfl'PV-LOus-NESS, n. The state of being scrupulous.

SCRtJ'TA-BLE, a. [scrutor, L.] That may be scrutinized or

inquired into. Decay of Piety. [R.] [Bailey.

fScRU-TA'TiQN, n. [scrutor, L.] Search
;

examination.

SCRV-TA'TOR, . An inquirer ; searcher; examiner. Hales.

ScRtNTi-NEER', 7!. A searcher ; examiner of votes. Bailey.

SCRC'TJ-NIZE, v. a. [i.
SCRUTINIZED

; pp. SCRUTINIZING,
SCRUTINIZED.] To examine closely ; to inquire into; to

investigate ;
to pry into

;
to search.

ScRtJ'Ti-NOUS, a. Captious; full of inquiries. Dcnham.

ScRfJ'TJ-NoDs-LY,* ad. By using scrutiny. Nuttall.

fSCRtl'Tl-NY, v. a. To scrutinize. Johnson.

SCRu'TI-Nyi n. [scrutin, Fr.
; scrutinium, L.] Careful in-

quiry ;
search ; close examination.

ScRtJ-TOlRE', (skru-twor') [skru-tor', S. W. P. J. E. F.;

skru-tvvbr', Ja. K. Sin.] n. A case of drawers for writing;
an escritoire.

fScRttZE, v. a. To squeeze ; to compress. Spenser.

ScDD, v. n. [squittire, It.; skatta, Swed.] [i. SCUDDED; pp.

SCUDDING, SCUDDED.] To flee or run with speed ;
to

run, or to be driven with precipitation by the wind, as a

ship.

SCUD, v. a. To pass over quickly. Shcnstone.

ScDo, n. A thin cloud driven by the wind. Dryden.

SCUD'DLE, v. n. To run ; to sciid ; to scuttle. Bail. [R.]

SCUFF,* n. The hinder part of the neck. Brockett. [North
of Eng.] Rough scuff, the lowest people; the rabble.

[Colloquial and vulgar, U. S.]

SCUF'FLE, . [skuffil, Swed.] A confused quarrel; a tu-

multuous broil ;
a contest with the hands.
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ScC'F'FLE, v. n. [i. SCUFFLED ; pp. SCUFFLING, SCUFFLED.]
To strive or struggle roughly ;

to fight confusedly.
SCUF'FLER,* 71. One who scuffles: an implement for

cutting up weeds, and stirring the surface of the gfound.
Farm. Ency.

Sct'G, v. a. [skug-ga, Swed.] To hide. Grose, . A shel-

tered place. Craven Dialect. [Local, Eng.]
SCULK, v. n. [skioUta, Su. Goth.] To lurk in hiding-places.
See SKULK.

SCULK'ER, n. A lurker. See SKULKER.
SCULL,. 'n. A short oar

;
an oar at the stern of a boat. [A

small boat. Sherwood. A rower of a cockboat. Hudibras.
A shoal, as of fish. Shak.] The bone of the head. See
SKULL.

SCULL,* v. a. To impel a boat by an oar. Falconer.

ScuLL'cXP, ?i. A headpiece : a plant. See SKULLCAP.

SCULL'ER, n. [skiola, Goth.] One who sculls or rows a

boat : [a cockboat. Dryden.]
ScDL'LER-Yj n. [skiola, Ice!., or escuelle,old Fr.] The place
where culinary utensils, as kettles or dishes, are cleaned
and kept.

ScpLL'lQN, (skul'yun) n. [sculier, old Fr.] A low domes-
tic servant ; one who washes the kettles and the dishes
in the kitchen.

jScuLL'lC-N-LY, (skul'yun-le) a. Low; base; worthless.
Milton.

,

fScuLp, 77. a. [sculpo, L.
; sculpter, Fr.] To carve

;
to en-

grave ;
to sculpture. Sandys.

SCUL'PIN,* n. A small sea-fish
;
cottus. Storer.

fScuLP'TfLE, a. [sculptilis, L.] Made by carving. Browne.

SCULP'TC-R, n. [sculptor, L,.
; scalpteur, Fr.] A carver ;

an
artist in sculpture.

SCULP'TRESS,* n. A femnle artist in sculpture. Qu Rev.

ScuLPT'u-RAL,* a. Relating to sculpture. Maunder
ScDLPT'yRE, (skulpt'yur) n. [sculptura, L.] The art of

carving in wood, stone, or other materials, or of forming
images of visible objects from solid substances: the

work of the sculptor ;
carved images or statues

;
carved

work. The art of engraving on copper. Johnson.

SctiLPT'yRE, (skulpt'yur) v. a.
[i.

SCULPTURED ;pp. SCULPT-

URING, SCULPTURED.] To carve ;
to cut; to engrave.

ScuLPT-yR-ESQUE',* (skulpt-yur-esk') a. Relating to

sculpture. Knight. [R.]

ScOM, n. [escume,
old Fr.

; skum, Dan.; schuym, D.] That
which rises to the top of any liquor; dross

;
refuse

;
the

recrement ;
that part which is to be thrown away.

ScDM, v. a. [i. SCUMMED; pp. SCUMMING, SCUMMED.] To
clear off the scum ; to skim. Milton.

SCUM'BER, 7i. The dung of a fox. Ainsworth.

SCUM'BER,* or ScuM'MER,* v. n. To dung. Massinger. [R.]

SCUM'MER, n. He or that which scums ;
a skimmer. Ray.

SctJM'MY,* a. Covered with scum
;
vile. Sidney.

ScOp'PER,* n. [schoepen, D.] (Naut.) A hole in a ship's
deck or side, to carry off the rain or water. Mar. Diet.

ScDp'PER, a. Applied to a hole to carry off water
; also,

to nails with broad heads, used on shipboard.
ScDP'PER-HOE,* n. (Want.) A leather pipe or tube naHed
round the scuppers of the lower deck, to prevent the wa-
ter from entering. Mar. Diet.

ScOp'PER-NAlL,* 7i. A nail with a broad head. Crabb.

SclfRF, 7i. [skurf, Dan.] A kind of dry, miliary scab ;
a

soil or stain 'adherent ; any thing sticking on the surface.

SctJRF'j-NESS, n. The state of being scurfy. Skelton.

ScuRF'y, a. Having scurfs, scabs, or scales.

SCUR'RILE, a. [scurrilis, L.] Low ; mean ; grossly oppro-
brious ; lewdly jocose ;

scurrilous. Bp. Hall.

ScyR-RlL'l-Ty, n. [scurrilitc, Fr. ; scurrilitas, L.] Quality
of being scurrilous; vulgar or abusive language; gross-
ness of reproach ;

mean buffoonery.

ScDR/RjL-ofjs, a. Grossly opprobrious; vulgar; abusive;
using vile language ; coarse ; vile ; low.

SCUR'RIL-OUS-LY, ad. In a scurrilous manner ; grossly.

SctjR'RiL-otJs-NESs, t. Gross language or manners
; scur-

rility.

ScfJR'vi-LY, ad. Vilely; basely; coarsely. B. Jonson.

SCUR'VI-NESS, n. State of being scurvy. Sherwood.

SciJR'vy, a. Scabbed ; diseased with the scurvy : vile
;

bad
; sorry ; worthless

; contemptible ; offensive.

SciJR'vy, 7i. A disease, incident to seamen, &c., caused

by a moist, cold, foul atmosphere, and want of whole-
some provisions, of exercise, and of cleanliness.

SctJR'vy-GRAss, n. A genus of plants ; cochlearia ; spoon-
wort. Miller.

'Scu'SE, 7i. pi. Contracted from Excuses. Shak.

ScOT, 7i. [skott, Icel.j The tail of a short-tailed or curtailed

animal, as the hare. Browne.

Scu'TAGE, n. [scutagium, low L.] (Feudal law) A tenure

by knight's service ;
a sort of tax or contribution. See

ESCUAGE.
Scu'TATE,* a. (Zool.) Protected by scales on the surface.

Braride. (Bot.) Formed like a round buckler. London.

SCUTCH,* v. a.
[i.

SCUTCHED ; pp. SCUTCHING, SCUTCHED.]
To break and separate the woody part of flax

;
to dress

flax. Loudon.

ScDTCH'EQN, (skuch'un) n. [scutagium, low L., from
scutum, L.] (Her.) A shield

; the ensigns armorial of a
family. See ESCUTCHEON.

+SCUTE,* n. [scutum, L.] A shield. Gascoigne. An old

Fjench gold coin of the. value of 3s. 8d. Jfuitall.

Scu'TEL,* n. (Bot.) Same as scutellum. Smart.

Scy-TEL'LAT-ED, a. [scutella, L.] Like a pan ;
divided in-

to small surfaces. Woodward.

Scy-TEL'LyM,* 7i. [L.] (Bot.) The fructifying space upon
the thallus of a lichen. P. Cyc.

SCU'TI-FORM, a. [scutiformis, L.] Shaped like a shield.

SCU'TI-GER,* 71. (Zool.) A species of myriapod. Brande.

SCU'TI-PED,* n. (Ornith.) One of a class of birds. Brande.

SCUT'TLE, (skut'tl) n. [scutella, L.
; scuteU, Celt.] [A wide,

shallow basket. Tusser. A small grate. Mortimer.] A
metal pan or pail for holding coals: [a quick pace; a
short run; a pace of affected precipitation; a scudding.
Spectator.] (Naut.) An opening in a ship's side or deck
to admit light or air, or for communication.

SCUT'TLE, v. a. [L SCUTTLED
; pp. SCUTTLING, SCUTTLED.]

To cut holes in the deck of a ship to let water down into
the hold

;
to cut holes in a ship for the purpose of sink-

ing her.

SCUT'TLE, v. n. To run ; to scud
;
to scuddle. Arbuthnot.

ScuT'TLE-BDT,* n. (Naut.) A cask of water for the use
of a ship. Brande.

SCYL-LA'RI-AN,* n. (Conch.) A species of decapod. P. Cyc.

SCYM'I-TA'R,'* n. A short Turkish sword, with a convex
blade : written also scymetar, simitar, and cimeter.

SCY'PHUS,* n. [<TK7J</>oj.]' (Bot.) A cup-shaped vessel
,
the

cup of the narcissus. Brande.

SCYTHE, n. An instrument for mowing grass.

SCYTHE, v. a. [i. SCYTHED ; pp. SCYTHING, SCYTHED.] To
cut or mow with a scythe. [nant.

SCYTHED,* (sltftd) a. Armed with scythes ;
falcated. Pen-

SCYTHE'MAN,* n. One who uses a scythe. Smart.

SCYTH'I-AN,* n. An inhabitant of Scythia. Ency.
ScYTH'j-AN,*a. Relating to Scythia. Murray.*"-*

, (sdan) 7t. [sdegnare, It.] Disdain. Spenser.

(sdan) v. a. To disdain. Spenser.

fS_DEiGN'F0L, (sdan'ful) a. [sdegno,It.] Disdainful. Spenser.

SEA, (se) n. [s(B, Sax.
; see, or zee, D.] A large body of salt

water communicating with an ocean ;
the ocean ; a sin-

gle wave ;
the water, opposed to the land: a lake ; as,

"the sea of Galilee." Matt. Proverbially, any large quan-
tity ; any thing rough and tempestuous ; as,

" a sea of
troubles or passion." It is often used in composition.

Half seas over, half drunk. Spectator.

SEA'-AD-DER,* n. A singular kind of fish. Hill.

SEA'-AlR,*'n. The air from the sea. Mead.

SEA-A-NEM'P-NE,* n. (Bot.) A plant ;
a highly-organized

jjolype. Brande.

SEA'-APE,* n. A marine animal. Hill.

SEA'-BXNK, n. Sea-shore ; a fence to keep the sea within
hounds.

SEA'BAR, n^ The sea-swallow.

SEA'BXR-ROW,* n. The sea-pincushion. Gent. Mag.
SEA'-BXT, n. A sort of flying-fish. Cotgrave.
SEA'-BATHED, (se'batftd) a. Bathed or dipped in the sea.

SEA'BEACH,* n. A beach bordering on the sea. Maunder.

SEA'-BEAR,* n. (Zool.) The ursine seal. Hamilton.

SEA'-BEAST, n. An animal of the sea; a sea monster.
SEA '-BE AT, a. Dashed by the waves

;
sea-beatenr

SEA'-BEAT'EN, (se'bet'tn) a. Dashed by the waves.

SEA'-BlRD,* n. A bird that frequents the sea. Smollett.

SEA'-BLUB-BER,* n. A marine insect. Pennant.

SEA'BOARD, ad. (Naut.) Towards the sea.

SEA'BOARD,* n. The sea-coast
;
the country bordering on

the sea. Qw. Rev.

SEA'BOARD,* a. Bordering on the sea. Mason.

SEA'-BOAT, 7^ (JV*at.) A sea-vessel ; applied to a vessel

as respects her qualities in bad weather.

SEA'BORD, a. Same as seaboard. Spcjiser.

SEA'BOR-DER-I'NG, a. Bordering on the sea. Spenser.

SEA'-BORN, a. Produced by the sea
;
born at sea.

SEA'-BORNE,* a. Wafted upon the sea. Goldsmith.

SEA'-BOUND, a. Bound by the sea. Sandys.

SEA'-BOUND-ED, a. Bounded by the sea. Mir. for Mag.
SEA'-BOY, n. A boy employed on shipboard. Shak.

SEA'-BREACH, n. An irruption of the sea by breaking
banks.

SEA'BREAM,* n. A fish
;
the reddish sparus. Hill.

SEA'-BRED,* a. Trained upon or for the sea. Congrr.ve.

SEA'-BREEZE, 'so'brez) n. A wind blowing from the

SEA'-BUILT, (se'bllt) a. Built for the sea ;
built at sea.

SEA'-CXB-BAGE, n. Sea-colewort ;
a plant. Miller.

SEA'-CALF, (sij'kaf) n. The seal. Grew.

SiU'-CXp, n. A cap made to bo worn on shipboard. Shak.

SEA'-CXP-TAiN,*7i. A master of a sea-vessel. Shak.

SEA'-CARD, n. The mariner's compass card.

SEA'-CARP, n. A spotted fish that lives among rocks.

SEA'-CHANGE, n. Change effected by the sea.

SEA'-CHART, n. A map of the sea, its coasts, islands, &c.
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SEA'-CHlcK-WEED,* Ji. (Sot.) A perennial plant. Crabb.

SEA'-CIR-CLED, (ae'sir-kld) a. Surrounded by the sea.

SEA'-COAL, n. Mineral coal, so called, because brought

Jto London] by sea
; pit-coal. Shak.

SEA'-COAST, (se'kost) re. The shore ; edge of the sea.

SEA'-COB, n. A bird, called also sea-gull.

SEA'-COLE-WORT,* (-vvlirt) n. A marine plant ;
sea-kale.

Smart.

SEA'-C6M-PASS, (se'kuin-pas) n. Mariner's compass.
SEA'-COOT, n. A sea-fowl, like the moor-hen.

SEA'-CpR'MO-RXNT, n, A sea-gull or sea-crow.

SEA'-Cow, ?i. The manatee, a large cetaceous animal.

SEA'-CRAB,* n. A maritime shell-fish. Goldsmith.

SEA'-CROW, (se'kr5) n. The sea-gull.

SEA'-COR-RENT,* n. A current in the sea. Gent. Mag.
SEA'-DXF'FQ-DIL,* n. (Bat.) A plant with a bulbous root.

Crabb.

SEA'-DE'I-TY,* n. A marine god or deity. IVarburton.

SEA'-DEV-IL,* n. A large cartilaginous fish, of the ray
tribe ; also the angler or frog-fish. Brande.

SEA'-DOG, n. The seal : the shark. Roscommon.

SEA'-D6T-TREL,*n. A marine bird. Pennant.

SEA'-DRAG-QN, n. A sea-fish, called also the vleer. Cot-

jrra.ve.
A venomous serpent. Gent. Mag.

SEA'-DRAKE, n. Same as sea-cormorant.

SEA'-DOcK,* re. A marine duck. Goldsmith.

SEA'-EAR, n. A sea-plant.

SEA'-EEL, n. The conger.
SlA'-fiGG,* re. A species of shell-fish. Hill.

SEA'-EN-CIR'CLED, (-kid) a. Surrounded by the sea.

SEA'FAR-ER, n. A traveller by sea; a mariner ;
a sailor.

SEA'FAR-ING, a. Relating to, or following, the life of a
seaman ; travelling by sea. S/iak.

SEA'-FEN-NEL, n. The same with samphire.

SEA'-FIGHT, (se'flt) n. A battle of ships ; a battle on the
sea.

SEA'-FIsH, n. Fish that live in the sea.

SEA'-FOWL, n. A fowl that lives at sea. Derham.

SEA'-Fox,* re. A species of fish. Hill. [Smart.
SEA'-GAGE,* n. The depth of water that a vessel draws.

SEA'-GAR-LAND, n. An herb.

SEA'-GIR-DLE, (se'|iY-dl) n. Sea-mushroom.

SEA'-G!RT, a. Girded or encircled by the sea. Milton.

SA'-G6D, n. A fabulous deity of the sea. Drayton.
SEA'-GoD-DESS,* n. A female deity of the ocean. Pope.
SEA'-GOWN, n. A mariner's short-sleeved gown. Shaft.

SEA'-GRiss, n. Grass growing in water on the sea-shore.

SEA'-GREEN, a. Of the color of the distant sea; cerulean.

SEA'-GREEN, n. Saxifrage; a plant. (JCaut.) Ground
overflowed by the sea at spring tides.

SEA'-GIJLL, n. A bird common on the sea-coasts, of a

light-gray color: called the sea-crow and sea-cormorant.

SEA'-HARE,* n. A sea-insect : the aplysia. Roget.
SEA'-HEATH,* n. (Bot.) A perennial plant. Crabb.

SEA'-HEDGE-HOG, n. A kind of sea shell-fish. Carew.

SA'-HEN,*n. A sea fowl. Smart.

SEA'-HOG, n. The porpoise.

SEA'-H6L-LY, n. A maritime, perennial plant.

SEA'-HOLM, n. A desert islet, or small uninhabited

jsland : sea-holly, a kind of sea-weed. Carew.

SEA'-HORSE, n. A fish of a singular form, of the needle-
fish kind : the walrus

;
the morse. [The hippopotamus.

Dryden.]
SEA'-KALE,* n. A plant, dressed and eaten in the manner
of asparagus ;

sea-colewort. W. Ency.
SEA'-KlNG,* 7i. An ancient Danish pirate. Nuttall.

SEAL, (sel) n. [sigel, Sax.
; sigillum, L.] A stamp engraved

on stone, metal, or other hard substance, and capable of

yielding an impression, as on wax
;
the wax impressed,

or the impression made in wax
; any act of confirmation.

[seal, sele, Sax. ; seel, Dan.] (Zool.) A marine mammif-
erous quadruped, of the genus phocidiB; the sea-calf, or

phoca, an animal hunted for its skin and oil. Privy seal,
the privy signet of the king of England. See PRIVY SEAL.

SEAL, (sel) v. a.
[i. SEALED; pp. SEALING, SEALED.] To

fasten with a seal
;
to confirm or attest by a seal

;
to

confirm
;
to ratify ; to settle

;
to shut

;
to close

;
to make

fast
;
to mark with a stamp.

SEAL, (sel) v. n. To fix a seal. JVeA. ix.

SEA'-LXN-GUAGE,* n. The language of seamen. Chambers.

SEA'-LARK,* n. A bird. Pennant.

SEA'-LEACH,* n. An insect. Pennant.

SEA'-LEM-QN,* n. A lemon-colored marine animal. Smart.

SEAL'ER, n. One who seals. Huloet.

SEA'-LIFE,* n. The life of seamen
;
naval life. Johnson.

SEA'-LIKE, a. Resembling the sea. Thomson.

SEAL'ING, n. Act of sealing. JVcA. x.

SEAL'JNG-wXx, n. Hard wax, or a composition of shell

lac, turpentine, &c., for sealing letters, packets, &,c.

SA'-LI-ON,* n. The seal. Smart.

SEA'-LoOsE,* n. The Molucca crab. Hamilton.

SEAL'-SKIN,* n. The skin of a seal. Johnson.

SEA'LtJNG?,* n. An insect. Pennant.

SEAM, (sem) n. A suture
;
a juncture ;

the suture where

the two edges of cloth are sewed together : the juncture
of planks in a ship : a cicatrix ; a scar : a measure ; a
vessel in which things are held

; eight bushels of corn :

a scam of glass is 120 pounds : tallow; grease: hog'a
lard. Shak.

SEAM, (sem) v. a.
[i. SEAMED; pp. SEAMING, SEAMED.] To

join together by suture, or otherwise
;
to mark j to scar

with
ji long cicatrix.

SEA'MAID, n. A mermaid. Shak. A water-nymph.
SEA'-MALL, n. A kind of sea-gull.

SEA'MAN, n. ; pi. SEAMEN. One who leads a seafaring
life, as a common sailor or an officer

;
a sailor

;
a navi-

gator ;
a mariner. [Merman ; the male of the mermaid.

SEA'MAN-SHIP, n. Skill of a good seaman; naval skill
j

good management of a ship.

fSEA'-MARGE,* 7i. A marine cliff; the border or shore of
the sea. Shak.

SEA'-MARK, n. A point or beacon at sea to assist mari-
ners in directing their course.

SEAM'-BLAST,* 71. A blast made by filling with powder
the seams or crevices made by a previous drill-blast.

Hale.

SEA'MEW, (se'mu) n. A sea-fowl, a name of the gull.

SEA'-MfLK'woRT,* (-wiirt) re. A saltwort, or plant grow-
ing in salt marshes. Farm. Ency.

SEAM'LESS, (sem'les) a. Having no seam. Bp. Hall.

SEA'-MON-STER, M. A monster or strange animal of the

^ea.
SEA'-Moss, n. Coral, which grows in the sea like a shrub.

SEA'-MoOsE,* ?i. The aphrodite, a small sea-animal.

SEAM'-RENT, n. A separation of a suture
;
a breach of

the stitches in a seam
SEAM'STER, n. One who sews or uses a needle. Gauden.

SEAM'STRESS, (sem'stres) [sem'stres, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ;

sem'stres, P. E. Wb.~\ n. A woman who sews : written
also sempstress and sometimes semstress.

SEA'-MDD,* n. A rich saline deposit from salt marshes and
sea-shores. Farm. Ency.

SEA'-MULE,* n. A gull. Smart.

SEAM'Y, a, Having a seam
; showing the seam. Shak.

SEAN, (sen) n. A net. Sandys. See SEINE.

SEA'-NA-VEL,* n. A small shell-fish resembling a navel.

Scott.

SEA'-NA'VEL-WORT, (-vl-wiirt) n. An herb or plant.

SEA'-NEE-DLE,* n. The garfish. Smart.

SEA'-NET-TLE, n. A marine, animal substance, resem-

bling a lump of jelly.

SEAN'NA-^HY,* n. See SENNACHY.
SEA'-NURSED,* (se'nurst) a. Nursed at sea. Smart.

SEA'-NYMPH, n. A goddess of the sea. Broome.

SEA'-ONION, (se'un-yun) 71. The squill. Jlinsworth.

SEA'-OOZE, (se'6z) n. The mud in, the sea or on the shore.

Mortimer.

SEA'-ORB,* 71. A fish almost round. Goldsmith.

SEA'-OT-TER,* n. A marine animal. Roget.
SEA'-OWL,* n. The lump-fish. Smart.

SEA'-PXD, n. The star-fish.

SEA'-PXN-THER, n. A fish like a lamprey.
SEA'-PfiN,* 7^' A zoophite animal. Crabb.

SEA'-PERCH,* . A marine fish. Pennant.

SEA'-PHEA$-ANT,* n. The pin-tailed duck. Smart.

SEA'-PlE,* n..' An aquatic bird; the oyster-catcher. P.

Cyc.

SEA'-PIECE, (se'pes) n. A picture representing any thing
at sea.

SJEA'-PlKE,* re. A marine fish
;
sea-needle. Pennant.

SEA'-PIN'CUSH-IQN,* n. The egg of the skate or thorn-

_back. Gent. Mag.
SEA'-PINK,* n. (Bot.) A perennial plant. Crabb.

SEA'-PLXNT,* n. A marine plant. Gent. Mag.
SEA'-POOL, n. A lake of salt water. Spenser.

SEA'-P_OR'cy-PlNE,* re. A kind of fish. Goldsmith.

SEA'PORT, n. A harbor or port for ships.

SEA'Pof, (se'poi) 7i. See SEPOY.

SEA'QUAKE,* n. A concussion of the ocean. Goldsmith.

SEAR, (ser) a. Dry; withered; faded; no longer green,
as leaves late in the autumn. Shale.

SEAR, (ser) 7). a.
[i.

SEARED ; pp. SEARING, SEARED.] To
burn

;
to cauterize; to wither; to dry.

SEA'-RA-VEN,* (se'ra-vn) n. A marine bird. Goldsmith.

SEARCE, (sers) v. a. [sasser, Fr.] To sift finely. Boyle. [R.]

SEARCE, (sers) n. [sas, Fr.] A sieve; a bolter : written

also sarse. Sherwood. [R.l

SEAR^'ER, n. One who sifts or bolts. Cotgrave.

SEARCH, (serch) v. a. [cherchcr, Fr.] [i SEARCHED ; pp.

SEARCHING, SEARCHED.] To examine ;
to try ;

to explore ;

to look through ;
to inquire ;

to seek for ;
to investigate ;

to scrutinize
;
to probe as a chirurgeon. To search out,

to find by seeking.
SEARCH, (serch) v. n. To make a search or inquiry ;

to

SEARCH, (serch) . Act of searching ;
a careful looking
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through; scrutiny; investigation; research; inquiry;
examination ; quest.

SEARCH'A-BLE, (serch'a-bl) a. That may be explored.
SEARCH'ER, (serch'er) n. One who searches ;

examiner ;

seeker; inquirer: an examiner of ships, or of cloths :

In London, a person appointed to examine the bodies

of the dead, and report the cause of death
;
a coroner.

SEARCHING,* p. a. Examining closely ; exploring ; prob-

ing.
SEARCHING, n. Examination

; inquisition.

SEARCH'LESS, a. Free from search
;
inscrutable.

SEARCH'-WAR-RANT,* (wor-ant) n. (Law} A warrant or

writ, granted by a justice of the peace, to search a house
or other place for stolen goods, or to search respecting
some offence. Brando.

SEAR'-CLSTH,* v. a. To cover with sear-cloth. Dryden.
SEAR'-CLOTH, n. A plaster; cloth for a plaster. Morti-

mer.

SEARED,* (ser'ed or serd) p. a. Cauterized; hardened;
callous.

SEAR'ED-NESS, (ser'ed-nes) n. State of being seared or

cauterized
;
cauterization ; insensibility. Bp. Hall.

SEA'-REED,* n. A marine plant. Parnell.

SEA'-RE-SEM'BLING, a. Resembling the sea. Sandys.

SEA'-RISK, n. Hazard at sea. Arbuthnot.

SEA'-ROB-BER, n. A pirate; a sea-thief. Milton.

SEA'-R6B-IN,* n. A sea-fish ;
the gurnard. Storer.

SEA'-RSck-ET, n. A plant. Miller.

SEA'-ROOM, n. Open sea
; spacious main. Bacon.

SEA'-ROV-ER, n. One who roves over the sea; a pirate.

SEA'-RUFFJ n. A kind of sea-fish.

SEA'-SER-PENT, n. A large serpent living in the sea;
water serpent : a fish of the eel tribe.

SEA'-SER-VICE, n. Naval service. Swift.

SEA'-SHARK, n. A ravenous sea-fish. Shak.

SEA'-SHELL, . A marine shell; a shell found on the

shore.

SEA'-SHORE, n. The shore or coast of the sea.

SEA'-SICK, a. Affected by sea-sickness; sick, as new
voyagers on the sea.

SEA'-SIcK-NESs,* n. A sickness, or nausea and retch-

ing, which attack most persons on first going to sea. Fal-

coner.

SEA'SIDE, n. The shore or edge of the sea.

SEA'-SNAIL,* n. A marine insect. Goldsmith.

SEA'ON, (se'zn) n. [saison, Fr.] One of the four divisions

or parts of the year, namely, spring, summer, autumn,
winter: a time, as distinguished from others

;
a fit or

suitable time ; opportunity ;
a time of some continuance,

but not very long. [fThat which gives a relish
;
now

seasoning. Shak.}

SEA'ON, (se'zn) v. a. [assaisonner, Fr.] [i.
SEASONED

;

pp. SEASONING, SEASONED.] To advance to an intended
time ;

to fit for use by time or habit
;
to mature ; to in-

ure
;
to habituate : to render mature or fit for the taste

;

to give a relish to
; to qualify by admixture of another

ingredient; to imbue ;
to tinge or taint.

SEA'ON, (se'zn) v. n. To become mature
;
to grow fit for

any purpose: to betoken
;
to savor. Bacon.

SEA'ON-A-BLE, (sS'zn-a-bl) a. Happening or done at a

proper time ; proper as to time
; opportune ; timely.

<SEA'ON-A-BLE-NESS, (sG'zn-a-bl-nes) n. Opportuneness.
, SEA'ON-A-BLY, (se'zn-a-ble) ad. In proper time

;
in

eason
; opportunely.

tSEA'^ON-A^E, (se'zn-aj) n. Seasoning; sauce. South.

SEA'SON-AL,* (se'zn-al) a. Relating to the seasons of the

year. Sat. Mag. [R.]
SEA'ON-ER, (se'zn-er) n. He or that which seasons.

SEA'?ON-tNG, (se'zn-ing) n. That which seasons
;
a sub-

stance that gives a relish : time of seasoning ; process of

seasoning or inuring.

SEA'ON-LESS,* a. Having no seasons; unseasonably.
Byron.

SEA'-STAR,* n. A zoophite ; a fish. Pennant.

SEA'STARE,* n. A bird. Pennant.

SEA'-SUR-GEQN, (se'sur-jun) n. A naval surgeon.
SEA'-SUR-ROU_ND'ED, a. Encircled by the sea. Pope.
SEA'-SWAL-LOW,* (s5'svvol-5) n. A marine bird. Pen-

nant.

SEAT, (set) n. [sedes, L.
; sett, old Ger.] A chair, bench,

or any thing on which one may sit; chair of state;
throne : post of authority : mansion

;
residence

;

dwelling; abode; situation; site.

SEAT, v. a.
[i.

SEATED
; pp. SEATING, SEATED.] To place on

a seat
;
to cause to sit down ; to place in a post of au-

thority ; to fix in some high place or station
;
to settle ;

to

fix ;
to place firm.

fSEAT. (set)
v. n. To rest; to Me down. Spenser.

SEA'-TERM, n. A word of art used by seamen. Pope.
SEA'-THIEF, (sc'thef; n. A pirate. Bp. Curtcys.

SEA'-TOAD, (se'tod) n. An ugly sea-fish, so named. Cot-

SEA'-TORN, a. Torn by the sea. Browne.

SEA'-ToR-TOISE,* n. A kind of fish; turtle. Pennant.

SEA'-TOST, a. Tossed by the sea. Shak.

SEA'-TiJRN,* n. A gale, breeze, or mist from the sea
Scott.

SEA'-TUR-TLE,* n. A marine turtle : a species of bird
Hill.

SEA'-U'NI-CORN,* re. (Zool.) A name of the narwhal,
Brande.

SEA'-UR-CHIN,* . (ZooZ.) A water animal
;
the echinus.

Brande.

SEAVE, (sevz) n. pi. Rushes. Ray. [North of England.]
SEA'-VlEW,* (se'vu) n. A prospect at sea. Morgan.
SEA'-VOY-AGE,* n. A passing or journey by sea. Swift.

SEAV'Y, (sev'e) a. Overgrown with rushes. Ray. [Local,

_Eng.l
SEA'-WALL,* re. A wall or fence against the sea. Black-

stone.

SEA'-WALLED, (se'wald) a. Surrounded by the sea. Shak.

SEA'WARD, a. Directed towards the sea. Donne.

SEA'WARD, (sG'wfird) ad. Towards the sea. Drayton.
SEA'-WARE,* . Weeds thrown up by the sea. Farm. Ency.
SEA'-WAsp,* re. An insect. Johnson.

SEA'-WA-TER, n. The salt water of the sea. Bacon.

SEA'~WED,* . A marine grass or plant; alga. Falconer.

SEA'-WlNG,* n. A bivalve shell. Jodrell.

SEA'-WITH-WIND, re. Bindweed.
SEA'-WOLF,* (se'wulf) n. A species of fish. Pennant.

SEA'-WORM,* (se'wurm) n. A marine insect. Pennant.

SEA'-WORM-WOOD, (se'wurm-wud) n. A sort of worm-
wood that grows in the sea.

SEA'-WORN,* a. Worn by the waves or the sea. Drayton.
SEA'-WOR-THI-NESS,* n. State of being sea-worthy; fit-

ness for sustaining a voyage at sea, as a ship. P. Cyc.

SEA'-WOR-THY, (s5'wiir-the) a. Fit to go to sea
; being in

a state to make a sea-voyage with probable safety, as a

ship.

SE-BA'CEOUS, (se-ba'shus) a. [sebaceus, L.] Relating to
tallow

; partaking of tallow
;
made of tallow.

SE-BAC'IC,* a. (Chem.) Obtained from fat or tallow,
as sebacic acid. Brande.

SE'BATE,* re. A salt composed of sebacic acid and a base.

Crabb.

SE-CA'LE,* n. [L.] The ergot or clavus of rye. Brande.

SE'cANTJ re. [secans, L.; secante, Fr.] (Geom.) The straight
line drawn from the centre of a circle^to one extremity
of an arc, and produced till it meets the tangent to the

other extremity. -

SE-CEDE', v. n. [secedo, L.] [i.
SECEDED ; pp. SECEDING,

SECEDED.] To withdraw from union or fellowship in so-

ciety, or in anyjnatter or business ;
to retire

;
to recede ;

to retreat
;
to depart.

SE-CED'ER, n. One who secedes: one who secedes

from the Presbyterian church of Scotland ;
a dissenter.

SE-CERN', v. a. [secerno, L.] [i.
SECERNED ; pp. SECERN-

ING. SECERNED.] To secrete
;
to separate from grosser

matter. Bacon. (Med.) To promote secretion.

SE-CERN'ENT,* w. (Med.) Medicine to promote secretion ;

a secreting vessel of the body. Hoblyn.

SE-CERN'MENT,* n. Separation ; secretion. Kirby.

fSE-CESS', 7i. [secessus, L.] Retirement; retreat. More.

SE-CES'SIQN, (se-sesh'un) re. [secessio, L.] Act of seced-

jng ;
a withdrawal : persons seceding.

SJE'jeiii-CM,* re. An esculent vegetable from South Ameri-

ca, resembling in shape a large bell-pear. Farm. Ency.

SECK'EL,* (sek'kl) n. A small, delicious pear: called

also sickle. Downinir.

fSE'cLE, (se'kl) n. [siecle, Fr. ; seculum, L.] A century.
Hammond.

SE-CLUDE', v. a. [secludo, L.] [i. SECLUDED ; pp. SECLUD-

ING, SECLUDED.] To separate ;
to keep apart ;

to confine

from_; to exclude.

SE-CLUD'ED-LY,* ad. In a secluded manner. EC. Rev.

fSE-CLUSE'NESS,* re. Seclusion. More.

SE-CLu'!?iQN,'(se-klu'zhun) n. Act of secluding ; state of

being secluded; privacy; retirement; separation; ex-

clusion.

SE-CLU'SIVE,* a. Tending to seclude or separate. Cole-

'rid<rc. [R.]

SEC'QND, a. [second, Fr.
; secundus, L.] Next in order to

the 'first; ordinal of two ; next in value or dignity; in-

ferior; secondary.
SEC'QND, re. [sccojid, Fr.] Ono who backs or supports an-

other, particularly one who attends in a duel
;
a subordi-

nate : the sixtieth part of a minute : a musical inter-

val.

SEC'QND, v. a. [seconder, Fr.] [i. SECONDED; pp. SECOND-

ING', SECONDED.] To follow in the next place ;
to back

;

to support the mover of a question or resolution ;
to sus-

tain
;

to forward ;
to assist.

Sc'OND-A-Ri-LY, ad. In the second degree or order
; not

primarily ;
not originally ;

not in the first intention.

SEC'OND-A-RI-NESS, n. The state of being secondary.

SEC'QND-A-RV, [secondaire, Fr. ; secundarius, L.j Suc-

ceeding to the first ; inferior to the first
;
second

; not

primary; subordinate; not of the first order or rate.

!
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(Gcol.) Applied to a series of stratified rocks, which
lie above the primary, and below the tertiary. ./* second-

ary great circle, a circle perpendicular to a primary great
circle. A secondary fevt*, a fever that arises after a
crisis.

SEC'ON-DA-RY, n. A delegate ; a deputy ;
a subordinate.

SEC'OND-COU^'IN,* n. The child of a cousin. Booth.

SEC'OND-ER, ?i. One who seconds, supports, or maintain.*.

SEC'QND-HXND, a. Not primary ;
not original ;

not new ;

that has been used before
; transmitted

;
not immediate.

SEC'OND-HXND, n. Possession after the possession of the
same thing by another; a second possession. It

second hand, by transmission
;
not primarily.

SEc'pND-Ly, ad. In the second place or order.

SEC'QND-RATE, n. The second order in dignity or value.

SEC'QND-RATE,* a. Of the second order or class. Dry-
den.

SEC'QND,* M. pi. A coarse kind of flour. Shak.

SEC'QND-SIGHT, (sek'und-slt) n. The power of intellec-
tual vision, by which some persons are supposed to see
or know what is to follow things now seen or known :

a faculty that has been claimed by some of the Scottish
islanders.

SEC'QND-slGHT-ED, (sek'und-sit-ed) a. Having second

_sight.

SE'CRE-CY, n. State of being secret
; privacy ;

seclusion
;

concealment: solitude; retirement; close silence.

SE'CRET, a. [secretus, L.] Kept hidden
;
not revealed

;

concealed
;
retired

; private ; unseen ;
occult

; privy ; clan-
destine

;
hidden

; latent.

SE'CRET, n. [Fr. ; secretum, L.] Something studiously hid-
den

;
a thing unknown ; something not yet discovered

;

privacy; secrecy; concealment.^. Private parts.

fSE'cRET, v. a. To keep private ; to secrete. Bacon.

SEC-RE-TA'Ri-AL,*a. Relating to a secretary. Ch. Ob. [R.]
SEc'RE-TA-RY, n. [secretaire, Fr.

; secretarius, low L.] One
intrusted with the management of the business of a soci-

ety, institution, or company ; one who writes for another;
a writer

;
a scribe

;
an officer employed in writing letters,

despatches, <fcc., under the orders of his superior. Secre-

tary of state, a high executive officer, who has the manage-
ment of either the domestic or the foreign affairs of a gov-
ernment, or of both the domestic and foreign affairs:
the latter is the fact in relation to the government of the
United States. Secretaries of the treasury, war, and navy,
high executive officers of these several departments.

SEC'RE-TA-RY-BIRD,* n. (Ornith.) A large, long-legged
bird, found in South Africa and the East

;
called also gy-

pogeranus. P. Cyc.

SEC'RE-TA-RY-SHIP, n. The office of a secretary. Swift.

SB-CRETE', v. a. [secretus, L.] [t. SECRETED ; pp. SECRET-
ING, SECRETED.] To put aside; to hide: to secern; to

separate, as from the blood in animals, or from the sap
in vegetables.

SE-CRE'TIQN, (se-kre'shun) n. [Fr.] Act of secreting ;

process of separation from blood or sap ;
that which is se-

creted.

tSE'CRET-iST, n. A dealer in secrets. Boyle.
SEC-RE-TI"TIOVS, (sek-re-tish'us) a. Parted by secretion.

SE-CRE'TIVE-NESS,* n. (jpftmt.) A disposition to conceal
or dissemble. Combe.

SE'CRET-LY, ad. In a secret manner; privately; privily;
not openly ;

not publicly ; latently ;
not apparently.

SE'CRET-NESS, n. State of being secret ; privacy.
SE-CRE'TQ-RY, or SE'CRE-TQ-RY, [se-kre'to-re, W. J. F.
K. Srn. R. Rees; se'kre-tur-e, P.' E. Ja. JVb.'; s'ek're-tur-e,

S.] a. Performing the office of secretion or animal sepa-
ration

; secreting. Ray.
SCT, n. [secte, Fr.

; secta, L.] A body of persons follow-

ing some teacher
;
a body of persons united in some set-

tled tenets
;
a religious denomination : a religious de-

nomination separated from the main body of Christians, or
from the Catholic church, or from the established religion
of a country. [sectus, L. Cutting. Shak.]

SEC-TA'RI-AN, a. Relating to a sect or to sectaries
; follow-

ing a_sect.
Olanville.

SEC-TA'RI-AN,* n. One who belongs to a sect; one who
dissents from the established religion or church

;
a secta-

ry. Scott.

SEC-TA'RI-AN-IM, n. State or quality of being a sectarian
;

devotion to a sect.

SEC-TA'RI-AN-IZE,* v. a. To render sectarian. EC. Rev.

SEC'TA-RIJJSM, n. Sectarianism. K. Charles.

SEC'TA-RIST, n. A sectary; a sectarian. Warton.

SEC'TA-RY, n. [scctaire, Fr.] One belonging to a sect
;
a sec-

tarian
;
a schismatic. [fA follower

;
a pupil. Spenser.]

fSEc-TA'TOR, n. [L.] A follower
;
an imitator. Raleigh,.

SEC'TILE,*' a. (Mn.) That may be cut or divided. Ure.

SEC'TION, (sek'ahun) n. [Fr. ; sectio, L.] Act of cutting; a

part cut off or separated ;
a separate part; a portion ;

a
division or distinct p;irt, as of a book or writing. (Gcom.)
The line formed by the intersection of two surfaces, and
likewise the surface formed when a solid body is cut by a

plane. (Arch.} The projection, or geometrical represen-

tation, of a building supposed to be cut through, so as to

exhibit its interior.

SEC'TIQN-AL,* a. Relating to a section
; embracing a sec-

tion. Qu. Rev. [Modern, but now in good use.]
SEC-TIQN-AL'I-TY,* n. Quality of being sectional. Wm.

Taylor. [R.]

SEC'TION-IZE,* v. a. To form into sections. Qu. Rev. [R.]
SECT'-MAs-TER,*n. The leader of a sect. Baxter.

SEC'TOR, n. [sector, L.] (Geom.) A portion of the area of a

circl;:, bounded by two radii and the intercepted arc : a
mathematical instrument used in making diagrams, laying
down plans, &.c. : an astronomical instrument, con-
structed for the purpose of determining the zenith dis-

tances of stars passirrg within a few degrees of the zenith.

SEC'U-LAR, a. [scctilaris, L.] Relating to the affairs of the

present world
;
not spiritual ;

civil ; temporal ;
not eccle-

siastical
; worldly. (Church of Rome) Not bound by

monastic rules; as, "secular clergy." Happening
once a cantury ; as, "secular games."

SEC'U-LAR, n. A layman ;
an ecclesiastic in the Romish

church not bound by monastic rules.

SEC-U-LXR'I-TY, n. [secularite, Fr.] State of being secular;
worldliness ;

attention to the things of the present life.

SEc-u-LXR-l-ZA'TlQN, n. Act of secularizing; the appro-
priation of c

SEC'U-LAR-IZE, v. a. [seculariser, Fr.] [i. SECULARIZED;
iriation of church property to secular uses

pp. SECULARIZING, SECULARIZED.] To make secular; to

convert from spiritual appropriation to common use.

SEC'V-LAR-LY, ad. In a secular or worldly manner.

SEC'V-LAR-NESS, 7i. Worldliness; secularity.

SE'CUND,* a. (Dot.) Arranged or turned to one side
;
fol-

lowing one direction. P. Cyc.

SEc'VN-DlNE, pi. SEC'UN-DINE, 71. [secondines, Fr.] The
fetal membranes

;
the afterbirth. (Bot.) The second in-

tegument of the ovule.
SE-CUN'DVM AR'TEM,* [L.]

"
According to the rules of

art." Hamilton.

SE-CUR'A-BLE,* a. That may be secured. Q. Rev.

SE-CURE', a. [sccurus, L.] Free from fear or terror
; easy ;

confident; certain; sure; careless; free from danger;
safe.

SE-CURE', v. a. [L SECURED
; pp. SECURING, SECURED.] To

make safe or secure
;
to free from danger ;

to assure ; to

guarantee ;
to protect.

SE-CURE'LY, ad. Without fear or danger ; safely.

JSE-CURE'MENT, n. Cause of safety ; security. Browne.

{SE-CURE'NESS, n. Safety ; security. Bacon.

SElcUR'ER, n. He or that which secures. Todd.

SE-CU'RI-FER,* n. (Ent.) A hymenopterous insect. Brande.

SE-CU'RI-FORM,* a. Shaped like an axe. Smart.

SE-CU'RI-PXLP,* n. (Ent.) A coleopterous insect. Brande.

SE-CU'RI-TY, n. [securitc, Fr. ; securitas, L.] Slate of being
secure; that which secures; freedom from fear or dan-

ger ;
confidence ; protection ; defence ; any thing given

as a pledge or safeguard ;
insurance

; .safety.

SE-DXN', n. A kind of portable coach, or covered chair, in

which a person is carried : first made at Sedan.

SE-DATE', a. [sedatus, L.] Calm
; quiet ;

still
;
unruffled ;

undjsturbed ; serene; composed; tranquil.

SE-DATE'LY, ad. In a sedate manner ; calmly.
SE-DATE'NESS, n. Calmness

; tranquillity ; serenity.

fSE-DA'TION, n. Act of composing. Coles.

SE'D'A-TIVE, a. [sedatif, Fr.] Tending to assuage; compos-
ing ; calming.

SED'A-TIVE,* n. (Med.) An agent or substance which pro-
duces a direct depression of the action of the vascular

system, with little sensible evacuation ; something that

assuages. P. Cyc.
SE DE-FEN-DEN'DO,* [L.] (Law) "In defending one's

self;" in self-defence. Whishaw.

||SED'EN-TA-RI-LY,* ad. In a sedentary manner. Smart.

jjSED'EN-TA-Ri-NESS, 7t. State of being sedentary; inac-

tivity.

USED'EN-TA-RY, [sed'en-ta-re, S. W. P.J. F. K. Sm. R. Wb.;
sG'den-ta-re, Ja. ; se-den'ta-re, Buchanan.] a. [sddentaire,
Fr. { scdentario, It.

; sedentarius, L.] Occupied in sitting;

having or requiring a habit of sitting ;
inactive ; sluggish;

motionless.

USED'EN-TA-RY,* n. (Ent.) A species of spider. Brande.

SEIX^E, (sej) 71. A growth of narrow flags; a narrow flag.

SED^E'-BIRD,* n. A species of warbler ; called also

the reed-bunting. Brande.

SED^ED, (sejd) a. Composed of flags. Shak. [Shak.

SEDj', (sej'e) a. Overgrown with sedge or narrow flags.

ENT, 7i. [Fr. ; sedimentum, L.] That which sub-

sides or settles at the bottom ; dregs; lees ;
refuse.

SED-I-MENT'A-RY,* a. Relating to, or containing, sediment.

Featherstonchaugh.
SE-r>i'"TioN, (se-dlsh'un) n. [Fr. ; seditio, L.] A tumult;
an insurrection; a factious commotion. (Law) An of-

fence against government not amounting to high treason

SE-DI"TION-A-RY, n. A promoter of sedition. Bp. Hall.

SE-Di"Ti6ys| (se-dlsh'us) a. [seditiosus, L.] Relating to, or

partaking of, sedition
; factious; turbulent.
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SE-Dl''Tious-LY,(se-dIsh'us-le)arf. With sedition
;
in a se-

ditious manner
; fact iously.

SE-DT"TiO(js-Nss, (se-di3h'us-nes)w. Factious turbalence.

SED'LJTZ-WA'TER,* n. The mineral water of Sedlitz,
in Bohemia, containing sulphate of magnesia, sulphate
of soda, and carbonic acid. Brande.

SE-DUCE', v. a. [scduco, L.j [i. SEDUCED; pp. SEDUCING,
SEDUCED.] To draw aside from the right ; to tempt ;

to

corrupt; to deprave; to mislead; to deceive
;
to allure;

to attract
;
to decoy ; to entice.

SE-DUCE'MENT, n. Act of seducing ;
seduction.

SE-DU$'ER, n. One who seduces
;
a corrupter.

SE-DU^'I BLE, a. That nriy be seduced ; corruptible.
SE-DU^'ING,* p. a. Enticing ; corrupting ; misleading.
SE-DUC'TIQN, 7!. [Fr. j seductus, L.] Act of seducing; act
of drawing aside; enticement to evil. (Law) The of-

fence of a man who abuses the simplicity and confidence
of a woman, to obtain, by false promises, what she ought
not to grant.

SE-DUC'TJVE, a. Tending to seduce
; apt to mislead.

SE-DUC'TIVE-LY,* ad. In a seductive manner. Dr. AUen.

SE-Du'Ll-Ty, n. [sedulitas, L.] Diligent assiduity; sedu-
lousness

; industry ; application ;
intenseness of endeavor.

SED'u-LOOs, a. [sedulus, L.] Assiduous
;
industrious

;
la-

borious
; diligent ; constantly occupied.

SfiD'y-LOtis-Ly, ad. Assiduously ; industriously ;
labori-

ously.

SfiD'y-LOus-Nfiss, n. Assiduity; assiduousness ; industry.
SE'DVM,* n. (Mod.) An acrid substance which acts both

as an emetic and a cathartic; wall-pepper. Dunglison.
SEE, n. [sedes, L.] The seat of episcopal power; the seat

or diocese of a bishop. [Formerly, the seat of power, gen-
erally. Bacon.]

SEE, v. a.
[i.

SAW
; pp. SEEING, SEEN.] To perceive by the

eye ;
to eye ;

to view
;
to observe

;
to find

;
to discover

;

to descry ;
to discern

; to remark.

SEE, v. n. To have the power of sight ;
to have, by the eye,

perception of things distant
;
to discern without being de-

ceived ; to behold ; to look
;
to inquire ;

to be attentive ;

to contrive. To see to, to look well after ; to look at.

SEE, interj. Lo ! look! observe! behold! The imperative
mode of

1

the verb used interjectionally.

SEED, n. [s<ed, Sax. ; seed, Dan. ; sued, D.] The reproductive
substance of a plant or animal, containing the embryo or
rudiment of a future plant or animal

;
semen : first

principle; original; principle of production : progeny;
offspring; descendants; race; generation.

SEED, v. n.
[i. SEEDED; pp. SEEDING, SEEDED.] To grow to

maturity, so as to shed the seed
;
to shed the seed.

SEED,*r. a. To supply with seed; to sow. Smart. To
seed down, to sow with grass-seed. Smith.

SEED'-BUD,* n. (Bot.) The rudiment of the fruit. P. Cyc.

EED'-CAKE, n. A sweet cake having aromatic seeds.

SEED'-COAT,* n. The outer coat or covering of a seed.
Smart.

SEED'-C5D,* n. A basket or vessel for holding seed, while
the husbandman is sowing it. Whishaw.

SEED'-DOWN,* n. The pappus or downy substance at-

tached to some seeds, as the d mdelion, thistle, &c. Ham-
ilton.

SEED'ED, a. Bearing seed
; interspersed as with seeds.

SEED'ER, n. One who seeds or sows.

SEED'-GAR-DEN,* n. A garden for raising' seed. London.

SEED'-LXc,* 7t. Lac broken off from the tree, but not
melted. Brande.

SEED'-LEAF,* n. The primary leaf of a plant. London.

SEED'LING, n. A young plant, or tree, sprung up from a

seed, in distinction from one propagated from a sucker.
SEED'LIP,

j
n. A vessel in which the sower carries his

SEED'LQP, \ seed. Jlmsworth.

SEED'-LOBE,* n. A lobe containing seed. London.

fSJEED'NESs, n. Seed-time
;
the time of sowing. Shak.

SEKD'-PEARL, (sed'perl) n. A very small pearl.

SEED'PLOT, n. A nursery in a garden, or ground on which

jriants are sowed to be afterwards transplanted.
SEEDSMAN, n.; pi. SEEDSMEN. One who sows seeds;
one who sells seeds.

SEED'-TJME, n. The season of sowing or planting.
SEED'-VES-SEL,,* n. A vessel containing seed. London.

SEED'Y, a. Abounding with seed; having the flavor of
seed ; running to seed.

SEE'JNG, n. Sight; vision; perception. Shak.

SEE'ING, conj. Since; inasmuch; it being so
j as,

"
Swing

ye look for such things 2 Peter.

SEEK, v. a. [i. SOUGHT ; pp SEEKING, SOUGHT.] To look for
;

to search for; to solicit ; to endeavor to gam or to take
;

to go to find
;
to explore ;

to examine.

SEEK, v. n. To make search or inquiry ; to endeavor
;
to

make pursuit; to apply to; to use solicitation; to en-
deavor after. [fTo be at a loss. Milton.]

SEEK'ER, n. One who seeks
; an inquirer: one of a sect

which professed to have no determinate form of religion,
but to be seekers of one.

fSEEK'-SoR-ROW, (sck'sSr-ro) n. A self-tormentor. Sidney.

SiiEL, v. a. [i. SEELED; pp. SEELING, SEELED.] To close
the eyes, as a hawk in training; to hoodwink. Spenser.

fSEEL, v. n. (Naut.) To lean on one side
; to roll to the

leeward; to heel. Raleigh. [Sandys.
fSEEL, or tSEEL'lNG,7j. The agitation or rolling of a ship.
SEEL, n. Season

;
time

; as, hny-scel. hay-time, barley-see/,
barley-time. Ray. A sieve. Hollow'ay .[Provincial, Eng-
land.]

tS_EEL'Y, a. Lucky; happy; silly; foolish. Spenser.
SEEM, v. n. [saeman, Icel.

; zeimen, Ger.] [i. SEEMED ; pp
SEEMING, SEEMED.] To appear; to make a show

;
to have

semblance; to have the appearance of truth. It setms,
it appears : used in slight affirmation.

tS_E_EM, v. a. To become; to beseem. Spenser.
SEEM'ER, n. One who seems or carries an appearance.
EEM'ING, n. Appearance ; show ; semblance.

SEEM'ING,* p. a. Appearing ; making a show or semblance.

SEEM'ING-LY, ad. Apparently ;
in appearance.

SEEM'ING-NESS, n. Plausibility ; appearance ;
show.

JSEEM'LESS, a. Unseemly; indecorous. Spenser.

tS_EEM'Ll-LY, ad. Decently; comelily. Huloet.

SEEM'LI-NSS, n. Decency; comeliness; beauty.
SEEM'LY, a. Decent; becoming; proper; fit; meet.

SEEM'LY, ad. In a decent or proper manner.
tSEEM'LY-iifiD, n. Decent, comely appearance. Chaucer.

fSEEN, a. Skilled
;
versed. Shak.

SEEN,* p. from See. See SEE.

SE'ER, n. One who sees
;
one who foresees

;
a prophet :

an East-Indian weight of about 2 Ibs.

SEER, a. Several ; divers. Ray. [North of England.]
SE^E_R-SHIP,* n. The office or quality of a seer. Month. Rev.

fSEER'wooD, or SEAR'WOOD, (-w'ud) n. Dry wood. Ray.
SEE'SAW, n. A reciprocating motion. Pope. Jit whist, the

playing of two partners, so that each, alternately, enables
the other to win the trick. Smart.

SEE'SAW, . n.
[i. SEESAWED ; pp. SEESAWING, SEESAWED.]

To move or play with a reciprocating motion to and fro,
or up and down.

SEE'SAW,* a. Undulating with reciprocal motion. Savage.

SEETHE, v. a.
[t. SEETHED or JSOD ; pp. SEETHING, SEETHED

or SODDEN.] To boil
;
to decoct in hot liquor.

SEETHE, v. n. To be in a state of ebullition ;
to be hot.

SEETH'ER, n. One who seethes; a boiler
;
a pot.

SE-FA'TIAN,* (se-fa'shan) n. One of a sect of Mahom-
etans : opposed to the Motazelites. P. Cyc.

SfiG, n. Sedge ;
a rush. Barret. [Local, Eng.]

SEG, or SEGG, n. A castrated bull
;
a bull castrated when

full-grown. Jamicson. Brocke.tt. Used in Scotland, and
in the north of England. See BULL-SEGG, and BULL-STAG.

SE-GAR', n.[cigarro, Sp.] A little roll of tobacco for smok-
ing. See CIGAR.

SEG'BXN,* n. A horseman, among the Turks, who has the
care of the baggage of an army. Crabb.

SEG'GAR,* n. A cylindric case of fire-clay, in which fine

stone-ware is inclosed while baking in the kiln. Written
also sagger. Ure. See SAGGER.

SEG'MENT, n. [Fr. ; seg-mentum, L.] A part of a whole fig-

ure or substance. (Oeom.) A part cut off from a figure

by a line or plane ;
the part of a circle comprised between

an arc and its chord.

tSEG'NI-TUDE, 7i. Same as seirnity. Todd. [Bailey.

tSEG'NJ-Ty, n. [scgnitas, L.J Sluggishness; inactivity.

SEG'RE-GATE, v. a. [segrego, L. ; scgrcger, Fr.] [i. SEG-
REGATED

; pp. SEGREGATING, SEGREGATED.] To S6t apart J

to separate. Bp. Berkeley. [R.]

fSEG'RE-G_ATE, a. Select
; separate. Wotton.

SEG-RE-GA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Separation from others. SJiak.

SEID'LITZ-WA'TER,* n. See SEDLITZ-WATER.
SEIG-NEU'RI-AL, (se-nu're-?l) a. Relating to a lord of the

manor
;

manorial
;
invested with large powers ; inde-

pendent. Temple.
SEIGN'IQR, (sen'yur) n. [senior. L.

; seigneur, Fr.
; signore,

It.] A lord : a title, in some European countries, equiva-
lent to lord in England. The sultan or emperor of Tur-

key is styled the Grand Seignior. Written also signior,
and signor.

SEIGN'IOR-AGE, (sen'yur-aj) n. [scigneuriage, Fr.] State of
a seignior: authority; an ancient prerogative of the

English crown, by which it claimed a per-centage for

coining bullion.

fSEIGN'lOR-lZE, (sen'yur-iz) r. a.- To lord over. Fairfax.

SEIGN'IQR-Y, (sen'yur-ej n. [srigneurie., Fr.] A lordship ;

a territory. ( Canada') The right of feudal superiority in

real estate ;
a manor.

SKINE, (s5n) n. [seine, Fr.] A net used in fishing. Carew.

fSRiN'ER, (sen'er) n. A fisher with nets. Carew.'

SETs-MSM'E-TER,*??, [fftio^os and ii'Tnov.} An instrument

for measuring the shock of an earthquake, and other con-

cussions. Brande.

SEI-SU'RA,* n. (OntftA.) A genus of birds; an Australian

bird, called the dishwasher. P. Cyc.

SF:'i-TV,*7j. Something peculiar to man's self Taller. PR.]

SEIZ'A-BI/E, a. That may be seized ; liable to be seized.

SEIZE, (sez) v. a. [saisir, Fr.
; seisia, Arm.] [j. SEIZED ; pp.

A, , I, 6, U, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, U, Y, short; A, E, I, O, V, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FiST, FALL; HEIR, HEE;
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SEIZING, SEIZED.] To take hold of
;
to gripe ;

to grasp;
to take possession of by force

;
to lay hold on

;
to invade

suddenly ;
to take forcible possession of by law ; to make

possessed ; to put in possession of: to apprehend ;
to

snatch
;
to catch

;
to take. (JVaut.) To bind with a cord,

jis ropes. To be seized of, (Law) to be possessed of.

SEIZE, (sez) v. n. To fix or fasten, with on or upon.
SEIZED,* (sezd) p. a. (Law) Having possession of. Black-

stone.

SEIZ'ER, (sez'er) n. One who seizes.

SEIZ'IN, (.sS'zin) n. [saistne, Fr.] Seizure; possession.
(Law) The possession of an estate of freehold. Seizin

in deed or fact is actual possession ;
seizin in law is where

lands descend, and one has not actually entered on them,
_but has a right to enter. Written also seisin.

SEIZ'OR,* n. (Law) One who takes possession. Black-
stone.

SEIZ'VRE, (se'zhur) n. Act of seizing ; thing seized
;
act

of taking forcible possession ; gripe; catch. (Law) The
act of taking possession of the property of a person, con-
demned by a competent tribunal to pay a certain sum
of money, by a sheriff or constable, by virtue of an exe-

cution, for the purpose of having such property sold to

jatisfy the judgment.
SE'JANT, or SE'JE-ANT, a. (Her.) Sitting, as a beast.

fSE-jofN', v. a. To separate ; to disjoin. Bp. Hall.

SEJ'y-GODs, or SE-Ju'GOUS,*[se-ju'gus, Sin. Wb.~\ a.(Bot.)

Yoked, as to its' six pairs of leaflets! Crabb. See xWuL-
TIJUGOUS.

fSE-jONc'TlON, n. [sejunctio, L.] Act of disjoining. Pear-
son.

fSE-jDN'Gl-BLE, a. [sejungo, L.] That may be disjoined.
Pearson.

fS_EKE, a. Sick. Chaucer.

SE'KOS,* 7i. [<7>7Kdf.] A place, in a pagan temple, for im-

ages or statues
;
a shrine. Maunder.

SE'LAH,* n. [Heb.] A word that often occurs in the book
of Psalms

; supposed to signify a rest or pause in singing.
Cruden. [ Spenser.

fSEL'couTH, (sel'koth) a. Rarely known; uncommon.
fSELD,* ad. Rarely; seldom. Shak. a. Scarce. Nares.

SEL'DQM, ad. Rarely; not often
;
not frequently. Hooker.

SEL'DOM, a. Rare
;
not frequent. Milton. [R.]

fSEL'DOM-NESS, n. Infrequency ;
rareness

; rarity. Hooker.

tSELD'SHOWN, (seld'sh5n) a. Seldom shown. Shak.

SE-LECT', v. a. [selectus, L.] [i. SELECTED ; pp. SELECTING,
SELECTED.] To choose in preference to others rejected ;

to pick ;
to cull.

SE-LECT', a. Nicely chosen; choice
;
culled out

;
selected.

SE-LECT'ED-LY, ad. With care in the selection. Todd.

SE-LEC'TIQN, n. [selectio, L.] Act of selecting ; thing se-

lected ; choice ; aggregate of things selected.

SE-LECT'-MAN,* n. ; pi. SE-LECT'-MEN. A magistrate an-

nually elected by the freemen of a town or township in

New England, to superintend and manage the affairs and
government of the town. The number is commonly from
three to five. Dane.

SE-LECT'NESS, n. The state of being select.

SE-LCT'QR, n. One who selects.

SE-LE'Ni-ATE,*n. (Chem.) A salt formed of selenic acid
and a base. P. Cyc.

SE-LEN'JC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to, or obtained from, se-

lenium; as, selenic acid. Ure.

SE-LE'Nl-oOs,* a. Derived from selenium. P. Cyc.
SEL'E-NlTE, n. [selenites, L.] (Min.) A crystallized sul-

phate of lime ; sparry gypsum ;
a salt of selenious acid.

SEL-E-NI'TES., n. [L.] Mirror-stone ; selenite. Nicholson.

SEL-E-NIT'JC, a. Relating to, or partaking of, selenite.

SE-LE'Nf-UM,* n. (Chem.) A metalloid principle, or sort of

semi-metal, of a reddish brown color, brittle, and not

very hard. Ure.

SEL-E-Nl'u-RET,* n. (Min.) A mineral composed chiefly
of selenium, silver, and copper. Brande.

SfiL-E-Nl'u-RET-TED,* a. Holding seleniuret in solution.

Front.

SEL-E-NOG'RA-PHER,* n. One versed in selenography.
Murchison.

SEL-E-NOG'RA-PHIST,* n. A describer of the moon. Scott.

SBL-E-NOG'RA-PHY, n. [selenographie, Fr. ; at\f]vr] and
ypu^w, Gr.l A description of the surface of the moon.

SEL-EN-PAL'LAD-ITE,* n. (Mm.) Native palladium. Dana.

SELF', a. pron. i pi. SELVE. [silba, Goth. ; sylf, sylfa, Sax.
;

self, selve, D.] Very; particular; this above others;
one's own

; relating or restricted to an individual. Its

primary signification is that of an adjective ;
and it has

the force of an adjective when prefixed to a noun, as self-

interest, se?/-knovvledge. United with my, thy, him,

her, our, your, them, and it, it forms reciprocal personal
pronouns ; as,

" He hurt himself." It is sometimes used

emphatically in the nominative case; as,
"
Myself will

decide it." It often adds only emphasis and force to

the pronoun with which it is compounded; as, "He did

it himself." It is sometimes used as a noun, for one's
individual person, or for an individual or being spoken
of; as, "The fondness we have for self." Watts. Self
is much used in composition ; as, se/-evident, seZ/-love.

Many such compounds are here inserted, and many
others might be added.

SELF-A-BASED',* (-bast') a. Humbled by cpnscious guilt.
Law.

SELF-A-BASE'MENT,* n. Abasement of one's self. Watts.

SELF-AB-HOR'RENCE,* n. Abhorrence of one's self. Ash.

SELF-A-BOSE',* n. Abuse of one's self. Shak.

SELF-AC-CUED',* (-kuzd') a. Accused by one's self. Ash.

SELF-AC-CU'ING,* a. Accusing one's self. Locke.

SELF-AD-MI-RA'TIQN,* n. Admiration of one's self. Ash.

SELF-AP-PLAUE',* n. Commendation of one's self. Ash.

SELF-AP-PRQ-BA'TIQN,* n. Approbation of one's self.

Watts.

SELF-AP-PROV'ING,* a. Approving one's self. Pope.
SELF-CEN'TRED,* (-sen'terd) a. Centred in one's self. Ash.

SELF-CON-CEIT',* n. Too high opinion of one's self;

vanity. Culman.

SELF-CQN-CIT'ED,* a. Cherishing a high opinion of
one's self

;
vain. Baldwin.

SELF-CON'FI-DENCE,* n. Confidence in one's self. Em-
erson.

SELF-CON'FI-DENT,* a. Confiding in one's self. Mitchell.

SELF-CON-TRA-DIC'TION,* n. Contradiction or repugnan-
cy in terms. Clarke.

SJGLF-coN-TRA-DJc'TO-Ry,* a. Contradictory in itself.

Burnet.

SELF-CQN-VICT'ED,* a. Convicted by one's self. Lee.

SELF-CON-VIC'TION,* n. Conviction by one's conscious-
ness. Ash.

SELF-DE-CEIT',* n. Deception proceeding from one's self.

Addison.

SELF-DE-CEIVED',* (-sevd') a. Deceived by one's self.

King.
SELF-DE-CEIV'ER,* n. One who deceives himself. Ash.

SELF-DE-CEP'TIQN,* n. Act of deceiving one's self. Ash.

SELF-DE-FENCE',* n. Act of defending one's self. Paley.

SELF-DE-LU'SIQN,* n. Act of deluding one's self. Ch.

Ob.

SELF-DE-NI'AL,* n. Act of denying one's self. Ch. Ob.

SELF-DE-NY'ING,* a. Denying one's self. Burnet.

SELF-DE-STR'OC'TION,* n. Destruction of one's self. Ch.
Ob.

SELF-DE-TER-MJ-NA'TIQN,* n. Determination by one's
own mind. Locke.

SELF-DE-TER'MINED,* a. Determined by one's self. Ash.

SELF-DE-TER'MJN-TfNG,* a. Determining by one's self,

or by one's own mind. Coleridge.

SELF-ED'v-CAT-ED,*a. Educated by one's self. Davis.

SELF-ES-TJEEM',* n. Good opinion of one's self ; vanity.

Combe.

SELF-fiv'i-DENCE,* n. Evidence commanding the imme-
diate assent of the mind. Locke.

SELF-V'J-DENT,* a. Evident in its own nature ; com-

manding immediate assent without proof. Paley,

SELF-EX-AL-TA'TION,* n. Exaltation of one's sel

Knowles.----, n. Act of examining one's own
conduct and motives. Paley.

SELF-ES-IST'ENCE,* Underived and independent ex-

istence ;
existence of one's self, independent of any oth-

er being or cause ; an attribute peculiar to God. Paley.

SELF-Ex:-isT'ENT,* a. Existing without origin or depend-
ence on another. Paley.

SfiLF-FLXT'TER-iNG,* a. Flattering one's self. Watts.

SELF-FLAT'TER-V,* n. Flattery of one's self. Ash.

SELF-G6v'ERN-MENT,* 71. Government of one's self. Pa-

ley.

SELF'HEAL, n. A perennial plant ; prunella.

SELF-HOM'I-CIDE,* n. Act of killing one's self. Hakewill.

SELF-IM-POR'TANCE,* n. High opinion of one's selfj

pride. Ash.

SELF-IM-POR'TANT,* a. Important in one's own esteem ;

proud. Ash.

SELF-IN'TER-EST,* 7i. Regard to one's own interest. Ash.

SLF-IN'TER-EST-ED,* a. Having a regard to one's own
interest

;
selfish. Clarke.

SfiLF'lSH, a. Attentive, or devoted chiefly or wholly, to

one's'own interest; void of due regard for others.

SELF'JSH-LY, ad. With regard only or chiefly to one's own
interest.

SELF'ISH-NESS, n. duality of being selfish ;
inordinate

regard to, or pursuit of, one's own interest; self-love.

SELF'I^M,* ?i. Devotedness to self; selfishness. R. W.
Hamilton.

SELF'IST,* n. One devoted to self ;
a selfish person. Isaac

Taylor. [R.]

SELF-JDs-Tj-Fi-CA'TIQN,* n. Justification of one's self.

Smith.

SELF-KNSWL'EDGE,* (-nol'ej) n. Knowledge of one's

self. Mason.
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SELF-LEFT',* a. Left to one's self. Milton.

SELF'LESS,* a. Devoid of self or selfishness. Coleridge.
SELF-LIKE',* a. Like one's self. Sidney.
SELF-LOVE',* n. The love of one's self

;
selfishness. Pa-

ley.

SELF-MATE',* n. A mate for one's self. Shak.

SELF-MT'TLE,* 7i. Mettle in itself ; courage. Shak.

SLF-MO'TION,* n. Motion by inherent power. Ash.

SELF-MOVED',* (-movd') a. Moved by inherent power
or inclination. Clarke.

SELF-MOV'ING,* a. Moving by inherent power. Reid.

SELF-MUR'DER * n. The murder of one's self
;
suicide.

Paley.

SELF-MUR'DER-ER,* n. One who murders himself. Pa-

ley.

tSELF'NESS, n. Self-love
;
selfishness. Sidney.

SELF-PO-ESSED',* (-zest') a. Composed ;
not disturbed.

EC. Rev.

SELF-Po-Es'siON,* (-poz-zesh'un) n. Possession of one's

self; composure, Ash.

SLF-PRAIE',* n. Praise of one's self. Ash.

SELF-PREF'ER-ENCE,* n. Preference of one's self.

Knowles.

SELF-PRE-ER-VA'TION,* n. Act of preserving one's self.

Bentley.

SLF-R&'IS-TER-ING,* a. Registering itself, or marking
the highest and lowest temperature, as a thermometer.
Francis.

SELF-RE-PROOF',* n. The reproof of conscience. Ash.

SLF-RE-PROV'JNG,* a. Reproving one's self. Shak.

SELF-RE-STRAINED',* (-strand') a. Restrained by one's
self. Ash.

,

SLF-RE-STRAINT',* n. Restraint imposed on one's self.

Ash.

SELF-RlGH'TEoys,* (-rl'chys) a. Righteous in one's own
esteem. CA. Ob.

SELF-RlGH'TEOys-NEss,* (-rl'chus-nes) n. Righteous-
ness, the merits of which a person attributes to himself;
false or Pharisaical righteousness. Paley.

SELF-SXc'Rj-FicE,* (-f Iz) n. Sacrifice of one's self, or

of self-interest. Channing.
SELF'SAME, a. Exactly the same ; identical.

SELF-SEEK'ING,* n. Undue attention to self-interest.

Month. Rev.

SELF-SEEK'ING,* a. Seeking one's own interest. Buck.

SLF-SLAUGH'TER,* n. Destruction of one's self. Ash.

SELF-syB-DUED'j* (-dud') a. Subdued by one's self. Shak.

SLF-SyF-Fi"ciENCE,* (-f ish'ens) ; n. Undue confi-

3ELF-SvF-Fl"ciEN-cy,* (-f ish'en-sej j
dence in one's

own strength, competence, or merit. Clarke.

BLF-SVF-FI"CIENT,* (-guf-fish'ent) a. Relying too much
on one's self; haughty ; assuming ; proud. Ash.

SELF-TQR-MENT'ING,* a. Tormenting one's self. Ash.

SELF-WILL',* n. Obstinacy; stubbornness. Genesis xlix.

SELF-WILLED',* (-wild') a. Obstinate; headstrong. 2
Peter ii.

tSEL'iON, ns [selio, low L.] A ridge of land. Ainsworth.
SELL

?
v. a.

[i. SOLD; pp. SELLING, SOLD.] To part with for

a price ;
to dispose of or betray for money ;

to vend.

SELL, u. n. To have traffic with one
;
to be sold.

SELL, pron. ; pi. SELLS. Self. B. Jonson. Still used in the
north of England, and in Scotland. Toad.

tSELL, n. A saddle. Spenser. A royal seat. Fairfax.
SEL'LEN-DER, or SEL'LAN-DER, n. pi. A disease in a

horse's hock, or back of the knee, similar to the inallin-

ders. London.

SELL'ER, n. One who sells ; vender.

SELT'ZER-WA'TER,* n. A mineral water of Seltzer, in

Germany, containing carbonic acid, &c. Brande.

SEL'VAGE, n. The edge of cloth where it is closed by
complicating the threads. Written also selvedge.
(JVawt.) A piece of a very flexible kind of rope.

SEL'vAGEDj (-vajd) a. Having a selvage ; bordered.

SEL'VA-GEE,* n. (JVaut,.) A skein of rope-yarns marled
together. Mar. Diet.

SEL'VEDGE, n. Same as selvaffe. Exodus.
SLVE, (selvz) The plural of Self. Locke.

SEM'A-PHORE,* n. [ffifau and 0/>>.] A sort of telegraph,
or machine, for communicating intelligence by signals.
Brande.

SM-A-PHOR'}C,* )a. Relating to a semaphore; tele-

SEM-A-PHOR'I-CAL,* i graphic. Jackson.

SEM-A-PHSR'I-CAL-LY,* ad. By means of a semaphore.
Maunder.

The doctrine of lingual or verbal
the theory of grammar, logic, and

fSEltt'ELA-BLE, a. ['Fr.] Like; resembling. Shak.

fSEM'BLA-BLy, ad. With resemblance. Sliak.

SEM'BLA'NCE, n. [Fr.] Likeness; resemblance; simili-

tude; representation ; appearance; show; figure.

tSEM'BLAKT, a. [Fr.] Like
; resembling. Prior.

fSEM'BLANT, n. Show
; figure ;

resemblance. Spenser.

jSEM'BLA-TlVE, a. Suitable; fit; resembling. Shak.

SEM-A-TOL'Q-GY,* n.

signs, comprehending
rhetoric. Smart.

fSEM'BLE, v. n. [scmbler, Fr.] To represent; to make a
likeness. Prior.

SE-MEI-OL'Q-GV,* n. [ar^uuv and \6>os.] (Mcd.) That
branch of medicine, or pathology, which treats of the signs
or symptoms of diseases. Dunglison.

SE-MEI-OT'IC,* a. [cri^siov.] (Med.) Affording signs OF

symptoms of diseases. Brande.

SE-MEI-OT'ICS,* n. pi. (Med.) Same as semeiolog-y. Smart.

SE'MEN,* n. [L.] (Anat.) Sperm ; the fecundating fluid of
animals. Dunglison.

S&Jf1

!, (sem'e) n. [L.] A word which, used as a prefix in

composition, signifies half; as, se?nicircle, half a circle,

SEM-I-AM-PLEX'I-CAUL,* a. (Bat.) Embracing the stem
half way, as a leaf. Loudon.

SEM-I-AN'NU-AL,* a. Happening every half-year; half-

yearly. Month. Rev.

SEM-J-AN'NV-AL-LY,* ad. Every half-year. Hale.

SEM-I-XN'NV-LAR, a. [semi and anuulus, L.] Half-round,
half-rounded

;_
semicircular. Grew.

SEM-I-AP'ER-TURE,* n. Half an aperture. Smart.

SEM-J-A'RI-AN,* n. One who adopts, in part, the doctrines
or principles of Arius; one who denies the consubstanti-

ality of the Son with the Father, but admits the simi-

larity of substance. Brande.

SEM-J-A'RI-AN-ISM,* n. The principles of the Semi-Arians.
Buck.

SEM-I-BAR-BA'RI-AN,* n. One but partially civilized. EC.
Rev.

SEM'I-BREVE, n. [stmibrtvc, Fr.] (Mus.\ A note of half the

quantity of a breve, containing two minims, four crotch-

ets, ,c.

SEM'l-BRIEF, n. Same as semibreve. Harris.

SEM-I-CAL'CINED,* (-sind) a. Partially calcined. Ure.

SfiM-i-CAS'TRATE,* v. 'a. To castrate in part. Smart.

SEM-J-CAS-TRA'TIQN,* n. Removal of one testicle. Cole.

SEM'}-CIR-CLE, n. [scmicirculus, L.] Half of a circle
;
a

figure formed by the diameter and half the circumference
of a circle.

SM'J-CI'R-CLED, (-kid) a. Semicircular. Shak.

SEM-l-ciR'cv-LAR, a. Half round or half circular.

SEM-J-CJR-COM'FER-ENCE,* n. Half of a circumference.
Maunder.

SEM-i-co'LON, n. [semi, L., and xwXov, Gr.] Haifa colon
;

a point made thus [ ; ]
to note a greater pause than that of

a comma. Lowth.

SEM-I-CO-LUM'NAR,* a. (Bot.) Like half a column. Smart.

SEM-i-CQM-PACT',* a. Partially compact. Smart.

SEll'l-coN,* n. (Mus.) An ancient, five-stringed, musical

instrument, resembling a harp. Crabb.

SEM-f-CRVS-TA'CEoys,* (-ta'shys) a. Partly crustaceous.

amort.

SEai-l-cy-L'iN'DRl-CAL,* a. Half cylindrical. Smart.

SEM-I-DE-IST'I-CAL,* a. Inclined to deism. EC. Rev.

SEM-i-Dl-XM'E-TER, n. [semi and diameter.] Half a diame-
ter

;
a straight line drawn from the circumference to

the centre of a circle ; a radius.

SEM-I-DI-A-PA'ON,* n. (Mus.~) An imperfect octave, or an
octave diminished by a minor semitone. Brande.

SEM-I-DI-A-PEN'TE,* n. (Mas.) An imperfect fifth. Crabb.

SEM-I-DI-A-PHA-NE'J-TV, 7i. Half or imperfect transpar-

ency.
SEM-l-Di-XPH'A-NoOs, a. Half or imperfectly transparent.

SEM-i-Di-A-Tfis'sA-RON,* 7i. (Mus.) A defective or false

fourth. Brande.

SEM-i-Dl'TONE,* n. (Mus.) A less third
; semiditono.

Crabb.

SEM-J-DIT'O-NO,* n. (Mus.) A minor third. Brande.

SEat'i-DOiJB-LE, (sern'e-dub-bl) n. An office or feast in the

Romish breviary, that is celebrated with less solemnity
than a double one, and more than a single one. Bailey.

SEM'I-FLO-RET, n. (Bot.) A halt-floret, tubuhms at the be-

ginning, like a floret, and afrerwards expanded in the

form of a tongue. Badey.
SEai-i-FLos'cy-LAR,* a. Having an imperfect

flower. Ash.

SEM-i-FLOS'cy-LOUS, a. Having a semifloret. Bailey.

SEM-i-FLu'iD, a. Imperfectly fluid. Arbuthuot.

SEM'i-FORM,* n. An imperfect form. Smart.

SEM-i-iN'Dy-RAT-ED,* a. Partially indurated. Smart.

SEM-i-Lu'NAR, )'a.[semilunaire, Fr. ; semi and luna, L.]
SEM-i-LO'NA-RY, i Resembling, in form, a half-moon.

SfiM-i-MET'AL, 71. A half-metal ;
an imperfect metal: a

term applied by the old chemists to the brittle metals.

SEM-i-MiN'j-MA,* n. (Mus.) A half a minim or crotchet.

Brande.

SEM'l-NAL, a. [seminal, Fr.
; seminis, L.] Belonging to seed

;

contained in the seed ; radical.

fSEM/KNAL, 71. Seminal state. Browne.

fSEM-i-NAL'i-Ty, 71. The nature of seed; power of produc-
tion. Browne.

SEM'i-NA-RtST.n. A Romish priest educated in a seminary.

fSEM'f-NA-BlZE, v. a. To sow or plant. Cockcram.

SEM'i-NA-RY, ?i. [seminaire, Fr. ; seminarium, L.] [A seed-

plot; a nursery. Mortimer. Seminal state. Browne. Prin-

fSEM'BLA-TlVE, a. Suitable; fit; resembling. Shak. ciple ; causality. Harvey.] A place of education
;
a literary
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institution, as a school, academy, college, or university.

[fA seminarist. B. Jonson.]
SEM'{-NA-RY, a. Seminal

; belonging to seed. Smith.

t.SEM'1-NATE, v. a. To sow ; to propagate. Waterhouse.

SEM-I-NA'TION, 7i. Act of sowing ;
act of dispersing. Wot-

ton.

jSEM'lNED, (-jnd) a. Covered as with seeds. B. Jonson.

SEM-I-NIF'ER-OUS,* a. Bearing or producing seed. Miller.

SEM-I-NIF'IC, ) a. [semen and facio, L.] Productive of

SEM-I-NIF'I-CAL, j
seed. Browne.

SEM-I-NIF i-CA'TiQN, n. Propagation from seed. Hale. [R.]

SEM'I-NUDE,* a. Half-naked. Qu. Ren. [Lyonnet.
SEM'I-NYMPH,* n. (Ent.} The nymph of certain insects.

SEM-J-OL'9-GY,* n. (Med.} See SEMEIOLOGY.
SEM-i-p-PA'coys, a. Half dark

; semiopaque. Boyle.

SEM-I-O'PAL,* n. (Min.} An imperfect sort of opal. Cleave-
land.

SEM-I-Q-PAQUE',* (-pak) a. Half-opaque. Smart.

SEM-I-QR-BIC'U-LAR,* a. Half-orbicular. Smart.

SEM-I-OR'DI-NATE, n. Half an ordinate. Harris.

SEM-I-OSS'EOVS,* (-osh'us) a. Half as hard as bone. Smart.

SEM-I-OT'ICS,* n. pi. (Med.) See SEMEIOTICS. Month. Rev.

SEM-I-O'VATE,* a. Half egg-shaped. Smart.

SEM-I-OX'Y-GEN-IZED,* a. Half-oxygenized. Ure.

SEM-J-PAL'MATE,* a. (Zool.} Having the toes connected

together by a web extending along only their proximal
half. Brande.

SEM-I-PA-RAB'O-LA,* n. Half a parabola. Ash.

SEM'I-PED,* n. (Rhet.} Half a foot, in poetry. Smart.

SEM-I-PE'DAL, or SE-MI'P'E-DAL, [sem-e-pe'dal, S. P. K.
Wb. Ash ; se-mlp'e-dal, W. Ja. ; sem-e-ped'al, Sm.] a.

Jsemi and pedis, L.J Containing half a foot.

SEM-|-PE-LA'GI-AN,* n. One who holds the Pelagian doc-
trine in a modified or partial manner. Bailey.

SE'M-I-PJG-LA'GI-AN,* a. Relating to the Semi-Pelagians.
Buck.

SElvt-!-PE-LA'Gl-AN-]f!5fM,* n. The doctrines of the Semi-

Pelagians. Milner.

SEM-I-PEL-LU'CID, a. [semi and pellucidus, L.] Half clear;

imperfectly transparent.
SEM-l-PJER-spic'V-oDs, a. [semi and pcrspicuus, L.] Imper-

fectly perspicuous, clear, or transparent.

SEM-I-PRI-MIG'E-NOUS,* a. (Geol.} Of a middle state be-
tween primary and secondary formations. Lyell.

SEM'I-PROOF, n. Half proof or evidence. Bailey.

SKM-I-QUA'DRATE, ) n. (Astrol.} An aspect of the planets
SEM-I-QUAR'TJLE, $ when distant from each other half

a right angle, or 45 degrees. Bailey.
SEM'I-QUA-VER, (sem'e-kwa-ver) n. (Mus.} A note whose

duration is half that of a quaver.
SEM-I-QUIN'TILE, n. (Astral.') An aspect of the planets
when at the distance of 36 degrees from one another.

Bailey.

SEM-i-sAv'AGE,* re. A barbarian ;
half a savage. Ency.

SEM-I-SEX'TILE, n. (Astral.} An aspect of the planets
when they are 30 degrees distant from each other :

called also a scmisixth. Bailey.

SJSM-i-sos-pi'jRd,* n. [It.] (Mas.) A small pause, equal
to the eighth part of a bar in common time. Brande.

SEM-I-SPHER'J-CAL, a. Relating to, or like, half a sphere.
SEM-I-SPHE-ROID'AL, a. Formed like a half-spheroid.
SEM-I-TER'TIAN, (-shan) n. (Med.} An ague compounded
of a tertian and a quotidian. Arbuthnot.

SE-MIT'IC,* a. Relating to Shem or his descendants. Qu.
'Rev. See SHEMITIC.

SEM'I-TONE, n. [semi-ton, Fr.] (Mas.} Half a tone
;
the

smallest interval in music.

SEM-J-TON'IC,* a. Relating to a semitone. Maunder.
SEM-J-TRAN'SEPT, n. The half of a transept. Warton.

SEM-I-TRANS-PAR'ENT,* a. Half-transparent. P. Cyc.
SEM-i-VlT'RE-ous,* a. Half-vitreous. Smart.

SEM-I-VO'CAL,* a. Half-vocal. Smart.

SEM'I-VOW-EL, n. A consonant which, like a vowel, can
be pronounced independently, or without the aid of any
other letter. The semivowels are /, I, m, n, r, s, v, x, ^,

and c and g soft.

SEM-O-LI'NA,* n. [semolina, It.] A granule of Italian

wheat, used in soups and in making vermicelli
;
called

also soojce. A smaller kind is called semoletta. W.
Ency.

SEM-PER-VI'RENT,* a. Always flourishing; evergreen.
Smart.

SEIU'PER-VIVE, n. [semper and vivus, L.] A perennial, ev-

ergreen plant. Bacon.

SEM-PER-VI'VUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.} A genus of plants te-

nacious of life
; sempervive. P. Cyc.

SEM-PI-TER'NAL, a. [scmpiternel, Fr.
; sempiternus, L.]

Eternal in futurity ; having beginning, but no end : in

poetry, eternal. Johnson.

SEM-PI-TER'NI-TY, n. [sempitcrnitas, L.] Future duration
without end.'

SEMP'STER, (sem'ster) n. One who uses a needle; a tai-

lor
; seamster.

SEMP'STRESS, (sem'stres) n. A woman whose business is

to sew
;
a female who sews. Written also semstress and

seamstress.

SEMP'STRE-SY,* (sem'stre-se) n. The business of sewing
with a needle. West. Rev.

SEMUNCIA,* (se-mun'she-a) n. [L.] A small Roman coin.

Brande.

{SENS \

ad- Since' sPeriser- See SINCE.

SEN'A-RV, a. [senarius, seni, L.] Relating to the number
six

; containing six.

SEN'ATE, n. [senatus, L.] The deliberative assembly of the

Roman people ;
a body of men set apart to consult for the

public good ;
a body of councillors: the upper house of

the congress of the United States, composed of two mem-
bers from each state

;
the upper house of a state legisla-

ture.

SEN'ATE-HoftSE, 7i. A place where the senate, or a public
assembly, meet.

SEN'A-TOR, n. [L.] A member of a senate
;
a public coun-

sellor.

SEN-A-TO'RI-AL, a. [senatorius, L.] Relating to a senate or

a senator
; suited to, or becoming, a senator.

SEN-A-Td'Rl-AL-LY,ad.In a senatorial manner. Drummond.

SEN-A-TO'RI-AN, a. Same as senatorial. Johnson.

tSEN-A-TO'Rl-oOs,* a. Senatorial. More.

SEN'A-TOR-SHIP, n. The office or dignity of a senator.

SE-NA' TUS-CON-SUL'TUM,* n. [L.J A vote, act, or de-

cree of the Roman senate. Crabb.

SEND, v. a. [i. SENT ; pp. SENDINO, SENT.] \sendan, Sax.
;

senden, D.] To despatch a person or thing from one

place to another
;
to commission by authority to go and

act
;
to transmit by another ;

to cause to go ;
to dismiss

another as agent ;
to grant ;

to inflict, as from a distance
;

to immit ; to diffuse ;
to throw ; to shoot. To send away,

to discharge ;
to dismiss ;

to discard.

SEND, v. n. To despatch a message. To send for, to re-

quire by message to coine, or cause to be brought.

tSEN'OAL, n. [cendal, Sp.] A sort of thin silk. Chaucer.

SEND'ER, n. One who sends.

SEN'E-GA,* ) n. (Bot.} Polygala senega, a perennial plant,

SEN'E-KA,* \ having a medicinal root; rattlesnake-root,
or rattlesnake-milk wort. Written alsoseneca. Dmiglison.

SEN'E-^INE,* n. (Chem.) The bitter, acrid principle of po-

lygala senega, or rattlesnake-root. Brande.

SE-NS'CENCE, n. [senesco, L.] State of growing old ; de-

cay by time. Woodward. [R.]

IISEN'ES-rHAL, [sen'e-shal, P. E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. Kenrick;

sen'es-kal, S. W. J. >.] n. [senechal, Fr.] A French title

of office and dignity, derived from the middle ages, an-

swering to that of steward or high steward in England:
one who had, in great houses, the care of feasts, do-

mestic ceremonies, &c.

USEN'ES-^HAL-SHIP,* n. The office of seneschal. Sir W
Scott.

SKN'GREEN, n. A plant.

SE'NlLE, [se'nll, S. W. J. F.Ja. Sm. ; sS'nil, P. : sG-nll', K.\

a. [senilis, L.] Belonging to old age ; consequent on old

age.
SE-NIL/I-TY, 71. [seniliter, L.] Old age; the weakness of

age. Boswell.

USEN'IQR, (sen'yur) [se'nyur, S. E. F. K. R. ; s5'ne-yr, P.

J. Ja. ; se'ne-ur or sen'yur, W.] n. [L.] One older than
another ;

an elder ; an aged person.

||SEN-IOR'I-TY, (sen-yor'e-te) 7i. State of being senior; el-

dership ; priority of birth.

||tSEN'lQ-RY, (sen'yo-re) n. Seniority. Shak.

SEN'NA, n.
'

A tree ;' a species of cassia ; the leaves of the

tree used as a cathartic medicine.

SEN'NA-jeHY,* 7i. (Scotland} A Highland bard or minstrel:

an antiquary or genealogist. Gent. Mag.
SEN'NIGHT, (sen'nit) n. [contracted from sevennight.] The

space of seven nights and days ;
a week

; sevennight.
Shak.

SEN'NIT,* n. (Min.} A sort of flat, braided cordage, formed

by plaiting five or seven rope-yarns together. Mar. Diet.

SEN-OC'V-LAR, a. [seni and oculus, L,] Having six eyes.
Derham.

SEN'SATE,* a. Perceived by the senses
;
sonsated. Baxter.

SEN'SAT-ED, p. a. Perceived by the senses. Hooke.

SEN-SA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; sensatio, school L.] Perception by
means of the senses, or effect produced on the sensorium

by something acting on the bodily organs : excitement ;

feeling excited ; impression made on others.

SEN-SA'TIQN-AL,,* a. Relating to, or implying, sensation.

'Clissold.

SENSE, n. [sens, Fr.
; sensus, L.] The faculty or power by

which the properties and states of external things are per-

ceived. There are five senses, viz., sight, hearing, taste,

touch, and smell. Susceptibility of emotion; sensibili-

ty ; perception by the senses ,
sensation ; feeling: per-

ception by the understanding ;
intelluct ; apprehension of

mind
; quickness or keenness of perception ;

understand-

ing ; soundness of faculties ; strength of natural reason
;

reason
;
reasonable meaning ; opinion ;

notion
; judgment ;
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perception ; consciousness
; conviction : meaning ;

im-
port ; signification.

fSENSED, (senst)p. a. Perceived by the senses. Glanmlle,

tSENSE'FCL, a. Reasonable
; judicious. Spenser.

SENSE'LESS, (sens'les) a. Wanting sense ; incapable of
sensation ; incapable o' emotion or sympathy ; wanting
understanding or judgment ; unwise ; foolish ;

unreason-
able

; stupid ; insensible
; wanting knowledge ;

uncon-
scious.

SENSE'LESS-LY, ad. In a senseless manner
; stupidly.

SENSE'LESS-NESS, n. State of being senseless ; folly; un-
reasonableness

; absurdity ; stupidity.

SEN-SI-BIL'I-TY, n. [sensibility, Fr.] State of being sensi-
ble

; capability of sensation ; aptness for sensation ; ca-

pability of or aptness for quick emotion ; susceptibility ;

feeling ; delicacy.

SEN'SI-BLE, (sen'se-bl) a. [Fr. ; sensibilis, L.] Capable of

sensation, or of exciting sensation; sensitive; liable to

quick emotion; taking or taken quickly to heart : affect-

ing the senses
; perceiving by the senses

; perceptible by
the senses : perceived by the mind

; perceiving by the
mind

; perceptible by the mind : strongly affected ; con-
vinced

; persuaded : conformed to good sense or reason ;

reasonable
; judicious ;

wise.

SEN'SI-BLE, n. Sensation. [Poetical.] Milton. Whatever is

perceptible around us. More. [R.]
SfiN'si-BLE-NESS, n. Quality or state of being sensible

;

sensibility ; judgment. Bp. Taylor.

SEN'SI-BLY, ad. In a sensible manner
; perceptibly to the

senses
; externally ; by impression on the senses ; by im-

pression on the mind
; plainly ; judiciously ; reasonably.

SEN-STF'ER-OIJS,* a. Producing sense or sensation. Lit.

Gaz.

SEN-slF'lc,* a. Causing sensation. Good.

SEN'SI-TIVE, a. [sensitif, Fr.] Alive to organic affections

from external things ; sensient ; having sense but not rea-
son. Sensitive plant, (mimosa pudica,") a small annual

plant, which shrinks and falls on being slightly touched.

SEN'SI-TIVE-LY, ad. In a sensitive manner. Hammond.

SEN'SI_-TIVE-NESS,* n. Quality of being sensitive. Ash.

SEN-SO'RI-AL,* a. Relating to the sensorium. Tucker.

SEN-sd'ur-ifM, n. [L.] pi. L. SENSOMIA; Eng. SEN-
SORIUMS. (Anat.} The seat or common centre of sensa-

tion, almost universally supposed to be in the brain
;

the organ of sensation.

SEN'SQ-RY, n. Same as sensorium. Bentley.

SEN'SQ-R.Y,* a. Relating to the sensorium. Belsham. [R.]
SEN'sy-AL, (sen'shu-al) a. [sensuel, Fr.] Relating to the

senses; depending on the senses; affecting the senses;
pleasing to the senses : carnal

;
not spiritual ; devoted to

the pleasures of the senses
; voluptuous ;

lewd
; luxuri-

ous.

SN'st;-AL-tM,* (sen'shu-al-izm) n. Sensuality ; sensual

indulgence, appetite, or ideas. (Mental philosophy') The
theory which resolves all the mental acts and intellectual

powers of man into various modifications of mere sensa-
tion. Brande.

SEN'S V-AL-IST, (sen'shu-ril-ist) n. One devoted to sensual

pleasures; a voluptuary ; an epicure ; a carnal person.
SEN-SV-AL'I-TY, (sun shu-iil'e-te) n. [sensualite, Fr.J Qual-

ity of being sensual ; devotedness to the senses or to sen-
sual pleasures ; voluptuousness.

SEN-SV-XL-I-ZA'TIQN,* (sen-shu-al-e-za'shun) n. Act of

rendering sensual. Qw. Ren.

SEN'SU-AL-IZE, (sen'shu-al-Iz) v. a.
[i. SENSUALIZED ; pp.

SENSUALIZING, SENSUALIZED.] To give up to sensuality ;

to make sensual. Pope.
SEN'SV-AL-LY, (sen'shu-al-le) ad. In a sensual manner.
tSEN-sy-os'i-TY,* n. State of being sensuous. Scott.

SEN'SV-OUS, (sen'shu-us) a. [fSensual. Milton.] Full of
sense, feeling, or passion ; pathetic. Milton. Abounding
in sensible images ; comprehensible ;

"
Things most com-

prehensible, that is, sensuous." Coleridge.
SEN'SV-OUS-LY,* ad. In a sensuous manner. Coleridge.
SEN'sv-oDs-NESS,* n. Quality of being sensuous. Cole-

ridge.

SENT, i. &p. from Send. See SEND.
SfiN'TENCE, n. [Fr. ; smtentia, L.] Determination, decis-

ion, decree, or condemnation, as of a court or judge ;

judgment; doom : a maxim
; an axiom, generally mor-

al: -a period in writing, or words logical^and gram-
matically joined so as to make a complete sense, and
marked by a full stop ; an assemblage of words form-
ing a complete sense. A simple sentence has but one sub-

ject and one finite verb; as, "Life is short." A com-

pound sentence consists of two or more simple sentences,
connected together; as,

" Life is short, but art is long."
SEN'TENCE, v. a. [sentencier, Fr.] [i. SENTENCED; ^.SEN-
TENCING, SENTENCED.] Tit pass sentence upon ; to pass
judgment on ; to condemn ; to doom to punishment. [|To
relate, or express. FctiJtam.]

SEN'TEN-CER,* n. One who sentences. Snuthey.
SEN-TEN'TJAL, (sen-te"n'shal) a. Comprising sentences;

sententious. Abp.'Newcome.

SEN-TEN'TIAL-LY,* ad. By means of sentences. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

fSEN-TEN-Ti OS'I-TY, (sen-ten-she-os'e-te) n. Sententious-
ness. Browne.

SEN-TEN'Tloys, (sen-ten'shus) a. [sentencieux, Fr.]
Abounding with sentences, axioms, and maxims; short
and energetic ;

full of meaning; very expressive ; pithy ;

sentential.

SEN-TEN'TIOVS-LY, ad. In a sententious manner
; pithily.

SEN-TEN'TIOVS-NESS, (sen-ten'shus-nes) n. Quality of be
ing sententious

; brevity with strength.
SEN'TER-, n. A sentinel. See SENTHY. Milton.

SEN'TIEN-CV,* (sen'shen-se) n. Perception ; feeling. Bar-
rett. [R.]

SEN'TI-ENT, (sSn'she-ent) a. [sentiens, L.] Having sensa-

Jion ; perceiving by the senses
; sensitive ; perceiving.

SEN'TI-ENT, (sen'she-ent) n. A being having sensation.

SEN'TI-MENT, n. [Fr.] Sensibility; feeling; tenderness,
susceptibility: thought; notion; tenet; opinion; di-

rection of thought: a disposition of mind, as love,
hatred, hope, admiration, pride, humility: a striking
sentence in a composition.

SEN-TI-MEN'TAL, a. Abounding in sensibility ; exciting
to sensibility; pathetic; having feeling; having senti-

ment; having affected sensibility.

SEN-TI-MEN'TAL-IM,* . Quality of being sentimental
;

affectation of sentiment or sensibility. Q. Rev.

SEN-TI-MEN'TAL-IST,* n. One who has or affects senti-
ment or sensibility. Montgomery.

SEN-TI-MEN-TXL'J-TY, n. State of being sentimental ; af-

fected sensibility ;
sentimentalism. Warton.

SEN-TI-MEN'T.AL-JZE,* v. n. To form, cherish, or affect
sentiment or sensibility. EC. Rev.

SEN'TI-NEL, n. [sentinelle, Fr., from sentio, L.] One who
watches or keeps guard, to prevent surprise ;

a soldier on
guard ; watch

; guard.
SEN'TJ-NELLED,* (-neld) a. Furnished with sentinels.

Pollok.

SEN'TRY, n. [corrupted from sentinel.] A soldier on guard ;

a sentinel : guard ; watch ; duty of a sentry.
SEN'TRY-BOX,* n. A small shed for a sentry. Smart.

SE'PAL,* n. (Bot.) A division or leaf of the calyx. P. Cyc.
SEP'A-LODS,* a. Relating to, or having, sepals. P. Cyc.

SEP-A-RA-BJL'J-TY, n. Quality of being separable. Gian-
ville.

SEP'A-RA-BLE, a. [Fr.; separabilii, L.] That may be sepa-
rated : divisible; discerptible.

SEP'A-RA-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being separable. Boyle.
SEP'A-RA-BLY,* ad. In a state of separation. Dr. Mien.

SEP'A-RATE, v. a. [separo, L.
; separer, Fr.] [i. SEPARATED;

pp. SEPARATING, SEPARATED.] To divide into parts ;
to dis-

unite
;
to disjoin ;

to make a space between
;
to sever; to

part ;
to sunder

;
to set apart ;

to withdraw.

SEP'A-RATE, v. n. To part; to be divided or disunited.
Locke.

SEP'A-RATE, a. Divided from the rest
; parted from smoth-

er
; disjoined ; withdrawn

;
disunited

;
distinct

;
differ-

ent
;
unconnected.

SEP'A-RATE-LY, ad. In a separate manner ; apart ; singly.

SEP'A-RATE-NESS, n. The state of being separate. Mede.

SEP-A-RAT'I-CAL,* a. Relating to separation ;
sectarian.

Dr. T. Dwight. [R.]

SEP-A-RA'TION, n. [separatio, L.'J Act of separating; state

of being separate ;
disunion

;
division

;
divorce

; disjunc-
tion.

SEP'A-RA-TIM,* n. The principles or qualities of the Sep-
aratists. C/t. Ob.

SEP'A-RA-TIST, n. One who separates himself, particu-

larly from a church
;
a dissenter

;
a sectary ;

a schismat-
ic

;
a seceder.

SEP'A-RA-TIVE,* a. Tending to separate. Boyle.

SEP'A-RA-TQR, n. One who separates ;
a divider.

SKP'A-RA-TO-RY, a. That separates ; separating.

SEP'A-RA-TO-RY,* n. (Chem.) A vessel used for separating
the essential parts of liquors. Crabb.

SE'PI-A,* n. [L.] pi. a'Pf-JS. The cuttle-fish. Roget, A
species of pigment prepared from a black juice secreted

by certain glands of the cuttle-fish. Brandt.

fSEP'E-Ll-BLE, . [scpclio, L.] That may be buried. Bailey.

fSEP'l-MENT, n. [scpimeiitain, L.] A hedge; a fence. Bai-

|SE-p5E', (se-p5z') v. a. [sepono, sepositus, L-] To set apart.
Donne.

fSEP-p-sf'TlON, n. The act of setting apart. Bp. Taylor.

SE'POY, n. [sipah, Per.] A soldier of the native India

troops, in the service of the East-India company.
SEPS, n. [L.J A kind of venomous eft

;
one of a genus of

saurian reptiles, having four very short legs.

SEPT, n. [septum, L.] A clan : a race ; a family ;
a genera-

tion, used only with regard or alhiskm to Ireland. Spen-
ser. Ed. Ren.

SEP'TA,* n.pl. [L.] P. Cyc. See SEPTUM.

SEP'TAN-GLE,* n. A figure having seven sides and seven

angles ;
a heptagon-. Crabb.
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SEP TlN'ay-LAR, a, [septem and angulus, L.] Having
seven angles or corners.

SEP-TA'RI-A,* n. pi. (Min.) Nodules of calcareous marl

presenting numerous fissures. Cleaveland.

SEP-TEM'BITV, n. [L.] The ninth month of the year:
[thesevonth month of the Roman year, which began with
March .J

SEI-TEM'VIR,* n. [L.] pi. SEP-TEM'ri-Ri. One of
seven men, joined in any office or commission. Jlins-

worth.

SEP-TEM'VI -RATE,* TJ, The office of the septemviri; a gov-
ernment of seven persons. Davies.

SEp'TEN-A-RY, a. [septenarius, L.] Consisting of seven.

SEP'TEN-A-RY, n. The number seven. Browne.

SEP-TEN'NI-AL, a. [scptennis, L.] Lasting seven years;
happening once in seven years.

SEP-TEjy'Wf-UM,* n. [L.] A period of seven years. Ham-
ilton.

SEP-TEN'TRJ-ON, n. [Fr. ; septentrio, L.] That part of the
heavens in which are the Seven Stars, or Charles's Wain ;

.the north. Shalt.

SEP-TEN'TRI-ON, ) a. [septentrionalis, L.] Northern. Sir

SEP-TEN'TRi-Q-NAL., \
E. Sandys. [R.]

JSEP-TEN-TRI-Q-NXL'I-TY, n. State of being northern.

SEP-TEN'TRI-O-NAL-LY, ad. Towards the north
;
norther-

ly. Browne.

fSEp-TEN'TRl-o-NATE, v. n. To tend northerly. Browne.

SEPT'FOiL,*n. (Bot.) A seven-leaved plant. Crabb.

SEp'Tic,* ?t. A substance that produces putrefaction. Wat-
son.

SEP'TIC, ) a. [<rij:mx<Jj.] Having power to produce pu-
SEP'TJ-CAL, \

trefaction
; causing putrefaction. Browne.

SEP-Ti-ci''r>AL,* a. (Bot.) Dividing the dissepiments. P.

Cyc.

SEP-TIC'I-TY,* n. Tendency to putrefaction. Smart.

SEP-TIF'ER-OUS,* a. (Bot.) Bearing septa. London.

SEP-TJF'RA-GAL,* a. (Bot.) Breaking through the septa. P.

'Oyc.

Sfip-Tl-LXT'ER-AL, a. [sep'.em and lateris, L.] Having
Sjeven sides.

SEP-TIN'SV-LAR,* a. Consisting of seven islands
; as,

"The Septinsular Republic." Qw. Rev.

SEP-TI-SYL'LA-BLE,* n. A word having seven syllables.
Oswald.

SEP'TQN,* n. (Chem.) A gas compounded of azote and ox-

ygen. P. Cyc.

SEP-TV-A-^E-NA'RI-AN,* n. One who is seventy years of

age. Scott.

SEP-TU-X^'E-NA-RY,* n. One who is seventy years old
;

septuagenarian. //. More.

SEP-TV-X?'E-NA-RY, a. [septaagenarius, L.] Consisting of

seventy, or seventy years. Browne.

SEP-TV-A-PES'I-MA, n. [L.] The third Sunday before

Lent, so called from its being seventy days before Eas-
ter.

SEP-TV-A-^ES'I-MAL, a. [scptuagesimus, L.] Consisting of

seventy. Browne.

SEP'TV-A-CHNT, n. [septuairinta, L.] The Greek version of
the Old Testament, made at Alexandria, about 234 B. C.,
for the advantage of the Jews in Egypt, who had lost the
use of the Hebrew language: so called, as being sup-
posed to be the work of seventy-two interpreters or
translators.

SEP'TV-A-^INT,* a. Belonging to the version of the Seven-

ty. Ash.

SEP'TUM,*n. [L.] pi. SEP'TA. An inclosure : a fence.

(Jlnat.) A partition ; separation ; a membrane
;
the drum

of the ear. (Bot.) A partition separating a body into

two or more cells or parts ; dissepiment. Brande.

SEP'TO-PLE, a. [septuplex, L.] Seven times as much;
sevenfold.

SE-pDL'jeHRAL, (-kral) a. [sepulchralis, L.] Relating to a

sepulchre or to burial; monumental: grave; deep;
hollow.

SE-PGL'HRAL.-IZE,* v. a. To render sepulchral or sol-

emn. Ch. Ob.

SEP'VL-CHRE, ( Sgp'vl-ker) [sep'ul-ker, & W. P. J. E. F.

Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.; se-pul'ker, Penning, Bailey.] n. [se-

pulcre, Fr. ; sepulchrum, L.] The place where a corpse is

buried ;
a grave ;

a tomb
;
a monument for the dead.

85=
"

I consider this word as having altered its origi-
nal accent on the second syllable, either by the necessity
or caprice of the poets, or by its similitude to the general-
ity of words of this form and number of syllables, which
generally have the accent on the first syllable. Dr. John-
son tells us it is accented by Shakspeare and Milton on
the second syllable, but by Jonson and Prior, more prop-

erly, on the first ;
and he might have added, as Shak-

speare has sometimes done." Walker.

SE-PUL/CIIRE, (se-pul'ker) [se-pul'ker, S. W. J. E. F. Ja.

Sm. ; sep'ul-ker, P. Wb.\v. a.
[i. SEPULCHRED ; pp. SE-

PULCHRING, SEPULCHRED.] To bury ; to entomb. Sliak.

SEP'VL-TURE, n. [Fr. ; sepultura, L.] Interment; burial.

Dryden.

SE-QUA'CIOUS, (se-kwa'shus) a. [sequacis, L.] Following ;

attendant. Bp. Taylor. Ductile ; pliant. Ray. [R.]
fSE-QUA'cioys-NESS, (se-kwa'shus-nes) n. Sequacity. Bp.

Taylor.

fSE-QuX9'i-TY, n. [sequaz, L.] Ductility ; toughness ; act
of following. Bacon.

SE'QUEL, (se'kwel) n. [sequelle, Fr.
; sequela, L.] That

which follows
;
the close

; conclusion
; succeeding part;

consequence ; event.

SE'QUENCE, (se'kwens) n. [Fr., from sequor, L.] Order
of succession ; series. Shak. (Mas.) A similar succes-
sion of chords.

SE'QUENT, a. [old Fr.
; sequens, L.] Following; succeed-

ing ; consequential. Shak. [R.]

fSE'QUENT, n. A follower. Shak.

ISE-QUEN'TIAL,* a. Succeeding; fallowing. Wallbridge.
SE-QUES'TER, (se-kwes'ter) v. a. [sequestrer, Fr.

; seques-
tra, low L.] \l. SEQUESTERED J pp. SEQUESTERING, SE-

QUESTERED.] To separate from others for the sake of pri-

vacy ; to put aside
;
to withdraw

;
to take possession of;

to set aside from the use of the owner to that of others ;

as,
" His annuity is sequestered to pay his creditors ;" to

deprive of possessions. (Civil law) To renounce.

SE-QUES'TER, v. n. To withdraw
;
to retire. Milton.

fSE-QUES'TER,* n. Disjunction; sequestration. Shak.

SE-QUES'TRA-BLE, a. That may be sequestered or seques-
trated. Boyle.

SE-QUS'TRATE, v. n. [i. SEQUESTRATED ; pp. SEQUESTRAT-
ING, SEQUESTRATED.] To sequester ;

to separate. Jlrbuth-

not.

||SEQ-UES-TRA'TIQN, (sek-wes-tra'shun) n. [Fr.] Act of

sequestering ; state of being sequestered ; separation ;

state of being set aside. (Law} Deprivation of the use
and profits of a possession ; the separating or setting aside
of a thing in controversy, from the possession of both of
the parties who contend for it.

USEQ'UES-TRA-TQR, [sek-wes-tra'tur, W. J. F. K. ;sek'wes-
tra-tur, S. E. Sm. ; sS-kwes'-tra'tur', P. Wb.} n. One who
sequesters or takes from a man the profits of his posses-

_sions.
SE'QUIN,* n. [zecchino, It.] An Italian gold coin, of the

value of about 9s. 5rf. sterling : also, a Turkish gold coin,
the value of which varies according to the periods of

coinage : written also zee/tin, checqueen, chequin, arid cec~

chin. P. Cyc.

SE-RAGL,'l6,(se-ral'yo)?i. [scrra<rlio, It. ; serallo, Sp. ; serai,

Turk.] The palace of the Turkish sultan, at Constantino-

ple ;
a place for concubines, in the East ; a harem.

SE-RA'I,* n. [Turk. 4- Per.] A place for the accommoda-
tion of travellers in the East Indies ;

a khan ;
a caravan-

sary. Hamilton.

SER-AL-BU'IVIEN,* n. Albumen obtained from the serum of
the blood. Francis.

SER'APH, (ser'af) n. [Heb.] pi. Heb. SERAPHIM; Eng.
SERAPHS. An angel of the highest rank. Milton. In
the English version of the Bible, the plural form sera-

phims is used; as, "one of the seraphims." Isaiah.

The Order ofthe Seraphim, a Swedish order of knighthood,
instituted in 1334, limited to 24 members, besides the

king and royal family.

SE-RAPH'IC, ) a. Relating to a seraph ; angelic ;
celes-

SE-RAPH'i-CAL, }
tial

; pure ;
refined from sensuality.'

SE-RXPH'l-CAL-NEss,* TO. The quality of being seraphic.
'Scott.

SE-RXPH'i-cIM,* n. The quality of a seraph. Cudworth.

SER'A-PHIM, (ser'a-flm) n. [Heb.] The plural of Seraph.

Angels of the highest rank. Common Prayer. See SER-
APH.

SER'A-PHINE,* n. (Mas.) A keyed, musical wind-instru-

ment, of the organ species, adapted to the size of a cham-
ber. Brande.

SE-RA'PIS,* n. [SCOIZTTJ?.] An ^Egyptian deity. Brande.

SE-RAS'KIER,* or SER-AS-KIER',* [se-ras'ker, Sm. Wb. ;

se-ras-kCr', K. ; ser'as-k5r, Brande.] n. The coinmander-
in-chief of the Turkish army ;

a generalissimo ;
a gen-

eral. Ency.
SER'CEL,* n. Booth. See SARCEL.

SERE, a. Dry; withered. Spenser. See SEAR.

jSERE, n. [serre, Fr.] A claw
;
talon. Chapman.

SE-RE'NA, n. See GUTTA SERENA.
SER-E-NADE', n. [Fr. ; serenata, It.] An entertainment of

music; a musical performance made by gentlemen, in the

spirit of gallantry, under the window of ladies, in the

evening.
SER-E-NADE', v. a. [i. SERENADED ; pp. SERENADING, SER-

ENADED.] To entertain with a serenade, or with nocturnal

music.

SER-^-NADE', v. n. To perform a serenade. Taller.

SE-RNE', a. [serein, Fr. ; serenus, L.] Clear; calm; plac-
id

; quiet ;
unruffled ; undisturbed ;

even of temper ; tran-

quil ; peaceful: used as a European, or, especially, a
German title of honor ; as,

" Serene Highness."

SE-RENE', n. [serein, Fr.] Fresh, cool air; a calm evening.
B. Jonson.
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SE-RENE', r. a. [ser&mr, Fr.
; screno, L.] To calm ; to qui-

et ;_to clear. Phillips. [R.]

SE-RENE'LY, ad. In a serene manner; with serenity;
calmly ; quietly ; coolly.

SE-RENE 'NESS, n. Serenity. Fcltham.

JSE-REN'I-TUDE, n. Calmness
; coolness of mind

;
sereni-

ty. Wotton.

SE-REN'I-TY, n. [sdrenite, Fr.] State of being serene ;
calm-

ness
; mild temperature ; peace ; quietness ; tranquillity ;

evenness of temper ;
coolness. [Highness ;

title of re-

spect. Milton.]
SERF, n. [Fr. ; servus, L.] A slave of a low class, such as

existed in the dark ages ;
a slave attached to an estate,

as in Russia
;
a peasant ;

a boor : written also cerf.

SERF'AGE,* n. The state or condition of a serf
; slavery.

Q. Rec,

SERGE, (se'rj) n. [serge, Fr.
; xerga, Sp.] A coarse sort of

woollen stuff; a cloth of quilted woollen.

||SER'GEAN-CY, (sar'jen-se) n. The office of sergeant.
Hacket.

liSER'GEANT, (sar'jent) [sar'jent, S. W. P.J. E. F.Ja. Wb. ;

ser'jent or sar'jent, K.'\ n. [sergent, Fr. ; sergente, It.] An
officer; a non-commissioned officer of the army. A ser-

geant, or sergeant-at-law, (England) is the highest degree
of common law, through which all must proceed before

attaining the dignity ofjudge. Sergeant-at-arms, an offi-

cer attending on the person of a king ;
an officer of a

court, or of a legislature, whose duty it is to arrest offend-

ers, <fcc.

$5= This word is often written serjeant; and this or-

thography is found in encyclopaedias, many works on
law, and other publications ; though the orthography in

most of the English dictionaries is sergeant.
$5=

" There is a remarkable exception to the common
sound of the letter e in the words clerk, sergeant, and a
few others, where we find the e pronounced like the a in

dark and margin. But this exception, I imagine, was,
till within these few years, the general rule of sounding
this letter before r, followed by another consonant. Thir-

ty years ago, every one pronounced the first syllable of
merchant like the monosyllable march, and as it was ori-

ginally written, marchant. Service and servant are still

heard, among the lower orders of speakers, as if written
sarvice and sarvant ; and even among the better sort, we
sometimes have the salutation,

'

Sir, your sarvant ;
'

though this pronunciation of the word singly would be
looked upon as a mark of the lowest vulgarity. The
proper names Derby and Berkeley still retain the old
sound

;
but even these, in polite usage, are getting into

the common sound, nearly as if written Durby and
Burkeley. As this modern pronunciation of the e has a
tendency to simplify the language by lessening the num-
ber of exceptions, it ought certainly to be indulged."
Walker.
"The letters er are irregularly sounded ar in clerk and

sergeant, and formerly, but not now, in merchant, Derby,
and several other words." Smart.
In the United States, the letters er are, by good speak-

ers, regularly sounded, as in her, in the words merchant,
servant, Derby, Berkeley, Sec. The regular pronunciation
of clerk (cle'rk) is also a very common, if not the prevail-
ing, mode. Many give the same sound to e in sergeant.
See CLERK, and MERCHANT.

IISE R'GEANT-SHIP, (sar'jent-ship) n. Office of a sergeant.
||SE R'GE AN-TY, (sar'jen-te) n. (Law) A tenure of lands of

the king of England, by a service to be performed, one
kind of which is called grand, the other petit sergeanty.

SE'RI-AL,* a. Relating to, or implying, a series. P. Cyc.
SE'RI-AL,* n. A number or part of a work or publication

issued in a series, or periodically. Month. Rev.
SE-RI-A' TIM,* ad. [L.] In a series; in order; accord-
ing to place or seniority. Ch. Ob.

SE-Ri"cEpvs,* (se-rish'us) a. (Dot.) Silky; covered with
silky_hairs, as a leaf. P. Cyc.

SE'RI-E, (se're-Sz) n. sing. & pi. [serie, Fr.
; series, L.] A

connected succession
; a set of connected terms

;
se-

quence ; order
; course Serif.ses, in the plural, is some-

times, though not often, used
; as,

"
serieses of periodic

terms." James Ivory.
SE'RI-O-COM'IC,* j

a. Being both serious and comic.
SE'RI-O-COM'I-CAL,* \ Baldwin.

SE'Ri-oDs, a. [serieux, Fr. ; serins, L.] Earnest; grave;
solemn; not volatile; not light of behavior; important;
weighty ;

not trifling. [nest.
SE'RI-OUS-LY, ad. In a serious manner; gravely; in ear-

SE'RI-OBS-NESS, 7i. Quality of being'serious ; gravity.
SER'JEANT,* (sar'jent) n. See SERGEANT.
tSER-MO^-l-NA'TlQN, n. [sermocinatio, L.] Act of making

speeches. Peacham.

fSER MO^'I-NA-TQR, (ser-mos'e-na-tur) n. [sermodnor, L.]A preacher ;
a speech-maker. Howell.

BER'MQN, ?i. [Fr. ; sermo, L.] A religious discourse, deliv-
ered from the pulpit, or to a congregation ;

a serious ex-
hortation.

fSER'MQN, v. a. [sermoner, Fr.] To discourse, as in a ser-
mon

;
to tutor. Shak.

tSER'MQN, v. n. To compose or deliver a sermon. Milton.

SER-MON'I-CAL,* a. Like a sermon
; hortatory. Dod-

dridgc. [R.]'-, n. Discourse; instruction. Chaucer
SER'MQN-ISH,.* a. Resembling a sermon. Ch. Ob. [R.]
SER'MQN-fST,* n. A writer of sermons. Dr. Dibdin.
SER-MO'NI-UM* n. [L.] An interlude or historical play,
formerly acted by the inferior orders of the Catholic

clergy, assisted by youths, in the body of the church
Cowel.

SER'MQN-IZE, v. n.
[i. SERMONIZED

; pp. SERMONIZING,
SERMONIZED.] To preach. Bp. J\Ticholson. To make ser-
mons. Ld. Chesterfield.

SER'M<?N-IZ-ER,* n. A writer of sermons. V. Knox.
SER'MQN-IZ-JNG,* n. Act of making sermons. CA. Ob.

SER'MOGN-TAJN, n. A plant, called sUer and seseli.

SE-RON',* or SE-ROON',* n. [serron, Fr.
; seron, Sp.] A

buffalo's hide, used for packing drugs, &c. Brande.
SE-ROS'I-TY, n. [scrosite, Fr.] State of being serous or thin.
Browne.

SE'ROI;S, a. [screux, Fr.
; serosus, L.] Relating to serum ;

thin
; watery.

SER'PENT, n. [serpens, L.] One of a species of ophidians ;

an animal that moves by a winding motion, or by an un-
dulation, without legs ;

a snake
;
a viper : any thing re-

sembling a serpent ; a malicious person : a sort of fire-

work : a musical, brass wind-instrument, serving as a
bass in concerts.

SER'PENT,* a. Serpentine; winding; writhing. Milton.

SER-pEN-TA'Rl-A,*n. (Bot.) The plant snakeroot. Crabb

SJSR-PEN-TA'RI-&S,* n. (Jtstron.) An ancient constella-

tion, in the northern hemisphere: called also Ophiucus.

SER-PEN'TI FORM,* a. Having the form of a serpent.
Brande.

SER-pEN-TlG'iN-oOs,* a. Bred of a serpent. Maunder.
SER'PEN-TINE, n. An herb (Min.) A magnesian stone

or rock, of various colors, and sometimes speckled like a
serpent's back.

SER'PEN-TlNE, a. [serpentin, Fr.
; scrpentinus, L.] Re-

sembling a serpent ; winding like a serpent ;
anfractuous :

noting a magnesian stone or rock.

SER'PEN-T!NE, v. n. To wind like a serpent. Harte. [R.]
SER'PEN-TI-NOUS,* a. Relating to serpentine. De la Beche.

SER'PENT-IZE, v. n. To meander; to serpentine. Mason.

SER'PENT-RY,* n. A habitation of serpents. Keates.
SER'PENJ 'S-T6NGUE, (-tu-ng) n. A plant. AinswortJi.

SER'PET, n. A basket. Ainsworth.

SER-PIG'I-NOUS, . [serpigo, L.] Relating to, or partaking
of, serpigo ;

diseased with a serpigo.

SER-P!'GO, or SER-PI'GO, [ser-pl'go, Wb. ; ser-pe'go,
Ja. K. Sm. ; ser-pi'go or ser'pe-go, W. ; ser'pe-goj P.] n.

[L.] (Mcd.) A tetter
;
a ringworm ; herpes circinatus.

SER-PU'L,E-AN,*K. (Eat.) A kind of annellidan, often found

parasitic on sheila. Brande.

fSERR, v a. [scrrer, Fr.] To drive or crowd into a little

space. Bacon.

SER'R^TE, J a. [serratus, L.] Formed with jags or in-

SER'RXT-ED, J dentures, like the edge of a saw; in-

dented.

fSER-RA'TlON, n. Formation fn the shape of a saw. Bailey.

SE'R'RA-TURE, n. Indenture likKteeth of saws. Woodward.

SER'RI-CORN,* n. (Ent.) A coleopterous insect. Brande.

SER'RU-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Having minute teeth or notches
;

indentcd_. Crabb.

SER-RV-LA'TION,* 71. A notching; an indentation. Lowlon.

jSER'RY, v. a. [serrer, Fr.] ['.
SERRIED

; pp. SERRYINO, SER-

RIED.] To press close
;
to drive together. Milton.

SE'RVM, n. [L.] The fluid which separates from blood

during its coagulation: the thin and watery part that

separates from the rest in any liquor, as in milk the whey
(which is the serum) from the cream.

SERV'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being served. Sir J. Mackin-
tosh.

'

SER'VAL,* n. A ferocious quadruped. Smellie.

SER'VANT, n. [Fr. ; scrvus, L.] One who serves; correla-

tive of master, used of man or woman : one in subjec-
tion

;
a menial

;
a domestic

;
a drudge ; a slave. It is a

word of civility used to superiors or equals, as in the sub-

scription of a letter. See SERGEANT.

fSER'vANT, v. a. To subject. Shak.

SER'VANT-MAID,* n. A female or maid servant. JJsh.

SER'VANT-MA'N,* n. A male or man servant. Jlxh.

SERVE, v. a. [scrvir, Fr.
; servio, L.] [i.

SERVED ;pp. SERV-

ING, SERVED..] To work for; to perform service for
;
to

obey as a servant
;
to attend at command ;

to supply with
food ceremoniously ; to be subservient or subordinate to:

to supply with any thing; as, "The curate xrrvcd two
churches ;

" to obey in military actions ; as,
" He strce.d

the king in three campaigns :" to be sufficient to; to

be of use to; to assist; to promote; to minister to; to

help by good offices ;
to comply with ;

to submit to ;
to
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satisfy; to provide; to furnish; to stand instead of any
thing to one : to worship : to treat

;
to requite, in an ill

sense. To serve a warrant, a writ, an attachment, or an

execution, to do what is required by law in each case.

To serve an office, to discharge its duties. To serve

out, to distribute. To scree up, to place on the table.

SERVE, v. n. To be a servant, or slave ; to be in subjec-
tion ; to attend

;
to wait

; to be under military com-
mand : to be sufficient; to suit; to be convenient; to

conduce; to be of use: to officiate or minister in

any office or employment ; as, lie served at the public
dinner.

SERV'ER, n. One who serves: a salver; a plate. Tyn-
dull,

SER'VICE, (ser'vjs) n. [Fr. ; sercitium, L.J The business,

duty, attendance, or condition of a servant ; act of

one who serves; any benefit rendered; menial office;

office of a servant
;
attendance on any superior ; profes-

sion of respect uttered or sent; obedience; submission ;

actual duty; office; employment; business; any duty,

public or private: military or naval duty; a military
achievement: purpose; use; useful office; advantage
conferred; benefit; utility; favor: public office of de-

votion
; particular portion of divine service sung in

cathedrals, or churches: course; order of dishes at

table : a tree and fruit.

SER'VICE-A-BLE, a. [sercuible, Fr.] Performing or afford-

ing service; advantageous; active; diligent; useful;
beneficial.

SER'VICE-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being serviceable.

SER'VJCE-A-BLY, ad. So as to be serviceable; usefully.

fSER'viCE-A?E,* n. State of servitude. Fairfax.

SER'VICE-BOOK,* (-bQk) n. A book of devotion. Milton.

SER'VJCE-TREE,* n. A name of the sorb-tree. Crabb.

SER'VI-ENT, a. [serviens, L.] Subordinate. Dyer. [R.J

SER'VJLE, (ser'vjl) [ser'vjl, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. ; ser'-

vll, Ja.\ a. [servile, Fr.
; servilis, L.] Being in a state of

slavery ; being in subjection ;
slavish ; dependent ;

mean
;

fawning; cringing: performing service ;
subservient.

SER'VILE,* n. A letter that has a use, but is not sounded,
as the final e in peace, plane. Elphinston. A term applied
to a political party in Spain. Brande.

SER'VJLE-LY, ad. In a servile manner ; meanly.
SER'VJLE-NESS, n. Subjection ; servility. [R.]

SER-viL/i-Ty, n. State of being servile ; subjection ;
mean-

ness
; dependence ; baseness

; slavery.

SERV'ING,* n. The act of one who serves. TyndaU.

SJERV'ING,*^. a. Acting as a servant
; aiding.

SERV'ING-MAID, n. A female servant. Bp. Butt.

SERV'JNG-MAN, n. A menial servant. Shak.

SER'VI-TQR, n. [serviteur, Fr.] [{Servant ;
attendant. Hook-

er.] 'An undergraduate, in the university of Oxford,
England, who is partly supported by the college funds,

being of the same class as a sizar in the university of

Cambridge.
SER'VI-TQR-SHIP, n. Office or station of a servitor. Boswell.

SER'V{-TUDE, n. [Fr. ; seroitus, L.J The state of a ser-

vant, or more commonly of a slave
; slavery ; bondage.

[{Servants collectively. Milton.]

SES'A-ME, [ses'a-me, K. Sm.; ses'am, Wb. ; se'sam, R.]
n. [Fr. ; sesama or sesamum, L.

; ffrivdun, Gr.] An oriental

plant. See SESAMUM.
SES-A-MOID',* ) a. (Anat.) Noting little bones at the

SES-A-MOID'AL,,* \ articulations of the toes, resembling
the seed of sesamum. Crabb.

SES'A-MUM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of oriental plants,
from the seeds of which oil is obtained ; sesame. P. Cyc.

SES'QUI.* A Latin term denoting one and a half, three

halves, as much and half as much : prefixed to certain

words. Crabb.

SES-QU|-XL'TER,* n. The name of a stop on the organ,
containing three ranks of pipes. P. Cyc.

SES-QUI-AL/TER, ) a. [sesquialidre, Fr. ; sesquialtcr, L.]
SES-QUI-XL/TER-AL, \ (Geom.) Having the ratio or pro-

portion cf 1^'to J.

SES-QUf-XL/TER-ATE,* a. Same as sesquialteral. Francis.

SES-Qui-DO'pL,l-CATE,* a. Having the relation of 2 to 1,

or twice as much and half as much. Crabb.

SES-QUfp'E-DAL, [ses-kwip'e-dal, W. Ja. Wb. ; ses-kwe-

pe'dal, S. K. Sin.] a. Containing a foot and a half.

SES-QUI-PE-DA'I-I-AN, a. [sesquipedalis, L.] .Containing a

foot and a half.

SES-QUI-PE-DAI/I-TV,* n. The space of a foot and a half.

Sterne.

SES-QUIP'LI-CATE, a. Having the ratio of 2.^ to 1.

SES-QUJ-TER'TIAN, . Having the ratio of 2 to 1.

SES'QUI-TONE,* n. (Mus.) An interval of three semitones.

Smart.

SESS, n. Rate
;
cess charged : tax. Davies. See CESS.

SES'SILE,* a. (Bot.~) Seated close upon any thing without
a stalk, as a leaf on a stem when it has no petiole. P. Cyc.

SES'SIQN, (sesh'un) n. [Fr. ; sessio, L.] Act of sitting; a

stated assembly ;
the sitting of a court, of a council, or of a

political, legislative, or academic body; the time during

which an assembly sits. pi A meeting of justices ; as,
the sessions of the peace. The Court of Session, the

highest or supreme civil court of Scotland.

SES'SIQN-AL,* (sesh'un-jl) a. Relating to a session. Ed. Rev
SESS'POOL,, n. A hole or excavation in the ground for

receiving foul water. Forby. Written also cesspool.

SES'TERCE, n. [Fr. ; sestertius, L.] A Roman silver and
also copper coin. B. Jonson. The Roman sestertium was
equal to a thousand sesterces, or upwards of 81. sterling.

SES'TETT,* or SEX'TETT,* n. [sestetto, It.] (Mus.) A piece
of music for six voices. fVarner.

Ss'T|NE,* n. A stanza of six lines. Maunder.

SET, v. a. [C.
SET ;pp. SETTING, SET.] To place ;

to put in any
situation or place; to put ; to put into any condition, state,
or posture ;

to make motionless ;
to fix immovably ; to fix

;

to state by some rule
;

to regulate ; to adjust ;
to adapt

with notes ;
to plant ; to intersperse or variegate with,

any thing ; to reduce from a fractured or dislocated

state ;
to settle ; to establish ;

to appoint ; to assign to a

post; to exhibit; to display; to value; to estimate; to

rate ;
to fix in metal ; to embarrass

;
to distress

; to per-

plex ; to offer for a price ; to place in order
; to frame ; to

station : to bring to a fine edge, as, to set a razor : to

point out, without noise or disturbance, as, a dog sets birds.

To set about, to apply to ; to begin. To set against^
to place in opposition ;

to oppose. To set apart, to neg
lect for a season

;
to separate ;

to appropriate ; to dedi-

cate ; to devote. To set aside, to omit for the present ;

to reject ;
to annul. To set by, to regard ;

to esteem ; to

omit. To set down, to explain; to register; to put in

writing; to fix; to establish. To set forth, to publish;
to make appear ;

to raise ;
to send out on expeditions ; to

display ;
to explain ; to represent ; to arrange ; to show ;

to exhibit. To set forward, to advance ; to promote.
To set free, to liberate; to acquit; to clear. To set in,

to put in a way to begin. To set off, to decorate
;
to

recommend ;
to adorn. To set on or upon, to animate ;

to instigate; to attack; to assault; to employ as in a
task ;

to fix the attention ; to determine. To set out, to

assign ;
to allot; to publish ; to mark by boundaries or

distinctions of space ;
to adorn ; to embellish

; to raise ;

to equip ;
to show ;

to display ;
to recommend

;
to prove.

To set up, to erect ;
to establish newly ; to enable to com-

mence a new business; to raise ; to put in power; to

establish ;
to appoint ;

to fix; to place in view
; to place

in repose ;
to rest

;
to raise by the voice

;
to advance

; to

propose to reception ;
to set up a trade ; to set up a

trader. 5^= "This is one of the words," says Dr. John-

son,
" that can scarcely be referred to any radical or

primitive notion ;
it very frequently includes the idea

of a change made in the state of the subject, with
some degree of continuance in the state superin-
duced."

SET, v. n. To apply one's self to, or assume a posture for,

some purpose: to fall below the horizon, as the sun at

evening: to be fixed : to fit music to words : to cease

to be fluid; to concrete: to begin a journey: to put
one's self into any state or posture of removal: to

catch birds with a dog that sets them (that is, lies

down and points them out ;) to sport with a large net:

to plant, not. sow. It is commonly used in conversa-

tion for sit, which, though undoubtedly barbarous, is

sometimes found in authors. To set about, to fall to
;
to

begin. To set in, to become settled. To set off, to set

out on any pursuit; to start. To set on or upon, to be-

gin a march, journey, or enterprise ; to make an attack.

To set out, to have beginning ;
to begin a journey or

course. To set to, to apply himself to. To set up, to

begin a trade openly ;
to begin a scheme in life ;

to

profess publicly.

SET, a. Regular ; not lax
;
firm ;

fixed
;
stiff ; squared by rule.

SET, n. A number of things suited to each other, and of

which one cannot be taken away without detriment to

the whole; a complete suit or assortment: anything
not sown, but put in a state of some growth into the

ground: apparent fall of the sun, or other heavenly

body, below the horizon. [A wager at dice. Dryden. A
game. Shak.] Dead set, a concerted scheme to defraud

a person by gaming. Grose.

SE'TA,* n. [L.] pi. SE'T^E. A bristle. (Bat.) The stalk

that supports the theca, capsule, or sporangium of mosses ;

the awn or beard of grasses ;
an abortive stamen ;

a

pubescence. Brande.

SE-TA'CEOVS, (se-ta'shus) a. [seta, L.] Set with strong

hair or bristles ; 'bristly'; consisting of strong hairs.

SET'-BOLT,* n. (JVa.) An iron pin for closing planks.
Crabb.

SET'-DOWN, re. A rebuff; a rebuke; an unexpected and

overwhelming answer or reply. Todd.

SET'FOIL, n. An herb
; septfoil. See SEPTFOIL.

SETH'IC,* a. Noting a period of 1460 years. West. Rev.

SE'TI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a bristle. London.

SE-Ti^'ER-OUS,*a, Bearing bristles. London.

SfiT'i-REME,* n. A natatory leg of an aquatic insect. Ktrby
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SET'lfEss, n. Regulation ; adjustment ;
fixedness. Toad.

SET'-OFF, n. A counterbalance; a recommendation; a
decoration (Law) A demand of the defendant to coun-
terbalance the previous demand of the plaintiff. See OFF-
SET.

SE'TON, (se'tn) n. [seton, Fr.] An artificial ulcer made by
passing a twist of silk, thread, or hair, under a portion of

the_skin, by means of a seton needle ; a rowel ;
an issue.

SE-TOSE',* a. (Bot. & Zool.) Covered with bristles or stiff

Jiairs ; bristly ; setous. Brande. [London.
SE'TOVS,* a. (Bot.) Bristly, applied to a leaf; setose.

SET-TEE', n. A large, long seat, with a back. (JVaiti.)
A vessel with two masts, common in the Mediterranean,
with one deck, and a long and sharp prow.

SET-TEE'-BED,* n. A bed that turns up in the form of a
settee. Ash.

SET'TER, n. One who sets
;
a dog that beats the field, and

points out the bird for the sportsman ;
a man who performs

an office like that of a setting dog: one who adapts
words to music : whatever sets off. Setter-forth, a pro-
claimer. Setter-on, an instigator; an inciter.

SET'TER-WORT, (-wiirt) n. A species of hellebore.

SET'TING, n. Act of one that sets
; apparent fall of the

sun, or of any other heavenly body, below the horizon.

[Enclosure. Exod.] (Want.) Direction of the current or

sea.

SET'TING-DOG, n. A dog taught to find game, and point
it out to the sportsman. Addison.

SET'TLE, (set'tl) n. A seat ; a bench
; something to sit on.

SET'TLE, (set'tl) v. a. [i.
SETTLED ; pp. SETTLING, SETTLED.]

To place in any certain state after a time of fluctuation

or disturbance
;
to fix in any way of life; to fix in any

place: to fix; to compose ; to adjust ;
to regulate ;

to es-

tablish
;
to confirm

;
to determine

;
to free from ambigui-

ty ;
to make certain or unchangeable: to fix; not to

suffer to continue doubtful in opinion, or desultory and
wavering in conduct : to make close or compact : to fix

inalienably by legal sanctions; to fix inseparably: to

affect so as that the dregs or impurities sink to the bot-

tom : to compose ;
to put in a state of calmness.

SET'TLE, ?>. n. To subside ; to sink to the bottom.; to lose

motion or fermentation
;
to deposit fteces or dregs at the

bottom : to establish a residence
;
to choose a method of

life
;
to establish a domestic state

;
to become fixed so as

not to change; to quit an irregular and desultory for a
methodical life: to take any lasting state; to rest; to

repose ;
to grow calm : to contract.

SET'TLE-BED,* n. A bed turned* so as to form a seat; a

half-canopy bed. Crabb.

SET'TLED-NESS, (set'tld-nSs) n. State of being settled.

SET'TLE-MENT, n. Act of settling ;
state of being settled

;

adjustment; establishment; subsidence: a colony; a
district newly settled

; place of a colony : the act of giv-

ing possession by legal sanction : a jointure granted to a
wife : a legal residence by which relief is claimed from
a parish. Act of settlement, in English history, was that

of the 12th and 13th of William III., which fixed the
succession to the throne.

SET'TLER, n. One who settles, as in a new place or colony.
SET'TLING, n. Act of making a settlement; settlement;
adjustment : that which settles

;
subsidence

; dregs.
SET' -TO,* n. A joining in a contest

;
a warm debate or ar-

gument; a contest; an onset. Brockett.

SET'WALL, n. A garden plazit.

SEV'EN, (sev'vn) a. Four and three
;
one more than six.

SEV'EN,* (sev'vn) n. The number of six and one. Ash.

SEV'EN-FOLD, a. Rep3ated seven times; having seven
doubles ; increased seven times.

SEV'EN-FOLD, ad. Seven times as much.
SEVENNIGHT, (sen'nit) n. A week

;
the time of seven

nights and days, from one day of the week to the next
day of the same denomination preceding or following.
Now contracted to sennight, and thus used

; as, "It hap-
pened on Monday sevcnnight or sennight," that is, on the

Monday before last Monday :
" It will be done on Monday

sevenniirht," that is, on the Monday after next Monday.
Addison.

SEV'EN-SCORE, (sev'vn-skor) a. Seven times twenty.
SEV'EN-TEEN, (sev'vn-ten) a. Seven and ten.

SEV'EN-TEEINTH, isSv'vn-tCnth) a. Ordinal of seventeen.
SEV'ENTII, (sev'vnth) a. The ordinal of seven

;
the first

after the sixth
; containing one part in seven.

SEV'ENTII,* (sev'vnth) n. (Mas.) An interval. Brande.
SEV'ENTH-LY, (sev'vnth-le) ad. In the seventh place.
S&V'EN-TI-ETH, (sev'vn-te-eth) a. Ordinal of seventy.
SEV'EN-TY, (sev'vn-te) a. Seven times ten.

SEV'EN-TY,* n. The number of seven times ten. Ash.
The Seventy [72] translators of the Septuagint. Clarke.

SEV'ER, v. a. [secrer, Fr.
; separo, L.J ft. SEVERED

; pp.
SEVERING, SEVERED.] To part forcibly from the rest; to

divide; to part; to force asunder; to separate ; to segre-
gate ;

to put in different orders or places ; to divide by
distinctions

;
to disjoin ;

to disunite
;
to detach

; to keep
distinct

;
to keep apart.

SEV'ER, v. n. To make a separation ; to suffer disjunction
SEV'ER-AL, a.

[several,
old Fr.] Different

;
distinct from

one another ; divers ; sundry ;
various

; many ; particular ;

single; distinct; appropriate; separate ; "disjoined :

used of any small number more than two.

SEV'ER-AL, n. A state of separation or partition. Tusser.
Each particular singly taken. Shah. Any enclosed or sep-
arate place. Hooker. A piece of open land, adjoining to
a common field, and a kind of joint property of the land-
holders of a parish. Bacon. [Rare and antiquated.]

fSEV-ER-AL'i-TY, n. Each particular singly taken. Bp. Hall.

fSEv'ER-AL-lZE, v. a. To distinguish ; to separate. Bp.
Hall.

SEV'ER-AL-LY, ad. Distinctly; separately; apart from
others.

SEV'ER-AL-TY, n. State of separation from the rest. Es-
tate in seceralty, (Law} An estate held by a person in hia
own right only, as a sole tenant.

SEV'ER-ANCE, n. Act of severing ; separation ; partition.

SE-VERE', a. [Fr. ; severns, L.] Rigid; harsh; sharp; apt
to punish or blame; hard; rigorous; austere; morose;
hard to please ; not indulgent ;

stern
; rough ;

cruel
;
in-

exorable
; regulated by rigid rules

;
strict

; exempt from
all levity of appearance ; grave ;

sedate ; not lax
;
close ;

strictly methodical; rigidly exact; concise; keen; cut-

ting; sarcastic; painful; afflictive.

SE-VERE'LY, ad. In a severe manner; rigidly; painfully;
afflictively ; strictly ; rigorously.

SE-VERE'NESS,* n. Severity. Temple.
SE-VER'I-TY, n. [severitd, old Fr. ; severitas, L.] State of

being severe ; cruel treatment; sharpness of punishment;
hardness

; power of distressing ; strictness ; rigid accu-

racy ; rigor ; austerity ; harshness
; cruelty ;

want of
mildness; want of indulgence.

jSEV-Q-CA'TlQN, n. [sevoco, L,] Act of calling aside.

Bailey.

jSEW, (su) v. a. [suivre, Fr.] To pursue ;
to sue. Spenser.

SEW, (so) v. n. [suo, L. ; sye, Su. Goth, and Danish.] [i.

SEWED ;pp. SEWING, SEWED. Sewn is sometimes, though
rarely, used as the participle.] To join any thing by the
use of the needle.

SEW, (so) v. a. To join by threads drawn with a needle.
Sew up, to inclose in any thing sewed.

fSEW, (su) v. a. To drain a pond for the fish. Ainsworth.

SEW'AGE,* (so'aj) n. The water flowing in sewers. Martin.

jSEW'ER, (su'er) n. [escuyer, old Fr.] An ancient officer

who served up a feast. Sir T. Herbert.

SEWER, (s8'er or shor) [shor, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. R. ; su'er,
E. ; s&'er, K. ; s3r, vulgarly' pronounced shor, Sn.] n. A
passage to convey water under ground ;

a drain. Some
times corrupted by orthography as well as pronunciation
into shore, g^"" The corrupt pronunciation of this word
is become universal, though in Junius's time it should
seem to have been confined to London

; for, under the

word shore, he says,
' Common shore, Londinensibus ita

corrupte dicitur, the common sewer.' Johnson has given
us no etymology of this word ;

but Skinner tells us,
'Non infeliciter CflweMwsdeclinataverbo issue, dictumque
putat quasi issuer, abjectS. initiali syllabi.' Nothing can
be more natural than this derivation

;
the s going into sh

before u, preceded by the accent, is agreeable to analogy,
and the u in this case, being pronounced like cw, might
easily draw the word into the common orthography,
sewer; while the sound of sh was preserved, and the ew,
as in shew, strew, and sew, might soon slide into o, and
thus produce the present anomaly." Walker.

SEW'ER, (s5'er) n. One who sews or uses a needle.

SEW'ER-AGEJ* (so'er-aj orshor'aj) n. The construction or

support of common sewers or drains. P. Mao-.

SEW'ING,* (so'jng) n. Act of using the needle
;
work done

by the use of the needle. Ash.

SEW'ING-NEE'DLE,* n. A needle used in sewing. Ash.

fSEW'STER, (so'ster) n. One who sews with a needle; a
seamstress. B. Jonson.

Sx, (seks) n. [se.ce, Fr. ; sexus, L.] The property by which

any animal is male or female : womankind, by way of

emphasis. Dryden.
SEX-A-GE-NA'Rl-AN,*n. One who is sixty years old. Bent-

ley.

SEX-AG'E-NA-RY, [seks-ad'jen-^-re, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K.
Sm. ; se'ks'a-je-ner-e, Wb.} 'a. [sexagtnaire, Fr.

; sexagena-

riiis, L.J Threescore ; aged sixty years.

SEX-A-GES'I-MA, n. [L.] The second Sunday before Lent:
the eighth Sunday (nearly sixty days) before Easter.

SEX-A-GES'I-MAL, a. [sexagesimus, L.] Sixtieth
;
numbered

by sixties.

SEX'A-NA-RY,* a. Consisting of six
;
sixfold. Crabb.

SEX'AN-GLE,* n. A figure having six sides and six angles
Crabb.

SEX'AN-GLED, (seks'ang-gled) a. Sexangular.

SEX-XN'GV-LAR, a. [sex, L.,'and angular.} Having six an-

gles ; hexagonal.
SEX-AN'GU-LAR-LY, ad. With six angles ; hexagonally.

SEX-DE^'i-teAL,* a. Having six and ten. Smart.
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Sx-DlG'iT-YM,* n. The state of having six fingers on
one hand, or six toes on one foot. Perry.

Sx-plG'}T-fsT,* n. One who has six fingers on one hand,
or six toes on one foot. Perry.

SEX-N'N}-AL, a. [sex and qnnus, L.] Happening once in

six years; lasting six years. [Smart.
SEx'FlD,* or SX'I-FID,* a. (Dot.} Divided into six parts.

Sx-.i-SYL'LA-BLE,*tt. A word having six syllables. Oswald.

SEX'LESS,* a. Destitute of the characteristics of sex. Shelley.

Sx-L6c'v-LAR,* a. (Bot.) Having six cells. Smart.

SEX'TAIN, (seks'tjn) n. [sextans, scz, L.] A stanza of six

lines.

SEX'TANT, n. [Fr. ; sextans, L.] A sixth part, as of a circle,
or of a Roman as: an astronomical instrument, formed
of a sixth part of a circle, or sixty degrees for measuring
the angular distances of objects by reflection : a con-
stellation.

Sx'TA-RY, n. [scxtarius, L.] A sixth part ;
a pint and a half.

' " The same as sacrisfy-

SEx'TETT,* n. (Mus.) See SESTETT. Warner.

SEx'TiLE, re. [sextilis, L.] (Astral.) An aspect of two plan-

ets, when they are distant from each other a sixth part
of a circle, or sixty degrees. Harris.

SEx-TiLL'iQN,* (seks-til'yun) n. The sixth power of a

million. Francis.

Sx'TO
?

* n. ; pi. sfix'Tos. A book formed by folding each
sheet into six leaves. Southey.

SEx'TQN, n. [corrupted from sacristan.] An under officer

of the church, who has the care of the building and the

sacred utensils, digs graves, &c.

Sx'TQN-smp, n. The office of a sexton. Swift.

SEx'TU-PLE, a. [sextuplus, L.] Sixfold
;
six times told.

Sx'u-AL, (sek'shu-al) a. [sexuel, Fr.] Distinguishing, or

relating to, the sex
; arising from the difference ofthe sexes.

SEx-v-XL'l-TY,* 7i. The nature or quality of sex. Bulwer.

SEY'BERT-iTE,*(sI'bert-It) n. (Min.) A mineral containing
alumina and magnesia. Dana.

SiiXB,* re. A disease in sheep ;
the scab. London.

SnXfi, v. n. [I.SHABBED; pp. SHABBING, SHABBED.] To
play mean tricks : to retreat or skulk away meanly or

clandestinely. Palmer. [A low, cant word.]
SHXB'BED, a. Shabby ;

mean ; paltry. A. Wood.

SHXB'BJ-LY, ad. Meanly; basely; despicably; paltrily.

SHXB'BI-NESS, n. Meanness ; paltriness. Spectator.

SHXB'BY, a. Mean in dress or in conduct
;
worn

; giving
the notion of poverty : paltry ;

low
;
vile. Clarendon.

SHAB'RXCK,* re. The cloth furniture of a cavalry officer's

charger. Brande.

SitXcK, 7i. Grain shaken from the ripe ear, eaten by hogs,

&.C., after harvest
;
small gleanings of grain or acorns.

Grose. A shabby, shiftless fellow. Forby.

SnXcK, v. 7i. To shed, as corn at harvest. Orose. To feed in

the stubble ; as, "to send hogs a shacking." [Local, Eng.]
SaXcK/A-TQ-RY,* n. An Irish hound. Dekker.

SHXc'KLE, 7t. Stubble. Pegge. [Local, Eng.]
SHXc'KLE, (shak'kl) v. a.[shaeckclen,Te\it.] [i. SHACKLED ;

pp. SHACKLING, SHACKLED.] To chain
;
to fetter

;
to bind.

SilXc'KLE, pi. SHXc'KLE, (shak'klz) 7i. [shaeckel, Teut.]
Fetters; gyves; chains for prisoners. [An iron loop

moving on a bolt. Brockett.]

SHXD, 71. A fish of the herring tribe
; clupea alosa.

SHXD'DQCK, n. A tree and fruit resembling the orange.

SHADE, re. \scadu, scad, Sax. ; schade, D.] The interception
of light, or of the rays of the sun : shadow

;
darkness

;

obscurity; coolness, as an effect of shade
;
an obscure

place, as in a grove : a screen
; umbrage ;

shelter : part
of a picture not brightly colored

;
a color; gradation of

light ;
the shadow of any figure on the part opposite to

the light : the soul separated from the body, so called, as

supposed by the ancients to be perceptible to the sight,

not to the touch ;
a spirit ;

a ghost ;
manes.

SHADE, v. a. [i.
SHADED

; pp. SHADING, SHADED.] To screen

from light ;
to overspread with opacity ;

to overspread ;

to shelter ;
to protect ;

to cover
;

to screen : to paint
with dark colors, or with gradations of colors.

SHAD'ER, n. He or that which shades or obscures.

SHA'DI-NSS, re. State of being shady ; umbrageousness.
SHAD'JNG,* n. Obscuration ; interception of light.

SHAD'OW, (shad'o) n. [scadu, Sax.
; schaduwe, D.] A shade

on one side when an opaque body intercepts a bright light

on the other, or a portion of space from which light is

intercepted by an opaque body ; opacity ; darkness ; ob-

scurity ;
shade ; shelter made by any thing that intercepts

the light, heat, or influence of the air
;
obscure place :

dark part of a picture : any thing perceptible only to the

sight: a ghost, a spirit, or shade : an imperfect and

faint representation, opposed to substance ; any thing un-

substantial
;
that which accompanies the substance; a

shade cast
;
an inseparable companion : a type ; mysti-

cal representation.
SHXD'ow, v. a. [i. SHADOWED ; pp. SHADOWING, SHADOW-

ED.] To shade ; to intercept the light or heat from
;
to

cloud; to darken; to conceal under cover; to hide; to

screen
j
to protect ; to mark with gradations of color; to

paint in obscure colors : to represent imperfectly or typi-
cally ;

to typify.

SnXD'ow-GRAss, n. A kind of grass.
SHXo'QW-i-NEss, n. The state of being shadowy. Todd,
SHXo'pw-lNG, 7?. A shading ; shade in a picture : grada

tion of light or color. Feltham.

SHXD'OW-LSS,* a. Having no shadow. Pottok.

SnXD'QW-Y, a. Full of shade or shadows
; dark ; obscure;

gloomy ; faintly representative ; typical ; unsubstantial
;

unreal.

SHA'DY, a. Having shade
; secure from light or heat

; cool.

SHXF'FLE, v. n. To move awkwardly; to walk lamely:
to hobble

;
to shuffle. Brockett. [North of England.]

SnXr'FLER, 7i. One who shaffles or limps. Huloet.

SHiFT, n. An arrow
;
a missive weapon : a narrow, deep,

perpendicular pit, as in a mine: anything straight:
the spire of a church : the part ofa column between the
base and the capital : the part of a chimney above the
roof: handle of a weapon : pole of a carriage.

SHiFT'ED, a. (Her.} Having a handle, as a spear-head .

SniFT'-HoRSE,* re. The horse that goes in the shafts. Craft*.

fSHiFT'MENT, 71. Measure of about six inches with the
hand

;
a span-measure. Ray.

SH^G, n. Rough, woolly hair : a kind of shaggy or woolly
cloth : a bird of the pelican tribe.

fSnXG, a. Hairy; shaggy. Shak. See' SHAGGY.
SnXG, v. a. To make shaggy or rough ;

to deform. Thomson.

SHXG'BXRK,* n. A species of walnut-tree, having a rough
bark

;
the nut of the tree. Lyell.

SHXG'-EARED,*(-erd)a. Having shaggy ears. Shak.

SnXG'fiED, a. Hairy ; rough ; shaggy. Dryden.
SHXG'GED-NESS, re. State of being shagged. More.

SHXG'J&I-NSS,* re. State of being shaggy. Cook.

SHXG'J&Y,\I. Rough with long hair; hairy; rough.
SHA-GREEN', re. The skin of a fish, or a species of whale:

a species of leather having a rough or granulated sur-
face : the prepared skin of the ass.

SHA-GREEN', v. a. See CHAGRIN.
SHA-GREENED',* (-grend') a. Having shagreen ; being like

shagreen. Pennant.

SHXG'-WEAV-ER,* n. One who weaves shag. Ash.

SHAH,* n. [Per., prince.] The title given by Europeans to
the monarch or emperor of Persia. Brande.

SHAH-NAMAH,* re. [Per. The Book of Kings.] The most
ancient and celebrated poem of the modern Persian lan-

guage, by the poet Firdousi. Brande. [Low.J
jSHAlL, v. re. [schahl, Teut.] To walk sidewise. ISEstrange.
SHAKE, v. a. [i. SHOOK; pp. SHAKING, SHAKEN.] [schocken,

Teut.] To put into a vibrating motion ; to cause to move
backwards and forwards

;
to agitate ; to make to totter

or tremble
;
to throw down

;
to throw away ;

to drive
off: to weaken

;
to depress ; to make afraid. To shake

hands, to join hands, as friends at meeting or parting ; to

take leave. To shake off, to get rid of; to free from
; to

divest of.

SHAKE, v. n. To be agitated with a vibratory motion
; to

totter; to tremble; to shudder; to quiver; to quake ; to
be in terror

;
to be feeble.

SHAKE, re. Concussion suffered
; impulse; moving power j

vibratory motion
; junction and motion of the hands :

-

a crack, fissure, or cleft in timber. (Mas.) A quick, al-

ternate repetition of two notes in juxtaposition to each

other._ _
SHA-KEE',* re. An East-Indian coin, Qf the value of about

3d. sterling. Crabb.
SHAKE 'FORK, n. A fork to toss hay about. [North of Eng.l
SHAK'ER, re. A person or thing that shakes

;
a variety of

pigeon : one of a religious denomination, styled the
" United Society," which first rose in Lancashire, Eng-
land, in 1747, by a secession from the Quakers, under the

leading of Anne Lee : often called Shaking- Quakers.
SHAK'ING, n. Vibratory motion

;
concussion

;
a trembling.

SHAK-SPEAR'I-AN,* a. Relating to, or like, Shakspeare.
C. Lamb.

SHA'KY, a. Applied to timber which has shakes, cracks,
clefts, or fissures. Chambers.

SHALE, n. A husk
;
the case of seeds in siliquous plants.

(Min.) A crumbling variety of slate.

SHALE, v. a. To peel. Grose. [North of Eng.]
SnXLL, v. [i. SHOULD.] It is an auxiliary and defective

verb, used to form the future tense. In the first person,
it implies having- intention or purpose to, or being in a state

to ; as,
" I shall go ;

" "I shall die." In the second and
third persons, it implies compulsion, command, promise,
or threat

; as,
"
you shall go ;

" "
you shall die ;

" "
they

shall go ;

" "
they shall die."

Shall and will, the two signs of the future tense in the

English language, are often confounded with each other,

especially by foreigners, and by persons not well versed
in the language. A sad misapplication of these auxilia-

ries was made by the foreigner, in England, who, having
fallen into the Thames, cried out,

" I will be drowned
;

nobody shall help me." Shall, in the first person, simply
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foretells ; as,
" I shall speak :

" in the second and third

persons, it commands, promises, or threatens; as, "you
shall speak;"

" he shall be rewarded;" "they shall be

punished." Will, in the first person, promises or threat-

ens; as,
" I will do it:" and in the second and third

persons, it simply foretells
; as,

"
you, he, or they, will

do it."

The following remarks are quoted from Johnson :

"The explanation of shall, which foreigners and pro-
vincials confound with will, is not easy ;

and the diffi-

culty is increased by the poets, who sometimes give to

shall an emphatical sense of will; but I shall endeavor,
crass& Minervci, to show the meaning of shall in the fu-

ture tense. 1. I shall love., It will be so that I must

love; I am resolved to love. 2. Shall I love ? Will it

be permitted me to love? Will you permit me to love .'

Will it be that I must love ? 3. Thou shalt love, I com-
mand thee to love

;
It is permitted thee to love ; [in poet-

ry or solemn diction,] It will be that thou must love.

4. Shalt thou love ? Will it be that thou must love ? Will
it be permitted to thee to love? 5. He shall love, It will

be that he must love
;
It ia commanded him that he love.

6. Shall he love ? Is it permitted him to love ? [in sol-

emn language,] Will it be that he must love ? 7. The
plural persons follow the signification of the singulars."
See WILL.

SHAL-LOON', n. [from Chalons.] A slight woollen stuff,
first made at Chalons, in France.

SnXi/LQp, n. [chaloupe, Fr.] A small boat. Raleigh.

SHAL-t,5T', n. A sort of onion. See ESCHALOT.

SHAL'LOW, (shal'16) a. Having little depth; not deep:
having the bottom at no great distance from the surface

or edge: not intellectually deep ;
not profound; not

wise; empty; futile; silly; foolish.

SHAL'LOW, n. A shelf; a sand
;
a flat; a shoal; a place

where the water is not deep. Shak.

tSHAL'LOW, v. a. To make shallow. Sir T. Browne.

SHXL-LQW-BRAINED, (shal'ty-brand) a. Foolish ;
futile

;

empty.
SHXL'LOW-LY, ad. With no great depth ; foolishly.

SHXL'LQW-NESS, n. State of being shallow
;
want of

depth ; futility ;
silliness.

SHAL'LQW-PAT-ED,* a. Of weak mind; silly. Ash.

SHALM, (sh&in) n. [schalmey, Teut.] A kind of musical

pipe ;
a hautboy. See SHAWM.

SnXLT. Second person singular of Shall. See SHALL.

SHA'LY,* a. Partaking of or like shale : mixed with small

stones, as soil. London.

SniM, v. a. [shommi, Welsh ; schimpen, Teut.] [i.
SHAMMED ;

pp. SHAMMING, SHAMMED.] To make a pretence in order
to deceive; to trick

;
to cheat: to perform negligently

or carelessly ;
to slight: to obtrude by fraud or folly.

ISEstrange.
SnXM, v. n. To pretend ;

to make mocks. Prior.

SHAM, n. Fraud
;
trick

;
false pretence ; imposture. Sham

plea, (Law') a plea entered for the mere purpose of delay.

SHAM, a. False
;
counterfeit

;
fictitious ; pretended.

SHA'MAN,* n. A professor or priest of Shamanism. Ency.
SHA'MAN,* a. Relating to Shamanism. Ency.
:SHA'MAN-IsM,* n. A pagan religion of various barbarous

tribes, in Siberia and Middle and Northern Asia. Brande.

SHXM'BLE,* v. n. To walk or move awkwardly. Garth.

SHXM'BLE,* n. A kind of mole or landing-place in a mine.

Jlsk,

SHXM'BLE, (sham'blz) n. pi. The place where butchers
kill or sell their meat ; a flesh-market ; a slaughter-house.

SHAM'BLJNG, n. Act of moving awkwardly ;
a scambling.

SHXM'BLING, a. Moving awkwardly and irregularly.

SHAME, n. The passion felt when a person is conscious
that others know or see what, for the sake of reputation
or from modesty, was meant to be kept concealed

;
the

passion expressed by blushing ; cause or reason of shame ;

disgrace ; dishonor
; ignominy ; reproach ;

infliction of
shame.

SHAME, v. a.
[i. SHAMED ;pp. SHAMING, SHAMED.] To make

ashamed ;
to fill with shame

; to disgrace.
SHAME, v. n. To be ashamed. Spenser. [R.]
SHAME'FACED, (-fast) a. Modest; bashful; easily put out
of countenance.

SHAME'FACED-LT, (-fast-) ad. Modestly ; bashfully.
SHAME'FACED-NESS, (-fast-) a. Modesty; bashfulness

;

timidity.

SHAME'FOL, a. Disgraceful; ignominious; infamous; re-

proachful ;
indecent

;
scandalous

; opprobrious ; tending
to cause shame ;

fitted to excite shame.
SHAME 'pCL-LY, ad. In a shameful manner; disgracefully.
SHAME'FftL-NESS,* n. State of being shameful. Barnes.

SHAME'LESS, a. Wanting shame
; wanting modesty ; im-

pudent; frontless ;
immodest

; indecent; audacious.

SHAME'LESS-LY, ad. In a shameless manner
; impudently.

SHAME'LESS-NESS, n. Impudence; want of shame.
SHAME'-P'ROOF,* a. Callous or insensible to shame. Shafc.

SHAM'ER, n. Whoever or whatever makes ashamed.

lGHT,* (-fit) n. A mock or feigned fight. Coicper.

SHXM'MER, n. One who shams
;
a cheat.

SnAM'MY, n. [chamois, Fr.] A kind of soft leather, origi-

nally made from the skin of the chamois goat; by some
spelt shamois. See CHAMOIS.

SllXM-p66',* v. a. [i. SHAMPOOED ; pp. SHAMPOOING, SHAM-
POOED.] To press, poll, and crack the joints and rub the
limbs of one who is bathing in a warm bath, as in the
East Indies. QM. Rev.

SiilM-POo'iNG,* ?i. The act of pressing the joints and rub-

bing the limbs. Gent. Mag.
XM'RScK, 7i. The Irish name for three-leaved grass or

trefoil. It is the popular emblem of Ireland
;
as the rose is

of England, and the thistle, of Scotland. It is supposed
to have been the plant called white clover, or the wood
sorrel. Brande.

Si-lANK, 7i. The middle joint of the leg ;
that part which

reaches from the ankle to the knee; the bone of the leg:
the leg or support of any thing: the long part of any

instrument : an herb. Shank painter, (Naut.) a rope or
chain which holds the shank of the anchor.

SHXNKED, (shangkt) a. Having a shank.

SHXNK'ER, n. [chancre, Fr.] See CHANCRE.
SliXN'TY,* or SIIXN'TEE,* n. A mean cabin or shed

;
a

slight, temporary shelter. Sat. Mag:
SHXN'TY, a. Showy ; gay ; janty. Brockett. [North of Eng.]
SHAP'A-BLE,* a. That may be shaped. JV. Ward.
SHAPE, v. a.

[i. SHAPED; pp. SHAPING, SHAPED or SHAPEN.
In modern use, it is regular.] To form

;
to mould, with

respect to external dimensions
;
to fashion

;
to mould ;

to cast; to regulate ;
to adjust.

SHAPE, v. n. To square ;
to suit. Shak.

SHAPE, n. Form
;
external appearance ; make or form of

the trunk of the body ; being, as moulded into form j

idea ; pattern.

SHAPED,* (shapt) p. a. Formed
; having a shape or form.

SHAPE'LESS, a. Wanting shape or regularity of form.

SHAPE'LESS-NESS,* n. State of being shapeless. Lee.

SHAPE'LI-NESS, n. Beauty or proportion of form.

SHAPE'LV, a. Symmetrical ;
well shaped or formed.

SHAPE'SMITH, n. One who undertakes to improve a per-
son's shape or form. Garth. [A burlesque word.]

SHARD, n. [schaerde, Frisic.] A fragment of an earthen
vessel, of a tile, or of any brittle substance

;
sherd. Mil-

ton. The shell of an egg or a snail. Gower. A plant ;

chard. Dryden. A frith or strait. Spenser. A fish.

SHARD'-BORNE, a. Borne along by sheathed wings. Shak.

SHARD'ED, a. Having wings, as within shells; sheath-

winged.
SHARE, v. a. [i. SHARED

; pp. -SHARING, SHARED.] To di-

vide among many ;
to partake with others

;
to seize or

possess with others
;
to apportion ;

to participate ;
to cut

;

to shear.

SnARE, v. n. To have part ;
to have a dividend.

SHARE, 7i. A part ;
allotment

;
an apportionment ;

division
;

dividend obtained : a part contributed : the blade of
the plough that cuts the ground. To go shares, to par-
take together of any thing.

SHARE'BEAM,* n. That part of a plough to which the
share is applied. Jlsh.

SHARE'BONE, n. The bone that divides the trunk from the
lower limbs

;
the os pubis. Derham.

SHARE'HOLD-ER,* n. An owner of a share in a joint
stock. Q. Rev.

SHAR'ER, n. One who shares
; a divider

; partaker.
SiiAR'lNG, n. Participation. Spenser.

SHARK, n. A voracious sea-fish, (the squalus of LiniKEus,)
of the family of the squalida . a greedy, artful fellow ;

a sharper; a shirk. South. [Fraud; petty rapine. South.]

[Low.]
SHARK, v. n. [i. SHARKED;^. SHARKING, SHARKED.] To
play the petty thief; to practise cheats

;
to live by fraud ;

to shirk ; to live scantily or by shifts
;
to shift.

SHARK, v. a. To pick up hastily or slyly. Shak.

SHARK'ER, n. One who sharks
;
an artful fellow. Wotton.

SHARK'ING, n. Petty rapine ;
trick

; shirking. Dr. West-

field.

SHAR'QCK,* n. An East-Indian silver coin, of the value of
about twenty-five cents. Crabb.

SHARP, a. [scearp, Sax. ; scherpc, D.] Keen
; piercing ;

having a keen edge ; having an acute point; not blunt;
terminating in a point or edge; nit obtuse: acute of

mind; witty; ingenious; inventive; quick, as of sight
or hearing: sour without astringency ; sour, but not

austere; acid: shrill; piercing the ear with a quick
noise

;
acute ; not flat: severe ;

harsh ; biting ; quick
to punish ;

cruel
; severely rigid: eager; hungry:

keen upon a pursuit, in a bargain, or for gain : painful ;

afflictive : fierce
;
ardent

; fiery : attentive
; vigilant :

acrid; pinching: subtile; nice: hard and acute
in substance.

SHARP, n. A sharp or acute note or sound. Shak. A point-
ed weapon ;

small-sword
; rapier. Collier.

SHARP, v. a. [i. SHARPED
; pp. SHARPING, SHARPED.] To

make sharp ;
to sharpen. Spenser.
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SHJiRP, v. re. To play the sharper. L'Estrange.
SHARP'-COR-NERED,* (-nerd) a. Having si

Burney.
SHXR

/ing sharp corners.

\)r>. a. [i. SHARPENED ; pp. SHARPENING,
make sharp or keen

;
to edge ;

to point:
, ingenious, acute, or piercing : to make
jerce, angry, biting, sarcastic, or severe:
flat.

lar'pn) v. n. To grow sharp. Shak.

,
n. A tricking fellow

;
a cheat

;
a defrauder.

^Y, ad. With sharpness; severely; rigorously;
tojghly ; keenly ; acutely ; vigorously ; painfully ;

wit-

tily.

SHARP'NESS, re. State of being sharp ; keenness; penetra-
tion; acuteness

; ingenuity; wit; eagerness; sourness;
acidity ; severity ; acrimony.

SHARP'-POINT-ED,* a. Having sharp points. Shak.

SHARP'-SET, a. Hungry; ravenous; eager; desirous.

SHARP'SHOOT-ER,* n. A rifleman
;
a good marksman.

Park.

SHXRP'SIGHT-ED, (-slt-ed) a. Having quick sight.

SHXRp'-T66THED,*(-totht) a. Having a sharp tooth. Shak.

SHARP'VI-AGED, (-viz-ajd) a. Having a thin face.

SHARP'-WIT-TED, a. Having an acute mind
; sagacious.

SllXsH, n. A sash. Cotton. See SASH.

SnXs'TER, n. A sacred book of the Hindoos, containing
the doctrines and precepts of their religion; called al-

SHAT'TER, v. a.
[i. SHATTERED

; pp. SHATTERING, SHAT-

TERED.] To break at once into many pieces ;
to break so

as to scatter the parts ;
to dissipate; to impair.

SHAT'TER, v. n. To be broken, or to fall, by any force ap-
plied, into fragments. Bacon.

SHAT'TER, n. One part of many into which any thing is

shattered
; a fragment : used chiefly in the plural.

SHXT'TER-BRAIN,* re. A careless, giddy person. Ash.

SHXT'TER-BRAINED, (-brand) a. Disordered in mind.

SHXT'TER-PAT-ED, a. Same as shatter-brained. [R.]
SHXT'TER-Y, a. Disunited

;
not compact ; easily shattered

;

loose of texture. Woodward.
SHAVE, v. a. [shaeven, D.] [i. SHAVED ; pp. SHAVING, SHAVED

or SHAVEN; now commonly SHAVED.] To cut or pare
close to the surface, as by a razor

;
to cut off, as the

beard : to pare or cut with a sharp instrument: to skim
by passing near: to cut in thin slices: to strip; to
fleece

; to oppress by extortion. Johnson.

SHAVE,* v. n. To use the razor or the shave ;
to cut closely

or keenly : to be hard and severe in bargains. Baker.

SHAVE,* n. An instrument or tool, having a long blade and
two handles, used for shaving hoops, &c. Chamberlin.

SHAVE '-GRAss, n. A plant.
SHAVE 'LING, n. A man shaved : a monk or friar, in con-

tempt. Spenser.

SHAV'ER, n. One who shaves
;
a barber: one whose deal-

ings are close and keen for his own profit ;
an extortion-

er
;
a plunderer. [A boy. Orose.]

SHAV'ING, n. A thin paring of wood planed or shaved off;
a thin slice pared off: a tittle

; nicety ; as,
" It fits to a

shaving." Craven Dialect.

SHAV'ING-BRUSH,* n. A brush used in shaving. Booth.

SH!W, n. A small shady wood in a valley. Gower. [Lo-
cal, Eng.J

SHAW'FOWL, n. An artificial fowl made to shoot at.

SHAWL, n. A part of modern female dress ;
a large ker-

chief, or square garment, originally from India, worn
over the shoulders and back.

SHAWM, ji. [schalmey, Teut.] A Hebrew musical instru-
ment

;
a hautboy : written also shalm. Ps.

SHAY,* n. A colloquial vulgarism for chaise. C. Lamb.
SH, pron. personal^ fern. [SHE, HERS, HER ; pi. THEY,
THEIRS, THEM.] The woman

;
the woman before men-

tioned
; the female understood or alluded to. Sometimes

an adjective. Female; as, "a sAebear:" also a noun.
A woman

; as,
" the shes of Italy." Shak.

SHEAD'ING,* n. A tithing, division, or district in the Isle

of Man. Whishaw.

SHEAF, (shGf) n.; pi. SHEAVES. A bundle of grain in
stalks bound together; any bundle or collection held to-

gether.

SHEAF, v. n. To make sheaves. Shak.

SHEAF'Y,* a. Resembling or consisting of sheaves. Gray.
jSHEAL, (shcl) v. a. To shell. Shak. See SHALE.
SHEAR, (shcr) v. a.

[i.
SHEARED ; pp. SHEARING, SHORN or

SHEARED.] To clip or cat with shears, or by the intercep-
tion of two blades moving on a rivet

;
to cut ;

to clip ;
to

divide
;
to reap.

SHEAR, v. n. To turn aside. Sandys. See SHEER.
SHEAR, (sher) n. ; pi. SHEAR*;, (sherz) [Seldom used in

the singular.] An instrument to cut with, consisting of
two blades moving on a pin, between which thething cut
is interposed ; a large kind of scissors

; anything in the
form of the blades of shears. A term denoting the age
of sheep ;

as being sheared yearly ; as,
" one shear,"

" two
shear." Mortimer.

fSHEARD, (sherd) n. A fragment. Isaiah. See SHARD.
SHEAR'ER, n. One who shears

;
a reaper.

SHEAR'-GRASS,* n. A kind of grass ;
the horsetail. Ash.

SHEAR'ING,* n. The act of clipping or cutting off.

SHEAR'LING,* n. A sheep that has been shorn but once.
Maunder.

SHEAR'MAN,^. One who shears
; a shearer. Shak.

SHEAR'-STEEL,* re. A kind of steel prepared for making
clothiers' shears, scythes, &c. Fraud.?.

SiiEAR'wA-TER, ?!. A fowl; sheerwater. Ainsworth.

SHEATH, (sheth) re.; pi. SHEATH:?. The case of any thing;
the scabbard of a sword, &c. (Fort.) A land guard of
embankments. (Bot.~) A petiole; a rudimentary leaf
which wraps round a stem.

SHEATHE, (sheth) v. a.
[i. SHEATHED;^. SHEATHING,

SHEATHED.] To inclose in a sheath or scabbard
; to in-

close in any case ; to fit with a sheath
;
to defend by an

outward covering. [To make less acrid. Boyle.]

SHEATH'ER,* re. One who sheathes. Bampfidd.
SHEATH'ING,* n. Act of inclosing ;

a covering: the cas-

ing and' covering of a ship's bottom and sides, to defend
it from worms. Jlnson.

SHEATH'LESS, a. Having no sheath. Eusden.

SHEATH'WJ'NGED, (sheth'wTngd) a. Having sheaths or
cases which are folded ovef the wings. Browne.

SHEATH'Y, a. Forming a sheath
;
like a sheath.

SHEA'-TREE,* n. The butter-tree of Africa. Mung-o Park.

fSHEAVE, v. a. To bring together ;
to collect. Jishmole.

SHEAVE,* re. (Naut.) The wheel on which a rope works
in a block

; called also shiver .- a single pulley. Fran-
cis.

fSHEAVED, (shevd) a. Made of straw. Shak.

SHEAVE'-HOLE,* n. (Naut.) A channel for a sheave.
Crabb.

SHEB'AN-DER,* n. A Dutch East-India commercial officer

Hawkesworth.

SHEJEH'I-NAH,* or SHE-HI'NAH,* [shek'e-na, W. Sm. ;

she-kl'n?, P. Brande.] n. The Jewish name for the divine

presence, which rested, in the shape of a cloud, over the

mercy-seat or propitiatory. Brande. [ser.

fSHECK'LA-TON, n. [ciclaton,o\d Fr.] Gilded leather. Spen-

SHD, v. a.
[i.

SHED
; pp. SHEDDING, SHED.] To pour out ;

to spill ;
to scatter

;
to let tall.

SHED, v. n. To let fall its parts ;
to drop off. Mortimer.

SHED, re. A slight covering or roof
;
a slight building of

timber: in composition, effusion
; as, blood-s&erf.

SHED'DER, ?i. One who sheds
;
a spiller.

SHED'DING,* re. Act of casting off; that which is shed.

Wordsworth.

SHEEL'ING,* n. (Scotland) A cottage ;
a hut; a shelter. Sir

W. Scott.

fSHEEN, a. Bright; shining; sheeny. Spenser.

{SHEEN, n. Brightness; splendor. Milton.

fSHEEX'Y, a. Bright; glittering; shining; fair. Milton.

SHEEP, re. [sing. & pi. ; as,
" this sheep ;

" " these sheep."]
The animal that bears wool, remarkable for its harmless-

ness, timidity, and usefulness: in contempt, a foolish,

silly fellow. (Theol.") The people, considered asunder
a spiritual shepherd or pastor.

fSHEEp'BlTE, v. n. To practise petty thefts. Shak.

ISHEEP'BIT-ER, re. A petty thief. Tusser.

SHEEP'COT, re. An enclosure for sheep; a sheep-pen;
sheepfold.

SHEEP'FOLD, n. The place where sheep are inclosed.

SHEEP'HOOK, (shep'huk) re. A hook fastened to a pole,

by which shepherds lay hold of the legs of their sheep j

a shepherd's crook.

SHEEP'ISH, a. [fRelating to sheep. Stafford.] Bashful to

silliness; timid; meanly diffident.

SHEEP'ISH-LY, ad. Bashfully ;
with mean diffidence.

SHEEP'ISH-NESS, n. duality of being sheepish.
SHEEP'-MAR'KET,* re. A market for sheep. St. John.

SHEEP'MAS-TER, n. A feeder of sheep ;
a shepherd. Bacon.

SHEEP'-PEN,* n. An enclosure for sheep. More.

SHEEP'S'-EYE, (sheps'I) n. A modest, diffident, or loving
look : a kind of leer ;

a wishful glance. Dnjden.
SHEEP'-SHANK,* re. (JVauf.) A knot in a rope, made to

shorten it. Crabb.

SHEEPS'HEAD,* n. A kind of fish, much esteemed for

food : a silly fellow. Maxioell,

SHEEP'-SHEAR-ER, re. One who shears sheep.

SHEEP'-SHEAR-ING, re. Act of shenrins, or time of shear-

ing sheep ;
the feast made when sheep are shorn.

SHEEP'-SHEAH,* re. pi. Shears for shearing sheep. Barnes.

SHEEP'SKIN,* H. The skin of a sheep. Hebrews.

SHEEP's'-SoR-REL,* re. A perennial species of dock. Farm.

Ency.
SHEEP'-STEAL-ER, n. One who steals sheep. Burton.

SHEEP'-STAL-ING,*TI. The crime of stealing sheep. Farm.

Ency.
SHEEP'S'-WOOL,* (shGps'wul) n. The wool of a sheep.

Booth.

SHKEp'wii,K, (shep'wawk) re. Pasture for sheep. Milton.

SHEER, a. Pure ;
clear

; unmingled. Spenser.
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fSHEER, ad. Clean
; quick ;

at once
; sheerly. Milton.

SHEER, v. n. [i. SHEERED ; pp. SHEERING, SHEERED.] To
deviate or turn aside from a direct course, as a ship or a
horse. To sheer off, to steal away.

SHEER, v. a. To mow lightly over. Jennings. [Local, Eng-
land.] See SHEAR.

SHEER-HOLK,* n. An old ship of war cut down to the

lower, or gun, deck, and furnished with sheers, for ship-

ping and unshipping the masts of other vessels. Falconer.

J-SHEKR'LY, ad. At once
; quite ; absolutely. Beaum. fy Fl.

SHEER,*7i. pi. (JV*aut.) Two masts or spars, lashed to-

gether at or near the head, and raised to a vertical posi-

tion, for the purpose of lifting the masts into and out of a
vessel. Brande. See SHEARS.

SiiEER'wA-TER,* n. A kind of sea-bird. Hawkesworth.

SHEET, n. A broad and large piece, as of linen or cotton
;

the linen or cotton cloth for a bed: as much paper as is

made in one body or piece ;
the quantity of paper which

receives the peculiar folding for being bound in a book,
or in common use for writing. pi. A book

;
a pamphlet.

(JVaut.) A rope fastened to one or both of the lower
corners of a sail, to extend it to the wind.

SHEET, v. a. To furnish with sheets
;
to infold in a sheet}

to cover as with a sheet. Shak.

SHEET'-AN-jBHQR, (shet'angk-er) n. [Formerly shoot-an-

chor.] The largest anchor in "a ship, which, in stress of

weather, is the mariner's last refuge : chief support.
SHET'-COP-PER,* n. Copper in sheets. Ure.

SHEET'FOL,* n. As much as a sheet contains. Jlddison.

SHEET'INS, n. Cloth for making sheets.

SHEET'-I-RON,* (-I-urn) n. Iron in sheets. Ency.
SHEET'-LEAD,* n. Lead in sheets. Ure.

SHEET'LJNG,* n. A small sheet. Wilberforce.

SHEIK,* n. A chief, or a title of respect, among the Arabs :

among Mahometans, a kind of priest who has the care

of a mosque. Th. Campbell.

SHEK'EL, (shek'kl) [shek'kl, W. E. K. Sm. Wb. Rees; she'-

kl, S. J. F. Ja.; she'kel, P.] n. An ancient Jewish coin,

equal in value to about 2s. Id. sterling : also a weight
equal to about a half-ounce avoirdupois.

SHEK'I-NAH,* or SHE-KI'NAH,* n. See SHECHINAH.
SHELD, a. Speckled'; piebald. Ray. [South and east of

England.]
SHEL'DA-FLE, n. A chaffinch.

SHEL'DRAKE, n. A beautiful species of duck, which fre-

quents the coasts of Great Britain, and feeds on fish, ma-
rine insects, &c.

SHEL'DOCK, n. The female or hen of the sheldrake.

SHELF, n. , pi. SHELVES. A platform, a plank, or board,
fixed to a wall, for holding vessels : a sand-bank in the
sea: a rock under shallow water. (Mining) Fast

ground ;
an uneven stratum or layer.

SHELF'Y, a. Full of hidden rocks or shelves ; ehelvy.
SHELL, n. [scyll, scell, Sax.; schale, schelle, Teut.

; schale,

Ger.] The hard and stony covering of certain fruits and
animals

;
the hard covering of any thing ;

external crust;
the covering of an egg : the outer part of a house : a
coarse kind of coffin : a bomb, or hollow sphere of iron,
to be filled with powder, and fired from a mortar: in

poetry, a musical instrument.

SHELL, r. a, [i. SHELLED ; pp. SHELLING, SHELLED.] To take
out of the shell

;
to strip of the shell.

SHELL, v. n. To fall off, as broken shells ; to cast the shell.

SHEL'-LXc,* or SHELL'-LXc,* n. Melted lac in plates ; a
substance formed by an insect, and deposited in different

species of trees, in the south-east part of Asia. Ure.

SHELL'DtJCK, n. See SHELDUCK.
SHELL'-FlSH,n. Fish invested with a hard covering, either

testaceous, as oysters, or crustaceous, as lobsters
;
mol-

lusk.

SHELL'-M'ARL,* n. A deposit of clay and other substances,
mixed with shells, at the bottom of lakes. Brande.

SHELL'-MEAT, n. Food consisting of shell-fish. Fuller.

SHELL,* n. pi. The covering of the cocoa, used for food
or beverage ;

the drink made of them. Mams.
SHELL'WORK, (shel'wiirk) n. Work made of, or trimmed

with, shells. Cotgrave.
SHEL'LY, a. Abounding with shells

; consisting of shells.

SHEL'TER, n. That which covers or defends
; state of be-

ing covered ;
an asylum ; a refuge ; a retreat

;
a cover

;
a

protector ; protection.

SHEL'TER, v. a. [L SHELTERED ; pp. SHELTERING, SHEL-
TERED.] To cover from external violence

; to defend ;
to

protect; to harbor
;
to betake to cover; to cover from no-

tice.

SHEL'TER, v. n. To take shelter ; to give shelter.

SHEL'TER-ER,*TI. One who shelters. Ash.

SHEL'TER-LESS, a. Having no shelter. Rowe.

jSHEL'TER-Y, a. Affording shelter. White.

SHEL'TIE, (shel'te) n. A small Shetland horse. Martin.

SHELVE, (shelv) v. a.
[i. SHELVED ; pp. SHELVING, SHELVED.]

To place on a shelf; to put aside.

SHELV'ING, a. Raised, as a shelf ; sloping; inclining.

SHELV'Y, a. Shallow; rocky; full of shelves or banks.

SHE-MlT'ic,* a. Relating to Shem or his descendants ; re-

lating to the Chaldee, Syrian, Arabic, Hebrew, jSamaritan,
and old Phoenician, languages ;

Semitic. Bosworth.

SHEM'I-TIM,* n. The Shemitic race, character, or lan-

guage. Salisbury.

fSHEND, v. a.
[schenden, D.] [i. SHENT; pp. SHEADING,

SHE NT.] To ruin
;
to disgrace ;

to blame
;
to overpower ;

to surpass. Spenner.

SHE-PAR'DI-A,* n. (BoL) A shrub or small tree and its

fruit
;
the buffalo berry. Farm. Ency.

SHEP'HERD, (shep'erd) n. One who tends sheep in the

pasture ;
a herdsman of sheep : a swain

; a rural lover :

a pastor of a flock, or of a
parish.

SHP'HERD-ESS, (shep'erd-es) n. A woman who tends

sheep ;
a rural lass. Sidney.

fSHEP'HERD-iSH, (-erd-Ish) a. Pastoral. Sidney.

SHEP'HERD-LING,* n. A little shepherd. W. Browne.

SHP'HERD-LY, (sheyerd-le) a. Pastoral; rustic. Taylor.
SHP'HERD'-NEE'DLE, n. A troublesome weed

;
Venus's

comb.

SHEP'HERD'5-PURSE, or -PoCcH, n. A common weed.

SHP'HERD'-ROD, n. A plant ;
teasel.

SHEP'HERD'-STA"FF,* n. A plant ; shepherd's-rod. Crabb.

SHER'BET, or SHER-BET', [sher-bef, S. W. P.J. E. F. Ja. ;

sher'bet, K. Sm, R. Wb. Ash,
'

Dyche.] n. [Per.] A bever-

age in the East, somewhat like lemonade, made of water,
lemon-juice, and sugar, or of bruised raisins, perfumed
with rose-water, &c.

SHERD, n. A fragment of broken earthenware. See SHARD.
SHE-REEF',* or SHIR-R!FFE' ,* n. A descendant of Ma-
homet. Malcom. See SHERIF.

SHER'IF,* n. An Arabic word, which signifies noble, illus-

trious, and a title given in Arabia, Egypt, and Barbary, to

those who are descended from Mahomet ; a prince or gov-
ernor, as of Mecca. P. Cyc. Written also scherif, shereef,

shirriffe, and sheriffe. See SCHERIF.

SHERIFF, n. The chief executive officer of a county.
Deputy sheriff, an executive officer subordinate to the
sheriff.

SHER'JFF-AL-TY, n. The office of sheriff; shrievalty. [R.]
See SHRIEVALTY.

fSHER'lFF-DdM, )

tSHER'iFF-SHlp, >n. Office of sheriff; shrievalty. Johnson.

fSHER'lFF-WlCK, )

SHER'RY, n. A Spanish wine, so called from Xeres, in

Spain. Sherris, or sherris sack, is supposed to have been
the same wine. Shak. See SACK.

SHEW, (sh5) v. a. [i. SHEWED ; pp. SHEWING, SHEWN.] To
exhibit to view ; to cause to see

;
to prove. See SHOW.

SHEW, (sh5) n. A spectacle ; display. See SHOW.
SHEW'BREAD,* (sh5'bred) n. See SHOWBREAD.
SHEW'ER, (sho'er) n. One who shews. Huloet.

SHI'AH,* n. A Mahometan of the sect of Ali ; a Shiite.

Hamilton.

SHlB'BQ-LETff, n. [Heb., an ear of corn, and also a flood

of water.] A word which was made a criterion, whereby
the Gileadites distinguished the Ephraimites in their pro-

nouncing s for sh : hence, in a figurative sense, the cri-

terion or watchword of a party. South.

SHIDE, n. Apiece of wood split off; a shingle; a small,
solid piece ;

a billet. Orose. [Local, England.]
SHIE,* v. a. To toss obliquely ; to throw askant. Bulwer.

SHIELD, (sheld) n. A broad piece of defensive armor held
on the left arm to ward off blows, much used before the

invention of gunpowder ; a buckler ;
defence

; protection :

one who defends
;
a protector.

SHIELD, (sheld) v. a.
[i.

SHIELDED ;pp. SHIELDING, SHIELD-

ED.] To cover with a shield ; to defend ,-to protect; to se-

cure; to keep off.

SHIFT, v. n.
[i.

SHIFTED ; pp. SHIFTING, SHIFTED.] To move ;

to change ;
to change direction

;
to change place ;

to give

place to other things ; to change clothes ; to resort to

some expedient ; to act or live, though with difficulty ;

to practise indirect methods
;
to take some method for

safety.

SH!FT, v. a. To change; to alter
;
to transfer from a place

or position ;
to put by some expedient out of the way ; to

change, as clothes ; to dress in fresh clothes. To shift

off, to defer
;
to put away by some expedient.

SH!FT, ji. Change; alternation; turn; expedient; indirect

expedient; last resource : fraud; artifice; stratagem;

subterfuge; evasion; elusory practice: a woman's un-

der- garment or linen. Johnson.

SHTFT'A-BLE,* a. That may b3 shifted or changed. Ash.

SHTFT'ER, n. One who shifts, changes, or alters.

StrtFT'iNG, n. Act of changing: evasion; fraud.

SHtFT'JNG-LY, ad. By change ; cunningly ; deceitfully.

SHTFT'LESS, a. Wanting means or energy ;
inefficient.

SH'IFT'LESS-LV,* ad. In a shiftless manner. Dr. Mien.

Sti'fFT'LESS-NESS,* n. The state of beirg shiftless. JJllen.

SHtFT'Y/a. Changeable; shifting. Ed. Rev. [R.]

SHI'ITE,* n. A heretic or sectarian among the Mahomet-
ans ;

a follower of Ali. They are also called Shiahs, and
are opposed to the Sunnites. P. Cyc.
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SHlLL, v. a. To shell. Brockett. [North of England.]
SHILLING, n. An English coin, of the value of 12d. ster-

ling ; twelve pence ; 12d. ; one twentieth of a pound.
SHlLL-J-SHlLL-I, orSHtL'LY-SHXL'LY, (shil'e-shal'e) A

corrupt reduplication of shall /? Shall I, or shall I not ?

The question of a man hesitating. To stand shill-I-shall-

I_ is to stand hesitating.

SHI'LY, ad. See SHYLY.
SillM,* ?i. A tool used in tillage. Farm. Ency.
tSHIM'MEK, u. n. [.<?cAJ/re/mt,Ger.] To gleam. Chaucer.

SHIN, n. [scina, Sax.
; schien, Ger.j The fore part of the leg,

or tibia, just above the foot.

SHINE, v. n. [skeinan, Goth.
; scinan, Sax.] [i.

SHONE or

SHINED
; pp. SHINING, SHONE or sHiNED.] To emit rays of

light; to be bright; to radiate; to glitter; to glisten; to

gleam; to be glossy, gay, splendid, beautiful, eminent,
or conspicuous ;

to be propitious ;
to give light, real or fig-

urative.

tSniNE, v. a. To cause to shine. Wicliffe.

SHINE, n. Fair weather; brightness; splendor; lustre. A
liking ; fancy ; as, to take a shine to one. [Colloquial, U.

S.] A disturbance; a row; as, "to kick up a shine."
Brockett. [Local, England.]

SHIN'ER,* n. He or that which shines: a small fish.

Campbell.
Sm'NEss, n. See SHYNESS.

SHIN'GLE, (shlng'g!) n. [schindel, Ger., from scindula, L.]A thin board to cover houses
;
a sort of tiling : a coarse

gravel. See SHINGLES.

SHIN'GLE, (shing'gl) v. a. [i. SHINGLED; pp. SHINGLING,
SHINGLED.] To cover with shingles or tiles.

SHTN'GLER,* 7i. One who shingles. Jodrell.

SHIN'GLE^, (shing'glz) n. pi. [cingulum, L.] (Med.) An
eruptive disease

;
a kind of tetter or herpes that spreads

round the body.
SHIN'ING,* n. Brightness ; splendor.
SHIN'ING,* a. Bright ; splendid ; conspicuous.
SHIN'ING-NESS, 7t. Brightness ; splendor. Spence.

SHlN'TY,* n. A Scottish game ;
an inferior species of golf;

the club or stick used in playing tne game. Jamieson.

SHI'NY, a. Bright ; splendid ;
luminous. Spenser.

SHIP. A termination, from the Saxon, noting quality or ad-

junct, as, lordship ; or office, as. stewardsAtp. ,

SHIP, n. [scip, Sax.
; schip, Teut.] In a general sense, any

large sea-vessel
; appropriately, a vessel having three

masts, each composed of a lower, top, and top-gallant
mast. [fA large boat. Matt.]

SHIP, v. a.
[i. SHIPPED

; pp. SHIPPING, SHIPPED.] To put on
board a ship ;

to transport in a ship. (JVauf.) To receive
into the ship ; as,

" to ship a heavy sea."

SHIP'BOARD, (shlp'bord) 71. A plank of a ship. Ezek. Sel-

dom used except in the adverbial phrase on shipboard,
that is, in a ship.

Sn'fp'-Bd?, n. A boy that serves in a ship. Shak.

SlrfP'-BulLD-ER,* n. A builder of ships. Fowler.

SHiP'-ButLD-iNG,*n. The art of building ships. Gent. Mag,
SHIP'-CAR-PEN-TER,* n. A builder of ships. Lee.

SHiP'-CHiN-DLER,* n. One who deals in cordage, Sails,
and other furniture and provisions for ships. Page.

SHlp'-CHAN-DLER-Y,* n. The business and commodities
of a ship-chandler. Adams.

SHfp'FOL,* 7i. As much as a ship will hold. Tindall.

SHIP'-HOLD-ER,* n. An owner of a ship. Smart.

SHIP'LESS, a. Destitute of ships. Gray.
fSHfp'MAN, 7i. Sailor

;
seaman. Shak.

SHtP'Mi's-TER, n. A commander or master of a ship.

SHIP'MATE,* n. One who serves in the same ship. Taylor.
SHIP'MENT,* n. Act of shipping ; transportation. Smart.

SHIP'-M6N-EY, (ship'miSn-e) 71. A famous tax imposed by
Charles I. of England, without the authority of parlia-
ment. The sheriff of each county was directed to pro-
vide a ship for the king's service, accompanied by written

instructions, appointing a sum of money to be levied in-

stead of it. Brande.

SHlP'-owN-ER,* n. One who owns a ship. Qw. Rev.

SHIP'PEN, 7i. A stable; a cowhouse. Chaucer; Ray. [Pro-
vincial, Eng.]

SHiP'PER,*7t. One who ships ;
a master of a ship. Holinshed.

SHIP'PING, n. Ships and vessels of navigation generally or

collectively ;
a fleet

; tonnage : passage in a ship.

SHI'P'SHAPE,* ad. In a seamanlike manner. Smart.

SHIP'WORM,* 7i. A testaceous animal that adheres to the
sides and bottom of ships coming from India. Crabb.

SH!P'WRCK, (ship'rek) n. The loss of a ship at sea
;
the

destruction of a ship by rocks or shelves : the parts of a

shattered ship: destruction; miscarriage.

SlrfP'WRfiCK, v. a. [i.
SHIPWRECKED ; pp. SHIPWRECKING,

SHIPWRECKED.] To sink, dash, or destroy, as a ship at

sea ; to destroy by dashing on rocks or shallows
;
to make

to suffer the dangers of a wreck.

SHIP'WRJGHT, (-rlt) n. A builder of ships ; ship-carpenter.

SHl-RXz',* or SHI-RAZ',* n. A Persian wine from Shiraz.

Sir ./. Mackintosh.

IJSH1RE, or SHIRE, [sher, W. P. J. Sm. ; shir, S. E. Ja. K.

Wb. ; shir or sher, F.] n. A territorial division ;
a coun-

ty ; so much of a kingdom or state as is under one sheriff.

p7" The pronunciation of this word is very irregular,
as it is the only pure English word in the language where
the final e does not produce the long diphthongal sound
of i when the accent is on it

; but this irregularity is so
fixed as to give the regular sound a pedantic stiffness.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Buchanan, however, have
adopted this sound, in which they have been followed by
Mr. Smith

;
but Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Lowth, Dr. Kenrick,

Mr. Perry, and Barclay, are for the irregular sound ;
W.

Johnston gives both, but places the irregular first. It may
likewise be observed that this word, when unaccented at
the end of words, as, Nottinghamshire, Wiltshire, &c., is

always pronounced with the i like ee." Walker.

HfSHiRE'MOTE, n. Anciently, a county court
; a meeting

of the persons of a county on an extraordinary occa-
sion. Burke.

||SH1RE'-REE VE,* n. A reeve or steward of a shire. Burke.

SHIRK, E. 7i. [i SHIRKED ; pp. SHIRKING, SHIRKED.] To shark;
to practise mean or artfiil tricks

;
to live scantily or by

using expedients. Grimstone. See SHARK.

SHIRK, v. a. To procure by mean tricks ; to shark. Bp.
Rainbow. To get off from ;

to avoid. Smart.

SHIRK,* 71. A sharping, tricking fellow
;
a shark. Scott.

SHIRK'JNG,* n. The practice of mean tricks
; sharking.

QM. Rev.

fSniRL, a. Shrill. See SHRILL. Huloet.

SHIRT, 7^ The under linen or cotton garment of a man.
SH'I'RT, v. a. [i. SHIRTED

; pp. SHIRTING, SKIRTED.] To cov-
er ; to clothe, as in a shirt.

SHIRT'ING,* n. Cloth for shirts. McCulloch.

SHIRT'LESS, a. Wanting a shirt. Pope.

SHIST,* Suts'TOSE, (Min.) See SCHIST, and SCHISTOSE.

SH!T'TAH, n. A sort of precious wood. Isaiah.

SHIT'TIM, n. A sort of precious wood, of which Moses
made the greatest part of the tables, altars, and planks,
belonging to the tabernacle. Calmct.

fSHlT'TLE, a. Wavering; unsettled. Mirrorfor Mag.
SHIT'TLE-COCK, n. See SHUTTLECOCK.

fSHlT'TLE-NESS, n. Unsettledness
; inconstancy. Barret.

SHIVE, [shlv, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm.. ; shiv, Wb.] n.

[schyf, D.] [A slice of bread. Warner. A thick splinter or

lamina cut off. Boyle.] A little piece or fragment; the

woody part of flax
;
called in Scotland shooes and shaws.

Jamieson. Often pronounced in the U. S. shiv.

SHlv'ER, v. a.
[i. SHIVERED; pp. SHIVERING, SHIVERED.]

To break by one act into many parts ;
to shatter.

SHlv'ER, v. n. [skefiur, Icel.
; huyveren, Teut.] To quake ;

to tremble; to shudder, as with cold or fear: to break
into many parts.

SHIV'ER, n. One fragment of many into which any thing
is broken; a little piece: a shaking fit; a tremor: a

spindle (Naut.~) A wheel fixed in a channel or block.

SHIV'ER-ING, n. Act of trembling; shuddering; division.

SHIV'ER-Y, a. Loose as to coherence ; incompact ; easy to

shiver.

SHOAD,* n. (Min.) A train of metallic stones, serving to di-

rect miners in the discovery of mines ;
a stone containing

ore mixed with rubbish. Francis.

SHOAD'STONE, . A dark, liver-colored stone ;
a fragment

broken off from an iron vein.

SHOAL, (shol) n. A crowd ;
a great multitude ; a throng ; a

large number together, as of fish: a shallow
;
a sand-

bank : a shallow piece of water.

SHOAL, v. n. To crowd
;
to throng. Chapman. To be or

grow shallow. Milton.

SHOAL, a. Shallow
;
obstructed by banks.

SHOAL'I-NESS, n. State of being shoaly ;
shallowness.

SHOAL'Y, a. Full of shoals ;
full of shallow places.

SHOCK, n. [choc, Fr. ; schock, Teut.] Conflict; violent

collision ;
concussion ; external violence ;

conflict of en-

emies
;
sudden impression of fear, dread, or abhorrence ;

offence ; impression of disgust : a pile of 12 sheaves of

grain ;
a stook

;
a hattock : a shaggy dog.

SHOCK, v. a. [schocken, Ger.] [i. SHOCKED; pp. SHOCKING,
SHOCKED.] To strike with disgust, dread, or abhorrence ;

to "shake by violence ; to meet force with force ;
to en-

counter; to offend
;
to disgust : to appall ;

to terrify ; to

affright : to make up into shocks.

SHOCK, v. n. To meet with hostile violence. Pope. To be

offensive : to pile sheaves into shocks.

SHOCK'-DOG,* n. A dog having very long, silky hair.

Booth.

SHOCK'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having thick, bushy hair. Booth.

SH$CK'iNG,*a. That shocks; offensive; disgusting; dread-

ful
; frightful.

SHOCK'ING-LY, ad. So as to disgust ; offensively.

SH5D, i. & p. from Shoe. See SHOE.
SHOD'DY,* a. Noting a mill employed in the manufacture
of yarn from old woollen cloths and refuse goods. Mc-

Culloch.

SHOE, (sho) n. ; pi. SHOE, [anciently, shoon.] The covei

of the foot
;
a protection or covering for the foot ; any
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SHO 6

thing resembling a shoe
;
an iron pla-qed under the foot,

as of a horse : a long plate or Bar of iron, or a piece
of wood, fastened tfnder Jhe runnter of a sleigh or a
sled : the part at,the bottom of a water-trunk or leaden

pipe, for turning th course of the water: a sort of

drag or contrivance for stopping a carriage wheel.

(JVowt.) A block of wood, appended to an anchor.

SHOE, (sho) v. a. [i. SHOD ; pp. SHOEING, SHOD.] To fit the
foot with a shoe j used commonly of horses : to cover
the bottom of.

SHOE'BL,XCK, (sho'blak) n. One who cleans shoes.

SHOE'BLXcK-ER,* n. Same as shoeblack. Gent. Mag.
SHOE'BOY, (sho'bbl) n. A boy that cleans shoes. Swift.

SHOE'-BOc-KLE,* n. A buckle for the shoe. McCulloch.

SHOE'ING-HORN, (sho'jng-horn) n. A horn used to facili-

tate putting on a shoe. [Any th\ng by which a transaction
is facilitated

; any thing used asl&piedium : in contempt.

Spectator.] \ ^

SHOE'-lATCH-ET,* n. That which fastens a shoe. Milton.

SHOE'-LEATH-ER,* n. Leather for shoes. McCulloch.

SHOE'LlJSS,* a. Destitute of shoes. Drayton.
SHOfi'MlK-ER, n. One whose trade it is to make shoes.

SHOE'MAK-ING,* n. The business of making shoes. Mc-
Culloch.

SHO'ER, n. One who fits the foot with a shoe.

SHOE'STRXP,* n. A strap for a shoe. Ash.

SHOE'STR!NG, n. A string with which a shoe is tied.

SHOE'TIE, (sho'tl) n, A shoestring. Crashaw.

fSHde, n. Violent concussion 4 a shock. Dryden.
fSHOG, v. a. To shake ;

to agitate ; to shock. Widiffe.

fSnSG, v. n. To move off; to be gone ;
to jog. Hall. [Low.]

fSHOG'GING, n. Concussion
; agitation. Harmar.

SHOG'GLE, v.a. To shake
;
to joggle. Pegge. [Local, Eng.]

SHONE, or SHONE, [shon, S. W. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. Kenrick,

Elphinston ; shon, E. Wb. ; shun, P. ; shon or shon, K.]
i. from Shine. See SHINE.

SHOO,* interj. or v. n. imperative and defective. Begone; go

away. Lemon. A word used to drive away fowls, sheep,
&c. Written also shough, shu, and shue.

SHOOK, (shuk) [shuk, S. P. J. F. Sm. Wb. ; sh6k, W. Ja.

JT.] i. from Shake. See SHAKE.
SHOOK,* (shuk) n. The timber or staves of a hogshead
prepared for use : boards for boxes. Adams.

tSHOON. See SHOE.

SHOOT, v. a. [L SHOT
; pp. SHOOTING, SHOT, JSHOTTEN.] To

discharge, so that the thing discharged shall fly with speed
or violence

;
to discharge as from a bow or gun ;

to let

off; to strike with any thing shot : to emit new parts, as

a vegetable ; to emit ;
to dart or thrust forth

;
to push sud-

denly ; to push forward : to fit to each other by planing :

to pass through with swiftness. To be shot of, to be

discharged or cleared of. Todd. [Colloquial.]
SHOOT, v. n. To perform the act of shooting ;

to germi-
nate

;
-to increase in vegetable growth ;

to form itself into

any shape by emissions from a radical particle ;
to be

emitted
;
to protuberate ;

to jut out
j

to pass as an arrow
;

to become any thing by sudden growth ;
to move swiftly ;

to dart ; to feel a quick, glancing pain. To shoot forth,
to sprout ;

to bud. To shoot out, to project ;
to protrude.

SHOOT, n. [Act of propelling. Bacon. Act of striking. Shak.]
A branch issuing from the main stock. [A young swine.

Cotgrave. See SHOTE.]
SHOOT'ER, n. One who shoots

;
a gunner.

SHOdT'iNG, 7i. Act of emitting, as from a gun or bow
;
the

practice of discharging guns: a sensation of quick pain.

SHOOT'ING-STAR,* n. A meteor often seen, of which the

origin and nature are involved in great obscurity. Brande.

SHOP, n. [c'choppc, Fr.] A place where any thing is sold
;
a

place for retailing goods or merchandise : a room or build-

ing in which manufactures are carried on ; a work-place.
SH6P, v. n. To frequent shops ; as,

"
They are stopping."

n. An advertisement of a shop-keeper's busi-

ness, or list of his goods, printed separately for distribu-
tion. Owen.

SHdp'BOARD, n. A board on which any work is done.

SHSP'BOOK, (shop'buk) n. A book in which a tradesman
keeps his accounts. Locke.

SHOP'-BOY,* n. A boy employed in a shop. Ash.

fSHOPE L
Old pret. of Shape. Shaped. Spenser.

SH5p'KEEP-ER, n. A trader who sells in a shop; a retailer.

SHOP'KEEP-ING,* n. The business of keeping a shop. Ash.
SHOP'LIFT-ER, n. One who, under pretence of buying,

steals goods out of a shop; a shop-thief.

SHOP'l/fFT-lNG, 7i. The crime of a shoplifter.

SH6p'LlKE, a. Low; vulgar; common. B. Jonson.

SHOP'-MAID,* n. A young woman who attends in a shop.
Jodrell.

SHOP'MAN, n. A shopkeeper ; one who serves in a shop.
SH5p-6c'RA-cy,* n. The body of shopkeepers. EC. Rev.

SHftp'PING,* n. The act of frequenting shops. Byrun.
BHOP'-RENT,* n. Rent paid for the use of a shop. Burrow.

BH6p'-wlN-DOW,* n. The window of a shop. Ash.

BHOP'WOM-AN,* (-wum-an) n. A woman who serves in a

shop. Maunder.

3 SHO

SHOR'AGE,* n. (Law} Duty paid for goods brought onshore
Crabb.

fSHORE, i. from Shear. Sheared. See SHEAR.
SHORE, n. Land bordering on the sea, or on a lake ;

the
coast of the sea

; the bank of a river : the support of a
building; a buttress. [A drain ; a sewer. See SEWER.]

SHORE, v. a. [schooren, Teut.] [i. SHORED; pp. SHORING,
SHORED.] To prop; to support. [fT set on shore. Shak.]

SHORED, (sbord) a. Having a bank or shore. Mir. for Mag.
SHORE'LXND,* ji. Land bordering on a shore or sea-beach.

London.

SHORE'LESS, a. Having no shore or coast ; boundless.

SHORE'WEJJD,* n . A perennial, aquatic plant. Farm. Ency.
SIIORL'ING, n. The skin of a sheep after shearing ;

the

living animal when shorn : the felt or skin of a sheep
shorn.

SHORN, [shorh, W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm,. R. Wb.; shorn, S.] p.
from Shear. See SHEAR.

SHORT, a. Not long ; not long in space or extent; not long
in time or duration : not adequate ;

defective
; imperfect ;

not reaching the intended point; scanty; wanting; nar-
row

; contracted : brittle
;
friable ; breaking quickly :

laconic; brief; concise; compendious; succinct.

SHORT, n. A summary account. Shak. In short, summari-
ly ;

in few words.

SHORT, ad. Not long ; shortly. It is used in composition.
fSHORT, v. ?i. To fail ; to be deficient.

;
to decrease.

fSHORT, v. a. To abbreviate
;
to shorten. Chaucer.

SHORT'-ARMED,* (-arrnd) a. Having short arms. Shak.

SHORT'-BILLED,* (-bild) a. Having a short bill. Ash.

SHORT'-BREATHED,* (-bretht) a. Having a short breath;
asthmatic. Johnson.

SHORT'CAKE,* 7i. Cake or pastry in which butter or lard
is mixed with flour. Forby.

SnoRT'-cSM-iNG,* 71. Defective performance; deficiency
as to duty. Dr. T. Chalmers ; Qu. Rev.

SHORT-DAT'ED, a. Having little time to run. Sandys.
SHORT'-EARED,* (-erd) a. Having short ears. Pennant.

SHORT'EN, (shiir'tn) v. a.
[i. SHORTENED ;pp. SHORTENING,

SHORTENED.] To make short
;
to contract ; to abbreviate ;

to curtail
;
to abridge; to reduce; to confine

;
to lop.

SHORT'EN,* v. n. To grow short
;
to be diminished. Swift.

SHORT'EN-ER,*TI. He or that which shortens. Swift.

SHORT'EN-ING,* (shb'r'tn-ing) n. Act of making short:

something that makes paste short and friable, as butter,

lard, &c. Forby.
SHORT'-FIN-J&ERED,* a. Having short fingers. Ash.

SHORT'-FOOT-ED,* (-fut-ed) a. Having short feet. Ash.

SHpRT'-nAlRED,* (-hird) a. Having short hair. Pennant.

SHORT'HXND, n. A contracted method of writing for the
sake of rapidity ; stenography ; brachygraphy.

SIIORT'-HORNED,* (-hornd) a. Having short horns. Hill.

SHORT'-LEGGED,* (-legd) a. Having short legs. Loudon.

SHORT'-LIVED, (-llvd) a. Not living or lasting long.

SHORT'LV, ad. Quickly ;
soon : concisely ; briefly.

SHORT'-NECKED,* a. Having a short neck. Wilson.

SHORT'NESS, n. Quality of being short
; brevity ;

concise-

ness.

SHORT'-NOED,* a. Having a short nose. Ash.

SHORT'-RJB, n. One of the lower or false ribs
;
bastard rib.

SHORT'SIGHT,* (-sit) n. A defect of sight. Good.

SHORT'-SIGHT-ED, (-sit-ed) a. Unable to see far; said

of corporeal sight, but more commonly of intellectual

sight; nearsighted.
SHORT-SIGHT'ED-NSS, (-slt'ed-nes) n. State of being

shortsighted ; nearsightedness ; defect of sight.

SHORT'-TAILED,* (-laid) a. Having a short tail. Pennant.

SH^RT'-WAIST-ED, a. Having a short waist or body.

SH5RT'-wiNr>-ED, a. Short-breathed; asthmatic.

SHSRT'-WINGE'D, a. Having short wings.
SHORT'-WI'T-TED, a. Simple ;

scant of wit. Hales.

SHOR'Y, a. Lying near the coast ; having shores. Burnct. [R.]

SHOT, 'i. &L p. from Shoot. See SHOOT.

SnfiT, n. [.tchot, D.] pi. SHOT or SHOTS. That which is

discharged ;
an arrow, bullet, &c.

;
a very small granular

bullet of lead, used for small game : any tiling emitted ;

act of shooting ;
the flight of a missile weapon. [cscot,

Fr.] A sum charged ;
a reckoning. Shak. See SCOT.

SHOTE, 7i. A fish resembling the trout. Carew. A young
hog; a pig partially grown. $gr This old English word
is written in different forms in several of the counties

of England. Cotgrave (1611) spells it shote, shoat, and

shoot, and defines it,
" a hog th;\t is a year, or under a

year, old." Bailey, Martin, and Johnson, spell it shoot;

Ainsworth, shote": Ash, sheat; Lemon, shot ; Moor and

Forby, shot and shoat; Holloway, shoot and sheet ; Ray,
sheat, sliote, and shoot : and Ray remarks, that " In Essex

they called it a shote." In this country, the common
form is shote, used for a young hog, and also applied to a

man, in contempt ; as,
" a poor shote."

SHOT'-FREK, a. Clear of the reckoning ; scot-free. Shak.

Not to be hurt by shot; not injured. Feltham.

SHOT'-GAUGE,* n. An instrument for measuring the

diameter of shot. Crabb.
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SHO

BH5T'TEN, (shot'tn) a.' Having ejected the spawn. Dry-
den. Curdled by too long keeping: shooting out into

angles: sprained; dislocated. Stiak.

SHOUGH, (shok) n. A shaggy dog ;
a shock. Shak. See

SHOCK.
SHOUGH, (sho) interj. [sheuchen, Gen] An exclamation
used in driving away fowls : written by Forby, Brockett,

&c., shoo. See SHOO.

fiHOOLD, (shud) v. n. [schuld, Teut.
; shulde, pi. shulden,

old Eng.J -An auxiliary and defective verb, denoting obli-

gation, duty, possibility, or contingency. It ig regarded
as the preterite of shall; and it is used to form the

past tenses of the potential mood
;

but it is likewise
used in the conditional present and future tenses.
" He should have paid the bill yesterday."

" He should

do right now and aiways."
" If I should see him, or

should I see him to-morrow, I will inform him " In the

first instance, should is used in the past tense
;
in the

second, in the present ;
and in the third, in the future.

The following remarks are quoted from Dr. Johnson :

"
1. This is a kind of auxiliary verb used in the con-

junctive [potential] mood, of which the signification is

not easily fixed. 2. / should go, it is my business or

duty to go. 3. If I should go, if it happens that I go.
4. Thou shouldst go, thou oughtest to go. 5. If thou

shouldst go, if it happens that thou goest. 6. The
same significations are joined in all the other persons,

singular and plural."

SHOUL'DER, (shol'der) n. [seuldre, Sax.; scholder, Teut.]
The joint which connects the arm to the body ;

the cor-

responding joint in the foreleg of a quadruped, particu-

larly of an edible animal
;
the upper part of the back

; a

rising part; a prominence: a sustaining power; sup-
port.

SHOUL'DER, (shol'der) v. a.
[i. SHOULDERED; pp. SHOUL-

DERING, SHOULDERED.] To push with insolence and vio-

lence
;
to put upon the shoulder.

SHOUL'DER-BELT, n. A belt placed across the shoulder.

SHOUL'DER-BLADE, re. The bone of the shoulder; the

scapula.
SHOUL'DER-CLAP-PER, n. A sheriff's officer

;
a bailiff:

one who uses great freedom. Shak.

SHOUL'DER-KNOT, n. An epaulet; a knot of lace or

ribbon worn on the shoulder. Swift. [der.

SHOUL'DER-SHOT'TEN, (-shot'tn) a. Strained intheshoul-

SHOUL'DER-SLIP, n. Dislocation of the shoulder. Swift.

SHOUT, n.' A loud and vehement cry of triumph or exulta-
tion ; a plaudit ; applause.

SHOOT, v. n. [i.
SHOUTED

; pp. SHOUTING, SHOUTED.] To
cry in triumph or exultation.

SHoOx. v. a. To utter or treat with shouts. Bp. Hall.

SHoOT'ER, n. One who shouts. Dryden.
SnoOT'iNG, n. Act of shouting; applause; exultation.

SH6vE, (shuv) v. a. [schuyffen, schuyven, Teut.] [i. SHOVED ;

pp. SHOVING, SHOVED.] To push by main strength; to

propel ;
to press against ;

to push.
SH&VE, (shuv) v. n. To push forward before one; to move

in a boat, not by oars, but a pole.

SHOVE, (shuv) n. The act of shoving; a push. Swift.

fSHOVE'-GROAT,* n. A sort of game. Shak.

SHOV'EL, (shuv'vl) n. An instrument consisting of a
broad blade, or a scoop, and a handle.

SH6V'EL, (Shuv'vl) V. O.
[i.

SHOVELLED
J pp. SHOVELLING,

SHOVELLED.] To take up and throw with a shovel; to

gather or take up in large quantities.

fSHOV'EL-ARD, (shuv'vl-ard) n. Shoveller; a bird.

Browne.

SHOV'EL-BOARD, (shuv'vl-bord) n. A long board on
which a play is performed by sliding metal pieces at a
mark

;
one of the pieces of metal so used. Dryden.

Sn6v'EL-FOL,* n. ; pi. SHOVELFULS. As much as a
shovel will hold. Qu. Rev.

SH6v'EL-LER, (shuv'vl-er) n. One who shovels: a spe-
cies of duck, having a long, broad bill.

SHOW, (Sho) v. a. [sceawan, Sax. ; schowen, D.] [i. SHOWED ;

pp. SHOWING, SHOWN.] To exhibit to view; to make to

see
;
to perceive or know ;

to display ;
to direct

; to give

proof of; to prove; to publish; to inform; to teach; to

make known; to explain; to expound; to discover; to

point out. To show off, to set off; to exhibit ostenta-

tiously. &3=
" This word is frequently written shew ; but

since it is always pronounced, and often written show,
which is favored likewise by the Dutch schowen, I have ad-

justed the orthography to the pronunciation." Dr. John-

son. In the English dictionaries which preceded that of

Johnson, this word is printed shew ; and in nearly all those

which have appeared since that of Johnson, it is printed
show ; yet, notwithstanding the orthography show "

is

favored by the Dutch schowen," by the pronunciation, and

by the authority of the dictionaries in common use, the

form shew maintains its ground by perhaps the prevailing

usage of the best authors.

SHOW, (sho) v. n. To appear ;
to look

;
to have appear-

ance
; to make an exhibition.

SHOW, (sho) n. A spectacle ; something publicly exposed
to view for money ; external or superficial appearance ;

not reality ; ostentatious display ; parade ; ostentation
;

public appearance ; contrary to concealment ; semblance ;

likeness
; speciousness ;

exhibition
; pomp.

SHpw'-BlLL,* n. A large sheet of paper with an adver-
tisement printed on it in large letters. R. B. Carter.

SHOW'-BREAD, or SHEW'-BREAD, (sh6'br6d) n. Among
the Jews, twelve loaves of bread, representing the twelve
tribes of Israel, placed weekly on the golden tables of
the sanctuary, and afterwards lawfully eaten only by the

priests.

SHOW'ER, (sho'er) n. One who shows
;
an exhibitor.

SHOW'ER, (shbu'er) n. A copious fall of rain or hail, of
short duration

;
a copious fall or distribution of any

thing; something shed or poured down.
SHOW'ER, (shbu'er) v. a.

[i.
SHOWERED

; pp. SHOWERING,
SHOWERED.] To wet or drown with rain

;
to pour down ;

to distribute or bestow liberally.
SHOW'ER. (shbu'er) v. n. To rain in showers.

SHOW'ER-J-NESSJ* n. The state of being showery. Scott.

SHOWIER-LESS, a. Without showers. Armstrong.
SHOW'ER-Y, a. Raining in showers ; rainy.

Snow'-GLiss,* n. A show-man's glass ;
a mirror. Cowper.

SHOW'I-LY, ad. In a showy manner. %

SHOW'I-NESS, n. State of being showy. [Swift.

SHOW'ISH, a. Splendid; jaudy ; showy; ostentatious.

Snow'-MAN,* n. ; pi. SHOW'-MEN. One who exhibits

shows. Cook.

SHOWN, (shon)p. from Show. See SHOW.
SHOW'-PLACE,* n. A place for public exhibitions. Shak.

SHOW'y, a. Splendid ; gaudy ; ostentatiously fine.

fSHRAG, v. a. To lop ; to trim
; as, to shrag trees. Huloet.

fSHRAG, n. A twig of a tree cut off. Huloet.

fSHRXG'j&ER, n. A lopper; one that trims trees. Huloet.

SHR!M,* v'. a. To shrivel
;
to pinch. Holloway.

" Shrammed
with cold." Duller. [Local, Eng.]

fSHRXNK, i. from Shrink. Shrunk. See SHRINK.

fSHRXp, ) n. A place baited with chaff to entice birds.

fSHRAPE, \ Bp. Bedell.

SHRXP'NELL,* a. (Gunnery') Applied to shells which are

filled with musket-balls to be projected by an explosion.
Brande.

SHRED, v. a. [i. SHRED; pp. SHREDDING, SHRED.] To cut

into small pieces.

SHRED, n. A small piece cut off; a strip ;
a fragment.

SHRED'DING, i?. Act of cutting off; what is cut off.

SHRED'DY,* a. Consisting of shreds or fragments. Palmer.

SHREW, (shru) n. A peevish, brawling woman ;
a scold

;
a

termagant: a shrewmouse. See SHREWMOUSE.
fSHREW, (shru) v. a. To beshrew ; to curse. Chaucer.

SHREWD, (shrud) a. [The participle of the verb shrew.']

[Originally, malicious ;
mischievous ;

bad
; painful ;

dangerous; shrewish. Shak.] Artful; cunning; saga-
cious

;
sensible

; sharp-sighted ; acute
;

keen ; pene-
trating; arch; sly. "A man of shrewd discernment."

Qu. Rev.

SHREWD'LY, (shrud'le) ad. In a shrewd manner; cun-

ningly ; slyly ;
with good guess.

SHREWD'NESS, (shrud'nes) n. Quality of being shrewd
;

sagacity ; cunning ;
archness.

SHREW'ISH, (shu'ish) a. Having the qualities of a shrew :

froward ; petulantly clamorous. Shak.

SHREW'ISH-LY, (shru'ish-le) ad. Petulantly ; peevishly j

froward ly. Shak.

SHRE W'ISH-NESS, (shru'ish-nSs) n. The qualities ofa shrew.

SHREW'MpOsE, (shru'mbus) n. ; pi. SHREWMICE. A
small animal resembling a mouse, once thought venom-
ous.

SHRIEK, (shrek) v. n. [shracka, Icel.
; shrika, Su. Goth.]

[l.
SHRIEKED J pp. SHRIEKING, SHRIEKED.] To Utter a

sharp, shrill cry, as in distress
;
to cry out in anguish ;

to

scream.

SHRIEK, (shrek) n. An inarticulate cry of distress or an-

guish ;
a scream.

SHRIEK'ER,* n. One who shrieks. O. Crabbe.

SHRIEK'ING,* n. The act of making shrieks. Bp. Taylor.

SHRIEV'AL, (shrev'al)a. Belonging to the shrieve or sheriff.

Dryden.
SHRIEV'AL-TY, (shrSv'al-te) n. The office or jurisdiction
of a sheriff

; sheriffalty. Blackstonc. $r" Sliricce is ob-

solete, sheriff being used instead of it ; yet the deriva-

tive shrievalty is more in use than sheriffalty.

fSHRIEVE, (shrev) n. Sheriff. Blackstone.

fSHRiFT, n. Confession made to a priest. Shak.

fSHRiGHT, (shrlt) p. from Shriek. Shrieked. Chaucer.

fSHRlGHT, (shrit) 7i. A shriek. Spenser.

SHRIKE,* n. The butcher-bird. Hamilton.

SHRfLL, a. Sounding in a piercing, tremulous manner
;
ut-

tering an acute sound
;
loud and sharp or clear.

SHRILL, v. n. To make a shrill sound. SJiak.

SHRlLL, v. a. To express in a shrill manner. Spenser.

SHRIL'LING,* n. A piercing, shrill sound. Kirby.

SHRILL'NESS, n. The quality of being shrill. Smith.
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SHRTLL'-T&NGUED,* (-tungd) a. Having a shrill voice.
Shak.

SHRIL'LY, ad. With a shrill noise or sound.

SHRIMP, n. [schrumpe, Ger.
; scrympe, Dan.] A small,

crustaceous fish : a little, wrinkled man ; a dwarf. Shak.

fSHRiMP, v. a. To contract. Echard.

SHR!NE, n. [serin, Sax.
; scrinium, L.] A case, box, or recep-

tacle, for repositing something sacred, as the remains or
relics of a saint.

SHRINE,* v. a. To place in a shrine
;
to enshrine. Pope.

SHRINK, v. n. [i. SHRUNK ; pp. SHRINKING, SHRUNK. The
preterit shrank and the participle shrunken are nearly ob-

solete.] To contract spontaneously ;
to shrivel

;
to with-

draw or fall back, as from danger ;
to recoil ;

to retire.

SHRINK, v. a. To make to shrink
;
to contract. Shale.

SHRINK, . Corrugation ;
contraction into less compass.

Woodward. Contraction of the body from fear or horror.

Daniel.

SHRINK'ER, n. One who shrinks. Old sea-song.

SHRINKING, 7i. Act of one who shrinks; a recoiling; con-
traction.

SHRITE,* n. (Ornith.) A name of the thrush. Booth.

fSHRlv'AL-TY, n. See SHRIEVALTY.
fSHRlVE, v. a.

[i. SHROVE or SHRIVED ; pp. SHRIVING,
SHRIVEN.] T.O hear, as a priest, at confession. Shak.

fSHRlVE, v. n. To administer confession. Spenser.

SIC

v. n. [i. SHRIVELLED
; pp. SHRIVEL-

To contract itself into wrinkles ;
to

SHRIV'EL, (shriv'vl
LING, SHRIVELLED.
wither ; to shrink.

SHRIV'EL, (shriv'vl) v. a. To contract into wrinkles.

fSHRlv'ER, n. One who shrives
;
a confessor. Shak.

fSHRiv'lNG, 7t. Act of hearing confession. Spenser.
SHROFF,* n. An East-Indian banker or money-changer.
Maunder.

SHROUD, 7t. [fA shelter; a cover. Shak.] The dress of a

corpse; a winding-sheet. [The branch of a tree. Warton.]
pi. (JVViiU.) The large ropes supporting a mast laterally.

SHROUD, V. O.
[i. SHROUDED ; pp. SHROUDING, SHROUDED.]

[fTo cover from danger, as an agent. Spenser. To shelter.

Raleigh.] To clothe ;
to dress, especially for the grave.

tfTo cut or lop off the top branches of trees. Chambers.]
SHROUD, v. n. To harbor; to take shelter. Milton.

SHROUD'LESS,* a. Having no shroud. Dodsley.
fSHROUD'y, A. Affording shelter. Milton.

fSHROVE, v. n. To revel at Shrovetide. Beaum. fy Fl.

SHROVE'TIDE, n. [from shrove, the preterit of shrive.] The
time of confession

; Shrove-Tuesday. See SHROVE-TUES-
DAV. Shak._

SHROVE'-TUE-DAY, (shrov'tuz-d?) n. The Tuesday after

Quinquagesima Sunday, and immediately preceding Ash-
Wednesday, the first day of Lent; so called because on
that day confession was made, preparatory to the fast of
Lent.

fSHROV'lNG, n. The festivity of shrovetide. Hales.

SHRUB, n. A small, low, dwarfish tree, which, instead of
one single stem, often puts forth, from the same root, sev-
eral steins; a bush: a beverage or liquor composed of
rum or other spirits, acid, and sugar.

SHRUB, v. a. To rid from bushes or trees. Anderson.

SHRUB'BER-Y, 7i. A plantation or growth of shrubs. Graves.

SHRUB'BI-NESS,* n. The 'state of being shrubby. Ash.

SHRUB'BY, a. Resembling a shrub; full of shrubs; bushy;
consisting of shrubs. Phillips.

SIIRUB'LESS,* a. Destitute of shrubs. Byron.
fSiiRUFF, 71. Dross

; refuse of metal tried by the fire.

SHRUG, v. n. [schricken, D.
; skruka, Su.] [i. SHRUGGED

;

pp. SCHRUGGING, SHRUGGED.] To contract or draw up
the shoulders, as in the feeling of cold, aversion, or dis-
satisfaction. [Florio.

SHRUG, v. a. To contract or draw up, as the shoulders.

SHRUG, n. A drawing up of the shoulders.

SHRUNK, i. &. p. from Shrink. See SHRINK.
SHKONK'EN, (shrunk'kn) p. from Shrink. Shrunk : near-

ly obsolete. See SHRINK. Spenser.
SHU,* interj. Begone ! a term used to frighten poultry. Lan-

cashire dialect. See SHOO, and SHOUGH.
SHUCK,* 71. A husk or shell: a shock. Farm. Ency.
SHUD'DER, v. n. [shuttern, Ger.

; schudden, Teut.] [i. SHUD-
DERED ; pp. SHUDDERING, SHUDDERED.] To feel a COld
tremor from fear, horror, or aversion

;
to quake with fear

;

to tremble ; to shake.

SHUD'DER, n. A tremor; state of trembling. Shak.

SHUD'DER-ING,* n. A trembling caused by fear or dread.

SHUF'FLE, (shuf 'fl) v. a. [i. SHUFFLED
; pp. SHUFFLING,

SHUFFLED.] To throw into disorder
; to agitate tumultu-

ously, so as that one thing takes the place of another
; to

confuse ;
to change the position of cards with respect to

each other; to remove or introduce by means of designed
confusion. To shuffle off, to get rid of. To shuffle up, to
form tumultuously or fraudulently.

SHUF'FLE, (shuf'fl) v. n. To throw cards into a new order:
to play mean tricks ;

to practise fraud
; to evade fair

questions; to equivocate; to quibble: to struggle; to
move with an irregular gait.

SHUF'FLE, n. Act of one who shuffles
; an irregular

movement ; a trick
; an evasion

;
a quibble.

SHUF'FLE-BOARD, n. The old name of shovelboard.

SHUF'FLE-CAP, n. A play at which money is shaken in a
hat. rfrbuthnot.

SHUF'FLER, n. One who plays tricks, or shuffles.

SHUF'FLING, n. Act of one who shuffles
; confusion ;

trick
;

artifice ; an irregular gait.

SHOF'FLJNG,* p. a. Throwing into confusion
;
evasive ;

disingenuous.
SHUF'FLING-LY, ad. With a shuffle or an irregular gait.
SHU'MAC,* n. See SUMACH.
SnDN, v. a.

[i.
SHUNNED

; pp. SHUNNING, SHUNNED.] To
avoid

; to decline
;
to endeavor to escape ;

to elude
;
to

evade
; to eschew.

SHUN, v. n. To decline
; to avoid to do a thing.

SHUN'LESS, a. Inevitable
; unavoidable. Shak.

SHUNT,* n. A short railroad to turn from a greater. Smart.
SHUT, v. a. [schutten, D.] [i. SHUT

; pp. SHUTTING, SHUT.]
To close so as to prohibit ingress or egress ; to make not
open ;

to enclose
; to confine ; to prohibit ; to bar

; to ex-
clude

;
to contract from an expanded state. To shut out,

to exclude ; to deny admission to. To shut up, to close

up; to make impervious; to make impassable; to con-
fine

;
to imprison. [To be shut of, to be cleared or rid

of : same as to be shot of. Richardson.]
SHUT, v. n. To be closed

; to close itself.

SHUT, p. Closed. a. [Rid ; clear ;
free. ISEstrange.]

SHOT. n. Close ; act of shutting. Dryden. A shutter. WOkms.
SHUT'TER, n. He or that which shuts

;
a cover for a win-

dow or other aperture ; a door.

SHUT'TLE, /shut'tl) n. [schietspoele, Teut. ; shutul, IceL]
The instrument with which a weaver shoots the cross
threads.

SHUT'TLE-COCK, n. A cork stuck with feathers, to be
driven backward and forward by players with a battle-
door.

SHY, (shl) a. [schouw, Teut.] Reserved ; not familiar; not
free of behavior; fearful ; coy ; cautious ; wary ; chary ;

keeping at a distance
; unwilling to approach ; suspicious ;

jealous.
SHY, v. n.

[i. SHIED ;pp. SHYING, SHIED.] To turn aside or

start, as a horse
;
to sheer. Forby.

SHY'LY, ad. In a shy manner ; not familiarly.

SHY'NESS, n. State of being shy; reservedness.

SI'A-GUSH,* n. A feline quadruped ; caracal. Smellie.

Sl-XL'A-GOGUE,* (sl-al'^i gog) n. [aiaXov and ayw.] (Med.)
A medicine that increases the flow of saliva and other

fluids, from the parotid and other glands, near the mouth.
P. Cyc. [Ency.

ST-AM-EE',* n. sing. & pi. A native or natives of Siam.
SI-AM-ESE',* a. Belonging to Siam. EC. Rev.

fSlB, a. Related by blood. Chaucer.

fSi'B, 71. A relation. Mountagu.
SIB'BENS,* n. An infectious disease in the mountainous

parts of Scotland, resembling syphilis. Dunglisun.
Si-BE'Ri-AN,*a. Relating to Siberia

;
cold. Ency.

SI-B'RI-AN,* n. A native of Siberia. P. Cyc.
SI-BE'RITE,* or SIB'E-RITE,* [sj-be'rlt, Brande: sib'e-rlt,
K. Wb.] n. (Min.) Rubellite or red tourmaline. Brande.

SlB'l-LANCE.* n. A hissing sound, as of S. Dr. Southey.

SIB'I-LANT, 'a. [sibilans, L.] Having the sound of the letter

S; hissing.

SIB'I-LANT,* n. A letter or character having a hissing
sound, as S. Latham.

SIB-I-LA'TIQN, 71. Act of hissing ;
a hissing sound. Bacon.

SlB'lL-OUfS,*a. Hissing; sibilant. Pennant.

SIB'VL, n. [sibylla, L.] (Myth.) A prophetic woman of
ancient Greece and Italy. There wer several, the most
celebrated of whom was the sybil of CumiE : a witch.

SIB'YL-LINE, . [sibyllinus, L.] Of or belonging to a sibyl.
Jlddison.

SIB'VL-LIST,* n. A devotee of the sibyl. Cudworth.

Sic'A-MORE, n. [sycomorus, L.] A large forest tree. Pcacham.
See SYCAMORE.

SKc'cA-Ry-pEE',* n. An East-Indian coin, of the value of
2s. 3rf. sterling. Crabb.

fSic'CATE, v. a. [sicco, L.] To dry. Cockeram.

fSlc-CA'TlpN, n. The act of drying. Bailey.

Sic'CA-TlVE,* a. Drying; causing to dry. Smart.

fSic-cTF'lc, (sjk-sif'jk)a. [siccux and fio, L.] Causing dry-
ness. Bailey.

SfC'ci-TY, (slk'se-te) n. [siccite, Fr.
; siccitas, L.] Dryness;

aridity ; want of moisture. Bacun.

SICE, (slz) [siz, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sin.] n. [six, Fr.] The
number six at dice. Dryden.

fSlCH, a. Such. Spenser. [Still in vulgar use.] [Ency.
SI-CIL'J-AN,* 71. A native of Sicily. a. Relating to Sicily.

SIcK, '. Afflicted with disease; ill in health ;
affected with

nausea
;

ill in the stomach
; sickly ;

ill ; indisposed ;
dis-

gusted : applied to a place or room where there is sick-

ness
; as,

" a sick room."

fSiCK, v. n. To sicken
;
to be ill. Shak. [ness. More.

SIcK'-BfiD,* n. A bed on which one is confined by sick-
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or propositions respecting each other;
on both sides." It is used to note c

SICK'EN, (sik'kn)r. a.
[i. SICKENED; pp. SICKENING, SICK-

ENED.] To make sick
;
to disease

;
to weaken ;

to impair.

BICK'EN, (sik'kn) v. n. To grow sick
;
to fall into disease;

to grow weak
;
to decay ; to languish ; to be disgusted

JSICK'ER, a. [sicker, Ger.] Sure
;
certain ;

firm. Spenser.

JSICK'ER, ad. Surely ; certainly. Spenser.

JSICK'ER-LY, ad. Surely. Robinson.

fSiCK'ER-JVESS, n. Security. Spenser.

SJCK'ISH, a. Somewhat sick
;
inclined to be sick ; causing

nausea; nauseating.
SICK'ISH-LY,* ad. In a sickish manner. Dr. Allen.

SicK'isH-NESS, 71. The state of being sickish. Cheyne.

SIc'KLE, (sik'kl) 7i. [sickel, D., from secale or sicula, L.]. A
hook for reaping grain ; a reaping-hook. See SECKEL.

SIc'KLED. (slk'kld) a. Furnished with a sickle. Thomson.

Sl'c'KLE-MAif, n.; pi. SICKLEMEN. A reaper. Shak.

fSIc'KLER, re. A reaper. Sandys.
SIC'KLE-WORT, (sik'kl-wiirt) n. A plant.

SICK'LI-NESS, 7i. State of being sickly; disease.

SICK'LY, a. Not healthy ;
visited with sickness ;

not

sound; diseased; morbid; not well; faint; weak; lan-

guid.

SICK'LY, ad. Not in health. Shak.

jSiCK'LY, v. a. To make diseased
;
to sicken. Shak.

SicK'NESS, 71. State of being sick
;
disease ; illness; mal-

ady; nausea; disorder in the organs of digestion.
SJc rXs'sinf,* [L.]

" So every where." Scudamore.

SfD'DOW,*'a. Such as boil freely, applied to peas. London.

SIDE, n. [side, Sax
; sijde, D.] The part of a man or an an-

imal fortified by the ribs
; as, the right side, the left side :

a part of any thing which is long and broad, as distin-

guished from an end : aline of boundary : the right or

left : margin ; verge : any kind of local respect : part ;

party; interest; sect: any part placed in contradis-

tinction or opposition to another. It is used of persons
It is granted

consanguinity ; as,
" He is cousin by fiis mother's or father's side."

SIDE, a. Lateral; oblique; indirect. [Long; broad. Shak.]

SIDE, v. 71. [i. SIDED; pp. SIDING, SIDED.] To lean on one
side : to join a party ;

to engage in a faction.

fSiDE, v. a. To be at the side of; to stand at the side of.

Spenser. To suit
;
to pair. Ld. Clarendon.

SIDE'BOARD, (sid'bord) n. A table, or piece of furniture,

placed at one side, or in the recess, of a dining-room.
SlDE'-B6x, 7i. An enclosed seat on the side of a theatre.

SIDE'-CUT,* 7t. A lateral canal diverging from the main
canal. Tanner,

SlD'ED,*a. Having a side ; as, one-sided, two-sided. P. Cyc.

SIDE'FLY, n. An insect. Derham.

SlDE'LiNG,* a. Inclined; oblique; sloping; as, "sideling

ground." Francis.

SIDE'LONG, a. Lateral
; oblique ; not in front ;

not direct.

SIDE'LONG, a</. Laterally ; obliquely ;
on the side

;
askance.

SIDE'LOOK,* (luk) n. An oblique view. Steele.

SID'ER, n. One who sides or joins a party.

fSI'DER, n. See CIDER.

SID'ER-AL, a. [sidus, L.] Starry; astral; sidereal. Milton.

SlD'ER-AT-ED, a. [sideratus, L.J Blasted
; planet-struck.

Browne. [R.]

SID-ER-A'TION, n. [Fr. ; sideratio, L.] A sudden mortifica-

tion ;
a blast ; a sudden deprivation of sense, as in an

apoplexy. Ray. [R.] [the stars.

SI-DE'RE-AL, a. [sidereus. L.] Astral
; starry ; relating to

SiD'ER-iTE,[sid'er-it, Ja.' K. Wli.\ se-der'It, Sm.] n. (Jtfm.)
The loadstone

;
a phosphate of iron. (Bot.~) A plant or

genus of plants called ironwort.

SlD-E-Ri'Tjs,* 71. [<rf<5i7pof.] (Bot.) A genus of plants and

shrubs; siderite. P. Cyc.

SID-E-RQ-CAL'CITE,* 71. (Jl/tn.) The brown spar. Kirwan.

SfD-s-RQ-GRAPH'lc,* ) a. Relating to siderography.
Si'D-E-RQ-GRXPH'l-CAL,* )

P. Cyc.

SID-E-ROG'RA-PHIST,* n. One who practises siderography.
Knoioles.

SID-E-ROG'RA-PHY,* n. [vifnpof and j^jd<w.] The art or

practice of engraving on steel. FMCIJ.

Si'D'K-RO-MiN-CY,* n. Divination by burning straws, &c.,
on red-hot iron. Crabb.

STlD-E-RO-scills'o-LlTE,*7i. (JVfm.) A black mineral. Dana.

SlD'E-RO-sc6PE,* [sid'e-ro-skop, Wb. ; sld-e-ros'kop, K. ;

se-d5'ro-skop, Sm.] n. An instrument for detecting small

particles of iron. Smart.

SlDE'sAD-DLE, 7i. A woman's saddle or seat on horse-

back : a plant and flower ;
a pitcher-shaped flower.

SIuEs'MAN, 71. An assistant to a churchwarden. Ayliffc.

SiDE'-TA-BLE,* 71. A table to be placed at the side of a

room. Tatlr.r.

SIDE'TAK-ING, n. Act of joining a party. Bp. Hall.

SlDE'-VlEW,* (sld'vu) n. An oblique view; a side look.

JPope.
SIDE'-WALK,* (sld'wiwk) n. A walk for foot-passengers
by the side of a street or rosul ; foot-way ; foot-path. Sat.

Mag. [In common use in the United States.]

SIDE'WAY, (sid'waz) ad. Laterally ; sidewise. Milton.

A wind blowing laterally. Swift.

SIDE'WIE, ad. Laterally ;
on or toward one side.

SID'ING, n. A leaning to a side or party: a turn-out or

passing place on a railroad.

SI'DLE, (sl'dl; v. n. To go sidewise, or with the body the

narrowest way ;
to lie on the side

;
to move to one side.

Swift.

SI'DLING,* ad. In a side or sloping way ;
sidewise. Swift.

SIEGE, (sej) n. [siege, Fr.] The act of besetting a fortified

place with an army ;
act of besieging ; any continued en-

deavor to gain possession. [Seat; throne. Spenser.
Place ;

class ;
rank. Shak. Stool. Browne.]

fSlEGE, (sej) v. a. [sieger, Fr.] To besiege. Spenser.

Sl'E-NlTE,*n. (Min.) Arock or stone compounded of quartz,

felspar, and hornblende. It resembles granite, but differs

from it by having hornblende instead of mica. Written
also syenite. P. Cyc.

S1-E-NIT'IC,* a. Relating to, or containing, sienite. Phil.

Mag.
SI-ER'RA,* n. [Sp.1 A range of mountains. Qu. Rev.

Sr-ES'TA,* n. [Sp.J Rest or sleep taken after dinner, in

the hot part of the day; common in warm countries.

QM. Rev.

SfEVE, (siv) n. A vessel with a bottom of network, more or

less coarse, used to separate the finer part of any sub-

stance from the coarser, as flour from bran : a bolter; a

scarce
;
a basket.

tSiF'FLE-MENT,* n. A whistling. Brewer.

SlFT,7j. a. [siften, D.] [i. SIFTED; pp. SIFTING, SIFTED.]
To separate, as flour, from bran, by a sieve

;
to separate ;

to examine closely ;
to try.

SlFT'ER, n. One who sifts
;
a bolter ; a sieve.

SlFT'iNG,* n. Act of using a sieve ; scrutiny. Chapman.

SIG,*'TI. Urine; stale urine. Ash. [Local, England.]
SlG was used by the Saxons for victory. Sigbcrt, famous

for victory. Sigward, victorious preserver. Gibson.

SIGH, (si) v. n. [suchten, D.] [i. SIGHED; pp. SIGHING,

SIGHED.] To inhale and exspire audibly, as from grief; to

emit breath audibly, as in grief or suffering ;
to respire.

fSiGH, (si) v. a. To lament ;
to mourn. Prior.

SIGH, (si) n. A deep respiration, as in grief ;
a deep, long

breath. &5~
" A very extraordinary pronunciation of this

word prevails in London, and, what is more extraordina-

ry, on the stage, so different from every other word of

the same form as to make it a perfect oddity in the language.
This pronunciation approaches to the word sithe; and the

only difference is that sithe has the flat aspiration, as in

this, and sigh the sharp one, as in thin. It is not easy
to conjecture what could be the reason of this departure
from analogy, unless it were to give the word a sound

which seems an echo to the sense." Walker. This " ex-

traordinary pronunciation" of sigh is more or less com-

mon in some parts of the United States. It is not coun-

tenanced by any of the orthoepists.

SlGH'ER, (sl'er) 71. One who sighs.

SIGH'ING, (sl'ing) n. The act of one who sighs.

SIGHT, (sit) TJ.' [sicht, gesicht, D.] Perception by the eye ;

act of seeing; power or faculty of seeing; view : that

which is seen or to be seen; spectacle; show; exhibi-

tion ; knowledge : eye ;
instrument of seeing; aperture

pervious to the eye, or other point fixed to guide the eye ;

as, the sight of a quadrant, a gun, <Scc. [A great number.

Forby. Colloquial.]

SlGHT'ED, (sit'ed) a. Having sight : used chiefly in com-

position ; as, quick-s/>/tted, short-sighted. Sidney.

tSiGHT'F0L,* a. Visible ; perspicuous. Chaucer.

fSlGHT'FOL-NESS, (sit'ful-nes) n. Perspicuity. Sidney.

I SlGHT'-HoLE,* 7i. A hole to be seen through. Shak.

SlGHT'LESS, (sit'les) a. Wanting sight ; blind. [fNot sight-

ly ;
offensive to the eye ; invisible. Shak.]

SlGHT'LESS-NESS,* (sit'les-nes) n. Want of sight. Good.

SIGHT'LI-NESS, (slt'le-nes) n. State of being sightly.

SIGHT'LY, (slt'le) a. Pleasing to the eye ; comely.

SIGHT'-SEE-ING,* n. The act of seeing sights. EC. Rev.

SIGHT'-SEE-I'NG,* a. Employed in seeing curiosities. EC.

Rev. [
Rev -

SlGHT'-SE-ER,* 7i. One who sees sights or curiosities. EC.

Si'G'lL, . [sig'Mum, L.] Seal ; signature. Dryden.

St^-iL-LA'Ri-A,* n. pi. Fossil plants found in coal forma-

tions. Brande,. ^
jSl'G'lL-LA-TiVE, a. [sigillatif, old Fr., from sigillum, L.J

Fit to seal, or for a seal. Cotgrave.
SlG-'MOlD,* a. (Bot.) Bent or shaped like the letter S

;

sigmoidal. P. Cyc.

SiG-MbiD'AL, a. [Greek letter sigma, and um<;.] Curved

'like the Greek letter sigma [y], or the English letter S.

SIGN, (sin) n. [signe, Fr. ; signum, L.] A token ;
a

as
a syi

picture of a ufan's occupation hung up near his door :

ignal; a nod, or other token, instead of words ;
a type;

lymbol ; a mark ;
a note ; a symptom ;

omen ; prognos-

tic
; presage ;

a wonder; a miracle ; a prodigy ; a monu-

ment : a memorial : a constellation in the zodiac: an

algebraical indication :- mark of distinction ;
a subscrip-

tion of one's name ; as,
" a siovi-manual.
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SIGN, (sin) v. a.
[signer,

Fr.
; signo, L.] [i. SIGNED; pp.

SIGNING, SIGNED.] To mark with characters or with one's

name"; to mark ; to denote; to show
;
to ratify by hand

or seal ;
to signify.

jSiGN, (sin) ?;. n. To be a sign or omen. Shak.

SIGN'A-BLE,* (sln'a-bl) a. That may be signed. Bacon.

SIG'NAL, n. [rifiuL Fr. ; serial, Sp.] Notice given by a

sign ; a sign that gives notice
;
a mark

;
indication.

SIG'NAL, a. [signals, Fr.] Eminent ; memorable ;
remarka-

ble
; extraordinary ; distinguished.

fSiG-NAL'i-TY, n. State of being signal. Browne.

SIG'NAL-IZE, v. a. [signaler, Fr
] [t.

SIGNALIZED ; pp. SIG-

NALIZING, SIGNALIZED.] To make signal, eminent, or re-

markable.

SIG'NAL-LY, ad. Eminently ; remarkably ; memorably.
tSjG-NA'TlQN, n. [signo, L.] Act of signing ;

a token.

Browne.

SIG'NA-TURE, n. [Fr. ; signatura, L.] A person's name
signed to any paper or instrument; a sign or mark im-

;

pressed upon any thing ; astamp ;
amark : amarkupon

any matter, as plants or persons, indicative of use or char-

acter. (Printing} A letter or figure, at the bottom of the

page, to distinguish sheets or half sheets ; a printed sheet

or half sheet. (Mus.) The flats and sharps placed after

the clef, at the beginning of the staff.

fSTG'NA-TU-RiST, n. One who holds the doctrine of signa-
tures of plants, &.c. Browne.

SIGN'ER, (sln'er) n. One who signs.

SlG'NET, n. [signette, Fr.] A seal; a royal seal; the

privy seal of the king of England, used in sealing pri-
vate letters and grants under the sign-manual.

SIG-NIF'J-CANCE, ) n. Power of signifying ;
that which is

SJG-NlF'i-CAN-cy, j signified ; meaning ;
force

; energy ;

importance ;
moment.

SlG-NlF'l-CANT, a. [signifiant, Fr.
; significans, L.] Ex-

pressing meaning ; expressive of something beyond the

external mark
; betokening ; standing as a sign of some-

thing; forcible to impress the intended meaning; impor-
tant

; weighty ;
momentous.

tSlG-NiF'l-CANT, 7i. That which is significant; token. Shak.

SIG-NIF'I-CANT-LY, ad. In a significant manner.

SiG-Ni'F'i-CATE,* 7i. Several things signified by a common
term are its significates. Whately.

SIG-NI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; significatio, L.] Act of signi-

fying ;
that which is signified ; meaning expressed by a

sign or word
; import: sense; importance.

SiG-NlF'l-CA-TlVE, a. [significatif, Fr.] Betokening by an
external sign ; forcible

; strongly expressive.

SiG-NtF'l-CA-TlVE-LY, ad. In a significative manner.

SiG-NlF'i-CA-TlVE-Nss,* n. Quality of being significative.
West. Rev'.

SIG-NIF'I-CA-T<?R, 7i. He or that which signifies. Burton.

SlG-NlF'l-CA-TO-RY, n. That which signifies. Bp. Taylor.

StO-Nl-FI-CA'viT,* n. [L.] (Law} A species of writ. Crabb.

StG'Nl-F?, (sig'iie-f I) v. a. [signijier, Fr.
; significo, L.] [i.

SIGNIFIED; pp. SIGNIFYING, SIGNIFIED.] To make known
or declare by some token or sign ;

to declare
; to mean

;

to express ; to denote
;
to imply ;

to import; to weigh.
SlG'Ni-FY, v. 7i. To express meaning with force

;
to mean.

SlGNIOR, (sen'yur) n. [signore, It.] See SEIGNIOR.

fSiGN'lOR-iZE, (sen'yur-Iz) v. a. To lord over. v. n. To
have dominion. Skelton. See SEIGNIORIZE.

SlGN'iQR-y, (sen'yur-e) n. [signoria, It.] Lordship; sen-

iority. Shak. See SEIGNIORY, and SENIORITY.

SlGN-kAN'v-AL,*n. (Law} The signature of a king written

_with his own hand, as in grants or letters-patent. fVhishaw.

SIGN'-PAINT-ER,* n. A painter of signs. Burncy.
SiGN'-PosT, (sln'post) n. A post on which a sign hangs.

lllKE I

a' Such Spenser. Written also by Spenser, sicli.

BIKE, 7i. A small stream of water
;
a rill. Brockett. [North

of England.]
fSlK'ER, a. & ad. Chaucer. See SICKER.

JSTK'ER-NESS, n. Sureness. Chaucer. See SICKER.VESS.

SlLE, v. a. [sila, Su. Goth.] To strain, as milk. Brockett.

_[North of England.]
SILE,* n. A fine sieve or milk-strainer. Brockett. [Local,
England.] A young herring. Pennant.

SI-LE'NA,* n. (Bot.} A species of plants ;
the catchfly.

Crabb.

SI'LENCE, 7z, [Fr. ; silentium, L.] State of being silent
;

forbearance of speech; taciturnity; stillness; secrecy;
oblivion

; obscurity.

SI'LENCE, interj. Commanding silence
; be still !

SI'LENCE, v. a. [i. SILENCED; pp. SILENCING, SILENCED.]
To put to silence

;
to make silent

; to still.

Sl'LENT, a. [silens, L.] Not speaking ; mute ;
taciturn

;

not talkative ;
-not loquacious ; still

; wanting efficacy:
not pronounced, as a silent letter. Silent partner, one
who assists in furnishing means for carrying on a bu^i-
ness, without taking an active or ostensible part in it.

JSl-LEN'Tl-A-RY, (sj-len'she-a-re) n. [silentiarius, low L.]
One who is appointed to keep silence in court

; one who
is sworn not to divulge secrets of state. Barrow.

SI'LENT-LY, ad. In a silent manner ; with stillness.

SI'LENT-NESS, n. State or quality of being silent. Ash.

SI-LE'SI-A,* (se-16'she-?i) n. A kind of linen made in Sile-
sia. Smart.

SI'LEx, n. [L.] (Jlfin.) Flint; the earth of flint; silica.

Todd. See SILICA.
SILHOUETTE* (sil'6-et') . [Fr., from the artist.] A rep-
resentation of an object, or a small portrait, filled in
with a black color

;
a profile likeness by shade. Brande.

SIL'I-CA,* n. (Chem.} The scientific term for silex. It was
till lately ranked among the earths proper, but it has been
transferred to the chemical class of acids. It constitutes
the principal portion of most of the hard stones which
'compose the crust of the globe, occurring nearly pure in

rock-crystal, quartz, agate, chalcedony, flint, &c. Ure.

SlL-i-CAL-CA'RE-ous,* a. Consisting of silica and calcare-
ous matter. Brande.

SIL'I-CATE,* 71. A compound of silicic acid and some base.
Ure.

Si'L'l-CAT-ED,* a. Impregnated with silica. Brande.

SiL'lCE,* 7i. (Bot.} Same as silicula. Smart.

Si-Ll9'ic,* a. Derived from or containing silica. Ure.

SlL-i-clF'ER-oOs,* a. Producing silica. Ure.

SI-LIC'I-FIED,* p. a. Petrified or mineralized by silicioua
earth. Lye.ll.

SI-LIC'I-FY,* v. a. &. n. To change into silex. Buckland.

SI-LIC-I-MU'RITE,* n. An earth composed of silica and
magnesia. Smart.

Sl-LY"cioys, (se-llsh'us) a. [silex, silicius, or siliceus, L.]
Relating to, or containing, silex or silica ; flinty. &5=- This
word is written silicious and siliceous. The orthography
of silicious is that which is found in nearly or quite all

the common English dictionaries; but that of siliceous is

more common in works of science. It is sometimes
confounded with cilicious. See CILICIOUS.

Sl-Llc'l-TED,* a. Impregnated with silex. Smart.

Si-Li''ci-OM,* (se-lish'e-um) 71. (Chem.} The metallic base
of silica. Brande.

SIL'I-CLE,* 7i. (Bot.} A short, two-valved pod, as in gar-
den-cress. P. Cyc.

SiL'i-cc-N,* ?i. The same as silicium. Ure.

Sl-Llc'y-LA,* n. (Bot.} A silicle; silicule. Crabb.

SiL'l-CULE,* /i. (Bot.} Same as silicle. London.

tSj-Llc-y-LOSE', a . [silicula, L.] Husky ; full of husks. Diet.

fSl-LiG-i-NOSE', a. [siliginosus, L.] Made of fine wheat.
Bailey.

SI'LiNG-DiSH, n. A strainer
;
a colander. Barret. [Local.

Eng.]
SlL'i-QVA, n. [L.] pi. SILIQUJE. ( With gold-jincm} A ca-

rat, of which six make a scruple. [silique, Fr.] (Bot.}
The pod, husk, or shell of plants of the pulse kind, as
the bean, pea, <fec.

SI-LIQUE',* (se-lek') n. [Fr.] (Bot.} A long, two-valved

pod, asjn the cabbage ; siliqua. P. Cyc.

SIL-I-QUOSE', ) a. [siliqua, L.j (Bot.} Having a pod or cap-
SlL'l-QUOOs, i sule. Arbuthnot.

SJL.K, n. A glossy thread or filament spun by silk-worms in
the caterpillar state

; stuff made of the thread.

SILK'-COT-TON,* (kot-tn)7?,(fiot.) A large tree of the East
and West Indies, so called from the down in its seed-pod,
of which clothing is made. Crabb.

S'iLK'-DRESS-ER,* n. One employed in the trade of silk.
Burrow.

SiLK'EN, (silk'kn) a. Made of silk
; silky; soft; tender.

SILK'EN, (silk'kn) v. a. To make soft or smooth. Dyer. [R.]
SILK'-GRASS,* n. A plant having fibrous leaves. Ash.

SJLK'I-NESS, n. State of being silky ; softness.

SiLK'MAN, n. A dealer in silk
; silk-mercer. Shak.

SlLK'-MER-CER, n. A dealer in silk. Johnson.

SILK'-MILL.,* 71. A manufactory of silk. Sterne.

fSlLK/NESS, 7J. Silkiness. B. Jonson.

SlLK'-THR5w-ER,* (
n. One who winds, twists, spins,

SlLK'-THROW-STER,* ] or throws silk, so as to tit it for

weaving. Crabb.

STLK'-WEAV-ER, 7i. One who weaves silk.

SILK'-WORM, (-wUrm) n. The worm that spins silk. Bacon.

SILK'Y, a. Made of silk
;
silken

;
soft

;
tender.

SILL, n. The ground-sill of a building: the horizontal

part below a window or door, whether of wood or stone.

[Shaft of a wagon ;
thill. Grose.]

SiL'LA-EfJB, n. A liquor made of milk and wine or cider
and sugar.

S'I'L'M-LY, ad. In a silly manner ; simply ; foolishly.

SiL'Ll-MAN-lTE,* ?i. (Min.} A mineral composed of silica

and alumina, of a brown or dark-gray color, found in

Connecticut. Brande.

STL'LI-NESS, n. State of being silly ;
harmless folly

SIL'LQCK,* n. A fish found among the Shetland Isles.

Ency.
SIL'LQN,* 7i. (Fort.} A work raised in the middle of a

ditch, in order to defend it when it is too wide. Crabb.

SlL'LY, a. [fHarmless ;
innocent ;

weak helpless. Spen-

ser.} Foolish; witless; weak; simple. [Not in health.

Pegge. Local, Eng.]
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-, n. The membrane that covers the head of

the foetus. Browne.

8lLOE,*7j. A repository for grain. London.

[L.] A plant and its juice ;
a gum-resin

mentioned by the ancients; laser. P. Cyc.

SILT, n. [sylta, Sueth.] [Mud ;
slime. Hale.] Comminuted

sand, clay, and earth, transported by running water. Ly-
ett.

SILT,* v. a. [i. SILTED
; pp. SILTING, SILTED.] To impede

or obstruct by accumulations of clay, sand, or earth. Ly-
cll.

SI-LU'RI-AN,* a. [silurus, L.] (Geol.) Noting a series of

rocks, or a group of fossiliferous strata, such as are found
in Wales : applied also to a family of fishes. P. Cyc.

SI-LU'RI-DAN,* n. [silurus, L.J (Ic.h.) One of a family of

fishes, (the siluridce,) of which the silurus is the type.
Brajide. See SILURUS.

SI-LU'RUS,* n. [L.] A sheath-fish: the type of a family
'of fishes, (the siluridans, or silurida,) having merely a

naked skin, or large osseous plates. P. Cyc.

SlL'vAN, a. Relating to the woods
; woody. See SYL-

VAN.

Si'L'VATE,*7t. A compound of sil vie acid and abase. Francis.

SlL'VER, n. [silubr, Goth.
; seolfer, Sax.

; silber, Ger. ; sil-

ver, D.J A white, malleable, ductile, and tenacious metal,
of a brilliant lustre when polished, much used for coin

and plate : any thing of soft splendor ; money made of
silver. German silver, an alloy of copper, nickel, and

zinc, but containing no silver
;

much used for forks,

spoons, &c.

SIL'VER, a. Made of silver
; white, like silver; having a

pale lustre : soft of voice ; soft ; gentle ; quiet.

SILVER, V. a.
[i. SILVERED ; pp. SILVERING, SILVERED.] To

cover with silver
;
to adorn with mild lustre.

SlL'vER-BEAT'ER, n. One who beats or foliates silver.

Boyle.

SiL'vER-BOsH,* n. (Dot.) A shrub. Crabb.

SlL'VER-FiR, ?i. A species of the fir-tree. Bp. Berkeley.

BiL'vER-FiSH,* n. A species of fish. Hill.

SIL'VER-GRAY,* a. Of a color resembling silver. Smellie.

SiL'vER-HAiRED,* (-hard) a. Having hair of the color of

silver. Pennant.

SiL'vER-lNG,* n. The art of covering the surfaces of bod-
ies with a thin film of silver. Ure.

SIL'VER-LEAF,* n. Silver beaten into thin leaf. Ure.

SiL'vER-LlNG, n. A silver coin. Isaiah vii.

SIL'VER-L, ad. With the appearance of silver. Shak.

SIL'VER-SHED'DING,* a. Shedding silver. Shak.

SiL'VER-SMiTH, n. One who works in silver.

SIL'VER-THIS'TLE, (-thls'sj) n. A plant. Miller.

SIL'VER-TSNGUED,* (-tungd) a. Having a smooth tongue
or speech. Dr Allen.

SIL'VER-TREE, n. A tree having bright or silvery foliage.

SIL'VER-WEED, ?i. A perennial plant. Miller.

SlL'vER-Y, a. Like silver; besprinkled with silver.

SIL'VIC,* a. (Chem.) Applied to an acid which, with pinic

acid, constitutes the greater portion of colophony or com-
mon rosin. P. Cyc.

fSlM'A-GRE, (-|er) n. [simagrce, Fr.] Grimace. Dryden.
SI-MAR', n. [samare, D.] A robe

;
a loose, light garment,

such as a bishop wore tinder his gown: also written

cymar, cimmar, and chimmar. Dryden.
Si'M-A-R{J'BA,* n. (Med.) The bark of the root quassia sim-

aruba, a native of the West Indies
;
used as a tonic. P.

Cyc.
S!M' I-A,* n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of animals resembling
man, including the ape, baboon, monkey, &c. Brande.

SlM'l-LAR, a. [similaire, Fr., from similis, L.] Homogene-
ous

; resembling; having resemblance
; like; uniform.

SIM-I-LAR'I-TY, n. State of being similar; likeness.

SiAi'i-LAR-LY, ad. With resemblance
;
in a similar manner.

tSiM'l-LjLR-y, a. Similar. Johnson.

SlM'i-LE, n. [simile, L.] (Rhet.) A resemblance, in some
particular thing, between two objects that are, in them-

selves, dissimilar ;
a comparison ; a similitude ; a com-

parison made to illustrate something.
SI-MIL'I-TER,* n. [L.] (Law) The technical designation
of the form by which either party, in pleading, accepts
the issue tendered by his opponent. Brande.

SI-MIL'I-TUDE, n. [Fr. ; similitudo, L.] Likeness; resem-
blance

; comparison ;
simile. Wotton.

tSi-MiL-i-TO'Dl-NA-RY, a. Denoting resemblance. Coke.

Slk'i-LOR,* n. An alloy of copper and zinc, made to imi-

tate silver and gold ;
a golden-colored variety of brass.

Ure.

SiM'i-oOs,* a. Relating to, or resembling, the monkey. Sid-

ney Smitli.

SIM'I-TAR, n. See SCYMITAR, and CIMETER.

SIM'MER, v. n.
[i.

SIMMERED ; pp. SIMMERING, SIMMERED.]
To boil gently ;

to boil with a gentle hissing.

fSiM'NEL, n. [simenel, old Fr.
; simnellus, low L.] A kind

of bun or cake ; a cracknel. Bullcin.

Si-Mo'Ni-Xc, n. [simoniacus, L.] One who practises simo-

ny. Bp. Bedell.

mingled; single; only one : silly; foolish; not wise.

M'PLE, (sim'pl) n. [Fr.] A single ingredient in a med-
icine

;
a drug ; something not compounded. It is popularly
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SfM-O-Nl'A-CAL, a. Relating to, or partaking of, simony.
SiM-Q-Ni'A-CAL-LY, ad. With the guilt of simony. BurneU
fSl-MO'NI-OUS,* a. Relating to simony. Milton.

SI'M'ON-IST,* 7i. One who practises or defends simony.
Burn.

SfM'Q-NY, [simVne, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; si'm?-

ne, Kenrick.] n. simonie, Fr.
; [simonia, L.] An un-

lawful contract for the presenting of a clergyman to a

benefice; the crime of buying or selling church prefer-
ment : named from Simon Magus. Acts viii.

Sr-Mddnf,* or Si-JUddN1

,* n. A hot, noxious wind in

Arabia and some parts of Africa, called also samicl and
kamsin. P. Cyc. See SAMIEL.

SI'MOys,* a. Having a flat nose
; snub-nosed. Browne.

SIM'PER, v. n. [semner, old Sueth., semper, modern.] [t.

SIMPERED ; pp. SIMPERING, SIMPERED.] To smile
; gener-

ally, to smile affectedly or foolishly.

SIM'PER, n. Smile; generally, an affected or foolish

smile.

SIM'PER-ER, n. One who simpers. Nevile.

Sm'pER-iNG-LY, ad. With an affected or foolish smile.

SlM'PLE, a. [simplex, L.
; simple, Fr.] Plain: artless; un-

designing; sincere; not complex; not complicated; un-

mingle
SIM'PLE

used for a medicinal herb.

fSm'PLE, v_.
n. To gather simples. Garth.

SIM'PLE-MIND'ED, a. Artless
; single in purpose ; simple.

SIM'PLE-MIND'ED-NESS,* n. The quality of being simple-
minded ; artlessness. Ch. Ob.

SIM'PLE-NESS, n. Quality of being simple. [nant.

SIM'PLER, n. A collector of simples ;
a herbalist. Dave-

fSlM'PLESS, n. Simplicity; silliness; folly. Spenser.

SIM'PLE-TQN, n. A silly person ;
a trifler ;

a foolish fellow.

fSiM-PLl"ciAN, (sim-plish'an) n. [simplex, simplicis, L.]
An undesigning, unskilled person ; opposed to politician.

Jlrnway.

SlM-PLl^'l-TY, 7i.. [simplicitas, L.
; simplicit6, Fr.] State or

quality of being simple ; plainness; artlessness; single-

ness; weakness. [fSilliness ; folly. Hooker.]
SIM-PLI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. Act of simplifying ;

act of making
plain.

SlM'PLI-FY, v. a. [simplifier, Fr.
; simplex and facia, L.] [i.

SIMPLIFIED ; pp. SIMPLIFYING, SIMPLIFIED.] To make
simple ;

to render plain.

SIM'PLIST, n. One skilled in simples ;
a herbalist.

SlM'PLY, ad. In a simple manner ;
without art; plainly;

artlessly ;
of itself; merely ; solely.

fSiM'v-LA-CHRE, (sim'u-la-ker) n. [simulacrum, L.] An
image. Sir T. Elyot.

fSlM'v-LAR, 7i. [simulo, L.] One that counterfeits. Shak.

fSi'M'u-LAR,* a. Specious ; plausible ; feigned. Shak.

SlM'U-LATE, v. a. [simulo, L.] [i.
SIMULATED ; pp. SIMULAT-

ING, SIMULATED.! To feign; to counterfeit. Thomson.

fSi'M'V-LATE, a. [simulatus, L.] Feigned ;
simulated. Bale.

SJM'V-LAT-ED,* a. Counterfeit; feigned; simulate. Bos-
well.

SIM-V-LA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; simulaiio, L.] Act of simulating;
a feigning ; false pretence. Bacon.

SI-MUL-TA-NE'I-TY,* n. State of being simultaneous. Cole-

ridge. [Rj
||SI-MUL,-TA'NE-oCs, [sl-mul-ta'ne-us, S. W. P J. Ja. K.

Wb'.; sim-yl-ta'ne-us, F. Sm. ft.] 'a. [simultaneus, L.] Act-

ing at the same time ; existing at the same time.

j|SI-MVL-TA'NE-ous-LY, ad. At the same time
; together.

JISI-MVL-TA'NE-oOs-NESS,* 7i. State of being simultane-
ous. QM. Rev.

tSTM'UL-TY, n. [simultas, L.] Private quarrel. B. Jonson.

SIM'VRG,* n. A fabulous, monstrous bird of the Persians.

Brande. See Roc.

SIN, n. A transgression of the law of God
;
a violation of,

or want of conformity to, the divine law
; depravity ;

wickedness ; iniquity. The seven deadly sins (Catholic)
are pride, idleness, envy, murder, covetousness, lust,
and gluttony.

Si'N, v. n. [L SINNED ;pp. SINNING, SINNED.] To violate the

law of God
;
to do wickedly ; to offend against right.

fSlN,^ ad. [sen, sedan, Swed.l Since. Spenser.

SI-NA'PIS,* 71. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
mustard. P.

'Cyc.

SlN'A-Pts-iNE,*w. A peculiar principle extracted from mus-
tard-seed. Brande.

SIN'A-PIM,* [sin'a-pizm, K. Sm. Wb. dsh; sl'nft-pizm,

P.] n. [sinapismus, L.] (Med.) A cataplasm made chiefly
of mustard-seed. Brande.

SIN'-BORN,* a. Born of, or sprung from, sin. Milton.

SIN'-BRED,* a. Produced or bred by sin. Milton.

SINCE, conj. [by contraction from sithencc.] Because that;

seeing that; inasmuch as. Locke.

SINCE, ad. Ago ; before this ; from that time. Sidney.

SINCE, prep. After; from the time of; as, "since that

time."

SIN-CERE', a. [sincerus, L.
; sincere, Fr.] [Unhurt; unin-

MlEN, SIR, MOVE, NOR, S$N
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jured ; pure. Dryden.] Honest
; real

; not feigned ; up-
right ;

true
; plain ;

frank
; undissembling ; uncorrupt.

SIN-CERE'LY, ad. In a sincere manner; honestly.
SIN-CERE'NESS, n. Honesty; sincerity. Temple.
SJN-CER'I-TY, n. Quality oif being sincere

; honesty j puri-
ty ;

freedom trom hypocrisy or dissimulation.

SlN'ci-POT,* 7i. (Anat.) The fore part of the head. Crabb.

SIN-DAR',* n. A native chief of Hindostan. Maunder.
jSlN'DQN, n. [sindon, L.

; ffiixW.] A fold; a wrapper.
JBucon.

SINE, n. [sinus, L.] (Geom.) A straight line drawn from
one extremity of the arc of a circle, perpendicular to the

, radius, passing through the other extremity.
SF-ZVS,* prep. [L.] Without

; as,
" sine invidia," without

envy.
SI'NE-ciJRE, [sl'ne-kur, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.}

n. [sine and cura, L.] An office without any duties at-

tached to it
; a benefice without a cure, or without

the care of souls.

SI'NE-CURE,* v. a. To place in a sinecure. EC. Rev.

SI'NE-cv-RT?M,* n. The holding of sinecures
;
the state or

practice of a sinecurist. Blackwood's Mag:
SI'NE-cy-RiST,* n. One who holds a sinecure

;
an advo-

cate for sinecures. Ed. Rev.
SI'NE DI'E,* [L., without day.] In legal and parliamenta-

ry language, an adjournment, sine die, means, without

any specified day for resuming the subject, or reassem-

bling. Brande.
STNE QtTA JVdiv,* [L., without which not.] An indispen-
sable cpndition ; that without which the matter in hand
is null. Ed. Rev.

SlN'EW, (sin'nu) n. A ligament by which a joint is moved
;

a tendon
;
a muscle

;
a nerve : whatever gives strength

or compactness; as,
" Money is the sinews of war."

SIN'EW, fsTn'nu) v. a. To knit, as by sinews. Shak.

SfN'EWEP, (sln'nud) a. Having sinews
; strong; firm.

SIN'EW-I-NESS,* n. The quality of being sinewy. Scott.

SIN'EW-LESS, (sin'nu-les) a. Having no sinews
; weak.

SlN'EW-siiRL'NK, (sln'nu-) a. Having the sinews under
the belly stiff and contracted, as of a horse by over-riding.

SlN'EW-Y, (sin'nu-e) a. Consisting of a sinew, or of
sinews; strong; vigorous.

SlN'FOL, a. Partaking of sin
;
addicted to sin

; iniquitous ;

irreligious ;
not holy ;

wicked ; contrary to religion.
SIN'FUL-LY, ad. In a sinful manner ; wickedly.
SiN'Ff)L-NESS, n. State of being sinful

; iniquity.
SING, v. n. [singan, Sax.; singia, Icel. ; singhen, D.] [i.
SUNG or SANG; pp. SINGING, SUNG. Sang is growing ob-

solete.] To form the voice to melody ; to utter words
with musical modulation

;
to utter sweet sounds inartic-

ulately ;
to make any small or shrill noise ; to tell in po-

etry.

SING, v. a. To utter with musical modulation ; to relate or
mention in poetry ; to celebrate

;
to give praises to, in

verse
;
to utter harmoniously.

SINGE, (slnj) v. a.
[i. SINGED; pp. SINGING, SINGED.] To

scorch
;
to burn slightly or superficially.

SINGE, (sinj) n. A slight burn on the surface.

SlN'GER,* (sin'jer) n. One who singes. Smart.

S'fNG'ER, n. One who sings ; one skilled in singing.
SlN-GHA-LE?E',* n. sing. & pi. A native, or the natives, of
Ceylon ; Ceylonese. Earnshaw.

SlNG'iNG, 7i. Utterance of melodious sounds
; melody.

SING'ING-BIRD,* n. A bird that sings. Addison.

SING'ING-BOOK, (-buk) n. A book of tunes. Brewer.

SING'ING-LY, ad. With a kind of tune. North.

SIN&'ING-MAN, n. One who sings ;
a singer. Shale.

SlNG'iNG-Mis'TER, 7i. One who teaches the art of sing-
ing.

SlN'GLE, (sing'gl) a. [singulus, L.] One; not double
;
not

more than one
; particular ; individual

;
not compound-

ed
;
alone

; only ; sole
; having no companion ; having

no assistant: unmarried : not complicated; not dupli-
cated ; singular: noting a state or act in which one is

opposed to one; as,
" a single combat." [Weak; silly.

Shak. Not double-minded
; pure ; uncorrupt. St. Matt, vi.]

SlN'GLE, (sing'gl) v. a. [i. SINGLED
; pp. SINGLING, SIN-

GLED.] To choose out from among others; to select; to

sequester ;
to withdraw.

SIN'GLE-FLO^-ERED,* (-erd) a. Having a single flower.
Hill.

SlN'GLE-iiXND-ED,* a. Having but a single hand
;
unas-

sisted. Smith.

SiN'GLE-HEART-KD,* a. Sincere
; pure ; upright. Be-

tham.

SIN'GLE-NESS, n. State of being single ; simplicity ;
sin-

cerity ;
honest plainness.

SlN'GLE-STlCK, n. A cudgel, called also a back-sword.
Jamieson.

SlN'GLE-vXLVED,* (-valvti) a. Having but one valve.
Smith.

SlN'GLO,* re. A* sort of fine tea. Perry.
SlN'GLY, ad. Individually; particularly; only; by one's-

self; without associates; honestly; sincerely.

SlNG'sSNG, n. A chant, in contempt ;
bad singing ;

an
unpleasant repetition of similar words or tones.

SlN'GV-LAR, a. [singulier, Fr.
; singularis, L.] Single ;

not

compound : particular ;
odd

; eccentric ; strange ;
rare ;

unexampled ; having something not common to others ;

alone ; of which there is but one. (Gram.) Expressing
only one

;
not plural.

fSlN'GV-LAR, n. A particular ; single instance. More.

tSlN'Gy-LAR-i'ST, n. One who affects singularity. Barrow.
SiN-GV-LXR'l-TY, n. [singularity Fr.] State of being sin-

gular; something singular or peculiar; peculiarity; un-
common ness

; strangeness; eccentricity; a curiosity.
tSlN'GU-LAR-lZE, v. a. To make singular.
SIN'GV-LAR-LY, ad. In a singular manner; strangely ; par-

ticularly.

tS'JN'GtjLT, 7i. [singultus, L.] A sigh ; hiccough. Browne.
SIW-GUL' Tt?s,* n. [L.] (Med.) The hiccough or hiccup.

Gent. Mag.
SiN'i-CAL,* a. Relating to sines

; noting a kind of quad-
rant. Francis.

||SiN'ls-TER, or SI-NIS'TER, [sin'js-ter,
S. W.P. J. K. Wb.;

se-nis'ter, F. Ja. Sm.] a. [sinister, L.] Being on the left

hand
;

left
; not right ;

not dexter ; unlucky ; inauspi-
cious

;
sinistrou.s. $5- This word, in the sense of left., is

accented by the poets Milton, Dryden, &c.,on the second

syllable, though most lexicographers and orthoepists ac-

cent it on the first syllable, whether it is used in the
sense of left or perverse. Walker says, "This word,
though uniformly accented on the second syllable in the

poets quoted by Johnson, is as uniformly accented on the
first by all our lexicographers, and is uniformly so pro-
nounced by the best speakers. Mr. Nares tells us, that Dr.
Johnson seems to think, that, when this word is used
in its literal sense, as," In his sinister hand, instead of ball,

He placed a mighty mug of potent ale,"
Dryden,

it has the accent on the second syllable ;
but when in

the figurative sense of corrupt, insidious, &,c., on the first.

This distinction seems not to be founded on the best

usage."
SiN'is-TER, [sin'js-ter, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.] a. Bad;

perverse; corrupt; deviating from honesty ;
unfair.

HSIN'IS-TER-HAND'ED, a. Left-handed ; unlucky. Lovelace.

SIN-'IS-TER-LY, ad. Perversely; corruptly ; unfairly.

SlN'js-TRlL,* a. Belonging to the left hand ;
sinister

;
sin

istrous. Fo. QM. Rev.

SIN'IS-TRXL-LY,* ad. On the left hand
;
from left to right.

Fo. Qu. Rev.

SlN-js-TROR'sAL,* a. [sinistrorsum, L.] Rising from left

to right, as a spiral line. Smart.

||SlN'is-TRODs, [sln'is-trus, S. W. P. F. K.; sin'js-trus or

se-nis'trus, Sm.] a. [sinister, L.] Sinister: being on the

le'ft: absurd ; perverse ; wrong. Bentley.

||SIN'IS-TROUS-LY, ad. With a tendency to the left; per-

versely ; absurdly. Browne.

SINK, (singk) v. n. [sinken, Ger.] [i.
SUNK or SANK

; pp.

SINKING, SUNK. Sank is growing obsolete; and sunken

is used as a participial adjective.] To fall down through
any medium ;

not to swim ;
to go to the bottom ;

to fall

gradually ;
to enter or penetrate into any body ;

to lose

height; to fall to a level; to be overwhelmed : to de-

cline ; to decrease
;
to decay ;

to droop ;
to drop.

SINK, v. a. To put under water: to delve ; to make by
digging: to depress; to degrade; to make to fall; to

bring low ; to diminish ; to crush
;
to overbear ;

to make
to decline ; to suppress : to reduce, as a capital sum of

money for the sake of a greater profit or interest out of it.

SINK, 71. [sincaji, Sax. ; sinken, Ger.] A drain to carry off

filthy water or other foul mattel1

;
a Jakes ; any place

where corruption is gathered.
SlNK'iNG-FDND,* n. A portion of the public revenue of

Great Britain set apart for the gradual reduction of the
national debt. Pitt. See FUND.

SIN'LESS, a. Exempt from sin
; pure ; innocent. Milton.

SIN'LESS-NESS, n. Exemption from sin. Boyle.

SlN'NER, n. One who sins ; an irreligious person.

SlN'NER, v. a. To act the part of a sinner ; as,
" To sin-

ner it." Pope. [Ludicrous.]
SIN'NET,* . (Naut.) Rope-yarn bound about ropes to pre-

vent them from galling ;
sennit. Crabb.

SIN'-OF-FER-ING, n. An expiation or sacrifice for sin.

SIN'<?-PER', n. (Min.) A red ferruginous quartz , sinople ; a

species of earth, jfl insworth.

SlN'p-PLE, (-pi) n. Sinoper. (Her.) Green; vert.

SlN'-PQL-LUT'ED,* a. Polluted with sin. Dryden.

SIN'TER,* n. (Min.) A mineral ;
a variety of carbonate of

lime ; also a variety of common opal. Brande.

SiN'Tftc,* or SIN'DOC,* 71. The bark of a species of ciiina-

momum, a tree found in Java, used as a spice. P. Cyc.

SlN'V-ATE, (sln'yu-at) v. a. [sinuo, L.] [i.
SINUATED

; pp.

SINUATING, SINUATED.] To wind ;
to bend in and out.

SIN'U-ATE,* (sin'yu-at) a. (Bot.) Turning in and out in

an 'irregular mariner; sinuose. P. Cyc.self; without associates; honestly; sincerely. an irregular mariner ;
sinuose. P. Cyc.
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,
n. Act of sinuating ; a bending in and out.

SIN-V-OSE',* a. Bending in and out ; sinuous. London.

SfN-y-os'i-TY, n. The state or quality of being sinuous.

SlN'V-ous, (sin'yu-us) a. [siitueuz, Fr., from sinus, L.j
Bending in and out; winding; of a serpentine or undu-

lating form ; curved.

Si'Nys, 7i. [L.] pi. L. SINUS; Eng. SI'N\TS-E. A bay of the

sea; an opening of the land : a fold or opening vein of
the dura mater : any cavity ;

a cell.

SlN'-woRN,* a. Worn by sin. Milton.

SIP, v. a. [sipan, Sax. ; sippen, D.] [i.
SIPPED

; pp. SIPPING.

SIPPED.] To take, as a fluid, by small quantities with the

lips ;
to draw into the mouth

;
to drink

;
to drink out of.

SIP, v. n. To drink a small quantity or sparingly.
Sip, n. A small draught taken with the lips.

SIPE, v. n. [si/pen, Teut.l To ooze or drain out slowly.
Grose. [Local, England.]

SIPH'l-L'is,* n. (Med.) Sea SYPHILIS.

SI'PHON, (si'fgn) n.
[ .710 MI.-, Gr.

; sipho, L.] A bent tube
used for drawing off liquids from casks. (ZooL) A
membranous or calcareous tube.

SI-PHO'NI-A,* n. (Bot.~) A tree of South America, which

yields caoutchouc. P. Cyc.

SI-PHON'JC,* a. Relating to, or resembling, a siphon. Buck-
land.

SI'PHON-CLE,* n. A membranous organ or pipe of some
shell-fish. Brande. A hole or tube. Smart.

fSIp'jD, a. [an old form of sapid."] Savory. Cockeram.

SIP'PER, n. One who sips.

SIP'PET, ji. A small sop. Milton.

SlP'ON-CLE,*n. (Ent.) A genus of worms. Brande.

SI'QUis, (sl'kwis) 7i. [L., if any one.] An advertisement
or notification beginning,

"
If any one." It is applied to a

notification of an intention to take holy orders, with a

consequent inquiry if any one can allege impediment.
SIR, 71. [sire, Fr.] The word of respect in competition to

man, in common conversation: the title of a baronet
and a knight, prefixed to the Christian name : as, Sir John :

it is sometimes used for man. Shak. " A title formerly
applied to priests and curates in general ;

for this reason :

dominus, the academical title of bachelor of arts, was
usually rendered by sir in English, at the universities ;

so

that a bachelor, who in the books stood Dominus Brown,
was, in conversation, called Sir Brown. This was in use in

some colleges even in iny memory." JVares. A similar
use of the title sir is, or has been heretofore, common in

some American colleges.

Sl-RXs'KiER,* 7i. [Turk.] See SERASKIER.

SIR-CAR',* n. A government of Hindostan. Ency.
SIRE, n. [sire, Fr.

; senior, L.] The word of respect in ad-

dressing a king: in poetry, a father: it is used of
beasts

; as,
" The horse had a good sire, but a bad dam."

It is used in composition ; as, grand -sire.

SlRE_, v. a. To beget. Shak. [It is used of beasts.]

Si-RE'DON,*n. (Zool.) A species of batrachian, also called

'_axolotl.
P. Cyc.

SI'REN, [sl'ren, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; sir'en, Wb.] n.

[L. ; ttipriv, Gr.] pi. SIRENS. (Mythology} Melodious

goddesses, or preternatural women, who dwelt on or near
the shores of Sicily, and so charmed passing mariners by
the sweetness of their song, that they forgot their homes,
and remained there till they perished with hunger. There
were originally two sirens, afterwards three. They had
the form of a virgin above the waist

;
and the rest of

their body was like that of a bird : a mermaid : an
enticing woman. (Zoo/.) A reptile or batrachian with
two feet.

SI'REN, a. Alluring; bewitching like a siren.

SI-RNE',* n. [Fr.] An instrument for determining the

velocity of aerial vibration, corresponding to the differ-

ent pitches of musical sound. Brande.

SI'REN-IZE, v. 7i. To practise the arts of a siren. Cock-
eram. [R.]

Sl-Ri'A-sIs, n. [ffipiaais.] (Med.) A stroke of the sun
;
a

sun-stroke
;

insolation
; inflammation of the brain

through excessive heat of the sun
; phrenitis.

SlR'f-us, n. [L.] The dog-star; a star of the first magni-
tude in the constellation of Canis Major or the Great Dog.
It is the brightest star in the heavens.

SiR'LolN, [sir'lbTn, J. E. F. Sm. R. Wb. ; sir-loin', Ja.

Rees.] n. The loin of beef, or a piece of beef covering
either kidney. A baron of beef, now an obsolete joint,
consisted of two sirloins undivided. W. Ency. Johnson,
in his definition of sir, says it is

" a title given to the loin

of beef, which one of our kings knighted in a fit of good
humor

;

"
or, as another phrases it, "in one of his merry

moods." In this account of the origin of sirloin, John-
son has been generally followed by subsequent English
lexicographers, who have spoken of its etymology. The
king referred to, according to some, was Charles II.

; but

ording to a greater number, James I. The following
ount is given by Dean Swift, in his " Polite Conver-

acc
acco
sation :

" " But pray why is it called a sirloin 1 Why,
you must know that our king, James L, who loved good

eating, being invited to dinner by one of his nobles, and
seeing a large loin of beef at his table, he drew out hia

sword, and in a frolic knighted it." Whether this was
related by Swift in a serious or "

merry mood," may be
doubted

;
as it may well be doubted whether this is a

correct account of the origin of the word.
It is not found in any English dictionary previous to that of
Johnson, with the orthography of sirloin ; but the earlier

orthography was surloin. Bailey's Dictionary has surloin

of beef, corresponding to the French surlonge de bceuf,
the obvious or probable etymology. Surloin is also given
by Ainsworth

;
and the word occurs repeatedly in Cot-

grave's Dictionary, first published in 1611, with the or-

thography of surloine and surloyne. See SURLOIN.
Si'R'NAME,n. See SURNAME.
SI-ROC'CO, 7i. [It.] pi. SI-ROC'CO. A periodical, warm,
'relaxing, south wind, which generally blows in the south
of Italy, in Malta, Sicily, and in Dalmatia, every year,
about Easter.

SIR'RAH, (sar'rah or sir'rah) [sar'rX, S. W. P. J. F. K. ;

ser'ni, Ja. Sm. Johnston; sir'ra, Wb.; sir'rsih, E. Elphin-
ston.] n. [sir, ha!] An adaptation of the word sir, when
used with anger, contempt, or insult, or in playfulness.

|SlRT, n. [syrtis, L.] A bog ; a quicksand. See SYRTIS.

||SlR'VP, (slr'up or sur'rup) [sur'rup. S. W. J. K. Wb.; sSr'-

rup, F. Ja.
'; sir'rup, P. R. ; slr'up, colloquially sur'up,

Sm.] n. [Arab.] Vegetable juice boiled with sugar, or a
saturated solution of sugar in water, commonly united
with some vegetable or other ingredient.

||SlR'VPED, (sir'upt) a. Sweet, like sirup ; having sirup.

Drayton.
||SlR'yp-y, a. Resembling sirup. Mortimer.
SIRVENTE* or SIRVANTE* (ser-vangt') n. [Fr.] A
species of poem in common use among the Troubadours
of the middle ages. Brande.

fSIsE, n. [contracted from assize.] Donne. See ASSIZE.

Si's'KjN, n. [suytken, Teut.] A bird
;
the greenfinch.

SISON,* n. (Bot.) A genus of umbelliferous plants. P. Cyc.

SIs-soo',* n. A tree of Bengal, valued for timber. P. Cyc.

SIS'TER, n. [zuster, D.] A female born of the same par-
ents ;

correlative to brother : a woman of the same faitb,
of the same condition, of the same kind, of the

same church, society, or community.
fSIs'TER, v. a. To resemble closely. Shak.

fSIs'TER, v. 7i. To be akin
;
to be near to. Shak.

SIs'TER-HOOD, (-hud) n. State or duty of a sister : a set

of sisters : a number of women of the same order.

SIs'TER-lN-LAW, n. The sister of a husband or wife.

Sfs'TER-LY, a. Like a sister
; becoming a sister. Shak.

SIs'TRtyM,* n. [L.; o-eio-Tpov, Gr.] (Mus.) A musical in-

strument of percussion, anciently used in Egypt. P. Cyc.

SI-SYM'BRI-UM,* . (Bot.) A genus of plants. P. Cyc.

SIT, v. n. [i. SAT
; pp. SITTING, SAT or SITTEN. Sitten is

now nearly obsolete.] To rest the lower extremity of the

body ;
to repose on a seat

;
to perch ;

to be in a state ofrest j

to be in any local position ;
to rest as a weight or burden

;

to settle : to brood
;
to incubate : to be adjusted ;

to be

placed in order to be painted : to be convened, as an as-

sembly of a public or authoritative kind
;
to hold a ses-

sion
; as,

" The court sits ;

" " The last general coun-
cil sat at Trent :

" to occupy a place in an official capaci-

ty. To sit down, to begin a siege ;
to rest

;
to settle.

To sit out, to be without engagement ;
to remain to the

end. To sit up, to rise from lying to sitting ;
not to go

to bed.

SIT, v. a. To keep the seat upon ; to place on a seat. Shak.

As an active verb, it is generally used by way of ellipsis ;

as,
" To sit a horse "

is to sit upon a horse.

SITE, n. [situs, L.] Situation
5
local position; ground-plot j

place ; locality ; spot.

SIT'ED, a. Placed
;
situated. Spenser.

SlT'pAsT, 7*. An ulcerated sore or tumor growing on a
horse's back under the saddle. Farrier's Diet.

jSlTH, conj. Since
; seeing that. Hooker.

fSlTHE, n. Time. Spenser.
SITHE, ?!. An instrument for mowing. See SCYTHE.

SITHE,* r. 7i. To sigh. Forby, Holloway. See SIGH. [It is pro-
vincial and cockney in England, and a colloquial vul-

garism in the Unite* States.]
SITHE D, (sithd) a. Armed with scythes ; scythed. Warton.

SITHE'MAN, re. A mower; scytheman. Peacham.

fSfTH'ENCE, ad. Since; in latter times. Spenser.

SI-TI-OL'O-^Y,* n. [vims and Ao>oj.] A treatise on ali-

ment or food. Hoblyn.
SIT'TA,* n. (Ornith.) A species of bird; the nuthatch.

Oesner.

SIT'TEN,* (sit'tn)p. from Sit. Placed on a seat. Hume.
It is nearly obsolete, sat being used instead of it.

StT'TER, n. One who sits : a bird that incubates.

SlT'TiNG, n. Act of one who sits
; posture of being on a

seat
;
time of sitting or being seated ;

session ;
a meet-

ing of an assembly ;
incubation.

SlT'y-ATE, (slt'yu-at) a. [situs, L.] Having a situation

placed ;
situated.
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SlT'v-AT-ED,* a. Having a situation
; placed ;

circum-
stanced

; situate.

SlT-V-A'TiQN, n. [Fr.] State of being situated ;
local re-

spect; position; condition
; state; temporary state; cir-

cumstances
; place ;

site
; station ; post ; locality ;

loca-

tion.

SPrA,*n. (Hindoo mythology) The third person of the Hin-
doo triad or trinity ;

or the Supreme Being, considered in

the character of a destroyer or avenger. He is the per-
sonification of time. Malcom.

SI-VA-THE'Ri-VM,* n. [Siva; and Bripiov, Gr.] (Geol.)
An extinct genus of ruminant animals, of great size,
furnished with four horns, found in fossil remains. Brande.

Six, a. Twice three
; one more than five.

Six, n. The number six. Browne. Small beer. Nares. To
be at six and seven, or sixes and sevens, is to be in a state of
disorder and confusion.

SIx'-coR-NERED,* (-nerd) a. Having six corners. Lee.

SIx'FOLD, a. Six times 'told.

Sfx'pENCE, n. A small English silver coin; half a shilling.

SIx'pEN-NY, a. Worth sixpence. Preston.

Slx'-PET-ALLED,* (-aid) a. (Bot) Having six petals. Smart.

SIx'scc-RE, a. Six times twenty. Sandys.
SIx'-siD-ED,* a. Having six sides. Crabb.

SIx'TEEN, a. Six and ten. Bacon.

SIx'TEENTH, a. Sixth after the tenth
;
ordinal of sixteen.

SIx'TEENTH,* 7i. (Mus.) The replicate of the ninth
;
an

interval consisting of two octaves and a second. Crabb.

SIXTH, a. The first after the fifth
;
ordinal of six.

SIXTH, n. A sixth part. Cheyne.
SIxTH'LY, ad. In the sixth place. Bacon.

SIx'Tl-fiTH, a. Ordinal of sixty.

SIx'TY, a. Six times ten. n. The number sixty.

SIZ'A-BLE, a. Of suitable size ; large. Kurd.
Si'ZAR, 7t. A student of the lowest rank, or one admitted
on easier, terms, with regard to expenses, than others, at

Cambridge, in England, and at Dublin, in Ireland
;
corre-

jsponding to servitor at Oxford. Written also sizer.

Sl'ZAR-SHi'P,* n. The rank or station of a sizar. Southey.

SIZE, n. [from incisa, L.
; or from assize, or assise, Fr.]

Bulk
; quantity ; comparative magnitude ; magnitude :

a settled quantity ; a portion of bread, meat, &c.,
allotted to a student. [sisa, Sp.] A sort of varnish,
paint, or glue: a thick, tenacious kind of varnish used

by gilders, called also gold size: a buffy coat on the
surface of co'igulated blood.

SIZE, v. a.
[i. SIZED; pp. SIZING, SIZED.] To swell; to ad-

just or arrange, according to size : to settle ; to fix :

to cover with glutinous matter
;
to besmear with size.

SIZED, (slzd) a. Having a particular magnitude. Locke.

Si'ZEL,* n. The residue of flat bars of silver, after pieces
are cut out for coins. Crabb.

SIZE'ROLL,* n. A small piece of parchment added to some
part of a roll or record. Crabb.

SIz'ER, n. pi. Tusser. See SCISSORS.

SI'ZI-NESS, n. Glutinousness
; viscosity. Flayer.

SIZ'ING,* n. The act of covering with size
;
a viscous or

glutinous substance. Ash.

SI'ZY, a. Relating to size
; viscous; glutinous.

tSKXo'DLE, n. Hurt
; damage. Bailey.

SKXD'DLE, a. Mischievous ; ravenous. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
|SKXD'DON, n. pi. The embryos of bees. Bailey.
SKAIN, n. [escape, old Fr.] A knot of thread or silk. See
SKEIN.

fSKAlN'MATE, n. A messmate
; a companion. Shak.

SKXLD,* n. A bard. See SCALD.
SKATE, n. A sort of shoe furnished with iron, for sliding
on the ice : a sea-fish, of the thornback kind.

SKATE, v. a. [i. SKATED ; pp. SKATING, SKATED.] To slide
on the ice by the use of skates.

SKAT'ER,* n. One who skates. Smith.

fSKEAN, (skeii) n. A short sword
; a knife. Spenser.

SKEEL, n. [schale, Ger.] A shallow, wooden vessel, for

holding milk or cream
; a milking-pail. Grose. [North of

England.]
SKEET,* n. (Want.) A sort of long scoop, used to wet the
decks and sides of a ship, in order to keep them cool.
Mar. Diet.

SKG, re. A wild plum growing in Hedges. \Bai7ey. pi. A
sort of oats. Farm. Ency.

SKfiG'fiER, 71. Little salmon. Walton.
SKEIN, (skan) n. A knot of thread or silk.

tSKEL'DER,* v. a. To cheat ; to swindle
; to beg. B. Jonson.

SKEL'E-TC-N, n. \oKe\er6s.\ (Anat.) All the bones of a
human or animal body, dried, cleaned, and disposed in

their natural position : a frame of a building or struct-
ure: a general plan or outline.

jSKfiL'LUM, n. [schelrne, old Fr.
; schelm, Ger.] A villain

;

a scoundrel. Cotgrave.
SKEL'LY, v. n. To squint. n. A squint. Brockett. [North
of England.]

SKLP, n. A blow; a smart stroke. Brockett. [North of

England.]
8KEN, v. n. To squint. Holloway. [Local, England.]

SKP, n. [A sort of basket. Tusser.] In Scotland and
some parts of England, a bee-hive. Todd.

SKEP'TIC, n. [aKeirriK6'$, Gr.
; scevtique, Fr.] One who

doubts of every thing; sceptic. See SCEPTIC, the more
common orthography.

SKEP'TI-CAL, a. Doubtful
; doubting. See SCEPTICAL.

SKfip'Ti-CAL-LY, ad. In a skeptical manner. See SCEPTI-
CALLY.

SKEP'TI-C!M, n. Universal doubt. See SCEPTICISM.

SKEP'TI-CIZE, v. n. To doubt. See SCEPTICIZE.

SKER'RY,* n. An insulated rock
;
a rocky isle. Jamieson.

SKETCH, v. a. [schctsen, D.] [L SKETCHED
; pp. SKETCHING,

SKETCHED.] To draw, by tracing outlines, and slightly

shading ;
to make a rough draught of; to plan ;

to suggest
a general notion of; to depict ;

to delineate.

SKETCH, n. [schets, D.] An outline
;
delineation ;

a rough
draught ;

a first plan.

SKETCH'Y,* a. Relating to a sketch
; apt at sketching ;

un-
finished.' Knight.

SKEW, (sku) a. [skiisv, or skaev, Dan.] Oblique ;
distorted ;

skue. Brewer. [R.]

fSKEW, (sku) ad. Awry; askew. Huloet.

SKEW, (sku) v. a. To look obliquely upon ;
to form oblique-

ly ;
to throw violently. Brockett. [Local, England.]

SKEW, (sku) v. n. To walk obliquely; to start aside, as a
horse. L*Estrange. [Local, England.]

SKEW'-BXcic,* 7i. (Arch.) The sloping abutment in brick-

work and masonry, for the ends of the arched head of an
aperture. Brande.

SKEW'-BRID^E,* n. A kind of bridge introduced upon
railroads, when the railway intersects any existing com-
munication at right angles. Brande.

SKEW'ER, (sku'er) n. [skere, Dan.] A small wooden or iron

pin, used to keep meat in form.

SKEW'ER, (sku'er) v. a. To fasten with skewers.

SKID,* n. A compassing piece of timber, formed so as to

answer the vertical curve of a ship's side. Mar. Diet. A
chain to confine awheel. (U. S.) A short stick or log
of wood laid crosswise, to support logs or timbers, in

making a fence with logs.

SKlFF, n. [schiff, Ger.
; esquif, Fr.

; scapha, L.] A small,

light boat ; a wherry.
SK!FF, v. a. To pass over in a skiff. Beaum. !f Fl.

SKIL'DER,* v. n. To live by begging or pilfering. Sir W.
Scott. '[Local.]

SKIL'FOL, a. Having skill; well-versed; knowing; dex-
terous ; adroit

; expert ;
able.

SKlL'?OL-LY, ad. In a skilful manner ; ably.

SKIL'FOL-NESS, n. State of being skilful
; ability.

SKILL, n.
[skil, Icel.J Knowledge of any practice or art,

as medicine ;
readiness or dexterity in any practice ;

knowledge; experience. [fReason ;
cause. Wicliffe.]

fSK'iLL, v. n. [skilia, Icel.l To be knowing; to be dexter-

ous. Spenser. To make difference; to matter. Hooker.

SKILL, v. a. To know
;
to understand. Beaum. 4" Fl. Still

used in some parts of England. Forby.

SKILLED, (skild) a. Knowing ;
dexterous

;
skilful. Milton.

fSKIL'LESS, a. Wanting skill
;
artless. Sidjiey.

SKlL'LET, n. [escuellctte, old Fr.] A small iron kettle or

boiler with a handle. Shak.

fSKlLT, 7i. Difference. Cleaveland.

SKIM, v. a. [i. SKIMMED ; pp. SKIMMING, SKIMMED.] To clear

off from the upper part, by passing a vessel a little below
the surface, as cream from milk

;
to take by skimming :

to brush the surface slightly ;
to pass very near the sur-

face: to cover superficially.

SKlM, 7). n. To pass lightly ;
to glide along. Addison.

tSKlM, 7i. Scum
;
refuse. Bryskett.

SKIM'BLE-SKXM'BLE, a. Wandering ;
wild. Shak. [Low.]

SKIM'BLE-SKXM'BLE,* ad. In a confused manner. Ash.

SKIM'MER,TI. One who skims: a scoop or shallow vessel,
for skimming : a bird

;
the rynchops.

SKIM'-MILK, n. Milk skimmed of its cream.

SKlM'MlNG,* 7i. Act of taking off the surface of a liquid ;

that which is skimmed off. B. Hall.

SKIM'MING-TQN, orSKlM'MER-T9N,arf. Used jestingly, in

ridicule of a man who suffers himself to be beaten by his

wife ; as, "to ride skimming-ton," is or was a burlesque

procession practised, in England, in such cases. To
ride the slang is a phrase of similar import in the north of

England. Nares.

SKIN, 71. [skind, Dan.] The natural covering of the flesh or

the animal body. It consists of three parts or membranes :

the exterior, called the scarfskin, or cuticle; under this is

a thin layer of soft or pulpy matter, called the mucous net-

work, which is the seat of color ; and under these the cu-

tis, or true skin, which is a gelatinous texture. Brande.

A membrane ;
hide

; pelt ;
husk or covering. Ludicrous-

ly, the body. L'Estrange.
SKIN, v. a. [i. SKINNED; SKINNING, SKINNED.] To flay ,

to strip or divest of the skin
;

to peel ;
to cover with

skin.

SK!N,* TJ. n. To acquire a skin ;
to become skinned over

Clarke.
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SKlNCH,* v . a. To stint ; to scrimp ;
to give, a short allow-

ance. Forby. [Local, England.]
SKIN'-DEEP, a. Slight ; superficial. Feltham.

SKIN'FLINT, n. A niggardly person ; a miser.

SKlN'FOL,* n. ; pi. SKINFULS. As much as the skin will

hold. Hawkcsworth.

SKINK, (skingk) n. [fDrink ; anything potable : pottage.

Bacon.] A sort of Egyptian reptile or lizard. Scott.

fSKlNK, (skingk) v. n. To serve drink. B. Jonson.

fSKfNK'ER, (sklngk'er) n. One who serves drink. Shak.

SKIN'LESS, a. Having no skin, or a slight skin.

SKIN 'LIKE,* a. Resembling the skin. Booth.

SKINNED, (skind) p. Divested of skin. a. Having skin
;

callous.

SKIN'NER, 7i. One who skins
;
a dealer in skins.

SKTN'NI-NESS, n. The quality of being skinny.
SKfN'NY, a. Consisting of skin

; wanting flesh.

SKIN'-WOOL,* (-wul) n. Wool pulled from the skin
j

felt-

wool. Booth.

SKlP,t>. 7t. [skopa, Icel.] [i. SKIPPED ;pp. SKIPPING, SKIPPED.]
To fetch quick bounds ;

to pass by quick leaps ;
to bound

lightly ;
to leap ;

to jump. To skip over, to pass without
notice.

SKtP, v. a. To miss
;
to pass ;

to omit. Shak.

SKIP, M. Alight leap or bound ;
a spring. (Miis.) A pas-

sage from one sound to another by more than a degree at

one time.

SKlP'jXcK, n. An upstart : a sea-fish. Martin.

SKIP'KEN-NEL, n. A lackey ;
a footboy. Bailey.

SKIP'PER, n. One who skips ; a giddy person : the horn-

fish. (Naut.) The master of a small merchant-vessel ;
a

ship-master. [A ship-boy. Congreve.]
tSKtp'pET, n. A small, light boat. Spenser.

SKTP'PING-LY, ad. By skips and leaps. Howell.

SKIRL, v.n. To scream out. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]
SKIR'MJSH, n. [schirmen, Ger.

; escarmouche, Fr.] A slight

fight, in war, less than a set battle
;
a slight, distant com-

bat
;
a contest. ,- ',

SKIR'MISH, v. n. [escarmoucher, Fr.] [i. SKIRMISHED ; pp.

SKIRMISHING, SKIRMISHED.] To fight loosely or in small

parties or detachments.

SKIR'MISH-ER, n. One who skirmishes. Barret.

SKIR'MJSH-ING, n. Act of fighting loosely. Bp. Taylor.

fSKiRRJ v* a. [a-xaipu.] To scour; to ramble over. Shak.

fSKiRR, v. n. To scour
;
to scud

;
to run in haste. Shak.

SKIR'RET, n. A perennial, garden plant. Mortimer.

SKIRT, n. [skoerte, Swed.] The lower, loose part of a gar-
ment below the waist ; the loose edge or border of any
part of dress

; edge ; margin ;
border : the diaphragm in

butcher's meat.

SKIRT, v. a. [i. SKIRTED ; pp. SKIRTING, SKIRTED.] To bor-

der ;
to run along the edge of.

SKIRT'ING,* n. (Arch.) A narrow, vertical board, on the

floor, round the sides of an apartment; wash-board.
Brands.

SK!T, n. A light, wanton wench. Howard. A reflection ;

a jeer ;
a gibe. Tooke. [R.]

SK!T, v. a. To cast reflections on. Orose. [Local, England.]
SK!T'TISH, a. Shy ; easily frightened ;

wanton ;
volatile

;

precipitate ; changeable ; fickle. Shak.

SKIT'TISH-LY, ad. In a skittish manner; shyly; wantonly.
SKIT'TISII-NESS, n. State of being skittish ;

fickleness.

SKIT'TLE, 7i. A ninepin. pi. SKITTLES. Ninepins, a game.
SKOL'EZ-ITE,* n. (Min.) A colorless, translucent mineral,
which occurs crystallized and massive. Brande.

SKONCE, n. See SCONCE. Carew.

SKOR'QD-ITE,* 71. (Min.) A species of mineral ; an arseni-

ate of iron. Brande.

SKORZ'ITE,* 7i. (Min.) A variety of epidote. Brande.

SKOW,* 7i. (Scotland) A small boat made of willows, &c.,
and covered with skins : a flat-bottomed boat used as a

lighter on rivers and canals. Jamieson. See Scow.

SKREEN, n. &. v. [escran, escrein, old Fr.] See SCREEN.

SKRtm'py,* a. Mean
; niggard ; scrimp. Hamilton. [York-

shire dialect.]

SKRINGE, v. a. To squeeze violently. Brockett. [North of

England.] See CRINGE, and SCRINGE.

SKUE, (sku) a. Oblique; sidelong. Bentley. See SKEW.

SKUG, v. a. To hide. Orose. [Local, England.] See SCUG.

SKt'LK, r. 7i. [i. SKULKED; pp. SKULKING, SKULKED.] To
lurk in hiding-places ; to endeavor to keep out of sight ;

to hide
;
to lurk

;
to absent one's self from duty.

SKULK,* v. a. To produce or bring forward clandestinely or

improperly. EC. Rev. [R.]

SKULK'ER,* n. One who skulks; a lurker. Johnson.

SKDLL,M. [skiola, Icel.] The bone or bony case that en-

closes the brain. It consists of eight bones, and forms

the forehead and every part of the head, except the face ;

the head : an oar. See SCULL.

SKuLL'cXp, 7?. A head-piece ;
a helmet. (Bot.) A genus

of plants, one of which has been reputed as a remedy
for hydrophobia ;

scutellaria.

SKULL'FISH,* n. A young whale. Ooldsmith.

,* n. See SCUM.

SKI"NK,* n. A small, carnivorous, American quadruped,
allied to the weasel and badger, and very fetid. An ab-

original or Indian name. Ency.
SKUNK'-CAB-BA^E,*?!. A fetid American plant, producing
an early flower ; called also skunk-weed. Farm. Ency.

SCUR'RY, n. Haste; impetuosity. Brockett.

fSKUTE, n. [schuyt, D.] A boat or small vessel. Williams.

||SKY, [ski, P. E. Ja. R. ; skyl, S. J. F.; skei, W. K. ; sk'y,

Sin.] n. [sky, Dan.] The apparent arch or vault of heaven,
which, on a clear day, is of a bluish color

;
the atmosphere,

as divested of clouds and vapor ; the heavens ;
the weath-

er ; the climate. [|A cloud ; shadow. Gower.}
||SKY'-BLUE,* a. Blue as the sky; cerulean

;
azure. Hill.

SKY'-COL-OR, n. An azure color
; color of the sky.

SKY'-c6L-QRED, a. Blue
;
colored like the sky.

SKY'-DYED, (-did) a. Colored like the sky. Pope.

SKYED, (skid) a. Enveloped by the skies. Thomson.

SKY'EY, (skl'e) a. Like the sky ; ethereal. Shak.

SKY'}SH, a. Approaching the sky ; skyey. Shak.

SKY'LXRK, n. A lark that mounts, and sings as it flies
;
a

passerine bird, the alauda arvensis.

||SKY'LARK-ING,* n. (Naut.~) A term used by seamen for

games or tricks with each other in the rigging, tops, &c.,
of ships ; play among sailors. Mar. Diet.

HSKY'LIGHT, (-lit) n. A glazed frame, placed in a roof, with
one or more inclined panes of glass ;

a window in a roof.

||SKY'ROCK-ET, n. A kind of firework, or rocket, which
flies high, and burns as it flies. Addison.

HSfcY'sAiL,* n. (JVawt.) A small sail, sometimes set above
the royal. Brande.

||SKY'-TlNCT-yRED,* (-tinkt-yurd) a. Tinctured by the sky.
Milton.

fSLXB, a. Thick; viscous; glutinous. Shak.

SLXB, 7i. [fA puddle. Evelyn.] A thin, flat, regular piece of
marble or other stone : the outside plank of a log or piece
of timber when sawn into hoards.

j|SLXB'BER, [slab'ber, J. E. F. Ja. R. ; slob'ber, S. P. K. Wb. ;

slab'ber'orslob'ber, W. Sm.] v. a. [slabben,slabberen,Te\\t.]
ft. SLABBERED ; pp. SLABBERING, SLABPERED.] [To .SUp Up.

Barret.] To smear with spittle, or with a liquid ; to slav-

er; to shed ;
to spill. Sometimes spelt, as well as pro-

nounced, slobber. $5" "The second sound of this word
is by much the more usual one ; but, as it is in direct op-

position to the orthography, it ought to be discounte-

nanced, and the a restored to its true sound." Walker.

j|SLAB'BER, v. n. To let the spittle fall
;
to drivel ;

to slaver.

JJSLXB'BER,* n. Slimy moisture from the mouth 3
slaver.

Richardson.

||SLXB'BER-ER, 71. One who slabbers ;
an idiot.

SLXB'BI-NESS,* n. State of being slabby; muddiness. Bun-

yan.

SLXB'BY, a. Thick
;
viscous. Wiseman. Wet ; floody. Gay.

SLXfi'-LsNE,* n. (JVaut.) A small rope leading through a
block under the lower yards for tricing up a sail. Brande.

SLXcK, a. [sleac, Sax.; slak, Su. Goth.; slaken, Icel.] Not
tense ;

not hard drawn
;
loose

;
relaxed ;

weak : remiss ;

not diligent ;
careless ; negligent ;

not punctual ; indo*

lent ; not eager ;
not violent

;
not rapid ;

not intense.

SLXfJK, V. 71. [L SLACKED
; pp. SLACKING, SLACKED.] To be-

come less tense
;
to be remiss ;

to abate
;
to languish ;

to

slacken.

SLXCK, v. a. To loosen
;
to relax ; to remit

;
to mitigate ;

to

cause to be remitted ; to repress: to deprive of cohesion,
as lime

;
to slake ;

to slacken. See SLAKE.

SLXcic, n. Small coal
;
coal broken into parts smaller than

the size, of an egg. Brande. A valley; a dell. Grose.

[Local, England.]
SLXCK'EN, (slak'kn) v. n.

[i.
SLACKENED ; pp. SLACKENING,

SLACKENED.] To become less tense; to be remiss; to

abate ;
to languish ;

to fail
;
to flag; to slack.

SLXcK/EN, (glik'kn) v. a. To relax 3
to remit ;

to mitigate ;

to slack.

SLXCK'LY, ad. In a slack manner
; loosely ; remissly.

SLXcK'NJfSS, 7i. State of being slack ; looseness
; negli-

gence ; inattention ; reinissness
;
tardiness.

SLXCK'WA-TER,* 71. The interval between the flux and re-

flux of the tide ;
the state of water at rest. Mar. Diet.

fSLADE, n. A little dell ; a den or valley. Drayton.

SLXG, n. Dross or recrement of metal
;
vitrified cinders or

clinkers, such as are produced during the reduction of

metallic ores by various fluxes.

SLAIE, (sla) n. A weaver's reed. See SLET.

SLAIN, (slan)p. from Slay. See SLEY, and SLAT.

SLAKE, v'. a. [slaecka, Icel.] [i. SLAKED; pp. SLAKING,

SLAKED.] To quench; to extinguish; to slack. "It is

us. (i of lime ; so that it is uncertain whether the original

notion of to slack or stake lime be to powder or quench it."

Johnson. Slack and slake, as applied to lime, are much
confounded. " Slaked lime is usually called slacked lime,
which implies lime loosened or reduced to powder; but

the original notion is probably quenched lime." Smart.

SLAKE, v. n. To grow less tense
;
to slack. Browne. See

SLACK.

SLAKE, 71. See SLACK.
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SLA'KIN,* n. A spongy, semi-vitrified substance or scoria,
used in smelting. Francis.

SLAM, v. a. [slaemra, Icel.] [i. SLAMMED
; pp. SLAMMING,

SLAMMED.] To crush
; to beat

;
to shut hard

; to push vi-

olently ; as,
" He slammed the door." Grose.

SLAM, n. Defeat at cards by winning every trick. Loyal
Song. The refuse of alum works. Francis.

SLAN'DER, v. a. [esclandrir, old Fr.] [i.
SLANDERED ; pp.

SLANDERING, SLANDERED.] To CenSUTC falsely J
tO belie J

to defame
;
to asperse ; to calumniate

;
to vilify.

SLAN'DER, n. Detraction ; defamation ; calumny ;
false

reproach ; utterance of injurious reports against another.

(Law) The malicious publication of words, by speak-
ing, writing, or printing, with an intent to injure the per-
son to whom they relate

;
malicious defamation.

SL&N'DER-ER, n. One who slanders ;
a defamer.

SLA^'DER-OUS, a. Containing slander ; defamatory ;
false

and malicious
; calumnious; scandalous.

SLAN'DER-OUS-LY, ad. With slander ; calumniously.
SLA?v'DER-oDs-NESs, n. Quality of being slanderous.

fSLANG, i. from Sling. Slung. See SLING.

SLANG,* n. Coarse or vulgar language; the cant of the

vulgar or of sharpers. Qu. Rev.

SLANG'WHANG-ER,* n. A noisy demagogue. W. Irving.

[A cant term, used only in humorous or vulgar style.]

fSLANK,*.p. from Slink. Slunk. See SLINK.

SLANK, n. An herb or plant. Ainsworth.

SLANT, a.
[slant,, Swed.] Oblique; not direct; not perpen-

dicular
; inclining; slanting. Milton.

SLANT, v. a. or n. [i. SLANTED ; pp. SLANTING, SLANTED.]
To turn aside

;
to bend from a perpendicular ;

to glance
or slope. Fuller.

SLANT'ING, n. Oblique position or remark. Fuller.

SLANT'ING, p. a. Inclining ; oblique ; slant.

SLANT'ING-LY, ad. With oblique direction or remark.

SLANT'LY, ) ad. Obliquely; not perpendicularly ;
in a

SLANT'WISE, \ sloping manner. Tusser.

SLAP, n. [schlap, Ger.] A blow, as with the open hand.

SLAP, ad. With a slap or sudden blow. Arbuthnot.

SLAP, v. a. [i. SLAPPED ; pp. SLAPPING, SLAPPED.] To strike

with the open hand or with a slap. Prior.

SLAP-DASH', ad. All at once
;
at random. Prior. [A low

word.]
SLAPE, a. Slippery ;

smooth. Ray. [North of Eng.]
SLAP'PER, n. He or that which slaps. Any thing very

large. Grose. [North of Eng.]
SLASH, v. a. [slasa, Icel.] [i. SLASHED

; pp. SLASHING,
SLASHED.] To cut

;
to cut with long incisions

;
to slit.

[To lash. King.}
SLASH, v. n. To strike at random with a sword or knife.

SLASH, 71. Cut ; wound ;
a cut in cloth. Shak.

SLASHED,* (slasht) p. a. Cut in slits
;
cut.

SLAsH'y,*a. Wet and dirty. Brockett. [Local.] See SLUSHY.

SLAT,* ?i. A small piece of wood used in the bottom of the

body of a cart or wagon ;
a sloat. It is an American

corruption of the word sloat. See SLOAT.

SLAT, v. n. See SLATTER.

SLATCH, n. (Naut.) The middle part of a rope or cable
that hangs down loose: a transitory breeze of wind:
an interval of fair weather.

SLATE, n. [esclate, Fr. ; slaihts, M. Goth.] A dark-colored

stone, easily split into thin plates, used for covering houses,
making tables for writing upon, &c.

;
a thin plate of stone.

Grew.

SLATE, v. a. [i. SLATED
; pp. SLATING, SLATED.] To cover

with slate, or slates, as the roof; to tile.

SLATE, ) v. n. To set a dog loose at any thing, as sheep,
SLETE, \ swine, &c. Ray. [North of Eng.]
SLAT'ER, n. One who covers with slates or tiles.

SLAT'ING,* n. Act of covering with slate
;
materials for

slating. W. Ency.
SLAT'TER, v. n. [sladde, Icel. # O. Sueth.] To be sloven-

ly and dirty. Ray. To spill carelessly. Holloway. [Local,

SLAT'TERN, n. A negligent, untidy woman ; a slut.

SLAT'TERN, v. a. To waste, as a slattern. Ld. Chesterfield.

SLAT'TERN-LY, a. Not clean
; slovenly. Ld. Chesterfield.

SLAT'TERN-LY, ad. Awkwardly j negligently. Ld. Chester-

field.

SLA'TY, a. Resembling slate
; laminated.

SLAUGH'TER, (slaw'ter) n. Massacre; carnage; butchery.
SLAUGH'TER, (slaw'ter) v. a.

[i. SLAUGHTERED ; pp. SLAUGH-
TERING, SLAUGHTERED.] To massacre

; to slay; to kill

with the sword ;
to kill, as beasts.

SLAUGH'TER-ER, (slaw'ter-er) n. One who slaughters.
SLAUGti'TER-iioOsE, (slftw'ter-) 71. A house in which

beasts are killed and butchered. Shak.

SLAUGH'TER-MAN, (slaw'tei--) n. A slaughterer.

SLAuGH'TER-oOs, (sldw'ter-us) a. Destructive ; murder-
ous.

SLAVE, n. [esclave, Fr.] One held in bondage or slavery, so
as to be regarded by the law as the property of his master

;

one who serves from necessity, not from choice
;
one de-

prived of freedom
; a dependant ; a bondman ; a drudge.

SLAVE, v. n. [i. SLAVED ;pp. SLAVING, SLAVED.] To drudge;
to moil

;
to toil. Swift. To procure slaves, or carry on the

slave-trade. Ed. Rev.

fSLAVE, v. a. To enslave. Feltham.

SLAVE'-BORN, a. Born in slavery. Drummond.
SLAVE'-DEAL-ER,* n. One who trades in slaves. Mont-
gomery. _ [Rev.

SLAVE'-HOLD-ER,* n. One who holds or owns slaves. EC.
SLAVE'-HOLD-JNG,* n. Act of holding slaves. EC. Rev.
SLAVE'-LIKE, a. Like, or becoming, a slave. Shak.

SLAVE'-MER-CHANT,* n. A merchant engaged in the
shive-trade. Williams.

SLAVE'-OWN-ER,*n. An owner of slaves. Ed. Rev.

SLAV'ER,* n. One who slaves: a ship employed in the
slave-trade. Ed. Rev.

SLAv'ER, n. [saliva, L.
; slcefe, Icel.] Spittle running from

the mouth
; drivel : a small parcel, as of wool. Booth.

SLAv'ER, v. n.
[i. SLAVERED; pp. SLAVERING, SLAVERED.]

To be smeared with spittle ; to emit spittle.

SLAv'ER, v. a. To smear with spittle or drivel. Dryden.
SLAv'ER-ER, n. [slabbaerd, D.] One who slavers

;
a driv-

eller ; an idiot.

SLAv'ER-iNG-Ly, ad. With slaver or drivel. Cotgrave.
SLA'VER-Y, [sla'ver-e, & W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; slav'-

re, Wb.] n. The state or condition of a slave
; compul-

sory servitude
; bondage ; drudgery.

SLAVE '-SH!P,* n. A vessel employed in the slave-trade.
Williams.

SLAVE'-TRADE,* n. The act of buying and selling men
for slaves ;

the trade in slaves, especially as carried on
by Europeans and Americans with Africa. Brande.

SLAVE'-TRAD-ER,* n. One who trades in slaves. EC. Rev.

SLAV'ISH, a. Servile
; mean ;

base
; dependent.

SLAV'ISH-LY, ad. In a slavish manner
; servilely.

SLAV'ISH-NESS, n. Quality of being slavish
; servility.

SLA-v5N'ic,* a. Relating to Slavonia. See SCLAVONIC.
SLAY, (sla) v. a. [slahan, Goth.

; sltean, Sax.] [i. SLEW ; pp.
SLAYING, SLAIN.] To kill

;
to butcher

;
to put to death ;

to destroy ;
to murder.

SLAY, n. A weaver's reed. See SLEY.

SLAY'ER, i. One who slays ;
a destroyer.

SLEAVE, n. [slefa, Icel.] The knotted or entangled part of
silk or thread. Shak.

SLEAVE, v. a, [i. SLEAVED
; pp. SLEAVING, SLEAVED.] To

separate into threads
;
to sleid. Whitlock.

SLEAVED, (slevd) a. Unwrought; raw; not spun. HoUns-
hed.

SLEA'ZI-NESS,* n. The quality of being sleazy. Ash.

SLEA'ZV, (slG'ze) a. Weak; wanting substance; thin;
flimsy. Howell.

'

Written also slcasy, and sleezy.

SLED, n. [slad, Dan.
; sledde, D.] A carriage drawn upon the

snow with runners, and without wheels. {/= Mr. Narea
says, that, "The words sled and sledge have been con-
founded in both of their senses, that of a hammer, and that
ofa carriage without wheels

; but, according to the etymol-
ogies given by Johnson and Todd, sledge is right in the
sense of a hammer, being from siege, Saxon ;

and sled for a

carriage without wheels, as thai comes from sledde, Dutch,
or slaRd, Danish." The common use of the two words,
in the United States, is in accordance with this remark.

SLED,* v. a. [i.
SLEDDED ; pp. SLEDDING, SLEDDED.] To

carry or transport on a sled. Forby.
SLED'DED, a. Mounted on a sled. Shak.

SLEDGE, (slej) n. [slecg, siege. Sax. ; sleggia, Icel.] A
large, heavy hammer : a carriage without wheels, prop-
erly a sled. See SLED.

SLEDGE'-HAM-MER,* n. The largest hammer used in

forges, or by smiths, in beating iron on an anvil.

Crabb.

SLEEK, a. [sleyck, and slicht, Teut.] Smooth ; nitid
; glos-

syj not rough ;
not harsh.

fSLjEEK, 7i. That which makes smooth ; varnish.

SLEEK, v. a. [i. SLEEKED;^. SLEEKING, SLEEKED.] To
make even or smooth ; to render soft, smooth, or glossy.

SLEEK'LY, ad. Smoothly ; glossily. Shak.

SLEEK'NI^SS, n. Smoothness
; glossiness. Feltham.

SLEEK'STONE, 71. A smoothing stone. Peacham.

SLEEK'Y, a. Sleek
;
smooth ; glossy. Tlwmson.

SLEEP, v. n. [slepan, Goth. ; slatpan, Sax.] [i.
SLEPT ; pp.

SLEEPING, SLEPT.] To take rest, by suspension of the
mental and corporeal powers ; to slumber ;

to repose ; to

nap ;
to rest ; to be motionless ; to live thoughtlessly ; to

be dead ;
to be inattentive; to be unnoticed.

SLEEP, n. [slep, Goth.
; slep, Sax.] The state of one who

sleeps ;
a periodical repose of the organs of the senses

and of the intellectual faculties
; repose ;

rest
;
a nap ;

a
slumber

;
drowse.

SLEEP'ER, n. One who sleeps ;
that which lies dormant:

a fish. (Arch.) A piece of timber laid horizontally
on or near the ground, to support the superincumbent
weight, joists, rails, &c.

fSLEEP'FOL, a. Very sleepy. Scott.as to De regarded oy tne law as me property or nis master
; tLEEP'FUL, a. Very sleepy, scott.
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fSLEEP'FUL-NESS, n. Strong desire to sleep. Todd.

SLEEP'}- LY, ad. In a sleepy manner
; drowsily ; stupidly.

SLEEP'J NESS, n. State of being sleepy ; drowsiness.

SLEEP'ING, n. The state of resting in sleep ; repose.
SLEEP'LESS, a. Wanting sleep ; always awake. Milton.

SLEEP'LESS-LY,* ad. In a sleepless manner. Ed. Ren.

SLEEP'LESS-NESS, TV Want of sleep. Bp. Hall.

SLEEP'V, a. Drowsy; disposed to sleep ; lethargic; sopo-
riferous; somniferous; causing sleep ; dull; lazy.

SLEET, . [slud, Dan.
; sletta, Icel.] A fall of hail, or of

rain and hail, or of rain and snow, together, usually in

fine particles. pi. ( Gunnery) The parts of a mortar from
the chamber to the trunnions.

SLEET, v. n. To snow or hail with rain mingled.
SLEETCH,* n. Thick mud, as at the bottom of rivers :

corrupted into slush. Francis. See SLUSH.
SLEET'I-NESS,* n. The state of being sleety. Scott.

SLEET' Y, a. Relating to sleet; abounding in, or bringing,
sleet.

SLEEVE, n. The part of a garment that covers the arm :

a fish. Ainsworth. [A skein of silk. See SLEAVE.] To

laugh, in one's slueve, to laugh unperceived, as behind the

sleeve, when it was large and pendent. To pin or hang
on a sleeve, to make dependent ;

an allusion to the cus-

tom of wearing a token of faith or love on the sleeve,
and swearing to maintain it. [Maunder.

SLEEVE'-BOT-TON,* (-tn) n. A button for the sleeve.

SLEEVED, (slevd) a. Having sleeves.
SLEE VE'LESS, a. Having no sleeves : without a cover or

pretence; as,
" a sleeveless errand." Spectator.

SLEID, (slad) v. a.
[i.

SLEIDED ; pp. SLEIDING, SLEIDED.J
To separate into threads

;
to prepare for use in the weav-

er's sley. Sliak.

SLEIGH,* (sla) n. A vehicle for travelling, being drawn
upon the snow by one horse, or by two or more horses.
P. Mag. It is a very common vehicle in the United

States, particularly in the Northern States
;
but com-

paratively little known in England, and there commonly
called a sledge.

SLEIGH'ING,* (sla'jng) n. The act of journeying or trans-

porting with sleighs. P. Mag.
SLEIGHT, (slit) n. Artful trick

; cunning artifice
;
dexteri-

ty ; dexterous practice ; as, sleight of hand
;

the tricks

of_a juggler : often, less properly, slight.

SLEIGHT, (slit) a. Deceitful
;
artful. Milton. [R.]

fSLElGHT'FOL, (sllt'ful) a. Artful
; cunning. W. Browne.

fSLElGHT'i-LY, (sllt'e-le) ad. Craftily; cunningly. Huloet.

fSLEiGHT'y, (sll'te) a. Crafty; artful. Huloet.

SLEIVE, n. See SLEAVE.

,
a. [slinder, D.] Thin

; small in circumference

compared with the length; not thick: small in the
waist

; having a fine or delicate shape : fragile ; slim
;

not bulky; slight; not strong; small; inconsiderable;
weak : sparing ;

less than enough ; not amply supplied.
SLEN'DER-LIMBED,* (-llmbd) a. Having slender limbs.

Cowley.
SLEN'DER-LY, ad. In a slender manner

; slightly.

SLEN'DER-NESS, n. State of being slender; thinness;
want of bulk or strength ; slightness ; weakness ; incon-
siderableness.

fSLENT, v. n. To sneer: to slant. Fuller.

SLEPT, i. &p. from Sleep. See SLEEP.
SLEW, (slu) i. from Slay. See SLAV.

SLEY, (sla) n. A weaver's reed. Croxall. Written also
slaie and slay.

SLEY, (sla) v. n. To prepare for the sley ; to sleid.

SLICE, v. a. [schleissen, Ger.] [i. SLICED; pp. SLICING,
SLICED.] To cut into thin or broad pieces or parts ; to cut
off in a broad piece ; to cut ; to divide.

SLICE, . A thin or broad piece cut off; a broad piece : a

peel ;
a spatula : a fire-shovel. Gent. Mag. [Local, Eng.

and the United States.]

SL!CH,* n. (Min.) Ore of metal pounded. Smart.

SL!CK, o. Smooth ;
sleek. Browne. See SLEEK.

SLlcK'EN-siDE,* n. (Min.) A specular variety of galena.
Brande.

SLICK'NESS,* n. State of being slick
; smoothness. Ash.

SL!D, L & p. from Slide. See SLIDE.

SLID'DEN, (slid'dn) p. from Slide. See SLIDE.

fSLlo'DER, v. n. [sliddercn, Teut.] To slide with interrup-
tion. Dryden.

SLIDE, v. n. [i. SLID
; pp. SLIDING, SLID or SLIDDEN.] To

move by slipping, as on ice or a smooth surface
;
to pass

along smoothly; to slip; to glide; to move without

change of the feet, as on the ice
;
to pass inadvertently,

unnoticed, silently, gradually, or easily; to pass without

difficulty or obstruction
;
to fall by error

;
to be not firm

;

to pass with a free and gentle course or flow.

SL!DE, v. a. To move forward gently. Watts.

SLIDE, n. Act of sliding ; place for sliding; smooth and
easy passage; flow; even course: something that
slides: a part of a forcing-pump.

SLID'ER, n. One who slides : the part of an instrument
that slides. Burke.

SLID'ING, n. Act of one that slides: transgression:
hence backsliding. Sliak. [ly ;

movable.

SLID'ING,*/). a. Having a slide
; that slides ; moving smooth-

SLID'ING-RULE,* n. A mathematical instrument or scale,

consisting of two parts, one of which slides along the
other. Brande.

SLIGHT, (slit) a. [slicht, D.] Small ; worthless
;
inconsid-

erable ; not important ;
not cogent ;

slim
;
feeble

;
slen-

der; not strong; weak: negligent; cursory; hasty;

d_esultory ;
careless.

SLIGHT, (slit) n. Neglect ; contempt ;
act of scorn. [Arti-

fice ; dexterity. South. See SLEIGHT.]
fSLiGHT, (slit) ad. Improperly used for slightly. Shak.

SLIGHT, (slit) v. a.
[i.

SLIGHTED
; pp. SLIGHTING, SLIGHT-

ED.] To neglect ;
to disregard ;

to perform carelessly or

slightly. [|To overthrow ; to demolish. Ld. Clarendon.]
fSLlGHT'EN, (sll'tn) v. a. To slight. B. Jonson.
SLIGHT'S R, (*llt'er) n. One who slights.

SLIGHT'IXG,* (sllt'jng)^. a. Disregarding; neglecting.
SLIGHT'ING-LV, (sllt'ing-le) ad. With contempt or 'neglect.

SLIGHT'LY, (sllt'le) ad. In a slight manner
; carelessly;

negligently ; contemptuously ; weakly ; without force.

SLIGHT'NESS, (sllt'nes) n. State of being slight.

SLIGHT'V, (sllt'e) a. Trifling; superficial. Echard. [R.]
SLI'LY, ad. Cunningly. See SLYLY.

SLIM, a. [schlim, Ger.
; slim, Teut. # D.] Weak

; slight ;

slender; thin of shape; feeble
;
worthless.

SLIME, n. Viscous mire
;
a glutinous substance.

SLI'MJ-NESS, n. Viscosity ; glutinous matter. Austin.

SLIM'NESS, 7i. State or quality of being slim.

SLI'MY, a. Overspread with slime
;
viscous

; glutinous.

SLI'NESS, n. Designing artifice. See SLYNESS.

SLING, n. [sliunga, Su. Goth. ; slinghe, Teut.] An instru-

ment for throwing stones, made by a strap and two
strings : a throw ; a stroke

;
a rope : a kind of hang-

ing bandage, in which a wounded limb is sustained.

SLING, v. a. [slinghen, Teut.
; slingan, Sax.] [i. SLUNG,

ISLANG ; pp. SLINGING, SLUNG.] To throw by a sling; to

throw; to cast: to hang loosely, as in a sling: to

move by means of a rope.

SLING'ER, n. One who slings or uses the sling.

SLINK, (sllngk) v. n.
[i. SLUNK, fsLANK ; pp. SLINKING,

SLUNK.] To sneak
;
to steal out of the way : to miscar-

ry, as a beast.

SLINK, v. a. To cast prematurely ;
to miscarry of.

SLlNK, a. Produced before its time, as a calf.

SLINK,* n. The young of a beast, brought forth before its

time. Ash.

SLIP, v. n. [slipan, Sax.
; slippen, D.] [i. SLIPPED

; pp. SLIP-

PING, SLIPPED.] To slide involuntarily; to slide
; not to

tread firm ;
to glide ; to move out of place ; to slink ; to

err ;
to creep ; to escape ; to fall away.

SLIP, v. a. To cause to slide
;
to move ; to convey secretly :

to lose by negligence : to part asunder by a knife :

to escape from
;
to leave slyly : to let loose

;
to throw

off: to suffer abortion of, as a mare. To slip on, to put
on hastily, as clothes.

SL!P, n. Act of slipping ; false step ; error ; mistake ; fault:

that which is slipped or cut off; a cutting ;
a branch ; a

twig torn from the main stock ; a string by which a dog is

held : an escape ; a desertion : a strip or long, narrow
piece ;

matter or substance which slides or slips : a place
on which a ship is built, whence it may slip or slide into

the water. [A narrow dock or opening between wharves.
N. Y.] A mixture of clay and flint used in making earth-
en ware ; matter worn off of grindstones by grinding :

food made of the curd of milk, &c. : a particular quan-
tity of yarn. Barret. [A counterfeit coin. Shak.] (Qeol.)
A mass of strata separated vertically or aslant

; land-slip.

SLIP'BOARD, n. A board sliding in grooves.
SLYP'KNOT, (-not) n. A bowknot; a knot easily untied.

SLIP'-ON,* n. A greatcoat, or loose cloak, worn in the Scotch

Highlands. Jamicson.

SLIP'PER, 7?. One who slips: a light, thin shoe.

fSLlP'PEK, a. Slippery ; not firm. Spenser.

SLIP'PERED, (-perd) a. Wearing slippers. Warton.

SLI'P'PER-I-LY, ad. In a slippery manner.
SI/I'P'PER-I-NESS, 71. State of being slippery ; glibness.

SLIP'PER-Y, a. Smooth; glib; tending or causing to slip;*

easily sliding; hard to hold or keep: changeable; un-

certain; mutable; unstable: unchaste. Shak.

fSLlP'PY, a. Slippery ; easily sliding. Davies.

SLIP'SHOD, a. Wearing slipshoes; having shoes slipped

on, but not pulled up at the heels.

SLIP'SHOE, (-sho) ?/. A light, easy shoe ;
a slipper. Johnson.

SLIP'SKIN, a. Slippery ; evasive. Milton. [R.]

SLIP'SLOP, n. Bad liquor: feeble composition. Q.U. Rev

fSLlp'sTRiNG, n. One who has loosened himself from re-

straint
;
a prodigal. Cotgrave.

tSLlp'THRlFT, n. A spendthrift; a prodigal. Granger.

SLI'SH, 71. A cut; a wound. A low word formed byre
duplicating slash; as,

" slish and slash." Shale.
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r. a,

[i. SLIT or SLITTED
; pp. SLITTING, SLIT or SLIT-

TED.] To cut lengthwise ; to make a long cut in ; to

cut, as a piece of cloth.

SLlT. n. A long cut or narrow opening. Bacon,

SLlT'TER, n. One who cuts or slits. Cota-raxe.

SLIVE, v. n. To sneak. Orose. v. a. To sliver. [R.]
||SLl'VER, v. a. To split ; to slit ; to tear off lengthwise j

to

separate into slivers. Shak.

IJSLI'VER, or SLIV'ER, [sll'ver, S. W. P. J. F. Jo. K. Sm. R. ;

sliv'er, Wb.} n. A
piece of any substance, as wood, torn

or split off. $3= This word is, in this country, commonly
pronounced sliv'er

; but the English orthoepists all pro-
nounce it sll'ver. [Brande.

SLOAM,* n. ( QeoL) A layer of clay between layers of sand.

SLOAT, (s!5t) n. A narrow piece of timber which holds

larger timbers together. See SLAT.

SLOB'BER, v. a. [slobbern, TeutJ To slaver; to spill upon ;

to slabber. See SLABBER, and SLATER.
SLOB'BER, n. Slaver or slabber ; liquor spilled.

SLOB'BER,* v. . To drivel
;
to slabber. Sicift. [Grose.

SLOB'BER-ER, n. One who slobbers: a slovenly farmer.

SLOB'BER-y, a. [slobberen, Teut.] Moist
; floody. Shak.

fSLOCK, ) r. n. [slockna, Su. Goth.
; sloecka, IceL]

fSLocK'EN, (-kn) \ To slake ; to quench.
SLOE, (slo) n. The fruit of the blackthorn; the plant or
shrub that bears it

;
a small, wild plum.

SLOOM, n. A gentle sleep or slumber. Grose. [Local, Eng.j
fSLOOM'y, a. [lome, Teut.] Sluggish ; slow. Skinntr.

SLOOP, n. [clialoupe, FT.] A vessel with one mast, like a
cutter, but having a jib stay, which a cutter has not: a

ship or vessel of war below the size of a frigate.

SLOP, v. a.
[i. SLOPPED ; pp. SLOPPING, SLOPPED.] To drink

grossly and greedily ;
tosoil by letting water or other liquor

fall
;
to spill.

SLOP, n. Mean and vile liquor ; liquid food : a dirty place
made by spilling a liquid. pi. Trousers; ready-made
clothes : clothes and bedding for seamen.

SLOPE, a. Oblique; not perpendicular ; sloping.
SLOPE, n. An oblique direction; inclination; declivity;
ground cut or formed with declivity.

SLOPE, ad. Obliquely ;
not perpendicularly. .Milton.

SLOPE, v. a. [i. SLOPED; pp. SLOPING, SLOPED.] To form
obliquely; to incline

; to form to obliquity or declivity j

to direct obliquely.
SLOPE, r. n. To Like an oblique direction.

SLOPE'N?SS, n. Obliquity ; declivity. Wotton.

SLOPE'WIE, a. Obliquely; not perpendicularly. Carew.

SLOP'JNG,*;*. a. Forming, or formed to, a declivity.
SLOP'jNG-Ly, ad. Obliquely; not perpendicularly. Digby.
SLOP'py, a. Miry and wet

; plashy ; watery. Johnson.

SLOP'-SELL-ER, . One who sells ready-made clothes.

SLOP'-SHOP, n. Place where ready-made clothes are sold.

SLOSH, n. Snow in a melting state. Carey. Sketch, slush,
slutch, slosh, and sludge are all used for nearly the same
thing.

SLOSH'V,* a. Being in a state of slosh
; slushy. Carey.

SLOT, c. a. [sluta, Swed.
; sluyten, Teut.] To strike or

clash bard
;
to slam

; as,
" to slot a door." Ray. [Local,

England.]
fSL&T, n. The track of a deer. Drayton.
HSLOTH, [sloth, S. W. P. J. E. F. Jo. K. Sm. ; sloth, fTb.]

*. Slowness; laziness; sluggishness; idleness. (ZooL)
An animal

;
a mammal proverbial for the slowness of its

motion, of the family of bradypods.

jjfSLOTH, v. n. To slug ;
to lie idle. Gower.

JJSLOTH'FOL, a. Addicted to sloth
;
idle

; lazy ; sluggish ;

inactive ; indolent
;
inert.

||SLOTH'FUL-LY, ad. Idly: lazily; with sloth.

JJSLOTH'FCL-NESS, n. Idleness; laziness; sluggishness.
tSLpT'TER-Y, a. [slodderen, Teut.] Squalid; foul. Chaucer.
SLOUCH, n. [slok, Sueth.] A downcast look ; a depression

of the bead; a clownish gait or manner. Swift. An
awkward fellow

;
a clown. Jlfore.

SLoGcH, v. n.
[i. SLOUCHED ; pp. SLOUCHING, SLOUCHED.]To have a downcast, clownish look, gait, or manner.

SLOUCH, r. a. To press down ; as, to slouch the hat. Todd.
SLOOCH'ING,* p. a. Having an awkward gait or mien.
SLOOGH, (slou) [slou, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. Wb. ; sluf, Ja.

K.} n. A deep, miry place ; a hole full of mud.
.SLOUGH, (sluf) [sluf, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja.K. Sm.} n. The i

skin, particularly the cast skin of a serpent: the part
that separates from a foul sore.

SLODGH, (sluf) v. n.
[i. SLOUGHED

; pp. SLOUGHING,
SLOUGHKD.] (Med.) To separate, as the dead and living
parts of flesh ; to part from the sound flesh : to cast off
the skin or slough.

SLOUGH'Y, (slbu'e) a. Miry ; boggy ; muddy. Sicift.

SLOUGHY, (slufe) a. Foul ; mortified
; suppurated. Ware.

SL&V'EN, (sluv'en) n. [shcf, D.] A man or boy negligent
of cleanliness, or carelessly or dirtily dressed.

SL6VEN-L1-NESS, n. State of being slovenly.
8L6v'EX-LY, a. Negligent of dress or cleanliness

; dirty and
careless in dress.

SLOV'EN-LY, ad. In a. coarse or slovenly manner. Pope.

tSL6v'EN-Ry, n. Dirtiness
, slovenliness. Sink.

SLOW, a. Not swift
j not quick of motion

;
nut speedy; not

fast; not hasty; not ready ; not prompt; net vehement
;

moderate; not having velocity ; wanting celerity; late
not happening in a short time

; dull
; inactive

; tardy ;

sluggish; heavy in wit: used adverbially, particularly
in_composition, slowly ; as, A-/oMJ-pacmg.

fSLOW, (slo) v. a. To make slow
;
to delay. Shak,

jSLOW, . A moth. Chaucer.

SLOW'BACK, 71. A lubber; an idle follow. Favour. [R.]
SLOW'-GAIT-ED,* a. Moving slowly. Siiak.

SLOW'LY, (slo'le) ad. In a slow manner; not speedily;
not hastily; not rashly; not promptly; not readily ,

tar-

SLOW'NESS, (slo'nes) n. Quality of being slow
; want of

velocity ; want of promptness ; delay ; dilatoriness.

SLOW'-PACED,* (slo'pastj a. Having a slow motion. Ash.
SLOW'WORM, (slo'wiirm) n. The blind worm

;'
a small

kind of viper, not mortal, and scarcely venomous.
SLOB,* n. A roll of wool drawn out and slightly twisted
a rove. Booth.

BLUB,* r. a. To form into slubs. P. Mag.
SLOB'BER, t;. a. [slobbert, Scano-Goth.] [i. SLUBBERED ; pp.
SLUBBERING, SLUBBERED.] To hurry over in an indolent,
imperfect manner

; to cover coarsely ; to swallow hastily ;

to smear or slaver. Sliak. Sometimes used instead of
slaver, slabber, or slobber.

SLUB'BER, . n. To be in, or to move with, a hurry. .More.

SLCB'BER,* n. One who manages the slubbiug-inacbine. P.
Mag.

SLOB-BER-DE-GtJL'LipN, (-yuii) n. A paltry, dirty, sorry
wretch. Hudibras. [Vulgar.]

SLOB'BER-I.NG-LV, ad. lu an imperfect or slovenly man-
ner.

SLCB'BING-BIL'LY,* n. A slubbiug-machine. P. Ma<r.

SLUB'BiNG-MA-CHiNE',*7. A machine used in the man-
ufacture of woollen, for drawing out into slubs the rolls
of wool, and slightly twisting them. P. Mag.

SLUDGE, (sluj) n. Mire
;
dirt mixed with water

; pulver
ized ice. Mortimer. See SLOSH, and SLUSH.

SLUDG'ER,* n. An iron instrument for boring in quicksand.
London.

SLUE,* v. a.
[i. SLUED; pp. SLUING, SLUED.] (JVaut) To

turn about, as on its axis, as a mast or boom; to turn
around

; to turn. Mar. Diet.

SLCG, n. [slug, Dan. ; slock, D.] An idler
;
a drone

;
a heavy,

sleepy, lazy fellow. Shak. A hinderante ; an obstruction :

a kind of slow-creeping snail. [sleeg, Sax.] A cylin-
drical or oval piece of metal shot from a gun.

SL0G, v. n. To lie idle
; to play the drone ; to move slowly.

OV'EN-LY, ad. In a coarse or slovenly manner. Pope. || sludge; snow in a state of liquefaction ; calle>

E, I, 6, u, y, long; X, , I, 6, C, i, short; A, E, T, 9, u, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR,

fSLDG, v. a. To make sluggish. MtUon.
SLL'G'-A-BED, n. One fond of lying in bed ; a drone. Shak.

SLUG'GARD, n. An idler ; a drone ; an idle, lazy fellow.

SLUG'GARD, a. Lazy; sluggish. Drydcn,
fSLUG'GARD-iZE, v. a. To make idle; to make dronisli.

Shak.

SLUG'GISH, a. Dull
; lazy ; slothful

; idle
; slow

; inert.

SLCG'G}SH-Ly, ad. Dully; lazily ; idly ; slowly.
SLOG'GJSH-NESS, 71. Dulness ; sloth; laziness; idleness.

tSLC'G'jGY, a. Sluggish. Chaucer.

SLDG'SNAiL,*7t. A small kind of snail without a shell. Jlsh.

SLUICE, (slus) n. [sluyse, D.
; escluse, old Fr.j A frame of

timber, stone, or other substance, serving to retain and
also to furnish a passage for water

;
a floodgate ;

a vent
for water: a stream issuing through a floodgate.

SLUICE, (slus) r. a. To emit by floodgates. Shak.

SLUl'cy, (slu'se, a. Falling in streams as from a sluice.

SLUM'BER, v. n.
[i. SLUMBERED; pp. SLUMBERING, SLUM-

BERED.] To sleep lightly ;
to doze

; to drowse
; to nap ;

to sleep ;
to repose ;

to be in a state of negligence and su-

piueness.

SLCM'BER, v. a. To lay to sleep ; to stupefy. Wotton.

SLUM'BER, 7U Light sleep; dozing; sleep; repose.
SLCM'BER-ER, . One who slumbers. DJHUC.

SLUM'BER-ING, n. Sleeping; state of repose.
SLUM'BER-OUS, a. Inviting to sleep; soporiferous , sleepy.
fSLuM'BER-y, a. Sleepy ; slumberous. Shak,

SLUMP,* v. n. [i. SLUMPED; pp. SLUMPING, SLUMPED.] To
sink in mire or any soft substance; to go down, as through
ice or snow. Ray, Forby, <tc.

SLDMP,* n. Marsh; swamp. Jamieson. [Local.]
SLC'MP'y,* a. Marshy; easily broken through. Jamid-on.

SLLXG, i. & p. from Sting. See SLING.

SLC.\K, (slungk) i. &p. from Slink. See SLINK.

SLUR, c. a.
[i. SLURRED; pp. SLURRING, SLURRED.] To sul-

ly; to soil; to pass lightly; to balk; to render obscure
;

to deprive of distinctness : to reproach: to cheat; to
trick.

SLUR, n. Act of one who slurs ;
faint reproach ; slight dis-

grace ; trick. (JJ/ts.) A mark denoting a connection of
one note with another.

SLfsn, n. Mud
;
slutch

;
a plashy ground ;

a dirty plash ;

sludge ; snow in a state of liquefaction ; called also

Htt*j
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tlosh. Jamieson, Forby, &c. [Provincial in Great Britain,
and colloquial in the United States.] See SLOSH, and
SLEETCH. (JVaut.) Grease or fat from boiled meat.

SLUSH,* v. a. (Naut.) To grease, as a mast. Dana.
SLDSH' y,* a. Relating to or containing slush ; sloshy. Forby.
BL,\J?, n. A dirty woman; a slattern: a female dog; a

bitch : a word of slight contempt to a woman. Sfiak.

SLUTCH,* n. A miry earth ; plashy ground ;
slush. Pen-

nant. See SLUSH, and SLOSH.

SLfJTCH'Y,* a. Miry; slushy. Pennant.

SLUTH'HoOND,* n. A sort of Scotch dog, having a quick
smell. Ash.

tSLUT'TE-RY, n. The qualities or practice of a slut. Shak.

SLOT'TISH, a. Negligent of cleanliness
; dirty ;

not clean-

ly ; filthy. [Meretricious. Holiday.]
SLUT'TISH-LY, ad. In a sluttish manner ; nastily ; dirtily.

SLUT'TJSH-NESS, n. State of being sluttish ; dirtiness.

SLY, (sil) a. Meanly artful
;

insidious
; cunning ;

arch ;

crafty ; subtle
; wily.

SLY'BOOTS,* n. A cunning or sly person. Goldsmith.

SLY'LY, ad. In a sly manner ; insidiously.

SLY'NESS, n. Quality of being sly ;
art

; designing artifice.

SMACK, v. n. [smaecken, D.] [i. SMACKED ; pp. SMACKING,
SMACKED.] To have any particular taste or quality: to

make a noise, as by separation of the lips after tasting:
to kiss with an audible separation of the lips.

SMACK, v. a. To make a noise with, as with the lips in

separating them ; to kiss.

SMACK, n. [smote, Sax. ; smaeck, D.] Taste ; savor ; tincture ;

quality from something mixed ; a pleasing taste ; a small

quantity ; a relish : act of parting the lips audibly; a loud
kiss : a blow given with the flat of the hand. [snacca,
Sax. ; sneckra, Icel.] (JVaut.) A vessel with one mast,
commonly rigged as a sloop, used in the coasting trade
and in fishing ;

a small ship.

SMACK'ER,* n. One who smacks ;
aloud kiss. Jlsh.

SMALL, a. [sma/, Sax.
; smal, D.] Little in quantity, bulk,

or number ; not great ;
slender

;
minute

;
little in degree ;

little in importance; petty; diminutive; contracted:
little in the main quality ; as, small beer: not strong;
weak ; gentle ;

soft.

SMALL, n. The small or narrow part of any thing.

tSMALL, v. a. To make little or less. Prompt. Parv.

SMALL'AGE, n. A short-lived weed ; a sort of parsley.

SMALL'ARM^,* n. pi. A general term for all kinds of mus-

kets, rifles, pistols, carbines, &c. Mar. Diet.

SMALL'-BEER,* n. A weak kind of beer. Ency.

SMALL'CLp'fHE,*n.pZ. Breeches. Grant. [A cant term.]
SMALL'-COAL, (-k5l) n. Little wood-coals used to light

fires
;
coal not in lumps or large pieces.

SMALL'-CRiFT, n. A vessel or vessels smaller than a ship.

SMALL'ISH, a. Somewhat small. Chaucer.

SMALL'NESS, n. State of being small ; littleness ; want of
bulk

;
minuteness

;
weakness ; gentleness ; softness.

SMALL'-PIECE,* n. A Scotch coin worth about two pence
and one farthing sterling. Crabb.

SMALL'POX, n. An eruptive, malignant, contagious dis-

ease, which disfigures the skin ; variola.

SMAL'LY, ad. In a small degree ;
with minuteness, rfscham.

SMALT, 'n. [smalto, It. ; smaetta, Su. Goth.] A beautiful blue

substance, made by fusing glass with oxide of cobalt, or

by mixtures of zarfre, sand, and pearlash ; used in paint-

ing, in printing upon earthen ware, &c.

+SMAR'AGD, n. [o>hioa>-Joj.] The emerald. Bale.

SMA-RXG'DINE, a. Made of emerald; resembling emerald.

SMA-R.XG'DITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of green diallage.
Hamilton.

SMART, n. [smert, D. ; smarta, Swed.] Quick, pungent,
lively pain ; pain, corporeal or intellectual. [A fellow af-

fecting vivacity. A cant term. Johnson.]
SMART, v. n*

[i. SMARTED; pp. SMARTING, SMARTED.] To
feel a quick, lively pain ;

to suffer a sensation of quick,
lively pain ;

to feel pain of body or mind.

SMART, a. Pungent ; sharp ; causing smart
; quick; vigor-

ous
;
active ; eager ;

keen ;
severe

;
acute

; witty ;
brisk

;

vivacious; lively; gay; showy. Smart ticket, a certifi-

cate of a seaman's having received a wound or hurt.

SMART'EN, (sm'lrt'tn) v. a. To make smart or showy. .

SMAR'TLE, (smar'tl) r. n. To waste or melt away. Ray. [R.]
SMART'LY, ad. In a smart manner ; vigorously ; wittily.

SMART'-M6N-EY,*7i. Money used in the recruiting service,
or money paid to recruits. Crabb. [fMoney paid for re-

demption from military service. Smart.]
SMART'NESS, n. Quality of being smart

; quickness ; vig-
or

; liveliness; briskness; wittiness.

SMASH, v. a. [smaccare, It.
; schmelssen, Ger.] [i. SMASHED ;

pp. SMASHING, SMASHED.] To dash with violence
;
to break

in pieces.

SMASH,* n. A crush ;
state of being crushed. Brockett.

BMXSH'ER,* n. He or that which smashes. P. Mag.
tSMATCH, v. n. To have a taste ;

to smack. Banister.

SMXTCH, n. [corrupted from smack.] Taste
;

tincture
;

twang; smack. Shak. A kind of bird. [R.]

SMAT'TER, v. n. [i.
SMATTEHED ; pp. SMATTERING, SMAT-

TERED.] To have a slight taste
;
to have a slight, super-

ficial knowledge; to talk superficially. Swift.

SMXT'TER, n. Superficial or slight knowledge. Temple.
SMXT'TER-ER, n. One who has a superficial knowledge.
SMAT'TER-lNG, n. Superficial knowledge. Bp. HoJL
SMEAR, (smer) v. a. [smeeren, Teut.] [i. SMEARED ; pp.
SMEARING, SMEARED.] To overspread with something
unctuous or adhesive; to besmear; to soil; to contami-
nate ; to daub.

SMEAR, n. Anointment; any fat liquor or juice. [R.]
SMEAR'DAB,* n. A species of flat-fish. Crabb.

SMEAR'V, (smer'e) a. Dauby ; adhesive. Rowe.
SMEATH, (smeth) n. A sea-fowl. Rowe.

SMEC'LITE,* n. (Min.} A sort of fuller's earth. Smart.

fSMEETH, v. a. To smoke. See SMUTCH.
SMEG-MAT'IC, a. [o-ufiyua.] Soapy ; detersive. Bailey. [R.]
SMELL, v. a. [i. SMELT or SMELLED ; pp. SMELLING, SMELT,

or SMELLED.] To perceive by the sense of smell, or by
the nose

; to find out by mental sagacity.

SMELL, v. n. To affect the sense of smell
;
to have any par-

ticular scent
;

to smack of something ;
to exercise the

sense of smell ; to exercise sagacity.

SMELL, n. The sense which resides in the membrane that
lines the nostrils ;

the sense of which the nose is the or-

gan ; the power of smelling ; scent ; odor.

SMCLL'ER, n. One who smells : the organ of smelling.
SMELL'FEAST, n. A parasite; one who haunts good ta-

bles. South.

SMELL'ING, n. Act of one who smells
;
the sense by which

smells are perceived ; smell.

SMELL'ING-BOT'TLE,* n. A bottle impregnated with some-

thing to stimulate the nose or gratify the smell. Jlsh.

SMELT, i. &. p. from Smell. See SMELL.

SMELT, n. A small sea-fish. [A young salmon. Brockett.]

SMELT, v. a. [smalta, Icel.
; smaelta, smelta, Su. Goth.] Ji.

SMELTED
; pp. SMELTING, SMELTED.] To melt, 33 Ore, fof

the purpose of refining and extracting metal.

SMELT'ER, n. One who smelts.

SMELTING,* n. The operation of reducing ores to the me-
tallic state. Ure.

SMERK, v. n. To smile wantonly or pertly; to fawn; to

smirk. See SMIRK.

SMERK, n. A fawning smile. LA. Chesterfield. See SMIRK.

SMERK'Y, a. Nice; smart; janty. Spenser. [R.J
SMER' LIN, n. A fish, rfinsworth.

SMEW,* (smii) n. (Omitti.) A sea-bird or diver, of the ge-
nus mergus. Brandt.

SMlCK'ER, v. n. [smickra, Swed.] To smirk
;
to look amo-

rously or wantonly. Kersey.

SMlcK'ER-iNG, n. A look of amorous inclination. Dryden.
fSMlcK'ET, n. The under garment of a woman ;

smock.

jSMlD'DY,7i. [schmidte, Ger.] The shop of a smith
;
a smith-

ery ; a smithy.
SMtFT,* n. A match of paper, or other light combustible

substance, for firing a charge of powder, as in a mine ; a
fuse. Ure.

fSMlGHT, (smit) 0. a. To smite. Spenser.

SMiL'A-clNE,* n. A vegetable principle peculiar to smtiax

sarsaparilla. Francis. [P. Cyc.
SMI1

LAX,* n. [tu] (Bot.) A genus of plants ; sarsaparilla.

SMlLE, r. n. [smuylen, Teut. ; smila, Dan. 4' Swed.] [i.

SMILED ; pp. SMILING, SMILED.] To express pleasure, kind-

ness, love, or gladness, by the countenance ; contrary to

frown -. to express slight contempt by the look : to look

gay or joyous ; to look with favor or approbation ;
to be

favorable or propitious. [R.]

SMILE, v. a. To awe with a contemptuous smile. Young.
SMILE, n. Ac.t of smiling ;

a look of pleasure or kindness ;

gay or joyous appearance.
SMILE'FUL,* a. Full of smiles; smiling. Ch. Ob. [R.]
SMIL'ER, n. One who smiles. Young.
SMIL'JNG,* a. Expressing kindness, love, or pleasure.

SMIL'JNG-LY, ad. With a look of pleasure. Boyle.

SMIL'JNG-NESS,* n. The quality of being smiling. Byron.
|SM1LT, v. n. [corrupted from smelt, or melt.] Mortimer.

SMIRCH, v. a.
[i. SMIRCHED ; pp. SM RCHING, SMIRCHED.]

To cloud ;
to dusk

;
to soil

5
to smutch. Shak.

SM'IRK, . n. [t. SMIRKED ~,pp. SMIRKING, SMIRKED.] To smile

wantonly, affectedly, or pertly ; to look affectedly kind.

SMIRK, n. A fawning or affected smile
;
a soft look.

SMIT, p. from Smite. See SMITE.

SMlTE, v. a.
[i. SMOTE ; pp. SMITING, SMITTEN or SMIT.

Smit is little used.] To strike; to kill
;
to destroy: to

afflict
;
to chasten : to affect with some passion.

SMITE, v. n. To strike
;
to collide. JVahum.

SMITE, n. A blow. Farmer. [Local, England.]
SMIT'ER, n. One who smites. Isaiah.

SMITH, n. [smid, Sax. : schmid, Ger.] One who forges
with a hammer

; one who works in metals, as gold, sil-

ver, copper, iron, &c. ; a workman generally.

fSMlTH, v. a. To bent into shape, as a smith. Chaucer.

SMfTH'cRiFT, n. The art of a smith. Raleigh. [R.]

SMITH'ER-Y, n. The shop of a smith; smithy; stithy;
work performed in a smith's shop. Burke.BMAT'TER, v. n. [u sMATTERED ; pp. SMATTERING, sMAT- worK performed in a smith's snop. EurKe.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, sSN
; BOLL, BUR, RULE. 9, G, c,, |, soft; K, G, , g, hard ; as Z

;
x as gz; THIS.
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SMTTH'ING, n. The art or act of working a mass of iron.

SMfTH'Y,n. The shop of a smith ; smithery ; stithy. Dryden.
SMITT, n. Fine clayey ore or ochre used for marking sheep.

Woodward.

SM?T'TEN, (smTt'tn)p. from Smite. Struck. See SMITE.

SMIT'TLE, v. a. To infect. Grose. [Local, England.]
SMIT'TLE, ) a. Infectious; contagious. Brockctt. [North
SMIT'TLISH, \

of England.]
SMOCK, n. The under garment of a woman

;
a shift. It is

used ludicrously, in composition, for something relating
to women

; as, swioefc-loyalty, smodfc-treason. Dryden.
SMOCK'-FACED, (-fast) a. Pale-faced ; maidenly. Addison.

SMOCK/FROCK, n. A laborer's round frock
;
a gabardine.

tSMOCK'LESs, a. Wanting a smock. Chaucer.

SMOCK'-MILL,* n. A windmill, of which the top only
tarns to meet the wind. Francis.

SMOK'A-BLE,* a. Capable of being smoked. Fo. Qu. Rev.

SMOKE, n. The visible effluvium, vapor, or sooty exhala-

tion, arising from wood and other substances in a state of
combustion

; sooty vapor.
SM5KE, v. n.

[i. SMOKED; pp. SMOKING, SMOKED.] To emit
smoke

; to emit a dark exhalation by heat or fire ; to burn ;

to be kindled : to move very fast, so as to raise dust
like smoke : to exhale the vapor of burning tobacco:
to smell or hunt out

;
to suffer

; to be punished.
SMOKE, v. a. To foul or scent by smoke ; to dry and cure

by smoke ; to expel by smoke. [To smell out
;
to find out.

Shak.] [OT/WX" . To sneer
;
to ridicule to the face. Ad-

dwon.l

SMOKE'-DRIED,* (-drld) a. Dried by smoke. Irving.
SMOKE '-DRY, v. a. To dry by smoke. Mortimer.

SMOKE'-JXcK,* 71. A machine turned round by the ascent
of srnoke, or by a rising current in a chimrfey. Booth.

SMOKE'LESS, a. Having no smoke. Pope.
SMOK'ER,TI. One who smokes.
SMOKE '-SAIL,* n. A small sail hoisted against the fore-

mast, when a ship rides head to wind, to give the smoke
of the galley an opportunity to rise. Mar. Diet.

SMO'KJ-LY, ad. So as to be full of smoke. Sherwood.

SMO'KI-NESS,* n. The state of being smoky. Ash.

SMO'KING,* n. The act of one who smokes. Gent. Mag.
SMO'KY, a. Emitting smoke

;
full of smoke ; fumid

;
hav-

ing the appearance or nature of smoke ;
dark

;
obscure.

SMOOR, ) v. a. To suffocate
;

to smother. More. [Local,
SMORE, j England.]
SMOOTH, a. Even on the surface

;
not rough ;

level
;
hav-

ing no asperities ; plain ; glossy : moving equably, with-
out obstruction

j gently flowing ; voluble : bland
;
mild

;

adulatory.
SMOOTH, n. Smooth part of any thing. Gen. xxvii.

SMOOTH, v. a. [i, SMOOTHED; pp. SMOOTHING, SMOOTHED.]
To make smooth

; to level
;
to make easy ;

to make flow-

ing ; to palliate ; to soften
;
to calm ; to mollify ;

to ease
;

to soften with blandishment. See SOOTHE.
SMOOTH'-CHINNED,* (-chind) a. Having a smooth chin

;

beardless. Drayton.
SMOOTH'EN, (-thn) v. a. To make smooth

; to smooth.

SMOGTH'ER, n. One who smooths. Bp. Percy.
SSIOOTH'-FACED, (-fast) a. Having a soft or smooth face.

SMOOTH'-HAIRED,* (-hard) a. Having smooth hair. Milton.

SMOOTH'}:*G-PLANE,* n. A fine, short finishing-plane. Ash.

SMOOTH'LY, ad. In a smooth manner; not roughly; even-
ly ; without obstruction

; easily; readily; mildly.
SMOOTH'NESS, n. State of being smooth ; evenness ; free-
dom from roughness or asperity ; softness

; gentleness.
SMOOTH'-TONGUED,* (-tungd) a. Using flattery; adulato-

ry. Seager.
SMOTE, i. from Smite. See SMITE.
SMOTH'ER, (smuth'er) v. a. [i. SMOTHERED; pp. SMOTHER-

ING, SMOTHERED.] To suffocate with smoke, or by exclu-
sion of the air ;

to suppress ; to stifle.

SMOTH'ER, (sinutn'er) v. n. To smoke without vent
;
to

be suppressed, kept close, or suffocated.

SM&TH'ER, (smuth'er) n. Smoke ; thick dust. Shak.

tSMoOcH, v. a. To salute
;
to kiss. Stubbes.

SMSUL'DER,* v. n.
[i. SMOULDERED; pp. SMOULDERING,

SMOULDERED.] To burn and smoke without flame or vent.
Sir W. Scott.

SMOUL'DER,* n. Smoke smothered. Gascoigne.
SMOUL'DER-ING,;>. a. Burning and smoking without vent.

Dryden.
fSMOUL'DRY, a. Smouldering. Spenser.

SMDG, a. Nice ; spruce ; dressed with affectation of nice-
ness

; affectedly smart. Spectator. [Colloquial or low.]
fSMfJG, v. a. To adorn

;
to spruce. Chapman.

SMUG'GLE, (smug'gl) v. a. [smokkelcn, D.] [i. SMUGGLED ;

pp. SMUGGLING, SMUGGLED.] To import or export goods
without paying the customs or duties ; to import or export
unlawfully ;

to manage or convey secretly.
SMUG'GLED,* (smug'gld) p. a. Imported without having

the duties paid.

SMDG'GLER, n. One who smuggles.
SMUG'GLING, n. The offence of importing goods without
paying the duties chargeable upon them by the laws.

ad. Neatly ; sprucely. Gay. [R.J

SMJJG'NESS, n. Spruceness ; neatness. Sherwood. [R.]
SMU'LY, a. Looking smoothly; demure. [Cumberland, Eng.]
SMUT, n. [smette, D.] A spot made with soot or coal, or

the like
; mildew

;
a disease incidental to corn, causing

it to form balls filled with black powder ;
a sort of

fungus; mildew: obscenity.
SMDT, v. a. [i. SMUTTED

; pp. SMUTTING, SMUTTED.] To
stain; to mark with soot or coal; to soil: to taint
with mildew.

SMUT, v. n. To gather mould or smut. Mortimer.

HSMUTCH, [smuch, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm. ; smuch, Ja.}
v. a. To black with smoke

; to smut
;
to soil. Shak.

||SMtiTCH,* n. A foul spot; smut; a black soilure. Cowpcr.
SMUT'-MlLL,* n. A contrivance to cleanse grain from
smut or dust. Farm. Ency.

SMUT'TI-LY, ad. In a smutty manner
; blackly.

SMUT'T,I-NESS, n. State of being smutty or dirty.

SMDT'TY, a. Soiled or tainted with smut
; dirty ;

foul :

obscene
;
not modest.

SNACK, n. A share
;
a part taken by compact ; as,

" to go
snacks," to share together. Pope. Slight, hasty repast.

SNXcK'ET, n. A hasp. Sherwood. [R.] See SNECK.
SNXc'OT, n. A fish. Ainsworth.

SNAF'FLE, (snaf'fl) n. A bridle which crosses the nose, or
which consists of a slender bit or bit-mouth. Shak.

SNXF'FLE, (snaf'fl) v. a.
[i. SNAFFLED; pp. SNAFFLING,

SNAFFLED.] To bridle
;
to hold as in a bridle ; to manage.

SNAG, n. [schnecken, Ger.j A jag, or short protuberance ;

a knot
;
a knob

;
a knarl : a tooth, in contempt. Prior.

A tree having its roots fastened in the bottom of a river,
or a branch of a tree thus fastened ; common in the

Mississippi and some of its tributaries. Flint.

SNAG, v. a. [i. SNAGGED; pp. SNAGGING, SNAGGED.] To hew
roughly with an axe. Todd. To cut off the branches,
knots, or protuberances of trees. Carr. To stop, upset, or

wreck, as a boat or vessel, by a tree or snag in a river.

Flint. See SNAG, n.

SNAG'SED, a. Full of snags or protuberances ; snaggy.
SNXo'j&Y, a. Full of snags or points. [Testy. Grose.}

SNAIL, (snal) n. A slimy insect or reptile of different

varieties, some of which are covered with shells
j
a slug:

the emblem of slowness
;
a sluggish person.

SNAIL'-CLXV-ER, . A plant or herb.

SNAIL'-FLOW-ER,* n. A plant and flower. Smart.

SNAIL'-LIKE, a. Resembling a snail
; moving slow.

SNAIL'-PACED,* (snal'past) a. Moving slow, as a snail.

Sfiak.

SNAIL'-SJIELL,* n. The covering of the snail. Ash.

SNAIL'-TRE-FOI'L, 7i. An annual plant.

SNAKE, n. [snaca, Sax.; snake, D.] A serpent: the gen-
eral name of serpents, whether harmless or venomous;
but specially a serpent of the oviparous kind, whose
bite is harmless, as distinguished from a viper.

SNAKE'-GOURD,* n. (Hot.) An annual plant. Crabb.

SNAKE'-ROOT, n. A species of fibrous, aromatic, bitterish

medicinal root, growing in Virginia, Carolina, &c.
SNAKE 'S'-HEAD, 71. A plant and flower.

SNAKE'-STONE,* n. (Min.*) The ammonite. Hamilton.

SNAKE'-WED, n. An annual plant ;
bistort.

SNAKE'-WOOD, (-vvud) n. The wood of the strychnos
-

colubrina, supposed to be an antidote to the poison of cer-

tain snakes.

SNAK'JSH,* a. Like a snake; snaky. E. Ervin<r.

SNA'KY, a. Abounding in, or-resembling, snakes.

SNXP, v. a. [i. SNAPPED or SNAPT
; pp. SNAPPING, SNAPPED

or SNAPT.] To break at once; to break short; to strike

twith a sharp sound ; to bite
;
to catch suddenly: to treat

with sharp language.
SNXp, v. 71. To break short; to fall asunder; to break
without bending ; to make an effort to bite with eager-
ness : to utter sharp language ; to snarl.

SNXP, 7i. A sudden breaking; an attempt to seize or bit^
;

a quick, eager bite : a sharp noise : a catch : a small

lock : a greedy fellow : a snapper.

SNXP'-DRXG-QN, n. A perennial plant, called also calfs-
snout and toad-flax :' a child's play, called also flap-

dragon. See FLAP-DRAGON.

tSNAP'HANCE, n. A kind of firelock. Shclton.

SNXp'pEK, ra. One who snaps: a sea-fish.

SNXP'PISH, a. Eager to bite; snarling; surly; waspish;
peevish; tart; irascible; sharp in reply.

SNXP'PISH-LY, ad. In a snappish manner; peevishly.

SNAP'PJSH-NESS, n. Quality of being snappish ;
tartness.

SNXP'PY,* a. Same as snappish. Sir E. Brijdges.

SNXp'sXcK, 71. [snappsack, Swed.] A soldier's bag; more
usually knapsack. South. [SNAP.

SNXPT,* i. & p. Sometimes used for snapped. Pope. See

tSNAR, v. 7i. [snarren, Teut.] To snarl. Spenser.

SNARE, n. [snara, Swed. # I eel.
; sjiare, Dan.] Any thing

set to catch an animal
;
a gin ;

a trap; a net; a noose j

any thing by which one is entrapped or ensnared.

SNARE, v. a. [i. SNARED
; pp. SNARING, SNARED.J To en-

trap ;
to entangle ;

to ensnare. Milton.
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SNAR'ER, n. One who snares
;
an ensnarer. Crabbe.

SNARL, v. n. [snarren, Teut.] [i. SNARLED
; pp. SNARLING,

SNARLED.] To growl as an angry dog or other animal; to

gnarl ;
to speak roughly or harshly.

SNARL, v. a. To entangle ;
to embarrass

;
to twist. Mp.

Cranmer.

SNARL,* n. An entanglement as in twisted thread: a

quarrel ; an angry contest. Holloway. [Provincial in Eng-
land, and colloquial in the United States.]

SNARL'ER, n. One who snarls
;
a quarrelsome fellow.

,
a. Tending to ensnare; insidious. Dryden.

fSNXsT, n. The snuff of a candle. Bacon.

SNXTCH, v. a. [snacken, Teut.] [t. SNATCHED; pp. SNATCH-
ING, SNATCHED.] To catch eagerly or violently; to seize

hastily ;
to grasp ; to gripe.

SNATCH, v. n. To bite, or catch, eagerly at something.
SNATCH, n. A hasty catch

;
a short fit or turn of vigorous

action
;

a small or broken part. Spectator. A quip ;
a

shuffling answer. Shak. [A hasty repast. Boswcll. ^ Scot-

land.]

SNATCH'-BLOCK,* n. (Want.) A sort of pulley in a ship.
Mar. Diet.

SNATCH'ER, n. One who snatches. Shak.

SNXTCH'ING-LY, ad. Hastily ; with interruption.
SNXTH,* ', A bent or crooked handle of a scythe. It is

so written in the United States. Ray and Grose spell the
word with the same meaning snathe; Ash,snead andsneed;
Holloway, snead and sneathe. In the north of England and
in Scotland, it is called sned. Brockctt & Jamieson.

SNATHE, v. a. To prune; to lop. Brockett. [North of Eng.]
tSNXT'TOCK, 7?, A chip; a slice; a cutting. Gayton.
SNEAD,* n. A ligament; a line or string. Travis. A
handle for a scythe. Ash. See SNATH.

SNEAK, (snek) v. n. [L SNEAKED; pp. SNEAKING, SNEAKED.]
To creep slyly ;

to come or go as if afraid to be seen
;
to

behave with meanness and servility ;
to crouch

;
to

truckle.

fSNEAK, (snek) v. a. To hide
;
to conceal. Wake.

SNEAK, (snek) n. A sneaking, mean fellow. Olanville.

SNEAK'-CUP, n. Sneaker. Sfiak. See SNEAKUP.
SNEAK'ER, n. One who sneaks

;
a sneak. A small drink-

ing-cup. Spectator. [Local, Eng.]
SNEAK'JNG, a. Servile ; mean ;

low
;
covetous ; niggard-

ly ; meanly parsimonious.
SNEAK'ING-LY, ad. In a sneaking manner

; meanly.
SNEAK'JNG-NESS, n. Niggardliness; meanness. Boyle.
fSNEAKs'BY, n. A sneaking fellow

;
a sneak. Barrow.

fSNEAK'yp, n. A sneaker; a paltry, sneaking fellow.
Shak.

fSNEAP, (snep) v. a. To reprimand ;
to check

;
to nip. Shak.

fSNEAP, (snep) n. A reprimand ;
a check. Shak.

fSNEB, v. a. To check
;
to chide ; to snib. Spenser.

SNECK, n. The latch or bolt of a door. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
SNECK'ET,* n. A string to draw up the latch of a door.

Bailey. [Local, Eng.]
SNED,* n. The handle of a scythe. Brockctt. See SNATH.
SND, v. a. See SNATHE.
SNEE,* n. A knife: "Snick and snee," a combat with

knives. Ash. [A cant phrase.]
SNEED, n. The handle of a scythe. Evelyn. See SNATH.
SNEER, v. n. [i. SNEERED;^. SNEERING, SNEERED.].To
show contempt by outward manner, as by turning up the
nose ;

to insinuate contempt by covert expressions ;
to ut-

ter something with grimace; to scoff; to gibe; to jeer.

SNEER, n. An expression of contemptuous ridicule by look

or_by words ; ludicrous scorn
; jeer ; gibe ; scoff; derision.

tSNEER, v. a. To sneer at
; to jeer. Thyer.

SNEJUI'ER, n. One who sneers or shows contempt.

fSN_E_ER'FUL, a. Given to sneering ; sneering. Shenstone.

SNEER'ING-LY, ad. In a sneering or scornful manner.

SNEEZE, v. n. [i SNEEZED; pp. SNEEZING, SNEEZED.] To
emit, spasmodically and audibly, breath and moisture,
from irritation of the inner membrane of the nose. Bacon.

SNEEZE, n. Act of one who sneezes ; sternutation.

SNEEZE'WORT, (snez'wiirt) n. A sternutatory plant.

SNEEZ'ING, n. Act of sneezing ;
sternutation. [Lye.

tSNELLJ a. [snel, Sax.
; snello, It.] Nimble

;
active

; lively.
SNET

L
w. The fat of a deer. Bailey. [A hunter's term.]

fSNEW, (snu) The old preterit of Snow. Snowed. Chaucer.

tSNi'B, v. a. To check
;
to reprimand ;

to snub. Chaucer.

SNJCK, n. A small cut or mark: a latch. See SNECK.
Snick and snee, a combat with knives.

SNICK'ER, v. n.
[i.

SNICKERED ; pp. SNICKERING, SNICK-
EKED.

j
To laugh in a sly or half-suppressed manner;

to laugh in one's sleeve
;
to titter ; to snigger. Bailey.

SNIFF, v. ?t. [i. SNIFFED
; pp. SNIFFING, SNIFFED.] To draw

breath audibly up the nose ;
to snuff. Swift.

SNIFF, v. a. To draw in with the breath
;
to snuff. [R.]

SNIFF, n. Act of sniffing; perception by the nose. Warton.

SNIFT, v. n. To snort; to snuff up. Johnsun. [R.]
SNIFT, n. A moment. Holloway. [Local, England.]
SNIFT'ING-V ALVE,*TJ. A valve in a steam-engine, so called

"because the air m;ikes a noise, every time it blows

through it, like a man snifting with a cold." Francis.

SN!G, 7i. A kind of eel. Grose. [Local, England.]
SN!G'.GER, v. n. To sneer ; to giggle with ill-nature. Forty

[Local.] To snicker. Bailey. See SNICKER.
SNIG'GLE, v. n. To fish for eels. Walton.

SNIG'GLE, v. a. To catch
; to snare. Beaum. fy Fl.

SNIP, v. a. [snippen, Teut.] [i. SNIPPED ; pp. SNIPPING,
SNIPPED.] To cut or clip at once with scissors. Arbuthnot.

SNip, n. A single cut with scissors ; a small shred
;
a share ;

a paring ;
a portion ; snack. Wiseman. A tailor, in con-

tempt.
SNIPE, n. [schneppe, Ger.

; snip, D.] A small grallatorial
bird, or a bird with a long, slender bill, which frequents
marshes : a fool

;
a blockhead. Shak.

SNIP'PER, n. One who snips.

fSNiP'PET, 7i. A small part ;
a share

;
a snip. Hudibras.

SNIP'SNXP, n. [a cant word formed by reduplication of

snap.] A tart dialogue, with quick replies ; angry retort.

Pope.
SNIP'SNXP,* a. Short and quick; smart. Ch. Ob.

fSNlTE, n. A snipe. Carew.

SNITE, v. a. (Scotland) To blow the nose. " To snite the
candle" is to snuff it. Grew.

SNiTHE,or SNITH'Y, a. Sharp; piercing; cutting : ap-
plied to the wind. Carr. [Local, England.]

SNlv'EL, (snTv'vl) n. Snot
;
the running of the nose.

SNiv'EL, (sniv'vl) v. n.
[i. SNIVELLED; pp. SNIVELLING,

SNIVELLED.] To run at the nose; to cry, as a child
; to

complain.
SNIV'EL-LER, (sniv'vl-er) n. One who snivels. Swift.

SNlv'EL-LlNG,* re. A crying through the ru>se ; complaint.
SNlv'EL-LY, (sniv'vl-e) a. Snotty; pitiful ; whining. Todd.

SNOD, or SNOOD, n. A fillet ; a ribbon. [Local, England.]
SN5D, a. Trimmed; smooth: sly; cunning ; demure :

snug. Brockett. [North of England.]
SNOOK, v. n. [snoka, Swed.] To lurk

; to lie in ambush.
Scott. [R.]

SNOOZE,* v. n. To slumber. n. A short nap. Palmer.

[Provincial in England, and colloquial in the U. S.]
fSNORE, v. n. [snorcken, Teut.

; schnarchen, Ger.] [i.

SNORED; pp. SNORING, SNORED.] To breathe hard and
audibly through the nose, as in sleep.

SNORE, n. The noise of one who snores
;
audible respira-

tion made through the nose in sleep.

SNOR'ER, n. One who snores.

SNOR'JNG,* n. Noise made through the nose in sleep.

SNORT, v. n. [snorcken, Teut.] [i. SNORTED ; pp. SNORTIKG,
SNORTED.] [fTo snore. Bp. Taylor.] To blow through the

nose, as a high-mettled horse.

fSNORT, v. a. To turn up in anger or derision. Chaucer.

SNORT'ER, n. One. who snorts. Sherwood.

SNORTING, n. Act of blowing through the nose, as a
horse.

SNOT, 7i. [snot, Teut.] The secretion or mucus ofthe nose.

SNOT, v. n. To blow the nose. Swift. [Vulgar.]
SNOT'TER, v. n. To snivel

;
to sob or cry. Grose. [Local,

England.]
SNOT'TY, a. Full of snot; dirty; mean. Arbuthnot.

SNOOT, 'n. [s7iuyt, Teut.] The nose of a beast; the nose of
a man, in contempt : the nozle or end of a hollow pipe.

SNOOT, v. a. To furnish with a nozle or point. Camden.

SNOUT'ED, a. Having a snout. Heylin.

SNbOl'y, a. Resembling a beast's snout. Otway. [R.l

SNOW, (sno) ?i. [snaiws, M. Goth
; sneeuw, Teut.

; snaw, Sax.]
Congealed watery vapor which falls from the bosom of
the atmosphere in white flakes. (JVauf.) A ship with
two masts. Falconer.

SNOW, v. n. [i. SNOWED; pp. SNOWING, SNOWED. The
preterit snew has long been obsolete.] To fall in snow.

SNOW, v. a. To scatter like snow. Donne.

SNOW'-AP-PLE,* 71. A species of apple. Ash.

SNOW'BALL, n. A round lump of snow.

SNOW'BALL-TREE,* n. A shrub which bears white balls

or clusters of white flowers
;
the gelder-rose. Crabb.

SNdw'-BER-RY,* . A small, ornamental, garden shrub.

Crabb. [ban.

SNOW'-BIRD,* n. A bird seen in the time of snow. Audit-

SNOW'-BR6TH, 7t. Very cold liquor. Shak.

SNOW'-BfJNT-iNG,* 7i. A bird seen in winter. Pennant.

SNOW'-CR_OWNED, (-kriiQnd) a. Crowned with snow.

SNOW'DEEP, n. A plant or herb.

SNOW'-DRIFT,* re. A drift or heap of *now. Dr. Holmes.

SNOW'DROP, n. A plant and very early white flower.

SNOW'-FLAKE,* n. A small mass of falling snow. Jodrell.

SN6w'FLECK,*n. A bird; the snow-bunting. Booth.

SNOW'ISH,* a. Resembling snow ; snowy. Warner.

SNOW'-LIKE, a. Resembling snow.
SNOW'-SHOE,* n. A shoe, or light, broad machine, used

for travelling on deep snow. Trambull.

SNOW'-SLIP,* n. A large mass of snow which slips down
from a mountain or elevated place. Smart.

SNOW'-STORM,* n. A storm attended with snow. Holmes.

SNOW'-WHITE, (sno'hvvlt) a. White as snow. Chaucer.

SNOW'y, a. Resembling or partaking of snow ;
white like

snow
; abounding with snow; pure as snow ; white.
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SNOB, n. [snebbe, D.] A jag ;
a snag ;

a knot in wood ; a
nub. Spenser.

SNOB, v. a. [snubba, Svved.] [i. STUBBED ; pp. SNUBBING,
SNUBBED.] To check

;
to reprimand. Taller, To nip. Ray.

SNOB. v. n. [schnauben, Ger.j To sob convulsively. Bailey.

SNOB'-NOED, f-nozd) a. Having a flat or short nose.

fSNODGE, v. 7i. To lie close or snug; to snuggle. Herbert.

JSNOD^E, n. A miser; a curmudgeon. Ascham.

SNOFF, n. [snuffen, Teut.] [Smell. Stukcley.] A candle al-

most burnt out
;
the fired or charred wick of a candle

remaining after the flame. [Resentment expressed by
snifting; perverse resentment. Shak.] Powdered tobacco
taken by the nose.

SNUFF, v. a. [snuffen, Teut.] [t. SNUFFED ; pp. SNUFFING,
SNUFFED.] To draw in with the breath

;
to inhale

;
to

scent : to crop the candle.

SNOFF, v. n. To snort
;
to draw breath by the noss. Dry-

den. To sniff in contempt. Mai. ii.

SNOFF'BOX, n. A box in which snuff is carried. Swift.

SNOFF'ER, n. One who snuffs.

SNOFF'ER, n. pi. An instrument to snuff candles with.

SNUF'FLE, (-fl) v. n. [snuffden, Teut.] [i. SNUFFLED ; pp.

SNUFFLING, SNUFFLED.] To speak through the nose; to

breathe hard through the nose.

SNUF'FLER, n. One who snuffles.

SNOF'FLEJI,* n. pi. Obstruction in the nose. Smart.

SNOFF'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes snuff. Ash.

SNDFF'TAK-ER, n. One who takes snuff. Tatler.

SNOFF'TAK-ING,* n. The practice of taking snuff. Ash.

SNOFF'y, a. Grimed with snuff: sulky. Jamieson.

SNOG, v. n. [sniffer, Dan.] [i. SNUGGF.D
; pp. SNUGGING,

SNUGGED.] To lie close
;
to snuggle. Sidney.

SNOG, a. Close ;
convenient and comfortable ; neat ; cont-

pact and warm : concealed ; closely sly. Bailey.

SNDG'J&ER-Y,* n. A snug place or dwelling. Basil Hall. [R.]

SNOG'GLE, (-gl) v. n. [i. SNUGGLED; pp. SNUGGLING, SNUG-

GLED.] To lie close ;
to lie warm. Bailey.

SNOG'I-FY,* v. a. To make snug. C. Lamb. [R.]

SNOG'Ly, ad. In a snug manner; closely.

SNOG'NESS, n. State of being snug. Warton.

So, ad. [soo, D.
; so, Ger.] In like manner, preceded cr fol-

lowed by as: to such a degree ;
in such a manner, fol-

lowed by that: in the same manner; thus; if thus ;
the

same ;
this is the state

;
at this

;
in the same degree ;

in

this manner
;
therefore

;
for this reason ;

in consequence
of this; on these terms; noting a conditional petition,
answered by as; provided that; in like manner ; noting
concession of one proposition and assumption of another,
answering to as. So sometimes returns the sense of a
word or sentence going before, and is used to avoid repe-
tition ; as,

" The two brothers were valiant, but the el-

der was more so." It notes a kind of abrupt beginning ;

well. It sometimes is little more than an expletive,

though it implies some latent or surd comparison. A
word of assumption; thus be it. A form of petition.
So forth, more of the like kind. So much as, however
much. So so, indifferently ;

not much amiss nor well.

So then, thus then it is that : therefore.

SOAK, (sok) v. a.
[i. SOAKED; pp. SOAKING, SOAKED.] To

macerate in any moisture; to steep; to keep wet till

the moisture is imbibed
;
to drench

;
to imbibe

;
to im-

brue
;
to macerate : to drain. Bacon.

SOAK, (sok) v. n. To lie steeped in moisture ; to enter by
degrees into pores : to drink intemperately. Locke.

SOAK'AGE,* n. Act of soaking ;
state of being soaked. P.

Mag.
SOAK'ER, n. One who soaks ; a great drinker.

SOAK'Y,* or SScK'y,* a. Moist on the surface
; steeped in

water
; soggy. Forby.

SOAL, n. See SOLE.

SOAP, (sop) n. [sapo, L.] A chemical compound of oily
substances with potash or alkaline substances, prepared
for the purposes of washing, shaving, &c.

SOAP'BER-RY-TREE,* n. A species of tree; sapindus. It

bears a berry used in washing. Crabb. [Addison.
SoAP'BolL-ER, 71. One whose trade it is to make soap.
SOAP'BOIL-ING,* 71. The business of boiling soap. Ash.
SOAP'STONE,* n. (Min.) Steatite

;
a magnesian stone, soft,

_and apparently unctuous to the touch. Brande.

SoAP'sCo^,* n. Water impregnated with soap. Smart.

SSAP'WORT, (sop'wiirt) n. A genus of plants ; bouncing-
_bet ; a species of campion.

SOAP'Y, a. Resembling soap ; having the quality of soap.
SOAR, (sor) v. n. [sorarc, It.] [i. SOARED

; pp. SOARING,
SOARED.] To fly aloft ; to tower

; to mount
; to ascend

;

to climb ;
to mount intellectually ; to rise high.

SOAR, 7i. Towering flight ; ascent. Milton.

SOAR, a. See SORE.

SOAR'ING, n. Act of rising; mounting aloft.

S5B, v. n.
[i.

SOBBED ; pp. SOBBING, SOBBED.] To heave au-

dibly with convulsive soirow ; to sigh convulsively.
S6B, 71. A convulsive sigh ; audible expression of grief or

sorrow.

fS6B, r. a. To soak ;
to sop. Mortimer. [A cant word.]

,
n. Act of lamenting audibly. Drummond.

SO'BER, a. [sobrius, L.
; sobre, Fr.] Temperate, particular-

ly in liquors; not drunk; abstinent; abstemious: not
mad

; right in the understanding : moderate
; regular ;

calm: serious; grave.
SO'BER, v. a. [i. SOBERED

; pp. SOBERING, SOBERED.] To
make sober; to cure of intoxication ; to calm.

SO'BER-IZE,* v. a. To make sober. O. Crabbe. [R.]
SO'BER-IZE,* v. n. To become sober. Grahame. [R.]
SO'BER-LY, ad. In a sober manner; temperately.
So'BER-MlND-ED,* a. Free from passion ; calm; rational.

Milton.

SO'BER-MIND'ED-NESS, n. Calmness; regularity. Porteus.

SO'BER-NESS, 7i. Stnte of being sober; calmness.

SoB-p-Ll'F'ER-oOs,*a. (Bot.) Producing young plants from
the root. London.

Sp-BRi'E-Ty, n. [sobritte, Fr.] State of being sober
;
tem-

perance ; soberness
;
calmness

; coolness ; seriousness
;

gravity.

SOBRIQUET,* (sob'rS-ka') n. [Fr.] A nickname, or a bur-

lesque appellation for a nickname. Brande.

Soc, or SOKE, 7i. (Law) Jurisdiction, or circuit of jurisdic-
tion

;
some liberty or privilege of tenants (Mil.) A

leathern receptacle near the stirrup, to receive the end
of the standard-staff, in a cavalry regiment.

S6c'AGE, n. [soc, Fr.
; socag-ium, barbarous L.] (Law) A

tenure of lands by any certain and determinate service,
distinct from knight's service : written also soccage.

S6c'A-GER, n. A tenant by socage ;
a sokeman.

So-ci-A-BlL'i-TY, (s5-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being so-

_ciable ; sociableness. Warburion.

SO'CI-A-BLE, (so'she-a-bl) [so'she-a-bl, W. P. F. Ja. Sm. ;

s5'she-bl, S. J.] a.' {sociable, Fr. ; sociabilis, L.] Able to

associate, or to be associated, with ; companionable ;

ready to unite in a general interest
; friendly ;

familiar ;

conversable
;
affable

;
inclined to company.

SO'CI-A-BLE, (so'she-a-bl) n. A kind of phaeton, or open,
four-wheeled carriage, with two seats facing each other.

SO'CI-A-BLE-NSS, (s6'she-a-bl-nes) 71. Quality of being
sociable

; inclination to company ; good-fellowship.
S6'cj-A-BLY, (so'she-a-ble) ad. In a sociable manner; con-

versably ; as a companion.
SO'CIAL, (so'shal) a.

[socialis, L.] Relating to a general or

public interest ; relating to society : inclined to associate
with others; companionable; conversable; familiar; so-

ciable: consisting in union or converse with another.

So'ciAL-IM,* (s5'shal-izm) n. A modern term applied to

a state of society, divested of the influence of revealed

religion, and with radical changes in government, ac-

cording to the principles of Robert Owen. Qu. Rev.

So'ciAL-IsT,* n. An advocate for socialism. Ch. Ob.

So-ci-AL'i-TY, (so-she-al'e-te) n. Socialness. Sterne. [R.]

Sd'ciAL-iZEJ* (so'shsil-iz) v. a. To render social : to reg-
ulate or conform to the principles of the Socialists. Qu.
Rev.

Sd'ciAL-Ly, (so'shal-le) ad. In a social way or manner.

SO'CIAL-NESS, (so'shai-nes) n. Quality of being social.

tSo'ci-ATE, (so'she-at) v. n. To associate. Shelford.

SP-C!'E-TY, ??. [socictc, Fr. ; societas, L.] Union of many
in one general interest

; fellowship ; community ;
com-

pany ; partnership ;
an association formed for the promo-

tion of some object, either scientific, literary, religious,

benevolent, political, or convivial.

SP-CIN'I-AN, n. A follower of Lislius Socinus, and his

nephew Faustus Socinus, who, in the 16th century, de-

nied the divinity and preexistence of Christ.

Sp-clN'i-AN, a. Of or belonging to Socinianism. Hurd.

SP-CIN'I-AN-"IM, 7i. The tenets first propagated by Socinus.

Sp-ciN'i-AN-iZE,* v. a. To conform or adapt to Socinian-
ism. Milner.

S6cK, n. [soccus, L.
; socc, Sax.

; socke, Teut.] Something
put between the foot and shoe; a short stocking: the
shoe of the ancient comic actors ; figuratively, comedy,
as opposed to buskin. [A ploughshare. Ray.] See Soc.

SOCK'ET, 71. [souchette, Fr.] Any hollow that receives

something inserted
;
the hollow of a candlestick ;

the

receptacle of the eye.

S6cK'ET-CHl'EL, 7i. A strong sort of chisel. Moxon.

SOCK'LESS, a. Wanting socks or shoes. Br.av.rn. 4' Fl.

S5c'LE,'(sok'kl orso'kl) [s5k'kl, S. S>. , sS'kl, W. K. Wb.]
n. (Arch.) A square member or piece of masonry, whose
breadth is greater than its height, used instead of a ped-
estal for the reception of a column : a foot-stand.

SOC'MAN, n. A tenant by socage ;
a socager. Cowel. See

SOKEMAN.
S6c'MAN-RY, 7i. [sokemanria, low L.] Free tenure by soc-

age. Cowel.

S6c'QME, n. (En?, law) A custom of tenants to grind corn

at their lord's mill. Cowel. [Smart.

SOC'O-TRINE,* a. Relating to Socotra ; as, Socotrine aloes.

Sp-CRXT'lC, a. Relating to Socrates. The Socratie

Sp-CRAT'i-cAL, \
method of arguing is that which pro-

ceeds by putting questions to the opponent, so as to draw
from him an admission of the thing to be proved.

A, E, ij 6, u, y, long; X, , I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, p, y> Y> obscure. FARE, FAR, FisT, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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Bo-CRlT'j-CAL-LY, ad. With the Socratical mode or man-
ner.

S6c'RA-Tls.M, a. The philosophy or doctrine of Socrates.

SOC'RA-TIST, a. A disciple of Socrates. Martin.

S5o, 7i. [soed, D.] A green turf; a clod with grass on it.

SOD, a. Made of turf or sods. Cunningham.
SOD, i. from Seethe. Seethed. See SEETHE.
SO'DA, a. (Chem.) A mineral alkali or a fixed alkali; an
oxide of sodium, commonly obtained from the ashes of
marine plants ;

natron.

SO'DA-LITE,* a. (Min.) A mineral composed chiefly of

silica, alumina, and soda. Brande.

SP-DAL'I-TY, a. [sodalite, Fr.] A fellowship ; a fraternity.
Stillinvjlcet.

So'DA-WA'TER,a. Water impregnated with carbonic acid

gas; so called because frequently prepared by mixing
together, in water, the carbonate of soda and tartaric or
citric acid.

SOD'DEN, (-dn) p. from Seethe. Seethed. Shale. See SEETHE.
SOD'DY, a. Turfy ; full of sods. Cotgravc.
SOD'ER, [sod'er, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. R. Wb. ; so'der, P. ; si'-

der, K. Sm.] v. a. [souder, Fr.] [i. SODERED , pp. SODER-

ING, SODEHED.] To unite or fasten with a metallic ce-

ment ; to solder. It is generally written solder. See
SOLDER. %

SOD'ER, a. Metallic cement
;
solder. Collier.

SO'DI-UM,* a. (Chem.) The metallic base of soda, discov-
ered by Sir H. Davy, in 1808. It is a substance much re-

sembling potassium. Brande.

SoD'OM-iTE,* a. One guilty of sodomy. Ash.

SoD-OM-lT'i-CAL,* a. Relating to sodomy. Ash.

SOD'P-M,* n. The sin of Sodom
; unnatural crime. Ash.

SOE, a. A large wooden bucket or tub; a cowl. More. [Lo-
_cal, Eng.]

SOE'FUL,* n. As much as a soe will hold. //. More.

SO-EV'ER, ad. A word usually joined with a pronoun or

adverb, as who, what, how, &.C., giving a wider extent of

meaning ; as, whosoever, -whatsoever, howsoeoer.

SO'FA, a. [sofat, Per.] pi. SO'FA. [An alcove used in

Eastern countries.] A long, soft, easy seat, with cushions.

SSF'FIT,* n. (Arch.) A ceiling with cross-beams and orna-
mented compartments: the ornamented under part of
a larmier or drip. Crabb.

SO'FI,* (sS'fe) a. [Per.] pi. so'Fls. A religious person
among the Mahometans, otherwise called a dervise or der-

vish. Brande. Written also sophi and soofee.

SO'FIM,* a. The religious or mystical doctrines of the so-
fis. Brande.

SOF'ITE,* 71. See SOFFIT. Tanner.

||SOFT, (soft or slwft) [soft, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. R. ;

siwft, S. K. Wares.] a. [soft, Sax.
; saft, Tout.] Easily

yielding to pressure ;
not hard ; not rugged ; not rough :

ductile
;
malleable ; flexible ; yielding ; supple ; pliant :

tender ; mild
; gentle ;

kind ; not severe
;
meek

;
civil

;

placid; easy; effeminate; delicate; elegantly tender :

weak; simple: low; not loud -. smooth ; flowing;
not vehement

; not forcible ; not violent. 35=
" When

this word is accompanied by emotion, it is sometimes
lengthened into sawft, as Mr. Sheridan has marked it."

Walker.

[ISoFT, ad. Softly ; gently ; quietly. Spenser.

j SOFT, interj. Hold ; stop ;
not so fast. Shak.

||SoFT'EN, (sof'fn) v. a. [i. SOFTENED
; pp. SOFTENING,

SOFTENED.] To make soft
; to make less hard

; to make
mild, easy, yielding, kind, or placid ; to mollify ; to com-
pose ; to mitigate ;

to palliate ;
to alleviate

;
to make less

harsh, less vehement, or less violent. [cruel.
NSoFT'EN, (sof'fn) v. n. To grow soft, less hard, or less

HSOFT'EN-ER, (sof'fn-er) a. He or that which softens;
softner. Richardson.

foFT'EN-lNG,

(sof'fn-ing) 77. Act of making soft.

OFT'-GRiss,* a. (Bot.) A perennial plant. Crabb.

SFT'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a soft head
;
of weak intel-

lect. Bailey.

||S6FT'-HEX.RT-ED,
a. Kind-hearted; gentle; meek.

([SOFT'ISH,* a. Somewhat soft
; inclining to softness. Cham-

bers.

IISoFT'LiNG, a. An effeminate person. Woolton. [R.]
I'SOFT'LY, ad. In a soft manner

; with softness
; gently ;

mildly.

||S6FT'NER, (sof'ner) a. He or that which softens
;
soft-

ener. Swift.

||S6FT'NESS, n. Quality of being soft ; mildness
; civility ;

gentleness ; effeminacy ; pusillanimity ; facility ;
meek-

ness
;
weakness.

SOG'JSY, a. [sog-gr, Icel.
; soegcn, Welsh.] Moist

; damp ;

steaming with damp ; soaked with water. B. Jonson.

SO-HO', interj. A form of calling ; sportsman's halloo. Sfiak.

SOI-TJISANT* (swa'de-zang') a. [Fr.] Pretended
; would

.be CA. 06.

BolL, v. a. [sulen, Ger.
; souillcr, Fr.] [i. SOILED

; pp. SOIL-

ING, SOILED.] To make dirty; to foul; to pollute; to

stain; to sully; to tarnish: to manure: to feed, as
horses or cattle, with cut grass and other green food.

SOIL, 71. Dirt
; spot ; pollution ;

foulness. [sol, Fr. ; so-

lum, L.] Ground
;
earth

; mould ;
earth mixed with vege-

table matter
;
the primitive earths in a state of mixture

with organized matter fit for the growth of plants :

land; country. Milton. Dung; compost. Addison. To
take soil, to run into the water, as a hunted deer.

fSofL'l-NESS, 71. Stain; foulness. Bacon.

SOIL'ING,* a. The act of one who soils
;
a mode of feed-

ing horses and cattle, in the stable or yard, with grass
and other green food, brought to them, as'cut in the fields.

P. Cyc.

SolL'uRE, (-yur) 71. Stain
; pollution ; foulness. Shak. [R.]

fSotL'Y,* a. Dirty
_;

foul
;
soiled. Ash.

SOIR&E,* (swa-ra') a. [Fr.J An evening party held for

conversation. Brande.

||S6'JOyRN, (so'jurn) [so'jurn, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.;
so'jurn or sg-jurn', P.; S9-jlirn', Kcnrick, Entick j soj'urn,

Ash.] v. n. [sejourner, Fr.
; soggiornare, It.] [i. SOJOURN-

ED
; pp. SOJOURNING, SOJOURNED.] To dwell for a time;

to have a temporary abode ; to live as not at home.
Shak. An old word, somewhat antiquated.

35=
" This verb and noun, as may be seen in Johnson,

are variously accented by the poets ;
but our modern or-

thoepists have, in general, given the accent to the first

syllable of both words. Dr. Kenrick, Entick, and Bu-
chanan, accent the second syllable ; but Dr. Johnson,
Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ash, Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, Bailey,
Barclay, and Penning, the first. Mr. Scott gives both

accents, but that on the first syllable the first place."
Walker.

||S6'joyRN, (so'jurn) n. [sejour, Fr.] A temporary resi-

dence or abode. Milton.

||So'joyRN-ER, n. A temporary dweller. Dryden.
||So'joyRN-fNG, a. The act of one who sojourns.

Sd'joyRN-MENT,* a. Act or time of sojourning. Sir If.

Halford. [R.]
SOKE,* n. (Law) A privilege: a circuit or district in Lin-

colnshire, England, in which some particular power or

privilege is exercised. Crabb.

SOKE'MAN,* n. ; pi. SOKE'MEN. (Law) One who held by
no servile tenure, but paid rent as a soke, or sign of free-

dom. Brande.

SOKE'MAN-RY,* n. (Law} The tenure of socage. Blackstone.

SOKE'REVE,* a. (Law) A rent-gatherer in a lord's soke.
Crabb.

S5i,* n. [L.] The sun. [Fr.] A French copper coin
;
a

sou. Francis.

SOL, [sol,
Ja. K. R. ; sol, Wb.] n. The name of one of the

musical notes in sol-faing. See SOL-FA.

SOL'ACE, v. a. [solacicr, old Fr.
; sollazzare, It.] [i. SOLACED ;

pp. SOLACING, SOLACED.] To console
;
to allay; to com-

fort
;
to cheer.

|S6L'ACE, v. n. To take comfort; to be recreated. Shak.

SOL'ACE, .a. [solace,o\d Fr.] Comfort in grief; consolation j

alleviation ;
that which gives comfort or pleasure ; recre-

ation. [R.]
SOL'ACE-MENT,* n. Act of solacing; solace. E. Erving.
fSp-LA'cioys, (so-la'shus) a. [solacieux, Fr.] Affording

_comfort. Bale.

SO'LAK,* n. A bowman, or archer, belonging to the per-
sonal guard of the Grand Seignior. Crabb.

Sp-LXND'ER, a. [solandres, Fr.] A disease in horses. Bai-

ley.

So'LAND-GoosE, or Sd'LAN-GoosE, n. An aquatic fowl,
of about the size of a goose, remarkable for the quickness
of its sight; the gannet.

SP-LA'NI-A,* 71. (Chem.) The active principle of solanum

dulcamara, or woody nightshade. Francis,

SO-LA'NO,* n. [Sp.] A hot, oppressive wind, which blows

occasionally in the Mediterranean, particularly on the
eastern coast of Spain. Brande.

SO-LA'NVM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants. Sq-la'-
num tu-ber-o'sum, the plant of which the potato is the

root, a native of America. Solanum nigrum, the com-
mon nightshade Solajium lycopcrsicum, love-apple or

tomato. P. Cyc.

Sd'LAR, a. [solaire, Fr.
; Solaris, L.] Of or relating to the

sun; as, solar eclipse : measured by the sun
; as, solar

month, solar year Solar microscope, the common mi-

croscope connected to a reflector and condenser. Solar

system, that part of the universe which comprises the

sun and the various heavenly bodies which revolve

around him.

So'LAR, n. See SOLLAR.

S6'LA-RY, a. Relating to the sun
; solar. Boyle. [R.J

SOLD, 7. & p. from Sell. See SELL.

fSOLD, a. [sould, old Fr.] Military pay ;
warlike entertain-

ment. Spenser.

SOL'DAN, [sol'dan, S. P.Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ; sol'dfm, W. J. F.

K.] n. [souldan, old Fr., from the Ar.] Sultan. Milton.

fSoL'DA-NEL, ?i. [soldandla, L.] A plant. Miller.

IISOL'DER, (sol'der or s'der) [sol'der, W. P. J. Ja. R. ; &'-

der, K. Sm. ; sod'er, S. ; s'ol'der, F.] v. a. [souder, Fr.
;
sol-

dare, It.; solidare,' L.] [i.
SOLDERED ; pp. SOLDERING, SOL-

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RULE C, G, ?., g, acift ; &, , , g, hard ; OS Z
; ? as gz; THIS.
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DIKED.] To unite or fasten with metallic cement
;

to

mend
;
to unite any thing broken

;
to soder. See SODER.

93=
" Dr. Johnson seems to favor writing this word

without the I, as it is sometimes pronounced ;
but the

many examples he has brought, where it is spelt with /,

show sufficiently how much this orthography is estab-
lished." " Though our orthoepists agree in leaving
out the Z, they differ in pronouncing the o. Sheridan
sounds the o as in sod ; W. Johnston as in sober ; and Mr.
Nares as the diphthong aw. Mr. Smith says that Mr.
Walker pronounces the I in this word, but every work-
man pronounces it as rhyming with fodder; to which it

may be answered, that workmen ought to take their pro-
nunciation from scholars, and not scholars from work-
men." Walker.

IjSOL/DER, (sol'der or sl'der) n. Metallic cement ; soder.

!|S_OL'DER-ER, (s6l'der-er or si'der-er) n. One who solders.

SoL'DIER, (sol'jer) n. '[soldat, Fr. ; soudoyer, old Fr.] A
member of a military company, or of an army ; a fighting
man

;
a warrior; commonly a private soldier, as dis-

tinguished from an officer. By some corruptly pro-
nounced so'jer, both in England and the United States.

SoL'DiER-CaXB,* (sol'jer-) . A crustaceous animal. Gold-

smith.

SOL'DIER-ESS, (sol'jer-e's) n. A female warrior. Beaum. Sf Fl.

SOL'DIER-LIKE, (sol'jer-lik) a. Martial
; soldierly. Shak.

SOL'DIER-LY, j(s61'jer-ie) a. Becoming a soldier ;
martial.

SOL'DIER-SHIP, (sol'jer-ship) n. State or quality of a sol-

dier; military character; martial skill.

SOL'DIER-Y, (sol'jer-e) n. A body of military men
;
sol-

_diers, collectively. [fSoldiership ; military service. Sidney.]

SOLE, 7i. [solea, solum, L.1 The bottom of the foot; the

foot ; the bottom of the shoe
;
the part of any thing that

touches the ground : a small sea-fish.

SOLE, v. a. [i. SOLED ;pp. SOLING, SOLED.] To furnish with
soles

; as,
" to sole a pair of shoes."

SOLE, a. [sol, old Fr.
; solus, L.] Single; only; alone;

solitary. (Law) Not married. Ayliffe.

S5L'E-cT?M, n. [ffo\ot K iffu6s.] (Rhet.) An offence against
the rules of grammar or syntax, by the use of words in a

wrong construction. A barbarism may be of one word,
but a solecism must be of more. [Any unfitness or im-

propriety. B. Jonson.]
SOL'E-CIST, n. [o-oXoiKt<T7-j?j.] One who commits a sole-

cism. Blatkwall. [Crombie.
S5L-E-cis'Tic,* a. Containing a solecism ;

solecistical.

SoL-E-cIs'TJ-CAL, a. Relating to, or containing, a solecism.

SoL-E-cIs'TJ-CAL-Ly, ad. In a solecistical manner.

S6L']2-ciZE, v. n. [ffoXoiKi^w.] To practise solecism. More.

SOLE'LY, ad. With no other person or thing ; singly ; only.

S6L'EMN, (sol'em) a. [solemnel, or solennel, Fr. ; solemnis,

L.] Anniversary ; observed once a year with religious
ceremonies. Stillingfleet. Religiously grave J awful ; for-

mal ;
ritual ; striking with seriousness ;

sober
;
serious

;

affectedly serious.

SOL'EMN-BREATH-ING,* a. Diffusing solemnity. Smart.

SoL'EM-NESS,n. State of being solemn ; solemnity. Browne.

SO-LEM'NI-TY, n. [solemnite, or solennite, Fr.] A ceremony
or rite annually performed ;

a religious ceremony ;
state

of being solemn
; gravity ; seriousness

;
awful grandeur.

tSo-LEM'oVi-ZATE,* v. a. To solemnize. Burnet.

S6L-EM-N]-ZA'TlpN, TJ. Act of solemnizing ;
celebration.

SoL'EM-NlZE, v. a. [solemniser, Fr.] [i. SOLEMNIZED ; pp.

SOLEMNIZING, SOLEMNIZED.] To dignify by solemn cere-

monies
;
to celebrate in due form : to perform religious-

ly once a year. Hooker. To make solemn or serious
;
to

impress with awe. Wilberforce ; Dr. O. Greyory ; Ch. Ob.

&3=" This use ofsolemnize is common in the United States
;

and, though modern in England, it is now supported by
respectable English authorities.

S6L'EM-Nlz-ER,.ra. One who solemnizes. Todd.

SSL'EMN-Ly, (sol'em-le) ad. In a solemn manner
;
with

religious or due ceremonies ; seriously; earnestly.
SO'LEN,* n. A surgical machine, in which a broken leg is

placed. (Conch.) A bivalve shell-fish; the razor-shell,
or razor-sheath. Pennant.

SoL-E-NA'CEAN,* (-shan) n. (Conch.) A term applied to a

family of bivalve mollusks, of which the razor-shell or
solen is the type. Brande.

SOL-E-NA'CEOVS,* (-shus) a. Relating to the solenaceans.
P. Cyc.

SOLE'NESS, n. Single state. Ld. Chesterfield. [R.]
Sd'LEN-lTE,* n. A genus of shells

; a petrified solen.
Smart.

SO-LEN'P-DON,* n. (Zool.) A genus of insectivorous mam-
_mals.

P. Cyc.

So'LE-NOlD,* n.
[<ro.>X>yi> and

('&>?.] In electro-dynamics,
a small electrical current, named from its shape. Brande.

fSo'LERT,* a. Crafty; subtle. Cudworth.

SOLE'SHIP, 7t. Single state , soleness. Sir E. Bering-. PR.!

S6L-FX', [sol-fa', Ja. K. Sm. R. ; sol-fi', JTA.l v. n. (Mus.)
To exercise the voice on the gamut, while articulating the

syllables sol, fa, mi, ut, &c. A. Smith.

S6L-FA-NA'RI-A,* n. [It.] A sulphur mine. Smart.

SOL
-T'A'RA* n. [It.] (Geol) A volcanic vent, from

which sulphur, and sulphureous, watery, and acid vapors
and gases are emitted. Lyell.

SOLFATARITE,* 7i. (Min.) A mineral substance found in
the solfataras of Italy. Dana.

SOLFEGGTARE,* (sol-fed-jar'e) v. n. [It.] To sol-fa. Ham-
ilton. See SOL-FA.

Sp-Li'9'lT, (s9-lis'jt) v. a. [solicito, L.
; solliciter, Fr.] [i. SO-

LICITED
; pp. SOLICITING, SOLICITED.] To importune ;

to
entreat ;

to call to action
;

to summon ;
to implore ;

to
ask

;
to request ;

to crave
; to beg ;

to beseech
;
to suppli-

cate
; to try to obtain. [To disturb

;
to disquiet. Milton.]

Sp-Ltg'iT,* v. n. To make solicitation. Jlddison.

Sp-Lt9-l-TA'Tlp3V, n. [sollicitation, Fr.] Act of soliciting;
importunity ;

invitation
; excitement.

Sp-Li9'i-TpR, 71. [soUichcur, Fr.] One who solicits, impor-
tunes, or entreats: an attorney or counsellor at law;

particularly, and in distinction from an attorney, one
who practises in a court of chancery.

Sp-Li'9'i-TpR-EN'ER-AL,* n. A law-officer of the crown,
in England, who ranks next to the attorney-general, with
whom he is associated in the managing of the legal busi-
ness of the crown. FMCIJ.

Sp-Li'9'i-TOus, a. [solicitus, L.] Having solicitude; anxious
;

careful
; concerned.

Sp-Ll9'i-ToOs-LY, ad. Anxiously ;
with solicitude.

Sp-Li9'i-TOus-NESS,* n. State of being solicitous. Boyle.
Sp-Ll9'l-TRESS, 74. A woman who solicits. Dryden.
Sp-LY9'l-TUDE, n. [sollicitude, Fr.

; solicitudo, L.] Anxi-
ety ;

carefulness
; concern

;
care

;
anxious care.

SOL'ID, a. [solidus, L.
; sqlide, Fr.] Not liquid ;

not fluid :

not hollow ; full of matter; compact; dense: having all

the geometrical dimensions, length, breadth, and thick-
ness : strong ;

firm
;
hard

; substantial
;
stable ;

sound :

real; true; not empty ;
not fallacious; not light; not

superficial ; grave ; profound.
SOL'ID, 7i. A solid substance

; a magnitude which has

length, breadth, and thickness. pi. The bones, flesh,

&c., of the body, in distinction from the fluids.

fSoL'i-DARE,* 71. A small piece of money. Shak.

tS6L'l-DATE,_7>. a. [solido, L.] To consolidate. Cowley.
Sp-LlD-l-Fj-CA'TlpN,* n. Act of making solid. Brande.

Sp-LfD'l-FY,* V. a.
[i. SOLIDIFIED

; pp. SOLIDIFYING, SOLID-

IFIED.] To make solid
;
to reduce to the state of a solid

substance. Lardner.

SOL'ID-IM,* 7i. (Med.) The medical doctrine that refers

all diseases to alterations of the solid parts of the body.
Dunglison.

Sp-LYo'l-TY, n. [solidit^ Fr. ; soliditas, L.l State of being
solid ; fulness of matter

;
firmness

;
hardness

; compact-
ness

; density; not fluidity : reality; gravity.

SOL'ID-LY, ad. In a solid manner ; firmly ; densely.
SOL'ID-NESS, n. Solidity ;

firmness
; density. Bacon.

SoL-j-D&N'GV-LATE,* n. A soliped. Brande.

SOL-I-DON'GV-LOUS, a. [solidus and ungula, L.] Whole-
hoofed, as a horse.

SOL-I-FID'I-AN, n. [solus and fides, L.] One who supposes
that faith alone, without works, is necessary to salvation.

Hammond.
S5L-l-FlD'i-AN, a. Relating to the Solifidians. Fcltham.

S5L-i-FlD'i-AN-I$M, 7i. The tenets of Solifidians. Bp. Bull.

jSoL'l-FORM,* a. Formed like the sun. Cudworth.

Sp-LlL'p-QUiZE, (so-lil'9-kwiz) v. n. To utter a soliloquy.

Sp-LlL'p-Quy, (s9-lll'o-kwc) n. [soliloque, Fr.
;
solus and

loquor, L.] A discourse made by one in solitude to him-

self; a talking to one's self.

SOL'I-PED, n. [solus and pes, L.] An animal having a sin-

gle hoof on each foot
;
a solidungulate. $5= The last

syllable of the following class of words is derived from
the Latin word pes, foot; viz., biped, centipcd, cirroped,

condyloped, millcped, multiped, palmiped, plumiped, quadru-
ped, and soliped; and it would seem proper that the final

syllable in each should be spelled and pronounced in the
same manner. The last syllable of biped and quadruped
is uniformly written pcd, without a final e. With regard
to the others, usage is divided, though the final syllable of
most of them has been heretofore more commonly writ-

ten pede, with a final e; and it is pronounced by some
orthoepists long, and by others short. There is no good
reason for this diversity, and the best, and, perhaps,
only practicable mode of establishing uniformity, is to

spell them all without a final e, and pronounce the final

syllable, ped, short.

SoL-l-TAlRE', (sol-e-tir') n. [Fr.] A hermit. Pope. An
ornament for the neck. Shenstone. A game with cards.

SOL-I-TA'RI-AN, n. A hermit
;
a solitary. Sir R. Twisden.

fS5L-l-TA-Rl'E-TY,* ?t. State of being solitary. Cudworth.

SOL'I-TA-RI-LY, ad. In a solitary manner ;
in solitude.

SoL'i-TA-RJ-NESS, n. State of being solitary ;
solitude.

SoL'i-TA-RY, a. [solitaire, Fr.
; solitari**, L.] Living alone

,

single; lonely; not having company: retired; remote
from company ;

desolate ; gloomy; dismal.

SOL'J-TA-RY, n. One who lives alone; a hermit. Pope.

SoL'i-TtJDE, n. [solitude, Fr. ; solitudo, L.] State of being

I
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alone

;
a lonely life

; loneliness ; remoteness from compa-
ny ;

a place uninhabited
;
a lonely place; a desert.

So-Llv'A-GANT, a. [solivag-us, L.J Wandering about alone;
rolivagous. Granger.

Sp-Llv'A-GODs,* a. Wandering about alone. Gent. Mag.
SOL'LAR, n. [solarium, low L. ; sollier, old Fr.] [fAn up-

per room
;
a loft ; a garret. Tusser.] An entrance to a

mine
; a_room or gallery in a mine. A. Wood.

SOL,-MI-ZA'TIQN, (sol-me-za'shun) n. [from the musical
term sol mi.] (Mus.) The act of exercising the voice on
the gamut ; a kind of sol-faing. Dr. Burney.

So'Ld, n. [It.] pi. s6'LO. (Mas ) A piece of music, or a

movement, to be played or sung by one person only.

S6L/p-MON'-LpAF, n. A plant.

SOL'O-MON'^-SEAL, n. A perennial plant; convallaria.

SOL'STICE, (sol'stis) n. [solstice, Fr.
; solstitium, L.] The

time at which the sun is at the greatest distance from the

equator, which happens at mid-suinmer, (when the days
are longest,) and at mid-winter, (when the days are short-

est.)

SQL,-STI"TIAL, (sol-stish'al) a. [solstitial, Fr.] Belonging
to the solstice

;
haenin at the solstice. Solstitial

points, the two points in the ecliptic, at which the sun
arrives at the time of the solstice. The first points of
Cancer and Capricorn.

SQL-y-BtL'l-TY, n. State of being soluble. Glanville.

SOL'V-BLEJ a. [solubilis, L.] That may be dissolved
;
solv-

_able ; capable of dissolution ; relaxing.

So'LUND-GoosE, n. See SOLAND-GOOSE. Grew.

Sp-LtiTE',* a. Relaxed; free; licentious. Young. (Bot.)
Loose ;

free ; not adhering. Smart.

Sp-LU'TipN, n. [Fr. ; solutio, L.] Act of solving ;
act of

dissolving ; state of being solved or dissolved
;
that which

is dissolved
;
matter dissolved

;
resolution of a doubt

;
re-

moval of an intellectual difficulty; release; deliverance;
discharge. [Bacon.

SOL'V-TIVE, a. [solutif, Fr.] Laxative ; causing relaxation.

SoLV-A-BjfL'i-TY,* n. The state of being solvable ; ability
to pay all demands. Coleridge. [R.]

SOLV'A-BLE, a.
[Fr.]

That may be solved or explained ;

capable of laeing paid. Home Tooke.

SOLV'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being solvable. Jlsh.

SOLVE, (solv) v. a. [solvo, L.] [i.
SOLVED

; pp. SOLVING,
SOLVED.] To clear; to explain; to untie an intellectual

knot ;
to resolve

;
to unfold. [debts.

S5LV'EN-CY, n. State of being solvent : ability to pay all

S6LV'ENT,'a. [solvens, L.] Having power to dissolve, or to

cause dissolution : able to pay all debts contracted.

SOLV'ENT,* n. (Chem.) A substance or liquor that dissolves

bodies
;
a menstruum. Boyle.

SOLV'ER, n. He or that which solves.

SOLV'I-BLE, a. Solvable. Hale. See SOLVABLE.

fSo-MXT'lG, ) a. [o-u>AtarK<5$.] Corporeal ; belonging to

fSp-MAT'l-CAL, J
the body. Scott.

So'MA-TfsT, n. [o-w/^a.] One who admits the existence of
material substances only ; a materialist. Glanville. [R.]

S6-MA-ToL'p-GY, 7i. [<Tc3/ia and Atyco.] The doctrine of
material substances ; a treatise on the human body.

SdM'BRE, (som'ber) [som'ber, Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.] a. [som-
bre, Fr.] Dark ; gloomy ;

sombrous. Granger.
SOM'BRE-NESS,* (som'ber-ries) n. Gloom; darkness. Sat.

Mag.
'

,
or SOM'BROVS, [som'brus, Ja. Sm. R. Wb.;

som'brus or som'brus, K.] a. Dark
; gloomy ;

sombre. Knox.
SSniE. A termination of many adjectives, which denote a

quality or property of any thing; as, gamesome, [saam, D.]
S6ME, (sum) a. More or less, as to quantity or as to num-
ber ;

certain ; any; one without determining which. It is

added to a number to show that the number is uncertain
and conjectural ; as,

" some ten leagues to the westward."

S6ME, (sum) indef. adj. pron. Some people ;
some persons ;

somethings. It is often opposed to others; as, "Some
are happy, while others are miserable." Murray.

SOME'BQD-Y, (sum'bpd-e) n. One
;
a person not identified

;

a person of importance or consideration.

tS6ME'DEAL,, (sum'del) ad. In some degree. Spenser.

S6ME'HO\v, (sum'hbu) ad. In one way or other. Chcyne.
S<!>M:'ER-SAUL,T, (sum'er-sawlt) n. [soubresault, old Fr.J
Somerset. Browne.

SOM'ER-SET, (sum-) n. [soprassalto, It.] A leap in which
the heels are thrown over the head : written also som-

ersault, summerset, and summersault.

SOIMC'ER-VILL-ITE,* n. (Min.~) A crystallized mineral. Dana.

S6ME'TH]NG, (sum'thing) n. A thing, indefinitely ;
a mat-

ter indeterminate ;
a thing meriting consideration

;
a part.

S^ME'THING, ad. In some degree. Temple.
S<$ME'TIME. (sum'tlm) ad. Once; formerly ;

at one time.

S6ME'TiME, (sum'tlmz) ad. Not never; now and then
;
at

one time or other ; at one time.

SSME'WHAT, (sum'hwot) n. Something; a little; more
or less

; part greater or less.

S6ME'WHAT, (sum'hwot) ad. In some degree ;
more or less.

S6ME'WHERE, (sum'hwir) ad. In one place or another.

, (sum'hwil) ad. Once
;
for a time. Spenser.

S6ME r

WHfTH-ER,*o<Z. To some place. Smart.

SSM'MITE,* n. (Min.) Nepheline of Somma. Brande.

SQM-NXM-BV-LA'TION,* n. Act of walking in sleep. Smart.

SPM-NXM'BULE,* n. A somnambulist. Qw. Rev.

SOM-NAM'BV-LTC,* a. Relating to somnambulism. Qw. Rev.

SpM-NXM'BV-Ll?M,* n. The act of walking in sleep ;
what-

ever is done by a person apparently insensible to external

objects, who acts as if he were in a state of consciousness.
P. Cyc.

SpM-NXM'By-LlST, n. [somnus and amlulo, L.] One who
walks in his sleep, or practises somnambulism.

fSdM'NER, n. A summoner. See SUMMON-ER. [ridge.
S6M'NJ-AL,* a. [somnium, L.] Relating to dreams. Cole-

S5M'N|-A-TfVE,* a. Relating to, or producing, dreams.

Coleridge. [R.]
SOM-NiF'ER-ous, a. [somniftre, Fr.

; somnifer, L.] Causing
sleep; procuring sleep ; soporiferous. Burton.

SpM-NlfF'ic, a. [somnus and/acio, L.] Causing sleep ; som-
niferous.

SPM-NII/P-QUENCE,* n. The act of talking in sleep ; sleep-
talking. Dendy.

SpM-NiL'p-QUlM,* n. Act of talking in sleep or while

dreaming; somniloquence. Coleridge.
SpM-NlL'p-QuIST * n. One who talks in sleep. Dendy.
S&M'wi-B'iu,* n. [L.] A dream; a combination of ideas or

images that present themselves to the mind during sleep.

Dunglison.
SSM'Np-LENCE, J n. [somnolentia, L.] Sleepiness ;

inclina-

SOM'NO-LEN-CY, \ turn to sleep. Gower.

SOM'NO-LENT, a. [somnolentus, L.] Sleepy ; drowsy.
S6N, (sun) n. [suna, Sax.; sohn, Ger.

; sore, Swed. ; sone, D.] A
male child : correlative to father or mother : a descend-

ant, however distant
; as,

" the sons of Adam :
" a

compellation ofan old man to a young man, or ofa priest or

teacher to his disciple: a native of a country: any
person or thing in which the relation of a son to a father

is perceived or imagined.
SQ-WA' TA, [so-na'ta, S. W. P. F. ; so-na'ta, J. Ja. K. Sm.

Wb.] 71. [It.] (Mus.) A tune or composition to be per-
formed wholly by instruments.

S6N'cy, or SdN'sy, a. Pleasant; lucky; fat; thriving.
Brockett. [North of Eng.J

SSNG, 7i. That which is sung or fit to be sung ;
a ballad

;
a

poem ; lay ;
strain

; hymn : poetry ; poesy : notes of
birds : a trifle. An old song-, a mere trifle. More.

fSoNG'iSH, a. Consisting of or like songs. Dryden.
SSNG'STER, n. A person or a bird that sings
SONG'STRESS, n. A female singer. Thomson.

S<?-NlF'ER-oOs, a. [sonus and fcro, L.] Bringing sound
;

sonorific. Derham.
SftN'-iN-LAW, n. A man married to one's daughter.
SON'NET, n. [sonnet, Fr.

; sonnetto, It.] A short song or

poem; specially, a short poem consisting of fourteen

lines, rhymed according to an intricate, but not always
precisely similar, arrangement.

fSoN'NET, v. n. To compose sonnets. Bp. Hall.

SON-NET-EER', n. [sonnetier, Fr.] A writer of sonnets ;
a

small poet.

fS6N'NET-ER, n. Same as sonneteer. Shak.

fSoN'NET-lfsT, n. Same as sonneteer. Bp. Hall.

SON'NET-JZE,* v. n. To compose sonnets. Maunder.

SON'NET-WRIT-ER, (-rlt-er)ra. A writer of sonnets; ason-
neteer. Warton.

SON'NITE,* 7i. One of a Mahometan sect. Ency. Called
also Stinnites, Sconces, and Sunnies.

SQ-NOM'E-TER,* n. A measure of sound. Smart.

SoN-Q-RlF'ic, a. [sonorus and facio, L.] Giving or produc-

ing_sound. Watts.

SQ-NO'ROVS, a. [sonoreuz, old Fr.
; sonorus, L.] Giving

sound when struck
; loud-sounding; giving a loud or shrill

sound ; high-sounding ;
shrill.

SQ-NO'ROVS-LY, ad. In a sonorous manner ;
with sound.

SQ-NO'ROVS-NESS, re. The quality of being sonorous.

S6N'SHIP, n. State of a son
;

filiation. Waterland.

SOOD'ER,* n. The fourth caste among the Hindoos, con-

sisting of artisans, laborers, and servants. Booth.

SOOFEE,* n. A term applied to a Persian dynasty. P. Cyc.
It is applied likewise to a religious person, and written

also sofi and sophi. [SEMOLINA.
SooJEE,*n. A granular substance of wheat. W.Rncy. See

SOON, ad. [suns, Goth.
; sona, Sax.

; saen, D.] Before longj

shortly ; early ; quickly ; readily ; willingly. [a. Speedy.

Sidney.] rfs soon as, immediately ;
at the very time.

SOONEE,* 7i. One of the sect of the Mahometans who fol-

low the traditions. Called also Sonnite, and Sunnies, and

opposed to Shiite. Hamilton.

fSooN'LY, ad. duickly; speedily. More.

S6oP'BER-RY, 7i. See SOAPBERRY.

IISOOT, (sot or sOt) [sQt, J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; sut, S. P.

Kenrick; sot, W. K. R.] n.' The powdery black mass

deposited by smoke when becoming cool
;
condensed

95=
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of the black art themselves, against me in the pronuncia-
tion of this word, I have ventured to prefer the regular
pronunciation to the irregular. The adjective sooty has
its regular sound among the correctest speakers, which
has induced Mr. Sheridan to mark it so

;
but nothing can

be more absurd than to pronounce the substantive in one
manner, and the adjective, derived from it by adding y,
in another. The other orthoepists, therefore, who pro-
nounce both these words with the oo like H, are more
consistent than Mr. Sheridan, though, upon the whole,
not so right." Walker.

fSoOTE, or SOTE, a. Sweet. See SWEET. [soot.

IJSOOT'ED, (sot'ed orsut'ed) a. Smeared or covered with

S60T'ER-KIN, n. A kind of false birth fabled of Dutch

women, from sitting over their stoves. Swift.

tSoOTH, n. Truth; reality. Shak. Prognostication. Spen-
ser. Sweetness

;
kindness. Shak.

fSooTH, a. True ; faithful. Shak.

SdOTHE, (s8th) v. a.
[i. SOOTHED ; pp. SOOTHING, SOOTHED.]

To allay ;
to compose ; to assuage ;

to tranquillize ;
to

calm
;
to soften

;
to mollify : to gratify ;

to pacify ;
to mit-

igate ;
to appease. $5=

"
Tli, at the end of words, is

sharp, as death, breath, &c., except in beneath, booth, with,
and the verbs to sceth, to smooth, to sooth, to mouth, all

which ought to be written with e final, not only to dis-

tinguish some of them from the nouns, but to show that

th is soft ; for th, when final, is sometimes pronounced
soft, as in to mouth ; yet the, at the end of words, is never

pronounced hard. There is as obvious an analogy for this

sound of th in these verbs, as for the z sound of s in verbs

ending in se ; and why we should write some verbs with

e, and others without it, is inconceivable. The best way
to show the absurdity of our orthography, in this particu-

lar, will be to draw out the nouns and verbs as they stand
in Johnson's Dictionary :

Nouns, <$<;. Verbs.

Bath, to bathe
;

Breath,
"

breathe;" clothe
;" uncloath

;"
loathe;" mouth

;

Cloth,

Loath,
Mouth,

Nouns, 4*c.

Sheath,
Smooth,
Sooth,
Swath,

Wreath,

Verbs,

to sheath, sheathe ;

' smooth
;

' sooth ;

' swathe
;

' wreath ;

' inwreathe.
"
Surely nothing can be more evident than the analogy

of the language in this case. Is it not absurd to hesitate

a moment at writing all the verbs with e final. This is a

departure from our great lexicographer which he himself
would approve, as nothing but inadvertency could have
led him into this unmeaning irregularity." Walker.

Although Walker speaks so decidedly on this matter,
yet he has not accommodated the orthography of all these
words to the principle which he inculcates. It could be
wished that all the words of this class were conformed in

their orthography to this rule. The only ones which are
not now actually, by respectable usage, conformed to it,

are the verbs to mouth and to smooth, which we hardly
ever see written to mouthe and to smoothe.

SOOTH'ER, n. One who soothes or tranquillizes.

S66TH'iNG-LY, ad. In a soothing manner.
tSooTH'LY, ad. In truth ; really. Hales.

SOOTH'SAY, v. n. To predict ; to foretell. Acts xvi. [R.]
fSooTH'SAY, TO. A true saying: a prediction. Spenser.
SOOTH'SAY-ER, (soth'sa-er) n. A foreteller; a predicter.

SOOTH'SAY-ING, TO. Act of foretelling ; prediction.

||S66T'i-NESS, n. The quality of being sooty.

IISOOT'Y, (s6t'e.or sQt'e) [sut'e, J. E. F. Ja. Sm.; s8t'e, S.

W. K. ; sut'e, P.] a.' Breeding soot ; consisting of soot;
covered with soot ; black

;
dark ; dusky.

|JS6oT'y,
v. a. To make black with soot. Chapman.

S6P, TO. Any thing steeped in liquor, commonly to be eaten :

any thing given to pacify, from the sop given to Cerberus.

S6P, u. a.
[i. SOPPED; pp. SOPPING, SOPPED.] To steep in

liquor ;
to immerse in gravy, or any liquid.

60PE, TO. See SOAP.

SOPH, (sof) n. [sophista, L.l A disputant; sophister ;
a

student of two years' standing in a university. Pope.
So'PHl, TO. [Per.] The king or emperor of Persia

;
sofi.

fSOPH'lC,* a. Teaching wisdom
; sophical. Richardson.

fS6PH'l-CAL, a. [ffo<pia.] Teaching wisdom. Dr. Harris.

S6PH'!?M, (s5f 'jzm) TO. [sophisme, Fr. ; sophisma, L.] An
appearance of truth without the reality ; a specious but
fallacious argument ;

an unsound subtilty ;
a fallacy.

SSPH'IST, (sof 'jst) TO. [sophiste, Fr.
; sophista, L.] [A pro-

fessor of philosophy. Temple.] One who teaches or prac-
tises the art of subtle but fallacious reasoning: an un-
dergraduate at the university of Cambridge, England ;

sophister. Crabb.

85PH'JS-TER, (sSf 'js-ter) n. A disputant fallaciously sub-
tle ;

an artful but insidious logician. Shak. A professor of

philosophy ;
a sophist. Hooker. An undergraduate.

fS6pH'is-TER, v. a. To maintain by sophistry. Ld. Cobham.

Sp-PHls'Tic, ) a. [sophistique, Fr.] Relating to sophis-
Sp-PHls'Ti-CAL, \ try ; containing sophistry ; fallaciously

subtle
; logically deceitful.

SP-PHIS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. With fallacious subtlety. Swift.

SP-PHIS'TI-CAL-NSS,*TO. Quality of being sophistical, Ash.

So-PHIS'TI-CATE, v. a. [sophistiquer, Fr.] [i. SOPHISTICAT-
ED; pp. SOPHISTICATING, SOPHISTICATED.] To adulterate;
to corrupt with something spurious ;

to vitiate. Drydtn.
RO-PHIS'TI-CATE, a. Adulterate

;
not genuine. Cowley.

SO-PHIS-TI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of sophisticating ;
adul-

teration. Boyle. [terator.
So-PHis'Ti-CA-TpR. n. One who sophisticates ; an adul-

SOPH'IS-TRY, (sof'j's-tre) n. [fLogical exercise. Felton.]

^Fallacious reasoning ; 'a subtle fallacy ;
false logic.

SOPH'P-MORE,* 71. A student, in an American college, in
his second year. Willard.

SOP-IN-WINE, or SOPS-IN-WINE, 7i. A kind of pink : an
apple Spenser.

S6^p'oR,*_n. [L.] A profound sleep. Dunglison.
fSjOP'p-RATE, v. a. [soporo, L.J To lay asleep. Cudworth.

SoP-Q-RJF'ER-of;s, a. [soporifcr, L., from sopor and fero.]
Productive of sleep; causing sleep; narcotic; soporific;

^omniferous ; anodyne ; sleepy. Swift.

SOP-Q-RIF'ER-OUS-NESS, TO. The quality of causing sleep.
S6p-p-RiF'ic, [sop-9-rIf 'jk, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; s6-p?-rlf 'jk,

J?.
P. E. K.] a. Causing sleep ; opiate ; narcotic.

SOP-O-RIF'IC,* ?i. (Med.} A soporific medicine, or a med-
icine causing sleep. Ch. Ob.

S5P-Q-ROSE',* a. Sleepy; causing sleep. Brit. Almanac.

fSop'p-ROtJS, a. [soporus, L.] Sleepy; causing sleep; sop-
orific. OreenhiU.

SOP'PER, n. One who steeps any thing in liquor.

So-PRA'Nd,*n. [It.] pi. so-PR'A'Nf. (Mus.} Treble; the

supreme or highest vocal part. Crabb.

SORB, TO. [sorbum, L.] The service-tree; the berry of the
tree. Milton.

SORB'-XP-PLE,* n. The fruit of the service-tree. Ash.

SOR'BATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt composed of sorbic acid and
a base. Ure.

SOR-BE-FA'CIENT,* (sor-be-fa'shent) a. (Med.} Promoting
absorptioji. Dunglison.

SOR-BE-FA'CIENT,* TO. A substance which causes absorp-
tion

;
a substance used for removing superfluous or nox-

ious fluids. Park.

SOR'BIC,* a. (Chem.} Derived from the sorb. Ure.

fSoR'BlLE, a. [sorbeo, L.] That may be drunk. Bailey.

|SpR-Bi"TipN, (sor-blsh'un) n. [sorbitio, L.] Act of drink-

ing. Cockeram.

SOR-BON'I-CAL, a. Of or belonging to the Sorbonne. Bale.

SOR'BPN-!ST', n. A doctor of the theological house of the

Sorbonne, in the ancient university of Paris. The Sor-

bonne was also a term used in general for the whole fac-

ulty of theology there.

SOR'CER-ER, TO. [sorcier, Fr.
; sortiarius, low L., from sor-

tes, L.] One who practises sorcery ;
a conjurer ;

an en-
chanter

;
a magician ;

a necromancer.

SOR'CER-ESS, TO. A female magician ;
an enchantress.

SoR'cER-oDs, a. Containing enchantments. Bale. [R.]

SOR'CE-RY, TO. The art or practice of sorcerers ; magic ;
en-

chantment ; conjuration; witchcraft; charms.

SORD, [sord., W. P. J. F. K.; sord, Wb.} n. [corrupted
from s-icard.] Turf; grassy ground. Milton. See SWARD.

SoR'DA-WAL-lTE,* TO. (Min.} A mineral found at Sorda-
wald in Finland. Knowles.

SOR'DES, n. [L.] Foulness ; dregs. Woodward.

SOR-DET', n. Same as sordine. Bailey.

SbR'DlD, a. [sordide, Fr. ; sordidus, L.] Foul
; gross ; filthy ;

dirty. Bp. Hall. Intellectually dirty ;
mean ; vile ; base.

Cowley. Covetous
; niggardly ; penurious ; parsimonious.

Denham.
SOR'DID-LY, ad. In a sordid manner; meanly ; basely.

SOR'DID-NESS, TO. State of being sordid
;
meanness.

SpR-DlNE', (sor-den') [sgr-den', W. P. Ja. K. ; sbr'djn, Sm.]
n. [sourdine, Fr.

; sordina, It.] A small pipe put into the

mouth of a trumpet, or on the bridge of a violin, to dead-
en the sound.

SORE, n. [sar, Sax. ; saur, Dan.] A place tender and painful,
as from excoriation : an ulcer. [fA hawk of the first

year ;
a buck of the fourth year. Spenser.]

SORE, a. Tender to the touch
;
tender to the mind

; easily
vexed ;

violent with pain ; afflictively vehement ; griev-
ous. [fCriminal. Shak.]

fSoRE, ad. [scr, or sehr, Ger.
; seer, Teut.] Intensely ;

in a

great degree ; grievously ; painfully.
" They all wept

sore." Acts.

fSoRE, v. a. To wound ; to make sore. Spensey.

jSoRE'HON, or fSORN, n. An arbitrary exaction of bed
and board from tenants, formerly practised in Scotland

and Ireland. Spenser.

fSoRE'HQN,* or fSoRN,* i'. w. To obtrude on friends for

bed and board. Macbean.

SOR'EL, [sSr'el, P. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; so'rel, S. W. J. F.] TO.

A biick of trie third year. a. Reddish. See SORREL.

SORE'LY, ad. With great pain or distress ; grievously.

SORE'NESS, TO. State of being sore ;
tenderness.

Sd'Rl,* TO. pi. [o-wpdj.] (Bot.} The small heaps of reproduc-
tive granules found on ferns ;

fructification of ferns. P.

Cyc.SQ-PHIS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. With fallacious subtlety. Swift. Cyc.
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SQ-RI'TE, n. [o-wpsfrr/j.J (Logic) An abridged form of

stating a series of syllogisms ;
an argument where one

proposition is accumulated on another. Watts.

SORN, n. & v. See SOREHON.
SQ-ROR'I-CIDE, [so-ror'e-sld, W. P. Ja. ; S9-ro're-sid, S. K.

Sm.] n. [soror and ccedo, L.] The murder of a sister
;
the

murderer of a sister.

SOR'RAGE, .. Blades of green wheat or barley. Bailey.

SOR'RANCE, n. A disease or sore in horses. Bailey.
SOR'REL, n. [sorel, Fr.] A genus of plants ;

oxalis: a
sort of grass or weed having an acid taste.

,

SOR'REL, a. [satire, Fr.] Reddish
; inclining to a red color

;

as, a sorrel horse. Cotgraoe.
SOR'REL. See SOREL.

S6R'REL-TRE,* n. A small ornamental tree, the leaves
of which are sometimes used in dyeing. Farm. Ency.

SOR'RI-LY, ad. Meanly ; poorly ; despicably ; wretchedly.
SOR'RI-NESS, n. State of being sorry; meanness ;

wretch-
edness

; despicableness. Bailey. [R.]
SoR'ROW, (sor'ro) v. n. [i. SORROWED ; pp. SORROWING, SOR-

ROWED.] To grieve ;
to be sad ; to be dejected. Shak.

SOR'ROW, (sor'ro) n. Grief; affliction; trouble; pain for

something past ; sadness; mourning.
SSR'ROWED, (sor'rod) a. Accompanied with sorrow. Shak.

86R'RQW-FUL, (sor'ro-ful) a. Full of sorrow ;
sad for some-

thing past ;
mournful

; grieving. [fDeeply serious. 1 Sam.]
SSR'ROW-FUL-LY, ad. In a sorrowful manner.

SOR'RQW-FOL-NESS, n. State of being sorrowful.

SSR'RQW-tNG, n. Expression of sorrow.

SSR'RQW-LESS, a. Without sorrow. Hewyt.
SOR'RY, a. [{Dismal. Spenser.] Feeling sorrow ; grieved ;

sorrowful: vile; pitiful; worthless.

SORT, n. [sorte, Fr.] A kind
;
a species ;

a class or order of

persons : a manner; a form of being or acting ;
a degree

of any quality : a company ; rank
;
condition above the

vulgar. [fA set
; a suit. Shak.] [sort, Fr. ; sortes, L.

fLot. Shak.] pi. (Printing) Any letters, points, marks,
or quadrats, which are either deficient or redundant in

quantity. 95= "There is an affected pronunciation of
this word so as to rhyme with port." Walker.

SORT, v. a. [sortiri, L.
; assortire, It.] [i.

SORTED ; pp. SORT-

ING, SORTED.] To separate into classes; to distribute; to

reduce to order
; to conjoin ;

to put together in distribu-

tion
; to arrange.

SORT, v. n. To be joined with others of the same species ;

to consort ; to join ; to suit
; to fit. [sortir, Fr. To ter-

minate
;
to issue. .Bacon.]

SORT'A-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may be sorted. [{Suitable. Ba-

con.]

fSoRT'A-BLY, ad. Suitably; fitly. Cotgrave.
fSoRT'AL, a. Belonging to the sort. Locke.

fSoRT'ANCE, n. Suitableness
; agreement. Shak.

SORT'ED,*^. a. Reduced to order
;
classed.

SORT'ER,* ?i. One who sorts or separates. A. Smith.

SOR-TIE',* (sbr-te') n. [Fr.] (Mil.) A sally ; a sudden attack

made by the inhabitants of a besieged place upon the be-

siegers. Brande.

SOR'TI-LEOE, n. [sortilege, Fr.
; sortilegium, L.] Act or

practice of drawing lots. Bailey.

SqR-Tl-L'Giovs, (-jus) a. Relating to sortilege. Daubuz.

tSoR-Ti"TlQN, n. [sortitio, L.] Selection by lot. Bp. Hall.

fSoRT'MENT, n. Act of sorting; assortment. Johnson.

SO'RY,* n.(Cliem.~) An old name for sulphate of iron. Francis.

S6ss, v. n. To sit or fall lazily into a chair. Swift. To lap
water as a dog ;

to swill. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]
Boss, 7i. [fA lazy fellow. Cotgrave.] A heavy fall. Brockett.

Boss,* v. a. To throw carelessly ; to toss. Swift.

SOT, n. [sot, Norm.
; sot-stipe, Sax.

; sot, Fr.
; sot, Teut.]

[fA blockhead ; a dolt. Shak.] A wretch stupefied by
drinking ;

an habitual drunkard.

S5T, v. a. To stupefy ;
to besot. Dryden. [R.]

SOT, v. n. To tipple to stupidity. Goldsmith.

fSoTE,* a. Sweet. Fairfax.

SOTH'IC,* a. Noting the Egyptian year of 365 days. Bromide.

Sothic period, a period in Egyptian chronology of 1460

years, in which their months returned to the same day of
the year. Park. It is also called the Sothiac period.

SOT'TISH, a. Dull
; stupid ;

besotted
;
drunken

;
intem-

perate.

SOT'TISH-LY, ad. In a sottish manner ; stupidly.

S6T'TJSH-NESS, re. State of being sottish ; stupidity.

Sdu,* (so) ?i. [Fr.] pi. Sdu$, (soz) A French copper coin;
the twentieth part of a franc ;

sol. Crabb. See Sous.

Sdu'BAH,* n. A province or a viceroy in Hindostan. Mau-
rice.

Sdu-BR&TTE f *
(sd-bret')n. [Fr.] A waiting-maid. Sir W.

Scott.

BoOcE, n. See SOUSE.

iu-9HONG', (so-shong') [so-shong', P. E. K. Sm. Wb.;
sou-chbng', W. J. Ja.] n. A kind of black tea, superior to

Congo.
fSouGH, (suf) 7?. n. [socffen, Teut.] To whistle, applied to

the wind. Hist. Royal Society.

SOUGH, (suf) [suf, Ja. K. R. Wb.; sof, P. 8m.] n. A sub-

terraneous drain
; a small box or drain

; an adit. Ray.
A whistling of the wind ; a sound. Nares.

SOUGHT, (s&wt) i. &. p. from Seek. See SEEK.
SOUL, (sol) n. [saul, Sax. ; saal, Icel.

; secle, Ger.] That part
of man which is considered distinctly from the material

body, as giving it life, sensibility, and understanding ;
the

immaterial and immortal spirit ofman ; the mind ;
intellec-

tual principle; vital principle; spirit; essence; quintes-
sence

; principal part ; interior power ;
active power :

fire ; grandeur of mind : a human being.

fS_6uL, (sol) v. a. To endue with a soul. Chaucer.

SOUL, or SOWL, (sol) v. n. To afford suitable sustenance
Warner. [Local, England.]

tSouL'-BELL, (sol'bel) re. The passing bell. Bp. Hall.

SOUL-CQN-FIRM'ING,* a. Giving confidence. Shak.

SOUL-DE-STROY'ING,* a. Destroying the soul. Evan. Mar.
SOUL'DIER, (sol'jer) n. See SOLDIER.

SouL-Di-AED',(-diz-ezd')a. Diseased in mind. Spenser.
S6uL-DJ-6Lv'lNG,* a. Dissolving the soul. Smart.

SOULED, (sold) a. Furnished with a soul or mind. Dryden.
SOUL'LESS, (sol'les) a. Without soul

;
mean

; low ; spirit-

Jess.
SOUL'-RE-FRESH'JNG,* a. Refreshing the soul. Cowper.
SOUL'-RE-VIV'ING,* a. Reviving the soul. Watts.

SOUL'SCOT,* n. (Law) An ancient mortuary. Blackstone.

SOUL'-SELL-ING,* a. Selling the soul. Smart.

fSouL'SHOT,'?!. An ancient funereal duty paid for a soul's

requiem : same as soulscot. Ayliffe.

SouL'sIcK, (sol'sik) a. Diseased in mind. Bp. Hall.

SOUL'-STIR-RING,* a. Stirring or moving the soul W Tr-

ying.
SOUL'-SVB-DU'JNG,* a. Subduing the soul. Collins.

SOUL'-VEXED,* (-vext) a. Vexed at heart. Shak.

SoOND, a. Whole
; healthy ; hearty ; not morbid ; not dis-

eased
;
not hurt ; not disordered ;

sane : right ; not er-

roneous ; orthodox : stout ; strong ; lusty : valid
; not

failing : fast; hearty; thorough; deep, applied to

sleep.

SOUND, ad. Soundly ; heartily ; completely fast. Spenser.

SoOND, n. [sund, High D.J
A shallow sea, such as may be

sounded : the air-bladder of a fish : the cuttle-fish.

SoOND, re. [sonde, Fr.] An instrument to try the depth of a
wound ; a probe.

SoOND, 7i. [sore, Fr. ; sonus, L.] The sensation produced
by the vibrations of the air, or other medium, with which
the organ of hearing is in contact

; any thing audible ;

noise
;
tone

; empty noise.

SoOND, v. n. [i. SOUNDED ; pp. SOUNDING, SOUNDED.] To
make a noise ; to emit a noise

;
to exhibit by sound ; to

be conveyed in sound : to try the depth of water with
a sounding-line.

SoOND, v. a. To cause to sound
;
to play on ; to command

by a sound
;
to celebrate by sound : to try the depth

of; to search by a plummet or line ;
to try ;

to examine.

SdOND'A-BLE,* a. That may be sounded. Perry.

SoOND'-BOARD, (-bord) 71, A board which propagates sound
in an organ ;

a board to strengthen and extend a speaker's
voice

; sounding-board. [Rev.
SoOND'-HEART-ED,* a. Having an uncorrupted heart. Ed.

SoOND'lNG, a. Uttering or making a sound ; sonorous.

SoOND'JNG, TZ. Act of trying the depth of water with a

plummet: act of emitting a sound ;
sound emitted.

pi. A depth of water, or place, where the bottom can be
reached.

SoOND'iNG-BoARD,* n. A board or mechanism to propa-
gate sound ;

a sound-board. Burney.
SoOND'iNG-LlNE,* re. A line for measuring the depth of

water.' Scott.

SoOND'LESS, a. Not to be fathomed ;
without sound.

SoOND'Ly, ad. In a sound manner
; healthily ; heartily ;

truly ; rightly : fast
; closely ; deeply, used of sleep-

ing.

SoOND'NEss, 7i. State of being sound ;
health

; heartiness;
truth

;
rectitude ; incorrupt state ; strength ; solidity.

SoGND'-P5sT,* re. A post withinside of a violin, &c.,
as a prop between the back and belly of the instrument.

Crabb.

SOUP, (sop) 71. [soupe, Fr.] Strong decoction of flesh for

food
;
a rich broth.

fSouP, (sop) v. a. To sup. Widiffe. To breathe out* Camden.

fSouP, (s_6p)
v. re. To sweep ;

to pass with pomp. Bp. HaU.

S6up'-LA-DLE,* n. A ladle for soup. Shenstone.

SoOR, a. Acid to the taste ;
acid to the mental taste ; acid;

pungent on the palate, with aslringency, as vinegar or un-

ripe fruit; tart; acetous: sharp; acrimonious; harsh;
crabbed ; morose ;

afflictive ; expressing discontent.

SoOR, n. An acid substance. Spenser. [R.]

S60R, v. a. [L SOURED
; pp. SOURING, SOURED.] To make

acid
;
to make harsh, uneasy, or discontented; to alien-

ate.

SoOR, v. n. To become acid
;
to grow peevish or crabbed.

SOURCE, (sors) [sors, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.;

s8rs, P. Kenrick.] n. [source, Fr.] Spring ;
fountain ;

head
;

original ; origin ;
rise

;
first cause ;

first producer.
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$y=- "Some respectable speakers have attempted to

give the French sound to the diphthong in this word and
its compound resource, as if written soorcc, and resource',

but, as this is contrary to analogy, so it is to general
usage." Walker.

SoUR'cRoOT,* J 7i. A German dish prepared from cabbage ;

SOUR'KROUT,* \ pickled cabbage ;
saur-kraut. Qu. Rev.

SOUR'DET, n. [sourd, Fr.] The little pipe of a trumpet.
SOUR'DOCK, n. A plant ;

sorrel. Smart.

SOUR'-EYED,* (Id) a. Having a sour look. Shak.

SoOR'GOURD,* ft. A plant. Crabb.

SOUR'JNG,* M. The act of making sour; acid. Ash. A
sour apple.

SOUR'ISH, (sour'jsh) a. Somewhat sour. Boyle.

SouR'Ly, ad. With sourness
;
with acrimony ; painfully.

SOUR'NESS, n. Quality of being sour; acidity; asperity.

SOUR'SOP, n. The West Indian custard-apple. Miller.

Sous, (so) [s6, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; sous or s6, W.} n.

[sol, or sou, Fr.] A French penny. J^T Considered as a
French word, it is the plural of sou. See Sou.

SOUSE, n. [soute, D.] Pickle made of salt; any thing

parboiled kept in salt pickle : a dish made of the pickled

ears, feet, <fcc. of swine : the ear, as of a hog, from its

being frequently pickled or soused: a violent attack,
as of a bird striking its prey. Orose.

SOUSE, v. a.
[i.

SOUSED
; pp. SOUSING, SOUSED.] To parboil,

and steep in pickle : to throw into water: to strike

with sudden violence, as a bird its prey.
SOUSE, v. n. To fall with violence, or as a bird on its prey.

SoCsE, ad. With sudden violence. Young.
fSou'TER, (so'ter) . A shoemaker ;

a cobbler. Chaucer.

tS6u'TER-LY, a. Like a cobbler
; low; vulgar. Florio.

fS6u-TER-RAiN', (so-ter-ran') n. [souterrain, Fr.] A grotto
or cavern in the ground. Jlrbuthnot.

SOUTH, n. [sud, Fr.] One of the cardinal points of the com-
pass, the direction in which the sun always appears at noon
to the inhabitants of the northern hemisphere, without the

tropic : opposed to the north ; the southern regions ;
the

wind that blows from the south.

SOUTH, a. Southern
;
meridional. Job xxxvii.

SOUTH, ad. Towards the south
;
from the south. Bacon.

SOUTH-EAST', n. The point between the east and south.

SOUTH-EAST',* a. Being between the south and east. Ash.

SoOTH-EAST'ER-LY,* a. Being between the south and
east. HUdreth.

SOUTH-EAST'ERN,* a. Relating to the south-east. Olmsted.

[jSouTU'ER-Li-NESS,* n. State of being southerly. Ash.

||SouTH'ER-LV,(suth'er-]e) [suth'er-le, S. P. Ja. K. ; suth'-
er-le or sbuth'er-le, W. J. SHI.] a. Southern, or approach-
ing to the south

; lying towards the south
; coming from

the south.

USoiJTH'ERN, [suth'ern, S. P. E. K. Wb.; soutn'ern or

suth'ern, W. F.Ja. Sm.] a. Belonging to the south
;
meridi-

onal
; lying towards the south

; coining from the south.

[[SoOTH'ERN,* n. Same as southron. Sat. Mag.
SOUTH'ERN-ER,* n. An inhabitant of the south, or of the
Southern States

; opposed to northerner. Abbot. [Used
in the United States.]

POUTH'ERN-LY,

ad. In or from a southern direction.

OUTH'ERN-MOST,a. Farthest towards the south. Graves.

OUTH'ERN-AVOOD, (sutft'ern-wud) n. A perennial plant
resembling wormwood.

SOUTH'JNG, a. Going towards the south. Drydcn.
SOUTH'ING, n. Tendency to the south. Dryden. (Naut.)
The difference of latitude made by a ship in sailing south-
ward.

SOUTH'MOST, a. Farthest towards the south. Milton.

SOUTH'RQN,* n. An inhabitant of the south, or of a south-
ern country. Sat. Mag.

jSouTH'SAY, 7i. Prediction ; a soothsaying. Spenser.

fSoUTH'SAY, v. 7i. To predict. Camden.

JSouTH'SAY-ER, n. A predicter; a soothsayer.
[(SouTH'WARD, (sbuth'ward or suth'urd) [suth'urd, S. P.

J. E.R. ; sbuth'ward or suth'ard, W.'F. Sm.; sodth'ward,
Ja. K.] n. The southern regions. Raleigh. [south.

IJSOUTH'WARD, (south'ward or suth'urd) ad. Towards the

SOUTH-WEST', n. The point between the south and west.

SOUTH-WEST',* a. Being between the south and west.
Jish.

SOUTH-WEST'ER-LY,* a. Being between the south and
west. HUdreth. [sted.

SOUTH-WST'ERN,* a. Relating to the south-west. Olm-

SdurE'NAJVCE,(sov'n*ns')n. [Fr.] Remembrance. Spenser.
SdurjE'lfilR,* n. [Fr.] A remembrance; a remembrancer.

Smart.

||S6v'ER-EYGN, (suv'er-in or sov'er-in) [suv'er-in, S. W. P.

J. F.'K. R. Wb. ; sov'er-an, Ja. ;' sov'er-in, 'Sm.] a. [sou-

verain, Fr. ; sovrano, It.] Supreme in power ; having
no superior ; supreme in efficacy ; efficacious.

||S6v'ER-EiGN, (suv'er-in) n. A supreme lord or ruler;
a monarch: an old English gold coin, of the value of
22s. 6d. : a modern English gold coin of the value of205.

HfSo'v'ER-EiGN-lZE, (suv'er-in-Iz) 73. n. To exercise su-

preme power. Sir T. Herbert.

||Sov'ER-EiGN-LY, (suv'er-jn-le) ad. Supremely. Boyle.

||S6v'ER-ElGN-TY, (suv'er-jn-te) n. [suuverainetc, Fr.]
State or power of a sovereign; supremacy; supreme
power ; high authority ; royalty.

Sow, (sou) n. A female pig or swine ; the female of a
boar: an oblong mass of lead; a pig. Skelton. An in-
sect

;
a milleped.

Sow, (s5) v. n.
[i. SOWED; pp. SOWING, SOWED or SOWN.]

To scatter seed in order to a harvest.

Sow, v. a. To scatter seed for growth ;
to propagate ;

to

_spread ;
to impregnate ;

to besprinkle.
Sow, v. a. To join by a needle ;

to sew. Milton. See SEW.
SOW'AN,* 7i. pi. Food prepared in Scotland from the husk

or bran of oats; sowins. Hamilton.

SOW'BANE,* n. A plant; goosefoot : called also hogs-
bane. Booth.

SOWBREAD, (sbu'bred) n. A plant. Tate.

Sow'BUG,* n. An insect. Smart.

SOWCE, (sous) v. a. To throw into the water. See SOUSE.
SOW'ER, (so'er) n. One who sowes

;
a scatterer.

SOW'ING,* n. The act of scattering seed.

So\V'JNS, (sou'jnz) n. pi. Flummery made of sourish oat-
meal. Written also sowans and sowens. Mortimer.

tSowLE, (soul) v. a. To pull by the ears. Shak.

SOWN, (son) p. from Sow. See Sow.
SOW'-THIS-TLE, (sbu'this-sl) n. A perennial plant.

SOY, 7i. A kind of sauce from Japan.
SOZ'ZLE,* v. a. To mingle confusedly. Holloway. [Local.]
SPA,* [spa, Earnshaw ; spaw, Sm.] n. A mineral water; a

place where mineral waters are found, as at Spa in Bel-

gium. Smart.

fSPAAD, (spad)n. (Min.) English talc; spar. Woodward.

SPACE, 7i. [spatium, L.] Extension in all directions;
room; local extension; area: a quantity of time ; a
small time; a while. (Printing) A small opening or

distance, as between lines: a piece of wood or metal
to form or to fill a space.

SPACE,* v. a. [spatior, L.] [i.
SPACED

; pp. SPACING, SPACED.]
To form with spaces, as in printing. Mctcalf.

fSpACE, v. n. To rove
;
to expatiate. Spenser.

fSpACE'FuL, (spas'ful) a. Extensive ; spacious. Sandys.
SPACE'LESS,* a. Destitute of space. Coleridge.

SPA'CIOUS, (spa'shus) a. [spacieux, Fr.
; spatiosus, L.]

Having much space ; ample ;
wide

;
extensive

; roomy.
SPA'CIOVS-LY, (spa'shus-le) ad. Extensively ; widely.
SPA'cioys-NESS, (spa'shus'-nes) n. Wide extension.

SpAn'DLE, (spad'dl) 71. A little spade. Mortimer.

SPADE, n. [spad, Sax.; spade, Icel. 4" D.] An instrument,
or sort of shovel, fur digging : a suit of cards : a deer
three years old. Ainsworth.

SPADE 'BONE, 71. The shoulder-blade. Drayton.
SPADE'FUL,* n. ; pi. SPADEFULS. As much as a spade

holds. Stuart.

SPA-DI"CEOVS, (spa-dish'us) a. [spadiceus, L.] (Bot.) Re-

lating to or growing on a spadix. [Of a light-red color.

Browne.]
SpXD-l-coSE',* a. (Bot.) Growing on the spadix. Hoblyn.
SPA-DJL'IO,* (sp^-dil'yo) n. Spadille. Pope. [at ombre.

SP^-DILLE', (spa-dil') . [spadille, Fr.] The ace of spades
SPA'DIX,* n. (But.) The inflorescence of an arum

;
an axis

closely covered with sessile flowers, and inclosed in a

spathe. P. Cyc.

SPA-DROON',* n. A light sort of broadsword. Crabb.

fSPA-GYR'fC, (spa-jir'ik) n. A chemist. Bp. Hall.

JSPA-^YR'JC, |
a. [spagyricus, L.

; o-rrdoj and dycfptt,

tSpA-GYR'l-CAL, | Gr.] Chemical. Harris.

fSpAG'YR-isT', (spaj'jr-ist) n. A chemist. Boyle.

SPA'HEE, (spa'e or spa-he') ) n. [espawkee, Per.] One of

SPA'HI, (spa'e, or spa-he') J
the Turkish cavalry.

SPAKE. The old preterit of speak. Spoke. See SPEAK.

fSPALL, n. [espaule, old Fr.] The shoulder. Spenser.

SPALL, or SpALE,7t. A chip. Brockett. [North of England.]
SPALT, n. (Min.) A white, scaly mineral; spelt. Bailey.

SPAN, n. [span, Sax.
; spanna, Icel. ; span, D.] The space

from the end of the thumb to the end of the little finger,

or of the middle finger, both extended
;
nine inches ; any

short duration. [A pair ; as, a spare of horses. United

States.] (JVafcf.) A small line or cord, used to confine a

rope. Span-roof, a common roof of a house, consisting
of two regularly-inclined sides. Span of an arch, its

width from butment to hutment.

SPAN, v. a. [spannan, Sax.
; spanna, Su. Goth.] [t.

SPANNED ;

pp. SPANNING, SPANNED.] To measure by the hand ex-

tended ; to measure.
SpXN. Old preterit of Spin. Spun. See SPIN.

SPAN'CEL, n. A rope to tie a cow's legs ;
a cow-tie. Orose.

[Local', Eng.]
SPAN'CEL, v. a. To tie the fore or hinder legs of a horse or

cow with a rope. Malone. [North of England.]

SpAN'cbON-TER, J 7i. A play in which money is thrown }

SPAN'FAR-THING, J
a sort of chuckfarthing. Shak.

SPAN'DREL,* n. (Arch.) The; triangular space included be-

tween the curve of an arch and the square head or drip-

stone over it. Francis.

E, I, 6, u, Y, long; A, E, I, 6, u, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR,
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SPANE, v. a. [spene, Ger.] To wean a child. Brockett.

[North of England.]
fSpXNG, n. [sponge, Ger.

; spanghe, Teut.] A shining
ornament of metal ; spangle. Spenser.

SPXN'GLE, (spang'gl) n. [spange, Ger.] A small plate of

shining metal
; any thing sparkling and shining.

SPXN'GLE, (spang'gl) v. a.
[i. SPANGLED ; pp. SPANGLING,

SPANGLED.] To besprinkle with spangles, stars, or shining
bodies. Shak.

SPXN'GLER,* n. One who spangles. Kr.ates.

SPXN'IARD,* (span'yard) n. A native of Spain. Southey.

IJSpXN'iEL, (span'yel or span'el) [span'yel, S. W. J. E. F.
./a. K. Sm. ; span'el, P.] n.[Hispaniolus, L., from Hls-

paniola.] A sporting dog, originally from Hispaniola, re-

markable for sagacity and fawning: a sneaking, fawn-
ing person.

PPXN'IEL,
(span'yel) a. Like a spaniel. Shak.

PXN'IEL, (span'yel) v. n. To fawn
;
to play the spaniel.

IJSpXN'iEL, (span'yel) v. a. To follow like a spaniel. Toilet.

SPXN'JSH, n. The language of Spain. Howell.

SPXN'JSH,* a. Relating to Spain. Southey.
SPXN'JSH-BROOM, n. A small shrub.

SPXN'ISH-BROWN,*?I. An earth used for painting ; a red-
dish-brown color. Smith.

SPXN'ISH-FLY, n. A venomous fly much used in medicine
for raising blisters ; cantharis.

SpXN'lSH-NuT, n. A plant. Miller.

SpXN'isH-WHlTE,* n. An earth used for painting. Smith.

SpXNK,* (spank) v. a. [i. SPANKED ; pp. SPANKING, SPANKED.]
To strike with the open hand. Ash.

SPXNK/ER, (spank'er) n. [A small copper coin. Denham.]
A parson that takes long steps ; a stout or tall person.
[Vulgar.] (JVaMf.) A ship's driver or after-sail.

SpXNK'iNG,* a. Moving nimbly or with strides : large ;

lusty. Forby. [Provincial and colloquial.]
SpXw'-LONG, a. Of the length only of a span. B. Jonson.

SPAN'NER, n. One who spans; a cross-brace : the lock
of a fusee or carabine. Bailey. The fusee itself. Sir J.

Bowring.
SPXN'-NEW, (span'nu) a. Quite new; brand-new; fire-

new
; new, as from the warehouse. Chaucer. See SPICK.

SPXN'WORM,* (-wiirm) n. A species of destructive cater-

pillar; called also looper, geometer, and, in New Eng-
land, the canker-worm. Farm. Ency.

SPAR, n. (Min.) A mineral that breaks easily into cubic, pris-

matic, or other fragments, with polished surfaces
;
fluate

of lime; carbonate of barytes. (Arch.) A common rafter
of a roof: a round piece of timber fit for making masts,
yards, scaffolding-poles, &c.

SPAR, v. n. [i. SPARRED ; pp. SPARRING, SPARRED.] To fight as
a pugilist; to quarrel ; to contend.

tSPAR, v. a. To shut
;
to close

; to bar. Chaucer.

SPXR'A-BLE, n. A small nail, such as is used in shoes.

fSpXR'A-DRXp, n. A cerecloth. Wiseman.

" AsParaguS. Dp. Taylor.

SPAR'-DECK,* . (Naut.) An upper deck appropriated
to the reception of spars, &c. Mar. Diet.

SPARE, v. a. [i. SPARED; pp. SPARING, SPARED.] To use
frugally ; not to waste

;
not to consume : to be able to part

with or do without; to save from any particular use
; to

do without: to lose willingly ;
to omit; to withhold; to

forbear : to use tenderly; to treat with pity; not to afflict ;

not to destroy ; to use with mercy : to grant ;
to allow

;

to indulge ;
to impart ;

to afford
;
to communicate.

SPARE, v. n. To live frugally ;
to be parsimonious ; to be

not liberal
; to forbear

;
to be scrupulous : to use mercy.

SPARE, a. Scanty ;
not abundant

; frugal : lean
; wanting

flesh : supernumerary ;
not in actual use

; superfluous ;

not wanted.

fSpARE, n. Parsimony ; frugal use. Chapman.
SPARE'LY, ad. In a spare manner; sparingly.
SPARE 'NESS, n. State of being spare. Hammond.
SPAR'ER, n. One who spares or avoids expense.
SpARE'RlB, n. A part of a bog's side, consisting of ribs

with but little flesh.

SpXR-GE-FXc'TlON, n. [spargo, L.] Act of sprinkling. Swift.

SPAR'HAWK, n. See SPARROWHAWK.
SpAR'iNG, a. Scarce

;
little

; scanty ;
not plentiful ;

absti-

nent ; parsimonious ;
not liberal : forbearing ; tender.

SPAR'ING-LY, ad. In a sparing manner
; frugally.

SPAR'ING-NESS, n. Quality of being sparing.
SPARK, n. [speace, Sax. ; sparke, D.j A particle of fire

thrown from bodies in combustion
; any thing shining,

vivid, or active : a lively, showy, gay man ;
a gallant ;

a
beau

;
a lover.

fSpARK, v. n. To emit particles of fire ; to sparkle. Spenser.

tSpARK'FGL, a. Lively; brisk; airy; sparkish. Camden.

SPARK'ISH, a. Airy; gay; showy; well-dressed; fine.

SPAR'KLE, (spar'kl) n. A spark; a small particle of fire
;

aluminous particle; lustre.

SPAR'KLE, (sp'Ar'kl) v. n. [i. SPARKLED
; pp. SPARKLING,

SPARKLED.] To emit sparks ; to issue in sparks ; to shine
;

to glitter; to emit little bubbles, as liquor in a glass.

SPAR'KLE, v. a. [spargo, L.] To disperse ; to scatter, as
sparks.

SPARK'LER, n. One who sparkles, or whose eyes sparkle.
SPXRK'LET, n. A small spark. Cotton.

tSPARK'Ll-NESS, 7i. Vivacity. Aubrey.
SPARK'LING,* a. Lively ; glittering ; emitting sparks.
SPARK'LING-LY, ad. With vivid, and twinkling lustre.

SPARK'LING-NESS, n. Vivid and twinkling lustre. Boyle.
SPAR'LING, n. [esperlan, old Fr.] A smelt. Cotgrave. [Lo-

cal, Eng.]
SPA'ROID,* n. (fch.) A species of fish. Brande.

SPAR'RIJVG,* n. Act of contending, fighting, or beating.
SPAR'ROW, (spar'ro) ?i. [sparwa, Goth.] A small bird, near-

ly allied to the finch.

SpXR'ROW-GRAss, n. A corruption of asparagus. Kin<r.

SPXR'RQW-HAWK, n. A small kind of hawk! Chaucer.
SPXR'RQW-WORT,* (-wurt) n. A shrub. Crabb.

SPAR'RY, a. Consisting of, or resembling, spar.
SPARSE,* a. [spargo, sparsus, L.] Scattered

; thinly spread ;

not dense. P. Mag. This word has been regarded as of
American origin ; but it is found in Jamieson's Dictiona-
ry of the Scottish Language. It is in common use in

America, though little used in England.
" It is the prop-

er correlative of dense." P. Cyc.
fSPARSE, v. a. [sparsus, L.] To disperse. Spenser.
SPARS'ED-LY, ad. Scatteringly ; dispersedly. Evelyn.
SPARSE'LY,* ad. In a scattered or sparse manner ; thinly.
Dr. Franklin.

SPARSE'NESS,*TO. State of being sparse. H. Wallace.

SPAR'TAN,* a. Relating to Sparta ;
brave

; hardy. Mitford.
SpXM, n. [spasme, Fr.

; ananyni, Gr.] A violent and invol-

untary contraction of a muscle or of muscles, generally
attended with pain ; convulsion.

SPA-MAT'I-CAL,* a. Relating to spasms ; spasmodical.
Blount.

SPA-M6D'}C, )a. [spasmodique, Fr.] Relating to

SPA-MOD'I-CAL,* J spasms; convulsive. Bailey.
SPA-MOD'IC,* n. A medicine for spasms; an antispas-
modic. Smart.

SPA-MSi/9-GY,* n. (Med.) A treatise on spasms. Dtingli-
son.

SpXs'Tic,* a. Relating to spasms ; spasmodic. Park.
SpXT. The old preterit of Spit. Spit. See SPIT.

'

SpXx, n. The spawn of shell-fish. Woodward. A quarrel
of words

;
a dispute. W. Brown. [Colloquial. New Eng-

land.J
SPA-TAN'Gys,* n. [avdrayyos.] (Zool.~) A genus of sea-
animals ; a sea-urchin. Roget.

SpA-THA'cEoys,* (-shys) a. (Bat.) Inclosed within a
spathe, or bearing that kind of bract. P. Cyc.

SPATHE,* n. [spatha, L.] (Bot.) A large, colored bract,
which incloses a spadix; a sheathing involucrum of
many plants. P. Cyc.

SpXTH'ic,* a. (Min.) Foliated or lamellar. Dana.
SPA-THOSE',* a. (BoL) Relating to, or formed like, a
spathe ; spathaceous. Ure. (Min.) Sparry ;

of tHe na-
ture of spar. Hamilton.

SPA'THpys,* a. (Bot.) Same as spathose. Smart.

SPA'TI-ATE, (spa'she-at) v. n. [spatior, L.] To rove; to ex-

patiate. Bacon.

SPXT'TER, V. a. [L SPATTERED
J pp. SPATTERING, SPAT-

TERED.] To sprinkle with dirt, or any thing offensive ;

to throw out offensively ;
to throw out

;
to sprinkle ; to

asperse ;
to defame

;
to bespatter.

SPXT'TER, v. n. To spit ;
to throw out any thing nauseous.

SpXT'TER-DXsH-E, n. pi. Coverings for the legs, to pro-
tect them from wet or dirt.

fSpXT'TLE, (spat'tl) re. Spittle. Bale. A spatula.
SPXT'TLING-POP'PY, ?i. White behen

;
a plant. Miller.

SpXTTS,* 7i. pi. Short spatterdashes, reaching but little

above the ankle. Crabb.

SpXT'y-LA, 7i. [spatfia, spathula, L.] (Med.) A thin, broad
knife, used to spread plasters, and to mix or extend
soft substances.

SpXT'y-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a spatula; long, nar-

row, and broadest at the point. P. Cyc.
SpXv'iN, n. [espavent, old Fr.

; spavenw, It.] A disease in

horses, consisting of a bony excrescence, or a crust as
hard as a bone, that grows on the inside of the hough.

SPXV'INED, (spav'ind) a. Diseased with spavin. Goldsmith.

SPAW, n. [from Spa.] A mineral water. See SPA.

fSPAWL, v. n. To spatter saliva ; to spit. Overbury.
JSPAWL, n. Spittle or saliva ejected. Dryden.
pAWL'iNG, 71. Ejection of saliva

;
moisture thrown out.

Congrevc.
SPAWN, 71. [spene, spenne, Teut.

; spane, old Eng.] The se-

men, or milt, and eggs of fish or of frogs: any product
or offspring, in contempt : buds or branches from

under-ground stems : white, fibrous matter.

SPAWN, v. a.
[i. SPAWNED; pp. SPAWNING, SPAWNED.] To

deposit, as spawn; to generate or bring forth, in con-

tempt.
SPAWN, v. n. To produce eggs, as fish

;
to issue, as off-

spring. Locke.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, ROLE.
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n. One that spawns; the female fish. Walton.

SPAY, v. a. [spado, L.] [i. SPAYED ; pp. SPAYING, SPAYED.]
To castrate or render a female animal incapable of being
impregnated.

SPEAK, (spek) v. n. [i. SPOKE or SPAKE
; pp. SPEAKING,

SPOKEN or SPOKE. Spake is obsolescent, and spoke is lit-

tle used as a participle, except colloquially.] To utter
words

;
to utter a discourse ; to utter articulate sounds

;

to express thoughts by words
; to harangue ;

to make a

speech ; to talk
;
*to discourse ; to give sound ;

to con-
verse.

SPEAK, (spek) v. a. To utter with the mouth; to pro-
nounce ; to proclaim : to celebrate

;
to address ; to exhib-

it
; to make known

; to say ; to tell
;
to articulate.

SPEAK'A-BLE, a. That may be spoken. Milton.

SPEAK'ER, n. One who speaks : the presiding officer in a
deliberative assembly ;

a prolocutor.
SPEAK'iNGr, n. Act of expressing in words

;
discourse

;
elo-

cution
; oratory ; declamation.

SPEAK'ING-TRUM'PET, n. A trumpet by means of which
the voice may be made audible at a great distance.

SPEAR, (sper) n. [spearc, Sax. ; spere, Teut.] A long weap-
on with a sharp point, used in thrusting or throwing :

a lance ;
a lance, generally with prongs, to kill fish.

SPEAR, (sper) v. a. [i. SPEARED; pp. SPEARING, SPEARED.]
To kill or pierce with a spear.

SPEAR, v. n. To shoot or sprout in the form of a spear.

tSpEAR'ER,* n. A spearman. Barret.

SPEAR'FOOT,* (-fut) n. A horse's off foot behind. Crabb.

SPEAR'-GRA"ss, n. Long, stiff grass. Shak.

SPEAR'-HXND,* n. A horseman's right hand. Crabb.

SPEAR'MAN, n.;pl. SPEARMEN. A soldier who is armed
with a spear.

SPEAR'MINT, n. A species of mint
; an aromatic herb.

SPEAR'-THIS-TLE,* (-thls'sl) n. A plant. Smart.

SPEAR'WORT, (-wurt) n. A perennial plant.

fSPECHT, n. [specht, Teut.] A woodpecker. Sherwood.
See SPEIOHT.

SPE"CIAL, (spSsh'sil) a. [Fr. ; specialis, L.] Noting a sort

or species ; particular ; peculiar ; appropriate ; designed
for a particular purpose : extraordinary; uncommon;
chief in excellence; especial. Special grace, (Theol.)
Extraordinary grace, or such as is given to some persons
only ; opposed to common grace. Special pleading; (Law)
the allegation of special or new matter, as distinguished
from a direct denial of matter previously alleged on the

opposite side. Special verdict, a verdict in which the
facts of the case are put on the record, and the law is

submitted to the judges.

tSPE"C!AL, (spesh'al) n. A particular. Hammond.
SPE"CIAL-!ST,* (spesh'al-ist) n. A practical man. Qw. Rev.

fSPE-cl-XL'l-Ty, (spesh-e-al'e-te) n. [speciality Fr.] Spe-
cialty. Hale.

tSPE"ciAL-IZE, (spesh'al-iz) v. a. To particularize. Sheldon.

SPE"CIAL-LV, (spesh'al-le) ad. In a special manner; par-
ticularly above others ; peculiarly.

SPE"CIAL-TY, (spesh'al-te) n. A particular or peculiar case ;

particularity. (Law) A bond-bill; a deed
; any writing

under the hand and seal of the parties.

SPE'CIE,* (spe'she) n. [espece, Fr.] Coin, as gold and sil-

ver, as a circulating medium, in distinction from paper
money. Brande.

SPE'CIE, (spe'shez) . sing. &. pi. [L.] A class compre-
hended under a genus, or a sort comprehended under a
kind

;
a group ;

a class ; a sort
;
a subdivision of a gen-

eral term ; a single order of beings : appearance to the
senses ; any visible or sensible representation ; represen-
tation to the mind

;
show : exhibition. [An ingredient of

a compound. Johnson. Coin. Jlrbuthuot. Now specie.]

(Logic) A predicable which is considered as expressing
the whole essence of the individuals of which it is

affirmed.

SPE-cl'F'ic, n. (Med.) A remedy or medicine the effect of
which on a particular disease is little liable to fallacy or

uncertainty; an efficacious medicine.

SPE-clF'lc, a. [spec\fiyue, Fr. ; species and facio, L.] That
makes a thing of the species of which it is

; distinguishing
one from another

; peculiar. (Med.) Appropriated to the
cure of some particular disease. Specific character, that
which peculiarly and certainly distinguishes one thing
from another. Specific gravity, the relative proportion
of the weight of bodies of the same bulk, as compared
with rain water. Specific legacy, a bequest of any partic-
ular thing.

SPE-clF'l-CAL, a. Specific. Bacon.

SPE-clF'j-CAL-LY, ad. In a specific manner.
SPE-clF'l-CAL-NESS,* n. State of being specifical. Ash.

fSPE-clF'j-CATE. v. a. [species and facio, L.] To specify.
Hale.

SPEC-I-FI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of specifying ; state of

being specified ;
distinct notation

; determination by a

peculiar mark
; particular mention.

SPE-ctF'ic-NESS, n. The quality of being specific. Todd.

SPECIFY, (spes'e-fi) v. a. [specifier, Fr.J [i. SPECIFIED
;

pp. SPECIFYING, SPECIFIED.] To mention or show \> ith

some particular marks of distinction
; to particularize.

SPE^'I-MEN, (spes'e-men) n. [L.] A part of any thing ex-
hibited that the rest may be known

;
a pattern ;

a sample.
SPE'CIOVS, (spe'shus) a [specieux, Fr.

; speciosus, L.]
Showy; pleasing or striking at first view; colorable;
ostensible

; having the appearance of truth or propriety ;

plausible ; superficially, not solidly, right.

SPE'CIOVS-LY, (sp5'shus-le) ad. In a specious manner.
SPE'cioys-NESS, 71. Quality of being specious.
SPECK, n. A small discoloration or stain

;
a spot. Dryden.

The sole of a shoe : the sole-fish. Forby.
SPECK, v. a. [i. SPECKED

; pp. SPECKING, SPECKED.] To
spot; to stain in drops or spots. Milton. To put a sole upon
a shoe. Forby.

SPECK'LE, (spek'kl) n. A small speck ;
a little spot.

SPECK'LE, (spek'kl) v. a.
[i. SPECKLED

; pp. SPECKLING,
SPECKLED.] To mark with small spots ;

to spot.

SPECK'LED,* (spek'ld) a. Full of small spots ; spotted.
Maunder.

SPECK'LED-NESS, (spek'ld-nes) n. State of being speck-
led. Ash.

SPECKT, n. A woodpecker. See SPEIGHT.
SPEC'TA-CLE, (spek'ta-kl) n. [Fr. ; spectacultim, L.] A show;

a gazing-stock ; any thing exhibited to the view as emi-

nently remarkable
;
a sight : a representation ;

a pageant ;

an exhibition ; a theatrical exhibition. pi. An optical
instrument, or glasses, to assist the sight or vision.

SPEC'TA-CLE-BE-STRID',* a. Wearing spectacles. Cowper.
SPEC'TA-CLED, (spek'ta-kld) a. Wearing spectacles.

SPEC'TA-CLE-MAK'ER,* n. A maker of spectacles. Ash.

SPEC-TAC'U-LAR, a. Relating to shows. Dr. Hickes. [R.]
tSPEC-TA'TlQN, n. [spectatio, L.] Regard. Harvey.
SPEC-TA'TQR, n. [spectatcur, Fr.

; spectator, L.] One pres-
ent and looking on without taking part ; a looker-on

;
a

behold er._
SPEC-TA-TO'RI-AL,* a. Looking on ; observing. Jlddison.

SPEC-TA'TQR-SHIP, n. Act of beholding. Shak. Office or

quality of a spectator. Spectator.

SPEC-TA'TRESS, ) n. [apectatrix, L.] A female looker-on

SPEC-TA'TRIX, J
or beholder. Rowe.

SPEC'TRAL,* a. Relating to spectres ; ghostly. Maunder.

SPEC'TRE, (sp&k'tur) n. [spectrum, L.
; spectre, Fr.] An

apparition ;
an appearance of a person dead

; a ghost ; a

phantom.
SPEC'TRVM, n. [L.] pi. SPEC'TRA. An image; the im-

age of something seen after closing the eyes : an optical

image of the sun, or other luminous body, formed on a
wall or screen by a beam of light ;

a visible form.

SPEC'y-LAR, a. [specularis, L.] Having the qualities of a
mirror or looking-glass. [| Assisting sight ; affording view.

Milton.}
SPEC'V-LATE, v. n. [speculer, Fr.

; specular, L.] [i. SPECU-
LATED

; pp. SPECULATING, SPECULATED.] To meditate
; to

contemplate ;
to take a view of any thing with the mind.

Jtddison. To purchase or lay out money with a view to

more than usual success in trade
;
to buy in order to sell

again. Smart.

fSPEC'u-LATE, v. a. To consider attentively. Browne.

SPEC-V-LA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of speculating ; examina-
tion by the eye ;

view
;
mental view

; intellectual exam-
ination ; contemplation ;

a train of thoughts formed by
meditation ;

mental scheme not reduced to practice ; a

theory : a mercantile transaction
;
act of buying. [|Pow-

er of seeing. Shak.]
SPEC'U-LA-TIST, n. A speculator : a mercantile specula-

tor. Ch. 'Ob.

SPEC'y-LA-TlvE, a. [spcculatif, Fr.] Given to speculation ;

contemplative ;
theoretical ;

ideal
;

not practical ;
relat-

ing to vision
; prying.

SPEC'V-LA-TIVE-LY, ad. In a speculative manner ; Ideal-

ly ; theoretically ;
not practically.

SpEc'y-LA-TlVE-NESS, n. State of being speculative.

SPEC'U-LA-TC-R, n. One who speculates; an observer:
one who speculates in trade or commerce. Ch. Ob.

SPEC'V-LA-TQ-RY, a. Exercising speculation; specula-
tive. Warton.

SPEc'u-LUM,n. [L.] pi. SPEc'u-LA. A mirror; a look-

ing-glass ;
a reflector formed of polished metal : a surgi-

cal instrument for dilating a part for viewing it.

SPED, i. Sep. from Speed. See SPEED.

jSPjiECE,* n. Kind ; species. B. Jonson.

SPEECH, n. The power of articulate utterance
; the power

of expressing thoughts by vocal words : the words of a

language; language; words, considered as expressing

thoughts ; a particular language, as distinct from others:

any thing spoken; a declaration of thoughts ; talk;
an oration

;
an harangue ; an address ; a discourse.

fSPEECH, v. n. To harangue ;
to make a speech. Pyle.

SPEECH-I-FI-CA'TIQN,* . Act of speechifying. Morn.
Chron. [Low.]

SPEECH'I-FY,* v. n. [i.
SPEECHIFIED ; pp. SPEECHIFYING,

SPEECHIFIED.] To make speeches ;
to harangue: used

in contempt. Ch. Ob.

I, E, I, 5, u, ?, long; X, , 1, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, I, <?, y, ,
obacure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HE.'R, HEB;
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SPEECH'LESS, a. Deprived of speech ;
unable to speak :

mute
;
dumb.

SPEECH'LESS-NESS, n. State of being speechless. Bacon.

SPEECH'-MAK-ER,* -n. One who makes a speech, Arbuth-
not.

SPEED, v. n. [spoeden, Teut.
; spuden, Ger.

; sped, Sax.] [i.

SPED
; pp. SPEEDING, SPED.] To make haste; to move

with celerity ; to have good success
;
to succeed, well or

ill ; to have any condition, good or bad.

SPEED, v. a. To despatch in haste
;
to hasten ; to put into

quick motion
;
to accelerate

;
to expedite ;

to assist ;
to

help forward
;
to make prosperous ;

to make to succeed ;

to execute
;
to despatch.

SPEED, n. Quickness; celerity; haste; hurry; despatch:
success

; event : the course or pace of a horse.

SPE_ED'ER,* n. One who speeds : a machine. Chapman.
tSPEED'FUL, a. Serviceable

;
useful. Wldiffe.

SPEED'J-LV, ad. With haste or speed ; quickly.
SPEED'I-NESS, n. The quality of being speedy.
SPEED'LESS,**!. Having no speed. Warner.

SPEED'WELL, n. A perennial plant; veronica.

SPEED'V, a. Quick; swift ; nimble ; quick of despatch.
SPEER,* v. a. To inquire. Brockett. See SPERE.

tSPEET, v. a. To stab. Gammer Gurton's Needle.

SPEIGHT, (spat) n. A woodpecker : written specht and
speckt. Todd.

SPEISS,* n. (Min.) Nickel in an impure state. Brande.

SPEL'DING,* n. A dried haddock. Booth.

SPEL'FUL,* a. Having spells or charms. Hoole. [R.]
SPELK, n. A splinter ; a small stick to fix on thatch with.

Grose. [Local, England.]
SPELL, n. [tA tale. Chaucer.] A charm consisting of some
words of occult power ;

a charm
;
incantation: a turn

of work ;
a vicissitude of labor

;
a short time spent in any

employment. Carew. A short turn
; as,

" a spell of
weather." Carr. "This dreadful spell of weather."
John Randolph. [Provincial in England, and colloquial in

the United States.]

SPELL, v. a. [spellian, Sax.
; spellen, Teut.

; speUen, Ger.]

tt.

SPELLED Or SPELT ; pp. SPELLING, SPELLED OT SPELT.]
fTo charm. Shak. To relate

;
to teach. Warton.] To

write with the proper letters ; to read or repeat by nam-
ing letters singly ;

to read
;
to discover by characters or

marks. (Naut.) To relieve, by taking a turn at a piece
of work ; as, "to spell the purnp."

SPELL, v. n. To form words of letters
;
to read

;
to read

unskilfully.

SPELL'BOUND,* a. Bound by a spell ;
enchanted. Qw. Rev.

SPELL'ER,* n. One who spells, Ash.

SPELL'JNG,* n. Act of one who spells ; orthography.
SPELL'ING-BOOK,* (-buk) n. A book for teaching orthog-
raphy ;

an elementary school-book. Mavor.

SPELL'-STOPPED,* (-stopt) a. Stopped by a spell. Shak.

fSPELT, v.n. [spalten, Ger.] To split ; to break. Mortimer.

SPELT, ?i. [spelta, L.
; spelt, Sax. ; spelte, Teut.] A kind of

grain or wheat: a mineral. Bailey. See SPALT.

SPEL'TER, n. The commercial name for zinc; impure
zinc.

fSPENCE, 7i. [despence, old Fr.] A buttery; a larder; a
store-room. Chaucer.

SPEN'CER, n. [|A butler.] An outer coat or jacket, without

skirts, named from an Earl Spencer. Smart.

SPEND, v. a. [L SPENT ; pp. SPENDING, SPENT.] To con-
sume

;
to exhaust

;
to waste ; to bestow as expense ; to

expend ; to lay out
;
to exhaust

;
to dissipate ; to bestow

for any purpose; to effuse; to squander; to lavish; to

pass away ;
to wear out

;
to fatigue ;

to harass.

SPEND, v. n. To make expense ; to prove in the use
;
to be

lost or wasted ;
to be employed for any use.

SPEND'ER, n. One who spends ;
a lavisher.

SPEND'ING, n. Act of consuming or expending.
SPEND'THRIFT, n. One who spends lavishly ;

a prodigal.

SPENT'-BALL,* n. A cannon-ball, or musket-ball, which
reaches an object without sufficient force to pass through
it. Crabb.

fSPER,* v. a. To shut or bar up. Shak.

fSPE'RA-BLE, a. [sperabilis,~L.] That may be hoped. Bacon.

tSPE'RATE, a. [spcratus, L.] Hoped for. Bacon.

SPERE, v. a. [i.
SPERITD

; pp. SPERING, SPERED.] To inquire ;

to ask
;
to search or pry into. Gower. [Local, England.]

SPER'GV-LA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants; spurry. P. Cyc.

SPERM, n. [sperme, Fr.
; sperma, L.] Seed

;
seed of ani-

mals ; spawn : a substance obtained from the head of
some species of whales : incorrectly used for spermaceti.

SPER-MA-CE'TI, [sper-ma-s5'te, W. P. F. Ja. Sm. ; sper-ma-
slt'e, S. J. E.'K.] n. [L.,

"
sperm of whale."] A substance

obtained from the oil found in the head of several spe-
cies of whales', employed for making candles and oint-

ments.

SPER-MA-CE'TI,* a. Relating to, or made of, spermaceti.
Armstrong.

SPER-MXT'IC, \
a. [spermatique, Fr.] Relating to, or con-

SPER-MXT'I-CAL, \ sisting of, sperm ; seminal.
;. n. To yield seed. Browne.

SPER-MXT'Q-CELE, [sper-mat'o-sel, W. K. Sm. Wb. ; spe'r'-

ma-to-s51, Ja. ; sper-ma-to-sEl', Ash, Johnson.] n. [crrtfijia.
and

Kfi\r).\ (Med.} A hernia or swelling of the testicles.

SPER-MA-TOL'P-GY,* n. A treatise on sperm. Dunglison.
SPER-MlD'i-iiM,* n. [o-Tr^o/Ka.] (Bot.) A kind of small
seed-vessel

;
an akenium. Brande.

SPER-MOL'Q-GlsT, n. [a7rpnoX6yoi.] One who gathers or
treats of seeds. Bailey. [Rj

fSpERSE, v. a. [sparsus, L.j To disperse ;
to scatter. Spenser.

fSFET, v. a. To eject from the mouth
; to spit. Barret.

fSPET, n. Spittle. Lovelace.

SPEW, (spu) v. a. [speiwan, Goth.
; speuwen, Ger.] [i.

SPEWED
; pp. SPEWING, SPEWED.] To vomit

;
to eject, as

from the mouth
;
to expectorate ; to eject with nausea or

loathing. Dryden. [Low or antiquated.]
SPEW, (spu) v. n. To vomit ;

to ease the stomach. B. Jonson.

SPEW'ER, (spu'er) n. One who spews. Todd.

SPEW'ING, (spu 'ing) n. Act of vomiting. Hab. ii.

SPEW'Y, (spu'e) a. Wet ; foggy. Mortimer. [Local, Eng.]
SPHX9'E-LATE, (sfas'e-lat) v. a. [sphacelus,L.] [i. SPHACE-
LATED ; pp. SPHACELATING, SPHACELATED.] To affect With

gangrene. Sharp.
SPHX9'E-LATE, (sfas'e-lat) v. n. To mortify; to suffer

gangrene. Sharp.

SPHX^'E-LATE,* a. (Bot.~) Withered; dead. London.

SPilX^'E-LOs, (sfas'e-lus) n. [a<paKt\os.] (Med.) A gan-
grene ;

a mortification. Wiseman. [ULITE.
SPH2ER'v-LlTE,* TO. (Min.) A mineral. Dana. See SPHER-

SPHXG'NVM,* n. (Bot.) A genus ofmosses ; bog-moss. Craft*.

SPHENE,* n. [o-ipfit .]
A wedge. (Min.) An ore or oxide

of titanium. Brande.

SpHE'NoIo,* 7t. [afyriv.] (Anat.) A bone at the base of the
cranium. Dunglison.

SPHE'NolD,*a. Wedge-shaped ; noting a bone of the head;
sphenoidal. Bmnde.

SPHE-NOID'AL,* a. Relating to the sphenoid ; wedge-
shaped. Dunglison.

SPHERE, (sfSr) n. [Fr. ; sphara, L.
; o-QaTpa, Gr.] A solid

body formed by the revolution of a semicircle about its

diameter, or a solid body bounded by a surface of which
every point is equally distant from the centre within ;

a

globe , the earth
;
a star

;
a planet ;

the concave expanse
of the heavens: orb; circuit of motion: province;
compass of knowledge, action, or influence. (Astron.)
The concave expanse of the heavens, which appears to

the eye as the interior surface of a sphere. (Geog.) A
representation of the earth on the surface of a globe,
which has also represented on it an assemblage of circles

showing the positions of the equator, ecliptic, meridians,
parallels of latitude, &c.

SPHERE, r. a.
[i. SPHERED; pp. SPHERING, SPHERED.] To

place in a sphere ; to make round. Milton.

SPHER'IC, > a. [sph6rique, Fr.] Relating to, or formed as,

SPHER'J-CAL, )
a sphere ; round ;

orbicular ; globular.

Spherical trigonometry, the science of spherical triangles.

SPHER'I-CAL-LY, (sfef'e-kal-le) ad. In the form of a sphere.

SPHER'I-CAL-NESS, n. Roundness ; sphericity.

SpHE-Rl9'i-TY, (sfe-ris'e-te) n. Quality of being spherical ,

rotundity ; globosity ; roundness.

SPHER'ICS, (sfer'iks) n. The doctrine and properties of the

sphere, considered as a geometrical body, and, in particu-

lar, of the different circles described on its surface
;
the

science of spherical triangles ; spherical trigonometry.
SPHE'ROID, (sfe'rbid) n. [sr^aipa and ?<5'>j.j A body ob-

long or oblate, approaching to the form of a sphere. Cheyne.
A solid body generated by the revolution of an ellipse
about one of its axes

;
a body resembling a sphere, but ob-

late or prolate.

SPHE-ROID'AL, (sfe-rbld'al) ) a. Having the form of

SpHE-RoiD'i-CAL, (sfe-roid'e-kal) \ a spheroid. Adams.

SPHE-RolD'j-TY, n. Quality" of being spheroidal. Mason.

SPHE-ROM'E-TER,* 71. An instrument for measuring the

thickness of small bodies, the curvature ot optical glass-

es, &c. Brande. [Cheyne.
SPHER'ULE, (sfer'ul) n. [sphceruTa, L.] A little sphere.

SPHER'V-LITE,* n. (Min.~) Obsidian, or pearl-stone, in

rounded grains. Brande.

fSpHE'RY, (sfe're) a. Spherical ;
round. Milton.

SPHJG-MOM'E-TER,* n. See SPHYGMOMETER. Brande.

SpHiNc'TER, (sflnk'ter) n. [L.] (Anat.) A name of sev-

eral muscles, which close or contract the orifices which

they surround.

SPHINX, (sflnks) n. [i<i'y.j A fabled monster, in Egypt,
having the face of a virgin, and the body of a lion.

SpHRXa'lD,* 7i. (Mm.~) An ochreous clay. Smart.

SPHRA-G'IS'TICS,* n. pi. [ff<j>payts.] The knowledge or

study of seals and autographs. R. Park,

SPHYG-MOM'E-TER,* n. [a^vynos and fierpw.] (Mcd.) An
instrument for counting arterial pulsations, and one
which renders the action of the pulse visible to the eye.
Scudamore.

jSpI'AL, 71. [espial, Fr.] A spy ;
a watcher : watch. Bacon.

SPI'CA,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A spike; a species of inflores-

cence. Crabb.
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SPI'CATE,* a. (Bot.) Having spikes or ears. London.
Sprc-CA 1 TO,* [It.] (Mus.) Directing a division of the notes
from each other, in a plain and distinct manner, Crabb.

SP!CE, n. [espices, old Fr.J A vegetable production, fragrant
to the smell, and pungent to the taste , that which gives
flavor or pungency ;

an aromatic substance used in sauces.

[espece, Fr.] A very small quantity ;
a sample ;

a speci-
men. S/iak.

SP!CE, v. a. [i. SPICED
; pp. SPICING, SPICED.] To season

with spice ; to mix with aromatic bodies ;
to season.

SPICE'AP-PLE,*?!, The name of an apple. Ash.

SPI^'ER, n. One who spices or deals in spices.

SPl'cER-y, n. [espicerie, old Fr.] Spices collectively; a re-

pository of spices.

SPlCE'wooD,* (-wud) n. An American shrub or small
tree. Farm. Ency.

SPI'CI-NESS,* n. The quality of being spicy. Dr. Alien.

SPI^'ING,* n. The act of seasoning with spices.

fSp'/CK, n. A spike ; a tenter. Spick-and-span; as, "spick-

and-span new," that is, quite new. Hudibras. "
Spick-

and-span is fresh from the spike or tenter and frames."
Nares ad. With glossy freshness. Butler.

SPICK'NEL, n. A perennial plant ; bear-wort; spignel.

SpI-cosE',* or SPi'coys,* a. Having ears like corn ; point-
ed. Ash.

fSpi-cos'i-TY, n. [spica, L.] The quality of being spiked.

Bailey.
SpJc' U-LA* n. [L.] pi. SPlc' TJ-LJE.. (Bot.) A small spike.

Crabb.

SPIC'V-LATE, v. a. [spiculo, L.] To make sharp at the

point. Mason.

SPI'CY, a. Relating to, or abounding in, spice; aromatic;
having the qualities of spice.

SPI'DER, n. An animal that spins a web for flies. There
are various species of spiders, (popularly called insects,") be-

longing to the class of animals called arachnids. A
kitchen utensil ; a sort of stewpan : the form of a spi-
der

;
a small ball of pith cut in.

SPI'DER-CATCH-ER, n. A bird.

SPI'DER-LIKE, a. Resembling a spider in shape or quality.

SPI'DER-SHELL,* n. A species of the murex-shell. Hill.

SPI'DER-WORT, (-wlirt) n. A perennial plant.

SPIG'NEL, n. A perennial plant, of different species.

SPIG'QT, n. A pin or peg to stop a faucet in a cask.

SPJ-GUH'NEL,* n. (Eng. law) The sealer of the king's
writs. Whishaw.

SPIKE, n. [spica, L.] An ear of corn or grain ; a species of

inflorescence, as in wheat, rye, &c. ;
a shoot : a small

species of lavender: a long nail of iron or wood:
a long rod of iron sharpened.

SP!KE, v. a. [i. SPIKED ; pp. SPIKING, SPIKED.] To fasten

with spikes ;
to set with spikes ;

to step with spikes, as

the vent of a cannon
;
to make sharp at the end.

SPIKED, (splkt) a. Formed with, or having, spikes.

SPIKE'LET,* n. A little spike. (Hot.) One of a great many
small spikes collected in a mass, as in grass. P. Cyc.

SplKE'NARD, [splk'nard, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.R.;
spik'nard, E. Wb. Elphinston.] n. [spica nardi, L.] A per-
ennial plant or shrub jythe oil or balsam produced from
the plant.

SPI'KY, a. Having spikes ; having a sharp point. Dyer.
SPILE,* n. A wooden peg to stop a hole in a cask of liquor ;

a spill ;
a spigot. Brocheit.

SPILE'IIOLE,* n. Air-hole of a cask
;

hole for a spile.

Forby.
SpiL'}-KlN,* n. pi. A set of small ivory instruments used

in playing games. Mason.

SPILL, n. [gpijlen, Teut.] A small shiver of wood
;
a peg to

stop a hole in a cask
j
a spile : a thin bar of iron. Carcw.

A small quantity of money. Ayliffe.

SPiLL, v. a. [spillan, Sax.
; spitteu, D.] [i. SPILT or SPILLED

;

pp. SPILLING, SPILT or SPILLED.] To shed
;
to lose by shed-

ding ;
to pour out ; to throw away.

SP!LL, v. n. To waste
; to be shed

;
to be lost by being

shed. To spUl a sail, (JVaut.) to discharge the wind
from it.

SPILL'ER, n. One who spills : a kind of fishing-line.

SPlLT, i. &. p. from Spill. See SPILL.

tSplLTH, n. Any thing spilt or poured out. Shak.

SpfN, v. a. [spinnan, Goth.
; spinnan, Sax.

; spinnen, Ger. $
D.] [i. SPUN or SPAN

; pp. SPINNING, SPUN. Span is now
obsolete.] To draw out and twist into threads ; to form,
as by spinning: to extend to a great length ;

to protract;
to form by degrees ; to draw out tediously : to put into a

turning motion, as a boy's top ; to twirl.

SPIN, v. n. To exercise the art of spinning; to twirl : to

gush or issue in a small stream : to whirl round by
reason of force, as a top.

SPJ-NA'CEOVS,* (-shus) a. Noting a class of plants includ-

ing spinach. W. Ency.
SP!N'ACH, n. [spinachia, L.] A garden plant, cultivated for

the table : written also spinage.

SP!N'AGE, n. A garden plant ;
same as spinach.

,
a. [spina, L.] Belonging to the spine or back-bone.

(-shapt) a. Shaped like a spindle.

SPlN'DLE, n. The pin or rod used in spinning, by which
the thread is twisted, and on which it is wound : any
slender, pointed rod : along, slender stalk. (Oeom.) A
solid generated by the evolution of a curve line about its

base.

SPIN'DLE, v. n. To shoot or grow like a spindle. Bacon.

SPIN'DLE-LEGGED, (spln'dl-legd) ) a. Having long,
SPIN'DLE-SHXNKED, (spln'dl-shangkt) j slender legs.

Tatter.

SPIN'DLE-SHXNKS,* n. Thin limbs: a tall, slender per-
son. Jamieson. [Vulgar.]

SPIN'DLE-SHAPED,* (-shaj
Smart.

SPIN'DLE-SHLL,* . A species of buccinum. Ash.
SpfN'DLE-TREE, 7i, Prickwood

;
a shrub. Evelyn.

SplN'DLE-woRM,* (-wurm) n. An insect fatal to some
plants. Farm. Ency.

SPOOLING,* p. a. Shooting into a small stalk
; long and

sjender. Ash.

SPINE, n. [spina, L,.] The back-bone
; vertebrae : a large

thorn, of woody substance.
SPINE D,* (splnd) a. Having spines. Pennant.

SPI'NEL, [spl'nel, W. P. J. Ja. ; spin'el, S. K. Sm. ; spi-nel',

Brande.] n. A species of ruby, of various colors, as red,
brown, yellow, and blue.

SPIN'EL-LANE,* n. (Min.) A dodecahedral variety of zeo-
lite. Brande.

SPI-NELLE',* n. (Min.) A crystallized ruby; a spinel.
Brande.

SpI-NES'CENT,* a. Becoming hard and thorny. Smart.

SPlN'ET, or SPI-NET', [spin'et, W. P. F. Ja. Wb. ; spe-
net', S. J. K. Sm. R.] n. [spin'etta, It.

; espinette, old Fr.] A
musical stringed instrument, with keys like a harpsi-
chord : originally called the couched harp.

fSpi'NET, n. [spinetum, L.] A small wood, or a place of bri-

e_rs
and bushes. B. Jonson. Written also spiny, and spinny.

SPI-NIF'ER-O&S, a. [spina and fero, L.] Bearing thorns.

SPI'NJ-NESS,* n. The quality of being spiny. Chapman.
SPINK, (spingk) n. A finch

;
a bird. Harte.

SPIN'NER, n. One who spins : an organ for spinning, as
in an insect: a spider; the garden-spider, with long,
jointed legs.

SplN'NER-y,* n. A place where 'spinning is performed; a
mill for spinning. P. Cyc.

SPIN'NING,* n. The business or work of a spinner.
SPIN'NING-JEN-NY,* n. A complicated machine for spin-
ning cotton. McCulloch.

SPIN'NING-WHEEL, n. A machine for spinning.
SP!N'NY, a. Small ; slender. Mortimer. [R.]
SPI-NOS'I-TY, n. State of being thorny ; perplexity. More.

SPI'NOVS, a. [spinosus, L.] Thorny; full of thorns
; spiny.

||SpiN'Q-zIM,* [spin'p-zizm, K. ; sp!'n9-zizm, Sm. Wb. ;

spe-no'zizm, Brande.] n. The doctrine or system of Ben-
edict Spinoza, a Jew, who was born at Amsterdam in

1632. His system, which is pantheistic, is to be found
in his work on Ethics. " He deduces, by strictly mathe-
matical reasoning, from a few axioms, the well-known
principles, 'that there can be no substance but God;
whatever is, is in God

;
and nothing can be conceived

without God.' " Brande.

IISPiN'p-zi^T,* M. One who holds the system of Spinoza.
Ed. Ency.

SPI'N'STER, n. A woman who spins. Shak. (Law) An un-
married woman. Sir E. Coke.

SPIN'STRY, n. The work of spinning. Milton. [R.]

SPIN'THE'RE,* n. (Min.) A mineral of a greenish-gray col-

or. Brande.

SPIN'ULE,* n. A small spine. Hill.

SPIN-V-LES'CENT,* a. Producing small spines. London.

SplN-u-LOSE',* fl. Covered with small spines. Loudon.

SpI'Ny, a. [spina, L
] Thorny ; briery ; perplexed ;

diffi-

cult; spinous.

fSpI'Ny, or fSPi'N'NY, n. A small wood. Tmld. See SPINET.

SPIR'A-CLE, or SPI'RA-CLE, [spir'a-kl, W. J. F.Ja. Wb. ;

spi'ra-kl, S. P. E. K. Sm. R.] n. [spiractilum, L.] A breath-

ing-hole ;
a vent

;
a pore ;

a small aperture.

SPI-R^E'A,* n. [L.] (Botj A genus of plants or shrubs.

Crabb.

SPI'RAL, a. [Fr.] Winding; circularly involved, like a
screw. (Geom.) Noting a curve, which continually re-

cedes from a centre or pole, while it continues to revolve

about it.

SPI'RAL,* n. A circularly involved form or curve. EC. Rev.

SPI^RAL-LY, ad. In a spiral form. Ray.
fSPl-RA/TlQN, n. [spiratio, L.] Breathing. Barrow.

SPIRE, 7i. [Fr. ; spira, It. 4- L.] A curve or spiral line;

any thing wreathed or contorted
;

a curl ;
a twist

; a

wreath: any thing growing up taper; a round, long

pyramid: an erection above the tower of a church,
which diminishes gradually as it rises; a steeple : the

top or uppermost point.

fSPiRE, i?. n. To shoot up. Drayton. To breathe. 'Shenstone.

jSPlRE, v. a. To shoot forth. Spenser.

SplRED, (spird) a. Having a steeple or spire. Mason.SPI'NAL,, a. [spina, L.] Belonging to the spine or back-bone. SPIRED, (spird) a. Having a steeple or spire. JUason.

I E, I, O, U, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, C, Y, short; A, E, J, <?, V, >
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER
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SPI'RI-FER,* n. (GeoZ.) An extinct genus of mollusks.
Brande.

SPIR'JT, [spir'it, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; sper'jt, &]
71. [spiritus, L. ; esprit, Fr.] [jBreath. Bacon.] An intelli-

gent being imperceptible to the corporeal senses
;
an im-

material substance
; an intellectual being ;

the soul of
man

; an apparition : temper ;
habitual disposition of

mind
; ardor

; courage ; elevation
;
vehemence of mind ;

life ; energy ;
animation : genius ; vigor of mind

;
turn

of mind
; power of mind, moral or intellectual : intel-

lectual and moral powers, distinct from the body: sen-
timent

; perception ; eagerness ; desire : a man of activ-

ity ;
a man of life, fire, and enterprise : that which gives

vigor or cheerfulness to the mind -. essential quality ; es-

sence
; any thing eminently refined : an inflammable

liquor produced by distillation, as brandy, rum, whiskey,
&c.

; intoxicating liquor. pi. Inflammable liquors obtained

by distillation, as brandy, rum, gin, whiskey, &c.
;
ardent

spirits: animation; vivacity. Spirit of wine, alcohol.

Spirit level, a glass tube nearly filled with spirit of wine
or distilled water, and hermetically sealed at both ends.

5pT
" The general sound of the first i, in this word and

all its compounds, was, till lately, the sound of e in merit ;

but a very laudable attention to propriety has nearly re-

stored the i to its true sound
;
and now spirit sounded as

if written sperit begins to grow vulgar." Walker.

SPlR'fT, v. a. [spiritare, It.] [i. SPIRITED; pp. SPIRITING,

SPIRITED.] To excite
;
to encourage ;

to inspirit. Swift.
To spirit away, to entice or take away. Arbuthnot.

fSpiR'iT-AL-LY, ad. By means of the breath. Holder.

SPIR'IT-ED, a. Lively ; vivacious; full of fire or spirit.

SPIR'IT-ED-LY, ad. In a lively or spirited manner.
SPIR'IT-ED-NESS, n. duality of being spirited. Addison.

tSpiR'iT-F0L, a. Lively ;
full of spirit ; spirited. Ask.

fSPiR.'4T-F0L-LY, ad. In a sprightly or lively manner.
fSpiR'iT-F0L-NESS, n. Sprighlliness ; liveliness. Harvey.
SPIR'IT-ING,* n. Act of inspiriting. Shak.

SPIR'IT-LAMP,* n. A lamp in which spirit is used instead
of oil. Phil. Mag.

SpiR'iT-LESs, a. Devoid of spirit, vigor, or courage ;
de-

pressed ; discouraged ; dull
;
lifeless.

SPIR'IT-LESS-LY, ad. Without spirit. More.

SPIR'I'T-LESS-NESS, n. State of being spiritless.

Sfin-f-To'sd,*or Coif SpfR'i-Td,*[lt.] (Mus.) Noting a
movement to be performed in a spirited manner. Brande.

SPiR'lT-ops, a. Partaking of spirit; refined; ardent; ac-
tive

; spirituous. Milton.

SpiR'iT-ous-NESS, w. duality of being spiritous. Boyle.

SPIR'ITS,* n. See SPIRIT.

SPIR'IT-STIR-RING,* a. Rousing the spirit. Shak.

SpiR'JT-u-AL,(spir'it-yu-al)a, [spiritual, Fr.] Having, or par-

taking of, the nature of spirit ; relating to the spirit, mind,
or soul

;
distinct from matter; immaterial; incorporeal;

mental; intellectual: not gross ; refined from external

things : holy ; heavenly ;
not secular ;

not lay ;
not sen-

sual ; not temporal: relating to the things of heaven
;

ecclesinstic.il
; religious.

SPlR'iT-u-AL-iSM,* 7i. The quality of being spiritual ; spir-
itual nature or doctrine . that system, (as opposed to ma-

terialism,) according to which all that is real is spirit, soul,
or self; that which is called the external world, being
either a succession of notions impressed on the mind by
the Deity, or else the mere educt of the mind itself. The
former is the spiritualism of Berkeley ;

the latter, that of
Fichte. Brande.

SPIR'IT-V-AL-IST, n. One who is devoted to spiritual

things; one whose employment is spiritual: one who
adheres to spiritualism.

SPIR-IT-V-AL'I-TY, (spTr-jt-yu-al'e-te) n. [spiritualite, Fr.]
State or quality of being spiritual ; spiritual nature ; de-
votion to spiritual objects and interests : immateriality ;

essence, distinct from matter: pure devotion: that

which belongs to any one as an ecclesiastic.

SPlR-iT-u-AL-i-ZA'TipN, 7i. Act of spiritualizing. Chambers.

SPIR'IT-V-AL-IZE, v. a. [spiritualiser, Fr.] [i. SPIRITUAL-
IZED : pp. SPIRITUALIZING, SPIRITUALIZED.] To purify
from the feculence of the world; to render spiritual:
to give a spiritual meaning to. (CAem.) To raise by dis-

tillation ;
to extract inflammable spirit from.

SPIR'IT-U-AL-IZ-ER,* n. One who spiritualizes. Warburton.

SpiR'iT-v-AL-LY, ad. In a spiritual manner
; mentally.

tSpiR'iT-v-AL-TY, n. Ecclesiastical body; the clergy. Shak.

fSpiR-lT-U-os'l-TY, n. Spirituousness. Cudworth.

SPiR'lT-y-oOs, (splr'it-yu-us) a. [spiritueux, Fr.] Partaking
of spirit, particularly of distilled spirit; ardent; inflam-
mable

;
alcoholic

; spiritous. Spirituous liquor, a distilled

liquor, or spirit, which contains alcohol, and is intoxi-

cating.

SPUI'IT-U-OUS-NESS, n. duality of being spirituous.

SPIRT, v. n. [i.
SPIRTED

; pp. SPIRTING, SPIRTED.] To spring
or stream out, as a fluid

;
to stream out by intervals. Ba-

con. Written also spurt.

SPIRT, v. a. To throw out in a jet. Dryden.
SPIRT, n. Sudden ejection ;

sudden and short effort.

fSPlR'TLE, v. a. To spirt. Drayton.
SPI'RY, a. Pyramidal ; wreathed ; curled ; spiral. Dryden.
jSP!SS L

a. [spissus, L.] Close; firm; thick. Brerewood.

SPIS'SA-T_ED,* a. Thickened
; thick

; gross. Warburton.
SPIS'SJ-TUDE, n. Crossness

; thickness. Bacon.

SPIT, 7i. [spit, D.] A long prong on which meat is roasted :

such a depth of earth as a spade pierces at once.

SPIT, v. a. [speten, Teut.] [i. SPITTED ; pp. SPITTING, SPIT-

TED.] To put upon a spit ; to thrust through.
SPIT, v. a.

[i.
SPIT or SPAT

; pp. SPITTING, SPIT or SPITTEN.
Spat and spitten are growing obsolete.] To eject from

the mouth ; to throw out.

SP!T, v. n. To throw out spittle or saliva from the mouth.
SplT, n. What is thrown from the mouth

; spittle.

jSp'fT'AL, n. A charitable foundation; a lazar-house : a
hospital, of which the word is an abbreviation or corrup-
tion. Johnson.

tSpiT'AL-H6usE,*7t. A hospital. Shak.

SPIT'BOX,* n. A box to spit in
;
a spittoon. Baker.

SPITCH'COCK, v. a. [i. SPITCHCOCKED; pp. SPITCHCOCK-
ING, SPITCHCOCKED.] To split an eel lengthwise, and
broil it. King.

SPITCH'COCK, n. An eel spitchcocked. Decker.

SPITE, n. [spijt, D.; despit, old Fr.] Malice; rancor; hate;
malignity; malevolence. In spite of, notwithstanding;
in defiance of.

SPITE, v. a. [i. SPITED ; pp. SPITING, SPITED.] To treat ma-
liciously ;

to vex
;

to thwart malignantly ; to fill with
spite ; to offend. Shak.

SPITE'FOL, a. Full of spite ; malicious
; malignant.

SPITE'FOL-LY, ad. Maliciously; malignantly. Waller.

SPITE'_FUL-NESS, n. duality of being spiteful ;
malice.

SPIT'FIRE,* n. An angry or irascible person. Congrevc.
SPlT'RAcK,* n. A rack to hang spits upon. W. Ency.
SPIT'TED, a. Shot out into length, as a deer's horn. Bacon.

SPIT'TER, 71. One who spits : a young deer. Barret.

fSpiT'TLE, n. A hospital, of which it is a corruption or ab
breviation ; spital. B. Jonson. See SPITAL.

SPIT'TLE, n. Moisture of the mouth
;
saliva.

fSpi'T'TLY, a. Slimy ; full of spittle. Cotgrave.
SPIT-TOON',* n. A box or vessel to spit in. EC. Rev.

SplT'vEN-QM, n. Venom ejected from the mouth. Hooker.

SPLXNjeH'Nlc,* a. (Anat.) Relating to the viscera. Dun-
glison.

SPLXNjBH-NOL'p-^Y, (splangk-nolVje) n. [anMyxY" and
Adyof.] The doctrine of the viscera

;
a treatise on the

bowels. Hoblyn.
SPLASH, v. a. [plaska, Swed.] [i. SPLASHED

; pp. SPLASH-

ING, SPLASHED.] To dash or spatter with a liquid, as dirty
water. Prior.

SPLXSH, w. Water or mud as thrown up from a puddle ;

noise of throwing water. Todd.

SPLASH'V, a. Full of dirty water
; apt to bespatter. Johnson.

SPLAT'TER,* v. n. To make a noise as in water. Jamieson.

SPLXT'TER-DASH,* n. An uproar ; a sputter. Jamieson.

SPLAY, (spla) v. a. To dislocate or break a horse's shoul-
der-bone : to slope or incline. Francis.

fSPLAY, (spla) v. a. For display. Mir.forJtiag.
SPLAY, (spla) a. Displayed ; spread ; sloping ; turned out-
ward

; as, a splay foot, i. e., a foot turned outwards.

SPLAY,* n. A sloping surface. Francis.

SPLAY'-FOOT, (spla'fut) ) a. Having the foot turned

SPLAY'-FOOT-ED, (spla'fut-ed) \
outward. Machin.

SPLAY'-MofirTH, n. A wide, deformed mouth. Dryden.
SpLAY'-MoGTHED,* a. Having a wide mouth. Ash.

SPLEEN, n. [splen, L. ; an\i]v, Gr.] A spongy viscus, of an
oval form, the use of which is unknown

;
the milt

;
a soft

part of the viscera, the fancied seat of melancholy, anger,
and vexation :-- anger ; spite; ill-humor; inconstancy;
caprice ; melancholy ; hypochondriasis ;

a fit of passion,
[flmmoderate merriment. Shak.]

SPLEENED, (splend) a. Deprived of the spleen. Arbuthnot.

SPLEEN'FOL, a. .Angry; peevish; fretful
; melancholy ;

splenetic. Shak. [See SPLENISH.

SPLEEN'ISH, a. Fretful
; melancholy ; spleeny. B. Hall.

JSPEEN'LESS, a. Kind
; gentle ;

mild. Chapman. [plant.

SPLEEN'WORT, (splen'wurt) n. Miltvvort
;
a perennial

SPLEEN'Y, a. Angry ; peevish ;
fretful

; gloomy. Shak.

SPLEC^'ET,* 7i. A wet cloth for washing a sore. Crabb.

SPLEN'DENT, a. [splendent, L.] Shining; glossy; bright;
resplendent ; splendid. Wotton.

SPLEN'DID, a. [splendidus, L.] Having splendor; showy;
magnificent; brilliant; conspicuous; pompous.

SPLEN'DID-LY, ad. In a splendid manner; magnificently.

SPLEN'DID-NESS,* n. The quality of being splendid. Boyle.

SPLEN'DOR, n. [splendeur, Fr.
; splendor, L.] Great bright-

ness
; brilliancy ;

lustre
; magnificence ; pomp.

fSPLEN'DROUS, a. Having splendor; splendid. Drayton.

SPLEN'E-TIC, [splen'e-tlk, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ;

sple-neVjk, K. Ash.] a. [.iplcnetique, Fr.] Troubled with
the spleen ; fretful ; peevish ; morose ;

sullen ; gloomy.

SPLEN'E-TIC, n. A splenetic person. Tatler. A medicine
for the spleen.

SPLE-NET'I-CAL, a. Same as splenetic. Wotton.
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SPLE-NET'J-CAL-LY,* ad. In a splenetic manner. Alexan-
der, [vey.

fSPLEN'lC, a. [spUnique, Fr.] Relating to the spleen. Har-

tSPLEN']-cAL,* a. Relating to the spleen ; splenic. Ash.

SPLEN'JSH, a. Fretful; peevish; spleenish. Drayton. [R.]

SPLE-NI'TIS,* n. [o-TAr/iur<j.] '(Med.) Inflammation of
the spleen. Brande.

fSpLfiN'i-TlvE, a. Hot
; fiery ; peevish ; splenetic. Shak.

SPLEN-I-ZA'TION,* . (Med.) A change induced in the

lungs by inflammation, causing them to resemble the

spleen. Hoblyn.
SPLEN'p-CELE,*n. (Med.) A hernia of the spleen. Crabb.

SPLE-N6L'o-GY,* n. A treatise on the spleen. Dunglison.
SPLENT, n'. A' callous swelling on the shank-bone of a

horse's leg : a splint. Farrier's Diet.

SPLENT,* or SPLINT,* a. (Min.) Noting a kind of canal-

coal, called also parrot-coal. Cleaveland.

SPLlcE, v. a. [splisson, D.
; plico, L.] [i. SPLICED; pp.

SPLICING, SPLICED.] To join together, as the two ends of

a rope ;
to conjoin lengthwise ;

to join by interweaving.
SPLICE,* H. An interweaving or joining of two ends of

ropes. Mar. Diet. A piece added.

SPLINT, n. [splinter, Teut.] A fragment of wood split ofF:

a thin piece of wood to keep a set bone in its place :

a tumor or an excrescence of a bone in a horse ; splenl.

SPLINT, v. a. To secure by splints ;
to splinter. Shak.

SPL!N'TER, n. [splinter, Teut.] A fragment of any thing
broken or split off; a splint; a thin piece of wood.

SPLlN'TER, v. a. [i. SPLINTERED; pp. SPLINTERING, SPLIN-

TERED.] To shiver
;
to break into fragments ;

to secure

by splints ;
to support. Shak.

SPLlN'TER, v. n. To be shivered, split, or broken into frag-
ments. [Brande.

SPLTN'TER-Y,* a. Having splinters ; laminated
; scaly.

SPLIT, v. a. [splijten, splitten, Teut.] [i.
SPLIT or SPLITTED ;

pp. SPLITTING, SPLIT or SPLITTED. Splitted is little used.]
To divide longitudinally in two

;
to divide

;
to part ; to

cleave
;
to rive

;
to crack ; to separate ; to burst

;
to dash

and break on a rock
;
to break into discord.

SPLIT, v. n. To burst in sunder ;
to crack

;
to separate ;

to burst with laughter ;
to be broken, as against rocks.

SPLIT'TER, n. One who splits. Swift.

SPLUT'TER, n. Bustle
;
tumult. Johnson. [Vulgar.]

SPLDT'TER, v.n. [i. SPLUTTERED ; pp. SPLUTTERING, SPLUT-

TERED.] To speak hastily and confusedly. Carleton.

SPLUT'TER-ER,* n. One who splutters. Smart. [Vulgar.]
SPOCH'DOG,* n. A species of dog. Dryden.
Sp6D'p-inXN-CY,* n. Divination by ashes. Smart.

SPOD'V-MENE,* n. (Min.) A mineral composed of silica,

alumina, and lithia, found in laminated masses, hard,
brittle, and translucent: called also triphane. Brande.

SPOIL, v. a. [spolio, L.
; spoiler, Fr.] [i. SPOILED or SPOILT

;

pp. SPOILING, SPOILED or SPOILT.] To seize by robbery ; to,

plunder ; to strip of goods ;
to rob : to corrupt ;

to mar
;

to make useless
;
to ruin.

SPOIL, v. n. To practise robbery or plunder: to grow use-
less

;
to be corrupted. Locke.

SPOIL, ji. [spolium, L.] That which is taken by violence ;

that which is taken from an enemy; plunder; pillage;

booty; prey; that which is taken from another; robbery;
waste: corruption; ruin. Shak. The slough; cast-off

skin of a serpent. Bacon.
SPOIL'A-BLE,* a. That may be spoiled. Dr. Arnold.

SpqlL'ER, 7i. One who spoils ;
a corrupter ; a robber.

fSPOlL'FCL, a. Wasteful
; rapacious. Spenser.

SPOKE, n. The radius of a wheel ; the bar of a wheel that

passes from the nave to the felly : the spar of a ladder.

SPOKE,* v. a. To fit or furnish with spokes. Pope.
SPOKE, i. from Speak. See SPEAK.

SPO'KEN, (spo'kn) p. from Speak. See SPEAK. [Mar. Diet.

SPOKE 'SHAVE,* n. A shave for smoothing spokes, &c.

SPOKESMAN, n. One who speaks for another.

SPO'LI-ATE, v. a. [spolio, L.] To rob j to plunder ;
to spoil.

J. W. Croker. [R.J

SPO-LJ-A'TION, n. [9r. ; spoliatio, L.] Act of robbing; rob-

bery ; plunder. Ayliffe.

SPO-LI-A'TQR,* n. One who commits spoliation. Perrin.

SPO'LI-A-TQ-RY,* a. Causing spoliation ;
destructive. CA.

Ob. '[R.1

Sp5N-DA'ic, ) a. Belonging to a spondee; containing
SPON-BA'I-CAL, \

a spondee. Fcrrand.

SPON'DEE, 7i. [spondee, Fr.
; spondaus, L.] (Greek and Lat-

in poetry) A foot of two long syllables ; as, no-tt.

SPSN'DYLE, (sppn'djl) n. [CKOVOV\OS, Gr.
; spondulus, L.]

A vertebre ;
a joint of the spine. Bp. Taylor.

SpdNGE, (spunj) n. [spongia, L.
; spongea, Sax.] A soft,

porous substance, or cellular, fibrous tissue, produced by
very small sea animals, and used for wiping and cleaning,
or for imbibing moisture ; any soft substance used for

wiping and cleaning, and for imbibing moisture: a
kind of moss : a soft dough.

SP6NGE, (spunj) v. a. [i.
SPONGED

; pp. SPONGING, SPONGED.]
To blot

;
to wipe away as with a sponge ;

to cleanse with
a sponge, applied to the act of cleansing cannon

;
to drain

xtor-

It

or squeeze, as by using a sponge: to harass by extor-
tion

;
to gain by mean arts.

SP&N(^E, (spunj) v. n. To suck in as a sponge : to live
mean arts

; to hang on others for maintenance.
strange. [Nicholls.

Sp6NGE'-CAKE,* n. A cake so named from its lightness.
Sp6N9E'LET,*7i. (Bot.) Spongiole. P. Cyc. See SPONGIOLE.
SP&N^'ER, (spunj'er) n. One who sponges.
SP&N'GI-FORM,* a. Having the form of sponge. Phillips.

SPON'GI-NESS, n. Quality of being spongy.
SP&NG'ING,* a. Wiping up or squeezing out what remains.

Sp<5N9'lNG-H6usE,* n. (Law) A bailiff's house or office
;

a victualling-house where persons arrested for debt are

kept for a time, either till they compromise with their

creditors, or are removed to a closer confinement. Crabb.

SPON'GI-OLE,* n. [spongiola, L.] (Bot.) The tender, grow-
ing tip of the root

;
the extremity of the ultimate fibril

of a root. P. Cyc.

fSpftN'Gl-oOs, a. [sponnieux, Fr.] Spongy. Cheyne.
SPON'GY, (spun'je) a. Having the qualities of sponge ;

soft

and imbibing; wet
;
soaked.

SPON'SAL, a. [sponsalis, L.] Relating to marriage.

SPON'SIPN, n. [sponsio, L.J Act of becoming a surety, par-
ticularly in baptism. JVapleton. (International law) An
act or engagement made, on behalf of a state, by an agent
or agents, who are not specially authorized, or who exceed
the limits of their authority. Brande. [ton.

SPON'SION-AL,* a. Responsible ; implying a pledge. Leigh-
SPON'SPR, n. [L.] A surety ;

one who is surety for anoth-

er, particularly for an infant in baptism.
SPpN-so'Rl-AL,* a. Relating to a sponsor. Museum.
SpoN'spR-SHlP,* n. The office of sponsor. Dana.

SPSN-TA-NE'I-TY, n. [spontaneitas, school L.
; spontaneite,

Fr.] State of being spontaneous ;
voluntariness ; willing-

ness. Bramhall. --

SPpN-TA'NE-ous, a. [spontant, Fr., from sponte,~L.} Acting
or growing of itself, or of its own accord; voluntary;
arising from present will ; willing.

SPON-TA'NE-oOs-LY, ad. Voluntarily ;
of its own accord.

SPQN-TA'NE-OUS-NESS, n. State of being spontaneous.
SPPN-TOON', n. [esponton, Fr.] A military weapon ;

a kind
of half-pike or halberd.

SPOOL, 7i. [spule, Ger.
; spohl, D.] A small piece of cane,

reed, or wood, to wind yarn upon ;
a weaver's quill.

SPOOL,*. a.
[i. SPOOLED ; pp. SPOOLING, SPOOLED.] Towind

yarn on a spool. Ash.

SPOOL'ER,* n. One who spools, or uses a spool. Mason.

SPOOM, v. 7i. (Naut.) To be driven by wind. Dryden. [R.]

SPOON, n. [spaen, D.
; spojie, Dan.

; sponn, Icel.] A little

bowl or concavo vessel with a handle, used at table for

taking up liquids.

fSpqoN, v. n. (Naut.) Same as spoom. Bailey.

SPOON'BlLL, n. A bird of the heron tribe, named from the

shape of its bill.

SPOON'DRIFT,* n. (Naut.) The light spray blown off the
waves by the wind. Brande.

SPOON'FOL, n. ; pi. SPOONFULS. As much as a spoon will

hold ;
a small quantity. (Med.) Half an ounce.

SPOON'MEAT, n. Liquid food taken with a spoon.

SPOON'WOJRT, (spon'wurt) n. Scurvy-grass.

SP&R'A-DE$,* n. pi. [sporas, pi. sporades, L.] Scattered

islands, stars, &c. Crabb.

SPP-RA'DJ-AL,* a. Scattered; sporadical. Phil. Mag.
SPO-RXD'IC,* a. (Med.) Scattered^ attacking few at a time

;

sporadical. Brande.

SPp-RXo'j-CAL, a. [o-7ropa<5u<5j.] (Med.) Single ;
scattered :

used in reference to diseases, as opposed to epidemical.

SPORE,* |
n. (Bot.) The reproductive body or substance

SPOR'ULE,* \
of cryptogamic or flovverless plants, anal-

ogous to seed in flowering plants. P. Cyc.

SPORT, 71. [spott, Icel.] That which produces mirth or

pleasure ; play ;
diversion

; game ;
frolic ;

merriment
;

jest ;
mirth ;

amusement ;
entertainment

;
recreation ;

pastime : that with which one plays ;
idle jingle : di-

version of the field, as fowling, hunting, or fishing.

SPORT, v. a. [i.
SPORTED ; pp. SPORTING, SPORTED.] To play

with ; to divert; to make merry ;
to represent sportfully.

SPORT, v. n. To play ;
to frolic

;
to game ; to trifle.

SPORT-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. Frolicsomeness. Sterne. [R.]

SPORT'ER, n. One who sports. Sherwood.

SPSRT'FUL, a. Full of sport ; mirthful
; merry ; sportive.

SPORT'FUL-LY, ad. With sport ; merrily.

SPORT'FOL-NESS, n. Play; merriment; frolic.

SPORT'ING,* p. a. Diverting; given to sport.

SPORT'JNG-LY, ad. In jest ;
in sport. Hammond.

SPORT'JVE, a. Gay ; merry ; lively ; jocund ; sprightly ;
vi-

vacious ; wanton; playful.

SPORT'IVE-LY,* ad. In a sportive manner. Dryden.

SPORT'JVE-NESS, n. Gayety ; play ; wantonness.

SPORT'LESS, a. Joyless ;
sad. P. Flctchrr.

SPORT'LING,* 71. A little sportsman. Swift.

SPORTS'MAN, n. ; pi. SPORTSMEN. One who pursues field-

sports, as hunting, fishing, <fcc. [alms. Bp. Hall.

tSPOR'TU-LA-Ry, a. [sportulare, low L.] Subsisting ona sponge, applied to the act of cleansing cannon
;
to drain fSpoR'TU-LA RY, a. [sportulare, low L.] Subsii
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SPORT'ULE, (spbrt'yul) re. [sportula, L.] Alms; a dole.

Ayliffe.

SpSR'ULE,* re. (Bot.) See SPORE. London.
SPOR-V-LiF'ER-oijs,*a. (Bot.] Producing sporules. London.

SPOT, re. [spette, Dan.
; spotte, Flem.] A blot ; a mark

made by discoloration
;
a speck ;

a stain : a disgrace ;
a

taint: a small extent of place; any particular place;
place; site; locality. A kind of pigeon. Upon the

spot, immediately ; without changing place.
SPOT, v. a. [i. SPOTTED

; pp. SPOTTING, SPOTTED.] To mark
with spots ;

to maculate: to disgrace ;
to taint.

SPOT'LESS, a. Free from spots ; free from reproach or

impurity; immaculate; pure; untainted; unspotted;
blameless.

SPOT'LESS-NESS, re. State or quality of being spotless.

SpOT'TED,*a. Maculated; having spots ; spotty. Shak.

SPOT'TER, re. He or that which spots.

SPOT'TI-NESS, re. State or quality of being spotty.

SPOT'TY, a. Full of spots ;
maculated

; spotted. Milton.

fSPpO's.AGE, re. Act of espousing. Bale.

SpoO's,AL, a. Nuptial; conjugal; connubial; espousal.
Shak.

SPOUSAL, (spou'zal) n. ; pi. SPOUSALS. [espousailles, old

Fr.
; sponsalia, L.] Marriage ; nuptials ; espousals. Milton.

SPOUE, (spouz) n. [sponsa, sponsns, L.
; espouse, old Fr.]

One joined in marriage ;
a husband or wife.

fSpoOE, (spouz) v. a. To espouse; towed. Chaucer.

fSp60s.E'BREACH,* re. (Law) Adultery. Cowel.

SPpOs.E'LESS,a. Wanting a husband or wife ; unmarried.

SPOUT, n. [spuyt, Teut.] A pipe or projecting mouth of a
vessel

;
a water pipe or tube : water falling in a body ;

a cataract, such as is seen in the hot climates when
clouds sometimes discharge all their water at once

;
a

water-spout.
SPOUT, v. a. [spuyten, Teut.] [i. SPOUTED; -pp. SPOUTING,
SPOUTED.] To pour violently, as from a spout : to utter or

speak in a pompous or mouthing manner; to harangue.

SppOT, v. re. To issue as from a spout. Sidney.

SppOT'ER,* n. One that spouts ;
a speech-maker. Knox.

SPOOT'-HOLE,* re. A hole for the discharge of water. Pen-
nant.

SppOT'iNG,* re. A pouring out
;
declamation. Knox.

SpoOT'LESS,* a. Having no spout. Cowper.
SPR!CK, a. Same as sprag. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
SPRXG, a. Vigorous ; sprightly. Shak. [Local, Eng.]
SPR&G, re. A young salmon. Grose. A nail. Craven Dialect.

SPRAIN, (spran) v. a. [i. SPRAINED; pp. SPRAINING,
SPRAINED.] To overstrain the ligaments, as of a joint; to

injure by straining ;
to strain.

SPRAIN, . A bad or painful strain, without dislocation.

fSPRAlNTS, (sprants) n. pi. The dung of an otter. Bailey.

SPRXNG, i. from Spring. Sprung. See SPRING.

SPRAT, re. [sprot, D.] A small sea-fish. Sidney.

SPRAWL, v. n. [spradle, Dan. ; spartelen, D.] [i. SPRAWLED ;

pp. SPRAWLING, SPRAWLED.] To stretch the body and
limbs widely, and at random, generally in a lying pos-
ture

;
to spread about ; to be contorted

;
to struggle.

SPRAWL,* n. A small twig or branch of a tree. Forby.
[Local, Eng.]

SPRAY, (spra) re. The foam of the sea; sprinkling of the

sea, or of falling water : a twig ;
a sprig. Spenser.

SPREAD, (spred) v. a. [spradan, Sax.
; spreyden, Teut.J [i.

SPREAD ; pp. SPREADING, SPREAD.] To extend in all direc-

tions; to extend
;
to expand ;

to cover by extension
;
to

cover over; to stretch: to publish ;
to divulge; to dis-

seminate ;
to scatter ;

to diffuse ; to disperse ;
to distrib-

ute
;
to circulate ;

to propagate.
SPREAD, v. re. To extend or expand itself.

SPREAD, re^Extent ; compass ; expansion of parts ; diffusion.

SPREAD'-EA-GLE,* n. An eagle with the wings extended.
Booth. [vulger.

SPREAD'ER, (spred'er) n. He or that which spreads ;
di-

SPREAD'ING, (spred'jng) re. Act of extending or expand-
ing.

SPREAD'ING,*^. a. Extending; expanding; increasing.

SPREE,* re. Sport; frolic; noisy merriment
;
a drinking

bout
;
a carousal. Month. Reo. [Low or colloquial.]

fSpRENT, p. Sprinkled. Sidney.

SPREY, (spra) a. Spruce : spry. See SPRUCE, and SPRY.

SPRIG, re. [spricka, Swed.] A small branch
; a shoot ; a

twig : a brad, or nail without a head. (Naut.~) A small

eyeholt which is ragged at the point.

SPRIG, v. a.
[i.

SPRIGGED ; pp. SPRIGGING, SPRIGGED.] To
mark or adorn with sprigs or branches

;
to work in sprigs.

SPRIG, a. Noting a crystal found in the form of an hex-

angular column, adhering at one end to the stone, and at

the other terminating in a point. Woodward.

SPRIG'JGED,* a. Growing in sprigs ; having sprigs. Gray.

SPRIG'J&Y, a. Full of sprigs or small branches. Sherwood.

SPRIGHT, (sprit) re. [contraction of spirit.] Spirit; shade;
soul. Spenser. A walking spirit ; apparition. Locke. [fAn ar-

row. Bacon.] Spright and sprite are used as contractions of

spirit, particularly by the old poets. See SPIRIT, and SPRITE.

fSPRIGHT, (sprit) v. a. To haunt as a spright. Shak.

fSpRiGHT'FOL, (sprlt'ful) a. Lively ; sprightly. Shak.

JSPRIGHT'FOL-LY, (sprlt'ful-le) ad. Briskly; vigorously.
Shak.

fSpRlGHT'FOL-NESS, (sprlt'ful-nes) re. Sprightliness ; gay-
ety ; vivacity. Hammond.

SPRI'GHT'LESS, (sprlt'les) <z. Dull; sluggish. Marston.

SpRiGHT'L{-NEss,(sprIt'le-nes) re. Quality ofbeing spright-
ly ; liveliness; briskness; vivacity.

SPRIGHT'LV, (sprlt'le) a. Gay; brisk; livejy ; vigorous;
vivacious.

SPRING, v. re. [springen, D.] [i. SPRUNG or SPRANG
; pp.

SPRINGING, SPRUNG. Sprang is growing obsolete.] To
rise out of the ground ;

to begin to grow; to appear; to

begin to exist; to proceed as from seed; to come into
existence

;
to issue forth ; to arise

;
to issue with effect or

force; to proceed, as from ancestors, or a country; to
issue from a fountain

;
to proceed as from a source

;
to

shoot; to emanate: to bound
;

to leap; to jump; to
rush hastily ; to appear suddenly ; to fly with elastic

power ;
to start

;
to rise from a covert.

SPRING, v. a. To start
;
to rouse game ; to produce quickly

or unexpectedly; to discharge, applied to a mine: to

disengage, as a spring : to contrive on a sudden
;
to pro-

duce hastily ; to offer unexpectedly. To spring a leak.

(JVawi.) A ship is said to spring a leak when tlie water,
by a sudden breach, passes through the sides or bottom
into the hull.

SPRING, re. The season in which plants rise and vegetate ;

the vernal season, comprising the months of March,
April, and May : astronomically, extending from the
vernal equinox, about the 21st of March, to the summer
solstice, about the 22d of June: that which suddenly
rises of itself from a bent position ;

an elastic body ;
elasti-

city ;
elastic force

;
active power ;

a leap ;
a bound ;

a jump ;

a violent effort
;
a sudden struggle : a fountain

;
an issue

of water from the earth : a source
;
that by which any

thing is supplied; rise; beginning; cause; original.

(JVa,.) A crack running transversely ;
a leak : a rope or

hawser attached to a cable. [|A plant ;
a shoot; a young

tree
;
a youth. Spenser. A shoulder of pork. Beaum. Sf Fl.]

Spring-balance, a machine in which the elasticity of a

spring of tempered steel is employed as a means of

measuring weight or force. Spring-carriage, a wheel-

carriage furnished with springs. Spring-wheat, wheat
which is sown in the spring.

fSpRi'NG'AL, ) re. A youth; an active young man; a

fSpRiN'GALL, J
shoot. Spenser. (Mil.) An engine of

war for shooting by the force of a spring. Richardson.

SPRING'BOK,* re. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.

SPRI'NG'-BOX,* re. The box containing the spring of a
watch. Crabb.

SPRINGE, (sprlnj) re. A gin ;
a noose, which, fastened to

any elastic body, catches by a spring or jerk. Shak.

SPRINGE, (sprinj ) v. a. To insnare; to entrap. Beaum.
Fl.

SPRI'NG'ER, re. One who springs : a young plant: one
of the first two stones of an arch, one being above each

impost. Francis.

SpRiNG'-GRiss,* re. A perennial plant. Crabb.

SPRING'HALT, (sprmg'halt) n. A lameness or halting, by
which a horse twitches up his legs. Shak.

SpRlNG'HEAD,(sprIng'hed) re. Fountain; source. Herbert.

SPRING'I-NESS, n. Elasticity ; power of restoring itself.

SPRINGING, re. Growth; increase. (Arch.) The lower

part of an arch, or that from which it rises; the side of
an arch contiguous to the part whereon it rests.

fSpRlN'GLE, (spring'gl) re. A springe ; a noose. Carew.

SPRING'-RYE,* n. Rye that is sown in the spring. Fessen-

den.

SPRING'-TIDE, n. Tide at the new and full moon; the

highest tide. Dryden.
SpRiNG'-TlME,* re. The vernal season. Cowper.
SPRING'-WA'TER,* re. Water issuing from a spring. Arm-

strong.

SPRING'-WHEAT,* n. Wheat that is sown in the spring.
Bnel.

SPRING'Y, [spring'?, P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm.; sprin'je, S.;

sprlng'e or sprin'je', W. F.] a. Elastic; having the power
of restoring itself.

93r" A most absurd custom has prevailed in pronounc-
ing this adjective, as if it were formed from springe, a

gin, rhyming with fringe, when nothing can be plainer
than its formation from spring, an elastic body, and that

the addition of y ought no more to alter the sound of

g in this word than it does in stringy, full of strings."
Walter.

SPRIN&'Y, a. Full of springs and fountains: elastic.

SPRIN'KLE, (spnng'kl) v. a. [spr'mckelen, Teut. ; sprenken,

Ger.] [i. SPRINKLED; pp. SPRINKLING, SPRINKLED.] To
scatter

;
to disperse in small masses ;

to besprinkle ;
to

bedew
;
to wash, wet, or dust, by scaltering.

SPRIN'KLE, v. re. To perform the act of scattering in drops.

SPRIN'KLE, (spnng'kl) re. A small quantity scattered ; a

sprinkling. [A utensil to sprinkle with. Spenser.]
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SPRYXK'LER, (spring'kler) n. One who sprinkles.

SPRINK'LING, n. The act of scattering in small drops; a
small quantity scattered

;
a sprinkle.

jSpRlT, v. a. To throw out
;
to spirt. Browne.

fSPRlT, v. n. To shoot
;
to sprout, as barley. Johnson.

SPR!T, re. Shoot
; sprout. (JVawt.) A small boom or pole.

SPRITE, n. A spirit; an incorporeal agent: used by the

old poets as a contraction of spirit. See SPIRIT, and
SPRIOHT.

fSPRlTE'FUL, a. Gay ; lively ; sprightly. Stroad.

fSpRiTE'FUL-LY, ad. Vigorously; sprightfully. Chapman.
SPRITE'LESS, a. Sum/. See SPRIGHTLESS.
SPRITE 'LI-NESS, n. See SPRIGHTLINESS. IVarton.

SPRITE'LY, a. See SPRIGHTLY.

SPRITE_'LY, ad. Gayly. Chapman.
SPRfT'sAlL, n. (Naiii.) A four-cornered, fore-and-aft sail,

supported diagonally by a piece of wood or pole called the

sprit.

SPROD, 7i. A salmon while in its second year's growth.
Chambers. [Local, Eng.l

fSpRONG. The old preterit of Spring. Sprung. Hooker.

SPROUT, t>. 7i. [sprytan, Sax. ; spruyten, D.] [i. SPROUTED ; pp.

SPROUTING, SPROUTED.] To shoot, as the seed of a plant;
to germinate ;

to vegetate; to begin to grow ;
to grow.

SPROUT, n. A shoot of a vegetable. pi. Young cole-

worts.

SPRUCE, a. Nice; trim; finical; neat without elegance.

SPRUCE, v. n.
[i. SPRUCED; pp. SPRUCING, SPRUCED.] To

dress with affected neatness. Cotgrave.

SPRUCE, v. a. To trim
;
to dress. Mnsworth.

SPRUCE, n. An evergreen tree
;
a species of fir.

SpRticE'-BEER, n. A beverage or fermented liquor made
from the leaves and small branches of spruce, with

sugar or molasses.

fSpRfJCE'-LEATH-ER, n. Corruption of Prussian leather.

Dryden.
SPRtJCE'LY, ad. In a spruce manner

; nicely. Marston.

SpRfJCE'NESS, n. State of being spruce ;
trimness.

SPRUE,* 7i.' Matter formed in the mouth in certain diseases :

scoria or dross. Smart.

SPRUG, v. a. To make smart. [Local, Eng.]
SPRUNG, i. &p. from Spring. See SPRING.

fSPRuNT, v. n. To spring up ;
to germinate. Somerville.

SPRUNT, n. Any thing that is short, and will not easily
bend : a leap, or a spring in leaping. [Local, Eng.]

fSpRUNT, a. Vigorous ;
active

; grown out. Kersey.

fSpRUNT'LY, ad. Youthfully; vigorously. B. Jonson.

SPRY, a. Lively ;
active

;
nimble

; quick in action. Jen-

nings. [Provincial in England, and colloquial in the

United States.]

SPUD, n. A short knife; a tool for cutting up weeds
; any

thing short. Swift.

SPUKE,* n. A spirit or spectre. Bulwer. [R.]

fSpuL'LER, n. An inspector of yarn. Bailey.

SPUME, n. [spuma, L.] Foam ;
froth

;
scum.

SPUME, v.n. [i. SPUMED ; pp. SPUMING, SPUMED.] To foam
to froth. Dryden.

SPU-MES'CENCE,* n. State of foaming; frothiness. Smart.

SPV-M!F'ER-OUS,* a. Producing froth. Scott.

SpO'Ml-NESS,* n. The quality of being spumy. Ash.

sau

s
>
L'J Frothy ' foamy ' Dryden'

SpON, i. & p. from Spin. See SPIN.

SPUN^E, (spiinj) n. & v. See SPONGE.

SPUN^'ER,* n. One who spunges. Swift,. See SPONGER.

SPUNG'ING-HOUSE, n. See SPONGING-HOUSE.

SPUN'GY, a. See SPONGY.
SPUN'-HAY,* n. Hay twisted for carriage. Smart.

SPUNK, (spungk) n. Touchwood
;

rotten wood. Browne

Mettle; spirit. Brockett. [Vulgar.]
SptJNK'Y,* a. Spirited ; fiery ;

irritable ; brisk. Forby. [Pro
vincial and colloquial.]

SpON'-YARN,* n. A line of rope-yarns twisted. Smart.

SPUR, 7i. [spitr, Sax.
; spore, Dan.] A sharp point or goad_

worn at the heel by horsemen
; any thing like a spur:

a sharp point on a cock's leg: a snag: a stimulus; in

citement. [A sea-swallow. Ray.] The longest and larg
est root of a tree. Shak. A branch or subordinate range
of mountains that shoots out from a larger range. P. Cyc

SPUR, v. a.
[i.

SPURRED ; pp. SPURRING, SPURRED.] To prick
with the spur ;

to drive with the spur ; to instigate ;
tc

incite
;
to urge forward : to fix a spur to.

SPUR, v. n. To travel very fast
;
to press forward.

SPUR'GALL, v. a. To wound or hurt with the spur. Shak.

SPUR'GALL, n. A hurt occasioned by the use of the spur
jtih.

SPUR'GALLED,* (spur'gtlld) a. Hurt with the spur. Ash.

SPURGE, n. [cspurge, old Fr.
; from purgo, L.] A genus o

plants, some of which are medicinal and purgative.

SPURGE'-FLXX, n. A plant.

SPURGE'-LAu-REL, n. A shrub, a native of England, &c.
SPURGE '-OL-IVE, n. A shrub

; daphne mezereon.

SPURGE'-WORT, (-wurt) -,-. A plant.

'SPURG'JNG, n. Act of purging ; discharge. B. Jonson.

ne;

:,

SPU'RI-OUS, (spu're-us) a. [spurius, L.] Not genuine
counterfeit ; adulterine

; supposititious ;
not legitimate.

PU'RI-OUS-LY, ad. In a spurious manner ; falsely.

PU'RI-OUS-NESS, n. State of being spurious or counterfeit

SPIJR'LESS,* a. Having no spurs. Ritson.

SPUR'LING, n._
A small sea-fish. Tusser.

SPtiR'LiNG-LiNE,* n. (JVawt.) A line which forms the
communication between the wheel and the telltale. Crabb.

SPUR'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes spurs. Booth.

SptJRN, v. a.
[i. SPURNED; pp. SPURNING, SPURNED.]TO

kick
;
to strike with the foot. Shak. To reject with dis-

dain
;
to scorn

;
to put away with contempt ;

to disdain
;

to treat with contempt.
SPURN, v. n. To manifest disdain

; to make contemptuous
opposition ;

to toss up the heels.

SPURN, n. Kick
; disdainful rejection ;

scorn. Milton.

SPURN'ER, n. One who spurns. Sherwood.

SPUR'NEY, (spiir'ne) n. A plant.

SPURRED, (spiird) a. Wearing or having spurs.
SPUR'RER, n. One who uses spurs.
SP{JR'RI-ER, n. One who makes spurs. B. Jonson.

SPUR'-ROW'EL,* 7i. The point of a spur. Sprat.

SPUR'ROY-AL, n. A gold coin, first coined in the time of
Edward IV. ; of the value, in the time of James I., of
15s. : sometimes written spur-rial or spur-ryal.

SPUR'RY or SPUR'REY, n. [spurrie, old Fr.] A genus of

plants ; a plant cultivated in the Netherlands and Ger-

many for fodder
; spergula.

3PURT, V. 71.
[i. SPURTED

J pp. SPURTING, SPURTED.] To
spring or stream out as a fluid, suddenly or at intervals.

v. a. To throw out
;
to emit ;

to spirt. See SPIRT.

SPURT, n. A sudden, short effort: a few drops of rain.

Carr. [Local.] Written also spirt. See SPIRT.

SPUR'WAY, (spur'wa) n. A horse-way ;
a bridle-road

;

distinct from a road for carriages. Bailey. [R.]

fSPU-TA'TIQN, n. [sputum, L.] Act of spitting. Harvey.
fSpu'TA-TlVE, a. Spitting much ;

inclined to spit. Wotton.

SPtJT'TER, V. 71. [sputo, L.] [i. SPUTTERED
; pp. SPUTTER-

ING, SPUTTERED.] To spit in scattered, small drops, as in

rapid speaking; to emit moisture or drops of water; to

fly out in small particles with some noise; to speak
hastily and obscurely.

SPUT'TER, v. a. To throw out or utter with haste and
noise. Dryden.

SPUT'TER, n. Act of sputtering; moisture thrown out by
sputtering.

SPUT'TER-ER, n. One who sputters.

SPY, (spl) n. [yspio, Welsh ; espion, Fr.
; spie, D.] One on

the watch to gain and send intelligence of transactions

intended to be kept secret
;
one sent to gain intelligence

in an enemy's camp or country ;
a secret emissary.

SPY, (spl) v. a. [i. SPIED; pp. SPYING, SPIED.] To see; to

gain sight of : to watch or observe narrowly; to espy.
To spy out, to search or discover by artifice.

SPY, v. n. To search narrowly ;
to act as a spy.

SPY'-BOAT, (spl'bot) n. A boat sent out for intelligence.

SPY'-GLiss,* n. A small or short telescope. Ed. Rev.

SPY'!M,* n. The conduct of a spy. Maunder. [R.l

SQUAB, (skwob) a. [squab, Sueth.] Unfeathered; newly
hatched : fat; thick and stout; awkwardly bulky.

SQUAB, (skw5b) n. A kind of sofa; a stuffed cushion : a

short, fat person : a young pigeon.

SQUAB, (skwob) ad. With a heavy, sudden fall, as some-

thing plump and flat. L'Estrange. [A low word.]
SQUAB, (skwob) v. n. [i. SQUABBED ; pp. SQUABBING,
SQUABBED.J To fall down plump or flat. Johnson. [R.]

SQUAB'BISH, (skwob'bjsh) a. Thick; heavy; fleshy. Har-

vey.

SQUAB'BLE, (skwSb'bl) v. n.
[i. SQUABBLED; pp. SQUAB-

BLING, SQUABBLED.] To quarrel : to debate peevishly; to

wrangle ;
to fight ;

to scuffle
;

to struggle in contest.

Shak. [Low.]
SQUAB'BLE, (skwob'bl) n. A low brawl

;
a petty quarrel.

SQUAB'BLER, (skwob'bler) 71. One who squabbles.

SQUAB'BY,* (skwob'be) a. Short and thick
; very corpulent ;

squab. Smart.

SQUAB'cHfcK,* (skwob'chik) n. A chicken not fully
feathered. Ash.

SQUAB'P!E, (skwob'pl) n. A pie made of squab pigeons, or

of many ingredients. King.
SQuXc'co,* 7i. A bird

;
a species of heron. Hill.

SQUAD, (skwod) n. [escouade, Fr.] A little party or set, as

of soldiers, sent or stationed apart for some purpose.
Todd.

SQUAD'RON, (skw5d'run) [skwa'drun, W. F. Ja. ; skwod'-

run, J. Sm. Wb.} n. [escadron, Fr.
; squadrone, It., from

q'uadratus, L.] A body of men drawn up square; a

p;irt of an army ;
a body of cavalry, from one hundred to

two hundred men : a detachment of ships or vessels of

war employed on an expedition ; part of a fleet.

SQUAD'RQNED, (skwod'rund) a. Formed into squadrons.

SQUALID, (skwol'jd) [skwol'id, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ;

skwal'jd, E.} a. [squalidus, L.] Foul ; nasty ; filthy.
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SQUA-Llo'i-TY, . Squalidness. Bailey.
SQUAL'ID-LY,* (skwol'jd-le) ad. In a squalid manner. Dr.
Mien.

SQUAL'ID-NESS, (skwol'jd-nes) n. State of being squalid.
SQUALL, v. n. [sqw<ela, Su. Goth.] [i. SQUALLED ; pp.
SQUALLING, SQUALLED.] To scream or cry out, as a
child or woman frighted ; to scream. Swift.

SQUALL, n. Loud scream. Pope. Sudden gust of wind.
SQuALL'ER, 7i. One who squalls ;

screamer.

SQUALL'Y, a. Abounding in squalls; windy; gusty.
SQUA'LOR, n. [L.] Squalidness ;

the appearance of one
who neglects his person. B. Jonson.

SQUA'MI-FORM,* a. Having the form of scales. London.

SQUA-MIG'ER-OUS,* a. Bearing scales. Smart.

SQUA-MdsE',*a. Having scales; scaly; squamous. Hill.

SQUA'MOUS, (skwa'mus) a. [MIMUMIW, L.] Scaly ;
covered

with scales. Derham.'

SQUAN'DER, (skwon'der) v. a. [schwenden, Ger.] [i. SQUAN-
DERED

; pp. SQUANDERING, SQUANDERED.] To scatter lav-

ishly ; to spend profusely ; to throw away prodigally ;
to

waste. [To scatter. Shale.]

SQUAN'DER, (skwon'der) n. Act of squandering. [R.]

SQUAN'DER-ER, (skwo'n'der-er) n. A spendthrift ;
a prod-

igal.

SQUARE, (skwir) a. [ysgw&r, Welsh
; quadratus, L.] Hav-

ing four equal sides and four right angles ; forming a right
angle: cornered; parallel; exactly suitable : strong;
stout; well set: equal; exact; honest; fair. Square
root, the number which multiplied by itself produces the

square ;
as 4 is the square root of 16. Square number, a

number whose root can be exactly found, or the product
of a number multiplied by itself.

SQUARE, n.
[quadra, L.] A square figure or space; a four-

sided, rectilineal figure, of which all the angles are right

angles, and all the sides equal : a space of ground with
houses on each side

;
an open space in a town or city :

the product of a number multiplied by itself: a rule or
instrument by which workmen measure or form their an-

gles. [Rule ; regularity. Hooker. Troops formed square ;

quaternion; number four. Shak. Level; equality. Dry-
den, duartile, in astrology. Milton.]

SQUARE, v. a. [i. SQUARED ; pp. SQUARING, SQUARED.] To
form with right angles ;

to reduce to a square ;
to meas-

ure; to reduce to a measure
;
to adjust; to regulate; to

mould
;
to shape ; to accommodate

;
to fit : to multiply

into itself; to get at the problem of the square, as it re-

gards its relation to the circle.

SQUARE, v. n. To suit; to fit; to take an attitude. Dryden.
[|To quarrel ;

to contend. Shak.]
SQUARE'LY, ad. Suitably ;

in conformity. Todd.

SQUARENESS, re. The state of being square. Moxon.
SQUAR'ER,* n. He or that which makes square. Shak.

SQuARE'-RlGGED,* (-rigd) a. (JVawt.) Applied to a vessel

carrying square sails, which are extended by yards sus-

pended horizontally, or slung by the middle. Brande.

SQUARE'-TOED,* (-tod) a. Having the toes or end square.
Robinson.

SQUAR-ROSE',* a. (Bot.~) Jagged ; rough ; composed of

parts which are irregular, and which diverge at right
angles. P. Cyc.

SQUASH, (skwBsh) v. a. [from quash : schiacciare, It.] [L
SQUASHED; pp. SQUASHING, SQUASHED.] To crush into

pulp ; to batter or make flat.

SQUASH, (skwSsh) n. Any thing soft and easily crushed
;

a sudden fall. Arbuthnot. A shock of soft bodies. Swift.
A plant and its fruit, resembling a pumpkin ; quash. Sm.

SQUASH'-BDG,* (skwosh',-) n. A fetid insect destructive to

squashes. Farm. Ency.
SQUASH'ER,* (skwosh'er) n. One who squashes. Cotgrave.
SQUAT, (skwot) v. n. [quatto, It.] [i. SQUATTED ; pp. SQUAT-
TING, SQUATTED.] To sit down on the hams or heels

;
to

sit close to the ground. (U. S.) To settle on another's

lands, or on public lands, without having a title. Peck.

tSQUAT, (skwot) v. a. To bruise or make flat by a fall. Barret.

SQUAT, (skwot) a. Cowering; close to the ground. Milton.
Short and thick

; having one part close to another.

SQUAT, (skwot) n. The posture of one who squats. [fA
sudden fall. Herbert.] (Min.~) A bed of ore extending
but a little distance ; a mineral consisting of tin ore and
spar.

SQUAT'TER,* (skwot'er) n. One who squats. One who
settles on land without obtaining a legal title. Peck.

[A cant word used in the newly-settled parts of the
United States.]

SQuAw,* n. An Indian word for wife, or woman. Drake.

SQUAWL, v. n. See SQUALL.
SQUEAK, (skwek) v. n. [sqwaeka, Swed.] [i. SQUEAKED ;

pp. SQUEAKING, SQUEAKED.] To cry out with pain ;
to cry

with a shrill, acute tone ;
to make an acute, shrill noise.

SQUEAK, n. An acute, shrill cry or noise; a quick cry.

SQUEAK'ER, n. One who squeaks ;
a young pigeon.

SQUEAL, (skwel) v.n. [sqwaela, Su. Goth.] [i. SQUEALED ;

pp. SQUEALING, SQUEALED.] To cry with a shrill, sharp
voice

;
to cry with pain, as a pig. Tatler.

1 STA

SQUEAL,* n. A shrill or sharp cry. Pennant.

SQUEAM'ISH, (skwe'mjsh) a. Having the stomach easily
turned

; over nice
; nice

;
fastidious

; easily disgusted ;

difficult
; very particular.

SQUEAM'ISH-LY, ad. In a fastidious or squeamish manner
SQUEAM'JSH-NESS, n. duality of being squeamish.
JSQUEA'I-NESS, ;i. dueasiness

;
fastidiousness. Ham-

mond.

fSQUEA'sy, a. Queasy ; squeamish. Bp. Earle.

SQUEEZ'A-BLE,* a. That may be squeezed. EC. Rev.

SQUEEZE, (skwez) v. a. [i. SQUEEZED; pp. SQUEEZING,
SQUEEZED.] To compress ;

to press; to crush between
two bodies; to oppress ;

to crush
; to harass by extortion.

SQUEEZE, v. n. To force a way through close bodies.

SQUEEZE, n. Act of squeezing; compression; a squeezing.
SQUEEZING, n. Act of compressing. Pope.

fSQUELCH, or SQUELSH, v. a. To crush. Beaum. Sf Fl.

fSQUELCH, n. A flat, heavy fall. Hudibras.

SQUE-TEAGUE',* (skwe-teg') n. A sea-fish; called also

weak-fish. Storer.

SQU!B, n. [schieben, Ger.] A little firework that whizzes
and cracks

;
a small charge of powder ;

a sudden flash ;

a lampoon. [|A petty fellow. Spenser.]

SQU!G'GLE,* . n. To shake and wash a fluid about the

mouth with the lips closed. Forby. [Provincial.]

SQulLL, n. [squilla, L.] A bulbous, medicinal root, import-
ed from the Levant, of bitter and acrid taste

;
the sea-

onion : a crustaceous fish : an insect.

fSQUlN'AN-cy, n. [squinajice, squinancie, Fr.] A quinsy. JBa-

con.

SQUlN'AN-CY-WORT,* (-wiirt) n. (Bat.) A perennial plant.
Crabb.

SQUINT, a. [squinte, D.] Having an oblique look
; oblique ;

looking suspiciously.

SQUINT, n. An oblique look ;
strabismus.

SQUINT, v. n. [i. SQUINTED; j?p. SQUINTING, SQUINTED.]
To look obliquely or with the eyes differently directed.

SQUINT, v. a. To form or turn the eye obliquely. Bacon.

SQulNT'ER,* n. One who squints. Warton.

SQUINT'-EYED, (-Id) a. Having squint eyes ; having the

eyes differently directed
;
indirect

; oblique : malignant.
tSQUlNT-l-FE'GO, a. Squinting. Dryden. [A cant word.]
SQUINT'ING,* n. The act of one who squints ; strabismus.

P. Cyc'.

SQU!NT'ING-LY, ad. With an oblique look. Sherwood.

SQUlN'y,' v. n. To look asquint. Shak. [A cant word.]
SQulR'XR-jBHY,* re. The body or state of country-squires,

in England. 'Ec. Rev. Sir E. Brydges. [A modern cant

word.]
SQUIRE, (skwir) n. [contraction of esquire; escuyer, old

Fr.] A gentleman next in rank to a knight. Shak. An at-

tendant on a noble warrior. Dryden. A title of a justice of

the peace, or of a gentleman. It is a contraction of es-

quire. See ESQUIRE.
SQUIRE, (skwir) v. a. To attend; to wait on. See ES-

QUIRE.
SQUIRE'HOOD, (skwlr'hud) ) n. Rank and state of an es-

SQUIRE?SH!P, (skwir'ship) ) quire. Shelton.

SQUIRE'LY, a. Becoming a squire. Shelton.

SQUIRM,* v. n. To wriggle or twist about, as an eel. Bai-

ley. Hottoway. . [Provincial in England, and colloquial
in the United States.]

SQUI'RR,* v. a. To throw, as with the edge foremost. Ad-
dison. To squirt.

||SQUIR'REL, (skwir'rel, skwer'rel, or skwur'rel) [skweV-
rel, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; skwur'rel, E. R. Wb. Ken-
rick. See PANEGYRIC.] n. [ecureuil, Fr.] A small, active,
rodent animal, that lives in the woods, of several

species.

$/*
" The i in this word ought not, according to anal-

ogy, to be pronounced like e; but custom seems to have
fixed it too firmly in that sound to be altered without the

appearance of pedantry." Walker. " The irregular sound
of i and y in squirrel and panegyric we may hope in time
to hear reclaimed, a correspondent reformation having
taken place in spirit and miracle, which were once, but

are not now, pronounced sper'jt and iner'a-cle." Smart.

IISQUIR'REL-FISH,* n. A sort of perch. Crabb.

SQUIRT, v. a.
[i. SQUIRTED ; pp. SQUIRTING, SQUIRTED.] To

eject in a stream from a small orifice ; to spirt. Jlrbuthnot.

SQUIRT, v. n. To prate ;
to let fly. L'Estrange. [Vulgar.]

SQUIRT, n. An instrument by which a quick stream is

ejected ;
a small, quick stream. Bacon.

SQUIRT'ER, n. One who squirts. Jlrbuthnot.

STAB, v. a.
[i. STABBED; pp. STABBING, STABBED.] To

pierce with a pointed weapon ;
to wound mortally or

mischievously.
STAB, v. 7i. To give a wound

;
to offer a stab. Shak.

STiB, w. A thrust or wound with a sharp-pointed weapon j

an injury done in the dark ;
a stroke ;

a blow.

STXB'BER, n. One who stabs
;
a privy murderer.

STA-BIL'I-MENT, 7t. [stabilis, L.] Support ;
act of making

firm. Derham.
fSTA-BlL'i-TATE, v. a. To make stable ;

to establish. More.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S$N
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STA-BlL'j-Ty, 7i. [stabUite, Fr.
; stabilitas, L.] State of be-

ing stable or firm
; stableness

; steadiness
; strength to

stand
;
firmness ; fixedness

; constancy.
STA'BLE, (-bl) a. [Fr. ; stabilis, L.] Fixed

;
able to stand ;

firm
; steady ; constant

; fixed in resolution or conduct ;

strong; durable.

STA'BLE, n. [stabulum, L.] A house or building for horses
and other beasts.

STA'BLE, v. n. [stabulo, L.] [i. STABLED
; pp. STABLING,

STABLED.] To dwell or shelter, as in a stable. Milton.

STA'BLE, v. a. To put into a stable. Spenser. [fTo make
stable. Strype.]

STA'BLE-BO?, ) n. One who attends in a stable
;
hostler.

STA'BLE-MXN, \ Swift.

STA'BLE-KEEP'ER,* n. One who keeps a stable. Jodrell.

STA'BLE-NESS, n. Steadiness
; constancy ; stability.

STA'BLE-ROOM,* n. Room in a stable, or for stables. Ash.

STA'BLE-STXND, n. (Eng. law} The offence of being at a

standing in a forest, in such a position or act as to afford

presumptive evidence of an intention to kill the king's
deer. Cowel.

STA'BLING, n. Act of, or room for, housing horses, &c.

tSTAB'LisH, v. a. [stabilio, L.] To establish. Spenser.
STA'BLY, ad. Firmly ; steadily. Huloet.

fSTAB-v-LA'TlQN, n. [stabulatio,~L.] Act of housing beasts.

Cockeram.

STAC-CA'TO,* n. [It.] (Mas.) A character (') denoting
that the notes over which it is placed should be performed
in a separate manner. Crabb.

STACK, n. [stack, Icel.] A large quantity of hay, corn,
straw, wood, &c., piled up in a circular or regular form

;

a rick : a number or column of chimneys or funnels

standing together.
STXcK, v. a. [i. STACKED

; pp. STACKING, STACKED.] To
pile up into a stack or stacks.

STXCK'ET,* n. A stockade. Sir W. Scott.

STXCK'-GUARD,* n. A covering of canvas for a haystack.
London.

STXc'TE, (stak'te) n. [araicTf\, Gr.
; stacte, L.

; stacte, Sax.]
The gum that distils from the myrrh-tree ;

an aromatic.

STXD'DLE, n. [jThat on which any thing stands; a sup-
port or staff. Spenser.] A young tree

; a tree left to grow
when others are cut

;
standard. Tusser.

STXD'DLE, v. a. To leave, as staddles. Tusser.

STADE, n. [stade, Fr.
; stadium, L.] A furlong. Donne. [R.]

STA'DI-VM* n. [L.] pi. STA'DI-A. A Greek and Roman
measure of distance, equal to 125 paces, or 625 English
feet : a career

; a course. Crabb.

STXDT'HOLD-ER, (stat'h51d-er) n. [stadt and houden, D.,
city-holder.] Formerly, the title of the chief magistrate of
the United Provinces of Holland. Burnet.

STXDT'HOLD-ER-ATE,* n. Office of stadtholder. Grattan.

STXDT'HOLD-ER-SHIP,* n. Office of stadtholder. A. Smith.

STAFF, n. [staff, Dan.
; staf, D. ; staf, Icel.] pi. STAVE or

STAVED. [See STAVES.] A stick used for support in

walking, or for defence ;
a prop; a support; a club: the

handle of an edged or pointed weapon : any long piece
of wood

;
round or step of a ladder : an ensign of an of-

fice
;
a badge of authority : a stanza or series of verses

;

a stave. (Mus.) The five lines, and the spaces between
them, on which music is written. Staff-angle, (Arch.}
a square rod of wood standing flush with the wall, on
each of its sides, at the external angles of plastering, on
the inside of apartments, to prevent the angles thereof

being broken or damaged.
ST^FF, n. ; pi. STAFFS. (Mil.) The officers who are at-

tached to a commander of an army, to assist him in car-

rying his plans into execution; comprising a quarter-
master-general, adjutant-general, majors of brigade, &c.

Regimental staff, an adjutant, quarter-master, chaplain,
surgeon, &c. Personal staff, the officers immediately
about the general of an army.

tSTAF'Fl-ER,* n. One who carries a staff. Hudibras.

fSTAFF'iSH, a. Stiff; harsh. Ascham.

STAFF'-OF-FJ-CER,* n. An officer belonging to the staff of
a regiment. The staff-officers are the adjutant, quarter-
master, chaplain, surgeon, Sec. Booth.

STAFF'-TREE, n. A sort of evergreen privet.
STAG, n. The male red deer

;
male of the hind. Shak. A

bull castrated when partly or fully grown ;
so used in the

United States, and in some parts of England ;
in some

parts of England called also seg, bull-seg, and bull-stag:

Stag is also used, in some parts of England, for a colt or

filly, a cock-turkey, a wren, and a romping girl. Hollo-

way, Gfrose, 4" Brockett.

STXG'-BEE-TLE,*TI. An insect. Crabb.

STAGE, n. [estage, old Fr.] A floor raised to view, on which
any show is exhibited

;
a raised floor for temporary use

;

the theatre
;
a place of scenic entertainments

; any
place where any thing is publicly transacted or per-
formed : a place in which rest is taken on a journey;
as much of a journey as is performed without intermis-
sion

;
a single step in any progress : a carriage for con-

veying passengers ;
a stage-coach. T. B. Macaulay.

A machine formed of planks, let over the sides
of a ship by ropes, for workmen to stand on when repair-
ing the vessel.

tSTAGE, v._a.
To exhibit publicly. Shak.

STAGE'-COACH, (staj'k5ch) n. A coach or carriage that
travels regularly at stated times, for the accommodation
of passengers.

STA^E'-COACH-MXN,* n. A driver of a stage-coach. Qu.
Rev.

fSTAGE'LY, a. Belonging to the stage. Bp. Taylor.
STAGE '-PLAY, n. Theatrical entertainment. Dryden.
STA^E'-PLAY-ER, n. One who publicly represents actions
on the stage ;

an actor. Arbuthnot.

STALER, n. A player. B. Jonson. An old practitioner. Dry-
den. [R.]

tSTAG'E-RY, n. Exhibition or show on the stage. Milton.

STXG'E-VIL, (stag'e-vl) n. A disease in the jaw of a horse,
arising from cold, fatigue, or from some wound or injury ;

called also locked-jaw and tetanus. London.
STAGE '-wXG-QN,* n. A wagon for conveying goods and

passengers, at stated times
; stage-coach. Ash.

STXG'GARD, ?t. A four-year-old stag. Ainsworth.

STXG'j&ER, v. n. [staggeren, D.] [i. STAGGERED ; pp. STAG-

GERING, STAGGERED.] To reel; not to stand or walk stead-

ily; to totter; to faint; to begin to give way: to hesi-

tate
;
to fall into doubt.

STXG'fiER, v. a. To make to stagger or reel
;
to shock

;
to

alarm
;
to make less confident.

STAG'j&ER-BGsH,* n. An American shrub. Farm. Ency.

STXG'J&ER-ING, n. Act of reeling ;
cause of staggering.

STAG'filSR-iNG-LY, ad. In a staggering or reeling manner.

STXG'.GER, n. pi. A giddiness or kind of apoplexy in

horses. [ji\!adness ;
wild conduct. Shak.]

STAG'.GER-WORT,* (-wlirt) n. A plant. Booth.

STXG'-HoOND,* n. A hound used in hunting the stag or

deer. Booth.

STAG'ING,* n. The management of, or the act of travelling

in, stage-coaches. C. Colton. It is used also in the Uni-
ted States for scaffolding. Pickering.

STXG'I-RITE,* n. A native of Stagira, an ancient town of
Macedonia: applied especially to Aristotle. Ency.

STAG'MA*n. [GrJ (Chem.) Any distilled liquor. Crabb.

STXG'NAN-CY, n. The state of being stagnant. Cotton.

STAG'NANT, a. [stagnans, L.] Motionless
;

still
;
not flow-

ing ;
not running ; as, stagnant water.

STAG'NATE, v. n. [stagno, L.] [i. STAGNATED; pp. STAG-

NATING, STAGNATED.] To cease to flow; to be motion-
Jess ;

to be dull or inactive
;
to stand

;
to stop.

STAG-NA'TION, n. Stop of course ; cessation of motion.

STAHL'I-AN-^M,* n. (Med.) The doctrine of Stahl, a Ger-

man physician, who considered every vital action under
the dire'ction and presidency of the soul. Dunglison.

STAID,* i. &, p. from Stay. Stayed. See STAY.

STAID, (stad) a. [from stay.] Sober
; grave ; regular ; steady ;

not wild.

STAID'LY,* ad. In a staid manner
; calmly ; soberly. Lee.

STAID'NESS, n. Sobriety ; gravity ; regularity.

STAIN, (stan) v. a. [i.
STAINED

; pp. STAINING, STAINED.]
To blot

;
to spot ;

to maculate
;
to dye ;

to tinge ;
to col-

or : to disgrace ;
to spot with guilt or infamy ;

to soil
;

to tarnish
;
to pollute.

STAIN,* v. n. To take stains
;
to become stained. Shak.

STAIN, n. Blot; spot; discoloration; a blemish ;
a speck :

taint of guilt or infamy; cause of reproach ; shame.

STAIN'ER, n. One who stains
;
one who dyes.

STAIN'LESS, a. Free from stain, spot, sin, or reproach.

STAlR, (star) n. A step ;
one step in a flight of steps. pi.

A series or flight of steps or stairs for ascending from the

lower to the upper part of a house, or from one story to

another. $5= The phrase a pair of stairs, for a set of steps,

or a flight of stairs, though condemned by grammarians,
is supported by respectable authorities, as Dr. Goldsmith,
Dr. Barney, Th. Campbell, <fcc.

STAIR'CASE, n. A set of stairs, with the walls supporting
the steps, leading from one story to another; a frame

that contains the stairs.

STAIR'-HEAD,* n. The top of a staircase. Addison.

STAITH,* n. A stage from which coals are discharged into

ships at coal mines or coaleries. Smart.

STAKE, n. A post or strong stick fixed in the ground ; a

piece of long, rough wood ; any thing placed as a pali-

sade or fence : the post to which is tied a beast, also a

martyr, &c. : any thing pledged, wagered, or put at

hazard ;
the state of being hazarded, pledged, or wa-

gered : a small anvil which stands upon a small iron

foot, on the work-bench, to be moved as occasion require.
1
?.

Stafce and rice, a fence formed by stakes driven into the

ground, interwoven with branches and twigs. London.

STAKE, v. a. [L STAKED ; pp. STAKING, STAKED.] To fasten,

support, or defend with stakes or posts set upright: to

wager; to hazard ;
to put to hazard. Addison.

STAKE'-FEL-LOW,* n. One tied or burnt at the same
stake. Southey.

STAKE'-HOLD-ER,* n. One who holds a pledge. Booth.

X, E, I, 0, u, Y, long ; X, , 1, 6, t), Y, short ; A, E, j, <?, y, ,
obscure. FARE , FAR, FlST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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STA-LXc'Tic,* \
a. Relating to, or resembling, a stalac-

STA-LXc'Ti-CAL, j tite ; stalactitic. Derkam.

STA-LAc'Tf-FORM,* a. Having the form of a stalactite.
nt !

STA-LXC'TITE,* n. [o-raAa^rix-os.] pi. STA-LXC'TITES.
(Jlfin.) A concretion of carbonate of lime, found pen-
dent, like icicles, from the roofs and sides of arches and
caves in calcareous regions ;

a spar in the shape of an
icicle. Ure. ft was formerly written and pronounced in

the singular stal-ac-tl'te$.

STXx,-AC-Tl'TE?, TO. Woodward. See STALACTITE.

STXL-AC-TIT'IC,* a. Relating to, or like, stalactites. P. Cyc.

STXL-AC-TIT'I-CAL,* a. Same as stalactitic. Ure.

STA-LXG'MITE, n. (Jlfm.) A stalactitical deposit of carbo-
nate of lime, found upon the floors of calcareous cav-
erns. (Bot.~) A genus of plants.

STXL-AG-MIT'JC,* a. Relating to, or like, stalagmites. Ure.

STAL'DER,* n, A cask-stand. Smart.

STALE, a. Old; long kept; stagnant; vapid; tasteless;
destitute of freshness or life, as a liquid : not new, as

stale bread : used till of no esteem
;
worn out of regard

or notice.

STALE, n. Something placed as a lure ; a decoy. Sidney. A
prostitute. Shak. Urine

;
old urine. Swift. Old beer

; vap-
id beer: a long handle, as of a rake At chess, a
fixed state, applied to the king when he cannot move
but into check

;
stalemate.

fSTALE, v. a. To wear out ; to make old. Shak.

STALE, v. n. [stallen, Teut.] [i.
STALED

; pp. STALING,
STALED.] To void urine, as a beast. Hudibras.

fSTALE'LY, ad. Of old
; of long time. B. Jonson.

STALE'MATE,* n. A term in the game of chess. Twiss.

STALE'NESS, n. State of being stale or worn out. Bacon.

STALK, (stSiwk) v. n. [i. STALKED \pp. STALKING, STALKED.]
To walk, as on stilts, or with high and proud steps ;

to

walk behind a stalking-horse.

STALK', (stSiwk) n. '[stelkc, or stielke, Swed.] The stem of
a plant or herb; the stem of a quill, &c. : the walk
or step of one who stalks.

STALKED, (st&wkt) a. Having a stalk.

STALK'ER, (stawk'er) n. One who stalks: a fishing-
net.

STALK'ING-HORSE, (st&wk'jng-hors) n. A horse, either

real or fictitious, by which a fowler hides himself from
his game ;

a mask
;
a pretence.

STALK'LESS,* (stfcwk'les) a. Having no stalk. Brown.

STALK'Y, (st&wk'e) o. Resembling a stalk
;
hard as a

stalk.
'

STALL, n. [stal, steal, Sax.; stal, D.
; stalls, Swed.

; stal,

Arm.] A stable; a crib in a stable: a bench or form
where something is set to sale : a small house or shed,
used by a trader or an artisan : the stand or seat of a

dignified clergyman in the choir.

STALL, v. a.
[i.

STALLED
; pp. STALLING, STALLED.] To

place or keep in a stall. [|To install. Shak.]

STALL, v. n. To inhabit ; to dwell. Shak. To kennel.
STALL'A^E, n. Rent paid for a stall. [Laystall ; dung.]
fSTAL-LA'TlQN, n. Installation. Cavendish.

STALL'-FD, a. Fed in stalls, and with dry feed.

STALL'-FEED,* v. a.
[i. STALL-FED

; pp. STALL-FEEDING,
STALL-FED.] To feed with dry fodder in a stall, as cattle.

Chapman.
STALL'-FEED-ING,* n. The act of feeding cattle, with

dry fodder, in stalls or stables. Brande.

STALL'IQN, (stal'yun) n. [ysdalwyn, Welsh
; estalon, old

Fr.
; Stallone, It.] A horse kept for mares.

STAL'WORTH, (stal'w'urth) a. Stout; strong; brave. Fair-

fax. Written also stalwart and stalwart. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotland, and local.]
STA'MEN, TO.; pi. STA^I-NA, [L.] Foundation; texture;

warp of linen, pi. The first principles of any thing, ap-

plied specially to the solids of the human body. See the
next article, STAMEN.

STA'MEN, n. ; pi. STA'MEN. (Bot.) The male apparatus
or fertilizing organ of a flower, consisting of filament,

anther, and pollen. The stamens surround the pistil,

and were called by the elder botanists apices and chives.

P. Cyc. In this sense, stamen is Anglicized, and takes
a regular English plural.

STA'MIN, n. A slight sort of stuff; a kind of woollen
cloth. Chaucer.

STXM'I-NATE, v. a. To endue with stamina. Biblioth. Bibl.

STXM'J-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Consisting of stamens. London.

STA-MlN'E-OUS, a. \_stamineus, L.] Relating to, or having,
stamens.

STAM-i-NlF'ER-oDs,* a. Having stamens without a pistil.

London.

STXM'MEL, n. [estamet, Fr.] A species of red color. B.

Jonson. A l;ind of woollen cloth
;
stamin. Bcaum. fy Fl.

STXM'MEL, a. Of a reddish color. Beaum. fy Fl.

STXM'MER, v. n. [stamer, Sax. ; stameren, Teut.] [i STAM-
MERED ; pp. STAMMERING, STAMMERED.] To pronOUnCC
or speak with hesitation ; to stutter; to falter; to hesi-

tate; to utter words with difficulty.

STXM'MER, v. a. To pronounce or declare imperfectly
Beaum. fy Fl.

STXM'MER-ER, n. One who stammers.
STAM'MER-ING,* n. Act of hesitating in speech. Taylor.
STXM'MER-lNG,* a. That stammers ; hesitating in speech.
STXM'MER-ING-LV, ad. In a stammering manner. Huloet.

STXMP, v. a. [stampen, D.
; stamper, Dan.] [i.

STAMPED ;

pp. STAMPING, STAMPED.] To strike by thrusting the foot

down; to pound; to beat, as in a mortar: to impress
with some mark or figure ;

to fix by impressing ;
to

make by impressing a mark
;
to mint

;
to form ;

to coin.

STXMP, v. n. To strike the foot suddenly downward.
STXMP, n.

[estampe, Fr.
; stampa, It.] Any instrument by

which an impression is made
;
the impression made : a

blow or noise made by stamping : a print ;
a mark set on

any thing ; impression ;
a thing marked or stamped ;

a
picture cut in wood or metal

;
a picture made by impres-

sion
;
a cut

;
a plate : a mark set upon things that pay

duty to the government : a character, good or bad
; au-

thority ; currency ;
make ;

cast
; form.

SiXMP-AcT,* n. An act of the British parliament impos-
ing a duty on stamps. Graham.

STXMP'-DU-TY,* n. A duty on stamps. Jlsh.

STXMP'ER, n. 'He or that which stamps.
STAMP'-OF-FICE,* n. The office where stamps are deliv-

ered. Maunder.

fSiXN was the termination of the superlative degree ; so,

Athelstan, most noble ; Dunstan, the highest. Gibson's
Camden.

STANCH, v. a. [estancher, old Fr.] [i.
STANCHED

; pp. STANCH-

ING, STANCHED.] To stop, as applied to blood
;
to hinder

from running.
STANCH, v. n. To stop ; to cease to flow. Luke viii.

STANCH, a. Sound
;
firm in principle or conduct; trusty ;

hearty; determined
; strong. A stanch hound, a dog that

follows the scent without error or remissness.

STXNCH'ER, n. One who stanches or stops blood.

STXN'CHIQN, (stan'shun) n. [estangon, old Fr.] (JVaui.) An
upright support ;

a prop.

STANCH'LESS, a. That cannot be stopped. Shak.

STANCH'NESS,* n. The quality of being stanch. Boyle.

STAND, v. n. [standan, Goth.
; standan, Sax.

; staen, D.] [i.

STOOD
; pp. STANDING, STOOD.] To be upon the feet; not

to sit, kneel, or lie down
;
to be not demolished or over-

thrown
;
to be placed as an edifice

;
to remain erect

;
not

to fall
;
to become erect

;
to stop ;

to halt ;
not to go for-

ward
;
to be at a stationary point, without progress or re-

gression ;
to rest

;
to be firm, and not vacillating ;

to be
in any posture of resistance or defence; to be in a state

of hostility ; to keep the ground ;
not to yield ;

not to give

way ; to stay ;
not to fly ;

to be placed ;
to be fixed ; to

be unmoved, with regard to rank or order ; to remain
in the present state

;
to be in any particular state

;
to be,

(emphatically expressed;) to consist; to be stagnant;
not to flow

;
to abide

;
to persist ;

to insist ;
to offer as a

candidate ; to be placed : to hold a course at sea; to

have direction towards a local point. To stand by, to

support ; to defend
; not to desert ;

to be present without

being an actor
;
to rest in. To stand for, to propose one's

self a candidate
;
to maintain

;
to hold towards. To stand

in hand, to concern ; to interest. To stand ojf, to keep at

a distance
;
not to comply ; to forbear intimacy ;

to appear

protuberant or prominent. To stand out, to hold resolu-

tion
;
to hold a post ; not to yield a point ;

not to comply ;

to secede ;
to be prominent or protuberant. To stand to,

to ply ; to persevere ;
to remain fixed in a purpose ; to

abide by a contract or assertion. To stand under, to un-

dergo ;
to sustain. To stand up, to erect one's self; to

rise from sitting ;
to arise in order to gain notice ; to make

a party. To standfor, to defend. To stand upon, to con-

cern ;
to interest

;
to value

;
to take pride in

;
to insist.

STXND, v. a. To endure
;
to resist without flying or yield-

ing ;
to await ;

to abide
;
to suffer ; to keep. To stand

one's ground, to maintain one's position.

STXND, n. A station
;
a place where one waits standing ; a

place to stand upon ;
rank

; post ; station ;
a stop ;

a halt
;

interruption ;
act of opposing; highest mark; stationary

point ; point from which the next motion is regressive ; a

point beyond which one cannot proceed ; difficulty ; per-

plexity ;
embarrassment ; hesitation : a frame or table on

which vessels are placed ; a small table for placing a lamp
or candle on.

STXND'ARD, n. An ensign in war ;
a flag : that which is

established for a test of other things of the same kind ; a
rule of measure

;
a criterion

;
a test ; that which has been

tried by the proper test ; a settled rate : a tree or shrub

that stands singly, without being attached to a wall or

support; a standing tree that is not to be removed.

(Bat.) The upper and erect petal of a papilionaceous
flower.

STXND'ARD,* a. Having a permanent quality ; fixed; set-

tled. Burney.
STXND'ARD-BEAR'ER, n. One who bears a standard.

STXND'ARD-GRAss,'* n. A species of grass ; satyrion. Scott.
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STXND'CR5P, n. An herb. Ainsworth.

[STXND'EL, n. A tree of long standing ; standard. Howell.

STXND'ER, n. One who stands ; a tree that has stood long ;

a standard. Ascham. Standerup, one who takes a side.

STXND'ER-BY,* n. One who stands near
;
a spectator. Baxr

ter.

STXND'ER-GRiss, n. An herb
; standard-grass, Ainsworth.

STXND'ING, p. a. Settled
; established

;
not temporary ;

lasting; not transitory; stagnant; not running; fixed;
not movable

; continuing erect
;
not fallen ;

not cut down.
Standing- army, a regular army kept in constant service,

as distinct from militia.

STXND'ING, n. Continuance; long possession of an office,

character, or place ; station
; place to stand in ; power to

stand : rank
; condition

; character
; reputation.

STXND'ISH, n. A dish or stand for pen and ink. Wotton.

STXND'-POINT,* n. [stand-punct, Ger.] Place of standing ;

position. EC. Rev. [Hardly Anglicized.]
STXND'STILL,* ?i. Act of stopping; state of rest. Carpenter.
STANE, n. A stone. [North of England.]
SlXNG, ra. [A perch ; a measure of land. Swtft.] A long

bar
;
a wooden pole : the shaft of a cart. To ride the

stang, is to be mounted on a strong pole, borne on men's
shoulders, and carried about from place to place. See
SKIMMINGTON. Callander.

STXNG, v. n. [stanga, Icel.] To shoot with pain. Grose.

[North of England.]
STXN'HOPE,* n. A two-wheeled carriage for travelling:

named from the Earl Stanhope. Sat. Mag.
fSTXNK, a. [stanco, It.] Weak

;
worn out. Spenser.

STXNK, v. n. To sigh. Brockett. [North of England.]
STXNK, (stangk) n. A dam or bank to stop water.

STXNK, (stangk)^. from Stink. See STINK.
STXN'NA-RY, n. [stannum, L. ; stean, Corn.] A tin mine ;

tin works or tin mines collectively ; royal rights with re-

spect to tin mines. Bp. Hall.

STXN'NA-RY, a. Relating to the tin mines or works. Stan-

nary court, a court of record for the administration of jus-
tice among tinners. Carew.

STXN'NIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid which is a peroxide
of tin. Brande.

STAN-NlF'ER-oOs,* a. Producing tin. Ure.

STXN'NY-EL, (stan'e-el) n. The common stone-hawk. Shak.

STXN'ZA, n. [stanza, It.
; stance, Fr.] pi. STANZAS. (Poetry)A series or number of verses or lines, connected with

each other in a poem or hymn, of which the metre is

constructed of successive series, similar in arrangement ;

a number of lines regularly adjusted to each other; a

strophe. (Arch.) An apartment or division in a building.
STAN-ZA'JC,* a. Relating to, or composed of, stanzas. Qu.

Rev.

STA-PE'LJ-A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of African plants. P. Cyc.
STAPH-Y-L6R'A-PHY,*n. [araQvXfi and pa<jifi.] (Med.) An

operation for uniting a cleft palate. Dunglison.
STAPH-Y-LO'MA* n. [L. ; erra^vAwjua.] (Med.) An affec-

tion in which some part of the eyeball is protruded be-

yond its natural position. P. Cyc.
STA'PLE, (sta'pl)j^ [stapel, Belg. # Sueth.] [A settled mart

or market. Prior.] A chief commodity either grown or
manufactured in a country ;

a chief production.
STA'PLE, (-pi) a. Settled

;
established in commerce

; chief;
principal ; as, staple commodity.

STA'PLE, n. A loop of iron; a bar bent and driven in at

both ends.

STA'PLER, n. A dealer; as, a wool-staler. Howell.

STAR, n. [sterre, Teut.] An apparently small, luminous
body, in the nocturnal sky ; any celestial body, including
the planets ; a self-shining body or fixed star; the pole-
star

; any thing resembling a star : a mark of honor :

a mark or note of reference
;
ah asterisk : a person or

thing shining above others
; an orator, a performer, an

actor, &c., of great eminence.
STAR,* v. a.

[i. STARRED ; pp. STARRING, STARRED.] To set
or adorn with stars, v. n. To shine, as a star. Ed. Rev.

STAR'-AP-PLE, n. A shrub and its fruit, which is soft,
fleshy, and enclosing a stone; found in the West
Indies.

STAR'-BLIND,* a. Partially blind. Ash.

STAR'BOARD, orSTAR'BQARD, n. (JVaut.) The right-hand
side on shipboard, looking forwards, as larboardis the left.

STAR'-BR!GHT,* (star'brlt) a. Bright as a star. Milton.

STARCH, n. [stark, Ger.] A substance made of flour, pota-
toes, or other vegetable material, used for stiffening linen :

a stiff, formal manner.
STARCH, a. Stiff; precise ; rigid ; starched. Killingbeck.
STARCH, v. a.

[i. STARCHED; pp. STARCHING, STARCHED.]
To stiffen with starch

;
to make stiff. Gay.

STAR'-CHAM-BER, n. An English court of criminal juris-
diction, of very arbitrary power, abolished in the reign of
Charles I.

;
named from the stars which ornamented

the room where it, at one time, sat. Shak.

STARCHED, (starcht) p. </. Stiffened with starch; stiff;
formal ; starch.

STARCH'ED-NESS, n. Stiffness ; formality. L. Addison.

2 STA

STARCH'ER, n. One who starches.

STARCU'LY, ad. Stiffly ; precisely. Swift..

STARCH'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes starch. Ash.

STARCH'-MAK-ING,*TI. The business ofmaking starch. Ash.

STARCH'NESS, n. Stiffness
; preciseness.

STARCH'Y,* a. Partaking of the nature of starch. Brande.

STAR'-CROSSED,* (-kr5st) a. Ill-fated. Shale.

STAR'-CROWNED,* a. Crowned with stars. Holmes.

STARE, v. n. [stara, Icel. # Sueth.l [i. STARED ; pp. STAR-

ING, STARED.] To look with fixed eyes, as an effect of

wonder, stupidity, impudence, or horror : to look stead-

ily ;
to gaze ; to stand out prominent.

STARE, v. a. To affect or influence by stares. Dryden. To
stare in the face, to be undeniably evident to.

STARE, n. [sterre, Teut.] Act of one who stares; fixed

look : starling, a bird.

STAR'ER, n. One who stares or looks with fixed eyes.

STAR'FINCH,* n. A beautiful bird
; the redstart. Hill.

STAR/FISH, n. A marine animal, of the molluscous order,
which resembles a star in form, and adheres to the bottom
of vessels : asterias, called also sea-star and five-finger.

STAR'FLO^-ER,* n. A plant and flower. Crabb.

STAR'-FORT,* n. (Fort.) A kind of redoubt enclosing an
area, and having its lines of rampart or parapet disposed,
on the platf, in directions making with each other angles
which are alternately salient and reentering, as a star is

usually represented. P. Cyc.

STAR'-GAZ-E.R, n. An astronomer or astrologer: a fish.

STAR'-GAZ-}'NG,* n. The act of gazing at the stars. Ash.

STAR'-GAZ-ING,* a. Looking at, or admiring, the stars

Congreve.

STAR'-GRiss,* n. A kind of grass. Smart.

STAR'HAWK, n. A sort of hawk. Ainsworth.

STAR'-HY-A-clNTH,* n. A plant and flower. Crabb.

STAR'-JEL-LY,* n. A plant. Smart.

STARK, a. [stark, Ger.; sterk, Teut.] [Stiff; deep; full.

B. Jonson.j Mere ; simple ; plain ; gross.

STARK, ad. Completely ; entirely ; as, starfc mad.

fSTARK'LY, ad. Stiffly ; strongly. Shak.

STAR'-LED,* a. Guided by a star. Milton.

STAR'LESS, a. Having no stars. Milton.

STAR'LIGHT, (star'llt) n. The light of the stars.

STAR'LIGHT, a. Lighted by the stars. Dryden.
STAR'LIKE, a. Stellated; like stars

; bright; illustrious.

STAR'LJNG, n. A bird, sometimes called a stare, very do-

cile, and sometimes taught to talk like the magpie: a

defence to the piers of bridges ;
a case constructed about

the end of a pier.

STAR'LIT,* a. Lit or lighted by a star. Fisher.

STAR'MON-J&ER,* n. An astrologer ; an observer of the
stars. Swift.

STAR-QF-BETH'LE-HEM, n. A plant and flower.

STXR'C-ST,* n. (Poland) A nobleman possessed of a castle

or domain called a starosty. Brande.

STXR'C-S-TY,* n. A castle and domain or estate of a star-

ost. Brande.
STAR -PAVED, (-pavd) a. Studded with stars. Milton.

STAR'PROOF, a. Impervious to starlight.

fSTAR'-READ, n. Doctrine of the stars
; astronomy. Spenser

STARRED, (stiird) a. Decorated with a star or stars: in-

fluenced by the stars with respect to fortune. Milton.

STAR'RI-NESS,* n. The state of being starry. Ash.

STAR'RING, a. Shining as with the light of stars. Crashaw.

STAR'R'Y, a. Decorated with stars ; abounding with stars ;

consisting of stars
;
stellar ; resembling stars.

STAR'SHOOT, n. An emission from a star. Boyle.

STAR'-SPXN-GLED,* (-spang-gld) a. Diversified or spangled
with stars. Potter.

STAR'-SPOT-TED,* a. Spotted with stars. Wordsworth.

STAR'STONE, n. A rare variety of sapphire, which presents
a peculiar reflection of light in the form of a star.

START, . n. [i.
STARTED ; pp. STARTING, STARTED.] To be

moved or twitched suddenly, as by a sense of danger ; to

rise suddenly ;
to move with sudden quickness ; to shrink ;

to startle; to wince ;
to deviate: to set out from the

barrier at a race ;
to set out on any pursuit; to begin a

journey or any movement.

START, v. a. To alarm ; to disturb suddenly ; to startle
;
to

arouse from concealment ; to rouse ;
to bring into motion

or within pursuit ;
to put suddenly out of place. (Naut.)

To punish by applying a rope's end to the back.

START, n. A motion of terror; a sudden twitch or action

of the body, as from terror ;
a sudden rousing to action

;

sally ;
vehement eruption ;

sudden effusion ;
sudden fit

;

intermitted action ;
a quick spring : act of setting out

;

first motion in a movement, journey, or race: a uird
;

the redstart. [Tail or long handle. Brockett.] To get thr

start, to begin before another.

STAKT'ER, n. One who starts ;
a dog that rouses game.

STAR'-THIS-TLE,* (thls-sl) n. A plant. Crabb.

STARTING, n. The act of .setting out, or of starting. Donne.

tSTART'lNG-HOLE, n. Evasion ; loop-hole. Shak.

START'ING-LY, ad. With frequent starts and intermissions.

Shak.
'

bTARCH'ED-NESS, n. Stiffness ; formality. L. Addison. Shak.
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START'ING-POST, n. Barrier from which the race begins.
START'JSH,* or START'LISH,* a. Apt to start. Ash. [Col-

loquial.]

STAR'TLE, (star'tl) v. n.
[i. STARTLED ; pp. STARTLING, STAR-

TLED.] To shrink ;
to move suddenly, as from fear

;
to

start.

STAR'TLE, v. a. To fright ; to shock ; to impress with sud-
den terror, surprise, or alarm. [To deter. Clarendon.]

STAR'TLE, n. Sudden alarm
;
shock

;
sudden terror. Spec-

tator.

STX.RT'LING,*J>. a. Impressing with fear; shocking.
fSTART' DP, n. A kind of high shoe. Bp. Hall. An upstart.

Shak. [burton.

tSTART'OP, a. Suddenly come into notice
; upstart. War-

STX.RVE, (starv) v. n. [sterven, D.] [i.
STARVED

; pp. STARV-

ING, STARVED.] [To perish. Fairfax.] To perish with hun-

ger ;
to suffer hunger ;

to suffer extreme poverty. Pope.
To suffer, perish, or be destroyed with cold. Woodward.

STARVE, (starv) v. a. To kill with hunger; to subdue by
famine : to kill with cold : to deprive of force or vigor.

STARVE'LING, n. An animal or plant thin and weak for

want of nourishment. Shale..

STARVE'LING, a. Hungry; lean; pining. Phillips.
STAR'WORT, (-vvurt) n. A genus of plants; the aster; el-

ecampane. Miller.

tSTA-TA'Rl-AN,* a. Steady ; well-disciplined. Tucker.

tSTA-TA'Ri-AN-LY,*ad. In a statarian manner. Tucker.

fSTA'TA-Ry,' a. [status, LJ Fixed
; settled; stated. Browne.

STATE, n. [status, L.] Condition ;
circumstances of na-

ture or fortune ; situation; position ; predicament ;
case ;

plight; rank; degree; post; modification of any thing;
stationary point; crisis; height; quality; solemn pomp;
appearance of greatness ; dignity ; grandeur ;

a seat of

dignity. [estat, old Fr.] Estate
; seigniory ; possession :

mode of government; the community; the public; the

commonwealth ; civil power, not ecclesiastical ;
a civil

community ;
a kingdom ; a republic ;

a government not

monarchical : a large district of country having a sepa-
rate government, but confederated with other states, as

one of the members or states of the American Union.

[Individuality. Shak. A canopy ;
a person of rank. Bacon.]

In composition, it signifies public, national; as, state-af-

fairs, state-trials.

STATE, v. a. [constater, Fr.] [i. STATED ; pp. STATING, STAT-

ED.] To place in mental view ;
to represent ;

to tell. Hale.

STATE,* a. Belonging to the state or nation; public. EC.

Rev.
STATE 'CRFT,* n. Statesmanship, in contempt. Brit. Crit.

STATE-CRIM'I-NAL,* n. A political offender. Pope.

STAT'ED,* p. a. Fixed
; regular ;

established.

STAT'ED-LY, ad. At stated times; regularly.

STATE'LI-NESS, n. Quality of being stately; grandeur;
majestic appearance ;

loftiness
; magnificence ; dignity.

STATE'LY, a. [staetelig, Su. Goth.] August ; grand ; lofty ;

elevated; majestic; magnificent; magisterial; pompous.
STATE'LV, ad. Majestically. Milton.

[R.J
STATE'MENT, n. Act of stating; that which is stated ; an

arrangement of a series of facts or circumstances. Malone.

STATE'MON-JSER, (stat'mung-ger) n. One versed in gov-
ernment ;

a statesman, in contempt. Williams.

STATE'-PA-PER,* n. A paper, document, or treatise, relat-

ing to public affairs, or to affairs of state. Johnson.

STATE'-PR!'ON-ER,* n. One imprisoned for an offence

against the state or government. SmoUett.

STAT'ER,* n. One who states: an apothecary's weight
of lj ounces. Clarke. [Crabb.

STA'TER, n. [o-Tarrjp.] A Greek coin, of different values.

STATE'-ROOM, n. A magnificent room in a palace or large
mansion : the principal cabin in a ship ; a small room in

a ship, or steam-vessel, for one or two passengers.

STATES, (stats) n. pi. Nobility: a legislative body. Shak.

STATE s-<jrEN'ER-AL,* n. pi. A legislative assembly com-

posed of different orders. The states-general of the Neth-
erlands consists of two chambers. The states-general of

France, before the revolution, consisted of the three or-

ders of the kingdom, the nobility, the clergy, and the

third estate, or common people. Burke.

STATES'MAN, n. ; pi. STATESMEN. One versed or em-

ployed in public affairs, or in the arts of government; a

politician. [A small landholder. Craven Dialect.]

STATES'MAN-LIKE,* a. Becoming a statesman. QH. Rev.

STATES'MAN-LY,* a. Relating to, or befitting, a statesman.

R. W. Hamilton. [Churchill.

STATES'MAN-SHIP,* n. The qualities, of a statesman.

STATES'WOM-AN, (stats'wum-an) n. A woman who med-
dles with public affairs : used in contempt. B. Jonson.

STXT'IC, ) a. Relating to statics, or to the art or science

STXT'I-CAL, \ of weighing.
SlXT'ics, n. pi. [arariKfi, Gr. : statique, Fr.] That branch

of physics, or mechanics, which treats of the equilibrium,

weight, pressure, &c., of bodies while at rest, distin-

guished from dynamics ; the art of weighing.
STA'TIQN, (sta'shun) n. [Fr. ; static, L.] Act of standing;
a state of rest : a place where any one is fixed

; post as-

signed ;
office

; situation
; position ; employment ;

char-

acter; state; rank; condition of life; class; order:

a_place of stopping on a railroad.

STA'TIQN, (sta'shun) v. a.
[i. STATIONED ; pp. STATIONING,

STATIONED.] To place in a certain post, rank, or situation ;

to set
;
to establish ; to fix.

STA'TIQN-AL,* a. Relating to a station
; stationary. Smart.

STA'TIQN-A-RI-NESS,* n. The quality of being stationary.
Ed. Rev.

STA'TIQN-A-RY, a. [stationnaire, Fr.] Fixed
;
not progress-

ive
; standing; motionless; respecting place.

STA'TION-ER, (sta'shun-er) n. Originally, one who kept a
shop or stall ; afterwards, a bookseller

; now, a seller of
stationery, or of paper, quills, pens, ink, wafers, also of
books, &c.

STA'TIQN-ER-Y,* n. The goods sold by a stationer, as

books, paper, quills, pens, sealing-wax, wafers, ink, &c.
Hansard. Sometimes improperly written stationary.

STA'TIQN-ER-Y,* a. Relating to a stationer or his goods.
Hansard.

STA'TiQN-HoOsE,* n. A depot on a railroad. P. Cyc.
STA'Tio,N-PolNT'ER,* n. An instrument used in maritime

surveying. Brande. [Crabb.
STA/TIQN-STAFF,* n. An instrument used by surveyors.
fSTA'TiM, n. Policy ;

the arts of government." South.

fSTA'TlST, n. A statesman ; a politician. Shak.

STA-TIS'TIC, ) a. Relating to statistics; relating to the

STA-Tls'TJ-cAL, } state or condition, or to the population
or resources, of a country ; political.

STA-TIS'TJ-CAL-LY,* ad. In a statistical manner. Bablage.
STAT-ls-Ti"ciAN,* (stat-is-tish'an) n. One who is versed

in statistics. QM. Rev.

STA-TIS'TICS, n. pi. [status, L.] The science which treats

of the state or condition of a country or nation, princi-

pally in relation to its extent, population, resources, in-

dustry, wealth, and power; a statement of the popula-
tion, agriculture, commerce, manufactures, and other re-

sources of a country.
STXT'U-A-RY, (stat'yu-a-re) n. [statuaire, Fr. ; statua, L.]
Art of carving or of casting statues

;
a statue or a group of

statues : one who makes statues
;
a sculptor : a copy-

ist of, or dealer in, statues.

STXT'VE, (stat'yu) n. [statue, Fr.
; statua, L.] An image;

a representation, in some solid substance, as marble or

bronze, of a man or an animal.

STXT'VE, v. a. To place, or to form, as a statue. Shak.

STXT'VE D,* (stat'yud) a. Furnished with statues. Ed. Rev.

STXT'V-ESQUE,* (stat'yu-esk) a. Relating to a statue. Cole-

ridge.

fSTA-Tu'MI-NATE, v. a. [statumino, L.] To support; to

underprop. B. Jonson.

STAT'VRE, (stat'yur) n. [Fr. ; statura, L.] The height of

any animal, particularly of man ; tallness.

STXT'VRED, (stat'yurd) a. Arrived at full stature. J. Hall.

STXT'U-TA-BLE, a. 'According to statute. Mdison. [ton.

STXT'U-TA-BLY, ad. In a manner agreeable to law. War-
STXT'OTE, (stat'yut) n. [statut, Fr. ; statutam, L.J A law;
an act of a legislative body, as distinct from an unwritten

law, or one founded on immemorial custom. Statute oj

limitation, (Law") a statute which assigns a certain time
within which an action must be brought.

STXT'UTE-BOOK,* (-buk) re. A register of laws or legisla-
tive acts. Addison.

STXT'V-TQ-RY, a. Enacted by statute. Dr. Johnson.

STAUNCH, a. See STANCH.
STAU'RQ-LITE,* n. [oruupd? and \tOog.] (Min.) A silicate

of baryta and alumina, called also the cross-stone, harmo-

tome, and andreasbergolite. Brande.

STAU'RQ-TIDE,* n. [ffrovpdf and <foj.] (Min.) The pris-
matic garnet or grenatite. Brande.

STAVE, v. a.
[i.

STAVED or STOVE
; pp. STAVING, STAVED or

STOVE.] To break in pieces; to push away as with a
staff; to pour out. Sandys. (Nant.) To break a hole in a

vessel; as, "Our launch is stove." Mar. -Diet. The
regular form staved is chiefly used.

fSTAVE, v. n. To fight with staves. Hudibras. Stave and

tail, to part dogs by interposing a staff, and by pulling the
tail. Hudibras.

STAVE, n. A narrow, thin piece of timber, in a barrel or

other cask: a metrical portion; a staff; a common
term for the verse of one of the psalms appointed to be

sung. Todd.

STAVED, or STAVE, [stavz, S. W. P. E. Ja. K. Sm. R. ;

stavz or stavz, F. ; stavz, Wb.] n. ; pi of Staff. See STAFF.
" Some people pronounce staves, the plural of staff, with
the Italian a ; but the practice is not general." Smart. It

is often thus pronounced in the United States.

STAVE'A-CRE, (stavz'a-ker) 71. Larkspur; a plant.

STAVE'WOOD,* (stavz'wud) n. A tall West-Indian tree j

the quassia. Booth.

STAw, v. n. [staa, Su. Goth.] To be fixed or set ; to stand

still, as a cart. Holloway. [North of England.]
STAY, (sta) v. n. [staa, Su. Goth. ; staen, D.] [i. STATED

Or STAID
; pp. STAYING, STAYED Or STAID.] To COntillUC in
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a place ;
to forbear departure ; to continue in a state

;
to

remain
;
to abide ;

to continue
;
to wait ; to attend

;
to

forbear to act
;
to stop ;

to stand still
;
to dwell.

STAY, (sta) v. a. [i. STAYED or STAID
; pp. STAYING, STAYED,

or STAID.] To stop ;
to withhold

;
to repress ;

to delay ;

to obstruct
;
to hinder from progression ;

to prop ',
to sup-

port.

STAY, (sta) n. [estaye, old Fr.] Continuance in a place ;

stand ; a stop : an obstruction
;
a hinderance ;

restraint :

prudence; caution; a fixed state: a prop; a sup-

port ; tackling. (JVawt.) A strong rope from the head of

the mast, to support it from falling aft. Stay-sail, a tri-

angular sail extended on a stay.

STAY'BOB-BIN,* n. A bobbin used for stays. Jlsh.

STAYED, (stad) p. a. Fixed; serious; staid. Bacon. See

STAY, and STAID. [R.]

STAYED'LY, (stad'le) ad. Composedly; calmly; staidly.

STAYED'NESS, (stad'nes) ?i. Sobriety. See STAIDNESS.

STAY'ER, (sta'er) n. One who stays, holds, or supports.

STAY'LACE, (s'ta'las) n. A lace for fastening a bodice.

Swift. [Mag.
STAY'LESS, (sta'Ies) a. Without stop or delay. Mirror for

STAY'-MAK-ER, n. One who makes stays.

STAY, (staz) n. pi. Bodice ;
a kind of waistcoat made stiff

by whalebone, worn by women. Gay. [Station; fixed an-

chorage. Sidney.] Any support ; any thing that keeps an-

other thing extended. Dnjden.
STAY'SAIL,* n. (JVaut.) A triangular sail extended on stays.

Crabb.

STAY'-TXc'KLE,* n. (Want.) A large tackle attached to the

main stay. Crabb.

STEAD, (sted) n. [stad, Goth.
; sted, Sax.

; sted, Dan. #
Ger.

; stede, D.] (t
p 'ace - Spenser.] Room

; place which
another had, or might have ; preceded by in ; as,

" in his

stead:" the frame of a bed; rarely used except in

composition, as bedstead : use
; help. To stand in stead,

to be of use. See INSTEAD.

tSTEAD, (sted) v. a. To help ;
to fill the place of. Shak.

STEAD'FAST, (sted'fast) a. Fast in place ; firm ; fixed ;
con-

stant
;
resolute

;
not turned aside by fear or temptation ;

persevering; unmoved ; steady. Written also stedfast.

STEAD'FAST-LY, (sted'fast-le) ad. Firmly ; constantly.

STEAD'FAST-NESS, (sted'fast-nes) n. Firmness ; constancy.

STEAD'I-LY, (sted'e-le) ad. In a steady manner; firmly.

STEAD'I-NESS, (sted'e-nes) n. State of being steady ;
firm-

ness ; constancy ; consistent, unvaried conduct.

STEAD'Y, (sted'e) a. Firm
;
fixed

; regular ;
constant ;

un-

deviating ;
unremitted

;
not wavering ;

not fickle
;
stead-

fast

STEAD'y, (sted'e) v. a.
[i.

STEADIED
; pp. STEADYING, STEAD-

IED.] To make or keep steady or firm
;
to regulate.

STEAD'Y,* interj. Be fixed
;
be unwavering. (JVauf.) A

command given to keep a ship in her course, without de-

via_ting to the right or left. Mar. Diet.

STEAK, (stak) n. A slice of beef, <fcc., for broiling ;
a col-

lop ;
beef-steak.

STEAL, (stel) v. a. [i. STOLE
; pp. STEALING, STOLEN.] To

take what is another's without leave or unlawfully ; to

take by theft ; to take clandestinely ;
to take without

right; to withdraw or convey without notice; to gain
or effect gradually and privately.

STEAL, (stel) v. n. To withdraw privily ;
to pass silently:

to practise theft
;
to play the thief.

STEAL'ER, n. One who steals
;
a thief.

STEAL'ING-LY, ad. By theft
; slyly ; by secret practice.

STEALTH, (stelth) 7i. [fTheft; the thing stolen. Spenser.]
Secret act; clandestine practice. By stealth, secretly;
clandestinely ;

sometimes used in a good sense.

STEALTH'I-LY,* ad. In a stealthy manner. A. Knox.

STEALTH'I-NESS,* n. duality of being stealthy. Ch. Ob.

STEALTH'Y, (stelth'e) a. Done or performed by stealth ;

clandestine. Shak.

STEAM, (stem) n. The elastic fluid into which water is

convertedt by the continued application of heat; vapor.
STEAM, (stem) v. n.

[i. STEAMED ; pp. STEAMING, STEAMED.]
To exhale or emit vapor or steam; to smoke or vapor
with moist heat.

STEAM, v. a. To exhale
;
to expose to steam

;
to apply steam

to ; to soften or concoct with steam.

STEAM'-BOAT,* n. A large boat propelled by steam; a
steam-vessel. Fulton.

STEAM'-BofL-ER,* 7i. A large, iron vessel, for generating
steam. Brande.

STEAM'-CXR-RIAGE,* n. A carriage propelled by power
of steam. P. Cyc.

STEAM'-N-GJNE,* n. An engine acted upon by the ex-

pansive force of steam, and employed to impel boats,
cars, and other machinery. Prout.

STEAM'ER,* n. One who steams: a vessel propelled by
steam ;

a steam-boat ;
a steam-ship. QM. Rev.

STEAM'-GtJN,* ra. An instrument by which balls and other

projectiles may be projected by steam. Brande.

STEAM'-PXcK-ET,* n. A vessel for carrying passengers,
letters, <fcc., propelted by steam. QM. Rev.

STEAM'-SHlP,* n. A ship propelled by steam. Grant.
STEAM'-VES-SEL,* n. A vessel propelled by steam. QM.

Rev.

STEAai'-WiiIs-TLE,* (-hwls'sl) n. A pipe attached to the
boiler of a steam-engine, from which steam escapes with
a loud, hissing noise

;
used to give warning of the ap-

proach of the engine. Tanner.

STEAM'V,* a. Consisting of, or abounding in, steam
;

damp. Cowper.
fSTEAN, (sten) n. A vessel of stone ; ajar. Spenser.

STE-XR'IC,* a. (Chem.) Derived from animal fat; as,
stearic acid. Ure.

STE'A-RtNE,* n. (CAem.) One of the proximate elements
of animal fat, as lard, tallow, &c. ; a concreted fatty sub-
stance. Brande.

STE'A-RON,* n. A substance obtained by the partial decom-
position of stearic acid. P. Cyc.

STE-A-ROP'TEN,* n. (Chem.) A solid substance which
forms one of the two parts of volatile oils, the other sub-
stance being eleopten, which is liquid. P. Cyc.

STE'A-TITE,* n. (Mm.) Soapstone ;
a magnesian mineral,

soft, of dull, fatty lustre, and greasy feel. Ure.

STE-A-TIT'IC,* a. Relating to, or containing, steatite. P.

Cyc.

STE-XT'Q-CELE,* n. (Med.} A hernia or tumor in the scro-

tum, containing fat. Crabb.

STE-A-TO'MA, n. [oreara>//a.] (Med.) An encysted tumor,
whose contents are similar to fat

;
a species of wen.

STE-A-TOM'A-TOUS,* a. Relating to steatoma. Dungli-

+

STEY
\

n' A Iadder- Crockett. [North of Eng.]

STEED, n. A horse for state or war. Shak.

STEEL, n. [stal, style, Sax.
; stael, D.

; stal, Icel.
;

slat

stahel, Ger.] Iron combined with a portion of carbon ;

hardened and refined iron : any thing made of steel, as

weapons : extreme hardness : chalybeate medicine.

STEEL, a. Made of steel. Chapman.
STEEL, v. a. [i. STEELED

; pp. STEELING, STEELED.] To
point or edge with steel

;
to make hard or firm.

STEEL'-CXp,* n. Armor for the head : a head-piece
Booth.

STEEL'-CLXD,* a. Covered or mailed with steel. Booth.

STEEL'ER,* n. (JVat.) The foremost or aftermost plank
in a strake, which is dropped short of the stern or stern-

posj;.
Mar. Diet.

STEEL'I-NESS,* n. The quality of being steely. Smart.

STEEL'-PEN,* n. A pen made of steel. Booth.

STEEL'-TfiXp,* n. A trap made of steel. Somerville.

fSTEEL'y, a. Made of steel
;
hard

;
firm ; unfeeling. Sidney.

STEEL'YARD, (stel'yard, colloquially stil'yard) [stel'yard,
S. W. P. E. Ja. K. ; stil'yard, J. F. ; stel'yard, colloquial-

ly stel'yard, Sm.] n. A kind of balance, by which the

weights of bodies are determined by using one weight
only, or by means of a single standard of weight.

{J*^
" This word, in common usage among those who

weigh heavy bodies, has contracted its double e into sin-

gle i, and is pronounced as if written stilyard. This con-
traction is so common, in compound words of this kind,
as to become an idiom of pronunciation, which cannot
be easily counteracted without opposing the current of
the language." Walker. It is sometimes written st'dlyard.

Crabb.

fSTEEN, n. A
vessel^ of clay or stone. See STE AN.

STEEN'ING,* or STEAN'ING,* n. The wall or lining of a

weU. Brande.

fSTEEN'KlRK, 7i. A cant term for a neckcloth. King.
STEEP, a. Rising or descending with great inclination ;

precipitous ; approaching perpendicularity.

STEEP, n. A precipice ;
a steep ascent or descent.

STEEP, v. a. [stippen, D.] [i. STEEPED; pp. STEEPING,
STEEPED.] To soak ; to macerate ;

to imUue
; to dip.

STEEP'-DO\VN,* a. Having steep descent. Shak.

STEEP'I-NESS, n. Steepness. Huwdl. [R.]

STEE'PLE, (ste'pl) n. A turret or tower of various forms,

usually attached to a church ; a spire.

STEE'PLE-CHASE,* n. A race-course or chase pursued in

a right line toward an object or an end. Observer.

STEE'PLED, (ste'pld) a. Furnished with steeples.

STEE'PLE-HoGsE, n. A term for a church, in contempt.
STEEP'LY, ad. In a steep manner or form.

STEEP'NESS, n. State of being steep.

STEEP'V, a. A poetical word for steep. Wotton.

STEER, n. A young bullock onox.

STEER, v. a. [i. STEERED ; pp. STEERING, STEERED.] To di-

rect
;
to guide in a passage : originally used of a ship,

but applied to other things.

STEER, v. n. To direct a course
;
to conduct one's self.

tSTEER, n. A rudder or helm. Oower.
STEER'AGE, n. The act or practice of steering, as of a

ship ;
direction ; regulation of a course ,

that by which

any course is guided ; regulation or management of any
thing. (JVaut.) The stern or hinder part ofa ship. Johnson.

A place below in the fore part of a ship, as distinguished

A, E, I, 5, u, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, E, I, <?, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FiST, FALL; HEIR, HER-,
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from the chief cabin
; but the term is variously used.

Brande. Steerage passenger, one who occupies the steer-

age.
STEER'AGE-WAY,* n. (J\Taut.) That degree of progressive
motion which renders a ship governable by the helm.
Mar. Diet.

STEER'ER, n. One who steers
;
a pilot. Pearson.

STEER'ING-WHEEL,* n. (Want.) A wheel in ships to

which the tiller-rope is conveyed, for the purpose of

steering it. Mar. Diet.

fSTEER'LESS, a. Having no steer or rudder. Gower.

STEER'LING,* n. A young steer or bullock. Francis.

STEERSMAN, n. One who steers a ship ;
a pilot.

STEER'MATE, n.

STEEVE,
A steersman

5
a pilot. Milton.

,* V. a. [i. STEEVED
; pp. STEEVING, STEEVED.]

(Ship-building-) To give the bowsprit a certain angle of
elevation with the horizon. Mar. Diet.

STEG, n. [stcgge, Icel.] A gander. Brockett. [North of Eng.]
STEG-A-NOG'RA-PHIST, TO. One versed in steganography.

Bailey.

STEG-A-N6G'RA-PHY, n. [areyavos and ypd0w.] The art

of writing in secret characters or ciphers. Burton.

STEG-NOT'fc, a. [ffTsyvuTiicds.] Binding ; rendering cos-

tive. Bailey.

STEG-NOT'JC,* TO. (Med.) A binding or costive medicine.

Copeland.
STEIN,* v. a. To line with stone or brick, as a well. Lou-

don.

STEIN'BOCK * n. (Zool.) A species of goat or antelope.
Booth.'

STEIN'HEI-LITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of iolite, of blue
color. Brande.

STELE, (stel) n. A stalk; a long handle; a stale. Wll-
braham. [Local.]

STEL'LAR, a. {stella, L.] Relating to the stars ;
astral ;

starry. Milton.

STEL'LA-RV, a. Astral; starry; stellar. Stukeley.

STEL'LATE, a. [stellatus, L.] Radiated or pointed as a star
;

stellated. Boyle.

STEL'LAT-ED,* a. Pointed or radiated like a star
;
starred.

Boyle. _

STEL-LA'TIQN, n. Emission of light, as from a star. Bailey.

fSTEL'LED, a. Starry; stellate. Shak.

STEL-LER'I-DXN,* n. (Ich.) One of the class of echino-
derms

;
star-fish. Brande.

STEL-LiF'ER-oiJS, a. [stella and fero, L.] Having, or bear-

ing, stars. JSailey.
fSTEL'Li-FY, v. a. [stella and facio, L.] To make a star

;

to turn into a star
;
to star. Chaucer.

STELL'IQN, (-yun) n. [stcllio, L.] A newt spotted with
stars. Jlinsworth.

fSTELL'lQN-ATE, (stel'yun-at) n. [stellionat, Fr.
;
stelliona-

tus, L.] (Roman law) A fraud or crime committed in mat-
ters of agreement, which was not designated by any
more special appellation; as if a man should sell a

thing to two purchasers, or sell that for his own estate
which is actually another man's. Bacon.

STEL'LITE,* n. (Min.~) A mineral resembling natrolite.

Thompson._
STEL'LU-LATE,* a. Resembling little stars. London.

STE-LOG'RA-PHY, n. [arnXoypapia.] The art of writing
upon a pillar. Stackhouse.

STEM, n. [stemma, L.
; stemn, Sax.

; stamm, Ger.] The stalk

of a plant or tree ; a stalk ; a twig. [stacmma, Swed.
;

stamm, Ger.] Family ; race ; generation ; pedigree ; proge-
ny; branch of a family. [stafin, Icel.] (Want.) The
prow or fore part of a ship. (Mus.) The upright or down-
right line added to the head of a musical note.

STEM, v. a. [staemma, Su. Goth.] [i. STEMMED
; pp. STEM-

MING, STEMMED.] To oppose, as a current; to stop; to

pass across or forward, notwithstanding the stream.

STEM'-CLA"SP-ING,* a. Inclosing the stem. London.

STEM'-LEAF,* n. A leaf inserted into the stem. Crabb.

STEM'LESS,* a. Having no stem. Crabb.

STEM'MA-TJ.,* n. pi. [<rrf/tj.] (Ent.) The visual organs
of certain insects. Roget.

STEM'PLE,* n. A cross-bar of wood in a shaft, used in

mining. Smart.

STEM'SQN,* n. (JVawt.) A compass piece of timber, fixed
within the apron, to reinforce its scarf, in the same
manner as the apron supports the scarf of the stem. Mar.
Diet.

STENCH, n. A stink
;
a fetid or bad smell. Shak.

STENCH, v. a. To make to stink. Mortimer. [To stanch.

Harvey,]
STENCH'Y, a. Having a bad smell. Dyer.
STEN'CIL,* n. A piece of thin leather or oil-cloth, used in

painting paper-hangings. P. Cyc. A piece of thin metal
with letters cut out, used in marking packages.

STEN'CJL,,* v. a. [i.
STENCILLED

; pp. STENCILLING, STEN-

CILLED.] To produce the picture of an object without

drawing it
;
to form with a stencil. Francis.

STE-NE-o-SAU'Rys,* n. (Zool.) A species of crocodilean.
Owen. P. Cyc.

'

STE-NO&'RA-PHER,* TO. One who practises stenography ,

a stenographist. Harding.
STEN-Q-GRXPH'IC,* T a. Relating to stenography ;

vvrit-

STEN-P-GRX.PH'I-CAL,* \ ing in short-hand ;
written in

short-hand. Harding.
STE-N6G'RA-PHlST,* n. Same as stenographer. Ash.

STE-NOG'RA-PHY, TO. [crrsvos and ypa</>o>.] The art of writ-

ing in short-hand
; tachygraphy ; short-hand writing.

fSTENT, v. a. To restrain
; to stint. Spenser. See STINT.

STEN'TOR,* n. [Sr^rwp.l A Grecian, (the Homeric her-

ald,) whose voice is said to have equalled the united
voices of fifty men

;
a person of a loud voice. Cole-

ridge.

STEN-TO'RJ-AN, a. Relating to Stentor
;
loud

;
uncommon-

ly loud. Sir T. Herbert.

tSTEN-TQ-RON'ic,* a. Very loud
;
stentorian. Warlurton.

STEN-TO-RO-PHON'JC, a. [Sri/rwp and 0Mi/>).] Loudly
sounding. Hudibras.

STEP, v. n. [i. STEPPED ;pp. STEPPING, STEPPED.] To make
one pace or movement of the foot, as in walking; to

move forward by the feet ; to walk
;
to proceed ;

to ad-
vance by a sudden progression ;

to move
;

to go ;
to

come, as by chance.

STEP, TO. [stop, Sax.
; stap, D.] One move of the foot in

advancing or ascending ;
a pace ; a stair

;
a degree ;

a
round of a ladder; quantity of space passed or measured
by one removal of the foot

;
a small length ;

a small

space ; print of the foot
; footstep ; gait ;

act in any busi-

ness
;
walk

; passage ; gradation ; progression ;
act of

advancing; movement; procedure.
STEP, in composition, signifies a relationship arising put

of orphanage j thus, a step-mother means a father's wife,
when the real mother is dead. Step-father, step-mother,
step-sister, &c., are sometimes confounded with father-

in-law, mother-in-law, sister-in-law, &c.
;

but the dif-

ference will be understood by one example : a sister-in-

law is a brother's wife, or a husband's or wife's sister
; a

step-sister is the daughter of a step-father or a step-mother
by a former marriage ;

while the daughter of a step-moth-
er by present marriage is a half-sister; and the daughter
of a step-father by present marriage is a uterine sister, as

well as
njialf-sister.

STEP'-BROTH-ER,* TO. A brother by marriage. Johnson.

STEP'-DAME,* n. A step-mother ;
a mother by marriage.

Ramsay.
STEP'-DAUGH-TER,* TO. A daughter by marriage. Parker.

STEP'-FA-THER,* TO. A mother's husband, when one's
real father is dead. Smith.

STEP'-MOTH-ER,* TO. A father's wife, when one's real

mother is dead. Jlsh.

STEPPE,* n. [Russ.] A plain of vast extent, uncultivated,
and often barren, but in some instances covered with
luxuriant vegetation, as in some parts of Russia and Tar-

tary. Clarke.

STEP'PING, TO. The act of going forward by steps. More.

STEP'PING-STONE, TO. A stone laid to assist the foot in a
difficult or dirty way ;

an aid or means to be used in as-

cending or advancing.
STEP'-SIS-TER,* TO. A sister by marriage. Johnson.

STEP'-S&N,* n. A son by marriage. Dryden.
STER, [steore, Sax.] Used in composition ; as, webster,

maltster, spinster, &c. Somner.

STER-cp-RA/CEoys, (-shus) a. [stercorosus, L.] Belonging
to dung ; partaking of the nature of dung, Arbuthnot.

STER-CO-RA'RI-AN,* TO. One who disbelieves that the host

taken in communion turns to other substance than com
mon. Smart.

STER'CP RA-RY,* n. A place for holding dung. Smart.

fSTER'cp-RATE,* TO. Dung; excrement. Martin.

tSTER-cp-Ri'Tip'N, TO. [stercoro, L.] Act of dunging or ma-
nuring. Bacon.

STER-CO'RI-AN-IJVI,* n. (Ecclesiastical history] A nickname
applied to'those who held that a change took place in the

consecrated elements, so as to be subject to digestion.
Brande.

STER'E-P-BATE,* n. Socle. Francis. [R.]

STER-E-P-GRAPH'IC, a. Relating to stereography.
STER-E-p-GRApH'j-cAL,*a. Relating to stereography. Ash.

STER-E-OG'RA-PHY, 'TO. [crr:p<55 and ypa<t>u>.} The. repre-
sentation of solids on a plane ;

that branch of solid ge-

ometry which demonstrates the properties, and shows the

construction, of all solid bodies which are regularly de-

fined.

STER-E-p-MET'Ri-cAL,*a. Relating to stereometry. Ash.

STER-E-OM'E-TRY, TO.
[irrepeds and /^erpfw.] The art of

measuring solid bodies.

STfiR-E-6T'p-MY, TO. [o-rp<5f and TEJMI/W.] The art of cut-

ting solid bodies, as walls, arches, &c.

||STER'E-p-TYPE, [ster'e-o-tip, P. J. Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ; ste'-

re-9-tip, W. ; ster'e-o-tlp or ste're-^-tip, F.] n. [frrepcSg
and TVITO$.] A fixed inetal type ;

the art of casting, from
movable types, solid metallic plates, to be used in printing ;

masses of letters, called letter-press plates, of the size of

a page, cast from a plaster mould, in which an exact rep-jwen. f. vyc. a page, cast trom a plaster mould, in wim
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reservation of the types has been made, and thus form-

ing the permanent plates from which books are after-

wards printed ;
a letter-press plate cast from a plaster

mould.

||STER'E-o-TYPE, v. a.[i. STEREOTYPED
; pp. STEREOTYP-

ING, STEREOTYPED.] To cast, as letter-press plates; to

prepare and_print by the use of stereotype plates.

MSTER'E-P-TVPE, a. Relating to the art of stereotyping.

STER'E-O-TYP-ER, n. One who stereotypes. Entick.

STER-E-Q-TYP'IC, a. Relating to stereotype. Entick.

|STER-E-O-TY-POG'RA-PHER, n. A stereotype printer.

IjSTER-E-Q-TY-PdG'RA-PHY, 7i. Stereotype printing. Entick.

STER'lkE, a. [sterile, Fr. ; sterilis, L., from crapoj, Gr.j
Barren

; unfruitful; not fertile; not productive ; arid.

STE-RIL'J-TY, n. [sterilite, Fr. ; sterilitas, L.] State of be-

ing sterile
;
barrenness

; unfruitfulness.

STER'IL-IZE, v. a. To make barren ; to deprive of fecun-

dity, or the power of production. Woodward.
STERLET,*TI. A fish; a caviar sturgeon. Booth.

STER'LING, a. Genuine; standard
;
coined in full propor-

tion or weight, by the authorized persons, who are com-
monly supposed to have been originally Easterlings, or

German and Baltic traders who visited London in the
middle ages : hence an epithet applied to English
mone'y. \Leake.

STER'LJNG, n. English coin ; money ;
standard rate.

STERN, a. Severe of countenance, look, or manner; aus-
tere

; rigid ; rigorous ;
harsh

; unrelenting ;
cruel ;

hard
;

afflictive.

STERN, n. [stiorna, Icel.j The hind part of a ship or ves-

sel, where the rudder is placed ;
direction

;
the hinder

part of any thing.

fSTERN'AGE, 7i. The steerage or stern. Shak.

STER'NAL,*a. Relating to the sternum. Fleming.
STERN'BOARD,* n. (JVaitt.) Loss of way in making a tack.

Mar. Diet. [Diet.

STERN'CHAS-ER,* n. (JVaut.) A cannon in the stern. Mar.
STERNE D, (ste'rnd) a. (Naut.) Having a particular kind of

stern ; as, a square-sterned, or a pink-sterned, vessel.

fSTERN'ER, n. A governor; director. Dr. Clarke.

STERN'FRAME,* n. The timber forming a stern. Mar. Diet.

STERN'LY, ad. In a stern manner; severely.

STERN'MOST,* a. (JMmt.) Farthest astern. Falconer.

STERN'NESS, n. duality of being stern
; austerity ;

harsh-
ness

; severity of look.

STER'NQN, n. [sternum, L.; cripvov, Gr.] The breast-bone.
Wiseman. See STERNUM.

STERN'pORT,*n. (JVauf.) A port-hole at the stern. Mar. Diet.

STERN'POST,* n. (JVawt.) The timber on which the rudder
is hung. Mar. Diet.

STERN'SHEET,* n. ; pi. STERNSHEETS. (JVaut.) An ex-

panded covering of a ship or boat; the part of a boat
which is furnished with seats for passengers. Mar. Diet.

STER'NUM,* n. [L.] (Anat.) The breast-bone
;
the simple

or compound bone which completes the thoracic cage an-

teriorly, and serves as a medium of union to a greater or
less number of the ribs. Brande.

STER-Ny-TA'TiON, n. [sternutatio, L.] Act of sneezing.
STER-NU'TA-TIVE, a. [sternutatif, Fr.] Provoking to

sneeze
; sternutatory. Bailey. [R.]

STER-NU'TA-TC-RY, n. [stemutatoire, Fr.] (Med.) Medicine
that provokes sneezing. Browne. [Good.

STER-NU'TA-TQ-RY,* a. Provoking, or causing, sneezing.
STERN'WAY,* n. (JVaut.) Movement backwards. Mar. Diet.

fSTER-QUl-Ll'NOVS, a. [sterquilinium, L.] Mean; dirty;

paltry. Howell.

fSTERVE, v._n. To perish ; to starve. Spenser.

STETH'O-SCOPE, n. (>r;j00j and ffKoncu.] (Med.) An in-

strument invented by Laennec, used in auscultation, for

exploring the chest, or ascertaining its diseases by sounds.
Brande.

STETH-Q-SCOP'IC,* ) a. Relating to the stethoscope or

STfeTH-o-scop'l-CAL,* j
its use. Med. Jour.

STEVE,* v. a. To stow away in a ship. Knowles.

STEVE'DORE,*?!. A man employed in loading and unload-

ing vessels. Bouvier.

fSTE^VEN, (ste'vn) n. A cry or loud clamor. Spenser.
STEW, (stu) r. a. [estuver, old Fr.

; sloven, D.] [i. STEWED ;

pp. STEWING, STEWED.] To boil, seethe, concoct, cook,
or prepare, with a little water, in a slow, moist heat.

STEW, v. n. To be seethed in a slow, moist heat.

STEW, (stu) n. [estuve, old Fr. ; stufa, It.] pi. STEWS. A
bagnio. Spenser. A brothel. Ascham. A prostitute. Sir Jl.

Weldon. [stowen, D.] A store-pond ; a small pond.
Chaucer. Confusion. [Low.] Grose. Meat stewed for food ;

as, a stew of beef.

STEW'ARD, (stu'ard) n. A superintendent of another's af-

fairs ;
an officer of state

;
a manager of the table, as in a

ship. [ler.

fSTEw'ARD, (stu'ard) v. a. To manage, as a steward. Ful-

STEW'ARD-ESS,* n. A female steward. Martineau.

tSTEw'ARD-LY, ad. In the manner of a steward. Tooker.

STEW'ARD-RY,* n. Offico of steward
; superintendence.

Byrom.

STEW'ARD-SHIP, n. The office of a steward.

STEW'ISH, a. Suiting a brothel or stews. Bp. Hall.

STEW'PAN, n. A pan used for stewing or cooking.
STEW'POT,* n. A pot used for stewing. Ooerbury.
STHEN'IC,* a. (Med.) Applied to diseases which are the

result of inflammatory or increased action
; opposed to

asthenic. Brande.

STI'AN,* n. A humor in the eyelid ;
a sty. Smart. [R.]

STIB'I-AL, a. [stibium, L.] Relating to antimony ;
antimo-

nial. Harvey.
tSTlB-l-A'Rl-AN, n. [stibium, L.] A cant term for a violent
man. White.

3TlB'i-AT-ED,* a. Impregnated with antimony. Smart.

STI'BIC,* > a. (Chem.) Containing, or derived from, an-
STIB'I-OUS,* | timony. Brande.

STlB'i-VM:,n. [L.] Antimony. Collop.

tSTic'A-DOS, n. A plant or herb. Ainsworth.

Tlpn, (stik) n. [VTIXOS.] A row; a line; averse: a
term used in poetry, and in numbering the books of

Scripture. In rural affairs, an order, row, or rank of
trees. Chalmers.

STLBH'IC,* a. Relating to, or consisting of, lines or verses.
Beck.

ljEH'o-MXN-CY,* n. Divination by lines, or passages in a

book, taken at hazard. Brande.

STI-JBHOM'E-TRY, (ste-kom'e-tre) n. [o-n'xos and uirpov.]
A catalogue of books of Scripture, to which is added the
number of the verses which each book contains. Lardner.

STICK'WORT,* (-wiirt) n. A plant; stellaria. Pilkington.
STICK, n. A piece of wood small and long; a piece of
wood cut for the fire

;
a club

; a cane ; a staff: the name
of many instruments long and slender: a thrust; a
stab.

ST!CK, v. a. [i. STUCK
; pp. STICKING, STUCK.] To pierce;

to stab ; to set
; to fix in ; to set with something pointed ;

to fasten on so as that it may adhere
;
to make, cohere ;

to agglutinate: to affix ; to attach; to fix: to pierce
with a knife, or pointed instrument.

STICK, v. n. To adhere
;
to cleave to the surface

; to be in-

separable; to be united: to rest upon the memory; to

stop ; to lose motion
;
to resist emission : to be constant ;

to hold
; to cleave

;
to adhere with firmness : to remain ;

not to be lost : to dwell upon ;
not to forsake : to cause

difficulties or scruple ; to scruple ;
to hesitate

;
to be

stopped ; to be embarrassed. To stick by, to support.
To stick out, to be prominent ;

to project. To stick to, to

adhere to ; to persist in maintaining.
STICK'ER * 7i. One who sticks or stabs. Booth.

STICK'J-NESS, n. Quality of being sticky ; viscosity.

STTCK'-Lic,* n. Lac in its natural state. Brande.

STlC'KLE,(Stlk'kl). 71. [i. STICKLED ; pp. STICKLING, STIC-

KLED.] To take part with one side or other ;
to contest

;

to altercate
;
to contend with obstinacy ;

to trim
;
to hesi-

tate.

fSTlc'KLE, v. a. To arbitrate. Drayton.
ST!C'KLE-BACK,* n. A very small fish, found in creeks on

the sea-coast. Storer.

STlc 'KLE-BAG, n. Properly stickleback. Walton.

STlc'KLER, n. A sidesman to fencers ;
a second to a duel-

list; one who stands to judge a combat; an arbitrator.

Sidney. An obstinate contender about any thing ; defend-
er. (Eng. law) An inferior officer who cut wood in the

king's parks of Clarendon. Cowel.

STIC'KLER-LIKE,* a. Like a stickler. Shak.

STlcK'y, a. Viscous; adhesive; glutinous. Bacon.

STlp'DY, n. [stcdia, Icel.] An anvil ; also, a smith's shop ;

stithy ;
a smithery. Brockett. [North of England.]

STIFF, a.
[sttf,

Sax.
; stiff, Dan. ; styf, Swed.] Not easily

bent
; rigid ;

inflexible ; resisting flexure
;
not flaccid ; not

limber
;
not easily flexible ; not pliant ;

not soft ;
not giv-

ing way ;
not fluid

; strong ;
not easily resisted ; hardy :

stubborn ;
not easily subdued

;
obstinate

; pertinacious ;

harsh : not written with ease ;
not easy or free ; con-

strained
;
formal

; rigorous in certain ceremonies
;
starch-

ed
;
affected ; strongly maintained.

STIF'FEN, (stif'fn) v. a.
[i. STIFFENED ; pp. STIFFENING,

STIFFENED.] To make stiff; to make inflexible, unpliant,
or torpid.

STIF'FEN, (stiffn) v. n. To grow stiff; to grow rigid, unpli-

ant, hard, or obstinate ;
to be hardened.

ST!F'FEN-ING,* n. Act of making stiff; that which makes
stiff.

STIFF'-HEART-ED, (-hart-ed) a. Obstinate
;
stubborn.

STIFF'LY, ad. With stiffness ; inflexibly; stubbornly.

STIFF'NECKED, (-nekt) a. Stubborn
;
obstinate.

STiFF'NECK-Eu-NESS,*n. The quality of being stiffnecked;
stubbornness. Phillips.

STIFF'NESS, n. duality of being stiff; rigidity ;
inflexibil-

ity; obstinacy; stubbornness; un pleasing formality.

STl'FLE,(sti'fl)u.a.[cstoii^r,old Fr.] [i.
STIFLED ; pp. STI-

FLING, STIFLED.] To oppress or kill by closeness of air
;
to

suffocate ;
to keep in

;
to hinder from emission ;

to extin-

guish by hindering communication ;
to smother; to choke;

to suppress ;
to conceal.
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, (sti'fl) n. The first joint above a horse's thigh,
next the buttock. Mason.

Srt'FLE-JoiNT,* n. The first joint and bending next to

the buttock of a horse. Crabb.

fSTi'FLE-MENT, ?t. Act of stifling. Brewer.

STlGH, (stl) n. See STY.

STIG'MA, n. [stigma, L.] pi. L. ST^G'MA-TA ; Eng. ST!G'-
MAS. A brand ; a mark with a brand or hot iron

;
a mark

of'infamy; a blot; a badge. (Bot.) The upper end of
the style, on which the pollen falls.

STIG-MA'RI-A,* n. (Oeol.) A genus of extinct fossil plants.
Buckland.

STIG-MAT'IC, ) a. Relating to, or having, a stigma;
STJG-MAT'I-CAL, \

branded or marked. Shak.

fSTiG-MAT'ic, n. One who has a mark of infamy. Steevens.

STIG-MXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. With a mark of infamy or defor-

mity. Wonder of a Kingdom.
STIG'MA-TIZE, v. a. [stiffmatiscr, FT.] [{.STIGMATIZED;^.
STIGMATIZING, STIGMATIZED.] To mark with a brand or

with infamy ;
to fix a stigma upon ;

to disgrace ;
to re-

proach.
STI'LAR, a. Belonging to the stile of a dial. Mozon.

STIL'BITE,* n. (Min.) Awhile, crystallized mineral, of the
zeolite family. Lyell.

STILE, n. A set of steps to pass from one enclosure to

another: a vertical piece in framing or panelling:
the pin of a dial. See STYLE.

STI-LKT'TO, n. [It. ; stilet, Fr.J A small dagger, of which
the blade is not edged, but round, with a sharp point.

STI-LET'TO,* v. a. To stab with a small dagger. Bacon.

STiLL, v. a. [stillan, Sax.
; stillen, D.

; stillen, Ger.] [i.

STILLED
; pp. STILLING, STILLED.] To make still

;
to calm ;

to lull ; to silence
;
to make silent

;
to quiet ; to allay ; to

pacify : to appease ;
to make motionless. [fTo distil. Bar-

ret.]

STILL,, a. [stitte, Sax.; stil, D.] Silent; making no noise;
quiet ;

calm ; motionless ; gentle ; not loud.

STILL, n. [stitte, Ger.] Calm
;
silence ; stillness. Bacon.

STILL, ad. Till now
;
nevertheless

;
in an increasing de-

gree ; always ;
ever

; continually ;
after that

;
in contin-

uance.

STILL, n. [from distiL] An apparatus for the distillation of

liquids on a large or small scale
;
a vessel for distillation

;

an alembic.

fSTiLL, v. n. To drop ;
to fall in drops ;

to distil. Chapman.
STII^-LA'TIM,* ad. [L.] By drops ; drop by drop. Foster.

STIL-LA-TI"TIOVS, (stil-la-tlsh'us) a. [stillatitius, L.] Fall-

ing in drops; drawn by a still.

STIL'LA-TO-RY, n. [from stilt or distiL] An alembic
;
a ves-

sd in which distillation is performed ;
a still: the room

in which stills are placed ; laboratory.

STI'LL'BIRTH,* n. State of being stillborn; the birth of
that which is lifeless. Cowper.

STILL'BORN, a. Born lifeless
;
dead in the birth

;
abortive.

STILL'BURN,* v. a. To burn while distilling. Smart.

STiL'LKR, 7i. One who stills or quiets. Casaubon.

STli.L'HoOsE,* n. A house where distilling is performed ;

distillery. Ash.

STIL'LI-CIPE, 71. [stillicidium, L.] A succession of drops;
the dripping from the eaves of a house. Bacon. [R.]

ISTiL-Li-ciD'l-oOs, a. Falling in drops. Browne.

STiL.L'iNG,7i.'The act of stilling: a stand for casks. [R.]
STiLL'-LlFE, n. (Painting} The representation of such

things as are without animal life, or have only vegetable
life.

STJLL'NESS, n. State of being still
;
freedom from noise

;

calm; quiet; silence; taciturnity.

STILL'ROOM,* n. A room for a still
;
a domestic laboratory.

W. Ency.
STILL'-STAND, n. Absence of motion

;
a stand-still. Shak.

STIL'LY, ad. Silently; not loudly ; gently; calmly.
STILL'YARD,* n. See STEELYARD. Crabb.

STiLp-NQ-siD'ER-lTE,* 7i. (Min.) A dark-colored mineral
;

a peroxide of iron. Jameson.

STILT, v. a. [stylta, Su. Goth.] [i. STILTED ; pp. STILTING,
STILTED.] To raise, as on stilts

;
to make higher by stilts.

STILT, ?i. [staula., Icel.
; stylta, Su. Goth.] pi. STILTS. A

support or prop with a rest for the foot, used in pairs for

walking in a raised position. [Brande.
STILT'BIRD,* n. A bird having long and slender legs.

ST'I'L'TI-FY,* v. a. To raise, as on stilts. Byron. [R.]
STILT'-PLOV-ER,* n. A bird

;
a species of plover. P. Cyc.

STIL'TY,* a. Raised on stilts
; pompons. Qw. Rev.

STiM'U-LANT, a. [stimulans, L.] Stimulating; exciting.
Falconer.

STIM'U-LANT, n. A stimulating medicine
; excitement

STiM'U-LATE, v. a. [stim.ulo,Ij.] [i. STIMULATED
; pp. STIM-

ULATING, STIMULATED.] To goad ;
to spur on

;
to prick ;

to prick forward ;
to excite by some physical or intellec-

tual stimulus ;
to excite the organ in action

;
to animate;

to encourage ;
to impel ; to incite

;
to urge ;

to irritate.

STIM-U-LA'TION, n. [stimulutio, L.] Act of stimulating;
excitement. Watts.

STIM'U-LA-TIVE, a. Stimulating; exciting, rfsh.

STiM'y-LA-TlVE, n. That which stimulates. Malone
STlM'y-LA-TQR, n. One who stimulates. Scott.

STIM'U-LA-TRESS,* n. She who stimulates. Swmncr.
STlM'u-LUH* n. [L.] pi. STIM'V-LI. A goad ;

a spur
something that excites or stimulates

;
excitement ;

a stim
ulant. Coleridge.

STING, v. a. [i. STUNG ; pp. STINGING, STUNG. Slang, the
former preterit, is obsolete.] To pierce or wound with a

sting, or point darted out, as that of a wasp or scorpion ;

to pain acutely.

STING, n. A sharp point with which some animals or in-
sects are armed ; that which stings or gives pain : re-

morse of conscience. (Bot.) A kind of hair, of certain

plants, which secretes a poisonous fluid.

STING'BULL,* n. A fish, which, with the spinous rays of
its dorsal fin, inflicts wounds attended with inflamma-
tion. Crabb.

STINJ&'ER, n. He or that which stings ;
an insect.

STIN'GI-LY, ad. Covetously ; sparingly.

ST'J(N'(^I-NSS, n. Avarice ; covetousness ; niggardliness.

STING'LESS, a. Having no sting. Bp. Hall.

STIN'GO, (sting'go) n. Sharp old beer. Addison. [A cant

word.]
STlN'GY, a. Covetous

; niggardly; avaricious. Knox. [Low.]
STINK, (stingk) v. n. [stincken, D.] [i. STUNK or STANK

; pp.

STINKING, STUNK. Stank is obsolescent.] To emit a
stench or an offensive smell, commonly a smell of putre-
faction. [Low.]

STINK, (stingk) n. An offensive or fetid smell. [Low.]
STINK'ARD, n. A mean, stinking, paltry fellow. B.Jonson.

STINK'ER, n. He or that which gives a bad smell. Harvey.
STfNK'HORN,* n. A species of mushroom

; stinking morel.
Booth.

STlNK'iNG-LY, ad. With a stink. Shak.

STINK'POT, n. A composition offensive to the smell.

STiNK'STONE,*n. (Min.) Fetid carbonate of lime ; swine-
stone. Jameson.

ST!NT, v. a.
[i.

STINTED \pp. STINTING, STINTED.] To bound;
to limit

;
to confine

;
to restrain ;

to stop.

STINT, v. n. To cease
;
to stop ;

to desist. Sackville. [R.]

STINT, n. A limit ; bound ;
a quantity assigned ;

a task :

a small bird found on the sea-shores of England.
fSTiNT'ANCE, TO. Restraint

; stoppage ;
stint. Land. Prod.

STINT'ED-NESS,* n. State of being stinted. EC. Rev.

STINT'ER, n. He or that which stints, restrains, or cramps.
STIPE,* n. (Bot.) The stalk that bears the head of a mush-
room

;
the stalk of the leaf of a fern

;
a stalk. P. Cyc.

STIPEND, n. [stipcndium, L.] Wages; settled pay for ser-

vices; salary ;
allowance ;

hire.

STIPEND, v. a. To pay by settled wages. Shelton. [R.]

STI-PEN-DA'RI-AN,* a. Mercenary ;
hired. Seward. [R.|

||STI-PEN'DI-A-RY, [stl-pen'de-a-re, P. J. Ja. Sm. ; stl-pen'-

jer-e, S. , sti-peh'dyar-e, E. >. K. : stl-pen'de-a-re or stl-

pen'je-a-re, W.} a. Relating to, or having, a stipend ; per-

formed for, or receiving, a salary.

||STl-PEN'Dl-A-RY, n. [stipendiaire, Fr. ; stipendiarius, L.]
One who receives a fixed salary for services.

STIP'PLE,?.'. n . [^ STIPPLED
; pp. STIPPLING, STIPPLED.] To

engrave, not in stroke or line, but in dots.

STIP'PLING,* n. The act of engraving by the use of dots.

Brande.

STfp'Tic, 7i. See STYPTIC.

Srfptu-LA,*n. [L.] pi. STfp'u-LJK. Ascale which protects
the nascent leaves of plants; a stipule. Roget.

STIP-V-LA'CEOUS,* (-shus) a. (Bot.) Having stipulae or

stipules. London.

STIP'U-LA-KY,* a. Relating to stipule or stipules. London.

STiP'v-LATE, v. n. [stipulor, L.] [i.
STIPULATED ;pp. STIP-

ULATING, STIPULATED.] To contract; to bargain; to settle

terms.

STIP'V-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Furnished with stipules. P. Cyc.

STIP-U-LA'TIQN, ?t. [Fr.] Act of stipulating; that which is

stipulated; contract; bargain.
STi'p'y-LA-TOR, n. One who stipulates or bargains.

STIP'ULE,* . [stipula, L.] (Bot.) A scale at the base of

some leaf-stalks, or one which protects the .nascent leaves

of plants. P. Cyc.
STIP'ULE u,* a. (Bot.) Furnished with stipules. Crabb.

STIR, v. a. [i.
STIRRED ; pp. STIRRING, STIRRED.] To move j

to remove ; to agitate ; to incite
;
to instigate ;

to animate ;

to excite. To stir up, to incite
;
to quicken ;

to awaken ;

to rouse ;
to animate.

STIR, v. ;i. To move one's self; to move
;
to be in motion ;

to change place ;
to become an object of notice. [To rise

in the morning. Colloquial. Shak.]
STIR, 71. Tumult

;
bustle ; commotion ; public disturbance;

seditious uproar; agitation; conflicting passion.

STIR'A-BOUT, n. A dish formed of oatmeal, or other meal,
boiled in water to a certain consistency ;

a hasty-pudding.

STIRE,* n. A sort of cider-apple. London.

STI'R'I-AT-ED,* a. Having pendants, as icicles. Smart.

STiR'i-oijs, (stir'e-us) a. [ttiria, L.] Resembling icicles.

Browne.,
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STIRK, n. See STURK.

fSTlRP, n. [stirps, L.] Race
; family ; generation. Spenser.

STIRPS,* n. [L.] pi. STIJI'PE$. Root; stem; stock.

(Law] The person from whom a family is descended ;

family ; kindred
; stirp. Bouvler.

tSTi'R'RAGE, n. Motion ; act of stirring. Granger.
STIR'RER, n. One who jstirs ; an inciter; an instigator.

Stirrcr up., an inciter ;
an instigator.

STIR'RING, n. The act of moving, jiddison.

, (stur'up or stir'up) [stur'up, S. W. P. J. F.. K.
Wb. ; ster'rup, F. Ja. Sm. ; stir'rup, R.] n. An iron hoop
suspended by a strap, in which a horseman sets his foot

when he mounts or rides.

USTIR'RIIP-IR-ON,* (stur'up-I-iirn) n. An iron or steel hoop
which is suspended by. a leather strap; a stirrup. Booth.

HSTIR'RVP-STRAP,* (stur'up-strap) n. A strap by which a

stirrup is suspended. Jisfi.

STlTCH, v. a. [sticke, Dan.
; sticken, D.J [i.

STITCHED ; pp.

STITCHING, STITCHED.] To sew
;
to work with a needle

on any thing ;
to join : to unite, generally with some de-

gree of clumsiness. To stitch up, to mend what was rent.

STITCH, v. n. To practise needlework ;
to sew.

STITCH, n. A pass of the needle and thread through any
thing, made by sewing : a sharp, lancinating pain : a

link of yarn, in knitting. [Furrow ; ridge ;
stich. Chapman.]

STlTCH'ER-y, n. Needlework. Shak.

ST!TCH'FALL-EN,* a. Hanging loose. Dryden.
ST!TCH'WORT, (stich'wlirt) n. A genus of herbaceous

plants ;
a weed

;
camomile ;

stichwort. Ainsworth.

STlTH, a. Strong ;
stiff. Ray. [Local, England.]

fSTlTH, n. An anvil. Chaucer.

STiTH'y, n. A smith's shop ;
an anvil

;
a smithy. Shak.

[Local, England.]
STITH'Y, v. a. To form on the anvil

;
to forge. Shak. [R.]

STlVE, v. a. [i. STIVED ; pp. STIVING, STIVED.] To stuff up
or keep close

;
to press together. Sandys. To make hot or

sultry. Wotton.

STIVER, n. A Dut,ch copper coin.

STOAK,* v. a. (Want.) To stop ;
to choke. Bailey.

STOAT, (slot) n. A fetid animal, of the weasel kind.

fSTo'cAH, n. [Irish.] An attendant ;
a wallet-boy. Spenser.

STQC-CADE', n. An enclosure or fence made with pointed
stakes. Mason. See STOCKADE.

STC-C-CA'DO, n. [sloccata, It.
; estocade, Fr.] A thrust with

a rapier. Shak.

STOCK, 7i. [stock, Su. Goth. ; stoc, Sax.
; stock, D.l The

trunk or body of a plant ;
the trunk into which a graft is in-

serted
;
a log ;

a post : a blockhead ; a man proverbially

stupid: the handle of any thing. [stock, Teut. A
thrust; a stoccado; a stocking. Shak.] An article of dress

for the neck
;
a cravat

;
a close neckcloth : a race

;
a

lineage; a family: a fixed fund; the capital sum in-

vested in a bank, or manufacturing or trading company or

corporation ; principal ; capital store ; quantity ;
store ;

farming store; cattle in general : a fund consisting of

a capital debt due by government to individual holders,
who receive a rate of interest

; (commonly used in the

plural.) See STOCKS.

STOCK, v. a. [i. STOCKED; pp. STOCKING, STOCKED.] To
store

;
to fill ; to lay up ; to supply with stock. [stocken,

Teut. To put in the stocks. Shak. To extirpate. Drayton.]
STOCK-ADE',*?!.. (Fort.) A sharpened post or stake; a line

or enclosure formed with pointed stakes. Smart.

STOCK-ADE',* v. a. To defend by stockades. Smart.

STOCK'BRO-KER, n. One who deals in the public funds.

STOCK'DOVE, (stok'duv) n. The ringdove. Drijden.

STOCK'-EX-CHANGE,* n. The system by which the pur-
chase, sale, and transference of stock and shares arc ef-

fected by brokers. Brande.

STOCK'Ffsn, n. [stockevisch, D.l Dried cod, so called from
its hardness. Skelton. Dried fish cured without salt.

ST6cK-Gt_L'Ly-FLo>fr-ER, n. A plant and fragrant flower.

STOCK'HOLD-ER,* n. An owner of stock
;

shareholder.
Ed. Rev.

STOCK'ING, n. The close covering of the leg.

STOCKING, v. a. To dress in stockings. Dryden. [Ash.
STSCK'JNG-FRAME,* 71. A frame for weaving stockings.
STOCK'ING-WEAV-ER,* n. One who weaves stockings.

Smollett.

STScK'lSH, a. Hard
;
blockish ; stocky. Shak.

STSCK'JOB-BER, n. One who deals or speculates in stocks
or the public funds

;
a stockbroker.

STOCK'JOB-BING., n. Act of speculating in stocks.

ST<5cK'LOCK, n. A lock fixed in wood. Moxon.

STOCK'PURSE,* n. (Mil.) A certain saving which is made
in a corps, and applied to regimental purposes. Crdbb.

STOCKS, n. pi. A prison for the legs ;
a kind of punishment :

public funds. (JVaut.) A frame erected on the shore
of a river or harbor, or in a navy-yard, to support a ship
while it is building. See STOCK. [Crabb.

STOCK'SHAVE,* n. An instrument used in block-making.
STOCK'-STILL, a. Motionless as a log ; quite still. Dairies.

STOCK'Y, a. Stout; short and thick ; as, "Such a one is

stocky." Jddison. [Provincial and colloquial.]

3 STO '

STO'IC, TJ. [Srwuco?, from <rr<>a, a porch.] One of a sect of
ancient philosophers, founded by Zeno, named from the
stoa, (porch,) in Athens, where Zeno delivered his dis-
courses. He taught that a wise man ought to be free from
all passions, to be unmoved either by joy or grief, and to
esteem all things governed by unavoidable necessity :

one who is stoical, insensible, or unmoved.
STO'IC, ) a. Of or belonging to the Stoics; cold

; stiff;

STO'I-CAL, $ austere; unfeeling; unmoved; wanting
sensibility ; affecting to hold all things indiffensnt.

STO'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a stoical manner
; austerely.

STO'I-CAL-NESS, n. Quality or state of being stoical.

STOl-jem-OM'E-TRY,* n. [nrotx^ov and nirpov.} (Chem.) A
branch of chemistry that treats of the proportions which
substances must have, when they enter into a state of
neutrality. Ency.

STO'I-CIJVI, ?(.. [stotcisme, Fr.] The system, doctrine,
character, or manners, of the Stoics

; insensibility.

fS^o-lc'l-TY,* 7i. Stoicalness. B. Jonson.

STOKE, STOAK, (stok) [stoc, Sax.] Locus; place: hence
the names of many English towns, &c.

; as, Basin gsto/ce.

STO'KER, n. One who looks after the fire of a brewhouse
or steam-engine. Green. A poker. Richardson.

STOLE, 71. [stola, L.
; stol, Sax.; stole, Fr.] A long vest; a.

vestment of a matron or of a priest. Wicliffe. (Bot.) A
sucker, or the modification of one.

STOLE, i. from Steal. See STEAL.

STOLED,(stold) a. Wearing a stole or long robe. O.Fletcher.

STO'LEN, (st5'ln) p. from Steal. See STEAL. Prov. ix.

STSL'ID, a. [stolidus, L.] Stupid: foolish. Cockcram. EC.
Rev. [R.]

STp-LiD'l-Ty, n. [stolidus, L.
; stolidite, Fr.] Stupidky ;

want of sense. Bentley.

STOL'ID-NESS,* n. Stupidity ; stolidity. Scott.

STO'LON,* n. [stolo, L.j (Bot.) A shoot or runner of grasd,
that roots at the joint. London.

STOL-Q-NIF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing stolons, or creeping,
rooting shoots, as some grasses. London.

STO-MAc'A-CE,*n. [L.] (Mcd.) Fetor of breath, or offensive

smell, arising from ulcerated gums. Brande.

STOM'ACH, (stum'ak) n.;pl. ST6M'ACHS. [estomac, Fr.
;

stomachus, L.] The ventricle or viscus in which food is

digested. The human stomach is a somewhat oblong,
rounded, membranous bag, in the epigastric region:
appetite ; desire of food

; inclination ; liking. [Anger.
Spenser. Sullenness

;
resentment

; pride ; haughtiness.
Hooker.]

STOM'Ajeil, (stum'ak) v. a. [stomachor, L.] [i.
STOMACHED

;

pp. STOMACHING, STOMACHED.] To receive, hold, retain,
or bear in the stomach. Richardson. To resent

;
to remem-

bej;
with anger ; to brook. Shak.

fSTOM'AjeH, (stum'ak) v. n. To be angry. Hooker.

jST6M'AjeH-AL, a. [stomacal, Fr.] Cordial
; helping the

stomach. Cotgrave.
STOM'A^HED, (stum'akt) a. Filled with anger. Shak.

STOM'A-CHER, (stum'a-cher) 71. An ornamental covering
worn by women on the breast.

ST6M'AH-ER,*(stum'ak-er)n. One who stomachs. Smart.

STdM'AjKH-FOL, a. Sullen ; stubborn
; angry. Bp. Hall.

STOM'AjeH-FOL-LY,* ad. In an angry manner. Johnson.

ST6M'AH-F0L-NESS, 7i. Sullenness
; obstinacy. Grander.

ST<p-MAjeH'lc,(sto-mak'ik) 71. A medicine for the stomach.

STO-MA.eH'lc, ) a. [stomachique, Fr.] Relating to the

STQ-MAjCH'i-CAL, |
stomach

; good for the stomach.

ST6M'AjeH-iNG, (stum'ak-Ing) n. Resentment. Shak.

ST6M'AjeH-LESS, a. Having no stomach or appetite. Bp.
Hall. [sullen. Spenser.

fSTOM'Ajen-OUS, (stum'ak-us) a. [stomachosus, L.] Angry,
ST<!>M'AH-PrjMP,* n. A small pump, or syringe, for draw

ing liquids out of the stomach, or injecting liquids into it

Brande.

ST6M'A^H-Y, a. Sullen
;
obstinate ; stomachful. Jennings.

STOM'A-POD,* n. [ord^a and novs.] (Zool.) One of an or-

der of crustaceans. Brande.

STOM'A-TA,* 71. pi. (Bot. & Zool.) Oval orifices in the cover-

ing of some plants, and the cuticle of some animals. Roget.
STO-MiT'ic,* n. [o-ro^un/c5s.] (Med.) A medicine for dis-

eases of the mouth. Dunglison.
STO'Ml-Xs,* 71. A genus of fishes, of the pike tribe. P. Cyc.

fSTOND, 7i. Post
;
station. Spenser. Stop ;

a stand. Bacon.

STONE, n. [stains, Goth.
; stan, Sax.

; steen, D.] A concre-
tion of some species of earth, as lime, silex, clay, and the

like, in combination, smaller than a rock and larger than

gravel ;
a mineral not ductile or malleable

;
a piece ofstone

cut for building; a gem ; a precious stone; a pebblt; ; a
bowlder : a composition which stands the weather, and
has the appearance of stone; artificial stone : a monu-
ment, at a grave : any thing made of stone: calculus,
or calculous concretion, in the kidneys or bladder; the

disease arising from a calculus: the case which, in some
fruits, contains the seed, and is itself contained in the

fruit : testicle. A weight containing fourteen pounds ;

but, nt the Smithfield market, in England, eight pounds
are reckoned a stone of meat. " By an act of parliament,

. oioui ; sn in ami IIIIUK ; as, "oucn a one is "in, <u me piuuum i iiiarntri, in jcjii^iuiiu,

\ddison. [Provincial and colloquial.] are reckoned a stone of meat. " By an act
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the stone of fourteen pounds is required to be adopted in

the reckoning, in the market
;
but custom in this, as in

many other cases defies the authority of the government,
and eight pounds continue to be reckoned as the Smitli-
field stone." Colman. To leave no stone unturned, to do

every thing that can be done to produce an effect, or pro-
mote an object.

STONE, a. Made of stone ; consisting of stone. Shak.

STONE,?,', a. [i. STONED ; pp. STONING, STONED.] To pelt or

beat or kill with stones : to face with stones
;
to hard-

en : to remove stone.-.

STONE'-BLIND,* a. Blind as a stone. Forby.
STONE'BOR-ER,* n. An animal that bores stones. Kirby.
STONE'BOW, (ston'bo) H. A crossbow which shoots stones.

STONE'BRAM-BLE,* 71. A plant that bears the roebuck-ber-
ries. Booth.

STONE'BRASH,* n. A subsoil composed of pulverized rock
or stone. London.

STONE'BREAK, (ston'brak) n. An herb. Ainsworth.

STONE'BDCK,* n. An animal of the deer kind. West.
'

STONE'BUT-TER,* n. (Min.) A sort of alum. Crabb.

STONE'CHXT,* n. A bird ; a species of warbler. Brands.

STONE'CHXT-TER, n. A bird
;
stonechat. Ainsworth.

STONE'COAL,* n. (Min.) Mineral carbon, or Kilkenny coal,
of slaty texture and conchoidal fracture

;
anthracite. Crabb.

STONE'-COLD,* a. Cold as a stone. Fairfax.

STONE'-COR-AL,* n. A hard species of coral. Lyell.

STONE'CRAY, n. A distemper in hawks.

STONE'CROP, n. A genus of succulent plants.

STONE'CRUSH,* 7J. A sore on the foot. Fox. [Local.]
STONE'CUR-LEW,* n. A bird

;
a large species of plover.

Brande.

STONE'CUT-TER, n. One who hews stones ; a mason.
STONE'CUT-TING,* n. The work of a stonecutter. Urc.

STONE'-DEAD,* a. Quite dead. Ash.

STONE'EAT-ER,* n. An animal that devours stones ;

storieborer. Kirby.
STONE'FAL-CON,* (-fihv-kn) w. A sort of hawk which

builds her nest in rocks. Crabb.

STONE'FERN, n. A plant. Ainsworth.

STONE'FLY, n. An insect. Ainsworth.

STONE'FRtirr, (ston'frut) n. Fruit containing a stone, or a
hard shell which encloses the seed, as peaches, plums, &c.

STONE 'nlM-MER,* ?i. A hammer for breaking stones. Ash.

STO_NE'HAWK, n. A kind of hawk. Ainsworth.

tSTONE'HEART-ED, a. Hardhearted. Browne.

STONE'IIORSE, n. A horse not castrated
;
a stallion.

STONE'MA-SON,* n. A mason who works in stone. Ash.

STONE'MOR-TAR,*7i. A kind of mortar in which stones
are laid. Ash.

STONE'PINE,* n. A species of pine-tree. W. Ency.
STONE'PIT, n. A quarry ;

a pit where stones are dug.
STONE'PITCH, w. Hard, inspissated pitch. Bacon.

STdNE'PLXNT,* n. (Bot.) The lythophyton. Hamilton.
STONE 'PLOV-ER, (ston'pluv-er) n. A bird. Ainsworth.

STONE'QUAR-RY,*(-kwor'e)?t. A mine or quarry of stones.

Goldsmith.

STON'ER, n. One who beats or kills with stones.

SxoNE's'-cAsT, 7!. Distance to which a stone may be
thrown

;
the cast of a stone.

y

STONE'SEED,* n. A perennial plant. Bootii,

STONE 'SMIC-KLE, (ston'snuk-kl) . A bird. Ainsworth.

STONE'SQUAR-ER, n. One who shapes stones into square.*.
STONE 'WALL,* n. A wall or fence made of stone. Stelle.

STONE'WARE,* w. Ware made of pulverized stone or earth.

McCulloch.' [stone.

STONE'WORK, (-vviirk) ?. Work or masonry consisting of

STON'I-NKSS, 71. The quality of being stony ;
hardness.

STON'Y, a. Made of, or resembling, stone
; abounding with

stones; hard
; inflexible; unrelenting.

STON'Y-HEART-ED, a. Hardhearted ; cruel ; pitiless. Shak.

STOOD, (stud) i. &.p. from Stand. See STAND.

STOCK, [et&k, Ju. K. ; stuk, Wb.} n. [stubs, West Goth.] A
shock of corn containing twelve sheaves. London.

STOOK, v. a. To set up the sheaves in stocks. Ask.

STOOL, 71. [stols, Goth. ; stul, Sax. ; stuel, D. ; stall, Ger.]
A seat without a back, as distinguished from a chair:

a close stool
;
natural evacuation of the bowels : a shoot

from the trunk of a tree
;
the root of a timber tree

which throws up shoots. Stool of repentance, or cutty

stool, a stool on which persons stood in the churches of
Scotland who had been guilty of fornication, &c.

STOOL'BALL, n. A rural play with a ball. Prior.

STOOM, v. a. To allay or qualify wine by herbs
; to stum.

Chambers.

STOOP, v. n. [i. STOOPED; pp. STOOPING, STOOPED.] To
bend down or forward ;

to lean forward, standing or

walking ; to yield ; to bend ; to submit ; to descend from
rank or dignity ;

to be inferior
;
to condescend : to come

down on prey.

STOOP, v. a. To bend forward ; to submit. Young.
STOOP, n. Act of stooping ;

inclination downward
; descent

from dignity or superiority; fall of a bird upon his prey.

[xtoppa, Sax.
; stoope, D.] A vessel for liquor. [stupa,
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L.] A post fastened in the earth. Ray. [Local, Eng.]A piazza or balustrade: a porch with steps: door-steps.
Webb. [Local, New York.]

STOOP'ER, n. One who stoops. Sherwood.

STOOP'ING,*;;. a. Bending down; bending forward.
STOOP'ING-LY, ad. With inclination downwards.
STOP, v. a. [estoupcr, old Fr.

; stoypare, It. ; stoppen, D.] [i
STOPPED; pp. STOPPING, STOPPED.] To hinder from pro-
gressive motion

; to hinder from successive operation ;

to hinder from any change of state
;
to hinder from action

or practice ; to put an end to the motion or action of; to

impede ;
to check

;
to intercept ; to repress ; to suspend 5

to suppress ; to close up; to obstruct.

STOP, v. n. To cease to proceed ; to stay ; to cease.

STOP, n. Act of stopping; that which stops; time of
stopping; cessation of progressive motion

; hinderance;
obstruction

; cessation ; rest; intermission
; interruption ;

that which obstructs; obstacle; impediment: a point
or mark in writing: a vent on a wind instrument, or

place on the wire of a stringed instrument, by which a
note is produced.

STOP'COCK, n. A pipe to let out liquor, stopped by a turn-

ing cock.

STOP'GAP, n. Something substituted : a temporary expe-
dient. Johnson. [R.]

STOP'LESS, a. Not to be stopped ; having no stop ;
irresist-

ible. Daccnant.

STOP'PAGE, n. Act of stopping ;
state of being stopped ;

that which stops; obstruction. Stoppage in transitu,

(Law) the seizure by the seller of goods sold, during the
course of their passage to the buyer.

STOP'PER, n._
He or that which stops ;

a stopple.

STOP'PER-BOLT,* n. (Naut.) A large ring-bolt driven
into the de-k, for the use of a rope-stopper. Crabb.

STOP'PING,* n. Act of halting or stopping.
STSP'PLE, (stSp'pl) . That "by which any hole, or the
mouth of any vessel, is filled up ;

a cork
;
a stopper

STOP'PLE,* ?:. a. To stop; to close with a stopple. Cowper.
STOR'AGE,* n. Act of storing goods; place for storing
goods ;

sum paid for storing goods. Ash.

STO'RAX, n. [styrax, L.] A tree ; a resin or fragrant bal-

samic exudation from the tree.

STORE, n. [stSr,old Swed.
; star, Dan.; stoor,Icel] A large

number or large quantity ; plenty ;
a stock accumulated

;
a

supply hoarded
; a house where merchandise is stored;

a warehouse; hoard; storehouse; magazine. (United
States) A retailer's shop. See BOOKSTORE.

STORE, a. Hoarded; laid up; accumulated. Bacon. Fit or

designed to be kept ; as, store cattle or pigs. London.

STORE, v. a. [i. STORED ; pp. STORING, STORED.] To lay up
in store ; to hoard ; to furnish

;
to replenish ;

to stock.

STORE'HopsE, n. A magazine; a warehouse; a place in

which things are hoarded and reposited against a time of
use : a store.

STORE 'KEEP-ER,* n. One who takes care of a store. Ask.

STOR'ER, n. One who stores or lays up.
STORE 'ROOM,* n. A room or place for goods. Jones.

STOR'PE* [stor'je, Sm. Ask; stbrj, K. Wb. Maunder.]
[ffr.ipyfi.] n. Parental or maternal instinct or affection;
affection of animals for their young. Ask.

fSTo'Ri-AL, (sto're-al) a. Historical. Chaucer.

STO'RIED, (sto'rjd) a. Furnished with stories: adorned
with historical paintings : celebrated in story. Gray.

tSTo'Ri-ER, n. Historian
;
relater of stories. Bp. Peacock.

STORK, n. A bird of passage, nearly allied to the crane and
heron, famous for the regularity of its departure.

STORKS'BILL, n. A genus of plants.

STORM, n. [y.-ttorm, Welsh ; storm, Sax.
; storm, D. ; stormo,

It.] A commotion in.the atmosphere ;
a tempest ; a blast;

a hurricane; rain accompanied by wind: a violent
assault on a fortified place ;

sedition
;
tumult

; calamity;
distress; violence; vehemence; tumultuous force.

STORM, v. a.
[i. STORMED; pp. STORMING, STORMED.] To

attack with violence by open force.

STORM, v. n. To raise tempests ; to rage ;
to blow violently j

to be tempestuous ; to be angry or violent.

STORM'BKAT, a. Injured, or beat, by storm. Spenser.

STORM'BlRD,* n. A bird
;
a name of the petrel. Hill.

STORM'COCK,* n. A bird, called also the missel. Pennant.

STORM'FINCH,* n. A bird
;
the petrel ;

Mother Carey's
chicken. Hamilton.

STORM'FOL,* a. Tempestuous ; stormy. Collins. [R.]
STORM'FCL-NESS,* n. Storminess. Carlylc. [R.]

STORM'I-NESS, n. 'State or quality of being stormy.

STORM'ING,* n. Act of one who storms ;
a tempest.

STORM'LL'ss,* a. Destitute of storms. Montgomery. /

STORM'PROOF,* a. Proof against storms or bad weather.
Garrick.

STORM'Y, a. Tempestuous; blowing; violent; passionate.

STORTJI'ING,* (stort'ing) n. The parliament or legislative

body of Norway. EC. Ren.

STO'RV, 7i. [jter,8ax. ; storie, D.
; storia, It. ; (orupfcr, Gr.]

History ; an account of things past ;
a small tale ; a petty

narrative
;
an anecdote ;

an incident ;
a trifling tale ; a

MIEN, S1RJ MOVE, NOR, S&"Nj BOLL, BUR, RfJLE.
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petty fiction : a stage or floor of a building; a flight of

rooms; a subdivision of the height of a house, embra-

cing the height ascended by one flight of stairs. Wotton.

STO'RY, v. a. To relate. Sfiak. To arrange in stories.

Bentlcy.

STO'RY-BOOK,* (-buk) n. A book filled with stories.

BosiDell. _

STO'RY-POST,* n. (Arch.} An upright piece of timber

disposed in a story of a building for a support. Francis.

STO'RY-TELL-ER, K. One who relates tales or stories.

Dryden.
ST6'RY-TELL,-iNG,*n. The act of telling stories. Guardian.

STOT, n. [|A horse. Chaucer.] A steer. [Local, Eng.]
STOTE, n. A kind of weasel. See STOAT.
STOUND, v. n. [stunde, Ice}.} To be in pain or sorrow ;

to

ache. Brockctt. [Local, Eng.]
fSToOND, p. Stunned. Spenser.
ST60ND,n. Sorrow; pain; a noise. Spenser. Amazement.

Gay. Hour; time
; instant, l^homson. [Obsolete or local.]

tSxoOR, n. [star, Run.] Assault
;
incursion ; tumult. Spen-

ser. A river ; used in composition, as Stourbridge.
STOUT, a. [stout, D.] Strong ; corpulent ; large ; lusty ;

valiant; brave; bold; obstinate; resolute; proud; firm.

STOUT, ?i. A cant name for very strong beer. Swift.

STOGT'HEART-ED,* a. Brave ; resolute ; courageous. Ash.

STOUT'LY, ad. Lustily ; boldly ; firmly ; obstinately.

STOUT'NESS, n. duality of being stout; strength; valor;
boldness

; fortitude
; obstinacy.

STOVE, n. [estuve, old Fr. ; stove, D.l A hothouse ;
a place

artificially heated. Wiseman. A fireplace, more or less

close, or a receptacle for the combustion of fuel for the

purpose of heating houses or apartments.
STOVE, v. a. To keep warm in a house artificially heated.
Bacon.

STO'VER, n. [cstuver, old
Fr.]

Fodder for cattle ;
coarse hay

or straw. Shak. Pods or points, as of rape, broken off in

thrashing. [Local, Eng.]
STOW, (sto) v. a.

[i.
STOWED

; pp. STOWING, STOWED.] To
lay by or place compactly ; to lay up ; to reposit.

fSTow, fSTOE, n. [Sax.] A place. Gibson.

STOW'A^E, n. Act of stowing ;
state of being stowed

;

that which is stowed up; place for stowing; room for

laying up ; money paid for the stowing of goods.
STRA'BTM, n. [atrabuwms. L. ; strabisme, Fr.] A squinting ;

act of looking asquint. See STRABISMUS.

STRA-BiS'Mys,*n.[L.] (Med.~) An unnatural obliquity in the
axis of the eye ;

a want of concordance in the optic axes
;

a squinting. Brande. .

STRXD'DLE, (strad'dl) v. n. [i. STRADDLED ; pp. STRADDLING,
STRADDLED.] To stand or walk with the feet removed
far from each other to the right and left

;
to part the legs

wide.

STRAD'DLE,* n. The position of one who straddles ; di-

varication
;
a stride. Cowper.

STRXG'GLE, (strag'gl) v. n. [i. STRAGGLED ; pp. STRAG-
GLING, STRAGGLED.] To wander without any certain di-

rection
;
to rove

;
to ramble ; to roam

;
to wander dis-

persedly ; to exuberate
;

to shoot too far
;
to be dispersed ;

to stand single.

STRXG'GLER, ;j. One who straggles; a wanderer; a rov-
er : a vagabond.

STRAG'GLING,*^. a. Moving irregularly ; roving.
STRXG'GLING-LY,* ad. In a straggling manner.
STRAIGHT, (strati a. Direct; right, as a line stretched
between two points ;'

not crooked
;

tense ; tight. See
STRAIT.

STRAIGHT,* (strat) c. a. To make straight ;
to straighten.

Smith.

STRAIGHT, (strat) ad. Immediately ; directly. Shak.

STRAIGHT'EN, (stra'tn) v. a.
[i. STRAIGHTENED; pp.

STRAIGHTENING, STRAIGHTENED.] To make straight; to
free from crookedness.

STRAJGHT'EN-ER, (stra'tn-er) n. One who straightens.
tSTRAIGHT'FORTH, (strat'forth) ad. Directly. Spenser.
STRAIGHT'FOR-WARD,* (strat'fdr-ward) a. Proceeding

directly forward
;
direct

; upright ; undeviating. Sir E.
Brydges. [Rev.

STRAIGHT'FOR'WARD-LY,* ad. In a direct manner. EC.

STRAIGHT'FOR'WARD-NSS,* n. Quality of being straight-
forward. P. Cyc.

STRAIGHT'LY, (strat'le) ad. In a right line ; not crookedly.
STRAIGHT'NESS, (strat'nes) . State of being straight ;

rectitude ; directness.

fSTRAiGHT'-PlGHT,* (strat'pit) a. Straight in shape. Shak.

STRAIGHT'WAY, (strat'wa) ad. Immediately ; directly.
fSTRAlGHT'WAY,*arf. Immediately ; straightway. Bacon.
STRAIN, (stran) v. a. [estreindre, old Fr.] [i. STRAINED ; pp.
STRAINING, STRAINED.] To force through some porous
substance; to force through a strainer; to purify by
filtration: to squeeze in an embrace; to stretch; to

sprain; to weaken by violence: to put to its utmost
strength ;

to make straight or tense
; to push beyond the

proper extent: to force
;
to constrain ; to make uneasy

or unnatural.

STRAIN, v. n. To make violent efforts
;
to be filtered.

STRAIN, (stran) n. An injury by violence; a sprain: a

style or manner of speaking ; song; note
;
sound

;
tune :

turn
; tendency. [fRace ; generation ; hereditary dispo-

sition. Shak. Rank
; character. Dryden.]

STRAIN'A-BLE, a. That may be strained. Bacon.

STRAIN'ER, n. One who strains; a filterer; a colander:
an instrument of filtration.

STRAIN'ING, n. Act of one who strains
; filtration.

fSTRAlNT, (strant) n. Violent tension. Spenser.
STRAIT, (strat) a. [estroit, old Fr.; strctto, It.] Confined as

by a line strained round the body ;
narrow

;
close

;
ava-

ricious ; difficult
; distressful. [Strict ; rigorous. Shale.]

STRAIT, (strat) n. A narrow channel joining two seas, or
one part of a sea or piece of water to another

;
a pass :

state of distress or embarrassment; distress
; difficulty.

fSTRAiT, v.a. To put to difficulties
; to straiten. S/iak.

STRAIT'EN, (stra'tn) v. a.
[i. STRAITENED ; pp. STRAITENING,

STRAITENED.] To make narrow
;
to contract

; to confine ;

to make close or tight; to deprive of necessary room :

to distress
;
to put into difficulties

;
to embarrass.

STRAIT'HAND-ED, a. Parsimonious
; sparing ; niggardly.

STRAIT'HXND'ED-NESS, n. Niggardliness. Bp. Hall.

STRAIT'-JXCK'ET,* n. An apparatus to confine the
limbs of a distracted person. Smart.

STRAIT'LACED, (strat'last) a. Pinched by stays: stiff:

constrained
; without freedom

; rigid ;
strict

; over-scru-
pulous.

STRAIT'LY, ad. Narrowly ; strictly ; rigorously ; closely.
STRAIT'NESS, n. Quality of being strait; narrowftess

;

rigor; distress; difficulty; want; scarcity.

STRAIT'-WAIST'CQAT,* n. Same as strait-jacket. Smart.
fSTRAKE. The old preterit of Strike. Struck. See STRUCK.
STRAKE, n. [A streak; a narrow board.] The iron or tire
which defends the felly of a wheel. (JVawt.) A range
of planks, or a seam between two planks, in a ship.

STRAM'ASH, v. a. [stramaziarc, It.] To beat
; to bang.

Grose. [Scotland, and local in England.]
STRAM'ASH,* n. A crash

;
a tumult. Jamieson. [Vulgar.]

STRA-MlN'E-oOs, a. [stramineus, L.] Strawy ; consisting of
straw

;_ chaffy ;
like straw. Burton.

STRA-MO'Nl-uM,*n. (Bot.) A plant; the thorn-apple. Crabb.

STRXM'o-NY,*n. The thorn-apple, or datura stramonium, a
narcotic plant, the seeds and leaves of which are used iu
medicine. Brande.

STRAND, n. [strand, Sax.
; strande, D.

; strend, Icel.] The
verge of the sea or of any water ; a shore

;
a beach.

(JVaut.) A division or twist of a rope.
STRAND, v. a.

[i. STRANDED ; pp. STRANDING, STRANDED.]To drive or force upon the shallows : to break a strand
of rope.

STRANG, a. Strong. Brockett. [North of Eng.]
STRANGE, (stranj) a. [estrange, old Fr.

; extraneus, L.] For-
eign ; of another country; not domestic: wonderful;
new

3 unaccustomed
; odd

; unusual
; singular ; eccen-

tric
; unknown; remote; unacquainted. See CHANGE.

STRA_NGE, interj. An expression of wonder. Waller.

fSTRANGE, v. n. To be estranged ; to wonder. Glanville.

fSTRAN^E, v. a. [estrangcr, old Fr.] To alienate
;
toes

trange. Wodroephe.
STRANGE'-LOOK-ING,* (-luk-jng) a. Having an odd ap-

pearance. West. Rev.

STRANGE'LY, ad. In a strange manner
; wonderfully.

STRANGE/NESS, n. State or quality of being strange ; odd-
ness

; singularity ; uncommonness.
STRAN'GER, n. [estrang-er, old Fr.] One who is not known

;

one who is not an inhabitant
;
a foreigner; one of anoth-

er country ; an alien ; a guest ;
one unacquainted ;

one
not admitted to fellowship.

tSTRAN'GER, w. a. To estrange : to alienate. Shak.

STRANGE'-SAIL,* n. (Naut.) An unknown, or an enemy's,
ship within view. Mar. Diet.

STRXN'GLE, (strang'gl) . a. [strangulo, L.] [i. STRANGLED;
pp. STRANGLING, STRANGLED.] To Choke

J
to Suffocate

; to
kill by intercepting the breath

;
to suppress ;

to hinder
from birth.

STRXN'GLE-A-BLE,* a. That mav be strangled. Chester-

field. [R.]

STRXN'GLER, n. One who strangles. Shak. [throat.

STRXN'GLE^, (stran'glz) n. pi. Swellings in a horse's

STRXN'GLING, n. Act of stopping the breath.

STRAN-GV-LA'xipN, n. [Fr.] Act of strangling; state of

being strangled ; suffocation. Wiseman. [R.]
STRAN-GiJ'Rl-oOs,* a. Relating to the strangury. Cheyne.
STRXN'GV-RY, n. [ffTpayyovpia.] (Med.) A difficulty iu

voiding urine, attended with pain.

STRXP, n. [stropp, Sax.
; strop, Teut.] A narrow, long slip

of cloth or leather: an appendage to the leaf of some
grasses : a leather, &c., for sharpening a razor, usually
or very often written strop.

STRXp, v. a.
[i.

STRAPPED
; pp. STRAPPING, STRAPPED.] To

beat with a_strap ;
to sharpen with a strap.

STRAP-PA'DO, n. [cstrapade, Fr.] A kind of military

torture, formerly practised. It was performed by drawing
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up the offender to the top of a beam, and letting him fall

with the common effect of dislocating a limb. Shak.

STRAP-PA'DO, v. a. To punish ;
to torture. Milton.

STRAP'PER,* n. One who straps: any thing bulky. Cent-

livre.

STRXP'PING, a. Vast; large; bulky. Johnson. [Vulgar
or colloquial.] [man.

tSTRXp'PLE,* v. a. To bind with twigs; to strap. Chap-
STRXss,* n. A compound mineral substance, used in mak-

ing artificial gems. Ure.

STRA'TA, n. [pi. of stratum, L.] (Min. & Gcol.) Beds;
layers, as of earth. See STRATUM.

STRXT'A-GEM, n. [<rrpuri}yiMa.] An artifice in war
;
a

trick by which an enemy is deceived or some advantage
gained ;

an artifice ;
a trick.

STRAT-A-GEM'I-CAL, a. Full of stratagems. Swift. [R.j

STRXT-A-RiTH'ME-TRY,* n. [orpardj, dpiduos, and ju'-

Tpov.] (Mil.) The act of drawing up au army or body of

men in a geometrical figure. Crabb.

STRXT-E-GET'IC,* \
a. Relating to strategetics. QM.

SaRXT-E-GET'i-CAL,* 1 Rev.

STRATEGICS,* n. pi. See STRATEGETICS. and STRATEGY.
Bade.

STRXT-E-GET'ICS,* n. pi. That branch of military science

which relates to the disposition and arrangement of an

army for battle ; military tactics
; strategy. Th. Campbell.

STRA-TEG'JC,* (
a. [arpiTfiytov.] Relating to strategy

STRA-TE^'f-cAL,* \
or military tactics. Qu. Reo.

STRAT'E-GIST,* n. One who is versed in strategy or strat-

egetics. Qu. Rev.

STRA-TE'GUS,* n. [L. ; orpar^oj, Gr.j An Athenian

general officer. Mitford.

STRXT'E-GY,* [strat'e-je, K. Sm. Wb. Crabb; stra-tS'je, P.

Cyc.] n. [arparriylii.] The art or science of making pre-

liminary arrangements for an army ;
also of arraying and

conducting an army; strategetics; military science or

tactics. P. Cyc.

STRATH, n. [ystrad, Welsh.] A vale ;
a valley through

which a river flows. Bp. Horsley. In use in Scotland.

STRXTH'SPEY,* (strath'spe) n. (Mus.) A lively Scotch
dance

;
a Highland air. Sir W. Scott.

STRXT-I-FJ-CA'TIQN, n. Act of stratifying; state of being
stratified

; arrangement in beds or layers.

STRAT'l-FlED,* (strat'e-fId) p. a. Composed of strata or

layers; having strata. P. Cyc. [Phillips.
STRAT'I-FORM,* a. Being in the form of strata

;
stratified.

STRXT'i-FY, v. a. [stratifier, Fr., from stratum, L.] [i.
STRAT-

IFIED; pp. STRATIFYING, STRATIFIED.] To form or arrange
into layers or beds.

STRXT-i-GRAPH'r-CAL,* a. Relating to strata ; descriptive
of strata. Murchison. [Sedgwick.

STRXT-I-GRXPH'J-CAL-LY,* ad. In a stratigraphical form.

SffRA-TOC'RA-cy, n. [arpards and K-paroj.] A military

government. Guttirie.

STRA-TOG'RA-PHY, M. [OT/;<ZTOJ and ypa^M.] A description
of armies, or whatever relates to them. Tadd.

STRA>TUM,n. [L.] pi. STRA'TA; Eng. STRA'TVM : the

latter rarely used. (Min. & Geol.) A layer or bed of

any thing ; as, a stratum of gravel, or of earth, or of
rocks which lie in succession upon each other.

STRA'TUF,* n. [L.] (Meteorology) A fall-cloud, or a cloud
that rests on the earth's surface. Hamilton.

JSTRAUGHT, (strlwt) Old pret. &. p. from Stretch. Stretched.

Chaucer.

STRAW, n. The stalk or stem of grain : any thing prover-

bially worthless.

STRAW, v. a. See STREW.
STRAW'-BED,* n. A bed made of straw. Holdsworth.

STRAW'BER-RY, n. A well-known plant and its fruit, of

many varieties.

STRAW'BER-RY-TREE, n. An evergreen tree ; arbutus.

STRAW'-B'UILT, (-bilt) a. Made of straw. Milton.

STRAW'-C^L-QR,* n. The color of straw. Ency.
STRAW'-COL-QRED, (-kul-urd) a. Of the color of straw

;

light yellow. Shak.

STRAW'-CUT-TER,* n. One who cuts straw. Farm. Ency.
STRAW'-HXT,* n. A hat made of straw. Ure.

STRAW'-STOFFED, (-stuft) a. Stuffed with straw.

STRAW'-WORM, (-wtirm) n. A worm bred in straw.

STRAW'Y, a. Made or consisting of straw; like straw;
light.

STRAY, (stra) v. n. [i.
STRAYED

; pp. STRAYING, STRAYED.]
To wander

;
to rove ;

to rove out of the way ; to range or

wander; to go astray; to ramble; to swerve; to err; to

deviate from the right.

tSTRAY, (stra) v. a. To mislead. Shak.

STRAY, (stra) n. Any creature strayed ; any thing lost by
wandering. Shak. Act of wandering.

STRAY'ER, (stra'er) n. One who strays ;
a wanderer. Fox.

STKAY'I'NG, n. Act of roving ;
act of going astray.

STREAK, (strek) n. [stroke, D.] A line of color different

from that of the groundcolor: a long, narrow stripe :

a srratch or mark made on a mineral.

STREAK, (str5k) v. a. [L STREAKED
; pp. STREAKING,

STREAKED.] To mark in streaks; to stripe; to dapple
[fTo stretch. Chapman.]

STREAKED,* (strek'ed or strekt) p. a. Having streaks;
striped ; streaky. [den.

STREAK'Y, a. Striped ; variegated by hues or streaks. Dry-
STREAM, (strem) n. [stream, Sax.

; straum, Icel. ; stroom, D.]
A running water

; a flow of water
;
a flow of air or gas ;

a current : any thing issuing from a head, and proceed-
ing continuously ; a regular serfes or succession ; course.

STREAM, (strem) v. n. [streyma, Icel.] [i. STREAMED ; pp.
STREAMING, STREAMED.] To flow

;
to run in a current ; to

emit a current; to pour out water in a stream
;
to issue

forth.

STREAM, v. a. To pour; to send forth: to mark with
colors or embroidery in long tracks

;
to streak. Bacon.

STREAM'ER, n. Thai which streams : an ensign ;
a flag ; a

pennon: any thing that streams forth : aurora borealis.

STREAM'FI)L,* a. Full of streams or of water. Drayton.
STREAM'LET, re. A small stream. Thomson.

STREAM'-TIN,* n. (Min.) Diluvial ore in tin mines, or par-
ticles or masses of tin found beneath the surface, in allu-

vial grounds. Carne.

STREAM'Y, (strem'e) a. Abounding in streams; flowing.
STREEK, v. a. To lay out a dead body. Ray. [Local, Eng.]
STREET, n. [strxte, Sax.

; straeta, Icel.
; straet, Su. Goth.J

A public way in a town or city, with houses, commonly,
on both sides

;
a way, properly a paved way, between

two rows of houses. [kins.

STREET'-DOOR,* n. A door opening into the street. Haw-
STREET'-PA-CING,* a. Perambulating the street. Cowper.

STREET'-WALK-ER, (stret'wawk-er) n. A common pros-
titute : an idler.

STREET'wARD, ; n. (Eng. law) An officer who formerly
STRET'WARD, }

took care of the streets. Cowel.

STREIGHT, (strat) a. Narrow. See STRAIT.

fSTREIGHT, (strat) ad. Strictly. Spenser*.

STREIGHT, (strat) n. A narrow passage. See STRAIT.

STREL'lTE,*n. (Min.) Anthropophylite. Dana.

STREL'JTZ,* n. A soldier of the ancient Muscovite militia.

Brande.

STRE-LiT'zi-A,*w. (Bot.) A genus of plants, from the Cape
of Good Hope. Banks.

fSTRENE, n. Race; offspring; strain. Chaucer. See STRAIN.

STRENGTH, n. The active power of an animal body; the

passive power of any body ; intellectual power ; power of

any kind ; muscular force
; power of endurance or re-

sistance
; force; vigor; firmness; durability ; toughness;

hardness; support; mental or moral power; spirit; an-

jmation: vigor of writing; nervous diction; force,

opposed to softness, in writing or painting: potency of

liquors: legal force; validity: armament; military
force ; argumentative force.

JSTRENGTH, v. a. To strengthen. Daniel.

STRENGTH'EN, (streng'thn) v. a.
[i. STRENGTHENED; pp.

STRENGTHENING, STRENGTHENED.] To make Strong
j
tO

confirm ;
to establish

;
to animate

;
to fortify ;

to invigo-
rate.

STRENGTH'EN, (streng'thn) v. n. To grow strong. Otway.

STRENGTH'EN-ER, (streng'thn-er) n. He or that which

gives strength : a medicine that gives strength.

STRENGTH'EN-JNG,* p. a. Imparting strength ; making
strong

STRENGTH'FOL-NESS,* n. Fulness of strength. West. Rev.

STRENGTH'LESS, a. Wanting strength ;
weak. Boyle.

STRENGTH'NER, n. Same as strengthcner.

fSTRENGTH'Y,* a. Having strength ; strong. R. Gloucester.

STREN'u-oDs, (stren'yu-us) a. [strcnuus,!^.] Eagerly press-

ing; urgent; earnest; vehement; bold; zealous.

STREN'u-oDs-LY, ad. In a strenuous manner ; urgently.
SRREN'v-oGs-Nfiss, n. State of being strenuous.

STREP'ENT, a. [strepens, L.J Noisy; loud. Shenstone. [R.]

fSTREP'ER-ous, a. [strepo, L.] Loud
; noisy ; obstreperous.

Browne.

STRESS, n. Importance; weight; violence; force; strain.

[STRESS, v. a. To distress ; to put to difficulties. Spenser.

STRETCH, (strech) . a.
[i. STRETCHED; pp. STRETCHING,

STRETCHED.] To draw out to a greater length or width
;

to lengthen; to extend; to spread out; to expand; to

make tense
;
to strain or force farther than is right.

STRETCH, v. n. To be extended, locally, intellectually, or

consequentially; to bear extension
;
to reach ; to sally be-

yond the truth.

STRETCH, ?/. Act of stretching; state of being stretched;
extension

;
reach ; effort

; struggle ;
utmost extent or

reach.

STRETCH'ER, n. He or that which ,stretches ; any thing
used for extension : a board used in'building: a row-
er's foot-board.

||STRE w, (strdf or stro) [stru, S. J. Ja. K. Sm. ; stro, W. E. F.J
v. a. [strawan, Goth.; stroyen, D.] [i. STREWED; pp.

STREWING, STREWED or STREWN.] To spread by being
scattered or by scattering ;

to scatter loosely ;
to strow.

[ISTREW'ING, (stru'jng or stroking) n. Act of strewing. Shak.

jlfSTREW'MENT, n. Any thing strewed. Shak.
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, (strl'e) n. pi. (Natural history} The small channels I

in the shells of cockles and scallops. (./2rcA.) Fillets, or

rays, that separate the furrows of fluted columns.

STR!'ATE,
j
a. Formed in strice

; channelled ; having
STRI'AT-ED, j narrow, transverse streaks painted or im-

pressed o_n
the surface.

tSTRi'A-TURE, n. Disposition of striae. Woodward.
fSTRlcK, n. [orpiyt, Gr.

; striz, L.] A bird of bad omen.
Spenser.

STRlcK'EN, (strik'kn)p. from Strike. Struck. See STRIKE.

STRlCK/EN, (strlk'kn) a. Afflicted
;
far gone; advanced in

years. Luke i. [Antiquated.]
STRlc'KLE, (stnk'kl) n. A strike or instrument for level-

ling a measure of grain : an instrument for whetting
scythes ;

a rifle. Brockett.

STR!CK'LER, ) n. An instrument: same as strickle,

STRtcK'LESs, \ strike, or stritfhel. [Local, England.]
STRICT, a.

[strictus, L.] Exact ; accurate : rigorously nice
;

severe; rigorous; not mild: confined; close; tense.

STRlCT'LY, ad. In a strict riianner
; exactly; closely.

SRR!CT'NESS, M. duality of being strict ; exactness ; rigor-
ous accuracy ; severity ; rigor ;

closeness.

STRICTURE, (strlkt'yur) n. [strictura, L.] A stroke; a

touch
;
mark. Hale. *A critical remark ;

animadversion ;

censure: a slight touch or criticism upon a subject.

(Med.) A morbid contraction, and consequent closure.

STRIDE, n. Act of one who strides ;
a long step; a wide

divarication of the legs ;
a straddle.

STRIDE, v. n.
[i. STRODE OT-STHID ; pp. STRIDING, STRIDDEN

or
STRID.J

To walk with long steps; to stand with the

legs far from each other; to straddle.

STRIDE, v. a. To pass by long steps, rfrbuthnot.

STRI'DOR, n. [L.] A quick, loud noise; a creaking. Dry-
den.

STRfD'v-LOus, a. [stridulus, L.] Making a small noise;

hissing; creaking; chattering. Bp, Hall.

STRIFE, n. [estrif, old Fr.] Contention ; dissension; quar-
rel

;_ contrariety ; contest; discord; litigation.

fSTRiFE'FOL, a. Contentious; discordant. Spenser.

tSTRiG'MENT, n. [strigmentum, L.] Scraping ;
recrement.

Browne.
'

[P. Cyc.

STRI-GOSE',* a. (Dot.} Covered with stiff, unequal hairs.

STRIKE, v. a. [streichen, Ger.] [i. STRUCK; pp. STRIKING,
STRUCK or STRICKEN. Stricken is nearly obsolete.] To act

upon by a blow
;
to hit with a blow

;
to beat ;

to punish ;

to afflict : to dash
; to throw by a quick motion : to no-

tify by sound : to stamp ;
to impress i to contract ; to

lower or take down, as a sail, tent, or flag : to alarm :

to make, as a bargain ;
to produce by a sudden action ; to

affect suddenly in any particular manner; to cause to

sound by blows: to forge; to mint. To strike off, to

erase
;
to separate by a blow : to print. To strike out,

to produce by collision
;
to blot

;
to efface

;
to bring to

light ;
to form at once.

STRIKE, v. n. To make a blow
;
to collide ;

to clash ;
to act by

repeated percussion ;
to sound

;
to make an attack ;

to act

by external influx
;
to sound with blows: to be dashed

;

;to be stranded
;
to pass with a quick or strongeffect: to

:pay homage, as by lowering the sail : to be put by some
sudden act or motion into any state

;
to break forth : to

cease from work, as a body of laborers, in order to get an
increase of wages. To strike in with, to conform to.

To strike out, to spread or rove.

STRIKE, n. A dry measure of capacity ;
a bushel : an in-

strument with a straight edge for levelling a measure, as
of grain ; a strickle : a sudden cessation from work, as
of a body of hired laborers, in order to get an increase of
their wages. (Min.) The direction or bearing of strata.

STRIKE'BLOCK,?^ A plane shorter than the jointer, used
for the shooting of a short joint. Moxon.

STRIK'ER, n. He or that which strikes.

STRIK'ING, a. Affecting ; surprising ; wonderful. Striking
distance, the distance at which the electric fluid will pass
away with a shock.

STRIK'ING-LY, ad. So as to affect or surprise. Warton.

BTRIK'ING-NESS, n. The power of affecting or surprising.
STRtNG, n. A slender rope ; a small cord

;
a large thread

;

a line ;
a ribbon

;
a thread on which any things are filed

;

chord of a musical instrument
;
a fibre ;

a nerve
; a ten-

don ;
line of the bow: any set of things filed

; any con-
catenation or series ; as,

" a string of propositions." To
have two strings to the bow, to have two views or two ex-

pedients ;
to have double advantage or double security.

String-course, a projecting line of masonry on the face of
a wall.

STRtNG, v. a.
[i.

STRUNG
; pp. STRINGING, STRUNG or

STRINGED. Stringed is little used except as an adjective.]
To furnish with strings : to put in tune : to file on a

string : to make tense : to deprive of strings.

STRINGED, (strlngd) a. Having strings; furnished with

strings.

STRl'N'GENT, a. [stringens, L.J Binding ; contracting ;

tense ; drawn tight ;
severe ; rigid.

STRIN'<^ENT-LY,* ad. In a stringent manner. More.

STRtiVG'ER, n. One who strings. Ascham.

STRIN&'HALT, n. A sudden twitching and ?natching up of
the hinder log of a horse

;
called also springhalt. Farri-

er's Diet.

STR'ING'I-NKSS,* n. The quality of being stringy. London.

STRfNG'LESS, a. Having no strings. Shah.

STRING'Y, a. Full of strings ;
fibrous

; consisting of strings ;

filamentous. Black-more.

STRIP, v. a.
[i. STRIPPED

; pp. STRIPPING, STRIPPED.] To
make naked; to deprive of covering: to deprive; to di-

vest
;
to rob ; to plunder ; to pillage ; as,

" A thief stripped
the house :

" to peel ; to decorticate
;
'to deprive of all

;

to cast off: to draw the after-milkings of cows. Grose.

STRIP,* v. n. To take off the covering or clothes. Jlsh.

STRIP, n. A narrow shred
;
a slip ;

a long, narrow piece.

STRIPE, (strip) v. a. [strepen, D.] [i. STRIPED
; pp. STRIP-

ING, STRIPED.] To variegate with lines of different colors:

to beat; to lash. Johnson.

STRIPE, n. [strepe, D.] A narrow division or line; a col-

ored line or narrow space ;
a streak

;
a wheal

;
discolora-

tion made by a lash or blow
;
a blow

;
a lash.

STR!'PED, a. Having stripes, colored lines, or streaks.

STRIP'LING, n. A youth ;
a young person not fully grown.

STRIP'PER, n. One who strips. Sherwood.

STRIP'PI'NG, n. pi. The last milk taken from a cow. Grose.

STRlTCH'EL, n. A strickle. See STRICKLE.

STRIVE, v. n. [strevcn, D.
; estriver, old Fr.] [i. STROVE ; pp.

STRIVING, STRIVEN.] To struggle; to labor; to make an
effort : to contest

;
to contend

;
to vie

;
to aim j to en-

deavor ; to try.

STRIV'ER, n. One who strives or contends.

STRIV'ING, n. Contest ; struggle ;
endeavor.

STRIV'ING-LY, ad. With struggle; with contest. Huloet.

STuJx,* n. [L.] A channel in a fluted pillar. (OmitA.) A
genus of birds

;
the horned owl. Crabb.

STROB'ILE,* n. [strobilus, L.] (Bot.) The fruit or cone of
the fir-tree. Brande. A pericarp made up of scales that lie

over each other. Smart.

STRO'KAL, n. An instrument used by glass-makers.
fSTROKE. Old preterit of Strike. Now struck. Sidney.

STROKE, n. [stroke, the old preterit of strike.] Act of one
who strikes

;
a blow

;
a knock

;
a sudden effect

;
afflic-

tion : the sound of the clock : the touch of a pencil :

a line or long mark; a touch: a masterly effort;

power; efficacy: operation or series of efforts
; as, "a

good stroke of business." Brockett.

STROKE, v. a. [i. STROKED ; pp. STROKING, STROKED.] To
rub gently in one direction with the hand

;
to make

smooth
;
to soothe.

STROK'ER,TI. One who strokes or rubs gently with the hand
STROKING, n. Act of rubbing gently with the hand.

STROK'JNG,* n. pi. The last milking of a cow
; strippings.

Ash.

STROLL, v. n. [i. STROLLED; pp. STROLLING, STROLLED.] To
wander

;
to ramble

;
to rove idly ; to roam.

STROLL, (str51) n. A ramble ;
act of roving about.

STROLL'ER, n. A vagrant ;
a wanderer; a vagabond.

STROLL'ING,* p. a. Wandering ; roving from place to place.

STRdin'isys,* n. [L.] A univalve shell-fish
;
a snail. Crabb.

fSTROND, n. A beach ;
a strand. Shak.

STRONG, a. Having strength ; vigorous ;
forceful ; fortified ;

secure from attack
; powerful ; mighty ; supplied with

forces ; as, a thousand strong: forcible ; hale
; healthy ;

robust ; vigorous ;
stout

;
muscular ;

efficacious : ardent ;

eager ; positive ;
zealous : full ; having any qualities in a

great degree ; acting forcibly on the mind or imagination :

affecting the sight forcibly: potent; intoxicating:

having a deep tincture
; affecting the taste forcibly :

affecting the smell powerfully : furnished with abilities

for any thing; valid
;
confirmed: violent

;
vehement:

cogent; conclusive; able; firm; compact: forcibly ex-

pressed or written; comprising much meaning in few-

words.

STRONG'-BXCKED,* (-bakt) a. Having a strong back. Jish.

STRONG'-FlST-ED, a. Strong-handed. Arbuthnot.

STRONG'-HXND', n. Force ; strength ; violence. Spenser.

STRONG'-HAND-ED,* a. Having strong hands; having a

strong support. Johnson. [Rev.

STRSNG'-HOLD,* n. A place of strength ;
a fortress. Qu.

STRONG'ISH,* a. Somewhat strong. Byron.

STRSNG'LY, ad. With strength ; powerfully ; forcibly.

STRONG'-MIND-ED,* a. Having a strong mind
;
sensible.

Scott.

STRONG'-RTBBED,* (-ribd) a. Having strong ribs. ShaJ:.

STRONG'-SET, a. Firmly compacted. Swift.

STRONG'-SMELL-ING,* a. Having a strong scent or smell.

Mead.

STRONG'-WA-TER, n. Distilled spirits. Bacon.

STRON'TI-A,* (stron'she-a) n. (Min.) A white earth, con-
tained in a mineral found at Strontian, in Scotland. It

is an oxide of strontium, its metallic base. Brande.

STRON'TI-AN,* (stron'she-an) n. (Min.') Strontia. Jameson.

STRON'TJ-AN-ITE,* (stroh'she-an-It) n. (Min.) Native car-

bonate of strontia. Brande.

i, E, 1, 6, u, Y, long; X, fi, I, 5, 0, Y, short; A, E, T, o, y> Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
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STR6N-Tl'TE,*n. (Mn.) Strontia. See STRONTIA. Brande.

STRON-TIT'IC,* a. Relating; to, or containing, strontia. Ure.

STRON'TI-UM,* (stron'she-um) n. (Min.) A peculiar metal,
being a carbonate or sulphate of strontia, and forming the
metallic base of strontia. P. Cyc.

tSTROOK. Old preterit from Strike. Struck. Dryden.
STROP, n. (JWtMt.) A piece of rope spliced into a circular

wreath, or surrounding a block : a leather on which a
razor is sharpened: often written strap.

STROP,* V. a. [l. STROPPED ; pp. STROPPING, STROPPED.] To
sharpen with a strop ;

to strap. Th. Hood.

STRO'PHE, (stro'fe) n. [orpou>>5.] A division of a Greek
choral ode, answering to a stanza.

STROPH'IC,* a. Relating to, or consisting of, strophes. Beck.

STROPH'I-O-LATE,* a. [strophiolum, L.] (Bot.) Having
little fungous excrescences surrounding the hilum. P. Cyc.

STROPH'I-Q-LAT-ED,* a. (Bot.) Strophiolate. Smith.

STJidPH'v-LUS,* n. [L.] (Med.) An eruption of pimples
on the skin, peculiar to infants

; red-gurn. P. Cyc.

STROUD,* ?i. (JVaut.) A twist at the end of a rope or cable.

Crabb. [Draijton.
jSTROUT, v. n. [strotien, GerJ To swell out; to strut.

fSTROUT, v. a. To swell or puff out with pomp. Bacvn.

STROVE, i. from Strive. See STRIVE.

STROW, (stro) v. a. [i. STROWED; pp. STROWING, STROVVED
or STROWN.] To spread; to spread by scattering; to

besprinkle ; to scatter
;
to throw at random

;
to strew.

STROWL, (strol) v. n. To stroll. Gay. See STROLL.

fSTROY, v. a. To destroy. Tusser.

STRDCK, i. & p. from Strike. See STRIKE. Dryden.
fSTRUCK/EN, (struk'kn) p. from Strike. Old. Fairfax.

STRDcT'v-RAL,* a. Relating to structure. Sat. Mag.
STRUCTURE, (stmkt'yur) n. [Fr. ; structura, L.] Act of

building: manner of building ;
form

;
make: a fabric;

an edifice
;
a building.

STRIDE, j
n. A stock of breeding mares; a stud. Bai-

STRODE, \ ley. [R.J
STROG'GLE, (strug'gl) v. n.

[i.
STRUGGLED ; pp. STRUGGLING,

STRUGGLED.] To labor ;
to act with effort

;
to strive

;
to

contend
;
to contest

;
to labor in difficulties or in distress.

STRUGGLE, n. Act of struggling; labor; effort; contest.

STRUG'GLER, n. One who struggles; a striven

STRUG'GLJNG, n. The act of striving or contending.
STROLL,* n. A bar so placed as to resist weight. London.

[L.] (Med.) An enlarged gland ; scrofula.

(BoL) A swelling or dilatation in loaves or mosses.

STRU-MOSE',* a. (Bot ) Having wens : strumous. Loudon.

STRU'MOUS> a. Having swellings in the glands ; scrofulous ;

strumose. Wiseman.

STRUM'PET, n. A prostitute ; a harlot. Shak.

STRUM'PET, a. Like a strumpet ;
false

;
inconstant. Shak.

tSTRUM'PET, v. a. To debauch. Shak.

STRUM'STRUM,* n. A noisy, musical instrument. Dampier.
STRING, t. &. p. from String-. See STRING. Gay.
STRDT, v. n. [strotzen, Ger.] [i. STRUTTED ; pp. STRUTTING,
STRUTTED.] To walk with affected dignity ;

to swell witli

stateliness ;
to swell

;
to protuberate.

STRUT, n. An affectation of stateliness in walking.
A piece of timber placed upright for support.

STRfJ'Tin-oCs,* a. [struthio, L.] Relating to, or resembling,
the ostrich. Brande.

STRUT'TER, n. One who struts : a bragger.

STRUT'TING,* n. The act of one that struts. Cook.

STRUT'TJNG-LY, ad. With a strut; vauntingly. Cotgrave.

STRYJCH'NI-A,* n. [TT^XVO^.} A poisonous alkaline sub-

stance, extracted from the strychnos nux vomica^ strych-
nine. (Bot.) A kind of nightshade. Ure.

STRYjeii'Nlc,* a. (Chem.) Applied to an acid existing in

strychnia. P. Cyc.
STRYH'N!NE

?

* n. (Med.) An alkaline principle, solid,

crystalline, bitter, inodorous, and excessively poisonous;
obtained from the ftrychnos nux vomica. Dunglisun.

STUB, n. A thick, short stock, left when the rest is cut off;
a small stump ;

a log; a block.

STUB, V. a. [i. STUBBED J pp. STUBBING, STUBBED.] To fofce

up ;
to extirpate ;

to grub up. Grew. To strike against,
as the toes. [U. S.]

STUB'BED, a. Truncated ; short and thick ; hardy; stout.

STUB'BED-NESS, n. State of being stubbed, short, thick,
and truncated.

STUB'BLE, n. [estouble, old Fr.
; stoppel, D.

; stipula, L.]
The stalks of corn or grain left by the reaper.

STUE'BLED,* (stub'bld) a. Covered with stubble. Gay.
STDB'BLE-GOOSE, n. A goose fed among stubble. Chaucer.

STUB'BORN, a. Obstinate; inflexible; headstrong; contu-

macious; wilful; unyielding; persisting; stiff; not plia-
ble

; hardy ;
harsh ; rugged.

STUB'BORN-LY, ad. In a stubborn manner; obstinately.

STUB'BORN-NSS, n. duality of being stubborn
; obstinacy.

STUB'BV, a. Full of stubs ;
short and thick; stubbed. Grew.

STUB'-MOR-TISE,* n. (Arch.) A mortise that does not pass

through the timber mortised. Loudon.

STUB'NAIL, n. A nail broken off; a short, thick nail.

STUC'CO, n. [It. ; slue, Fr.] A kind of plaster, mortar, or

calcareous cement, used for laying on the surface of build
ings, &,c.

STUC'CO, v. a. [i. STUCCOED; pp. STUCCOING, STUCCOED.]
To overlay with stucco

;
to plaster walls with stucco.

STUCK, i. &L p. from Stick. See STICK. Addison.

tSTDcK, n. A thrust. S/iak. [worth.
STUC'KLE, (stuk'kl) n. A heap of sheaves

;
a stook. Aijis-

STUD, n. A piece of timber inserted in a sill to support a
beam ;

a post ;
a stake

;
a prop : a nail with a large head

for ornament ; an ornamental knob : a collection of

breeding horses and mares.

STUD, v. a.
[i.

STUDDED : pp. STUDDING, STUDDED.] To adorn
with studs or knobs. Skak.

STUD'DING-SAIL,* n. (Naut.) A narrow sail beyond the
skirt of a square sail, set when the wind is light ;

called
also steering-sail. Brande.

STU'DENT, n. [studens, L.] One devoted to study ;
a mem-

ber of a literary seminary ; a scholar.

STU'DENT-SHIP,* n. The state of a student. Ann. Phil.

STUD'-'HORSE,*?!. A breeding horse
; a stallion. Knowles.

STUD'IED, (stud'id) a. Learned; qualified by study ; pre-
meditated

; precise ;
formal.

STUD'IED-LY, ad. In a studied manner. Todd.

STUD'I-ER, n. One who studies
;
a student. Tillotson.

STU'DI-O,* 7i. [It.] pi. STft'vi-d$. An artist's work-
shop or study. Gent. Mag.

||STU'Dl-oDs, [stu'de-iis, P. J. F. Ja. Sm. ; stu'jus, S. ; stu'-

dyus, E. K. ; stu'de-us or stu'je-us, W.] a. [studieux, Fr. ;

studiosus, L.] Devoted to study, books, or learning; dili-

gent ; busy ;
attentive to

;
careful

; contemplative.
||STU'DI-OUS-LY, ad. In a studious manner

; carefully.

||STu'Di-ous-NESS, n. duality of being studious.

STUD'WORK,* (-wurk) n. A wall built between studs.
Crabb.

STUD'Y, n. [studium, L.
; estude, old Fr.] Application of the

mind to books and learning ;
continued attention to any

subject; deep cogitation; attention; meditation: any
kind of learning; subject of attention: an apartment
appropriated to study or literary employment: the
sketched ideas of a pa'inter not wrought into a whole.

STUD'Y, v. n. [studeo, L.] [i. STUDIED
; pp. STUDYING, STUD-

IED.] To apply tils mind; to think closely; to meditate;
to reflect; to muse ; to endeavor diligently.

STUD'V, v. a. To apply the mind to; to consider attentive-

ly ;
to search into

; to learn by application.

STtflFA,* n. [It.] A jet of steam issuing from a fissure in

the earth. Brande.

STUFF, n. [stoffe, D.
; estoffe, old Fr.] A mass, indefinitely ;

matter, applied to numberless things; materials out of
which anything is made

; furniture
; goods : that which

fills any thing : a mixture or medicine. Shak. Cloth or
texture of any kind, but especially such woollen cloths,
of slight texture, as are used for linings.

STUFF, c. a.
[i. STUFFED ; pp. STUFFING, STUFFED.] To fill

with stuff; to fill very full
;
to fill to uneasiness; to thrust

into any thing ;
to fill by being put into any thing ;

to

swell out by putting something in
;
to form by stuffing ;

to

fill with something improper or superfluous ;
to obstruct,

as an organ of sense : to fill meat with something of

high relish.

STDFF, v. n. To feed gluttonously. Swift.

STIJFF'ING, n. The act of filling : that by which any thing
is filled : relishing ingredients put into meat.

STUF'FY,* a. (Scotland) Stout; mettlesome
; resolute. Jam-

iesnn. (U. S.) Angry or sulky; obstinate. [Colloquial.]
jSTUKE, or fSTtJCK, K. Stucco. Bailey. See STUCCO.
STULM, n. A shaft to draw water out of a mine. Bailey.

STUL'TI-FY, v. a. [stultus and/acio, L.] [t. STULTIFIED ;pp.

STULTIFYING, STULTIFIED.] To make or prove foolish or
void of understanding. Johnson.

STUL-Ti'L'Q-QufiNCE, 7i. [stultus and loquentia, L.] Foolish
talk. Bailey. [n.j

'

STVL-TIL'Q-QUY, n. [stultiloquium, L.l Foolish talk or dis-

course
; stultiloquence. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

STUM, n. Unfermented juice of the grape when it has been
several times racked off and separated from the sediment;
musT; new wine used to ferment vapid wines.

STDM, v. a. To renew wine by mixing stum
;
to fume with

burning sulphur, as a cask. Flayer.
STUM'BLE, v. n. [stumra, Icel.

; stombla, Sueth.] [i.
STUM

BLEDjp/?. STUMBLING, STUMBLED.] To trip or fall in walk

ing; to slip; tonrr; to strike against, or light on, by chance

STUM'BLE, v. a. To obstruct in progress ;
to confound.

STUM'BLE, n. A trip in walking; a blunder; a failure.

STUM'BLER, n. One whostumblas. Herbert.

STIJM'BLING-BLOCK, ) n. Something that causes stumbling;
STUM'BLJNG-STONE, \ cause of error ;

cause of offence.

STUM'BLING-LY, ad. With failure; with blunder. Sidney.

STDMP, n. [stumpe, Dan.
; stompe, D.] The part of any solid

body remaining after the rest is taken away ;
stub of a

tree, &c. pi. Legs; as, "Stir your stumps." Brockett.

[Vulgar.] Stump-speech, a speech mnde from a stump
or other elevation

;
< a self-electioneering speech. [U. S.]

STUMP, u. a. [stomp en, Dan.] [i.
STUMPED ; pp. STUMPING,
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STUMPED.] To lop. More. To challenge. [Vulgar and
colloquial, United States.] To stump it, or to take the

stump, a cant phrase signifying to make electioneering
speeches in favor of one's self. Prentiss. [Local, U. S.]

STUMP, v. n. [To brag; to boast. Bailey.} To walk about

heavily or clumsily, or like a clown. Todd. [Low.]
STUMP'AGE,* n. Timber in trees standing. Chandler. [A
term in use among the dealers in timber in Maine, U. S.]

STOMP'ER,* n. One who stumps : a boaster. Ash.

STUMP'V, a. Full of stumps; hard; strong. [stumpig,
Swed.j Short

; stubby. Todd.

STIJN, v. a. [estonner, old Fr.] [i. STUNNED ; pp. STUNNING,
STUNNED.] To confound or dizzy with noise ;

to make
senseless or dizzy with a blow.

STONG, i. & p. from Sting. See STING.

STDNK, (stungk) i. &, p. from Stinli. See STINK.

SxDNT, v. a. [stunta, Icel.] [i. STUNTED ; pp. STUNTING,
STUNTED.] To hinder from growth. Pope. See STINT.

STDNT,* n. A check in growth; a stunted animal. Forby.
STCNT'ED-NESS,* ji. The state of being -stunted. Smart.

STUPE, n. [stupa, L.] Cloth or flax dipped in warm medi-

caments, and applied to a hurt or sore.

STUPE, v. a. To foment
;
to dress with stupes. Wiseman.

STUPE, n. A stupid or foolish person. JBickerstaff. [R.]

STu-PE-FXc'TipN, 7i. [Fr. ; stupefactus, L.] Act of stupe-

fying ; state of being s^ipefied ; insensibility ;
dulness ;

stupidity.

STU-PE-FXC'TIVE, a. [stupefactus, L.] Causing insensibil-

ity ; narcotic
; opiate. Bacon.

STU-PE-FXC'TIVE, n. An opiate. Bacon. [R.]
STU'PE-FIED-NESS,* 71. State of being stupefied. Boyle.

STU'PE-FI-ER, n. He or that which stupefies.

STU'PE-FY, v. a. [stupefacio, L.] [i. STUPEFIED ; pp. STUPE-

FYING, STUPEFIED.] To make stupid; to deprive of sen-

sibility ;
to dull.

STVrPfiN'poys, a. [stupendus, L.] Wonderful; amazing;
astonishing. J)^r

"
By an inexcusable negligence, this

word and tremendous are frequently pronounced as if

written stupendious and tremendious, even by those speak-
ers who, in other respects, are not incorrect." Walker.

STU-PEN'DC-US-LY, ad. In a stupendous or wonderful m^n-
ner.

STV-PEN'DOVS-NESS, n. Wonderfulness. Ellis.

STU'PID, a. [stupide, Fr.
; stupidus, L.] Dull

; wanting
sense or sensibility ; wanting apprehension ; heavy ;

sluggish ; doltish
;
senseless.

STU-PlD'f-Ty, n. [stupiditc, Fr.
; stupiditas, L.] State of

being stupid ;
dulness

;
heaviness of mind

; sluggish-
ness of understanding.

STU'PID-LY, ad. In a stupid manner; dully.

STO'PID-NESS, 7i. Dulness; stupidity. Bp. Hall.

STU'POR, n. [L.] Suspension, or great diminution, of sen-

sibility; numbness; astonishment.

STU-POSE',* a. (Bot.) Having a tuft of hairs. P. Cyc.
jSTu'PRATE, v. a. [sttipro, L.] To ravish

;
to constuprate.

Heywood. [stupration. Browne.

fSTV-PRA'Tlc-N, n. [stupratio, L.] Rape ; violation ; con-

STUR'DKLV, ad. In a sturdy, manner
; stoutly ; hardily ;

resolutely.

STUR'DI-NESS, n. State of being sturdy ;
stoutness.

STtiR'Dy, a. [cstourdi, old Fr.] Hardy ;
stout ; brutal ; obsti-

nate
; strong ; robust

;
firm ; stiff.

STfJR'GEC-N, (stur'jyn) n. [esturgeon, old Fr.] A large,
eatable, cartilaginous fish.

STU-RI-O'NJ-AN,* n. (Ich.) A cartilaginous fish; the stur-

geon. Brande.

STURK, n. A young ox or heifer. Bailey. [Local, Eng.]
fSTUT, v. n. To stutter. Sketton.

STUT'TER, v. n. [stottern, Ger.J [i. STUTTERED ; pp. STUT-

TERING, STUTTERED.] To speak with hesitation
; to stam-

mer.

tSTUT'TER, n. A stutterer. Bacon.

STUT'TER,* n. Hesitation in speech. Gent. Mag.
STUT'TER-ER, 7i. One who stutters

;
a stammerer.

STUT'TER-ING,* n. Act of one who stutters; stammering.
STOT'TER-iNG-Ly, ad. With stammering speech. Huloet.

STY, (stl) n. A pen for swine
;
a place literally or morally

filthy. (Med.) A little boil or tumor on the edge of the
eyelid.

STY, v. a. To shut up in a sty. Shah.

jSTY, v. n. To soar
;
to ascend

;
to climb. Wicliffe.

STY'CA, n. A copper Saxon coin of the lowest value. Leake.

STYG'J-AN, (stid'je-an) a. [stygius, L.] Pertaining to hell,
or to Styx, one of the poetical rivers of hell

; infernal ;

hellish.

STY-LA-GAL'MA-I'C,* a. fvrv^os and a^-aXua.] (Arch.} Ap-
plied to figures which perform the office ofcolumns. Brande.

STY'LAR,* a. Relating to the style of a dial. Smart.

STYLE, n. [stylus, L.] An ancient pen or pencil, used for

writing on waxed tablets: the distinctive manner of
writing which belongs to a writer or an author : mode
of thinking, speaking, acting, singing, building, or of
performing any art: mode or manner of addressing a
person; title; appellation: any thing with a sharp

point, as a graver : the pin or gnomon of a dial (B-ot.}
The stalk or elongation of the ovarium which supports
the stigma. (Citron.) Manner of reckoning time; as,
old style and new style. Old style, the mode of reckoning
time anterior to the reformation of the calendar by Pope
Gregory XIII., in 1582. JVe?o style, the mode of reckon
ing adopted since, and now in use. (Law) Mode of pro-
ceeding in a court of law.

STYLE, . a.
[i. STYLED; pp. STYLING, STYLED.] To denom-

inate
;
to entitle ; to designate ;

to call
;
to term

;
to name.

STY'LET,* n. A small dagger ;
stiletto. Smart.

STY'LI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a style. Smart.

STY'LISH,* a. Modish; showy; finical; fashionable. Qw.
Rev. [Colloquial.]

STY-Lfs'Tic,* n. The art of forming a good style in writ-

ing ; a treatise on style. EC. Rev. [R.]
STY'LITE,* n. One of a class of ancient anchorites, who
took up their abodes on the tops of columns, in Egypt
and Syria. Brande.

STY'LQ-BATE,* n. [stylobata, L.] (Arch.) An uninterrupt-
ed base below a range of columns or pillars. Brande.

STY'LQ-BITE,* n. (Min.) Gehlenite. Dana.
STY-LQ-GRXPH'IC,* ') a. Relating to stylography. Cros-

STY-LO-GRiPH'l-CAL,* }
man.

STY-LpG'RA-PHy,*'?i. [stylus, L.
;
and ypfyw.'] Art of

writing with a style. Smart. A name given to a new
method of engraving or drawing, invented by Mr. J. C.

Crosman, performed by the use of a style on a tablet. Hale.

STY'LOID,* a. (Anat.) Resembling a style or pen ; noting
two bones in the foot of a horse. Roget.

STYP'TIC, n. (Med.) A remedy to check the flow of blood,
or hemorrhage ; an astringent medicine. Wiseman.

STYP'TIC, ) a. [<mnrrjrff, Gr.
; styptique, Fr.] That

STYP'TJ-CAL, j stops bleeding ; astringent. Browne.

STYP-T'fc'i-TY, 7i. [stypticitc, Fr.] The quality of being
styptic ; astringency. Flayer.

STY'RXx,* n. The juice of an Arabian tree. London.

STYTH'Y, v. a. See STITHY.

Sy-A-BtL'i-TY,* n. The quality of being suable. Smart. [R.J
SU'A-BLE,* a._

That may be sued. Knowles. [R.]
fSuADE, (swad) v. a. [suadeo, L.] To persuade. Cfrimoald.

fSuAGE, (swaj)_p. a. To assuage. Bp. Fisher.

Su'^NT,* and Su'ANT-LY.* See SUENT, and SUENTLY.
fSuA'si-BLE, (swa'se-bl) a. [suadeo, L.] Easy to be per-
suaded. Bailey.

SUA'IQN, (swa'zhun) n. [old Fr.; suasio, L.} Act of per-
suading ; persuasion ; enticement. Bp. Hopkins.

SUA'SIVE, (swa'sjv) a. Tending to persuade ; persuasive.
Soutli. [R.J

SUA'SQ-RY, (swa's9-re) a. [suasorius, L.J Having a tenden-

cy to persuade ; persuasive. Bp. Hopkins.
SUAV*I-TER JN MO'DO,* [L.] "Gentle in manner."

Chesterfield.

SuXv'l-TY, (swav'e-te) n. [suavite, Fr.
; suavitas, L.]

[fSweetness to the senses. Browne.] Sweetness to the
mind

, mildness; pleasantness; urbanity; gentleness.
SUB. A Latin preposition signifying under, beluw. In com

position it signifies a less or a subordinate degree.
SuB-Xc'lD, a. Acid in a small degree. Arbuthnot.

SuB-Xc'RJD. a. Acrid in a subordinate degree.
fSiJB-XCT', v. a. [subactus, L.] To reduce. Bacon.

SuB-Xc'TiQN, n. [subactus, L.J Act of reducing. Bacon.

SuB-A-ii'Rl-AL,* a. Being under the air. Phillips.

SUB-A'GEN-CY,* n. A subordinate agency. Cong. Report.
Su'BAH,* n. (In India) A province ; soubah. Hamilton.

Sti'BAH-DAR,* n. A governor of a subah. Mackintosh.

SOB-AID'ING,* a. Giving secret or private aid. Daniel.

SUB-AL'MC-N-ER,* n. A subordinate almoner. Wood.

HSDB'AL-TERN, or SUB-AL'TERN, [sub'fil-tern, S. W. P.J.
E. F. Ja. Sin. R. Kenrick ; stib-al'tern ur stib-ul'tern, K. ;

sub-bl'tern, Wb.] a. [subalterne, Fr.] Inferior; subordi-
nate. It is used in the army in relation to all officers be-

low a captain, ffir Johnson, Bailey, Penning, Barclay,
Ash, and Richardson place the accent on the second

syllable.
" In England," says the author of Remarks on

Sheridan and Walker,
"
usage is universally with those

who place the accent on the first syllable ;

" but in the
United States it is very common to place it on the second

syllable.

SUB'AL-TERN, or SUB-AL'TERN, n. An inferior officer;

any officer in the army under the rank of captain.

SUB-AL-TER'NATE, a. [subalternus, L.j Succeeding by
turns

;
subordinate. Evelyn.

SUB-XL-TER-NA'TIQN, w. Act of succeeding by course;
state of inferiority; relationship of subalterns. Hooker.

SuB-XN'GU-LAR,* a. Inclining to an angle. Pennant.

StJB-A'QUE-ofJs, a. [sub and aqua, L.] Lying under water.
Kirwan.

tSuB-AR-RA'TiQN, n. [subarrare, low L.] The ancient cus-
tom of betrothing. Wheatley.

\

Suu-Xs'TRAL,*a. Beneath the stars
;
terrestrial. Warburton.

I SDB-AS-TRI'N'GENT, a. Astringent in a small degree.

j

SuB-AU-Df"Ticm,* (-aw-dlsh'un) n. Understood or implied
meaning ;

abstraction. Tooke.
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a. (Anat.) Under the armpit; under
the cavity of the wing. Pennant.

SOB-BEA'DLE, (-bS'dl) n. An under beadle. Ayliffe.

SUB-CAR'BO-NATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt or carbonate having
an excess of the base. Brande.

SUB-CAR'BV-RET-TED,* a . Carburetted in a subordinate

degree. Ure.

SUB-CAR-TI-LXG'IN-OUS,* a. Being under the cartilages.
Ash.

SUB-CAU'DAL.,* a. Lying under the tail. Pennant.

SiJB-CE-LES'TlAL,, a. Placed beneath the heavens.

SUB-CHiNT'ER, n. [sub and chanter ; succentor, L.] An un-
der chanter

;
the deputy of a precentor in a cathedral.

Davies.

SDB-CLA'vi-Aiv, a. [^ub and davus, L.] Being under the
shoulder or armpjt.

7i. A subordinate committee. Milton.

SDB-CON-STEL-LA'TION, n. A subordinate constellation.

SOB-coN'TRXcT,* re. A contract under another. Maunder.

SDB-CQN-TRXcT'ED, a. Contracted after a former con-
tract. Shak.

SUB-CON'TRA-RY, a. Contrary in an inferior degree. Watts.

(Geom.) Noting the position of two similar triangles
which have one common angle ; or, when a figure or sol-

id is symmetrical, so that equal lines or polygons can be
drawn on two different sides, those equal lines or poly-

gons are called subcontrary. (Logic) Noting the particu-
lar affirmative and negative propositions, with relation to

the universal affirmative and negative contraries above

them, which have the same matter: thus, some man is

mortal, and some man is not mortal, are subcontraries,
with relation to every man is mortal, and TIO man is mor-

tal, which are contraries.

SDB-CON'TRA-RY,* . A subcontrary proposition. Smart.

SDB-COR'DATE,* a. Somawhat resembling the heart.

Smart.

SDB-COS'TAL,* a. Lying, ,or placed, under the ribs. Jish.

SDB-cy-TA'NE-oDs, a. [sub and cutaneous.] Lying under
the skin.

SDB-DEA'CON, (-de'kn) n. [subdiaconus, L.] One subor-
dinate to a deacon ;

a deacon's servant. Jlyliffe.

SDB-DEA'CON-RY, (-de'kn-re) n. Subdeaconship. Martin.

SDB-DEA'CON-SHIP, (-de'kn-shlp) n. The office of a sub-
deacon. Bp. Bedell.

SUB-DEAN', (sub-den') n. [subdecanus, L.] The vicege-
rent or subordinate of a dean. Jlyliffe.

SUB-DEAN'E-RY, n. The rank or office of subdean. Bacon.

SOB-DEC'A-NAL,* or SUB-DE-CA'NAL,* a. Relating to a

subdean, or subdeanery. McCulloch. See DECANAL.
SDB-DEc'y-PLE, (-dek'ku-pl) a. [sub and decuplus, L.]
Containing one part of ten.

SUB-DEL'E-GATE,* n. A subordinate delegate. Crabb.

SDB-DEL'E-GATE,* v. a. To appoint to act under another.
Scott.

SDB-DENT'ED,* a. Indented beneath. Smart.

SuB-DE-p6'}T,* n. A deposit under another. Lyell.

fSDB-DER-i-so'Rl-oDs, a. Somewhat derisory. More.

SOB-DE-Riy'A-TiVE,* 7^ A word following in immediate

grammatical derivation. Richardson.

SDB-Dl'A-LECT,* n. An inferior dialect. Howett.

tSuB-Di-Tl"Tlous, (-de-tlsh'us) a. [subdititius, L.] Put

secretly in the place of something else ; foisted in. Bai-

ley.

SDB-DI-VER'si-FY, v. a.
[i. SUBDI VERSIFIED ; pp. SUBDI VER-

SIFYING, SUBDIVERSIFIED.] To diversify again what is

already diversified.

SDB-DI-VIDE', v. a. [i. SUBDIVIDED ; pp. SUBDIVIDING, SUB-

DIVIDED.] To divide what has been already divided
; to

separate into subdivisions.

SuB-Di-vlNE',* a. Divine in a lower degree. Bp. Hall.

SDB-D|-vi'lON, (-de-vTzh'un) n.
[Fr.]

Act of subdividing ;

a part subdivided : a second division.

tSuB'DQ-LOUS, a. [subdolus, L.] Cunning; subtle; sly.

Bp. Reynolds.
SDB-DOM'i-NXNT,* n. (Mus.) That note which is a fifth

below the key-note ;
the note below the dominant, being

the fourth above the tonic. Brande.

SUB-DU'A-BLE, a. That may be subdued. Dr. Ward.

SUB-DU'AL, n. The act of subduing. Warburton. [R.]

SyB-DUCE', v. a. [subduco, L.] [i. SUBDUCED ; pp. SUBDUCING,
SUBDUCED.] To take away; to withdraw; to subduct.

Bp. Hall.

Sys-DOcT', v. a. [subduco, subductii.s, L.] [L SUBDUCTED ;

pp. SUBDUCTING, SUBDUCTED.] To withdraw ; to take

away ;
to subtract arithmetically ;

to subduce. Milton.

SUB-DUC'TION, 7i. Act of taking away ;
subtraction. Hale.

Sys-DUE', v. a. [subdo, or subjugo, L.] [i. SUBDUED ; pp.

SUBDUING, SUBDUED.] To crush
;
to oppress ;

to overpow-
er

; to conquer ;
to reduce under; to overcome

;
to sur-

mount; to vanquish; to subjugate; to subject; to mol-

lify.

tSyB-DjJE'MENT, n. Conquest. Shak.

SyB-DO'ER, n. One who subdues
; conqueror.

:, a. Containing one part of two.

SUB-DU'PLI-CATE, a. [subduple, Fr. ; sub and duplus, L.]
Notmg the ratio of the square roots of two numbers.

SDB-E'QUAL,* a. Just below
;
almost equal. Smart.

SU'BER-ATE,* n. A salt formed of suberic acid and a base.
Brande.

SV-BER'IC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to, or obtained from, cork
;

as, suberic acid. Brande.

SO'BER-lNE,* 7t. A cellular tissue of cork. Brande.

SUB-ER-OSE',* a. Appearing as if somewhat gnawed.
Smart.

SO'BER-ous,* a. Corky; soft and elastic. Smart.

SDB'FA^I-I-LY,* n. A subdivision of a family. P. Cyc.

fSuB-FDsK', a. [subfuscus, L.] Of a dark-brown color. Tat-
ler.

SUB-GE'NUS,* n. A subdivision of a genus. P. Cyc.
SDB-GLOB'y-LAR,* a. Globular in some degree. Smart.

SDB-G6v'RN-QR,* n. An inferior governor. Cook.

SDB-HAS-TA^TION,* n. A public auction. Smart.

SUB-IN'DI-CATE,* v. a. To indicate in a less degree. Mare.

SUB-IN-DI-CA'TION, n. [subiiidico, low L.] Indication by
signs ; signification. Barrow.

tSuB-lN-DUCE', v. a. To offer indirectly. Sir E. Dering.
SOB-lN-FEy-DA'TiQN,* n. (Law) A grant of land upon

feudal conditions to an inferior tenant, by a person hold-

ing it himself upon like conditions of a superior lord.

Blackstone.

SDB-IN-GRES'SION, (-jn-gresh'un) re. [suoand ingressus, L.]
Secret entrance. Boyle. [Bullokar.

tSuB-i-TA'NE-oDs, a. [subitaneus, L.] Sudden
; hasty.

tSDB'j-TA-NY, a. Hasty; subitaneous. Hales.

Sti'si-Td,* [It.] (Mus.) Quickly; suddenly. Crabb.

SyB-JA'CENT, a. [Fr. ; subjacent, L.] Lying under. Wood-
ward.

SyB-JECT', v. a. [subjectus, L.] [i.
SUBJECTED ; pp. SUB-

JECTING, SUBJECTED.] To put under; to make subordi-
nate or submissive

;
to enslave

;
to make subservient

;

to subjugate; to subdue: to make obnoxious; to ex-

pose ;
to make liable

;
to submit

;
to make accountable.

SDB'JECT, a. [old Fr.
; subjectus, L.] Placed or situated

under; living under the dominion of another
;
subordi-

nate; subservient ; inferior : exposed; liable ; obnox-
ious : being that on which any action operates, whether
intellectual or material.

SDB'JECT, n. [subject, 4)\d Fr.] One who lives under the
dominion of another; opposed to ruler or sovereign:
that on which any operation, either mental or material,
is performed ;

that in which any thing inheres or exists
;

matter; materials; object; theme. (Gram.) The nom-
inative case to a verb. (Logic) One of the three terms
of a proposition, or that concerning which something is

affirmed or denied. (Fine arts) That which it is the

object and aim of the artist to express.

SVB-JECT'ED,* [sub-jekt/ed, P. W. K. Sm. Wb.] p. a. Put
under

;
reduced to submission

; exposed ;
made liable to.

Q^J"
" A very improper accentuation (sub'ject-ed) of

the passive participle of the verb to subject has ob-

tained, which ought to be corrected." Walker.

SyB-jc'TiON, n. Act of subduing or subjecting; state of

being subject ; subjugation; conquest.
SDB'jECT-fsT,* n. One versed in the subjective philoso-

phy. 'Ec. Rev.

SyB-jc'TiVE, a. Relating not to the object, but the sub-

ject ; relating to the conscious subject; not objective.
"

Objective certainty is when the proposition is certainly
true in itself; and subjective, when we are certain of the
truth of it." Watts, Q& "

Subjective and objective are

terms expressing the distinction which, in analyzing
every intellectual act, we necessarily make between

ourselves, the conscious subject, and that of which we
are conscious, the object.

' / knoio,' and '

something' is

known by me,'' are convertible propositions ; every act of

the soul which is not thus resolvable, belongs to the emo-
tive part of our nature, as distinguished from the intelli-

gent and percipient. For the distinction between subject
and object, all-important in intellectual philosophy, and
the neglect of which has been the cause of infinite con-
fusion and perplexity, we are indebted to the schoolmen,
from whom it was derived, through Wolf and Leibnitz,

by Kant and the modern German philosophers." Brande.

SyB-JEC'TiVE-LY, ad. In relation to the subject ;
as exist-

ing in a subject or mind.

SUB-JEC-TIV'I-TV,* 7i. The quality of being subjective;
the state of having existence in the mind. Coleridge.

SOB'jECT-MXT'TER,* n. The substance of the thing un-
der discussion. Swift.

SUB-JOIN', v. a. [sub and joindre, Fr.] [i.
SUBJOINED ; pp.

SUBJOINING, SUBJOINED.] To add at the end; to add af-

terwards
;
to annex.

SUB JU'DI-CE,* [L.] (Law)
" Under the judge :

" under
discussion

; not yet decided. Hamilton.

SuB'jy-GATE, v. a. [subjuguer, Fr. ; subjugo, L.] [i. SUB-

JUGATED
; pp. SUBJUGATING, SUBJUGATED.] To make

subject, or bring under the yoke; to vanquish; to con-

quer ;
to subdue.BDyHPLE, a. ontanng one part o two. quer ;
to suue.

StlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, RULE. ^, G, 5, g, soft ; .G, &, C, |, hard ;
as Z

;
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,
n. [Fr.] Act of subjecting} conquest;

subjection.

SCB'JV-GA-TQR,* n. One who subjugates. Coleridge.

SyB JDNO'TIQN, n. [subjungo, L.] Estate of being subjoined ;

act of subjoining.
SVB-Jt)Nc'TiVE, (sub-junk'tjv) a. [subjunctivus, L.] Sub-

joined to something else. (Gram.') Subjunctive mood, a

form of the verb which implies doubt, uncertainty, or

condition. It is preceded by a conjunction, expressed or

understood
;
and it requires another verb to be subjoined

in order to form a complete sentence ; as,
"
If he study,

he will improve ;

"
or,

" Unless he study, he will not im-

prove."
SVB-JIJNC'TIVE,* n. A mood of the verb. Harris.

SOB-LA'NATE,* a. In some degree woolly. Smart.

SOB-LAP-SA'RI-AN, a. Relating to the Sublapsarians or

their tenets
;
below or after the fall.

SOB-LAP-SA'RI-AN, n. One of the class of Calvinists,
called also liifralapsarians, who hold that God permitted
the fall of Adam without predetermining it; opposed to

Supralapsarian.

SOB-LAP'SA-RY, a. Sublapsarian. [R.]

SVB-LA'TIQN, n. [sublatio, L.] Act of taking away. By.
Hall.

SOB'LA-TIVE,* a. Having a depriving power. Harris.

SOB-LET',* v. a. [i. SUBLET; pp. SUBLETTING, SUBLET.] To
underlet ; to let that which is hired of another. McCul-
loch.

SOB-LE-VA'TIQN, n. [sublevo, L.] Act of raising on high.

SOB-LI-BRA'RI-AN,* n. An under librarian. Smart.

SOB-LIEU-TEN'ANT,* (sub-Ief-ten'ant or sub-lu-ten'ant) n.

A second or subordinate lieutenant. Crabb. See LIEU-
TENANT.

SDB-LJ-GA'TIQN,* n. Act of binding underneath. Smart.

SVE-LI'MA-BLE, a. That may be sublimed.

SVB-LI'MA-BLE-NESS,TI. Quality of admitting sublimation.

SOE'Ll-MiTE, v. a. [i. SUBLIMATED; pp. SUBLIMATING, SUB-

LIMATED.] To raise a solid substance into vapor by
heat and then condense it : to refine

;
to exalt ;

to ele-

vate.

SOfi'Ll-MATE, n. (Chem.) That which is sublimated
;
the

product 'of sublimation, as of quicksilver raised in the

retort.

SUB'LI-MATE, a. Raised to a state pf sublimation.

SOB-LI-MA'TION, n. [Fr.] (Chem.) Act of sublimating; a

process by which solids are converted into vapor, which
is again condensed, and often reduced to a crystalline
form : exaltation ;

elevation.

SDB'LI-MA-TO-RY,* a. Tending to sublimate. Boyle.

SVB-L!ME', a. [s'ublimis, L.] Possessed of sublimity ; high
in place ; high in excellence; high in style or sentiment;
exalted by nature

; great ; lofty ; grand ;
elevated.

SVB-LIME', . The grand in the works of nature or of art,
as distinguished from the beautiful

;
the grand in thought

or style ;
the emotion produced by grandeur. The sub-

lime is a Gallicism, but now naturalized.

SUB-LIME', -o. a. [sublimer, Fr.] [i. SUBLIMED
; pp. SUB-

LIMING, SUBLIMED.] To sublimate
;
to raise on high ;

to

exalt
;
to heighten. Milton.

SVB-LIME', r. n. To rise in the chemical vessel by the force

of fire, and then be condensed
;
to be sublimated.

SVB-LIME'LY, ad. In a sublime manner; grandly.
SVB-LIME'NESS, n. Sublimity. Burnet.

fSVB-LiM-l-Fl-CA'TiON, 7i. [sublimis and facio, L.] Act of

making sublime. Oilpin.

SVB-LlM'i-Ty, n. [sublimite, Fr.
; sublimitas, L.] State or

quality of being sublime; that which produces the emo-
tion of grandeur ; the emotion produced by grandeur ;

elevation
; grandeur ;. greatness ;

loftiness of style or sen-
timent.

SOB-L'fN-E-A'TlON, ?). Act of drawing a line under a
word or line

;
a line drawn under another line. Toad.

SuB-LtN'GUAL, (sub-llng'gwal) a. [Fr.] Placed under the

tongue.
SCB-Ll"TION,* (sub-lish'un) n, (Painting') The laying of

the ground color under the perfect color. Crabb.

SUB-LU'NAR, a. Being under the moon
; sublunary. Mil-

ton.

SOB'LV-NA-RY, [sub'lu-na-re, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ;

sub-lu'na-re or sub'lu-na-re, P.] a. [sub and luna, L.
;

s'ublumaire, Fr.] Situated beneath the moon
; earthly ;

terrestrial ; belonging to the earth or this world.

fSCB'LV-NA-Ry, n. Any worldly thing. Feltkam.

SfiB-LVX-A'TlON,* ?i. A violent sprain. Med. Diet.

SuB-MA-RlNE', (sub-ma-ren') a. [sub and mare, L.] Living,
or being, under the sea.

SOB-MA-RINE',* 71. A submarine plant. Hill.

SUB-MAR'SHAL,* n. A deputy to the chief marshal. Whi-
shaw.

StJB-MXx'lL-LA-RY,* a. Being under the jaw. Ency.
SDB-ME'DI-XNT,* n. (Mas.) The middle note between the

tonic and subdominant. Brande.

SOB-MEN'T,\L,* a. (Jinn?.") Under the chin. Dunglison.
', v. a. [submergcr, Fr.

; submergo, ~L.] [i. SUB-

MERGED; pp. SUBMERGING, SUBMERGED.] To put Under
water; to immerse

;
to overwhelm.

, v. n. To be or lie under water, as swallows.
n. The act of submerging, or sinking

under water
; immersion. Lyell.

SVB-MERSE', v. a. [submersus, L.] [i. SUBMERSED ; pp.

SUBMERSING, SUBMERSED.] To put under water; to sub-

merge. Scott.

SVB-MER'SION, n. [Fr. ;
from submersus, L.] Act of sub-

merging ;
state of being submerged ;

immersion.

SVB-MIN'IS-TER, v. a. To supply ;
to subserve. Hale. [R.]

SUB-MlN'is-TER, v. n. To be subservient. L''Estrange.

fSvB-MlN'jS-TRXNT, a. [subministraus, L.J Subservient;
serving in subordination. Bacon.

fSuB-Mi'N'is-TRATE, v. a. [subministro, L.] To supply ;
to

subminister. Harvey.
SvB-MiN-is-TRA'TiON,7i. Act of supplying. Wotton.

JSVB-MISS', a. [submissus, L.] Submissive
; gentle. Milton.

Obsequious. Bacon. Low
;
not loud.

SVB-MIS'SION, (sub-mish'un) 71. [soubmission,u\d Fr.] Act of

submitting; state of being submissive; compliance;
subjection ; acknowledgment of inferiority or depend-
ence ; obsequiousness; resignation; obedience.

SVB-MI'S'SIVE, a. [snbmumus, L.] Disposed to submit ;

yielding; obedient.

SVB-MIS'SJVE-LY, ad. In a submissive manner
; humbly.

SvB-Mis'siVE-Njf;t,s,7i. State of being submissive
;
submis-

sion ; humility.
fSuB-MTss'LY, ad. Humbly ;

with submission. Bp. Taylor.

fSVB-Mlss'NESS, 7i. Humility ;
lowliness of mind. Burton.

SVB-MlT',7j.a. [submilto, L.] [(.SUBMITTED ; pp. SUBMITTING,
SUBMITTED.] [To let down

;
to sink. Dryden.] To resign ;

to yield ;
to surrender ;

to cease to resist
;

to comply
with

;
to leave to discretion

;
to refer to judgment.

SVB-MIT', v. n. To be subject ;
to yield ;

to surrender.

SVB-MIT'TER, n. One who submits. Whitlock.

SUB Mo'DO,* [L.] (Logic)
" In a manner ;

" under a par-
ticular modification or restriction. Hamilton.

fSyB-MON'lSH, v. a. To remind
;
to suggest. Granger.

SUB-MUL'TI-PLE, (sun-mul'te-pl) n, A number or quantity
which has a geometrical ratio to another number or

quantity, by being contained in it a certain number of
times exactly; thus 3 is a submultiple of 21, being
contained in it 7 times exactly.

SUB-MDL'TI-PLE,* a. Noting a number or quantity which is

exactly contained in another number or quantity. Harris.

StJB-NXs'cENT, (sub-nas'sent) a. [subnascens, L.] Growing
, beneath something else. Evelyn.
SOB-NOR'MAL,* n. (Geom.) That part of the axis of a
curved line which is intercepted between the ordinate
and the normal. Brande.

SOB-NUDE',* a. (Bot.) Almost bare, as leaves. Lindley.

SuB-QB-scGRE'LY, ad. Somewhat obscurely. Donne.

SuB-6c'TAVE, a. Same as suboctuple. Arbuthnut.

SUB-OC'TV-PLE, a. Containing one part of eight. Wilkins.

StJB-6c'v-LAR,* a. Being under the eyes. Turner.

SUB'OF-FI-CER,* 7i. An under officer. Booth.

SuB-QR-Bic'y-LAR,* a. Almost orbicular. Smith.

SVB-OR'DI-NA-CY, n. State of being subordinate; subjec-
tion

j
a series of subordination. Spectator.

tSVB-OR'DJ-NAN-cy, 7j. Same as subordinacy. Temple.

SVB-OR'DI-NATE, a. [sub and ordinatus, L.] Inferior in

order, rank, nature, dignity, or power; subject; subser-

vient; descending in a regular series.

SVB-OR'DI-NATE, n. One who is subordinate to another;
an inferior person. Sandys. One of a descent iff a regular
series. Milton.

SVB-OR'DI-NATE, v. a. [i. SUBORDINATED ; pp. SUBORDI-

NATING, SUBORDINATED.] To range under another; to

make subordinate.

SUB-OR'DI-NATE-LY, ad. In a subordinate manner.

SVB-OR'DI-NATE-NESS,* n. State of being subordinate.
Hall.

SVB-OR-DI-NA'TIQN, it. [Fr.] State of being subordinate ;

subjection ;
a series regularly descending ; place or order

of rank.

SUB-ORN', v. a. [suborner, Fr. ; suborno, L.] [i. SUBORNED ;

pp. SUBORNING, SUBORNED.] To procure iu an underhand
manner or by secret collusion ;

to procure by indirect

means : to procure or cause to take such a false oath
as constitutes perjury.

SDB-OR-NA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of suborning. (Law) Sub-
ornation of perjury is the procuring of a man to take a

false oath, ainountingto perjury : the crime of procuring

any one to do a bad action. Spenser.

SVB-ORN'ER, n. [suborneur, Fr.] One who suborns or is

guilty of subornation.

SOB-o'VAL,* a. Inclining to the form of an egg. Pennant.

SUB-O'VATE,* a. (Bot.) Almost in the form of an egg.
Smith.

SVB-PCE'NA, (sub-pe'nai) n. [sub and pana, L.] (Jaw) A
writ or process to cause a witness to appear in court or

ED
; pp. SUB-

before a magistrate, and give testimony.

SVB-PCE'NA, (sub-p5'na) v. a. [i.
SUEPCENJ
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fer, one person or thing in

SUB RO'$A,* [L.]
" Under :

SOB-RO-TDNU',* a Nearly i

rtENAiNo, SUBPOENAED.] (Law) To serve with a sub-

poena^ Ld. Chesterfield.

SUB-PRI'OR, n. [sub and prior.] The vicegerent of a prior.
Lowth.

SUB-QUAD'RV-PLE, (sub-kwod'ru-pl) a. [sub and quadruple.]
Containing one part of four. Wilkins.

SUB-QTJIN'TV-PLE, (sub-kwin'tu-pl) a. [sub and quintuple.]
Containing one part of five. Wilkins.

SuB-RA'Moys,* a. (Bot.) Branched in some degree. Smart.

SOB-READ'ER,* n. (Law} An under reader in the inns of
court. Crabb.

SfjB-REC'TQR, n. A rector's vicegerent or subordinate.

SVB-REP'TIQN, n, [subreption, Fr.
; subreptus, L.] A creep-

ing upon ; surreption. Bp. Hall.

fSuB-REp-Tl"Tloys, (sub-rep-tish'us) a. [subreptice, Fr.
;

surreptitias, L.] Done by unfair means. Cotgrave. See
SURRKPTITIOUS. [bY.

fSuB-REp-TfTloys-LY, ail. Sherwood. SeeSuRREPTiTious-
fSBB-REP'Tivi:, a. [su'breptif, Fr.] Surreptitious. Cot?rave.

JSOB'RO-GATE, v. a. [subrogo, L.] To put in the place of
another. Ld. Herbert. See SURROGATE.

,* 7i. (Law) The act of putting, by trans-
in the place of another. Bouvier.
the rose ;

"
secretly. Macdonnel.

round. Smart.

SDB-SA-LINE',* a. In some degree salt. Ure.

SDB'sALT,*n. A weak kind of salt, or a salt with less acid
than is necessary to neutralize its radicals. Ure.

SuB-scAp'y-LAR,* I a- (Anal.) Being beneath the scap-
SOB-scXp'y-LA-RY,* \

ula. Duncrlisoii.

SyB-scRl'BA-BLE,* a. That may be subscribed. Coleridge.
Syc-SCRlBE', v. a. [subscribe, L.j [i. SUBSCRIBED

; pp. SUB-

SCRIBING, SUBSCRIBED.] To write or annex the name to a

paper, statement, or agreement ;
to give consent to by

underwriting the name
;
to attest by writing the name

;
to

sign ;
to agree to ;

to engage to pay. [|To submit. S/iak.]

SVB-SCR!BE',Z>. n. To give consent; to promise a stipulated
sum for the promotion of any undertaking.

SyB-scRlB'ER, re. One who subscribes
;

one who writes
his name to any paper or instrument

;
one who contrib-

utes to any undertaking.
SUB'SCRIPT, n. [subscriptum, L.] Any thing underwritten.

Bentley.

SUB-SCRIP'TION, n. [subscriptio, L.] Act of subscribing;
that which is subscribed ; something underwritten

; con-
sent or attestation given by signature ;

a contribution to

any undertaking. [{Submission. Sliak.]

SUB-SEC'TIQN, 71. [sub and sectio, L.] A subdivision of a

larger section ; a section of a section. Diet.

SiJB-SEC'V-TIVE, a. [su.bsecu.tif, Fr., from subsequor, L.]
Following in train. Cotgrave.

SUB-SEM'I-TONE,* n. (Mas.) The leading note or sharp
seventh of the scale. Brande.

SUB-SEP'TV-PLE, (sub-sep'tu-pl) a. [sub and septuples,

L.] Containing one of seven parts. Wilkins.

SUB'SE-QUENCE, n. [subsequor, L.] State of being subse-

quent ; consequent.
SUB'SE-QUEN-CY, n. Same as subsequence. Orcenhill.

SuB'SE-QUENT, a. [Fr. ; subsequens, L.] Following in

train; not preceding ; posterior; consequent.
SUB'S?-QUENT-LY, ad. At a later time; so as to follow.

SVB-SERVE', (sub-serv')u- a- [subservio, L.] [/.SUBSERVED;
pp. SUBSERVING, SUBSERVED.] To be subservient to; to

promote ; to help forward
;
to serve in subordination

;
to

serve instrumentally. Milton. Southey. "To subserve
the interests of a party." R. Hall.

SVB-SER'VI-ENCE, )n. State of being subservient
; instru-

SyB-SER'vj-EN-cy, \
mental fitness, use, or operation.

SVB-SER'VI-ENT, a. [subseroiens, L.] Serving under
;
sub-

ordinate
; helpful ; instrumentally useful.

SUB-SES'SJLE,* a. (Bot.) Having very short foot-stalks.

Brown.

SuB-SEX'Ty-PLE,a. [sub and scxtuplus, L.] Containing one
part of six. Wilkins.

SyB-slDE', v. n. [subsido, L ] [i. SUBSIDED ; pp. SUBSIDING,
SUBSIDED.] To settle or tend downwards ; to sink to the

bottom, as lees; to sink; to fall to rest; to abate; to

intermit. It is commonly used of one part of a com-
pound, sinking in the whole.

SVB-SI'DENCE, )n. Actof subsiding or sinking; tendency
SyB-sl'DEN-cy, j

downwards, drbuthnot.

IISyB-siD'j-A-Ri-LV,

ad. In a subsidiary manner.

jSyB-siu'i-A-RY, [sub-sid'e-a-re, P. J.Ja.; sub-sld'ya-re,
S. E. F.'K. Sm.; siib-yld'e-a-re or sub-sld'je-a-re, W.] a.

[subsidiaire, Fr.
; subsidiarius, L.] Aiding ; assisting ;

furnishing supplies; assistant; brought in aid. Arbuthnot.

IjSyB-siD'-lA-RY, n. An assistant. Hammond.

SUB'si-DlZE, v. a. [i. SUBSIDIZED ; pp. SUBSIDIZING, SUBSI-

DIZED.] To furnish with a subsidy; to stipulate to pay
money to for services. Richardson.

BUB'SI-DV, 71. [subtitle, Fr.
; subsidium, L.] Pecuniary aid

granted by one government to another in pursuance of a

treaty for services; pecuniary assistance or grant; a tax.

SDB-S1GN', (siib-sln') v.a. [subsigno, L.
; soubsigner, old Fr.]

[i. SUBSIGNED
J pp. SUBSIGNINQ, SUBSIGNED.] To Sign

under
;
to subscribe. Camden.

SUB-SIG-NA'TIQN, n. [subsignatio, L.] Act of signing
under. Shelden. [R.]
BSi-LEN'Ti-o* (se-len'she-6) [L.] "In silence;"
without any notice being taken. Hamilton.

SVB-SIST', v. n. [subsister, Fr.
; subsisto, L.J [i. SUBSISTED

;

pp. SUBSISTING, SUBSISTED.] To exist ; to be; to have
existence; to continue; to have means of living; to be
maintained

;
to inhere.

SyB-sIsx', 0. a. To feed
;
to maintain. Jlddison.

SVB-SIST'ENCE, n. [subsistence, Fr.] Act of subsisting;
that which subsists; inherence; real being; means of
support; maintenance; living; livelihood; sustenance;
support.

SyB-sIST'EN-cy, n. Same as subsistence. Glanville.

SVB-SIST'ENT, a. [subsistens, L.] Having subsistence or
real being; existing; inherent.

SUB'SOIL,* n. A layer of earth or soil under another. Brande.
SuB'sbiL-PjLOuGH'lNG,* n. The operation of ploughing

deep, or of turning up the subsoil, or substratum, by the
use of a peculiar sort of plough. Farm. Ency.

SUB'SQ-LA-RY,* a. Being under the sun. Browne. [R.]
SDB-SPE'CIE,* n. A subordinate species. Dempier.
SUB'STANCE, n. [Fr. ; substantia, L.] That which is sub-

sistent or has real being, as distinct from that which has
only metaphysical existence; that which supports acci-

dents; something substantial
;
essential part ; something

real, not imaginary ; something solid or palpable ; body ;

corporeal nature
,
wealth

; property ;
means of life.

SVB-STAN'TIAL, (sub-stan'shal) a. [sabstantiel, Fr.] Re-

lating to substance; having substance; containing the
essential part ; real

; actually existing; solid
;
not merely

seeming; corporeal; material; comprising the essential

part; strong; stout; bulky; responsible; moderately
wealthy; worthy of confidence.

SyB-STAN-Tl-AL'i-Ty, (sub-stan-she-al'e-te) n. The state of

being substantial
; corporeity ; materiality. Glanville.

SyB-STlN'TiAL-iZE,* v. a. To make substantial. Dr.
Reeder. [R.]

SyB-STXN'TiAL-LY, ad. In a substantial manner; in sub-

stance; by including the substance or essential part;
truly ; solidly; really.

SUB-STAN'TIAL-NKSS, n. State of faping substantial ;
firm-

ness
; strength ; substantiality. Wutton.

Sys-STlN'TiALs, (sub-stan'shalz) n. pi. Essential parts.

Ayllfft.

SyB-STlN'TI-ATE, (sub-stan'she-at) v. a.
[i. SUBSTANTI-

ATED; pp. SUBSTANTIATING, SUBSTANTIATED.] To make
to exist. Ayliffe. To establish by proof or competent evi-
dence

;
to verify ;

to prove. Smart.

SUB'STAN-TI-VAL,* a. Relating to, or like, a substantive.
Latham.

SuB'STAN-TlvE, n. [substantif, Fr.
; substantivum, L.] The

name of any thing that exists, whether material or im-
material. (Gram.) That part of speech which denotes
a substance or subject, as distinguished from an attribute

or predicate ; the name of any thing; a noun.

SiJB'STAN-TlVE, a. [substantivus, L.] Solid; depending
only on itself. Bacon. Betokening existence ; as, a verb

substantive, i. e., to be: not adjective ; as, a noun sub-
stantive.

SDB'STAN-TlVE-LY, ad. As a substantive.

SOB'STI-TUTE, v' a. [substituer, Fr.
; substitutus, L.] [i.

SUBSTITUTED J pp. SUBSTITUTING, SUBSTITUTED.] To put
in the place of another

;
to exchange ;

to change.
SDB'STI-TUTE, n. [substitut, Fr.] One placed by another

to act with delegated power; one acting or put in place
of another

;
a person or thing substituted.

SDB-STI-TU'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of substituting; state of

being substituted
;
the replacing of one thing by another ;

that which is substituted.

SuB-STi-Tu'TlQN-AL,*a. Implying substitution
; supplying

the place_of another. Russell. [Rev.
SDB-STI-TO'TION-AL-LY,* ad. By way of substitution. Ed.

SUB-STJ-TU'TIQN-A-RY,'* fl. Relating to, or making, substi-

tution
; sjibstitutional.

Dr. J. Pye Smith.

SuB-STl-TC'TlVE,* a. Furnishing a substitute. Wilkins.

SyB-STRAcT',' v. a. [soubstrairc, Fr.
; subtraho, L.] To de-

duct. Barrow. See SUBTRACT.

Sys-STRAc'TlpN, n. [substruction, old Fr.] (Law) The act

of taking away, withdrawing, or withholding, as of

rights, legacies, or rents. Blackstone. See SUBTRACTION.

SUB'STRATE,* n. A substratum. Dr. Good.

SUB-STRA'TUSI, n. [L.] pi. SUBSTRATA. A stratum lying
under another stratum

; a subsoil
;
a basis

;
a foundation.

SuB-STRtic'TipN, 7i. [sub^tructio, L.] An under-building.

SUB-STR&C'TVRE, (sub-strukt'yur) n. [sub and structura,

L.] A foundation
;
an under-building. Harris.

SOB-STY'LAR, a. [sub and stylus, L.] Noting a line under
the style of a dial. Muzon.

SDB'STYLE,* n. (Dialling) The straight line formed by
the intersection of the face of the dial with the perpen-
dicular plane which pusses through the gnomon. Brande.
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SCB-SuL'pHATE,* n. (CAem.) A substance not quite a sul-

phate on account of its having an excess of the base..

Bra7i.de.

SyB-sDL'TIVE, a. Same as subsultory. Bp. Berkeley. [R.]

fStJB'syL-TQ-RI-LY, ad. By fits
; by starts. Bacon.

SCB'syL-TQ-RY, or SyB-sOL'TQ-RY, [sub'sul-tur-e, S. W.
E. F. ; si.ib-su'l'tur-e, P. J. K. Sm.

'

R. Wb.]' a. '[sitbsultus,

L.] Bounding; moving by starts. Mp. Hort. [R.]

#5=
" Mr. Sheridan is the only orthoepist who has ac-

cented this word on the first syllable, as I have done ; for

Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Barclay, Penning,
Bailey, and Entick, accent the second. Its companion,
desultory, is accented on the first syllable by Mr. Sheri-

dan, Dr. Johnson, Mr. Nares, Mr. Smith, and Penning,
[and by J. F. E. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.

;]
but on the second by

Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scjntt, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry,

Buchanan, Bailey, and Entick. As these two words
must necessarily be accented alike, we see Dr. Johnson
and Penning [also .7. K. Sm. R. Wb.] are inconsistent.

But, though the majority of authorities are against rne in

both these words, I greatly mistake if analogy is not

clearly on my side." Walker.

fSyB-suME', v. n. [sub and sumo, L.] To assume by con-

sequence. Hammond.
SUB-T/AN'^ENT, n. (Oeom.) The part of the axis of a curve

intercepted between the tangent and the ordinate.

StJB-TAR-TA'RE-AN,* a. Being under Tartarus. Pope.
SVB-TEND', v. a. [sub and tendo, L.] [i. SUBTENDED ; pp.

SUBTENDING, SUBTENDED.] To stretch or extend under;
to reach or run along under, as a line.

SyB-TENSE', n. [sub and tensus, L.] The chord of an arc.

StJB-TEP'lD,* a. Tepid in some degree. Smart.

SUB'TER, [L.] A Latin preposition signifying under;
equivalent to sub, as a prefix.

SVB-TER'FLV-ENT, ) a. [subterfiuo, L.] Flowing or run-

SyB-TER'FLy-oOs, \ ning under. Bailey. [R.]

SOB'TER-FU^E, n. [Fr. ;
subter and fugio, L.J A

evasion
;
a trick

;
a quirk ; an artifice.

SDB'TER-RANE, n. [subterrain, old Fr.] A subterraneous
structure ; a room under ground. Bryant.

tSuB-TER-RA'NE-AL, a. Same as subterranean. Boyle.

SrjB-TER-RA'NE-AN, ) a. [sub and terra, L.; subierranec,

SUB-TER-RA'NE-OUS, } Fr.] Being under the earth ;
be-

ing under the surface of the earth
; placed below the sur-

face.

tSOB-TER-RXN'l-TY, n. A place under ground. Browne.

fStJB'TER-RA-Ny, n. That which lies under the earth. Bacon.

fSuB'TER-RA-Ny, a. Subterranean. Bacon.

SOB'Tcit-RENE,* a. Subterranean. J. Taylor.
StJB'TlLE, (sub'tjl) [sub'til, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. Sm.; sub'tjl

or sut'tl, P. K.] a. [subtil, Fr.;subtilis, L.] Thin ; not dense;
not gross ; nice

;
fine

;
delicate

; not coarse
; piercing ;

acute: cunning ; artful: in this sense it is now com-
monly written subtle. See SUBTLE.

SUB'TILE-LY, ad. In a subtile manner; thinly; finely.

SDB'TILE-NSS, n. State of being subtile.

tSyB-TiL'l-ATE, [sb-til'yat, S. W. F. Ja. K. ; sub-til'e-at,
P. J.] v. a. To make thin or subtile. Harvey.

tSUB-TiL-j-A'TION, n. Act of making snbtile. Boyle.
SyB-TiL'l-Ty,*7i. Same as subtilty. Smart.

SUB-TIL-I-ZA'TI<?N, 71. Act of subtilizing; refinement.

SOB'TIL-IZE, [sub'tji-iz, S. W. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; sut'tl-iz or

sub'tjl-Iz, P.] v. a. [subtiliser, Fr.] [i. SUBTILIZED
; pp.

SUBTILIZING, SUBTILIZED.] To make thin
;
to make less

gross or coarse
;
to refine

;
to spin into useless niceties.

StJB'TJL-IZE, v. n. To refine too much in argument ;
to use

refinement. Dig-by.

SfiB'TiL-Ty, n. [subtilite, Fr.] Thinness
;
fineness

; nicety ;

refinement: cunning; artifice. See SUBTLETY.
SOBT'LE, (sut'tl) a. Sly; artful; cunning; crafty; wily;

acute. ^j=- Subtile and subtle are often confounded with
each other both in orthography and pronunciation, and
also in the sense of acute; as, a " subtle reasoner," or a" subtile reasoner."

.&CF"
" This word and subtile have been used almost in-

discriminately to express very different senses, as may
be seen in Johnson ; but, as custom has adopted a differ-
ent spelling and a different pronunciation, it is to be pre-
sumed it has not been without reason. That the first

sense of the word, meaning fine, acute, &c., should ex-
tend itself to the latter, meaning sly, artful, &.C., is not to
be wondered at, as words have a tendency to fall into a
bad sense

;
witness knave, villain, &c. ; but, if custom has

marked this difference of sense by a difference of spell-
ing and pronunciation, it should seem to be an effort of
nature to preserve precision in our ideas. If these obser-
vations are just, the abstracts of these words ought to be

kept as distinct as their concretes : from subtile ought to
be formed subtilty, and from subtle, subtlety ; the b being
heard in the two first, and mute in the two last." Walker.

SDBT'LE-NESS,* (sut'tl-nes) 7i. Quality of being subtle.

SDBT'LE-TY,* (sut'tl-t?) v. Artfulness
; cunning; slyness.

BOBT'Ly, (sut'le) ad. Slyly; artfully; cunningly; craftily.

SyB-TRXcT', r. a. [subtractus, L.] [i. SUBTRACTED
; pp.

SUBTRACTING, SUBTRACTED.] To take a smaller quantity
or number from a greater ;

to deduct ; to withdraw part
from the rest. Sometimes written substract, which see.

SyB-TRXcT'ER, n. One who subtracts.

SVB-TRXC'TIQN, n. Act of subtracting; act of taking onf
number or quantity from another, in order to find the dif-

ference
;
deduction. See SUBSTRACTION.

S&B'TRA-HEND, n. [subtrahendum, L.] (Arith.) A number
which is to be subtracted from a larger number, called the
minuend.

SUB-TRI'FID,* a. (Bot.) Trifid in some degree. Smart.

SUB-TRIP'LE, (-trlp'pl) a. [Fr. ; sub and triplus, L.] Con-
taining a third, or one part of three, or having the ratio of
Ito3. Wilkins.

SUB-TRIP'LI-CATE,* a. Noting the ratio of the cube root.

Crabb.

SyB-TRtiDE',* v. a. To insert or place under. Dublin Rev.

SuB-Tu'TpR, 71. A subordinate tutor. Burnet.

Su'sy-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like an awl. P. Cyc.
tSDB-yN-DA'TlQN, n. [sub and unda, L.] Flood. Huloet.

SOB'tJRB, n. [suburbium, L.] A district, territory, or vil-

lage, without the walls of a city ;
the out-part or confines

of a city.

SUB-URB'AN, a. [suburbanus, L.] Relating to, or inhabiting,
a suburb.

SUB'URBED, (-urbd) a. Having a suburb. Carew.

SUB-UR'BI-AL, a. Same as suburban. Warton. [R.]
SUB-UR'BI-AN, a. Same as suburban. Dryden. [R.]
SuB-UR-BI-CA/R}-AN, a. [suburbicarius, L.] Applied to

those provinces of Italy which composed the ancient
diocese of Rome. Barrow.

SUB-VA-RI'E-TY,* n. A subordinate variety. P. Cyc.
SUB-VNE',* v.'n. To come under, as a support or stay; to

happen. Warburton.

fSuB-VEN-TA'NE-otJS, a. [subventaneus, L.] Addle
; windy

Broione.

SUB-VEN'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of coming under; the act of

supporting ;
aid. Stackhouse.

fSyB-VERSE', v. a. [subversus, L.] To subvert. Spenser.

SyB-VER'siON, 71. [Fr. ; subversus, L.] Act of subverting;
overturn ;

overthrow
;
ruin

;
destruction.

SyB-VER'siQN-A-RY,* a. Destructive; subverting. Ch. Ob.

SUB-VER'SIVE, a. Tending to subvert; destructive.

SyB-VERT'', v. a. [subvertir, Fr. ; subverto, L.] [i. SUBVERT-
ED ; pp. SUBVERTING, SUBVERTED.] To Overthrow

}
tO

overturn
;
to destroy ;

to turn upside down
; to invert

;

to reverse ;
to corrupt.

SUB-VERT'ER, n. One who subverts
;
a destroyer.

SyB-VERT'l-BLE,* a. That may be subverted. Smith.

SUB-WORK'ER, (-wurk'er) n. A subordinate worker.

SDc-CE-DA'NE-oCs, a. [succedaneus, L.] Supplying the

place of something else ;
substitutional. Broione.

SUC-C'E-DA'NE-UAI, n. [L.] pi. L. SUC-CE-DA'NE-A;
Eng.'(rarely)'suc-CE-DA'NE-UM. That which takes the

place_of something else
;
a substitute.

Syc-CEED', TJ. 7i. [succeder, Fr.
; succedo, L.] [i. SUCCEED-

ED ; pp. SUCCEEDING, SUCCEEDED.] To come in place of
another

;
to follow in order: to obtain one's wish

; to

have success ; to terminate an undertaking in the desired
effect ;

to have a good result, effect, or issue
;
to be pros-

perous ;
to issue welJ or ill. [fTo go under cover. Dryden.]

Syc-CKED', v. a. To follow ;
to be subsequent or conse-

quent to : to prosper; to make successful. Dryden.
Syc-CEED'ER, n. One who succeeds

;
successor.

Syc-CEED'mG,*y>. a. Following; coming after.

Syc-CEN'TQR,* n. (Mas.) A bass singer in a concert. Crabb.

SVC-CESS', 71. [succw, Fr. ; succes.ius, L.] The issue or ter-

mination of any affair
; always understood as a desired is-

sue, unless qualified by another word, as bad or ill success;

prosperity ; good fortune
;
luck. [jSuccession. Spenser.]

SyocEss'FuL, a. Having success; prosperous; happy;
fortunate ; lucky.

Syc-CESs'FOL-LY, ad. Prosperously ; luckily ; fortunately.
SUC-CESS'FUL-NESS, 71. State of being successful.

Syc-CES'siON, (suk-sesh'un) n. [Fr. ; successio, L.] Act of

succeeding, or of following in order
;
that which follows or

succeeds
;
consecution ;

a series of things or persons fol-

lowing one another in order; a lineage ; an order of de-

scendants
; power or ripht of succeeding. Apostolical

succession, (Theol.) "The uninterrupted succession of

priests in the church, by regular ordination, from the

first commission given by Christ to the apostles, and
recorded in the Gospels, down to the present day. And
the doctrine of ' the apostolical succession,' as it is prop-

erly called, means the belief that the clergy, so regularly
'

ordained, have a commission from God to preach the gos-

pel, administer the sacraments, and guide the church
;

that through their ministration only we can derive the

grace which is communicated by the sacraments. It fol-

lows, of course, that those sects of Christians which
have no succession (having seceded from Romanism
without retaining ministers regularly ordained, or hav-

ing subsequently interrupted the succession, that is, all

A, E, I, 6, U, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, u, Y, short; A, E, j, Q, V, Y, obscure. FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER}
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Protestant bodies, except the church of England) have,
properly speaking, neither church nor sacraments, since

they possess no apostolical authority The church
of England does not affirm this doctrine in her Articles ;

and the language of Art. 19, although not excluding it,

is plainly not such as would have been used by framers
who wished to inculcate it." Brande. Law of succession,

(Law) the law or rule according to which the succession
to the property of deceased individuals is regulated.

Syc-CEs'siQN-AL,* a. Relating to succession ; implying
succession. EC. Rev.

Syc-CES'sic-N-AL-LY,* ad. By way of succession. EC.
Rev.

Syc-cEs'siON-IsT,* n. One who adheres to succession. EC.
Rev.

Syc-cs'siVE, a.
[success!/, Fr.] Following in order; un-

interrupted ; continuous
; consecutive

;
alternate.

Syc-CEs'siVE-LY, ad. [successivement, Fr.] By succession
;

in a series
;
one after another.

SVC-CES'SJVE-NSS, n. State of being successive. Hale. [R.]

Byc-CESS'LESS, a. Unlucky ;
unfortunate. Hcylin.

SVC-CESS'LESS-LY, ad. Without success. Todd.

Syc-CESs'LESS-NESS, n. Unsuccessfulness. Boyle.
Syc-CEs'soR, [suk-ses'yr, P. J. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; suk'ses-

ur, S. E. F. i suk'ses-uf or suk-ses'ur, W. R.] n. [succ'es-

seur, Fr. ; successor, L.] One who follows in the place or

character of another; correlative to predecessor. Sidney.

$5=
" This word is not unfrequently pronounced with

the accent on the second syllable, as if it were formed
from success ; but this accentuation, though agreeable to

its Latin original, has, as in confessor, yielded to the pre-

vailing power of the English antepenultimate accent.

Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, and Entick
accent this word on the first syllable ;

and Dr. Ash, Dr.

Kenrick, W.Johnston, Mr. Pt-rry, Buchanan, and Bailey,
on the second ; Barclay and Penning give both, but pre-
fer the first

;
Mr. Scott gives both, and prefers the second :

but, from the opinion that is foolishly gone forth, that we
ought to accent words as near the beginning as possible,
there is little doubt that the antepenultimate accent will

prevail." Walker. " This is one of the words over
which fashion now relaxes its sway in favor of the

more consistent accentuation,
1 '

[siic-cess'9r.] Smart.

Syc-CID'y-OUS,* a. Ready to fall. Smart..

Syc-ciF'ER-ous,* a. Yielding sap. Smart.

Syc-ciN'A-MiDE,* n. (Chem.) A substance obtained from
succinic acid and ammonia. P. Cyc.

SDc'ci-NATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of succinic acid

and a base. Brande.

Syc-ciNCT', (suk-singkf) a. [Fr. ; succinctus, L.] [Tucked
or girded up ; having the clothes drawn up to disengage
the legs. Milton.'] Short; concise

; brief; summary ; com-

pendious.
Syc-ci'NCT'LY, (suk-singkt'le) ad. Briefly ; concisely.

SVC-CINCT'NESS, '(suk-singkVnes) n. Brevity ;
concise-

ness.

Syc-ciN'lc,* a. (Chem.) Derived from amber. Brande.

SUC'CIN-ITE,* n. (Min.~)
An amber-colored garnet. Brande.

Suc'ci-NOUS,* a. Relating to amber. Ure.

Suc'ci-XUM,* n. [L.] (Jtfin.) Amber. Crabb.

SDc'CQR, v. a. [sccourir, Fr.
; succurro, L.] [i. SUCCORED ;

pp. SUCCORING, SUCCORED.] To help; to assist in difficul-

ty or distress; to relieve ; to aid
;
to cherish.

SDc'CQR, n. [secours^Fr.] Aid; relief, person or thing
that aids.

SUC'CQR-ER, n. One who succors
;
a helper.

fiOc'coR-LEss, a. Wanting relief; void of help.

Suc'CQ-RY, n. [cichorium, L.] A plant; the wild endive or

chiccory.

SUC'CQ-TASH,* n. Food made of gr?en maize and beans
boiled: the name and the thing are derived from the

Indians. J. W. Oibbs.

SUC'CU-JBA, n. [L.] A kind of female demon. Mir. far

Mag.
Suc'cu-BUS,n. [L.] A kind of demon. Warbitrton.

Suc'cy-LA,* n. (Meek.) A bare axis or cylinder with staves

on it to move it round. Francis.

SCc'cy-LENCE, ) 7i. State of being succulent
; juici-

SOc'cy-LEN-cy, i ness, as of plants.

SBc'cy-LENT, a. [Fr. ; succulentiis, L.] Moist; full of

juice ; fleshy ; juicy, as a plant.

Suc'cy-Lous,* a. Succulent. Fo. Q?i. Rev.

Syc-ctJMB', v. n. [succumbo, L.
; succomber, Fr.] [i. SUC-

CUMBED ; pp. SUCCUMBING, SUCCUMBED.] To yield ; to sub-

mit
;
to sink under.

Suc-cys-SA'TipN, n. [succussatio, low L.] A trot
;
succus-

sion. Browne.

Syc-cus'siON, (suk-kush'un) n. [succussio, L.] Act of

shaking. (Mcd.) A shaking of the body or nervous

parts by stimulants. Jlrbuthnot.

SUCH, a. & pron. Of that kind
;
of the like kind

;
the same

that; the same; noting a person or thing. It is fre-

quently followed by as ; and it. becomes a pronoun by
the ellipsis of a substantive ; as,

"
HelpswcAas need help."

SUCK, v. a. [sucan, Sax.
; sugo, suctum, I,. ; sucer, Fr.]

[i. SUCKED ; pp. SUCKING, SUCKED.] To draw in with the
mouth ; to draw milk from with the mouth

;
to draw

or drain
;
to imbibe ; to inhale.

SUCK, W. n. To draw the breast
; to draw

;
to imbibe.

SDCK, n. Act of sucking ; milk from ths breast. [succus,
L.] Juice. Ward.

SUCK'ER, n. [sucear, Fr.] He or that which sucks; the
embolus or piston of a pump, or of a steam-engine; a
pipe through which anv thing is sucked : a piece of wet
leather : a shoot of a plant growing from the main stock
or root : a fish that adheres to rocks

; also a river-fish.

SuCK'ER,* v. a. To deprive of suckers. Fuller.

SUCK'ET, n. A sweetmeat to be dissolved in the mouth.
SucK'iNG-BdT'TLE, n. A bottle which to children sup-

plies the want of a pap. Locke.

SCcK'lNG-FlSH,* n. A lump-fish, a clumsy-shaped animal;
a sucker. Booth.

SDcK'L,E, (suk'kl) v. a. [i. SUCKLED ; pp. SUCKLING, SUCK-

LED.] To nurse at the breast.

fSuCK'LE, (suk'kl) n. A teat; a dug. Sir T. Herbert.

SUCK'LING, . A young creature yet fed by the pap; a
babe.

SDc'TlQN, n. [suction, or suction, Fr.] Act of sucking ; act

of rajsing liquids through a tube by means of a piston.

Syc-To'Ri-AL,* a. Adapted to sucking ; living by suck-

ing. P. Cyc.

Syc-TO/Rl-AN,* n. (Ich.) A cartilaginous fish. Brande.

Syc-TO'Rl-ous,* a. Same as suctorial. Kirby.
fSu'DA-RY, 71. [sudarium, L.] A napkin or handkerchief.

Wiciiffe.'

fSy-DA'Tiox, n. [sudo, L.] Act of sweating ;
sweat. Bai-

ley.

SU'DA-TO-RY,* a. Sweating ; perspiring. Smart.

SU'DA-TO-R, n. [sudo, L.] A hot-house
; sweating-hath.

Herbert.

SUD'DEN, a. [soudain, Fr. ; soden, Sax.] Happening with-
out previous notice ; coming unexpectedly ; unexpected ;

not anticipated ; hasty ; precipitate.

fSuD'DENjrt. An unexpected time or occurrence ; surprise.
Wotton. On a sudden, suddenly ; unexpectedly.

SUD'DEN-LY, ad. In a sudden manner; unexpectedly.
SUD'DEN-NESS, n. State of being sudden

; unexpected-

jiess.
SO-DO-RlF'lC, a. [sudorifique, Fr.

;
sudor and/acio, L.] Pro-

ducing or causing sweat; sweating.
SO-DC-RIF'IC, n. A medicine promoting sweat. Jlrbuth-

not.

fSO'DQR-Ous, a. [sudor, L.] Consisting of sweat.
Browne.

SffDRA,* n. The fourth caste among the Hindoos, com-
prehending mechanics and laborers. P. Cyc.

SDD, n. pi. Water impregnated with soap; a lixivium of

soap and water. To be in the suds, to be in difficulty.

SUE, (su) 11. a. [suicre, Fr.] [i. SUED ; pp. SUING, SUED.] To
prosecute by law ; to gain by legal procedure : to follow ;

to ensue. (Falconry) To clean the beak, as a hawk.
To sue out, to petition for, and take out or obtain, as a
writ or a pardon.

SUE, v. n. To beg ;
to entreat

;
to petition.

SU'ENT,* a. Even
;
smooth ; plain ; regular. Jennings.

[Provincial in England, and in some parts of New
England.]

SO'ENT-LY,* ad. Evenly ; smoothly ; regularly. Palmer.

fSO'ER, n. One who sues
;
a suitor. Lord.

SO'ET, n. [old Fr.] A hard fat situated about the loins and
kidneys, as of the ox or sheep.

SU'ET-Y, a. Consisting of suet; resembling suet. Sharp.

SUF'FER, v. a. [souffrir, Fr. ; suffero, L.] [i.
SUFFERED

; pp.

SUFFERING, SUFFERED.] To bear; to undergo; to feel

with sense of pain ;
to endure

;
to support ;

not to sink
under

;
to be affected by ;

to be acted upon : to allow ;

to permit ;
to sustain ; to tolerate ; to admit ;

not to hinder.

SUF'FER, v. n. To undergo pain, inconvenience, or punish-
ment

;
to be in want or distress.

SUF'FER-A-BLE, a. That may be suffered
; endurable;

tolerable.

SUF-'FER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Tolerablcness. Scott.

SUF'FER-A-BLY, ad. Tolerably ;
so as to be endured. j3d~

dison.

SUF'FER-ANCE, ra. [souffrance, Fr.] Pain ; inconvenience;
misery: patience; moderation: toleration; permis-
sion ; not hinderance.

SDF'FER-ER, n. One who suffers or endures
;
one who per-

mits or allows.

SUF'FER-LNG, n. Act of enduring ;
distress ; pain suf-

fered.

SijF'FER-fNG-T.Y, ad. With pain or suffering.

SVF-FICE', (suf-flz') [suf-flz', S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ;

suf-fls', K. See SACRIFICE.] v. n. [suffire,
Fr.

; sufficio,

L.] [i. SUFFICED ; pp. SUFFICING, SUFFICED.] To be

enough ; to be sufficient : to be equal to the end or pur-

pose.

SVF-FICE', (suf-flz') r. a. To satisfy; to be sufficient for.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, R0LE. C, G, c, *, soft ; , G, C, |, hard ; ? as Z
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SUF-FT"CIENCE,* (suf fish'ens) n. Sufficiency. Watts. [R.]
6VF-Fl"ciEN-CY, (suf-fish'en-se) n. [suffisance, Fr,] State
of being sufficient ; state of being adequate to the end

proposed ; qualification ; competence ; enough ; supply
equal to want ; adequacy.

SUF-FI"CIENT, (suf-fIsh'ent) a. [suffisant, Fr. ; sufficiens,

L.] Equal to an end; adequate ; enough ; competent;
not deficient

; qualified by fortune or otherwise.

SVF-FI"CIENT-LY, (suf-f ish'ent-le) ad. To a sufficient de-

gree.

G,* (suf-fIz'jng) p. a. Affording enough.
G-NESS,* (siif-fiz'ing-ries) n. The quality of

being sufficient, or of affording satisfaction. Coleridge.

lS&F'Ff-$AJVCE, (suffe-z&ns) n. [Fr.] Excess ; plenty.

Spenser.

SUF'FIX,* n. A letter or syllable added at the end of a
word

;
an affix. P. Cyc.

SUF-FIX',* v. a.
[i. SUFFIXED ; pp. SUFFIXING, SUFFIXED.]

To add, as a letter or syllable. Smart.

tSVF-FLXM'l-NATE, v. a. [sufflamino, L.] To stop ;
to stay ;

to impede. Barrow.

fSUF-FLATE', v. a. [sufflo, L.] To blow up. Bailey.

SVF-FLA'TIQN, n. [sufflatio, L.] Act of blowing up. Coles.

SOF'FQ-CATE, v. a. [suffoqucr, Fr. ; suffoco, L.] [i. SUFFO-
CATED

; pp. SUFFOCATING, SUFFOCATED.] To choke by ex-
clusion or interception of air ;

to stifle
;
to smother.

fSuF'FQ-CATE, a. Choked ;
suffocated. Shak.

SDF'FQ-CAT-ING,*P. a. Tending to suffocate
; stifling.

SUF'FP-CAT-ING-LY,* ad. So as to suffocate.

SDF-FQ-CA'TIQN, n'. [Fr.] The act of suffocating; state of

being suffocated
;
a choking.

SUF'FQ-CA-TIVE, a. Tending to suffocate or choke. Jlr-

buthnot.

SVF-FOS'SION, (suf-fosh'un) n. [suffossio, L.] Act of un-

dermining. Bp. Hall.

SUF'FRA-GAN, n. [suffragant, Fr. ; suffragancus, L.] A
bishop, considered as subject to his metropolitan, as

every bishop is said to be a suffragan relatively to the

archbishop of his province ; an assistant bishop, or one
who is not a metropolitan. Barlow.

SUF'FRA-GAN,* a. Subordinate; assisting: applied only
to a bishop as assisting his metropolitan. jJsh.

SuF'FRA-GAN-sulP,* n. The station of suffragan. Ful-
ler.

fSuF'FRA-GXNT, a. [suffragans, L.] Assisting; suffragan.
Bp. Hall.

fSuF'FRA-GANT, n. An assistant; a suffragan. Bp. Tay-
lor.

fStJF'FRA-GATE, v. n. [suffragor, L.] To vote with
;
to

agree with. Hale.

tSuF'FRA-GA-TQR, n. [suffragator, L.] A favorer
;
a help-

er by vote. Bp. Felton.

SUF'FRAGE, n. [Fr. ; suffragium, L.] A vote
;
a vote at an

election ;
the right of voting ; voice given on a contro-

verted point ;
united voice of a congregation in prayer.

fSUF-FRAG'lN-ous, a. [suffi-ago, L.] Of the knee-joint of
beasts. Browne.

SVF-FRU'TI-COSE,* a. (Bot.) Noting a plant that is not

properly a shrub nor an herbaceous plant, as the lavender.
Brande.

SVF-FRU'TI-COOS,* a. Shrubby underneath
; partly shrub-

by ;
suffruticose. Smart.

SUF-FU'MI-GATE,* V. a. [i. SUFFUMIGATED ; pp. SUFFUMI-

GA.TING, SUFFUMIGATED.] To apply fumes or smoke under
or within. Smart.

SUF-FU-MI-GA'TIOIV, n. [Fr. ; suffumigo, L.] Act of suffu-

migating. Bacon.

tSvF-FO'MjGE, (suf-fu'mjj) n. [suffumigo, L.] A medical
fume. Harvey.

SVF-FUE', (suf-fuz') v. a. [suffusus, L.] [i. SUFFUSED ; pp.

SUFFUSING, SUFFUSED.] To spread over with something
expansible, as with a vapor or a tincture.

SUF-FU'SION, (suf-fu'zhun) n. [Fr.] The act of suffusing ;

that which is suffused.

Sff'Fl,* n. ; pi. St?'Fl$. A sort of contemplative, oriental
Mussulman monk, devoted to a contemplative life:

written also Sofi. De Sacy. See SOFI.

SC'FlfM,* 71. Brande. See SOFISM.

SDG, n. [sugo, L.] A small kind of worm. Walton.

SUG'AR, (shug'ar) n. [sucre, Fr.
; saccar, Ar.] A sweet sub-

stance
;
a constituent of many plants, but especially tha

native salt of the sugar-cane, obtained by pressing out
the juice and evaporating it: a term applied to some
chemical substances, as sugar of lead, or of milk.

SUG'AR, (shug'ar) v. a. [i. SUGARED
; pp. SUGARING, SUG-

ARED.] To impregnate or season with sugar ;
to sweeten.

SOG'AR,* (shug'ar) a. Belonging to, or made of, sugar.
Scott.

SUG'AR-BA'KER,* (shug'ar-) n. A manufacturer of sugar.
Johnson.

SUG'AR-CXN'DY, (shug'ar-) n. Candy made of sugar; sug-
ar candied or crystallized.

SUG'AR-CANE,* (shug'ar-) n. A saccharine reed, or cane,
from which sugar is obtained. McCidloch.

SUG'AR-HOUSE,* (shug'ar-hous) n. A house for making 01

refining sugar. Ency.
SUG'AR-LESS,* (shug'ar-les) a. Having no sugar. Cow-

per.

S0G'AR-i,OAF,*'(shu g'? r-l f) n. A conical mass or loaf
of refined sugar. Knox.

SUG'AR-MA-PLE,* (shug'ar-) n. A tree from whose sap
sugar is made. Crabb.

SUG'AR-MILL,* (shug'ar mil) 71. A mill for making sugar.
Ure.

SUG'AR-OF-LEAD,* n. An acetate of lead. Smart.

SUG'AR-PLUM,* n. A kind of sweetmeat. Maunder.
SUG'AR-Y, (shug'ar-e) a. Sweet

; tasting of sugar ;
fond of

sugar.

Su-GEs'CENT, a. [aufco, L.] Enabling to suck
; sucking.

Paley.

||SVG-aEST', (sug-jest' or sud-jest') [sug-jest', W. P. J. F.
R. Wb.: sud-jest.', S. E. Ja. K. 9m.} 9. a. [suggero, sng-
gpstum, L.] [t.

SUGOESTEU ; pp. SUGGESTING, SUGGESTED".]
To hint

;
to intimate

;
to insinuate good or ill

;
to allude

to
;

to refer to ; to glance at. [tTo seduce ; to inform
secretly. Shak.]

JISVG-GEST'ER, 71. One who suggests.

|jSy<J-9EST'lON, (suR-jSst'yuTl) n. [Fr.] Act of suggesting;
thing suggested ;

hint
; intimation

; insinuation.

||SUG-GEs'TlVE,* a. Making suggestion. Jlbp. Whately.
ISDG'GIL, v. a. [sugfttlo, L.] To defame. Abp. Parker.

tSuG'GJL-LATE, (sug'je-lat) v. a. [sugviUo, L.] To beat
black and _blue ;

to make livid by a bruise. Wiseman.

DG-fjtlL-LA'TlQN, n. A black and blue mark
;
a bruisa bruise.

SU'I-CI-DAL,* a. Relating to suicide ; partaking of suicide.
Brit. Crit.

SO'i-cI-DAL-LY,* ad. In a suicidal manner. Faber.

SO'i-ciDE, 7. [siiicidiuni, L.] The slayer or slaying of
one's self

;
self-murder

;
a self-murderer.

Su-l-cfD'l-CAL,* a. Suicidal. Maunder. [R.]
SS*i .GEX'ER-Is,* [L.] (Logic)

" Of his or its own kind."

Jenyns.

tSu'lL-LAGE, (su'e-lHJ) /i. [souillage, Fr.] Drain of filth.

Wotton.

SU'ING,* p. from Sue. See SUE.

tSu'iNG, 74. [sucr, Fr.] Act of soaking through. Bacon.

SUIT, (sut) n. [suite, Fr.] A set of the same kind
;
a set of

things correspondent to each other
; as, a suit of clothes:

a prayer; petition; request; courtship; pursuit:
consecution

;
series

;
retinue

;
suite. [See SUITE.]

(Law) A prosecution of right before any tribunal
; as,

a civil suit ; a criminal suit ; an action. Suit-covenant, a
covenant to sue at a certain court Suit-court, the court
to which attendance is owed. Suit-service, duty of feu-

^latories to attend the court of their lord.

SUIT, (sut) v. a.
[i. SUITED

; pp. SUITING, SUITED.] To fit
;

to adapt to; to hs fitted to; to become; to answer; to
serve. Dryden. [To dress

;
to clothe. Shak.]

SUIT, v. 7). To agree ;
to accord. Milton.

SUIT-A-BII/I-TY,* n. Suitableness. EC. Reo. [R.]
SOiT'A-BLE, (su'ta-blj a. Fit

; apt ;
meet

; becoming ;

Agreeable.
SUIT'A-BLE-NESS, n. Fitness

; agreeableness.
SUIT'A-BLY, ad. Agreeably ; according to.

SUITE,* (swet) [sw5t, S. W. J. F. K. Sm.] n. [Fr.] Conse-
cution

;
series

;
a train of followers

; regular set
;
retinue ;

company. Sidney. See SUIT.

SUIT'QR, (su'tur) n. One who sues; a petitioner; a sup-

pi ic.int
;
a wooer ;

a lover
;
one who courts a mistress.

SUIT'RESS, n, A female supplicant. Rowe.

SDL'CATE,* a. (Zool.) Having a surface deeply impressed
with parallel lines or furrows. Brande.

SUL'CAT-ED, a. [sulcus, L.] Furrowed. Woodward.
SDLK,7j. 7i. To be discontented

;
to be sullen ; to be morose.

Todd. To have the sulks, to be sullen. [Colloquial.]
SUL'KI-LY, ad. In a sulky manner; morosely.
SUL'KJ-NESS, 74. Silent sullenness ; moroseness. Gray.
SUL'KY, a. Discontented

; silently sullen
;
morose

; sullen.

StJL/KY,* 71. A two-wheeled carriage for a single person,
drawn by one horse. W. Ecy.

fSDLL,, 71. A plough. Jiinsworth.

SDL/I,EN, a. [solus, I*.] Gloomily angry and silent; mo-
rose; splenetic; obstinate; gloomy; dismal; heavy;
dull: mischievous; malignant. Dryden.

fSDL'LEN, v. a. To make sullen. Feltham.

SDL'LEN-LY, ad. In a sullen manner
; gloomily.

SDL'LEN-NESS, 71. State of being sullen
;
moroseness.

SuL'LENij, n. pi. Morose temper ; gloominess. Shak.

fSuL'L,'l-AGE, 71. [souillage, Fr.] Pollution
;

filth , stain of
dirt

; foulness. Wotton. Written also sullage and suliagc.

SUL'LY, v. a. [souiller, Fr.] [i. SULLIED
; pp. SULLVING,

SULLIED.] To soil ;
to tarnish

; to dirt
;
to spot.

SfJL/L-Y, 7i. Soil; tarnish; spot. Shak.

SUL'PHATE,* n. (Chan. &. Mm.) A salt formed of sulphu-
ric acid and an oxidized base. Ure.

SUL-PHXT'}C,* a^ Relating to sulphate. Brande.

SDL'PHITE,* 71. A salt compounded of sulphurous acid and
an oxidized base. Ure.
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SOL'PHO-SALT,* ?i. A salt formed by the combination of
a salt with sulphuretted hydrogen. Ure.

SuL-PH<?-S{-NAP'i-SiNE,* ?i. (CAc/K.) A crystallizable sub-

stance obtained from mustard-seed. Brande.

SuL'PHVR, '.sul'fur) n. [L.] A yellow, brittle mineral prod-
uct, most abundant in volcanic regions ;

brimstone.

SCL'PHU-RATE, a. [mdphuratus, L.] Of or belonging to

sulphur ;
of the color of sulphur.

SUL/PHU-RATE,* V. a. [L SULPHURATED ; pp. SULPHURAT-

ING, SULPHURATED.] To combine with sulphury to anoint
with sulphur. Smart.

SDL-PHy-RA'TIpN, n. [nul.phuratio, L.] Act of sulphurating
or anointing with sulpliur. Bentleij. Act of bleaching with
the fumes of burning sulphur.

SUL-PHu'RE-ous, I a. [su,lpliurciis,L,.] Relating to sulphur ;

SUL'PHUR-OUS, ) containing sulphur; impregnated
with sulphur.

SVL-PHU'RE-OUS-LY, ad. In a sulphureous manner.

SyL-PHu'RE-oDs-NESS, /i. State of being sulphureous.
SDi/PHU-RET,* 7i. (C/ieui.) A combination of sulphur with
an alkali, earth, or metal, having no sensible properties
of an acid. Brande.

SOl/PHU-RJT-TED,*fl. Holding sulphur in solution. Brande.

SVL-PHU'RIC,* [sul-fu'rjk, Diuuriua*. Silliman ; sul'f.ir-ik,

Wb. Maunder; sul-f ur'jk, Sin.] a. Relating to or derived
from sulphur. Sulphuric acid, called also oil of^vitriol, is

an acid fully saturated with oxygen, having 58 parts of

oxygen and 42 of sulphur. Brande.

SUL'PHVR-WORT, (sul'fur-wiirt) . A plant; hog's fennel.

SDL'PHVR-Y,fl. Partaking of sulphur ; sulphurous. Drayton.
SUL'TAN, '. [Arab.] The Turkish or Ottoman emperor,

called by Europeans the Grand Sultan And Grand Seignior,
but whose peculiar title is Padishah. Oriental pronuncia-
tion, sul-tan'.

SVL-TA'NA, or SUL-TA'NA, [sul-ta'na, S. W. P. J. F. Sin.;

sul-tu'na, Ja. K.~\ n. The wife or consort of the sultan.

SD,'TAN-ESS, n. Same as sultana.

I SfjL'TAN-FLiOvV-ER,* //. A plant and flower. Smart.

SVL-TAN'IC,* a. Belonging to a sultan
; imperial. Bell.

fSuL'TAN-RY, n. An eastern empire. Bacon.

SuL'TAN-SHtP,* w. The office of sultan. Byron. [heat.

SDL'TRI-NESS, n. State of being sultry, or cloudy, damp
SUL'TRY, a. Hot and close

; hot, cloudy, and moist or damp.
SOM, v. a. [sommer, Fr.] [i. SUMMED ; pp. SUMMING, SUMMED.]
To compute ; to collect particulars into a total ; to cast

up ;
to comprise ; to comprehend. (Falconry) To have

feathers full grown.
SUM, n. [sumrna, L. ; somme, Fr.] The whole of any thing;

the aggregate of many particulars ;
a quantity of money ;

amount : compendium ; abridgment : height ;
com-

pletion : a problem in arithmetic.

SO'MXH, (shu'miik or su'miik) [sQ'mak, K. R. ; su'mak or

shu'mak, Sm. ; shu'mak, W b.~\
n. [sumac or sumach, Fr.]

A large shrub, of the genus rhus; a powder of its leaves,

peduncles, &c., used in medicine, dyeing, and tanning.
SV-MA'TRAN,* n. A native of Sumatra. Murray.
SDM'LESSJ a. Not to be computed. S/iak.

SUM'MA-RI-LY, ad. In a summary manner; briefly.

SUM'MA-RY, [sommaire, Fr.] Short
; brief; compendious;

comprehensive ; succinct ; laconic.

SDM'MA-RY, n. A comprehensive abridgment, comprising
the heads and subdivisions of a work ;

a compendium ;

abstract.

SDM'MER, n. One who casts up an account ; a reckoner.

SDM'MER, 71. [sumer, Sa,x. ; somcr, D.] The warm season of
the year, comprising June, July, and August. Astronom-

ically considered, summer begins at the summer solstice,
with the longest day, about June 21 or 22, and ends at

the autumnal equinox, about September 22. (Arch.') A
large piece of timber supported by piers ;

the principal
beam of a floor.

SDai'MER, v. n. [i. SUMMERED ; pp. SUMMERING, SUMMERED.]
To pass the summer.

SUM'MER, 7;. a. To keep through the summer. [Jiddistm.

SUM'MER,* a. Relating to summer; as, "summer fruits."

I SUM'MER-COLT,* n. The undulating state of the air, near
the ground, when heated. Smart.

SDM'MER-FlL-LOW,* 15. a. To plough and let lie fallow
for a time, as land. Knowles.

SDM'MER-FAL-LOW,* a. Lying bare in summer. London.

SDM'MER-HoOsEjW. A country-house for passing the sum-
mer ; a pleasure-house in a garden. Watts.

StJM'MER-SAULT, ) n. A high leap, in which the heels are

SUM'MER-SET, \
thrown over the head. Hudibras. See

SOMERSET.
SUM'MER-STIR,* v. a. To plough land that it may be fal-

low in summer
;
to summerfallow. Ash.

SUM'MIST, n. One who forms an abridgment. Dering.
SDM'MIT, n. [summitas, L.] The highest point; the top;
the utmost height.

SDM'MIT-LESS,* a. Having no summit. //. Taylor.

SUM'MJT-LEV-EL,,* n. The highest level; the highest of a

series of elevations over which a canal or water-course is

carried. Hayward.

fSuM'MlT-Y, ?!. [summitas, L.] Top; summit. Steffi.

SUM'MON, v. a. [summoneo, L.] [i. SUMMONED ;pp. SUMMON-
ING, SUMMONED.] To call with authority; to cite

; to bid ;

to invite
; to excite

;
to call up.

SDM'MQN-ER, n. One who cites ; one who summons.
SuM'MQNSjn.,- pi. SUMMONSES. A call of authority. (Law)
A writ commanding a sheriff to warn a person to appear
in court to answer a complaint made against him ;

a cita-

tion,
[nell.SUM1MUM BO'NUM* [L.] "The greatest good." Macdon-

SUMP'TER, (sum'ter) n. [sommier, Fr.
; somaro, It.] A horse

or mule that carries the provisions, clothing, &c., of an
army or company.

SUMP'TER,* a. Noting a horse or mule that carries neces-

saries, as of an army. Ency.
ISDMP'TION, (sum'sliun) 71. [sumptus, L.] The act of tak-

ing. Bp. Taylor.
SDMPT'u-A-RY, (sumt'yu-a-re) a. [sumptuarius, L.] Relat-

ing to expense ; regulating the cost of living Sumptuary
laws, laws intended to restrain the expenditure of citi-

zens.

SDMPT-V-OS'I-TY, (sumt-yu os'e-te) n. Expensiveness ;
cost-

liness; sumptiiousriess. Raleigli. Fo^ Q. Rev. [R.]
SUMPT'V-OUS, (sumt'yu-us) a. [sumptuosus, from sumptus,

L.] Costly; expensive, splendid; luxurious.

SDMPT'u-oDs-LY, (sumt'yu-us-le) ad. Expensively; splen-
didly.

SiJMPT'u-oDs-NESS, (surnt'yu-us-nes) n. Expensiveness.
SC-N, fi. [sunno, Goth.

; sunna, sunne, Sax.] The luminary
that makes the day ;

the central body of the solar sys-
tem, about which all the planets and comets revolve, and
by which their motions are regulated and controlled:
radiation from the sun: a sunny place: any thing
eminently splendid or conspicuous. Under the sun, in
the world

;
a proverbial expression. Eccl.

SDN, v. a.
[i. SUNNED ; pp. SUNNING, SUNNED.] To expose to

the sun, or to the sun's warmth
;
to insolate.

SUN'BKAM, n. A beam or ray of the sun.

SUN'BEAT, (sun'bet) a. Shone on fiercely by the sun.

S&N'BEAT-EN,* (sun'be-tn) a. Same as sunbeat. Ash.

SUN'BIRD,* n. A small bird, of brilliant plumage, that lives

on the juices of flowers, and is allied to the humming-
bird. P. Cyc.

SUN'BLINK,* n. A glance or reflection of the sun. Scott.

SDN'-B<3RN,* a. Born of the sun. Hemans. [ness.
SUN'-BRIGHT, (siin'brit) a. Resembling the sun in bright-

SL'N'BURN,TJ. .
[i. SUNBURNT;^. SUNBURNING,SUNBURNT.J

To discolor or scorch by the sun. Gauden.

SUN'BURN-ING, n. The effect of the sun, particularly upon
the face. Shak.

SDN'BURNT, a. Tanned ; scorched or discolored by the sun
SUN'CL.XD, a. Clothed in radiance ; bright. Milton.

SUN'-DART,* n. A dart or beam of the sun. Hemans.

SDN'DAY, (sun'da) n.
[sunnan-dceg, Sax.] The day ancient-

ly dedicated to the sun : the first day of the week ; now
the Christian Sabbath.

SDN'DAY,* a. Belonging to Sunday or the Sabbath. Ch. Ob.

SuN'DAY-SjeHOOL,* n. A school for religious instruction,
kept on Sundays. Raikes.

SUN'DER, v. a. [i. SUNDERED ; pp. SUNDERING, SUNDERED.]
To part ;

to separate ;
to divide.

SDN'DER, n. A severance into two parts ; as,
" He cutteth

the spear in sunder." Psalms.

SUN'DEW, (sun'du) 71. A plant of the genus drosera.

SUN'DI-AL, n. An instrument to measure time, by means of
a shadow cast by the sun.

SDN'DOvVN,* n. Sunset. John Gait. W. Irving. [A word
common in Scotland and in the United States: little

used in England.]
SUN'-DRIED, (sun'drld) a. Dried by the heat of the sun.

SUN'DRIE,* n. pi. Several things or matters. Maunder.

SON'DRY, a. Several
;
more than one or two

;
various ; dif-

ferent
;
divers.

SUN'FISH,* n. A species of fish
;
the diodon. Pennant.

SUN'FLOW-ER, n. A plant and large yellow flower; heli-

anthus.

SDNG, i. &. p. from Sing. See SING.

SUNK, (sungk) i. & p. from Sink. See SINK.
SUNK'EN * (sungk'kn) p. a. Fallen or pressed down ;

low.
Shak. See SINK.

SDN'LESS, a. Wanting sun
; wanting w irmth. Thomson.

SUN'LIGHT, (sun'lit) n. The light of the sun. Milton.

SDN'LIKE, a. Resembling the sun. Mirror for Mag.
SUN'LIT,* a. Lit or lighted by the sun. QM. Rev.

SUN'NI-NESS,* n. The state of being sunny. Scott.

SUN'NV, a. Relating to the sun ; shone upon by the sun
;

exposed to the sun
; bright with the sun

;
colored by the

sun
; bright; clear.

SUN'PROOF, a. Impervious to sunlight. Pcele.

SUN'RIE, n. The time of the rising of the sun ; morn-

ing :_
the place of the rising of the sun ;

the east.

SDN'RI^-ING, n. The rising of the sun ;
snnrise.

SUN'-SCORCHED,* (-skbrcht) a. Scorched by the sun. Cole-

ridge.
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SfrN'sfiT, n. The time of the setting of the sun
;
the place

of the setting of the sun
; close of the day ; evening:

the west.

SON'SET-TING,* n. The setting of the sun
;
sunset. Ash.

SDN'SHINE, n. Radiant light of the sun
; a sunny place.

SDN'siilNE, a. Bright with the sun
; sunshiny. Mortimer.

SON'SHlN-y, a. Exposed to, or bright with, the sun.

SON'STONE,* n. (Min.) The adularia, a species of felspar,
an ornamental stone. Cleaveland.

SON'STROKE,* 7t. (Med.) In Latin, ictus soils. An effect

produced by the rays of the sun upon a part of the body,
as the erysipelas, or an inflammation of the brain or of
its membranes. Hublyn.

SfiN'WARU,* ad. Toward the sun. .7. Montgomery.
Sv'd JU'KE,* [L,.] (Law) "By his own right." Howard.
Su'd MAR'TE,* [L.] By his own exertions or his own

ability. Macdonndl.

SCP, v. a. [souper, Fr. ; supan, Sax.
; soepen, D.] [i. SUP-

PED
; pp. SUPPING, SUPPED.] To drink by mouthfuls ;

to drink by little at a time
;
to sip : to treat with supper.

SC'P, v. n. [souper, Fr.] To eat the evening meal.

SuP, ?j. A small draught; a mouthful of liquor. Drayton.
SU'PER. A Latin preposition, signifying above, over. Used

in composition as a prefix, denoting above, over, or excess.

SO'PER-A-BLE, [su'per-a-bl, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. ;

shu'per-a-bl, S.] a. [superabilis, L.] That may be over-
come

; surmountable
; conquerable. Boyle.

SO'PER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being superable.

SU'PER-A-BLY, ad. So as may be overcome. Johnson.

SU-PER-A-BOUNL)', V. n. [i. SUPERABOUNDED
J pp. SUPERA-

BOUNDING, SUPEIIABOUNDED.] To abound exceedingly ;
to

be exuberant; to be stored with more than enough.
Su-PER-A-Bo0ND'l?*G,* p. a. Being in great abundance.

Bunyan.
Su-PER-A-Bi}N'DANCE,7t. More than enough ;

a great quan-
tity ;

excess.

SU-PER-A-BUN'DANT, a. Being more than enough ;
exces-

sive ; superfluous.

SU-PER-A-BDN'DANT-LY, ad. More than sufficiently.

SO-PER-A-ciD'v-LAT-ED,* a. Acidulated to excess. Smart.

Su-PER-XDD', v. a. [superaddo, L.] [i. SUPERADDED ; pp.

SUPERADDING, SUPERADDED.] To make further addition

_to ;
to add over and above.

3u-PER-AD-Di"Tig>N, (-dish'un) n. Act of superadding ;

that which is_superudded.
fSu-PER-AD-VE'Nl-ENT, a. [superadvenicns, L.] Coming to

or upon ; coming unexpectedly. More.

SU-PER-XN'NV-ATE, v. a. [super and annus, L.] [i. SUPER-
ANNUATED

; pp. SUPERANNUATING, SUPERANNUATED.] To
impair or disqualify by age or length of life.

fSu-PER-XN'Ny-ATE, v. n. To last beyond the year. Bacon.

SU-PER-XN'NV-AT-ED,* a. Disqualified by age.
SU-PER-XN-NU-A'TIQN, n. Act of superannuating ; the state

of being superannuated.
SV-PERB', a. [supcrbe, Fr. ; superbus, L.] Grand ; pompous ;

lofty ; august ; stately ; magnificent ; splendid.
Sy-PERB'-LiL-y, n. A plant and flower.

SV-PERB'L,Y. ad. In a superb manner; splendidly.
SO-PER-CAR'GO, n. [supcrand cargo.} ^.SUPERCARGOES.A person or officer, in a merchant-ship, appointed to su-

perintend the commercial transactions of the voyage, to

sell the goods or merchandise, purchase returning car-

joes, &c.

SU-PER-CE-LES'TIAL, (-lest'yal) a. [super and celestial.]
Above the firmament ; above the heavens.

SU'PER-CHARGE,* ji. (Her.) One figure borne upon anoth-
er. Crabb.

SU-PER-CHARGE',* v. a. (Her.) To place one bearing or fig-
ure upon another. Maunder.

tSu-PERCH'E-RY, n. [supercherie, Fr.] Deceit; cheating.
Bailey.

Su-PER-cTfr,'i-A-RY,* a. Above the eyebrows. Smart.

[JSu-pER-ciL'l-otJS, or SO-PER-cj'L'iovs, [su per-sll'yus,
W. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. : su-per-sil'e-us, P. J.] 'a. [sup'er-

cilium, L.] Haughty ; lofty ; dogmatical ; dictatorial ; ar-

bitrary ; despotic ; overbearing.
iJSu-PEK-ciL'i-orjs-LY, ad. In a supercilious manner.
IJSO-PER-ciL'i-Ous-NESS, n. Haughtiness; contemptuous-

ness.

SU-PER-CIL'l-trM,* n. [L.] pi. SU-PER-ClL'l-A. (Aval.)
The ridge of hair above the eyelids ; eyebrow'. Dunglisoii.

SO-PER-CON-CEP'TIQN, ?j. A conception admitted after an-
other conception ; superfetation. Browne.

rSO-PKR-CON'.SE-QUENCE, (-kon'se-kwens)Ti. Remote con-
sequence. Browne.

SU-PER-CRES'CENCE, n. [super and cresco, L.] An addi-
tional growth. Browne.

SU'PER-CRES-CENT,* a. Growing over something. Johnson.

SU-PER-DOM'I-NANT,* vi. (.I/MS.) The sixth key in the de-

scending scale. Brande.

SU-PER-EM'I-NKNCE, 71. [super and emineo, L.] State of be-

ing supernminont ; superior eminence.

vSO-PER-EM'l-NEN-cy, n. r!ame as supereminence. Jlyliffe.

SO-PER-M'I-NENT, a. Eminent in a high degree.

SU-PER-EM'I-NENT-LY, ad. In the most eminent manner
tS_0-PER-ER'9-GANT, a. Supererogatory. Stackhouse.

SU-PER-ER'Q-GATE, v. n. [super and erogatio, L.] To do
more than duty requires. Cleavcland. [K.]

SO-PER-ER-9-GA'TiON, n. Performance of more than duty
requires. Works of supererogation, good works beyond
what are deemed necessary to salvation.

fS_u-PEJi-ER'0-GA-TiVE, a. Supererogatory. Stafford.

SU-PEJR.-ER/P-GA-TQ-RY, a. Exceeding the demands of du-

_ty ;
not required by duty. Howell.

SU-PER-ES-SEN'TIAL, (-shal) a. Essential above others, or

jibove the essence or constitution of a thing. Ellis.

Su-PER-ETH'l-CAL,* a. More than ethical. Bolhiffbroke.

SU-PER-E^-ALT', V. a.
[i. SUPEREXAL.TED ; pp. SUPEREXALT-

ING, SUPEREXALTED.] To exalt in a superior degree. Bar-
row.

SO-PER-E^-AL-TA'TIQN, ji. Superior exaltation. Holyday.
Su-PER-Ex'cEL-LENCE,* n. Extraordinary excellence.

Scott.

SU-PER-EX'CEL-LENT, a. Excellent in an uncommon de-

gree.
Sy-PER-EX-CREs'cENCE, n. A superfluous excrescence.

SU-PER-FE-CUN'DI-TY,* 7*. Superabundant fecundity. Pa-

ley.

SU-PER-FK'TATE, v. n. [super and fattus, L.] To conceive

jifter conception. Qrcw. [R.]
Su-pER-FE-TA'TiQN, n. [Fr.J One conception following
another, so that both are in the womb together, but come
not to their full time for delivery together. Bacon.

fSO'PER-FETE, v. n. To superfetate. Howell.

}Su'pER-FETE,t>. a. To conceive upon u conception. Howell.

SU'PER-FICE, n. [superjicie, Fr.
; superficies, L.] Outside;

jurface ; superficies. Dryden. [R.]

SO-PER-Fl"ciAL, (su-per-fish'al) a. [supcrjiriel, Fr., from

superficies, L.] Being on the surface
; forming the surface ;

merely covering : not deep ; slight; flimsy; shallow ; not

profound; not learned. Superficial content, the. number
of square inches, feet, &c., contained on any surface.

Su-PER-Fi"ciAL,-IST,* n. One of superficial" attainments.

Ash.

SU-PER-FI-CI-XL'I-TY, (su-per-f ish-e-al'e-te) n. The qual-

ity of being superficial ; superficialness. Browne.

SU-PER-FI"CIAL-LY, (-f ish'al-le) ad. In a superficial man-
ner; without going deep ;

on the surface.

SO-PER-FI"CIAL-NESS, (-f ish'al-nes) n. Quality of being

Superficial; shallowness ; slight knowledge.
SU-PER-FI' /

CI-A-RY,* n. (Law) One who pays the quit-rent
of a house built on another man's ground. Crabb.

SO-PER-Fl"ciE, (su-per-flsh'e-ez or su-per-f ish'cz) n.

sing. & pi. [L.] The exterior face of any body; outside j

surface.

SO-PER-FlNE', a. Eminently fine ; uncommonly fine.

SU-PER-FINE'NESS,* n. Quality of being superfine. Scott.

fSv-PER'FL.U-ENCE, n. [super and fiuo, L.] More than is

necessary ; superfluity. Hammond.

fSu-PER-FLu'l-TANCE, n. Act of floating above. Browne.

}SU-PER-FLU'I-TANT, a. [superfluitans, L.] Floating above.

Browne.

SU-PER-FLU'J-TY, n. [superfluite, Fr.] More than enough ;

plenty beyond use ;
abundance above necessity ; supera-

bundance ; redundancy ; excess.

Su-PER'FLV-oDs, a. [super and fiuo, L.
; supcrfiu, Fr.] Ex-

uberant ;
excessive ; unnecessary ;

needless.

Sv-PER'FL.u-oGs-Ly,* ad. In a superfluous manner. More.

SV-PER'FLU-OCS-NESS, ?(. The state of being superfluous.

tSfj'pER-FLtJX, ?i. [super and fiuxus, L.] That which exceeds
what is wanted ; superfluity. Shale.

SO-PER-FO-LI-A'TIQN, n. Excess of foliation. Sir Tho.;.

Browne.

Su-PER-HU'MAN, a. [super and humajius, L.] Being above
the nature or power of man ; being above human.

SO-PER-iM-POi-fE',* v. a. To lay or impose upon something
else. Smart.

SO-PER-iM-PREG-NA'TIQN, 7i. [super and impregnation.]

Superconception ; superfetation. Bailey.

SO-PER-jN-cuM'BENCE,*7i. State of lying upon something.

_Sir'E. 'Brydges.
SU-PER-IN-CUM'BENT, a. [super and incumbens, L.] Lying

or resting on something else.

Su-PER-]N-l)UCE', v. a. [super and induco, L.] [i. SUPERIN-
DUCED ; p/>. SUPERINDUCING, SUPERINDUCED.] To bring
in as an addition to something else

;
to supsradd.

SU-PER-IN-DUCE'MENT,* . Act of superinducing. Locke.

Su-PER-JN-DDc'TlQN, 71. The act of superinducing. South.

SO-PER-}N-FUE',* v. a. To infuse upon. Taylor.

SU-PER-JN-JEC'TION, n. An injection succeedinji another.

SO-PER-JN-SPECT', B. a. To overlook
;
to oversee. Jlfayd-

man.

Su-PER-TiN-STl-Tu'TlON, w. (Law) One institution upon an-

other
;
as if A be instituted and admitted to a benefice

upon a title, and B be instituted and admitted by the pres-
entation of another. Whishaw.

SU-PER-IN-TEND', v. a. [i. SUPERINTENDED ; pp. SUPERIN-

TENDING, SUPERINTENDED.] To oversee ;
to overlook ;

to
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have the care or direction of; to take charge of; to di-

rect.

SU-PER-IN-TEND'ENCE, ) . Act of superintending; over-

SU-PER-IN-TEND'EN-CY, \ sight ;
direction

; superior care.

BU-PER-IN-TEND'ENT, n. One who superintends; a di-

jector ;
an overseer.

SU-PER-IN-TEND'ENT, a. Overlooking others with author-

ity ; overseeing.
SU-PER-IN-TEND'ER,* n. One who superintends. Burrows.

Su-PER-iN-VEST'l-TC'RE,* u. An upper vest or garment.
Home.

SU-PE'RI-QR, a. [superior, L.
; supericur, Fr.] Higher in ex-

cellence, rank, dignity, station, or place ; greater; strong-
er

; higher ; preferable.

SU-PE'RI-OR, n. One above another in excellence or rank.
'

SU-PE-RI-OR'I-TY, n. State of being superior ; higher qual-

ity,
SU-P

ity, rank, or station r preeminence.

'RI-O_R-LY,* ad. In aa superior manner. Month. Rev.
. [suptrlatio, L.] Exaltation of any

thing beyond truth or propriety. B. Jonson.

Sy-PER'LA-TiVE, a. [superlatif, Fr.
; superlativus, L.] Im-

plying or expressing the highest degree ; highest in de-

gree.

Sy-PER'LA-TlVE,* M. The superlative degree of adjectives,
in grammar; a word expressing the highest degree of

any thing. Murray.
Sy-PER'LA TIVE-LY, ad. In a superlative degree or man-

ner.

,
n. State of being in the highest de-

gree.

SU-PER-LU'NAR, a. [super and luna.] Being above the

jnoon ;
not sublunary ; not of this world. Pope.

Su-PER-Lu'NA-RY, a. Same as supcrlunar. Young.
SU-PER-ME'DI-AL,* a. Being above the middle. De la

Beche.

SU-PER-MUN'DANE,* a. Above or beyond the world. Cud-
worth.

Su-PER-NAC'u-LtTjr, n. [super, and Ger. nagel] Good li-

Kitr.
Dr. King.

" A cant term, among topers, of monk
tin, intended to mean upon the nail." Wares.

Sy-PER'NAL, a. [suponuu, L.] Being in a higher place or

_region ; jelating to things above
;
celestial

; heavenly.
SO-PER-NA'TANT, a. [supcrnatans, L.] Swimming above.

Boyle.
SU-PER-NA-TA'TIQN, n. [supernato, L.] The act of swim-

ming on the top of any thing. Bacon.

SU-PER-NXT'V-RAL,, (su-per-nat'yu-ral) a. Being above the

powers of nature
;
miraculous.

BC-PER-NXT'v-RAL-YM,* n. The doctrine of supernat-

^iral influence, agency, or power. Fo. Qu. Rev.

SO-PER-NXT'y-RAL-isT,* n. One who believes in super-
natural influence or agency. Fo. Q?t. Rev.

Su-PER--NXT-y-RAL-is'T|c,* a. Relating to supernatural-
ism. P. Cijc.

8u-PER-NXT'y-RAL-LY, ad. In a supernatural manner.
Su-PER-NXT'y-RAL-NESs,* su-per-nat'yu-ral-nes) n. Qual-

ity of being supernatural. Scott.

SO-PER-NU'ME-RA-Ry, a. [supernumcraire, Fr.
; super and

numcrus, L.] Being above a stated, a necessary, a usual,
or a round number ; being more than is used or wanted

;

superfluous.
SU-PER-NU'ME-RA-RY,* n. A person or thing above the

stated, usual, or required number. Marshall.

fSO-pER-pAR-Ti'c'u-LAR,* a. Noting a proportion or ratio

that gives one more to the greater than to the less num-
ber; as, 1 to 2, 3 to 4. Bailey.

tSu-PER-PAR'TlENT,* a. Noting a proportion, when one
number contains another once, and some number of ali-

quot parts remaining, as one two-thirds. Crabb.

fSu'pER-PLXNT, n. A plant growing upon another plant.
Bacon.

tSu'PER-PLfJs,* 7?. Surplus. Goldsmith. See SURPLUS.

tSD'pER-PLUS-AOE, n. [super and plus, L.] A surplusage.
Fell.'

fSu-PER-PON'DER-ATE, v. a. [super and pondero, L.j To
weigh over and above. Diet.

Su'pER-pojjiK,* v. a. (Gcol.) To lay upon. Smart.

i SU'PER-PRAIE, v. a. To praise beyond measure. Shak.

SU-PER-PRO-POR'TION, n. Overplus of proportion. Digby.
SU-PER-PUR-GA'TION, n. More purgation than enough.

i SO-PER-RE-FLEc'TipN, n. Reflection of an image re-

flected.

Su-PER-RE'GAt,,* a. More than regal. Warburton.

SU-PER-SA'LI-'EN-CY, n. [super and salio,!;.] Act of leap-

ing upon any thing. Browne.

SU-PER-SA'LI-ENT,* a. Jumping or leaping upon. Smart.

SU'PER-SALT,* n. A salt with an excess of acid. P. Cyc.
SU-PER-sXT'y-RATE,* v. a. To saturate to excess. Ure.

SO-pER-sXT
:y-RA'TiON,*7i. Act of supersaturating. Ure.

SU-PER-SCRIBE', v. a. [super and scribo, L.] [i. SUPER-
SCRIBED ; pp. SUPERSCRIBING, SUPERSCRIBED.] To write
or inscribe upon the top or outside

;
to direct or address,

as a letter.

tSC'PER-scRfpT,* n. Superscription. Shak.

Su-PER-scRlP'TiON, 71. Act of superscribing ;
that which

js written on the top or outside
;
direction

;
address.

SU-PER-SEC'V-LAR, a. Above the world or secular things.
Bp. Hall

L
Su-PER-SEDE', v. a. [super and scdeo, L.] [?. SUPERSEDED-,
pp. SUPEUSEDI NO, SUPERSEDED.] To come into the place
of; to take the place of; to make void by superior power ;

to set aside
;
to overrule.

SU-PER-SK'DE-AS, 7i. [L. stay or set aside.] (Law) A writ
containing a command to stay various ordinary proceed-
ings at law.

SU-PER-SEN'SI-BLE,* a. Being above the senses. QM.
Rev.

Su-PER-sENs'v-AL,* (su-per-sen'shu-al) a. Being above the
senses

; supersensible. P. Cyc.

SO-PER-SER'VICE-A-BLE, a. Over-officious. Shak.

SU-PER-SES'SION,* (su-per-sesh'un) n. The act of supersed-
ing ;

a setting aside. H. Ooulburn.
SO PER-STI'"TIQN, (su-per-stish'un) n. [Fr. ; superstitio.'L.]A belief in the existence of particular facts or phenomena,
produced by supernatural agency, of which the existence
is not proved by experience nor countenanced by revela-
tion

;
the habit or act of ascribing to the direct or special

agency of supernatural power results which can be proved
to proceed from secondary causes : spurious or false re-

ligion or worship; a false system of religion ;
a belief in

omens, prognostics, or the like: over-nicety ;
weakcre-

_dulity.

Su-PER-STl"TlON-IST, 7i. One addicted to superstition.

SO-PER-STl"TlOVS, (-stish'us) a. [superstitieux, Fr.
; super-

stitiosus, L.] Relating to, or partaking of, superstition ;

addicted to superstition ;
full of idle fancies or scruples

_with regard to religion ; weakly scrupulous.
Su-PER-STl"Tlous-L,y, ad. In a superstitious manner.

SO-pER-STl"_Tloys-NE.ss, n. State of being superstitious.

SU-PER-STRAIN', v. a. To overstrain. Bacon.

SU-PER-STRUCT', v. a. [superstruo, superstructus, L.] To
build upon any thing. Hammond. [R.]

SU-PER-STRUC'TIQN, n. A superstructure. Pearson.

SU-PER-STRUC'TJVE, a. Built on something else. Ham-
mond.

SO-PER-STRucT'URE, (-strukt'yur) n. That which is built

upon a foundation
;
an edifice.

SU-PER-SUB-STXN'TIAL, a. More than substantial.

Su-PER-sfiBT'LE, (-sut'tl) a. Over-subtle. Shak.

Su-pER-sDL'pHATE,*7i. A sulphate with an excess of acid.

Brande.

Su-PER-sDL'PHU-RET-TED,* a. Combined with an excess
of sulphur. Brande.

SU-PER-TER-RENE',* a. Being above the ground. Smart.

Su-PER-TER-RES'TRI-AL,,*a. Being above the earth. Smart.

SU-PER-TON'IC,* n. (Mus.) The second above the key-note.
Brande.

tSO-PER-VA-CA'NE-oOs, a. [supervacaneus , L.] Superflu-
ous ; needles_s ; unnecessary. Howell.

tSu-PER-VA-CA'NE-Ous-LY, ad. Needlessly.
fSfi-PER-VA-CA'NE-oOs-NESs, 71. Needlessness. Bailey.

Su-PER-VENE', v. n. [supcrvenio, L.] [i. SUPERVENED ; pp.

SUPERVENING, SUPERVENED.] To come as an extraneous
addition ; to form an accession. Bentley.

Su-PER-VE'Ni-ENT,a. [superveniens, L.] Added; addition-
al. Browne. Arising or coming afterward. Blackstone.

SO-PER-VEN'TipN, n. The act of supervening. Bp. Hall.

SU-PER-vI'^Ai,,* n. The act of supervising ; supervision.
Pope.

SU-PER-VIE', v. a. [super and visus, L.] [/.SUPERVISED;
pp. SUPERVISING, SUPERVISED.] To overlook ;

to oversee;
to superintend ; to inspect.

tS_0-PER-viSE', 71. Supervision. Shak.
SU-PER-VI'IQN, (-vlzh'un) n. Act of supervising; super-
intendence ; inspection.

SU-PER-VI'QR, 7i. One who supervises; an overseer; an
inspector; a superintendent.

fSu-PER-vIVE', v. n. [super and vivo, L.] To overlive ; to
outlive. Clarke.

SU-PI-NA'TIQN, n. [Fr., from supino, L.] State of being su-

pine: the art or act of turning the palm of the hand
upwards, by rotating the radius upon the ulna. Brande.

SU-PI-NA'TQR,* n. (Jlnat.) A muscle which turns the hand
upwards. Crabb.

SV-P!NE', a. [supinus, L.] Lying with the face upward;
opposed to prone: leaning backwards with exposure to

the sun
; negligent ; careless ; indolent ; drowsy ; thought-

less
; inattentive

; listless.

Su'PlNE,n. [supin, Fr. ;.supinum, L.] (Latin gram.} A sort

of verbal noun derived from a verb ; as, dictum and dictu,
from dico.

SV-PINE'LY, ad. With the face upward; drowsily; indo-

lently.

SV-PINE'NESS, n. State of being supine; drowsiness.

fSu-plN'i-TY, n. Supineness. Browne.

tSDp'pA<^E,'7f. What may be supped ; pottage. Hooker.

fSup-PAL-PA'TlpN, . [suppalpor, L.] Enticement. Bp.
Hall.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, f^N; BULL, BUR, ROLE.
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fSyP-PXR-A-Sl-TA'TlQN, 7i. [supparasitor, L.] The act of

flattering or paying servile court to. Bp. Hall.

tSyp-PXR'A-slTE,v. a. To flatter
; to cajole. Dr. Clarke.

jSDP-PE-DA'NE-ous, a. [sub and pes, L.] Placed underthe
feet. Browne.

tSyp-PED'l-TATE, v. a. [suppedito, L.] To supply. Ham-
mond.

tSVP-PED-l-TA'Ti<?N,* n. Act of suppeditating. More.
SCP'PER, n. [souper, Fr.] One who sups: the last meal
of the day ;

the evening repast.

SCp'PER-Lfiss, a. Destitute of supper; fasting at night.

StJP'PER-TlME,* n. The time of eating supper. Ash.

Syp-PLXNT', v. a. [supplantnr, Fr.
;
sub and planta, L.] [i.

SUPPLANTED; pp. SUPPLANTING, SUPPLANTED.] To trip up
the heels

;
to displace by stratagem ;

to turn out
;
to dis-

place ;
to overpower ; to set aside.

SDP-PLAN-TA'TIQN, n. The act of supplanting. 7VM.
Syp-pLXNT'ER, n. One who supplants.
Syp-pLXNT'lNG, n. Act of displacing or turning out.

SfJP'PLE, (sup'pl) a. [souple, Fr.j Pliant; flexible; yield-

ing ; compliant ; soft
;
not obstinate ; flattering ; bending.

SuP'PLE, v. a. [i. SUPPLED; pp. SUPPLING, SUPPLED.] To
make pliant, flexible, or compliant.

Sfip'pLE, (sup'pl) v. n. To grow soft; to grow pliant. Dry-
den.

SOP'PLE-LY, (sup'pl-le) ad. Softly ; pliantly. Cotgram.
SuP'PLE-MENT, n. [Fr. ; siipplementum, L.] An addition by
which something wanting is supplied ; something added

;

an appendix ;
that which is wanted. Supplement of an

arc is what it wants of 180 degrees.

SOP'PLE-MENT,* v. a. To supply. 7%. S. Carr. [R.]

SOP-PLE-MENT'AL, ) a. Supplying defects or deflcien-

SOP-PLE-MENT'A-RY, \ cies
;
additional.

SDP'PLE-NESS, (sup'pl-nes) n. [souplessc, Fr.] Pliantness
;

flexibility : facility.

StJP'PLE-TlvE,* o. Supplying; helping. C. Butler.

SOP'PLE-TQ-RY, a. [suppleo, L.] Supplying deficiencies;
supplemental. Wharton.

SOP'PLE-TQ-RY, n. [suppletorium, L.] That which fills up
deficiencies. Bp. Taylor.

fSyp-PLl'AL, 7i. The act of supplying; supply. War-

burton^
tSyp-PLl'ANCE, n. That which is supplied ; supply.

Shalt.

SOP'PLI-ANT, a. [Fr.] Making supplication; entreating;
beseeching; precatory; submissive.

SuP'PLi-ANT, n. An humble petitioner ;
one wrho entreats.

SOP'PLI-ANT-LY, ad. In a suppliant or submissive manner.
SOP'PLI-ANT-NESS,* n. Quality of being suppliant. Scott.

SuP'PLl-cXNT, n. [supplicans, L.J One who supplicates;
an humble petitioner; a suppliant. Atterbury.

SuP'PLl-cXNT, a. Entreating ; suppliant. Bp. Bull.

SIJp'PLi-CAT,* [L.] (Eng. university) A request or pe-
tition. Month. Rev.

StJP'PLl-CATE, v. n. [supplier, Fr.
; supplico, L.] [i. SUPPLI-

CATED
; pp. SUPPLICATING, SUPPLICATED.] To implore ; to

entreat
;
to request ;

to petition submissively and humbly ;

to solicit ; to beg ; to beseech
;
to crave.

S&P-PLi-CA'TlpN, n. [Fr.] Act of supplicating ;
an humble

petition ;_entreaty ; petitionary worship.
SOP'PLI-CA-TQR,* n. One who supplicates. Bp. Hall.

SCP'PLJ CA-TO-Ry, a. Containing supplication; petition-

ary. Bp. 'Hall.

S&P-PJLi'CA'riT,*n. [L.] (Eng. law) A writ out ofchancery
for taking surety of the peace, when one is in danger of

-being hurt in his body by another. Whishaw.

SUP-PLI'ER, n. One who supplies.
SyP-PLY', (sup-pll') v. a. [suppleo, L.

; supplier, Fr.] [i.

SUPPLIED
; pp. SUPPLYING, SUPPLIED.] To fill up, as being

deficient or vacant
;
to give something wanted

;
to yield ;

to afford
; to serve instead of; to furnish

;
to provide ;

to

contribute
;
to administer.

Syp-PLY', 7i. Relief of want; the thing supplied ;
suffi-

ciency. pi. A sum granted, or extraordinary grants made
by a congress or parliament, to defray the current expenses
of government.

tSyp-PLY'ANT,* a. Auxiliary ; suppletory. Shaft.

jSyp-PLY'MENT, n. Prevention of deficiency. Skak.

SyP-PORT', v. a. [supporter, Fr.
; sopportare, It.] [i. SUP-

PORTED; pp. SUPPORTING, SUPPORTED.] To sustain
;

to

prop ;
to bear up ;

to endure without being overcome
;
to

endure; to bear; to uphold ;
to stay; to favor; to sec-

ond ;
to forward

;
to maintain

;
to countenance

;
to nur-

ture | to cherish.

Syp-PORT', n. [Fr.] Act or power of supporting ;
stats of

being supported ;
that which supports ; countenance; fa-

vor ; defence; prop; maintenance; supply.
Syp-PORT'A-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may be supported ;

endur-
able

,
sufferable

;
tolerable.

Syp-poRT'A-BLE-NESs, n. State of being tolerable.

Syp-POjiT'A-BLY,* ad. In a supportable manner. Allen.

"- SuW>ort ' maintenance. Skak.

SVP-PORT'ER, 71. He or that which supports ;
a prop ; main-

tainer : defender. pi. (Tier.) Figures placed on each side

of a shield.

uP-PORT'FuX, a. Abounding with support. Mirror for
Mag:

SUP-PORT'LESS,* a. Destitute of support. Milton.

tSyP-PORT'MENT, n . Support. Wotton.

Syp-POij'A-BLE, a. That may be supposed. Hammond.
SUP-PO'AL, n. Supposition. Shah. [R.]

Syp-POE', (sup-poz') v. a. [supposcr, Fr. ; suppono, L.] [i.

SUPPOSED
; pp. SUPPOSING, SUPPOSED.] To lay down with-

out proof as a foundation of an argument ;
to advance by

way of illustration
;
to admit without proof; to imagine ;

to believe without examination
;
to require as previous ;

to make reasonably supposed ; to conceive ; to apprehend ;

to think
; to deem.

fSyp-POSE', n. Supposition. Shak.

Syp-PO'ER, n. One who supposes.

SDP-PQ-!;tf"TlQN, (sQp-po-zish'un) n. [Fr.] Act of suppos-
ing ;

the thing supposed ; conjecture ;
surmise

; thought;
guess ; hypothesis ; imagination yet unproved.

SOP-Pp-sF'TipN-AL, (-/ash'un-a)) a. Implying supposition >

hypothetical. Sovth.

Syp-POij-i-Ti"Tioys, (-tlsh'us) a. [suppositus, supposititius t

L.] Put by a trick into the place or character belonging to

another; not genuine ;
counterfeit ; supposed ; imaginary ;

not real. Addison.

Syp-P6-l-Ti"Tioys-LY, (-tish'us-le) ad. In a supposititious
manner. Sir T. Herbert.

Syp-p6-i-Ti"Tioys-NESS, (-tish't.is-) n. State of being sup-
posititious.

Syp-PO'i-TTVE, a. Including a supposition. Chillingworth.

Syp-Pos'j-xlVE, n. That which, or a word which, notes or

implies supposition, as if. Harris.

Syp-p6'l-TlVE-LY, ad. Upon supposition. Hammond.
Syp-PO'l-Tp-RY, n. [suppositoire, Fr.

; suppositorium, L.]
(Med.) A kind of solid clyster. Arbuthnot.

|Syp-po'yRE,* (sup-po'zhur) n. Supposition; hypothesis.
Hudibras.

SyP-PRESS', v. a. [supprimo, suppressus, L.] [i. SUP-
PRESSED

; pp. SUPPRESSING, SUPPRESSED.] To crush
; to

overpower; to subdue: to restrain from disclosure; to

repress ;
to put down ; to stifle

;
to smother

;
to conceal

;

not to tell
;
to keep in.

Syp-PRES'siON, (sup-presh'un) n. [Fr. ; suppressio, L.] Act
of suppressing; that which is suppressed ; concealment;
omission ; prevention of publication.

SVP-PRSS'JVE, a. Tending to suppress ; concealing. Sew-
ard.

Syp-PRESs'QR, n. One who suppresses or conceals.

SDp'Py-RATE, v. a. [pus, puris, L. ; suppurcr, Fr.] [i. SUP-

PURATED ; pp. SUPPURATING, SUPPURATED.] To bring to

suppuration ;
to generate pus or matter, as in a sore.

SDp'py-RATE, v. n. To generate or form pus.

SuP-py-RA'Tip>r, n. [Fr.] Act of suppurating ; the process
by which pus or matter is formed in tumors

; pus.
Sup'py-RA-TlVE, a. [suppuratif, Fr.] Digestive ; generating

matter. 'Sherwood.

Sfrp'Py-RA-TTvE, n. A suppurating medicine. Wiseman.

tSOP-py-TA'TiON, n. [Fr. ; supputo, L.] Reckoning; ac-
count

;
calculation

; computation. Haider.

jSyp-PUTE', v. a. [supputo, L.] To reckon
;
to calculate.

SU'PKA, [L.] A Latin preposition, being another form of

xupcr, signifying above or before; used in composition.
SO-PRA-CRE-TA'cEoys,* (-shus) a. (Oeol.) Applied to cer-

tain rocks, or strata, lying above chalk
;
called also tertiary

strata. Brande.

SU-PRA-L,AP-SA'R]-AN, n. One of the more riaid class of

Calvinists, who hold that the fall of Adam and all its

consequences were predestinated by God, from all eter-

nity: opposed to Sublapsarian. See SUBLAPSARIAN.

SU-PRA-LAP-SA'RI-AN, a. [supra and lapsus, L.] Relating
to Supralapsarianism.

Su-PRA-r,Ap*SA'Ri-A\-TM,* 7t. The doctrine or system of
the Supralapsnrians. Mackintosh.

Su-PRA-LXP'sA-RY, a. Same as Supralapsarian. [R.]

Su-PRA-MtJN'DANE,rt. [supra, L., and mundane.] Above the
world. HaUywett.

Su-PRA-NXT'y-RAL-tsT,* n. The same as supcrnaturalist.
Brande..

Su~PRA-NXT-y-RAL-fs'T!C,* a. Supernnturalistic.-/'. Cyc.

SU-PRA-OR'BI-TAL,* a. Above the orbit nf the eye. Smart.

SU-PRA-VUL'GAR, a. Above the vulgar. Collier. [R.]

Sy-PREM'A-CYJ n. State of being supreme ; highest ptoce ;

highest authority. Oath of supremacy, an oath by which
the king of England's supremacy, in" religious affairs, is

acknowledged, in opposition to that of the pop,'.

Sy-PREME', a. [auprcmns, L.] Highest in dignity; highest
in authority ; highest in power ; used chiefly of intellec-

tual or political elevation : highest; most excellent.

SII-PRKME'I.V, nil. In the highest degree.

SUR, [Fr.] A prefix from the French, contracted from supra,
and signifying, in composition, upon, or over anil aboi e.

tSuR-AD-Di'"TlQN, n. Something added to the name. S.'iak.

SO'RAL, a. [sura, L.] Relating to the calf of the If

i, E, T, o, u, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, C, y, short; A, E, j, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, F&ST, FALL; n
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tSu'RANCE, (shu'rans) n. Security ;
assurance. Shak.

SUR'BASE, n. (.Arch.) A cornice, or series of mouldings, on
the top of the base of a pedestal, podium, &c. Francis.

SUR'BASED, (slir'bast) a. [surbaisse, Fr.J Having a surbase
or moulding. Gray.

fSyR-BATE', v. a. [solbatu, Fr.] [t. SURBATED; pp. SURHAT-
ING, SURBATED.J To bruise the feet with travel

,
to har-

ass. Clarendon.

fSyR-BiiAT", v. a. Same as surbate. Bp. Hall.

fSyR-BfiT', p. Surbated
; bruised. Spenser.

tSVR-cASE',(sur-s5s') v. n. [stir and cesser, Fr.
; ccsso, L.]

[i.
SURCEASED ; pp. SURCEASING, SURCEASED.] To Stop ;

to

cease ; to leave olf. Hooker.

fSyR-CEASE', v. a. To stop; to put an end to. Spenser.

fSyR-CEASE', Cessation; stop. Hooker.

SyR-CHARGE', v. a. \_surcharger, Fr.] [i. SURCHARGED ; pp.

SURCHARGING, SURCHARGED.] To overload
;
to overcharge.

Dryden.
SyR-CHAR9E', n. [Fr.] An excessive charge, load, or bur-

den. Bacon.

SVR-CHARG'ER, n. One who surcharges or overloads.

SiJR'ciN-GLE, (siir'sing-gl) n. [sur and cingulum, L.] A
girth, girt, or girdle, for binding a burden on a horse

;

girdle of a cassock.

SyR-clN'GLED, (sur-slng'gld) a. Girt; girded. Bp. Hall.

SUR'CLE, n. [surculus, L.J A shoot
;
a twig ;

a sucker.
Browne.

SUR'COAT, (siir'kot) n. [surcot, Fr.] A short coat worn
over the rest of the dress, or of armor. Dryden. [R.J

fSUR'CREW, (siir'kru) n. Additional collection. Wotton.

fSilR'cy-LATE, v. a. [surculo,L.] To cut off young shoots.

Cockeram.

tSuR-cy-LA/TlQN, n. The act of pruning. Sir T. Browne.

SUR-CU-LOSE',* a. (Bot.) Full of shoots or twigs. Scott.

StiRD, a. [surdus, L.
; sonrd, Fr.] [fDeaf ;

unheard. Browne.]
(Aritli.) That cannot be expressed by any rational

numbers ;
incommensurable

; as, a surd number.

SURD,* n. (Arith. &. Algebra) A magnitude which is inex-

pressible by rational numbers; an irrational or incom-
mensurable quantity or number. Bran.de.

fSiJRD'l-TY, ?i. Deafness. Cockeram.

||SuRE,'(shur) [shur, S. F. Ja. K. Srn. ; shur, W. P. J. E.] a.

[s6r, Fr.] Certain; unfailing; infallible; confident;
undoubting; safe; firm; indisputable; secure; stable;

steady. To be sure, certainly. Atterbury. [Colloquial.]

||SuRE,(shur)a<2. [stiremcnt, Fr.] Certainly; without doubt;
doubtless ; surely. Pope.

j|SCfRE'FOOT-ED, (shur'fut-ed) a. Not stumbling. Herbert.

IJStJRE'LY, (shur'le) ad. Certainly ; undoubtedly ;
without

doubt : safely ; firmly.

IIStJRE'NESs,

(shur'nes) n. Certainty. Cowley.

JSURE'TY, (shur'te) 7t". [stirctc, Fr.] State of being sure
;
cer-

tainty ; security; safety ;
foundation of stability ; support ;

security against loss or damage ; security for payment ;

hostage ;
bondsman ; one that gives security ; one who is

bound for another. (Law) A bail or pledge for any par-
son that he shall do or perform a thing specified. \}Of a

surety, certainly ; surely. Gen.] [Skak.

HtSORE'TY,* (shur'te) v. a. To make sure
;
to be surety for.

JISCRE'TY-SHIP, (shur'te-shlp) n. The office or state of a

surety or bondsman ;
the act or state of being bound for

another. Donne. Written also suretyship.

SURF, 71. The swell or dashing of the sea, that beats against

rocks, or breaks on the shore. Falconer. [outside.
SUR'FACE, (siir'fas) n. [Fr.] Exterior face; superficies;

SiiR'FElT, (svir'fjt) o. a. [sur and faire, Fr.] [i. SURFEITED ;

pp. SURFEITING, SURFEITED.] To feed with food or drink
to satiety and sickness

;
to cram over-much

;
to cloy ; to

clog ;
to satiate.

SUR'FEIT, (siir'f jt) v. n. To be fed to satiety and sickness.

SUR'FEJT, (siir'f it)\ n. Too much food eaten at once; ex-

cess of food
; satiety, with sickness.

SUR'FEIT-ER, (siir'fjt-er) n. One who surfeits
;
a glutton.

SUR'FEJT-ING, (siir'fjt-ing) n. Act of feeding to satiety.

SUR'FEJT-WA-TER, n. Water that cures surfeits. Locke.

SURGE, n. [surgo, L.J A swelling sea; a rising billow
;
a

breaker
;
a great wave rolling above the general surface

of the water.

SURGE, (siirj) v. n. [L SURGED; pp. SURGING, SURGED.] To
swell ;

to rise high. Spenser. [Diet.

SURGE,* v. a. (Naut.) To let go suddenly, as a rope. Mar.
SiJRGE'FOL,,* a. Full of surges. Drayton.
SURGE'LESS, a. Without surges; cajm. Mir. for Mag.
SuR'GEON,(sur'jun)n. [surgien, old Fr.] One who professes

or practises surgery. Skak. [A word, long in use, and

probably derived from surgieu, old Fr.
; yet commonly

regarded as a corruption of ckirurgcon, which was for-

merly in use.] [Mag.
StJR'GEON-cy,*7i. The office of surgeon in the army. Gent.

tSllR'GEpN-Ry, (siir'jyn-re) 7t. Same as surgery. Bailey.

SiJR'^ER-y. 7i. That department of medicine in which dis-

eases or injuries of the body are cured or alleviated by the

hand, by instruments, or external applications ;
the profes-

sion of a surgeon.

SUR'GJ-CAL, a. Pertaining to surgery ; rlnrurgical

SUR'C^Y, a. Full of surges; rising in billows. Pope.
SUR'LI-LY, ad. In a surly manner; morosely.
SUR/LI-NESS, n. Gloomy morosensss

;
sour anger. Milton,

fSuR'LlNG, n. A sour, morose fellow. Camden.

SUR'Loi'N,* 71. [surlonge, Fr. ; surlonge de btcuf, Fr., sur-
loin of beef, Bailey.] The loin, or upper part of the loin,
of beef. Fuller's Worthies. See SIRLOIN.

SUR'LY, a. Gloomy; morose; rough; uncivil; sour; ill-

natured ; peevish; harsh
; silently angry; sulky.

fSuR-Mi'ijfAL, 71. Imperfect notion
; surmise. Milton.

SVR-MIE', (sur-mlx') u. a. [surmise, from surmnettre, old

Fr.] [t.
SURMISED

; pp. SURMISING, SURMISED.] To suspect ;

to imagine imperfectly; to imagine without certain

knowledge ;
to conjecture ; to hint; to fancy.

SyR-MlE', n. [surmise, Fr.] Imperfect notion ; suspicion ;

conjecture ; supposition ; fancy ; a hint.

SUR-MT'ER, ?t. One who surmises.

SUR-MI^'ING,* . Act of making a surmise
; suspicion.

SUR-MOUNT', v. a. [surmonter, Fr.] [i. SURMOUNTED ; pp.
SURMOUNTING, SURMOUNTED.] To rise above

; to conquer;
to overcome

j
to surpass ;

to exceed
; to subdue

;
to van-

quish.
SyR-M00NT'A-BLE, a. [surmontable, Fr.] That may be
surmounted

; conquerable ; superable.

SVR-MOONT'ED,*P. a. Overcome; conquered; surpassed.

(Arch.} Noting an arch or dome which rises higher
than a semicircle. Brande.

SyR-MoONT'ER, n. One who surmounts.

SyR-MoONT'jNG, 7i. The act of getting uppermost.
SUR-MUI/LET, n. A fish regarded as a delicacy for food.

SUR'NAHIE, n. [surnom, Fr.] The family name of an indi-

vidual ; the name which one has over and above the

Christian name ; any distinguishing name.

SVR-NAME', v. a. [surnommcr, Fr.J [i.
SURNAMED

; pp. SUR-

NAMING, SURNAMED.J To name by an appellation added
to the original name.

SUR-NOM'I-NAL,* a. Relating to surnames. Lower.

SUR-OX'IDE,* n. (C/tem.) That which contains an addition

of oxide. Brande.

SVR-PA'SS', v. a. [surpasser, Fr.] [i. SURPASSED ; pp. SUR-

PASSING, SURPASSED.] To excel; to exceed
;
to outdo ; to

go beyond in excellence.

SUR-PASS'A-BL,E, a. That may be surpassed or excelled.

SyR-pA'ss'lNG, p. a. Excellent in a high degree. Milton.

SvR-Piss'irfG-LY, ad. In a very excellent manner.

SiJR'PliICE, (siir'plis) 7i. [surpclis, surplis, Fr. ; superpelli-

cium, L.] A white garment, worn by an Episcopal clergy-
man over his dress, in his acts of ministration.

SuR'pLiCEB, (siir'plist) a. Wearing a surplice. Mallet.

SUR'PLICE-FKE, V slir'plis-f5z) n. pi. Fees paid to the

clergy for occasional duties. Warton.

SliR'Pl.Ds, 78. [surplus, L.] Overplus; a supernumerary
part ;

what remains when use is satisfied
;
remainder.

SliR'PL,fJs-AGE, . Overplus; surplus. (Law) A superflu-

ity or addition more than is needful, sometimes causing a

writ to abate.

SyR-PRi's.\L,, n. Act of surprising ; surprise. Milton.

SyR-PRlE', (sur-prlz') n. [surprise, Fr.] Act of surprising;
state of being surprised ; the emotion excited ; wonder

;

admiration ;
amazement

;
sudden confusion or perplexity.

SVR-PRlSE', v. a. [surpris, Fr., from surprendre.] [i. SUR-

PRISED; pp. SURPRISING, SURPRISED.] To take unawares ;

to fall upon unexpectedly : to astonish by something
wonderful ;

to confuse or psrplex.

SyR-pRi'ER,* n. One who surprises. Clarendon.

Sv'R-PRi'!NG,.a. Causing surprise or wonder; extraordi-

nary ;
wonderful.

SVR-PRI'ING-L,Y, ad. In a surprising manner.

SyR-PRi'JNG-NESs,* n. State of being surprising. Scott.

fSiJR'QUE-DRy, n. [stir and adder, old Fr.J Overweening
pride. Spenser.

SUR-RE-BITT'TER, n. (Law) The replication or answer of

the plaintiff to the defendant's rebutter.

fSCn'RElNED,* (sur'rand) a. Overridden or injured. Shak.

SiJR-RE-joTlN'DER, 7i. [surrejoindre , Fr.] (Law) A second

defence >f the' plaintiff's declaration in a cause, and the

answer to the rejoinder of the defendant.

SVR-REN'DER, v. a [old Fr.] [i. SURRENDERED; pp. SUR-

RENDERING, SURRENDERED.] To give up ;
to yield up ;

to

deliver up to an enemy; to cede : to yield up, as an
estate.

SUR-REN'DER, v. n. To yield ;
to give one's self up.

SIJR-REN'DER, 7i. The act of surrendering ;
act of yielding

or resigning to another. (Law) A yielding up of an
estate for life or years to him who has an immediate
estate in reversion or remainder, by which the lesser

estate is merged into the greater; a deed by which
such surrender is made.

SUR-REN-DER-EE',* n. (Law) One to whom a surrender is

made. Perry.
SVR-REN'DER-OR,* n. (Law) One who makes a surrender.

Bmnuer.
SyR-REN'DRY, n. Same as surrender. Howell.
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SyR-REP'Tl<?N, n. [surrcptus, L.] Act of obtaining surrep-
titiously ; a secret invasion. Bp. Hall.

SC'R-Rt:P-Ti"Tloys, (sur-rep-tish'us) a. [xurreptitius, L.]
Done by stealth

;
obtained or produced fraudulently.

SOR-REp-Ti"Tioys-LY, ad. By stealth
; fraudulently.

SDn'RQ-GATE, v. a. [surrogo, L.] To put in the place of an-
other. More.

SOR'RQ-GATE, n. [surrogatus, L.] (Law) One substituted

for, or appointed in room of, another ; a deputy ;
the

deputy of an ecclesiastical judge. (New York & JVeic

Jersey) A judge of probate ; one who has the jurisdiction
of granting letters testamentary, &c.

SuR'RQ-GATE-SHiP,* n. The office of surrogate. Ed. Rev.

SOR-RQ-GA'TIQN, n. [surrogatio, L.] Act of putting in an-

other's place. Killing-beck.

SyR-RoGND', v. a. [surrender, FT.] [i. SURROUNDED ; pp.

SURROUNDING, SURROUNDED.] To environ
;
to encompass;

to enclose on all sides ; to encircle
;
to invest.

SyR-R60ND'iNG,*;j. a. Being on all sides; environing.

SUR'SHARP,*7i. (Mus.) The fifth tetrachord above. Crabb.

SyR-soL'lu, n. (Arith.) The fifth power of a number ; as,

32 is the fifth power of 2. Stirsolid problem, that which
cannot be resolved but by curves of a higher nature than
a conic section.

SyR-TOUT', (sur-tot') n. [Fr.] A coat worn over the other

dress
;
an outer coat.

SiJR'TyR-BRXND,* n. A species of peaty, bituminous coal,
found in Iceland, and resembling Bovey-coal. Brande.

SURVEILLANCE,* (sur-vil-y)ins') n. [Fr.] Surveyorship ;

inspection ; oversight. QM. Rev.

tSyR-VENE', v. a. [survenir, Fr.] To supervene. Harvey.

SyR-VEY', (sur-va') v. a. [surveoir, old Fr.] [i. SURVEYED ;

pp. SURVEYING, SURVEYED.] To overlook ;
to have under

the view
;
to view as from a higher place ;

to oversee, as

one in authority; to view as examining} to inspect:
to measure and estimate, as land or buildings.

SiJR'VEY, (sur'va or sur-va') [sur'va, S. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. R.

Wb.; sur-va', E. K. ; siir-va' or sur'va, W.] n. Act of

surveying ;
the result of surveying ; retrospect ; inspec-

tion
; view; prospect; superintendence; mensuration.

95= "This substantive was, till within these few years,

universally pronounced with the accent on the last syl-

lable, like the verb." Walker.

SUR-VEY'AL, (sur-va'al) n. The same as survey. Barrow.

SVR-VEY'ING,* (sur-va'jng) n. Act of.measuring land.

SyR-VE Y'QR, (sur-va'9r) n. One who surveys ; an overseer
;

a measurer of land.

SVR-VEY'QR-SHIP, (sur-va'9r-shfp) n. The office of a sur-

veyor.

fSyR-VlEw', (sur-vu') v. a. [auroeoir, old Fr.] To overlook ;

to have in view
;
to survey. Spenser.

tSyR-viEw', (sur-vu') 71. Survey. Sanderson. A revisal.

Milton. [son.

tSyR-viE', v. a. [sur and viser, Fr.] To look over. B.Jon-

SyR-vI'VAL, n. Act of surviving ; survivorship. Chapman.
SyR-Vl'VANCE, n. [survivancc, Fr.] Survivorship. Sir G.
Buck. [R.]

SyR-VIVE', v. n. [vupervivo, L. ; surviwe, Fr.] [i. SURVIVED ;

pp. SURVIVING, SURVIVED.] To live after the death of an-
other ; to remain alive.

SyR-viVE', v. a. To outlive ;
to live after. Watts.

SyR-vlv'lNG,*/. a. Outliving others
j continuing alive.

SyR-vI'voR, n. One who survives or outlives another.

SyR-vI'VQR-SHiP, 7i. The state of outliving another: a

reversionary benefit contingent upon the circumstance of
some life or lives surviving some other life or lives.

Sys-cfip-Tj-BTL'i TV, n. duality of being susceptible ;
sen-

sibility; feeling.

Sys-CEP'Tl-BLE, [sus-sop'te-bl, & W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.;

sus'sep-te-bl, EnticL] a. [Fr.] Capable of admitting ; ad-

mitting influences of emotion
; feeling; sensitive; sensi-

*
ble. $Cf

" Dr. Johnson says Prior has accented this word
improperly on the first syllable. To which observation
Mr. Mason adds,

'

Perhaps it is Johnson who has improp-
erly placed the accent on the second syllable.' If Mr. Ma-
son were asked why, perhaps he would be puzzled to an-
swer." Walker.

Sys-CEP'Tf-BLE-NESS, n. Susceptibility.

Sys-CEP'Tl-BLY,* ad. In a susceptible manner. Scott.

tSys-CEP'TION, n. [susceptus, L.] Act of taking. Bp. Hall.

6ys-CEp'TlVE, a. Capable of admitting; susceptible. Fotfi-

erby. [son.

Sys-CEP'TiVE-NESS,*n. Quality of being susceptive. John-

SOs-cEp-Tiv'l-TY, n. Susceptibility. Wollaston. [R.]

Sys-CEP'TQR, n. [L.] One who undertakes
; a godfather.

'Puller.

Bys-ciP'i-EN-CY, n. Reception ; admission. Johnson. [R.]
Sys-ciP'i-ENT, 7i. [suscipiens, L.] One who receives

;
a re-

cipient. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

Sys-ciP'l-ENT, a. Receiving; admitting. Barrow. [R.]

tSOs'ci-T A'TE, v. a. [susciter, Fr.
; suscito, L.] To rouse

; to

resuscitate. Sir T. Elyot.

ISOs-ci-TA'TipN, n. [Fr.] Art of rousing or exciting; re-

suscitation. Pearson.

Sys-PECT', v. a. [suspicio,suspcctum, L.] [i. SUSPECTED ; pp.
SUSPECTI NG, SUSPECTED.] To have suspicion of

; to imagine,
with a degree of fear and jealousy, what is not known

;
to

imagine guilty without proof; to mistrust
; to be je.ilous

of; to doubt.

Sys-PECT', v. n. To imagine guilt ;
to be suspicious. Shak.

|SyaPECT', a. [suspect, Fr.] Doubtful; suspected. Olan-
villc.

fSys-PECT', 7i. Suspicion. Sidney.
Sys-PECT'A-BLE, a. That may be suspected. Cotirrave.

SUS-PECT'ED,*/>. a. Doubted
; liable to suspicion".

Sys-PECT'ED-LY, ad. So as to be suspected. Bp. Taylor.
Sys-PECT'ED-NESS, n. State of being suspected. Dr. Rob-

inson.

Sys-PECT'ER, n. One who suspects. Beaum. # Fl.
S
ys-PECT'FuL, a. Apt to suspect ; suspicious. Bailey. [R.]

fSys-PECT'LESS, a. Not suspecting; not suspected. Her-
bert.

Sys-PEND', v. a. [suspendre, Fr.; suspcndo, L.] [i. SUSPEND-
ED

; pp. SUSPENDING, SUSPENDED.] To hang ;
to make to

hang by any thing ;
to make to depend upon : to inter

rupt ; to make to stop for a time
; to delay ;

to hinder ;
to

keep undetermined
;
to debar for a time

;
to hold back.

Sys-PEND'ER, n. He or that which suspends. pi. Straps
to hold up dress, as pantaloons.

SDS-PEN-SA'TIQN,* n. A temporary cessation. Mansfield.
Sys-PENSE', n. [suspense, Fr.

; suspensus, L.] State of being
suspended ;

doubt
; uncertainty ; delay ;

indetermination
;

stop in the midst of two opposites.
SVS-PENSE', a. [suspensus, L.] Held in doubt: suspended.

Milton. [R.]

Sys-PEN'si-BLE,*a. That may be suspended. Coleridge.

SVS-PEN'SIQN, (sus-pen'shun) n. [Fr.] Act of suspending ;

state of being suspended; a keeping in doubt; uncer-
tainty : interruption ; temporary cessation

; temporary
privation of an office; postponement. (Scotch, law) A
postponement of legal execution.

SVS-PEN'SIQN-BRIDGE,* 71. A bridge in which the weight
of the road-way is supported by the tension of ropes,
chains, or rods, instead of resting on arches of masoury.
P. Cyc.

Sys-PfiN'sjVE, a. Doubtful
; suspending. Beaumont. [R.]

Sys-PEN's<?R,*?t. A bandage to suspend something. Smart.

Sys-PEN'sp-RY, a. [suspcnsoire, Fr. ; suspensus, L.] Sus
pending; sustaining; doubtful. Browne.

Sys-PEN'sp-Ry,* n. Suspensor; a truss. Dunglison.
tSDs'pl-CA-BLE, a. [suspicor, L.] That may be suspected.
More.

Sys-pf'cipN, (sus-pish'un) n. [Fr. ; suspicio, L.] Act of
suspecting ;

state of being suspected ; jealousy ;
distrust

;

want of confidence.

Sys-Pi"cioys, (sus-plsh'us) a. [suspiciosus, L.] Cherishing
suspicion; inclined to suspect; inclined to imagine ill

without proof ; indicating suspicion ; causing suspicion;
liable to suspicion ; jealous ;

mistrustful ; distrustful.

Sys-pi"cioys-L,y, (sus-pish'us-le) ad. In a suspicious man-
ner ;

so as to raise suspicion.

Sys-pi'"cioys-NESS, (sus-pish'us-nes) n. State of being
suspicious ; tendency to suspicion. Dr. Fuller.

Sys-Pl'RAL, n. A spring of water passing under ground
towards a conduit: a breathing-hole or ventiduct.
Chambers.

SDs-Pj-RA'TIQN, n. [suspiratio, from suspiro, L.] Sigh ;
act

of suspiring, or fetching the breath deep ; a murmur. Sliak.

Sys-PlRE', v. n. [suspiro, L.] [i. SUSPIRED; pp. SUSPIRING,
SUSPIRED.] To sigh ;

to fetch the breath deep 3 to breathe
hard. SftaJi.

tSys-PlRED', (sus-plrd') ^. a. Desired earnestly. Wotion.

Sys-TAlN', (sus-tan') v. a. [soustenir, old Fr. ; sustineo, L.]
[i.

SUSTAINED ; pp. SUSTAINING, SUSTAINED.] To bear
;
to

prop ;
to hold up ;

to support ;
to keep from sinking; to

maintain; to keep; to help; to relieve; to assist: to

endure ;
to suffer.

fSys-TAiN', n. What sustains or supports. Milton.

Sys-TAlN'A-BLE, a. [soustcnable, old Fr.] That may be sus-

tained
; supportable. Toad.

SUS-TAIN'ER, n. One who sustains or supports.
fSys-TAiN'MENT,* n. The act of sustaining. Milton.

SDs'TE-NANCE, n. [soustenance, old Fr.] That which sus-
tains life; support; maintenance; subsistence; food

j

necessaries of life ; victuals.

fSys-TEN'TA-CLE, 7J. [sustr.ntaculum, L.] Support. More.

SUS-TEN-TA'TIQN, n. [Fr., from sustento, L.] Act of sus-

taining ; support; use of victuals; maintenance
; support

of life
; sustenance. Bacon. [Bailey

tSO-sUR-RA'TlON, n. [susurro, L.] Whisper; soft murmur.
SO'TILE, (su'tjl) a. [sutilis, L.] Done by sewing or stitch-

ing ;
sewed

;
stitched. Boswcll.

SUT'LER, n. [soctclcr, D.
; sudlcr, Ger.] A person who fol-

lows an army as a seller of provisions and liquors.

SDT'LING,* a. Belonging to a sutler. JIddison.

SUT-TKK',* n. A word denoting a chaste wife, or one who
burns herself on her husband's funeral pile, and applied

by the Bramins to various rites of religious purification ;

t E, I, 5, U, Y, long; X, E, J, 6, 15, Y, short; A, E, T, <?, y, V, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL 3 HEIR,
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but commonly used for the voluntary self-immolation of
a widow on the funeral pile of her deceased husband.
Brande.

BVT-TEE'JM,* n. The practice of burning wives on the
funeral piles of their deceased husbands. EC. Rev. See
SUTTEE.

SDx'TLE,* a. Net, as weight after deducting tare. Crabb.

SUT'U-R^L,* a. Relating to, or having, a suture. Hooker.

SyT'u-RAT-ED, a. [sutura, L.] Stitched together. Smith.

SUT'IJRE, (sut'yur) n. [Fr. ; sutura, L.] A manner of sew-
ing or stitching, particularly of wounds; a junction of
bones by their serrated or toothed margins, as those of the
skull. .

SuT'yRED,* (sut'yurd) a. Connected by a suture
;
sewed.

Pennant.
Su' UM CuI'QUE,* (-ki'kwe] [L., to everyone hisown.] Give

to every one his due. Scudamore.

SUZERAIN,* n. A feudal lord or baron. EC. Rrv.

SWAB, (swob) n. [swabb, Swed.] A kind of mop made of

rope-yarns, to clean floors : a bean-pod. Bailey.

SWAB, (swob) v. a. [/.SWABBED; pp. SWABBING, SWABBED.]
To clean with a mop or swab, as a ship's deck.

SWAB'BER, (swob'ber) n. [D.] A sweeper of the deck.

fSwAU, (svvod) n. A peascod. Cotgraue. A squab, or short,
fat person. B. Jonson.

SWAD'DLE, (swod'dl) v. a.
[i.

SWADDLED
; pp. SWADDLING,

SWADDLED.] To swathe ; to bind tight in clothes : gen-
erally used of binding new-born children. [fTo beat; to

cudgel. Harrington.']

SWAD'DLE, (swod'dl) n. Clothes bonnd round the body.
rfddison.

SWAD'DLJNG-BXND, (swod'ljng-) )
u. Cloth wrapped

SWAD'DLING-CLOTH, (swod'ljng-) > round a new-born
SWAD'DLING-CLOUT, (swod'ljng-) ) child. Spenser.

SWAG, v. n. [i. SWAOGED; pp. SWAGGING, SWAGGED.] To
sink down by its weight ;

to hang heavy ;
to sag. tVotton.

SWAG-,* n. An unequal, hobbling motion. Francis.

SWAG'-BEL-LIED, (-lid) a. Having a large belly. Shak.

{SWAGE, v. a. To soften; to quiet; to assuage. Milton.

tSwA^E, v. n. To abate; to assuage. Barret.

SwAG'jGER, v. n. [swadderen, D.] [i. SWAGGERED ; pp. SWAG-

GERING, SWAGGERED.] To bluster
;
to bully ; to be inso-

lent. Dryden.
SwXG'j&ER, v. a. To bully ;

to subdue by threats. Swift.

SWAG'J&ER,* n. An empty boast ;
a bluster. Swift.

SWAG'J&ER-ER, n. A blusterer; a bully; a turbulent fel-

low.

SwXG'fiER-lNG,* n. Act of blustering; insolence.

SWAG'j&y, a. Dependent by its weight. Browne.

SWAIN, (swan) ?i. [nwein, Sax. fy Runic ; swen, Su. Goth.
;

swaina, Lappon ; swan, Sax.] A young man ; generally, a
rustic

; a peasant ;
a country servant or laborer em-

ployed in husbandry : a pastoral youth ; a lover.

JSWAIN'ISH, a. Like a swaiji ; rustic; ignorant. Milton.

SWAIN'MOTE, or SWEIN'MOTE, n. [swainmotus, law L.l

(Eng. law) A court relating to matters of the forest, held

by the charter of the forest thrice in the year. Cowel.

SWAIP, v. 7i. To walk proudly ;
to sweep. [North of Eng.]

SwALE, v. n. [i. SWALED
; pp. SWALING, SWALED.] To

waste or blaze away ; to melt, as a candle. Wicliffe.

SWALE, v. a. To consume; to waste. Congreve. [R.J

SWALE,* n. A low place: shade, in opposition to sun-
shine. Forbij. [Provincial in England: in some parts
of the United States used in the sense of a vale or valley ;

as,
" a swale of land."]

fSwAL'LET, (swol'let) n. [swall, Swed.] Among the tin-

miners, water breaking in upon the miners at their work.

Bailey. _
SWAL'LOW, (swol'lo) n. A small bird, of several species,

as the bank, chimney, and window or barn swallow:
the throat: voracity: as much as is swallowed at

once : a gulf.

SWAL'LOW, (swol'lo) v. a. [swelgen, D.] [i.
SWALLOWED

;
j

pp. SWALLOWING, SWALLOWED.] To make to pass down I

the throat: to receive without examination: to en-

gross; to absorb; to take in; to sink in any abyss; to

engulf; to occupy ;
to seize and waste : to engage com-

pletely.

SWAL'LQW-TAIL, (swol'lo tal) n. A species of willow.
Bacon. (Fort.) An outwork narrower towards the for-

tified place than towards the country: a mode of

dovetailing. Crabb.

SWAL'LOW-WORT, (swol'lo-wlirt) n. A plant.

SWAM, L from Swim. See SWIM.

SWAMP, (swomp) n. [swamms, Goth.
; swam, Sax. ; swamme,

D.
; suomp, Dan.

; swamp, Swed.] Ground too wet and
soft to be trodden upon ;

wet ground ;
a marsh

;
a bog;

a fen.

SWAMP, (svvornp) v. a. [i. SWAMPED
; pp. SWAMPING,

SWAMPED.] To whelm or sink, as in a swamp: to em-
barrass ;_to entangle in difficulties. Ch.. Ob.

SWAMP'-OKE,* (swomp'or) n. Ore found in a swamp.
Smart.

SWAMP'Y, (swcim'pe) a. Boggy; fenny. Thomson.

SWAN, (swon) 7i. [swan, Sax.; suan, Dan.; swaen, D.] A
large, handsome, web-footed bird or water-fowl, that has
a long neck, and is very white, except when young.

SWAN'-LiKE,* (swon'-) a. Resembling a swan. Shak.

SVVAN'PXN,* (swon'pan) n. A Chinese instrument for per-
forming arithmetical calculations. Hamilton.

SWAN's'-D6\VN,* (swoitz'-) n. The down of a swan; a
fine, soft, thin, woollen cloth. W. Ency.

SWAN'SKIN, (swon'-) n. A kind of soft flannel, imitating
for warmth tha down of a swan : a very thick, closely-
woven, woollen cloth, used for the clothes of seamen and
laborers. W. Ency.

SWAP, (swop) v. a. [fTo strike with a long or sweeping
stroke. Chaucer.] To exchange. See SWOP.

fSwAP, (swop) v. n. To fall down. Chaucer. To ply the

wings with noise
; to strike the air. More.

fSwAP, (swop) n. A blow
;
a stroke. Beaum. Sf Fl.

SWAP, (swop) ad. Hastily ; with violence
; as,

" He did it

swap." Johnson. [Local and vulgar.]
SWARD, n. [sward, Swed.

; sweard, Sax.] [The skin of ba-
con. Brewer.] The grassy surface of land

; turf; a sur-
face of green-sward.

SwARD, v. a. <fc n.
[i.

SWARDED
; pp. SWARDING, SWARDED.]

To cover with, or to form, sward. Mortimer.

SWARD'EO,* p. a. Covered with a sward. Drake.

fSwARE. Oldprct. from Swear. Swore. See SWEAR.
SWARM, n. [swerm, D.

; swacrn, Swed.] A cluster or great
number of bees, or of other small animals, particularly
those bees that migrate from the hive

;
a multitude

;
a

crowd.

SWARM, v. n. [swcrmen, D.] [i. SWARMED ; pp. SWARMING,
SWARMED.] To rise, as bees, in a body, and quit the hive :

to appear in multitudes
;
to crowd

;
to throng; to be

crowded
;
to be overrun

;
to be thronged ;

to breed mul-
titudes.

SWARM, v. a. To press close together ;
to throng. Sack-

ville.

,
a. Black

;
dark

; swarthy. Shak.

fSWART, v. a. To blacken ; to dusk. Browne.

JSWARTH, a. [swarts, Goth. ; sweaft, Sax. ; swart, D.] Black
;

dark
; swarthy. Chapman.

SWARTH, n. A row of grass cut down. Pope. See SWATH.
SWARTH, n. The apparition of a person about to die. Grose.

[Local, Eng.]
SWARTH'I-LY, ad. Blackly; duskily; tawnily.
SWARTH'I-NESS, n. Darkness of complexion ;

tawniness.

SWARTH'NESS, 7i. Blackness
;
swarthiness. Todd.

SwARTH'y, a. Dark of complexion ;
black ; dusky ; tawny

SWARTH'Y, v. a. To blacken
; to make swarthy. Cowley.

fSwART'lSH, a. Somewhat dark or dusky. Bullein.

fSwART'y, a. Swarthy. Burton.

{SWARVE, v. n. To swerve. Spenser.

SWASH, (swosh) n. (drch.) An oval figure with mouldings
oblique to the axis of the work. Moxon. A blustering
noise

; dashing of water. Tyndal.
SWASH, (swosh) v. n. [swetsen, Teut.] [i. SWASHED; pp.

SWASHING, SWASHED.] To bluster with clatter or noise;
to bully ;

to bluster. Shak. To splash. Holloway.

SWASH, (swosh) ) a. Soft, like fruit too ripe. Pegge.
SWASH'Y, (swosh'e) j [Local, Eng.]
tSwASH'BUCK-LER, (swosh'-) 7i. A bully. Milton.

SWASH'ER, (swosli/er) re. One who swashes
;
a blusterer.

tSwATE
\

* from Sweat" Svveat - C/iaucer. See SWEAT.

fSWATCH, (swoch) n. A swathe. Tusscr.

SWATH, (svvoth) [swoth, P. K. Sm. Wb. ; swath, E.; swath,
Jo.] n. [swade, D.] A line of grass or corn as cut by the

mower: a sweep of the scythe in mowing. [A contin-

ued quantity. Shak. A band
;
a fillet. Grew. See SWATHE.]

SWATHE, v. a. [i. SWATHED ; pp. SWATHING, SWATHED.]
To bind, as a child, with bands and rollers; to confine.

SWATHE,* n. A bandage or fillet. Smart.

SWAY, (swa) v. a. [schweben, Ger.
; sweigia, Icel.

; swiga,
Su. Goth.] [i.

SWA VED
; pp. SWAYING, SWAYED.] To wave

in the hand
;
to move or wield, as a sceptre : to bias;

to direct to either side: to govern; to rule; to over-

power; to influence.

SWAY, v. n. To hang heavy ; to be drawn by weight ;
to

have weight or influence; to rule: to incline to one
side.

SWAY, n. The swing or sweep of a weapon ; any thing

moving with bulk or power; weight; preponderance;
cast of the balance ; power ;

rule ; dominion ; authority ;

ascendency; influence; direction; weight on one side:

a bramble-rod used in thatching.

SWAY'ING,* 74. An injury done to the back of a horse by
violent strains or excessive burdens. Crabb.

SWEAL,* v. a. [i.
SWEALED

; pp. SWEALINO, SWEALED.] To
singe or burn off the hair, as of hogs. Farm. Ency.

SWEAL, v. n. To melt, as a candle. See SWALE.

SWEAR, (swir) v. n. [swaran, Goth. ; siocrian, Sax.
;
zwecr-

en, D.] [i.
SWORE

; pp. SWEARING, SWORN. The preterit,
. . .

,
. . S .
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sware, formerly in use, is obsolete.] To affirm with an
appeal to God for the truth of what is affirmed ; to utter
an oath; to. declare or promise upon oath; to give evi-
dence upon oath

; to obtest a sacred name profanely.
SwEAR, TJ. a. To utter or affirm with an appeal to God ;

to

put loan oath; to bind by an oath administered: to

charge upon oath ; to declare upon oath
; as,

" He swore
treason against his friend."

SWEAR'ER, (swar'er) 71. One who swears: a profane
person.

SWEAR'ING, (swir'jng) n. The act of declaring upon oath;
the act or practice of using profane oaths.

SWEAT, (swet) n. Moisture which issues from the pores by
means of heat or labor; perspiration; state of sweating;
evaporation of moisture : labor

;
toil.

SWEAT, (swet) v. n.
[i. SWEAT, SWET, or SWEATED ; pp.

SWEATING, SWEAT, SWET, or SWEATED.] To emit sweat
or moisture

;
to perspire ;

to toil
;
to labor

;
to drudge.

SWEAT, v. a. To emit, as sweat
;
to make to sweat.

SWEAT'ER, n. One who sweats.

SWAT'I-LY, ad. In a sweaty state or manner.

SWEAT'I-NESS, n. State of being sweaty. Ash.

SWEAT'JNG, n. Act of making to sweat
;
moisture emit-

ted; perspiration. [Merle.

SWEAT'ING-BATH,* 7;. A bath to promote perspiration.

SwEAT'jNG-HoOsE,* 71. A house for sweating. Merle.

SWEAT'JNG-IR-ON,* (-I-urn) n. An iron for scraping horses.

Smart.

SwEAT'lNG-SfcK'NESs,* n. A severe, febrile, epidemic
disease, which prevailed in England and some other
countries of Europe, in the 15th and 16th centuries :

Siidor Anglicus. Dunglison.
SWEAT'Y, (swet'te) a. Covered with sweat ; moist with

sweat; consisting of sweat: laborious; toilsome.

SWEDE, 71. A native of Sweden. Milton.

SWE-DEN-BOR'GI-AN,* n. One who holds the doctrines

taught by Swedenborg ;
a member of the New Jerusalem

church. P. Cyc.

SWE-DEN-BOR'GI-AN,* a. Relating to Emanuel Sweden-
borg, or to the doctrines taught by him. Brande.

SWE-DEN-BOR'GI-AN-IM,* n. The doctrines taught by
Swedenborg. Ency.

SWED'ISH, a. Relating to Sweden or the Swedes
; respect-

ing the Swedes.

SWED'ISH,* n. The language of the Swedes. Bosworth.

SWED'ISH-TUR'NIP,* n. The ruta-baga. Hamilton.

SWEEP, v. a.
[i. SWEPT; pp. SWEEPING, SWEPT.] To move,

clear, or drive off, as by a broom or besom; to drive

away ;
to clean with a broom : to carry with pomp ;

to

drive or carry off with violence
;
to pass over with celer-

ity and force ; to rub over
;
to strike with a long stroke.

SWEEP, v. n. To pass with violence, swiftness, or pomp ;

to
p_ass smoothly ;

to move with a long reach.

SWEEP, n. Act of sweeping ;
a widely-extended motion

;

the compass of a continued motion or stroke : a general
destruction : direction of any motion not rectilinear :

a sweeper. [An engine for drawing up water; a well-

sweep; an upright post, having a cross-beam moving on
a pivot. Tudor. Archbishop Potter and Richardson spell
it swipe, Scott and Ash, swipe, swepe, sweap, and sweep.]

SWEEP'AGE,* n. The crop of hay got in a meadow. Whi-
shaw. [Local, Eng.]

SWEEP'ER, n. One who sweeps. Barret.

SWEEPING,* p. a. Driving away: involving great nurn-

be_rs.

SWEEP'ING-LY,* ad. In a sweeping manner. JV. A. Rev.

SWEEP'ING, w. pi. Dirt, refuse, &,c., swept away; things
cojlected by sweeping.

SWEEP'NET, n. A net that takes in a great compass.
SWEEP'STAKE, n. A winner: usually sweepstakes. Shak.

SWEEP'STAKES, n. sing. In gaming and horse-racing, a
winner ; one who wins all, or sweeps all the stakes or

wagers: a prize in a horse-race, made up of several
stakes.

SWEEP'WASH-ER,* (-wosh-er) 7i. One who extracts from
the sweepings, potsherds, &c., of refineries of silver and

gojd, the small residuum of precious metal. Ure.

SWEEP'Y, a. Passing with speed over a great compass at

once; sweeping; wavy; drawn out. Dryden.
SWEET, a. Pleasing to the taste, smell, or to any sense

;

having the taste of honey or sugar ; saccharine
;
luscious

to the taste; fragrant to the smell
; melodious to the ear;

beautiful to the eye ; not salt
; not sour ; mild ;

soft
; gen-

tle
; grateful; pleasing; not stale; free from any offen-

sive^ smell, as food.

SWEET, n. Sweetness; something pleasing; a perfume.
Dryden. A word of endearment, pi. Molasses

;
treacle.

SWEET'BREAD, n. The pancreas of the calf.

SWEET'BRl-ER, 71. A fragrant shrub
; eglantine.

SWEET'BROOM, n. An herb. Ainsworth.

SwEET-CXL'A-MDs,* or SwET'-CANE,* n. An aromatic

plant, sometimes called lemon-grass, and spikenard. P.

Cyc.

f, n. A putnt. Miller

SWEET-cIs'Tys. 71. A shrub, called also gum-cistus. Ma-
son^

SWEET'EN, (swet'tn) v. a.
[i. SWEETENED ; pp. SWEETEN-

ING, SWEETENED.] To make sweet: to make mild, or
kind

;
to palliate ;

to make grateful or pleasing ;
to soften

;

to make delicate.

SWEKT'EN, (swet'tn) v. n. To grow sweet. Bacon.

SWEET'EN-ER, (swet'tn-er) n. A person or thing that

sweetens, or renders pleasing.
SWEET'EN-ING,* (swet'tn-ing) n. Act of making sweet

;

that which sweetens, rfsh.

SWEET'-FERN,* n. A plant or small aromatic shrub. Farm.
Ency.

SWEET'-FLXG,* n. A plant with an aromatic root
;
sweet-

rush. Farm. Ency.
SwEET'-GRlss,* re. A genus of grasses. Farm. Ency.
SWEET'-GUTM,* n. A shrub; the liquid-amber. Crabb.

SWEET'HEART, (-hart) n. A lover or mistress. Shak.

SWEET'ING, n. A sweet apple : a word of endearment.
SWEET'ISH, a. Somewhat sweet. Flayer.

SWEET'ISH-NESS, /*. Quality of being sweetish. Bp. Berke-

ley.

SWEET-JOHN'S'WORT,* (-jonz'wiirt) re. A perennial plant.
Crabb.

SWEET'LY, ad. In a sweet manner
;
with sweetness.

SWEET-MAR'JP-RAM, . A plant. See MARJORAM.
SWEET'-AlAuD-LlN,*7t. A perennial plant. Crabb.

SWEET'MEAT, n. Fruit preserved with sugar; confection.

SWEET'NESS, n. Quality of being sweet; lusciousriess
;

fragrance: melody ; agreeableness ; gentleness ;
mild-

ness.

SWEET'-PEA,* n. _An annual plant. Crabb.

SWEET'-PQ-TA'TO,* n An esculent tuberous root; Caro-
lina potato ;

convolvulus batatas. Farm. Ency.
SwET'-R6oT,* n. A plant; liquorice. Smart.

SwEET'-ROsH,* n. A bulbous plant: sweet-flag. Crabb

SWEET'-SCENT-ED,* a. Having a sweet scent. Maunder.

SWEET'-SMELL-JNG,* a. Having a sweet smell
; fragrant.

Swift.

SwET'-S5p,* n. A tree
;
anona squamosa. Crabb.

SWEET-SOl/TAN,* n. An annual plant. Crabb.

SWEET-TEM'PERED,* (-perd) a. Of amiable temper;
mild. More.

SWEET'-TONED,* (-t5nd) a. Having a sweet or pleasant
tone.

Scott._

SWEET'-WEED,* n. A plant or shrub. Crabb.

SWEET-WlLL'iAM, (-yam) re. A plant and flower.

SwEET-WlL'LOW, 7i. A shrub
; gale or Dutch myrtle.

SWEET'-WOOD,* (-wud) 7i. A plant. Smart..

SWELL, v. n. [i. SWELLED ; pp. SWELLING, SWELLED, SWOL-

LEN, or SWOLN. Swollen and swoln are obsolescent.] To
grow bigger ; to grow turgid or tumid

;
to be inflated

; to

heave ; to rise
;
to enlarge j to look big ;

to be turgid ; to

protuberate ; to rise into arrogance, exasperation, or an-

ger ; to be elated.

SWELL, v. a. To cause to rise or increase ; to make tumid ;

to heighten ; to raise to arrogance ;
to inflate

;
to puff up ;

to augment ;
to expand ;

to dilate.

SWELL, n. Extension of bulk
;
act or state of swelling, as

of the sea after a storm
;
a succession of waves in one

direction
;
surf. (Mus.~) A set of pipes in an organ act-

ed upon by a key-board.
SWELL'ING, 71. Act of enlarging or increasing in bulk ;

in-

flation : morbid tumor; protuberance.
SWELL'ING,* p. a. Becoming inflated ; tumid; turgid.

fSWELT, v. n. To faint
;
to swoon : to swelter. Chaucer.

JSWELT, v. a. To overpower, as with heat
;
to cause to

faint. Bp. Hall. [Swelt is still in provincial use in Eng-
land. Todd.]

SWEL'TER, v. n. [i. SWELTERED ; pp. SWELTERING, SWEL

TERED.] To burn
;
to bear or suffer heat. Spenser. To

faint by excess of heat
;
to sweat profusely. Qascoignc.

SWEL'TER, v. a. To parch, dry up, or oppress with heat.

Bentley.

SWEL'TRY, a. Suffocating with heat; sultry.

SWEPT, i.'& p. from Sweep. See SWEEP.
SWERD, 71. & v. Mortimer. See SWARD.

SWERVE, v. n. [sweroen, Sax. 4' D-] [' SWERVED ; pp.

SWERVING, SWERVED.] To wander ;
to rove

;
to turn

aside ;
to deviate

;
to depart from rule, custom, or duty.

[To ply; to bend. Milton. To climb on it tree, or on a

narrow body. Dryden.]
SWERV'JNG, ?t. Act of departing from rule, custom, or

duty ;
deviation.

SWET,* i. &, p. from Sweat. See SWEAT.
fSWE'VEN, 7i.. A dream. Wicliffe.

SWIFT, a. Having a rapid motion ; moving far in a short

time
; quick ;

fleet ; speedy ;
nimble ; rapid ; ready ;

prompt.
SWIFT, n. That which is swift : current of a stream.

Walton. A bird like a swallow ;
a marten. Dcrham. A

species of lizard ;
an eft or newt

;
a small reptile. Forty.

SwiFT'ER, 71. (Mutt.) Tlie foremost or aftermost shroud ;

a rope to confine something in its place : a rope. Brande.
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SwlFT'-FoOT, (swTft'fut) a. Nimble ;

swift-footed. Mirror

for Magistrates.

SwiFT'-tooT-ED,- (-fut'ed) a. Swift of foot; nimble.

Pope.
SWI'FT'-HEELED, (swIft'hSld) a. Swift-footed; rapid.

Habington.
SWIFT'LY, ad. With a swift motion

;
with velocity; fleet-

ly ; rapidly ; nimbly.
SwlFT'NESS, n. Speed ; rapidity ; velocity ; celerity.

SwiFT'-wlNGED,* (-wingd) a. Swift in flight. Shak.

SwlG, v. n. [sMiVa, Icel.J To drink by large draughts.
Johnson. [Vulgar.]

SwlG, v. a. To drink or suck greedily. Creech.

SWIG, n. A large draught; as, "He took a good swig."

Randolph. [Vulgar.] Ale and toasted bread. Craven
Dialect.

Sw/LL, v. a.
[i.

SWILLED
; pp. SWILLING, SWILLED.] To

drink grossly ;
to wash ; to drench ;

to inebriate.

SwlLL, v. n. To be intoxicated ;
to drink grossly. W'/lately.

Swl'LL, 7i. Drink grossly poured down ; liquid food for

swine
; hogwash. Mortimer.

SWILL'ER, n. A gross drinker; a notorious drunkard;
called also, formerly, a swillbowl and a swillpot. Barret.

SwlLL'}NG, n. pi. Swill
; hogwash. Sherwood.

SWIM, v. 71.
[i.

SWUM or SWAM; pp. SWIMMING, SWUM.

Sworn, the old preterit, is obsolete.] To float on the

water
;
not to sink ; to move in water, as a fish ; to move

progressively in the water, by the motion of the limbs
;

to be conveyed by the stream ;
to glide along with a

smooth motion: to be dizzy: to be drenched ;
to be

floated : to have abundance ;
to flow in any thing.

SWIM, v. a. To pass by swimming. Dryden.
SWIM, n. A kind of smoothly sliding motion. B. Jonson.

The bladder of fishes by which they swim. Grew.

SwlM'MER, n. One who swims; a protuberance in the leg
of a horse. Farrier's Diet.

SWIM'MING, n. The act of floating on the water; act of

moving in the water, as a fish
;
act of moving progress-

ively in the water, by the motion ofthe limbs : dizziness.

SwiM'MiNG-LY, ad. Smoothly ;
with great success

; rapidly ;

without obstruction.

SWIN'DLE, (swin'dl) v. a.
[i.

SWINDLED ; pp. SWINDLING,
SWINDLED.] To defraud in common dealings by imposi-

tion, or false pretences ;
to cheat ;

to impose upon.
SWIN'DLER, n. One who swindles

;
a sharper; a cheat.

SWIN'DLJNG,* n. The practice of a swindler; systematic
fraud.

SWINE, TI. sing; Sc.pl. A hog; a pig; hogs collectively.

SWINE'-BREAD, . A kind of plant ;
truffle. Bailey.

SwlNE'-CRESS,* n. A species of cress
;
wart-cress. Crabb.

SwlNE'-GRAss, n. A plant or herb.

SwlNE'-HERD, TI. A keeper of hogs or swine. $r" This

word, in the north of England, is pronounced swinnard?'

Walker.

SWINE'-PIPE, n. The redwing ;
a bird of the thrush kind.

SWINE'-POX,* n. The chickea-pox. Brande.

SWINE'-STONE,* n. (Min.~) Fetid or bituminous limestone.

Brande.

SWINE'-STY, n. A hogsty ;
a pigsty. Promp. Pare.

SWINE'-THIS-TLE,* (-this-sl) TI. The sow-thistle. Smart.

SWING, v. n. [i.
SWUNG

; pp. SWINGING, SWUNG. Swung,
the old preterit, is obsolete.] To wave to and fro, hanging
loosely ;

to fly backward and forward on a rope ;
to oscil-

late
;
to vibrate.

Swi'NG, v. a. To make to play loosely on a string or rope ;

to make to vibrate or whirl round
;
to wave loosely.

SWING, n. Act or state of swinging; an apparatus for

swinging ;
a line on which any thing hangs loose :

course; unrestrained liberty; abandonment to any
course.

SWINGE, (swinj) v. a. [i. SWINGED; pp. SWINGING,
SWINGED.] To whip; to bastinade

;
to punish. Shak.

[fTo move as a lash. Milton.]

fSwiNGE, n. A sweep of any thing in motion. Waller.

tSwiNGE-BfJCK/LER, 71. A bully ;
a blusterer. Shalt.

SWIN'GEL,* n. That part of a flail which swings, or

which beats out the grain. Forby.
SWING' ER, (swing'er) n. One who swings ; a hurler.

Swi'N'GER, (swin'jer) 71. A great falsehood. Echard.

[Vulgar.]
SW'IN'GING, (swln'jjng) a. Great; huge. Tttbervile. [Vul-

gar.]
SWWGING-LY, (sw!n'jjng-le)> ad. Vastly; greatly. Swift.

SWIN'GLE, (swing'gl) v. a. [i.
SWINGLED ; pp. SWINGLING,

SWINGLED.] To dress flax; to separate the fibrous part
of flux from the woody substance and coarse tow, by
beating ; to beat. Ash. To cut off the heads of weeds
without rooting up the plants. Forby.

fSwlN'GLE, v. 71. To dangle ;
to swing loosely. Johnson.

SWI'N'GLE,* n. A wooden instrument or knife with which
flax is beaten: called also a swingle-staff, swingling-
knifc, swingl'ing-stuff, and swingling-wand. Ash.

Sw'iN'GLE-STA'FF,* 7. An instrument for beating flax or

hemp. Ash. See SWINGLE.

SWIN'GLE-TREE,* 71. A stick or piece of wood which
keeps the traces of a horse open. Ash. [Local, Eng.]

SWIN'GLE-WAND,* (-wond) n. An instrument with which
flax is swingled. Jamieson. See SWINGLE.

SwiNG'-PLoOGH,* 7i. A plough without wheels. London
SWI'NISH, a. Resembling swine

; gross; brutal.

SwI'NJSH-LY,* ad. In a base or swinish manner. Bale

SwI'Nisn-NESS,* TI. duality of being swinish. Boswell.

fSwiNK, v. n. To labor ; to toil
;
to drudge. Spenser.

fSwiNK, (swTnk) v. a. To overlabor. Milton.

JSWINK, n. Labor
;

toil
; drudgery. Spenser.

fSwiNK'ER, n. A laborer ; a ploughman. Chaucer.

SWIPE,* n. An engine having a cross-beam to draw up
w_ater. Abp. Potter. See SWEEP.

SWIPES, 77. Bad small-beer; taplash. Todd. [Local, Eng.]
SWIPLE,* TI. The part of a flail by which the grain is

struck in thrashing ;
a swingel. Farm. Ency.

SWIP'PER, a. Nimble ; quick. Promp. Parv. [Local, Eng.]
Swiss, n. A native, or the language, of Switzerland.

Swiss, a. Of or belonging to Switzerland. Addison.

SWITCH, n. A small, flexible twig. Shak. A movable rail;
a contrivance or arrangement of rails to enable cars to

turn out from one railroad into another.

SWITCH, v. a. [i.
SWITCHED

; pp. SWITCHING, SWITCHED.]
To lash with a switch

;
to jerk : to prune or cut off one

year's growth, as of a hedge.
SWITCH, v. n. To walk with a kind of jerk.
fSWITHE, ad. Hastily. Widiffc.

SWIT'ZER, n. A nntive of Switzerland ; a Swiss.

SwIv'EL, (swiv'vl) n. [vweif, Icel.l Something fixed m
another body so as to turn round in it, as in an iron

chain : a small cannon, which turns on a swivel.

SWOB,* n. & v. See SWAB.
SWOB'BER, n. (Jfaut.) A sweeper of the deck. See SWAB-

BER. pi. Four privileged cards used incidentally in

be_tting
at whist. Swift.

SWOLLEN, (sw5ln)^. from Swell. Swelled. See SWELL.
SWOLN, p. Same as swollen. Prior. See SWELL.

fSwoM. Old preterit from Swim. Shak. See SWIM.
SWOON, v. n. [i.

SWOONED
; pp. SWOONING, SWOONED.] To

suffer a suspension of thought and sensation
;
to faint.

SA/,-.

SWOON, n. Actor state of swooning; suspension of sen-
sation

;
a lipothymy ;

a fainting fit.

SWOON'ING, n. The act of fainting. Bp. Hall.

SWOOP, v. a. [i. SWOOPED ; pp. SWOOPING, SWOOPED.] To
fall on and seize at once, as a hawk his prey. Willdns.

To prey upon ; to catch up. Olanville.

fSwoOP, v. n. To pass with pomp. Drayton.
SWOOP, n. A falling upon and seizing, as a hawk his prey.

SWOP, v. a.
\_i.

SWOPPED
; pp. SWOPPING, SWOPPED.] To

exchange one thing for another; to barter. Dryden. [A
low word.]

SWOP, n. An exchange ; a barter. Spectator.

SWORD, (sord) [sord, S. W. P. J. K F. Ja. K. Sin.: sword
or sord, Wb.] n. A weapon for cutting or thrusting, worn
at the side : destruction by war; as, fire and sword:

vengeance of justice: the emblem of authority; as,
"the sword of state."

Sw5RD'-BEAR-ER,*(s5rd'bir-cr) n. The officer who car-

ries a sword. Smith.

SWORD'-BELT,*W. A belt for suspending a sword. Duane
SWORD'-BLADE,* TI. The blade of a sword. Ency.
SWORD'-CUT-LER,* (sord'kat-ler) n. One who makes
swords. Maunder.

SWORD'ED, (sSrd'ed) a. Girt witli a sword. Milton.

jSw_ORD'ER, (sSrd'er) ?;. A cutthroat
;
a soldier. Shak.

SWORD'-FIGHT,* (sord'f it) TI. A combat with swords. Holy
day.

SwoRD'-FlSH, (sord'fTsh) n. A fish with a long, sharp bont
issuing from its head. Spenser.

SWORD'-GRASS, ^sord'grSsi n. A kind of sedge; glader.

SWORD'-HAND,* n. The right hand
;
the hand holding the

sword. Booth.

SWORD'-KNOT, (sord'not) n. A ribbon tied to the hilt of a
sword.

SWORD'-LAW, (sord 'law) n. Violence; the law by which
all is yielded to the stronger. Milton.

SWORD'LESS,* (sord'les) a. Having no sword. Byron.
SWORD'PLAY,* 71. A combat of gladiators. Dryden.
SWORD'PLAY ER, (sord'pla-er) n. Gladiator; fencer; one
who exhibits his skill in the use of the sword for prizes.
Hakewill.

SWORD'SHAPED,* (sord'shapt) a. Shaped like a sword.
Smith.

SWORT>'MAN, (sordz'man) n. ; pi. SWORDSMEN. A man
who carries a sword; a fighting man: written also

swprdman.
SWORD'MAN-SHIP,* (sordz'man-shlp) n. Skilful use of

the sword. Cowper.
SWORE, i. from Swear. See SWEAR.
SWORN, (sworn) p. from Swear. See SWEAR.

fSwoOND, . n. To swoon. Ska!;. See SWOON.
SwDM, i. & p. from Swim. See SWIM.
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,
t. &.p. from Swing. See SWING.

SY'A-LlTE,*7i. (Bot.) A plant ; dillenia speciosa. Crdbb.

SYB, (sib) a. Properly sib ; which see.

SYB'A-RITE,* n. An inhabitant of Sybaris, a once power-
ful city of Calabria, whose inhabitants were proverbially
effeminate and luxurious : an effeminate voluptuary.

SvB-A-KiT'ic, ) a. Relating to Sybaris or the Syba-
SYB-A-RiT'i-CAL, j rites ; luxurious; wanton.
tSvc'A-MlNE,?*. The sycamore. Luke. See SYCAMORE.
SYC'A-MORF., n. [rmrtytOjMf.j A species of tig-tree : the

oriental plane-tree ;
the American buttonwood ;

a very

large_forest tree.

SY-CEE',* or SE-ZE',* n. & a. A Chinese term for pure native
silver. Martin. It is the only approach to a silver cur-

rency among the Chinese. Brandc.

SV^'ITE,* n. (Min.) The fig-stone ;
a nodule of flint. Ure.

Sy-c6'MA,* ?t. [avKvv.] (Med.) A fig-shaped tumor. Brandc.
Sfc'9-PHAN-cy, (sik'9-fan-se) n. [The practice of an in-

former. Bp. Hall.] Mean flattery or servility.

SYC'P-PHANT, (s!k'9-f?nt) n. [sycophanta, L. ; tmsoQivriRi

Gr.j
A malicious or base parasite ;

a mean flatterer.

jSvc'o-PHANT, v. n. [avKocpavriw.] To play the syco-
phant. Gov. of Tongue.

fSYc'p-PHANT, v. a. To calumniate. Milton.

SYC-P-PHXN'TIC, a. Mischievously officious; like a syc-
ophant; fawning; flattering.

SYC-P-PHAN'TJ-CAL, a. Basely parasitical; sycophantic.
South.

SYC-O-PHXNT'ISH,* a. Like a sycophant; parasitical;
sycophantic. Month. Rev.

Svc'p-PHANT-iM,*7t. Sycophancy. V. Knox.

tSYc'p-piiANT-iZE, v. n. To play the sycophant. Bailey.

fSYC'p-PHANT-Ry, n. Sycophancy. Barrow.

Sy-co'sis,* ??. [ffv'.uffts.] (Med.) A tubercular eruption up-
on the scalp or bearded part of the face. Brande.

SY'E-NITE,* n. (Min.) A granitic rock from Syene in

Egypt. See SIENITE.

SYL'LA-BA-RY,* n. A table of syllables. Fo. QM. Rev.

SyL-LXB'jc, a. [syllabique, Fr.j Relating to, or consisting
of, syllables.

SYL-LXB'I-CAL, a. Relating to syllables; consisting of

syllables; syllabic. [den.

SYL-LXB'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a syllabical manner. Bp. Gau-

SYL-LXB'I-CATE,* Vi a- [jt SYLLABICATED; pp. SYLLABI-

CATING, SYLLABICATED.] To form into syllables. Perry.
SYL-LXB-I-CA'TION,* n. Act of forming syllables. Walker.

SYL'LA-BisT,* n. One versed in, or a maker of, syllables.
Fo. Qu. Rev.

SYL'LA-BLE, (sil'la-bl) n. [ruAAa/?i), Gr. ; syllabe, Fr.] A
division or part of a word ; as much of a word as is

uttered by the help of one vowel, or one articulation :

any thing proverbially concise.

SYL'LA-BLE, v. a. To utter ; to articulate. Milton. [R.]

SYL'LA-BfJB, n. Milk and acids. Beaumont. See SILLABUB.

SYL'LA-BDS, n. [ovXAa/?0f, Gr. i syllabus, L.] pi L. SYL-
LABI; Eng. SYLLABUSES. An abstract; a compendium,
containing the heads of a discourse ; an abridgment; a
table of contents or heads of a treatise.

SYL-LEP sis,* n. [<niAAi7i//?.] (Gram.) Substitution ; a.

term applied to an idiom of the Greek and Latin lan-

guages, by which an adjective predicated of a masculine
and feminine substantive, is made to accord in gender
with the former; as, rex etregina beati. Brande. The
junction of a verb to two nominative cases singular of
different persons. Crabb.

Syr.-LEP'Ti-CAL,* a. Relating to, or implying, syllepsis.
Crombie.

SYL-LEP'TI-CAL-LY,* ad. By way of syllepsis. Crombie.

SYL'LO-^TSM, (si!'<?-jizm)n. [iAAo}<J7c5f, Gr.;syllogisme,
Fr.] (Logic) An argument stated in a logical form, con-

sisting o"f three propositions, and having the property
that the conclusion necessarily follows from the two
premises ; as, ''Everyman thinks ; Peter is a man: therefore
Peter thinks."

SYL-LO-^IS'TIC, ) a. [o-t>AAoj/toru<5f.] Relating to a syl-

SYL-Lp-flTs'Ti-cAL, j logism; consisting of, or in the
form of, a syllogism.

SYL-LP-^IS'TI-CAL-LY, ad. In the form of a syllogism.
Locke.

SYL-LQ-^I-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of reasoning by syllogism.
Harris.

SYL'LQ-(?IZE, v. n. [syllogiser, Fr.
; o-uAAoj-i'Cei*', Gr.] [i.

SYLLOGIZED J pp. SYLLOGIZING, SYLLOGIZED.] To reason

by S3'llogism. Watts.

SYL'LP-^IZ-ER, n. One who reasons by syllogism.
SYLPH, (sllf) n. [sylphe, Fr.

; <rtA0i7, Gr.] A spirit or im-

aginary being inhabiting the air: a moth.

SYL'PHID, n. [sylphide, Fr.] A sylph or little sylph. Pope.
SYL'VA,* n. A collection of poetical pieces. Wakefield.

(Bot.) The trees of a country collectively, or a work on
trees. Evelyn.

SYL'VAN, a. [sylva, L., woods; Sylvanus, L., Sylvan, the

god of the woods.] Relating to the woods, or to a sylvan ;

woody ; shady. Writte;, also silvan.

SYL'VAN, n. [sylvain, Fr.] A wood-god, or satyr ;
some-

times a rustic. Pope.
SYL'VAN-lTE,* n. (Min.) A species of tellurium. Crabb.

SyL-vAT'ic,* a. Sylvan; relating to woods. Booth. [R.J
SYL-VES'TRI-AN,* a. Sylvan; inhabiting the woods. Gay.
SYM'BPL, n. [symbole, Fr.

; erfy/ffoAoy, Gr.
; symbolum, L.jA type ; a representative of something moral or intellec-

tual by something addressed to the senses: a sign ; an
emblem; a figure; a mark or character used as au ab-
breviation for objects, substances, or scientific operations:

a compendium; an abstract: a religious creed or
confession.

SYM-BOL'IC,* a. Typical ; symbolical. Coleridge.
Syivi-BOL'l-CAL, a. [symbolique, Fr. ; <n>// VoAu-o?, Gr.]
Representing by symbols ; partaking of symbols : emblem-
atical

; representative ; typical ; expressing by signs.
SyM-BOL'l-CAL-LY, ad. In a symbolic manner ; typically.
SYM'BOL-JM,* n. An exposition or comparison of sym-

bols or creeds. Robertson. (Chem.) A knitting together
or union of parts or ingredients. Smart.

SYM-BOL-J-ZA'TION, 7i. Act of symbolizing; representa-
tion by symbols ; resemblance. Browne.

SYM'BQL-IZE, v. n. [symboliser, Fr.] [i. SYMBOLIZED; pp.
SYMBOLIZING, SYMBOLIZED.] To have a typical resem-
blance

;
to be symbolical; to have something in common

with ano_ther.
SYM/BPL-IZE, v. a. To make symbolical of something.
JSYM'ME-TRAL, a. Symmetrical. More. [R.]
SYM-MET'RJ-AN, n. One studious of proportion. Sidney.
SyM-MET'Ri-CAL, a. Proportionate ; having symmetry ;

having parts well adapted to each other
; harmonious.

SyM-MET'Rl-CAL-LY,*ad. In asymmetrical manner. Smart.

SYM'ME-TRIST, n. One very studious of proportion. Wotton.

SYM'ME-TRIZE, v. a. To make symmetrical. Burke.

SYM'ME-TRY, n. [symetrie, Fr.
;

avv and pirpav, Gr.]
Agreement of one part with another

; adaptation of part3
to each other

; proportion ; harmony.
SYM-PA-THET'IC,

\

a. [sympathise, Fr.] Having sym-
SYM-PA-THET'J-CAL, j pathy ; relating to or produced by
sympathy ; having common feeling ; changing, as if by
sympathy ; compassionate ; feeling , tender.

SYM-PA-THET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a sympathetic manner.
SYM-PA-TIIET'IC-INK,* n. A sort of ink which changes

its color, when acted upon by heat, or other reagents.
Hamilton.

SYM'PA-THIST,* re. One who feels sympathy. Coleridge..

SYM'PA-THIZE, . n. [sympathiser, Fr.] [i. SYMPATHIZED;
pp. SYMPATHIZING, SYMPATHIZED.] To leel with another ;

to feel in consequence of what another feels
j to feel

sympathy ;
to feel mutually ; to agree ;

to fit.

SYM'PA-THY, n. [sympathie, Fr.
; acpnaOeia, Gr.] Fellow-

feeling ;
mutual sensibility ;

the quality of being affected

*by another's affection; compassion; commiseration;
tenderness.

SrM-PBr'szs,* n. [o-y/jTreTrrw.] (Me.d.) A concoction or

ripening of inflammatory humors. Crabb.

SyM-PHO'NI-A,* n. (Mas.) A sort of ancient drum. Crabb.

SYM-PHO'Ni-oDs, a. Harmonious ; agreeing in sound.

SYM'PHQ-NIZE, v. n. To agree with; to harmonize.
Boyle. [R.]

SYM'PIIQ-NY, (slm'fo-ne) 71. [symphonia, L.
; ovv and

0wi/?;, Gr.] A piece of music or composition in which
instruments only are employed ;

a concert of instru-

ments ; consonance ; harmony of mingled sounds.

SYM-PHY'E-AL,* a. Relating to symphysis. Smart.

SYM'PHY-SIS, . [avv and ^uw.] (Med.) A junction of
certain bones or joints, not admitting motion; aconnas-
cence or growing together. Wiseman.

SYM-PI-E-SOM'E-TER,* n. [<n^7r<fw and ^frooi/.] An in-

strument for measuring the weight of the atmosphere
by the compression of a column of gas. Brande.

SYM'PLE-SJTE,* ?/. (Min.) A mineral of indigo color. Dana.

SYJI'PLO-CE,* i>. [av/nTX'iKfi.] (Rhet.) A figure according
to which several sentences or clauses have the sunu
beginning and ending. Crabb.

||Sy]yi-po'l-Xc, (sjm-po'ze-ak or sjm-po'zbe-rik) [sim-po'-
ze-ak, F.'K. Sm. R. Wb.'\ sjm-po'zhe-ak, W. J.} a', [sym-
posiaque, Fr.

; o-i'j/rroo-juK/fj, Gr.] Relating to merry-
makings ; convivial ; festive. Jlrbuthnot.

l|SYM-Pp'si-Xc,* n. A convivial meeting. Chambers.

i|SYM-p6'si-ARH,* ?i. The ruler or master of a feast.

Brande.

||SYM-Po'i-XsT,* n. One who drinks or makes merry with
another. QM. Ren.

\\SYJ\I-PO' $i-uia, (sjm-p5'ze-um or sjm-po'zhc-um) n. [L.]
A feast

;
a banquet ; a merry-making ; a drinking together.

SYMP'TQM, (slm'tQm) n. [symptdme, Fr.
; o-t^/Trw/ja, Gr.]

(Mcd.) Any change perceptible to the senses, which is

connected with morbific influence; that which indicates

the state of health or disease; indication; a sign; a

token.

SYMP-TQ-MXT'IC, (slm-tp-mrit'jk) ) a. [symptoma-
SYMP-TQ-MXT'I-CAL, (sim-to-mat'e-kal) j tiquc, Fr.]

Relating to, or containing, symptoms ;
indicative.

A, f, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, E, I, 5, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, p, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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SfMT-TQ-MXT'I-CAL-LY, ad. In the nature of a symptom.

[

SYMP-TOM-A-TOL'o-Gy,* n. (Med.) That branch of pa-

thology which treats of the symptoms of diseases. Dan-
glison.

SYN-JZR'E-sls,* (sjn-er'e-sis) n. [vwu(pt*i(.] (Rhet.) The
union of two syllables into one, the opposite of diaresis ;

as, Is'rael for Is'ra-el. Crabb.

SYN-A-GOG'I-CAL, a. Pertaining to a synagogue. Bailey.

SYN'A-GOCtUE, (sin'a-gog) n. [Fr. ; vwayuyfi, Gr.] A re-

ligious Assembly of the Jews; a Jewish place of worship.
SYN-A-LE'PHA, (sin-a-le'f?) K. [<rvvu\oi<j>ri.] (Prosody) The

principle or usage by which, when a word ends with a

vowel, or with the letter m, and the next begins with a

vowel, the final syllable of the one runs into the first of
the other

; as, HV ego.

SYN'AR-JEHY, n. [avvapxia.] Joint sovereignty. Stack-

house. [R.] _

SYN-AR-THRO'SIS, n. [<n>v and dpflpdw.] (Anat.) A close

conjunction of two bones. Wiseman.

SY-NAX'IS, n. [ffvva%i$.] A synagogue; a congregation. Bp.
Taylor.

SYN-CAR'POI;S,* a . (Bot.) Having the carpels consolidated.
P. Cyc.

SYN-cXT-E-GO-RE-MXT'lc,* a. [iniv and Karriyoprjua.]
(Logic") Noting words which cannot be employed by
themselves as terms, but require to be conjoined with
another wordj as prepositions, adverbs, &c. Brande.

SYN-jeH<?N-DR6'sis,(sin-kon-dr5'sjs)n. [i/and x<>w5ooc.]
(Anat.) The junction of one bone with another, by an in-

tervening cartilage. Wiseman.

SYN'JEHRQ-NAL, (sing'krQ-n?!) a. \_avv and %p<5i/o?.] Hap-
pening at the same time; belonging to the same time

;

synchronical ; synchronous ; synchronistic. Mure.

SYN'^HRQ-NAL, n. That which happens at the same time,
or which belongs to the same time, with another thing.
More.

SYN-HRON'I-CAL, a. [vvv and \o6vos.] Happening at the
same time; synchronal ; synchronous. Boyle.

SYN-JBHRON'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a synchronical manner.
Belsham.

SYN'HRQ-NYM, (sTng'kn?-n!zm) n. [ai>v and \p6vn^.]
Concurrence in time of two or more events

;
a tabular

arrangement of history according to dates, by which
contemporary persons and things of different countries are

brought together.

SYN-HRQ-NIS'TIC,* a. Happening at the same time ;

synchronal. Ball.

SYN-JBHRQ-NJ-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of synchronizing. Clis-

sold.

SYN'CHRQ-NIZE, (sing'kre-nlz) v. n. [t. SYNCRONIZED
;

pp. SYNCRONIZING, sYNCRONizED.] To concur at the
same time

;
to agree in time. Dr. Robinson.

SYN-HRQ-N6L'Q-Gy,* n. Contemporaneous chronology.
Crosthwaite.

SYN'jEHRO-NoOs, a. [o~ui> and xpdi/oj.] Happening at the
same time ; synchronical ; synchronal. Arbut/inot.

SYN'jCHY-sfs, (sing'ke-sis) n. [avv and %vw.j A confu-
sion

; a confused arrangement of words in a sentence.
KnatchbulL

SYN'CI-POT,* 7i. (Anat.) Crabb. See SINCIPUT.

SYN-CLI'NAL,* a. (Qeol.) Applied to an axis or lines, as op-
posed to anticlinal lines : synclinical. Brande.

SyN-CLiN'i-CAL,* a. (Oeol.) Noting aline or axis formed
when the strata dip in opposite directions towards a

common, central, imaginary line. Rogers.
SYN'CQ-PATE, v. a. [i.

SYNCOPATED ; pp. SYNCOPATING, j

SYNCOPATED.] To contract by syncope ; to abbreviate.
j

(Mas.) To divide a note.

SYN-CQ-PA'TIQN,* n. (Mas.") The state or act of the first
j

half of a note's beginning on the unaccented or weak part
of a bar, while the other half is continued, and termi-
nates on the accented or strong part. P. Cyc.

SYN'CQ-PE, (sing'ko-pe) n. [syncope, Fr. ; avyKurrfj, Gr.]
(Med.) A fainting fit. (Rhet.) A figure by which one or
more letters are omitted in the middle of a word. (Mas.")
The division of a note, used when two or more, notes of
one part answer to a single one of the other.

! SYN'CQ-PIST, n. One who syncopates. Spectator.

SYN'CQ-PIZE, v. a. To contract; to syncopate. Dal
garno. [R.]

SYN'JERA-TISM,* n. A junction of two against a third

power; syncretism. Walker.

SYN'CRE-TIM,* n. [ai>v and /vpacnj.] The blending of
the tenets of different schools or sects into a system.
Brande.

STN'cRE-TlsT,* 7i. One who adheres to syncretism. Mos-
heim.

SYN'cRf-sIs,* n. (Rhet.) A figure by which opposite per-
sons or things are compared. Crabb.

SYN-DXC'T YL,* n. ( Ornitfi.) The name of a tribe of perchers.
Brande.

SYN-UAC'TY-LOUS,* a. Relating to the syndactyls. P. Cyc.

SYN-DES-MSG'RA-PHY,* n. [avvScanos and ypa<f>u.] (Anat.)
A description of the ligaments. Danglisun

SYN-DEs-M5L'o-GY,*7i. (Med.) A treatise on the ligaments.
Dunglison.

SYN-DES-MO'SIS,* n. [ofviscrpos.] (Med.) The union of
one bone with another by means of a ligament. Brande.

SYN-DES-MOT'O-MY,* n. (Anat.) A dissection of the liga-
ments. Dunglison.

SYN'DIC, n. [syndic, Fr.
; crvv and 6iK r,, Gr.] A kind of

chief magistrate; a municipal officer; a curator.

(French, law) An assignee. Pococke.

SY_N'DI-CATE, v. a. [syndiquer, Fr.
; avv and SLKT), Gr.] To

judge; to pass judgment on
; to censure. Donne.

jSYN'D}-CATE.* n. A council. Burnet.

SYN'DRO-ME, '[sin'drp-me, S. W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm.; sin'-

drom, P.] n. [crvvdpoufi.] Concurrent action
; concurrence

Glanville.

Sy-NEC'DQ-HE, (se-nek'dp-ke) n. [synecdoche, Fr.; av-

v<fia-xfli Gr.] (Rhet.) A figure by which the whole is put
for a part, or a part for the whole, a genus for a species,
or a species for a genus. It is a sort of trope.

SYN-EC-DO^H'J-CAL, (sln-ek-dok'e-kal) a. Expressed by a
synecdoche ; implying a synecdoche. Boyle.

AL-LY, ad. In a synecdochical manner.
(Med.) A disease of the eye. Brande.

SYN-EC-PHQ-NE'SIS,* (sjn-ek^-ne'sjs) n. A contraction of
two syllables into one

; synaeresis. Mason.
SYN'E-PY,* n. [a-weirem.] Interjunction of words. Smart.

SYN-ER-^ET'IC,* a. Cooperating; synergistic. Smart.

SYN-ER'^JST,* n. [vvvtoya^onai.] A term applied to a party
in the Lutheran church, in the 16th century, who held
the doctrine that divine grace requires a correspondent
action of the human will to become effectual. Brande.

SVN-ER-GIS'TIC, a. [crwepyd^o/jLai.] Cooperating; syner-
getic. Dean Tucker.

SYN'GE-NESE,* n. (Bot.) A syngenesian plant. Lindley.
SYN-GE-NE'I-A,* re. pi. (Bot.) A class of plants that have

the anthers united into a ring or tube, or the stamens
united in a cylindrical form by the anthers. Crabb.

SVN-GE-NE'SIAN,* (-shan) ) a. (Bot.) Having the anthers

SYN-GE-NE'SIQUS,* (-shus) \ united into a ring or tube.
London.

SYN'GRAPH,* n. (Law) A deed, bond, or writing, under
the hand and seal of all the parties. Whishaw.

SYN-J-ZE'SIS,* n. [aovfyw.] (Med.) An obliteration of the

pupil of the eye ;
a closed pupil. Brande.

SYN-NEV-RO'SIS. n. [aw and vF.vpov.] (Anat.) A union of
one bone with another by means of a membrane.

SYN'Q-JEHA,*?*. [o-ui/exw-] (Mcd.) A continued inflammatory
fever. Brande.

SYN'QD, n. [seonod, Sax.; synode, Fr. ; cvvoSos, Gr.] A
council ; an ecclesiastical assembly ;

a convention of the

clergy of a diocese : in the Presbyterian church, an as-

sembly composed of two or more presbyteries.

fSYN'Q-DAL, n. Money paid anciently to the bishop, &c., at
Easter visitation. Wheatlcy.

SYN'Q-DAL, a. Relating to a synod ; synodic. Milton.

Sy-NOD'jc,
|

a. Relating to, or performed by, a synod.
Sy-NOD'l-CAL, \ (Astron.) A synodic revolution of the
moon or a planet, is the time between two conjunctions,
or two oppositions, of the moon or planet, with the sun.
A synodic month is the period of the moon's synodic

revolution, viz., 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 3 seconds j

the same as lunation or lunar month.

Sy-N6D'j-CAL-L,y, ad. By the authority of a synod.
SYN'QD-IST,* n. One who adheres to the synod. EC. Rev.

SyN-oM'Q-sy,* n. A sworn brotherhood. Mitford.
S'Y-tf8N'Y-MA,n. pi. [L. ; awwvvno*., Gr.] Words which

signify the same thing; synonymes. B. Jonson.

tSy-NON'y-MAL, a. [ffvi'uwiJLOs.] Synonymous. Instruct, for
Orat.

tSy-NON'y-MAL-LY, ad. Synonymously. Spelman.
SYN'Q-NYME, (sln'9-mm) n. [synonyme, Fr.] pi. SYN-Q-
NYMEiy. Words, of the same language, which have the
same or a similar signification, as happiness and felicity,

heavenly and celestial. Written also synonym.
SYN-Q-NYM'I-CAL,,* a. Synonymous. L^awson.
SY-NON'Y-MIST,* n. One who explains or treats of syno-
nymes : oils who collects and reduces the synonymes
of plants. Dr. Dawson.

Sy-N6N'Y-M.IZE,t;. a.
[if.

SYNONYMIZED
J pp. SYNONYMIZING,

SYNONYMIZED.] To interpret or to express by words of the
same meaning. Camden.

Sy-NON'y-MoOs, a. [O-PJ/WJ/V/IOJ.] Having the same mean-
ing ; conveying the same idea

; expressing the same
thing; univocal.

Sy-NON'y-MoDs-LY, ad. In a synonymous manner.
SY-NSN'Y-MY, n.

[pvyuwftla.] The quality of expressing,
by different words, the same thing. Selden. (Rhet.) A
figure of speech by which divers words, of similar signi-

fication, are employed to amplify a matter. Crabb.

SY-NOP'SIS, n. [ITU i'o !//(?.] pi. SYNOPSES. A collective view
of any subject ;

an abridgment such as brings all the parts
under one view.

.SY-NOP'TI-CAL, a. Relating to, or partaking of, a synopsis.

Sy-NOP'Ti-cAL-Ly, ad. In a synoptical manner. Petty.______ r ...... __ ______ _________ . ____ . a . sun. oii-rtui" i I-CAL.-L.YJ o.a. in a sync
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SYN-OS-TE-SG'RA-PHY,* n. [ffvv, ovriov, and ypd(f>w.] A
description of the joints. Dunglison.

SYN-OS-TE-OL'Q-GY,* n. A treatise on the joints. Dunglison.
SyN-os-TE-oT'p-MY,* n. (rfnat.-) Dissection of the joints.

Dunglison,
Sy-NO'v}-A,* n. [ffvv and utfj/.J (dual.) An unctuous fluid

secreted from certain glands in the joints. Brande.

Sy-NO'vi-AL,* a. Relating to the synovia. Dnnglison.
SyN-TAc'Tjc,* \a. [syntaxis, L.] Relating to syntax;
SyN-TAc'Tf-CAL, j conjoined. Peacham.

SyN-TAc'Tj-CAL-Ly,* ad. In a syntactical manner. EC.
Rev.

SYN'TAX, n. [o-vvra^is.] That part of grammar which
teaches the proper construction of words in a sentence.

SYX-TAX'IS, n. [L.] Syntax. Milton.

SyN-TEC'Tl-CAL,*a. Relating to syntexis ; wasting. Maun-
der.

SYN-TE-RE'SJS, n. [crvvrfipriats.] Preservation: remorse
of conscience. Bp. Ward. [R.]

SyN-TEX'js,* n. [trvvrr^is.] (Med.~) A wasting of the body ;

consumption. Crabb.

SYN'THE-sfSjW. [avvOsvis.] pi. SYN'THE-SE. Composition,
or the act of putting together; the opposite of analysis

(Logic} A method of demonstration which sets out from
some principle established or assumed, or a proposition al-

ready demonstrated, and ascends through a series of prop-
ositions to that which was enunciated. (Surg.) Are-
uniting of parts. (Chem.) The uniting of elements into
a compound : the opposite of analysis.

Syw-THET'lc,
\
a. [av^enxos, Gr.

; synthetique, Fr.]

SyN-THET'j-CAL, \ Relating to synthesis; conjoining;
compounding; forming composition : opposed to ana-

lytic.

SYN-THET'J-CAL-LY, ad. By synthesis. Walker.

SyN-TON'jc,* a. (Mas.} Sharp; intense. Smart.

SYPH'J-LIS,* n. [<n0Adj.] (Med.) The venereal disease.

Brande.

SYPH-i-LlT'ic,* a. Relating to, or infected with, syphilis.

_Oood.
SY'PHQN, (sl'f9n) n. [o-i0j/.] A tube. See SIPHON.

SY-PH5N'jc,* a. Belonging to, or like, a syphon. EC. Rev.

SY'REN, n. See SIRES.

SYR'I'-AC, a. Relating to Syria or its ancient language.
SYR'J-AC, n. The language of ancient Syria.

Sy-Ri'A-ciM,* n. A Syriac idiom or phrase. Milton.

SYR'I-AN,* n. A native of Syria. a. Syriac. Ency.
SYR'J-AN-IM,* n. Same as Syriacism. Knowles.

SYR'I-AM, n. A Syriac idiom; Syriacism. Warburton.

SY-RIN'&A, n. (Bot.~) A genus of flowering shrubs, includ-

ing the iilac. Mason.

SYR'IN&E, (sir'jnj) n. [<ri5/>'/.] A pipe, or small machine,
serving first to imbibe or suck in a quantity of water, or

other fluid, and then to expel it in a small jet.

SYR'}NGE,(sir'jnj) v. a. [i. SYRINGED ; pp. SYRINGING, SYR-

INGED.] To spout or wash with a syringe.

SYR-IN-GOT'Q-MY, n. [<ripty% and Tsroua.] (Med.) The art

or practice of cutting fistulas or hollow sores.

SYR'INX,* n. [a-vpiy^.] (Mus.) A musical instrument com-
posed of reeds of different lengths fastened together ; a

shepherd's pipe. Hamilton.
SYR'MA,* n. [L.] A robe with a long train, worn by ancient

tragedians. Brande.

fSYRT, (s'irt) n. A quicksand. Young.
SYR'TIC,* a. Relating to a syrt ; sandy ; boggy. Ed. Rev

SYR'Tis,n. [L.] A quicksand; shifting sand. Milton.

SYR'VP, w._See SIRUP.

SYS-SAR-CO'SJS,* n. [o-vv and c-dp.] (Med.) A junction of
bones by intervening muscles. Brande.

SYS-TAL'TJC,* a. (Med.) Having alternate contraction and
dilatation. Dunglison.

SYS'TA-SIS, n. [<rii<rru<7(s.] The consistence of any thing; a
constitution. Burke.

SYS'TEM, (sis'tem) n. [systdme, Fr.
; avarrma, Gr.] A com-

bination of parts into a whole
;
a complete body of any

art or science ;
a collection of rules and principles ;

the

whole of any science, art, or doctrine
;
a number of

things combined or acting together ; hypothesis; scheme.

(dstron.) An hypothesis of a certain order and ar-

rangement of the celestial bodies, by which their appar-
ent motions are explained.

SYS-TEM-AT'JC,* a. Methodical
; systematical. Knox.

SYS-TEM-AT'I-CAL, a. [systcmatique, Fr.
; cruo-rri/iarJKO j, Gr.]

Relating to, or partaking of, system ; methodical ; regular.

SYS-TEM-AT'l-CAL-Ly, ad. In "the form of a system.

SYS'TEM-A-TIM,* n. Reduction of facts to a system. Dun-

glison.

SYS'TEM-A-TtsT, n. One who forms a system. Chambers.

SYS'TEM-A-TIZE, [sls'tem-a-tiz, P. Jo. K. Sm. R. ; sis-tem'-

a-tlz, W.} v. a. To reduce to a system ; to methodize ; to

harmonize ; to regulate. Harris.

SYS'TEM-A-TIZ-ER, n. One who systematizes. Harris.

Svs-TEM-A-TOL'Q-^y,* n. A treatise or discourse on the

various systems. Month. Rev.

SYS'TEM-MAK-ER, n. One who forms systems. Prior.

SYS'TEM-IZE,* v. a. To systematize. Hiley. A word rarely
used by good writers.

SYS'TEM-MONG-ER, n. One fond of systems. Ld. Chesterfield.

SYS'TQ-LE, (sis'to-le) n. [systole, Fr. ; avrrroXfi, Gr.] (Jlnat.)
The contraction of the heart. (Gram.) The shortening
of a long syllable. The opposite of diastole.

Sys-TSi/ic,* a. Relating to systole ; contracting. Parsons.

SYS'TYLE, (sis'tll)n. [systyle, Fr., from avv and criiAfls, Gr.]

(Jirch.) The arrangement of columns in such a manner
that they are two diameters apart.

SYTHE,* n. See SCYTHE.

fSyx-HEN'DE-MAN,* n. A man, under the Saxon govern-
ment, worth six hundred shillings. Bailey.

SYZ'Y-^Y, (siz'e-je) n. [syzygie, Fr.
; ai'^vyia,Gr.] pi. SYZ-

VGIES. (Astron.) The place of the moon, or of a planet,
when in conjunction or opposition with the sun.

T.

Tthe
twentieth letter of the alphabet, and a mute conso-

} nant, has always, at the beginning and end of words,
the same sound, except when placed before A. It then
forms a digraph, having two different compound sounds

;

as, this, thing. T is used, in the arts, as an adjective, to

denote a thing in the form of the capital letter T ; as, a T
square, a T bandage, a T rail, &c. As an abbreviation, it

sometimes stands for theology ;
as in S. T. D., (Sancta; The-

ologJue Doctor,) Doctor of Sacred Theology, i. e., Doctor of

Divinity.

TAB,* n. A cap-border, worn in the inside of a lady's bon-
net : the latchet of a shoe. Forby.

TAB-A-SHEER',*n. [Per.] Alight, white, porous substance,
found in the joints of the bamboo, consisting almost en-

tirely of silica. Brande.

TA-BA'NVS,* n. [L.] The horse-fly; the ox-fly; the gad-
fly. Roget.

TAB'ARD, n. [tabard, Fr.
; tabar, Welsh ; tabardum, low L.]

A sort of tunic or mantle, covering the body before and
behind, reaching below tlie loins

;
a herald's coat. Warton.

TAB'ARD-ER, n. One who wears a tabard, or short gown.
TAB'A-RET,* n. A stout, satin-striped silk. W. Ency.
TAB'BJ-NET,* n. A delicate sort of tabby or taffety. W.

Ency.
TAB'BY,7t. [tabi, It.

; tabis, Fr.] A kind of rich, waved silk :

a mixture of stone or shell and mortar. Swift.

TAB'BY, a. Diversified in color ;
brinded

; brindled.

TAB'sy, v. a. [i. TAPIIED; pp. TABBYING, TABBIED.] To

pass between metal engraved rollers, as silk, in order i

give it a wavy appearance ;
to give stuffs a wavy appeai-

ance by the calender ; to water, as stuffs. Ure.

TAB'BY-CAT,* n. A brinded cat. Booth.

TAB-E-FAc'TiQN, n. [tabefacio, L.] The act of wastii

away. [R.]

TAB'E-FY, v. n.
[i. TABEFIED; pp. TABEFYiifG, TABEFIED.

To waste away ;
to extenuate. Harvey.

TA-BEL'LIQN,* (ta-bel'yun) n. [tabellio, L.] An officer ii

the Roman empire, wlio had the charge of the publi
documents

;
a secretary ;

a registrar. Brande.

TXB'ERD, n. See TABARD.
TAB'ER-NA-CLE, n. [Fr. ; tabernacvlum, L.] A tempo

habitation; a tent; a cabin ;
casual dwelling: amc

the Israelites, a place of worship ; a sacred place. Fa

of tabernacles, the last of the three great annual festivals

the Israelites, which required the presence of all the

pie at Jerusalem.

TAB'ER-NA-CLE, t>. n. [i.
TABERNACI-ED ; pp. TABEHNACLINC

TABERNACLED.] To enshrine
;
to house ;

to dwell. Scott.

TAB-ER-NAc'u-LAR, a. Sculptured with delicate tracery
-

operi work. Warton. [R.]

TA'BEI}* n. [L.] (JUed.) A wasting of the flesh; a con-

sumption without a cough ;
emaciation ; atrophy. Perry,

TAB'ID, a. [tabide, Fr. ; tabidut, L.J Wasted by disease

consumptive. Blackmore.

TAB'ID-NESS, n. Consumptiveness ;
state of being waste<

away. Leigh.
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fTXB'l-TUDE, n. [tabitudo, L.] Consumption. Cockeram.

TXB'LA-TURE, n. (Mas.) The use of the letters of the al-

phabet, or other characters, for expressing notes or sounds
;

a piece of music for the lute (Jlnat.} A division or part-

ing of the skull into two tables. (Painting') A painting
on walls and ceilings ; a single piece comprehended in

one view.

TA'BLE, n. [table, tableau, Fr.
; tabula, L.] A flat or level

surface : an article of furniture with a flat surface on legs
or supports, used to bear food for repasts, and for other

purposes : the persons sitting at table or partaking of en-
tertainment : the fare or entertainment itself; as,

" He
keeps a good table: " a tablet

;
a surface on which any

thing is written or engraved : a picture, tablet, or board,
that exhibits a view of any thing upon a flat surface:
an index

;
a collection of heads or subjects ;

a catalogue ;
a

syllabus; a synopsis; a collection of many particulars

brought into one view
;
a collection of numbers or figures

methodically arranged, as an astronomical or a meteor-

ological table. [The palm of the hand. B. Jonson. pi.

Draughts; a game played with small pieces of wood
shifted on squares. Bp. Taylor.] To turn the tables,

(with an allusion to the game,) to change or reverse the
condition or fortune of contending parties.

TA'BLE, v. a. [i. TABLED ; pp. TABLING, TABLED.] To make
into a catalogue ; to set down : to represent as in paint-

ing : to supply with food.

TA'BLE, v. n. To board
;
to live at the table of another.

TA'BLE,* a. Relating to a table ; plain ;
level. Ash.

TABLEAU,* (tab-lo') n. [Fr.] pi. TABLEAUX, (tab-16z') A
picture ;

a representation ; a list
;
a table. Finden.

TA'BLE-BED, n. A bed in the form of a table.

TA'BLE-BEER, n. Beer used with meals ; small-beer.

TA'BLE-BOOK, (ta'bl-buk) n. A book on which any thing
is graved or written without ink. S/iak.

TA'BLE-CLOTH, n. A linen or other cloth spread on a table

at meals, &c.
TABLE-D'HOTE* (ta'bl-dof) n. [Fr.] An ordinary at an
inn. Q. Rev.

TA'BLE-LXND,* n. (Physical geog.} An extensive elevated

plain, with steep acclivities on all sides
;
a plateau. Brande.

TA'BLE-LIN-EN,* n. Linen used for the table. Smollett.

TA'BLE-MAN, n. A man, or piece, at draughts. Bacon.

TA'BLE-MON-EY,* n. An allowance to flag-officers, in ad-
dition to their pay, for providing for their tables. Crabb.

TA'BLER, n. One who tables or boards. Ainsworth.

TA'BLE-SPAR,* n. (.Ma.) A silicate of lime, of a grayish
white

;
called also tabular spar. Brande.

TA'BLE-SPOON,* n. A large spoon for the table. Ash.

TA'BLE-SPOON-FOL,* n. ; pi. TABLE-SPOONFULS. As
much as a table-spoon holds. Reeve.

TA'BLE-SPORT,* n. Amusement at table. Shak.

TXB'LET, n. [tablette, Fr.] A small, level surface ; a little

table. [A medicine in a square form. Bacon.] A surface

written on or painted ; a table-book : a piece of ivory,

metal, or other substance, used by the ancient Romans in

judiciary proceedings or in passing laws.

TA'BLE-TALK, (ta'bl-tawk) n. Conversation at meals or

entertainments ;
table discourse. [Rev.

TA'BLE-TALK-ER,* n. One who converses at table. Month.

TA-BOO',* v. a. [i. TABOOED ; pp. TABOOING, TABOOED.] To
interdict

;
to forbid the use of. QM. Rev.

TA-BOO',* n. A religious interdict. Hamilton. [A word in

use among the natives of the Polynesian Islands.]

TA'BQR, n. [tabourin,tabour,o\d Fr.] A drum ;
a small, shal-

low drum, generally beaten with one stick, to accompany
a pipe.

TA'BQR, v. n. [tabourer, old Fr.] [i.
TABORED

; pp. TABOR-

ING, TABORED.JI To drum
;
to strike ;

to smite ; to beat.

TA'BQR-ER, n. One who beats the tabor. Shak.

TAB'OR-T, n. A small tabor. Spectator.

TA'BOR-ITE,* n. One of a party or class of the followers
of Huss, whose leader was John Ziska. Brande.

7'AiiouRET,* (tab-6-ra') n. [Fr.] A stool; a seat without
arms or back: a right of sitting down at court, or in

the presence of the French queen, a privilege formerly

enjoyed by some ladies. Crabb.

TAB OVR-iNE', (tab-ur-en') n. [tabourin, Fr.] A tabor in

the form of a sieve ;
a tamborine. Shale.

fTXB-RERE', (tab-rer') n. Taborer. Spenser.

TAB'RET, n. A small tabor
;
a taboret. Gen. xxxi.

TAB''V-LAR, a. [tabularis, L.] Relating to a table; formed
in tables; set down in squares, tables, or synopses;
formed in laminae.

TAB-U-LA RA'SA,* [L.] A smoothed tablet. Butler.

TAB'U-LATE, v. a. [tabula, L.] [i. TABULATED ; pp. TABU-

LATING, TABULATED.] To reduce to tables or synopses; to

shape with a flat surface. Johnson.

TAB'V-LAT-ED, a. Having a flat surface. Grew.

TAB-U-LA'TION,* n. The act of forming tables. Gent. Mag.
TAC-A-MA-HAC',* n. An American tree, of the poplar
kind

; a brownish, aromatic resin obtained from the tree
;

the balsam poplar, a brownish resin from the tree.

Brande.

TXc-A-MA-HXc'A,* 7i. See TACAMAHAC.
TXc'CA,* TI. A plant having a root used for food by the

Malays, &c. W. Ency.
fTXcHE, (tach) n. [from tack.] A catch

;
a loop. Ex. xxvi.

TXH-E-6G'RA-PHy,* n. Same as tachygraphy. Brande.

TA-HOM'E-TER,* n. [TU.XOS and //trpov.] An instrument
or contrivance which indicates minute variations in the

velocity of machines. Brande.

TXjeH-y-Di-DAX'y,* n. [raxvsand 6i6axfi.] A short method
of teaching. Scudamore.

TXH-Y-GRXPH'IC,* a. Relating to tachygraphy. Byron.
TA-HG'RA-PHy, (ta-kig'ra-fe) n. [raxvj and ypaQu.]
The art or practice of quick writing ; stenography.

TXtfH' Y-LITE,* n. (Min.~) A mineral which occurs laminated
and massive, and resembles obsidian. P. Cyc.

TX^'jT, (tas'it) a. [tacile, Fr.
; tacitus, L.] Silent

; implied ;

understood, though not expressed by words
; silently as-

sented to.

TX9'iT-LY, ad. Silently ;
without oral expression.

TX^'i-TURN, a. [tacitarne, Fr.
; taciturnus, L.] Habitually

silent
;
never speaking much ;

reserved
; uttering little.

TX^-I-TUR'NI-TY, n. [taciturnite, Fr.
; taciturnitas, L.] Ha-

bitual silence ; stillness
;
reserve.

TXcK, v. a. [tacher, Breton.] [i. TACKED; pp. TACKING,
TACKED.] To fasten to any thing; to join; to unite

;
to

stitch together. (JVaut.) To turn about.

TXcK, v. n. To turn about or change the course, as a ship.

TXcK, n. A small nail: addition; supplement. [tache,
Fr. A spot ;

a stain. Hammond.] (JVawt.) The course of
a ship ;

the weather clew or corner of a sail, also of a
flajr, or of a rope by which the clew is extended.

TXck'-DO-Ty,* n. (Scotch law} Rent reserved on a lease.

Crabb.

TXCK'ER, n. One who tacks or joins. Todd.

TXcK'ET, n. A small nail
;
tack. Barret.

TXcK'iNG,* TI. Act of fastening or joining. (Law) The
union of securities given at different times. Bouvier.

TXc'KLE, (tak'kl) u. [tacel, Welsh.] [An arrow. Chaucer.]
Weapons ;

instruments of action. [tacclau, Welsh ; tack-

el, Su. Goth.
; taeckel, D.] (JVaut.) A pulley, or system of

pulleys, composed of two or more ropes: in a looser

sense, all the instruments of sailing. Pronounced by
seamen ta'kl.

TXc'KLE, (tak'kl) v. a.
[i.

TACKLED
; pp. TACKLING, TAC-

KLED.] To supply with tackle. Beaum. Sf Fl. To accou-
tre ; to harness. Ash. [Local in England, and colloquial
in the United States.]

TXc'KLED, (tak'kld) a. Made of ropes tacked together.
Shak.

TXCK'LJNG, TI. Furniture of the mast
;
tackle

; instruments
of action

; as, fishing tackling. Walton. Harness, as of a

draught horse. [Colloquial, U. S.]

TXcT, 71. [tactus, L.J
Touch ; feeling; nicety or acuteness

of discernment, with consequent nicety of skill.

TXc'TA-BLE,* a. That may be touched. Massinger.
TXc'Tic, ) a. [r*r(/r<5f, rawM, Gr. : tactique, Fr.] Re-

TAC'TJ-CAL, \ lating to tactics, or to order and arrange-
ment, specially of an army.

TAC-TI"CIAN, (tak-tish'an) n. One skilled in tactics.

TXc'Tics, n. pi. [raKTiKTi.] The science and art of dispos-
ing military and naval armaments for battle ; military and
naval preparations, evolutions, and manoeuvres.

TXc'TlLE,(tak'til) a. [Fr. ; tactilis, tactum, L.] Susceptible
of touch

; tangible. Hale.

TAc-TiL'l-Ty, TI. Perceptibility by the touch. Bailey.

TXc'TiQN, (tak'shun) n. [Fr. ; tactio, L.] The act of touch-

ing ; _tangency. Lord Chesterfield.

TXD'POLE, n. [tad, toad, and pola, a young one, Sax.] A
young, shapeless frog or toad, consisting only of a body
and a tail

;
a porwiggle. Ray.

TJS'DT-UM,* n. [L.] Wearisomeness
; irksomeness; tedi-

ousness. Cowper.
TAEL,* n. A very small, fractional, Chinese weight for gold
and silver. Hamilton.

TA'EN, (tan) The poetical contraction of taken. Milton.

TXF'FE-TA, 71. [taffetas, Fr. : taffcter, Sp.] A silk stuff; taf-

fety. See TAFFETY.
TAF'FE-TY,* n. A thin, glossy, silken fabric or stuff, for-

merly much used in England ;
now much used on the con-

tinent of Europe for window curtains. Brande.

TXFF'RAIL, n. (Naut.) The carved work at the upper part
of a ship's stern

;
the rail round a ship's stern. Falconer.

TAFIA,* n. [Fr.] A variety of rum. Ufe.

TXo, 71. [tagg, Su. Goth.] A point of metal put to the end
of a string ;

the end of a lace
; any thing tacked to an-

other: any thing paltry and mean. A slight blow or

touch
;
a play in which boys try to touch each other last.

See TIG. [A young sheep: oftener written teg.]

TXfr, v. a.
[i. TAGGED ; pp. TAGGING, TAGGED.] To fix a tag

to; to append ;
to join. Swift. To tag after, to follow

closely. Forby.
TXe'-BELT,* or TAG'-SOSE,* n. A disease in sheep. Lou-

don.

One who tags. Cotton.
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TAGLIA* (UH'y?-a) n. [It.] (Mcch.) A combination of pul-

leys. Brande.
TAG-LI-A-co'TlAN* (tal-ye-a-ko'shfin) a. (Med.) Noting
the operation (called also rhinoplastic) for the restoration
of the nose, so named from Tagliacotlus, a Venetian
surgeon. Brande.

TXG'RXG,* n. The rabble
;
the lowest class of people. Shak.

TAG'TAIL, n. A worm which has the tail of another color.

TAIL, (tal) n. [tagl, Goth. # Icel.] That which terminates
the animal behind, in most animals hanging loose from
the vertebrae

;
the hinder, lower, or inferior part of any

thing; any thing pendent; a catkin. (Law) A limited

fee, opposed to fee-simple; an inheritance of which a
man is seized to him and some particular heirs, exclusive
of others. To turn tail, to fly ;

to run away. Sidney.

TAIL, (tal) v. a. To pull by the tail. Hudibras. To tail in,

(Carp.) to fasten any thing into a wall at one end, as the

steps of a stair. Francis.

TAIL'AGE, or TXL'Ll-AGE,7i. [taillcr, taillagc, Fr.] A piece
cut out of the whole : metaphorically, a share of a
man's substance paid by way of tribute. (Law) Excise
or tax. Cowel.

TAILED, (tald) a. Furnished with a tail. Grew.

TAlLLE, (tal) n. [taille, Fr.] (French law) In ancient French

jurisprudence, any imposition levied by the king, or any
other lord, on his subjects. Cowel.

TAIL'LESS,* a. Destitute of a tail. Hill.

TAI'LQR, (ta'Ior) n. [tailleur, Fr.] One whose business it

is to cut and make clothes.

TAl'LpR, (ta'lpr) v. n.
[i.

TAILORED
; pp. TAILORING, TAI-

LORED.] To perform the business of a tailor. Oreen.

TAI'LQH-ING,* n. The business or work of a tailor. Cole-

ridge.

TAIL'PIECE,* n. An appendage ;
a piece added. Arm-

strong.
TAIL'ZIE,* n. (Scottish law) Entail

;
a deed whereby the

legal course of succession is cut off, and an arbitrary one
substituted. Brande.

TAINT, (taut) v. a. [teindre, Fr.] [i.
TAINTED

; pp. TAINT-

ING, TAINTED.] To imbue or impregnate with any thing,

particularly with something odious or noxious
;
to stain

;

to sully ; to contaminate
;

to defile
;
to pollute ;

to cor-

rupt ; to infect ; to poison ;
to disease. [To attaint.

TAINT, v. n. To be infected
; to be corrupted. Shali.

TAINT, (tant) n. [teinte, Fr.] A stain ; infection ; corrup-
tion

; depravation ;
a spot ;

a soil
;
a blemish. [An insect.

Browne.]
TAINT'-FREE, a. Clear; guiltless. Heath.

TAINT'LESS, a. Free from infection
; pure.

TAINT'LESS-L'Y,* ad. Without taint. Dr. Mien.

TAINT'VRE, (ta'nt'yur) n. [tinctura, L.
; teinture, Fr.] Taint

;

tinge; defilement. Shak.

TAKE, . a. [taka, Icel., tcecan, Sax.] [i. TOOK; pp. TAKING,
TAKEN.] To receive what is offered

;
correlative to give,

and opposed to refuse: to receive or obtain so as to have

corporeal or mental possession of; to receive
;
to seize;

to catch ; to captivate ; to accept ;
to admit ; to hold

;

to understand ;
to adopt ;

to copy; to bear; to endure;
to suppose; to hire; to close in with; to choose; to

prefer ; to select
; to perform ;

to have recourse to ; to

require; to pursue; to follow; to make use of ; to bind

by; to apprehend; to convey; to carry ;
to bring; to as-

sume
;
to presume ;

to attain ; to contain
;
to retain ;

to

sustain
;
to use, as an oath. To take away, to deprive of;

to set aside. To take care, to be cautious
;
to be careful.

To take care of, to be solicitous for; to superintend.
To take course, to have recourse to measures.' To take

down, to reduce
;

to suppress ;
to swallow ; to put in

writing ;
to write. To takefrom, to derogate ;

to detract
;

to deprive of; to deduct
;
to subtract. To take heed, to be

cautious
;
to beware

;
to guard against. To take heed to,

to attend. To take in, to inclose
;
to admit ; to comprise ;

to lessen
; to contract ; to cheat

;
to defraud. !To take in

hand, to undertake; to comprise; to comprehend. To
take notice, to observe

;
to show by an act that observation

is made. To take oath, to swear. To take off, to invali-

date; to remove; to withhold
;

to withdraw; to swal-
low

;
to purchase ;

to find place for
;
to remove

;
to copy ;

to represent ;
to describe ; to imitate so as to make ridic-

ulous. TV? take on. See To TAKE UPON. To take out, to

remove from within any place ; to extract. To take place,
to prevail ;

to have effect
; to occur ; to happen. To take

to do, to take to task
;
to reprove. Forby. [Colloquial.]

To take up, to borrow upon credit or interest; to be ready
for; to engage with

;
to apply to the use of; to begin ;

to

fasten with a ligature passed under; to engross ; to en-

gage ; to have final recourse to
; to seize

;
to catch ; to

arrest; to admit; to reprimand; to begin where another
left off; to lift; to occupy locally ; to manage in the place
of another

;
to comprise ;

to adopt ;
to assume

;
to collect.

To take upon, to appropriate to
; to assume

;
to admit

;

to be imputed to
;
to claim authority.

TAKE, v. n. To direct fi e course
;
to have a tendency ; to

incline
; to please ; to gain reception ; to have the intend

ed or natural effect. To take after, to learn of; to resem-
ble ; to imitate. To take on, to be violently affected

;
to

grieve ; to pine. To take to, to apply to
;
to be fond of;

to betake to ; to have recourse. To take up, to stop.
To take up with, to be contented with; to lodge ;

to dwell.
To take with, to please.

TAKE'-lN,* n. Fraud
;
a cheat ; a deceiver. Jamicson.

TAK'EN, (ta'kn)p. from Take. Received. See TAKE.
TAK'ER, n. One who takes.

TAK'ING, n. Act of one who takes; seizure: a portrait:
distress of mind. Shak.

TAK'ING,* a. Pleasing ; attractive
; as,

" a taking sound."
Wm. Law. Catching ; infectious. Craven Dialect.

TAK'JNG-LY,* ad. In a taking manner. Bcaum. fy Fl.

TAK'ING-NESS, n. Quality of pleasing. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

TXL-A-ppiN',* n. In Siam, a title of a priest of Fo:
called in China, feng ; in Tartary, lama; and by Europe-
ans, bonze. Brande.

TAL'BQT, n. A hound
;
a sort of hunting dog, between a

hound and a beagle. Somervillc.

TALC, [talk, W. Ja. Sm. ; tak. S. P.] n. (Mm.) A foliated,
magnesian mineral, of unctuous fuel, often having a
strong, pearly lustre : sometimes used for tracing lines
on wood, cloth, &c., instead of chalk.

TAL'ciTE,* re. (Min.) Another name for nacrite. Brande.

TAL-COSE',* a. Relating to talc
;
talcous. Crabb.

TXL'coys,* ) a. Relating to, or containing, talc
; resem-

TXLCK'y,* ) blingtalc. Ure.

TALE, n. A narrative
;
a story ; oral relation ; a fable

;
an

incident; a memoir; anecdote; information; disclosure
of a seoret: number reckoned; reckoning; numeral
account.

fTALE, v. n. To relate stories. Qower.

TALE'BEAR-ER, n. One who gives officious or malignant
intelligence ;

a telltale. South.
TALE 'BEAR-ING, n. The act of informing; officious or ma-

lignant intelligence. JSrbuthnot.

TA'LD,* n. A sort of habit worn by the Jews. Crabb.

TALE'FOL, a. Abounding in stories. Thomson. [R.]
TXL'ENT, n. [talentum, L.] Anciently, a weight much used

in the computation of money : metaphorically, from
the parable of the talents, (Matt, xxv.) a faculty, gift, or
endowment of nature

; ability ; capability, [fduality ;

disposition. Clarendon.]
TXL'ENT-ED, a. Possessing talents. Mp. Mbot. " A tal-

ented author." Th. Campbell. An old word, long dis-

used_, but lately revived. Todd.

TA'LE$, n. pi. [L.] (Law) A term applied to those (tales de

circumstantibus) who are called upon to supply the place
of jurymen empanelled and summoned for the case, but

who, for some reason, are not present : called also tales-

men. Brande.

TALE'MAN,* n. ; pi. TALESMEN. (Law) A person sum-
moned from among the by-standers, at a court, to serve
on a jury. McCulloch. See TALES.

TALE'TELL-ER, n. One who relates tales or stories. Guar-
dian.

TALE'-WISE,* a. Being in the manner of a tale. Ch. Ob.

TXL-l-A-c6'TiAN,* (tal-ye-a-ko'shan) a. (Med.) Scudamore.
See TAGLIACOTIAN.

fTA'Li-ON, n. [talio, L.] (lex talionis, L.) Law of retalia-

tion. Scott.

TXL'is-MXN, n. [talism, Ar.] pi. TXL'l-MXN?. A magical
figure cut in metal, stone, &c., supposed to have virtues

in averting disease, death, or other evils, or in controlling
evil spirits ;

an amulet. Swift.

TXL-l-MXN'ic, a. Relating to talismans ; magical.

TXL-lf-MXN'i-CAL,* a. Magical ;
talismanic. dsh.

TALK, (tawk) r. n. [i. TALKED; pp. TALKING, TALKED.] To
speak in conversation

;
to speak familiarly, not in set

speeches ; to converse
;
to prattle ; to give account

;
to

discourse ;
to reason

;
to confer.

TALK, (tawk) n. Oral conversation
;
discourse

; colloquy ;

chat; conference; report; rumor; topic.

TXLK, n.
[talc, Fr.] (Min.) A mineral. See TALC.

TALK'A-TJVE, (tawk'a-tiv) a. Full of talk
; loquacious.

TALK'A-TIVE-NESS, (tawk'-) n. Loquacity.
TALK'ER, (tawk'er) n. One who talks

;
a prattler.

TALK'ING, (tawk'jng) n. Oral conversation.

TXLK'Y, a. See TALCKY.
TALL, a. High in stature; high; lofty. [Sturdy; bold.

Shak.]

fTXL'LA&E, 7t. [taillage, Fr.] An ancient excise or tax.

Bacon. See TAILAGE.

fTAL'LAGE, v. a. To lay an impost on. Bp. Ellys,

TXL'LI-ER,* n. One who tallies. Pope.

TALL'NESS, n. State or quality of being tall ; height of

stature; procerity. Spenser. Written also talness.

TXL'LSw, w. The melted fat of an ox, or of other bovine

animals, or of sheep ;
suet

; candle-grease.

TXL'LOW, v. a. [i.
TALLOWED

; pp. TALLOWING, TALLOWED.]
To grease ;

to smear with tallow. Lord Surrey.

TXL'LOW-CXN'DLE,* n. A candle made of tallow. Clarke.
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TXL'LQW-cXTCH,* n. A receptacle for tallow. SAafc.

TXL'L,pw-CHiN-DLER, n. [tattow and chandelier, Fr.] One
who makes_candles of tallow.

TXL'LQW-FACE,* n. One of a sickly or pale complexion.
Shak.

TXL'LQW-FACED, (-fast) a. Of pale, sickly look.

TXt,'Lpw-lsH,_a. Having the nature of tallow. Huloet.

TXI/LQW-TREE,* n. An Asiatic tree, which produces an
unctuous matter. Ash.

TXi/LQW-y, a. Like tallow
; greasy.

TXL/LY, n. [tailler, Fr.] A stick notched or cut in con-

formity to another stick, and used to keep accounts by ;

any thing made to suit another j an account, as by tally.

TXL'l.Y, v. a.
[i.

TALLIED
; pp. TALLYING, TALLIED.] To

cut out so as to answer to
;
to fit ; to suit.

TXL/Ly, v. n. To be fitted ; to conform
;
to be suitable.

fTAL/LY, ad. Stoutly ;
with spirit. Beaiim. fy Fl.

TAL'LY-HO',* interj. The huntsman's cry to rouse his

hounds. Booth.

TXI/L.Y-MXN,* n. ; pi. TXl/LY-MEN. One who keeps a

tally or account: one who sells for weekly payments.
Smart.

TAL'MT;D, n. [Heb.] The book containing the traditionary
or unwritten laws of the Jews. It is called unwritten to

distinguish it from the textual or written law. It is the

interpretation which the rabbins affix to the law of Mo-
ses, which embodies their doctrine, polity, and ceremo-
nies.

TAL-MUD'IC, or TXi/Myo-Ic, [tal-mud'jk, Ja. Sm. Maun-
der; tal'mud-Ik, JT. R. Wb. Todd.] a. Relating to the Tal-
mud

;
talmudistic.

TAL-MOD'I-CAL, a. Same as talmudic. Skinner.

TXL'MVD-isT, . One well versed in the Talmud. Burton.

TXL-MVD-Is'Tic, a. Relating to the Talmud. Warton.

TXi/QN, n. [Fr.] The claw of a bird of prey. (Arch.) An
ogee or cyma.

TAL-ddK-DAR',* n. (India) The head of a department
acting under a superior. Crabb.

TAL'PA,* n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of animals ; the mole.
Crabb. (Med.) A tumor under the skin or cuticle

; com-
monly called a mole. Brandt.

TA'Lys,* n. (Anat.) A bone in the ankle
; astragalus.

(Fort.) A surface inclined to the horizon. P. Cyc. (Min.)
An accumulation of fragments broken off from the face
of a steep rock by the action of water. Lyell.

TA'LVT ,* n. Same as talus or batter. Francis.

TAM-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. Quality of being tamable. Qodley.

TAM'A-BL,EJ a. 'That may be tamed ; reclaimable.

TAM'A-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being tamable. Smart.

TXM'A-RIND, n. [tamariiidus, L.] A large tree of the legu-
minous order, found in the East and West Indies. pi.
A preserve made of the seed-pods of the tree.

TXM'A-RISK, n. [tamarice, tamarix, L.] A shrub, of the

genus tamarix, which bears pink flowers.

TAM>A-JR!X,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A shrub which has long spikes
of pink flowers ;

tamarisk. Brande.

TXM'BAC,* n. A medicinal wood
;
aloes-wood. Booth.

TXai'BOUR, (tam'bor) n. [tambour, Fr.] A musical in-

strument ;
a tambourine : a frame resembling a drum,

on which a kind of embroidery, with threads of gold,

silver, colored silk, &c., is worked
;
the embroidery so

made. (Arch.) A member of the Corinthian and Com-
posite capital, somewhat resembling a drum: a round

stone, or course of stone : a lobby or vestibule inclosed

with folding-doors, to break the current of wind from

without, as at the entrance of churches, banking-houses,
&c. : a kind of porch.

TXM-BQU-RiNE', (tam-b9-r5n') n. [tamborin, Sp.] A musi-

cal instrument for processions, of the drum species, played
with the hand

;
a tambour.

TAM-BOUR'-WORK,* (-wiirk) n. A kind of embroidery.
Maunder. See TAMBOUR.

TAME, a. [tame, Sax. ; taern, D.
; tarn, Dan.] Not wild

5
do-

mestic ;
accustomed to domestic life, or to live under the

immediate care of man; as, tame animals: gentle ;

crushed ;" subdued ; depressed; spiritless; heartless:

dull
;
unanimated ; as, a tame poem.

TAME, v. a. [i.
TAMED

; pp. TAMING, TAMED.] To reduce

from wildness ;
to domesticate ; to reclaim

;
to make gen-

tle or tame ;
to subdue

;
to depress.

TAME'LESS, a. Wild; untamable. Bp. Hall.

TAME'LY, ad. In a tame manner; not wildly.

TAME'NESS, n. Quality of being tame ;
want of spirit.

TAM'ER, 71. One who tames; a subduer.

TXM'l-NY, n. [etamine, Fr.] A kind of woollen stuff, called

also tammin, and tammy. Cotgrave. See TAMMY.
TAMIS,* n. [Fr.] A worsted cloth for straining sauces. W.

Ency.
TAMIS-BIRD,* n. A Guinea fowl. Goldsmith.

TXM'KIN, n. The stopper of a great gun. See TOMPION.

TXM'MY,* n. A bolter or strainer made of hair. Dyer. A
thin woollen or worsted stuff, highly glazed. London.

TAM'PER, V. n. [i.
TAMPERED

; pp. TAMPERING, TAMPERED.]
To meddle ; to try little experiments ;

to use artifice
; to

have to do without fitness
;

to deal
;

to practise se

cretly.

TXM'PER-lNG,* 7t. Act of one who tampers. Cowper.
TXMP'lNG,*n. A term used by miners to express the filling

up of a hole bored in a rock for the purpose of blasting.
Brande.

TXM'PI-QN,* n. Crabb. See TOMPION.
TXM-POON',* n. The bung of a vessel ; tompion. Ask. [R.]
TXN, v. a. [tannen, D.

; tanner, Fr.] [i. TANNED ; pp. TAN-
NING, TANNED.] To make tawny ; to impregnate or im-
bue with bark or tannin

;
to convert skins into leather

;
to

imbrown by the sun.

TXN, n. The ooze of tanners; the bark of the oak, or
of other trees, as the chestnut, larch, hemlock, willow,
&c., which abounds with the principle of tannin, bruised
and prepared for the operation of tanning.

TXN'A-GER,* n. A South American bird. Crabb.

TXN'-BED,* n. A bed for tanning : a bed made of tan for

plants. EC. Rev.

TAN'DEM,* n. A two-wheeled pleasure-carriage, drawn by
two horses, one before the other : a method of driving
two horses, one before the other. Ency.

TXNG, n. [tanghe, D.] A strong taste or flavor
;
a taste left

in the mouth
;
relish ; something that leaves a taste :

something that leaves a pain: a kind of sea-weed;
tangle. [Sound; twang. Holder.}

fTXNG, v. n. To ring with ; to twang. Shak.

TXN'GEN-CY,* re. (Geom.) Act of touching ; taction.

Brande.

TXN'GENT, n. [tangente, Fr.
; tangens, L.J (Geom.) A

straight line which meets or touches a circle or other

curve, without intersecting it.

TAN-GEN'TIAI,,* a. Relating to, or like, a tangent ;
touch-

ing. Conybearc. Tangential force, a force which gives a

tendency to any body to fly ofl from the centre.

TXN-Gj-BfL'j-TY, 7i. The quality of being tangible.

TXN'<^l-BLE,a. [Fr.,from tango, L.] That maybe touched;
perceptible by the touch.

TXN'GI-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being tangible. Dr. Allen.

TXN'GLE, (tang'gl) v. a. [i. TANGLED ; pp. TANGLING, TAN-

GLED.] To implicate; to knit together; to ensnare; to

entrap; to embarrass ;
to entangle.

TXN'GLE, v. n. To be entangled.
TXN'GLE, (tang'gl) n. A knot of things interwoven in one
another

; perplexity : a kind of sea-weed.

TAN'GLED,* (tang'gld)p. a. Implicated; knotted.

TXN'GL,y,*a. Knotted; intertwined; intricate. Falconer.

TXN'-HoftsE,* n. A house for keeping tanner's bark. Booth.

fTXN'|ST, n. [Irish.] A kind of captain or governor in Ire-

land. Spenser.

fTXN'is-TRY, n. An ancient Irish custom of descent, de-
fined as " descent from the oldest and worthiest of the

blood." Davies.

TXNK, (tangk) n. [tanque, Fr.] A large cistern or reservoir

of water or other liquid. (Naut.) A case of sheet-iron,
about four feet square, and containing about two tuns.

TXNK'ARD, n. [tanchaerd, D.] A large drinking vessel,
with a cover.

tTXN'LlNG, n. One tanned by the heat of summer. Shak.

TAN'NATE,* n. A substance formed of tan, or tannic acid,
and a base. Brande.

TXN'NER, n. One whose trade it is to tan leather.

TXN'NER-Y,* n. A yard or place for tanning leather; tan-

yard. 'McCulloch.

TXN'Nic,* a. (Chem.) Relating to, or derived from, tan;
as, tannic acid. Ure.

TXN'NIN, n. (Chem.) The astringent principle of vegeta-
bles, 'which has the power of converting skins into leath-

er
;
a vegetable substance obtained from the bark of the

oak and some other trees and vegetables. Brande.

TXN'NING, n. The process of becoming tanned ; the pro-
cess of converting the skins of animals into leather.

TXN'PlT, n. A pit in which leather is tanned.

TXN'REC,* n. An Asiatic animal. Smellie.

TXN'y, n. An odorous plant of several varieties. [A kind
of cake, of which tansy was an ingredient. Severe.]

TXNT, n. A kind of small field-spider. Ray.
TXN'TA-LiM, n. A punishment like that of Tantalus;

act or state of being tantalized. Addison. See TANTALIZE.

TXN'TA-LITE,* n. (Min.) Columbite ; the ferruginous ox-

ide of columbium. Brande.

TAN-TA'LI-DM,* n. (Min.) A rare metal ;
columbium.

Brande. See COLUMBIUM.
TXN-TA-LI-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of tantalizing ;

state of be-

ing tantalized. Gayton.
TXN'TA-LIZE, v. a.

[i.
TANTALIZED ; pp. TANTALIZING,

TANTALIZED.] To torment, as Tantalus was tormented, by
the show and prevention of things desired ;

to torment
with false hopes ;

to tease ;
to provoke ;

to irritate ; to

vex.

TXn'TA-LTz-ER, n. One who tantalizes. Wakefield.

TXN'TA-LDM,* . (Min.) Same as tantalium. Ure.

TXN'TA-MOUNT, a. [tantum, L., ta/ttand monter, Fr.] Equiv-
alent in value or meaning; equal.
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TAN-Tlv'y, or TXN'Ti-VY, [tan-tiv'e, P. J. E. F. K. Sm.
Ash ; tan'te-ve, Ja. Wb.] ad. With "haste

;
with speed ;

as, to ride tantivy. Bailey
TXNT'LING, n. One who is tantalized. Shak.

XN'TRVM?, n. pi. High airs or freaks ; bursts of passion
or ill-humor. Forby. [Colloquial.] Todd.

TXN'YXRD,* n. A place for tanning ;
a tannery. Ash.

TXP, v. a. [taper, Fr.] [i. TAPPED ; pp. TAPPING, TAPPED.]
To touch lightly; to strike gently : to pierce a vessel ;

to broach a vessel : to cut or bore a tree to obtain sap :

to add a new sole or heel to a shoe. Herefordshire, Eng.
TXP, v. n. To strike a gentle blow, as at the door.

TXp, n. A gentle blow : a pipe at which the liquor of a
vessel is let out.

TAPE, n. A narrow fillet or band of linen or cotton. Shale.

TA'PER, n. A wax candle
; light of a candle.

TA'PER, a. Growing smaller or regularly narrowed towards
the point, or from the bottom to the top ; long and slen-

der
; pyramidal ; conical.

TA'PER, v. n. [i. TAPERED ; pp. TAPERING, TAPERED.] To
grow gradually smaller. Ray.

TA'PER, v. a. To make taper: to light with tapers. War-
ton.

TA'PER-ING,* a. Growing gradually narrower or smaller.

TA'PER-NESS, n. The state of being taper. Shenstone.

TXP'ES-TRY, [tap'es-tre, P. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; taps'tre,

S.J.; taps'tre or tap'es-tre, W.~\ n. [tapisserie, tapis, Fr.l

An ornamental figured cloth, or textile fabric of worsted
or silk, for lining the walls of apartments.

TXp'ES-TRY, v. a. To adorn with tapestry. Harmar.

TXp'ET, n. [tapes, L.] Worked or figured stuff. Spenser.
TAP'E-Tf,* n. (Zool.) An animal like a hare. S?nart.

TAPE'-WORM,* (-wurm) n. An intestinal worm. Kirby.

TXp'HO0SE, n. A room in which beer or liquor is served

from the tap : called also a taproom or tap. Shak.

TXp-i-5'CA,*n. A starch, or farinaceous and glutinous sub-

stance, used for food. It is prepared from the cassava

root, the root of the jatropha manihot. Ure.

TA'PIR,* n. (Zool.) A pachydermatous mammal, an Ameri-
can animal resembling the hog. Roget.

TAP'is, (tap'pe) [ta'pe, Ja. K.; tap'e, Sm. ; ta'pis, Wb.] n.

[Fr.] Literally, tapestry which formerly covered the table

of a council-chamber
; carpet or cloth for a table. To

be on the tapis, to be under consideration.

fTXp'jSHED,* (-isht) a. Squatted close
;
concealed. Fair-

fax.

TXP'LASH, n. Poor beer ; dregs. Bp. Parker. [R.]

TXP'PET,* n. A small lever connected with the valve of
the cylinder of a steam-engine. Francis.

TXp'ROOM,* n. A room where liquor is served. Smart.

TXp'ROOT, n. A large root which penetrates deeply, and
nearly perpendicularly, into the ground; the principal
stem of the root.

TXp'RoST-ED,* a. Having a taproot. Hooker.

TXp'STER, TJ. One who draws beer in an alehouse.

TXR, n. [tiere, Dan.] A dark-brown, viscid liquid, obtained

by heating the wood of the pine or fir-tree
; liquid pitch :

a sailor or seaman. Swift. [Colloquial.]
TXR, v. a.

[i. TARRED ; pp. TARRING, TARRED.] To smear
over with tar. [fTo tease

;
to provoke. Shak.]

TAR'A-Nls,* n. [L.] A Celtic divinity, regarded as the
evil principle : confounded by Latin writers with Ju-

piter. Brande.

TXR-AN-Tl'MVS,* n. (Med.) A peculiar nervous affection,

formerly supposed to be the consequence of the bite of
the tarantula spider. P. Cyc.

TA-RXN'TV-LA, n. [tarantola, It.] A genus of arachnidans
;

also a genus of spiders ;
a sort of large spider, so called

from Tarento in Italy, whose bite is fabled to be cured

by music.

TA-RXN'TV-LAT-ED,* a. Affected or bitten by a tarantula.

Oreen._
tTAR-DA'TlON, n. [tardo, L.] Act of delaying. Bailey.
TAR'DI-GRADE,* n. An animal that moves slowly. Kirby.
TAR'DI-GRADE,* a. Moving slowly. Kirby.
fTAR'Dl-GRA-DOys, a. [tardig-radus, L.] Moving slowly.
Browne.

TAR'DI-LY, ad. With tardiness
; slowly.

TAR'DI-NESS, n. State of being tardy ; slowness.

fTXR'Dl-TY, n. [tarditas, L.] Slowness
;
tardiness. Digby.

TAR'DO,* [It.] (Mus.) Denoting a slow movement. Ham-
ilton.

TAR'DY, a. [tardus, L.
; tardif, Fr.] Slow

;
not swift

; slug-

gish ; dilatory ; late; after the proper time. [fUnvvary.
Hudibras. Criminal ; offending. Collier.]

tTXR'Dy, v. a. [tarder, Fr.] To delay ; to hinder. Shak.

TAR'DY-GAIT-ED,* a. Moving slowly. Shak.

TARE, 7t. [teeren, D.] A genus of plants; a weed that

grows among corn or grain ;
a vetch

;
a vegetable raised

for fodder for cattle.

TARE, n. [Fr.] The weight of a cask, bag, &c., containing
a mercantile commodity ;

the allowance made for it.

tTARE, i. from Tear. Torn See TEAR.

TARGE, n. Same as target. Spenser.

TARGET, [far'get, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. : target or f:ir'-

jet, K.] n. [targ-a, It.
; targe, Fr. ; tarian, Welsh.] A kind

of buckler or shield borne on the left arm
;
a shield set

up to be shot at as a mark
; a mark to be shot at.

TAR'jeET-Ej), a. Having a target or shield. Gauden.
TAR-fiET-lER', (tar-get-Sr') n. One armed with a target.
TAR'GUSM, n.; pi. TAR' GUM!}. A Hebrew word, denoting
a Jewish paraphrase on some portion of Scripture in the
Chaldean language. There are ten Targums in existence.

TAR'GVM-IST, n. A writer in the Targums. Milton.

TXR'IFF, w. [tarif, Fr.] A schedule or table of duties or
customs payable to the government on merchandise ;

a
table, alphabetically arranged, specifying the various du-
ties, drawbacks, bounties, &c., charged and allowed on
the importation and exportation of articles of merchan-
dise.

TXR'IFF,* v. a. To fix a tariff or duty upon. R. W. Hamil-
ton. [R.]

TARN, n. [tiaum, Icel.J A bog ;
a fen

; a marsh. Ray. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]

TAR'NISH, v. a. [ternir, Fr.] [i. TARNISHED ; pp. TARNISH-
ING, TARNISHED.] To stain; to sully; to soil; to make
not bright.

TAR'NISH, v. n. To lose brightness ;
to be soiled. Collier.

TAR'NISH,* n. A spot ;
a blot; soiled state. Bentley.

TA'RO,* n. A plant of the genus arum, with a bulbona

root, found in the valley of the Oregon, and cultivated in
the manner of rice. Farm. Ency.

TXR'pc,* 71. A game at cards. Gray.
TAR-PAUL'ING, n. A painted or tarred canvas cover or

covering, used to cover the hatchways of a ship: a
sailor. Written also tarpawling and tarpaulin.

TAR'QUIN-ISH,* a. Relating to, or like, Tarquin. QM. Rev.

TXR'RA-GON, n. A perennial plant, called herb-dragon.
TAR'RAS,* n. A volcanic product; a sort of mortar or

cement, made of tarras or argillaceous earth, which hard-
ens under water, and is used in subaqueous works. Vre.

fTARRE,* v. a. To excite
; to urge on, as a dog. Shak.

TXR'Ri-ANCE, 7i. Stay ; delay. Shak. Southey. [R.]
TAR'RI-ER, n. [terre, Fr.] A sort of dog. Dryden. See
TERRIER.

TXR'RI-ER, n. One who tarries. Overbury. [Booth.
TXR'RQCK,* n. A species of gull, having only three toes.

TXR'RY, (tar're) v. n. [targir, old Fr. ; traeghen, Teut.J [i.

TARRIED; pp. TARRYING, TARRIED.] To stay; to continue
in a place. Shak. Cowpcr. Ed. Rev. To delay ;

to wait ; to

linger. [A word somewhat antiquated, yet still used by
good English authors.]

tTXR'RY, v. a. To wait for. Shak.

fTXR'RY,* ra. Delay ; stay. Lodge.
TAR'RY, a. Consisting of tar

; resembling tar.

TAR'SAL,,* a. Relating to the tarsus. Duncrlison.

TARSE,* or TXR'sys, n. [tarse, Fr.] (Zool. & Anat.) A col-

lection of small bones between the tibia and metatarsus,
or those which constitute the first part of the foot. Brande.

TAR'SEL, n. A kind of hawk. Prior. See TIERSEL.

T'AR'sf,* n. [L.] pi. Articulated feet of insects. Lycll.

TXR'si-ER,* n. A quadruped ;
the woolly jerboa. Smellie.

TAR'sys, n. [T/)<n5s, Gr.] (Anat.) See TARSE.

TART, a. Sour ;
acid

; sharp of taste
;
keen

;
severe.

TART, n. [tarte., Fr.
; torta, It.

; taart, Dan.] A small pie
made of fruit. Bacon.

TAR'TAN, n. [Fr.] A fine worsted cloth, checked with
threads of various colors. [tartana, It.

; tartanc, Fr.]
A

small coasting-vessel, used in the Mediterranean, having
only one mast and a bowsprit.

TAR'TAR, n. [tartarus, L.
; tartare, Fr.

;
hell. Used by

the old poets. Spenser.] [tartre, Fr.] An acid substance
that concretes on the inside of wine-casks : an incrusta-

tion on the teeth. A native of Tartary : an jll-natured

person. To catch a Tartar, to catch or assail one who
overcomes or injures the assailant.

TAR-TA'RE-AN, a. [tartarus, L.] Hellish. Milton.

TAR'TAR-$-MET'IC,* n. (Cliem.) A double salt, consisting
of tartaric acid combined with potassa and protoxide of

antimony. Brande. [Miltgn.

TAR-TA'RE-OUS, a. Consisting of tartar. Grew. Hellish.

TAR-TA'RI-AN,* a. Relating to Tartary. Ency.
TAR-TXR'IC,* a. Relating to Tartary. ( Chcm.) Partaking

of tartar
; as, tartaric acid. Brande,.

TAR'TA-R!NE,* n. A fixed vegetable alkali. Ure.

TXR-TA-RI-ZA'TION, n. The act of forming tartar. Bibli-

oth. Bibl.

TAR'TAR-IZE, v. a. To impregnate with tartar. Bailey.

TXR'TAR-oDs, a. Containing tartar; consisting of tartar.

Bp. Berkeley.

TXRT'ISH, a. Somewhat tart. Scott.

TART'LET,* n. A small tart
;
a piece of pastry. Knox.

TART'LY, ad. In a tart manner; sourly ; sharply.

TART'NESS, n. Quality of being tart
; acrimony; asperity;

sharpness ;
sourness ; acidity.

TAR'TRATE,* n. (CAe/n.) A salt composed of tartaric acid

and a base. Brande.

TAR-TRQ-vlN'lG,* a. (Chem.) Applied to an acid com-
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posed of tartaric acid combined with the elements of

ether. Brande.

TAR-TUFFE',* n. [tartufe, Fr.] A hypocrite; a pretender
to religion; a puritan, in contempt; a morose person.
Brande.

TAR-TUFF'ISH, a. Precise, formal, or morose. Sterne.

TAR'wA-TER,* n. Water having an infusion of tar. Mur-
phy. _

TAs'co,*n. (Min.) A sort of clay for making melting-pots.
Cra'jb.

TASK, n. [tache, Fr.
; tassa, It.] Something to be done, im-

posed by another
; a lesson to be studied

; employment ;

business. To take to task, to reprove; to reprimand.
TASK, v. a.

[i. TASKED ; pp. TASKING, TASKED.] To impose,
:is a task or employment ;

to burden.

TAsK'ER, n. One who tasks. [One who is tasked. Todd.]

TAsK'MAs-TER, n. One who tasks or imposes tasks.

TASK'WORK,* (-wiirk) n. Work imposed or performed as a

task. Ed. Rev.

TXs'LET,* TI. A piece of armor for the thigh. Sir W. Scott.

IjTXs'SEL, (tas'sel or tos'sl) [tas'sel, W. P. J. F. Ja. S,n. R.

Wb. ; tos'l, S. K.] n. A pendent bunch of silk, or other

substance, meant for ornament : the flower ribbons, or

head of plants, as of maize.

||TXs'SEL,* v. n.
[i.

TASSELLED ;pp. TASSELLING, TASSELLED.]
To flower

;
to put forth a tassel, as maize. Smith.

TXs'sEL, n. Male of the goshawk. Spenser. See TIERCEL.

IITXs'SELLED, (-seld) a. Adorned with tassels.

TXs'SEi-s, 71. pi. Armor for the thighs. Jlinsworth.

TAST'A-BLE, a. That may be tasted
; savory ; relishing.

TASTE, v. a. [taster, old Fr.
; tasten, Ger. # Teut.] [i.

TAST-

ED ; pp. TASTING, TASTED.] To perceive and distinguish by
the tongue and palate ; to try by the mouth ;

to try by a

small mouthful: to essay first : to obtain pleasure

from; to have perception of; to relish
;
to relish intel-

lectually.

TASTE, v. n. To try by the mouth
;
to eat

;
to have or pro-

duce a relish, taste, or perception on the palate ;
to savor;

to smack
;
to distinguish intellectually ; to be tinctured ;

to try the relish ; to use for enjoyment ;
to enjoy sparingly.

TASTE, n- Act of tasting ;
the sensation made on the tongue

and palate by whatever is taken into the mouth
;
the sense

by which flavor or relish of any thing is perceived ;
flavor

;

relish
;
savor

; perception : an essay ;
a trial

;
an experi-

ment : a small portion given or taken as a specimen :

intellectual relish or discernment ;
that faculty or power

of the mind which is conversant about the sublime and
beautiful in nature and art, or that mental power or faculty
which is the result of natural sensibility, good judgment,
and familiarity with the best productions of literature and

art, by which the sublime and beautiful are enjoyed:
choice, whether good or bad, of pleasures, ornaments, or

pursuits.

TAST'ED, a. Having a particular taste or relish. Bacon.

TASTE'F&L, a. Having taste; having a high relish; sa-

vory ; tasty.

TASTE'FGL-LY,* ad. In a tasteful manner. Gent. Mag.
TASTE'FUL-NESS,* n. duality of being tasteful. Scott.

TASTE'LESS, a. Destitute of taste
; incapable of giving or

receiving pleasure from taste
; having no relish

; insipid.

TAsTE'LESs-LY,*ad. In a tasteless manner. Dr. Mien.

TASTE'LESS-NESS, n. Want of taste ; insipidity.

TAST'ER, n. One who tastes : a dram-cup.
TAST'Y, . Evincing taste; tasteful; nice; fine. Ed. Rev.

Palatable. EC. Rev. [Modern.]
TXT'LING,* a. Given to prating. n. Idle talk ; blabbing.

TXT'TA,* n. (India] A bamboo frame or trellis, over whicli

water is suffered to trickle, with a view of cooling the air

as it enters the windows or doors. Brande.

TXT'TER, v. a. [i.
TATTERED

; pp. TATTERING, TATTERED.]
To tear

;
to rend

;
to make ragged. Shak.

TXT'TER, n. A. rag ;
a fluttering rag. pi. Rags ;

a ragged
dress.

TAT-TER-DE-MXL'IQN, (-mal'yun) n. A ragged fellow.

TXT'TLE, (tat'tl) v. n. [tateren, D.] [i.
TATTLED ; pp. TAT-

TLING, TATTLED.] To prate; to talk idly; to use many
words with little meaning : to tell secrets

;
to blab.

TXT'TLE, n. Prate; idle chat
; trifling talk.

TXT'TLER, n. An idle talker ; a prater. Bp. Taylor.

TAT-T66', 71. [tapotez tous, Fr.] A beat of drum, especially
for warning soldiers to their quarters : a puncture, or a

figure formed by punctures, in the skin.

TAT-TOO',* v. a. [/'.TATTOOED; pp. TATTOOING, TATTOOED.]
To form figures on the body by puncturing the skin, and

rubbing a stain or dye into the wounds. QM. Rev.

TAT-TOO'ING,* ?<. The operation of forming figures or de-
vices on the skin or body, by making punctures in the
skin and rubbing in a stain or dye. Brande.

TAUGHT, (tL\vt) i. & p. from Teach. See TEACH.
TAUGHT,* (tlwt) a. (JVa?tt.) Stretched out

; extended ;
tense

;

tight. Mar. Diet. Written also taut. Dana.
((TAUNT, (tint or tlwrit) [tint, J. F. Sm. R. Wb. ; tawnt, S.

P. E. K. ; tint or ttwnt, W. Ja.] v. a. [tenser, old Fr.] [i.

TAUNTED; pp. TAUNTING, TAUNTED.] To reproach; to

tology ; containing tautology ; repeating the same thing.
TAu-TQ-LOG'i-CAL-LY * ad. In
Ash.

insult ; to revile
; to ridicule

;
to treat with insolence and

contumely ;
to mention with censure or upbraiding ; to

vex
;
to tease

;
to tantalize.

(|TAUNT, (tant ortawnt) n. Insult; scoff: reproach; ridi-

cule
; contumely ; gibe.

||TAUNT,* a. (JVajtt.) Very high or tall : very long. Fal
coner.

NTAUNT'ER, orTAuNT'ER, n. One who taunts.

IJTAUNT'ING-LY, orTAuNT'iNG-LY,a<. With insult; scoff-

ingly.

TAu-Ri-coR'Noys, a. [taunts and cornu, L.I Having horns
like a bull. Browne.

TAU'RI-FORM,* a. Having the form of a bull. Qu. Rev.

TAu'RiNE,* n. A peculiar crystallizable substance con-
tained in the bile. P. Cyc.

TAu-Rp-MA'jBHT-AN,* a. Relating to bull-fights. Qu. Rev.
TA iffRys, n. JL.] The Bull, the second sign in the zodiac.

TAu'Tp-jEHRONE,* n. [ravro and xpdvoj.] (JlfecA.) A
species of curve line. Brande.

TAu-TOG',* n. An American sea-fish. Storer.

TAu'TQ-LlTE,* TO. (Min.) A black crystallized mineral.
Dana.

TAu-TQ-LOG'ic,* a. Tautological. Ash.

, a. [tautologique, Fr.] Relating to tau-

peating the same thing.
a tautological manner.

TAu-T6L'Q-GlST, n. One who repeats the same thing.

TAu-TOL'p-^iZE, v. n. To repeat the same thing. Smith.

TAu-TOL,'Q-GoDs,*a. Tautological. Sir E. Brydges.
TAu-TOL'Q-GY, ra. [rai>To\oyia, raiir6 and \6yos, Gr.

;
tau-

tologie, Fr.J Repetition of the same words ; expression of
the same sense in different words ;

sameness of words or

of meaning.
TAu-TQ-pO'siAN,* ) a. Having the same identical essence.

TAu-T<?-bu'si6vs,*i Cudworth. [R.J

TAu-TOPH'o-NY,*7t. [Taiir6 and (pMvfi.] Repetition of the

same sound. Walker.

TXv'ERN, n. [taverne, Fr.
; taberna, L.] A house where

wine and liquors are sold, and entertainments for parties
are provided. In the United States, it means also an inn ;

a house of entertainment for travellers.

TXv'ERN-ER, n. [tavernier, old Fr.] A tavern-keeper. Cam-
den. [R.]

fTXv'ERN-'fNG, 77. Act of feasting at taverns. Bp. Hall.

TXv'ERN-KEEP-ER, n. One who keeps a tavern.

fTAv'ERN-MAN, n. A tavern-keeper. Johnson.

TAw, v. a. [touwen, D.j [i.
TAWED ; pp. TAWING, TAWED.]

To dress leather so that it shall be white, in contradistinc-

tion to tanning.
TAw, 7i. A marble to play with ;

the game played. Swift.

TAw'DRi-LY, ad. In a tawdry manner. Pultcncy.

TAw'DRJ-NESS, 7i. State of being tawdry ;
tinsel finery.

TAw'DRY, a. Showy or fine without grace or elegance ; glit-

tering; finical; meanly showy.
TAw'DRY, ?i. A slight ornament ;

a necklace. Drayton.

TAWED, (tavvd) p. a. Dressed and made white, as leather.

TAw'ER, n. One who taws
;
a dresser of leather. Barret.

TAw'E-Ry }
* n. A manufactory of skins by tawing. Maun-

der.

TAw'iNG,* n. The art of dressing white leather. Ure.

TAw'NY, a. Of a yellowish-brown color, like things tanned.

TXx, n. [tasff, Welsh ; taxc, Fr.
; taze, D.] A rate or duty

laid by government on the income or property of individ-

uals
;
an impost ;

a tribute
;
an excise : charge ;

censure.

TXx, v. a. [taxer, Fr.] [i.
TAXED pp. TAXING, TAXED.] To

load with imposts. [taxo, L.] To charge ;
to censure; to

accuse. Raleigh.
TXx-A-BiL'i-TY,* n. duality of being taxable. EC. Rev.

TXx'A-BLE,' a. 'That may be taxed. Sherwood.

TAX-A'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; taxatio, L.] Act of taxing; a rate or

duty laid by government; tax. [Accusation. Shak.]

TXx'ER, re. One who taxes: an officer in the university
of Cambridge, Eng.,who takes charge of the weights and
measures. Bacon.

TXx'-FREE,* a. Exempt from taxation. Addison.

TXx'-GXTH-ER-ER,* n. A collector of taxes. Goldsmith.

TAX'I-ARJKH,* n. [rafiapxr/f.] The captain of a formed
class or battalion in ancient Greece. Mitford.

TXx'l-coRN,* 77. (T^.) A coleopterous insect. Brande.

TAX'I-DER-MIST,* n. One who is skilled in taxidermy.
Knowles.

TXx'i-DER-MY,* n. [ra<j and ^/j//a.] The art of arranging
and preserving specimens of natural history, as the skins

of quadrupeds, birds, &c. Swainso-n.

TXx ON'Q-MY,* 71. [ra<j and i/<5/t-?.]
The law of order or

classification ; the classification of plants. London.

TXz'EL, 7i.. A plant. Ainsworth. See TEAZLE.

TAZZ'A,* (tlt'sa) n. [It.] A dish
;
a cup. Gent. Mag.

TEA, (te) n. [tcha, Chinese ; thi, Fr. ; te, It.] The dried

leaves of the Chinese tea-tree, of which there are two

general varieties, green and black ;
a liquor or beverage

made by an infusion of the leaves.

TA,*W.'TU To drink tea. Forby. [Colloquial.]

7<
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TEA'-BOARD,* n. A board for teacups, &c. Gent. Mag.
TEA'-CXN-IS-TER,* n. A canister to keep tea in. Ash.

TEACH, (tech) v. a.
[i. TAUGHT, pp. TEACHING, TAUGHT.]

To instruct ;
to inform

;
to instruct as a teacher or mas-

ter
;
correlative to learn : to deliver, as a doctrine or art ;

to show ;
to exhibit so as to impress upon the mind.

TEACH, (tech) v. n. To perform the office of an instructor.

TEACH'A-BLE, (tech'a-bl) a. That may be taught ; willing
or apt to learn ; docile.

TEACH'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being teachable ;
docil-

ity ; willingness to learn.

TEACH'ER, re. One who teaches
;
an instructor ;

a preceptor;
a schoolmaster

;
a preacher.

TEA'-CHEST,* n. A chest or repository for tea. Ash.

TEACH'ING,* n. Act of instructing ;
instruction.

TEA'CUP,* re. A cup for drinking tea from. P. Cyc.

TEA'cOP-FftL,,* 7i. As much as a teacup holds. Ash.

fTEAD, ) n. [tede, old Fr.
5 tceda, L.] A torch

;
a flambeau.

JTEDE, \ Spenser.

TEAGUE, (teg) n. A name for an Irishman, in contempt.
TEA'KET-TLE,* n. A kettle in which water is boiled for

tea. Goldsmith.

TEAK'-TREE,* n. The East-Indian oak, valued for timber.

Crabb.

TEAL, (tel) n. An aquatic wild-fowl, of the duck kind.

TEAM, (tern) n. [temo, L.
; team, Sax.] The beasts, as horses

or oxen, harnessed together for drawing a carriage or

plough. [Any number passing in a line. Dryden.]
TEAM, (tern) v. a. To join together in a team. Spenser.

EAM'STER,* n. One who drives a team. Smart.

TEA'-PLANT,* n. The plant which produces tea. Salmon.

TEA'POT,* n. A vessel in which tea is made. Addison.

TEAR, (ter) n. The water which violent passion forces into

or from the eyes ; any thing like tears
;
moisture trickling

in drops.

TEAR, (tir) v. a. [{.TORE; pp. TEARING, TORN. The old

preterit, tare, is obsolete.] To pull in pieces ;
to lacerate ;

to rend ;
to separate by pulling ;

to laniate ; to wound with

any sharp point drawn along ;
to break or take away by

violence ;
to rack

;
to divide violently ;

to shatter
;
to pull

with violence ;
to drive violently ; to take away by sud-

den violence ;
to make a violent rent.

TEAR, (tar) v. n. [tieren, D.] To fume
;
to rave

;
to rant

turbulently. L'Estrange.
TfiAR, (tar) n. A rent

;
fissure ; laceration.

TEAR'ER, (tar'er) n. One who rends or tears.

TEAR'-FALL-ING, (ter'fal-ing) a. Tender; shedding tears.

TEAR'FOL, (ter'ful) a. Weeping; full of tears. Pope.
TEAR'LESS, (ter'les) a. Without tears. Sandys.
TEAR'-STAINED,* (-stand) a. Stained with tears. Shak.

TEA'-SAU-CER,* n. A vessel on which a teacup is set. Ash.

TEAE, (tez) v. a.
[i. TEASED; pp. TEASING, TEASED.] To

comb or unravel, as wool or flax
;
to scratch, as cloth in

dressing : to harass
;
to annoy ; to irritate

;
to torment ;

to vex.

TEASEL, (tS'zl) JtS'zl,
P. E. J. F. K. Wb.

,- te'zel, Ja.] n.

A prickly biennial plant, used to raise a nap on cloth.

TEA'EL-ER, (te'zl-er) or TEA'ZLER, n. One who teazles.

TEA?'ER, n. He or that which teases or torments.

TEAS'ING,* n. The act of vexing or fretting. Seeker.

TEA'SPOON,* n. A small spoon used in drinking tea. Pen-
nant. _

TEA'SPOON-FOL,* n. ; pi. TEASPOONFULS. As much as a

teaspoon holds. Ash.

TEAT, (let) [let, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; tit, Kenrick, El-

phinston, JVares.] n. [tcth, Welsh ; tit, Sax. : tete, D. ; teton,

Fr.] A dug; a pap ;
a nipple.

TEA'-TA-BLE,* w. A table at which tea is drunk. Ed. Rev.

TEATHE,* or TATHE,* v. a. To feed, as cattle or sheep, on
turnips, when they eat them off the ground : to manure
by dung dropped by cattle. Farm. Ency. [Provincial, Eng.]

TEATHE,* or TATHE,* n. The dung of cattle dropped on
land. Holloway. [Local, England.]

TEA'-THJNG,* n. pi. Utensils used in drinking tea. Blag-
den.

TEA'-URN,* n. A vessel in the form of a vase, used for sup-
plying water for tea. W. Ency.

TEA'ZLE,* (tS'zl) v. a.
[i. TEAZLED; pp. TEAZLING, TEA-

ZLED.] To raise a nap on cloth by the action of the tea-

zle
;
to tease. Ure. Written also teasel.

TEA'ZLE,* n. A prickly plant ; same as teasel. P. Cyc.
TECH'I-LY, ad. Peevishly : fretfully ; touchily.
TECH'I-NESS, n. Peevishness

; fretfulness ; touchiness.

TEJEH'NI-CAL, (tek'ne-kal) a. [rex"*tff, Gr.
; technique, Fr.]

Relating to art; relating to science ; relating to a particu-
lar profession; as, technical terms: not in common or

popular use.

TEH-Nl-cXl,'j-TY,* n. Quality of being technical. Knox.

TEJCK'NI-CAL-LY, ad. In a technical manner.
TEJEK'NICSJ* n. 'pi.

Technical terms. Dr. Kirkland. [R.]
TEJGH-NO-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Relating to technology or the

arts. Scott.

Ejen-NOL'C-GY, (tek-rri'<?-je) re. [rxvrl and A<5yo?.] A
description of the arts ;

a discourse or treatise on the arts.

TECH'Y, a. Peevish
;
fretful

;
irritable ; touchy. Shak.

TEC-TON'JC, a. [TCKTOVIKOS.] Pertaining to building. Bai-

ley.

TED, v. a. [i. TEDDED ; pp. TEDDING, TEDDED.] To spread
or scatter grass for drying; to make hay. Milton.

TED'DER, n. [tudder, D.] A tether. Bacon. See TETHER.
TfiD'DlJR, v. a. To tie up ;

to tether. Felt/tarn. See TETHER.
TE DE'IJM, n. A hymn of thanksgiving, named from the

first words of the original Latin,
" Te Demn laudamus."

||TE'DIoys, (te'dyi.is) [te'dyus, S. E. F. K. ; te'de-us, J. Ja. ;

te'de-us or IS'je-us, W. P.' Sm.] a. [tedieux, Fr.
; tedium,

L.] Wearisome by continuance or prolixity ; dilatory ;
tar-

dy ;
tiresome

;
troublesome

; irksome
;
slow ; prolix.

||TE'movs-L,y (te'dyus-le) ad. In such a manner as to

weary ; tiresomely.

yTE'Dloys-NESS, (te'dyus-nes) n. Quality of being tedious
;

wearisomeness by continuance or prolixity ; tiresomeness

||Ti^'Dl-tJM,* n. [L.] Wearisomeness
; irksomeness. Smart.

TEEM, v. re. [i.
TEEMED

; pp. TEEMING, TEEMED.] To bring
forth young ;

to be pregnant ;
to be full.

TEEM, v. a. To bring forth
;
to produce. [To pour. Swift.]

TEEM'ER, n. One that teems or brings forth young.
fTEEM'FGL, a. Pregnant ; prolific ;

brimful. Ainsworth.

TEEM'LESS, a. Unfruitful; not prolific. Dryden.
tTEEN, 7i. Sorrow ; grief; affliction. Spenser.

TEEN, v. a. [i. TEENED ; pp. TEENINO, TEENED.] [To ex-

cite ; to provoke to do a thing. Chaucer.] To trouble
; to

vex
;
to tease. Forby. [Local, Eng., and colloquial, U. S.]

TEEN'AGE,* re. Wood for fences. Cowell. [Provincial.]
TEEN ,

n. pi. The years reckoned by the termination teen ;

as, thirteen, fourteen. Granville.

TEE'NY,* a. Very small
; tiny : fretful. Holloway. [Pro-

vincial and colloquial.]

TEE'TER,*. a. [L TEETERED; pp. TEETERING, TEETERED.]
To seesaw on a balanced plank, as children, for amuse-
ment. [U. S.] See TITTER.

TEETH, 7t. pi. of Tooth. See TOOTH.
TEETH, v. n. [i. TEETHED ; pp. TEETHING, TEETHED.] To

breed teeth
;
to be at the time of dentition.

TEETH'ING,* n. The act of breeding or forming teeth.

TEE-TO'TAL,* a. Entire ; total. Month. Rev. [A modern
cant word, formed by reduplication, the syllable tee being
used for the letter t. See TEETOTALISM.]

TEE-T6'TAL-ER,*7i. An advocate for teetotalism. QM. Rev.

TEE-T6'TAL,-IM,* n. The act of carrying a principle or

practice to the greatest extreme
;

total abstinence from

intoxicating liquors; that is, temperance--totalism. A
modern cant term. Qw. Rev. See TEETOTAL.

TEG,* n. A female fallow deer, or a doe in the second

year: a young sheep. Booth.

TEG'MEN* n. [L.] A covering; tegument. Brande.

TEG-MEN* TA,* n. [L. pi. of tegmentum.] (Bot.) The scales

covering the leaf-buds of trees. Brande.

TEG'V-LAR,* a. Relating to, or resembling, tiles. Smart.

TEG'V-LAR-LY,* ad. In the manner of tiles. Smart.

TEG'V-MENT, n. [tegumentum, L.] Cover; a covering; the

skin ;
the natural covering of the body.

TEG-V-MENT'A-RY,* a. Relating to teguments. P. Cyc.

TE-HEE', (te-hV) re. An old expression for a laugh. Chau-
cer.

TE-HEE', v. n. To laugh aloud ;
to titter. Hudibras.

TlL, (tel) n. [tilia, L.] The same with linden or lime tree.

Isa. vi.

TEl'NQ-scoPE,* (tl'no-skop) n. A prism telescope ;
a tele-

scope formed by combining prisms in a particular man-

ner, so that the chromatic aberration of the light is cor-

rected, and the linear dimensions of objects seen through
them increased or diminished. Brande.

TElNT, (tint) n. [temte, Fr.] Color; tint. Dryden. See

TINT.
TEL-A-MO'NE$* n. pi. [TtAa^w)' ; tdamon, L.] (Arch.)

Figures of men used for supporting entablatures. Francis.

TE'L,A-RY, a. [tela, L.] Relating to spinning; spinning.
Browne.

TEL'E-GRXPH, (tel'e-grSf) n. [telegraphe, Fr., from reA-if

and 'yp0f''> Gr.] An instrument, or mechanical contriv-

ance, for conveying intelligence by signals.

TEL/E-GRAPH,* v. a. [i. TELEGRAPHED ; pp. TELEGRAPH-

ING, TELEGRAPHED.] To convey intelligence by a tele-

graph. Campbell.
TEL-E-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. Relating to a telegraph ;

con-

TEL-E-GRXpii'i-CAt,,* \ veyed by a telegraph. QM. Rev.

TE-LE-Q-LOG'|-CAL,* a. Relating to teleology. Whewell.

TE-L,E-6L/Q-GY,*'n. [rtAof and \6yos.] The doctrine or

science of final causes. Brando.

TE'LE-C--SAUR,* n. [rc'Aeio? and aavprj.] (Geol.) A genus
of fossil saurian reptiles. Brande.

TE-LE-Q-sAu'RUS,* n. (Geol.~) Same as telcosaur. Buchland.

TEL'E-SCOPE, n. [telescope, Fr., from r^eand aKoniu,Gr.]
An optical instrument for viewing distant objects.

TEL-E-sc6p'ic, i a. Belonging to a telescope ; seeing at

TEL-E-scop'i-CAt,, \
a distance.

TL,-E-scop'{-CAL-L,Y,* ad. By use of a telescope. Allen.

TE-LE'I-A,* (tellC'zh'e-?) n. (Jlfin.) Sapphire. Smart.
TEjen-NOL'c-GY, (tek-nri'9-je) re. [rxvn and A<5yo?.] A TEL-E-SCOP'I-CAL-LY,* ad. By use of a

description'of the arts
;
a discourse or treatise on the arts. TE-L,'I-A,* (te-15'zhe-fi) n. (Min.) Sapphire. Smart.

i, E, I, o, u, Y, long} X, E, t, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, J, <?, V, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FASTBALL ; HEIR, HERJ
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fTEL'EijfM, n. [talism, AT.] An amulet or magical charm.

Gregory.
TEL-E-MXT'i-cAL, a. Belonging to telesms. Gregory.
TE-LES'TIH, n. [r\og and <rri%<>(.] A poem in which the

final letters of each line make up a name. B. Jonson.

TEL'IC,* a. [re\vs.] Relating to the end or purpose. Prof.
Stuart.

[R.J
TELL, v. a.

[i. TOLD ; pp. TELLING, TOLD.] To make known
by words

;
to. utter; to express ;

to speak ;
to relate ;

to

rehearse ;
to teach

;
to inform

;
to discover; to betray ;

to

count ; to number
;
to make known

;
to communicate

;
to

impart ;
to reveal

;
to disclose

;
to report.

TELL, o. n. To give an account ; to report ;
to inform

;
to

counter be counted ; to have effect.

TEL'LEN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A petrified fossil shell. Ure.

TELL'ER, n. One who tells ; one who numbers
;
a num-

berer: an officer of a bank who receives and pays
money : an officer of the English exchequer ;

of which
officers there are four, whose business it is to pay and
receive all moneys on the king's account.

TEL-LI'NA,* n. A genus of cockles ;
a bivalve shell. Brande.

TELL'TALE, n. One who gives officious or malicious infor-

mation ; a talebearer. (JVaut.) The dial-plate at the

wheel, showing the position of the tiller. (Mus.) A mov-
able piece of ivory or lead, suspended in front of a cham-
ber organ, which shows the performer in what degree the

wind is exhausted.

TELL'TALE, a. Telling tales; giving malicious informa-
tion. Shak.

TEL'LU-RATE,*7i. (Chem.) A compound of telluric acid and
a base. Francis.

TEL'LU-RET-TED,* a. Combined with tellurium. Brande.

TEL-LU'RIC,* a. Belonging to the earth; terrestrial. Ed.
Rev. (CAem.) Relating to, or derived from, tellurium.

Dana.
TEL-Lu'Ri-ON,*n. An instrument for showing the effectof

the earth's motions and the obliquity of her axis. Francis.

TEL-LU'RI-DM,* n. (Min.) A metal, of a color between sil-

ver and tin, too rare and high-priced to be used in the

arts. Ure.

TEL'LU-ROUS,* a. (CAem.) Noting an acid composed of
tellurium and oxygen. 'Francis.

TEM-ER-A'RI-OUS, a. {temeraire, Fr. ; temerarius, L.] Rash;
unreasonably adventurous

;
careless

;
heedless

;
done at

random^ Ray. [R.]

TEM-ER-A'RI-OUS-LY, ad. Rashly; without heed. Swift.

TE-MER'I-TY, n. [teinerite, Fr.;' temeritas, L.] Rashness;
heedlessness j precipitancy ; foolhardiness.

TEM'PER, v. a. [tempera, L.
; temperer, Fr.] [i. TEMPERED;

pp. TEMPERING, TEMPERED.] To mix, so as that one part

qualifies the other ;
to compound ; to form by mixture

;
to

qualify, as an ingredient; to mingle; to beat together to a

proper consistence ; to accommodate ; to modify ;
to bring

to due proportion ; to moderate excess
;
to soften

;
to mol-

lify ;
to assuage ;

to soothe : to form metals to a proper
degree of hardness or elasticity.

TEM'PER, n. Due mixture of contrary qualities ; middle
course : state to which metals are reduced, as to hard ness
or elasticity : constitution of body : constitutional

frame of mind ; temperament ;
frame

; humor : disposi-
tion ; as, a good temper, a bad temper : calmness

;
mod-

eration: passion, irritation, or warmth of temper.
j)^= This last sense does not appear to be authorized by
the English lexicographers, except Smart. But the
word is often used in this sense in the United States,
and sometimes in England, as in the following passage :

" This admission favors the editor's opinion that Johnson,
when the first ebullition of temper had subsided, felt that

he had been unreasonably violent." John W. Croker.

TEM'PER-A-MENT, n. [temperamentum, L.
; temperament,

Fr.] Constitution ;
state with respect to the predominance

of any quality; frame; temper; medium; due mixture
of opposites.

TEM-PER-A-MENT'AL, a. Constitutional. Browne. [R.]

TEM'PER-ANCE, n. [temperantia, L.] Moderation
; opposed

especially to drunkenness and gluttony, or to any improper
indulgence; sobriety; patience; calmness; sedateness.

TEM'PER-ATE, a. [temperatus, L.] Moderate in food and
drink

;
moderate in any indulgence ; abstinent ; abste-

mious
;
not excessive

;
not passionate ;

calm Temper-
ate zone. See ZONE.

TEM'PER-ATE,* v. a. To temper; to moderate. Pope. [R.]
TEM'PER-ATE-LY, ad. In a temperate manner; calmly.
TEM'PER-ATE-NESS, n. Quality of being temperate.
TEM'PER-A-TIVE, a. Having power to temper. Granger.
TEM'PER-A-TURE, n. [temperatura, L.

; temperature, Fr.]
Constitution of nature ; degree of any qualities : state of
the air with regard to heat and cold ; degree of sensible

heat, as measured by the thermometer.

TEM'PERED, (tem'perd) a. Disposed as to the passions or

temper ; regulated as to temper ; softened.

TEM'PEST, n. [tempeste, old Fr.
; tempestas, L.] A violent

commotion of the elements, with excessive wind
; a vio-

lent storm
;
a gale ; a hurricane ;

a tumult
;
commotion.

fTEM'pEST, v. n. [tempester, old Fr.
; tempestare, It.] To

storm
;
to pour a tempest. B. Jonson.

fTEM'PEST, v. a. To disturb as by a tempest. Milton.

TEM'PEST-BEAT-EN, (-be-tn) a. Beaten by a tempest or

by storms. Dryden.
fTEM-PEs'TiVE, a. [tempestivus, L.] Seasonable. Scott.

tTEM-PES'TlVE-LY, ad. Seasonably. Burton.

tTEM-PES-Tiy'j-TY, n. Seasonableness. Browne.
TEM'PEST-TOST, a. Driven about by storms. Shak.

TEM-PEST'U-OUS, (tem-pest'yu-us) a. [tempestueux, Fr.]
Abounding in tempests; stormy; windy; turbulent.

TEM-PEST'U-OUS-LY, ad. Turbulently ;
as in a tempest.

TEM-PEST'V-OUS-NESS, n. State of being tempestuous.
TEM'PLAR, n. A student in the law, so called from an inn
of court, established in the Temple, a house near the

Thames, in London, which anciently belonged to the

Knights-Templars of Jerusalem.

TEM'PLATE,* 71. (Arch.) A thin, iron plate, on the edge
of which is cut the reverse of mouldings and indenta-
tions, used as a sort of guide in cutting and planing ma-
sonry and stucco work

; templet. Francis.

TEM'PLE, (tem'pl) n. [templum, L.] An edifice appropriat-
ed to religious worship; a building resembling a temple.

[tempora, L.] (Anat.) The upper part of the side of
the head, where the pulse is felt.

fTEM'PLE, v. a. To.build a temple for. Feltham.

TEM'PLET, n. (Arch.) A piece of timber or stone laid un-
der a girder or beam

; a mould used by bricklayers.
TKM'PO,* n. [It., time.] (Mus.) Time. Brande.

TM'PO-RAL, a. [temporel, Fr. ; temporalis, low L.] Relat-

ing to, or measured by, time ; not eternal : secular
; not

ecclesiastical
;
not spiritual. [temporal, Fr.] Placed at,

or relating to, the temples.
TEM-PQ-RAL'J-TY, n. [temporalite, Fr.] pi. TEMPORALI-
TIES. (Eng. law) Secular possessions ;

such possessions
as bishops have had annexed to their sees, by kings and
others, from time to time.

TEM'PQ-RAL LY, ad. With respect to time, or to this life.

TEM'PQ-RAL-NESS, n. Secularity ;
worldliness. Cotgrave.

TEM'PO-RAL, n. pi. Secular possessions ; temporalities.
TEM'PQ-RAL-TY, n. The laity. Abbot. Secular possessions ;

temporality. Johnson. [R.]

fTEM-PQ-RA'NE-ous, a. [temporis, L.] Temporary. Hatty-
well.

TEM'PO-RA-Rl-LY,*arf. For a limited time. Godwin.

TEM'PQ-RA-RJ-NESS, n. The state of being temporary.
TEM'PQ-RA-RY, a.

[tempus, L.] Lasting only for a limited
time

;
not of long duration

;
not permanent ; transitory.

TEM-PQ-RI-ZA'TIQN, n. Act of temporizing. Johnson.

TEM'PO-RIZE, v. n. [temporiser, Fr.] [i.
TEMPORIZED

; pp.

TEMPORIZING, TEMPORIZED.] [To delay ;
to accommodate

or conform to circumstances. Shak.] To comply with the
times or occasions

;
to comply meanly ;

to trim.

TEM'PQ-RIZ-ER, n. [temporiseur, Fr.} One who temporizes ;

a trimmer. Burton.

TEM'PQ-RIZ-ING,* n. Act of complying with the times.

TEM'PQ-RIZ-ING,* p. a. Complying with the times.

TEMPT, (temt) v. a. [tento, L.'
; tenter, Fr.] [i. TEMPTED ;

pp. TEMPTING, TEMPTED.] [To attempt ; to prove ; to try.
Gen. xxii.] To solicit to ill ; to entice ;

to provoke ;
to al-

lure ; to attract
;
to seduce

;
to decoy.

TEMPT-A-BIL'I-TV,* (temt-a-bll'e-te) n. duality of being
temptable. Coleridge.

TEMPT'A-BLE, (temt'a-bl) a. That may be tempted; liable

to temptation. Swift.

TEMP-TA'TIQN, (tem-ta'shun) n. [tentatio, L.
; tentation,

Fr.]
Act of tempting; state of being tempted; that

which tempts ;
solicitation to ill

;
a lure

;
enticement.

fTEMP-TA'TiON-LESS, a. Having no motive. Hammond.
TEMPT'ER, (temt'er)/*. One who tempts ; anenticer : the

infernal solicitor to evil. Hammond.
TEMPT'ING,* (temt'ing) a. Enticing to ill ; enticing.

TEMPT'ING-LY, (temt'jng-le) ad. So as to tempt or entice.

TEMP'TRESS, (tern'tres) n. She that tempts. Ford.

TEMSE, or TEMPSE, "(terns) n. A sieve; a searse; tamis.

Todd. [Local or obsolete.]
TEMSE,* or TEMSED,* (temst) a. Sifted very fine. Ash.

TEMSE'-BREAB, (tems'brid) ) n. Bread made of finely-

TEMSED'-BREAD, (temst'bred) J
sifted flour. [R.]

fTEM'u-LEN-cy, 7^ [temulcntia, L.] Inebriation; intoxica-

tion. Builokar.

jTEM'u-LENT, a . [temulcntus, L.] Inebriated ;
intoxicated.

Bailey.

fTEM'y-LENT-rvE, a. [tcmulentus, L.] Drunken; denoting
intoxication. Janius.

TEN, a. Nine and one
;
twice five. Dryden. [Ash.

TEN,* 71. The decimal number, or the number of twice five.

||TEN-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. State of being tenable. Forster.

||TEN'A-BLE; [tSn'a-bl, W. P. J. E. F. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; te'na-

bl, S. Ja. Wares.] a. [tenable, Fr.] That may be held
;
that

may be m intained or defended ;
defensible.

ftCf
" The quantity of e, in the first syllable of this

word, and its relatives tenet, tenor, and tenure, is one of

the most puzzling difficulties of pronunciation. How dif-lent storm
;
a gale ; a hurricane ;

a tumult
;
commotion. the most puzzling difficulties ot
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ferently this letter is pronounced by different speakers,
may be gathered from a view of those orthoepists who
have marked the quantity of the vowels :

Sheridan, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

Kenrick, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

JVares, tenable, tenor, tenure.

Ash, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

Scott, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

Entick, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

Perry, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

W.Johnston, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

Buchanan, tSnable, tenor, tenure.

Fry, tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

Smith, tenet,
Elphinston, tenor," From this survey of our dictionaries, we find them

uniform only in the word tenor. They are nearly equally
divided on the word tenet ; and, if similitude were to de-

cide, it would be clearly in favor of the short vowel, in
this word as well as in tenor. They are both Latin words,
and both have the vowel short in the original. This, how-
ever, is no reason, with those who understand the anal-

ogy of English pronunciation, (for tremor, minor, &c., have
the first vowel short in Latin,) but it sufficiently shows
the partiality of the ear to the short vowel in words of
this form, as is evident in the word tenant." Walker.
The following table exhibits a view of the pronuncia-

tion of tenable, tenet, and tenure, by the principal English
orthoepists subsequent to Walker :

Ten'a-ble,
Te'na-ble,

W.

W.
Ja.

K.

Sm.

R.

R.

Wb.

Wb.

Ten'et,
Te'net,
Ten'ure,
Te'nure,

||TEN'A-BLE-NESS,* n. The state of being tenable. Ash.

TE-NA'cioys, (te-na'shus) a. [tenaz, L. ; tenace, Fr.] Grasp-
ing hard

; holding fast
; retentive : obstinate : cohe-

sive
; viscous

; glutinous : niggardly ; close-fisted.

TE-NA'CIOVS-LY, (te-na'shus-le) ad. In a tenacious manner.
TE-NA'CIOVS-NESS, (te-na'shus-nes) n. Quality of being
tenacious; tenacity.

TE-NXg'l-TY, (te-nas'e-te) n. [tenacite, Fr.
; tenacitas, tenax,

L.] Quality of being tenacious
;
tenaciousness

; viscosity ;

adhesiveness.

TE-NAc'v-LftM* n. [L.] A surgical instrument, consist-

ing of a fine, sharp-pointed hook, by which the mouths
of bleeding arteries are drawn out, in order to be secured
by ligaments. Brande.

tTN'A-cy, n. [tenacia, low L.] Tenacity ; unwillingness
to quit, resign, or let go. Barrow.

TENAILLE,* (te-nal'} n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A kind of outwork.
Crabb. See TENAILLON.

TENAILLON* (te-nal 'yon) n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A kind of out-
work made on each side of a small ravelin to increase its

strength, and to cover the shoulders of the bastion. Brande.

TEN'AN-CY, n. [tenentia, law L.] State of a tenant
;
act of

holding lands or tenements belonging to another.

TEN'ANT, n. [Fr.] One who holds lands or tenements be-

longing to another
; correlative to landlord .- one who is

in possession of any place ;
an occupant.

TEN'ANT, v. a. [i. TENANTED ; pp. TENANTING, TENANTED.]
To hold as a tenant. Addison.

TEN'ANT-A-BLE, a. That may be held by a tenant.

TEN'ANT-A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being tenantable. Ash.

TEN'ANT-LESS, a. Unoccupied ; unpossessed. Shak.

TEN'ANT-RY, n. [fTenancy. Bp. Ridley.] A body of tenants
on an estate ; tenants collectively.

TEN'ANT-SAW, n. See TENON.
TENCH, n. [tince, Sax.

; tinea, L.] A gold-colored fresh-
water fish.

TEND,t>. a. [contracted from attend.] [i. TENDED ; pp. TEND-
ING, TENDED.] To watch

;
to guard ;

to accompany as an
assistant or defender

;
to attend

;
to accompany.

TEND, . n. [tendo, L.
; tendre, Fr.] To move in a certain

direction
;
to be directed to any aim or purpose ;

to aim
at ; to contribute

; to incline. [To wait
; to attend. Shak.]

TEN'DANCE, n. Act of tending ; attendance
;
care. Shak.

fTEN'DENCE, re. Tendency. Johnson.

TEN'DEN-CY, n. Act or state of tending; inclination;
course ; direction ; drift ; propensity ;

aim.
TfiN'DER, a. [tendre, Fr.] Soft; easily impressed or in-

jured ;
not firm

;
not. hard ; not tough ; easily hurt

; quick
or easy to receive pain ; sensible ; easily pained : effemi-
nate

;
emasculate

; delicate ; young ; weak : compassion-
ate

;
careful not to hurt

; gentle ;
mild

;
humane ; kind

;

affectionate ;
careful

; unwilling to give pain : suscepti-
ble of soft passions ;

amorous
; expressive of the softer

passions.

TEN'DER, v. a. [tendre, Fr.] [i. TENDERED ; pp. TENDERING,
TENDERED.] To off r ; to exhibit; to propose to accept-
ance. [fTo esteem ; to regard. Shak.]

TEND'ER, n. One who tetids : a wagon or vehicle used in

tending : a small vessel attending a larger one : an of-

fer ; a proposal to acceptance. [fRegard ; kind concern.

Shak.] (Law) The production and offer of a sum due
in money.

TEN'DER-HEART-ED, a. Of a soft, compassionate dispo-
sition.

TEN'DER-HEXRT'ED-Ly,*ad. With compassion. Scott.

TEN'DER-HEART'ED-NESS, re. A compassionate disposi-
tion.

tTEN'DER-HfiFT-ED,* a. Moved or heaving with tender
ness. Shak.

TEN'DER-LING, n. The first horns of a deer: a fond-

ling; one who is made soft by too much kindness. Harri
son.

TEN'DER-LOIN,* re. A tender part of beef lying on the in-
side of the ribs

; the under part of the sirloin. Child.

TEN'DER-L,y, ad. In a tender manner ; mildly; gently.
TEJV'DER-MIND-ED,* a. Compassionate. Shak.

TEN'DER-NESS, re. [tendresse, Fr.] State of being tender;
benignity ;

kindness
; humanity ; benevolence ;

soreness
;

cautious care.

TEN'oi-NOOs, a. [tendineux, Fr.
; tendinis, L.] Sinewy ;

con-
taining tendons

; consisting of tendons.

fTEND'MENT, n. Act of tending ; tendency. Bp. Hall.

TEN'DQN, n. [tendo, L.] A ligature attaching a muscle to a

bone, by which a joint is moved
;
a sinew.

TEN'DRAC,* re. Same as tenrec. Smellie. See TENREC.
TEN'DRIL, n. [tendris, Fr.] (Bot.) A slender, twining part,
by which one plant attaches itself to another; the clasp
of a vine.

TEN'DRIL, a. Clasping or climbing as a tendril. Dyer.
TEN'DRY, re. An offer; a tender. Heylin. [R.]
JTE-NEE'RI-COSE', a. [tenebricosus, L.] Tenebrous. Bailey.

TEN-E-BRi'F'l-COOs,* a. Causing darkness. Addison. [R.]
TE-NE'BRI-OOS, a. Gloomy ; tenebrous. Young.
TEN-E-BROSE',* a. Dark ; gloomy ;

tenebrous. Ash.

fTEN-E-BROS'i-TY, re. [tencbrosite, Fr.] Darkness ; gloom.
Burton.

TEN'E-BROOs, a. [tenebrosus, L.
; tencbreuz, Fr.] Dark;

gloomy. Hawes.

TEN'E-MENT, n. [Fr. : tenementum, law L.] Any thing held

by a tenant, as a house, land, office, shop, &c. In the
United States it is also used for any house or building,
that is, or may be, occupied. Bouvicr.

TEN-E-MNT'AL,, a. That is, or may be, held by certain
tenure. Blackstone.

TEN-E-MENT'A-RY, a. Usually let out
; denoting tenancy.

tTEN'ENT, n. See TENET.
tTE-NER'l-TY, re. [teneritas, L.] Tenderness. Ainsworth.

TE-NE'MVS, re. [L.] (Med.) A straining or ineffectual at-

tempt to void the contents of the bowels. Arbuthnot.

TEN'ET, [ten'et, W. P. J. E. Sm. R. Wb. ; te'net, S. Ja. K. ;

ten'et or te'net, F. See TENABLE.] re. [teiieo, tenet, L.]
That which is held by the. mind to be true

;
doctrine

; dog-
ma; position ; principle; opinion.

TEN'FOLD, a. Ten times increased. Milton.

TEN'NANT-ITE,* re. (Min.) An arsenical sulpliuret of cop-
per and iron, found both massive and crystallized. Brande.

TEN'NIS, n. A play in which a ball is driven with a racket.

tTEN'Nis, v. a. To drive as a ball. Spenser.

TEN'NIS-BALL,* re. A ball used to play at tennis. Shak.

TEN'NJS-COURT,* re. A place where tennis is played. Dry-
den. [Ency.

TN'-Q'-CLOCK,*re. A troublesome perennial weed. Farm.

TEN'QN, n. [Fr.] (Arch.) The end of a timber, cut to be
fitted into a mortise in another timber. Tenon-saw, a
saw for forming tenons. Moxon.

TEN'QR, n. [tenor, L.
; teneur, Fr.] Continuity of state

; con-
stant mode ; manner of continuity ; general currency :

sense contained; general course or drift. (Mus.) The
mean or middle part of a composition, being the ordinary
compass of the human voice, when not raised to treble,
nor lowered to base. (Law) An exact copy ;

a tran-

script ;
substance or purport.

TE-NdT'Q-MY,* n. (Med.) The operation of dividing a ten-

don. Dtinglison.

TEN'PEN-NY,* a. Valued at, or worth, tenpence. Pope.

TEN'REC,* n. (Zool.) A small insectivorous quadruped, of

Madagascar, allied to the hedgehog. Brande.

TENSE, n. [temps, Fr. ; tempus, L.] (Oram.) A modification

of a verb, which defines the time at which an action is

conceived as taking place.

TENSE, a. [tensus, L.] Drawn tight; stretched; stiff; not

lax. Holder.

TENSE'LY,* ad. In a tense manner. Percival.

TENSE'NESS, re. State of being tense ; tension.

TEN-sj-Bii/l-TY,* re. Quality of being tensible. Maunder.

TEN'SI-BLE, a. [tensus, L.] Capable of being extended
;

tensile. Bacon.

TEN'SILE, (ten'sil) a. [tcnsilis, L.] Capable of being ex-

tended.

TEN-slL'i-TY,* re. The quality of being tensile. More.

TEN'sipN, (ten'shun) re. [Fr. ; tensio, L.] Act of stretch-

ing; not laxation ;
state of being stretched ;

not laxity.

TEN'SI-TY,* re. State of being tense ;
tenseness. EC. Rev.

I, E, i, 5, u, Y, longj X, E, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, 5, j, Q, y, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL'; HEIR, HER;
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a. [tensus, L.] Tending to stretch or contract.

Flayer.

TN'SQR,* n. (Anal.) A muscle used in stretching some
part. Crabb.

fTENs'VRE, (ten'shur) n. [tensus, L.] Act of stretching ;

tension. Bacon.

TENT, n. [tente, Fr. ; tentorium, L.] A temporary shelter

under which a soldier sleeps when in the field, commonly
made of canvas extended upon poles : any temporary
habitation ;

a pavilion. [tente, Fr.] A roll of lint put
into a wound or sore. [vino tinto, Sp.] A Spanish red

wine, chiefly from Malaga and Galicia.

Tj&NT, V. TI. [i. TENTED ; pp. TENTING, TENTED.] To lodge
as in a tent

; to tabernacle. S/iak.

TENT, v. a. To search as with a medical tent. Shak.

TN'TA-CLE,* n. [tentacu-lum, L.] A feeler of an insect or
an animal

;
an appendage used as an instrument of ex-

ploration and prehension. Brande.
TEN-TAG' V-LUM,* n. [L.] pi. TEN-TAG''V-LA. A feeler

of an insect or animal ; a tentacle. Kirby.
TEN-TAC'V-LAR,* a. Relating to tentacles

; feeling. Kirby.
fTENT'AGE, n. An encampment. Drayton.
JTEN-TA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; tentatio, L.] Trial ; temptation.
Bp. Hall.

TEN'TA-T!VE, a. [tentatif, Fr.
; tento,L.] Trying; essay-

ing. Bp. Hall

TEN'TA-TIVE,* n. [Fr.] An essay : a trial
; experiment.

Temple.
TN'TA-TIVE-LY,* &d. In a tentative manner. Fo. QM.
RenJ>

TENT'ED, a. Covered with tents
; as, a

" tented field." Shak.

TENT'ER, n. [tendo, tentas, L.] A machine or frame-work
for stretching cloth

;
a hook for stretching cloth, &c., on

a frame. To be on the tenters, to be on the stretch, in

difficulties, or in suspense.
TENT'ER, v. a. [i. TENTERED ; pp. TENTERING, TENTERED.]
To hang or stretch by hooks. Bacon.

TENT'ER, v. n. To admit extension. Bacon.

TEN'TER-GROOND, n. Ground on which tenter-frames are
erected.

TEN'TER-HOOK,* (-huk) n. A hook on which cloth or

other things are stretched. Dickens.

TENTH, a. First after the ninth
; ordinal of ten.

TENTH, n. The tenth part ;
a tithe. (Mus.) An interval

containing nine degrees and five spaces. pi. (Law) A
tenth part of the yearly value of all ecclesiastical livings
in England.

TENTH'LY, (tenth'le) ad. In the tenth place.

fTEN-TiVl-NoDs, a. [tentigo, L.] Stiff; stretched. Bailey.

TENT'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes tents. Acts.

TENT'-MAK-I'NG,* n. The business of making tents. Ash.

fTEN'TQ-Ry, n. [tentorium, L.J The awning of a tent.

Evelyn.
TENT'-WlNE,* n. A rich, red, Spanish wine. Ash. See TENT.
TNT'WORT, (tent'wiirt) n. A plant ; spleenwort.
TN'U-,* n. pi. [tennis, L.] A term applied to the three

letters of the Greek alphabet, k, p, t, in relation to their

respective middle letters g, b, d, and their aspirates ch,

ph, and th. Brande.

TEN-y-i-FO'Li-oOs, a. [tenuis and folium, L.] Having thin

leave_s.
tTE-Nu']-oOs,* a. Thin

;
tenuous. Phillips.

TEN-y-i-ROS'TRAL,* a. Having a tender beak. P. Cyc.

TE-NU'}-TY, n. [tenuite, Fr.
; tenuitas, L.] Thinness

;
ex-

ility ;
smallness ; minuteness

;
not grossness. [fPoverty ;

meanness. K. Charles.]
fTEN'v-ous, a. [tenuis, L.] Thin

;
small

;
minute. Browne.

'VRE, (ten'yur or te'nur) [te'nur, W. J. F. R . ; te'-
'

TEN'
nyur, S. ; ten'ur, P. ; teWyur, E. K. ; ten'yyr, Ja. Sm. See

TENABLE.] n. [tenco, L.
; tenure, Fr.

; tenura, law L.] The
manner in which lands and tenements are held

; act or
manner of holding any thing ;

a hold.

TEP-E-FXC'TIQN, n. [tepefacio, L.] Act of warming to a
small degree. Bailey.

TEP'E-FY,* v. a. To make tepid or warm. Goldsmith.

TEPH'RA-MXN-CY,* n. [ri^pa and /xavraa.] Divination by
the ashes of a sacrifice. Scott.

TEPH'RQ-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of troostite. Dana.

TEP'ID, a. [tepidus, L.] Lukewarm
;
warm in a small

degree. Dryden.

TE-PID'I-TY, n. [tepidite, Fr.] Lukewarmness. Bp. Rich-

ardson.

TE'PQR, [te'pur, S. W. P. K. Sm. Wb. ; tep'ur, Ja.] n.

[lepor, L.] Lukewarmness ; gentle heat. Arbuthnot.

TER'APH,* n. ; pi. TER'APHS. An idol ;
an image. Booth-

royd. See TERAPHIM.
TER'A-PIIIM,* n. pi. [Heb.] A word of uncertain etymology
and signification ;

rendered idols by the translators of
the common version of the Bible : according to Bryant,
lunar amulets, or types of the ark in the form of crescents,

supposed to have been invented by Terah. Brande.

TER'A-PIN, n. A kind of tortoise. See TERRAPIN.

fTE-RAT'l-CAL,* a. Marvellous; prodigious. Wottaston.

TER-A-TOL'Q-GY, n. [repas and Ae'yw.] [{Bombast; affec-

tation of sublimity. Bailey.] That branch of physiology
which treats of the malformations and monstrosities of the.

organic kingdoms of nature. Brande.

TERCE, n. [tierce, Fr.
; triens, L.] See TIERCE.

TERCEL, n. A hawk. See TIERCEL.
TERCE'MA-JQR,* n. The sequence of the three best cards.
Maunder. Written also tierce-major. [Ch. Ob.

TER-CEN'TE-NA-RY,* a. Comprising three hundred years.
TER'CET,* n. (Mas.) A third. Crabb.

TER'E-BINTH, n. [terebinthus, L.
; TepefitvOus, Gr.] The

turpentine-tree. Spenser.

TER-E-BIN'THI-NATE, > a. [terebinthus, L.] Consisting,
TER-E-BIN'THINE, j or partaking, of turpentine.
TER'E-BRATE, v. a. [terebro, L.] [i. TEREBRATED

; pp.
TEREBRATING, TEHEBRATED.] To bore

;
to perforate ;

to

pierce. Browne.

TER-E-BRA'TIQN, n. The act of boring. Bacon. [R.]
TER-E-BRA T' V-LA,* n. [terebro, L.] pi. TEREBRA TULJE.
(Conch.) A genus of bivalve mollusks or sea-shells, of
which the larger valve is perforated. Brande.

TE-RE'DO,* n. [L.] (Conch.) A genus of acephalous mol-
lusks, having bivalve shells. They can penetrate wood,
and are very injurious to ships. Crabb.

TER'EN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A fragile mineral. Emmons.

fTfiR'jET, a. [teres, teretis, L.] Round. Fotherby.
TE-RETE',* a. (Bot.) Long and round ; taper. 'London.

TER-^KM'I-NOUS, (ter-jem'e-nus) a. [tergeminus, L.]
Threefold.

TER'^I-VER-SATE, [ter'je-ver-sat, Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; ter-

jiv'er-sat, P. ; ter-ju-ver'sat,' R. Todd.] v. n. [tergum and
verto, L.] To turn the back; to boggle; to shift; to use
evasion. Bailey. [R-]

TER-^I-VER-SA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Shift; subterfuge; eva-
sion

; change ; fickleness. Clarendon.

TER'(^I-VER-SA-TQR,*. One who practises tergiversation.
D'lsraeli.

TERM, n. [terminus, L.] Limit; boundary. [terme, Fr.]
The word by which a thing is expressed ; a word : the

subject or predicate of a proposition : an expression, as
that by which a quantity is signified : time for which any
thing lasts

; a limited time
;
a portion of time. pi. Con-

ditions; stipulated sum. In literary seminaries, the lime
in which the regular lectures or courses of instruction

proceed, in distinction from vacation. (Law) The time
in which the tribunals or courts of law are in session ;

the rest of the year is called vacation. Of these terms,
there are four in every year, in England ;

one is called

Hilary term, which, as regulated by 11 George IV., and 1

William IV., begins the llth and ends the 31st of January ;

another is called Easter term, which begins the 15th of

April, and ends the 8th of May ;
the third is Trinity term,

beginning the 22d of May, and ending the 12th of June
;

the fourth is Michaelmas term, beginning the 2d of No-

vember, and ending the 25th of November.
TERM, v. a. [i. TERMED ; pp. TERMING, TERMED.] To des-

ignate ; to name; to call. Locke.

Ti2R'MA-GXN-cy, TI. Turbulence
;
tumultuousness. Barker.

TER'MA-GANT, a. Turbulent
; quarrelsome ; scolding.

TER'MA-GANT, n. [fA turbulent man. Sh.ak.] A brawling,
scolding woman ; a scold. Pope.

TERM'ER, n. One who travels up from the country to a

university term ; sometimes called term-trotter. Smart.

(Law) One who holds for a term of years or for life.

See TERMOH.
TER'MEQ,* n. [L.] pi. TERMITES. Termite. P. Cyc.
See TERMITES.

TER'MI-NA-BLE, a. That may be terminated ;
lirnitable.

TER'MI-NA-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being terminable. Allen.

TER'MI-NAL,,* a. Relating to a term or termination ;
ulti-

mate
; complete ; expressive of a boundary or end

;

forming the end. P. Cyc.

TER'Ml-NAtfE, v. a. [termino, L.
; terminer, Fr.] [i.

TER-
MINATED

; pp. TERMINATING, TERMINATED.] 1 DOUnd J

to limit ; to put an end to ; to finish ; to close.

TER'MI-NATE, v. n. To be limited ; to end ; to cease.

TER-MI-NA'TIQN, n. Act of terminating ;
state of being

terminated; bound; limit; end; conclusion; last pur-

pose. [terminatio, L.] (Gram.) The end of a word as

varied by inflections and significations.
TER-MI-NA'TIQN-AL, * a. Relating to the end or termina-

tion. 'Walker.

TER'MJ-NA-TIVE, a. Directing termination. Bp. Rust.

TER'ML-NA-TtVE-LY, ad. By termination. Bp. Taylor.

TER'MI-NA-TQR,* n. He or that which terminates or

bounds. Francis.

TER'MI-NA-TQ-RY,* a. Bounding; limiting. Hill.

TER'M?-NiST,*n. (Ecclesiastical history) One of a class of

Calvinists. Brande.

TER-MI-NOL'<?-GY,* n. [terminus, L., and A<5j-o?, Gr.] The
definition of technical terms, or that preliminary knowl-

edge which teaches the definition of the words and

phrases employed in science and art; nomenclature.

Brande. [
Wiseman.

TER-MIN'THVS, n. [rip^ivQo^.] (Med.) A painful tumor.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S&N
; BOLL, BUR, RfJLE. 9, G, <j, g, soft; K., &, , |, hard; as Z

;
x as gz ; THIS.
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n. [L.] pi. TER'MI-NI. A boundary ;

a
limit : a column ;

a sort of statue. Hamilton.

TER'MITE,* n. , pi. TER'MITES. A white ant. Maunder.
TKR'Mi-TEtf,* n. pi. [L.] A species of large ants. Kirby.
TERM/LESS, a. Unlimited

; boundless. Spenser.

TERM'LY, a. Occurring every term. Bacon. [R.]

TERM'LY, ad. Term by term
; every term. Bacon. [R.]

TER'MON,* n. Formerly, in Ireland, an ecclesiastical dis-

trict exempt from regal imposts. Ch. Butler.

TERM'OR,* n. (Law) One possessed of property for a

certain term of years. Blackstone. Written also termer.

TERN,* n. (Ornith.) A small aquatic bird of several species ;

the noddy or sea-swallow. Audubon.

TER'NA-RY, a. [ternaire, Fr.
; ternarius, L.] Proceeding by

threes
; consisting of three.

TER'NA-RY, n. [ternarius, and ternio, L.] The number
three. Holder.

TER'NATE,* a. (Sot.) Threefold
;

united in threes. P.

Cyc.

TER'NI-QN, n. The number three
;
a ternary. Bp. Hall.

TERP-SI-HP-RE'AN,* a. \Tptyi\6pri, the name of the muse

of dancing.] Relating to dancing. Athenaum.

TER'RACE, n. [terrasse, Fr.] A raised natural or artificial

bank of earth, covered with grass or gravel, and affording
a promenade : a balcony ;

an open gallery.

TER'RACE, v. a. [L TERRACED ; pp. TERRACING, TERRACED.]
to form into a terrace

;
to open to the air or light.

TER'RACE D,* (ter'ast) a. Having a terrace. Qu. Rev.

TER'RA-COT'TA,* n. [It.] pi. TER'RA-COT'TA?. Baked
earth or clay : a name given to statues, figures, vases,
architectural decorations, &c., modelled or cast in a paste
made of pipe or potter's clay, &c. Brande.

TER'RJZ FlL'l-iJS, (ter're-fil'e-us) n. [L., a son of the

earth.} A humorous name of a student or orator formerly

appointed in the public acts at Oxford, England, to make
a jesting and satirical Latin oration against the members
of the university. Ouardian.

TER'RA F'fR'MA* [L.] Solid earth
;
main land

;
a con-

tinent : a firm basis or foundation. Qw. Rev.

TER'RA JA-P&N'I-CA,* n. Japan earth, catechu, the in-

spissated juice of a species of acacia. Crabb.

TEK'RA-PIN, n. A species of land tortoise. P. Cyc.

TER-RA'QUE-oOs, a. [terra and aqua, L.] Consisting of

land and water
; as, the terraqueous globe.

'

v L.]
"

lands. Cowel.'
fTER'RAR, n. [terrarium, low L.] A terrier or register of

TER'RAS,* n. (Min.) An argillaceous earth. Maunder.

JTERRE, v. a. To provoke. See TARRE. Wicliffe.

TERRE'-BLUE, (tar'blu) n. [tcrre and bleu, Fr.] A sort of
earth. Woodward.

JTERRE'MOTE, (tar'mot) [terremuct, old Fr.
;
terra motus,

L.] An earthquake. Oower.

TER-RENE', a. [terrenus, L.] Earthly ;
terrestrial. Hooker.

fTER-RENE', n. The surface of the whole earth. Milton.

JTER'RE-oDs, a. [terreus, L.] Earthy ; consisting of earth ;

terrene. Qlanville.

TERRE-PLEIN,* (tar-plan') n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A platform,
or horizontal surface of a rampart, on which cannon are

placed and worked. Brande.

TER-RES'TRI-AL, a. [terrestris, L.] Relating to the earth
;

earthly; not celestial ; consisting of earth.

TER-RES'TRI-AL,* n. An inhabitant of the earth. Pope.

TER-RES'TRI-AL-LY, ad. After an earthly manner. More.

TER-RES'TRJ-AL-NESS,* n. State of being terrestrial.

Scott.

fTER-RES'TRi-PY, v. a. [terrestris and facio, L.] To
reduce to earth. Browne.

fTER-RES'TRf-oDs, a. [terrestris, L.
; terrestre, Fr.] Earthy ;

terrestrial. Browne.

TERRE'-TEN-ANT,* (tir'ten-ant) n. (Law) A tenant who
occupies land. Blackstone.

TERRE-VERTE, (tar'vert) n. [terre-verte, Fr.] Green earth

used by painters. (Min.) A species of chlorite of a

green or olive color.

TR'RI-BLE, a. [Fr. ; terribilis, L.] That excites terror;
terrific ; horrible

; fearful; frightful; shocking; dread-
ful ;

formidable. [Very great ;
bad

;
severe. Tillotson.

Colloquial.]
TER'RI-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being terrible. Sidney.

TER'R'I-BLY, ad. In a terrible manner ; formidably.
TER'RI-ER, n. [Fr., from terra, L.] A small hunting-dog

that follows his game into holes. (Law) [terrier, Fr.]
A register or detail of a landed estate. [from terebro,

L.] A wimble, auger, or borer. Jlinsworth.

TER-RIF'IC, ja. [terrificus, L.] Causing terror; dreadful;
frightful; terrible; formidable.

TER'RI-FY, v. a. [terror and facio, L.] [i. TERRIFIED ; pp.

TERRIFYING, TERRIFIED.] To strike with terror
;
to fright-

en
;
to fright ;

to shock ;
to make afraid.

TER-Ri^'E-NoDs,* a. Born of the earth. Smart.

TER-RI-T6'RJ-AL, a. Relating to a territory ; consisting of
a territory or land

; possessed of land.

TER-RI-TO'RI-AL-IZE,* v. a. To enlarge or extend by ad-
dition of territory. Coleridge. [R.]

TER'RI-TO-RIED,* a. Possessed of land. Selden.

TER'RI-TQ-RY, n. [territorium, low L.] Land
; country

domain; district. (America) A large district of country
belonging to the United States, though not forming a
part of any individual state, and under a temporary gov-
ernment.

TER'ROR, n. [terror, L.
; terreur, Fr.] Great fear; fright;

alarm ; consternation
; fear communicated

;
fear re-

ceived
;
cause of fear.

TER'RpR-Tsin,* n. Government by terror or intimidation
;

state of terror. Morgan.
TER'RQR-TST,* n. One who proclaims danger. Burke.

TfiR'ROR-LESs,*a. Fearless; without terror. Shelley.

TERSE, a. [ters, Fr.
; tersus, L.] Neatly written as to style ;

neat; elegant and concise; polished ;
well-finished.

[Clean; clear
; smooth. Browne.}

TERSE'LY, ad. In a terse manner; neatly. B. Jonson.

TERSE'NESS, n. Quality of being terse; neatness. Dr.
Warton.

TER'TIAL,* (ter'shal) n. [tertiaricus, L.] A large feather

extending from the proximate extremity of the bones of
the wing of some birds. Brande.

TER'TIAN, (ter'shan) n. [tertiana, L.] (Med.) An inter-

mitting fever or ague, the paroxysms of which return

every other day ; so that there are two fits in three days.
TER'TIAN,* a. Occurring with one day's interval, as a

tertian fever. Brande.

TER'Ti-A-RY,*(ter'she-a-re) a.(Oeol.) Third. The tertiary
strata comprise a series of sedimentary rocks which lie

above the primary and secondary strata, and are dis-

tinguished from them by their organic remains. Brande.

TER'TI-ATE, (ter'she-at) v. a. [tertio, tertlus, L.] [i. TER-
TIATED

; pp. TERTIATING, TERTIATED.] To do, Or try tO

do, for the third time: to try or prove a gun or ord-
nance

j
to examine the thickness of the metal of a piece

of ordnance. Mar. Diet.

TER'TII/M: QuJo,* [L.]
" A third something." Prout.

TERZA-RIMA,* (tert'sa-re'ma) [It., third or triple rhyme.}
A peculiar and complicated system of versification,
borrowed by the early Italian poets from the Trouba-
dours. Brande.

TER-ZET'TO,* (tert-set'to) n. [It.] (Mus.) A composition
in three parts. Brande.

TES'SEL-ITE,* n. (Min.) Apophylite, a mineral. Brews-
ter.

TES'SEL-LATE,* v. a.
[i.

TESSELLATED
; ^.TESSELLATING,

TESSELLATED.] To form into little squares j
to lay with

checkered work. P. Cyc.

TES'SEL-LA-TED, a. [tessella, L.] Variegated by squares
or square stones

;
formed of small square stones

; as, a
tessellated pavement.

TES-SEL-LA'TIQN,* n. Act of tessellating. Smart.

TES'SE-RA,* n. [L.] pi. TESSERA, A die in the form of
a square ;

a cube or square: a square piece of stone,
porcelain, &c., for pavements: a composition for cov-

ering houses. Bp. Wilson.

TES-SE-RA'IC, a. [tessere, old Fr. ; tessera, L.] Tessellated.
Sir R. Atkyns. [R.]

TES'SE-RAL,* a. Relating to, or like, a tessera. Ed. Reo.
a. (Crystallography) Applied to a system of

crystals, including the cube, tetrahedron, &c. Brande.

TEST, n.
[test,

Fr.
; testa, It.] Any thing by which the

nature of a substance is tried or distinguished : a cupel
for trying metals: that by which the genuineness of any
thing is proved : a standard

;
trial

; examination ; means
of trial; criterion

; proof; discriminative characteristic;

judgment; distinction. (English history) An oatli by
which civil and military officers were obliged to prove
their adherence to the Protestant or established religion.
See TEST ACT.

TEST,* v. a. [i. TESTED ; pp. TESTING, TESTED.] To put to a

test; to compare with a standard; to prove; to try.
Ld. Brougham. Q^f Though Shakspeare uses tested as a

participial adjective, yet the active verb to test is modern.
It is reputed to be of American origin, and the use of it

has heretofore been stigmatized. It has, however, been
often used, within a few years, in the most distinguished
English reviews and journals, and by some of the most
eminent English writers.

fTEST,* v. n. To make a will or testament. " While he that

testcth liveth." Heb. ix. 17. Rhemish Version.

TES'TA,* n. [L.J (Bot.) The skin of a seed. P. Cyc.

TES'TA-BLE, a. [testable, old Fr.l Capable of witnessing.

Cotgrave. That may be disposed of by will. Blackstone.

TES-TA'CE-A,* (tes-ta'she-a) n. pi. (Conch.) Molluscous an-
imals having a shelly covering. Lyell. .

TES-TA/CEAN,* (tes-ta'sh?n) n. A shell-fish; an animal
covered with a shell. Brande.

TES-TA'CEAN,* (tes-ta'shan) a. Relating to the testacea.

Lyell._

TES-TA-CE-OL/Q-^Y,* n. The science of testaceous ver-

mes. Cyc.
TES-TA'CEOVS, (tes-ta'shus) a. [testaceus, L.

; testacee,

Consisting of shells ; composed of shells
; having

E, I, 5, u, Y, long; X, E, I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, Q, v> Y obscure. FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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continuous, not jointed shells : opposed to crustaceans ;

testacean.

TEST'-ACT,* n. An act of the British parliament, 25
Charles II., 1673, requiring all officers, civil and military,
to take oaths against transubstantiation, and to receive
the sacrament of the Lord's supper according to the
rites of the Church of England. Blackstone. This act was
repealed in 1828.

TES'TA-MENT, re. [Fr. ; testamentum, L.] A will
;
a writ-

ing disposing of the estate of a person deceased: one
of the two volumes, or general divisions, of the Bible.

TES-TA-MEN'TAL,* a. Testamentary. J. Montgomery.
TES-TA-MEN'TA-RY, a. [testamentaire, Fr. ; testamentarius,

L.] Relating to a testament or will
; given by will.

TES-TA-MEN-TA'TION, n. Art of giving by will. Burke.

TES'TATE, a. [testatus, L.] Having made a will : disposed
of by_will. Ayliffe. [Hall.

(TES-TA'TION, n. [testatio, L.] Witness ; evidence. Bp.
TES-TA'TQR, n. [testator, L. ; testateur, Fr.J One who
makes or leaves a will.

TES-TA'TRIX, n. [L.] A woman who leaves a will.

TEST'ED, p. a. Tried by a test or standard. SItak.

TEST'ER, n. [teste, old Fr.
; testone, It.] [A sixpence ; an

old silver coin. Sliak.] The head, top, or cover of a bed.

fTEs'TERN, n. A sixpence ;
tester. Latimer.

tTEs'TERN, v. a. To present with a sixpence. Shak.

TES'TI-CLE, n. [testiculus, L.] One of the two organs in-

closed in the scrotum, to secrete the seed
;
a stone.

TES-TIC'V-LATE,* a. (Bat.) Shaped like a testicle. Smart.

Ts-Ti-Fi-CA'TiQN, n. [testiftcatio , L.] The act of testify-

ing. Hooker.^
tTJes'Ti-Fi-CA-TQR, n. [tcstificor, L.] One who witnesses j

a testifier. Bailey.

TES'TI-FI-ER, n. One who testifies. Pearson.

TES'TJ-FY, v. n. [tea-ti/icor, L.] [i.
TESTIFIED

; jrp. TESTIFY-

ING, TESTIFIED.] To bear witness
;
to prove; to give ev-

idence.

TES'TI-FY, v. a. To witness
;
to give evidence of. John iii.

TEST'I-LY, ad. Fretfully; peevishly; morosely.
Ts-Tl-M6'Nl-AL, n. [Fr. ; tentimonitim, L.] A writing or

certificate that may be produced as evidence of charac-
ter

; credential.

TES-TI-MO'NI-AL,* a. Relating to testimony ; containing
testimony. Livingston.

TES'TI-MQ-NY, n. [testimonium, L.] That which is testi-

fied
;
evidence given ; proof by witness

; public evidence
;

open attestation
; profession.

fTES'Ti-MQ-Ny, v. a. To witness. Shak.

TES'TI-NESS, n. Moroseness
; peevishness. Sfiak.

TEST'JNG,* n. The operation of trying metals, &c. Ure.

tTls'TpN, re. [Fr.J A sixpence; a tester. Bp. Hall
TES-TOON',* re. A silver coin of Italy or Portugal, worth

about Is. 3d. sterling. Crabb.

TES-TU'DJ-NAL,* a. Relating to the tortoise. Smart.

TES-TU'DI-NAT-ED, a. [testudo, L.l Roofed
;
arched. [R.]

a. [testudo, L.J Resembling the shell

y. [R.]
TEH-TV'DO,* re. [L.j A tortoise

;
a turtle. (Ancient war-

TES-TV-DIN'E-OUS, a. [test
of a tortoise. Bailey. [R.]

fare) A contrivance for screening troops. (Surg.) An
encysted tumor. Crabb. See TORTOISE.

TES'TV, a. [tcstu, old Fr.] Fretful
; peevish ; apt to be

angry ;
irritable

; petulant ; pettish.

TE-TAN'IC,* a. Relating to tetanus. P. Cyc.
TET'A-NOS,* re. [L.] (Med.) A spasm of the muscles; a

spasmodic affection, one form of which is termed the

lockjaw or locked-jaw. Brande.

TETCH'I-NESS,* n. duality of being tetchy. Ash.

TETCu'y,a. Peevish; techy; touchy. Shak. See TECHY.
TETE, (tat) re. [Fr.] False hair ; a lady's wig. Graves.
TETE A TETE, (tat'a-tat') ad. [Fr.] Face to face

;
cheek

by jowl. Swift.
TETE A TETE,* (tat'a-tat') n. [Fr.] An interview; a

friendly or close conversation. Cowper.
TETE DE PONT,* (tat'de-pong') n. [Fr.] (Fort.) A work

for defending the entrance of a bridge. Park.

TETH'ER, n. A rope to confine a horse, or other beast, with-
in certain limits when feeding. Shak.

TETH'ER, v, a. [i. TETHERED ; pp. TETHERING, TETHERED.]
To confine with a tether.

TE-THY'DAN,* re. [Tq0i5j.] (Zoo?.) A tunicated, acephalous
mollusk. Brande.

TET-RA-jeHAU-Li'Q-DON,* n. (Oeol.) A fossil extinct ani-

mal, with four projecting teeth, allied to the mastodon.
Smart.

TET'RA-JBHORD,* n. (Mns.) A concord consisting of three

degrees or intervals, and four terms or sounds. Warner.

TET-RA-CO'I,QN,* n. (Poetry) A stanza, or division of lyr-

ic poetry, consisting of four verses. Crabb.

TET'RAD, re. [tetras, tctradis, L.] The number four; a col-

lection of four things. More.

TET-RA-DAc'TY-LOUS,*a. (Bot.) Having four toes. P. Cyc.

TET-RA-DI-A-PA'QN,* n. (Mui.) A musical chord. Crabb.

TET'RA-DKACIIM,* (-dram) n. A silver coin, among the

ancient Greeks, of the value of four drachms. Brande.

TET-RA-DY-NA'MI-AN,* n. (Bot.) A plant having four sta-
mens stronger than the others. Smart.

TET-RA-DYN'A-MOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having six stamens in
four parcels, two of which consist of two stamens, and
two of one each. P. Cyc.

TET'RA-GON,* n. [rerpayuvos.] A square; a four-angled
figure. (Attrol.) The fourth of a circle, or ninety de
grees. P. Cijc. [Browne.

TE-TRXG'Q-NAL, a. Having four angles and four sides.

TET-RA-GJRAM'JHA-TON,* n. [Gr. & L.l Among several
ancient nations, the mystic number four, which was
often symbolized to represent the Deity, whose name
was expressed in several languages by four letters. Brande,

TET-RA-^YN'I-AN,* a. (Bot.) Having four pistils. Smart.

TT-RA-HE'DRQN,*re. A solid figure comprehended under
four equilateral and equal triangles. Hamilton.

TET-RA-HEX-A-HE'DRAL,* a. Exhibiting four ranges of
faces, each range containing six faces. Smart.

TE-TRXL'P-^Y,* re. [r>rapj and Ao>oj.] A collection of
four dramatic compositions, which was brought forward
for exhibition at Athens. Brande.

TE-TRXM'E-TER, n. [tetrametrum, L.] A Latin or Greek
verse consisting of four feet ; a series of four metres.

TE-TRXM'E-TER, a. Having four metrical feet. Tyrwhitt.

TE-TRAN'DRI-AN,* a. Having four stamens. Smart.

TE-TRlN'DRoys,* a. (Bot.) Having four stamens. P. Cyc.
TET-RA-PET'A-LODS, a. [rtrrapsj and irira\oi>.] (Bot.)

Having four petals.

TET-RA-PHAR'MA-CON,* n. (Med.) An ointment composed
of four ingredients, viz., wax, resin, lard, and pitch.
Brande.

TE-TRAPH'YL-LOUS,* or TET-RA-PHYI/LOVS, a. (BoL)
Having four leaves. Smart.

TfiT'RA-pLA,* n. [rerrapsj.] The Bible arranged by Origen
in four columns, consisting of four Greek versions..

Brande.

TE-TRAP'Q-DY,* n. A series of four feet. Beck.

TE-TRXp'TE-RiN,* 71. [rfrrapfij and TTT^OV.} (Ent.) An
insect with four wings. Brande.

TET'RAP-TOTE,* n. A noun having only four cases. Scott.

TE'TRARJOH, [te'tr'ark, S. P. J. E. F. K. ; te'trark or tet'-

r'ark, W. Ja. ; tet'rark, Sm.l n. [tctrarcha, L. ; TErpapxiSi

Gr.] A Roman governor of a tetrarchy, or the fourth part
of a province.

TE-TRARJEH'ATE, n. Same as tetrarchy.

TE-TRARJEH'J-CAI,, a. Belonging to a tetrarchy. Herbert.

TET'RAR-JEHY, [tet'rar-ke, S. W. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; tS'trar-ke,
P. K.] n. [rtrpapxta.] The office or jurisdiction of a te-

trarch
;
a Roman government of a fourth part of a prov-

ince.

TET-RA-SPXs'TQN,* 71. [rlrropEj and (nrdc,).] (Mech.) A
machine in which four pulleys all act together. Brande.

TET-RA-SPER'MOVS,* a. (Bot.) Having four seeds. Smart.

TE-TRAS'TIJBH, (te-tras'tjk) n. [rTpdortxoj-] An epigram
or stanza of four verses. Pope.

TE-TRXS'TO-ON,* n. A court-yard with porticos or open
colonnades on each of its four sides. Francis.

TET'RA-STYLE, [tet'ra-stll, Sm. Wb. Todd, Maunder ; te'-

tra-stil, 1C. ; te-tras'tjl, Ja. Crabb.] n. [tctrastyle, Fr.
;

Tirrapa and OTV\OS, Gr.] (Jlrch.) A building with four

columns or pillars in front.

TET-RA-SYL-LAB'IC,* ) a. Consisting of four syllables.

TET-RA-SYL-LXB'I-CAL,*] Ash.

TET-RA-SYL'LA-BLE, n. [tetrasyllabe, Fr.
; rfrrapa, Gr.,

and irv\\a/3fi.] A word of four syllables.

fTET'Ric, a. [tetrique, Fr.] Sour; harsh; perverse. Burton.

JTET'RI-CAL, ) a. [tetricus, L.] Froward ; perverse ;
sour.

JTET'Ri-coL'S, i
Knolles.

JTET'RI-CAL-NESS, n. Frowardness. Bp. Qauften.

J-TE-TRI^'I-TY, n. [tetrtcite, old Fr.] Sourness; perverse-
ness. Cockeram.

TET'TER, n. (Med.) An eruptive disease of the skin
;
her-

pes ; a scab
;
a scurf; a ringworm.

TET'TER, v. a. To infect with a tetter. Shak.

TET'TER-TOT'TER,* n. An amusement of children, in

which they ride upon each end of a plank, or piece of

timber, balanced upon something in the middle. Strutt.

Called also tittcr-cum-totter. Holloway. See TITTER.

fTET'Tjsii, a. Captious ; testy. Beaum. 4- Fl.

TEV-TON'JC, (tu-ton'jk) a. Relating to, or spoken by, the

Teutones, or ancient Germans. Teutonic order, a mili-

tary order of religious persons, founded, in 1190, by Fred-

eric, duke of Swabia, intended for Germans of noble

rank only, having the same rules as those of the Templars.

TEV-TON'IC, re. The language of the Teutones.

fTEW, (tu) re. Materials for any thing. Skinner. An iron

chain, jlinsworth.

TEW, v. a. To tease
;
to tumble over or about; to pull; to

tow
; as, to tew hemp. Beaum. $ FL See Tow.

TEW'EL, (tii'el) n. An iron pipe in a forge. Moxon.

fTEW'TAW, (tu'tdiw) v. a. To beat ;
to tew. Mortimer.

TEXT, (tSkst) re. [texte, Fr. ; textus, L.] That on which &
comment is written

;
the substance of a book, as distin-

guished from the comments upon it: a sentence of

MIEN, SIR; SIOVE, NOR, S&N
; BOLL, BUR, RtiLE.

> > > hard; gz; THIS.
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Scripture ;
a sentence or passage of Scripture used as the

theme of a sermon or discourse.

JTEXT, v. a. To write, as a text. Beaum. fy Fl.

TEXT'-BooK,* (-buk) 7t. A book or manual used in teach-

ing. Gent. Mag.
TEXT'-HAND, n. A kind of large hand, or character, so

called, because formerly the text was written in a large

hand, and the comment in a small one.

TEx'TiLE, (teks'tjl) a. [textilis, L.] Woven ; capable of

being woven. Bacon.

TEXT'MAN, 7i. A man ready in quoting texts j textuary.

TEX-TO'RJ-AL, a. [textorius, L.] Belonging to weaving.
Warton.

TEx'TRjNE, a. [teztrina, L.] Relating to weaving; textile.

Derham.

TEXT'V-AL,, (tekst'yu-al) a. [textuel, Fr.] Contained in the

text. Milton. Serving for texts. Bp. Hall.

TEXT'V-AL-IST, n. One ready in citing texts. Lightfoot.

TExT'v-AL-Ly,* ad. In the text or body of the work. Sir

R. Peel.

TEXT'v-A-RfST, n. Same as textuary. Johnson. [R.]

TEXT'V-A-RY, n. [textuaire, Fr.] One ready in citing texts
;

a divine well versed in Scripture. Milton.

TExT'y-A-Ry, a. Contained in, or serving as, a text.

fTExT'v-iST, n. A textualist, or textuary. Milton.

TfiXT'URE, (tekst'yur) n. [Fr. ; textus, L.] Act of weav-

ing; a thing woven ;
a web; manner of weaving, with

respect either to form or matter
; disposition of the parts

of bodies
;
combination of parts.

TnAcK, 7i. Thatch. Chaucer. [North of Eng.]
THAL'A-MUS,* n. [L.] (Anat.) The part of the brain from
which the optic nerves have part of their origin. (Bot.)
The part on which the ovary is seated. Brande.

THA-LIC'TRQN,* n. [Gr.] A plant whose root resembles the

rhubarb, and is called the poor man's rhubarb. Dunglison.
THAL'LITE,* n. (Min.) Epidote ;

a crystallized mineral.

Brande.

THAL'LVS* n. [L.] (Bot.) The leafy part of a lichen
;
the

union of the stem and the leaf. P. Cyc.
THAL'MVD, n. See TALMUD.
THAN, conj. [than, Goth. ; thanne, Sax.] A particle used in

comparison. It follows an adjective or adverb in the

comparative degree, to connect the things compared ; as,
better than. It also follows other, and sometimes else.

THAN-A-TOL'Q-^Y,* n. [Bavaros and Xo^-oj.] A discourse
on death. DtmgUson,

THANE, n. An old English title of honor, perhaps equiva-
lent to baron. Shak.

THANE'DC-M,* n. The dominion of a thane. Sir W. Scott.

THANE'LAND, n. pi. Such lands as were granted by char-
ters of the Saxon kings to their thanes. Cowell.

THANE'SHIP, n. The office and dignity of a thane
;
the

seigniory of a thane. Steevens.

THXNK, (thangk) v. a. [thancian, Sax.
; dancken, D.

;
thank-

en, Ger.] \i.
THANKED ;pp. THANKING, THANKED.] To ex-

press gratitude for a favor or kindness
;
to return thanks

to. Often used ironically.

THANK, n. ; pi. THANKS. Expression of gratitude ; ac-

knowledgment for benefits. Chiefly used in the plural.

THANK'FGL, a. Full of gratitude; returning thanks;
grateful.

THANK'F()L-LY, ad. In a'thankful manner ; gratefully.

THANK'FOL-NESS, n. State of being thankful
; gratitude.

THANK'LESS, a. Unthankful
; ungrateful ; not giving

thanks : not obtaining thanks
; having no recompense.

THANK'LESS-NESS,TI. State of being thankless ; ingratitude.

THANK'-OF-FER-ING, n. Offering in acknowledgment of
favors.

JTHANKS'jGtVE, v. a. To celebrate by solemn rites. Mede.

THANKS-fiiv'ER, n. A giver of thanks. Barrow.

THANKS'jely-iNG, n. Act of giving thanks; a day or sea-
son of giving thanks

; celebration of mercy.
THANK'WOR-THY, (-wiir-tne) a. Deserving gratitude ;

meritorious. 1 Pet. ii.

THAR,* 71. (Zool.) A species of antelope. P. Cyc.
THARM, n. Intestines twisted like a cord for several uses.

THAT, pron. [that, thata, Goth.
; that, Sax.

; dat, D.l pi.
3r'HOE. A demonstrative pronoun or pronominal adjec-
tive : not this, but the other; the former thing; the
more distant thing ;

the thing intimated previously. It

is often opposed to this. See THIS.

THAT, pron. relative. Equivalent to who, whom, or which;
relating to the antecedent person or thing ; used in both
the singular and plural numbers, and in the nominative
and objective cases. Commonly applied to things; often
to persons.

THAT, conj. Because
; noting a consequence ; noting indi-

cation ; noting a final end.

THATCH, n. Straw or reeds laid on the tops or roofs of
houses for a covering.

THATCH, v. a.
[i.

THATCHED \pp. THATCHING, THATCHED.]
To cover, as with straw, reeds, or thatch.

THATCHED,* (thacht or thach'ed) p. a. Covered with
thatch.

THATCH'ER, n. One who thatches houses.

THATCH'ING,* n. The act of covering with thatch ;
the

roof or the part of it covered with thatch
; materials for

thatching ; straw or reeds. Brande.

THAU'MA-TROPE,* n. An optical toy, the principle of
which depends on the persistence of vision. In re-

volving, it makes two pictures one. Dr. Paris.

THAU-MA-TUR'GIC,* a. Working wonders
; thaumaturgi-

cal. Ed. Rev.

THAU-MA-TUR'^I-CAL, a. Working wonders ; exciting
wonder. Burton.

THAU-MA-TUR'^ICS,* n. pi. Feats of magic or legerde-
main. Blitz.

THAU-MA-TUR' ffjfs,* n. A wonder-worker. Smart.

THAU'MA-TUR-(?Y, n. [Oav^a, duv^aros, and spyov.] Act
of performing wonders. Warton.

TnAw, v. n.
[i. THAWED ; pp. THAV/ING, THAWED.] To be-

come fluid from a state of congelation ;
to grow liquid ;

to melt. Milton.

THAW, v. a. To melt what had been congealed. Shak.

THAW, 71. Act of thawing or melting ; liquefaction by
warmth

;
warmth such as liquefies congelation.

THAW'Y,* a. Growing liquid ; thawing. Fisher Ames.
THE, (the or the) the definite article, prefixed to nouns both

in the singular and plural number, to indicate what par-
ticular thing or things are meant

; as,
" Give me the.

book." It is often used before adjectives and adverbs
in the comparative and superlative degrees, .and before a

part of a sentence, in order to give to several words, col-

lectively taken, the unity and construction of a single
noun substantive. Before a word beginning with a

vowel, e is very often cut off in verse ; as,"
But, of the two, less dangerous is th' offence."

THE'A,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
the tea-plant. P.

Cyc.

THE-AN-THROP'I-CAL,* a. [flco'j and av0pu/roj.] Being
both divine and human. Bib. Rep. [R.]

THE'A-TINE,* n. [Theatin, Fr.] One of a religious order

among the Roman Catholics, founded, in 1524, by St.

Cajetan of Teate, now Chieti, existing chiefly in Italy.
Brande.

fTHE'A-TRAL, a. [Fr. ; theatralis, L.] Theatrical. Bailey.

THE'A-TRE, (the'a-tur) n. [Fr.; theatrum, L.] A building
appropriated to the representation of dramatic spectacles;
a place for shows, exhibition, action, <Scc.

; a stage ; a

play-house ;
a place rising by steps or gradations, like a

theatre
;
a place for any performance.

THE-AT'RIC, ) a. Relating to a theatre
; suited to a

THE-AT'RJ-CAL, \
theatre , calculated for display ; pomp-

ous
;
scenic.

THE-AT'RI-CAL-LY, ad. In a manner suiting the stage.
THE-AT'RJ-CALS,*' n. pi. Theatrical performances. Ed. Rev.

THEAVE, (th6v) n. A ewe or sheep of three years old.

Pegge. [North of Eng.]
"

THE'BAN,* n. A native of Thebes. a. Relating to Thebes.
Ency.

THE'CA,* n. [L.] -pi. THECJE. (Bot.) The case which con-
tains the sporules of flowerless plants. (Anal.) A fibrous
sheath in which certain soft parts of the body are in-

closed. P. Cyc.
THE'CA-PHONE,* n. (Bot.) The long stalk upon which the
ovarium of some plants is seated. Brande.

THE'CQ-DONT,* n. A kind of lizard. JV. Brit. Rev.

THEJJ, pron. The objective case singular of Thou.

fTHEE, v. n. To thrive; to prosper. Chaucer.

THEFT, TU Act of thieving or stealing; the thing stolen.

THEFT'BOTE,* n. (Law) The act of compounding with
a thief, by receiving back from him the stolen goods.
Wliishaw.

THE'J-FORM,* a. Being in the form of tea. Everest.

THE'JNE,* or THEINA,* n. (Chem.) The peculiar principle
of tea. P. Cyc.

THEIR, (thar) pron. adjective or possessive, or pronominal ad-

jective. Belonging to them. It takes the form of the

pronoun theirs, when the governing word does not follow.

THEIR?, (tharz) pron. pi. Possessive case from They. Of
them. Sin^r. HE, SHE, IT

; pi. nominative THEY, possessive

THEIRS, objective THEM.
THE'IM, (thc'izm) n. [theisme, Fr. ; 0i5j, Gr.] Belief in

the existence of a God, as opposed to atheism. It does
not imply a denial of revelation, and in this respect it

differs from the common, modern meaning of deism.

THE'JST, n. [theiste, Fr.] One who believes in a God.

THE-IS'TIC, ) a. Belonging to theists or theism
;
adher-

THE-IS'TI-CAL, j ing to theism.

THEL-PHU'SIAN,* (-shan) n. (Zool.) A species of crusta-

cean. P. Cyc.

THEM, pron. pi. The objective case of They.

THEME, n. [Fr., from tiiua, Gr.] The first or radical state

of a thing: the subject or topic of a discourse or disser-

tation : a literary or school essay written on a given sub-

ject: the original word from which inflections and de-

rivatives spring.

THEM-SELVE', (-selvz') pron.pl. The reciprocal form of

A, E, I, 0, U, Y, long! A, E, I, 6, 0, Y, short} A, E, I, 0, V, V, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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they and them; these very persons. Used both in the
nominative and objective case.

THEN, ad. [than, Guth.
; than, Sax.

; dan, D.] At that time ;

afterwards; at one time or another: therefore
;
for this

reason : at another time
; as, now and then, at one time

and another. Milton. That time ; as, "till then." Milton.

THEN,* conj. In that case
;
in consequence ; as,

" If all

this be so, then man has a natural freedom." Locke.

THEN,* a. Existing at that time. Qtt. Reo. " A desire of

advantage in his then profession." Sir J. Hawkins. This
use of the word, though sometimes found in respectable
writers, is not to be approved.

THEN'-A-DAY;-;,* (-daz) ad. In those days. JV. Brit. Rev.
A kindred phrase to now-a-days, but rarely used.

THE-NARD'ITE,* n. (Mia.) An anhydrous sulphate of so-
da. P. Cyc.

THENCE, ad. From that place ;
from that time

;
for that

reason. From thence, like from hence, is a pleonasm ; yet
both of them are supported by custom and good use.
"All mist from thence purge and disperse." Milton.

THENCE'FORTH, ad. From that time. From thenceforth
is a barbarism, or pleonasm, countenanced by respectable
authorities. Locke.

THENCE-FOR'WARD, ad. On from that time. Kettlewell.

fTHENCE-FROM', ad. From tiiat place. Smith.

THE-Q-BRO'MA,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants, a species of
which yields the cocoa of commerce. P. Cyc.

THE-6c'RA-cv, n.
[ theocratic, Fr.

; 06$ and Kpurs'i), Gr.]
The government of a state imrne'diately by God, as that

of_the Israelites before the appointment of kings.
THK-O-CRA'SV,* n. [Qzns and /c,<a;nf.] (Ancient philosophy}
The intimate union of the soul with God, as it was held

by the New Platonists to be attainable. Brande.

THC-Q-CRAT'IC, ) a. [thcocratique, Fr.] Relating to a

THE-Q-CRAT'I-CAL, $ theocracy, or a government admin-
istered by God.

THE-OD'J-CV,* n. [Oi.6$ and tiicai<><;; theodicaa, L.] A
branch of inquiry which attempts to investigate the na-

ture, essence, and attributes of the Deity : optimism.
Park.

i. [theodolite, Fr., from 0ao/j<uand ooX'is,

Gr.] An instrument used by surveyors for measuring an-

gles, in order to compute the heights and distances of re-

nipte objects.

THE-P-DO'SIAN,* (shan) a. Belonging to the emperor The-
odosius, or to a code of laws drawn up by his order. Ency.

tTHE-OG'Q-NlijM,* n. Theogony. Cudworth.

THE-OG'O-NIST,* n. One versed in theogony. Cudworth.

THE-OG'Q NY, n. [theogonie, Fr.
; 6*^0 i'</, Gr.] The

branch of heathen theology, or mythology, which treats

of the genealogy of the gods. Shaftesbury.

THE-pL'p-GAS-TER, n. A kind of quack in divinity
?
as a

medicaster in physic ;
a low writer or student in divinity.

Burton.

tTHE-oL'Q-GER, n. A theologian. More.

THE-O-LO'GI-AN, n. [tiieologicn t
Fr.

; theologus, L.] One
versed in theology ; a professor of theology ; a learned
divine.

THE-O-LO^'JC, ) a. [theologique, Fr.] Relating to theol-

THE-o-L6'i-CAL, j ogy; sacred; divine.

THE-O-LO^'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a theological manner.

THE-Q-LO^'JCS,* n. pi. Theology. Young. [A cant word.]
THE-OL'O-GIST, n. [theologas, L.] A theologian ,

a divine.

Ayliffe. [R.J
THE-OL'Q-GIZE, v. a. To render theological. Glanville.

THE-OL/<?-<^IZE,* v. n. To reason as a theologian. Brit. 4-

Fo_.
Rev.

THE'Q-LOGUE, (-log) n. A theologian. Dryden.
THE-OL'Q-GY, n. [theologie, Fr.

;

'

ence which treats of the existence, natui

of God, and of his relations to man; the true doctrine

concerning God, and ths duty which ought, to be ren-
dered to him by man; divinity; sacred literature.

THE-oM'A-fiHiST, ?i. One who fights against the gods.
Bailey.

THE-OM'A-HY, (-ke) n. [f)c6s and pax*-] Act of fighting
against the gods, as by the giants of old. [Opposition to

the divine will. Bacon.]
THE'O-MXN-CY,* rz. [9ds and navTeia.} That species of

divination which was drawn from the responses of ora-
cles among ancient heathen nations. Brande.

THE-o-PA-THET'ic,*a. Relating to theopathy. Mackintosh.

THE-O-PXTH'IC,* a. Relating to theopathy; theopathetic.
QM. Rev.

THE-OP'A-TIIY,* n. [9s6g and Ta9o?.] Divine sympathy ;

feeling in relation to God. Hartley.
THE-OPH'A-NY,* n. [Vs6s and <paivnai.~\ The manifesta-

tion of God to man by actual appearance. Brande.

THE-o-PHlL-AN-THROP'lc,* a. [Oc6f and QiXavdpuiria.]
Uniting theism and philanthropy. Jodrell.

THE-O-PHI-LXN'THRO-PI^M,* n. The love of God and
man. Ch. Ob.

THE-O-PHI-LXN'THRO-PIST,* n. One who practises or

professes theophilanthropism. Belsham.

iryden. [R.]

ta, Gr.] Thesci-
ire, and attributes

TIIE-OR'BO, n. [tiorba, It.
; theorbe, Fr.] A large lute, some

times called arch-lute, for playing a thorough-bass, used
by the Italians.

THE'P-REM, n. [theoreme, Fr. ; Sfwpr/^a, Gr.] (Geom.~) A
truth or position proposed to be proved, in contradistinc-
tion to a problem, which proposes something to be done ;

a speculative truth
;
a position laid down as an acknowl-

edged truth.

Tl!l~o~Rl~MXT'i
C
c'AL I

a ' Comprised in theorems; con-

isyiatSvo, > sisting in tneorems - or**- [*]

THE-p-REM'A-TlST,* 71. One who forms theorems. Scott.

THE-p-RET'ic, ) a. [theoretique, Fr., from 6ewpriTiK6s,
THE-P-RET'I-CAL, ) Gr.] Relating to theory ; depending
on theory ; speculative ; not practical.

THE-P-RET'I-CAL-LY, ad. By theory; speculatively.

THE-P-RT'ICS,* n. pi. The speculative parts of a science
Scott. [R.]" "

:,
n. Speculation ; theory. Shak.

a. Theoretical. Boyle.

fTHE-oR'j-CAL-LY, ad. Theoretically. Boyle.

THE-OR'I-CO'N,* n. The portion of the public revenue of
Athens which was appropriated to theatrical representa-
tions. Brande.

THE'O-RIST, n. One who forms theories
;
a speculatist.

THE'P-RIZE,* v. n.
[i. THEORIZED : pp. THEORIZING, THE-

ORIZED.] To form theories or systems ;
to speculate. Gil-

lies.

THE'p-Riz-ER,*n. One who theorizes
;
a theorist. Ch. Spec.

THii'p-RY, 7i. [thdorie, Fr.
; Oewpia, Gr.] The abstract prin-

ciples of any science or art, considered without reference
to practice; a connected arrangement of facts according
to their bearing on some law ; speculation ; scheme.

THE-O-SOPH'IC, j
a. [fod? and <ro<<5?.] Relating to the-

THE-O-SOPH'J-CAL, \ osophy ; divinely wise. More.

THE-os'p-PHiijM,* n. Divine wisdom or illumination
;

theosophy. Enfield.

THE-5s'p-PHlST,* n. One versed in theosophy ;
one who

pretends to immediate divine illumination. Cudworth.

THE-OS-P-PHIS'TI-CAL,* a. Theosophical. Gent. Mag.
THE-OS'P-PHIZE,'* v. n. To treat of theosophy. M. Stu-

art. [R.]

THE-OS'P-PHY,* n. Divine wisdom or illumination. Cud-
worth. [R.]

THER-A-PEU'TIC, ) a. [therapeutique, Fr. ; QepairevTtKds,

THER-A-PEU'TI-CAL, j Gr.] Relating to therapeutics;
curative. Waits.

THER-A-PEU'TICS,* n. pi. (Med.) A branch of pathology
relating to the application of remedies, and the cure of
diseases. Brande.

THER-A-PEU'TIST,* n. One versed in therapeutics. Dun
glison.

THER'A-PY,* n. [drpMrcta] Therapeutics. Month. Rev. [R.]

THERE, (tMr) ad.' In that place. It is often opposed to

here. It is sometimes used interjectionally, directing to

something at a distance. It is used at the beginning of
a sentence to introduce a verb or phrase with emphasis,
by which the nominative is thrown after the verb ; as,
"There was a man," &c. There is used in composition
with prepositions, as in the following words, most of
which are now growing obsolete or quaint, unless used

technically, or in law language.
THERE'A-BOUT, ) ad. Near that place ; nearly ; concern-

THERE'A-BOUTS, j ing that matter. St. Luke. There-

abouts is the more common, though esteemed the less

proper.

THERE-IF'TER, (thar-ifter) ad. According to that
; after

that. Milton.

THERE-XT', (tfiir-at') ad. At that; on that account; at

that place. Hooker. [ser.

THERE-BY', (tliar-M') ad. By that
; by means of that. Spen-

THERE'FORE, (ther'for or tMr'f or) [ther'for, S. W. F. K.
Sm. R. Wb. ; thar'f or, J. E. Ja. ; tftir'f or, P.] ad. &. conj.
For that

;
for this

;
for this reason ; for this or that person

or thing; now; consequently. It is commonly reck-

oned as an adverb, but it often partakes of the nature of
a conjunction. 55"

" When there is in composition in

the word thcrrfore, the e is generally shortened, as in were,
but in my opinion improperly." Walker.

THERE-FRSM', ad. From that
;
from this. Joshua.

THERE-IN', ad. In that; in this. Bacon.

THERE-IN-TO', ad. Into that. St. Luke.

THERE-OF', ad. Of that; of this. Hooker.

THER-E-SL'P-GY,* n. [6ipw and Aoyo'?.] The study of

diseases, and the practice of medicine ;
the art of healing

or curing diseases ; therapeutics. R. Park.

THERE-ON', ad. On that. St. Mark xiv.

fTHE RE-OUT', ad. Out of that. Judg. xv.

THERE'TQ-FORE,* ad. Before that time. Mb. Gallatin. [R.]

fTHERE-UN'DER, ad. Under that. Raleigh.

THERE-VP-ON', ad. Upon that ; immediately. Swift.
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fTHERE-WHiLE', ad. At the same time. Mp. Laud.

THERE-WITH', ad. With that
; immediately.

tTHERE-wiTH-AL', ad. Over and above. Daniel. At the
same time. Shak. With that. Spenser.

tTHERF'-BREAD, (-bred) 7i. Unleavened bread. Widiffe.

THE'RI-AC, [the're-ak, Sm. Wb. Todd ; the-rl'ak,t

Ja. K.}
n. [Qnptaica.'] A medicinal treacle

;
a remedy against poi-

sons. The Student.

THE-R!'A-CAL, a. [%>ja*d, Gr.
; theriaca, L.] Medicinal ;

physical. Bacon.

THERM,* n. [therma, L.j (Arch.) A pedestal increasing up-
wards for the reception of a bust. London.

THER'MAL, a. [Fr., from 6epuo$, Gr.] Relating to heat;
hot ; warm ; as, thermal water. Lyell.THE R'MI-DOR,* n. The name of the llth month in the
French republican calendar. Brande.

THER-MQ-E-LEc-TRlc'i-TY,* n. Electricity developed by
the unequal distribution of heat through bodies. Prout.

THER-MOM'E-TER, n. [thcrmometre, Fr. ; ticpn6$ and n'c-

rpov, Gr.] An instrument for measuring the variations of
heat or temperature.

THER-MO-MET'RIC,* a. Thermometrical. Francis.

THER-MP-MET'RI-CAL, a. Relating to a thermometer;
measuring heat.

THER-MO-MET'RI-CAL-LY,* ad. By means of a thermom-
eter. P. Cyc.

THER'MQ-SCOPE, n. [depp6s and cKoiriu.] An imperfect
sort of thermometer. Jlrbuthnot.

THER-MQ-SCOP'JC,* \
a. Relating to a thermoscope.

THER-MO-SCOP'J-CAL,* \
EC. Rev.

THER'MQ-STAT,* n. [Or.pnos and tarri/u.] An apparatus,
called also a heat-governor, for regulating temperature, in

vaporization, distillation, heating of baths or hot-houses,
and ventilating apartments, patented to Dr. A. Ure, in
1831. Ure.

THE-SAV'RVS* or THE-sAu-RA 1

RI-UM,* n. [L.] A
treasury. Crabb.

THEip, (thez) pron. or pronominal adjective. The plural of
This. Opposed to those. These relates to the persons or

things nearest or last mentioned, and those to the most
remote or first mentioned.

THE'SIS, n. [thise, Fr.
; Biais, Gr.] pi. TH'SE> Some-

thing laid down, affirmatively or negatively ; a proposi-
tion

;
a position ;

a subject for a school exercise
;
the ex-

ercise itself. (Mus.) The depression of the hand in

marking or Beating time ; correlative to arsis.

THES'MO-THETE, n. [Fr. ; OsffundsTng, Gr.] A lawgiver;
a magistrate.

THES'PI-AN,* a. [Thespis.] Relating to tragedy or tragic
acting. Brande.

THET'I-CAL, a. Laid down ; positive. More.

THE-UR'GIC, |
a. [theurgique, Fr.] Relating to theurgy.

THE-UR'GI-CAL, \ Hallywell. [well.

THfi'VR-GisTJ n. One who is addicted to theurgy. Hally-
THE'UR-GY, (thS'ur-je) n. [Beovpyia, Gr. ; thturgie, Fr.]
The power of doing supernatural things ; the art of magic
as practised by the ancients. Hallywell.

fTHEW, (tlm) 7i. duality; manner; custom; habit. Spen-
ser. Brawn ; muscle ; sinew. Shak.

fl'HEWED, (thud) a. Educated
; accustomed. Spenser.

THEY, (tha) pron. The nominative plural of He, She, or It:

possessive THEIRS, objective THEM. It is of all genders.
The men ; the women

;
the persons ;

the things.
THJ-BE'TI-AN,* (te-be'she-^n) n. A native of Thibet.

Ency.
tTHl'BLE, (thl'bl) n. A slice ;

a spatula. Ainsworth.

TH!CK, a. Having comparative bulk distinct from length and
breadth: not thin ; dense

;
not rare ; gross ; turbid :

not clear
; not transparent ; muddy ; feculent : great in

circumference; not slender: deep; noting the third di-

mension
; as,

" a plank four feet long, two feet broad, and
five inches thick .-

"
frequent ; close; not divided by

much space ;
crowded

; compact ; solid
;
not easily per-

vious
; coarse : without proper intervals of articulation :

stupid; dull; not quick; as, thick of hearing. [Inti-
mate

;
familiar. Johnson. Colloquial.]

TH!CK, n. The thickest part, or the time when any thing is

thickest. Knolles. A thicket. Drayton. Through thick

and thin, through all obstacles. Hudibras.

TnlcK, ad. Frequently ; fast
; closely ;

to a great depth.
fTHlcK, v. n. To thicken. Spenser.

fFHlcK,* v. a. To make thick
;
to thicken. Shak.

THICK'-COAT-ED,* a. Having a thick coat or rind. Ash.

TuIcK/EN, (thik'kn) v. a. [i. THICKENED; pp. THICKENING,
THICKENED.] To make thick

; to make close; to fill up
interstices ;

to condense ; to consolidate : to make fre-

quent ;
to make close or numerous

; as, to thicken the
ranks.

THlcK'EN, (thik'kn) v. n. To grow thick
;
to grow dense

or muddy ;
to concrete. Dryden.

THICK'ET, n. A close knot or cluster of trees
;
a close

wood.

THICK'-HEAD,* n. A stupid or simple fellow. Smart.
THlcK'-HEAi) ED,* a. Having a thick head

; stupid. Hill.

THYCK'ISH,* a. Somewhat thick. Maunder.
THlCK'-LEAVED,* (-levd) a. Having thick or dense fu!i

age. Congreve.
THICK'-LIPPED,* (-Hpt) a. Having thick lips. Ash.

THICK'LY, ad. With thickness ; densely ; closely.

THlcK'-NECKED,* (-nekt) a. Having a thick neck. Ash.

THICK'NESS, n. State of being thick
; density ; compact

ness; depth; consistence; spissitude ; imperviousnps* ,

closeness.

THICK'-RIBBED,* (-ribd) a. Having thick ribs. Shak.

THICK'SET, a. Close planted ; having a thick body.
THlcK'-SHELLED,* (-sheld) a. Having a thick shell. Dry

den.

THICK'-SKIN, n. A coarse, gross man ; a numskull.

THICK'-SKULL, n. A dolt; a blockhead. Johnson.

THICK'-SKULLED, (-skuld^a. Dull; stupid. Dniden.

THIEF, (thef) 71. ; pi. THIEVED, (thevz) One who prac
tises theft ; one who steals: a waster in the snuft' of a
candle. Bp. Hall.

THIEF'-CATCH-ER, n. One who catches thieves; thirf
taker.

THIEF'-LEAD-ER, re. A thief-taker. ^Estrange. [R.]

THIEF'-TAK-ER, n. A taker of thieves
;
thief-catcher.

THIEVE, (thev) v. n.
[i. THIEVED ; pp. THIEVING, THIEVED.]

To steal
;
to practise theft.

THIEV'ER-Y, n. The practice of stealing ;
theft. Shak.

THIEV'ISH, a. Partaking of theft
; practising theft

; given
to stealing ;

secret ; sly.

THIEV'ISH-LY, ad. Like a thief. Tusser.

THIEV'ISH-NESS, n. Disposition to steal
;
habit of stealing.

THIGH, (thi) n. The part of the body between the leg and
the hip-joint, or between the knee and the trunk.

THIGH'-BONE,* (thl'bon) n. The bone of the thigh ;
the

longest bone in the body. Ash.

fTHlLK, pron. That same. Spenser. See ILK.

TnlLL, TI. The shaft or draught-beam of a wagon or other
vehicle.

THILL'ER, n. The thill-horse. Tusser.

THILL'-HORSE, n. The horse that draws between the
shafts or thills; the shaft-horse.

THIM'BLE, (thim'bl) TO. A metal cover for the finger, used
in sewing. (JVowt.) An iron ring belonging to a sail,

.fitted to receive a rope.

THIM'BLE-FOL,* . As much as a thimble holds. Dryden.
TH!ME, (tlm) n. [thymus, L.

; thym, Fr.] A fragrant herb.

Spenser. See THYME.
THfN, a. Not thick

;
rare ;

not dense
;
not close; separate

by large spaces ;
not closely compacted or accumulated :

exile
;
small : not coarse

;
not gross in substance

; as, a
thin veil: not abounding; not fat; net bulky; lean;
slim; slender; meagre; slight; unsubstantial.

THIN, ad. Not thickly : used in composition ; as, thin-c\a.A.

TH!N, v. a.
[i. THINNED; pp. THINNING, THINNED.] To

make thin or rare
;
to make less thick, crowded, close, or

numerous; to attenuate. To thin out, v. n. (Oeol.) to

grow thin to a termination ;
to diminish in thickness and

disappear, as strata. Lyell.

THINE, pron. possessive, from Thou. Of or belonging tothee.
It is used for thy when the substantive is divided from

it ; as,
" This is thy house

;

" " This house is thine .-

"

also in the solemn style, it is used for thy before words

beginning with a vowel or silent A ; as,
" thine ear."

TH!N'-FACED,* (-fast) a. Having a thin face. ShaK.

THING, n. Whatever is not a person, or whatever is dis-

tinct, or conceived to be distinct, from one's self and
from other intelligent beings ; any kind of matter It is

used of persons in contempt, or sometimes in pity ;

as,
" The poor thing sighed." Addison.

THINK, (thingk) v. n. [i.
THOUGHT

; pp. THINKING,
THOUGHT.] To employ the mind

;
to have ideas

; to

cogitate; to reflect; to conceive; to suppose; to im-

agine ;
to judge ;

to conclude ;
to determine

;
to intend

;

to fancy ;
to muse ; to meditate ;

to recollect ;
to observe

;

to be of opinion ;
to consider

;
to doubt ;

to deliberate.

To think on, to contrive To think of, to estimate.

THINK, v. a. To imagine ;
to conceive ;

to contemplate ;
to

fancy ;
to deem

;
to believe ;

to esteem. To think much,
to grudge. To think much of, to esteem highly. To
think scorn, to disdain. JWethinks, [i. nietlwught,] it seems
to me. See METHINKS.

TH!NK'ER, n. One who thinks.

THINK'ING, n. Imagination ; cogitation ; judgment.
THINKING,*;?, a. Having thought ; reflecting.

THlN'-LlpPED,* (-lipt) a. Having thin lips. dsh.

THIN'LY, ad. In a thin manner; not thickly ;
not closely.

TH!N'NER,* n. One who thins or makes thin. Smart.

THIN'NESS, n. State of being thin ;
want of thickness; te-

nuity ;
rareness.

TiilN'-oOT,* n. The extension, thinning out, and final dis-

appearance of strata or layers. Scudamore. See THIN.

THIN'-SHELLED,* (-sheld) a. Having a thin shell. Tern-

TnlN'-SKlNNED,* (-sklnd) a. Having a thin skin : pos-

sessing much sensibility; irritable; irascible. Jamieson.
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THJ-Q-NU'RIC,* a. (Chem.) Noting an acid obtained by the

action of nitric acid upon uric acid. P. Cyc.
THIRD, a. The next after the second

;
ordinal of three.

THIRD, n. A third part: the sixtieth part of a second.

(Mus.) An imperfect concord, containing two degrees or

intervals, and three terms or sounds. (Law) A widow's
portion. See THIRDS.

THIRD'BO'R-QUGH, (-bur-r9) n. An under-constable. B.
Jonson.

THIRD'ING,* n. pi. (Eng. law) A third part of the corn

growing on the ground at the death of a tenant, and
due to the lord as heriot. Crabb.

THIRD'LY, ad. In the third place. Bacon,

THIRD?,* n. pi. (Law) That portion (or third) of the real

estate of a deceased husband, which is allowed to the
widow. Scott.

fTHlRL, v. a. To pierce ;
to astrict or bind

;
to thrill. Chau-

cer. See THRILL.
THIRL'AGE,* n. (Scottish law) A tenure or custom formerly
common in Scotland, by which the owners or occupiers
of certain lands were compelled to take their corn to a

particular mill, to which the lands were said to be thirled

or astricted. P. Cyc.

THIRST, (thiirst) n. The sensation of a desire to drink,

consisting of a dryness and heat of the mouth ;
want of

drink: eagerness; vehement desire ; drought.
THIRST, v. n.

[i.
THIRSTED

; pp. THIRSTING, THIRSTED.] To
feel want of drink ; to be thirsty; to have a vehement
desire for any thing.

fTHiRST, v. a. To want to drink. Prior. [Not now used,
nor proper.]

THIRST'ER,* n. One who thirsts. Johnson.

THIRS'TI-LY,* ad. In a thirsty manner. Bp. Hall.

THIRS'TI-NESS, n. State of being thirsty ;
a vehement de-

sire.

THIRS'TY, a. Suffering want of drink
; pained for want of

drink ; dry ;
arid

; parched with drought ; possessed with
vehement desire

; as, blood-thirsty.

THIR'TEEN, a. &. n. Ten and three.

TIIIR-TEENTH', a. Ordinal of thirteen
;

third after the

tenth.

THIR'TI-ETH, a. The tenth thrice told ; ordinal of thirty.

THIR'TV, a. Thrice ten
;
ten and twenty.

THIR'TY,* n. The number of three times ten. Ash.

THIS, pron. or a. ; pi. THE. That which is present ;
what

is now mentioned
;
the last mentioned ;

the next future
;

the last part. It is often opposed to that, sometimes to

the other. This refers to the nearest person or thing;
that to the most distant.

THIS'TLE, (this'sl) n. A prickly plant of several varieties
;

a troublesome weed. Golden thistle, a species of thistle ;

scolymus.
Tnls'TLE-CRovvN,* (this'sl-)

n. A gold coin of James I.

Leake.

THIS'TLE-FINCH,* (this'sl-)
Ti. A bird; the goldfinch.

Pennant.

THls'TLY, (this'le) a. Overgrown with thistles. Thom-
son.

THITH'ER, ad. To that place ;
to that end

;
to that point.

It is opposed to hither.

tTHlTH'ER-TO, a,d. To that end ; so far.

THITH'ER-WARD, ad. Towards that place. Spenser.

JTHiT'LiNG,* . A hamlet. Milton.

t'fHO, ad. Than. Spenser.

THO_', conj. Contracted from though. See THOUGH.

tTHOLE, v. a. To bear; to endure
;
to undergo. Gower.

THOLE, v. n. To wait a while. Brockett. [North of Eng.]
THOLE, *. [tholus, L.] The roof of a temple: a wooden

pin. See THOLUS, and THOWL.
THOL'(?-BATE,* n. (Arch.) The part of a building on
which a cupola is placed. Francis.

THd'LUS,* n. [L.] (Arch.) A building of circular form.

Brande. '

THQ-M.E'AN,* or THO'MITE,* n. One of a denomination
of Christians established on the Malabar coast of India,

supposed to have been founded by St. Thomas. Brande.

THO'MIST, TJ. A schoolman following the opinions of

Thomas Aquinas, in opposition to the Scotists.

THOM'SQN-ITE,* (tom'son-It) n. (Min.) A variety of zeo-

lite, from Dumbarton, Scotland, occurring in small, pris-
matic crystals. Brande.

THONG, n. A strap, or string of leather.

THOR,* TI. (Scandinavian myth.) The son of Odin and Fre-

ya, and the divinity who presided over all mischievous

spirits that inhabited the elements. Brande.

THO-RX^'IC,* n. (Ich.) A fish that has ventral fins placed
beneath the pectorals. Brande.

TH<?-RA<?'!C, a. Relating to the thorax or breast.

THO'RAL, a. [thorns, L.] Relating to the bed Ayliffe. Not-

ing a line in the hand, called the mark of Venus. Crabb.

THO'RAx, n. [L.] The breast
;
the chest

;
the part of the

body between the neck and abdomen : the second seg-
ment of insects: a piece of Grecian defensive armor

;

breastplate.

THQ-RI'NA,* n. (Min.) A primitive earth, discovered, in

1828, by Berzelius, and extracted from thorite. Ure.

THO-RI'NVM,* n. (Min.) The metallic base of thorina.
Prout.

THO'RITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, found in Norway, being
a hydrated silicate of thorina. Brande.

THO'RI-OM,* n. (Min.) Dana. See THORINUM.
THORN, n. A prickly tree or shrub of several kinds: a

prickle growing on the thorn-bush; any prickle: any
thing troublesome.

THORN'-AP-PLE, (SLp'pl) n. A genus of plants; a fetid,
annual plant, of narcotic quality ; stramony ;

datura.

TiioRN'BXcK, n. A sea-fish with a spinous body.
THORN'-BUSH,* n. A plant or shrub. London.

THORN'BUT, n. A sort of sea-fish
;
turbot or birt. ^ins-

worth.

THORN'-HEDGE,* n. A hedge made of thorns. London.

THORN'LESS,* a. Having no thorns. Jetasbury.
THORN'-ST,* a. Planted with thorn or hawthorn. Dyer.
THOR'NY, a. Full of thorns

; spiny ; rough ; prickly ; prick-
ing: vexatious; difficult; perplexing.

THOR'NY-REST-HAR'ROW,* n. A plant. Smart.

THOR'Ny-TRE'FOfL,* n. A plant. Smart.

THOR'OUGH, (thur'rg) a. Going through ; reaching from
side to side

;
not partial ;

not slight ; finished
; complete ;

full
; perfect.

tTHOR'QUGH, (thiir'r?) prep. Through. Shak. See THROUGH.
TuSR'ouGH-BASS,* (thur'r9-) re. (Mas.) The execution of

a complete or regular harmony by notes which are taken
as a basis, but are only a part of that harmony. P. Cyc.

THO"R'QUGH-BRED,* (thur'r?-) a. Completely instructed :

full-blooded. Johnson.

THSR'OUGH-FARE, (thur'ro-) n. A passage through; a

passage without any obstruction
;
a place much passed

through ; power of passing.

THOR'QUGH-GO'ING,* (thur'r9-) a. Going the full length;
extreme in principles or practice. Ch. Ob.

THpR'9UGH-LiGHT'ED,*(t:hur'r9-lIt'ed) a. Lighted on all

sides, or on two opposite sides. Francis.

TH6R'OUGH-LY, (thur'r9-re) ad. Completely ; fully ; per-
fectly.

THOR'QUGH-NSS,* (thur'r9-nes) n. duality of being thor-

ough. White.

THOROUGH-PACED, (thuVrg-past) a. Perfectly trained ;

complete : generally in a bad sense.

THOR'OUGH-PIN,* (thur'r9-) n. An enlargement of a mu-
cous capsule on a horse's hock. London.

TndR'ouGH-spED, (thur'r9-) a. Thorough-paced. Swift.

THOR'QUGH-STITCH, (thur'rp-) ad. Completely j fully.
L'Estrange. [A low word, little used.]

THOR'ouGH-wAx,* (thur'r9-) n. A plant. Crabb.

THOR'OUGH-WORT,* (thur'^-wurt) n. A medicinal, pur-

gative plant. London.

fTHORP, n. [thorp, Sax.] A village. Gibson.

THOE, (thoz) pron. or a. The plural of That. Those re-

fers to the former or first mentioned, these to the latter or

last mentioned. See THAT.
TH&TH,* n. An Egyptian divinity, considered by the

Greeks as identical with Mercury. Brande.

THOU, pron. The second pronoun personal. [THOU, THINE,
THEE

; pi. YE or YOU, YOURS, YOU.} Thyself ;
the person

spoken to. It is now used only in poetry or in solemn

language, (except by the society of Friends,) you. being

commonly employed instead of it.

THOU, v. n. To use thou and thee in discourse. v. a. To
treat with familiarity. Shak. The more common phrase
is, to thee-and-thou.

THOUGH, (tno) conj. Grant; admit; allow; if; notwith-

standing that
; although. As though, as if.

THOUGHT, (thdwt) L &c.p. from Think. See THINK.

THOUGHT, (thlwt) n. Act of thinking; result of thinking;
that which is thought; operation of the mind

; idea; im-

age formed in the mind; sentiment; fancy; imagery;
conceit ; reflection ; particular consideration

; imagina-
tion ; conception; preconceived notion; opinion; judg-
ment; meditation; serious consideration; design; pur-

pose ; silent contemplation ;
solicitude ; care

;
concern ;

expectation. [fA small degree or quantity ; as, a thought
better. Swift.]

THOUGHT'FUL, (thSlwt'ful) a. Full of thought or reflec-

tion
; promoting thought ; contemplative ; reflecting ;

considerate
;

reflective
;

attentive
;

careful ;
anxious ;

solicitous.

THOUGHT'FUL-LY, (th3iwt'ful-le) ad. In a thoughtful
manner

; considerately.

THOUGHT'FOL-NESS, (th3iwt'ful-nes) n. Meditation ;
anx-

iety.

THOUGHT'LESS, (thiwt'Ies) a. Without thought ; airy j

gay: negligent; careless; stupid; dull.

THOUGHT'LESS-LY, (thawt'les-le) ad. In a thoughtless
manner.

THOUGHT'LESS-NESS, (thawt'les-nes)n.
Want of thought.

tTHOUGHT'sicK, (thawt'sik) a. Uneasy with reflection.

Shak
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THoO'ijfAND, (thbu'zand) a. Ten hundred: proverbially, |

a great number.
THoG'AND, 7i. The number of ten hundred. Ed. Rev.

THpO'^ANDTH, a. The hundredth ten times told ; the or-

dinal of a thousand.

THOWL, [thol, P. Sm. ; thbul, W. K.] n. (JVawt.) A wood-
en pin inserted into the gunwale of a boat to keep fast

the oar : written also thole.

THRA'CIAN,* (thra'shan) a. Relating to Thrace. Ency.
tTHRXcK, v. a. To load ; to burden. South.

THRAcK'scAT,* 7i. (.Mi/i.) The metal which is yet in the

mine. Crabb.

THRAL'DOM, n. The state of a slave
; slavery ;

servitude.

THRALL, n. A slave. Sidney. Bondage. Chapman. [Old.]
fTHRALL, a. Bond

; subject. Chaucer.

ITHRALL, v. a. To enslave
;
to inthrall. Shak.

fTHRANG, a. See THRONG.
THRA'NITE,* 7i. [Gr.] The uppermost, or the foremost, of the

three classes of rowers in an Athenian trireme. Brande.

JTHRAP'PLE, (thrap'pl) n. The windpipe of a beast. See
THROTTLE.

THRASH, v. a. [i. THRASHED ; pp. THRASHING, THRASHED.]
To beat corn to free it from the straw or chaff; to beat

;

to drub; to thresh. Shak. It is written indifferently
thrash or thresh. See THRESH.

THRASH, v. n. To labor ;
to drudge ; to thresh. Dryden.

THRASH'EL,* n. An instrument to thrash with. Ash.
THRASH' ER, 71. One who thrashes ;

a thresher. Locke.

THRASH'ING-FLOOR, 7i. A floor for thrashing. Dryden. See
THRESHING-FLOOR.

THRAsH'jNG-MA-CHlNE',* n. A machine for separating
grain from the straw. Brande.

THRA-SON'I-CAL, a. Like Thraso, a braggart soldier in

Terence ; boastful ; bragging. Shak.

THRA-SON'I-CAL-LY, ad. Boastfully. Johnson.

THRAU'LITE,* n. (jjfm.) A hydrated
1

silicate of iron; hi-

singerite. P. Cyc.

THRAVE, n. [A herd; a drove; a heap. Bp. Hall.] Two
dozen. A thrave of corn, in most parts of England,
consists of 24 sheaves ; but, in some counties, of only
12. Whishaw.

THREAD, (thred) n. A small line or twist of flax, silk,

cotton, wool, &c.,such as is used for weaving or sewing ;

rudimentof cloth
;
filament ; yarn ;

a small line or string :

uniform tenor
; as, "the thread of a discourse."

THREAD, (thred) . a. [i. THREADED; pp. THREADING,
THREADED.] To pass through with a thread; to pass or

go through ; to pierce through.
THREAD'BARE, a. Deprived of the nap ;

worn to the na-
ked threads; worn out ;

trite.

THREAD'BARE-NESS, n. State of being threadbare.

THREAD'EN, (thred'dn) a. Made of thread. Shak.

THREAD'-LACE,* n. Lace made of thread. Ash.

THREAD'-LIKE,* a. Resembling thread. Goldsmith.

THREAD'-SHAPED,* (-shapt) a. Formed like thread. Lee.

THREAD'Y, a. Like thread
;
slender. Dyer.

tTHREAP,' v. n. To argue ;
to contend. Bp. Fisher.

THREAT, (thret) v. a. To threaten. Shak. [R.]

THREAT, (thret) rt. A menace
;
denunciation of ill.

THREAT'EN, (thret'tn) v. a. [i. THREATENED ; pp. THREAT-

ENING, THREATENED.] To menace
;

to denounce evil

upon ;
to terrify, or attempt to terrify, by showing or

denouncing evil.

THREAT'EN-ER, (thret'tn-er) n. One who threatens.

THREAT'EN-ING, (thret'tn-Ing) n. A menacing; a men-
ace.

THREAT'S N-lNG,* (thret'tn-ing) p. a. Menacing or fore-

boding evil.

THREAT'SN-lNG-LY, (thret'tn-ing-le) ad. With menace.

fTHREAT'FOL, (thret'ful) a. Full of threats
;
minacious.

THREAVE, n. Twenty-four sheaves of grain. Farm. Ency.
See THRAVE.

fTHREAVE, (thrv) n. A herd. B. Jonson. See THRAVE.
THREE, a. & n. Two and one.

THREE'-CLEFT,* a. Divided into three parts. London.
THREE'-COAT,* a. (Arch.) Applied to plastering, which

consists of roughing-up or roughing-in, floating, and a

finishing coat. Brande.

THREE'-COR-NERED,* (kbr-nerd) &. Having three cor-
ners. Ash.

THREE'-FL6tfr-ERED,*(flbu-erd) a. Having three flowers.
P. Cyc.

THREE'FOLD, a. Thrice repeated ; consisting of three.

Raleigh.
THREE'-HAD-ED,* a. Having three heads. Stepney.
THREE'-LEAVED,* (-levd) a. Having three leaves. London.

THREE'-LEGGED,* (-legd) a. Having three legs. Shak.

THREE'-NOOKED,* (-nokt) a. Having three angles or
nooks. Shak.

THREE'PENCE, (thre'pens, colloquially thrTp'ens) [thrTp'-
ens, S. F. Ja. Wb.; thrcp'ens, W. P.; th'rS'pens, K. ;

thre'pens, colloquially thrlp'ens, Sm.] n. The sum of
three pennies or pence; a small English silver coin.

THREE'PEN-NY, (thrTp'en-e or thrS'pen-e) [thrip'cn-e, S
Ja. Sm. Wb. ; thrcp'en-e, W. P. : thre'pen-e, K.} a.' Worth
threepence ; of little value ; mean.

THREE'-PET-ALED,* (pet-aid) a. Having three petals.
London.

THRif'Pll,B, n. An old name for good velvet. Shak.

THREE'PILED, (-plld) a. Set with a thick pile, as velvet;

pile_d_one_on another. Shak. [R.]
THREE 'SCORE, a. Thrice twenty ; sixty.

THREE'-SEED-ED,* a. Having three seeds. London.

THREii'-siD-EDJ* a. Having three sides. London.

THREE'-STRINGED,* (-strlngd) a. Having three strings.
Milton.

THRfiE'-TOED,* (-tod) a. Having three toes. Hill.

THREE'-VALVED,* (-valvd) a. Having three valves. P.

Cyc._
fTHRENE, 7i. [Opfjvos.] Lamentation; complaint. Shak.

THRN'Q-DY, n. [9pnv<-)(a.] A song of lamentation. Sir

T. Herbert.

THRfiSH, v. a. [i. THRESHED ; pp. THRESHING, THRESHED.]
To beat corn to free it from the chaff or straw

;
to drub.

Locke. It is written indifferently thresh or thrash. See
THRASH.

THRSH'ER, 71. One who threshes: a fish ; the sea-fox.

TiiRESH'iNG-FL5oR, (-flor) n. An area on which corn is

beaten. Milton.

THRSH'OLD, (thresh'hold) n. The ground or step under
the door

;
door-sill : entrance ; gate ;

door.

THREW, (thru) i. from Throw. See THROW.
THRlB'BLE,* a. & 7i. Treble

; triple. Hunter. [Provincial in

England, and a colloquial vulgarism in the United States.]
THRICE, ad. Three times. [A word of amplification.]
THRI'D, v. a. [corrupted from thread.] [i. THRIDDEDJPP.
THRIDDING, THRiDDED.] To slide through a narrow pis-
sage ; to thread. Fanshawe.

fTHRlD, n. Thread. Spenser.

THRI'FAL-LOW,* v. a. To plough a third time, as fallow
land. Tusser. Written also tnfallow. [R.]

THRIFT, n. Profit
; gain ;

state of prospering; frugality ;

good husband ry ; economy : parsimony : a plant.

THR!F'T}-LY, ad. In a thrifty manner ; frugally.

THRIF'TI-NSS, n. State of being thrifty ; frugality.
THRIFT'LESS, a. Profuse

; extravagant. Spenser.
THRIFT'LESS-LY,* ad. In a thriftless manner. Lee.
THRIFT'L ESS-NESS,* n. Quality of being thriftless. Chal-

mers.

THRIF'TY, a. Frugal; sparing; thriving; economical
;
not

profuse; careful; well-husbanded.

,
v. a.

[i. THRILLED ;pp. THRILLING, THRILLED.] To
pierce ;

to bore ; to penetrate ;
to drill. Spenser.

THRILL, v. n. To have the quality of piercing ;
to pierce

or wound the ear with a sharp sound
;
to feel a sharp,

tingling sensation
;
to pass with a tingling sensation.

THRILL, n. A drill
;
a warbling ;

a breathing place or hole
;

a piercing sound.

THRl'wXx,* n. (Bot.) A genus of p:\lms. Crabb.

fTHRiNG, v. a. To press ; to thrust
; to throng. Chaucer.

TiiRlPS,* n. [L.] (Ent.) A minute, light-colored, or spot-
ted fly. Harris.

THRIVE, v. n. [i. THROVE or THRIVED; pp. THRIVING,
THRIVEN or THRIVED.] To prosper ;

to grow rich ; to
advance in any thing desired; to flourish; to grow; to
rise.

THRIV'EN,* (thnv'vn) p. from Thrive. See THRIVE.
THRIV'ER, n. One who thrives or prospers.

THRIVING,* p. a. Increasing in size or riches
; prosper

ous.

THRIV'ING, n. Act of growing ; growth ; increase.

THRIV'ING-LY, ad. In a thriving or prosperous way.
THRIV'ING-NESS, n. Act of thriving. Johnson.

THRO', (thru) Contracted from tlirough. Dryden.
THROAT, (throt) n. The fore part of the neck of an animal,

in which are the gullet and windpipe ;
the passages of

nutriment and breath: the main road or passage.
To cut the throat, to kill by violence.

TiiROAT'-BAND,* n. A strap to a headstall
;
a cheek-band.

Booth.

THROAT'-BRAIL?,* n. pi. (JVaut.) Ropss attached to the

gaff close to the mnst. Mar. Diet.

THROAT'-HALL-IARD^,* (-yardz) . pi (JVawt.) Ropss for

hoisting the inner part of the gaff and its appt:ndant por-
tion of the sail. Mar. Diet.

THROAT'PIPE, n. The weasand
;
the windpipe.

THROAT'WORT, (thrSt'vviirt) n. A plant. Tate.

fTHROAT'y, a. Guttural. Howell.

THROB, v. n. [i. THROBBED; pp. THROBBING, THROBBED.]
To heave

;
to beaU as the pulse or the heart ;

to rise
; to

palpitate.

THROB, n. A heave
;
a beat

;
a stroke of palpitation.

THROB'BING,* n. Act of beatins : palpitation.

THROD'DEN, (throd'dn) v. n. To grow; to thrive ;
to in-

crease. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
THROE, (thro) n. Extreme pain; agony; anguish; pang,

especially the anguish of travel in childbirth.
thre'pens, colloquially thrlp'ens, Sm.] n. The sum of THROE, (thro) n. Extreme pain ; as

three pennies or pence; a small English silver coin. especially the anguish of travel in c
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THROE, (thro) a. a. To put in agonies. Shak. [R.]
THROM'BOL-ITE,* n. (Min.) An amorphous green phos-

phate of copper. Dana.
THROM'BUS,* n. (Med.) A small tumor caused by bloodlet-

ting. Brande.

THRONE, n. [thronus, L.
; dpovos, Gr.] The chair of state

of a king, emperor, or sovereign ;
the seat of a bishop ;

a

chair of state
; sovereign power or dignity.

THRONE, v. a. To enthrone. Milton. [R.]

THRONE,* v. n. To sit on a throne. S/iak.

THRONG, n. A crowd ; a multitude pressing against each

other; a dense collection.

THRONG, a. Much occupied ; very busy. More. [Local,
England.]

THRONG, v. n. [i. THRONGED ; pp. THRONGING, THRONGED.]
To crowd

;
to come in tumultuous multitudes.

THRONG, v. a. To oppress or incommode with crowds or

tumults
;
to press upon.

tTHRONG'LY, ad. In crowds
;
in multitudes. More.

THROP'PLE,'* v. a. To throttle. Scott. See THROTTLE.
THROS'TLE, (thros'sl) n. The thrush ; a singing-bird.

THROS'TLE,* (thros'sl) n. A species of spindle. McCul-
loch.

THROS'TLE-SPYN-NING,* n. The act of spinning with the

throstle-spindle. McCulloch.

THROT'TLE, (throt'tl) n. The windpipe; larynx. Browne.
Throttle valve, a contrivance, or valve, to regulate the

supply of steam to the cylinder of a steam-engine.
THROT'TLE, (throt'tl) v. a. [i. THROTTLED

; pp. THROT-

TLING, THROTTLED.] To choke
;
to suffocate. Swift.

THROUGH, (thru) prep. From end to end of; passing from
one side out at the other of; along the whole mass or

compass of
j by transmission of; by means of; in conse-

quence of.

THROUGH, (thru) ad. From one end or side to the other ;

to the end
;
to the ultimate purpose or conclusion.

fTHROUGH'BRED, (thru'bred) a. Thoroughbred. Grew.

JTHROfJGll'LiGHT-ED, (thru'lit-ed) a. Fully lighted. Wot-
ton.

fTHROtTGH'LY, (thru'le) ad. Completely ; fully ; entire-

ly; wholly; without reserve. "O that my grief were

throughly weighed I
" Job. Throughly is now superseded

by thoroughly.

THROUGH-OUT', (thru-out') prep. Quite through; in every
part of.

THROUGH-OUT', (thru-out') ad. Every where
;

in every
part.

tTHItTHROUGH'PACED, (thru'past) a. Thorough-paced. More.

THROVE, i. from Thrive. See THRIVE.

THROW, (tbr5) v. a. [i.
THREW

; pp. THROWING, THROWN.]
To send to a distance by projectile force ; to fling ;

to cast
;

to toss
;
to put with any violence or tumult. It comprises

the idea of haste, force, or negligence. To lay carelessly
or in haste

;
to venture at dice : to spread in haste

;
to

overturn in wrestling; to drive; to hurl; to whirl; to

twist by whirling, as silk To throw away, to lose
; to

spend in vain ; to reject. To throw back, to reject ; to re-

tort ; to reflect. To throw by, to reject ;
to lay aside.

To throw down, to subvert. To throw off, to expel ;
to re-

ject. To throw out, to exert
; to bring forth into act

;
to

leave behind
;
to eject ; to expel ;

to reject ;
to exclude.

To throw up, to resign angrily ;
to emit ; to eject ; to

bring up.

THROW, (thro) v. r>. To perform the act of casting ;
to cast

dice. To throw about, to cast about ;
to try expedients.

THROW, (thro) n. Act of casting or throwing ; a cast ; a cast

of dice; the distance to which any thing is thrown;
stroke

; effort; violent sally : a pang, as of childbirth
;

throe. See THROE.
THROW'ER, (thro'er) n. One who throws; a throwster.

TIIROW'STER, (thfo'ster) ?/. One who throws silk, that is,

prepares it for the weaver.

THRUM, n. [tkraum, Icel. ; throm-mes, Nor. Fr.] pi. THRUMS.
Tli3 ends of a weaver's threads

; any coarse yarn : the
stamens of plants.

THR CM, 0. a.
[i. THRUMMED ; pp. THRUMMING, THRUMMED.]

To weave
;
to knot ; to twist

;
to fringe : to play coarse-

ly, ns on a harp or guitar. Drydcn.
THRUM, v. n. To grate ;

to play coarsely. Dryden.
THRUM,* a. Made of thrums; coarse. S/iak.

THRUM'MY,*<I. Containing, or resembling, thrums. Dam-
pier.

THRUM'WORT,* (-vviirt) n. The water-plantain. Booth.

THRUSH, n. A melodious sin {ring-bird. (Med.) A disease

consisting of small, white ulcers, upon the tongue, pal-

ate, and gums ;
common to infants.

THRIJST, v. a. [trusito, L.
; thrijata, Icel.] [i. THRUST; pp.

THRUSTING, THRUST.] To push or drive with force; to

push; to drive; to stab: to compress; to impel; to

urge; to obtrude.

THRUST, v. n. To make a hostile push; to attack with a

pointed weapon : to squeeze or press in vvitli violence;
to intrude

;
to push forward ;

to throng.
THRUST, w. Hostile push ;

a stab
;
assault

;
attack. (Jlrch.)

The horizontal force of an arch
;
the action of a beam or

rafter against a wall.

THRUST'ER, n. One who thrusts.

THRCs'TLE,_(thrus'sl)n. Thrush
;
throstle. Oay. [R.]

THRY'FXL-LOW, (thri'fal-lo) w.a. Tasser. See TRIFALLOW.
j|TnuG,* (thug or tug) [tug,Malcom ; thug, Sm.] n. A mem-
ber of a singular association of robbers and murderers in

India, who practise murder as a sacred principle. Brande.

IJTHUG-JGEE',* or ||THUG'J&IM,* n. Same as thuggery.
Smart. [Qii'Rcv.

||THUG'XJE-R,* n. The profession or practice of the thugs.
THU'LITE,* n. (Min.) A rare mineral, of a peach-blossom

color, from Norway. Brande.

THUMB, (thum) n. The short, thick finger of the human
hand, answering to the other four.

THDMB, (thum)r.a. [i. THUMBED ;pp. THUMBING, THUMBED.]
To handle awkwardly ; to soil with the thumb.

THUMB'-BAND, (thuni'hand) n. A twist of any thing as
thick as the thumb. Mortimer.

THUMBED, (thumd) a. Having thumbs. Skelton.

THUMB'KIN,* n. An instrument of torture. R. Pollok.

THUMB'-RING, (thum'ring) n. A ring worn on the thumb.

TuDMBij'BREADTH,* (thumz'bredth) n. The width of the

thumb; an inch. Ash.

THUMB'STALL, (thum'sti!) n. A kind of thimble for the
thumb

;
a case for the thumb, of leather, &c.

THU'MER-STONE,* n. (Mm.) A crystallized mineral, called
also axinite. Brande.

Tllu'MlTE,* n. (Min.') The^txinite. Dana.

THUM'MfM,*n.pl. [Heb.J Perfections. Calmet. SeeUniM.
TliOMP, n. [thombo, It.] A hard, heavy, dull blow with

something blunt
;
a knock.

THUMP, V. a. [i. THUMPED ; pp. THUMPING, THUMPED.] To
beat with dull, heavy blows.

THUMP, v. n. To fall or strike with a dull, heavy blow.

THUMP'ER, n. The person or thing that thumps: some-
body or something huge or great. Beaum. fy Fl.

THDMP'ING, a. Great; huge. Grose. [Vulgar.]

THpN'DER,n. The noise produced by an explosion of lightr

ning, or hy the passage of lightning through the air from
one cloud to another, or from a cloud to the ground :

any loud noise or tumultuous violence : denunciation

published.
THUN'DER, v. n. [L THUNDERED ; pp. THUNDERING, THUN-

DERED.] To discharge the electric fluid in the atmosphere ;

to make a loud or terrible noise.

THUN'DER, v. a. To emit with noise and terror: to pub-
lish, as a denunciation or threat.

THUN'DER-BdLT, n. A brilliant stream of lightning; ful-

mination : denunciation, properly ecclesiastical :

thunderstone.

THUN'DER-CLXP, n. Explosion of thunder. Spenser.

THON'DER-CLOUD,* n. A cloud attended with thunder.

Ency.
TIIUN'DER-ER, n. He or the power that thunders.

THUN'DER-ING, n. Emission of thunder; violent noise.

THUN'DER-ING-LY,* ad. With a very loud noise. Scott.

tTnuN'DER-ous, a. Producing thunder. Sylvester.

THDN'DER-PROOF,* a. Secure against thunder. Swift.

THON'DER-SHOW-ER, n. A shower of rain accompanied
with thunder.

THDN'DER-STONE, n. A stone fabulously supposed to be
emitted by thunder ; a crystallized iron pyrites ; brontia.

THDN'DER-STORM,* n. A storm of rain attended with
thunder. Ency.

TIIUN'DER-STKIKE, v. a. [i.
&. p. THUNDERSTRUCK.] To

blast or hurt with lightning : to astonish with any thing
terrible. Milton.

THUN'DER-STROKE,* n. A thunderclap. Shak.

THDN'DER-STRUCK,*/>. a. Amazed
;
astonished.

THUN'DER-Y,* a. Attended with, or having, thunder. Pen-
nant. [R.]

THON'NY,**. A fish. Booth. See TUNNY.
THU'RI-BLE, 71. [thuribulum, low L.] A censer; a pan to

burn incense or frankincense in. Coioel.

THU-RIF'ER-OUS, a. [thurifer, L,.] Bearing frankincense.

TIIU-RI-FI-CA'TIQN, n. [thuris and facio, L.J Act of burn-

ing incense or frankincense. Skelton.

THURINGITE,* n. (JJfm.) A mineral allied to pinguite.
Dana. [mines. Brande.

TnuRL,*n. A short communication between the adits in

THURSDAY, (thurz'ila)Ti. The fifth day of the week, which
derives its name from Thor, the old Scandinavian god of
thunder.

THUS, ad. In this manner
;
to this dejrree ; so.

TuiJs,* n. [L.] The resin of the spruce fir. Brande.
'

THWACK, v. a.
[i. THWACKED ; pp. THWACKING, THWACKED.]

To strike with something blunt and heavy ;
to bang; to

thump ;
to belabor. S!iak. [A ludic.ous word.]

THWACK, n. A heavy, hard blow; a thump. Hudibras.

THWAITE, (thwSt) n. \tioaite, Nor. Fr.] A level pasture field,

or cleared and tilled land. Brockett. [No.th of England.]
THWART, . Transverse ; baing across something clse.JI/i/-

ton. [{Perverse; mischievous. Shak.]
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tTnwART, ad. Obliquely ; athwart. Spenser.

THWART, v. a.
[i. THWARTED ; pp. THWARTING, THWARTED.]

To cross
;
to lie or come across

;
to oppose ;

to traverse ;

to contravene
;
to resist

; to withstand.

THWART, v. n. To be in opposition to something. Locke.

THWART,* . (Naut.) A bench of rowers. Brande.

THWART'ING, n. Act of crossing ;
act of opposing.

THWART'ING-LY, ad. Oppositely} with opposition.
THWART'LY,*^. With opposition; transversely. Milton.

THWART'NESS, n. Untowardness
; perverseness. Bp. Hall.

fTHWlTE, v. a. To cut, chip, or hack with a knife. Chau-
cer.

fTHWi'T'TLE, n. A kind of knife
;
a whittle. Chaucer.

THY, (tfii or the) [thl, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Wb. ,-
thi or

tnC, W. ; tfii, oftenttie, Sm.] pron. possessive, orpronom. adj.
Of tliee ; belonging 'to thee ; relating to thee. 55= This

word, when distinctly pronounced, must always be pro-
nounced thi. ''The only rule that can be given, respect-

ing the pronunciation of it, is a very indefinite one ;
name-

ly, that thy ought always to be pronounced so as to rhyme
with Aio-A, when the subject is raised, and the personage
dignified ;

but when the subject is familiar, and the per-
son we address without dignity or importance, if thy be the

personal pronoun made use of, it ought to be pronounced
liketAe." Walker.

THY'JNE-WOOD, (-wud) [thl'in-wud, F. Sm. ; thl'in-wud,
S.

,- the'ln-wud, W.} n. A precious wood. Rev. xviii.

|[THYME, (tlm) [tlm, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; thiin,

Wb.} n. [thym, Fr.
; thymum^L.] An aromatic plant, of

several varieties.

THYM-E-LA'CEOVS,* (thim-e-Ia'shus) a. (Bot.) Relating to

or like thyme. P. Cyc.

THYM-I-A-TE^H'NY,* (th7m-e-a-tek'ne) n. (Med.) The art

of employing perfumes in medicine. Dunglison.
I|THY'MY, (ti'me) a. Abounding with thyme. Akenside.

THY'RIS,* n. [ti'vpij.] (Ent.~) A genus of butterflies. Brande.
THY'ROID.* a. [Ovpso^.] (Anal.) Applied to a cartilage placed

perpendicularly to the cricoid cartilage of the larynx, of

which it forms the upper and anterior part. It is some-
times called Adam's apple. Brande. [glison.

THY-RC-ID'E-AL,* a. Relating to the thyroid gland. Dun-
THYRSE,* n. (Bot.) A species of inflorescence; a compact

panicle, as in the lilac and horse-chestnut. London.
TH YR'SOID,* a. (Bot.) Resembling a thyrse or thyrsus. Lou-

don.

TtitfR'sus,* n. [L.] The spear or sceptre of Bacchus ;
a

staff entwined with ivy carried by a Bacchanal. (Bot.)
A form of inflorescence. Brande. See THYRSE.

THYS-A-NU'RAN,*n. (Ent.) An ametabolian insect. Brande.

THY-SELF', (thl-self ') pron. reciprocal. Thou or tbee, with

emphasis.
TI'AR, n. Same as tiara. Pope.
Tl-A'RA, [tl-a'ra, W. J. E. K. Sm. Wb. ; ti-a'ra, P. ; ti-'a'ra,

Ja.] 71. [tiarc, Fr.
; tiara, L.] A kind of high hat

;
a dress

for the head ; a diadem.

TI-AR'AED,* (ti-ar'ad) a. Furnished with a tiara. Millman.

TlB'}-A,*7i. [L.] (Anat.) The larger of the two bones which
form the second segment of the leg ;

a pipe. Brande.

TfB'j-AL,* a. Relating to the tibia, or a pipe. Roget.
TI-CA'L',* n. A Siamese coin equal in value to about sixty
cents. Malcom.

Tic DOULOUREUX,* (tik'do-lo-ro') [Fr.J (Med.) Neural-

gia in the face ; an acute, twitching pain in the face. Dun-
glison.

fTiCE, v. a. To allure ; to entice. Beaum. Sf Fl.

fTlCE'MENT, n. Allurement; enticement. Huloet.

TijeH'c-R-RHiNE,* n. [^ci\oi and
f>ii>.]

A fossil species of
rhinoceros. Brande.

TICK, re. [contracted from ticket, a tally on which debts are

scored.] A ticket
;
score ; debt ;

trust
;
credit. [tique, Fr. ;

tekc, D.J The louse of dogs or sheep : the case or cover
of the feathers, &c., of a bed; ticking: a kind of
bean : a beat or noisn made by a watch, &c., in tick-

ing. Ray.
TICK, V. 71. [L TICKED ; pp. TICKING, TICKED.] To TUH OH

score
;
to trust ; t>, score: to make a slight noise, as a

clock or watch, in its vibration.

TICK, v. a. To note or distinguish the seconds by regular vi-

bration, as a watch or clock. Toilet.

TfCK'EN, n. Cloth for bed-tick ; ticking. Guthrie.

TJCK'ET, n.
[etiquette, Fr.] A token of a right or debt, upon

the delivery of which admission is granted or a claim ac-

knowledged ;
a marked card or slip of paper.

TICK'ET, v. a.
[i. TICKETED; pp. TICKETING, TICKETED.]

To distinguish by a ticket. Bentley.
TlCK'lNG, n. Cloth for b d-ticks; a'tick. Berkeley.
Tl'CK'LE, (tlk'kl) v. a. [titillo, L.] [i. TICKLED; pp. TICK-

LING, TICKLED.] To affect with a prurient sensation by
slight touches; to cause to laugh; to please by slight grat-
ifications.

TTCK'LE, v. n. To feel titillalion. Spenser.

tTfcK'LE, a. Tottering; unfixed; ticklish. Chaucer.
T/CK'LE-BRAIN.*. He or that which tickles or pleases.

Shak.

TfCK'LEN-BURG,*//. A sort of linen stuff. Barker.

jTIcK'LE-NESS, n. Unsteadiness; ticklishness. Chaucer.

TICK'LER, 71. One who tickles. Scolt.

TICK'LING, n. Act of one who tickles
; titillation.

TICK'LISH, a. Sensible to titillation
; easily tickled : diffi

cult to be touched ; tottering; uncertain
; unfixed.

TICK'LJSH-LY,* ad. In a ticklish manner. Scott.

TICK'LISH-NESS, n. The state of being ticklish.

TICK'SEED,* n. A plant. Lee.

TICK'TACK, n. [trictrac, Fr.] A vibrating, small noise : a

game. Milton. See TRICKTRACK.
TICK'TACK,* ad. Like the movement of a watch. Ash.

TlD, a. Tender ; soft
;
nice. Bailey. [R.]

TI'DAL,* a. Relating to the tides. Lubbock.

TiD'BlT, n. A dainty ;
a small, delicate piece.

fTio'DLE' (
v ' " ^" use tenderly; to fondle. Bailey.

TIDE, TI. Time; season
;
while. Shak. The alternate ebh

and flow, or rise and fall, of the ocean or sea : violent

confluence; accumulated multitude; stream; course.

Tide-lock, a lock which unites a harbor or river with a canal.

TIDE, v. a. To drive with the stream. Feltham.

TIDE, v. n. [To happen ; to betide. Robert of Gloucester.]
To pour a flood ; to sail with the tide. Phillips.

TIDE'GATE, TI. A passage for the tide into a basin.

TlDE'LESs,* a. Having no tide. De la Beche.

TlDE'-MiLL,* n. A water-mill put into operation by the al

ternate flow and ebb of the tide. P. Cyc.

T!DE'MAN, (tldz'man) n.
,- pi. TIDE'MEN. A custom

house officer who watches on board of merchant-vessels
while customable goods remain on board. Mar. Diet.

TlDE'-TA-BLE,* TI. A table showing the time of high wa-
ter at sundry places. Crabb.

TIDE'WAIT-ER, n. An officer who watches the landing ol

goods at_the custom-house. Swift.
TIDE '-WAY,* n. That part of a river, or channel, in which

the tide ebbs and flows strongly. Falconer.

TI'DI-LY, ad. In a tidy manner ; neatly ; readily. Johnson.

TI'DJ-NESS, n. State of being tidy ;
neatness. Johnson.

T!'DING, n. pi. News; intelligence; incidents related.

TI'DY, a. [Timely ; seasonable. Tusser.] Being in good or-

_der ; dressed with fitness; clean and neat; nice. Shale.

TI'DY,* n. A piece of knit work, or a cloth, to throw over
the back of an arm-chair or sofa: a light outer covering
for a child

;
a pinafore. Holloway.

TIE, (ti) v. a.
[i. TIED ; pp. TYING, TIED.] To bind

;
to fasten

with a knot
;
to knit; to complicate ;

to hold ; to fasten
;

to hinder; to obstruct; to oblige ;
to constrain ;

to restrain
;

j;o confine.

TIE, (ti) n. Knot; fastening; bond; obligation; knot of
hair

;
a bar so placed as to resist a drawing force : the

state produced by an equal number of votes on two oppo-
site sides

;
even balance

;
want of decision.

TIER, (ter) n. [tiere, tieirc, old Fr.
; tuyer, D.] A row ; a

rank
;
a series of things. [TIRE.

TI'ER,* TI. One that ties : a child's apron ; tidy. Ash. See

||TlERCE, (ters or ters) [ters, P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; ters, S.

W. F.] TI. [tiers, tiercier, Fr.] A vessel holding the third

part of a pipe ; 42 gallons. (Mus.) A third, or interval
of a third. (Her.) A field divided into three areas.

HTlER'cEL,* orTiER'CEL,* n. The male hawk or gos-
hawk, being a third less than the female : written also
tercel and tassel. Todd.

||TiERCE'MA-jQR,* n. A sequence of the three best cards.

Hoyle.

||TiER'CET, 71.
[tier.'?, Fr.] A triplet ; three lines.

TIERS-ETAT,* (terz'a-ta') n. [Fr.] The third estate or
order ; the commonalty, in distinction from the nobility
and clergy. Ency.

TIFF, ?i. Liquor; drink. Phillips. [Low.] Slight anger; a

pet ; a miff.

TIFF,?).M. To I

TIFF, v. a. [tiffer,

TIF'FA-NY, n. [tiffer, old'Fr.] Gauzy or very thin silk.

TIF'FIN,* 71. A slight repast; a luncheon. Smart.

TIG, w. A play in which children try to touch each other
last : in the United States called tag. See TAG.

Tf.GE, (tej) TI. [Fr.] (Arch.) The shaft of a column from the

astragal to the capital. Bailey.

TI'jGER, n. [tigrc, Fr. ; tigris, L.] A very fierce beast of

prey, of the genus felis, about the size of the lion.

Ti'j&ER-cXT,* n. A quadruped; the ocelot or catamount
Goldsmith.

TI'jGER-FOOT,*(-fut)7i. A plant. Smart.

TI'jGER-FOOT-ED,* (-fut-ed) a. Swift as a tiger. Skak.

TI'ER-SHELLJ* n. The red voluta, with large, white

spots. Smart.

TIGHT, (tit) a. Tense
; fast; tenacious; close; not loose;

not leaky. [Rather neat ; snug. Gay. Handy ;
adroit. Shak.]

fTlGHT, (tit) The old pret. of Tie. 'Spenser.

TIGHT,* v. a. To make tight ;
to tighten. Ash.

TlGHT'EN, (tl'tn) v. a. [i. TIGHTENED; pp. TIGHTENING,
TIGHTENED.] To make tight; to draw together: to

straiten.

juor ;
drink. Phillips. [Low.] Slight anger; a

f. Forby. [Local, England.]
'o bs in a pet ;

to quarrel. Bailey. [Low and rare.]

'tiffer, old Fr.] To dress
; to d'eck. Search.
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TIGHT'ER, (tit'er) n. He or that which tightens ;
a lace or

ribbon.

TIGHT'LY, (tlt'le) ad. In a tight manner ; closely.
TIGHTNESS, (tit'nes) n. State of being tight.

TIGHTS,* (tits) n. pi. A close garment; pantaloons which
fit close. Qw. Rev. [Low.]

TI'GRESS, n. The female of the tiger. Addison.

Ti'GRlNE,*a. Like a tiger; ferocious; tigrish. Maunder.
TI'GRISH, a. Resembling a tiger ;

fierce. Sidney.
TIKE, n. [tik, Swed.

; teke, D.
; tique, Fr.] A 'dog; a cur.

Sliak. A clown
;
a vulgar person. H. Gary. [A tick or

louse of sheep. Bacon.]
TlL'BiiRGH,* (tll'biirg) n. Same as tilbury. Ed. Ency.
TIL'BV-RY,* n. A two-wheeled pleasure-carriage ;

a sort

of chaise. Adams.
T!LE, 7i. A broad, thin brick, or artificial stone, used for

covering buildings, or for paving.
TILE, v. a. [i. TILED; pp. TILING, TILED.] To cover with

tiles
; to cover as with tiles. [Ash.

TILE'KILN,* (til'kil) n. A kiln in which tiles are made.

TIL'ER, n. One who covers houses with tiles.

TIL'ING, ?t. Act of covering with tiles ;
tiles collectively ;

roof covered with tiles.

TILL, n. A money-box or drawer; a tiller. Swift. Coarse,
obdurate land. London.

TILL, prep. To the time of; until. [To. Bp. Fisher.]

TILL, conj. or ad. To the time when ;
to the time that

;
to

the degree that. Till now, to the present Jime. Till

then, till that time.

TILL, v. a.
[i. TILLED ; pp. TILLING, TILLED.] To turn up

the earth with the plough ;
to plough ;

to cultivate : to

prepare ;
to procure. W. Browne.

TILL'A-BLE, a. That may be tilled or ploughed ;
arable.

TiLL'AGE, n. Act of tilling; state of being tilled: land
that is tilled ; culture

;
cultivation.

TILL'ER, n. One who tills; a husbandman ; a cultivator:

a young growing tree
;
a stem or branch of wheat. Ma-

son. A money-box or till. Dryden. (Naut.) The bar or

piece of timber by which a rudder is moved.

TlL'LER,* v. n. To send forth stems from the roots, as a
culmiferous plant. London.

Tn/LER-lNG,* n. Act of putting forth shoots. Loudon.

TiL'LER-RoPE,* n. (JVawi.) A rope which connects the
tiller with the wheel. Mar. Diet.

fTiL'LY-FXL-LY, ) interj. An exclamation of contempt ;

tTlL'LY-VAL-LEY, \ pooh! Shak.

fTiL'MAN, n. One who tills
;
a tiller. Tusser.

TlL'MUS,* 7i. [rtAAw.l (Med.) The picking of the bed-

clothes, a symptom of the fatal termination in some dis-

orders
; floccitation. Brandt.

TlLT, n. A tent
;
canvas raised over the head ;

the cover
of a boat. Sandys. A military game in which the combat-
ants run against each other with lances on horseback

;
a

thrust. Addison. Inclination forward; as, a vessel is a-

tilt, when it is so inclined, that the liquor may run out.

TILT, v. a.
[i. TILTED

; pp. TILTING, TILTED.] To cover, as

a tilt of a boat : to raise and point, as a weapon in tilts :

to set in a sloping posture, as a barrel; to turn up so
that the contents may run out, as a vessel.

TILT, v. n. To run in tilts or tournaments
;
to fight with

rapiers ;
to rush or strike, as in combat : to fall on one

side, or in a sloping posture.

TlLT'-BoAT,* n. A boat with a tilt covering. Smart.

TlLT'ER, 71. One who tilts
;
one who fights. S/iak.

TILTH, n. The condition of land after ploughing ; culture;

tillage ; that which is tilled ;
the depth of soil turned up

by the plough or spade. Shak.

TlLT'-HlM-MER,* n. A large hammer, lifted by machine-

ry, used in forging iron or steel ; trip-hammer. Francis.

TlLT'-YARD,* n. A place for tilting ; a hippodrome.
Blount.

'

Tl'M'BER, 7i. Wood fit for building ;
the main trunk ofa tree ;

the main beams of a fabric
;
a rib, or upright piece of

wood in a ship's frame : materials for any use. Bacon.

TIM'BER, v. a. [i. TIMBERED; pp. TIMBERING, TIMBERED.]
To furnish with beams or timber; to support. Sylvester.

fTiM'BER, v. n. To light on a tree. L'Estrange.
TIM'BERED, (tlm'berd) a. Furnished with timber

; built;
formed

;
contrived. Shak.

TIM'BER-HEAD,* n. The top end of a timber in ships ;

called also kecel-head. Mar. Diet.

TIM'BER-LING,* n. A small tree. Holloway.

TIM'BER-MER'CHANT,* n. One who deals in timber. Ash.

TiM'BER-So\v, n. A worm in wood". Bacon.

TIM'BER-TRADE,* n. Traffic or trade in timber. Ash.

TIM'BIJR-TREE,* n. A tree for timber. London.

TIM'BER-WORK,* (-wiirk) n. Work formed of timber.

Williams.

TfM'BER-YARD,* n. A yard for timber. Clarke.

TiM'BRE,* (tim'ber) or TI'M'BER,* n. (Her.) The crest

which, in any achievement, stands on the top of the hel-

met. Crabb.

TIM'BREL, n. A kind of musical instrument with bells

round the rim, played by pulsation

TIM'BRELLED, (-breld) a. Sung to the timbrel. Milton.

TiM-BU-RiNE', n. See TAMBOURINE.
TIME, n. [tim, tima, Sax.

; tima, Icel.
; tym, Erse

; timmc,
Swed.] A limited portion of duration

;
a degree of dura-

tion, marked by periods or measures, chiefly formed by
motions of the heavenly bodies, as a year, a month, and
a day; space of time; interval; life, considered as em-
ployed, or destined to employment ;

season ; proper time
;

continuance ; age ;
era

; epoch ; period ;
date

; opportu-
nity; early time; proper time; particular time; state of
things during a time ; hour of childbirth : repetition of

any thing, or mention with reference to repetition ; as,
" ten

times." (Music) That affection of sound by which short-
ness or length is denominated, as regards its continuity
on the same degree of tune. Apparent time is the time
deduced from observations of the sun, and is the same
as that shown by a properly-adjusted sun-dial. It is

also called solar time and true time. Mean time is the
time shown by a well-regulated clock

; it is sometimes
16 minutes sooner or later than that shown by the sun

;

and it would be the same as that shown by the sun, if the
sun were always in the equator, and his apparent diurnal
motions in ths heavens were uniform. Sidereal time is

the portion of a sidereal day which has elapsed since the
transit of the first point of Aries. It represents, at any
moment, the right ascension of whatever object is then
upon the meridian. Brande. Astronomical time of day is

the time past mean noon of that day, and is reckoned
on to 24 hours in mean time.

TIME, v. a. [i. TIMED ; pp. TIMING, TIMED.] To adapt to the
time

;
to bring or do at a proper time; to regulate as to

time : to measure harmonically.
TIME'-BE-WAST'ED,* a. Wasted by time. Shak.

TlME'-EN-DUR'lNG,* a. Lasting as time. Bowring.
fTlME'FOL, a. Seasonable; timely; early. Raleigh.
TIME'-HON-ORED,* (-on-urd) a. Long held in honor. Ma-

son. Honored with age. Sjbdb

TIME'KEEP-ER, n. He or that which keeps time
; a time-

piece ;
a watch or clock that keeps time. Cook.

TIME'LESS, a. Unseasonable; untimely; immature; done

_before the time. Shak. Endless. Young: [R.]
TIME'LESS-LY, ad. Unseasonably. Milton. [R.]
TIME'LI-NESS, n. The state of being timely. Scott.

TiME'Ly, a. Seasonable
; sufficiently early. Milton. [Keep-

ing measure, time, or tune. Spenser.]
TIME'LY, ad. Early; soon; seasonably. Shak.

Ti'ME-oGs,* a. Timely ;
seasonable. Wm. Gray ofMagda-

len College, Oxford.

Ti'ME-otis-LY,*ad. In due time. Sir W. Scott. [R.]

TIME'PIE_CE, n. A clock or a watch
;
a timekeeper. Bond.

TIME'PLEA$-ER, n. A timeserver. Shale.

TlaiE'sERV-ER, 7i. One who meanly complies with the

times, or suits his opinions and actions to the times.
TIME'SERV ING, n. Mean compliance with the times, with
the prevailing opinions, or with present power.

TIME'-WORN,* a. Worn by long use. Smith.

Ti'M'iD, a. [timide, Fr.; timidus, L.] Fearful; timorous;
wanting courage ; easily frightened ;

afraid ; cowardly.
Tl-MID'l-TY, n. [timidite, Fr.

; timiditas, L.] Quality of be-

ing timid ; want of courage ; fear; fearfulness.

tTiM'l-DOUS,*a. Timid; fearful. Hudibras.

TIM'IST, 7i. One who keeps musical time : a timeserver.

TI-M6c'RA-CY,* re. [rinK(ia-ia.} (Politics) A form of gov-
ernment, in which a certain amount of property is requi-
site as a qualification for office, or one which is a kind of
mean between an aristocracy and an oligarchy. Brande.

Ti'M-o-NEER',*n. (JVawt.) The helmsman. Mar. Diet.

TiM'o-RoDs, a. \timor, L.] Fearful; full of fear and scru-

ple ;
timid

; easily frightened. Prior.

TiM'o-ROiJs-LY, ad. Fearfully; with much fear. Locke.
TiM'o-RO US-NESS, n. Fearfulness. Burton.

TlM'OR-s6tE,* a. Timid ; timorous. J.imieson. Jennings.
[Used in Scotland

; provincial in England, and colloquial
in the United States.]

TlM'o-THY-GRiss,* /i. A valuable kind of grass, cultivat-

ed for fodder. It is called in England cat' s-tail-grass,
and in some parts of the United States herds-grass or

hurds-grass. Farm. Ency.
fTl'Moys, a. Early ; timely ;

seasonable ; timeous. Bacon.

Ti'M'-WHis-KEY,* n. A low, heavy chaise. Sir W. Scott.

See WHISKEY.
TIN, n. A useful metal, of whitish color, and very mallea-

ble
;
a piece of tin

;
a thin plate of iron covered with tin.

TIN, V. a. [i. TINNED
; pp. TINNING, TINNED.] To COVCF

with tin. Boyle.

TIN'CAL, (ting'M) 7i. The commercial name of rough or

crude borax, as imported from India
;
bonite of soda.

TiN-CXN'is-TER,* n. A canister made of tin. Ash.

|TiNCT, (tingk) v. a. [tinctus, L. ; teint, Fr.] To stain ; to

dye ;
to imbue. Bacon.

fTlNCT, (tlngkt)p. Colored: stained. Spenser.

fTiNCT, (tingkt) n. Color ;
stain ; spot. Shak.

Tmc-TO'Rl-AL,* a. Relating to tincture; coloring. Ure.

TiNCT'VRE, (tlngkt'yur) n. [t.einture, Fr.
; tinctura, L.] A
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tinge or shade
;
color or taste superadded by something ;

a slight taste or relish ; extract of the finer parts. (Her.)
A metal ;

a color ; fur.

TlNCT'VRE, (tingkt'yur) v. a. [i. TINCTURED ; pp. TINCT-

URING, TINCTURED.] To imbue or impregnate with some
color or taste ; to tinge ; to imbue.

fTlND, v. a. To kindle
;
to set on fire. Bp. Sanderson.

TIN'DAL,* n. A native officer employed in India. Crabb.

TIN'DER, n. Something very inflammable, used to catch

fire, or to kindle from a spark.
TiN'DER-B5x, TI. A box for holding tinder. Hudibras.

TIN'DER-LIKE, a. Like tinder
; inflammable. Shak.

TINE, TI. The tooth of a harrow : the spike of a fork ;
a

prong. Mortimer. [fTrouble ;
distress. Spenser.]

TINE, ?j. a. [fTo kindle. Sptnser.] To shut; to fence, or

inclose. Brockett. [Local, Eng.J
fTlNE, v. n. To rage ; to smart. Spenser.
TlN'E-A* n. [L.] (Med.) The scald-head. Brande.

TINED,* (tlnd) a Having a tine or tines. Holland.

fTlNE'MAN, or TIEN'MAN, 7i. (Law) A petty officer in the

forest, 'who had the' nocturnal care of venison, &c.

Cowel.

TlN'FOiL,* n. Tin reduced to a thin leaf. Ure..

TING, v. a. To sound as a bell ; to tinkle. Cotgrave. [R.]

TING, TI. A sharp sound, as of a bell. Sherwood.

TING,* TI. The room in a Chinese temple containing the

idol. Ed. Ency.
TINGE, (tlnj) t>. a. [tingo, L.] [i.

TINGED ; pp. TINGING,

TINGED.] To impregnate or imbue with a color or taste
;

to tincture ;
to dye.

TINGE,* n. A color; a stain
;
a tint. Hill.

fTlN'GENT, a. [tingens, L.] Having the power to tinge.

Boyle.
TlN'-GLSes, n. [tin and glass.] A name of bismuth. Ure.

TlN'GLE, (tlng'gl) v. n. [tingelen, D.] [i.
TINGLED : pp.

TINGLING, TINGLED.] To feel sensible of a sound ;
to have

a tingling, as in the ears
;
to have a sharp, vibratory, thrill-

ing sensation.

TlN'GLlNG, (ting'gling) n. A kind of pain or pleasure
with a sensation of motion

; a noise in the ears.

TlNK, (tingk) v. TI. [tmnio, L.
; tincian, Welsh.] [i. TINKED ;

pp. TINKING, TINKED.] To make a sharp, shrill noise ; to

tinkle.

TfNK'ER,* V. a. &. n.
[i. TINKERED

; pp. TINKERING, TINK-

ERED.] To mend old vessels of brass, &c. Ash.

TlNK'ER, (tingk'er) n. One who links: a mender of old

brass or metal ware. Shak.

TlNK'ER-iNG,* TI. Employment or work of a tinker. Ash.

TlN'KER-LY, a. Like a tinker. Hickeringill. [R.]
TlN'KLE, (tingk'kl) v. TI. [tincian, Welsh.] [i.

TINKLED
;

pp. TINKLING, TINKLED.] To make a sharp, quick noise
;

to clink
;
to ting ;

to link
;
to tingle.

TlN'KLE, (tingk'kl) v. a. To cause to clink. Ray.
TlN'KLE, (tingk'kl) n. Clink

;
a quick, sharp noise.

TlNK'L}NG, (tlngk'ling) n. A quick noise ; a tinkle.

TlN'MAN, 71.; pi. TINMEN. A manufacturer of tin, or of iron
tinned over ; a dealer in tin. Prior.

TlN'NERjTt. One who works in tin or tin mines
; a tinman.

TIN'NI-ENT, a. Emitting a clear sound. Todd. [R.]

TlN'NJNG,* TI. The act of covering with tin. Francis.

TlN'NY, a. Abounding with tin
; sounding like tin. Drayton.

jTlN'PEN-NY, TI. A duty anciently paid to the tithing-men.
Bailey. _

TIN'-PLATE,* TI. A thin sheet of iron covered on both
sides with tin : an alloy of iron and tin, formed into

plates, called tin-plate or tohite-iron. Ure.

TIN'SEL, n. [etincelle, Fr.] A kind of shining cloth : avery
thin metallic plate, showy and glittering, but of little

value : a shining trifle
; any thing showy and of little

value.

TIN'SEL, a. Specious; showy; plausible; superficial.

TIN'SEL, v. a. [i. TINSELLED ; pp. TINSELLING, TINSELLED.]
To decorate, as with tinsel. Pope.

TIN'STONE,* n. (Min.) An oxide of tin. Kirwan.
TINT, n. [teinte, Fr.

; tinta, It.] A dye ;
a tinge ; a color.

TINT, v. a.
[i. TINTED ; pp. TINTING, TINTED.] To tinge ; to

color. Seward.

fTiN-TA-MAR', TI. [tintaman-e, old Fr.] A confused noise ;

hideous outcry. Mason.

TlN-T|N-NAB'y-LA-RY,* a. [tintinnabuluin, L.] Relatingtoa
bell

; sounding. Colman.

TIN'WORM, (-wurm) n. An insect.

TT'Ny, [ti'ne, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; tln'ne, Wb.~\
a. [tint, tifid, Dan.] Little

; small
; puny. Shak.' A bur-

lesque word.

TIP, n. [tip, tipken, D.] Top; end: point; extremity:
one part of the play at ninepins ;

a throw.

TIP, TJ. a.
[i.

TIPPED ; pp. TIPPING, TIPPED.] To top ;
to end

;

to cover on the end : to give. Dryden. To strike lightly ;

to tap. Swift. To tip over, to turn over ; to capsize. Dick-
ens. To tip up, to raise up one end, a.s of a cart, so that
the contents may pass out. Holloway.

TIP, v. n. With off, to fai' off; to die. [Vulgar.]
TIP'PET, TI. Fur or something else worn about the neck.

TIp'PLE, (ttp'pl)Tj. n.[tepel,olA Teut.j [i. TIPPLED ; pp. TIP-

PLING, TIPPLED.] To drink to excess
;
to waste life over

the cup. Shak.

TIP'PLE, v. a. To drink in luxury or excess. Cleaveland.
To make hay in a certain manner. London.

TIP'PLE, (tip'pl) n. Drink; liquor. L'Estrange.
TIP'PLE D, (tip'pld) a. Tipsy; drunk. Dryden.
TIP'PLER, TI. One who tipples; a drunkard.
TIP'PLING,* n. The act of drinking to excess. Ash. [Fl.

TIP'PLING-HOUSE, n. A public drinking-house. Beaum. $
TIP'SI-LY,* ad. In a tipsy manner. F. Butler.

Tip'sTiFF, n. An officer with a staff tipped with metal
;
a

constable: the staff so tipped. Bacon.

Tip'sy, a. Drunk; fuddled; intoxicated. Shak.

TIP'TOE, TI. The end of the toe ; utmost height.
Tlp'-T5p, n. The summit

;
the utmost degree. Gray.

Tlp'-TOP,* a. The highest ; being on the top. Sir Q. Head.

TIP-PU'LA,* or Ti-PU'LA,* n. [L.] (Ent.) A long-legged
insect. Roget.

TI-RADE',* [te-rad', Sm. ; te-rad', R. Wb.] n. [Fr.] A
strain ; a strain of invective or censure

; violent decla-
mation. Qu. Rev.

TIRE, ?i. Furniture; apparatus: the iron band or hoop
of awheel. [A row. Raleigh. Ahead-dress. See TIARA.]
Attire ; a child's apron. See TIER.

TIRE, v. a. [i. TIRED; pp. TIRING, TIRED.] To fatigue ; to
make weary ;

to harass
;
to jade ;

to wear out with labor
or tediousness. [To attire. 2 Kings ix.]

TIRE, v. TI. To become weary or fatigued. Shak.

fTlRE, v. n. To feed or prey upon. Oower.

TIRED,* (tird) p. a. Fatigued ; weary.
TTRED'NESS, (tlrd'nes) TJ. State of being tired

;
weariness.

TiRE'-SMlTH,* n. One who makes iron-work for coaches,
&c. H. B. Com.

TIRE'SQME, (tir'sum) a. Wearisome; fatiguing; tedious.

TIRE'SQME-LY,* ad. In a tiresome manner. Month. Rev.

TIRE'SQME-NESS, n. (duality of being tiresome.

fTiRE'woiyi-AN, (-wura-an) n. A milliner. Locke.

TiR'iNG-HoOsE, I n. The dressing-room of a theatre.

TIR'ING-ROOM, \
Shak.

TI'RO,* TI. [L.] pi. TIROS. A young or raw soldier on
his first campaign: a learner; a beginner; a novice.
Ainsworth. See TYRO.
z-^vv-^^-" .'-"-* n - [L.] The first service of a soldier;
the rudiments of any art ; novitiate. Ainsworth. The title

of a poem by Cowper, giving a review of public schools.

TI-R6'N|-AN,* a. Relating to Tiro, a freedman and favor-
ite of Cicero, and applied to notes, which were the short-

hand of the ancient Romans. Brande.

TIR'RA-LJR'RA,* 71. The note of the lark. Shak.

fTlR'RiT,* n. An alarm
;
terror. Shak.

TlR'wiT, TI. A bird. Ainsworth.
'Ti. It is : often so contracted in poetry. Shak.

TI'1C, n. [corrupted from phthisic.] Consumption. Johnson.
See PHTHISIC.

TI'I-CAL, a. Consumptive. Johnson. See PHTHISICAL.

TI'icK-\',* a. Consumptive ; phthisical. Scott.

Ti'Rl,* n. The first month of the Hebrew civil year, and
the seventh of the ecclesiastical year, being a part of

September and of October. Brande.

TIss'uE, (tish'shu) TO. [tisxu, Fr.] Cloth interwoven with

gold or silver, or figured colors; texture
;

a connected
series (Bot.Sf.Anat.) A thin, membranous organiza-
tion of parts, consisting of a variety of forms closely

compacted. Brande.

TIss'yE, (tish'shu) u. a. [i. TISSUED ; -pp. TISSUING, TISSUED.]
To interweave ;

to variegate. Bacon.

TIT, TI. [tit, Teut., little.] Anything small : a small horse.

Tusscr. A woman, in contempt. Burton. A titmouse, or

to7tit, a bird. Tit for tat, exact retaliation
;
a fair equiv-

alent. Jamieson.

Tl'TAN,*7i. (JV/?//:A.)
A fabulous being. (Chem.) A calcare-

ous earth
;
a metal. Brande.

TJ-TA'NI-AN,* a. Earth-born; relating to a Titan: re-

lating to titanium. Ure.

Tl-TAN'lC,* a. Relating to titanium. Brande.

TI-TAN-JF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing titanium. Dana.

TI'TAN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A native oxide of titanium. Brande

TI-TAN-lT'lc,* a. Relating to titanium. Brande.

Tl-TA'Nl-fJM,* n. (Chem. & Min.) A rare and extremely
hard metal, discovered by Gregor in menachanite, a mi
eral found in Cornwall, England. It is of a c

color, and brittle. Brande.

TlT'BlT, n. A nice bit; tidbit. Arbuthnot. See TIDBIT.

TITH'A-BLE, a. That may be tithed
; subject to the pay-

ment of tithes. Swift.

TITHE, (tlth) 71. A tenth part: the tenth part oft
produce of the land, anciently set apart, in England and
other Christian countries, for the support of the ministry
or church : the tenth part of any thing ;

a small part.

TITHE, v. a. [i. TITHED ; pp. TITHING, TITHED.] To tax

to levy a tithe of.

TITHE, v. TI. To pay tithes. Tusser.

TITHE'-FREE, a. Exempt from the payment of tithes.j. ir ir-iii J.
,
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TITHE '-GXTH-ER-ER,* TO. One who collects tithes. Jlsh.

TITH'ER, n. One who tithes, or gathers tithes.

TlTH'lNG, n. [A tithe. Tiisser.} Formerly, a district or ter-

ritorial division of a hundred, in England, comprising
ten families or ten freeborn men.

TlTii'iNG-MAN, n. The head officer of a tithing; a petty

peace-officer ;
an under constable. Spenser. (New Eng-

land) A parish officer appointed to preserve order at pub-
lic worship, and enforce the proper observance of the

Sabbath. Laws of Massachusetts.

TTTH'Y-MXL, n. [tithymallus, L.] A plant ; the milk-thistle.

Sherwood.

TlT'lL-LATE, V. a. [titillo, L.] [i. TITILLATED
j pp. TITIL-

LATING, TITILLATED.] To tickle. Pope.
TlT-|L-LA'TlpN, n. [Fr. ; titillatio, L.] Act of titillating or

tickling ;
the state of being tickled

; slight pleasure.

TiT'iL-LA-TlVE,* a. Tending to titillate or tickle. Chester-

field* [R.]

TiT'LXRK, TO. A species of fine singing lark. Walton.

TI'TLE, (ti'tl) n. [titul, Sax.; titolo, It.; titulus,Ij.] An
inscription over, or at the beginning of, something, serving
as a name; a general head comprising particulars; a
name

;
an appellation ; specially, an appellation of hon-

or : the first page of a book : a claim of right, or ground
of such claim.

Tl'TLE, (tl'tl) . a. [i. TITLED ; pp. TITLING, TITLED.] To
entitle; to name; to call. Milton.

TI'TLED,* (ti'tld) a. Having a title of honor. Ed. Rev.

TI'TLE-LEAF,* n. Title-page. Shak.

TI'TLE-LESS, a. Wanting a name or appellation. Chaucer.

TI'TLE-PAGE, TO. The page containing the title of a book.

TIT'LING,* n. A bird, called the stone-chat. Crabb.

TiT'MoOsE, 7i. ; pi. TITMICE. One of a family of perch-
ing birds ; a small bird, called also tomtit and tit.

T/T'TER, v. n.
[i.

TITTERED
; pp. TITTERING, TITTERED.]

To laugh with restraint; to laugh without much noise;
to giggle. Pope.

TIT'TER,* v. n. To ride on each end of a balanced plank
or timber : a common sport among children. Forby.

TIT'TER, n. A restrained laugh. JYcvile.

TiT'TER-iNG,* 71. Suppressed laughter ;
a giggling.

TfT'TLE, 7i. A small particle ;
a point ;

a dot
; jot ; iota.

TlT'TLE-TXT-TLE, n. [formed from tattle by reduplica-

tion.] Idle talk; prattle; empty gabble. Pope. [An idle

talker. Taller.]

TiT'TLE-TXT-TLE, v.n. To prate idly. Shak.

TiT'TLE-TXT-TL}NG, n. The act of prating idly. Sidney.

fTlT'v-BATE, v. n. [titubo, L.] To stumble. Cockeram.

{TIT-V-BA'TIQN, n. The act of stumbling. Bailey.

TlT'y-LAR, (tit'yu-lar) a. [titulaire, Fr., from titulus, L.]
Existing only in name or title

;
nominal

; having or con-

ferring only the title ; titulary ; as, a titular bishop.

TlT-v-LXR'i-TV, 71. The state of being titular. Browne.

TlT'v-LAR-LYj'rtd. Nominally; by title only. Mountagu.
TIT'V-LA-RY, a. Relating to a title; consisting in a title;

titular. Bacon.

TfT'V-LA-Ry, n. One who has a title or right. Ayliffe.

TIT'-WAR-BLER,* n. A species of titmouse. Suoainson.

Tiv'y, ad. With speed ; tantivy : a word expressing speed,
from tantivy, the note of a hunting-horn. Dryden.

To, or To, [to, W. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; tu, S. ; tu r?rt6, P. F.] prep.

Noting motion towards^ opposed to from; indicating end,

object, attention; in the direction of; in accordance with
;

as it regards ;
as far as

To, or Tp, ad. A particle employed as the usual sign or prefix
of the infinitive mood of the verb; and it might, in such

use, be deemed a syllable of the verb. It is used merely
as a sign of the infinitive, without having any distinct or

separate meaning ; as,
" He loves to read." Some verbs

admit the infinitive mood after them, without the sign
to ; as, bid, dare, feel, hear, let, make, need, see ; as,

" He
hears me read." To and fro, ad. Backward and for-

ward. To-day, ad. & n. On this day: this day. To-

night, ad. & n. On this night: this night. To-morrow,
ad. Is. v. On the morrow : the morrow.

TOAD, (tod) 71. A paddock ;
an animal resembling a frog,

but less active. The frog leaps ;
the toad crawls. The

toad has been erroneously accounted venomous.

TOAD'EAT-ER, (tod'et-er) n. A vulgar term for a fawning
parasite ;

a servile sycophant. Sir C. H. Williams.

TOAD'FJ'SH, n. A kind of sea-fish.

TOAO'FLXX, n. A plant, of several varieties.

TOAD'ISH, (tod'jsli) a. Like a toad ; venomous. Stafford.

TOAD'LET,* n. A little toad. Coleridge.

TOAD'SPI'T,* n. A frothy excretion on plants. Warburton.

TOAD'-SPOT-TED,* a. Spotted like a toad. Shak.

T6AD'sTO\E, (tod'ston) n. (Min.) A species of igneous or

basaltic stone
;
a species of trap or amygdaloid.

TOAD'STOOL, n. A vegetable production ; a mushroom.
TOAD'Y,* n. A base sycophant ; a flatterer

; toadeater: a

rustic woman, in contempt. Sir W. Scott. [Vulgar.]
TOAD'Y-IM,* n. Mean sycophancy. Qit. Rev. [Vulgar.]
TOAST, (tost) v. a. [toste, Fr.

; torreo, tostum, L.] [i.

TOASTED
; pp. TOASTING, TOASTED.] To dry or heat at the

fire
;
to scorch : to show honor to in drinking ;

to nam&
when a health is drunk.

TOAST, (tost) v. n. To give a toast or health to be drunk.

TOAST, 71. Bread dried or scorched before the fire
; bread

dried and put into liquor: a sentiment or health an-
nounced at drinking: a lady whose health is often
drunk.

TOAST'ER, (tost'er) n. He or that which toasts
;
an instru-

ment for toasting bread.

ToAST'-MAs-TER,* n. One who gives toasts at an enter-
tainment. Qoldsmitli.

Tp-BXc'co, TO. [tabaco, Sp.] An American plant; the dried
leaves of the plant, used for smoking, chewing, and for

making snuff. The name is supposed to be derived from
Tabaco, a province of Yucatan, where it was first found
by the Spaniards.

Tp-BXc'cp-B6x,* n. A box for holding tobacco. Mdison.
fTp-BXc'cp-NlNG, a. Smoking tobacco. Bp. Hall.

Tp-BXc'cp-NiST, TO. A manufacturer and vender of to-

bacco.

Tp-BXc'cp-PlPE,* TO. A pipe for smoking tobacco. JodrelL

Tp-BXc'cp-PoOcH,*7i. A pouch for holding tobacco. Gold-
smith.

Tp-BXc'cp-ST5p-PER,* n. An instrument used for stuff-

ing tobacco into a pipe. Parr. [F
TOBINE,* TO. A stout, twilled silk, used for dresses.

TOC'SIN, n. [tocsin, Fr.] A public alarm-bell.

TOD, n. [totte, Ger. Sf Swed.] [A bush
;
a thick shrub. Spen-

ser.] A certain weight of wool ; two stone, or 28 Ibs. av-

oirdupois. Shak. A fox. B. Jonson.

TOD, v. TO. To weigh ;
to produce a tod. Shak.

To-DAY',* ad. On this day. n. This day. Shak.

TOD'DLE, v. n. To walk feebly, as a child or old man
;
to

tottle. Peggp..

TOD'DY, n. A species of palm-tree in the East Indies
; the

juice or liquor extracted from the tree: a mixture of

spirit and water sweetened
; grog.

Tp-Do', TO. Bustle; stir; hurry; ado. Todd. [Colloquial.]
To'DY,* TO. A bird, of the pie kind. Smart.

TOE, (to) w. One of the fingers, or divided extremities, of
the foot

;
the extremity or fore part of the foot.

fTp-FdRE', ad. Before. Shak.

fTp-FORE', prep. Before. Spectator.

JT6FT, TO. A grove of trees. Smart. [A kind of shed. Lo-

cal, Eng. Todd.] (Law) A place where a house or mes-

suage has stood. Cowcl.

TO'FUS, TO. See TOPHUS.

TO'G'A,* n. [L.] The outer garment of the Romans, worn
by Tnen .- the characteristic garment of the Romans, as

pallium was of the Greeks. Hamilton.

T6'GA-TED, a. [togutus, L.] Wearing a toga or gown;
toged. Sir M. Sandys. [gated. Shak.

Td'jSED, a. [tog-atus, L.J Gowned ;
dressed in a gown ; to-

TP-GETII'ER, ad. In company ;
not apart; in union

;
at or

in the same time
; simultaneously ;

without intermission ;

in concert ;
in continuity.

TOG'JGEL,* (tog'gl) TO. (JVaitt.) A sort of wooden pin, ta-

pering towards both ends : a kind of button. Crabb.

ToG'fiER-y,* 71. Trumpery ; clothes. Qu. Rev. [Vulgar.]
Toil., v. w. [i.

TOILED
; pp. TOILING, TOILED.] To labor ; to

work
;
to be industrious.

fTolL, v. a. To labor
;
to work at. Milton.

TolL, n. Labor; work; drudgery; fatigue. [toiles, Fr.
;

tela, L.] A net ;
a snare.

TOIL'ER, 71. One who toils
;
a laborer. Sherwood.

Toi'LET, TO. [toilette, Fr.] A dressing-table ;
act of dressing.

TolL'FOL, a. Laborious; wearisome; toilsome. Smollett.

ToJ-Lf-NETTE',* TO. A stuff made of wool, cotton, and

silk, used for waistcoats. W. Ency.
TOIL'LESS,* a. Free from toil. Millman.

TolL'spME, (toil'sum) a. Laborious; weary. Milton.

TO!L'SPME-LY,* ail. In a toilsome manner. Bp. Hall.

ToiL'spME-NESS, 71. Wearisomeness ;
laboriousness.

Toi'ijfE,* TO. [Fr.] A French fathom, equal to 6 French feet:

equal to i
;.394 English feet. Brandc.

TQ-KAY1

, (to-ka') TO. A kind of rich and highly-prized wine,
made at Tokay, in Hungary.

To'KEN, (to'kn) 7i. A sign ;
a mark

;
a note

;
an indication ;

a symptom ;
a memorial of friendship ;

an evidence of re-

membrance : a piece of money current by sufferance,
not coined by authority.

fTo'KEN, (to'kn) v. a. To make known. Shak.

TO'KENED, (to'knd) a. Having marks or spots. Skak.

TO'KEN-LESS,* (to'kn-les) a. Without any token. Byrom.
TOLD, i. & p. from Tell. Mentioned. See TELL.

TOLE, v. a. [i. TOLED ; pp. TOLI.NG, TOLED.] To draw ;
to al-

lure by something. Milton. See TOLL.

Tp-LE'DO, re. A sword of metal tempered, or like one tem-

pered, at Toledo, in Spain. B. Jonson.

TOL'ER-A-BLE, a. [Fr. ; tolerabilis, L.] That may be toler-

ated, endured, or supported ;
endurable ; supportable ;

not

excellent
; passable.

TOL'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being tolerable.

T6L'ER-A-BLY, ad. In a tolerable manner ; passably.
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TOL'ER-ANCE, n. [Fr.] Power of enduring ;

act of endur-
ing ; endurance; toleration ; indulgence.

Tdl/ER-ANT, a. [tolerans, L.] Disposed to tolerate
;
indul-

gent ; forbearing.

TOL'ER-ATE, v. a. [tolero, L.
; tolercr, Fr.] [i. TOLERATED ;

pp. TOLERATING, TOLERATED.] To allow so as not to hin-
der

;
to suffer ; to permit ; to admit.

ToL-ER-A'TipN, n. Act of tolerating ; allowance given to

that which is not approved ; impunity and safety granted
to dissenters from the established religion or church.

Toleration act, (Law} An act in the reign of William
and Mary, of England, in favor of Roman Catholics and
Dissenters. Crabb.

TOLL, (tol) n. A duty or tax imposed on travellers or goods
passing along public roads, over bridges, &.c., or for enter-

ing a market, fair, &c. ; an excise ; a tax : a portion of

grain taken by the miller to pay for grinding: the sound
made by the tolling of a bell.

TOLL, V. 71. [l. TOLLED ; pp. TOLLING, TOLLED.] To pay toll

or a tax. Shak. To take toll or a tax. Tusscr. To sound
as a single bell. Shak.

TOLL, v. a. To cause to sound slowly, as a bell ; to call by
sound ; to notify by sound : to take toll of; to collect.

Khali. To allure. See TOLE. -[(Law) (tol) To takeaway ;

to vacate
;
to annul. Ayliffe.}

Whishaw.
TOLL'A-BLE,* a. That may be tolled

; liable to pay toll.

TOLL'AGE,* n. Toll ; payment of toll. Drayton.
TOLL'-BAR,* n. (Scotland) A turnpike. Jamieson.

TOLL'BOOTH, n. A custom-house
;
an exchange. Bp. Hall.

A prison, particularly the prison of Edinburgh.
TOLL'BOOTH, v. a. To imprison in a tollbooth. Bp. Corbett.

TdLL'-BRfDGE,*n. A bridge for passing which toll is paid.
Smart.

[ Crabb.

TOLL'-COKN,* n. (Law) Corn taken for grinding at a mill.

TOLL'-DISH, n. A vessel in which toll is taken.

TOLL'ER, n. One who tolls a bell
; one who takes toll.

TOLL'-GATE,* n. A place where toll is paid. Johnson.

TOLL'-GATH-ER-ER, n. The officer who takes toll.

TOLL'-HOP,* n. (Law) A dish to take toll in
j toll-dish.

Crabb.

ToLL'-noOsE,* n. A house where toll is paid. Hall.

TOLLMAN,* .,- pi. TdLL'MEN. One who collects toll.

Cowper.
TSL'MEN,* n. A sort of large stone, with passages appar-

ently hollowed through it. Such stones are found in
Cornwall and in Brittany, and are supposed to be Druid-
ical remains

; called also dolmen. Borlase.

fToL'SEY, (tol'ze) n. An exchange ; a tollbooth. Bailey.
Tp-LC',* n. A brownish-red balsam, extracted from the
stem of a South-American tree. It is composed of resin,
oil, and benzoic acid. Ure.

fToL-y-TA'TipN, n. [tolutim, L.] Act of pacing or ambling.
Browne.

Tp-LtJ'-TREE,* n. A tree which yields a balsam. Crabb.

TOM'A-IIAWK,* n. An Indian weapon, formed of a stone,
with an edge, and a handle; an Indian, iron hatchet.
Marshall.

TP-MA'TO,* n. [tomate, Sp. $ Fr.] pi. TQ-MA'TOE^. (Bot.)
A plant and its fruit, called also the love-apple : solanum
lycopersic urn. Hamilton.'

TOMB, (torn) n. [tombe, tombcau, Fr, ; tumla, low L.] A mon-
ument enclosing the dead, or erected over a grave ,

a sep-
ulchre

;
a grave.

TOMB, (torn) v. a. To bury ; to entomb. May. Byron. [R.]
TOM'BAC,* n. (Min.) An alloy of copper and zinc, or a spe-

cies of brass with an excess of zinc. Brande.
TOMB'LESS, (tom'les) a. Wanting a tomb or monument.
TOMB'NOR-RY,* n. A bird found in Shetland. Ency.
TOM'BO?, n. [Tom, a diminutive of Thomas, and boy.] [fA
mean fellow. Shak.] A romping, boyish girl; a romp.

ToMB'sTdNi:, (tom'ston) n. A stone laid over the dead
;
a

stone placed in memory of the dead. Prior.

TOM'CAT,* n. A full-grown male cat. Booth.

TOM'COD,* 7t. A species of salt-water fish. Storer.

TOME, w. [Fr. ; rojuoj, Gr.] A volume
; a book. Hooker.

ToME'LETj* n. A small tome or volume. Qit. Rev.
TO-MEN-TOSE',* a. [tomentiim, L.] Covered with short, in-
terwoven hairs. Brande.

ToM'FOOL,* n. A fool ; a simpleton. W. Carr.

TOM'FOOL-E-RV,* n. 'Absurd or ludicrous folly. D. O'Con-
nell. [Colloquial and low.]

TO'MIN,* 71. A weight of twelve grains, with jewellers.
Whishaw.

TOM'-NOD-DY,* 7i. A bird
; the puffin, or northern duck

or auk
;
called also tombnorry. Booth.

Tp-MOR'Rpw,* n. The day subsequent to the present day.
Cowper.

TO-MOR'RQW,* ad. On the next day coming. Exodus.
TOM'PJ-PN,* 71. A stopper of a cannon

;
a tamkin: an

iron bottom to which grape shot are fixed. Crabb.

TOM'-POK-ER,* 71. A bugbear to frighten children. Forby.
TOM'RIG, n. A rude, wild girl ; a tomboy. Dennis.

T6M'TiT, n. A titmouse ;
a small bird. Spectator.

TOM'TOM,* n. A sort of drum used in India. Mackintosh.
T6N, (tun) 7i. [tonne, Fr.] The weight of 20 hundred

gross ;
20 cwt., or 2240 Ibs. ; in some places, 2000 Ibs. :

a liquid measure, &c. See TUN.
TdJV, n. [Fr.] The prevailing fashion

; high mode. Todd.
TQN-DJ'JYO,* n. [It.] (Arch.} An astragal. Brande.
TONE, n. [ton, Fr.

; tonas, L.] Tension
; elasticity ; power

ofextension or contraction : note
; sound ; accent ; sound

of the voice : an affected sound of the voice
;
a whine.

(Mas.) A property of sound which brings it under the re-
lation of grave or acute. (Painting) The prevailing hue
or degree of harmony in the coloring of a picture.

TONE, v. a. To utter in an affected tone. South.

TONED, (tond) a. Having tone : used in composition ; as,
high-toned.

TONE'LESS,* a. Having no tone. Kenrick.

TONG, and ToNG, n. See TONGUE, and TONGS.
TONG, n. pi. A metal instrument, with two limbs, for tak-

ing up what cannot be handled, as coals in the fire.

T6NGUE, (tung) 7i. The instrument of speech in human
beings ;

the corresponding organ in animals : fluency of
words

; a language ; speech ; dialect
;
idiom : a nation,

as distinguished by their language : something resem-
bling a tongue in form, situation, or use

;
a clasp of a

buckle: a point; a projection; a promontory: a bay.
To hold the tongue, to be silent.

T6NGUE, (tung) v. a. [i. TONGUED ;pp. TONGUINQ, TONGUED.]
To chide ; to scold. Shak.

TONGUE, (tung) v. n. To talk
;
to prate. Shak.

T6NGUED, (tungd) a. Having a tongue. Donne. Used in

composition ; as, double-tongued.
TONGUE'-DOUGH-TY,* (tung'db'u-te) a. Valiant in word ;

boastful. Milton.

ToNGUE'-GRiFT-iNG,* n. A mode of grafting. P. Cyc.
TSNGUE'LESS, (tung'les) a. Wanting a tongue ; speech-

less. [fUnnamed ; not spoken of. Shah.]
TONGUE'PXD, (tung'pad) n. A great talker. Taller.

TSNGUE'-SHAPED,* (tung'shapt) a. Shaped like a tongue.
London. [ Ooodman.

TONGUE'TIE, (tung'ti) v. a. To render unable to speak.
TSNGUE'TlED, (tung'tld) a. Having an impediment of

speech ;
unable to speak freely. Shak.

TON'JC, n. (Med.) A tonic medicine, or one that strengthens
the tone, or muscular action. (Mus.) The key-note.

TON'IC, ) a. [tonique, Fr. ; TEII/W, Gr.] Producing ten-

ToN'i-CAL, \ sion
; giving strength ; being extended

;
be-

ing elastic. Browne. Relating to tones. Mason.

Tp-Nic'i-Ty,* 7i. (Med.) The faculty that determines the

general tone of the solids. DungUson.
TO-NIGHT',* (tp-nlf) ad. On this night. Spectator. See To.

TON'KA-BEAN,*H. Properly Tonquin-bean ; a seed used for

perfuming snuff, and for preserving clothes from moths.
W. Ency.

TON'NAGE, (tun'aj) 71. The number of tons
;
the weight of

goods in a vessel ;
the number of tons which a vessel will

carry : duty or custom paid on goods by the ton
;
a cus-

tom or impost due for merchandise brought or carried in

tons, from or to other countries, after a certain rate for

every ton. Cowel.

TO'NOUS,* a. Full of tone or sound ;
sonorous. Kenrick.

TON-QUI-NKE',* n. sing. & pi. A native or natives of Ton-

quin. Ency.
ToN'siL, 7. [tonsille, Fr. ; tonsilla, L.] (Jlnat.) A gland
about a half an inch in length, suboval, or shaped like an
almond. There are two of them, one situated on each
side of the fauces, at the basis of the tongue.

TON'SJLE, a. [tons'dis, L.] That may be clipped. Mason.

ToN-SiL-Li'Tis,* 7?. (Med.) Inflammation of the tonsils.

Braiide.

Tox'SQR,* n. [L.] A barber. Sir W. Scott.

TON'SVRE, (ton'shar) n. [Fr. ; tovsura, L.] Act of shaving ;

act of clipping the hair ;
slate of being shorn. Addison. A

name given to a distinguishing mark of the clergy of the

Roman Catholic church, formed by cutting off a portion
of the hair from the head.

TON-TINE', [ton-ten', E. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; ton-ten' or ton-

tin', F.] 7i. A loan raised on life annuities with the ben-

efit of survivorships, so called from the inventor, Tunti,

an Italian.

TON-TINE',* a. Relating to a tontine ;
built by subscription

Sir W. Scott.

TO'NV, n. A simpleton. Dnjdcn. [A ludicrous word.]

Too, ad. Noting excess ;
over and above

;
overmuch ;

more
than enough ; likewise ;

also.

TOOK, (tuk) [tuk, S. P. J. Sm. Wb.; tok, W. E. F. K.] i.

from Take. See TAKE.

TOOL, 71. Any instrument of manual operation ;
an imple-

ment : a hireling ;
one whom another uses as his tool.

T60L'-MAK-iNG,* a. Making tools or instruments. Frank-

lin.

T66M, a. [fEmpty. Wicliffc.]v. a. To empty Brockett. [N.
of Encland.]

TOON'-WOOD,* (-wud) 7i. A species of wood (of the ccdre-

la toona) much used, in India, for making furniture and
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cabinet-work ; sometimes culled Indian mahogany and In-

dian cedar. P. Cyc.
TOOT, v. n. [i. TOOTED ; pp. TOOTING, TOOTED.] [|To pry ;

to

peep ;
to search narrowly and slyly ; to look about. J3bp.

Cranmer. To stand out or be prominent. Howell] To
sound

;
to make a noise. Bp. Hall.

TOOT, v. a. To sound, as a flute or horn. W. Browne.

TOOT,* ?i. A blast
; a note or sound blown on a horn ;

a
noise. Sir W. Scott.

TOOT'EU, n. One who toots or plays on a horn. B. Jonson.

TOOTH, n. ; pi. TEETH. One of the little bones of the jaw ;

a bony substance growing in the jaw of a man or un ani-

mal, used in masticating food: taste; palate: any
thing resembling a tooth

; a tine, prong, or blade, of any
multifidous instrument : the prominent part of wheels,
by which they catch upon correspondent parts of other bod-
ies. Tooth and nail, with the greatest effort; with every
means of attack or defence. To the teeth, in open oppo-
sition. To cast in the teeth, to insult openly. In spite

of the teeth, notwithstanding any threats, such as are ex-

pressed by showing teeth. To show the teeth,to threaten.

T66TH, V. a.
[i. TOOTHED J pp. TOOTHING, TOOTHED.] To

furnish with teeth
;
to indent; to lock in each other.

TOOTH'AJEHE, (toth'ak) n. Pain in the teeth
; odontalgia.

TOOTH'BRUSH,* n. A brush for the teeth. Booth.

TOOTH'-DRAW-ER, n. One who extracts teeth.

TOOTH'-DRAW-ING,* 71. The extraction of teeth. Cutler.

TOOTHED, (totht) a. Having teeth
; sharp. S/iak.

TOOTH'EDGE,* n. A setting the teeth on edge. Smart.

fTooTH'FUL, a. Toothsome
; palatable. Massinger.

TOOTH'LESS, a. Wanting teeth
; deprived of teeth.

TOOTH'LET-TED,* a. (Bot.) Denticulate. Smart.

TOOTH'PICK, ( 7i. An instrument for picking and clean-

TooTH'picK-ER, \ ing the teeth.

TOOTH'SHELL,* n.
( Conch.) A species of shell. Pennant.

TOOTH'SQME, (toth'sum) a. Palatable; pleasing to the

taste. Carew.

TOOTH'SPME-NESS, n. Pleasantness to the taste. Johnson.

TOOTH'WORT, (toth'wurt) n. A perennial plant ;
dentaria.

TOOTH'Y, a. Toothed
; having teeth. Croxall. [R.]

TOP, n. The highest part of any thing; the highest point ;

pinnacle : the surface : highest place or station ;
utmost

degree ;
the highest rank : crown of the head ;

the hair

on the crown of the head
;
the forelock : the head of a

plant: a toy or plaything which boys make to spin on
its point.

TOP,* a. Being on the top or summit; highest. Prior.

TOP, v. 71.
[i. TOPPED; pp. TOPPING, TOPPED.] To rise

aloft ; to predominate ;
to excel. Dryden.

TOP, v. a. To cover or place on the top ; to rise to the top

of; to tip ;
to rise above : to surpass ;

to excel : to crop.

To'PARCH, (to'park) n. [toparqite, Fr.
;

T OTTOS and dpx>h
Gr.] The chief or ruler of a toparchy. Browne.

TOP'AR-JKHY, n. [toparchie, Fr.] (Antiquity) A small state

or lordship, comprising only a few cities or towns ;
the

jurisdiction of a toparch ;
command in a small district.

Herbert.

ToP'-AR-MQR,*n. (JVattt.) A sort of railing. Crabb.

To'PAZ, n. [topaze, Fr. ; topazius, low L.] (Min.) A crystal-
lized mineral or precious stone, of a yellow or wine
color, harder than quartz; a gem.

TQ-PAZ'P-LITE,* n. (Min.) A sort of garnet, of a pala yel-
low color. Brande.

TOP'-BLOCK,* 7i. (JVaw.) A large iron-bound block, used
in swaying up and loweringdown the top-mast. Mar. Diet.

Top'-BRiM,* ti. (JVaut.) The space in the middle of the

foot of a top-sail. Mar. Diet.

TOP'-CHAIN,* n. (JVaut.) A chain used in action, by %vhich

the lower yard is hung, in case of the slings being shot

away. Brande.

TOP'-CLOTH,* n. (JVawt.) A large piece of canvas to cover

the hammocks. Mar. Diet.

TOP'-DRESS-ING,* 71. Manure laid upon land without

being ploughed in. Farm. Ency.
TOPE, v. n. [topff, Ger. ; toppen, D.

; toper, Fr.] To drink

hard or to excess ;
to tipple. Dryden.

TO'PKR, n. An intemperate drinker
;
a drunkard ; a tippler.

TOP'FUL, a. Full to the top ;
full to the brim. Shak.

Top'GXL-LANT, or Top'GXL-LANT-SAlLjTt. (Naut.) The
sail which is above the top-mast.

TOPH, (tof ) n. [tophus, L.] A sort of stone. See TOPHUS.

Tp-PHA'CEOys, (to-fa'shus) a. [tophus, L.] Gritty ; stony.
Jlrbuthnot.

Top'-HEAV-Y, (top'hev-e) a. Too heavy at the top; having
the upper part too weighty for the lower.

TO'PHET, (to'fet) 7i. [intn Hen., hdl.} A polluted, unclean

place, near Jerusalem, where dead carcasses and filth were

thrown, and a fire kept burning to consume them:
hence sometimes used metaphorically for hell.

TO'PHVS, (-fus) n. [L.] (Min.) A porous deposit of calcare-

ous matter from water. (Med.) A soft tumor upon a bone.

TOP'I-A-RY, a. [topiarim; L.] Shaped by cutting or clip-

ping,' as trees. Butler. [R.]
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TOP'IC, n. [topique, Fr
; T^TTO?, Gr.] A principle of persua-

sion. Wilkins. A general head
;

a subject of discourse
or argument ;

theme
; something to which other things

are referred. (Med.) Any thing applied externally to a
particular part. Dunglison.

TOP'I-CAL, a. [roTryf.] Relating to some place or topic ;

local ; applied medicinally to a particular part.

TOP'I-CAL-LY, ad. With application to some particular
part.

TOP'KNOT, (top'not) n. A knot worn by women on the

top of the head.

TOP'-LAN-TERN,* 7i. (Naut.) A lantern placed in the
after part of the top in a ship. Crabb.

TOP'LESS, a. Having no top. [Supreme. Shak.]
TSP'MAN, 71. ; pi. TOPMEN. The sawyer at the top. Moxon.
Top'MlST,* n. (Naut.) A mast raised at the head or top

of the lower mast. Mar. Diet.

TOP'MOST, a. Uppermost ; highest. Dryden.
TP-POG'RA-PHER, n. [TOTTOJ and ypd^w.] One who is

versed in topography.
"

Top-p-GRlpH'jc, \a. Relating to topography ;
describ-

Top-p-GRXpH'i-CAL, \ ing particular places.

TOP-P-GRAPH'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a topographical manner.
Fuller.

Tp-poG'RA-PH'fST,* n. One versed in topography; a to-

pographer. Judrell.

Tp-POG'RA-PHY, n. [topographic, Fr. ; TOTTOJ and ypd({>M,

Gr.] The description of a city, town, or place ;
the art

or science of describing cities, towns, and places.

TOP'PING, a. Fine
;
noble ; gallant. Tatler. [Low.]

TOP'PJNG,* n. A branch of a tree cut off. Totter.

ToP'PJNG-LiFT,* 7i. (Naut.) A rope for raising the end of

a yard or boom. Brande.

TOP'PING-LY, ad. Splendidly ; nobly. [A low word.]
fToP'PlNG-LY, a. Fine

; gay ; gallant ; showy. Tusser.

Top'PLE, (top'pl) v. n. [i. TOPPLED
; pp. TOPPLING,

TOPPLED.] To fall forward; to tumble down; to tottle.

Shak.

TOP'PLE, v. a. To throw down. Shak.

T6p'-pRof)D, a. Proud in the highest degree. Shak.

TOP'SAIL, n. (Naut.) A sail extended across the top-
mast. Mar. Diet.

TOP'SHAPED,* (top'shapt) a. (Bot.) Shaped like a top.
Smart.

TOPS'MAN,* n. The chief or head drover in driving cattle.

P. Cyc.

TOP'SY-TUR'VY, ad. With the bottom upwards. Spenser.

ToP'-TAc'KLE,* (-ta'kl) n. (Naut,) A large tackle attached
to the lower end of the top-mast, to the top-rope, and
to the deck, in order to facilitate hoisting the top-mast.
Mar. Diet.

TOQUE, (t5k) n. [Fr.] A kind of bonnet or head-dress for

women : an old word found in Cotgrave, lately revived
in England. Todd.

TOQUE T,* (to-ka) n. [Fr.] A kind of bonnet. Boiste.

TOR, n. A tower ;
a turret. Ray. A high pointed rock or

hill. Cotton. [R.]

TORCH, 7i. [torche, Fr.
; torcia, It. ; intortium, low L.] A large

wax candle or blazing substance carried in the hand; a
flambeau.

TORCH'BEAR-ER, n. One who carries a torch.

tTpRCH'BE, n. One that gives light. Sfiak.

TORCH'LIGHT, (torch'llt) n. The light of a torch.

TORCH'THIS-TLE,* (-thls-sl) n. A plant; a species of
cactus. Crabb.

TORCH'WORT, (tb'rch'wurt) n. A plant. More.

TORE, i. from Tear. See TEAR.
TORE, n. The dead grass in winter; fog. Mortimer. A
moulding. See TORUS.

TP-REU-MA-TOG'RA-PHY,* n. [r^Mvpn and ypd0o>.] A
description of ancient sculpture and bass-relief; the art

of sculpture ; toreumatology. Rowbotham.

TP-REU-MA-TOL/P-GY,* 7i. [ropEvn* and A<5>o ?.] The
science or art of sculpture, or a description of ancient
and modern sculpture and bass-relief. Brande.

Tp-REu'Tic,*a. (Sculpture) Applied to such objects aa

are executed with high finish, delicacy, or polish ;
and

to all figures in hard wood, ivory, &c. Brande.

TOR-MENT', . a. [tourmcnter, Fr.
; tormentare, It.] [i. TOR-

MENTED
; pp. TORMENTING, TORMENTED.] To put to pain }

to harass with anguish ; to excruciate ;
to torture ;

to

tease
;
to vex. [To agitate. Milton.]

TOR'MENT, n. [tourment, Fr.] That which torments;
pain; misery ; anguish; penal anguish; torture.

[tormentum, L. An ancient engine of war to cast

stones. Sir T. El.yot.]

TPR-MENT'ER, n. One who torments ;
a tormentor.

TOR'MEN-T/L, [tbr'men-tll, S. P. K. Sm. Wb. ; tor-men'tjl,

W.] 71. [tormentille, Fr.
; tormentilla, L.] A medicinal plant

and root, used as an astringent ; septfoil.

TPR-MENT'JNG,*;>. a. Inflicting torment ; vexing.

TpR-MGNT'JNG-L,Y,*rf. With torment. Oascoigne.

TOR-MENT'OR, n. One who inflicts penal tortures.

TPR-MEN'TRESS,* n. A female who torments. Holland.
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TORV, p. from Tear. See TEAR.
TOR NA'DQ, n. [Sp.] pi. TORNADOES. Violent whirling gust
of wind or hurricane, commonly attended with a thunder-
storm

;
a violent whirlwind.

TO-ROSE',* a. (Sot.) Uneven
; elevated and depressed.

London.

TQR-PE'DO, n. [L.] pi. TORPEDOES. An electrical fish ;

a genus of cartilaginous fishes which have an electrifying
or benumbing power to the touch : a machine invented

by Robert Fulton, designed to blow up ships.

TOR'PENT, a. [torpens, L.] Benumbed
;
motionless ;

not
active

; torpid. More. [R.J
TOR-PES'CENT, a. [torpescens, L.] Becoming torpid.

Shenstone.

TOR'PID, a. [torpidus, L.] Having lost sensibility and mo-
tion ; numb; benumbed

; motionless; sluggish ;
not active.

TQR-PID'}-TY, 7i. State of being torpid ; torpor ; torpidness.

TOR'PJD-NESS, n. The state of being torpid. Hale.

ToR'pj-FY,*ti. a. [i. TORPIFIED; pp. TORPIFYING, TORPI-

FIED.] To make torpid ; to benumb. Ed. Rev.

TOR'PJ-TUDE, n. State of being torpid ; torpidity. Derham.

TOR'POR, n. [L.I Dulness
;
numbness ; torpidity ;

ina-

bility to move
; dulness of sensation. Bacon.

TORQUE,* (tb'rk) n. [Ft.] A bandage for the head. Gent.

Mag.
ToR-RE-FXc'TlQN, n. [Fr. ; torrefacio, L.] Act of drying
by fire. Bp. Hall.

TOK'RE-FY, v. a. [torrcficr, Fr.
; torrefacio, L.] [i.

TORRE-
FIED

; pp. TORREFYING, TORREFIED.] To dry by the

fire. Browne.

T6R'RENT, n. [Fr. ; torrens, L.] A sudden rapid stream
of water raised by showers; a violent and rapid stream ;

a strong current.

TOR'RENT, a. [torrens, L.] Rolling or rushing as a current.

Milton.

TOR-RI-CEI/I.I-AN,* a. Relating to Torricelli, and applied
to a barometer invented by him. Brande.

TOR'RID, a. [torride, Fr.
; torridus, L.] Parched

;
dried

with heat ; burning ; violently hot. Torrid zone, the

region of the earth included between the tropics of Can-
cer and Capricorn. It extends on each side of the equator
to the distance of about 23 degrees.

TSR'RQCK,* n. A bird of the gull kind. Hill.

TORSE, (tors) n. (Her.) A wreath
;
a twist.

TOR'SEL, n. [torse, Fr.] (Arch.) Any thing in a twisted
form. Moxon.

TOR'SIQN, (tor'shun) n. [torsio, L.] Act of twisting ;
state

of being twisted. (Mech.) The twisting or wrenching of
a body by the exertion of a lateral force.

TOBSK,* w. A fish of the cod tribe. Pennant.
TOR' so,* n.; pi. TOR'SOS. [It.] (Sculpture) The trunk of
a statue deprived of the head and limbs. Brande.

TORT, n. [Fr. ; tortum, low L.] [fMischief ; injury ;
ca-

lamity. Spenser.] (Law) Wrong; injury; injustice.
Blackstone.

TORT,* a. Stretched, as a rope ; taught. Scott.

fToR'TiLE, (tbr'tjl) a. [tortilis, L.] Twisted; wreathed;
wrinkled. Bailey.

TpR-TiL'i-Ty,* n. The state of being tortile or wreathed.
Month,. Rev. [R.]

TOR'TIQN, (tor'shun) n. [tortus, L.] Torment; pain. Ba-
con. See TORSION.

ToR'Tloys, (tb'r'shus) a. Injurious; doing wrong. Spen-
ser. [R.]

ToR'Tloys-Ly,* ad. Injuriously. Lord Thurlow. [R.]
TOR'TIVE, (tbr'tjv) a. [tortus, L.] Twisted; wreathed.

SAo*.' [R.]

TORT'NESS,* n. Tension of a rope when stretched. Scott.

||ToR'TOlSE, (tbr'tiz or tbr'tjs) [tor'tjz, W. P.Ja. Sm. ; tor'-

tjs, S. J. F. K.] n. [tortue, Fr.] An animal covered with
a hard shell, of the genus testudo, and resembling the
turtle. A form into which the ancient soldiers used to

throw their troops by bending down and holding their
bucklers above their heads, so that no darts could hurt
them. Dryden.

||TOR'T01SE-SHELL,* n. The shell of the tortoise, or rather
the brown and yellow scales or horny substance of the
tortoise that inhabits the tropical seas. Ure.

TOR'TRIX,* n. A species of serpent. Roget.
TORT-V-OSE',* a. Twisted. London.

TORT-V-OS'I-TY, n. State of being tortuous. Browne.

ToRT'y-oDs, (tbrt'yu-us) a. [torttieux, Fr., from tortuosus,

tortus, L.] Twisted; wreathed
; winding. Milton.

Crooked ; perverse. Lodge.
ToRT'v-oOs-LY,* ad. In a tortuous manner. Southey.
ToRT'v-oCs-NESS,* n. The state of being wreathed. Scott.

TORT'V-RA-BLE,* a. Capable of being tortured. Scott.

ToRT'URE, (tbrt'yur) n. [Fr. ; tortura, L.] Torments judi-
cially inflicted ; pain by which guilt is punished, or
confession extorted ; pain ; anguish ; pang ; extreme
pain, as inflicted by the wheel or rack

; torment.

ToRT'yRE, (tbrt'yur) r. a. [i. TORTURED ; pp. TORTURING,

TORTURED.] To punish with tortures
;
to vex

;
to excruci-

ate ; to torment
; to keep on the rack or stretch.

TORT'VR-ER, (tbrt'yur-er) n. One who tortures; tor-
menter

TORT'VR-YNG-LY, ad. So as to torment or punish.
ToRT'yR-otJs, (tbrt'yur-us) a. Tormenting. More. [R.]
TOR-V-LOSE',* a. (Bot.) Alternately contracted and dis-
tended ; torulous. P. Cyc.

ToR'v-LoOs,* a. Having a rounded body ; torulose. Hill.

To'Rys,* n. [L.] (Arch.) A large round moulding used in the
bases of columns. Brande. (Bot.) The growing point of
a flower on which the carpels are placed. P. Cyc.

fTbR'vi-TY, n. [torvitas, L.] Sourness
; severity of look.

Cockeram.

fToR'vous, a. [torvus, L.] Sour of aspect; stern; severe.
Derham.

TO'RY, n. One of a party in English history, opposed to

whig; originally art Irish outlaw or robber: one who
in political principles always leans to the church and
state as now constituted

; a conservative, opposed to

a reformer. (American history) One who, in the time of
the Revolution, supported the English government, and
opposed the resistance made by the colonies.

TO'RY,* a. Belonging to the lories. Qw. Rev.

To'RY-ISM, n. The principles of a tory. Bolingbroke.
fTdijE, (toz) v. n. To comb wool

; to tease. See TEASE.
T&SH,* 71. A kind of cloak, named from the last syllable of
the Glasgow patentee, effectually excluding the air. Devon.

Toss, v. a. [tassen,D. ; tasser, Fr.] [r.
TOSSED ; pp. TOSSING,

TOSSED, sometimes TOST.] To throw with the hand,
as a ball at play ; to throw with violence ;

to agitate ;
to

shake
;
to put into violent motion ; to make restless ;

to

disquiet ;
to tumble over.

Toss, v. n. To fling ;
to be in commotion

;
to be tossed.

To toss up, to throw up a coin, and wager on which side it

will fall.

Toss, n. Act of tossing ; an affected action of the head
Tos'SEL, n. Mortimer. See TASSEL.

Toss'ER, n. One who tosses ; a thrower.

TOSS'ING, n. Violent commotion. Job vii.

TOSS'POT, n. A toper and drunkard. Shak.

TOST, t. &. p. from Toss; sometimes used for tossed.

Milton.

TO'TAL, a. [totus, L.
; total, Fr.] Whole

; complete ;
full

;

not divided ; gross ; entire.

TO'TAL,* n. The whole
;
the whole sum or quantity. Bp.

Taylor.

Tp-TAL'i-TY, 7i. [totalite, Fr.] Complete sum ;
whole quan-

tity. Bacon.

To'TAL-iZE,* v. a. To render total or entire. Coleridge.
To'TAL-LY, ad. Wholly ; fully ; completely. Bacon.

TO'TAL-NESS, n.' Entireness
; totality. Todd. [R.]

TOTE, v. See TOOT.
TOTE,* v. a. To carry; to bear; to convey. [A colloquial
word used in the Southern States. Withcrspoon.] The
Rev. A. Sherwood, in his remarks on the provincialism
of Georgia, contained in his Gazetteer of Georgia, derive
tote from the Latin tollere, "to take up," and he mair
tains that it was originally tolt, and that it has beei

changed to tote.

TOTE,* n. The whole ; "the whole tote," a common pk
nasm. Brockett. [Provincial in England, and colloquial
the United States.]

T'6TH'ER, (tuth'er) Contracted from the other. Farnaby.
TOT'I-DEM VER'BIS,* [L.] "In just so many words.'
Ed. Rev.

TO'TI-E$ Qtfo'Tr-E^^to'she-ezkwS'she-ez) [L.] (1" As many times as
;

" as often as anything may happer
Macdonnel.

fT6-Tl-PRE'ENCE,* n. Total presence ; omnipreser
Tucker.

fTo-Tl-PRES/ENT,* a. Omnipresent. Tucker.
To' TO CCE'LO,* [L.] "By the whole heavens;" as

apart as the poles. Hamilton.

ToT'TER, v. n. [touteren, Tent. ; tittra, Icel.] [t.
TOTTERED ;

pp. TOTTERING, TOTTERED.] To shake SO 33 tO
"

a fall
;
to stagger ;

to reel.

TOT'TER-ER,* n. One who totters. Swift..

ToT'TER-fNG,*p. . Shaking as if ready to fall.

fToT'TER-Y, a. Shaking; unsteady ; tottering. Johnson.

TOT'TLE,* v. n.
[i.

TOTTLED ; pp. TOTTLI.NG, TOTTLED.] T
walk about in a tottering manner

;
to totter; to topple ;

to toddle. Palmer. [Provincial in England, and colloqui
in the United States.]

fToT'TY, a. Unsteady ; tottering. Spenser.

Tou-cAN',* [to-kan', Crabb, to'kan,^.; tbu'kan, Sat.] n. A
bird of South America. Crabb.

ToflcH, (tuch) v. a. [toucher, Fr., from the M. Goth.

tekan.] [i.
TOUCHED

; pp. TOUCHING, TOUCHED.] To come
in contact with

;
to perceive by the sense of feeling ;

'

handle slightly, without effort
;
to reach with any thing

that there may be no space between the thing reached anc

the thins brought to it: to come to ;
to attain : to try,

as gold with a stone : to relate to ; to meddle with ;

"
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affect ; t move ; to strike mentally ;

to cause to feel : to

delineat or mark out : to strike a musical instrument ;
to

influence hy impulse : to impel forcibly: to treat of

perfunctorily. To touch up, to repair, or improve by
slight strokes or little emendations.

ToOcH, (tuch) v. n. To be in contact. To touch at, to

come to with only a very short stay. To touch on or upon,
to mention slightly ;

to go to for a very short time
;
to

light upon in mental inquiries.

TOUCH, (tuch) n. [louche, Fr.] The sense of feeling ;
act of

touching ;
state of being touched

;
reach of any thing so

that there is no space between the things reaching and
reached ; contact: examination, as of gold by a stone

;

test; that by which any thing is examined
; proof; tried

qualities: single act of a pencil upon the picture:
feature; lineament: act of the hand upon a musical
instrument: power of exciting the affections; some-

thing of passion orafFection : a stroke ; animadversion ;

censure : a small quantity intermingled : a hint ; slight
notice given ;

a slight essay. [Exact performance of agree-
ment. More.]

ToficH'A-BLE, (tiich'a-bl) a. That may be touched
;
tan-

gible. Johnson.

TOUCH/HOLE, (tuch'hol) n. The hole through which the
fire is conveyed to the powder in the gun. Bacon.

TotJCH'j-LY,* ad. In a touchy manner; peevishly.

TOUCH'I-NESS, (tuch'e-nes) n. Irascibility. K. Charles.

ToGcH'lWG,prep. With regard to
; concerning. Sou'h.

ToDcu'lNG, (tuch'jng) . Pathetic
; affecting ; moving.

ToDcH'iisG-L.Y, (tiich'jng-le) ad. With feeling or emotion.

TOUCH'-ME-NOT, (tuch'iiie-not) n. A plant; noli-me-

tangere ;
a species of impatieiis. (Med.) A. species of

herpes.

TOUCH'-NEE-DLE,* n. A small bar of metal used to test

pieces of the same metal. Brando. [Jodrell.

ToOcH'pAN,* n. The pan of a gun that holds the priming.
ToucH'sTONE,(tuch'ston) n. [pierre de louche, Fr.] Stone

or test by which a metal, especially gold, is examined ;

any test or criterion.

TOUCH'WOOD, (tuch'wud) n. Rotten wood used for

tinder ; a substance for catching fire.

ToOcn'y, (tuch'e) a. Peevish ; irritable ; irascible ; techy.
TOUGH, (tuf) a. Yielding to flexure or extension without

fracture; not brittle; viscous: strong; firm; stiff;

hardy ; sturdy : stubborn
;

difficult : difficult to mas-
ticate

;
not tender.

TOUGH'EN, (tuffn)i;. n. [i. TOUGHENED ; pp. TOUGHENING,
TOUGHENED.] To grow tough. Mortimer.

TOUGH'EN, (tuf'fn) v. a. To make tough.
roDGH'lSH,* (tuf'ish) a. Somewhat tough. Jodrell.

ToDGH'LY,* (tuf'le) ad. In a tough manner. Donne.

TOUGH'NESS, (tufnes) n. State of being tough.
POU-PEE'J (to-pe') n.' [toupct, Fr.] A tuft of hair ; foretop ;

an artificial curl. Pope.
Tdv-PET>, (to-pi', to-pe', or to-pet') [to-pe', S. P. J. F. ;

t&-pet', W. Ja. ; to-pa', K. Sin.] n. [Fr.] A tuft of hair
;

same as toupee.

JT6UR, (t&r) [tor, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb.] n.

[Fr.] A circuit
;
an excursion

; atrip ;
a round

; ramble;
roving journey. [fTurn ; revolution

;
cast

;
manner.

Bentley.] &j~" My experience fails me if this word is not

slowly conforming to the true English sound of the vow-
els heard in thou." Walker. The English orthoepists, more
recent than Walker, give no countenance to this pronun-
ciation, which is regarded as a vulgarism.

TOUR-BILL'ION,* (tor-bil'y9n) n. [tourbillon, Fr.] An orna-
mental fire-work, peculiar for turning round when in

the air, so as to present the appearance of a scroll of fire.

Francis.

IITouR'iST, n. One who makes a tour or journey.
T6uR'MA-i,iNE,* /i. (Min.) A mineral, of the gem order,
and of various colors; a superior kind of schorl. Brande.

TotiRN, (turn) n. (Law) The sheriff turn or circuit, ancient-

ly made thrice a year. Burke. A spinning-wheel. Grose.

TOUR'NA-MENT, (t6r'nj-mento?-tiir'na-ment) [tor'na-ment,
S. P. F. K. R. ; tor'na-ment, E. Ja. ; tiir'na-inent, J. Sm. ;

tor'na-ment or tiir'na-ment, W.] n. [tournamentum, low

L.] A military mock encounter, practised as a sport in

the middle ages ;
tilt

; joust ;
shock of battle.

TOUR'NEY, [tor'ne, S. K. R. ; tor'ne, Ja. ; tor'ne or tur'ne,
W.; tur'ne, S/ra.f n. Same as tournament. Bacon.

TOUR'NEY, v. n. To tilt in the lists. Spenser.

ToifR'm-QUET, (tiir'ne-ket) [tur'ne-ket, P. 8m. R. Wb.;
tur'ne-kwet, W. F. J. Ja.] n. [Fr.] A bandage used in

amputations to prevent hemorrhage, tightened by a screw.

S/iarpe.

TOURIVOIS,* (torn-wa') a. [Fr.] A term applied to French

money, during the old system, as sterling- to English money.
Hamilton.

TOURNURE,* (tor-nuV) ?i. [Fr.] A turn : a part of a la-

dy's dress, called a bishop. Boiste.

ToOSE, (tOUZ)t>. <* [* TOUSED ; pp. TOUSING, TOUSED.] To
pull ;

to tear
;
to haul ;

to drag. Oower. To disorder the
hair. Sherwood. [Vulgar.]

ToOE, (to'uz) v. n. To tear; to rave. Drayton.
To OSE,* n. A pull; haul; seizure: ado. Swift.

T60'LE, (tbu'zl) v. a.
[i. TOUSLED; pp TOUSLING, TOU-

SLED.] To disorder the hair
;
to touse. More. [Vulgar.]

T60T,* v. n.
[i. TOUTED ; pp. TOUTING, TOUTED.] To ply

or seek for customers
;
to invite. Smart. [Provincial, Eng-

land.]
ToOT'ER,* n. One who touts, or solicits customers. Smart.

Tow, (to) n. The coarse part of flax or hemp.
Tow, (to) v. a. [i. TOWED; pp. TOWING, TOWED.] To draw
along through or upon the water, as by a rope.

Tow'AGE, (to'fij) n. [touage, Fr.] The act of towing. Cot-

grave. Money paid for towing. Bailey.
TOW'ARD, or TOW'ARD, [to'jrd, to'ardz, S. W. J. F. Ja.
K. Sm. R. ; to'jrd or t9-ward', P.] prep. In a direction
to ;

with tendency or motion to
; near to

; as,
" The dan-

ger now comes towards him :
" with respect to. In old

writers the two parts of this word are sometimes separat-
ed ; as,

" to God ward." 2 Cor. in. 4. fgT
" Notwith-

standing our poets almost universally accent this word on
the first syllable, and the poets are pretty generally fol-

lowed by good speakers, there are some, and those not of
the lowest order, who still place the accent on the second.
These should be reminded that, .as inwards, outwards, back-

wards, forwards, and every other word of the same form,
have the accent on the first syllable, there is not the least

reason for pronouncing towards with the accent on the
last." Walker.

TOW'ARD, or TOW'ARD, ad. Near at hand
;
in a state of

preparation. Shah. [R.]

IJTow'ARD, or TO'WARD, [to'^rd, P. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; t5'-

ward, S. W.
F.]

a. Ready to do or learn; docile; not
froward

; towardly. Shah.

||T6w'ARD-Li-NEss, or T6'wARD-Li-NESS, n. Docility ;

compliance with duty. Raleigh.

||TOW'ARD-LY, or TO'WARD-LY, a. Ready to do or learn
;

docile ; compliant with duty. Bacon.

UTow'ARD-NESS, or TO'WARD-NESS, n. Docility ;
toward-

liness. _South.
Tow'-BOAT,* n. A boat used for towing a vessel. Crabb.

TOW'EL, n. [touaille, Fr.J A cloth with which the hands
and face are wiped.

Tow'ER, n. [tor, Sax.
; tour, Fr. ; torre, It. ; turris, L.] A

high building, square, polygonal, or circular, often con-

sisting of several stories : the tower of a church is the

part which contains the bells, and from which the steeple
rises : a fortress ; a citadel : a high head-dress : high
flight ;

elevation. Johnson.

TOW'ER, V. n. [i. TOWERED J pp. TOWERING, TOWERED.] To
soar

;
to fly or rise high.

TOW'ERED, (tbu'erd) a. Adorned with towers.

T6#'ER-i'NG,*p. 'a. Very high ; lofty ; elevated
; soaring.

Tow'ER-Mris-TARD, 7i. [turritis, L.] An annual plant.

TOW'ER-Y, a. Adorned with towers
;
towered. Pope.

TOW'JNG-PATH,* n. A path along a canal for a horse
; a

tow-path. Booth.

TOW'LINE, n. (JVatrf.) A rope used in towing. Crabb.

TOWN, n. A walled or fortified place; a city ; any collec-

tion of houses larger than a village. (England) Any
number of houses to which belongs a regular market, and
which is not a city or the see of a bishop ; the court end
.of London : the metropolis, or the people in it, as op-

posed to the country, or the people of the country: the

town in which one" lives. In JWw England, it is often

used for township, or a small territorial district, whether

densely or thinly inhabited : the inhabitants of a town.

TOWN'-CLERK, (tbun'klArk or tbun'klerk. See CLERK.)
n. An officer who keeps the records of a town, and per-
forms other duties.

TOWN'-CRI-ER, n. The public crier of a town.

Tov^N'-HALL,* ft. A hall for the public business of a town.
Jlddison.

TowN'-HoOsE, 7^ The hall where the public business of a
town is transacted; a town-hall : a house in a town,
in opposition to a house in the country.

TOWN'ISH, a. Relating to, or like, a town. Turbermle. [R.]

TOWN'LESS, a. Without towns
; deprived of towns.

TOWNSFOLK,* (-fok. See FOLK.) n. People of a town 01

city. Coleridrre.

TOWN'SHIP, 71. The corporation or inhabitants of a town ;

the district belonging to a town
;
a small territorial dis-

trict having a subordinate municipal government.
TOWNSMAN, w. ;pl. TOWNSMEN. An inhabitant of a town;
one of the same town.

TOWN'TALK, (-tSiwk) n. The common talk of a place.

TOWN'TOP, 71. A large top, formerly common in the vil-

lages of England, for public exercise. Fletcher.

Tow'-PiTH,* n. A narrow path travelled by horses in

dragging boats along a canal. Baldwin.

Tow'y,* a. Containing, or resembling, tow. Holland.

Tow'ZER,* or ToG'ZER,* n. The name of a dog. Jlsk.

Tox'1-CAL, a. [toxicum, L.] Relating to toxicology ; poison-
ous

; containing poison. Bailey. [Mason.
TOX-I-CQ-DEN'DRQN,* n. (Bot.) A North American plant
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T6x-l-c<?-I,59'i-CAL,* a. Relating to toxicology. Francis.

TSX-I-CO-LO^'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a toxicological manner.
Barton.

T6x-i-coi/0-GY,* 71. [ro^iKov and AOJ/OJ.] The science of
poisons ;

a treatise or discourse on poisons. Brande.

Tc-x'p-DON,* 71. [r6$ov and 65.>vg.] (Oeol.') An extinct ge-
nus of quadrupeds, having curved teeth. Brande. [der.

TOX-OL'Q-GY,* n. A burlesque term for intoxication. Maun-
TOX-OPH'I-LITE,* n. An archer

;
a lover of the bow or of

archery. Ed. Rev.

TOY, n. [toycn, tooghen, D.] pi. TOY. A petty commodity ;

a trifle ; a tiling of no value
;
a plaything; a bawble

;
mat-

ter of no importance: folly; trifling practice ; silly opin-
ion : play ; sport ; amorous dalliance : silly tale

;
wild

fancy ;
odd conceit.

TOY, v. 71.
[i. TOYED ;pp. TOYING, TOYED.] To trifle; to dal-

ly amorously ;
to play. Shale.

fToY, v. a. To treat foolishly. Daring.
T6Y'ER,7J. One who toys. Harrison.

fToY'FUL, a. Full of tricks. Donne.

TOY'ISH, a. Trifling; wanton. Crowley.
ToY'isH-l,Y,*ad. Inatoyish or trifling manner. Baxter.

TOY'ISH-NESS, 7i. Nugacity ; wantonness. Glanmlle.

TOY'MAN, n. One who deals in toys. Young.
TOY'SHOP, 7i. A shop where toys and trifles are sold.

TOZE, r. a. To pull. Shak. See TOUSE, and'TEASE.
TRA-BE-A'TION,* 71. [trabes, L.] (Arch.') The same as en-

tablature. Brande.

TRACE, n. [trace, Fr.
; traccia, It.] A mark left by any thing

passing ; impression ; footstep ; appearance of what has

been; track; path. [tirasser, Fr.
; tirasscs, traces.] pi.

That by which beasts draw their burden ; harness.

TRACE, v. a. [tracer, Fr.
; tracciare, It.] [i. TRACED ; pp.

TRACING, TRACED.] To follow by the footsteps or remain-

ing marks
; to follow with exactness

; to mark out ;
to

walk over.

fTRACE, v. TI. To walk
;
to travel. Spenser.

TRACE'A-BLE, a. That may be traced. Drummond.
TRACE'A-BLY,* ad. So as to be traced. Wordsworth.

TRA'CER, n. One who traces. Hake.will.

TRA'CE-RY, n.(Arch.) Ornamental or ramified stone-work,
a species of pattern-work formed or traced in the head of
a Gothic window by mullions being there continued, but

diverging into curves and flowing lines, enriched with fo-

liations. P. Cyc.

TRA'CHE-A,* or TRA-!HE'A, [tra'ke-a, Sm. Wb. Crabb,
Brande; tra-ke'a, K. , tra-k'e'ai or tra''ke-a, Dunglison.] n.

[rpaxsta.] (Anat.) The windpipe. Crabb.

TRA/jeHE-AL,* a. Relating to the windpipe. Month. Rev.

TRA-JEHEL'I-POD,* n. [rpaxrjXos and TTOTJS.] (Conch.) One
of an order of mollusks. Brande.

TRA'JEHE-O-CELE,* n. [rpaxua and KjjA??.] (Med.) An en-

largement of the thyroid gland, called also bronchocele and

goitre. Brande.

TRA-JBHE-ST'O-MY,* n. The operation of making an open-
ing into the trachea or windpipe. Brande. [Brande.

TRA-HI'TIS,* n. (Med.) Inflammation of the windpipe.
TRACHYTE,* n. (Min.) A kind of lava, or volcanic rock,
composed chiefly of felspar. Lyell. [Buckland.

TRA-JEHYT'IC,* a. Relating to, or partaking of, trachyte.
TRAC'ING, n. A marking ;

course ; path ; regular track.

TRXcK, TT. [trac, old Fr.
; traccia, It. ; taracq, Arab. ; drach,

Heb.] A mark loft upon the way by the foot or something
^that has passed ;

a beaten path; a road: the railway,'

or course of rails, on a railroad.

TRXCK, V. a.
[i. TRACKED ; pp. TRACKING, TRACKED.] To

follow by the footsteps or marks left in the way ;
to trace

;

to tow : to break flax. London.

TRXCK'LESS, a. Untrodden ; marked with no footsteps.

TRXCK'I,ESS-LY,* ad. In a trackless manner. F. Butler.

TRXCK'ROAD,* n. A tow-path. Smart.

TRXCK'SCOUT, ?i. [trek-schuyt, D.] A passage-boat, in Hol-

land, dra_wn by a horse. Addison. See TRECKSCHUYT.
TRXCK'WAY,* n. A tram-road. Francis. See TRAM-ROAD.
TRXcT, n. [tractus, L.] Something drawn out or extend-
ed

;
a region ;

a quantity of land
; any thing protracted ;

course
;
manner of process. [tractatus, L.] A small pam-

phlet ;
a treatise

;
a small book.

JTRXcT, v. a. To trace out. Spenser. To protract. Huloet.

TRXc-TA-BlL'l-TY, 7?. [tractabilite , Fr.] Quality of being
tractable ; tractableness. Todd.

TRXc'TA-BT,E, a. [tractabilis, L.
; traitabJe, Fr.] That may

be led, managed, or handled
; manageable ;

docile
;
com-

pliant ; palpable ;
ductile.

TRXC'TA-BLE-NESS, TI. State of being tractable
; compli-

ance. Locke.

TRXc'TA-BLY, ad. In a tractable manner; gently.
TRXc-TA'Rl-AN,* TI. A writer of tracts

;
a tractator. Ch. of

Eng. Qu. Rev. A term applied to ttie writers of the Ox-
ford " Tracts for the Times." See PUSEYISM.

TRXc'TATE, ?i. [tractatus, L.] A treatise
;
a tract ; a small

book. Milton. [R.] [ject. Bp. Hall.

tTRXc-TA'TION, n. [tractatio, L.] The discussion of a sub-

TRXc-TA'TOR,* n. A writer of tracts
; tractarian. Ch. Ob.

TRXC'TILE, a. [tractus, L.] That may be drawn out or ex-
tended in length ;

ductile. Bacon.

TRXc-TiL'l-TY, v. The quality of being tractile. Derham.
TRXC'TIQN, n. Act of drawing ;

state of being drawn.
TRXC'TIVE,* a. That pulls or draws

; attractive. Francis.

TRXC'TQR,*TI. ; pi. TRXc'TpR^. An instrument of tractive

power ; two small bars of metal, invented by Dr. E. Per-

kins, of Norwich, Connecticut, imagined to possess mag-
netic powers, and to cure painful affections and tumors,
by being drawn over the part. They were considera-
bly in vogue in the early part of the 19th century. Brande.

TRXc'Tp-RY,* or TRXC'TRIX,* n. A curve described by a
heavy point attached to a string, the other end of which
is moved along a given straight line or curve. It is char-
acterized by the property, that the tangent is always equal
to a given line. P. Cyc.

TRADE, ?i. [tratta, It.] Traffic; commerce; exchange of
goods, formerly by barter or for other goods, now chiefly
for money : occupation or employment, distinct from ag-
riculture, from the liberal arts, or learned professions :

instruments of any occupation: any employment not
manual; business; calling: custom; habit; standing
practice: persons engaged in trade: booksellers col-

lectively. Formerly, trade was used of domestic, and
traffic of foreign, commerce. [Medicine prescribed ; as,
doctor's trade. Palmer. Vulgar.]

TRADE, v. n.
[i. TRADED ; pp. TRADING, TRADED.] To traf-

fic
;
to deal

;
to hold commerce

; to act merely for money.
[To have a trade wind. Milton.]

TRADE, v. a. To sell or exchange in commerce.
TRAD'ED, a. Versed

; practised. Shak.

tTRADE'FOL,, a. Commercial
; busy in traffic. Spenser.

TRAD'ER, n. One engaged in trade
;
a merchant ; a trades-

man
;
a dealer

;
a shopkeeper ; a retailer

;
a practitioner.

TRADESFOLK, (tradz'fok. See FOLK.) n. pi. People em-
ployed in trade. Swift.

TRADESMAN, n. , pi. TRADESMEN. A shopkeeper; trader.

TRADE'PO-PLE,* n. People employed in trade. Fenton.

TRADES'WOM-AN,* n. A woman employed in trade. Ash.

TEADE'-WIND, n. A periodical wind between the tropics,
blowing for a certain time in one direction, and therefore
favorable to trade

; monsoon.
TRAD'ING,*^. a. Carrying on trade

; mercantile.

TRAD'ING,* n. The act of carrying on commerce.
TRA-Df"TipN, n. [Fr. ; traditio, L.] A delivery; the deliv-

ery of facts or historical events to posterity by oral report,
not in writing ;

a doctrine or fact delivered or handed
down from one age or generation to another. [Act of giving
up; delivery. Blackstotw. A Latinism.] ( Thcolo try) That
body of doctrine and discipline supposed or imagined to
have been put forth by our Savior or his apostles, and not
committed to writing: distinct from Scripture.

TRA-DI"TIQN-AL, (tra-dish'un-al) a. Relating to, or deliv-
ered by, tradition

;
transmitted by oral means.

TRA-DI"TIPN-AL-L,Y, (tra-dish'un-al-le) ad. By tradition.

TRA-Di"TlQN-A-Ri-L,v,* ad. By way of tradition. Dwight.
TRA-DI"TIQN-A-RY, (tra-dish'iin-a-re) a. Relating to, or de-

livered by, tradition ; traditional. Dryden.
TRA-DI"TION-ER, (tra-dlsh'un-er) n. A traditionist. Greg-

ory. [R.]
TRA-Di"Tioiv-tsT, (tra-dish'un-ist) n. One who adheres to

tradition. Pilkington.

TRAD'l-TlVE, (trad'e-tlv) a. [traditif, Fr., from trado, L.]
That is or may be transmitted from age to age; tradi-

tional. Bp. Taylor.
TuAD'i-TOR,* 71. [L.] One who delivers up ; a traitor :

a name of reproach applied to those early Christians who
delivered up their Bibles to save their lives. Bailey.

TRA-DUCE', v. a. [traduco, L.
; traduirc, Fr.] [i. TRADUCED;

pp. TRADUCING, TRADUCED.] To censure
;
to represent as

blamable ;
to calumniate ;

to decry; to vilify ;
to dispar-

age ; _to depreciate ;
to revile. [jTo propagate. Davies.]

TRA-DUCE'ME NT, n. Censure ; obloquy. Shak. [R.]

TRA-DUC'ER, n. One who traduces ;
a calumniator.

TRA-DU'CI-BLE, a. That may be traduced. Hale.

fTRA-DCcT', 7). a. [traduco, traductum, L.] To derive
;
to

deduce. Fotherby.
TRA-D{JC'TION, n. [traductio, L.] Derivation ; propagation.

Glanville. Tradition ;
transmission

; conveyance. Hale.

Transition. Bacon. [R.]

TRA-DUC'TIVE, a. Derivable ; deducible. Warburton.

TRAF'FIC,
'

n. [trafc, Fr.
; traffico, It.] Commerce; the

business or employment of carrying on commerce or

trade
; large trade

; exchange of commodities ;
barter.

Traffic was formerly used of foreign commerce, in distinc-

tion from trade. [Commodies subject of traffic. Gay.]

C, v. n. [trafiquer, Fr. ; trafficare, It.] [i.
TRAI

J pp. TRAFFICKING, TRAFFICKED.] To praCtJS

commerce ;
to trade"; to deal ;

to barter ;
to exchange

commodities; to trade mercenarily. $3= Though traffic

is written without a k, yet, on assuming another syllable,

beginning with e or
,

A; must be inserted, in order to avoid

a change in the sound of c; as, trafficked, trafficking, traf-

ficker.
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rRAF'Fic, v. a. To exchange in traffic
; to barter.

TRAF'FIC-A-BLE, a. Marketable. Bp. Hall.

TRAF'FJCK-ER, n. One who traffics; a trader.

TRAF'FICK-ING,* n. Act of carrying on trade.

TRAG'A-CANTH, n. [tragacantha, L.] An African plant, and
a white or yellowish gum obtained from the plant, (as-

tragalus tragacantha,) familiarly called gum-dragon.
TRAG-A-cAN'THiNE,* ?i. The principle of tragacanlh ;

the
soluble gum of tragacanth. Brande.

TRA-GE'DI-AN, (tra-j5'de-an) n. [tragadus, L.] A writer of

tragedy ;
an actor of tragedy.

TRAG'E-BY, (trad'je-de) n. [tragadia, L.] A species of

drama, in which the language is elevated and the catas-

trophe melancholy 5
a dramatic representation, by dia-

logue and action, of human passions and their conse-

quences, in such a manner as to excite pity, indignation,
fear, reverence, or horror: any mournful or dreadful

event, occurrence, or deed.

TRAG'JC, ) a. [tragicus, L. ; tragique, Fr.J Relating to

TRA<^'}-CAL, | tragedy ;
mournful ; calamitous

;
sorrow-

ful
; dreadful ;

fatal.

TRAG'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a tragical manner
; calamitously.

TRAG'I-CAL-NESS, .' State of being tragical.

TRA(^-I-c6M'E-DY, n. [from tragedy and comedy; tragi-

comedie, Fr.] A drama partaking both of tragedy and

comedy, or of serious and humorous events.

TRAG-I-COM'IC,* a. Relating to tragicomedy. Ash.

TRA^-I-COM'I-CAL, a. Relating to tragicomedy ; consisting
of a mixture of mirth with sorrow.

TRAG }-COM'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a tragicomical manner.

TRAG-Q-PO'GC-N,* n. (Bot.) A genus of plants; goafs-
beard. P. Cyc.

TRAIL, (tral) v. a. [trailler, Fr.
; treglen, D.] [i. TRAILED ;

pp. TRAILING, TRAILED.] To draw; to drag: to draw
along the ground ;

to draw, as a long, floating or waving
body. Dryden. To hunt by the track. Johnson.

TRAIL, v. n. To be drawn out in length ;
to drag. Spenser.

TRAIL, (trail) n. Scent left by a track ; track followed by
the hunter; an Indian footpath: any thing drawn to

length; any thing drawn behind in long undulations; a

train. (Gunnery) The end of a travelling carriage, op-

posite to the wheels, upon which the. carriage slides. Mar.
Diet.

TRAIL'BOARD,* n. (JVaut.) The carved work between the

cheeks, that is fastened to the knees of the head. Mar.
Diet.

TRAIL'NET,* n. A net for catching fish ; drag-net. Pennant.

TRAIN, (tran) v. a. [trainer, Fr.] [i. TRAINED ;pp. TRAINING,
TRAINED.] To draw along ; to draw

;
to entice

;
to invite

;

to allure ;
to draw by artifice or stratagem, or by persua-

sion or promise: to educate; to bring up: to exercise,
or form by exercise.

TRAIN, (tran) n. [train, Fr.] Artifice; stratagem of entice-

ment: that which is drawn after, or comes after; the

lower part of a dress : the tail of a bird : a series
;
a

consecution; process; a retinue; a number of followers

or attendants; an orderly company; a procession: a

line of powder leading to a mine. Train of artillery,

cannons, mortars, and warlike stores, accompanying an

army. Clarendon.

TRAIN'A-BLE, (tran'a-bl) a. That may be trained.

TRAIN'BAND, n. ; pi. TRAINBANDS. A trained band; the

militia : a term formerly applied to the militia ofLondon.

TRAIN'BAND,* a. Belonging to the militia. Cowper.

TRAIN'BEAR-ER, n. One who holds up a train.

TRAINED, (trand) p. a. Formed by training; exercised:

having a train. B. Jonson.

TRAIN'ER, n. One who trains up ;
an instructor.

TRAINING, n. The act of educating or forming to any ex-

ercise by practice ;
a military exercise or review.

TRAIN'-OIL, n. Oil drawn by coction from the fat of the

whale.
TRAIN'-TAC-KLE,* n. (JVawi.) A combination of pulleys,

to keep a gun in its place. Mar. Diet. See TACKLE.

TRAIN'Y, a. Belonging to train-oil. Gay. [R.]

TRAIPSE, (traps) v. n. To walk or run about idly or slut-

tishly. Pope. [A low word.]
TRAIT, (trat or tri) [tra, S. P. J. K. Sm. R. ; trat, E. Wb. ;

tra or trat, W. F. Ja.] n. [Fr.] pi. TRAITS, (trats or traz)

A stroke
;
a touch ;

a feature; a line: a characteristic

mark, turn, or act ; as, a trait of character. Broome.

$3- Dr. Johnson says of this word that it is "scarce

English." It is now so fully Anglicized as to be properly

pronounced as an English word.

TRAITEUR,* (tra-tur') n. [Fr.] The keeper of an eating-
house ;

restorator. Oliver.

TRAI'TC-R, (tra'tur) n. [traitrc, Fr. ; traditor, L.] One who,
being trusted, betrays ; one guilty of perfidy or treachery.

TRAI'TOR, (tra'tur) a. Traitorous. Johnson. [R.]

tTRAl'T<?R-LY, (tra'tur-le) a. Traitorous. Shak.

TRAI'TOR-OO'S, a. Treacherous; perfidious; faithless.

TRAi'TOR-oOs-Ly,ad. In a traitorous manner; perfidiously.

TRAI'TOR-OOS-NESS, 7i. Perfidiousness ; treachery. Scott.

TRAI'TRESS, n. A woman who betrays. Dryden.

TRA-JECT', v. a. [trajectus, L.] To cast through; to throw
Glanville.

fTRAj'ECT, n. [trajet, Fr.
; trajectus, L.] A ferry ;

a passage
for water-carriage. Shak.

TRA-JEC'TIQN, n. [trajectio, L.] Act of darting through ;

transposition. Boyle. jet. Harris.

TRA-JEC'TO-RY, n. A species of curve
; the orbit of a com-

J-TRA-LA'TIQN, n. [tralatio, L.] The using of a word in a
less proper, but more significant, notion

; translation. Bp.

TRAL-A-TfTlQN,* (tral-a-tish'un) n. A change, as in the
use of words ; a metaphor. Ed. Rev.

TRAL-A-TI"TIOVS, (-tish'us) a. [tralatitius, L.] Metaphor-
ical

;
not literal

; figurative. Stackhouse. [R.]
TRAL-A-TI"TIOVS-LY, ad. Metaphorically; not literally.

Holder. [R.] [den.
tTRA-LiN'E-ATE,^. n. To deviate from any direction. Dry-
fTRA-LU'cENT, a. [tralucens, L.] Clear; translucent. Sir

J. Davies. [car. P. Cyc.
TRAM,* n. A sort of four-wheeled carriage or wagon ; a
TRAM'MEL, n. [tramail, Fr.

; trama, L.] A net in which
birds or fish are caught ; a net : a kind of shackles in
which horses are taught to pace: an instrument for

drawing ovals or ellipses : an impediment; a shackle :

an iron hook for suspending pots and kettles over a
fire. Holloioay.

TRAM'MEL, ;. a.
[i.

TRAMMELLED
; pp. TRAMMELLING, TRAM-

MELLED.] To shackle ; to catch to intercept.

IJTRA-MON'TANE, or TRAM'QN-TANE, [tra-mon'tan, Ja.

Wb. Todd ; tram'on-tan, Sm. Crabb ; tra'mgn-tan or tra-

mon'tan, K.] TU [tramontane, It.] A foreigner ;
a stran-

ger; a barbarian. The Italians gave this name to all

who lived beyond the Alps. Sheldon.

JITRA-MSN'TANE, a. Strange; foreign; barbarous. Toiler.

TRAMP, v. a. [trampa, Su. Goth.
; trampen, D.] [i.

TRAMPED
;

pp. TRAMPING, TRAMPED.] To trample ;
to tread. Stapleton.

TRAMP, v. n. To travel on foot. [Vulgar.]
TRAMP, n. Travel on foot; a journey; a walk: a va-

grant ;
a stroller

;
a beggar ;

a tramper. Grose. An in-

strument used in making hedges. London.

TRAMP'ER, n. One who tramps ;
a vagrant. Graves.

TRAM'PLE, v. a. [trampa, Su. Goth. ; trampen, D.] [i. TRAM-
PLED

; pp. TRAMPLING, TRAMPLED.] To tread under foot

from pride, contempt, or elevation.

TRAM'PLE, v. n. To tread in contempt; to tread fast and
hard. Dryden.

TRAM'PLE", m The act of treading under foot. Milton.

TRAM'PLER, n. One who tramples.

TRAM'-ROAD,* n. A road prepared for the easy transit of
trains or wagons, by placing on its surface smooth beams
of timber, blocks of stone, or plates or rails of iron, as
wheel-tracks. It is a kind of railway adapted for the

passage of vehicles with wheels of the ordinary form, for

the conveyance of wood, coals, stone, <fec. It is also called

tram-way and track-way. Francis.

fTRA-NA'Tic-N, n. [trano, L.] The act of swimming over ;

transnation. Bailey.

TRANCE, n. [transe, Fr.
; transitus, L.] A state of which the

notion is that the soul has, for a time, passed out of the

body, and has a view of spiritual things ;
state of insen-

sibility to things of this world ;
an ecstasy.

TRANCE, v. a. To entrance. Bp. Hall.

TRANCED, (transt) a. Lying in a trance or ecstasy. Shak.

TRAN'GRAM, n. An odd, intricate contrivance ; agimcrack.
jlrbutlinot. [A cant word, little used.]

TRAN'KEY,* n. A boat used in the Persian Gulf. H. B. Com.

TRAN'NEL, n. A round wooden pin ;
tree-nail. Moxon.

TRAN'QU{L, (tran'kwjl) a. [tranquille, Fr.
; tranquillas, L.J

duiet; peaceful; calm; undisturbed; composed.
TRAN-QUIL'LI-TY, (tran-kwil'le-te) n. [tranquillitas, L.

;

tranqnillite, Fr.]' State of being tranquil ; quiet; peace of
mind ; peace of condition

;
freedom from perturbation.

TRAN'QUJL-LIZE, v. a. [tranquilliser, Fr.] [i. TRANQUIL-
LIZED

; pp. TRANQUILLIZING, TRANQUILLIZED.] To rCH-

der calm or tranquil ;
to compose ;

to quiet ;
to calm

;
to

soothe
;
to allay ;

to appease ; to pacify.

TRAN'QUIL-LY, ad. In a tranquil state or manner.

TRXN'QuiL-NESS, n. State of being tranquil.

TRXjvy,* prep. [L.] Beyond. It is used as a prefix, in Eng-
lish words, signifying beyond, through, or on the other side.

TRANS-ACT', v. a. [transactus, L.]"[i. TRANSACTED; pp.

TRANSACTING, TRANSACTED.] To gO through WJth
;
tO

manage; to negotiate; to conduct; to perform; to do;
to carry on ; to accomplish ;

to treat about.

TRANS-AcT', v. n. To conduct matters ;
to manage. South.

TRiNS-Ac'TlQN, n. [Fr.] Negotiation ; dealing between
man and man

; performance ; management ; affair; tilings

managed.
TRANS-ACT'QR,M. One who transacts or manages.

TRANS-AL'PINE, a. Situated beyond the Alps, with regard
to Rome; opposite to Cisalpine; tramontane; barbarous.

TRANS-AN'I-MATE, v. a. [trans and anima, L.] To pass

animation, or the soul, from one body to another. Dean

King.
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TRXNS-XN-I-MA'TIQN, n. Act of transanimating. Herbert.

TRXNS-AT-L,XN'TIC,* a. Being on the other side of the At-
lantic. Brit. Crit.

TRXNS-CA'LEN-CY,*n. State of being transcalent. Turner.

TRXNS-CA'LENT,* a. [trans and caleo, L.] Pervious to heat.

Turner.

TRXN-SCEND', (tran-send') v. a. [transcendo, L.] [i.
TRAN-

SCENDED; pp. TRANSCENDING, TRANSCENDED.] To gO be-

yond ;
to outdo ;

to surpass ; to outgo ;
to exceed ; to ex-

cel : to surmount
;
to rise above.

fTRXN-SCEND', v. n. To climb; to excel. Hammond.
TRXN-SCEN'DENCE, ) n. Act of transcending; state of be-

TRXN-SCEN'DEN-CY, ) ing transcendent; excellence; un-
usual excellence; supereminence; exaggeration.

TRXN-SCEN'DENT, (tran-sen'dent) a. [transcendens, L.
;

transcendant, Fr.] Excellent
; preeminent ; extraordinary ;

supreme.
TRXN-SCEN-DEN'TAL, a. [transcendentalls, low L.] Tran-
scendent ; preeminent ; very excellent ; surpassing.
(Math.) A term applied to any equation, curve, or quan-
tity, which cannot be represented or defined by an alge-
braical equation of terms, with numeral and determinate
indices. Francis. In metaphysics, or intellectual philosophy," the term transcendental is applied to any thing that lies

beyond the bounds of our experience, or which does not

come within the reach of our senses. All philosophy
which carries its investigations beyond the sphere of

things which fall under our senses, is transcendental, and
the term is thus synonymous with metaphysical. Tran-
scendental philosophy may begin with experience, and
thence proceed beyond it

;
or it may start from ideas, a

priori, which are in our mind: in the latter case the

philosophy is purely transcendental, while in the former
it is of a mixed character." P. Cyc.

tTRXN-scEN-DEN'TAL,* n. A transcendentalist. Bp. Wil-

kins.

TRXN-SCEN-DEN'TAL-IM,* n. The state or quality of be-

ing transcendental
;
a transcendental notion or system ;

transcendental philosophy. EC. Rev.

TRXN-SCEN-DEN'TAL-IST,* n. One who adheres to tran-
scendentalism. Ed. Rev.

TRXN-SCEN-DEN-TXL'I-TY,* n. The quality of being tran-
scendental. Salisbury. [R.]

TRXN-SCEN'UENT-L,Y, ad. In a transcendent manner.
TRXN SCEN'DENT-NESS, n. Supereminence; unusual ex-

cellence.

fTRXN-SCEN'siON,* n. Act of transcending. Chapman.
fTRXNS'cp-LATE, v. a. [trans and colo, L.] To strain, as

through a sieve. Harvey.
tTRXNS-co-LA'TiQN,* n. Act of translating. Jlsh.

JTRXNS-coR'pp-RATE,* v. n. To pass from one body to

another. Browne.

TRXN-scRfB'BLER,* n. A transcriber, in contempt. Gray.
TRXN-SCRIBE', v. a. [transcribo, L.

; transcrire, Fr.] [i.

TRANSCRIBED; pp. TRANSCRIBING, TRANSCRIBED.] To write
or copy from an exemplar ; to copy.

TRXN-SCRIB'ER, n. One who transcribes
;
a copier.

TRXN'SCRIPT, n. [transcriptum, L.] That which is tran-
scribed

;
a copy ; any thing written from an original.

TRXN-SCRfp'TlQN, n. [Fr.] Act of transcribing; that which
is transcribed

;
a copy ; a transcript.

TRXN-SCRtp'TjVE,* a. Done as from a copy. Ash. [R.]
TRXN-scRfp'TiVE-LY, ad. In the manner of a copy. Browne.

fTRXNS-ciJR', v. n. [transcurro, L.] To run or rove to and
fro. Bacon.

fTRXNS-cuR'RENCE,* n. A running to and fro. Bailey.

fTRXNS-cijR'siQN, (trans-kiir'shun) n. [transcursus, L.]
Excursion

; passage through ; passage beyond certain
limits. Bacon.

TRXNS-DI'A-LECT,* v. a. To translate from one dialect to

another. Warburton. [R.]

TRXNS-DOc'TlON,* n. The act of carrying over. Smart.

TRiNSE, n. [transe, Fr.] An ecstasy. Milton. See TRANCE.
TRXNS-EL-E-MEN-TA'TlON,n. [traits and element.] Change

of one element into another. Burnet. [R.]
TRXN'SEPT, n. [trans and septum, L.] (^frc/t.) The cross

part of a cathedral, which extends on the north and
south sides of the area between the nave and the choir

;

a cross aisle.

fTRXN-SEX'lQN, (tran-sek'shun) n. [trans and sexus, L.]
Change from one sex to another. Browne.

TRXNS-FER', v. a. [transferor, Fr.
; transfero, L.] [i. TRANS-

FERRED ; pp. TRANSFERRING, TRANSFERRED.] To carry or

pass from one person or place to another; to convey ;
to

remove ; to transport.

TaXNs'FER, n. Act of transferring ; removal
;
a change of

property ; a delivery of property to another.

TRXNS-FER-A-BlL'l-TY,* n. Quality of being transfera-
ble. Smith.

TRXNS-FER'A-BLE, [trans-fer'a-bl, P. Ja. K. Sm. ; trans-fer'-

3-bl or trans'fer-a-bl, W.} a. That may be transferred.
' Written also transferrible.

TRXNS-FER-EE' * n. One to whom a transfer is made.
Browne.

TRXNS'FER-ENCE,* n. Transference. Mp. JVhatr.ly.

TRXNS-FER-OG'RA-PHY,* n. The art or act of copying in-

scriptions from ancient tombs, tablets. &.c. Williams.

TRXN-FER'RENCE,* n. Act of transferring; transfer.

Perry. Written also transference.

TRANS-FER'RER, n. He or that which transfers : an in-

strument used_with the air-pump.
TRXNS-FiG-u-RA'TlpN, n. [Fr.] Act of transfiguring; state

of being transfigured : the supernatural change in the

appearance of Christ, as recorded by the Evangelists.
TRANS-FlG'VRE, (trans-f ig'yiir) v. a. [transfigurer, Fr. ;

trans and figura, L.] [i. TRANSFIGURED ; pp. TRANSFIGUR-
ING, TRANSFIGURED.] To change the figure or appearance
of; to metamorphose ; to transform.

TRXNS-F'fx', v.a. [transfixus, L.] [i. TRANSFIXED ; pp. TRANS-
FIXING, TRANSFIXED.] To pierce through. Spenser.

TRXNS-Flx'iQN,* (-f ik'shun) n. Act of transfixing. Jlsh.

tTKXNS'FQ-RATE,* v. a. To make a hole through. Scott.

TRXNS-FORM', v. a. [transformer, Fr. ; trans and/orma, L.]
[i. TRANSFORMED ; pp. TRANSFORMING, TRANSFORMED.] To
change the form or substance of; to transmute

;
to meta-

morphose.

TRXNS-FORM',_r. 7t. To be metamorphosed. Mdison.

TRXNS-FOR-MA'TION, n. Act of transforming; state of be-

ing transformed ; change of form ; metamorphosis.
TRXNS-FORM'JNG,*P. a. Changing the form.

fTRXNS-FREiGHT', (frat') v. n. To pass over. Waterhouse.

JTRXNS-FRE-TA'TIQN, n. [trans and /return, L.] Passage
over the sea. Davies.

fTRXNS-F&XD'jV. a. [transfundo, L.] To transfuse. Barrow.

TRXNS-FUE', (trans-fuz') r. a. [transfusus, L.] [?'.
TRANS-

FUSED
; pp. TRANSFUSING, TRANSFUSED.] To pOUr OUt of

one into another : to inject or pass the blood of one an-
imal into the veins of another.

TRXNS-FU'SI-BLE, a. That may be transfused.

TRXNS-FU'^ION, (trans-fu'zhun) n. The act of transfusing.

(Jtfed.) The injection of the blood of one living animal
into the veins of another.

TRXNS-GRESS', v. a. [transgrcsser, Fr.
; transgressus, L.l

fi. TRANSGRESSED; pp. TRANSGRESSING, TRANSGRESSED.]
To pass over

; to pass beyond : to violate ; to break.

TRXNS-GRESS', v. n. To offend by violating a law.

TRXNS-GRES'SION, (trans-gresh'un) n. [Fr.] Act of trans-

pressing ;
violation of a law

;
breach of a command

;
in-

fringement; misdemeanor; misdeed; offence ; crime.

TRANS-GRES'SION-AL, a. Faulty; offending. Burnet.

TRANS-GRES'siVE,a. Faulty ; culpable ; apt to transgress;
transgressional. Browne.

TRXNS-GRESS'OR, n. [transgresseur, Fr.] One who trans-

gresses; offender.

TRXN-SlliP',* v. a. See TRANSSHIP.

TRXN'SIEN-CY,* (tran'shen-se) n. The quality of being
transient; transientness. Coleridge.

TRXN'SIENT, (tran'shent). a. [trarwiens, L.]
Soon past;

soon passing : short; momentary; not lasting; not dura-
ble

; transitory ; fleeting ; temporary.
TRXN'SIENT-LY, (tran'shent-le) ad. In a transient manner.
TRXN'SIENT-NESS, (tran'shent-nes) n. State of being tran-

sient
; short continuance ; speedy passage.

TRXN-SIL'IENCE, (tran-sil'yens) ) n. [transilio, L.] Leap
TRXN-SIL'IEN-CY, (tran-sil'yen-se) j

from thing to thing.
Glanville. '[R.]

'

TJtXNS-I'RE,* n. [L.] (Eng.law) A custom-house warrant,
giving free passage for goods to a place ; a permit. Whishaw.

TRXN'siT, n. [transitus, L.] (Astron.) The culmination or

passage of a heavenly body across the meridian of any
place ;

the passage of an inferior planet across the sun's
disk : conveyance or passage, as of goods.

TRXN-S!"TION, (tran-sizh'un) [tran-sizh'un, J. Ja. K. Sm. ;

tran-alsh'un, S. E. ; tran-slzh'un or tran-sish'un, JK. F.]
n. [Fr. ; transitio, L ] Passage from one place or state to

another; change, as of a key in music, or of the subject
of discourse.

TRXN-sf'TiON,* (tran-sizh'un) a. (Geol.) Noting a change
or passage from one state to another. Transition rocks
are those which are supposed to have been formed when
the earth was undergoing a radical change. Buckland.

TRXx-sF'TlON-AL,,* (tran-slzh'un-al) a. Relating to transi-

tion ; changing from one state to another. Coleridge.

TRXN-ST"TION-A-RY,* a. Transitional ; changing. EC. Rev.

TRXNs'l-T'fVE, a. [transitivus, L.] Having the power of

passing. Bacon (Gram.') Acting upon some object, as a
verb. A .verb transitive is one which signifies an action
conceived as having an effect on some object; and it will

admit the objective case of a noun or pronoun after it
;

as,
" She learns her lesson

;

" " He loves her." A verb
which will not admit the objective case after it is intrans-

itive. Transitive verbs are also styled active verbs; and
they have the abbreviations v. a. affixed to them in this

and most other modern English dictionaries.

TRXNS'J-TIVE-LY,* ad. In a transitive manner. Bp. Taylor.
TRANS'I-Ti'vE-NESS,*n. The state of being transitive. Scott.

TRAN'SI-TO-RI-LY, ad. In a transitory manner.

TRXN'SI-TQ-RI-NESS, n. State of being transitory.
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TRXN'SI-TO-RY, a. [transitoirc, Fr. ; transitorius,from trans-

eo, L.] Continuing but a short time
; speedily vanishing ;

passing; fleeting; transient.

TRXNS-LAT'A-BLE, a. Capable of being translated.

TRANS-LATE', v. a. [translator, old Fr.
; translatus, L.] [i.

TRANSLATED
; pp. TRANSLATING, TRANSLATED.] To traHS-

port ;
to remove, as a bishop from one see to another : to

transfer from one to another
;
to convey ;

to change : to

interpret into another language i
to change to another

language, retaining the sense.
TRiNS-LA'TION, re. [translatio, L.

; translation, Fr.]
Act of

translating ;
state of being translated

;
that which is trans-

lated
;
the rendering of a literary work from the original

language into another
;
a version : removal

;
act of re-

moving : the removal of a bishop to another see.

fTRANs-LA-Ti"Tious, (trans-la-tlsh'us) u- [trahslatice, old

Fr.] Translative; transposed. Coigrave. Transported.
Evelyn. _

TRXNS-LA'TIVE, a. [translativus, L.] Taken from others.

TRXNS-LA'TOR, n. [translateur, old Fr.] One who translates.

TRXNS-LA'TQ-RY, [trans-la'tur-e, W. P. K. Sm. ; trans'la-

tiir-e, S._; tranz-la'tur-e, Ja.] a'. Transferring. Arbuthnot.

TRXNS-LA'TRESS, n'. A female who translates. Todd.

TRXNS-LQ-CA'TIPN, n. [trans and locus, L.] A change from
one place to another. Woodward.

TRXNS-LU'CENCE,* n. Translucency. Coleridge.
TRXNS-LU'CEN-CY, n. State of being translucent; semi-

transparency; diaphaneity.
TRXNS-LU'CENT, a. [trans and lucens, L.] Admitting the

passage of rays of light, but not capable of being seen

through ; semi-transparent ; diaphanous. [ton.

TRXNS-LU'CENT-LY,* ad. In a translucent manner. Dray-
TRXNS-LU'CID, a. [trans and lucidus, L.] Translucent. Ba-

con. [R.]

TRXNS'L,y-NA-RY,* a. Being beyond the moon. Drayton. [R.]

TRXNS-MA-RiNE', a. [transmarinus, L.] Lying on the other
side of the sea

; found beyond sea. Howell.

fTRXNS'MEW, v. a. [transmuto, L.
; transmuer, Fr.] To

transmute ; to transform. Spenser.

TRXNS'MI-GRXNT, a. [transmigrant, L.] Passing into an-
other country or state. Bacon. [R.]

TRXNS'MI-GRATE,u. n. [transmit?, L.] [i. TRANSMIGRAT-
ED ;pp. TRANSMIGRATING, TRANSMIGRATED.] To paSS from
one place, country, or body, into another.

TRXNS-MI-GRA'TION, n. [Fr.] Act of transmigrating; pas-
sage from one place, state, or body, into another.

TRXNS'MI-GRA-TOR, n. One who transmigrates. Ellis.

TRXNS-Mis-si-BiL/i-TY,* n. Quality of being transmissible.
Smart.

TRXNS-MIS'SI-BLE,* a. That may be transmitted. Sm.art.

TRXNS-Mfs'sipN, (-mish'un) n. [Fr.] Act of transmitting;
thing transmitted

;
a sending.

TRXNS-MIS'SIVE, a. [transmissus, L.] Transmitted; sent;
derived from one to another. Prior.

TRXNS-MIT',^. a. [transmitto,L. ; transmettre, Fr.] [{.TRANS-
MITTED

; pp. TRANSMITTING, TRANSMITTED.] To send from
one person or place to another. [Swift,.

TRXNS-MIT'TAL, w. Act of transmitting; transmission.

TRANS-MIT'TER, n. One who transmits. Savage.
TRXNS-MiT'Tl-BLE,ff. That may be transmitted

; transmis-
sible. Marquis of Worcester.

TRXNS-MOG-RI-FI-CA'TION,* n. The act of transmogrify-
ing. Cti. Ob. [Low.]

TRXNS-MOG'RI-FY,* v. a. To transform
;

to metamor-
phose. Fielding. [Ludicrous and low.]

TRXNS-MU-TA-BlL'l-TY,* n. Quality of being transmuta-
ble. Duncan.

TRXNS-MU'TA-BLE, a. [transmuable, Fr.] That may be

transmuted; capable of change ; possible to be changed.
TRANS-MU'TA-BLE-NESS * n. Quality of being transinuta-

ble. Boyle.

'

TRX.\s-Mu'TA-BLY,a<2. With capacity of being transmuted.

TRXNS-MV-TA'TIO.\, n. [Fr. ; transmutatio, L.] Act of

transmuting ;
state of being transmuted

; change into an-
other substance

;
alteration.

TRXNS-MV-TA'TION-IST,* . One who holds to the trans-
mutation of metals, &c. Lyell.

TRANS-MOTE', v. a. [transmuto, L. ; transmuer, Fr.] [i.

TRANSMUTED ; pp. TRANSMUTING, TRANSMUTED.] To Change
from one nature or substance into another.

TR.\NS-MUT'ER, n. One who transmutes.

TRXNS-MUT'U-AL,* a. Reciprocally mutual. Coleridge. [R.]
tTRXNS-NA'TiON,* n. Act of swimming over. Ash.

TRXN'SOM, n. [transenna, L.] (Arch.) A horizontal piece or
bar running across a double window, dividing it into two
stories

;
a cross-beam over a door or over the stern-post of

a ship : a piece of wood fixed to a mathematical instru-

ment, called a cross-staff.

TRAN'SOM-WIN-DOW,* n. (Arch.) A window withacross-
piece. Ash,

TRXNS'PA-TJANE,* a. 'Situated beyond the river Po. Burke.

TRXNS-PAR'ENCE,*. [Fr.] Same as transparency. Hamilton.

TRXNS-PAR'EN-CY, (trans-par'en-se) n. [transparence, Fr.]
State of being transparent ;

clearness
; diaphaneity.

TRXNS-PAR'ENT, a [Fr. ;
trans and appareo, L.] That may

be seen through, as glass; admitting the passage of light;
pervious to the light ; clear; pellucid; diaphanous; trans-
lucent

;
not opaque.

TRXNS-PAR'ENT-LY, ad. Clearly ; so as to be seen through.
TRXNS-PAR'ENT-NESS, //. Quality of being transparent.

iss over. Gregory. [R.]
ss by ; to pass away. Daniel. [R.]
Fhat may be passed over. Daniel.

TRANS-PA"SS', v. a. To pass
TRXNS-pAss', v. n. To pass
TRXNS-Piss'A-BLE,*a. That may be passed over. Da
TRXN-spic'v-oCs, a. [trans and specio, L.] Transparent;

pervious to the sight. Milton. [R.]
TRXNS-PIERCE', (trans-pers'. See PIERCE.) v. a. [trans-
percer,Fr.] [i. TRANSPIERCED ; pp. TRANSPIERCING, TRANS-
PIERCED.] lo pierce through ;

to penetrate; to permeate.
TRXN-SPIR'A-BLE, a. [tronspirable, Fr.] Capable of tran-

spiring; that may transpire. Cotgrave.
TRXN-SPI-RA'TION, n. [Fr.] Emission in vapor. Browne.
Pulmonary transpiration, the exhalation of watery vapor
which is constantly going on from the blood circulating
through the lungs.

TRXN-SPlRE', v. a. [transpiro, L.
; transpirer, Fr.] [i. TRAN-

SPIRED
; pp. TRANSPIRING, TRANSPIRED.] To emit in

vapor. _
TRAN-SPIRE', v. n. [transpirer, Fr.] To be emitted, as

through the pores of the skin. Woodward. To escape from
secrecy to notice. Ld. Chesterfield. To happen ; to occur ;

to elapse. EC. Rev. " What transpired is as yet kept secret."
London Sun. 9^7= This novel use of the word is pretty
common in the United States

;
nor does it appear to be

very uncommon in England, though it has been repeatedly
censured by judicious critics, both there and here, as im-

proper.
" He "

^the author of the " Life of Dr. Adam
Clarke ")

" often talks of transpiring, where most other

people would talk of passing or elapsing." Brit. Crit.

TRXNS-PLACE', v. a. To put into a new place. Wilkins.

TRANS-PLXNT', v. a. [trans and planto, L.
; transplanter,

Fr.] [^.TRANSPLANTED; p/>. TRANSPLANTING, TRANSPLANT-
ED.] To remove and plant in another place ;

to remove
and settle

;
to remove.

TRXNS-PLAN-TA'TION, n. Act of transplanting ;
state of

being transplanted ; removal from one place or country to

another.

TRXNS-PLXNT'ER, n. One who transplants.
TRXN-SPLEN'DEN-CY, n. Supereminent splendor. More.

TRAN-SPLEN'DENT, a. Supereminently splendid. Todd.

TRAN-SPLEN'DENT-LY, ad. With supereminent splendor.
TRXNS-PORT', v. a. [trans and porto, L. ; transporter, Fr.]

[t. TRANSPORTED
; pp. TRANSPORTING, TRANSPORTED.] To

carry or convey from one place or country to another :

to carry into banishment, as a felon
;
to sentence to banish-

ment : to carry away by violence, of passion ;
to put into

ecstasy _;
to ravish with pleasure: to bear; to remove.

TRANS'PORT, n. [Fr.] Transportation ; carriage ; convey-
ance

;
a vessel of carriage, particularly one in which sol-

diers are conveyed: rapture; ecstasy: a felon sen-
tenced to exile.

TRXNS-PORT-A-BIL'I-TY,* n. State of being transportable
Ed. Ency.

TRANS-PORT'A-BLE,* a. That may be transported. QK.
Rev.

fTRXNS-PORT'ANCE, n. Conveyance; transport. Shak.

jTRXNS-PORT^ANT, a. Affording great pleasure. More.

TRXNS-POR-TA'TION, n. Act of transporting; conveyance;
carriage ; transmission or conveyance ; transport : ban-
ishment for felony. [fEcstasy. South.]

TRXNS-PORT'ED-LY, ad. In a state of transport.

TRXNS-PORT'ED-NESS, ?. State of transport. Bp. Hall.

TRANS-PORT'ER, n. One who transports. Carew.

TRXNS-PORT'JNG,*/). a. Ravishing with delight.

fTRXNS-PORT'MENT, n. Transportation. Bcaum. S( Fl.

TRXNS'PORT-SHIP,* n. A vessel employed in conveying
soldiers or convicts. Goldsmith.

TRXNS'PORT-VES-SEL,* n. A vessel employed to transport
soldiers and warlike stores, or convicts. Ash.

TRXNS-PO'AL, n. Transposition. Swift.

TRXNS-POSE', (trans-pox') v. a. [transposer, Fr.
; transposi-

turn, L.] [i. TRANSPOSED ; pp. TRANSPOSING, TRANSPOSED.]
To change the order of, by putting each in place of tho
other

;
to put out of place ;

to remove.

TRANS-PQ-^i"TlON, (tnins-pg-zTsh'un) n. [Fr.] Act of trans-

posing ;
state of being transposed; reciprocal change of

place.

TRXNS-PO-SV'TION-AL, (-zish'un-) a. Relating to transpo-
sition. Pevge.

TRXiss-POJj'i-TlVE,* a. Made by, or consisting of, transpo-
sition. Crombic.

TRXNS-PRINT',* v. a. To print out of its proper place, or in

another place. Coleridge.

TRANS-PROSJE',* u. a. To change from prose into verse. Dry-
den. [R.]_

TRXNS-SHAPE', v. a. To transform. Shak. [R.J

TRXNS-SHIP',* r. a. [i. TRANSSHIPPED ; pp. TRANSSHIPPING,

TRANSSHIPPED.] To convey from one ship or vessel to an-
other. Lord Macartney.
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,* n. The act of transshipping ;
the act

of taking a cargo out of one ship, and loading it into an-
other. Jodrell.

TRXN-SUB-STXN'TI-ATE, (tran-sub-stan'she-at)TJ. a. [trans-

snbstantier, Fr.] [i. TRANSUBSTANTIATED
; pp. TRANSUB-

STANTIATING, TRANSUBSTANTIATED.] To change to anoth-
er substance. Donne.

TRXN-SVB-STAN-TI-A'TION, (tran-sub-stan-she-a'shun) n.

[transsubstantiation, Fr.] Change of substance: the doc-
trine held by the Roman Catholic church, that, in the

eucharist, the bread and wine are changed into the real

body and blood of Christ.

TRXN-SVB-STXN'TI-A-TQR, (tran-sab-stan'she-a-tur) n. A
believer in transubstantiation. Barrow. [R.]

TRXN-SU-DA'TIQN, n. Act of transuding; the oozing of
fluids through membranes or pores. Boyle.

TRXN-SU'DA-TQ-RY, a. Passing through in vapor. Todd.

TRXN-SUDE', v. n. [trans and sudo, L.] [i.
TRANSUDED ; pp.

TRANSUDING, TRANsi'DED.] To pass through the pores in

vapor ; to perspire in vapor. Harvey.
TRXN-SUME', v. a. [transiimo, L.] To take from one thing

to another
; to convert one thing into another. Crashaw.

fTRXN'stJMPT, (tran'sumt) n. [old Fr.
; transumptum, L.]

Copy of a record. Herbert.

TRAN-SUMP'TIQN, (tran-sum'shun) n. Act of transuming.
TRXN-SDMP'TIVE,* (tran-sum'tjv) a. Transferred from one

to another. Seldcn.

TRXNS-VEC'TIQN, n. The act of carrying over. Glanville.

TRXNS-VER'SAL, a. [Fr. ;
trans and versalis, L.] Running

crosswise
; transverse: applied to a straight line drawn

across several others. Hale.

TRXNS-VER'SAL, *TI. (Gcom.) A line which is drawn across
several other's so as to cut them all. P. Cyc.

TRANS-VER'SAL-LY, ad. Transversely. W'ilkins. [R.]
TRXNS-VERSE', v. a. [transversus, L.] [i. TRANSVERSED ;

pp. TRANSVERSING, TRANS VERSED.] To change J
tO OVCr-

turn. Leslie.

TRXNS-VERSE', a. [transversus, L.] Running across; be-

ing crosswise. Milton. Transverse axis, ( Conic sections)
the diameter which passes through both foci.

TRXNS'VERSE,* n. The longer diameter or axis of an el-

lipse, &c. Crabb.

TRXNS-VERSE'LY, ad In a cross direction. Stillingfleet.

tTRXNS-vo-LA'TlQN,* n. Act of flying beyond. Bp. 7'aylor.

fTRXNT'ER, n. A hawker or vender of fish. Bailey.

TRXp, n. A little engine or instrument with a catch or
valves for closing, used for catching vermin, also tres-

passers on private property; a snare: an ambush; a

stratagem : a part of a machine : a game at ball.

TRXp, v. a.
[i. TRAPPED; pp. TRAPPING, TRAPPED.] To en-

snare
;
to catch by a snare or trap ;

to entrap : to adorn
;

to decorate
;
to dress. Cowlcy.

TRXP,* a. Relating to the rock so called. Jameson.

TRXp,* orTRXp'-RocK,* n. (Min.) The name of a rock,
often of columnar form, and apparently of igneous or
volcanic origin, composed of hornblende, felspar, and au-

gite. Brande.

TRA-PXN', v. a.
[i. TRAPANNED ; pp. TRAPANNING, THAPAN-

NED.] To Jay a trap for; to ensnare. South.

TRA-PAN', n. A cheat ; a stratagem ; a snare. South.

TRA-PXN^NER, w. A deceiver. South.

TRXP'-DOOR, (trap'dor) . A door in a floor, opening and
shutting like a valve.

fTRAPE, v. n. To run about idly. See TRAIPSE.

TRAPES, n. An idle, slatternly woman. Hudibras. [Low.]
UTRA-PE'ZI-^N,* a. Resembling a trapezium. Smart.

TRA-P'ZI-FORM,* a. Being in the form of a trapezium.
London.

JTRAPEZIUIM, (tra-pS'zhe-um or tra-p5'ze-um) [tra-p5'zhe-
um, W. J. F.Ja.; tra-p3'7.e-um, P. Sm. R.; tra-po'zhum,
S.K.] n. [L.-, r/ya,Ti

;

s(^,Gr. ; trapeze, Fr.l pi. TRAPEZIA
or TRAPEZIUMS. (Geom.) A four-sided figure, of which
neither two of the opposite sides are equal or parallel.

(Jlnat.) A bone in the wrist.

TRXP'E-ZOID, or TRA-PE'ZO'I'D, [tra-p5'zoTd, S. W. P. J.

F.; trap'e-zold, Ja. K. Sm. Wb. A*h, Johnson.] n. [rpa/rt-
$tov and u<5 ,/$, Gr.

; trapczo'ide, Fr.] A four-sided figure,
of which two only of the sides are parallel.

TRXP-E-ZOID'AL,* a. Having the form of a trapezoid.
Smart.

TRXP'PE-AN,* a. Relating to, or containing, trap. LyelL
TRAP'PER,* n. One employed in catching by traps. Pennant.

TRXP'PINGS, n. pi. Ornaments; dress; embellishments;
especially such as arc used in decorating a horse.

TRXP'PJST,* 7i. One of a religious order of the Catholic
church in France, still existing in Normandy. Brande.

TRAP'Poys,* a. Being of the nature of trap. Smart.

TRXp'-STicK, 7*. A stick used in the game of trap. Spec-
tator.

TRXp'TDFF,* n. Masses of hornblende, basalt, &c. Smart.

TRXSH, 7). Any thing worthless ; dross ; dregs ;
matter im-

proper for food : that which is lopped off of trees, sugar-
cane, &c. [A worthless person. Shak.] (Hunting) A
clog or encumbrance to a dog.

TRXsH, v. a. To lop; to crop. Warburton. To crush ;
to

trample on
;
to clog ; to encumber. Shale.

tTRXsH, v. n. To follow with bustle; to trample. Puritan.

TRXSH'Y, a. Consisting of trash; worthless; vile; use-
less.

TRXss,* n. (Min.) A deposit of volcanic ashes and scoria
thrown out of some volcanoes; argillaceous earth. LyelL
See TERRAS.

JTRAU'LISM, n. [traulizo, L.] A stammering repetition.

Dalgarno.
TRAu-MXT'jc, a. [rpavuaTtKds.] (Med.) Vulnerary ;

useful
to wounds. Wiseman.

TRAU-MXT'IC, n. Medicine good to heal wounds. Chambers.

TRAV'AIL, '(trav'il) v. n. [travailler, Fr.] [i. TRAVAILED;
pp. TRAVAILING, TRAVAILED.] To labor ; to toil ;

to labor
with pain ; especially, to labor in childbirth.

fTRXv'AlL, v. a. [travagliare, It.] To harass
;
to tire. Hay

TRXv'AIL, (trav'jl) n. Labor; toil
; labor in childbirth.

TRAVE, n. [trabs, L.
; travail, Fr.] A beam; a traverse

Maundrell. A wooden frame for shoeing unruly horses.

TRXv'EL, v. n. [i. TRAVELLED; pp. TRAVELLING, TRAV-

ELLED.] To make journeys ;
to pass ; to go ; to perform

travel ; to journey ;
to visit foreign countries.

J/= The following derivatives of travel, viz., travelled,

travelling, and traveller, Are here given with the / doubled,
as they are found in most English dictionaries, and in

accordance, also, with the prevailing usage. Some, how-
ever, spell these words with a single /, thus, traveled,

traveling, traveler. This form is agreeable to the general
analogy of the language ;

and it only wants the sanction
of the prevailing usage to render it the preferable orthog-
raphy. These remarks are equally applicable to the de-
rivatives of a number of other verbs ending in I ; as, cav-

il, drivel, empanel, gravel, grovel, level, marvel, model, &.C.

TRXv'EL, v. a. To pass ;
to journey over. Milton. [tTo

force to journey. Spenser.]

TRXV'EL, n. [travail, Fr.] Act of travelling; journey.
pi. A book or publication containing an account of occur-
rences and observations in a journey or travel.

TRXV'ELLED, (trav'eld) a. Having made journeys. Wotton.

TRXv'EL-LER, n. [tranailleur, Fr.] One who travels
;
one

who performs and writes travels : a travelling mercan-
tile clerk. (JVaut.) A ring or hoop which slides along a

rope or spar.

TRXv'EL-LER's-JoY,* n. A climbing plant ;
clematis.

Booth.

TRXV'EL-TAINT-ED, a. Fatigued with travel. Shak.

^l^RAVfEKS, ad. [Fr.] Athwart; across. Shak. See TRAV-
ERSE.

TRXV'ERS-A-BLE, a. That may be traversed
;
liable to le-

gal objection. Hale.

TRXV'ERSE, [trav'ers, S. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.; tra-

ve'rs', W.] ad. [a travera, Fr.] Crosswise
;
athwart. Ba-

con.

TRXv'ERSE, [trav'ers, P. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; tra-vers', &
W.] prep. Through crosswise. Milton. [R.]

TRXv'ERSE, a. [transversus, L.
; traverse, Fr.] Lying

across ; lying athwart. Hayward. Traverse jury, a petit

jury which tries a case in which one of the parties affirms

something which is denied by the other.

TRXV'ERSE, n. Any thing laid, built, or hung across;
something that thwarts, crosses, or obstructs

;
a thwart-

ingobstacle: a flexure
;
a turn: subterfuge; trick.

(Law) A denial of what the opposite party has advanced
in any stage of pleadings; the act of denying and taking
issue upon an indictment.

TRXv'ERSE, v. a. [travcrser, Fr.] [i.
TRAVERSED

; pp. TRAV-

ERSING, TRAVERSED.] To cross ;
to lay athwart; to cross

by way of opposition ;
to thwart with obstacles; to wan-

der over ;
to survey ;

to examine thoroughly ;
to turn and

point in some direction, as a cannon. (JVauZ.) To brace

aft, as a yard. (Law) To contradict or deny, as an alle-

gation ;
to take issue on an indictment.

TEXV'ERSE, v. n. To oppose a movement in fencing. Shak.

TRXv'ERSE-BoARD,* 7?. (Naut.) A circular piece of board

marked with all the points of the compass, used for keep-

ing the reckoning of, or courses run by. a ship. Mar. Diet.

TRXv'ERS-ER,* n. One who traverses. (Law) One who
denies some matter of fact alleged to be done in a decla-

ration or pleading ;
one who takes issue upon an indict-

ment. Shiel.

TRXV'ERSE-SAIL'ING,* n. (JVawf.) A method of working
or calculating traverses, or compound courses, so as to

bring them all into one. Mar. Diet.

TRXv'ERSE-TA'BLE,* n. See TRAVERSE-BOARD. Smart.

TRXV'ER-TINE,* n. (Min.) A sp;>cie.s of limestone depos-
ited from the water of springs, which hold lime in solu-

tion. LyelL
TRXv'EST-ED, a. [travesti, Fr.

; travestito, It.] Dressed in

the clothes'of another; disguised ;
travestied. Bentley. [R.]

TRXv'ES-TY, a. [travesti, Fr.] Dressed preposterously ;

travestied. Johnson. [R.]
TRXV'ES-TY, n. A literary work so translated or imitated

., , I, 0, U, Y, long; X, fi, I, o, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALLj HEIR, HERj
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as to be rendered ridiculous

;
a parody ;

a burlesque per-
formance

;
a work travestied.

TRAV'ES-TY, v. a. [i. TRAVESTIED ; pp. TRAVESTYING, TRA v-

BSTIED.] To translate so as to render ridiculous ;
to par-

ody ;
to turn into burlesque and ridicule. Dr. Warton.

TRXV'IS, n. Same as trave. A. Wood.

TRAY, (tra) n. [traeg, Su. Goth.
; trua, L.] A shallow,

w_ooden vessel. Mozon.

TRAY'TRIP, n. A game at tables or draughts. Shak.

ffREACH'ER, )

fTREACH'E-TOVR, > 7i. [tricheur, Fr.] A traitor. Spenser.

TREACH'ER-O'US, (trgch'er-us) a. Partaking of treachery ;

faithless
; perfidious ;

traitorous
;
false.

TREACH'ER-OUS-LY, ad. Perfidiously; by treachery.
TREACH'ER-OUS-NESS, n. Quality of being treacherous.

TREACH'ER-Y, (trech'er-e) n. [tricherie, Fr., from triegen,

Ger.] Perfidy ; breach of faith, fidelity, or trust.

TREA'CLE, (tre'kl) n. [triacle, old Fr.
; triaclde, D.] A medi-

cine made up of many ingredients. Boyle. The viscid,
brown sirup which drains from sugar; molasses. Ellis.

TREA'CLE-MDs'TARD,* n. A plant possessing warm and

pungent qualities. Farm. Ency.
TREAD, (tred) v. n. [i.

TROD
; pp. TREADING, TRODDEN or

TROD.] To set the foot; to trample; to walk with form
or state : to copulate, as birds.

TREAD, v. a. To walk on
;
to press or beat with the feet;

to beat
;
to track

;
to walk on in a formal manner ; to

crush under foot ; to trample ;
to put in action by the feet.

Drydcn. To compress, as a bird.

TREAD, (tred) n. Act of treading; step with the foot:

way; track; path: compression by the male fowl.

(J3rch.) The horizontal part of a step on which the foot

is placed.
TREAD'ER, n. One who treads.

TREAD'ING,* n. The act of one that treads ;
a step. Rowe.

TREAD'LE, (tred'dl) n. The part of a loom or other ma-
chine which is moved by the tread or foot : the albugin-
eous cords which unite the yolk to the white of an egg.

[Sperm of the cock. Browne.}
TREAD'-MiLL,*n. A mill turned by persons treading upon
a wheel

;
a recent invention for giving useful employ-

ment to persons imprisoned for crime. Brande.

fTREAGUE, (treg) n. [tregua, It.] A truce. Spenser.

TREASON, (tre'zn) n. [trahison, Fr.] (Law) Breach of fidel-

ity ; rebellion ; the highest offence against a state or gov-
ernment. High treason is an offence committed against
the king, kingdom, or commonwealth. Petit treason is

the murder of a husband by a wife, of a master or mis-
tress by a servant, of an ecclesiastic by a prelate, &c.

TREA'SON-A-BLE, (tre'zn-a-bl) a. Having the nature or

guilt of treason
; rebellious.

TREA'SON-A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of being treasonable.

TREA'ON-A-BLY, (tre'zn-a-bl e) ad. In a treasonable man-
ner.

fTREA'SON-ous, (tre'zn-us) a. Treasonable. Shak.

TREAS'VRE, (trezh'ur) n. [tresor, Fr.
; thesaurus, L.]

Wealth hoarded up ;
riches accumulated

;
abundance :

something greatly valued.

TREAS'VRE, (trezh'ur) v. a. [i. TREASURED ; pp. TREASUR-

ING, TREASURED.] To hoard
; to reposit ;

to lay up.

TREAS'VRE-HOUSE, (trezh'ur-) n. Place where hoarded
riches are kept ; treasury. Hooker.

TREAS'VR-ER, (trezh'ur-er) n. [tresorier, Fr.] One who
has care of the money, funds, or revenue of a society,

corporation, state, or nation. Lord High Treasurer, for-

nrerly the third great officer of the crown of England,
the duties of whose office are now executed by five com-
missioners.

TREAS'UR-ER-SHTP, (trezh'ur-er-ship) n. The office or dig-

nity of treasurer. Hakewill.

TREAS'VR-ESS, ^trezh'ur-es) n. A female treasurer.

TREAS'VRE-TROVE,*W. (Law) Money, &c., found hidden
in the earth, the owner being unknown. Crabb.

TREAS'U-RY, (trezh'u-re) n. [tresorerie, Fr.] A place in

which money is stored
;
a house or office in which the

public revenue is deposited. [{Treasure. Shale.]

TREAT, (tret) v. a. [trailer, Fr.
; tracto, L.] [i. TREATED ;

pp. TREATING, TREATED.] To negotiate ; to settle.

[tracto, L.] To discourse on; to use in any manner; to

handle
; to manage ;

to carry on
;

to entertain without

expense.
TR::AT, v. n. [trailer, Fr.] To discourse : to practise nego-

tiation
;
to come to terms : to make gratuitous entertain-

ments.

TREAT, (tret) n. An entertainment given of food or drink,
or both; something given for an entertainment; a rich

entertainment
;
a feast

;
a banquet.

tTREAT'A-BLE, a. [traitable, Fr.] Tractable. Hooker.

fTREAT'A-BLY, ad. Moderately; tractably. Hooker.

TREAT'ER, n. One who treats or discourses.

TREA'TISE, (tre'tjz or tre'tis) [tre'tiz, W. P. J. Ja. Sm. ;

tre'tjs/S. F. K. Wb.\ n. [tractatus, L.]'A discourse ;
a tract ;

formal essay ;
a disquisition.

||TREA'TIS-ER, n. One who writes a treatise. Featley. [R.]
TREAT'MIJNT, (tret'ment) n. [traitement, Fr.'J Act of treat-

ing ;
manner of being treated; management; usage;

manner of using, good or bad : entertainment.

TREA'TY, (tre'te) 7i. [traite, Fr.] Negotiation; act of treat-

ing ;
a compact; an agreement between two or more in-

dependent states. [fEntreaty. Shak.]
TREB'LE, (treb'bl) [treh'bl, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; trfb'-

bl, Wb.\ a. [triple, Fr.
; triplus, triplex, L.I Threefold

;

triple. (Mas.) High or most acute in sound.

TREB'LE, (treb'bl) v. a.
[i. TREBLED ; pp. TREBLING, TREB-

LED.] To multiply by three
;
to make thrice as much

;
to

triple.

TREB'LE, (treb'bl) v. n. To become threefold. Swift.

TREB'LE, (treb'bl) 71. (Mus.) The highest or acutest part
in music, or in a concerted piece. Half-treble, a high
counter-tenor.

TREB'LE -NESS, (treb'bl-nes) n. State of being treble.

TREB'LY, ad. Thrice told
;
in threefold number or quan-

tity.

TREB'U-^HET,* ?i. [Fr.] A tumbrel or cucking-stool : a

great engine to cast stones to batter walls. Whishaw.

TRECK'SCHUYT,* (trek'sholt) n. [D.] A covered boat drawn
by horses, and used for the conveyance of passengers and
goods on the Dutch and Flemish canals. Brande.

TRED'DLE,*TI. See TREADLE. Booth. [Scott.

TRE-DILLE',* n. A game at cards by three persons. Sir W".

TREE, n. [triu, M. Goth.; trie, Icel. ; tree, Dan.] The gen-
eral name of the largest vegetable ;

a large vegetable hav-

ing a single woody trunk or stem; any thing branched
out like a tree.

TREE,* v. a. [i. TREED ; pp. TREEING, TREED.] To cause to

ascend a tree. Dr. Mien. [Colloquial.]
TREE'-FROG,* n. A frog found on trees

;
tree-toad. Smart.

TREE-GER-MAN'DER, n. A plant.

TREE'LESS,* a. Destitute of trees. Dr. Jackson.

TREE'-LoOsE,* n. An insect that infests plants; aphis.
Harris.

TREE'-M6ss,* n. A species of lichen. P. Cyc.
fTREEN. Old pi. of Tree. B. Jonson.

fTREEN,a. Wooden; made of wood. Camden.

TREE'-NAIL,* (commonly pronounced trun'nel)?i. (Naut.)
A wooden pin, used for fastening the planks of a ship to

the timbers. Mar. Diet.

TREE'QF-LIFE', n. An evergreen tree; lignum-vitae :

the wood is es_teemed by turners. Miller.

TREE'-PRIM-ROSE, n. A biennial plant.

TREE'~TOA_D,* n. A toad found on trees and shrubs. Ency.
TRE'FXL-LOW,* ?). a. To plough land the third time be-

fore sowing. Written also thrifallow, trifullow, and try-

fallow. Farm. Ency. [Local.]
TRE'FOlL,n. [trifolium, L.] A three-leaved plant, of which

there are several species. (rfrch.) An ornament of three

cusps in a circle, resembling three-leaved clover.

TREILLAGE, (trel'aj) [trel'aj, K. Sm.: tra'latj, P./trel'yaj,

Ja.] n. [Fr.] A contexture of pales to support espaliers
in a garden ;

trellis. Diet. Trevoux.

TREL'LIS, n. [treillis, Fr.] A structure or frame of cross-

barred work, used for summer-houses, verandas, &c.
;
a

lattice.

TREL'LIS,* v. a. [i. TRELLISED ; pp. TRELLISING, TREL-

LISED.J To furnish with a trellis, lattice, or wooden
frame. Scott.

TREL'LISED, (trel'list) a. Having trellises. Sir T. Herbert.

TRE-M'AN'DO,* n. [It.] (Mus.) A reiteration of a note of
the chord, or a general shake of the whole chord. Brande.

TREM'BLE,(trein'bl) v.n. [trembler, Fr.
; tremo,L.] [i.

TREM-
BLED

; pp. TREMBLING, TREMBLED.] To shake as with
fear or cold

;
to shiver

;
to quake ;

to shudder ; to quiv-
er

;
to totter: to quaver; to shake, as a sound.

TREM'BLER, n. One who trembles. Hammond.

TREM'BLING, n. A shaking; a shuddering ;
tremor.

TREM'BLING-LV, ad. So as to shake or tn-mble. Shak.

TRE-ML'LA,* n. [tremo, L.] (Bot.) A jelly-like plant, of

the lowest organization, found in damp walks, &c.

Brande.

TRE-MEN'DOVS, a. [tremendus, L.] Very dreadful ;
horri-

ble
;
terrible

; frightful ;
terrific

;
horrid.

TRE-MEN'DOVS-LY, ad. Horribly; dreadful!}'.

TRE-MEN'POVS-NESS, n. Quality of being tremendous.

TREM'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) A fibrous or radiated, whitish,
and semi-transparent mineral. Brande.

TRE'MQR, [trC'tnur, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. ; trO'mur or trSm'-

ur, Ja. ; trem'ur, Sm.] n. [tremor, L.] State of trem-

bling ; quivering of the body through fear.

TREM'V-LODS, a. [tremulus, L.] Trembling ; fearful ; quiv-

ering ; vibratory. [dation

TREM'v-LOiJs-LY, ad. In a tremulous manner ;
with trepi-

TREM'V-LOIJS-NESS, n. State of being tremulous.

fTREN, n. A fish-spear. Jtimsmortk.

TRENCH, v. a. [trancher, Fr.] [i.
TRENCHED ; pp. TRENCH-

ING, TRENCHED.] To cut
;
to cut, dig, or form into pits or

ditches: to fortify by earth thrown up: to turn over

or stir the soil two or three feet deep.

MIEN, S'lRj MOVE, NOR, S$N
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TRENCH, >. n. To encroach
;
to cut off a part.

TRENCH, n. [tranchee, Fr.J A pit or ditch; a mound.
(Fort.) A place cut out by besiegers in order to approach
the place attacked.

fTRENCH'AND, a. Cutting; trenchant. Spenser.
TRENCH'ANT, a. [tra.nch.ant, Fr.] Cutting; sharp. Hudi-

bras. [R.]

TRENCH'ER, n. [tranchoir, Fr.J One who trenches or cuts ;

a large wooden dish or platter on which meat is, or was,
cut and eaten at table. Dryden. The table. Shak. Food

;

pleasures of the table. South.

TRENCH'ER-FLY, n. A trencher-mate. ISEstrange.
TRENCH'ER-FRIEND, n. A parasite ; a table companion ;

a trencher-mate. Shak. [eater.

TRENCH'ER-MXN, n. [fA cook. Sidney.] A feeder ;
an

TRENCH'SR-MATE, n. A table companion; a parasite.
Hooker. [Fl.

TRENCH'MORE,* . The name of an old dance. Beaum. #
TREND, v. n.

[i. TRENDED ; pp. TRENDING, TRENDED.] (JVawt.)
To turn ; to run

; to stretch
;
to tend. Dryden.

TREND,* n. (Naut.) Inclination or tendency to a certain

direction. C. Withes.

TREN'DEL,* n. A weight or post in a mill
;
trundle. Crabb.

TREND'ING, n. A particular direction. Dryden.
TREN'DLE, n. Any thing turned round ;

a trundle. Bailey.

TREN'TAL, n. [trente, Fr
] (Contracted from trigintal.) The

service of thirty masses for the dead. Ayliffe.

TRE-PAN', n. [Fr., from rpvnftu, Gr.] A circular saw for

perforating the skull; a trephine. [A snare. South. See

TRAPAN.]
TRE-PXN', v. a. [trepaner, Fr.] [i. TREPANNED ;pp. TREPAN-

NING, TREPANNED.] To perforate with the trepan.

TRE-PXN'NER, n. One who trepans. Todd.

TRE-PXN'NING,* n. The operation performed with the tre-

pan ; perforation : act of decoying. Scott.

J|TRE-PHINE', or TRE-PHINE', [tre-fln', P. Ash; tref'jn,
Wl). ; tre-fen', Sm. , tre-fen' or tre-fln', K.~\ n. An instru-

ment for trepanning ;
a small, improved sort of trepan.

Wiseman.

IITRE-PHINE',* v. a. To perforate ;
to trepan. Smart.

TREP-I-DA'TION, n. [trepidatio, L.] State of trembling of
the body; tremor; quivering.

fTRES'AYLE,* n. (Eng. law) A writ on ouster by abatement,
on the death of a grandfather's grandfather. Blackstone.

TRES'PASS, v. n. [trespasser, old Fr.] [i. TRESPASSED; pp.

TRESPASSING, TRESPASSED.] To transgress ;
to offend:

to enter unlawfully 6n another's ground.
TRES'PASS, n. [trespas, old Fr.] Transgression of law

;
of-

fence
; misdemeanor : unlawful entrance on another's

ground.
TRES'PASS-ER, n. One who trespasses ;

an offender.

TRes'pASS-OF'FER-iNG,* 7u An offering, among the Isra-

elites, for a trespass, rfsh.

TRESS, n. [tresse, Fr. ; treccia, It.] pi. TRESSES. A lock
;

a curl of hair; a gathering of hair. Used chiefly in the

plural.

fTRESSED, (trest or tres'ed) a. Knotted
;
curled

; having
the hair in a tress ; having tresses. Spenser.

TRES'SEL, n. See TRESTLE.

TRESS'VRE, (treWur) n. (Her.) A kind of border. Warton.

TRESS'VRE D,* (tresh'urd) a. Bound with a tressure. Sir

W. Scott.

TRES'TLE, (tres'sl) n. [tresteau, old
Fr.]

The frame of a

table; a movable form by which any thing is supported ;

a prop : a three-legged stool.

TRES'TLE-TREE,* (tres'sl-) n. (JV*aw<.) Two strong bars of
timber fixed horizontally on the opposite sides of the
lower mast head. Mar. Diet.

TRET, n. In commerce, an allowance made for waste, dust,
&c., at the rate of 4 Ibs. for every 104 Ibs. purchased.

fTRETH'iNG, n. [trethingi, low L.] A tax; impost. Johnson.

TREV'ET, n. Any thing that stands on three legs, as a
stool ;

a movable part of a kitchen range : written also
trioet.

TREY, (tra) n. [tres, L.
; trois, Fr.] A three at cards. Shak.

TRi.* A prefix, of Greek and Latin origin, signifying
three.

TRl'A-BLE, a. That may be tried
; capable of trial.

TRl'AD, n. [trias, L.
; triade, Fr.] Three united.

TRl'AL, n. Act of trying ; state of being tried
;
test

;
ex-

amination
; experiment ; experimental knowledge; proof;

attempt; effort; endeavor; temptation.
fTRi-Xl.')-Ty, n. State of being three

; triad. Wharton.

TRI'A-LOGUE, (trl'a-16g) n. A colloquy of three persons.
A. 'Wood.

TRI-XN'DER,* n. (Bat.) A plant having three stamens

Lindley.

'

-'
,* a. (Bot.) Having three stamens. P. Ctjc.

TRl'XN-GLE, (tri'ang-gl) n. [Fr. , triangulum, L.] (Ocom.)
A figure of three angles and three sides. (Astron.) The
name of a constellation. (Mus.) A small, steel, triangu-
lar, musical instrument of percussion, open at one of its

angles.
TRI'XN-GLED, (trl'ang-gln) a. Having three angles.

TRI-AN'GV-LAR, (-ane'gy-l&r) a. [triangularis, L.] Having
three angles ; triangled.

TRI-XN-GV-LXR'J-TY,* n . Quality of being trinngular. Bo.

lingbroke. [
ris.

TRI-XN'GU-LAR-LY, ad. After the form of a triangle. Har-
TRI-XN'GV-LATE,* v. a.

[i. TRIANGULATED ; pp. TRIANGU-
LATING, TRIANGULATED.] (Surveying) To divide into tri-

angles, or triangular net-work, by surveying. Ency.
TRi-XN'GV-LAT-ED,*a. Having a triangular form. Hill.

TRI-XN-GV-LA'TIQN,* ?i. The act of triangulating; the
net-work of triangles with which the face of a country
is covered in a triangular survey. P. Cyc.

TRICAR-SHY,* n. A government by three. Holland.

jTRi-A'Ri-AN, a. [triarii, L.] Occupying the third post or
place. Cowley.

TRI'BAL,* a. Belonging to a tribe. Warburton. [R.]
TRIBE, n. [tribus, L.] A division or distinct portion of a
people; a family or race kept distinct: a number of
things having certain common characteristics : a di-
vision of the ancient Israelites : a principal subdivision
of the Roman people.

TRIBE, v. a. To divide into tribes. Bp. Nicolson. [R.1
TRIB'LET, n. A goldsmith's tool for making rings. Bailey.

TRI-BOM'E-TER,* n. \_rpi6o) and nirpov.] (Mech.) A sort
of sledge or apparatus for measuring the force of friction.

Brande.

TR!B'PU-LET, n. Same as triblct.

TRi'BRXjeii,* ?i. A poetic foot, consisting of three short

syllables_.
Smart.

TRIB-V-LA'TIQN, n . [Fr.] Persecution
;
distress

;
vexation ;

severe affliction ; severe trial. Hooker.

TRI-BU'NAL, 71. [L. # Fr.] A judgment-seat in the forum
at Rome : a judgment-seat ;

the seat of justice ; a court
of justice ; a place for trying persons accused.

TRlB'V-NATE,* n. The office of tribune; tribuneship. Md-
motli.

TRI'B'VNE, n. [tribunus, L.] The chief magistrate of a
tribe; an officer of Rome, chosen by the people; the
commander of a Roman legion [tribunal, L.] A raised
seat from which speeches were anciently delivered to the

people; a tribunal : the rostrum from which the speak-
ers address the assembly in the French chamber of dep-
uties.

TRlB'VNE-SHfP, 7i. The office of a tribune. Addison.

TR!B-V-NI"TIAL, (trlb-u-nlsh'al) a. Relating to a tribune.

Dryden.
fTRlB-V-Nl"TlAN,* (-nish'an) a. Same as tribunitial. John-

son.

tTRtB-V-Nl"Tlous, (-nish'us) a. [tribunitius, L.] Tribuni-
tial. Bacon.

TRIB'V-TA-RI-NESS,* n. State of being tributary. JSllen.

TRlB'v-TA-RY, a. [tributaire, Fr. ; tributarius, L.] Paying
tribute as an acknowledgment of submission to a mas-
ter: subject; subordinate: paid in tribute; contrib

uting.

TRtB'v-TA-RY, n. One who pays tribute
;
a dependant.

TRfB'yTE, n. [tribut, Fr.
; tributum, L.] A payment made

in acknowledgment of subjection, or for protection ;
a tax.

fTRiB'VTE, v. a. To pay as tribute. Whitlock.

TRIB'VTE-M6N'EY,* n. Money paid as tribute, ^sh.

TRI'CA,* n. (Bot.) The shield or reproductive organ of a
lichen. Brande.

TRICE, re. A short time
;
an instant

;
a stroke. Spenser.

TRl-CEN-NA'Ri-oDs,*a. Tricennial. Smart.

TRI-CEN'NJ-AL,* a. [tricennalis, L.] Belonging to the terra

of thirty years. Scott.

TRI-CEN'TE-NA-RY,* n. A period or space of three hun-
dred years. EC. Rev.

TRI-JCHI'A-SIS,* n. [#pt.] (Med.) A disease of the eyelids,
in which the eyelashes grow inwards and irritate th*

ball of the eye. Brande.

TRI-JEHOP'TE-RXN,* B.. (Ent.) One of an order of insects.

Kirby.
TRICHORD,* n. (Mus.) An instrument with three strings.

Burney.
TRI-SHOT'Q-MY, n. [rpi\oroui('>.] Division into three

parts. Hartlib. '[R.]

TRICK, n. [tricher, Fr. ; treck, D., from triegen, Ger.] A
sly fraud ; a dexterous artifice ; stratagem ;

wile ;
a vi-

cious practice ;
a juggle ; any thing done to cheat jocose-

ly, or to divert; sleight; deception; imposture; imposi
tion : a practice; a manner; a habit: a number of

cards falling to the winner at one turn. [trica, low L.]
A plait or knot of hair. B. Jonson.

TRlcK, v. a. \tricher, Fr. ; triegen, Ger.] [i.
TRICKED ; pp.

TRICKING, TRICKED.] To cheat
;

to impose on; to de-

fraud: to dress; to decorate; to adorn; to knot.

(Her.) To draw with devices.

TRfcK, v. n. To practise trickery or fraud. Dryden.
TRICK'ER, n. One who tricks. See TRIGGER.

TRtcK'ER-Y, 7i. Artifice ;
act of dressing up. Dr. Parr.

TR!CK'ING, n. Cheating; artifice: dress; ornament.

TRlcK'isn, a. Full of tricks; knavishly artful; fraudu-

lent.TRI'XN-GLED, (trl'ang-gln) a. Having three angles. lent.

I, , I, 6, U, Y, long; X, , I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, 9, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FiST, FALL ; HEIR, HER;
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TRtcK'iSH-NESS,* TO. Quality of being trickish. Knox.

TRICK'LAS-ITE,* . (Mill.) Fahlunite
;
a mineral. Dana.

-"Ric'KLE, v. n.
[i. TRICKLED ; pp. TRICKLING, TRICKLED.]

To fall in drops} to flow in a small, gentle stream; to

distil.

TRICK/LING,* n. Act of flowing in drops, or in a small

stream.

fTRiCK'MENT, 7i. Decoration. Beaum. $ Fl.

TRlcK'sTER, n. One who practises tricks. Robinson.

TRICK/SY, a. Pretty; dainty; neat; brisk; merry. Shak.

TRICK'TRXcK, n. [trictrac, Fr.J A game at tables.

TRlcK'y,* a. Trickish
; practising tricks. Forby. [Pro-

vincial in England, and colloquial in the U. S.]

TRI-CLIN'I-A-RY,* a. Relating to the ancient mode of

reclining on couches at table. Smart.

TRi-CLlN'i-VM,* n. [L.] pi. TRICLINIA. A couch for

reclining on at supper: a room furnished on three sides

with couches. Brande.

TRI'COL-OR,* n. The national French banner of three

colors, blue, white, and red, adopted on the occasion of

the first French revolution. Brande.
TRI'COL PRED,* (trl'kul-yrd) a. Having three colors. Qu.

Rev.

TRI-CPR-NTG'ER-OUS,* a. Having three horns. P. Cyc.

TRl-coR'Pp-RAL, a. [tricorpus, L.] Having three bodies.

TRI-CUS'PJD,* a. (Anat.) Having three points ; applied
to the valve on the right ventricle of the heart. Brande.

TRl-cus'pl-DATE,* a. (Bot.) Having three points. Lou-

don.

TRi-nXc'TY-LoOs,* a. (Bot.) Having three leaves. P.

TRIDE, a. [Fr.] (Among hunters) Short and ready ;
swift.

Bailey.

TRl'DENT, n. [Fr. ; tridens, L.] The sceptre of Neptune:
a sceptre with three prongs or teeth.

WSS&** \

a- Having three teeth< QwarZes-

TRI-DEN'TATE,* a. (Bot.) Having three teeth. London.

TRl-DEN'T|NE,*a. Relating to Trent, or the council held

there. Ch. 06.

TRI-DI-A-PA'PN,* n. (Mas.) A triple octave. P. Cyc.

fTRi'DjNG, n. Tithing. See TRITHING, and TITHING.

TRI-DQ-DEC-A-HE'DRAL,* a. Presenting three ranges of

twelve in each. Smart.

TRID'V-AN, a. [triduum, L.] Lasting three days ; happen-
ing every third day. Bailey. [R.]

TRI-EN'NJ-AL, [tri-en'yal, S. W. J. F. Ja. K.; trl-en'ne-?l,
P. Sm. Wb.] a. [tricnnis, L.

; triennal, Fr.] Lasting three

years ; happening every third year.

TRi-EN'Nl-AL-LY,*ad. Once in three years. Jodrell.

TRI'EW,* n. [L.] A small Roman coin worth one third

of the as. Brande.

TRI'ER, n. One who tries or examines; test.

TRi'ER-ARH,*n. [rpiiJpdpx'iS'] A commanderofa trireme
;

a commissioner, at Athens, who built ships at his own
expense. Ency.

tTRi-E-TER'}-CAL, a. [trietf.ricus, L.] Triennial. Gregory.
TRI'FAL-LOW, v. a. To plough the third time. Mortimer.

See TREFALLOW.
TRl-FA'Ri-ofjs,* a. Threefold; in three rows. P. Cyc.

TRi'FlD, [tri'fjd, S. W. P. K. Sm. : trlf'id, Ja.] a. [trtfdus,

L.] (Bot.) Divided into three parts.

TRI-FIS'TV-LA-RY, a. [tres and fistula, L.] Having three

pipes. Browne.

TRI'FLE, (trl'fl) v. n. [tryfelen, D.] [i. TRIFLED ; pp. TRI-

FLING, TRIFLED.] Tip
act or talk without weight or

dignity, or with levity and folly ;
to waste time; to

mock ;
to indulge in light amusement.

TRI'FLE, v. a. To waste away ; to dissipate. Shak. [R.]

TRi'FLE, n. A thing of no importance or little value.

TRl'FLER, n. [trifelaar, D.] One who trifles or acts with

levity.'

TRI'FLING, a. Wanting worth; unimportant; trivial;

futile; petty; frivolous; worthless; slight.

TRI'FLING-LV, ad. In a trifling manner.

TRIFLING-NESS, 7i. Emptiness; vanity. Bp. Parker.

TRI-FL'O'ROVS,* a. (Bot.) Having three flowers. London.

TRI-FO'LI-ATE, a. [tres &nd folium, L.] (Bot.) Having three

leaves or leaflets
;
trifoliated.

TRl-FO'Li-AT-ED,* a. (Bot.) Having three leaves. Ash.

TRIF'O-LY, or TRI'FP-LY, n. Sweet trefoil. Mason.
TRi-X'd 1

RI-UM,* n. [L.] ( Qotidc arch.) An arched story
between the lower arches and the clere-story in the aisles,

choir, and transepts of a church. Brande.

TRI'FORM, a. [trifurmis, L.] Having a triple shape. Mil-

ton.

TRI-FORM'I-TY,* n. The state of being triform. Ash.

TRi-FtiR'cA-TED,* a. Having three forks or prongs. Pen-

nant.

TRIG, v. a. [i.
TRKJGED ; pp. TRIGGING, TRIGGED.] To fill

;

to stuff. More. To stop, as a wheel by putting a stone

under it ;
to scotch. Bailey.

TRIG, a. Full; trim; neat. Brockctt. [North of Eng-
land.]

TR?G,* n. A stone, wedge, or something to stop a wheel 01

barrel from rolling. Palmer.

TRIG'A-MOUS,* a. Thrice married. (Bot.) Applied to

plants containing three sorts of flowers on the same
flower head, viz., male, female, and hermaphrodite.
Brande.

TRlG'A-MY, n. [rpeTf and >-<Vo?.] State of being married
three times ;

state of having three husbands or wives at
one time. Sir T. Herbert.

TRIGGER, n. That which stops or catches
;
a catch to

hold a wheel on steep ground: a catch by which a
gun is fired

;
sometimes corrupted to tricker.

TR! GIN'TAL, n. \triginta, L.J See TRENTAL. Ayliffe.

TRI'GLYPH, (tn
r
glTf) [tri'glif, S. W. P. K. Sm. ; trig'lif,

Ja. Wb.] n. [rpuj and y\v<t>fi,Gr. ; tri<rlyphe,Fr.] (Arch.)
An ornament of the Doric frieze, placed directly over each

column, and at equal distances between them.

TRi'GQN, n. [rpiycavov, Gr.
; trig-one, Fr.] A triangle.

Harrington. (Astral.) Trine in aspect.

TRIG'P-NAL, [trlg'o-nal, W. P. Ja. Sm. ; trl'go-n?l, S. K.]
a. Triangular ; having three corners. Woodward.

TRIG-P-NP-MET'RI-CAL, a. Pertaining to trigonometry.
TRIG-P-NP-MET'RI-CAL-LY, ad. By trigonometry.
TRlG-p-NOM'E-TRY, n. [TOJ'J/WI/MJ and p.irpo>'.] The art of

measuring the sides and angles of triangles, whether
plane or spherical, and of ascertaining the relations be-
tween them. It includes all formula relating to angles or
circular arcs, and the lines connected with them.

TRI-GRAM'MIC,* a. Containing three letters. Thomson.

TRI'GRAPH,* n. A treble mark
;
three letters united in one

sound, as eau in beau. Smart.

TRl'GYN,* n. (Bot.) A plant having three pistils. Lind-

TRI-HE'DRAL,* a. Having three equal sides. Smart.

TRI-HE'DRQN,* n. A figure of three equal sides. Smart.

TRIJ'U-GOUS,* a. (Bot.) Having three pairs. London.

TR!-LXT'ER-AL, a. [tres and latus, L.] Having three
sides. [Scott.

TRI-LXT'ER-AL-NESS,* n. Quality of having three sides.

TRI-LET'TO,* n. (Mas.) A short or little trill. Crabb.

TRI-LI'N'GUAR,* a. Consisting of three languages. Maun-
der.

TRI-LIT'ER-AL, a. [tres and litera, L.] Having, or consist-

ing of, three letters.

TRILL, n. [trillo, It.
;
from drilla, Su. Goth.] A quaver; a

shake
;
tremulousness of music or of sound.

TRILL, v. a. [trillo, It.
; drilla, tralla, Su. Goth.l

[i. TRILLED ;

pp. TRILLING, TRILLED.] To utter or play with quavering ;

to utter quavering ;
to cause to vibrate, as sound

;
to

shake.

TRILL, v. n. [trilla, Swed.] To play in tremulous vibra-

tions of sound
;
to trickle with a tremulous or purling

sound.

TRIL'LING,* n. One of three children born at the same
birth. Fo. Q. Rev.

TRILL'IQN, (trll'yim) n. A million of millions of millions,
or a million of billions. Locke. With the French, a. thou-
sand billions. Francis.

TlilL'Ld,* n. [It.] pi. TRlL'LO$. (Mas.) A uniform

trembling or shaking of the same note ; a trill. Blount.

TRIL'Q-BATE,* a. (Bot.) Having three lobes. P. Cyc.

TRIL'Q-BITE,* n. (Oeol.) An extinct genus of articulated

animals, found in the strata of transition rocks. Bucldand.

TRI-LOC'U-LAR,* a. (Bot.) Having three cells. P. Cyc.

TRlL'p-GY,* n. A series of three dramas or discourses

which are each of them in some sense complete, yet
bear a mutual relation, and form but part of one

poetical or historical picture : a discourse in three parts.
Brande.

TRl-Lu'Mi-NAR, ) a. [triluminaris, L.] Having three

TRI-LU'MI-NOUS, \ lights. Bailey. [R.]

TRIM, a. Nice
; snug ;

dressed up ;
smart. Dryden.

TRIM, n. Dress; gear; ornaments; trimming. Shak.

(JVaut.) The position of the keel of a ship with respect
to a horizontal line.

TRIM, V. 0. [i. TRIMMED ; pp. TRIMMING, TRIMMED.] To fit

out ; to dress
;
to decorate : to shave ; to clip ;

to lop, as

the branches of trees; to prune: to make neat; to

adjust : to balance a vessel : to lose, as time, in fluctu-

ating between two parties. [To beat ;
to chastise. Brock-

ett.]

TRIM, v. n. To balance
;
to fluctuate between parties.

TRIM'E-TER, a. [TpipeTpus, Gr. ; trimetre, Fr.] Consisting
of three poetical measures, forming an iambic of six

feet. Tyrwhitt.

TRI'M'LY, ad. In a trim manner
; nicely ; neatly.

TR!M'MER, M. One who trims; a turncoat: a piece of

wood inserted to make something even.

TRIM'MING, n. ; pi. TRIMMINGS. Necessary or ornamental

appendages to something, as a garment ; trappings. [A
beating. Brockett.]

TRIM'NESS, n. State of being trim ;
neatness.

TRI'NAL, a. [trinus, L.] Threefold. Spenser.

TRIN'DLE, (trin'dl) n. See TRUNDLE.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6w
; BOl,L, BUR, ROLE. 9, G, 9, g, soft ; B, &, C, ,

hard ; as Z
j ? as gzj THIS.
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TRfN'DLE,* v. a. To cause to move or run down
;
to trun-

dle. London.

TRINE, n. [trine, FT.
; trinus, L.] (Jstrol.) An aspect of

planets placed in three angles of a trigon, reckoned emi-

nently benign. Milton.

TRINE, a. Threefold ; thrice repeated. Wheatley.
TR!NE, v. a. To put in a trine aspect. Dryden. [R.]
TRI-NER'VATE,* a. (Bot.) Having three nerves. Gray.
TRI'N'GLE,* n. A curtain-rod

;
a lath reaching from one

bed-post to another. (Arch.) A little member fixed over
the tri glyph. Scott.

TRfN-i-TA'Ri-AN, 7t. A believer in the doctrine of the

Trinity : one of a monastic order, instituted in honor
of the Trinity.

TRIN-I-TA'RI-AN,* a. Relating to the trinity. Ch. Ob.

TRiN-i-TA'Ri-AN-i$M,* n. The doctrine of three persons in

the Godhead. Burnet.

TRIN'I-TY, n. [tres and unus, trinitas, L.
; trinite, Fr.]

Three united in one
;
union of three persons in one God,

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

TRTN'J-TY-SUN'DAY,* n. The Sunday next after Whit-

Sunday. Wheatley.
TRINK,* n. A kind of fishing-net. Crabb.

TRIN'KET, (tring'ket) n. A small ornament, particularly
. of goldsmith's work ; a toy ; any thing of little value.

tTRiN'KET, v. n. To give trinkets. South.

TRIN'KET-RY,* n. Trinkets collectively. Maunder.

jTRi'N'KLE,* v. n. To tamper ;
to treat secretly or under-

hand. Temple.
TRI-NOC'TIAL,* a. Comprising three nights. Scott.

TRI-NO'MI-AL, a. [tres and nomen, L.j (Algebra) Having
three denominations or terms.

TRi-N6M'lN-AL, a. Same as trinomial.

TRl'6, [tri'o,>. E. K. Sm. Wb. ; tre'6, Ja.] n. [Sp. # Fr.
;

tres, L.] pi. TRI'O. (Mus.) A composition consisting
of three parts ;

three united.

TRI-SB'Q-LAR, ) a. [triobolaris, L.] Of the value of three

TRI-OB'Q-LA-RY, J
oboli

;
vile ; worthless. Howell.

TRi-5c'TiLE,*n. (Astral.) An aspect of the planets when
they are three octants distant from each other. Smart.

TRI-OC-TO-HE'DRAL,* a. Presenting three ranges of faces,
each range having eight faces. Smart.

TRI'O-LET,* n. A stanza of eight lines, in which the first

line is thrice repeated. Brandt.

TRI'OR,* n. (Law) One who tries the validity of a chal-

lenge to a juryman. Blackstone.

TRIP, v. a. [treper, old Fr.
; trippen, D.] [i.

TRIPPED ; pp.

TRIPPING, TRIPPED.] To supplant ;
to throw by striking

the feet from the ground ; to strike from under the body :

to catch; to detect. To trip up, to overthrow; to

throw down.
TRIP, v. n. To fall by losing the hold of the feet ; to fail

;

to err
; to be deficient; to stumble : to run lightly.

TRIP, n. A stroke or catch by which the wrestler supplants
his antagonist; a stumble by which the foothold is lost ;

a failure; a mistake: a short voyage or journey; an
excursion

;
a ramble; a tour. [A flock of goats or sheep.

Ray.]
TRTP'AR-TITE, a. [tripartite, Fr. ; tripartite, L.] Divided

into three parts; having three correspondent copies;
relating to three parties.

TRiP'AR-TlTE-LY,* ad. By a division into three parts. Hill.

TRip-AR-Ti"TipN, (-tish'un) n. A division into three parts.

TRJ-PAS'JCHAI,,* a. Including three passovers. Carpenter.

TRIPE, n. [tripe, Fr. ; trippa, It.
; tripa, Sp.] The belly:

commonly the large stomach of a ruminating animal pre-
pnred and dressed for food.

TR/P'E-DAL, [trlp'e-dal, mP.Ja.K.Sm.; trl-pe'djl, S.]
a. [tres and pes, L.] Having three feet.

TRIPE '-MAN,* n. One who sells tripe. Smart.

TRI-PER'SQN-AL, a. Consisting of three persons. Milton.

TRI-PER'SQN-AL-IST,* n. A believer in tripersomility ;

a trinitarian. Clissold.

TRi-PER-SQN-XL'i-TY,*7i. A union of three persons in one
being ; trinitarianism. Milton. [three petals.

TRI-PET'A-LOUS, a. [rpcts and Trira\ov.] (Bot.) Having
TRIP'-HXMXMER,* n. A large hammer used in forges for

beating iron
; tilt-hammer. Ency.

TRI'PHANE,* n. (Min.) Spodumene, a mineral nearly al-

lied to felspar. Brandt.

TRiPH'l-LYNE,*7i. (Min.) A mineral substance containing
phosphoric acid and iron. Dana.

TRI'PH'THONG, (trip'thSng) [trlp'thong, S. W. P. J. F. Ja.
Sm. R. ; trif'thong, K.] n. [T/JC? S and <pO:>yyfi.] A coalition
of three vowels in one syllable or sound

;
a trigraph ; as,

cau, eye. $/'" Two aspirations in succession, says Mr.

Elphinston, seem disagreeable to an English ear, and
therefore one of them is generally sunk. Thus diphthong
and triphthong are pronounced dipthong and tripthong. P
is lost, as well as h, in apophthegm ; and therefore it is no
wonder we hear the first h dropped in opfithalrny and oph-
thalmic, which is the pronunciation I have adopted, as

agreeable to analogy. Nay, such an aversion do we seem
to have to a succession of aspirates, that the h is sunk in

isthmus, Esther, and Demosthenes [?], because the s, which
is akin to the aspiration, immediately precedes. Mr. Sheri-
dan pronounces the first syllable of ophthalmic like off,
but the first of diphthong and triphthong like dip and trip.
Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, and Mr. Perry, pronounce diph-
thong and triphthong in the same manner as Mr. Sheridan.
Dr. Kenrick gives no pronunciation to diphthong, but
makes the h silent in triphthong; while Barclay pro-
nounces the h in ophthalmic, but makes it either way in

diphthong, and silent in triphthong. It may be remarked,
that Dr. Jones, who wrote a spelling dictionary in Queen
Anne's time, makes the A in those two words silent."
Walker.

TRIPH-THSN'GAL,* (trlp-thong'gal) a. Relating to a triph-
thong. Grant.

TRiPH'yL-LODs,* or TRI-PHYL'LOVS,* a. (Bot.) Three-
leaved. London.

TRI-PIN'NATE,* a. (Bot.) Threefold-pinnate. P. Cyc.
TRtp'LE, (trip'pl) a. [triple,Fr.; triplex, triplus, L.] Three-

fold
; treble

; three times repeated.
TRIP'LE,* (trip'pl) v. n. To increase threefold. Hawkins.
TRIP'LE, (trip'pl) v. a. [i. TRIPLED ; pp. TRIPLING, TRIPLED.]To treble

;
to make thrice as much or as many ;

to make
threefold.

TRIP'LE-CROWN,* n. The tiara of the pope, so called
because it is a high cap of silk environed by three crowns
of gold, one above another. Crabb.

TRip'LETjTi. Three of a kind
; three things: three verse3

or lines rhyming together: three notes sung or played
in the time of two.

TRlp'Li-CATE,a. [triplex, L.] Threefold. Triplicate ratio,
the ratio of the cubes of two quantities.

TRIP-LI-CA'TIQN, n. [triplicate, L.] Act of trebling or
of adding three together. Glanmlle.

TRI-PLIC'I-TY, n. [triplicate, Fr.
;
from triplex, L.] State of

being three or threefold
;
trebleness. Bacon.

TRIP'LITE,* n. (Min.) A dark brown mineral. Dana.
TRIP'MAD-AM, . An herb. Mortimer.

TRI'POD, [trl'pod, S.J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; trl'pod
or trip'od, W. P.] n. [tripus, L.] A seat, vessel, table, or

instrument, having three feet. It was from such a seat
that the priestess of Apollo delivered oracular answers at

Delphi.
2^= "The first mode [trl'pSd] of pronouncing this

word is that which is adopted by Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ken-
rick, Bailey, Buchanan, and Perry ; and the second, by
Dr. Ash, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Entick, and Fry. I do not
hesitate to pronounce the former most agreeable to English
analogy." Walker.

TRJ-PO'DI-AN,* n. (Mus.) An ancient stringed instrument.
Crabb.

TRIP'Q-DY,* ?z. [V/^r? and TTOVJ.] A series of three feet.

Beck.

TRIP'Q-LJ, n. (Min.) Rotten-stone, a mineral of an earthy
fracture, whitish color, and fine composition, used as a

grinding and polishing substance, originally from Tripoli
in Barbary. The best is now brought from Corfu. Ure.

TRl-POL'l-TAN,*7i. A native of Tripoli. Ency.
TRI-POL'I-TAN,* or TRiP'p-LlNE,* a. Relating to Tripoli.

Ency.
'

9

TRl'pos, n. A tripod. B. Jonson. See TRIPOD.

TRIP'PER, n. One who trips.

TRIP'PJNG, a. Quick ; nimble. Milton. [Milton.

TRIP'PING, n. A stumbling: skipping ;
a light dance.

TRIP'PING-LV, ad. With agility ; with swift motion.

TRIP'TOTE, n. [triptoton, L.] A noun used only in three

cases. Clarke.

fTRi-pu'Dj-A-Ry, a. [tripudium, L.] Performed by dancing.
Browne.

fTRi-pO'Di-ATE, v. n. [tripudio, L.] To dance. Cockeram.

tTRl-PU-Di-A'TiQN, 7i. Act of dancing.
TRI-PYR'A-MID,* n. (Min.) A genus of spar composed of

three-sided pyramids. Smart.

TRl-QUK'TROys,* a. Three-sided. Smart.

TRI-RA'DI-AT-ED,* a. Having three rays. Smart.

TRI'RKME, n. [trircmis, L.] A Grecian galley with three

banks or bench.es of oars on a side. Kennel..

TRi-RHQai-BoiD'AL,* a. Having the form of three rhombs.
Smart.

TRf-8A'frf-QIf,n. [L. ; rpns and ayto;, Gr.] The three-

fold invocation of the Deity, as "
Holy," in the Greek

church. Bp. Bull.

TRI-SECT',* v. a. [i.
TRISECTED ; pp. TRISECTING, TRI-

SECTED.] To divide into three equal parts. P. Cyc.

TRI-SEC'TIQN, n. [trr.s andsectiv, L.] The division of any
thing into three equal parts. The triscction of an angle
was a problem of great celebrity among the ancient Greek
mathematicians.

TRIS'MVS,* n. [rpioTjo"?.] (Mod.) Lockjaw; tetanus af-

fecting the jaw. Brande.

TRl'spXsT,* ) n. A machine with three pulleys acting

TRI-SPAS'TQN,* \
in connection with each other for

raising heavy weights. Brande.

HTRl-SPER'MOVS,* a. Bearing three seeds. Maunder.

A, E, I, o, u, Y, long: X, , I, o, u, Y, short; A, E, i, p, y, ,
obscure.-FARK, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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{TuTST, a. [trist'.s, L.] Sad ; gloomy. Fairfax.
TRlST,* or TRYST,* n. A fair for cattle, horses, sheep, &c. ;

a meeting : an appointment to meet. Brockett. [North of

Eng.]
fTRls'r'FuL, a. [tristu, L.] Sad; melancholy; gloomy;

sorrowful. Shak.

fTRis-Ti"Tl-ATE, (trjs-tish'e-at) TJ. a. [tristitia, L.] To make
sad or sorrowful. Feltham.

'

fTRls'Ty, a. [tristis, L.] Sad
;
sorrowful. Poem, 1652.

JTRI'SULC, n. [trisulcus, L.] A thing having three points.
Browne.

TRI-SIJL'CATE, a. Having three furrows; having three

points or forks.

TRfs-YL-LlB'lc,*a. Same as trisyllabical. Chapin.
TRis-yL-LXB'l-CAL, a. Consisting of three syllables.
TRls'Y.L-LA-BLE,' [trls'sil-la-bl, S. W. J. F. Ja. Wb. ; tris-

sil'la-bl, P. K. Sm.] n. [trisyllaba, L.] A word consisting
of three syllables.

TRITE, a. [tritus, L.] Worn out by use; stale; common ;

often quoted or repeated ;
not new.

TRITE'LV', ad. In a trite or common way.
TR!TE'NESS, n. duality of being trite

;
staleness.

TRI-TER'NATE,* a. (Bot.) Threefold ternate. P. Cyc.

TRI'THE-IM, [tri'the-izm, K. Sm. Wo. Ash, Todd, Brande;
trl-the'Izm, P. Penning.] n. [tritheisme, Fr.

; rptfj and
feoj, Gr.] The doctrine or opinion that there are three
distinct Gods. Bp. Bull.

TRI'THE-IST, n. One who maintains tritheism. Nelson.

TRi-THE-fs'Tic, a. Relating to tritheism. South.

TRl-THE-Is'Tl-CAL,* a. Tritheistic. Clissold.

TRI'THING, n. [trithinga, Sax., whence triding, riding.}
Same as riding, which see. CoweU.

fTRrr'i-CAL, a. [tritus, L.] Trite
; common ;

worn out.
Warton.

tTRlT'i-CAL-\ESS, n. Triteness. Arbuthnot.

TRlT*i-cuM,* n. [L.] (Bot.) The genus of plants yielding
the various kinds of wheat. P. Cyc.

TRI'T<JN* n. (Myth.) A sea-god, half man and half fish.

(Enf.) A genus of worms. Crabb.

TRI'TONE,* n. [rpefj and rovog.] (Mas.) An interval now
generally called a sharp-fourth. Brands.

TRI-TOX'IDE,* n. (Chem.) An oxide containing one atom
of base united to three atoms of oxygen. Brande.

JTRfT'v-RA-BLE, a , [triturable, Fr.] That may be triturat-

ed. Browne.

TRlT'y-RATE, [trlt'u-rat, P. Ja. K. Wb. ; trl'tu-rat, Sm.]
v. a. [tritaro, L.] [i. TRITURATED

; pp. TRITURATING, TRIT-

URATED.] To reduce to powder ; to pound. Cockeram.

TRIT-V-RA/TION, n. [Fr.] Act of triturating ;
a pounding;

levigation ; reduction to powder. [Smith.
TRI'T'V-RA-TURE,* n. A wearing by rubbing or friction.

TRl'OMPH, (tri'umf) n. [triumphus, L.
; triomphe, Fr.] A

solemn procession in honor of victory, the highest milita-

ry honor that could be obtained by a Roman general :

state of being victorious; victory; conquest : joy for

success; pomp; show; stately procession: a conquer-
ing card, now called trump.

TRl'DMPK, (tri'umf) v. n. [triampho, L.
; triomphcr, Fr.]

[i. TRIUMPHED; pp. TRIUMPHING), TRIUMPHED.] To cele-
brate a victory with pomp ;

to rejoice for victory ;
to ob-

tain victory ;
to insult upon an advantage gained.

&5* "This verb, says Mr. Nares, was, even till Dry-
den's time, pronounced with the accent either on the first

or last syllable But it is now, as Mr. Nares ob-

serves, invariably accented on the first, notwithstand-
ing the general propensity to give a dissyllable noun and
verb a different accentuation." Walker.

tTRi'iJMPH, v. a. To triumph over. B. Jonson.

TRl-DM'PHAL, a. [triomphal, Fr.
; triumphalis, L.] Relating

to triumph ; commemorating a triumph ; used, in celebrat-

ing victory. Bacon.

fTRl-UM'PHAL, 7i. [triumphalia, L.] A token of victory.
Milton.

TRl-Oltt'PHANT, a. [triumphant, L. ; triomphant, Fr.] Cele-

brating a victory ; rejoicing as for victory ; graced with

victory ; victorious
; conquering. [ously.

TRI-UM'PHANT-LY, ad. In a triumphant manner
;
victori-

TRi'uMPH-ER, n. One who triumphs. Skak.

TRl-OM'viR, n. [L.] pi. L. TRI-UM'VI-RI'; Eng. TRI-IJM'-
VIR. One of a triumvirate

;
one of three men united in

office.

TRI-UM'VI-RATE, n. [triumviratus, L.] The coalition of
three men in government or authority ;

three men united
in power; government by three men.

tTRl-uM'VI-RY,* ?i. Triumvirate. Shak.

TRI'UNE, '[trl'Qn, S. P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. ; trl-Sn', W. F.]
a. \tres and unus, L.] At once three and one. Burnc.t.

TRl-u'pn-TY, n. State of being triune ; trinity. More.

TRI'VXLVE,* n. A shell with three valves. Jodrell.

TRI-VXL'VU-LAR,* a. Three-valved. Smart.

rRlv'ANT, n. A truant. Burton.

RI-VER'BI-AL,* a. Containing three words. Blacksf.onc.

TRfv'ET, n. Any thing supported by three feet. Drydcii.
Written also treoet. See THE VET.

TRfv'ET-TA'BLE,* n. A table supported by three feet.

Dryden.
IITRlv'j-Ai,, or TRlv'lAL, [triv'yal, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. ;

triv'e-al, P. Sm. R. Wb.] a. [Fr. ; trivialis, L.] [Vile ;
worth-

less ; vulgar ; such as may be picked up in the highway.
Roscommon.] Light ; trifling ; unimportant ;

inconsiderable.

||TRlv-i-Xi/l-TY,* n. State of being trivial ; a trifle ;
some-

thing of no value. Qw. Rev.

||TRlv'l-AL-Ly, ad. Commonly ; lightly ; inconsiderably.

||TRiv'i-AL-NESS, n. duality of being trivial.

TRWi-UM* n. [L.] A term applied, in the middle ages, to

the three first liberal arts, grammar, rhetoric, and logic,
which were studied together. Brande.

TR!'-WEK-LY,* a. Happening, performed, or published,
three times in a week ; as,

" a tri-weekly newspaper."
Ritchie. This word is often thus used in the United

States, though it is of questionable propriety. From
'

its formation, it properly signifies "occurring once in

three weeks," as triennial means "
occurring once in

three years."
TROAT, (trot) v. a. To cry, as a buck in rutting time. Scott.

TRO'CAR, n. [corrupted from trois-quarts, Fr.] A surgical

instrument, used in tapping for the dropsy; an instru-

ment for making incisions.

TRQ-jeHA'ic, (tro-ka'ik) n. A trochaical verse. Warton.

TRp-jEHA'lc, (tro-ka'ik) j
a. [trocha'ique, Fr. ;

trocha-

TR9-HA'i-CAL, (tr9-ka'e-kal) \ icus, L.] Relating to, or

consisting of, trochees.

TRQ-jemlN'TER, (trg-kan'ter) n. [Tpox<iVTnp.] (Anal.)
One of the two processes (the greater and less trochan-

ter) at the upper end of the thigh-bone.
TRO'JBHAR,* n. Loudon. See TROCAR.
TRO'JEHE,* n. [tro'ke, Sm. Brande.] [trochus, L.] (Med.)
A small lozenge or cake composed of sugar and mucilage,
with some more active medicine. Brande. Written also

troch. Dunglison.
TRO'JBHEE, (tr5'ke) n. [trochceus, L.

; trochte, Fr. ; rpoxai-

os, Gr.] (Prosody) A foot in Latin poetry, or rhythmical
measurement, consisting of two syllables, a long and a
short ; thus ^.

TRO'^HJL, (tro'kjl) n. [trochilus, L.] The humming-bird:
a small sea-bird; the wren. Sir T. Herbert. See

TROCHILUS.
TRQ-jeHi'L'ic, (tro-kil'ik) a. Running as on a wheel ;

drawn
as by a wheel

; rotatory. Camden.

TRQ-.EH{L/ICS, n. pi. [rpoxos-] The science of rotatory
motion. Browne.

TROJEH'I-LUS, 71. [L.] (Ornith.) A genus of small, brilliant-

ly-colored birds; the humming-bird: applied also to the

wren and a small sea-bird. (Arch.) A hollow ring or

moulding, called also cavetto, or srotia.

TRO'jeniNG, (tro'kjngz) n. pi. The curved horns of a
deer. Ainsworth.

tTRo'jEHlSK, (tro'kisk) n. [rpoxiVxof.] A kind of tablet

or lozenge. Bacon. See TROCHE.
TRO'JEHITE, (tro'kit) n. [trochite, Fr., from rpox<5j, Gr-]

(Min.) A kind of figured fossil stone.

TROJEII'LE-A,* n. [L.] (Mech.) A pulley or tackle. (Anat.)
A sort of 'cartilaginous pulley ;' the cartilage through
which the tendon of the trochleary muscle passes. Brands.

TRgH']L.E-A-RY,* a. Relating to a trochlea. P. Cyc.

TRO'jenoiDJ* n. Another name for a cycloid. Crabb.

TRQ-HSi\t'E-TER,* M. [rpox<5s and pirpav.] An instru-

ment for computing the revolutions of a carriage-wheel.
Scudamore.

TROD, i. from Tread. See TREAD.

TROD'DEN, (trod'dn)p. from Tread. See TREAD.

fTRODE, i. from Tread. Trod. See TREAD.

fTft&'DE, *. Footing; path. Spenser.

TROG'LQ-DYTE, n. [rpwyAwWraw.] One who has a dwell-

ing in a subterraneous cavern, as some savages or barba-

rians, such as inhabited Upper Egypt, Nubia, &c.

TRO'GON,* n. [L.] A species of perching bird. P. Cyc.

TROL.I,, v. a. [trollen, D.] [i. TROLLED ; pp. TROLLING,

TROLLED.] To move circularly ;
to move volubly ;

to roll
;

to utter volubly. [trdlcr, Fr.] To draw on. Hammond.

TROLL, v. n. To go round ;
to be moved circularly ;

to roll ;

to run round: losing a catcher fugue, each in turn

taking up the air. [troler, Fr.J To fish for a pike with
a rod which has a pulley towards the bottom. Gay.

TROLL'ER,*TJ. One who trolls. Ash.

TROL'LOP, n. A slattern
;
a woman loosely dressed : a

term of reproach for a girl or woman.
tTROL-LO-PE', n. A loose female dress. Goldsmith.

J-TROL'MY-DAME*!, n. pi. [trou-madame, Fr.] The game of
nine-holes. Shak.

TROM-BO'NE,* ??. [It.] The great trumpet ;
a brass, musi-

cal wind-instrument, serving as the bass to the trumpet.
Brande.

TROMP,* n. A blowing machine used in furnaces. Smart.

TROM'PIL,* n. An aperture in a tromp. Smart.

TRO.V,* or TRON'-WEIGHT,* (-wat) n. The name of an
ancient weight of Scotland, no\v little used. The frow

pound varied from 21 to 28 ounces. Brande.

MlEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON
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TRO'NA,* n. (JUin.) A carbonate of soda, found in Africa.

Brande.

tTRO'NAGE, re. (Eng. law) Money paid for weighing. Cowell.

TRQ-NA'TQR,* n. (Eng. law) An officer for weighing wool.

Whishaw.

TRdWco,* [It.] (Mus.) With a truncated sound. Smart.

TROOP, re. [troupe, Fr.
; truppa, It. ; troope, D.

; trop, Swed.]
A number of people in one body or line

;
a company : a

body of cavalry or mounted soldiers : a body of soldiers,

whether mounted or not.

TROOP, v. n. [i.
TROOPED ; pp. TROOPING, TROOPED.] io

inarch in a body ; to march in haste ;
to march in com-

pany. Milton. [back.

TROOP'ER, n. A horse-soldier ;
one who fights on horse-

TROOPS * n. pi. Soldiers in general ;
an army. Scott. See.

TROOP. [Dana.

TR66s'iTE,* n. (Jlfin.) A mineral containing manganese.

TROPE, n. [r/)dn-oj, Gr.
; tropus, L. ; trope, Fr.] (Rhet.) A

change in the signification of a word from its primary to

a derivative or figurative sense ;
a word used figuratively ;

as,
" The clouds foretell rain," for "foreshow."

TRO'PHIED, (tro'fjd) a. Adorned with trophies. Pope.

TRO-PHO'NI-AN,* a. Relating to Trophonius. Dwlght.

TROPH'Q-SPE'RM,* n. (Bot.) The placenta of a plant.

Brande.

TRO'PHV, (tro'fe) [tro'fe, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. JR.! n.

[trophasum, L.] A monument of victory; something taken

in battle or gained by conquest. Corruptly pronounced

tr5fe.

TROP'IC, n. [tropique, Fr. ; tropicus, L.] pi. TROPICS.

(jUstron.) Parallels of declination, or two circles paral-

lel to the equator, between which the sun's annual path

in the heavens is contained ; the northern being the trop-

ic of Cancer ;
the southern, that of Capricorn. (Geoff.)

The tropics are two parallels of latitude, one 23 28' north,

the other 23 28' south, of the equator, over which the sun

is vertical when his declination is greatest.

TROP'JC,* a. Same as tropical. Maurice.

TROP'I-CAL, a. Relating to a trope ; rhetorically changed
from the primary sense : relating to, or being within, the

tropics ;
near the tropics ; produced within the tropics ;

torrid ;
hot.

TROP'f-CAL-LY, ad. In a tropical manner ; figuratively.

TROP'jc-B'lRD,* n. The phaeton of Linnaeus. Crabb.

TRO'PIST, n. [tropiste, Fr.] One who deals in tropes ; one
who explains the Scriptures by tropes and figures. Todd.

TROP-Q-LS^'I-CAL, a. Relating to tropology ;
varied by

tropes. Burton.

TROP-Q-LSG'I-CAL-LY,* ad. In a tropological manner.
Cudworth. [R.]

TRQ-POL'Q-GIZE,* v. a. To change a word from its origi-

nal meaning ; to use as a trope. CudworUi. [R.]

TRC-POL'Q-GY, n. [rpdn-oj and Ad/oj.] Doctrine or use of

tropes. Browne. [SERB.

fTR6s'SER, n. [trousscs, Fr.] Trousers. Shak. See TRO u-

TR6T, v. n. [trotter, Fr.
; trotten, D.] [i.

TROTTED ; pp. TROT-

TING, TROTTED.] To move with a high, jolting pace, be-

tween a walk and a canter; ludicrously, to travel on
foot. Johnson.

TROT, n. [trot, Fr., Ger., # D.] The jolting, high pace of a

horse, between a walk and canter. [fAn old woman, in

contempt. Shak.]

||TR5TH, [troth, W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ; triiwth, S. JT.; troth,

Ja.] n. Belief; faith
; fidelity. Shak. Truth

; verity. Atldi-

son. [Antiquated.]

[IfTROTH'LESS, a. Faithless
; treacherous. Fairfax.

jtTRSTH'PLiGHT, (-pllt) v. a. To betroth. Skak.

IjtTROTH'PLlGHT, (-pllt) n. Act of betrothing. Shale.

TRST'TER, n. One that trots : a sheep's foot.

TR&u'BA-DdUK, (tr&'b&-dftf) n. [Fr.] One of a school of

poets who flourished in the llth, 12th, and 13th centuries.

chiefly in Provence, or the south of France.
TROGB'LE, (trub'bl) . a. [troubler, Fr.] [i. TROUBLED ; pp.
TROUBLING, TROUBLED.] To disturb

;
to perplex ;

to af-

flict; to grieve; to distress
;
to make uneasy; to engage

overmuch ;
to embarrass

; to harass
; to incommode

;

to tease
;
to ve.x

; to disorder.

TROUB'LE, (trub'bl) n. [Fr.] Disturbance; perplexity; af-
fliction ; grief; sorrow

; calamity; molestation; obstruc-
tion ; inconvenience; uneasiness; vexation.

TROUB'LER, (trub'bler) n. A disturber; confounder.
TRODB'LE-sdME, (trab'bl-sum) a. Causing trouble; per-

plexing; grievous; vexatious; afflictive; burdensome;
tiresome

; wearisome ; harassing ; importunate ; teasin" :

annoying; irksome.

TRODB'LE-S^ME-LV, (trub'bl-sum-le) ad. In a troublesome
manner; vexatiously ; wearisomely; importunately

TRorjB'LE-s6ME-NESS, (trub'bl-sum-nes) n. Vexatious-
ness.

fTROuB'LE-SlATE, (triib'bl-) n. Disturber of the public.
Daniel.

(trub'blus) a. Full of trouble
; tumultuous

confused. Spenser.

TR6UGH, (trof) [trof, S. fV. P. J. F. Sm. ; tro, E. ; truf, Ja. ;

trof or tr5, K.] n. Any thing hollowed and open longitu

dinally on the upper side.

TROUL, (trol) v. See TROLL.

TRdCNCEjV.a. [troncir, old Fr.] [i. TROUNCED ; P;KTROUNC.
ING, TROUNCED.] To punish or beat severely. South. [Vul
gar.]

TRoOsE, n. Dress for the leg. Spenser. See TROUSERS.

TRoO'ER, n. pi. [trousses, Fr. ; trius, Ir.] Loose panta-
loons : written also trowsers.

TROUSSEAU,* (tro-so') re. [Fr.] Paraphernalia; the clothes,

&c., of a bride. Boiste.

TRoOT, W. A delicate, spotted, fresh-water fish. [A man
easily caught or imposed upon. S/tafc.]

TROUT'LET,* n. A small trout; troutlmg. Thomas Hood.

TRO0T'L1N<},* n. A small trout ; troutlet. Jarvis.

TRO'VERJ w. [trouver, Fr.] (Law) A finding: an action

which a man has against one who, having found any of

his goods, refuses to deliver them upon demand, or an
action to try a disputed question of property in goods and
chattels.

fTRpw, [tr5, S. W. P. E. J. F. Sm. ; trim, Ja.] v. n. To
think ;

to imagine ;
to believe. Shak.

fTROW, inter]. An exclamation of inquiry. Shak.

TROW'EL, n. [truelle, Fr.
; trulla, L.] A tool used by a

bricklayer for taking up mortar, &c. ;
a tool used in gar-

dening; any coarse instrument. Shak.

TROWL, (trol) v. See TROLL.
TROW'ER, n. pi. Loose pantaloons. See TROUSERS.

TROY, a. Noting a kind of weight. See TROY-WEIGHT.

TROY'-WEIGHT, (-wat) n. A scale of weights, said to be
borrowed originally from Troyes in France, or to have
reference to the monkish name given to London of Troy
Novant. It is used by goldsmiths for weighing gold, sil-

ver, diamonds, &c. It consists of these denominations:
a pound = 12 ounces

;
ounce = 20 pennyweights ; penny-

weight = 24 grains.

TRU'ANT, n. [truand, old Fr. ; treuwant, D.] An idler; an
idle' boy. To play the truant is, in schools, to stay from
school without leave.

TRU'ANT, a. Idle
; wandering from school or business

;

negligent; unemployed; loitering.

TRU'ANT, v. n. [truander, old Fr.
; truwanten, old Ger.] To

idle away from duty ; to loiter. Shak.

fTRu'ANT-LY, a. Like a truant. Bp. Taylor.

tTRu'ANT-SHfp, n. Neglect of study or business, rfscham.

|TRuB, n. A sort of herb. Jlinsworth.

fTRuB'TAlL, n. A short, squat woman. Jlinsworth.

TRtlCE, n. [trdve, Fr.] An agreement between states or

contending parties for a suspension of hostilities ;
a tem-

porary peace; a cessation of hostilities; short quiet.
Truce of God, a. suspension of arms, which occasionally
took place in the Middle Ages, putting a stop to private
hostilities.

TROcE'-BREAK-ER,* n. One who breaks a truce. Timothy.

TRtJCE'LESS,* a. 'Being without truce. Brooke.

TRDCH'MAN, n. An interpreter ;
a dragoman. Blount.

fTRC-CI-DA'TIQN, n. [trucido, L.] Act of killing. Cock-
eram.

TRDCK, v. n. [troqucr, Fr. ; truccare, It.
; trocar, Sp.] [i.

THUCKED ; pp. TRUCKING, TRUCKED.] To traffic by ex-

change; to barter: to make use of a truck.

TRUCK, v. a. To give in exchange ;
to exchange ;

to barter.

Dryden. To convey with a truck.

TRUCK, 7i. Exchange ;
traffic by exchange. [rpo\;oj.]

A little wheel, as for carriage of cannon : a kind of car-

riage with low wheels for conveying any heavy weights ;

a wheel-carriage moved by hand. (Naut.) A small,
wooden cap or block at the extremity or a flag- staff, or at

the mast-head: a small, circular piece of wood with a
hole for a rope to pass through. Truck-system, the prac-

tice, in mining arid manufacturing districts, of paying the

wages of workmen in goods instead of money. McCulloch.

TRUCK'AGE, n. The act of trucking ;
traffic

; expense of

conveying by trucks.

TRDCK'ER, n. One who trucks or traffics.

TRDc'KLE, (trak'kl) v. n.
[i.

TRUCKLED ; pp. TRUCKLING,
TRUCKLED.] To be in a state of subjection or inferiority ;

to act with servility ;
to yield ;

to creep; to roll, as on a
little wheel.

TRtJc'KLE,* v. a. To move on rollers ;
to trundle. Jennings.

TRDC'KLE, n. A small wheel or castor, for diminishing
friction. Francis.

TRpc'KLE-BED, tj. Abed that runs on wheels under a

higher bed, called also a trundle-bed. Shak.

TROCK'MAN,* n. ; pi. TRUCKMEN. One who drives a
truck

;
a carman. Hale.

TRti'cu-LENCE, I n. [truculentia, L.] Savageness of man-

TBu'cu-LEN-cy, ) ners or appearance; cruelty. Water-

house. [R.]

TRO'CU-LENT, a. [truculentus, L.] Savage ;
barbarous ;

destructive
;
cruel. Harvey.

TRIJDGE, v. n. [truccare, It.] [/'. TRUDGED; pp. TRUDG-

ING, TRUDGED.] To travel on foot; to jog on . to march

heavily on. Shak.

A, E, T, o, u, Y, long; 1, E, T, 6, 0. Y, short ; A, E, I, p, V, T, obscure FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL: HEIR, HER;
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TRtJDGE'MAN, n. Dragoman: same as truckman. Bedwell.

TR(JE, (tru) a. Conformable to fact; conformable to truth ;

conformable to the nature of things ;
not false ;

not erro-

neous ; agreeing with our own thoughts ;
veracious ; gen-

uine
;
real

; not counterfeit
;
faithful

;
honest ;

sincere ;

upright ; plain ; exact
; conformable to a rule ; rightful.

True bill, (Law.) These words are indorsed on a bill of

indictment when a grand jury, after having heard the

witnesses for the government, are of opinion that there

is sufficient cause to put the defendant on trial.

TRCE'BORN, a. Having a right by birth ; genuine.
TRtiE'BRED,a. Of a good breed and education ;

well-bred.

TROE'HEART-ED, (tru'hart-ed) a. Honest; faithful. Shak.

TRCE'HEART-ED-NESS,* n. Sincerity. Maunder.

TRU"E'LOVE, (tru'luv) ?i. A plant : a sweetheart ;
a lover.

TRflE'LbvE,* a. Affectionate
;
sincere. Shak.

TRCE'L6VE-KNOT, (tru'luv-not) 71. A knot formed with

many involutions of lines, so as to render it difficult to

untie it; an emblem of interwoven affection: called

also truelover's-knot.

TRU~E'NESS, (tru'nes) 7. Sincerity; faithfulness. Bacon.

TRU"E 'PEN-NY, n. A familiar phrase for an honest fellow.

Shak.

TRtJF'FLE, (tru'fl) [tru'fl, S. W. J. F. Ja. K.\ trQffl, Sm. ;

truf 'fl, P.] n. [trufle, triiffe, Fr.] A subterraneous fungus
or vegetable production, resembling a mushroom, used

in cookery.
TRtJF'FLE D,* (tru'fid) a. Furnished with truffles. Q. Rev.

TRUG, n. A hod for mortar. Bailey.

TRO'1M, (tru'Izrn) 71. A self-evident and undeniable truth,
such as there is no need of stating.

TROLL, n. [drollen, Teut.j [|A girl. Wotton.] A low, va-

grant strumpet. Shak.

TRU'LY, (tru'Ie) ad. In a true manner
; according to truth ;

honestly ; really ; sincerely; exactly ; justly : indeed;
a slight affirmation, almost expletive.

TRUMP, 7. [trompe, D. 8f Fr.
; tromba, It.] A trumpet ;

an
instrument of warlike music. Shak. [triomphe, Fr.J

A
winning card : a card that has particular privileges in a

game; an old game at cards. To put to or upon the

trumps, to put to the last expedient. Dryden.
TRUMP, v. a.

[i.
TRUMPED ; pp. TRUMPING, TRUMPED.] To

win with a trump card. [tromper, Fr.] To impose upon.
B. Jonson. To obtrude

;
to force upon. South. To trump

up, to devise ;
to forge. Young:

TRUMP, v. n. To blow a trumpet. Widiffe. To play a trump
card ;

to interpose, as with a trump card. Bp. Hall.

TRUMP'ER-Y, 7t. [trompcrie, Fr.] Something fallaciously

fine ; deception ;
nonsense

; folly ; empty talk
;
worthless

trash ;
trifles.

TRUMP'ER-Y,* a. Trifling; worthless. Bp. Heber.

TRUMP'ET, 7f. [trompette, Fr. <$ D.] A wind instrument of

martial music: an instrument to assist the hearing or

speaking, as a speaking-tr?7i^c, an ear-trumpet or a hear-

ing-trumpct .- in military phrase, the trumpeter. Jlddison.

One who celebrates or praises. Dryden.
TRUMP'ET, v. a. [trompeter, Fr.] [i.

TRUMPETED ; pp.

TRUMPETING, TRUMPETED.] To publish; to publish by
sound of trumpet ;

to proclaim.
TRUMP'ET-ER, n. One who sounds a trumpet; one who
proclaims : a South-American bird : a sort of pigeon :

a fish.

TRUMP'ET-FISH,* n. A species of fish
; trumpeter. Smart.

TRUMP'ET-FLOW-ER, n. A tubular flower.

TRUMP'ET-FLY,* n.' A gray fly ; an insect. Hill.

TRDMP'ET-HoN'EY-SL'CK-LE,* 7i. A plant. Smart.

TROMP'ET-SHAPED,* a. Formed like a trumpet. Booth.

TRUMP'ET-SHELL,* n. A genus of univalve shells; the

buccinum or welk. Hamilton.

TRUMP'ET-TONGUED, (-tungd) a. Having a tongue vocif-

erous as a trumpet. Shak.

fTRUMP'LlKE, a. Resembling a trumpet. Chapman.
TRUN'CATE, (trung'kat) v. a. [trunco, L.] [i.

TRUNCATED ;

pp. TRUNCATING, TRUNCATED.] To maim ; to cut short; to

cut or lop off, as trees.

PRUN'OATE,* (trung'kat) a.(Bot.) Abruptly cut off. P. Cyc.
s vertex cut off

; lopped. P. Cyc.

(I

UN'ciT-ED,*a. Having the

UN-CA'TIQN, n. Act of truncating; a cutting off: the

ssumption of a plane surface by a mineral.

tJN'<?HE<?N, (trun'shun) n. [tron<-on, Fr.] A short staff;

club ;
a cudgel. Spenser. A staff of command. Shak.

luN'^HEQN, (trun'shun) v. a. To beat with a truncheon.
ihak. [truncheon. Shak.

ON-CHEQN-EER', (trun-shun-er') n. One armed with a

ON'DLE, (trun'dl) v. n. [trondder, Picard. Fr. ; trcndl,

Sax.] [L TRUNDLED ; pp. TRUNDLING, TRUNDLED.] To TOll
;

to howl along. Jlddison.

TRfiN'DLE, v.-a. To bowl ;
to roll ; to truckle. Lovelace..

TRIJN'DLE, n. Any round, rolling thing ; a roller
;
trunnel.

TRDN'DLE-BED, n. A bed that runs on little wheels under
a hipher bed

;
a trucklebed. B. Jonson. See TRUCKLEBED.

TRUN'DLE-TAIL, n. Round-tail; a kind of dog. Shah.

TRUNK, (trungk) n. [truncus, L.
; tronc, Fr.] The body,

without the branches or limbs, as of a tree or ofan animal
;

the main body of any thing: the shaft of a column
,

the die, dado, or body of a pedestal : a chest for clothes :

the proboscis of an elephant or other animal : a ves-

sel open at each end for the discharge of water: a long
tube through which pellets of cJay are blown. (Ent.)
The intermediate section of the body, which lies between
the head and abdomen. Brandt.

fTRfJNK, v. a. [trunco, L.] To truncate; to lop. Spenser.
TRtTNKED,>(trunkt) a. Having a trunk. Howell.

TRONK'FISH,* n. The ostracion, a sea-fish. Roget.
tTRUNK'-HdE, n. Large breeches formerly worn. Prior.

TRUNK'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes trunks. Spectator.

TRONK'TUR-TLE,* n. A species of turtle. Hill.

TRUN'NEL,* n. A round, rolling substance; a trundle:
a corruption of tree-nail. Cook.

TRUN'NIQN, (trun'yun) n. [trognons, Fr.] One of the two
knobs or pivots projecting from the sides of a cannon, by
which it rests on the cheeks of the carriage.

TRf)'$lON, (tru'zhun) n. [trudo, L.] Act of thrusting or

pushing. Bentley. [R.]

TROss, n. [trousse, Fr.] A bundle, as of hay or straw.

(Jlfcrf.) A bandage or apparatus used for hernia. (Arch.)
A framed assemblage of pieces of timber. (JVkttt) A
rope confining the middle of the lower yard to the mast.

TRDss, v. a. [trousser, Fr.] [i.
TRUSSED

; pp. TRUSSING,
TRUSSED.] To bind, as with a truss

;
to pack tip.

TROsT, n. [traust, Run.] Confidence ;
reliance on another;

charge given or received
;
confident opinion ;

credit given
without examination ; belief; faith; hope; expectation:

credit on promise of payment : something commit-
ted to one's faith

; deposit ; something committed to

charge : state of him to whom something is intrusted.

TRDsx, v. a. [i.
TRUSTED ; pp. TRUSTING, TRUSTED.] To place

confidence in
;
to confide in ; to commit to the care of; to

believe ;
to credit

;
to venture confidently : to sell upon

credit.

TRUST, v. n. To be confident of something future
;
to have

confidence ; to rely ; to be credulous ;
to expect.

TRiiST'-DjlED,* n. (Law) A deed of trust, conveying real

estate, and enjoining certain conditions to be performed
by the party that receives it. HiMiard.

TRUS-TEE', n. One intrusted with something: one to

whom property, or the management of property, is com-

mitted, in behalf of another or others, or of a corporate

body.
TRUS-TEE'SHIP,* n. The office of trustee

;
the state of be-

ing placed fn the hands of trustees. EC. Rev.

TRUST'ER, n. One who trusts. Shak.

TRUST'FUL,* a. Full of trust; confiding. Ed. Rev.

TRtJST'FUL-LY,* ad. In a trustful manner. Month. Rev.

TRtiST/J-LY, ad. Honestly ; faithfully ;
with fidelity. Widiffe.

TRUST'I-NESS, n. Honesty ; fidelity ;
faithfulness. Grew.

TROST'LESS, a. Unfaithful
;
not to be trusted. Spenser.

TRUST'WOR-THI-NESS,* (-wiir-tfie-nes) n. duality of be-

ing worthy of confidence. EC. Rev.

TRUST'WOR-TH y,* (-wlir-the) a. Worthy of confidence;
faithful. .Pierce.'

TRtJST'y, a. Worthy of being trusted
; deserving confi-

dence ; honest; faithful ; true.

TR(ITH, n. , pi. TROTHS. Conformity to fact or reality ; that

which is true ;
that which is known by Omniscience; ve-

racity ; fidelity ; honesty ;
virtue ; the eternal principle

of right, or law of order. (Fine arts) Faithful adher-

ence to nature. Of a truth, or in truth, in reality.

9^=" Some pronounce the plural of truth, truths
;
but

this must be carefully avoided." Walker.

TRfJTH'FUL, a. Conformable to truth
;
true. Warton.

TRfJTH'FUL-LY,* ad. In a truthful manner. Dr. Allen.

TROTH'FUL-NESS,* ?i. Quality of being truthful. Qw. Rev.

TRfJTJi'LEss, a. Wanting truth
;
faithless. Fuller.

TROTH'-T
-

LL-ER,*7i. One who speaks the truth. Alien.

fTRtJ-Ti-NA'TlON, n. [trutina, L.] The act of weighing.
Browne. [P. Cyc.

TRVT-TA'CEOUS,* (trut-ta'shus) a. Relating to the trout.

TRY, (trl) v. a. [trier, Fr.] [i. TRIED ; pp. TRYING, TRIED.]
To examine ; to make experiment of; to experience; to

assay ; to have knowledge or experience of: to examine,
as a judge ;

to bring before a judicial tribunal : to bring
to a decision ; to act on, as a test ;

to bring, as to a test
;

to put to the proof: to essay ;
to attempt: to purify ;

to refine : to use as means.

TRY, v. n. To endeavor
;
to attempt ;

to make essay.

TRY,* 7i. An attempt ; experiment ;
trial. Shak.

TRY'GON,* n. [L.] A sea-fish ; a poisonous fish. Goldsmith,

TRY'SA'IL,* TJ. (Naut.) A small gaff-sail, of strong canvas,
set in bad weather. Brande.

TfiB, n. [tobbe, tubbe, D.] A large, open vessel of wood, for

holding water, &c. [\(Med.) A discipline of sweating in a
heated tub, formerly practised. Shak.]

TUBE, 7*. [Fr. ; tubus, L.] A pipe; a long, hollow body or

cylinder.
TO'BER,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A fleshy stem, formed under

ground, and filled with starch; a vegetable root, as a

potato. Brande.
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TO'BER-CLE, (tu'ber-kl) n. [tubercule, Fr.
; tuberculum, L.J

A small, hard tumor ; a pimple : a diseased structure of

the lungs. [lous. Month. Rev.

TU-BE R'cy-LAR,* a. Full of knots or tubercles; tubercu-

Ty-BER'cy-LiT-ED,* a. Having tubercles. Pennant.

Ty-BER'cy-LOSE,* a. Tubercular; tuberculous. Hill.

Ty-BER'cy-LODs,* a. Having tubercles; tubercular. Month.

Rev.

TU-BER-TF'ER-OUS,* a. Producing tubers. Dr. A. Gray.

TUBE'ROE, or TU'BER-OE, [tub'roz, W. F. Ja. K.; tu'-

ber-oz, J. Sm. R.] n.' [tuberosus, L.] A plant with a tuber-

ous root; a fragrant and beautiful flower.

TU-BER-OSE',* a. Having tubers; tuberous. W. Ency.
TO-BER-6s'i-TY,* n. State of being tuberous; an unequal

or rough eminence or mass. Dung-lison.

TO^BER-OUS, a. [tabdreux, Fr.
; tuber, L.] Having tubers,

knobs, or excrescences ;
tuberose.

TU'BER-OUS-NESS,* n. duality of being tuberous. Ash.

TDB'-FAsT,* n. An operation of sweating and fasting, for-

merly practised for curing the syphilis. Shak.

TDB'FISH,* n. A fish found in the seas in the north of Eu-

rope, of about two or three pounds' weight. Crabb.

TU'BI-PORE,* 71. A genus of zoophytes ; pipe-coral. Crabb.

TUB'MAN,* n. ; pi. TUBMEN. (Law) A distinguished bar-

rister in the English court of exchequer. Whishaw. See

POSTMAN.

TU'BU-LAR, a. [tubulus, L.] Resembling a pipe or tube
;

longitudinally hollow
;

fistular.

TU'BU-LAT-ED, \
a. [tubulus, L.] Fistular; longitudinally

TO'By-LoOs, \ hollow; tubular. Derham.

TU'BULE, n. [tubulus, L.] A small pipe, tube, or fistular

body. Woodward.

TU-BV-LOSE',* a. Resembling a tuba or pipe. Hill.

fTO'CET, TI. [tocchetto, It.] A steak
;
a collop. Bp. Taylor.

tTDcH, n. A kind of marble. Sir T. Herbert.

CK, n. [tweca, Welsh
; estoc, Fr. ; stocco, It.] [A long,

narrow sword. Shale. A kind of net. Carew. A sort of

pull ;
a kind of lugging. A. Wood.] A fold in a dress.

TOCK, (tuk) v. a. [taclcen, Ger.] [i. TUCKED ; pp. TUCKING,
TUCKED.] To gather into a narrower compass ;

to gather

up ;
to enclose by pressing the clothes

;
to hinder from

spreading.
fTDcK, 7). 71. To contract. Sharp.
TOcK'A-HOE,* n. A curious vegetable found in the south-

ern part of the United States, growing, like the truffle,

under the surface of the earth, and regarded as a fungus :

sometimes called Indian bread or loaf. Farm. Ency.
TOcK'ER, n. He or that which tucks: an ornamental

piece of dress to shade a woman's bosom.

fTOcK/ET, n. [toccata, It.] A flourish of a trumpet. Shak.

A steak or collop. Bp. Taylor.

tTDcK'ET-s6-NANCE,7i. The sound of the tucket. Shak.

TUE'FALL,* n. (Arch.) A building with a sloping roof only
on one side. Maunder.

fTO'EL, n. [tuyau, Fr.] The anus. Skinner.

TUESDAY, (tuz'da) 7i. The third day of the week, named

after_7'imco, the Saxon god of war.

TUE'SITE,* n. (Min.) Another name for halloylite. Dana.

TU'FA,* n. A mineral deposit. Ure. See TUFF.
Ty-FA'cEoys,* (tu-fa'shus) a. Relating to tuff. Lyell.

TOFF,* n. [tufo, It.] (Min.) A gray deposit of calcareous

carbonate, from springs and streams; a volcanic sub-
stance ;

a porous, light, sandy, calcareous stone, suited to

the construction of vaults: written also tufo. Brande.

T0FT, TI. [touffe, Fr.] A collection, as of threads, ribbons,
or feathers, into a knob or bunch : a cluster or bunch,
as of grass : a cluster, as of shrubs or trees.

TUFT, v. a.
[i. TUFTED ; pp. TUFTING, TUFTED.] To separate

into tufts or little clusters
;
to adorn with a tuft.

tTvF-TXF'FA-TY,7i. A villous kind of silk or taffety. Donne.

TDFT'ED, a. Growing in tufts or clusters. Milton.

TCFT'-HUNT-ER,* n. (Eng. universities) A parasite. Grose.

TDFT'y, a. Adorned with tufts
; growing in tufts. Drayton.

TOG, v. a.
[i.

TUGGED
; pp. TUGGING, TUGGED.] To pull with

strength long continued
; to draw

; to pull ;
to pluck ; to

haul.

TfiG, v. n. To pull ;
to draw

; to labor
;
to struggle.

TUG, TI. A long, hard pull ; great effort. Dryden. A tow-
boat, as a steam-tug. A four-wheeled timber-carriage.
Htilioway. [Local, England.] A strong rope or leather

strap used as a trace. [United States.]
TOG'JGER, n. One that tugs or pulls hard. Sherwood.

TOG'G1NG-LY, ad. With difficulty. Bailey.
Ty-I"TlpN, (tu-ish/un) n. [old Fr.

; tuitio, from tueor, L.]
Guardianship ; superintendence, as by a tutor ; instruc-
tion, as by a tutor.

TI;-I"TIPN-A-RY,* a. Relating to tuition. Maunder. [R.]
TU'LIP, n. [tulipe, Fr. ; tulipa, L.] A plant and flower, of the

liliaceous order. The flower is noted for its gay colors.

TO'LIP-IST,* n. A cultivator of tulips. Brown.
TO-LJ-PP-MA'NI-A,* n. A mania for tulips. P. Cyc.
TU-LIP-TREE, n. A beautiful American tree, so called be-
cause its flowers resemble the tulip in shape; liriodendron

TOM'BLE, (tum'bl) r. n. [tommelen, D.
; tombolare, It.] [i.

} TUN

TUMBLED J pp. TUMBLING, TUMBLED.] To fall Or COmC SUd-

denly to the ground; to fall in numbers tumultuously ;

to roll about ;
to play tricks by various librations and

motions of the body, as a buffoon.

TOM'BLE, v. a. To turn over; to throw down or about.

TOM'BLE, n. Act of tumbling or rolling; a fall.

TDM'BLE-ONG,* n. A species of beetle. Goldsmith.

TUM'BLER, n. One who tumbles, or shows tricks or feats

in tumbling: a glass drinking-vessel : a species of

pigeon : a sort of dog.
TOM'BREL, n. [tombereau, Fr.] A dung-cart; a cart; a

cart used for implements of pioneers or artillery-stores.

(Law) A ducking-stool for the punishment of scolds
;

trebuchet ; cucking-stool. Whishaw.

TOM'BRIL,* n. A sort of circular cage or crib formed of
osiers or twigs, used, in some parts of England, for feed-

ing sheep in the winter. Farm. Ency.
TU-ME-FAC'TION, n. [tumefactio, L.] Act of swelling; slate

of being swelled ; swelling.
Tu'ME-FY, v. a. [tumefacio, L.] [i. TUMEFIED ; pp. TUME-
FYING, TUMEFIED.] To swell; to make to swell. Sharp.

TU'MID, a. [tumidus, L.] Being swelled
; puffed up; protu-

berant : pompous ;
boastful ; puffy ; turgid ;

bombastic ;

falsely sublime.

Ty-MiD'i-TY,*7i. State of being tumid; turriidness. Boswell.

TO'MID-LY,* ad. In a tumid form. Smart.

TU'MID-NESS,* TI. The state of being tumid. Smart.

Tu'MQR, n. [tumor, L.
; tumeur, Fr.] A morbid swelling

or prominence. [Affected pomp ;
false magnificence ;

puffy grandeur ; swelling mien. Wotton.]

Ty'MQRED, (tu'murd) a. Distended ;
swelled. Junius. [R.]

Tu'MOR-ous, a. Swelling ;
tumid. B. Jonson. [R.]

TDMP, TI. The knoll of a hill. Ainsworth. [&.]
TDMP, v. a. (Hort.) To fence trees about with earth.

tTO'MU-LATE, v. n. [tumulo, L.] To bury. Bailey.

TO-My-LOSE', a. [tumulosus, L.J Full of hills. Bailey. [R.]

fTu-My-LOS'i-TY, 7t. [tumulus, L.] Hilliness. Bailey.

Tu'My-LOUS,'* a. Full of hills; tumulose. Knowles. [R.]

TU'MULT, n. [tumulte, Fr.
; tumultus, L.] A promiscuous

commotion in a multitude
;
a stir

;
an irregular violence ,

a wild commotion ; an uproar ;
a riot.

fTy'MDLT, v. 71. To make a tumult
;
to be in wild commo-

tion. Milton.

fTu'MOLT-ER, TI. One who makes a tumult. Milton.

Ty-MOLT'y-A-Ri-LY, ad. In a tumultuary manner. Sandys.

Ty-MULT'y-A-Ri-NESS, n. Turbulence ;
disorder. K. Charles.

Ty-MOLT'y-A-RY, (tu-mult'yu-a-re) a. [tumultuaire, Fr.]

Disorderly; promiscuous; confused; tumultuous. Alter-

bury. [to rage. South.

fTy-MftLT'V-ATE, v. n. [tumultuor, L.] To make a tumult;
fTy-MOLT-y-A'TIpN, n. Confused agitation. Boyle.

Tu-MULT'y-oOs, (tu-mult'yu-iis) a. [tumultueux, Fr.] Full of

tumults; disorderly ; confusedly agitated; promiscuous;
turbulent; violent; tumujtuary.

Ty-MOLT'y-oOs-Ly, ad. In a tumultuous manner.

Ty-MULT'y-ous-NESS, n. State of being tumultuous.
Tu'MV-L us,* n. [L.] pi. TU'MV-LI. A mound

;
a hillock,

often covering a tomb.or sepulchre. Hamilton.

TON, n. [tunne, Sax. ; tonne, D.
; tonne, tonneau, Fr.] A large

cask
;
the measure of four hogsheads, or 252 gallons ; any

large quantity, proverb ially. [A drunkard, in burlesque.

Dryden.] A weight, &c. "See TON.
TUN, v. a. To put into casks

;
to barrel. Bacon.

TUN'A-BLE, a. That may be tuned
;
harmonious.

TUN'A-BLE-NESS, n. Harmony ; melodiousness. Sherwood.

TuN'A-BLY, ad. Harmoniously ; melodiously. Skelton.

TON'-BEL-LiED,*(tun'bel-ljd)a. Shaped like a tun. Smart.

fTuN'-DiSH, 71. A tunnel or funnel. Shak.

TUNE, n. [toon, D.
; ton, Swed'.

; tuono, It. ; ton, Fr. ; tonus,

L.] A series of musical notes, with unity of key-note;
sound; note; harmony: order; concert of parts, meas-

ure, and sentiment : state for giving the due sounds
;
the

state of a musical instrument when it returns the proper
sounds : proper state

; right disposition or temper ;

proper humor: state with respect to order.

TUNE, v. a. [i. TUNED ; pp. TUNING, TUNED.] To put into a

proper musical state ;
to sing harmoniously : to put into

order.

TUNE, v. n. To form one sound to another; to utter musi-
cal sounds without using words.

TUNE'FUL, a. Musical; harmonious. Milton.

TUNE'FUL-LY,* ad. In a tuneful manner. Atterbury.
TUNE'LESS, . Unharmonious

;
unmusical. Spenser.

TUN'ER, n. One who tunes. Shak.

TDNG'STATE,* n. (Chem.) A salt formed of tungstenic acid

and a base. Brande.

TUNG'STEN,* n. [tung-sten, Swed., heavy stone.] (Min.) A
mineral which is a tungstate of lime

;
also a metal ob-

tained from the mineral. Brande.

TONG-STEN'IC,* . (Chem.) Obtained from tungsten. Ure.

TO'NIC, n. [tunique, Fr. ; tunica, L.] A garment worn by
the ancient Romans, of both sexes, under the toga, and
next to the skin

; a kind of waistcoat: a natural cover-

ing ; integument.
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rO'Ni-GA-Ry,* n. [tunica, L.] (ZooZ.) A headless mollus-
can. Kirby.

TU'NI-CAT-ED,* a. (Bo.) Covered with u membrane. Smart.

TU'NI-CLE, n. A natural covering; integument. Ray. For-

merly, a kind of cope worn by the officiating clergy. Bale.

TUN'ING, n. Act of singing or playing in concert, act or
method of putting into tune. Milton

TV-NI'I-AN,* (tu-nlzh'e-an) n. A native of Tunis. Shaw.

TV-N!'I-AN, a. Relating to Tunis. Earnshaw.

TDNK'ERJ*n. One of a religious sect: a subdivision of
the Baptists, found chiefly in Pennsylvania 5

called also

Dunkers. Brande.

TuN'NAGE, n. Jlrbuthnot. See TONNAGE.
TDN'NEL, n. The shaft of a chimney ; the passage for the
smoke : a funnel

;
a pipe or vessel with a broad mouth,

by which liquor is poured into vessels: a net resembling
a funnel or tunnel. (Engineering) A subterranean pas-

sage, cut through a hill or under a river, for the purpose
of carrying through a canal, road, or railroad, &.c.

TDN'NEL, v. a. [i. TUNNELLED; pp. TUNNELLING, TUN-

NELLED.] To form like a tunnel; to catch in a net: to

reticulate. Derham. To form by a tunnel or passage
through something. P. Cyc.

TC'N'NY, n. [tonno, It.
; thynnus, L.] A sea-fish

;
the Span-

ish mackerel.

TOP, n. A ram. Holloway. [Local, Eng.]
Tup, v. n. [i. TUPPED; pp. TUPPING, TUPPED.] To butt, like

a ram. Johnson.

TUP, v. a. To cover, as a ram. Todd.

TUR'BAN, 7i. The usual head-dress of the Turks, Persians,
and other Orientals ;

a sort of cap.

fTu'R'BAND, n. Same as turban. Shak.

TUR'BANED, (tiir'band) a. Wearing a turban. Shak.

tTiJR'B'ANT, n. Same as turban. Milton.

TUR'BA-RY, n. [turbaria, from turba, low Latin for turf.]

(Eng. lawj The right of digging turf. Skinner. The place
where turf is dug. Cowell. [TURPETH.

TUR'BETH, or TUR'BITH, n. [turpethus, L.] Wiseman. See

TUR'BID, a. [turbidus, L.] Having lees or sediment stirred

up ;
not clear

;
thick

; muddy.
TVR-BID'I-TY,* n. The state of being turbid. Smart.

TiJR'BjD-LYj'arf. In a turbid manner. [Angrily. Young.]
TUR'BID-NESS, n. State of being turbid

;
muddiness.

TUR'BI-NATE,* a. [turbo, L.] (Bot.~) Shaped like a spin-

ning-top. P. Cyc.
TUR'BI-NAT-ED, a. [turbinatus, L.] Twisted; spiral:

whirling, as on an axis
; shaped like a top or an inverted

cone.

TUR-BI-NA'TI<?N, 7i. Act of spinning like a top. Cocforam.

TUR'BJT,* n. A sort of pigeon. Pennant.

TUR'BQT, n. [turbot, Fr. |- D.I A delicate, flat fish, much
esteemed for food, found in European seas.

TtJR'BU-LENCE, n. [pr.
; turbulentia, L.] duality of being

turbulent; tumult; confusion; disorder; violence
;
com-

motion ;
riot ;

turmoil.

TUR'BU-LN-CY, n. Same as turbulence. Milton.

TUR'BV-LENT, a. [turbulentus, L.] Raising agitation or

commotion ; liable to agitation ; tumultuous; violent; ri-

otous; seditious; mutinous.

TUR'BU-LENT-LV, a^. in a turbulent manner
;
tumultuous-

ly ; violently.

TUR'CIM, [tur'sizm, W. F. Sm. Wb. ; tur'klzin, S. K.] n.

[ Turcismus, low L.] The religion of the Turks. Jitterbu-

ry. [R.]

TyR-coi', (tur-kez') n. See TURKOIS.

TURC'Q-MAN,* 7i. ; pi. TURC'Q-MXN. A native of Turco-
man ia. P. Cyc.

TiJRD, n. [Sax.] Excrement
; dung. Bailey. [Low.]

Ty-REEN',* n. A deep table-vessel for soup. Hook.

TURF, n. [turf, Sax.
; torf, D. $ Swed.] pi. TURFS. The

surface of grass-land ;
a clod covered with grass ;

a sod :

peat dug out of a bog, or swampy land, for fuel.

TURF, V. a. [L TURFED
; pp. TURFING, TURFED.] To COVer,

as with turf. Mortimer.

TuRF'-BUlLT,* (-bilt) a. Formed of turf. Warton.

TURF'I-NESS, 71. The state of abounding with turf or turfs.

TiJRF'LESS,* a. Destitute of turf. Savage.
TiJRF'y, a. Full of turfs

;
covered with turf; built of turf.

TUR'GENT, a. [old Fr. ; turgens, L.] Swelling ; protuberant ;

tumid
; pompous ; turgid. Thomson.

TVR-GESCE',* v. n. To swell ; to inflate. Dr. Francis. [R.]

TUR-^ES'CENCE, j
71. [turgescensj L.] Act of swelling;

TVR-GES'CEN-CY, i state of being swelled
; empty mag-

nificence. Browne.

TUR-GES'CENT,* a. Growing large ; swelling. Ash.

TUR'GID, a. [turgidus, L.l Swelling; swelled; inflated;
bloated

; pompous ;
tumid ; bombastic.

TUR-GID'I-TY, n. State of being turgid ; pompousness.
TUR'GID-NESS, n. Pompousness ; turgidity. Warburton.

tTuR'^ID-oOs,* a. Turgid. B. Jonson.

TiiRK,*'n. A native or inhabitant of Turkey. Clarke.

TUR'KEY, (tur'ke) n. A large gallinaceous fowl, originally
from America, but so named from its having been erro-

neously supposed to be brought from Turkey. P. Cyc.

TUR'KEY-COCK,* n. The male of the turkey. Somervillc.

TUR'KEY-HEN,* n. The female of the turkey. Jlsh.

TUR'KEY-RED,* n. A fine and durable red, dyed upon cal-
ico and woollen cloth, the coloring matter being madder.
Brande.

TtJRK'lSH,* a. Relating to Turkey or the Turks. Walsh.

T{JRK'ISH-LY,* ad. In the Turkish manner. QM. Rev.

TVR-KOI', (tur-kez') [tur-kez', W. P. F. ; tur-kaz', S. E. J.
',

tur-kolz', Sm.] n.
[turquoise, Fr., from Turkey.] A blue

mineral, much admired in jewelry, found abundantly in
the Nishapoor mines, in Persia. '

TURK'MAN, n.;pl. TURK'MANSJ. See TURCOMAN.
TiJRKs'cXp, n. A plant ;

a species of lily. Ainsworth.

TuR'LU-PiN,*re. A name given to a class of sectaries or re-

formers in France, in the 14th century. Brande.

fTuRM, 7i. [turma, L.] A troop. Milton.

TliR'MER-tc, n. A root from the East Indies, called Indian

saffron, used in making a yellow dye. It is an ingredient
of curry powder, and is used in cookery.

TtJR'MolL, [tiir'moil, S. W. J. E. K. Sm.; tur-mb"l', P. F.
Ja. Wb.] n. Trouble; disturbance; tumultuous molesta-
tion

; turbulence ; disorder
;
confusion.

TfJR'MOlL, V. a.
[i.

TURMOILED ; pp. TURMOILING, TUR-

MOILED.J To harass with commotion
;
to keep in unquiet-

ness. Milton.

TiJR'MolL, v. n. To be in commotion or unquietness. Milton.

TURN, v. a. [turnan, Sax.
; tourner, Fr., from torno, L.] [i.

TURNED
; pp. TURNING, TURNED.] To make to deviate

;
to

make to go round
;
to put into a circular motion ;

to move
round

;
to revolve ; to change, by putting one part into

the place of another
;
to circulate

;
to whirl ;

to wheel ;

to bend ; to twist : to shift ;
to bring the inside out : to

form on a lathe by moving round
;
to form

; toshape : to

transform ; to metamorphose ;
to transmute

;
to make of

another color : to change ;
to alter : to translate : to ,

change to another opinion or party ;
to convert : to trans-

fer : to make to nauseate : to make giddy; to infatuate ;

to makemad : to double in : -r- to agitate in the mind :

to blunt: to expel; to reverse: to retort; to throw
back : to make to return with profit. To turn away, to

dismiss from service ; to discard
;
to avert. To turn back,

to return. To turn off, to dismiss contemptuously ;
to give

over ; to deflect ;
to divert. To be turned of, to advance

to an age beyond. To turn over, to transfer
;
to refer ;

to

examine leaf by leaf; to throw off the ladder, as a crim-

inal when hanged. To turn to, to have recourse to.

TURN, v. n. To move round
;
to have a circular motion : to

change posture ; to have a tendency or direction ;
to move

the face to another quarter : to deviate ;
to alter ; to be

changed ; to be transformed; to change: to change to

acid : to become
;
to be brought eventually : to depend

on, as the chief point : to grow giddy: to return; tore-

coil : to move, as on a pivot : to be directed to or from

any point ; as,
" The needle turns to the pole." To turn

away, to deviate from any course. To turn off, to divert

one's course.

TURN, 7i. Act of turning; state of being turned; gyration;

meander; winding course: a walk to and fro:

change; vicissitude; alteration : successive course;
chance

;
occasion

;
incidental opportunity: action of

kindness or malice : reigning inclination : that which
comes by rotation; new position of things; exigence:

form
;
cast ; shape ;

manner ;
bent

;
inclination

;
char-

acter : the manner of adjusting the words of a sen-

tence. [The court of the sheriff. See TOURN.] By turns,
one after another

; alternately.

TURN'BENCH, n. A kind of iron lathe for turners. Myoxon.

TuRN'ciP,*n. A chimney-top which turns round with the

wind. Francis.

TURN'COAT, (-kot) n. One who forsakes his party or prin-

ciples ;
an apostate ;

a renegade. Shak.

TURN'ER, n. One who turns, especially on a lathe : a sort

of pigeon.
TUR'NER-ITE,* n. (Min.~) A yellow, or brown, crystallized

mineral. Levy.
TURN'ER-Y, n. The turner's art or wares. Todd.

TiiRN'lNG, n. Act of one who turns ;
meander.

fTuRN'lNG-NESS, n. Tergiversation; subterfuge. Sidney.

TuRN'lNG-PolNT,* n. The point on which a thing turns;
that which decides any matter. Francis.

TIJR'NIP, TO. A white, esculent root, of several kinds.

TUR'NJP-FLY,* n. An insect that destroys turnips. P. Cyc.

TURN'KEY,* (tiirn'kS) n. One who opens and locks the

doors, and keeps the keys, of a prison. Walker.

TURN'OUT,* n. A short railway, with movable rails or

switches, in a railroad, for enabling one train of cars to

pass another. Jour. Sci. The act of quitting employment
mutinously, or with a view to obtain increase of wages,
or other advantage. Qu. Rev.

TiJRN'6-VER,* 7i. A kind of apple pie or tart, in a semi-cir-

cular form. Holloway.
TiiRN'piKE, 71. A gate on a road to obstruct passengers, in

order to take toll ; a gate by which passage is obstructed :

often used in the United States for a turnpike-road.

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, S^N
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TfJRN'PiKE,* v. a. To form or construct like a turnpike-road,
or in a rounded form, as a road. Knowles.

TiJRN'PlKE-MAN,* n. One who keeps a toll-gate. Cowper.

TURN'PIKE-ROAD,* n. A road made by individuals, or by
a corporation, on which tolls are collected. Hawkins.

TURN'PLATE,* \
n. A platform which turns upon a pivot,

TiJRN'TA-BLE,* J
used to remove railroad cars from one

track to another. Tanner.

TlJRN'sIcK, a. Vertiginous ; giddy. Bacon.

TiJRN'sicK,* n. A disease of sheep. London.

TURN'SOLE, 7i. A plant ;
the heliotrope. Miller.

TURN'SPIT, n. He or that which turns a spit. It was once

done by a person, afterwards by a dog. Swift.

TijRN'sTlLE, n. A kind of turnpike in a footpath. Hadi-

bras.

TURN 'STONE,*n. A bird; the sea-dotterel. Pennant.

TiiR'PEN-TINE,7i. [trementina, It.] A viscid exudation, or

transparent resinous juice, from trees of the pine and fir

species.
TtiR'PETH,* n. (Mm.) Yellow super-sulphate of mercury ;

a powder used in painting; called also turpeth mineral.

Brande. (Med.) The cortical part of the root of the

plant, cqnvovulus turpethum, imported from the East. Mc-
Culloch. Written also turpith.

TUR'PJ-TUDE, 71. [Fr. ; turpitude, from turpis, L.] Moral

baseness or vileness
; wickedness; enormity. South.

TVR-QUOiE', (tur-kez') n. [Fr.] See TURKOIS. Sliak.

TOR'REL, 71. A tool used by coopers. Sherwood.

TOR'RET, n. [turris, L.] A small, slender, tall tower; a

small, slender eminence raised on a building.

TUR'RET-ED, a. Furnished with, or formed like, turrets.

TOR'RJ-LITE,* n. (Oeol.) A genus of ammonites, or fossil

shells. Buckland.

TOR-R}-TEL'LA,* n. (Conch.) A genus of shells. Roget.

TUR'TLE,n. [turtle, Sax. ; tourterelle, Fr.; tortorella, It.
;
tur-

tur, L.] A genus of chelonian reptiles; a sea-tortoise : a
dove. See TURTLEDOVE.

TUR'TLE-DOVE, (tiir'tl-duv) re. A species of dove noted for

its gentleness and tenderness.

TUR'TLER,* n. One who catches turtles. Holbrook.

TiJR'TLE-SouP,* 7t. Soup made of turtle. Smollett.

fTiJRVE, (turvz) The old pi. of Turf. Milton.

TDs'cAN, a. Relating to Tuscany : noting the most sim-

ple of the five orders of architecture, resembling the

Doric.

Tds'cAN,* n. A native of Tuscany. Ash.

TOSH, inter]. An expression of contempt ; pshaw ! be si-

lent ! Shak.

TOsK, n. The long tooth of a pugnacious animal; a fang;
the holding tooth.

TDsK, v. n. To gnash the teeth, as a boar. B. Jonson.

TUSK'?"' 1
" Furnished with tusks. Dryden.

TDs'SLE, n. A struggle; a contest. Grose. [Vulgar.]
TDs'SLE,* -v. n. To struggle ; to scuffle. Perry.

TOs'spcK, 7i. A tuft, clump, or small hillock, of grass;
hassock. London. Written also tussuck. See TUSSOCK-
GRASS.

TOs'sQCK-GRiss,* n. A species of grass which thrives in

marshy lands, valuable for feeding cattle. Hamilton.

TOT, interj. Noting contempt; tush ! Shak.

TG'TE-LAGE, 71. [tutele, Fr.
; tutcla, L.] State of being

under a guardian or tutor; guardianship. Bacon.

TU'TE-LAR, ) a. [tutelaire, Fr.] Relating to a tutor,

TO'TE-LA-RY, ) guardian, or guardianship; protecting;
guarding. Dryden.

fTu'TELE,n. Tutelage. Howett.

TU'TE-NAG, n. An alloy of copper, zinc, and nickel, made
in China : applied also to a pale brass, and to bell-metal,
and, in India, to zinc.

TU'TQR, n. [tutor, L. ; tuteur, Fr.] One who has the care
ofanother's learning and morals ; a teacher

;
an instructor

m a college or university. (Law) A guardian.
Tu'TpR, v. a.

[i. TUTORED; pp. TUTORING, TUTORED.] To
instruct

;
to teach : to treat with superiority or severity.

TO'TQR-AGE, 7. The authority or care of a tutor. [R.]
TU'TQR-ESS, n. An instructress ; governess ;

directress.

TV-TO'RI-AL,* a. Relating to a tutor. Q. Rev.

TG'TQR-SHip, n. Office of a tutor (Law) The protection
or care of one who is under authority, and unable to take
care of himself. Hooker.

jTu'TQR-y,* n. Instruction
; tutorage. Reid.

tTu'TRix, n. A tutoress. Dalgarno.
TOT'SAN, TO. [tutsan, old Fr.] Parkleaves, a plant. Drayton.
TOT'Ti* [It.] (Mus.) All together; a direction for all the

parts
to play in full concert. Brande.

TGT'TY, 71. [tutia, low L.
; tutie, old Fr.] An impure oxide of

zinc, collected from the chimneys of the smelting fur-
naces.

tTQz, n. A lock or tuft of hair. Dryden.
TWAD'ULE,* (twod'dl)Ti. Anile discourse

; nonsense ;
fool-

ish talk
; twattle ; tattle

; gabble. Gent. Mag. [A modern
cant word, which seems to have nearly supplanted the
similar word twattle.]

TWAD'DLE,* (twod'dl) v. a. [i. TWADDLED
; pp. TWAD-

DLING, TWADDLED.] To talk idly or foolishly ;
to -prate ;

to

twattle. QU. Rev.

TWAD'DLER,* (twod'dler) n. An impertinent trifler. Ed.

Rev.

TWAIN, (twan) a. &n. Two. Milton. [An old English word,
now used only ludicrously, unless in poetry.]

TwANG, v. n. [i.
TWANGED ; pp. TWANGING, TWANGED.] To

sound with a quick, sharp noise, as a vibrating, tense

string ;
to make a sharp or a nasal sound.

TwANG, v. a. To make to sound sharply. Shak.

TwANG, 71. A sharp, quick, vibrating sound : an affected,
nasal modulation of the voice. South.

TwANG, ad. With a sharp sound. Prior. [R.]

ffwAN'GLE, (twang'gl) v. n. To twang. Shak.

TWXN'GLING,* a. Twanging ; contemptibly noisy. Shak.

fTwANK, v. n. To make to sound ;
to twang. Addison.

TwXN'KAY,* n. A species of green tea. Davis.

'TWA?, (twoz) Contracted from it was. Dryden.
TWAT'TLE, (twot'tl) v. n. [schwaszen, Ger.] [i. TWATTLED ;

pp. TWATTLING, TWATTLED.] To prate ;
to gabble ;

to chat-

ter. Wkately. See TWADDLE.
TWAT'TLE, (twot'tl) v. a. To pat; to make much of, aa

horses, cows, dogs. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
TWAT'TLER,* (twot'tler) n. One who twattles. Holinshed.

TWAT'TLING, (twft'tljng) a. Idle chatter; twaddle. Whole

fTwAY, a._For twain. Two. Spenser.

TwAY'BLADE,(twa'blad)7i. A genus of small plants; apol-
ypetalous flower.

TWEAG, (tweg) v. a. Same as tweak. Skinner.

TWEAGUE, (tweg) ) n. Perplexity ; ludicrous distress. Ar-

TWEAK, (twek) \
biLthnot. [R.]

TWEAK, v. a. To squeeze betwixt the fingers. Shak. [R.]

TWEED,* n. A light, woollen stuff, used for summer coat-

ing. W. Ency.
TWEE'DLE, v. a. To handle lightly : used of awkward

fiddling: to smooth, over; to wheedle. Addison.

Tweedledum and Twecdledee are ludicrous compounds of
this word, used by Dean Swift, in ridicule of two musi-

cians, or of their manner of playing.

TWEEZ'ER-CASE,* n. A case for tweezers. Smart.

TWEEZ'ERS, n. pi. [etui, Fr.] Nippers or small pincers to

pluck out hairs. Pope.

TWELFTH, a. Second after the tenth ;
ordinal of twelve.

TwELFTH'-DAY,*7. The fe'stival of the epiphany, or man-
ifestation of Christ; the twelfth day from Christmas.

Brande.

TwELFTH'-NiGHT,* n. The evening of the epiphany. Mil-

ton.

TWELFTH'-TIDE, n. The twelfth day after Christmas.

Tusser. See TWELFTH-DAY.
TWELVE, (twelv) a. &. n. Two and ten

;
twice six.

TWELVE'MONTH, (twelv'munth) [twel'munth, S. W. E.
Ja. ; twelv'munth, P. J. F. K.] n. A year, as consisting
of twelve months. Shak.

TWELVE'PENCE, (twelv'pens) n. A shilling.

TWELVE'PEN-NY, a. Sold for a shilling. Dryden.
TWELVE'SCORE, a. & n. Twelve times twenty. Dryden.
TWN'TI-ETH, a. Twice tenth; ordinal of twenty.
TWEN'TY, <* Twice ten.

TWEN'TY,* . The number of twice ten
;
a score. Scott.

TWI'BIL, n. [A kind of halberd. Drayton.] A paver's or

carpenter's tool. Crabb. A hook to reap with. Loudon.

TwI'BiLLED,* (twl'bjld) a. Armed with tvvibils or hal-

berds. Mason,

TWICE, ad. Two times
; doubly. It is often used in com-

position ;_as, "a twice-told tale." Shak.

TWICE'-TOLD,* p. a. Related or told twice. Ash.

TWID'DLE,* v. n. To be busy about trifles
;
to quiddle. For-

ty. [Local, England.]
TwfD'DLE,* n. A pimple. Forby. [Local, England.]
TwiDLE, (twid'dl or twl'dl) [twid'dl, S. E. K. Sm. ; twl'-

dl, W. F. Ja.] v. a. To touch lightly. Wiseman. [Low.]
See TWEEDLE, and TWIDDLE.

TwI'FAL-LOW,* v. a. To plough fallow land a second time.

Smart.

TWI'FXL-LQW-ING,* n. The act of one that twifallows

jTwi'FOLD, a. Twofold. Spenser.

TwlG, n. A small shoot or branch of a tree
;
a switch.

tTwiG'j&EN, a. Made of twigs ;
wicker. Shak

TWJG'JGYJ Full of twigs. Evelyn.

TWIG'-R'OSH,* n. A hard, rushy, prickly-edged plant. Farm.

Ency.
TWI'LIGHT, (twi'llt) n. [twcelicht, D.] The faint light

which is perceived for some time before sunrise and after

sunset; obscure light ;
uncertain view.

TWI'LIGHT, (twi'llt) a. Not clearly or brightly illuminat-

ed
; obscure ;

shaded
;
seen or done by twilight.

TWILL, v. a.
[i.

TWILLED
; pp. TWILLING, TWILLED.], To

weave by crossing the woof and warp in a particular
manner: toquilt. Todd.

TWILL, TI. A quill to wind yarn on
;
a spool : the stripe

or raised line made by twilling.
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TwTLLED,* (twild) p. a. Woven in a peculiar manner, or

by the woof's crossing two or more threads of tlie warp ;

diversified.

TwiLT, n. A quilt. Oro.ic. [Local, Eng.]
TwlN, n. ;pl. TW1N. One oftwo children born at the same

birth: chiefly used in the plural: the sign of the

zodiac, Gemini.

TwlN, V. n. [l. TWINNED ; pp. TWINNING, TWINNED.] To be
born at the same birth. Stiak. To bring two at once. Tus-
ser. To be paired. Sandys.

fTwiN, v. n. To part ;
to go asunder. Chaucer.

tTwiN, v. a. To divide into two parts ;
to separate. Chaucer.

TWIN,* a. Relating to a twin or to twins. Dryden.
TWIN'-BORN, a. Born at the same birth. Milton.

TWINE, v. a.
[i. TWINED; pp. TWINING, TWINED.] To twist

or complicate so as to unite, or form one body or sub-
stance out of two or more

;
to unite itself with ;

to wreath.

TWINE,*, n. To convolve itself; to wrap itself closely
about 5

to wind
;
to make flexures

;
to turn round.

TWINE, n. A twisted thread
;
a large, strong thread

;
twist

;

convolution ;
embrace

;
act of convolving itself round.

TWINGE, (twlnj) v. a. [zwingen, Ger.
; twinge, Dan. [i,

TWINGED; pp. TWINGING, TWINGED.] To torment with
sudden and sharp pain ; to pinch.

TWINGE,* v. n. To feel a twinge or sharp, sudden pain.
Smart.

TwlNGE,.n. Short, sudden, sharp pain ;
a pinch. [Shak.

TWINK, (Wlngk) ?i. The motion of an eye; a twinkling.
TWIN'KLE, (twingk'kl)r.n. [i. TWINKLED;^. TWINKLING,
TWINKLED.] To sparkle ;

to flash irregularly; to shine
with intermitted light; to shine faintly; to quiver: to

open and shut the eye by turns : to play irregularly.

TWIN'KLE, ) n. A sparkling, intermitting light ;
a motion

TwfN'KLiNG, j
of the eye : an instant.

TwlN'LiNG, 7i. A twin lamb
;
a lamb of two at a birth.

TWINNED, (twind) p. a. Born at the same birth
; like, as

twins ; paired ;
united. Milton.

TWIN'NER, n. A breeder of twins. Tusser

TWIN'TER, 7i. A beast of two winters old. Grose. [Local,

England.]
JTwiRE, v. 7i. To flutter; to take short flights with great

agitation of the wings. Chaucer. To quiver; to twitter;
to chirp. Shak.

TWIRE,* n. A twisted thread or filament. Locke.

TWIRL, v. a.
[i.

TWIRLED
; pp. TWIRLING, TWIRLED.] To

move or turn round rapidly ;
to whirl.

TWIRL,, v. n. To revolve with a quick motion.

TWIRL, 7i. Rotation
; rapid, circular motion

;
twist. .

TwIsT, 7>. a. [twisten, D.] [i. TWISTED ; pp. TWISTING, TWIST-

ED.] To form by complication or convolution
;
to twine

;

to contort ;
to writhe

;
to wreathe

;
to wind ; to encircle

by something round about: to form; to weave: to

unite; to insinuate.

TWIST, v. n. To be contorted or convolved. Jlrbuthnot.

TWIST, ?i. Any thing made by convolution or winding two
bod ies together ; anything twisted : a single string of a

cord ;
a cord

;
a string: contortion

;
writhe

;
the man-

ner of twisting. [A twig. Fairfax.} [ing.

TWIST'ER, 71. One who twists: an instrument of twist-

TwiT, v. a. [i. TWITTED; pp. TWITTING, TWITTED.] To
touch by reproach for something; to upbraid; to cast re-

flection upon ;
to reproach. Shak. [Vulgar.]

TWITCH, V. a. [L TWITCHED
J pp. TWITCHING, TWITCHED.]

To pull with a sudden jerk ;
to vellicate

;
to snatch ;

to

pluck with a hasty motion.

TwlTCH,* v. u. To contract, as a fibre with pain. Spenser.

TWITCH, 71. A quick pull ;
a sudden vellication : a short,

spasmodic contraction of the fibres.

TWITCH'ER,* n. One who twitches. Smart.

TwfTCH'GRiss, n. Couch-grass or quick-grass. Mortimer.

TwlTE,* n. A bird
;
a sort of finch. Crabb.

TwiT'TER, v. n. [zittern, Ger.] [i. TWITTERED; pp. TWIT-

TERING, TWITTERED.] To make a succession of small,
tremulous noises or motions, as a bird : to feel a tremu-
lous motion of the nerves. [To titter. Beatim. Sf Fl.]

WIT'TER, n. One who twits: a small, intermitted

noise ;
a flutter, as of the nerves.

WlT'TER-iNG,* n. The cheerful note of the swallow, &c.

Cowper. [nms.
w'fT'TiNG-LY, ad. With reproach ;

so as to upbraid, Ja-

wlT'TLK-TWAT-TLE, (twlt'tl-twot-tl) 7i. [a reduplication
of twattle.] Tattle; gabblo ;

tittle-tattle. ISEstrange. [Vul-
r.]

IXT. A contraction of betwixt. Milton.

6, (to) a. One and one. It is used in composition ; as,

tww-legged. [Smith.

6'cXP-suLED,* (to'kap-suld) a. Having two capsules.

6'CELLED,* (to'seld) a. Having two cells. London.

TWO'EDGED, (to'ejd) a. Having two edges.
TW(J'FLOW-ERED,* a. Having two flowers. Smith.

TWO'FOLD, a. Double
;
two ; two of the same kind.

TWO'FOLD, ad. Doubly. St. Matt, xxiii.

Two'uXND-ED, a. Employing two hands; having two
hands : large ; bulky. Dryden.

TWO'HEAD-ED,* a. Having two heads. Hill.

TWO'LEAVEU,* (to'levd)a. Having two leaves. Loudon.
TWO'LEGGED,* (to'legd) a. Having two legs. Gay.
TWO'LOBED,* (to'lobei) a. Having two lobes. Gray.
TWOPENCE, (to'pens or tup'ens) [tup'ens, S. W. P. J. F.

Ja. ; to'pens, K. ; to'pens, colloquially tup'ens, 8m.] n. Two
pennies ;

a term of account : formerly a small English
coin.

TWOPENNY,* (to'pen-e or tup'en-e) [colloquially, tup'en-e,
Sm.] a. Worth or valued at twopence. Jlsh.

TWO'TONGUED, (to'tungd) a. Double-tongued ; deceitful.

Two'vXLVED,* (to'valvd) a. Having two valves. Gray.
Ty'ByRN-TicK-ET,* 71. (Eng.law) A certificate given to

the prosecutor of a felon to conviction. Bouvier.

TY-JCHON'IC,* a. Relating to Tycho Brahe, or his system of

astronomy. P. Cyc.

Ty'DY,* n. A small bird. Drayton.
TYE, (tl) v. a. To bind. n. A knot. See TIE.

TY'ER, n. One who ties. See TIER.

TY'^ER, n. See TIGER.

TY-HEE', (te-he') n. See TEHEE.
TYKE, n. A dog. SJiak. See TIKE.

TYM'BAL,W. [tymbale, old Fr.] A kind of kettledrum. Prior.

TYM'PAN, n. [tympanum, L. ; tympan, Fr.] [A drum. Cot-

grave.] A frame belonging to a printing-press, covered
with parchment, on which the sheets are laid to be print-
ed : the pannel of a pillar or door. Tympan sheet, a
sheet of paper fastened on the tympan for a guide.

TYM-PAN'}C,* a. Relating to the tympanum ;
drum-like.

Roget.
TYM-PA-NI'TE, n. [//7raj/iry.] (Med.) A distention of

the abdomen; tympany. B. Jonson. See TYMPANY
TYM-PA-N!T'IC,* a. Relating to tympany or tympanites.

Smith.

fTYM'PA-NiZE, v. n. To act the part of a drummer. Coles.

TYM'PA-NIZE, v. a. To stretch over, as the skin over a
drum. Oley.

TYM'PA-NttM, n. [L.] A drum. (Anat.) The drum of

the ear. (Jlrch.) The flat, triangular part of a pediment :

a hollow wheel, as in Yranes, treadmills, <fcc. (Bot.)
A membrane in a moss. Wiseman.

TYM'PA-NY, n. [tympanum, L.] (Med.) An elastic disten-

tion of the abdomen, arising from a morbid collection of

gas in the intestines : sometimes called drum-belly or the

wind-dropsy.
TYNE,* v. a. To lose : to lose a cause in court. Totyne

heart, to lose courage or spirit. Sir W. Scott. [A Scottish

word.]
TY'NY, a. Small. Shak. See TINY.

TYPE, (tip) n. [type, Fr. ; typus, L.
; TVTTOS, Gr.] A figure

stamped upon a coin
;
a figure ; a sign ;

a signal ;
an em-

blem : an emblem or example of any thing more valua-

ble or more conspicuous ;
as a medal is a type of a victory,

or a certain sentiment is the type of a man's mind.

(JVW. hist.) A model, pattern, or specimen, in nature
;
as

the cat is the type of the genus fells. (Theol.) A figure
or symbol by which something is prefigured ;

an antici-

patory representation of Christ in the Old Testament.

(Mc.il.) A form or characteristic of a disease. (Printing)
A metallic printing letter, with wiiich books are printed ;

printing letters collectively, of which there are twenty-

o_ne
different sizes, having specific names.

(TYPE, v. a. To prefigure ; to typify. White.

TvPE'-FoOND-jNG,* n. The art or act of casting or found-

ing types or letters for printing. P. Cyc.

TYPE'-MT-AL,* n. An alloy of lead and antimony, used
in casting printers' types. One part of antimony and three

of lead are the usual proportions. Brande.

TY'PHLOPS,* n. [r<x/Aa>i^?.] A species of serpent. Roget.

Ty'PHOiD,* a. Relating to, or like, typhus. Dunglison.

TY'PHON,* n. The evil genius of Egyptian mythology.
Brande.

TV-PHOON',* n. A violent tornado or hurricane in the Chi-

nese seas; a tropical storm : a hot, suffocating wind.
Brande.

TY'PHVS, n. [n>./>.-K.] (Med.) A fever characterized by
small, weak, and unequal, but usually frequent, pulse,
with great prostration of strength, and much cerebral dis-

turbance. Dunglison. Used often as an adjective.

TYP'IC, ) a. [tijpiquc, Fr.
; typicus, L.] Emblematical ;

TYP'I-CAL, \ metaphorical ; figurative.

TYP'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a typical manner. JWris.

TYP'J-CAL-NESS, TJ. The state of being typical.

Tv'P-l-FJ-CA'TlQN,*7u Act of typifying. Cons. Mag.
TYP'I-FI-ER,* n. One who typifies. Warburton.

TYP'I-FY, 7;. a.
[i.

TYPIFIED
; pp. TYPIFYING, TYPIFIED.] To

figure ;
to prefigure ; to show in emblem.

TYP'Q-COS-MY, n. [TVTTUS and K6auog.] A representation of

the world. Camden.

TY-POG'RA-PHER, 71. [rums and ypa^a).] A printer. Warton.

|!TY-PQ-GRXPH'1C, a. Emblematical: figurative.

|iTY-PQ-GRXPH'i-CAL,orTYP-9-GRXPH'l-CAL,[tl-p9-grar-
e-kal, S. E. Ja. K. 'Wb. ; ttp-?-graf '?-kaI, W. P. J. F. Sm.}
a. Relating to typography or printing.
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Gy-pp-GRAPH'i-CAL-LY,
ad. By means of types.

-p5G'RA-PHY, n. [rf-Tuf and ypApw. Gr.
; typographic,

Fr.
; typographic L.j The art of printing. [fErnbletnati-

cal, figurative, or hieroglyphical representation. Browne.}

TYP'P-LITE,* n. (Mm.) A stone or fossil having figures of

animals or vegetables impressed on it. Hamilton.

TY-p6L f

<?-GY,*n. [TVTTUS and X6yos.] The doctrine of types,

or a discourse on types. P. Fairbairn.

fTY'RAN, (tt'ran) n. [Fr. ; tyrannus, L.] A tyrant. Spenser.

TYR'AN-NESS, n. [tyranne, Fr.] A female tyrant. Spenser.

TY-RAN'NIC, ) a. [tyrannus, L.
; tyrannique, Fr. ; rvpav-

TY-RXN'NI-CAL, J
vns6s , Gr.] Relating to tyranny or a ty-

rant; suiting or like a tyrant ; cruel; despotic; imperi-

ous ; absolute ; arbitrary.

TY-RAN'NI-CAL-LY, ad. In the manner of a tyrant.

TY-RAN'NI-CAL-NESS,* n. Quality of being tyrannical.

TY-RAN'NI-CI-DAL,* a. Relating to tyrannicide. Booth.

TY-RAN'NJ-CIDE', n. [tyrannus and ceedo, L.] Act of killing

a tyrant ; one who kills a tyrant. Burke.

fTYR'AN-piNG, p. a. Acting the part of a tyrant. Spenser.

TYR'AN-NlZE, v. n. [tyranniser, Fr.] [i. TYRANNIZED ; pp.

TYRANNIZING, TYRANNIZED.] To play the tyrant; to act

with rigor and imperiousness.

tTvR'AN-NlZE,v. a. To subject or compel by tyranny. Milton.

TYR'AN-NOOs, a. Tyrannical ; despotic ; arbitrary. Shak.

TYR'AN-NODs-LY, ad. Despotically ; tyrannically. Bale.

TYR'AN-NY, (tir'an-ne) n. [tyrannis, L.
; rv/.ai'i/i's, Gr.

; ty-

rannic, Fr.] Absolute monarchy imperiously adminis-
tered ;

the government or conduct of a tyrant ; despot-
ism : unresisted and cruel power; cruel government]
rigorous command : severity ; rigor.

TY'RANT, n. [rvpavws, Gr.
; tyrannus, L.] An absolute

monarch ruling with oppression and cruelty ; a despot:
a cruel, despotic, and severe master; an oppressor.

TYRE, n. Hakewill. See TIRE.

fTYRE, v. n. To prey upon. See TIRE.

TYRE,* n. A preparation made of milk and buttermilk, in

India, to be eaten with rice. W. Ency.
TYR'I-AN,* a. Relating to Tyre ; purple. Ency.

TY'RO, n. [tiro, L.] pi. TY'RQ. A beginner in learning;
one not yet master of his art

;
one in his rudiments.

Written also tiro. See TIRO.

TYR-QL-EE',* 71. sing. &. pi. A native or the natives of

Tyrol. a. Relating to Tyrol. Russell.

TYTHE, (tith) n. A tenth part. See TITHS.
TYTH'ING, n. See TITHING.

TZAR,'(z'4r) n. See CZAR.

u.

Uthe twenty-first letter of the English 'alphabet, and
the fifth vowel, has heretofore, in most English dic-

tionaries, been confounded with the consonant v, as i has

been with j ; though the sounds and uses ofthe two letters

are widely different. One and the same character, V was
formerly used for both letters ;

and the character U is of

modern introduction. The two principal sounds of u are

the long, as in tune, and the short, as in tun. It is used
as an abbreviation ; as, U. S., for United States

;
U. C.

752, urbis condita [anno] 752,
" in the 752d year from the

building of the city."

fO'BER-OOs, (yu'ber-us) a. [uber, L.] Fruitful ; copious ;

abundant. Sir T. 'Herbert.

fC'BER-TY, (yu'ber-te) n. [uberte, Fr.
; ubertas, L.] Abun-

dance_; fruitfulness. Florio.

ftJ-Bl-CA'TiQN, n. [ubi, L.] State of having local relation.

GlanvUle.

tJ-Bl'E-Ty, n. Whereness. Bailey. [A scholastic term.] [R.]

O-B|-QUA'RI-AN,* a. Existing every where. Cowpcr.
tJ-BlQ'uiST,*(yu-bik'wist) n. Sams as ubiquitarian. Brands.

t)-BlQ-ui-TA/RJ-AN,* (yu-bik-we-ta're-fin) n. One who ex-

ists every where: one who believes that the body of
Christ is present in the eucharist, in virtue of his divine

omnipresence. Brande.

tJ-BlQ'uj-TA-Ri-NESS, n. Existence every where. Fuller.

tJ-BlQ'ui-TA-Rv, (yu-bik'we-ta-re)a. Existing every where.

tJ-BlQ'u'l-TA-Ry, (yu-bik'we-ta-re) n. [ubique, L.] One
who exists every where : one who holds to the corporal
ubiquity of Christ. Bp. Richardson.

tJ-BlQ'ui-ToOs,* (yu-bik'we-tus) a. Existing every where.

Qu. Rev.

C-BiQ'uf-TY, (yu-bik'we-te) n. [ubique, L.] Omnipresence ;

existence at the same time in all places. Hooker.
u'Bi SU'PRA,* [L.]

" Where above mentioned ;" a refer-
ence to a preceding quotation. Ency.

tJo'DER, n. The bag with the dugs of a cow, ewe, mare,
or other large animal. Shak.

tJD'DERED, (ud'derd) a. Furnished with udders. Gay.
tJ-BOM'E-TER,* n. A rain-gauge ;

a pluviameter. Brande.

tJG'L|-Lv, ad. In an ugly manner ; with deformity.
tJG'L|-NESS, n. State of being ugly ; deformity.
tJG'Ly, a. [ogan, Goth.] Deformed; offensive to the sight;

contrary to beautiful: disagreeable ; hateful. Shak.
V-KA SE',* n. An edict or ordinance of the emperor of Rus-

sia, having the force of law in his dominions. Brande.

D'LANijf, n. pi. A kind of militia among the Tartars.
James.

tfL'CER, n. [ulcire, Fr.
; ulcus, L.] A sore that has existed

some time, and is attended with purulent discharge ;
a

running sore.

15L'cER-A-BLE,* a. That may become ulcerated. Qu. Rev.

tJL'CER-ATE, v. n. [ulcerer, Fr.
; ulcero, L.] [i. ULCERATED ;

pp. ULCERATING, ULCERATED.] To become ulcerous
; to

turn to jin ulcer.

tJL'CER-ATE, v. a. To disease with ulcers. Harvey.
tJL-cER-A'TlpN, 7i. [Fr. ; ulceratio, L.] Act of ulcerating ;

ulcer
;
sore.

tJL'cER-A-TlVE,* a. Tending to ulcerate. Holland.

OL'CEII-ED, a. [ulcere, Fr.] Ulcerated. Temple.

,
a. [ulcerosus, L.] Afflicted with ulcers or old

sores. Shak.

tJL'cER-oOs-NESS, 7i. The state of being ulcerous.

tJL'ctJS-CLE,* n. A little ulcer. Smart.

ULEMA,* (6-le-ma/ or yu-le'ma) n. The collective name of
the body of learned men in Turkey, being the plural of
the Arabic dlim,

" wise." The college or body is composed
of the three classes of the Turkish hierarchy, viz., the

imans or ministers of religion, the muftis or doctors of

law, and the cadis or administrators of justice. P. Cyc.

U-LlG'l-NOUS, a. [uliginosus, L.] Slimy ; muddy. Wood-
ward.

tFL'LAGE, n. [uligo, L.] (Gauging") What a cask wants of

being full.

tJL'MiNE,*n. [ulmus, L., the elm.] (Chem.) A black or dark-
brown substance which exudes from the bark of several

kinds of trees, and particularly of the elm. Brande.

tJL'NA,* n. [L.] (.tfreaf.) The larger of the two bones of the

fore-arm, which forms "the prominence of the elbow,
in the bending of that joint. Dunglison.

tJL'NAR,* a. Relating to the ulna or elbow-bone. P. Cyc.

tJ-LO-DE?f'DRQN,* n. (Geol.) A genus of extinct fossil

plants. Buckland.

tJL-TE'Ri-OR, a. [L.] Being beyond, or on the further side
;

situate on the other side ; further.

tJL-TE'Rl-QR-LY,* ad. In an ulterior manner. Pusey.
UL'TI-M'A RA'Tf-d,* (-ra'she-6) [L.] "The last reason-

ing." Ultima ratio regum, "the last reasoning, or last

resort, of kings ;" war. QM. Rev.

tJL'Ti-MATE, (ul'te-mat) a. [ultimus, L.] Being the last;
latest ; final

;
utmost

;
intended in the last resort.

tJL'Ti-MATE-LY, ad. In the last consequence; finally.

tJL-Ti-MA_'TlQN, 7i. The last offer or concession. Swift. [R.]
UL-TI-MA'TPM, n. [L.] pi. ULTIMATA. The last offer.

(Diplomacy') The final conditions offered by one govern-
ment for the settlement of a dispute with another.

ttJL'TjME, (ul'tim) a. [Fr. ; ultimus, L.] Ultimate. Bacon.

ftJL-TiM'i-TV, n. [ultimus, L.] The last stage or conse-

quence. Bacon.

UL'TI-MO,* [L., commonly contracted to ult., mense,
month, being understood.] In the last month. Scudamore.

ftiL/TiQN, (ul'shun)n. [old Fr. ; ultio, L.] Revenge. Browne.

VL'TRA,* a. [A Latin adverb signifying beyond.] Extreme

extravagant. Ed. Rev. It is a word much used in

modern politics, and also with reference to religious

parties. It is applied to such as carry the opinions of the

party to which they belong to the farthest point. It is

sometimes used as a substantive. " The ultras of either

party." Ed. Rev. It is also often used in composition ; as,
wftra-liberal. [Crit.

tJL'TRA-TM,* n. Extreme principles or measures. Brit

tJL'TRA-iST * n. One extravagant in his views or conduct.
John Tyler. [R.]

tFL-TRA-MA-RiNE', (ul-tra-msi-ren') n. [ultra and marinus

L.] The blue coloring matter of the lapis lazuli; a very
fine blue color, much valued by painters.

tTL-TRA-MA-RiNE' a. Being beyond the sea; foreign
Burke.

tJL-TRA-M6N'TANE, a. [ultramontain, Fr. ;
ultramontamu

I, , I, o, u, Y, ZoTig-; X, fi, t, 6, tJ, v, short ; A, E, i, Q, y, y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
j HEIR, HER,
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L.] Being beyond the mountains; foreign: applied by
Italian writers to theologians, jurists, &c., of other

countries beyond the Alps, especially France. Ultra-

montane tenets are those least favorable to the supremacy
of ths pope. Brande.

OL-TRA-MON'TANE, n. One living beyond the mountains,
or beyond the Alps : a foreigner. Bacon.

tJL-TRA-MON'TA-NiM,* n. Ultramontane tenets : some-
times used also, north of the Alps, for the highest view
of the pope's authority. CA. Ob.

tJL-TRA-MON'TA-NJST,* 7i. An advocate for ultramontane

principles, or for ultramontanism. CA. Ob.

tJL-TRA-MUN'DANE, a. [ultra and mundus, L.] Being be-

yond the world. Boyle.

ftJL.-TR6'NE-oQs, a. [ultroneus, L.] Spontaneous; volun-

tary. Bailey.

ftJL'v-LATE, v. n. [uMo, L.] To howl ; to scream. Sir T.

Herbert.

tJL-u-LA'TlQN,* 71. A howling or loud lamentation made
by hired female mourners in the east. Th. Campbell.

tJM'BEL, n. [ombe-lle, Fr.
; umbella, L.] (Bot.) A fan-like

form of inflorescence, in which all the pedicles proceed
from a single point, as in the caraway.

tTM'BEL-LAR,* a. Relating to, or like, an umbel. Smart.

tJM'BEL-LATE,* a. Bearing or consisting of umbels. P. Cyc.

tJM'BEL,-LAT-ED, a. Same as umbellate.

tJM-BEL-LlF'ER-oDs, a. [umbel and/m>, L.] (Bot.) Bear-

ing umbels ; having flowers disposed in an umbel, as

caraway ,_the parsnip, and many other plants.

tJM'BEL-LULE,* n. (Bot.) A division of an umbel. London.

tJM'BER, n. A fossil, used as a pigment, named from

Ombria, in Italy, where it was first obtained: also a
brown coal, or peat, used as a pigment, found near

Cologne. [ombre, Fr.] A fish. Walton.

tJM'BER, v. a. To color with umber
; to darken. Shak.

tJM-BlL'{C, n. The navel ; the centre. Sir T. Herbert.

tJM-Bi'L'jc,* a. Belonging to the navel; umbilical. Ash.

ttM-Bi'L'j-CAL, a. [umbilical, Fr., from umbilicus, L.] Be-

longing to the navel. Umbilical cord, (Anat.) the navel-

string. (Bot.) The elongation of the placenta in the

form of a little cord, as in the hazel-nut. [P. Cyc.

tJM-BiL'j-CATE,* a. (Bot.) Being depressed in the middle.

tJM.'BLE, (um'blz) 7i. pi. [nombles^Fr.] A deer's entrails.

Written also humbles, numbles, and nombles.

&M'Bd,n. [L.] A protuberance or boss. ( Conch.) The
point of_a bivalve shell immediately above the hinge.

t)M'B<?-NATE,* a. (Bot.) Having a boss or elevated point
in the middle. P. Cyc.

&M'BRA,*n. [L.] A shadow. (Astron.) The dark cone

projected from a planet or satellite, on the side opposite to

the sun. Brande.

tJM'BRAGE, 71. [ombrage, Fr.] [Shade; screen of trees.

Huloe't.] Resentment; offence; affront; sense of injury.

||tJM-BRA'GE-ous, [um-bra'je-as, W. P.J. Ja. ; um-bra'jus,
S. F. K. Sm. Wb.] a. [ombrageuz, Fr.] Shady; yielding
shade. [fObscure. Wotton.]

||tJM-BRA'9E-oOs-LY,*ad. In an umbrageous manner. Allen.

jjtJAi-BRA'^E-OUS-NESS, n. Shadiness. Raleigh.

ftlM'BRA-TED, a. [umbratus, L.] Shadowed
;

adumbrate.
Buttokar.

OM-BRXT'IC, ) a. [umbraticus, L.] Shadowy ; typical.

tJM-BRXT'i-cAL, \
Barrow. Within doors

; keeping at

home. B. Jonson. [R.]

ftJM'BRA-TlLE, [um'bra-tTl, W. P. Sm. Wb. ; um-brat'jl, S.

K.] a. [umbratilis, L.] Unsubstantial
;
unreal. B. Jonson.

ttJM-BRA'Tloys, a. [umbrage, old Fr.] Captious; suspi-
cious. Wotton.

ftJM'BREL, n. An umbrella. Shelton.

tJM-BREL'LA, n. [umbra, L. ; ombrella, It.] A portable
screen used as a protection from the rain, and from the

rays of the sun.

ftJM-BREL'LO, n. An umbrella. Tatler.

ftfM-BRl-ERE', (um-bre-5r') n. [umbrare, L.] The visor of a
helmet. Spenser.

fOiw-BROs'i-TY, n. [umbrosus, L.] Shadiness
; exclusion of

Eight.

Browne.

I'PI-RAGE, n. An adjustment of a controversy by an

impire ;
arbitration. Bp. Hall.

I'PlRE, [um'pir, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. Wb. ; um'pjr,

:

S. ; um'pir or um'pjr, P.] n. [impar, L.] A third party to

whom a dispute is referred : a sole arbitrator
;
a judge ;

an arbiter. Browne. A person whom two referees, each
chosen by his client, being unable to agree, jointly
choose to decide the controversy. Brande.

'M'P!RE, v. a. To decide as an umpire; to arbitrate.

Bacon.

M'PlRE-sufp,* n. The office of an umpire. Jewel.

tJN. A Saxon prefix, equivalent in meaning to the privative
a of the Greeks, and the privative in of the Latins.
It is placed, at will, before adjectives and adverbs, and
before psrfect participles of active verbs, to form adjec-
tives

;
and also before many present participles, and a

considerable number of verbs and nouns.
When prefixed to adjectives, participles, and adverbs,

it is uniformly interpreted by not, ; in substantives, by the

want or absence of; and in verbs, it almost always signifies
the reversing or annulling of the action or state expressed
by the verb. Nearly or quite all the words compounded
with un, that are often met with, are here inserted. But
some which are, or may be, legitimately formed, are doubt-
less omitted. Un and in are in some cases used indiffer-

ently; as, wwalienable or inalienable. See IN.

tJN-A-BXN'DQNED,* (-d<?nd) a. Not abandoned. Oriffin.

tJN-A-BASED',* (un-a-bast') a. Not abased. Ash.

tlN-A-BXsHED', (un-a-basht') a. Not shamed
;
not abashed.

tJN-A-BAT'ED, a. Undirriinished
;
not abated.

tJN-A-BAT'ED-LY,* ad. Without abatement. Dr. Arnold.

tJN-A-BAT'lXG,*'a. Not abating. Wirt.

"ON-AB-BRE'VI-AT-ED,* a. Not abbreviated. Ash.

tJN-A-BET'TED,* a. Not abetted. Ash.

tJN-A-BlD'lNG,*a. Not abiding; uncertain. Dr. Allen.

ttJN-A-BiL'j-TV, n. Inability. Milton. See INABILITY-.

tJN-AB-JURED',* (un-ab-jurd') a. Not abjured. Smart.

tJN-A'BLE, (un-ii'lil) a. Not able
;
weak

; impotent.

ftJN-A'BLE-NESS, 7^ Inability. Hales.

tJN-A-BOL'jSH-A-BLE, a. That may not be abolished.

tJN-A-B5L'lSHED, (un-a-bol'isht) a. Not abolished.

tJN-A-BRiDGED',* (an-a-brTjd') a. Not abridged. Mason.

tTN-XB'RQ-GAT-ED,* a.' Not abrogated. Ash.

tJN-AB-5LVED',* (un-ab-zolvd') a. Not absolved. Strype.

tJN-AB-soRB'A-BLE,* a. Not absorbable. Davy.
tJN-AB-soRBED',* (un-jb-sbrbd') Not absorbed. Ash.

tJN-AB-suRD',* a. Not absurd
;
reasonable. Young.

tJN-A-BuED',* (un-a-buzd') a. Not abused. Ash.

tJN-AC-CEL'E-RAT-ED,* a. Not accelerated. Francis.

tJN-Ac-CENT'ED, a. Having no accent ;
not accented.

tJN-AC-CEP-TA-BiL'i-Ty,* n. Unacceptableness. Ash.

tlN-AC-CEPT'A-BLEJ a. Not acceptable. See ACCEPTABLE.

tJN-AC-CEPT'A-BLE-NESS, 7i. State of being unacceptable.

tJN-AC-CEPT'A-BLY,* ad. Not acceptably. Smith.

tJN-AC-CEPT'ED, a. Not accepted. Prior.

ttJN-AC-CES'sj-BLE, a. Inaccessible. Hakewill.

fUN-AC-CEs'si-BLE-NESS, T?. Inaccessibility. Hale.

tJN-AC-CLi'MA-TED,* a. Not inured to the climate. Patter-

son.

tJx-AC-coM'MQ-DAT-ED, a. Not accommodated. Shak.

tJN-AC-COM'MO-DAT-jNG,* a. Not accommodating. Byron.

tJN-AC-coM'PA-NfED, (un-ak-kum'pa-njd) a. Not accom-

panied ; not attended
;
alone.

tJN-AC-coM'PLiSHED, (un-ak-kom'pljsht) a. Not accom-

plished ; unfinished ; incomplete ;
not elegant.

tTN-AC-coM'PLiSH-MENT,* n. Want of accomplishment.
Milton.

tJN-AC-CORD'ANT,* a. Not accordant. Dwight.
tnv-AC-GORD'ED,* a. Not accorded or agreed upon. Bp.

Hall.

tJN-AC-coRB'iNG,* a. Not according or agreeing. Smart.

tJN-Ac-coONT-A-Bfl/i-TY,* w. Unaccountableness. Swift,

tJN-AC-coONT'A-BLE^ a. Inexplicable ; strange ;
not respon-

sible ; not accountable.

tJN-Ac-coONT'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being unaccount-

able. Ash.

tJN-AC-coftNT'A-BLY, ad. Inexplicably ; strangely.

tJN-AC-coGNT'ED,* a. Not. accounted. Johnson.

tJN-AC-cou'TRED,* (fin-ak-ko'terd ) a. Not accoutred. Ash.

tJN-AC-CREt>'lT-ED,* a. Not accredited. Smart.

tLv-A.c-cO'aiy-LAT-ED,* a. Not accumulated. Ash.

fUN-Xc'cv-RATE, a. Inaccurate. Boyle.
ttJN-Xc'cu-RATE-NESS, 7i. Inaccuracy. Boyle.

tJN-AC-CURSED',*(un-ak-kUrst') a. Not accursed. Thomson.

tJN-AC-cus'TQMED, (un ;ak-kus'tumd) a. Not accustomed;
not used ;

not habituated ;
new ;

not usual. Shak.

tJN-A-CHlEv'A-BLE, a. Not achievable. Farindon.

tJN-A-CHIEVED',* (uu-a-chevd') a. Not achieved. Smart.

tJN-AH'lNG, a. Not aching; not painful.

tJN-AC-KNOWL'EDGED, (un-ak-nol'ejd) a. Not acknowl-

edged ;
not owned.

tJN-AC-QUAiNT'ANCE,7i. Want of acquaintance. S0MA.

tJN-AC-QUAiNT'ED, a. Not acquainted ;
not known.

tJN-Ac-QUAiNT'ED-iNESS, n. Unacquaintance. Whiston.

tJN-AC-QulR'A-BL,E,* a. Not acquirable. A*h.

tJN-AC-QUlRED',* (-kwlrd') a. Not acquired. Bp. Taylor.
tJN AC QUIT'TED,* a. Not acquitted. Ash.

tJN-ACT'ED, a. Not acted; not performed. Shak.

ttJN-Xc'TlVE, a. Inactive. Locke. See INACTIVE.

tJN'-Xc'TiVE-NESS,* 71. Inactivity. Bp. Taylor.

tJN-XcT'v-AT-ED, (un-akt'yu-at-ed) a. Not actuated.

tJN-A-DAPT'Eo',* a. Not adapted! Smith.

tTN-A-DXpT'ED-NESS,* n. Want of adaptation. Foster.

tJN-AD-Di'cT'ED,* a. Not addicted. Ash.

tJN-AD-DRESSED',*(un-ad-drest')a. Not addressed. Ash.

tJN-AD-HE'siVE,* a. Not adhesive. Kirby.

tJN-AD-jDsT'ED,* a. Not adjusted or settled. Burke.

tJN-AD-MiRED', i'un-ad-mlrd') a. Not admired. Pope.

tJN-AD-MiT'TED,* a.' Not admitted. Ash.

UN-AD-MON'ISHED, (un-ad-mon'jsht) a. Not admonished.

tfN-A-DORED', (-dordO a. Not adored ;
not worshipped.

tJN-A-DORNED', (-dornd') a. Not decorated ;
not adorned.
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tJN-A-D&L'TER-ATE, a. Genuine
;
not adulterated.

ON-A-DIJL'TER-AT-ED, a. Genuine
; not adulterated.

trN-A-DuL'TER-ATE-Ly, ad- Without spurious mixture.

Gilbert. ,

t?N-AD-vNT'u-ROi;s, a. Not adventurous. Milton.

tJN-AD-vi'A-BLE, a. Not advisable ; not prudent.
tJN-AD-VlED', (-vlzd') a. Imprudent; indiscreet; rash.

Ow-AD-vl'Ep-Ly, ad. Without advice; imprudently; in-

discreetly ; injudiciously. Hooker.

trN-AD-VJ'ED-NESS, n. Imprudence; rashness.

tJN-XF'FA-BLE,* a. Not affable. Daniel.

tFN-AF-FECT'ED, a. Not affected
; real; not hypocritical;

open; candid; sincere; not Jabored ; not moved.

t?N-AF-FECT'ED-LY, ad. Really ; without affectation.

tJN-AF-FECT'ED-NESS * n. State of being unaffected.
Blair.

UN-AF-FECT'ING, a. Not affecting ;
not pathetic.

tJN-AF-FEC'TlQN-ATE, a. Wanting affection. Milton.

UN-AF-Fl'ANCED,*(un-af-fI'anst) a. Not affianced. Jlsh.

tJN-AF-FlRMED',* (un-af-fi'rmd') a. Not affirmed, Ash.

tJN-AF-FLlcT'ED, a. Not afflicted ; free from trouble.

&N-AF-FRlGHT'ED,* a. Not affrighted. Beaum. Sf Fl.

tTjy-A-FRAlD',* a. Not afraid
;
fearless. Thomson.

UN-AG-GRES'siVE,*a. Not aggressive ;
not making attack.

QM. Rev.

tJN-AG'i-TAT-ED,*a. Not agitated. Ency.
tJN-A-GREE'A-BLE, a. Unsuitable

; disagreeable. Milton.
See DISAGREEABLE.

t5N-A-GREE'A-BLE-NESS, ?i. Disagreeableness. [R.]
tJN-AiD'A-BLE, a. Not to be helped. Shak.

tJN-AiD'ED, a. Not assisted
;
not aided.

UN-AIL'ING,* a. Free from disease
; healthy. Chatham.

UN-AIMED',* (un-amd') a. Not aimed. Ash,

UN-AIM'ING, a. Having no particular direction.

UN-AIRED',* (iin-ird') a. Not aired. Beaum. if Fl.
tJN-A-LARMED', (un-a-larmd') a. Not alarmed. Cowper.
tTN-A-LARM'iNG,* a. Not alarming. Dwight.
UN-AL'iEN-A-BLE, (un-al'yen-a-bl) a. That cannot be

alienated or sold
; inalienable. Swift.

tJN-AL'iEN-A-BLY,*(un-al'yen-a-ble) ad. In an unalienable
manner. Young.

tJN-AL'iEN-AT-ED,* (un-al'yen-at-ed) a. Not alienated. Ash.

tJ'NAL-isT,* n. A holder of only one benefice ; opposed to

pluralist. Knox. [R.]
TJN-AL-LAYED', (Sn-al-lad') a. Not allayed. Boyle.
tJN-AL-LGED',* (un-al-lejd') a. Not alleged. Ash.

UN-AL-LE'vj-AT-ED,* a. Not alleviated. Seeker.

UN-AL-LI'A-BLE,* a. Not to be allied. Burke.

UN-AL-LIED', (un-al-Ild') a. Having no alliance.

tJN-AL-Low'A-BLE,* a. That may not be allowed. D'ls-
raeli.

tnv-AL-Lotf'ED',* (un-al-loud') a. Not allowed. Ash.

UN-AL-LOYED',* (un-al-lbid') a. Not alloyed ; uncorrupted.
Irving.

tJN-AL-LURED',*(un-al-lurd')a. Not allured. Ash.

UN-AL-LUR'JNG,* a. Not alluring. Smith.

UN-AL-TER-A-BiL'i-Ty,* n. Unalterable ness. Urc.

tJN-AL'TER-A-BLE, a. Unchangeable ;
immutable.

UN-AL'TER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Immutability i unchangeable-
ness.

tJN-AL'TER-A-BLY, ad. Unchangeably ; immutably.
UN-AL'TERED, (un-al'terd) a. Not changed ;

not altered.

UN-A-MAL'GA-MAT-ED,*a. Not amalgamated. Ency.
UN-A-MAZED', (-mazd') a. Not astonished

; not amazed.
UN-AM-BI-GU'I-TY,* 71. Want of ambiguity ; clearness.

tJN-AM-Bi'G'v-oDs, a. Not ambiguous ;
clear.

UN-AM-BiG'V-oDs-LY,* ad. Not ambiguously. Smith.

UN-AM-BI"TIOVS, (un-am-bish'us) a. Free from ambition.
UN-AM-Bi"Tioys-Ly,* (un-am-bish'us-le) ad. Not ambi-

tiously. Wordsworth.

tJN-A-MEN'A-BLE,*. Not amenable. Ed. Rev.

UN-A-MEND'A-BL,E, a. [inernendabUis. L.1 That cannot be
mended. Pope.

UN-A-MfiND'ED,* a. Not amended. Udal.

UN-A-MERSED',* (un-a-merst') a. Not amersed. Ash.
UN-A'MI-A-BLE, a. Not amiable; not lovely.
UN-A'MJ-A-BLE-NESS,* n. Want of amiableness. Ash.
UN-A-MU'A-BLE,* a. Incapable of being amused.' Jeffrey.
UN-A-MUED', (un-a-nmzd') a. Not amused.
UN-A-MU^'ING,* a. Not amusing. Maunder.
UN-XN-A-LOG'I-CAL, a. Not analogical. Johnson.
UN-XN'A-LYZED, (un-an'a-llzd) a. Not analyzed. Boyle.
UN-AN'^HORED, (un-ang'kord) . Not anchored. Pope.
TUN-A-NELED', (un-a-neld') a. Not aneled. Shak.

UN-XN'GV-LAR,* a. Not angular. Burke,.

,* a. Of one mind ; unanimous. Cowley.
UN-AN'I-MAT-ED, a. Not enlivened

;
not animated.

CN-XN'I-MAT-JNG,* a. Not animating. Ash.

tJ-NA-NlM'i-TY, 7i. [unanimite, Fr.] State of being unani-
_ mous; agreement in design or opinion ; entire harmony.
U-NXN'i-MOOs, (yu-nan'e-mus) a. [unanime, Fr.

; unanimis,
L.] Having unanimity ; undivided

; being of one mind
;

agreeing in design or opinion ; harmonious.

U-NXN'i-MODs-L,y, ad. With one mind
;
with unanimity i

without any dissent.

fj NXiv'i-MODs-NESs, n. The state of being unanimous.
UN-AN-NEXED',* (un-an-nexf) a. Not annexed. Price.

tJN-AN-Ni'Hl-LA-BLE,* a. That cannot be annihilated.
Cudworth.

tJN-AN-NoONCED',* (-nounsf) a. Not announced. Scott.

tJN-AN-NOYED',* (un-an-nbid') a. Not annoyed. Cowper.
tJN-A-Noi'NT'ED, a. Not anointed.

tJN-^N'swER-A-BLE, (un-Sn'ser-a-bl) a. Not answerable
j

that cannot be refuted.

tJN-Ax'swER-A-BLE-NESS,* (un-an'ser-a-bl-nus) n. The
quality of not being answerable. Hall. [tion.

tTN-AN'swER-A-BLY, (un-an'ser-a-ble) ad. Beyond confuta-

UN-AN'SWERED, (un-4n'serd) a. Not answered.

tJN-AN-Tl9'l-PAT-ED,* a. Not anticipated. Warburton.

tJN-XNX'loVS,* (un-angk'shus) a. Not anxious. Young.
UN-A-POC'RY-PHAL,* a. Not apocryphal. Milton.

tW-A-POL-p-GET'lc,* a. Not apologetic. EC.. Rev.

tJN-Ap-QS-T6L,'}c,*
|

a. Not apostolic; not agreeable
ON-XP-QS-TOL'J-CAL,* j

to apostolic usage ;
not having

apostolic authority. EC. Rev.

tJN-APwPALLED', (un-ap-pawld') a. Not appalled or daunted.

tJN-Ap-PAR'ELLED, (-eld) a. Not dressed
;
not clothed.

tJN-AP-pAR'EJVT, a. Not apparent; obscure.
tJN AP-PEAL'A-BLE, a. Not admitting appeal. South,

tJN-AP-PEAL'iNG,* a. Not appealing. South.

UN-AP-PEA'A-BLE, a. Not appeasable. [Ash.
tlN-AP-PEA'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being unappeasable.
tlN-AP-PEAED', (iin-ap-pezd') a. Not appeased. Shak.

tJN-^p-PLAUD'ED,* a. Not applauded. Atherueum.

fON-Ap'PLi-cA-BLE, a. Inapplicable. Hammond.
tJN-AP-PLiED', (un-ap-plid') a. Not specially applied.

tJN-AP-pOR'xiQNED,* (-shund) a. Not apportioned. Ash.

tJN-AP-PRE'cj-A-BLE,* (un-ap-pre'she-a-bl) a. Inapprecia-
ble. Carne.

tJN-AP-PRE'ci-A-BLY,* ad. Inappreciably. J. Montgomery.
UN-AP-PRE-HEND'ED, a. Not apprehended.
UN-AP-PRE-HEN'SI-BLE, a. Inapprehensible. South.

tJN-Ap-PRE-HEN'siVE, a. Inapprehensive. South.

"UN-Xp-pRE-HEN'siVE-NESS,* 7t. Want of apprehension.
Pollok.

tJN-AP-pRiZED', (un-ap-pnzd') a. Not apprized ; ignorant,

tJN-AP-pROACH'A-BLE, a. That may not be approached.
tJN-Ap-pROACH'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being unap-

proachable. Qu. Rev.

tJN-Ap-pROACH'A-BLY,* ad. So as not to be approached
Dr. Allen.

tJN-Ap-pROACHED', (un-ap-prochf) a. Not approached.
t?N-AP-PRo'pRl-ATE,* a. Inappropriate. Warburton.

UN-Ap-pRo'pRi-AT-EDj a. Not appropriated.

tJN-AP-pROVED', (uri-ap-provd') a. Not approved.

tJN-^.P-PR6v'lNG,* a. Not approving. Burke.

UN-A'PRONED,* (-purnd) a. Not wearing an apron. Ash.

tJN-APT', a. Not apt ; indocile ; unskilful ;
dull

;
not ready;

unfit; not qualified ; improper; unsuitable.

UN-APT'LY, ad. Not aptly ; unfitly; improperly.
tJN-ApT'NESS, n. Want of aptness ;

unfitness
; unsuitable-

ness
;
duiness ; unreadiness; disqualification.

tJN-AR'GyED, (un-'ar'gud) a. Not argued ;
not disputed.

tjN-ARM', V. a. [i.
UNARMED

J pp. UNARMING, UNARMED.] To
divest of armor or arms

;
to disarm. Shak.

tJN-ARMED', (un-'armd') a. Having no arms or armor.

tJN-AR-RAlGNED', (un-ar-rand') a. Not brought to a trial.

tJN-AR-RAYED', (un-ar-rfid') a. Not arrayed or dressed.

tJN-AR-REST'ED,* a. Not arrested or apprehended. More.

UN-AR-RIVED', (un-ar-rlvd') a. Not yet arrived. Young.
ftJN-ART'ED, a. Ignorant of the arts. Watcrhouse.

UN-ART'F()L, a. Not artful
;
artless.

UN-ART'FUL-LV, ad. In an unartful manner. Swift.

tJN-AR-Ti-Fi''ciAL,* (un-ar-te-fIsh'al) a. Not artificial.

Burke.
'

[cially.

UN-X.R-Ti-Fi'*ciAL-LY, (un-'lr-te-f ish'al-le) ad. Inartifi-

tJN-AS-CEND'ED,* a. Not ascended. Shelley.

tlN-Xs-CER-TAlNED',* (-tand') a. Not ascertained. Cook.

UN-A-snAMED',* (un-a-shaind') a. Not ashamed. Pollok.

UN-ASKED', (un-askf) a. Not asked
;
not invited.

ttJN-AS-pEC'TlVE, a. Not having a view to. Feltham

tJN-As'PJ-RAT-ED, a. Having no aspirate. Dr. Parr

UN-AS-PIR'ING,' a. Not aspiring ;
not ambitious.

UN-AS-SAIL/A-BLE, a. That cannot be assailed.

UN-AS-SAILED', (un-as-sald') a. Not attacked ;
not assailed.

UN-AS-SAULT'A-BLE,* a. Not assaultable. Hakluyt.

tJN-AS-SAULT'ED,* a. Not assaulted. Idler.

tJN-AS-SAYED', (un-as-sad') a. Not assayed ;
not tried.

tJN-AS-SERT'ED,* a. Not asserted. Ash.

UN-AS-SESSED',* (un-as-sesf) a. Not assessed. Ash.

CN-AS-SlGN'A-BLE,*(un-as-si'na-bl)a. Not assignable. Ask.

(JN-AS-SIGNE'D',* (un-as-slnd') a. Not assigned. Ash.

UN-AS-si'M'l-LAT-ED,* a. Not assimilated. Ash.

UN-AS-siM'i-LAT-iNG,* a. Not assimilating. Good.

tJN-AS-sjST'ED, a. Not assisted ;
not helped.

UN-AS-SiST'lNG, a. Not assisting ; giving no
help.

tJN-AS-so'ci-AT-ED
5
*
(-so'she-at-ed) a. Not associated. Ash.
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ttN-AS-soRT'ED,* a. Not assorted. Ash.

UN-AS-SUAGED',* (un-as-swajd') a. Not assuaged. Southey.

tm-AS-suMED',* (un-as-sumd') a. Not assumed. A*h.

UN-AS-SUM'ING, a. Not assuming ; not arrogant.

UN-AS-SJJRED', (un-a-shurd') a. Not assured
;
not confident.

UN-A-'rgN'A-BLE, a. Not to be atoned or appeased. Milton.

UN-A-TONED', (un-a-tond') a. Not atoned ;
not expiated.

UN-AT-TXCHED', (-tachf) a. Not attached ;
not arrested.

tJN-AT-TXcK'A-BLE,*a. That cannot be attacked. West. Rev.

UN-AT-TXcKED',* (un-at-takt') a. Not attacked. Burke.

UN-AT-TAIN'A-BLE, a. That cannot be attained, gained, or
obtained

; being out of reach.

UN-AT-TAIN'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being unattainable.

UN-AT-TAINED',* (un-at-tand') a. Not attained. Cook.

tJN-AT-TAlN'iNG,* a. Not attaining ; failing. Carlyle.

UN-AT-TAINT'ED,* a. Not attainted. Ash.

UN-AT-TEMPT'ED,(un-at-temt'ed)a. Untried
5
not assayed.

UN-AT-TEMPT'ING,* (un-at-temt'jng) a. Not attempting.
Waterland.

UN-AT-TEND'ED, a. Not attended
; unaccompanied.

UN-AT-TEND'iNG, a. Not attending. Milton.

ttJN AT-TEN'TIVE, a. Inattentive. Tatler.

UN-AT-TEN'y-AT-ED,* a. Not attenuated. Ash.

tTN-AT-TEST'ED, a. Not attested ;
without witness.

UN-AT-TlRED',* (un-at-tird') a. Not attired. Ash.

UN-AT-TRAcT'ED, a. Not attracted. Thomson.

UN-AT-TRAc'TlVE,* a. Not attractive. Ash.

UN-AUG-MENT'ED,* a. Not augmented. Ash.

UN-AU-THEN'TIC, a. Not authentic
;
not genuine.

UN-AU-THEN'TI-CAT-ED,* a. Not authenticated. Paley.

UN-Au-THOR'j-TA-TlVE,* a. Not authoritative. Hawkins.

UN-Au'THQR-lZED, (un-aw'tli9r-Izd) a. Not authorized;
not supported by authority.

UN-A-VAIL'A-BLE, a. Not available ; useless.

UN-A-VAIL'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being unavailable.

UN-A-VAIL'ING, a. Not availing ;
ineffectual

;
useless

;
vain.

UN-A-VAIL'}NG-LY,* ad. Without any avail. Richardson.

UN-A-VENGE'A-BLE,* a. That may not be avenged. Words-
worth.

UN-A-VENGED', (un-a-venjd') a. Not avenged ; unrevenged.

UN-A-vpi'D'A-BLE, a. Not to be avoided
;
inevitable.

UN-A-VOID'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being unavoidable;
inevitability. Olanmlle..

UN-A-vplD'A-BLY, ad. Inevitably. Addison.

UN-A-vpfD'ED, a. Not avoided
;
inevitable. Shak.

UN-A-vpOcHED',* (iin-a-vbucht') a. Not avouched. Ash.

UN-A-VOWED',* (uu-a-vb'ud') a. Not acknowledged. Park.

UN-A-WAKED', (un-a-wakf) a. Not awaked.

UN-A-WAK'ENED, (un-a-wa'knd) a. Not awakened.
UN-A-WAK'EN-JNG,* a. Not awakening. Foster.

UN-A-WARD'ED,* a. Not awarded. Asli.

UN-A-WARE', a. Not aware; being without thought ;
inat-

tentive. Swift.

tUN-A-WARE', ad. Unexpectedly; unawares. Milton.

UN-A-wARE:-;', ad. When not thought of; when not ob-

served
; unexpectedly; suddenly. [At unawares, sud-

denly , unexpectedly. Dryden.]
UN-AWED', (un-awd') a. Unrestrained by fear or awe.

"ON-BACKED', (un-bakf) a. Not backed ;
not supported.

UN-BlF'FLED,* (un-biif fld) a. Not baffled. Browne.

UN-BAGGED',* (un-bagd') a. Not put into bags. Ash.

UN-BAIL'A-BLE,* a. Not bailable. Ash.

UN-BAILED',* (un-bald') a. Not bailed. Ash.

UN-BAIT'ED,* a. Not baited. 'Ash.

UN-BAKED',* (un-hakf) a. Not baked. Clarke.

UN-BAL'ANCED, (un-bal'anst) a. Not balanced or poised.

e^JN-BAL'LAST,
a. Unballasted. Addison.

N-BAL'LAST,* v. a. (JVaut.) To discharge or unload the
ballast. Crabb.

UN-BAL'LAST-ED, a. Not ballasted: unsteady.
UN-BAN'DAGED,* (un-ban'dajd) a. Not bandaged. Haslam.

UN-BAND'ED, a. Not banded
; wanting a band.

UN-BANKED',* (-bankt') a. Not furnished with banks. Ash.

UN-BAJN'NERED,* (-nerd) a. Not having banners. Smart.

UN-BAP-TIZED', (un-bap-tlzd') a. Not baptized. Hooker.

UN-B-j.P-Tlz'lNG,* a. Not baptizing. Coleridge.
UN BAR', v. a.

[i. UNBARRED ; pp. UNBARRING, UNBARRED.]
To remove a bar or bars from

;
to open ;

to unbolt.

fUN-BARBED', (un-b'arbd') a. Not shaven. Shak.

tlN-BARKED', (un-barkf) a. Not barked. [Barked. Bacon.]
tJN-BXR'REL,,* v. a. To take out of a barrel. Ash.

tJN-BXR'Ri-CADE,* v. a. To throw open. Sterne.

tJN-BXR-Rf-CA'DOED,* (-dod) a. Not barricadoed. Burke.

tJN-BASH'rOL, a. Not bashful; impudent. Shak.

(TIN-BAT'ED, a. Not repressed ;
not blunted. Shak.

UN-BATHED', (un-bathd') a. Not bathed ; not wet.

tJN-BAT'TERED, (un-bat'terd) a. Not battered.

ttJN-BAY', v. a. To free from restraint. Norris.

UN-BEAR'A-BLE, (un-bar'a-bl) a. That cannot be borne;
intolerable

;
insufferable. Sidney.

UN-BEARD'ED,* a. Not bearded. Dryden.
UN-BEAR'IN'G, a. Not bearing. Dryden.
tlN-BEAT'EN, (un-be'tn) a. Not beaten

; not trodden.
UN-BEAu'TE-oDs, (un-bu'te-us) a. Not beauteous.

UN-BE AU'TI-FIED,* (un-ba'te-fld) a. Not beautified. Lamb.
UN-BEAU'TI-FCTL, (un-bu'te-ful) a. Not beautiful.

UN-BE-CLoOo'ED,* a. Not beclouded or dimmed
; seeing

clearly. Watte.

fUN-BE-c6ME', (un-be-kum') v. a. To misbecome. Sherlock,

UN-BE-c6"M'|NG, (un-be-kum'jng) a. Not becoming; im-

proper ;Jndecent ; unsuitable; indecorous.

UN-BE-COM'JNG-LY, ad. In an improper manner.
UN-BE-C&M'ING-NESS, n. Indecency; indecorum. Locke.

fUN-BED', v. a. To raise from a bed. Walton.

UN-BE-DAuBED',* (un-be-dawbd') a. Not bedaubed. Ash.

UN-BE-DECKED',* (un-be-dekt') a. Not bedecked. Ash.

tJN-BE-FiT'TiNG, a. Not becoming ; not suitable.

UN-BE-FOOL',* v. a. To deprive of the qualities of a fool.

South.

UN-BE-FRIEND'ED, a. Not befriended.

fUN-BE-j&ET', v. a. To deprive of existence. Dryden.
UN-BE-fiJN'NlNG,* a. Not beginning. Montgomery.
UN-BE-GOT', a. Unbegotten. Milton.

UN-BE-GOT'TEN, (un-be-got'tn) a. Not begotten ;
eternal

;

not generated.
UN-BE-GUILE', (un-be-gll') v. a.

[i. UNBEGUILED; pp. UN-
BEGUILING, UNBEGUILED.] To undeceive

;
to set free from

the influence of any deceit.

UN-BE-GUN', a. Not yet begun. Hooker.

UN-BE-HELD', a. Not beheld
;
unseen. Milton.

tUN-BJS'lNG, a. Not existing. Browne. [belief.

UN-BE-LIEF', (un-be-lef) n. Incredulity; infidelity; dia-

JUN-BE-LIEVE', v. a. To disbelieve. Dryden.
UN-BE-LIEV'ER, n. An infidel ; a sceptic; a disbeliever.

tm-BE-LiEV'jNG, a. Not believing; infidel.

UN-BE-L6VED', (iin-be-luvd') a. Not loved; not beloved.

UN-BELT/ED,* a. Not bejted ; ungirded. Byron.
UN-BE-MOANED',* (un-be-m5nd') a. Not lamented. Smart.

UN-BEND', v. a.
[i. UNBENT ;pp. UNBENDING, UNBENT.] To

free from flexure : to relax
;
to remit

;
to set at ease

;
to

free from restraint.

UN-BEND',* v. n. To become relaxed or unbent
;
to rid

one's self from constraint
;
to act with freedom. Paley.

UN-BEND'ING, a. Not bending; not yielding; resolute.

UN-BEN'E-FICED, (un-ben'e-f ist) a. Not beneficed.

UN-BEN-E-Fi"ciAL,* (-f isli'al) a. Not beneficial. Milton.

UN-BEN'E-FlT-ED,*a. Not benefited. Knox.

UN-BE-NEV'P-LENT, a. Not benevolent
;
unkind.

UN-BE-NIGHT'ED, fun-be-nlt'ed) a. Not benighted.
UN-BE-NIGN', (-nlir) a. Malignant; malevolent. Milton.

UN-BENT', a. Not bent ; unshrunk ;
unsubdued ;

relaxed.

UN-BE-QUEATHED',* (-kwettid') a. Not bequeathed. Ash.

UN-BE-REFT',* a. Not bereft; not robbed. Sandys.

UN-BE-SEEM'ING, a. Unbecoming; unfit. K. Charles.

tJN-BE-SEEM'JNG-Ly,* ad. Not bes'eemingly. Barrow.

UN-BE-SEEM'ING-NESS, 7^. Unbecomingness ; indecency.
UN-BE-SET',* a. Not beset

;
not besieged. Ash.

UN-BE-souGHT',(un-be-sawt') a. Not besought.

UN-BE-SPO'KEN, (un
jbe-sp5'kn) a. Not bespoken.

UN-BE-STOWED', (un-be-stod') a. Not bestowed or given.

UN-BE-TRAYED', (un-be-trad') a. Not betrayed. Daniel.

UN-BE-TROTHED,* (un-be-trotht') a. Not betrothed. Ash.

UN-BE-WAILED', (un-be-\vald') a. Not lamented. Shak.

UN-BE-wiL'DERED,* (5n-be-wil'derd) a. Not bewildered

Ash.

UN-BE-wlTCH', v. a. To free from fascination. South.

||UN-BI'AS, V. a. [i. UNBIASED Or UNBIASSED ; pp. UNBIA3INO
or UNBIASSING, UNBIASED or UNBIASSED.] To free from
bias

;
to disentangle from prejudice. Locke. See BIAS.

||UN-BI'ASED,* (un-bl'ast) a. Having no bias or prejudice.
Ash. Written also unbiassed.

UN-Bl'AS-ED-LY, ad. Without bias or prejudice. Locke.

UN-BI'AS-ED-NESS, n. Freedom from bias. Hatt.

JN-Bi'D'', I
a. Not bid or bidden

;
uninvited

;
un

UN-BID'DEN, (-dn) \
commanded ; spontaneous.

UN-BIG'OT-ED, a. Free from bigotry. Addison.

UN-B!ND', v. a.
[i. UNBOUND ; pp. UNBINDING, UNBOUND.]

To remove a band or tie from ; to loose; to untie.

UN-BI-O-GRAPH'I-CAL,* a. Not biographical. EC. Rev.

UN-BISH'OP, v. a. To deprive of episcopal orders. South.

UN-BiT', |
a. Not bitten

;
not injured.

UN-BIT'TEN, (un-tnt'tn) \
You.n<r.

UN-BIT',* v. a. [i. UNBITTED ; P^/UNBITTING, UNBITTED.]
To remove the bit from. (JVaut.) To remove the turns

of the cable from off the bits. Mar. Diet.

UN-BIT'TED, a. Not bitted
; unbridled; unrestrained.

UN-BLAM'A-BLE, a . Not blamable
; innocent; faultless.

UN-BLAJI'A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being unblamable,

UN-BLAM'A-BLY, ad. Without blame or fault.

UN-BLAMED', (Un-blamd') a. Not blamed or censured.

UN-BLAST'ED, a. Not blasted
;
not inude to wither.

UN-BLA'ZONED,* (uii-bla'znd) a. Not blazoned. Ash.

UN-BLEACHED',* (un-bl5clif) a. Not bleached. Cyc.

UN-BLEACH'lNG,* a. Not bleaching. Byron.

UN-BLEM'ISH-A-BLE, a. Not capable of bcung blemished.

UN-BLEM'JSHE'D, (un-blem'islit) a. Free from blemish ;

spotless; blameless; unspotted; pure.

IUN-BLENCHED', (un-blcnchf) . Not blenched. Milton.UN-BEAu'TE-oDs, (un-l)u'te-us) a. Not beauteous. JUN-BLENCHED', (un-bliincht')
a. Not ble
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DN-BLENCH'?NG,* a. Not blenching or shrinking. Smith.

UN-BLEND'ED, a. Not blended ; unmingled.
UN-BLEST', a. Not blest; accursed; unhappy.
UN-BLIGHT'ED, (un-bllt'ed) a. Not blighted ;

unblasted.

UN-BLIND',* v. a. To take the blind from. Ash.

UN-BLSoD'lED, (un-blud'id) a. Not stained with blood.

UN-BLOOD'Y, (un-blud'e) a. Not bloody ; not cruel.

UN-BLOs'soM-iNG, a. Not bearing any blossom. Mason.
UN-BLOT'TED,* a. Not blotted. Ash.

UN-BLOWN', (un-blSn') a. Not blown. Sandys
UN-BL{JNT'ED, a. Not blunted

; not obtuse.

UN-BLUSH'JNG, a. Not blushing ; shameless.

UN-BLUSH'ING-LY,* ad. Without shame. Knox.

UN-BOAST'ED,* c. Not boasted. Scott.

UN-BOAST'FGL, a. Not boastful
; modest.

UN-BOD'IED, (un-bod'jd) a. Having no body ; incorporeal.

ON-BOILED', (un-bbild') a. Not boiled.

UN-BOLT', V. a.
[i. UNBOLTED J pp. UNBOLTING, UNBOLTED.]

To remove a bolt from ; to unfasten ;
to unbar. Shak.

UN-BOLT'ED, a. Not bolted: coarse; gross.

UN-BONED',* (un-bond') a. Not boned. Milton.

UN-BON'NET-ED, a. Wanting a hat or bonnet.

UN-BOOK'ISH, (un-buk'jsh) a. Not bookish or studious.

UN-BOOT',* V. a. [L UNBOOTED
; pp. UNBOOTING, UNBOOT-

__ ED.] To divest of boots. F. Butler.

UN-BoRN',_a. Not born
;
future

; being to come.

UN-BOR'ROWED, (un-bor'rod) a. Not borrowed; genuine;
native

;
one's own. Dryden.

tJN-BO'QM, (un-buz'9in) v. a. [i. UNBOSOMED ; pp. UNBOSOM-
ING, UNBOSOMED.] To reveal in confidence; to open ;

to

disclose.

UN-BOT'TOMED, (un-bot'tpmd) a. Not bottomed.

UN-BOUGHT', (un-bawf) a. Not bought ;
not paid for.

UN-BoOND', a. Not bound
; loose; not tied: wanting a

cover, used of books.

tJN-BOUND',* i. &.p. from Unbind. See UNBIND.
UN-BoGND'ED, a. Not bounded; vast; endless; infinite;

interminable , unlimited
; unrestrained.

UN-BOOND'ED-LY, ad. Without bounds
;
without limits.

UN-BOUND'ED-NESS, ?i. Exemption from limits.

UN-B00N'TE-ous, a. Not bounteous ; not kind.

UN-BOW'J v. a. To unbend. Fuller.

ON-BOWED', (un-bod') a. Not bowed
;
not bent.

UN-BOW'EL, V. a. [i. UNBOWELLED
; pp. UNBOWELLING,

UNBOWELLED.] To exenterate
;
to eviscerate. Haliewill.

UN-BOX',* v. a. [i, UNBOXED
; pp. UNBOXING, UNBOXED.]

To take out of a box. Ash.

UN-BRACE', V. a. [L UNBRACED
J pp. UNBRACING, UN-

BRACED.] To loose the braces of; to loose; to relax.

tJN-BRACE',* v. 7i. To grow flaccid ;
to relax. Dryden.

TUN-BRACED',* (un-brast') a. Not braced; unbound. Lee.

UN-BRAID',* v. a.
[i. UNBRAIDED; pp. UNBRAIDING, UN-

BRAIDED.] To unweave ; to unwreathe. Ash.

UN-BRAID'ED,* a. Not braided or wreathed. Shak.

UN-BRANCHED',* (un-brancht') a. Not branched. Smith.

UN-BRAND'ED,* a. Not branded. Milton.

UN~BREAK'A-BLE,* a. Not to be broken. Grattan.

fUN-BREAST', v. a. To lay open. P. Fletcher.
UN-BRL- ATH'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be breathed. F. Butler.

UN-BREATHED', (un brethd') a. Not breathed. [tNot exer-
cised. Shak.]

UN-BRATH'ING, a. Not breathing.
UN-BRED', a. Not bred

;
not educated ; ill-bred.

UN-BREECHED', (un-brichf) a. Having no breeches:
loosed from the breeching?. Pennant. See BREECHING.

UN-BREWED', (un-brud') a. Not brewed ; pure; genuine.
UN-BRIB'A-BLE, a. That cannot be bribed. FelUiam.

UN-BRIBED', (un-brlbd') a. Not bribed
; not hired.

UN-BRIDGED'.* (uu-brijd') a. Not furnished with a bridge.
Wordsworth.

tJN-BRi'DLE,* v. a. To free from the bridle. Smart.

UN-BRI'DLED, (un-bri'dld) a. Not bridled : unrestrained
;

licentious. \Leia-hton.

UN-BRl'DLED-NESS,* (un-brl'dld-nes) n. Licentiousness.

UN-BRIGHT'ENED,* (un-brl'tnd) a. Not brightened. Cole-

ridge.

UN-BROACHED', (un-brorhf) a. Not broached. Younir.

UN-BROILED',* (un-brolld') a. Not broiled. Beaum. & Fl
UN-BROKE', a. Unbroken. Shak.

UN-BRO'KEN, (un bro'kn) a. Not broken; not violated;
not subdued ; not weakened

; not tamed.
UN-BROOK'A-BLE,* (un-bruk'a-bl) a. Insufferable. How.
UN-BROTH'ER-LiKE, (un-brutli'er-llke) a. Unbrotherly7
UN-BR&TH'ER-LY, a. Not brotherly.
UN-BROUGHT',* (un-brawf) a. Not brought. Sterne.

UN-BRfJl?ED', (un-bruzd') a. Not bruised
; not hurt. Shak.

UN-BRUSHED',* (un-brasljt') a. Not brushed. Ash.

UN-BDc'KLE, (un-buk'kl) v. a. [i. UNBUCKLED; pp. UN-
BUCKLING, UNBUCKLED.] To loose from buckles.

UN-BUILD', (Sn-bild') v. a. To raze; to destroy. Shak.

UN-BULLT', (un-bllf) a. Not built ; not erected.

UN-BONG',* . a. To take the bung out of. Ash. [Buov.
UN-BUOVED',* (un-bbld') a. Not buoyed. Ed. RKV. See

'

UN-BiiR'DEN,* (un-bur'dr.) v. a.
[i. UNBURDENED ; pp. UN- |[

BURDENING, UNBURDENED..] To free from burden; to rid

of a load ; to throw off from.

UN-BUR'DEN-SOME,* a. Not burdensome. Coleridge.
UN-BUR'IED, (un-ber'rid) a. Not buried : not interred.

UN-BURNED', (un-blirnd') a. Not burnt
; unburnt.

UN-BURN'ING, a. Not consuming by heat. Digby.
UN-BUR'N'ISHED,* (un-bur'njsht) a. Not burnished. Ash.

UN-BURNT', a. Not burnt ;
not consumed.

UN-BUR'THEN, (un-biir'tfm) v. a. See UNBURDEN.
UN-BUR'Y,* (un-ber're) v. a. To disinter. JV. M. Mag.
UN-BU'lED, (un-biz'zjd) a. Not busied; not employed.
UN-BU'iNEss-LlKE,* (iin-biz'nes-llk) a. Unlike busi-

ness ; careless. Ed. Rev. [Ash.
UN-BUS'KINED,* (un-bus'kjnd) a. Not dressed in buskins.

UN-BU'Y,* (un-biz'e) a. Not busy; unemployed. Coleridge.
UN-BUT'TERED,* (u'n-but'terd) a. Not buttered. Ash.

UN-BUT'TON, (un-bQt'tn) v. a.
[i. UNBUTTONED

; pp. UN-

BUTTONING, UNBUTTONED.] To loose from being buttoned.

UN-BDx'OM,* a. Not buxom
;
not gay. Gower.

UN-CAGE',* v. a. To let loose from a cage. Smart.

UN-CA<^ED', (un-kajd') a. Not caged ;
released.

UN-cXL'ciNED, (un-kal'sind) a. Not calcined.

UN-cXL'cy-LAT-ED,* a. Not calculated. Smith.

UN-CALLED', (un-kawld') a. Not called; not summoned
fUN-CALM', (un-Jcam') v. a. To disturb. Dryden.
UN-CALM',* (un-k'am') a. Not calm ; uneasy. Moore.

UN-CA-LUM'NI-AT-ED,* a. Not calumniated. Ash.

UN-CAMP',* v. a. To dislodge ;
to expel. Milton.

UN-cAN'cEL-LA-BLE,* a. That cannot be cancelled. Mag.
UN-cXN'cELLED, (-se)d) a. Not cancelled ;

not erased.

UN-cXN'DlD, a. Not candid ;
void of candor

; prejudiced.

UN-cXN/DlD-LY,* ad. In an uncandid manner. Clarke.

UN-CA-NON'I-CAL, a. Not canonical
;
not agreeable to the

canons.

UN-CA-NON'I-CAL-LY,* ad. Not canonically. Southey.

UN-CA-NON'J-CAL-NESS, n. State of being uncanonical.

UN-cXN'oN-lzED,* (-Izd) a. Not canonized. Atterbury.

UN-cXN'o-PiED, (un-kan'o-pjd) a. Having no canopy.
UN-cXN'vASSED,* (un-kan'vast) a. Not canvassed. Ash.

UN-cAp',* v. a. To remove the cap or cover from. Smart.

jUN-cA'PA-BLE, a. [incapable, Fr.
; incapax, L.] Not capa-

ble. Shak. Now incapable.

UN-CAPE',* v. a. "To dig out of the earth." Warburton.
" To take out of a bag." Stevens. A term in fox-hunting.
Shak. " The explanations are various. It seems to imply
throwing off the dogs, and beginning the hunt." Nares.

UN-cXppED',* (un-kapt') a. Not capped ; deprived of a

cap. Ash.

UN-cXp'Tl-VAT-ED,* a. Not captivated. Smith.

UN-CARD'ED,* a. Not carded. Ash.

UN-CARED'-FOR, (un-kard'-) a. Not regarded or cared for.

UN-C/L-RESSED',* (un-ka-rest') a. Not caressed. Wordsworth.

UN-CAR'NATE, a. Not fleshly; not incarnate. Browne.

UN-CAR'PET-ED,* a. Not Carpeted. French.

UN-CARVED',* (un-karvd') a. Not carved. Ash.

UN-CASE', v. a. [i. UNCASED ; pp. UNCASING, UNCASED.] To
disengage from a case or covering.

UN-CAT'E-H!ZED,* (-klzd) a. Not catechized. Milton.

UN-CAUGHT', fun-kawt') a. Not caught or taken.

UN-CAUED', (un-kawzd') a. Having no precedent cause.

UN-cAu'TER-lzED,* (-kau'ter-Izd) a. Not cauterized. Ash.

UN-CAU'TIOUS, (un-kaw'shus) a Not cautious ; heedless.

UN-cAu'Tloys-LY,* ad. Without caution. Waterland.

UN-CEAS'ING, a. Not ceasing ;
continual. Johnson.

UN-CEAS'ING-LY,* ad. Without cessation ; constantly; al-

ways ; continually. Richardson.

UN-CEL'E-BRAT-ED, a. Not celebrated ; nut solemnized.

UN-CE-LEST'IAL, (un-se-lust'yal) a. Not celestial; not

heavenly.
UN-CE-MENT'ED,* a. Not cemented. Ash.

UN-CENS'UR-A-BLE,* (un-sen'shur-a-bl) a. Not censurable.

UN-CENS'URED, (un-sen'shurd) a. Not censured.

UN-CER-E-MO'm-Ofis, a. Not ceremonious ; plain.

UN-CER-E-MO'NI-OUS-LY,* o,d. Without ceremony. Qu. Rr.o.

UN-CER'TAIN, (un-ser'tin) a. [inccrtain, Fr. ; inccrtus, L.]
Not certain

;
not certainly known

; dubious; precarious ;

equivocal ; doubtful ;
unsettled.

tUN-CER'TAINED, (un-siir'tind) a. Made uncertain. Ralciyh.

UN-CER'TAIN-LY, ad. Not surely ;
not certainly.

UN-CER'TAJN-TY, n. State of being uncertain ;
doubt

;
du-

biousness; inaccuracy; contingency.
UN-CER-TIF'I-CAT-ED,* a. Not having a certificate. Ed.

UN-CER'TI-FIED,* (Qii-ser'te-f Id) a. Not certified. Ash.

fUN-CES'SANT, a. Incessant. More.

tfJN-CES'SANT-LY> ad. Incessantly. Smith.

UN-CHAFED',* (dn-chaft') a. Not chafed. Ash.

UN-CHAIN', (un-chan') v. a. [i. UNCHAINED ; pp. UNCHAIN-

ING, UNCHAINED.] To free from chains. Prior.

UN-CHALKED' * (un-chawkf) a. Not marked with chalk.

Ash. [Gray.

tJN-CHXL'LENGE-A-BLE,* a. That cannot be challenged.

UN-CHAL'LENGED,* (-chal'lenjd) a. Not challenged. Ash.

UN-CHANGE'A-BLE, a. Not changeable ;
unalterable ,

in-

variable
;
immutable.

A, E, 1, o, u, Y, long; X, , I, o, 0, Y, short { A, E, j, o, y, ,
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tJN-ciiANGE'A-BLE-NESS, n. Immutability. Newton.
tJN CHAN<JJE'A-BLY, ad. Immutably ; without change.
ON-CHANGED', (un-chanjd') a. Not changed or altered.

tJN-CHAN^'iNG, a. Not changing. Sliak.

UN-CHANG'iNG-LY,*ad. In an unchanging manner. Moore.

UN-CHAN'NELLED,* (-neld) a. Not cut into channels. Ash.

tJN-cHiNT'ED,* a. Not chanted. Ash.

UN-HAR-AC-TER-IS'TIC,* t a. Not characteristic ;
un-

tJN-jeHXR-AC-TER-ls'TJ-cAL,* \
suitable to the character.

Bentham.

tJN-HXR-AC-TER-Ts'Ti-CAL-LY,*a<2. Not characteristical-

ly. Bentham.

tJN-HXR'AC-TER-IZED,*(-Izd) a. Not characterized. Ash.

UN-CHARGE', r. a. To free from a charge. Shak.

UN-CHARGED',* (un-charjd') a. Not charged. Johnson.

UN-CHAR'J-OT,*. a. To throw out of a chariot. Pope.

UN-CHXR'I-TA-BLE, a. Not charitable; wanting charity ;

contrary to universal love
;
unkind.

UN-CHXR'I-TA-BLE-NESS, n. Want of charity.

UN-ciiXR'i-TA-BLY, ad. In a manner contrary to charity.

UN-CHARM', V. a.

'

[('.
UNCHARGED

J pp. UNCHARMING, UN-

CHARMED.] To free from a charm.
UN-CHARM'ING, a. Not charming. Dryden.
UN-CHAR'NEL,* v. a. To disinter. Byron.
UN-CHARRED',* (un-chiird') a. Not charred. Ash.

UN-CHAR'TERED,* (-ch'ir'terd) a. Not chartered. M.Mag.
UN-ciiAR'y, a. Not wary; not cautious; not frugal. Shak.

UN-CHASTE', a. Not chaste ; lewd; libidinous ;
not pure.

UN-CHAS'TENED,* (un-cha'snd) a. Not chastened. Ash.

UN-cHAS-Tl'ijiA-BLE, a. That cannot be chastised. Milton.

UN-CHAS-TIED', (un-chas-tlzd') a. Not chastised.

UN-CHAS'TI-TY,/I. Want of chastity jinchastity. Woodward.

UN-CHAT'EDJ* a. Not cheated ; not defrauded. Collins.

UN-CHECKED', (un-chekf) a. Not checked ; unrestrained.

UN-ciificK'ERED,* (un-chek'erd) a. Not checkered. Sir W.
Scott.

UN-CHER'FUL, a. Not cheerful
; sad; gloomy.

UN-CHEER'FOL-NESS, 7i. Melancholy; gloominess.
UN-CHEER'Y, a. Dull; not enlivening. Sterne.

UN-CHER'ISHED,* (un-cher'jsht) a. Not cherished. Ash.

UN-CHEWED', (un-chud') a. Not chewed or masticated.

ON-CHID',* UN-CHID'DEN,* a. Not chid or chidden. Ency.
IUN-CHILI)', v. a. To deprive of children. Sliak.

UN-CHILLED',* (un-child') a. Not chilled. Ed. Rev.

UN-clliv'AL,-ROUS,*a. Not chivalrous. Scott. See CHIVALRY.

UN-jeHOL'ER-ic,* a. Not choleric ;
not angry. Carlyle.

UN-CHOPPED',* (un-chopt') a. Not chopped. Ash.

UN-CHO'EN,* (un-cho'zn) a. Not chosen. More.

tJN-jKHRis'TEN,* (-kris'sn) v. a. To annul baptism. Milton.

UN-HRis'TENED,* (un-kris'snd) a. Not christened. Ash.

UN-JEHRIS'TIAN, (un-krlst'yan)a. Not Christian
; contrary

to Christianity.

tUN-jeHRi's'TlAN, v. a. To unchristianize. South.

UN-jeHRJs'TJAN-lZE,* v. a. To render unciiristian
;
to di-

vest of Christianity or its benefits. Q. Reo.

JN-JEHRIS'TIAN-LIKE,* a. Unlike a Christian. Baxter.

"Ris'TiAN-LY, a. Unchristian. Milton. [dell.

-jeHRiS'TiAN-LY, ad. In an unchristian manner. Bp. Be-

RJS'TlAN-NESS, 71. Contrariety to Christianity. K.
Charles. [Ash.
-jeHRON'i-CLED,* (un-kron'e-kld) a. Not chronicled.

JN-CHURCH', v. a. [i. UNCHURCHED; pp. UNCHURCHING,
UNCHURCHED.] To deprive of the character and rites of a
church ;

to expel from a church. South.

I-CHURNED',* (un-chiirnd') a. Not churned. Ash.

'CI-A,* (un'she-a) ?i. [L.] (Med.) The twelfth part of a

pound; an ounce; eight drams. Crabb.

fN'ciAL, (un'shal) a. [uncialis, L.] Noting letters of large

size, compounded between the capital and minuscule or
lall characters, used in ancient manuscripts. Brandc.

)N'CIAL, (uri'shal) n. An uncial letter ; a letter that stands
for a word in inscriptions, epitaphs, &,c.

; as, A. AL, Alas-

ter of Arts. Francis.

'ci-FORM,* a. (Anai.) Having a hook-like process:
applied to the last bone of the second row of wrist bones.
Brande.

>N'ci-NATE,* a. (Bat.) Hooked at the end. London.

JN-CTNC'T'URED,* (un-slnkt'yurd) a. Not having a girdle
or cincture. Cowper.
JN-cI'PHER,* ?;. a. To unravel ; to decipher. Temple.
JN-ciR'cy-LAT-ED,* a. Not circulated. Ash.

J-clR'cyM-ci^ED, (un-sir'kum-slzd) a. Not circumcised.

<-ciR-cVM-cis'ipN, (-slzh'un) n. Want of circumcision.

iN-c'lR'CVM-scRiBED, a. Unbounded
; unlimited. Milton.

-CIR'CUM-SPECT, a. Not cautious ; not vigilant.

JN-ciR'cUM:-sPECT-LV,*ad. Without caution. Bale.

JN-CIR-CVM-STAN'TIAL, a. Not circumstantial.

JN-CIT'ED,* a. Not cited or summoned ; not quoted. Ash.

tJN-civ'iL, a. [incivil, Fr.
; incivilis, L.] Not civil

; impolite ;

uncourteous ; rude; rough; unkind.

tJN-civ'jL-iZED, (-Izd) a. Not civilized ; coarse.

tJN-civ'JL-LY, ad. In an uncivil manner; rudely.
tJll-CLXD',* a. Not clad

;
not clothed. Ash.

ON-CLAIMED', (un-klimd') a. Not claimed; not demanded.

rified.
(un-klar'e-f id) a. Not clarified ;

not pu-

-, v. a.
[i. UNCLASPED; pp. UNCLASPING, UK-

CLASPED.] To loosen the clasp of. Sliak.

,

' Not classic or classica '
5 inelegant

tJN-CLXs'si-cAL-LY,* ad. In an unclassical manner. Ash.

tJN'cLE, (iing'kl) 7i, [oncle, Fr.] The brother of one's fa-

ther or mother.

ON-CLEAN', (un-klen') a. Not clean
;
foul ; dirty ; filthy ;

lewd
; unchaste; impure : not purified by rites.

tJN-CLEAN'JLl-NESS, (un-klen'le-nes) it. Want of cleanli-
ness.

tJN-CLEAN'LY, (un-klen'le) a. Foul ; filthy ; unclean.

tJN-CLEAN'NESS, n. State of being unclean
; impurity ;

lewdness
;
filthiness.

tJN-cLEANED', (un-klenzd') a. Not cleansed. Bacon.

"ON-CLEARED',* (un-kl5rd') a. Not cleared. Savage.
tJN-CLEAV'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be cleft. Dana.
tJN-CLER'i-CAL,* a. Not befitting the clergy. Knox.

tJN-CLE\v', (un-klu') v. a. To undo
; to unwind. Shak.

tJN-CLlMBED',* (un-kllmbd') a. Not climbed. Ash.

tJN-CLINCH', V. a. [i. UNCLINCHED J pp. UNCLINCHING, UK-

CLINCHED.] To open the closed hand. Written also
unclench.

tJN-CLlPPED', (un-klipf) a. Not clipped ;
whole.

tm-CLOAKED',* (un-klokf) a. Not cloaked. Elton.

I
tJN-CI,6G', V. 0. [i. UNCLOGGED

J pp. UNCLOGGING, CK-

CLOGGED.] To disencumber ; to set at liberty.

tJN-CLOiS'TER, V. a. [i. UNCLOISTERED ; pp. UNCLOISTERINO,
UNCLpisTERED.l To set at large, as from a cloister.

tJN-cLOE', (iin-kloz') v. a.
[i. UNCLOSED; pp. UNCLOSING,

UNCLOSED.] To open. Pope.
tJN-CLOED% (un-klozd') a. Not closed ; not shut.

tJN-CLOTHE', v. a. [i. UNCLOTHED; pp. UNCLOTHING, UH-

CLOTHED.] To strip of clothes
;
to make naked.

tJN-CLOTHED',* (un-klotftd') a. Not clothed. Corinthian*.

UN-CLOTH'ED-LV,* ad. Nakedly. Bacon.

tJN-CLOTH'iNG,* n. A disrobing ;
undress. Beecher.

tJN-CLOT'TED,* a. Not clotted. Ash.

tJN-cLpuD', 77. a. To unveil
;
to clear from obscurity.

tlN-CLoGD'ED, a. Free from clouds; not darkened.

UN-CLOOD'ED-NESS, n. Openness; freedom from gloom
Boyle.

tJN-CLoOD'Y, a. Free from a cloud ; clear. Gay.
tJN-cLo'VEN,* (iin-klo'vn) a. Not cloven or split. Beaum.

4- Fl. [hand.
tJN-CLUTCH', v. a. To open from being close shut, as the

tJN'co,* (ung'ko) ad. Very; in- a high degree. Jamieson. [A
Scottish word.]

tJN-CO-AG'u-LA-BLE,* a. Not coagulable. Ure.

tTN-CQ-Xo'v-LAT-ED,* a. Not coagulated. Ure.

tJN-cOAT'ED,* a. Not coated
;
freed from a coat. Ash.

tJN-c6cK',*r. a. To let down as the hammer of a gun, or

the brim of a hat
;
to reinstate that which is cocked. Ash.

tlN-cocKED',* (un-kSkt') a. Not cocked. Smith.

tJN-coF'FiNED,* (un-kof 'f jnd) a. Not put into a coffin.

Byron.
tJN-co'GENT,* a. Not cogent ;

weak. Baxter.

tJN-cp-n'S}VE,* a. Not cohesive. Ash.

tJN-coi'F', v. a. To pull the cap off. Arbuthnot.

tJN-cpiFED', (un-kdlft') a. Not wearing a coif. Young.
tJN-coiL', v. a. [i. UNCOILED ; pp. UNCOILING, UNCOILED.]
To open from being coiled or wrapped one part upon an-
other. Derham.

tJN-coiNED', (un-kbind') a. Not coined. Shak.

tlN-CQL-LAT'ED,* a. Not collated. Ash.

tlN-c<?L-LECT'ED, a. Not collected
;
not gathered.

tJN-CQL-LECT'l-BLE,* a. That cannot be collected. Smart.

tJN-coL'p-NJZED,* (un-kol'o-nlzd) a. Not colonized. Ash.

flN-c6L'pRED, (uri-kul'urd)'a. Not colored or stained.

tJN-coLT'ED,* a. Unhorsed. Shak.

tJN-cOMBEU', (un-komd') a. Not combed. Spenser.

tJN-CQM-BJN'A-BLE,* a. Not combinable. Smart.

tJN-c<?M-BiNED',* (un-kom-bind') a. Not combined. Oray.

UN-COME-AT'A-BLE, (uh-kum-at'a-bl) a. That cannot be
come at ; inaccessible. Tatlcr. [Vulgar or ludicrous.]

UN-COME'LI-NESS, (un-kum'le-nes). Want of comeliness.
UN-COME 'LY, (un-kum'le) a. Not comely ; wanting grace.

UN-COM'FORT-A-BLE, a. Wanting comfort; unhappy; dis-

inal ; painful; miserable; cheerless.

UN-c6M'FpRT-A-BLE-NEss, n. Want of comfort or cheer-

fulness.

UN-COM'FQRT-A-BLY, ail. Without comfort or cheerfulness,

UN-cbM'FQRT-ED,* a. Not comforted. Beaum. 4* Fl.

"ON-cpM-MX-ND'ED, a. Not commanded. South.

UN-CPM-MEM'Q-RAT-ED,* a. Not commemorated. Ash.

UN-CQM-MENI/A-BLEJ a. Not commendable; illaudible.

See COMMENDABLE.
UN-CQM-MEND'ED, a. Not commended. Waller.

tJN-cOM-MER'ciAL,* a. Not commercial. Burke.

tJN-CQM-Mi^'ER-AT-ED,* a. Not commiserated. Ash.

tJN-coM-Mis'siONEDj^un-kom-mish'uml) a. Not commis-
sioned. Seckr.r.
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a. Not committed. Hammond.

tJN-coM'MQN,a. Not common ;
unusual ;

rare
; infrequent.

tJN-coM'MpN-LY, ad. In an uncommon degree; rarely ;
not

S, n. State of being uncommon ;
infre-

-^D, a. Not communicated. Hooker.

tJN-cpM-MU'Nl-CAT-lNG,* a. Not communicating. Soutttey.

tJN-cpM-MO'Ni-CA-TiVE, a. Close
;
incommunicative.

ttN-cpM-MO'N}-CA-TiVE-NESS,* n. Want of participation.

Johnson.

tJN-cpM-pXci', a. Not compact; incompact. Addison.

tJN-cpM-PAcT'ED, a. Not compacted ; incompacted.

ftJN-coM'P-A-NiED, (un-kum'pa-njd) a. Unaccompanied.

tJN-G'pM-PXN'lpN-A-BLE,* a. Not companionable. Cole-

tJN-cCin'PASSED,* (iin-kum'past) a. Not compassed. Ash.

tm-cpM-PAs'sipN-ATE, (un-k9m-pash'un-at) a. Not com-

passionate ; incompassionate. Sliak.

tJN-cpM-pAl'l-BLy,* ad. Incompatibly. Cudworth.

tJN-cpM-PEL'LA-BLE, a. That cannot be compelled.

tJN-cpM-PELLED', (un-kom-peld') a. Free from compulsion.

tJN-cpk-PEN'sAT-ED,* a. Not compensated. Burke.

tJN-cpM-PLAIN'lNG,* a. Not complaining. Thomson.

tJN-c6M-PLAi-ANT', (un-kom-pla-zant') a. Not complai-

sant; uncivil; impolite.

tJN-c6M-PLAi-XNT'Ly, ad. With want of complaisance.

fUN-cpM-PLETE', a. Incomplete. Pope.

tm-COM-PLET'ED, a. Not completed ;
not finished.

tJN-cpM-PLl'ANT,* a. Not compliant. Hume.

tJN-COM'PLJ-CAT-ED,* a. Not complicated. Ash.

tJN-c6M'PLi-MENT-A-RY,*o. Not complimentary. Qw. Rev.

tm-COM'PLJ-MENT-ED,* a. Not complimented. Ash.

tJN-cpM-PLY'|NG, a. Not complying ; unbending.

tJN-cpM-p6ED',* (un-k9m-pozd') a. Not composed ;
rest-

less. Bacon.

tJN-CQM-PoOND'ED, a. Not compounded ; simple.

tJN-cpM-PoGND'ED-NESS, n. State of being uncompound-
ed.

tJN-coM-PRE-HEND'ED,* a. Not comprehended. Coleridge.

tJN-COM-PRE-HEN'siVE, a. Incomprehensive. South.

tJN-cpM-PRESSED', (un-kom-prest') a. Not compressed.
tJN-coM'PRp-MlED,* (-mixd) a. Not compromised. Ash.

tJN-coM'PRp-Mls-lNG,* a. Not compromising. Ed. Rev.

tJN-coM/PRp-Mi^-iwG-LY,*^. Without compromise. Chan-

nlng.
tJN-cpM-PUT'ED,* a. Not computed. Ash.

tJN-cpN-cALED',* (un-k9n-sld') a. Not concealed. Ash.

fON-cpN-clv'A-BLE, a. Inconceivable. Locke.

tUN-cpN-clv'A-BLE-NESS, ?i. Inconceivableiiess. Locke.

TJN-CPN-CEIVED', (un-kon-sevd') a. Not conceived.

tJN-CQN-CERN', . Want of concern or interest
; negli-

gence ;
indifference ;

freedom from anxiety.

tJN-cpN-CERNED', (iin-k9n-sernd') a. Not concerned;
having no interest

;
not anxious ;

not affected.

tTN-cQN-CERN'ED-LY, ad. Without concern or interest.

tJN-cpN-CERN'ED-NESS, n. Freedom from concern.

ftlN-cplv-CERN'lNG, o. Not interesting. Addison.

IUN-CQN-CERN'MENT, 71. State of having no concern.

South.

tJN-cpN-CERT'ED,* o. Not contrived or concerted. Swift.

tJN-cpN-clL'f-AT-ED,* a. Not conciliated. Smart.

tJN-cpN-ciL_'j-AT-jNG,* a. Not conciliating. Coze.

tJN-cpN-CLUu'ED,* a. Not concluded. Ash.

ftJN-cpN-CLU'DENT, a. Inconclusive. Hale.

ttlN-cON-CLu'Dl-BLE, a. Not determinate. More.

tJN-CQN-CLCp'jNG, a. Not concluding. Locke. [R.]

fUN-CQN-CLUD'iNG-NESS, n. (iuality of being inconclusive.

ftJN-CQN-CLO'siVE, a. Inconclusive. Hammond.
tJN-CQN-cocT'ED, a. Not concocted

;
not matured.

tJN-CQN-DEMNED', (un-k9n-demd') a. Not condemned.
tW-CQN-DENS'A-BLE,* a. Not condensable. Turner.

tJN-CQN-DENSED',* (-denst') a. Not condensed. P. Cyc.

tJN-CQN-Di"TiQN-AL, (un-kon-dish'un-al) a. Not condi-
tional ; not restricted

;
absolute

;
not limited.

fN-CQN-Di"TlQN-AL-LY,* ad. Without conditions. Ham-
mond.

tfis-cpN-:uu(?'iNG, a. Not conducing ;
not leading to.

tJN-CQN-DpCT'ED, a. Not conducted
;
not led.

ON-CQN-FED'ER-AT-ED,* a. Not confederated. Ash.

tJN-CQN-FERRED',* (un-k9n-ferd') a. Not conferred. Ash.
tJN-CQN-FESSED',* (un-k vn-fest') a. Not confessed. Ash.

tJN-CQN-FESs'jNG,* a. Not confessing. Milton.

ftJN-cON'Fj-DENCE, 71. Want of confidence. Hacket.

tm-CQN-FlN'A-BLE, a. Not confinable
; unbounded. Shak

tJN-cpN-FiNED', (-kon-flnd') a. Not confined
; unlimited

tJN-CQN-FlN'ED-LY, ad. Without confinement. Barrow.
tJN-CQN-FlN'jNG,* a. Not confining. Chesterfield.

tJN-CQN-FiRMED', (un-kon-firmd') a. Not confirmed; not
established ; not strengthened ; raw ; weak.

ttJN-cyN-FORM', a. Unlike; dissimilar. Milton.

UN-CQN-FORM'A-BLE, a. Not conformable
; inconsistent.

tJN-CQN-FORM'A-BLy,
- ad. Not conformably. Buckland.

JX-CQN-FORMED',* (-fdrmd') a. Not conformed. Foster.

tJN-cpN-FORM'l-TY, 71. Nonconformity. South.

JN-cpN-FoOND'ED,* a. Not confounded. Ask.

!)N-CQN-FU;JED', (un-kon-fuzd') a. Not confused. Hale.

5N-CON-FU'ED-L.Y, ad. Without confusion. Locke.

!JN-CQN-FUT'A-BL.E, a. Not confutable ; irrefragable. Sprat

5N-CQN-FUT'ED,* a. Not confuted. Milton.

JN-CQN-GEALED', (un-kon-jeld')a. Not concreted by cold.

JN-CQN-^E'NI-AL,,* a. Not congenial. Knot.

JN-CQN-^E-N}-AL,'l-TY,* n. Want of congt-niality. JodrelL

SN-CQN-GRAT'V-LAT-ED,* a. Not congratulated. Ash.

JN-CQN-JOINED',* (un-k9n-jbind
;

) a. Not conjoined. Ash.

N-coN'jv-GAL, a. Not conjugal; not befitting a husband
or wife. Milton.

SN-CQN-JIJNC'TIVE,* a. Not conjunctive. Milton.

[JN-CQN-NECT'ED, a. Not connected ;
disconnected

; not

coherent ; lax
;
loose

; vague.
&N-CPN-NECT'ED-L,Y,* ad. Without connection. Ash.

tTN-CQN-Kiv'lNG, a. Not conniving. Milton.

tJN-coN'QUER-A-BLE, (un-kong'ker-a-bl) a. Not conquer-

able; insurmountable; insuperable; invincible.

tJN-coN'QUER-A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being unconquer-
able

;
invincibleness. Johnson.

tJis-coN'QUER-A-BLY, ad. Invincibly; insuperably. Pope.

tJN-coN'QUERED, (un-kong'kerd) a. Not conquered.

N-coN-sci-EN'Tioy^,* (un-kon-she-e'n'shus) a. Not con-

scientious! Boswell.

tJN-c6N'sciQN-A-BLE, (-kon-shun-a-bl) a. Not consciona-

ble ; vast ;
enormous ; extravagant ;

unreasonable
; unjust.

tJN-c6N'sciQN-A-BLE-NESS, (un-kon'shun-a-bl-nes) n.

Extravagance ;
unreasonableness of hope or claim.

tJN-coN'sciQN-A-BLY, (-kon'shun-a-ble) ad. Unreasonably.

tJN-CON'scioysj (iin-kon'shus) a. Not conscious; having
no mental perception ; unknowing; ignorant.

N-coN'scioys-LY,* ad. Without consciousness. Burke.

tJN-c6N'sciovs-NESS,* (iin-kon'shus-nes) n. State of being
unconscious. Paley.

ftlN-coN'sE-CRATE, v. a. To desecrate. South.

tJN-coN'sE-CRAT-ED,* a. Not consecrated. Ash.

tJN-c<?N-SENT'ED,'a. Not consented ;
not yielded.

tlN-cQN-SENT'iNG, a. Not consenting ;
not yielding.

tJN-CQN-siD'ERED, (un-kon-sld'erd) a. Not considered.

tJN-CQN-SlD'ER-lNG,* a. Not considering. Swift.

tJN-c<?N-siGNED',* (un-kon-slnd') a. Not consigned. Ash.

tJN-cQN-SOL/I-DAT-ED,* a. Not consolidated. Ash.

UN-cpN-SOL/jNG,* o. Not consoling. Buckm'mster.

tJN-coN'sQ-NANT, a. Not consonant ; incongruous.

UN-CQN-SPlc'V-oOs,* a. Inconspicuous. Ed. Rev.

tUN-CQN-splR'lJiG-NESS, n. Absence of conspiracy. Boyle.

fUN-coN'sTANT, a. [inconstans, L.] Inconstant. Shak.

IJN-CON-STI-TU'TIQN-AL,,* a. Not constitutional. Burke.

UN-coN-STJ-Tfi-TiQN XL'I-TV,* n. The quality of being

unconstitutional, or inconsistent with the constitution. R.

Walsh. See CONSTITUTI'ONALITY.

tJN-coN-sTi-Tu'TiQN-AL-LY,* ad. In an unconstitutional

manner. Qu. Rev. [Ash.

tJN-coN-STRAlN'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be constrained.

tJN-cpN-STRAlNED', (-k9n-strand') a. Free from constraint.

UN-CQN-STRAIN'ED-LY, ad. Without constraint. South.

UN-CQN-STRAINT', n. Freedom from constraint ;
ease. Fd-

ton.

tJN-cpw-STRUCT'ED,* a. Not constructed. Ash.

tJN-GQN-suLT'ED,* a. Not consulted. Milton.

tJN-cpN-suLT'iNG, a. [inconsultus, L.] Not consulting; im-

provident ; imprudent. Sidney.

UN-CON-SUMED', (-kon-sumd')a. Not consumed^ wasted.

tJN-cQN-suivi'iNG,* a. Not consuming. Ash.

tJiN-c<?N-suM'MATE, a. Not consummate. Dryden.

tJN-cQN-sDM'MAT-ED,* a. Not consunimnted. Ash.

tJN-CQN-TAM'l-NAT-ED,* a. Not contaminated. Knot.

tJN-CQN-TEMNED', (un-k9n-tcmd') a. Not despised.

tJN-cpN-TEM'PLAT-ED,* a. Not contemplated. Lyall.

tJN-cpN-TEND'ED, a. Not contended for
;
not contested.

tJN-cpN-TENT'EJJ, a. Discontented. Daniel.

fDis-cpN-TENT'iNG-NESS, 7i. Want of power to satisfy

Boyle.
ttJN-cpN-TEST'A-BLE, a. Incontestable. Locke.

tJN-cpN-TEST'EU, . Not contested ;
evident.

tJN-cpN-TRACT'ED,*a. Not contracted. Ash.

tJN-coN-TRA-Dl'CT'A-BLE,* a. Indisputable. Pitch.

tJN-coN-TRA-DicT'ED, a. Not contradicted. Pearson.

tJN-coN-TRA-DicT'BD-LY,* ad. Without contradiction.

Month. Rev.

tJN-CON-TRAsT'ED,* a. Not contrasted. Ash.

tlN-CON'TRlTE, a. Not contrite. Hammond.

tJN-cpN-TRIVED',* (un-koii-trlvd') a. Not contrived. Smart.

tJN-CpN-TRlv'lNG,* a. Not contriving. Smart.

tJN-cpN-TROL'LA-BLE,a. Not controllable ; ungovernable;

unmanageable ; resistless.

tJN-cpN-TROL'LA-BLy, ad. So as not to be controlled.

tJN-cpN-TROLLED', (Qn-k9n-trold') Not controlled ;
un-

resisted ; not overruled ; not refuted.

tJN-cpN-TROJL'LED-LY, ad. Without control or opposition

tJN-cdN'TRp-VERT-ED, a. Not controverted or disputed.
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ON CON-VENED',* (un-kon-vend') a. Not convened, Ash.

tJN-CQN-VERS ;

A-BL,E, a. Not conversable
;
not social.

CN-CON'VER-SANT, a. Not conversant
;
not familiar. See

CONVERSANT.

ON-CON-VER'SION,*H. State of being unconverted. Ch. Ob.

tJN-CQN-VERT'ED, a. Not converted
;
not religious.

tJN-CQN-VERT'l'-BLE,* a. Not convertible. Congrece.
tJN-CQN-VEYED',* (un-kon-vad') a. Not conveyed. Ash.

tJN-CQN-vicT'ED,* a. Not convicted. Sterne.

tJN-cpN-viNCED', (uri-kon-vlnst') a. Not convinced.

EN-COOKED',* (un-kukt') a. Not cooked. Ash.

tJN-cpp'i-A-BLE,* a. That cannot be copied. H. Ware, Jr.

tJN-CORD', v. a.
[i. UNCORDED ; pp. UNCORDING, UNCORDED.]

To loose from cords
;
to unbind.

tJN-coRD'lAL,* (-yal) a. Not cordial
;
not hearty. Scott.

tJN-CORK',* V. a. [i. UNCORKED ; pp. UNCORKING, UNCORKED.]
To draw the cork from. Ash.

tiN-COR'p-NET-ED,* a. Not having a coronet. Smart.

ON-CQR-RECT'ED, a. Not corrected ;
inaccurate.

fUN-coR'Rl Gl-BLE,a. Incorrigible. Outred.

tJN-CQR-ROB'o-RAT-ED,* a. Not corroborated. Ash.

tlN-cQR-ROD'ED,* a. Not corroded. Ash.

tJN-cOR-RUPT', a. Not corrupt ; honest; incorrupt. Swift.

tJN-CQR-RUPT'ED, a. Not corrupted ;
not vitiated.

tJN-cOR-RUPT'ED-NESS, w. State of being uncorrupted.
tON-CGR-RUP'Tl-BLE, a. Incorruptible. Hum. i.

tJN-CQR-RUPT'LY,* &d- Without corruption; uprightly.
Brande.

tJN-cc-R-RDPT'Nfiss, n. State of being uncorrupt; integ-

rity.

tJN-COUN'SEL-LA-BLE, a. Not to be advised. Clarendon.

tJN-cc-UN'sELLED,* (un-kbun'seld) a. Not counselled.

Burke.

tJN-coONT'A-BLE, a. Innumerable. Raleigh.

tJN-coONT'ED, a. Not numbered ;
not counted.

tJN-coUN'TE-NANCED,* (uii-koun'te-nanst) a. Not coun-
tenanced. Ash.

tlN-CoON-TER-ACT'ED,* a. Not counteracted. Coleridge.

tJN-coON'TER-FEiT, (un-kbun'ter-f It) a. Not counterfeit.

tJN-coON'TER-FElT-ED,* a. Not counterfeited. Ash.

tJN-c60N-TER-MiND'A-BLE,* a. Not to be countermanded.
M. Hale.

tJN-co&N-TER-VAILED',* (un-kbun-ter-vald') a. Not coun-

tervailed. West. Rev.

tJN-COUP'LE, r. a. [i. UNCOUPLED; pp. UNCOUPLING, UN-

COUPLED.] To loose from couples ;
to set loose

;
to dis-

join.

tJN-coijp'LED, (un-kup'pld) a. Not coupled ; single.

tJN-COURT'ED,* a. Not courted or wooed. Daniel.

HUN-COUR'TE-OUS, (un-kiir'te-us or un-kort'yus. See

COURTEOUS.) a. Not courteous ; impolite; uncivil.

l|tJN-couR'TE-ous-LY, (un-kur'te-us-Ie or un-kort'yus-le)
ad. In an uncourteous manner

; uncivilly.

||tJN-coiJR'TE-OL;s-NEss,* re. State of being uncourteous.

Ash._
tJN-couRT'Li-NESS, n. State of being uncourtly.

tJN-couRT'Ly, (un-kort'le) a. Not courtly; inelegant of

manners ;
uncivil

;
coarse ;

rustic.

tJN-couTH', (un-koth') a. Odd; strange; unusual; awk-
ward

; unhandy ; clumsy ; impolite.

tJN-couXH'LY, (un-koth'le) ad. In an uncouth manner;
oddly ; strangely.

tm-couTH'NESs, re. State of being uncouth; oddness
;

strangeness.
tJN-cov'E-NANT-ED,* a. Not covenanted. Burke.

tJN-c6v'ER, (un-kbv'er) v. a.
[i.

UNCOVERED ; pp. UNCOVER-

ING, UNCOVERED.] To divest of a covering ;
to strip; to

unroof; to lay open: to bare, as the head in token of

respect. Shak.

tlN-cov'ER,* o. n. To take off the hat; to make bare. Ad-
dison.

tJN-c6v'ET-ED,* a. Not coveted. Ash.

"'JN-G'OWL',* . a. To divest of a cowl. Coleridge.

JN-COWLED',* (un-kbuld') a. Not wearing a cowl. Pope.

iN-caXMPED',* (un-krampt') a. Not cramped. Ed. Reo.

JN-CRE-AT'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be created. Tillock.

JN-CRE-ATE', v. a. To annihilate ;
to reduce to nothing.

Carew. [R.]
'JN-c RE-ATE',* a. Not created ; uncreated. Milton.

-CRE!AT'ED, a. Not produced by creation
;
not made.

JN-CRED'J-BLE, a. Incredible. Bacon.

JN-CRED'JT-A-BLE, a. Discreditable. Hammond.

JN-CRED'ITSA-BLE-NESS, n. Discreditableness. Dec. Piety.

-CREi>'iT-A-BLY,* ad. Without credit; disreputably.

JN-CRED'IT-ED, a. Not credited ; not believed.

N-CREST'ED,* a. Not having a crest. Dyer.

tlN-CRiP'PLED,* (un krlp'pld) a. Not crippled. Cowpcr.

tJN-CRlT'l-CAL,*a. Not critical. Penn.

tN-CRlT'i-ciZED,* (un-krlt'e-slzd) a. Not criticized. Scott.

tJN-CROPPED', (un-kropt') a. Not cropped ;
not gathered.

tJN-CRossEU', (un-krosf) a. Not crossed ; uncancelled.

t5N-cROV^D'ED, a. Not crowded ;
not straitened.

ON-CROWN',' (un-krbun') v. a. [i. UNCROWNED ; pp. UN-

CROWNING, UNCROWNED.] To deprive of a crown; to
discrown. Dryden.

tJN-CRUSHED',* (un-krushf) a. Not crushed. Ash.

tJN-CRDsT'ED,* a. Not crusted
; having no crust. Ash.

tJN-CRYS'TAL-LINE,* or tJN-CRYS'TAL-LjNE,* a. Not
crystalline. Phillips. See CRYSTALLINE.

tJN-CRfs-TAL-Llz'A-BLE,* a. Not crystallizable. Ure.

UN-CRYS'TAL-LIZED,* (iin-kns'tal-izd)a. Not crystallized.
Ure.

tJNc'TlpN, (ungk'shun) n.
[pnction, Fr.] Act of anoint-

ing ; any thing lenitive. [Unguent ;
ointment. Dryden.]

Warmth of devotion
; that which excites or melts to

devotion. Extreme unction, one of the seven sacraments
of the Roman Catholic church, is the solemn anointing
of a person at the point of death.

UNC'TIQN-LESS,* a. Devoid of unction. Blackwood's Mag.
tJNCT-v-os'l-TY, n. duality of being unctuous; fatness;

oiliness. Browne. [R.] [greasy.
tJNCT'y-ous, (ungkt'y.i-us) a .

[unctus, L.] Fat, oily;
tJNCT'v-oDs-NESS, n. Fatness; oiliness; greasiness.

tJN-cucK'QLD-ED, a. Not made a cuckold. Shak.

tJN-cijLLED', (iin-kuld') a. Not culled ; not gathered.

ttJN-cuL'pA-BLE, (un-kul'pa-bl) a. Inculpable. Hooker.

tJN-cDi/Ti-VA-BLE,* a. That cannot be cultivated. Evans.

tJN-ciiL/TJ-vAT-ED, a. [incultus, L.] -Not cultivated; not

improved by tillage: not instructed
;
not civilized.

tnv-cuM'BERED, (un-kum'burd) a. Not cumbered

fON-cuR'A-BLE,* a. Incurable. Ash.

tJN-cilRB',* v. a. To free from the curb. Ash.

ftJN-cuRB'A-BLE, a. That cannot be curbed. Shak.

tiN-CURBED', (un-kiirbd') a. Not curbed
;
licentious.

tJN-cuR'DLED,* (un-kur'dld) a. Not curdled. Merle.
f

tJN-CURED',* (un-kurd') a. Not cured
;
not healed. Burke.

tJN-CURL,', V. a.
[i.

UNCURLED
; pp. UNCURLING, UNCURLED.]

To free from curls or ringlets.

UN-CURL', v. n. To fall from ringlets or curls. SJiak.

tJN-ctiRLED', (un-kiirld') a. Not curled.

tJN-cDR'RENT, a. Not current; not passing freely.

tJN-cC'R'RiED,* (un-kur'rid) a. Not curried. Bcaum. fy Fl.

CN-CURSE', v. a. To free from execration. Shak.

tJN-ctiRSED', (un-kiirst') a. Not cursed. K. Charles.

ON-CUR-TAILED',* (un-kiir-tald') a. Not curtailed. Francis.

tJN-cuR'TAjN,* v. a. To divest of a curtain. Moore.

tlN-ctiR'TAJNED,* (un-kiir'tjnd) a. Not curtained. Ash.

tJN-cus'TQM-A-BLE,* a. Not liable to pay customs. -Scott.

tJN-CUT', a. Not cut
;
not separated. Waller.

tJN-DXM', v. a. To free from a dam or mound. Dryden.
tJN-DAM'A<^Er>, (un-dam'adjd) a. Not damaged.
UN-DAMPED', (un-dampf) a. Not damped ;

not dejected.

tJN-DAN'(^ER-oDs,* a. Not dangerous. Thomson.

tJN-DARK'ENED,* (un-d'ar'knd) a. Not darkened. More.

tJN-DAT'ED,* a. Not dated. Talfourd.

tfN-DAUNT'A-BLE, (un-dant'a-bl) a. Not to be daunted.

tJN-DAUNT'ED, (un-dant'ed) a. Not daunted.

tJN-DAUNT'ED-LY, (un-dant'ed-le) ad. Boldly ; intrepidly

tJN-DAUNT'ED-NESS, n. Boldness ; bravery; intrepidity.

tJN-DAWN'iNG, a. Not dawning ; not illumined.

tJN-i)AZ'ZLED, (un-daz'zld) a. Not dazzled.

ttJN-DEAF', (un-d;f ) v. a. To free from deafness. Shak.

tJN-DE-BARRED',*(un-de-b'<ird') a. Not debarred. E.Erving.
tJN-DE-BASED',* (un-de-bast') a. Not debased or degraded
Morgan.

tJN-DE-BAT'ED,* a. Not debated. Ash.

tJN-DE-BAucHED', (un-de-b^wcht') a. Not debauched.

tJN-DE-BiL'i-TAT-ED,* a'. Not debilitated. Ash.

tJN-DEc'A-GON, n. [undecim, L., and y^via, Gr.] (Geom.)
A figure of eleven sides and angles.

tJN-DE-CAYED', (un-de-kad') a. Not decayed or impaired.
tJN-DE-CAY'iNG, a. Not decaying or declining.

tJN-DE-CEIT'FOL,* a. Not deceitful. Akensidc.

tm-DEi-CEiv'A-BLE, a. Not liable to deceive or be de-

ceived.

tJN-DE-CKIVE', (un-dc-suv') v. a.
[i. UNDECEIVED; pp. UN-

DECEIVING, UNDECEIVED.] To set free from deception.

tJN-DE-cElVED', (un-de-s5vd') a. Not deceived or cheated

ttJN-D^'CEN-cy, rt. Indecency. Bp. Taylor.

fON-DE'CENT, a. Indecent. Bp. Taylor.

jtlN-DE'eENT-LY, ad. Indecently. Abp. Laud.

tJN-DE-CEP'TJVE,* a. Not deceptive. Foster.

tJN-DE-cIu'A-BLE, a. That cannot be decided. South.

tJN-DE-ciD'ED, a. Not decided ; not determined.

tJN-DE-CID'{NG,* a. Not deciding. Burke.

tJN-DE-ci'PHER-A-BLE,* a. Not decipherable. QM. Rev.

UN-DE-cI'PHERED,* (-un-de-sl'ferd) a. Not deciphered.
Warburton.

ttJN-DE-cI's|VE, a. Indecisive. Glanville.

tJN-DECK', V. a.
[i. UNDECKED J pp. UNDECKING, UNDECKED.]

To deprive of ornaments or dress. Shak.

tJN-DECKED', (un-dekf) a. Not adorned ;
not embellished.

tJN-DE-cLAJiED',* (un-de-kl4rd') Not declared. More.

tJN-DE-CLiN'A-BLE, a. Indeclinable. Todd.

tJN-DE-cLlNED', (un-de-klind') a. Not declined ; not de-

viating : not grammatically varied by termination.

tJN-DE-CLlN'lNG,* a. Not declining. Shelley.

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6N ; BOLL, BUR, RULE. 9, O, 9, g, soft; $, &, c, g, hard; as Z; $ as gz ;
SHIS.
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tJN-DE-cOM-PO'A-BLE,* a. Not decomposable. Turner.

ON-DE-CPM-POSED',* (un-de-kom-pozd') a. Not decom-

posed. Phil, Mao-.

CN-DE CQM-p60ND'ED,*a. Not decompounded. Ure.

tJN-Dfic'Q-RAT-ED,* a. Not decorated. Smith.

tJN-DE-CREEU',* a. Not decreed. Dryden.
tJN-DED'i-CAT-ED, a. Not dedicated

;
not consecrated.

tJN-DE-DO'ci-BLE,* a. Not deducible. Ash.

tUN-uED'ED, a. Not signalized by action. Shak.

tJN-DE-FACE'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be defaced. Scott.

tJN-DE-FACED', (un-de-fast') a. Not defaced ; not disfigured.

tt5N-DE-FEA'l-BL.E, a. Indefeasible. Bp. Hall.

tJN-i>E-FEAT'ED,* a. Not defeated ; unconquered. Ash.

tw-DE-FEND'ED, a. Not defended ; exposed to assault.

tJN-DE-FERRED',* (un-de-fe'rd') a. Not deferred. Ash.

tm-DE-FiED', (un-de-f id') a. Not defied ;
not challenged.

tw-DE-FILED', (un-de-f lid') a. Not defiled ;
not polluted.

tJN-DE-FlL'El>-NESS, n. Freedom from stain. Qu. Rev.

ttJN-DE-FlN'A-BLE, a. Indefinable. Locke.

tJN-DE-FlNED', (un-de-fInd') a. Not defined or explained.

tm-DE-FLOw'ERED, (un-de-flbu'erd) a. Not deflowered.

t)N-DE-FORMEr>', (un-de-fbrmd') a. Not deformed.

ON-DE-FRAUD'ED,* a. Not defrauded. Ash.

ON-DE-GRAD'ED,* a. Not degraded ;
not debased. Knox.

tw-ofi'i-FY,* v. a. To deprive of divinity. Milton.

UN-DE-JECT'ED,* a. Not dejected ;
not depressed. Knox.

tJN-DE-LAYED',* (un-de-lad') a. Not delayed. Sir W. Scott.

UN-DE-LAY'ING,* a. Not delaying. Cowper.
tJN-DEL'E-GAT-ED,* a. Not delegated. Burke.

tJN-DE-LlB'ER-ATE,* o. Not deliberate ;
rash. Lee.

tJN-DE-LiB'ER-iT-ED, a. Not deliberated or considered.

tiN-DE-LlB'ER-ATE-Nfiss,* 7i. Want of deliberation. Cole-

tj"-DE-LlB'ER-A-TiVE,* a. Not deliberative. Month. Rev.

tJN-DE-Ll"cious,* (-de-lish'us) a. Not delicious. A. Smith.

TJN-DE-LIGHT'ED, (-de-llt'ed) a. Not delighted or pleased.

tw-DE-LlGHT^FUL, (uh-de-lU'ful) a. Not delightful.

tJN-DE-L.!N'E-AT-ED,* a. Not delineated. Ash.

tJN-DE-L,Iv'ERED,*(un-de-liv'erd) a. Not delivered. Milton.

t?N-DE-l.UD'ED,* a. Not deluded. Byron,

fJN-DEL/uGED,*(un-del'ujd)a. Not overwhelmed. Cowper.

tW-DE-LU'sjVE,* a. Not delusive. Dr. Allen.

t5N-DE-MA"ND'ED,* a. Not demanded. Thomson.

tTN-DE-MiED',* (un-de-mizd') a. Not demised. Ash.

tw-DE-MOL'iSHED, (-d'e-mol'jsht) a. Not demolished. Lee.

tJN-DE-MON'STRA-BLE, a. Indemonstrable. Hooker.

tJN-DE-Ni'A-BLE, a. That cannot be denied
;
obvious.

tJN- DE-N!'A-BLY, ad. So plainly as to admit no contradiction.

tJN-DEOfbuNCED',* (un-de-nbunst') a. Not denounced. Ash.

t!N-DE-PEND'lNG, a. Not depending. Milton.

UN-DE-PLORED', (un-de-plord') a. Not lamented.

tJN-DE-POED',* (un-de'-pozd') a. Not deposed. Ash.

tJN-DE-PRAVED', (un-de-pravd') a. Not depraved.
UN-DE-PRESSED',* (un-de-presf) a. Not depressed. Byron.
tJN-DE PRIVED', (un-de-p'rlvd') a. Not deprived.
UN-DE-PUT'ED,* a. Not deputed. Ash.

tJN'DER, prep. In a state of subjection to ;
subordinate

to
;
beneath ;

not over ;
not more

;
less than

;
inferior

to; below; not above : generally opposed to above or

over, Under sail, having the sails spread aloft
; being in

motion, as a ship. Under way, being in motion or mak-

ing progress, as a ship.

tJN'DER, a. Inferior: lower; subject; subordinate.

tJN'DER, ad. So as to be inferior
;
below

;
not above

;
less.

It is much used in composition.
tJN-DER-Xc'TiQN, n. A subordinate action. [smith.

tJN-DER-Ac'TQR,* n. A subordinate actor or agent. Qold-

ON-DER-A'GENT, n. A subordinate agent. South.

ON-DE-RANGED',* (un-de-ranjd') a. Not deranged. Penn.

tJN-DER-BEAR', (un-der-bir') v. a. [i. UNDERBORE ; pp. UN-
DERBEARING, UNDERBOUNE.J To Support J

tO endure. [To
line. Shak.l

tJN-DER-BEAR'ER, 7?. One who underbears
;

one who
helps to bear a cofrin at a burial ; bearer.

CN-DER-BlD', V. a. [i. UNDERBID Or UNDERBADE
; pp. UN-

DERBIDDING, UNDERBIDDEN OT UNDERBID.] To bid Or
offer less for : to offer for any thing less than it is worth.

tJN-DER-BlND',* v. a. To bind underneath. Fairfax.
tJN-DER-BRACE',* v. a. To bind together below. Cowper.
tJN'DER-URANCH,* n. A lower branch. Spenser.
tJN'DER-BRED,* a. Of inferior breeding. Goldsmith.

tJN'DEr.-BRDsn,* 7t. Brushwood or shrubs growing under
forest-trees ; undergrowth. Morison. [Used in the Uni-
ted States.J

ON-DER-BUY', (un-der-bl') v. a. To buy for less. Beaum. Sf Fl.

tJN-DER-cHAM'BER-LAiN,* n. A subordinate chamberlain.
Smart.

UN'DER-CHAPS,* (-chops) n. pi. The lower chaps. Paley.
tJN'PER-cLERK, (un'der-klark) n. A subordinate clerk; a

clerk subordinate to the principal clerk. See CLEBK.
tJN'DER-coAT,* ?i. A coat worn under another. Butler.

CN'DER-COOK,* (-der-kfik) n. A subordinate cook. Jodrell.

tJN-DER-CREST',* v. a. To support. Shak.

CN'DER-CROFT, n. Avfult under the choir or chancel of

a cathedral or other church
; any subterranean walk or

vault. Bullokar.

tJN'DER-CRfisT,* n. An inferior crust. Foote.

tJN-DER-cuR'RENT,* W. A current beneath another cur-

rent. Qu._Ren.
tJN-DER-DEAL'iNG,* 71. Clandestine dealing; artifice. Mil*

ton.
'

tJN-DER-DiTCH',* j). a. To form a ditch underneath. Smart.

tJN-DER-DO', V. n. [L UNDERDID
j pp. UNDERDOING, UNDER-

DONE.] To do less than is requisite. B. Jonson. [R.]

tJN-DER-DONE',* a. Moderately cooked or done. Qu. Rev.

tJN'DER-DOSE,* 7i. A moderate or small dose. Smart.

tJN-DER-DOSE',* v. a. To give a moderate dose. Smart.

UN-DER-DRAIN',* v. a. To drain by cutting a channel
beneath. London.

tm'DER-DRAiN,* 71. A drain formed below the surface
London.

tJN-DER-F.Xc'TlQN, n. A subdivision of a faction.

tJN-DER-FXc'VL-TY,* n. A subordinate faculty. Otway.
tJN'DER-FEL-L6w, n. A mean man

;
a sorry wretch.

Sidney. [R.]

tJN-DER-FiLL/iNG, n. Lower part of an edifice. Wotton.

tJN'DER-FLAME,* n. A lower or inferior flame. Richard-
son.

ftJN-DER-FONG', v. a. To take in hand. Spenser.

tJN-DER-FOOT', (un-der-fut') ad. Beneath. Milton.

tJN-BER-FOOT', a. Abject; down-trodden. Milton.

tJN-DER-FUR'NiSH, v. a. To supply with less than enough.
Collier.

tJN-DER-GXR'DEN-ER,* n. A subordinate gardener. Sterne.

tJN-DER-GiRD', v. a. To bind below or round the bottom.
Acts xxvii.

tJN-DER-GO', V. a. [i.
UNDERWENT

; pp. UNDERGOING, UN-

DERGONE.] To suffer
;
to sustain

;
to endure ;

to support.

[(To be the bearer of; to be subject to. Shak.]

tJN'DER-G5D,* n. An inferior deity. Blackmore.

tJN-DER-GRXD'v-ATE, n. A student at a university, or

college, who has not taken a degree.
tJN-DER-GRXD'y-ATE-SHlP,* n. State of an undergradu-

ate. Gent. Mag:
tJN'DER-GRdOND, n. Subterraneous space. Shak.

tJN'DER-GR00ND,* a. Beneath the ground. Goldsmith.

tlN-DER-GROWTH', (un-der-gr5th') 7?. That which grows
under the tall trees

;
shrubs under forest-trees.

tJN-DER-HXND', ad. By secret means; secretly; clandes-

tinely ;
with fraudulent secrecy. Sidney.

tJN-DER-HXND', a. Secret
;
clandestine

; sly ; disingenu-
ous ;

unfair
; improperly concealed.

tJN-DER-HXND'ED,* a. Sly ; disingenuous ;
underhand.

Smart.

tJN-DER-HON'EST,* (un-der-on'est) a. Inferior in honesty.
Shak.

tJN-DE RID'ED,* a. Not derided. Ash.

tJN-DE-RiVED', (iin-de-nvd') a. Not derived or borrowed.

tJN-DER-jAw',* n. The lower jaw. Paley.

tJN-DER-KEEp'ER, 7i. A subordinate keeper. Gray.
tJN-D^R-t.A'BpR-ER, n. A subordinate workman. Wilkins.

tJN-DER-LAY', (un-der-la') v. a.
[i. UNDERLAID ; pp. UNDER-

LATING, UNDERLAID.] To lay under; to strengthen or to

raise by something laid under.

tJN-DER-LAY'ER,* 7i. One that underlays; something
laid undej. Ash.

LJN'DER-LEAF, 7i. A species of cider apple. Mortimer.

tJN'DER-LEASE,* n. A lease given by a tenant or lessee

Jodrell.

tJN-DER-LET', V. O.
[i. UNDERLET ; pp. UNDERLETTING, UN-

DERLET.] To let for less
;
to let below the value. Smollett.

To let, as a tenant or lessee
;
to sublet.

tJN-DER-LET'TER,* n. One who underlets. Smart.

tJN-DER-LIE',* V. a. [i. UNDERLAY ; pp. UNDERLYING,
UNDERLAIN.] To lie under, as a stratum. Conybeare.

tJN-DER-LINE' V. a.
[i. UNDERLINED; pp. UNDERLINING,

UNDERLINED.] To mark underneath with a line
;
to un-

derscore.

tJN'DER-LlNG, n. An inferior agent ; a sorry fellow.

tJN-DER-LiP',*7i. The lower lip. Arbuthnot.

tJN-DER-MA"ST'ED,* a. (JVawt.) Having the masts too low.
Crabb.

tJN-DER-Mis'TER, 71. A master subordinate to the princi-

pal master.

tJN'DER-MEAL, n. A repast before or after dinner. B. Jon-
son.

tfN-DER-MlNE', V. a. [i. UNDERMINED ; pp. UNDERMINING,
UNDERMINED.] To dig cavities under for the purpose of

destroying what is above
;
to sap ;

to excavate under; to

injure by clandestine means.

tlN-DER-MlN'ER, 71. One who undermines
;
a secret enemy

tJN'DER-MOST, a. Lowest in place, state, or condition.

tJN'DERN, 7i. The third hour of the day, or nine o'clock in

the morning. Chaucer. [In Chaucer's time, the usual
hour of djnner. Tyrwhitt.}

tJN-DER-NEATii', (un-der-n5th') ad. In the lower place;
below : under

;
beneatli.

tJN-DER-NATH',pre/j. Under; beneath; below.
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,
n. An inferior or subordinate officer.

|

tJN-DE-ROG'A-TO-RY, a. Not derogatory. Boyle.
tJN'uER-PART, 7i. A subordinate or unessential p^n.
tJN-DER-FEEP',* v. a. To peep or look under. SAa'c.

tJN-DER-PEO'pLED,* (un-der-pe'pld) a. Not fully peopled.
Arbuthnot.

TJN-DER-PET'TI-COAT, n. The petticoat worn next the

body linen.

t^N-DER-PlN', v. a. [/.UNDERPINNED; pp. UNDERPINNING,
UNDERPINNED.] To place something for support or founda-
tion

;
to prop ;

to support.
tTN-DER-Pi'N'N{NG,* n. Act of supporting something
placed under: stone-work or masonry on which a

building rests. Holloway.
tJN-DER-pLAY',* v. a. To piny an inferior part. Craftsman.

tJN'DER-PLOT, n. A subordinate plot, as in a play ;
a

clandestine scheme.

tJN-DER-pRAlE', v. a. To praise below desert. Dryden.
tJN-DER-pRiZE', v. a. To value at less than the worth.

Shak.

t5N-DER-pRop'L t). a. To support ;
to sustain. Shak.

tL\-DER-pRO-POR'TlONED, (un-der-prQ-por'shund) a. Hav-

ing too little
;
not full-proportioned. Collier.

tJN-DER-pGLL'ER, n. A subordinate puller. Collier.

tJN-DER-RATE', 0. a. [i. UNDERRATED; pp. UNDERRATING,
UNDERRATED.] To rate too low

;
to undervalue.

tJN'uER-RATE, 7i. A price or estimate less than the

value. Dryden.
tJN-DER-REc'QM-PENSED,* (un-der-rek'gm-penst) a. Not

fully paid. Smith.

tJN-DER-RE'GlQN,* 7i. An inferior region. Watts.

tJN-l>ER-ROAR'ER,* n. A subordinate roarer. Addison.

tJN-DER-RON',* v. a. (Naut.)To pass under in a boat: to

disentangle and arrange, as tackle. Mar. Diet.

DN-DER SAIL,* (JVaitt.) See UNDER.
tJN-DER-sXT'y-RAT-ED,* a. Not fully saturated. Black.

ttJN-DER-SAY', v. n.
'

To say by way of derogation. Spen-
ser.

tJN-DER-SCORE', V. a. [i.
UNDERSCORED

J pp. UNDERSCOR-

ING, UNDERSCORED.] To line or mark under; to under-
line. Dean Tucker.

t5N-DER-SEC'RE-TA-RY, 7i. A subordinate secretary.

tJN-DER-SELL', V. a.
[i. UNDERSOLD;^. UNDERSELLING,

UNDERSOLD.] To sell below the price or value ; to sell

cheaper than another.

tJN-DER-sER'VANT, n. A servant of the lower class.

Grew.

tJN-DER-SER'viCE,* n. A subordinate service. Milton.

tJN-DER-SET', v. a.
[i. UNDERSET; pp. UNDERSETTING, UN-

DERSET.] To prop; to support. Bacon.

tJN-DER-SET',* n. (Naut.) A motion of water beneath the

surface ; under-current. Mar. Diet.

tiN-DER-SET'TER, 71. One who undersets : pedestal;
prop.

t5N-DER-SET'TlNG, n. Act of supporting : a pedestal.

t5N-DER-SHER'jFF, n. The deputy of the sheriff.

ttJN-DER-SHER'jFF-RY, 7i. Office of an undersherifF; un-

dershrievalty. Bacon.

tJN-DER-SHOT', p. a. Moved by water passing under;
as, an undershot wheel.

tFN-DER-SHRiEV'AL-TY,* n. The office of undersheriff.

Smart. [R.]

tFN'DER-SHRuB,* n. A small shrub. Ash.

tJN'DER-siDE,* n. The lower side, or side beneath. Paley.

"ON-UER-SIGN',* (un-der-sin') v. a.
[i. UNDERSIGNED

; pp.

UNDERSIGNING, UNDERSIGNED.] To sign under or be-

neath ; to write one's name to a paper or instrument
;
to

subscribe. Clarke.

tJN-DER-siGNED',* (un-der-slnd') a. Noting one who has

signed his name to any paper or instrument. Tapper.
tJN-DER-sIZED',* (un-der-sizd') a. Below the usual size.

El. 'Rev.

ttJN'DER-SKlN-NER,*n. A tapster. Shak.

tJN'DER-soNG, 71. Chorus ;
burden of a song. Spenser.

tJN-DER-STXND', V. O..[i. UNDERSTOOD ; pp. UNDERSTAND-
ING, UNDERSTOOD.] To have intellectual perception of;
to conceive with adequate ideas

;
to have knowledge of;

to comprehend ;
to know; to know the meaning of ; to

be able to interpret ; to suppose to mean ; to know by ex-

perience ;
to know by instinct ; to interpret, at least men-

tally ; to conceive with respect to meaning ; to appre-
hend : to mean without expressing ;

to know, though
not expressed.

t)N-DER-STXND', v. n. To have the use of intellectual fac-

ulties ;
to have understanding; to be informed.

)N-DER-STXND'A-BLE, a. That may be understood. Chil-

llngworth.
t5N-DER-STXND'ER, n. One who understands. Beaum.

CN-DER-STXND'ING, n. The capacity of knowing ratio-

nally ;
the intellectual powers; the intellect; faculties of

the mind, especially those of knowledge and judgment ;

skill; knowledge ; sense; reason
; intelligence. (Arch.)

A support, as of a wall or edifice. Francis.

ON-DER-STAND'ING, . Knowing; skilful; intelligent.

CN-DER-STAND'TNG-LY, ad. With knowledge ; with un-
derstanding.

tJjf-DER-STATE',* V. a. [i. UNDERSTATED ; pp. UNDERSTAT-
ING, UNDERSTATED.] To state too low

;
to state lower

than the truth or fact. EC. Rev.

tJN-DER-STAT'ED,* a. Stated too low. Fatter.

tJN-DER-STOCKED',* (-stokf) a. Stocked too low. Smith.

tJN-DER-STOOD', (un-der-stud') i. & p. from Understand.
See UNDERSTAND.

[Swift.
tJx-DER-STRAP'pER, 71. A petty fellow

; an inferior agent.
tjN-DER-STRA'TUM,* n. : pi. UNDERSTRATA or UNDER-
STRATUMS._ A lower stratum. Ure.

tJN-DER-sTROKE',* v. a. To mark with a line beneath :

to underline. Swift. \lh
tJN-DER-TAK'A-BLE, a. That may be undertaken. Chtt-
tJN-DER-TAKE ;

,
v. a. [i. UNDERTOOK ; pp. UNDERTAKING,

UNDERTAKEN.] To attempt ; to engage in ; to assume a
character

;
to contract

;
to execute

; to enter upon. [fTo
attack

;
to have the charge of. Shak.]

tJN-DER-TAKE', v. n. To assume any business or province ;

to venture; to hazard: to promise ;
to stand bound to

some conditions. To undertake for, to become surety for.

tJN-DER-TAK'EN, (un-der-ta'kn) p. from Undertake. See
UNDERTAKE.

tJN-DER-TAK'ER, n. One who undertakes
; a contractor :

one who manages funerals.

tJN-DER-TAK'lNG, 7i. Attempt; enterprise; engagement.
tJN-DER-TXxED',* (un-der-taxf) a. Taxed at a lower rate.

Arbuthnot.

tJN-DER-TEN'AN-cy,*n. A tenure under alessee.^Zacfcstonc

tJN-DER-TEN'ANT, 7i. A secondary tenant
; one who holds

from him who holds from the owner.
ttJN'DER-TlME, 7i. After dinner; in the evening. Spenser.
UN'DER-TONE,* n. A tone lower than usual. Ed. Rev.

tJN-DER-TOOK', (un-der-tuk') i. from Undertake. See UN-
DERTAKE.

tJN'DER-TOW,* n. A current below, different from that at
the surface. Brande.

tJN-DER-TREA'UR-ER,* (un-der-trezh'ur-er) n. A subordi-
nate treasurer. Goldsmith. . [Gibber.

tJN-DER-TREAT'ED,* a. Treated with too little respect.
tJN-DER-TU'TOR,* 7i. A subordinate tutor. Bouvier.

tJN-DER-vXL-V-A'TiQN, 7i. A too low valuation. WotLon.

tJN-DER-VAL/yE, (fin-der-val'yu) v. a. [i. UNDERVALUED}
pp. UNDERVALUING, UNDERVALUED.] To rate tOO lOW ; tO
esteem lightly ;

to treat as of little worth
; to depress ;

to
make low in estimation ; to despise ;

to underrate.

tJN-DER-vXi/VE, n. Too low a rate or price. Temple.
tJN-DER-vXl/y-ER, 7i. One who undervalues. Walton.

tJN-DER-VAL'u-lNG,* p. a. Valuing too low. Milton.
tJN-DER WAY,* (JVttwt.) A phrase applied to a ship when
loosened from her moorings, and having begun to make
progress; under sail. Mar. Diet. It is often errone-

ously written under weigh.
tJN-DER-WENT', i. from Undergo. See UNDERGO.
tJN'DER-woOD, (un'der-vvud) n. Shrubs, bushes, or small

trees, that grow under large trees ; undergrowth.
tJN'DER-wORK, (uVder-wtirk) n. Subordinate work.

tJN-DER-WORK', (un-der-wurk') v. a. [i. UNDERWORKED or
UNDERWROUGHT ; pp. UNDERWORKING, UNDERWORKED OT

UNDERWROUGHT.] To labor for less than others receive :

to labor or polish too little : to labor against clandestinely.
tJN-DER-woRK'ER,* (un-der-wiirk'er) n. One who under-
works. Waterland.

tJN-DER-woRK'MAN, (un-der-wurk'man) n. An inferior

or subordinate laborer.

GIRDER-WORLD,* (un'der-wurld) n. An inferior world :

the lower or inferior part of mankind. ALterbury.

tJN-DER-WRlTE', (un-der-rit') v. a.
[i.

UNDERWROTE ; pp.

UNDERWRITING, UNDERWRITTEN.] To write under some-
thing else: to subscribe with a purpose to insure from
loss at sea

;_
to insure.

tJN-DER-WRiT'ER, (un-der-rit'er) n. One who under-
writes ; an insurer.

tJN'DER-WRlT-iNG,* (un'der-rit-ing) n. The act or practice
of insuring: that which is underwritten. Smith.

tJN-DER-WROUGHT',* (un-der-rawt') p. from Underwork.

tJN-DE-scRlBED', (un-de-skribd') a. Not described. Hooker.

tJN-DE-scRlED', (un-de-'skrld') a. Not descried
;
not seen

;

unseen.

tJN-DE-ERVED', (-ze'rvd') a. Not deserved ;
unmerited.

tJN-DE-ERV'ED-LY, ad. Without desert or merit.

tJN-DE-ERV'ED-NESS, n. Want of being worthy. Newton.

tiN-DE-SERV'ER, 7i. One of no merit. Shak.

tJN-DE-ERV'iNG, a. Not deserving ; not having merit.

tJN-DE-SERv'iNG-LY, ad. Without merit or desert.

tJN-DES'jG-NAT-ED,* a. Not designated. Warton.

tJN-DE-siGNED', (un-de-sind') a. Not designed.

UN-DE-SIGN'ED-LY, ad. Without being designed.

tJN-DE-siGN'ED-NESS, n. Want of a set purpose or design.

tJN-DE-siGN'iNG, (un-de-sln'jng) a. Not designing ; hav-

ing no design or set purpose ;
sincere.

tJN-DE-iR'A-BLE, a. Not to be desired ;
not pleasing.

tJN-DE-iRED', (un-de-zlrd') a. Not desired or wished.
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la. Not desiring ; negligent.

t5N-DE-lR'bvs,* (un-de-zlr'us) a. Not desirous ;
not

wishing. Knox.

tiN-DE-SPAlR'iNG, a. Not giving way to despair. Dyer.

tfN-DE-SPATCHED',* (un-de-spachf) a. Not despatched.

Enfi'eld. See UNDISPATCHED, and DESPATCH.

ON-DE-SPOILED',* (un-de-spblld') a. Not despoiled. Scott.

CN-DES'TINED,* (un-des'tind) a. Not destined. Pollok.

ttJN-DE-STROY'A-BLE, a. Indestructible. Boyle.

tW-DE-STROYED', (un-de-strbid') a. Not destroyed.

tJN-DE TXCHED',* (un-de-tacht') a. Not detached. Ash.

tm-DE-TAiLED',* (un-de-tald') a. Not detailed. Qu. Rev.

tm-DE-TECT'ED,* a. No't detected. William.*.

tJN-DE-TER'lvilN-A-BLE, a. Indeterminable. Wotton.

tJN-DE-TER'Mi-NATE, a. Indeterminate. South.

tJN-DE-TER'MJ-NATE-NESS, n. Indeterminatencss. More.

tJN-DE-TER-Mi-NA'TIQN, n. Indetermiiiation. Hale.

)N-DE-TER'MINED, (un-de-ter'mind) a. Not determined ;

unsettled ;
undecided : 'not limited ; not defined.

tJn-DE-TERRED',* (un-de-terd') a. Not deterred. SmaH.

CN-DE-TEST'ING, a. Not' detesting. Thomson.

tJN-DE-VEL'o'pED,* (-de-vel'9pt) a. Not developed. P. Cyc.

tJN-Dfi'vi-AT-iNG, a. Not deviating ;
constant ; regular.

ON-DE'vj-oOs,* a. Not devious. Good.

tFN-DE-viED',* (un-de-vlzd') a. Not devised. Blackstone.

tto-DE-voT'ED, a. Not devoted. Clarendon.

tJN.-DE-v6uRED',* (un-de-vburd') a. Not devoured. Ash.

tJN-DE-VOuT', a. Not devout; indevqut. Young.

tJN-DE-v60T'LY,* ad. Without devotion. Ash.

tJN-DEX'TER-otis,* a. Not dexterous. Smith.

tJN-Di'A-DEMED,* (un-dl'a-demd) a. Having no diadem.

Millm'an.

tJN-DI-XpH'A-NOCs, (un-de-afa-nus) a. Not diaphanous.
tJN-DJD' i. from Undo. See UNDO.

tJN-D|F-FUED',* (un-djf-fuzd') a. Not diffused. Ash.

TJN-DiG'E-NOUs,* a. Generated by water. Smart.

ftW-Di-G'fiST',* a. Contracted from Undigested. Shak.

t)N-Dl-GEST'ED, a. Not digested ;
not subdued by the stom-

ach : not reduced to order ; indigested.

fON-DlGHT', (un-dlf) v. a. [i. UNDIGHT; pp. UNDIGHTING,

UWDIGHT.] To put off; to undress. Spenser.

ON-DlG'Nj-FlED,* (un-dig'nj-fId) a. Not dignified ;
want-

ing dignity. Knox.

tJN-Di-LAT'ED,*a. Not dilated. Ash.

tJN-olL'j-GENT,* a. Not diligent. Leighton.

tJN-Di-Lf}T'ED,* a. Not diluted. Cowper.

ON-Dl-MlN'isH-A-BLE, a. That may not be diminished.

More.

tJN-Dl-MtN'iSHED, (un-di-min'jsht) a. Not diminished.

tJN-DI-M!N'isH-lNG,* a. Not diminishing. Smart.

CN-DiMMED',* (iin-dimd') a. Not dimmed. Turner.

tJN-DlNE',* n. [undo, L.
; ondin, and ondine, Fr.] A spirit,

accord ing to the Cabalists, that in habits the waters. Bramle.

CfN-DtNT'ED, a. Not dinted
;
not dented.

tJN-DIP-Lp-MAT'jc,* a. Not diplomatic. Smart.

tJN-DlPPED', (un-dipf) ft. Not dipped ;
not plunged. Dry-

den.

tJN-Dl-RECT'ED, a. Not directed. Spenser.

tJN-Dl-BXND'ED,* a. Not disbanded. Milton.

I!JM-DI-CERNED', (un-diz-zernd') a. Not discerned.

tJN-Di^-CERN'ED-LY, (un-djz-zern'ed-le) ad. So as to be

undiscovered. Boyle.

*&N-DI$-CERN'I-BLE, (un-djz-zern'e-bl) a. Not discernible ;

that cannot be discerned.

't5N-Di-CERN'i-BLE-NESs, (un-djz-ze'rn'e-bl-nes) 71. State

or quality of being undiscernible. Ellis.

itrN-Di-cERN'i-BLY, (un-diz-7.ern'e-ble) ad. Invisibly.

tJN-Di-CERN'iNG, (un-djz-zern'jng) a. Not discerning.

ON-DIS-CHARGED',* (un-djs-charjd') a. Not discharged.
B. Jonson.

t)N-Djs-cl'PLED,* (un-dis-sl'pld) a. Not having become a

disciple. Bush.

ON-DIS'CI-PLIN-A-BLE,* a. Not disciplinable. Anderson.

tJN-ois'cj-PLlNED, (un-dis'sj-plind) a. Not. disciplined;
untaught ;_uninstructed.

fON-Dis-CI^O^E', v. a. Not to disclose. Daniel.

t>N-Djs CLOSED',* (un-dis-klozd') a. Not disclosed. Sco.
tJN-Dis-c6L'<?RED,* (-dis-kul'lurd) a. Not discolored. Ure.

t5N-Dls-cpN-cERT'ED,*a. Not disconcerted. Scott.

tJN-Djs-coRD'ANT,* a. Not discordant. Wordsworth.

ttJN-Dls-coRD'i\G,n. Not disagreeing; not jarring. Milton.

UN-DIS-COUR'AGED,* (un-dis-kur'ajd) a. Not discouraged.
Cook.

tJN-Dis-c6v'ER-A-BLE, a. That cannot be discovered.

tJN-DJs-cSv'ERED, (un-dis-kuv'erd) a. Not discovered ; not
seen

;
not descried

;
not found out.

t)N-D|S-CRE_D_'lT-ED,* a. Not discredited. Warburton.

tt5N-Dis-CREET', a. Indiscreet. Ecclus. xxvii.

tON-DJs-CREET'LY, ad. Indiscreetly. Burton.
tw-Dis-CRTM'l-NAT ED,* a. Not discriminated. Ash.

tJN-Djs-CRilvi'l-NAT-lNG,* a. Not discriminating. Cowper.
ON-DIS-C-DSSED',* (un-djs-kust') a. Not discussed. Bp. Hall.

tJN-Dl-GbRGEO',* (un-diz-gbrjd') a. Not disgorged. Ash.

tJN-DJs-GRACED',* (un-diV-grast') a. Not disgraced. Byron.

UND

&N-DIS-GUIS'A-BLE,* (un-diz-glz'a-bl) a. That cnnnot be

disguised. 'Q. Rev.

tJiv-Di-GUTED', (un-diz-i;Izd') a. Not dispuised; open;
artless

; plain ; exposed to view.

tJN-Dl-GUl'lNG,* (-glz'jng) a. Not disguisinjr. West. Pcv.

UN-DIS-HEART'ENED,* (un-dis-hirt'tiid) a. Not disheart-

ened. Dr. Allen.

tJN-i)l-H6N'ORED, (un-djz-on'urd) a. Not dishonored.

tJN-ni^-lN'TE-GRAT-ED,* a. Not disintejrrated. Fleming.

tJx-DJs-joi'NED',* (un-diz-jblnd') a. Not disjoined. Cowper.

, (un-djz-mad') a. Not dismayed.
,* (un-djz-mist') o. Not dismissed. Cowper.

tU\-Dls-o-BLiG'lNG, a. Inoffensive. Broome.

tJN-Dis-OR'DERED,* (-or'derd) a. Not disordered. Clarke

tJN-Djs-PAR'AGED,* (-djs-par'ajd) a. Not disparaged. Ash.

tJN-r>is-pXTCHED',* (-dis-pacht') a. Not dispatched. Stnjpe.

ttx-DJS-PELLED',* (un-dis-peld') a. Not dispelled. Ash.

tJN-DIS-PENSED', (5n-dis-p5nst') a. Not dispensed. Tooker,

tnv-DJs-PENs'lNG,* a. Not dispensing. Smart.

tTN-ois-PERSED', (-djs-perst') a. Not dispersed or scattered.

tTN-DIS-PLAYED',* (Ein-dis-plad') a. Not displayed. Smart.

tJN-Dis-poE',* v. a. To disincline ;
to alienate ; to indis-

pose. Potter.

tJN-Dis-POSED', (un-djs-pozd')a. Not disposed ; indisposed.

tJN-Dis-pROVED',* (un-dis-provd') a. Not disproved. Ask,

tJN-Dfs'py-TA-BLE, a. Indisputable. Whitlock.

tJN-Dis-pOT'ED, a. Not disputed ;
incontrovertible.

trN-ois-PUT'ED-LY,* ad. Without dispute. Hume.

tJN-Dis-QUl'ET-ED,* a. Not disquieted. May.
tJN-Dis-scT'ED,* a. Not dissected. Ash.

tJN-DJs-SEM'BLED, (un-djs-sem'bld) a. Not dissembled ;

openly declared ; honest
;
not feigned.

tJN-Dis-SEM'BLiNG, a. Not dissembling ;
never false.

tFN-DJs-SEM'l-NAT-ED,* a. Not disseminated. Ash.
tJN-ois-sfiVEERED,* (-djs-sev'erd) a. Not dissevered. Ash.

tJN-Dis'si-PAT-ED, a. Not dissipated ;
not dispersed.

tJN-Dis-5LV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be dissolved ;
that

cannot be melted ; that may not be loosed or broken.

tJN-Di-OLVED',(un-diz-zolvd') a. Not dissolved or melted.

tJN-Dl-6LV'lNG, a. Not dissolving ; not melting.

tJx-DJs-TEM'PERED, (un-djs-tem'perd) a. Not distempered ;

free from disease.

tJN-DlS-TEND'ED,* a. Not distended. Lr.e.

tJN-Dis-TiT.LED',* (un-djs-tild') a- Not distilled. Ure.

tJN-Dis-TL\ ;GU|SH-A-BLE, (un-dis-tTng'gwish-a-l)l) a. That
cannot be distinguished or distinctly known.

tJN-Dis-TiN'GUiSH-A-BLY, (un-djs-tTnfr'gwjsh-a-ble) ad.

Without being distinguished or distinctly known.

tJN-Dls-TiN'GUiSHED, (un-djs-ting'gwisht) a. Not distin-

guished ; not distinctly discerned or known
;
indiscrim-

inate.

tJN-Dis-TtN'GUlSH-tNG, (un-djs-ting'gwish-ing) a. Not dis-

tinguishing; making no difference. Addison.

tJN-Dis-TORT'ED, a. Not distorted ; not perverted.

tJff-DJs-TRXcT'ED, a. Not distracted ;
not disturbed ;

not

perplexed.
tJN-Dis-TRXcT'ED-LY, ad. Without distraction. Boyle.

t'N-DJs-TRXcT'ED-NESS, w. Freedom from distraction.

tJN-DTS-TRiB'VT-ED,* a. Not distributed. Ash.

tJN-DJs-TtiRBED', (un-djs-turbd') a. Not disturbed; free

from perturbation ;
calm ; tranquil ; placid.

tJN-Dls-TURB'ED-LY, ad. Calmly; peacefully. Locke.

tTN-Dls-TtJRB'ED-NESS, n. State of being undisturbed.

tJN-DlS-TURB'lNG,* a. Not disturbing. Wordsworth.

tJN-D'iTCHED'J* (un-dichf) a. Not ditched. Ash.

tJN-Di-VER'si-FlED,* (-ver'sj-fId) a. Not diversified. More.

tJN-DJ-VERT'ED, a. Not diverted
;
not amused.

tJN-DJ-VEST'ED,* a. Not di vested. Ash.

ttJN-Dl-VlD'A-BLE, a. Indivisible. Shak.

tJN-Di-viD'ED, a. Not divided
;
unbroken ;

whole.

tJN-Di-viD'ED-LY, ad. So as not to be parted. Feltham.

tJN-Di-v^N'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be divined. Scott.

tJN-Dl-VORCED', (un-di-vorst') a. Not divorced ;
not parted.

tJN-DJ-vOLGED', (un-di-vuljd') a. Not divulged ;
secret.

tJN-ob', v. a. [i.
UNDID ; pp. UNDOING, IINDOME.] To re-

verse an act, and so to place in the previous state
;
to re-

verse
;
to recall ; to annul : to loose

;
to disengage :

to ruin
; to bring to destruction.

tlN-DO'ER, re. One who undoes or ruins. Heywood.
tJN-DO'lNG, a. Reversing: ruining; destructive. South.

tTN-DO'JNG, ?(. A reversing: ruin; destruction. Hooker.

tJN-DQ-MES'Tic,* a. Not domestic. More.

ON-DONE', (fin-dun') p. from Undo. See UNDO. a. Not

done; not finished: ruined; brought to destruction.

tJN-DOOMED',* (un-(lomd') a. Not doomed. Ash.

tJN-DOijB'L,E,*(un dub'bl) v. a. To unfold
;
to make single.

Ash.

ttTN-DOuBT'A-BLE,* (un-dout'a-bl) a. Not to be doubted.

Bp. Hall.

tJN-DOUBT'ED, (un-dout'ed) a. Not doubted ; indubitable.

tJN-DoOBT'ED-LY, (un-do'at'ed-le) ad. Indubitably; with-

out doubt.

tJN-DbOBT'FOl., (-dbut'ful) a. Not doubtful; certain. Shak.

tJN-DoOBT'lNG, (un-dout'jng) a. Not doubting ;
certain.
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(-erd) a. Not having a dower. Godwin.
UN DRAlN'A-BLE,*a. That cannot be drained. &cott.

UN-DRAINED',* (un-drand') a. Not drained. Price,

UN-DRA-MAT'IC,* a. Not dramatic. Smart.

UN-DRAWN', a. Not drawn
;
not portrayed.

UN-DREAD'ED, a. Not dreaded or feared.

UN-DREADING,* a. Not dreading. Museum.
UN-DREAMED', (un-drSmd') a. Not dreamed or thought on.

UN-DREAMT',* a. Not dreamt
; undreamed. Hemans.

UN-DRENCHED',* (un-drenchf) a. Not drenched. May.
UN-DRESS', v. a.

[i. UNDRESSED; pp. UNDRESSING, UN-

DRESSED.] To divest, as of clothes, ornaments, or cov-

ering; to strip; to take off the dressing.
UN'DRESS, [un'dres, W. P. F. K. Sm. R. ; un-dreV, Ja.] n.

A loose, negligent, or ordinary dress.

UN-DRESSED', (im-drest') a. Not dressed
j
not prepared.

ON-DRIED', (un-drld') a. Not dried. Dryden.
UN-DRILLED',* (un-drlld') a. Not drilled. Ash.

UN-DRINK'A-BLE,* a. Not drinkable. F. Butler.

tJN-DRfv'EN, (un-driv'vn) a. Not driven or impelled.

UN-DRo6p'iNG, a. Not drooping; not despairing.
UN-DROS'SY, a. Not drossy ; free from recrement.

UN-DROWNED', (un-drbund') a. Not drowned. Shale.

UN-DUBBED',* (un-dubdM a. Not dubbed. Donne.

tUN-Du'Bl-TA-BLE, a. Indubitable. Locke.

UN-DUE', a. [indu, Fr.] Not due; not proper; improper;
not right ; not legal.

DN'DU-LXNT,* a. Undulatory. Maunder. [R.]
UN'DU-LA-RY, a. [undulo, L.] Playing like waves

;
undu-

latory. Browne.

UN'DU-LATE, v. a. [undulo, L.] [i. UNDULATED; pp. UNDU-
LATING, UNDULATED.] To cause to play, as waves

;
to

wave
;
to form, as waves

j to drive backward and for-

ward.

UN'DU-LATE, v. n. To play or move, as waves; to vi-

brate in curls, as hair.

UN'DU-LATE,* a. Waved
; undulated. London.

UN'DV-LAT-ED,a. Having the appearance of waves. Evelyn.
UN'DV-LAT-ING,* p. a. Waving; vibratory ; undulatory.
UN-DU-LA'TipN, w . Waving motion

; appearance of waves
;

a vibratory motion of an elastic fluid.

UN-DU-LA'TIQN-JST,* n. (Optics') An advocate for a theory
founded on undulations of light. Phil. Mag.

UN'Dy-LA-T<?-RY, [un'dy-la-tur-e, S. P. F. Ja. ; un'ju-la-

tur-e, W. ; uri'du-la-tfl-re, Sm. ; Qn-du-li'tp-re, K.] a. Mov-
ing in the manner of waves

; vibratory ; undulating.

fUN-D_r;LL', v. a. To remove dulness from. Whitlock.

UN-DU'LV, ad. Not duly; not properly ;
not according to

duty.

UN-DO'RA-BLE, ad. Not lasting. ArcMeacon Arnway. [R.]
UN-DUST', v. a. To free from dust; to dust. W. Motmtague.
UN-DU'TE-OUS, a. Not duteous; undutiful ; irreverent.
UN-DU f

Ti-FpL, a. Not dutiful; not obedient; not reverent.

UN-DU'TI-FUL-LY, ad. In an undutiful manner.
UN-DU'TI-FUL-NESS, n. Want of dutifulness

;
disobedi-

ence.

UN-DY'ING, a. Not dying ;
not perishing. [merit.

UN-EARNED', (un-ernd') a. Not earned
;
not obtained by

UN-EARTH',* v. a. To take out of the earth. Ash.

UN-EARTHED', (un-erthf) a. Driven out of the earth.

UN-EARTH'LY, (un-erth'le) a. Not terrestrial
;
not earthly.

UN-AED',* (-5zd') a. Not eased ; not freed from pain. Ash.

UN-iiA'i-LY, ad. In an uneasy manner.
UN-EA'I-NESS, n. Trouble ; state of disquiet.

UN-A'Y, (-un-5'ze) a. Not easy ; wanting ease; painful ;

disturbed; dissatisfied; not at ease; constrained; stiff;

peevish ;
difficult.

UN-AT'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be eaten. Forby.
UN-EAT'EN, (iin-6'tn) a. Not devoured. Clarendon.

IUN-EATH', (un-eth') ad. Not easily. Shale. Under. Spenser.

Scarcely ; hardly. See UNETH.
UN-EBB'JNG,* a. Not ebbing. Good.

UN-En'p-i'NG,* a. Not echoing. Moore.

UN-E-CLI'PSED',* (un-e-klipsf) a. Not eclipsed. Camden.

UN-EC-o-NOJl'l-CAL,*'a. Not economical. Qu. Rev.

UN-EDGE',* v. a. To deprive of the edge; to blunt. Ford.

UN-ED'I-FIED,* (un-ed'e-fld) a. Not edilied. Milton.

UN-ED'I-FY-ING, a. Not 'edifying; not improving.
fUN-ED'v-CATE, a. Uneducated. Frag: Sol. $ Per.

UN-ED'V-CAT-ED, a. Not educated
;
uninstructed.

UN-EF-FACED',* (un-ef-f ast') a. Not effaced. Byron.
"TN-EF-FCCT'ED,* a. Not effected. C. B. Brown.

ON-EF-FECT'V-AL,, a. Ineffectual. Shak.

IN-E-LXB'Q-RATE,* a. Inelaborate. Maunder.

JN-E-LAB'Q-RAT-ED,* a. Not elaborated. Wordsworth.

JN-E-LAS'TIC,* a. Not elastic. P. Cyc.
UN-E-LECT'ED, a. Not elected; not chosen.

UN-E-LEC'TI'VE,*^ Not elective. Hale.

UX^L'E-VAT-ED,* a. Not elevated. Ash.

ttJN-EL'l-Gl-BLE, a. Ineligible. Rogers.
UN-E-LO'ci-DAT-ED,* a. Not elucidated. Ash.

UN-E-LUD'ED,*a. Not eluded. Ash.
UN-E-M A'CJ-AT-ED,* (-tnl'she-at-ed) a. Not emaciated. Ash.

UN-E-MAN'C1-PAT-ED,* a. Nut einaiicipated. EC. Rev.

UN-E-MAS/CV-LAT-ED,* a. Not emasculated. Ash.

UN-EM-BALMED',* (un-em-bamd') a. Not embalmed. Ash.

tJX-EM-BXR'RASSED,* (-rast) a. Not embarrassed. Cowper
UN-EM-BELi'LlSHED,* (-bel'lisht) a. Not embellished. Knoz.

UN-EM-BIT'TERED,* (-em-bit'terd) a. Not embittered. Ash.

,UN-EM-BOD'IED,* (un-em-bod'id) a. Not embodied. Byron.
UN-EM-BO W'ERED,* (-erd) a. Not embowered. Wordswort/u

UN-EM-BRACED',* (un-em-brast') a. Not embraced. Ash.

UN-EM-BROI'DERED,* (-derd) a. Not embroidered. Ash.

UN-EM-PllAT'ic,*a. Not emphatic. Crombie.

UN-EM-PHXT'f-CAL,* a. Not empliatical. Brown.
UN-EM-PLOVED', (-em-plbld') a. Not employed ;

not busy.
UN-EM-POVV'ERED,* (-pou-erd) a. Not empowered. Ash.

fUN-EMP'Tl-A-BLE, (-ein'te-j-bl) a. Inexhaustible. Hooker.

m'tjd)a.UN-EMP'T|ED,* (un-ei Not emptied. Byron.
UN-EN-A'BLED,* (un-en-a'bld) a. Not enabled.

'

Southey.
UN-EN-XM'QRED,* (un-en-iun'ord) a. Not enamored. Ash.

tJN-EN-CHiNT'ED, a. Not enchanted.

tJN-EN-c6M'PASSED,* (-past) a. Not encompassed. Ash.

UN-EN-COUN'TERED,* (un-en-kbun'terd) a. Not encoun-
tered. Scott.

UN-EN-cDM'BERED,* (-kum'berd) a. Not encumbered. Ash
UN-EN-DAN'GERED,* a. Not endangered. Wordsworth.

UN-EN-DEARED', (un-en-d5rd') a. Not endeared. Milton.

UN-END'ED, a. Not ended
;
unfinished. Scott.

u\-E-MA'ci-AT-ED,*(-tna't;iie-at-eci;a. J\ot emaciated. .flsA. UN-ES-TAB'LISHED, (ur
UN-E-MAN'ci-PAT-ED,* a. Nut einaiicipated. EC. Rev. UN-ES'TI-MAT-ED,* a. I

MIEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, sdN; BOLL, BUR, ROLE <?, o, ? , g, soft} je, &, c, |,

UN-EN-DUR'A-BLE,* a. Not endurable. Dr. Arnold.

UN-EN-DUR'A-BLY,*ad. Intolerably; insufferably. Qu. Rev.

UN-EN-DUR'ING,* a. Not enduring. Smart.

UN-EN-FEE'BLED,* (-fe'bld) a. Not enfeebled. Wordsworth.

UN-EN-FORCED',* (un-en-forsf) a. Not enforced. Ash.

UN-EN-GAGED', (un-en-gajd') a. Not engaged ; disengaged.
UN-EN-GAI^'ING,* a. Not engaging. Month. Rev.

UN-EN'GLJSH,* (un-ing'glish) a. Not English. West. Rev.

UN-EN-GROSSED',* (un-en-grost') a. Not engrossed. Ash.

UN-EN-JOYED', (un-en-jbid') a. Not enjoyed or possessed.
UN-EN-JOY'ING, a. Not enjoying; having no fruition.

UN-EN-LAU^ED', (-en-ldrjd') a. Not enlarged ; contracted.

UN-EN-LIGHT'ENED, (un-en-li'tnd) a. Not enlightened.
UN-EN-Li'vENED,*(-en-li'vnd)a.Notenlivened.^tter6wry.

UN-EN-RICHED'J* (un-en-richt') a. Not made rich. Piozzi.

UN-EN-ROLLED',* (un-en-rold') a. Not enrolled. Ash.

UN-EN-SLAVED', (un-en-slavd') a. Not enslaved; free.

IUN-EN-TXN'GLE, v. a. To disentangle. Donne.

UN-E'N'TERED,* (un-en'terd) a. Not entered. Milton

UN-EN'TER-PRIS-ING,* a. Not enterprising. Burke.

UN-EN-TER-TAIN'ING, a. Not entertaining; uninteresting.
UN-EI\-TER-TAIN'}NG-NESS, n. Want of entertainment.

UN-EN-THRALLED', (un-en-thrawld') a. Unenslaved.

UN-EN-TOMBED', (un-en-tombd') a. Unburied ; uninterred.

UN-EN-TQ-MQ-LS^'l-CAL,* a. Not eutomological. Kirby.

UN-EN'VI-A-BLE,* a. Not enviable. Byron.
UN-EN'VIED, (uu-en'vid) a. Not envied.

UN-EN'VI-OUS,* a. Not envious; free from envy. Cowley.

UN-EN'VV-ING,* a. Not envying. Wilson.

UN-EP'I-LOGUED,* (un-ep'e-ldgd) a. Not accompanied by
an epilogue. Goldsmith.

tJN-E-pis'co-PAL,* a. Not episcopal. Ed. R.v.

UN-E'QUA-BLE, (uu-'kvva-bl) a. Nil equable ;
different

from itself; uneven
;
diverse. Sea EQUABLE.

UN-E'QUAL, (un-c'kwril) a. [ituequalis, L.] Notequal ;
inferi-

or ; uneven ; disproportion^ ;
notuniform ; partial ; unjust.

UN-E'QUAL-A-BLE, a. That cannot be equalled. Boyle.

UN-E'QUALLED, (an-G'k\vald)a. Not equalled ;
unrivalled.

UN-'QUAL-LY, ad. In an unequal manner or degree.
UN-E'QUAL-NESS, n. Inequality ;

state of being unequal.
fUN-EQ'ul-TA-BLE, (un-ek'we-ta-bl) a. Inequitable. Tucker.

fuN-EQ'ui-TA-BLy,* (un-ek'\ve-ta-ble) ad. Inequitably.

Abp. Seeker.

UN-E-QUIV'Q-CAL, (un-e-kwIvVkal) a. Not equivocal.

UN-E-Q.uLv'Q-CAL-Ly,* ad. In an unequivocal manner. Pa-

ley.

UN-E-QUIV'P-CAL-NESS,* n. Want of equivocalness. God'

UN-E-RXD'I-CA-BLE,* a. Not to be eradicated. Byron.
UN-E-RASE'D',* (un-e-risf) a. Not erased. Ash.

fUN-ERR'A-BLE, a. Infallible. Sheldon.

fUN-ERR'A-BLE-NESS, n. Infallibility. Decay of Ch. Piety.

UN-ERR'ING, a. [incrrans, L.] Not erring ; free from error.

UN-ERR'ING-LY, ad. Without error or mistake.

UN-ES-CHEW'A-BLE, (iin-es-chu'a-bl) a. Inevitable. Carew.

UN-ES-CUTCH'EQNED,* ('un-es-kuch'un;i) a. Having no
escutcheon. Wordsioorth.

UN-E-SPIED', (un-e-spid') a. Not seen
;
undescried.

UN-ES-SAYED', (un-es-sad') a. Not essayed; unattempted.

UN-ES-SEN'TIAL, (uh-es-sen'shal) a. Not essential ;
not of

high importance ;
not necessary : void of real being.

UN-ES-SEN'TIAL,* n. A part or something that is not es-

sential. Smart. [ton.

fON-ES-TXB'LlsH, v. a. To deprive of establishment. MU-
UN-ES-TXB'LISHED, (un-es-tab'Ijsht) a. Not established.

UN-Es'Ti-MAT-ED,*a. Not estimated. Ash.

hard: as z; $ as gzj
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ad. Scarcely; hardly. Sir T. Elyot. Written

also uneath and unnetli.

UN-EU-jeHA-RiST'l-CAL,* a. Not eucharistical. EC. Rev.

tJN-E-VAD'A-BLE,* a'. That cannot be evaded. Coleridge.

UN--VAN-?EL'I-CAL,* a. Not evangelical. Milton.

UN-E-vAN'GEL-iZED,* (-Izd) a. Not evangelized. Mk.
tJN-E-VAP'c-RAT-ED,* a. Not evaporated. Coleridge.

UN-'VEN, (un-e'vn) a. Not even
;
not level ; unequal.

UN-E'VEN-LY,* (-O'vn-le) ad. In an uneven manner. Smart.

UN-E'VEN-NESS, (un-S'vn-nes) n. Quality of being un-

even ; inequality of surface ; roughness; irregularity.

tJN-E-VENT'FOL,* a. Not eventful. Southey.

ftJN-Ev'l-TA-BLE, a. [incvitabilis, L.] Inevitable. Sidney.

UN-EX-ACT', a. Not exact ;
inexact. Todd.

UN-EX-ACT'ED, a. Not exacted ;
not demanded.

UN-EX-AG'GER-AT-ED,* a. Not exaggerated. Smith.

UN-EX-ALT'ED,* a. Not exalted. Young.
UN-EX-AM'I-NA-BLE, a. That may not be examined. Milton.

UN-EX-AM'INED, (un-eg-zam'jnd) a. Not examined.

UN-EX-AM'JN-ING,* a. Not examining. Smart.

UN-EX-AM'PLED, (fin-eg-zam'pld) a. Not known by any
precedent or example ; unprecedented.

UN-EX'CA-VAT-ED,* a. Not excavated. Ash.

UN-EX-CELLED',* (un-ek-seld') a. Not excelled. Cowper.

UN-EX-CEPT'ED,* a. Not excepted. Ash.

UN-EX-CEP'TIQN-A-BLE, a. Not liable to any objection.

tJN-i:x-CEP'Ti<?N-.A.-BL.E-NESS, n. State of being unexcep-
tionable. More.

tJN-EX-CEP'Tic-N-A-BLY, ad. So as to be not liable to ob-

jection._
UN-EX-CIED', (fin-ek-sizd') a. Not subject to excise.

UN-EX-CIT'ED,* a. Not excited
; tranquil. Q?t. Rev.

UN-EX-CLUD'ED,* a. Not excluded. Wordsworth.

UN-EX-CLU'SIVE,* a. Not exclusive. Ed. Rev. [leigh.

tUN-EX-c6o'i-TA-BLE, a. That cannot be found out. jRa-

UN-EX-CQM-MO'Nj-CAT-ED,*a. Not excommunicated. Jlsh.

tJN-EX-cDL'PAT-ED,* a. Not exculpated. Ash.

fUN-EX-cOlji'A-BLE, a. Inexcusable. Hayward.
JUN-EX-CO^'A-BLE-NESS, . luexcusableness. Hammond.

UN-EX-CUED',* (un-eks-kuzd') a. Not excused. Ash.

UN-EX'E-CUT-ED, a. Not executed ;
not performed.

UN-EX'EM-PLA-RY,* a. Not exemplary. Small.

UN-EX-EM'pLl-FiED, (-eg-zem'ple-fid) a. Not exemplified.

UN-EX-EMPT', a. Not exempt ;
not free.

UN-EX'ER-CIED, (un-eks'er-slzd) a. Not exercised.

tJN-EX-ERT'ED, a. Not exerted.

UN-EX-HALED',* (un-eks-hald') a. Not exhaled. Ash.

tJN-EX-HAuST'ED, a. [inexhaustus, L.] Not exhausted; not

spent.
ttJN-EX-HAusT'l-BLE,* a. Inexhaustible. Hale.

UN-EX-HiB'lT-ED,* a. Not exhibited. Ash.

UN-EX-HIL'A-RAT-ED,* a. Not exhilarated. Ash.

UN-EX-IST'ENT, a. Inexistent. Browne.

UN-EX-IST'ING,* a. Not existing. Dwight.
UN-EX'QR-CISED,* (-eksV-sizd) a. Not exorcised. Smart.

UN-EX-PAND'ED, a. Not expanded ;
not spread out.

tUN-EX-pEC-TA'TlQN, n. Want of expectation. Bp. Hall.

UN-EX-PECT'ED, a. Not expected ; unthought of
;
sudden.

tJN-EX-PECT'ED-Ly, ad. In an unexpected manner; sud-

denly
UN-EX-PECT'ED-NESS, n. State of being unexpected.
IUN-EX-PE'DI-ENT, a. Inexpedient. Milton.

UN-EX-PELLED',* (un-eks-peld') a. Not expelled. Ash.

tJN-EX-PEND'ED,* a. Not expended. Ash.

UN-JJX-PEN'SJVE, a. Not expensive ;
not costly. Milton.

UN-EX-PE'RI-ENCED, (un-eks-po're-eiist) a. Not experi-
enced ; inexperienced. Milton.

UN-EX-PER-I-MENT'AL,* a. Not experimental. Ed. Rev.

tJN-EX-pR'l-MENT-ED,* a. Not experimented. Ash.

tJN-EX-PERT', a. [inexpertus, L.j Not expert 5 inexpert.
Prior.

tJN-EX-PiRED',* (un-eks-pirdO a. Not expired. Hakluyt.
tJN-EX-pLAlN'A-BLE,* a. Not explainable. Swift.

tJN-EX-pLAlNED',*(un-eks-pland')a. Not explained. Swift.
tJN-Ex'pLj-cAT-ED,* a. Not explicated. Locke.

tJN-EX-Pi49'iT,*'a. Not explicit; vague; inexplicit. Ash.
tJN-EX-PLORED',(un-eks-plord') a. Not explored ; not tried.

tJN-EX-PLO'siVE,* a. Not explosive. Congrece.
CN-EX-PORT'ED,* a. Not exported. Ash.

tJN-EX-POSED', (un-eks-pozd') a. Not exposed. Watts.

tiN-EX-POUND'ED,* a. Not expounded. JBp. Horsle.y.
tJN-EX-pRESSED',* (un-eks-presf) a. Not expressed. Byron.
IUN-EX-PRESS'I-BLE, a. Inexpressible. Tillotson.

tlN-EX-pRES'siVE, a. Not having the power of expressing ;

unutterable
;
ineffable ; inexpressive. Shak.

tJN-EX-PRiis'siVE-LY,* ad. Not expressively ;
in an inex-

pressive manner. Dr. Allen.

tJN-EX-pDN^ED',* (-punjd') a. Not expunged. Dr. Allen.

tJN-EX-TEND'ED, a. Not extended
; not having extent.

tJN-EX-TEN'U-AT-ED,* a. Not extenuated. Shak.

tJN-Ex-TER'Mi-NAT-ED,* a. Not exterminated. Ash.

tJN-EX-TlNCT',* a. Not extinct.-*fieajtm. # Fl.

tlN-EX-TiN'GUlsH-A-BLE, (un-eks-tlng'gwjsh-a-bl) a. Not
extinguishable ; unquenchable.

tJN-EX-Tl'N'GUiSH-A-BL.y,* ad. So as not to be quenched.
Johnson.

UN-EX-TIN'GUISHED, (un-eks-tTng'gvvisht) a. [incxtinctus,

L.] Not extinguished ;
not quenched ; not put out.

tlN-EX-T'lR'PAT-ED,* a. Not extirpated. Bp. Horaley.

tJN-EX-TORT'ED,* a. Not extorted. Swift.

ftJN-EX'TRi-CA-BLE,* a. Inextricable. More.

tJN-EX'TRi-CAT-ED,* a. Not extricated. Ash.

CfN-EYED'j* (un-l'd') a Not eyed ; not seen. Beaum. $ Fl.

tJN-FAD'ED, a. Not faded; not withered. Drydcn.
tJN-FAD'jNG, a. Not fading ;

not liable to wither.

tJN-FAD'iNG-NKSS, n. Quality of being unfading. Polwhele.

ftJN-FAlL'A-BLE, a. Infallible.^. Hall.

ftJN-FAlL'A-BLE-NESS, n. Infallibility. Bp. Hall.

tnv-FAlL'iNG, a. Not failing ;
certain

; not missing.
tJN-FAiL'JNG-NESS, n. State of being unfailing. Bp. Hall.

tJN-FAlNT'iNG, a. Not fainting ;
not sinking.

tJN-FAlR', (fin-fir') a. Not fair
; disingenuous ;

not honest.

tJN-FAlR'LY, ad. In an unfair manner; disingenuously.
tJN-FAiR'NESs, n. Want of fairness

; disingenuousness.
tJN-FAiTH'FOL, a. Not faithful

; perfidious ;
treacherous.

tJN-FAiTH'FOL.-LY, ad. Treacherously ; perfidiously. Bacon.

UN-FAITH'FOL-NESS, n. Want of fidelity ; treachery.

t)N-FAL'LEN,* (un-fal'ln) a. Not fallen. Glanoille.

ttJN-FAL'Ll-BLE,* a. Infallible. Shak.

tJN-FAL'LOWED, (un-fal'16d) a. Not fallowed. Phillips.

tJN-FAL'TER-lNG,* a. Not faltering. Thomson.

fCN-FAMEu',* (un-famd') a. Not renowned. Shak.

tJN-FA-MlL'iAR, (un-fa-mil'yar) a. Not familiar.

tJN-FA-MlL'i-AR-i-TY,* (un-fa-mil-ye^r'e-te) n. Want of

familiarity. Johnson.

tm-FAN'ciED,* (un-fan'sid) a. Not fancied. Kelly.

tJN-FANNED'/ (un-fand') a. Not fanned. Goldsmith. .

tJN-FAs'ci-NAT-ED,* a. Not fascinated. Dr. Allen.

"UN-FAsH'iQN-A-BLE, (fin-fash'un-a-bl) a. Not fashionable j

not according to fashion or custom.

tJN-FAsH'i<?N-A-BLE-NESS, n. Deviation from fashion.

tJN-FXsti'iQN-A-BLY, ad. Not according to the fashion.

tJN-FAsH'lQNED, (fin-fash'und) a. Not fashioned or formed.

tJN-FlsT', a. Not fast
;
not safe ; not secure.

tJN-FA"ST'EN, (un-fas'sn) v. a.
[i. UNFASTENED ; pp. UNFAST-

ENING, UNFASTENED.] To unbind
;
to loose ; to unfix.

tJN-FAST'ENED,* (un-fWsnd) a. Not fastened. Ash.

tJN-FA"ST'lNG,* a. Not fasting. Museum.
UN-FA'TIIERED, (-tfierd) a. Fatherless

; having no father.

tJN-FA/THER-Ly,* a. Not fatherly. Cowper.
tJN-FATH'QM-A-BLE, a. That cannot be fathomed or sound-
ed

;
not fathomable.

tJiV-FXTH'QM-A-BL,E-NESS,w. State of being unfathomable.

UN-FXTH'QM-A-BLY, ad. So as not to be fathomed or

sounded.

UN-FATH'QMED, (fin-fath'umd) a. Not fathomed.

tJN-FA-TiGUED', (un-fa-t5gd') a. Unwearied; untired.

tJN-FAuL'TY,* a. Not faulty or censurable. Smart.

tJN-FA'VQR-A-BL,E, a. Not favorable ;
riot kind.

tJN-FA'vOR-A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being unfavorable.
Smith.

"UN-FA'VQR-A-BLY, ad. In an unfavorable manner
; un-

kindly.
tJN-FA'vpRED,* (un-fa'vprd) a. Not favored. Ash.

UN-FEARED', (-ferd') a. Not feared, [flntrepid. B. Jonson.]
tJN-FEAR'FfJL,* a. Not fearful. Hogg.
UN-FEAR'ING,* a. Not fearing ; courageous. Montgomery.
TTN-FEA'I-BLE, (un-fe'ze-bl) a. Not feasible

; impracticable.

UN-FEATH'ERED, (un-f6th'erd) a. Not feathered. Taylor.

tJN-FEAT'VRED, (un-fet'yurd) a. Deformed. Dnjden.
UN-FED', a. Not fed ; not supplied with food.

UN-FEED', a. Not feed
; having received no fee.

UN-FEEL'JN, a. Insensible; void of feeling or sensibility.

UN-FKEL'iNG-LY, ad. Without feeling or sensibility.

UN-FEEL'ING-NESS, n Want of feeling. Dr. Warton.

UN-FEIGNED', (un-fand') a. Not feigned ; real
;
sincere.

UN-FEIGN'ED-LY, (un-fan'ed-le) ad. Really; sincerely.

UN-FEIGN'ED-NESS,* (-fan'ed-nes) n. Sincerity. Leighton.

UN-FEIGN^ING,* (un-fan'ing) a. Not feigning. Cowper.
UN-FEL/LOWED, (Qn-fel'l6d) a. Not matched. Arnway.
UN-FELT', a. Not felt ; not perceived. Shak.

UN-FEM'I-NINE,* a. Not feminine. Millman.

UN-FENCE', v. a. [i. UNFENCED ; pp. UNFENCING, UN-

FENCED.] To strip of fence.

UN-FENCED', fun-fenst') a. Not fenced or fortified.

UN-FER-MKNT'ED, a. Not fermented. Arbuthnot.

UN-FER'TILE, (-fer'tjl) a. Not fertile ;
not fruitful ;

infertile.

UN-FER'TJLE-NESS,* n. Want of fertility. Johnson.

UN-FER'TJL-IZED,* (un-fer'tjl-Izd) a. Not fertilized. Ash.

UN-FET'TER, ?. a. [i. UNFETTERED ; pp. UNFETTERING, UN-

FETTERED.] To loose from fetters ;
to unchain.

UN-FET'TERED,*a. Not fettered ; unrestrained. QM. Rev.

UN-FEU'DAL-IZE,* v. a. [i. UNFEUDALIZED ; pp. UNFEU-

DALIZING, UNFEUDALIZED.] To free from feudal restraint.

EC. Rev.

UN-FIG'VRED, (un-fTg'yurd) a. Not figured. Wotton.

UN-FILED',* (un-f lid') a. Not filed ;
not polished. 1

UN-FIL'IAL, (-f Il'yal) a. Not filial
;
unsuitable to a son.

Donne.
Shale.
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ON-FILLED', (un-fild') a. Not filled ;

not supplied.
tJN-FiN'iSHED, (un-fIn'jsht) a. Not finished; incomplete.
ON-FIRM', a. Not firm

;
weak, as applied to things ; not sta-

ble. Dryden. [Infirm. Shak.]
tJN-FlRM'NESS,* 71. Want of firmness. Smart.

tJN-FJX', a. Not fit
; improper; unsuitable

; unqualified.
tJN-FIT', V. a.

[i. UNFITTED J pp. UNFITTING, UNFITTED.] To
make unsuitable ; to disqualify.

tJN-FiT'LV, ad. Not properly ;
not suitably; improperly.

N-FIT'NESS, n. Want of fitness
;
want of propriety.

N-FIT'TING, a. Not fitting ; not proper. Camden.

"UN-FIX', V. a.
[i. UNFIXED

; pp. UNFIXING, UNFIXED.] To
loosen

;
to make fluid.

ON-FIXED', (un-f ikst') a. Not fixed; wandering; incon-
stant.

ON-FIX'ED-NESS, n. State of being unfixed. Barrow.

tJN-FLAG'fiJNG, a. Not flagging ;
not drooping. South.

tJN-FLANKED',* (iin-flankt') a. Not flanked. Brande.

ON-FLAT'TERED, (un-flat'terd) a. Not Haltered. Young.
ON-FLAT'TER-ING, a. Not flattering ; frank

;
sincere.

ON-FLEDGED', (un-flejd') a. Not fledged ; being yet with-
out feathers

; immature
; young.

ON-FLESHED', (un-fiesht') a. Not fleshed : not seasoned
to blood

;
raw. Cowley.

ON-FLlNCH'fNG,* a. Not flinching. EC. Rev.

ON-FLOW'ER-ING,* a. Not flowering. Montgomery.
ON-FLUCT'V-AT-ING,* a. Not fluctuating. Blackmore.

tJN-FoiLED', (un-folld') a. Not foiled; unsubdued. Temple.

tjN-FOLD', V. a. [i. UNFOLDED ; pp. UNFOLDING, UNFOLDED.]
To expand; to spread; to open; to lull

;
to declare; to

discover; to reveal
;
to display; to disclose; to divulge:

to release from a fold.

tJN-FOLD',* v. n. To open ;
to be expanded. Pope.

tJN-FOLD'ER,* 71. One who unfolds or discloses. Theobald.

tJN-FOLD'jNG,* a. That unfolds or discloses ; disclosing.

tJN-FOL'LOWED,* (un-fol'lod) a. Not followed. Daniel.

tJN-FOOL', v. a. To restore from folly. Shak.

tJN-FQR-BEAR'lNG,* a. Not forbearing. Smith.

tFN-FQR-BlD', a. Not forbid
; permitted; unforbidden.

tJN-FQR-Bfo'DEN, (un-f9r-bid'dn) a. Not forbidden.

ON-FQR-BID'DEN-NESS, (un-fgr-bld'dn-nes) n. The state

of being unforbidden. Boyle. [R.]

CFN-FORCED', (un-forst') a. Not forced ;
not constrained :

not feigned; not artificially heightened; inartificial;
natural : not violent ; easy ; gradual.

tJN-FOR'ci-BLE, a. Not forcible. Hooker.

tJN-FORD'A-BLE,*a. Not fordable. White.

tJN-FORD'ED,* . Not forded. Dryden.
tJN-FORE-BOD'lNG, a. Giving no omens. Pope.
tJN-FdRE-KNOW'A-BLE,*a. Not to be foreknown. Cud-

worth.

tJN-FORE-KNOWN', (un-for-non') a. Not foreknown.

ON-FORE-SEE'A-BLE, a. Not possible to be foreseen.

South.

tJN-FORE-SEE'|NG,*a. Not foreseeing. Southey.

tJN-FORE-SEEN', a. Not foreseen. Dryden.
tJN-F6RE-sHORT'ENED,*(un-for-shbrt'nd) a. Not foreshort-

ened. Godwin.
tJN-FORE'siUNNED (un-for'skind) a. Circumcised. Milton.

tJN-FORE-TOLD',* a. Not foretold. EC. Rev.

'&N-FORE-WARNED', (iin-for-warnd') a. Not forewarned.
tJN-FO R'FE IT-ED, (un-fbr'fjt-ed) a. Not forfeited. Rogers.
tJN-FORGED',*'(un-forjd') a. Not forged. Asli.

t5N-F9R-ET'FUL,* a. Not forgetful. Wilson.

tJN-FQR-j&iv'EN,* (un-fgr-giv'vn) a. Not forgiven. Jewel.

tJN-FQR-j&iv'jNG, a. Relentless; implacable.

tJN-FQR-GOT'TEN, (un-for-got'tn) a. Not forgotten.

tJN-FORMED', (dn-fbrmd') a. Not formed ; not made.

tJN-FQR-sA'KEN, (un-fyr-sa'kn) a. Not forsaken or deserted.

tJN-FOR'T}-FlED, (iin-f br'tj-fId) a. Not fortified; not se-

cured
; defenceless ;

weak ; feeble.

tJN-FORT'u-NATE, (un-fbrt'yu-nat) a. Not fortunate; un-
successful

; unhappy.
ON-FORT'V-NATE-LV, ad. Unhappily ;

without good luck.

tJN-FOKT'v-NATE-NESs, n. State of being unfortunate.

tJN-FOS-slL-l'F'ER-Ous,* a. Not fossiliferous. Thomson.

tTN-FOS'siL-IZED,* (-fos'sil-Izd) a. Not fossilized. QM. Ren.

ON-FOS'TERED,* (un-f os'terd) a. Not fostered. Smart.

tJN-FOUGHT', (un-fdiwt') a. Not fought. Knolles.

ON-FOULED', (un-fduld') a. Not fouled ; unpolluted.

tJN-FoOND', a. Not found ; not met with. Dryden.
tJN-FoOND'ED, a. Not founded; void of foundation;
without authority or evidence ; false.

fON-FRA'MA-BLE, a. Not to be framed or moulded.
Hooker.

tON-FRA'MA-BLE-NESS, n. Untractableness. Sanderson.

OX-FRAME', v. a. To destroy the frame of. South.

ON-FRAMED', (un-framd') a. Not framed; not formed.

ON-FRAN'CHISED,* (un-fran'chjzd) a. Not franc hised.^3.sA.

ON-FRANKEDV* Cun-frankt') a. Not franked; not exempt
from postage. Jlsh.

ON-FRAUGHT',* (uu-fraiit') a. Not fraught. Fletcher.

ON-FREED',* a. Not freed or liberated. Pope.

ON-FREIGHT'ED,* (un-frat'ed) a. Not freighted Jlsh.

tON-FRE'QUEN-cy,* n. Infrequency. Hill.

ON-FRE'QUENT, a. Not frequent ; infrequent. Browne.
fON-FRE-QUENT', v. a. To leave; to cease to frequent

Phillips.

tJN-FRE-QUENT'ED, a. Not frequented ; rarely visited.

ON-FRE'QUENT-LY, ad. Not frequently. Browne.
tJN-FRl'A-BLE, a. Not easily crumbled. Paley.
tJN-FRlEND'ED, (un-freud'ed)a. Wanting friends. Shale.

tJN-FRiEND'Ll-NESS, n. State of being unfriendly.
tJN-FRlEND'LY (un-frend'le) a. Not friendly ;

unkind.
fUN-FRiEND'SHip,* 7t. Unfriendliness. Scott.

ON-FRINGE D',*(un-fnnjd') a. Not fringed, jlsh.

tJN-FROCK', V. 0. [i. UNFROCKED ; pp. UNFROCKING, UN-
FROCKED.] To divest of a frock ; to uncover. Hurd.

tJN-FRO'ZEN, (un-fro'zn) a. Not frozen or congealed.
ON-FRUGAL,* a. Not frugal. Parkes.

tJN-FRClT'FpL, (un-frut'ful) a. Not fruitful
;
not prolific.

,* ad. In an unfruitful manner. B. Jon-

ON-FROIT'FUX-NESS, n. State of being unfruitful.

tJN-FROs'TRA-BLE, a. That cannot be frustrated. Edwards.
tTN-FuL-FlLLED', (un-ful-f ild') a. Not fulfilled. Milton.

ON-FUMED', (un-fumd'O a.Not fumed or fumigated. Milton.

tJN-FUND'ED,* a. Not funded. Smith.

tJN-FURL', V. a. [i. UNFURLED J pp. UNFURLING, UNFURLED.]
To spread out

;
to expand ;

to unfold
;
to open.

tJN-FUR'NlSH, v. a. To deprive ;
to strip-, to divest.

ON-FUR'NISHED, (-fur'njsht) a. Not furnished
; unsupplied.

tJN-FUR'R6wED,* (un-fur'rod) a. Not furrowed. Cowper.
tJN-FUSED',* (un-fuzd') a. Not fused. Ure.

tJN-FU'l-BLE,* a. That cannot be melted. Ure.

ON-GAIN', a. [fUnprofitable ; ungainly. Beaum. Sf Fl.] In-

convenient; intractable. Forby. [Local.]
tJN-GAiN'A-BLE, a. That cannot be gained. Todd.

tFN-GAlNED',* (un-gand') a. Not gained. Shak.

tJN-GAiN'FUL, a. Not gainful ; unprofitable. Bp. Hall.

tJN-GAlN'Li-NESS,* n. State of being ungainly. Ware.

tJN-GAiN'LY, a. Clumsy ; awkward ; uncouth.

tJN-GAiN-SAiD',* (un-gan-sed') a. Not denied or gainsaid.
Milton.

ON-GAL-L^NT',* a. Not gallant ; uncourtly. Gay.
15N-GALLED', (un-gSlwld') a. Not galled ;

unhurt. Shak.

tJN-GAR'BLED,* (un-gar'bld) a. Not garbled. Ash.

tJN-GAR'NlSHED,* (un-g'ar'nisht) a. Not garnished. Maun-
der.

tJN-GAR'Rl-SONED, (un-gar're-snd) a. Without a garri-
son.

ON-GAR'TERED, (un-g'ar'terd) a. Being without garters.

tJN-GATH'ERED, (un-gath'erd) a. Not gathered. Dryden.
UN-GAUGED',* (un-gajd') a. Not gauged or measured.

Young.
tJN-EAR', (un-|er') v. a. To unharness.

tJN'eELD,* n. (Eng. law} A person out of the protection
of the law, so that, if he were murdered, no geld or fine

should be paid. Whishaw.

tJN-GEN'ER-AT-ED, a. Not generated ; unbegotten.
tJN-GEN'ER-A-TKvE, a. Not generative. Shak.

tJN-GEN'ER-ous, a. Not generous ;
illiberal

; ignoble.

tJN-GEN'ER-ous-Ly,* ad. In an ungenerous manner, dsh.

ON-GE'NI-AL, a. Not genial ; not favorable to nature.

fON-GEN'l-TORED,* (un-jen'e-turd) a. Wanting genitals j

opposing generation. Shak.

tJN-GEN-TEEL', a. Not genteel. Lord Halifax.

tJN-^EN-TEEL'LY,* ad. In an ungenteel manner. EC.

Ren.

tJN-GEN'TLE, (un-jen'tle) a. Not gentle; harsh ; rude.

ON-GEN'TLE-MAN-LIKE, a. Ungentleinanly. Lord Chester-

field.

tJN-GEN'TLE-MAN-LI-NESS,* ?j. Want of gcntlemanliness ;

impoliteness. Q. Rev.

tlN-^EN'TLE-MAN-LY, a. Not gentlemanly ; not becoming
a gentleman ;

uncivil ; illiberal
;
rude.

tJN-GEN'TLE-NESS, n. Harshness; rudeness; severity.

ON-^EN'TLY, ad. Not gently ; harshly; rudely.

tJN-GE-p-MET'Rl-CAL, a. Not geometrical. C/ieyne.

tJN-jGiF.T'ED,*a. Not gifted. Cowper.

ON-JGILD'ED, a. Not gilded : not overlaid with gold.

ON-eiLT',* a. Not gilt ; ungilded. Richardson.

ON-JGIRD', (un-|'ird') v. a.
[i. UNGIRDD or UNGIRT ; pp. UN-

GIRDING, CJIGIRDED or UNGIRT.] To loose from a girdle,

band, or girt.

tJN-eiRT', (un-girf) a. Not girt or girded. Walker.

UN-j&iv'EN,* (un-glv'vn) a. Not given. Tucker.

tlN-jGiv'jNG, a. Not giving; not bringing gifts.

CN-GLAZED', (un-glazd') a. Not glazed ; wanting window
glasses ;

not covered with glass. Klrwan.

tJN-GLEANED',* (un-gl5nd') a. Not gleaned. Jlsh.

tJN-GLo'Ri-FlED, (un-glS'rj-f Id) a. Not glorified.

ON-GL6VE', (un-gluv') v. a. To remove the glove from.

tJN-GL6vED', (un-gluvd') a. Not gloved or covered.

ON-GLUE', v. a. [i. UNGLUED; pp. UNGLUING, UNGLUED.]
To loose from glue.

tJN-GLUT'TED,*a. Not glutted ;
not satiated. Byron.

tJN-GOAD'ED,* a. Not goaded. Coleridge.
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ON-GOD', v. a. To divest of divinity. Donne.

tON-GOD'DED,*a. Godless; atheistical. Dryden.

TJN-GOD'LI-LY, ad. Impiously ; wickedly. [R.]

ON-GOD'LJ-NESS, 7i. State of being ungodly ; impiety.

UN-GOD'LY, a. Not godly ; impious ; wicked.

tiN-GORED'', (un-gord') a. Unwounded ;
unhurt. Shak.

UN-GORGED', (un-gbrjd') a. Not gorged j
not filled.

tw-G6T', a. Nor gained ;
not acquired ;

not begotten.

UN-GOT'TEN,*(un-got'tn)a. Not got ; not begotten. Daniel

UN-G<5v'ERN-A-BLE, (un-guv'ern-a-bl) a. Not governable ;

not to be ruled ;
licentious ;

wild ;
unbridled.

UN-G6v'ERN-A-BLE-NESS,* ?i. State of being ungoverna-
ble. Johnson.'

UN-G6v'ERN-A-BLY, ad. In an ungovernable manner.

UN-G6v'ERNED, (un-guv'ernd) a. Not governed ;
unbri-

dled.

UN-GRACED',* (un-grast') a. Not graced. Scott.

UN-GRACE'FT)L, a. Not graceful ; wanting grace or ele-

gance. itator-

ON-GRACE'FOL-LY,* ad. In an ungraceful manner. Spec-

UN-GRACE'F0L-NEss, 7i. Inelegance ;
awkwardness.

UN-GRA'CIOUS, (un-gra'shus) a. Not gracious; wicked;
odious ;

offensive ; unpleasing ; unacceptable.

UN-GRA'cioys-LY,* ad. In an ungracious manner. War-

UN-GRA/cioys-NESS,* n. State of being ungracious. Bp.

UN-GRXD'TJ-AT-ED,* a. Not graduated. Month. Rev.

UN-GRiFT'ED,* a. Not grafted. Ash.

tJN-GRAM-MXT'l-CAL, a. Not according to grammar.
tJN-GRAM-MAT'i-CAL-LY,* ad. With bad grammar. Knox.

UN-GRANT'A-BLE,* a. Not to be granted. Macartney.

UN-GRANT'ED, a. Not granted ;
not given ; not yielded.

UN-GRASPED',* (un-graspf) a. Not grasped. Ash.

ttJN-GRATE', a. Not agreeable ; ungrateful. Swift.

UN-GRATE',* n. An ungrateful person. Swift.

UN-GRATE'FGL, a. Not grateful ;
unthankful ; making no

returns for kindness or culture: unacceptable.

tJN-GRATE'F0L-LY,arf. With ingratitude : unacceptably.

UN-GRATE'FOL-NESS, n. Ingratitude : unacceptableness.

UN-GRAT'I-FIED, (un-grat'j-f id) a. Not gratified.

tUN-GRAVE',* v. a: To take out of the grave. Th. Fuller.

UN-GRAVE'LY, ad. Without seriousness. Stiak.

tJN-GRA'VEN,* (un-gra'vn) a. Not graven. Ash.

UN-GRE-GA'Ri-oOs,* a. Not gregarious. Good.

UN-GRoOND'ED, a. Not grounded ; having no foundation.

UN-GRof)ND'ED-LY,* ad. Without foundation. Janeway.

UN-GRO0ND'ED-NESS, 7i. State of being ungrounded.
UN-GROWN',* a. Not grown ;

not mature. Fletcher.

UN-GRODGED',* (iin-grujd') a. Not grudged. Dwight.
UN-GRUDG'ING-LY, ad. Willingly ; heartily ; cheerfully.

UN'GTJAL,* a. Belonging to the nail, claw, or hoof. Roget.

UN-GUARD'ED, (un-gar'ded) a. Not guarded ;
undefended ;

careless ; negligent ; imprudent.
UN-GUARD'ED-LY, ad. In an unguarded manner.

UN-GUARD'ED-NESS,* = State of being unguarded. Q.
Rev. [con.

UN'GUENT, (un'gwent) n. [unguentum, L.J Ointment. Ba-

UN'GUEN-TA-RY,* a. Relating to, or containing, ointment.
Gent.'Mag.

UN-GUESSED', (un-gesf) a. Not guessed. Spenser.

UN-GUEST'LIKE,* a. Not befitting a guest. Smart.

UN-GUic'y-LATE,* 7i. [unguiculus, L.] (ZooJ.) A mam
mal which has the digits armed with claws, with the

under surface free for touch. Brande.

UN-GUIC'V-LATE,* (un-gwik'u-lat) ) a. (Zool. &. Pot.

UN-GUIC'V-LAT-ED,* (uii-gwik'u-la-ted) j Having claws

having short stalks. P. Cyc.

UN-GUID'ED, (un-|Id'ed) a. Not guided ;
not directed.

UN-GUIL'TY, (un-gll'te) a. Innocent
;
not guilty. Spenser.

UN'GU-LA,* Ti. [L.', a 'hoof.] A solid formed by cutting off
a part from a cylinder, cone, or other solid, by a plane
passing obliquely through the base

; a hoof-shaped section
of a cylinder. Francis. A. sort of hooked surgical in
strument. Crabb.

UN-Gy-LA'TA,* n. pi. (Zool.) Hooked mammals or quadru
peds; ungulates. P. Cyc.

UN'GU-LATE,* n. (Zool.} A mammal which has the digits
enclosed in hoofs, with the under surface not left free
for touch. Brande.

ttJN-HXB'lT-A-BLE, a. Uninhabitable. Holder.

tm-HA-BlT'y-AT-ED,* a. Not habituated. Smart.

UN-HACKED', (fin-hakt') a. Not hacked ; not cut
;
not hewn

UN-nXcK/NEYED,* (un-hak'njd) a. Not hackneyed. Smith

UN-HAILED',* (un-hald') a. Not hailed
; not saluted. Rowe

tUN-HAlR',* v. a. To deprive of hair. Shak.

UN-HALE'L a. Not hale or healthy. Waterhouse.

tJN-HAL'LOW, v. a.
[i. UNHALLOWED ; pp. UNHALLOWINQ

UNHALLOWED.] To deprive of holiness; to profane ;
t(

desecrate. Milton.

UN-HAL'LOWED, (un-hal'lod) a. Not hallowed ; profane.
UN-HALVED',* (un-havd') a. Not divided into halves

Wilson.

UN-HXM'MERD,*(un-ham''nerd) a. Not hammered. Ash.

UN-HXM'PERED,* (un-ham'perd) a. Not hampered ;
not

entangled. Ask.

UN-HAND', v. a. To loose from the hand Shak.

UN-HAND'I-LY,* ad. In an unhandy manner. A.-ih.

UN-HXND'i-Nss,* n. State of being unhandy. Ash.

UN-HAN'DLED, (un-han'dld) a. Not handled; not touched.

UN-HAND'SQME, (un-han'sum) a. Not handsome; ungrace-
ful

;
not beautiful ; illiberal

; disingenuous.
UN-HXND'SOME-LY, ad. In an unhandsome manner.

UN-HXND'SPME-NSS, n. State of being unhandsome. 4
UN-HAN'DY, a. Not handy; awkward; not dexterous.

UN-HANG', v. a. To divest of hangings.
UN-HANGED', (un-hangd') a. Not hanged, as on a gal-

lows.

fUN-HAP', n. Mishap ;
ill fortune. Sidney.

tUN-HAP'PlED, (un-hap'pid)tt. Made unhappy. Shak.

UN-HXP'PI-LY, ad. In an unhappy manner; miserably.

UN-iiAP'pi-NESS, n. Misery; infelicity; misfortune.

UN-HXP'PY, a. Not happy ;
wretched

;
miserable ; unfortu-

nate ; calamitous
;

distressed ; unlucky. [{Mischievous.
Shak.]

UN-HAR'ASSED,* (un-har'ast) a. Not harassed. Ash.

UN-HAR'BQR, v. a. To drive from shelter.

UN-HAR'BQRED, (un-h'ar'bord) a. Affording no shelter.

UN-HARD'ENED, (iin-har'dnd) a. Not hardened.

UN-HAR'DY, a. Feeble; tender; timorous. Milton.

UN-HARMED', (un-harmd') a. Not harmed ; unhurt.

UN-HARM'FOL, a. Innoxious
;
harmless. Dryden.

UN-HAR-Mo'Nf-ous, a. Not harmonious
; wanting harmo-

ny ; disproportionate ; unmusical ;
inharmonious.

tJN-HAR'NESS, v. a.
[i. UNHARNESSED ; pp. UNHARNESSING,

UNHARNESSED.] To loose from harness
;
to disarm.

UN HAR'ROWED,* (un-har'rod) a. Not harrowed. Ash,

UN-HXTCHED', (un-haclif) a. Not hatched
;
not disclosed.

UN-HAUNT'ED, (un-hant'ed) a. Not haunted.

UN-HXZ'ARD-ED, (un-haz'ard-ed) a. Not hazarded.

UN-HXz'ARD-6us,* a. Not hazardous. Dryden.
UN-HEAD',* v. a. To take off the head or top. Smart
UN-HEAL'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be healed. Fuller

UN-HEALED',* (un-held') a. Not healed ; not cured. Cowper.

UN-HALTH'FI)L, (un-helth'ful) a. Morbid; unwholesome.

UN-HEALTH'FOL-LY,* ad. In an unhealthful manner. Dr.
Allen. [Bacon.

UN-HEALTH'FOL-NESS,* n. State of being unhealthful.

UN-HfiALTH'l-LY, ad.. In an unhealthy manner.

UN-HEALTH'I-NESS, n. State of being unhealthy.
UN HEALTH'V, (un-helth'e) a. Unfavorable to health

; not

healthy; sickly; wanting health.

UN-HEARD', (un-herd') [fin-herd', S. W. P. J. E: F. Ja. K.
Sm. ; un-herd', Wb.] a. Not heard. Unheard-of, obscure ;

not known by fame : unprecedented.
IUN-HEART', v. a. To dishearten. S/iak.

UN-HEAT'ED, a. Not heated ;
not made hot.

UN-HEAV'EN LY,* (un-hev
7
vn-le) a. Not heavenly. Byron.

UN-HEDGED', (un-hejd') a. Not surrounded by a hedge.
UN-HE ED'ED, a. Not heeded ; disregarded.

UN-HEED'F(}L, a. Not heedful ;
not cautious.

I UN-HED'F0L-LY,* ad. In an unheedful manner. Shak.

UN-HEjp'lNG, a. Not heeding ; negligent ; careless.

fUN-HEED'Y, a. Precipitate ; sudden. Spenser.

JUN-HELE', v. a. To uncover
; to expose. Spenser.

tJN-HEL'MET,* v. a. To deprive of a helmet. Scott.

UN-HELPED', (un-helpf) a. Not helped; unassisted.

UN-HELP'FT)L, a. Not helpful.

UN-HEMMED',* (un-hemd') a. Not hemmed. Ash.

UN-HE-RO'IC,* a. Not heroic; ignoble. Lord Peterborough.
UN-HE'l-TAT-ING,* a. Not hesitating. Grant.

UN-HE^'i-TAT-lNG-LY,* ad. Without hesitation. Q. Rev.

UN-HEWN', (un-hun') a. Not hewn ;
not. hewed. Dryden.

UN-H]D'DEN,* (un-hid'dn) a. Not hidden. Ash.
UN-HIDE 'BOOND, a. Not hidebound. Milton.

UN-HIN'DERED, (un-hin'derd) a. Not hindered.

UN-H'fNGE', V. a.
[i.

UNHINGED
; pp. UN.HINGING, UNHINGED J

To take from the hinges; to displace by violence: to

disorder
;
to derange ;

to confuse.

UN-HINGE'MENT,* n. Act of unhinging. Chalmers. [R.]

UN-H!RED',* (un-hlrd') a. Not hired ; not venal'. Miiton.

UN-HJS-TOR'I-CAL,* a. Not historical. Park.

UN-HIT',* a. Not hit; not struck. B. Jonson.

UN-HITCH',* v. a.
[i. UNHITCHED ; pp. UNHITCHING, UN-

HITCHED.] To disengage from a hitch
;
to set free. Ash,

UN-HOARD', (un-h5rd'j v. a. To take away from a hoard or

store. Milton.

UN-HO'LI-NESS, 77. Impiety; profaneness ; wickedness.

UN-Hd'LY, a. Not holy ; profane ; impious ;
wicked.

fUN-HON'EST, (un-on'est) a. Dishonest. Ascham.

UN-HON'QRED, (un-on'urd) a. Not honored.

UN-HOOD',* (un-hud') v. a.
[i.

UNHOODED ; pp. UNHOOD*

ING, UNHOODED.] To deprive of a hood. Q. Rev.

UN-HOOK',* (un-huk') v. a. [L UNHOOKED ; pp. UNHOOK-

ING, UNHOOKED.] To disengage from a hook. Ash.

UN-HOOP', v. a. To divest of hoops. Donne.

UN-HOPED', (un-hopt') a. Not hoped. Unhoped-for, not

hoped for or expected.

X, E, I, O, C, Y, long; X, , I, 5, 0, Y, short ; A, E, I, p, V, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL
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CN-HOPE'FUL, a. Not hopeful; being without hope.
tJN-HOPE'FUL-LY,* ad. Not hopefully. Scott.

EN-HORNED',* (un-hbrnd') a. Not having horns, Ash.

tJN-HORSE', V. a.
[i. UNHORSED ; pp. UNHORSING, UNHORSED.]

To throw from a horse or saddle.

ftJN-HOS'pi-TA-BLE, a. Inhospitable. Dryden.
tJN-Hos'TjLE, a. Not hostile; not belonging to an enemy.
t?N-H60E', V. a. [i. UNHOUSED

; pp. UNHOUSING, UN-

HOUSED.] To deprive of house or shelter.

tJN-HopED', (un-hbuzd') a. Not housed
; wanting a house.

tt7N-H6C'ELLED, (un-hbu'zld) a. Not having received
the sacrament. Shak.

ttJN-HU'MAN, a. Barbarous
; inhuman. South.

tJN-HU'MAN-IZE,*7j.a. To render savage or inhuman. Sym-
mmis. [R.]

tJN-Hu'MAN-iZED,* (un-hu'man-Izd) a. Not humanized.
Porteus.

tJN-HDM'BLED, (un-hiim'bld) a. Not humbled.

CN-HV-MTL'I-AT-ING,* a. Not humiliating. Qu. Rev.

tJN-Hu'M<?RED,* (un-yu'mprd) a. Not humored. Ash.

tm-HuNG',* a. Not hung; not hanged. Dwight.
tJN-HiiRT', a. Not hurt

;
free from harm.

tJN-HiJRT'FUL, a. Innoxious
;
harmless ; doing no harm.

tJN-HiJRT'FOL-LY, ad. Without harm
; innoxiously. Pope.

tJN-HD'BAND-ED, a. Not husbanded
; neglected.

tJN-HtJSHED',* (un-husht') a. Not hushed. Byron.
tJN-HUSKED', (un-huskt') a. Not husked. Bp. Hall.

tJ-Ni-cXp'sy-LAR,* a. Having one capsule. Lee.

CJ'NI-CORN, 71. [unicornis, unus and cornu, L.I A beast or

quadruped that has only one horn : a kind of bird : a

fish. The unicorn ofthe Bible is now commonly supposed
to be the rhinoceros. Brande. (Her.) A fabulous repre-
sentation of a horse with a single horn issuing from the

forehead.

tJN-l-DE'AL, a. Not ideal; real. Johnson.

tJN-lD-}-<?-MAT'lc,* a. Not idiomatic. Qu. Rev.

U-NIF'IC,* a. Making one
; forming unity. Brit. Critic.

tJ-Nl-FL6'ROys,* a. (Bot.) Having one flower. Loudon.

ti'Ni-FORM, (yu'ne-fbrm) a. [unus and forma, L.] Unvaried
in form, manner, or dress; consistent; consonant; equa-
ble

;
even

; regular.

C'NI-FORM, 7i. A dress of the same kind with others
;
the

regimental dress of a soldier.

tj-Ni-FORM'i-TY, n. [untformite, Fr.] State of being uni-

form ; resemblance to itself; even tenor; conformity to

one pattern. Act of uniformity, (Eng. history") an act

passed in 1G61--2, enjoining uniformity in matters of re-

ligion, obliging all the clergy to subscribe the 39 articles,

and to use the same form of worship. It caused upwards
of 2000 ministers to quit the church of England.

tJ'Nl-FORM-LY, ad. In a uniform manner; without varia-

tion
;
in an even tenor

;
without diversity.

tJ'Nl-FORM-NESS,* n. State of being uniform. Berkeley.

tJ'Ni-FY,* v. a. To form into one
;
to make a unit of. Cole-

ridge. [R.]

tJ-N|-GEN'i-TURE, n. State of being the only-begotten.

fJ-Nie'E-NoDs,* a. Of one kind or genus. Smart.

tW-iG-NlT'ED,* a. Not ignited ; not set on fire. Ash.

t)-NJ-LA'Bi-ATE,* a. (Bat.) Having only one lip. Loudon.

tJ-Ni-LAT'ER-AL,* a. Relating to one side
; having only

one side. Qu. Rev.

tJ-Ni-i'iT'ER-AL,* a. Consisting of only one letter. Smart.

tJN-JL-LU'MI-ivAT-ED,* a. Not illuminated. Ash.

"ON-iL-LU'MJNED,* (un-jl-lu'mind) a. Not illumined. EC. Rev.

tJN-JL-LOs'TRA-TiVE,* a. Not illustrative. JV*. M. Mag.

C-NJ-LOC'V-LAR,* a. (Conch.) Not divided into chambers,
as shells. (Bot.) Not separated into cells, as seed-ves-

sels. Brandt.

tJN-]-MAG'}N-A-BLE, a. That cannot be imagined.
tlN-i-iviAG'jN-A-BLY, ad. To a degree not to be imagined.
tJN-j-MAG'l-NA-Tl'VE,* a. Not imaginative. Wilson.

tJN-i-MAo'JNED, (un-e-mad'jind) . Not imagined.
tlN-iM-Bix'TEREi),* (un-jin-blt'terd) a. Not imbittered.^s/t.

tJN-JM-BRCED',* (un-im-brud') a. Not imbrued. Ash.

tJN-JM-BUED',* (un-im-bfid') a. Not imbued. Smith.

ftJN-lM'l-TA-BLE, a. Inimitable. Burnet.

tjx-JM'i-TAT-ED,* a. Not imitated. Johnson.

tJN-iM-MERSED',* (un-im-merst') a. Not immersed. Ash.

tm-]M-MOR'TAL, a. Not immortal ;
mortal. Milton.

tJN-JM-MOR'TAL-iZED,* a. Not immortalized. Ash.

tlN-JM-PAlR'A-BLE, a. That cannot be impaired. HakewiU.

tJN-iM-PAiRED', (un-jm-pird') a. Not impaired or injured.

tJN-JM-PART'ED,* a. Not imparted or shared. Cowper.

tJN-JM-PAS'siQNEB, (un-im-pash'und) a. Not impassioned ;

calm
;
innocent ; quiet. Thomson.

tJN-]M-PEACH'A-BLE, a. Not liable to impeachment; not

impeachable.
tJN-iM-PEACHED', (5n-im-pScht') a. Not impeached.
tJN-JM-PiiD'ED,* a. Not impeded or hindered. Clarke.

tt-|M-PLdRED', (iin-im-plord') a. Not implored.

tlN-iM-POR'TANCE,* n. Want of importance. Sir W. Scott.

tJN IM-POR'TANT, a. Not important ; trifling; frivolous.

ON-IM-PORT'ING, a. Not importing. Bp. Hall.

Ow-TM-PQR-TifNEJ)', (un-im-por-tund') a. Not solicited.

tJN-lM-POED r

,* (iin-im-pozd') a. Not imposed. Milton.

tJN-iM-p6'lNG, a. Not imposing; voluntary.
tJN-iM-PREG'NA-BLE,* a. That may be taken or impugn
ed

;
not impregnable. Qu. Rev.

tJN-iM-PRESSED',* (un-im-prest') a. Not impressed. Young.
tTN-IM-PRES'si-BLE,* a. Not impressible. E. Erving.
tJN-IM-PRs'siVE,* a. Not impressive. Reed.

tJN-iM-PRES'siVE-NESs,* n. State of being unimpressive.
EC. Rev.

tJN-lM-PRl'QNED,* (un-im-priz'und) a. Not imprisoned.
Wordsworth.

tJN-iM-PROV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be improved.
tJN-jM-PROV'A-BLE-NESS, n. Quality of not being im-

provable.
t7N-iM-PROVED', (un-im-provdO a. Not improved; not
made better ; not taught ;

not meliorated.

tJN-iM-PROv'lNG,* a. Not improving. Reed.

tJN-iM-PUGNED',* (un-im-pund') a. Not impugned. Ash.

tJN-}M-PUT'ED,*_a. Not imputed. Pope.
tJN-iN-CAR'c'ER-AT-ED,* a. Not incarcerated. Ash.

tJN-iN-CAR'NATE,* a. Not incarnate. Pollok.

tJN-JN-cfiNSED',* (un-in-senst') a. Not incensed. Cowper.
tJN-JN-clT'EB,* a. Not incited. Wordsworth.

tJN-iN-cL6ED',* (un-in-klozd') a. Not inclosed. Sir W.
Scott.

tJN-TN-coR'PQ-RAT-ED,* a. Not incorporated. Atlerbury.
tJN-iN-cRKAS'A-BLE, a. Admitting no increase. Boyle.

ON-IN-CREASE'D',* (un-in-krest') a. Not increased. Ash.

tJN-lN-ctJL'cAT-ET),* ff. Not inculcated. Ash.

tJN-iN-ctJM/BEREU,* (a:i-in-kum'berd) a. Not incumbered
Burke.

tJN-m-DEBT'ED,* (un-jn-det'ed) a. Not indebted. Black.

tW-iif-DEM'Ni-FiED,* (un-jn-dem'ne-f id) a. Not indemni-
fied. Ash.

tJN-lN-DENT'ED,* a. Not indented. Ash.

tJN-lN'Dl-CAT-E,* a. Not indicated. Ash.

tJN-lN-DicT'Ei),* (un-in-dlt'ed) a. Not indicted. Ash.

tJN-iN-DfF'FER-EN-CY,*n. Partiality. Lord Tenterden.

t5N-ll4-DiF'FER-ENT, a. Not indifferent ; partial. Hooker.

tJN-JN-DORSED',* (un-jn-dbrst') a. Not indorsed. Ash.

tJN-JN-DuLGED',* (un-jn-duljd') a. Not indulged. Ash.

tFN-lN-pfjs'TRi-otrs, a. Not industrious
;
not diligent.

UN-JN-E'BRI-AT-ING,* a. Not inebriating. Qu. Rev.

tJN-iN-FAT'u-AT-ED,* a. Not infatuated. Ash.

tJN-IN-FECT'ED, a. Not infected. Burnet.

tJN-JN-FEc'Tipus,* (un-in-fek'shus) a. Not infectious. Good

tJN-JN-FEST'ED,* a. Not infested! Kirby.

IJN-IN-FLAMED', (un-in-flamd') a. Not inflamed ;
not set on

fire.

tJN-iN-FLSM'MA-BLE, a. Not inflammable
;
incombustible.

tJN-lN-FLicT'ED,* a. Not inflicted. Ash.

tJN-iN'FLU-ENCED, (un-in'flu-enst) a. Not influenced.

tJN-iN-FLU-EN'ciVE,* a. Uninfluential. Coleridge. [R.]

tJN-lN-FLU-EN'TlAL,* a. Not having influence. QM. Rev.

tJN-iN-FORMED', (un-jn-fbrmd') a. Not informed; un-

taught.
tJN-lN-FORIVT'lNG,* a. Not informing or instructing. Browne.

"ON-iN-FRiNGED',* (uti-jn-frlnj^d')
a. Not infringed. Knox.

tJN-IN-GEN'lOUS, or tTN-IN-GE'NI-OlJS, [See INGENIOUS.]
a. Not ingenious ; stupid. Burke. fuous.

tliv-m-GEN'u-ous, a. Not ingenuous ;
illiberal ; disingen-

UN-iN-HlE'i-TA-BLE, a. Not inhabitable ; un fit to be in-

habited.

tJN-jN-HAB'l-TA-BLE-NESS, n. Incapacity of being inhab-
ited.

ti\-iN-HAB'lT-ED, a. Not inhabited ; having no inhabitants.

tm-iN-HER-l-TA-BlL'i-TY,* n. State of not being inherita-

ble. Coleridsre. [R.J

tJN-iN-r'Tj-A/TE,* (un-in-Ish'e-at) a. Notinitiated. Qu. Rev.

tJN-]N-l"Ti-AT-ED,* (un-in-Ish'e-at-ed) a. Not initiated.

Clarke.

tJN-iN'jyRED, (iin-in'jurd) a. Not injured ;
unhurt.

tJN-IN-JU'RI-oOs,* a. Not injurious ;
harmless. Knox.

tnv-IN-QUlR'mG,* a. Making no inquiry. Abp. Whately.
tJN-iN-Qui'i-TJVE, a. Not inquisitive.

tJN-JN-SCRiBED', (un-in-skrlbd') a. Having no inscription.

tJN-m-spiRED', (un-jn-splrd') a. Not. inspired.

tJN-JN-spiR'iT-ED,* a. Not inspirited. Dr. Allen.

tJN-iN-STALLEf>',* (un-jn-stavvld') a. Not installed. Ash.

tJN-iN'sTi-GAT-ED,* a. Not instigated. Ash.

tJN-iN'STi-TUT-ED,* a. Not instituted. Ash.

tlN-IN-STRUCT'ED, a. Not instructed ; not taught.

tJN-JN-STRUCT'lNG,* a. Not instructing. Milton.

tJN-m-STROc'TlVE, a. Not instructive.

t5N-JN-STRUc'TJVE-LY,* ad. Not instructively. Ed. Rev.

tJN-i'N'su-LAT-ED,* a. Not insulated. Smart.

tJN-JN-sORED',* (un-in-shurd') a. Not insured. Smart.

ftN-iN-TEL-LECT'u-AL,,* a. Not intellectual. Good.

tJN-lN-TEL'Ll-GENTJ a. Not intelligent ;
not skilful.

t5N-JN-TEL'L,i-GENT-LY * ad. With want of intelligence
Allen. [gible.

tjN-lN-TEL-Li-Gi-BTL'l-TY, 7i. duality of being unintelli-

tJN-JN-TEL'lJ-^i-BLE, a. [inintelligible, Fr.] Not intelligi-
ble

;
that cannot be understood.
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tJN-m-TEL'Li-Gi-BLE-NESS, n. State of being unintelligi-

ble.

Y, ad. In an unintelligible manner.
Not intended. Ash.

,
a. Not intentional

;
not designed ;

being without design.
tJN-iN-TEN'TlQN-AL-LY,* ad. Without intention. Logan.
tJN-JN-TER'cA-LAT-EDJ* <z. Not intercalated. Ash.

tJN-TN-TER-cfiPT'ED,* Not intercepted. Ash.

tJN-lN-TER-DiCT'ED,* a. Not interdicted. Ash.

ttJx-TN'TER-ESSED, (-in'ter-est) a. Uninterested. Dryden.

UN-IN'TER-EST-ED, a. Not interested
; having no inter-

est ;
disinterested. [est.

tjN-'iN'TER-EST-iNG, a. Not interesting; exciting no inter-

tlN-iN-TER-Mts'siQN,* n. Absence of intermission. Smart.

tJN-iN-TER-MlT'TED, a. Not intermitted ; continued.

tTN-iN-TER-MlT'TED-LY,*ad- Without intermission. Camp-
bell.

tTN-lN-TER-MlT'TlNG, a. Not intermitting ; continuing.

fJN-lN-TER-MtXED', (un-in-ter-mikst') a. Not intermixed.

tnv-iN-TER'PQ-LAT-ED, a. Not interpolated. Parson.

tJN-JN-TER'pRET-ED,* a. Not interpreted. Seeker.

tJN-JN-TERRED',* (un-in-terd') a. Not interred. Leighton.

tJN-TN-TER-RtjPT'ED, a. Not broken ;
not interrupted.

tJN-lN-TER-RDPT'ED-LY, ad. Without interruption. Pear-

son.

tJN-lN'Tl-MAT-ED,* a. Not intimated. Ash.

tJN-lN-Ttlvi'i-DAT-ED,* a. Not intimidated. Wraxatt.

tm-JN-TRENCHED', (un-jn-trenchf) a. Not intrenched.

ttJN-fN'TRl-CAT-Elx, a. Not perplexed. Hammond.

UN-IN-TRP-DUCED', (un-in-trp-dust') a. Not introduced.

tJN-!N-URED', (un-in-yurd') a. Not inured; unaccustomed.

tJN-JN-VAD'ED,* a. Not invaded or assailed. Reynolds.
tJN-lN-VENT'ED, a. Not invented

;
undiscovered.

tJN-iN-vN'TiVE,* a. Not inventive. Blair.

tlN-iN-VERT'ED,*a. Not inverted. Young.
tJN-JN-VEST'ED,*a. Not invested. Ed. Rev.

tJN-iN-VES'Tj-GA-BLE, a. Not to be searched out. Ray.
tlN-lN-VES'Ti-GAT-ED,* a. Not investigated. Ash.
tJN JN-viT'Ei), a. Not invited

;
not asked.

tJN-JN-viT'iNG,* a. Not inviting ;
not persuading. Boyle.

tlN-iN-YOKED',* rfin-jn-vokt') a. Not invoked. Wordsworth.

tJ'Nl-o,* n. [L.I A genus of pearl-shells. Hamilton.

IJUN'IQN, (yun'yun) [yu'nyun, E. F. K. Sm. Scot.t; yu'-

ne-un, W. P. J. Ja.] n. [unio, L.] The act of joining two
or more so as to make them one ;

act of uniting ; state of

being united; concord; conjunction: several united
into one ;

a confederacy. [A pearl. Shak.]

HUN'JQN-IST,* (yuri'yun-ist) n. One who advocates or pro-
motes union. CA. Oft.

tJ-NiP'A-RoDs, (yu-nip'a-rus) a. [unus and pario, L.]
Bringing forth one at a birth. Browne.

ti'lfl-PED * a. Having only one foot. Kirby.
tJ-Nl-PER'SQN-AL,* a. Having but one person. Coleridge.
U-NJ-PER'SQN-AL-IST,* n. One who believes there is but
one person in the Deity. Faber.

V-NlQUE 1

, (yu-nek') a. [Fr.] Sole; being without an
equal ; without another of the same kind known to exist.

tJ-NiQUE'LY,* (yu-nek'le) ad. In a unique manner. Fo.

Qu. Rev.

tJ-Ni-RA'_Di-AT-ED,*a. Having but one ray. Smart.

tJN-lR-RA'Dl-AT-ED,* a. Not irradiated. Symmons.
||tJ'N!-SON, [yu'ne-sun, S. W. P. J. F. K. Wb.: yu'ne-zun,

Ja. Sm.] n. A consonance of two sounds equal in gravity
or acuteness ; an unvaried note ; a sound exactly the
same as another ;

a string that has the same sound with
another ; an exact agreement ; accordance

; harmony ;

melody ; concord.

||C'Ni-s6N, a. [unus and soraws, L.] Sounding alone
; uniso-

n-ant
;
unisonous. Milton.

ti-ivYs'p-NXNCE,* 7i. Accordance of sounds. Smart.

tJ-?rts'p-NXNT,* a. Being in unison. Smart.

tJ-NKs'Q-NOOs, a. Being in unison
; having the same sound

;

unison. Warton.

U'NIT, (yu'nit) ra. [unus, unitus, L.] One
;
the least num-

ber, or the root of numbers: a gold coin of King
James I.

U-N!T'A-BLE, a. Capable of being united. Phillips.

U-NI-TA'RI-AN, n. One who, in distinction from Trinitari-

ans, holds that God exists in one person only ;
one who

allows divinity to God the Father only; an anti-trinitari-
an. Leslie.

C-Nl-TA'Rl-AN,*a. Relating to Unitarianism or Unitarians.

Priestley.

C-NI-TA'RI-AN-IM,* n. The principles of Unitarians.
Belsham.

tJ-Nl-TA'Rl-AN-iZE,* v. a. & n. To conform to Unitarianism.
EC. Rev.

U-NITE', (yu-nit') v. a. [unitus, L.] [?. UNITED ; pp. UNIT-
ING, UNITED.] To join two or more into one

;
to bring or

form into a union; to bring together; to combine; to
connect

; to make to agree, or to adhere
;
to join.

U-NITE', v. n. To join in an act ; to concur ; to act in con-
cert; to coalesce; to be remented

;
to grow into one.

U-
V-
(j-

T-NIT'ED-LY, ad. With union
;
so as to join. Dryden

,,
n. He or that which unites.

-Nl"TION, (yu-nish'un) 71. [union, Fr.] The act or power
of uniting; conjunction; coalition. Wiseman. [R.]

fU'NI-T'iVE, a. Having the power of uniting. Norris.

U'NI-TY, (yu'ne-te) n. [unitas, L.] The state of being one ;

oneness: concord ; agreement ; uniformity : the qual-

ity of any work of art, (as a drama,) by which all the parts
are subordinate to one general design or effect. The
three unities, in the drama, are those of time, place, and
action.

U'Nj-vXLVE,* a. Having one shell or valve.

U'NI-vXLVE,* 7i. A shell having only one valve. Kirby.
U'm-vXLVED,* (-ne-valvd) a. Having only one valve. Crabb.

tJ-NJ-vXL'vy-LAR,* a. Having but one valve. P. Cyc.

U-NI-VER'SAL, a. [unioersalis, L.J Total; whole
;
all

;
com-

prising all; general. Universal joint, a contrivance for

communicating motion obliquely. Hooke.

tJ-Nl-VER'SAL, n.; pi. UNIVERSALS. (Logic) A general
proposition including a general class of particulars, [fUni-
verse

;
the whole. Raleigh.]

U-NI-VER'SAL-IIVI,* n. The principles of Universalists
;

the belief that all mankind will be saved. Smart.

ti-Ni-VER'SAL-iST, n. One who affects to understand all

particulars. Bentley. One who holds the doctrine that all

men will be saved. It is sometimes applied to Arminians,
from their holding to the universality of the operations
of grace. Brande.

t%-Nl-VER-sXL'|-TY, n. [unioersalitas, school L.] State of

being universal ; not particularity ;
extension to the

whole. South.

tJT-Nl-VER'SAL-iZE,* v. a. To render universal. Coleridge.

tJ-Nl-VER'SAL-Ly, ad. Throughout the whole; without

exception.
tU-Nl-VER'sAL-NESS, n. Universality. More.

U'NI-VERSE, n. [univers, Fr.
; universum, L.] The whole

creation, including the solar system and all the starry re-

gions beyond ;
the general system of things ;

ths world.

U-Nl-VER'si-TY, n. [miiversitas, L.] [fAny community or

corporation. Anderson. The whole
;
the universe. More.]

A seminary or place of learning, where all the arts and
sciences are taught and studied. Sometimes improperly
applied to a seminary or college of a much more limited
character.

U-NI'V'P-CAL, a. [univocus, L.] Having only one meaning
or signification ; opposed to equivocal: certain ; regu-
lar; pursuing one tenor. Watts. (Mus.) Noting a con-
cord.

U-Niv'p-CAL,* n. (Aristotelian logic) A word having only
one signification or meaning: a synonyme. Brande.

U-NIV'P-CAL-LY, ad. In one term
;
in one sense ; in one

tenor. Hale.

U-Nl'v-p-cA'TipN, n. [unus and rocatus, L.] Agreement of
name and meaning. Whiston.

tJN-JAR'RjNG,* a. Not jarring; concordant. Coleridge.

tJN-JAUN'DICED,* (un-jan'dist) a. Not jaundiced. Cowpcr.
UN-jKAL'oys, a. Not jealous; not suspicious.

ftJN-JO/N', v. a. To separate; to disjoin. Chaucer.

tw-joi'NED',* (un-joind') a. Not joined ; disjoined. Scott.

tJN-JplNT', o. a. To separate ;
to disjoint. Fuller.

tJN-JOiNT'ED, a. Not jointed ; separated.

tJN-JpLT'ED,* a. Not jolted. As/i.

tJN-jp'Y'FOL, a. Not joyful; sad. Taller.

tJN-jdv'oys, a. Not joyous; not cheerful. Milton.

, (un-judjd') a. Not judged or decided.
a. [iujuste, Fr.

; injustus, L.] Not just; in

tous
; contrary to equity or justice.

tJN-jt)s'Ti-F~i-A-BL.E, a. That cannot be justified ; wrong.
tJN-Jus'TJ-Fi-A-BLE-NESS, n. duality of not being justifi-

able.

tJN-Jus'Ti FI-A-ELY, a.d. In a manner not to be defended.

tJN-jDs'TJ-FlED, (un-jus'te-fld) a. Not justified.

tJN-jPsT'LY, ad. In a manner contrary to risht or justice.

ftJN'KED, ) a. [a corruption of uncouth.] Unusual
;
odd

;

ftJN'lUD, \ lonely; solitary: strange. Brocket!..

IUN-KKMMED', (un-kemd') I a. [incornvtus, L.] Uncombed.
ttJN-KEMPT', (un-kemf) $ May. Unpolished. Spenser.

tJN-KEN'NEL, V. a.
[i. UNKENNELLED ; pp. UNKENNELLING,

UNKENNELLED.] To drive from a kennel, hole, or retreat.

ftlN-KENT', a. Unknown. Spenser.

tJN-KfiPT', a. Not kept ;
not retained

;
unobserved.

tJN-KiiR'cHiEFED,* (un-ke'r'chjft) a. Having no kerchief.

Cowper.
fON'KETH,* a. Uncouth. IMlinshcd.

tJN-KlLLED',* (un-kil.l') a. Not killed
;
not slain. SmitA.

t5N-KiND', a. Not kind
; unfriendly; not benevolent.

tJN-KiN'DLED,* (un-kTn'dld) a. Not kindled. Young.
tJN-KlND'Li-iSESs, ?i. duality of being unkindly ;

unfavor-
ableness. Hakewill.

tJN-KiND'LY, a. Not kindly; void of kindness; unnatural

tJN-KiND'L,y, ad. Without kindness; without affection.

tJN-KiND'NESs, n. Want of kindness
; malevolence; ma-

lignity ;
ill-will.

tJN-KiNG', v. a. To deprive of royalty. Shak.i-cii
, IK CHDMBVOJ MI uc IUUI.UU
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a. Unkingly. Shak.

UN-KING'LY, a. Unbecoming a king ;
base

; ignoble.
UN-KISS',* v. a. To deprive of a kiss. Shak.

UN-KISSED', (un-klsf) a. Not kissed. Shak.

UN'KLE, (ung'kl) n. S/iak. See UNCLE.
UN-KNELLED',* (un-neld') a. Not noticed by a knell Byron.
UN-KNIGHT'LY, (un-nit'le) a. Unbecoming a knight.
UN-KNIT', (un-nit') v. a. [i. UNKNIT, UNKNITTED ; pp. UN-
KNITTING, UNKNIT, UNKNITTED.] To unweave

;
to sepa-

rate ; to open.
UN-KNIT', (un-nif) a. Not united ; not knit.

UN-KNOT'TED, (-not'ted) a. Freed from knots; untwisted.

UN-KNOT'TY, (un-not'te) a. Having no knots. Sandys.
UN-KNOW', (un-no') v. a. To cease to know. Smith.

UN-KNOW'A-BLE, (un-no'a-bl) a. That cannot be known.
UN-KNOW'ING, (un-no'jng) a. Ignorant; not knowing.
UN-KNOW'ING-LY, (un-no'mg-le) ad. Ignorantly.
ON-KNOWN', (iin-non') a. Not known ; uncalculated.

UN-LA'BORED, (un-la'bord) a. Not labored
;
not cultivated

by labor : spontaneous ; voluntary.
UN-LA-BO'RI-OUS, a. Not laborious

;
not difficult.

UN-LACE', V. a. [L UNLACED
; pp. UNLACING, UNLACED.] To

loose from laces
;
to loosen, as a woman's dress

;
to divest

of ornaments.

UN-LACK'EYED,* (un-lak'id) a. Not attended by a lackey
or servant. Cowper.

UN-LADE', V. a. [L UNLADED
J pp. UNLADING, UNLADEN Or

UNLADED.] To empty or remove from a vessel
;
to unload.

UN-LA'DY-LIKE,* a. Not becoming a lady. E. Farrar.

UN-LAID', a. Not laid; not placed ; not pacified.

UN-LA-MENT'ED, a. Not lamented
; not deplored.

UN-LARD'ED, a. Not larded
;
not intermixed.

UN-LASH',* V. a. [i. UNLASHED ; pp. UNLASHING, UNLASHED.]
(Naut.) To loose what has been tied. Jish.

UN-LXTCH', v. a. To open by lifting the latch.

tJN-LXTH'ERED,* (un-lath'erd) a. Not lathered. Ash.

UN-LAUNCHED',* (un-lancht') a. Not launched. Ash.
UN-LAU'RELLED,* (un-16r'reld) a. Not crowned with laurel.

Byron. See LAUREL.
UN-LAV'ISH, a. Not lavish

;
not wasteful. Thomson.

UN-LAV'ISHED, (un-lav'jsht) a. Not lavished
; not wasted.

ftJN-LAW',* v. a. To annul, as a law. Milton.

UN-LAW'FUL, a. Contrary to law
;
not lawful; illegal.

UN-LAW'FUL-LY, ad. In an unlawful manner; illegally.

UN-LAW'FUL-NESS, n. State of being unlawful.

UN-LAY',* v. a. [i. UNLAID ; pp. UNLATING, UNLAID.] (JVaut.)
To untwist the strands, as of a cable. Anson.

UN-LEAD'ED,* a. Not leaded; not furnished with leads.

Mk.
UN-LEARN', (fin-Iern') v. a.

[i. UNLEARNED, UNLEARNT ; pp.

UNLEARNING, UNLEARNED, UNLEARNT.] To forget, Or dis-

use, after having learned.

UN-LEARN'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be learned. Ed. Rev.

UN-LEARN'ED, a. Not learned
; uneducated; illiterate

; ig-

norant; not informed
;
not instructed.

UN-LEARN'ED-LY, ad. Ignorantly.
UN-LEARN'ED-NESS, 7i. Want of learning. Sylvester.

UN-LEASED',* (un-lest') a. Not leased. Ash.

UN-LEAV'ENED, (-lev'vnd) a. Not leavened or fermented.

UN-LECT'URED, (un-lekt'yurd) . Not lectured.

UN-LEG'A-CIED,* (-leg'a-sid) a. Having no legacy. Qu. Rev.

tJN-LEl'URED,* (un-le'zhurd) a. Not having leisure. Smart.-'
, (un-16'zhurd-nes) 71. Want of lei-

sure. Boyle.

UN-LENT',* a. Not lent. Williams.

UN-LESS', conj. Except; if not; supposing that not.

UN-LESS'ENEU,* (un-les'snd) a. Not diminished. Butler.

UN-LES'SONED, (un-les'snd) a. Not taught. Shak.

UN-LET'TERED, (-terd) a. Unlearned
; untaught ; illiterate.

UN-LET'TERED-NESS, 7i. Unlearnedness. Waterhouse.

UN-LEV'EL,* a. Not level ; uneven. Steevens.

UN-LEV'ELT,ED, (un-lev'eld) a. Not levelled or laid even.

UN-LEV'IED,* (un-lev'id)'a. Not levied. Ash. [ton.

UN-LI-BID'I-NOUS, a. Not lustful
; pure from carnality. Mil-

"JN-l/i'cENSED, (un-H'senst) a. Not licensed or authorized.

IN-LACKED', (un-likt')a'. Not licked
;
not formed

; shapeless.

JN-LIFT'ED,* a. Not lifted
;
not raised. Byron.

JN-LIGHT'ED, (un-llt'ed) a. Not lighted ;
not set on fire.

JN-LIGHT'S'OME, (un-lit'sum) a. Dark
; gloomy. Milton.

JN-LIKE', a. Not like
; having no likeness

;
dissimilar.

JN-LIKE'LI-HOOD, (un-llk'li-hud) . Improbability. South.

. State of being unlikely ; improbability.

JN-LIKE'LY, a. Not likely ; improbable ;
not such as can

be reasonably expected: not promising any particular
event

; unpromising. Swift.

-LIKE'LY, ad. Improbably. Pope.

v-LlKE'NESS, n. Dissimilitude
-,
want of likeness.

tJN-LiM'BER, a. Not limber ; stiff; unyielding. IVottim.

tJN-Liivi'iT-A-BLE, a. Admitting no bounds or limits; illim-

itable. Locke.

tJN-Liivi'iT-ED, a Not limited
;

indefinite
; having no

bounds or limits
;

undefined ; unconfined
; not re-

strained.

,
ad. Boundlessly ;

without bounds.

tJN-LlM'jT-ED-NESS, n. State of being unlimited.

tJN-LiN'E-AL, a. Not lineal
;
not coming in order.

tJN-LiNED',* (iin-llnd') a. Not lined; not covered inside

Spenser.
tJN-Li'NK', (un-lingk') v. a. To untwist

; to open. Shak.

tJN-Ll"QUE-FlED, (-llk'vve-fld)a. Unmelted
;
undissolved.

tJN-Li"QUl-DAT-ED,* (un-llk'we-dat-ed) a. Not liquidated.
S. Smith.

tfN-Ll"QUQRED, (un-llk'kurd) a. Not wet or moistened.
tJN-L'is'TEN-i'NG, (un-lis'sn-Ing) a. Deaf; not hearing.
fJN-LlT'ER-A-RY,* a. Not literary ; illiterate. Fo. QM. Rev.

tJN-LiVE'Li-NESS, 71. Dulness. Milton.
ON-LIVE 'L,y, a. Not lively; wanting life

;
dull.

tJN-LOAD', (un-lod') v. a.
[i. UNLOADED ; pp. UNLOADING, UN-

LOADED.] To remove a load from
;
to disburden ; to un-

lade ; to exonerate.

tJN-LO'cAT-ED,* a. Not located
; not placed. Smart.

tjN-LOCK', V. a. [i. UNLOCKED ; pp. UNLOCKING, UNLOCKED.]
To unfasten what is shut with a lock

; to open.
ON-LOCKED' (un-lokt') a. Not locked; not fastened with a

lock.

EN-LODGE',* c. a. To deprive of a lodging; to dislodge.
Cumberland.

ON-LODGED',* (un-lojd') a. Not lodged. Carew.

tJN-LOOKED'-FOR, (-lukt'-)
a. Unexpected ;

not foreseen.

ON-LOOPED',* (5n-lopf) a. Not fastened by a loop. Gay.
UN-LOOSE', v. a. [i. UNLOOSED ; pp. UNLOOSING, UNLOOSED.]
To unbind

; to release
;

to loosen
;

to loose. Shak.

55= Loose and unloose are of the same meaning ;
or un

is merely intensive.
I UN-LOOSE', v. n. To fall in pieces ;

to lose all union. Collier.

UN-LOO'SEN,* (-sn). a. To loosen
;
to unloose. Knox. [R.]

UN-LORD'LY,* a. Not lordly; not arbitrary. Milton.

UN-LO'A-BLE, a. That cannot be lost. Boyle.

UN-LOST',* a. Not lost. Young.
UN-LOVE',* v. a. To destroy the love of. Spectator. [R.]

UN-LOVED', (un-luvd') a. Not loved. Sidney.

UN-LOVE'LJ-NESS, n. Unamiableness.

UN-LOVE'LY, a. Not lovely; unamiable.

UN-LOV'ING, a. Not loving; not fond. Shak.

UN-LU'BRI-CAT-ED,* a. Not lubricated. Blackwood.

UN-LOcK'i-LV, ad. Unfortunately; by ill luck.

UN-LUCK'I-NESS, 7i. State of being unlucky.
UN-LUCK'Y, a. Not lucky ; unfortunate ;

unsuccessful ; un-

happy: ill-omened; inauspicious. In colloquial use,

mischievously waggish. King.
UN-LCs'TROys, a. Not lustrous

; wanting lustre. Shak.

UN-LUTE', v. a. To separate from cement or lute. Boyle.
UN-LU-u'RI-ous,* a. Not luxurious. Museum.
UN-MAD'DENED,* (-mad'dnd) a. Not maddened. Coleridge.
UN-MADE', a. Not made; not formed; not created; de-

prived of form or qualities.

UN-MADE',* t. & p. from Unmake. See UNMAKE.
UN-MXG'NI-FIED,* (un-mag'ne-fld) a. Not magnified. Ash.

UN-MAID'EN-LY, (un-ma'dn-le) a. Unbecoming a maiden.

UN-MAILED',* (un-mald') a. Not mailed. Ash.

UN-MAIMED', (un-mamd') a. Not maimed.
UN-MAIN-TAIN'A-BLE,* a. Not maintainable. Hale.

UN-MA-jEs'Tic,*a. Not majestic. Ash.

UN-MAK'A-BLE, a. Not possible to be made. Grew.

UN-MAKE', v. a.
[i. UNMADE ; pp. UNMAKING, UNMADE.] To

destroy the form and essential qualities of; to ruin.

UN-MA-Lt"cioys,* (un-ma-lLsh'us) a. Not malicious. Cowley.

UN-MAL'LE-A-BLE, a. Not malleable. Fanshawe.

UN-MAN', v. a.
[i.

UNMANNED
; pp. UNMANNING, UN-

MANNED.] To deprive of the qualities of a man ; to

emasculate: to deject; to dishearten: to deprive of
men

;
to disgarrison.

UN-MAN'A-OLED,* (un-mln'a-kld) a. Not manacled. Pitt.

UN-MAN'AGE-A-BLE, a. Not manageable ;
not easily gov-

erned
;
not easily wielded.'

UN-MAN'AGE-A-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of being unman-
ageable. Ash.

UN-MAN'AGED, (un-man'ajd) a. Not managed.
UN-MXN'FUL,* a. Not becoming a man ; unmanly. Mure.

UN-MAN'FUL-LY,* ad. In a manner unworthy of a man.
Milton.

UN-MAN'LJKE, a. Unmanly. Sidney.
UN-MXN'LI-NESS,* n. Want of manliness. Ash.

UN-MXN'LY, a. Not manly ; unsuitable to a man ;
dis-

honorable ; weak ; effeminate.

UN-MXNNED', (un-mand') a. Not manned ;
not furnished

with men. [Not tamed: a term of falconry. Shak.]

UN-MAN'NERED, (un-man'nerd) a. Rude; brutal; uncivil.

UN-MXN'NER-LI-NESS, n. Breach of civility ;
ill behavior.

UN-MAN'NER-LY, a. Not mannerly ; wanting good man-
ners

; impolite ; ill bred
; not civil; not complaisant.

UN-MXN'NER-LY, ad. With ill manners; uncivilly.

UN-MXN'TLE,* v. a. To divest of a mantle or cloak; to

dismantle. Cowper.
UN-MA-NURED', (un-ma-nurd') a. Not manured. Spenser.

UN-MARKED', (un-markf) a. Not marked ;
not observed.

UN-MAR'KET-A-BLE,* a. Not marketable. Fo. QM. Rev.

UN-MARRED','(un-mard') a. Not marred ; uninjured.
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CN-MXR'RIAGE-A-BLE,* a. Not marriageable. Ash.

UN-MXR'RIED, (Qn-mar'rjd) a. Not married.

UN-MXR'RY, v. a. To separate from the matrimonial con-
tract ;

to divorce. Milton.

UN-M^R'SHALLED,* (-mar'shald) a. Not marshalled Lewis.

fUN-MXs'cv-LATE, v. a. To emasculate. Fuller.

UN-MXs'cu-LlNE,* a. Not masculine. Smart.

tJN-MASK',-rc. a. [i. UNMASKED ; pp. UNMASKING, UNMASKED.]
To strip of a mask ; to lay open.

UN-MAsK', v. n. To put off the mask. Shak.

UN-MASKED', (un-mskt') a. Not masked
; open to view.

UN-MASK'ER,* n. One who unmasks. Milton.

UN-MAS'TER-A-BLE, a. Unconquerable. Browne.

UN-MAS'TERED, (un-m&s'terd) a. Not mastered ;
not sub-

dued.

UN-MAS'TI-CA-BLE,* a. Not to be masticated. Jour. Sri.

UN-MXTCH'A-BLE, a. Unparalleled ; unequalled.
UN-MATCHED', (un-machf) a. Not matched ; matchless.

UN-MA-TRIC'V-LAT-ED,* a. Not matriculated. Milton.

UN-MEAN'ING, a. Wanting meaning ; having no meaning.
UN-MEAN'ING-NESS,* n. Want of meaning. Dr. Campbell.

UN-MEANT', a. Not meant; not intended.

tUN-MEAs'VR-A-BLE, (un-mezh'ur-a-bl) a. Immeasurable.
Shak.

tUN-MEA'VR-A-BLY, (un-mSzh'ur-a-ble) ad. Immeasura-

bly. Howell.

UN-MEA'VRED, (un-mezh'urd) a. Not measured j
im-

mense.

UN-MEJEH'AN-IZED,* (un-mek'an-Izd) a. Not formed by
mechanism, faley.

UN-MED'DLED-WITH, (un-med'dld-with) a. Not touched.

UN-MED'DLING, a. Not meddling ;
not interfering.

tUN-MED'DLiNG-NESS, n. Absence of meddling. Hall.

UN-Mfip'i-TAT-ED, a. Not meditated
;
not designed.

UN-MEEK',* a. Wanting meekness. E. Erving.
UN-MEET', a. Not fit; not proper; not worthy.
UN-MEET'LY, ad. Not properly ; not suitably. Spenser.

UN-MEET'NESS, n. Unfitness ; unsuitableness. Milton.

UN-MEL'IP-RAT-ED,* (un-mel'y9-rat-ed) a. Not meliorated.
Ash.

UN-MEL'LOWED, (un-mul'lod) a. Not mellowed.

UN-ME-LO'DI-OUS, a. Harsh
; grating ;

not melodious
;
im-

melodious. Thomson.

UN-ME-LO'DI-OOS-LY,* ad. Not melodiously. Dr. Allen.

UN-MELT'ED, a. Not melted
; undissolved.

UN-MEN'ACED,* (un-men'ast) a. Not threatened. Words-
worth.--, a. Not menacing. Dr. Allen.

UN-MEN'TipN-A-BLE,*a. That may not be mentioned. EC.
Rev.

>, (Hn-mSn'shund)a. Not mentioned or told.

UN-MER'CE-NA-RY,* a. Not mercenary. Atterbury.
UN-MER'CHANT-A-BLE, a. Unsalable; not vendible.

UN-MER'CI-FOL, a. Not merciful
;
cruel

;
severe

;
inclem-

ent.

UN-MER'CI-FUL-LY, ad. Without mercy or tenderness.

UN-MER'CI-FOL-NESS, n. Cruelty ; want of tenderness.

tUN-MER'iT-A-BLE, a. Having no desert. Shak.

UN-MER'IT-ED, a. Not merited
;
not deserved.

UN-MER'JT-ED-NESS, n. State of being undeserved. Boyle.
UN-MER-J-TO'RI-OUS,* a. Not meritorious. Ash.
UN-MET', a. Not met

; not encountered. B. Jonson.

UN-MET-A-MOR'PHOSED,* (un-mgt-a-mor'fost) a. Not met-
amorphosed. Ash.

UN-MET-A-PHY?'I-CAL,* a. Not metaphysical. JV. A. Rev.

UN-METH'PD-IZED,* (un-meth'9d-lzd) a. Not methodized.
Ash.

UN-MIGH'TY, (un-ml'te) a. Not powerful ; weak. Todd.
UN-MILD', a. Not mild; fierce.

UN-MILD'NESS, n. Want of mildness. Milton.

UN-MIL'I-TA-RV,* a. Not military. JVapier.

UN-MILKED', (fin-milkf) a. Not milked. Pope.
UN-MILLED', (un-mild') a. Not milled, as a coin.

UN-MIND'ED, a. Not minded
; not regarded.

UN-MIND'FUL, a. Not mindful; careless; forgetful; negli-
gent; inattentive; heedless.

UN-MIND'FUL-LY, ad. Negligently ; carelessly. Scott.

UN-MIND'FOL-NESS, n. Carelessness
; heedlessness.

UN-MIN'GLE, v. a. To separate things mixed. Bacon. [R.]
tUN-MiN'GLE-A-BLE, a. Not susceptive of mixture. Boyle.
UN-MIN'GLE D, (un-ming'gld) a. Unmixed

; pure.
UN-MJ-RXC'U-LOUS,* a. Not miraculous. Young.
UN-MI'RY, a. Not miry ;

not fouled with dirt. Gay.
UN-MISSED', (fin-mist') a. Not missed. Gray.
UN-MIS-TAK'A-BLE,* a. Not to be mistaken. Ch. Ob.
UN-MIS-TA'KEN,* (un-mjs-ta'kn) a. Not mistaken. Smart.
UN-MIT'I-GA-BLE, a. That cannot be softened. Shak.

UN-MtT'i-GAT-ED, a. Not mitigated ; not softened.
UN-MIXED', (un-mikst') a. Not mixed or mingled.
UN-MIXT', a. Unmixed. Milton.

UN-MOANED', (un-mond') a. Not lamented. Shale.

UN-MOD'I-FIED,* (Qn-mod'e-fid) a. Not modified. Burke.
UN-MOD'V-LAT-ED,* a Not modulated. Shelley.
UN-MOIST', a. Not moist

; not wet. Phillips.

UN-MO!ST'ENED, (Qn-moi'snd) a. Not made wet.

UN-MQ-LEST^ED, a. Not molested ; not disturbed.

UN-MOL'LI-FI-A-BLE,* a. Not mollifiable. Ash.

UN-MdL'Li-FiED,* (un-mol'e-fId) a. Not mollified. Ash.
UN-MQ-MEN'TOVS,* a. Not momentous. Campbell.
UN-MON'EYED, (un-mun'jd) a. Having no money.
fUN-MQ-Nop'o-LiZE, v. a. To recover or free from mo-

nopoly. Milton.

UN-MOOR', v. a. [i. UNMOORED ; pp. UNMOORING, UNMOORED.]
(Naut.~) To take up one of the two anchors by which a

ship is moored. Brande. To loose from land by taking up
the anchors. Pope.

UN-MOR'AL-IZED, (un-mor'ftl-izd) a. Not moralized.

UN-MORT'GAGED, (un-mbr'gajd) a. Not mortgaged.
UN-MOR'TI-FIED, (un-mor'te-f id) a. Not mortified.

UN-M6TH'ER-LY,*a. Not motherly. Smart. [Milton.
UN-MOULD', (un-mold') v. a. To change as to the form.

UN-MOUL'DER-ING,* a. Not mouldering. Bryant.
UN-MoONT'ED,*a. Not mounted. Southey.
UN-MOURNED', (un-mornd') a. Not mourned or lamented.
tUN-MOV'A-BLE, a. Immovable. Locke.

fUN-MOV'A-BLY, ad. Immovably. Ellis.

UN-MOVED', (u'n-movd') a. Not moved
;
not changed ; not

affected
;
unaltered by passion ;

calm
; quiet.

UN-MOV'ED-LY,* ad. Quietly; without emotion. Locke.

UN-MOV'ING, a. Having no motion; unaffecting.
UN-MOWED',* or UN-MOWN',* a. Not mowed or mown
4i*.

UN-MUF'FLE, v. a. To remove a muffle from. Milton.

UN-MULLED',* (un-muld') a. Not mulled. Ash.

UN-MUR'MVRED, (un-mur'murd) a. Not murmured at.

UN-MiJR'MUR-tNG,* a. Not murmuring. jR. Pollok.

UN-MU'I-CAL, a. Not musical
;
not harmonious.

UN-MU'^J-CAL-LY,* ad. Not musically. Ash.

UN-MU'TI-LAT-ED,* a. Not mutilated. London.
UN-MUZ'ZLE, v. a. [i. UNMUZZLED ; pp. UNMUZZLING, UN
MUZZLED.] To loose from a muzzle.

UN-MUZ'Z_LED,* (iin-muz'zld) a. Not muzzled. Burke.

UN-MYS-TE'RI-ODS,* a. Not mysterious. Young.
UN-NAIL',* . a. To deprive of nails; to draw nails from.

Evelyn.
UN-NAMED', (un-namd') a. Not named; not mentioned.
UN-NA"TION-AL,* (un-nash'un-al) a. Not national. JV. Brit-

on.
_

UN-NA'T]VE, a. Not native
; foreign. Thomson.

UN-NAT'V-RAL, (un-nat'yu-r^l) a. Not natural
; contrary to

nature
; contrary to the common instincts

; acting with-
out the affections implanted by nature : forced

; affect-
ed ; artificial.

UN-NAT'V-RAL-IZE, v. a. To make unnatural. Hales.

UN-NXT'U-RAL-LY, ad. Not naturally; in opposition to
nature.

UN-NAT'U-RAL-NSS, n. Contrariety to nature. Sidney
UN-NAV'I-GA-BLE, a. Innavigable. Cowley.
UN-NAV'I-GAT-ED, a. Not navigated ;

not sailed over.

UN-NE<?'ES-SA-R'I-LY, ad. Without necessity ; needlessly.
UN-NE^'ES-SA-RI-NESS, n. State of being unnecessary.
UN-NE^'ES-SA-RY, a. Not necessary ; needless

; useless.

UN-NE-CES'SJ-TXT-ED,* a. Not necessitated. Smart.

UN-NEED'ED,*a. Not needed. Wilson.

UN-NEED'FUL, a. Not wanted
;
needless. Milton.

UN-NEIGH'BORED,* (fin-na'burd) a. Not neighborly or near.
Cowper.

UN-NEIGH'BOR-LY, (un-na'bor-le) a. Not neighborly ;
not

kind ; not suitable to the duties of a neighbor.
UN-NEIGH'BOR-LY, (un-na'b9r-le) ad. In a manner not

suitable to a neighbor ; with malevolence. Shak.

fUN-NER'VATE, a. Enervate; weak. Broome.

UN-NERVE', v. a. [i.
UNNERVED

; pp. UNNERVING, UN-

NERVED.] To deprive of force ; to enfeeble. Addison.

UN-NERVED', (un-nervd') a. Weak ; feeble. SAaJt.

UN-NES'TLE,* (un-nes'sl) v. a. To dislodge ;
to eject. Bacon.

fUN-NETH', ) ad. Scarcely ; hardly : not without diffi-

fUN-NETHES', ) cully. Spenser.

UN-NtG'GARD-LY,* a. Not niggardly ;
liberal. Tucker.

fUN-NO'BLE, a. Not noble
; ignoble. Shak.

}UN-NO'BLY, ad. Ignobly. Beaum. fy Fl.

UN-NOM'I-NAT-ED,* a. Not nominated. Ash.

UN-NOT'ED, a. Not noted
;
not observed ;

not heeded.

UN-NO'TICED, (un-no'tjst) a. Not noticed ; not observed.

UN-NO'TI-F!ED,* (5n-n5'te-fld) a. Not notified. Ash.

UN-NO OR'JSHED,* (un-nur'isht) a. Not nourished. Daniel.

UN-NUM'BERED, (-berd) a. Not numbered; innumerable.

UN-NURT'VRED, (un-nurt'ynrd) a. Not nurtured.

UN-NU-TRI"TIOUS,* a. Not nutritious. Ed. Rev.

UN-Q-BEYED', (un-o-bild') a. Not obeyed. Milton.

UN-OB-JECT'ED, a. Not objected ; not opposed.
UN-QB-JEC'TIQN-A-BLE, (un-gb-jek'shun-a-bl) a. That
cannot be objected against.

UN-Q-BLIGED',* (un-o-blljd') a. Not obliged. Ash.

UN-PB-LIT'ER-AT-ED,* a. Not obliterated. Grant.

UN pB-N6x'ious, (iin-ob-nok'shus) a. Not obnoxious ;
not

liable ;
not exposed to any hurt.

UN-QB-SCURED', (un-9b-skurd') a. Not obscured.
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a. Not obsequious. Smith.

IJN-pB-SE'Qui-ous-NESS, n. Want of obsequiousness.

tJN-pB-ijfERV'A-BLE, a. Not observable ;
not to be observed ;

not discoverable.

tJN-pB-i-JERV'ANCE, 7i. Inattention; regardlessness.
tTN-pB-ERV'ANT, a. Not observant ;

inattentive.

tJN-OB-!JERVED', (-zervd') o. Not observed ;
not heeded.

tJN-pB-ERV'ED-LY, ad. Without being observed. Patrick.

tJN-OB-ijERV'JiVG, a. Not observing; inattentive.

DN-PB-STRUCT'ED, a. Not obstructed
;
not hindered.

tJN-pB-STRfJCT'iVE, a. Not raising any obstacle.

tJN-pB-TAlN'A-BLE,* a. Not to be obtained. Pratt.

tJN-pB-TAiNED', (-land') a. Not obtained
;
not acquired.

tTN-pB-TRUD'ED,* a. Not obtruded. Ash.

tJN-OB-TR0D'iN&,* a. Not obtruding ;
modest. Reed.

tJN-pB-TRt'siVE, a. Not obtrusive ;
not forward ;

modest.

tJN-pB-TRtl'sivE-LY,* ad. In an unobtrusive manner.
Knonlcs.

tJN-pB-TRu'siVE-NESS,* n. Quality of being unobtrusive.

Month. Rev.'

tFN-OB'vj-OUS, a. Not obvious; not readily occurring.

tJN-pc-CA'IpNED,*(-zhund) a. Not occasioned. Warbiurton.

tJN-Sc'cy-PlED, (un-ok'u-pid) a. Not occupied.

tlN-pp-FEND'ED, a. Not offended. Johnson.

tJN-OF-FEND'iNG, a. Not offending ; harmless; innocent.

ttJN-pF-FEN'siVE, a. Inoffensive. Fell.

tJN-OF'FERED, (un-offerd) a. Not offered or proposed.

tJN-pF-Fl'"ciAL,,* (un-of-flsh'al) a. Not official. Qw. Rev.

tJN-pF-Fl"ciAL-LY,*arf. In an unofficial manner. Hale.

tJN-pF-Fi"cioys,* (un-9f-/ish'us) a. Not officious. Milton.

tJN-OF'TEN, (un-of'fn) arf. Rarely. Harris. [R.]

tJN-qlL,',
v. a. To free from oil. Dryden.

tJN-biLED', (un-oild') a. Not smeared with oil. Young.
tJN-6'pENED, (un-o'pnd) a. Not opened ; not unclosed.

tlN-6'PEN-lNG, (un-6'pn-jng) a. Not opening. Pope.

ttJN-oP'ER-A-T'fVE, a. Inoperative. South.

tJN-pP-P6sED', (un-op-pozd') a. Not opposed.
tJN-pp-pRESSED',* (un-<?p-prest') a. Not oppressed. Lee.

tJN-pP-PRES'SIVE,* a. Not oppressive. Burke.

tiN-pR-DAiNEB',* (-dand') a. Not ordained. Ch. Spectator.

tJN-OR'DERED,* (un-or'derd) a. Not ordered. Daniel.

ttJiV-oR'DER-LY, a. Disorderly. Sanderson.

f-fJN-OR'Di-NA-RY, a. Unusual ;
uncommon. Locke.

tJi\-OR'GAN-lzED, (un-or'gan-Izd) a. Not organized; in-

organized. Grew.

tJN-6-R?-EN'TAL,* a. Not oriental. Byron.
tTN-p-RiG'i-NA'L,, a. Not original.

tJN-p-Rl^'l-NAT-ED, a. Not originated ; ungenerated.
tJN-oR-NA-MENT'AL, a. Not ornamental ; plain.

tJN-5R'NA-MENT-ED, a. Not ornamented
;
not adorned.

tJN-OR'THp-Dpx, a. Not orthodox
;_
heterodox.

tjN-os-TEN-TA'xioys, (un-os-ten-ta'shus) a. Not ostenta-

tious ;
not boastful ;

modest.

ftN-Ss-TEN-TA'Tloys-LY,* ad. Not ostentatiously. Knox.

tfN-os-TEN-TA'TlPys-NESS,*n. Freedom from ostentation

Allen.

tJN-o\VED', (-od') a. Not owed. [fHaving no owner. Shak.

tJN-OWNED', (un-ond') a. Not owned
; having no owner.

,* (-izd) a. Not acidified by oxygen. UretJN-Sx'Y-GEN-IZED
No
(un-pas'e-f Id) a pacified or calmed.

tJN-PA-clF'lC, a. Not pacific ; not gentle.

tJN-PA9'!-FiED, (un-pas'e-f Id)
a. Not

tFN-PXcK', v. a. [i.
UNPACKED ; pp. UNPACKING, UNPACKED.

To open what is packed up ;
to disburden ;

to exonerate

to open.
t?N-pXcKED', (un-pakt') a. Not packed; not collected.

tJN-PA'GAN-iZE,*t>. a. To divest of paganism. Cudworth.

UN-PAID', (un-pad') a. Not paid ; not discharged.

tJN-PAiNEl>', (un-pand') a. Not pained ; suffering no pain.

tJN-PAlN'FUL, a. Not painful ; giving no pain.

tJN-PA!NT',*t>. a. To efface painting or color. Parnell.

'pN-PAlNT'ED,* a. Not painted. Fo. Qit. Rev. [ton
"JN-PAIRED',* (un-pard')a. Not paired ;

not matched. New
JN-PXL.'A-TA-BLE,a. Not palatable ; nauseous; disgusting

UN-PALLED', *
(un-plld') a. Not palled ;

not made insipid
Smart.

t5N-pXM'PERED,*(un-pam'perd) a. Not pampered
""IN-PXR'A-DISE, v. a. To deprive of happiness like that o

paradise. Young.
TN-PXR'A-GONED, (un-p'dr'a-gond) a. Unmatched. Shak.

JN-PAR'AL-LELED, (un-par'al-leld) a. Having no paralle
or equal ; not matched ;

not to be matched.

iN-pXR'AL,-YZED,* un-par'al-Izd) a. Not paralyzed. Goodt
)N-PXR'A-PHRA ED >* (-frazd) a. Not paraphrased. Ash.

tJN-PARCHED',* (Qn-p'archf) a. Not parched. Crashaw.

tJN-PAR'DON-A-BLE,(un-p'ar'dn-a-bl)a. [impardonnable, Fr.

That cannot be pardoned or forgiven ; irremissible.

tJN-PAR'DON-A-BLE-NESS,* 7i. Quality of being unpardon
able. Tillotson.

tJN-PAR'DON-A-BLY, (-par'dn-a-ble) ad. Beyond forgiveness
tJN-pXR'DONED, (un-par'dnd) a. Not pardoned or forgiven
CN-PAR'DPN-ING, (un-par'dn-ing) a. Not forgiving.
tJN-pARED',

5"
(un-pard') a. Not pared. Ash.

CN-PAR-LIA MENT'A-RI-NESS, (un-par-le-me'nt'a-re-nes) n

Contrariety to the rules of parliament. Clarendon.

N-PAR-LIA-MENT'A-RY, (un-par-le-mcnt'a-re) a. Not par
liamentary ; contrary to the rules of parliament.
N-PA-Ro'jeHl-AL-iZE,* v. a. To exclude from a parish.
Brit. Grit.

N-P^RT'ED, a. Not parted ; undivided.

tJN-PAR'TiAL, (un-par'shal) a. Impartial. Sanderson.
tJN-PAR'TiAL-LY, ad. Impartially. Hooker.

,* a. Not participated. Cowper.
JN-PAR-TJ^'I-PAT-ING,* a. Not participating. Coleridge.
JN-PART'NERED,* (un-part'nerd) o. Having no partner j

JV. A. Rev.

JN-PASS'A-BLE, a. Admitting no passage ; impassable ; not

current, as money. Locke.

tJN-piss'A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being unpassable. Evelyn.
tJN-PXs'siQN-ATE, (-pas'shun-at) a. Dispassionate. Wotton.

tlN-pXs'siQN-AT-ED, a. Dispassionate. Olanville.

tJN-PXs'siQN-ATE-LY, ad. Dispassionately. K. Charles.

tTN-PXs'sipNED,* (un-pash'und) a. Free from passion.
Temple.

5N-Pis'Tp-RAL, a. Not pastoral ; not rural. Warton.

JN-PXTCHED',* (un-pachf) a. Not patched. Scott.

3N-pATHEi>', (un-p4thd') a. Not pathed ;
untracked.

JN-PA-THET'IC, a. Not pathetic; not passionate.

tJN-PiTH'wAYED,* (un-path'wad) a. Having no pathway.
Wordsworth. [OTIC.

5N_pA_XRI-OT'lC,* a. Not patriotic. QM. Rev. See PATRI-

5N-pA-TRi-6T'f-CAL-LV,* ad. Not patriotically. Williams.

DN-PXT'RQN-IZED, (un-pat'r^n-Izd) a. Not having a patron.

BN-PXT'TERNED, (un-pat'ternd) a. Having no pattern.

DN-PAU'PER-iZED,*(-per-Izd) a. Not pauperized. Qit. Rev.

DN-PAVED', (iin-pavd') a. Not paved. HakewM.

tTN-pA-viL'lQNED,* (un-pa-vil'yund)a. Having no pavilion

Shelley.

N-PAWNED', (-piwnd')a- Not pawned ;
not pledged. Pope.

tlN-PAY', (fin-pa') v. a. Not to pay. Dryden. To undo. Shak.

[Ludicrous and rare.]

tJN-PAY'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be paid. South.

tJN-Pf:ACE'A-BLE, a. Not peaceable ; quarrelsome.

tJN-PEACE'FOc, a. Not peaceful ; unpacific; violent.

CN-PEELED',* (un-peld') a. Not peeled; not deprived of

the peel. Ash.

tlN-PEG', V. a. [L UNPEGGED
J pp. UNPEGGING, UNPEGGED.]

To loose from pegs ;
to take a peg out from.

tJN-PEL,T'ED,* a. Not pelted. Ash.

tJN-PEN',* v. a. To open ;
to set free. BlacJcstone.

tJN-PEN'ciLLED,* (uu-pen'sild) a. Not pencilled. Feltham.

ttJN-PEN'E-TRA-BLE, a. Impenetrable. Herbert.

tJN-pEN'E-TRAT-ED,* a. Not penetrated. Ash.

ftJN-PEN'l-TENT, a. Impenitent. Sandys.

tw-PENNED',* (un-pend') a. Not penned. Ash.

tTN-PEN'siQNED, (un-pen'shund) a. Not pensioned. Pope.

tJN-PEO'PLE, (un-pe'pl) v. a. [i. UNPEOPLED ; pp. UNPEO-

PLING, UNPEOPLED.] To depopulate ;
to deprive of in-

habitants. Spenser.

tJN-PER-CEiv'A-BLE, (un-per-sev'a-bl) a. Imperceptible.
Pearson. [R.]

tJN-PER-ciiiVED', (-per-sevd') a. Not perceived or observed.

tJN-pER-CEiv'ED-LY,'(un-per-s6v'ed-le) ad. So as not to be

perceived. Boyle.

ttJN-PER'FECT, a. Imperfect. Peacham.

tJN-PER'FECT-ED, a. Not perfected ;
not completed.

ftw-pMR'FEcT-LY, ad. Imperfectly. Hal.es.

ftJN-PER'FECT-NESS, re. Imperfection. Ascham.

tJN-PER-FORMED', (-fbrmd') a. Not performed ;
not done.

tJN-PER-FORM'iNG, a. Not performing ; not doing.

tm-PER-FUMED',* (un-per-fumd') a. Not perfumed. Ash.

ftJN-PER'lSH-A-BLE, a. Imperishable. Hammand.

tJN-PER'iSHED, (fin-pgr'jsht) a. Not perished or destroyed.

tJN-PER'lSH-lNG,* a. Not perishing. Coicper.

t5N-PER'JVRED, (un-per'jurd) a. Free from perjury.

tJN-PER-MiT'TED,* a. Not permitted. Potter.

tJN-PER-PtEx'jB. a. To relieve from perplexity. Donne.

tJN-pij:R-PL,EXED', (un-per-plekst') a. Not perplexed.

tnv-PER'sE-cuT-ED,* a. Not persecuted. Milton.

tJN-PER-SPlR'A-BLE, a. Not perspirable. Arbnthnot.

tJN-PER-suAD'A-BLE, (uii-per-swad'a-bl) a. Not to be per-
suaded

; impersuasible. Sidney.

tJN-PER-suAB'ED,* a. Not persuaded. More.

tJN-PER-suA's{VE,* (-per-swa'sjv) a. Not persuasive. Blair.

tJN-PE-RU$ED',* (un-pe-ruzd') a. Not perused. Ash.

CN-PER-VERT'ED,* a. Not perverted. Swift.

ON-PET'RI-FIED, (un-pet're-fid) a. Not petrified.

tJN-PHtL-AN-THROp'ic,* a. Not philanthropic. Carlyle.

tJN-PHiL-p-opH'ic,* a. Unphilosophical. Ash.

ON-PHtL-Q-sopH'i-CAi,, (un-f ilH?-zof 'e-kal) a. Not philo-

sophical ;
not consistent, with philosophy. [ner.

tJN-PHlL-Q-^OPH'i-CAL-LY, ad. In an unphilosophical man-

tJN-PHtL-p-^opii'i-CAL-Nfiss,
n. State of being unphilo-

sophical ; incongruity with philosophy.

ttJN-PHi-Los'p-pHizE, (un-fe-los'o-flz)
v. a. To degrade

from the character of a philosopher. Pope.

tJN-PHREN-p-LOG'j-CAi,,* a. Not phrenological. Phren.

Jour.

tJN-FHY'lCKED, (un-fIz'jkt) a. Not physicked.
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UN-PICKED',* (un-pikf) a. Not picked. Milton.

UN-P!CT-V-RSQUE',* (-resk') a. Not picturesque. Ed. Rev.

UN-PIERCE'A-BLE,* a. Not to be pierced. Southey.
UN-PIERCED', (un-persf) a. Not penetrated ; not pierced.
UN-PIL'LAGED,* (un-pil'lajd) a. Not pillaged. Glover.

UN-P!L'LARED, (un-pil'Iard) a. Not pillared.

UN-PIL'LOWED, (un-pll'lod) a. Wanting a pillow. Milton.

UN-Pi'LpT-ED,* a. Not piloted. Shelley.

UN-PIN', v. a. [i. UNPINNED ; pp. UNPINNINO, UNPINNED.]
To loose or open by taking out pins ;

to unfasten.

UN-PIN'IONED,* (-pln'yund) a. Not having pinions. Adair.

UN-PINKED', (un-plnkt'j a. Not pinked; not marked with

eyelet-holes. Shak.

UN-PINNED',* (un-pind') a. Not pinned ;
freed from pins.

Ash.

UN-P!T'I-A-BLE,* a. That is not to be pitied. Scott.

UN-piT'l-A-BLy,* ad. So as not to be pitied. Scott.

UN-PIT'JED, (un-pTt'jd) a. Not pitied or compassionated.
UN-PIT'I-FUL, a. Not pitiful ;

not exciting pity. Davies.

UN-PIT'I-FUL-LY, ad. Without pity; unmercifully. Shak.

UN-PIT'Y-ING, a. Having no pity or compassion. Granville.

tUN-PLA'cA-BLE, a. Implacable. Fotherby.

UN-PLACED', (un-plast') a. Not placed ; having no place.

UN-PLAGUED', (un-plagd') a. Not plagued or tormented.

UN-PLAIT'ED,* a. Not plaited ;
not braided. Addison.

UN-PLANNED',* (un-pland') a. Not planned. Ash.

UN-PLXNT'ED, a. Not planted : spontaneous. Waller.

UN-PLAS'TERED,* (un-plas'terd) a. Not plastered. Ash.

UN-PLAU'SI-BLE, a. Not plausible ; implausible. Clarendon.

fON-PLAU'siVE, a. Not approving. Shak.

UN-PLEAD'A-BLE, a. Not capable of being alleged in

pleading or plea. South.

UN-PLAS'ANT, (Sn-pleVant) a. Not pleasant , disagreea-
ble

;
troublesome ; uneasy.

UN-PLEAS'ANT-LY,ad. In an unpleasant manner ; uneasily.
UN-PLEA'ANT-NESS, n. State of being unpleasant.
UN-PLEAED', (un-plezd') a. Not pleased ;

not delighted.

UN-PLEAS'ING, (fin-plez'jng) a. Not pleasing; displeasing ;

disagreeable ;
offensive.

UN-PLEAS'ING-LY,* ad. So as to displease. Smart.

UN-PLEA'ING-NESS, n. Want of qualities to please. Mil-
ton.

tUN-PLEAs'iVE, a. Not pleasing. Bp. Hall.

UN-PLEAS'UR-A-BLE,* (un-plezh'ur-a-bl) a. Not pleasura-
ble. Coleridge.

UN-PLEDGED',* (fin-plejd') a. Not pledged. Burke.

UN-PLI'A-BLE,* a. Not pliable ;
not yielding. Holland.

UN-PLI'A-BLY,* ad. In an unpliable manner. Dr. Allen.

UN-PLI'ANT, a. Not pliant ; stiff; not easily bent.

UN-PL!'ANT-LY,* ad. In an unpliant manner. Johnson.

UN-PLIGIIT'ED,* (un-pllt'ed) a. Not plighted. Cole.

UN-PLOUGHED', (un-plbud') a. Not ploughed. Mortimer.

UN-PLUCKED',* (un-plukf) a. Not plucked. Crabbe.

UN-PLUMB',* (un-pliim') v. a. To deprive of plumb or lead.

Burke.

UN-PLUME', v. a. To strip of plumes ;
to degrade. Glanville.

UN-PLUN'DERED,* (un-pliin'derd) a. Not plundered. Smith.

UN-PO-ET'IC, ; a. Not poetical ;
not as becomes a poet ;

UN-PO-ET'J-CAL, ) prosaic.

UN-PQ-ET'I-CAL-LY, ad. In a manner unbecoming a poet.
UN-PO-ET'I-CAL-NESS,* n. State of being unpoetical. Ed.
Rev.

UN-POINT'ED, a. Not pointed ; having no point.

UN-POISED', (un-pblzd') a. Not poised ; wanting equipoise.
UN-POFSON, (un-pbi'zn) v. a. To remove poison from.

South.

UN-PO'LAR-IZED,* (un-po'lar-izd) a. Not polarized. P. Cyc.
UN-POL'l-ClED,* (un-pol'e-sid) a. Wanting policy. Shak.

UN-pdL'isHED, (un-pol'jsht) a. Not polished ; not bright-
ened by attrition

;
not civilized

;
not refined.

UN-PO-L!TE', a. Not polite ; impolite. Watts. [R.]
fUN-PO-LITE'NESS, n. Impoliteness. Blackwall.

UN-POLLED', (iin-pold') a. Not polled ;
not registered.

UN-PQL-LUT'ED, a. Not corrupted ;
not defiled.

UN-PON'DERED,* (un-p5n'derd) a. Not pondered. Ash.
UN-p6p'u-LAR, a. Not popular; not having public favor;

not fitted to please the people.

UN-POP-U-LXR'I-TY, n. State of being unpopular.
UN-PORT'A-BLE, a. Not portable. Raleigh.
UN-pdR'TiQNED, (un-por'shnd) a. Not portioned.
UN-PORT'U-ODS, (un-port'yu-us) a. Having no ports. Burke.

UN-POS-SESSED', (un-ppz-zest') a. Not possessed ;
not held.

UN-PO-SESS'}NG, a. Having no possession.

tUN-POS'si-BLE, a. Impossible. Bacon.

UN-POST'ED,* a. Not posted. Ash.

UN-PO'TA-BLE,* a. Not potable. Flint.

UN-POOND'ED,* a. Not pounded. Ash.

UN-PO\V'DERED,*(un-pbu'derd)a. Not powdered. Francis.

fUN-PRXc'Tl-CA-BLE, a. Impracticable. Boyle.

UN-PRXC'TISED, (un-prak'tjst) a. Not practised; unaccus-
tomed

;
raw

;
not known ; not familiar by use.

UN-PRAISE',* v. a. To deprive of praise. Young.
UN-PRAISED', (un prazd') a. Not celebrated

;
not praised.

UN-PREACHED',* (un-prechf) a. Not preached. Ash.

UN-PRE-CA'RI-OUS, a. Not precarious ;
certain.

UN-PRE-CED'ED,*a. Not preceded. J.Johnson.

UN-PREC'E-DENT-ED, a. Not precedented; not justified by
precedent ; unexampled.

UN-pREc'E-DENT-ED-LY,*ad. Without precedent. EC. Rev.

UN-PREC-E-DEN'TIAL,* a. Not warranted by precedent;
unprecedented. EC. Rev. [R.]

UN-PRE-CISE', a. Not precise ; loose. Warton.

UN-PRE-DES'TJ-NAT-ED,* a. Not predestinated. Ash.

UN-PRE-DICT', v. a. To retract prediction. Milton.

UN-PRE-DICT'ED,* a. Not predicted. Ash.

UN-PREF'ACED,* (un-pref 'ast) a. Not prefaced. Ash.

UN-PRE-FERRED', (un-pre-ferd') a. Not preferred ;
not ad-

vanced.

UN-PREG'NANT, a. Not pregnant ;
not prolific.

fUN-PRE-ju'Di-cATE, ) a. Not prepossessed ; unpreju-
tUN-pRE-ju'Dl-CAT-ED, j

diced. Bp. Hall.

UN-PREJ'U-DICED, (un-prej'u-dist) a. Not prejudiced ;
free

from prejudice ; free from prepossession.
UN-PREJ'V-DIC-ED-NESS, n. State of being unprejudiced.
UN-PRE-LXT'I-CAL, a. Not prelatical ;

unsuitable to a prel-
ate. Clarendon.

UN-PRE-MED'I-TATE,* a. Unpremeditated. Southey.

UN-PRE-MED'I-TAT-ED, a. Not premeditated ; extempora-
neous

;
not prepared in the mind beforehand.

UN-PRE-MED'I-TAT-ED-LY,* ad. Without premeditation.
Wilson.

UN-PRE-OC'CV-PIED,* (un-pre-ok'ku-pld) a. Not preoccu-
pied. Foster.

UN-PRE-PARED', (un-pre-pard') a. Not prepared ;
not ready ;

not fitted by previous measures.

UN-PRE-PAR'ED-NESS, re. State of being unprepared.
UN-PRE-PQS-SESSED', (un-pre-p9z-zesf) a. Not prepos-

sessed
; unprejudiced.

UN-PRE-POS-SESS'ING,* a. Not prepossessing. NoblP.

UN-PRE-SCRIBED',* (un-pre-skrlbd') a. Not prescribed. Bp.
Hall. [Rev.

UN-PRE-SENT'A-BLE,* a. That may not be presented. Qu.
UN-PRE-NT'ED,* a. Not presented. Strype.

UN-PRE-SERV'A-BLE,* a. Not preservable. Qu. Rev.

UN-PRE-SERVED',* a. Not preserved. Bowen.
UN-PRESSED', (un-prest') a. Not pressed ;

not enforced.

UN-pRE-UM'iNG,*a. Not presuming. Knox.

UN-PRE-SUMPT'V-OUS, (un-pre-zumt'yu-us) a. Not pre-

sumptuous-; submissive ; humble. Cowper.
UN-PRE-SUMPT'V-OUS-LY,* ad. Not presumptuously ;

not

arrogantly. Thacher.

UN-PRE-TND'|NG, a. Not pretending; not claiming merit.

UN-PRE-VAIL'JNG, a. Not prevailing ; failing.

UN-PREV'A-LENT,* a. Not prevalent. QM. Rev.

UN-PRE-VXR'I-CAT-ING,* a. Not prevaricating. Knox.

UN-PRE-VENT'ED, a. Not prevented ;
not hindered.

UN-PRICKED',* (un-prikt') a. Not pricked. Ash.

UN-PRIEST', v. a. To deprive of the orders of a priest. Mil-
ton.

UN-PRIEST'LY, a. Not priestly ;
unsuitable to a priest. Bale.

UN-PRIMED',* (un-prlmd') a. Not primed. Ash.

UN-PRlM'l-TlVE,*a. Not primitive. Waterland.

UN-PRINCE'LY, a. Unsuitable to a prince. K. Charles.

UN-PRIN'CI-PLED, (un-prln'se-pld) a. Devoid of principle ;

immoral
; iniquitous ;

not settled in tenets.

UN-PRIN'CI-PLED-NESS,* (un-prin'se-pld-nes) n. Want of

principle. Buckminster.

UN-PRINT'ED, a. Not printed. Pope.
UN-PRIS'ONED, (un-prl//znd) a. Not prisoned ;

set free.

UN-PRIV'I-LEGED,* (un-prlv'e-lejd) a. Not privileged.
Knox.

fUN-PRlz'A-BLE, a. Not valued; not of estimation. Shak.

UN-PRIZED^, (un-pnzd') a. Not prized ;
not valued.

UN-PRQ-CLAIMED', (un-pro-klamd') a. Not proclaimed.
UN-PRQ-CUR'A-BLE,* a. Not to be procured. Ash.

UN-pRp-cuRED',*(un-pro-kurd')a. Not procured. Bp. Tay
lor.

UN-PRO-DUCED',* (un-pr9-dusf) a. Not produced. Black-

more.

UN-PRQ-DUC'TIVE, a. Not productive ;
not efficient ; bar-

ren
;
unfruitful.

UN-PRO-DUC'TIVE-LY,* wZ. Not productively. E. Everett.

UN-PRO-FANE D', (un-prp-fand') a. Not profaned or vio-

lated.

UN-PRQ-FESSED',* (un-pr9-f est') a. Not professed. Words-
worth.

UN-PRO-FES'SION-AL,* (un-pro-fesh'un-al) a. Not profes-
sional. Tomlins.

UN-PRO-FES'SIQN-AL-LY,* (un-pro-fesh'un-al-le) ad. Not

professionally. West. Rev.

UN-PRQ-FI"CIEN-CY, (un-pro-f!sh'en-se) n. Want of pro-

ficiency. Bp. Hall.

UN-PROF'IT-A-BLE, a. Affording no profit ;
useless.

UN-PROF'IT-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of being unprofitable.

UN-PROF'IT-A-BLY, ad. Uselessly ;
without advantage.

UN-PROF'JT-ED, a. Having no gain. Shak.

UN-PRQ-GRESS'IVE,* a. Not progressive. Southey.

tTN-PRQ-HlB'lT-ED,*ffl. Not prohibited ;
lawful. Milton.
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CN-PRQ-JECT'ED, a. Not projected ;
not planned.

tJN-pRO-LfF'fC, a. Not prolific ;
barren

;
not productive.

tJN-pR6M'iSED,* (un-prom'jst) a. Not promised. Spenser.

tJN-pR6M'is-lN&, a. Not promising good ; giving no prom-
ise or appearance of excellence.

tJN-pROMPT'ED, a. Not prompted ;
not dictated.

tJN-pRQ-MDL'GAT-ED,* a. Not promulgated. Ash.

trN-PRO-NouNCE'A-BLE,*a. Not pronounceable. Walker.

tJN-FRO-NoONCED', (Qn-prp-nbunst') a. Not pronounced.
CTN-PROP',* v. a. To take the props from. Smart.

tJN-pR6p'A-GAT-ED,*<z. Not propagated. Ash.

ftJN-PROP'ER, a. Improper. Skak.

jtJN-PROP'ER-LY, ad. Improperly. Shak.

N-PR5PH'E-SIED,* (un-prof 'e-sld) a. Not prophesied. Ash.

tJN-PRO-PHET'ic,
'

; a. Not prophetical ;
not foretelling

tJN-pRQ-PHET'i-CAL, j
future events.

tJN-PRO-pi"Tl-AT-ED,* (un-prp-pish'e-ilt-ed) a. Not propi-
tiated. Ash.

'

tJN-PRO-pf'Tloys, (un-pr9-pTsh'us) a. Not propitious ;
un-

favorable
; inauspicious.

tJN-pRO-pFTioys-NESS,* n. Inauspiciousness. Moore.

ttFN-pRQ-pdR'TiQN-A-BLE, a. Disproportionable.
tt5N-pRO-POR'TiON-ATE, a. Disproportionate. Pearson.

tJN-pRO-POR'TiONED, (un-pr?-por'shund) a. Not propor-
tioned.

tJN-PRQ-p5ED', (iln-pr9-p5zd') a. Not proposed. Dryden.
CN-PROPPED', (un-propt') a. Not propped; not supported.
Dryden.

tJN-PROs'E-cuT-ED,* a. Not prosecuted. Ash.

tTN-PROS'E-LYT-ED,* a. Not proselyted. T. Scott.

tJN-PROs'pER-ous, a. Unfortunate; not prosperous.
tJN-PROs'PER-oOs-LY, ad. Unsuccessfully. Bp. Taylor.
tJN-PROs'pER-oDs-NESs, n. Want of prosperity. Hammond.
tJN-PROS'TRAT-ED,* a. Not prostrated. Ash.

tJN-PRp-TEcT'ED, a. Not protected ;
not supported.

GN-PRO-TECT'ING,* a. Not protecting. Neele.

tJN-pROT'Es-TANT-iZE,* v. a. To divest of Protestantism.
Froude.

tJN-pRO-TEST'ED,* a. Not protested. Ash.

tJN-pRp-TRtTD'ED,* a. Not protruded. Pennant.
tJN PROVED', (un-provd') a. Not proved ;

not tried.

tJN-pRO-viDE', v. a. To divest of provision. Shak.

tJrv-pRO-vip'ED, a. Not provided; not furnished.

tJN-pRp-VGKE',* v. a. To repel provocation. Shak.

ON-PRO-VOKED', (un-prg-vokt') a. Not provoked. Dryden.
tJN-pRp-voK'ED-LY,* ad. Without provocation. Davies.

tJN-pRO-voK'jNG, a. Giving no offence. Fleetwood.

tJN-pRy-DEN'TiAL, a. Not prudential ; imprudent.
tFN-PRtJNED', (un-prund') a. Not pruned ;

not lopped.
tJN-PtJB'Lic, a. Not public; private. Bp. Taylor.

CLN-PUB'LISHED, (un-pub'ljsht) a. Not published; secret;
unknown ; not given to the public.

tTN-pOLLED',* (un-puld') a. Not pulled ;
not plucked. Dry-

den.

tJN-pDL'vER-lZED,* (un-pul'ver-Izd) a. Not pulverized.
Ash.

tJN-pDNCT'v-AL,* (un-punkt'yu-al) a. Not punctual. Pope.
tJN-pDNCT-y-AL'j-Ty,* n. Want of punctuality. Sir O.
Head.

tJN-PUNCT'y-AL-LY,* ad. Not punctually. Dr. Allen.

tJN-pijN'iSH-A-BLE,* a. Not punishable. Hooper.
tJN-PUN'|SHED, (un-pun'jsht) a. Not punished.
tJN-p(jN'lSH-lNG,* a. Not punishing. Smart.

CN-PUR'CHAS-A-BLE,* a. That cannot be purchased. Cole-

ridge.

ttN-PUR'cHASED, (un-pur'chast) a. Not purchased.
ttJN-PURE', a. Not pure; impure. Donne.

tJN-PURGED', (un-purjd') a. Not purged; unpurified.
CN-PU'R{-FIED, (un-pu're-f Id) a. Not purified ; unclean.

tJN-PUR'pQSED, (un-piir'p9st) a. Not purposed.
t5N-PyR-SUED', (un-pur-sud') a. Not pursued. Milton.

tJN-PU'TRE-FlED, (un-pu'tre-f Id) a. Not putrefied.

tJN-QUXFFED',* (un-kwaft') a. Not quaffed. Smart.

tJN-QUA'KER,* v. a. To divest of duakerism. EC. Rev.

tJN-QUAK'lNG,* a. Not quaking. Wilson.

t7N-QUAL'i-FlED, (un-kwol'e-fId) a. Not qualified ; dis-

qualified ; not fit : not softened ; not abated.

t5N-QUAL'l-FlED-l/Y,*ad. In an unqualified manner. King:
ttN-QUAL'i-FiED-NESS, (un-kwol'e-f Ied-nes)n. State of be-

ing unqualified. Biblioth. Bibl.

ttJN-QUAL'j-FY, (un-kwol'e-fl) v. a. To disqualify. Addi-

, (un-kwol'e-tld) a. Deprived of the usual
faculties. Shak.

ftJN-QUAR'REL-A-BLE, (un-kwor'rel-a-bl) a. That cannot
be quarrelled with or impugned. Browne.

tfN-QUAR'TERED,* (un-kwar'terd) a. Not quartered. Ash.

tJN-QUKEN', v. a. To divest of the dignity of queen. Shak.

tJN-QUELL'A-BL.E,* a. Not to be quelled. Land. Mag:
EN-QUELLED', (un-kweld') a. Not quelled ; unsubdued.
t>N-QUENCH'A-BLE, (un-kwench'a-bl) a. That cannot be

quenched ; unexlinguishable ; inextinguishable.
t)N-QUENCH'A-BLE-NESS, n. Unextinguishableness.
CN-QUENCHED', (un-kwenchf) a. Not extinguished.

UNR

tJN-QUES'TipN-A-BLE, (un-kwest'yun-a-bl) a. That cannot
be questioned ; certain

; indubitable
; indisputable

tJN-QUEs'TiQN-A-BLE-NESS,* n. State of being unques-
tionable. Ash.

n. State of being unquestion-
able. Coleridge. [R.]

tJN-QUES'TipN-A-BLy, ad. Indubitably ; without doubt.

tJN-QUEs'TiONED, (un-kwest'yund) a. Not questioned ;
not

doubted
; indisputable.

ftJN-QUJCK', (un-kwik') a. Not quick; not alive. Daniel.

tJN-QUlcK'ENED, (un-kwlk'knd) a. Not quickened.
tJN-QUl'ET, (un-kwl'et) a. [inquiet, Fr.

; inquietus, L.] Not
quiet ; uneasy ;

disturbed
; restless.

ftJN-QUl'ET, v. a. To disquiet. Lord Herbert.

tJN-QUi'ET-LY, (un-kwi'et-le) ad. Without quiet or rest.

tJN-QUi'ET-Nfiss, n. Want of quiet ; restlessness.

ttm-QUi'E-TUDE, n. Unquietness ; disquietude. Wotton.

UN-QUILT'ED,* a. Not quilted. Ash.

tJN-QUOT'ED,* a. Not quoted ; not cited. Ash.

tJN-RlcKED', (un-rakt') a. Not racked
; not poured off.

tjN-RA'oi-AT-ED,* a. Not radiated. Ash.

tJN-RAiED',* (Qn-razd') a. Not raised. Shak.

ON-RAKED', (un-rakt') a. Not raked
; not covered.

tJN-RAMMED',* (un-rSmd') a. Not rammed. Ash.

tJN-RANGED',* (un-ranjd') a. Not ranged. Ford.

tJN-RXN'sAcKED, (un-ran'sakt) a. Not ransacked.

tJN-RXN'sQMED, (un-ran'sumd) a. Not ransomed.

tJN-RXPT'yRED,* (un-rapt'yurd) a. Not enraptured. Young.
tJN-RAsa',* a. Not rash ; prudent ;

cautious. Smart.

tFN-RAT'A-BLE,* a. Not liable to assessment. Burrow.
tJN-RXv'AGED,* (un-rav'ajd) a. Not ravaged. Burke.

tJN-RXv'EL, (un-rav'vl) v. a. [i. UNRAVELLED; pp. UNRAV-
ELLING, UNRAVELLED.] To disentangle; to extricate; to
clear ; to clear up the intrigue of a play ;

to separate unit-
ed parts ;

to unweave. See RAVEL.
tJN-RAV'EL, (un-rav'vl) v. n. To be unfolded. Young.
tJN-RXv'Et.-L.A-Bl.E,* a. Not to be ravelled. Phil. Mag:
tJN-Riv'EL-LER,* n. One who unravels. Franklin.

tJN-RXv'EL-MENT,* n. The act of unravelling. Sir E.

Brydges.
tTN-RXv'jSHED,* (un-rav'jsht) a. Not ravished. Ash.

tJN-RA'zpRED, (un-ra'zurd) a. Unshaven. Milton.

ON-REACHED', (iin-rechV) a. Not reached
;
not attained.

Dryden.
ON-READ', (un-re"d') a. Not read ; not publicly pronounced :

untaught; not learned in books. Dryden.
tJN-READ'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be read. J. Montgomery.
tJN-READ'j-Ly,* ad. Without being ready. Mitford.
tJN-READ'i-Nfiss, (un-red'e-nes) n. Want of readiness ;

want of promptness ;
want of preparation.

tJN-READ'y, (un-red'e) a. Not ready ;
not prepared ;

not fit ;

not prompt ; not quick ;
awkward.

tJN-RE'AL, a. Not real ; unsubstantial
; having only ap-

pearance ; imaginary.
tJN-RE-XL'j-Ty,* n. Want of reality. Southey.
tJN-RE'AL-iZE,* v. a. To take away the reality of. Cole-

ridge.

tJN-RE'AL-lZED,* (un-re'al-Izd) a. Not realized. Ash.

tJN-REAPED', (un-repf) a. Not reaped ;
uncut.

CN-REARED',* (un-rerd') a. Not reared
;
not raised up.

Ash.

CN-REA'ON,* (un-re'zn) n. Want of reason. Ed. Rev. [R.]

t5N-REA'ON-A-BLE,(un-re'zn-a-bl)a. Not reasonable ; con-

trary to reason
;
exorbitant

;
immoderate

;
irrational.

tJN-REA'ON-A-BL,E-NESS, (un-re'zn-a-bl-nes) n. State of

being unreasonable ; inconsistency with reason
; exorbi-

tance.

tJN-REA'ON-A-Bi,y, (un-re'zn-a-ble) ad. In an unreasona-
ble manner ; immoderately ; exorbitantly.

tJN-REA'ONED,* (un-re'znd) a. Not reasoned. Smart.

tJN-REA'ON-iNG,* (un-re'zn-ing) a. Not reasoning. Moore.

ft^N-REAVE', (un-rev') v. a. To unwind ;
to unravel. Bp.

Hall.

ttJN-RE-BAT'ED, a. Not blunted. Hakewitt.

trN-RE-BOK'A-BLE, o. Not rebukable
;
not censurable.

tJN-RE-BUKED',*(un-re-bukt') a. Not rebuked. Homilies.

tTN-RE-CALLED',* (un-re-kald') a. Not recalled. Young.
tJN-RE-cXNT'ED,* a. Not recanted. Qu. Rev,

tJN-RE-CEiVED', (un-re-sevd') a. Not received. Hooker.

tJN-RECK'oNED, (un-rek'knd) a. Not reckoned. Todd.

tJN-RE-CLAIM'A-BL,E,* a. Irreclaimable. Smart.

tfN-RE-CLAlMED', (un-re-klamd') a. Not reclaimed.

ttN-RE-cLAlM'|NG,* a. Not reclaiming. Shelley.

tJN-RE-c5G'Nl-ZA-BLE,* a. Not recognizable. Coleridge.

tJN-REc'QG-NlZED *
(un-rek'gg-nlzd) a. Not recognized.

Ed. Rev.

tJN-REc'QM-MEND-ED,* a. Not recommended. Knox.

tJN-REc'OM-PENSED,* (un-rek'9m-penst) a. Not recom-

pensed. Hall.

tJN-REC-QN-ciL'A-BLE, a. Irreconcilable. Shak.

tlN-REC'QN-ciLED, (un-rek'pn-sild) a. Not reconciled.

tJN-RE-coRD'ED, a. Not recorded ;
not registered.

tJN-RE-c60NT'ED, a. Not recounted ;
not related.

ttJN-RE-c6v'ER-A-BLE, a. Irrecoverable. Feltham.
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, (fin-re-kuv'erd) a. Not recovered.

tTN-RC-CROlT'A-BLE, a. That cannot be recruited. Milan.
tJN-RE-CRGlT'ED,* a. Not recruited. Fuller.

"ON-REc'Tj-FlED,* (un-rek'te-fId) a. Not rectified. Henry.
tJN-RE-cOM'BENT,* a. Not recumbent. Cowper.
fON-RE-cpR'iNG, a. Irremediable. Shak.
ON-RE-DEEM'A-BLE,* a. Irredeemable. Smart.

ON-RE-DEEMED',* (un-re-demd') a. Not redeemed. Tay-
lor.

tJN-RE-DRssED',*(un-re-drest')a. Not redressed. Spenser.
tFN-RE-DUCED', (un-re ddst') a. Not reduced. Davies.

tbr-RE-Du'ci-BLE, a. Not reducible
;
irreducible. Ash.

tJN-RE-Du'ci-BLE-NESs, . Impossibility of being reduced.
South.

tm-REEVE',* v. a. (JVaiU.) To pull out of a block, thimble,
or pulley, as a rope. Mar. Diet.

tJN-RE-FlNED', (un-re-flnd')a. Not refined. Cleaveland.

tJN-RE-FLECT'ED,* a. Not reflected, Ash.

tJN-RE-FLECT'jNG,* a. Not reflecting. Young. [mond.
tiN-RE-FORM'A-BL'E, a. That cannot be reformed. Ham-
UN-RE-FORMED', (fin-re-ftfrmd') a. Not reformed.
tJN-RE FRXCT'ED, a. N~ot refracted. Newton.

tJN-RE-FRESHED', (un-re-fresht') a. Not refreshed.

ttJN-RE-FRESH'Ft)L,*a. 'Not refreshing. Scott. [R.]

tJN-RE-FRESH'iNG,* a. Not refreshing. Smith,.

tJN-RE-F{JND'ED,* a. Not refunded. Ash.

ON-RE-FU'ING,* a. Not refusing; complying. Thomson.

tJN-RE-FUT'ED,* a. Not refuted. Ed. Rev.

tJN-RE"'GAL,* a.,
Not regal ; unworthy of a king. Ed. Rev.

tJN-RE-GARD'ED, a. Not regarded ; disregarded.
ON-RE-GEN'ER-A-CY, . State of being ur> regenerate. Ham-
mond.

"&N-RE-GN'ER-ATE, a. Not regenerate ; unconverted j
not

brought to a new life.

tJN-RE-GEN'ER-AT-ED,* a. Not regenerated. Knox.

tJN-RE-9EN-ER-A'Tl<?N,*. Want of regeneration. H. Mar-
tyn.

tJN-REG'is-TERED, (un-rej'js-terd) a. Not registered.

tTN-RE-GRET'TED,* a. Not regretted ; not lamented. Knox.

tJN-REG'y-LAT-ED,* a. Not regulated. Boswell.

tTN-RE-HEARSED',* (un-re-hersf) a. Not rehearsed. Pol-

lok.'

tJN-RElN',* (un-ran_')
r. a. To relax the rein. Addison.

UN-REINED', (un-rand') a. Not reined
; not restrained.

ON-RE-JCT'ED,* a. Not rejected, Ash.

tJN-RE-joicED',* (un-re-jolsf) a. Not rejoiced. Words-
worth.

tJN-RE-jqTc'iNG, a. Not rejoicing ; unjoyousj sad.

tJN-RE-LAT'ED, a. Not related
;
not allied.

tJN-REL'A-TlvE, a. Not relative ; having no relation.

tJN-REL'A-TlVE-LY, ad. Without relation to anything else.

tJN-RE-LXxED',* (un-re-laksl') a. Not relaxed. Congreve.
ON-RE-LXX'ING,* a. Not relaxing. Wordsworth.

tJN-RE-LENT'ED,* a. Not relented. Scott.

tJN-RE-i.ENT'jNG, a. Not relenting ;
hard ; cruel.

tJN-RE-Ll'_A-BLE,* a. That is not to be relied on. Shields.

t)N-RE-LiEV'A-BLE, (un-re-lev'a-bl) a. Admitting no suc-
cor. Boyle.

UN-RE-LIEVED', (un-re-levdM a. Not relieved
;
not eased.

tJN-RE-LlG'ioVs,* (un-re-lij'us) a. Not religious ;
irre-

ligious. Wordsworth.

"&N-RE-LtN'QUjSHED,* (un-re-llng'kwjsht) a. Not relin-

quished. Cowper.
,tJN-REL'isHED,* (un-rel'jslit) a. Not relished. Drayton.
ON-RE-L,{JC'TANT,* a. Not reluctant. Cowper.
"tJN-RE-LOc'TANT-LY,* ad. Not reluctantly. Scott.

tJN-RE-MARK'A-BLE', a. Not remarkable. Digby.
tJN-RE-MARKED',* (un-re-markt') a. Not remarked. Smart.

tJN-RE-ME'Dj-A-BLE, a. Irremediable. Sidney.
tJN-REM'E-DiED, (iin-rem'e-did) a. Not remedied.

tJN-RE-MEM'BERED, (un-re-mem'berd) a. Not remembered.
tiN-RE-MEM'BER-lNG, a. Not remembering.
tfN-RE-MiJM'BRANCE, n. Want of remembrance. Watts.

tJN-RE-MlND'ED,* a. Not reminded. Foster.

tJN-RE-MlT'TED,* a. Not remitted
; constant. Burke.

tJN-RE-M'fT'TiNG, a. Not remitting ; persevering.

tJN-RE-M|T'T!NG-L,* ad. Without intermission. Halford.
tJN-RE-MORSE'LESS,* a. Not remorseless. Cowley.
ttJN-RE-MOV'A-BLE, a. Irremovable. Sidney.
ttJN-RE-MOV'A-BLE-Nfiss, n. Irremovableness. Bp. Hall.

ftJN-RE-MOV'A-BLy, ad. Irremovably. Shak.

T5N-RE-M6VED', (un-re-m&vd') a. Not removed.
tJN-RE-Mu'NER-AT-ED,* a. Not remunerated. Jlsh.

tJN-RE-NEWED', (un-re-nud') a. Not made anew
;
not re-

newed.
tJN-REN'p-VAT-ED,* a. Not renovated. Jlsh,

tJN-RE-NOV^NED',* (un-re-nbund') a. Not renowned; not
famous. Pollok.

ON-RENT',* o. Not rent
;
not torn. Burke.

tiN-RENT'ED,* a. Not rented. Jlsh.

ON-RE-PAID', a. Not repaid ; not recompensed.
tJN-RE-pAlRED',* (un-re-pard') a. Not repaired. B. Jonson.

CN-RE-PEAL'A-BLE,* a. Not repealable ; irrepealable. Cow-
per.

', (un-ro-peld') a. Not repealed or revoked
tJN-RE-pKAT'ED,* a. Not repeated. Milton.

tJN-RE-PELLED',* (un-re-peld') a. Not repelled. Jlsh.

tJN-RE-pENT'A-BLE;* a. Not to be repented of. Pollok.

tJN-RE-pEN'T'ANCE, n. Impenitence. Wharton.

tJN-RE-PENT'ANT, a. Not repentant ; impenitent.
tJN-RE-pENT'ED, a. Not repented of; not expiated by

penitential sorrow. Hooker.

tJN-RE-pNT'iNG, a. Not repenting ; impenitent.
tlN-RE-piN'iNG, a. Not repining ; not complaining.
tJN-RE-puv'jNG-LY, ad. Without repining ;

without peevish
complaint. Walton.

tJN-RE-PLEN'jSHED, (un-re-pleWjsht) a. Not replenished.
tJN-RE-PORT'ED,* a. Not reported. JV. A. Rev.

t)N-RE-POSED',* (un-re-pozd') a. Not reposed. Smart.

tJN-REP-Rfe-ENT>ED,* a. Not represented. Williams.

tJN-RE-pRESSED',* (un-re-presf) a. Not repressed. Sir W.
Scott.

tJN-RE-PRE_s'si-BLE,* a. Irrepressible. Dr. Barton.

tJN-RE-pRiEV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be reprieved.
TJN-RE-PRIEVED', (un-re-prevd') a. Not reprieved ; not

respited.

ON-REP'Rj-MjtND-ED,* a. Not reprimanded. Jlsh.

tJN-RE-FROACH'A-BLE,* a. Irreproachable. Blackstone.

tJN-RE-pROACHED', (un-re-prochf) a. Not censured.

tlN-RE-pROACH'FOL,* a. Not reproachful. Gray.
tJN-RE-pROACH'lNG,* a. Not reproaching. Alison.

tJN-RE-pROv'A-BLE, a. Not liable to blame or reproof; ir-

reprovable. Col. i.

tJN-RE-pROVED', (un-re-provd') a. Not reproved; not cen-
sured.

tJN-RE-pOG'NANT, a. Not repugnant ; not opposite.

ftJN-REP'y-TA-BLE, a. Disreputable. Rogers.
tJN-RE-PUT'ED,* a. Not reputed. Ash.

tTN-RE-QUEST'ED, fl. Not requested ; not asked.

tJN-RE-quiRED',* (un-re-kwlrd') a. Not required. Words-
worth.

tJN-RE-QUiT'A-BLE, a. Not requitable ;
not to be retaliated.

tJN-RE-QulT'ED,* a. Not requited ;
not compensated.

tJN-RE-sc'fND'ED,* a. Not rescinded. Ash.

tJN-REs'cuED,* (un-reVkud) a. Not rescued. EC. Rev.

tJN-RE-ENT'ED, a. Not regarded with anger.
tJN-RE-ENT'jNG,* a. Not resenting. Coleridge.

tJN-RE-SERVE', n. Absence of reserve ;
frankness. Warton.

tlN-RE-ERVED', (un-re-zervd') a. Not reserved ; frank.

tlN-RE-ERV'ED-Ly, ad. Without reserve
; openly.

tJN-RE-ERV'ED-NSS, n. Unlimitedness ; openness ;
frank-

ness.

tJN-RE-lGNED',* (un-re-zlnd') a. Not resigned. Wilson.

t)N-RE-isT'ED, a. Not resisted ; not opposed.
tJN-RE-IST'|-BL,E, a. Irresistible. Mede. [R.J

tfN-RE-iST'JNG, a. Not resisting ;
not opposing.

tJN-RE-OLv'A-BLE, a. Not resolvable ; insoluble. South.

tJN-RE-OLVED', (un-re-zolvd') a. Not resolved; not de-

termined^ having made no resolution : not solved
;
not

cleared.

tJN-RE^oitV'FNG, a. Not resolving ;
not determining.

tJN-RE-SPEC'TA-BLE, a. Not respectable. Malonc.

ON-RE-SPECT'ED, a. Not respected ; disrespected.

fON-RE-spEc'TlVE, a. Inattentive; mean; irrespective.
Shak.

tJN-RE-sp7R'A-BLE,* a. Not respirable. EC. Rev. See RE-
SPIKABLE.

tJN-REs'PlT-ED, a. Not respited ;
not reprieved.

tJN-RE-SPON'si-BLE, a. Irresponsible. Todd.

ftTN-RE-spON'si-BLE-NESS, w. Irresponsibility. Bp. Oauden.

tJN-RE-spoN'siVE,* a. Not responsive ; irresponsive. Scott.

tJN-REST', n. Disquiet ; want of rest or quiet. Spenser.

tJN-REST'ED,* a. Not rested ; wanting rest. Erving.

hindered
;
licentious ;

loose
;
not limited.

tJN-RE-STRAiNT',* n. Want of restraint; freedom. Fo. Qu.
Rev.

tJN-RE-STRfcT'ED,* a. Not restricted ; free. Watts.

tJN-RE-TARD'ED,* a. Not retarded. Knox.

tJN-RE-TEN'TlVE,* a. Not retentive. Coleridge.

tJN-RE-TRXcT'ED, a. Not revoked
;
not recalled.

tJN-RE-TURNED',* (un-re-tiimd') a. Not returned. Taller.

tTN-RE-TiJRN'lNG,* a. Not returning. Byron.
tJN-RE-VEALED', (un-re-veld') a. Not revealed; not told

;

not discovered. [ter.

tJN-RE-VEAL'ED-NESS,* n. State of being unrevealed. Bair

tJN-RE-VENGED', (un-re-venjd') a. Not revenged.
tJN-RE-VENGE'FOL, a. Not revengeful. Todd.

tJN-RE-VERED',* (un-re-v5rd') fl. Not revered. Ash.

tJN-REV'ER-ENCED,* (un-rev'er-enst) a. Not reverenced ;

not respected. Ash.

t>N-REV'ER-END, a. Not reverend ;
irreverent. Shak.

tt?N-REV'ER-ENT, a. Irreverent. Bp. Hall.

ttJN-REv'ER-ENT-LY, ad. Irreverently. B. Jonson.

ON-RE-VE'RSED', (un-re-verst') a. Not reversed; not re-

voked
;
not repealed.
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UN-RE-vi2RS'i BLE,* a. Irreversible. Ash.

UN-RE-VERT'ED,* a. Not reverted. Wordsworth.

ON-RE-VIEWED',* (un-re-vud') a. Not reviewed. Ash
UN-RE-vISED',* (un-re-vlzd') a. Not revised. Ash.

UN-RE-VOKED', (un-re-vokt') a. Not revoked or recalled.

UN-RE-WARD'ED, a. Not rewarded
;
not recompensed.

UN-RE-WARD'ING.* a. Not rewarding. Taylor.

UN-RHE-TOR'I-CAL,* (un-re-tor'e-kal) a. Not rhetorical.

Maunder.

UN-RHYMED',* (un-rlmd') a. Not having rhyme. Qu. Rev.

UN-R!D'DEN,* (un-rid'dn) a. Not ridden. Ash.

UN-RIDDLE, V. a. [L UNRIDDLED
; pp. UNRIDDLING, UNRID-

DLED.] To solve, as an enigma; to explain.
UN-RID'DLER, 7. One who unriddles or solves an enigma.
UN-Rj-DKc'y-LOus, a. Not ridiculous. Browne.

UN-RI'FLED,* (un-rl'fld) a. Not rifled; not plundered.
Taylor.

UN-RiG', V. a. [L UNRIGGED
J pp. UNRIGGING, UNRIGGED.]

To strip of rigging ;
to divest of tackle.

ON-RlGHT', (un-rif) a. Not right ; wrong. Wisdom xii.

UN-RiGHT'Eoys, (un-rl'chus) a. Not righteous ; unjust ;

wicked
;
sinful

;
bad.

UN-RiGHT'Eoys-LY, (un-rl'chus-le) ad. In an unrighteous
manner ; unjustly ; wickedly.

UN-RlGHT'Eoys-NESS, (un-ri'chus-nes) n. Wickedness
;

injustice.

UN-RIGHT'FUL, (un-rit'ful)
a. Not rightful ;

not just. Shak.

UN-RIM'PLED,* (un-riin'pld) a. Not rimpled. Ash.

UN-RING', v. a. To deprive of a ring. Hadibras.

UN-RINSED',* (un-rlnst') a. Not rinsed. Ash.

ttJN-Rl'QT-ED, a. Free from rioting. May.
UN-RIP', v. a. To cut open ; to rip. Bacon. Rip and unrip

are_of the same meaning ;
the former is to be preferred.

UN-RIPE', a. Not ripe ; green ;
immature ; too early.

UN-RI'PENED, (un-ri'pnd) a. Not ripened or matured.

UN-RIPE'NESS, n. Immaturity ;
want of ripeness.

tJN-Rls'EN,* (un-riz'zn) a. Not risen.
Jfeele.

UN-RIVALLED, (iin-rl'vald) a. Having no rival ;
un-

equalled ; unparalleled.
UN-R!V'ET, V. a. [l. UNRIVETED \ pp. UNRIVETINQ, UNRIV-

ETED.] To loose from rivets
;
to unfasten.

UN-ROAST'ED,* a. Not roasted. Beaum. fy Ft.

UN-ROBBED',* (un-robd') a. Not robbed. Evelyn.

UN-ROBE', v. a. To undress ;
to disrobe. Young:

UN-RotLED',* (un-roild') a. Not roiled. Messenger.
UN-ROLL', v. a.

[i.
UNROLLED ; pp. UNROLLING, UNROLLED.]

To open from being rolled or convolved
;
to unfold.

UN-RO-MXN'TIC, a. Not romantic ; contrary to romance.

UN-RQ-MXN'Ti-CAL-LY,* ad. Not romantically. Allen.

UN-ROOF', V. a. [l. UNROOFED ; pp. UNROOFING, UNROOFED.]
To strip off" the roof or covering.

fUN-ROOST'ED, a. Driven from the roost. Shak.

UN-ROOT', V. a.
[i.

UNROOTED : pp. UNROOTING, UNROOTED.]
To tear from the roots

;
to eradicate.

UN-ROOT', v. n. To be unrooted. Beanm. 4* Fl.

UN-ROT'TEN,* (iin-rot'tn) a. Not rotten ;
not putrefied.

Young.
UN-ROUGH', (un-ruf ) a. Not rough ;

smooth ; unbearded.

UN-ROUND'ED, a. Not rounded ;
not cut to a round.

UN-ROUED',* (un-rouzd') a. Not roused. Ash.

UN-ROUT'ED, a. Not routed or thrown into disorder.

UN-ROY'AL, a. Unprincely ;
not royal. Sidney.

UN-ROY'AL-LY,* ad. Not in a royal manner. R. Potter.

UN-RUBBED',* (un-rubd') a. Not rubbed. Ash.

UN-RDB'BISH,* v. a. To clear from rubbish. Milton.

UN-RUF'FLE, v. n. [i. UNRUFFLED ; pp. UNRUFFUNG, UN-

RUFFLED.] To cease from commotion or agitation ;
to

.become quiet or calm. Dryden.
UN-RUF'FLED, (un-ruffid) a. Not ruffled

;
calm ;

tran-

quil.

UN-RC'JN-A-BLE,* a. Incapable of being ruined. Watts.

UN-RU'INED,* (un-ru'ind) a. Not ruined. Bp. Taylor.

UN-R(JLED', (un-ruld') a. Not ruled or governed.
UN-RU'LI-NSS, n. State of being unruly ;

turbulence.

UN-RO'LV, a. Turbulent ; ungovernable ; disorderly.

UN-RUM'PLE, v. a. To free from rumples. Addison.

UN-sXcKED',* (un-sakf) a. Not sacked; not pillaged.
Daniel.

UN-SXD'DEN, (un-sad'dn) v. a. To relieve from sadness.

Whitlock.

UN-sXo'DLE, v. a. [i.
UNSADDLED ; pp. UNSADDLING, UN-

SADDLED.] To take the saddle from.

UN-SXD'DLED, (un-sad'dld) a. Not having the saddle on.

UN-SAFE', a. Not safe
;
not secure; insecure ;

hazardous
;

dangerous.
UN-SAFE'LY, ad. Not securely ; dangerously. Dryden.

UN-SAID', (fin-sed') a. Not said or uttered
;
not mentioned.

UN-SAIL'A-BLE, a. Not sailable
;
not navigable. May.

UN-SAINT', v. a. To deprive of saintship. South.

UN-SAINT'LY,* a. Not becoming saints
;
not saintly. Qw.

Rev.

UN-SAL'A-BLE, a. Not salable ; not merchantable.

UN-SAL'A-BLE-NESS,* n. duality of being unsalable. Ash.

UN-SALT'ED, a. Not pickled ;
not seasoned with salt.

tJN-SA-LUT'ED, a. [insalutatus, L.] Not saluted. Shak.

tJN-sXL'VA-BLE,* a. That cannot be saved ; not salvable.
Ash.

7i. Want of sanctification. Cole-

ridge.

tJN-sXNc'Ti-FlED, (un-s&nk'te-fId) a. ISlot sanctified ;
un-

holy ;
not consecrated

; not pious. Shak.

x-sAxc'TioNED,* (un-sank'shund) a. Not sanctioned.

Cogan.
tJN-slN'GUlNE,* a. Not sanguine. Young.
tJN-sXPPED',* (un-sapf) a. Not sapped ;

not undermined.
Sterne.

tJN-SAT'ED, a. Not sated or satisfied
; insatiate.

ttJN-SA'Tl-A-Bt,E, (un-sa'she-3-bl) a. Insatiable. Hooker.

jtJN-SA'Ti-A-BLE-NEss,* n." Quality of being insatiable.
Milton.

ftJN-SA'Tl-ATE, (un-sa'she-at) a. Insatiate. More.

tJN-SA'Ti-AT-ED,* (un-sa'she-at-ed) a. Not satiated. Qib-
bon.

UN-SA'TI-AT-ING,* (un-sa'she-at-jng) a. Not satiating.
Tucker.

tJN-SAT'iNG,* a. Not sating. Keates.

UN-sXT-is-pXc'TQ-Rl-LY,* ad. So as not to satisfy. Clarke.

tJN-sXT-is-FXc'TO-Ri-NESs, n. State of being unsatisfac-

tory.

UN-sXT-is-FXc'TQ-RY, a. Not satisfactory ;
not giving sat-

isfaction
; not clearing the difficulty.

tJN-sXT'is-Fl-A-BLE,* a. That cannot be satisfied. Paley.

tJN-sXT'is-FiED, (un-sat'js-fld) a. Not satisfied ; not

pleased ;
not settled

;
not filled

;
not fully gratified.

tJN-sXT'is-FlED-NESS, n. State of being not satisfied.

tJN-sXT'js-FY-lNG, a. Not satisfying ;
insufficient ; unable

to gratify to the full.

tJN-sXT'is-FY-fNG-NEss, n. State of being unsatisfying
Taylor.

tJN-sXT'v-RA-BLE,* (un-sat'yu-ra-bl) a. Not saturable. Ash.

tJN-sXT'U-RAT-ED,* a. Not saturated. Henry.
UN-SAVED',* (un-savd') a. Not saved. Watts.

UN-SA'VQ-RI-LY, ad. In an unsavory manner.

tJN-SA'VQ-Ri-NESS, n. duality of being unsavory.
tJN-SA'VQ-RY, a. Not savory ; tasteless; having a bad taste :

having an ill smell ; fetid ; disgusting.
UN-SAY', v. a. [i. UNSAID ; pp. UNSAYING, UNSAID.] To re-

truct_what has been said
;
to retract ; to recant.

UN-SCAL'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be scaled. Shak.

UN-SCALE'',* v. a. To divest of scales. Milton.

UN-SCALED',* (un-skald') a. Not scaled. Ash.

UN-SCALPED',* (un-skalpt') a. Not scalped. Ash.

UN-SCA'LY, a. Not scaly ; having no scales. Qay.
UN-SCANNED', (un-skand') a. Not scanned or measured.
UN SCARED', (un-skard') a. Not scared or frightened.

UN-SCARRED', (iin-skard') a. Not scarred or marked.

UN-SCATHED',* (un-skatht') a. Not scathed; not hurt. By-
ron.

UN-SC.XT'TERED, (un-skat'terd) a. Not scattered
;
not dis-

persed.
UN-SCENT'ED * a. Not scented ;

devoid of odor. Cowper.
UN-Sjenp-LXs'Tlc, a. Not scholastic.

UN-SJBHOOLED', (un-skold') a. Not schooled ; uneducated.

UN-scI-EN-Ti'F'lc,* a. Not scientific. Maunder.

UN-sd-EN-TlF'i-CAL-LY,* ad. Without science. Maun-
der.

UN-SCONCED',* (un-skonst') a. Not sconced ; not fined.

Sanaa-e.

UN-SCORCHED', (un-skb'rcht') a. Not scorched or burnt.

UN-SCORNED',* (un-skb'rnd') a. Not scorned. Young.
UN-SCOURED', (un-skburd') a. Not scoured or cleaned.

UN-SCOURGED',* (un-skiirjd') a. Not scourged. Ash.

UN-SCRATCHED', (un-skracht') a. Not scratched or torn.

UN-SCREENED', (5n-skr5nd') a. Not screened or covered.

UN-SCREW', (un-skru') v. a.
[i.

UNSCREWED ; pp. UNSCREW-
ING, UNSCREWED.] To draw the screws from

;
to loose

from the force of a screw.

UN-SCRI'PT'U-RAL, a. Not accordant with Scripture.

UN-SCRU'PU-LOUS,* a. Not scrupulous; regardless of prin
cipln; unprincipled. QM. Rev.

UN-scRu'py-LOus-LY,* ad. Without regard to principle.

Q. Rev.

UN-scRu'py-Lotis-NESS,* n. duality of being unscrupu-
lous ; want of regard to principle. Smart.

UN-SCRO'TI-NIZED,* (un-skru'te-nlzd) a. Not scrutinized.

Ash.

UN-scuLPT'yRED,* (un-skulpt'yurd) a. Not sculptured.
Maunder.

UN-SEAL', v. a.
[i. UNSEALED ; pp. UNSEALING, UNSEALED.]

To open after having been sealed
;
to free from a seal.

UN-SEALED', (un-seld') a. Not sealed; broken open.

UN-SKAM', v. a. To rip; to cut open. Shak.

UN-SEARCH'A-BLE, a. That cannot be searched out;
that cannot ba explored ; inscrutable.

UN-SEARCH'A-BLE-NESS, n. Impossibility to be explored

UN-SEARCHED', (Qn-sercht') a. Not searched.

UN-SEARCH'ING,* a. Not searching. J. Q. Adams.

UN-SEARED',* (un-serd') a. Not seared. Pollok.
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UN-SEA'SON,* (un-se'zn) v. a. To make unsavory.
[tTp make unseasonable. Theobald.]

ON-SKA'SON-A-BLE, (un-se'zn-a-bl) a. Not seasonable ;
be-

ing out of season ; not in proper time
; ill-timed : late

;

as, unseasonable time of night.

UN-SEA'SON-A-BLE-NESS, ?t. State of being unseasonable.

UN-SEA'soN-A-BLy, (un-se'zn-a-ble) ad. Not seasonably ;

not_agreeably to time or occasion
;
at an improper time.

UN-SEA'ONED, (un-se'znd) a. Not seasoned ;
not salted :

not qualified by use; not kept fit for use. [tUnseason-
able; ill-timed. Shale.']

UN-SEAT', v. a.
[i. UNSEATED; pp. UNSEATING, UNSEATED.]

To throw from the seat. Cowper.
UN-SEAT'ED,* a. Not seated

; displaced from a seat.

Smart.

UN-SEA'WOR-THJ-NESS,* (un-se'wiir-the-nes) n. State of

being unseaworthy. Smart.

UN-SEA'WOR-THY,* (un-se'wur-tne) a. Not seaworthy ;

not fit for encountering the dangers of the sea, as a ves-

sel. Shaw.

UN-SEC'OND-ED, a. Not seconded ;
not supported.

tUN-SE'cRETJ v. a. To disclose ;
to divulge. Bacon.

tUN-SE'cRET, a. Not close
;
not trusty. Stiak.

UN-SEC'U-LAR,* a. Not secular
;
not worldly. EC. Rev.

ttJN-SE-cURE' a. Not safe
;
insecure. Denham.

UN-SE-CURED',* (un-se-kurd') a. Not secured. Scott.

UN-SED'EN-TA-RY,* a.' Not sedentary. Wordsworth.
UN-SE-DUCED' fun-se-dust') a. Not seduced ;

not drawn
to ill.

UN-SEED'ED,* a. Not seeded
;
not sown. Cowper.

UN-SE^JNG, a. Not seeing ;. wanting sight.

tUN-SE_EM', v. n. Not to seem. Shak.

UN-SEEM'LI-NESS, n. Indecency ;
indecorum ; uncomeli-

ness.

UN-SEEM'LY, a. Not seemly; indecent; unbecoming.
UN-SEEM'LY, ad. Indecently ; unbecomingly. 1 Cor. xiii.

ON-SEEN', a. Not seen
; not discovered

;
invisible ;

undis-
coverable. [fUnskilled ; unexperienced. Clarendon.]

UN-SEIZED', (un-sezd') a. Not seized
;
not taken.

UN-SEL'DOM, a. Not seldom. Todd.

UN-SE-LECT'ED,* a. Not selected. Smart.

UN-SE-LECT'{'NG * a. Not making selection. Smart.

UN-SELF'ISH, a. Not selfish
; disinterested.

fUN-SEM'i-NAR,* v. a. To castrate
;
to make barren. Shak.

{UN-SENSED', (un-senst') a. Wanting distinct meaning.
Puller.

ttJN-SEN'si-BLE, a. Insensible. Beaum. $ Ft.

UN-SENS'U-AL-IZED,* (un-sen'shu-al-lzd) a. Not made
sensual. Coleridge.

UN-SENT', a. Not sent. Unsentfor, not called by letter or

messenger. Bp. Taylor.

UN-SEN-TEN'TIOVS,* a. Not sententious. QM. Rev.

UN-SEN'TIENT,-* (uii-sen'shent) a. Not sentient. Tucker.

UN-SEN'T{-NELLED,*(un-seVte-neld) a. Not having sen-
tinels. Ed. Rev.

ttJN-SEP'A-RA-BLE, a. Inseparable. Shak.

UN-SEP'A-RAT-ED, a. Not separated ; not parted.

UN-SEP'VL-HRED, (un-sep'ul-kurd) a. Unburied. Chap-
man.

UN-SERVED',* (un-servd
r

) a. Not served. More.

UN-SER'VJCE-A-BLE, a. Not serviceable ; useless.

UN-SER'VICE-A-BLE-NESS, n. Uiifitness for any tiling.

UN-SER'VJCE-A-BLY, ad. Without use or advantage.
UN-SET', a. Not set

;
not placed. Hooker

UN-SET'TJNG,* a. Not setting. Montgomery.
UN-SET'TLE, V. a. [i. UNSETTLED ; pp. UNSETTLING, UNSET-

TLED.] To unfix; to make uncertain; to shake: to
move from a place : to overthrow.

tJN SET'TLE, v. n. To become unsettled. Shak.

UN-SET'TLED, (un-set'tld) a. Not settled
;
not fixed

; not
established

;
not determined

; not regular ; changeable.
UN-SET'TLED-NESS, (un-set'tld-nes) n. Irresolution; un-

determined state
; uncertainty ;

want of fixity.

UN-SET'TLE-MENT, n. State of being unsettled; unsettled-
ness

;
irresolution. Barrow.

UN-SE-VERE',* a. Not severe; mild. Taylor.
UN-SEV'ERED, (un-seVerd) a. Not severed

;
not parted.

UN-SEX', v. a.
[i. UNSEXED ; pp. UNSEXING, UNSEXED.] To

deprive of sex
;
to deprive of the qualities of sex. Skak.

UN-SHAc'KLE, v. a. [i. UNSHACKLED
; pp. UNSHACKLING,

UNSHACKLED.] To loose from shackles or bonds
;
to set

free ;_to
liberate.

UN-SHAD'ED, a. Not shaded or darkened
;
not overspread

with darkness.

UN-SHXD'OWED, (un-shad'od) a. Not shadowed or shaded.

UN-SHAK'A-BLE, a. That cannot be shaken. Barrow.

ttJN-SHAKED', (un-shakt') a. Unshaken. Shak.

UN-SHAK'EN, (un-sha'kn) a. Not shaken
; not agitated ;

not moved
; not weakened in resolution.

UN-SHAK'lNG-LY,*ad. Without wavering. QM. Rev.
tJN-SHAMED't (un-shamd') a. Not shamed. Drydcn.
UN-SHAME'FACED, (un-sham'fast) a. Not shamefaced

;

wanting modesty ;
not bashful; impudent. Bale.

UN-SHAME'FACED-NESS, n. Want of modesty. Chalmers.

UN-SHAP'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be shaped. Good.

UN-SHAPE', v. a. To confound; to ruffle Shak.

UN-SHAPED',* (fin-shapt'J a. Not shaped ; unshapen. Scott.

UN-SHAPE'LY,* a. Not shapely; not well formed. Hume.
UN-SHAP'EN, (un-sha'pn) a. Not shapen ; misshapen.
UN-SHARED', (un-shard') a. Not partaken ; not shared
UN-SHARP'ENED,* (un-shar'pnd) . Not sharpened. Ash.
UN-SHXT'TERED,* (un-shat'terd) a. Not shattered. Bp.

Hall.

UN-SHA'VEN,* (un-sha'vn) a. Not shaven. More.
UN-SHEATHE', v. a.

[i. UNSHEATHED; pp. UNSHEATHING,
UNSHEATHED.] To draw from the scabbard or sheath.
Shak.

UN-SHED', a. Not shed
; not spilt. Milton.

UN-SHEET'ED,* a. Not furnished with sheets. Wilson.

UN-SHELL',* v. a. To divest of the shell
; to shell. Murphy.

UN-SHELLED',* (un-sheld') a. Not shelled. Sheridan.

UN-SHEL'TERED, (un-shel'terd) a. Wanting a shelter.

UN-SHEL'TER-ING,* a. Not sheltering. Goldsmith.

UN-SHELVE',* v. a. To take from a shelf. Ed. Rev.

UN-SHIELD'ED, a. Not guarded by a shield.

UN-SHIFT'ED,* a. Not shifted
;
not changed. Ash.

UN-SHIFT'JNG,* a. Not shifting. E. Ervintr.

UN-SHIP', v. a. To take out of a ship. Swift.

UN-SHIP'MENT,* n. Act of unshipping. P. Mag.
UN-SHIRT'ED,* a. Not shirted. Tooke.
UN-SHIV'ERED,* (un-shiv'erd) a. Not shivered. Hemans.

UN-SHOCKED', (un-shokf) a. Not shocked
;
not disgusted.

UN-SHSD', a. Not shod ; having no shoes. Spenser.
fUN-SHOOK', (un-shuk') a. Unshaken. Pope.
UN-SHORN', a. Not shorn

;
not clipped.

UN-SHORT'ENED,* (iin-shbr'tnd) a. Not shortened. Young.
UN-SHOT', a. Not shot

;
not hit by shot.

UN-SHOUT', v. a. To retract after shouting. Shak.

UN-SHOW'ERED, (un-shbu'erd) a. Not watered by show-
ers.

UN-SHOWN',* a. Not shown
; not exhibited. Shak.

UN-SHRINED',* (un-shrlnd') a. Having no shrine. Southey.
UN-SHRINK'JNG, a. Not shrinking ; persisting; not recoil-

ing ;
not shunning danger or pain.

UN-SHRINK'ING-LY,* ad. Without shrinking. Farrar.

UN-SHRIV'ELLED,* (un-shriv'vld) a. Not shrivelled. Ash.

UN-SHROUD'ED,* a. Not covered with a shroud. Blair.

UN-SHRUBBED',* (un-shrubd') a. Bare of shrubs. Shak.

UN-SHRUNK',* a. Not shrunk. Smart.

UN-SHDN'NA-BLE, a. That cannot be shunned ; inevitable
Shak.

UN-SHUNNED',* (un-shund') a. Not shunned. Shak.

UN-SHDT',* a. Not shut
;
not closed. Prince.

UN-SIFT'ED, a. Not sifted
;
not scrutinized or tried.

UN-SIGH'ING,* (un-si'jng) a. Not sighing. Byron.
fUN-SlGHT', (un-sif) a. Not seeing. Hudibras.

fUN-siGHT'ED, a. Invisible; not seen. Suckling.
UN-SIGHT'LJ-NESS, (fin-sit'le-nes) n. Deformity ; disagree-

ableness to the eye or sight. Wiseman.

UN-S!GHT'LY, (un-slt'le) a. Not sightly ; disagreeable to

the sight ;
deformed

; ugly.

UN-SIGNED',* (un-slnd') a. Not signed. Ash.

fUN SJG-NIF'I-CANT, a. Insignificant. Hammond.
UN-SIG'NJ-PIEDJ* (un-sig'ne-fld) a. Not signified. Ash.

UN-SI'LEN^;ED,* (un-sl'lenst) a. Not silenced. Ash.

jUN-sjN-CERE', a. Insincere. Dryden.
tUN-siN-CERE'NESs,*n. Insincerity. Temple.
JUN-SJN-CER'I-TY, n. Insincerity. Boyle.

UN-SIN'EW, (un-sin'u) v. a. To deprive of sinews, or of

strength. Denham.

UN-SI'N'EWED, (un-sln'ud) a. Not sinewed ;
weak. Shak.

UN-S!N'FUL,* a. Not sinful
;
free from sin. Scott.

UN-SINGED', (un-sinjd') a. Not singed ;
not scorched.

UN-SIN'GLED, (un-slng'gld) a. Not separated. Dryden.
UN-SINK'A-BLE,* a. That cannot sink; that cannot be

sunk. M. of Worcester.

UN-SINK'JNG, a. Not sinking. Addison.

UN-SIN'NING, a. Not sinning; impeccable; without sin.

UN-S!S'TER-LY,* a. Not becoming a sister. Dwight.
UN-sIz'A-BLEJ* a. Not sizable

;
not of proper size. Smollett.

UN-SIZED' *
(un-sizd') a. Not sized. Congreve.

UN-SKfL'FUL, a. Not skilful; wanting skill; wanting
knowledge ; ignorant.

UN-SK!L'FUL-LY, ad. Without skill or knowledge.
UN-SKlL'FOL-Nfiss, n. Want of skill or knowledge.
UN-SKTLLED', (un-sklld') a. Not skilled

; wanting skill.

UN-SKTNNED',* (un-sklnd') . Not skinned. Ash.

UN-SLXCKED',* (-slakt') a. Not slacked
;
unslaked. Scott.

UN-SLXCK'ENED,* (un-slak'end) a. Not slackened. Allen.

UN-SLAIN', a. Not slain ; not killed. Sidney.

UN-SLAKED', (un-slakt'j a. Not slaked; not quenched ;

unslacked. Dryden.
UN-SLiN'DERED,* (un-slan'derd) a. Not slandered. ^*A.

UN-SLAUGH'TERED,* (un-sUw'terd) a. Not slaughtered.

Cowper.
UN-SLEEP'ING, a. Not sleeping; ever wakeful. Milton.

UN-SLEEP'Y, a. Not sleepy ; wakeful.

UN-SLICED',* (un-sllsf) a. Not sliced. Ash.
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t>N-SLlNG',* v. a. (JVawt.) To take off the slings from boats,
butts, buoys, yards, &c. Mar. Diet.

UN-SLIP'PING, a. Not slipping or liable to slip ;
fast.

UN-SLOW', a. Not slow
; rapid.

UN-SLUICE',* 11. a. To open the sluice of; to open. Dry-
den.

UN-SLUM'BER-ING,* a. Not slumbering. Alison.

UN-SLURRED',* (un-slurd') a. Not slurred. Ash.

UN-SMIRCHED', (un-smircht') a. Unpolluted ; not stained.
Shak.

UN-SMIRK'ING,* a. Not smirking. Chesterfield.

UN-SMIT'TEN,* (un-smit'tn) a. Not smitten. Young.
UN-SMOKED', (un-smokt') a. Not smoked. Swift.

UN-SMOOTH', a. Rough ;
not even

;
not level. Milton.

ON-SMOOTHED',* (un-smottid') a. Not smoothed. Ash.

UN-SMIJG'GLED,* (un-smug'gld) a. Not smuggled. Ash.

UN-SMUT'TY,* a. Not smutty ;
free from smut. J. Collier.

UN-SOAKED',* (un-sSkf) a. Not soaked. Ash.

UN-SO'BER, a. Not sober
; wanting sobriety. Todd.

UN-SO-CJ-A-BIL'I-TY,* (un-so-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Want of so-

ciability. Warburton.

UN-SO'CI-A-BLE, (un-so'she-a-bl) a. [insociabilis, L.] Not
sociable

; reserved
;
not communicative ; not suitable to

society ; unsocial.

UN-SO'CI-A-BLE-NSS,* n. Quality of being unsociable
;

unsociability. Ash.

UN-SO'CI-A-BLY, (un-so'she-a-ble) ad. Not sociably.

UN-SO'CIAL, (uri-so'shal) a. Not social; reserved; unsocia-
ble ; not beneficial to society ; hurtful to society. Shenstone.

UN-SOD'ERED,* (un-sod'erd) a. Not sodered. Scott.

fUN-SOFT', a. Not soft
;
hard. Chaucer.

ftJN-SOFT', ad. Not with softness. Spenser.

UN-SOFT'ENED,* (un-sof'fnd) a. Not softened. Atterbury.
UN-SOILED', (un-solld') a. Not soiled

;
not stained.

UN-SOL'ACED,* (un-sol'ast) a. Not solaced. Ash.

UN-SOLD', a. Not sold
;
not exchanged for money.

UN-SOL'DER,* v. a.
[i. UNSOLDERED; pp. UNSOLDERING,

UNSOLDERED.] To separate what is soldered. Smart. See
SOLDER.

fUN-SOL'DlERED, (un-s5l'jerd) a. Wanting the qualities
of a soldier. Beaum. Sf Fl.

UN-SOL'DIER-L!KE, (un-sol'jer-llk) ) a. Unbecoming a sol-

UN-SOL'DIER-LY, (iin-sol'jer-ie) j
dier. Broome.

UN-SOL'EMN,* (iin-sol'em) a. Not solemn. Taylor.

UN-SOL'EM-NIZED,* (un-s51'em-nlzd) a. Not solemnized.
Ash.

UN-so-Llc'iT-ED, a. Not solicited
;
not asked for.

UN-SO-LI^'I-TOUS,* a. Not solicitous. Tucker.

UN-SOL'ID,' a. Not solid
;
fluid

;
not coherent.

UN-SOL'V-BLE,* a. Not soluble
;
insoluble. Ash.

fUN-soL'VA-BLE, a. Insolvable. More.

{IN-SOLVED', (un-solvd') a. Not solved ; not explained.
UN-SON'SY, a. Unpleasant : careless. Brockett. [Local,
Eng.J

fUN-sooT', or ttJN-SOOTE', a. Not sweet. Spenser.
UN-SOOTHED',* (un-sotnd') a. Not soothed. Ash.

UN-SQ-PHIS'TI-CAL,* a. Not sophistical. Ash.

UN-SO-PHIS'TI-CATE, a. Unsophisticated. More.

UN-SP-PHIS'TI-CAT-ED, a. Not sophisticated ; not counter-
feit

; uncorrupted.
ftJN-soR'ROWED, (un-s5r'r5d) a. Unlamented. Hooker.

UN-SORT'ED, a. Not sorted
;
not distributed.

UN-SOUGHT', (iin-sawt') a. Not sought; not searched.

UN-SOUL', v. a. To divest of mind. Shelton.

UN-SOULED', (un-sold') a. Without soul or principle. Spenser.

UN-SOOND', a. Not sound; defective; decayed; sickly;
not free from cracks

;
rotten

; corrupted : not orthodox
;

erroneous; wrong: not honest; not true; not solid;
not faithful.

UN-SO&ND'A-BLE,* a. Not to be sounded. Leighton.
UN-SOUND'ED, a. Not sounded

;
not tried by the plummet.

UN-SOGND'LY,* ad. In an unsound manner. Hooker.

UN-SOOND'NESS, n. State of being unsound
; defect.

tJN-soORED', (un-sourd') a. Not made sour or morose.

UN-SOWN', a. Not sown.
UN-SPARED', (un-spard') a. Not spared. Milton.

UN-SPAR'ING, a. Not sparing ; profuse ;
severe.

tJN-spAR'{NG-LY,* ad. In an unsparing manner. Donne.

tlN-SPAR'lNG-NESS,* 71. duality of being unsparing.
Smart.

tJN-spARK'LlNG,* a. Not sparkling. Wilson.

CN-SPEAK', v. a. To retract; to recant. Shak.

tJN-spEAK'A-BLE, a. That cannot be spoken ; inexpressi-
ble ; ineffable ; unutterable.

UN-SPEAK'A-BLY, ad. Inexpressibly ; ineffably.

"DN-SPEAK'ING,* a. Not speaking. S/iak.

t5N-SPE'i-FlED, (un-spes'e-fId) a. Not specified.

tTN-SPECKED',* (un-spekf) a. Not specked. Cowper.
tSN-spfic'v-LA-TiVE, a. Not speculative ; not theoretical.

CN-SPED', a. Not despatched ;
not performed. Garth.

UN-SPELT',* a. Not spelt ; not spelled. Allen.

UN-SPENT', a. Not spent ;
not wasted

;
not exhausted.

UN-SPHERE', (un-sfer') v. a. To remove from its orb. Shak.

UN-SP!ED', (un-spld') a. Not spied ;
not seen.

UN-SPILT', a. Not spilt or spilled
To dispirit. Temple.

. r , not shed.

fON-spi'R'iT, v. a.

UN-SPIR'IT-U-AL, (un-splr'jt-yu-al)'a. Not spiritual ;
want-

ing spirtuality ; carnal.
UN splR'|T-u-AL-IZE, v . a. To deprive of spirituality.

South.

UN-SPLICED',* (un-spllst') a. Not spliced. Ash.
UN-SPOIL'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be spoiled. Dr. Arnold.

UN-SPOILED', (un-spblld') a. Not spoiled ;
not hurt.

UN-SPO'KEN,* (un-spo'kn) a. Not spoken. Ash.

UN-SPQN-TA'NE-OUS,* a. Not spontaneous. Cowper.
UN-SPORTS'MAN-LIKE,* a. Unlike a sportsman. Connois-

seur.

UN-SPOT'TED, a. Not spotted ; immaculate.

UN-SPOT'TED-NESS, n. State of being unspotted.
UN-SPRAD',* a. Not spread. Pollok.

UN-SPRIGHT'LY,* (un-sprlt'le) a. Not sprightly. Ash.

UN-SPRI'N'KLED,* (un-springk'kld) a. Not sprinkled. Sac-

age.
UN-SPRONG',* a. Not sprung; not risen. Fairfax.

UN-SQUAN'DERED,* (un-skwon'derd) a. Not squandered.
Ash.

UN-SQUARED', (un-skwArd') a. Not squared; irregular.

UN-SQUEEZED',* (un-skwezd')a. Not squeezed. Thompson.
UN-STA'BLE, a. [itistabilis, L.] Not stable or fixed

; incon-

stant^; irresolute ; instable.

UN-STA'BLE-NSS,* n. Instability. Hale.

UN-STXCKED',* (un-stakt') a. Not stacked. More.

UN-STAID', a. Not steady ;
not prudent ; mutable.

UN-STAID'NSS, n. Indiscretion ; volatility.

UN-STAINED', (un-stand') a. Not stained
;
not dyed ; not

polluted.
UN-STAMPED',* (un-stiimpt') a. Not stamped. Burke.

UN-STANCHED', (fin-sfanchf) a. Not stanched. Shak.

UN-STARCHED',* (un-starcht') a. Not starched. Green.

UN-STATE', v. a. To put out of dignity. Shak.

UN-STAT'ED,* a. Not stated. Ash.

UN-STATES'MAN-LIKE,* a. Unlike a statesman. Qu. Rev.

UN-STA'TIONED,* (un-sta'shund) a. Not stationed. Ash.

UN-STXT'V-TA-BLE, a. Contrary to statute. Swift.

UN-STAUNCHED', (iin-stancht')ffl. See UNSTANCHED.
UN-STAD'FAST, a. Not steadfast; not fixed.

UN-STEAD'FAST-NESS, n. Want of steadfastness.

UN-STAD'IED,* (un-sted'jd) a. Not made steady. Words-
worth.

UN-STEAD'I-LY, ad. In an unsteady manner
; incon-

stantly ; changeably.
UN-STEAD'I-NESS, n. Want of steadiness

; instability ;

mutability.

UN-STAD'Y, (iin-sted'e) a. Not steady ;
not fixed

; un-
stable

; inconstant; mutable; variable; changeable.
UN-STEEPED', (un-stept') a. Not steeped or soaked.

UN-STI'FLED,* (un-stl'fld) a. Not stifled. Young.
UN-STlG'MA-TiZED,*(un-st!g'ma-tizd) a. Not stigmatized.
Ash.

UN-STILL', a. Not still
; unquiet. Todd.

UN-STIM'V-LAT-ED,* a. Not stimulated. Cowper.
UN-STIM'U-LAT-ING,* a. Not stimulating. Dr. Mussey.
tUN-STi'NG', v. a. To disarm of a sting. South.

UN-STINT'ED, a. Not stinted ;
not limited. Skelton.

UN-STIRRED', iun-sti'rd') a. Not stirred
;
not agitated.

UN-STIR'RING,* a. Nut stirring; not moving. Pollok.

UN-STITCH', v. a. [i. UNSTITCHED
; pp. UNSTITCHING, uw-

STITCHED.] To take the stitches from.

UN-STITCHED',* (un-stichf) a. Not stitched. Ash.

UN-STOCK',* v. a. To deprive of stock. Surrey.

UN-STOCKED',* (iin-stockt') a. Not stocked. Dryden.
UN-STO'LEN,* (un-sto'ln) a. Not stolen. Ash.

UN-STOOP'ING, a. Not bending; not yielding.

UN-STOP', v. a. [i. UNSTOPPED ; pp. UNSTOPPING, uw-

STOPPED.] To free from stop or obstruction
;
to open.

UN-STOPPED', (un-stopt') a. Not stopped ; opened.
UN-STO'RIED,* a. Not treated of in history. Maunder.

UN-STORMED', (fin-stormd') a. Not taken by assault.

UN-STRAIGHT'ENED,* (un-stra'tnd) a. Not straightened.

Taylor.
UN-STRAINED', (un-strand') a. Not strained

; easy.

UN-STRAIT'ENED, (un-stra'tnd) a. Not straitened.

UN-STRXN'GU^LA-BLE,* a. Not to be strangled. C. Lamb.

UN-STRXT'I-FIED,* (fin-strat'e-fld) a. Not stratified ; not

having strata. Bucldand.

UN-STRNGTH'ENED, (un-streng'thnd) a. Not supported.

UN-STRTCHED',* (un-strecht') a. Not stretched. Ash.

UN-STREWED',* (un-strud') a. Not strewed. Cowper. See
STREWED.

UN-STR'fNG', v. a. [i. UNSTRUNG ; pp. UNSTRINGING, UN-

STRUNG.] To deprive of strings ;
to relax; to loose; to

untie.

UN-STRINGED',* (Sn-stringd') a. Not stringed ;
not having

strings ; unstrung. Ash.

UN-STRIPPED',* (un-strlpf) a. Not stripped. Ash.

UN-STRDCK', a. Not struck ; not moved ;
not affected.

UN-STUD'IED, (Sn-stud'jd) a. Not studied ;
not labored.

UN-STOFF'ED', (un-stuft') a. Not stuffed; unfilled.
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tJN-STuNNED',* (un-stund') a. Not stunned. Coleridge.

tFN-STONT'EDj* a. Not stunted. Stoift.

tJN-syB-DUED',* (un-syb-dud') a. Not subdued. Atterbury.
tiN-sOB'jECT, a. Not subject ; not liable.

tJN-syB-JECT_'ED,* a. Not subjected. Smart.

tJN-sOB'jy-GAT-ED,* a. Not subjugated. Dr. Allen.

ftN-sys-LiMED',* (un-sub-llmd') a. Not sublimed. Scott.

tJN-syB-Mlfs'siVE,* a. Not submissive. South.

tJN-SUB-MiT'TlNG, a. Not submitting ; not yielding.
tJN-syB-OR'Dl-NAT-ED,* a. Not subordinated. Smart.

tFN-syB-ORNED',* (un-sub-ornd') a. Not suborned. Burke.

CN-SUB-SCRIBED',* (-sub-skribd') a. Not subscribed. Scott.

tJN-syB-scRlB'iNG,* a. Not subscribing. Cowper.
tTN-syB-STAN'TlAL, (un-sub-stan'shal) a. Not substantial;
not solid

;
not palpable ; not real.

tJN-syB-STAN-Ti-AL'i-TY,* (-sub-stan-she-al'e-te) n. Want
of substantiality. Clissold.

tJN-syB-STAN'TiAL-iZED,* (un-sub-stan'shal-Izd) a. Not
made substantial. Wordsworth.

tJN-syB-STAN'Ti-AT-ED,* (un-sub-stan'she-at-ed) a. Not
substantiated. Ash.

tJN-syB-VERT'ED,* a. Not subverted. Ash.

tJN-syB-VERT'j-BLE,* a. That cannot be subverted. Smith.

tJN-syc-CEED'ED, a. Not succeeded. Milton.

tfN-syc-CESS'FOL, a. Not successful ; unfortunate.

tJN-syc-CESS'FOL-LY, ad. Unfortunately; without suc-
cess.

tJN-syc-CESs'FOL-NESS, n. Want of success.

tJN-syc-CESS'rvE, a. Not successive. Browne.

tJN-stJc'cQRED,*(un-suk'urd) a. Not succored. Spenser.
tFN-sCcKED', (un-sukt') a. Not sucked. Milton.

tJN-sDc'KLED,* (un-suk'kld) a. Not suckled. Ash.

ttJN-sOF'FER-A-BLE, a. Insufferable. Hooker.

tJN-sDF'FER-lNG,* a. Not suffering. Smart.

ttJN-syF-Fl"ciENCE, (un-suf-f Ish'ens) n. Insufficiency.
Hooker.

ttJN-syF-Fl"ciENT, (un-suf-f ish'ent) a. Insufficient. Locke.

tJN-syF-Fic'iNG-NESS,* (un-suf-fiz'jng-nes) n. Insufficien-

cy. Coleridge.

tJN-suF'FQ-CAT-ED,* a. Not suffocated. Ash.

tJN-sOG'ARED, (un-shug'ard) a. Not sweetened with sugar.
tJN-sUG-^ES'TjVE,* a. Not suggestive. C. Lamb.
trN-sOlT-A-BYL'i-TY,* n. The quality of being unsuitable

;

un fitness. Mason, [R.]

"DN-SUIT'A-BLE, a. Not suitable; unfit; not congruous.
tJN-suiT'A-BLE-NESS, n. Incongruity ;

unfitness.

tJN-suiT'A-BLY,* ad. In an unsuitable manner. Green.

tJN-suiT'ED,* a. Not suited. Burke.

tJN-suiT'lNG, a. Not suiting ; not fitting ; not becoming.
tJN-sOL'LiED, (un-sul'jd) a. Not sullied or stained

; pure.
t5N-sOM'MC-NED,* (un-sum'und) a. Not summoned. Cow-

per.

tJN-stJNG', a. Not sung ;
not celebrated in verse.

tTN-suNNED', (un-sfind') a. Not exposed to the sun. Milton.

UN-sy-PER'FLy-oDs, a. Not superfluous ;
needful.

tJN-syp-pLXNT'ED, a. Not supplanted ; not defeated.

tJN-syp-PLl'A-BLE, a. Not to be supplied. Chillingworth.
tJN-syp-pLiED', (un-siip-plld') a. Not supplied; not fur-

nished.

ttJN-syp-pORT'A-BLE, a. Insupportable. Boyle.
ftJN-syp-pORT'A-BLE-NESS, w. Insupportableness. Wilkins.

ttJN-syp-pORT'A-BLY, ad. Insupportably. South.

tJN-syp-PORT'ED, a. Not supported ;
not sustained.

tJN-syp-PORT'ED-Ly,* ad. Without support. Qw. Rev.

tJN-syp-pRESSED', (un-sup-presf) a. Not suppressed.
tJN-sfjRE', (un-shuV) a. Not sure ; not certain. Shak.

tJN-SURED',* (un-shurd') a. Not made sure. Shak.

tJN-stJR'FEiT-ED,* a. Not surfeited. Ash.

tJN-SUR'GI-CAL,* a. Not surgical. MedTJour.

tJN-syR-Mi?ED',* (un-sur-mlzd') a. Not surmised. Keates.

ftJN-syR-MoONT'A-BLE, a. Insurmountable. Locke.

tJN-syR-M60NT'ED,*a. Not surmounted. Ash.

tJN-syR-Piss'A-BLE,* a. That cannot be surpassed. EC.
Rev.

tJN-syR-PisSED',* (un-sur-p&sf) a. Not surpassed. Byron.
tJN-syR-REN'DERED,* (un-sur-ren'derd) a. Not surren-

dered. Cowper.
tJN-syR-RbOND'ED,* a. Not surrounded. Byron.
tFN-syR-VEYED',* (un-sur-vad') a. Not surveyed. Johnson.

t5N-sys-CEP-Tj-BiL'l-TY,* 71. Insusceptibility. Cole-

ridge. [R.l

.tJN-sys-CEp'TI-BLE, a. Insusceptible. Swift. [R.]
ftJN-sys-PECT', a. Unsuspected. Milton.

ON-sys-PficT'ED, a. Not suspected ; confided in.

tJN-sys-PECT'lNG, a. Not suspecting ; having no suspicion.
ON-sys-PEND'ED,* a. Not suspended. Knox.

t^N-sys-pfcioys, (un-sus-pish'us) a. Having no suspicion.
t5N-sys-pI"cioys-L,Y,* (un-sus-plsh'us-le) ad. Without sus-

picion Arnold.

tJN-sys-TAiN'A-BLE, a. That cannot be sustained; in-

supportable. Barrow.

t^N-sys-TAlNED', (un-sus-tand') a. Not sustained
; not sup-

ported.

tJN-sys-TAlN'|NG,* a. Not sustaining. Shelley.

tJN-sWAl/L5wED,* (un-swol'6d) a. Not swallowed. Ash.
tJN-SWATHE', v. a.

[i. UNSWATHED; pp. UNSWATHINO, UN-
SWATHED.] To take a swathe from

; to loosen.

tTN-SWAY'A-BLE, a. Not to be governed or influenced.

tIN-SWAYED', (un-swad') a. Not swayed ; not wielded.
tJN-SWAY'ED-NESS, n. Steadiness. Hales.

tJN-SWEAR', (iin-swar') v. a. [i. UNSWORE ; pp. UNSWEAR-
ING, UNSWORN.] To recall after having sworn; to recall
what is sworn.

tJN-s\VEAR', v. n. To recant any thing sworn. Spenser.
tJN-swEAT', v. a. To cool after exercise. MLUon. [R.]
tJN-swfiAT'jNG, a. Not sweating. Dryden.
tJN-SWEET', a. Not sweet

; disagreeable. Spenser.
tJN-swEET'ENED,* (un-swe'tnd) a. Not sweetened. Ash,
tJN-swfiPT', a. Not swept ; not brushed away.
tJN-swiJRV'jNG,* a. Not swerving ; firm. Qw. Rev.
tJN-swoRN', a. Not sworn ; not bound by an oath.

tJN-swONG',* a. Not swung ;
not suspended. Bacon.

tJN-SYM-MET'Ri-CAL,* a. Not symmetrical. Johnson.

tJN-syM-MET'Ri-CAL-LY,* ad. Not symmetrically. Johnson.

tJN-SYM-PA-THi-ZA-BiL'j-TY,* 7z. Want of ability to sym-
pathize. Coleridge. [R.j

tJN-SYM'PA-THiz-iNG,* a. Not sympathizing. Savage.
tJN-svs-TEM-AT'lc,* ) a. Not systematic ; wanting sys-
tJN-SYS-TEM-AT'j-CAL,* \

tern
; disorderly. Burke.

tJN-SYS-TEM-AT'i-CAL-LY,* ad. Without system ; irregu-
larly. Bolingbroke.

tJN-TXcK', v. a. To disjoin ; to separate. Milton.

tJN-TAiNT'ED, a. Not tainted
;
not sullied

; not corrupted.
tJN-TAlNT'ED-LY, ad. Without taint or spot. South.
tJN-TAiNT'ED-NESS, n. State of being untainted. Bp. Hall.

tJN-TAK'EN, (un-ta'kn) a. Not taken. Untaken up. not
filled.

CN-TXL'ENT-ED,* a. Not having talents. Month. Ren.

tTN-TALKED'-OF, (un-tawkt'ov) a. Not talked or spoken
of.

tJN-TAM'A-BLE, a. That cannot be tamed or subdued.

tJN-TAM'A-BLE-NESS,* n. Quality of not being tamable.
Ash.

ON-TAMED', (un-tamd') a. Not tamed
;
not subdued.

t)N-TAN-Gi-BiL,'i-TY,*7i. Intangibility. Ash.

tJN-TAN'<?l-BLE,* a. Not tangible ; intangible. Ash.

tJN-TAN'GLE, (un-tang'gl) v. a. To disentangle. Shak.

tJN-TXN'GLED,* (un-tang'gld) a. Not tangled. Ash.

tTN-TAR'NisHED,* (un-tar'njsht) a. Not tarnished. Southoy.
tJN-TXsKED',* (5n-taskf) a. Not tasked. Jeffrey.

tJN-TAST'ED, a. Not tasted
;
not tried by the palate.

tTN-TAST'jNG, a. Not tasting ; not perceiving taste.

tTN-TAUGHT', (un-tawt') a. Not taught; uninstructed
; ig-

norant ; unlettered ;
unskilled

; new.
tJN-TAxED', (un-taksf) a. Not taxed ; not charged.
UN-TEACH', (un-tech') v. a.

[i. UNTAUGHT; pp. UNTEACH-
ING, UNTAUGHT.] To cause to forget what has been
learnt. Browne. [R.]

tJN-TEACH'A-BLE, a. That cannot be taught ; indocile.

tJN-TEACH'A-BLE-NESS,* n. Want of docility. Johnson.

tJN-TEEM'lNG, a. Not teeming; barren.

tJN-TEM'PERED, (un-tem'perd) a. Not tempered.
tJN-TEM'PER-i'NG,* a. Not tempering or exciting. Shak.

tJN-TEM'PEST-ED,* a. Free from tempest. Mulman.
tJN-TEMPT'EB, a. Not tempted ;

not allured.

tJN-TEMPT'}NG,* (un-temt'i'iig) a. Not tempting. H. Clay.
tJN-TEN'A-BLE, a. Not tenable; that cannot be held, main-

tained, or defended.

tJN-TEN'ANT-A-BLE,* a. Not tenantable. Smart.

tJN-TEN'ANT-ED, a. Having no tenant. Temple.
CN-TEND'ED, a. Not tended ; unattended.

tJN-TEN'DER, a. Not tender
; wanting tenderness.

tJN-TEN'DERED, (un-ten'derd) a. Not tendered or offered.

tJN-TEN'DER-LY,* ad. Not tenderly. Duncan.

tJN-TENT',Y a.'To bring out of a tent. Shak. [R.]

tJN-TENT'ED, a. Not tented
;
not having a tent applied.

tJN-TER-RES'TR{-AL,* a. Not terrestrial. Young.
tJN-TER'Ri-KlED, (un-ter're-f Id) a. Not terrified.

tJN-TEST'ED,* a. Not tested
;
not proved. Ash.

tJN-TETH'ERED,* (un-tetfi'erd) a. Not tethered. Ash.

tJN-THANKED', (un-tMnkt'j a. Not thanked. Smart.

tJN-THANK'FOL, a. Not thankful
; ungrateful.

tJN-THXNK/FfJL-LY, ad. Without thanks; without grati-
tude ; ungratefully.

tJN-TUANK'FOJL-NESS, n. Want of thankfulness
; ingrati-

tude.

ON-THATCHED',* (un-thacht') a. Not thatched. Ash.

tJN-THAWED', (un thlwd') a. Not thawed or dissolved.

tJN-THE-XT'Rl-CAL,* a. Not theatrical. Jodrell.

tJN-THf-Q-LOG'I-CAL,* a. Not theological. Bp. Hall.

tJN-THE-O-RET'}C,* a. Not theoretic. Coleridge.

tlN-THE-Q-RET'l-CAL,,* a. Not theoretical. Jour. Sci.

tJN-THicK'ENED,* (un-thlk'knd) a. Not thickened. Ash.

tJN-THtNK', v. a. To recall or dismiss a thought. Shak.

tJN-TIllNK/ING, a. Not thinking ; thoughtless.

tJN-THiNK'JNG-LY,* ad. Without thought. Pope.

tJN-THiNK'iNG-Nfiss, 7i. Want of thought. Lord Halifax,

tJN-THORN'Y, a. Not thorny ;
free from thorns.
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UN-THOUGHT', (un-th&wt') p. a. Not thought. Unthought-
of, not thought of; not regarded ;

not heeded. Shak.

UN-THOUGHT'FCL,* (un-th;iwt'ful) o. Not thoughtful;
thoughtless. Bale.

UN-THRXSHED',* (un-thrasht') a. Not thrashed. Jodrell.

UN-THREAD', V. a. [i. UNTHREADED ; pp. UNTHREADING,
UNTHREADED.] To relax from ligatures : to loose.

UN-THREAT'ENED, (un-thret'tnd) a. Not menaced.
UN-THRESHED', (un-thresht') a. Not threshed. Newton.

UN'THRIFT, n. An extravagant ; a prodigal. Shak.

tUN-THRlFT', a. Profuse
; prodigal ; unthrifty. Shak.

UN-THRIF'TI-LY, ad. Without thrift or frugality.

UN-THR!F'TI-NESS, n. Want of thrift
;
waste

; prodigality.

UN-THR!F'TY, a. Not thrifty ; not thriving ; prodigal ; pro-
fuse

;
lavish ; wasteful.

UN-THRIV'ING, a. Not thriving ;
not prospering.

UN-THRONE', v. a. To dethrone. Milton.

UN-THROWN',* a. Not thrown
;
not cast. Surrey.

UN-T!C'KLED,* (un-tik'kld) a. Not tickled. Chesterfield.

UN-TI'DI-LY,* ad. In an untidy manner. Smart.

UN-TI'DJ-NSS,* n. Want of tidiness. Smart.

UN-TI'DY, a. Not tidy : not neat
;
not cleanly.

UN-TIE', (un-tl') v. a. [i. UNTIED ; pp. UNTYING, UNTIED.]
To unbind

;
to free from bonds

j
to loosen

;
to unfasten ;

to loose.

UN-TIED', (un-tid') a. Not tied
;
not bound

;
not fastened.

UN-T!GHT'EN,* (un-ti'tn) v. a. To loosen ; to make less

tight, Ash.

UN-TIL', ad. or conj. To the time that
;

till
;
to the place

that
;
to the degree that.

UN-TIL', prep. To ;
till : used of time. [To : used of

objects. Spenser.]
UN-TILE', v. a. To strip of tiles. Swift.

UN-TIL'LA-BLE,* a. That cannot be tilled. Cowper.
UN-TILLED', (un-tild') a. Not tilled

;
not cultivated.

UN-TIM'BERED, (un-tim'berd) a. Not timbered ; weak.

UN-TIME'LI-NESS,* n. State of being untimely. Ash.

UN-TIME'LY, a. Not timely ; happening before the natural
time

; premature ;
unseasonable

;
ill-timed.

UN-TIME'LY, ad. Before the natural time. Spenser.

tJN-Tl'ME-oDs,* a. Untimely. Bulwer. [R.]

UN-TINCT'VRED,* (un-tinkt'yurd) a. Not tinctured. A.
Thomson.

UN-TINGED', (un-tinjd') a. Not stained
;
not discolored.

UN-TIR'A-BLE, a. Indefatigable ;
unwearied. Shak.

UN-TIRED', (un-tlrd') a. Not tired
;
not made weary.

UN-TIR'ING,* a. Not tiring ;
unwearied. Grant.

UN-TITH'A-BLE,* a. Not tithable. Ash.

UN-T!THE'D',* (un-tlthd') a. Not tithed. Pottok.

tJN-Ti'TLED, (un-tl'tld) a. Not titled
; having no title.

tJN'Td,pre;>. To. Translation of the Bible. Much used in the
old and in solemn style ;

but now somewhat antiquated.

&N-TOLD', a. Not told
;
not related ; not numbered.

UN-TSL'ER-AT-ED, a. Not tolerated. Scott. '

UN-TOMB', (un-tom') v. a. To disinter. Fuller.

UN-TOOTH',* v. a. To deprive of teeth. Cowper.
UN-TOOTH'SOME,* a. Not toothsome. Bp. Hall.

UN-TOR-MENT'ED,* a. Not tormented. Young.
UN-TORN',* a. Not torn

;
not rent. Ash.

UN-TOSSED',* fun-tost') a. Not tossed. Green.

tJN-T5sT',* . Not tossed ;
untossed. Byron.

UN-TOUCH'A-BLE, (un-tuch'a-bl) a. Not to be touched;
intangible. Feltham.

UN-TOUCHED', (un-tucht') a. Not touched ; not affected.

UN-TOW'ARD, a, Froward
; perverse ; vexatious ; not easi-

ly guided or taught; awkward. See TOWARD.
UN-TOW'ARD-LI-NESS,* n. State of being untovvardly. Ash.

UN-TOW'ARD-LY, a. Awkward
; perverse ; froward. Locke.

UN-TOW'ARD-LY, ad. Awkwardly ; ungainly ; perversely.

UN-TOW'ARD-NESS, 7i. Perverseness. Bp. Wilson.

UN-TOW'ERED,* (un-tou'erd) a. Not having towers.
Wordsworth.

UN-TRACE'A-BLE, a. That cannot be traced. South.

UN-TRACED"', (un-trasf) a. Not traced
;
not tracked

;
not

marked.

UN-TRACKED', (Qn-trakt') a. Not tracked ; untraced.

UN-TRXC-TA-BIL'I-TY,* n. Intractableness. Burke.

tJN-TiiXc'TA-BLE,' a. \intraitable, Fr.
; intractabilis, L.] Not

tractable
; unmanageable ;

stubborn
; rough ;

difficult
;

intractable. See INTRACTABLE.
UN-TRXC'TA-BLE-NESS, n. Intractableness. Locke.

UN-TRAD'ED,* a. Not traded : uncommon. Shak.

UN-TRAD'ING, a. Not engaged in trade or commerce.
UN-TRAINED', (fin-trand') a. Not trained

;
not educated;

not disciplined ; irregular ; ungovernable.
UN-TRAM'MELLED,* (un-tram'meld) a. Not trammelled.

EC. Rev.

UN-TRXM'PLED,* (un-tram'pld) a. Not trampled. Shelley.

UN-TRAN'QUIL-LIZED, (-izd) a. Not tranquillized. Goode.

UN-TRAN-SCR!BED',* (un-tran-skrlbd') a. Not transcribed.

Maunder.

UN-TRANS-FER'A-BLE, a. Incapable of being transferred
;

not transferable. See TRANSFERABLE. [Day.
(un-trans-ferd') a. Not transferred.

UN-TRANS-FORMED',* (fin-trans-formd') a. Not trans-
formed. Maunder.

UN-TRANS-LAT'A-BLE, a. Not capable of being translated.

UN-TRANS-LAT'A-BLE-NESS,* n. Impossibility of being
translated. _Coleridge.

UN-TRANS-LAT'ED, fl. Not translated. Hales.

UN-TRANS-Mls's|-BLE,* a. Not transmissible. Ash.

UN-TRANS-MIT'TED,* a. Not transmitted. Ash.

UN-TRANS-MUT'A-BLE,* a. Not transmutable. Hume.
UN-TRANS-PAR'ENT, a. Not transparent ;

not diaphanous.
UN-TRANS-PAS'SA-BLE,* a. Not transpassable. Daniel.

UN-TRAN-SPIRED',* (un-tran-spird') a. Not transpired.
Maunder.

UN-TRANS-PLXNT'ED,* a. Not transplanted. Ash.

UN-TRANSTPORT'A-BLE,* a. Not transportable. EC. Rev.
UN-TRANS-PORT' ED,* a. Not transported. Ash.

UN-TRANS-POED',* (un-trans-pozd') a. Not transposed.
Ash.

UN-TRXV'ELLED, (iin-trav'eld) a. Not travelled ; not

passed over: not having travelled; having never seen

foreign countries.

UN-TRXV'ERSED,* (iin-trav'erst) a. Not traversed. Ash.

UN-TREAD', (un-tred') v. a. To tread back
;
to go back in

the same steps. Shak.

UN-TREA'VRED, (un-trezh'urd) a. Not treasured or laid up.

fUN-TREAT'A-BLE, a. Not treatable. Decay of Piety.

UN-TRJ-AT'ED,* a. Not treated. E. Erving.
UN-TREM'BLING,* a. Not trembling. Phillips.

UN-TRENCHED',* (un-trenchf) a. Not trenched. G. Penn.

UN-TRES'PASS-ING,* . Not trespassing. Milton.

UN-TRIED', (un-trid') a. Not tried
;
not attempted.

UN-TRIMMED',* (fin -trimd') Not trimmed. Shak.

UN-TRIT'V-RAT-ED,* a. Not triturated. Jour. Sci.

UN-TRI'VMPH-A-BLE, a. Allowing no triumph. Hudibras.

UN-TRI'VMPHE'D, (un-trl'umft) a. Not triumphed over.

May.
UN-TR6D', a. Not trodden ; untrodden. Milton.

UN-TRSD'DEN, (un-trod'dn) a. Not trodden ; not passed.

UN-TROLLED', (un-trold') a. Not trolled or rolled along.

UN-TRODB'LED, (un-trub'bld) a. Not troubled; not dis-

turbed by care, sorrow, or guilt ;
not agitated ;

not con-
fused.

UN-TROUB'LED-NESS, (un-trub'bld-nes) n. State of being
untroubled; unconcern. Hammond. [R.]

UN-TR(TE', (un-tru') a. Not true ; false ;
unfaithful.

UN-TRD'LY, ad. Falsely ;
not according to truth.

UN-TRDM'PET-ED,* a. Not trumpeted." Scott.

UN-TRDSS',* v. a. To deprive of a truss. B. Jonson.

UN-TRI;ST'ED,* a. Not trusted ;
not confided in. Smith.

UN-TRUST'I-NESS, n. Unfaithfulness. Hayward.
UN-TRUST'WOR-THY,* (un-trfist'wur-the) a. Not worthy
of being trusted. EC. Rev.

UN-TRUS'TY,* a. Not trusty ;
unfaithful. Bp. Hall

UN-TRU"TH', n. Falsehood
;
false assertion.

UN-TUCK',* v. a. To undo a tuck
;
to unfold. Ath.

UN-TDCK'ERED,* (un-tuck'erd) a. Wearing no tucker. Ad-
dison.

UN-TUM'BLED,* (un-tum'bld) a. Not tumbled. Ash.

UN-Ty-MOLT'v-oDs,* a. Not tumultuous. Young.
UN-TUN'A-BLE, a. Not tunable ; inharmonious.

UN-TUN'A-BLE-NSS, n. Want of harmony. Dr. Warton.

UN-TUNE', v. a.
[i.

UNTUNED
; pp. UNTUNING, UNTUNED.]

To put out of tune
; to disorder. Shak.

UN-TUNED',* (un-tund') a. Not tuned
;
unmusical. Shak.

UN-TUR'BANED,* a. Not having a turban. Southey.

UN-TUR'BID,* a. Not turbid
;

clear. Scott.

UN-TURNED', (un-tiirnd') a. Not turned. Drydcn. +
UN-TU'TQRED, (un-tu'tord) a. Uninstructed ; untaught.

UN-TWINE', v. a. [i. UNTWINED ; pp. UNTWINING, UN-

TWINED.] To open or separate after having been twined ;

to untwist.

UN-TW^RL',* v. a. To undo a twirl
;
to untwist. Ash.

UN-TWlST', V. a. [>. UNTWISTED ; pp. UNTWISTING, UN-

TWISTED.] To separate after having been twisted ;
to dis-

entangle.
UN-TY', v. a. To loose. Shak. See UNTIE.

UN-U'NI-FORM, (un-u'ne-fbrm) a. Not uniform. [R.]

UN-U-N!T'ED,* a. Not united ; separated. Clarke.

UN-UP-LIFT'ED,* a. Not uplifted. Wordsworth.

UN-URGED', (un-urjd') a. Not urged ;
not pressed.

UN-UED', (un-yuzd') a. Not used ;
unaccustomed ;

unem-

ployed.
UN-USE'FUL, a. Not useful; useless; serving no purpose.

UN-U'U-AL, (fin-yu'zhu-al) a. Not usual ;
uncommon ;

rare.

UN-U'U-AL-LY, (un-yu'zhu-al-le) ad. In an unusual man-
ner.

UN-U'SU-AL-NSS, (un-yu'zhu-al-nes) n. Uncommonness.

UN-UT'TER-A-BLE, a. That cannot be uttered or expressed ;

ineffable ; inexpressible.
UN-UT'TER-A-BLY,* ad. In an unutterable manner. Knox.

[-UT'TERED,* (fin-ut'erd) a. Not uttered. Bp. Horsley.UN-
UN-VA'CAT-ED,* a. Not' vacated. Henry Clay.

UN-VAC'IL-L'AT-ING,* a. Not vacillating. Sir W. Scott.
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ON-VAIL', v. a. To uncover ; to unveiL Denham. See
UNVEIL.

tpN-vXL'u-A-BLE, a. Invaluable, Atterbury.
TJN-vXL'uED, (un-val'yud) a. Not valued

;
not prized ; neg-

lected : inestimable
;
above price. Shak.

tJN-vXMPED',* (un-vampt') a. Not vamped. Ash.
tJN-V^N'QUlSH-A-BLE, a. Not to be subdued. Bp. King.
ON-VAN'QUJSHED, (un-van'kwjsht) a. Not conquered.
tJN-vXN'TAGED,* (un-viin'tajd) a. Not benefited. Cowper.
tON-VA'Rl-A-BLE, a. Invariable. JYorris.

tJN-VA'R]ED, (un-va'rjd) a. Not varied
;
not changed.

tJN-VA'Ri-E-GAT-ED,*a. Not variegated. Ed. Rev.

tJN-VAR'NisiiED, (un-var'njsht) a. Not overlaid with var-
nish

;
not adorned ; not decorated. Shak.

trN-vA'RY-iNG,
._
Not varying ;

not changing.
tJN-VElL', (un-val') v. a.

[t. UNVEILED
; pp. UNVEILING,

UNVEILED.] To uncover
;
to divest of a veil

;
to disclose ;

to show.

tJN-VEiL'ED-LY, (un-val'ed-Ie) ad. Plainly. Boyle.
tJN-VEiL'ER,* (fin-val'er) n. One who unveils. Boyle.

ON-VEN'D|-BLE,* a. Not vendible. Ash.

tJN-VEN'ER-A-BLE, a. Not venerable. Shak.

tJN-VEN'ER-AT-ED,*a. Not venerated. Ash.

ON-VEN'QM-ODS,* a. Free from venom. Black.

ON-VEN'TI-LAT-ED, a. Not ventilated ;
not fanned by

wind.

ON-VER'DANT, a. Not verdant
; having no verdure.

tJN-VER'i-FlED,* (un-veVe-f id) a. Not verified. Ash.

ON-VER'I-TA-BLE, a. Not veritable
; untrue. Browne.

ON-VERSED', (fin-verst') a. Not versed
;
unskilled.

tJN-VER'si-FlED,* (iin-ver'se-f Id) a. Not versified. Scott.

tJN-VEXED', (un-vekst') a. Not vexed ; undisturbed.

tJN-viEWED',* (un-vud') a. Not viewed. Ash.

tJN-vi'G'j-LXNT,* a. Not vigilant. Ash.

tfN-vi'N'Di-CAT-ED,* a. Not vindicated. Horne.

tJN-vjN-Dic'TlVE,* a. Not vindictive. Ash.

ON-VI'O-LAT-ED, a. Not violated
;
not broken.

tJN-viRT'y-otTS, (un-virt'yu-us) a. Wanting virtue. Shak.

ttJN-vis'ARD, v. a. To unmask. Milton.

ON-VI'JT-ED, a. Not visited
;
not resorted to.

tJN-vi'QRED,* (un-viz'urd) a. Not visoredj unmasked.
Pollok.

tlN-vi"Tl-AT-ED, (un-vish'e-at-ed) a. Not corrupted.
tJN-vrr'Ri-FiED,* (un-vit're-f id) a. Not vitrified. Ash.

ON-VO'CAL,* a. Not vocal. Smart.

ON-VOTE', v. a. To annul a former vote. Burnet.

UN-VOUCHED',* (un-vouchf) a. Not vouched. Ed. Rev.
tJN-VOWED',* (un-voud') a. Not vowed. Hooker.

tJN-vow'ELLED, (un-vb'u'eld) a. Without vowels. Skinner.

tON-VOY'AGE-A-BLE, a. Innavigable. Milton.

ON-VUL'GAR, a. Not vulgar. B. Jonson.

tON-VUL'NER-A-BLE, a. Invulnerable. Shak.

tJN-wAFT'ED,* a- Not wafted. Moore.

ON-WAIT'ED-ON, a. Not attended. Beaum. $ Fl.

ON-WAKED',* (un-wakt') a. Not waked. Oower.

ON-WAKE'F&L-NESS,* n. Want of wakefulness. Month.
Rev.

ON-WA'KENED, (un-wa'knd) a. Not wakened.
ON-WALLED', (un-wawld') a. Not walled

; having no
walls.

UN-WANT'ED,* (un-wont'ed) a. Not wanted. Oilpin.

fpN-wARE:j', ad. Unawares. Spenser.

ON-WA'RI-LY, ad. Without caution
; carelessly ;

heed-

lessly.

ON-WA'RI-NESS, n. Want of caution ; carelessness.

ON-WAR'LIKE, a. Not warlike
;
unused to war; not mili-

* tury.

UN-WARMED', (un-warmd') a. Not warmed or excited.

TIN-WARNED', (un-warnd') a. Not warned.
UN-WARP', V. a. [l. UNWARPED ; pp. UNWARPINQ, UN-

WARPED.] To reduce from the state of being warped.
Evelyn.

UN-WARPED', (un-warpf) a. Not warped or biased.

UN-WAR'RANT-A-BLE, (un-wor'rant-a-bl) a. Not warranta-
ble

; indefensible; unjustifiable.

tJN-WAR'RANT-A-BLE-NESS,(un-wor'rant-a-bl-nes)n. State
of being unwarrantable. Abp. Sancroft.

tJN-WAR'RANT-A-BLY, (un-wor'rant-a-ble) ad. In an un-
warrantable manner; indefensibly.

tJN-WAR'RANT-ED, ^un-wor'rant-ed) a. Not warranted.

tJN-WA/RY, a. Wanting caution
; imprudent ; hasty.

ON-WASHED', (un-woshf) a. Not washed
;
not cleansed.

fUN-WASH'EN, (un-wosh'n) a. Not washed. St. Matt. xv.

tJN-WAST'ED, a. Not wasted ; not consumed.
ON-WASTE'FUL-LY,* ad. Not with waste. Bacon.

tTN-WAST'iNG, a. Not wasting ;
not growing less.

tJN-WATCHED',* (iin-wocht') a. Not watched. Udal.

tJN-WATCH'FOr,,* (un-woch'ful) a. Not watchful. Taylor.
tJN-WATCH^OL-Nfiss,* (un-wocli'ful-nes) n. Want of

watchfulness. Leighton.
UN-WA'TERED,* (un-wa'terd) a. Not watered. Fabyan.
tJN-WA'VERED,* (un-wa'verd) a. Not wavered. Browne.

tJN-WA/VER-lNG,* a. Not wavering ; steady. Strypc.

tJN-WAXED',* a. Not waxed. Gray.

fON-WAYED', (un-wad') a. Not used to travel. Suckling.
UN-\VEAK'ENED, (un-we'knd) a. Not weakened.
ON-WEALTH'Y,* a. Not wealthy. Smart.

tJN-WEANED',* (un-wend') a. Not weaned. Sheridan.

ftJN-WEAP'ONED, (un-wep'pnd) a. Having no weapons.
ON-WEAR'A-BLE,* a. Not proper to be worn. Orant.

fON-WEA'Ri-A-BLE, a. Not to be tired
; indefatigable.

Hooker.

ttrN-WEA'RJ-A-BLY, ad. So as not to be fatigued. Bp. HalL
ON-WEA'RIED, (un-we'rid) a. Not wearied ; not tired

; not
fatigued ; indefatigable ; continual

; not to be spent.
ON-WEA'RJED-LV, ad. Indefatigably. Lord Chesterfield.

tlN-WEA'RlED-NESS, ;i. State of being unwearied. Todd.

ON-WEA'RY, a. Not weary ; not tired.

ON-WEA'RY, v. a. To refresh after weariness. Dryden.
t'N-WEA'RY-lNG,* a. Not wearying. Howitt.

tJN-wfiATH'ER-wisE,* a. Not weatherwise. Ash.
tJN-WEAVE', v. a.

[i. UNWOVE; pp. UNWEAVING, UNWOV-
EN.] To unfold ; to undo what has been woven.

ON-WED', a. Unmarried ; unwedded. Shak.

tJN-WED'DED,* a. Not wedded. Scott.

tON-w_EDGE'A-BLE, a. Not to be cloven. Shak.

ON-WEEJD'ED, a. Not weeded
; not cleared from weeds.

fON-WEEPED', (un-wepf) a. Unwept. Milton.

{ON-WEET'ING, a. Ignorant; unknowing. Spenser.

JON-WEET'ING-LY, ad. Without knowledge ; ignorantly.
Spenser.

UN-WEIGHED', (un-wad') a. Not weighed ; not considered.

ON-WEIGH'ING, (un-wa'jng) a. Not weighing.
ON-WEL'CQME, (Qn-weTkum) a. Not welcome

;
not pleas-

ing ; not grateful ;
not well received.

tJN-WEL'cpMED,* (un-wel'kumd) a. Not welcomed
;
not

received with pleasure. Hoole.

ON-WEL'CQME-LY,* ad. In an unwelcome manner. JYeele.

tJN-WEL'cpME-NESS,* n. State of being unwelcome.
Boyle.

ON-WELD'ED,* a. Not welded. Turner.

tJN-WELL',' a. Not well ; slightly indisposed ;
not in per-

fect health
;

ill
; ailing. Lord Chesterfield. $& " This

term, when first brought up, was ridiculed as a Yankee,

ism; yet it is now in general use." EC. Rev.

ON-WELL'NESS, n. State of being unwell. Chesterfield.

ON-WELT'ED,* a. Not furnished with a welt. Ash.

ON-WEPT', a. Not wept ;
not lamented

; not bemoaned.
Dryden.

tiN-WET', a. Not wet ;
not moist. Dryden.

ON-WHIPPED', (iin-hwipt') a. Not whipped ;
not punished.

ON-WHIT 'ENED,* (un-whl'tnd) a. Not whitened. Ash.

tJN-WHiTE'WASHED,* (un-hwit'wosht) a. Not white-
washed. Philips.

ON-WHOLE', (un-hol') a. Not whole: sick
;
infirm. Todd.

ON-WHOL,E'SQME, (un-h51'sum) a. Not wholesome
;
insa-

lubrious
; injurious to health

; corrupt ; tainted.

ON-WHOLE'SOME-NESS, n. State of being unwholesome.

ON-W!'_DENED,* (un-wi'dnd) a. Not widened. Ash.

ON-WIELD'J-LY, ad. Heavily ;
with difficult motion.

ON-WIELD'I-NESS, n. Heaviness
; difficulty to move.

ON-WIELD'Y, (un-wel'de) a. Not wieldy ; unmanageable ;

not easily moving ; bulky ; weighty ; ponderous ; clumsy
ON-wlLL'lNG, a. Not willing ; disinclined ;

loath ; reluctant.

ON-WILL'JNG-LY, ad. With reluctance
;
not with good-

will.

ON-WILL'JNG-NESS, n. State of being unwilling ;
disincli-

nation.

ON-WI'LY,* a. Not wily ; free from cunning. EC. Rev.

ON-W!ND', v. a. [i. UNWOUND ; pp. UNWINDING, UNWOUND.]
To separate from being wound ;

to untwist
;
to untwine

;

to disentangle.

ON-WIND', v. n. To admit evolution
;
to become unwound.

ON-WINGED',* (iin-wingd') a. Not furnished with wings.
Maunder.

ON-W!NK'?NG,* a. Not winking Knox.

ON-WIN'NOWED,* (un-win'od) a. Not winnowed. Ash.
ON-WIPED', (un-wlpf) a. Not wiped ;

not rubbed.
ON-W!E' a. Not wise

;
foolish

;
destitute of wisdom

;
im-

prudent ;
weak.

ON-W!E'LY, ad. In an unwise manner; foolishly.

ON-WISH', ??. a. To wish something not to be. Browne.

ON-WISHED', (un-wlsht') a. Not wished
; not desired.

fON-wIST', a. Not known; unapprized. Spenser.

ION-WIT', . a. To deprive of understanding. Shak.

ON-WITCH',* v. a. To free from the effects of witchcraft ;

to disenchant. B. Jonson.

ON-WITH-DRAW'ING, a. Not withdrawing. Milton.

a. Not withdrawn. Ash.

, (un-witTi'erd) a. Not withered.

ON-WTTH'ER-ING, a. Not withering ;
not fading. Cowper.

ON-WJTH-STOOD', (un-with-stud') a. Not withstood.

ON-wiT'NESSED, (un-wlt'nest) a. Not witnessed.

tJN-wlT'Tl-LY, ad. Without wit. Cowley.

ON-WIT'TJNG'-LY, ad. Without consciousness ;
uncon-

sciously ; ignorantly.
ON-WJT'TY, a. Not witty ; wanting wit. Shenstone.

tJN-wiVED', (un-wlvd') a. Without a wife. Selden.

A, E, 1, 6, U, Y, long; X, fi, I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, |, p, V, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER
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, (un-wum'an) ?>. a. [i. UNWOMANED , pp. UN-

WOMANING, UNWOMANED.] To deprive of womanly quali-
ties. Sandys. [becoming a woman.

tJN-woM'AN-Ly, (un-wum'an-le) a. Not womanly : un-

ftlN-woNT', (un-wunf) a. Unwonted. Spenser.

t)N-wCNT'ED, (un-wunt'ed) a. Not wonted ;
uncommon

;

unusual ; rare
; infrequent ;

unaccustomed.
tJN-woNT'ED-LY,* ad. In an unwonted manner. Scott.

tW-woNT'ED-NESS, 7i. State of being unwonted.
UN-WOOED', (un-wod') a. Not wooed

;
not courted. Shak.

tJN-woRD'ED,* (un-wiird'ed) a. Not worded. Beaum.
tJN-woRK'iNG, (un-wurk'jrig) a. Not working. Locke.

tJN-woRK'MAN-LiKE,* (un-wurk'man-llk) a. Not work-
manlike. Jltth.

tJN-woRL,D'L,j-Nss,* n. State of being unworldly. Wilson.

tJN-woRLD'L,Y,*(un-wiirld'le) a. Not worldly. Southey.
CN-WORMED', (un-wurmd') a. Not wormed.
tJN-WORN', a. Not worn ;

not impaired. Barrow.

tJN-woR'RiED,* (fin-wur'rjd) a. Not worried. Keates.

tJN-woR'sHiPPED, (un-wiir'shjpt) a. Not worshipped.
tJN-WOR'SHIP-Pi'NG,*a. Not worshipping. Smart.

tJN-woR'THi-LY, (un-wur'the-le) ad. In an unworthy man-
ner

;
not according to desert.

tJN-woR''fHI-NESS, (un-wur'f he-nes) n. State of being un-

worthy ; want of worth or merit.

tJN-woR'THY, (un-wUr'tfte) a. Not worthy ;
not deserving,

whether good or bad
;
unmerited : wanting merit ;

mean ;

worthless
; vile.

tJN-wbuND', t. &. p. from Unwind. Untwisted. a. Not
wound. Mortimer. See WIND.

tJN-wouND'ED, (un-wond'ed or un-wound'ed) a. Not
wounded

;
not hurt. See WOUND.

tJN-WRAP', (un-rap') v. a.
[i. UNWRAPPED ; pp. UNWRAPPING,

UNWRAPPED.] To open what is folded ; to unfold.

tJN-WREATHE', (un-reth') v. a.
[i.

UNWREATHED ; pp. UN-

WREATHING, UNWREATHED.] To untwine
;
to untwist.

tJN-WRECKED',* (un-rekf) a. Not wrecked. Drayton.
tlN-WRENCHED',* (un-renchf) a. Not wrenched. Thomson.

tJN-WRlN'KLED,* (un-ring'kld) a. Not wrinkled. Byron.
tJN-WRlTE',* (un-rlf) v. a. To cancel what is written

;
to

erase. Milton.

tJN-WRiT'lNG, (un-rit'jng) a. Not writing. jUrbuthnot.

tJN-WRiT'TEN, (iin-rit'tn) a. Not written
;
not conveyed

by writing ; oral ; traditional.

tJN-WRONGED',* (un-rongd') a. Not wronged. Darwin.

tJ-N-WROUGHT', (fin-rawf) a. Not wrought; not labored.

tJN-WRuNG', (fin-rung') a. Not wrung ; not pinched.
tJN-YiELD'ED, (un-y51d'ed) a. Not yielded ; not given up.

tJN-YlELD'iNG, (un-yeld'jng) a. Not yielding ;
not giving

place.

TJN-YIELD'ING-NESS,* n. duality of not yielding. Cappe.
tJN-YOKE', v. a.

[i. UNYOKED; pp. UNYOKING, UNYOKED.]
To loose from the yoke ;

to part ;
to disjoin.

tJN-YOKED', (un-yokt') a. Not yoked ;
unrestrained.

tJN-ZONED',(un-zond') a. Not bound with a zone or girdle.

t?P, ad. Aloft
;
on high ;

not down
;
in a state of ascending,

rising, or climbing : from younger to elder years ;
from

a lower place or position to a higher, as from a bed, from a

seat, from the ground, &c.
; also from that which is figu-

ratively lower: into order; as, "He drew up his regi-
ment." Up and down, dispersedly ; here and there ; back-
ward and forward. Ups and downs, used, substantivejy,
for elevations and depressions ;

success and failure. Month.
Rev. Up to, to an equal height with

; adequately to.

Up with, a phrase that signifies the act of raising any
thing to give a blow. Up is added to verbs, implying
some accumulation or increase

; as,
" to number up."

tJP, interj. A word exhorting or commanding to rise, for get
up, or rise up ; as,

"
Up, up, for honor's sake." Dryden.

fP, prep. From a lower pla" He went up the hill."

t5p, prep. From a lower place to a higher one ;
not down

; as,

tip.* Used in the plural as a noun ; as,
" The ups and

downs which are met with." Qu. Rev. [Colloquial.]
C'PAs,* n. A tree of Java, of the genus antiaris, respecting
which many fabulous stories have been told. Its juice is

poisonous; but there is nothing deleterious in the atmo-

sphere around it. P. Cyc.

"Op-BEAR', (tip-bar') v. a.
[i. UPBORE ; pp. UPBEARING, UP-

BORNE.] To sustain or raise aloft
;

to support from fall-

ing; to bear up.
ttFP-BIND', v. a. To bind up. Collins.

ttJP-BLOW', v. a. To blow up ; to make tumid. Spenser.

uP-BRAID', (up-brad') v. a.
[i.

UPBRAIDED
; pp. UPBRAID-

ING, UPBRAIDED.] To charge contemptuously with any
thing disgraceful ; to urge with reproach ;

to reproach; to

chide ;
to censure

;
to condemn

;
to bring reproach upon.

[To object to, or stigmatize, as matter of reproach. Prior.]
TJP-BRAID'ER, (up-brad'er) n. One who upbraids.
tJp-BRAiD'iNG, (up-brad'ing) n. Reproach ;

a chiding.
tJP-BRAlD'}NG-LY, ad. By way of reproach. B. Jonson.

ttJp-BRAY', 71. a. To shame
;
to upbraid. Spenser.

TIP-BREED',* v. a. To nurse, rear, or train up. Holinshed.

ftlP-BROUGHT', (up-brawt') p. a. Brought up. Spenser.
tP-C AST', or tJP'cAST, a. Cast up ,

thrown upwards. Dryden.

tJP'cAsT, n. A throw
;
a cast. [A term of bowling.]

tJp-cAUGHT',* (up-kawt') a. Seized or held up. Cowper.
ttJP-CLiMB',* (up-klim') v. a. To ascend. Fairfax.
UP-COlL',*i>. a. &. n. To wind up into a coil. Wordsworth
tJp-coiLED',* (up-koild') a. Coiled or folded up. Southey.
ftJP-DRAW', v. a. To draw up. Milton.

ftlp-FiLL',* v. a. To fulfil
; to make full. Shak.

ttJp-G_&TH'ER, v. a. To gather up ; to contract. Spenser.
UP-GAZE',* v. n. To gaze or look steadily upwards. Byron.
ttJP-GROW', (up-gro') v. n. To grow up. Milton.

tJP-HAND', a. Lifted by the hand
; as,

" The uphand sledge
is used by workmen." Mozon.

tJP-HEAPED',* (up-hepf) a. Piled up ; accumulated. Udal.

tJP-HEAVE', v. a. To heave up ;
to lift up. Sackville.

tJP-HELD', i. & p. from Uphold. See UPHOLD.
UPHER,* n. A fir pole, fit for scaffolding, ladders, &c.,
from twenty to forty feet long. Francis.

trp'HLLL, or tFP-HlLL', [up'hll, S. W. J. F. Ja. R. Wb. ;

up-hil', P. K.] a. Difficult
; like the labor of climbing a hill.

TJP-HOARD', (up-h5rd') v. a. To store
;
to hoard. Spenser.

tJP-HOLD', v. a. [i. UPHELD ; pp. UPHOLDING, UPHELD, f UP-

HOLDER.] To lift on high ;
to support ; to sustain

; to de-
fend

;
to keep from falling or declension.

tip-ndLD'ER, n. One who upholds: one who provides
for funerals ;

an undertaker. Gay. One who furnishes
houses. In this sense upholsterer is now used.

tJP-HOL'STER-ER, n. [a corruption of upholder.] One who
furnishes houses with beds and furniture.

tJP-HOL/STER-y, n. Articles made or sold by upholsterers.

tJPH'ROE,*w. (JVaut.) An oblong block used to suspend the

awnings. Mar. Diet.

tJp'LAND, 71. Higher ground ;
elevated land. Burnet.

tlp'LAND, a. High in situation
; brought up on the hills

or mountainous parts. Carew. Rude
; savage. Chapman.

tJp'LAND-ER,* n. An inhabitant of the uplands. Forby.
tJp-LAND'iSH, a. Mountainous; inhabiting mountains :

rustical ; rude. Chapman.
ftJp-LAY', (up-la') v. a. To hoard

;
to lay up. Donne.

ftJp-LEAD', v. a. [i. UPLED.] To lead upward. Milton.

UP-LlFT', 7;. a. To raise aloft ; to lift up. Shak.

JtFP-LpCK', v. a. To lock up. Shak.

UP'MOST, a. [an irregular superlative formed from up.]
Highest ; topmost ; uppermost. Dryden.

~&p-dti',prep. On
;
not under; noting being on the top or

outside ; relating to. On and upon are nearly synony-
mous ;

but the latter often implies more emphasis and
force, and a more distinct notion of something that, liter-

ally or metaphorically, bears or supports Upon is, per-

haps, rather less used than formerly, being contracted
into on.

tJp'PER, a.; comp. degree from Up. [superl. UPPERMOST.]
Higher in place, rank, or power.

tJP-PER-HXND',* n. Superiority ; advantage. Bp. Taylor.

tJp'PER-MOST, a. superl. Highest in place, rank, or power.
tJP-PlLE',* v. a. To pile up ;

to heap up. Collins.

tJp'PlSH, a. Proud
; arrogant ; petulant ; pettish. Johnson.

[Colloquial or
lovvj

TJP'PISH-NESS,* n. Pride ; arrogance. Scott. [Vulgar.]
tJP-PRlCKED',* (up-prikt') a. Set up sharply or pointedly.
Mason.

tJP-pROP,'* r>. a. To prop up ; to sustain by a prop. Donne.

tJp-RAiE', (up-raz') v. a. To raise up. Fletcher.

tJP-REAR', v. a. To rear up. Gay.
tJP-RlDGED',* (up-rijd') a. Raised up in ridges or ex-
tendea lines. Cowper.

||tJp'RiGHT, (up'rlt) [up'rlt, & W. P.J. E. F.Ja. Sm. Wb. ;

up-rlt', Bailey.] a. Straight up; perpendicularly erect;
erected

; pricked up ;
not declining from the right ;

honest ;

just. Q;^" This word is often accented on the last sylla-

ble, especially when, as an adjective, it follows the noun;
as,

"
Bristling hair upright." Dryden.

||tJp'RlGHT, (up'rlt) n. (Arch.) Something erect or perpen-
dicular

; apiece of timber supporting a rafter: eleva-

tion
; orthography or section of a building.

ftip-RiGHT'EOVS-LY,* (up-ri'chus-le) ad. Justly. Shak.

||tJp'RiGHT-LY, (up'rit-le) ad. In an'upright manner; per-

pendicularly to the horizon : honestly ;
without devia-

tion from the right.

||tJp'R]GHT-NEss, (up'rit-nes) n. State of being upright;
perpendicular erection ; honesty ; integrity ;

rectitude.

tJp-RiE', (up-rlz') v. n.
[i. UPROSE ; pp. UPRISING, UPRISEN.]

To rise up, as from a bed, from a seat, or from below the

horizon
;
to arise.

tJp-RiE', (up-rlz' or up-rls') n. Appearance above the
horizon

;
act of rising ; rise

;
ascent. Sandys.

tJP-RI'}NG, TI. Act of rising. Sir T. Herbert.

tJP'ROAR,(up'ror) [up'ror, S. W. P.J. F.Ja. Sm. Wb. : up-ror'.
K. " It is often accented on the latter syllable." Smart.]
n. [oproer, D.] Tumult; bustle; disturbance; confusion.

ftrp-ROAR', (up-ror') v. a. To throw into confusion. Shak.

tJP-ROAR'l-ous,* a. Tumultuous ;
turbulent. Moore. [Low.]

tJP-ROLL'j v. a. To roll up. Milton.

tJP-ROOT', V. a. [i. UPROOTED : pp. UPROOTING, UPROOTED.]
To tear up by the root. Dryden.
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UP-RoOE', 77. a. To rouse up ; to excite. Shak.

UP-RUN',* v. a. To run, ascend, or mount up. Cowper.
UP-SEND',* v. a. To send, cast, or throw up. Cowper.
UP-SET', v. a.

[i. UPSET; pp. UPSETTING, UPSET.] To set up;
to overturn

;
to overthrow. Gower. EC. Rev.

UP'SET,* n. An overturn
; state of being upset. Qu. Rev.

UP-SET'TlNG,*n. The act of overturning. EC. Rev.

UP'sHdT, n. Conclusion
;
end

; last amount
;
final issue.

UP'SIDE,* n. The upper side
; upper part. Maunder.

UP-siDE-Dovl'N', ad. With the lower part above the high-
er ;_in complete disorder. Milton.

UP-SOAR',* v. n. To soar aloft
; to mount up. Pope.

UP-SPEAR',* v. n. To shoot upwards like a spear. Cowper.
UP-SPEAR'ING,* a. Rising up as a spear. Cowper.
UP-SPRING', v. n. To spring up. Sackville.

jUp'spRlNG, n. Upstart ; a man suddenly exalted. Shak.

UP-STXND', v. n. [i. UPSTOOD; pp. UPSTANDING, UPSTOOD.]
To stand up ;

to be erected. May.
UP-START', v. n. To spring up suddenly. Spenser.
UP'START, n. He or that which suddenly starts up ;

one
suddenly raised to wealth, power, honor, or consequence ;

a pretender.

UP'START, a. Suddenly raised. Shak.

UP-STAY', (up-sta') v. a. To sustain
;
to support. Milton.

UP-swARM', v. a. To raise in a swarm. Sfiak.

'UP-SWELL',* v. n. To swell or rise up. Dyer.
UP-TAKE', v. a. To take up or into the hands. Spenser.
UP-TEAR', (up-tar') v. a.

[i. UPTORE ; pp. UPTEARING, UP-

TORN.]_TO tear up ; to rend up. Milton.

UP-THROW',* v. a. To throw up ;
to elevate. Thomson.

UP-TRACE' * v. a. To trace up ;
to investigate. Thomson.

ttJp-TRAlN', v. a. To bring up ; to educate. Spenser.
UP-TURN' v. a. To turn up ;

to furrow. Milton.

UP-wiFT'ED,* a. Sustained or borne up or aloft. Cowper.
UP'WARD, a. Directed to a higher part ; ascending.
UP'WARD, ) ad. Towards a higher place ; opposed to down-

UP'WARD, \
ward /towards heaven and God: with re-

spect to the higher part ; towards the source : more than.

fUP'WARD, n. The top. Shak.

ttJP-WHiRL', (up-hwirl') v. a. To whirl up. Milton.

UP-wlND', v. a. [i. &.p. UFWOUND.] To convolve. Spenser.

U-RA'L.I-AN,* a. Relating to the river Ural, or to a range of
mountains in Russia. Ency.

,* n. (Chem.) A substance containing carbon, ox-

ygen, azote, and hydrogen, and from the decomposition
of which uramilic acid is formed. P. Cyc.

U'RAN-GLlM-MER,* n. (Min.) Uranite. Smart. [Dana.
U-RAN'IC,* a. (Chem.) Relating to, or containing, uranium.

U'R4N-1TE,* n. (Mm.) An ore or phosphate of uranium.
Brande.

U-RAN-tT'lc,* a. Relating to, or containing, uranite. Brande.

tJ-RA'Nl-OM,* ra. (Min.) A rare metal, of an iron-gray color,
first discovered by Klaproth. Ure.

U-RAN-fiG'RA-PHY,* n. See OURANOGRAPHY. Black.

U-RAN-OL'Q-GY,* n. [ovpavds and \6yo$.] A description of

_
the heavens. Oswald. [Scudamore.

fj-RAN-6s'cQ-PY,* n. The view of the heavenly bodies.

u'RA-N&s,*n. [L.J (Astron.) A planet, discovered in 1781

by Dr. William Herschel, and called also Herschel and

Qeorgiam Sid us. Ency.
URAO,* n. [Sp.] (Chem.) The native name of a sesquicar-
bonate of soda, found at the bottom of certain lakes in

Mexico. Ure. [base. Ure.

fJ'RATE,* n. (Chem.') A salt composed of uric acid and a

UR'BAN,* a. Belonging to a city. Whishaw.

TjR-BANE', fur-ban', P. K. Sm. Wb. ; ur-ban', Ja.] a. [urba-
nus, L.] Civil

; polished ; opposed to rustic ; courteous
;

elegant.

UR'BA-NTsT,* n. A sort of pear. Prince.

UR-BAN'I-TY, n. duality of being urbane
; civility ;

ele-

gance ; politeness.

tUR'BAN-iZE, v. a. To render civil ;
to polish. Howell.

tJR'cE-Q-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Shaped like a pitcher. P. Cyc.
UR'CHJN, n. [heurcuekin, Armoric.] A hedgehog. Shak. A

child or small boy, used jocosely or in contempt.
fURE, (yur) 7i. Practice; use; habit. Hooker.

Ti'RE-A,* [yu're-a, K. Wb. P. Cyc. ; yu-re'a, Brande.] n.

(Chem.) A peculiar crystallizable substance, held in so-

lution in urine. Brande. [order of fungi. P. Cyc.
U-RE'DO,*TI. (Bot.) A genus of cryptogamic plants, of the

U'RE-TER, (yu're-ter) [yu're-ter, S. W. P. Ja. K. Sm. ;

yu'-rS'ter, R. Wb.] n. [oiipriTfip, Gr. ; uretere, Fr.] (Anat.)
The membranous tube which conveys the urine from the

kidneys to the urinary bladder. [Brande.
URETHAN,*n. (Chem.) A white, fusible, volatile substance.

Tj-RE'THRA, [yu-re'thra, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; yu-re'-
thra or yu're-thra, P.] n. [otpj&pa. Gr.

; uretre, Fr.]
(Anat.) The membranous tube or canal by which the urine

_
is voided.

URGE, (iirj). a. [urgeo, L.] [i. URGED; pp. URGING, URGED.]
To incite

;
to push ; to press by motives

;
to follow close,

so as to impel ;
to do with eagerness ; to press ;

to en-
force

;
to importune ;

to solicit
;
to press by way of objec-

tion
;
to animate

;
to impel ;

to instigate ;
to encourage.

URGE, (iirj) v. n. To press forward
;
to go forward. Donne

tJR'GEN-CY, 7t. Pressure of difficulty or necessity ; entreaty
solicitation.

UR'GENT, a. [Fr. ; urg-ens, L.] Cogent ; pressing; strenu
ous

;
earnest

; importunate.
UR'GENT-LY, ad. Cogently ; vehemently ; importunately.
URG'ER, n. One who urges ; importuner.
URGE'w6N-DER, 7i. A sort of grain. Mortimer.

U'RIC,* a. (Chem.') Noting an acid obtained from urinary
calculi, called also lit/lie acid. Brande.

U'RJM, (yu'rjm) n. A word connected in its signification
with thummim, two Hebrew words, which conjointly sig-
nify light and perfection. The urim and thummim were
precious stones in the high priest's breastplate. Brande.

U'RI-NAL, (yu're-n ?l) n. [Fr.] A vessel for holding urine.

U-RI-NA'RI-UM,* n. A receptacle for urine. London.

U'RI-NA-RY, (yu're-na-re) a. Relating to urine
; urinous.

U'RI-NA-TIVE, a. Working by urine
; provoking urine.

fj-Rl-NA'TOR, n. [L.] A diver ; one who searches under
water. Wilkins. [creted by the kidneys.

U'RINE, (yu'rjn) n. [Fr. ; vrina, L.] The water or fluid se-

C'RINE, fyu'rjn) v. n. [uriner, Fr.] To make water. Bacon.

U-RIN-!F'ER-OUS,* a. Conveying urine. Dunglison.
U-RI-NOM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for ascertaining the

weight of urine. P. Cyc.
U-RJ-NOSE',* a. Relating to, or containing, urine. Ray.
O'Ri-NOus, ryu're-nus) a. Partaking of urine. Jrbuthnot.

URITH,* n. The intertwining or binding of hedges. Farm.
Ency. [Local, Eng.]

tJRN, n. [urne, Fr.
; urna, L.] A vase

;
a sort of vase used

among the ancients for preserving the ashes of the dead :

a water-vessel : a Roman measure of four gallons ;

half an amphora. jUinsworth. (Bot.) A case for a spore
or false seed.

URN, v. a. To enclose in an urn. May.
URN'AL,* a. Belonging to, or resembling, an urn. Browne.
URN'-SHAPED,* (iirn'shapt) a. Shaped like an urn. Smith.

V-ROS'CQ-PY, (yu-ros'k9-pe)7i. [olpov and a?rrw.J Inspec-
tion of urine. Browne.

tTR'RY, 71. A sort of blue or black clay. Mortimer.

UR'SA,* n. [L.] (Astron.) The Bear, the name of two con
stellations

; Ursa Major, the Great Bear, and Ursa Minor,
the Little or Lesser Bear. Hamilton.

UR'SI-FORM,* a. Shaped like a bear. Smart..

UR'SINE,* a. Relating to a bear. Hamilton.

UR'SU-LINE,* a. Denoting an order of nuns. Gray.
UR'SI;-L,INE,* 7t. One of an order of nuns founded about

the year 1537, and named after St. Ursula. P. Cyc.
VR'svs* n. [L.] (Zool.) A genus of plantigrade animals;
the bear. Brande.

U'Rys,* 71. (ZooZ.) A species of wild ox. McCulloch.

US, pron. pi. The objective case of We.

U'A-BLE, (yu'za-bl) a. That may be used. Todd. [R.]
U'AGE, (yfi'zaj) n. [Fr.J Treatment; the habit of many ;

custom ; use ; common practice ; prescription ; fashion.

[Manners ; behavior. Spertser.]

ttJ^AG-ER, (yu'zaj-er) n. [Fr.J One who has the use
any thing in trust for another. Daniel.

USANCE, 7i. [Fr.] [Use. Spenser. Usury ; interest paid for

money. Shak.] (Commercial law) A certain period or
time which it is the usage of the countries between which
bills of exchange are drawn to allow for the payment
them. Bouvier.

USE, (yus) n. [usus, L.] Act of using or of employing a

thing to any purpose ;
the quality which makes a thing

proper for a purpose: need of; advantage received;
avail; utility; benefit; service; usefulness: usage;
customary act

; practice ; habit ; custom. [{Interest paid f

money. South.]
UE, (yiiz) v. a. [user, Fr. ; usus, L.] [i. USED; pp. USING,

USED.] To make use of; to employ ;
to accustom ; to ha-

bituate ; to treat
;
to practise customarily.

UE, (yuz) v. n. To be accustomed
; to practise or be cus-

tomarily ;
to be wont. [fTo frequent. Spenser.]

USE'FUL, (yus'ful) a. Profitable ; serviceable ; beneficial ;

advantageous ;
conducive or helpful to any end

;
valuable

for use.

USE'rOi^-LY, ad. In a useful manner
; profitably.

USE'FUX-NESS, n. Quality of being useful.

USE'LESS, a. Being of no use
;
worthless.

USE'LESS-LY, ad. Without use
;
without advantage.

USE'LESS-NESS, n. Quality of being useless.

fjs'ER,'(yuz'er) n. One who uses. Sidney.

USH'ER, n. [hidssier, Fr.
; husher, old Eng.] One whose

business is to introduce strangers, or walk before a person
of high rank. Swift. An under-teacher ;

an assistant

instructor. Dryden.
USH'ER, v. a.

[i.
USHERED

; pp. USHERING, USHERED.] To
introduce as a forerunner or harbinger ; to forerun.

fUsu'ER-ANCE,* 71. Introduction. Shaftesbury.

USH'ER-D6M,* n. Office or quality of usher. Q. Rev. [R,]

USH'ER-SHIP,* n. The office of usher. Ash.

US-QUE-BAUGH', (us-kwe-baw') [us-kwe-baw', P. Ja. K.

Sm. Wb.; us-kwe-ba', W. J. F.] n. [An Irish and Erse

A, E, I, 6, u, Y, long; X, , t, 6, t), Y, short ; A, E, j, p, y, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL,; HEIR, HER;
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word, which signifies the water of life.] A strong com-

pound distilled spirit, drawn on aromatics : a word cor-

rupted_to whiskey. Swift. See WHISKEY.
OS-TJ-LA'GO,* n. [L.] (BoL) A genus of fungi; smut.
Farm. Ency.

tsT'iQN, (ust'yun) 7?. [Fr. ; ustus, L.] The act of burning;
the_state of being burned. Bailey. [R.]

ys-To'Ri-oCs, a. [ustum, L.] Having the quality of burn-

ing. Watts. [R.]

tJS-TU-LA'Tl<?N, 7i. [ustulatus, L.] A gradual desiccation
and torrefaction of substances : a term of old pharmacy.
Sir W. Petty.

tJ'sy-AL, (yu'zhu-al) a. [usucl, Fr.] Common
; frequent ;

_ customary; frequently occurring; general.f V-AL-LY, (yu'zhi.i-al-le) ad. Commonly ; customarily.
U'y-AL-NESS, (yu'zhu-ai-nes) n. Commonness; frequency.

0-$y-CAP'TIQN, (yu-zu-kap'shun) n. [usus and capio, L.]

(Civil law) The acquisition of the property of a thing by
possession and enjoyment for a certain term of years:
prescription. Whishaw.

fj'^u-FRUCT, (yu'zu-frukt) n. [usufru.it, Fr. ; usus and/ruc-
tus, L.] (Civil law) The right of enjoying indefinitely

something belonging to another without diminishing its

substance ; temporary use. Ayliffe.

f>sy-FRUCT'y-A-RY, 71. [usufruciuaire, Fr.
; usufructuarius,

L.] One who has the use and temporary profit, but not the

property, of a thing. Ayliffe.

|0'URE, (yu'zhur) v. n. To practise usury. Shak.

U'U-RER, (yu'zhu-rer) n. [tururier, Fr. ; usura, L.] One
who receives usury ;

one who receives unlawful or exor-

bitant interest.

tJ-C'Rl-pus, (yu-zu're-us) a. [usuraire, Fr.] Relating to, or

partaking of, usury ; given to the practice of usury.
tJ-0'Rl-OUS-LY,* ad. In a usurious manner. More.

0-su'R}-oOs-NESS,* 7i. duality of being usurious, dsh.

C-iJRP', (yu-ziirp') v. a, [usurper, Fr.
; usurpo, L.I

[i.

USURPED; pp. USURPING, USURPED.] To seize and hold by
force and without right; to arrogate; to seize. It is

commonly used with reference to seizing or usurping po-
litical power or the prerogatives of a crown.

C-VR-PA'TIQN, 7!. [Fr.l Act of usurping; forcible, illegal
seizure or possession. [fUse. Pearson.]

fj-$i;Rp'ER, n. One who usurps; one who seizes or pos-
sesses that to which he has no right.

tJ-uRP'lNG-LY, ad. By usurpation. Shak.

tj'V-RYJ (yu'zhu-re) n. [usure, Fr.
; usura, L.] Interest for

the use ofmoney : now used for illegal interest, or higher
interest than is allowed by law.

tJ-TEN'siL, or C'TEN-slL, [yu'ten-sil, S. W. J. F. K. ;

yu-ten'sjl, P. Ja.
'

Sm. R. W b. Ash.] n. [utensile, Fr.
;

utensile, low L.] An instrument for any use, such as the

vessels of the kitchen or the tools of a trade.

fj'TER-iNE, (yu'ter-In or yu'ter-in) [yu'ter-In, S. W. J. F.

Ja.K. ; yu'ter-In, P. Sm.] a. [utcrin, Fr. ; uterinus, L.] Be-

longing to the womb : born of the same mother, but hav-

ing a different father ; as,
" a uterine brother or sister."

u>TE-R&s,n. [L.] pi. U'TE-RI. The womb. [R.]
tJ'TILE,* (yu'til) a. [utile, L.] Profitable ;

useful. Walker.

V'TI-LE DUL'CI,* [L.] "The useful with the pleasant:
"

as, "It combines utile fluid," a phrase often used to be-

stow high praise on a literary work. MacdnnneL

0-Ti'L-I-TA'Rl-AN,*a. Relating to utilitarianism
; promoting

utility or happiness. Brit. Crit. [Ob.
tJ-T*L-i-TA'R{-AN,* n. An advocate for utilitarianism. CA.

,* n. The system of general utility, or
the system which tends to promote the greatest amount of
human happiness: called also " the greatest happiness
principle." J. Bentham.

U-TIL'I-TY, (yu-til'e-te) n. [utilite, Fr.
; utilitas, L ] duality

of being useful
; benefit ; service ; advantage ;

usefulness ;

profit ; advantageousness. [hend. [R.]
U'TjL-lZE,* v. a. To render useful

; to put to use. Towns
U'TI p&s-sr-i)E'Tis,* [L., as you possess.] (Polities') The
principle of a treaty which leaves belligerent parties mu-
tually in possession of what they have acquired by their
arms during a war. Brandt.

jfJ'Tis, or fU'TAS, n. [huit, Fr.] The eighth day, or the

space of eight days after a festival
; festivity ;

bustle. Shak.
" It was a law term, and it occurs in some of the English
statutes : now more commonly called the octave; as, the
octave of St. Hilary, &c." Nares.

tJT'MOST, a. Extreme
; being in the highest degree or at the

greatest distance ; furthest
;
uttermost.

tJT'MOST, n. The most that can be or be done. South.

U-TO'PI-AN, (yu-to'pe-an) a. Fanciful; chimerical; ideal;
not real

;
like Sir Thomas More's ideal commonwealth in

the imaginary island of Utopia, a word derived, according
to some, from ev, well, and rorro?, place; or, according to

others, from 01, not, and rdirug, place.

U-TO'PI-AN-IM,* n. Utopian or visionary principles or con-
duct. 'Month. Rev.

IU-TOP'I-CAL, a. Same as Utopian. Bp. Hall.

U'TRI-CLE,* n. [utriculus, L.] (Bot.) A little bag, bladder,
or cell. P. Cyc.

U-TRIC'U-LAR,* a. (Bot.) Containing utricles or cells.

Loudon.

tJT'TER, a. Literally, outer, or situated on the outside:

placed beyond compass ; extreme
;
excessive

;
utmost

;

complete ;
total

; peremptory ; perfect ;
mere.

tJT'TER, V. 0. [i. UTTERED
; pp. UTTERING, UTTERED.] To

speak ;
to pronounce ; to express ; to articulate ;

to dis-

close
;
to discover

;
to publish : to sell

;
to vend

;
to offer,

as money.
tJT'TER-A-BLE, a. That may be uttered

; expressible.

tJT'TER-ANCE, n. Act of uttering; manner of uttering or

speaking ; delivery ; pronunciation ; expression ;
emission.

[jExtremity. Shak.]

tJT'TER-BXR-Ris-TER,* n. (Law) A barrister allowed to

plead only without the bar. Whishaw.

tJT'TER-ER, 71. One who utters ;
a divulger ; a seller.

tJT'TER-LY, ad. Fully; completely; perfectly; entirely.

tJT'TER-MOST, a. Extreme; being in the highest degree;
most remote ; utmost.

OT'TER-MOST, n. The extreme part of any thing; the most
that can be

; utmost. Hooker.

tJ'VE-A,* n. [uvee, Fr. ; uva, L.] (jSnat.) The posterior sur-

face of the iris in the eye. Roget.
U'VE-ods, (yu've-us) a. [uva, L.] Resembling an unripe

grape ; grapy : applied tothechoroid coat of the eye. Ray.

C'vu-LA, (yu'vu-la) n. [uvula, L.] (A not.) A small, fleshy

protuberance, attached to the soft palate, and hanging
over the tongue.

yjf-o'Rl-oOs, (ug-zo're-us) a. [vxorius, L.] Submissive to

a wife
; excessively fond of a wife.

V$-6'Rl-oOs-L,Y, ad. With fond submission to a wife.

y^-6'Ri-oOs-NESs, n. Fond submission to a wife.

U'ZE-MA,* n. A Burman long measure of 12 miles, Mal-
com,

V.

Van English consonant, and the twenty-second letter

9 of the alphabet, has but one sound, and is nearly
allied to /; but v is vocal, and / aspirate. It was for-

merly confounded with the vowel u ; and the vowel
sound of u and the consonant sound of v were both rep-
resented by the same character, viz., V. See U. V, as

a numeral, stands for five.

VA'CAN-CY, n. State of being vacant
; empty space ;

vacu-

ity ;'
chasm ; space unfilled

;
state of a post or employ-

ment when it is unsupplied ;
a vacant office or station

;

time of leisure ;
intermission.

VA'CANT, a. [Fr. ; vacans, L.] Empty ;
unfilled

;
void

;
free

;

unencumbered ;
not filled by an incumbent or possessor ;

thoughtless ; empty of thought ;
idle ; not busy.

VA'CATE, v. a. [vaco, L.] [i.
VACATED

; pp. VACATING, VA-

CATED.] To make vacant or void ; to annul; to make of
no authority ; to quit possession of.

VA-CA'TION,'TJ. [Fr. ; vacatio, L.] State of being vacant
;

state of intermission, as of judicial proceedings, the ex-

ercises of a seminary of learning, or of labor j
intermis-

sion ; recess
;
leisure. [Bailey.

tVXc'CA-Ry, n. [vacca, L.] A cow-house
;
a cow-pasture.

VXc'ci-NATE, v. a. [vacca, L.] [?'.
VACCINATED ; pp. VAC-

CINATING, VACCINATED.] To inoculate with vaccine mat-
ter. Dr. Jenner.

VXc-ci-NA'TlQN, n. Act of vaccinating ;
inoculation for

the cow-pox. Dr. Jenner.

VXc'ci-NA-TpR,* n. One who practises vaccination ; avac-
cinist. SirH. Halford.

VXc'clNE, orVXc'ciNE, [vak'sln, W. J. F. Ja. Sm. R. ;

vak'sjn, P.; vak-sen', JT.J a. Of or belonging to a cowj
derived from a cow

; relating to vaccination, the kine-

pock, or cow-pox.
VXc'ci-NiST,* n. One who is versed in vaccination ; avac-

cinator. Ed. Rev.

VAC-clN'i-tTM,*n. [L.] (Bot.} A genus of plants or shrtibs,

including the whortleberry, huckleberry, bilberry, blue-

berry, &c. P. Cyc.
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VX<?'!L-LAN-CY, [vas'jl-an-se, W. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. Wb.;
va-sll'lan-se, S. P.] n. [vacillans, from vacillo, L.

;
vacil-

lant, Fr.] Act of vacillating ;
a state of wavering ; fluctu-

ation ; inconstancy. Mure. [R.]

VA<p'jL-LATE, v. n. [vacillu, L.] [i. VACILLATED ',pp. VACIL-

LATING, VACILLATED.] To fluctuate ; to move backward
and forward ; to waver

;
to be inconstant. Cockeram.

VAcp'lL-LAT-iNG,* a. Wavering ; inconstant. Ed. Reo.

VA^-IL-LA'TIQN, n.
[vacillatio, L.] Act or state of vacillat-

ing; state of wavering ; fluctuation
; inconstancy.

tVAc'V-ATE, v. a. [vacua, L.J To evacuate. Sec. Priest Exp.
fVAc-u-A'TlON, n. [vacuus, L.] Evacuation. Bailey.

VAc'y-lST, n. A philosopher who holds to the doctrine of a

vacuum ; opposed to a plenist. Boyle.

VA-CU'I-TY, n. [vacuitas, L,.] State of being empty ; emp-
tiness

;
vacant space ; vacancy ; inanity ;

a chasm.

tVAc'u-Ous, (vak'u-us) a. [vacuus, L.] Empty ;
unfilled.

Milton.

fVAc'V-OUS-NESS, n. State of being empty. W. Mounta-

gue.
VAc'v-UM,n. [L.] (Physics] A portion of space void of
matter ; empty space.

fVADE, v. n. [vado, L.] To vanish; to pass away. Spen-
ser.

VA'DE-ME-CUM* [L.]
" Go along with me." A book or

manual which a person always carries with him for daily
use. Hamilton.

VA^Di-UM,* n. (Law) A pledge ;
a surety. Whishaw.

fVA'FROys,* a. [vafer, L.] Crafty; cunning; subtle.

More.

VAG'A-BOND, a. [vagabundus, low L.
; vagabond, Fr.]

Wandering without any settled habitation
; wanting a

home
; strolling ; wandering ; vagrant.

VAG'A-BOND, n. A vagrant ;
a wanderer, commonly one

wfto wanders without the means of honest subsistence.

VAG'A-BOND-AGE,* re. The character, life, and habits of a

vagabond. McCulloch.

VAG'A-BOND-IM,* n. The character and habits of a vaga-
bond ; vagabondage. Dr. Mien.

VXG'A-BOND-IZE,* v. n. To act as vagabond or vagrant.
West. Rev.

fVAG'A-BOND-Rv, n. Vagrancy ; knavery. Cotgrave.

VA-GA'Rl-oOs,* a. Having vagaries ; capricious ;
whimsi-

cal. WUberforce.
VA-GA'RY, n.; pi. VA-GA'RIE. A wandering; a wild

freak or fancy ; a whim
;
a caprice.

fVA-GA'RY, v. re. [vaguer, Fr.] To wander
;
to range ;

to

roam ;
to remove often from place to place. Cotgrave.

T, a. [vagiens, L.] Crying like a child. More.

,* n. ; pi. VAGINJK. (Bot.) A sheath formed by
the convolution of a flat petiole round a stem. P. Cyc.

(jinat.) The canal which leads from the external orifice to

the uterus. Crabb.

VA-Gl'NAL,* or VXG'I-NAL,* [vaj'e-nal, K. Wb. Ash,
Dtinglison ; va-jl'nal, Sm.] a. Relating to or resembling a

sheath.

VA-Gl'NANT,* a. (Bot.) Investing, as a sheath. Smart.

VA-^I'NATE,* re. A sheathed polype ;
a name of an order

of polypes. Brande.

VXG-l-NQ-PEN'NOOs, a. [vagina and penna, L.] (Ent.)

Sheath-winged ; having the wings covered with sheaths
or hard cases, as some insects.

fVA'GOys, a. [vagus, L. ; vague, Fr.] Wandering; unset-

tled. Jlyliffe.

VA'GRAN-CY, n. State or act of a vagrant; a state of

wandering; unsettled condition.

VA'GRANT, a. [vagarant, old Fr.] Having no home or

settled residence ; wandering; unsettled; vagabond.
VA'GRANT, n. One who is in the habit of wandering from

place 'to place ; a beggar; wanderer
; vagabond.

VA'GRANT-NESS,* re. The state of a vagrant ; vagrancy.
Scott.

VAGUE, (vag) a. [Fr. ; vagus, L.] [{Wandering; vagrant.

Hayward.] Unfixed ;
unsettled

; undetermined
;

indefi-

nite ;
loose ;

lax ; of uncertain meaning.
VAGUE'LY,* (vag'le) ad. In a vague manner. Hawkins.

VAIL, (val) n. ; pi. VAILS. [Contraction of avail; profit;

advantage. Malone.] Money given to servants: also

vvritten vales. A covering for the face. See VEIL.

fVAlL, (val) v. a.[avaler le bonnet, Fr.] [i. VAILED ; pp. VAIL-

ING, VAILED.] To let fall ; to suffer to descend
;
to let fall

in token of respect ;
to fall. Shak.

VAIL, (val) v. a. To cover Johnson. See VEIL.

JVAiL, v. n. To yield ; to show respect by yielding. Dray-
ton.

tVAlL'ER, re. One who vails. Overbury.

fVAl'MURE,* or fVA'MURE,* n. (Fort.) A fore-wall; an
outward wall, <fec. Halduyt. See VAUNTMURE.

VAIN, (van) a. [Fr. ; vaiius, L.] Fruitless ; ineffectual
;

empty ;
unreal ; shadowy ;

worthless
; unsatisfying ;

idle ;

spurious: conceited of what pertains to self, and
anxious to display it before others ; meanly proud ; proud
of petty things : showy; ostentatious. In vain, to no

purpose ;
to no end ; ineffectually ; without effect.

VAIN-GLO'RI-OUS, a. [vanus and gloriosus, L.] Vain,
boastful, or proud without merit; boasting without per-
formance.

VAIN-GLO'RI-OUS-LY, ad. With vainglory or empty pride.

VAIN-GLS'RI-OUS-NESS,* n. Quality of being vainglorious.
Scott.

VAIN-GLO'RY, re. [vana gloria, L.] Pride above merit;
empty pride or boasting; pride in little things.

VAIN'LV, ad. In a vain manner
;
without effect

;
in vain

;

proudly; idly.

VAIN'NESS, n. State of being vain
; vanity ; pride. Shak.

VAIR, (var) n. \vair, Fr.] (Her.) A kind of fur employed in

blazonry, represented by little bell-shaped pieces of alter

nate colors. Chambers.

VAiR, ) a. [vaire, Fr.] (Her.) Charged or checkered with

VAlR'Y, ) vair; variegated with argent and azure colors.

VAISYA,* (vulgarly pronounced vise. Malcom.) n. The
third caste among the Hindoos, comprehending merchants,
traders, and cultivators. Malcom.

VAI'VODE, n. [waiwnd, Sclavonian.] A prince of the Da-
cian provinces. Written also waiwode.

VAL'ANCE, re. The drapery or fringe hanging round the
tester and stead of a bed, named from Valencia, where
it was made. Shak.

tVAL'ANCE, v. a. To decorate with drapery. Shak.

VALE, re. [val, old Fr. ; vattis, L.] A wide, open space be-
tween hills

;
an expanded valley ;

a valley. See VALLEY.
VXL-E-D?c'TlQN, n. [valedico, L.] A wishing of health on

separation or taking leave
; a farewell. Donne.

VAL-E-Dlc'TQ-RY, a. Bidding farewell ; taking leave.

VA-LEN'TI-A,* (va-len'she-a) re. A stuff made of worsted,
cotton, and silk, used for waistcoats. W. Ency.

VAL'EN-TINE, [val'en-tln, S. P. ./. F. Ja. E. K. Sm. ; val'en-

tln, W.] n. A sweetheart chosen, or a love-letter sent,
on St. Valentine's day, that is, the fourteenth of February.
Burton.

VA-LE'RI-AN, re. [valeriana, L.
; valeriane, Fr.] (Bot.) A plant

from the root of which an aromatic oil is obtained; a

genus of plants, some of which are medicinal.

VALES,* re. pi. Money given to servants ; vails. Dryden.
VXL'ET, [val'et, P. J. E. F. Sm. Wb. ; va-let' or vol'le, S. ;

val'et or va-let', W. ; val'et or val'la, Ja. K.] n. [Fr.] A
man-servant who immediately attends on a gentleman's
person, dddison. See VARLET.

VALET DE CHAMBRE,* (v'a'le-de-shambr) n. [Fr.] A
footman

;
a waiting-servant. QM. Rev.

VAL-E-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN, re. One who is sickly or infirm of
health

;
an invalid

;
a valetudinary.

VAL-E-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN, ) a. [val'tudinaire, Fr.
; valetudo,

VAL-E-TU'DJ-NA-RY,' \ L.] Weakly ; sickly ;
of feeble

health ;_infirm of health. Browne.

VAL-E-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN-/M,* re. State or condition of a
valetudinarian

;
illness. Ed. Rev.

VAL-E-TU'Dl-NA-Rl-Nfiss,* re. State of being valetudinary.
Cheyne.

VAL-E-TU-DI-NA'RI-OUS,* a. Valetudinary. More. [R.]

VAL-E-TU'DJ-NA-RY,* n. A person of delicate health, or

subject to frequent diseases
;
a valetudinarian. Dungli-

son.

VAL-HAL'LA,* n. The palace of immortality in Scandi-
navian mythology, inhabited by the souls of heroes slain

in battle. Written also walhalla. Brande.

jVAL'lANCE, (val'yans) ) re. [vaillance, Fr.] Valor; bra-

fVAL'lAN-CY, (val'yan-se) \ very. Spenser.

VAL'lANT, (val'vant; a. [vaillant, Fr.] Possessed of valor;

courageous ; stout
;
brave ;

heroic
; gallant,

fVAL'lANT, (val'yant) n. A valiant person. 2 Sam, xxi.

fVAL'lANT-lZE,* v. re. To act with valor or bravery. Bp.
Hall.

'

VAL'IANT-LY, (val'yant-le) ad. Stoutly; bravely.
VAL'IANT-NESS, (val'yfint-nes) re. Valor ; bravery.

VAL'lD, a. [valide, Fr.
; validus, 'L.] Strong ; powerful ;

efficacious ; having legal force
; having intellectual force

;

weighty ;
conclusive.

VXL'i-DATE,* 11. a. To make valid. Qu. Rev. [R.]

VAL-i-DA'Ti<?N,* n. Act of making valid. Oeol. Tracts. [R.]

VA-LiD'l-TY, n. [validite, Fr.] State of being valid
j

strength; legal force ;
force.

VAL'ID-LV, ad. In a valid manner; with validity.
Todd.

VAL'JD-NESS,* re. Validity. Scott.

VAL'INCH,* re. A tube for drawing liquor from a cask at

the bung-hole. Maunder.

VA-Li(jE' or VA-LlsE', [va-lez/, Sm. R. ; VH 12s', K. Wb.]
n. [valise, Fr.] A portmanteau ;

a traveller's cloak-bag ;

wallet. B. Jonson.

VAL'LAN-cy, re. A large wig that shades the face. Dry-
den. [R.] See VALANCE.

VAL-LA'TIQN, n. [vallatus, L.J An intrenchment. War.
ton.

fVXL'LA-TO-RY, a. Enclosing as by measure. Browne.

VAL-LES-N'RJ-A,* n. (Bot.) A plant that grows at the

bottom of fresh water rivers and lakes. Farm. Ency.
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VXL'LEY, (val'le) n. ; pi. VAL'LEYS [vallee, Fr.
; vallis, L.]

A low ground } a hollow between hills
;
a dale. A vale

is sometimes used as more contracted than a valey, but
less so than a glen. Valley is also used for a more extended

tract, as the valley of a river. (Arch.} The internal

angle formed by two inclined sides of a roof.

VAL'LVM, n. [L.] (Fort.) A rampart with which Roman
armies enclosed their camps ;

a trench
;
a wall. Warton.

VA-LO'NI-A,* n. A kind of acorn used hy tanners, im-

ported from the Levant and the Morea. Ure.

VXL'QR, n. [valeur, Fr.
; valor, L.] Personal bravery ;

strength; prowess; courage; intrepidity; gallantry;
fearlessness.

VXi/QR-oOs, a. Brave
; stout; valiant. Spenser.

VAL'QR-oOs-LY, ad. In a brave manner. Shale.

VXL/y-A-BLE, (val'yu-a-bl) a. [valable, Fr.] Having value;
of great value or price ;

estimable
; costly ; precious ;

worthy.
VXL/V-A-BLE-NESS, n. Preciousness ; worth. Johnson.

VXi/V-i-BLE,* n. pi. Things of value
; goods. EC. Rev.

VXL-V-A'TIQN, n. Act of setting a price or value; ap-
praisement ;

value set upon any thing.

VAL-V-A'TQR, n. An appraiser ;
one who sets a price.

VXi/yE, (val'yu) n. [Fr. ; valor, L.J Worth as estimated

by some rate or standard ; price ; worth
;

rate
;

an

equivalent ;
account ;

estimation.

VXL'UE, (val'yu) v. a. [valoir, Fr.] [i. VALUED ; pp. VALU-

ING, VALUED.] To rate at a certain price ; to rate highly ;

to have in high esteem
;

to appraise ;
to estimate

;
to be

equal in worth to; to take account of; to compute ;
to

calculate ;
to assess

;
to appreciate ;

to esteem
;

to prize.

VXL'VE-LESS, a. Being of no value; worthless. Shak.

VXL/v-ER j (val'yu-er) n. One who values
;
valuator. Fell.

VXl/VATE,* a. (Hot.) Relating to a valve; resembling a
valve ;

valvular. P. Cyc.

VXL-VE, (valv) n. \valva, L.] A folding door: a movable
cover to an aperture: a close lid affixed to a tube, or

hollow piston, or aperture in a vessel, opening only in

one direction : a kind of membrane : a division of a

shell-fish, or of the fruit of a plant.

VXLVED,* (valvd) a. Furnished with valves. Arnott.

VXL'VET,* n. A little valve
;
a valvule. Smart.

VXi/vv-LAR,* a. Relating to, or resembling, a valve
;
val-

vate. London.

VXL'VULE, 7i. [Fr.] A little valve
;
valvet.

VXltt'BRACE,* n. [avantrbras, Fr.]
The piece, in plate ar-

mor, which served as a protection to the arm below the

elbow ;
vantbrace. Brande.

VXMP, n. [avampies, old Sp.] The upper leather of a shoe
or boot immediately above the sole

;
a sock.

VXMP, v. a. [i. VAMPED; pp. VAMPING, VAMPED.] To piece,
as an old thing with some new part. To vamp up, to

repair ;
to mend for the purpose of show.

VXMP'ER, n. One who vamps or mends.

VXMP'ER, v. n. To vapor or swagger. Orose. [North of

England.]
VXltt'PiRE, n. [Fr. ; vampyr, Ger.] A pretended demon or

blood-sucking spectre, the object of superstitious dread

among many nations of Europe: a species of bat; a
small animal of South America.

VXMP'LET,* n. A piece of steel formed like a funnel,

placed on a tilting spear just before the hand, in order to

secure it. Crabb.

VXN, n. [avant, Fr.] The front, especially of an army ;
the

first line. Milton, [van, Fr.
; vannus, L.] Any thing

spread wide by which a wind is raised
;
a fan

;
a wing

with which the air is beaten : a light covered wagon, or

carriage for conveying passengers: a cart, such as is

used at an alms-house.

|VXN, v. a. [vanner, Fr.] To fan ; to winnow. Bacon.

VXN'A-DATE,* n. Same as vanadiate. Ure.

VA-NA'DI-ATE,* 71. A salt formed from vanadic acid and a

base. Brande.

VA-NXD'JC,* a. (CAem.) Relating to vanadium; derived

from vanadium. Ure.

VA-NXD'I-NITE,* n. (JUtn.) A vanadiate of lead. Dana.

VA-NA'DI-UM,* n. (Min.) A rare metal, discovered in

Swedish iron in 1830, remarkable for its ductility. Ure.

VXN-cou'RlER, (van-ko'rer) [van-kur'yur, S.; van-k6r-

yer', W. ; van-k6're-a, P. ; vang-kor'yur, K. ; van-kor'e-

er, Srn.] n. [avant-coureur, Fr.] A harbinger; a light-
armed soldier ; an avant-courier.

VXN'DAL,* n. One of the fierce barbarous people who
formerly inhabited the shores of the Baltic

;
a barbarian.

Ency.
VAN-DXL'JC, [van-dal'jk, K. Sm. Wb. ; van'da-lik, Todd,

Davis.] a. Relating to the Vandals; resembling the Van-
dals ; barbarous.

VXN'DAL-IM, 74. The rude and barbarous state or charac-

ter of' the Vandals ; barbarity.

VXN-DYKE', n. A kind of handkerchief for the neck,
with indentations and points ;

so named from a painter.

VANE, n. [vaene, D.] A plate hung on a pin to turn with
the wind, and show the direction of the wind ; a

weather-cock
;

a sight made to slide in a philosophical
instrument, &c. : the beard of a feather.

VAK'FOSS,* n. (Fort.) A ditch outside of the counterscarp,
usually full of water. Scott.

VANG,* n. (JVawt.) A rope for steadying the extremity of the
peak of a gaff to a ship's side. Brande.

VAN'GUARD, (van'gard) n. [avant-garde, Fr.] The front or
first line of the army.

VA-Nl'L'LA, n. [vanille, Fr.] (Bot.) A plant; a genus of plants,
unctuous and aromatic, used in confectionery and in

flavoring chocolate, &c.
VXN'ISH, v. n. [vanesco, L.

; evanouir, Fr.] [i. VANISHED ;

pp. VANISHING, VANISHED.] To lose perceptible existence;
to pass away from the sight ;

to disappear ;
to pass away ;

to be lost.

VANISHED, (vln'isht) a. Having disappeared ; having no
perceptible existence. Pope.

VXN'l-TY, n. [vanitas, L. ; vanite, Fr.] State or quality of

being vain
;
love of indiscriminate admiration ; ostenta-

tion
;
vain pride; conceit; pride operating on small oc-

casions : emptiness; inanity; fruitless desire; empty
pleasure ;

vain pursuit ;
idle show

; unsubstantial enjoy-
ment

; petty object of pride.

VXN'QUlSH, (vang'kwish) v. a. [vaincre, FrJ [i.
VAN-

QUISHED; pp. VANQUISHING, VANQUISHED.] To conquer j

to overcome
;
to subdue

;
to surmount

;
to confute.

VXN'QUISH-A-BLE, (vang'kwjsh-a-bl) a. That may be
vanquished ; conquerable.

VXN'QUJSH-ER, (vang'kwjsh-er) n. Conqueror ; subduer.

VXN-QUJSH-MENT,* n. The state of being vanquished;
conquest. Bp. Hall. [R.]

VXN'TAGE, n. Gain
; profit. Sidney. Superiority ; con

venience; advantage. Shak. [R.] See ADVANTAGE.
fVXN'TAGE, v. a. To profit ;

to advantage. Spenser.

VXN'TAGE-GROUND, n. Superiority ;
state in which one

has better means of action than another. South.

VXNT'BRACE, ) n. [avant-bras, Fr.] Armor for the arm
;

VXNT'BRA'SS, \
vambrace. Shak.

VXP'lD, a. [vapidus, L.] Having the spirit evaporated j

dead
; spiritless ; not sprightly ;

tasteless ; flat
; stale.

VA-PlD'i-TY,* n. Vapidness. Ch. Ob.

VXp'jD-LY,* ad. In a vapid manner. Dr. Alien.

VXP'JD-NESS, n. State of being vapid or spiritless.

VA'PQR, n.
[yapeur,

Fr.
; vapor, L.] An elastic fluid

rendered aeriform by heat
;

the vapor of water is called
steam: anything exhalable ; fume ; steam: wind

j

flatulence : mental fume
;
vain imagination ; something

unreal. pi. Nervous debility, with depression of spirits j

hypochondria ; melancholy ; spleen.

VA'PQR, v. n. [vaporo, L.] [i. VAPORED ; pp. VAPORING,
VAPORED.] To evaporate ;

to pass in a vapor or fume
;

to emit fumes : to bully ;
to brag ;

to boast. Ld. Dorset.

VA'PQR, v. a. To effuse, or scatter in vapor ; to evapo-
rate. Bacon.

VAP-Q-RA-BIL'I-TY,* n. Capacity of vaporization. Knowles.

VXp'Q-RA-BLE,* a. That may be changed into vapor;
vaporizable. Smart.

tyXp'p-RATE, v. n. To emit vapors ;
to evaporate ;

to vapor-
ize. Cockeram.

VXP-Q-RA'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; vaporatio, L.] Act of vaporizing j

evaporation. Biblioth. Bibl. i.

VA'PQR-BATH,* n. (Chem.) A bath heated by steam; a
vessel in which a body is placed in order to receive the

vapor arising from boiling water. Hamilton.

VA'PQRED, (va'purd) a. Moist; splenetic. Qreen.

VA'PQR-ER, . One who vapors ; a boaster. Richardson.

VXP-Q-RlF'ic, * a. Converting into vapor. Smart.

VA'pQR-lNG-L,y, ad. In a bullying or bragging manner.
VA'POR-ISH, a. Vaporous ; splenetic ; peevish. Pope.
VXP'QR-I-ZA-BLE,* o. That may be evaporized. Brande.

VXP-QR-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. Act of vaporizing. Brande.

VAP'QR-tzE,* v. a. [i. VAPORIZED j pp. VAPORIZING, VAP-

ORIZED.] To convert into vapor; to evaporate. Phil. Jour.

VXp'QR-iz-ER,* n. He or that which vaporizes. Standard.

VA-PQR-OSE',* a. Full of vapor; vaporous. Arbuthnot.

VA'PQR-oDs, a. [vaporeux, Fr.] Full of vapor; fumy;
windy ;

flatulent
; vapory.

VA'PQR-OUS-NESS, n. duality of being vaporous.
VA'PQR-Y, a. Full of vapor; vaporous; peevish; humor-
some. Thomson. [ping. Smart.

VXP-V-LA'TIQN,* n. [vapulo, L.] Act of beating or whip-
tVARE, n. A wand or staff of justice. Howell.

VA-Rl-A-BlL'l-TY,*7i. Variableness. McCulloch.

VA'RI-A-BLEJ a. [Fr. ; variabilis, L.] Subject to variation-

changeable ;
mutable ; inconstant ;

fickle.

VA'RI-A-BLE-NESS, n. Changeableness ; mutability.

VA'RI-A-BLY, ad. Changeably ; mutably ; inconstantly.

VA'R'I-ANCE, n. State of varying; variation; difference;
alienation

;
discord

; disagreement ;
dissension.

VA'RI-ANT,* a. Variable; inconstant. Chaucer. Used in

Scotland, and sometimes in England and the United
States. Jamieson. Gent. Mag.

VA'RI-ATE, v. a. [variatus, L.] To change; to alter; to

vary. Bp. Taylor. 3= This old word is sometimes used
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in America, particularly by clergymen ;

but it is regarded
as obsolete in England. Pickering,

VA-RI-A'TIQN, . [variatio, L.
; variation, Fr.] Act of vary-

ing; state of being varied
; change ; mutation ;

difference
;

deviation ; vicissitude; variety. (Gram.) Change in the
termination of nouns or verbs; inflection. (Astron.)
Inequality of motion. (Naut.) The variation of the com-

pass is the deviation of the magnetic needle from an exact

parallel with the meridian.

VXR-I-CEL'LA,* n. (Med.) The chicken-pox, a disease
characterized by eruptions on the body. Dunglisun.

VXR-l-cosE',* a. Relating to varix ; dilated. Dunglison.
VXR'j-COUS, [var'e-kus, P. K. Wb. , va're-kus, Sm.] a.

[varicosiis, L.] Swelled, as a vein
;
diseased with dilata-

tion ; varicose. Sharpe.
VA'RIED,* (va'rjd) p. a. Diversified

; having a variety.
Thomson.

||VA'RJ-E-GATE, [va're-e-gat, S. W. J. Ja. Sm. ; va're-e-gat
or var'e-e-gat, P.] v.'al [variegatus, school L.] [t.

VARIE-
GATED

; pp. VARIEGATING, VARIEGATED.] To make vari-

ous; to vary ;
to diversify ; to stain with different colors.

3^= "All our orthoepists are uniform in placing the

accent on the first syllable of this word, and all sound
the a as in vary, except Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Perry, and

Buchanan, who give it the short sound, as in carry."
Walker.

||VA-RI-E-GA'TIQN, n. Act of variegating ;
state of being

variegated 5 diversity of colors. Evelyn.

VA-RI'E-TY, n. [variete, Fr.
; varietas, L.] Intermixture

of one thing with another; change; variation; differ-

ence; diversity : many and different kinds; a medley :

one thing of many different, in which sense it has a

plural.

VA'RI-FORM,* a. Having different forms. Maunder. [R.]

VA'RI-FY,* v. a. To diversify ;
to color variously. Swift. [R.]

VXR'i-cp-CELE,*7i. (Med.) A swelling of the veins of the

spermatic cord. Brande.

VA-R/Q-LA,* n. [L.] The small-pox. Brande.

VA-RI'Q-LAR,* a. Same as variolous. Smart.

VA-Ri-6i/ic,* a. Relating to variola or the small-pox.

Dunglison.
VA'RI-P-LITE,* n. (Min.) A porphyritic rock consisting of
an imperfectly crystallized aggregate of felspar and quartz.
Brande.

VA'RI-Q-LO!D,* [var'e-o-loid, K. Dunglison; va're-o-loid,
Wb. ; va-rl'9-loid, Sm.j

n. (Med.) Slodified small-pox,
or the small-pox modified by previous inoculation or vac-

cination. Dunglison.
VA-Rl'Q-LOCs, [va-ri'o-lus, Ja. Sm. Ash, Todd, Maunder;

va-rl'9-lus or
ya-re-o'lus, K. ; va're-o-lus, Wb.] a. [vario-

la, L.] Relating to the small-pox or varioloid ; having
marks like those of the small-pox.

VA-RI-O'RVM,* [L.] Containing a variety. An abbre-

viated Latin phrase, (cum notis variorum.') Variorum
editions are editions of works in which the notes of the

various commentators are inserted. Croker.

TA'Rl-otJS, a. [varius, L.] Containing a variety ;
different ;

several
; divers; sundry ;

manifold ; changeable ;
unfixed ;

unlike each other
; variegated ;

diversified.

VA'RI-OUS-LV, ad. In a various manner. Bacon.

TTXR'IS-CITE,* n. (J\fin.) A reniform, green mineral.

Dana.
*

ITA'RIX, n. ; pi. VAR'I-CE?. [L.; varice, Fr.] (Med.) A
dilatation or swelling of a vein

;
a tumor.

WAR'LET, n. [varlet, old Fr., now valet.] A page, or

knight's follower
; any servant or attendant ;

a valet.

Spenser. A term of reproach ;
a scoundrel ;

a rascal.

Sfiak.

tVXR'LET-RY, 7i. The rabble
;
crowd ; populace. Shak.

VXR'NISH, n. [vernis, Fr.
; vcrnix, L.] A fluid, which,

when spread thin upon a solid substance, becomes dry,
and forms a glossy coating impervious to air and moist-

ure : an artificial covering to give a fair appearance ;
a

gloss; a cover; palliation.

VXR'NISH, v. a. [vernisscr, vernir, Fr.] [i.
VARNISHED

; pp.

VARNISHING, VARNISHED.] To cover with varnish or

something shining : to give a fair color or covering to
;

to gloss ;
to palliate ; to hide with color of rhetoric.

V&R'NISH-ER, n. One who varnishes
;
an adorner.

VAR'NJSH-ING,* n. The act of covering with varnish ;

materials for varnish.

VXR'VEL, n. pi. [vervelles, Fr.] Silver rings about the

leg of a hawk, on which the owner's name is engraved.
Written also vervels.

VAR'VI-CITE,* n. (Min.) An ore of manganese. P. Cyc.

VA'RY, v. a. [varior, L.
; varier, Fr.] [i. VARIED

; pp.

VARYING, VARIED.] To make various; to change; to

make of different kinds
;
to alter; to diversify ; to varie-

gate.

VA'RY, v. n. To be changeable; to appear different; to

alter; to become unlike itself; to deviate; to disagree ;

to differ; to dissent ;
to shift colors.

tVA'RY, 7i. Change ;
alteration. Shak.

VXs'cv-LAR, a. [vasculum- L.] Having vessels that con-

tain air or fluids ; formed as vessels containing air
;

full

of vessels. Vascular system, that part of the animal
economy which relates to the vessels.

VXs-cy-LXR'i-TY, n. State or quality of being vascular.

V.XS-CU-LIF'ER-OUS, a. [vasculum and fero, L.J (Bot.)
Having seed-vessels divided info cells. Quincy.

VASE, or VASE, [vaz, W. P. J. F. Sm. R. ; vas, S. E. K.
Wb. Kcnrick, Scott ; vaz or vaz, Ja.] n. [vase, Fr.

; vas,

L.] A large ornamental cup or pitcher ;
a vessel

usually ornamented with sculpture of fruits, flowers,
&c.

;
a vessel generally for show rather than use: the

termination of a column, pedestal, <fcc.
;
a solid piece of

ornamental marble.

05"" Mr. Sheridan has pronounced this word so as to

rhyme with base, case, &c. I have uniformly heard it

pronounced with the s like z, and sometimes, by people
of refinement, with the a like aw; but this, being too
refined for the general ear, is now but seldom heard.
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, Mr.

Smith, Mr. Perry, and Buchanan, pronounce the a long
and slender, as I have done, but with the s as in case;
Mr. Smith and W. Johnston give the a the same sound,
and the s the sound of z; and Mr. Elphinston sounds it

as if written vauz ; but this, as Mr. Nares justly observes,
is an affected pronunciation." Walker.

VXs'sAL, 7i. [vassal, Fr.
; vassallo, It. ; vassus, low L.] A

holder of a fief, by fealty or service, of a feudal superior
or lord

;
a subject ;

a dependant ;
a servant : one who

surrenders to power, used in contempt ; a slave.

fVXs'SAL, v. a. To subject ;
to enslave. Feltham.

VXs'SAL,* a. Servile.
;
subservient. Watts.

VXs'sAL-AGE, n. [vasselage, Fr.] The state of a vassal
;

tenure at will; servitude; slavery; dependence.
VXs'sAL-RY,* re. The body of vassals. Lord John Russell.

VAST, a. [vastc, Fr.
; vastus, L.] Very large ; great ; enor-

mous; immense.

fVAsT, n. [vastum, L.] An empty waste. Shak.

VAS-TX'TIQN, n. [vastatio, L.] Act of laying waste
;

waste
;
devastation

;
destruction

;
declension. Bp. Hall.

tVAS-TlD'i-TY, n. [vastita.*, L.I Wideness; immensity.
Shak. [Barbarous.]

VXs'Tl-TtiDE,* n. Immensity; vastness. Foster. [R.]

VXST'LY, ad. Greatly ; to a great degree. Temple.
VAST'NESS, n. Immensity ; enormous greatness. Waller.

VXs'TO,* n. (Eng. law) A writ against tenants for terms of
life or years committing waste. Wliishaw.

VXsT'y, a. Large ; enormously great ;
vast. Shak. [R.]

VXT, 7i. [vat, D. ; fat, Sax.] A large vessel in which
liquors are kept in the immature state; a cistern of tan-
ners or brewers. Sometimes written fat.

VAT'I-CAN,* n. The palace of the pope at Rome. Ency.
VXT'i-CAN-lST,* n. An adherent to the Vatican. EC. Rev.

VXT'i-ciDE, n. [vates and casdo, L.] The murder or mur-
derer of a prophet or poet. Pope.

VA-Tf^'l-NAL, a. [vaticinans, L.] Containing predictions;

ibreteliing. Warton.

VA-TY^'I-NATE, v. n. [vaticinor, L/] [i. VATICINATED
; pp.

VATICINATING, VATICINATED.] To prophesy ;
to foretell.

Howell. [R.]

VA-TI^'I-NATE,*?;. a. To prophesy ;
to foretell. CA. Ob.

VA-TI^-I-NA'TION, n. [old Fr.
; vaticinatio, L.] Act of

prophesying ; prediction ; prophecy. Bentley.

VAUDE'VI'L, (vod'vil) n. [vaudeville, Fr.] A species of

light song, often satirical
;
a song sung about the streets

;

a ballad ; a trivial strain.

||VAULT, [vawlt, P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; v3iwt, S. ; viwlt
or vlwt, W. K.} n. [voulte, old Fr.

; volta, It.
; valuta, low L.l

An arched roof, so contrived that the stones, bricks, and
other materials of which it is constructed, sustain and

keep each other in their places ;
a continued arch

;
a

cellar ; a cave
;
a cavern ; a repository for the dead.

J|VAULT, v. a.[voultcr, old Fr.] [t.
VAULTED

; pp. VAULTING,
VAULTED.] To arch ; to shape to a vault

;
to cover with

an arch.

IJVAULT, v. -n. [voltig-er, Fr. ; volteggiarc, It.] To leap ; to

jump ;
to play the tumbler or posture-master. Dryden.

VAULT, TJ. A leap ;
a jump ; a skip ;

a bound.

fVAuLT'AGE, n. Arched cellar. Shak.

VAULT'ED, (vawlt'ed) a. Arched
;
concave. Popt.

VAULT'ER, n. A Inaper ;
a jumper; a tumbler.

VAULTING,* re. The act of jumping or leaping.

tVAuLT/'Y, a. Arched ; concave ;
vaulted. Sliak.

||VAuNT,'or VAUNT, [viwnt, S. W. P. E. F.Ja. K. Sm. R.;

Vant, ./. Wb. JV'arcs.] v. a. [vanter, Fr.] [i.
VAUNTED

; pp.

VAUNTING, VAUNTED.] To boast
;
to display with ostenta-

tion. Milton.

||VAUNT, v. n. To play the braggart ;
to talk with ostenta-

tion
;
to make vain show

;
to boast

;
to glory ; to brag.

;7AUNT,

a. Brag ;
boast ; vain ostentation. Spenser.

VAUNT, n. [avant, Fr.] The first part. Shak.

AUNT-COURIER, (vftng-ko'rer) n. [avant-coureur, Fr.] A
precursor. Shak. See VANCOURIER.
VAUNT'ER, n. [vanteur, Fr.j Boaster ; braggart.

VAUNT'FUL, a. Boastful
;
ostentatious. Spenser.VAS'cy-L,AR, a. \vascuium~ ju.j navmg vess is mat con-

|| VAUNT'FUL., a. lioasiiui; ostentatious. o/e/
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VAUNT'ING-LY, ad. In a vaunting manner; boastfully.

VAUNT'MURE, ?i [avant-mur, Fr.] (Fort.) A front or false

wall; a work raised before the main wall: written
also vanmure, vaimure, and vaumure. Camden.

VAUQUE'LIN-ITE,* (vok'ljn-it) n. (Min.} A dark-green or

blackish mineral. Dana.

VXv'A-SQR, or VXy'AS-SOR, n. [vavasseur, Fr.] (Feudal
law) One \yho, himself holding of a superior lord, has
others holding under him; an ancient dignity, next be-

low a baron: a term applied to a poor gentleman in

the old French romances. Written also vavasour and

fVXv'A-so-RY,* n. Land held by a vavasor. Whishaw.

JVA'WARD, n. The fore-part. Shak.

VEADER,* n. The 13th month of the Jewish ecclesiastical

year ; the embolismic month. Crabb.

VEAL, (vel) n. [veau, Fr.] The flesh of a calf killed for

the table.

VEAL'-COT-LET,* n. A steak or slice of veal broiled or to

be broiled. Ash.

VEAL'-PIE,* n. A pie made of veal. Booth.

fVECK, n. [vecchia, It.
; vetula, L.J An old woman. Chaucer.

fVEC'TlON, n. [vectio, vectito, L.J Act of carrying. Bailey.

tVEC-Tl-TA'TlQN, 71. The act of carrying. Arbuthnot.

VEC'TQR,* n. (Astron.) A straight line conceived to be

drawn from the centre of a planet to the centre of the

sun : called also radius vector. Brande. [Bacon.
fVEc'TVRE, (vgkt'yur) n. [vectura, LJ Act of carrying.

VE'D'A,* or VE-DA',* n. ; pi. VEDAS. The name by which
the Hindoos designate the body of their scriptures or sa-

cred writings: sometimes called vedam, and bedam.

There are four vedas, viz. : Rig, Yajust, Saman, and Ath-
arvan. Veda is accented on the first syllable by Knowles,

Webster, and Brande, and on the second by Smart.

VE-DAN'TA,* n. A sect among the Hindoos, whose the-

ory of philosophy is professedly founded on the Vedas.
Brande.

VE-DETTE',* n. [vedette, Fr.
; vedetta, It.] A sentinel on

horseback, detached to reconnoitre the enemy. Boiste.

VEER, v. n. [virer, Fr.] [i. VEERED ;pp. VEERING, VEERED.]
To change direction ;

to turn aside or about. Milton.

VEER, . a. To turn ;
to change. (JVaut.) To give a ship

more scope of cable
;
to let any thing drop astern by a

rope ;
to wear. To veer aicay, to slack a cable, and let it

. run out
;
to let out a rope gently. To veer and haul, v. a.

To pull tight and slacken alternately, as a rope. v. n,

To change the direction, as the wind. See WEAR.
VEER'A-BLE, a. That may change or be changed. Todd.

VEER'ING, n. Act of turning or changing. Addison.

VEER'JNG,*/?. a. Turning about ; turning aside ; letting out.

tVE^-E-TA-BfL'l-TY, n. Vegetable nature. Browne.

VEG'E-TA-BLE,'(vgd'je-ta-bl) 7i.
[vegetables,

school L.
;

vegetable, Fr.] An organized body destitute of sensa-

tion ; any thing that has vegetable life, as a tree or plant ;

a plant : a plant or root cultivated for the table.

VE'E-TA-BLE, a. Belonging to a plant or to vegetation ;

having the nature of plants.
a. [vegetal, Fr.] Having power to cause

growth. Burton.

fVE^'E-TAL, n. A vegetable. B. Jonson.

VE^'E-TATE} v. n. [vegeto, L.] [i.
VEGETATED

; pp. VESE-

TATING, VEGETATED.]' To grow, as a vegetable or a plant;
to shoot out

;
to sprout ;

to grow without sensation.

VE^-E-TA'TION, n. [Fr., from vegeto, L.] Act of vegetat-

ing ; growth of plants : plants collectively.

VE<^'E-TA-TIVE, a. [vegetatif, Fr.] Growing or causing to

frow,
as plants.

9'E-TA-TivE-NESS,7i. The quality of producing growth.

fVE-^ETE', a. [vegetus, L.] Vigorous ;
active

; sprightly.

Bp. Taylor. [ser. [R.]

VEO'E-TIVE, a. [vegeto, L.] Vegetable ; vegetative. Tus-

fVE^'E-Tl'VE, n. A vegetable. Sandys.

VE^'E-TO-AN'I-MAL,* a. Partaking of the nature both of

a vegetable and an animal. Brande.

tVE^-'E-ToDs, a. [vegetus, L.] Lively ; vegete. B. Jonson.

VE'HE-MENCE, n. [vehementia, L.J Quality of being vehe-
ment ; violence; impetuosity; force; ardor; mental vio-

lence
;
fervor.

VE'HE-MEN-CV, n. Same as vehemence. Hooker.

VE'HE-MENT, a. [Fr. ; vehemens, L.] Violent
; forcible

;

ardent ; eager ;
fervent

; impetuous ; passionate ; head-

strong; urgent.
VE'HE-MENT-LY,ad. Ardently ; eagerly ; forcibly; urgently.

VE'HI-CLE, (ve'he-kl) n. [vehiculum, L.] That in which

any thing is carried ;
that by means of which any thing

is conveyed ;
a carriage ;

a support ; conveyance. A
wagon is a vehicle of conveyance for goods ;

a book or a

newspaper is a vehicle of information
;

oil is a vehicle of

color for the painter ;
a particular menstruum is a vehicle

for the solution of a salt or a gum. Francis.

VE'HI-CLED,* (ve'he-kld) a. Furnished with a vehicle.

Green.

VE-Htc'V LAR, a - [vehicularis, L.] Belonging to a vehicle
;

forming a vehicle ; vehiculary. Tucker.

VE-Hfc'v-LA-RY,* a. Relating to a vehicle
j

vehicular.
Elmes.

VEH'MIC,* a. Applied to criminal courts of justice estab-
lished in Germany during the middle ages. Brande.

VEIL, (val) 71. [velum, L.] A thin cover let down over the
face

;
a curtain

;
a mask : a blind

;
a cover; a disguise.

VEIL, (val) v. a.
[i. VEILED; pp. VEILING, VEILED.] To

cover with a veil
; to cover

;
to invest

;
to hide

;
to con

ceal ; to disguise.

VEIL'LESS,* (val'les) a. Destitute of a veil. Millman.

VEIN, (van) n. An elastic tube, in animal bodies, which
receives the blood from the extreme arteries, and returns
it to the heart : in plants, a tube or passage for the sap :

in mineralogy, a crack or fissure filled with something
of a distinct kind, as a metallic ore in a rock

;
a streak or

wave, as in marble : tendency or turn of the mind 01

genius; humor; temper; current
; continued production

strain
; quality.

VEIN *
(van) v. a. To form or mark with veins. Kirby.

VEIN'AL,* (va'nal) a. Relating to the veins. Boyle.
VEINED, (vand) a. Having veins; streaked.

VEIN'LESS,* (van'Ies) a. Destitute of veins. Smith.

VEIN'Y, (va'ne) a. [veineux, Fr.] Full of veins
; streaked

;

veined. Thomson.

VE-LL'LA,* n. [velum, L.J (Zool.} A genus of acephalous
animals, that are wafted on the water. Roget.

VE-LIF'ER-OUS, a. [velifer, L.] Carrying sails. Evelyn. [R.]
fVEL-l-TA'TipN, n. [velitatio,!^] A skirmish

;
a light con-

test. Burton.

VEL-LE'I-TY, n. [vellcite, Fr. ; velleitas, L.] The scholastic
term used to signify the lowest degree of desire. Locke.

fVEL'LET, or
t.VEL'LVTE, n. Velvet. See VELVET.

VfiL'LI-CATE, v. a. [vellico, L.] [i. VELLICA.TED ; pp. VEL-

LICATING, VELLICATED.] To tWltch
J
to pluck J

to 3Ct by
stimulation. Bacon.

VEL-LI-CA'TIQN, n. [vellicatio, L.] A twitching; stimula-
tion. Bacon.

VEL-LdN1
,* n. [Sp.] A kind of money in which accounts

are kept in many parts of Spain. Hamilton.

VEL'LVM, n. [velin, Fr. ; vetulinum, low L.] A fine kind
of parchment made of calfskin, or sometimes of lambskin.

VEL'LUM-Y,* a. Relating to, or like, vellum. EC. Rev.

VE-Log'i-PEDE,* 71. [velox and pes, L.]
A machine of lo-

comotion, or a vehicle moved by the impulse given to it

by the rider's feet against the ground; invented at

Manheim, Germany, in 1817, by M. Drais. Brande.

VE-LO^'I-TY, n. [velocite, Fr.
; velocitas, L.] The measure

of swiftness with which a body moves
; rapidity ; celeri-

ty ;
fleetness

; speed ;
swiftness.

t.VEL'VRE, or IVE-LURE', n. [velours, Fr.] Velvet. Shak.

VEL'VET, n. [velous, velours, Fr. ; velluto, It.] A rich kind
of silk stuff, with a close, soft, fine shag or nap ;

also a

species of cotton stuff; velveteen.

VEL'VET, a. Made of velvet ; velvety ;
soft ; delicate.

VEL'VET, v. n. To paint velvet. Peacliam.

VEL'VET-ED,* a. Partaking of the nature of velvet. Qin.
VEL-VET-EN',' n. [vellutino, It.] A kind of cotton stuff,
made in imitation of velvet ; a sort of fustian.

VEL'VET-RDN-NER,* 71. A bird having black and smooth
feathers. Crabb.'

VEL'VET-Y,* a. Resembling velvet ; soft and delicate. Ure.

VE'NAL, a. [Fr. ; venalis, L.] That may be purchased or

bought; used in a bad sense: mercenary; hireling;
base. [vein.} Relating to or contained in the veins;
veined ; venous.

VE-NXL'I-TY. n. [venalite, Fr.] State or quality of being
venal

;
mercenariness

; prostitution.

VEN'A-RY, a. [vcnarium, low L.] Relating to hunting.
Blackstone. [R.]

VE-NAT'IC, ) a. [vmaticus, L.] Used in hunting. How-
VE-NAT'i-CAL, \

M. [R.]

tVE-NA'TiQN, 71. [venatio, L.] The act of hunting. Browne.

VEN-A-TO'RJ-AL,* a. Relating to hunting ;
venatic. QM. Rev.

VEND, v. a. [vendre, Fr.
; vendo, L.] [i.

VENDED
; pp. VEND-

ING, VENDED.] To sell; to cffer to sale. Boyle.

VEN-DEE', n. (Law} One to whom any thing is sold. Ayliffe.

VEND'ER, 71. [vendeur, Fr.] A seller. See VENDOR.
VEN-Di-BiL'l-TY, 7i.. State of being vendible. Taylor.

VEN'DJ-BLE, a. [vendibilis, L.] That may be sold
;
sala-

ble
; marketable.

VEN'DI-BLE, n. Any thing offered to sale. HowelL
VEN'DI-BLE NESS, n. The state of being salable.

VEN'DJ-BLY, ad. In a salable manner. Sherwood.

fVEN-Dl-TA'TlQN, n. [venditatio, L.] Boastful display. B.
Jonson.

VEN-DI"TIQN, (ven-dlsh'un) n. [Fr. ; venditio, L.] Sale;
the act of selling.

VEN-DOR',* n. (Law) One who sells anything: used
with reference to vendee, or purchaser. Whishaw. .

VEN-DUE',* TJ. [vendre, -eendu, Fr.] A public auction. Dr.

Franklin, 1789. 95= This word is in use in the United
States and the West Indies ;

but it is not common in

England, though it is found in the recent English diction-

aries of Knowles, Oswald, and Smart.
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n. An auctioneer. Oswald.

VE-NEER', [ve-ner', W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; fin-n5r',
S.] v. a. [L VENEERED; pp. VENEERING, VENEERED.] To
cover or inlay, as common wood with thin pieces of

more_valuable wood. [Brande.
IIVE-NEER',* n. A thin piece or slice of wood for veneering.
IJVE-NEER'ING,* n. The art or act of covering or inlaying
with wood different from that ofthe ground-work. Brande.

VE-NEF'I-CAL,* a. Addicted to sorcery or poisoning ;
vene-

ficial. Bacon.

fVEN'E-F/CE, (ven'e-fls) n. [veneficium, L.] The practice
of poisoning. Bailey.

VEN-E-Fl"ciAL, (ven-e-f ish'al) a. Acting by poison ;

venefical. Brotone. [R.]
VEN-E-FI"CIOVS,* (ven-e-f ish'us) a. Poisonous; bewitch-

ing. Browne. JR.]

VEN-E-Fi'"cioys-Ly, (ven-e-flsh'us-le) ad. By poison.
Browne. [R.]

VEN'E-MOUS, a. Venomous. See VENOMOUS.
VEN'E-NATE, [ven'e-nat, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ; ve-ne'nat,

S. SOT. R.] v. a. [veneno, L.] [i. VENENATED ; pp. VENE-

NATING, VENENATED.] To poison ;
to infect with poison.

Harvey.
VEN'E-NATE, a. Infected with poison. Woodward.

VEN-E-NA'TION, n. Act of poisoning ; poison. Browne.

fVE-NENE', ) a. fveneneux, Fr.] Poisonous ;
venomous.

fVEN-E-NOSE', j Harvey.
VEN-ER-A-BlL'l-TY, re. Venerableness. More. [R.]

VJN'ER-A-BLE, o..'[Fr. ; venerabilis, L.] That is to be ven-
erated

; worthy of veneration or reverence
;
reverend.

VEN'ER-A-BLE-NESS, re. Quality of being venerable.

VEN'ER-A-BLY, ad. In a manner that excites reverence.

VEN'ER-ATE, v. a. [venerer, Fr.
; veneror, L.] [i. VENER-

ATED
; pp. VENERATING, VENERATED.] To reverence ;

to

treat with veneration
;
to regard with veneration or awe ;

to revere
;
to adore.

VEN-ER-A'TIQN, n. [Fr. ; veneratio, L.] Act of venerating;
state of_being venerated ;

reverence
;
awful respect.

VEN'ER-A-TQR, 71. One who venerates
;
reverencer.

VE-NE'RE-AL, a. [venereus, L.] Relating to Venus: with
old chemists, consisting of copper : arising from sexual
intercourse

;
libidinous.

fVE-NE'RE-AN, a. Venereal. Howctt.

VE-NE'RE-OUS, a. Libidinous; lustful
;
venereal. Derham.

fVEN'ER-oDs, a. Venereous; venereal. Burton.
.

VEN'E-RY, n. [venerie, Fr.] The sport of hunting. Spenser.

[from Vejius.] Sexual commerce. Grew.

VE-NE-SEC'TIQN, [ve-ne-sek'shun, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. ;

ven-e-sek'shun, R. Wb.] n. [vena and sectio, L.] Blood-

letting ; phlebotomy. Wiseman.

VE-NE'TIAN,* n. A native of Venice. Roberts.

VJ?-NE'TIAN,* a. Relating to Venice : noting a school in

painting, distinguished for coloring. Venetian blind, a
window blind made of laths. Venetian door, a door

lighted by panes of glass, on each side. Venetian win-

dow, a window in three separate apertures, the two side

ones being narrow.

VENEW, (ven'u or ve'nu) n. Same as veney. Shak.

VENEY, (ven'e or ve'ne) [ve'ne, S. W. P.; ven'e, Sm. R.

Wb.] n. [ven'ez, Fr.] A bout ;
a'turn at fencing ;

a thrust ;

a hit. Shak.

fVEN^E, (venj) v. a. [venger, Fr.] To avenge. Bp. Fisher.

tVfiN<^E'A-BLE, a. Revengeful. Bp. Fisher.

VENGEANCE, (ven'jans) n. [Fr.] Punishment ; penal ret-

ribution
; avengement. With a vengeance, with violence ;

thoroughly."

,
a. Vindictive

; revengeful. Milton.
n. [old Fr.] Avengement. Spenser.

An avenger. Spenser.
fVE'N'l-A-BLE, a. Pardonable

;
venial. Browne.

VE'NI-AL, a. [vcniel, Fr., from vcnia, L.] That may be for-

given or excused
; pardonable ; excusable ; permitted ; al-

lowed. Venial sin, (Catholic theol.) a sin which weakens
sanctifying grace, but does not take it away ;

a sin not
mortal.

VE-NI-XL'I-TY,* re. Quality of being venial. Bp. Taylor
VE'NI-AL-LY,* ad. In a venial manner. Chaucer.

VE'NI-AL-NES_S, n. State of being excusable or venial.
VE-NI'RE FA'ci-As,* (-fa'she-as) (Law) A writ for sum-
moning a jury to try the cause where two parties plead
and come to issue. Crabb.

VEN'ISON, [v6n'zn or ven'e-zn) [yen'zn, P. Barclay; ven'-
zn or ven'e-zn, W. Ja. K'. Sm. R. ; ven'e-zn, J. F. ; ven'-

is-sun, S.] n. [venaison, Fr.] The flesh of beasts of game,
particularly of the deer.

VE'NI, vI'Di, vl'cl* [L.] "I came, I saw, I conquered."
Julius Ccesar.

VEN'QM, n. [venin, Fr.] Poison ; poisonous matter: spite ;

malice; malignity; bitter hatred.

fV&N'OM, i'. a. To poison ; to envenom. Milton.

VEN'OM-MOOTHED,* (ven'um-mouthd) a. Apt to bite. Shak.

VEN'OM-oOs, a. Poisonous; malignant; mischievous.
VN'QM-oOs-LY, ad. Poisonously ; malignantly.
VEN'QM-ODS-NESS, n. Poisonousness

; malignity.

VE'NOUS,* a Relating to the veins
;
contained in tha

veins. Bacon.

VENT, n. [fente, Fr.] A small aperture at which the air

escapes, or at which any thing is let out ; a hole
;
a spir-

acle : passage out of secrecy to public notice ; pub-
licity : act of opening ; emission

; passage ; discharge ;

means of discharge. [vente, Fr. ; vendttio, L.] Sale.

[venta, Sp. An inn ; a baiting-place. Shelton.]
VENT, v. a. [venter, Fr.

; sventare, It.] [i. VENTED
; pp.

VENTING, VENTED.] To let out
;
to give a vent or open-

ing to
;
to emit

;
to utter

;
to publish : to sell

;
to let go to

sale
;
to vend. Raleigh. [ser.

fVENT, v. n. To snuff; as,
" He centeth into the air." Spen-

VEN'TA* n. [Sp.] A mean inn or tavern. Sir W. Scott.

fVENT^A^E, n. A small hole
;
a vent. Shak.

VEN'TAIL, (ven'tal) n. [ventail, Fr.] That part of the hel-
met made to lift up ;

the visor or breathing part of a
helmet. Spenser.

VEN-TAN'NA, n. [ventana, Sp.] A window. Dryden.
VENTER, n. [L.J Any cavity of the body, as the head,

breast, and especially the abdomen
;
the belly : womb

;

mother. Hale. (Ent.) The lower part of the abdomen.
VENT'ERL n. One who vents or publishes. Barrow.

VENT'-HOLE,* n. A small aperture to let out the air. Ash.

VENT'I-DUCT, n. [ventus and ductus, L.] A passage for the
wind

or_air. Boyle.

VEN'TI-LATE, v. a. [ventilo, L. ; ventiler, Fr.] [i. VEN-
TILATED

; pp. VENTILATING, VENTILATED.] To fan, re-

fresh, or purify with wind
; to winnow

;
to fan. [|To ex-

amine, dyliffe.]

VEN-TI-LA'TION, n. [ventUatio, L.] Act of ventilating ;

state of being ventilated
; refrigeration. [fVent. Wottoru

Examination. Mp. Sancroft.]

VEN'TI-LA-TQR, n. He or that which ventilates; a venti-

lating machine, made to turn with the wind, and placed
in a wall, roof, or window.

VEN-TOSE',* a. Windy ; flatulent. Richardson.

fVEN'TOSE,* n. A cupping-glass. Holland.

fVEN-TOS'j-Ty, n. [ventosite, Fr.
; ventosus, L.] Windiness

Bacon.

VENT'-PEG,* n. A peg to stop a vent-hole. W. Ency.
VEN'TRAL, a. Belonging to the venter or belly. Chambers

VEN'TRJ-CLE, n. [ventricule, Fr. ; ventriculus, L.] A small

cavity in an animal body, as in the heart or brain.

VEN-TRI-COSE',* a. (Bot. & Zool.) Big-bellied ; inflated
;

distended. P. Cyc. [Loudon.
VEN'TRI-COCS,* a. (Bot.) Inflated

;
bellied

; ventricose

VEN-TRIC'V-LAR,* a. Relating to the ventricles ; like a
ventricle. Adams.

VEN-TRlc'v-LiTE,* n. A species of zoophite. P. Cyc.

VEN-TRtc'v-LoCs,* a. Somewhat distended. Smart.

VEN-TRfL-p-cu'TlpN,* n. Ventriloquy. C. B. Brown. [R.]
VEN-TRI-L.O'QUI-AI^,* a. Relating to ventriloquism ; ven-

triloquous. Chandler.

VEN-TRIL'O-QUISM, n. [ventriloquie, Fr. ; ventriloquus, L.
;

venter and loquor, L.] The act or art of speaking inward-
ly, so that the sound seems to issue from the belly ;

or the
art of making^

the voice appear from various points or dis-

tances, and rfbt from the actual speaker.
VEN-TR!L'O-QUIST, n. One who practises ventriloquism ;

one whose voice appears to come from his belly.

VEN-TRlL'p-QUIZE,* v. n.
[i. VENTRILOQUIZED; pp. VEN-

TRILOQUIZING, VENTRILOQUIZED.] To practise ventrilo-

quism. Phren. Jour.

VEN-TRlL'p-Quous, a. Relating to ventriloquism. White.

VEN-TRlL'Q-QUY, 7. Same as ventriloquism. Chambers.

VENTURE, (vent'yur) n. [aventure, Fr.J An undertaking
of hazard and danger; a hazard; risk; chance: the

tiling put to hazard ; a stake. It a venture, at hazard ;

without consideration.

VENTURE, (vent'yur) v. n. [i. VENTURED ;pp. VENTURING,
VENTURED.] To dare ;

to run a hazard
;
to adventure.

VENT'VRE, (vent'yur) . a. To expose to hazard
;
to put or

send on a venture ; to risk. [To rely on. Addison.]
VENT'VR-ER, (vent'yur-er) n. One who ventures ; adven-

turer.

VENT'VRE-SOME, (vent'yur-sum) a. Bold
; adventurous.

VENT'VRE-s6ME-LY, ad. In a bold or daring manner.

VENT'VRE-SdME-NESS,* 71. Quality of being venturesome.
Scott.

VENT'VR-ING, (vent'yur-tng) re. Act of putting to hazard.

VENT'VR-OUS, (vent'yur-us) a. Daring; bold; fearless;

ready to run hazards ;
adventurous. Milton.

VENT'UR-OUS-LY, ad. Daringly ; fearlessly ; boldly.

VEN'TUR-OUS-NESS, re. Boldness ;
adventurousness.

VEN'VE, (ven'yu) n. [Fr. ; visne., old Fr.] (Law) A neigh-
borhood or vicinity ; the place whence a jury to try an
action is to be drawn, or the county in which the action

is to be tried. [A thrust or hit. Todd. See VBNEY.]
Vfi'NUS, n. [L.J (Mythol.) The goddess of love. (Jtstron.)
A planet, the second in order of distance from the sun,
and the most brilliant of all the planets. (Old them.)

Copper.
, (ve'nus-jz-) n. The name of a plant.
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VE'Nys'5-CoMB, 7i. The shepherd's needle. Booth.

VE'NUS'-FL,Y'TRXP,* (ve'nus-jz-fll'trap) n. A kind of
sensitive plant. Hamilton.

VE'NVS'-HAIR, n. The name of a plant. Stukeley.

VE'Nys'ij-LooK'iNG-GLiss, n. A species of campanula.
VE'NVS'IJ-NA'VEL-WORT, /i. Flax-leaved hound's tongue.
fVE-NtJST', a. [vdnuste, old Fr.

; venustus, L.] Beautiful
;

amiable. Waterhouse.

VE-RA'CIOVS, (ve-ra'shus) a. [verax, L.] Possessed of ve-

racity ;
observant of truth

;
honest

;
true.

VE-RA9'l-TY, n. [verax, L.] Habitual observance of truth ;

moral truth
; integrity. In strict propriety, veracity is ap-

plicable only to persons, and signifies not physical, but

moral, truth.

VE-RAN'DA, n. [An Oriental word.] An open portico; an
ornamental penthouse over a window or door.

VE-RA'TRI-A,* n. (Chem.) A vegetable alkali discovered in

white hellebore and some other plants ; veratrine. Brande.

VE-RA'TRINE,* n. (Chem.') A vegetable alkali, of a poison-
ous nature, extracted from the roots of veratrum album, or
white hellebore, and some other plants ;

called also vera-
tria. _Ure.

VE-RA' TR VJK,* n. [L.] (Bot.) Hellebore; a genus of plants.
Crabb.

VERB, n. [vcrbe, Fr. ; verbum. L.] [fA word. South.]
(Gram.) A part of speech which signifies to be, to do, or

to suffer ; or it is a word by means of which some action
or state is attributed to some agent or subject ; as, I am,
he reads, she is admired. An active, or transitive, verb ex-

presses an action passing from an agent or actor to an

object acted upon ; as,
" He loves Penelope." A passive

verb expresses a passion or suffering, i. e. the receiving of
an action ;

and it implies an object acted upon, and an

agent by which it is acted upon ; as,
"
Penelope is loved

by him." A neuter, or intransitive, verb expresses neither
action nor suffering, but being, or a state of being ; as, I

am, I sit. There is a class of neuter verbs which imply
action without an object acted upon ; as, I run, he walks.

These are, by some grammarians, styled active-intransi-

tive verbs, in distinction from active-transitive verbs.
A regular verb is one which forms its imperfect or past

tense and perfect or past participle by adding d or ed to the

present ; as, love, i. & p. loved. An irregular verb is one
that does not form its imperfect or past tense and perfect
or past participle by the addition of d or ed to the present ;

as, speak, i. spoke, p. spoken.

Auxiliary verbs, called also helping' verbs, are those by
means of which English verbs are principally conjugated.
They are do, be, have, shall, will, may, can, and must, with
their variations.

A defective verb is one which is used in only a part of
the moods and tenses ; as, quoth.

VER'BAL, a. [Fr. ; vcrbalis, L.] Delivered in words ; con-

sisting in mere words ; spoken, not written ;
oral

;
ut-

tered by mouth: minutely exact in words; literal;

having word answering to word : derived from a
verb ; as, a verbal noun. [fVerbose. Shak.]

VER'BAL,* n. (Gram.) A noun derived from a verb. Brande.

VER'BAL-IST,* n. One who deals or is skilled in words.
Month. Rev.

fVER-BXL'i-Ty, n. duality of being verbal. Browne.

VER-BAL-}-ZA'TION,* n. The act of verbalizing. Palmer.

VER'BAL-IZE, v. a. To turn into a verb. Instruct, for Orat.

VER'BAL-LY, ad. In words; orally ; word for word.

VER-BA'RI-AN,* a. Relating to, or consisting of, words.

Coleridge. [R.]
VER-BA' TIM, ad. [L.] Word for word. Shak.

VER-BE'NA* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ; vervain.
Crabb.

fVER'BE-RATE, r. a. [verbero, L.] To beat; to strike, dbp.
Bancroft. _

VER-BE-RA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Infliction of blows. Arbuthnot.

ER'BI-APE, n. [Fr.] A profusion of words with little

sense ; verbosity ; empty or superfluous writing or dis-

course. Johnson.

VER-BOSE', a. [verbosus, L.] Abounding in words; wordy ;

prolix ;
tedious by using many words.

VER-BOSE'LY,* arf. In a verbose manner. Camper.
VER-BOS'I-TY, n. [verbosite, Fr.] Quality of being ver-
bose

;
exuberance of words

; prolixity.

VER'DAN-CY, n. Greenness. Norrit.

VER'DANT, a. [verdoyant, Fr.
; viridans, L.] Green

; fresh
;

of the color of grass; flourishing.

(verd'an-tek') n. [Fr.] The green in-

crustation found on the surface of ancient copper and
brass coins. (Min.'i A beautiful, mottled green marble,
an aggregate of marble and serpentine. Brande.

VER'DER-ER, or VER'DER-QR, n. [verdier, Fr. ; viridarius,
low L.] '(Eng. law) An officer in the king's forest.

Howell.

VER'DICT, n. [Fr. ;
verum dictum, L.] (Law) The determina-

tion or answer of a jury given or declared to a court in

relation to a cause on trial ; declaration
;
decision

; judg-
ment.

VER'DI-GRIS, (ver'de-grSs) n. \vert-de-gris, Fr.] The blue

green rust of copper or brass, a pigment which is an ace
tate of copper.

VER'DI-TER, n. [verd de terre, Fr.] (Chem.') A hydrated per-
carbonate of copper, a blue pigment, generally prepared
by decomposing a solution of a nitrate of copper by the
addition of chalk.

VER'DI-TURE, n. Peacham. See VERDITER.
VERD'URE, (verd'yurj [ver'dzhur, S. ; ver'jur, W. J. ; ver'-

dur, E. F.; verd'yur, Ja. K.] n. [Fr.] Green ; the green
color or freshness of grass and other vegetation.

VERD'VRED,* (verd'yurd) a. Covered with verdure. Parnell.

VERD'yR-oOs, (verd'yur-us) a. Abounding in verdure;
green ;

covered with green. Milton.

fVER'E-cfJND, a. [verecond, old Fr.
; verccundus, L.] Mod-

est ; bashful. Bailey.

tVER-E-cE'N'Di-ous, a. Modest
; bashful. Wotton.

tVER-E-cUN'DJ-TY, n. [verecundia, L.] Bashfulness
;
mod-

esty. Lemon.

VER-E-TlL'LUM,*n. [L.] pi. VER-E-TJlJ LA. A Sort of

polypus. Rog-el.

VER-GA-LOO',* n. [virgouleuse, Fr.] A kind of pear; vir-

galoo. Browne. Written also bcrgaloo and virgalieu.

VERGE, n.
[Fr. ; virga, L.1 A rod, or something in form of

a rod, carried as an emblem of authority ; the mace of a
dean. [vergo, L.] The brink; the edge; the utmost
border

;
brim

; margin ;
rim : the spindle of the balance

in a watch. (Law) Verge of a court, the compass of the

king of England's court, within which is bounded the

jurisdiction of the lord steward of the household. A
tenant by verge, one who swore fealty to the lord of the
manor while holding in his hand a verge or rod.

VERGE, v. n. [vergo, L.] [i. VERGED ; pp. VERGING, VERGED.]
To approach ;

to incline ;
to tend. Pope.

VERG'ER, n. [Fr.] One who verges: one who carries

a dean's verge ;
an attendant at a church.

fVE-Rto'l-CAL, a. [veridicus, L.] Telling truth. Bailey.

VER'I-FI-A-BLE, a. That may be verified or confirmed.

VER-J-FJ-CA'TION, 71. Act of verifying ; confirmation.

VER'I-FI-ER, n. One who verifies.

VER'l-FY, v. a. [verifier, Fr.] [i. VERIFIED ; pp. VERIFYING,
VERIFIED.] To prove to be true; to establish

;
to justify

against charge of falsehood ; to confirm.

VER'I-LY, ad. In truth ; certainly ; really ;
indeed.

VER-i-slivi'i-LAR, a. [verisimilis, L.] Appearing to be true j

probable. Bailey. [R.]

VER-l-si-MlL'i-TUDE, n. [verisimilitudo, L.] Appearance of
truth

;
resemblance to truth

; probability.

fVER-l-si-MiL'i-TY, n. Probability ; verisimilitude. Drydcn.
tVER-i-sTM'l-LOus, a. Probable; verisimilar. White.

VER'I-TA-BLE, a. [veritable, Fr.] True : agreeable to fact.

VER'I-TA-BLY, ad. In a true manner
; really ; truly.

VER'J-TY, n. [verite, Fr. ; veritas, L.] Truth ; accordance
with fact or reality ; reality ; a true assertion ; moral truth.

VER'JUICE, (ver'jfis) 7^ [verjus, Fr.] Expressed juice of

unripe or green grapes or of unripe or crab apples.

JVER'MEIL, (ver'mjl) n. Vermilion. Todd.

VER'ME$,* n. pi. [L.] (Zool.) Worms ; a class of inverte-

brated animals, comprehending all the annular or ringed

species, that have no antennae, no legs, no voice, no true

blood, and no distinct head. Hamilton.

VER-MI-CEL'LI, (ver-me-chel'e) [ver-me-chel'e, S. W. J.

F.Ja.'K. Sm. ; 'ver-me-sgl'e, P. E. Wb.i'n. [It.] A paste
of wheat flour, drawn out and dried in slender cylinders,
somewhat like worms. 05=

" This word is perfectly Ital-

ian, and majbe pardoned in irregularity, because,like sev-

eral other foreign words, being confined to a small circle,

they are like so many excrescences on the surface of the

language, which disfigure, without corrupting, it." Walker.

VER-Mlc'u-LAR, a. [vermiculus, L.] Formed or acting like

a worm ; haying a spiral form or action ; vermiculate.

VER-Mlc'u-LATE, v. a. [vermicide, Fr. ; vermiculatus, L.I

f?, VERMICULATED
j pp. VERMICULATINO, VERMICULATED.J

To inlay, so as to imitate the motion or track of worms;
to inlay.

VER-MIC'V-LATE,* a. Full of worms or maggots. Bacon.

VER-Mlc-y-LA'TlQN, n. Act of vermiculating. Hale.

VER'MI-CULE, n. [vermiculus, vermis, L.] A little grub or

worm. Derham.

VER-MIC'U-LITE,* n. (Min.) A silicious mineral composed
of micaceous-looking plates. P. Cyc.

VER-MIC'U-LOSE,* a. Full of worms ; vermicular. Jlsh.

VER-MI'C'U-LOUS, a. [vermiculosus, L.] Full of grubs or

worms ; resembling grubs ;
vermicular.

VER'MI-FORJT, a. [vermiforme, Fr. ;
vermis and formo, L.]

Having the form or shape of a worm.
VER'MI-FUGE, n. [vermis and fugo, L.] (Med.) A medicine

that expels worms; anthelmintic. Bailey.

IViJR'MlL, 7i. Same as vermilion. Spenser.

VER-MIL'IQN, (ver-mil'yun) n. [vermeil, vermilion, Fr.]

[Cochineal ; a grub or insect.] Red sulphuret of mercury ;

a red pigment ; cinnabar; any beautiful red color.

VER-MIL'ION, (ver-mil'yun)?>. a. To dye red. Qlanville.

tVER'Ml-LY, n. Same as vermilion.
"
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,
n. [vermine, Fr.

; vermis, L.] Any noxious animal
;

applied to quadrupeds, reptiles, worms, or insects,
which are injurious to the cultivator: a human being,
in contempt.

VER'MI-NATE, v. n. To breed vermin. Biblioth. Bibl. [R.]
VER-MI-NA'TIQN, n. Generation of vermin. Derham.
tVER'MjN-LY, a. Relating to, or like, vermin. Gauden.
VER'MIN-OUS, a. Caused by or breeding worms. Hervey.
VER-MlP'A-ROUS, a. [vermis and pario, L.] Producing
worms. Browne.

VER-M!V'<?-ROUS,* a. Feeding on worms. Kirby.
VER-MONT'ER,* n. A native or inhabitant of Vermont ;

Vermontese. Mien.

VER-M<?NT-E$E',* n. sing. &. pi. An inhabitant or the in-

habitants of Vermont. JV*. A. Rev.

VER-NXC'U-LAR, a. [vernaculus, L.] Native; of one's own
country ; as, a vernacular language. [Rev.

VER-NAc'v-LAR-IM,* n. A vernacular word or idiom. Qu.
VER-NXc'u-LAR-Ly,* ad. In a vernacular manner. Scott.

fVER-NXc'v-LOOsja. [vernaculus, L.] Vernacular. Sir T.
Browne. Scoffing. B. Jonson. [A Latinism.]

VER'NAL, a. [vernus, L.] Belonging to the spring; flour-

ishing, as in the spring ; blooming. Milton.

tVER'N^NT, a. [vernans, L.] Vernal. Milton.

JVER'NATE, v. n. [verno, L.J To grow young. Cockeram.

VER-NA'TIQN,* n. (Bot.) Foliation ; the manner in which
the young leaves are arranged in their leaf-bud. P. Cyc.

fVER'NI-CLE,* re. Same as veronica. Chaucer.
VER'NIER S

* n. A contrivance for measuring intervals be-

tween the divisions of graduated scales or circular instru-

ments, invented by Peter Vernier. Brande.

fVER-NiL'i-TY, n. [verna, L.] Servile carriage ; the sub-

missive, fawning behavior of a slave. Bailey.

VE-RON'I-CA,* n. [It. $ Sp.] Literally, a true image: A.

handkerchief on which the face of the Savior is repre-
sented. (Bot.} A genus of plants; speedwell. Crabb.

VER'REL,* n. A ring at the end of a cane, &c.
;
a ferrule

;

Crabb. See FERRULE.
VER-R&CA,*n. [L.] (Med.) A wart. Dunglison.
VER-RV-COSE',* a. (Bot. &. Zoo/.) Covered with warts;
warty ; wartlike, P. Cyc.

VER-Rtr'covs,* a. (Bot.) Warty; verrucose. Smart.

fVER-SA-BlL'l-Ty, ) n. [versabilis, L.I Aptness to be

fVfcR'SA-BLE-NESs, J
turned or wound. Bailey.

fVER'sA-BLE, a. [versabilis, L.] That may be turned ; con-
vertible. Cockeram. [dibras.

fVER'SAL, a. [A cant contraction of universal] Total. Hu.-

VER'SANT,* a. Skilled
;
familiar ; conversant. Boswell. [R.]

VER'sA-TtLE, a. [versatilis, L.] That may be turned round
;

changeable ; variable : easily applied to new labors or

pursuits ; ready ; quick ; apt ;
docile.

VER'SA-TILE-LY,* ad. In a versatile manner. Dr. Mien.
VER'SA-TILE-NESS, n. Versatility. [R.]

VER-SA-TIL'I-TY, n. duality of being versatile
; quickness.

VERSE, n. [vcrs, Fr.
; versus, L.] A measured line of poe-

try ;
a stanza : poetry ; lays ;

metrical language ;
a piece

of poetry : a short section of prosaic composition ;
a

paragraph ;
a short passage or text.

fVERSE, v. a. To tell in verse
;
to versify. Shak.

VERSED, (vgrst) a. [versor, L.] Skilled in
; acquainted

with
; having knowledge.

VERSE'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes verses. Bosicdl.

VERSE'MAN, n. A poet, in ludicrous language. Prior.

fVERS'ER, n. A mere versifier. B. Jonson.

JVER'SET,* n. [Fr.] A verse, as of Scripture. Milton.

VER'SI-CLE, n. [vcrsiculus, L.] A little verae. Skelton.

VER'SI-C^L-QR, (veVse-kul-ur) \
a. Changing in color;

VER'si-c6L-<?RED, (ver'se-kul-urd) \ many-colored.
VER-SJ-FI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act or art of versifying ;

act
of making verses: the measure, form, or structure, of
verse.

VER'si-Ff-CA-TOR, n. [versificatcur, Fr.
; verstfcator, L.]A versifier._ Dryden. [R.]

VER-sf-FJ-CA'TRlx,* n. A female versifier. Dr. Johnson.

VER'sj-FlED,*(ver'se-fId)p. a. Turned into verse.

VER'SI-FI-ER, n. One who versifies ; a maker of verses,
either with or without the spirit of poetry.

VER'SI-FY, v. a. [versifier, Fr.
; versificor, L.] [i. VERSIFIED ;

pp. VERSIFYING, VERSIFIED.] To relate in verse; to turn
into verse.

VER'S}-FY, v. n. To make verses. Daniel.

VER'SIQN, n. [Fr. ; versio, L.] Change ;
transformation

;

change of direction : translation ; act of translating.
VER'SIQN-IST,* n. One who makes a version. Gent. Mag.
PMRST,n. [Russian.] A Russian measure, less than three

quarters of an English mile, equal to 212 rods. Writ-
ten also berst and werst.

VER'sys* prep. [L.] (Law} Against. Law Reports.
VERT, n. [Fr.] (Forest law) Whatever grows and bears a

green leaf in a forest, that may cover and hide a deer.

(Her.) Green color.

VER'TE-BRA,* n. [L.] pi. VER'TE-BR^. A joint in the
back or spine ;

vertebre. pi. The bones of the spine.
It is commonly used ia the plural, to denote the aggre-

gate of small bones or joints that compose the spine
hence, also, the spine. Paley. See VERTEBRE.

VER'TE-BRAL, a. [vertebra:, L.J Relating to the vertebra
or vertebres, or the bones or joints of the spine.

VER'TE-BRATE,* n. (Zool.) A yertebrated animal. Brande
VER'TE-BRATE,* ) a. Furnished with or having verte.

VER'TE-BRAT-ED,* $
brae or vertebres. Vertebrated an-

imals form a great division of the animal kingdom, and
include all that are furnished with a backbone, or a spine,
composed of a succession of vertebras. Lyell.

VER'TE-BRE, (ver'te-bur) n. [Fr. ; vertebra, L.] pi. VER-
TEBRES, (ver'te-biirz) A joint in the back or spine. See
VERTEBRA.

j)^=
" This word is perfectly Anglicized, and therefore

ought to have its last syllable pronounced according to

English analogy, like centre, sceptre, mitre, &,c. There is

a common mistake in the use of the Latin word from
which this is derived, which it may not be improper to

rectify. Vertebra is not unfrequently used to signify the
whole collection of joints which form the backbone,
while in reality it means only one of those joints : the

plural is vertebra, and this ought to be used for the whole

spine, if we denominate it by a Latin word
;
but if we

speak English, it ought to be vertebres, and pronounced
as if written verteburs." Walker.

VER'TEX, n. [L.] pi. L. VER'TI-CE^^ Eng. VER'TEX-
E. The zenith

;
the point overhead : the crown or top

of the head : the top of any thing ending in a point.

VER'TI-CAL, a. [Fr.] Relating to the vertex
; placed in or

passing through the vertex or zenith
; being perpendicu-

lar to the horizon. Vertical angles, opposite angles,
formed by two straight lines which intersect each oth-
er. Vertical circle, a. great circle of the

sphere, passing
through the zenith and nadir. Vertical line, a line per-

pendicular to the horizon. Vertical plane, (Conies) a

plane passing through the vertex, and parallel to the

plane of the section.

VER'TI-CAL,* n. A vertical circle. Prime vertical, that

circle or azimuth which is perpendicular to the meridian,
and passes through the east and west points of the hori-

zon. Brande.

VER-TI-CXL'I-TY, n. State of being vertical. Browne. [R.]

VER'TJ-CAL-LY, ad. In a vertical manner ;
in a direction

perpendicular to the horizon.

VER'TI-CAL-NESS, n. The state of being vertical. Jlsh.

||VER-TIC'IL-LATE, [ver-te-sil'lat, P. Ja. Sm. ; ver-tis'e-lat,
K. Wb.] a. [vcrticillus, L.] (Bot.) Arranged in a whorl;
placed round a stem in a ring. [late. Roget.

||VER-Tlc'iL-LAT-ED,* a. Arranged in a whorl
; verticil-

VER-TI-CJJ^'LUS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A ring; a whorl. Brande.

VER-Tlc'i-TY, 7i. The power of turning ;
rotation. Locke.

VER'TI-CLE,' (ver'te=kl) n. [verticulum, L.] An axis
;
a

hinge. Waterhouse. [tatory ; giddy.

VER-TlG'l-NODs, a. [vertiginosus, L.] Turning round ; ro-

VER-Tlu'i-NOt/s-LY,* ad. In a vertiginous or whirling
manner. Dr. Allen.

VER-TlG'i-NODs-NESS, 7i._Unsteadiness. Bp. Taylor.

VER'T}-GO, or VER-TI'GO, or VER-TI'GO, [ver'te-g5, P.
J. E. Wb.; ver-tl'go, S. , ver-ti'g5, ver-te'go, or ver'te-go,
W. ; ver-tl'go' or ver-tS'go, F. ; ver-te'go, K. Sm.] n. [L.J

pi. VER-TiG'j-NE.' A giddiness ;
a sense of turning in

the head. (Conch.) A genus of marsh or land snails.

fgj~
" This word is exactly under the same predicament

as serpiffo and lentigo. If we pronounce it learnedly, we
must place the accent in the first manner, [ver-tl'go ;] if

we pronounce it modishly, and wish to smack of the

French or Italian, we must adopt the second, [ver-te'go ;]

but if we follow the genuine English analogy, we must

pronounce it in the last manner, [ver'te-go.]
"The authorities for the first pronunciation are, Mr.

Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Bailey, and Eutick ; for the

second, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Air. Scott, and W. John-
ston

;
and for the third, Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Mr. Perry,

Buchanan, Barclay, and Penning." Walker.

VER-TI-LIN'E-AR,* a. Rectilinear. London. [R.]

||VER'VAfN, or VER'VAIN, [ver'vin, W. P. J. F. ; ver'van,
S. Sm.] n. [verveine, Fr. ; verbena, L.] A perennial plant;
a shrub

;
verbena. Sometimes written vervine.

NVER'VAjN-iMXL'LOW, n. A perennial plant. Miller.

VER'VF.LS, n. pi. [vervelle, Fr.] Silver rings or labels on
the leg of a hawk. See VARVELS.

VER'Y, a. [vrai, Fr.] True; real: having any qual-

ities, in an eminent degree; complete; perfect; mere:

frequently with respect to something bad; as, "nvery
knave;" but sometimes in a good sense; as, "a very
friend:" same, emphatically; as, "the very man;"
" the very time."

VER'Y, ad. In a great degree ; in an eminent degree.

Vs'i-cXNT,* n. (Med.) A substance that raises blisters on
the skin. Brande.

VES'l-CATE, v. a. [vesica, L.] [i.
VESICATED ; pp. VESICAT-

ING, VESICATED.] To raise little bladders or blisters on
;

to blister. Wiseman.

VES-I-CA'TIQN, n. Blistering ; separation of the cuticle.
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VE-slc'A-TQ-RY, n. [vesicatorium, technical L.] (Med.) A
blistering plaster. JBullokar.

VES'I-CLE, 7i. [vcsicula, L.] A little air-bladder : a small

blister, or tumor, formed by the elevation of the cuticle,

containing serous matter.

VE-stc'y-LAR, a. [vesicula, L.] Relating to vesicles; like

vesicles
; having small, rounded cavities, as lava, &c.

;

hollow
;

full of small interstices.

VE-sIc'V-LOSE,* a. Same as vesicular. Kirby.
VES'PER, n. [L.] The evening star; the name of the

planet Venus when it is east of the sun, and appears
after sunset. [The evening. Shak.}

VES'PERS, n. pi. [vesperus, L.] The evening service of the
Romish church

j evening worship.
Vfis'pER-TlNE, a. [vespertinus, L.] Happening or coining

in the evening; pertaining to the evening. Herbert.

VES'PI-A-RY,* . [vespa, L.J A habitation or nest of wasps.
Kirby.

VES'SEL, n. [vaisselle, and vaisseau, Fr.; vas, L.] That
whose use is to contain something else

; something hol-

low
;
a cask

;
a dish

;
a bowl

;
a plate ;

a vase : a vehicle
in which men or goods are conveyed on the water, as a

ship, brig, or sloop, --(jinat. & Bat.) A tube ;
a canal, or

duct, which contains a fluid or other substance. (Theoi,')
A person receiving some measure of what is poured out

by Heaven. Hammond.
fVES'SEL, v. a. To put into a vessel

;
to barrel. Bacon.

VES'SETS, n. A kind of cloth, made in England. Bailey.

VES'SIC-NON, ; n. [vessigon, Fr.] A windgall or soft

VES-SI&'NON,* ) swelling on a horse's hoof.

VEST, 71. [vestis, L.] An outer garment. Milton. A waist-

coat
;

so used in the United States, and provincially in

England. Westmoreland and Cumberland Dialects.

VEST, v. a. [i. VESTED; pp. VESTING, VESTED.] To dress
;

to deck ; to enrobe
;
to dress in a long garment. Milton.

To make possessor of; to invest with
;
to place in posses-

sion. (Law) To give an immediate, fixed right of pres-
ent or future enjoyment, as of an estate.

Vfis'TA,* n. (Myth.) A goddess. (Astron.) One of the

four small planets which circulate between the orbits of
Mars and Jupiter; an asteroid. It was discovered by
Dr. Olbers, in 1807. Brande.

VES'TAL, n. [vestalis, L.] A virgin consecrated to the god-
dess fiesta ; a pure virgin. Shak.

VES'TAL, a. [vestalis, L.] Relating to the goddess Vesta :

pure ;
chaste.

VEST'ED,* a. (Law} Not liable to be set aside by contin-

gency ;
established by law ; having a fixed right. Black-

stone.

VEs'Tl-A-RY,* (vest'ye-a-re) n. A dressing-room ;
ward-

robe. Maunder.

VES-TlB'y-LAR,* a. Relating to a vestibule
; resembling a

vestibule. Roget.
VES'TI-BULE, . [vestibulum, L.] (J3rch.) An area before

the entrance of an ancient Roman house ;
the porch or

first entrance of a house
;
an entrance ;

the hall of a

house
;
an antechamber

;
a lobby.

fVEs'Ti-GATE, v. a. [vestigo, L.] To investigate. Cock-

CTVZT/il.

VEs'Tf^E, (ves'tjj) n. [vestigium, L.] Footstep; a mark
left behind in passing ; a trace

;
a track.

VfeST'iNG,* n. A covering ;
material for vests. Taylor.

VES'TI-TURE,* n. [vestio, or vestis, L.] The manufacture of

cloth, and the preparation of clothing. R. Park.

VfisT'MENT, 7i. [vestimentmn, L.] Garment; part of
dress.

VEs'TRY, n. [vestiaire, Fr. ; vestiarium, L.] A room ap-

pendant to a church, in which the minister vests him-

self, and in which the consecrated things are reposited :

a parochial assembly commonly convened in the vestry.

VES'TRY-BOARD,* n. A number of persons who manage
parochial affairs

;
a vestry. Smart.

VES'TRY-MiN,* n. ; pi. VESTRY-MEN. One who manages
the affairs of a parish ;

one of a vestry-board. Qu. Rev.

VEST'VRE, (vest'yur) n. [old Fr.
; vestura, It.] Clothing;

garment ; robe ;
dress

;
habit.

VEST'VRED,* (vest'yurd) a. Covered with vesture;
dressed. Berners.

VE-SU'VI-AN,*a. Relating to Mount Vesuvius. Ency.
VE-SU'VI-AN,* n. (Min.} A sub-species of pyramidal garnet ;

volcanic garnet ;
a brownish mineral substance crystal-

lized
;
idiocrase. Brande.

VETCH, n. [vicia, L.] A genus of plants ;
a leguminous

plant much cultivated in Europe as fodder for cattle.

VETCH'LING-,* n. (Bot.) A genus of herbaceous plants.
Farm. Ency.

VETCH' y, a. Made of vetches ; abounding in vetches.

VET'ER-AN, n. [vcteranus, L.] An old soldier: one old in

experience ;
a man long practised in any thing.

VET'ER-AN, a. Old in practice, particularly in war.

VET-ER-JTNA'RI-AN, 71. [veterinarius, L.] One skilled in

the diseases of cattle
;
a veterinary surgeon. Browne.

VET'KR-I-NA-RY, [vet'e-re-na-re, W.J.Ja. Sm. Wb. Crabb
vet'e-re-nfi-re or ve-ter'e-na-re, P. ; ve-ter'e-ner-e, K.] a.

Relating to the art of healing the diseases of domestic
animals.

Voi'TO,* n. [L., I forbid.} pi. VETOES. In modern use,
a prohibition ; the power of prohibiting ;

the act of stop-

ping_or preventing the enactment of a law. Qw. Rev.

VE'TO,* v. a. [L.] [i. VETOED
; pp. VETOING, VETOED.] To

prohibit ;
to forbid

;
to stop or prevent being carried into

effect, as a law by a veto. EC. Rev. [Modern, used in

legislation.]

VE'TO-IST,* n. One who sustains the use of the veto. Brit.

<J- Fo. Rev.

VET-Tft'RA,*n. [It.] An Italian travelling carriage. Maun-
der.

VET-TV-Rl'Nd,* n. [It.] An owner or driver of a vettura.

Qtt. Rev.

fVE-T&ST', a. [vetustus, L.] Old
; ancient. Cockeram.

VEX, (veks) v. a. [vexo, L.] [i. VEXED ;pp. VEXING, VEXED.]
To torment ;

to tease ;
to plague ; to mortify ;

to fret ;
to

offend ;
to gall ; to harass

;
to disturb ; to disquiet ; to

trouble with slight provocations : to stretch, as by
hooks. Dryden.

VEX, j).
n. To fret

;
to be on tenters ;

to be uneasy.
VEX-A'TION, n. Act of vexing ;

state of being vexed
;
dis-

quiet ;
trouble

;
mortification

; chagrin ; uneasiness ; sor-

rowj cause of trouble or uneasiness.

VEX-A'TIOVS, (vek-sa'shus) a. Afflictive
;
troublesome

;

causing trouble
;

full of trouble ; uneasy ; teasing.
Vexatious suit, (Law) a suit instituted maliciously and
without reasonable cause.

VEX-A'TIOVS-LY, ad. In a vexatious manner
; uneasily.

VEX-A'TIOUS-NSS, n. Troublesomeness; uneasiness.

VEXED,* (vSkst) p. a. Disquieted ; agitated ;
vexatious ;

disputed; contested; causing contention; as, "a vexed

question." Qw. Rev.

VEX'ER, n. One who vexes. Huloet.

VEX'IL,* n. [vexillum, L.] A flag or standard. (Bot.)
The upper petal of a papilionaceous flower. London.

VEX'IL-LA-RY,* n. A standard-bearer. Smart.

VEX-}L-L,X'TIQN,* 7i. A troop under one standard. Smart.

VEX-?L'LUM* n. [L.J
A standard. -(Bat.) The upper,

single petal of a papilionaceous flower; a vexil. P. Cyc.

VEX'ING-LY, ad. So as to vex, trouble, or disturb. Toiler.

VI'A,* n. [L.] A way ;
a road : by the way of; as, "ia

New York." Used in familiar style.

VI-A-Bli/l-Ty,* n. State of being viable; aptitude to live

after birth : said of a child. Bouvier.

Vl'A-BL,E,*a. [vie, Fr.] (Med. jur.) Capable of living. Oswald.

Vi'A-DtJCT,* n. [via and du'ctus, L.] A sort of bridge, or a

structure, usually consisting of a series of arches, by
which a passage or way is formed from one road, rail-

road, or part of a road, to another. Qit. Reo.

tVI'A^E, ?i. Voyage. Huloet. See VOYAGE.
VI'AL, n. [(}>ia\ri.] A small bottle ; a phial. Shah.

VI'AL, v. a. [i. VIALLED ; pp. VIALLING, VIALLED.] To en-

close in a vial. Milton.

VI'ALLED,* (vl'ald) a. Enclosed in a vial. Milton.

VI'AND, 7t. [viande, Fr. ; vioanda, It.] pi. VIANDS. Food;
meat dressed ; victuals.

fVI'A-RY, a. [viarius, L.] Happening in ways or roads.

Feltham.

Vl'A-TECT-URE,* (vi'a-tekt-yur) n. [via, L., and TEKTWV,

Gr.] The art of constructing roads, bridges, railroads,

canals, and water-works ; civil engineering. R. Park.

VI-XT'lc,* a. Relating to a journey. Smart.

VI-AT'I-CUM, n. [L.] Provision for a journey; the last

rite or sacrament given to a dying person.

VT'BRATE, v. a. [vibro, L.] [i. VIBRATED ; pp. VIBRATING,

VIBRATED.] To brandish
;
to move to and fro with quick

motion ;
to make to quiver.

VI'BRATE, v. n. To move to and fro ;_ to oscillate; to

quiver.
VI'BRA-TILE,* a. Same as vibratory. Smart.

VY-BRA'TIQN, n. [vibro, L.] Act of vibrating; oscillation;
a rapid, reciprocating motion.

VI-BRA'TI-UN-CLE, n. A small vibration. Chambers.

VI'BRA-TiVE, a. That vibrates
; vibratory. Newton.

VI'BRA-TQ-RY, a. Vibrating; causing to vibrate ; moving
up and down or to and fro ; oscillating ;

vibrative.

VI-BVR'NVM,* n. [L.] (Bot.} A plant; a shrub ; a genus
of plants, including the laurestinus, snowball, &c. P. Cyc.

Vic'AR, n. [vicarius, L.] A deputy : one who performs
the functions of another

;
a substitute : the priest of a

parish, or one who has the care of a parish in place of a

lay hr collegiate rector.

VIC'AR-A<^E, n. The benefice of a vicar; the house or res-

idence of a vicar.

VIc'AR-^rEN'ER-AL,* n. An officer under a bishop, who
has cognizance in matters purely spiritual. Whishaw.

VI-CA'RI-AL, a. [vicarius, L.] Belonging to a vicar. Black-

stone. Vicarious. Blackwall.

VI-CA'RI-ATE, 7i. Delegated office or power. Lord Worth.

Vi-CA'RJ-ATE, a. Relating to a vicar ; having a delegated

power ; vicarial. Barrow.

Vj-CA'Rj-oiJS, a. [vicarius, L.] Deputed ; delegated ; act-
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ing in the place of another; done or suffered for, or in-

stead of, another
; substituted.

VI-CA'RI-OUS-LY, ad. In the place of another. Burke.

VIc'AR-SHi'P, n. The office of a vicar. Barrow.

VICE, n. [vitium, L.J All conduct in which men depart
from the purposes of their being; the opposite to virtue ;

depravity ;
a fault ; an offence

; habitual fault
;
defect in

any thing; imperfection; crime : the fool of the old

shows and moralities. Sfiak [vijs, D.] A griping ma-
chine or press, with a screw, made of iron or wood ;

a

gripe ;
a grasp : sometimes written vise.

fVlcE, v. a. To draw by a kind of violence. Shaft.

VICE,* [vi'ce, L., 171 the room of.] A prefix denoting, in the
words compounded with it, one who acts in place of

another, or one who is second in rank
; as, vice-president,

aice-chancellor, &c.
VI1 CE,* [L.] Instead of; in the place of. Ainsworth.

VICE-AD'MI-RAL, n. [vice and admiral.] The second com-
mander of a fleet

; a naval officer of the second rank, or

subordinate to an admiral.

ViCE-AD'Mi-RAL-Ty, 71. The office of a vice-admiral.

VlcE-A'GENT,'n. One who acts as agent for another.

VIcE-CHAM'BER-LAlN,* n. A great officer at the English
court, subordinate to the lord-chamberlain. Crabb.

VICE-CHAN'CEL-LQR, n. [vice-cancellarius, L.] An officer

of the chancery court, below the chancellor : the second

magistrate of an English university.

VicE-Coiv'syL,* n. An officer subordinate to a consul,
whose duty it is to protect commerce. Crabb.

tVlCED,_(vIst) a. Vicious; corrupt. Shak.

VIcE-DpGE',* n. An officer subordinate to a doge. Smart.

VICE-GE'REN-CY, n. The office of a vicegerent ; deputed
power.

VlcE-GE'RENT, n. [vicem gcrens, L.] An officer invested
with deputed power; a deputy ;

a lieutenant.

VICE-GE'RENT, a. Having a delegated power.
VlcE-LEG'ATE,* n. A subordinate legate. Smollett.

Vl^'E-NA-RY, a. [vicenarius, L.] Belonging to the number
twenty. Bailey.

VICE-PRE'I-DENT,* n. A subordinate president under a

higher one ; the second officer in the government of the

United_States. Adams. [Ec. Rev.

VlCE'-RE-GAL,* a. Relating to a viceroy or viceroyalty.

VICE'ROY, (vis'rbi) n. [vice-roi, Fr.] One who governs in

place of a king, with a delegated regal authority.

VfcE-ROY'AL-Ty, 7i. Office or jurisdiction of a viceroy.

VIcE'ROY-SHlP, 7i. Viceroyalty. Fuller.

fVi'cE-TY, n. Nicety ;
exactness. B. Jonson.

VI'CE VER'SA,* [L.]
" The terms being reversed;" re-

versely. Qu. Rev.

VIc'f-NAGE, n. [vicinia, L.
; voisinage, Fr.] Neighborhood ;

place adjoining ; vicinity. Sir T. Herbert.

VIc'j-NAL,or Vi-cI'NAL, [vis'e-nal, W. P.J. E. F.K. Wb. ;

ve-si'nsd, S. Ja. Sm.] a. [vicinus, L.] Near ; neighboring.
fVl-clNE' or tVi'9'jNE, fve-sin', S. J. F. K. Sm. ; vis'In,

W. , vls'jn, P. Wb.] a. Near; vicinal. Glanville.

VJ-CIN'J-TY, [ve-sTn'e-te, S. P. J. F. K. Sm. R. ; vi-sin'e-

te, Ja.; ve-sin'e-te or vi-sTn'e-te, W.] [vicinus, L.] Near-
ness

;
state of being near ; place or places near

; vicinage ;

neighborhood.
VI"cioys, (vish'us) a. Addicted to vice ; corrupt in princi-

ple and conduct; corrupt; wicked; bad; mischievous;
refractory.

Wcioys-LY, (vish'us-le) ad. In a vicious manner.
VI"cioys-NESS, (vish'ys-nes) n . Corruptness.
Vj-ds'sj-TUDE, n. [vicissitudo, L.] Regular change; return

of the same things in the same succession; variation;
revolution.

Vj-cis-si-TO'Dl-NA-RV,a. [vicissitudo, L.] Regularly chang-
ing. Donne.

Vj-cIs-si-Tu'Di-NODs,* a. Full of vicissitude. QM. Rev.

fVl-cpN'Ti-EL, a. (Eng. law) Relating to the sheriff. Vi-
conticl rents, rents which the sheriff farmed for the king.

VI-CON'TI-EL?,* n. pi. (Law) Things belonging to the
sheriff. Smart.

VTfc'TlM, n. [victlma, L.] An animal or something immolat-
ed or slain fora sacrifice; a sacrifice; something sacri-

ficed or destroyed ;
a person ruined or destroyed to effect

some purpose.
fVfc'Tj-MATE, v. a. [victimo, L.] To sacrifice. Bullokar.

VlC'TIM-IZE,* v. a. [i. VICTIMIZED
; pp. VICTIMIZING,

VICTIMIZED.] To make a victim of; to sacrifice. Month,.
Rev. [quisher.

VIc'TQR, 71. [L.] One who conquers; conqueror; van-
tVIc'TQR-ESS, n. A female who conquers. Spenser.

VlC-TO'R}-oOs, a. [victorieuz, Fr.] Having gained a victo-

ry ; conquering; having obtained conquest; superior in

contest ; producing conquest ; triumphant.
VIC-TO'RI-OUS-LY, ad. With conquest ; triumphantly.
Vjc-To'Rf-oOs-NESS, n. The state of being victorious.

Vio'TQ-RY, n. [victoria, L.] Superiority gained in a battle

or a contest ; conquest ;
success in contest

; triumph.
fVIc'TRESs, n. A female who conquers. Shak.

jVIc'TRjCE, n. Same as victress. B. Jonson.

fVICT'UAL, (vit'tl) 7i. Food. King Charles. 'Now usc-d

only in the plural. See VICTUALS.

VICT'UAL, (vit'tl) v. a. [i. VICTUALLED; pp. vicTUALLinff,
VICTUALLED.] To supply with food or victuals. Shak.

VICT'UAL-LER, (vit'tl-er) n. One who provides victuals.

VICT'UAL-LING,* (vit'tl-ing) 7i. Act of supplying provis-
ions.

VlCT'UAL, (vlt'tlz) n. pi. [victuailles, Fr. ; vittuaglia, It.]
Food prepared to be eaten by human beings ; cooked pro-
visions

;
meat dressed

;
viands.

$& " This corruption, like most others, has terminated
in the generation of a new word

; for no solemnity will
allow of pronouncing this word as it is written. Victuals

appeared to Swift so contrary to the real sound, that, in
some of his manuscript remarks, he spells the word vit-

tles." Walker.

Vl-cON'GA,* n. (Zool.) A South American, wool-bearing
quadruped, allied to the alpaca. Darwin.

Vf-DAME',* n. [Fr.] (Eng. law) Vice-dominus
;
a bishop's

deputy in temporal matters
;
one next beneath a peer.

Blackstone.

VI'DE,* [L., v. imperative.]
" See :

" used to refer to some-
thing, as a note or remark.

VI-DEL' I-GET, ad. [L.] To wit; namely; that is. This
word is generally abbreviated to viz., and the adverb
namely is, in reading, commonly used instead of it.

VI'DE UT SV'PRA,* [L.] "See the preceding statement."

VlD'y-AGE,* n. The state or class of widows. C. Lamb. [R.]
VfD'y-AL, a. [viduus, L.] Belonging to a widow

; deprived
of a husband

;
widowed. Bp. Taylor. [R.]

fVj-Du'i-Ty, n. Widowhood. Bp. Hall.

VIE, (vl) v. n. [wagen, Ger.] [i. VIED ; pp. VYING, VIED.]
To strive for superiority ;

to strive against others
;
to con-

tend ; to contest
;
to endeavor.

fVlE, v. a. To stake
;
to wager ; to outdo

;
to show or prac-

tise in competition. Shak.
VIELLE* (ve-yel') 71. [Fr.] A hurdygurdy ; a sort of

stringed instrument. Hamilton.

VI-EN-NEE',* 7i. sing. & ,pL A native or the natives of
Vienna. Pagct.

VI ET AR'MIS,* [L.] (Law)
" By force of arms." Hamilton.

VIEW, (vu) v. a. [voir, vu, Fr.] [i. VIEWED; pp. VIEWING,
VIEWED.] To survey ;

to look on by way of examination
;

to see
;
to behold ; to eye.

VIEW,* (vu) v. n. To look
;
to take a view. Swift.

VIEW, (vu) 71. Prospect ; sight ; power of beholding ;
cor-

poreal or intellectual sight; act of seeing; eye; survey;
examination by the eye; observation: a landscape;
space that may be taken in by the eye ;

reach of sight:

appearance ; show ; display ;
intention

; design.
VIEW'ER, (vu'er) n. One who views.

VIEW'LESS, (vu'les) a. Unseen ;
not discernible.

VlEW'Ly, (vu'le) a. Sightly ; striking to the view , hand-
some. Brocketi. [North of England.]

fVl-GES'i-MAL,* a. The twentieth. Scott.

VI-GES-J-MA'TIQN, w. [vigcsimus, L.] Act of putting to

death every twentieth man. Bailey.

VlG'lL, (vld'jjl) n. [vigilia, L.] Act of keeping watch ;

watch ;
forbearance of sleep : devotion at the hours of

sleep : a fast kept before a holiday : service used on
the night before a holiday.

VIG'IL-ANCE, n. [Fr. ; vigilantia, L.] Forbearance of sleep;
watchfulness ; circumspection ; incessant care

; guard.

ViG'|L-AN*CY, n. Same as vigilance:- Walton.

Vl^'lL-ANT, a. [vigilans, L.] Watchful
;
wakeful

;
awake

;

careful; circumspect; diligent; attentive.

VIG'IL-ANT-LY, ad. Watchfully ; attentively ; carefully.

VIGNETTE, (vln'yet or vin-yet') [vin'yet, W. J. Ja. K.;
vln-yet', S. Sm.] n. [Fr.] A kind of flourish of leaves or

flowers, or an ornamental print or delineation in a book,

particularly on the title-page; any ornamental delineation

on the page of a book.

VlG'NlTE,* 71. (J\fin.) A magnetic iron ore. Dana.

ViG'OR, 7i. [vigueur, Fr.
; vigor, L.] Force

; strength ;

energy ; efficacy.

fVlG'QR, u. a. To strengthen ; to invigorate. Fdtham.

Vlcf-9-Rd'sd,* [It.] (Mus.) With strength and firmness.

Brande.

VlG'Q-ROtJS, a. [vigueroux, old Fr.
; vigoureux, mod.] Full

of vigor ; strong ;
forcible ; energetic ; cogent.

VIG'Q-ROUS-LY, ad. In a vigorous manner ; forcibly.

ViG'Q-RoOs-NESS, n. Force ; strength. Bp. Taylor.

fVlLD, or fVlLED, (vlld) a. Vile
;
wicked. Spenser.

VILE, a. [vil, Fr. ; vilig, L.] Base; mean
; worthless; sor-

did ; despicable ; contemptible ; impure ;
wicked.

VlLE'Ly, ad. In a base manner; basely ; meanly.

VlLE'NESS, ?i. Baseness ; meanness ; despicableness.

ViL-i-Fl'-CA'TiQN, n. [vilifco, L.] The act of vilifying ;

defamation ;
detraction

;
abuse. More.

VtL'l-Fi-ER, n. One who vilifies.

VlL'j-FY,'. a. [i. VILIFIED; pp. VILIFYING, VILIFIED.] To
debase ;

to make vile
;
to defame

;
to abuse ;

to reproach ;

to revile.

tV/l/J-PENI>, v. a. [vilipendo, L. j vilipendcr, Fr.] To have

I, f, I, o, u, Y, long; A, E, I, 6, 0, Y, short; A, E, j, <?, y, V, obscure FARE, FAR, FAsx, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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In no esteem ; to treat with slight or contempt Bp. An-
drews. Qu. Rev. [Hackett.

tVlL-l-PEN'DEN-cy, n. Slight ; contempt ;
disesteem.

jViL'i-TY, n. [vilitas, L.] Baseness ; vileness. Ken-net.

VlLL, n. [ville, Fr. ; villa, L.] A village. Hale. [R.]
VI'L'LA, n. [L.] A country house ; a rural mansion.

VlL'LA<^E, n. [Fr.] A small collection of houses in the

country, less than a town. Shak.

VlL'LA-^ER, n. An inhabitant of a village. Shak.

V.IL'LA-<^ER-Y, n. District of villages. Shak. [R.]
VIL'LAIN, (vil'ljn) n. [villamu, low L.

; villain, old Fr. ;

vUain, modern Fr.] One who held by a base tenure ; a
villein

;
one employed in servile offices

;
a servant. Da-

vies. A vile person ;
a rascal; a knave ;

a rogue ;
a crimi-

nal. 33=- There is an inconsistency with respect to the

orthography of villain and its connected words villany,

villanous, &c. This inconsistency has been caused by
the orthography of the different words in other languages
from which these words have been derived ; and it is

now too well established to be easily corrected.

VlL'LAlN-oDs, a. Base; depraved. See VILLANOUS.
V*L'LAlN-y, n. Depravity. See VILLANY.

V/L'LAN, n. See VILLAIN.

VlL'LA-NA^E, n. The state of a villan or villain ; base ser-

vitude. Spenser. Baseness; infamy; villany. Dryden.
VTlL'LA-NIZE, v. a. [L VILLANIZED

; pp. VILLANIZING, VIL-

LANIZED.] To debase : to degrade ; to defame. Dryden.
VlL'LA-Niz-ER, 7i. One who degrades, debases, defames,

or villanizes. Sir E. Sandys.
VTL'LA-NOtJS, a. [villano,'lt. <$ Sp.] Base; vile; wicked;

criminal
; very bad : sorry, in a familiar sense. Shak.

ViL'LA-NOUS-LY, ad. Wickedly ; basely.

VTL'LA-NOUS-NESS, n. Baseness; wickedness.

VlL'LA-Ny, 7i. [villanie, old Fr.
; villania, It. <$ Sp.] Quality

of being villanous; wickedness; baseness; depravity;
gross atrociousness A wicked action; a crime: in

this sense it has a plural. See VILLAIN.

VTL'LAR-iTE,* n. (Min.) A magnesian mineral. Dana.

fViL-LAT'ic, a.
[yillaticus, L.] Belonging to villages. Milton.

VJL'LEIN,* or VlL'LAN,* n. One who, under the feudal

system, held by a base tenure : written also villain.

Brande. See VILLAIN.

VlL'Lf, n. pi. [L.] Hairs. (^nat.) Fibres. (Bot.) A
hairy or shaggy excrescence of plants or trees.

VIL-LOSE',* a. Covered with soft hairs thickly set; wool-

ly. Brande.

VIL'LOUS, a. \villosus, L.] Shaggy; rough; furry; hairy.

VIM'J-NAL, a. [Fr. ; viminalis, L.] Relating to twigs; pro-

ducing twigs. Cockeram.

Vj-MiN'E-oDs, a. [vimineus, L.] Formed or made of twigs.
V|-NA'CEOVS, (ve-na'shus) a. [vinaceus, L.] Belonging to

wine or grapes ; vinous
; viny. White.

VINAIGRETTE,* (vin-a-gret') n. [Fr.] A sauce containing
vinegar : a box perfumed with aromatic vinegar ;

a

smelling box : a sort of covered wheel-barrow. P.Mag.
VlN-ci-BfL'l-TY,* n. Vincibleness. C. B. Brown.

VIN'CI-BLE, a. [vinco, L.J That may be vanquished ;
con-

querable ; superable.

VIN'CI-BLE-NESS, n. State of being vincible. [R.]

fVlNCT'VRE, (vinkt'yur)n. [vinctura, L.] A binding. Bailey.

VlN'cy-LUM,* n. [L.] pi. VINCULA. (Algebra) A con-

necting mark or line drawn over a quantity which con-
sists of several terms : a band ; a cord ;

a tie. Crabb.

V|N-DE'MI-AL, a. Beloaging to a vintage. Bailey. [R.]

VJN-DE'MI-ATE, v. n. [vindemia, L.] To gather the vintage.
Evelyn. [R.J

fVjN-DE-Mj-A'TlQN, n. Grape-gathering. Bailey.

VlN'Dl-CA-BLE, a. That may be vindicated. Todd.

VfN'Dl-CATE, v. a. [vindico, L.] [i. VINDICATED
; pp. VIN-

DICATING, VINDICATED.] To justify ;
to support ; to main-

tain ; to defend ;
to clear

;
to protect from censure ;

to as-

sert; to establish. [|To revenge ; to avenge. Bacon.]
VIN-DI-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Act of vindicating; defence;

assertion
; justification.

j|VlN'r>l-CA-TiVE, or VlN-Dlc'A-TlVE^ [vTn'de-ka-tiv, W.
Jo.. I

Fr.j

IjtVlN
VlN'Dl-CA-TpR, n. One who vindicates ; an assertor.

VlN'oi-CA-TQ-RY, a. Punitory ; vindictive. Bramhall. De-

fensory ; justificatory ;
vindicative.

VIN-DIC'TIVE, a. [vindicta, L.] Given to revenge ; revenge-
ful

; malignant.
VIN-DIC'TJVE-LY, ad. Revengefully. Johnson.

VJN-Dic'TiVE-NESS, n. A revengeful temper. Bai'ey.

K
Tr
lNE, n. [vinea, L.] The plant that bears grapes. Pope.
A long, slender stem of a plant. London. Any plant
that trails or runs on the ground, or grows like a grape-
vine. Forby. [In this sense, local in Eng., and common
in the U. S.]
INE'-CLAD,* a. Covered with vines. Coleridge.

VINED, (vlnd) a. Having leaves like those of the vine.

VINE'-DRESS-ER,* n. One who cultivates or trims vines.

Campbell.

N'DI-CA-TIVE, or VIN-D1C'A-T1VE, I Vin'de-ka-tiV, W.
%.K.Sm. Wb.; vjn-di'k'a-tiv/S. P. E. F.] a. [vindicatif,

r.j Tending to vindicate or justify. [Vindictive. Bacon.]
IN'DI-CA-TIVE-NESS,* n. Vindictiveness. Shaftesbury.

VINE'FRT-TER, n. A worm that eats vine-leaves.

VIIN'E-GAR, n. [vinaigre, Fr.] Acid liquor, made of wine
or other liquor by undergoing the second or acetous fer-
mentation : any thing really or metaphorically sour.

VlN'E-GAR,* a. Relating to vinegar ; sour. Ency.
VtN'E-GAR-CR(J'ET,* n. A small vessel for holding vine-

gar. Ash.

ViNE'-GRijB,* 71. An insect
; a vinefretter. Ash.

fVlN'ER, w. An orderer or trimmer of vines. Haloet.

VI'NE-R,* 7i. A place or enclosure for grape-vines. Ed.
Ency.

VlNE'YARD, n. A ground planted with vines.

VlN'NET,* n. Whishaw. See VIGNETTE.
tVl'N'NEWED, (vin'nud) a. Mouldy; musty. JVezcfon.

fVlN'NEWED-NESS, n. State of being vinnewed. Barret.

VlN'NV, a. Mouldy. Malone. [Local, Eng.]
tVlN'Q-LEN-cv, n. [vinolentia, L.] Drunkenness. Cockeram.
fVlN'Q-LENT, a. [vinolentus, L.] Given to wine. Chaucer.

Vl-NOSE',* a. Partaking of wine ; vinous. Ash.

Vj-Nos'i-Ty, n. [vmosus, L.] State or quality of being vi-
nous. Scott. [R.]

VT'Noys, a. [vineux, FT.] Relating to wine; having the
qualities of wine ; consisting of wine

; vinose.

VJN'QUISH,* n. A pining or languishing; a disease of
sheep. London.

VlN'TA^E, n. [vendange, Fr. ; vindemia, L.] The time
of gathering grapes ; the yearly produce of the vine

;
the

grapes or wine produced.
VlN'TA<?-ER, n. One who gathers the vintage. Ainsworth.

VlNT'NER, n. [vinetier, old Fr.] One who sells wine.

VIN'TRY, n. A place where wine is sold. Ainsworth.

VI'NY, a. Belonging to, or abounding in, vines.

Vi'pL, n. [viole, Fr. ; viola, It.] A stringed instrument of

music; a bass-viol. Bacon. (JVaut.) A purchase used
occasionally in weighing the anchor : written also voyol.

VJ-O'LA,* 7i. [It.] A musical stringed-instrument ;
a large

kind of violin to which the part between the second vio-
lin and bass is assigned ; a tenor-violin. P. Cyc.

VI'<?-L,A-BLE, a. [violabilis, L.] That may be violated.

VI-p-LA'cEoys, (vl-o-la'shus) a. [viola, L.] Resembling
violets

; consisting of violets.

VI-p-LAs'cENT,* a. Resembling a violet in color. Smart.

VI'Q-LATE, v. a. [violo, L.J [i. VIOLATED; pp. VIOLATING,
VIOLATED.] To transgress ;

to hurt
;
to infringe ;

to break

any thing venerable ;
to injure by force or by irreverence :

to ravish
;
to deflour.

VI-Q-LA'TIQN, n. [violatio, L.] Act of violating ; a breach
;

infringement or injury of something sacred or venerable :

rape ; act of devouring.
VI'Q-LA-TivE,* a. Tending to, or causing, violation. John

Tyler._ [R.]
VT'p-LA-TQR, n. [L.] One who violates ; a ravisher.

WQ-LENCE, n. \violentia, L.] Quality of being violent
;

physical or moral force
; strength applied ;

an attack
;
an

assault ; outrage ; eagerness ; vehemence
; injury ;

in-

fringement: forcible defloration.

fVI'Q-LENCE, v. a. To assault; to injure; to compel. B.
Jonson.

Vl'Q-LENT,a. [violentus, L.l Forcible; acting with violence
or strength : produced by force ;

not natural
; as, a vi-

olent death: assailant; acting by force : unseasona-

bly vehement; boisterous; turbulent; furious; impetu-
ous

; passionate : extorted. Milton.

tVI'Q-LENT, n. An assailant. Decay of Chr. Piety.

fVI'p-LENT, v. n. To act with violence. S/iak.

JVI'Q-LENT, v. a. To urge with violence. Fuller.

VI'Q-LENT-LY, ad. With violence
; forcibly ; vehemently.

VI'p-L,f:T, 7i. [violette, Fr.
; viola, L.J A genus of plants, of

many species, with a delicate flower : one of the seven

primary colors.

VI'Q-LET,* a. Resembling the violet, or of its color. Hol-
land.

VI-p-LlN', 7i. [violino, It.
; violon, Fr., from violc.] A four-

stringed musical instrument, played with a bow
; a fiddle.

Vl-p-M'NA,* n. (CAm.) A vegeto-alkali. Smart.

VI-Q-LlN'lST, 7t. A player on the violin
;
violist. Aubny.

VI'QL-TisT, n. A player on the viol
;
violinist.

VI-Q-LQN-CEL'LJST,* n. A player on a violoncello. Gent.

Mag.
VI-Q-LQN-CEL'LO, (ve-9-lon-chel'lo or v5-9-l<?n-sel'lo) [ve-

9-l9n-chel'lo, S. W. J. F. ; vI-9-l9n-3el'lo, P. E. Wb. ; ve-9-

l9n-tsel'lo, Ja. ; ve-9-long-chei']5, K. ; ve-9-lon-chel'lo, Sm.]
7i. [It.] A bass violin, with four strings; or an instru-

ment, of the violin kind, an octave lower than the violin.

Vt-o-Ld'NE,* n. [It.] (Mas.) A large bass violin with three

strings ;
a double bass. Brande.

VT'PER, 7i. [vipera, L.] A genus of venomous serpents that

produce their young alive : a mischievous or malignant
person.

WPER-INE, [vI'per-Tn, Ja. K. Sm.; vl'per-In, 5. W. J.] a.

[viperinus, L.] Belonging to a viper.

VI'PER-oOs, a. [viperous, L.] Having the qualities of a vi-

per; viperine.

Vi'pER'-Bu'GL,oss, n. A plant. Miller.
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Vi'PER'-GRA"SS, n. A plant ; scorzonera. Evelyn.
tVlR-A-Gi'N'l-AN, a. Of or belonging to a virago. Milton.

VlR-A-GiN'l-TY,* n. Character or qualities of a virago. Qw.
Rev.

VI-RA'GO, or Vl-RA'GO, [vl-ra'go, S. E. Ja. K. Wb. ; ve-

ra^go, P. J. Sm. ; ve-ra'go or vl-ra'go, W.] n. [L.] pi. VI-
RA'GOE. A woman with manlike qualities ;

a female
warrior

; a turbulent woman.
fVlRE, (ver) n. [vire, FT.] An arrow. Gower.

fVfR'E-LAY, n. [virelay, virclai, Fr.] A sort of little ancient
French poem that consisted only of two rhymes ;

a roun-

delay. Spenser.

fWRENT, a. [virens, L.] Green
;
not faded. Browne.

Vi-RES'cENT,*a. (Bat.) Green; flourishing. London.

VIR'GA-LOO,* n. (Bot.) A kind of pear ; virgouleuse or

vergaloo. Downing.
fVTR'GATE,n. [virgata, low L.] A yardland, consisting of
24 acres. Warton.

VIR'GATE,* a. (Bot.) Having long shoots, like a rod. P.

Cyc.

VIR'GAT-ED,* a. Striped. Hill.

VIRGE, n. A wand. B. Jonson. See VERGE.
VIRG'ER, n. See VERGER.
VIR'GIN, (vi'r'jjn) n. [vierge, Fr.

; virgo, L.] A woman hav-

ing had no carnal knowledge of man
;
a maid j a woman

not a mother: the sign Virgo in the zodiac.

VIR'GIN, a. Befitting a virgin ; maidenly ; pure ;
fresh

chaste : unused or uncultivated
; as, virgin soil.

fVi'R'GiN, v. n. To play the virgin. Shak.

VIR'GIN-AL, a. Relating to a virgin ; maiden ; maidenly.
'

,,
n. A keyed musical instrument resembling a

harpsichord, formerly played by young ladies: often
called virginals. Bacon.

fViR'GiN-AL, v. n. To pat ;
to strike, as on the virginal.

Shak.'

VIR'GIN-BORN,* a. Born of a virgin. Milton.

VlR-GTN'l-TY, n. [virginitas, L.] State of being a virgin ;

maidenhood.

Vi'R'GiN'-B6w-ER,* n. The clematis
;
a plant or shrub.

Crabb.

VLR'GO, n. [L.] The sixth sign in the zodiac; the Virgin.
r"iR'Gdu-ZEP$E',* n. [Fr.] A sort of pear; virgaloo. Su-
renne.

VfR'lD,* a. Green; verdant. Perry. [R.]
Vl-RlD'j-TY, n. [viriditas, L.] Greenness; verdure. Eve-

lyn.

VtR'lD-NESS,* n. Viridity ; verdure. Perry. [R.]
VI'RILE, or VlR'lLE, [vi'rjl, W. P. J. F. ; vfrll, S. ; vir'il,
E. Ja. K. ; vlr'jl, Sm.] a. [virilis, L.] Belonging to a man

;

not puerile ;
not feminine ; manly ; masculine ; procreative.

Vi-RiL'l-Ty, n. [virilitc, Fr.
; virilitas, L.] Quality or state

of being a man
;
manhood

; power of procreation.

fV>Rlp'Q-TENT,* a. Fit for a husband
; marriageable.

Perry.
VlR-MlL'lQN, (vir-mil'yun) n. See VERMILION.
ViR-TU'i (vjr-tu') [vjr-tu', W. ; vjr-tu', Ja. ; ver-tu', Sm. ;

vi'r'tu, Wb.] n. [It.] A love of the fine arts
;
a taste for

curiosities.

VIRT'U-AL, (virt'yu-al) a. [virtuel, Fr.] Being in essence
. or effect, though not in fact

; potential ; efficacious ; ef-

fectual.

fVlRT-y-XL'l-TY, n. State of being virtual. Browne.

VYRT'V-AL-LY, ad. In a virtual manner
;
in effect, though

not materially.

fViRT'y-ATE, v. a. To make efficacious. Harvey.
||ViRT'vE,(virt'yu) [ver'chu, S. W. J. ; ver'chu, Sm. ; ver'-

tu, P. F. Ja. K.] n. [virtus, L.] Moral goodness ; opposed
to vice ; the course of actions or conduct by which a man
fulfils the purposes of his being ; right principle ; right con-
duct ; excellence : female chastity : energy, physical
or moral, which works some good effect ; efficacy ; pow-
er; acting power; secret agency : courage ; bravery;
valor. Skak. One of the orders of the celestial hierarchy.
Milton.

&5=-
" Dr. Hill published, in a pamphlet, a petition from

the letters 7 and Uto David Garrick, Esq., both complain-
ing of terrible grievances imposed upon them by that great
actor, who frequently banished them from their proper
stations, as in the word virtue, which, they said, he con-
verted into vurtue ; and, in the word ungrateful, he dis-

placed the u, and made it ingrateful, to the great prejudice
of the said letters. To this complaint Garrick replied in

the following epigram :

' If it is, as you say, that I've injured a letter,
I'll change my note soon, and, I hope, for the better.

May the right use of letters, as well as of men,
Hereafter be fixed by the tongue and the pen.
Most devoutly I wish they may both have their due,
And that /may be never mistaken for 17.'"

Walker.

||VIRT'UE-LESS, a. Wanting virtue or efficacy. Raleigh.
llViRT'VE-PROOF,* a. Irresistible in virtue. Milton.

ViR-Tff-d'so, [vi'r-tu-o'so, W. P. F. K. ; vir-chu-o'so, S. J. ;

Vir-tu-6'zo, Ja. ; ver-tu-6'z5, Sm.] n. [It.] pi. It. ri'R-Tff-

o'sf; Eng. viR-Tfi-5's6. A man skilled in, or having a
taste for, the fine arts, as painting, statuary, and archi-
tecture ; a man skilled in antique or natural curiosities.

ViR-Ttr-o'sp-SHlp, n. The pursuits of a virtuoso. Bp. Hurd.
Vl'RT'y-oDs, (vi'rt'yu-us) a. Having virtue

; partaking of
virtue

; morally good ; upright ; honest ; right ; equitable :

chaste : efficacious ; powerful. Milton.

ViRT'y-oCs-Ly, (v'irt'yu-us-le) ad. In a virtuous manner.
Vi'RT'y-ous-NESS, n. State of being virtuous. Spenser.
VTR'y-LENCE, ) n. Quality of being virulent ; mental poi-
VTR'y-LEN-cy, ) son; malignity; acrimony of temper :

bitterness.

VlR'y-LENT, a. [Fr. ; virulentus, L.] Poisonous
; venom-

ous
; poisoned in the mind

; bitter; malignant ; enraged.
tViR'y-LEjVT-ED, a. Filled with poison. Feltham.

VlR'y-LENT-LY, ad. Malignantly ; with bitterness.

VT'RJjs* n. [L.] Poison (Med.} Poison which is the
seed of infection

; the agent for transmitting infectious
diseases. Dunglison.

Vis,* n. [L.] (Physics') Force
; power ; virtue. Crabb.

VIJJ'AGE, (viz'aj) n. [Fr. ; visaggio, It.] The face ; counte-
nance

; look. Skak.

VI'AGED, (viz'ajd) a. Having a face or visage. Milton.

VIlf-A-vis, (viz'a-ve') [viz'a-v', K. Sm. ; ve'za-ve', Ja.]
n. [Preface to face.] A carriage for two persons, who sit

opposite to each other.
ris'cE-RA* n.

[L.J PI. of viscus. (jSnat.) The intestines
or bowels; inward parts. Crabb.

VIs'cE-RAL, a. [viscera, L.] Relating to the viscera. [Feel-
ing ;

tender. Bp. Reynolds.]
fVWcE-RATE, v. a. [viscera, L.] To embowel; to evisce-

rate. Bailey. [ropy.
VTs'cjD, a. [viscidus, L.] Glutinous; tenacious; viscous;
V{s-clD'i-TY, n. Quality of being viscid

; glutinousness ;

ropiness ; viscosity.

V}S-cos'l-Ty, n. [viscositc, Fr.] Quality of being viscid or
viscous

; viscidity ; glutinousness ; tenacity.
VIs'coONT, (vl'ko'iint) n. [vicecomes, L.] Literally, a vice-

count, or one who formerly supplied the place pf a count
or earl, and was the sheriff of the county : at present, a
title of English nobility, next below an earl, and above a
baron.

VIs'coONT-ESS, (vl'kb'unt-es) n. The lady of a viscount
;

a peeress of the fourth order.

Vis'coONT-SHi'p, (vl'kbunt-ship) ) n. The quality and of-

VIs'coONT-y, (vl'kount-e) j
fice of a viscount.J ^VUi1JL-.|., ^X lYlrUllb-CiJ

VIs'coys, a. [visque,ux,Fr.;viscosus,'L.] Glutinous
; sticky ;

Mistletoe ; birdlime. Paley.

tenacious
;
viscid

; ropy.
Vls'cijM*n. [L.l (Bot.) Mis

Vls'cijs,* n. [LA.] Intestine ; an internal organ of tbe'body :

birdlime. Paley. See VISCERA, and VISCUM.
VlSH'NV* n. One of the three principal divinities of the
Hindoo mythology, the other two being Brama and Siva.

Brama is the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Siva the

destroyer. Ency.
Vf-l-BlL'i-Ty, n. [visibilite, Fr.] State or quality of being

visible
; perceptibility by the eye. Boyle.

VI'i-BLE, (vlz'e-bl) a. [Fr. ; vi^ibilis, L.] That may be
seen ; perceptible by the eye ; apparent ; conspicuous ;

ob-
vious

;
evident

;
manifest ; discernible.

tVfs'i-BLE, ?i. That which is seen by the eye. Bacon.

Vf'l-BLE-NESS, n. State or quality of being visible.

VI'i-BLY, ad. In a manner perceptible by the eye.
Vls'f-GdTH,* 71. A Western Goth, or one who came from

the western shores of the Baltic, in distinction from the

Ostrogoths, or Eastern Goths. Ency.
VIS-I-GOTH'IC,* a. Relating to the Visigoths. EC. Rev.
yis'lN-ER>'?i-JE* (visMn-er'she-5) [L.J (Physics} "The
power of inertness

;

" the propensity of matter or of na-

ture to remain in its actual condition, whether of motion
or rest. Hamilton.

VI^'IQN, (vizh'un) 7i. [Fr. ; vino, L.] Sight ;
the faculty of

seeing ;
the act ofseeing : any appearance, but especially

something imagined to be seen
;
that which is seen in a

dream ;
a supernatural appearance ;

a spectre ;
a phan-

tom : a dream; something shown in a dream. A dream

happens to a sleeping, a vision may happen to a waking,
man : a dream is supposed natural, a vision miraculous ;

but they are sometimes confounded.

Vls'iQN* (vizh'un) v. a. To perceive in vision
;
to dream.

H. W. Hamilton.
[R.]

Vl'lpN-AL, (vlzh'im-al) a. Relating to a vision
;
vision-

ary. Waterland.

VI'IQN-A-RI-NESS,* (vizh'un-a-re-nes) n. Quality of being

visionary. Coleridge.

Vf'lQN-A-RY, (vizh'un-a-re) a. [visionnairc, FT.] Affected

by phantoms ;
fantastical

;
disturbed in imagination ;

im-

aginary ;
not real : addicted to mad schemes or vagaries.

VI'iQN-A-Ry, (vizh'un-a-re) n. One who is visionary or

fanciful; one who forms impracticable schemes.

Vi'lQN-IST, (vizh'un-ist) n. A visionary. Spenser.

Vi'l<?N-LESS,* (vizh'un-les) a. Having no vision. F. Butler.

Vf?'}T, v. a. [visiter, Fr.
; visito, L.] [L VISITED ; pp. VISIT-

, VISITED.] To go to see
;
to come or go to ;

to attend.
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(Scriptural language) To send good or evil judicially.

(Law) To come to survey, or to inspect, with judicial

authority. Ayliffe.

Vfijf'iT, v. n. To practise going to see others ; to call and stop.

VI'iT, n. [visile, Fr.] Act of visiting ;
act of going to see

another
; a prolonged call.

VI'IT-A-BLE, a. Liable to be visited. Ayliffe.

VI'1T-ANT, n. One who visits
;
a visitor. Milton.

VI-I-TA'TIQN, n. [visito, visitatio, L.
; visitation, Fr.] Act

of visiting ;
state of being visited

; good or evil dispensed
by God

; infliction. (Law) Act of examining into the af-

fairs of a corporation or institution.

VI-l-TA-Td'Ri-AL, a. Belonging to a judicial visitor or

visitation. JLyliffe.

Vlijf'lT-iNG, 71. Visitation; act of visiting. Shak.

VI'lT-OR, n. One who visits. [visitator, L.
; visitcur, Fr.]

One who visits in order to inspect, examine, or judge ;
a

judicial director.

fVl'siVE, a. [visif, Fr.
; visus, L.] Belonging to the power

of seeing. Browne.

Vls'NE,* (ve'ne) [ve'ne, Sm. ; vls'ne or ven, K. ; ven, Wb.]
n. [old Fr.] (Law) Neighborhood ; vicinity ; venue. Black-

stone. See VENUE.

tyi'NQ-MY, n. [corrupted from physiognomy.] Face
; phys-

iognomy. Spenser.

Vf'OR, n. The perforated part of a helmet above the bea-

ver
;
a mask used for disguise. It is written also vizor

and vizard ; also sometimes vLsar and visard.

VI'ORED, (viz'urd) a. Masked. Miltoii.

VI'QR-LIKE,* a. Resembling a visor or mask. Shale.

VIs'TA, n. [It.] pi. VIS'TA. A view
;
a prospect through

an avenue, as of trees
; a walk between an avenue of

trees.

VT'V-AL, (vizh'u-al) a. [visuel, Fr.] Relating to vision
;

used in or aiding sight.

VIs'V-AL-IZE,* v. a. To render visual. Coleridge. [R.]
Vis VI' TJE,* [L.]

" The vigor of life;
" the natural power

of the animal body in preserving life. Scudamore.

VI'TAL, a. [vitalis, L.] Relating to life
;
essential or neces-

sary to life; containing life: essential; necessary
Vitals/air, (Cliem.) the old term for oxygen gas. Vital

statistics, statistics, or a statement of facts and calcula-

tions, relating to the duration of life.

VI-TAL'I-TY, n. Quality of being vital
;
the principle of life

;

life.

VI-TAL-I-ZA'TIQN,* n. The act of vitalizing. QM. Rev.

VI'TAL-IZE,* v. a.
[i. VITALIZED; pp. VITALIZING, VITAL-

IZED.] To give life to
;
to vivify. Prout.

VI'TAL-LY, ad. In a vital manner ; so as to give life.

V!'TAL, n. pi. Parts essential to life.

VI'TEL-LA-RY, [vi'tel-lar-e, P.Ja. K. ; vit'el-lar-e, Sm. Wb.]
71. [vitellus, L.] The place in the egg where the yolk
swims in the white. Browne.

VI-TEL'L?s,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A fleshy bag interposed be-
tween the embryo and albumen, in some seeds. P. Cyc.

VI"TI-ATE, (vish'e-at) v. a. [vitio, L.] [i. VITIATED ; pp.
VITIATING, VITIATED.] To corrupt ;

to deprave ;
to spoil;

to make less pure ; to contaminate
;
to defile

;
to taint

;

to pollute ;
to infect.

Vi-Ti-A'TiQN, (vlsh-e-a'shun) n. Act of vitiating; state of

being vitiated
; depravation ; corruption.

fVlT-i-LiT'j-GATE, v. 71. [vitiosus and litigo, L.] To con-
tend in law viciously. Bailey.

tViT-l-LiT-l-GA'TlON, n. Contentious litigation. Hudibras.

VI-TI-OS'I-TY, (vlsh-e-os'e-te) n. [vitiosus, L.] Viciousness.
South.

Vl"Tioys, (vish'us) a. [vicieux, Fr.
; vitiosus, L.] Corrupt.

Shak. See Vicious.

WTIOUS-LY, (vish'us-le) ad. See VICIOUSLY.

VT'Tioys-NESS, (vis'h'us-nes) n. See VICIOUSNESS.
VI' TIS,* n. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ; the vine. P. Cyc.
VlT'RE-oDs, a. [vitre, Fr.

; vitreus, L.] Gf the nature of

glass ; glassy ; consisting of glass ; resembling glass.

VlT'RE-ous-NESS, 71. The state of being vitreous.

VI-TRES'CENCE,* n. Classiness ; vitrification Smart.

VI-TRES'CI-BLE,*<Z. Capable ofbeing formed into glass. Ure.

Vi'T-Ri-FAc'TlQN,* n. The act of vitrifying. Ure.

VI'TRi-FAcT-VRE,* 7i. A term applied to the manufacture
of glass, pottery, and porcelain. R. Park.

VIT'RI-FI-A-BLE,* a. Capable of being vitrified. Brande.

tVi-TRlF'i-CA-BLE, a. Verifiable. Bailey.

Vl-TRlF'i-CATE, v. a. [vitrum and facio, L.] To vitrify.
Bacon.

VIT-RI-FJ-CA'TIQN, n. [Fr.] Vitrifaction. Bacon. [R.]
'T'RI-FIED,* (vit're-fId) p. a. Converted into glass. Ure.

'"'REFORM,* a. Having the form of glass. Ure.

'RI-FY, v. a. [vitrifier, Fr.
;
vitrum and facio, L.] [i.

VIT-

RIFIED
; pp. VITRIFYING, VITRIFIED.] To convert or change

into glass.

IT'RI-FY, v. n. To become glass, or vitreous. Arbuthnot.

VI-TRI'NA,* n. A genus of fresh-water gastropods, having
a thin shell. Brande.

VIT'RI-O-E-LEC'TRIC,* a. Containing the electricity ex-
cited by rubbing glass. Smart.

w-i
Ba
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VlT'Ri-pL, n. [Fr. ; vitriolum, L.] The old chemical term
for the sulphate of iron, or green vitriol. Oil of vitriol

is an old term for sulphuric acid. Native vitriol is cop-
peras ;

blue vitriol, a sulphate of copper ;
red vitriol, a

sulphate o_f
cobalt

;
white vitriol, a sulphate of zinc.

VlT'Ri-Q-LATE,* v. a. To convert into sulphuric acid;
to vitriolize. Smart.

VIT'RI-Q-LATE, ) a. [vitriole, Fr.] Impregnated with
VfT'RI-Q-LAT-ED, \ vitriol. Boyle.
VIT-RI-OL'JC, a. [vitriolique, Fr.l Relating to, or obtained

from, vitriol; containing vitriol. Vitriolic acid, or oil of
vitriol, now called sulphuric acid.

VIT'RI-<?L-IZE,* v. a. To convert into sulphuric acid. Os-
wald.

fVi-TRl'Q-LoC'S, a. Containing vitriol. Browne.

ViT'TA,* n. The diadem on a medal
; a ribbon. Hamilton.

VIT'TATE,* a. (Bot.) Striped ; having stripes. P. Cyc.
VIT'V-LINE, a. [vitulinus, L.] Belonging to a calf, or to

veal. Bailey.

||Vl-TO'PER-A-BLE,a. [old Fr.
; mtuperdbilis, L.] Deserving

reproach. Cockeram.

||Vi-Tu'pER-ATE, (ve-tu'per-atorvi-tu'per-at) [ve-tu'per-at,
P. K. Sm.; vI-tu'per-at,'S. J.Ja.; ve-tu'per-at or vi-tu'-

pcr-at, W. F.] v. a. [vituperer, Fr.
; vitupero, L.] [i.

VITU-
PERATED ; pp. VITUPERATING, VITUPERATED.] To T6-

proach ;
to vilify ; to reprehend ;

to blame
;
to censure.

||Vi-TO-pER-A'Ti9N, n. [old Fr.
; vituperatio, L.] $lame;

censure ; reproach ; severe reprehension. Donne.

IIVi-TU'PER-A-TivE, a. Containing censure or reproach.

||VI-TU'PER-A-TQR,* /i. A severe censurer ;
a reviler. EC.

Rev.

jVI-xy-PE'Rl-Ous, a. [vituperium, TJ.] Disgraceful. Shel-

ton.

r/-KA'(7E,*(ve-va'cha) [It.] (Mas.) Lively. Vivacissimo,
very lively. Crabb.

||Vl-VA'ciOVS, (ve-va'shus or vl-va'shus) a. [vivax, L.]

[Long-lived. Bentley.] Sprightly; gay; animated ; spor-
tive

; merry ;
active

; lively.

||Vi-VA'ciOVS-LY,* (ve-va'shus-le) ad. With vivacity. Dr.
Mien.

NVl-VA'cioys-NESS, (ve-va'shus-nes) n. Vivacity.

j|Vl-vX9'l-T, (ve-vas'e-te or vl-vas'e-te) [ve-vas'e-te, P.

J. F. K. Sm. ; vi-vas'e-te, Ja. , ve-vas'e-te or vi-vas'e-

te, W.] n. [vivacite, Fr.] Quality of being vivacious; an-
imation ; life; spirit; liveliness; sprightliness. [fLongev-
ity ; length of life. Browne. Power of living. Boyle.]

VI'VA-RY, n. [vivarium, L.] A place, of land or water,
where living animals are kept. (Law) A park, warren,
fish-pond, or piscary. Cowel.

VI' VA VO'CE,* [L.] "By word of mouth:" noting a
method of voting, or of expressing one's opinion or

wishes. Scudamore.

fVlVE, a. [vif, Fr.
; vivits, L.] Lively; forcible; pressing.

Bacon.
VlrE L'A BAcf-A-TELLE,* [Fr.]

" Success to trifles."

VivE LE .Ro/,*"(vey-le-rwa') [Fr.] "Long live the king."
fViVE'LY, ad. In a lively manner ; strongly. Marston.

fVi'VEN-cy, n. [vivo, L.] Manner of continuing alive.

Browne.

VIVE, (vlvz) n. pi. The parotid glands of horses. Lou-
don.

\Tfv'l-A.N-lTE,*n. (Min.) A phosphate of iron. P. Cyc.

VIV'ID, a. [vividus, L.] Lively; quick; striking; spright-
ly ;

active
; clear; lucid ; bright.

Vl-vlD'i-Ty,* n. Vividness. T. Forster. [R.]
VIv'iD-Ly, ad. With life ; with quickness ; with strength.
Vtv'JD-NESS, n. Life; vigor; quickness; brightness.

VI-v!F'}C, a. [vivijique, Fr.
; vivificus, L.] Giving life;

making alive. Ray.
VT-vlF'l-CAL, a. [vivificus, L.] Giving life

;
vivific. Bailey.

VI-VIF'I-CATE, [vl-vif'e-kat, S. W. P. Ja. K. Sm. ; viv'e-

fe-kat, Wb.] v. a. [vivifico, LJ [i. VIVIFICATED ; pp. vi-

VIFICATING, VIVIFICATED.] To make alive
;
to animate

;

to vivify. More (Chem.) To give new form or lustre

to. [R.] _
VIV-I-FI-CA'TION, n. [Fr.] The act of vivifying or giving

life. Bavon.

Vl-vlF'j-CA-TlVE, a. Able to animate. More. [R.]
VIv'}-FY, v. a. [vivifier, Fr.

;
vivus and facio, L.J [i.

vivi-

-FIED
; pp. VIVIFYING, VIVIFIED.] To make alive

j
to ani-

mate ;
to endue with life.

Vj-vlP'A-ROtts, a. [vivus and pario, L.] Producing young
in a living state, as an animal

; opposed to oviparous
Browne.

Viv-j-SEc'TipN,* n. The act of opening or dissecting liv-

ing animals. Dunglison.
VIX'EN, (vik'sn) n. Literally, the cub of a fox: a fro-

ward, passionate woman ;
a scold. Shak. Formerly ap-

plied also to a man. Barrow.

Vix'EN-LY, (vik'sn-le) a. Resembling a vixen. Barrow.

VIZ., ad. [A contraction of videlicet.] To wit
; namely ; that

is. Holder. See VIDELICET.
ViZ'ARD, n. [visicre, Fr.] A mask used for disguise; a

visor. See VISOR.
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VIz'ARD, v. a. To mask. Shak.

VIz'iER, (viz'yer or viz'yer) [viz'yer, P. E. Sm. ; viz'yer,
W. Ja.; viz'yar, S. ; viz-yer', J. ; viz'yer or ve-zher', F.]
n. [Ar.] A minister or councillor of state, in Turkey, &c.
The one of highest rank is styled grand vizier. Written
also vizir and vizier. [Rev.

VTfz'iER-ATE,* (viz'ycr-at) n. The office of vizier. JV. A.
nziER-A-ZEM* TO. [Turk.] The grand vizier

;
the Turk-

ish prime minister. Month. Rev.

Vd'cA-BLE, [vo'kft-bl, K. Sm. R. Wb.] n. [vocable, old Fr.
;

vocabulum, L.] A word
; a term. Coverdale.

Vo-cXB'u-LA-RY, ?e. [vocabularium, L.] A collection of

words, as those of a science
;
a nomenclature

;
a glossa-

ry ;
a dictionary ; a lexicon

;
a word-book.

Vo'cAL, a. [Fr. ; vocalis, L.] Relating to the voice
;
hav-

ing a voice ; uttered or modulated by the voice
;
oral

;

verbal: noting a peculiar sound, as of z, as distin-

guished from s, or of v, as distinguished from /. Smart.

p-cAL'lc,* a. Relating to vowels or vocal sounds.
wood.

Vo'cAL-YsT,* n. A vocal musician
;
a singer. Smart.

VO-CAL'I-TV, n. [vocalitas, L.] Power of utterance
; qual-

ity of being utterable by the voice. Holder.

VO-CAL-J-ZA'TION,* n. Act of vocalizing, Athenaum.
V6'CAL-IZE, v. a.

[i. VOCALIZED; pp. VOCALIZING, VOCAL-

IZED.] To form into voice
; to render vocal

;
to utter vo-

cally^ to articulate : to give a particular sound to, as to
make s sound like z. "S is vocalized, that is, pronounced
as z." Smart.

VO'CAL-LY, ad. By the voice
;
in words; articulately.

VO'CAL-NESS,* n. The quality of being vocal. Ash.

VO-CA'TION, n. [Fr. ; vocatio, L.] 'A calling or speaking to;
summons : trade

; employment ; calling ; profession ;

business.

V6c'A-TlVE, a.
[vocatif,

Fr.
; vocativus, L.J Relating to

calling or speaking to. (Ch-am.) Noting the case of a
noun substantive, when it is directly applied to the per-
son addressed.

Voc'A-TlvE,* n. A case of a noun in grammar. Chambers.

Vp-ciF'ER-ATE, v. n. [vocifero, L.] [i. VOCIFERATED
; pp.

VOCIFERATING, VOCIFERATED.] To cry out loudly ;
to hoi-

loo ; to hollow
;
to halloo ; to clamor. Johnson.

Vp-clF-ER-A'TiON, n. [vociferatio, L.] Act of vociferating j

clamor; outcry, Arbuthnot.

Vo-ciF'ER-oDs, a. Clamorous; noisy; loud. Pope.
Vo-clF'ER-otJs-LY,* ad. In a vociferous manner. Smart.

Vp-ciF'ER-oDs-NESS,* n. duality of being vociferous.
Browne.

VOE,* 7i. (Scotland) An inlet, bay, or creek. Jamieson.

VOGUE, (vog) n. [Fr.] Fashion; mode; way; repute.
VoIcE, 7i. [voix, Fr.

; vox, vocis, L.] The sound formed in
the larynx of men and animals by the appropriate organs,
and emitted by the mouth ; the peculiar character of sound
distinguishing the individual, whether man or other crea-
ture

; any sound made by breath -. vote ; suffrage ; opin-
ion expressed : language ;

words
; expression. ( Gram.)

The form or manner of inflecting the verb, as being active

or passive. The active voice expresses action or agency;
as,

" He teaches." The passive voice denotes being acted

upon, and is formed of the past participle of an active-
transitive verb, and an inflection of the auxiliary or sub-
stantive verb to be ; as,

" He is taught."

fVpIcE, v. a. To rumor
; to report; to vote. Shak.

fVolcE, v. n. To clamor ; to make outcries. Bacon.

VOICED, (voist) a. Furnished with a voice. Austin.

VoIcE'rOL,* a. Having a voice
; vocal. Browne.

VOICE 'LESS, a. Having no voice. Ld. Coke.

V6Ii>, a. [vuide, Fr.] Empty ;
vacant: having no force or

effect; devoid; vain; ineffectual ; null : unsupplied ;

unoccupied; unfurnished: unsubstantial; unreal.

VolD, 71. An empty space ; vacuum ; vacancy. Pope.
VotD, v. a. [vuider, Fr.] [i. VOIDED ;pp. VOIDING, VOIDED.]
To quit; to leave empty : to emit; to pour out; to empty ;

to emit, as excrement : to vacate
; to nullify : to annul.

VolD, v. n. To be emitted. Wiseman.

VolD'A-BLE, a. That may be voided or annulled. Ayliffe.

VOID'ANCE, 71. Act of voiding ; ejection from a benefice.

Volo'ER, 7i. He or that which voids. [A basket, in which

vrai dire. L., veritatem dicere.] (Law) A term used in cases
in which it is prayed, upon a trial at law, that a witness

may, previous to his giving his evidence, be sworn upon
a coirc dire, \. e., to speak the truth. Whishaw.

^V61'TURE,n. [Fr.] A carriage. Arbuthnot.

fVo'LANT, a. [volans, L.
; volant, Fr.] Flying; nimble ; ac-

tive. Milton.

VdL'A-RY,* n. A bird-cage large enough for birds to fly in.

Cra'bb.

VOL'A-TILE, [vol'a-tll, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; v51'a-til,

Jiz.] a. [volatilis, L.] Flying^ passing through the air;
having the power to pass off by spontaneous evaporation ;

lively; fickle; changeable j
full of spirit; airy; giddy;

flighty.

fVSL'A-TlLE, n. [volatile, Fr.] A winged animal. Browne
VoL'A-TlLE-NESS, n. State of being volatile

; volatility.
VoL-A-TlL'l-TY, 7i. [volatility, Fr.] State of being volatile

;

want of fixity ; levity ; mutability ; airiness. [Ma<r.
VOL'A-TJL-IZ-A-BLE,* a. That may be volatilized. Phil.

VoL-A-TlL-j-ZA'TlON, 7i. The act of making volatile.

Boyle.

VOL'A-TIL-IZE, v. a. [volatiliser, Fr.] [i. VOLATILIZED ;pp.
VOLATILIZING, VOLATILIZED.] To make volatile

; to sub-
tilize to a high degree.

V6L'BORTH-lTE,*n. (Min.) A yellowish mineral. Dana.
VoL-cAN'ic,* a. Partaking of the nature of a volcano ; re-

lating to a volcano
; produced by a volcano. Lyell.

VOL'CA-NIST,* n. One versed in the knowledge or science
of volcanoes. Knowles.

VoL'cA-NlZE,* v. a. To subject to the influence of volcan-
ic action. Maunder.

VQL-CA'NO, n. [It., from Vulcan.] pi. VQL-CA'NOE. A
mountain having a subterranean or internal fire, and
sometimes sending forth flame, lava, ashes, smoke, &c. ;

a burning mountain.

VOLE, n. [Fr.] A deal at cards that draws all the tricks.

Swift.

VOLE,* v. n. To win all the tricks at cards. Pope.
VOLEE* n. [Fr.] (Mus.) A rapid flight of notes. Crabb.

Vo'LEN$ NO'LENS,* [L.] (Law) "Willing or not will-

ing." Hamilton. See NOLENS VOLENS.
tV6L'E-RY, 71. [volerie, Fr.] A flight of birds. Locke.

fVoL-i'-TA'TipN, n. [volito, L.] The act or power of flying.
Browne.

V<?-LI"TIQN, (vo-lish'un) 7i. [volitio, L.] The act of will-

ing or exercising the will; the power of willing; choice

fVoL'l-TiVE, a. Having the power to will. Hale.

VQL-KON'SKQ-ITE,* n. (Min.) A soft mineral containing
oxide of chromium. P. Cyc.

VOL'LEY, (vol'le) 7i. [voice, Fr.] A flight of shot. Raleigh.
A burst

;
an emission of many at once. Shak.

VoL'LEY, v. a. [i.
VOLLEYED

; pp. VOLLEYING, VOLLEYED.]
To discharge at, as with a volley ;

to throw out. Shak.

VOL'LEY, v. n. To discharge. Shak.

VOL'LEVED, (vol'ljd) a. Discharged with a volley. Milton.

VOLT, 71.
[volte, Fr.] A bound ;

a turn
;
a circular tread of

a particular kind, made by a horse : a leap by a fencer,
to avoid a thrnst.

r&L'TA,* n. [It.] pi. VOLTE, (vol'ta) (Mus.) An old,
three-timed air; a turn; a going back and returning; a

repetition. Crabb.

VOL-TXG'RA-PHY,* n. The art of copying in metals, de-

posited by' electrolytic action, any form or pattern which
is made the negative surface of a voltaic circuit. P. Cyc.

VQL-TA'IC,* a. Relating to the philosopher Volta, or to a

galvanic pile or battery invented by him. Brande.

V6L'TA-IM,* n. Galvanism or electricity as improved or

modifie_d by Volta. Hamilton.

VOL'TA-ITE,* n. (Min.) A species of iron alum. Dana.

VOL-TAM'E-TER,* n. An instrument invented by Dr. Far-

aday for measuring voltaic electricity. Brande.

VOL'TA-PLAST,* n. A -kind of galvanic battery adapted to

the electrotype. Francis.

VOL'TA-TYPE,* n. A metallic plate containing a copy of a

device upon a medal or coin, formed by electro-chemical

action : called also electrotype. Brande.

V&L'T!,* [It.] (Mus.)
" Turn over :

" a direction to turn

over a leaf. Volti subito, turn over quickly. Brande.

V&L-TI-&EUR' ,* (vol-te-zhur') n. [Fr.] A vaulter or tum-
bler : a member or soldier of light cavalry. Murray.

VOLT'ZITE,* n. (Min.) A sulphuret of zinc. Dana.

VO-LU'BI-LATE,* a. (Bot.) Climbing, or winding round.

Smart.

VOL-V-BIL'J-TY, n. [volubilite,
Fr.

; volubilitas, L.] State of

being voluble; act of rolling : activity of tongue; flu-

ency of speech : mutability ;
liableness to revolution.

VOL'V-BLE, (vol'u-bl) a. [volubilis, L.] Formed so as to

roll easily ;
formed so as to be easily put in motion

; roll-

ing; having quick motion. Milton. Nimble i active;

applied to the tongue. Addison. Fluent of words
; talka-

tivc

V6L'y-BLE-NESS,* 7i. Quality of being voluble. Ash.

VoL'y-BLY, ad. In a voluble manner. Hudibras.

V6L'VME,'(vol'yum) [vSl'yum, W. J. Jo.. : vol'yum, S. K.;

vol'um, P. E. Wb.} n. [volumen, L.] Something rolled or

convolved ;
a single fold ;

a roll
;
a single wave; some-

thing rolled, like an ancient book, which consisted of a

sheet wound round a staff: a book in modern form.

VOL'VMED,* (vol'yumd) a. Having volumes or rolling

masses. Byron.
VQ-LU'MI-NOUS, a. Consisting of many complications ;

consisting of many volumes, or books; copious; diffu-

sive.

Vp-Lu'Ml-NOOs-LY, ad. In many volumes or books.

VQ-LU'MJ-NOUS-NESS, n. State of being voluminous.

|V6L'V-MIST, 7t. A writer of volumes ;
an author. Milton.

A, E, I, 6, xr, Y, long; A, , f, 6, tJ, Y, short; A, E, j, o, v, Y, obscure. FARE, FAR, Fisx, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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V5L'VN-TA-RJ-Ly, ad. [volontiers, Fr.] In a voluntary

manner; of one's own accord; spontaneously.
VOL'VN-TA-RI-NESS, n. State of being voluntary.

VOL'VN-TA-RY, a. [volontaire, Fr. ; voluntarius, L.J Acting
without compulsion; acting by choice, or of one's own
accord; willing; done by design; purposed ;. intended ;

gratuitous ; spontaneous.
VOL'VN-TA-RY, n. A volunteer; one who acts without

compulsion, or of his own accord. (Mus.) A piece of

music played at will, or extemporaneously, without any
settled rule.

V6L'UN-TA-RY-iM,* n. Voluntary principle or action ;
the

system of supporting any thing by voluntary contribution

or assistance. Dr. Chalmers. [Modern.]
VOL-VN-TEER', " [volontaire, Fr.] A soldier who serves

of his own accord : one who engages in any service of

his own accord.

VOL-VN-TEER', v. n. [i. VOLUNTEERED; pp. VOLUNTEER-

ING, VOLUNTEERED.] To act or serve as a volunteer.

VOL-VN-TEER',* v. a. To offer voluntarily. B. Jonson.

Vc-LiJPT'V-A-RY, (V9-lupt'yu-a-re) n. [voluptuaire, Fr.
;
vo-

luptuarius, L.] A man given up to pleasure and luxury ;

a sensualist
;
an epicure.

VQ-LUPT'V-A-RY,* (v9-lupt'yu-a-re) a. Given to pleasure ;

voluptuous. Johnson.

Vc-LuPT'V-oOs, (V9-lupt'yu-us) a. [voluptuosus, L. ; volup-

tueux, Fr.] Addicted to pleasures, particularly those of

sense
;
luxurious ; epicurean ;

sensual.

VC-LUPT'V-OUS-LY, ad. In a voluptuous manner ;
luxuri-

ously.

VQ-LDPT'V-OUS-NESS, State of being voluptuous.

jVoL-V-TA'TIQN, n. [volutatio, L.] Wallowing ; rolling.

Bp. Reynolds.

VQ-LUTE', [v9-lut', S. W. P. Sm. Wb. ; vol'ut, Ja.] n. [Fr. ;

valuta, L.] (Arch.) A scroll of a column ; a principal or-

nament in the Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite capitals.

(Conch.} A genus of shells, called also valuta.

VQ-LUT'ED,* a. Having volutes, or spiral forms. Jodrell.

VQ-LU'TIQN,* n. A spiral form. Hill.

VdM'f-CA, n. [L.] (Med.) An abscess of the lungs.
VOM'IC NOT, n. The nucleus of a fruit of an East Indian

tree; mix vomica. Hill. See Nux VOMICA.

VOM'lT, v. n. [vomo, L.] [i. VOMITED; pp. VOMITING, VOM-

ITED.] To eject or cast up the contents of the stomach ;

to expectorate.
VSM'jT, v. a. [vomir, Fr.] To throw up from the stomach ;

to eject or to throw up witli violence from any hollow.

VOM'IT, n. Matter ejected from the stomach
;
an emetic.

Black vomit, the yellow fever. Dunglison.
VQ-MI/'TIQN, (vg-mish'un) n. [vomo, L.] Act or power of

vomiting. Grew.

VOM'I-TIVE, a. [vomitif, Ft.] Emetic
; causing vomits.

Browne.

VoM'l-TO-Ry, a. [vomitoire,Fr.; vomitorius, L.] Procuring
vomits ;

emetic. Browne.

VOM'{-TQ-RY,* 7i. An emetic: a door of a theatre, by
which the crowd is let out. Scott.

VOM-I-TV-RI"TIQN,* n. An ineffectual effort to vomit.

Dunglison.
Vo-RA'cioys, (V9-ra'shus) a. [vorace, Fr.

; vorax, L.] Ready
to devour or swallow up ; greedy ;

ravenous
; rapacious.

Vc-RA'cioys-LY, (v9-ra'shus-le) ad. Greedily ; ravenously.

VQ-RA'CIOVS-NESS, (vo-ra'shus-nes) n. Voracity.

VQ-RA^'I-TY, n. [voracite, Fr. ; voracitas, L.] State of be-

ing voracious ; rapacity; greediness.
VQ-RAG'j-NOOs, a. [voraginosus, L.] Full of gulfs. Scott.

VOR'TEX, n. [L.] pi. L. rdR ! Ti-CE$; Eng. VOR'TEX-
ES. Any thing whirled round

;
a whirlpool ;

a whirl-

wind.

VOR'T{-CAL, a. Having a whirling motion
; turning.

JVeuJton.
'

VOR'TI-CEL,* n. (Ent.) A pedicellate, wheel animalcule.

Brande.

VO'TA-RESS, n. A female votary. Shak.

VO'TA-RIST, n. One devoted, as by a vow; a votary. Mil-

ton.
'

[R.]

VO'TA-RY, n. One devoted, as by a vow, to some pursuit,

service, worship, study, or state of life.

VO'TA-RY, a. Devoted ; consequent to a vow. Bacon.

VOTE, n. [votum, L.] Suffrage ; voice given and numbered,
as at an election

;
a ballot.

VOTE, v. a. [i.
VOTED

; pp. VOTING, VOTED.] To choose by
suffrage ;

to determine by suffrage ;
to give by vote.

VOTE,* v. n. To give a vote or suffrage. Selden.

"OT'ER, n. One who votes, or has the right of voting.

6'TiVE, a. [votivus, L.] Given or observed, as by a vow.

VO'TIVE-NESS,* n. The quality of being votive. H. W.
Hamilton.

VOUCH, v. a. [voucher, Norm. Fr.] [i. VOUCHED ; pp. VOUCH-

ING, VOUCHED.] To call to witness
;
to obtest ;

to attest
;

to warrant; to declare ;
to maintain by affirmations; to

asseverate ;
to affirm ;

to aver
;
to protest ; to assure.

VoOcii, v. n. To bear witness ; to give testimony.

fVoOcH, n. Warrant; attestation. Shak.

VoflcH-EE',* n. (Law) The person vouched for; one
called in to support his warranty or title. Crabb.

VoOcH'ER, n. He or that which vouches. (Law) The
calling of a person in to make good his warranty of a ti-

tle: a document vouching a fact; an account-book;
acquittance.

V50CH-OR',* n. (Law) One who calls in a vouchee
Smart.

V60CH-SAFE', v. a. [i. VOUCHSAFED
; pp. VOUCHSAFING,

VOUCHSAFED.] To permit to be done without danger; to
condescend to grant ; to concede.

VOUCH-SAFE', v. n. To deign ;
to condescend ;

to yield.

VOUCH-SAFE'MENT, n. Grant ; condescension. Boyle. [R.]
Vdus'soiR',* (vo'swbr') n. [Fr.] One of the stones in
the shape of a truncated wedge, which form the arch in
a bridge ;

a key-stone to an arch. Brande.

Vow, (vou) n. [van, Fr.
; votum, L.] A solemn promise ;

especially, a promise made to a divine power ;
an act of

devotion, by which some part of life, or some part of pos-

sessions, is consecrated to a particular purpose : a solemn

promise : a promise of love or matrimony.
Vow, (vou) v. a. [vouer, Fr.

; voveo, L.] [i. VOWED ; pp.

VOWING, VOWED.] To consecrate by a solemn dedication j

to give to a divine power ;
to devote ceremonially.

Vow, v. n. To make vows or solemn promises.

VOWED, (vbud)p. Devoted; consecrated. Milton.

VOW'EL, n. [voyette, Fr.
; vocalis, L.] A letter which can

be uttered by itself, or alone ; as, a, c, i, o, u. They are
thus distinguished from consonants, which require the
aid of a vowel in being sounded.

VOW'EL,* a. Belonging to, or partaking of the nature of, a
vowel. Ash.

Vo^'EL-ISH,* a. Partaking of the nature of a vowel. B
Jonson.

Vow'EL-YM,* n. The use of vowels. Blackwood.

VOW'ELLED, (vb'u'eld) a. Furnished with vowels.

VO^'ER, n. One who makes a vow.
VOW'-FEL-LOW, n. One bound by the same vow. Shak.

r&x Pdr'v-Li,* [L.]
" The voice of the people." Hamil-

ton.

VOY'AGE, (vbi'?j) n. [voyage, Fr., from mam agere, L.]
Formerly, a passage, journey, or travel by sea or land ;

now, applied only to that by sea. [fAttempt ; undertaking.
Shak.]

VOY'A^E, (vb'i'aj) v. n.
Jvoyager, Fr.] [i.

VOYAGED
; pp.

VOYAGING, VOYAGED.] To taKe a voyage ; to travel by
sea. Pope.

VOY'A^E, v. a. To travel ; to pass over. Milton.

VOY'A^E-A-BL-E,* a. That may be sailed or travelled over

Seager.

VOY'A^-ER, n. [voyageur, Fr.] One who travels by sea.

VOYAGE'VR,* (vwa'ya-zhur') n. [Fr.] A traveller by land
or water

;
a Canadian boatman. W. Irving.

VOY'A^-ING,* n. Tiie act of making a voyage. EC. Rev.

VVL-CA'NI-AN,* a. Relating to the Vulcanists, or their the-

ory of the earth
;
Vulcanic. Cl-eaveland.

a. Relating to Vulcan. Vulcanic or Fulca-

nian theory of the earth, a theory according to which the

present form of the earth has been produced by the ac-

tion of fire : called also the Plutonic and Huttonian the-

ory. Hamilton.

VuL'CAN-IsT,* n. One who holds to the Vulcanian theory
of the earth, or that the present form of the earth has
been produced by the action of fire. Ch. Ob.

\VyL-CA<Nd, n. [It.] Volcano. ArbuUmot. See VOLCANO.

VDi/GAR, a. [vulgaire, Fr.
; vulgaris, L.] Relating to or

practised by the common people ; plebeian ; common ;

ordinary : popular ;
vernacular ;

national
; public : of-

fensively mean or low
;
vile

;
mean

;
base

;
coarse. Vul-

gar fraction, a fraction which is expressed by two num-
bers, written one above the other, with a line drawn be-

tween them.

VUI/GAR, n. [vulgaire, Fr.] The common people. Shak.

VDl/GAR-fM, n. Crossness; meanness; vulgarity: a

vulgar idiom or phrase.
VVL-GrXR'f-TY, n. Quality of being vulgar; mean condi-

tion or conduct
; grossness ;

coarseness.

VUL'GAR-IZE, v. a. [i. VULGARIZED ; pp. VULGARIZING,
VULGARIZED.] To render vulgar. Arbuthnot.

VOL/GAR-LY, ad. In a vulgar manner
; commonly.

VUL'GAR-NESS * n. Vulgarity. Booth. [R.]

VDL'GATE, n. [vulgatus, L.] An ancient Latin translation

of the Bible, made chiefly by St. Jerome, being the only
one which the church of Rome acknowledges to be
authentic.

VUL'GATE, a. Belonging to the Vulgate.
VDL-NER-A-BlL,'i-TY,* n. Quality of being vulnerable.

More.

VDL'NER-A-BLE, a. [vulnerabilis, L.] That may be wound-
ed

;
liable to injury ; exposed

VOL'NER-A-BLE
Ash.

n. State of being vulnerable

VDL'NER-A-RY, a. [vulntraire, Fr.
; vulnerarius, L.J Relat-

ing to wounds ;
useful in healing wounds.fVoOcH, n. Warrant ; attestation. Shak. ing to wounds ;
useful in healing wounds.

HiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, s6N
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fVrjL'NER-ATE, v. a. [vulnero, L.] To wound
;
to hurt.

GZantn'Zfe.

tVOL-NER-A'TiON, n. Act of wounding. Pearson.

VOL-NER-OSE',* a. Full of wounds. Maunder.
VVL-NIF'IC,* a. Causing wounds. Maunder. [R.]
VOL'PI-LINE,* n. A substance containing vulpinic acid,
obtained from the lichen vulpinus of Linnceus. P. Cyc.

VOL'PINE, [vul'pjn, P. J. F. 8m.: vul'pin, & E. Ja. K. ;

vul'pin or vul'pin, W.] a. [vulpinus, L. ; vulpine, Fr.]

Belonging to a fox
;
like a fox

; cunning ; crafty.

VOL'ppr-lTE,* n. (Min.) An anhydrous sulphate of lime,
found at Vulpino in Italy, and sometimes used for small
statues. Brande.

VOLT'URE, (vult'yur) n. [vultur, L.] A large, carnivorous,
and rapacious bird.

VDLT'V-R!NE, (vult'yu-rfn) [vult'u-rin, P. K. Sm.; vul'-

chu-rln, S. W.} a. [vulturinus, L.] Belonging to a vult-
ure.

VOLT'VR-YSH,* a. Relating to, or like, a vulture. Ed. Rev.
VOLT'VR-oOs, a. Vulturine

; voracious. Hammond. [R.]

W.

Wa letter found only in the alphabets of modern lan-

) guages, is the twenty-third letter of the English
alphabet. It partakes of the nature ofa vowel and of a con-
sonant. It is a consonantal the beginning of words and
syllables ; in other situations it is a vowel, being but an-
other form ofu. In English it is scarcely used as a vowel,
except when united to another vowel, as jn new, now, &c.

;

though, in Welsh, the w is used alone, as in cwm (kom),
being equivalent to u or oo.

WAB'BLE, (wob'bl) v. n.
[i.
WABBLED ; pp. WABBLING, WAB-

BLED.] To move from side to side
;
to waddle ;

to totter.

Moxon.

WAB'BLE,* (wob'bl) n. A hobbling, unequal motion. Fran-
cis.

WACKE,* (wak'e or wak) [wak'e, Sm. Wb. ; wak, K.] n.

(Min.) A massive mineral, intermediate between clay-
stone and basalt, of a greenish-gray color. Ure.

WAD, (wod) n. Any mass of loose matter thrust close to-

gether, as straw, hay, tow, <fcc.
;
a little mass of tow or

paper for a gun : a heap or tuft, as of peas. Loudon.

WAD,* (wod) v. a. [i. WADDED ; pp. WADDING, WADDED.]
To stuff with tow, cotton, rags, or other soft substance

;

to make up in small parcels. Ash.

WADD,* (wod) n. A provincial name ofplumbago, in Cum-
berland, England, and of an ore of manganese, in Derby-
shire. Ure.

WAD'DED,* (wod'ed) p. a. Formed into wad
;
stuffed with

wadding. Smart.

WAD'DING, (wod'ding) n. [vad, Icel.] Act of stuffing ;
a

kind of soft stuff used for quilting or stuffing garments.
WAD'DLE, (wod'dl) v. n. [wedeln, Ger.] [{.WADDLED;^.
WADDLING, WADDLED.] To move from side to side, in

walking, as a duck or a fat person ;
to waggle.

WAD'DLER,* (wSd'dler) n. One who waddles. F. Butler.

WADE, v. n. [vadum, L.] [i. WADED ;pp. WADING, WADED.]
To walk through water; to pass through water without

swimming : to move with difficulty and labor.

WAD'ER,* m. One that wades 5 a wading or long-legged
bird. Brande.

WAD'-HOOK,* (wod'huk) n. A rod with a sort of screw to

d_raw wads out of a gun. Crabb.

"WAD'ING,* p. a. Walking in the water. P. Cyc.
VWAD'SETT,* (wod'set) n. (Scotch law) A right by which

goods are pledged for the recovery of a debt
;
a mortgage.

Brande.

'WAD'SET-TER,* (wod'set-ter) n. One who holds by a wad-
sett. Bouvier.

WA'FER, n. [wafel, D.] A thin cake, as of bread or paste :

the bread given in the eucharist by the Roman Catho-
lics : a thin leaf of paste for sealing letters.

WA'FER,* v. a. [i. WATERED ; pp. WAFERING, WAFERED.]
To seal or close with a wafer. Smart.

WAF'FLE,* (wof'fl) n. [wafel, D.] A thin cake baked
hard ; a soft cake baked on an indented iron. P. Cyc.

WAF'FLE-I-RON,*(wof'fl-I-urn) n. A utensil for baking
waffles. Knowles.

WAFT, [waft, S. W. F. Ja. Sm. R. ; Waft, P. J. K.] v. a. [i.

WAFTED; pp. WAFTING, WAFTED ( JWAFT. Shak.)] To
carry through the air or on the water ; to buoy ; to make
float

;
to wave : to beckon

;
to inform by means of any

thing moving; to turn. 35= "Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ken-
rick, and Mr. Scott, pronounce the a, in this word, as 1

have marked it
;
Mr. Perry adopts the a in father ; and,

though Mr. Smith thinks this the true sound, he confesses
the short a is daily gaining ground ;

but W. Johnston
makes waft rhyme with so/t." Walker.

WAFT, v. n. To pass through the air
;
to swim

;
to float.

Bp. Hall.

WAFT, 7i. A floating body : a sweep ; a lift : motion of
a streamer, used as a token at sea.

tWAFT'AGE, 7i. Carriage by water or air. Shak.

WAFT'ER, n. One who wafts : a passage-boat.

WiFT'VRE, (w&ft'yur) 7t. Act of waving. Shak.

WAG, v. a.
[i. WAGGED ; pp. WAGGING, WAGGED.] To more

lightly from side to side
; to shake slightly. Shak.

~XG, v. n.W
pacl

WAG.

To be in quick or ludicrous motion ; to go j
to

k off; to be moved from side to side. Dryden.
XG, n. One full of low humor, pleasantry, or wit ;

a hu-
morist

;
a merry droll. Addison.

fWAGE, n. [wegen or wagen, Ger.] Gage ; pledge. Spenser.
Pay for service. See WAGES.

WAc^E, v. a.
[i. WAGED ; pp. WAGING, WAGED.] [fTo at-

tempt ;
to venture

; to engage as by a pledge ; to hire
; to

stake. Shak.] To make ; to undertake; to engage in
; to

carry on : applied to war
; as,

" to wage war." Shak.

(Law) To give security, or pledge security, for the per-
formance of any thing. Whishaw.

WA'GEL,* n. A bird
;
the gray gull. Pennant.

WA'GER, n. A bet
; any thing pledged upon a chance or

performance ; subject on which bets are laid. (Law) An
offer to make oath. Blackstone.

WA'GER, v. a. [i. WAGERED ; pp. WAGERING, WAGERED.] To
lay ; to pledge, as a bet ; to bet.

WA'GER, v. n. To offer a wager. Shak.

WA'^ER-ER, n. One who bets or wagers.
WA'^E, n. pi. Pay for services; hire

;
reward ; stipend ,

salary ;
allowance.

WXG'j&ER-y, n. Mischievous merriment; sport; roguery.
WXG'jS}SH,a. Like a wag ;

droll ; mischievous ; frolicsome.

WAG'J&ISH-LY, ad. In a waggish manner.

WXG'-GJSH-NESS, n. Merry mischief. Bacon.

WXG'GLE, (wag'gl) v. n. [i.
WAGGLED

; pp. WAGGLING,
WAGGLEDJ To waddle

; to move, from side to side. Sidney.

WXG'NER-iTE,*n. (Min.) A phosphate of magnesia. Dana.

WXG'QN, ) n. [wagen, Sax. ; wagen, Ger.] [fA chariot.

WXG'GQN, \ Spenser.] A heavy, four-wheeled carriage,
for the conveyance of heavy goods and materials.

ftCpThe English dictionaries are divided with regard
to the orthography of this word. Some spell it wagon ;

but a majority waggon. Todd remarks that "
Wagon is

strictly conformable to the etymology, but waggon is the

prevailing form
;

" and Smart says,
"
Wagon is a disused

orthography." In the United States, however, wagon is,

perhaps, the more common of the two forms.

Money paid for carriage in a w

WXG'QN-ER, or WXG'GQN-ER, n. One who drives a

wagon.
WAG'QN-SPOKE,* ) 7i. The spoke of the wheel of a wag-
WXG'GQN-SPOKE,* }

on. Shak.

WXG'TAiL, M. A bird of the robin genus.
fWAID, (wad) a. Crushed ; weighed. Shak.

WAIF, (vvaf ) n. [wavium, waivium, law L.] (Law) Any thing
waived and relinquished, as that which is thrown away
by a thief in his flight ; any thing found without an
owner.

jWAiFT, n. Same as waif. Spenser.

WAIL, v. a. [vaela, Icel.
; wail, Goth.] [i.

WAILED ; pp. WAIL-

ING, WAILED.] To moan ; to lament
;
to bewail. Pope.

WAIL, v. n. To grieve audibly ;
to express sorrow. Shak.

WT

AlL, (wal) ?i. Audible sorrow ;
lamentation. Browne.

fWAlL'F0L, a. Sorrowful ;
mournful. Shak.

WAiL'iNG, 7i. Lamentation
;
moan ;

audible sorrow.

tWAlL'MENT, 71. Lamentation. Hacket.

fWAlN, (win) n. A carriage ;
a wagon. Spenser.

fWAlN'A-BLE,* a. Tillable
;
that may be ploughed. Crabb.

tWXJN'AG-E, *. A finding of carriages. Jiinsworth.

WAlN'ROPE, n. A large cord or rope : a cart-rops. Shak.

IIWAIN'SCQT, [wen'skpt, S. J. F. Sm. ; wan'skot, E. Ja. Wb.
W. Johnston; wen'skpt or wan'skpt, W. ; wen'skot or

wln'skot, K.] 7i. [wageschot, D.] The timber lining or

covering of a room, 5=
" I have given the common

sound of this word, and as it is marked by Mr. Sheridan,
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, and adopted in Steele's Grammar.
Mr. Perry pronounces the first syllable so as to rhyme with

man; but W. Johnston, who pronounces both this wordWiFT'VRE, (waft'yur) n. Act of waving. Shak. man; but W. Johnston, wfto pronoun

J, E, I, 6, u, y, long; X, , I, 6, , y, short; A, ? , |, <?, y, Y, obscure. -FARE, FXR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, Hiss;
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and waistcoat regularly, is, in ray opinion, the most cor-

rect." Walker.

||WAIN'SCOT, v. a. \waegenschotten, D.] [i. WAINSCOTED;
pp. WAINSCOTING, WAINSCOTED.] To line with wainscot;
to cover or line, as with timber.

IjWAlN'scQT-lNG,* n. Wainscot or materials for it. Burnet.

WAlR, (war) n. (Carpentry} A piece of timber two yards
long and a foot broad. Bailey.

W^IST, (wast) n. The narrowest part of the body, just
above the hips ;

the part extending from above the hips
to just below the arms. (JVawt.) The part of the gun-
deck between the fore-mast and the main-mast.

WAIST'BAND, (wast'band) n. That part of the breeches or

pantaloons which encircles the waist. Taller.

WAISTCOAT, (was'kot or wes'kot) [wes'kot, W. J. ; wast'-

kot, P. ; wast'kot or wes'kpt, F. ; was'kot or wes'kut, K. ;

wast'kot, colloquially wes'kot, Sm.] n. A short garment or

coat fitting close to the waist ; an inner coat. 5"
" This

word has fallen into the general contraction observable in

similar compounds, but, in my opinion, not so irrecovera-

bly as some others have done. It would scarcely sound

pedantic if both parts of the word were pronounced with

equal distinctness." Walker.

WAIT, (wat) v. n. [wachten, D.] [t. WAITED ; pp. WAITING,
WAITED.] To expect; to stay; to remain; to continue;
to watch ; to attend, with on.

WAIT, v. a. To expect ;
to stay for; to attend. Dryden.

WAIT, n. Ambush ; as, to lay wait, and to lie in wait.

WAIT'ER, n. One who waits ; a servant who waits at a
house of public entertainment; an attendant : a tray,

salver, or broad vessel, such as is used in waiting at table.

WAIT'ING,* a. That waits
; attending ; doing service.

WAIT'JNG-MAID, n. A chamber-maid
;
an upper servant.

WAIT'JNG-WOM-AN, (-wum'an) n. A waiting-maid. Swift.

WAIT'RESS,* n. A female who waits or attends. Observer.

WAITS, (wats) n. pi. Nocturnal itinerant musicians at

Christmas time. Beaum. fy FL
WAIVE,* (wav) v. a. [i. WAIVED; pp. WAIVING, WAIVED.]
To relinquish ;

to put off; to defer for the present ; to

abandon or forsake, as a right. Blackstone. See WAVE.
WAIVE,* n. (Law) A woman who is waived or forsaken

by the law. Whishaw.

WAIVED,* (wavd) p. a. Relinquished. (Law) Forsaken:

applied especially to a woman who, for a crime for which
a man may be outlawed, is relinquished or forsaken by
the law. Crabb. [to accept it. Whishaw.

WAIV'ER,* n. (Law) The passing by of a thing, or a refusal

WAI'WODE,* n. A Dacian prince. See VAIVODE.

WAKE, rc.n. [AWAKED; pp. WAKING, WAKED.] To be awake;
to awake ; to awaken ;

to waken
;
to watch ;

to be roused

from sleep ;
to cease to sleep ; to be alive.

WAKE, v. a. To rouse from sleep ; to excite ;
to put in mo-

tion ;
to awake

;
to waken : to watch or attend a corpse.

WAKE, n. The feast of the dedication of a church, for-

merly kept by watching all night : vigil ;
state of forbear-

ing sleep; act of waking: a watching of a corpse by

night: the track formed in the water by the course of a

ship or other vessel. A vessel directly astern of another

is said to be in her wake.

WAKE'FGL, a. Being awake ;
not sleeping ; vigilant. .

WAKE'FGL-LY,* ad. In a wakeful manner. Johnson.

WAKE'FOL-NESS, n. Want of sleep ; forbearance of sleep.

WAKE'MXN,* n. The chief magistrate of the town of Rip-
pon. in England. Whishaw.

WAK'EN, (wa'kn) v. n. [i. WAKENED ; pp. WAKENING, WAK-

ENED.] To wake ; to. awake ;
to awaken ;

to watch. Dry-
den.

WAK'EN, (wa'kn) v. a. To rouse from sleep ;
to excite ; to

wake ;
to awaken. Milton.

WAK'EN-ER, (wa'kn-er) n. One who wakens. Feltham.

WAK'EN-iNG,*n. The'act of waking or rousing from sleep.

WAK'ER, n. One who wakes or watches.

WAKE'ROB-JN, n. The common arum
;
a plant.

WAK'ING, n. Act of one that wakes.

WAL-DEN'SE,* n. pi. The natives of the valleys of Pied-

mont. Ency. Called also Vaudois.

WALE, ?i. A ridge ;
a streak ;

a rising part in the surface of

cloth : a mark left on the body by a stripe. (JVaut.) A
plank extending along the body of a ship.

WALE,* . a. [i. WALED; pp. WALING, WALED.] To mark
with wales or streaks. Bp. Hall.

WAL-HAL'LA,* n. See VALHALLA. Brande.

WALK, (wak) v. n. [i. WALKED; pp. WALKING, WALKED.]
To move by leisurely steps ; to move by steps without

running ;
to be in motion

;
to go ;

to travel
;
to move the

slowest pace ;
not to trot, gallop, canter, or amble, applied

to a horse : to act in sleep ;
to appear as a spectre ;

to

act on any occasion ; to travel.

WALK, (wawk) v. a. To pass through ;
to cause to walk.

WALK, (wawk) n. Act of walking; gait ; step; manner of

moving ; carriage ;
travel : manner of life

; conduct :

a space or course through which one walks
;
an avenue

set with trees ; way ;
road

; range ; place for walking ; re-

gion ; space. [fA fish. Ainsworth.] See ROPE-WALK.

WALK'A-BLE,* (wawk'a-bl) a. That may be walked over.

WALK'ER, (wawk'er) n. One who walks. [A fuller; a
walk-mill

;
a fulling-mill. Old Ballad.] (Law) A forester.

WAL-KE'RA,* n. (Bot.) -A genus of plants, having five

petals, and five stamens with ovate anthers. P. Cyc.
W\LK'ING,* 7i. The act of going on foot.

WALK'ING-CANE,* n. Same as walking-staff. Booth.

WALK'jNG-STiFF, (wawk'jng-stif ) n. A stick or "staff

used in walking. Olanville.

WALK'JNG-STICK,* n. A stick to walk with ; a cane j

walking-staff. Foote..

WALL, n. [wal, Welsh ; vallum, L.
; wall, Sax.

; watte, D.]
A series of brick or stone raised upwards as a division,

protection, or defence
;
a stone or brick fence : the side of

a building ;
the side of a room or an apartment : a struc-

ture for protecting and improving plants : a fortification ;

work built for defence. To take the wall, to take the up
per place ;

not to give place. Shale.

WALL, v. a. [i. WALLED; pp. WALLING, WALLED.] To en-
close with walls ; to surround as with a wall; to defend

by walls
;
to fill up with a wall.

WALL'CREEP-ER, n. A bird. Ainsworth.

WALL'cRESS,*'n. A plant, of several varieties, belonging
to the genus arabis. P. Cyc. [land.

WAL'LER-ITE,* n. (Min.) An argillaceous mineral. Cleave-

WAL'LET, (wol'let) 7i. A traveller's bag; a knapsack:
a pocket-book : any thing protuberant and swagging.

WAL-LET-EER',* (wol-let-er') n. One who carries a wal
let. Toller. [R.]

WALL'-EYE, (wal'I) n. An eye diseased by the glaucoma;
an opacity of the cornea of the eye.

WALL'-EYED, (wal'Id) a. Having wall-eyes or white eyes.

WALL'FLOW-ER, n. A plant and flower, of several varie-

ties ; stock-gillyflower. [order to be ripened.

WALL'FRtilT, (wal'frut) n. Fruit planted against a wall in

WALL'KNOT,* n. (JVawt.) A sort of large knot made at the

end of a rope, by untwisting the strands and interweaving
them. Mar. Diet.

WALL'-LoOsE, n. An insect
;
a bug. Ainswortii.

WALL'MOSS,* n. Moss growing on walls. Smart.

WAL-LOON',* n. A native of the country lying between the

Scheldt and the Lys, a part of the former French Flan-

ders
;
the language of the Walloons. Ency.

WAL'LOP, (wotTpp) v. n. [i.
WALLOPED

; pp. WALLOPING,
WALLOPED.] To boil with noise or bubbling; to move with

agitation. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]
WAL'LOP,* (wol'lop) v. a. To beat ; to wrap up. Holloway.

[Provincial in England.]
WAL'LQP,* n. A vaulting ;

a leaping backwards and for-

wards^ Sir W. Scott. [Provincial.]

WAL'LOW, (wol'15) v. n. [i. WALLOWED ; pp. WALLOWING,
WALLOWED.] To move heavily and clumsily; to move, as

in mire : to roll upon any thing : to live in any state

of filth or gross vice.

WAL'LOW, (wol'lo) v. a. To roll. Jcr. vi. [R.]

WAL'LOW, (wol'lo) n. A rolling gait in walking. Dryden.
WAL'LQW-ER, (wol'lo-er) n. One who wallows. (Machi-

nery) A lantern or trundle. Francis.

tWAL'LQW-TsH, (wolVish) a. Filthy. Overbury.

WALL-PEL'LI-TQ-RY,* n. A plant, formerly esteemed me-

dicinal, of the genus parietaria. P Cyc.

WALL-PEN'NY-WORT,* n. A plant. Crabb.

WALL'PEP-PE'R,* Houseleek, a perennial plant.

WALL'plE,* n. A plant. Smart. ^
WALL'-PLATE,* n. (Arch.) A piece of timber lying on a

wall, on which girders, joists, &c. rest. Brande.

WALL'RtJE, (wal'ru) n. An herb ; asplenium. Ainsworth.

WALL'-SID-ED,* a. (JVaut.) Having sides nearly perpen

dicular, as a ship. Mar. Diet.

WALL'SPRING,* n. A spring issuing from stratified rocks:

a plant. Smart.

WALL'WORT, (wal'wurt) n. Dwarf-elder or dane-wort.

WAL'NtJT, TI. A tree, of several species ;
the nut or fruit of

the tree.

WAL'RtJs,* n. (Zool.) The morse or sea-horse. Roget.

fWAL'TER, v. n. To roll. Bp. Fisher. See WELTER.
WAL'TRON, n. The same as walrus. Woodward.

WALTZ,* (woltz) n. [waltter, Ger.] A German national

dance, performed by two persons ; also a species of music

by which it is accompanied. Brande.

WALTZ,* (woltz) v. n. [i.
WALTZED ; pp. WALTZING,

WALTZED.] To perform the dance called the walti. Ob-

server..

WAM'BLE, (wSm'bl) v. n. [wemmelen, D J
To have a rolling

sensation, with nausea: applied to the stomach. Dry-
den. [R.] To waddle, as ducks; to move to and fro

awkwardly ;
to wammel. Holloway. [Local, England.]

WAM'MEL,* (wom'mel) v. n. To move to and fro in an

awkward or irreguiar manner; to wamble : applied

chiefly to mechanical operations. Jennings. [Local, Eng.j

WAM'pyM,* 7i. A belt formed of shells, prepared and strung,

and formerly used \~j the American Indians as money.

Ency.
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WAN, (won) [won, W. P. J. F. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; wan, S. E.]

a. Pale, as with sickness ; languid oflook
; pallid.

03=
" Mr. Sheridan has given the a, in this word and

its compounds, the same sound as in man. Mr. Scott and
Dr. Kenrick have given both the sound I have given and
Mr. Sheridan's, but seem to prefer the former by placing
it first. I have always heard it pronounced like the first

syllable of wan-ton; and find Mr. Nares, W. Johnston,
and Mr. Perry, have so marked it." Walker.

tWAN. The old prct. of Win. Won. Spenser.

WAND,(wSnd) [wond, S. W. P. J. F.Ja. K. Sm. ; wand, JEL]

n. A small stick or twig ;
a long rod

;
a staff of authority

or use : a charming-rod.
WAN'DER, (won'der) v. n.

[i. WANDERED ;pp. WANDERING,
WANDERED.] To rove

;
to ramble here and there

;
to de-

viate ; to go astray ; to range ; to stroll ;
to roam.

WAN'DER, (won'der) v. a. To travel over at random or with-

out a certain course ;
to rove over. Milton.

WAN'DER-ER, (won'der-er) n. One who wanders.

WAN'DER-ING, (won'der-Ing) n. Uncertain peregrination ;

aberration j mistaken way; uncertainty: disorder of

mind.
WAN'DER-ING,* (won'der-ing) a. Rambling; roving; er-

ratic : disordered in mind.

WAN'DER-ING-LY, (won'der-Ing-le) ad. In a wandering,
uncertain, or unsteady manner. Bp. Taylor.

tWAN'DER-MENT,* (won'der-ment) n. Act of wandering.
Bp. HalL

WANE, v. n.
[i. WANED; pp. WANING, WANED.] To grow

less; to decrease; applied to the moon; opposed to

wax : to decline
;
to sink.

tWANEjU. a. To cause to wane. B. Jonson.

WANE, n. The decrease of the moon
;
diminution ;

decline ;

declension.

WANG, 7i. [The jaw. Jlinsworth.] The latchet of a shoe
;
a

shoe-thong ;
a shoe-wang. Ray. [Local, England.]

fWANG'TOOTH,* n. A jaw-tooth. Ash.

tWAN'HOPE, (won'hop) 7i. Want of hope. Lib. Fest.

WANNED, (wond) a. Turned pale or wan. Shak.

WAN'NESS, (won'nes) n. Paleness
; languor.

WAN'NISH, (won'njsh) a. Of a pnle or wan hue. Fairfax.

IJWANT, (
wawnt or wont) [wawnt, K. Sm. Wb. Wares ; wont,

W. J. F.Ja.] v.a. [i. WANTED; pp. WANTING, WANTED.] To
be without ; to be destitute of; not to have

;
to need ; to

have need of; to lack : to wish for; to desire
;
to long

for.

[(WANT, (wawnt or wont) v. n. To be wanted ; to be im-

properly absent
;

to be insufficient
;
to fail

;
to be defi-

cient
;
to be missed ;

to be not had.

[JWANT, n. Need ; deficiency ;
destitution

;
lack

; necessity ;

poverty ; penury ; indigence. [A mole. Hcylin.]

EANT'ING,*

a. Not in being ;
absent

;
deficient.

ANT'LESS, a. Abundant
;
fruitful. Warner.

iN'TQN, (won'tun) a. [faenta, Goth. ; vaanden, Danish.]
Lascivious ;

libidinous ; lustful
;
licentious

;
dissolute :

frolicsome
; gay ; sportive ; airy : loose ;

unrestrained ;

quick and irregular of motion ; luxuriant ; superfluous ;

irregular.

WAN'TQN, (won'tun) n. A lascivious person ;
a strumpet ;

a

whoremonger : a thoughtless or giddy person ;
a trifler

;

an insignificant flutterer : a word of slight endearment.

WAN'TpN, (wSn'tun) v. n. [i.
WANTONED

; pp. WANTONING,
WANTONED.] To play lasciviously ; to revel ;

to play; to

trifle
;
to sport : to move nimbly and irregularly.

fWAN'TQN, (won'tun) v. a. To make wanton. Feltham.

JWAN'TQN-IZE, (won'tun-Iz) v. n. To wanton. Daniel.

WAN'TQN-Ly, (won'tun'-le) ad. In a wanton manner.

WAN'TQN-NESS, (won'tun-nes) n. State of being wanton
;

sportiveness ; humor; licentiousness; a licentious act.

WANT'wlT, n. A fool
;
an idiot. S/taJc.

fWANT'y, (wont'e) n. A leather girth ;
a surcingle. Thsser.

fWA'PED, a. Dejected ;
crushed. Chaucer. See WAPPENED.

WAP'EN-TAKE, or WA'PEN-TAKE, [wap'en-tak, W. E. J.

F. Ja. K. ; wa'pen-tak, P. Sm.] n. [wapun, Sax., and

tekan, Goth. ; wapentakium, low L.] A territorial division

in use among the Danish inhabitants of England ;
a

hundred. Yorkshire is divided into wapentakes, instead
of hundreds.

WAP'PA-TO,* n. An esculent root of western America.
Bums.

fWAP'PENED,* (wop'pnd) a. Worn
;
weakened

; decayed ;

fatigued.
" This makes the wappened widow wed again."

Shak. 25=
"
Wappened or wappered, probably the same

word, and signifying worn or weakened." JVarcs. War-
burton and Johnson have leaped; and the former defines

it, sorrowful and terrified.

WAP'PEN-SHAW,*(wop'en-shaw)7i. An inspection of arms.
Sir W. Scott.

WAP'PERED, (wop'perd) a. Restless; fatigued. Grose.

[Local, Eng.] See WAPPENED.
WAR, n. [werre, old D.

; guerre, Fr.
; wcr, Ger. and A. Sax.]

Open hostility between nations
; hostility ;

act of opposi-
tion ;

the profession of arms: poetically, arms
; armor;

forces ; army. Public war, a contest by force between

independent sovereign states. Civil war, a war or open
hostility between the inhabitants of the same state or

country. War department, the department in the execu-
tive government, which relates to war.

WAR, v. n. [i. WARRED ; pp. WARRING, WARRED.] To make
war

;
to be in a state of hostility ; to contend by force.

WAR, v. a. To make war upon. Daniel.

WAR'BEAT,* or WAR'BEAT-EN,* a. Worn in war. Smart.

WAR'BLE, (war'bl) v. a. [wcrbler, old Fr.] [t. WARBLED ;

pp. WARBLING, WARBLED.] To quaver any sound
;

to
cause to quaver ;

to utter musically ;
to sing. Milton.

WAR'BLE, v. n. To be quavered or sung; to sing; to
carol

; to sing as birds.

WAR'BLE, n. Act of warbling; a song ;
music of birds.

WAR'BLE,* ) n. A hard swelling or tumor in the hide of
WAR'BLET,* j oxen, cows, &c., caused by a larva or

maggot from the egg of a fly. Forby.
WAR'BLER, n. One that warbles; a singer; one of the

class of the smaller singing birds.

WAR'BLING,* a. Making or having melodious notes.

WAR'BLING,* n. The act of quavering melodiously.
WAR'-CRY,* n. A cry or alarm of war. Johnson.
WARD, [from weard, Sax.] A syllable much used as an affix

in composition ; as, heavenward, with tendency to heaven
;

hitherward, this way. It notes tendency to.

WARD, v. a. [weardran, Sax.
; waren, D.] [i. WARDED ; pp.

WARDING, WARDED.] To guard ;
to watch; to defend; to

protect ;
to fence

;
to fence off; to obstruct or turn aside

any thing mischievous.

WARD, v. n. To be vigilant; to keep guard; to act upon
the defensive with a weapon. Sidney.

WARD, 7i. Act of guarding : garrison ;
those who are in-

trusted to keep a place : watch
; guard made by a weapon

in fencing : fortress
; strong-hold : d istrict of a town :

custody; confinement: the part of a lock, which, cor-

responding to the proper key, hinders any other from

opening it : an infant, minor, or any one under the pow-
er of a guardian ; correlative of guardian : guardian-
ship ; right over au orphan. Spenser.

WAR'DEN, (war'dn) n. [waerden, D.] A keeper; a guar-
dian ; a head officer ; an officer or keeper, as of a church,
a college, a state prison, or other institution: a large

pear. May. Warden of the Cinque Ports, (England,) an
officer having jurisdiction over the Cinque Ports, with a

salary of 3000.

WAR'DEN-PlE,* 7t. A pie made of warden pears. Shak

WAR'DEN-RY,* n. The jurisdiction of a warden. Scott.

WAR'DEN-SHfP, (war'dn-ship) n. Office of a warden.

WARD'ER, n. A keeper ;
a guard : a truncheon by which

an officer of arms forbade fight. Shak.

WARD'MOTE, n. (Eng. law) A meeting of the ward in a

city ;
a court in each ward in the city of London, which

has power to present defaults relating to the watch, po-

lice, &c.

WARD'-PEN-NY,* n. (Law) Money paid for watch and
ward. Crabb.

WARD'ROBE, n. [garde-robe, Fr.] A room, or piece of fur-

niture, in which clothes are kept ;
the clothes so kept ; a

person's wearing apparel.

WARD'ROOM,* n. (Naut.) A room in ships of war where
the lieutenants and other principal officers sleep and
mess. Mar. Diet.

WARD'SHIP, n. Guardianship : pupilage ;
state of a ward.

|WARE, i. from Wear. Wore. See WEAR.
JWARE, a. Cautious; waiy ;

aware. Spenser. Not now
used by itself. See AWARE.

fWARE, v. n. To take heed of; to beware. Dryden.
WARE, n. ;pl. WARES. Goods

;
commodities ; merchandise;

commonly something to be sold.

tWARE'FUL, a. Cautious; timorously prudent.

tWARE'FpL-NESs, n. Cautiousness. Sidney.

WARE'HOUSE, n. A storehouse for goods or merchandise,
for temporary preservation.

WARE'H60E, v. a. [i. WAREHOUSED; pp. WAREHOUSING,
WAREHOUSED.] To secure or lay up in a warehouse.
Todd.

WARE'HoOsE-MXN,* n. One who keeps a warehouse.
Bouvier.

WARE'HoOijf-iNG,* n. The act of laying up goods in a
warehouse. Warehousing system, a regalation by which

imported goods may be lodged in public warehouses, and
not be chargeable with duties till they are taken out for

home consumption. If they are exported, no duty is paid.
P. Cyc.

jWARE'LESS, a. Incautious; unwary. Spenser.

fWARE'LY, ad. Warily; cautiously; timorously. Spenser.

WAR'rARE, n. Military service; military life; state of

war; war; contest; hostility; struggle.

WAR'FARE, v. n. To lead a military life. Camden. [..]

WAR'FAR-ER,* n. One engaged in warfare. Coleridge.

tWAR'HA-BLE,a. Military; fit for war. Spenser.
WAR'-HoRSE,* 7i. A horse used in war. Sir W. Scott.

WAR'i-LY, or WA'RI-LY, ad. In a wary manner; cau-

tiously ;
with timorous prudence ;

W'th wise forethought.
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WAR'j-NESS, or WA'RI-NESS, n. State of being wary;
caution.

fWARK, n. Building. Spenser.
WAR'LIKE, a. Relating to war; engaged or used in war;

disposed to war
; military ; hostile.

WAR'LIKE-NESS, n. State of being warlike. Sir E. Sandys.
fWAR'LiNG, re. One of whom a person is weary. Camden.

JWAR'LVCK' i

"' A male witch
5
a wizard. Dryden.

WARM, a. [warm, Goth. ; wearm, Sax. ; warm, P.] Heated
to a small degree ; not cold : zealous ;

ardent
;
keen

;

vehement : busy in action ; active ; earnest ; eager ;

heated with action : fanciful
; vigorous ; sprightly :

comfortable in circumstances.

WARM, v. a. [i. WARMED
; pp. WARMING, WARMED.] To

make warm
;
to free from cold ; to heat in a gentle

degree ; to heat mentally ;
to make vehement.

WARM, v. n. To grow warm or less cold. Isaiah.

WAR'-MARKED,* a. Marked or wounded in war. Shak.

WARM'-HEART-ED,* a. Affectionate; benevolent; cor-
dial

; sincere; hearty. More.

WARM'HEART-ED-NESS,*n. An affectionate disposition;
cordiality. More.

WARM'iNG-PlN, n. A covered pan for warming a bed.

WARM'JNG-STONE, n. A Cornish stone which retains
heat. Ray. [Local, Eng.]

WARM'LY, ad. With warmth
; eagerly ; ardently ; earnestly.

fWARM'NESS, n. Gentle heat; warmth. Bp. Taylor.
WARMTH, n. State of being warm; gentle heat: zeal;

ardor; fervency; earnestness; fervor of mind; pas-
sion

;
enthusiasm.

WARN, v. a.
[i. WARNED ; ^.WARNING, WARNED.] To

caution against any fault or danger; to give previous
notice of ill

; to admonish of any duty to be performed,
or of a practice or place to be avoided or forsaken

;
to in-

form previously ;
to advise

;
to instruct.

WARN'ER, n. One vyho warns; an admonisher.

WARN'ING, n. Caution against danger; previous notice;
admonition.

WAR'-OF-FiCE,* n. The office of the war-department.
Junius.

WARP, w. That order of threads, in a thing woven, that lies

lengthwise, and is crossed by the woof: a tow-line.
Bacon. Deposit or ooze left on land by the receding of
water or tides. Farm. Ency.

WARP, v. 71. [weorpan, Sax.
; werpen, D.]- [i. WARPED ; pp.

WARPING, WARPED.] To be changed or twisted out of a

straight direction
;
to bend

; to move with a bending mo-
tion

;
to contract

;
to lose its proper course or direction.

WARP, v. a. To contract
;
to shrivel

;
to turn or twist out

of shape or order: to wind or adjust, as warp: to

flood and fertilize (Want.) To tow with a warp.
WARP'ING, n. Act of him or that which warps: a
mode of producing a deposit of earthy fertilizing matter
which is suspended in rivers. Farm. Ency.

WAR'PRodF,* a. Able to resist a warlike attack. Potter.

WAR'PROOF, n. Valor .proved or tried by war. Mason.

WAR'RANT, (wSr'rant) v. a. [garantir, Fr.] [i. WARRANTED ;

pp. WARRANTING, WARRANTED.] To support or maintain ;

to attest; to give authority; to justify; to exempt; to

secure ; to insure ; to declare upon surety ; to indemnify ;

to guarantee.
WAR'RANT, (wor'rant) n. Authority ; warranty ; right ;

a

secure, inviolable grant; a justificatory commission; at-

testation. (Law) A writ or precept under hand and seal

of a justice of the peace or other authorized officer,
directed to a constable or proper officer to arrest an
offender; a writ of caption.

WAR'RANT-A-BLE, (wor'rant-a-bl) a. That may be war-
ranted ; justifiable ;

defensible.

WAR'RANT-A-BLE-NESS, (wor'rant-a-bl-nes) n. Justifiable-

ness. Barrow.

WAR'RANT-A-BLY, (wor'rant-a-ble) ad. Justifiably. Wake.

WAR'RANT-ED,* (wor'rant-ed) p. a. Secured; protected
by a warranty ; made sure.

WAR-RAN-TEE',* (wor-ran-te') n. (Law) A person to

whom warranty is made. Dane.

WAR'RANT-ER, (wor'rant-er) n. One who warrants.

fWAR'RANT-ISE, (wor'ran-tis) n. [warantiso, law L.] Au-
thority ; security ; warranty. Shak.

WAR-RANT-OR',* n. (Law) One who gives a warranty.
Blackstone. It is so written and pronounced when used
as a correlative to warrantee.

WAR'RAN-Ty, (wor'rant-e) n. [warrantia, law L.] (Law)
A promise or covenant by deed made by the bargainor,
for himself and his heirs, to warrant or secure the bar-

gainee and his heirs against all men, for the enjoying of
the thing granted; authority; justificatory mandate;
security ; guaranty.

t'vVAR'RAY, (wor'ra) v. a. To make war upon. Spenser.

WARRE, (war) a. Worse. Spenser. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
WAR'REN, (wor'ren)?i. [waerande, D.

; garcnne, Fr.] A
keep or enclosure for rabbits. (Eng: law) A franchise or

place privileged for the keeping of beasts and fowls, as

hares and rabbits, partridges and quails : often called

free warren.

WAR'REN-ER, (wor'ren-er) n. The keeper of a warren.
WAR'RI-XN-GLE, (wo'r're-ang-gl) n. A hawk. Ainsworth.

HWAR'RIOR, (war'yur) [war'yyr, S. W. P. J. E. K. ; war'-
re-ur, F. ; wor're-ur, Ja. Sm.] n. A person engaged in
war

;
a soldier

;
a military man.

||tWAR'RlQR-ESS, (war'yur-es)n. A female warrior. Spenser.
WAR'SUNK,* a. Overwhelmed in war. Thomson.
WART, n. A hard excrescence on the skin

;
a protuberance

on trees.

WART'E0,* a. (Bot.) Having warts. London.
WART'LESS,* a. Destitute of warts. Dr. Allen.

'

WART'WORT, (wart'wiirt) n. Spurge ; euphorbia.
WART'Y, a. Grown over with warts.

WAR'WAST-ED,* a. Wasted by war. Coleridge.
WAR'WHOOP,* (war'hop) n. The cry of war among the
American Indians. Ency.

WAR'wiCK-lTE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing titanium.
Dana. _

WAR'WORN, (war'w5rn) a. Worn with war. Shak.

WAR'Y, or WA'RY, a. Cautious
; scrupulous ; timorously

prudent ; chary ; guarded ;
watchful

; circumspect.
WAS, (woz) i. from Be. /WAS, thou WAST (wost). he WAS.
See BE.

WASE, 7i. A wreath of straw or cloth on the head to pre-
vent the pressure of burdens. Cooper. [Local, Eng.]

WASH, (wosh) v. a. [i. WASHED ; pp. WASHING, WASHED.]
To cleanse with water

;
to overflow

;
to moisten

;
to wet

;

to affect by ablution
;
to color by washing ;

to cover or
color with some metallic substance.

WASH, (wosh) v. n. To perform ablution
;

to cleanse
clothes by the use of water.

WASH, (wosh) n. Alluvial matter; any thing collected by
water : a bog ;

a marsh ; a fen
;
a quagmire ;

a shore
washed by the sea: a medical or cosmetic lotion: a
superficial stain or color: the feed of hogs gathered
from washed dishes: the act of washing the clothes
of a family : the linen or clothes washed at once :

the fermented wort or liquor from which spirit is distilled.

fWASH, (w5sh) a. Washy ;
weak. Beaum. $ Fl.

WASH'BALL, (w5sh'bal) n. A ball of soap. Swift.

WASH'BOARD,* (wosh'bord) n. A board used in washing;
a board at the bottom of a wall in a room. (Nani.) A

board to prevent the water from washing over a boat.
Mar. Diet.

WASH'BOWL,* (wosh'b51) n. A bowl to wash in. Ash.

WASH'ER, (wosh'er) n. One who washes : a small piece
of iron placed under a nut to reduce friction; a movable

ring on the axis of a wheel : a circular .piece of leather
or pasteboard placed at the base of a screw, so as to pre-
vent the metal surface from being injured.

WASH'ER-MAN,* (wosh'er-man) n. A man who washes.
Mackintosh.

WASH'ER-WOM-AN,* (wosh'er-wum-an) n. A woman
who washes. Qu. Rev.

WASH'ING,* (wSsh'ing) n. Act of cleaning by water; a
wash': the act of separating ores or metals from earth by
water. Ency.

WASH'POT, (wosh'pot) n. A vessel in which any thing is

washed.
WASH'-TUB,* n. A tub used for washing. Ash.

WASH'Y, (wosh'e) a. Watery : weak
;
not solid. Wotton.

IJWASP, (wosp) [wosp, W. J. F. Ja. Sin. Wb. ; wasp, S. E. ;

wasp, P.] n. An active, stinging, winged insect, in form

resembling a bee.

IWASP'-FLY,*

(wosp'fll)
n. An insect. Hill.

WASP'ISH, (wosp'jsh) a. Irritable ; irascible ; snappish.

WASP'ISH-HEAD-ED,* (wosp'jsh-head-ed) a. Irritable;

passionate. Shak.

|WASP'lSH-LY, (wosp'jsh-le) ad. Snappishly ; peevishly.

|WASF'isH-NESS, (wosp'jsri-nes) n. duality of being wasp-
ish

; peevishness ; irritability.

WAS'SAIL, (wos'sil) n. A salutation used in drinking. Rit-

son. A liquor made of apples, sugar, and ale, anciently
much used at carousals

;
a drunken bout

;
a merry song.

WAS'SAIL, (wos'sil) v. n. To drink
;
to carouse. Milton.

WAS'SAIL,* (wos'sil) a. Convivial
;

festal. Shenstone.

WAS'SAIL-BOWL,* (w5s'sil-b5l) n. The bowl out of which
the Saxons drank health at entertainments: a bowl

anciently carried round in England on new-year's eve.

Brande.

WAS'SAIL-ER, (wSs'sjl-er) n. A toper; drunkard. Milton.

WAST, (wost) t. from Be, second person singular. See BE.

WASTE, v. a. [i. WASTED ; pp. WASTING, WASTED.] To
diminish; to destroy wantonly; to squander; to de-

stroy ;
to desolate ;

to wear out ;
to spend ;

to consume;
to expend ;

to dissipate ;
to lavish.

WASTE, v. n. To dwindle
;
to be consumed.

WASTE, a. Destroyed ; desolate; uncultivated : superflu-
ous ; exuberant: lost for want of occupiers: worth-
less

;
that of which no important use can be made

; as,

waste wood. Waste book, a book in which merchants
record their dealings in order as they occur. Waste
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weir, a channel constructed for carrying off the waste
water of a mill, canal, &c.

WASTE, n. Wanton destruction; act of squandering;
consumption ;

loss
; devastation ; ravage ; spoil ;

desola-
tion

; havoc
;
useless expenditure : desolate or unculti-

vated ground ; ground, place, or space unoccupied ;
re-

gion ruined and deserted: mischief; destruction.

(Law) Destruction, as of wood or other products of
land.

WASTE'FGL, a. Causing waste; destructive: lavish;

prodigal ; luxuriantly liberal
; profuse ; extravagant :

d_esolate ; unoccupied. Milton.

WASTE'FGL-LY, ad. In a wasteful manner; prodigally.
WASTE'FOL-NESS, n. Prodigality.

fWAS'TEL,(wos'tel) w. [wastellus, low L.] A fine bread
;
a

cake. Lowth. [Booth.

WASTE'-LXND,* n. Land lying waste or uncultivated.

fWASTE'NESS, 7i. Desolation
;
solitude. Zeph. i.

WAST'ER, n. One who wastes
;
a squanderer: a thief

in a candle. [|A kind of cudgel. Beaum. <J- FL]
WASTE'THRIFT, n.' A spendthrift. Beaum. <$ Fl.

WAST'ING,* a. Dissipating ; destroying ; consuming.
JWAS'TREL, . Common ground. Carew.

WATCH, (woch) n. Forbearance of sleep; attendance with-
out sleep : attention

;
close observation ; guard ; vigi-

lant keep: watchman, or watchmen, set to guard any
thing : the portion of a ship's crew on duty at a time :

place where a guard is set
; post or office of a watchman :

a period of the night : a pocket-timepiece, or instru-

ment to keep time
;

when executed in the most perfect

manner, it is called a chronometer.

WATCH, (woch) v. n. [i.
WATCHED

; pp. WATCHING,
WATCHED.] To be awake

;
to wake

;
to observe ;

not to

sleep ; to keep guard ;
to look with expectation ;

to be at-

tentive
;
to be vigilant ;

to be cautiously observant.

WATCH, (woch) v. a. To guard ;
to have in keep ;

to ob-

serve ; to tend
;
to observe in order to detect or prevent.

WATCH'-BELL,* (wSch'bel) n. (JVauf.) A bell in a ship
that is struck when the half-hour glass is run out, to make
known the time or division of the watch. Mar. Diet.

WATCH'-BILL,* (woch'bil) n. (JVaf.) A list of the per-
sons appointed to the watch. Jlfar. Diet.

WATCH'-CASE,* (woch'kas) n. A case fora watch. P. Cyc.

WATCH'-DoG,* (woch'dog) n. A dog kept to watch. Gold-

smith.

WATCH'ER, (wSch'er) 71. One who watches
;
an observer.

fWATCH'ET, (woch'et) a. Blue ; pale blue. Milton.

WATCH'FOL, (woch'ful) a. Vigilant; attentive; observ-

ant ; cautious ; circumspect ;
wakeful

;
heedful.

WATCH'FOL-LY, (woch'ful-le) ad. In a watchful manner;
vigilantly ; cautiously ; attentively.

WATCH'FOL-NESS, (woch'ful-nes)n. State of being watch-
ful ; vigilance; heed; attention; diligent observation.

WATCH'-GLiss,* (woch'glas) n. The glass of a watch.

Ency.
WATCH'-HoOsE, (woch'hb'us) n. A place where a watch

or guard is set. Gay.
WATCH' ING, (woch'ing) n. Want of sleep.

WATCH'-LIGHT, (woch'Ht) n. A candle with a rush wick,
to burn in_the night. Addison.

WATCH'MAK-ER, (woch'mak-er) n. One who makes
watches; one who repairs and cleans watches.

WATCH'MAN, (woch'man) n. ; pi. WATCHMEN. One set

to keep watch
;
a guard ; sentinel.

WATCH'TO^-ER, (woch'tou-er)n. Tower on which a sen-
tinel is placed for the sake of an extended prospect.

WATCH'WORD, (woch'vvlird) ?i. The word given to senti-

nels, by means of which they are enabled to prevent the

surprises of an enemy.
WA'TER, n. A common, well-known, transparent fluid,

which, when pure, has neither color, taste, nor smell.

It is composed of oxygen and hydrogen, in the relative

proportions, by weight, of 8 and 1 : the sea, as opposed
to land ; as,

" land and water .-

" urine : the lustre of
a diamond, and other precious stones; as, "a diamond
of the first water." Water, as well as earth, air, and
fire, was formerly regarded as a simple element. Water
is the material from which the specific gravity of all

liquid and solid bodies is determined, itself being reck-
oned as unity or one To hold water, to be sound ; to be

tight. Water is mu"ch used in composition for things
made with wafer, being in wafer, or growing in water; as,

wafer-flood, wafer-courses, &c.
WA'TER, V. a. [i.

WATERED
; pp. WATERING, WATERED.] To

supply with water
;
to irrigate ;

to fertilize with streams ;

to diversify, as with waves.

WA'TER, v. n. To shed moisture ; to get or take in water.
The mouth waters, a phrase used to denote a longing

desire.

WA'TER-AttE,* n. Money paid for passing or for carry-

ing good's and merchandise by water. Mar. Diet.

WA'TER-AL'OE,* n. A perennial plant, growing in water.
Booth.

WA'TER-AP'PLE,* n. A tree. Crabb.

WA'TER-BAl'LiFF,* n. (Law} An officer in the port towns
of England, for searching ships ; and, in London, for su-

pervising and examining fish. Whishaw.
WA'TER-BEAR'ER ,* n. Aquarius, the llth sign in the zo-

diac.' Crabb.

WA'TER-BEAR'JNG,* a. Bearing or conveying water.
Buckland.

WA'TER-BsE'TLE,*n. The dytiscus ;
an insect. Roget.

WA'TER-BEL'LOWS,* n. A machine for blowing air into
a furnace, by means of a column of water falling through
a vertical tube. Knowles.

WA'TER-B6T'o-NY,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-BiRD,*7i. A bird that frequents the water. Booth.

WA'TER-BoAT'MAN,* n. An insect shaped like a boat.

Roget.
WA'TER-BORNE,* a. Borne or carried upon the water. Ash.

WA'TER-CAL'A-MiNT,* n. A species of mint. Smart.

WA'TER-CAL'TRSps,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-CXR'RiAGE,* 7i. Carriage by water. Ash.

WA'TER-CART,* . A cart for conveying water. Ash.

WA'TER-CEM'ENT,* n. A kind of cement which becomes
very hard when immersed in water; puzzolana. Francis.

WA'TER-CHicK'WEED,*n. An annual plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-CLOCK,* n. A machine for measuring time by
water

;
a clepsydra. Hamilton.

WA'TER-CLOJJ'ET,* n. A small closet for necessary pur-
poses, with water from a cistern to keep it clean. P.

Mag.
WA'TER-Cc^L'c-R, n. Color or pigment worked up with
water ; opposed to oil-color.

WA'TER-COL'QR-IST,* 71. One who paints in water-colors.
Gent. Mao-.

WA'TER-COURSE,* . A channel or passage for water.
Ash.

WA'TER-CRiFT,* n. Vessels navigated on water. Allen.

WA'TER-CRAKE,* n. A bird that frequents brooks. Pen-
nant.

WA'TER-CRfiss, n. A perennial, spicy plant, used as a sal-

ad; nasturtium.
WA'TER-CR5w * n. An aquatic bird

;
the water-ousel. P.

Cyc.'

WA'TER-CROW'FOOT,* (-fut) n. A plant. Smart.

WA'TER-DoCK,* n. An annual plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-DoG,* n. A dog accustomed to the water, pi
Small, irregular, floating clouds, in a rainy season, sup-
posed to indicate rain. Forby.

WA'TER-DRAIN'AGE,* n. Act of draining water. Lycll.

WA'TER-DROP,* n. A tear
;
a drop of water. Ash.

WA'TER-DROP'WORT,* (-wiirt) n. A perennial plant.
Crabb.

WA'TER-Ei/DER,* n. A shrub
; guelder-rose. Farm. Ency.

WA'TER-L'E-PHANT,* n. The hippopotamus. Knowles.

WA'TER-fiN'^lNE,* n. An engine to raise water. Ency.
WA'TER-ER, w.' One who waters. Carew.

WA'TER-pALL, n. A fall .of water; cataract; cascade.

WA'TER-FLXG, n. Water flower-de-luce.

WA'TER-FL&OD,* (-flud) 7i. An inundation of water.
Ash.

'

WA'TER-FLY,* n. An insect seen on water. Smart.

WA'TER-FowL, n. A fowl that lives in, or frequents, the

water.

WA'TER-F6x,* n. The carp : so called for its cunning.
Walton.

WA'TER-FDR'ROW,* n. A furrow for conducting water.

Farm. Ency.
WA'TER-GALL, n. Some appearance attendant on the

rainbow : a cavity made in the earth by a torrent.

WA'TER-GAUGE,* re. An instrument for measuring the

depth and quantity of water. Crabb.

WA'TER-GER'MAN-DER,*n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-GLAD'I-OLE,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-GoD,*n. A deity supposed to preside over water
Ash.

'

WA'TER-GRC'EL, 7i. Food made of meal boiled in water

WA'TER-GRfJ'ELLED,* (-gru'eld) a. Supplied with water-

gruel. Qu. Rev.

WA'TER-HAlR'GRiss,*7i. A kind of aquatic grass. Smart.

WA'TER-HXai'MER,* n. A column of water in a vacuum.
Smart.

WA'TER-HEM'LOCK,* n. A perennial plant ;
cowbane.

Crabb.

WA'TER-HEMP-A&'RI-MQ-NY,* 7i. A plant. Smart.

WA'TER-HfiN, n. A coot ; a water-fowl.

WA'TER-H6AR'HoGND,*7i. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-HYS'SOP,* 71. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-I-NESS, 71. State of being watery ; humidity.

WA'TER-lNG, n. The act of supplying with water. Todd.

WA'TER-lNG-PLACE, n. A place frequented for drinking
mineral waters, or for sea-bathing.

WA'TER-lfSH, a. Resembling water; watery; moist.

WA'TER-ISH-NSS, n. Wateriness
;
resemblance of water.

WA'TER-LAU'REL,* (-lor'el) n. A plant. Smart.

WA'TER-LEAF, (-lef ) n. A perennial plant.

WA'TER-LEM'QN,* w. A plant. Crabb.-, . . . -, . .
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WA'TER-LESS,* a. Destitute of water. Smart.

WA'TER-Lfiv'EL,* n. The level formed by a surface of
still water. Francis.

WA'TER-LiL'Y, n. A genus of plants ;
a perennial plant,

and beautiful and fragrant flower, belonging to the genus
nymphtea.

WA'TER-LiNE,* n. (JVout.) The line which distinguishes
that part of a ship which is under water from that part
which is above. Mar. Diet.

WA'TER-LOGGED, (-logd) a. (JVaut.) Applied to a ship
when, by leaking, she becomes heavy and unmanageable.

WA'TER-MXN, n. A ferryman; a boatman: one who
waters horses, &.c. Dnjden.

WA'TER-MARK, n. The mark or limit of the rise of water,
or of a flood

; as, high-water mark. The manufacturer's
mark on paper.

WA'TER-MEL'QN, n. An annual plant and fruit.

WA'TER-MlL'FOlL,*n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-MiLL, n. A mill turned by running water.

WA'TER-MiNT, n. A perennial plant. Bacon.

WA'TER-MOVED,* (-movd) a. Moved by water. Phillips.

WA'TER-MuR'RAlN,* n. A disease in black cattle. Crabb.

WA'TER-NEWT,* 71. A species of lizard. P. Cyc.
WA'TER-NYMPH,* n. A marine nymph or deity. Prior.

WA'TER-OR'DE-AL,* n. An old mode of trial by water.

WA'TER-OR'GAN,* n. A musical instrument. Burney.
WA'TER-6u'EL,* (-8'zl) n. A species of water-fowl.

WA'TER-PARs'mp,* 7i. An aquatic plant. London.

WA'TER-PEP'PER,* n. An acrid water-plant. Farm. Ency.
WA'TER-PIM'PER-NEL,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-PLXNT,* n. A plant which lives entirely in the
water. P. Cyc. [Crabb.

WA'TER-PLXN'TAIJV,* 7i. A genus of perennial plants.

WA'TER-POISE,* 7i. An instrument for trying the strength
of liquors ; hydrometer. Crabb.

WA'TER-PoT,* 7i. A vessel for holding water. John ii.

WA'TER-PROOF,* a. Impervious to water ; resisting the

passage or action of water. Francis.

WA'TER-PtiRS'LAllf,* n. An annual plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-RXo'lSH, n. A species of water-cress.

WA'TER-RAIL,* n. A species of water-fowl. P. Cyc.
WA'TER-RXM,* n. A machine by which water is raised
much above its level, by the momentum of a larger stream
than the one raised. Francis.

WA'TER-RXT, n. A rat that makes holes in banks. Shak.

WA'TER-RET,* V. 0. [i. WATER-RETTED ; pp. WATER-RET-
TING, WATER-RETTED.] To apply water to flax or hemp; to

water-rot. London.

WA'TER-RocK'ET, n. A species of water-cress : a kind
of firework to be discharged in water.

WA'TER-ROT,* V. a. [i. WATER-ROTTED
; pp. WATER-ROT-

TING, WATER-ROTTED.] To rot by steeping in water, as
flax

;
to water-ret. Ure.

WA'TER-SAIL,*TI. (JVaut.) A small sail occasionally spread
under the studding-sail or driver-boom. Mar. Diet.

WA'TER-SXp'PHfRE, (-saffjr) n. The occidental sapphire,
neither of so bright a blue, nor so hard, as the oriental.

WA'TER-SHED,* n. A high ridge or elevation of land,
which carries off the water in opposite directions. Ham-
ilton.

WA'TER-SnooT,* n. A sprig which springs out of the
root or the stock of a tree. Crabb. A wooden trough for
the discharge of water. Francis.

WA'TER-SHREW,* (-shru) n. A sort of mouse. Pennant.

WA'TER-SlDE,* 7t. The brink of water. Goldsmith.

WA'TER-SNAKE,* n. A snake that frequents the water.
Ash.

WA'TER-s5AK,* v. a. To soak in water. Stevens.

WA'TER-SSLD'IER,* (sol'jer) n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-SpXN'lEL,* (-span'yel) n. A spaniel that will take
the water ajler game, fowls, <fcc. Ash.

WA'TER-SPEED'WELL,*7i. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-SPbOT,* n. A remarkable meteorological phe-
nomenon, observed, for the most part, at sea, but some-
times also on shore, near the water. It appears as a con-
ical pillar descending from a dense cloud, with the apex
downwards. Brande.

WA'TER-sxXND'jNG,* a. Containing water. Shak.

WA'TER-TXfi'By,* n. A waved silk stuff. Swift.
WA'TER-TA'BLE,* n. (Arch.) A sort of ledge in the wall
of a stone or brick building, eighteen or twenty inches
from the ground. Ash.

WA'TER-THER-MOM'E-TER,* n. An instrument for as-

certaining the degree of cold at which water ceases to be
condensed. Ency.

WA'TER-TniEF,*. A pirate. Shak.

WA'TER-TIGHT, (-tit) a. Excluding or holding water; im-
pervious to water ;

not leaky.
WA'TER-TOAD,* n. An aquatic animal. Goldsmith.

WA'TER-TRE'FOIL,* n. An aquatic plant. London.

WA'TER-Tp'PE-Ld,*n. A plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-VI'o-LET, n. A perennial plant. Miller.

WA'TER-WA&'TAIL,* 71. An aquatic bird. Goldsmith.

WA'TER-WALLED *
(-wald) a. Encompassed by water

Shak.

WA'TER-WAY,* n. (JVtmt) A long piece of timber, serv.

ing to connect the sides of a ship to the decks, and form-

ing a channel for conducting water to the scuppers. Mar.
Diet.

WA'TER-WHEEL,* 7i. A wheel of a mill, moved by wa-
ter : an engine for raising water out of a deep well. Crabb

WA'TER-WiL'Ldw, 7i. A plant.

WA'TER-WITH, n. A plant found in the West Indies.

WA'TER-WORK, (-wurk) 71.; pi. WATERWORKS. Hydrau-
lic engines or structures

; play of fountains
;

artificial

spouts of water.

WA'TER-WORN,*a. Worn by the action of water. Thomson.

WA'TER-WORT,* (-wiirt) n. An annual plant. Crabb.

WA'TER-y, a. Relating to water
; consisting of water; wet

;

aqueous ;
thin

; liquid ; like water : tasteless ; insipid ;

vapid.
WAT'TLE, (wSt'tl) n. A twig or flexible rod

;
a hurdle :

the barbs, or loose, red flesh that hangs below a cock's

bill, and about the mouth of some fishes.

WAT'TLE, (wot'tl) v. a. [i. WATTLED ; pp. WATTLING, WAT-

TLED.] To bind or weave with twigs ; to form by platting

twigs.
WAT'TLE-BIRD,* (wot'tl-bTrd) n. A kind of bird found in

New Zealand. Crabb.

WAT'TLED,* (wot'tld) a. Formed of hurdles or twigs.
Thomson.

WAT'TLING,* (wot'ling) n. A binding; a platting of twigs.

Dampier.
WAUL,* v. n. To cry, as a cat ; to caterwaul. Shak.

WAVE, 71. [wcege, Sax. ; waegh, D.
; vague, Fr.] The alter-

nate elevation and depression of the parts of the surface

of water or other liquid, above and below its natural lev-

el ;
a moving swell or volume of water; a billow; a

surge ;
a breaker : unevenness ; inequality.

WAVE, v. n. [i. WAVED; pp. WAVING, WAVED.] To play

loosely, as a wave ;
to undulate ;

to float : to be moved,
as a signal : to be in an unsettled state ; to fluctuate

;
to

waver.

WAVE, v. a. To raise into inequalities of surface : to move
loosely, or in various directions ;

to waft : to brandish
;

to beckon: to put off for the present. Dnjden. See
WAIVE.

WAVE'LESS, a. Without waves ; smooth
;
even. Pcele.

WAVE'LIKE,* a. Resembling a wave. Lyell.

WA'VELL-ITE,* n. (JJ/tft.) A hydrated phosphate of alu-

mina, called also hydrargillite. Brande.

WAVE'-LOAF,* n. A loaf for a wave-offering. Ash.

WAVE'-OF'FER-ING,* n. A Jewish sacrifice, performed by
waving the hands towards the four cardinal points. Ash.

WA'VER, v. n.
[i.

WAVERED ; pp. WAVERING, WAVERED.]
TO play to and fro ; to move loosely ;

to be unsettled, or

inconstant ; to fluctuate ;
not to be determined ;

to hesi-

tate
;
to doubt : to totter

;
to be in danger of falling.

WA'VER, n. A young, slender tree. Evelyn.

WA'VER-ER, n. One'who wavers, or is irresolute.

WA'VER-ING,* p. a. Moving loosely; fluctuating; hesi-

tating; uncertain.

WA'VER-ING-NESS, n. State of being wavering.
WAVE'SQN,* n. (Law) A portion of a wrecked vessel, or

of wrecked goods, floating on the sea. Bouvicr.

WAVE-SUB-JECT'ED,* a. Overflowed with water. Smart.

WAVE'-WORN,* a.' Worn by the waves. Shak.

WAV'ING, n. Act of moving or playing loosely. Addison.

WA'vy, a. Rising in waves ; undulating ; winding.
tWAwES, or WAES, (wawz) n. pi. Waves. Spenser.

WAWL, v. n. To cry. Shak. See WAUL.
WXx, n. [wcexe, Sax. ; wax, Dan.

; wacks, D.] The thick,
tenacious substance formed by bees ; the substance which
forms the cells of bees : a vegetable product : any tena-

cious mass, such as is used to fasten letters, or such as ia

used by shoemakers : an excretion of the ear.

WXx, v. a. [i. WAXED ; pp. WAXING, WAXED.] To smear
with wax

;
to smear; to join with wax.

WXx, v. n. [i. WAXED ; pp. WAXING, WAXED or fwAXEN.]
To become larger or more full

;
to grow ;

to increase ;

used of the moon, in opposition to wane: to pass into

any state
;
to become ;

to grow.
WXx'-CXN-DLE,* n. A candle made of wax. Ash.

WXx'-CHAN-DLER, 7i. A maker of wax candles.

WXx'EN, (vvak'sn) a. Made of wax; resembling wax.

WXx'-END,* or WXxED'-END,*(waxt'end) n. The waxed
thread used by shoemakers. Brockett.

WXX'LJGHT,* (-lit) n. A taper made of wax. Toland.

WXx'wiNG,* n. A species of bird ; the chatterer. P. Cyc.

WXx'woRK, (-wurk) n. A figure or figures formed of wax,
in imitation of the substances which they represent.

WXx'y, a. Soft, like wax
; yielding ;

waxen. Bp. Hall.

WAY, (wa) 71. Ittwg, Sax. ; weigh, D.] A road ; the road in

which one travels ; passage ;
a route

;
a length of space ;

course; direction of motion : local tendency ;
advance in

life
; regular progression : the progress of a vessel at sea :

course or progress considered as obstructed or hindered
;
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as,

"
Casting thoughts in our way .-

" direction
; tenden-

cy to any meaning or act : sphere of observation
; as," The officers that feJl in my way .-

" means
; method

;

scheme of management; as, "He durst not take open
way against them :

"
particular will or humor; as,

" He
loved his own way:" manner; mode; as, "God hath
in many ways spoken to men :

" method or plan of life,

conduct, or action
; as,

" Had they -been instructed in the

right way:
"

process of things, good or ill; as, "A pros-
perous way :

"
right method to act or know

; as,
"
Inquire

after the right way.-
"

general scheme of acting ; as,
"Men go out of the way to hint free things." By the

way, in passing. To go or come one's way, or ways, to
come along, or depart. Way and ways are now often
used in composition for wise. Ways and means. The
committee of ways and means, in legislation, is a committee
to whom is intrusted the consideration of the affairs re-

lating to the revenue or finances of a country.WAY'-BILL,* n. A register of the names of travellers in a

stage-coach, &c. BoswelL

WAY'-BREAD, n. The plantain-tree or great plantain.
WAY'FAR-ER, n. A passenger; traveller. Carew.

WAY'FAR-}NG, a. Travelling: passing; being on a jour-
ney.

WAY'FAR-JNG-TREE, n. Viburnum
j
a plant.

WAY'-GO-ING,* a. The way-going crop is the crop which is

taken from the land the year the tenant leaves a farm.
Farm. Ency.

HWAY'LAY, or WAY-LAY', [wa'la, S. E. Jo, K. Sm. Rees;

wa-la', W. P. J. F. Wb.] v. a.
[i.

WAYLAID
; pp. WAYLAY-

ING, WAYLAID.] To beset by the way, or in ambush
IIWAY'LAY-ER, or WAY-LAY'ER, n. One who waylays.
WAY'LESS, a. Pathless

;
untracked. Drayton.

WAY'-MAK-ER, n. One who makes a way ;
a precursor.

Bacon.

WAY'-MARK, n. A mark to guide in travelling. Jer. xxxi.

tWAY-MENT', v. a. To lament or grieve. Spenser.
WAY'-SIDE * n. The side of the road or highway. R.

Hill.

WAY'-Tnls-TLE,* (-this'sl) n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WAY'WARD, (wa'ward) a. Liking one's own way ;
obsti-

nate
; headstrong ; perverse ; froward

; peevish.
WAY'WARD-LY, ad. In a wayward manner

; perversely.

WAY'WARD-NESS, n. Frowardness ; perverseness. Sidney.

WAY'-WIE,* a. Expert in finding or keeping the way.
Ash.

WAY'WODE,* (va'vod) n. A Slavonian appellation for a

military commander or governor: written also, as well
as pronounced, vaivode. P. Cyc.

WE, pron. pi. of /. I, MINE, ME
; pi. WE, OURS, us.

WEAK, (vvek) a. Feeble; not strong ; wanting strength,
vigor, spirit, discernment, or wisdom: infirm

;
not

healthy ;
enfeebled

;
debilitated

;
enervated

; unforti-

fied:^- soft; pliant; not stiff: low of sound : feeble
of mind.

fWEAK, (wek) v. a. To render weak. More.

WEAK'EN, (we'kn) v. a. [i. WEAKENED ; pp. WEAKENING,
WEAKENED.] To make weak

;
to debilitate

; to enfeeble
;

to deprive of strength.

fW_EAK/EN, (we'kn) v. n. To become weak. Chaucer.

WEAK'EN-ER, (we'kn-er) n. He or that which weakens.
WEAK'-EYED,* (wek'Id) a. Having feeble sight. Collins.

WEAK'-HXND-ED,* a. Having little strength. Jodrell.

WEAK'-HEAD-ED,* a. Having a weak head or mind. Lee.

WAK'-HEART-ED,* a. Of feeble spirit. Shak.

WEAK/LING, n. A feeble creature. Shak.

WAK'LY, ad. In a weak manner ; feebly ; faintly ;
with-

out strength ; indiscreetly 5 injudiciously.

WEAK'LY, a. Not strong; not healthy; feeble; weak.
WEAK'NESS, n. State of being weak ;

want of strength j

feebleness; infirmity; defect; failing.

WEAK'-SIDE, n. Foible; deficiency; an infirmity that
causes a person to yield readily to temptation or assault.

WEAK'-SIGHT-ED,* (wek'slt-ed) a. Having weak sight.
Tucker.

WEAK'-SPIR-IT-ED,* a. Having a weak spirit ; timid.
Scott.

WEAL, (wel) n. State of being well or prosperous; happi-
ness; prosperity; welfare. The general, public, or com-
mon weal is the public welfare. Commonweal, a common-
wealth or republic.

WEAL, v. a. To mark with stripes. See WALE.
WEAL, n. Mark of a stripe, Donne. See WALE.
fWEAL-A-WAY', interj. Alas ! Spenser. See WELAWAY.
JWEALD, (weld) n. A wood or grove. Gibson.

WEALD,*
j

a. (GeoZ.) Noting a peculiar formation or

WEAL'DEN,* \
strata of rocks, so named from a village

in England. Brande.

fWEAL'MAN, n. A statesman
;
a politician. Shak.

WEALTH, (welth) n. [Prosperity ; external happiness. Lit-

any.] Riches; opulence; affluence; large possessions.

WEALTH'I-LY, ad. Richly. Shak.

WEALTH'I-NESS, n. Richness ; opulence.

WEALTU'Y, (welth'e) a. Rich; opulent; abundant.

WEAN, (wen) v. a. [i. WEANED ; pp. WEANING, WEANED.,
To put from the breast: to detach; to withdraw from
any habit or desire.

fWEA'NEL, n. Same as weanling. Spenser.
WEAN'LING, n. A child or animal newly weaned.
WEAP'ON, (wep'pn) [wep'pn, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R
Wb. ; we'pn or wep'pn, Barclay.] n. An instrument of of
fence

; something with which one is armed to kill or in-

jure another, as a sword, a musket, &c.
WEAP'ONED, (wep'pnd) a. Furnished with arms.
WEAP'ON-LESS, (wep'pn-les) a. Having no weapon.
WEAP'ON-SALVE, (wep'pn-s'av) n. A salve that was sup-
posed to cure the wound by being applied to the weapon
that made it. Boyle.

WEAR, (war) v. a.
[i. WORE ; pp. WEARING, WORN.] To im-

pair or waste by time, use, or friction ; to impair or lessen

by gradual diminution
;
to consume tediously: to carry

on the body, as clothes : to exhibit in appearance : to
affect by degrees. To wear off, to rub off by friction

; to
obliterate. To wear out, to harass

;
to waste or destroy

by degrees. To wear a ship, (Waul.) to veer, turn, or

bring it round
; sometimes written ware.

WEAR, v. n. To be wasted by use or time
;
to be tediously

spent ;
to pass away by degrees.

WEAR, (war) n. The act of wearing; the thing worn.
WEAR, or WEAR, [war, W. Ja. K. ; wer, E. Sm.] n. A
dam to shut up and raise the water : a net of twigs to
catch fish : also written weir, wier, and were.

WEAR'A-BLE,* a. That may be worn. Grant.

WEAR'ER, n. He or that which wears.

WEA'RJ-A-BLE,* a. That may become weary. Qit. Rev.

WEA'RI-FOL,* a. Causing weariness ; wearisome ; tedious.
Month. Rev. [R.]

WEA'RI-FOL-LY,* ad. Wearisomely. Month. Rev. [R.]

WEA'RI-LESS,* a. Incessant. Sheridan. [R.]
WEA'RJ-LY,* ad. In a weary or tiresome manner. Berners.

WEA'RI-NESS, n. State of being weary ;
lassitude ; fatigue ;

cause of lassitude
; tediousness.

WEAR'ING, n. Act of wearing: apparel ;
clothes.

tWEAR'lSH, a. Boggy; watery; weak; washy. Burton.

WEA'Rf-s&ME, (wS're-sum) a. Tedious
; causing weari-

ness ; tiresome; troublesome; vexatious; fatiguing; an-

noying.
WEA'R{-S<!>ME-LY, ad. Tediously ; tiresomely.
WEA'R}-s6lviE-NESS, n. The quality of tiring ;

the state of

being wearisome.

WEA'RY, (we're) a. Worn with fatigue; tired with labor;

fatigued ; uneasy ; impatient of the continuance of some-

thing ; desirous to discontinue ;
tiresome.

WEA'RY, (we're) v. a.
[i. WEARIED ; pp. WEARYING, WEA-

RIED.] To make weary; to tire; to fatigue; to harass;
to subdue by labor ; to make impatient of continuance.

WEA'SAND, (we'znd) [we'znd, P. Ja. K. Sm. Wb. ; we'zn,
S. W. J. E. F.] n. The windpipe ;

the larynx.

.'EL, (we'zl) n. [wesel, Sax. ; wesel, D.] A small ani-

"tz,
that eats corn and kills mice,

zl-fast) a. Having a thin face.

mal. of the genus mustela, that

TEA'EL -FACED,* (we'zl-fastWEA'SEL-
Steele.

WEATH'ER, (weth'er) 71. The state of the atmosphere with

respect to heat, cold, dryness, moisture, wind, rain, snow,
fog, &c. : change of the state of the air: tempest;
storm. Stress of weather, force of tempests or storms.

WEATH'ER, (weth'er) v. a. [i. WEATHERED ; pp. WEATH-
ERING, WEATHERED.] To expose to the air

;
to sail to the

windward of; to pass with difficulty ;
to endure

;
to en-

counter and sustain. To weather a point, to gain a point

against the wind
;
to accomplish against opposition.

WEATH'ER-BEAT-EN, (weth'er-be-tn) a. Harassed, sea-

soned, worn, or tarnished, by hard weather.

WEATH'ER-BIT,* n. (JVaut.) A turn of the cable about the

end of the windlass. Mar. Diet.

WEATH'ER-BOARD, n. (JVaut.) That side of a ship which is

to the windward : a piece of plank placed in the port-

holes of a ship, to turn off the rain, &c.
;
a board to keep

off wet or cold.

WEATII'ER-BOARD,* v. a. To nail boards upon each other

so that the upper board laps over the under one, and
so throws off the wet. Francis.

WEATH'ER-BoOND,* a. Confined by the weather. Johnson.

WEATH'ER-COCK, w. A vane or artificial cock, set on the

top of a spire, which, by turning, shows the point
from

which the wind blows : any thing fickle and inconstant.

WEATH'ER-DRIV'EN, (wetb'er-drlv'vn) a. Forced by
storms.

fWEATH'ER-FEND, v. a. To shelter. Shak.

WEATH'ER-GAGE, 7i. A weathercock. Hudibras. (JVaut.)

The advantage of the wind
;
the state or situation of one

ship to the windward of another when in action. Mar.

Diet. Advantage of position ; superiority.

WEATH'ER-GALL, n. A secondary rainbow. Todd. [North
of England.]

WEATH-ER-GLASS, n. A barometer ;
a thermometer.

WEATH'ER-HoOsE,* n. A piece of mechanism to show
the state of the weather. Cowper.
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WEATH'ER-ING,* 7i. Exposure to the weather, Ash.

WEATH'ER-LY, a. (JVawt.) Working well to the windward.
Dana.

WEATH'ER-PROOF, a. Proof against rough weather.

Quarlcs.

WEATH'ER-Q.UAR'TER,* n. (Naut.) The quarter of a ship
which is on the windward side. Mar. Diet.

WEATH'ER-SHORE,* n. (JVawt.) The shore that lies to the

windward of a ship. Mar. Diet.

WEATH'ER-SIDE,* . (Naut.) The side of a ship under
sail, upon which the wind blows. Mar. Diet.

WEATH'ER-SPY, n. One that foretells the weather.
Donne.

WEATH'ER-WI^E, a. Skilful in foretelling the weather, or
in judging respecting the signs of the weather.

fWEATu'ER-wi-ER, n. An instrument to foreshow
weather. Sprat.

WEAVE, (wev) v. a.
[i.

WOVE
; pp. WEAVING, WOVEN.] To

form by texture or by inserting one part of the material
within another

;
to form into a web

;
to use the loom for

making cloth
;
to interpose ;

to insert.

WEAVE, (wev) v. n. To work at the loom.

WEAV'ER, (wG'ver) n. One who weaves: a fish: a

genus of spiders.

WEA'ZEN,* (wG'zn) a. Thin
;
lean

;
withered

;
wizened

;

as,
" a weazen face." Dickens.

WEB, n. Any thing woven ;
a textile fabric: a film, as on

the eye, or the foot of a bird. S/iak. The outer projection
of an iron rail. In block-making, a thin partition on
the inside of the rim.

WEBBED, (webd) a. Joined by a web or film.

fWEB'BER,* n. Same as webxter and weaver. Todd.

WEB'BY,* a. Relating to, or like, a web. Tucker.

WEB'FOOT-ED, (web'fut-ed) a. Palmiped; having films

between the toes. Ray.
JWEB'STER, n. A maker of cloth

; a weaver. Camden.

WEB'STER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A sulphate of alumina.
Dana.

WED, v. a. [i. WEDDED ; pp. WEDDING, WEDDED.] To mar-

ry ; to take for husband or wife
;
to join in marriage ,

to

unite forever; to take forever.

WED, v. n. To contract matrimony. Shak.

WED'DED, a. Belonging to matrimony. Milton.

WED'DER,* n. Used for wether, a castrated ram. Smellie.

WED'DING, n. Marriage ; nuptials ; the nuptial cere-
> mony.
WED^E, (wej) n. A solid body of metal or hard wood,
becoming continually thicker from a sharp edge; any
thing in the form of a wedge (Gcom.) A solid body
having five sides or faces, three of which are rectangles,
and the other two triangles and parallel to each other.

One of the five simple engines or mechanical powers,
sometimes used for raising bodies, but more frequently
for dividing or splitting them : a mass of metal.

WEDGE, v. a.
[i.

WEDGED ; pp. WEDGING, WEDGED.] To
cleave with a wedge ;

to drive or force, as by a wedge ;

to fasten by wedges ;
to fix, as a wedge.

WED'LOCK, n. State of marriage ; matrimony.
WED'LOCKED,* (-lokt) a. United in marriage. Milton.

WEDNESDAY, (wunz'da) [wenz'da, S. W. P. J. F. K.
Sm. ; wed'dnz-du, E. Ja.] n. [wodcn.ida<r, Sax.

; odensday,
Swed.; woensday, D. ; wensday, Icel.] The fourth day of
the week ; so named by the.Gothic nations from Woden,
or Odin, the deity whose functions corresponded to those
of Mercury in the Grecian mythology. Fell.

WEE, (we) a. Little; small. Stiak. Common in the Scot-
tish dialect, and in the north of England. Nares.

WEECII'ELM, [wich'elm, S. Ja. Sm. ; wech'ehn, W.] n. A
species of elm. Bacon. Commonly written witcheim.

WEED, n. A noxious or useless plant : any thing noxious
or useless. [fA garment; dress. Milton.] pi. A mourn-
ing dress

; as, a widow's weeds.

WEED, v. a. [i. WEEDED; pp. WEEDING, WEEDED.] To rid

of weeds
;
to take away, as noxious plants ;

to free from
any thing hurtful or offensive ; to root out.

WEED'ER, n. One who weeds.

WEED'ER-Y, n. Weeds. More. A place for weeds. Southcy.
WEED'HOOK, (-huk) ) n. A hook or instrument for

WEED'ING-HOOK, (-huk) j extirpating weeds.

WEED'ING,* n. The operation of clearing from weeds.

WEED'LESS, a. Free from weeds. Donne.

WEED'Y, a. Consisting of weeds; abounding in weeds;
overrun with weeds.

WEEK, n._
The space of seven days.

WEEK'DAY, n. Any day not Sunday. Pope.
WEEK'LV, a. Happening, published, or done, once a week

;

hebdomadal.

WKEK'LY, ad. Once a week ; every week, Ayliffe.

Wiif.L, n. A whirlpool; a trap or snare for fish. Ray.
[Local, England.]

tW__EL'y, n.' Same as weel. Carew.

WEEN, v. n. [i.
WEENED

; pp. WEENING, WEENED.] To
think; to imagine; to fancy. Spender. [An old word,
nearly obsolete.]

WEEP, v. n. [i. WEPT; pp. WEEPING, WEPT.] To show
sorrow by tears

;
to shed tears ; to lament

;
to complain.

WEEP, v. a. To lament with tears
;
to bewail : to drop ;

to

abound with wet ; to let drop, as tears. Pope.
WEEP'ER, n. One who weeps : a sort of white linen cuff
on a mourning dress

;
a badge of mourning.

WEEP'ING,* n. The act of lamenting with tears. Luke.

WEEP'ING,* p. a. Shedding tears ; hanging down, as in

sorrow.

WEEP'ING-LY, ad. With weeping; in tears. Wotton.

fWEER'jSH, a. Weak and washy; sour. Jlscham. See
WEARISH.

fWEET, v. n. [i.
WOT OTWOTE.] To know

;
to be informed ;

to have knowledge. Spenser. See Wis.
tWEET'LESS, a. Unknowing; unsuspected. Spenser.

WEE'VER,* n. A sea-fish having sharp spines. Pennant.

WEE'VI'L, (we'vl) n. A small insect of the beetle kind, in-

jurious to wheat and other grain.

WEE'VIL-LY,* (we'vl-le) a. Infected with weevils. Ward.

WEE'ZEL, (we'zl) re. See WEASEL.
WEE'ZEL,* (we'zl) a. Thin ; weazen; wizened; as, "a

weezel face." Smart. See WEAZEN. [Local, Eng.]
fWEFT. The old prct. and part. pass, of Wave. Spenser.

WEFT, n. The woof of cloth ;
that which is woven:

that of which the claim is generally waved
; waif. B.

Jonson.

tWEFT'AGE, n. Weft; texture. Grew.

WE'GQ-TIM:,* n. The frequent use of the pronoun we;
weism. Brit. Crit. [A modern cant term.]

WEHRL'ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing iron.

Dana.

WEIGH, (wa) v. a. [i. WEIGHED ; pp. WEIGHING, WEIGHED.]
To examine by the balance

;
to compare by the scales

;

to be equivalent to in weight: to .pay, allot, or take by
weight : to raise by counterpoise : to take up, as the

anchor of a ship: to examine
;
to consider. To weigh

down, to overbalance
;

to overburden
;

to oppress with

weight ; to depress.
WEIGH, (wa) v. n. To have weight : to be considered as

important: to raise the anchor: to bear heavily; to

press hard
;
to sink by its own weight.

WEIGH'AGE,* (wa'aj) n. Duty or toll paid for weighing
Bouvier.

WEIGHED, (wad) a. Experienced ; considered; pondered.
WEIGH'ER, (wa'er) n. One who weighs.
WEIGHT, (wat) n. Quantity measured by the balance ;

the heaviness of any thing : a mass, generally of metal,

accurately adjusted, which serves as a standard to ex-

amine other bodies: ponderousness ; ponderous mass;
gravity; heaviness; tendency to the centre; pressure;
burden : importance ; power ;

influence ; efficacy ; con-

sequence ; moment.
WEIGH'TI-LY, (wa'te-le) ad. With a weight; heavily.

WEIGH'TJ-NESS, (wa'te-nes) n. Ponderosity ; gravity ;

heaviness; solidity: force; importance.
WEIGHT'LESS, (wat'les) a. Light; having no weight.
WEIGHT'Y, (wa'te) a. Having weight; heavy; ponder-
ous; onerous

;
burdensome : important ;

momentous
;

efficacious, [f Rigorous; severe. Sliak.]

WEIRD, (werd) a. Skilled in witchcraft. Shak. The weird

sisters, the fates. Jamieson.

WEIRD,* n. (Scotland) Fate; destiny. Jamieson.

WE'IM,* n. The frequent use of the pronoun we. Anti-

jacobin Rev. A nrdern cant term. See WEGOTISM.
WEls'slTE,* n. (jilin.) An ash-gray colored mineral.

Dana.

tWEiVE, (wev) v. a. To decline. Gower. See WAVE, and
WAIVE.

fWEL'A-WAY, interj. Alas ! welladay ! Spenser.

WELCH'GLAIVE,* n. A kind of battle-axe. Crabb.

WEL'COME, (wel'kum) a. Received with gladness; ad-

mitted willingly : received or admitted without pay :

acceptable; grateful; pleasing. To bid welcome, to re-

ceive with words of kindness.

WEL'COME, (wel'kum) interj. A form of friendly saluta-

tion, eiliptically used for you are welcome. Dryden.
WEL'CQME, n. A kindly salutation, greeting, or recep-

tion.

WEL'CQME, (wel'kum) v. a.
[i.

WELCOMED ; pp. WELCOM-

ING, WELCOMED.] To salute or receive kindly ;
to greet

with kindness.

WEL'COME-NESS, n. State of being welcome. Boyle.

WEL'CQM-ER, (wel'kum-er) n. One who welcomes.

WEL'coME-Td-oOR-Hdi)SE, 7i. An herb. Ainsworth.

WELD,'n. A plant or its leaves yielding a yellow dye, and
cultivated for the use of dyers ; dyer's weed : written

also wold, woad, woald, and would.

fWELD, r. a. To wield. Spenser.

WELD, v. a.
[i. WELDED ; pp. WELDING, WELDED.] To

beat or press into firm union, when heated, as metals
;
to

join together.

WELD'ER, H. He or that which welds. (Ireland) Man-

ager ;
actual occupier. Swift.

WELD'ING,* n. Act of uniting : a firm junction of iron,

MiEN, SIR; MOVE, NOR, SON; BOLL, BUR, Rt?LE.
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by which, when heated, it is united intimately and per-
manently under the hammer. Ure.

WELD'ING,* a. Capable of uniting ; as, a welding heat.
Ash.

WEL'FARE, n. Happiness ;
success

; prosperity ;
well-

being.

fWELK, v. a. To shorten or impair ; to contract. Spenser.

JWELK, v. 7t. To dry ;
to wither

;
to fade. Grose.

WELK,* or WELT,* v. a. To soak
;
to beat

;
to expose to

the sun in order to be dried
;
to wither. Forby, Brockett,

&c. [A provincial word in England.] See WILT.
WELK,* n.. (ConcA.) See WHELK.
WELKED, (welkt) a. Ridged ; furrowed: whelked.

Shak.

WEL'KIN, n. The visible regions of the air. Chaucer.

Chiefly used in poetry. Welkin eye, a sky-colored eye,
or a rolling eye. Shak.

WELL, n. A spring; a fountain
; asource : adeep, narrow

pit dug in the earth for obtaining a supply of water:
a vent-hole in a mow of hay : the cavity in which stairs

are placed. (JVaut.) A small enclosed space near the

main-mast, extending from the bottom of the ship to the

principal gun-deck, containing the pumps.
WELL, v. n.

[i. WELLED; pp. WELLING, WELLED.] To
spring; to issue as from a spring. Spenser.

WELL, v. a. To pour forth, as from a well. Spenser.

WELL, a. Not sick
;
not ill

; being in health
;
recovered :

happy ;
convenient

; advantageous : being in favor.

WELL, ad. [wil, Goth.
; well, Sax.

; wel, D.] Not ill; not

unhappily; not wickedly; skilfully; properly; in a laud-
able manner; not amiss

;
not unsuccessfully; not insuf-

ficiently ;
not defectively ;

to a degree that gives pleas-

ure; with praise; favorably; suitably; sufficiently It

is a term of concession, or admission
; as,

"
Well, if it is

so, I submit." As well as, together with
;
not less than.

Well nigh, nearly : almost. Well enough, in a moder-
ate degree; tolerably. Well to live, having a compe-
tence. Forby. It is used much in composition to express
any thing right, laudable, or not defective; as, well-

affected
;
well-aimed

; weW-appointed, &c.

WELL'A-DAY, interj. Expressing grief ;
alas! Shak.

WELL-BE-HAVED',* (wel-be-havd') a. Courteous
;
civil

;

of good conduct. Boswell.

WELL'-BE-ING, 7i. Happiness; prosperity; welfare.

WELL'-BE-LOVED,* (wel'be-luvd) a. Much loved. John.

WELL'-BORN, a. Not meanly descended. Waller.

WELL'-BRED, a. Elegant of mariners
; polite : descended

from a good race of ancestors
; well-born. London.

WELL'-DO-ING,* n. Right conduct; good actions. 2 Peter.

WELL'-udNE, (wel'dun)ittterj. An exclamation bestowing
praise.

WELL'-DRAIN,* n. A drain to a well. Smart.

WELL'FARE, n. Happiness. Holyday. See WELFARE.
WELL-FA'VQRED, (wel-f a'vurd) a. Beautiful. Shak.

WELL-GRoOND'ED}* a. Having a good foundation. Ash.

WELL-HAL'LOWED,* (wel-hal'6d) a. Sacred
; just. Shak.

WELL'HEAD, (wel'hed) n. Source; fountain; wellspring.
Spenser.

WELL'-KNOWN,* (weTnon) a. Commonly known. QM.
Rev.

WELL'-MXN-NERED, (wel'man-nerd) a. Polite
; civil.

WELL'-M:EAN-ER, n. One who means well. Dryden.
WELL'-MEAN-ING, a. Having good intention. Killing-

beck.

WELL-MET', interj. A term of salutation. Shak.

WELL'-MIND-ED,* a. Having good intentions. Ash.

WELL'-NAT-VRED, (wel'nat-yurd) a. Goodnatured; kind.

WELL-NIGH', (wel-nl') ad. Almost
; nearly. Spenser.

WELL-READ',* a. Having read much
;
erudite. Allen.

WELL'-ROOM,* n. A room containing a well. Smart.

WELL'-SPENT, a. Passed with virtue or improvement.
WELL-SPO'KEN, (wel-spo'kn) a. Speaking well

; speaking
finely ; speaking gracefully ; speaking kindly. Shak.

WELL'SPRING, n. Fountain
;
source. Prov. xvi.

WELL'-THOUGHT,* (wel'thawt) a. Opportunely thought
of. Ash.

WELL-WILL'ER, n. One who means kindly. Hooker.

WELL-WISH', n. A wish of happiness. Addison.

WELL-WISHED'*, (-wlshf) a. Beloved; befriended.
Shak.

WELL-WJSH'ER, n. One who wishes the good of another.

WELSH, a. Relating to Ihe people or country of Wales.

WELSH, n. The language of Wales. pi. The people of
Wales. Addison.

WELT, n. A border; a guard ;
an edging; a fold or doub-

ling of cloth or leather.

WELT, v. a.
[i.

WELTED
; pp. WELTING, WELTED.] To fur-

nish with a welt ;
to sew with a border.

WELT,* v. n. To soak : to wither. Same as welk. Forby.
[Local, Eng.] See WILT.

WEL'TER, v. n.
[i.

WELTERED ; pp. WELTERING, WEL-
TERED.] To roll, as in water, mire, blood, or other liquid ;

to roll
;
to wallow.

,
v. a. To corrupt; to vitiate

;
to spot. Drant.

fWEM, 7i. A spot ;
a scar. Widiffc.

WEN, n. A hard, fleshy, or callous excrescence
; a tumor.

WENCH, n. A young woman. Sidney. A young woman
in an invidious or bad sense

;
a strumpet.

WENCH, v. n. [i. WENCHED; pp. WENCHING, WENCHED.]
To frequent loose women. Addison.

WENCH'ER, n. A fornicator. drew.

WENCH'LIKE, a. After the manner of wenches. Huloet.

fWfiND, v. n.
[i. WENDED or WENT

; pp. WENDING, WENDED
or WENT.] To go ;

to pass to or from. (JVaut.} To turn
round. Raleigh, It is sometimes used actively, as " To
wend one's way."

jWEN'NEL, 71. A weanling. Tusser.

WEN'NISH, ) a. Having the nature of a wen
;
formed like

WEN'NY, )
a wen. Wotton.

WENT, /. from Wend ; used as the preterit of Go. See

WEND, and Go.

fWENT, n. Way ;
course

; path. Spenser.

WEN'TLE-TRAP,* n. (Conch.) A species of shell; scalla-

ria. P. Cyc.

WEPT, i. & p. from Weep. See WEEP.
WERE, (wer) [wer, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. / war, E. ;

ware or wer, Wb.] i. pi. from Be. I WAS, thou WAST, he
WAS ; pi. we WERE, you WERE, they WERE.

WERE, n. A dam. Sidney. A fine among the Anglo-Saxons
imposed on a murderer. Cowell. See WEAR.

fWERE'j&'iLD,* 7i. (Law] A compensation, among the

Anglo-Saxons, paid by a delinquent to the injured or to

his relations, for offences against the person. Brande. A
fine or_mulct for a homicide. Blackstone. See WERE.

WER-NE'RI-AN,* a. Relating to Werner or his theory of
the earth

;
called also the Neptunian theory. Hamilton.

WER'NER-ITE,* n. (Min.) A silicate of alumina, lime,
and oxide of iron, of a gray or green color, crystallized.
Brande.

WERST,*T. A Russian itinerary measure, equal to 3500

English feet, or nearly two thirds of a mile. P. Cyc.
Written also verst. See VERST.

WiiRT. The second person singular of the subjunctive
mood, and imperfect tense, from Be.

WE'AND, (we'zn) n. The windpipe. See WEASAND.
WE'SIL, n. Same as weasand. Bacon.

WES'LEY-AN,* n. A follower of John Wesley, the founder
of the Arminian Methodists; a Methodist. Watson.

WES'LEY-AN,* a. Relating to John Wesley or to Wesleyan-
ism. Ch.'Ob.

WES'LEY-AN-IM,* n. The tenets of the Wesleyans j

Methodism. EC. Rev.

WEST, n. [west, Sax. fy D.] The region where the sun ap-
pears to set at the equinoxes ; any part of the world

that, relatively to another place, lies in that direction.

WEST, a. Relating to, being towards, or coming from the

region of the setting sun
;
western

;
occidental.

WEST, ad. To the west; more westward. Shak.

fWEST, v. n. To pass to "the west
;
to set, as the sun.

Chaucer.

WEST'ER-ING, a. Passing to the west. Milton.

WEST'ER-LY, a. Tending or being towards the west.

WEST'ER-LY,* ad. Towards the west. Smart.

WEST'ERN, a. Being in the west, or toward the west;
west ; westerly ;

occidental.

WEST'ERN-MOST,* a. Farthest to the west. Cook.

WEST'ING,* n. A course or distance to the west. Cook.

WEST'LING,* n. An inhabitant of the west. Phil. Muse-
um. [R!]

WEST'WARD, ad. Towards the west. Abbot.

WEST'WARD-LY, ad. With tendency to the west. Donne.

WET, K. Water; humidity; moisture; rainy weather.

WET, a. Containing water
;
covered or imbued with

water
;
not dry ;

humid
;
moist

; rainy ; watery.

WET, V. a. [i. WETTED Or WET
; pp. WETTING, WETTED OT

WET.] To make wet; to expose to rain or water; to

humectate ,
to moisten.

WETH'ER, (weth'er) n. A ram castrated.

WET'NESS, n. State of being wet
;
moisture ; humidity.

WET'-NURSE,* n. A woman who nurses with the breast.

Burns.

WET'SHOD, a. Wet over the shoes; having wet feet.

Forby.
WET'TJSH,* a. Somewhat wet ; damp. Maunder.

|WEX, v. a. To grow ;
to wax. Dryden.

WE'ZAND, (we'zn) n. Browne. See WEASAND.
WllXcK, (hwak) v. a. [i. WHACKED

; pp. WHACKING,
WHACKED.] To strike; to thwack. Brockett. [Local.]

WHACK,* n. A heavy blow; a thump. 'Jennings. [Pro-
vincial and colloquial.]

WHACK'ER,* n. Any thing uncommonly large ; a great
lie : same as whapper. Htdloway. [Provincial.]

WHALE, (hwil) n. A cetacean animal, shaped like a fish and

living in the sea, but having warm blood, and breathing
the air

;
the largest of animals. It is popularly, but not

scientifically, classed with fishes.

WHALE'BOAT,* n. (JVaut.) A long, narrow boat used with

whale-ships. C. Brown.
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WHALE'BdNE, (hwal'bon) n. A horny, elastic substance,
found in the jaw of the wliale.

WHALE '-FisH-E-RY,* n. The business of taking whales,
and procuring oil from them. McCulloch. [greve.WHALE '-FisH-iNG,* H. The act of catching whales. Con-

WHALE'MAN,* n. , pL WHALE 'MEN. A man engaged in the
whale fishery. Dr. Allen.

WHAL'ER,* n. A person or vessel engaged in the whale-
fishery ; a whaleman. Campbell.

WHAL'ING,* a. Relating to whales or the whale-fishery.
WHALL, or WIIAUL, n. A disease in the eyes, causing
, them to look white ; wall-eye ;

the glaucoma. Todd.

fWHAL'Ly, a. Diseased so as to show too much white,
said of the eyes. Spenser.

WHAME, n. The burrel-fly, which annoys horses.

WHAM'MEL,*(hwom'el) v. a. To turn upside down. Brock-
ett. [North of England.] See WHEMMEL.

WHANG, (hwang) n. A thong ;
a leather thong. Brockctt.

WHANG, (hwiing) v. a. To beat. Grose. [Local, England.]
WHANGEE,* n. A Japan cane or walking-stick, made of a
Chinese plant. Ljungstcdt.

WHAP, (hw5p) n. A heavy blow. Forby. Written also

whop. [ Vulgar and local.]

WHAP'PER, (hwop'per)??. Anything uncommonly large;
a thumper. Brockets See WHOPPER.

WHAP'PING,* (hwop'pjng) a. Uncommonly large. Hunt-
er. [Provincial.]

WHARF, [hworf, S. W. J. F. K. Sm. ; hwarf, P. E. ; worf,
Ja.] n. ; pL, in England, WHARFS ; in the United States,

generally WHARVE. A mole, or firm landing-place, built

by the side of the water, or extending into the water, for

the convenience of loading and unloading ships and other
vessels

;
a quay.

WHARF'AGE, n. Fees for landing at a wharf.

WHARF'IN-GER, n. One who attends a wharf.

WHAT, (hwot) pron. That which
; something, indefinitely ;

as,
" I heard what [that which] he said :

" often used in-

terrogatively ; as,
" What are you doing?

" It is also used
as an adjective or demonstrative pronoun ; as,

" I know
what book that is." It is sometimes used as an interjec-
tion ; as,

" What! cannot you stop a minute ?
"

fWHAT, (hwot) n. Fare; things; matter. Spenser.
WHAT-EV'ER, (hwot-ev'er) ) pron. All that; the

WHAT-SQ-EV'ER, (hw6t-S9-ev'er) \
whole that

;
this or

that They have often the construction of adjectives.
WHAT'NOT,* (hwot'not) n. A stand, or piece of household

furniture, having shelves for books, &c. W. Ency.
fWHAT'so, (hwot'so)pron. Same as whatsoever. Spenser.
WHEAL, (hwel) n. A pustule; a small swelling filled with

matter. Wiseman. Written also wale and weal.

WHEAT, (hwCt) n. The finest kind of grain, of which
bread is made.

WHEAT'SAR, n. An ear of wheat: a small, delicate bird.

$5= Walker pronounces wheatear, a bird, hwit'yer.
WHEAT'EN, (hwe'tn) a. Made of wheat. Exod. xxix.

WHEAT'GRASS,* n. A genus of grasses ; dogs-grass. Booth.

WHEAT'PLUM, (hwet'plum) /i. A sort of plum. Ainsworth.

WHEE'DLE, (hw5'dl)?j. a. [i. WHEEDLED;^. WHEEDLING,
WHEEDLED.] To entice by soft words; to flatter; to ca-

jole ; to coax.

WHEE'DLE, n. Enticement ; cajolery. Dorrington.
WHEE'DLE R, (hwe'dler) n. One who wheedles. Todd.

WHEED'LING,* n. The act of coaxing or cajoling. Smart.

WHEEL, (hwel) . A circular frame that turns round upon
an axis

;
a circular body ;

a carriage that runs upon wheels :

an instrument of torture : an instrument forspinning :

an instrument used by potters, &.c. : rotation ; revolu-

tion
;
a compass about. Wheel and axle, one of the me-

chanical powers or machines, consisting of a wheel, hav-

ing a cylindrical axis passing through its centre, resting
on pivots at its extremities, nnd supported in gudgeons,
and capable of revolving. Called also axis in peritrochio.

Persian wheel, an engine to draw water out of a well :

called also nuria.

WHEEL, (hwel) v. n. [i.
WHEELED

; pp. WHEELING,
WHEELED.] To move on wheels; to turn on an axis

; to re-

volve ;
to have a rotatory motion ;

to turn
;
to fetch a com-

pass ; to roll forward.

WHEEL, (hwel) v. a. To convey on wheels
;
to put into a

rotatory motion ; to whirl.

WHEEL'-XN-I-MAL,* n. (Ent.} A genus of animalcules,
having a wheel kind of arms for taking their prey. Brande.

WHEEL'BAR-ROW, n. A carriage having only one wheel.

WHEEL'-CXR-RIAGE,* n. A carriage having wheels. Smol-

lett. _
WHEELED,* (hweld) a. Having wheels : used in com-

position ; as, two-wheeled. Sykes.

WHEEL'ER, n. One who wheels : a maker of wheels :

a wheel-horse, or a horse next to the wheels.

WHEEL'-RACE,* n. The place in which a water-wheel is

fixed. Francis.

WHEEL'-SHAPED,* (hwel'shapt) a. Having the form of a

wheel. Hooker.

WHEEL'WORN,* a. Worn by wheels. Cowper.

WHEEL'WRIGHT, (hwel'rlt) n. A maker of wheels ana
wheel-carriages.

tWHEEL'Y, (hwel'e) a. Circular; rotatory. Phillips.

WHEEZE, (hwez) . n.
[i. WHEEZED; pp. WHEEZING,

WHEEZED.] To breathe with noise. Flayer.
WHEEZ'ING,* 7i. A disordered respiration. Crabb.

WHELK, (hwilk) n. A protuberance ;
a pustule. See WEAL

(C0HcA.) A univalve shell. Roget.
WHfiLKED. See WELKED.
WHELK'Y, (hwelk'e) a. Embossed

; protuberant. Spenser.
WHELM, v. a.

[i. WHELMED; pp. WHELMING, WHELMED.]
To cover with something that envelops on all sides, and
is not to be thrown off; to bury ; to overwhelm. Pope.

WHELP, (hwelp) n. [welp, D.
; kuolpar, Icel. ; kwalp, Swed.]

The young of a dog ;
a puppy ;

the young of a lion or other
beast of prey: a son or young man, in contempt.
(JVaw.) A short, upright piece placed round the barrel
of a capstan.

WHELP, v. n.
[i. WHELPED ; pp. WHELPING, WHELPED.] To

bring forth young : applied to some beasts, as a bitch, a
lioness, a she-fox, &c.

WHEM'MEL,* v. a. To turn upside down: written also
whammel. Brockctt, &c. [North of England.]

WHEN, (hwen) ad. At the time that; at what time, inter-

rogatively; which time. \Whenas, at the time when.
Spenser.

WHENCE, (hwens) ad. From which place, source, premises,
&c. : interrogatively, from what place, source, person,
cause, &c. From whence Dr. Johnson styles

" a vicious
mode of speech." It is a pleonasm, like from hence and
from thence ; and, like those phrases, it is sanctioned by
custom and good use. " The place from whence they fell."

Milton.

WHENCE-SO-EV'ER, (hwSns-so-ev'er) ad. From what place
soever ; from what cause soever. Locke.

WHEN-EV'ER, (hwen-ev'er) ) ad. At whatever time.

WHEN-SQ-EV'ER, (hwen-s9-ev'er) \
Milton.

WHERE, (hwar) ad. In which place; at which place or

places ;
at what place or places. It is often used for

whither; as,
" Where are you going?

" Any where, at or
in any place. JVo where, at or in no place. Where, like
here and there, has, in composition, a kind of pronominal
signification ; as, whereof, of which.

WHERE'A-BOOT, (hwar'a-bout) ad. Near what place f as,u Whereabout did you lose what you are seeking?"
near which place ; concerning which.

WHERE'A-BOOTS,* ad. Same as whereabout, and the more
common of the two forms. Ash.

WHERE-X', (hwar-az') ad. When on the contrary; the

thing being so that : always referred to something tiiffer-

ent.

WHE RE-XT', ad. At which
; at what.

WHERE-BY', (hwar-bl') ad. By which; by what; as,"
Whereby wilt thou accomplish thy design ?

"

WHERE'FORE, (hwar'for) [hwar'for, W. P. J. E. F. Ja. Sm. ;

hwer'for, S. ; hwar'for or wher'for, K.] ad. For which rea-
son ; for what reason,

WHERE-IN', (hwar-in') ad. In which ; in what.

WHERE-JN-TO', (hwar-in-to') ad. Into which.

fWHERE'NESS, (hwar'nes) n. Ubiety; imperfect locality.
Grew.

WHERE-OF', (hwar-of ') ad. Of which
;
of what, indefi-

nitely : of what, interrogatively ; as, "Whereof was the
house built?" %

WHERE-ON', (hwar-on') ad. On which; on what; as," Whereon did he sit?"

TWnfeRF.'so, (hwar'so) ad. Wheresoever. Milton.

WHERE-SQ-EV'EH, (hwir-so-ev'er) ad. In what place so-
ever ; to what place soever. [Wisdom ix.

fWHERE'THROtJGH, (hwar'thru) ad. Through Which.
WHERE-TO', ) ad. To which

;
to what ; to what end?

WHERE-UN-TO', ] as,
" Whereto is this expense?"

WHERE-VP-SN', (hwar-up-on') ad. Upon which.

WHER-EV'ER, (hwar-v'er) ad. At or in whatsoever place.

WHERE-WITH', (hwar-wlth') ) ad. With which
;

WHERE-WITH-AL', (hwar-wjtn-ul') \
with what.

WHER'RET, (hwer'rit) v. a. To hurry ;
to trouble

;
to tease.

Bickerstaff. To give a box on the ear. Jlinsworth. [A low
word.] [R.]

fWHER'RET, ?i. A box on the ear. Beaum.
8,-

Fl.

WHER'RY, n. A light boat used on rivers. Drayton.
WHET, (hwet) v. a.

[i. WHETT.ED ; pp. WHETTING, WHET-
TED.] To sharpen by using a whetstone ;

to sharpen by
attrition

;
to edge : to provoke ;

to make angry.
WHET, (liwet) n. Act of sharpening: something that

sharpens or makes hungry, as a dram.

WHETH'ER, (hweth'er) ad. A particle expressing one part
of a disjunctive proposition, answered by or; as,

" Wheth-
er you will or not."

WHETH'ER, (hwetfi'er)7?ro7i. Which of two. St. Matt. xxi.

WHET'SLATE,* n. A massive mineral, of greenish-gray
color, used for sharpening steel instruments. Ure.

WHET'STONE, n. A smooth, flat stone, used for whetting
or sharpening edged instruments by friction.
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WHET'TER, 7i. One who whets or sharpens. More.
WHEW,* (hwu) infer/. Begone ! expressing aversion or con-
tempt.

" Whew I away with inscriptions." Bp. Otter.

WHEY, (hwa) n. The limpid, thin, or serous part of milk,
from which the curd and butter are separated: any
thing white and thin.

WHEY'EY, (hwa'e) ) a. Partaking of whey: resembling
WHEY'JSH, (hwa'jsh) \ whey. Bacon.

WHEY'JSH-NESS,* n. Quality of being wheyish. Southey.
WHICH, (hwlch) pron. The pronoun relative, relating to

things ; as,
" the book which I read." It formerly was

used for who, and related likewise to persons; and it is

often so used in the common translation of the Bible; but
this use is now obsolete. It is sometimes a demonstra-
tive pronoun ; as,

" Take which you will." It is some-
times an interrogative ; as,

" Which is the man ?
"

WHlCH-EV'ER,*;mm. Same as whichsoever. Ash.

WnTfCH-SQ-EV'ER, pron. Whether one or the other. Locke.

WnfFF, (hwlf ) 71. A blast
;
a puff of wind. Shak. A fish.

WHIFF, (hwif) v. a. & 71.
[i. WHIFFED; pp. WHIFFING,

WHIFFED.] To consume in whiffs; to emit with whiffs,
as in smoking; to smoke. p. Hall.

WHIF'FLE, (hwlf'fl) v. n. To move inconstantly, as if

driven by a puff of wind. Rowe.

tWHi'F'FLE, (hwif'fl) v. a. To disperse as by a puff; to

blow away ; to scatter. More.

tWHlF'FLE, (hwif'fl) n. A fife or small flute. Douce.

WHIF'FLER, (hwif'fler) n. A piper or fifer : a harbinger:
one of no consequence; one moved with a whiff or

puff; a trifler. Spectator.

WHIF'FLE-TREE,* n. See WHIPPLETHEE.
fWHiG, (hwig) w. A kind of sour or thin milk

; whey.
Breton.

WHIG, (hwig) n. The designation of one of the great polit-
ical parties in England. The whigs are opposed to the

lories, and their principles tend to increase the democratic
influence of the constitution. The term whig was first

used in the reign of Charles II., and is of Scottish origin.

According to Bishop Burnet, it is derived from whiggam,
a word used by Scotch peasants in driving their horses,
the drivers being called whiggamores, contracted to whigs.

(American history) One who supported the revolution-

ary movement, in opposition to the measures of the Eng-
lish government. See TORY.

WHtG * a. Relating to the whigs ; whiggish. Addison.

WHlG'GAR-HY, (hwlg'gar-ke) n. [whig and a/;*')-] Gov-
ernment by whigs. Swift.

WHIG'J&ER-V,* n. The principles of the whigs ; whiggism.
Qw. Rev.

I, (hwlg'gish) a. Relating to the whigs. Swift.

WHtG'isH-Ly,* ad. 'in a whiggish manner. A. Wood.

WHIG'J&I$M, (hwlg'gjsm) n. The notions of whigs. Swift.

WHIG'LI'NG,* n. A whig, in contempt. Spectator.

WHILE, (hwll) n. Time
; space of time. Sidney.

WH!LE, (hwll) ad. During the time that; as long as; at

the same time that.

WHILE, (hwll) v. n.
[i. WHILED ; pp. WHILING, WHILED.]

To spend to little use, as time ;
to loiter. Spectator.

WHILE, (hwll) v. a. To draw out
;
to consume in a tedious

way. Pegge,
fWHiL'ERE, (hwil'ar) ad. A little while ago; erewhile.

Spenser.

|WHILE, (hwllz) ad. An old form' of while. Shak.

{WHIL'QM, (hwll'um) ad. Formerly ;
once

; of old. Spen'
ser.

WHILST, (hwllst) ad. Same as while. Spenser. [R.]

WH!M, (hwim) n. A freak ;
an odd fancy ;

a caprice ;
an

irregular motion of desire. Swift A machine, or large

capstan, worked by Morses, used in mines for raising ore,

water, &c. A sort of carriage or gig. Ure.

WHIM,* c. n. To indulge in whims ;
to be giddy. Congreve.

WHlM'BREL,* n. A bird resembling the curlew. Pennant.

fWnlM'LiNG,* 7i. A person full of whims. Beaum. <$ Fl.

WHlM'PER, (hwim'per) v. n. [wimmeren, Ger.] [i. WHIM-
PERED ; pp. WHIMPERING, WHIMPEHKD.] To cry with a

low, whining, suppressed, or broken voice
;
to cry.

WHIM'PER,* v, a. To utter in a whining or crying tone.

Cowper.
WHlM'PER-ER,* n. One who whimpers. Jarvis.

WHlM'PER-lNG, 7i. Act of uttering a small cry. Granger.
fWHiM'PLED, (hwlm'pld) a. [perhaps from whimper.] Dis-

torted with crying. Shak,

WHIM'SEY, (hwim'ze) n. A freak ; a caprice ; an odd fan-

cy ; a whim. B. Jonson.

tWHiM'sEY, (hwim'ze) v. a. To fill with whimseys. Beaum.

<& Fl.

WH!M'EYED,-* (hwim'zjd) a. Full of whimseys ;
whim-

sical. Beaum. fy Fl.

WHlM'^i-CAL, (hwim'ze-kal) a. Full of whims
;
freakish ;

capricious ; oddly fanciful ;
fantastical

;
odd. Addison.

WHi'M-Si-CAL'i-TY,*n. Quality of being whimsical
;
oddi-

ty ;
wnimsicalnwss ;

a whim. Dr. Dibdin.

Wr
HlM'l-CAL-LY, ad. In a whimsical manner.

WHIM'S'I-CAL-NESS, n. State of being whimsical. Pope.

WHIM'WHXM, (hwim'hwam) n. [reduplication of whim.]
A plaything ;

a toy ;
an odd device

;
a freak ; a whim

SkeUon. [Low.]
'

WHIN, (hwin) n. [chywn, Welsh.] Furze; gorse. Tusser.
A mineral. See WHINSTONE.

WHIN'CHAT,* n. A bird
;
the great flycatcher. Booth.

WHINE, (hwin) v. n. [hwina, Su. Goth.] [i. WHINED ; pp.
WHINING, WHINED.] To utter a plaintive, drawling cry;
to make a plaintive noise

;
to moan meanly.

WHINE, (hwin) n. A plaintive noise
;
a drawling, plaintive

tone of voice
;
a mean or affected complaint.

WHIN'ER, (hwln'er) n. One who whines. Gayton.
WHIN'NY, a. Abounding in whin

;
like whin. Sterne.

WHIN'NY, (hwin'ne) v. n. [hinnio, L.] [i WHINNIED
; pp.

WHINNYING, WHINNIED.] To make a noise like a horse or
colt

;
to neigh. More.

WHIN'STONE,* n. (Min.) A species of basalt. Brande.

fWHlN'YARD, 71. A sword, in contempt. Hudibras.

WHIP, (hwlp) v. a. [i. WHIPPED : pp. WHIPPING, WHIPPED 1

To strike with a whip ; to strike with any thing tough and
flexible; to lash

;
to drive with lashes; to correct with

lashes
;
to lash with sarcasm : to sew slightly ; to bind

together, as rods with cord or wire : to invvrap : to

take any thing nimbly ; always with a particle ascertain-

ing the sense, as out, on, up, away. To whip in, to com-
pel to obedience or to order. To whip the cat, to practise
the most pinching parsimony. Forby.

WulP, v. n. To move nimbly. U Estrange. [Ludicrous.]
WHIP, (hwip)n. An instrument, tough and pliant, used for

correction, driving horses, cattle, &c.
;
a lash: the

length of the sail of a windmill measured from the axis.

(JVaut.) A rope passed through a single block or pulley.

Whip and spur, with great speed. Pope.
WHIP'CORD, n. Cord suitable for whips. Dryden.
WHIP'GRAFT-ING, 7i. A kind of grafting.

WHIP'HXND, 7i. Advantage over ; superiority. Dryden.
WHIP'LXSH, n. The lash or small end of a whip.
WHIP'-MAK-ER,* n. One who makes whips. Booth.

WHIP'PER, n. One who whips.
Wiilp'pER-lN,* ra. One who subjects or compels to obe-

dience or order, or the principles or measures of a party.
Ed. Rev.

WHlp'pER-SNXp-PER, n. A diminutive, insignificant per-
son

;
a whipster. Brockett.

WHIP'PING, n. Correction with a whip or rod.

Wnlp'piNG-PosT, n. A post or pillar to which criminals
are bound when they are whipped. Hudibras.

WHIP'PLE-TREE,* 7?.. A short bar by which horses draw :

written also whiffletree. Forby.

WlllP-POOR-wlLL',* n. An American bird that sings by
night. P. Cyc.

WHIP'SAW, n. An instrument to saw such great pieces of
stuff as the handsaw will not easily reach through.

WHlp'sNAKE,* n. An kind of serpent. Goldsmith.

WHlP'sTAFF, (hwip'staf) n. (JVawt.) A piece of wood fast-

ened to the helm, which the steersman holds in his hand,
in order to move the rudder and direct the ship.

WHlP'STER, (hwip'ster) n. A nimble fellow. Shak.

WHlp'sTlCK,* n. The' handle of a whip. Moor.

WHlp'sTlTCH,* n. A tailor, in contempt : a sort of plough-

ing. Smart. [Shak.

WHlP'sxScK, n. The handle of a whip; the whip itself.

WnlPT, (hwipt) i. &. p. from Whip. G. Withers. For

whipped. See WHIP.
Wn'lR,(hwir)7J. 71. [i. WHIRRED; ^.WHIRRING, WHIRRED.]
To turn round rapidly with noise; to fly with noise; to

hurry. Chapman.
WHIR, (hwi'r) v. a. To hurry. Shak.

WHIRL, (hwirl) v. a.
[wh'irla, Icel.] [i. WHIRLED ; pp.

WHIRLING, WHIRLED.] To turn round rapidly ;
to revolve;

to twirl. Shak.

WHIRL, (hwirl) v. n. To move or run round rapidly.

WnlRL, (hwirl) n. Gyration ; quick rotation
; rapid circu-

lar motion
; any thing moved with rapid rotation.

WHIRL'BAT, (whirl'bat) n. Any thing moved rapidly round
to give a_blow. Creech.

WHIRL'BONE, n. Patella
;
the cap of the knee. Ainsworth.

WHl'RL'ER,* n. He or that which whirls. Tweddell.

JWHI'RL'I-COTE,* n . An ancient vehicle or wheel-carriage
used by British ladies. Stowe.

WHlRL'i-GlG, 7i. A toy which children spin round. Moun-
tagu.

WHIRL'ING-TA-BLE,* n. A machine contrived to exhibit

the principal laws of gravitation, or the phenomena, in

philosophy and nature, relative to the power of the cen-

trifugal force, particularly in its effects upon the shape of
the earth and planets. Francis.

WlllRL'PlT, n. Same as whirlpool. Sandys.

WHIRL'POOL, n. A vortex, eddy, or gulf, where water has
a rapid circular motion.

WHIRL'WIND, n. A rapid, whirling motion of the air, or a
column or mass of air in a violent circular motion, sup-

posed to be produced by the meeting of two currents of

air blowing in opposite directions.

i, E, I, 6, u, Y, long} X, , I, 5,.tf, Y, short; A, E, T, p, y, >
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WHIR'RING, n. A buzzing noise

; rapid motion.

tWHiR'RY, v. re. Same as whir. Jamieson.

WHISK, n. A small besom or brush: any thing of similar

actiofc, as, formerly, a part of a woman's dress : a quick,
violent motion : a sudden gale.

WHlsK, v. a. [i. WHISKED ; pp. WHISKING, WHISKED.] To
move or sweep with a slight, rapid motion

;
to move nim-

bly. Raleigh.
WHlSK, v. n. To move with velocity. Purchas.

WH!SK,* n. A cooper's plane for levelling the chines of
barrels. Newton.

WHlSK'ER, n. He or that which whisks : the hair grow-
ing on the cheek unshaven

;
coarse hair on the upper lip

of a cat, &c. : formerly applied to hair growing on the

upper lip of a man, now more commonly called mustaches.

Chiefly used in the plural.

WHIS'KERED, (hwls'kerd) a. Having whiskers. Green.

WHls'KET, 7i. A basket
;
a scuttle. Smart. [Local.]

WHls'KEY, (hwis'ke) n. A kind of spirit distilled from

barley, wheat, rye, maize, &.c. : a kind of one-horse

chaise, sometimes called a tim-whiskey .- also written

whisky. See USQUEBAUGH.
WH!SK'ING,*P. a. Moving nimbly : great ; large. Hollo-

way. [Local, Ens:.]

WHIS'PER, (hwis'per) v. n. [wisperen, D.] [i.
WHISPERED

;

pp. WHISPERING, WHISPERED.] To speak with a low
voice, or with the breath not made vocal: to speak
with timorous caution.

WHIS'PER, v. a. To address, or to utter, in a low voice
;

to prompt secretly.

WHIS'PER, n. A low, soft voice; a low utterance
; low,

cautious speech.
WHIS'PER-ER, n. One who whispers ;

a private talker.

WHis'pER-lNG, n. Act of whispering; cautious speech.
WHls'pER-iNG,* p. a. Uttering a low voice; transmitting

a whisper or low sound
; as, a w/tispermo--gallery. Ency.

WHIS'PER-ING-LY, ad. In a low voice.

WHIST, n. A game at cards, requiring close attention, and
consequent silence. Swift.

WHIST, interj. A command to be silerffc; be still ! be silent !

Lodge.
WHIST,* a. Silent

;
still

; quiet. Marlow.

jWntST, v. a. To silence
;
to still. Spenser.

fWHiST, v. n. To become silent. Lord Surrey.

WHls'TLE, (hwis'sl) . n.
[i.

WHISTLED
; pp. WHISTLING,

WHISTLED.] To make the breath sonorous by contracting
the lips; to form a kind of musical sound by an inarticu-

late modulation of the breath
;
to make a sound with a

small wind-instrument; to sound shrill.

Wnls'TLE, (hwis'sl) v. a. To call by a whistle. South.

WHfs'TLE, (hwis'sl) 7i. Noise of one who whistles
;
a sim-

ilar sound made by a small wind-instrument, or by the
wind : a small wind-instrument : the mouth, in con-

tempt.
WHls'TLE-FIsH,* (bwls'sl-f ish) n. A species of fish

;

the sea-loach. Pennant.

WHIS'TLER, (hwis'ler) n. One who whistles. Addison.

WHIST'LING,* (hwis'ljng) n. The act of one who whis-
tles. Pope.

fWHtST'LY, ad. Silently. Arden of Feversham.

WHIT, 71. A point ;
a jot ; a tittle ; a very small part.

WHITE, (hwit) n. A negative color, or the color produced
by the combination of all the prismatic colors mixed in

the same proportion as they exist in the solar rays ;
the

color of snow; whiteness; any thing white : a white
man : a mark for an arrow : the white part of an egg,
or of the eye.

WHITE, (hwit) a. Being without color, or having the color

of light orsnow ; snowy : havingthe color of fear ; pale :

_gray with age : pure ;
unblemished : unclouded.

WHITE, v. a. To make white; to whiten. St. Mark. [&.]

WHITE'-ANT,* n. A large ant
;
one of the termites. ^,,<,.

WHITE'BAIT,* n. A very small, delicate fish. W. Ency.
WHITE 'BART,* n. A fish of the carp kind. Crabb.

WH!TE'BEAM-TREE,* n. A species of tree. Crabb.

WHITE'BOY,* n. One of a class of Irish levellers or insur-

gents, who began to create alarm in Ireland in 1762:

so called from their ordinary dress being a white frock.

Ency.
WHITE'BOY-YSM,* n. The principles or practice of the

Whiteboys. Ch. Ob.

WH!TE'CAP,* n. A name applied to the mountain-sparrow.
Booth.

WHITE 'CAR,* n. The fallow-finch. Smart.

WHITE'-FACE,* n. A white mark on the forehead of a
horse. Farm. Ency.

WH!TE'-FACED,* (hwlt'fast) a. Having a white face.

Shah.

WHITE'-HEAT,* n. A degree of heat in which iron ap-
pears white. Ure. _

WHlTE'-HEL'LE-BORE,*re. Hoarhound
;
a perennial plant.

Crabb.

WaTTE'-LXND,* n. Clayey land, which is white when
dry. Ure.

WHITE-LEAD', (hwlt-led') n. Carbonate of lead, used for

paint, &c.

WHITE'-LEGGED,* (hwlt'legd) a. Having white legs
Hill.

WHITE'LIMED, (hwlt'llmd) a. Covered with white plas-
ter.

WHITE '-LINE,* n. (Printing') A broad space between lines;
a blank line. Smart.

WHITE'-LIV-ERED, (hwlt'liv-erd) a. Envious ; malicious:

cowardly. Shak.

tWHiTE'Ly, a. Coming near to white. Shale.

WHITE'ME'AT, n. Food made of milk, butter, cheese, eggs,
&c. ; also the flesh of a fowl, rabbit, &c. Tasser.

WHI'TEN, (hwi'tn) v. a. [i. WHITENED ; pp. WHITENING,
WHITENED.] To superinduce a white color

;
to make

white. Browne.

WHI'TEN, (hwi'tn) v. n. To grow or become white.

WHI'TEN-ER, (hwi'tn-er) n. One who whitens.

WHITE'NE'SS, n. State of being white
; freedom from col-

or
; paleness : purity : cleanness.

WHITE '-NON,* n. A white bird of the wild-goose tribe

Crabb.

WHITE'-POT, n. A kind of custard. King.
WHIT'ER, n. A whitener. Anderson,

jWHlTE'-RENT,* n. (Law') A sort of rent, paid in silver.

Blackstone.

WHITE'-ROT,* n. A genus of plants ; marsh-pennywort.
Farm. Ency.

WHITES, n. pi. A disease to which women are liable.

WHITE'STER, re. A bleacher of linen ;
a whitster. Todd.

WHITE'-STONE,* n.
(Jfcftre.)

A granite abounding in white

felspar. Brande.

WHITE'-SWELL-ING,* n. (Med.) A chronic enlargement
of a joint: a term vulgarly applied to indolent tumors in

scrofulous habits. It is a formidable disease. Brande.

WHITE'TAIL,* n. A bird, called also the wheatear. Jodrell.

WHITE'THORN, n. A species of thorn. Boyle.

WHITE'THROAT,* n. A bird frequenting British gardens.
Pennant.

WHITE'WASH, (hwlt'wosh) n. A wash for making white,
as the skin, &c. Addison. A mixture of lime or whiting,
size, and water, for whitening walls, &c.

WHITE'WASH, (hwlt'wosh) v. a. [i.
WHITEWASHED

; pp.

WHITEWASHING, WHITEWASHED.] To COVCr With Whit6-
wash

;
to make white or externally fair. Mason. To go to

prison for debt, and be released by the act of insolvency ;

to take advantage of law, or the act of insolvency, to de-
fraud one's creditors. Sm.art.

WHITE'WASH-ING,* (hwlt'wSsh-jng) n. Act of covering
with white_wash.

WHITE'-WEED,* 71. A noxious plant or weed. Buel.

WHITE'-WINE, n. White or pale-colored wine.
WHITE'-WINGED,* (-wingd) a. Having white wings.

Dyer.
WHITE'WORT,* (hwlt'wurt) n. A kind of herb. Maunder.
WHIT-FIELD'I AN,* a. Relating to George Whitefield, the
founder of the Calvinistic Methodists. Brande.

WHITH'ER, ad. To which place ;
to what place j to what

point ;
to what end or purpose.

WHlTH-ER-so-fiv'ER, ad. To whatsoever place.

WnlTH'ER-WARD,* ad. Towards which place. Southey.

WHIT'ING, re. A small sea-fish, of the cod tribe, valued for

food: chalk cleared of stony matter and pulverized,
Spanish-white.

WillT'lNG-PoGT,* n. A fish with a white body. Crabb.

WHIT'ISH, a. Somewhat white. Boyle.

WHIT'|SH-NESS, n. The quality of being whitish.

WH!T'LEATH-ER, n. Leather dressed with alum; re-

markable for toughness. Tusser.

WH!T'LOW, n. A painful swelling or inflammation, tend-

ing to suppuration, at the end of the fingers.

WHfT'LQW-GRiss,* n. A genus of grasses. Farm. Ency.
WHIT'RET,* n. The Scotch name for the weasel. Booth.

WHlT'sofl-R, n. A kind of apple.

WHIT'STER, n. A bleacher of linen : contracted from
whitester. Shak.

WHIT'SVL, n. A provincial word, for whitemeat, or milk,
sour milk, cheese, curds, or butter. Carew. [Local, Eng.j

WHIT'SVN, a. Observed at Whitsuntide. Shak.

WHlT'-SDN-DAY,* n. A festival of the church, answering
to the Pentecost of the Jews, being the seventh Sunday
after Easter. Crabb. See WHITSUNTIDE.

WiliT'suN-TlDE, re. [white and Sunday i so called because
the converts, newly baptized, or candidates for baptism,

appeared from Easter to Whitsuntide in white.] The 7th

Sunday or 49lh day after Easter; the feast of Pentecost}
Whit-Sunday.

WHIT'TEN,* re. The small-leaved lime. London.

WHIT'TEN-TREE, (hwit'tn-tr5) n. A sort of tree. .4m*-

worth.

WHlT'TLE, n. A sort of blanket or blanched woollen cloth,
worn by women as a mantle. [|A knife. Shak.]

WnlT'TLEjU. a. [i. WHITTLED; pp. WHITTLING, WHITTLED.]
To cut or dress with a knife ;

to sharpen. Hakewill.
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WH*T'TLE-SHAWL,* n. A fine kerseymere shawl bor-
dered with fringes. Booth.

WHI'TY-BROWN, a. [white and brown.] Of a color between
white and brown

; as, whity-brown paper. Pegge.
Wlllz, v. n.

[i. WHIZZED ; pp. WHIZZING, WHIZZED.] To
make a loud, humming or hissing noise. Dryden.

WHlZ, ?i. A loud, humming or hissing noise. Guardian.

WHO, (ho) pron. sing. & pi. [possessive WHOSE ; objective

WHOM.] A pronoun relative, applied to persons ; being
the same, in other respects, as which. It is used in
affirmative sentences, and also interrogatively. The
form whose frequently applies to things as well as to per-
sons, being often equivalent to of which,.

WHO,* (hw5) or WHO'A, interj. Stop; stand: used by
teamsters to stop their teams. Smith.

WHO-EV'ER, (ho-ev'er) pron. Any one, without limitation.

Spenser.

WHOLE, (hoi) a. All
; total

; containing all ; complete ;

entire
; integral ; undivided

; not defective
; unimpaired ;

sound
;
in a state of health.

WHOLE, (hoi) n. The total or totality ;
all of a thing; a

system ;
a regular combination of parts.

WHOLE'-HOOFED,* (hol'hoft) a. Having the hoof undi-
vided. Kirby.

WHOLE'-LENGTH,* (hol'length) a. Extending from one
end to the other of any thing ; full-length. J. Montgom-
ery.

WHOLE'NESS,* (hol'nes) n. State of being whole; en-

tireness.JEd. Rev.

WHOLESALE, (hol'sal) n. Sale of goods in large quanti-
ties to retailers

;
sale in the lump : the whole mass.

WHOLE'SALE, a. Relating to the trade by wholesale
; buy-

ing or selling in large quantities.

WHOLE'SOME, (hol'sum) a. Sound; not unsound
;
saluta-

ry ; contributing to health
; healthy ; healthful : bene-

ficial
;
useful

; conducive to happiness or virtue
; kindly.

WHOLE'SOME-LY, (hol'sum-le) ad. Salubriously; salutif-

erously.

WHOLE'SQME-NESS, (hol'sum-nes) n. Quality of being
wholesome

; salubrity ;
salutariness.

WHOL'LY, (hol'le) ad. Completely ; perfectly ; totally ;
en-

tirely; altogether.

$3=
" From an ill-judged omission of the silent e in

this word, its sound has been corrupted as if written

hully; but it ought undoubtedly to be written wholcly,
and pronounced like the adjective holy, and so as to cor-

respond and rhyme with solely.'' Walker.

WHOM, (horn) pron. sing. & pi. The objective case of Who -.

used for persons. See WHO.
WHOM-SO-EV'ER, (hom-so-ev'er) pron. The objective case
of whosoever.

WHOOB'OB, (hub'bub) n. Hubbub. Shak. See HUBBUB.
WHOOP, (hop) re. A shout of pursuit : a bird. See Hoop.
WHOOP, (h6p) v. 71.

[i. WHOOPED ; pp. WHOOPING, WHOOPED.]
To make a loud cry ;

to shout. Shak. Written also hoop.

WHOOPj (hop) v. a. To insult with shouts. Dryden.
WHOOP'JNG-COUGH,* (hop'ing-kof ) n. (Med.) A violent,
convulsive cough, returning by fits at longer or shorter

intervals ; chin-cough ; pertussis. Dunglison. Written
also hooping-cough.

WHOOT, (h6t) v. n. To shout. Drayton. See HOOT.

\WHOOT, (hot) v. a. To insult with shouts. Young.
WHOP,* (hwop) v. a. To strike

;
to beat. Jennings.

Written also whap. [Vulgar and provincial.]
VWHOP'PER,* n. One who whops: any thing uncom-

monly large; a monstrous lie. Forby. Written also

whapper. [Provincial and colloquial.]

||WHORE, (hor) [hor, P. E. Ja. Sm. Wb. ; h&r, S. J. ; h&r or

hor, W. F. ; h5r or hor, K.] n. A prostitute ;
a harlot

;

concubine ; an adulteress
;
a strumpet.

yWHORE, v. a. To corrupt with regard to chastity. Con-

greve.

HWHORE, v. n. To practise whoredom. Dryden.
WHORE'DOM, (hor'dpm) n. Fornication. Bp. Hall.

MWHORE'MAS-TER, n. One who practises fornication.

iJtWHORE'Mis-TER-LY,* a. Licentious
;
libidinous. Shak.

||WHORE'M6N-jeER, (h6r'mung-|er) n. Same as whoremas-
ter.

[jtWHORE'so'N, (hor'sun) n. A bastard. Shak.

JWHOR'ISH, (hor'ish) a. Unchaste; lewd; incontinent.

IJWHOR'JSH-LY, (hor'ish-le) ad. In a whorish manner.

[JWHOR'ISH-NESS, (hor'ish-nes) n. Quality of a whore. Bale.

WHORL,* (hwbrl) n. (Bot.) An arrangement of more
leaves than two around a common centre, upon the same
plane. P. Cijc.

WHOR'TLE-BER-RY, (hwUr'tl-ber-re) n. A genus of small
shrubs and its fruit. One species is commonly called, in

the United States, huckleberry.

WHOSE, (hoz) pron. Possessive case of Who and Which.

WHO^SO, (ho'so) pron. Same as whosoever. [Antiquated.]
WHO-SQ-EV'ER, (ho-s9-ev'er) pron. Any one

; whoever.

WHUR,* 71. A rough sound, as of the letter r. Smart. See
WHIR. [Bailey.

WHUR, v. n. To pronounce the letter r roughly : to snarl.

fWHURT, re. A whortleberry ;
a bilberry. Carew.

WHY, (hwl) ad. For what reason : for which reason, rela-

tively : for what reason, interrogatively. It is some-
times a mere emphatical expletive ; as,

" If I cannot
ride, why, I will walk."

WHY^ K. A young heifer. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
JWHY'NOT, re. A violent or peremptory procedure. Hudi-

bras. [A cant word.]
WICK, re. The cotton or substance of a candle or lamp,
which immediately supplies the flame.

WICK'ED, a. Evil in principle or practice ;
vicious ; unjust;

nefarious
; irreligious ; profane ; impious ; flagitious ; mor-

ally bad
; pernicious ; sinful.

WICK'ED-LY, ad. In a wicked manner; criminally;
viciously, sinfully; corruptly.

WICK'ED-NESS, n. Quality of being wicked
; vice; impi-

ety ;
sin.

WI'CK'ER,* n. A small, quick-grown twig. Wood. A mark
or boundary. Brockett. See WIRE.

WICK'ER, a. Made of twigs or osiers
;
wickered. Spenser.

WICK'ERED,* (wlk'erd) a. Made of wickers or twigs. Mil-
ton.

WICK'ER-WORK,* (-wiirk) re. A texture of twiga. Cow-

WICK'ET, re. [guichet, Fr.
; wic/cet, D.

; gwichet, Welsh.] A
small gate ;

a small door in a gate, or by the side of a
gate : a sort of little gate set up to be bowled at by crick-
eters.

WIC'LIFF-ITE, re. A follower of the reformer WiclifTe
; a

Lollard. Written also Wickliffite and Wiclifite.

WIo'DYj re. (Scotland) A halter made of osiers. See WITHY.
WIDE, a. Broad

;
extended far each way ;

broad to a cer-

tain degree ; as,
" three inches wide .-

"
being at a dis-

tance; deviating; remote; as,
" wide from the truth."

WIDE, ad. At a distance
;
with great extent; widely.

WIDE'LY, ad. With great extent each way; remotely.
WIDE'-MOUTHED,* (-mbuthd) a. Having a wide mouth.

Pope.
WI'DEN, (wi'dn) v. a.

[i. WIDENED
; pp. WIDENING, WI-

DENED.] To make wide; to extend. South.

WI'DEN, (w'i'dn) 7;. n. To grow wide
;
to extend itself.

WIDE'NESS, re. State of being wide
;
breadth ; large ex-

tent each way ; comparative breadth.

Wl'DEN-lNG,* (wi'dn-ing) re. The act of making or be-

coming wide.

WIDG'EON, (widj'on) re. A water-fowl, resembling a wild

duck, but smaller.

WID'OW, (wid'o) re. A woman whose husband is dead.

WID'OW, v. a.
[i. WIDOWED

; pp. WIDOWING, WIDOWED.]
To deprive of a husband ; to endow with the right of a
widow ; to strip of any thing good. Dryden.

WID'OWED,* (wid'od) p. a. Made a widow; being in the
state of a widow.

WID'OW-ER, n. A man who has lost his wife.

WID'OW-ER-HOOD,* (-hud) re. The state of a widower. H.
W. Hamilton.

WID'OW-HOOD, (-hud) re. State of being a widow.
WlD'ow-HuNT'ER,re. One who courts widows for a joint-

ure. Addison.

WID'OW-LY,* (wTd'9-le) a. Like a widow ; becoming a
widow. Strickland.

WID'QW-MAK'ER, re. One who deprives women of their

husbands. Shak.

WiD'ow-WAiL, n. Spurge-olive ; a shrub.

WIDTH, re. Breadth
;
wideness. Moxon.

WIELD, (weld) v. a. [i. WIELDED; pp. WIELDING, WIELD-

ED.] To use with full command, as a thing not too heavy
for the holder; to sustain and move by the hand: to

handle, in an ironical sense.

WIELD' A BLE,* a. That may be wielded. Fisher.

fWlELD'LESS, a. Unmanageable. Spenser.

WIELD'Y, a. That may be wielded ; manageable.

WlER'Y,'(wir'e)a. [|Wet ;
moist. Shak.] Wiry. See WIRY

WIFE, n. [wif, Sax.
; wiff, D. ; wyf, Icel.] pi. WIVES. A

man's lawful consort: a woman who has a husband :

formerly, a woman, simply. Bacon.

WlFE'HOOD, (-hud) re. State of a wife. Bcaum. <$ Fl. [R.]

WlFE'LESS, a. Without a wife
;
unmarried. Chaucer.

WIFE'LY, a. Becoming a wife. Dryden.

WIG, re. A periwig, from which it is contracted ;
false hair

worn on the head. [wegghc, Teut.] A sort of cake.

Ainsworth.

WIGHT, (wit) re. A person ;
a being. Shak. Now used

only in irony or slight contempt.

fWiGHT, (wit) a. Swift; nimble. Spenser.

{WIGHT'LY, (wlt'le) ad. Swiftly; nimbly. Spenser.

WlG'-MAK-ER,*n. One who makes wigs. Johnson.

WlG'wAM,*' re. A hut or cabin of an American Indian.

Ency.
WI'G'-WEAV-ER,* 7i. A manufacturer of wigs. Cowper.

WIKE,* re. A temporary mark or boundary, as of a twig or

branch of a tree : used in England in setting out tithes.

Called also wicker. Brockett. [Local, Eng.]

WILD, a. Not tame; not domesticated; as,
" a wild ani-
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mal:" propagated by nature; not cultivated; as,

" a

wild cherry :" desert; uninhabited; as, "a wild re-

gion :
"

savage ; uncivilized
;

used of persons or

practices : turbulent
; irregular ;

licentious
; ungov-

erned
;
inconstant ; mutable ; fickle

;
inordinate

;
loose ;

uncouth
; strange ;

done without order or plan ; spring-
ing from mere fancy. It is used as an epithet forming
the names of many plants, implying that they grow with-
out cultivation

; as, wild olive.

WILD, n. A desert; a tract uncultivated and desolate.

WlLD'-Bi'jL, n. A plant. Miller.

WILD'-BOAR,* n. A wild animal, of the hog kind, valued
for its flesh, and noted as an object for the chase. Pen-
nant.

WlLD'-Bu'GLos,* re. An annual plant. Crabb.

WiLD'-CAT,* 71. A ferocious, feline animal, of the genus
felis ; fells catus. P. Cyc.

WiLD'-CO'cVM-BER, n. A plant. Miller.

WILD'-CUM'IN,*TI. An annual plant. Crabb.

Wl'L'DER, v. a. [i. WILDERED ;pp. WILDERING, WILDERED.]
To lose or puzzle, as in an unknown or pathless tract ;

to
bewilder. Dryden. [R.]

WIL'DER-NESS, n. A desert
; a tract of solitude

;
a wild,

uncultivated region. [fState of being wild. Milton.]
WILD'FIRE, n. A composition of inflammable materials,
easy to take fire, and hard to be extinguished.

WILD'-FOWL,* a. Wild birds that are hunted as game.
Booth.

WILD'-ER/MAN-DER,* n. A plant. Crabb.

WILD'-GOOSE-CHASE', n. A vain, foolish pursuit, as of
something as unlikely to be caught as the wild-goose.

WILD'ING, n. A wild, sour apple ;
a wild plant or tree.

WlLD'-LI"QUOR-iCE,* (-llk'ur-is) n. A plant. Crabb.

WILD'LY, ad. In a wild manner; disorderly ; without cul-
tivation ; with disorder

; heedlessly : irregularly.
WILD'NESS, n. State of being wild;' rudeness ; disorder

;

inordinate vivacity ; irregularity ;
uncultivated state.

WILD'-OAT,* n. A plant ;
a species of grain that grows

wild. Booth,.

WlLD'-Oi/lVE, n. A plant or shrub
; oleaster. Miller.

WILD'-PLAN'TAIN,* n. A plant. Crabb.

WlLD'-RoCK'ET,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

WILD'-ROE'MA-RY,* n. A shrub. Crabb.

WILD'-SER'VICE, n. A plant or shrub. Miller.

WlLD'-TXN'sy,* n. A plant. Crabb.

WILE, n. A deceit
;
a fraud ; a trick

; a stratagem ;
subtle-

ty ; cunning ;
a practice artful, sly, and insidious.

fWiLE, v. a. To deceive
;
to beguile. Spenser.

WlL'rOL, a. Stubborn; obstinate; contumacious; per-
verse; inflexible; stiff.

WIL'FGL-LY, ad. Obstinately; stubbornly; by design.
WIL'FUL-NESS, n. Obstinacy ; stubbornness.

WI'LI-LY, ad. By stratagem ; slyly ; fraudulently.
Wl'Ll-NESS, n. State of being wily ; guile.

WlLK, n. A kind of periwinkle ;
a sea-snail. Drayton.

WILL, n. The power or faculty of the mind by which we
desire and purpose, or determine to do or forbear, an ac-
tion

; power of determination
; determination ; choice

;

inclination ; disposition ; desire
;
direction

; command
;

power ; government. Will, or last will and testament,

(Law) a legal declaration of a person's intentions as to

what he wills to be performed, after his death, in relation
to his property In strictness of language, the term will

is limited to land ; testament, to personal estate. Brande.
Good will, favor

;
kindness : right intention. Ill-

will, malice ; malignity.

WILL, v. a. [/WILL, thou WILLEST, he WILLS or WILLETH:
i. WILLED ;pp. WILLING, WILLED.] To determine in the

mind ; to desire; to be inclined or resolved to have
; to

command
;
to direct; to dispose of by will or testament.

WILL, v. 71. To dispose of effects by will. Brand.

WiLL, v. auxiliary and defective, [i.
WOULD. Present, I

WILL, thou WILT, he WILL.] It is used as one of the two
signs of the future tense, the other being shall. See
SHALL. JVM, in the first person, promises or threat-

ens
; as,

"
I or we will do it

;

" in the second and third

persons, for the most part, it merely foretells
; as,

"
You,

he, or they will do it."

5= The following remarks on will are quoted from Dr.
Johnson. "It is one of the signs of the future tense,
of which it is difficult to show or limit the signification.

/ will come, I am determined to come, importing choice.
Thou, wilt come, It must be that thou must come, import-

ing necessity ; or, it shall be that thou shall come, import-
ing choice. Wilt thou cornel Hast thou determined to

come? importing choice. He will come, He is resolved
to come

; or, it must be that he must come, importing ei-

ther choice or necessity. It will come, It must be that it

must come, importing necessity. The plural follows the

analogy of the singular." See SHALL.

WIL'LKM-ITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral containing zinc.

Dana.

WILL'ER, n. One who wills. Barrow.

WILL'JNG, a. Inclined to any thing ; consenting ;
not dis-

posed to refuse : desirous ; ready ; complying j chosen :

spontaneous; voluntary.
WILL'ING-LY, ad. Without reluctance; with one's own
consent ; spontaneously ; voluntarily.

WILL'ING-NESS, n. State of being willing; consent.
WfL'LOW, (wil'lo) n. A tree, of many species, with pliant

branches, one species of which is called the weeping-
willow. A garland made of the boughs of willows is said
to have been worn by forlorn lovers.

WIL'LOWED, (wil'lod) a. Abounding with willows.
WIL'LOW-HERB,* (wll'19-erb) n. A plant of several varie-

ties. P. Cyc.

WiL'LQW-iSH, a. Resembling the willow. Walton.

WIL'LOW-LARK,* n. A bird, called also the sedge-bird.
Booth.

WlL'LQW-WiiED, n. An annual plant. Jlinsworth.

WiL'LQW-WORT, (wil'lo-wiirt) ra. A plant. Miller.

WIL'LQW-Y, a. Abounding with willows. Gray.
WiLL-wrfH-A-Wisp, 7i. Jack-with-a-lantern

; ignisfatuus :

written also Will-o'-the-wisp. Gay.
fWlL'SQME, a. Obstinate

; stubborn. Promp. Parv.

WILT,* v. n.
[i.

WILTED
; pp. WILTING, WILTED.] To droop;

to wither, as plants or flowers cut or plucked ofF. Hollo-

way. 5= A word common in the United States, and
provincial in England, where welk and welt are used in
the same sense. " To wilt

,
for wither, spoken of green

herbs or flowers, is a general word." Ray.
WILT, y. defective, 2d person from Will. See WILL.
WlL'v-ITE,* n. (Min.) Another name for idiocrase. Dana.
WI'LY, a. Cunning ; sly ;

full of wiles or stratagem ;
fraud-

ulent; insidious; subtle; mischievously artful.

jWfM'BLE, a. Active; nimble; shifting to and fro. Spen-
ser.

WIM'BLE, n. An instrument for boring holes. Dryden.
fWiM'BLE, v. a. To bore. Sir T. Herbert.

WIM'PLE, n. [guimple, old Fr.] [A hood
;
a veil. Isaiah.] A

plant. Johnson.

fWiM'PLE, v. a. [wimpelen, Teut.] To draw down, as a
hood or veil. Spctiser.

WIN, v. a. [i.
WON

; pp. WINNING, WON.] To gain by con-

quest, or by success in competition; to obtain or gain by
any means

;
to procure ;

to get ;
to earn.

WIN, v. n. To gain the victory ;
to gain influence or favor ;

to gain ground ;
to conquer.

WINCE, v. n. [gwiniro, Welsh.] [i. WINCED; pp. WINCING,
WINCED.] To twist or turn, as in pain or uneasiness ; to

kick, as a horse impatient of a rider, o
or of pain. Shak.

WINCE,* or WINC'ING-MA-CHINE',* \. The dyer's reel.

Ure.

WINC'ER, n. He or that which winces. Milton.

WINCH, u. [guincher, old Fr.] A bent handle or rectangular

lever, for turning a wheel, grindstone, &.c.
;
a windlass :

a kick, in impatience or fretfulness, as of a horse. Skel-

ton.

WINCH, v. n.
[i. WINCHED; pp. WINCHING, WINCHED.] To

kick with impatience j to shrink from any uneasiness ;

to wince. Shak.

WIN'CHES-TER,* . Noting an English dry measure, origi-

nally kept at Winchester in England. Blackstone.

WIN'CC-PIPE, (wlng'ktf-plp) n. A small red flower. Ba-
con.

WIND, [wind or wind, S. W. J. E. F. Ja. K. Cobbin; wind,
P. Sm. R. Wb. Kenrick.] n. Air in motion

;
a current in

the atmosphere, conveying the air, with greater or less

velocity, from one part to another
;
a current of air ;

a cur-

rent, as coming from a particular point: breath ;
breath

modulated by an instrument: air impregnated with
scent: flatulence; windiness: any thing insignifi-

cant, or light as wind To go down the icind, to decay.
To take or have the wind, to gain or have the advantage.
5= "These two modesof pronunciation have been long

contending for superiority, till at last the former [wind]
seems to have gained a complete victory, except in the

territories of rhyme Mr. Sheridan tells us that

Swift used to jeer those who pronounced wind with the i

short, by saying, 'I have a great mind to find why you
pronounce it wind.' A very illiberal critic retorted this

upon Mr. Sheridan by saying,
' If I may be so boold, I

should be glad to be toold why you pronounce it goold.'
Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Scott give the same prefer-

ence to the first sound of this word that I have done. Dr.

Kenrick and Mr. Barclay give only the short sound. Mr.

Perry joins them in this sound, but says in dramatic
scenes it has the long one. Mr. Nare"s says it has cer-

tainly the short sound in common usage, but that all our
best pouts rhyme it with mind, kind, &c.

;
and Mr. Smith

observes, that it is now the polite pronunciation, though
against analogy." Walker.

WIND, v. a. [i. WINDED ; pp. WINDING, WINDED.] To ven-
tilate: to perceive or follow by the wind or scent : to

ride or drive (as a horse) so as to render scant of wind :

to rest (as a horse) in order to recover wind.

WIND, v. a. [i. WOUND ; pp. WINDING, WOUND.] To turn
round ;

to twist
;
to twirl : to regulate in motion

; to turn
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to this or that direction : to turn by shifts or expedients ;

to introduce by insinuation : to infold
; to encircle. To

wind out, to extricate : to sound by inflation
; as, "to

wind a horn." Milton To wind up, to bring up into a
ball or a small compass ;

to convolve the spring ; to put in-
to a state of renovated or continued motion, as a watch ;

to raise by degrees ; to straighten a string by turning that
on which it is rolled

;
to put in tune or in order.

WIND, v. n. To turn; to change; to be convolved; to

move round
; to proceed in flexures.

Wi'ND'BoOND, a. Confined by contrary winds. Dryden.
WIND'-BRO-KEN,* (wlnd'br5-kn) a. Diseased in the wind
or breath, as a horse. Crabb.

WfND'-CHANG-iNG,* a. Changing as the wind ;
fickle.

Shak.

WfND'-DROP'sy,* n. (Med.) A tumor filled with air. Dun-
fflison.

WIND'EGG, n. An egg not impregnated ;
an addle egg.

WlND'ER,7i. He or that which winds ; an instrument for

winding: a plant that twists itself round others: a

winding step in a staircase.

WIND'FALL, n. Fruit blown down from the tree ; fruit

that falls from the tree before it is ripe : an unexpected
legacy ; any unexpected advantage.

WIND'FALL-EN, (wind'fal-ln) a. Blown down by the wind.

WIND'FLOW-ER, n. The anemone ;
marsh gentian.

WI'ND'-GAGE,* n. An instrument to ascertain the force or

velocity of the wind. Brande.

WiND'oALL, n. A soft, yielding, flatulent tumor, full of

corrupt matter, on the fetlock joint of a horse.

WIND'GUN, n. A gun discharged by means of wind
;
an

air-gun.

WiND'liov-ER,* n. A species of hawk. Smart.

WI'ND'J-NESS, n. State of being windy; fulness of wind;
flatulence.

WIND'ING, n. Act of turning; flexure; meander.
WIND'ING,* a. Having flexures

;
circuitous. Smart.

WlND'iNG-Ly,* ad. In a winding manner. Byron.
WIND'ING-SHEET, n. A sheet or shroud for the dead.

WIND'-IN'STRV-MENT,* n. An instrument of music
sounded or operated upon by wind. Bnrney.

WIND'LASS, n. A machine for raising weights, in which a

rope or chain is wound about a cylindrical body moved
by levers or by a handle. Written also wind/ace.

fWiNo'LASS, v. n. To act indirectly or warily. Ham-
mond.

WlN'DLE, (win'dl) n. A spindle. Jlinsworth.

WfND'LESS, a. Wanting wind
;
out of breath. Fairfax.

WlN'DLE-STRAw, n. A withered flower-stalk of grass.
London. A reed ; a sort of grass. Brockett.

WtND'MlLL, n. A mill for grinding corn or grain, and for

other purposes, turned by the wind.

WfN'DOW, (wln'dS) 71. [vinduc, Dan.] An aperture in the

wall of a building for the admission of light and air
;
the

frame of glass, or any other materials, that covers the

aperture; an aperture resembling a window.
WIN'DOW, (vvln'do) v. a.' To furnish with windows.

Wotton. To place at a window : to break into openings.
Shak. [R.]

WlN'opw-BLlND,* n. A wooden frame-work to exclude
the sun from a window

;
a Venetian blind. Taylor.

WI'N'DQW-CUR'TAIN,* n. A curtain to obstruct the light
of a window^ Oarrick.

WIN'DQW-FRAME,* n. The frame of a glass window.
Hyde.

WlN'DQW-GLiss,* n. Glass used in glazing windows.
London.

WlN'DQW-Lss,*'a. Having no window. Shelley.

WlN'DOW-SXsH,* n. A window-frame. Hyde.
WiN'DOw-SHDT'TER,*7i. A wooden frame or door to

close up a window. London.

WIN'DQW-Y, a. Having windows or little crossings.
Donne.

WlND'PiPE orWlND'piPE, [wind'pip, P. E. F. Ja. Sm.
Wb.; wind'pip or wind'pip, W. J. ; wind'pip, S. K.]
n. The passage for the breath through the throat; the
trachea.

WfND'-PLXNT,* n. An American perennial plant. Farm.
Ency.

WlNp'-PDMP,* n. A pump moved by wind; used in

draining land. London.

WlND'-RoDE,* 7i. (Mint.) The driving of a ship when at

anehor_by the opposition of wind and tide. Mar. Diet.

WIND'ROW, n. Hay raked into a row or ridge in order to

be cocked. Crabb. A line of peat or turf dug up; a

green border of a field dug up. Farm. Ency.
WIND'ROW,* v. a. To rake or put into the form of a wind-
row. Forby.

WiND'-SAiL,* n. ; pi. WIND-SAILS. One ofthe vanes, gener-
ally four in number, which, being turned by the action of
the wind, give motion to the machinery of a mill. P. Cyc.

(JVaut.) A tube or funnel of- canvas employed to con-

vey a stream of air down into the lower part of a ship.
Mar. Diet.

WlND'snScK, n. A crack or shiver in the body of a tree.

Evelyn.
WlND'OR-CiiAlR,* n. A sort of wheel-carriage. EC.

Rev.

WlND'-swiFT,* a. Swift as the wind. Shak.

WIND'-TIGHT, (wlnd'tlt) a. Proof against wind : air-

tight. Bp. Hall.

WIND'WARD, ad. Towards the wind.

WIND'WARD, a. Lying towards the wind.

WIND'WARD, 7i. The point towards the wind. Taller.

WiND'WARD-TlDE,* /i. (JVaut.) The tide that sets to
windward. Crabb.

Wi'ND'y, a. Consisting of wind ; full of wind
; exposed to

the wind ;
next the wind

; airy ; tempestuous ; empty ;

puffy ;
flatulent.

WINE, n. [win, Sax.; vinn, D.
; vin, Fr.] The fermented

juice of the grape ; a liquid resembling wine in flavor
or qualities; the spirituous product of fermentation.

Spirit of wine, alcohol.

WINE'-BIB-BER * n. One who drinks wine to excess.
Luke.

WlNE'GLiss,* Ti. A glass used in drisking wine. Ure.

WlNE'LESS,* a. Destitute of wine. Swift.

'

WiNE'-MA-VRE,* (-mezh'ur) n. A measure for wine.

Ency.
WlNE'-MER-CHANT,*n. A dealer in wine. McCulloch.

WINE'-PRESS,* n. A press used in making wine. Isaiah.

WINE'-STONE,* n. A deposit of crude tartar, called

arcral, which settles on the sides and bottoms of wine
casks. Ure.

WING, n. The limb of a bird by which it flies
;
also of an in-

sect, &,c. : any thing resembling a wing ; a membranous
expansion of a plant : a fan to winnow : flight ; pas-
sage by the wing ;

the motive or incitement of flight :

the side of an army: the side of a building, &c. :

figuratively, protection. (Bot.~) A membranous expan-
sion. (JVaut.) A passage along the sides of a ship be-

tween the fore and after cockpit.

WlNG, v. a. [i.
WINGED

; pp. WINGING, WINGED.] To fur-

nish with wings ; to enable to fly : to supply with side

bodies : to transport by flight ;
to fly : to wound in the

wing, a term among sportsmen.
WlNG'-CASE,* n. A covering for an insect's wing ;

a wing-
shell. Booth.

WINDED, (wTng'ed or wingd) a. Furnished with wings;
flying; swift ; rapid : fanned with wings.

WiNfi'ED-PEA, (wing'ed-pe) n. A plant. Miller.

WiNG'-FooT-ED, (wing'fut-ed) a. Swift; nimble. Dray-
ton.

WlNG'LESS, a. Not having wings ; not flying. Junius.

Wl'NG'LET,* n. A very small wing. Booth.

WING'-SHELL, n. A sheath for the wings of insects.

WING'-STROKE,* n. A stroke or blow with a wing.
Kirby.

WI'NG'-SWIFT * a. Swift on the wing. Kirby.

WlNj&'y, (wlnl'e) a. Having wings ; resembling wings.
WINK, (wingk) v. n. [i. WINKED ; pp. WINKING, WINKED.]
To shut the eyes; to shut the eyes and open them: to

hint, or direct by the motion of the eyelids : to close

the eyes and exclude the light: to connive; to seem
not to see

;
to tolerate : to be dim. Dryden.

WINK, (wingk) n. Act of winking or closing the eye ;
a

motion of the eye ;
a hint given by motion of the

eye.
WINK'ER, (wingk'er) n. One who winks

;
a blinder.

WlNK'}NG-Ly, ad. With the eye almost closed.

WlN'NER, n.'One who wins. Spenser.

WIN'NING, a. That wins ; attractive; charming.
WIN'NING, n. Act of gaining ;

the sum won.

WlN'NOW, (win'no) v. a. [i. WINNOWED ; pp. WINNOWING,
WINNOWED.] To separate by means of the wind ; to drive

the chaff from
;
to fan : to beat as with wings ;

to sift
;
to

examine: to separate ;
to part.

WIN'NOW,TJ. n. To separate corn from chaff. Ecdus. v.

WlN'Npw-ER, (win'n9-er) n. One who winnows.

WiN's6ME,' (win'surn) a. Merry; cheerful. Todd. [North
of England.]

WfN'TER, n. The cold season of the year, astronomically,

beginning with the winter solstice or shortest day, about

-December 23, and ending with the vernal equinox, about

March 21: but popularly comprising, in the United

States, December, January, and February.

WIN'TER, v. n.
[i.

WINTERED ; pp. WINTERING, WINTERED.]
To pass the winter; to hibernate.

WIN'TER, v. a. To feed or manage in the winter.

WIN'TER,* a. Belonging to winter : often used in com-

position. Bacon.

WIN'TER-AP'PLE,* 7i. An apple used in winter. London.

WIN'TER-BEAT'EN, (tn) a. Injured by winter. Spenser.

WI'N'TER-BER'RY,* re. A plant of several species. P.

Cyc.
WIN'TER-CHER'RY, n. A plant of several species.

WiN'TER-CiT'RON, 7t. A sort of pear.

WiN'TER-CRESb',* n. A plant ;
barbarea. London.
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WYN'TER-GREEN, n. A genus of plants which are green
through the winter; an evergreen plant; pyrola.

WIN'TER-GCLL,* or WIN'TER-MEW,* n. A species of

gull. Booth.

WTN'TER-JNG,* n. The act of passing the winter. Hakluyt.

WIN'TER-KILL,* v. a.
ft. WINTER-KILLED ; pp. WINTER-

KILLING, WINTER-BILLED.] To kill by the effect of weath-

er, or the cold of winter. Latlirop. [A word in common
use in the United States.]

WIN'TER-LY, a. Suitable to winter; wintry. Shak.

WiN'TER-pRoOD,* a. Too green and luxuriant in winter,
applied to wheat. Farm. Ency. [Local, Eng.]

WlN'TER-dUAR'TERS,* n. pi. A station for an army in

the winter. QM. Rev.
^ a. To fallow or till land in winter. Scott.

The ivy-leaved speedwell. Farm.

-, .

[Local, Eng.]_
*

WIN'TER-WEED,* n.
'

Ency.
WIN'TRY, a. Relating to winter; partaking of winter;

suitable to winter
;
brumal

; hyemal.
WI'NY, a. Having the taste or qualities of wine. Bacon.

WINZE,* 7i. (Min.) A small pit or shaft sunk from one pit
to another, for the purpose of ventilation. Francis.

.WIPE, v. a.
[i. WIPED ; pp. WIPING, WIPED.] To cleanse

by rubbing with something soft ; to takeaway by tersion
;

to rub
;
to strike off gently ;

to clear away : to cheat
;
to

defraud. To wipe out, to efface.

WIPE, n. An act of wiping or cleansing ;
a blow ;

a stroke :

a jeer ; a gibe ; a sarcasm : a bird. Jlinsworth.

WIP'ER, n. He or that which wipes : an eccentric or pro-

jecting piece attached to a wheel, in some kinds of ma-

chinery.
WIRE, n. [virer, Ft.

; wijr, Icel.
; wir, Sueth.] A sort of

metallic thread, or metal drawn into a slender thread.

WlRE'DRAW, v. a. [i. WIREDREW
; pp. WIREDRAWING,

WIREDRAWN.] To draw or spin, as metal, into wire ;
to

draw out into length ; to draw or spin out.

WIRE'DRAW-ER, n. One who spins wire.
WIRE'-DRAW-ING,* n. The art or act of extending duc-

tile metals into wire. Brande.

WIRE'-GAUZE,* n. A covering or protection made of very
fine wire. It is used for window-blinds, and for covering
safety-lamps. Davy.

WlRE'-GRATE,* n. A grate used in hothouses. London.

WlRE'-GRUB,*7i. A mischievous worm. London.

WIRE'-HEEL,* n. A disease in cattle. Smart.

WIRE'-WORM,* (-warm) n. A genus of small worms or

insects. Farm. Ency.
WlR'y, a. Relating to, or made of, wire

;
like wire.

tWis, v. a. <fc n.
[i.
& p. WIST.] To think

;
to imagine ;

to

know; to wit. Shak. See WIT,.and WOT.
WIZARD, n. See WIZARD.
WI'DQM, (wlz'dpm) n. Quality of being wise ; knowledge

practically applied to the best ends, or to the true purposes
of life

; knowledge united with a disposition to use it for

the best purposes ; sagacity ; sapience ;
the knowledge of

divine and human things ; prudence ;
skill in affairs ;

discernment ; judicious conduct.

WIE, (wlz) a. Having wisdom ; judging well from expe-
rience; sagacious; discreet; discerning; judicious; pru-
dent ; grave ; practically knowing ;

skilful ;
dexterous

;

skilled in hidden arts or knowledge.
WlE, (wlz) n. Manner

; way of being or acting, as, "in
no wise." It is antiquated, except in compounds ; as

length-wise, side-wise, &c.
;

often corrupted into length-

ways, &.C.

WIE'A-CRE, (wiz'a-ker) n. [weissager, Ger., a foreteller.]

[jLiterally, a wise speaker. Leland.] A pretender to wis-

dom
;
a fool

;
a dunce. Addison.

WIE'LING, 11. One pretending to be wise. Donne.

W1E'LY, ad. In a wise manner ; judiciously.

tWiE'NESS, (wlz'nes) n. Wisdom; sapience. Spenser.

WISH, v. n.
[i.

WISHED ; pp. WISHING, WISHED.] To have

strong desire; to long; to be disposed or inclined.

To wish for, to desire ;
to long for. Home.

WISH, t>. a. To desire; to long for; to hanker after: to

imprecate ;
to ask.

WISH, n. Longing desire ; thing desired
;
desire expressed.

fWlSH'ED-LY, ad. According to desire. Knolles.

WISH'ER, n. One who wishes or desires.

WISH'FUL, a. Longing; showing desire ; eager; earnest.

WiSH'F0L-LY, ad. Earnestly; with longing. Blair.

WISH'FGL-NESS,* n. The state of showing or having de-

sire. Jlsh.

WTsH'Ly, ad. With longing ; wishfully. Mirror Mag. For-
'

by. [In local use in England.]
WISH'Y-WASH'Y,* (-wosh'e) a. Weak; feeble; not solid.

Brockett. [Colloquial.]
WfsH'y-WASH'y,* (-wosh'e) n. Any sort of thin, weak

drink. Jamieson.

WIs'UET, n. A basket ;
a whisket. Ainsworth.

WISP, n. A small bunch or bundle, as of hay or straw.

Wisp* v. a. To brush or dress, as with a wisp. Buel.

fWIST, i. & p. from Wis. See Wis.

WiST'rOL, a. Attentive
;
earnest

;
full of thought; eager;

wishful. Swift.

WIST'FCL-LY, ad. Attentively; earnestly. Hudibras.

fWlST'LY, ad. Attentively ; earnestly. Shak.

WIs'TON-wisH,* n. (Zool.) A small animal of a dark-
brown color, found on the banks of the Missouri and its

tributaries, called also barking-squirrel, burrowing-squirrel,
and prairie-dog. Say.

WIT, v. n. To know
; to be known. Spenser. It is now used

only in the infinitive to wit, when it is an adverbial phrase,
implying namely or videlicet; or it is used as a formal ex-

pression by whicli a call is made to know or to witness
the legal setting forth of something that follows. See
Wis.

WIT, re. The intellectual faculties or mental powers col-

lectively. Sir J. Davies. A superior degree of under-

standing ; brilliancy of mind. Cowley. Talent; ability ;
in-

tellect. Dryden. Quickness of fancy ; imagination. Locke.
A man of fnncy ;

a man of genius. Pope. A peculiar
faculty of the mind, connected with the more compre-
hensive faculty of the imagination ;

the effect produced
by this faculty in the display of remote resemblances be-
tween dissimilar objects, or an unexpected combination of
distant resemblances; the exhibition or perception of lu-

dicrous points of analogy or resemblance among things in

other respects dissimilar: imagination; fancy; inven-
tion

;
contrivance

; ingenuity : humor
;
satire : sense ;

judgment. pi. Soundness of understanding; sane
inind

; unimpaired intellect. The following enumeration
of the different forms Of wit is given by the celebrated
Dr. I. Bairow. " Sometimes it lieth in pat allusion to

a known story, or in seasonable application of a trivial

saying, or in forging an apposite tale
;
sometimes itplay-

eth in words and phrases, taking advantage from the ambi-

guity of their sense, or the affinity of their sound ;
some-

times it is wrapped up in a dress of humorous expres-
sion

;
sometimes it lurketh under an odd similitude ;

sometimes it is lodged in a sly question, in a smart an-

swer, in a quirkish reason, in a shrewd intimation, in

cunningly diverting or cleverly retorting an objection 5

sometimes it is couched in a bold scheme of speech, in a
tart irony, in a lusty hyperbole, in a startling metaphor,
in a plausible reconciling of contradictions, or in acute

nonsense; sometimes a scenical representation of per-
sons or things, a counterfeit speech, a mimical look or

gesture, passeth for it
;
sometimes an affected simplicity,

sometimes a presumptuous bluntness, giveth it being j

sometimes it riseth only from a lucky hitting upon what
is strange ; sometimes from a- crafty wresting obvious
matter to the purpose. Often it consisteth in one knows
not what, and springeth up one can hardly tell how. Its

ways are unaccountable and inexplicable, being answer-
able to the numberless rovings of fancy and windings of

I
language."

WITCH, 7i. A woman supposed to have formed a compact
with evil spirits, and by their means to operate su pern atu-

rally ;
a sorceress. [fA winding, sinuous bank. Spen-

ser.]

WITCH, v. a. To bewitch ; to enchant^ Spenser.

WiTCH'CRAFT, n. The practices of witches; sorcery.

WITCH'-ELM, (wltch'elm) n. A kind of elm. Scott.

WITCH'E-RY, n. Enchantment ; witchcraft. Raleigh.

WITCH'HA-ZEL, (-zl) n. A shrub or small tree, of several

species. Todd.

WITCH'ING,* a. Bewitching ; fit for witchcraft. Smart.

WITCH'RIIXDEN,* a. Ridden by witches. Booth.

WITCH'TREE, n, A kind of tree
;
mountain-ash.

WIT'CRACK-ER, n. A joker; one who breaks a jest. Shak.

tWiT'cRAFT, n. Contrivance
;
invention. Camden.

fWlTE, v. a. To blame ;
to reproach. Spenser,

fWlTE, n. Blame
; reproach. Spenser.

fWlTE'LESS, a. BJameless. Spenser.

WIT'E-NA-GE-MOTE',* n. " A meeting of wise men :
"

among the Saxons, an assembly or council of nobles or

principal men to advise and assist the king. Brande.

WITH, (with) prep. By, noting joining or connection, the

nature of the connection, as of cause, means, comparison,
confederacy, &c., being shown by the context, and the

import of the preposition itself remaining the same: on
the side of; for ; in connection, in attendance, or in com-

pany of. With, in composition, signifies opposition, or

privation, except withal. Wtikins.

WITH,* n. A twig used as a band for tying or binding; a

twig Written also withe. Judges.
WlTH-AL', ad. Along with the rest ;

likewise ;
at the same

time. It was formerly used as a preposition instead of

with, when placed after the objective case
; as,

" The best

rule of life that ever the world was acquainted withal."

Tillotson.

WITH'AM-ITE,* n. (Min.) A silicious, crystallized mineral.

P. Cy'c.

WITH-DRAW', v. a. [i. WITHDREW; pp. WITHDRAWING,
WITHDRAWN.] To take back ;

to bereave; to call away;
to make to retire.
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WIT WOM
', v. n. To retire

;
to retreat. Milton.

WITH-DRAW'AL,* n. Act of withdrawing. Brit. Critic.

WiTH-'DRAw'ER, n. One who withdraws.

WITH-DRAW'ING-ROOM, n. Room for retirement : now
contracted to drawing-room. Mortimer.

WITH-DRAW'MENT,* 7i. Act of withdrawing ;
withdraw-

al. EC. Rev.

WITHE, [with, S. W. J. E. F.Ja. K. Wb. ; with, P. ; with,
Sm.] n. A twig used for a band

;
a willow twig ;

a band
of twigs. Written also with.

WlTHE,* v. a. [i. WITHED; pp. WITHING, WITHED.] To
bind with withes. Abbot.

WITH'ER, v. n. [i. WITHERED ; pp. WITHERING, WITHERED.]
To fade

; to grow sapless ; to dry up ;
to waste or pine

away ;
to lose animal moisture

;
to decay ;

to droop ;
to

wilt.

WITH'ER, v. a. To make to fade Shak. To make to shrink,
decay, or wrinkle. Dryden.

WlTH'ER-BXND, n, A piece of iron, laid under a saddle,
to keep the two pieces of wood tight, that form the bow.

WITH'ERED,* (wlth'erd) p. a. Dried; wasted; faded.

WITH'ERED-NESS, (wltii'erd-nes) n. State of being with-
ered

; marcidity. Bp. Hall.

WlTH'ER-iNG,*p. a. Drying; fading; decaying.
WITH'ER-ING-LY,* ad. In a withering manner. Byron.
WlTH'?R-lTE,* n. (Min.) A native carbonate of baryta.

Brande.

WiTH'ER-NXM,* n. (Law) A species of writ. Bouvier.

WITH'ERS, 71. pi. The joining of the shoulder-bones, in a

horse, at the bottom of the nec'k and mane, towards the

upper part of the shoulder.

WITII'ER-WRONG, (wlth'er-rung) a. Hurt in the withers,
caused by a bite of a horse, or by a saddle being unfit,

especially when the bows are too wide.

WITH-HLD',* p. from WiMiold. See WITHHOLD.
WlTH-HOLD', v. a. [i. WITHHELD ; pp. WITHHOLDING,
WITHHELD or wiTHHOLDEN. Withholdcn is rarely used.]
To restrain

;
to keep from action

; to hold back
;
to hin-

der
;
to obstruct ;

to take away ;
to refuse.

WJTH-HOLD'EN, (with-h5l'dn) p. See WITHHOLD.
WITH-HOLD'ER, n. One who withholds. Stephens.

WITH-HOLD'MENT,* n. The act of withholding. EC.
Rev. [R.]

WiTH-lN', prep. In, as opposed to something out; in the
inner part of; in the compass of; not beyond; not longer
ago than

;
in the reach of; not exceeding.

WiTH-lN',_ad In the inner parts ; inwardly ;
in the mind.

WITH-IN'SIDE, ad. In the interior parts. Sharp. [R.]

WlTH-oOT', prep. Out of, as opposed to something in
;
on

the outside of; not within; with exemption from; not
with ; in a state of absence from

; beyond ;
not within

the compass of; supposing the negation or omission of;
not by the use or help of.

WiTH-oCT', ad. Not within ;
out of doors ; externally.

WITH-50T', eonj. Unless
; except. Sidney, [Not in good

use.]
WiTH-oGT-DOOR,* a. Being out of door ; exterior. Shak.

tWiTH-oOT'EN, (-ou'tn) prep. Without. Spenser.
WlTH-STXND', V. a.

[i.
WITHSTOOD

; pp. WITHSTANDING,
WITHSTOOD.] To contend against ;

to oppose ;
to resist.

WlTH-STXND'ER, n. One who withstands ;
an opponent.

WlTH-STOOD',* (with-stud') i. &. p. from Withstand. See
WITHSTAND.

WlTH'wiND, n. An herb.

WlTH'Y, n. A willow-tree ; a twig ;
an osier ;

a withe,

Evelyn.
WlTH'Y, a. Made of withes

;
flexible and tough.

WlT'LESS, a. Wanting wit or understanding; foolish.

WJIT'LESS-LY, ad. Without wit or understanding.
WIT'LESS-NESS, 7i. Want of wit or understanding. San-

WIT'LJNG, n. A pretender to wit; a man of small wit.

WlT'NESS, n. Knowledge adduced in proof; evidence;
testimony; attestation: one who deposes under oath

;

one who gives testimony or evidence in a judicial pro-
ceeding; a deponent. With a witness, with great force
or energy ; effectually. Woodward. [Low.]

WlT'NESS, V. a. [i. WITNESSED
; pp. WITNESSING, WIT-

NESSED.] To attest
;
to tell with asseveration. Shak. To

be a witness of; to observe. Watts.

WTiT'NESS, v. n. To bear testimony ; to testify. Sidney.

WIT'NESS-ER, n. One who gives testimony. Martin.

WlT'SNXp-PER, n. One who affects repartee. Shak.

WIT'TED, a/Having wit; as, a. quick-witted boy.
WIT'TI-CIM, 71. A phrase affectedly witty; a witty re-

mark
;
a mean attempt at wit. Dryden.

WIT'TJ-LY, ad. In a witty manner
; ingeniously ; artfully.

WiT'Tl-NESS, n. Quality of being witty. B. Jonson.

WIT'TING-LY, ad. Knowingly; by design. Hooker.

tWlT'TOL, 71. One who, knowing his wife's faithlessness,
seerns content

;
a tame cuckold. Sidney.

fWlT'TQL-LY, a. Like a wittol
; cuckoldly. Shak.

~VlT'TY, a. Having wit; abounding in wit; imaginative;
sarcastic, [fliigenious ; judicious. Shak.]

,
7i. The great spotted woodpecker.

Wi'T'-WoRM, (-wiirm) n. A feeder on wit: a canker of
wit. B. Jonson.

WIVE, v. 7i.
[i. WIVED ; pp. WIVING, WIVED.] To marry ; to

take a wife. Shak.

WIVE, v. a. To marry ;
to match to a wife. Shak.

jWiVE'HOOD, (wiv'hud) n. Wifehood. Spenser.

fWIVE'LESS, a. Without a wife
; wifeless. Homily.

WIVE'LY, a. Belonging to a wife ; wifely. Sidney.
WI'VER, or WI'VERN, n. 'A kind of heraldic dragon.

Thynne.
WlVE, (wivz) n. pi. of Wife. See WIFE.
WIZ'ARD, n. [|A wise person ;

a learned person. Spenser.]A conjurer; an enchanter ; a sorcerer
; a male witch.

WIZ'ARD, a. Enchanting; haunted by wizards. Milton.

WIZ'ARD-RY,* n. The art or practice of wizards
; sorcery.

Law.

WIZ'EN, (wlz'zn) v. n. [i. WIZENED ; pp. WIZENING, WIZ-

ENED.] To dry up; to shrivel; to wither. Forby. [Local,
Eng.]

WIZ'EN,* (wiz'zn) n. (Scotland') The windpipe ;
weasand.

Jamieson. See WEASANU.
WOAD, (wod) 71. A plant, once much cultivated in Great

Britain for a blue dye extracted from it : now nearly
superseded by indigo : written also weld. See WELD.

WQ-DA'NI-OM,* n. (Min.) A malleable metal, of a bronze-

yellow color, extracted from a species of pyrite. Hamilton.

WODE, a. Mad. Peggc. [Local, Eng.] See WOOD.
WO'DEN,* n. An Anglo-Saxon divinity, considered as cot-

responding to the Mercury of the Greeks and Romans :

sometimes erroneously considered identical with Ouin,

Brande.

WOE, (wo) n. Grief; sorrow
; misery ; calamity ; a curse

;

a denunciation of calamity It is often used in denun-
ciations, woe be; or in exclamations of sorrow, woe is, an-

ciently, woe worth; as, "Woe worth thee." Spenser.
Written also wo.

WdE'BE-GONE, a. Far gone in woe; very sad; over-
whelmed with sorrow. Shak.

WOE'-WEA-RIED,* (wo'we-rjd) a. Tired out with woe.
Shak.

Wo'rOL, a. Full of woe
;
sorrowful

;
mournful ; calami-

tous ; afflictive ;
doleful

;
lamentable

;
wretched.

Wo'FOL-LY, ad. Sorrowfully ; mournfully ; wretchedly.
WO'FGL-NESS, n. Misery ; calamity. Martin.

WOLD, n. A plain, open country; downs. Shak.

WOLF, (wulf) n. [wolf, D.] pi. WOLVE, (wulvz) A fierce,
wild animal, of the canis or dog kind : any thing raven-
ous or destructive : a corrosive ulcer. Browne.

WOLF'-D6G, (wulf 'dog) n. A large kind of dog, of several

varieties
;
a dog kept to guard sheep ;

a species of dog,
the offspring of a wolf and a dog.

WOLF'-FISH,* (wulf 'fish) n. A voracious kind of fish.

Roget.
WOLF'ISH, (wulf'jsh) a. Resembling a wolf; ravenous.

WOLF'JSH-LY,* (wulf 'jsh-le) ad. Like a wolf. Ash.

WOLF'-NET,* (wulf 'net) n. A net that takes great num-
bers. Smart.

W6I/PRXM,* n. (Min.) A native tungstate of iron and

manganese, called also rock-lead. Brande.

WOLF'S'BANE, (wulfs'ban) n. A genus of hardy, narcotic,
and poisonous plants ;

aconite.

WoLF's'-CLiw,* (wulfs'klaw) n. A plant. Smart.

WoLF's'-MJLK, (wulfs'milk) n. An herb. Jlinsworth.

WOLF'S'-PEACH,* (wulfs'pcch) n. A plant. Smart.

WOLKONSKOIT,* 71. (Min.) An amorphous, greenish,

fragile mineral. P. Cyc.

WOL'LAS-TQN-ITE,* n. (Min.~) A species of prismatic au-

gite ; a silicate of lime. Brande.

WOL-VER-ENE',* (wul-ver-en') n. (Zool~) The glutton.
P. Cyc.

tWoLV'lsn, (wulv'jsh) a. Wolfish. Shak.

WOM'A?f, (wum'an) ?/.;?/. WOMEN, (wlm'en) The female

of the human race ;
an adult female, as distinguished from

a child or girl : a female attendant on a person of rank.

WOM'AN, (wum'an) v. a. To make pliant, like a woman.
SAoJt.' [R.] [per.

WOM'AN-BORN,* (wurn'an-bb'rn) a. Born of woman. Cow-

fWOM'
WOM'AN-HAT'ER, (w

aversion to the female sex.

fWOM'AN-HEAD, (wum'an-hed) n. Womanhood. Donne.

WOM'AN-HOOD, (vvum'sin-hud) n. The character, state, or

collective qualities of a woman. Shak.

WOM'AN-ISH, (wum'an-Ish) a. Suitable to a woman ; hav-

ing the qualities of a woman
; resembling a woman.

WOM'AN-ISH-LY, (wum'an-Ish-le)arf. In a womanish man-
ner.

WOM'AN-tsH-NESS, (wum'an-ish-nes) n. State or quality
of being womanish. Hammond.

WOM'AN-IZE, (wum'an-Iz) v. a. To make womanish
;

to woman ;
to soften. Sidney. [R.]

WOM'AN-KIND, (wum'an-klnd) n. The female sex; the

race of women ;
women collectively. Sidney.

OM'ANED, fwum'and)'a. United with a woman. Shak.

>M/AN-HAT'ER, (wum'an-hat'er) n. One who has an

sarcastic, [fliigenious ; judicious. Shak.] race of women ;
women collectively. Sidney.
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WOM'ATT-LESS,*(wum'an-les) a. Destitute ofwomen. Quire.

WOM'AN-LIKE,* (wum'an-llk) a. Like a woman
;
woman-

ly. A&ni.

WOM'AN-LI-NESS,* (wum'an-le-nes) n. Quality of being
womanly. Udal.

WOM'AN-Ly, (wum'an-le) a. Becoming a woman ; suiting
a woman

;
feminine ; not masculine ; not childish.

WOM'AN-LY, (wum'an-le) ad. In the manner of a woman.
WOM'AN-TIRED,* (wum'an-tlrd) a. Hen-pecked. Shak.

WOMB, (worn) n. The place of the foetus in the mother :

the place whence any thing is produced ;
the belly ; any

cavity.

tWoMB, (worn) v. a. To inclose ; to breed in secret. Shak.

WSM'BAT,* n. (Zool.) A burrowing quadruped of Austra-
lia. Roget.

WOMB'Y, (wom'e) a. Capacious. Shak.

WOM'EN, (wTm'en) n. pi. of Woman. See WOMAN.
W6N, (wun) i. & p. from Win. See WIN.
fW6N, v. n. To dwell

;
to have abode. Spenser.

JW6N, n. Dwelling ;
habitation. Spenser.

W<!>N'DER, (wun'der) v. n. [wonder, D.j [i.
WONDERED

;

pp. WONDERING, WONDERED.] To be struck with admira-
tion or wonder ;

to be surprised. [To doubt
; as,

" I

wonder whether he will be here." Colloquial. Johnson.]
WdN'DER, (wun'der) n. [wunder, Sax.

; wonder, D.] State

of mind produced by something new, strange, unexpect-
ed, and surprising; admiration

; astonishment; amaze-
ment

;
cause of wonder

; something wonderful or strange ;

a prodigy ;
a marvel ; a miracle.

WON'DER-ER, n. One who wonders.

WON'DER-FOL, a. Admirable; strange; astonishing;
amazing; surprising; marvellous; extraordinary.

W6N'DER-F0L-LY, ad. In a wonderful manner or degree.
WON'DER-FUL-NESS, n. State of being wonderful.

WSN'DER-MENT, n. Astonishment; amazement; wonder-
ful appearance ;

wonder. Dryden. [R.]

W6N'DER-OUS, a. See WONDROUS.
W<5N'DER-STRDcK, a. Amazed. Dryden.
W6N'DER-WoRK'ER,* (wun'der-wurk'er) n. A perform-

er, of wonders. Atterbury. [ders.

WON'DER-WORK'ING, (wun'der-wiirk'jng) a. Doing won-
WON'DROVS, a. Admirable; marvellous

;
wonderful. Pope.

W6N'DROys-Ly, ad. In a wonderful manner. Shak.

WON'DROVS-NESS,* n. Quality of being wondrous.
Browne.

W6NT, (wunt) . n. [i.
WONT

; pp. WONTING, WONT or

WONTED.] To be accustomed ; to use; to be used. Spen-
srr. "He is wont, or he. is wonted." Surrey.

fWoNT, [wunt, S. W. P. J. F. K. Sm. Wb. ; wont, Ja.} n.

Custom ; habit
;
use. Sidney.

WONT, (w5nt or want) [wont, S. W. F. Ja. K. Sm. Scott,

Kenrick.] A contraction of would not: used for will not.

In New England, commonly pronounced wunt.

WONT'ED, a. Accustomed
;
used

;
usual.

WONT'ED-NESS, n. State of being wonted. K. Charles. [R.]

fWoNT'LESS, a. Unaccustomed; unusual. Spenser.

Woo, v. a. [i.
WOOED ; pp. WOOING, WOOED.] To court

;
to

solicit in love
;
to court solicitously.

W66, v. n. To court ; to make love. Dryden.
WOOD, (wud) n. ; pi. WOOD, (wudz) A large and thick

collection of trees ; a forest: in this sense commonly
used in the plural: the hardest product of vegetation,
existing in trees, and included within the bark; the sub-

stance of trees
;
timber ; fuel.

WOOD, (wud) v. a. & n. To supply with wood, as a steam-
boat. King.

tWooD, (wud) a. Mad
;
furious

; raging. Tusser.

WOOD'-A-NEM'Q-NE, (wud'a-nem'g-ne) n. A plant.

WooD'-AsH-Eij,* (wud'ashrez) n. Ashes made of wood*.

Ure.

WOOD'BJND, (wud'blnd) n. Same as woodbine.

WOOD'BINE, (wud'bln) n. A flowering, parasitical plant
or shrub ; honeysuckle.

WOOD'-BIRD,* (wud'bird) n. A bird of the woods. Shak.

Woon'enXT,* (wud'chat) n., A bird resembling the butch-
er-bird. Ooldsmith.

WOOD'-JBHOIR,* (wud'kwlr) n. The songsters of the

woods. Coleridge.

WOOD'CHUCK,* (wud'chuk) n. (ZooZ.) A small quadruped
that burrows in the ground ;

the marmot. Ency.
WOOD'-COAL,* (wud'kol) n. Coal made of wood

;
char-

coal. Smart.

Wooo'c6cK, (wud'kok) n. A migratory bird: a dunce.

WooD'cRXcK-ER,* (wud'krak-er) n. A bird. Plott.

WooD'-CRfcK-ET,* (wud'krik'-et) n. An insect. Oold-

smith.

WOOD'CITL-VER, (wud'kul-ver) n. Wood-pigeon.
WooD'-CuT,* (wud'kut) W. An engraving on wood

;
a

print or impress from such an engraving. EC. Rev.

WooD'-CuT-TER,* (wud'kut-ter) n. One who cuts wood.

Morgan.
Wooo'-DoVE,* (wud'duv) 7i. A species of pigeon. Savage.
WOOD'-DRINK, (wud'drlnk) n. A decoction or infusion of
medicinal woods, as sassafras. Flayer.

WOOD'ED, (wfid'ed) a. Supplied or covered with wood.
WOOD'EN, (wud'dn) a. Made of wood; consisting of
wood

; ligneous ; clumsy ;
awkward.

WOOD'-EN-GRAV'ING,* (wud-) n. The art of engraving
on wood. P. Cyc.

WOOD'EN-SPOON,* (wud'dn-sp&n) n. A term applied to
the last junior optime in the University of Cambridge, in

England. Gent. Mag.
WOOD'FRET-TER, (wad'fret-ter) n. An insect ; a wood-
worm.

WOOD'-GOD, (wud'god) n. A pretended sylvan deity.
Spenser.

WOOD'-GROOSE,* (wud'grbus) n. A bird
;
the cock-of-the-

mountain. Hamilton.

Wooo'-HoLE, (wud'hol) n. Place where wood is laid up.
WoOD'-HoOsE,* (wud'hbas) n. A house, or receptacle, for
wood. Smollett.

WOOD'I-NSS, (wud'e-nes) n. State of being woody.
WOOD'LXND, (wud'land) n. Ground covered with woods.
WOOD'LAND, (wud'land) a. Relating to woods ; sylvan.
WOOD'-LARK, (wud'lark) n. A melodious sort of lark.

WOOD'LOCK,* (wud'lok) n. (JVawt.) A piece of thick stuff
fitted on the rudder of a ship, to keep it down. Falconer.

WoOD'-LoOsE, (wud'lous) 7J. An insect; milleped.
tWoOD'Ly, (wud'le) ad. Madly. Huloet.

WOOD'MAN, (wud'man) ) n. A forest officer, in Eng-
WOOD^'MAN*, (wudz'man) }

land : a forester
; one

who felLs timber : a sportsman ;
a hunter. Sidney.

fWoOD'MONG-ER, (wud'mung-ger) n. A wood-seller
Wotton.

WOOD'-MOSS,* (wud'mos) n. Moss growing on wood. Jod-
rell.

WOOD'MOTE,* (wud'mot) n. (Law) An ancient forest

court. Blackstone.

fWooo'NESs, (wud'nes) n. Anger ;
madness. Bp. Fisher.

WoOD'-NlGHT'sHADE, (wud'nlt'shad) 7i. A plant.

WOOD'-NOTE, (wud'nSt) n. A wild, musical note.

Wooo'-NfMPH, (wud'mmf) n. A fabled goddess of the
woods.

WOOD'-<SF'FER-?NG, (wud-) n. Wood burnt on the altar.

WOOD'-O PA-L,* (wud'o-paj) n. (Min.) An opalized quartz,
found in various vegetable forms. Brande.

WOOD'PECK, (wud'pek) n. Woodpecker. Jlddison.

WOOD'PECK-ER, (wud'pek-er) n. A bird, of many species,
that pecks into the trunks of trees, in search of insects.

Wooo'PlG-EON, (wud'pid-jun) n. A wild pigeon; ring-
dove.

WOOD'PILE,* (wud'pll) n. A pile of wood for burning.
Ash.

WOOD'REEVE, (wud'rev) n. One who has the care of
woods. Todd.

WOOD'-ROCK,* (wud'rok) n. (JJfire.)
A kind of asbestos.

Smart.

WOOD'ROOF, (wud'rof) n. An herb. Ainsioorth.

WOOD'-RUSH,* (wud'rush) n. A genus of plants. Farm.

Ency.
WOOD'-SAGE,* (wud'saj) n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

fWOGD'SARE, (vvud'sar) n. Froth found on plants. Bacon.

IWOOD'SERE, (wud'sfir) . The time when there is no
sap in the tree. Tusser.

WOODSMAN, (wudz'man) n. A forester. Same as wood
man. Hammond.

WOOD'-SOR-REL, (wud'sor-rel) n. A genus of plants.

WOOD'-STONE,* (wud'ston) n. Petrified wood ;
a species

of horn-stone. Brande.

WoOD'-TiN,* (wud'tTn) ii. An opaque, fibrous, and nodu-
lar variety of oxide of tin, of a brown color. Brande..

WOOD'WARD, (wud'ward) n. A forester; a land-reeve.
Howell.

Wooc'-WAx,* (wud'waks) n. A plant ; green-weed, or
dwarf-broom. Booth.

Wooo'-WORK,* (wud'wurk) n. Work formed of wood
;

a frame or part of a building formed of wood. Qoldamith.

WOOD'-WORM, (wud'vviirm) n. A worm bred in wood.
WOOD'Y, (wud'e) a. Abounding with wood ; consisting of
wood

; wooden ; ligneous ; relating to woods ; sylvan.

WOOD'Y-NIGHT'SHADE,* (wud'e-nlt'shad) . A plant;

wood-nightshade. Crabb.

WOO'ER, n. One Who courts a woman
;
a suitor ;

a lover.

WOOF, n. The series of threads that run breadth-wis.e,
and so cross the warp; the weft. [Texture; cloth.

Mtlton.]
WOO'ING,* ?^ The act of courting or soliciting. Cowper.

W66'ING-LY, ad. Pleasingly ;
so as to invite stay.

WOOL, (wul) n. [wul,S-dx.;wollen,D.] The fine hair or

fleece of sheep, and of some other animals ; any short,
thick hair.

WOOL'-BALI-,* (wGl'bal) n. A ball of wool. Smart.

WOOL'-BEAR-ING,* (wul'bar-jng) a. Producing wool.

Booth.

WOOL'-COMB-ER, (wul'kom-er) n. One whose business it

is to comb wool. Johnson.

WOOL'-COMB-ING,* (wul'k5m-jng) n. The act of combing
wool. Ash.
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WOOLD,* . a. (JVawi.) To wind a rope, as about a mast

or yard. Mar. Diet. To fasten by winding and intertwining.
WOOL'FEL, (wul'fel) n. A skin not stripped of the wool.

Davies.

WooL'-GATH'ER-lNG, (wul'-) n. A useless pursuit or de-

sign. Milton.

WOOLLED,* (wuld) a. Having wool. Used in composi-
tion ; as,

" fme-woolled." Ency.
WOOL'LEN, (wul'Ien) a. Made of wool; consisting of
wool : coarse ; of little value. Shak.

WOOL'LEN, (wul'len) n. ; pi. WOOLLENS, (wul'lenz)
Cloths made of wool

; woollen goods.
WOOL'LEN-DRA'PER,* (wul'len-) n. A dealer in woollen

goods. Maunder.

WOOL-LEN-ETTE',* (wul-len-et') n. A thin woollen stuff.

Knight.
WOOL'LJ-NESS, (wul'le-nes) n. State of being woolly.
WOOL'LY, (wul'le) a. Clothed or covered with wool

;
con-

sisting of wool
; resembling wool. S/iak.

WOOL'MAN,* (wul'man) n. A dealer in wool. P. Cyc.

WooL'-PXcK, (wul'pak) n. A pack or bundle of wool.

WooL'-PAcK-ER,* (wul'-) n. One who packs wool. Rich-

ardson.

WooL'-SXcK, (wul'sak) n. A bag, sack, or bundle of wool
;

any thing bulky and light. (Law) The seat of the lord-

chancellor of England, and of the judges in the House
of Lords.

WOOL'-STA-PLE,* (wul'sta-pl) n. A market for wool. Ash.

WOOL'-STA-PLER,* (wul'-) n. A wholesale dealer in

wool. Walker.
'

A sorter of wool.

fWooL'wARD, (wul'ward) ad. In wool. Harmar.

WooL'-WlND-ER,* (wul'wlnd-er) n. A packer of wool.
Crabb.

W66p, 71. A species of bird. Johnson.

Woos, n. Sea-weed
;
an herb. Johnson.

WOOTZ,* n. A species of steel, imported from Bengal,
much valued for some cutting instruments. Brande.

WORD, (vviird) n. An oral expression of thought ; an ar-

ticulate sound
;
a significant part of speech, consisting

<;f one or more syllables: talk; discourse: dispute;
verbal contention : language ; living speech : promise ;

signal ;
token

; order; account: tidings; message:
declaration ; purpose expressed ;

affirmation : Scripture ;

the word of God
; applied to the Redeemer or Savior of

the world. John i. A compound word is a word formed of
two or more simple words ; as, word-book, penknife.

WORD, (ward) v. a. [i. WORDED; pp. WORDING, WORDED.]
To express in words

;
to style ; to phrase. Jlddison. To

affect by many words
;
to overpower by words. South.

|WORD, jfwiird) v. n. To dispute. L'Estrange.
WORD'-BOOK,* (wiird'buk) n. A vocabulary ;

a dictionary.
Johnson.

WORD'-CXTCH-ER, (wiird'-) n. One who cavils at words.

Pope.
fWORD'ER, (wiird'er) n. A speaker. Whitlock.

WOIID'I-NESS, (wurd'e-nes) n. State of being wordy.
tWoiiD'iSH, (wurd'ish) a. Full of words ; wordy. Sidney.

fWORD'iSH-NKss, (wiird'jsh-nes) n. Quality of being
wordy. Digby.

WORD'LESS, (wlird'les) a. Silent; without words. S/iak.

WoiiD'y, (wurd'e) a. Abounding in words
;
verbose.

WORK, i. from Wear. See WEAR.
WORK, (wurk) v. n.

[i.
WORKED or WROUGHT

; pp. WORK-
ING, WORKED or WHOUGHT.] To be in action or motion;
to move with labor to some end

;
to he employed , to la-

bor
;
to toil

;
to act

;
to carry on operations ;

to operate as
a manufacturer; to operate ;

to have effect ; to obtain by
diligence. Shak. To act internally; to ferment, as a
liquid : in this sense the regular form is always used.

WORK, (wiirk) v. a. To make or form by labor; to produce
by labor

;
to effect by labor in some particular manner

;

to manage, in a state of motion
;
to put into motion

; to

put to labor
;
to exert. To work out, to effect

;
to efface.

To work up, to raise
;
to expend, as materials.

WORK, (wiirk) n. Toil
;
labor

; employment ; occupation ;

operation; act of one who works: production of one
who works

;
the product of the labor of the hands or of

the mind ;
a literary production ;

a performance ;
a piece

of mechanism; any fabric; any thing made: effect;
management. To set on work, to employ; to engage.

WORK'A-BLE,* (wiirk'a-bl) a. That may be worked ;
ca-

pable of working. Vice- Chancellor Leach.

WORK'-BXG,* (wurk'bag) n. A bag to contain needle-work,
&.C. More.

WORK'-DAY,* (wiirk'da) re. A day for work; a working-
day, not Sunday. Paley.

WORK'ER, (wiirk'er) n. He or that which works.

WORK'-FEL-LOW,' (wiirk'fel-lo) . A fellow-laborer. Rom.
xvi.

WORK'FOLK, (wiirk'fok) or WORK'FOLKS, (wurk'foks)
n. pi. Laboring people. Beaum. fy Fl. See FOLKS.

WORK'HOOSE, (wiirk'hous) n. A house for work
;
a man-

ufactory ;
a house for penitential labor

;
a house for the

poor, where suitable labul is furnished ; an almshouse.

WORKING, (wiirk'jng) n. Motion
; operation : fermenta-

tion.

WORK'ING-DAY, (wurk'jng-d5) n. A day on which labor
is permitted; not the Sabbath. a. Common; coarse.
Stab

WoRK'iNG-HoOsE, (wiirk'jng-hbus) n. A workhouse.
Shak.

WORK'MAN, (wurk'man) n. ; pi. WORKMEN. An artificer;
a mechanic ; one skilled in some manufacturing labor.

WORK'MAN-LIKE, (wiirk'man-lik) a. Skilful; well-per-
formed. Drayton.

WORK'MAN-LV, (wiirk'man-le) a. Skilful
; well-performed ;

workmanlike.

WORK'MAN-LY, (wiirk'man-le) ad. In a manner becoming
a workman. Tusser.

WORK'MAN-SHIP, (wiirk'man-ship) n. The skill or art of
a workman; manufacture; art; dexterity.

WOKK'MAS-TER, (wiirk'mas-ter) n. A performer of any
work. Spenser.

WORK'SHOP, (wurk'shop) n. A place where a workman or
mechanic carries on his work. Dr. Warton.

WORK'WOM-AN, (wurk'wum-an) n. A woman skilled in
needle-work. Spenser. A woman who works.

WORK'Y-DAY, (wiirk'e-da) n. [corrupted from working-
day.] A day not the Sabbath. Shak. [Vulgar.]

WORLD, (wu'rld) n. The system ofcreated beings and things ;

the collective idea of all bodies: one system of the
whole : man's scene of action : the earth

;
the terra-

queous globe : present state of existence
;
a secular life

;

public life : the public : business of life ; trouble of
life

;
the interests, employments, or pleasures of life : the

human race
;
mankind : a great multitude ;

a great many;
as,

" All the world know it. "Course of life
; universal

empire : the manners ofmen ; the practice oflife : what
the world contains

;
a wide compass of things : any large

part of the earth
; as,

" the old world,"
" the new world."

A collection of wonders
;
a wonder. Knolles. Time, a sense

originally Saxon, now only used in the phrase world with-

out end. In the world, in possibility. For all the world,
exactly ; entirely. [Colloquial.]

WORLD'-HARD-ENED,* (wlirld'hard-nd) a. Hardened by
the world. Foster.

WORLD'LI-NESS, (wurld'le-nes) n. State of being worldly
WORLD'LING, (wiirld'ling) n. One devoted to the world,

or worldly gain. Hooker.

WORLD'LVS (wurld'le) a. Relating to this world
; devoted

to this world, to the neglect of the life to come
; tempo-

ral
;
secular.

WORLD'LY, (wurld'le) ad. With relation to the world. Ra-

leigh.

WORLD'LY-MIND'ED,* (wurld'le-) a. Attentive chiefly to

this world. Paley.

'

WORLD'LV-MIND'ED-NESS, (wurld'le-) n. Attention to

this world. Todd.

WORLD'-SHAR-ER,* (wiirld'shar-er) n. A sharer of the
earth. Shak.

WORLD'-WEA-RIED,* (wiirld'we-rjd) a. Tired of the
world. Shak.

WORM, (wiirm) n. [worm, D.] Any small, creeping animal,
either entirely without feet, or with very short ones ; a

small, harmless serpent that lives in the earth : an ani-

mal bred in the body : the animal that spins silk ; a silk-

worm : a destructive grub ; an insect : something tor-

menting : any thing vermiculated, or turned round :

any thing spiral, as the threads of screws, when bigger
than can be made in screw-plates. Muxon. A membrane
or ligament under the tongue of a dog.

WORM, (wiirm) v. n.
[i.

WORMED ;pp. WORMING, WORMED.]
To work slowly, secretly, and gradually.

WORM, (wiirm) . a. To drive by slow and secret means,
as by a screw

;
to cut (from a dog) a ligament called the

worm.

WORM'-AT-EN, (wUrm'e-tn) a. Eaten by worms; old.

WORM'-AT-EN-NESS, (wurm'e-tn-nes) n. State of being
worm-eaten ; rottenness. Smith. [R.]

WORM'-GRAss,* (vvurm'gras) n. A plant; the Carolina

pink. Booth.

WORM'-HOLE,* (wurm'hol) n. A hole made by a worm.
Goldsmith.

WORM'-SEED,* (wurm'sed) n. A plant. Pilkington.

WOR'MVL,* n. A warble in cattle
;
wornil. Booth.

WORM'WOOD, (wurm'wud) n. A bitter plant, named from
its supposed virtue to kill worms in the body.

WORM'Y, (wurm'e) a. Full of worms
; earthy ; grovel-

ling.

WORN, p. from Wear. Worn out, quite consumed. Dry-
den. See WEAR.

WOR'NIL, or WOR'NAL, n. A tumor on the back of cattle,

occasioned by an insect that punctures the skin
; pucker-

id ge. Loudon.

WoRN'-dOT,* a. Destroyed or much injured by wear
trite. Qw. Rev.

WOR'RI-ER, (wur'rs-er) n. One who worries or torments.

W6ii'RY, (wur're) v. a. [i.
WORRIED

; pp. WORRYING, WOR-

l, E, I, O, 0, Y, long; X, E, I, 5, ft, Y, short; A, E, I, O, V, ,
obscure. FARE, FAR, FAST, FALL; HEIR, HER;
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HIED.] To tear, or mangle, as a beast tears its prey ;

to

harass or persecute brutally ;
to torment ;

to tease.

WORSE, (wlirs) a. The comp. of Bad. [pos. BAD; comp.
WORSE

; superl. WORST.] More bad
; more ill.

WORSE, (wlirs) ad. In a worse manner. Shak.

WORSE, (wiirs) n. Something less good ;
the loss

;
not the

advantage ; not the better
; as,

" He was put to the
worse." 2 Kings xiv.

fWORSE, (wiirs) v. a. To put to disadvantage. Milton.

WORS'EN, fwiir'sn) v. a. To make worse j to obtain ad-

vantage or. Milton. Southey. [R.]

WORS'EN, (wiir'sn) v. n. To grow worse. Southey. [R.]
WORS'ER, (wiirs'er) a. A barbarism for worse. Shak.

WOR'SHIP, (wur'shjp) n. Dignity ;
eminence

;
excellence.

Spenser. A title of honor, addressed to persons of rank or

station, and especially to magistrates. Dryden. In other

cases, often a term of ironical respect. Pope. Honor paid ;

respect; civil deference; submissive respect: adora-
tion ; religious act of reverence.

WOR'SH|P, (wur'shjp) v. a.
[i. WORSHIPPED ; pp. WORSHIP-

PING, WORSHIPPED.] To adore
;
to honor or venerate with

religious rites : to revere
;
to respect ;

to honor
;
to treat

with civil reverence.

9^* The following derivatives from worship are com-

monly written with the p doubled
; thus, worshipped, wor-

shipping, worshipper ; though they would be more analogi-
cally written with but one p ; thus, worshiped, worshiping,
worshiper j and some write them in this manner.

WOR'SHIP, (wur'shjp) v. n. To perform acts of adoration.

WOR'SHIP-A-BLE,* (wur'shjp-ri-bl) a. That may be wor-

shipped. Coleridge. [R.]
WOR'SHIP-FUL, (wiir'shjp-ful) a. Claiming respect ;

enti-

tled to respect or honor ; venerable. It is an epithet
often applied to persons of rank or office

;
and often used

ironically.

WOR'SHIP-FOL-LY, (wur'ship-ful-le) ad. Respectfully.
WOR'SHJP-FOL-NESS,* (wu'r'shjp-ful-nes) n. The quality

of being worshipful. Ash.

WOR'SHIP-PER, (wiir'shjp-er) n. One who worships.
WORST, (wurst) a. superl. of Bad. Bad in the highest de-

gree. See BAD.

WORST, (wurst) n. The most calamitous or wicked state
;

the utmost height or degree of any thing ill. Dig-by.

WORST, (wurst) v. a.
[i. WORSTED ; pp. WORSTING, WORST-

ED.] To put to disadvantage; to defeat ; to overthrow.

WORS'TED, (wurs'ted) [wors'ted, Jo. K. Sm. ; wurs'ted,
W.; wus'ted, J. F. ; wurs'tedj P.] n. [from Worsted, a
town in Norfolk, England.] Yarn spun from combed
wool ; woollen yarn twisted harder than ordinary.

WORT, (wiirt)tt. Originally, a general name for an herb, and
still so for many when used in composition, as liverwort:

a plant of the cabbage kind: unfermented beer or

liquor; the fermentable infusion of malt or grain Bacon.

fWoRTH, or fWlJRTH, (wiirth) v. a. To betide
;
to happen

to. Spenser. Used only in the antiquated phrase,
" Woe

worth the day !"

WORTH, (wiirth) n. The value of any thing ; price ; rate:

that quality of a thing which renders it useful; des-

ert
;
merit

;
excellence

;
virtue

; importance.
WORTH, (wiirth) a. Equal in price to ; equal in value to

;

deserving of, either in a good or bad sense
; equal in pos-

sessions to. It has the construction of a preposition, as

it admits the objective case after it, without an interven-

ing preposition ; as,
" The book is worth a dollar."

WOR'THI-LY, (wiir'the-le) ad. In a worthy or proper man-
ner ; suitably ; deservedly ; justly.

WOR'THJ-NESS, (wiir'the-nes) n. State of being worthy ;

desert
; merit

;
excellence ; dignity.

WORTH'LESS, (wurth'les) a. Having no worth or value
;

useless
;
vile

;
base

; despicable.

WORTH'LESS-NESS, (wurth'les-nes) n. Want of worth or

excellence
;
want of dignity ;

want of value.

WOR'THY, (wur'the) a. Having worth or virtue; having
merit or desert

; deserving, either good or ill
;
suitable:

meritorious; estimable; excellent; valuable; noble; il-

lustrious.

WOR'THY, (wur'the) n. A man of worth, merit, or valor.

The JVt/ie Worthies of the world
,
so reputed, are classed

by R. Burton as follows : Hector, Alexander, Julius Ca3-

sar, (Gentiles;) Joshua, David, Judas Maccabaeus, (Jews;)
Arthur, Charlemagne, and Godfrey of Bouillon, (Chris-
tians.) Nares.

fWoR'THY, (wiir'tne) v. a. To render worthy; to exalt.

Shak.

tW6T, [wot, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; wut, Elphinston.]
v. a. <Sc n. To know

;
to be aware. Spenser. It is also the

preterit of the obsolete verb to weet ; and is used by old

authors both in the present and imperfect tenses. See
WEET.

WOTE, v. Same as wot. See WOT, and WEET.
WOULD, (wiid) v. auxiliary and defective ; implying incli-

nation, wish, or desire. It is regarded as the preterit of

win, and is used to form the past tense of the potential
mood

;
but it is likewise used in the conditional present

tense. " He would have paid the bill yesterday, if he had
been able." " He would pay it now, if he could." In the
former instance, would is used in the past tense

;
and in

the latter, in the conditional present.
Would is used in a particular manner to express a wish

or prayer, as in the phrases would God, would to God,
would to Heaven, or simply would; as,

" Would God I had
died for thee, O Absalom." 2 Sam. " Would to God you
could bear with me." 2 Cor. " Would to Heaven."
Dryden.

" Would thou hadst hearkened to my words."
Milton. " Would that they would take one side or the
other." Dr. Thomas Arnold.
The following remarks are quoted from Dr. Johnson.
" Would has the signification of I wish, or I pray. This,

I believe, is improper, and formed by a gradual corrup-
tion of the phrase would God ; which originally imported,
that God would, might God will, might God decree. From
this phrase, ill understood, came "would to God;" thence
"/ would to God;" and thence I would, or, elliptically,

would, came to signify I wish: and it is used even by
good authors, but ought not to be imitated."

WOULD'-BE,* (wud'be) a. Wishing to be
; vainly pretend-

ing to be. Qu. Rev. [Colloquial.]

fWoOLD'lNG, (wud'jng) n. Motion of desire. Hammond.
fWoGLD'lNG-NESS,* (wud'jng-nes) n. Willingness. Hani-
mond.

||WOTJND, (wond or wound) [wond or woQnd, W. P. J. Cob-

bin; wond, S. Ja. K. Sm. R. Scott; wound, E. Wb. Nares,
Kenrick.] n. A hurt given to the body or animal frame

by violence
;
an injury ;

a cut
;
a slash ; laceration.

95= "The first pronunciation of this word, [wond,]
though generally received among the polite world, is cer-

tainly a capricious novelty, a novelty either generated
by false criticism, to distinguish it from the preterit of the
verb to wind, of which there was not the least danger of

interference, or more probably from an affectation of the
French sound of this diphthong, which, as in pour, and
some other words, we find of late to have prevailed. The
stage is in possession of this sound, and what Swift ob-

serves of newspapers, with respect to the introduction of
new and fantastical words, may be applied to the stage,
with respect to new and fantastical modes of pronuncia-
tion. That the other pronunciation was the established

sound of the word, appears from the poets, who rhyme it

with bound, found, ground, and around ; and it is still so

among the great bulk of speakers, who learn this sound
at school, and are obliged, to unlearn it again when they
come into the conversation of the polite world. Mr. Sher-

idan, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Elphinston, adopt the first sound
of this word

;
but Dr. Kenrick and W. Johnston the sec-

ond : Mr. Perry gives both, but prefers the first
;
and though

Mr. Smith, in his Vocabulary, has classed it with sound
and found, he says woond is the common pronunciation.
I am, however, of Mr. Nares's opinion, who says this pro-

. nunciation ought to be entirely banished. But where is

the man bold enough to risk the imputation of vulgarity
by such an expulsion?" Walker__ Smart styles wound
"the old-fashioned, pronunciation."

||WoUND, (wond or wound) v. a. [i.
WOUNDED ; pp. WOUND-

ING, WOUNDED.] To hurt the animal frame by violence ;

to hurt, to injure.

WOUND, (wound) i. & p. from Wind. See WIND.
||W6uND'ED,* or WOUND'ED,* p. a. Hurt by violence ;

in-

jured.

HWOUND'ER, (wond'er or wb'und'er) n. One who wounds.

WouND'l-Ly,* ad. Excessively. Chesterfield. [Ludicrous.]

||W6uND'lNG,*0r WouND'lNG,*n. Infliction of a wound;
injury.

IIWouND'LESS, a. Exempt from wounds. Spenser.

IJWOUND'WORT, (wond'wiirt or wbund'wiirt) n. A genus
of plants; hedge-nettle. Miller.

WoOND'Y,a. Excessive. Gay. Alow, bad word. Johnson.

["An old-fashioned, vulgar word, vyhich follows the
old-fashioned pronunciation of its primitive." Smart.]

Wouwou,* ?i. The Sumatran name of the long-armed ape,

ungka-puti, or hylobate. P. Cyc.

WOVE, i. from Weave. See WEAVE.
Wd'VEN, (w5'vn) p. from Weave. See WEAVE.

f\V6xE, i

' from Wax' Waxed - Spenser.

fWSx'EN, (wok'sn)y. from Wax. Waxed. Spenser.

fWRACK, (rak) n. Destruction of a ship by winds or rocks
;

ruin; wreck. Shak. Now written wreck. See WRECK.
fWRXcic, (rak) v. a. To destroy in the water ; to wreck

;

to torture ; to rack. Cowley. See WRECK, and RACK.

fWRACK'FUL, (rak'ful) a. Ruinous ;
destructive. Drayton.

WRAIK,* (rak) n. A kind of sea-weed. Maunder.

WRAITH, (rath) n. The apparition of a person about to

die
;

a spirit ; a ghost. Grose. [Used in the north of

England.]
WRXN'GLE, (r&ng'gl) v.n. [i.

WRANGLED ; pp. WRANGLING,
WRANGLED.] [To argue ;

to dispute. Rowe.} To dispute

peevishly ;
to quarrel perversely ;

to altercate
;
to squab-

ble. Shak.
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WRXN'GLE, (rang'gl) n. A quarrel ; a perverse dispute.
WRXN'GLER, (rang'gler) n. One who wrangles ;

a per-
verse disputant. (Cambridge University, Eng.) A name,
with the epithet senior, given to the student who passes
the best examination in the senate-house

;
others being

called second wranglers, third wranglers, &c.
WRXN'GLE-SOME, (ran'gl-sum) a. Quarrelsome

; disposed
to wrangle. Moor. [Local, Eng.]

WRXN'GLING, n. A dispute ; altercation. Todd.

WRXP, (rap) v. a. [L WRAPPED
; pp. WRAPPING, WRAPPED.

i. & p. sometimes WRAPT.] To roll together ;
to compli-

cate
;
to involve

;
to cover with something rolled round ;

to comprise ; to contain. To wrap up, to involve totally.

Jp Sometimes improperly used for to rap, to strike ;
to

snatch up.
" This word is often pronounced rop, rhym-

ing with top, even by speakers much above the vulgar."
Walker. The same pronunciation is not uncommon in

some parts of the United States
; yet it has no counte-

nance from the orthoepists.

WRXP'PAGE,* (rap'aj) n. Act or means of wrapping. EC.
Rev.

WRXP'PER, (rap'per) n. One who wraps ;
that in which

any thing is wrapped ; envelope.
WRXP'PING, (rap'ping) n. A cover

j
an envelope ;

that in

which any thing is wrapped ;
act of one who wraps ;

a

wrapper.
WRXp'Ris-CAL, (rap'rfts-kal) n. A great coat; a cant
term for a coarse upper coat. Forby.

WRASSE,* (ras) n. A kind of fish
;
the old-wife. Crabb.

IJWRATH, (rath or rawth) [rath, J. F. Wb. ; rath, &, P. Sm. ;

roth or rath, W. ; rather rath, Ja. K. ; rath, R.] n. Anger ;

fury ; rage ;
ire ;

resentment.

|(WRATH'FOL, (rath'ful or rawth'ful) a. Angry; furious;
raging. Spenser.

||WRATH'FOL-L,Y, (rath'ful-le or rawth'ful-le) ad. Furi-

ously ; passionately.
WRATH'FOL-NESS,* (rath'ful-nes or rawth'ful-nes) n. Ex-
treme anger. Udal.

HWRATH'LESS, (rath'les) a. Free from anger. Waller.

fWRAWL., (rawl) v. n. 'To cry as a cat. Spenser.

WREAK, (rek) v. a. [i. WREAKED ; pp. WREAKING, WREAK-
ED. f ^ WROKE

; fp. WROKEN.] To execute with anger
or for a purpose of vengeance ; to inflict with violence

;

to revenge.
{WREAK, (rek) n. Revenge ; vengeance ; fury. Spen-

ser.

fWREAK'FUL, (rek'ful) a. Revengeful; angry. ShaJc.

WREAK'LESS, a. Unrevenging ; careless. Sfiak.

WREATH, (reth) [reth, J. E. F. Sm. Wb. ; reth, P. K. ; reth

or retti, W. Ja.] n. Any thing curled or twisted
;
a gar-

land ; a chaplet ;
an ornamental, twisted bandage.

55= "I have placed what I think the best usual mode of

pronouncing this word first, [r5th,] because I think it so
much more agreeable to analogy than the second." Walker.

WREATHE, (reth) v. a.
[i. WREATHED; pp. WREATHING,

WREATHED, JWREATHEN.] To interweave; to encircle,
as with a garland ;

to curl
;
to twist ; to convolve ;

to en-

twjne. [To writhe. Gay.} See SOOTHE.

WREATHE, (reth) v. n. To be intertwined. Drydcn.
WREATH'ING,* n. Act of twisting; a wreath. Spen-

ser.

WREATH'LESS,* a. Having no wreaths. Coleridge.

WREATH'YjVre'tne) a. Twisted ; covered with a wreath.

WRECK, (rek) n. Destruction by being driven on rocks or

shallows at sea, as a ship ; destruction by sea: dissolu-

tion by violence
;
ruin

;
destruction : a ship, vessel, or

other thing wrecked
; goods cast up by the sea after a

shipwreck. [Dead stems of grass or weeds. Local. Grose.]
WRECK, (rek) v. a. [i. WRECKED ; pp. WRECKING, WRECKED.]
To destroy by dashing on rocks or sands

;
to ruin. [fTo

wreak. S/iak.]

WRECK, (rek) v. n. To suffer wreck or ruin. Milton.

WRECK'AGE,* n. The act of wrecking; the ruins or re-

mains of a vessel that has been wrecked. Times.

WRECK'ER,* (rek'er) n. One who plunders vessels that
are wrecked. Smart.

fWRECK'FOL, (rek'ful) a. Causing wreck. Spenser.
WRECK'-MAs-TER,* n. A master of a wreck. Lee.

WREN, (ren) n. A small perching bird of several species.
WRENCH, (rench) v. a.

[i. WRENCHED; pp. WRENCHING,
WRENCHED.] To pull with a twist or with violence

;
to

wrest
;
to force ;

to sprain ; to strain
;
to distort.

WRENCH, (rench) n. A violent pull or twist
; a sprain : a

screwing instrument. [fMeans of compulsion ; subtlety.

Bacon.]
WREST, (rest) v. a.

[i.
WRESTED

; pp. WRESTING, WRESTED.]
To twist by violence

;
to extort by writhing or force

;
to

take away by force
;
to distort; to force; to wind

;
to

screw
;
to wring ; to wrench.

WREST, (rest) n. Distortion
; violence. [Active power.

Spenser.] An instrument to tune with: a position
which determines the form of a bucket in an overshot
wheel.

WREST'ER, (rest'er) n. One who wrests. Skelton.

WRES'TLE, (rSs'sl) v. n. [i. WRESTLED ; pp. WRESTLING,
WRESTLED.] To contend by grappling and trying to throw
down ; to struggle ; to contend.

WRES'TLE, (res'sl) v. a. To overcome in wrestling. Spen-
ser.

WRES'TLER, (res'ler) n. One who wrestles or struggles;
one who contends.

WREST'L-JNG,* n. An athletic exercise between two
persons who try to throw each other down ; a struggle.
Atterbury.

WRETCH, (rech) n. A miserable person, applied either in

pity or opprobrium ; a despicable or worthless person ;
a

villain
;
a knave. It is sometimes used with ironical pity

or contempt.
WRETCH'ED, (rech'ed) a. Miserable; unhappy; calami-

tous
; sorry ;

worthless
; despicable ; contemptible.

WRETCH'ED-LY, (rech'ed-le) ad. Miserably; despicably.
WRETCH'ED-NESS, (rech'ed-nes) n. State of being
wretched; misery; afflicted state

; despicableness.
fWRETCH'LESS, (rech'les) a. Careless; reckless. Ham-
mond.

fWRETCH'LESS-NESS, n. Recklessness. 39 Art. of Rel.

JWRIG, (rig) v. a. To move to and fro; to wriggle. Skel-
ton.

WRlG'GLE, (rig'gl) v. n. [i. WRIGGLED
; pp. WRIGGLING,

WRIGGLED.] To move the body to and fro with short
motions.

WRIG'GLE, (rig'gl)
v. a. To put in a quick reciprocating

motion ; to introduce by shifting motion. Hudibras.

WRIG'GLE, (rig'gl) a. Pliant; flexible. Spenser.
WR!G'GLER,* (rlg'Ier) n. One who wriggles. Cowper.
WRIGHT, (rlt) n. A workman

;
an artificer

;
a maker.

WRING, (ring) v. a.
[i. WRUNG; pp. WRINGING, WRUNG.] To

twist
;
to turn round with violence

; to force by contor-
tion or violence; to wrench; to wrest; to squeeze; to

press ;
to writhe ; to pinch ;

to extort ; to harass
;
to dis-

tress
;
to torture : to distort

;
to pervert.

WRING, (ring) v. n. To writhe with anguish; to twist.

WRING, (ring) n. Action of anguish ; torture. Bp. Hall.

WRlNG'-JBOLT,* n. (JVa.) A bolt used to bend and secure
the planks against the timbers

; ring-bolt. Mar. Diet.

WRING'ER, (rlng'er) n. One who wrings.
WRING'ING,* (rlng'jng) n. The act of pressing the hands

in anguish j^
a twisting. Ash.

WRING'-STAVES,* n. pi. Pieces of wood used with the

wring-bolt. Mar. Diet.

WRIN'KLE, (rlngk'kl) n. Corrugation or furrow, as on the
skin or the face: rumple of cloth; a crease; rough-
ness.

WRIN'KLE, (rlnk'kl) v. a. [i. WRINKLED ; pp. WRINKLING,
WRINKLED.] To corrugate ;

to contract into wrinkles or
furrows ;

to make uneven.

WR!NK'LED,* (rlng'kld) a. Having wrinkles
; corrugated.

WRlNK'L,y,*a. Having wrinkles
; wrinkled. Shenstone.

WRIST, (rlst) n. The joint uniting the hand to the arm.

WRIST'BAND, (rlst'bjnd) n. The band of a shirt sleeve
that passes round the wrist.

WR!T, (rlt) n. Any thing written. Holy or sacred writ,

Scripture. (Law) A precept, issued by authority, in

writing, under seal, directed to some officer or person,
conferring some right or privilege, or requiring something
to be done in relation to a suit or action ; a judicial pro-
cess, by which any one is summoned, as an offender; a

legal instrument.

fWRlT, (rlt) i. & p. from Write. Wrote; written. See

W_RITE.
WRI'TA-TIVE, (rl'ta-tlv) a. Disposed to write. Pope. [R.]
WRITE, (rlt) v. a. [i. WROTE

; pp. WRITING, WRITTEN.
Writ and wrote were formerly often used as pprticiples,
and writ also as a preterit ;

but they are now generally
discontinued by good writers.] To express by means of
letters: to engrave ;

to impress : to produce as an
author : to tell by letters.

WR!TE, (rlt) v. n. To form letters with a pen ; to perform
the act of writing : to act the author : to tell in books :

to send letters ;
to compose. To write one's self, to

style or call one's self.

WRIT'ER, (rlt'er) n. One who writes; a penman; a
scribe

;
an author. Writer to the signet, one of a society

of lawyers in Scotland, equivalent to the highest class of

attorneys in England.
WRIT'ER-SHIP,* n. The office of writer. Ed. Rev.

WRITHE, (rith) v. a. [i. WRITHED ; pp. WRITHING, WRITHED.]
To distort ; to deform with distortion

;
to twist with vio-

lence ; to wrest; to force; to torture; to wrench; to

wring.
WRITHE, (rith) v. n. To be convolved with agony or

torture.

fWRi'THLE, (rl'tnl) v. a. To wrinkle. P. Fletcher.

WR!T'ING, (rlt'jng) n. Act of forming letters with a pen ;

something written ; a book
;
a composition ;

a manu-
script ;

a legal instrument.

WRlT'iNG-BoOK,* (rlt'jng-buk) n. A book to write in.

Ash.
'
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WRIT'ING-DESK,* n. A table or desk used for writing on.

WRiT'iNG-Mis-TER, (rlt'jng-mas-ter) n. A teacher of

pejimanship or writing.
WRIT'ING-SJEHOOL * n. A school where writing is taught.
Ash.

'

WRIT'ING-TA'BLE,* n. A table to write on. Ash.

WRIT'TEN, (rit'tii) p. from Write. See WRITE.
fWRlz'ZLED, (riz'zld) a. Wrinkled. Spenser.

JWRO'KEN, (r5'kn)p. from Wreak. Wreaked. Spenser. See
WREAK.

WRONG, (rong) n. A deviation from right ; injustice ;
an

error ;
an injury.

WRONG, a. Not right; not just ; not agreeable to propriety
or truth; not true; incorrect; unjust; unfit; unsuit-

able.

WRONG, ad. Not rightly; amiss. Eccl. iv.

WRONG, v. a. [i. WRONGED ; pp. WRONGING, WRONGED.]
To do injustice to; to injure ;

to use unjustly, either by
doing injury, or imputing evil without justice.

WRSNG'DO-ER, (rong'do-er) n. An injurious person.

WRONG'ER, (rong'er) n. One who wrongs or injures.

WRONG'FGL, (rong'ful) a. Injurious; unjust; wrong. Bp.

Taylor.
WRONG'FUL-LY, (rong'ful-e) ad. Unjustly. Sidney.

WRONG'FOL-NESS,* n. duality of being wrong or wrong-
ful. Dr. Pye Smith.

WRONG'HEAD, (rong'hed) a. Wrongheaded. Pope.

WRONG'HEAD,* n. A person of perverse mind or disposi-

tion. Pope.
WRONG'HEAD-ED, (r5ng'hed-ed) a. Perverse in under-

standing; obstinate; erring.

WRSNG'HEAD-ED-NESS,* n. Perverseness. Chesterfield.

fWRONG'LESS,* (rong'les) a. Void of wrong. Smart.

IWRONG'LESS-LY, (rong'les-le) ad. Without wrong. Sid-

WRONG'LY, (rong'le) ad. Unjustly; amiss. Shak.

JWRONG'NESS, (rong'nes) n. State of being wrong. Pa-
ley.

WRSN'GOUS,* (rong'gus) a. Wrong ; illegal. Qu. Rev. [R.1
WROTE, (rot) i. from Write. See WRITE.
WROTH, (rawth or roth) [roth, S. W. J. F.; roth, E. ;

rawth, Ja. K. Sm.] a. Excited by wrath
; angry ; exas-

perated. Milton.

WROUGHT, (rawt) t.&p.from Work. Effected
; performed;

labored
; operated ; worked

; manufactured. Wrought
iron, iron which, after having been cast into bars, is again
heated and hammered, and thus made tough and pliable.
See WORK.

WRUNG, (rung) i. & p. from Wring. See WRING.
WRY, (ri) a. Crooked ; distorted ; wrung ; wrested.
fWRY, (ri) v. ?i. To be contorted and writhed. Shak.

fWRY, (ri) v. a. To make to deviate
;
to distort. Robin-

son.

WRY'NECK, (rl'nek) n. A distorted neck:- a bird, called
also long-tongue, emmet-hunter, snake-bird, and cucfcoo's-
mate.

WRY'NECKED* (rl'nekt) a. Having a crooked neck.
Shak.

fWRY'NESs, (rl'nes) n. State of being wry. Montague.
WYCH'-HA-ZEL,* (wlch'ha-zl) n. A shrub. P. Cyc. See
WITCH-HAZEL.

WYND,* n. (Scotland') An alley; a lane. Jamieson Qu.
Rev.

X.

Xthe twenty-fourth letter of the alphabet, is borrowed

)
from the Greek, and is used chiefly in words derived

from that language ; and it begins no word truly English.
At the beginning of words, it is pronounced like z, as in

Xenophon ; but elsewhere it is equivalent to ks or gi. As
a numeral, it stands for 10

; and, on account of its cross-

like form, it is used as a contraction for Christ and cross ,

as, Xrnas for Christmas; Xpher for Christopher.

XXNG'TI,* (zang'te) n. A name, among the Chinese, for

God. Crabb.

XXN'THE,* (zan'the) n. (Bot.) A shrub of Guiana. Crabb.

XXN'THic,*(zan'thik) a. [{ai>Q6$.] Tending towards a yel-
low color. (Chem.) Noting an acid composed of sulphur,

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Brande.

XXN'THJDE,* n. (Chem.) A compound of xanthogen and a

metal, with no sensible properties of an acid. Smart.

XXN'THINE,* (zan'thin) n. (CAem.) The yellow dyeing-
matter contained in madder. Ure. Written also xan-

thene.

XXN'THITE,* (zan'thlt) n. (Min.) A mineral composed of

silica, lime, alumina, &c.
;
idiocrase. Dana.

XAN'THI-UM* (zan'the-um) n. An herb, formerly es-

teemed good in curing the scrofula. Dunglison.
XXN'THO,* (zan'tho) n. (ZooL) A species of crustacean. P.

Cyc.

XXN'THO-CON,* n. (Min.) A species of silver ore. Dana.

XXN'THQ-GEN,* n. (CAem.) The base of an acid, procured
by the action and reaction of carburet of sulphur and pot-

ash, and taking its name from the yellow color of some
of its compounds. Brande. Written also xanthogene.

XXN'THQ-PHYLL,,* n. [%avQ6$ and QvXXov.] A peculiar

yellow coloring-matter, found on the leaves of many
forest-trees in the autumn. Hoblyn.

XAN-THSPH'YL-LITE,* n. (Min.) A mineral, allied to

clintonite. Dana.

XAN-TH6x'Y-LOM,* Jt. (Bot.) The toothache-tree. Crabb.

XE'BEC, [ze''bek, Ja. K. Sm. Todd, Crabb; ze-bek', Wb.] n.

A small three-masted vessel, used in the Mediterranean.
Chambers.

NI-UM,* n. [L.] pi. XE'NI-A. A present given to a
lest or stranger, or to a foreign ambassador. Crabb.

E-N6D'o-;eHY, (ze-nodV^e) n. [^evoSoxict-] Hospitality.
Cockeram.

EN'O-LITE,* n. (Min.') Another name for bucholzitc.

Dana.

XEN'Q-TIME,* n. (Min.) A phosphate of yttria. Dana.

XE-RA'SI-A,* (ze-ra'zhe-a) n. (Med.) A disease of the hair.

Dunglison.
XE-RQ-coL-LYR'f-tJM,* n. [L.] A dry collyrium or eye-

salve. Walker.

XE-RO'DE,* (ze-r5'dSz) n. A tumor attended with dry-
ness. Walker.

A dry, red soreness or itching in the eyes, without any
swelling. Christian Antiq.

XE-RO'TE,* n. A dry habit of body. Walker.

XiPH'i-Xs,* (zife-as) n. [L.] (Ich.) The sword-fish.

(Astron.) A comet shaped like a sword. P. Cyc.

Xj-PHlD'i-OM,* n. (Bot.) A West-Indian plant. Crabb.

Xl'PHOlD, or XiPH'olD,* a. (Anat.) Sword-like; noting
a ligament or cartilage connected with the sternum, resem-

bling a sword. Dunglison.
Xi-PHoI'DE,* 7i. The pointed, sword-like cartilage or gris-

tle of the breast-bone : called also xiphoid. Dunglison.
XY'LAN-THRXX,* n. Wood-coal; bovey-coal. Hamilton.

XY'LITE,* n. A liquid obtained from pyroxilic spirit. P
Cyc.

XY-LO-BXL'SA-MDM,* n. [L.] The wood of the balsam-
tree

;
a balsam obtained by decoction of -the leaves and

twigs of the amyris Oileadensis. Hoblyn.

XY-LOG'RA-PHER,* n. One who engraves on wood. Maun-
der.

XY-LQ-GRXPH'IC,* ) a. Relating to xylography, or en-

XY-LO-GRXPH'I-CAL,* ) graving on wood. EC. Rev.

XY-LOG'RA-PHY, (zl-log'ra-fe) n. [%v\ov and ypd<pa>.] The
art of engraving on wood

; wood-engraving.
XY-LOPH'A-GXN,* n. [%v\ov and 0uxw ] (*) A co.feop-

terous insect. Brande.

XYL'Q-PHAGE,* a. Feeding on wood. Palmer.

XY-LOPH'I-L-XN,* n. [$v\uv and 0/Aew.] A sort of beetle,
which lives on decayed wood. Brande.

XY-LO'PI-A,* n. (Bot.) Bitter-wood ;
a tree of Brazil. Crabb.

XYST,* or Xvs'TOS,* n. [fvords.] (Arch.) A court or portico,

among the ancient Greeks, of great length, used for the

performance of athletic exercises. Brande.

XYS'TARJBH,* n. An Athenian officer who presided over

the gymnastic exercises of the Xystos. Crabb.

XYS'TER,*H. A surgeon's instrument for scraping and sha-

ving bones. Crabb.
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Y.

Ythe twenty-fifth letter of the alphabet, is borrowed

^ from the Greek Y, and is, at the beginning of words
and syllables, a consonant, and in other situations a vow-
el, having the sound of i, and subject to the changes of
this letter. It is used instead of i at the end of words,
as thy; or when two u would come together, as in dying;
and sometimes for the sake of distinction, as in the words
die and dye.

HYACHT, (yot) [yot, S. W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; yat, E. Ken-

rick.] n. [D.] A small ship or vessel of state, pleasure, or

passage.
jjYACHT'ER,* (ySt'er) n. One who commands or sails in a

yacht. Lady Blessington. [rifles. Brande.

YA'PER,* n. [Ger.] One of the light infantry armed with

YA'HOO,* 7i. A word used by Swift and Chesterfield.

The latter uses it for a savage or barbarian. Smart.

YXK,* n. (Zool.) The grunting ox of Tartary. Hamilton.

YA-KOUTE',* n. A native of Yakoutsk. Earnshaw.

YXM, 7i. A large esculent root, growing in tropical climates.

YAN'KEE,* (yang'ke) re. A cant term for an inhabitant of
New England, and by some applied to the inhabitants of
the United States indiscriminately. $/= Different ety-

mologies have been assigned to this word ;
but that of

Heckewelder is perhaps the most probable one ; viz., that

it is a corruption of the word English, by the Indians of
North America, which was pronounced by them Yangees.
JV. A. Rev. Jamieson, in his "

Dictionary of the Scottish

Language," has the word yankie, which he defines as

follows: "A sharp, clever woman, at the same time

including an idea of forwardness."

YXN'Q-LITE,* n. (Min.) Same as axinite. Brande.

YXP, v. n. To bark
;
to yelp ; to yaup. ISEstrange.

fYXR'AGE,* n. Furniture
; equipage ; tackling. North.

YARD, n. A small piece of enclosed ground, particularly

adjoining a house ; an enclosure for any business, as a

brick-yard, a navy-yard, &c. : a measure of 3 feet ; a

pole or stick for measuring a yard ;
a wand

; yardwand.
(JVbwt.) A beam or long piece of timber suspended

upon the masts of a ship, to extend the sails to the wind.

YARD'-ARM,* n. (JVuwt.) The extremity of the yard ;
one

half of the yard supporting a sail. Brande.

YARD'LXND, n. A quantity of land, varying in different

places in England, from 15 to 40 acres. Cowel.

YARD'WAND, (yard'wond) n. A measure of a yard.
"jYARE, a. Ready; dexterous; nimble; eager. Shak.

fYARE'LY, ad. Dexterously ; skilfully. Shak.

YXRK, v. a. See YERK.
YARN, n. Spun wool or cotton

;
thread of wool, cotton,

&c.
;
one of the threads of which a rope is composed.

YARR,_. n. To growl or snarl like a dog. Ainsworth.

YXR'ROW, n. A perennial plant ;
millefoil.

YAR'WHELP,* or YAR'WI'P,* n. A bird. Willoughby.
YATE, n. A gate. Spenser. [Still used in the north of Eng-

land. TWdJ
YAuP,* n. The cry of a child or bird. Jamieson. [A word
used in Scotland, and in colloquial use in the United

States.]

YAuP, or YAwp,* v. n. (Scotland) To yelp ;
to cry, as a

child or bird. Jamieson. Written also yaulp, yap, and yaff.

YAup'ER,* n. One that yaups, as a child or bird. A. Ev-
erett.

YAw, n. (Naut.~) A temporary deviation of a ship or vessel
from the direct line of the course.

YAw,* v. n. (JYaut.) To steer wild or out of the line of the
course. Mar. Diet.

YAwL, 71. (JVaut.) A kind of boat, rather narrow, and
usually rowed with four or six oars. Mar. Diet. Written
also yaul.

YAWL, v. n. To cry out
;
to yell. Fairfax. See YELL.

YAWN, v. n. [i. YAWNED
; pp. YAWNING, YAWNED.] To

gape ;
to oscitate

;
to open the mouth, as in sleepiness ;

to open wide
;
to express desire by yawning.

YAWN, 7i. Act of yawning ; oscitation
; gape ;

hiatus

YAwN'iNG, a. Sleepy; slumbering. Shak.

YAWN'ING,* n. The act of gaping. Ash.

YAwN'JNG-LY,* ad. In a yawning manner. Bp. Hall.

YAw,* n. pi (Med.) A disease of the West Indies and
Africa, which resembles syphilis, and is characterized by
small tumors. Dtinglison.

jY-CLXD', (e-klad') p. for Clad. Clothed. Sliak. The y is

an old English particle prefixed to participles, from the

Anglo-Saxon ge.

tY-CLEPED', (e-klepf) p. Called
;
termed

;
named Milton.

fY-DRXo', (e-drad') p. Dreaded. Spenser.

YE, pron. The nominative pi. of Thou. It is never used but
where the plural is really meant, and generally only in
the solemn style. It is sometimes, especially in elder po-
etry, used in the objective case

; as,
" Vain pomp and

glory of the world, I hate ye." Shak.

||YE A, (ya or ye) [ya, S. J. E. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; ye, W. P. Wb. ;

ya or ye, F.] ad. Yes : a particle of affirmation, correla-

tive to nay : a particle by which the sense is intended or
enforced ;

not only so, but more than so. Qgf The word
is antiquated, being now rarely used except in the solemn
style.

$j=
" Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W.Johnston, Mr. Smith,

and Mr. Fry, pronounce this word so as to rhyme with

nay, pay, &c.
;
but Steele or Brightland, Dr. Jones, who

wrote the 'New Art of Spelling,' in Queen Anne's time,
Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, pronounce it like the pro-
noun ye. Though so many are against me, I do not hes-
itate to pronounce the latter mode the best

; first, as it is

more agreeable to the general sound of the diphthong ;

next, as it is more related to its familiar substitute yes ,

and, lastly, unless my memory greatly fails me, because
it is always so pronounced when contrasted with nay; aa
in that precept of the gospel,

' Let your communication
be yea, yea, and nay, nay.'

" Walker.
Most of the orthoepists more recent than Walker pro-

nounce this word ya.

||Y A,* or YEA, n. An affirmative vote ; one who votes in

the affirmative ; same as ay. Hostel. Yeas and nays, a
list of the members of a legislative body voting in the
affirmative_and negative of a proposition.

fYEAD, orYEDE,r. n.
[i. YO"DE.] To go. Spenser. SeeYEDE.

YEAN, v. n. [i. YEANED ; pp. YEANING, YEANED.] To bring
forth young, as a sheep ;

to lamb. Dryden.
YEANED, (yend) p. a. Brought forth, as a lamb. Fletcher.

YEAN'LING, n. A creature lately yeaned ;
the young of

sheep ;
a lamb.

YEAR, (yer) n. A period of time, determined by the revolu-

tion of the earth in its orbit, and embracing the four sea-

sons. Astronomical year, the year as determined by as-

tronomical observations. Civil year, the year of the cal-

endar, i. e., 12 months, or 365 days in common years,
and 366 in leap years, beginning with the 1st of January.
The civil or legal year, in England, formerly commenced
on the 25th of March, the day of the Annunciation,
though the historical year began on the 1st of January.
By the act of parliament for the alteration of the style,

in 1751, the beginning of the civil year was transferred

to the 1st of January. In years, old
;
advanced in age.

YEAR'-BOOK, (yer'buk) n. A book of law reports, pub-
lished annually. Blackstone.

fYEARED, (yerd) a. Containing years. B. Jonson.

YEAR'LING, a. Being a year old. Pope.

YEAR'LJNG,* n. An animal a year old. Ash.

YEAR'LY, a. Annual
; happening every year ; lasting a year

YEAR'LY, ad. Annually ;
once a year ; every year. Dryden.

YEARN, (yern) v. n. [i. YEARNED ; pp. YEARNING, YEARNED.]
To feel great internal uneasiness from longing, tender-

ness, or pity; to sympathize strongly. Spenser.

YEARN, v. a. To grieve ;
to vex. Shak.

|YEARN'FT)L, a. Mournful. Damon and Pythias.

YEARN'ING, n. Act or state of being moved with tender-

ness.

YEAST, (yest) n. Barm used for leavening bread
; froth

;

foam
; spume. 5=

" The old spelling and pronunciation

(yest) seem to have quite yielded to those here given,

(yeast.)" Smart.

YEAS'Ty,*a. Containing, or resembling, yeast. Fo. Q?t. Rev.

tYEDE,* v. n. [i. YODE, (yod)] To go ;
to march. Spenser.

YELK, [yelk, W. J. Ja. K. Sm. ; y5k, S. .F. ; yelk or y5k, P.]
n. The yellow part of an egg : often written yolk.

YELL, v. n.
[i. YELLED; pp. YELLING, YELLED.] To cry out

with a hideous noise, or with horror and agony. Spenser.

YELL, v. a. To utter with a yell. Shak.

YELL, n. A hideous outcry ;
a cry of horror

;
a scream.

YEL'LOW, (yel'lo) [yel'lo, W. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.i

yal'16, S. Wares, Scott.] a. Being of a bright, gold-like

r " Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Dr. Jones,
and Mr. Fry, pronounce this word as if written ijallow,

rhyming with tallow. But Dr. Kenrick, W.Johnston, Mr
Anglo-Saxon ge. rhyming with tallow. But jur. KenricK, w. JOH

A, E, I, 5, u, Y, long} X, E, I, 6, tt, Y, short; A, E, j, <?, y, ,
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Smith, and Mr. Perry, preserve the e in its pure sound,
and rhyme the word with mellow. The latter mode is, in

my opinion, clearly the best, both as more agreeable to

analogy and the best usage ;
for I am much deceived if

the former pronunciation do not border closely on the vul-

gar.'^ Walker.
YEL'LOw, n. Yellow color

;
the color of gold ;

a golden hue.

YEL'LOW, v. a. To render yellow. Shak.

YEL'LOW, v. n. To grow yellow. Dyer.
YEL'LOW-BOY, n. A cant name for a guinea, eagle, or oth-

er gold coin. JlrbiLithnot.

YEL'LQW-BREAST'ED,* a. Having a yellow breast. Hill

YEL'LQW-FE'VER,* n. (Mcd.) A bilious, remittent, ma-
lignant fever

; called also the black vomit. Dunglison.
YEL'LQW-GOLD?, n. A flower. B. Jonson.

YEL'LQW-H.XM-MER, n. A bird of yellow color.

YEL'LQW-tsn, a. Approaching to yellow.
YEL'LQW-ISH-NESS, n. The quality of being yellowish.
YEL'LOW-LEAVED,* (-I5vd) a. Having yellow leaves.

Barton.

YEL'LQW-NESS, n. Quality of being yellow. [Jealousy.
Shak.]

YEL'LQW-RAT'TLE,* n. An annual plant. Crabb.

YEL'LQW-ROOT,* n. A perennial plant of Canada. Crabb.

YL'LOW, (yel'loz) n. pi. A disease in horses
;
a chronic

inflammation

YEL'LQW-Suc'CQ-RY,* n. A perennial plant. Crabb.

YEL'LQW-TOP,* n. A species of grass ; called also white-

top. Farm. Ency.
YEL'LQW-WEED,* n. An annual plant. Crabb.

YEL'LQW-WOOD,* (-wud) . An American tree. Farm.

Ency.
YEI/L.QW-WORT,* (yel'Io-wiirt) n. A plant. Pilkington.
YELP, v. n. [i. YELPED ; pp. YELPING, YELPED.] To bark,

as a beagle-hound after his prey: to bark: to yaup.
FiOke.

YELP/ING,* 7i. The barking of a dog. Maunder.

YE'NITE,* n. (Min.) A ferruginous silicate of lime. Brande.

YEO'MAN, (yo'man) [y5'man, W. P. J, E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.

Wb.;yem'm\in, S. Scott, Smith, Barclay; yuin'mun, Ken-

rick.] n. ; pi. YEO'MEN, (yo'men) A man of a small es-

tate in land; a farmer; a gentleman farmer: an upper
servant in a nobleman's family : an officer in the king of

England's household : a title of certain inferior military
attendants, or foot-guards, called yeomen of the guard.
(JVauf.) A seaman appointed to certain duties, as to at-

tend to the store-rooms.

$3r
" Junius gives us a great variety of derivations of

this word, but seems most to approve of that from gae-
man, in the old Frisic, signifying a countryman or vil-

lager ; and this word is derived further, by Junius, from
the Greek yata, -yairj, yfj, which, he tells us, does not

only signify the earth in general, but any great portion
of land. Skinner says it may be derived from the Anglo-
Saxon genuene, or the Teutonic gemein, a common man,
or one of the commonalty ;

or from eoweman, a shepherd ;

from goodman, an appellation given to inferior people ;

from gemana, a companion ;
from geongman, a young

man ; from jeman, an ordinary man, or any body, like

the Spanish hidalgo ; but he prefers its derivation from
the Anglo-Saxon guma, a painful or laborious man.
"
But, however widely etymologists are divided in the

derivation of this word, orthoepists are not less different

in their pronunciation of it. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr.

Coote, (author of the ' Elements of Grammar,') Steele's

Grammar, (published in Queen Anne's time,) Mr. Bar-

clay, Mr. Smith, and Buchanan, pronounce it with the

diphthong short, as if written yemman ; Dr. Kenrick pro-
nounces it as if written ytimman; Mr. Elphinston (who
quotes Langham, the famous reformer of orthography in

Queen Elizabeth's time, for the same pronunciation)
sounds the eo like ee ; and Dr. Jones, the author of the
' New Art of Spelling,' in Queen Anne's time, pro-
nounces it in the same manner

; to which we may add
Ben Jonson, who says that yeoman, people, and jeopardy,
were truer written yeman, pcple, jdpardy. But W. John-
ston, Mr. Peny, Entick, and Fry, pronounce the eo like

long, open o, as if written ydman ; and this last appears
to me to be the most received pronunciation. It is that
which we constantly hear applied to the king's body-
guard, and it is that which has always been the pronun-
ciation on the stage, an authority which, in this case,
may not, perhaps, improperly be called the best echo of
the public voice. I well remember hearing Mr. Garrick

pronounce the word in this manner, in a speech in King
Lear :

' Tell me, fellow, is a madman a gentleman or a

ydman ?
' " Walker.

YEO'MAN-LY, a,. Of or belonging to a yeoman. B. Jonson.

YEO'MAN-RY, n. The collective body of yeomen ;
the col-

lective body of farmers ; husbandmen.
YERK, [yerk, S. W. P. E. K. Sm. ; yerk or yark, Ja.] v. a.

[i. YERKED
; pp. YERK.ING, YERKED.] To thrOW OUt Ol'

move with a spring; to jerk. Shak. To lash; to strike
;

to beat. Spenser. [R.]

YERK, v. n. To move, as with jerks ; to jerk ; to wince
Beaum. $ Fl. [R.J

YERK, n. A quick motion; a jerk. Johnson. [R.]
YiiRN, v. a. See YEARN.
YES, [yes, P. E. Ja. Sm. R.

,- yis, S. W. J. ; yes or yis, F.

K.] ad. A term of affirmation
; the affirmative particle, op-

posed to no ; yea. It is, like yea, a word of enforcement
;

even so
; not only so, but more.

3=
" This word is worn into a somewhat slenderer

sound than what is authorized by the orthography ; but
e and i are frequently interchangeable, and few changes
can be better established than this. W. Johnston and
Mr. Perry are the only orthoepists, who give the sound

cnange, ana rnyme it witn hiss, miss, bliss, &c."
Walker. " It is not probable that a polite speaker would,
at this day, even on Mr. Walker's authority, pronounce
the word yes, yis." Jamieson.

Y&S-A-WAL,* n. .A state messenger in India. Crabb.

YEST, [yest, S. W. F. Ja. ; yest or yest, P. J. ; yest, K.
Sm. JVares.j n. Barm

; spume ; foam
; froth

; yeast.
Now commonly written and pronounced yeast. See
YEAST.

YES'TER, a. [gestern, gestran, Sax.; hesternus, L.
; hestern,

old Engl.J That was next before the present day. It is

not often used but in composition with day or night.

HYES'TER-DAY, or YES'TER-DAY, [yes'ter-da, W. P. J. E.
F. Ja. Sm. R. Wb. ; yis'ter-da, S. Kenrick, JVares, Scott.]
n. The day last past ; the day next before to-day.

J)3" "Though yes, from its continual use, is allowably
worn into the somewhat easier sound of yis, there is no
reason why yesterday should adopt the same change ;

and, though I cannot pronounce this change vulgar,
since Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, and Mr.

Scott, have adopted it, I do not hesitate to pronounce the

regular sound, given by W. Johnston, as the more correct
and agreeable to the best usage." Walker. [Bacon.

!|YES'TER-DAY, or YES'TER-DAy, ad. On the day last past.

||YES'TER-EVE,* or YEs'TER-E'vEN-lNG,* n. The even-
ing last past. Ho toe.

IIYES'TER-NiGHT, (yes'ter-nit) n. The night last past. Shak.

NYES'TER-NIGHT, (yes'ter-nit) ad. On the night last past.

YES'TY, a. Frothy ; yeasty. Shak. See YEASTY.
YET, [yet, S. W. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R. ; yet or yit, Ken-

rick.] conj. Nevertheless
; notwithstanding ;

however.

$5=*
" The e in this word is frequently changed by in-

correct speakers into i ; but, though this change is agree-
able to the best and most established usage in the word
yes, in yet it is the mark of incorrectness and vulgarity." Dr. Kenrick is the only orthoepist who gives any
countenance to this incorrectness, by admitting it as a
second pronunciation ;

but Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W.
Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith, give the regular
sound only." Walker.

YET, ad. Beside; over and above; still; once again; at
this time; so soon; hitherto; thus far; at least; in a
new degree ; even

;
after all

; hitherto, sometimes with
as before it.

tYEv'EN, (yev'vn) p. Given. Spenser.

YEW, (yu) 74. An evergreen tree, of tough wood, used for

bows, and, in Great Britain, often planted in church-

yards ; yew-tree.
YEW'EN, (yu'en) a. Made of the wood of yew. Spenser.

YEW'-TREE,* (yu'tre) n. An evergreen tree, of tough
wood, used for bows, and often planted in churchyards.
Gray.

Yfix, n. The hiccough. Holland. [R.]
Yx, v. n. To have the hiccough. Huloet. [R.]

YEZ-DE-GER'DI-AN,* a. Noting an era, dated from the
overthrow of the Persian empire, when Yezdegerd was
defeated by the Arabians, in the llth year of the Hegi-
ra, A. D. 636. Crabb.

tY-FERE, (e-fer') ad. Together. Spenser.

YIELD, (yeld) v. a. [i. YIELDED
; pp. YIELDING, YIELDED.]

To produce ; to give in return for cultivation or labor;
to afford : to exhibit

;
to impart ;

to give ;
to communi-

cate : to allow
;
to concede

;
to permit ;

to grant : to

emit ;
to expire ;

to resign ;
to give up ; to surrender ;

to cede
;
with up.

YIELD, (yeld) v. n. To give up the contest ;
to submit

;
to

comply ; to concede ; to allow ; not to deny ;
to give way

or_place.
tYlELD'A-BLE-NESS, 7i. Disposition to yield. Bp. Halt.

tYIELD'ANCE, n. Act of yielding ;
concession. Bp. HalL

YIELD'ER, n. One who yields. Shak.

YIELD'ING, n. Act of giving up; submission.

YIELDING,* p. a. Complying; accommodating; flexible;

submissive.

YlELD'lNG-LY, ad. With compliance. Warner.

YlELD'JNG-NESS, n. Quality of yielding. Paley.

tYiELD'LESS * a. Unyielding. Rowe.

YO'GA* n. Among the Hindoos, asceticism, or complete
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abstraction from all worldly objects j

also a school of

philosophy. P. Cyc.

YOKE, n. A wooden bandage placed on the neck of

draught oxen: a mark of servitude
; slavery: achain

;

a link
;
a bond : a couple ; a pair : in this sense, it

is used in the plural, with the singular termination.

(Naut.) A frame of wood of two arms, placed over the
head of a boat's rudder, instead of a tiller.

YOKE, v. a. [i. YOKED
; pp. YOKING, YOKED.] To put a

yoke on
;

to bind by a yoke to a carriage ;
to join or

couple : to enslave ; to restrain
;
to confine.

tYoKE, v. n. To be joined together. Milton.

YOKE'-ELM, n. A tree. Ainsworth.

YOKE'-FEL-LOW, n. A companion in labor
;
an associate ;

a partner in marriage. Shak.

YOKE'LET,* n. A little farm, in some parts of Kent, in

England : so called from its requiring but one yoke of
oxen to till it. Whishaw.

YOKE'MATE, n. Same as yoke-fellow. Stepney.

fYoLD, p. for yielded. Spenser.

Y5LK, (yok) [yak, S. W. P. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; yolk, E. ; yolk,

Wb.\ n. The yellow part of an egg ;
the corresponding

part in plants ; yelk. See YELK.
YOLP, v. n. See YELP.

JY6ND |

"" Bein at a distance : same as yonder. Shak.

tY6ND (

^" ^ a Distance : same as yonder. Milton.

JY6ND, a. Mad
;
furious ; raving. Spenser.

YON'DER, a. Being at a distance, but within view.

YON'DER, ad. At a distance, within view.

Y6NK'ER,*(yung'ker)n. A youngster. Scott. SeeYoutfKER.

YORE, ad. [In time past ; long. Spenser.] Of yore, of old

time; long ago. In days of yore, in time past; for-

merly. Pope.

YdTE, or YOAT, v. a. [To fasten
;
to rivet. A. Wood.] To

water ; to pour water on. Grose. [Local, Eng.]
Yot, (yti, when emphatical ; yu, when otherwise,) [yu,

S. W. J. Ja. K. ; yu or yu, Sm. ; yu, P.] pron. personal,

pL of Thou. [Nominative YE or YOU ; possessive YOURS
;

objective YOU.] The person or persons spoken to. It

is commonly used when a single individual is ad-

dressed, instead of thou or thee ; but properly with a

plural construction ; as,
"
you were," instead of " thou

wast." 8^p
" In the sentence,

' Though he told you, he
had no right to tell you,' the pronoun you, having no dis-

tinctive emphasis, invariably falls into the sound of the

antiquated form of this pronoun, ye." Walker.

YoONG, (yung) a. Being in the first or early part of life,

as opposed to old , used of animal, and also of vegeta-

ble, life : not old
; youthful ; inexperienced.

YOUNG, n. The offspring of animals collectively.

YOUNG'ISH, (yung'jsh) a. Somewhat young. Taller.

YOUNG'LING, n. A young animal. Spenser.

YOUNG'LING,* a. Young ; youthful. Beaum. $ Fl.

fYoUNG'LY, a. Youthful. Qower.

fYoiJNG'LY, ad. Early in life
; weakly. Shak.

YotJNG'STER, n. A young person. Prior. [Colloquial.]

jYouNGTH, n. Youth. Spenser.

YoONK'ER, n. Youngster. Shak. [Colloquial.]

YotfR, (yfir, when emphatical ; yur, when otherwise,) [yor,
S. W. P. F. Ja. K. ; yor or yur, J. Sm.] pron. possessive or

adjective. Belonging to you. Your and yours are the

possessive forms of you. Your is used when the thing

possessed follows
; as,

"
your book

;
" otherwise yours ,

as,
" This book is yours."

$5=
" This word is nearly under the same predicament

as the pronoun my. When the emphasis is upon this

word, it is always pronounced full and open, like the
noun ewer ; as,

' The moment I had read your letter, I

sat down to write mine;' but when it is not emphati-
cal, it generally sinks into yur, exactly like the last sylla-

'
ble of law-yer : as,

' I had just answered yur first letter,
as yur last arrived.' Here, if we were to say,

' I had
just answered your first letter as your last arrived,' with
your sounded full and open like ewer, as in the former

sentence, every delicate ear would be offended. This
obscure sound of the possessive pronoun your always
takes place when it is used to signify any species of

persons or things in an indeterminate sense. Thus,
Addison, speaking of those metaphors which profession-
al men most commonly fall into, says,

' Your men of
business usually have recourse to such instances as are
too mean and familiar.' The pronunciation of

your, in yourself, is a confirmation of these observations."
'Walker.

YOUR-SELF', (yur-sglf) [yur-self, W. J. Ja. Sm. ; yur-
sSlf, P. F.] pron. You

; even you ;
the reciprocal form

of you, when used for thou or thee. Yourselves, (yur-
selvz') the reciprocal form of you strictly used in the

plural ; as,
ts You saw it yourself," (when one is ad-

dressed ;)
" You saw it yourselves," (when several are

addressed.)

YotTTH, (yuth) n. The part of life succeeding to childhood
and adolescence, generally reckoned from fourteen to

twenty-eight ; juvenility : a young man: young peo-
ple collectively.

YotFTH'FUL, (yuth'ful) a. Relating to youth ; young ;

suitable to youth or the first part of life
; vigorous, as

in youth.
YotTTn'FuL-:LY, ad. In a youthful manner.
YotiTH'FOL-NEss,* n. duality of being youthful. Holland

YoftTH'HOOD, (yuth'hud) n. The state of youth. Cheyne
tYouTH'LY, a. Young; early in life. Spenser.

fYotfTH'Yj'a. Young; youthful. Spectator.

fY-PiGHT', (e-plt')p. Fixed. Spenser. See YCLAD.
YT'TRI-A,* (it'tre-a) n. (Min.~) A rare earth, found at Ytter-

by, in Sweden, having the appearance of a fine, white

powder, with no taste or smell. Brande.

YT'TRi-oOs,* (it'tre-us) a. Relating to yttria. Cleaveland.

YT'TRI-UM,* (it'tre-um) n. The metallic base of yttria.
Brande.

YTTROCERITE,* n. (Jlfm.) A soft, opaque mineral. Phillips.

YT-TRQ-TAN'TA-LiTE,*(it-ro-tan'ta-m)7i. A mineral from
Ytterby, in Sweden, containing yttria and oxide of co-
lumbium. Brande.

Yu,* n. (Min.~) Nephrite or jade. Brande.

YOc'CA,* n. (Bot.) Adam's needle
;
an American flower-

ing tree. Loudon.

YUCK, v. n. To itch ; to scratch. Grose. [Local, England.]
YULE, n. [jul, Su. Goth.

; jule, Dan.
; jol, Icel.

; geol, Sax.j
The name of either of the two great annual festivals, in
ancient times, Lammastide and Christmas ; but used most-

ly with reference to the latter. Hammond.
YULE'-BLOCK,* n. A large log of wood put behind the

fire, as at Christmas. Maunder. [Local, Eng.]
YONX,* n. A genus of birds

;
the wryneck. Hamilton.

fYtix, n. The hiccough. See YEX.

z.

Z-the
twenty-sixth and last letter of the alphabet, has, in

English, invariably the sound of soft or vocal s, as in

rose. No word of Saxon derivation begins with this

letter, and the few words in English beginning with z

are all derived fr/)m other languages, mostly from the
Greek. The English name of this letter is zed ; in the
United States it is commonly called zee ; and izzard is the
local or vulgar name of it in England.

ZXc'jBHO,* n. (Jirch.) The lowest part of the pedestal of a

column. Crabb.

ZAF'FIR, n. Same as zaffre. Hill. See ZAFFRE.
ZXF'FRE, (zaffur) n. (Chem.) The residuum or impure
oxide of cobaltj after sulphur, arsenic, and other volatile

matters, have been expelled by calcination. Brande.
ZAIM* ?i. A chief or leader among the Turks, who sup-

ports jind pays a mounted militia of the same name. Crabb.

ZAM'BO,* n. ; pi. ZXM'BO, The offspring of an Indian
and a negro. Ency.

ZA'MI-A,* n. (Bot.~) A genus of plants or trees of various

species ;
a kind of palm. P. Cyc.

ZA'MITE,* n. (Geol.) A fossil zamia. Buckland.

ZA-NO'NI-A,* n. (Bot.) A tree of Malabar. Crabb.

ZXN-THO-pic'RlNE,* n. A bitter principle obtained from
the xanthoxyhim or zanthoxylon caribamm. Brande.

ZXN'TI-OT,* n. A native of Zante. Earnshaw.

ZA'NYJ [za'ne, S. W. P. J. E. F. Sm. ; za'ne or zan'ne, Ja. ;

zan'e, K.] n. [zanni, It.] One employed to raise laughter

by his gestures, actions, and speeches ;
a merry-andrew j

a buffoon. Shak.

tZA'NY, v. a. To mimic. Beaum. fy Fl.

Zi'NY-lM,* n. The practice of a zany ; buffoonery. Cole-

ridge.
ZXPH'A-RA.* n. (Min.) A mineral used by potters to make

a sky-color. Maunder.

ZXR'A-THXN,*.TI. (Med.) A hard tumor of the breast re-

sembling a cancer. Dunglison.
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ZXR'NljEH, (z'ar'njfc) n. A genus of fossils that burn with
a whitish flame, and smell like garlic.

ZXx,* (zaks) n. (Arch.) A tool for cutting slates. Brande.

ZA'YAT,* n. A Burman caravansary or inn. Malcom.

ZE'A, n. (Bot.) A genus of plants, which includes maize ;

the botanical name of maize or Indian corn. P. Cyc.

ZEAL, (zel) n. [i?Ao?, Gr.
; zelus, L.] Passionate ardor in

some pursuit, or in support of some person or cause ;

earnestness
;
warmth

; fervency ; ardor
;
enthusiasm.

fZEAL, (zel) v. ra. To entertain zeal. Bacon.

fZEALED, (zeld) a. Filled with zeal. Fuller.

IZEAL'LESS, (zel'les) a. Wanting zeal. Hammond.
ZEAL'OT, [zel'ut. S. P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.; zel'ut or ze'-

lut, W. Kenrick.] n. [zelateur, Fr. ; ^Awrfo, Gr.] One
affected or carried away by zeal ; an enthusiast ; one
over zealous : generally used in dispraise.

g5= "There are few words better confirmed by au-

thority in their departure from the sound of their simples
than this and zealous. Dr. Kenrick gives both sounds to both

words, but prefers the short sound by placing it first
; but

Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Smith, Mr.

Perry, Barclay, and Entick, give both these words the
short sound. As the word zealous may either come from
the Latin zelus, or rather zelosus, or be a formative of our
own from zeal, as villanous, libellous, &c., from villain,

libel, &c., analogy might very allowably be pleaded for

the long sound of the diphthong ; and, if custom were less

decided, I should certainly give my vote for it
; but, as

propriety of pronunciation may be called a compound
ratio of usage and analogy, the short sound must, in this

case, be called the proper one." Walker.

fZEA-LOT'i-CAL, a. Perniciously zealous. Strype.

ZEAL'QT-!M,* n. The character or conduct of a zealot.

EC. Rev.

ZEAL'PT-RY, n. Behavior of a zealot
;

zeal. Bp. Taylor.

Coleridge. [R.]

||ZEAL'oys. (zel'lus) [zel'lus, S. P. J. E. F. Ja. K. Sm. R.
Wb. ; zel'lus or ze'lus, W. Kenrick.] a. Passionate in

any cause
; having zeal

;
ardent

; fervent ;
warm

;
enthu-

siastic ; earnest.

||ZEAL'oys-LY, ad. In a zealous manner ; ardently.

||ZEAL'OVS-NESS, n. The quality of being zealous.

ZE'BRA, n. [L. ; zebre, Fr.] (Zool.) An African animal

resembling an ass, but beautifully striped.

ZE'BV,* n. [Fr.] (Zool.) A small East-Indian bison, or sort

of wild ox, with a hump on its shoulders. Hamilton.

ZE'BOB,* n. A very noxious and destructive fly, found in

Abyssinia, somewhat larger than a bee. Stewart.

ZECHIN, (che-ken' or ze'kjn) [che-ken', W. J. E. F. Ja. ;

che-kan', S. ; ze'kjn, P. Sm. Wb.' Crabb.] n. [zecchino, It.;

sequin, Fr.] A gold coin worth about nine shillings ster-

ling. It is variously written, ceechin, chequin, and sequin.
See SEQUIN.

ZEJEH'STEIN,* n. [Ger.] (Min.) A magnesian limestone,
lying under the red sandstone. Brande.

ZED. n. The name of the letter z. Shak. Called also zee.

ZED'P-A-RY, (zed'9-a-re) n.
[zedoaire, Fr.] A spicy plant,

or medicinal root, growing in the East Indies.

ZEE,* 7i. A name of the letter z, called also zed. G. Brown.

ZE'JNE,* n. A yellow substance, resembling gluten, ob-
tained from maize. Brande.

ZEM-JN-DAR',* [zem-in-dar', Sm. Brande ; ze-min'djr, K.

Wb.] 71. (India) A land-owner ;
a proprietor ; one who

holds a tract of land under the government. P. Cyc.

ZEM'IN-DAR-Y,* n. The jurisdiction, territory, or pos-
session of a zemindar. P. Cyc.

ZEND,* n. The language of the ancient Magi and fire-

worshippers of Persia. Hamilton.

ZEND'A-VES-TA,*n. [Per., living word.] The sacred book,
or books, of the Guebers or fire-worshippers in Persia,
and the Parsees in India ; ascribed to Zoroaster, but of
uncertain origin. Brande.

n. [Arab.] An atheist or infidel. Brande.
P. Cyc.
'nith or

top of
the heaven or vertical point ; the point directly over-

head, and opposite to the nadir.

3^p
" I never once called in doubt the pronunciation

of this word, till I was told that mathematicians gener-
ally make the first syllable short. Upon consulting our

orthoepists, I find all who have the word, and who give
the quantity of the vowels, make the e long, except En-
tick. Thus Sheridan, Kenrick, Scott, Buchanan, W.
Johnston, and Perry, pronounce it long ;

and if this ma-

jority were not so great and so respectable, the analogy
of words of this form ought to decide." Walker.

ZE'P-LITE,* n. (Min.) The name of a family of minerals,
consisting of silica, alumina, lime, and water

; natrolite.

Brande.

ZE-P-LIT'IC,* a. Relating to, or containing, zeolite. Ure.

ZE-p-LlT'i-FORM,* a. Having the form of zeolite. Smart.

ZEPH'YR,\zef'er) 7^ [zephyrus, L.] The west wind; and,
poetically, any mild, soft wind.

ZE'NIKJ* n. (Zool.) A quadruped, called also suricate. P.

ZE'N'ITH, [ze'njth, S. W. P. J. E. F. K. R. Wb. ; zen'nit

ze'nith, Ja. ; zen'njth, Sm. Rees.] n. [Arab.] The to

,
n. [L.] The west wind

; zephyr. Milton.

ZE'RO, n. [It., Sp., $ Fr.] (Meteorology) The arithmeti-
cal cipher ; the point at which the graduation of the
thermometer commences. The zero or Reaumur's and of
the centigrade thermometers is the freezing point of
water

;
that of Fahrenheit's thermometer, 32 below the

freezing point of water. Brande.
ZEST, n. A piece of orange or lemon peel used to give

flavor to liquor : a taste added for a relish ; relish ;

gusto.

the zetetic method in mathematics. Scott. [R".]

ZE-TET'IC,* n. A seeker
;
a term applied to the ancient

Pyrrhonists. Smart.

ZE-TET'ICS,*.J>Z. A part of algebra, which consists in
the direct search after unknown quantities. P. Cyc. [R.]

ZEUG'LQ-DON,* n. (Oeol.) An extinct species of whale.
Owen.

ZEUG'MA, (zug'ma) n. [(cwy/ia, yoke.] (Grammar) A figure
by which .an adjective or verb which agrees with a
nearer word is referred, also, by way of supplement, to
one more remote; as, "Lust overcame shame, boldness

fe_ar,
and madness reason."

ZEUX^lTE,*n. (Min.) A greenish-brown mineral. Thompson.
ZI-BE' THVM,* n. Civet, a kind of perfume. Crabb.

ZlG'ziG, n. A line with sharp turns or angles.
ZYG'ziG, a. Haying sharp and quick turns. Graves.

ZlG'ZAG, V. a. [L ZIGZAGGED ',pp. ZIGZAGGING, ZIGZAGGED. J
To form into sharp and quick turns. Warton.

ZlG'zlGGED,* (zig'zagd) a. Relating to, or like, zigzag.
Pennant.

ZI'MOME.* n. [^wpa.J (Chem.) That part of the gluten
of wheat which is insoluble in alcohol. Brande.

ZINC, (zink) n. A metal of a bluish-white color, brittle

when cold, but malleable when heated ; much used in
the manufacture of brass and other alloys : in commerce
it is called spelter.

ZlN-clF'ER-o&s,* a. Producing or containing zinc. P. Cyc.
ZiNCK'y,* a. Relating to, or containing, zinc. Smart.

ZlN'coDE,* n. (Galvanism) The positive pole of a galvanic
battery. Francis.

ZlN-coG'RA-PHER,* n. One who engraves on zinc. Chabot.

ZlN-co-GRAPH'}c,* ) a. Relating to zincography.
ZlN-CQ-GRXPH'i-CAL,* \ Wright.
ZIN-COG'RA-PHY,* n. The art of engraving on zinc.

Chabot.

ZINK'EN-ITE,* re. (Min.) A mineral containing antimony.
Dana.

ZI'oiv,* 71. A mount or eminence in Jerusalem: used

figuratively for the church. Watts.

ZIR'CON,* n. (Min.) A mineral composed chiefly of zir-

conia and silica, of various colors, and found in Ceylon.
Brande.

ZIR-CO'NI-A,* n. (Min.) A rare earth extracted from zircon
and hyacinth. Ure.

ZIR'CQN-ITE,* n. (Min.) A variety of zircon. Dana.

ZiR-co'Nl-OM,* n. (Chem.) The metallic base of zirconia.

'Ure.

ZISEL,* n. A species of marmot. Smellie.

ZI-ZA'NI-A,* n. pi. [L.] (Bot.) A genus of plants ;
darnel

;

wild
rice_.

P. Cyc.

Z6-AN-THo'Ri-A,* n.pl. (Bot. & Zool.) A class of zoophites ;

animal flowers. P. Cyc.

ZQ-AN'THVS,* n. A sort of polypus. Roget.
ZO'CLE, (zo'kl) M. (Arch.) Same as socle. See SOCLE.

Z6'Dl-Ac, [zo'de-ak, P. J. F. Ja. K. Sm. ; zo'dzhek, S. ; zo'-

de-ak or zd'je-ak, W. Cobbin.] n. [zodiaque, Fr.
; co<5iK(5j,

Gr.] (Astron.) An imaginary zone or belt in the heavens,
extending about eight or nine degrees on each side of the

ecliptic. It is divided into twelve equal parts, called signs.
Within the zodiac are the apparent motions of the sun,
moon, and all the greater planets. [A girdle. Milton.]

ZQ-DI'A-CAL, a. Relating to the zodiac. Zodiacal light, a
faint nebulous brightness, or aurora, which accompanies
the sun, and is seen immediately before sunrise or after

sunset.

ZO'IIAR,* n. [Heb.] A Jewish book, highly esteemed by the

rabbis, of ancient but uncertain origin. Brande.

ZO-IL'E-AN,* a. Relating to Zoilus, a severe critic on Ho-
mer ; illiberal

; unjustly severe. Richardson.

ZoIs'lTE,* 71. (Min.) A variety of epidote. Brande.

ZO'NAR,* n. A girdle which the Christians and Jews of
the Levant are obliged to wear to distinguish them from
VlaJiometans. SmarL.

DNE,TT. [$<JJvri, Gr.
; zona, L.J

A girdle ;
a circuit. Milton.

(Geography) A division ofthe earth's surface by means
of parallel lines. There are five zones .- the torrid zone,

extending 23 23' on each side of the equator, and
between the tropics ;

two temperate zones, situated be-

tween the tropics and polar circles
;

and two frigid
zones, situated between the polar circles and poles.

ZONED, (z5nd) a. Wearing a zone. Pope.
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ZONE'LESS,* a. Destitute of a zone. Cowper.
Zo'Njc,* n. A girdle ;

a zone. Smollett. [R.]
ZO-Q-CAR'PI-A,* n. (Bat.) A genus of plants. Roget.
ZO-OG'RA-PHER, n. [oj and y/>d0w.] One who is versed

jn zobgraphy.
Z6-Q-GRXPH'J-CAL,* a. Relating to zobgraphy. Maunder.

Zp-OG'RA-PHlST,* n. A zobgrapher. Jish.

Zp-OG'RA-PHy, 7i. A description of animals. Olanville.

ZQ-SL'A-TRy,* n. [woj/ and Aarptiico.] The worship of
animals. Brande. [animal. LyelL

Zo'Q-LlTE,* n. (Geol.) The fossil remains of a petrified

ZQ-SL'Q-GER,* n. A zoologist. Boyle.
Zo-Q-L5G'j-CAL, a. Relating to zoology ; describing living

Creatures ; relating to or containing animals.

Zo-p-LOG'l-CAL-Ly,* ad. In a zoological manner. P. Cyc.

ZQ-OL'P-GIST, n. One who is versed in zoology.
ZQ-SL'<?-Y, n. [(cDoj/ and A(5yo?.] The science of animals,

teaching their nature, properties, classification, &c.

ZQ-ON'IC,* a. (Chem.) An epithet applied loan acid ob-
tained from animal substances. Hamilton.

ZQ-ON'Q-MY,* . [$tiov and vc^os.] The laws of animal
life

;
the structure and functions of animals ;

animal

physiology. Oswald.

Zp-OPH'A-GOOs.* a. Feeding on living animals. Kirby.

Z6-<?-PH6R'jc, [zo^-for'ik, W. P. J. E. Ja. K. Sm.; Z9-of-

o-rik, Wb. Ash.] a. (Arch.} Applied to a column which

supports the figure of an animal.

Zo-OPH'Q-ROs, n. [L. ; wo0ooo$.] (Arch.) A broad member
which separates the cornice and architrave ; a frieze. See
FRIEZE.

Z6'<?-PHYTE, (zo'9-fU) n. [$a>6<t>vrov, of uo'f and <pvr6v,
Gr.

; zoophyte, Ft.] A name applied by Linnaeus to an or-

der of vermes, comprehending those beings supposed to

partake of the nature both of vegetables and animals
;

and applied by Cuvier to his fourth and last division of
animals.

,,'* Relating to zoophytes. P. Cyc.

ZQ-6pH-y-TOL'Q-GY,*7i. Xwo0urni> and Aoyoj.] The nat-

ural history of zoophytes. Johnston.

Zo-p-TOM'l-CAL,* a. Relating to zobtomy. Month. Rev
Zp-OT'p-MlsT, n. One versed in zobtomy.
Zp-6T'p-MY, 7i. [^woro/xia, of (,uiv and ri^vw.] That
branch of anatomy which relates to the structure of the
lower animals.

Zo-Pfs'SA,* n. (JVawt.) A sort of pitch scraped off from the
sides of ships, and tempered with wax and salt. Mar. Diet.

Zds'TER* n. [L.J A girdle; a belt. (Med.) A kind of
erysipelas. Crabb.

ZoOND,* interj. An exclamation of wonder or anger.
Shak. A contraction of Ood's wounds ; originally used as
an oath. Smart.

Z6z'y-Mus,* n. fZool.') A genus of crustaceans. P. Cyc.
ZiJ'FO-Ld* Ti. [It.] A whistle

;
a small flute or flageolet,

used to teach singing birds. Scudamore.

ZU'MATE,* TI. A compound of zumic acid and a base. Crabb.

Zu'Mic,* a. [(/*;.] (CAem.) Noting an acid procured from
a fermented substance, as leaven. Crabb.

Zv-M5L'p-GY,* n. [<^>; and A<5j/oj.] The doctrine of fer-

mentation ; zymology. Brande. See ZYMOLOGY.
ZV-MOM'E-TER,* n. [$fyri and /urpoi/.] An instrument

for measuring the degree of fermentation ; zymosimeter.
Brande. See ZYMOSIMETER.

ZUR'LITE,* n. (Jtfin.) A recently-discovered Vesuvian
mineral. Brande.

ZY-Gp-DXc'TY-LOUS,* a. [$vyo<*> and Jd/fTt>Aos.] Having
the toes yoked, or in pairs, two before and two behind,
as the parrot. Ed. Ency.

ZY-GO'MA,* n. [$vy6v.] (Anat.) The process of the cheek-
bone

;
a bone of the upper jaw. P. Cyc.

ZY-GP-MXT'IC,* a. Relating to the zygoma ; resembling a

yoke. P. Cyc.

,,* a. Relating to zymology. Oswald,
n. One versed in zymology. Oswald.

ry,* n. [^ti/tj/and Adyo?.] The doctrine of fer-

jnentation. Oswald. Written also lumology.
ZY-Mp-slM'E-TER,* 7i. [^vfnaiffts and pirpov.] An instru-

ment for measuring the degree of fermentation
;
zumom-

eter. Crabb. [worth,
n. [L.] A drink made of corn and malt. Ains-
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THE EDITOR'S PREFACE.

THE following pages contain the whole of Walker's "
Key to the Classical Pronun

elation of Greek, Latin, and Scripture Proper Names," together with his
"
Introduction,'

1

"
Rules," and "

Notes," and also his " Observations on the Greek and Latin Accent and

Quantity." To the Greek and Latin names inserted by Walker in his Key, have been

here added, by the Editor, about 3,000 other Greek and Latin names. Of these addi-

tional names, about 2,400 have been taken from the " Classical Pronunciation of Proper

Names, established by Citations from the Greek and Latin Poets, Greek Historians,

Geographers, and Scholiasts," by Thomas Swinburne Carr, of King's College,

London
;
between 500 and 600 are words which were added by the Rev. W. Trollope,

A. M., one of the Masters of Christ's Hospital, London, in his edition of Walker's

Key ;
and some have also been inserted, which were taken from Scheller's

" Latin and

German Lexicon."

The words standing in the Initial Vocabulary without a letter annexed to them, are

words found in Walker's Key; and they are inserted with his pronunciation, the nota-

tion added to them being in general accordance with his principles. It is the same

notation that is used in the preceding Dictionary. The words to which (C.) (T.) or

(S.) are annexed, are taken respectively from Carr, Trollope, and Scheller.

There is a considerable number of the Greek and Latin names, in the pronunciation

of which Carr differs from Walker. These names are repeated in the Initial Vo-

cabulary, the pronunciation of Carr following that of Walker, having the letter (C.)

annexed to it. In the pronunciation of a considerable number of words, Walker ia

influenced by English analogy and usage ;
but Carr adheres rigidly to classical au-

thority, and has no regard to English analogy or English usage ;
and with respect to

the pronunciation of the words which they pronounce differently, that of Carr is almost

always better supported by classical authority, than that of Walker. Carr says of

his work,
" The object of it is to determine the pronunciation of classical proper

names solely on the basis of classical authority, including, of course, metrical quota-

tions, orthography, and etymology As it was the object of the author to establish

the classical pronunciation of proper names, it was a matter of very secondary im-

portance as to whether the accentuation of any particular name, if based upon classical

authority, might coincide or not with that adopted by popular usage. It did not fall

within the limits of his task ' to consult the English ear,' or to recognize the '

analogy
of the English language,' as in the slightest degree competent to establish the pro-

nunciation of dead languages, which can only be recovered from a perusal of their

literary monuments now existing."

The few critical notes inserted by Mr. Trollope, in his edition of Walker's Key,
in some of which he combats Walker's principles, are inserted in their proper

106 8SS
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places ;
and the Editor has also added a very few notes of his own. Though some

obvious errors, mostly typographical, in Walker's Key, have been corrected, yet the

course pursued has been to allow Walker's pronunciation to stand as he intended it

should. His decisions, however, are in many instances combated by other authorities

The words added to the Initial Vocabulary of this edition of the Key, are not

inserted in the Te~rminational Vocabulary. Walker inserted many words in the Termi-

national Vocabulary which he did not introduce into the Initial Vocabulary ;
and some

words found in both are pronounced differently in the two Vocabularies. Some palpa-

ble inconsistencies and errors have been corrected
; yet the Terminational Vocabulary

remains, for the most part, as Walker left it.

The pronunciation of but a small part of the Scripture Proper Names can be de-

termined by classical authority ;
and they are, therefore, much more subjected to the

English analogy, than the Greek and Latin names. The pronunciation of most of

these names, as given by Walker, is in accordance with general usage. There is,

however, a considerable number of them respecting the pronunciation of which other

respectable orthoepists differ from him. These names stand in the Initial Vocabulary
with Walker's pronunciation placed first, followed by the deviations from him of the

following orthoepists ; namely, Oliver, Perry, Smart, Carr, and also Taylor, the editor

of Calmet's "
Dictionary of the Bible." In some cases, the deviations are, doubtless,

to be preferred to Walker's mode.

The great addition now made to the vocabulary of Greek and Latin names in this

work, and the exhibition of the authorities of other orthoepists in relation to many
of the Greek, Latin, and Scripture proper names, with regard to which the pronuncia-
tion of Walker is combated, will give this edition of his

"
Key

"
advantages over any

other that has yet been published.

CAMBRIDGE, July, 1846.



PREFACE.

THE Critical Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language
"

naturally suggested an idea of

the present work. Proper names from the Greek and Latin form so considerable a part of every
cultivated living language, that a dictionary seems to be imperfect without them. Polite scholars,

indeed, are seldom at a loss for the pronunciation of words they so frequently meet with in the

learned languages ; but there are great numbers of respectable English scholars, who, having only
a tincture of classical learning, are much at a loss for a knowledge of this part of it. It is not

only the learned professions that require this knowledge, but almost every one above the merely
mechanical. The professors of painting, statuary, and music, and those who admire their works

;

readers of history, politics, poetry ; all who converse on subjects ever so little above the vulgar,

have so frequent occasion to pronounce these proper names, that whatever tends to render this

pronunciation easy must necessarily be acceptable to the public.

The proper names in Scripture have still a higher claim to our attention. That every thing con-

tained in that precious repository of divine truth should be rendered as easy as possible to the reader,

cannot be doubted
;
and the very frequent occasions of pronouncing Scripture proper names, in a

country where reading the Scripture makes part of the religious worship, seem to demand some

work on this subject more perfect than any we have hitherto seen.

I could have wished it had been undertaken by a person of more learning and leisure than

myself; but we often wait in vain, for works of this kind, from those learned bodies which ought to

produce them, and at last are obliged, for the best we can get, to the labors of some necessitous

individual. Being long engaged in the instruction of youth, 1 felt the want of a work of this kind,

and have supplied it in the best manner I am able. If I have been happy enough to be useful, or

only so far useful as to induce some abler hand to undertake the subject, I shall think my labor

amply rewarded. I shall still console myself with reflecting, that he who has produced a prior

work, however inferior to those that succeed it, is under a very different predicament from him who

produces an after-work inferior to those that have gone before.

ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE SECOND EDITION.

THE favorable reception of the first edition of this work has induced me to attempt to make it

still more worthy of the acceptance of the public, by the addition of several critical observations,

and particularly by two Terminational Vocabularies, of Greek and Latin, and Scripture, Proper
Names. . That so much labor should be bestowed upon an inverted arrangement of these words,

when they had already been given in their common alphabetical order, may be matter of wonder to

many persons, who will naturally inquire into the utility of such an arrangement. To these it may
be answered, that the words of all languages seem more related to each other by their terminations
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than by their beginnings ; that the Greek and Latin languages seem more particularly to be thus

related ;
and classing them according to their endings seemed to exhibit a new view of these lan-

guages, both curious and useful ; for, as their accent and quantity depend so much on their termi-

nation, such an arrangement appeared to give an easier and more comprehensive idea of their pro-

nunciation, than the common classification by their initial syllables. This end was so desirable, as

to induce me to spare no pains, however dry and disgusting, to promote it
; and, if the method I

have taken has failed, my labor will not be entirely lost, if it convinces future prosodists that it is

not unworthy of their attention.

CONTENTS
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INTRODUCTION.

THE pronunciation of the learned languages is much more easily acquired than that of our own.

Whatever might have been the variety of the different dialects among the Greeks, and the different

provinces of the Romans, their languages, now being dead, are generally pronounced according to

the respective analogies of the several languages of Europe, where those languages are cultivated,

without partaking of those anomalies to which the living languages are liable.

Whether one general uniform pronunciation of the ancient languages be an object of sufficient

importance to induce the learned to depart from the analogy of their own language, and to study
the ancient Latin and Greek pronunciation, as they do the etymology, syntax, and prosody of those

languages, is a question not very easy to be decided. The question becomes still more difficult,

when we consider the uncertainty we are in respecting the ancient pronunciation of the Greeks and

Romans, and how much the learned are divided among themselves about it.* Till these points
are settled, the English may well be allowed to follow their own pronunciation of Greek and Latin,

as well as other nations, even though it should be confessed, that it seems to depart more from what

we can gather of the ancient pronunciation, than either the Italian, French, or German. t For why
the English should pay a compliment to the learned languages, which is not done by any other

nation in Europe, it is not easy to conceive ; and, as the colloquial communication of learned individ-

uals of different nations so seldom happens, and is an object of so small importance when it does

* Middleton contends that the initial c before e and i

ought to be pronounced as the Italians now pronounce
it ; and that Cicero is neither Sisero, as the French and
English pronounce it, nor Kikero, as Dr. Bentley asserts

;

but Tchitchero, as the Italians pronounce it at this day.
This pronunciation, however, is derided by Lipsius, who
affirms that the c among the Romans had always the sound
of k. Lipsius says, too, that, of all the European nations,
the British alone pronounce th'e i properly ;

but Middleton
asserts, that, of all nations, they pronounce it the worst.

Middleton, De Lat. Liter. Pronun. Dissert.

Lipsius, speaking of the different pronunciation of the
letter G in different countries, says :

" Nos hodie qu&m peccamus ? Italorum enim plerique
ut Z exprimunt, Galli et Belgce ut J consonantem. Itaque
illorum est Lezere, Fuzere; nostrum, Leiere, Fuiere, (Lejere,

Fujere.) Omnia imperite, inepte. Germanos saltern au-

dile, quorum sonus hie germanus, Legere, Tegere; ut in

Lego, Tego. Nee unquam variant : at nos ante /, E, JE, Y,
semper ; dicimusque Jemmam, Jxtulos, Jinjivam, Jyrum ; pro
ijtis, Gemmam, Gcetulos, Qingivam, Gyrum. Mutemus aut

vapulemus." Lipsius, De Rect. Pron. Ling: Lat. p. 71.
" Hinc factum est ut tanta in pronunciando varictas ex-

titeret, ut pauci inter se in literarum spnis consentiant.
Quod quidem mirum non esset, si indocti tantum a doctis
in eo, ac non ipsi etiam alioqui eruditi inter se magnOl con-

tentione,dissiderentt Malph. Mekerk., De Ling. Grcec. vet.

Pronun. cap. ii. p. 15.

| Monsieur Launcelot, the learned author of the Port-

Royal Greek Grammar, in order to convey the sound of the

long Greek vowel >/, tells us it is a sound between the e

and the a, and that Eustathius, who lived towards the
close of the twelfth century, says that 0fj, ftr], is a sound
made in imitation of the bleating of a sheep ; and quotes
to this purpose this verse of an ancient writer called
Cratinus :

Is fatuus perinde ac ovis, be, be, dicens, incedit.

He, like a silly sheep, goes crying baa.

Caninius has remarked the same, Hellen. p. 26. " E Ion-

gum, cujus sonus in ovium balatu sentitur, ut Cratinus et

Varro tradiderunt." " The sound of the c long may be per-
ceived in the bleating of sheep, as Cratinus and Varro have
handed down to us."

Eustathius likewise remarks, upon the 499th v. of Iliad I.,
that the word B\6i^> scriv b rfjs K\si}/vfipas J5%oj nturirtKois
Kara, rovs naXatovf @fj e'xsi fiifuriffLv irpoSarwv <j>wvfjs.

Koani/oj.
"

BAoi// est Clepsydra sonus, ex imitatione, se-

cundum veteres
;
et /3rj imitatur vocem ovium." "

Slops,
according to the ancients, is a sound in imitation of the

Clepsydra, as baa is expressive of the voice of sheep." It

were to be wished that the sound of every Greek vowel
had been conveyed to us by as faithful a testimony as the
jira ; we should certainly have had a better idea of that

harmony for which the Greek language was so famous, and
in which respect duintilian candidly yields it the prefer-
ence to the Latin.

Aristophanes has handed down to us the pronunciation
of the Greek diphthong nv av, by making it expressive of
the barking of a dog. This pronunciation is exactly like
that preserved by nurses and children among us to this day
in bow wow. This is the sound of the same letters in the
Latin tongue ; not only in proper names derived from
Greek, but in every other word where this diphthong oc-
curs. Most nations in Europe, perhaps all but the English,
pronounce audio and laudo as if written owdio and lowdo ;

the diphthong sounding like ou in loud. Agreeably to this

rule, it is presumed that we formerly pronounced the apos-
tle Paul nearer the original than at present. In Henry
VIII.'s time it was written St. Poule's, and sermons were
preached at Poule's Cross. The vulgar, generally the last

to alter, either for the better or worse, still have a jingling
proverb with this pronunciation, when they say, as old as
Poules.

The sound of the letter u is no less sincerely preserved
in Plautus, in Menaech. (p. 622, edit. Lambin.) in making use
of it to imitate the cry of an owl :

"MEN. Egon' dedi? PEW. Tu, tu, istic, inquam. Vin'
afferri noctuam,

Quae 'Tu, Tu,' usque dicat tibi? nam nos jam nos defessi

sumus."
" It appears here," says Mr. Forster, in his defence of the

noctuse vocem seu cantum, tu, tu, seutou, tou." " He here
alludes to the voice or noise of an owl." It may be further

observed, that the English have totally departed from this

sound of the u in their own language, as well as in their

pronunciation of Latin.
SSS*
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happen, it is not much to be regretted, that, when they meet, they are scarcely intelligible to each

other.*

But the English are accused not only of departing from the genuine sound of the Greek and
Latin vowels, but of violating the quantity of these languages more than the people of any other

nation in Europe. The author of the "
Essay upon the Harmony of Language

"
gives us a detail of

the particulars by which this accusation is proved ;
and this is so true a picture of the English

pronunciation of Latin, that I shall quote it at length, as it may be of use to those who are obliged to

learn this language without the aid of a teacher.

" The falsification of the harmony by English scholars, in their pronunciation of Latin, with re-

gard to essential points, arises from two causes only ; first, from a total inattention to the length
of vowel sounds, making them long or short, merely as chance directs

; and, secondly, from sound-

ing double consonants as only one letter. The remedy of this last fault is obvious. With regard
to the first, we have already observed, that each of our vowels hath its general long sound, and its

general short sound, totally different. Thus the short sound of e lengthened is expressed by the

letter a, and the short sound of i lengthened is expressed by the letter e ; and, with all these anom-

alies usual in the application of vowel characters to the vowel sounds of our own language, we

proceed to the application of vowel sounds to the vowel characters of the Latin. Thus, in the first

syllable of sidus and nomen, which ought to be long, and of miser and onus, which ought to be

short, we equally use the common long sound of the vowels : but, in the oblique cases, sideris, nom-

inis, miseri, oneris, &c., we use quite another sound, and that a short one. These strange anoma-

lies are not common to us with our southern neighbors, the French, Spaniards, and Italians.

They pronounce sidus, according to our orthography, seedus, and, in the oblique cases, preserve the

same long sound of the i. JYoraew they pronounce as we do, and preserve, in the oblique cases, the

same long sound of the o. The Italians also, in their own language, pronounce doubled conso-

nants as distinctly as the two most discordant mutes of their alphabet. Whatever, therefore, they

may want of expressing the true harmony of the Latin language, they certainly avoid the most

glaring and absurd faults in our manner of pronouncing it.

" It is a matter of curiosity to observe with what regularity we use these solecisms in the pronun-
ciation of Latin. When the penultimate is accented, its vowel, if followed but by a single conso-

nant, is always long, as in Dr. Forster's examples. When the antepenultimate is accented, its

vowel is, without any regard to the requisite quantity, pronounced short, as in mirdbilc, frlgidus,

except the vowel of the penultimate be followed by a vowel; and then the vowel of the antepenul-

timate is, with as little regard to true quantity, pronounced long, as in maneo, redeat, odium, impe-
rium. Quantity is, however, vitiated to make i short, even in this case, as in oblivio, vinea, mrium.

The only difference we make in pronunciation between vinea and venia is, that to the vowel of the

first syllable of the former, which ought to be long, we give a short sound ; to that of the latter,

which ought to be short, we give the same sound, but lengthened. U, accented, is always, before

a single consonant, pronounced long, as in humerus, fugiens. Before two consonants no vowel

sound is ever made long, except that of the diphthong au; so that, whenever a doubled consonant

occurs, the preceding syllable is short.t Unaccented vowels we treat with no more ceremony in

Latin than in our own language." Essay upon the Harmony of Language, p. 224. Printed for

Robson, 1774. [By William Mitford.]

This, it must be owned, is a very just state of the case ; but, though the Latin quantity is thus

violated, it is not, as this writer observes in the first part of the quotation, merely as chance directs,

but, as he afterwards observes, regularly, and, he might have added, according to the analogy of

English pronunciation, which, it may be observed, has a genius of its own, and which, if not so

well adapted to the pronunciation of Greek and Latin as some other modern languages, has as fixed

and settled rules for pronouncing them as any other.

The learned and ingenious author next proceeds to show the advantages of pronouncing our

vowels so as to express the Latin quantity. "We have reason to suppose," says he, "that our

usual accentuation of Latin, however it may want of many elegances in the pronunciation of the

Augustan age, is yet sufficiently just to give, with tolerable accuracy, that part of the general har-

* " Erasmus se adfuisse olim commemorat, cum die quo-
dam solenni complures principum legati ad Maximilianum
Imperatorem salutandi causa advenissent

; sirigulosque, Gal-
lum, Germanum, Danum, Scotum, &c. orationem Latinam
ita barbard ac vaste pronunciasse, ut Italis quibusdam nihil
nisi risum moverent, qui eos non Latin6 sed sua quemque
lingua, locutos jurassent." Middleton, De Lat. Lit. Pronun.
The love of the marvellous prevails over truth

; and I

question if the greatest diversity in the pronunciation of

Latin exceeds that of English at the capital and in some of
the counties of Scotland ; and yet the inhabitants of both
have no great difficulty in understanding each other.

| This corruption of the true quantity is not, however,
peculiar to the English ;

for Beza complains in his country :

" Hinc enim fit ut in Graeca oratione vel nullum, vel prorsus

corruptum numerum intelligas, duin multae breves produ-

cuntur, et contra plurimse longae corripiuntur." Beza de

Germ. Pron. Graca Lingua, p. 50.
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mony of the language, of which accent is the efficient. We have also pretty full information, from

the poets, what syllables ought to have a long, and what a short quantity. To preserve, then, in

our pronunciation, the true harmony of the language, we have only to take care to give the vowels

a long sound or a short sound, as the quantity may require, and, when doubled consonants occur,
to pronounce each distinctly." Ibid. p. 228.*

In answer to this plea for alteration, it may be observed, that, if this mode of pronouncing Latin

be that of foreign nations, and were really so superior to our own, we certainly must perceive it in

the pronunciation of foreigners, when we visit them, or they us. But I think I may appeal to the

experience of every one who has had an opportunity of making the experiment, that, so far from

the superiority on the side of the foreign pronunciation, it seems much inferior to our own. I am
aware of the power of habit, and of its being able, on many occasions, to make the worse appear the

better reason; but, if the harmony of the Latin language depended so much on a preservation of

the quantity as many pretend, this harmony would surely overcome the bias we have to our own

pronunciation, especially if our own were really so destructive of harmony as it is said to be. Till,

therefore, we have a more accurate idea of the nature of quantity, and of that beauty and harmony
of which it is said to be the efficient in the pronunciation of Latin, we ought to preserve a pronun-
ciation which has naturally sprung up in our own soil, and is congenial to our native language.

Besides, an alteration of this kind would be attended with so much dispute and uncertainty, as must

make it highly impolitic to attempt it.

The analogy, then, of our own language being the rule for pronouncing the learned languages,
we shall have little occasion for any other directions for the pronunciation of the Greek and Latin

proper names, than such as are given for the pronunciation of English words. The general rules

are followed almost without exception. The first and most obvious powers of the letters are

adopted, and there is scarcely any difficulty but in the position of the accent; and this depends so

much on the quantity of the vowels, that we need only inspect a dictionary to find the quantity of

the penultimate vowel, arid this determines the accent of all the Latin words; and, it maybe added,

of almost all Greek words likewise. t Now, in our pronunciation of Latin words, whatever be the

quantity of the first syllable in a word of two syllables, we always place the accent on it
;
but in

words of more syllables, if the penultimate be long, we place the accent on that; and if short, we

accent the antepenultimate.

The rules of the Latin Accentuation are comprised, in a clear and concise manner, by Sanctius

within four hexameters :

"Accentum in se ipsa monosyllaba dictio ponit.

Exacuit sedem dissyllabon omne priorem.

Ex tribus, extollit primam penultima curta:

Extoltit se ipsam quando est penultima longa."

These rules I have endeavored to express in English verse :

Each monosyllable has stress of course :

Words of two syllables the first enforce :

A syllable that's long, and last but one,

Must have the accent upon that or none j

But, if this syllable be short, the stress

Must on the last but two its force express.

The only difference that seems to obtain between the pronunciation of the Greek and Latin lan-

guages is, that, in the Latin, ti and si, preceded by an accent, and followed by another vowel form-

ing an improper diphthong, are pronounced, as in English, like sh or zh ; as, natio, nation; persuasio^

persuasion, &c. ;
and that, in the Greek, the same letters retain their pure sound, as rpAavri'a,

ayrwcr/a, TryojSuTtov, x. T. 7..\ This difference, however, with very few exceptions, does not extend

* By what this learned author has observed of our
vicious pronunciation of the vowels, by the long and short

sound of them, and from the instances he has given, he
must mean that length and shortness which arise from

extending and contracting them, independently of the ob-

struction which two consonants are supposed to occasion

in forming the long quantity. Thus we are to pronounce
manus as if written and divided into man-nus; and pannus
as if written pay-nus, or as we always hear the word panis,

(bread ;) for in this sound of pannus there seems to be no

necessity for pronouncing the two consonants distinctly, or

separately, which he seems to mean by distinctly, because
the quantity is shown by the long sound of the vowel ;

but
if by distinctly he means separately, that is, as if what

is called in French the scMva, or mute e, were to follow the

first consonant, this could not be done without adding a

syllable to the word
; and the word pannus would in that

case certainly have three syllables, as if written pan-eh-nus.
See Observations on the Greek and Latin Accent and Quan-

tity, sect. 24.

t That is, in the general pronunciation of Greek ; for,

let the written accent be placed where it will, the quantita-

tive accent, as it may be called, follows the analogy of the

Latin.
t " The Greek language," says the learned critic,

" was

happy in not being understood by the Goths, who would
as certainly have corrupted the t in alrta, uTiov, &.C., jnto

otVta, dxriov, &c., as they did in the Latin motio and doceo
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to proper names, which, coming to us through, and being mingled with, the Latin, fall into the

general rule. In the same manner, though in Greek it was an established maxim, that, if the last

syllable were long, the accent could scarcely be higher than the penultimate, yet, in our pronun-

ciation of Greek, and particularly of proper names, the Latin analogy of the accent is adopted ;

and, though the last syllable is long in Demosthenes, Aristophanes, Theramenes, and Deiphobe, yet, as

the penultimate is short, the accent is placed on the antepenultimate, exactly as if they were Latin.t

As these languages have been long dead, they admit of no new varieties of accent, like the living

languages. The common accentuation of Greek and Latin may be seen in Lexicons and Graduses
;

and where the ancients indulged a variety, and the moderns are divided in their opinions about the

most classical accentuation of words, it would be highly improper, in a work intended for general

use, to enter into the thorny disputes of the learned ;
and it may be truly said, in the rhyming adage,

"When doctors disagree,

Disciples then are free."

This, however, has not been entirely neglected. "Where there has been any considerable diver-

sity of accentuation among our prosodists, I have consulted the best authorities, and have some-

times ventured to decide ; though, as Labbe says,
" Sed his de rebus, ut aliis multis, malo doctiorum

judicium expectare, quam meam in medium proferre sententiam."

But the most important object of the present work is settling the English quantity, (see Rules 20,

21, 22,) with which we pronounce Greek and Latin proper names, and the sounds of some of the

consonants. These are points in a state of great uncertainty, and are to be settled, not so much

by a deep knowledge of the dead languages, as by a thorough acquaintance with the analogies and

general usage of our own tongue. These must, in the nature of things, enter largely into the pro-

nunciation of a dead language ;
and it is from an attention to these, that the author hopes he has

given to the public a work not entirely unworthy of their acceptance.

[$r There is unquestionably much sound sense and solid argument in the remarks contained in our author's Introduction
;

and the affectation with which the Greek and Latin languages are sometimes pronounced is, to say the least, extremely

ridiculous. At the same time, it would not be amiss to adopt some uniform mode of pronunciation, by which the true

quantity of the words, and some portion, at least, of their ancient character, might be retained. The chief defect in the

English pronunciation consists in the false analogy of the vowel sounds, and the corrupt inflection of the consonants

c, g, s, t, before some of the vowels. This cannot, of course, be remedied, without departing, in some slight degree,

from the general rules of our own language ; but, if no sounds were introduced but those which are familiar to an English

ear, though not perfectly in accordance with the usage of the English tongue, the trifling appearance of harshness or

formality, which a closer approximation to the correct pronunciation might possess, would gradually wear away, and be

amply compensated by its greater accuracy. Now, in order to attain this end. it will only be necessary to affix to each

vowel its distinctive long and short quantity, and to confine the above-named consonants invariably to the same sound.

The precise rules for pronouncing these letters will be given in their proper places ;
without interfering, however, with

those of Mr. Walker, which, with the exception alluded to, are clear, correct, and explicit, and, for those who prefer to

adhere to the English pronunciation, the best, without any exception, that can be adopted. TROLLOPE.]

the ancient rules of pronunciation, which invariably af-

firm that the consonants had but one sound
;
unless we

except the y before y, K, x, ;
as ayyr.Xog, ayxypa, ayxiara,

K. r. A.,"where the y is sounded like v. But this, says Henry
Stephens, is an error of the copyists, who have a little ex-

tended the bottom of the v, and made a y of it
; for, says

he, it is ridiculous to suppose that v was changed into
; , and

at the same time that y should be pronounced like v. On
the contrary, Scaliger says, that where we find a v before

these letters, as avKvpa, it is an error of the copyists, who
imagined they better expressed the pronunciation by this

letter, which, as Vossius observes, should seem to demand
something particular and uncommon.

It is reported of Scaliger, that, when he was accosted by
a Scotchman in Latin, he begged his pardon for not under-

standing him, as he had never learned the Scotch language.
If this were the case with the pronunciation of a Scotch-

man, which is so near that of the continent, what would
he have said to the Latin pronunciation of an Englishman ?

I take it, however, that this diversity is graitly exaggerated,

f This, however, was contrary to the general practice of

e Romans ; for Victorinus, in his Grammar, says,
" Orceca

into moshio and dosheo." *
This, however, may be ques-

tioned ; for if, in Latin words, this impure sound oft takes

place only in those words where the accent is on the pre-
ceding vowel, as in natio,facio, &c., but not when the ac-
cent follows the t, and is on the following vowel, as in

satietas, societas, &c., why should we suppose any other
mode of pronunciation would have been adopted by the
Goths in their pronouncing the Greek ? Now, no rule of

pronunciation is more uniform, in the Greek language, than
that which places an acute on the iota at the end of words,
when this letter is succeeded by a long vowel

;
and con-

sequently, if the accent be preserved upon the proper letter,
it is impossible the preceding t and s should go into the
sound of sh. Why, therefore, may we not suppose that the

very frequent accentuation of the penultimate i before a
final vowel preserved the preceding r from going into the
sound of sh, as it was a difference of accentuation that oc-
casioned this impure sound of t m the Latin language ?

For though i, at the end of words, when followed by a

long vowel, or a vowel once long and afterwards contracted,
had always the accent on it in Greek, in Latin the accent
was always on the preceding syllable in words of this ter-

mination
;
and hence seems to have arisen the corruption

of t in the Gothic pronunciation of the Latin language.
It is highly probable, that, in Lucian's time, the Greek r,

when followed by i and another vowel, had not assumed
the sound of or-, for the sigma would not have failed to
accuse him of a usurpation of her powers, as he had done
of her character

; and, if we have preserved the r pure in
this situation when we pronounce Greek, it is, perhaps,
rather to be placed to the preserving power of the accented
i in so great a number of words, than any adherence to

Ainsworth on the letter T.

nomina, si iisdem literis proferuntur, (Latind versa,) Graces
aceentus habebimt : nam cum dicimus Thyas, Nais, acutum
habebit posterior accentum ; et cum Tfiemistio, Calypso,

Theano, ultimam circumflecti videbimus, quod utrumque
Latinus sermo non patitur, nisi admodum raro." " If Greek
nouns turned into Latin are pronounced with the same let-

ters, they have the Greek accent
; for, when we say T/iyas,

JVaw,the latter syllable has the acute accent; and when we
pronounce Themistio, Calypso, Theano, we see the last sylla-

ble is circumflexed
;
neither of which is ever seen in Latin

words, or very rarely." Servius. Forster. Reply, p. 31,
Notes 39, bott.



RULES
FOR PRONOUNCING THE VOWELS OF

GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.

1. EVERY vowel with the accent on it, at the end
of a syllable, is pronounced, as in English, with its

first long, open sound. Thus Ca'to* Philome'la,

Ori'on, Pho'tion, Lu'tifer, &c., have the accented

vowels sounded exactly as in the English words pa'per,

me'tre, spi'der, no'ble, tu'tor, &c.
2. Every accented vowel, not ending a syllable, but

followed by a consonant, has the short sound, as in

English. Thus Man'lius, Pen'theus, Pin'dams, CoV-

chis, Cur'tius, &c., have the short sound of the ac-

cented vowels, as in man'ner, plen'ty, prin'ter, col'lar,

cur'few, &c.
3. Every final i, though unaccented, has the long,

open sound. Thus the final i, forming the genitive

case, as in magis'tri, or the plural number, as in De'cii,

has the long, open sound, as in vi'al ; and this sound

we give to this vowel, in this situation, because the

Latin i final, in genitives, plurals, and preterperfect
tenses of verbs, is always long; and consequently,
where the accented i is followed by i final, both are

pronounced with the long diphthongal i, like the noun

eye, as Achi'vi.\

4. Every unaccented i, ending a syllable not final, as

that in the second of Alcibiades, the Herniti, &c., is

pronounced like e, J as if written Alcebiades, the Her-

neci, &c. So the last syllable but one of the Fabii,

the Horatii, the Curiatii, &c., is pronounced as if

written Fa-be-i, Ho-ra-she-i, Cu-re-a-she-i ; and there-

fore, if the unaccented i, and the diphthong a, con-

* This pronunciation of Cato, Plato, Cleopatra, &c., has
been but lately adopted. Uuin, and all the old dramatic

school, used to pronounce the a, in these and similar words,
like the a in father. Mr. Garrick, with great good sense,
as well as good taste, hrought in the present pronunciation,
and the propriety of it has made it now universal.

f This is the true analogical pronunciation of this letter

when ending an accented syllable ;
but a most disgraceful

affectation of foreign pronunciation has exchanged this full

diphthongal sound for the meagre, squeezed sound of the
French and Italian i, not only in almost every word derived
from those languages, but in many which are purely Latin

;

as, Faustina, Messalina, &.c. Nay, words from the Saxon
have been equally perverted, and we hear the i in Elfrida,

Edwina, &c., turned into Elfreeda, Edweena, &c. It is true
this is the sound the Romans gave to their i ; [This is by no
means certain. TROLLOPS.] but the speakers here alluded
to are perfectly innocent of this, and do not pronounce it in

this manner for its antiquity, but its novelty.

} [This arises from the more rapid pronunciation of the

vowel, which is short. TROLLOPE.]
[See below on Rule 10. TROLLOPE.]

|| [The, t is rapidly pronounced, the voice resting upon the
final diphthong. TROLLOPE.]

107

elude a word, they are both pronounced like
,||

as

Harpyue, Har-py'e-e.
5. The diphthongs <R and ce

, ending a syllable with

the accent on it, are pronounced exactly like the long

English e, as Ceesar, GEta, &c., as if written Cee'sar,

E'ta, &c.
;
and like the short e, when followed by a

consonant in the same syllable, as Dadalus, CEdipus,

&c., 1T pronounced as if written Deddalus, Eddipus,
&c. The vowels ei are generally pronounced like

long i. ** For the vowels eu, in final syllables, see the

word IDOMENEUS ; and for the ou in the same syllables,

see the word ANTINOUS, and similar words, in the Ter-

minational Vocabulary.
6. F is exactly under the same predicament as i. It

is long when ending an accented syllable, as Cy'rus ;

or when ending an unaccented syllable, if final, as

jft'gy, sE'py, &c.
;
short when joined to a consonant

in the same syllable, as Lyc'idas ; and sometimes long
and sometimes short when ending an initial syllable

not under the accent, as Ly-cur'gus, pronounced with

the first syllable like lie, a falsehood ;
and Lysimachus,

with the first syllable like the first of legion, or near-

ly as if divided into Lys-im'a-chus, &c.

7. A, ending an unaccented syllable, has the same

obscure sound as in the same situation in English
words

;
but it is a sound bordering on the Italian a,

or the a infa-ther, as Dia'na, where the difference be-

tween the accented and unaccented a is palpable.

8. E final, either with or without the preceding

IT [This is certainly incorrect. Diphthongs are pronounced
long wherever they occur ; as, Deedalus, Eedipus, &c. The
Latins doubtlessly distinguished between the sound of # and

as, as the Greeks between the corresponding diphthongs at

and oi ; but this difference cannot be readily accommodated
to the English pronunciation. TROLLOPE.]

[It may be said, that, in Greek and Latin poetry, diph-

thongs are always regarded as long ;
but it surely cannot be

said, with truth, that in English they are always
"

pro-
nounced long, wherever they occur." Various other ortho-

epists adhere to the rule which Walker adopts in relation

to the pronunciation of these diphthongs ;
and general

usage, among good speakers, is in accordance with it.

And this, not only in proper names : the diphthong in the

word assafcctida, for example, is pronounced like short e,

both by the orthoepists and by general usage. EDITOR.]
** See Elegeia, Hygeia, &c., in the Terminational Vocab-

ulary of Greek and Latin Proper Names. [The statement of

Walker, that "the vowels ei are generally pronounced like

i long," is not in accordance with his remarks in his notes

relating to the terminations eia and ehis, in the Termination-

al Vocabulary. In these notes, he decides in favor of placing
the accent on the e, and permitting the t, as y consonant, to

articulate the succeeding vowel ; as, El-e-ge'ia, (el-e-je'ya.)

See these notes, pp. 894 and 904. EDITOR.]
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consonant, always forms a distinct syllable ;
as

;
Penel-

ope, Hippocrene, Evoe, Amphitrite, &c. When any
Greek or Latin word is Anglicized into this termina-

tion, by cutting off a syllable of the original, it be-

comes then an English word, and is pronounced ac-

cording to our own analogy. Thus Acidalius, altered

to Acidale, has the final e sunk, and is a word of three

syllables onlyj Proserpine, from Proserpina, under-

goes the same alteration. Thebes and Athens, derived

from the Greek
0ij(iai

and 'AQijvai, and the Latin

Theba and Athena, are perfectly Anglicized ;
the former

into a monosyllable, and the latter into a dissyllable ;
and

the Greek KQ)JTTJ and the Latin Creta have both sunk

into the English monosyllable Crete. Hecate, likewise

pronounced in three syllables when Latin, and in the

same number in the Greek word f

ExaTT], in English is

universally contracted into two, by sinking the final

e. Shakspeare seems to have begun, as he has now

confirmed, this pronunciation, by so adapting the word

in "Macbeth":

"Why, how now, Hecat'? you look angerly." Act IW.

Perhaps this was no more than a poetical license to

him; but the actors have adopted it in the songs in

this tragedy:
"
He-cate, He-cate, come away."

And the play-going world, who form no small portion
of what is called the better sort of people, have fol-

lowed the actors in this word, and the rest of the world

have followed them.

The Roman magistrate, named adilis, is Anglicized

by pronouncing it in two syllables, te'dtte. The capi-
tal of Sicily, Syracuse, of four syllables, is made three

in the English Syr'acuse; and the city of Tyrus, of

two syllables, is reduced to a monosyllable in the

English Tyre.

Rules for Pronouncing the Consonants of Greek

and Latin Proper Names.

9. C and G are hard before a, o, and u ; as, Cato,

Comus, Cures, Galba, Gorgon, &c.
;
and soft before e,

t, and y ; as, Cebes, Scipio, Scylla, Cinna, Geryon,
Geta, Gittus, Gyges, Gymnosophistce, &c.*

10. T, S, and C,\ before ia, ie, n, to, iu, and eu,

* That this general rule should be violated by smatterers
in the learned languages, in such words as gymnastic, het-

erogeneous, &c., is not to be wondered at
;
but that men of

real learning, who do not want to show themselves off to
the vulgar by such innuendoes of their erudition, should give
in to this irregularity, is really surprising. We laugh at the
pedantry of the age of James I., where there is scarcely a
page in any English book that is not sprinkled with twenty
Greek and Latin quotations, and yet do not see the similar

pedantry of interlarding our pronunciation with Greek and
Latin sounds, which may be affirmed to be a greater per-
version of our language than the former. In the one case,
the introduction of Greek and Latin quotations does not in-
terfere with the English phraseology ; but, in the other, the

pronunciation is disturbed, and a motley jargon of sounds
introduced, as inconsistent with true taste as it is with
neatness and uniformity.

[This censure is more severe than just. It is certain
that these consonants were uniformly pronounced hard, by
the Latins, before all the vowels indifferently ; c like k, and
g like the English g in gun. This is proved with respect to
c by the Greek writers, who always spell Latin names in
which it occurs with k; as K.tKcp!->v, SKorfwj/, for Cicero,
Scipio. On the other hand, the Romans express the Greek
k by c; as Cimon for KI/IWI/. Hence Quintilian observes,
C est litera, qua ad omnes vocales vim suam perferat. The
hard sound of g is also apparent from words derived from
the Greek, where y is always represented by g; and that
the analogy of sound is strictly preserved, is especially man-
ifest in such words as angelus, from the Greek ayytXos. In
these words, the first y was always pronounced like v ; and,

preceded by the accent, in Latin words, as in English,

change into sh and zh; as, Tatian, Statins, Portius,

Portia, Sosius, Caduceus, Accius, Helvetii, Mcesia,

Hesiod, &c., pronounced Tashean, Stasheus, Porsheua,

Porshea, Sosheus, Cadusheus, Aksheus, Helveshei, Me-

zhea, Hezheod, &c. But when the accent is on the

first of the diphthongal vowels, the preceding consonant

does not go into sh, but preserves its sound pure ; as,

Miltiades, Antiates, &c.

11. T, S, and C, in proper names ending in tia, sia,

cyan, and sion, preceded by the accent, are changed
into sh and zh. Thus Phocion, Sicyon, and Cercyon,
are pronounced exactly in our own analogy, as if

written Phosheon, Sisheon, and Sersheon; Artemisia

and Aspasia sound as if written Artemizhea and Aspa-
zhea ; Galatia, Aratia, Alotia, and Batia, as if written

Galashea, Arashea, Aloshea, and Bashea; and, if Atin,

the town in Campania, is not so pronounced, it is to

distinguish it from Asia, the eastern region of the

world. But the termination tion (of which there are

not even twenty examples in proper names throughput
the whole Greek and Latin languages) seems to pre-

serve the t from going into sh, as the last remnant of

a learned pronunciation, and to avoid, as much as pos-

sible, assimilating with so vulgar an English termina

tion. Thus, though Vision, lasion, Dionysion, change
the s into z, as if written j*Ezion, lazion, Dionyzion,
the z does not become zh; but Philistion, Gration,

Eurytion, Androtion, Uippotion, Tphition, Ornylion,

Metion, Polytion, Stration, Sotion, Pallantion, Action,

Harpocration, and Amphictyon, preserve the t in its

true sound. Hephtestion, however, from the frequency
of appearing with Alexander, has deserted the small

class of his Greek companions, and joined the English

multitude, by rhyming with question; and Tatian and

Theodotion seem perfectly Anglicized. With very,

very few exceptions, therefore, it may be concluded that

Greek and Latin proper names are pronounced alike,

and that both of them follow the analogy of English

pronunciation.
12. Ch. These letters, before a vowel, are always

pronounced like k; as, Chabrias, Colchis, &c.
; but,

when they come before a mute consonant, at the be-

ginning of a word, as in Chthonia, they are mute, and

the word is pronounced as if written Thonia. Words

as this sound is preserved in the Latin by a change of let-

ter, it follows that the g, which represents the second y>

agrees with it in sound also. Since, therefore, the true pro-
nunciation of these letters, c and g, corresponds with their

English pronunciation before certain vowels, there is no

great violence done to the harmony of language by adopt-
ing it, in Latin proper names, before all. TROLLOPE.]

f [The uniform and single sound of c has been noted in

the note on the preceding rule
;
that of * and t were doubt-

less also single and uniform. That s had but one sound,
like that of the English in sun, is evident from the Greek

usage of the letter, and from the silence of all the old gram-
marians as to any variety in its pronunciation, a remark
which, by the way, will apply to all the consonants gener-
ally. With respect to t, the only difficulty regards the syl-
lable ti, when followed by a vowel, as in the examples
given in the rule. There is no doubt that ti was always
pronounced alike by the Latins, whatever was the place of
the accent

;
so that it was the same in Miltiades and Tatian,

except that in the former it was long, and in the latter short,
and therefore uttered with greater rapidity. This is evi-

dent from words common both to the Greeks and Romans,
with the former of whom the pronunciation of TI never va-

ries. In Latin names, also, the Greeks always retain the
same letters, and vice vers&. Thus we have Ti'nof ,

Titius ;

and IlEtTfTivvt'Ttav Seat/, Pessinunfiam Deam, Herod, i. 11.

It does not appear, indeed, that any sound like sh or zh was
known to the Romans

;
nor is it likely that they pronounced

the same letter differently in declining the same word ; as,
nom. pi. artes, gen. arshium, dat. artibus, &c. These obser-

vations are equally applicable to the next rule. TROLLOPE.]
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beginning with sche, as Schedius, Scheria, &c.
;
are

pronounced as if written Skedius, Skcria, &c. ; and c

before n, in the Latin pranomen Cneus, or Crueus, is

mute
;

so in Cnopus, Cnossits, &c., and before t in

Ctealus, and g before n in Gnidus, pronounced

Nopus, Nossus, Teatus, and Nidus.*

13. At the beginning of Greek words, we frequently

find the uncombinable consonants mn, tm, &c.
;

as
;

Mnemosyne, Mnesidamus, Mneus, Mnesteus, Tmolus,

&c. These are to be pronounced with the first conso-

nant mute, as if written Ncmosyne, Nesidamus, Neus,

Nesteus, Molus, &c., in the same manner as we pro-

nounce the words Bdellium, Pneumatic, Gnomon,

Mnemonics, &c., without the initial consonant. The
same may be observed of the c hard like k, when it

comes before t,
as Ctesiphoji, Ctesippus, &c. Some

of these words we see sometimes written with an e or

t after the first consonant, as Menesteus, Timolus, &c.,

and then the initial consonant is pronounced.
14. Ph, followed by a consonant, is mute

5 as, Phihia,

Phthiotis, pronounced Thia, TJdotis, in the same man-

ner as the naturalized Greek word Phthisic, pro-

nounced Tisic.

15. Ps : p is mute also in this combination, as in

Psyche, Psammetichus, &c., pronounced SyJee, Sam-

meticus, &c.

1G. Pt: p is mute in words beginning with these

letters, when followed by a vowel
; as, Ptolemy, Pteri-

las, &c. ; pronounced Tolemy, Terilas, &c.
5 but, when

followed by I,
the t is heard, as in Tleptolemus ; for,

though we have no words of our own with these initial

consonants, we have many words that end with them,

and they are certainly pronounced. The same may be

observed of the z in Zmilaces.

17. The letters s, x, and z, require but little obser-

vation, being generally pronounced as in pure English

words. It may, however, be remarked, that s, at the

end of words, preceded by any of the vowels but e,

has its pure hissing sound
5 as, mas, dis, os, mus, &c.

; t

but, when e precedes, it goes into the sound of z; as,

pes, Thersites, vates, &c. It may also be observed,

that, when it ends a word preceded by r or n, it has the

sound of z. Thus the letter s, in mens, Mars, mors,

&c., has the same sound as in the English words hens,

stars, wars, &c. X, when beginning a word or sylla-

ble, is pronounced like z; as, Xerxes, Xenophon, &c.,

are pronounced Zerkzes, Zenophon, &c. Z is uni-

formly pronounced as in" English words. Thus the z

in Zeno and Zeugma is pronounced as we hear it in

zeal, zone, &c.

Rules for Ascertaining the English Quantity of

Greek and Latin Proper Names.

18. It may at first be observed, that, in words of two

syllables, with but one consonant in the middle, what-

ever be the quantity of the vowel in the first syllable

in Greek or Latin, we always make it long in English.
Thus Crates, the philosopher, and crates, a hurdle j

decus, honor, and dedo, to give ; ovo, to triumph, and

ovum, an egg 5 Numa, the legislator, and Numen, the

divinity, have the first vowel always sounded equally

long by an English speaker, although, in Latin, the

first vowel in the first word of each of these pairs is

short, t

19. On the contrary, words of three syllables, with

the accent on the first, and with but one consonant

after the first syllable, have that syllable pronounced

short, let the Greek or Latin quantity be what it will.

Thus regulus and remora, mimicus and minium, are

heard with the first vowel short in English pronun-

ciation, though the first word of each pair has its first

syllable long in Latin; and the u, in fumigo and

fugito, is pronounced long in both words, though in

Latin the last u is short. This rule is never broken

but when the first syllable is followed by e or i, fol-

lowed by another vowel : in this case, the vowel in the

first syllable is long, except that vowel be i. Thus

lamia, genius, Libya, doceo, cupio, have the accent on

the first syllable, and this syllable is pronounced long

in every word but Libya, though in the original it is

equally short in all.

20. It must have frequently occurred to those who
instruct youth, that, though the quantity of the ac-

cented syllable of long proper names has been easily

conveyed, yet that the quantity of the preceding un-

accented syllables has occasioned some embarrassment.

An appeal to the laws of our own language would soon

have removed the perplexity, and enabled us to pro-

nounce the initial unaccented syllables with as much
decision as the others. Thus every accented antepe-
nultimate vowel but u, even when followed by one

consonant only, is, in our pronunciation of Latin, as

well as in English, short. Thus fabula, separo, diligo,

nobilis, cucumis, have the first vowels pronounced as

in the English words capital, celebrate, simony, solitude,

Incident, in direct opposition to the Latin quantity,
which makes every antepenultimate vowel, in all these

words but the last, long ;
and this we pronounce long,

though short in Latin. But, if a semi-consonant diph-

thong succeed, then every such vowel is long but i

in our pronunciation of both languages ;
and Euganeus,

Eugenia, filius, folium, dubia, have the vowel in the

antepenultimate syllable pronounced exactly as in the

English words satiate, menial, delirious, notorious, pe-
nurious ; though they are all short in Latin but the f,

which we pronounce short, though in the Latin it is long.

21 . The same rule of quantity takes place in those

syllables which have the secondary accent; for, as

we pronounce lamentation, demonstration, diminution,

domination, lucubration, with every vowel in the first

syllable short but u, so we pronounce the same vowels

of double emphasis was placed upon the long vowels, which
the English pronunciation does not recognize. We make
no difference, for instance, in the sound of the verb moror,
whether it signifies to delay, or to be foolish. In the first

signification it is short, in the latter long; and that the

Romans marked this difference in their pronunciation, is

evident from the sarcasm of Nero, pointed against his pred-
ecessor Claudius, Suet. Ner. 33: Morari cum inter homines

desiisse, product^ syllab&prima. The anomaly would be re-

moved by regularly pronouncing the long vowels as in the

English words tame, scene, wine, bone, tune, and the short

ones as in can, send, win, bond, tun, added to the single sound
of the consonant already described. The application of this

rule to the examples produced in the following sections, if

the quantity of the syllables be duly attended to, will suf-

ficiently prove the advantages arising from this method of

pronunciation. TROLLOPE.]
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in the same manner in lamentatio, demonstratio, dimi-

nutio, dominatio, and lucubratio ; but, if a semi-conso-

nant diphthong succeed the secondary accent, as in

Ariovistus, Heliodorus, Gabinianus, Herodianus, and

Volwianus, every vowel preceding the diphthong is

long but i, just as we should pronounce these vowels

in the English words amiability, mediatorial, propitia-

tion, excoriation, centuriator, &c.

22. But, to reduce these rules into a smaller compass,
that they may be more easily comprehended and re-

membered, it may be observed, that, as we always
shorten every antepenultimate vowel with the primary
accent but u, unless followed by a semi-consonant

diphthong, though this antepenultimate vowel is often

long in Greek and Latin, as JEschylus, SEschincs, &c.,
and the antepenultimate i, even though it be followed

by such a diphthong, as Eleusinia, Ocrisia, &c., so we
shorten the first syllable of ^sculapius, ^Enobarbus*

&c., because the first syllable of both these words has

the secondary accent
;

but we pronounce the same
vowels long in Ethiopia, ^Egialcus, Haliartus, &c.,
because this accent is followed by a semi-consonant

diphthong.
23. This rule sometimes holds good, where a mute

and liquid intervene, and determines the first syllable

of Adrian, Adriatic, &c., to be long, like day, and

not short, like add; and it is on this analogical division

of the words, so little understood or attended to, that

a perfect and a consistent pronunciation of them de-

pends. It is this analogy that determines the first u to

be long in stupidus, and the y short in clypea, though
both are short in the Latin, and the o, in the first sylla-

ble of Coriolanus, which is short in Latin, to be long
in English.

24. The necessity of attending to the quantity of the

vowel in the accented syllable has sometimes produced
a division of words in the following vocabulary that

does not seem to convey the actual pronunciation^
Thus the words Sidpitius, Anicium, Artemisium, &c.,

being divided into Sul-pit'i-us, A-nic'i-um, Ar-te-mis'i-

um, &c., we fancy the syllable after the accent deprived
of a consonant closely united with it in sound, and

which, from such a union, derives an aspirated sound

equivalent to sh. But, as the sound of
t, c, or s, in

this situation, is so generally understood, it was thought
more eligible to divide the words in this manner, than

into Sul-pi'ti-w, A-ni'ci-um, A r-te-mi'si-urn, as, in the

latter mode, the i wants its shortening consonant, and

might, by some speakers, be pronounced, as it gener-

ally is in Scotland, like ee. The same may be observed

of c and g, when they end a syllable, and are followed

by e or i
y
as in Ac-e-ra'tm, Ac-i-da'li-a, Tig-el-li'nus,

Teg'y-ra, &c., where, the c and g ending a syllable,

we, at first sight, think them to have their hard sound
;

but, by observing the succeeding vowel, we soon per-
ceive them to be soft, and only made to end a syllable

in order to determine the shortness of the vowel which

precedes.
25. The general rule, therefore, of quantity indicated

by the syllabication adopted in the Vocabulary is, that,

when a consonant ends a syllable, the vowel is always

short, whether the accent be on it or not
;
and that,

when a vowel ends a syllable with the accent on it, it

*
[It is more correct to pronounce these diphthongs long

universally, which may be done without any violence to

the ear of an Englishman. THOLLOPE. See note, p.
849. EDITOR.]

t [This is not the case, if the correct method of pro-
nunciation is adopted. TROLLOPS.]

t [Not according to the above method. TROLLOPE.]
$ [There is no doubt, as before observed, that the Lat-

is always long ; { that the vowel u, when it ends a syl-

lable, is lowg, whether the accent be on it or not; and

that the vowel i, (3) (4) when it ends a syllable without

the accent, is pronounced like e ; but, if the syllable

be final, it has its long, open sound, as if the accent

were on it; and the same may be observed of the

letter y.

Rules for Placing the Accent of Greek and Latin

Proper Names.

26. Words of two syllables, either Greek or Latin,
whatever be the quantity in the original, have, in Eng-
lish pronunciation, the accent on the first syllable;

and, if a single consonant come between two vowels,
the consonant goes to the last syllable, and the vowel

in the first is long; as, Cato, Ceres, Comus, &c.

27. Polysyllables, adopted whole, from the Greek or

Latin, into English, have generally the accent of the

Latin
;
that is, if the penultimate be long, the accent

is on it; as, Severus, Democedes, &c.; if short, the ac-

cent is on the antepenultimate; as, Demosthenes, Aris-

tophanes, Posthumus, &c. See INTRODUCTION.
28. When Greek or Latin proper names are Angli-

cized, either by an alteration of the letters, or by cutting
off the latter syllables, the accent of the original, as in

appellatives under the same predicament, is transferred

nearer to the beginning of the word. Thus Proser-

pina has the accent on the second syllable ; but, when
altered to Proserpine, it transfers the accent to the first.

The same may be observed of Homerus, Virgilius, Ho-

ratius, &c., when Anglicized to Homer, Virgil, Hor-

ace, &c.
'29. As it is not very easy, therefore, so it is not ne-

cessary, to decide where doctors disagree. When
reasons lie deep in Greek and Latin etymology, the

current pronunciation will be followed, let the learned

do all they can to hinder it. Thus, after Hyperion has

been accented by our best poets according to our own

analogy, with the accent on the antepenultimate, as

Shakspeare :

"
Hype'riori's curls, the front of Jove himself." Hamlet.

-that was to this

Hype'rion to a satyr." Ibid.

" next day after dawn,
Doth rise and help Hype'rion to his horse." Henry Vth.

So Cooke, in his translation of Hesiod's Theogony,
follows the accentuation of Shakspeare :

"
Hype'rion and Japhet, brothers, join : ^
Thea and Rhea of this ancient line

Descend
;
and Themis boasts the source divine." )

" The fruits of Thia and Hype'rion rise,

And with refulgent lustre light the skies. :>

After this established pronunciation, I say, how hope-

less, as well as useless, would it be to attempt the

penultimate accentuation ! which yet ought undoubt-

edly to be preserved in reading or speaking Greek or

Latin compositions, but, in reading or speaking Eng-

lish, must be left to those who would rather appear
learned than judicious.|| But Acrion, Arion, Amphion,

ins made a difference in this respect. In dissyllables, the

analogy of the English language will admit of this less

readily than in polysyllables ; but still an accelerated pro-
nunciation may be employed to mark the distinction.

TROLLOPE.]
|| [Shakspeare's deviation from classical authority, in

one word, does not invalidate the general propriety of clas-

sical pronunciation. The penultima of Hyperion (rnspiwv)
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Echion, Orion, Ixion, Pundion, Asian, Alphion, ^Eri-

on, Ophion, Methion, Axion, Eion, Thlexion, and

Sandion, preserve their penultimate accent invariably ;

while Ethalion, a word of the same form and origin, is

pronounced with the accent on the antepenultimate,
like Deucalion and Pygmalion; and this, if I mistake

not, is the common pronunciation of a ship in the

British navy, so called from the name of the Argonaut,
who accompanied Jason in his expedition to Colchis

;

to fetch the golden fleece.

30. The same difficulty of deciding between com-

mon usage and classical propriety appears in words

ending in ia, as Alexandria, Antiochia, Seleucia, Sa-

maria, Ipldgenia* and several others, which were pro-

nounced, by our ancestors, as appears from their po-

etry, according to our own analogy, with the accent on

the antepenultimate syllable ;
and there is no doubt

but every word of this form would have fallen into the

same accentuation, if classical criticism had not stepped
in and prevented it. A philosophical grammarian would

be apt to think we are not much obliged to scholars

for this interruption of the vernacular current of pro-
nunciation 5 but. as there is so plausible a plea as that

of reducing words to their original languages, and as a

knowledge of these languages will always be an hon-

orable distinction among men, it is strongly to be sus-

pected that these words will not long continue in their

plain, homespun, English dress. This critical correc-

tion, however, seems to have come too late for some

words, which, as Pope expresses it, have "slid into

verse," and taken possession of our ears
;
and there-

fore, perhaps, the best way of disposing of them will

be to consider them as the ancients did the quantity of

certain doubtful syllables, and to pronounce them either

way. Some, however, seem always to have preserved
the accent of their original language, as Thalia and

Sophia; but Iphigenia, Antiochia, Seleucia, and Sama-

ria, have generally yielded to the English antepenulti-
mate accent

; and Erylhia, Deidamia, Laodamia. Hip-

podamia, Apamia, llithyia, and Orithyia, from their

seldom appearing in mere English composition, have

not often been drawn aside into plain English pronun-
ciation. The same may be observed of words ending
in nicus, or nice : if they are compounded of the Greek
v
t'xi;, the penultimate syllable is always long, and must

have the accent; as. Stratonicus, Berenice, &c.
;

if this

termination be what is called a gentile, signifying a

man by his coontry, the penultimate is short, and the

accent is on the antepenultimate ; as, Macedonians,

Sardonicus, Britannicus, &c. See ANDRONICUS.

31. Thus we see many of these proper names are of

dubious accentuation
;
and the authorities which may

be produced on both sides sufficiently show us the inu-

tility of criticizing beyond a certain point. It is in

these as in many English words ;
there are some which,

if mispronounced, immediately show a want of educa-

tion
;
and there are others which, though not pro-

nounced in the most erudite manner, stamp no impu-
tation of ignorance or illiteracy. To have a general

knowledge, therefore, of the pronunciation of these

words, seems absolutely necessary for those who would

appear respectable in the more respectable part of

society. Perhaps no people on earth are so correct in

the accentuation of proper names as the learned among
the English. The Port-Royal Grammar informs us

that, "notwithstanding all the rules that can be given,

we are often under the necessity of submitting to cus-

tom, and of accommodating our pronunciation to what

is received among the learned, according to the coun-

try we are in." " So we pronounce," says the gram-

marian,
"
Aristo'bulus,\ Basi'lius, Ido'lium, with the

accent on the antepenultimate, though the penultimate
is long, because it is the custom

; and, on the contrary,

we pronounce Andre'as, ide'a, Mari'a, &c., with the

accent on the penultimate, though it is short, because

it is the custom of the most learned. The Italians/'

continues he, "place the accent on the penultimate of

antonomasi'a, harmoni'a, philosophi'a, theologi'a, and

similar words, according to the Greek accent, because,

as Ricciolius observes, it is the custom of their coun-

try. Alvarez and Gretser think we ought always to

pronounce them in this manner, though the custom,

not only of Germany and Spain, but of all France, is

against it; but JNebrissensis authorizes this last pro-

nunciation, and says that it is better to place the ac-

cent of these vowels on the antepenultimate syllable ;

which shows," concludes the grammarian,
"
that, when

we once depart from the ancient rules, we have but

little certainty in practice, which is so different in dif-

ferent countries."

But, however uncertain and desultory the accentua

tion of many words may be, it is a great satisfaction to

a speaker to know that they are so. There is a wide

difference between pronouncing words of this kind

ignorantly and knowingly. A person who knows that

scholars themselves differ in the pronunciation of these

words can always pronounce with security; but one

who is unacquainted with the state of the accent is

not sure that he is right when he really is so, and al-

ways pronounces at his peril.

V It is hoped the candid peruser of this work will make allowances for an occasional error in dividing a

syllable or placing an accent, when he reflects on the difficulty with which such a work must necessarily be

attended. The author flatters himself, however, that such attention has been paid both to the compilation

and the proofs, that the fewest errors imaginable have escaped him. [A considerable number of such errors

of inadvertence have been corrected in this edition. EDITOR.]

is long in Horn. II. T. 398, and Shakspeare evidently sacri-

ficed quantity to the harmony of his versification. The
sanction of an English poet will scarcely justify the trans-
lator of ITcsiod in following his irregularities. The word
EthaHon is not in point. TROLLOPE.]

* [These words are written, in Greek, with the diph-
thong EI ; but, in Latin, the penultima may be considered

common, as that in .ftcadc.wia, which is spelt with ei in

Greek, but made short by Juvenal. In English, therefore,
it would be the worst of affectation to accent them other-
wise than long-established usage warrants. A characteris-

tic anecdote is related of the late eccentric Dr. Parr, in ref-

erence to the modern pronunciation of them. Being one

day consulted
, by an amiable professor, as to the propriety

of accenting the penultima of the word Alexandria, he

surprised him with the following satisfactory admonition :

" I must call it Alexandra ; but I would advise you to call

it Alexandria." TROLLOPE.]
| [Our author propprly accents Aristolu'lus ; but the

error of the grammarian "does not affect the argument. -~

TROLLOPE.] TTT



RULES

REFERRED TO IN THIS EDITION BY THE FIGURES IN THE COLUMNS OF

THE FOLLOWING VOCABULARY.

D3" The sounds of the vowels, as long, short, fyc., were not marked by Walker in his Key j
but the same system

of notation that is used in the preceding Dictionary has been applied to this edition of the Key, by the Editor
j

and thus any special reference, by numbers, to the preceding Rules of Walker is rendered unnecessary.

The following Rules have been taken substantiallyfrom Walker; No. 1, from the 10th and llth of the preceding

Rules; No. 2, from the llth; No. 3, from Walker's notes, in the Terminational Vocabulary, relating to the

terminations aia, eia, and eius, (see pages 894- and 904
j)

No. 4, from the 5th Rule; and No. 5, from the 12th,

13th, Ulh, 15th, and 16th Rules.

RULE 1. The consonants c, s, t, and x, before ia, ie, ii, io, iu, eu, and yo, preceded by the

accent, in Latin and Greek words, as in English, commonly take the sound of sh, as in the fol-

lowing words : Por'ti-a, (pbVshe-a,) A-letfi-a, (a-lek'she-a,) Ctyti-e, (kllsh'e-e,) Hel-ve'ti-i, (hel-ve
f-

she-I,) Pho'ci-on, (fo'she-on,) Ac'ci-us, (ak'she-us,) Ca-du'ce-us, (ka-du'she-us,) Si"cy-on, (slsh'e-on.)

When s, preceded by the accent, is followed by ia, or to, it takes the sound of zh ; as, M&'si-a,

(me'zhe-a,) He'si-od, (he'zhe-od.) According to Walker, the words Asia, Sosia, and Theodosia,

are the only exceptions.

RULE 2. In some proper names, t preserves its true sound
; as, JEtion, Amphictyon, Androtion,

Eurytion, Oration, Harpocration, Hippotion, Iphition, Metion, Ornytion, Pallantion, PhUistion,

Polytion, Sotion, Stration, and a few others; but Heph&stion and Theodotion are Anglicized,

the last syllables being pronounced like the last syllables in question and commotion. In the

words JEsion, Dionysion, and lasion, the s takes the sound of z, but not of zh.

RULE 3. In words ending in eia, eii, eium, and eius, with the accent on the e, the i following

the accent is to be understood as articulating the following vowel, like y consonant
; as, Elege'ia,

(el-e-je'ya,) Pompeii, (pom-pe'yi,) Pompeium, (pom-pe'yum,) Pompe'ius, (pom-pe'yus.) The same

rule also applies to words ending in ia, preceded by a or o having the accent upon it, as

Acha'ia, (a-ka/ya,) Latoia, (la-to'ya,) and likewise to words having the accent on a vowel, followed

by ia, though they may not end the word, as Ple'iades, (ple'ya-dez.)

Note. In the different editions of Walker's Key, there is an inconsistency with regard to the class of words

ending in eia, eii, eium, and eius. In some of them, the accent is placed on the e, as in Apule'ius ; while others

have it placed on the i, as Pompei'us ; and, in some cases, the same word is differently accented in the Initial

and Terminational Vocabularies j but, in his notes on the terminations EIA and EIUS, in the Terminational

Vocabulary, Walker decides in favor of placing the accent on the e, including the whole list
" under the

same general rule, that of sounding the e separately, and the i like y consonant." In this Vocabulary, all the

words of this class have the accent placed upon the e.

RULE 4. The diphthongs <z and a, ending a syllable with the accent on it, are pronounced like

long e, as in C<x!sar, (se'zar ;) but, when followed by a consonant in the same syllable, like short e,

as in Dad'alus, (ded'a-lus.)

RULE 5. In Greek and Latin words, which begin with uncombinable consonants, the first

letter is silent : thus C in Cneus and Ctesiphon, M in Mneus, P in Psyche and Ptolemy, Ph in

Phthia, and T in Tmolus, are not sounded.

EDITOR.



PRONUNCIATION

GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES.

INITIAL VOCABULARY.

The words to which the letter (C.) is annexed have

been taken from Mr. Carr's " Classical Pronuncia-

tion of Proper Names."

The words to which the letter
( T.) is annexed are words

which were added by Mr. Trollope, in his edition of

Walker's Key.
The words to which the letter (S.) is annexed have

been derived from Scheller's Latin and German
Lexicon.

The words which have not one of the above letters

annexed to them are to be found in Walker's

Key.
When a word is repeated, for the purpose of showing

a deviation from Walker's pronunciation by Carr,

the letter (C.) is annexed to the word as pronounced

by Carr ; as, for example, the word Abasa is pro-

nounced A-ba'sa by Walker, and Ab'a-sa by Carr.

The figures annexed to the words refer to the Five

Rules of Pronunciation, on page 854. Thus the fig-

ure (1) annexed to Abantias refers to Rule 1, which

shows that the word is pronounced A-ban'she-as.

The Rules referred to in the notes at the bottom of the

pages, are Walker's Rulesfor Pronouncing the Vow-

els of Greek and Latin Proper Names, found on

pages 849 853.

The words in Italics are the preceding words Angli-

cized. Thus the Latin word Adrianus is changed,
in English, into Adrian.

A'BA, and A'BJE *
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A-^hl'vi Ac'tjs ^E-an'tjs
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Ag-a-pe'tu3
Ag-a-r5'nl

A-gas'j-clea

A-ga'so (C.)
A-gas'sae
A-gas'the-nes
A-gas'thus
A-gas'tro-phus

Ag'J-thJ

Ag-a-thar'ghi-das
Ag-a-thar'c_hi-des

Ag-a-thar'ghus
Ag-a-thl'a (cr.)

A-ga'thi-as
Ag'a-thl Dem'9-nis (cr.)

Ag-a-thl'nus (cr.)

Ag'a-tho
A-gath-9-cle'^

A-gath'o-cles
Ag'a-thon
A-gath-9-ny'mus
As-a-thon'y-mus (cr.)

A-gath'9-pus (c-.)

Ag-a-thos'the-nea

Ag-a-thyl'lus ( r.)

Ag-a-thyr'num
Ag-a-thyr'sl
A-gau'i
A-ga've
A-ga'vus
Ag-bat'a-nii (C.)
Ag-des'tjs

Ag-e-e'na

A|-e-la'das (c.)
A*-e-las'tus

A|-e-la'ua'

xKuffa,)
A-gen'a-that
A|-en-di'cum
A-gl'nor

'

A|-e-nor'i-des
Ag-e-rl'nus
A|-e-san'der
A-ge'sj^Ls (1)

A-|es-i-da'mus (C*.)

A-ges-j-la'us
Ag-e-sip'9-lia

Ag-e-sis'tra-t?i

A|-e-sls'tra-tus

A-g6't9r (c.)

A-p'tua (cr.)

Ag-ge'nus (C.)
Ag-gram'me
Ag-grl'n8B

Ag-non'i-des
Ag-no'tes (C.)
Ag-noth'e-tae (cr.)

Ag-o-na'lj- and A-
Bhf

A-go'neS
Ag'o-nls
A-g6'ni-2s
AgVnus (cr.)

Ag'9-ra (c?.)

Ag-9-rac'rj-tus

Ag-9-rae'?i

Ag-9-ra'njs
Ag-9-ran'o-mi
A'grj
A-grae^ (r.)
A-grae'l

Ag'ra-gas
A-grau'le
A-grau'li-:>

A-grau'l9S

Ag-la'9-pe
Ag-la'9-pes (C.)

Ag-l^-phae'n?
Ag-la'9-phon
Ag-la-os'the-nea
Ag-lau'r9S

"

Ag-la'us'

Ag'na
Ag'no
Ag-nod'j-cS
Ag'nSn
Ag-n9-nl'a (

A-gri-a'nes
A-gric'o-l?

Ag-rj-gen'tum
A-grin'i-um
A-grl'9-dos (cr.)

A-grj-o'ni-gi

A-grl'o-pas

A-grl'9-pe

A-grj-oph'a-gl (cr.)

A-grip'pa

Ag-rjp-pe'um (cr.)

Ag-rip-pl'n?

A-grls'o-pe
A'grj-us

Ag'ro-las

A-gro'tas
A-grot'e-ra

A-|y'i-eus
(3) (c.)

Ag-yl-lae'us

A-iyJ'i-Gs"

A-|yr'te
A-gy'rus
A-ha'l?i
A-i-d5'ne-us

A-i'l? (C-.)

A-im'y-lus
A'j-us Lo-cu'tj-iis (4, 1)

A'ja'x

Al-a-ban'dgi
Al-a-ban-den's5s (r.)
Al-a-ban'dl (r.)
Al-a-ban'di-cus (<7.)
Al'a-bua

A-las'tor

A-las't9-reS (<7.)

A-lau'dEe (r.)
Al'a-zon

A-Ia'z9n (c.)
Al-a-zo'nes (c.)
Al-ba'ni (V.)

Al-ba'nj-?
Al-ba'nus

Al-cy'9-n?
Al-cy'9-ne
AI-cy-6'ne-iis
Al-dgs'cus
Al-du'a-bis
A'le-?
A-16'bas

A-16'bj-on
A-Iec'to

A-lec't9r

A-lec'try-on

Al-i-phe'r? (C.)
Al-j-phe'rj a

Al-i-phe'rus (C.)
Al-jr-ro'thi-us--'- a)

Al-lj-e'n9S
Al-li'fe (c-.)

Al'bi-? Te-ren'tj-? (1) ( r.) A-lec'tus
Al-bi'cl

'

A-15'I (c.)

Al-bj-e'tae
Al-bj-gau'num (r.)
Al.hT'nTAl-bl'nl

Al-bj-ng-va'nus
Al-bln-te-me'ii-um
Al-bl'nus

Al'bj-on

Al-bl'9-n53 (c.)
Al'bjs (T.)
Al'bi-us

Al-bu-cil'l?

Al-bii'na (c.)

Al-bu'ne-si
Al-bur'nus
Al'bus Pa'gus
Al-bu'tj-us (1)
Al-casn'e-tus (4) (cr.)
Al-cae'us'

Al-cam'e-nes
Al-can'der
Al-can'dre

Al-ca'n9r'
Al-cath'9-e

Al-cath'9-us
Al'ce

Al-cg'n9r
Al-ces'te

(r.)
A-lae'sus (r.)
A-lffi'us

Al-a-go'ni-?i

A-la'l?
Al-al-com'e-nae
A-la'li-a

Al-a-ma'ne

Al-a-man'nl, or Al-e-

man'nl
A-la'nl
Al'a-res

Al-a-rl'cus

Xl'a-rtc
'

Al-a-ro'di-I

Al'ce-tas

Al'hi-dag
Al-chim'a-cug

Al-cj-bl'M5?
Al-ci'dffl (c!)
Al-cld'a-mas

Al-cj-da-me'si

Al-cj-dam'i-das
Al-cid'a-mus
'

Al-ci-da'mus (c.)
Al-cl'da8
Al-cl'des

Al-cid'j-ce

Al-Cid'9-cus (C.)
Al-clm'e-de

Al-cim'e-don
Al-cim'e-ne

Al-cim'9-us (C.)
Al'cj-mua
AI-cIn'9-e
Al'cj-nor

Al-cln'9-us*
Al'cj-nus (c.)
Al-cj-6'ne-us

Al'cj-phr'on

Al-cip'pe
Al-cip'pys
Al'cis

Al-cith'9-

Alc-mae'9n
Alc-mffl-on'j-dae
Alc'man
Alc-me'na
Al'co-ne (c.)

A-le'i-us Cam'pus (3) t

Al-e-man'nl
Al-e-ma'nus (a)
A-lS'm9n

'

Al-e-mu'i-I (1)
A'len
A'le-6n

A-15'rjs (c.)

A-15JS3
(r.)

A-Ie'se
A-le'?H (1)
A-le' i-um

(1)
A-Ie'sus (c.)

Al-lob'ry-

Al-19-phy'

Al-lot'ri-|ea
Al-lu'ti-us (1)
Al-me'ne (C.)
Al'mo (r.)

(r.)

A-15'js (r.)
Al-9-e'.islT

(C.)

-9-e.is

A-lo'e-us (C.)

A-le'thes

A-Ie'thi-?

A-let'j-das
A-le'tis (C.)
A-le-tri-na'teS (T.)
A-le'tri-um
A-le'tum
Al-eu-'a'dffi

A-leu'a-dffi (C.)

A-le'ys
A'lex
A-ISx-a-me'nus
Al-ex-an'der j
Al-ex-an'dra

Al-ex-an'drj-a, or Al-ex-

an-dn'?i $
Al-ex-an'drj-def
Al-ex-an-drl'nsi

Al-ex-an-drop'9-Iis
Al-ex-a'nor

Al^-I'des
A-16'js (r.)
A-15'ne
A-16'nis (c.)

A-lop'e-Cii (C.)
A-Iop'e-ce
A-lop'e-ces
A-lop-e-C9n-ne'sus (c.)

A^lS'pj-us

A-lex'i-a (1)
Al-ex-ic'a-cus
Al-ex-l'nus

A-lgx'i-o '(1)

Al-ex-ip'pus
Al-ex-ir'a-es

Al-ex-ir'h9-e
A-lgx'is

A-lex'9n
Al-fa-ter'n?
Al-fe'nus

Al'gi-dfim
Al-go'num (C.)
A-lj-ac'mon
A-li-ar'tum

A-li-ar'tus

Al'j-cis

'

A-li-e'nus

Al'j-fe

'

A-li'fae (c.)

Al-i-men'tus
A-lim'e-nus (<7.)
A-lin'dE

Al-in-d5'Hi (3)

A-ll'phae (<7.)

Al-i-pha'nus (tf.)

(1)
Al-pe'nus
Al'pes

'

Alps
Al-phe'a
Al-phe'i-? (3)
Al-phe'n9r

Al-phe'nus
Al-phe-3jlboe'a

Al-phe-ai-boB'us

Al-phe'us
Al-phl'9'n

Al'phi-us
Al-pl'nus
Al'pjs

'

Al-po'nus (cr.)

Al'sj-um (1)
Al'sus

Al-thas'?
Al-thaem'e-nes (4)

Al-the'pus (C.)
Al-tl'num
Al'tis

Al'tus (r.)
A-lu'n'ti-um (1)
A'lus or Al'u-us

A-ly-at'tes

'

Al'y-bsi

Al-y-bi'dfi (C.)

Al-y-cs'si

Al-y-cae'us

A-ly'mori (c.)

Al'y-mon (r.)

A-ly'pus (c.)

A-lys'sus
Al-yx-oth'9-e

Al-y-ze'ji (c.)
A-mad'o-cl
A-mad'o-ciis

Am'a-|e

* Jilcinous. There are no words more frequently mis-

pronounced, by a mere English scholar, than those of this

termination. By such a one we sometimes hear Alcinous
and Antinoi'is pronounced in three syllables, as if written
Al-ci-nom and Jln-ti-nouz, rhyming with vows ; but classical

pronunciation requires that these vowels should form dis-

tinct syllables.

f Jlleius Campus.
" Lest from this flying steed unreined, (as once

Bellerophon, though from a lower clime,)
Dismounted, on th' Meian field I fall,

Erroneous there to wander, and forlorn."
MILTON'S Par. Lost, b. vii. v. 17.

$ Alexander. This word is as frequently pronounced
with the accent on the first as on the third syllable.

$ Alexandria. [The accentuation Al-ex-an-dri'a de-
notes the true classical pronunciation. But see note on
Rule 30. TROLLOPE.]

108

[In the different editions of Walker's Key, this word is

generally found in the Initial Vocabulary of the Greek and
Latin Proper Names with the accent on the penultimate
JH-ex-an-dri'a ; but, in the Initial Vocabulary of Scripture
Proper Names, and in both of his Terminational Vocabula-

ries, it stands with the accent on the antepenultimate
jil-ex-an'dri-a; and this, it appears, is the pronunciation to

which he gave the preference. In the pronunciation of

Scripture Proper Names, Perry, Smart, and C. Taylor
place the accent on the antepenultimate fH-ex-aridri-a.

The proper pronunciation, in reading Greek and Latin, is

Al-ex-an-dri'a ; but, in reading and speaking English, the
name of the ancient as well as of the modern city is prop-

erly pronounced M-ex-an'dri-a. Mr. Carr pronounces the

name of the ancient city .dl-ez-an-dri'a, and the name of the

mother of the heretic Epiphanes, Jll-ex-an'dri-a. EDITOH.]

IT [Aloeus. See IDOMENEUS. EDITOR.]

TTT*
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Am-al-thae'a
Am-al-the'um
Am'a-na
A-man'dus (r.)
A-man'i-cae (c.)

A-man'te?
Am-an-tl'nl
A-ma'nus
A-mar'a-cus
A-mar'dl
A-m'ar'tus

Am-a-ryi'Ijs (T.)

Am-a-ryn'ce-us (1)

Am-a-ryn-thl'a (T.)

Am-a-ryn'thus
Am-a-rys'j-a (r.) (1)
A 'mas
Am-a-se'a (<r.)
Am-a-se'nus
A-ma'si-a (1)
A-ma'sis

A-mas'trjs
A-mas'trus
A-ma'ta

'

Am-fcthe'a
Am'|Pthus
A-max-am-pe'us
A-max-an-tI'a'(<7.)
A-max'j-a (1)
A-mSx'j-ta
Am-ax-ob'j-I (<7.)

Am-a-ze'ne^
A-maz'Q-ne

Xm'q-zonf
Am-a-zo'ni-a

Am-a-zon'j-cus (C.)

Am-a-zon'j-de$
Am-a-zo'nj-um
Am-a-zo'nj-us
Am-bar'ri
Am-bar-va'les (C.)
Am-bar-va'lj-a
Am-ba'tae (C.)
Am'be-nus

Am-bj-a-lI'tS?

Am-bj-a'num
Am-bj-a-tl'num
Am-bi-bar'e-ti (c.)
Am-bi'cus (<7.)

Am-bi-ga'tus
Am-bi'o-rix

Am'blMa
Am-bra'cj-a (1)

Am-bra'cj-us (1)
Am'bri
Am-bro'dax (c-.)

Am-bro'nes

feSSfo.%
Am-bryl'ljs
Am-bry'9n
Am-brys'sus
Am-bu-ba'gae (r.)
Am-bill'li

Am'bu-ll (C.)

Am'e-lej
Am-e-na'nus

Am-e-ni'def
A-mgnVcles
Am-e-no'phjs (C.)
A-me'rj-a
A-meVtra-tus
A-mes'trjs
Am-j-a'nus (C?.)

Am-jc-lae'us
A-mic'las

A-mjc-tae'us
A-mic'tas
A-mI'da

A-mil'car
Am'i-los

A-mym'9-ne
A-min'e-a, or Am-
min'e-a

A-min'i-Ss

A-min'j-us

A-min'9-cle?
Am-i-se'na

A-mj-sI'a (T.)

A-rni"sj-as (1)
A-mTs'sas
A-ml'sum
A-ml'sus
Am-i-ter'num

Am-i-tha'9n, or Am-y-
tha'on

Am-ma'lo
Am-mj-a'nus
Am-mo-chos't9S (r.)

Am-m9-me'tus
Am'm9n
Am-mo'nj-a
Am-mo'nj-i
Am-mo'ni-us
Am-mo'the-a
Am-nem'9-ne (C.}
Am'ni-as
Am-nl'sus

Am-nl'te? (C-.)

Am-oe-bae'us

Am-om-phar'e-tus (<7.)

A'mor

A-mor'gos
Am'pe-lQs
Am-pe-lu'?j-a (I)

Am-ph6'a _
Am-phi-a-la

rus

Am-phi'a-lus (C.)

Am-phl'a-nax
Am-phi-ar-a-5'um (C-.)

Am-phi-a-ra'us
Am-phi-ar'i-d5?
Am-phi-ar-a-i'd (C?.

Am-phic-le'a
Am-phic'ra-te?
Am-phic'ty-on (2)

Am-phjc-tyVnS? (r.)

Am'phi-cus (c*.)

Am-phid'a-miis
Am-phid'9-H (c.)

Am-phj-dro'mj-a
i-a, or Am-

phi ge-ni'a
*

Am-plii-ge-nl' (C.)

Am-phll'9-5hus
Am-phil'y-tus
Am-phim'a-chus
Am-phim'e-don
Am-phTn'9-m5
Am-phin'o-mus
Am-phI'9B
Am-phip'a-gus (C.)

Am-phip'9-le?
Am-phlp'o-lis
Am-phip'y-ros
Am-phj-re'tus
Am-phir'9-
Am 'phis

Am-phl'sa C C.)

Am-phjs-ba;'na
Am-phTs'sa
Am-phjs-se'ne
Am-phTs'sus
Am-phls'tlie-ne
Am-phis-tl'de
Am-phis'tra-tus

Am-phl'sus (c.)

Am-phit'e-a
Am-phi-the-a'trum (c.)

Am-phTth'e-mis
Am-phith'o-5
Am-phi-trl'te
Am-phit'ry-6n
Am'phi-tiis
Am-phi'us (<7.)

Am-ph5t'e-ru3
Am-phot-fy-9-nI'a-de5
Am-phry'sus
Am'pi-cus (c.)
Amp'sa ga
Am-pys'i-de

Am-pyc'j-de? (c.}
Am'pyx
Am-sanc'tus
A-mu'li-us

A-myc'la
A-myc'l32
Am-y-clae'us (r.)

Am-y-cli'de| (c.)
Am'y-cus
Am'y-don
Am-y-mo'ne
A-myn'tas

"

A-myn-ti-a'nus (1)

A-myn't9r
Am-y-rl'cus (C.)

A-my'ris
A-myr'i-us
Am'y-rus
A-mys'tjs
Am-y-tha'gn
Am-y-tha-o'nj-us (T.)
Am'y-tis
A-nab'a-sis (C.)
A-nab'a-taa (c.)
An-a-ce'i-a (T.) (3)

An-a-char'sjs
A-na'ci'-um (1)

An-a-cl'um (c.)
An-a-cle'tus (c.)
A-nac're-on, or A-na'-

cre-on
A-nac'tes (T.)
An-ac-to'ri-a

An-ac-to'ri-e (r.)
An-ac-t5'ri-um

A-nac^-rum (c.)

An-a-dy-om'e-ne f

A-nag'nj-a

An-a-^y-r5n'tum
A-nag'y-rus (C.)
An-a-i'tjs
An-a-ni'as (r.)

An'a-phe
An-a-phlys'tus
A-na'pi-us ( T.)

A-na'pus
A-nilr'gy-ri (c.)
A-n'ar'tes

A'nas
A-nat'9-le
A-nau'chi-das
A-nau'rus

A-nau'sj's (r.)
A'nax
An-ax-ag'9-ras
An-ax^ln'der

Xn-ax-an'drj-def
An-ax-ar'chus
An-ax-ar'e-te

An-ax-S'nor
A-nax'i-as (1)

An-ax-ib'j-a
An-ax-ic'ra-te

An-ax-Td'a-mus
An-ax-i-da'mus (c-.)

A-nax'i-las

A-nax-j-la'us

An-ax-il'j-des
An-ax-i-inan'der

An-ax-im'e-nei
An-ax-ip'9-lis

An-ax-ip'pus
An-ax-Tr'rh9-3
A-nax'js
A-nax'6

An-ca'ri-us
An-cha're (c.)
An-cha'rj-a
An-cha'ri-us

An-cha't^ (c.)
An-chem'o-lus

An-che-sl'te^
An-ches'mus

An-ghl'a-la
An-chi'a-le
An-chi-a-ll'a (<7.)

An-chi-mo'li-us
An-chin'o-e
An-chi'sa (r.)
An-chi'se (r.)

An-chi'se?
An-chi" ?i-a (1)

An-chj-sl'a-des

An'?ho-e
An'cho-ra
An-chu'rus
An-ci'le

An 'con'

An-co'na
An'cus Mar'tj-us (1)

An-cy'le
An-cy'r? (r.)

An-cy'rae
An-cy'r9n (c.)
An'da
An-dab'a-tae
An-da'na (C.)
An-da'nj-a

An-de-ca'o-ne? (T.)

An-de-ca'vj-a
An-de-ga'vum (c.)
An-dg'ra (c.)

An'de?
An-do^'i-de?

An-drffi'mon

An-dra-ga'thj-us
An-drag'a-thus
An-dfag'o-ras
An-dram'y-tos
An-dre'as
'

An'dre-as (c
1

.)

Zn'drew
An-dre'm9n (<7.)

An'drj-a (c.)
An'drj-clus
An'dn-Sn
An-dris'cus
An-dro'bi-'us

An-dr9-cle'a
An'dro-cles

An-dro-c,li'de?
An-dro'clus

An-dro-cy''d5?
An-drod'a-mfis
An-dro'dus (T.)
An-dro'*e-os
An-dro'ie-us

An-drog/y nae

An-dro|'y-nus (c.)
An-drom'a-che
An-drom-a-chi'dce
An-drom'a-chus
An-drom'a-das
An-dr5m'e-da
An'dron

An-dr9-nl'cua J
An-droph'a-|I
An-dr9-pom'pu3
An'dros
An-drSs'the-n5g
An-dro'ti-on f2)
An-e-lon'tis

An-e-mo'li-a
An-e-mo-rl'a (c.)
An-e-mo'sa
An-e-ras'tus

A-nS'tor (c.)
An-fin'9-mug
An'ga-ri (c.)

An-ge'li-a
An-Ie'li-on

An'|e-lus
An-|i'te?
An'gll (r.)

An'glj-a (s.)

An'grus
An-guli"tj-a (I)
A'nj-a
An-i-ce'tus

A-ni"ci-a (1)
A-ni"ci-um (1)

A-nt"ci-us Gal'lus (1)
An'j-grus

A-nI'gr8s (c.)

A'nj-o, and A'ni-en

An-j-tor'gis

A'nj-us
An'na
An-na C9m-n'na (r.)
An-nj-a'nus
An'nj-bal
An'ni-bi
An-nic'e-ris

An-ni-cho'ri (<7.)

An'nj-usScSp'u-la (T.)

A-no'lus (C-.)

An'9-nus (<7.)

An-9-p33'a
An'ser

An-sj-ba'rj-a
An-t33'a
An-taa'as

An-tas-opVKs (T.)
An-tae'us

An-tag'9-ras

^n-tal'ci-das
An-tan'der

An-tan'dr9S
An-te'j-us (3)
An-t6m'nae

An-te'ii9r

An-te-nor'i-dea

An-ter-bro'gi-u3
An'te-rSs
An'te-rus (c

1

.)

An-the'a
An'the-as

An-the'd9n
An-the'la'

An'tlie-rnis

An'the-mon
An'the-mus
An-the-mu'sj-a (1)
An-tho'ne
An-ther'mus
An-the'rus' (c.)

*
rfmphigenia. $ee IPHIGENIA, and Rule 30, prefixed to

this Vocabulary.
f Jlnadyomene, This epithet, from the Greek dvaJvM,

emergent, signifying rising out of the water, is applied to
the picture of Venus rising out of the sea, as originally
painted by Apelles. I doubt not that some, who only hear
this word without seeing it written, suppose it to mean
Anno Domini, the year of our Lord.

\ Jlndronicus. This word is uniformly pronounced, by
our prosodists, with the penultimate accent; and yet, so
averse is an English ear to placing the accent on the penul-
timate i, that, by all English scholars, we hear it placed upon
the antepenultimate syllable. That this was the pronuncia-
tion cf this word in Q.ueen Elizabeth's time, appears plainly
from the tragedy of Titus Jlndronicus, said to be written by

Shakspeare ;
in which we every where find the antepenulti-

mate pronunciation adopted. It may, indeed, be questioned
whether Shakspeare's learning extended to a knowledge of
the quantity of this Graeco-Latin word

; but, as Mr. Stee-

vens has justly observed, there is a greater number of clas-

sical allusions in this play than are scattered over all the
rest of the performances on which the seal of Shnkspeare
is indubitably fixed

;
and therefore it may be presumed that

the author could not be ignorant of the Greek and Latin

pronunciation of this word, but followed the received Eng-
lish pronunciation of his time

;
and which, by all but pro-

fessed scholars, is still continued. See SOPHROPUCUS.
The analogy of the language, with which Shakspeare's au-

thority can have nothing to do, is decisive in favor of the

penultimate accentuation. TROLLOPE.]
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An'thes
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Ar-e-ta'les Ar'j-ma A-rl'us, (river.) (<7.) Ar-ta-yc'teg .\-si'las

Ar-e-taph'j-la Ar-j-mas'pl Ar'me-nea Ar-ta-jn'ta A-sI'tus (c.)
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As-tyd'a-mas
As-ty-da-ml'a
As'ty-lus

As-tym-e-du'sa
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Bel'j-des (PZ.)

Be-lI'des (man, sing.)
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Cas-ni'de? (<7.)

Caj-nl'na
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Ca-tul'lus
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jehry-s8r'rh9-ae

jehry-sor'rh9-as

jehry-sbs't9-mus (tf.)

Chrys'qs-tom
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C^r-dy'Ist (C.)
Co're

C9-res'sus
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D.

DA/.E, DA'HJE
Da'cl, and Da'cae

Da'cj-a (1)
Da'cj-us (1) (r.)
Dac'ty-II
Dad'j-cse
Da-du'chus (c.)
Difid'a-tat (4)
Dajd-a-16'a (4) (tf.)
Dae-da'li-on

Daed'a-lus (4)
Dae'mon
Daern'9-nes ^4) ^
Daem'9-num (4) (c.)
Da'I

Da'j-cle3

Da'i-des
Da-im'a-chus
Da-im'e-ne3

Da'j-phron
Da-I'r?
Dal'di-a

Dal'ma'-tse (c.)
Dal-ma'tj-a (1)
Dal-ma'tj-us (1)
Dal'mj-um (r.)

Diirn-a-ge'tus
Dam'a-lis
Da/mas
Dam-as-ce'na
Dam-as-ce'ne (C.)
Da-mas'cj-us' (1)
Da-mas'cus

Da-ma'si-? (1) (r.)
Dam-a-sih'th9n
Dam-a-sip'pus
Dam-a-sis'tra-tus

Dam-a-sith'y-niis
Dam-a-sj-thy'mus ((7.)

Dam-a-sl'ton (tf.)
Da-mas ftes

Dam'a-sus (C.)
Da'me-as (c.)
Da'mj'-a

Da-mip'pus
Da'mjs
Dam-no'nj-I (r.)
Dam'n9-rix
Da'mo
Dam'9-cleg
Da-moc'ra-tes

Da-moc'rj-ta
Da-m5c'ri-tus
Da-motn'e-les (C.)
Da'mon
Dam-9-nI'cus (C.)

Dam-9-ph&n'tus

Da-moph'j-la
Da-moph'j-lus
Dam'o-phon
Da-mos'tra-tus
Da-mox'e-nus

Da-myr'j'-as
Da'na
Dan'a-e
Dan'a-I

Da-na'j-dea
Dan'a-la
Dan'a-us

Dan'da-ri, and Dan-
dar'j-dse

Din 'don

Da-nu'bj-us
Dan'ube

Da'9-ghus
Da'o-nes (c.)

Daph'na;
Daph-nae'ua
Daph'ne
Daph-ne-pho'rj-st

Daph'nj's
Daph'nus

Dar'a-ba
Dar'a-bes (c\)
Dar-an-ta'sj-a (r.)
Da'raps
Dar'da-nl

Dar-da'nj-a
Dar-dan'i-de^
Dar'da-nis
Dar'da-nus
Da-r5''i-um (3) (C.)
Da'rSs
Da-r5'tis

Da-re'iis (c.)
Da-ri'a

Da-rl'a-ves
Da-rl'cus (C-.)
Da-rl'tae

Da-rl'us

Das'con

Das-cy-le'um (C7.)

Das-cy-lT't'js

Das'cy-lus'
Da'se-a

Da'sj-iis (1)

Das-sar'e-tae,, or
Das-sa-rl'tie

Das-sa-re'nl, or

Das-sa-ri"tj-i (1)
Dat'a-mea

Dat-a-pher'nea
Da'tis

Da'tos, or Da'ton
Dau'ljs

Dau'nus

Dau'rj-fer, and D
se

Dav'a-rfi

Deb'o-rus (c.)

Dec-a-du'shI (a.
De-cap'o-Hs (a.)
De-ceb'a-lus

De-ce'le-um
Dlc-e-ll'cum

De-cem'vj-ri
De-ce'tHi (1)

Dec-j-a'tum (7.)

De-cid'j-us Sax'a

Dl^'j-rnus (c.)
De-cin'e-us
DS'ci-us (1)
Dec'u-ma (c.)
Dec-u-ma'tea (C.)
De-cu'rj-o
Dld-i-tam'e-nes
De-i-a-nl'ra (c.) (3)

De-ic'9-on
De-id-a-ml'a

D6-i-15'9n
De-il'e-on (cr.)

De-il'9-chus
De-im'f-chus
De-i'o-ces (a.)
De-I'9-chus
De-I'o-ne

De-j-o'ne-us

^ (3)
De-j-ot'a-rus ((7.)

De-iph'j-la

De-iph'o-be
De-iph'o-bus
De'j-phon
De-i-phon'teg
De-ip'y-le
De-ip'y-lus
De-ip'y-rus
Dej-a-nl'ra

De-jot'a-rus
Del'don
De'li-a

De-H'a-des

DS'lj-um
D5'l(-us

Del-ma'tj-us (1)

De]-min'j-um
D6'los

Del'phi *

Del'phj-cus
Del-phm'i-a
Del-phin'j-um
Dll'phus
Del-phy'ne
Del'ta

Del-t5't9n (C7.)
Dem'a-dea
De-msen'e-tus (4)

De-tnag'9-ras
Dem-a-ra't?
Dem-a-ra'tus
De-mar'chus
Dern-a-re'ta
De-mar'e-te (c.)
D6m-a-ris'te
De-ma'tri-a (T.)
DG'me-a

'

De-m6'ter (c.)
De-me'trj-a
De-me'trj-^s
De-rae'trj-us
DG'mo
Dem-9-a-nas's5i
Dem-o-ce'des
De-mSch'a-rea
De
De-moc'9-on
De-moc'ra-tes

De-moc'rj-tus
De-mod'j-ce
De-mod'o-cus
De-mo'le-on
De-mo'le-us
D5'mon'
Dem-9-nas's^i
De-mo'nax
Dein-9-ni'ca
Dem-o-ni'cus

Dem-9-phan'tus
De-moph'i-lus
Dem'o-phon
De-mopli'o-on
De-rnop'9-lis
Dg'mos
De-mos'the-nCg
De-mos'tra-tus
De-mu'chus (C-.)

Dgm'y-fus'
Den-sc-15'tse (C.)
De-od'a-tus

De-6'js

Der'bj-ces
Der-bl'ccs (c.)

Der'ce

Der-ce'bj-I (c.)
Der-cen'nus

D6r'ce-to,

'

and Der'ce-
tis

Der-cyl'li-diis

Der-cyl'lus
Di'r'cy-los (c.)
Der'cy-nus
Der-sie'i

Der-tho'na (r.)

Dis'po-ta (C7.)
De-sud'a-ba

Deu-ca'lj-on
Deu-ce'tj-us (1)

Deu'd9-rix

Deu-rl'9-pfis (c.)
DevVna (c.)
Dex-am'e-ne
Dex-am'e-niis

Dex-ip'pus
Dex-ith'e-$i

Dex'i-iis
Dl'a

Dl-ac-o-pe'n^i

Dl-a-cre'5i (c.)
Dl'a-crls (c.)
Dl-ac-tor'i-des

Di-a-du-me-ni-a'nus
Dl-a-dQ'me-n'us (c.)
Dl-se'us

Dl'a-gon, a?irfDi'a-gu

Dl-a-gon'das (r.)
Dl-ag'9-ras
Di-a'ljs

Dl-al'lua

Di-a-mas-tj-go'sis
Dl-a'na
Dl-an'a-sa
Di-ii'iii-um (r.)
Di-aph'a-nes (c.)
Dl-a'? i-? (1)
Dib'i-o (T.)
Dl-ca;'a

Dl-cae-ar-chS'us (<7.)

Dl-9-d5'ru8
Dl-o'e-tas

Dl-og'e-nef
Dl-9-ge'nj-a

Dl-ofe-nus
Di-9g-ne'tus

Dl-9-me'a'(cr.)
Dl-9-me'da
Dl-om-e-de'a (c.)
Dj-om-e-de'aB (c.)

Di-cze'us

Dl'ce
Dic-e-ar'cl)us

Dt-cl'ne-us
Dic'o-inas
Dic'tae

Djc-tam'num, and Djc-

tyn'na
Djc-ta'tor
Dic-tid-i-en'sea

Dic-U'nst (C.)

Djc-tyn'nfi
Dic'tys
Did'i-us

Di'do

Did'y-ma
Did-y-mEe'us
Dld-y-ma'9n
Did'y-me
Did-y-mum
Did'y-miis
Dl-en'e-c6s

Di-es'pi-ter

Dl-ge'na (C.)

Dl-|en'ti-a (1)

Dj-|S'rI (C.)
Dig'ma
DI'I

Dl-i-po-11'a (C.}
Dl-mas'sus
Dl-nar'ch'us

Din'dy-lna (<7.)

Din-dy-me'ne (c.)

Din'dy-mus (r.)
Din'j-a (T.)
Diri'j-je
Din'i-as

Din'i-che
Di-nbch'a-res
Di-no3'ra-tes

Dl-nod'9-chus .

Dl-no^-e-ti'at (C.)

Di-nom'e-ne3
Di'non
Di-nos'the-nes
Dl-nos'tra'-tu3

Dl-o-cjEs-a-re'a (c.)
Di-5'cle-a

Dl'o-cles

Dl-o-cle-tj-a'nus (1)

Dl-Q-cWti-qn

Dl-6'mus (c.)

Dl'on
'

Dl-9-nae'a
Di-o'ne

Dl-9-ne'us (c.)
Di-on-y-se'us (<7.)

1)i (

Dl-9-ny-sI'a-des

Dl-o-ny"si-as (1)

Dl-9-nys-i-9-do'rus

(2)

Dl-o-ny"si-us (1)

Dl-o-ny'sus (c.)
Dl-oph'a-nes
Dl-v-phan'tus
Di-9-pi'te3

'

Di-9-pI'thes (c.)
Dl-o-poe'nus

Dl-6p'o-lis'
Dl-o're3

Dl-9-ryc'tus
Dl-os-cor'j-de3

Dl-o8'c9-rum (C.)
Dl-os'c9-rus J
Dl-9-scu'ri $
Dl-9S-cu-rI'um (<7

Dl-os'pa-^e
Di-os'p9-lis
Dl-o-ti'me

Dl-9-tI'mus 4

Dl-ot're-phes

Dl-9X-ip'pus
Di-pje'ae

Diph'i-Ias

Diph'i-lus

Dl-phor'i-das

Diph'ry-|es (C.)
Di-pce'nae

Dip'9-Hs (r.)

Dip'sas
Dip'y-liim (C.)
Dl'rae

Dir'ce

Djr-c6n'na
Dir'phj-a

Djr-phy'Hi (3) (T.)
Djs-cor'dj-a

Dis'c9-rum (C.)
Djfs'9-rae (C.)
Dit'a-nl

Dlth-y-i^m'bys
Dit-j-6'nes (c.)
Dl'um (T.)
Div-i-tl'a-cus

Div-9-du'num (T.)
Div'9-n? (c.)
Di'vus Fid'j-us

Dl-y]''lus
Dl-ze'rus (C.)
Do-be'res

D<?-be'rus (<7.)

Doc'i-lis

Do9-i-rne'tim (C.)
Doc'j-mus
Do'cle-gi

Do-do'n?
DSd-9-nae'us

* Delphi. This word was, formerly, universally written

Delphos, till Mr. Cumberland, a gentleman no less remark-
able for his classical erudition than his dramatic abilities, in

his Widow of Delphi, rescued it from the vulgarity in which
it had been so long involved.

f Diomedes. All words ending in edes have the same ac-

centuation
j as, Jlrchimedes, Diomedes, &c. The same may

be observed of words ending in ides and odes; as, Iphides,

Damodes, Jlndrodes, &c. See the Terminational Vocabu-

lary.

i Dioscorus. An heresiarch of the fifth century.

$ Dioscuri. The name given to Castor and Pollux, from

the Greek AicJj and xdoos, pro *<5poj, "the sons of Jove."
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D9-d5'ne
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Ep^-red'o-rlx E-ro'chus Eu-cli'dea

Ep'u-lo E-ro'pus, and Mt'o- Eu'clid

E-pyt'j-dea pas (4) Eu'clus

Ep'y-tus E'ros Eu'cra-te
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F.

FA-BA'RJ-A (r.)
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Gpr-tyn'i-a
Gbr'tys
Go-tho'nes (c.)
Got'thI

Grac'shus
Gra-dI'vus
Grce'cl

Grae'ci-a (1)

Grffi'cj-a Mag'na (1)
Grae-cl'iius

Graa-cos't'a-cis (O.)
Grae'cus

Gra'i-us (3)

Gra-ju'ge-nae (<7.)

Gra-nl'cus, or Gran'j-
cus *

Gra-nl'cus (<7.)
Gra'ni-us
Gra-te'a (<7.)
Gra'ti-ae (1)
Gra-ti-a'nus (1)

Gra-tid'j-a'

Gra'tj-on (2)

Gra'tj-us (1)

(c-.)

,
and Gy'a-ros

Gym'ne-tes
Gym-ne'tes (c.)

Gym-no-pae-dl'jt (c.)
(jym-nos-o-phis'tae

Pym-nos'v-phlsts
Gy-nae'ce-as
Gyn-ffi-cp-thce'nas

Gyn'des
$yr-to'na (c.)
Gy-the'um

H.
HA'BIS
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Hes'pe-ris
Hes-plr'i-tts

Hes-pe-rl'tis (r.)
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I-des'sa
I'dex (r.)
I-dis~ta-vi'sus (r.)
I-dit-alrl'sus

Id'mon
I-dom'e-ne

I-dom-e-n5'us, or
I-dom'e-neus *

I-do'the-a

I-drl'e-us

I-du'b'e-da

I-du'me, and Id-u-me'a

se m
Ig'e-nl
Jg-na'tj-us (1)

Jg-ne'tes (C.)
I-gu'vt-um (r.)
Il-a-I'ra (c.)
Il-a-I'rl

Il'ba

Il-e-ca'9-nes, and Il-e-

ca-9-nen'se9
Mer'da

ssssstf'
Ml'a-cl Lu'dl
I-li'a-cus

I-li'a-des

Il'j-as

Il-j-en'ses (r.)
Il'i-on

I-lI'9-ne

IH-6'ne-us, or I-ll'Q-
neus f

I-lis'sus

Mith-y-I'a

Il-i-thy'i-a (3) (C.)
Il'-um, or Il'i-on

Jl-lib'a-nus (c-.)

Jl-llb'e-ris

Il-lj-tiir'

Jl-lyr'i-cum

Il-lyr'j-cSs Si'nus

Il'ly-ris, and Il-lyVj-a

lUIyr'i-iia

I'lus

I-ly-r'|is

I-man-u-en'tj-us (1)
I-ma'on (c.)
Im'a-us I
Im'ba-rus

;m-brac'i-de3m-bras'j-des
Im'bra-sus
Im'bre-us

Im'brj-us

Im-briv'j-um
Im'bros

Im'9-la (c.)
In'a-chl
I-na'chi-a

I-nacii'j-dae

T-nach'i-dGs

I-na^chj-um
In'a-chus
I-nam'a-mes
I-nar'j-rne
In'a-rus

In-cj-ta'tus

In-da-thyr'sus

In'dj-a

In-dib'j-lis (r.)
In'dj-cus (c.)
In-di'e-tes

Jn-dll'e-tl
In'dus

In-gsev'9-n5 (4) (c.)
Jn-ne'sa (c.)
I'n5
I-no'a

I-no'pus
I-no'r5s

I-no'us

In'su-bres
In-su'bri-a (r.)
In-ta-m5'li-Qin (r.)
In-ta-pher'n5
In-te-i-am'ria

In-ter-ca'tj-a (1)
In'u-us

I-ny'cus

I-ob'a-tO?, and Jo-ba't5s

l'9-bes

I-o-li'j-a (3)
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I'o-laa, or I-9-la'ua
I-ol' h9s

I'9-ll

I'9-lum (c.)
I'on

I-5'ne

I-o'n5s

I-6'nj-a

I-on'i-cus (c-.)

I-6'pas

I'9-pe, and Jop'pa
I'o-ph5n
I'os

Ip'e-p
Iph-j-a-nas'sa

Iph'j-clus, or Iph'j-cles;

I-phic'ra-te?
Iph-j-crat'j-des (c.)
I-phid'a-mus
Iph-j-de-mi'a

Iph-j-^e-nl'a $
Iph-j-me-dl'a ||

I-phim'e-don
Iph-j-rne-du'sa

I-phin'9-5

Greek ISca, in opposition to the Latin, which we generally
follow in other cases, and which, in this word, has the pe-
nultimate short, in Ainsworth, Labbe, and our best proso-
dists

; and, according to this analogy, idea ought to have the
accent on the first syllable, and that syllable short, as the
first of idiot. But, when this word is a proper name, as the
daughter of Dardanus, I should suppose it ought to fall into
the general analogy of pronouncing Greek names, not by
accent, but by quantity ; and therefore that it ought to have
the accent on the first syllable; and, according to our own
analogy, that syllable ought to be short, unless the penulti-
mate in the Greek is a diphthong, and then, according to
general usage, it ought to have the accent. [The fact is,
that the Greek, in this case, is a diphthong, the name being
Ida Ta, and therefore, in Latin and English, Ida'a. In the
beginning of the note, there is some confusion in our au-
thor's statements. The penultimate in idea is short

;
in the

Latin idea, long. Aurel. Vic. : Jlnimos idea fatitrat. TROL-
LOPE.]

* Idomeneus. The termination of nouns in eus was,
among the ancients, sometimes pronounced in two sylla-
bles, and sometimes, as a diphthong, in one. Thus Labbe
tells us that Achilleus, Argylleus, Phalareus, Apsirteits, are
pronounced commonly in four syllables, and JVerews, Or-
phevs, Porteus, Terevs, in three, with the penultimate sylla-
ble short in all; but that these words, when in verse, have
generally the diphthong preserved in one syllable :

" Eumenidum veluti demens videt agmina Pentheus."
VIRG.

He observes, however, that the Latin poets very fre-

quently dissolved the diphthong into two syllables :

"Naiadum coetu, tantum non Orpheus, Hebrum
Poenaque respectus, et nunc manet Orpheus in te."

The best rule, therefore, that can be given to an English
reader, is, to pronounce words of this termination always
with the vowels separated, except an English poet, in imi-
tation of the Greeks, should preserve the diphthong ; but
in the present word, I should prefer I-dom'e-neus to I-dom-e-
ne'us, whether in verse or prose. [The reverse of this is

decidedly the best rule
; viz., to preserve the diphthong inva-

riably, except where an English poet, after the example of
the Latin, dissolves it. I-dom-e-ne'us must be incorrect, as
the Greek name is always spelt with an R ; so that the
resolved diphthong would be pronounced Id-o-men'e-us.

TROLLOPE.] [The following remarks are quoted from Mr.
Carr: "It must be observed, that the termination eus, in
proper names, derived from the third declension of Greek
contracts in ei>s, as Orpheus, Pentheus, Theseus, ('Optitis,
UtvVrff, Qriffevs,') are generally pronounced as one syllable
in poetry ; as,

' Eumenidum veluti demens videt agmina Pentheus.'
VIRG.

Haec Proteus, et se jactu dedit aequor in altum.'

VIRG.
But, out of poetry, the termination eus must be dissolved ac-
cording to the analogy of the Latin language, (as DSus,
from Zalf,) when the penultimate e, representing the Greek
e in the original, will, of course, be short; as, OrphSus
TlusSus, &c. But, if they are converted into adjectives,
the penultimate becomes long ; as, Pentheus, (adj. of Penthe-
us;) JVereus, (adj. of NerZus ;) OrphSus, (adj. of OrphSus;)
thus representing the quantity of the original Greek adjec-
tives, TIcvQsios, Nuncios, 'Op^fToj." EDITOR.]

f Ilioneus. See IDOMENEUS.

| Imaus. All our prpsodists make the penultimate sylla-
ble of this word short, and consequently accent it on the

110

antepenultimate ;
but Milton, by a license he was allowed

to take, accents it on the penultimate syllable :

" As when a vulture on Imwts bred,
Whose snowy ridge the roving Tartar bounds."

$ Iphige>iia. The antepenultimate syllable of this word
had been in quiet possession of the accent for more than a
century, till some Greeklings, of late, have attempted to
place the stress on the penultimate, in compliment to the
original 'l^iyivein. If we ask our innovators on what prin-
ciples they pronounce this word with the accent on the i,

they ansvyer, because the i stands for the diphthong ett

which, being long, must necessarily have the accent on it.

But it may be replied, this was, indeed, the case in the
Latin language, but not in the Greek, where we find a thou-
sand long penultimates without the accent. It is true, one
of the vowels which composed a diphthong in Greek, when
this diphthong was in the penultimate syllable, generally
had an accent on it ; but not invariably ; for a long penul-
timate syllable did not always attract the accent in Greek,
as it did in Latin. An instance of this, among thousands,
is that famous line of dactyls in Homer's Odyssey, express-
ing the tumbling down of the stone of Sisyphus :

Avns eVuro iredoi/Je KvXivfcro Xdaj dvauJfa.

Odysj. b. 11.

Another striking instance of the same accentuation ap-
pears in the first two verses of the Iliad :

blrjvttf asife Qca Hrj^riidSea), 'A^jAfjoy

OvXoftivnv, i) pvp'C 'AxaioTs aXye edrjKe

I know it may be said that the written accents we see on
Greek words are of no kind of authority, and that we ought
always to give accent to penultimate long quantity, as the
Latins did. Not here to enter into a dispute about the au-
thority of the written accents, the nature of the acute, and
its connection with quantity, which has divided the learned
of Europe for so many years, till we have a clearer idea of
the nature of the human voice, and the properties of speak-
ing sounds, which alone can clear the difficulty, for the
sake of uniformity, perhaps, it were better to adopt the pre-
vailing mode of pronouncing Greek proper names like the
Latin, by making the quantity of the penultimate syllable
the regulator of the accent, though contrary to the genius
of Greek accentuation, which made the ultimate syllable its

regulator ;
and if this syllable was long, the accent could

never rise higher than the penultimate. Perhaps, in lan-

guage, as in laws, it is not of so much importance that the
rules of either should be exactly right, as that they should
be certainly and easily known : so the object of attention,
in the present case, is not so much what ought to be done
as what actually is done

; and, as pedantry will always be
more pardonable thin illiteracy, if wa are in doubt about the
prevalence of custom, it will always be safer to lean to the
side of Greek or Latin than of our own language. [Enough
has been said on the pronunciation of words of this clasa
in Rule 30. TROLLOPE.] [See note on Ipliigenia, in the
Terminational Vocabulary, on page 893. EDITOR.]

|| Iphimedia. This and the foregoing word have the ac-
cent on the same syllable, but for what reason cannot be
easily conceived. That Iphigenia, having the diphthong et
in its penultimate syllable, should have the accent on that

syllable, though not the soundest, is at least a plausible rea-

son, but why should our prosodists give the same accent to
the i in Iphimedia, which, coming from ?0t and /^Jiw, has
no such pretensions ? If they say it has the accent in the
Greek word, it may be answered, this is not esteemed a
sufficient reason for placing the accent in Iphigenia ; be-

sides, it is giving up the sheet-anchor of modern prosodists,
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I-phin'9-us
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La-ris's?
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Lu'pj-as, or Lu'pj-a

Lu-p9-du'num (C.)

Lu'pus
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Ma-za'ce?
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Mon'9-mus (c-.)-'-
Mo-noph'j-lus
M9-nos'e-li (C.)

M9-noth-e-ll'tffl (c.)

Mpn-ta'nus
Mon'y-chus
Mon'y-mus
Mo'phis
Mop'sj-um (1)

Mop-so'pj-a
Mop-su-es'tj-a (C-.)

Mop'sus
M9r-gaVtj-um (1)

Mpr-fe'tfe (c.)
M6r-i-me'ne (c.)
Mor'j-nl

Mor-j-tas'gus
Mo'rj-us

Mbr'phe-us
Mors

'

Mo'rys
Mo'sa
MSs'cha (T.)
Mos'hl
Mos'chi-on

M6s-sh9-pu'ius (c.)
Mos'chus
M9-sel'la
Mo'ses

Mos-sy-nce'cl (c.)

Mo-sycji'lyg
Mos-y-nse'cl
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Nes'pe-tos (<7.) Nic^-do'rus Ni-se'i-a (3) Nos^-C9-mI'um (<7.) Nu'mj-tor
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O-lin'i-a3

6-lin'thus
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Pal'pe-tus (c,)
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Pet-e-ll'nus

Pe-te'9n
Pe'te-Sn (C.)

Pe'te-Ss

Pe-til'H>

Pe-til'j-I

Pe-til'j-us

Plt-o-sl'rjs

Pe'tr?
Pe-trae'?

Pe-tre'i-us (3)
Pe-trl'num

Pe-tr5'ni-3

Pe-tro'nj-us

PeVtj-us
Peu'ce
Peu-ced'a-nos (tf.)

Peu-ces'tea

Peu-ce'tHi (1)
Peu-ce'tj-I (1) (C.)
Peu-cl'nl

Peii-C9-la'us

Pex-9-do'rus
Phas'a
Phae-a'ces (<7.)

Phse-a'cj-a, (1)
Phas'ax

Phaed'j-mus (4)
Phae'don

Phae'dr?
Phae'drj-9
Phao'drus

Phaed'y-m^t (4)
Phae-mon'o-e

Phffi-nag'9-re (<7.)
Phaan-a-re'te (4)

Plue-nar'e-te (<7.)

Phae'nj-as

Phaen'nn (4)

Phaen'njs (4)

Phaen-9-me'ris (4) (C.)

Ph33-Sc'9-mes
Phajs'a-n? (4)
Phaes'tum (4)
Pha'e-thon (C.)
Pha-e-th9n-te'us (tf.)

Pha'e-ton

Pha-e-t9n-ti'a-de9
Pha-e-tu'sa
Phae'us

Phf-ft'St-* (l)
Pha'i-nus (c.)
Phal-a-crl'ne (r.)
Pha'lae

Pha-lae'cus

Pha-l33'9 i-gt (1)
Pha-lan'thus
Pha-la'ra. (C.)
Phal'a-ris

Phal'a-rua
Pha-la'rus (C.)

Phal'cj-doA
Pha'le-as
;Pha-15're-us *

!Pha-lS'rHi (T.)
Piia-le'rjs

;

Pha-15'ron, orPhal'e-rum
Pha-16'rum (C.)

Pha-le'rus

Pha'li-as

Phal'ij-cgt
Pha-16're (C-.)

Pha-ly"sj-us (1)

Pham-e-no'phjs (c.)
Pha-na"'ce (tf.)

Pha-naa'us

Pha-niig'9-r? (C.)
Phan-a-rae'a>
Pha'nas

Pha'ne^
Pha'ni-um (cr.)

Phan'o-clef
Phan-9-de'mus
Phan'9-tis (c.)

Pha'nus
Pha'on
Pha'r?

(1)

Pha'rae, or Phe'rae
Pha'ra-o (c.)
Pha-ras'ma-nea
Pha'rax
Phar-be'lus (6.)

Phar-ce'd9n (c.)
Pha'rjs

Pha'rj-us (C-.)

Phar-me-cu's?
Ph'ar na-ba'zus

Phar-na'ce-?
'

Phar-na'ce t

Ph'ar'na-cef (C.)
Phar-na'ci-a (1) (C
Phar-na-pa'te
Phar-nas'pe
Phar'nus
Pha'ros

Phar-sa'lj-?i
Phar-sa'lus (C.)
Phar'te
Pha'rus

Pha-ru'sj-I, (1) orPhau-
ru'sj-I jl)

Phar'y-bus
Pha-ryc'a-don

'

Phar'y-ge ,

Phas-a-e'ljs (C.)
Pha-se'ljs

Pha-i-a'ngt (1)
Pha'sj^is (1)

Pha'sjs
Phas'sus

Ph3.u'd?
Phav-o-rl'nus

Pha-yl'lus
Phe'a, or Phe'j-si (4)
Phe-ca'dum

. or Phle'*e-us

Phl'l?
-

Phil-a-del'phj-?

Phil-a-del-phl'? (c.)

Phil-a-del'phus
Phi'l33

Phj-lce'us
Phi-lam'mon
Phi-la'mon (C.)
Phj-lar'hus
Phi-lar'e-tus (c.)

Phi-lar'|y-rus (c?.)

Phll'e-as (c.)
Phi-le'm9n
Phi-16'ne

Phjle'ris
Phil'e-ros

Phi-lS'sj-us (1)
Phil-e-tae'nis

Phj-lS'tas

Phi-le'ti-us (1)
Phil'i-das

Phel'I9-G

Phel'lug

Phe'mj-33 (C.)
Phe'mj-ua
Phe-mon'9-e
Phen-e-be'thjs (c.)
Phe-n4'ym
Phg'ne-Qs, (lake.)

Phe-ne'us, (man.) (T.)
Phe'ra

Phe-ras'ys
Phe-rau'le3

Phe-rec'lus
Pher'e-clus (c.)

Pbe-rec'ra-tes

PhSr-e-cy'def
Pher-en-da'tes
Pher-e-nl'ce

Phe-rSpJi'a-te (T.)
PhS'res

Pb.e-re'tj-as (1)
Pher-e-tl'm?
Pher'i'-num
Phe'ron
PhI'a-16

Phi-a'li-a. or Phi-ga'lj-a

PhI'a.-lQa
Phj-ce'9n (c.)
Pluc'o-reS
Pliid'i-as

PTiid'i-lc

Phl-dip'pi-des
Phi-dI"ti-? (1)
Phj-do'Ias (c.)
Phl'don

Phid'y-le
Phig-? le'a, or

Phj-lin'nai

Phj-H'nus
Phi-lip'pe-I

Phil-jp-pe'us (c.)

Ph}-lip'pl
Phi-lip'pi-de

Phi-lTp'p9-lis

Phil-ip-pop'9-lis

Phi-lip'pus
Phj-lis'cu3

Phil-js-tI'des (c.)
Phi-lis'tj-5 (c.)
Phj-IIs'ti-on (2)

Phj-lis'tus
Phil'15

Phl'15

Phil-9-bce'9-tus

Phil-9-b;fi-o'tys (r.)
Phj-loch'9-rus

Phil'9-cles

Phj-loc'ra-tef

PhiI-9C-te'te$

Phil-o-cy'prus
Phil-9-da-me'?i

Phil-9-de'mus
Phi-lod'H5e
PhiH-du'lus (C.)
Phil-9-fa'us

Plii-lol'9-gus

Phj-lom'a-^he
Phj-lom'br9-tus

Phil-9-me'dus

Phi-ga'le-I

Phil-9-me'lus

Phil-9-me't9r (C.)
Phil-9-mu'sus (cr.)

Phl'lon

Phi-lon'j-des

Phil'9-nls

Phj-lon'9-e

Phj-lon'9-rne

Phj-lon'o-mus
Phil'9-nus

Phj-lop'a-tor

Phi-lo'phj-on (r.)

PhilVphron
Phil-9-poe'men
Phi-lop'9-nus (c.)
Phil-9-ro'mus (c.)

Phil-9-steph'a-nus (C.)

Phj-los'tra-tus
Phi 15'tas

Phi-Iot'e-rst

Phj-lo'the-?i (c.)
Phil-9-th6'rus (<7.)
Phi-lot'i-mus

Phil-o-ti'mus (c.)
Phi-15'tjs
Phi-lox'e-nus

Phj-lyl'lj-us

Phil'y-r?

PhTl'y-res

Phj-lyr'i-de?
Phj-ne'um (C.)
Phj-ne'us

Phin'e-us, (man.)
Phi-'ne'us (a.) (c.)

Phi-ni'dea (c.)

Phln'tH (I) (T.)
Phin'tj-as (1)
Phla -

Phle*'e-Ias

Phlef'e-thon
Phis"gj-as
Phle'gSn
PhlS'gr?
Phle'iy-as
Pl)le'|y-e
Phli'as
Phll-a'?i-a (1) (r.)
Phll'us
Phloe'us

PhlS'g'i-us (c-.)
Pho'bas (r.)
Pho-be'tor

Ph9-ca'i-cus (C.)
Pho'ca-is (c.)

Pho-cen'ses, and Pho'-

cj-ci

Pho-cil'i-des

Ph5'cj-on (1)

Pho'cjs
Pho'cus
Ph9-cj
Phoe'
Phoe'be-um

Phoe-be'um (r.)
PhoB be'us (c.)
Phoeb'i-das (4)

Phce-big'e-n?
Phoe'bus
Phce'mos
Phce-ni'c
Phce-nl'ces (o.)
Phce-n:["ce-us (1)

Phoe-rii"cj-a (1)

Phce-nic'j-des
Phce-nrcus

Phoen-j-cQ's^t (4)

Phoe-nis's^t

Phoe'njx
Phce'te-um (c.)
Phol'o^e

Pho'lus

Pli9-m6'thjs (c.)
Phor'bas

Phor'cus, or Phbr'cys
Phor-cy'nis (C.)
Phor'mj-o
Phbr'mis

Ph9-r5'ne-us (n.)

Phor-9-ne'us (a.) (a.)
Phor-o-nid'a-e (c.)
Ph9 ro'nis

Ph9-ro'nj-um
Phos'ph9-rus (c.)
Ph9-tl'nus
Pho'ti-us (1)
Phox'us
Phra-a'tSs
Phra-at'i-ces

Phra-da'tes

Phra-gan'de
Phra-ha'te?'

Phra-nic'a-tef
Phra-br't6s

Phras'i-cles
Phras'i-mus

Phra'sj-us (1)

Phra-ta-pher'neg
Phre-ge'nst (c.)

Phrl-a-pa'tj-us (1)

Phri"cj-on (1) (c.)
Phrix'us

Phron'j-mst

Phrbn'tjs

Phru-gun-dl'9-ne (c.)
Phru'rl

Phry'gGs

Phiffrt
Phryf'j-us (C.)
Phry'ne
Phryn'j'-cus

Phry'njs

Phry'no
Phryx'e-u3 (c.)
Phryx'us
Phthl'si (5)
Phthl-6'tjs (5)

Phy'cus
Phyg'e-1? (c.)

Phyl'a-ce
Phyl-a-ce'us (C.)
Phyl'a-cus
Phy-lar'chys
Phy'las
Phy'le
Phyl'e-is
Phy-15'us
Phy-li'des (c.)

Ph^l'i-ra

Phyl-la'lj-?

Phyl-le'j-us (3)

Phg'lin
l

Phyl'li-us
Phyl-lSd'9-ce
Phyl-'los

Phyl'lus
Phy-rom'a-chiis
Phy-scel'la"

Phys'con
Phys'cos

Ph^s'cus

Phy-tal'j-des

Phyt'a-lus
Phy-te'um (C.)

Phy'ton'
Phyx'j-um (1)

PFa, or Pl-a'lj-a
Pl'a-sus
Pl-ce'nl

Pi-cen'ti-? (1)
Pic-en-tl'ni

Pl-ci'num
Pl'cr?

'

Pic'tae, or Pic'tl

Pjc-ta'vi, or Pic't9-n5a
Pjc-ta'vj-um
Pic'tor

Pi'cus

Pl-d6'rus

Pid'y-te?

Pi-dJ'tS? (C.)
Pl'e-lus

Pl'e-r?

Pl-6'rj?
Pl-er'i-des

Pl'e-ris

Pl'e-rus
Pl'e-tas

Pi'gres
PMa'tus (c.)
PMS'sys (C.)
Pl-lo'rus (c.)
Pl-lum'nus

Pim'plfi

Pim-plfi'? (c.)

Pim-ple'j-dea
Pim-pra'n?
Pin'a-re

Pl-na'rj-us
Pin'a-rus (c.)

* Phalereus. There is some doubt, among the learned,
whether this word ought to be pronounced in three or four

syllables ;
that is, as Phal-e-reus or Pha-le-re-us. The latter

mode, however, with the accent on the antepenultimate,
seems to be the most eligible. [SeelooMENEUs. TROL-

LOPE.j
+ Phamaces. All our prosodists accent the antepenulti-

mate syllable of this word
;
but an English ear is strongly

inclined to accent the penultimate, as in Jlrbaccs and Jlrsa-

ces, which see. [The antepenultimate accentuation is more

probably correct. TROLLOPE.]

J Philomedia. .

" Nor less by Philomedia known on earth,
A name derived immediate from her birth."

COOKE'S Hesiod. Theog. v. 311.

[This name of Venus is properly Phi-lo-me 1'des ; which
Cooke has converted into Philomedia. TROLLOPE.]
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Pln'da-rus
Pin'da-sus
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P9p-pae'us
Pop-u-16'nj-a
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R.

RA-BtR'1-OS
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Sa-tra'j-dae (<7.)
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Si'r'mj-um
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T.

Tab'a-nus, or
Ta-ba'nus (c.)

Ta-be'nl (<7.)
Ta'bor (r.)
Tab'ra-ca
Ta-bu'da (r.)
Ta-bur'nus

Ta-ca'pe (r.)
Tac-fa-ri'nas

Ta-champ'so
Tach'o-rl (c.)

Ta'chos, or Ta'chus

Tac'j-ths

Tac'9-la (c.)

Tac-9-ph5'rjs (C.)
Tae'dj-a
Tse-dife-ra (c.)
Taen'a-ros (4) (c.)
Tsen'a-rus (4)

TiE'nj-as

Ta-e'pa (c.)
Ta'gea
Ta-go'nj-u3
Ta'gus
Ta-la'sj-us (1)
Tal'a-us

Ta-la'y-ra
Tal'e-tum

Tal-thyb'i-us
Ta'lus
Tam'a-rus
Ta-ma'se-a
Tam'e-sis (C.)
Ta'm53
Tam'pj-us
Tam'y-ras
Tam'y-ris
Tan'a-gra
Tan-a-gr5'us (<7.)

Tan'a-grus, or Tan'a-

Tan'Vis
Tan'a-quil
Ta-ne'tum (T.)
Ta'nis (T.)

Tan-tal'j-dea
Tan'ta-lus
Ta-nu'si-us ge'r'mj-
nus (1)

Ta-6'ca (c.)
Ta-6'ci (C.)

Ta'phj-ae

Ta'phj-I (<7.)

Ta'phj-us
Ta'phj-us, or Ta-phj-

as'sus

Tap'o-'ri (C.)
Tap<.-sl'ris (<7.)

Tap-rob'a-ne
Tap'sus
Tap'y-ri
Tar'a-nis
Ta'ras

Tar-ax-ip'pus
Tar-bel'll

Tar-bel'lj-cus (c.)
Tar-che'tj-us (1)

Tar'chj-a (c.)
Tar'chon

Tar-quln'j-a
Tar-quin'j-I
Tar-quTn'j-us
Tar-qui"tj-us (1)

Tar'quj-tus
Tar-ra-cl'na
Tar'ra-co

Tar-rfi'tj-us (1)

Tar's?
T'ar'sj-us (1)

T'ar'sus, or T'ar'sos

T'ar'ta-rus

Tar-tgs'sus, or
Tar-te'sus

Ta-run'tj-us (1)
Ta'rus (T.)
Tas-gS'ti-us (1)

Tas'sj-to' (C.)
Ta'tian (2)
Ta-ti-en'se3 (1)

Ta'tj-us (1;
Tat'ta
Tau-chl'ra (a.)

Tau-lan'tj-I (1)
Tau'nus
Tau-ra'nj-a
Tau-ran'tea

Tar-en-tl'nus (c.)
'

Ta-ren'tum, or Ta-ren'-
tus

Tar-i-he'a, and
Ta-ri h'e-a (C.)

Tar'nae

Tar'pa
Tar-pe'i-a (3)

Tar-pS'j-us (3)

Tau-rl'a (c.)
Tau'rj-ca
Tau'rj-ca jBher-s9-ne'-

sus
Taii-ri'nl

Tau-rt'num (C.)
Tau-ris'cl

Tau'rj-um
Tau'rj-us (c.)
Tau-rob'9-lus (c-.)

Tau'r9-is (c-.)

Tau-rom'e-nos (<7.)

Tau-r9-min'j-um
Tau-r9-po-ll'a (c.)

Tau-ru'bu-laj (C.)
Tau'rus

'

Tax'j-1?

Tax'j-H (<?.)

Tax'j-lus, or Tax'j-lea

Tax-i-maq'uj-lus
Ta-ye'e-te, or Ta-y-

ge'te

Ta-yg'e-tus, or Ta-yg'-
e-ta*

Te-a'num
T6'a-rus
Te-a'te (C.)

Te-a'te-a, Te'a-te, or

Te-ge'a-te

Tech-mes'sa
Tlch'nst-tis

Tec'ta-mua

Tec-tos'a-ges, or Tec-

tos'a-gae

Tec't9-sax (C-.)

Te'ge-a,orTe-|iE'a
Te-^e-a'tS3 (c.)
Teg^u-la
Tel'y-ra
T5j-6s, (3) or Te'os

Te'j-Sm (3)
I Te'j-us (3)
Te'la (r.)
Tel'a-mon
Tel-a-mo-ni'a-dea
Tel-chl'nea

Tel-chln'j-a
Tel-chin'i-us

Tgl'chjs
T5'le-a

Tel'e-ba (c.)

Te-leb'9-ie, or Te-leb'-

9-es
Te-leb'o-Ss

Tgl-e-bS'j-des

Te-llc'les, or Te-lec'lus

Tel'e-clus (C7.)

Tel-e-clI'dea

Te-lem'a-chus
TeTe-mus
Tel-e-phas'sa
Tel'e-phus
Te-15'sj-a (1)

Te-les'j-cles
Tgl-e-sil'la

Tel-e-sin'j-cus
Tel-e-sl'nus

Tel-e-sip'pus
Te-les'ph9-ru3
T61-e-stag'9-ras
TeJes'tas
Te-les'tea

Te-les'to

Til'e-thus
Tel-e-thu'sa

Te-leu'rj-as
Te-leu'te (r.)
Te-leu'tj'-as (1)

Tll'j-nas (c.)
Tel-la'ne

Tll'lj-as'
Tel'lis

Tel'lus

Tel'me-ra (c.)
Tel-mis'sus, or Tel-

mis'sus
Te'lon

'

Tel-thu'sa

Te/lys
Te-ma'the-a

Te-ma'thj'-a (<7.)

Tim'brj-um (c.)
Tem-e-ni'a (c.)
Tem-e-nl'te

Te-me'nj-um
Tem'e-nos (c.)
Tem'-nus
Tem-e-rin'da
Tgm'e-sa

Tem'j-sus (c.)
Tem-mi'ces (C.)
Tlm'nes
Tem'nos
Tem'pe
Tem'pe-a (c-.)

Tem-py'ra (c.)
Tench-te'rl (C.)
T6'ne-a (c.)
Te-ne'ap, (c

1

.)

Te-nen'tj-us (C.)
T6n'e-rus (c.)
Te'nSs
Ten'e-sis
Te-n5'um (c.)
Tgn'ne's (r.)
Te'nos

Ten'ty-ra, (Egypt.}
Ten-ty'ra, (Tlirace.)

Te'os, or Te'j-oa (3)

Te-re'd9n
Te-ren'tj-a (1)

Te-ren-tj-a'nus (1)
T6r-en-tl'nus (c.)
Te-rln'tj-iis (r.)
Te-ren'tus
T6're-us f

Ter-gem'j-nus (<7.)

Ter-|es'te, a?id Ter-

|es'tum

Te'rj-as

Tgr-j-ba'zus
Te-rld'a-e

Ter-j-da'tea

T6r'j-gum
Te-rl'na (<7.)

Ter-m^n'tj-a (1)
Ter'me-ra (c.)
Ter'me-rus
Ter-me'sus

Ter-mj-na'lj-a
Ter-mi-na'lis
Ter'mi-nus'
Ter'mi-sus, or Ter-
mes'sus

Ter-pan'der
Terp-sigh'o-re
Terp-sic'ra-te
Tgr-ra-ci'na

Ter-ra-sid'j-us

Ter'tj-a (1)
Ter'tj-us (1)

Ter-tul-lj-a'nus

Te'thys
Tet-ra-co'mum (c.)

Tet-ra-g5'njs (c.)

Te-trap'9-lis
Tgt'rj-cus
Teu'cer
Teu-chl'ra (c.)
Teu'cri

Teu'crj-a
Teiic'te-rl

Teu-m5's9S (C-.)
Teu-mes'sus
Teu-5'chis (c.)
Teu'ta~

Teu-ta'mj-as, or Teu'-
ta-rnis

Teu'ta-mus

Teu'tas, or

Teu-ta'tef
Teu'thras
Teu-thro'ne (C.)
Teu-tom'a-tus

Teu't9-nl, and Teu't9-
nea

Teu-ton'j-cus (C.)-
Tha-ben'na

Thac'c9-na (c.)
Tha'is
Tha'la
Thal'a-mae (c.)
Thal'a-me
Tha-las'sj-o (1) (C-.)

Tha-las'sj-us (1)

Tha'le?
Tha-les'trj-a, or Tha-

les'trjs

Tha-I5't6a
Tha-le'us (c.)
Tha-li'a

Tha'H-us (<7.)
Thal'l'o (r.)

Thal'pj-us
Tham'u-da (r.)

Tham'y-ras
Tham'y-rls
Than'a-tus (c.)

Thap'sa-cus
Thap'sus
Thar-ge'li-a
Thar-lib'u-lus (c.)
Tha-ri'a-dea

Tha'rops
Tha'sj-us, (1) or

Thra'sj-us (1)
Tha'sos
Tha'sus
Thau-ma'cj-a (<7.)

Thau-man-te'us (<7.)

Thau-man'ti-as, (I)
and Thau-man'tjs

Thau 'inas

Thau-ma'sj-us (1)
The'a
The-ae-te'tus (C.)

The-ag'e-nes
The-a'gea
The-a'no
The-a'num
The-ar'j-das
The-ar'nus
Thi-a-te'tes

The'baa
Thebes t

Theb'a-is
The-ba'nus (<7.)

Thg'be, dr The'b.-E

Theg4-nu'ga (c.)
The'j-a (3)

The'j-as (3)
Thella-I'ra (c.}

Thel-e-phas'sa
Thel-e-sl'nus (c.)
Thel'i'-ne (c.)

Thel-pu'sa
Thelx-i'9n
Thelx-I'9-pe
Thlm'e-nus
The-mS'sj-on (1)

ThS'mjs
The-mis'cy-ra

Them-js-cy'ra (c.)
Them'j-son
The-mis'ta

The-mis'tj-us (1)

The-mTs't9-cle

Thgm-i-stog'e-nej

The'9-clea
The'9-clus

The-9-clym'e-nus
The-Sc'ly-tiis (c.)
The-oc'rj-tus

The-od'a-mas, or Thl-

od'a-mas
The-o-da'mus (c.)
The-5d'a-tus (c.)

The-9-dec'tes
The-9 do'nis (T.)
The-.,-do'r?i

The-6d-9-r5'tus

The-od'q-ret
The-6d-9-ri'tus
Th5-o-do'rus

The-o-do'sj-a (1) (fir.)

The-9-dVsi-us (1)
The-od'o-ta

The-o-do'ti9n (2)
The-od'o-tus

Th5-9-du'lus (C-.)

The-o-|I't9n (C.)

The-9g-ne'tea
The-9g-nS'tus (C.)

The-og'nis
The-9m-nes'tus
The'on
The-o'nas (c.)
Th5-o-nl'cus (c.)

The-6n'9-e'

Th5'o-pe
The-oph'a-nG
The-oph'a-nes
Th6-o-pha'ni-a

The-oph-a-nl'a, or

Th5-o-pha'ni-a(c
>

.)

The-oph'Ha (C.j

The-oph'i-lus
Th5-9-phras'tus
The-o-phy-lac'tus
Th$-oph'y-ldct

* Taygetus, or Ta.ygc.ta. All our prosodists, but Lem-
priere, accent these words on the antepenultimate syllable, as

if divided into Ta-yg'e-tus and Ta-yg'e-ta. I am, therefore,
rather inclined to suppose the quantity marked in his Dic-

tionary an error of the press. The lines in Lily's QM<E
Oenus will easily call to the recollection of every scholar

how early he adopted the antepenultimate pronuncia-
tion :

"
Tartara, Taygetus, sic Tsenara, Massica, et altus

Gargarus
"

f Tereus. For words of this termination, see IDOME-

NEUS.

I Thebes. Thebes in Egypt was called ffecatom'pylos,

from having a hundred gates \ and Thebes in Greece, Hep-

tap'ylos, from its seven gates.
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The-9-pol'e-mu3
The-o-p5m'pus
The-op'ro-pus (c.)
The-o'rjs (c.)
The-6'rj-us
The-9-tI'mus
The-ox'e-na

ThS-ox-S'nj-a
The-9X-S'ni-us
The'r?
The-ram'bus
The-ram'e-nes

The-rap'ne, or Te-

rap'ne
The'ras
The-rid'a-mas (c.)
The-rim'a-chus (T.)
TheVj-nus (c.)
The-rip'pj-das
Thlr'j-tas
Ther'ma
Ther-mo'don

Ther-mop'y-lae
Ther'mum (T.)
Ther'mus
The-rSd'a-mas
Thg'rSn

Ther-pan'der
Ther-san'der

Ther-sil'o-s'hus

Ther-sip'pus
Ther-sl'tes
Thes-bi'tes
The-se'a (c.)
The-se'j-dffi

The-se'js
The-se'um (c.)
The'se-Gs

The'se-us, and
Thg'seua (c.)

The-si'dffi

The-si'dea

Thes-moph'9-r? (<?)

Thes-m9-pho'rj-a
Thes-mBth'e-tae

The'so-a, or

The-isV? (c.)
Thes-pe'a (c.)

Thes-pl'a
Thes-pl'a-dse
Thes-pl'a-des
Thls'pHe

'

Thes'pjs
Thes'pj-us, or TheV-

tj-fis (1)

Thes-pro'tl (c.)
Thes-Pr5'tj-a (1)

Thes-pro'tus
Thes-sa'lj-a

Thes-sa'lj-on
Thes-sa-lj-o'tjs

Thes-sa-Io-nl'c$i
*

Thes'sa-lus
Thes'ta-lus (T.)
Thes'te
Thes'ti-a (1)

Thes-ti'a-dae, and
fhes-tl'a-dea

Thes'tj-as (1)
Thes tj-dl'um (<7.)

Thes'ti-us (1)
Thes'tor

Thes'ty-lis

Thes'ty-liis (C.)
The'tis
Theu'do-tus (c.)

Theu'tjs, or Teu'this'

Thl-al-le'l? (C-.)

Thl'as
Thlm'bron
Thl-od'a-mas

Thir-mid'j-a (r.)
This'be

This'j-as (1)
This'o-a
Tho-an-t5'us (cr.)

Th9-Sn'tj-um (1)
Tho'as
Tho'e
Tho'lus
Thorn 'y-ris

Thonf
Tho'njs
Th9-nl'te3 (c.)
Tho'on
Tho'o-sa

Th9-o'tes
Th9-ra'ni-us
Tho'rax
Tho'rj-a
Thor'nax
Thor'sus

Tho^us
Thra'ce
Thra'ces
Thra'cj-a (1)
Thrace
Thrac'i-dae

Thra/cjs
Thra'se-as
Thra-sid'e-us

Thra'sj-us (1)
Thra'sS

Thras-y-bu'Ius
Thras-y-dae'us

Thra-sjl'lus

Thra-sym'a-chus
Thras-y-me'des
Thras-y-me'nus
Thre-i"cj-us (1)
Thre-is'sa

Threp-sip'pas
Thri-am'bus
Thro'nj-um
Thry'on
Thry'us
Thu-c'yd'i-des
Thu-is'to
ThS'le

Thu'rj-iE, or Thu'-
rj-um

Thu'ri-nus
Thu-rl'nus (c.)

Thus'cj-a (1)

Thy'a
Thy'a-des
Thy-a-ml'a (c.)

Thy'a-mis
Thy'a-n?
Thy-a-tl'ra
Thy-b'ar'ni

Thy-s'ta
Thy-es'tes
Thy-es-te'us (C

1

.)

Thy'i-as (3) (c.)

Thym'bra
Thym-brae'ua
Tliym'bri-a (<7.)

Thym'bns
Thym'bron
Thym'e-16
Thy-ml'a-this
Thy-moch'a-r5s
Thy-moe'tes
Thy-od'a-mas
Thy-o'ne
Thy-5'ne-us
Thy'9-tes
Thy'fe
Thyr'e-a
Thyr-e-a'tis (c.)

Thyr'e-us
Thyr'i-des (c.)

Thjr'i-on
Thyr-sag'e-tae
Thyr-sal'e-tes (c.

Thys'sos
'

Thy'us
Ti-a'r? (C-.)
Tl'a-sa
Tib-a-re'nl
Ti-be'ri-as

Tib-e-rl'nus

Tib'e-ris
Ti-be'ri-us

Tl-be'rus (C.)
Tl-be'sjs
Ti-bis'cus (s.)

Tib-i-se'nus (C.)
Tib'u-lsi (c.)
Ti-bfil'lus

Tl'bur
Tib-ur-tl'nus (<7.

Tl-bUr'tj-us (1)
Tl-bur'tua

Tl'hjs (T.)
Tich'j-us

'

Ti-ci'num (<7.)

Ti-ci'nus, (river.)

Tic'j-nus, (man.) (C.)
Tid'i-us
Tl-es'sa

Tif'a-ta

Tl-fer'num

Tig'a-sis
Ti^-el-li'nus-'-
Ti-gra'nea
Tig-ran-9-cer'ta
Ti'gres
Tl'gris

Tig-u-rl'nl
Til-a-tae'i

TTl-a-vemp'tus (r.)

Til-phus'sus (r.)
Tl-mfe'fi

Ti-maen'e-tus (4) (c
1

.)

Tl-mae'us

Ti-mag'e-nes
Tim-a-*5'tes (C-.)

Ti-magVras
Ti-man'dr?
Tl-man'drj-def
Ti-man'|e-lus (c.)
Tl-man'thes

Tl-m'ar'ghus
Tim-a-re'ta
Ti-ma'si-on (1)
Tim-a-sith'e-us
Tl-ma'vus
Tim'e-as (c.)
Tl-m5'sj-us (1)
Tl-moch'a-ris

Tlm-9-cle'a
Tim'9-de (C.)
Ti-m6c'ra-tes
Tl-mo'cre-on

Tim-9-dje'mus
Tlm-o-la'us
Tl-rn6'le-5n

Ti-mo'lus
Ti-mom'fi-chus
Tl'mon
Ti-mo'nax (c.)
Tl-moph'a-nea
TT-mo'the-us
Tl-mox'e-nus

Tin'gjs
'

Tin'F-a (T.)

Ti'pha
Tl'phys
Tiph'y-s?
Ti-re'si-as (1)
Tir-i-ba'ses

Tir-j-da'tes
Ti'rjs
Ti'ro

Tl-ryn'thj-a
Tl-ryn'thus
Tl-sae'um

Ti-sam'e-nes
Tl-san'd'rus

Tl-sar'chus
Tis'dra (T.)
Ti-si'a-rus

Ti"si-as (1)

Tl-siph'o-ne

Ti-siph'9-nus
Tis'o-bls (c.)
Tis'sat (T.)
Tjs-sam'e-nus
Tis-sa-pher'nes
Ti-tffi'a

Tl-tan, or Tl-ta'nus
Tit'a-na
Ti-ta'nes

Tl'tqnij
Tit-a-ne'us (c.)
Ti-ta'nj-a

Tl-tan'j-des

Ti-ta'nj-us (c.)
Tl-ta'nus, (a giant.)
Tit/a-nus, (a river.)

Tit-a-re'sj-us (1)
Tit-a-re'sus (c.)
Tit'e-nus

Tifh-e-nid'i-a
Tl-tho'nus
Ti-tho're'-a (c.)
Tl-thraus'tes

TV'ti-9 (1)

Ti-tj-a'na (1)
Ti-ti-a'nus (1)
Ti"ti-es (C-.)

Ti"ti-I (1)

Ti-tm'i-us
Ti"ti-us (1)
Tl-tor'mua
Tit-the'um (C.)
Tl-tu'rj-us
Ti'tus

Tit'y-rus
Tit'y-us
Tle-pol'e-mus (5)
Tma'rus (5)
Tmo'Ius (5)

TS^h'a-rl (c.)
Toes'-o-bis (4) (c.)

To-ga'ta
T9-lS'tum (c.)
Tol-is-t'o'bi-I (c.)

Tol'mj-des
Tol'9-phon (C.)
T9-lo'sa

T9-lum'nus
To'lus

T9-mae'ura
Tom'a-r'us

Tom'j-sa
To-mi'tae (c.)
Tom'9-rl (C-.)

To'mos, or To'mjs
Tom'y-ris
Ton-do'ta (c.)
To'ne-a

T9n-^il'H
T9-ni'a (c.)

T9-pa'zos
To-pa'zus (C.)

Top'i-ris, or Top'rus
TSr'e-tae (c-.)

Tor'j-ni
T9-ro'ne

T9r-qua'ta
Tor-qua'tus
Tor'tor
To'rus

Tor'y-ne
T9-ry'ne (c.)

Tox-a-rid'j-a
Tox'e-us
Tox-ic'ra-t5

Tox'i-li (c.)
Tra'be-a
Trach'a-liis

Tra^has
Tra-che'gi (c.)
Tra-chin'i-a

Trach-9-nI'tis

Tra%B'di-a (c.)
Tra'gus
Traj-a-nop'9-lis

TrHa'nus
Tra'jan

Tral'lea

Trans-al-pi'nys (<7.)

Trans-pa-da'nus (c.)
Trans-tib-er-I'na
Trans-tib-e-rl'nus (C.)

Trap'e-za (c.)

'

TrSp'e-zon (<?)
Tra-pe'zus

Trap'e-zus (c.)
Tra-phe'a (c.)
Tras-i-me'nus (C.)
Tra-sul'lus

Tre'bsi (T.)
Tre-ba'ti-us (1)
Tre-bel-l'j-a'nus

Tre-bel-lj-5'nus

Tre-bel'lj-iis

'

Trg'bi-a

Tre'bj-Gs
Tre-bo'ni-a
Tre-bo'ni-us

Trlb'u-l5i
Tre'rus

Tres'vj-rl (c.)
Trev'e-rl
Tri-a'i-i-a

Trl-a'ri-us

Trl-bal'll

Trib'o-ci
Tri-bu'nl

Tri-cas'sef (T.)
Tric-as-tl'ni

Tric'cas, (tnk'se)
Trich'i-nas (c.)

Trl-cho'njs (c.)
Tri-cla'ri-a

Tric-9-lo'nI (c.)
Trl-c5r'y-thus (C.)
Trl-cra'na (c.)
Trl-cre'na
TrI-den'tum (r.)
TrI-e'rea (c.)
TrI-e-ter'i-ca

Trl-e-te'ris (C.)
TrIf-9-lI'nus

Tri-gem'j-nsi (T.)
TrI-go'num (c.)
Tri-go'nus (c.)

Trl-na'crj-a, or Trin'a-
cris

Trin'a-cris (c.)
Tri-na'crj-us (C.)

Trl-oc'a-la/^fTrl'o-tl?
Tri'9-dus (c.)
Trl-5'nes (c-.)

TrlVpas, or Tri'ops
Trl^-pe'j-us (3) (C.)

Tri-phil'lis

Tri-phl'lus

Trl-phyl'j-a

Trl-phy'lis'((7.)

Trip'9-dl (c.)
Trip'o-lis

Trip-tol'e-mus
Trlq'ue-tra

Tris-me-^Is'ttis
Trl-te'a' (c.)

'

Tri"tj-a (1)

Trit-9-|e-ni'si
Tri'ton
Trl-to'nea (c.)
TrI-to'nis

Trl-to'nus (c.)

Trl-um'vj-rl
Trl-ven'turu

Trlv'H
Triv'i-ae Xn'trum
Triv'i-ae Lu'cus
Tri-vl'cum
Tr5'a-des
Tr5'as
Tr8ch'a-rl

Troch'9-Is-'

Trog-lod'y-tas

Trog-lod'y-tes (C.)

* Thessalonica. This word, like every other of a similar

termination, is sure to be pronounced, by a mere English
scholar, with the accent on the third syllable ; but this must
be avoided, on pain of literary excommunication.

f Tkon, a physician of Egypt. Milton spells this word

112

with the final e, making it one syllable only, and conse-

quently pronouncing it so as to rhyme with tone:

" Not that Nepenthe, which the wife of Thone,
In Esypt, gave to Jove-born Helena,
Is of such power to stir up joy as this."

Comui.
WWW
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Trc'gus Ppm-pe'j-us (3)
Tro'i-lus *
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f-es-til'j-us

Ves-til'l?
Ves-tl'nl
Ves-tl'nu3
VeVu-liis

Ve-su'vj-us
VeVvj-us (<7.)

Vet'tj-us
Vet-to'nes

Vlt-u-lo'nj-si
Ve-tu'ri-a

Ve-tu'rj-iis
Vg'tus
Vi-a'drus (r.)

Vi-a'ljs'cc-.)

Vi-bid'j-?
Vl-bid'i-us

Vib-j-o'nes (c.)

Vib'j-us
Vl'bo
Vib-u-le'nus

Vi-bul'lj-us

Vi-cel'lj-us

Vl-cen'ta, or Vi-ce'

ti-a (1)

Vj-cen'tj-? (1) (r.)



PREFACE

TO THE TERMINATION!! VOCABULARY

TAKING a retrospective view of language, or surveying it in its terminations, affords not only a new, but an

advantageous view of all languages. The necessity of this view induced me, several years ago, to arrange the

whole English language according to its terminations 5
and this arrangement I found of infinite use to me in

consulting the analogies of our tongue. A conviction of its utility made me desirous of arranging the Greek
and Latin proper names in the same manner, and more particularly, as the pronunciation of these languages

depends more on the termination of words than any other we are acquainted with. Of such utility is this

arrangement supposed to be in the Greek language, that the son of the famous Hoogeveen, who wrote on the

Greek Particles, has actually printed such a Dictionary, which only waits for a preface to be published. The
labor of such a selection and arrangement must have been prodigious. Nor is the task I have undertaken, in

the present work, a slight one
j
but the idea of rendering the classical pronunciation of proper names still more

easy, encouraged me to persevere in the labor, however dry and fatiguing.
I flattered myself 1 had already promoted this end, by dividing the proper names into syllables upon analogi-

cal principles, but hoped I could still add to the facility of recollecting their pronunciation, by the arrangement
here adopted ; which, in the first place, exhibits the accent and quantity of every word by its termination.

In the next place, it shows the extent of this accentuation, by producing, at one view, all the words differ-

ently accented, by which means may be formed the rule and the exception.

Thirdly, when the exceptions are but few and less apt to be regarded, by seeing them contrasted with the

rule they are imprinted more strongly on the memory, and are the more easily recollected. Thus, by seeing
that Sperchius, Xenophontius, and Darius are the only words of that very numerous termination which have
the accent on the penultimate, we are at perfect ease about all the rest.

Fourthly, by seeing that all words ending in enes have universally the antepenultimate accent, we easily
recollect that the pronunciation of Eumenes with the accent on the penultimate is radically wrong, and is only
tolerated because adopted by some respectable writers. Thus, too, the numerous termination in adcs is seen

to be perfectly antepenultimate ;
and the ambiguous termination in ides is freed, in some measure, from its

intricacy, by seeing the extent of both forms contrasted. This contrast, without being obliged to go to Greek

etymologies, shows, at one view, when this termination has the accent on the penultimate i, as in Tydides, and

when it transfers the accent to the antepenultimate, as in Thucydides ; which depends entirely on the quantity
of the original word from which these patronymics are formed.

And, lastly, when the number of words pronounced with a different accent are nearly equal, we can, at least,

find some way of recollecting their several accentuations better than if they were promiscuously mingled with

all the rest of the words in the language. By frequently repeating them, as they stand together, the ear will

gain a habit of placing the accent properly, without knowing why it does so. In short, if Labbe's Catholici

Indices, which is in the hands of all the learned, be useful for readily finding the accent and quantity of proper

names, the present Index cannot fail to be much more so, as it not only associates them by their accent and

quantity, but according to their termination also
;
and by this additional association, it must necessarily render

any diversity of accent more easily perceived and remembered.

To all which advantages it may be added, that this arrangement has enabled me to point out the true sound

of every termination
; by which means, those who are totally unacquainted with the learned languages, will find

themselves instructed in the true pronunciation of the final letters of every word, as well as its accent and

quantity.
It need scarcely be observed, that in the following Index, almost all words of two syllables are omitted j for,

as dissyllables in the Greek and Latin languages are always pronounced with the accent on the first, it was

needless to insert them. The same may be observed of such words as have the vowel in the penultimate sylla-

ble followed by two consonants
5
for in this case, unless the former of these consonants were a mute, and the

latter a liquid, the penultimate vowel was always long, and consequently always had the accent. This analogy
takes place in our pronunciation of words from the Hebrew, which, with the exception of some few that

have been Anglicized, such as Bethlehemite, Nazarene, &c., have the accent, like the Greek and Latin words,

either on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable.

It might have been expected that I should have confined myself to the insertion of proper names alone,

without bringing in the gentile adjectives, as they are called, which are derived from them. This omission

would, undoubtedly, have saved me immense trouble
;
but these adjectives, being sometimes used as substan-

tives, made it difficult to draw the line
; and, as the analogy qf accentuation was, in some measure, connected

with these adjectives, I hoped the trouble of collecting and arranging them would not be entirely thrown away.
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GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES

AA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

ABAA,* Nausicaa,

BA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ababa, Desudaba, Alaba, Allaba, Aballaba, Cillaba, Adeba,
Abnoba, Onoba, Arnoba, Ausoba, Hecuba, Gelduba, Cordu-

ba, Voluba, Rutuba.

ACA, EGA, ICA,t OCA, UCA, YCA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cleonica, Thessalonica, Veronica, Noctiluca, Donuca.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Ithaca, Andriaca, Malaca, Tabraca, Mazaca, Seneca,

Cyrenai'ca, Belgica, Georgica, Cabalica, Italica, Maltilica,
Bellica, Laconica, Leonica, Marica, Marmarica, Conimbri-

ca, Merobrica, Mirobrica, Cetobrica, Anderica, America,
Africa, Arborica, Aremorica, Armorica, Norica, Tetrica,
Asturica, Illyrica, [Nasica,^] Esica, Corsica, Athatica, Breti-

ca, Ceretica, Anaitica, Celtica, Salmantica, Cyrrhestica,
Ustica, Utica, Engravica, Oboca, Amadoca, Aesyca, Mutyca.

DA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Abdeda, Hecameda, Diomeda, Amida, Actrida.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Aada, Adada, Symada, Bagrada, Suada, Idubeda, An-

dromeda, Ceneda, Agneda, Voneda, Candida, Egida, An-
derida, Florida, Pisida.

/EA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Dicsea, Niceea, and all worda of this termination.

EA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Laodicea, Stratonicea, Cymodocea, Medea, Ligea, Argea,
Amathea, Alphea, Erythea, Ethalea, Malea, Heraclea, Am-
phiclea, Theoclea, Agathoclea, Androclea, Euryclea, Pen-

thesilea, Achillea, Asbamea, Alcidamea, Cadmea, Elimea,
.dEnea. Mantinea, Maronea, Chaeronea, ^Epea, Barea, Caesa-

rea, Neocaesarea, Cytherea, Ipsea, Hypsea, Galatea, Platea,

Myrtea, (a city.)

* As the accent is never on the last syllable of Greek or

Latin proper names, the final a must be pronounced as in

English words ofthis termination ;
that is, nearly as the inter-

jection ah! See Rule 7, prefixed to the Initial Vocabulary.

f Of all the words ending in ica, Cleonica, Veronica, and

Thessalonica,J are the only three which have the penultimate
accent. See Rule 29, prefixed to the Initial Vocabulary,
and the words ANDRONicunand SOPHRONICUS.

t [Nasica (pronounced JMz-si'ca). See NASICA, on page
878. EDITOR.]

Florida. Labbe tells us that some of the most learned
men pronounce this part of America with the accent on the

penultimate syllable.

|J
Achaia. The vowels in this termination do not form

a diphthong. The accent is upon the first a, the i is pro-
nounced like y consonant in year, and the final a nearly like

the a in father, or the interjection ah! See Rule 7.

1F Words of this termination have the cia pronounced as
if written she-a. See Rule 10, prefixed to the Initial Vo-

cabulary.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Pharnacea, Ardea, Tegea, -<Ethea, Dexithea, Leucothea,
Alea, Doclea, Dioclea, Elea, Marcellea, Demea, Castanea,
Aminea, Ficulnea, Albunea, Boe'a, Clupea or Clypea,
Abarbarea, Chaerea, Verrea, Laurea, Thyrea, Rosea, Odys-
sea, Etea, Tritea, Myrtea, (a name of Venus,) Butea, Abazea.

O3A.

Accent the Penultimate.

Meleboea, Euboea, and all words of this termination.

GA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abaga, Bibaga, Ampsaga, Aganzaga, Noe'ga, Arabrlga,
Aobriga, Segobriga, Cceliobriga, Flaviobriga.

HA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Malacha, Pyrrhica, Adatha, Agatha, Badenatha, Abara-

tha, Monumetha.
ATA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Achaia,|| Panchaia, Aglaia, Maia.

BIA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Arabia, Trebia, Contrebia, Albia, Balbia, Olbia, Corym-
bia, Zenobia, Cornubia.

OU.1t
Accent the Antepenultim,ate.

Nicacia, Dacia, Salacia, Wormacia, Thaumacia, Conna-

cia, Ambracia, Thracia, Samothracia, Artacia, Accia, Gal-

lacia, Graecia, Voadicia, Vindelicia, Cilicia, Libyphoenicia,
Aricia, Chalcia, Francia, Provincia, Cappadoc'ia, Porcia,

Muscia, Ascia, Iscia, Thuscia, Boruscia, Seleucia,** Tucia,
Lycia.

DIA.tf
Accent the Penultimate.

Iphimedia, Laomedia, Protomedia.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Badia, Arcadia, Leucadia, Media, Iphimedia, Nicomedia,
Polymedia, Eporedia, Corsedia, Suedia, Fordicidia, Nu-

midia, Canidia, Japidia, Pisidia, Gallovidia, Scandia, India,

Burgundia, Ebodia, Clodia, ^Erodia, Longobardia, Cardia,

** Seleucia. See Rule 30, and the word in the Initial

Vocabulary. [And likewise the following note. EDITOR.]

ft See IPHIGENIA in the Initial Vocabulary. [" Proper names
or epithets," says Mr. Carr,

"
ending in damia, genia, as Iphi-

genla, Protogenla, Iphidamla, Laodamla, &c., have the penul-
timate long. The same remark applies to names of towns
formed from the names of individuals ; as, Antiochia, from
Antiochus

; Alexandria, from Alexander ; Cassandrla, from
Cassander

; Philadelphia, from Philadelphus ; Seleucia, from
Seleucus." In accordance with this rule, Mr. Carr places the

accent in all the following words on the penultimate sylla-

ble : Adrastia, Agathia, Alexandria, Amphigenia, Antiochia,

Antipatria, Archidamia, Asclepia, Asphilathia, Astydamia,
Attalia, Cassandria, Deidamia, Echedamia, Epiphania, Ery-

thia, Eumenia, Eumeredia, Eusebia, Heniochia, Hippoda-

mia, Iphidemia, Iphigenia, Iphimedia, Laodamia, Leba-

dia, Lysimachia, Medullia, Menelaia, Nicomedia, Peridia,

Philadelphia, Protogenia, Protomedia, Samaria, Seleucia,

Theophania. The words Academia and Apamia Carr accents

both on the penultimate and antepenultimate. EDITOR.]
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Verticordia, Concordia, Discordia, Herephordia, Claudia,
Lydia.

EIA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Elegeia,* Hygeia, Antheia, Cartheia, Aquileia, Pompeia,
Deipeia, Tarpeia, Carteia.

GIA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
. Sphagia, Lagia, Athanagia, Norvigia, Cantabrigia, Ortigia,

Langia, Eningia, Finningia, Lotharingia, Turingia, Ser-

gia, Orgia, Pelasgia, Fugia, Rugia, Ogygia, Jopygia, Phrygia,

HIA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Sophia, Anthia, Erythia, Xenopithia.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Valachia, Lysimachia, Centauromachia, Inachia, Xynsi-

chia, Antiochia, Amphilochia, Munychia, Philadelphia, Ap-
ostrophia, Scarphia, Acryphia, Emathia, ^mathia, Alethia,

Hyacinthia, Carinthia, Tyrinthia, Cynthia, Tyrynthia, Par-

thia, Scythia, Pythia.

LIA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Thalia, Aristoclia, Basilia.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

CEbalia, Fornicalia, Lupercalia, Acidalia, Vandalia, Po-

dalia, Megalia, Robigalia, Fugalia, CEchalia, Westphalia,
^Ethalia, Alalia, Vulcanalia, Paganalia, Bacchanalia, Ter-

minalia, Fontinalia, Vertumnalia, Portumnalia, Agonalia,
Angeronalia, Saturnalia, Faunalia, Portunalia, Opalia, Lib-

eralia, Feralia, Floralia, Lemuralia, Salia, Pharsalia, Thes-

salia, ^Etalia, Italia, Compitalia, Carmontalia, Laurentalia,
Castalia, Attalia, Psytalia, Mamblia, ^Elia, Coelia, Belia,

Celia, Decelia, Agelia, Helia, Cornelia, Clcelia, Aspelia, Cere-

lia, Aurelia, Velia, Anglia, Ca;cilia, Sicilia, ^gilia, Cingilia,

Palilia, ^Emilia, ^Enilia, Venilia, Parilia, Basilia, Absilia,

Hersilia, Massilia, Atilia, Anatilia, Petilia, Antilia, duintil-

ia, Hostilia, Cutilia, Aquilia, Servilia, Elaphobolia, Ascolia,

Padolia, ^Eolia, Folia, Natolia, Anatolia, ^Etolia, Nauplia,
Daulia, Flgulia, Julia, Apulia, Gaetulia, Getulia, Triphylia,
Pamphylia.

MIA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Deidamia,f Laodamia, Hippodamia, Astydamia, Aparaia,
Hydramia.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Lamia, Mesopotamia, Cadmia, Academia, Archidemia,

Eudemia, Isthmia, Holmia, Posthum ia.

NIA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Amphigenia, Iphigenia, \ Tritogenia, Lasthenia.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Albania, Sicania, Hyrcania, Arcania, Lucania, Dania,
Codania, Dardania, Epiphania, Alania, Mania, Carmania,
Germania, Normania, Cinnania, Acarnania, Campania,
Hispania, Pomerania, Afrania, Urania, Bassania, Actania,
Edetania, Laletania, Occitania, Ossigitania, Mauritania,
Lusitania, Titania, Sexitania, Alentania, Contestania, Me-
vania, Lithuania, Transjlvania, Azania, ^Enia, Actsenia,

Aberdenia, Ischenia, Tyrrhenia, Partbenia, Diogenia, Me-
nia. Achaemenia, Armenia, Nenia, Ncenia, Pcenia, Cebrenia,
Senia, Arnagnia, Signia, Albinia, Lacinia, Dinia, Sardinia,
Fulginia, Virginia, Bechinia, Machlinia, Ciminia, Eleusinia,
Tinia, Lavinia, Mervinia, Lainnia, Lycemnii, Polyhymnia,
Alemannia, Britannia, Fescennia, Aonia, Lycarnia, Char-

nia, Catalonia, Laconia, Glasconia, Adonia, Macedonia,
Marcedonia, Caledonia, Mygdonia,Aidonia, Asidonia, Pos-

idonia, Abbandonia, Herdonia, Laudonia, Cydonia, Maeo-

nia, Pasonia, Pelagonia, Paphlagonia, Aragonia, Antigonia,
Sithonia, Ionia, Agrionia, Avalonia, Aquilonia, Apollonia,

*
Elegeia. The ancients sometimes separated the vowels

ei in this termination, and sometimes pronounced them as a

diphthong. The general mode of pronouncing them with
us is to consider them as a diphthong, and to pronounce it

as long or double e; which, from its squeezed sound, ap-
proaches to the initial y, and makes these words pronounced
as if written El-c-je'yah, Hy-j^yah, &c. This is the pro-
nunciation which ought to be adopted ;

but scholars who
are fond of displaying .their knowledge of Greek will be
sure to pronounce Elegeia, Hygeia, or rather Hygieia, An-
theia, and Deiopeia, with the diphthong like the noun eye ;

while Cartheia, or Carteia, Aquileia, Pompeia, and Tarpeia, of
Latin original, are permitted to have their diphthongs
sounded like double e, or, which is nearly the same thing,
if the vowels be separated, to sound the e long, as in equal,
and the i as y consonant, articulating the final a. See
note on Achaia.

Colonia, Polonia, Populonia, Vetulonia, Babylonia, Acmo
nia, JSmonia, Haemonia, Tremonia, Ammonia, Harmonia,
Codanonia, Sinonia, Pannonia, Bononia, Lamponia, Pom-
ponia, Cronia, Feronia, Sophronia, Petronia, Antronia, Du-
ronia, Turonia, Caesonia, Ausonia, Latonia, Tritonia, Bol-

tonia, Ultonia, Hantonia. Vintonia, Wintonia, Bistonia,
Plutonia, Favonia, Sclavonia, Livonia, Arvonia, Saxon ia,

Exonia, Sicyonia, Narnia, Sarnia. Dorebernia, Hibernia,
Cliternia, Lindisfornia, Vigernia, Wigornia, Liburnia, Cal-

phurnia, Saturnia, Pornia, Daunia, Ceraunia, Acroceraunia,
Junia, Clunia, Neptunia, Ercynia, Bythinia, Macrynia.

Latbia.

OIA
Accent the Antepenultimate.

PIA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Apia, Salopia, Manapia, Messapia, Asclipia, Lampia,

Olympia, Ellopia, Dolopia, CEnopia, Cecropia, Mopsopia,
Appia, Lappia, Oppia, Luppia, Antuerpia.

RIA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Daria.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Aria, Baria, Fabaria, Columbaria, Barbaria, Caria, Fica-

ria, Calcaria, Sagaria, Megaria, Hungaria, Pharia. Salaria,
Hilaria, Allaria, Mallaria, Sigillaria, Anguillaria, Samaria, $
Palmaria, Planaria, Enaria, Maenaria, Gallinaria, Asinaria,
Carbonaria, Chaunaria, Colubraria, Agraria, Diocaesaria,
Pandataria, Cotaria, Nivaria, Antiquaria, Cervaria, Petua-

ria, Argentuaria, Calabria, Cantabria, Cambria, Sicambria,
Fimbria, Mesembria, Umbria, Cumbria, Selymbria, Abobria,
Amagetobria, Trinacria, Teucria, Molycria, Adria, Hadria,
Geldria, Andria, Scamandria, Anandria, Cassandria, Alex-

andria, ^Eria, Egeria, Aeria, Faberia, Iberia, Celtiheria, Lu-
ceria, Neuceria, ^Egeria, ^Etheria, Elutheria, Pieria, Aleria,
Valeria, Ameria, Numeria, Neria, Casperia, Cesperia, Hespe-
ria, Hyperia, Seria, Fabrateria, Compulteria, Asteria, An-
thesteria, Faveria, Lhoegria, Iria, Liria, Equiria, Oschofo-

ria, Daphnephoria, Themophoria, Anthesphoria, Chilmoria,
Westmoria, Eupatoria, Anactoria, Victoria, Pretoria, Arria,
Atria, Eretria, Feltria, Conventria, Bodotria, CEnotria, Ces-

tria, Cicestria, Circestria, Thalestria, Istria, Austria, Indus-

tria, Tublustria, Uria, Calauria, Isauria, Curia, Duria, Man-
duria, Furia, Liguria, Remuria, Etruria, Hetruria, Turia,
Apaturia, Boeturia, Beturia, Asturia, Syria, Coelesyria, Cce-

losyria, Leucosyria, Assyria.

SIA.H
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Asia, Chadasia, Lasia, Seplasia, Amasia, Aspasia, The-

rasia, Agirasia, Austrasia, Anastasia, ^Esia, Caesia, Maesia,
^Edesia, Artemesia, Magnesia, Moesia, Merpesia, Ocresia,
Euphratesia, Artesia, Sue,sia, Bisia, Calisia, Provisia, Hor-

tensia, Chenobosia, Leucosia, Pandosia, Theodosia, Ara-

chosia, Orthosia, Rosia, Thesprosia, Sosia, Lipsia, Nupsia,
Persia, Nursia, Tolassia, Cephissia, Russia, Blandusia,
Clusia, Ampelusia, Anthemusia, Acherusia, Perusia, Bysia,

Sicysia, Mysia, Dionysia.

TIA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Sabatia, Ambatia, Latia, Calatia, Galatia, Collatia, Dal-

matia, Sarmatia, Egnatia, Aratia, Alsatia, Actia, Coetia,

Rhsatia, Anaetia, Vicetia, Peucetia, Pometia, Anetia, Clam-

petia, Lucretia, Cyretia, Setia, Lutetia, Helvetia, Uzetia,
Phiditia, Angitia, Androlitia, Sulpitia, Naritia, Delgovitia,

Baltia, Bantia, Brigantia, Murgantia, Almantia, Numantia,
Aperantia, Constantia, Placentia, Picentia, Lucentia, Fi-

dentia, Diger\tia, Morgentia, Valentia, Pollentia, Polentia,

Terentia, Florentia, Laurentia, Consentia, Potentia, Faven-

tia, Confluentia, Liquentia, Druentia, Q,uintia,Pontia, Ach-

erontia, Alisontia, Moguntia, Scotia, Boestia, Scaptia,

Martia, Tertia, Sebastia, Bubastia, Adrastia, Bestia, Modes-

For a more complete idea of the sound of this diphthong,
see the word PLEIADES, in the Initial Vocabulary. To which
observations we may add, that when this diphthong in

Greek is reduced to the single long i in Latin, as in Iphige-
nia, Elegia, &c., it is pronounced like single i, that is, like

the noun eye.

t Deidamia. See Rule 30.

J Iphigenia. See this word in the Initial Vocabulary.

$ Samaria. For the accent of this word and Alexandria,
see Rule 30, prefixed to the Initial Vocabulary.

||
-sia The s in this termination, when preceded by a

vowel, ought always to be sounded like ih, as if written

Amaihia, Aspazhia, &c. Asia, Theodosia, and Sosia, seem
to be the only exceptions.
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tia, Segestia, Orestia, Charistia, Ostia, Brattia, Acutia,
Minutia, Cossutia, Tutia, Clytia, Narytia.

VIA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Candavia, Blavia, Flavia, Menavia, Scandinavia, Aspa-
via, Morav'a, Warsavia, Octavia, Juvavia, ^Evia, Cendevia,
Menevia,. ouevia, Livia, Trivia, Urbesalvia, Sylvia, Mosco-
via, Sefjvia, Gergovia, Nassovia, Cluvia.

XIA.

Accent Hie Antepenultimate.
Brixia, Cinxia.

YIA.
Accent the Penultimate,

Dithyia,* Orithyia.
ZIA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Sabazia, Alyzia.

ALA.

Ahala, Messak
Accent the Penultimate.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abala, Gabala, Castabala, Onobala, Triocala, Crocala, Ab-

dala, Daedala, Bucephala, Abliala, Astyphala, Mcenala,
Avala.

CLA.
Accent either the Penultimate or Antepenultimate Syllable.
Amicla.

ELA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Arbela, (in Persia,) Acela, Adela, Suadela, Mundela, Phil-

omela, Amstela.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Arbela, (in Sicily.)

OLA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Publicola, Anionicola, Junonicola, Neptunicola, Agricola,
Baticola, Leucola, ^Eola, Abrostola, Sctevola.

ULA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abula. Trebula, Albula, Carbula, Callicula, Saticula,

Adula, Acidula, ^Egula, Caligula, Artigula, Longula, Ortop-
ula, Merula, Casperula, Asula, ^Esula, Fcesula, Sceptesula,
Sceptensula, Insula, Vitula, Vistula.

YLA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ibyla, Massyla.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Acyla.

AMA, EMA, IMA, OMA, UMA, YMA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cynossema, Aroma, Narracustoma.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Pandama, Abderama, Asama, Uxama, Acema, Obrima,
Perrima, Certima, Boreostoma, Decuma, Didyma, Hierosol-

yma, ^Esyma.
ANA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Albana, Pandana, Trajana, Marciana, Diana, Sogdiana,
Drangiana, Margiana, Aponiana, Pomponiana, Trojana,
Copiana, Mariana, Drusiana, Susiana, Statiana, Glottiana,

Viana, Alana, Crococalana, Eblana, ^Elana, Amboglana,
Vindolana, duerculana, duerquetulana, Amana, Almana,
Coinana, Mumana, Barpana, Clarana, Adrana, Messana,
Catana, Accitana, Astigitana, Zeugitana, Meduana, Malva-

na, Cluana, Novan a, Equana.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abana, Fricana, Concana, Adana, Cispadana, Sagana,
Achana, Leuphana, Hygiana, Drepana, Barpana, Ecbatana,
Catana, Sequana, Cyana, Tyana.

f

ENA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Labena, Characena, Medena, Fidena, Aufidena, Ageena,
Comagena, Dolomena, Capena, Cassena, Messena, Artena.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Phoebigena, Graphigena, Aciligena, Ignigena, Junonige-
na, Opigena, Nysigena, Bcetigena, Trojugena, JEgosthena,

* The vowels ia in these words must be pronounced dis-

tinctly in two syllables, as if written Il-ith-e-i'ah, O-rith-e-

i'ah; the penultimate syllable pronounced as the noun eye.

Alena, Helena, Pellena, Porsena, Atena, Polyxena, The-
oxena,

INA.f
Accent the Penultimate.

Arabina, Acina, Cloacina, Tarracina, Cluacina, Coecina,
Ricina, Runcina, Cercina, Lucina, Erycina, Acradina, Ach-
radina, ^Egina, Bachina, Acanthina, Messalina, Catalina,
Fascelina, Mechlina, Tellina, Callina, Medullina, Cleobuli-

na, Tutulina, Caenina, Cenina, Antonina, Heroina, Apina,
Cisalpina, Transalpina, Agrippina, Abarina, Carina, Larina,
Cainarina, Sabrina, Phalacrina, Acerina, Lerina, Camerina,
Terina, Jamphorina, Caprina, Myrina, Casina, Felsina,
Abusina, Elusina, Atina, Catina, Metina, Libitina, Mariti-

na, Libentina, Adrumentina, Ferentina, Aventina, Arunti-

na, Potina, Paleestina, Mutina, Flavina, Levina.

Accent tlie Antepenultimate.
Acina, Fascellina, Proserpina, Asina, Sursina.

ONA.
Accent tiie Penultimate.

Abona, Uxacona, Libisocona, Usocona, Saucona, Dodona,
Scardona, Adeona, Aufona, Salona, Bellona, Duellona,
^Emona, Cremona, Artemona, Salmona, Homona, Pomona,
Flanona, ^Enona, Hippona, Narona, Aserona, Angerona,
Verona, Matron a, JEsona, Latona, Antona, Dertona, Orto-

na, Cortona, Alvoiia, Axona.

UNA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ituna.
OA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Aloa.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Anchoa.
IPA, OPA, UPA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Argyripa, Europa, Catadupa.

ARA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Abdara.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abara, Acara, Imacara, Accara, Cadara, Gadara, Abdara,
Megara, Machara, Imachara, Phalara, Cinara, Cynara, Lip-
ara, Lupara, Isara, Patara, Mazara.

CRA, DRA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Lepteacra, Charadra, Clepsydra.

ERA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Abdera, Andera, Cythera, (the island Cerigo, near

Crete.)
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Libera, Glycera, Acadera, Jadera, Cythera, (the city of

Cyprus,) Hiera, Cremera, Cassera.

GRA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Tanagra, Beregra.
HRA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Libethra.
IRA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Daira, Thelaira, Stagira, ^Egira, Deianira, Metanira, Thy-
atira.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Cybira.
ORA.

Accent the Penultimate.

Pandora, Aberdora, Aurora, Vandesora, Windesora.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Ebora.

TRA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cleopatra.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Excetra, Leucopetra, Triquetra.

URA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cabura, Ebura, ^Ebura, Balbura, Subura, Pandura, Baniu

ra, Asura, Lesura, Isura, Cynosura, Lactura, Astura.

f Every word of this termination with the accent on the

penultimate syllable has the i pronounced as the noun eye.

See Rules 1, 3, and 4, prefixed to the Initial Vocabulary.
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YRA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ancyra, Cercyra, Corcyra, Lagyra, Palmyra,* Cosyra,
Tentyra.

decent the Antepenultimate.
Laphyra, Glaphyra, Philyra, Cebyra, Anticyra.

ASA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abasa, Banasa, Dianasa, Harpasa.

ESA, ISA, OSA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ortogesa, Alesa, Halesa, Namesa, Alpesa, Berresa, Men-
tesa, Amphisa, Elisa, Tolosa, ^Erosa, Dertosa, Cortuosa.

USA, YSA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Pharmacusa, Pithecusa, Nartecusa, Phcenicusa, Celadusa,
Padusa, Lopadusa, Medusa, Eleusa, Creusa, Lagusa, Ela-

phusa, Agathusa, Marathnsa, ^Ethusa, Phoethusa, Arethusa,
Ophiusa, Elusa, Cordilusa, Drymusa, Eranusa, Ichnusa,
Colpusa, Aprusa, Cissusa, Scotusa, Dryusa, Donysa.

ATA.
Accent the Penultimate,

Braccata, Adadata, Rhadata, Tifata, Tiphata, Crotoniata,
Alata, Ainata, Acmata, Comata, Sarmata, Napata, De-

marata, Quadrata, Grata, Armosata, Congavata.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Chserestrata, Samosata, Artaxata.

ETA, ITA, OTA, UTA.
Accent the Penultimate.

jEta, Caieta, Moneta, Demareta, Myrteta, Herbita, Areop-
agita, Abderita, Artemita, Stagirita, Uzita, Phthiota, Epi-
rota, Contributa, Cicuta, Aluta, Matuta.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Damocrita, Melita, Emerita.'

AVA, EVA, IVA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Clepidava, Abragava, Calleva, Geneva, Areva, Atteva,
Luteva, Galliva.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Batava.

UA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Accua, Addua, Hedua, Heggua, Arrnua, Capua, Februa,
Acbrua, Palatua, Flatua, Mantua, Agamzua.

YA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Libya, Zerolibya, ^Sthya, Carya, Marsya.

AZA, EZA, OZA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Abaraza, Mieza, Baragoza.

AE.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Nausicae, Pasiphae.

B^E, (LE.

Accent the Penultimate.
Maricae.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Colubae, Vaginiacaj, Carmocae, Oxydracae, Gallicae, Hie-

ronicse, Coricas, Anticae, Odrycae.

ADJE.

flcrent the Antepenultimate.

^Eneadffi, Bacchiadae, Scepiadae, Battiadae, Thestiads.

Accent the Penultimate.

Proclidae, Basilidae, Orestidaa, Ebudae, ^Ebudae.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Labdacidae, Seleucids, Adrymachidae. Branchidae, Pyr-

hidae, Basilidae, Romulidae, Numidae,Dardanida3, Borysthen-
dae, Ausonidae, Cecropidae, Gangaridae, Marmaridae, Tyn-
darida:, Druidae.

*
Palmyra. See this word in the Initial Vocabulary.

\
See Rule 4 of the Initial Vocabulary.

j The termination of y<p, with the accent on the pre-

JE2E, E/E, F^E, G,E, HM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Achaeaa, Platasae, Napasae, Allifae.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Diomedeae, Cyaneaa, Cenchreaa, Capreas, Plateae, Callifae,

Latobrigae, Lapithaa.

I^E.t
Accent the Antepenultimate.

BaijB, Graiae, Stabiae, Ciliciae, Cerciae, Besidias, Rudias,
Taphiae, Versaliae, Ficeliae, Enchelias, Clceliae, Cutiliae, Es-
quiliae, Exquiliae, Formiae, Volcaniae, Aranim, Armanis,
Britanniae, Boconias, Chelidoniae, Pioniae, Gemonire, Xyniae,
Ellopiaa, Herpias, Caspise, Cuniculariae, Canariae, Purpura-
riae, Chabriae, Feriae, Laboriae, Emporiae, Caucasiae, Vespa-
siae, Corasias, Prasise, Ithacesias, Gymnesias, Etesiae, Gratise,
Venetias, Piguntiae, Selinuntiaa, Sestiae, Cottise, Landavia3,
Harpyiae.

L,M, MM.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Pialae, Agagamalae, Apsilae, Apenninicolas, ^Equicolae,
Apiolae, Epipolae, Bolbulae, Anculae, Fulfulas, Fesulae, Car-

sulae, Latulae, Thermopylae, Acrocomae, Achomae, Solymae

ANJE,
Accent the Penultimate.

African, Clodianae, Valentinianae, Marianae, Valentianae,
Sextianaj, Cumanae, Adiabenae, Mycenae, Fregenae, So-

phenae, Athenas, Hermathenae, Mitylenae, Acesamenae, Ach-
menae, Classomenaa, Camoenae, Convenae.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Apenninigenffi, Faunigenae, Ophiogenae.

, ON^E, UN^E, ZO^E.

Accent the Penultimate.

Salinae, Calaminae, Agrippinae, Carinae, TaurinaB, Philis-

tinae, Cleonae, Vennonae, Oonae, Vacunae, Androgunae,
Abzoae.

IP^E, UP^E.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Centuripae, Rutupae.

AR^J, ER^E, UBR^J, YTHR^, OR^E, ATR^J,
Accent the Penultimate.

Adiabarae, Andarae, Ulubrae, Budorae, Alachorae, Coatrss,
Velitra3.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Eleutherae, Bliterae, Erythras, Pylagoraa.

AS^E, ES.<E, US^E.

Accent the Penultimate.

Syracusae, Pithecusag, Pityusae.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

AT^E,
Accent the Penultimate.

Maeatae, Abrincatas, Lubeatae, Docleatae, Pheneatae, Aca-
peatae, Magatas, Olciniatas, Crotoniatas, Galatae, Arelatae,
Hylatae, Arnatae, laxamatae, Dalmatas, Sauromatae, Exo-
matae, Abrinatae, Fortunatas, Asampatae, Cybiratas, Vasatae,
Circetae, ^Esymnetac, Agapetae, Aretae, Diaparetae.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Thyroagetae, Massagetae, Aphetae, Denseletae, Coeletae, De-
metae.

IT^E, OT^E, UT^E, YT^E.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ascitae, Abraditae, Achitae, Aboniteichitae, Accabacotichi-

tae, Arsagalitae, Avalitae, Phaselitae, Brullitaa, Hierapolitae,

Antoniopolitae, Adrianapolitae, Metropolitas, Dionysopolitas,
Adulitae, Elamitae, Bomitae, Tomitaa, Scenitas, Pionitae, Ag-
ravonitae, Agonits, Sybaritaa, Daritas, Opharitae, Dassaritae,

Nigritae, Oritas, Aloritae, Tentyritae, Galeotae, Limniotae,
Estiotas, Ampreutas, Alutae, Troglodyte, or Troglod'ytae.

IV.E, OV^E, UJE,
Accent the Penultimate.

Durcabrivae, Elgovae, Durobrovae.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Mortuae, Halicyaa, Phlegyae, Bithyae, Ornithyae, Milyae,

Minyae.
QBE.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Deiphobe, Niobe.

ceding syllable, must be pronounced as two similar letters
;

that is, as if spelt Halic-e-e, Min-e-e, &c. See Rule 4 of
the Initial Vocabulary.
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ACE, ECE, ICE, OCE, YCE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Phcenice, Berenice, Aglaonice, Stratonice. See Rule 30.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Candace, Phylace, Canace, Mirace, Artace, Allebece,

Alopece, Laodice, Agnadice, Eurydice, Pyrrhice, Helice,

Galilee, Illice, Demodice, Sarmatice, Erectice, Getice, Cy-
modoce, Agoce, Harpalyce, Eryce.

EDE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Agamede, Perimede, Alcimede.

Accent the Penultimate.

jEaee.

NEE, AGE.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Cyanee, Lalage.

ACHE, ICHE, YCHE.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ischomache, Andromache, Canache, Doliche, Eutyche.

PHE, THE.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Anaphe, Psamathe.
IE.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Gargaphie,* Uranie, Meminie, Asterie, Hyrie, Parrhasie,

Clytie.

ALE, ELE, ILE, OLE, ULE, YLE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Neobule, Eubule, Cherdule, Eriphyle.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Acale, Hecale, Mycale, Megale, Omphale, yEthale, No-

vendiale, -dEgiale, Anchiale, Alyrtale, Ambarvale, Hyale,
Euryale, Cybele, Nephele, Alele, Semele, Periraele, Poacile,

Affile, CEmphile, lole, Omole, Homole, Phydile, Strongyle,

Chthonophyle, Deipyle, Eurypyle.

AME, 1MB, OME, YME.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Apame, Inarime, Ithome, Amymome, (Enome, Amphin-
ome, Laonome, Hylonome, Eurynome, Didyme.

ANE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Mandane, ^ane, Anthane, Achriane, Anane, Drepane,
Acrabatane, Butane, Roxane.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Taprobane, Cyane, Pitane.

ENE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Acabene, Bubacene, Damascene, Chalcidene, Cisthene,
Alcisthene, Parthiene, Priene, Poroselene, Pallene, Tellene,
Cyllene, Pylene, Mitylene, ^Emene, Laonomene, Ismene,
Dindymene, Osrhoene, Troene, Arene, Autocrene, Hippo-
crene, Pirene, Cyrene, Pyrene, Capissene, Atropatene, Cor-

duene, Syene.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Helene, Depamene, Dynamene, Nyctimene, Idomene,
Melpomene, Anadyomene, Armene.

INE.

Accent the Penultimate.

Sabine, Carcine, Trachine, Alcanthine, Neptunine, Lari-

ne, Nerine, Irine, Barsine, Bolbetine.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Asine.

ONE, YNE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Methone, Ithone, Dione, Porphyrione, Acrisione, Alone,
Halone, Corone, Torone, Thyone, Bizone, Delphyne.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Mycone, Erigone, Persephone, Tisiphone, Deione, Plei-

one, Chione, Ilione, Hermione, Herione, Commone, Mne-

mosyne, Sophrosyne, Euphrosyne.

OE, (in two syllables.)

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Amphirhoe, Alcathoe, Alcithoe, Amphithoe, Nausithoe,

* The t in the penultimate syllables of these words, not

having the accent, must be pronounced like e. This occa-

sions a disagreeable hiatus between this and the last sylla-

ble, and a repetition of the same sound, but at the same
113

Laothoe, Leucothoe, Cymothoe, Hippothoe, Alyxothoe, My-
rioe, Pholoe, Soloe, Sinoe, JEnoe, Arsinoe, Lysinoe, An-
tinoe, Leuconoe, Theonoe, Philonoe, Phremonoe, Autonoe,
Polynoe, Ocyroe, Beroe, Meroe, Peroe, Abzoe.

APE, OPE.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

lotape, Rhodope, Chalciope, Candiope, ^Ethiope, Callio-

pe, Liriope, Cassiope, Alope, Agalope, Penelope, Partheno-

pe, Sinope, ^Erope, Merope, Dryope.

ARE, IRE, ORE, YRE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Lymire.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Becare, Tamare, ^Enare, Terpsichore, Zephyre, Apyre.

ESE.

Accent the Antepenultimate
Melese, Temese.

ATE, ETE, ITE, OTE, YTE, TYE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ate, Reate, Teate, Arelate, Adrnete, Arete, Aphrodite,
Amphitrite, Atabyrite, Percote, Pactye.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Hecate, Condate, Automate, Taygete, Nepete, Anaxarete,
Hippolyte.

AVE, EVE.
Accent the Penultimate.

Agave.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Nineve.

LAI, f NAI, (in two syllables.)

Accent tfie Penultimate.

Acholai.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Danai.
BI.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Acibi, Abnobi, Attubi.

ACL
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Segontiaci, Mattiaci, Atnaci, /Enaci, Bettovaci.

ACI, ICI, OCI, UCI.

Accent the Penultimate.

Rauraci, Albici, Labici, Acedici, Palici, Marici, Medoma-
trici, Raurici, Arevici, Triboci, Aruci.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Callaici, Vendelici, Academici, Arecomici, Hernici, Cyni-
ci, Stoici, Opici, Nassici, Aduatici, Atuatici, Peripatetic!,

Cettici, Avantici, Xystici, Lavici, Triboci, Amadoci, Bib-

roci.

GDI, YDI.

Accent the Penultimate.

Borgodi, Abydi.
JEb

Accent the Penultimate.

Sabaei, Vaccsei, and so of all words which have a diph-

thong in the penultimate syllable.

El, (in two syllables.)

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Lapidei, Candei, Agandei, Amathei, Elei, Canthlei, Eu-

ganei, CEnei, Mandarei, Hyperborei, Carastasei, Pratei.

GI.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Acridophagi, Agriophagi, Chelanophagi, Andropophagi,
Anthropophagi, Lotophagi, Strutophagi, Ichthyophagi, De-

cempagi. Novempagi, Artigi, Alostigi.

CHI, THI.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Heniochi, ^Enochi, Henochi, Ostrogothi.

114
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abii, Gabii, and all words of this termination.

ALI, ELI, ILI, OLI, ULI, YLI.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abali, Vandali, Acephali, Cynocephali, Macrocephali,

Attali, Alontegeceli, Garoceli, Monosceli, Igilgili, jEquicoli

time is strictly according to rule. See Rule 4 of the Initial

Vocabulary.

f For the final t in these words, see Rule 4 of the Initial

Vocabulary.
'

J See Rules 3 and 4.
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Carseoli, Puteoli, Corioli, Ozoli, Atabuli, Graeculi, Pedicu-

li, Siculi, Puticuli, Anculi, Barduli, Varduli, Turduli, For-

uli, Gsetuli, Bastuli, Rutuli, Massesyli, Dactyli.

AMI, EMI.
Accent tiie Penultimate.

Apisami, Charidemi.

OMI, UMI.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Cephalotomi, Astomi, Medioxumi.

ANI.

Accent the Penultimate.

Albani, Cerbani, ^Ecani, Sicani, Tusicani, &c., and all

words of this termination, except Choani and Sequani, or

such as are derived from words terminating in anus, with
the penultimate short

;
which see.

ENI.

Accent the Penultimate.

Agabeni, Adiabeni, Saraceni, Iceni, Laodiceni, Cyziceni,

Uceni, Chaldeni, Abydeni, Comageni, Igeni, duingeni, Ce-

pheni, Tyrrheni, Rutheni, Labieni, Allieni, Cileni, Cici-

meni, Alapeni, Hypopeni, Tibareni, Agareni, Rufreni, Car-

aseni, Volseni, Bateni, Cordueni.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Origeni, Apartheni, Antixeni.

INI.*

Accent the Penultimate.

Gabini, Sabini, Dulgibini, Basterbini, Peucini, Marrucini,

Lactucini, Otadini, Bidini, Udini, Caudini, Budini, Rhegi-
ni, Triocalini, Triumpilini, Magellini, Entellini, Canini,

Menanini, Anagnini, Amiternini, Saturnini, Centuripini,

Paropini, Irpini, Hirpini, Tibarini, Carini, Cetarini, Cita-

rini, Illiberini, Acherini, Elorini, Assorini, Feltrini, Sutrini,

Eburini, Tigurini, Cacyrini, Agyrini, Halesini, Otesini, Mo-
sini, Abisini, Mossini, Clusini, Arusini, Reatini, Latini, Cal-

atini, Collatini, Calactini, Ectini, ^Egetini, Ergetini, Jetini,

Aletini, Spoletini, Netini, Neretini, Setini, Bantini, Mur-

gantini, Pallantini, Amantini, Numantini, Fidentini, Salen-

tini, Cplentini, Carentini, Verentini, Florentini, Consenting
Potentini, Faventini, Leontini, Acherontini, Saguntini,
Haluntini, ^Egyptini, Mamertini, Tricastini, Vestini, Fau-

etini, Abrettini, Enguini, Inguini, Lanuvini.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

, Ljactucini, Gemini, Memini, Morini, f Torrini.

ONI, UNI, YNL
Accent the Penultimate.

Edoni, Aloni, Nemaloni, Geloni, Aqueloni, Abroni, Gor-

duni, Mariandyni, Magyni, Mogyni.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Epigoni, Theutoni.
UPI.

Catadupi.

Accent the Penultimate.

ARI, ERI, IRI, ORI, URI, YRI.

Accent the Penultimate.

Babari, Chomari, Agactari,Iberi,Celtiberi,Doberi, Algeri,
Palemeri, Monomeri, Hermanduri, Dioscuri, Banceri, Pae-

6uri, Agacturi, Zimyri.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abari, Tochari, Acestari, Cavari, Calabri, Cantabri, Di-

geri, Drugeri, Eleutheri, Crustumeri, Teneteri, Brueteri,
Suelteri, Treveri, Veragri, Treviri, Ephori, Pastophori.

USI, YSI.

Accent the Penultimate.

Hermandusi, Condrusi, Merusi, Megabysi.

ATI, ETI, OTI, UTI.
Accent the Penultimate.

Abodati, Capellati, Ceroti, Thesproti, Carnuti.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Athanati, Heneti, Veneti.

AVI, EVI, IVI, AXI, UZI.
Accent the Penultimate.

Andecavi, Chamavi, Batavi, Pictavi, Suevi, Argivi. Achi-

vi, Coraxi, Abruzi.

* -ini. When the accent is on the penultimate syllable,
the t in the last two syllables is pronounced exactly like the
noun eye; but when the accent is on the antepenultimate,
the first i is pronounced like ?, and the last like eye. See
Rules 3 and 4 of the Initial Vocabulary.

VI.

Accent the Antepenultimate
Abascui, ^Edui, Hedui, Vermandui, Bipedimui, Inui,

Castruminui, Essui, Abrincatui.

IBAL, UBAL, NAL, QUIL.
Accent the Penultimate.

Pomonal.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Annibal, Hannibal, Asdrubal, Hasdrubal, Tanaquil.

AM, IM, UM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Adulam, ^Egipam, Aduram, Gerabum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abarim.

UBUM, ACUM, ICUM, OCUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cornacum, Tornacum, Baracum, Camericum, Labicum,
Avaricum, Antricum, Trivicum,Nordovicum, Longovicum,
Verovicum, Norvicutn, Brundivicum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Caecubum, Abodiacum, Tolpiacum, Bedriacum, Gessoria-

cum, Magontiacum, Mattiacum, Argentomacuin, Olenu-
cum, Arenacum, Bremetonacum, Eboracum, Eburacum,
Lampsacum, Nemetacum, Bellovacum, Agedicum, Agendi-
cum, Glyconicum, Canopicum, Noricum, Massicum, Adriat-

icum, Sabenneticum, Balticam, Aventicum, Mareoticum
Agelocurn.

EDUM, IDUM.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Manduessedum, Algidum.

Accent the Penultimate.

Lilybaeum, Lycaeum, and all words of this termination

BUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Syllaceum, Lyceum, Sygeum, Amatheum, Glytheum,
Didymeum, Prytaneum, Palanteum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Herculeum, Heracleum, Rataneum, Corineum, Aquine-

um, Dictynneum, Panticapeum, Rhceteum.

AGUM, IGUM, OGUM.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Nivomagum, Noviomagum, Adrobigum, Dariorigum, Al-

lobrogum.
IUM.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Albium, Eugubium, Abrucium, and all words of this ter

mination.

ALUM, ELUM, ILUM, OLUM, ULUM.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Anchialum, Acelum, Oceluin,Corbilum, Clusiolum, Orac-

ulum, Janiculum, Corniculum, Hetriculum, Uttriculum,
Asculum, Tusculum, Angulum, Cingulum, Apulum, Tros-

sulum, Batulum.

MUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Amstelodamum, Novocomum, Cadomum, Amstelroda-
mum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Lygdamum, Cisamum, Boiemurn, Antrhnum, Auximum,
Bergomum, Mentonomum.

ANUM.
Accent Hie, Penultimate.

Albanum, Halicanum, Arcanum, ./Eanum, Teanum, Tri-

fanum, Stabeanum, Ainbianum, Pompeianum, Tullianum,
Fornianum, Cosmianum, Boianum, Appianum, Bovianum,
Mediolanum, Amanum, Aquisgranum, Trigisanum, Nudi-

tanum, Usalitanum, Ucalitanum, Acoletanum, Acharita-

num, Abziritanum, Argentanum, Hortanum, Anxanum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Apuscidanum, Hebromanum, Itanum.

f Morini.
"
Extrernique hominum Morini, Rhenusque bicornis."

VIRG. ^5n. vii. 727.

" The Danes, unconquered offspring, march behind
j

And Morini, the last of human kind." DRYDE*
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ENUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Picenum, Calenum, Durolenum, Misenum, Volsenura.
Darvenum.

Accent Hie Antepenultimate.
Olenum.

INUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Urbinum, Sidicinum, Ticinum, Pucinum, Tridinum,
Londinum, Aginum, Casilinum, Crustuminum, Apenni-
num, Sepinum, Arpinum, Aruspinum, Sarinum, Lucrinum,
Ocrinum, Camerinum, Laborinum, Petrinum, Taurinum,
Casinum, Nemosinum, Cassinum, Atinum, Batiniim, Am-
biatinum, Petinum, Altinum, Salentinum, Tollentinum,
Ferentinum, Laurentinum, Abrotinum, Inguinum, Aqui-
num, Nequinum.

ONUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cabillonum, Garianonum, Duronura, Cataractonum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Ciconum, Vindonum, Britonum.

UNUM, YNUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Segedunum, Lugdunum, Marigdunum, Moridunum, Ar-
caldunum, Rigodunum, Sorbiodunum, Noviodunum, Melo-
dunum, Camelodunum, Axelodunum, Uxellodunum, Bran-
nodunum, Carodunum,Caesarodunum,Tarodunum, Theod-
orodunum, Eburodunura, Nernantodunum, Belunum, An-
tematunum, Andomatunum, Maryandynum.

OUM, OPUM, YPUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Myrtbum, Europum.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Pausilypum.
ARUM.

Accent the Penultimate.

Agarum, Belgarum, Nympharum, Convenarum, Rosarum,
Adalitarum, Celtarum.

ABRUM, UBRUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Velabrum, Vernodubrum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Artabrum.

ERUM.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Caucoliberum, Tuberum.

AFRUM, ATHRUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Venafrum.

Barathrum.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

IRUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Muzirum.
ORUM.

Accent the Penultimate.

Cermorum, Ducrocortorum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Dorostorum. *.;./.

ETRUM.
Accent either the Penultimate or Antepenultimate.

Celetrum.

URUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Alaburum, Ascurum, Lugdurum, Marcodurum, Lactodu-
rum, Octodurum, Divojurum, Silurum, Saturum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Tigurum.

ISUM, OSUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Alisum, Amisum, Janosum.

ATUM, ETUM, ITUM, OTUM, UTUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Atrebatum, Calatum, Areentoratum, Mutristratum, Eloce-
tum, Quercetum, Caleturri, Spoletum, Vallisoletum, Tole-
tum, Ulmetum, Adrumetum, Tunetum, Eretum, Accitum,
Durolitum, Corstopitum, Abritum, Neritum, Augustoritura,
Naucrotitum, Complutum.

SabUatum.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

AVUM, IVUM, YUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Gandaram, Symbrivum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Coccyum, Engyum.

MIN, AON, ICON.
Accent the Penultimate.

Helicaon, Lycaon, Machaon, Dolichaon, Amithaon, Didy-
maon, Hyperaon, Hicetaon.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Salamm, Rubicon, Helicon.

ADON, EDON, IDON, ODON, YDON.
Accent the Penultimate.

Calcedon, Chalcedon, Carchedon, Anthedon, Aspledon,
Sarpedon, Thermodon, Abydon.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Celadon, Alcimedon, Amphimedon, Lannedon, Hippom-

edon, Oromedon, Antoraedon, Armedon, Euryraedon,
Calydon, Amydon, Corydon.

EON, EGON.
Accent the Penultimate

Deileon, Achilleon, Arislocreon.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Pantheon, Aleon, Pitheleon, Demoleon, Timoleon, Anac

reon, Timocreon, Ucalegon.

APHON, EPHON, IPHON, OPHON.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Agalaphon, Chaerephon, Ctesiphon, Antiphon, Colophon,
Demophon, Xenophon.

THJON.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Agathon, Acroathon, Marathon, Phlegethon, Pyriphlegi-
thon, Arethon, Acrithon.

ION.

Accent the Penultimate.

Pandion, Sandion, Echion, Alphion, Amphion, Ophion,
Methion, Arion, Oarion, ^Erion, Hyperion, Orion, Asion,
Metion, Axion, Ixion. [Hyperion. See Walker's Rule 29.

EDITOR.]
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Albion, Phocion, Cephaledion, ^Egion, Brigion, Brygion,
Adobogion, Moschion, Emathion, Amethion, Anthion, Ero-
thion, Pythion, Deucalion, Dsedalion, Sigalion, Calathion,
Ethalion, Ereuthalion, Pi gmalion, Pygmalion, Cemelion, Pe-
lion, Ptelion, Ilion, Bryllion, Cromion, Endymion, Milani-
on, Athenion, Boion, Apion, Dropion, Appion, Noscopion,
Aselelarion, Acrion, Chimerion, Hyperion, Asterion, Dori-

on, Euphorion, Porphyrion, Thyrion, Jasion, ^Esion, Hip-
pocration, Stration, Action, ^Etion, Metion, ^Bantion, Pal

lantion, Dotion, Theodotion, Erotion, Sotion, Nephestion,
Philistion, Polytion, Ornytion, Eurytion, Dionizion.

LON, MON, NON, OON, PON, RON, PHRON.
Accent the Penultimate.

Philemon, Criumetopon, Caberon, Dioacoron, Cacipron.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Ascalon, Abylon, Babylon, Telamon, Ademon, ^Egemon,

Polemon, Ardemon, Hieromnemon, Artemon, Abarimon,
Oromenon, Alcamenon, Tauromenon, Deicbon, DemocSon,
Laocbon, Hippocbon, Demophbon, Hippothbon, Acaron, Ac-

carpn, Paparon, Acheron, Apteron, Daiptoron, Chersephron,
Alciphron, Lycophron, Euthyphron.

SON, TON, YON, ZON.
Accent the Penultimate.

Theogiton, Aristogiton, Polygiton, Deltoton.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Themison, Abaton, Phaeton, Aciton, Aduliton, Sicyon,

Cercyon, ^Egyon, Cremmyon, Cromyon, Geryon, Alcetryon,
Amphitryon, Amphictyon, Acazon, Amazon, Olizon, Amy-
on.

ABO, ACO, ICO, EDO, IDO.

Accent the Penultimate.

Lampedo, Cupido.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Arabo, Taraco, Stilico, Macedo.

BEO, LEO, TEO.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Labeo, Aculeo, Buteo.
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AGO, IGO, UGO.
Accent the Penultimate.

Carthago, Origo, Verrugo.

PHO, THO.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Clitipho, Agatho.

BIO, CIO, DIO, GIO, LIO, MIO, NIO, RIO, SIO,

TIO, VIO, XIO.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Arabic, Corbio, Navilubio, Senecio, Diomedio, Regio,
Phrygio, Bambalio, Ballio, Caballio, Ansellio, Pollio, Sirmio,
Formio, Phormio, Anio, Parmenio, Avenio, Glabrio, Acrio,
Curio, Syllaturio, Vario, Occasio, Aurasio, Secusio, Verclu-

sio, Natio, Ultio, Derventio, Versontio, Divio, Oblivio, Pe-

tovio, Alexio.

CLO, ILO, ULO, UMO.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Chariclo, Corbilo, Corbulo, ^Epulo, Bastulo, Castulo, Anu-
nui, Lucumo.

ANO, ENO, INO.

Accent the Penultimate.

Theano, Adramitteno.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Barcino, Ruscino, Fruscino.

APO, IPO.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Sisapo, Olyssipo.

ARO, ERO.
Accent the Penultimate.

Vadavero.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Bessaro, Civaro, Tubero, Cicero, Hiero, Acimero, Cessero.

ASO, ISO.

Accent the Penultimate.

Carcaso, Agaso, Turiaso, Aliso, Natiso.

ATO, ETO, ITO, YO, XO.
Accent the Penultimate.

Enyo, Polyxo.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Erato, Derceto, Siccilissito, Capito, Amphitryo.

BER, FER, GER, TER, VER.

Accent the Penultimate.

Meleager, Elaver.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Calaber, Mulciber, Noctifer, Tanager, Antipater, Marspa-
ter, Diespiter, Marspiter, Jupiter.

AOR, NOR, POR, TOR, ZOR.
Accent the Penultimate.

Chrysaor, Alcanor, Bianor, Euphranor, Alcenor, Agenor,
Agapenor, Elpenor, Rhetenor, Antenor, Anaxenor, Vinde-

miator, Rhobetor, Aphetor.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Marcipor, Lucipor, Numitor, Albumazor, or Albumazar.

BAS, DAS, EAS. GAS, PHAS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Alebas, Augeas, (king of Elis,) ./Eneas, Oreas, Symplegas.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Dotadas, Cercidas, Lucidas, Timaichidas, Charmidas,
Alcidamidas, Leonidas, Aristonidas, Mnasippidas, Pelopi-

das, Thearidas, Diagoridas, Diphoridas, Antipatridas, Aban-

tidas, Crauxidas, Ardeas, Augeas, (the poet,) Eleas, Cineas,
Cyneas, Boreas, Broteas, Acragas, Periphas, Acyphas.

1AS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Ophias.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Caecias, Nicias, Cephalsdias, Phidias, Herodias, Cydias,
Ephyreas, Minyeias, Pelasgias, Antibacchias, Acrolochias,

Archias, Adarchias, Arcathias, Agathias, Pythias, Pleias,

Pelias, Ilias, Damias, Scemias, Arsanias, Pausanias, Olym-
pias, Appias, Agrippias, Chabrias, Tiberias, Terias, Lycori-

as, Pelorias, Dernetrias, Dioscurias, Agasias, Phasias, Acesi-

as, Agesias, Hegesias, Tiresias, Ctesias, Cephisias, Pausias,

Prusias, Lysias, Tysias, J2tias, Bitias, Critias, Abantias,
Thoantias, Phaethontias, Ph-^stias, Thestias, Phoestias, ?es-

tias, Livias, Artaxias, Loxias.

LAS, MAS, NAS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Amiclas, Amyclas, Acilas, Adulas, Maecenas, Maecenas,
(or, as Labbe says it ought to be written, Mecoenas,) Fide-
nas, Arpinas, Larinas, Atinas, Adunas.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Agelas, Apilas, Arcesilas, Acylas, Dorylas, Asylas, Ac-

amas, Alcidamas, Iphidamas, Chersidamas, Praxidamas,
Theodamas, Cleodamas, Therodamas, Thyodamas, Astyd-
amas, Atliamas, Garamas, Dicomas, Sarsinas, Sassinas,
Pitinas.

OAS, PAS, RAS, SAS, TAS, XAS, YAS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Bagoas, Canopas, Abradaras, Zonaras, (as Labbe contends
it ought to be,) Epitheras, Abradatas, Jetas, Pbiletas, Damce-
tas, Acritas, Eurotas, Abraxas.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Teleobas, Chrysorrhoas, Agriopas, Triopas, Zonaras, Gya

ras, Chrysoceras, Mazeras, Chaboras, Orthagoras, Pythago-, , , , ,
-

ras,. Diagoras, Pylagoras, Demagoras, Timagoras, Hermago-
ras, Athenagoras, Xenagoras, Hippagoras, Stesagoras, Ti-

sagoras, Telestagoras, Protagoras, Evagoras, Anaxagoras,

Apesas, Pietas, Felicitas, Liberalitas, Lentulitas, Agiiitas,
Opportunitas, Claritas, Veritas, Faustitas, Civitas, Archytas,
Phlegyas, Milyas, Marsyas.

BES.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Chalybes, Armenochalybes.

CES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Arbaces, Pharnaces, Samothraces, Arsaces, Phoenices,
Libyphoanices, Olympionices, Plistonices, Polynices, Ordo-

vices, Lemovices, Eburovices.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Axiaces, Astaces, Derbices, Ardices, Eleutherocilices,

Cappadoces, Eudoces, Bebryces, Mazyces.

ADES.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Icades, Olcades, Arcades, Orcades, Carneades, Gorgades,
Stcechades, Lichades, Strophades, Laiades, Naiades, Alci-

biades, Pleiades, Branchiades, Deliades, Heliades, Peliades,
Oiliades, Naupliades, Juliades, Memmiades, Cleniades,
Xeniades, Hunniades, Heliconiades, Acrisioniades, Tela-

moniades, Limoniades, Asclepiades, Asopiades, Crotopi-

ades, Appiades, Thespiades, Thariades, Otriades, Cyri-

ades, Scyriades, Anchisiades, Dosiades, Lysiades, Nysi-
ades, Dionysiades, Menostiades, Miltiades, Abantiades,
Dryantiades, Atlantiades, Laomedontiades, Phaetontiades,
Laertiades, Hephosstiades, Thestiades, Battiades, Cyclades,
Pylades, Demades, Nomades, Mssnades, Echinades, Cispa-

des, Chosrades, Sporades, Perisades, Hippotades, Sotades,

Hyades, Thyades, Dryades, Hamadryades, Othryades.

EDES.
Accent the Penultimate.

Democedes, Agamedes, Palamedes, Archimedes, Nicome-

des, Diomedes, Lycomedes, Cleomedes, Ganymedes, Thras-

ymedes.
IDES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Alcides, Lyncides, Tydides, ^Egides, Promethides, Nicar-

thides, Heraclides, Teleclides, Epiclides, Anticlides, Andro-

clides, Meneclides, CEclides, Cteseclides, Xenoclides, Char-

iclides, Patroclides, Aristoclides, Euclides, Euryclides, Be-

lides, (singular,) Basilides, Nelides, Pelides, ^Sschylides,
jEnides, Antigenides, (Enides, Lychnides, Amanoides,
Japeronides, Larides, Abderides, Atrides, Thesides, Aristi-

des.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Epichaides, Danaides, Lesbides, Labdacides, JEacides,

Hylacides, Phylacides, Pharacides, Imbracides, Myrmeci-
des, Pho3nicides, Antalcides, Andocides, Ampycides,
Thucydides, Lelegeides, Tyrrheides, Pimpleides, Clym-
eneides, Mineides, Scyreides, Minyeides, Lagides, Harpagi-
des, Lycurgides, Ogygides, Inachides, Lysimachides, Aga-
tharchides, Timarchides, Leulychides, Leontychides, Leo-

tychides, Sisyphides, Erecthides, Promethides, Crethides,

Scythides, GEbalides, ^Ethalides, Tantalides, Castalides,

Mystalides, Phytalides, Meneclides, CEclides, Ctesiclides,

Androclides, Euclides, Euryclides, Belides, (plural,) Sicel-

ides, Epimelides, Cypselides, Anaxilides, ^Bolides, Eu-

bulides, Phocylides, Priamides, Potamides, Cnemides, ^Esim-

ides, Tolmides, Charmides, Dardanides, Oceanides, Aman-
ides, Titanides, Olenides, Achosmenides, Achimenides,
Epimenides, Parmenides, Ismenides, Eumenides, Sithnides,

Apollinides, Prumnides, Aonides, Dodonides, Mygdaloni-

des, Calydonides, Moeonides, CEdipodionides, Deionides,
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Chionides, Echionides, Sperchionides, Ophionides, Japeti-

onides, Ixionides, Mimallonides, Philonides, Apollonides,
Acmonides, ^Emonides, Polypemonides, Simonides, Har-

monides, Memnonides, Cronides, Myronides, yEsonides,
Aristonides, Praxonides, Liburnides, Sunides, Teleboides,
Panthoides, Acheloides, Pronopides, Lapides, Callipides,

Euripides, Driopides, CEnopides, Cecropides, Leucippides,
Philippides, Argyraspides, Clearides, Taenarides, Hebrides,
Timandrides, Anaxandrides, Epicerides, Pierides, Hesperi-
des, Hyperides, Cassiterides, Anterides, Peristerides, Libeth-

rides, Dioscondes, Protogorides, Methorides, Antenorides,
Actorides, Diactorides, Polyctorides, Hegetorides, Onetori-

des, Antorides, Acestorides, Thestorides, Aristorides, Elec-

trides, CEnotrides, Smindyrides, Philyrides, Pegasides, las-

ides, Imbrasides, Clesides, Dionysides, Cratides, Propcetides,
Proetides, Oceanitides, ^Eantides, Dryantides, Dracontides,
Absyrtides, Acestides, Orestides, Epytides.

ODES, UDES, YDES.
Accent the Penultimate.

^Egilodes, Acmodes, Nebrodes, Herodes, Orodes, Haebu-

des, Harudes, Lacydes, Pherecydes, Androcydes.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Sciapodes, CEdipodes, Antipodes, Hippopodes, Himantop-

odes, Pyrodes, Epicydes.

AGES, EGES, IGES, OGES, YGES.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Theages, Tectosages, Astyages, Leleges, Nitiobriges, Du-
rotriges, Caturiges, Allobroges, Antobroges, Ogyges Cataph-
ryges, Sazyges.

ATHES, ETHES, YTHES, IES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Ariarathes, Alethes.

Accent tiie Antepenultimate.

Onythes, Aries.

ALES.
Accent the Penultimate.

Novendiales, Geniales, Compitales, Arvales.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Oarales.

ACLES, ICLES, OCLES.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Daicles, Mnasicles, Iphicles, Zanthicles, Charicles, Ther-

icles, Pericles, Agasicles, Pasicles, Phrasicles, Ctesicles,

Sosicles, Nausicles, Xanticles, Niocles, Empedocles, Theo-

cles, Neocles, Eteocles, Sophocles, Pythocles, Diodes, Phil-

ocles, Damocles, Democles, Phanocles, Xenocles, Hierocles,

Androcles, Mandrocles, Patrocles, Metrocles, Lamprocles,
Cephisocles, Nestocles,

r
rhemistocles.

ELES, ILES, OLES, ULES.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ararauceles, Hedymeles, Pasiteles, Praxiteles, Pyrgoteles,

Demoteles, Aristoteles, Gundiles, Absiles, Novensiles, Pisat-

iles, Taxiles, ^Eoles, Autololes, Abdimonoles, Hercules.

AMES, OMES.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Priames, Datames, Abrocomes.

ANES.
Accent the Penultimate.

Jordanes, Athamanes, Alamanes, Brachmanes, Acarna-

nes, w<Egipanes, Tigranes, Actisanes, Titanes, Ariobarzanes.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Diaphanes, Epiphanes, Periplianes, Praxiphanes, Dexiph-
anes, Lexiphanes, Antiphanes, Nicophanes, Theophanes,
Diophanes, Apollophanes, Xenophanes, Aristophanes, Agri-

anes, Pharasmanes, Prytanes.

ENES.*
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Timagenes, Metagenes, Sosigenes, Epigenes, Melesige-

nes, Antigenes, Theogenes, Diogenes, Oblogenes, Hermoge-
nes, Rhetogenes, Themistogenes, Zanthenes, Agasthenes,
Lasthenes, Clisthenes, Callisthenes, Peristhenes, Cratisthe-

nes, Antisthenes, Barbosthenes, Leosthenes, Demosthenes,
Dinosthenes, Androsthenes,Posthenes, Eratosthenes, Borys-
thenes, Alcamenes, Theramenes, Tisamenes, Deditamenes,
Spitamenes, Pylemenes, Althemenes, Achajmenes, Philo-

pcemenes, Daimenes, Nausimenes, Numines, Antimenes,
Anaximenes, Cleomenes, Hippomenes, Heromenes, Ario-

tomenes, Eumenes, Numenes, Polymenes, Geryenes.

* -enes. All the words of this termination have the accent
on the antepenultimate. See EUMENES in the Initial Vo-

cabulary.

f JEsckines. Labbe says, that a certain anthologist,

INES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Telchines, Acesines.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Aborigines, -<Eschines,t Asines.

ONES.
Accent the Penultimate.

Calucones, Agones, Antechthones, lones, Helleviones,
Volones, Nasimones, Verones, Centrones, Eburones, Griso-
nes, Auticatones, Statones, Vectones, Vetones, Acitavones,
Axones, ^Exones, Halizones.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Lycaones, Chaones, Frisiabones, Cicones, Vernicones,

Francones, Vascones, Mysomacedones, Rhedones, Essedo-
nes, Myrmidones, Pocones, Paphlagones. Aspagones, Lae-

strigones, Lingones, Lestrygones, Vangiones, Nuithones,
Sithones, Baliones, Hermiones, Biggeriones, Meriones, Sui
ones, Mirnallones, Senones, Memnones, Pannones, Ambro-
nes, Suessones, Ansones, Pictones, Teutones, Amazones.

OES.

Accent the Penultimate.
Heroes.

Accent Hie Antepenultimate.
Chorsoes, Chosroes.

APES, OPES.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cynapes, Cecropes, Cyclopes.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Panticapes, Crassopes, Esubopes, ^Ethiopes, Hellopes,

Dolopes, Panopes, Steropes, Dryopes.

ARES, ERES, IRES, ORES, URES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Cabares, Balcares, Apollinares, Saltuares, Ableres, Byze-
res, Bechires, Diores, Azores, Silures.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Leochares, JEmochares, Demochares, Abisares, Cavares,
Insures, Luceres, Pieres, Astabores, Musagores, Centores,
Limures.

ISES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Anchises.
ENSES. ,...,..;.

Accent the Penultimate.

Ucubenses, Leonicenses, and all words of this termina-
tion.

OCES, YSES.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cambyses.
ATES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Phraates, Atrebates, Cornacates, Ceracates, Adunicates,
Nisicates, Barsabocates, Leucates, Teridates, Mithridates,
Attidates, Osquidates, Oxydates, Ardeates, Eleates, Berco-

reates, Caninefates, Casicenufates, /Egates, Achates, Ni-

phates, Deciates, Attaliates, Mevaniates, Cariates, Q,uaria-

tes, Asseriates, Euburiates, Antiates, Spartiates, Celelates,

Hispellates, Stellates, Suillates, Albulates, Focimates, Auxi-

mates, Flanates, Edenates, Fidenates, Sufienates, Frege-
nates, Capenates, Senates, Ccesenates, Misenates, Padinates,
Fulginates, Merinates, Alatrinates, ^Esinates, Agesinates,
Asisinates, Sassinates, Sessinates, Frusinates, Atinates,
Altinates, Tollentinates, Ferentinates, Interamnates, Chel-

onates, Casmonates, Arnates, Tifernates, Infernates, Priv-

ernates, Oroates, Euphrates, Orates, Vasates, Cocosates,
Tolosates, Antuates, Nantuates, Sadyates, Caryates.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Spithobates, Eurybates, Aiitiphates, Trebiates, Zalates,

Sauromates, Attinates, Tornates, Hypates, Menecrates,^
Pherecrates, Iphicrates, Callicrates, Epicrates, Pasicrates,

Stasicrates, Sosicrates, Hypsicrates, Nicocrates, Halocrates,

Damocrates, Democrates, Cheremocrates, Timocrates, Her-

mocrates, Stenocrates, Xenocrates, Hippocrates, Harpocra-
tes, Socrates, Isocrates, Cephisocrates, Naucrates, Eucrates,

Euthycrates, Polycrates.

ETES, ITES, OTES, UTES, YTES, YES, ZES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Acetes, Ericetes, Cadetes, ^Eetes, Mocragetes, Caletes,

forced by the necessity of his verse, has pronounced this

word with the accent on the penultimate.

All words ending in crates have the accent on the ante-

penultimate syllable. XXX
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Philocletes, ^Egletes, Nemetes, Cometes, Ulmanetes, Con-
suanetes, Gymnetes, ^Esymnetes, Nannetes, Serretes, Cu-

retes, Theatetes, Andizetes, Odites, Belgites, Margites,
Memphites, Ancalites, Ambialites, Avalites, Cariosuelites,
Polites, Apollopolites, Hermopolites, Latopolites, Abulites,

Stylites, Borysthenites, Temenites, Syenites, Carcinites,
Samnites, Deiopites, Garites, Centrites, Thersites, Narcis-

sites, Asphaltites, Hydraotes, Heracleotes, Boeotes, Helotes,

Bootes, Thbotes, Anagnutes, Arimazes.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Dercetes, Massagetes, Indigetes, Ilergetes, Evergetes,

Auchetes, Eusipetes, Abalites, Charites, Cerites, Praestites,

Andramytes, Dariaves, Ardyes, Machlyes, Blemmyes.

AIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Achais, Archelais, Homolais, Ptolemais, Elymais.

decent the Antepenultimate.

Thebais, Phocais, Aglais, Tanais, Cratais.

BIS, CIS, DIS.

Jlccent the Penultimate.

Berenicis, Cephaledis, Lycomedis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Acabis, Carabis, Setabis, Nisibis, Cleobis, Tucrobis,
Tisobis, Ucubis, Curubis, Salmacis, Acinacis, Brovonacis,
Athracis, Agnicis, Carambucis, Cadmeidis.

EIS,* ETHIS, ATHIS.
Jlccent the Penultimate.

Medeis, Spercheis, Pittheis, Crytheis, Nepheleis, Eleleis,

Achilleis, Piinpleis, Cadmeis, ^Eneis, Schoeneis, Peneis,
Acrisoneis, Triopeis, Patereis, Nereis, Cenchreis, Theseis,
Briseis, Perseis, Messeis, Chryseis, Nycteis, Sebethis,

Epiraethis.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Thymiathis.

ALIS, ELIS, ILIS, OLIS, ULIS, YLIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Andabalis, Cercalis, Regalis, Stymphalis, Dialis, Latialis,

Septimontialis, Martialis, Manalis, Juvenalis, (luirinalis,

Foritinalis, Junonalis, Avernalis, Vacunalis, Abrupalis,
Floralis, Quietalis, Eumelis, Phaselis, Eupilis, Ciuinctilis,
Adulis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

CEbalis, Hannibalis, Acacalis, Fornicalis, Androcalis,
Lupercalis, Vahalis, Ischalis, Caralis, Thessalis, Italis,

Facelis, Sicelis, Fascelis, Vindelis, Nephelis, Bibilis, Incib-

ilis, Leucretilis, Myrtilis, Indivilis, ^Eolis, Argolis, Cimo-

lis, Decapolis, Neapolis, and all words ending in polis,

Herculis, Thestylis.

AMIS, EMIS.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Calamis, Salamis, Semiramis, Thyamis, Artemis.

ANIS, ENIS, INIS, ONIS, YNIS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Mandanis, Titanis, Bacenis, Mycenis, Philenis, Cyllenis,
Ismenis, Cebrenis, Adonis, Edonis, Adonis, Thedonis,
Sidonis, Dodonis, Calydonis, Agonis, Alingonis, Colonis,
Corbulonis, Cremonis, Salmoriis, Junonis, Ciceronis, Sci-

ronis, Coronis, Phoronis, Turonis, (in Germany,) Tritonis,
Phorcynis, Gortynis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Sicanis, Anticanis, Andanis, Hypanis, Taranis, Prytanis,

Ppemanis, Eumenis, Lycaonis, Asconis, Maeonis, Paeonis,
Sithonis, Memnonis, Pannonis, Turonis, (in France,) Brito-

nis, Geryonis.
'

OlS.f
Accent the Penultimate.

Minbis, Herbis, Latbis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Symois, Pyrbis.

APIS, OPIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

lapis, Colapis, Serapis,$ Isapis, Asopis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Acapis, Minapis, Cecropis, Meropis.

ARIS, ACRIS, ERIS, IGRIS, IRIS, ITRIS, ORIS,
URIS, YRIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Balcaris, Apollinaris, JNonacris, Cimmeris, Aciris, Osiris,

Petosiris, Busiris, Lycoris, Calaguris, Gracchuris, Hippuris.

*-m. These vowels form distinct syllables. See the
termination EIUS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abaris, Fabaris, Sybaris, Icaris, Andaris, Tyndans, Sag-

aris, Angaris, Phalaris, Elaris, Caularis, Taenaris, Liparis,
Araris, Biasaris, Caesaris, Abisaris, Achisaris, Bassaris, Mel-
aris, Autaris, Trinacris, Illiberis, Tiberis, Zioberis, Tyberis,
Nepheris, Cytheris, Pieris, Trieris, Auseris, Pasitigris, Cob-
oris, Sicoris, Neoris, Peloris, Antipatris, Absitris, Pacyris,
Ogyris, Porphyris, Amyris, Thamyris, Thomyris, Tomyris.

ASIS, ESIS, ISIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Amasis, Magnesis, Tuesis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Bubasis, Pegasis, Parrhasis, Paniasis, Acamasis, Engon-

asis, Grzecostasis, Lachesis, Athesis, Thamesis, Nemesis,
Tibisis.

ENSIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Genubensis, Cordubensis, and all words of this termina-
tion.

OSIS, USIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Diamastigosis, Enosis, Eleusis.

ATIS, ETIS, ITIS, OTIS, YTIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Tegeatis, Sarmatis, Caryatis, Miletis, Limenetis, Curetis,
Acervitis, Chalcitis, Memphitis, Sophitis, Arbelitis, Fasce-

litis, Dascylitis, Comitis, ^Eanitis, Cananitis, Circinitis,
Sebennitis, Chaonitis, Trachonitis, Chalonitis, Sybaritis,
Daritis, Calenderitis, Zephyritis, Amphaxitis, Rhacotis,
Estia30tis, Maaotis, Tracheotis, Mareotis, Phthiotis, Sanda-

liotis, Elimiotis, Iscariotis, Casiotis, Philotis, Nilotis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Atergatis, Calatis, Anatis, Naucratis, Dercetis, Eurytis

OVIS, UIS, XIS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Amphaxis, Oaxis, Alexis, Zamolxis, Zeuxis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Vejovis, Dijovis, Absituis.

ICOS, EDOS, ODOS, YDOS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Abydos.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Oricos, Tenedos, Macedos, Agriodos.

EOS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Spercheos, Achilleos.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Androgeos, Egaleos, ^Egaleos, Hegaleos.

IGOS, ICHOS, OCHOS, OPHOS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Melampigos, Neontichos, Macrontichos.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Nerigos, ^Egiochos, Oresitrophos.

ATHOS, ETHOS, ITHOS, IOS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Sebethos.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Sciathos, Arithos, Ilios, Ombrios, Topasios.

LOS, MOS, NOS, POS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Stymphalos, ^Bgilos, Pachinos, Etheonos, Eteonos, Hep-
taphonos.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Haegalos, ^Egialos, Ampelos, Hexapylos, Sipylos, Heca-

tompylos, Potamos, ^Egospotamos, Olenos, Orchomenos,
Anapauomenos, Epidicazomenos, Heautontimorumenos,
Antropos.

ROS, SOS, TOS, ZOS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Hecatoncheros, yEgimuros, Nisyros, Pityonesos, Hierone-

sos, Cephesos, Sebetos, Halia3etos, Miletos, Polytimetos,
Aretos, Buthrotos, Topazos.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Sygaros, ^Egoceros, Anteros, Meleagros, Myiagros, Abso-

ros, Amyros, Pegasos, Jalysos, Abates, Aretos, Neritos,

Acytos.

| -ois These vowels form distinct syllables.

| Serapis. See the word in the Initial Vocabulan
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IPS, OPS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
, JJthiops.

LAUS, MAUS, NAUS, RATJS, (in two syllables.)

Accent the Penultimate.

Archelaus, Menelaus, Aglaus, Agesilaus, Protesilaus,

Nicolaus, lolaus, Hermolaus, Critolaus, Aristolaus, Dory-
laus, Amphiaraus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Imaus,* Emmaus, CEnomaus, Danaus.

BUS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Agabus, Alabus, Arabus, Melabus, Setabus, Erebus,
Ctesibus, Deiphobus, Abubus, Polybus.

ACUS.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abdacus, Labducus, Rhyndacus, -(Eacus, Ithacus.

lACUS.f
Accent the Antepenultimate.

lalciacus, Phidiacus, Alabandiacus, Rhodiacus, Calchia-

cus, Corinthiacus, Deliacus, Peliacus, Iliacus, Niliacus,

Titaniacus, Anneniacus, Messeniacus, Salaminiacus, Lem-
niacus, loniacus, Samin;miacus, Tritoniacus, Gortyniacus,
Olyrnpiacus, Caspiacus, Masembriacus, Adriacus, Iberia-

cus, Cytheriacus, Siriacus, Gessoriacus, Cytoriacus, Syria-

cus, Phasiacus, Megalesiacus, Etesiacus, Isiacus, Gnosia-

cus, Cnossiacus, Pausiacus, Amathusiacus, Pelusiacus,

Prusiacus, Actiacus, Divitiacus, Byzantiacus, Thermodon-
tiacus, Propontiacus, Hellespontiacus, Sestiacus.

LACUS, NACUS, OACUS, RACUS, SACUS, TACUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Benacus.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ablacus, Medoacus, Armaracus, Assaracus, JSsacus,

Lampsacus, Caractacus, Spartacus, Hyrtacus, Pittacus.

ICUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Caicus, Numicus, Demonicus, Granicus, Adronicus,
Stratonicus, Callistonicus, Aristonicus, Alaricug, Albericus,

Rodericus, Rudericus, Romericus, Hunnericus, Victoricus,

Araatricus, Henricus, Theodoricus, Ludovicus, Grenovi-

cus, Varvicus.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Thebaicus, Phocaicus, Chaldaicus, Bardaicus, Judaicus,

Achaicus, Lech'aicus, Panch'aicus, Therm'aicus, N'aicus,

Panathen'aicus, Cyren'aicus, Arabicus, Dacicus, Samothra-

cicus, Turcicus, Areadicus, Sotadicus, Threcidicus, Chal-

cidicus, Alabandicus, Judicus, Clondicus, Cornificus, Bel-

gicus, Allobrogicus, Georgicus, Colchicus, Delpbicus, Sap-

phicus, Parthicus, Scythicus, Pythicus, Stymphalicus, Phar-

salicus, Thessalicus, Italicus, Attalicus, Gallicus, Sabellicus,

Tarbellicus, Argolicus, Getulicus, Camicus, Ceramicus,
Academicus, Graecanicus, Cocanicus, Tuscaniciis, ^Eani-

cus, Hellanicus, Glanicus, Atellanicus, Amanicus, Rotnani-

cus, Germanicus, Hispanicus, Aquitanicus, Sequanicus,
Poenicus, Alemannicus, Britannicus, Laconicus, Leuconi-

cus, Adonicus, Macedonicus, Sandonicus, lonicus, Hermi-

onicus, Babylonicus, Samonicus, Pannonicus, Hieronicus,
Platonicus, Santonicus, Sophronicus, Teutonicus, Amazon-
icus, Hernicus, Liburnicus, Eubbicus, Trbicus, Stb'icus,

Olyrapicus, ^Ethiopicus, Pindaricus, Balearicus, Marmari-

cus, Bassaricus, Cimbricus, Andricus, Ibericus, Trieteri-

cus, Trevericus, Africus, Doricus, Pythagoricus, Leuctricus,

Adgandestricus, Istricus, Isauriciis, Centauricus, Bituricus,

Illyricus, Syricus, Pagasicus, Moesicus, Marsicus, Persicus,

Corsicus, Massicus, Issicus, Sabbaticus, Mithridaticus, Te-

geaticus, Syriaticus, Asiaticus, Dalmaticus, Sarmaticus,
Cibyraticus, Rhoeticus, Geticus, Gangeticus, ^Egineticus,

Rhoeticus, Creticus, Memphiticus, Sybariticus, Abderiticus.,

Celticus, Atlanticus, Garatnanticus, Alenticus, Ponticus,

Scoticus, Maeoticus, Boeoticus, Heracleoticus, Mareoticus,
Phthioticus, Niloticus, Epiroticus, Syrticus, Atticus, Alyat-

ticus, Halyatticus, Mediastuticus.

* Imaus. See the word in the Initial Vocabulary.

f -iacus. All words of this termination have the accent

on the t, pronounced like the noun eye.

.eus. It may be observed, that words of this termination

are sometimes both substantives and adjectives. When they
are substantives, they have the accent on the antepenulti-
mate syllable ; as, Ne'leus, Prnme'theus, Salmo'neus, &c.; and
when adjectives, on the penultimate ; as, Nele'us, Prom-ethe'-

us, Salmone'us, &c. Thus CEneus, a king of Calydonia, is

pronounced in two syllables ;
tha adjective (Eneus, which

is formed from it. is a trisyllable j
and (Eneius, another

OCUS, UCUS, YCUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ophiucus, Inycus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Lauodocus, Amodocus, Amphilocus, Ibycus, Libycus,

Besbycus, Autolycus, Amycus, Glanycus, Corycus.

ADUS, EDUS, IDUS, ODUS, YDUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Lebedus, Congedus, Alfredus, Aluredus, Emodus, An-
drodus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Adadus, Enceladus, Aradus, Antaradus, Aufidus, Algi-

dus, Lepidus, Hesiodus, Comoiodus, Monodus, Lacydus,
Polydus.

^US, (EUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Niobsus, Meliboeus, and all words of this termination

EUS4
Accent the Penultimate.

Lycambeus, Thisbeus, Bereniceus, Lynceus, (the brothei

of Idas,) Simonideus, Euripideus, Pherecydeus, Piraeeus,

Phegeus, Tegeus, Sigeus, Ennosigeus, Argeus, Baccheus,
Motorcheus, Cepheus, Rhipheus, Alpheus, Orpheus, (adjec-

tive,) Erectheus, Prometheus, (adjective,) Cleantheus, Rhad-

amantheus, Erymantheus, Pantheus, (adjective,) Daeda

leuSjSophocleus, Themistocleus, Eleus, Neleus, (adjective,)

Oileus, (adjective,) Apelleus, Achilleus, Perilleus, Lucul-

leus, Agylleus, Pimpleus, Ebuleus, Asculeus, Masculeus,
Cadmeus, Aristophaneus, Cananeus, CEneus, (adj. 3 syll.,)

CEneus, (sub. 2 syll.,) Idomeneus, Schoeneus, Peneus, Phi-

neus, Cydoneus, Androgeoneus, Bioneus, Deucalioneus,

Acrisioneus, Salmoneus, (adjective,) Maroneus, Antenoreus,
Phoroneus, (adjective,) Thyoneus, Cyrneus, Epeus, Cyclo-

peus, Penelopeus, Philippeus, Aganippeus, Menandreus,
(adjective,) Nereus, Zagreus, Boreus, Hyperboreus, Poly-

doreus, Atreus, (adjective,) Centaureus, Nesseus, Cisseus,

CEteus, Rhoeteus, Anteus, Abanteus, Phalanteus, Thero-

damanteus, Polydamanteus, Thoanteus, Hyanteus, Acon-

teus, Laomedonteus, Thermodonteus, Phaethonteus, Phle-

gethonteus, Oronteus, Thyesteus, Phryxeus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Gerionaceus, Menoeceus, Lynceus, (adjective,) Dorceus,
Caduceus, Asclepiadeus, Paladeus, Sotadeus, Tydeus, Or-

pheus, (substantive,) Morpheus, Tyrrheus, Prometheus,
(substantive,) Cretheus, Mnesitheus, Dositheus, Pentheus,

(substantive,) Smintheus, Timotheus, Brotheus, Dorotheus,
Menestheus, Eurystheus, Pittheus, Pytheus, Daedaleus,

JEgialeus, Maleus, Tantaleus, Heracleus, Celeus, Eleleus,

Neleus, Peleus, Nileus, Oileus, (substantive,) Demoleus,
Romuleus, Pergameus, Euganeus, Melaneus, Herculaneus,
Cyaneus, Tyaneus, Ceneus, Dicaneus, Pheneus, CEneus,
Cupidineus, Apollineus, Enneus, Adoneus, Aridoneus,

Gorgoneus, Deioneus, Iliorreus, Mimalloneus, Salmoneus,

(substantive,) Acroneus, Phoroneus, (substantive,) Albune-

us, Enipeus, Sinopeus, Hippeus, Aristippeus, Areus, Maca-

reus, Tyndareus, Megareus, (substantive,) Caphareus, (sub-

stantive,) Briareus, ^Esareus, Patareus, Cythereus, Phale-

reus, Nereus, (substantive,) Tereus, Adoreus, Mertoreus,
Nestoreus, Atreus, (substantive,) Caucaseus, Pegaseus,

Theseus, Perseus, Nicteus, Argenteus, Bronteus, Proteus,

Agyeus.

AGUS, ECUS, IGUS, OGUS.

Acc-ent the Penultimate.

Cethegus, Robigus, Rubigus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

^Egophagus, Osphagus, Neomagus, Rothomagus, Nioma

gus, Noviomagus, Caesaromagus, Sitomagus, Areopagus,

Harpagus, Arviragus, Uragus, Astrologus.

ACHUS, OCHUS, UCHUS, YCHUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Daduchus, Ophiuchtis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Telemachus, Daimachus, Deimachus, Alcimachus, Callim-

achus, Lysimachus, Antimachus, Symmachus, Androma-

formative of it, is a word of four syllables. But these

words, when formed into the English adjectives, alter

their termination, with the accent on the penultimate :

" With other notes than to th' Orphean lyre."
MILTON.

" The tuneful tongue, the Promethe'an band."
AKENSIDE.

And sometimes on the antepenultimate; as,

" The sun, as from Thyestian banquet turned."
MILTON.
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chus, Clitomaclius, Aristomachus, Eurymachus, Inachus,
lamblichus, Demodochus, Xenodochus, Deiochus, Anti-

ochus, Deliochus, Archilochus, Mnesilochus, Thersilochus,
Orsilochus, Antilochus, Nauloclms, Eurylochus, Agerochus,
Polyochus, Monychus, Abronychus.

APHUS, EPHUS, IPHUS, OPHUS, YPHUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Josephus, Seriphus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ascalaphus, Epaphus, Palapaphus, Antliropographus,
Telephus, Absephus, Agastrophus, Sisyphus.

ATHUS, ^ETHUS, ITHUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Simsthus.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Archagathus, Amathus, Lapathus, Carpathus, Mychithus.

AIUS.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Caius, L'aius, Graius. -See ACHAIA.

ABIUS, IBIUS, OBIUS, UBIUS, YBIUS.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Fabius, Arabius, Bsebius, Vibius, Albius, Amobius, Ma-
crobius, Androbius, Tobius, Virbius, Lesbius, Eubius,
Danubius, Marrhubius, Talthybius, Polybius.

CIUS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Acacius, Ambracius, Acracius, Thracius, Athracius, Sam-
othracius, Lampsacius, Arsacius, Byzacius, Accius, Sic-

cius, Decius, Threicius, Cornificius, Cilicius, Numicius,
Apicius, Sulpicius, Fabricius, Oricius, Cincius, Mincius,
Marcius, Circius, Hircius, Roscius, Albucius, Lucius, Ly-
cius, Bebrycius.

DItJS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Leccadius, Icadius, Arcadius, Palladius, Tenedius, Al-

bidius, Didius, Thucydidius, Fidius, Aufidius, Eufidius,
^Egidius, Nigidius, Obsidius, Gratidius, Brutidius, Helvidi-

us, Ovidius, Rhodius, Clodius, Hannodius, Gordius, Clau-

dius, Rudius, Lydius.
EIUS.*

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Daneius, Cocceius, Lyrceius, ^acideius, Lelegeius, Si-

geius, Baccheius, Cepheius, Typhoeeius, Cretheius, Pitthe-

ius, Saleius, Semeleius, Neleius, Stheneleius, Proculeius,
Septimuleius, Canuleius, Venultiiu^, Apuleius, Egnatuleius,
Sypyleius, Priameius, Cadmeius, Tyaneius, ^Eneius, Clym-
eneius, CEneius, Autoneius, Schceneius, Lampeius, Rhod-
opeius, Dolopeius, Priapeius, Pompeius, Tarpeius, Cyna-
reius, Cythereius, Nereius, Satureius, Vultureius, Cinyre-
ius, Nyseius, Teius, Hecateius, Elateius, Rhoeteius, Atteius,
Minyeius.

GIUS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Valgius, Belgius, Catangius, Sergius, Asceburgius, Ox-

ygius.

CIIIUS, PHIUS, THIUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Sperchius.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Inachius, Bacchius, Dulichius, Telechius, Munychius,
Hesychius, Tychius, Cyniphius, Alphius, Adelphius, Si-

syphius, Einatbius, Simaethius, Acithiiis, Melanthius, Ery-
manthius, Corinthius, Zerynthius, Tirynthius.

ALIUS, J3LIUS, ELIUS, ILIUS, ULIUS, YLIUS.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

(Ebalius, Idalius, Acidalius, Palaephalius, Stymphalius,
Maenalius, Opalius, Thessalius, Castalius, Publius, Heracli-

us,f ^Elius, Cselius, Laelius, Delias, Melius, Cornelius,
Coelius, Cloclius, Aurelius, Nyctelius, Praxilelius, Abilius,
Babilius, Carbilius, Orbilius, Acilius, Caecilius, Lucilius,

* -eius. Almost all the words of this termination are ad-

jectives, and in these the vowels ei form distinct syllables ;

the others, as Cocceius, Saleius, Proculeius, Canuleius, Apule-
ius, Egnatuleius, Schvneius, Lampeius, Vultureius, Atteius, and
JUinyeius, are substantives ;

and which, though sometimes
pronounced with the ci forming a diphthong, and sounded
like the noun eye, are more generally heard like the adjec-
tives

;
so that the whole list may be fairly included under

the same general rule, that of sounding the c separately,
and the i like y consonant, as in the similar terminations in
eia and ia. This is the more necessary in these words, as
the accented e and the unaccented i are so much alike as to

require the sound of the initial or consonant y, in order to

JSdilius, Virgilius, ^Emilius, Manilius, Pompilius, Turpilius,
Atilius, Basilius,J Cantilius, Quintilius, Hostilius, Attilius,
Rutilius, Duilius, Sterquilius, Carvilius, Servilius, Callius,
Trebellius, Cascellius, Gellius, Arellius, Vitellius, Tullius,
Manlius, Tenolius, Nauplius, Daulius, Julius, Arnulius,
Pamphilius, Pylius.

MIUS.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Samius, Ogmius. Isthmius, Decimius, Septimius, Rhem-
mius, Memmius, Mummius, Nomius, Bromius, Latmius,
Posthumius.

ANIUS, ENIUS, INIUS, ENNIUS.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Anius, Libanius, Canius, Sicanius, Vulcanius, Ascanius,
Dardanius, Clanius, Manius, Afranius, Granius, JEnius,
Maenius, Genius, Borysthenius, Lenius, Valenius, Cyllenius,
Olenius, Menius, Achasmenius, Armenius, Ismenius, Poeni-

us, Sirenius, Messenius, Dossenius, Polyxenius, Troezenius,
Gabinius, Albinius, Licinius, Sicinius, Virginius, Trachin-
ius, Minius, Salaminius, Flaminius, Etiminius, Arminius,
Herminius, Caninius, Tetritinius, Asinius, Eleusinius, Va-
tinius, Flavinius, Tarquinius, Cilnius, Tolumnius, Annius,
Fannius, Elannius, Ennius, Fescennius, Dossennius.

ONIUS, UNIUS, YNIUS, OIUS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Aonius, Lycaonius, Chaonius, Machaonius, Amytha-

onius, Trebonius, Heliconius, Stiliconius, Asconius, Mace-
donius, Chalcedonius, Caledonius, Sidonius, Alchandonius,
Mandonius, Dodonius, Cydonius, Calydonius, Maeonius,
Paconius, Agonius, Gorgonius, Laestrygonius, Lestrygonius,
Trophonins, Sophonius, Marathonius, Sithonius, Erictho-
nius, Aphthonius, Arganthonius, Tithonius, lonius, OEdipo-
dionius, Echionius, Ixionius, Salonius, Milonius, Apollonius,
Babylonius, ^Emonius, Laced32inonius,Ha3monius,Palaemo-
nius, Ammonius, Strymonius, Nonius, Memnonius, Aga-
mernnpnius, Crannonius, Vennonius, Junonius, Pomponius,
Acronius, Sophronius, Scironius, Sempronius, Antronius,
^Esonius, Ausonius, Latonius, Suetonius, Antonius, Bisto-

nius, Plutonius, Favonlus, Arnazonius, Esernius, Calphur-
nius, Saturnius, Daunius, Junius, Neptunius, Gortyniua,
Typhoius, Achelbius, MinSius, Troius.

APIUS, OPIUS, IPIUS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Agapius, jEsculapius, ^Esapius, Messapius, Grampius,

Procopius, CEnopius, Cecropius, Eutropius, ^Esopius, Mop-
sopius, Gippius, Puppius, Caspius, Thespius, Cispius.

ARIUS, ERIUS, IRIUS, ORIUS, URIUS, YRIUS.
Accent the -Penultimate.

Darius.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Arius, Icarius, Tarcundarius, Ligarius, Sangarius, Corin-

thiarius, Larius, Marius, Hierosolymarius, ^Enarius, Taena-
rius, Asinarius, Isinarius, Varius, Januarius, Aquarius, Feb-

ruarius, Atuarius, Imhrius, Adrius, Evandrius, Laberius, Bi-

berius, Tiberius, Celtiberius, Vinderius, Acherius, Valerius,

Numerius, Hesperius, Agrius, CEagrius, Cenchrius, Rabirius,

Podalirius, Sirius, Virius, Bosphorius, Elorius, Florius, Ac-

torius, Anactorius, Sertorius, Caprius, Cyprius, Arrius,

Feretrius, GEnotrius, Adgandestrius, Caystrius, Epidaurius,
Curius, Mercurius, Durius, Furius, Palfurius, Thurius,
Mamurius, Purius, ]\Iasurius, Spurius, Veturius, Asturius,

Atabyrius, Scyrius, Porphyrius, Assyrius, Tyrius.

ASIUS, ESIUS, ISIUS, OSIUS, USIUS, YSIUS.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Asius, Casius, Thasius, Jasiiis, ^Esius, Accesius, Corace-

sius, Arcesius, Mendesius, Chesius, Ephesius, Milesius,

Theumesius, Teumesius, ^Enesius, Magnesius, Proconne-

sius, Chersonesius, Lyrnesius, Marpesius, Acasesius, Me-
litesius, Adylisius, Amisius, Artemisius, Simoisius, Cha-

risius, Acrisius, Hortensius, Syracosius, Theodosius, Gno-
sius, Sosius, Mopsius, Cassius, Thalassius, Lyrnessius,
Cressius, Tartessius, Syracusius, Fusius, Agusius, Amathu-
sius, Ophiusius, Ariusius, Volusius, Selinusius, Acherusius,

prevent the hiatus, by giving a small diversity to the two
vowels. See ACHAIA.

| Heraclius. Labbe [also Carr] places the accent of this

word on the penultimate i, as in Heraclitus and HeracluUe ;

but the Roman emperor of this name is so generally pro-
nounced with the antepenultimate accent, that it would
savor of pedantry to alter it. Nor do I understand the

reasons on which Labbe founds his accentuation.

| Basilius. This word, the learned contend, ought to

have the accent on the penultimate ;
but that the learned

frequently depart from this pronunciation, by placing the

accent on the antepenultimate, may be seen, Rule 31, pre-
fixed to the Initial Vocabulary. [Basili'us, Cam EDITOR.]
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Maurusius, Lysius, Elysiug, Dionysius. Odrysius, Am
phrysius, Othrysius.

ATIUS, ETIUS, ITIUS, OTIUS, UTIUS, VIUS, XIUS
ZIUS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Xenophontius.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Trebatius, Catius, Volcatius, Achatius, Latius, Cmsena
tius, Egnatius, Gratius, Horatius, Tatius, Luctatius, Statins,

Actius, Vectius, Q,uinctius, Aetius, ^Etius, Panaetius, Prse-

tius, Cetius, Caeetius, Vegitius, Metius, Moenetius, Lucre-
tius, Helvetius, Saturnalitius, Floralitius, Compitalitius, Do-
mitius, Beritius, Neritius, Crassitius, Titius, Politius, Abun-
dantius, Paeantius, Taulantius, Acamantius, Teuthrantius,
Lactantius, Hyantius, Byzantius, Terentius, Cluentius,
Maxentius, Mezentius, duintius, Acontius, Vocontius, La-
omedontius, Leontius, Pontius, Hellespontius, Acheron-
tius, Bacuntius, Opuntius, Aruntius, Mceotius, Thesprotius,
Scaptius, ^Egyptius, Martius, Laertius, Propertius, Hirtius,
Mavortius, Tiburtius, Curtius, Thestius, Theinistius,Canis-
tius, Sallustius, Crustius, Carystius, Hymettius, Bruttius,
Abutius, Ebutius, ^Ebutius, Albutius, Acutius, Locutius,
Stercutius, Mutius, Minutius, Pretutius, Clytius, Bavius,
Flavius, Navius, Evius, Mrevius, Naevius, Ambivius, Liv-
ius, Milvius, Fulvius, Sylvius, Novius, Servius, Vesvius,
Pacuvius, Vitruvius, Vesuvius, Axius, Naxius, Alexius,
Ixius, Sabazius.

ALUS, CLUS, ELUS, ILUS, OLUS, ULUS, YLUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Stymphalus, Sardanapalus, Androclus, Patroclus, Dory-
clus, Orbelus, Philomelas, Eumelus, Phasaelus, Phaselus,
Cyrsilus, Cimolus, Timolus, Tmolus, Mausolus, Pactolus,
^Etolus, Atabulus, Praxibulus, Cleobulus, Critobulus, Acon-
tobulus, Aristobulus, Eubulus, Thrasybulus, Getulus, Bar-
gylus, Massylus,

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abalus, Heliogabalus, Corbalus, Bubalus, Cocalus, Daeda-

ios, Idalus, Acidalus, Megalus, Trachalus, Cephalus, Cyno-
cephalus, Bucephalus, Anchialus, Maenalus, Hippalus, Har-
palus, Bupalus, Hypalus, Thessalus, Italus, Tantalus, Crot-

alus, Ortalus, Attalus, Euryalus, Doryclus, Stiphelus,
Sthenelus, Eutrapelus, Cypselus, Babilus, Diphilus, Antiph-
ilus, Pamphilus, Theophilus, Damophilus, Troilus, Zoilus,
Chcerilus, Myrlilus, ^Egobolus, Naubolus,Equicolus, ^Eolus,
Laureolus, Anchemolus, Bibulus, Bibaculus, Caeculus, Graec-

ulus, Siculus, Saticulus, ^Equiculus, Paterculus, Acisculus,
Regulus, Romulus, Venulus, Apulus, Salisubsulus, Vesulus,
Catulus, Gaetulus, Getulus, Opitulus, Lentulus, Rutulus,
^Eschylus, Deiphylus, Demylus, Deipylus, Sipylus, Empylus,
Cratylus, Astylus.

AMUS, EMUS, IMUS, OMUS, UMUS, YMUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Callidemus, Charidemus, Pethodemus, Philodemus, Phan-
odemus, Clitodemus, Aristodemus, Polyphemus, Theoti-

mus, Hermotimus, Aristotimus, Ithomus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Lygdamus, Archidamus, Agesidamus, Apusidamus,

Anaxidamus, Zeuxidamus, Androdamus, Xenodamus,
Cogamus, Pergamus, Orchamus, Priamus, Cinnamus,
Ceramus, Abdiramus, Pyramus, Anthemus, Telemus,
Tlepolemus, Theopolemus, Neoptolemus, Phaedimus, Ab-
dalnnimus, Zosimus, Maximus, Antidomus, Amphinomus,
Nicodromus, Didymus, Dindymus, Helymus, Solymus,
Cleonymus, Abdalonymus, Hieronymus, Euonymus, ^Esy-
mus.

ANUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Artabanus, Cebanus, Thebanus, Albanus, Nerbanus, Ver-

banus, Labicanus, Gallicanus, Atricanus, Sicanus, Vatica-

nus, Lavicanus, Vulcanus, Hyrcanus, Lucanus, Transpa-
danus, Pedanus, Apidanus, Fundanus, Codanus, Eanus,
Garganus, Murhanus, Baianus, Trajanus, Fabianus, Acci-

anus, Priscianus, Roscianus, Lucianus, Seleucianus, He-
rodianus, Claudianus, Saturcianus, Sejanus, Carteianus,
^Elianus, Afflianus, Lucilianus, Virgilianus, Petilianus,
Q.uintilianus, Catullianus, Tertullianus, Julianus, Ammi-
anus, Memmianus, Formianus, Diogenianus, Scandinianus,
Papinianus, Valentinianus, Justinianus, Trophonianus,
Othonianus, Pomponianus, Maronianus, Apronianus, Thy-
onianus, Trojanus, Ulpianus, ^Esopianus, Apianus, Oppi-
anus, Marianus, Adrianus, Hadrianus, Tiberianus, Valeri-

anus, Papirianus, Vespasianus, Hortensianus, Theodosi-

* Oeminus. This is the name of a certain astrologer
mentioned by Petavius, which Labbe says would be pro-
nounced with the accent on the antepenultimate by those
who are ignorant of Greek.
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anus, Bassianus, Pelusianus, Diocletianus, Domitianus
Antianus, Scantianus, Terentianus, duintianus, Sestianus,
Augustianus, Sallustianus, Pretutianus, Sextianus, Flavi-
anus, Bovianus, Pacuvianus, Alanus, Elanus, Silanus. Fre-
gellanus, Atellanus, Regillanus, Lucullanus, Sullanus, Syl-
lanus, Carseolanus, Pateolanus, Coriolanus, Ocriculanus,
-dGsculanus, Tusculanus, Carsulanus, Fassulanus, duerque-
tulanus, Amanus, Lemanus, Summanus, Romanus, Rhe-
nanus, Amenanus, Pucinanus, Cinnanus, Campanus, His-
panus, Sacranus, Venafranus, Claranus, Ulubranus, Se-
ranus, Lateranus, Coranus, Soranus, Serranus, Suburranus,
Gauranus, Suburanus, Ancyranus, Cosanus, Simtessanus,
Syracusanus, Satanus, Laletanus, Tunetanus, Abretanus,
Cretanus, Setabitanus, Gaditanus, Tingitanus, Caralitanus,
Neapolitanus, Antipolitanus, Tomitanus, Taurominitanus,
Sybaritanus, Liparitanus, Abderitanus, Tritanus, Ancyri-
tanus, Lucitanus, Pantanus, Nejentanus, Nomentanus,
Beneventanus, Montanus, Spartanus, Paestanus, Adelsta-
nus, Tutanus, Sylvanus, Albinovanus, Adeantuanus. Man-
tuanus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Libanus, Clibanus, Antilibanus, Oxycanus, Eridanus,

Rhodanus, Dardanus, Oceanus, Longimanus, Idumanus
Dripanus, Caranus, Adranus, Creranus, Tritanus, Pantanus,
Sequanus.

ENUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Characenus, Lampsacenus, Astacenus, Picenus, Damas
cenus, Suffenus, Alfenus, Alphenus, Tyrrhenus, Gabienus
Labienus, Avidenus, Amenus, Pupienus, Garienus, Cluvi
enus, Calenus, Galenus, Silenus, Pergamenus, Alexamenus,
Ismenus, Thrasymenus, Trasymenus, Diopoenus, Capenus,
Cebrenus, Fibrenus, Serenus, Palmyrenus, Amasenus, Tib-
isenus, Misenus, Evenus, Byzenus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Ambenus, Helenus, Olenus, Tissamenus, Dexamenus,

Diadumenus, Clymenus, Periclymenus, Axenus, Callixe

nus, Philoxenus, Timoxenus, Aristoxenus.

INUS, YNUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cytainus, Gabinus, Sabinus, Albinus, Sidicinus, Aricinus,
Sicinus, Ticinus, Mancinus, Adminocinus, Carcinus, Cosci-

nus, Marrucinus, Erycinus, Acadinus, Caudinus, Cytainus,
Rufinus, Rheginus, Erginus, Opiterginus, Auginus, Hygi-
nus, Pachinus, Echinus, Delphinus, Myrrhinus, Pothinus,
Facelinus, Velinus, Stergilinus, Esquilinus, ^Isquilinus,
Daballinus, Marcellinus, Tigellinus, Sibyllinus, Agyllinus,
Solinus, Capitolinus, Geminus,* Maximinus, Crastuminus,
Anagninus, Sigiiinus, Theoninus, Saloninus, Antoninus,
Amiteruinus, Saturninus, Priapinus, Salapinus, Lepinus,
Alpinus, Inalipinus, Arpinus, Hirpinus, Crispinus, Rutupi-
nus, Lagarinus, Charinus, Diocharinus, Nonacrinus, Fi-

Drinus, Lucrinus, Leandrinus, Alexandrinus, Iberinus,

Tiberinus, Transtiberinus, Ameriaus, ^Eserinus, duirinus,
^ensorinus, Assorinus, Favorinus, Phavorinus, Taurinus,
Tigurinus, Thurinus, Semurinus, Cyrinus, Myrinus, Gela-

sinus, Exasinus, Acesinus, Halesinus, Telesinus, Nepesinus,
irundisinus, Nursinus, Narcissinus, Libyssinus, Fuscinus,
Clusinus, Venusinus, Perusinus, Susinus, Ardeatinus, Re-

atinus, Antiatinus, Latinus, Collatinus, Cratinus, Soracti-

nus, Aretinus, Arretinus, Setinus, Bantinus, Murgantinus,
J
halantinus, Numantinus, Tridentinus, Ufentinus, Mur-

tentinus, Salentirius, Pollentinus, Polentinus, Tareutinus,
Terentinus, Surrentinus, Laurentinus, Aventinus, Truen-

inus, Leontinus, Pontinus, Metapontinus, Saguntinus,
tfartinus, Mamertinus, Tiburtinus, Crastinus, Palaestinus,

'raenestinus, Atestinus, Vestinus, Augustinus, Justinus,

javinus, Patavinus, Acuinus, Elvinus, Corvinus, Lanuvi-

nus, Vesuvinus, Euxinus, Acindynus.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ph'ainus, Acinus, Alcinus, Fucinus, ^Eacidinus, CyteYnus,
Jarchinus, Morinus,f Myrrhinus, Terminus, Ruminus,
Sarinus, Asinus, Apsinus, Myrsinus, Pometinus, Agranti-
ms, Acindynus. [See ACINDYNUS, Initial Vocabulary.

SDITOR.]
ONUS, UNUS, YNUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Drachonus, Onochonus, Ithonus, Tithonus, Myronus,
^eptunus, Portunus, Tutunus, Bithynus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Exagonus, Hexagonus, Telegonus, Epigonus, Erigonus,

"osigonus, Antigonus, Laogonus, Chrysogonus, Nebropho-
us, Aponus, Carantonus, Santonus, Aristonus, Dercynus.

f Morinus. The singular of Morini. See the word.
As the i in the foregoing selection has the accent on it, it

ught to be pronounced like the noun eye ; while the unac-
ented i in this selection should be pronounced like e. See
lule 4th, prefixed to the Initial Vocabulary.XXX*
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ous.
Accent the Penultimate.

Aolis, Laoiis, Sardous, Eoiis, Gelous, Acheloiis, Inous,
Minoiis, Naupactoiis, Arctoiis, Myrtoiis.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Hydrochous, Aleathoiis, Pirithoiis, Nausithous, Alcinoiis,

Sphinolis, Antinous.

APUS, EPUS, IPUS, OPUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Priapus, Anapus, ^sapus, Messapus, Athepus, J2sepus,
Euripus, Lycopus, Melanopus, Canopus, Inopus, Paropus,
Oropus, Europus, Asopus, ^Esopus, Crotopus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Sarapus, Astapus, CEdipus, Agriopus, JEropus.

ARUS, ERUS, IRUS, ORUS, URUS, YRUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Cimarus, ^Esarus, Iberus, Doberus, Homerus, Severus,
Noverus, Meleagrus, CEagrus, Cynaegirus, Camirus, Epirus,
Achedorus, Artemidorus, Isidorus, Dionysidorus, Theodo-

rus, Pythodorus, Diodorus, Tryphiodorus, Heliodorus, As-

clepiodorus, Athesiodorus, Cassiodorus, ApoIJodorus, Demo-
dorus, Hermodorus, Xenodorus, Metrodorus, Polydorus,
Alorus, Elorus, Helorus, Pelorus, ^Egimorus, Assorus, Cy-
torus, Epicurus, Palinurus, Arcturus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abarus, Imbarus, Hypobarus, Icarus, Pandarus,Pindarus,

Tyndarus, Tearus, Farfarus, Agarus, Abgarus, Gargarus,
Opharus, Cantharus, Obiarus, Uliarus, Silarus, Cyllarus,

Tamarus, Absimarus, Comarus, Vindomarus, Tomarus,
Ismarus, Ocinarus, Pinarus, Cinnarus, Absarus, Bassarus,
Dejotarus, Tartarus, Eleazarus, Artabrus, Balacrus, Chara-

drus, Cerberus, Bellerus, Mermerus, Termerus, Hesperus,
Craterus, Icterus, Anigrus, Glaphirus, Deborus, Pacorus,
Stesichorus, Gorgophorus, Telesphorus, Bosphorus, Phos-

phorus, Heptaporus, Euporus, Anxurus, Deipyrus, Zopyrus,
Leucosyrus, Satyrus, Tityrus.

ASUS, ESUS, ISUS, OSUS, USUS, YSUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Parnasus, Galesus, Halesus, Volesus, Termesus, Theume-
eus, Teumesus, Alopeconnesus, Proconnesus, Arconnesus,
Elaphonnesus, Demonesus, Cherronesus, Chersonesus, Arc-

terfnesus, Myonnesus, Halonesus, Cephalonesus, Pelopon-
nesus, Cromyonesus, Lyrnesus, Marpesus, Titaresus, Ali-

sus, Paradisus, Amisus, Paropamisus, Crinisus, Amnisus,
Berosus, Agrosus, Ebusus, Amphrysus.

* Echestratus. All words ending in stratus have the ac-

ent on the antepenultimate syllable.

+ Batavus. This word is pronounced with the accent

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Oribasus, Bubasus, Caucasus, Pedasus, Agasus, Pegasus,

Tamasus, Harpasus, Imbrasus, Cerasus, Doryasus, Voge-
sus, Vologesus, Ephesus, Anisus, Genusus, Ambrysus.

ATUS, ETUS, ITUS, OTUS, UTUS, YTUS.
Accent the Penultimate.

Rubicatus, Bsticatus, Abradatus, Ambigatus, Viriatus,
Elatus, Pilatus, Catugnatus, Cincinnatus, Odenatus, Le-
onatus, Aratus, Pytharatus, Demaratus, Acratus, Ceratus,
Sceleratus, Serratus, Dentatus, Duatus, Torquatus, Februa-
tus, Achetus, Polycletus, ^Egletus, Miletus, Admetus, Tre-
metus, Diognetus/Dyscinetus, Capetus, Agapetus, lapetus,
Acretus, Oretus, Hermaphroditus, Epaphroditus, Heracli-

tus, Munitus, Agapitus, Cerritus, Bituitus, Polygnotus,
Azotus, Acutus, Stercutus, Cornutus, Cocytus, Berytus.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Deodatus, Palaephatus, Inatus, Acratus, Dinocratus, Eches-

tratus,* Amestratus, Menestratus, Amphistratus, Callistra-

tus, Damasistratus, Erasistratus, Agesistratus, Hegesistratus,
Pisistratus, Sosistratus, Lysistratus, Nicostratus, Cleostratus,
Damostratus, Demostratus, Sostratus, Philostratus, Dinostra-

tus, Herostratus, Eratostratus, Polystratus, Acrotatus, Ta-
ygetus, Dema3netus, lapetus, Tacitus, Iphitus, Onomacritus,
Agoracritus, Onesicritus, Cleocritus, Damocritus, Democri-
tus, Aristocritus, Antidotus, Theodotus, Xenodotus, Herod-
otus, Cephisodotus, Libanotus, Leuconotus, Euronotus,
Agesimbrotus, Stesimbrotus, Theombrotus, Cleombrotus,
Hippolytus, Anytus, ^Epytus, Eurytus.

AVUS, EVUS, IVUS, UUS, XUS, YUS, ZUS, XYS, U-

Accent the Penultimate.

Agavus, Timavus, Saravus, Batavus,f Versevus, Siievus,
Gradivus, Argivus, Briaxus, Oaxus, Araxus, Eudoxus,
Trapezus, Charaxys.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Batavus,f Inuus, Fatuus, Tityus, Diascoridu.

DAX, LAX, NAX, RIX, DOX, ROX.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ambrodax, Demonax, Hipponax.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Arctophylax, Hegesianax, Hermesianax, Lysianax, As-

tyanax, Agonax, Hierax, Caetpbrix, Eporedorix, Deudorix,
Ambiorix, Dumnorix, Adiatorix, Orgetorix, Biturix, Cappa-
dox, Allobrox.

either on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable ;
the

former, however, is the most 'general, especially among the

poets.



PRONUNCIATION
OF

SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES

ADVERTISEMENT.

THE true pronunciation of the Hebrew language, as Doctor Lowth observes, is lost. To refer us

for assistance to the Masoretic points, would be to launch us on a sea without shore or bottom. The

only compass by which we can possibly steer, on this boundless ocean, is the Septuagint version of

the Hebrew Bible
; and as it is highly probable the translators transfused the sound of the Hebrew

proper names into the Greek, it gives us something like a clew to guide us out of the labyrinth.
But even here, we are often left to guess our way ; for the Greek word is frequently so different

from the Hebrew, as scarcely to leave any traces of similitude between them. In this case custom
and analogy must often decide, and the ear must sometimes solve the difficulty. But these difficul-

ties relate chiefly to the hccentuation of Hebrew words ; and the method adopted in this point will

be seen in its proper place.

I must here acknowledge my obligations to a very learned and useful work, the "
Scripture Lex-

icon
" of Mr. Oliver. As the first attempt to facilitate the pronunciation of Hebrew proper names,

by dividing them into syllables, it deserves the highest praise ; but, as I have often differed widely
from this gentleman in syllabication, accentuation, and the sound of the vowels, I have thought it

necessary to give my reasons for this difference, which will be seen under the Rules ; of the valid-

ity of which reasons the reader will be the best judge.

N. B. As there are many Greek and Latin proper names in Scripture, particularly in the New
Testament, which are to be met with in ancient history, some of them have been omitted in this

selection ;
and therefore, if the inspector do not find them here, he is desired to seek for them in

the Vocabulary of Greek and Latin Names.

RULES FOR PRONOUNCING SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.

1. IN the pronunciation of the letters of the Hebrew

proper names, we find nearly the same rules prevail as

in those of Greek and Latin. Where the vowels end

a syllable with the accent on it, they have their long,

open sound; as, Na'bal, Je'hu, Si'rach, Go'shen, and

Tu'bal. See Rule 1, prefixed to the Greek and Latin

Proper Names.

2. When a consonant ends the syllable, the preced-

* [Mr. Oliver is unquestionably right in principle, and
Mr. Walker wrong ; but, though the analogy both of the

Greek and Hebrew is in favor of the former, the general

ing vowel is short
j as, Sam'u-el, Lem'u-el, Sim'e-on,

Sol'o-mon, Suc'coth, Syn'a-gogue. (See Rule 2, pre-
fixed to the Greek and Latin Proper Names.) I here

differ widely from Mr. Oliver
3
for I cannot agree with

him that the e in Abdiel, the o in Arnon, and the u in

Ashur, are to be pronounced like the ee in seen, the o

in tone, and the u in tune, which is the rule he lays

down for all similar words.*

practice, and the analogy of the English language, are
in favor of the latter. TROLLOPE.]
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RULES FOR PRONOUNCING SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.

12. In the same manner, when the accent w on the

antepenultimate syllable, whether the vowel end the

syllable or be followed by two consonants, the vowel

is always short, except followed by two vowebj, as in

and Latin proper names. (See Rules prefixed
to these fpmes, Nos. 18, 19, 20, &c.) Thus Jeftoga-

pfMf. has the accent on the antepenultimate syllable,

acflprdirig to Greek accentuation by quantity, (see In-

troduction to this work,) and this syllable, according
to the clearest analogy of English pronunciation, is

hort, as if spelt Je-hos'a-phat. The secondary accent

has the same shortening power in OUumias, where the

ry accent is on the third, and the secondary on

the first syllable, as if spelt Oth-o-ni'a* ; and it is on

these two fundamental principles of our own pronun-

ciation, namely, the lengthening power of the penulti-

mate, and the shortening power of the antepenultimate

accent, that I hope I have been enabled to regulate

and fix many of those sounds which were floating about

in uncertainty, and which, for want of this guide, are

differently marked by different orthoo"pits;
and often

differently by the same orthoCpist.

Rules for Placing the Accent on Hebrew Proper
Names.

13. With respect to the accent of Hebrew words, it

cannot be better regulated than by the laws of the

language. I do not mean, however, that every
Hebrew word which is Grascized by the Septuagint
should be accented exactly according to the Greek

rule of accentuation} for if this were the case, every
word ending in el would never have thp accent higher
than the preceding syllable ;

because it was a general
rule in the Greek language, that when the last syllable
was long, the accent could not be higher than the pe-
nultimate. Nay, strictly speaking, were we to accent

these words according to the accent of that language,

they ought to have the accent on the last syllable, be-

cause 'jffldii'jl and 'ItiQuifi, Abdiel and hrael, have

the accent on that syllable. It may be said that this

accent on the last syllable is the grave, which, when
on the last word of a sentence, or succeeded by an

enclitic, was changed into an acute. But here, as in

words purely Greek, we find the Latin analogy prevail;

and because the penultimate is short, the accent is

|.|.i.-i-d on the antepenultimate, in the same manner as

in tfocratet, NoHtlte.nc*, &c., though the final syllabic

of (lie Greek words 2n>y.(iuitjt, Sowdtvyt, &c., is

long, and the Greek accent on the penultimate. (See

Introduction prefixed to the Rules for Pronouncing
Greek and Latin Proper Names.) It is this gem-mi

prevalence of accenting according to the Latin anal-

ogy, that has induced me, when the Hebrew word has

/. <l in the banie number of syllables, to

IIK i'er the Latin accentuation to what maybe railed

our own. Thus, t'atfuta corning to us through the

Greek Kuflovu, 1 have accented it on the penultimate,

because the Latins would have placed the accent on

this syllable, on account of its being long, though an

English ear would be better pleased with the antepe-
jiiiltimiili- :n < i-nl 'I'h' Hame reason has induced me
to accent (.'Imm-ltn on the antepenultimate. Ix-eause it.

: . T/..M! into Xunt(iu. Mill wln-ii the I li-hrcw and

(ir.-ek word does not contain the Name number of syl-

* [T
points,

T'ln: rr.-nli-r mii.it juilf/i: Car this ruin, in minor
is correct. It is needless to say, that the editor can-

lables, as Me*'o-bah, Meamfia, Id'u-el, 'iSovfios, it

then comes under our own analogy, and we neglect
the long vowel, and place the accent on the antepe-
nultimate. The same may be observed of Mordecai,
from MuiiSojfat'jg.*

\\. AB we never accent a proper name from the

Greek on the last syllable, (not because the Greeks did

not accent the last syllable, for they had many words
accented in that manner, but because this accentuation
was contrary to the Latin prosody,) so if the Greek
word be accented on any other syllable, we seldom pay
any regard to it, unless it coincide with the Latin ac-

cent. Thus in the word Gede'rah, I have placed the

accent on the penultimate, because it is Graecized by
/'uti^a, where the accent is on the antepenultimate;
and this because the penultimate is long, and this long

penultimate has always the accent in Latin. (See this

further exemplified, Rule 18, prefixed to the Greek and
Latin Proper Names, and Introduction, near the end.)

Thus, though it may seem, at first sight, absurd to

derive our pronunciation of Hebrew words from the

Greek, and then to desert the Greek for the Latin, yet,
since we must have some rule, and, if possible, a

learned one, it is very natural to lay hold of the

Latin, because it is nearest at hand. For as language
is a mixture of reasoning and convenience, if the true

reason lie too remote from common apprehension,
another more obvious one is generally adopted ; and
this last, by general usage, becomes a rule superior to

the former. It is true, the analogy of our own lan-

guage would be a rule the most rational
;
but while

the analogies of our own language are so little under-

stood, and the Greek and Latin languages are so justly

admired, even the appearance of being acquainted with

them will always be esteemed reputable, and infallibly

lead us to an imitation of them, even in such points
as are not only insignificant in themselves, but incon-

sistent with our vernacular pronunciation.
15. It is remarkable that all words ending in ias and

lull have the accent on the i, without any foundation

in the analogy of Greek and Latin pronunciation, ex-

cept the very vague reason that the Greek word places
the accent on this syllable. I call this reason vague,
because the Greek accent has no influence on words in

ad, id, ial, dz/c.
; as, 'lanai'jH, '^(iSitfi, Htllcd, x. T. I.

Hence we may conclude the impropriety of pro-

nouncing Mi'XHutx with the accent on the first syllable,

according to Labbe, who says we must pronounce it

in this manner, if we wish to pronounce it like the

French with the OH rotundum et facundum ; and, in-

deed, if the i were to be pronounced in the French

mariner, like e, placing the accent on the first syllable

seems to have the bolder sound. This may serve as

an answer to the learned critic, the editor of Labbe,

who says, "The Greeks, but not the French, pronounce
ore rotunda;" for though the Greeks might place the

accent on the i in Miaalctf, yet as they certainly pro-

nounced this vowel as the French do, it must have the

same slender sound, and the accent on the first sylla-

ble must, in that respect, be preferable to it
;
for the

<.i"k
i, like the same letter in Latin, was the slen-

derest of all the vowel sounds. It is the broad, diph-

ihongal sound of the English i, with the accent on it,

which makes this word sound so much better in Eng-
lish than it does in French, or even in the true ancient

Greek pronunciation.
Hi. Tim termination aim seems to attract the accent

not entirely accord with it. The accentuation should cer

tainly be Menu'bah, Ida.' el. TROLLOP*.]
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on the fl only in words of more than three syllables, as

E'phra-im and Miz'ra-im have the accent on the ante-

penultimate, but Ho-ro-na'im, Ram-a-tha'im, &.C., on

the penultimate syllable. This is a general rule j but,

if the Greek word have the penultimate long, the

accent ought to be on that syllable 3 as, Phar-va'im,

<t><XQOVt/A, &C.

17. Kemud, Jemuel, Nemuel, and other words of the

same form, having the same number of syllables as the

Greek words into which they are translated, ought to

have the accent on the penultimate, as that syllable is

long in Greek
;
but Emanuel, Samuel, and Lemuel*

are irrecoverably fixed in the antepenultimate accentu-

ation, and show the true analogy of the accentuation

of our own language.
18. Thus we see what has been observed of the ten-

dency of Greek and Latin words to desert their origi-

nal accent, and to adopt that of the English, is much

more observable in words from the Hebrew. Greek

and Latin words are fixed in their pronunciation by a

thousand books written expressly upon the subject, and

ten thousand occasions of using them ;
but Hebrew

words, from the remote antiquity of the language, from

the paucity of books in it, from its being originally

written without points, and the very different style

of its poetry from that of other languages, afford us

scarcely any criterion to recur to for settling their

pronunciation, which must, therefore, often be irreg-

ular and desultory. The Septuagint, indeed, gives us

some light, and is the only star by which we can steer
j

but this is so frequently obscured as to leave us in the

dark, and force us to pronounce according to the anal-

ogy of our own language. It were to be wished, indeed,

that this were to be entirely adopted in Hebrew words,

* [Not Lemuel, which is frequently pronounced with the

Denultimate accent. Emanuel and Samuel are so completely

where we have so little to determine us, and that those

words which we have worn into our own pronuncia-
tion were to be a rule for all others of the same form

and termination j but it is easier to bring about a revo-

lution in kingdoms than in languages. Men of learn-

ing will always form a sort of literary aristocracy ; they
will be proud of the distinction which a knowledge of

languages gives them above the vulgar, and will be

fond of showing this knowledge, which the vulgar will

never fail to admire and imitate.

The best we can do, therefore, is to make a sort of

compromise between this ancient language and our

own
j
to form a kind of compound ratio of Hebrew,

Greek, Latin, and English, and to let each of these

prevail as usage has permitted them. Thus Eman-

uel, Samuel, Lemuel, which, according to the Latin

analogy and our own, have the accent on the antepe-
nultimate syllable, ought to remain in quiet posses-
sion of their present pronunciation, notwithstanding the

Greek 'EpiLavovt]/., Sctftovt'ji, .//s/tov/^ ;
but Elisliua,

Esdrelon, Gederah, may have the accent on the penul-

timate, because the Greek words into which they are

translated, 'EZiaovf, 'EadQrjlwfii, JTudr/Qa, have the

penultimate long. If this should not appear a satisfac-

tory method of settling the pronunciation of these

words, I must entreat those who dissent from it to

point out a better. A work of this kind was wanted

for general use 5 it is addressed neither to the learned

nor the illiterate, but to that large and most respecta-

ble part of society who have a tincture of letters, but

whose avocations deny them the opportunity of culti-

vating them. To these a work of this kind cannot

fail of being useful j and by its utility to these the

author wishes to stand or fall.

Anglicized as to render the Hebrew and Greek pronuncia-
tion intolerable to an English ear. THOLLOPE.]
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In this edition of this Key, the pronunciation of the

words is in accordance with Walker's principles,

but designated by the use of marked letters. All

the words that seemed to need it, have been re-

spelled, and thus any special reference, by numbers,
to the preceding Rules of Walker, is rendered un-

necessary.

With respect to the pronunciation of a considerable

number of words, the deviations of several orthofi-

pists from Walker, are exhibited. These orthofipists

are Oliver, Perry, Smart, Carr, and also Taylor
the editor of "Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible."

In relation to the words of which there is a di-

versity of pronunciation, the pronunciation given

by Walker always stands first.

The abbreviation (0.) stands for Oliver; (P )
for

Perry; (Sm.) for Smart; (C.) for Carr; and (T.) for

Taylor.

A'A-LAR
Aa'rgn (a'ryn)*
Ah
Ab'a-cue
Ab'a-d'ah

A-bad'd9n
Ab-a-dl'as

A-biig'tha
A'bal
Ab'a-na
A-ba'na (P.)

Ab'a-rim f

A-ba'rjm (P.)
Ab'a-ron
Ab'ba
Ab'da
Ab'di
Ab-dl'as

Ab'dj-el
Ab'don
A-bed'ne-go
A'bel

'

.

A'bel Beth-ma'a-cah
A'bel Ma'jm
A'bel Me-ho'lath
A'bel Mlz'ra-Im

A'bel Miz-ra'jm (P.)
A'bel Shlt'tjm
Ab'e-san
Ab'e-sar
A'bez

Ab'ga-rus

A'bi

A-bl'a, or A-bl'ah

A-bi-al'b9n'

A-bl'a-saph
A-bi'a-thar
A'bjb
A-bI'dah
Ab'i-dan

A'bj-el
A-bl'el (P.)

A-bj-e'zer

A-bi-ez'rite

Ab'j-gail (aVi-gql)
Ab-j-ha'jl
A-bi'hu

A-bi'jah
A-bi'jam
Ab-j-le'ne
A-bira'a-el

A-bim'e-lech
A-bin'a-dab

A*-bin'9-am
A-bi'ram.

A-bi'r9m
A-bis'a-I

Ab-j-se'i

Ab'j-shag
A-bi'shag (P.)

A-bish'a-h'ar
'

Ab-j-sha'har (C.)
A-bish'a-I

A-bl'sha-I (P.)
Ab-j-sha'i (o.. C., T.}

A-bish'a-lom

Ab-j-sha'l9m (<7.)

A-bish'u-a
A-bi'shu-a (P.)
Ab-i-shu'i (o.. C., T.)

Ab'i-shur
Ab'i-siim

Ab'i-tal
. A-bl'tal (P.)
Ab'j-tub
A-bl'ud
Ab'ner

A'bram, or A'bra-ham t
Ab'sa-lom
A-bu'bus
Ac'a-r5n
Ac'a-tan
Ac'cad
Ac'ca-ron
Ac'cho
Ac'cos
Ac'cSz
A-cel'da-ma fasW-'

da-ma)
A'chab

A'ghad
A-5ha'i-a (a-ka'yq)
A-cha-I'a (o., P.)
cha'j-cus

A'char
A'chaz
Ach'bor

A-ghj-ach'a-rus
A'chim

A-chi'ram
A'chish

Ach'j-tob, or Ach'i-tub

A-cliit'9-phel

"

Acli'me-tha

Ach-me'th? (P., r.)
A'chSr
Ach'sa

Ach'shaph
Ach'zib

Afj-pna, (as'e-fa)
Ac'i-tho
A-cQ'?
A'cub

l'4f
A'dad

Ad'a-da, or

Ad'a-dah
A-da'dah (P.)

Ad-ad-e'zer

Ad-ad-rim'm9n
A'dah
Ad-a-I'ah

Ad'arn

Ad'a-ma, or Ad'a-m'ah
Ad'a-ml
A-da'ml (P.)

Ad'a-ml Ne'keb
A'dar

Ad'a-s?
Ad'a-tha
Ad'be-el
Ad'dan
Ad'dar
Ad'dl
Ad'djn
Ad'dS
Ad'dus
A'der
Ad'-da
A'di-el

A'djn
Ad'j-na
A-di'na (p., r.)

Ad'i-no
A-dl'no (P.)

Ad'i-nus
Ad'i-tha

Ad-i-tha'im
Ad'ia-I

Ad'mah
Ad'ma-tha
Ad'n?
Ad'nah

Ad'o-nai$
Ad-9-nI'as

* Aaron. This is a word of three syllables in Labbe,
who says it is used to be pronounced with the accent on
the penultimate ; but the general pronunciation of this

word in English is in two syllables, with the accent on the

first, and as if written A'ron. Milton uniformly gives it

this syllabication and accent :

" Till by two brethren (those two brethren call

Moses and Aaron) sent from God to claim
His people from inthralment."

Par. Lost, b. xii. v. 170.

f Abarim. This and some other words are decided in

their accentuation, by Milton, in the following verses:
" From Aroar to Nebo, and the wild
Of southmost Abarim in Hesebon,
And Horonaim, Seon's realm, be3r

pnd
The flowery dale of Sibma clad with vines,
And Ele'ale to th' Asphaltic pool."

Par. Lost, b. i. v. 407.

Yet his temple high
Reared in Azotus, dreaded through the coast

Of Palestine, in Gath and Ascalon,
And Accaron and Gaza's frontier bounds."

Ib. 463.

J Abram, or Abraharrt. The first name, of two syllables,
was the patriarch's original name; but God increased it to

the second, of three syllables, as a pledge of an increase in

blessing. The latter name, however, from the feebleness

of the A in our pronunciation of it, and from the absence
of the accent, is liable to such an hiatus, from the proxim-

ity of two similar vowels, that, in the most, solemn pronun-
ciation, we seldom hear this name extended to three sylla-

bles. Milton has but once pronounced it in this manner,
but has six times made it only two syllables ;

and this may
be looked upon as the general pronunciation.

$ Adonai. Labbe, says his editor, makes this a word of

three syllables only-; which, if once admitted, why, says
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A-don-j-be'zek
Ad-o-ni'jah

A-don'j-jah (P.)
A-don'j-kam
Ad-on-I'ram

A-don-j-ze'dek
A-do'ra

Ad-o-ra'jm
A-do'ram

Ad'o-ram (P.)
A-dram'e-lgcb.
A'dri-a

A'dri-el

A-du el
'

Ad'u-el (C-.)
A-dul'lam

A-dum'mjm
A-e-dl'as

'

^E'gypt
^E-ne'as, (Virgil.)

jE'ne-as, (Acts ix.)

JE-ne'as (P., T.)
JE'non
M'nos
Ag'a-ba
Ag'a-bua
A'gag
A'gag-Ite
A' gar
Ag-a-renes'

Ag'e-e
Ag-Ie'us
Ag-noth-ta'b9r
A'gur
A'hab
A-har'ah
A-har'al
A-has'a-I
'

A-ha-sa'I (P )

A-has-u-e'rus
A-ha'va
A'haz
A-haz'a-I
A-ha-zI'ah
Ah'ban
A'her
A'hi
A-hl'ah
A-hl'am
A-hi-e'zer
A-hl'hud

A-hi'jah
A-hi'kam
A-hl'lud
A-him'a-az
A-hI'man
A-him'e-lech

A-hi'm9th
A-hin'a-dab

A-hin'9-am
A-hi'o
A-hl'ra
A-hl'ram
A-hl'ram-Ttes

A-his'a-magh
^-hish'a-hur
A-hl'sham

A-bl'shar
A-hi'tob

A-hit'o-phel
A-hl'tub
A-hi'ud
Ah'lah
Ah'lai

Ah-la'I (P.)
A-hS'e, or A-hp'ah
A-ho'ite
A-ho'lah
A-hol'ba
A-hSl'bah

A-mal'da
Am'a-lek
Am'a-lek-Ites
A-mal'e-kltes (P., tf.)

A'man
'

Am'a-na
A-ma'na (P.)

Am-a^-rl'ah
A-ma'sa, or

Am'a-sa*
Am'a-sa (o.)
A-ma'sa (P., Sm., <7.,

A-mas'a-i

Am-a-sa'i(o., P., r.)
Am-a-shl'ah

A-hol'j-bah

A-h9-lib'a-mah
A-ho-lj-ba'mah (P., T.) Am-a-the'js

A-hu'ma-I Am'a-this
A-hu'zam
A-huz'zah
A'l
A-I'ah
A-l'ath

A-I'ja

A-I'jah
Aij'a-lon (ad'ja-lSn')

Aij'e-leth Sha'har

(&d'je-Kth)
A'\n
A-I'9th
A-I'rua

Aj'a-lSn
Ak'kub
Ak-rab'bjm
A-lam'e-lech
Al'a-m6th"
Al'a-moth

Al'ci-miis
Al'e-ma
A-lg'meth

Al'e-meth (r.)

Al-ex-an'drj-a

Al-ex-an'drj-a (p.,
sm., T.)

Al-ex-an-drl'a (o.)
Al-ex^an'drj on
A-li'ah
A-li'an

Am-a-zi'ah
A'men't
A'ml
A-min'a-dab
A-mit'tai

A-mit'ta-I (p.)
A-iniz'a-bad
Am-mad'a-tha
Am'mah
Am'ml
Am-mid'i-oi
Am'mj el

Am-ral'el (p.)
Am-mi'hud
Am-mj-shad'da-I
Am'm9n
Am'mon-ites
Am'nbn
A'mok
A'mon
Am'o-rltes

Am'plj-as
Am'ram
Am'ram-Ites
Am 'ran

Am'ra-phel
Am-ra'phel (p.)

Am'zl
A'nab

Al-le-lu'jah (iil-le-lu'ya) An'a-el
Al'l9m
Al'l9n Bac'huth
Al-mo'dad
'

Al'ni9-dad (P.)
Al'mon Dib-la-tha'jm
Al'na-than
A'loth

Al'pha
Al-phe'us
Al-ta-ne'us

Al-tas'shjth
Al'te-kon
A'lush

Al'vah, or Al'van
A'mad
A-mad'a-tha

A-mad'Hhus
A'mal

A'nah
An-a-ha'rath
An-a-I'ah
A'nak

An'a-kim?
A-nam'e-leh

A-na'mjm (P.)
A'nan
An-a'nl
An-a-ni'ah
An-a-nl'aa

A-nan'i-el
A'nath
A-nath'e-ma J
An'a-th5th
An'a-thoth-Ite
An'drew

An-drp-nT'cus
An-dron'j-cus (P.)

A'nem, or A'nen
A'ner
A'nes
A'neth
A'ni-am
A'nim
An'na
An'na-as
An'nas
An-nu'us
'

An'nii-us (c.)
An-ti-lib'a-nus

An'tj-och
An-tl'o"cbis

tn-tl'o-chusn'ti-pas

An-tip'a-tris

An'ti-pha
An-to'nj-a

An-t9-thl'jah

An-toth'i-jah (P.)
An'toth-Ite
A'nub
A'nus

Ap-9-me'a
Aph-a-ra'im
A-phar'sath-2hites
A-phar'sites
A'phek
A-phg'kah

Aph'e-k'ah (P.)
A-pJier'e-ma
A-pher'ra
A-phi'ah
Aph'rah
Aph'se?
A-p5c'a-lypse
A-poc'ry-pha
A-po]'l9s

A-pol'ly-Sn'

Ap'pa-im
Ap-pa'im (P., T.)

Ap'phi-a (a/V?-g)
Ap-phi'a (P.)

Ap'phus (Zf'fus)
Aq'uj-la

A-quil'a (P.)
Ar
A'ra
A'rab
Ar'a-b'ah

Ar-a-bat'tj-ne

A-ra'bj-a
A'rad
A'rad-Ite

Ar'a-dus

A'ram
A'ran
Ar'a-rat

A-rau'nah
'

Ar-a-u'nah (P.)
Ar'ba, or Ar'bah
Ar'bal

Ar-bat'tja

Ar-be'la, (Syria.)
Ar-bel'la

Ar'bite
Ar-bo'na-i

Ar-ghe-la'us
Ar'che-laus (P.)

Ar-ches'tra-tus
Ar'cbe-vltes

Ar'ghi
Ar-chj-at'a-roth

Ar-chlp'pus
Arh'ltes
Ard
Ar'dath
Ard'Ites
Ar'don
A-re'li

A-re'Iites

A-re-op'a-gite
A-re-op'a-gus $
Ar-e-p'a-gus (Sm.,

A're?

'

A-re'taa

Ar'e-taa (P.
A-re'us

Ar'gSb
Ar'g51
A-rid'a-I

A-rid'Et-tha

A-rl'eh
A'ri-e'l

Ar-i-ma-the'a
A'ri-och

A-ris/^-I

Ar-js-to-bu'lus
Ar-is-tob'u-lus (P.)

Ark'ites

Ar-ma-|ed'don
Ar-mi-shad'a-I
Ar'mon
Ar'nan

Ar'ne-pher
Ar'nSn
A 'rod

Ar'9-dl
Ar'9-er

A-r5'er (P., T.)
A'rom
Ar'pad, or Ar'phad
Ar-phax'ad

O.)

Ar'te-mas
Ar'u-both
A-ru'mah
Ar'vad
Ar'vad-Ites
Ar'za
A'sa
As-a-dl'as

As'a-el

As'a-hel
A-sa'hel (P.)

As-a-I'ah
As'a-na

A'saph

he, should he dissolve the Hebrew diphthong in Sada'i, Sinai,

Tolma'i, &c., and at the same time make two syllables of
the diphthong in Casleu, which are commonly united into
one ? In this, says he, he is inconsistent with himself.
See SINAI.

*
[In most of the editions of Walker's Key, this word is

placed in the Initial Vocabulary with the accent on the

penultimate, (Jl-ma'sa ;) but in the Terminational Vocabulary,
in the different editions, it has the accent on the antepenul-
timate, (Am'a-sa.) EDITOR.]

f Amen, The only simple word in the language which
has necessarily two successive accents. [See AMEN in
this Dictionary. EDITOR.]

\ Anathema. Those who are not acquainted with the

profound researches of verbal critics, would be astonished
to observe what waste of learning has been bestowed on
this word by Labbe, in order to show that it ought to be
accented on the antepenultimate syllable. This pronuncia-
tion has been adopted by English scholars; though some
divines have been heard, from the pulpit, to give it the

penultimate accent, which so readily unites it in a trochaic

pronunciation with maranatha, in the First Epistle of St.

Paul to the Corinthians :
" If any man love not the Lord

Jesus Christ, let him be Anathema maranatha."

Areopagus. There is a strong propensity, in English
readers of the New Testament, to pronounce this word

with the accent on the penultimate syllable ;
and even

some foreign scholars have contended that it ought to be
so pronounced, from its derivation from "Apeoj Traydv, the

Doric dialect for 7ryy>>, the fountain of Mars, which waa
on a hill in Athens, rather than fronT'Apeos Trdyos, the hill

of Mars. But Labbe very justly despises this derivation,
and says, that of all the ancient writers, none have said

that the Areopagus was derived from a fountain, or from a

country near to a fountain
;
but all have confessed that it

came from a hill, or the summit of a rock, on which this

famous court of judicature was built. Vossius tells us that

St. Augustine, De Civ. Dei, 1. x. cap. 10, calls this word

pagum Martis, the village of Mars, and that he fell into this

error because the Latin word pagus signifies a village or

street ; but, says he, the Greek word signifies a hill, which,

perhaps, was so called from naya or JTJJJ<>?, (that is, foun-

tain,) because fountains usually take their rise on hills.

Wrong, however, as this derivation may be, he tells us it is

adopted by no less scholars than Beza, Budaeus, and Sigo-
nius. And this may show us the uncertainty of etymology
in language, and the security of general usage ; but, in the

present case, both etymology and usage conspire to place

the accent on the antepenultimate syllable. Agreeably to

this usage, we find the prologue to a play observe that

" The critics are assembled in the pit,

And form an Areopagus of wit."
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As'a-phar
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Beth-ma'a-cah
Beth-ma-a'cah (P.)

Beth-mar'ca-both

Beth-m5'9n
Beth-nim'rah
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De-cap'9-lis
De'dan
Ded'a-nim
De-da'njm (P., r.)

Ded'a-nim^
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Ga'mul
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Ho'sa, or Has'ah

H9-?an'na
Hp-se'? (hq-il'q)

H8sh'?-m?
H9-sha'm$t (P.)

H9-she'a
Ho'tham

Ho'than
Ho'thjr
H5k'k9k
Hul
Hul'dah
Hiim'tah

Hu'pham
Hu'pham-Ites

Hiip'pah
Hup'pjm
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JE-HO'VAH
Je-ho'vah Jl'reh
J-ho'vah Nis'sl
Je-h5'vah Shal'I9m
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R.

RA'A-MAH
Raa'mah (P.)

Ra-a-ml'ah
Ra-am'ses
Rab'bah
Rab'bat
Rab'bath
Rab'bl

R&b'bith
Rab-bo'nl

Rab'mag
Rab'sa-ce?
Rab'sa-ris
Rab'sha-keh

Ra'ca, or Ra'ch?
Ra'cab
Ra'cal
Ra'chab
Ra'chel
Rad'dat-I

Ra'gau
Ra'ge?

7 -

5EB?
1

Ra'ham

Ra'kem
Rak'kath
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Sath-ra-baz'nes
Sath-ra-bou-za'ne'g
Saul
Sav'a-ran

Sa'vj-as
Sce'va (sS'vd)
Scribes

ScyWj-ans
Scy-thop'9-lls

Scyth-9-pSl'j-tans
Se'ba
Se'bat
Sec'a-cah

Se-ca'cah (P., r.)
Sech-e-nl'ag

Sefyiu
Sed-e-cl'ag

Se'gub
Se'ir

Se'j-rath
Se'la

Se'lah
Se'lah Ham-mah-lS'-
koth

Se'led
Sel-e-ml'ag
Sera

Sern-a-chi'ah
Sem-a-I'ah
Sem-a-I'ag
Sem'e-I
Se-mll'le-us

SS'mjs
Sen'a-ah

s^h<P.,,>
Se'nir

Sen-na-he'rjb
Sen-nagh'e-rib (P.,

T., sm.)
Sen'u-ah

Se-o'rjm
Se'phar
Sgph'a-rad
Seph-ar-va'jm
Se'phar-va'jm (P.)

Se'phar-vites
Se-phe'la
Se'rah

Se-ri-I'ah

Ser'a-phim
Se'red
Se'r5n

Se'rug
Se'sis

Ses'thel
Seth
SS'thar
Se'ther

Sha-ai-ab'bjn
Sha-al'bjm
Sha-al'b9-nlte
Sha'aph
Sha-a-ra'jm

Sha-ash'gas
Shab-beth'a-I

Shab-be-tha'I (p.)
Shach'j-a
Shad'da-I
Sha'drach

Sha'ge
Sha-haz'j-math
Sha'lem
Sha'ljm
Shal'j-sha

Sha-ll'sha (p.)
Shal'le-cheth

Shai-le'gheth (P.)
Shal'lum
Shal'ma-I
ShaJ'man
Shal-ma-ne'ser
Sha'ma
Sham-a-ri'ah
Sha'med
Sha'mer
Sham'gar
Sham'huth
Sha'mjr'
Sham'ma
Sham'mah
Sham'ma-I
Sham'm9th
Sham-mu'a
Sham-mu'ah
Sham-she-ra'I

Sha'pham
Sha'phan
Sha'phat
Sha'pher
Shar'a-i

Sha-ra'I (p.. r.)
Shar'a-im
Sha'rar
Sha-re'zer
Sh'ar'ma-im

Sha'r9n-Ite
Sha-ru'hen
Shar'u-hen (P.)

Shash'a-I
Sha'shak
Sha'ul
Sha'ul-Ites

Sha-d'sha
Sha'veh
Sha'veth
She'al'

She-al'tj-el
She-al-tl'el (P.)

She-a-rl'ah
'

She-ar-ja'shub
She'ba, or

She'bah
She'bam
Sheb-a-nl'ah
Sheb'a-rim

She-ba'rjm (P.)

She'bat
She'ber
Sheb'na
Sheb'u-gl
Sheh-a-nl'ah
She'hem
She'chem-Ites

Sheh'j-nah
She-hl'nah (P.)

Shed'e-ur

She-hgt-rl'ah
She'kel
She 'lab

She'lan-Ites
Shel-e-ml'ah

ShS'leph
She'lgsh
Shel'9-ml
She-lo'ml (p., r.)

Shel'9-mith
She-16'mjth (P.)

Shel'9-m5th
She-lu'mj-el
Shim
She'ma
Shem'a-ah
She-ma'ah (P.)

Shem-a-I'ah
Shem-a-rl'ah
Shgm'e-ber
She-me'ber (P., T.)

She'mer
She-mi'da
Shem'j-nith
She-mir'a-m5th
She-mu'el
Shen
She-na'zar

She'njr
She'pham
Sheph-a-tl'ah
She'phI
She'pho
She-phu'phan
She'rah
Sher-e-bl'ah
She'resh
She-r5'zer
Shg 'shack
She'shai

She-sha'I (P.)
She'shan
Shesh-baz'zar
Sheth
She'thar
She'thar Boz'na-I
She'va

Shib'b9-leth
Shib'mah
ShI'chron

Slilch'ron (P.)

Shig-ga'i9_n
(shig-ga'yQri)

ShI'hon

Shl'hbr
Shl'hor Lib'nath

ShI-I'hjm
Shil'hl

Shil'hjm
Shil'lem
Shil'lem-Ites
Shi-16'ah

Shi'l5h, or Shl'lo
Shi-lo'nl

Shi-15'nites

ShI'lon-Ites (p.)
Shil'shah
Shim'e-a
Shim'e-ah
Shlm'e-am
Shim'e-ath
Shim'e-ath-Ites
Shim'e-I
Shim'e-on
Shim'hl
Shl'ml
Shim'Ites
Shim'na
ShI'mon
Shim'fath
Shim'rl
Shim'rith

Shim'r9n-Ites
Shimon
Shim'shai
Shim'sha-I (P.)

ShI'nab
Shrnar

ShI'phI
Shiph'mlte
Shiph'ra
Shiph'rath
Ship'tan
ShI'sha
Shl'shak
Shit'ra-I

Shit'tah

Shit'tjm Wood
Shl'za
Sh5'a
Sho'ab
Sh5'ah
Sho'bach

Sho'bal
Sho'bek
Sh5'bl
ShS'cho
Sha'choh
Sho'ham
Sho'm ..:

Sh5'phach
Sho'phan

Sh9-shan'njm
Sh9-shan'nim E'duth
Shu'a

Shu'ah
Shu'al
Shu'ba-6I

Shu-ba'el (p.)
Shu'ham
Shu'ham-Ites
Shu'hltes
Shu'lam-Ite
Shu'math-Ites
Shu'nam-Ite
Shu'nem
Shu'ni
Shu'nltes

ShQ'pham
Shu'pham-Ite
Shup'pjm
Shur
ShQ'shan
Shu'shan E'duth
Shu'thal-Ites
Shu'the-lah
Shu-the'lah (P.)

Si'a

Sl'ba

Sib'ba-hai
Sib-ba-cha'I (P.)

Sib'b9-letli
Sib'mah
Sib'ra-im

Sjb-ra'jm (P., r.)
Sl'chem
SitPdjm
Si'de
Sl'd9'n

Sj-|I'9-noth
3ig-j-5'n9th (P.">

Sl'hSn
Sl'hor
Si'las

Sil'ia

Sil'9-a,
* or Sil'9-ah

Sj-15'fi (o., P.)
Sil'o-am

Sj-lo'am (o.,P^
Sil'9-as

Sil'9-e
Sl-mal-cu'e

Sim'e-on-Ites

Sim'rl
Sin
Sl'nai f

Sin'a-I (O.)
Sl'na-I (P.)

Sl'nim
Sin'Ites

Sl'9n
Siph'moth
Sip'pai

Sip-pa'I (P.)
Sl'rach

the genuine operation of nature, is violated by these igno-
rant critics from the pitiful ambition of appearing to under-
stand Latin. As the first syllable, therefore, of the word in

question, has its first vowel pronounced short, for such mis-
erable reasons as have been shown, and this short pronun-
ciation does not seem to be general, as may be seen under
the word in the Critical Pronouncing' Dictionary, we ought
certainly to incline to that pronunciation which is so agreea-
ble to the analogy of our own language, and which is, at
the same time, so much more pleasing to the ear. [What-
ever may be the analogy of English, it is clear that the true

pronunciation is Sat'an. Neither are caligo and cogito pro-
nounced as the author slates them to be. In most schools,
the long vowels retain their proper sound. TROLLOPJE.

Ca-li'go, not Cal'i-go. See SATAN, in the Dictionary.
EDITOR.]

* Siloa. This word, according to the present general
rule of pronouncing these words, ought to have the accent
on the second syllable, as it is Gracized by ZiAoxi , but Mil-

ton, who understood its derivation as well as the present
race of critics, has given it the antepenultimate accent, as
more agreeable to the general analogy of accenting English
words of the same form :

" Or if Sion hill

Delight thee more, or Siloa's brook, that flowed
Fast by the oracle of God."

If criticism ought not to overturn settled usages, surely,when
that usage is sanctioned by sucii a poet as Milton, it ought
not to be looked upon as a license, but an authority. With
respect to the quantity of the first syllable, analogy requires

that, if the accent be on it, it should be short. (See Rules

prefixed to the Greek and Latin Proper Names, Rule 19.)

[Milton can be no authority against positive fact. The
Greek name is decisive. See our author's next note.

TROLLOPE.J [Sil'o-a, C. &. T.]

f Sinai. If we pronounce this word after the Hebrew,
it is three syllables ;

if after the Greek, Siva, two only ;

though it must be confessed that the liberty allowed to poets
of increasing the end of a line with one, and sometimes

two, syllables, renders their authority, in this case, a
little equivocal. Labbe adopts the former pronunciation,
but general usage seems to prefer the latter

; and, if we al-

most universally follow the Greek in other cases, why not
in this ? Milton adopts the Greek :

"
Sing, heavenly muse ! that on the secret top
Of Oreb or of Sinai didst inspire
That shepherd-- "

"
God, from the mount of Sinai, whose gray top
Shall tremble, he, descending, will himself,
In thunder, lightning, and loud trumpets' sound,
Ordain them laws.

Pflr

We ought not, indeed, to lay too much stress on the quan-
tity of Milton, which is often so different in the same word ;

but these are the only two passages in his Paradise Lost

where this word is used
; and, as he has made the same

letters a diphthong in Asmadai, it is highly probable he

judged that Sinai ought to be pronounced in two syllables.

(See Rules prefixed to this Vocabulary, No. 5.)
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Si'rah
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z.

ZA'A-MXN
Za-a'-na'jm

Za-a-nan'njm
Za'a-van
Za-a'van (P.)

Za'bad

Zab-a-dae'an?
Zab-a-da'ias

Zab'ba-I (p.)
Zab-de'us
Zab'di

'

Zab'dj-el

Za-bl'ngi
Za'bud
Zab'ii-lon *

Zac'ca-I

Zac-ghe'us
Zac'cur

Zach4-rl'ah
Za^cher
Za'dok
Za'ham
Za'jr

Za'laph
Zal'mon
Zal-mo'nah

Zal'm9-nah (P.)
Zal-mun'nah
Zam'bis
Zam'brl
Za'mSth
Zam-zum'mims
Za-no'ah

Zap
Za'phon
Za'r?
Zar'a-cea
Za'rah
Zar-a-I'as

Za're-'ah

Za're-ath-Ites
Za'red

Zar'e-phath
Zar'e-tan
Za'reth Sha'har
Z'ar'hltes

Zar'ta-nah
Zar-ta/nah (P., r.)

Zar'than

Zath'9-5
Zath'thu
Za-thu'i
Zat'tu

Za'van
Za'za
Zeb-a-dl'ah
Ze'bah
Ze-ba'jm

Ze-bl'na

Ze-bo'jm
Ze-bu'da

Zeb'u-d? (P.)
Ze'bul
Zeb'u-lSn

Zgb'u-lpn-Ites
Zech-a-rl'ah
Ze'dad

Zed-e-kl'ah
Zeeb
Ze'eb (P., sm.)

Ze'lah
Ze'lek

Ze-15'phe-ad
Ze-16'tes'

Zil'zah_
Zem-a-ra'jm
Zem'a-rlte
Ze-ml'ra
Zg'nan
Ze'nas

Ze-^r'im
Zeph-a-nl'ah
Ze'phath
Zeph'a-thah
Ze-pha'thah (P.)

Ze'phi. or Ze'pho
Ze'phSn
Zeph'9n-Ites
Zer
Ze'rah
Zer-a-hl'ah
Zer-a-I'a

Ze'rau
Ze'red

Zer'e-d?
Zer'e-dah
Ze-rgd'a-th'ah

Z6r'e-rath
Ze-re'rath (P., T.)

Ze'resh
Ze'reth
Ze'ri

Ze'ror
Ze-ru'ah
Ze-rub'ba-bel

Ze-rub-ba'bel (P.)
Zer-u-f'ah
Zer-vl'ah
Zg'tham
Ze'than
Ze'thar
Zl'a

Zib'?-on
Zib'j-on
Zich'rl (ztk'rl)
Zid'dim

Zjd-kl'jah
Zl'd5n, or Si'd5n

Zj-do'nj-anj
Zif

Zi'hgi

Zik'lag
Zil'lah

Zil'pah
Za'thai

Zjl-tha'I (P.)
Zim'mah
Zim'ram, or Zim'ran
Zim'rl
Zin
Zl'na

Zl'on, or Sl'on
Zl'9r

Ziph
Zl'phah
Ziph'i-5n

Ziph'Ites
Zi'phron
Ziph'r9n (P., r.)

Zip'ptfr

Zip-p5'rah
Zith'rl
Ziz
Zi'z?
Zl'zah
Z5'an
Z5'ar

Zo'ba, or Zo'bah
Z9-be'bah
Zo'har
Z5'he-leth

Zo-he'leth (P.)
Zon'a-ras'

Zo'peth
Zo'phah
Zo'phai
Zo'phar
Zo'phjm
Zo'rah
Zo'rath-ites

Zo're-'ah

Zo-re'ah (r.)
Zo'rites

Zo-rob'a-belf
Zu'ar

Zuph
Zur

Zu-rj-shad'da-I

Zu'zjmf

* Zabulon. "
Notwithstanding," saya the editor of

Labbe,
" this word, in Greek, Za6v\uv t

has the penultimate
long, yet in our churches we always hear it pronounced
with the acute on the antepenultimate. Those who thus
wonounce it plead that, in Hebrew, the penultimate vowel

is short ; but, in the word Zorobabcl, Zopo/?d/?fiX, they fol-

low a different rule
; for, though the penultimate in Hebrew

is long, they pronounce it with the antepenultimate accent."

| Zorobabel. See ZABULOW.
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EBA.*
Accent the Antepenultimate.

BATHSHEBA, Elisheba, Beersheba.

ADA, IDA.

Accent the Penultimate.
Sbemida.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Eliada, Jehoida, Bethsaida, Adida.

EA, EGA, ECHA, UPHA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Laodicea, Chaldea, Judea, Arimathea, Idumea, Caesarea,
Berea, Iturea, Osea, Hosea, Omega, Hasupha.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Cenchrea, Sabtecha.

ASHA, ISHA, USHA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Elisha, Jerusha.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
B'aasba, Shalisha.

ATHA, ETHA, ITHA, OTHA, UTHA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Jegar-Sahadutha, Dalmanutha.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Gabatha, Gabbatha, Amadatha, Hamtnedatha, Parshan-

datha, Ephphatha, Tirshatha, Admatha, Caphenatha, Pora-

tba, Achmetba, Tabitha, Golgotba.

IA.

(Pronounced in two syllables.)

Accent the Penultimate.

Seleucia,t Japhia, Adalia, Bethulia, Nethania, Chenania,
Jaazania, Jamnia, Samaria, Hezia.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Achaia, Arabia, Thracia, Samothracia, Grecia, Cilicia,

Cappadocia, Seleucia, Media, India, Pindia, Claudia, Phry-

5ia,
Antiochia, Casiphia, Philadelphia, Apphia, Igdalia,

ulia, Pamphylia, Mesopotamia, Armenia, Lycaonia, Mace-

donia, Apollonia, Junia, Ethiopia, Samaria, Adria, Alexan-

dria, Celosyria, Syria, Assyria, Asia, Persia, Mysia, Galatia,

Dalmatia, Philistia.

IKA.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Elika.

ALA, ELA, ILA, AMA, EMA, IMA,

Accent the Penultimate.

Ambela, Arbela, Machpela.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Magdala, Aquila, Aceldama, Apberema, Ashima, Jemima.

ANA, ENA, INA, ONA.
Accent ths Penultimate.

Diana, Tryphena, Hyena, Palestina, Barjona.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abana, Hashbadana, Amana, Ecbatana.

* -eba. For the pronunciation of the final a, in this se-

lection, see Rule 9.

f Seleucia. For this word and Samaria, Antiochia, and

Alexandria, see the Initial Vocabulary of Greek and Latin

OA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Gilbba, Siloa, Eshtemoa.

ARA, ERA, IRA, URA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Guzara, Ahira, Sapphira, Thyatira, Bethsura.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Baara, Bethabara, Patara, Potiphera, Sisera.

ASA, OSA.
Accent the Penultimate

Cle'asa, Tryphosa.

Accent the Antepenultimate
Adasa, Amasa.

ATA, ITA.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Epbphata, Melita, Hatita.

AVA, UA, AZA.
Accent the Penultimate.

Ahava, Malchishua, Elishua, Shamua, Jahaza.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Jeshua, Abishua, Joshua.

AB, IB, OB, UB.
Accent the Penultimate.

Eliab, Sennacherib, Ishbi-Benob, Ahitob, Ahitub.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abinadab, Aminadab, Jehonadab, Jonadab, Chileab, Aho-

liab, Magor-Missabib, Aminadib, Eliashib, B'aalzebub, Beel-
zebub.

AC, UC.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Isaac, Syriac, Abacuc, Habbacuc.

AD, ED, OD, UD.
Accent the Penultimate.

Almodad, Arphaxad, Elihud, Ahihud, Abiud, Ahiud,
Ahilud.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Galaad, Josabad, Benhadad, Gilead, Zelophead, Zelophe-

had, Jochebed, Galeed, Ichabod, Ammihud.

CE, DEE, LEE, MEE, AGE, YCHE, OHE, ILE, AME,
OME, ANE, ENE, OE, OSSE, VE.

Accent the Penultimate.

Phenice, Bernice, Eunice, Elelohe, Salome, Magdalene,
Abilene, Mitylene, Cyrene, Syene, Colosse, (Nazarene, pro-
nounced in three syllables, with the accent on the last.)

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Zebedee, Galilee, Ptolemee, Bethphage, Syntyche, Subile,

Apame, Gethsemane, Siloe, Ninive.

ITE,J (in one syllable.)

Accent the Penultimate.

Thisbite, Haruphite, Shuhite, Abiezrite, Gittite, Hittite,

Hivite, Buzite.

Proper Names, also Rule 30 prefixed to the Initial Vocabu-

lary. [See also note on p. 893. EDITOR.]
-ite. Words of this termination have the accent of the

words from which they are formed, and, on this account, are
zzz
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Accent the Antepenultimate.
Harodite, Agagite, Areopagite, Gergashite, Morashite,

Ephrathite, Bethelite, Carmelite, Hamulite, Benjamite,
Nehelamite, Shulamite, Shunamite, Edomite, Temanite,
Gilonite, Shilonite, Horonite, Amorite, Jebusite.

Accent the PreantepenuUimate.
Naamathite, Jezreelite, Bethlehemite, Ephfaimite, (Ca-

naanite, generally pronounced in three syllables, as if writ-
ten Ca-naan-ite.)

AG, OG.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abishag, Hamongog.

BAH, CAH, DAH, EAH, CHAH, SHAH, THAH.
Accent the Penultimate.

Zobazibah, Makkedah, Abidah, Elishah.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Dinhabah, Aholibah, Meribah, Abelbethmaacah, Abadah,

Moladah, Zeredah, Jedidah, Gibeah, Shimeah, Zaphnath-*
Paaneah, Meachah, Berachah, Baashah, Eliathah.

AIAH, EIAH.

(Ai and ei pronounced as a diphthong in one syllable.)

Accent the Penultimate.

Micaiah,* Michaiah, Benaiah, Isaiah, Iphedeiah, Milase-
iah.

(Ai pronounced in two syllables.)

Adaiah, Pedaiah, Semaiah, Seraiah, Asaiah.

IAH.

Accent the Penultimate.

Abiah, Rheabiah, Zibiah, Tobiah, Maadiah, Zebadiah,
Obadiah, Noadiah, Jedidiah, Ahiah, Pekahiah, Jezrahiah,
Barachiah, Japhiah, Bithiah, Hezekiah, Helkiah, Zedekiah,
Adaliah, Gedaliah, Igdaliah, Athaliah, Hackaliah, Rema-
Jiali, Nehemiah, Shelemiah, Meshelemiah, Jeremiah, Sheb-

aniah, Zephaniah, Nethaniah, Chenaniah, Hananiah, Coni-

ah, Jecpniah, Sheariah, Zachariah, Zechariah, Amariah,
Shemariah, Azariah, Neariah, Moriah, Uriah, Josiah, Mes-
siah, Shephatiah, Pelatiah, Ahaziah, Amaziah, Asaziah,
Uzziah.

JAH.

Accent the Penultimate.

Aijah, Abijah, Jehidijah, Ahijah, Elijah, Adonijah, Irijah,

Tobadonijah, Urijah, Hallelujah, Zerujah.

KAH, LAH, MAH, NAH, OAH, RAH, SAH, TAH,
VAH, UAH.

Accent the Penultimate.

Rebekah, Azekah, Machpelah, Aholah, Abel-meholah,
Beulah, Elkanah, Hannah, Kirjath-sannah, Harbonah, Hash-

monah, Zalmonah, Shiloah, Noah, Manoah, Zanoah, Uzzen-

shcrah, Zipporah, Keturah, Hadassah, Malchishuah, Sham-
muah, JEHOVAH, Zeruah.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Marrekah, Baalah, Shuthelah, Telmelah, Methuselah,

Hachilah, Hackilah, Dalilah, Delilah, Havilah, Raamah, Aho-

libamah, AdamahjElishamah, Ruhamah, Loruhamah,Ked-
emah, Ashimah, Jemimah, Penninah, Baarah, Taberah,
Deborah, Ephratah, Paruah.

ACH, ECH, OCH.
Accent the Penultimate.

Merodacb, Evil-Merodach.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Ahisamach, Ebed-melech, Abimelech, Ahimelech, Elim-

elech, Alammelech, Anammelech, Adramelech, Regemme-
lech, Arioch, Antioch.

KEH, LEH, VEH, APH, EPH, ASH, ESH, ISH.

Accent the Penultimate.

Elealeh, Elioreph, Jehoash.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Rabshakeh, Nineveh, Ebiasaph, Bethshemesh, Enshe-

mesh, Carchemish.

ATH, ETH, ITH, OTH, UTH.
Accent the Penultimate.

Goliath, Jehovah -jireth, Hazar-maveth, Baal-berith, Reho-
both, Arioth, Nebaioth,f Naioth, Moseroth, Hazeroth, Piha-

hiroth, Mosoroth, Allon-bachuth.

sometimes accented even on the preantepenultimate syllable ;

as, Bethlehemite, from Bethlehem, and so of others. Words of
this termination, therefore, of two syllables, have the accent
on the penultimate syllable; and words of three or more
on the same syllable as theii primitives. See Rule 8.

*
Micaiah, &c. For the pronunciation of the two last

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Mahaloth, Bashemath, Asenath, Daberath, Elisabeth, Dab-

basheth, Jeruhbesheth, Ishbosheth, Mephibosheth, Haro-
sheth, Zoheleth, Bechtileth, Shibboleth, Tanhumeth, Genes-
areth, Asbazureth, Nazareth, Mazzareth, Kirharaseth, Shel-
omith, Sheminith, Lapidoth, Anathoth, Kerioth, Shemira-
moth, Kedemoth, Ahemoth, Jerimoth, Sigionoth, Ashtaroth,
Mazzaroth.

AI.

(Pronounced as a diphthong in one syllable.)

Accent the Penultimate.

Chelubai, Sheshai, Shimshai, Hushai, Zilthai, Berothai,
Talmai, Tolmai, Sinai, Talnai, Arbonai, Sarai, Sippai,

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Mordecai, Asmadai, Sibbechai, Chephar-Haammonai,

Paarai.

AI.

Ai.

(Pronounced in two syllables.)

Accent the Penultimate.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Zabbai, Babai, Nebai, Shobai, Subai, Zaccai, Shaddai,

Amishaddai, Aridai, Heldai, Hegai, Haggai, Belgai, Bilgai,
Abishai, Uthai, Adlai, Barzillai, Ulai, Sisamai, Shalmai,
Shammai, Elisenai, Tatnai, Shether-boznai, Naharai, Sha-
rai, Shamsherai, Shitrai, Arisai, Bastai, Bavai, Bigvai, Uzai

DI, EI, LI, MI, NI, OI, PI, RI, UI, ZI.

Accent the Penultimate.

Areli, Loammi, Talitha-cumi, Gideoni, Benoni, Hazelepo
ni, Philippi, Gehazi.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Engedi, Simei, Shimei, Edrei, Bethbirei, Abisei, Baali,

Naphthali, Nephtliali,Puteoli, Adami, Naomi, Hanani, Beer-

lahairoi, Merari, Haahashtari, JesUi.

EK, UK.
Accent the Penultimate.

Adonizedek, Adonibezek.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Melchizedek, Amalek, Habakkuk.

AAL, EAL, IAL, ITAL, TJTAL.
Accent the Penultimate.

Baal, Kirjath-baal, Hamutal.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Meribbaal, Eshbaal, Ethbaal, Jerubaal. Tabeal. Belial, Ab-

ital.

AEL, ABEL, EBEL.
Accent the Penultimate.

Jael, Abel.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Gabael, Michael, Raphael, Mishael, Mehujael, Abimael,
Ishmael, Ismael, Anael, Nathanael, Israel, Asael, Zerubba-

bel, Zerobabel, Mehetabel, Jezebel.

EEL, OGEL, AHEL, ACHEL, APHEL, OPHEL,

Accent the Penultimate.

Enrogel, Rachel, El-bethel.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Tabeel,Abdeel,Japhaleel, Mahaleel, Bezaleel, Hanameel,
Jeralimeel, Hananeel, Nathaneel, Jabneel, Jezreel, Hazeel,
Asahel, Barachel, Amraphel, Achitophel.

IEL, KEL.
Accent the Penultimate.

Peniel, Uzziel.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abiel, Tobiel, Adiel, Abdiel, Gaddiel, Pagiel, Salathiel,

Ithiel, Ezekiel, Gamaliel, Shelumiel, Daniel, Othniel, Ariel,

Gabriel, Uriel, Shealtiel, Putiel, Haziel, Hiddekel.

UEL, EZEL.
Accent the Penultimate.

De'uel, Raguel, Bethuel, Pethuel, Hamuel, Jemuel, Kemu-
el, Nemuel, Phanuel, Penuel, Jeruel, Bethezel.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Samuel,J Lemuel, Emanuel, Immanuel.

syllables of these words, see Rule 5, prefixed to Scripture

Proper Names, p. 908.

f Nabaioth. The ai, in this and the next word, form
one syllable. See Rule 5, p. 908.

J Samuel. See Rule 17 prefixed to Scripture Proper
Names, p. 908.
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AIL.

(Pronounced in two syllables.)

decent the Penultimate.
Abihail.

AIL.

(Pronounced as a diphthong in one syllable.)

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abigail.

OL, UL.
Accent the Penultimate.

Bethgamul.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Eshtaol.

ODAM, AHAM, IAM, UAM, IKAM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Elmodam, Abijam, Aliikam.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abraham, Miriam, Adonikam.

OAM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Rehoboam, Roboam, Jeroboam.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Siloam, Abinoam, Ahinoam.

ARAM, IRAM, ORAM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Pedanaram, Abiram, Hiram, Adoniram, Adoram, Hado-
ram, Jehoram.

AHEM, EHEM, ALEM, EREM.
Accent the Antepenultimate.

Menahem, Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Beth-haccerem.

AIM.*

Accent the Penultimate.

Chusan-Rishathaim, Kirjathaim, Bethdiblathaim, Rama-
thaim, Adithaim, Misrephothmaim, Abelmaim, Mahan'aim,
Manhanaim, Horonaim, Shiiaraim, Adoraim, Sepharvaim.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Rephaim, Dothaim, Eglaim, Barnaim, Sharaim, Ephraim,
Beth-ephraim, Mizraim, Abel-mizraim.

BIM, CHIM, PHIM, KIM, LIM, NIM, RIM, ZIM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Sarsechim, Zebbim, Kirjatharim, Cahurim, Kelkath-ha-
zurim.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Cherubim, Lehabim, Rephidim, Seraphim, Teraphim, Eli-

akim, Jehoiakim, Joiakim, Joakim, Baalim, Dedanim, Eth-

anim, Abarim, Bethhaccerim, Kirjath-jearim, Hazerim, Baal-

perazim, Gerizim, Gazizim.

DOM, LOM, AUM, IUM, NUM, RUM, TUM.
Accent the Penultimate.

Obededom, Appii-forum, Miletum.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Abishalom, Absalom, Capernaum, Rhegium, Trogyllium,
Iconium, Adramyttium, Galbanum.

AAN, CAN, DAN, BAN, THAN, IAN, MAN, NAN.
Accent the Penultimate.

Memucan, Chaldean, Ahiman, Elhanan, Johanan, Ha-
inan.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Canaan, Chanaan, Merodach-baladan, Nebuzaradan, El-

nathan, Jonathan, Midian, Indian, Phrygian, Italian, Mace-

donian, Ethiopian, Syrian, Assyrian, Egyptian, Naaman.

AEN, YEN, CHIN, MIN, ZIN.

Accent the Penultimate.

Man'len, Bethaven, Chorazin.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Jehoiachin, Benjamin.

EON, AGON, EPHON, ASHON, AION, ION, ALON,
ELON, ULON, YLON, MON, NON, RON, YON,

THUN, RUN.
Accent the Penultimate.

Baal-meon, Beth-dagon, Baal-zephon, Naashon, Higgaion,
Ehiggaion, Chilion, Orion, Esdrelon, Baal-hamon, Philemon,
Abiron, Beth-horon.

* -aim. In this selection the ai form distinct syllables.

See Rule 16, p. 909.

t Gentiles This may be considered as an English word,

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Gibeon, Zibeon, Gedeon, Gideon, Simeon, Pirathon, He-

rodion, Carnion, Sirion, Ascalon, Ajalon, Askelon, Zebulon,
Babylon, Jeshimon, Tabrimon, Solomon, Lebanon, Aaron,
Apollyon, Jeduthun, Jeshurun.

EGO, ICHO, HIO, LIO.

Accent the Penultimate.
Ahio.

Accent the Antepenultimate.
Abednego, Jericho, Gallic.

AR, ER, IR, OR, UR.

Accent the Penultimate.

Ahishar, Baal-tamar, Balthasar, Eleazar, Eziongeber,Tig-
lath-pileser, Shalmaneser, Hadadezer, Abiezer, Ahiezer, El

iezer, Romamtiezer, Ebenezer, Joezer, Sharezer, Havoth

jair, Asnoth-tabor, Beth-peor, Baal-peor, Nicanor, Philome
tor.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Issachar, Potiphar, Abiathar, Ithamar, Shemeber, Lucifer,
Chedorlaorner, Aroer, Sosipater, Sopater, Achior, Nebucho-
donosor, Eupator, Shedeur, Abishur, Pedahzur.

AAS, BAS, EAS, PHAS, IAS, LAS, MAS, NAS, OAS,
PAS, RAS, TAS, YAS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Oseas, Esaias, Tobias, Sedecias, Abadias, Asadias, Abdi-

as, Barachias, Ezechias, Mattathias, Matthias, Ezekias, Ne-

emias, Jeremias, Ananias, Assanias, Azarias, Ezerias, Jo-

sias, Ozias, Bage'as, Aretas, Onyas.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Annaas, Barsabas, Patrobas, Eneas, Phineas, Caiaphas,
Cleophas, Herodias, Euodias, Georgias, Amplias, Lysanias,

Gabrias, Tiberias, Lysias, Nicolas, Artemas, Elymas, Par

menas, Siloas, Antipas, Epaphras.

CES, DBS, EES, GES, HES, LES, NES, SES, TES.

Accent the Penultimate.

Gentiles,! Rameses, Mithridates, Euphrates.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Rabsaces, Arsaces, Nomades, Phinees, Astyages, Diotre-

phes, Epiphanes, Tahaphanes, Hermogenes, Taphenes, Ca-

listhenes, Sosthenes, Eumenes.

ENES and INES.

(In one syllable.)

Accent the Ultimate.

Gadarenes, Agarenes, Hagarenes.

Accent the Penultimate.

Philistines, (pronounced philistins.)

ITES.

(Pronounced in one syllable.)

Words of this termination have the accent of the words
from which they are formed, which sometimes occasions

the accent to be placed even on the preantepenultimate syl-

lable ; as, Gileaditcs, from Oilead ; and so of others. Words
of this termination, therefore, of two syllables, have the ac-

cent on the penultimate syllable ; and words of three or more
on the same syllable as their primitives.

-

Accent the Penultimate.

Gadites, Kenites, Jamnites, Levites, Hittites, Hivites.

Accent the Antepenultimate.

Rechabites, Moabites, Gergeshites, Nahatliites, Kohath-

iteSjPelethites, Cherethites, Uzzielites, Tarpelites, Elamites,

Edomites, Reubenites, Ammonites, Hermonites, Ekronites,

Hagarites, Nazarites, Amorites, Geshurites, Jebusites, Nin-

evites, Jesuites, Perizzites.

Accent the Preantepenultimate.

Gileadites, Amalekites, Ishmaelites, Israelites, Midian-

ites, Gibeonites, Aaronites.

Zelotes.

OTES.
Accent the Penultimate.

IS.

Accent the Penultimate.

Accent the. Antepenultimate.

Antiochis, Amathis, Baalis, Decapolis, Neapolis, Hierapo-

lis, Persepolis, Arnphipolis, Tripolis, Nicopolis, Scythopolis,

Salamis, Damaris, Vabsaris, Antipatris, Atargatis.

and should be pronounced in two syllables, as if written

jen-tiles, the last syllable as the plural of tile.
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IMS.

decent the Penultimate.

Emims, Zumims, Zamzummims.

decent the Antepenultimate.
Rephaims, Gammadims, Cherethims, Anakims, Nethe-

mims, Chemarims.

ANS.
decent the Penultimate.

Sabeans, Laodice'ans, Assideans, Galileans, Idume'ans,
Epicureans.

decent the dntepenultimate.
Arabians, Grecians, Herodians, Antiochians, Corinthians,

Parthians, Scythians, Athenians, Cyrenians, Macedonians,
Zidonians, Babylonians, Lacedemonians, Ethiopians, Cyp-
rians, Syrians, Assyrians, Tyrians, Ephesians, Persians, Ga-

latians, Cretians, 'Egyptians, Nicolaitans, Scythopolitans,
Samaritans, Lybians.

MOS, NOS, AUS, BUS, CUS, BUS.
decent the Penultimate.

Archelaus, Meneiaus, Abubus, Andronicus, Seleucus.

decent the dntepenultimate.
Pergamos, Stephanos, Emmaus, Agabus, Bartacus, Acha-

icus, Tychicus, Aradus.

BUS.
decent the Penultimate.

Daddeus, Asmodeus, Aggeus, Zaccheus, Ptolemeus, Mac-
cabeus, Lebbeus, Cendebeus, Thaddeus, Mardocheus, Mor-

docheus, Alpheus, Timeus, Bartimeus, Hymeneus, Elizeus.

decent the dntepenultimate.

Dositheus, Timotheus, Nereus.

GUS, CHUS, THUS.
decent the dntepenultimate.

Areopagus, Philologus, Lysimachus, Antiochus, Euty-
chus Amadathus.

IUS.

decent, the Penultimate.
Darius.

decent the dntepenultimate.
Gaius, Athenobius, Cornelius, Numenius, Cyrenius, Apol

lonius, Tiberius, Demetrius, Mercurius, Dionysius, Pontius
Tertius.

LUS, MUS, NUS, RUS, SUS, TUS.
decent the Penultimate.

Aristobulus, Eubulus, Nicodemus, Ecanus, Hircanus, Au-
ranus, Sylvanus, Ahasuerus, Assuerus, Heliodorus, Aretu-
rus, Bar-jesus, Fortunatus, Philetus, Epaphroditus, Azotus.

decent the dntepenultimate.
Attalus, Theophilus, Alcimus, Trophimus, Onesimus, Did-

ymus, Libanus, Antilibanus, Sarchedonus, Acheacharus,
Lazarus, Citherus, Eleutherus, Jairus, Prochorus, Onesipho-
rus, Asapharasus, Ephesus, Epenetus, Asyncritus.

AT, ET, OT, 1ST, OST.
decent the dntepenultimate.

Ararat, Eliphalet, Gennesaret, Iscariot, Antichrist, Pen-
tecost.

EU, HU, ENU, EW, MY.
decent the Penultimate.

Casleu, Chisleu, Abihu, Andrew.

decent the dntepenultimate.
Jehovah-Tsidkenu, Bartholomew, Jeremy.

BAZ, GAZ, HAZ, PHAZ.
decent the Penultimate.

Mahar-shalal-hash-baz, Shaash-gaz, Eliphaz

decent the dntepenultimate.
Jehbahaz.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

AFTER the many learned pens which have been employed on the subject of the following Obser-

vations, the author would have been much ashamed of obtruding his humble opinion on so delicate

a point, had he not flattered himself that he had taken a material circumstance into the account,
which had been entirely overlooked by almost every writer he had met with.

It is not a little astonishing, that, when the nature of the human voice forms so great a part of

the inquiry into accent and quantity, its most marking distinctions should have been so little at-

tended to. From a perusal of every writer on the subject,* one would be led to suppose that high
and low, loud and soft, and quick and slow, were the only modifications of which the voice was

susceptible ;
and that the inflections of the voice, which distinguish speaking from singing, did not

exist. Possessed, therefore, of this distinction of sounds, the author at least brings something new
into the inquiry ; and if, even with this advantage, he should fail of throwing light on the subject,

he is sure he shall be entitled to the indulgence of the learned, as they fully understand the diffi-

culty of the question.

* The only exception to this general assertion is Mr.

Steele, the author of " Prosodia Rationalis
;

" but the de-

sign of this gentleman is not so much to illustrate the ac-
cent and quantity of the Greek language as to prove the

possibility of forming a notation of speaking sounds for our

own, and of reducing them to a musical scale, and accom-
panying them with instruments. The attempt is undoubt-

edly laudable, but np further useful than to show the im-

possibility of it by the very method he has taken to explain
it

;
for it is wrapped up in such an impenetrable cloud of

music as to be unintelligible to any but musicians
; and the

distinctions of sound are so nice and numerous as to dis-

courage the most persevering student from laboring to un-
derstand him. After all, what light can we expect will be
thrown on this subject by one who, notwithstanding the
infinitesimal distinctions he makes between similar sounds,
says that the u in

ugly, and the e in met and get, are diph-
thongs ;

that the a in may is long, and the same letter in
nation short

;
and that the u in you, use, &c. is always acuto-

grave, and the i in idle, try, &c. grave-acute ?

CONTENTS.

PREPARATORY OBSERVATIONS.
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A definition of accent 931

All the different modifications of the voice exemplified. 932
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and the seeming absurdity of their dramatic enter-
tainments 938

Probable causes of the obscurity and confusion in

which this subject is involved, both among the an-
cients and moderns.- 939



PREPARATORY OBSERVATIONS.

As a perusal of the Observations on Greek and Latin Ac-
cent and Quantity requires a more intimate acquaintance
with the nature of the voice than is generally brought to

the study of that subject, it may not be improper to lay be-

fore the reader such an explanation of speaking sounds as

may enable him to distinguish between high and loud, soft

and low, forcibleness and length, and feebleness and short-

ness, which are so often confounded, and which conse-

quently produce such confusion and obscurity among our
best prosodists.

But, as describing such sounds upon paper as have no
definite terms appropriated to them, like those of music, is

a new and difficult task, the reader must be requested to

give as nice an attention as possible to those sounds and in-

flections of voice, which spontaneously annex themselves to

certain forms of speech, and which, from their familiarity,
are apt to pass unnoticed. But if experience were out of
the question, and we were only acquainted with the organic
formation of human sounds, we must necessarily distinguish
them into five kinds

; namely, the monotone, or one sound

continuing a perceptible time in one note, which is the case
with all musical sounds

;
a sound beginning low and slid-

ing higher, or beginning high and sliding lower, without

any perceptible intervals, which is essential to all speaking
sounds. The two last may be called simple slides or inflec-

tions
;
and these may be so combined as to begin with that

which rises, and end with that which falls, or to begin with
that which falls, and end with that which rises ;

and if this

combination of different inflections be pronounced with one

impulse or explosion of the voice, it may not improperly
be called the circumflex, or compound inflection

;
and this

monotone, the two simple and the two compound inflec-

tions, are the only modifications, independent on the pas-

sions, of which the human voice is susceptible.

The Different States of the Voice

The modifications of the voice, which have just been

enumerated, may be called absolute, because they cannot
be converted into each other, but must remain decidedly
what they are ; while different states of the voice, as high
and low, loud and soft, quick and slow, are only compara-
tive terms, since what is high in one case may be low in an-

other, and so of the rest. Beside, therefore, the modifica-

tions of voice which have been described, the only varieties

remaining, of which the human voice is capable, except
those produced by the passions, are high, low, loud, soft,

quick, slow, forcible, and feeble. Though high and loud,
and low and soft, are frequently confounded, yet, when
considered distinctly, their difference is easily understood

;

as, if we strike a large bell with a deep tone, though it gives
a very loud tone, it will still be a low one ; and, if we strike

a small bell with a high tone, it will still be a high tone,

though the stroke be ever so soft. A quick tone, in music,
is that in which the same tone continues but a short time,
and a slow tone where it continues longer ;

but in speak-
ing, a quick tone is that when the slide rises from low to high,
or falls from high to low, in a short time, and a slow tone
the reverse j

while forcible and feeble seem to be severally

compounded of two of these simple states
;
that is, force

Beems to be loudness and quickness, either in a high or low
tone also

;
and feebleness seems to be softness and slowness,

either in a high or a low tone likewise. As to the tones of

the passions, which are so many and various, these, in the

opinion of one of the best judges in the kingdom, are qual-
ities of sound, occasioned by certain vibrations of the organs
of speech, independent on high, low, loud, soft, quick, slo'w,

forcible, or feeble ;
which last may not improperly be called

different quantities of sound.

It may not, perhaps, be unworthy of observation, how
few are these principles, which, by a different combination
with each other, produce that almost unbounded variety of

which human speech consists. The different quantities of

sound, as these different states of the voice may be called,

may be combined so as to form new varieties with any other

that are not opposite to them. Thus high may be combined
with either loud or soft, quick or slow 3 that is, a high note

may be sounded either in a loud or soft tone, and a low note
may be sounded either in a loud or a soft tone also, and each
of these tones may be pronounced either in a longer or a
shorter time

;
that is, more slowly or quickly ; while forcible

seems to imply a degree of loudness and quickness ;
and fee-

ble, a degree of softness and slowness, either in a high or a
low tone. These combinations may, perhaps, be more easily
conceived by classing them in contrast with each other:

High, loud, quick.
Low, soft, slow.

Forcible may be high, loud, and quick; or low, loud, and
quick. Feeble may be high, soft, and slow

; or low, soft, and
slow.
The different combinations of these states may be thus

represented :

High, loud, quick, forcible. Low, loud, quick, forcible.

High, loud, slow. Low, loud, slow.

High, soft, quick. Low, soft, quick.
High, soft, slow, feeble. Low, soft, slow, feeble.

When these states of the voice are combined with the five

modifications of voice above mentioned, the varieties be-
come exceedingly numerous, but far from being incalcula-
ble. Perhaps they may amount (for I leave it to arithme-
ticians to reckon them exactly) to that number into which
the ancients distinguished the notes of music, which, if I
remember right, was about two hundred.
These different states of the voice, if justly distinguished

and associated, may serve to throw some light on the nature
of accent. If, as Mr. Sheridan asserts, the accented syllable
be only louder, and not higher, than the other syllables, ev-

ery polysyllable is a perfect monotone. If the accented syl-
lable be higher than the rest, which is the general opinion
both among the ancients and moderns, this is true only
when a word is pronounced alone, and without reference
to any other word

;
for when suspended at a comma, con-

cluding a negative member followed by an affirmative, or

asking a question beginning with a verb, if the unaccented
syllable or syllables be the last, they are higher than the ac-
cented syllable, though not so loud. So that the true defi-

nition of accent is this: If the word bi Denounced alone,
and without any reference to other words, the -ented syllable is

both higher and louder than the other syllables either before or

after it ; but, if the word be suspended, as at the comma, if it

end a negative member followed by an affirmative, or if it con-
clude an interrogative sentence beginning with a verb, in each
case the accented syllable is louder and higher than the preceding,
and louder and lower than the succeeding syllables. This will
be sufficiently exemplified in the following pages. In the
mean time, it may be observed, that if a degree of swiftness
enter into the definition of force, and the accented syllable
be the most forcible, it follows that the accent does not

necessarily lengthen the syllable, and that if it fall on along
vowel, it is only a longer continuation of that force with
which it quickly or suddenly commenced ; for as the voice
is an efflux of air, and air is a fluid like water, we may
conceive a sudden gush of this fluid to continue either a

longer or a shorter time, and thence form an idea of long or
short quantity. If, however, this definition of force, as ap-
plied to accent, should be erroneous or imaginary, let it be
remembered it is an attempt to form a precise idea of what
has hitherto been left in obscurity ;

and that, if such an
attempt should fail, it may at least induce some curious

inquirer to show where it fails, and to substitute something
better in its stead.

If these observations be just, they may serve to show how
ill-founded is the opinion of that infinite variety of voice of
which speaking sounds consist. That a wonderful variety

may arise from the key in which we speak, from the force

or feebleness with which we pronounce, and from the tinc-

ture of passion or sentiment we infuse into the words, is

acknowledged ; but, speak in what key we will, pronounce
with what force or feebleness we please, and infuse what-
ever tincture of passion or sentiment we can imagine into

the words, still they must necessarily be pronounced with
one of the foregoing modifications of the voice. Let us go
into whatever twists or zigzags of tone we will, we cannot
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go out of the boundaries of these inflections. These are the

outlines on which all the force and coloring of speech is laid
;

and these may be justly said to form the first principles of

speaking sounds.

Exemplification of the Different Modifications of the

Voice. The Monotone, the Rising Inflection, the

Falling Inflection, the Rising Circumflex, and the

Fatting Circumflex.

Though we seldom hear such a variety in reading or

speaking as the sense and satisfaction of the ear demand,
yet we hardly ever hear a pronunciation perfectly monoto-
nous. In former times, we might have found it in the mid-

night pronunciation of the Bellman's verses at Christmas
;

and now the Town Crier, as Shakspeare calls him, some-
times gives us a specimen of the monotonous, in his vocif-

erous exordium " This is to give notice! " The clerk of
a court of justice also promulgates the will of the court

by that barbarous metamorphosis of the old French word
Oyez/ Oyez! Hear ye! Hear ye ! into Oyes! Oyes! in a

perfect sameness of voice. But however ridiculous the

monotone in speaking may be in the above-mentioned

characters, in certain solemn and sublime passages in poe-
try it has a wonderful propriety, and by the uncommonness
of its use, it adds greatly to that variety with which the ear
is so much delighted.
This monotone may be defined to be a continuation or

sameness of sound upon certain words or syllables, exactly
like that produced by repeatedly striking a bell : such a
stroke may be louder or softer, but continues in exactly the
same pitch. To express this tone, a horizontal line may be

adopted; such a one as is generally used to signify a long
syllable in verse. This tone may be very properly intro-

duced in some passages of Akenside's Pleasures of Imagina-
tion, where he so finely describes the tales of horror related

by the village matron to her infant audience :

"
Breathing astonishment ! of witching rhymes
And evil spirits ; of the death-bed call

To him who robbed the widow, and devoured
The orphan's portion ;

of unquiet souls
Risen from the grave to ease the heavy guilt
Of deeds in life concealed

; of shapes that walk
At dead of night, and clank theii chains, and wave
The torch of hell around the murderer's bed."

If the words " of shapes that walk at dead of night
" be

pronounced in a monotone, it will add wonderfully to the

variety and solemnity of the passage.
The rising inflection is that upward turn of the voice we

generally use at the comma, or in asking a question begin-
ning with a verb ; as,

"
No, say you ? did he say No ?

" This
is commonly called a suspension of voice, and may not im-

properly be marked by the acute accent, thus (
'

).

The falling inflection is generally used at the semicolon
and colon, and must necessarily be heard in answer to the
former question :

" He did: he said N6." This inflection,
in a lower tone of voice, is adopted at the end of almost
every sentence, except the definite question, or that which
begins with the verb. To express this inflection, the grave
accent seems adapted, thus (

x
).

The rising circumflex begins with the falling inflection,
and ends with the rising upon the same syllable, and seems,
as it were, to twist the voice upwards. This inflection

may be exemplified by the drawling tone we give to some
words spoken ironically ; as the word Clodius, in Cicero's
Oration for Milo. This turn of voice may be marked in this
manner (

v
) :

" But it is foolish in us to compare Drusus Africanus and
ourselves with Clodius

;
all our other calamities were toler-

able, but no one can patiently bear the death of CJb'dius."
The falling circumflex begins with the rising inflection,

and ends with the falling upon the same syllable, and seems
to twist the voice downwards. This inflection seems gen-
erally to be used in ironical reproach j

as on the word you,
in the following example :

"
So, then, you are the author of this conspiracy against

me ? It is to you that I am indebted for all the mischief that
has befallen me ? "

If to these inflections we add the distinction of a phrase
into accentual portions, as,

"Prosperity | gains friends
|
and adversity |

tries them," |

and pronounce friends like an unaccented syllable of gains,
and like an unaccented syllable of adversity, and them like
an unaccented syllable of tries, we have a clear idea of the
relative forces of all the syllables, and approximate closely
to a notation of speaking sounds.
For further information respecting this new and curious

analysis of the human voice, see Elements of Elocution, sec-
ond edition, p. 62, and Rhetorical Grammar, third edition,
p. 143.



OBSERVATIONS

ON THE

GREEK AND LATIN ACCENT, &C

1. IN order to form an idea of the Accent and Quantity
of the dead languages, it will he necessary first to under-
stand what we mean by the accent and quantity of our own
language;* and as quantity is supposed by some to regu-
late the accent in English as well as in Greek and Latin, it

will be necessary first to inquire what we mean by long
and short vowels, or, as some are pleased to term them,
syllables.

2. In English, then, we have no conception of quantity
arising from anything but the nature of the vowels, as they
are pronounced long or short. Whatever retardation of voice
in the sound of a vowel there might be in Greek or Latin
before two consonants, and those often twin consonants,
we find every vowel in this situation as easily pronounced
short as long; and the quantity is found to arise from the

length or shortness we give to the vowel, and not from any
obstruction of sound occasioned by the succeeding conso-
nants. Thus the a in banish, banner, and banter, is short in

all these words, and long in paper, taper, and vapor; the i

long in miser, minor, and mitre, and short in misery, middle,
and mistress ; and so of the rest of the vowels

; and though
the accent is on the first syllable of all these words, we see
it perfectly compatible with either long or short quantity.

3. As a further proof of this, we may observe, that unac-

* It is not surprising that the accent and quantity of the
ancients should be so obscure and mysterious, when two
such learned men of our own nation as Mr. Forster and Dr.

Gaily differ about the very existence of quantity in our own
language. The former of these gentlemen maintains, that
" the English have both accent and quantity, and that no
language can bs without them ;

" but the latter asserts, that,
"in the modern languages, the pronunciation doth not de-

pend upon a natural quantity, and therefore a greater liberty
maybe allowed in the placing of accents." And in another

place, speaking of the northern languages of Europe, he
says, that "

it was made impossible to thin,k of establishing
quantity for a foundation of harmony, in pronunciation.
Hence it became necessary to lay aside the consideration of

quantity, and to have recourse to accents." " In these and
some other passages, that writer," says Forster,

" seems to

look upon accents as alone regulating the pronunciation of

English, and quantity as excluded from it." Forster's Es-

say on Accent and Quantity, p. 28.

As a further proof of the total want of ear in a great Greek
scholar, Lord Monboddo says,

" Our accents differ from the
Greek in two material respects ; first, they are not appropri-
ated to particular syllables of the word, but are laid upon
different syllables, according to the fancy of the speaker, or

rather as it happens ; for I believe no man speaking English
does, by choice, give an accent to one syllable of a word
different from that which he gives to another."
"Two things, therefore, that, in my opinion, constitute

our verse, are the number of syllables, and the mixture of
loud and soft, according to certain rules. As to quantity, it

is certainly not essential to our verse, and far less is accent."
See Steele's Prosodia Rationalis, p. 103, 110.

f A late very learned and ingenious writer tells us that

our accent and quantity always coincide ; he objects to him-
self the words signify, magnify, qualify, &LC., where the final

syllable is longer than the accented syllable ;
but this, he as-

serts, with the greatest probability, was not the accentuation
of our ancestors, who placed the accent on the last, syllable,
which is naturally the longest. But this sufficiently proves
that the accent does not necessarily lengthen the syllable it

cented vowels are frequently pronounced long, when the
accented vowels are short. Thus the o in Cicero, in English
as well as in Latin pronunciation, is long, though unaccent-
ed

; and the i short, though under the accent. The same
may be observed of the name of our English poet Lillo.

So in our English words conclave, reconcile, chdmomile, and
the substantives c6nfine, perfume, and a thousand others,
we see the first accented syllable short, and the final unac-
cented syllable long. Let those who contend that the acute
accent and long quantity are inseparable, call the first vow-
els of these words long, if they please ;

but by those who
make their ear, and not their eye, the judge of quantity,
when compared with the last vowels, they will always be
esteemed short, f

4. The next object of inquiry is, What is the nature of

English accent ? Mr. Sheridan, J with his usual decision,
tells. us, that accent is only a greater force upon one syllable
than another, without any relation to the elevation or de-

pression of the voice
;
while almost every other writer on

the subject makes the elevation or depression of the voice

inseparable from accent. When words are pronounced in

a monotone, as the bellman repeats his verses, the crier pro-
nounces his advertisement, or the clerk of a church gives
out the psalm, we hear an ictus or accentual force upon the

falls on ;
that is, if length consist in pronouncing the vowel

long, which is the natural idea of long quantity, and not in

the duration of the voice upon a short vowel occasioned by
the retardation of sounding two succeeding consonants,
which is an idea, though sanctioned by antiquity, that has
no foundation in nature ;

for who, that is not prejudiced by
early opinion, can suppose the first syllable of elbow to be

long, and the last short ? See Essay on Greek and Latin

Prosodies : printed for Robson.

J The term (accent) with us has no reference to inflec-

tions of the voice or musical notes, but only means a pecu-
liar manner of distinguishing one syllable of a word from
the rest. Lectures on Elocution, quarto edition, p. 41.
" To illustrate the difference between the accent of the

ancients and that of ours," says Mr. Sheridan,
" let us sup-

pose the same movements beat upon the drum, and sounded

by the trumpet. Take, for instance, a succession of words
where the accent is on every second syllable, which forms

an iambic movement ;
the only way by which a drum

(as it is incapable of any change of notes) can mark that

movement, is by striking a soft note first, followed by one
more forcible, and so in succession. Let the same move-
ment be sounded by the trumpet, in an alternation of high
and low notes, and it will give a distinct idea of the differ-

ence between the English accents and those of the an-

cients." Art of Reading, p. 75.

I am sorry to find one of the most ingenious, learned, and
candid inquirers into this subject of the same opinion as

Mr. Sheridan. The authority of Mr. Nares would have

gone near to shake my own opinion, if I had not recollected

that this gentleman confesses he cannot perceive the least

of a diphthongal sound in the t in strike, which Dr. Wallis,
he observes, excludes from the simple sounds of the vowels.

For if the definition of a vowel sound be, that it is formed

by one position of the organs, nothing can be more percep-
tible than the double position of them in the present case,

and that the noun eye, which is perfectly equivalent to the

Sronoun
/, begins with the sound of a in father, and ends

n that of e in equal. See NARES'S English Orthoepy, pp.

2, 144.
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several accented syllables, which distinguishes them from

the others, but no more variety of tone than if we were to

beat the syllables of the same words upon a drum, which

may he louder or softer, but cannot be either higher or low-

er. This is pronouncing according to Mr. Sheridan's defi-

nition of accent ; and this pronunciation certainly comes
under the definition of singing; it is singing ill, indeed,
as Julius Ccesar said of a bad reader, but still it is singing,
and therefore essentially different from speaking ;

for in

speaking, the voice is continually sliding upwards or down-

wards, and in singing, it is leaping, as it were, from a lower
to a higher, or from a higher to a lower note, the only two

possible ways of varying the human voice, with respect to

elevation or depression ;
so that when we are told by some

writers on this subject, that the speaking of the ancients was
a kind of singing, we are led into the error of supposing that

singing and speaking differ only in degree, and not in kind,
whereas they are just as different as motion and rest.*

5. Whenever, in speaking, we adopt a singingtone, (which
was formerly the case with Puritan preachers,) it differs es-

sentially from speaking, and can be pricked down upon pa-

per, and be played upon a violin ; and whenever, in singing,
we adopt a speaking tone, the slide of this tone is so essen-

tially distinct from singing, as to shock the ear like the

harshest discord. Those, therefore, who rank recitative as

a medium between singing and speaking, are utterly igno-
rant of the nature of both. Recitative is just as much sing-

ing as what is called air, or any other species of musical

composition.
6. If we may have 'recourse to the eye, the most dis-

tinct and definite of all our senses, we may define musical
notes to be horizontal lines, and speaking tones oblique
lines

;
the one rises from low to high, or falls from high

to low, by distinct intervals, as the following straight lines

to the eye ;
the other slides upwards or down-

wards, as the following oblique lines : nor is

the one more different to the eye than the other is lo the
ear. Those, therefore, who gravely tell us that the enun-
ciation of the ancients was a kind of musical speaking, im-
pose upon us with words to which we can annex no ideas

;

and when they attempt to illustrate this musico-speaking

* It is not denied, that the slides in speaking may some-
times leap, as it were, from a low to a high, or from a high
to a low note ; that is, that there may be a very considera-
ble interval between the end of one of those slides and the

beginning of another ; as between the high note in the word
no, in the question, Did he say JVo ? and the low note which
the same word may adopt in the answer, JVo, he did not.
But the sound which composes the note of speaking, as it

may be called, and the sound which composes the note of
singing, are essentially distinct; the former is in continual
motion, while the latter is fora given time at rest. See
Note to sect. 23.

t How the ancients could make every monosyllable ac-
cented, (that is, according to their definition of accent, pro-
nounced with an elevated tone of voice,) without telling us
how this elevation happened, whether it were an elevation
of one part of the syllable above the other, or the elevation
of one word or syllable above other words or syllables,how these distinctions, I say, so absolutely necessary to a
precise idea of accent, should never be once mentioned
can be resolved into nothing but that attachment to words
without ideas, and that neglect of experiment, which have
involved the moderns in the same mist of ignorance and
error.

t That excellent scholar, Mr. Porster, furnishes an ad-
ditional instance of the possibility of uniting a deep and
accurate knowledge of what is called the prosody of the
ancients, with a total ignorance of the accent and quantityof his own language. After a thousand examples to showhow the English is susceptible of every kind of metre among
the ancients, (though in all his examples he substitutes Eng-
lish accent for Greek and Latin quantity.) he proceeds to
show the difference between the English, the Irish, and
the Scotch pronunciation." The English join the acute and long time together, as
in liberty, y short. The Scotch observe our quantity and
alter our accent, liberty', y short. When I say they observe
our quantity, I mean they pronounce the same syllable Ion"
which we do, but they make it longer. In respect to the
circumflex with which their pronunciation abounds it maybe remarked, that it is not formed as the Greek, Latin, and
English, of an acute and grave, but of a grave and acute:
voo ? , ros, r6und, English : r6und, Scotch.

The Irish observe our quantity and accent too, but with
a greater degree of spirit or emphasis, which Scalieer calls
afflatio m latitudine, giving to most syllables an aspiration "

Essay on Accent and Quantity, p. 75.

pronunciation by referring us to the Scotch and other dia-

lects, they give us a rhetorical flourish instead of a real ex-

ample ;
for however the Scotch and other speakers may

drawl out the accent, and give the vowel a greater length
than the English, it is always in an oblique, and not in a
straight line; for the moment the straight line of sound, or
the monotone, is adopted, we hear something essentially
distinct from speaking.

7. As high and low, loud and soft, forcible and feeble, are

comparative terms, words of one syllable pronounced alone,
and without relation to other words or syllables, cannot be
said to have any accent, f The only distinction to which
such words are liable, is an elevation or depression of voice,
when we compare the beginning with the end of the word
or syllable. Thus a monosyllable, considered singly, rises

from a lower to a higher tone in the question JVo ? which
may, therefore, be called the acute accent; and falls from a
higher to a lower tone, upon the same word, in the answer
JVo, which may, therefore, be called the grave. But when
the accented word or syllable is associated with unaccented
words or syllables, the acute accent is louder and higher
than the preceding, and louder and lower than the succeed-

ing syllables, as in the question, Satisfactorily, did he say?
and the grave accent both louder and higher than either the

preceding or succeeding syllables, in the answer, He said

satisfactorily. Those who wish to see this explained more
at large may consult Elements of Elocution, page 183, or
Rhetorical Grammar, 3d edition, p. 77.

8. This idea of accent is so evident, upon experiment, as
to defy contradiction

;
and yet, such is the general igno-

rance of the modifications of the voice, that we find those
who pretend to explain the nature of accent the most accu-
rately, when they give us an example of the accent in any
particular word, suppose it always pronounced affirmatively
and alone ; J that is, as if words were always pronounced
with one inflection of voice, and as if there were no differ-
ence with respect to the nature of the accent, whether the
word is an affirmation or a question, in one part of the sen-
tence or in another

; when nothing can be more palpable, to
a correct ear, than that the accents of the word voluntary,
in the following sentences, are essentially different :

His resignation was vdluntary.
He made a voluntary resignation.

In both, the accent is on the first syllable. In the first sen-
tence, the accented syllable is higher and louder than the

Mr. Forster falls exactly into the mistake of Mr. Sheridan,
though he has a quite different idea of accent. He supposes
liberty always pronounced by an Englishman in one man-
ner, and that as a single word, or at the end of a sentence ;

he has not the least notion of the different inflection the
same word may have, accordingly as the accent is differ-

ently inflected, as we may plainly perceive in the following
question: "Is it liberty or licentiousness you plead for?"
where the English raise the voice on the latter syllable, as
the'Scotch too frequently do. With respect to the quantity
of the first syllable, which Mr. Forster says the Scotch pre-
serve in this word, I must dissent from him totally; for

they preserve the accent, and alter the quantity, by pro-
nouncing the first syllable as if written leeberty. If Mr.
Forster call this syllable long in the English pronunciation
of it, I should be glad to be told of a shorter accented sylla-
ble than the first of liberty ; if he say the accent being on it

renders it long, I answer, this subverts his whole system;
for if accent falling on any vowel make it long, the quan-
tity of the Greek and Latin is overturned, and cano, in the
first line of the ^Eneid, must be a spondee.
This is the consequence of entering on the discussion of

a difficult point, without first defining the terms; nothing
but confusion and contradiction can ensue.
But I must give this writer great credit for his saying the

Scotch pronunciation abounds with the circumflex
;
for this

is really the case
;
and the very circumflex opposite to the

Greek and Latin, beginning with the grave, and ending
with the acute. I am not, however, a little astonished that
this did not show hirn how deficient the ancients were in
this modification of the voice

; which, though used too fre-

quently in Scotland, is just as much in the human voice as
the other circumflex, and may be, and is often, used in
England, with the utmost propriety. With respect to the
common circumflex on Greek, Latin, and some French
words, the accentual use of it is quite unknown, and it only
stands for long quantity ; but both these circumflexes are
demonstrable upon the human voice in speaking, and may
be made as evident by experiment as the stress of an ac-
cented syllable, by pronouncing the word on which it is

placed. See Rhetorical Grammar, 3d edit. p. 80.
I must just take notice of the inaccuracy of Mr. Forster,

in saying the last syllable of liberty is short, and yet that it

has the circumflex accent: this is contrary to all the proso-
dy of antiquity, and contrary to the truth of the case in this
instance

;
for it is the length of the first syllable, arising

from the circumflex on it, which distinguishes the Scotch
from the English pronunciation.
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other syllables ;
and in the second, it is louder and lovyer

than the rest. The same may be observed of the following

question :

Was his resignation voluntary or involuntary 1

where the first syllable of the word voluntary is louder and

lower than the succeeding syllables ; and in the word invol-

untary it is louder and higher. Those who have not ears

sufficiently delicate to discern this difference, ought never

to open their lips about the acute or grave accent, as they
are pleased to eall them ; let them speak of accent, as it re-

lates to stress only, and not to elevation or depression of

voice, and then they may speak intelligibly.
9. A want of this discernment has betrayed Mr. Forster

into obscurity and contradiction. To say nothing of his as-

serting that the English, Irish, and Scotch accents differ,

(where accent cannot possibly mean stress, for then English
verse would not be verse in Ireland and Scotland,) what
shall we think of his telling us, that in England, we pro-

nounce the word majesty
* with an acute accent and long

quantity upon the first syllable, and the two last syllables
with the grave accent and short quantity ;

and that in Scot-

land this word is pronounced with a grave accent and long

quantity on the first syllable, and with an acute accent and

short quantity on the last? Now, if by accent be meant

stress, nothing is more evident than that the English and

Scotch, with the exception of very few words, place the ac-

cent on the same syllable ;
but if elevation be included in

the idea of accent, it is as evident that the English pro-

nounce the first syllable louder and higher than the two last,

when they pronounce the word either singly, or as ending
a sentence ; as,

" He spoke against the king's majesty;"

and louder and lower than the two last, when it is the last

accented word but one in a sentence ; as,
'' He spoke against the majesty of the king ;

"

or when it is the last word in asking a question, beginning
with a verb ; as,

" Did he dare to speak against the king's majesty ? "

10. Where then is the difference, it will be asked, be-

tween the English and Scotch pronunciation? I answer,
precisely in this, that the Scotch are apt to adopt the rising

circumflex and long quantity, where the English use the

simple rising inflection and short quantity. Thus in the

word majesty, as well as in every other of the same form,

they generally adopt the rising inflection, as in the two last

sentences, whether it end a question beginning with a verb,

as,
" Is this the picture of his majesty'!" or whether it end

an affirmative sentence, as,
" This is the picture of his maj-

esty." And it is the prevalence of this long quantity with
the rising inflection, that forms the principal difference be-

tween the English and Scotch pronunciation.
11. Having thus endeavored to ascertain the accent and

quantity of -our own language, let us next inquire into the

nature of the accent and quantity of the ancients.f
12. The long quantity of the ancients must arise either

from a prolongation of the sound of the vowel, or from that

delay of voice which the pronunciation of two or more
consonants in succession are supposed naturally to require.

Now, vowels were said to be either long by nature, or long by
position. Those long by nature | were such as were long,

though succeeded by a single consonant, as the u in jiat.ura,

and were a sort of exception to the general rule
;
for a vowel

before a single consonant was commonly short, as in every
u in the word tumulus. Those vowels which were long by
position were such as were succeeded by two or more con-

sonants, as the first o in sponsor ; but if the long and short

quantity of the ancients was the same distinction of the

sound of the vowel as we make in the words cadence and

* Would not any one suppose, by Mr. Forster'a pro-

ducing this word as an example of the English accent, that

the English always pronounced it one way, and that as

if it ended a declarative sentence ? This is exactly like the

mistake of Priscian, in the word Natura. See sect. 20, in

the Notes.

f So much are the critics puzzled to reconcile the tragic
and comic verses of the ancients to the laws of metre, that

a learned writer in the Monthly Review for May, 1762, speak-
ing of the corrections of Dr. Heath, in his notes or readings
of the old Greek tragedians, says,
"These emendations are much more excusable than such

as are made merely for the sake of the metre, the rules of

which are so extremely vague and various, as they are laid

down by the metrical critics, that we will venture to say

any chapter in Robiiison Crusoe might be reduced to measure

by them. This is not conjecture ;
the thing shall be proved :

As I was rummaging about her,
j
^^^*^

I found several Dochrnaicus.

Things that I wanted, Dactylicus dimeter.

A are-shove, and ton,,,
j

D%%?3*'
Two trass kettles, Dochmaicus.

magic, calling the first a long, and the second short, then the
a in mater and pater must have been pronounced like our
a in later and latter; and those vowels which were long by
position, as the a in Bacchus and campus, must have been
sounded by the ancients as we hear them in the English
words bake and came.

13. If, therefore, the long quantity of the ancients were
no more than a retardation of voice on the consonants, or
that duration of sound which an assemblage of consonants
is supposed naturally to produce without making any alter-

ation in the sound of the vowel, such long quantity as this

an English ear has not the least idea of. Unless the sound
of the vowel be altered, we have not any conception of a

long or short syllable ;
and the first syllables of banish, ban-

ner, and banter, have, to our ears, exactly the same quantity.
14. But, if the long quantity of the ancients arose natu-

rally from the obstruction the voice meets with in the pro-
nunciation of two or more consonants, how does it happen
that the preceding consonants do not lengthen the vowel as

much as those which succeed? Dr. Gaily tells us the rea-

son of this is, "that the vowel being the most essential part
of the syllable, the voice hastens to seize it

;
and in order

to do this, it slurs over all the consonants that are placed
before it, so that the voice suffers little or no delay. But
the case of the consonant that follows is not the same ; it

cannot be slurred over, but must be pronounced full and dis-

tinct, otherwise it would run into, and be confounded with,
the following syllable. By this means the voice is delayed
more in the latter than in the former p>art of the syllable,
and or' is longer than orpo, and r\v longer than orrA?."||

I must own myself at a loss to conceive the force of this

reasoning. I have always supposed the consonant, when it

forms part of a syllable, to be as essential to its sound as the
vowel

j
nor can I conceive why the latter consonants of a

syllable may riot be pronounced as rapidly as the former,
without running the former syllable into the latter, and thus

confounding them together ;
since no such confusion arises

when we end the first syllable with the vowel, and begin
the following syllable with the consonants

; as, pro-crastino,

pro-stratus, &c.
;
as in this case, there is no consonant to stop

the first syllable, and prevent its running into the second;
so that Dr. Gaily seems to have slurred over the matter, rath-

er than to have explained it
;
but as he is the only writer

who has attempted to account for the manner in which quan-
tity is produced by consonants, he is entitled to attention.

15. In the fireplace, then, in words of more than one syl-

lable, but one consonant can belong to the preceding vowel,
as the others must necessarily be considered as belonging to

the succeeding vowel, and, according to Dr. Gaily, must be
hurried over, that the voice may seize its favorite letter. As
one consonant, therefore, does not naturally produce long
quantity, where is the delay, if the other consonants be hur-

ried over? and, consequently, where is the long quantity
which the delay is supposed'to produce ? This is like add-

ing two nothings together to produce a something.
16. But what does he mean by the necessity there is of

pronouncing the latter consonant full and distinct, that it

may not run into, and be confounded with, the following

syllable ? Must not every consonant be pronounced full

and distinct, whether we pronounce it rapidly or slowly,
whether before or after the vowel? Is not the sir in stra-

men pronounced as full and distinct as the same letters in

castra, castrametor, &c. ? I know there is a shadow of dif-

ference by pronouncing the vowel in our short English
manner, so as to unite with the s, as if written cass ; but if

we make the preceding vowel long, as in cose, and, accord-

ing to the rules of syllabication laid down by Ramus, Ward,
and the Latin grammarians, carry the consonants to the suc-

ceeding syllable, as if written cay-stray, we find these con-
sonants pronounced exactly in the same manner ;

and this

A pot to make chocolate,
j

Pe dus *****-
Some horns of fine glazed powder, Euripide

A gridiron, and seve-

Ral other necessaries.'

Dactylica penthemime-
ris.

Basis anapcestica cum
syllaba."

If the long quantity of the Greek and Latin arose nat-

urally from the retardation of sound occasioned by the suc-

ceeding consonants, the long vowels in this situation ought
to have been termed long by nature, and those long vowels
which come before single consonants should have been
called long by custom; since it was nothing but custom
made the vowel e in decus (honor) short, and in dedo (to

give) long ;
and the vowel o in ovum (an egg) long, and in

ovo (to triumph) short.

$ I do not here enter into the question concerning the

ancient sound of the Latin a, which I arn convinced was
like our a in water; but whether it were like the a in paper,

father, or water, is not of any importance in the present

question ;
the quantity is the same, supposing it to have

been any one of them.

||
Dissertation against pronouncing the Greek Language

according to Accents, Dissert, ii. p. 50, second edition.
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leads us to suppose that double consonants were the signs

only, and not the efficients, of long quantity ;
and that this

same long quantity was not simply a duration of sound upon
the consonants, but exactly what we call long quantity, a

lengthening of the sound by pronouncing the vowel open,

as if we were to pronounce the a long in mater, by sounding
it as if written mayter; and the same letter short \n pater, as

if it \vere written patter.
*

17. The reason of our repugnance to admit of this analo-

gy of quantity in the learned languages is, that a diametri-

cally opposite analogy has been adopted in the English,

and, I believe, in most modern tongues, an analogy which

makes the vowel long before one consonant, and short be-

fore more than one.

18. If, however, the quantity of the ancients lay only in

the vowel, which was lengthened and shortened in our

manner by altering the sound, how strange must have been

their poetical language, and how different from the words

taken singly ! Thus the word nee, which, taken singly,

must have been pronounced with the vowel short, like our

English word neck, in composition, as in the line of Virgil,

where it is long,

"Fulgura, nee diri toties arsere cometae,"

this word must have been pronounced as if written neek ;

just as differently as the words proper, of, mankind, is, and

man, in the line of Pope, would be pronounced by the same

rule, " The proper study of mankind is man ;"

and as if written,
" The propeer study ove mane-kind ees mane."

'

When to this alteration of the quantity, by the means of

succeeding consonants, we add that rule,

" Finalem caesura brevem producere gaudet,"

which makes the short or doubtful vowel long, that either

immediately precedes the caesura, or concludes the hexame-
ter verse, what must be our astonishment at this very dif-

ferent sound of the words, arising merely from a different

collocation of them, and at the strange variety and ambigu-
ity to the ear this difference must occasion ! f

J9. But if this system of quantity among the ancients ap-

pear strange and unaccountable, our wonder will not be

diminished when we inquire into the nature of their accent.

20. From what has been said of accent and quantity in

our own language, we may conclude them to be essentially
distinct and perfectly separable ;

nor is it to be doubted that

they were equally separable in the learned languages ;
in-

stances of this from the scholiasts and commentators are

innumerable
;
but so loose and indefinite are many of their

expressions, so little do they seem acquainted with the anal-

ysis of the human voice, that a great number of quotations
are produced to support the most opposite and contradictory
systems. Thus Vossius, Henninius, and Dr. Gaily, produce
a great number of quotations which seem to confound ac-

* What exceedingly corroborates this idea of quantity is,

the common or doubtful vowels, as they are called
; that is,

such as come before a mute and a liquid ;
as the first a in

patria, the e in refluo, &c. ;
as in these words the vowel pre-

ceding the mute and liquid is either long or short, as the
writer or speaker pleases to make it

;
but if the consonants

naturally retarded the sound of the syllable, so as to make
it long, how could this be ? If the syllable were to be made
long, did the speaker dwell longer on the consonants^ and
if it were to be made short, did he hurry them over ? And
did this make the difference in the quantity of these sylla-
bles ? The utter impossibility of conceiving this to have
been the case renders it highly probable that the long or
short quantity lay only in the vowel.

f See this idea of the different sounds of words, when
taken singly, and when in composition, most excellently
treated by the author of the Greek and Latin Prosodies, at-
tributed to the present bishop of St. Asaph, p. 101.

J Is it not astonishing that learned men will wrangle
with each other for whole pages about the sense of a word
in Dionysius of Halicarnassus, upon the difference between
singing and speaking sounds, when this difference is just
as open to them, by experiment, as it was to him? Who can
sufficiently admire the confidence of Isaac Vossius, who
says,

" In cantu latius evagari sonos, quam in recitatione
aut communi sermone, utpote in quo vitiosum habeatur, si

vox ultra diapente, seu tres tonos et semitonum, acuatur."
In singing, the sound has a larger compass than in reading
or common speaking, insomuch that, in common discourse,
whatever is higher than the diapente is held to be extremely
vicious.

$ Thus Priscian :
" In unaquaque parte orationis arsis

et thesis sunt velut in hac parte natura: ut quando dico natu,
elevatur vox et est arsis in tu ; quando vero ra, depritnitur
vox, et eet thesis." Any one would conclude, from this de-

scription of the rising and falling of the voice upon this

word, that it could only be pronounced one way, and that

cent and quantity, by making the acute accent and long

quantity signify the same; while Michaelis, Melancthon,

Forster, Primal, and many other men of learning, produce
clouds of witnesses from the ancients to prove that accent

and quantity are essentially different. J The only thing they
seem to agree in is, that the acute accent always raises the

syllable on which it is placed higher than any other in the

word.$ This is certainly true, in English pronunciation, if

we pronounce the word singly, and terminate it as if no
other were to follow ;

but if we pronounce it in a sentence,
where it is the last accented word but one, or where it is at

the end of a question beginning with a verb, when we sus-

pend the voice in expectation of an answer, we then find

the latter syllables of the word, though unaccented, are pro-
nounced higher than the accented syllable in the former part
of the word. See No. 7.

21. But what are we to think of their saying that every
monosyllable is either acuted or circumflexed?

||
If the

acute accent signify an elevation of voice, this, with respect
to words of one syllable, must mean elevated above some
other word either preceding or succeeding, since elevation

is a mere comparative word ;
but this is not once mentioned

by them ; if it have any meaning, therefore, it must imply
that the acute accent is the monosyllable, pronounced with.
what I should call, the rising' inflection or upward slide ; and
then we can comprehend how a monosyllable may have the

acute accent without reference to any other word ;
as when

we begin a syllable low, and slide it higher, or begin it

high, and slide it lower, it may be said to be acute or grave
of itself; that is, when it is pronounced alone, and inde-

pendent of other words. Unless we adopt this definition

of the acute and grave, it will be impossible to conceive
what the old grammarians mean when they speak of a mon-
osyllable having the grave or the acute accent. Thus Dio-

medes says, on some words changing their accent, "Si
post cum gravi pronunciatur accentu, erit praepositio; si

acuto, erit adverbium, ut longo post tcmpore veni."

22. It was a canon, in the prosody of the Greeks and Ro-

mans, that words of more than one syllable must have either

an acute or a circumflex accent
;
and that the other sylla-

bles, without an accent, were to be accounted grave ;
but if

this be so, what are we to think of those numerous mono-
syllables, and the final syllables of those dissyllables, that

we may see marked with the grave accent, as, My, TT/JO,

(rvv, Qed$, 'At/rip, K. r. A. ? " Why, these words," says Mr.

Forster,
" whatever Dr. Gaily may conceive, had certainly

(rvv, Qed$, 'At/rip, K. r. A. ? " Why, these words," says
Forster,

" whatever Dr. Gaily may conceive, had certai

their elevation on the last syllable ;

" and this opinion of
Mr. Forster is supported by some of the most respectable au-
thorities. IT

23. With respect to the power of the accent in both the
Greek and Latin languages, nothing can be better estab-

lished by the ancient grammarians, than that the acute
accent did not lengthen the syllable it fell upon, and that
short syllables, remaining short, had often the acute accent.

This opinion has been irrefutably maintained by Mr. For-

ster,** and the author of " Observations on the Greek and

there was no difference in the comparative height of the
vowel u, in the two following sentences :

" Lucretius wrote a book De Rerum Natura."
" Lucretius wrote a book De Natura Rerum."

Whereas it is evident that the word natura is susceptible of
two different pronunciations : in the first sentence the syl-
lable tu is louder and higher than the last ; and in the sec-

ond it is louder and lower than the last
;
and this confound-

ing of loud with high, and soft with low, seems to be the

great stumbling-block both of ancients and moderns. See
No. 7, 8, &c.

||

" Ea vero, quae sunt syllabse unius, erunt acuta aut
flexa

;
ne sit aliqua vox sine acuta." Quinct. lib. i. c. 5.

IT The seeming impossibility of reconciling accent and
quantity made Herman Vanderhardt, the author of a small
treatise entitled Arcanum Accentuum Gmcorum, consider the
marks of Greek accentuation as referring not to syllabic, but

oratorical, accent. But, as Mr. Forster observes,
" If this

supposition were true, we should not meet with the same
word constantly accented in the same manner as we see it at

present. A word's oratorical accent will vary according to

the general sentiment of the passage wherein it occurs; but
its syllabic accent will be invariably the same, independent
of its connection with other words in the same sentence,
except in the case of enclitics and a few others." Essay
on Accent and Quantity, p. 25.

** But when Mr. Forster endeavors to explain how this
is to be done, he has recourse to music :

"
Notwithstanding the reluctance of Vossius, Henninius,

and thousands after them, to admit the acute as compatible
with a short time, if I could have them near me, with a
flute in my hand, or rather with an organ before us, I would
engage to convince them of the consistency of these two.
I would take any two keys next to each other, one of which
would consequently give a sound lower than the other;
suppose the word aetde before us, or apovpav ; both which
words Vossius would circumflex on the penultimate, in-
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Latin Prosodies," though as strenuously denied by Dr. Gaily,*
Isaac Vossius, and Henninius

5
and these last seem to have

been persuaded of the inseparable concpmitancy of the

acute accent and long quantity, from the impossibility they
supposed there was of separating them in any language.
But if we make our ears, and not our eyes, judges of quan-
tity, can any thing be more palpable than the short quan-
tity of the accented syllables of proselyte, anodyne, tribune,
and inmate, and the long quantity of the final syllables of
these words?

A^id
when we pronounce the Greek and

Latin words, <r0dAAw, folio, a/a/>w, ambo, nothing can be
more evident than the long quantity of the final vowel,
though without the accent, and the short quantity of the
initial and accented syllable.

24. As to the long quantity arising from the succession of
two consonants, which the ancients are uniform in assert-

ing, if it did not mean that the preceding vowel was to

lengthen its sound, as we should do by pronouncing the a

in scatter as we do in skater, (one who skates,) I have no
conception of what it meant

; f f r if it meant that only
the time of the syllable was prolonged, the vowel retaining
the same sound, I must confess as utter an inability of com-

prehending this source of quantity in the Greek and Latin
as in English. Banish, banner, and banter, have, to our ears,
the first syllable equally short

;
the same may be observed

of senate, seminary, sentence, and sentiment; and if, as an in-

genious critic { has asserted, the ancients pronounced both
the consonants in callidus,fallo, &c., that is, finishing one

I, by separating the tongue from the palate, before the other
is begun, such a pronunciation must necessarily augment
the number of syllables, nearly as if written calelidus,falelo,

&c., and is therefore contrary to all the rules of ancient

prosody ;
nor would this pronunciation to our ears give the

least length to the preceding vowel, any more than the suc-

ceeding mute does in sentence and sentiment.

25. When these observations on the accent and quantity
of the ancients are all put together, shall we wonder that the
learned and ingenious author of " Elements of Criticism "

should go so far as to assert that the dactyls and spondees
of hexameter verse, with respect to pronunciation, are

merely ideal, not only with us, but that they were so with
the ancients themselves? Few, however, will adopt an

opinion which will necessarily imply that the Greek and
Latin critics were utterly ignorant of the nature of their

own language ;
and every admirer of those excellent writers

will rather embrace any explanation of accent and quantity,
than give up Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Gicero,. duintil-

ian, and Longinus. Suppose then, as a last refuge, we
were to try to read a Greek or Latin verse, both by accent

.stead of giving an acute to the first, according to our present
marks ;

I would, conformably to these marks, just touch
the higher key for the initial a, and take my finger off im-
mediately ;

and then touch the lower ke'y, on which I would
dwell longer than I did on the higher, and that would give
me a grave with a long time for the syllable si ; the same
lower key I would just touch again, and instantly leave it,

which would give me a grave with a short time for 8s .- atife.

Now, if this can be done on a wind instrument, within the
narrow compass of two notes, it may be done by the organs
of human speech, which are of the nature of a wind instru-

ment, in ordinary pronunciation. For the sounds of our
voice, in common speech, differ from those of such musical
instruments, not in quality, but in arithmetical discrete

quantity or number only, as hath been observed before, and
is confirmed by the decisive judgment of that nice and dis-

cerning critic, Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Here then is,
to demonstration, an acute tone consistent with a short

time, and a grave tone with a long one." pp. 342, 343. To
this I may add the observation made by the author of the
"
Essay on the Harmony of Language :

" "
Strange it seems,

that the author of this passage should maintain an opinion
so contrary to truth, so repugnant to his own purpose, so
belied by daily and hourly experience, as that the union of
the acute tone with a short quantity seldom occurs in Eng-
lish pronunciation, and is hardly practicable by an English
voice." And still more strange, I may add, is it, that these
two authors should not see that the experiment, which is

called a demonstration, has nothing to do with the point in

question. It regards tones that rise or fall by perceptible
intervals, and not such as rise or fall by slides or impercep-
tible ones. Let it once be allowed that the Greeks and
Romans sung their language, instead of speaking it, and
then the acute or grave accent, with long or short quantity,
is easily conceived

;
but it is not about musical, but speak-

ing tones that we inquire ; and though the authority of

Dionysius of Halicarnassus is cited for the nature of the

speaking voice, as distinct, in degree only, and not in kind,
from singing, I boldly assert that this is not matter of au-

thority, but of experiment, and that singing and speaking
are as distinct as motion and rest. It is true, some motion
may be so slow as not to be perceived ; but then it is to be
considered as rest

;
as a curve may approach so near to a

right line as not to be distinguishable from it
;
but in these

118

and quantity, in the manner they have prescribed, and see
what such a trial will produce.

26. By quantity, let us suppose the vowel lengthened to

express the long quantity; and by the acute accent, the

rising inflection, as explained above.

Tityre, tu p&tulce recubans sub tegmine fagi,

Sylvestrem tenui musam meditaris avena.

Tityre, tu patulai recubans sub tegming fagi,

Sylvestrem tenui musam meditaris avena.

Teetyre too patulee recubanes soob teegmine fagi,
Seelveestreem tenui moosame meditaria avena.

uetJs, Qea, 'A%Ajof,

Mf?i/tv aelSej Qla,
OvXtinEvfjv, rj fjivpt "Amatol? a\ye

Mean-in a-eye-de The-ay Pea-lea-e-a-dyo A-kil-lea-ose

Ow-lom-m6n-een bee moo-re a-kay-oes ail-ge etb-ee-kee.

27. Now there are but four possible ways of pronouncing
these verses without going into a perfect song ; ||

one is, to

pronounce the accented syllable with the falling inflection,
and the unaccented syllable with the same inflection in a
lower tone, which is the way we pronounce our own
words when we give them the accent with the falling
inflection

;
the second is, to pronounce the accented sylla-

ble with the rising inflection, and the unaccented syllables
with the same inflection in a lower tone, which we never
hear in our own language ;

the third is, to pronounce the
accented syllable with the falling inflection, and the unac-
cented syllables with the rising, in a lower tone

;
and the

fourth, to pronounce the accented syllable with the rising

inflection, and the unaccented with the falling, in a lower
tone. None of these modes but the first and last do we
ever hear in our own language ;

the second and third seem
too difficult to permit us to suppose that they could be tha
natural current of the human voice in any language. The
first leaves us no possible means of explaining the circum-
flex

;
but the last, by doing this, gives us the strongest rea-

son to suppose that the Greek and Latin acute accent was
the rising inflection, and the grave accent the falling inflec-

tion, in a lower tone.

28. But if the reader were sufficiently acquainted with
these inflections of voice, or could be present while I ex-

emplified them to him, I doubt not that he would imme-
diately say it was impossible so monotonous a pronunciation

cases, where the senses, and not the understanding, are ad-

dressed, things are to be estimated for just what the senses
value them at. De non apparentibus, et de non ezistentibus,
eadem est ratio.

* If the acute accent, or stress, as Dr. Gaily calls it, made
the short syllable long, what becomes of the metre of
verse ? How will he scan " Anna virumque cano " ?

f If the double consonants naturally made a syllable

long, I should be glad to know how there could be excep-
tions to this rule. How could Ammonius say that the sec-

ond. syllable of K6.To.yiia. was long, when the word was used
in one particular sense, and short in another ? And how
could Cicero say that the first letter of widytus was short,
and the first of Insanus and Infelix long, if two succeeding
consonants naturally lengthened the syllable ? Dr. Forster,

indeed, attempts to reconcile this contradiction, by observ-

ing that Cicero does not say the first syllable of Inclytus is

short, but the first letter; but it may be demanded, What is

it that makes the syllable long or short, but the length or

shortness of the vowel ? If the double consonants neces-

sarily retard the sound of the vowel, the second syllable of

Kdrayfjia, and the first of inclytus, could not possibly be

pronounced short; and particularly the latter word could

not be so pronounced, as it has the accent on the first syl-

lable. See sect. 16, in the Note.

J "Essay upon the Harmony of Language," pp. 228,233:

Robson, 1774.

$
" Elements of Criticism," vol. ii. p. 106. See, also, the

Essay upon the Harmony of Language," p. 234.

|| This, I may be bold to say, is coming to the point at

once, without hiding our ignorance, by supposing that the

ancients had some mysterious way of pronouncing, which
we are utterly incapable of conceiving. Mr. Sheridan tells

us that " the ancients did observe the distinction of accents

by an elevation and depression of voice ;
but the manner

in which they did it must remain for ever a secret to us
; for

with the living tongue perished the tones also, which we in

vain endeavor to seek for in their visible marks." Lectures

on Elocution, 4to. edition, p. 39. From these and similar

observations in many of our writers, one would be tempted
to imagine that the organs of speaking in ancient Greece

and Rome were totally different from those of the present
race of men in Europe.

A A A A
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could be that of the Greeks and Romans ;
* but when we

consider the monotony of the Scotch, Welsh, and Irish,

why should we wonder that other nations should be as

monotonous ? Let us view the Greek and Latin pronuncia-
tion on which side we will, we must, to be consistent with
their own rules, feel them to be extremely monotonous.

According to the laws of ancient prosody, every unaccented

syllable must be lower than that which is accented
;
and if

so, a most disagreeable monotony must necessarily ensue ;

for as every word in Latin, and almost every word in

Greek, of more than one syllable, ended with the grave

accent, that is, in a lower tone than the preceding sylla-

bles, almost every word in those languages ended with
the same tone, let that tone have been what it would.f

29. I am supported in this conjecture, notwithstanding all

the fine things J the ancients, and many of the moderns,
say of the variety and harmony of the Greek and Latin

languages, by the definition which they give of the circum-
flex accent

;
which is, that it was a combination of the

acute and grave upon the same syllable. This is so incom-

prehensible to modern ears, that scarcely any one but the

author of the present Observations has attempted to explain
it by experiment. It stands for nothing but long quantity in

all our schools
; and, contrary to the clearest testimonies of

antiquity, it has, by Dr. Gaily ,
and a late respectable writer

on the " Greek and Latin Prosodies," been explained away
into nothing more than the acute accent. But if it means a

raising and falling of the voice upon the same syllable,
which is the definition the ancients uniformly give of it, it

is just as easy to conceive as raising and falling the voice

upon successive syllables ; or, in other words, as going from
a lower tone to a higher upon one syllable, and from a

higher to a lower upon the next; and this consideration
leads me to conjecture that the acute accent of the ancients
was really the rising inflection, or upward slide of the
voice

; for this being once supposed, nothing is so easy as to

demonstrate the circumflex in our own language, which,

* Dr. Burney tells us that Meibomius, the great and
learned Meibomius, when prevailed upon, at Stockholm, to

sing Greek strophes, set the whole court of Christina in a
roar, as Naude did in executing a Roman dance. And Scal-

iger observes, that if the nice tonical pronunciation of the
ancients could be expressed by a modern, it would be disa-

greeable to our ears.

f This is certainly top general an assertion, if we con-
sider the real pronunciation of the Greek language accord-

ing to accent
;
as it must be allowed that a great number of

Greek words were accented with the acute or circumflex on
the last syllable. But when we consider the modern pro-
nunciation of Greek, which confounds it with the Latin,we shall not have occasion to recall the assertion. To which
we may add, that those words in Greek that were circurn-
flexed on the last syllable, may very properly be said to end
with the grave accent

;
and that those which had a grave

upon the final syllable altered the grave to an acute onlywhen they were pronounced alone, when they came before
an enclitic, or when they were at the end of the sentence.

J The Grecian sage, (says Dr. Burney,) according to
Gravma, was at once a philosopher, a poet, and a musician." In separating these characters," says he,

"
they have all

been weakened
;
the system of philosophy has been con-

tracted
;
ideas have failed in poetry, and force and energy

in song. Truth no longer subsists among mankind
; the

philosopher speaks not, at present, through the medium of
poetry, nor is poetry heard any more through the vehicle of
melody." "Now, to my apprehension," says Dr. Burney,
the reverse of all this is exactly true

; for, by being sepa-
rated, each of these professions receives a degree of cultiva-
tion which fortifies and renders it more powerful, if not
more illustrious. The music of ancient philosophers, and
the philosophy of modern musicians, I take to be pretty
equal in excellence." History of Music, vol. i. p. 162.
Here we see good sense and sound philosophy contrasted
with the blind admiration and empty flourish of an over-
grown schoolboy concluding his theme.

$
" Dissertation against Greek Accents," p. 53.

||
To add to our astonishment, that the Greek and Latin

languages had but one circumflex, what can be more won-
derful than that, among so many of the ancients who have
written on the causes of eloquence, and who have descend-
ed to such trifling and childish observations upon the im-
portance of letters and syllables, we should not find a single
author who has taken notice of the importance of empha-
sis upon a single word? Our modern books of elocution
abound with instances of the change produced in the sense
of a sentence by changing the place of the emphasis ; but
no such instance appears among the ancients: not one
poor Will you ride to town to-day?
Our wonder will increase, when we consider that the

ancients frequently mention the different meaning of a word
it was differently accented

; that is, as the acute or cir-
cumflex was placed upon one syllable or another ; but theynever hint that the sense of a sentence is altered by an em-

without this clew, it will be impossible to do in the ancient

languages ;
and even with it, we must be astonished they

had but one circumflex ;
since it is just as easy to fall and

raise the voice upon the same syllable as to raise and fall
it.||

30. But our wonder at these peculiarities of the Greek
and Latin languages will cease, when we turn our thoughts
to the dramatic performances of the people who spoke these

languages. Can any thing astonish us more, than that all

their tragedies and comedies were set to music, and actually

accompanied by musical instruments? How is our laugh-
ter, as well as our wonder, excited, when we are told that

sometimes one actor gesticulated while another recited a

speech, and that the greater admiration was bestowed upon
the former ! Nay, to raise the ridicule to the highest pitch,
we are informed that actors in their speeches, and the
chorus in their songs, accompanied their performances by
dancing; that the actors wore masks lined with brass, to

give an echoing sound to the voice, and that these masks
were marked with one passion on one side, and with a con-

trary passion on the other ; and that the actor turned that
side to the spectators which corresponded to the passion of

the speech he was reciting. These extraordinary circum-
stances are not gathered from obscure passages of the an-

cients, picked up here and there, but are brought to us by
the general and united voice of all antiquity ;

and therefore,
however surprising, or even ridiculous, they m:iy seem, are

undoubtedly true
31. Perhaps it will be said, Is it possible that those who

have left us such proofs of their good sense and exquisite
taste in their writings, statues, medals, and seals, could be
so absurd in their dramatic representations ? The thing is

wonderful, it may be answered
;
but not more so than that

they should not have seen the use of stirrups in riding, of
the polarity of the loadstone in sailing, and of several other
modern discoveries, which seem to have stared them full in

the face without their perceiving it. IT But is there any thing
more common than to find not only individuals, but a whole

phasis being placed upon different words. The ambiguity
arising from the same word being differently accented is so

happily exemplified by the author of the " Greek and Latin

Prosodies," that I shall use his words :
" Alexander J3phro-

disiensis illustrates this species of sophism by a well-chosen
example of a law in which the sense depends entirely upon
the accuracy of accentuation. 'Eraipa xpvcia ei <popoiri

drinocria <rrw. The word Srinooia, with the acute accent
upon the antepenult, is the neuter nominative plural, in ap-
position with

ty>vffta.
And the sense is,

' If a courtesan
wear golden trinkets, let them (viz., her golden trinkets)
be forfeited to the public use.' But if the accent be ad-
vanced to the penult, the word, without any other change,
becomes the feminine nominative singular, and must be
taken in apposition with iraioa. And thus the sense will

be,
' If a courtesan wear golden trinkets, let her become

public property.' This is a very notable instance of the

political importance of accents, of written accents, in the
Greek language. For if this law had been put in writing,
without any accent upon the word Sri/ioata, there wculd
have been no means of deciding between two constructions,
either of which the words, in this state, would equally
have admitted

;
and it must have remained an inexplicable

doubt, whether the legislator meant that the poor woman
should only forfeit her trinkets, or become a public slave."

IT We have the strongest proof in the world, that the
ancient Greeks made use only of capital letters, that they
were utterly ignorant of punctuation, and that there was
not the least space between words or sentences, but that
there was an equal continuation of letters, which the reader
was obliged to decipher, without any assistance from points
or distances. Without the clearest evidence, could we sup-
pose that, while composition had reached the perfection it

had done in Greece, orthography was in a state of barbarity
worthy of the Cape of Good Hope ?

Can any thing give u& a more ludicrous idea than the

practice of the ancients in sometimes splitting a word at
the end of the line, and commencing the next line with the
latter part of the word? This must have been nearly as
ridiculous as the following English verses, in imitation of
this absurd practice :

Pyrrhus, you tempt a danger high,
When you would steal from angry li-

Oness her cubs, and soon shall fly

inglorious.

For know the Romans, you shall find

By virtue more and generous kind-

Ness, than by force or fortune blind,
victorious.

Notwithstanding the hackneyed epithet of Gothic barbarity
applied to verse in rhyme, is it not wonderful that a species
of versification, approved by Italy, France, and England, in
their best periods of poetry, should never once have been
tried by the Greeks and Romans? that they should never
have straggled, either by chance or for the sake of change
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people, who, though remarkably excellent in some things,
are surprisingly deficient in others ? So true is the observa-
tion of Middleton, who, speaking of those who have written
on the pronunciation of the Greek and Latin languages,
says,

" Ab illis vero scriptoribus etsi plurima ingeniose
atque erudite disputata sint, nonnulla tamen deesse, multa

dubie, quaedam etiam falso posita animadverti
; idque hac in

causi accidisse, quod in caeteris plerisque solet, ut morta-
lium nemini detur rem invenisse simul et perfecisse."
De Lat. Lit. Pronun.

32. That singing a part in a tragedy should seem so un-
natural * to us, arises chiefly from our being so little accus-
tomed to it. Singing in the pulpit seems to the full as

extraordinary ;
and yet this song was so powerful about a

century or two ago, and later in Scotland, f as to make mere
speaking, though with the utmost energy, appear flat and
insipid. Let the human voice be but in a fine tone, and let

this tone be intensely impassioned, and it will infallibly, as
Milton expresses it,

" take the prisoned soul,
And lap it in Elysium ."

33. What may tend to reconcile us still more to this dra-
matic music, is the sing-song manner, as it is called, of

pronouncing tragedy, which very generally prevailed before
the time of Mr. Garrick, and which now prevails among
some classes of speakers, and is preferred by them to what
we call the more natural manner. This drawling, undulat-

ing pronunciation is what the actors generally burlesque by
repeating the line,

Turn ti turn ti, turn ti turn ti turn ti
;

and though this mode of declamation is now so much de-

into so pleasing a jingle of sounds ? They who would write

poems, and so lengthen or shorten the lines as to form axes,
wings, and altars, might, without any imputation on their

taste, have, now and then, condescended to rhyme. In
short, that the ancients should never have slid into rhyme,
is a circumstance which would never have been believed,
had it been possible to doubt it

; and I fear it must be classed
with that long catalogue of unaccountables, with which
their prosody, their rhetoric, and their drama, abound.

* Perhaps our unwillingness to believe that the ancient
dramas were set to music, arises from a very mistaken no-
tion we have of their skill in that art. It is true we have
not the same materials for judging of their music as we
have of their poetry and sculpture ; but their ignorance of

counterpoint, and the poverty of their instruments, suffi-

ciently show what little progress they had made in it.

Those very few remains of their music which have reached
us, confirm us in this conjecture ;

and it is to the indefati-

gable pains of so good a scholar and so excellent a musician
as Dr. Burney, that we are indebted for an illustration of it.
" At the end of a Greek edition of the astronomical poet

Aratus, called Phenomena," says Dr. Burriey,
" and their

Scholia, published at Oxford in 1762, the anonymous editor,
supposed to be Dr. John Fell, among several other pieces, has
enriched the volume with three hymns, which he supposed
to have been written by a Greek poet called Dionysius ; of
which the first is addressed to the muse Calliope, the second
to Apollo, and the third to Nemesis

;
and these hymns are

accompanied with the notes of ancient music to which they
used to be sung.
"I know not whether justice has been done to these

melodies
;
all I can say is, that no pains have been spared

to place them in the clearest and most favorable point of
view

; and yet, with all the advantages of modern notes
and modern measures, if I had been told that they came
from the Cherokees or the Hottentots, I should not have
been surprised at their excellence.
" I have tried them in every key and in every measure

that the feet of the verses would allow
;
and as it has been

the opinion of some that the Greek scale and music should
be read Hebrew-wise, I have even inverted the order of the

notes, but without being able to augment their grace and
elegance. The most charitable supposition that can be
admitted concerning them is, that the Greek language, be-

ing itself accentuated and sonorous, wanted less assistance
from musical refinements than one that was more harsh
and rough ;

and music being still a slave to poetry, and
wholly governed by its feet, derived all its merit and effects

from the excellence of the verse, and sweetness of the voice
th;it sung, or rather recited it

;
for mellifluous and affecting

voices nature bestows, from time to time, on some gifted
mortals in all the habitable regions of the earth ; and even
the natural effusions of these must ever have been heard
with delight. But, as music, there needs no other proof of
the poverty of ancient melody, than its being confined to

long and short syllables. We have some airs of the most

graceful and pleasing kind, which will suit no arrangement
of syllables to be found in any poetical numbers, ancient or

modern, and which it is impossible to express, by mere syl-

lables, in any language with which I am at all acquainted."

spised, it is highly probable that it was formerly held in

estimation-!
34. Now, if we suppose this drawling pronunciation,

which, though very sonorous, is precisely speaking, and
essentially different from singing; if we suppose this to
have been the conversation pronunciation of the Greeks
and Romans, it may possibly throw some light upon the
manner in which they pronounced by accent and quantity
at the same time

; for though we can sufficiently conceive
that, in common speaking in our own language, we
can make the accented syllable short, and the unaccent-
ed syllable long, as in the words qualify, specify, elbow,
inmate, &c.

?
yet in the drawling pronunciation we have

been speaking of, the long unaccented vowels in these
words are made much longer, and consequently more per-
ceptible.

35. But if the accent of our language be so different from
that of the Greek and Latin, our pronunciation must neces-

sarily be very different likewise. The acute accent of the
ancients being always higher than either the preceding or

succeeding syllables, and our accent, though always higher
than the preceding, being sometimes lower than the suc-

ceeding syllables, (see sect. 7.,) there must certainly be a
wide difference between our pronunciation and theirs. Let
us, however, explain the Greek and Latin accent as we will,

let it be by singing, drawling, or common speaking, it

will be impossible to tell how a monotony could be avoided,
when almost every word of more than one syllable in these

languages, must necessarily have ended in the same tone,
or, if you will, with the same grave accent.^

36. After all, that the Greeks and Romans, in explaining
the causes of metrical and prosaic harmony, should some-
times descend to such minute particulars ||

as appear to us

Dr. Burney's conjecture, that the Greek music was entire-

ly subservient to verse, accounts for the little attention
which was paid to it in a separate state ;

it accounts for the
effects with which their music was accompanied, and for
the total uselessness of counterpoint. Simple melody is the
fittest music to accompany words, when we wish to under-
stand what is sung : simple melody is the music of the

great bulk of mankind
;
and simple melody is never under-

valued till the ear have been sufficiently disciplined to dis-

cover the hidden melody, which is still essential to the most
complicated and elaborate harmony.

f The Rev. Mr. Whitefield was a highly animated and
energetic preacher, without the least tincture of that tone
which is called

canting.
When he went to Scotland, where

this tone was in high estimation, though his doctrine
was in perfect unison with that of his auditors, his simple
and natural, though earnest, manner of speaking was
looked upon, at first, as a great defect. He wanted, they
said, the holy tone.

J This cant, which, though disgustful now to all but mere
rustics, on account of its being out of fashion, was very
probably the favorite modulation in which heroic verses
were recited by our ancestors. So fluctuating are the taste

and practices of mankind ! But whether the power of

language have received any advantage from the change just
mentioned, (namely, pronouncing words in a more simple
manner), will appear at least very doubtful, when we recol-

lect the stories of its former triumphs, and the inherent
charms of musical sounds. The Art of delivering Written

Language, p. 73.

$ Where was all that endless variety with which the
moderns puff off the Greek language, when it had but one
circumflex? The human voice is just as capable of falling
and rising upon the same syllable as rising and falling ;

and
why so palpable a combination of sounds as the former
should be utterly unknown to the Greeks and Latins, can
be resolved into nothing but (horresco referens !) their ig-
norance of the principles of human speech.

||

" Nee illi [Demostheni] turpe videbatur vel optimis relic-

tis magistris ad canes se conferre, et ab illis p literae vim et

naturam petere, illorumque in sonando, quod satis esset,
morem imitari." Id. Mckerk. de vet. ct rect. Pram. Ling.
Graca, p. 14.

It is an observation of Chambers, author of the "
Cyclope-

dia," that nonsense sounds worse in the English than in any
other language. Let us try the experiment by translating
the above passage : Nor did Demosthenes think it below
him to leave the company of the most respectable puople of

Athens, and go to the dogs, in order to learn from them the

nature of the letter r, and, by observing the sound they
gave it, to imitate, as much as was necessary, their manner
of pronouncing it.

What encomiums do we meet with in Cicero, on the del-

icacy of the ears even of the common people of Rome, who,
if an actor on the stage made the least error in accent or

quantity, were immediately sensible of it, and would ex-

press their disapprobation ! But I am apt to think that an

English actor, who should pronounce theatre, senator, or

conquest, with the accent on the second syllable, would not

escape better than the Roman.
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trifling and imaginary, and at the same time neglect things
which appear to us so essential ;

that they should be so

dark, and sometimes so contradictory, in their account of

accent and quantity, as to furnish opposite systems among
the moderns, with ample quotations in favor of each; is

this more wonderful than that Mr. Sheridan,* who was so

good an actor, and who had spent so much time in studying
and writing on elocution, should say that accent was only
a louder pronunciation of the accented syllable, and not a

higher. But as this same Mr. Sheridan, in his Art of Read-

ing, has excellently observed, that our perception of Latin

quantity is imaginary, and arises not from the ear, but only
from association, like spelling, so it may be observed, that

the confusion and obscurity which reign among all our
writers on accent and quantity, seem to arise from an ideal

perception of long quantity produced by double consonants ;

from confounding stress and quantity, which are so totally

* " The Scotchman utters the first syllable of battle, bor-

row, habit, in the middle tone, dwelling on the vowel ; and
the second with a sudden elevation of the voice, and short;
as, ba-tle, bau-rd, ha-bit. The Englishman utters both sylla-

t
bles without any perceptible change of tone, and in equal
time; s, bat'tie, bor'row, hab'it." 9.rt of Reading, p. 77.

The smallest degree of attention might have taught Mr.
Sheridan that, though this is the prevailing, it is not the in-

variable, pronunciation of a Scotchman ;
and that this ele-

vation of voice, though more perceptible in a Scotchman,
from his drawling out his tones, is no less real in an Eng-
lishman, who pronounces them quicker, and uses them less

frequently ; that is, he mixes the downward inflection vyith
them, which produces a variety. But these two inflections
of voice Mr. Sheridan was an utter stranger to. See Ele-
ments of Elocution, part ii. p. 183.

t Nothing is more fallacious than that perception we seem
to have of the sound of words being expressive of the ideas,
and becoming, as Pope calls it, an echo to the sense. This

coincidence, as Dr. Johnson observes in one of his Ram-
blers, seldom exists any where but in the imagination of
the reader. Dryden, who often wrote as carelessly as he
thought, and often thought as carelessly as he lived, began
a commendation of the sweetness and smoothness of two
lines of Denham in praise of the Thames

different
;
and from mistaking loud for high, and soft for

low, contrary to the clearest definitions of each.f
37. But till the human voice, which is the same in all

ages and nations, be more studied and better understood,
and till a notation of speaking sounds be adopted, I despair
of conveying my ideas of this subject with sufficient clear-
ness upon paper. I have, however, marked such an outline
as may be easily filled up by those who study speaking
with half the attention they must do music. From an en-
tire conviction that the ancients had a notation of speaking
sounds, and from the actual experience of having formed
one myself, I think I can foresee that some future philosoph-
ical inquirer, with more learning, more leisure, and more
credit with the world, than I have, will be able to unravel
this mystery in letters, which has so long been the oppro-
brium et crux grammaticorum, the reproach and torment of
grammarians.

"
Though deep, yet clear, though gentle, yet not dull

;

Strong without rage, without o'erflowing full;"

and this commendation of Dryden's has been echoed by all

subsequent writers, who have taken it for granted that
there is a flow in the lines similar to that of the object
described

; while the least attention to those stops so neces-
sary on the accented and antithetic words will soon con-
vince us that, however expressive the lines may be, they
are as rugged and as little musical as almost any in the
language.
A celebrated critic observes,

" I am apt to think the har-
mony of the verse was a secret to Mr. Dryden ; since it is
evident he was not acquainted with the cjesural stops by
which all numbers are harmonized. Dr. Bentley has ob-
served, the beauty of the second verse consists in the ictus
that sounds on the first syllable of the verse, which, in
English heroics, should sound on the second

; for this verse
is derived from the Trimeter Iambic, Erachycatalectic."
Manwaring's Stichology, p. 71.
When I read such profound observations in such learned

terms, it brings to my mind the Mock Doctor in the farce,who shines away to the illiterate knight, by repeating
Propria qua maribus, &c., and makes him most pathetically
exclaim, 0, why did I neglect my studies!
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REMARKS
ON THE

PRONUNCIATION OP MODERN GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

THE pronunciation of geographical names is a very difficult branch of orthoepy. These names

pertain to all parts of the globe ; their vernacular or native pronunciation is regulated or affected by

every variety of language ;
and it would be impossible to represent, in all cases, the native pronun-

ciation by any combination of English letters.

There are a great many names, respecting the pronunciation of which it is difficult to determine

how far the English analogy should be allowed to prevail over the analogy of the languages to

which the words respectively belong. If we look for authorities for the pronunciation of these

names, we find comparatively few; and such authorities as exist embrace but a small part of the

words of this class ; and there is also much disagreement among orthoepists with respect to the

pronunciation of such of these names as they undertake to pronounce.
With regard to the geographical names which pertain to all the countries in which the English

language is spoken, including the British empire in Europe, the United States, and the British

provinces generally, their pronunciation is, of course, conformed, for the most part, to the analogy
of the English language. In addition to these, all the geographical names which belong to other

parts of the globe, but which have become Anglicized by having changed their native form and

assumed an English orthography, are also conformed to the general principles of English pronun-
ciation. The most common geographical names, such as those which relate to the great divisions

of the globe, the names of the countries, kingdoms, states, principal cities, &c., are differently

written, as well as differently pronounced, in different languages. The following table exhibits a

few examples of this diversity, by way of illustration :

Asia,

Africa,

Europe,

America,

England,

Spain,

Germany,

Italy,

Austria,

Sweden,

London,

Naples,

Leghorn,

French.

Asie,

Afrique,

Europe,

Amerique,

Angleterre,

Espagne,

Allemagne,

Italie,

Autriche,

SuMe,
Londres,

Naples,

Livourne,

German.

Asien,

Afrika,

Europa,

Amerika,

England,

Spanien,

Deutchland,

Italien,

Oesterreich,

Schweden,

London,

Napoli,

Livorno,

Spanish.

Asia,

Africa,

Europa,

America,

Inglaterra,

Espana,

Alemania,

Italia,

Austria,

Suecia,

Londres,

Napoles,

Liorna,

Italian.

Asia.

Africa.

Europa.
America.

Inghilterra.

Spagna.
Germania.

Italia.

Austria.

Svezia

Londra.

Napoli.
Livorno.

There can be no doubt but that geographical names, which assume such different forms in differ-

ent languages, should be pronounced differently by the inhabitants of different countries, and m
accordance with the analogies of their respective languages. All the common geographical names,
such as are familiar to all intelligent persons, have become more or less Anglicized, and their pro-
nunciation is more or less conformed to the English analogy. Many of these words may be
considered as perfectly Anglicized, and are pronounced as common English words; but there
are many that are only partially Anglicized, and with regard to such, it is often difficult to deter,
mine how far, in pronouncing them, the English analogy should be allowed to prevail over
that of the language to which the words properly belong.
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Some foreign geographical names are introduced into the English language without changing
their orthography, but are, nevertheless, in their pronunciation, conformed to the English analogy.
The word Paris, for example, an Englishman or an Anglo-American, in speaking his own lan-

guage, would pronounce, in conformity to it, Par'is ; though, if he were speaking French, he
would pronounce it par-e, in conformity with the French language.
With respect to the class of words which are partially Anglicized, there is a great diversity

in the manner of pronouncing them. Some respectable speakers incline to pronounce them, for

the most part, according to the English analogy, while others aspire to pronounce them as they
are pronounced in the several languages to which they appertain ; and there are many cases in which
it is difficult to determine which is most to be approved, the English or the foreign method; but a

medium between the two extremes may be regarded generally as a judicious course. A person
conversant with foreign languages will be likely to pronounce such words in the foreign manner ;

while a mere English scholar may be naturally expected and permitted to incline more strongly to

the English mode. It may be often desirable to know what the native mode of pronouncing such

words is, though it may not be advisable, in common use, to adopt it.

Proper names are more subject to a corrupt pronunciation, or one which is not conformed to the

orthography, than common names. A considerable number of the geographical names pertaining
to England are pronounced very differently from what their orthography indicates

; as, for example,

Chertsey and Cirencester, pronounced ches'se and sis'e-ter. Americans are somewhat less inclined

to deviate from orthography, in the pronunciation of some words, than the English are. Berwick

and Warwick, for example, which are pronounced in England ber'ik and wor'ik, are very often,

pronounced, in the United States, as they are spelled.

The following Vocabulary was prepared some years since, and annexed to the Comprehensive

Dictionary, and to the Elements of Geography, of the author It has now been somewhat enlarged
and improved, by further inquiry, and by the examination of various new authorities, particularly

Mr. Baldwin's Universal Pronouncing Gazetteer, a work in which the subject of the pronunciation of

geographical names has been attended to with much care and intelligence. Still this Vocabulary,
in its present state, is very imperfect. The pronunciation affixed to many of the words may be

objected to, as not the most proper. A person much versed in foreign languages will be likely to

think that the pronunciation generally has been too much Anglicized ; while a mere English scholar

will think it is not sufficiently so ; and both may doubtless make out a plausible case in favor of

their respective views. But, defective as it is, it is hoped that it will not be found a useless append-

age to a pronouncing dictionary.

PRINCIPLES

PRONUNCIATION OF SEVERAL EUROPEAN LANGUAGES.

THE following Rules, respecting the pronunciation
of certain letters in the principal modern languages of

continental Europe, may be of some use in relation to

the pronunciation of names pertaining to the several

countries where these languages are spoken, though it

may be advisable for a mere English scholar to make

but a partial application of them in practice.

VOWELS.

A. The vowel a, in situations in which the anal-

ogy of the English language would naturally give it the

sound of long a, has, in the languages of the continent

of Europe, what is called the Italian sound, that is, the

Bound of a in far and father. In other situations,

its sound approaches nearly to its short English sound,

in man,fat.

E. The sound of the vowel e, at the end of an ac-

cented syllable, is the same as that of the English long

a, in fate, name. In other situations, it has the sound

of the English short e, in met, men.

/. The long sound of i, in these languages, is the

same as in the English word marine, being the same
as the English sound of long e in mete, seen. The short

sound is the same as its English short sound in pin.

O. The vowel o has the same sounds that it has in

English in the words note, not, and nor.

U. The vowel u, in most of these languages, has

the same sound that it has in English in the word rule,

being the same as oo in fool, moon; and when short, it

has the sound of u in bull, or of oo in good. The sound

of u, in the French language, and also in the Dutch, has

no equivalent sound in English j and it can be learned

only by oral instruction. It may be regarded as inter-
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mediate between the sound of long e and oo, partaking

of both.

Y. The vowel y has, in most of these languages,

the same sound as i,
that is, of long e, as in me ; but in

the Dutch language, it has the sound of the English

long i, in pine.

DIPHTHONGS.

AE or J. The sound of the diphthong ,
in

Dutch, is like the English sound of a in far; in Ger-

man, ee or a like that of the English a, in fate.

AL The sound of the diphthong ai, in French, is

like that of the English long a, in fate ; in Italian,

Spanish, and Portuguese, like that of the English long

t,
in pine.

AUs.ndEAU.-The diphthong au, and the triph-

thong eau, in French, have the sound of the English

long o, in note; as, Chaumont, (sho-mong',) Beauvais,

(b6-va'.) In German, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese,
the diphthong au has the English sound of ow in now ;

as, Austerlitz, (Ous'ter-llts.) The German diphthongs
ait and eu have a sound like that of the English diph-

thong oi, in toil; as, Neustadt, (noif'stat.)

jE/and EY. The diphthongs ei and ey, in German,
have a sound similar to the English sound of Jong i,

in pine; as, Lelp>sic.

EU. The French diphthong eu has a sound similar

to that of the English sound of e in her, or w in fur.
IE. The diphthong ie, in French, German, Dutch,

&c., has the sound of the English long e, in mete;

as, Wil'land.

UE or V. The sound of the German diphthong ue

or is like that of the French u.

OU. The French diphthong ou has the sound of

the English oo, in tool; as, Tdu-louse', (td-16z'.)

OE or 0. The sound of the German diphthong
oe or resembles that of the French eu ; but it has no

equivalent sound in English, and is not easily ex-

plained. It may be conceived, in the name of Goethe,
or GQthc, thus represented, (guet'ta,) pronounced in

two syllables, the sounds of u and of e jn her, in the

first syllable, being blended together.

CONSONANTS.

The sounds of most of the consonants, in the conti-

nental languages, are the same as in English. Some of

the principal exceptions are the following :

B. The sound of b, in German, at the end of a

word, is like that of the English p; in Spanish, be-

tween two vowels, similar to v.

C. The sound of c, in German, before e, i, and y,

is like that of ts in English ;
in Italian, before e and

i,
like that of ch in the English word chill; in Span-

ish, before e and i, like that of th in thin.

D. The sound of d, in German and Dutch, at the

end of a word, is like that of t in English j in Danish

and Spanish, between two vowels or at the end of a

syllable, like that of th in tfiis.

G. The sound of g, in French, before i, e, and y,

is like that of zh in English 3
in Spanish, before e

and i, the same as the Spanish y; in Italian, before

e and i, like that of g in the English word gem, or j in

jet ; in German, at the beginning of words, it is hard,

like g in get ; and in words ending in gen, it is thrown

back on the penultimate syllable 5 as, Hech'ing-en.
J. The sound of j, in French and Portuguese, is

like that of zh in English j in Spanish, it is like that of

h strongly aspirated j
in the other languages, like that

oft/ consonant.

JT. The sound of x, in Spanish, is like that of h

strongly aspirated, being the same as that of the Span-
ish j, and also of g before e and i.

Z. The sound of z, in German and Swedish, is

like that of ts in English j in Italian, like dz ; zz, in

Italian, like ts.

CH. The sound of the digraph ch, in French and

Portuguese, is the same as the English sh, or of ch in

chaise ; in Spanish, the same as ch in the English word

chitt; in Italian, (as in words from the ancient lan-

guages, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,) like that of k. In

German and Dutch, it has a hard, guttural sound,
not easily represented in English, but resembling that

of h strongly aspirated. It is represented in this Vo-

cabulary, as it is in others, by the letter A:.

TH. The digraph th, in these several languages,
has the sound of t ; as, Theis, (tis.)



PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY

GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

AAL'BORG (al'bbrg)
Aar (ar)

Aar'gau (ar'gbu)
Aar'huus (ar'h6s)
Ab'a-c5



946 GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

As-tbr'ga



GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. 947

c.

CA-BAR'RAS



948 GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

Cos-sjm-ba z'ar'

CSs'ta Ri'ca

Cote d'Or (kot'dor')
Cotes du Nord

(kot'-du-nbr')
Co-to-pax'j
Cott'btis

C6u-lan'
C6ur'land

Cour-tray'
Coutances (k3-tans')



GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. 949

Forth



GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

In-ver-logh'y



GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES 951

L9-zfcre'

Lu-beck', or Lu'beck



952 GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

Natch-j-toch'e?

(or nak'e-tosh)
Na-to'lj-a
Nat-tore'



GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. 953

P:3rt Ma-hon'
Por'to Pray'a
Por'to Rl'co
Ports'mouth

P5rt'u-gai



954



GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. 955

Towce'ter (tous'ter)



956 GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

Y.

Yal-a-bil'sh?

Yam-pa-ra'es
Yang-tcheoil'
Yang'ts?-kj-ang'
Yii'nj-na

Ya-9-tcheofi'

Yar-Mnd'
Yar'mouth

Yar'row
Ya-z68'
Yd'do
Yem'en

Yen-i-sei' (or yen--

yJd'vjl _

YSnne
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